
From: Beverley A Everson
To: Debby Kriegel; Melinda D Roth; jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com;

tfurgason@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; Larry Jones
Subject: Re: meeting on the 10th (bio/hydro) - Rosemont will be available at 9:30 to discuss the project for the

landforming group...
Date: 12/07/2009 03:37 PM

Let's plan on meeting at MP44 at 9:30 instead of the water tank, as Larry has people
who are coming to the milepost that he can't notify of a change (lack of email
addresses,etc.).  Everyone please spread the word to anyone else who needs to
know.

Thanks!

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

12/07/2009 07:46 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: meeting on the 10th (bio/hydro) - Rosemont will
be available at 9:30 to discuss the project for the

landforming group...

Tentatively we're meeting the bio/hydro group at MP 44 at 9:30.  Would you please
let Jamie and Jeff know this?  Or do you think the water tank site is significantly
better for a first overview of the project?

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

12/04/2009 04:27 PM

To Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Julie A
Speegle/R10/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc

Subject meeting on the 10th (bio/hydro) - Rosemont will be
available at 9:30 to discuss the project for the

landforming group...
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do you want to tie in with us for that discussion?  It will include Rosemont's
geologist and Jamie Sturgess.  The plan is to meet at the green water tank on the
4064 Rd. a short distance off of Hwy. 83.   RSVP requested.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: ccoyle@swca.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/14/2009 02:15 PM

The meeting place for this meeting and for the IDT meeting, has been changed to
SWCA.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

07/10/2009 07:47 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc ccoyle@swca.com, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with

Bounds of Analysis

Hello Bev,
I can be there.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/09/2009 03:35 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject meeting to discuss specialist communication with
Bounds of Analysis
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Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only
recently received some information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds
of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was some breakdown in communication with
transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the four of us meet next
Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I
discussed the meeting time and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us
by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00.

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Charles Coyle
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/09/2009 03:48 PM

Hi Bev,
 
Yes, I’ll be available then.
 
Charles
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 3:35 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
Subject: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
 

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only recently received some
information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the
four of us meet next Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I discussed the meeting time
and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00. 

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: ccoyle@swca.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/10/2009 07:47 AM

Hello Bev,
I can be there.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/09/2009 03:35 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject meeting to discuss specialist communication with
Bounds of Analysis

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they
had only recently received some information from SWCA that was
necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed
information.  I've asked that the four of us meet next Wednesday at
8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom
and I discussed the meeting time and date, and it sounds like you're
available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00.

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in
6V6.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Charles Coyle
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth; Dale Ortman PE; Rion

Bowers
Subject: RE: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/10/2009 01:26 PM
Attachments: Chapter 3 Sections and Assignments 5-27-09.doc

 
Hi Bev,
 
I believe I’ve already identified a couple areas of miscommunication and/or lack of communication that
contributed to the glitch.
 
First off, I was using the CNF’s Proposed IDT roster as a reference when I developed guidance to
send to the SWCA team members as to whom their CNF resource counterpart would be for seeking
input on the bounds of analysis. That document identified Salek as the lead specialist for groundwater,
surface water, and soils:
 

Hydrogeology (Ground Water) Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman
Hydrology (Surface Water) Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman
Soils Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman

 
I did not notice on the following page that Bob Lefevre was listed as lead for Clean Water Act
Compliance. I only showed him as lead for Air Quality in the guidance to our team (see attached 5-27
version, but note that I have subsequently updated this file since that date to reflect recent adjustments
in staffing).
 
My instructions to the SWCA team were to first call or email their CNF counterparts to get a dialogue
going, then draft a narrative of the spatial and temporal bounds of analysis and send that to the CNF
specialist for input and approval. Only then were they to work with Lara Mitchell to have an appropriate
map created that reflected the approved spatial bounds. In my initial guidance I did not give specific
instructions that the maps also needed to be sent to the CNF for approval, though most people chose
to do so & I recommended doing so if anyone was unsure and called or emailed me about it.
 
On May 29, Dale Ortman submitted a draft memo of the water resources bounds of analysis to Salek,
Rion Bowers, and Chris Garrett. He received comments only from Rion and Chris. Because Jill Grams
was no longer available to work on soils, on June 7 Dale resubmitted the same water resources draft
to Salek along with draft bounds of analysis for soils. No comment was received, so on June 9 Dale
resubmitted the “final” documents to me, cc’ing Salek, Tom, Rion, and Chris, and letting us know he
was coordinating with Lara Mitchell on developing the maps for those two resources. On June 16 I
emailed Dale to inquire whether he had heard back from Salek, and he wrote to say he had received
no response on either the water or soils texts.
 
I’ve learned that Rion is out on vacation this week and next, so I can’t say whether he independently
submitted any text or figures and did not cc me. I know he had responded to Dale’s May 29 water
resources bounds memo and cc’d Salek, Chris Garrett and me with his comments. He had been quite
prompt in submitting the hazardous materials bounds of analysis to Eli Curiel on June 3, which Eli
approved on June 9.
 
Charles
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 3:35 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
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SWCA


3.1 Hydrology (Chris Garrett, Dale Ortman, Rion Bowers)

3.2 Geology and Minerals (Jerome Hesse, Dale Ortman)


3.3 Soils and Reclamation (Jill Grams, Dale Ortman)


3.4 Biological Resources (Ken Kertell, Geoff Soroka)


3.5 Cultural Resources (Jerome Hesse, Suzanne Griset)

3.6 Fuels and Fire Management (Megan Robertson)

3.7 Socioeconomics/Environmental Justice (Cara Bellavia)


3.8 Visual Resources (Marcie Bidwell)


3.9 Transportation/Access (Ralph Ellis)


3.10 Recreation and Wilderness (Steve Leslie)


3.11 Livestock Grazing (Geoff Soroka)


3.12 Land Use (Jill Grams)


3.13 Noise (DME - subcontractor)


3.14 Air Quality (VSI - subcontractor)


3.15 Lighting (Ben Gaddis)


3.16 Hazardous Materials (Kevin Serrato, Rion Bowers)


3.17 Public Health and Safety (Megan Robertson)


Coronado National Forest


3.1 Hydrology (Salek Shafiqullah)

3.2 Geology and Minerals (Bev Everson)


3.3 Soils and Reclamation (Salek Shafiqullah)


3.4 Biological Resources (Larry Jones, Debbie Sebesta)


3.5 Cultural Resources (Bill Gillespie, Mary Farrell)

3.6 Fuels and Fire Management (Art Elek)

3.7 Socioeconomics/Environmental Justice (Sarah Davis)


3.8 Visual Resources (Debby Kriegel)


3.9 Transportation/Access (Walt Keyes)


3.10 Recreation and Wilderness (Debby Kriegel)


3.11 Livestock Grazing (Kendall Brown)


3.12 Land Use (George McKay, Tami Emmett and Debby Kriegel)


3.13 Noise (Alan Belauskas)


3.14 Air Quality (Bob Lefevre)


3.15 Lighting (Sarah Davis)


3.16 Hazardous Materials (Eli Curiel)


3.17 Public Health and Safety (Alan Belauskas, Eli Curiel)




Subject: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
 

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only recently received some
information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the
four of us meet next Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I discussed the meeting time
and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00. 

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss the Technical Report Reviews
Date: 05/18/2010 01:24 PM

Pima County has been reviewing technical reports and would like to meet to discuss
these.  I would like to have representation from SWCA if that is possible.  See tread
below.  
Presently, reports include hydrology justification and geochem. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/18/2010 01:20 PM -----

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

05/18/2010 01:19 PM

To "Julia Fonseca" <Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

cc

Subject RE: Meeting to discuss the Technical Report Reviews

Hello Julia,
Bev and Teresa Ann have deferred to me.  However, I would like to bring along my
technical consultants (SWCA) who is also helping review these documents and write
up effects.  Who would be attending from PC?  Tentative dates:
5/25, 5/27, 6/1, 6/3  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Julia Fonseca" <Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov> 

05/18/2010 12:04 PM

To "Sal Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Meeting to discuss the Technical Report
Reviews

 Hi, Sal,

 
I would lke your technical lead to attend, would that be Bev?  I've gotten in touch with
RFCD about this.  Do you have some dates in mind?
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Julia Fonseca 

 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Julia Fonseca
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss the Technical Report Reviews
Date: 05/18/2010 01:19 PM

Hello Julia,
Bev and Teresa Ann have deferred to me.  However, I would like to bring along my
technical consultants (SWCA) who is also helping review these documents and write
up effects.  Who would be attending from PC?  Tentative dates:
5/25, 5/27, 6/1, 6/3  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Julia Fonseca" <Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov> 

05/18/2010 12:04 PM

To "Sal Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Meeting to discuss the Technical Report
Reviews

 Hi, Sal,

 
I would lke your technical lead to attend, would that be Bev?  I've gotten
in touch with RFCD about this.  Do you have some dates in mind?

 

Julia Fonseca 
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Richard A Gerhart; Larry Jones
Subject: RE: migratory bird MOU
Date: 02/12/2010 02:57 PM

BTW, I found this on page 6 of the MOU:
 
When developing the list of species to be considered in the planning process, consult the

current FWS Birds of Conservation Concern (updated 2002 and available at
www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/reports/BCC2002.pdf), State lists, and comprehensive
planning efforts for migratory birds (see Definitions for a list of comprehensive
plans).

 
Interesting, but this adds a few lists to think about when doing a Migratory Bird Analysis (USFWS Birds
of Conservation Concern, AGFD Wildlife of Special Concern, etc.).
 
Once the Regional Office provides the direction we need, if you want to kick the Migratory Bird
Analysis report back to me to make changes based on the lists of migratory birds to address let me
know.
 
Thanks!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 12:14 PM
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Larry Jones
Subject: migratory bird MOU
 

Geoff 

I tried to send you a link with this but I got a message that it was blocked by the FS spam filter. (You
would think a link to a federal government website would be OK). Anyway, here is a copy of the MOU. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Larry Jones
Subject: RE: migratory bird MOU
Date: 02/11/2010 01:10 PM

Thanks Rick!
 
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 12:14 PM
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Larry Jones
Subject: migratory bird MOU
 

Geoff 

I tried to send you a link with this but I got a message that it was blocked by the FS spam filter. (You
would think a link to a federal government website would be OK). Anyway, here is a copy of the MOU. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; jrigg@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: mitigation placeholder for Hexalectris
Date: 06/03/2010 08:01 AM

Added to mitigation table.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

06/02/2010 04:33 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
jrigg@swca.com

cc Richard A Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, gsoroka@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com

Subject mitigation placeholder for Hexalectris

Mindee and Jonathan--

I know there is a big rush to get mitigations in the mitigation table, but
I can't believe they are in a final stage since all of the specialists'
reports identifying mitigation aren't completed (e.g., field surveys for
the orchid are still underway, and Biological Evaluation is forthcoming)
and alternatives haven't been accurately mapped, but after today's
field trip to see Hexalectris colemanii orchids, and get the update from
WestLand (Bob Schmalzel and Gabrielle) and Rosemont (Holly Lawson),
it seems we would want to at least protect and buffer the known
perimeters of the orchid subpopulations in McCleary Canyon and its
tributaries.  The population in Wasp Canyon is apparently too close to
the pit to warrant mitigation, but the others, which are physically near
the plant facilities could be protected by a perimeter fence and a gate
(to allow access as needed).  Inside the fence, we would want to
buffer the site with "as large an area as possible" to minimize edge
effect.  Rick and Debbie may have something to add, and there may be
more to consider, such as water diversions.  How about this wording
for starts (so we at least have a placeholder, and can wordsmith or add
to later):

"All populations and subpopulations of Hexalectris revoluta var.
colemanii within the proposed project area that can be avoided during
mining activities will be protected by a perimeter fence and at least
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one lockable access gate (exclosure).  The perimeter of a
population/subpopulation is identified by connecting the outermost
localities (minimum convex polygon) and adding a 100 ft  buffer,
wherever possible.  It is important to design the perimeter fence such
that it will not be compromised by seasonally high water flows or
mining activity."

Melissa--please put this note in the project record under Biological
Resources.

Thanks!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Sturgess Jamie
To: Melinda D Roth; jrigg@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 01:54 PM

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:

 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail

AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties

prior to, and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and

operate the Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.

 Rosemont believes that the other two gages have independent utility, are outside

of the anticipated impact potential, and are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for

discussion on Friday.  Thx. 
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Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42

Tucson, AZ  85701

(520) 388-8319

(520) 396-0715 (cell)

(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Sturgess Jamie
To: Kathy Arnold; Mindee Roth; jrigg@swca.com; Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:21 PM

Kathy I agree with you.

Lets focus this on the one that Rosemont has agreed to fund going forward.

Jamie

On 6/28/10 3:05 PM, "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> wrote:

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund
the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at
Barrel Canyon (09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last
mitigation meeting did not include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipients and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and
notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
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To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason
<tfurgason@swca.com>, Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate
and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel

Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States
Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow
measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580),

Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ
(09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested
parties prior to, and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to
reinstall and operate the Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a
condition of approval.  Rosemont believes that the other two gages have
independent utility, are outside of the anticipated impact potential, and
are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation
updates for discussion on Friday.  Thx. 
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Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: Sturgess Jamie
Cc: Beverley Everson; jrigg@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:41 PM

Thank you all for your quick review of Salek's edits. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Sturgess Jamie
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

06/28/2010 02:21 PM

To Kathy Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Mindee Roth
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "jrigg@swca.com" <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom
Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Mitigation table edits

Kathy I agree with you.

Lets focus this on the one that Rosemont has agreed to fund going forward.

Jamie

On 6/28/10 3:05 PM, "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> wrote:

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund the USGS to operate and
maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last mitigation meeting did not
include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
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karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Katherine
Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail

AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties prior to, and
independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and operate the Barrel Wash
site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.  Rosemont believes that the other two
gages have independent utility, are outside of the anticipated impact potential, and are
best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess
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On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for discussion on Friday.
 Thx. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist

Coronado National Forest

520-388-8377 

file:////c/mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Kathy Arnold
To: Jamie Sturgess; Mindee Roth; jrigg@swca.com; Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:05 PM

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund the USGS to
operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon
(09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last mitigation meeting
did not include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>,
Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail
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AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties prior to,
and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and operate the
Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.  Rosemont believes
that the other two gages have independent utility, are outside of the anticipated
impact potential, and are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for
discussion on Friday.  Thx. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

file:////c/mroth@fs.fed.us


Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: jrigg@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; jsturgess@augustaresource.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 12:24 PM
Attachments: Mitigation Table June 8 2010 Update salek.docx

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for discussion on
Friday.  Thx.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Mitigation table edits

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Action Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		1.1.2. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.3. 

		110

		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.





		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		1.1.4. 

		116

		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.  The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits.  



General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.    

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

 

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results



SW quality



		1.1.5. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide requirements after meeting with ADWR

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





Engineering Safety Factor





		1.2. 

		 

		Supplemental Mitigation

		 

		 

		 

		 



		1.2.1. 

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.2. 

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.3. 

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.2.4. 

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.2.5. 

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct regional recharge within Tucson Active Management Area.

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits exceed groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.1.1. 

		130

		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources.  For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		1.1.2. 

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.1.3. 

		

		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed.  It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions.  Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached.  Annual reporting.  This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek.  A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.4. 

		

		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service.  All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location.  This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data.  Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.5. 

		

		Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).

		

		

		

		



		1.1.6. 

		

		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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Covered under law, regulation, and policy


 


 


 


 


 


1.1.3.


 


 


110


 


Groundwater Protection


 


Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ 


that determines th


e requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for 


discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best 


Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points 


of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation 


of necessary 


studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied 


upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.


 


 


As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and 


any successors in ownership of the


 


Mine must be required to agree in 


writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit 


conditions of the ADEQ APP.


 


 


The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include 


to:


 


·


 


Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluati


on as part of 


engineering design review,


 


·


 


Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of 


Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site 


and to the application.  


 


·
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nding for all 
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Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 


 


·
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Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as 
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·


 


Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan


 


that includes 


requirements in the permit.


 


 


Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards 


set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater 


permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Action Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		1.1.2. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.3. 

		110

		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.





		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		1.1.4. 

		116

		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.  The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits.  



General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.    

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

 

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results



SW quality



		1.1.5. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide requirements after meeting with ADWR

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





Engineering Safety Factor





		1.2. 

		 

		Supplemental Mitigation

		 

		 

		 

		 



		1.2.1. 

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.2. 

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.3. 

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.2.4. 

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.2.5. 

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct regional recharge within Tucson Active Management Area.

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits exceed groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.1.1. 

		130

		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources.  For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		1.1.2. 

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.1.3. 

		

		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed.  It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions.  Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached.  Annual reporting.  This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek.  A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.4. 

		

		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service.  All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location.  This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data.  Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.5. 

		

		Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).

		

		

		

		



		1.1.6. 

		

		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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110


 


Groundwater Protection


 


Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ 


that determines th


e requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for 


discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best 


Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points 


of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation 


of necessary 


studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied 


upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.


 


 


As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and 


any successors in ownership of the


 


Mine must be required to agree in 


writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit 


conditions of the ADEQ APP.


 


 


The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include 


to:


 


·


 


Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluati


on as part of 


engineering design review,


 


·


 


Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of 


Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site 


and to the application.  


 


·


 


Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of fu


nding for all 


costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge 


pollutants to groundwater


 


·


 


Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 


 


·


 


Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance 


points requi


red by the APP permit throughout facility operations and 


after closure.


 


·


 


Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as 


may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards


 


·


 


Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan


 


that includes 


requirements in the permit.


 


 


Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards 


set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater 


permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.
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From: Sturgess Jamie
To: Melinda D Roth; jrigg@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 01:54 PM

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:

 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail

AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties

prior to, and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and

operate the Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.

 Rosemont believes that the other two gages have independent utility, are outside

of the anticipated impact potential, and are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for

discussion on Friday.  Thx. 

mailto:jsturgess@augustaresource.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
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Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42

Tucson, AZ  85701

(520) 388-8319

(520) 396-0715 (cell)

(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Sturgess Jamie
To: Kathy Arnold; Mindee Roth; jrigg@swca.com; Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:21 PM

Kathy I agree with you.

Lets focus this on the one that Rosemont has agreed to fund going forward.

Jamie

On 6/28/10 3:05 PM, "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> wrote:

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund
the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at
Barrel Canyon (09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last
mitigation meeting did not include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipients and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and
notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
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To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason
<tfurgason@swca.com>, Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate
and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel

Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States
Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow
measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580),

Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ
(09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested
parties prior to, and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to
reinstall and operate the Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a
condition of approval.  Rosemont believes that the other two gages have
independent utility, are outside of the anticipated impact potential, and
are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation
updates for discussion on Friday.  Thx. 
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Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: Sturgess Jamie
Cc: Beverley Everson; jrigg@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:41 PM

Thank you all for your quick review of Salek's edits. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Sturgess Jamie
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

06/28/2010 02:21 PM

To Kathy Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Mindee Roth
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "jrigg@swca.com" <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom
Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Mitigation table edits

Kathy I agree with you.

Lets focus this on the one that Rosemont has agreed to fund going forward.

Jamie

On 6/28/10 3:05 PM, "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> wrote:

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund the USGS to operate and
maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last mitigation meeting did not
include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
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karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Katherine
Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail

AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties prior to, and
independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and operate the Barrel Wash
site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.  Rosemont believes that the other two
gages have independent utility, are outside of the anticipated impact potential, and are
best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess
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On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for discussion on Friday.
 Thx. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist

Coronado National Forest

520-388-8377 

file:////c/mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Kathy Arnold
To: Jamie Sturgess; Mindee Roth; jrigg@swca.com; Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 02:05 PM

I don’t think the two other gages should even be mentioned – simply “Annually fund the USGS to
operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon
(09484580).”

There is no benefit to mentioning the other two and the discussions at the last mitigation meeting
did not include the other gages only the Barrel canyon one.

Cheers!
Kathy

Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may
contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 28 Jun 2010 15:53:52 -0500
To: Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <jrigg@swca.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>,
Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits

Salek and Mindee:

I prefer to have this reworded from its present text:
 

“ Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain
existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita
(09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail
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AZ (09484600). “

to:

“Participate with other funding sources for the USGS (United States Geological
Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at

the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita
(09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).”  

My reasoning is that two of these are currently operated by interested parties prior to,
and independent of Rosemont.  Rosemont has agreed to reinstall and operate the
Barrel Wash site, and will accept that as a condition of approval.  Rosemont believes
that the other two gages have independent utility, are outside of the anticipated
impact potential, and are best funded by others.

Jamie Sturgess

On 6/28/10 1:24 PM, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us> wrote:

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for
discussion on Friday.  Thx. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To

file:////c/mroth@fs.fed.us


Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject

Mitigation table edits 

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: jrigg@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; jsturgess@augustaresource.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Mitigation table edits
Date: 06/28/2010 12:24 PM
Attachments: Mitigation Table June 8 2010 Update salek.docx

Jonathan, Please incorporate Salek's Hydrology mitigation updates for discussion on
Friday.  Thx.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

06/28/2010 11:31 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Mitigation table edits

 

 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Action Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		1.1.2. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.3. 

		110

		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.





		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		1.1.4. 

		116

		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.  The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits.  



General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.    

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

 

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results



SW quality



		1.1.5. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide requirements after meeting with ADWR

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





Engineering Safety Factor





		1.2. 

		 

		Supplemental Mitigation

		 

		 

		 

		 



		1.2.1. 

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.2. 

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.3. 

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.2.4. 

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.2.5. 

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct regional recharge within Tucson Active Management Area.

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits exceed groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.1.1. 

		130

		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources.  For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		1.1.2. 

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.1.3. 

		

		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed.  It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions.  Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached.  Annual reporting.  This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek.  A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.4. 

		

		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service.  All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location.  This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data.  Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.5. 

		

		Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).

		

		

		

		



		1.1.6. 

		

		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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Hydrology


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Covered under law, regulation, and policy


 


 


 


 


 


1.1.3.


 


 


110


 


Groundwater Protection


 


Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ 


that determines th


e requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for 


discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best 


Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points 


of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation 


of necessary 


studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied 


upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.


 


 


As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and 


any successors in ownership of the


 


Mine must be required to agree in 


writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit 


conditions of the ADEQ APP.


 


 


The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include 


to:


 


·


 


Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluati


on as part of 


engineering design review,


 


·


 


Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of 


Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site 


and to the application.  


 


·


 


Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of fu


nding for all 


costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge 


pollutants to groundwater


 


·


 


Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 


 


·


 


Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance 


points requi


red by the APP permit throughout facility operations and 


after closure.


 


·


 


Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as 


may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards


 


·


 


Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan


 


that includes 


requirements in the permit.


 


 


Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards 


set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater 


permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.


 


 


 


 


 


FS


, 


 


Tribes


 


 


 


Water 


–


 


groundwater quality, Clean Water Act


 


GW quality
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		To which Action Alt(s)? 

		Source
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		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		1.1.2. 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		1.1.3. 

		110

		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.





		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		1.1.4. 

		116

		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.  The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits.  



General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.    

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

 

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results



SW quality



		1.1.5. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide requirements after meeting with ADWR

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





Engineering Safety Factor





		1.2. 

		 

		Supplemental Mitigation

		 

		 

		 

		 



		1.2.1. 

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.2. 

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		1.2.3. 

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.2.4. 

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		All (except MPO)

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.2.5. 

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct regional recharge within Tucson Active Management Area.

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits exceed groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		All (except MPO)

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		1.1.1. 

		130

		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources.  For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		1.1.2. 

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All (except MPO)

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		1.1.3. 

		

		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed.  It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions.  Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached.  Annual reporting.  This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek.  A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.4. 

		

		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service.  All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location.  This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data.  Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		

		

		



		1.1.5. 

		

		Annually fund the USGS (United States Geological Survey) to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gages at the Barrel Canyon near Sonoita (09484580), Cienega Creek near Sonoita (09484550), and Pantano Wash near Vail AZ (09484600).

		

		

		

		



		1.1.6. 

		

		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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Hydrology
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110


 


Groundwater Protection


 


Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ 


that determines th


e requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for 


discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best 


Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points 


of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation 


of necessary 


studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied 


upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.


 


 


As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and 
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Mine must be required to agree in 


writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit 
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Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of 
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Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan


 


that includes 


requirements in the permit.


 


 


Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards 


set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater 


permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.
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From: Tami Emmett
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; Debby Kriegel;

dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input ASAP
Date: 12/15/2009 05:05 PM

All - I'm in contact with Jonathan Rigg who will be working with us on the mitigation table.  At this point,
he should be clear on what we (Lands) need included.  I won't be available to work through lunch on
Thursday or Friday.  Thanks, Tami 

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2009 04:25 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Re: Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need

input ASAPLink

I agree with Debby, however, I don't know when we'll have the completed table with all the mitigation.
 I would suggest that we meet Friday morning and go over all that we have by then.  Please, core and
extended team members, RSVP as soon as possible and let me know whether of not you will be
available on Friday at 9:00.  I don't know how long the meeting will take; I suggest that everyone plan
on working through lunch. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
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Fax: 520-388-8305

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2009 03:40 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc
Subject Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input ASAP

SWCA should have the new consolidated mitigation table available later today.  I
know that Tami and Walt wanted to make some edits, and I believe that all IDT
members should minimally take 1/2 an hour to read through the whole thing so
we're not going "Huh? Where did THAT come from??" as we go through the list in
front of Rosemont. 

Also, since the team really hasn't really had any comprehensive discussion about the
latest list of mitigation, we might want to meet briefly to discuss before Monday's
meeting.  This list is still draft and will undoubtedly change as we finalize alternatives
and proceed with analysis.  We don't need to have everything worked out, but it'd be
good to have some rough consensus as a team. 

Since the regular meeting tomorrow got cancelled, perhaps we can edit SWCA's list
in the morning and meet for an hour or two right after lunch?  Alternately, we could
meet Thursday or Friday...or even just before the 10:00 meeting on Monday. 

Please let me know who can be available. 

Thanks. 



From: Larry Jones
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; Debby Kriegel;

dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input ASAP
Date: 12/16/2009 07:33 AM

today is the only day i can spend on rosemont stuff (see the WebEx calendar) 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2009 04:25 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Re: Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need

input ASAPLink

I agree with Debby, however, I don't know when we'll have the completed table with all the mitigation.
 I would suggest that we meet Friday morning and go over all that we have by then.  Please, core and
extended team members, RSVP as soon as possible and let me know whether of not you will be
available on Friday at 9:00.  I don't know how long the meeting will take; I suggest that everyone plan
on working through lunch. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2009 03:40 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc
Subject Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input ASAP

SWCA should have the new consolidated mitigation table available later today.  I
know that Tami and Walt wanted to make some edits, and I believe that all IDT
members should minimally take 1/2 an hour to read through the whole thing so
we're not going "Huh? Where did THAT come from??" as we go through the list in
front of Rosemont. 

Also, since the team really hasn't really had any comprehensive discussion about the
latest list of mitigation, we might want to meet briefly to discuss before Monday's
meeting.  This list is still draft and will undoubtedly change as we finalize alternatives
and proceed with analysis.  We don't need to have everything worked out, but it'd be
good to have some rough consensus as a team. 

Since the regular meeting tomorrow got cancelled, perhaps we can edit SWCA's list
in the morning and meet for an hour or two right after lunch?  Alternately, we could
meet Thursday or Friday...or even just before the 10:00 meeting on Monday. 

Please let me know who can be available. 

Thanks. 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Re: Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input ASAP
Date: 12/15/2009 04:25 PM

I agree with Debby, however, I don't know when we'll have the completed table with all the mitigation.
 I would suggest that we meet Friday morning and go over all that we have by then.  Please, core and
extended team members, RSVP as soon as possible and let me know whether of not you will be
available on Friday at 9:00.  I don't know how long the meeting will take; I suggest that everyone plan
on working through lunch. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2009 03:40 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc
Subject Monday's meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation - Need input

ASAP

SWCA should have the new consolidated mitigation table available later today.  I
know that Tami and Walt wanted to make some edits, and I believe that all IDT
members should minimally take 1/2 an hour to read through the whole thing so
we're not going "Huh? Where did THAT come from??" as we go through the list in
front of Rosemont. 

Also, since the team really hasn't really had any comprehensive discussion about the
latest list of mitigation, we might want to meet briefly to discuss before Monday's
meeting.  This list is still draft and will undoubtedly change as we finalize alternatives
and proceed with analysis.  We don't need to have everything worked out, but it'd be
good to have some rough consensus as a team. 
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Since the regular meeting tomorrow got cancelled, perhaps we can edit SWCA's list
in the morning and meet for an hour or two right after lunch?  Alternately, we could
meet Thursday or Friday...or even just before the 10:00 meeting on Monday. 

Please let me know who can be available. 

Thanks. 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Monitoring question
Date: 11/17/2010 03:52 PM

Why:  part of the Aquifer Protection Permit from the ADEQ. 
What:  Monitor surface water quality
Objective:  Monitor changes and trends in water quality.
Desired Result:  If negative changes occur, implement corrective actions/contingency
plans prior to major impacts to the downstream watershed. (what those would be is
unknown at this time)
Method:  collect samples of water and soil and send samples to be tested to a state
approved laboratory.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

11/16/2010 07:17 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Monitoring question

Salek,

 
Chapter 2 of the DEIS contains the following statement:

 
COMPLIANCE POINT DAM 
A compliance point dam would be located in Barrel Canyon to provide the
final stormwater discharge sampling location for the project. It would be the
final sediment pond and would be a porous, rock-fill check dam located in
Barrel Canyon Wash, downstream of its confluence with McCleary Canyon
Wash. The dam would be approximately 6 feet tall, with a storage capacity
of approximately 2 acre-feet. It would be constructed in Year 0 using inert
waste 35 rock as an Arizona Department of Water Resources non-
jurisdictional, unlined embankment. The compliance point dam would serve
as the final compliance point where stormwater can be monitored.

 
Can you tell me what we want to monitor at this point – surface water
quantity, quality, or both?  What is the monitoring objective, desired result,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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and method of the monitoring?

 
Any thoughts you can provide will be helpful in adding to the draft
monitoring plan.  Thanks...Terry



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Montgomery Response to MWH Review of Mine Water Pumping Model
Date: 05/13/2010 03:02 PM
Attachments: MWH_Response_final_2.pdf

FYI....

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/13/2010 03:02 PM -----

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

05/13/2010 02:17 PM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

cc "'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Montgomery Response to MWH Review of Mine

Water Pumping Model

Hello Dale,
Please have MWH review the responses provided by Montgomery and be prepared
to discuss or respond.  Lets try to use the collaborative approach to resolution we
have been pursuing on some of the other unresolved subjects.   If Rosemont agrees,
please arrange to conduct teleconferences and/or roundtable meetings with all the
relevant participants.  Otherwise, please have MWH draft a response to the
Montgomery document, with forest service input, and forward it on to Rosemont.  
Lets discuss.   Thanks.     

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/10/2010 09:15 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Montgomery Response to MWH Review of Mine
Water Pumping Model

Salek,
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February 9, 2010 
 
 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 
 
 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 


GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


 
Kathy: 


 
We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 


from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS): 


 
• Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 


2009. 
• Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.   


 
 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings” 
  
MWH Comment:  The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is 
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
 


MWH Comment:  The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 
 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 


MWH Comment:  It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 


MWH Comment:  Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 
 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 
 
Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).  
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
 
MWH Comment:  Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 
 
A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  
 


MWH Comment:  An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 


 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
MWH Comment:  As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 
 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4. 
 
The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.   
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MWH Comment:  Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 
  


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 
 
The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


 
MWH Comment:  M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
  


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change. 
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 
 


MWH Comment:  The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 
  


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 
 


MWH Comment:  MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
  


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns” 
 
MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 
  


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 
 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 
  


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.  


 
MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 
  


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


  
M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model. 


 
MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 
  


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
  


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 
  


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY 
 
The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 


of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


   
In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 


are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


 
Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 


the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


 
If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


 
    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


         
    Hale W. Barter 


    
    Marla E. Odom 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 







 
Please review the response provided by Montgomery regarding the initial MWH review of the
mine water supply pumping model report and let me know if it is acceptable or if you want to have
the response reviewed by MWH.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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February 9, 2010 
 
 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 
 
 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 


GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


 
Kathy: 


 
We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 


from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS): 


 
• Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 


2009. 
• Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.   


 
 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings” 
  
MWH Comment:  The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is 
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
 


MWH Comment:  The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 
 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 


MWH Comment:  It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 


MWH Comment:  Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 
 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 
 
Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).  
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
 
MWH Comment:  Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 
 
A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  
 


MWH Comment:  An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 


 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
MWH Comment:  As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 
 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4. 
 
The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.   
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MWH Comment:  Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 
  


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 
 
The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


 
MWH Comment:  M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
  


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change. 
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 
 


MWH Comment:  The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 
  


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 
 


MWH Comment:  MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
  


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns” 
 
MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 
  


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 
 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 
  


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.  


 
MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 
  


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


  
M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model. 


 
MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 
  


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
  


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 
  


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY 
 
The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 


of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


   
In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 


are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


 
Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 


the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


 
If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


 
    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


         
    Hale W. Barter 


    
    Marla E. Odom 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Montgomery Response to MWH Review of Mine Water Pumping Model
Date: 05/13/2010 02:17 PM
Attachments: MWH_Response_final_2.pdf

Hello Dale,
Please have MWH review the responses provided by Montgomery and be prepared
to discuss or respond.  Lets try to use the collaborative approach to resolution we
have been pursuing on some of the other unresolved subjects.   If Rosemont agrees,
please arrange to conduct teleconferences and/or roundtable meetings with all the
relevant participants.  Otherwise, please have MWH draft a response to the
Montgomery document, with forest service input, and forward it on to Rosemont.  
Lets discuss.   Thanks.     

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/10/2010 09:15 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Montgomery Response to MWH Review of Mine
Water Pumping Model

Salek,

 
Please review the response provided by Montgomery regarding the initial MWH
review of the mine water supply pumping model report and let me know if it is
acceptable or if you want to have the response reviewed by MWH.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
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February 9, 2010 
 
 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 
 
 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 


GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


 
Kathy: 


 
We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 


from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS): 


 
• Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 


2009. 
• Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.   


 
 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings” 
  
MWH Comment:  The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is 
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
 


MWH Comment:  The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 
 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 


MWH Comment:  It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 


MWH Comment:  Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 
 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 
 
Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).  
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
 
MWH Comment:  Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 
 
A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  
 


MWH Comment:  An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 


 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
MWH Comment:  As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 
 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4. 
 
The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.   
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MWH Comment:  Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 
  


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 
 
The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


 
MWH Comment:  M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
  


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change. 
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 
 


MWH Comment:  The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 
  


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 
 


MWH Comment:  MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
  


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns” 
 
MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 
  


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 
 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 
  


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.  


 
MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 
  


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


  
M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model. 


 
MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 
  


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
  


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 
  


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY 
 
The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 


of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


   
In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 


are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


 
Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 


the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


 
If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


 
    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


         
    Hale W. Barter 


    
    Marla E. Odom 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 







(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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February 9, 2010 
 
 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 
 
 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 


GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


 
Kathy: 


 
We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 


from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS): 


 
• Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 


2009. 
• Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.   


 
 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings” 
  
MWH Comment:  The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is 
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
 


MWH Comment:  The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 
 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 


MWH Comment:  It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 


MWH Comment:  Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 
 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 
 
Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).  
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
 
MWH Comment:  Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 
 
A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  
 


MWH Comment:  An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 


 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
MWH Comment:  As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 
 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4. 
 
The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.   
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MWH Comment:  Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 
  


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 
 
The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


 
MWH Comment:  M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
  


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change. 
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 
 


MWH Comment:  The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 
  


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 
 


MWH Comment:  MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
  


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns” 
 
MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 
  


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 
 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 
  


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.  


 
MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 
  


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


  
M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model. 


 
MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 
  


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
  


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 
  


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY 
 
The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 


of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


   
In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 


are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


 
Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 


the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


 
If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


 
    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


         
    Hale W. Barter 


    
    Marla E. Odom 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 







From: Melinda D Roth
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Naming convension for project record documents
Date: 01/20/2010 04:29 PM

The pathname for the DEIS in WebEx is Documents/EIS.  Each Chpater is in its own folder.  Look for
Jan 15, 2010 docs. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 04:08 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Naming convension for project  record documentsLink

In our IDT meeting this afternoon, we agreed to submit comments on the DEIS to Mindee and to me
via Correspondence Data Base.  General input on the DEIS vs. comments specific to resource areas
should be put in separate memos.  Please put Mindee as the first reviewer on general DIES comments
and me second, and the reverse order for comments on resource areas.  Mindee and I will consolidate
comments and forward them to SWCA. 

Please let me or Mindee know if you need help in using CDB. 

Mindee, do you have anything to add? 

Thanks for everyone's participation in the meeting today. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701
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Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 03:53 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
Kendall Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, beverson@fs.fed.us

cc mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject Naming convension for project  record documents

Per Melissa at SWCA, here is some direction on sending documents and cover sheets for the project
record: 

Please format electronic file names as: “yyyymmdd_description” and the cover page as a duplicate of the file

name with “_CVR”. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX) 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Melinda D Roth
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Naming convension for project record documents
Date: 01/20/2010 04:08 PM

In our IDT meeting this afternoon, we agreed to submit comments on the DEIS to Mindee and to me
via Correspondence Data Base.  General input on the DEIS vs. comments specific to resource areas
should be put in separate memos.  Please put Mindee as the first reviewer on general DIES comments
and me second, and the reverse order for comments on resource areas.  Mindee and I will consolidate
comments and forward them to SWCA. 

Please let me or Mindee know if you need help in using CDB. 

Mindee, do you have anything to add? 

Thanks for everyone's participation in the meeting today. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 03:53 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
Kendall Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, beverson@fs.fed.us

cc mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject Naming convension for project  record documents

Per Melissa at SWCA, here is some direction on sending documents and cover sheets for the project
record: 

Please format electronic file names as: “yyyymmdd_description” and the cover page as a duplicate of the file

name with “_CVR”. 
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Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX) 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Reta Laford
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 01:03 PM

Hello Reta,
Will be in Manhattan (NYC) visiting family.  Leaving on Thursday to PHX.  FLT is
Friday AM.
Can you and Terry meet before that?   Once again, sorry to be a bummer.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS

08/17/2010 12:48 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)

and August 30th (can be by phone)

Sal - Is there any way at all that you could come in Friday?  Are you out of
town or chilling locally?

  From: Salek Shafiqullah
  Sent: 08/17/2010 12:44 PM MST
  To: "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>
  Cc: Linda Edmunds; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com; Roger Congdon
  Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th
(can be by phone)

Hello Terry and Reta, 
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave
starting Aug 19 and I will be back to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to
chill so that I can somehow maintain my sanity)   
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger). 
He can discuss DEIS risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be
coming to Tucson to sit in the Ground Water meeting with Montgomery
and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has been very involved for years including

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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the Scoping meetings.   

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose
ends.  Thanks.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM 
To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda Edmunds"

<ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us> 
cc <tfurgason@swca.com> 

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by
phone)

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully this
afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the intent of
this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water and Ground
Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet
completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without
fully resolving that piece.   
  
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared to
get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.   
  
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources person
or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall analysis and
choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you
please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?   
  
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning. 
  
Terry Chute 
406-250-2008 

From: Reta Laford 

mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us


Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM 
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone) 

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate in
this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that our
limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and August
30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------ 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 04:02 PM

Hello Terry,
I called and left a voice mail on your cell phone earlier today.  Are you around in
Tucson?  Wanted to discuss loose ends per the email below.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/17/2010 12:44 PM

To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

cc "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta
Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com,
Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)

and August 30th (can be by phone)

Hello Terry and Reta,
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave starting Aug 19
and I will be back to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to chill so that I can somehow
maintain my sanity)  
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger).  He can
discuss DEIS risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be coming to Tucson to sit
in the Ground Water meeting with Montgomery and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has
been very involved for years including the Scoping meetings.  

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose ends.  Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda
Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)
and August 30th (can be by phone)
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I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully this
afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the intent of
this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water and Ground
Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet
completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without
fully resolving that piece.  

 
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared to
get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.  

 
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources person
or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall analysis and
choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you
please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?  

 
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning.

 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008

From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate in
this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that our
limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
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Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and August
30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------



From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Linda Edmunds; Reta Laford
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 08:41 AM

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully
this afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the
intent of this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water
and Ground Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for
pieces not yet completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward
with the EIS without fully resolving that piece. 
 
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared
to get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations. 
 
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources
person or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall
analysis and choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you
disagree, could you please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in? 
 
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning.
 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008

From: Reta Laford
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate
in this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that
our limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
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MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and
August 30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Linda Edmunds; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com; Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 12:44 PM

Hello Terry and Reta,
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave starting Aug 19
and I will be back to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to chill so that I can somehow
maintain my sanity)  
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger).  He can
discuss DEIS risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be coming to Tucson to sit
in the Ground Water meeting with Montgomery and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has
been very involved for years including the Scoping meetings.  

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose ends.  Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda
Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)
and August 30th (can be by phone)

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda -
hopefully this afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I
understand it, the intent of this meeting is to succinctly describe the various
pieces of the Surface Water and Ground Water analyses, the current status
of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet completed, and a
brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without fully
resolving that piece.  

 
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on
keeping all participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this
meeting and come prepared to get to the point without a lot of extraneous
information or explanations.  

 
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water
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Resources person or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in
terms of the overall analysis and choices regarding due dates vs.
completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you please coordinate
with Roger so that he can call in?  

 
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the
morning.

 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008

From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can
be by phone)

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of
the office at meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with
the water reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I
have scheduled a meeting with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am. 
Please confirm that you can participate in this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am
out so that our limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also,
feel free to invite Rodger Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you
feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to
resolve MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that
as well, but recall that you might be out of the office so may have to
call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am)
and August 30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 04:02 PM

Hello Terry,
I called and left a voice mail on your cell phone earlier today.  Are you around in
Tucson?  Wanted to discuss loose ends per the email below.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/17/2010 12:44 PM

To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

cc "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta
Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com,
Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)

and August 30th (can be by phone)

Hello Terry and Reta,
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave starting Aug 19
and I will be back to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to chill so that I can somehow
maintain my sanity)  
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger).  He can
discuss DEIS risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be coming to Tucson to sit
in the Ground Water meeting with Montgomery and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has
been very involved for years including the Scoping meetings.  

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose ends.  Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda
Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)
and August 30th (can be by phone)
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I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully this
afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the intent of
this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water and Ground
Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet
completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without
fully resolving that piece.  

 
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared to
get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.  

 
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources person
or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall analysis and
choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you
please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?  

 
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning.

 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008

From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate in
this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that our
limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 
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Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and August
30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------



From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 04:32 PM

I've been buried in meetings over at SWCA the last 2 days.  I'll be in the FS office
tomorrow.  Come look me up when you get in.  I have a 1 PM mtg on Forest Planning
and will be preping for that in, but otherwise will be available to discuss.

From: Salek Shafiqullah
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2010 5:02 PM
To: Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)

Hello Terry, 
I called and left a voice mail on your cell phone earlier today.  Are you around in Tucson?  Wanted
to discuss loose ends per the email below.  Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/17/2010 12:44 PM

To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>
cc "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"

<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com, Roger D
Congdon/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August

30th (can be by phone)Link

Hello Terry and Reta, 
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave starting Aug 19 and I will be back
to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to chill so that I can somehow maintain my sanity)   
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger).  He can discuss DEIS
risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be coming to Tucson to sit in the Ground Water
meeting with Montgomery and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has been very involved for years including
the Scoping meetings.   

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose ends.  Thanks.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/17/2010 08:41 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda Edmunds"
<ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc <tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August
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30th (can be by phone)

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully
this afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the
intent of this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water
and Ground Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for
pieces not yet completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward
with the EIS without fully resolving that piece.   
  
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared
to get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.   
  
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources
person or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall
analysis and choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you
disagree, could you please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?   
  
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning. 
  
Terry Chute 
406-250-2008 

From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM 
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be
by phone) 

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate
in this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that
our limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 
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Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and
August 30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------ 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 04:55 PM

Welcome to the Rosemont Project.  Heehee.  See ya tomorrow. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 04:32 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)
and August 30th (can be by phone)

I've been buried in meetings over at SWCA the last 2 days.  I'll be in the FS
office tomorrow.  Come look me up when you get in.  I have a 1 PM mtg on
Forest Planning and will be preping for that in, but otherwise will be
available to discuss.

From: Salek Shafiqullah 
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2010 5:02 PM
To: Terry Chute 
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th
(can be by phone)

Hello Terry, 
I called and left a voice mail on your cell phone earlier today.  Are you
around in Tucson?  Wanted to discuss loose ends per the email below. 
Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

08/17/2010 12:44 PM 

To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com> 
cc "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>,

tfurgason@swca.com, Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by
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phone)Link

Hello Terry and Reta, 
Sorry to be a bummer but I am scheduled to be on Annual Leave starting Aug 19
and I will be back to work on Wed Sept 1.  (I need to chill so that I can somehow
maintain my sanity)   
I called Roger Congdon (RO/WO) and he can cover.  (Thanks Roger).  He can
discuss DEIS risks/needs by phone on Aug 20 and he will be coming to Tucson to sit
in the Ground Water meeting with Montgomery and MWH on Aug 30.  Roger has
been very involved for years including the Scoping meetings.   

I will try to meet up with Terry today or on Wed to discuss loose ends.  Thanks.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM 
To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda Edmunds"

<ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us> 
cc <tfurgason@swca.com> 

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by
phone)

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully this
afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the intent of
this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water and Ground
Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet
completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without
fully resolving that piece.   
  
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared to
get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.   
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Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources person
or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall analysis and
choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you
please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?   
  
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning. 
  
Terry Chute 
406-250-2008 

From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM 
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone) 

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate in
this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that our
limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and August
30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------ 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)
Date: 08/17/2010 10:20 AM

FYI....lets discuss.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 08/17/2010 10:19 AM -----

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/17/2010 08:41 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Linda
Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person)
and August 30th (can be by phone)

I will facilitate the meeting on the 20th.  I will put together a draft agenda - hopefully this
afternoon - and get it our for your review and comment.  As I understand it, the intent of
this meeting is to succinctly describe the various pieces of the Surface Water and Ground
Water analyses, the current status of each, the expected resolution date for pieces not yet
completed, and a brief assessment of "what if" should we go forward with the EIS without
fully resolving that piece.  

 
Please note that we have limited time with Reta, so I will be focused on keeping all
participants on task and ask each of you to prepare for this meeting and come prepared to
get to the point without a lot of extraneous information or explanations.  

 
Salek - I assume this is a good opportunity for the Regional Office Water Resources person
or people (Roger??) to hear what we are dealing with in terms of the overall analysis and
choices regarding due dates vs. completeness for the DEIS.  Unless you disagree, could you
please coordinate with Roger so that he can call in?  

 
Thanks to all.  Be looking for an agenda later today or first thing in the morning.

 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Reta Laford 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 11:47 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah ; Linda Edmunds 
Cc: tjchute@msn.com ; tfurgason@swca.com 
Subject: Need to meet morning of Aug 20th (in person) and August 30th (can be by phone)

First, let me apologize for not coordinating in person.  I will be out of the office at
meetings all week, except Friday. 

Salek - I would like to get a better handle on where things are at with the water
reports submitted and things outstanding.  To this end, I have scheduled a meeting
with Terry and SWCA for Friday, 8-10 am.  Please confirm that you can participate in
this meeting.  Thank you. 

Terry - Please coordinate with SWCA and Salek this week while I am out so that our
limited meeting time Friday can be productive.  Also, feel free to invite Rodger
Cogdon, Regional Groundwater guy, if you feel it is timely.  Thank you. 

Salek - There is also going to be a meeting sometime August 30th to resolve
MWH's pumping issues.  I would like you to participate in that as well, but recall
that you might be out of the office so may have to call in? 

Linda - Please reserve a conference room for Aug 20th (8 am -10 am) and August
30th (time TBD).  Thank you. 

Reta Laford
Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
Phone:  520-388-8307
------------------------------------

mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Tom Furgason
To: Larry Jones; Geoff Soroka; Deborah K Sebesta
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Melissa Reichard; Richard A Gerhart; Ken Kertell
Subject: RE: neotrop report
Date: 07/09/2009 09:09 AM

Larry,
 
I placed the MBTA report and the BA on WebEx last night.  Please note that Debbie sent an email to
us several months ago letting us know that the report was acceptable. Open the folder titled
“Resources”, then “Biological”.  I’ll have Melissa copy the Westland reports to WebEx as well.
 
Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
 
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 8:26 AM
To: Geoff Soroka; Tom Furgason; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: neotrop report
 

can somebody resend me an electronic copy of the migratory bird report done for rosemont...i can't
seem to put my hands on it.  thanks! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: karnold@augustaresource.com
Subject: Re: NEPA
Date: 02/15/2008 08:40 AM

Kathy,
Thanks for the flowchart.  Its always good to see how everyone interprets NEPA. 
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:karnold@augustaresource.com


From: Kathy Arnold
Reply To: karnold@augustaresource.com
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: RE: NEPA
Date: 02/15/2008 09:01 AM

Sal - 
I would be interested if you have a different take on how things go.
Everytime I think I understand the process, I read something else.

Cheers!
Kathy

Kathy Arnold | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:  520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@augustaresource.com
 

Rosemont Copper Company  
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 8:40 AM
To: karnold@augustaresource.com
Subject: Re: NEPA

Kathy,
Thanks for the flowchart.  Its always good to see how everyone interprets
NEPA.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:karnold@augustaresource.com
mailto:karnold@augustaresource.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: New Day & Time for SRK Meeting
Date: 09/29/2008 08:51 AM

Hello Dale,
I am good with the time.  See you there unless you let me know otherwise.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

09/23/2008 06:07 AM

To "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Hoag, Cori'" <choag@srk.com>

Subject New Day & Time for SRK Meeting

Salek & Tom

 
SRK wants to have their tailings specialists in on the meeting, including one
in Australia, so can we meet on Thursday (October 2nd) at 3:00 PM at SRK’s
office on Ina Road?  That way we can have Dave Luppnow call in from
Perth without getting him up in the middle of the night.

 
I’m tentatively scheduling the meeting on WebEx, but let me know if you
have a conflict.

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(520) 896-9703 - Fax

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
                   

 



From: Michael A Linden
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Newspaper Article:  Are Rosemont mining claims valid?
Date: 04/19/2010 11:44 AM

thanks............i forwarded it to some others up the chain.......

Michael A. Linden, Regional Liaison
Centralized National Operations
Minerals and Geology Management
USDA Forest Service, 
333 Broadway, S. E., Albuquerque, NM  87102
(505) 842-3158     Fax (505) 842-3152
e-mail: mlinden@fs.fed.us

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

04/19/2010 12:00 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com,
rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Michael A
Linden/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Newspaper Article: Are Rosemont mining claims
valid?

FYI.....in case you have not seen this newspaper article yet..... 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

<http://azstarnet.com/>
Are Rosemont mining claims valid?
Tony Davis 
Arizona Daily Star 
Posted: Monday, April 19, 2010 12:00 am

 

mailto:CN=Michael A Linden/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Filing mining claims is typically a routine step for companies
that want
to extract minerals from public land. The cost is $175 to file
a claim
and $125 annually to maintain it, and all a claimant has to do
is stake
the claim area and record the claim with the local county
recorder's
office and the BLM.

 
There's no limit on the amount of acres someone can claim, and
small
miners who file fewer than 10 claims can substitute
exploration work for
paying the annual maintenance fee.

 
Those questions loom large for the proposed Rosemont Mine in
the Santa
Ritas as officials debate whether the federal government must
check out
the validity of claims before deciding on a mining application
- and if
so, whether that means, contrary to more than a century of
tradition,
that the feds can say "no" to a mine.

 
A January 2010 letter from U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack
promised Pima County officials that the feds wouldn't decide
on Rosemont
until they did a "thorough review" of whether its nearly 900
mining
claims are valid.

 
That process, rarely done, can cost tens of thousands of
dollars and
take up to five years, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management
said. And it
could significantly delay the Rosemont project at a time when
it hopes
to win federal approval and start construction by the end of
this year
and begin mining by 2012.

 
In a court filing in late March, the Obama administration
seemed to take
the opposite tack. Responding to an environmentalist lawsuit,
the
administration said on March 30 that it would defend rules
handed down
in the waning days of the Bush administration that said the
feds don't
need to review the validity of claims.



 
But in an interview last week, Vilsack deputy Jay Jensen
indicated that
the court filing and the letter don't mean what they seem on
the
surface. Jensen, an Agriculture Department official who
visited the
Rosemont site and heard opponents' testimony last fall,
suggested that
the Obama administration isn't ready to take a stand on
whether it needs
to figure out whether the claims are valid.

 
Jensen said the court filing was simply a case of the
administration
acting to "stand up and say, 'Are you defendants or not
defendants?' We
haven't established our position yet."

 
Similarly, he said, Vilsack's Jan. 25 letter was only "a more
generic
commitment to making sure these claims are appropriate and
valid" - not
a pledge to conduct the detailed, formal review that Pima
County
Administrator Chuck Huckelberry and environmentalists want.

 
In a nod to the industry's side, Jensen said that so far,
"everything we
see points to the fact that there are valid claims. But we are
working
off early information that hasn't been fully vetted yet from
the (U.S.)
Forest Service."

 
The Bush administration did not require that companies prove
the
validity of their claims. Last year, five environmental groups
around
the West filed suit to try to overturn the Bush regulations.
The groups
included Save the Scenic Santa Ritas, which is fighting
Rosemont. If the
environmental groups prevail, the Forest Service no longer
could
automatically contend, as it has in the past, that it cannot
say "no" to
Rosemont or another public-lands mine.

 
Instead, the government would have to check claims' validity,
and "it
would take what is already a very lengthy review process,
three to five
years and often longer, and create interminable delays," said



Timothy
McCrum, an attorney in Washington, D.C., who represents the
National
Mining Association.

 
Now, the validity of claims is checked only in areas such as
national
parks or other areas that are closed to mineral entry but used
to be
open to mining - particularly newly closed areas, McCrum said.

 
But for environmentalists, U.S. Rep. Raúl Grijalva and Pima
County
officials - all of whom oppose Rosemont - this case will
determine
whether mining companies can "dump" mine wastes onto public
land
regardless of whether the claims are valid. Rosemont has said
it plans
to dig its open-pit mine on 900 acres of private land. It has
filed
claims on thousands of acres of public land to place waste
rock and
tailings.

 
"We just thought that if you are going to undertake a process
as
expensive and time-consuming as this has been (for the
Rosemont Mine),
you would want to check on the front end to see if they have
valid
claims," said Nicole Fyffe, executive assistant to Chuck
Huckelberry,
who has tried without success since 2006 to get the Forest
Service to
check the validity.

 
"Because the land encumbered by the claims is being used for
the dumping
of waste material, there is obviously no plan to recover the
valuable
minerals for which the claim was filed," Huckelberry said.
"Hence, from
our point of view, the claims are not valid."

 
Rosemont CEO Rod Pace said that under the 1872 Mining Law, a
company's
claims for land used to place waste rock or tailings are valid
as long
as that activity is part of a larger operation where minerals
are
extracted. If the Obama administration is going to defend the
Bush-era
rules for most mines, "I don't think they can make a special



exception
for one mine," he said, referring to Vilsack's letter.

 
But such arguments mix apples and oranges, countered Roger
Flynn, a
Boulder, Colo., attorney representing the environmental
groups.

 
"How can they be valuable claims if they are dumping waste on
them?" he
asked.

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
tdavis@azstarnet.com
<mailto:tdavis@azstarnet.com>; follow him on Twitter at
tonydavis987/
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Tami Emmett; Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre; Arthur S Elek
Subject: Re: Next meeting with Corps of Engineers
Date: 03/03/2010 02:14 PM

As of last night, the meeting with the corps is cancelled.  I don't know yet when the
rescheduled meeting will be, but I will keep you in the loop.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Tami Emmett/R3/USDAFS

Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS

03/03/2010 01:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Next meeting with Corps of Engineers

Bev - I'd like to attend this - is it still scheduled for 3/16 and if so, where and what
time?  Thanks, Tami
Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

02/10/2010 05:42 PM

To aelek@fs.fed.us, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Tami Emmett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Arthur S Elek/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/0/A6EFD72F983F7B1B072576C700034621


Subject Next meeting with Corps of Engineers

Please see the correspondence below concerning a meeting with the COE to discuss
alternatives   Let me know if you are interested in attending the meeting so that I
can keep you in the loop on the scheduling. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 02/10/2010 05:35 PM ----- 
Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

02/10/2010 04:06 PM 

To tfurgason@swca.com, Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
Subject Re: Fw: Seeking meeting dateLink

check you calendars for a meeting with the Army Corp...see below.  Bev, pls share
with others as you see fit. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS 

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/DE10F5AE7466B759072576C6007187BF


02/10/2010 01:43 PM cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Re: Fw: Seeking meeting dateLink

Let's try to pin down a meeting on March 16.  I'm supposed to be in Albuquerque at
RLT, but I'll adjust if she will agree to a time.   
Bev and Mindy, if Teresa Ann can get a committment from Marjorie Blaine then get
SWCA and any other team members appropriate for this meeting lined up to attend. 

  

Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
phone: 520 388-8306
FAX:  520 388-8305 

Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS 

02/09/2010 08:39 AM 
To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject Fw: Seeking meeting date

See below.  Marjorie is available on March 9, 10, and 16.  Are any of these dates
that work with your schedule?   

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax 
----- Forwarded by Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS on 02/09/2010 08:38 AM ----- 
"Blaine, Marjorie E SPL"
<Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil> 

02/08/2010 03:37 PM 
To "Teresa Ann Ciapusci"

<tciapusci@fs.fed.us> 

notes://entr3b/872568540050FE6F/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/D32F05C523650282072576C50055F5DE


cc

Subject RE: Seeking meeting date

9th, 10th, 16th 

Marjorie 
In the interest of the environment, please print only if necessary and
recycle

-----Original Message-----
From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci [mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 3:22 PM
To: Blaine, Marjorie E SPL
Subject: RE: Seeking meeting date

What dates do you have available before March 19?   

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax 

"Blaine, Marjorie E SPL" <Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil> 

02/08/2010 02:14 PM To
"Teresa Ann Ciapusci" <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, "Alvarez, Cindy"
<cindy_alvarez@blm.gov> cc Subject
RE: Seeking meeting date

                

Teresa

I'm not available any of those dates.  I don't work on Fridays :( 

Marjorie
In the interest of the environment, please print only if necessary and
recycle

-----Original Message-----
From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci [mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 12:41 PM
To: Blaine, Marjorie E SPL; Alvarez, Cindy
Subject: Seeking meeting date

Marjorie and Cindy - 



I'm working on establishing a date for the responsible officials to meet for
a final look at the range of alternatives for the Rosemont Copper Project
DEIS.  Jeanine has the following dates available:  March 1, 2 or 5 in the
afternoon or any time on March 12.  Please let me know which of these dates
works best for your schedules. 

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: mroth@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation
Date: 11/23/2009 10:44 AM

I'm planning on going also.  I don't need lunch, and will have extra space in the
Escape and would be happy to take a passenger.  I may take the vehicle home; if
so, I will meet you on the way somewhere.  B

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

11/23/2009 07:39 AM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc beverson@fs.fed.us, mroth@fs.fed.us,
rlaford@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

Salek also plans to attend.  There's room in the vehicle, right?  He
would like to order an "Unforgettable" sandwich from Baggins. 
Thanks.

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com> 

11/21/2009 05:20 PM 
To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us> 
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,

<rlaford@fs.fed.us> 
Subject Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
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mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/0/D2955DD6E5E92111872576760001D69E


Debby, 
  
We will be departing from the front of the Hotel Arizona at 7:30 on Tuesday,
November 24.  I have rented a suburban for us (you, Dale, George, Dave Kidd, and
me).  We will meet Rosemont's Geologist near FS 231 and SR 83 at about 8:15. 
After touring the site, we will have lunch at Singing Valley Ranch.  Melissa is ordering
Baggins, and we can place an order for you if you let us know.  It will cost around
$8.00.  We'll also have snacks and drinks if you like, but I understand if you decline
the offer. 
  
I don't know what time we'll return, but I suspect that it will be close to 4:30.  We'll see
you at the Hotel Arizona. 
  
Tom 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Fri 11/20/2009 6:48 AM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Things for George Annandale Visit

Melissa, 
  
Here’s a short list of what I think we will need for the work session with George: 
  
1.       Two large topo maps (the same ones Lara made for me to play with waste location
alternatives) 
a.       If possible, have Lara do the following: 
                                                               i.      Remove the red blotches that marked the
sensitive heritage areas 
                                                             ii.      Add the outline of the Ball Court and, if it is real,
I’ve also heard about a location called Bumblebee Village 
                                                            iii.      Add a line for the toe of the Upper Barrel
Alternative as developed by Rosemont 
2.       Two copies of the plan map figures developed by Rosemont or SWCA, whichever are
better, for all the waste location alternatives 
3.       One hard copy of the MPO with figures 
4.       Easel & 2 pads (one for the easel and one for the table) 
5.       Assorted color markers 
6.       Lunch, snacks & drinks (assuming we are going to Singing Valley Ranch) – Assume
Tom, me, George, one other Golder person, and check with Tom if we should include the
Forest Service types; I assume the Rosemont people won’t be with us for the work session. 



  
Some short list, huh? 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah; mreichard@swca.com; Dale Ortman
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation
Date: 11/23/2009 08:31 AM

Debby and Salek,

We are renting a 4wd suburban. With Salek, we'll have six people. It should not be a
problem for all of us to travel together. 

And the Unforgettable is a great choice. See you both at 7:30.

Tom

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009 07:38:59 -0700
To: Tom Furgason<tfurgason@swca.com>; Salek
Shafiqullah<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Cc: <beverson@fs.fed.us>; <mroth@fs.fed.us>; <rlaford@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

Salek also plans to attend.  There's room in the vehicle, right?  He would like to order an
"Unforgettable" sandwich from Baggins.  Thanks.

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

11/21/2009 05:20 PM

To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

Debby, 
  
We will be departing from the front of the Hotel Arizona at 7:30 on Tuesday, November 24.  I have
rented a suburban for us (you, Dale, George, Dave Kidd, and me).  We will meet Rosemont's Geologist
near FS 231 and SR 83 at about 8:15.  After touring the site, we will have lunch at Singing Valley
Ranch.  Melissa is ordering Baggins, and we can place an order for you if you let us know.  It will cost
around $8.00.  We'll also have snacks and drinks if you like, but I understand if you decline the offer. 
  
I don't know what time we'll return, but I suspect that it will be close to 4:30.  We'll see you at the Hotel
Arizona. 
  
Tom 
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From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Fri 11/20/2009 6:48 AM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Things for George Annandale Visit

Melissa, 
  
Here’s a short list of what I think we will need for the work session with George: 
  
1.       Two large topo maps (the same ones Lara made for me to play with waste location alternatives) 
a.       If possible, have Lara do the following: 
                                                               i.      Remove the red blotches that marked the sensitive heritage areas 
                                                             ii.      Add the outline of the Ball Court and, if it is real, I’ve also heard about a

location called Bumblebee Village 
                                                            iii.      Add a line for the toe of the Upper Barrel Alternative as developed by

Rosemont 
2.       Two copies of the plan map figures developed by Rosemont or SWCA, whichever are better, for all the

waste location alternatives 
3.       One hard copy of the MPO with figures 
4.       Easel & 2 pads (one for the easel and one for the table) 
5.       Assorted color markers 
6.       Lunch, snacks & drinks (assuming we are going to Singing Valley Ranch) – Assume Tom, me, George, one
other Golder person, and check with Tom if we should include the Forest Service types; I assume the Rosemont

people won’t be with us for the work session. 
  
Some short list, huh? 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel
Cc: mroth@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; Salek Shafiqullah; Dale Ortman; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation
Date: 11/23/2009 12:46 PM

Bev,

Thanks for letting me know. We'll see you in front of the hotel Arizona at 7:30.

Tom

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009 10:44:37 -0700
To: Debby Kriegel<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
Cc: <mroth@fs.fed.us>; <rlaford@fs.fed.us>; Salek
Shafiqullah<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; Tom Furgason<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

I'm planning on going also.  I don't need lunch, and will have extra space in the Escape and would be
happy to take a passenger.  I may take the vehicle home; if so, I will meet you on the way somewhere.
 B 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

11/23/2009 07:39 AM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc beverson@fs.fed.us, mroth@fs.fed.us, rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject Re: Nov 24 Site Visit ConfirmationLink

Salek also plans to attend.  There's room in the vehicle, right?  He would like to order an
"Unforgettable" sandwich from Baggins.  Thanks.

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
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11/21/2009 05:20 PM
To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

Debby, 
 
We will be departing from the front of the Hotel Arizona at 7:30 on Tuesday, November 24.  I have
rented a suburban for us (you, Dale, George, Dave Kidd, and me).  We will meet Rosemont's Geologist
near FS 231 and SR 83 at about 8:15.  After touring the site, we will have lunch at Singing Valley
Ranch.  Melissa is ordering Baggins, and we can place an order for you if you let us know.  It will cost
around $8.00.  We'll also have snacks and drinks if you like, but I understand if you decline the offer. 
 
I don't know what time we'll return, but I suspect that it will be close to 4:30.  We'll see you at the Hotel
Arizona. 
 
Tom 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Fri 11/20/2009 6:48 AM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Things for George Annandale Visit

Melissa, 
 
Here’s a short list of what I think we will need for the work session with George: 
 
1.       Two large topo maps (the same ones Lara made for me to play with waste location alternatives) 
a.       If possible, have Lara do the following: 
                                                              i.      Remove the red blotches that marked the sensitive heritage areas 
                                                            ii.      Add the outline of the Ball Court and, if it is real, I’ve also heard about a

location called Bumblebee Village 
                                                           iii.      Add a line for the toe of the Upper Barrel Alternative as developed by

Rosemont 
2.       Two copies of the plan map figures developed by Rosemont or SWCA, whichever are better, for all the

waste location alternatives 
3.       One hard copy of the MPO with figures 
4.       Easel & 2 pads (one for the easel and one for the table) 
5.       Assorted color markers 
6.       Lunch, snacks & drinks (assuming we are going to Singing Valley Ranch) – Assume Tom, me, George, one
other Golder person, and check with Tom if we should include the Forest Service types; I assume the Rosemont

people won’t be with us for the work session. 
 
Some short list, huh? 



 
Dale 
_______________________ 
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
 
daleortmanpe@live.com 
 
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Debby Kriegel
To: Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation
Date: 11/23/2009 07:39 AM

Salek also plans to attend.  There's room in the vehicle, right?  He would like to
order an "Unforgettable" sandwich from Baggins.  Thanks.

▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

11/21/2009 05:20 PM

To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Nov 24 Site Visit Confirmation

Debby,

 
We will be departing from the front of the Hotel Arizona at 7:30 on
Tuesday, November 24.  I have rented a suburban for us (you, Dale,
George, Dave Kidd, and me).  We will meet Rosemont's Geologist near
FS 231 and SR 83 at about 8:15.  After touring the site, we will have
lunch at Singing Valley Ranch.  Melissa is ordering Baggins, and we
can place an order for you if you let us know.  It will cost around $8.00. 
We'll also have snacks and drinks if you like, but I understand if you
decline the offer.

 
I don't know what time we'll return, but I suspect that it will be close to
4:30.  We'll see you at the Hotel Arizona.

 
Tom

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Fri 11/20/2009 6:48 AM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Things for George Annandale Visit

Melissa,
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Here’s a short list of what I think we will need for the work session with George:

 
1.       Two large topo maps (the same ones Lara made for me to play with
waste location alternatives)

a.       If possible, have Lara do the following:
                                                               i.      Remove the red blotches
that marked the sensitive heritage areas
                                                             ii.      Add the outline of the
Ball Court and, if it is real, I’ve also heard about a location
called Bumblebee Village
                                                            iii.      Add a line for the toe of
the Upper Barrel Alternative as developed by Rosemont

2.       Two copies of the plan map figures developed by Rosemont or SWCA,
whichever are better, for all the waste location alternatives
3.       One hard copy of the MPO with figures
4.       Easel & 2 pads (one for the easel and one for the table)
5.       Assorted color markers
6.       Lunch, snacks & drinks (assuming we are going to Singing Valley
Ranch) – Assume Tom, me, George, one other Golder person, and check
with Tom if we should include the Forest Service types; I assume the
Rosemont people won’t be with us for the work session.

 
Some short list, huh?

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Holly Lawson
To: Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Robert Lefevre; Salek

Shafiqullah; Kent C Ellett; Bob Schmalzel; Kathy Arnold; Brian Lindenlaub
Subject: RE: orchid trip
Date: 05/25/2010 07:22 AM

Good morning,
 

June 2nd sounds great. I expect that there should be flowers on the orchids by then, perhaps some
seed capsules as well.  As of last Thursday, 8 additional orchids have been located downstream in
McCleary Canyon by WestLand’s team. On Saturday we found 6 of the 8 orchids, so perhaps
WestLand can join us to show us the additional 2 orchids. 

I will meet you out at the “ATV dump” at 800.  I assume that this is the parking area at the
beginning of 231? I can carry 4 additional people for those who would like to meet out at the site. 

Holly
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 10:11 AM
To: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Holly Lawson; Robert
Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Kent C Ellett
Subject: orchid trip
 

Let's mark our calendar for June 2 for a quickie field trip to see Hexalectris colemanii, the orchid found
in McCleary Canyon.  Bev recommended we make this an ID Team field trip (I'll let her send out
additional invitations), but I have already invited Holly Lawson, who is heading up survey efforts for
Rosemont CC.  Holly will provide exact localities so we can go right to the site and see the plants, take
a few pictures, talk about facilities, potential effects and mitigations, and then head back to the office in
time for a Rosemont IDT meeting (if there will be one)...I am not willing to turn this into a formal multi-
agency field trip (I have too much work to do as it is), so let's keep it to IDTeam and Holly (if she wants
to go). 

Let's meet at the ATV dump at 0800 (for those not carpooling from here or meeting at Houghton).
 Please RSVP and let me know carpool info.  We can carry 4 in our jeep wrangler...Rick, moi, and two
more... 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: RE: outline for DEIS, Biological Environment
Date: 05/20/2010 01:40 PM

I forgot to add that I will be on vacation until June 1, so please coordinate with Jonathan from my office
regarding any outline changes to the Biological Resources section of Chapter 3 that may come up
while I am out…thank you!
 
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 8:59 AM
To: 'Larry Jones'; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: RE: outline for DEIS, Biological Environment
 
Larry,
I thought a little more about the whole “Sky Islands” thing and I am starting to wonder if that section
was intended to capture “Wildlife Movement, Corridors, Linkages, etc.” Maybe the idea was to capture
the project’s impacts to movement corridors between sky islands as opposed to being a section
describing the 12 sky islands on the Coronado. Certainly, there is reason to believe that there is the
possibility that this mine will impact movement of large animals between portions of the Santa Ritas
and surrounding ranges such as the Empires, Whetstones, Rincons, etc.
 
Just something to think about,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 8:37 AM
To: Geoff Soroka; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: outline for DEIS, Biological Environment
 

Follow-up to yesterday's meeting.  Here is a summary of recommended Chapter 3 DEIS headings for
The Biological Environment.  Melissa, can you file this under the usual bio resources section of the
project record?  thanx! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
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300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: RE: outline for DEIS, Biological Environment
Date: 05/20/2010 08:59 AM

Larry,
I thought a little more about the whole “Sky Islands” thing and I am starting to wonder if that section
was intended to capture “Wildlife Movement, Corridors, Linkages, etc.” Maybe the idea was to capture
the project’s impacts to movement corridors between sky islands as opposed to being a section
describing the 12 sky islands on the Coronado. Certainly, there is reason to believe that there is the
possibility that this mine will impact movement of large animals between portions of the Santa Ritas
and surrounding ranges such as the Empires, Whetstones, Rincons, etc.
 
Just something to think about,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 8:37 AM
To: Geoff Soroka; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: outline for DEIS, Biological Environment
 

Follow-up to yesterday's meeting.  Here is a summary of recommended Chapter 3 DEIS headings for
The Biological Environment.  Melissa, can you file this under the usual bio resources section of the
project record?  thanx! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Carol_Beardmore@fws.gov
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Bobbi L Barrera; gsoroka@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: PIF and APIF
Date: 02/16/2010 11:25 AM

Hi Larry,   

You should use the national PIF info for your process.  If you want the long story/ more details on why
that is, please call me.  Quickly, the reason is that the APIF plan is based on scores that were done in
AZ before 1996 not necessarily following the PIF method even at that point in history (they were done
before I got to AZ).  and the PIF national scores were just recently updated for our new international
plan. those scores are on the PIF website.  No need to make them jive, because you can't at this point
they are so different in the method.  Natl/Intl PIF has updated the reasoning behind the scores to allow
for critiques, new thinking, international work, more objectivity, more and recent data, etc.  I have been
on the PIF natl/intl Science Committee since its inception, so I've been a part of all of that.  APIF/ABCI
is starting to talk about revising the AZ plan.  We were essentially done with it in 1998, so it is way out
of date mainly in the thinking about priorities and how we discussed them (the habitat info and probably
the actions are still relevant?) .  Also a point is that the APIF plan chose birds for other reasons than
them being priorities/vulnerable, such as representatives of habitat component or a highly sought after
species.   

Does this answer your questions? 

Call me if no, Carol 

Carol J. Beardmore
Fish and Wildlife Service - Sonoran Joint Venture
2321 W. Royal Palm Rd. Suite 103
Phoenix, AZ, 85021 USA
602-242-0524 x 248
602-242-2513fax
Carol_Beardmore@fws.gov
Visit us at:  www.sonoranjv.org 

Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

02/12/2010 09:55 AM

To carol_beardmore@fws.gov, Bobbi L Barrera <blbarrera@fs.fed.us>
cc Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, gsoroka@swca.com

Subject PIF and APIF

Carol and Bobbi-- 

We are working on a Migratory Bird Report for a proposed action and our regional (?) guidance is to
use Partners in Flight to assess Priority Bird Species.  We looked at Arizona Partners in Flight (Latta et
al. 1999) and the national website for Mexican Highlands
(http://www.partnersinflight.org/bcps/pl_81sum.htm).  Rick and Geoff (cc'ed) noted discrepencies in
these lists, and when I compared them, they are indeed more different than similar.  The vegetation
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types aren't identical either.  So, two questions: 

1.  When doing a migratory bird report, which reference should we use, or should we use both? (Bobbi)

2.  Is there a reason why there is a difference from a regional vs. national perspective, or is there a
need to make this lists jive? (Carol) 

Thanks! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

http://www.partnersinflight.org/bcps/pl_81sum.htm


From: Walter Keyes
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Plans imbedded within plans
Date: 01/29/2010 05:31 PM

Hmmm, don't forget this:

Rosemont Area Plan Management Planning Plan and Plan Implimentation, Protocol
and Monitoring Planning Process Plan.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
     This email contains information known to the State of
California to cause lack of reproductive success in the recipient.
..........................................................................
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

01/29/2010 09:56 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Charles A
Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jrigg@swca.com, kbrown03@fs.fed.us,
kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Plans imbedded within plans

Hello Bev,
As we discuss Mitigation Plans and other environmental considerations,
it appears that there are plans imbedded within plans.  The over
arching plan is the Mine Plan of Operation and within it will be
numerous layers of plans including the Rosemont Consolidated
Monitoring Plan and Mitigation plans per chapter 2 and within that is
numerous individual plans.  It appears that many issues and
mitigations will be addressed within some sort of plan.  Either way I
put together a list of plans I have found so far.  This is just a list so far
and the next step is to figure out which plans are complete 'as final',
complete 'as drafts', which are in process and which have not been
started.  If you know of any others, please let me know.  Lets discuss
at your leisure.  Thanks. 

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377



From: Craig P Wilcox
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Christopher H Stetson; Paula Medlock; Pete Schwab; Peter A Gordon; Randall A Smith; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7
Date: 05/18/2010 05:13 PM

Here is the link to the full report.  She gave a similar presentation at the recent
SWSAF meeting. It was definitely a food-for-thought talk concerning the  trade-off
between short-term soil protection and long-term restoration even if you don't agree
with her conclusions. 

http://www.eri.nau.edu/en/intermountain-west/jfsp-post-wildfire-seeding-review

Craig
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

05/18/2010 04:34 PM

To Peter A Gordon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Pete
Schwab/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Randall A Smith/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher
H Stetson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Paula
Medlock/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Craig P
Wilcox/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7

FYI...see Annas message below about the webinar.  Minor drama.  Like
anything we hear, be open...... yet cautious. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/18/2010 04:29 PM -----

Anna M
Jaramillo/R3/USDAFS 

05/18/2010 04:09 PM

To Chris A Nelson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John R
Rihs/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, James N
Snyder/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Gregory J
Miller/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Zigmund
Napkora/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jan M
Curtis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Livia
Crowley/R9/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert M
Arlowe/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Amina
Sena/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Rory
Steinke/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Carolyn
Koury/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mike
Natharius/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Michael
Hannemann/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, April E
Banks/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer N
Hill/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David
Moore/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Erica
Nevins/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Grant J
Loomis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norman P

mailto:CN=Craig P Wilcox/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Christopher H Stetson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Paula Medlock/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Pete Schwab/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Peter A Gordon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Randall A Smith/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Ambos/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher D
MacDonald/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Atiq
Syed/R2/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Penny A Luehring/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7

I do want to caution you that this presentation is not something the BAER
community endorses. Apparently the presenter makes bold claims such as seeding is
NOT an effective treatment and it's the preferred method of treatment of the Forest
Service, which are not true. Our own experiences have shown, especially here in R3,
that seeding is an effective treatment and is not the only treatment we prescribe.

I apologize for any confusion. 

Anna Jaramillo-Scarborough
Regional Water Rights & Uses Program Coordinator
Acting Regional BAER Coordinator
(505) 842-3254 
(505) 842-3152 FAX
ajaramillo@fs.fed.us
----- Forwarded by Anna M Jaramillo/R3/USDAFS on 05/18/2010 05:01 PM -----

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

05/17/2010 11:43 AM

To Anna M Jaramillo/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7

FYI....please distribute as appropriate.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/17/2010 10:42 AM -----

Randall A
Smith/R3/USDAFS 

05/17/2010 10:20 AM

To Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
RANDALL A. SMITH
Forest Restoration Program Leader (Staff Officer)
Coronado National Forest, R-3, Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8370, Fax 520-388-8305, Cell 520-405-0851 



e-mail: randallsmith@fs.fed.us
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

----- Forwarded by Randall A Smith/R3/USDAFS on 05/17/2010 10:19 AM -----

Emily
Irwin/R3/USDAFS 

05/17/2010 07:44 AM

To pdl r3 fam_FFMO@FSNOTES

cc James A Youtz/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7

Below is information on the post fire seeding webinar.  Please forward to your
districts.  Thanks

Emily Irwin
Program Manager - Fuels & Fire Ecology
505-259-5863 (c)
505-842-3281 (w)

----- Forwarded by Emily Irwin/R3/USDAFS on 05/17/2010 08:43 AM -----

Nancy Neskauskas
<swfireconsortium@gmail.com> 

05/14/2010 08:15 AM

To Damon_McRae@blm.gov,
Dan_Oltrogge@nps.gov,
dana_backer@nps.gov,
Daniel_Philbin@blm.gov,
Daniel_Quintana@blm.gov,
daniel.ware@state.nm.us,
Darren_Mathis@blm.gov, "Daugherty.Craig"
<cdaugherty@sjcounty.net>, Dave Mertz
<dmertz@fs.fed.us>, Dave_Bott@blm.gov,
dave.egan@nau.edu,
david_hacker@nmhu.edu,
David.Huffman@nau.edu,
dbradley@highlandsfire.org,
dcram@nmsu.edu,
degomez@ag.arizona.edu,
dforeman@highlandsfire.org,
dgori@tnc.org, dhughes@northwestfire.org,
dlightfoot@swca.com, dneary@fs.fed.us,
Donald_Kearney@blm.gov,
donald.griego@state.nm.us,
doug_page@blm.gov, Ed Little
<elittle@usgs.gov>, Ed Smith
<esmith@tnc.org>,
eddie.tudor@state.nm.us, edwin_singleton
<Edwin_Singleton@blm.gov>,
eirwin@fs.fed.us, ellisqm@ltrr.arizona.edu,
epickett@flagstaffaz.gov,
Eric_Hein@fws.gov,
Erica_Faulkner@blm.gov, Erin Saunders
<Erin.Saunders@nau.edu>,
ernesto.hurtado@state.nm.us, Eugene Pino
<eugene.pino@state.nm.us>,
Eulalio_Heredia@blm.gov,
ffolpete@ag.arizona.edu, forests@ucla.edu,
fsco@tabletoptelephone.com

cc

Subject Post Fire Seeding Webinar- June 7



Hello, The Southwest Fire Science Consortium is pleased to announce a webinar on June 7,
2010 at 11 am PDT. Donna Peppin will present results from the Joint Fire Science Program
(JFSP) project synthesizing existing information on post-wildfire seeding.

Click on our link to register for this webinar.  Please note that due to the overwhelming
response to the last webinar we are requiring folks to register to receive the call in link. 
There are 50 slots available for this webinar.  If we fill all slots we will add people to a
waiting list and schedule a second webinar on the topic.  

http://www.forestguild.org/SWconsortium.html

Thank you for your continuing support! 
--  
Nancy Neskauskas
Coordinator, SW Fire Consortium
928-853-8380

http://www.forestguild.org/SWconsortium.html


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Garcia, Dawn'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Melissa Reichard; 'Tom

Furgason'
Subject: Re: Potential Geochemistry Technology Transfer Meeting - January 27
Date: 01/21/2009 07:28 AM
Attachments: SRK-UK_RBowell_Jan05.pdf

Hello Dale,
I would like to attend this meeting and I am available during the times listed. 
Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

01/21/2009 06:17 AM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"Melissa Reichard " <mreichard@swca.com>,
"'Hoag, Cori'" <choag@srk.com>, "'Stone,
Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Garcia, Dawn'"
<dgarcia@srk.com>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

Subject Potential Geochemistry Technology Transfer
Meeting - January 27

Bev,

 
I have contacted Kathy Arnold (Rosemont Copper) regarding the possibility
of holding a geochemistry Technology Transfer meeting the morning of
Tuesday January 27th.  There is a strong likelihood that Rob Bowell, a
world-class geochemist with SRK (see attached resume), will be in Tucson
that morning in transit from his home office in Cardiff, Wales to a project in
Mexico and may be available for 2-3 hours in the morning.  I believe it
would be of use to the project to take this opportunity to introduce Rob to
the project without having to foot the travel expense; following such an
introduction he would be well prepared to direct the review of the
Rosemont geochemistry.  Kathy agrees and is tentatively arranging to have
the appropriate Rosemont consultants in Tucson for the meeting.  SRK is
awaiting final approval from their client who is bringing Rob through
Tucson for the project in Mexico and expects the decision later this week. 
Assuming SRK’s client gives approval for Rob’s trip I would like to
tentatively schedule a meeting for:

 
Date:     Tuesday, January 27

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:dgarcia@srk.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Profession: 
 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 
 
 
 


 
Geochemist 
 
Doctor of Philosophy, University of Southampton, 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Science, Geochemistry/Geology, Class 1 Honours 
Degree, University of Manchester, 1984-1987 
 
Fellow & Vice President, International Association of Applied 
Geochemists 
Fellow, Geological Society of London 
Member of the Society of Economic Geology 
Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry  
Councillor, IAEG 
Member, Geological Society of Nevada 
Member, State Geologists Board for Environmental Mine Pit 
Studies, Nevada 1997-2000 
Visiting Research Associate, Division of Materials and 
Minerals, Cardiff University 1998-present, Aberystywth 
University 2000-present 
Chartered Chemist, RSC (1997) 
Chartered Geologist, GSL (2001) 
Chartered Professional European Geologist (2002) 


 
Specialization: Mine impacted water chemistry (particularly for arsenic, cyanide and acid rock 


drainage) and mine waste characterization, water treatment, environmental and 
exploration geochemistry, biogeochemistry, ore mineralogy and chemical and ore 
processing. 


 


Expertise: 
 


Eur. Geol. R. J. Bowell Ph.D., C. Chem MRSC,  C. Geol FGS 
Principal Geochemist with 15 years experience. Specialises in the application of 
geochemistry and mineralogy to a wide range of mining and engineering problems. 
Background in mineral exploration in tropical and deeply weathered terrain’s  
(including a Ph.D. on Economic Geochemistry of lateritic gold ores in West 
Africa) and in academic research in process chemistry, environmental 
geochemistry, environmental engineering and mineralogy. Main field of expertise 
in mineral processing and geochemical treatment of arsenic-rich waste, mine waste 
and water (including waste cyanide solutions, acid rock drainage and saline water).  


 
Employment Record: 
1995-Present Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (UK), Geochemist, Senior Geochemist (1997); 


Principal Geochemist (2000) 
1994-1995 Freelance Consulting and Research-BHP; Contract lab staff consultancy; 


Aberystwyth, Open University and Southampton Universities. 
1991-1994 Natural History Museum, Senior Research Fellow in Environmental Geochemistry. 


(50% of time contracted to BHP Minerals Exploration, Africa & Middle East 
Group). 


1987-1991 PhD, University of Southampton, and short-term employment with Goldfields, 
Ashanti and Exploration Companies. 
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Publications: One hundred publications in the field of mineralogy, process chemistry, 


exploration and environmental geochemistry, ARD, contaminated land and water 
treatment available on request.  Co-author of books on gold mineralogy and 
processing and mine waste environmental geochemistry. 
 


 
Languages: English, Spanish (Business) 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining Operations 
 
Africa 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork for South Deeps Mine, South Africa (1/02-6/02 with SRK 


Johannesburg) ARD geochemistry and testwork for Nkomati nickel project, South Africa (3/02-ongoing 
with SRK Johannesburg) 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry and waste rock 
geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania (2/98-ongoing), Project manager 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Ngezi project, Zimbabwe (2/98-11/98 with Johannesburg office), 
Project manager 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Kabanga project, Tanzania (6/98-9/98 with Johannesburg office), 
Project manager 


• ARD assessment-evaluation, Nkomati Nickel Mine, South Africa (3/97-11/97) 
• Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
• Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry and ARD at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-


12/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork, base and precious metal deposits, Angouran, Iran (11/02-ongoing) 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork for the Sukhaybarat gold mine, Saudi Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
• Waste rock characterization for Mahd ad Dhab, Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and evaluation of ARD remediation options for three potential gold mines in 


Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
• Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
• Testwork for ARD study at the Las Cruces deposit, Spain (3/97 – 2/99), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
• ARD Geochemistry, Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 -8/96 with SRK Vancouver office) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel tailings and process plant, Arizona (11/03-ongoing), 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
• ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
• Waste rock management plan and ARD assessment, Turquoise Ridge mine, Getchell, Nevada (10/02-


ongoing with SRK (NA) Inc., Project manager 
• ARD mineralogy Sa Dena Hes project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
• ARD mineralogy, Highmont Mo project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
• Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry of waste rock and tailings, Pogo project, Alaska (4/99-7/00 with 


SRK Vancouver) 
• Waste rock geochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99 with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining  
    Operations (cont.) 
 
North America (cont.) 
• ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99 with SRK 


Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and management 
of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles and tailings 
material.  Additionally, the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public enquiries 
into the mine development. 


 
South America 
• Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-5/04 with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
• ARD Geochemistry, Pierina project, Peru (7/03-8/03) 
• ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-ongoing), Project manager 
• ARD geochemistry, El Abra, Chile (4-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
• ARD geochemistry Chiliquimbie, Chile (6-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
• ARD geochemistry and mine waste stabilization, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-7/00 with SRK Peru) 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, Chile-


Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
• Pit lake and waste rock geochemistry study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile 


office), Project manager 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
• Waste rock geochemistry at the operating Emperor Mine, Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience: Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Closed or Abandoned Mining 
Operations 


 
Europe 
• Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
• Survey of mine wastes in central Wales to determine ranked risk assessment approach to evaluating 


environmental impacts (9/95-4/97) 
• Geochemistry of acid rock drainage, rock pile stability and mine water chemistry as part of a closure 


plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
• Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97)   
• ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98)  
 
North America 
• Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
• Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
• ARD geochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah Copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
• Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 ongoing with SRK Elko office) 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
• Mine waste and site geochemistry, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with 


SRK Reno office) 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 
South America 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry review for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, 


Chile-Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering. 


 
Africa 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania 


(2/98-ongoing), Project manager 
• Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry of waste waters and tailings attenuation study, Rossing Uranium Mine, Namibia 


(11/97-5/98) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment-evaluation, Kriel open cast and power station, South Africa 


(4/97-2/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-12/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
• Hydrogeochemistry of saline groundwaters in the vicinity of the potential gold mine at Mahd ad Dhab, 


Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry for three potential gold mines in Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
• Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
• Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
• Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-ongoing) 
• ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98) 
• ARD scoping study and water treatment study for Las Cruces project, Spain (11/96-3/97) Project 


Manager) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97) 
• Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 3/96) 
• Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
• Geochemistry of mine water as part of a closure plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and dewatering studies of a potential zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland 


(8/95 –4/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines 


in South Wales (8/95 –6/97) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering (con’t). 


 
North America 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver 
• Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
• ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
• Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 ongoing with SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel Tailings and Process Plant, Arizona (11/03-ongoing) 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
• Hydrogeochemistry of lateritic nickel project, Wind Pass, Oregon (1997 with SRK Reno) 
• Pit Lake Assessment, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Review and geochemistry for Ridgeway Mine, South Carolina (with SRK Denver office, 2/97-6/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, main underground mine, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/96 – 9/99, project with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99, project with 


SRK Reno office), Project manager 
• ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99, project with 


SRK Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and 
management of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles 
and tailings material.  Additionally the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public 
enquiries into the mine development. 


• Hydrogeochemistry and water management of flooded pits at the operating Getchell Mine, Nevada (8/95 
– 8/04), Project manager 


 
South America 
• Hydrogeochemistry and remediation study, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-2/01 with SRK Peru) 
• ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-ongoing), Project manager 
• Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-ongoing with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
• Pit lake study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile office), Project manager 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
• Organise and participate in ARD workshops in the UK (7/95); Czech Republic (9/96); South Africa 


(11/97 & 9/01); Romania (12/00); UK (11/02); Ireland (8/03) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, storage and discharge of hot saline groundwaters at the operating Emperor Mine, 


Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience:  Environmental Impact, Mine Closure and Contaminated Land 
 
 
Africa 
• Geochemical consulting to AECI for inorganic and organic contaminants at several sites in South Africa 


(3/97-9/98, with SRK South African offices) 
• Geochemistry of contaminated land at a smelter, Tsumeb mining complex, Namibia (8/95-6/96) 
• Geochemical consulting for operating and closed cyanide plants, South Africa (4/97-2/98 with SRK 


Johannesburg office)  
• Assessment of mining impact on the environment for a large infrastructure project on the Zambezi River 


Basin (11/97-9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry for Environmental assessment of Power Station, Gokwe, Zimbabwe (9/98-2/99)  
• Geochemistry of Agrochemicals and Pesticide contamination of groundwater around factory, Zimbabwe 


(11/98-3/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 
Europe 
• Closure plan for Perama Hills, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for Closure plan for Copper Flats, New Mexico (6/96-12/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry of nitrogen contamination, Commercial Potato Farms, Nevada (9/98-6/99 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry for closure of mine complexes at Robinson copper mine, Nevada, USA (5/00-ongoing 


with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry and project management for closure of mine and process plant complexes at the San 


Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona, USA (5/00-ongoing with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
• Management of pit lakes, open pit closure and waste rock scheduling, Getchell Gold Mine, Nevada 


(9/01-ongoing with SRK Reno) 
• Closure review of Newmont tailings impoundments, Nevada, USA (5/02-ongoing with SRK Elko and 


Reno offices) 
• Supplemental EIS, Marigold Mine, Nevada USA (7/02-ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
• Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Atlanta Gold Mine, Idaho (10/03-ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno 


offices) 
• Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Big Mike copper project, Nevada, USA (9/04-ongoing with SRK 


Elko and Reno offices) 
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Key Experience:  Baseline Assessment 
 
Soil, ARD and water geochemistry as part of EIA’s for mining projects for: 
 
Asia 
• Erdenet copper porphyry, Mongolia, Erdenet (1-3/96) 
• Varvarinskoye, polymetallic sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan, KazMinCo (4/96 – 2/98) 
• Mahd d’ Dhab projects (gold, zinc, polymetallic sulfides, phosphates, magnesite) Saudi Arabia         


(2/00-9/00) 
• Asacha gold-silver deposit, Kamchatka, TVX (1/96 – 11/97) 
 
Africa 
• Panorama copper-cobalt tailings retreatment, Democratic Congo Republic, (3/97-1/98, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
• Tengke Fungamure copper deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (3/97) 
• Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (4/98) 
 
North America 
• San Flippe nickel laterite, Cuba (2/01-ongoing) 
 
South America 
• La Cruz silver-copper deposit, Bolivia, Billiton (8/95)
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Key Experience:  Water Treatment 
 
Africa 
• Evaluation of water treatment options and ARD mitigation at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96; 


9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Panorama Resources Kakanda Mine, Democratic Congo Republic 


(3/97-4/98 with SRK Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry of salt removal for water treatment and plant design, Rustenburg Base Metal Refinery, 


South Africa (4/97-5/98 with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
• Geochemistry for tailings water treatment, uranium mine, Namibia (11/97-5/98, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
• Geochemistry and effluent treatment at tailings facility, Hartley Platinum Mine, Selous, Zimbabwe (9/98-


6/99 with SRK Johannesburg & Harare offices), Project manger 
 
Asia 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Pongkor Mine, Indonesia (8/96-2/98) 
 
 
Europe 
• Remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines in South Wales (8/95 –


6/97) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
• ARD mitigation in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/97) 
• Reviewer for tailings geochemistry, Tara Mines, Ireland (5/97-9/98, appointed by Department. of 


Energy, Ireland) 
• Water treatment scheme for dewatering of the zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 –4/97) 
• Scoping for effluent treatment at the Goro nickel facility, New Caledonia (6/00-7/00 with SRK Brisbane, 


Denver and Johannesburg offices) 
• Evaluation of sludge stabilization and stability, Wheal Jane Mine water project, Cornwall, UK (11/02) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for old tailings facility, Getchell, Nevada (8/95-2/98 with SRK Reno office) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme scoping study at the Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 8/98, project with 


SRK Reno office) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme and hydrochemistry at Big Springs Mine, Nevada (6/96-11/96, project 


with SRK Reno office) 
• Evaluation and design of ARD treatment plant, Chino mining complex, New Mexico, USA (2/01-8/02 


with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
• Evaluation of mine water treatment requirements, Holden project, USA (3/03 with SRK Vancouver 


office) 
 
South America 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Forteleza, Brazil (7/96-12/97 with SRK Reno office)
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Key Experience:  Arsenic projects 
 
Africa 
• Review of arsenic treatment options, Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, Avgold, South Africa (9-11/98, 


with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
• Design and evaluation of arsenic treatment options, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (8/01-10/01) 
 
Europe 
• Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Getchell mine, Nevada (8/95 – 


3/99 with SRK Reno office), Project manager-UK office 
 
North America 
• Review of arsenic treatment options, Cameco Uranium Mines, Saskatchewan, Canada (4/99-12/99 with 


SRK Vancouver office) 
• Arsenic specialist, Giant Mine closure project, funded by DIAND, Northwest Territories, Canada 


(3/2000-ongoing with SRK Vancouver) 
• Arsenic treatment plant evaluation and design, City of Elko, Nevada (with SRK Elko, 5/02-6/02) 
• Review of arsenic control and treatment, Glamis Gold, Nevada (6/02-11/03 with SRK Elko) 
• Arsenic treatment plant, Atlanta gold project, Idaho (11/03-8/04) 
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Key Experience:  Heap Leach-Cyanide Projects 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for Closure plan for Big Springs Heap Leach, Nevada (6/96-8/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry for scoping of heap leach closure plan, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/97-2/98, with SRK 


Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Toiyabe, Nevada (8/99-8/00 with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for Aurora pit and heap leach facility closure projects (9/99-6/00 with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Griffon Peak, Nevada (2/00-9/00 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Assessment and preliminary design of cyanide treatment options, Colmac Mine, Northwest Territories, 


Canada (8/00-2/01 with SRK Vancouver) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Yankee Heaps, Bald Mountain, Nevada (9/00-4/01 


with SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Gold Acre Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (4/01-9/04, with 


SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Robertson Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (10/01-3/03, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 
Europe 
• Review of cyanide characterization, treatment, and prediction methods as a workshop for the Association 


of Mining Analysts, UK (5/00) 
• Technical report and review of cyanide treatment with reference to the Brae Mara tailings facility failure 


on behalf of Dresdner (5/00-9/00) 
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Key Experience:  Metallurgy  
 
Africa 
• Assessment of assay and gold recovery problems from heap leach, Zimbabwe (12/95)  
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for nickel-cobalt-copper-PGE’s Rustenburg, South Africa (4/97-5/98) 
• Mineralogy for base metal extraction from an oxide ore, Skorpion zinc mine, Namibia (8/98-9/98) 
 
Asia 
• Metallurgical and mineralogical assessment of copper and gold project as part of pre-feasibility and 


feasibility studies, Kazakhstan (12/95-7/96) 
 
Europe 
• Metallurgical problems, geology and mineralogy of lead-zinc ore body, Mazzron, Spain (4/96) 
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for base metal (zinc-lead), Mazzaron, Spain (4/96) 
• Process chemistry and testwork for metal recovery from base metal waste in Bulgaria (9/00-12/00), 


Project manager 
 
North America 
• Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for gold recovery by autoclave and cyanidation processes, Getchell, 


Nevada (2/97-4/99 & 8-10/01), Project manager 
• Mineralogy and process chemistry of uranium-nickel-arsenic rich tailings, Cigar Lake Mine, Canada 


(4/99-11/99 with SRK Vancouver office) 
• Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


and assessment of bio-oxidation pre-treatment, Tonopah project, Nevada (4/01-9/01), Project manager 
• Process chemistry and evaluation, Florida Canyon (5/02-3/03), Project manager 
• Process chemistry and heap leach optimisation studies including issues related to ore grind, 


encapsulation, cyanide and lime consumption, alternative reagent and leaching conditions, bio-oxidation 
pre-treatment for Placer Dome PLS on heaps and ores from Bald Mountain, Cortez and Getchell mines 
in Nevada (6/02-12/03 with SRK Elko office), Project manager 


 
South America 
• Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


project, Chile (5/01) Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Exploration 
 
Africa 
• Geochemical exploration for Trio Gold in Ghana (5/96-8/98), Mali (9/97), Benin and Burkina Faso (3/97 


–9/98), Project manager 
• Geochemical exploration for Nevsun in Ghana (1/97 –5/97) and Mali (3/97), Project manager 
• African Resources-Kilembe (copper-cobalt) and regional gold and diamonds, Uganda (9/96-12/96) 
• Gold-shear zone deposit, Wassa, Ghana (1/97) 
• Gold-shear zone/BIF, Geita Mine, Tanzania (4-6/99) 
• Exploration mineralogy and geochemistry of iron oxide copper gold deposits, porphyry copper, gold, and 


nickel African Eagle in Mozambique, Tanzania & Zambia (6/03-ongoing) 
 
Asia 
• Mineralogical and geochemical work as part of mineral exploration programs for gold shear zone, Mahd 


a Dhab, Saudi Arabia (2/96-4/96) 
• Polymetallic sulfide deposit, Varvarinskoye, Kazakhstan (2/96-6/96) 
• Iron oxide-copper-gold project, Afghanistan (2/97) 
• Mineralogy and geochemical mapping of the Sonjiapo copper porphyry, China (3/97) 
• Mineralogy of Murantau gold deposit, Uzbekistan (4/97) 
• Pongkor low sulfidation precious metal deposit-mineralogy and exploration geochemistry, Indonesia 


(4/97) 
• Tin, gold, alluvial heavy mineral sands and gemstones, India (2/98) 
 
North America 
• Carlin gold deposit, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/98) 
• Carlin gold deposit, Rodeo Creek, Nevada (9/98) 
• Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
• Exploration Hydrogeochemistry study for Getchell mine development, Nevada (3/99-9/99), Project 


manager 
• Epithermal low and high sulfidation gold, Florida Canyon and Standard Mines, Nevada (8/02-ongoing), 


Project manager 
• Carlin and epithermal low sulfidation gold, Bald Mountain Mine, Nevada (2/03-ongoing), Project 


manager 
 
South America 
• Mineralogy for diamond and gold prospects in the Cuiaba Basin, Brazil (7/00-4/01) 
• Mineralogy for gold prospects in the Sierra Pelada area, Brazil (7/00-9/00) 
• Mineralogy and geochemistry for copper-gold projects, Chile (5/01-12/01)  
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Key Experience:  Due Diligence/Audits 
 
Africa 
• Anglovaal/Avgold/Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, South Africa (gold) (9/98-12/98) 
• Base metal results (tin), UK (3/03-1/04) 
 
Europe 
• Minmet/Connary Minerals, UK, Portugal & Brazil (gold) (6/99-9/99) 
• OCK Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (9/00-12/00) 
• KCM Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (10/00-11/00) 
 
North America 
• Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (6/01-8/01) 
• Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (8/02-9/02) 
 
Other 
• Confidential, global mining group (base metals) (7/04-ongoing) 
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Key Experience:  Research 
 
Europe 
• Metal recovery from mine waste and tailings in collaboration with, Geochemistry Research Group, 


Aberystwyth and the Materials Science Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales 
(11/96-ongoing) 


• Use of LAICPMS for analysis of trace constituents in solid materials, particularly precious metals in 
refractory ores and impurities in metallurgical products ongoing collaboration since 3/96 with, 
Geochemistry Research Group, Aberystwyth and the Materials Science Department, School of 
Engineering, University College of Wales 


• Protocols for Acid Base Accounting and Kinetic testwork (6/98 – 12/03 with Materials Science 
Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales) 


• Stabilization of ferric hydroxide sludge and reprocessing of sulfate-rich mine waters (11/96-6/01with 
Materials Science Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales; funded by various 
mining companies in South Africa) 


 
North America 
• Process optimisation and closure of Heap Leach facilities (10/2000-9/04 with Placer Dome (NA) Inc. 


and SRK Elko office) 
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Key Experience:  Research Post-Doctorate Studies 
 
Africa 
• Mineral exploration in deeply weathered tropical terrains, with BHP Minerals (50% of time between: 


10/91-9/94)- West Africa, Zaire, Uganda & Tanzania 
• LAICPMS chemistry, with University of Cape Town, Department of Geological Sciences (9/91-9/94) 
• Acid Mine Drainage in Zimbabwe and Malaysia, with British Geological Survey, Geological Survey of 


Malaysia, and Institute of Mining Research, Zimbabwe, funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
 
Europe 
• Geochemistry and mineralogy of the St. Just mining district, Cornwall (9/91-6/94) 
• Water quality issues in rural water supply management, with Wateraid, UNDP, and University of 


Westminster (9/91-10/93) 
• Stability of arsenic in mine waste, with Imperial College funded through MIRO (2/92-3/94) 







 
Time:     8:30 – 11:30 AM

 
Location:              SRK Consulting
                                3275 West Ina Road, Suite 240
                                Tucson, AZ

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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Profession: 
 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 
 
 
 


 
Geochemist 
 
Doctor of Philosophy, University of Southampton, 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Science, Geochemistry/Geology, Class 1 Honours 
Degree, University of Manchester, 1984-1987 
 
Fellow & Vice President, International Association of Applied 
Geochemists 
Fellow, Geological Society of London 
Member of the Society of Economic Geology 
Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry  
Councillor, IAEG 
Member, Geological Society of Nevada 
Member, State Geologists Board for Environmental Mine Pit 
Studies, Nevada 1997-2000 
Visiting Research Associate, Division of Materials and 
Minerals, Cardiff University 1998-present, Aberystywth 
University 2000-present 
Chartered Chemist, RSC (1997) 
Chartered Geologist, GSL (2001) 
Chartered Professional European Geologist (2002) 


 
Specialization: Mine impacted water chemistry (particularly for arsenic, cyanide and acid rock 


drainage) and mine waste characterization, water treatment, environmental and 
exploration geochemistry, biogeochemistry, ore mineralogy and chemical and ore 
processing. 


 


Expertise: 
 


Eur. Geol. R. J. Bowell Ph.D., C. Chem MRSC,  C. Geol FGS 
Principal Geochemist with 15 years experience. Specialises in the application of 
geochemistry and mineralogy to a wide range of mining and engineering problems. 
Background in mineral exploration in tropical and deeply weathered terrain’s  
(including a Ph.D. on Economic Geochemistry of lateritic gold ores in West 
Africa) and in academic research in process chemistry, environmental 
geochemistry, environmental engineering and mineralogy. Main field of expertise 
in mineral processing and geochemical treatment of arsenic-rich waste, mine waste 
and water (including waste cyanide solutions, acid rock drainage and saline water).  


 
Employment Record: 
1995-Present Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (UK), Geochemist, Senior Geochemist (1997); 


Principal Geochemist (2000) 
1994-1995 Freelance Consulting and Research-BHP; Contract lab staff consultancy; 


Aberystwyth, Open University and Southampton Universities. 
1991-1994 Natural History Museum, Senior Research Fellow in Environmental Geochemistry. 


(50% of time contracted to BHP Minerals Exploration, Africa & Middle East 
Group). 


1987-1991 PhD, University of Southampton, and short-term employment with Goldfields, 
Ashanti and Exploration Companies. 
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Publications: One hundred publications in the field of mineralogy, process chemistry, 


exploration and environmental geochemistry, ARD, contaminated land and water 
treatment available on request.  Co-author of books on gold mineralogy and 
processing and mine waste environmental geochemistry. 
 


 
Languages: English, Spanish (Business) 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining Operations 
 
Africa 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork for South Deeps Mine, South Africa (1/02-6/02 with SRK 


Johannesburg) ARD geochemistry and testwork for Nkomati nickel project, South Africa (3/02-ongoing 
with SRK Johannesburg) 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry and waste rock 
geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania (2/98-ongoing), Project manager 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Ngezi project, Zimbabwe (2/98-11/98 with Johannesburg office), 
Project manager 


• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Kabanga project, Tanzania (6/98-9/98 with Johannesburg office), 
Project manager 


• ARD assessment-evaluation, Nkomati Nickel Mine, South Africa (3/97-11/97) 
• Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
• Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry and ARD at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-


12/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork, base and precious metal deposits, Angouran, Iran (11/02-ongoing) 
• ARD geochemistry and testwork for the Sukhaybarat gold mine, Saudi Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
• Waste rock characterization for Mahd ad Dhab, Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and evaluation of ARD remediation options for three potential gold mines in 


Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
• Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
• Testwork for ARD study at the Las Cruces deposit, Spain (3/97 – 2/99), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
• ARD Geochemistry, Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 -8/96 with SRK Vancouver office) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel tailings and process plant, Arizona (11/03-ongoing), 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
• ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
• Waste rock management plan and ARD assessment, Turquoise Ridge mine, Getchell, Nevada (10/02-


ongoing with SRK (NA) Inc., Project manager 
• ARD mineralogy Sa Dena Hes project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
• ARD mineralogy, Highmont Mo project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
• Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry of waste rock and tailings, Pogo project, Alaska (4/99-7/00 with 


SRK Vancouver) 
• Waste rock geochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99 with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining  
    Operations (cont.) 
 
North America (cont.) 
• ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99 with SRK 


Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and management 
of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles and tailings 
material.  Additionally, the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public enquiries 
into the mine development. 


 
South America 
• Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-5/04 with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
• ARD Geochemistry, Pierina project, Peru (7/03-8/03) 
• ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-ongoing), Project manager 
• ARD geochemistry, El Abra, Chile (4-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
• ARD geochemistry Chiliquimbie, Chile (6-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
• ARD geochemistry and mine waste stabilization, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-7/00 with SRK Peru) 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, Chile-


Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
• Pit lake and waste rock geochemistry study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile 


office), Project manager 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
• Waste rock geochemistry at the operating Emperor Mine, Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience: Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Closed or Abandoned Mining 
Operations 


 
Europe 
• Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
• Survey of mine wastes in central Wales to determine ranked risk assessment approach to evaluating 


environmental impacts (9/95-4/97) 
• Geochemistry of acid rock drainage, rock pile stability and mine water chemistry as part of a closure 


plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
• Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97)   
• ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98)  
 
North America 
• Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
• Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
• ARD geochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah Copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
• Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 ongoing with SRK Elko office) 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
• Mine waste and site geochemistry, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with 


SRK Reno office) 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 
South America 
• ARD mineralogy and geochemistry review for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, 


Chile-Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering. 


 
Africa 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania 


(2/98-ongoing), Project manager 
• Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry of waste waters and tailings attenuation study, Rossing Uranium Mine, Namibia 


(11/97-5/98) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment-evaluation, Kriel open cast and power station, South Africa 


(4/97-2/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-12/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
• Hydrogeochemistry of saline groundwaters in the vicinity of the potential gold mine at Mahd ad Dhab, 


Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry for three potential gold mines in Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
• Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
• Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
• Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-ongoing) 
• ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98) 
• ARD scoping study and water treatment study for Las Cruces project, Spain (11/96-3/97) Project 


Manager) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97) 
• Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 3/96) 
• Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
• Geochemistry of mine water as part of a closure plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and dewatering studies of a potential zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland 


(8/95 –4/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines 


in South Wales (8/95 –6/97) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering (con’t). 


 
North America 
• Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver 
• Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
• Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
• ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
• Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 ongoing with SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel Tailings and Process Plant, Arizona (11/03-ongoing) 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
• Hydrogeochemistry of lateritic nickel project, Wind Pass, Oregon (1997 with SRK Reno) 
• Pit Lake Assessment, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Review and geochemistry for Ridgeway Mine, South Carolina (with SRK Denver office, 2/97-6/97) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, main underground mine, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/96 – 9/99, project with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
• Hydrogeochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99, project with 


SRK Reno office), Project manager 
• ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99, project with 


SRK Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and 
management of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles 
and tailings material.  Additionally the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public 
enquiries into the mine development. 


• Hydrogeochemistry and water management of flooded pits at the operating Getchell Mine, Nevada (8/95 
– 8/04), Project manager 


 
South America 
• Hydrogeochemistry and remediation study, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-2/01 with SRK Peru) 
• ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-ongoing), Project manager 
• Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-ongoing with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
• Pit lake study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile office), Project manager 
• Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
• Organise and participate in ARD workshops in the UK (7/95); Czech Republic (9/96); South Africa 


(11/97 & 9/01); Romania (12/00); UK (11/02); Ireland (8/03) 
• Hydrogeochemistry, storage and discharge of hot saline groundwaters at the operating Emperor Mine, 


Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience:  Environmental Impact, Mine Closure and Contaminated Land 
 
 
Africa 
• Geochemical consulting to AECI for inorganic and organic contaminants at several sites in South Africa 


(3/97-9/98, with SRK South African offices) 
• Geochemistry of contaminated land at a smelter, Tsumeb mining complex, Namibia (8/95-6/96) 
• Geochemical consulting for operating and closed cyanide plants, South Africa (4/97-2/98 with SRK 


Johannesburg office)  
• Assessment of mining impact on the environment for a large infrastructure project on the Zambezi River 


Basin (11/97-9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry for Environmental assessment of Power Station, Gokwe, Zimbabwe (9/98-2/99)  
• Geochemistry of Agrochemicals and Pesticide contamination of groundwater around factory, Zimbabwe 


(11/98-3/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 
Europe 
• Closure plan for Perama Hills, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for Closure plan for Copper Flats, New Mexico (6/96-12/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry of nitrogen contamination, Commercial Potato Farms, Nevada (9/98-6/99 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry for closure of mine complexes at Robinson copper mine, Nevada, USA (5/00-ongoing 


with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry and project management for closure of mine and process plant complexes at the San 


Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona, USA (5/00-ongoing with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
• Management of pit lakes, open pit closure and waste rock scheduling, Getchell Gold Mine, Nevada 


(9/01-ongoing with SRK Reno) 
• Closure review of Newmont tailings impoundments, Nevada, USA (5/02-ongoing with SRK Elko and 


Reno offices) 
• Supplemental EIS, Marigold Mine, Nevada USA (7/02-ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
• Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Atlanta Gold Mine, Idaho (10/03-ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno 


offices) 
• Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Big Mike copper project, Nevada, USA (9/04-ongoing with SRK 


Elko and Reno offices) 
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Key Experience:  Baseline Assessment 
 
Soil, ARD and water geochemistry as part of EIA’s for mining projects for: 
 
Asia 
• Erdenet copper porphyry, Mongolia, Erdenet (1-3/96) 
• Varvarinskoye, polymetallic sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan, KazMinCo (4/96 – 2/98) 
• Mahd d’ Dhab projects (gold, zinc, polymetallic sulfides, phosphates, magnesite) Saudi Arabia         


(2/00-9/00) 
• Asacha gold-silver deposit, Kamchatka, TVX (1/96 – 11/97) 
 
Africa 
• Panorama copper-cobalt tailings retreatment, Democratic Congo Republic, (3/97-1/98, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
• Tengke Fungamure copper deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (3/97) 
• Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (4/98) 
 
North America 
• San Flippe nickel laterite, Cuba (2/01-ongoing) 
 
South America 
• La Cruz silver-copper deposit, Bolivia, Billiton (8/95)
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Key Experience:  Water Treatment 
 
Africa 
• Evaluation of water treatment options and ARD mitigation at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96; 


9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Panorama Resources Kakanda Mine, Democratic Congo Republic 


(3/97-4/98 with SRK Johannesburg office) 
• Geochemistry of salt removal for water treatment and plant design, Rustenburg Base Metal Refinery, 


South Africa (4/97-5/98 with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
• Geochemistry for tailings water treatment, uranium mine, Namibia (11/97-5/98, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
• Geochemistry and effluent treatment at tailings facility, Hartley Platinum Mine, Selous, Zimbabwe (9/98-


6/99 with SRK Johannesburg & Harare offices), Project manger 
 
Asia 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Pongkor Mine, Indonesia (8/96-2/98) 
 
 
Europe 
• Remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines in South Wales (8/95 –


6/97) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
• ARD mitigation in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/97) 
• Reviewer for tailings geochemistry, Tara Mines, Ireland (5/97-9/98, appointed by Department. of 


Energy, Ireland) 
• Water treatment scheme for dewatering of the zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 –4/97) 
• Scoping for effluent treatment at the Goro nickel facility, New Caledonia (6/00-7/00 with SRK Brisbane, 


Denver and Johannesburg offices) 
• Evaluation of sludge stabilization and stability, Wheal Jane Mine water project, Cornwall, UK (11/02) 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for old tailings facility, Getchell, Nevada (8/95-2/98 with SRK Reno office) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme scoping study at the Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 8/98, project with 


SRK Reno office) 
• Passive treatment pilot scheme and hydrochemistry at Big Springs Mine, Nevada (6/96-11/96, project 


with SRK Reno office) 
• Evaluation and design of ARD treatment plant, Chino mining complex, New Mexico, USA (2/01-8/02 


with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
• Evaluation of mine water treatment requirements, Holden project, USA (3/03 with SRK Vancouver 


office) 
 
South America 
• Geochemistry for tailings design, Forteleza, Brazil (7/96-12/97 with SRK Reno office)
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Key Experience:  Arsenic projects 
 
Africa 
• Review of arsenic treatment options, Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, Avgold, South Africa (9-11/98, 


with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
• Design and evaluation of arsenic treatment options, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (8/01-10/01) 
 
Europe 
• Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Getchell mine, Nevada (8/95 – 


3/99 with SRK Reno office), Project manager-UK office 
 
North America 
• Review of arsenic treatment options, Cameco Uranium Mines, Saskatchewan, Canada (4/99-12/99 with 


SRK Vancouver office) 
• Arsenic specialist, Giant Mine closure project, funded by DIAND, Northwest Territories, Canada 


(3/2000-ongoing with SRK Vancouver) 
• Arsenic treatment plant evaluation and design, City of Elko, Nevada (with SRK Elko, 5/02-6/02) 
• Review of arsenic control and treatment, Glamis Gold, Nevada (6/02-11/03 with SRK Elko) 
• Arsenic treatment plant, Atlanta gold project, Idaho (11/03-8/04) 
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Key Experience:  Heap Leach-Cyanide Projects 
 
North America 
• Geochemistry for Closure plan for Big Springs Heap Leach, Nevada (6/96-8/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Geochemistry for scoping of heap leach closure plan, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/97-2/98, with SRK 


Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Toiyabe, Nevada (8/99-8/00 with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for Aurora pit and heap leach facility closure projects (9/99-6/00 with SRK Reno office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Griffon Peak, Nevada (2/00-9/00 with SRK Reno 


office) 
• Assessment and preliminary design of cyanide treatment options, Colmac Mine, Northwest Territories, 


Canada (8/00-2/01 with SRK Vancouver) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Yankee Heaps, Bald Mountain, Nevada (9/00-4/01 


with SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Gold Acre Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (4/01-9/04, with 


SRK Elko office) 
• Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Robertson Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (10/01-3/03, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 
Europe 
• Review of cyanide characterization, treatment, and prediction methods as a workshop for the Association 


of Mining Analysts, UK (5/00) 
• Technical report and review of cyanide treatment with reference to the Brae Mara tailings facility failure 


on behalf of Dresdner (5/00-9/00) 
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Key Experience:  Metallurgy  
 
Africa 
• Assessment of assay and gold recovery problems from heap leach, Zimbabwe (12/95)  
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for nickel-cobalt-copper-PGE’s Rustenburg, South Africa (4/97-5/98) 
• Mineralogy for base metal extraction from an oxide ore, Skorpion zinc mine, Namibia (8/98-9/98) 
 
Asia 
• Metallurgical and mineralogical assessment of copper and gold project as part of pre-feasibility and 


feasibility studies, Kazakhstan (12/95-7/96) 
 
Europe 
• Metallurgical problems, geology and mineralogy of lead-zinc ore body, Mazzron, Spain (4/96) 
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for base metal (zinc-lead), Mazzaron, Spain (4/96) 
• Process chemistry and testwork for metal recovery from base metal waste in Bulgaria (9/00-12/00), 


Project manager 
 
North America 
• Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
• Process chemistry and mineralogy for gold recovery by autoclave and cyanidation processes, Getchell, 


Nevada (2/97-4/99 & 8-10/01), Project manager 
• Mineralogy and process chemistry of uranium-nickel-arsenic rich tailings, Cigar Lake Mine, Canada 


(4/99-11/99 with SRK Vancouver office) 
• Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


and assessment of bio-oxidation pre-treatment, Tonopah project, Nevada (4/01-9/01), Project manager 
• Process chemistry and evaluation, Florida Canyon (5/02-3/03), Project manager 
• Process chemistry and heap leach optimisation studies including issues related to ore grind, 


encapsulation, cyanide and lime consumption, alternative reagent and leaching conditions, bio-oxidation 
pre-treatment for Placer Dome PLS on heaps and ores from Bald Mountain, Cortez and Getchell mines 
in Nevada (6/02-12/03 with SRK Elko office), Project manager 


 
South America 
• Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


project, Chile (5/01) Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Exploration 
 
Africa 
• Geochemical exploration for Trio Gold in Ghana (5/96-8/98), Mali (9/97), Benin and Burkina Faso (3/97 


–9/98), Project manager 
• Geochemical exploration for Nevsun in Ghana (1/97 –5/97) and Mali (3/97), Project manager 
• African Resources-Kilembe (copper-cobalt) and regional gold and diamonds, Uganda (9/96-12/96) 
• Gold-shear zone deposit, Wassa, Ghana (1/97) 
• Gold-shear zone/BIF, Geita Mine, Tanzania (4-6/99) 
• Exploration mineralogy and geochemistry of iron oxide copper gold deposits, porphyry copper, gold, and 


nickel African Eagle in Mozambique, Tanzania & Zambia (6/03-ongoing) 
 
Asia 
• Mineralogical and geochemical work as part of mineral exploration programs for gold shear zone, Mahd 


a Dhab, Saudi Arabia (2/96-4/96) 
• Polymetallic sulfide deposit, Varvarinskoye, Kazakhstan (2/96-6/96) 
• Iron oxide-copper-gold project, Afghanistan (2/97) 
• Mineralogy and geochemical mapping of the Sonjiapo copper porphyry, China (3/97) 
• Mineralogy of Murantau gold deposit, Uzbekistan (4/97) 
• Pongkor low sulfidation precious metal deposit-mineralogy and exploration geochemistry, Indonesia 


(4/97) 
• Tin, gold, alluvial heavy mineral sands and gemstones, India (2/98) 
 
North America 
• Carlin gold deposit, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/98) 
• Carlin gold deposit, Rodeo Creek, Nevada (9/98) 
• Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
• Exploration Hydrogeochemistry study for Getchell mine development, Nevada (3/99-9/99), Project 


manager 
• Epithermal low and high sulfidation gold, Florida Canyon and Standard Mines, Nevada (8/02-ongoing), 


Project manager 
• Carlin and epithermal low sulfidation gold, Bald Mountain Mine, Nevada (2/03-ongoing), Project 


manager 
 
South America 
• Mineralogy for diamond and gold prospects in the Cuiaba Basin, Brazil (7/00-4/01) 
• Mineralogy for gold prospects in the Sierra Pelada area, Brazil (7/00-9/00) 
• Mineralogy and geochemistry for copper-gold projects, Chile (5/01-12/01)  
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Key Experience:  Due Diligence/Audits 
 
Africa 
• Anglovaal/Avgold/Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, South Africa (gold) (9/98-12/98) 
• Base metal results (tin), UK (3/03-1/04) 
 
Europe 
• Minmet/Connary Minerals, UK, Portugal & Brazil (gold) (6/99-9/99) 
• OCK Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (9/00-12/00) 
• KCM Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (10/00-11/00) 
 
North America 
• Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (6/01-8/01) 
• Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (8/02-9/02) 
 
Other 
• Confidential, global mining group (base metals) (7/04-ongoing) 
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Key Experience:  Research 
 
Europe 
• Metal recovery from mine waste and tailings in collaboration with, Geochemistry Research Group, 


Aberystwyth and the Materials Science Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales 
(11/96-ongoing) 


• Use of LAICPMS for analysis of trace constituents in solid materials, particularly precious metals in 
refractory ores and impurities in metallurgical products ongoing collaboration since 3/96 with, 
Geochemistry Research Group, Aberystwyth and the Materials Science Department, School of 
Engineering, University College of Wales 


• Protocols for Acid Base Accounting and Kinetic testwork (6/98 – 12/03 with Materials Science 
Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales) 


• Stabilization of ferric hydroxide sludge and reprocessing of sulfate-rich mine waters (11/96-6/01with 
Materials Science Department, School of Engineering, University College of Wales; funded by various 
mining companies in South Africa) 


 
North America 
• Process optimisation and closure of Heap Leach facilities (10/2000-9/04 with Placer Dome (NA) Inc. 


and SRK Elko office) 
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Key Experience:  Research Post-Doctorate Studies 
 
Africa 
• Mineral exploration in deeply weathered tropical terrains, with BHP Minerals (50% of time between: 


10/91-9/94)- West Africa, Zaire, Uganda & Tanzania 
• LAICPMS chemistry, with University of Cape Town, Department of Geological Sciences (9/91-9/94) 
• Acid Mine Drainage in Zimbabwe and Malaysia, with British Geological Survey, Geological Survey of 


Malaysia, and Institute of Mining Research, Zimbabwe, funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
 
Europe 
• Geochemistry and mineralogy of the St. Just mining district, Cornwall (9/91-6/94) 
• Water quality issues in rural water supply management, with Wateraid, UNDP, and University of 


Westminster (9/91-10/93) 
• Stability of arsenic in mine waste, with Imperial College funded through MIRO (2/92-3/94) 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melissa Reichard '; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: RE: Potential Geochemistry Technology Transfer Meeting - January 27
Date: 01/21/2009 07:39 AM

Salek,
 
Thanks for the quick response, I was hoping you would be available.
 
I apologize for the short notice, but this opportunity appeared out of the blue and I hope we can
grab it.
 
As soon as I get a final confirmation from SRK that Rob is indeed headed our way I’ll let you and
Bev know.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 7:28 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Garcia, Dawn'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Melissa Reichard ;
'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Potential Geochemistry Technology Transfer Meeting - January 27
 

Hello Dale, 
I would like to attend this meeting and I am available during the times listed.  Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

01/21/2009 06:17 AM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'"

<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard "
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Hoag, Cori'" <choag@srk.com>, "'Stone,
Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Garcia, Dawn'"  <dgarcia@srk.com>,
"'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

Subject Potential Geochemistry Technology Transfer Meeting - January 27

 

Bev, 
  
I have contacted Kathy Arnold (Rosemont Copper) regarding the possibility of holding a geochemistry
Technology Transfer meeting the morning of Tuesday January 27th.  There is a strong likelihood that
Rob Bowell, a world-class geochemist with SRK (see attached resume), will be in Tucson that morning
in transit from his home office in Cardiff, Wales to a project in Mexico and may be available for 2-3
hours in the morning.  I believe it would be of use to the project to take this opportunity to introduce
Rob to the project without having to foot the travel expense; following such an introduction he would be
well prepared to direct the review of the Rosemont geochemistry.  Kathy agrees and is tentatively
arranging to have the appropriate Rosemont consultants in Tucson for the meeting.  SRK is awaiting
final approval from their client who is bringing Rob through Tucson for the project in Mexico and
expects the decision later this week.  Assuming SRK’s client gives approval for Rob’s trip I would like
to tentatively schedule a meeting for: 
  
Date:     Tuesday, January 27 
  
Time:     8:30 – 11:30 AM 
  
Location:              SRK Consulting 
                                3275 West Ina Road, Suite 240 
                                Tucson, AZ 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'; 'Horst'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: Presentation of Landform Results
Date: 03/23/2010 09:25 AM

It works for me. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

03/23/2010 07:47 AM

To "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS "
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Horst'" <hjschor@jps.net>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: Presentation of Landform Results

All, 
  
Debby is not available on Friday.  I am now proposing the teleconference for SWCA’s office Thursday at 3:30 PM;
does this fit with your schedules? 

  
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Dale 
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:13 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Presentation of Landform Results 
  
All, 
  
Horst is ready to present the results of the landform work on the mine waste facility.  I would like to schedule a
teleconference and Horst is available either Thursday (after 3:30 PM) or Friday (after 10:30 AM).  I am proposing

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:hjschor@jps.net
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


the teleconference for SWCA’s office Friday at 1:30 PM; does this fit with your schedules? 

  
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: Presentation of Landform Results
Date: 03/23/2010 01:58 PM

Thursday is good for me. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

03/23/2010 07:47 AM

To "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Horst'" <hjschor@jps.net>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: Presentation of Landform Results

All,

 
Debby is not available on Friday.  I am now proposing the teleconference for
SWCA’s office Thursday at 3:30 PM; does this fit with your schedules? 

 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.

 
Thanks,

 
Dale

 

 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:13 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us);
'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Presentation of Landform Results

 
All,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
Horst is ready to present the results of the landform work on the mine waste
facility.  I would like to schedule a teleconference and Horst is available either
Thursday (after 3:30 PM) or Friday (after 10:30 AM).  I am proposing the
teleconference for SWCA’s office Friday at 1:30 PM; does this fit with your
schedules? 

 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.

 
Thanks,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Dale Ortman; 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Bev Everson
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Re: Presentation of Landform Results
Date: 03/23/2010 05:02 PM

Works for me.

Tom

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 07:46:25 -0700
To: 'Debby Kriegel'<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; 'Beverley A Everson'<beverson@fs.fed.us>
Cc: 'Horst'<hjschor@jps.net>; 'Tom Furgason'<tfurgason@swca.com>; 'Melissa
Reichard'<mreichard@swca.com>
Subject: RE: Presentation of Landform Results

All,
 
Debby is not available on Friday.  I am now proposing the teleconference for SWCA’s office
Thursday at 3:30 PM; does this fit with your schedules?
 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:13 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Presentation of Landform Results
 
All,
 
Horst is ready to present the results of the landform work on the mine waste facility.  I would like
to schedule a teleconference and Horst is available either Thursday (after 3:30 PM) or Friday (after
10:30 AM).  I am proposing the teleconference for SWCA’s office Friday at 1:30 PM; does this fit
with your schedules?
 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.
 

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Thanks,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Presentation of Landform Results
Date: 03/23/2010 07:47 AM
Importance: High

All,
 
Debby is not available on Friday.  I am now proposing the teleconference for SWCA’s office
Thursday at 3:30 PM; does this fit with your schedules?
 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 7:13 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Horst'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Presentation of Landform Results
 
All,
 
Horst is ready to present the results of the landform work on the mine waste facility.  I would like
to schedule a teleconference and Horst is available either Thursday (after 3:30 PM) or Friday (after
10:30 AM).  I am proposing the teleconference for SWCA’s office Friday at 1:30 PM; does this fit
with your schedules?
 
Please let me know ASAP so I can confirm with Horst.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Reta Laford
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Linda Edmunds
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/23/2010 11:46 AM

Salek - TA is out today. Plan on her driving with you. Thank you. 
▼ Reta Laford

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Reta Laford
    Sent: 04/23/2010 12:08 PM CDT
    To: Salek Shafiqullah; Linda Edmunds
    Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
    Subject: Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Actually Coronado and ADEQ are having a premeeting that starts at
11:30.  TA will need to ride w/you.  I will be in Phx this weekend and
go from there. 

▼ Salek Shafiqullah

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Salek Shafiqullah
    Sent: 04/23/2010 10:02 AM MST
    To: Linda Edmunds
    Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
    Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
I have reserved the Trailblazer from the pool.  Anyone interested in
car-pooling?  
Meeting in PHX is at 1230 so leave the SO at 930, get up to PHX in
time for pre meeting lunch.  
Please RSVP so I don't leave without you.  Thanks.
Note:  SWCA is driving on their own (Melissa and Dale).

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

▼ Linda Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

Linda
Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

04/14/2010 12:58 PM

To "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>,
tfurgason@swca.com

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, mreichard@swca.com

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April
26th.  Attending will be Reta Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek
Shafiqullah from the Forest Service;
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA.

mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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notes://entr3a/87256A81003FCE51/0/13B4CAB17C69C9978825770500555497


What time do you plan to begin?

Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

▼ "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov> 

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be
available April 26; out of town April 30. He would most likely only be
involved in the pre-meeting portion.

 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're
trying to firm up a date for all the folks involved in this meeting.  We
should have an answer for you by tomorrow afternoon. 



Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL
information and is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is
addressed. It may contain information that is privileged and confidential under state and
federal law. This information may be used or disclosed only in accordance with law, and
you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the
information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the
original e-mail. Thank you.



From: Dennis L. Turner
To: Linda Edmunds; tfurgason@swca.com; Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Salek Shafiqullah;

daleortmanpe@live.com; mreichard@swca.com; Michael A. Fulton; Michele I. Robertson; Carrolette Winstead;
Maribeth E. Greenslade; Jeff L. Emde; Kuldip Khunkhun; Steven J. Vevang; Denise L. McConaghy; Michael N.
Prigge

Cc: Debra L. Daniel
Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/15/2010 05:17 PM
Attachments: ADEQ parking map.pdf

All:
I now have a confirmed date and time for our meeting to discuss APP/ EIS issues. This meeting will
include the consultants who are assisting the USFS in writing the EIS.
 
DATE:  April 26, 2010
 
TIME:  12:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (meeting space reserved for that duration; meeting may total less, say 2
hours)
 
LOCATION:  Room 3175, ADEQ office building, 1110 W. Washington Street. For parking, see this link: 
http://www.azdeq.gov/function/about/parking.html  and the attachment.  Non-ADEQ attendees should
check in with Sandy Cairo, Receptionist, who will notify me of your arrival.
 
The consultants’ role will be to understand APP’s needs if one or more other alternatives are adopted
by the EIS that are demonstrably different from the project now being proposed in the Rosemont APP
application. Below are the issues we should discuss (not in any particular order; many are interrelated):
 

·         Coronado staff wishes to elicit from ADEQ just what kind of data would be required to approve
an APP if alternatives such as partial or complete backfill options and / or using Sycamore Canyon
as an alternate dry stack tailings and waste rock disposal site were required.
·         What, if anything, would make the Rosemont project unpermittable in APP’s context?
·         Surface water issues (stormwater, Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek) may arise during this
discussion, as well.

 
Feel free to contact me if questions.
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007
 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2010 12:59 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner; tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Salek Shafiqullah; daleortmanpe@live.com; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
 

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April 26th.  Attending will be Reta
Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek Shafiqullah from the Forest Service; 
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA. 

What time do you plan to begin? 
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Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>
cc  

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 
  

Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be available April 26; out of town
April 30. He would most likely only be involved in the pre-meeting portion. 
  
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007 
 

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting 
  

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're trying to firm up a date for all
the folks involved in this meeting.  We should have an answer for you by tomorrow afternoon. 

Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us



NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL information and is intended
only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain information that is privileged
and confidential under state and federal law. This information may be used or disclosed only in accordance with law,
and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the information in this e-
mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the person named
above by reply e-mail, and then delete the original e-mail. Thank you.

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL information and is intended
only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain information that is privileged
and confidential under state and federal law. This information may be used or disclosed only in accordance with law,
and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the information in this e-
mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the person named
above by reply e-mail, and then delete the original e-mail. Thank you.



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Reta Laford
Cc: Linda Edmunds; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/23/2010 04:13 PM

RETA:  Thanks for the update. 
TA:     I would like to leave at 9 and stop at Subway or similar since it seems like it
will be a working lunch.  See you Monday morning or would it be easier for me to
pick you up at a park and ride on the northwest side of town. We can firm that up
later.  Cheers. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS

04/23/2010 11:46 AM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Linda
Edmunds/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Salek - TA is out today. Plan on her driving with you. Thank you. 
▼ Reta Laford

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Reta Laford
    Sent: 04/23/2010 12:08 PM CDT
    To: Salek Shafiqullah; Linda Edmunds
    Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
    Subject: Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Actually Coronado and ADEQ are having a premeeting that starts at
11:30.  TA will need to ride w/you.  I will be in Phx this weekend and
go from there. 

▼ Salek Shafiqullah

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Salek Shafiqullah
    Sent: 04/23/2010 10:02 AM MST
    To: Linda Edmunds
    Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
    Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

I have reserved the Trailblazer from the pool.  Anyone interested in car-pooling?  
Meeting in PHX is at 1230 so leave the SO at 930, get up to PHX in time for pre
meeting lunch.  
Please RSVP so I don't leave without you.  Thanks.
Note:  SWCA is driving on their own (Melissa and Dale).

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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520-388-8377
▼ Linda Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

Linda
Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

04/14/2010 12:58 PM

To "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>,
tfurgason@swca.com

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, mreichard@swca.com

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April 26th. 
Attending will be Reta Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek Shafiqullah from the
Forest Service;
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA.

What time do you plan to begin?

Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

▼ "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov> 

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be available April
26; out of town April 30. He would most likely only be involved in the pre-meeting
portion.

 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality

notes://entr3a/87256A81003FCE51/0/13B4CAB17C69C9978825770500555497


Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're trying to
firm up a date for all the folks involved in this meeting.  We should have an answer
for you by tomorrow afternoon. 

Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL information and
is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain
information that is privileged and confidential under state and federal law. This information may be used or
disclosed only in accordance with law, and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or
further disclosure of the information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the original e-
mail. Thank you.



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Linda Edmunds
Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/23/2010 10:02 AM

I have reserved the Trailblazer from the pool.  Anyone interested in car-pooling?  
Meeting in PHX is at 1230 so leave the SO at 930, get up to PHX in time for pre
meeting lunch.  
Please RSVP so I don't leave without you.  Thanks.
Note:  SWCA is driving on their own (Melissa and Dale).

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Linda Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

Linda
Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

04/14/2010 12:58 PM

To "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>,
tfurgason@swca.com

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, mreichard@swca.com

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April 26th. 
Attending will be Reta Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek Shafiqullah from the
Forest Service;
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA.

What time do you plan to begin?

Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

▼ "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov> 

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
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notes://entr3a/87256A81003FCE51/0/13B4CAB17C69C9978825770500555497


Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be available April
26; out of town April 30. He would most likely only be involved in the pre-meeting
portion.

 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're trying to
firm up a date for all the folks involved in this meeting.  We should have an answer
for you by tomorrow afternoon. 

Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL information and
is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain
information that is privileged and confidential under state and federal law. This information may be used or
disclosed only in accordance with law, and you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or
further disclosure of the information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the original e-



mail. Thank you.



From: Reta Laford
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Linda Edmunds
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/23/2010 10:08 AM

Actually Coronado and ADEQ are having a premeeting that starts at 11:30.  TA will
need to ride w/you.  I will be in Phx this weekend and go from there. 
▼ Salek Shafiqullah

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Salek Shafiqullah
    Sent: 04/23/2010 10:02 AM MST
    To: Linda Edmunds
    Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
    Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

I have reserved the Trailblazer from the pool.  Anyone interested in
car-pooling?  
Meeting in PHX is at 1230 so leave the SO at 930, get up to PHX in
time for pre meeting lunch.  
Please RSVP so I don't leave without you.  Thanks.
Note:  SWCA is driving on their own (Melissa and Dale).

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

▼ Linda Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

Linda
Edmunds/R3/USDAFS

04/14/2010 12:58 PM

To "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>,
tfurgason@swca.com

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, mreichard@swca.com

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April
26th.  Attending will be Reta Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek
Shafiqullah from the Forest Service;
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA.

What time do you plan to begin?

Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us
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▼ "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov> 

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be
available April 26; out of town April 30. He would most likely only be
involved in the pre-meeting portion.

 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're
trying to firm up a date for all the folks involved in this meeting.  We
should have an answer for you by tomorrow afternoon. 

Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320



ledmunds@fs.fed.us

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL
information and is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is
addressed. It may contain information that is privileged and confidential under state and
federal law. This information may be used or disclosed only in accordance with law, and
you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the
information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the
original e-mail. Thank you.



From: Linda Edmunds
To: Dennis L. Turner; tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Salek Shafiqullah; daleortmanpe@live.com; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting
Date: 04/14/2010 12:58 PM

Dennis - we have confirmed with all parties involved for Monday, April 26th. 
Attending will be Reta Laford, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, and Salek Shafiqullah from the
Forest Service;
Dale Ortman and Melissa Reichard from SWCA.

What time do you plan to begin?

Linda J. Edmunds
Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

▼ "Dennis L. Turner" <Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov>

"Dennis L. Turner"
<Turner.Dennis@azdeq.gov> 

04/14/2010 08:32 AM

To "Linda Edmunds" <ledmunds@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

Mike Fulton’s schedule (WQD Director) is such that now he will only be
available April 26; out of town April 30. He would most likely only be
involved in the pre-meeting portion.

 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dennis L. Turner, R.G.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Surface Water Section
1110 W. Washington St. MC 5415 A-1
Phoenix, AZ 85007

 

From: Linda Edmunds [mailto:ledmunds@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 2:54 PM
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To: Dennis L. Turner
Subject: Proposed Rosemont EIS/APP Meeting

 

Dennis - 

On behalf of Reta and Teresa, I just wanted to let you know that we're
trying to firm up a date for all the folks involved in this meeting.  We
should have an answer for you by tomorrow afternoon. 

Most likely, it will be either Monday, April 26 or Friday, April 30. 

Linda J. Edmunds
Fire Program Support 
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8320
ledmunds@fs.fed.us

NOTICE: This e-mail (and any attachments) may contain PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL
information and is intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to whom it is
addressed. It may contain information that is privileged and confidential under state and
federal law. This information may be used or disclosed only in accordance with law, and
you may be subject to penalties under law for improper use or further disclosure of the
information in this e-mail and its attachments. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please immediately notify the person named above by reply e-mail, and then delete the
original e-mail. Thank you.



From: Larry Jones
To: Julia Fonseca
Cc: John Windes; Richard Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; gsoroka@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Re: Protecting native fish along Cienega Creek
Date: 05/24/2010 07:51 AM
Attachments: ScrapedPlot.jpg

StockTank1.jpg
StockTankBird.jpg
StockTankCows.jpg
StockTankCows2.jpg
Dead exotic fish E Webb 2008.jpg

Thanks, Julia.  I'll look into the mitigation plan today to make sure we are adequately covered with anti-
invasive species measures and monitoring.  Melissa--can you file this message in the biological
resources folder...thanks! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

05/20/2010 03:17 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Richard Gerhart"
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc "John Windes" <JWindes@azgfd.gov>, "Teresa Ann Ciapusci"
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject Protecting native fish along Cienega Creek

Hello, 
  
you are no doubt aware that exotic fish occur in several locations within the Rosemont grazing leases,
as documented in their ranid frog surveys and by other biologists.   The particular stock tank in these
photos and identified below may be the source of the non-native fish observed in Davidson Canyon
after a flood event by this citizen.   I enclose the photo she sent me in 2008 of the dead fish near
Hilton Ranch Road in the bed of Davidson Canyon. 
  
Exotic fish are of course of concern to Pima County because of the potential to get sunfish in the
Cienega Creek system, and the effects of sunfish on the springs in the downstream part of Bar V.   
  
This particular pond is part of Rosemont's allotment.  It is my hope that those of you involved in the
biological mitigation aspects of the Rosemont proposal will seek to abate the threats posed by non-
native fish washing into Davidson, from existing stock tanks as well as from any future impoundments
associated with the mine.  Larry, Rick, can you let me know if you are working on this issue already? 
  
If you are familiar with the history of the Silverbell mine, you know that exotic fish and mine tailings
found their way from ponds on the mine site to natural sites downstream, contributing to the decimation
of the topminnow and dace that used to exist at Cocio Spring.  The ponds on the Silverbell mine site
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were not planned. They just formed due to seepage through the waste rock and tailings.  We can
expect that sort of thing to occur at the Rosemont site as well.  If those ponds are permanent enough,
and not deadly, you can expect bait bucket Charlie (mine workers) to stock them, therefore monitoring
of onsite waters is advisable.  Another thing that happened there was that the huge quantities of sulfate
and other salts released changed the geochemistry of runoff, even before any toxic effects occurred. 
  
The link to my circa 2002 Cocio spring/Silverbell mine report is below.  If you want to understand the
complex effects of mines on aquatic ecosystems, this is a good place to start.  Also, the location of the
stock tank identified by Ms. Webb is provided below.  This is state land that is within Rosemont's lease,
at least as of the time we got the GIS data from the State. 
  
I look forward to discussing these issues with you further.  Will you keep me apprised of any future
meetings concerning the development of biological mitigation?  We have not heard anything from you
since the big field trip months ago. 
  
  
 http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/reports/d7/005COC.PDF 

305-62-009B 
STATE OF
ARIZONA 
00000

     
 

Legal description ALL EXC SE4 480 AC SEC
23-18-16

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science and Environmental Policy

NEW ADDRESS:
201 N. Stone Ave.  6th floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 740-6460
FAX (520) 243-1610
Julia.Fonseca@pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/
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From: Terry
To: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Question re: Resource Protection Plans
Date: 08/06/2010 12:02 PM

Thanks for the prompt reply, Alan. We'll give this to Rosemont for their review & response.

Alan Belauskas <abelauskas@fs.fed.us> wrote:

>Bev, Terry, & Salek:
>
>It sounds as though a "Materials Management Plan" is partly a HAZCOM plan. 
> 
>
>HAZCOM is a program for handling everyday chemicals -  storing, labeling, 
>MSDSs, etc.. 
>
>  I did a search of the phrase "Materials Management Plan" and came up 
>zero. This might be Rosemont's own term.
>
>The other part of the Materials Management Plan could be a how to prevent 
>a chemical spill or release and what to do in case it happens. 
>
>
>Alan Belauskas,
>Interagency Safety Officer
>FS Coronado National Forest &
>BLM Gila District 
>office: (520) 388 - 8487
>cell: (520) 591-8979
>
>
>
>
>
>Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
>08/05/2010 02:53 PM
>
>To
>"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>, Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek 
>Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
>cc
>
>Subject
>Re: Question re: Resource Protection Plans
>
>
>
>
>
>Terry,
>
>I am not 100% sure on either of these, and I would refer the first 
>question to Alan Belauskas.  The second issue is probably covered under an 
>Aquifer Protection Permit, but, that I would run it by Salek for 
>verification.  And, even if it's covered, I would still pursue some 
>mitigation that requires the company to due adequate geochem testing 
>(which we are in the process of asking for) to allow them to be able to 
>determine when they will be getting into potentially acid generating rock 
>in the mining and processing, and how they will deal with it to prevent 
>acid generation and heavy metal release both in the waste rock AND the 
>tailings.
>
>From what I understand of some of other permitting agencies, such as AZ. 
>Dept. of Environmental Quality (the APP issuer), they may be more into 
>monitoring and response to problems than to preventing problems, which 
>would be our objective.
>
>Good questions.
>
>Bev
> 
>Beverley A. Everson
>Forest Geologist
>Coronado National Forest
>300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
>Tucson, AZ.  85701
>
>Voice: 520-388-8428
>Fax: 520-388-8305
>
>
>
>
>"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com> 
>08/04/2010 12:08 PM
>
>To
>"Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
>cc
>
>Subject
>Question re: Resource Protection Plans
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>Bev, 
> 
>The Mitigation Table contained the following reference to a Materials 
>Management Plan (sorry for the weird font sizes):
> 
>Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical 
>materials used onsite, such as:
>·     chemical or physical dust control agents, 
>·     organics, 
>·     inorganic binders, or stabilizing polymers.
> 
>Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as 
>part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures. 
>
> 
>There is also the following, that alludes to a Materials Management Plan:
> 
>Rosemont Copper Company will describe and commit to measures to identify 
>and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention 
>of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures 
>that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include 
>the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using 
>geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential 
>acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified 
>and appropriate management strategies developed. 
>My questions are:  (1) Is this a plan that is required as part of a law, 
>regulation, or a permitting process?  If so, I need specifics; (2) Is the 
>second example (regarding acid generation) meant to be part of this plan, 
>or is it something else?  It was listed in the Mitigation Table under 
>HazMat.  (3) If the answer to #1 is no, then where did the idea for this 
>plan come from, and do we need to carry it forward?
> 
>Thanks for the help....Terry
>



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Quick Phone Conference Tomorrow?
Date: 12/03/2009 04:08 PM

Any time on Friday is good for me.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

12/03/2009 03:34 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Annandale, George"
<George_Annandale@golder.com>, "Salek
Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Walter
Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Quick Phone Confernce Tomorrow?

The Coronado would like to have  a quick phone conference tomorrow
to discuss the impact of the landforming on the footprint of the mine. 
Can everybody let me know their availability from 8:30- 9:00?  The other
option would be anytime after 2:00 pm or Monday morning.  Sorry for
the short notice.

 
Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Annandale, George
To: Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel; daleortmanpe@live.com; Salek Shafiqullah; Walter Keyes
Cc: Beverley A Everson; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject: RE: Quick Phone Confernce Tomorrow?
Date: 12/03/2009 08:00 PM

Tom
 
After 2pm on Friday will work for me.
 
George Annandale
 

From: Tom Furgason [mailto:tfurgason@swca.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 3:34 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; daleortmanpe@live.com; Annandale, George; Salek Shafiqullah; Walter Keyes
Cc: Beverley A Everson; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject: Quick Phone Confernce Tomorrow?
 
The Coronado would like to have  a quick phone conference tomorrow to discuss the impact of the
landforming on the footprint of the mine.  Can everybody let me know their availability from 8:30- 9:00? 
The other option would be anytime after 2:00 pm or Monday morning.  Sorry for the short notice.
 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Reminder of IDT meetings, October 12, 16 and 18; 18th is extended team meeting
Date: 11/09/2009 12:51 PM

Heading should read November, not October. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

11/09/2009 11:35 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

dkriegel@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William
B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Reminder of IDT meetings, October 12, 16 and 18; 18th is extended

team meetingLink

Core team, please plan on a half day meeting this Thursday, to go over homework assignments and for
some WebEX training.  We will also meet next Monday for an SWCA review on alternatives considered
and on mitigation.  We will be meeting in 6V6 on Thursday and 4B on Monday. 

Core and extended will meet next Wednesday in 6V6. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir

Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; David Krizek
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Kathy Arnold; Tucson Media Station
Subject: RE: REMINDER: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
Date: 03/17/2010 01:55 PM

Please don’t respond.
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 8:03 AM
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone,
Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; David Krizek
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Hale Barter; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: REMINDER: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
Importance: High
 
JUST A REMINDER ABOUT TODAY’S CONFERENCE CALL………………….
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 14, 2010 5:52 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); Roger D Congdon (rcongdon@fs.fed.us);
'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets (vugorets@srk.com); Larry Cope
(lcope@srk.com); Mike Sieber (msieber@srk.com); David Krizek (David.Krizek@tetratech.com)
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
 
All,
 
The first of two conference calls regarding the Rosemont mine site groundwater model will be

convened on Wednesday March 17th at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time).  The
audio will be supplied via the following SWCA conference call number and passcode:
 
Number: 866-866-2244
Passcode: 9550668
 
Video for presenting graphics will be supplied by Montgomery via a GoToMeeting connection; each
participant in the To and CC list above will receive instructions from Hale Barter (Montgomery) on
how to connect to the GoToMeeting site.
 
SWCA will take the meeting notes for the EIS administrative record.
 
The conference call is intended to afford Montgomery the opportunity to present their work to

date regarding the resolution items developed at the February 23rd meeting in Tucson, and to
allow comment and interaction among all participants regarding the work.  The agenda for the
meeting is:
 

·         Introduction – Dale Ortman
·         Participant List – SWCA
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·         Update on Groundwater Model – Montgomery
·         Discussion – All Participants

 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Resumes for sub-consultants
Date: 10/29/2008 02:15 PM

Salek, if you are in the office today, please email me a copy of your memo to me
regarding SWCA subcontractors.  If you're out of the office I will just refer to my
hard copy in the office tomorrow (I'm working at home today).

Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

10/16/2008 05:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Resumes for sub-consultants

Bev,
Per our discussion, you mentioned you had some additional names and
resumes to review.  Could I get a copy at your leisure.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://localhost/872568590056BE15/0/B8A92D8334BFF49F072574E400786212


From: Debby Kriegel
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Marcie Bidwell'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah -

USFS; 'Tom Furgason'; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report
Date: 05/03/2010 07:45 AM
Attachments: 20100502_ortman_schor_draft-landform-rpt-review-comments_memo.pdf

Dale:   

3 major comments: 
1.  Is Horst not required to provide a design that accommodates the full 1.2 billion cubic yards?? 
2.  Did you receive Marcie's comments.  I don't see hardly any of them incorporated here.  Or did many
of her comments fall into the categories you mention in your email below? 
3.  Horst needs to delete at least the last sentence (or the last whole paragraph) in his summary on
page 30.  Ending the report with a statement of hopelessness is not acceptable (nor do I think this is
what Horst meant), and these questions did not arise during the design process...they arose at the
very end.  Horst could simply reference the separate document addressing these issues here. 

Thanks. 

Debby

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/02/2010 12:19 PM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>, "'Marcie Bidwell'"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc
Subject Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report

All, 
  
Attached is a memorandum containing a compilation of the pertinent review comments regarding the landform
report.  Not all comments received are included in the memorandum as those that altered Horst’s professional
opinion, modified the constraints imposed by Rosemont, or did not substantively add to the understanding of the
report were omitted. 

  
I will be forwarding the comments to Horst on Tuesday, therefore if you have any questions regarding the

comments please contact me. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Horst Schor 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard, Marcie Bidwell (SWCA); 
Mindee Roth, Bev Everson, Debby Kriegel, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 2 May 2010   


Subject: 
Review Comments  
Landform Design Report for the Rosemont Mine Project 


 
This memorandum presents a compilation of the pertinent comments provided for the review of 
the draft report titled Landform Design Report of the Rosemont Mine Project, April 2010.  
Comments were provided by the Coronado National Forest, Rosemont Copper Company, and 
SWCA.  The review is divided among General Comments, Requested Additional Information, and 
Editorial Comments. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
General Comment 1: The report contains reference to and photographs of other mine facilities in 
the area with the implication that they represent the Proposed Action.  The implication that the 
references and photographs explicitly represent the Proposed Action in not correct and both must 
be removed from the report. 
 
General Comment 2: The report contains several instances of personal value judgments and 
prejudicial language that must be removed from the report.  Examples of such are: 


• Page 6, Paragraph 1: ….just create a dump as it is often referred to in the industry but for 
better or worse a LANDFORM, unsightly, and artificial as it may be…. 
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• Page 6, Paragraph 2: … the intrusion of an alien, manufactured rigid structure devoid of 
geomorphic features into an otherwise pristine and highly variable natural landscape. 


 
General Comment 3:  The information presented in Section VII. OTHER CANYON 
ALTERNATIVES does not fulfill the requirements of SOW; Task 3: Review and comment on the 
landform potential of an additional three alternative mine waste disposal plans. Revise Section 
VII to provide comments on the potential to apply landform design to the three specific 
alternatives and what general ramifications such application would have on the design, including 
the viability of such a design approach.   
 
General Comment 4: Please include the response to the constraints presented by Rosemont as an 
appendix to the report.  Editorial comments on the response are included as Attachment 1. 
 
REQUESTED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 


1. Reference examples of similar scale landforming projects. 
2. Include the total acres in the landformed design. 
3. Explain what parts of the landform design that Golder Associate’s parameters do not 


apply (or where Golder’s parameters simply weren’t provided).  An example might be the 
slope of the new Barrel Canyon drainage (which is ~2.5 miles at ~6%). 


4. Add the boundary of the Barrel Canyon drainage basin to appropriate figures to indicate 
that runoff is contained within the basin, or where engineered structures are necessary to 
direct all runoff into the basin. 


 
EDITORIAL COMMENTS 
 


1. Table of contents and list of figures:  Correct the page numbers (many are wrong). 
2. Page 1, first sentence:  delete the word “certain”. 
3. Page 2: consider adding “sideboards” to this figure or somewhere in text (Cienega 


watershed to south, Hwy 83 to east, pit/plant/ridge to west, and McCleary Canyon to 
north). 
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4. Page 4, figure 5:  Tucson is misspelled. 
5. Page 5, figure 6:  Tucson is misspelled. 
6. Page 9:  Text states that “The 500 foot setback from the pit rim was maintained”, but 


figures 22 and 23 do not show this. 
7. Page 13:  Explain what gold lines are (or better yet, remove them). 
8. Page 23:  State contour interval and/or enlarge elevation labels (they are unreadable even 


with a magnifier or zoomed in on the electronic document). 
9. Page 29, first sentence:  Should “tear” be “tier”? 
10. Page 30, first sentence:  Delete the word “project . 
11. Page 10, second to last paragraph, second sentence: change “created” to “create” 
12. Page 27, paragraph 4, reword as “ … would have an outer shell comprised of material 


with a d50 not less than 3-5 inches providing……….” 
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DRAFT 
 


Draft Deliberative 
Not for Public Distribution 


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


April 5, 2010 


 


This report responds to the “Preliminary Landform Layout Constraints provided by Rosemont 
Copper Company” as contained in Project Memorandums dated March 25, 2010 and March 31, 
2010 prepared by Dale Ortman. 


Each of the nine constraints provided along with a sketch map have been carefully reviewed and 
will be addressed in detail below.  Due to the nature of the small scale and very sketchy nature of 
the map, however some of the implication of certain limitations can only be very cursory 
estimated. 


 


Constraint 1.  Stay clear of Plant Site (Mill Facility/Industrial Areas) 


During the preparation of the conceptual landform plan, no actual grading plans for those 
facilities were available to allow for proper transitioning between the landform shapes and the 
cuts and fills proposed for those facilities.  Consequently a temporary and arbitrary terminus for 
the landform fill was arrived at.  


Once the appropriate information becomes available, the limits and grading transitions could 
readily be accommodated;  however, constraining the toe of the landform design to the boundary 
of the Plant Site would require relocating the material currently located within the Plant Site area 
elsewhere within the landform mass.  


 
 
Constraint 2.  Avoid Cultural Significant sites at Ball Court Heritage location and others… 


In order to maximize the opportunity for a recreated Landform/Geomorphic Topography and 
Hydrology and to address the recommendation in the Golder Report with regards to slope 
designs the footprint of the waste rock and tailings were expanded considerably, thus placing 
subject site under the new fill. Under the current design, carving out that site from the fill zone, 
while possible, would not create the most desirable solution.  Entirely avoiding the Ball Court 
location, as proposed by Rosemont, requires relocation of a significant amount of material and 
would negatively impact the potential for a successful landform design. 
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Also, there appears to be a discrepancy as to the location of the Ball Court Heritage site. The 
sketch map shows a location in the most north easterly corner of the Landform Fill.  The location 
provided by Tetra Ttech places it to the south of that. Knowing the accurate location has an 
effect significant impact on any design option to preserve this location. 


 


Constraint 3.  Leave half-mile wide buffer strip between all mine waste material and SR 83 


Such a constraint was never a part of the initial conceptual Landform design study. Creating 
natural, geomorphic features and run-off patterns that would mimic existing ground conditions 
and keeping slope ratios to a minimum to minimize erosion were the objective.  To this extend 
extent, the foot print had to expand. As the topography on the west side Highway 83 drops 
rapidly into a fairly deep valley which represented a substantial fill holding capacity, it was 
utilized in this manner.  Retaining a half-mile buffer strip between all mine waste and SR83 has 
significant negative impact on the potential for a successful landform design and may negate its 
viability. 


 


Constraint 4.  Keep all Stormwater Runoff within Barrel Drainage 


The landform design keeps all runoff within the Barrel drainage.  The Landform Concept Plan is 
so designed as to carry the runoff along most of the southerly boundary in a graded surface drain 
channel to the north along Highway 83 and back into Barrel Canyon Watershed. The 
southwesterly area runoff is collected in a detention pond and then projected to be carried in an 
underground drain to the north to be discharged into Barrel Canyon. 


 


Constraint 5.  Maintain setback for Singing Valley Ranch 


This setback at the southerly boundary would mean a loss of fill placement capacity but may or 
may not also negatively impact the planned gravity drainage channel discussed under 4. above.  
Only a more detailed analysis could determine that. 


 


Constraint 6.  Place no Mine Waste material within the Area designated for SDCP Biological 
Core Value Habitat and Riparian Management Area  


The sketch map indicates an apparently substantial area that would be encumbered in some 
fashion.   


Depending whether this would require total or selective avoidance that could be incorporated 
into the Landform Design the extent of this impact will determine how much fill placement 
capacity would be lost.  At first glance it appears to be significant.  Avoiding placement of mine 
waste as proposed by Rosemont has significant negative impact on the potential for a successful 
landform design and may negate its viability. 
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Constraint 7.  Incorporate the original Rosemont Configuration for the Heap Leach and Dry 
Stack Facility 


The landform design concept is not able to accommodate the original configuration of the dry 
stack tailings. 


 


Constraint 8.  Include functional haul road, construction access and perpetual storm water 
drainage into pit into the design concept 


This matter is considered to be a design detail to be incorporated once the overall concept has 
been accepted and the specifications for service locations, width, horizontal and vertical curves 
and other design criteria are provided. 


 


 Constraint 9.  Increase the ultimate height of the conceptual Landform Design by 100’ to afford 
contingency capacity and construction flexibility 


Increasing the height of the landform design layout by 100 feet while maintaining the current 
design toe would oversteepen the slopes and have significant negative impact on the potential for 
a successful landform design.   


 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


In summary it must be stated that some of the constraints can readily be met while others pose 
significant negative impact to a successful landform design; particularly in combinations that 
significantly reduce the footprint available for mine waste disposal.  Imposing all or most of the 
footprint constraints proposed by Rosemont would likely negate the viability of a landform 
design.  


To Landform shape the excavated materials under these constraints would most likely entail 
much higher fills with steeper slopes – unless some of McCleary Canyon can be used to 
accommodate the overflow. 







  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Debby Kriegel'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Marcie Bidwell'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Salek Shafiqullah -

USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report
Date: 05/03/2010 08:09 AM

Debby,
 

1.       Horst indicates that in his opinion the difference between the volume in his conceptual
layout and the target volume can be accommodated during later design.  This difference is
not germane to the pending decision whether or not to include landforming as an
alternative.

2.       Marcie’s comments are incorporated in the compiled comments.
3.       We’ve requested Horst to give us his professional opinion and he has expressed that

opinion in his report; however I will query Horst as to whether or not he wants to retain
the ending statement in his report.

 
Dale
 

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 7:46 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Marcie Bidwell'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Melinda D Roth; Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS ; 'Tom Furgason'; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report
 

Dale:   

3 major comments: 
1.  Is Horst not required to provide a design that accommodates the full 1.2 billion cubic yards?? 
2.  Did you receive Marcie's comments.  I don't see hardly any of them incorporated here.  Or did many
of her comments fall into the categories you mention in your email below? 
3.  Horst needs to delete at least the last sentence (or the last whole paragraph) in his summary on
page 30.  Ending the report with a statement of hopelessness is not acceptable (nor do I think this is
what Horst meant), and these questions did not arise during the design process...they arose at the
very end.  Horst could simply reference the separate document addressing these issues here. 

Thanks. 

Debby

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/02/2010 12:19 PM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>, "'Marcie Bidwell'"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc
Subject Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


 

All, 
  
Attached is a memorandum containing a compilation of the pertinent review comments regarding the landform
report.  Not all comments received are included in the memorandum as those that altered Horst’s professional
opinion, modified the constraints imposed by Rosemont, or did not substantively add to the understanding of the
report were omitted. 

  
I will be forwarding the comments to Horst on Tuesday, therefore if you have any questions regarding the

comments please contact me. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Review of MWH Draft Technical Review Memo for Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report
Date: 12/01/2009 11:07 AM
Attachments: 2009-11-19_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_WaterSupplyModelRevu_memo.pdf

Hello Dale, 
I have reviewed the draft review memo by MWH and agree in general with its
contents.  I am interested in having the following comments addressed as well: 

Please provide data and map regarding post pumping recovery?  What are the
projected effects 20 and 50 years after pumping stops?
Please provide a well inventory map or maps.  A well inventory table (Table 1) has
been included.
Please provide a map showing a 4 foot per year decline in water levels with and
without the project (if it exists).
Please provide a map and a list of wells which may potentially go dry with and
without the project (if they exist).
Editorial note:  Figure 26 has a note that it is draft deliberative not for public
distribution.

Lets discuss.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

11/19/2009 05:10 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Review of MWH Draft Technical Review Memo for
Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model
Report

Salek, Bev, & Mindee,

 
Please find the attached memorandum for your review and comment regarding the
six-pages of pertinent text prepared by MWH in review of the Rosemont mine
water supply pumping model report. Please note that I have requested any
comments from the CNF no later than the end of the month to expedite MWH’s
completion of a Technical Review Memorandum regarding the report for

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: 
Review of MWH Technical Review Memorandum 
Review Comment of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and 
Simulations 


 
Please review the draft Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) prepared by MWH for the following 
document: 
 


1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009 


 
Please note that MWH has nominated Toby Leeson PG to be the responsible person for the review to replace 
Nathan Haws (Attachment B).  SWCA is in receipt of correspondence indicating this is acceptable to the 
CNF.  SWCA will direct MWH to indicate Toby Leeson PG as the responsible person on the final version of 
the Technical Review Memorandum, but we do not want to delay the review by asking MWH for a revised 
copy at this time. 
 
The draft Technical Review Memorandum was prepared by MWH as directed by SWCA (Attachment C). 
 
Please complete review of the Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) by the end of the month to 
expedite MWH finalizing the memorandum for submission to Rosemont for their response. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 


CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH MAXIMUM PREDICTED DRAWDOWN 
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ATTACHMENT B 


STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 











 


 


 


ÍÌÛÐØÛÒ Öò ÌßÇÔÑÎ 


ÐÎ×ÒÝ×ÐßÔ ÛÒÙ×ÒÛÛÎ 
 


ÛÜËÝßÌ×ÑÒæ 


ÓÍñÓÍ½ô ß°°´·»¼ Ó¿¬¸»³¿¬·½ô Ë²·ª»®·¬§ ±º Ý±´±®¿¼±ô Ý±´±®¿¼±ô ËÍßô ïççé 
ÞÍñÞÍ½ô Ý·ª·´ Û²¹·²»»®·²¹ô Ë²·ª»®·¬§ ±º É·¬©¿¬»®®¿²¼ô Ö±¸¿²²»¾«®¹ô Í±«¬¸ ßº®·½¿ô ïçèì 
 


ÛÈÐÛÎ×ÛÒÝÛæ 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Î·± Ì·²¬± Ð®±½«®»³»²¬ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ó¿²¿¹»¼ »¬ «° ¿²¼ ½±³³··±²·²¹ ±º ·¨ «²³¿²²»¼ Ð¿®¬ Í¬±®» ¿¬ ª¿®·±« °´¿²¬ ¿½®± Õ»²²»½±¬¬� 
Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»® Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ò Ð®±¶»½¬ ½±²·¬»¼ ±º ¼»ª»´±°·²¹ °®±½»¼«®»ô ¬®¿·²·²¹ ©¿®»¸±«» °»®±²²»´ ¿²¼ 
»²¼ó«»®ô ¿²¼ ¬¸» °¸§·½¿´ »¬ «° ±º »¿½¸ ±º ¬¸» Ð¿®¬ Í¬±®»ò 
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½±²±´·¼¿¬»¼ ´±¹·¬·½ ¿²¼ ©¿®»¸±«·²¹ ¬± Ò»©³±²¬� Í»²·±® Ó¿²¿¹»³»²¬ º±® Û¿¬»®² Ò»ª¿¼¿ 
Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ò Ò»©³±²¬ ¬¸»² ®»¯«»¬»¼ ßÓÛÝ ½±²¼«½¬ ¿ ¬«¼§ ¬± ¼»¬»®³·²» ¬¸» º»¿·¾·´·¬§ ±º ½±²±´·¼¿¬·²¹ 
¬¸» ´±¹·¬·½ ¿²¼ ©¿®»¸±«·²¹ ±º ¿´´ ¬¸»·® Û¿¬»®² Ò»ª¿¼¿ Ñ°»®¿¬·±² øÝ¿®´·²ô Þ¿¬¬´» Ó±«²¬¿·²ô Ì©·² 
Ý®»»µô Ô±²» Ì®»»ô »¬½ò÷ò Ø» ©¿ °¿®¬ ±º ¬¸» ßÓÛÝ ¬«¼§ ¬»¿³ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹»ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹» Þ·¾»» Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ô ß®·¦±²¿ 
Ü»·¹²»¼ ¿²¼ ¼®»© ½±²½®»¬» ¿²¼ ¬»»´ ®»¬®±º·¬ º±® ¼®¿·²¿¹» ½¸¿²²»´ò 
 


Ð®±°±¿´ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ð®±°±¿´ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ¼»ª»´±°³»²¬ ±º ©·²²·²¹ °®±°±¿´ ¬± »¨¬»²¼ Õ»²²»½±¬¬� ë ³·´» ´±²¹ ¬¿·´·²¹ ¼¿³ ¿¬ 
¬¸»·® Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»® ³·²»ò É·²²·²¹ °®±°±¿´ ¼®»© ¸»¿ª·´§ ±² ¬¸» ³¿²¿¹»³»²¬ «½½»» ·² Þ·²¹¸¿³ 
Ý¿²§±² É¿®»¸±«» ®»´±½¿¬·±²ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Þ·²¹¸¿³ Ý¿²§±²ñÝ±°°»®¬±²ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ®»´±½¿¬·±² ±º °¿®» °¿®¬ ©¿®»¸±«» »®ª·²¹ Õ»²²»½±¬¬� ïëðôððð ¬°¼ ½±°°»® ³·²»
¿²¼ ½±²½»²¬®¿¬±® ½±³°´»¨ò Í«½½» ±º ¬¸· °®±¶»½¬ ·²ª±´ª»¼ ©±®µ·²¹ ½´±»´§ ©·¬¸ ¬¸» ß¬´¿ Ó±ª·²¹ ¿²¼ 
Î·¹¹·²¹ô ¬¸» ½±²¬®¿½¬±® ¸·®»¼ ¬± °»®º±®³ ¬¸» ®»´±½¿¬·±²ò 
 


Ô»¿¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Û²¹·²»»® ¿²¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Ý±²¬®«½¬·±² Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ý¿´Û²»®¹§ô Í¿´¬±² Í»¿ô Ý¿´·º±®²·¿ 
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Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ý®¿²» ú Ý±ô ×²½òô ÇîÕ Ð®±½» Ý±²¬®±´ô Ü¿´¬±²ô Ó¿¿½¸«»¬¬ 
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Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹»ô ÇîÕ Ý±³°´·¿²½» ×²ª»¬·¹¿¬·±²ô ß®·¦±²¿ 
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½±°°»® ÍÈóÛÉ »¨°¿²·±²ò  
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simulations of mitigation alternatives 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 


Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 


ORGANIZATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS: 


Arizona Hydrological Society 
American Geophysical Union 


PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS: 


Das, B.S., N.W. Haws, P.S.C. Rao, 2005, Defining Geometric Similarity in Soils, Vadose Zone Journal 
4:264 270. 


Haws, N.W., B. Liu, E.J. Kladivko, P.S.C. Rao, C.W. Boast, D.P. Franzmeier, 2004, Spatial Variability and 
Measurement Scale of Infiltration Rate on an Agricultural Landscape, Soil Science Society of 
America Journal, 68: 1818 1826. 


Haws, N.W., B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2004, Dual Domain Solute Transfer and Transport Processes: 
Evaluation in Batch and Column Experiments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 75 (3 4) 
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Haws, N.W., E.J. Bouwer, W.P. Ball, 2006, The Influence of System Conditions and Modeling Formulation 
when Simulating Cometabolic Biodegradation in Sorbent-Water Systems, Advances in Water 
Resources 29(4): 571-589 


Haws, N.W., J. Simunek, P.S.C. Rao, I.C. Poyer, 2005, Single Porosity and Dual Porosity Modeling of 
Flow and Transport in Subsurface Drained Fields Using Effective Field Scale Parameters, Journal 
of Hydrology 313 (3 4) 257 273 


Haws, N.W., P.S.C. Rao, 2004, The Effect of Vertically Decreasing Macropore Fractions on Simulations of 
Non Equilibrium Solute Transport, Vadose Zone Journal, 31: 1300 1308 


Haws, N.W., W.P. Ball, E.J. Bouwer, 2006, Modeling and Interpreting Bioavailability of Organic 
Contaminant Mixtures in Subsurface Environments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 82(3-4): 
255-292 


Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
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ATTACHMENT B 







4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203  
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


November 16, 2009 


Mr. Tom Furgason     ELECTRONIC SUBMITTAL via 
SWCA       tfurgason@swca.com
343 W. Franklin St. 
Tucson, AZ 85701 


Re:  Rosemont Copper Project EIS  


Dear Mr. Furgason: 


MWH would like to confirm that Richmond Leeson, P.G. is our nominated responsible person for the 
mine water supply pumping model review.  In particular, he will be responsible for the technical review of 
the April 30, 2009 document “Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona” prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & 
Associates, Inc.  We have attached Mr. Leeson’s resume for your review. 


We understand that Mr. Leeson’s credentials have been previously vetted by the Coronado National 
Forest and meet their requirements. 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 


MWH Americas, Inc.       


Stephen Taylor, P.E.  
Vice President      
Arizona Operations Manager 


cc: Richmond Leeson, P.G., MWH 
 Nathan Haws, P.E., PhD, MWH 


Dale Ortman, P.E. 


Attach: Richmond Leeson’s Resume 



http://www.mwhglobal.com

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com





TOBY LEESON 
SENIOR HYDROGEOLOGIST 


EDUCATION:


M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 


REGISTRATIONS:


Professional Geologist: Texas #10242; California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-
32566.


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Geological Society of America 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 


SUMMARY:


Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
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humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 


Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of Minnesota 
regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project team 
assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, Gallup, NM
Managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Closure Plan for an inactive, underground 
uranium mine near Gallup, New Mexico.  The site is being evaluated under the CERCLA program 
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under the jurisdiction of EPA Region 9 and Navajo Nation Environmental Projection Agency.  
The site is adjacent to the Navajo Reservation and near several traditional home sites.  Particular 
challenges include the development of risk-based cleanup goals and removal alternatives under 
CERCLA related to potential impacts from and exposure to radium and uranium. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony Mine, Cibola County, NM 
Managing the materials characterization, closure and reclamation of an inactive, uranium mine 
west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.  The mine site is under the jurisdiction of the New Mexico 
Mining and Minerals Division and is to be closed under the New Mexico Mining Act.  Particular 
challenges of the site include a large open pit with a well developed pit lake that could impact a 
major drinking water aquifer.  The mine is in a region that has a complex history of  other mining 
impacts as well as in-situ ore-related impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.  


Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures.


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
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Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 


Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 


Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 


Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple locations 
within coal mine properties. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
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XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater sampling, 
free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for budget 
and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of reinjection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Altamont and Bluebell Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations plant in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and 
groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) 
as associated with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed 
include: groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced 
attenuation using oxygen release compounds. 


Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.


Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
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using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 


Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 


Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 


Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 


GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database using 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9 software suite.  Mr. Leeson was also responsible for processing the data, 
including high-resolution aerial photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized 
mine void geometries.   The GIS data used for analysis and three-dimensional display were 
converted to both TINs and raster data types.  Mr. Leeson developed several tools in Model 
Builder to run the analyses using raster math within the GIS.   The results of the analyses were 
then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities to prevent any further damage to 
property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future development.
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Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 


GIS Analyst, Idaho Mining Association, Southeast Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 


Database Manager, ARCO, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 


Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 


CONTINUING EDUCATION: 


Geochemistry of Acid Rock Drainage 
Introduction to Hydrogeology 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 
Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
Environmental Law 
GIS in a Mountain Environment
Introduction to Spatial Hydrology using GIS 
OSHA/MSHA 8-hour Annual Refresher Courses 
OSHA 40-hour Refresher Courses 
MSHA 24-hour surface miner safety training 
Emergency first aid and CPR 
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DALE ORTMAN PE Office: (520) 896-2404
Consulting Engineer Mobile: (520) 449-7307
PO Box 1233 E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com
Oracle, AZ 85623


PROJECT MEMORANDUM
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT


To: Rebecca Miller (MWH)
Copy to: Charles Coyle, Melissa Richard, Tom Furgason (SWCA)
From: Dale Ortman PE
Date: 19 July 2009


Subject:
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report


This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical review of the
following document(s) for the given environmental resource area(s) that may be subject to impact from the
project:


Document(s):
1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009


The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to
the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine Plan
of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will review the subject document in the
context of the MPO and confirm the MPO correctly reflects the findings of the subject document.


Resource Areas(s):
1. Water Resources – Specifically, the review is to be limited to the evaluation of the impact to


groundwater flow regime of the proposed mine water supply pumping.



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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SCOPE OF SERVICES


Scope of Work
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the memorandum of
July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda.
Additional specific tasks are listed below:


1. Prepare east-west and north-south sections through the maximum drawdown cones clearly indicating
the predicted drawdown with and without Rosemont pumping.


Schedule and Deliverables
The work schedule and deliverables are:


1. Start of Work – On receipt of written Notice to Proceed from SWCA; requires approval of the
proposed cost estimate and approval of the subconsultant’s proposed responsible staff member.


2. Draft Technical Review Memorandum – 1-month from Notice to Proceed.
3. SWCA and CNF Review of Draft Technical Review Memorandum – As required
4. Final Technical Review Memorandum – 1 week from receipt of complete editorial comments from


SWCA and CNF; assumes no additional technical evaluation is requested by SWCA and CNF.







submission to Rosemont for response.   

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: 
Review of MWH Technical Review Memorandum 
Review Comment of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and 
Simulations 


 
Please review the draft Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) prepared by MWH for the following 
document: 
 


1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009 


 
Please note that MWH has nominated Toby Leeson PG to be the responsible person for the review to replace 
Nathan Haws (Attachment B).  SWCA is in receipt of correspondence indicating this is acceptable to the 
CNF.  SWCA will direct MWH to indicate Toby Leeson PG as the responsible person on the final version of 
the Technical Review Memorandum, but we do not want to delay the review by asking MWH for a revised 
copy at this time. 
 
The draft Technical Review Memorandum was prepared by MWH as directed by SWCA (Attachment C). 
 
Please complete review of the Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) by the end of the month to 
expedite MWH finalizing the memorandum for submission to Rosemont for their response. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 
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ATTACHMENT B 


STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
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NATHAN W. HAWS 
SENIOR ENGINEER


EDUCATION: 


PhD, Environment Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, 2003 
BS/BSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
MS/MSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 


REGISTRATIONS: 


Professional Engineer - Civil, Arizona, 48186, 2008 
Professional Engineer - Civil, Nevada, 20251, 2009 


EXPERIENCE:


Hydrologist, South Yuma County Landfill, Air Quality Screening Evaluation, Yuma, Arizona 
Air dispersion screening evaluation using Screen 3 and EPA AP-42 method 


Hydrogeologist, Freeport McMoRan, Tailing site characterization, Christmas Mine, Arizona 
Collection and characterization of tailing material samples 


Project Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Globe, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Yuma, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Scientist, City of Phoenix, Jet-fuel contamination characterization, Phoenix, Arizona 
Interpretation of analysis of aged jet fuel contamination to characterize its soil-air-water partitioning 
properties


Hydrologist, Freeport McMoRan, AZPDES surface water permitting, Arizona 
Consultant for permit renewals for Christmas, Bagdad, and Bisbee mines 


Inspector, Pima County Solid Waste, Environmental audit of solid waste facilities, Pima County, 
Arizona 
Environmental compliance audit of municipal landfills and refuse transfer stations 


Project Engineer, Hexcel Corporation, Remedial design consulting, Kent, Washington 
Evaluation of permeable reactive barrier design and economic evaluation of options for remediation of 
chlorinated solvents 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Sierrita Mine 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives. 
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Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 


Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 


ORGANIZATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS: 


Arizona Hydrological Society 
American Geophysical Union 


PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS: 


Das, B.S., N.W. Haws, P.S.C. Rao, 2005, Defining Geometric Similarity in Soils, Vadose Zone Journal 
4:264 270. 


Haws, N.W., B. Liu, E.J. Kladivko, P.S.C. Rao, C.W. Boast, D.P. Franzmeier, 2004, Spatial Variability and 
Measurement Scale of Infiltration Rate on an Agricultural Landscape, Soil Science Society of 
America Journal, 68: 1818 1826. 


Haws, N.W., B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2004, Dual Domain Solute Transfer and Transport Processes: 
Evaluation in Batch and Column Experiments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 75 (3 4) 
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Haws, N.W., E.J. Bouwer, W.P. Ball, 2006, The Influence of System Conditions and Modeling Formulation 
when Simulating Cometabolic Biodegradation in Sorbent-Water Systems, Advances in Water 
Resources 29(4): 571-589 


Haws, N.W., J. Simunek, P.S.C. Rao, I.C. Poyer, 2005, Single Porosity and Dual Porosity Modeling of 
Flow and Transport in Subsurface Drained Fields Using Effective Field Scale Parameters, Journal 
of Hydrology 313 (3 4) 257 273 


Haws, N.W., P.S.C. Rao, 2004, The Effect of Vertically Decreasing Macropore Fractions on Simulations of 
Non Equilibrium Solute Transport, Vadose Zone Journal, 31: 1300 1308 


Haws, N.W., W.P. Ball, E.J. Bouwer, 2006, Modeling and Interpreting Bioavailability of Organic 
Contaminant Mixtures in Subsurface Environments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 82(3-4): 
255-292 


Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
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4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203  
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


November 16, 2009 


Mr. Tom Furgason     ELECTRONIC SUBMITTAL via 
SWCA       tfurgason@swca.com
343 W. Franklin St. 
Tucson, AZ 85701 


Re:  Rosemont Copper Project EIS  


Dear Mr. Furgason: 


MWH would like to confirm that Richmond Leeson, P.G. is our nominated responsible person for the 
mine water supply pumping model review.  In particular, he will be responsible for the technical review of 
the April 30, 2009 document “Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona” prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & 
Associates, Inc.  We have attached Mr. Leeson’s resume for your review. 


We understand that Mr. Leeson’s credentials have been previously vetted by the Coronado National 
Forest and meet their requirements. 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 


MWH Americas, Inc.       


Stephen Taylor, P.E.  
Vice President      
Arizona Operations Manager 


cc: Richmond Leeson, P.G., MWH 
 Nathan Haws, P.E., PhD, MWH 


Dale Ortman, P.E. 


Attach: Richmond Leeson’s Resume 



http://www.mwhglobal.com

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com





TOBY LEESON 
SENIOR HYDROGEOLOGIST 


EDUCATION:


M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 


REGISTRATIONS:


Professional Geologist: Texas #10242; California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-
32566.


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Geological Society of America 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 


SUMMARY:


Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
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humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 


Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of Minnesota 
regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project team 
assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, Gallup, NM
Managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Closure Plan for an inactive, underground 
uranium mine near Gallup, New Mexico.  The site is being evaluated under the CERCLA program 
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under the jurisdiction of EPA Region 9 and Navajo Nation Environmental Projection Agency.  
The site is adjacent to the Navajo Reservation and near several traditional home sites.  Particular 
challenges include the development of risk-based cleanup goals and removal alternatives under 
CERCLA related to potential impacts from and exposure to radium and uranium. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony Mine, Cibola County, NM 
Managing the materials characterization, closure and reclamation of an inactive, uranium mine 
west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.  The mine site is under the jurisdiction of the New Mexico 
Mining and Minerals Division and is to be closed under the New Mexico Mining Act.  Particular 
challenges of the site include a large open pit with a well developed pit lake that could impact a 
major drinking water aquifer.  The mine is in a region that has a complex history of  other mining 
impacts as well as in-situ ore-related impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.  


Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures.


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
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Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 


Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 


Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 


Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple locations 
within coal mine properties. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
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XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater sampling, 
free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for budget 
and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of reinjection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Altamont and Bluebell Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations plant in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and 
groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) 
as associated with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed 
include: groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced 
attenuation using oxygen release compounds. 


Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.


Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
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using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 


Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 


Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 


Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 


GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database using 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9 software suite.  Mr. Leeson was also responsible for processing the data, 
including high-resolution aerial photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized 
mine void geometries.   The GIS data used for analysis and three-dimensional display were 
converted to both TINs and raster data types.  Mr. Leeson developed several tools in Model 
Builder to run the analyses using raster math within the GIS.   The results of the analyses were 
then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities to prevent any further damage to 
property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future development.
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Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 


GIS Analyst, Idaho Mining Association, Southeast Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 


Database Manager, ARCO, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 


Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 


CONTINUING EDUCATION: 


Geochemistry of Acid Rock Drainage 
Introduction to Hydrogeology 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 
Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
Environmental Law 
GIS in a Mountain Environment
Introduction to Spatial Hydrology using GIS 
OSHA/MSHA 8-hour Annual Refresher Courses 
OSHA 40-hour Refresher Courses 
MSHA 24-hour surface miner safety training 
Emergency first aid and CPR 
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DALE ORTMAN PE Office: (520) 896-2404
Consulting Engineer Mobile: (520) 449-7307
PO Box 1233 E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com
Oracle, AZ 85623


PROJECT MEMORANDUM
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT


To: Rebecca Miller (MWH)
Copy to: Charles Coyle, Melissa Richard, Tom Furgason (SWCA)
From: Dale Ortman PE
Date: 19 July 2009


Subject:
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report


This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical review of the
following document(s) for the given environmental resource area(s) that may be subject to impact from the
project:


Document(s):
1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009


The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to
the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine Plan
of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will review the subject document in the
context of the MPO and confirm the MPO correctly reflects the findings of the subject document.


Resource Areas(s):
1. Water Resources – Specifically, the review is to be limited to the evaluation of the impact to


groundwater flow regime of the proposed mine water supply pumping.



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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SCOPE OF SERVICES


Scope of Work
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the memorandum of
July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda.
Additional specific tasks are listed below:


1. Prepare east-west and north-south sections through the maximum drawdown cones clearly indicating
the predicted drawdown with and without Rosemont pumping.


Schedule and Deliverables
The work schedule and deliverables are:


1. Start of Work – On receipt of written Notice to Proceed from SWCA; requires approval of the
proposed cost estimate and approval of the subconsultant’s proposed responsible staff member.


2. Draft Technical Review Memorandum – 1-month from Notice to Proceed.
3. SWCA and CNF Review of Draft Technical Review Memorandum – As required
4. Final Technical Review Memorandum – 1 week from receipt of complete editorial comments from


SWCA and CNF; assumes no additional technical evaluation is requested by SWCA and CNF.







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Debby Kriegel; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Review of resume from Golder Associates
Date: 11/16/2009 05:10 AM

I concur with Salek's recommendation with the understanding that George
Annandale would work closely with Debby Kriegel, Salek, Marcie Bidwell and Horst
Schor in the design of landforms.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/13/2009 02:41 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

Subject Review of resume from Golder Associates

Hello Bev, 
Per your request, I have reviewed a resume for technical specialist
staff for the Rosemont Copper Project.  I understand that you are
requesting a review of this resume to determine if the resume
submitted meet the minimum qualifications as outlined in the
Memorandum of Understanding between the US Forest Service and
Rosemont Copper Company.  I understand that the prime consultant,
SWCA, does not have employees on staff to satisfy all of the specialties
required in the MOU including modification No. 1.  Per the MOU, it is
understood that the Forest Service will review and approve any
subcontractors to the prime consultant.   

I reviewed the resume for Mr. George Annandale at Golder Associates. 
Per the MOU with Rosemont (1/08) and subsequent modifications,  a
minimum of 10 years or work experience is required for a Hydrologist
and I calculated Mr. Annandale's experience as 30+ years and a
licensed engineer in the state of Arizona.  Therefore, I recommend
approving the above mentioned personnel as a sub-consultant to SWCA
as technical specialist staff for the Rosemont Copper Project. 

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
notes://entr3b/07257842007798C7/0/EE6E1CEE9287ECCC072578420077C69F


Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Review of resume from MWH
Date: 11/16/2009 05:14 AM

Tom,

I agree with Salek's recommendation, and feel that a more experienced
hydrogeologist should take the lead in work on the project.  However, I do feel that
Nathan Haws has valuable experience to bring to the project in terms of his work
with the Sierrita Mine and there groundwater problems.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/13/2009 01:46 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
"Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Review of resume from MWH

Hello Bev, 
I reviewed the resume for Mr. Nathan Haws at MWH.  Per the MOU
with Rosemont (1/08) and subsequent modifications, Nathan does not
appear to have enough years of experience to be the person in
responsible charge.  Of course this does not preclude him conducing
work under someone else's supervision.   Per the MOU, 10 years or
work experience is required and I calculated Mr. Haws experience as 5
years of work experience and 3 years attributed to a PhD for a total of
8.   10 years of actual work experience would be  preferred.   Thank
you for the opportunity to comment. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Review of SRK Technical Memoranda
Date: 08/17/2010 02:14 PM
Attachments: Davidson Canyon_Review2_183101_ms_20100803_FNL.pdf

Hydrogeo_Framework_Model_TechReview_183101-1800_vu_lec_ms_20100730_FNL.pdf
Hydro_Properties_TechReview_183101-1800_vu_20100802_FNL.pdf

Hello Dale,
Can you forward me your transmittal to Rosemont of the attached documents. 
Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

08/16/2010 08:09 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Terry Chute'" <tjchute@msn.com>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Review of SRK Technical Memoranda

Salek & Roger,

 
To date we have received the attached Technical Review memoranda from SRK
regarding the latest submissions from Tetra Tech for the Davidson Canyon
evaluation and two preliminary memos for the Tetra Tech mine site groundwater
model.  Please review the attached documents and forward any comments.  In
order to expedite the process I have forwarded these draft documents on to
Rosemont and Tetra Tech; however I have cautioned them that the documents are
preliminary until any CNF comments are incorporated.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: August 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Larry Cope, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1800(3) 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated July 18, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following report: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


These comments were prepared by Michael Sieber and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK Consulting, Inc. 
(SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The first draft of Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project, April 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010b) was reviewed by SRK (2010a) on 
May 11, 2010.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010b). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. Stormwater flow diversions will likely result in reduced flows to 
downstream receptors. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the greatest potential for groundwater-surface water interactions are along the 
narrow riparian zones of Reaches 2 and 4, and potentially Reach 3. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water, Reach 4. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Helvetia) are potentially hydraulically connected with the 
regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if drawdown 
propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less likely to be 
affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may alter the local 
flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienega Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


(h) Tetra Tech is currently developing a regional groundwater model to simulate mining and post-
mining conditions. The impacts on Davidson Canyon should be re-examined when this model is 
complete. 


Mine Impacts 


Open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009) and infiltration, seepage, and transport from the Waste Rock Storage 
area (waste rock), Heap Leach facility (heap), and the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (Tetra 
Tech, 2010c), and seepage from the TSF (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010c) are the mining operations 
that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek watersheds. A large amount of 
work is currently being conducted by M&A and Tetra Tech.  The M&A numerical groundwater flow 
model is being revised and Tetra Tech is currently developing a groundwater model. Once those works 
are complete and the final versions reviewed by SRK, the following will need to occur: 


 Re-evaluation of the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering once the M&A and Tetra 
Tech models are reviewed and complete.  


 The Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport Modeling report (Tetra Tech, 2010c) was 
reviewed by SRK (2010c) and should be revised in light of the review comments.  


 Re-evaluation of the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, and heap on Davidson 
Canyon.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be defensible and supported by the data provided. The 
isotopic interpretations that were presented are also defensible and supported by the information 
provided in the report. However, we feel that it should be considered preliminary due to limited 
available data and uncertainties in the groundwater modeling predictions and infiltration and seepage 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010c)). Specifically, we consider a number of descriptors 
used in the report are relative and not quantified. Waters are described as “different,” “very similar,” and 
“dissimilar.” Inclusion of charts showing the data or a more complete presentation of the data and 
summary statistics would illustrate the differences. 


Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A and 
the completion of the Tetra Tech numerical groundwater flow model. 
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_____ 2010c, Technical review of M & A (2009) groundwater flow model report prepared 
Rosemont Copper: Technical Memorandum prepared for SWCA, February 9, 2010, 6 p 
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impacts:  unpublished report prepared for Rosemont Copper, Tetra Tech Project No. 114-
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prepared for Rosemont Copper, Tetra Tech Project No. 114-320794, February 2010, 68 p., 6 
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3 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional 
experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource development. 
Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, 
development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets’s resume 
was submitted to SWCA previously. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: July 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA 


Cori Hoag, SRK 


File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 


Larry Cope, M.S. 


Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of Hydrogeologic 
Framework Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydrogeologic Framework 
Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010. This review was undertaken and the Technical Memorandum 
prepared at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a Statement of Work 
and Request for Cost Estimate from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 2020. This memorandum was prepared 
by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK).  


1 Description of Hydrogeologic Framework Model 


The hydrogeologic framework model was constructed using Mining Visualization System and 
hydrogeologic data at 200-feet intervals between 5,400 and 2,400 feet above mean sea level (amsl). 
These horizontal slices, representing the subsurface hydrogeologic units, were developed by 
Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2009) and were created from a combination of publically 
available surface geology maps, borehole lithology data, and cross sections. The geologic formations 
were grouped into ten (10) hydrogeologic units, based on their age and material properties as 
follows: 


 
1. Quaternary and Recent alluvium (Qal) 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - higher permeability (QTg) 
3. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lower permeability (QTg1) 
4. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lowest permeability (QTg2) 
5. Early to Mid-Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic units (Pantano Formation - Tsp) 
6. Upper Cretaceous and Early Tertiary intrusive rocks (Kti) 
7. Upper Cretaceous volcanic rocks (Kti) 
8. Lower Cretaceous sedimentary units (Bisbee Group – Ksd) 
9. Paleozoic sedimentary and metamorphic formations (Pz) 
10. Precambrian igneous and metamorphic (pCb) 
 
The process used by Tetra Tech to transform the two-dimensional data sets into the three-
dimensional block model consisted of three steps: (1) data sampling, (2) hydrogeologic unit 
interpretation, and (3) consistency check. The steps are described in detail in their technical 
memorandum. 
 
The developed regional groundwater flow model has a telescoping grid in plain view, with the grid 
ranging from a cell width of 800 feet at the model domain edges to a cell width of 200 feet in the 
vicinity of the pit. Vertically, the grid was constructed using a total of 20 horizontal model layers 
with consistent thicknesses. Flow model layers intersecting the pit were assigned a cell thickness of 
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approximately 150 feet and model cells above and below the pit were assigned thicknesses between 
200 and 430 feet. The uppermost elevation of the flow model was placed at an elevation of 5,500 
feet amsl, and the base of the model was placed at an elevation of 1,000 feet amsl. 


2 SRK Conclusions 


SRK concludes that: 
 
1. The geologically based approach used in the Hydrogeologic Framework Model by Tetra Tech is 


reasonable and is an accepted practice for groundwater modeling of mine dewatering projects. 
the geology incorporated into the numerical model matches the geology slice at 3,600 ft  
elevation (Figure 1) and cross sections A-A’ and B-B’ (Figures 5 and 6, respectively). 


 
2. The 10 hydrogeologic zones with individual sets of hydraulic parameters look reasonable. It 


should be noted that SRK did not find a description of these parameters in the reviewed 
document. But in as much as it presents a concept for modeling, we expect the parameters will 
be described and defended in subsequent documents. 
 


3. Proposed grid discretization (telescoping in plan view and detailed in cross section, shown in 
Figure 3) is considered adequate for the required predictive simulations and corresponds to 
standards in 3-D numerical groundwater modeling. 


3 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake 
predictive model. His resume has been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: August 2, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Review of Tetra Tech (2010) 
Hydraulic Property Estimates 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydraulic Property 
Estimates (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010, hereafter referred to as the “Technical Memorandum.” This 
review was undertaken, and our Memorandum prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber 
of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK), at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, and in 
accordance with a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 
2010.  
 
The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) short-term aquifer test analysis, (2) 
long-term pumping test analysis, and (3) hydraulic parameters used in the regional groundwater flow model. 
The Technical Memorandum is well written and the thinking of the authors can be followed in a straight 
forward manner. The comments presented below are, in general, requests for clarifications and additional 
detail related to the data applied and the configuration of the radial flow models. 


1 Short-Term Aquifer Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech re-evaluated the short-term aquifer tests completed by Montgomery & Associates (M&A) 
in 2007 and 2008 (M&A, 2007, 2009a, 2009b) by using standard straight-line solutions: Copper-
Jacob or Theis Recovery. The results of this re-evaluation produced an arithmetic mean of all K 
values that was 90.9 percent of the M&A values calculated for the same subset of wells. Although 
there are some significant differences (by factors of up to 5) for several analyses, SRK considers the 
brief explanations in Attachment 1 (Tetra Tech, 2010) provide adequate rationale for the differences.  
With the 10 values of greater than a factor of two removed from the mean calculation, the Tetra Tech 
mean is 94.1 percent of the M&A mean.  Given that the large differences do not have much impact 
on the mean of all the values, further refinement of the some values is not viewed here as warranted.  
It may be noteworthy that four of the 10 values with large differences used data from the multiple-
level vibrating wire piezometers, which can be very interpretive given the difficulty in quantifying 
how the point pressure measurements relate to the larger (thicker) flow field.   
 
To demonstrate that the re-analysis by Tetra Tech can be compared to the M&A analysis, SRK 
recommends that Attachment 1 include a column that refers the reader to the figures in the M&A 
report to show the particular analytical plots.  Further, to make the comparisons fully defensible, it is 
recommended that the Tetra Tech analysis be provided as an additional attachment to the Technical 
Memorandum. 
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2 Long-Term Pumping Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech completed re-evaluation of three long-term pumping tests (from wells PC-5, HC-1B, and 
HC-5A) using detailed 2-D radial numerical groundwater models. Their results are shown in their 
report Tables 1 through 4. 
 
SRK agrees that a 2-D radial model is an appropriate way to evaluate vertical hydraulic conductivity 
values when pumping from one tested interval, and water levels are monitored in the same interval 
and in intervals below or above.  However, no discussion is provided on the intervals pumped 
relative to the piezometers being monitored. Though the configuration is implied in Attachment 1, 
SRK recommends that the text include a description of the configuration and some detail on how the 
isolation packers were deployed and monitored (given the 60 plus day deployment of the packer, if 
used).  
 
Figures 3 though8 show reasonably good agreement between observed and modeled drawdowns in 
the grouted-in piezometer PZ5 and the stand-pipes in PC2, HC-1A, and HC-5B.  SRK would like to 
see a figure for that test cell similar to the Figure 2 cross section.  The elevations of the screened 
intervals and piezometers, and the pumping rates should be listed in a text box on all plots.  Tetra 
Tech should consider adding a right-hand Y-axis showing pumping rates over the duration of 
pumping.  Also, the units on the time axis are not clear.  They appear to be in units of “year decimal 
year,” which should be stated in the axis title. Actual dates may be a better presentation. 
 
As pointed out in the Technical Memorandum, faults and discrete linear features are often difficult to 
represent in a radial model due to the possibility of their incorporation by using a cylindrical shape.  
It should be noted that such features as a fault and fault-truncated strata are present in the area of 
pumping well PC-5 and the contact with low permeable pre-Cambrian rocks is present in the vicinity 
of pumping well HC-1B. To present geological variation between PZ-5 and PC-2 (shown in Figure 
2), it appears the model was run for scenarios with and without the Permian formations (Concha, 
Scherrer, and Epitaph/Colina). The estimated hydraulic parameters for both models are shown in 
Tables 1 and 2 (by using water level data from piezometers PZ-5 and PC-2, respectively). The results 
of the estimates for the Willow Canyon Formation (Ksd) are very different (Kh=0.16 feet per day 
(ft/day) and Kv=2.8 ft/day for piezometer PZ-5, and Kh=0.1 ft/day and Kv=0.006 ft/day for 
piezometer PC-2). The differences likely indicate the inapplicability of a 2-D radial flow analysis to 
simulate responses at PC-2 from the pumping of PC-5.  To test the viability of the approach taken by 
Tetra Tech, SRK recommends a simplistic 3-D model (for the pumping area only) to re-evaluate the 
effects on the hydraulic parameters of the fault and truncated units for pumping test PC-5 and low 
permeable pre-Cambrian rock in pumping well HC-1B. 
 
From the foregoing discussion, SRK’s specific requests are summarized as follows: 


 
1. Include details to show how values for Kv and Kh varied with the placement of packers in 


pumping well PC-5. 
2. List test parameters on Figures 3 through 8 (Q, packer/tested interval). 
3. Include figures showing the numerical model grid used to simulate the cross section shown on 


Figure 2 and the pumping test from well HC-1B. 
4. Complete an analysis of the pumping tests from wells PZ-5 and HC-1B by using a simplified 3-


D numerical groundwater flow model. 
 


3 Hydraulic Parameters Used in the Regional Groundwater Flow Model 


The results of the interpretation of long-term pumping tests by using 2-D radial models indicate that: 
 


a) Horizontal hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.00017 ft/day to 761 ft/day, 
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b) Vertical hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.0005 ft/day to 0.28 ft/day, and 
c) Specific storage was estimated to range from 7x10-7 1/ft to 0.0004 1/ft, with a geometric mean of 


9x10-6 1/ft (this number was recommended to be applied to all bedrock units within a regional 
groundwater model). 


 
It should be noted that no values for hydraulic conductivity were recommended as initial input to the 
regional groundwater model.  Given that Tables 1 and 2 provide very different values for Kh and Kv, 
SRK is uncertain as to how the values will be applied. Part of our uncertainty comes from not clearly 
understanding the placement of the packer in PC-5, and the manner in which values for both the 
Concha Limestone and Scherrer Formation are provided in Table 1, even though they may have been 
producing at the same time from the same packer setting.  Thus we are uncertain how vertical 
conductivities were calculated.  Due to these uncertainties, SRK is not able to judge the applicability 
of a 2-D radial model to serve as input to, and provide transient calibration for a 3-D regional 
groundwater flow model. 
 


4 References 


Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A), 2007, Results of drilling, construction, and testing 
of four pit characterization wells, Rosemont Project, Rosemont Copper Company, Pima 
County, Arizona: report prepared for Rosemont Copper Company, September 6, 2007, 108 
p., 2 appendices.  


 
_____ 2009a, Results of Phase 2 hydrogeologic investigations and monitoring program, Rosemont 


Project, Pima County, Arizona, Volume 2: Appendices: unpublished report prepared for 
Rosemont Copper Company, February 26, 2009, variously paginated. 


 
_____ 2009b, Analysis of long-term, multi-well aquifer test, November 2008 through January 2009, 


Rosemont Project, Pima County, Arizona: unpublished report prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company, May 21, 2009, 59 p, 2 appendices. 


 
Tetra Tech, 2010, Technical Memorandum, Hydraulic property estimates, July 9, 2010, 12 p., 


1 attachment. 
 


5 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for preparation of this memorandum. His resume has 
been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: August 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Larry Cope, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1800(3) 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated July 18, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following report: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


These comments were prepared by Michael Sieber and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK Consulting, Inc. 
(SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The first draft of Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project, April 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010b) was reviewed by SRK (2010a) on 
May 11, 2010.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010b). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. Stormwater flow diversions will likely result in reduced flows to 
downstream receptors. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the greatest potential for groundwater-surface water interactions are along the 
narrow riparian zones of Reaches 2 and 4, and potentially Reach 3. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water, Reach 4. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Helvetia) are potentially hydraulically connected with the 
regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if drawdown 
propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less likely to be 
affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may alter the local 
flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienega Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


(h) Tetra Tech is currently developing a regional groundwater model to simulate mining and post-
mining conditions. The impacts on Davidson Canyon should be re-examined when this model is 
complete. 


Mine Impacts 


Open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009) and infiltration, seepage, and transport from the Waste Rock Storage 
area (waste rock), Heap Leach facility (heap), and the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (Tetra 
Tech, 2010c), and seepage from the TSF (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010c) are the mining operations 
that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek watersheds. A large amount of 
work is currently being conducted by M&A and Tetra Tech.  The M&A numerical groundwater flow 
model is being revised and Tetra Tech is currently developing a groundwater model. Once those works 
are complete and the final versions reviewed by SRK, the following will need to occur: 


 Re-evaluation of the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering once the M&A and Tetra 
Tech models are reviewed and complete.  


 The Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport Modeling report (Tetra Tech, 2010c) was 
reviewed by SRK (2010c) and should be revised in light of the review comments.  


 Re-evaluation of the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, and heap on Davidson 
Canyon.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be defensible and supported by the data provided. The 
isotopic interpretations that were presented are also defensible and supported by the information 
provided in the report. However, we feel that it should be considered preliminary due to limited 
available data and uncertainties in the groundwater modeling predictions and infiltration and seepage 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010c)). Specifically, we consider a number of descriptors 
used in the report are relative and not quantified. Waters are described as “different,” “very similar,” and 
“dissimilar.” Inclusion of charts showing the data or a more complete presentation of the data and 
summary statistics would illustrate the differences. 


Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A and 
the completion of the Tetra Tech numerical groundwater flow model. 
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3 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional 
experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource development. 
Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, 
development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets’s resume 
was submitted to SWCA previously. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: July 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA 


Cori Hoag, SRK 


File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 


Larry Cope, M.S. 


Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of Hydrogeologic 
Framework Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydrogeologic Framework 
Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010. This review was undertaken and the Technical Memorandum 
prepared at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a Statement of Work 
and Request for Cost Estimate from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 2020. This memorandum was prepared 
by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK).  


1 Description of Hydrogeologic Framework Model 


The hydrogeologic framework model was constructed using Mining Visualization System and 
hydrogeologic data at 200-feet intervals between 5,400 and 2,400 feet above mean sea level (amsl). 
These horizontal slices, representing the subsurface hydrogeologic units, were developed by 
Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2009) and were created from a combination of publically 
available surface geology maps, borehole lithology data, and cross sections. The geologic formations 
were grouped into ten (10) hydrogeologic units, based on their age and material properties as 
follows: 


 
1. Quaternary and Recent alluvium (Qal) 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - higher permeability (QTg) 
3. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lower permeability (QTg1) 
4. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lowest permeability (QTg2) 
5. Early to Mid-Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic units (Pantano Formation - Tsp) 
6. Upper Cretaceous and Early Tertiary intrusive rocks (Kti) 
7. Upper Cretaceous volcanic rocks (Kti) 
8. Lower Cretaceous sedimentary units (Bisbee Group – Ksd) 
9. Paleozoic sedimentary and metamorphic formations (Pz) 
10. Precambrian igneous and metamorphic (pCb) 
 
The process used by Tetra Tech to transform the two-dimensional data sets into the three-
dimensional block model consisted of three steps: (1) data sampling, (2) hydrogeologic unit 
interpretation, and (3) consistency check. The steps are described in detail in their technical 
memorandum. 
 
The developed regional groundwater flow model has a telescoping grid in plain view, with the grid 
ranging from a cell width of 800 feet at the model domain edges to a cell width of 200 feet in the 
vicinity of the pit. Vertically, the grid was constructed using a total of 20 horizontal model layers 
with consistent thicknesses. Flow model layers intersecting the pit were assigned a cell thickness of 
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approximately 150 feet and model cells above and below the pit were assigned thicknesses between 
200 and 430 feet. The uppermost elevation of the flow model was placed at an elevation of 5,500 
feet amsl, and the base of the model was placed at an elevation of 1,000 feet amsl. 


2 SRK Conclusions 


SRK concludes that: 
 
1. The geologically based approach used in the Hydrogeologic Framework Model by Tetra Tech is 


reasonable and is an accepted practice for groundwater modeling of mine dewatering projects. 
the geology incorporated into the numerical model matches the geology slice at 3,600 ft  
elevation (Figure 1) and cross sections A-A’ and B-B’ (Figures 5 and 6, respectively). 


 
2. The 10 hydrogeologic zones with individual sets of hydraulic parameters look reasonable. It 


should be noted that SRK did not find a description of these parameters in the reviewed 
document. But in as much as it presents a concept for modeling, we expect the parameters will 
be described and defended in subsequent documents. 
 


3. Proposed grid discretization (telescoping in plan view and detailed in cross section, shown in 
Figure 3) is considered adequate for the required predictive simulations and corresponds to 
standards in 3-D numerical groundwater modeling. 


3 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake 
predictive model. His resume has been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: August 2, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Review of Tetra Tech (2010) 
Hydraulic Property Estimates 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydraulic Property 
Estimates (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010, hereafter referred to as the “Technical Memorandum.” This 
review was undertaken, and our Memorandum prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber 
of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK), at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, and in 
accordance with a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 
2010.  
 
The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) short-term aquifer test analysis, (2) 
long-term pumping test analysis, and (3) hydraulic parameters used in the regional groundwater flow model. 
The Technical Memorandum is well written and the thinking of the authors can be followed in a straight 
forward manner. The comments presented below are, in general, requests for clarifications and additional 
detail related to the data applied and the configuration of the radial flow models. 


1 Short-Term Aquifer Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech re-evaluated the short-term aquifer tests completed by Montgomery & Associates (M&A) 
in 2007 and 2008 (M&A, 2007, 2009a, 2009b) by using standard straight-line solutions: Copper-
Jacob or Theis Recovery. The results of this re-evaluation produced an arithmetic mean of all K 
values that was 90.9 percent of the M&A values calculated for the same subset of wells. Although 
there are some significant differences (by factors of up to 5) for several analyses, SRK considers the 
brief explanations in Attachment 1 (Tetra Tech, 2010) provide adequate rationale for the differences.  
With the 10 values of greater than a factor of two removed from the mean calculation, the Tetra Tech 
mean is 94.1 percent of the M&A mean.  Given that the large differences do not have much impact 
on the mean of all the values, further refinement of the some values is not viewed here as warranted.  
It may be noteworthy that four of the 10 values with large differences used data from the multiple-
level vibrating wire piezometers, which can be very interpretive given the difficulty in quantifying 
how the point pressure measurements relate to the larger (thicker) flow field.   
 
To demonstrate that the re-analysis by Tetra Tech can be compared to the M&A analysis, SRK 
recommends that Attachment 1 include a column that refers the reader to the figures in the M&A 
report to show the particular analytical plots.  Further, to make the comparisons fully defensible, it is 
recommended that the Tetra Tech analysis be provided as an additional attachment to the Technical 
Memorandum. 
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2 Long-Term Pumping Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech completed re-evaluation of three long-term pumping tests (from wells PC-5, HC-1B, and 
HC-5A) using detailed 2-D radial numerical groundwater models. Their results are shown in their 
report Tables 1 through 4. 
 
SRK agrees that a 2-D radial model is an appropriate way to evaluate vertical hydraulic conductivity 
values when pumping from one tested interval, and water levels are monitored in the same interval 
and in intervals below or above.  However, no discussion is provided on the intervals pumped 
relative to the piezometers being monitored. Though the configuration is implied in Attachment 1, 
SRK recommends that the text include a description of the configuration and some detail on how the 
isolation packers were deployed and monitored (given the 60 plus day deployment of the packer, if 
used).  
 
Figures 3 though8 show reasonably good agreement between observed and modeled drawdowns in 
the grouted-in piezometer PZ5 and the stand-pipes in PC2, HC-1A, and HC-5B.  SRK would like to 
see a figure for that test cell similar to the Figure 2 cross section.  The elevations of the screened 
intervals and piezometers, and the pumping rates should be listed in a text box on all plots.  Tetra 
Tech should consider adding a right-hand Y-axis showing pumping rates over the duration of 
pumping.  Also, the units on the time axis are not clear.  They appear to be in units of “year decimal 
year,” which should be stated in the axis title. Actual dates may be a better presentation. 
 
As pointed out in the Technical Memorandum, faults and discrete linear features are often difficult to 
represent in a radial model due to the possibility of their incorporation by using a cylindrical shape.  
It should be noted that such features as a fault and fault-truncated strata are present in the area of 
pumping well PC-5 and the contact with low permeable pre-Cambrian rocks is present in the vicinity 
of pumping well HC-1B. To present geological variation between PZ-5 and PC-2 (shown in Figure 
2), it appears the model was run for scenarios with and without the Permian formations (Concha, 
Scherrer, and Epitaph/Colina). The estimated hydraulic parameters for both models are shown in 
Tables 1 and 2 (by using water level data from piezometers PZ-5 and PC-2, respectively). The results 
of the estimates for the Willow Canyon Formation (Ksd) are very different (Kh=0.16 feet per day 
(ft/day) and Kv=2.8 ft/day for piezometer PZ-5, and Kh=0.1 ft/day and Kv=0.006 ft/day for 
piezometer PC-2). The differences likely indicate the inapplicability of a 2-D radial flow analysis to 
simulate responses at PC-2 from the pumping of PC-5.  To test the viability of the approach taken by 
Tetra Tech, SRK recommends a simplistic 3-D model (for the pumping area only) to re-evaluate the 
effects on the hydraulic parameters of the fault and truncated units for pumping test PC-5 and low 
permeable pre-Cambrian rock in pumping well HC-1B. 
 
From the foregoing discussion, SRK’s specific requests are summarized as follows: 


 
1. Include details to show how values for Kv and Kh varied with the placement of packers in 


pumping well PC-5. 
2. List test parameters on Figures 3 through 8 (Q, packer/tested interval). 
3. Include figures showing the numerical model grid used to simulate the cross section shown on 


Figure 2 and the pumping test from well HC-1B. 
4. Complete an analysis of the pumping tests from wells PZ-5 and HC-1B by using a simplified 3-


D numerical groundwater flow model. 
 


3 Hydraulic Parameters Used in the Regional Groundwater Flow Model 


The results of the interpretation of long-term pumping tests by using 2-D radial models indicate that: 
 


a) Horizontal hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.00017 ft/day to 761 ft/day, 
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b) Vertical hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.0005 ft/day to 0.28 ft/day, and 
c) Specific storage was estimated to range from 7x10-7 1/ft to 0.0004 1/ft, with a geometric mean of 


9x10-6 1/ft (this number was recommended to be applied to all bedrock units within a regional 
groundwater model). 


 
It should be noted that no values for hydraulic conductivity were recommended as initial input to the 
regional groundwater model.  Given that Tables 1 and 2 provide very different values for Kh and Kv, 
SRK is uncertain as to how the values will be applied. Part of our uncertainty comes from not clearly 
understanding the placement of the packer in PC-5, and the manner in which values for both the 
Concha Limestone and Scherrer Formation are provided in Table 1, even though they may have been 
producing at the same time from the same packer setting.  Thus we are uncertain how vertical 
conductivities were calculated.  Due to these uncertainties, SRK is not able to judge the applicability 
of a 2-D radial model to serve as input to, and provide transient calibration for a 3-D regional 
groundwater flow model. 
 


4 References 


Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A), 2007, Results of drilling, construction, and testing 
of four pit characterization wells, Rosemont Project, Rosemont Copper Company, Pima 
County, Arizona: report prepared for Rosemont Copper Company, September 6, 2007, 108 
p., 2 appendices.  
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5 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for preparation of this memorandum. His resume has 
been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 
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the preceding email.
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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FIGURE C-7-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-7 (485)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-7-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-7 (790)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-7-3. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-7 (1245)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-7-4. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-7 (1680)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-7-5. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-7 (1800)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-8-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-5 (600)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-8-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-5 (1150)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C-8-3. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT PIEZOMETER PZ-5 (1800)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason';

'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: RE: Rosemont - 4th of 5 Groups of Transient Calibration Plots
Date: 07/18/2010 04:32 PM
Attachments: TransientCalibrationPlots_Group4.pdf

 
DRAFT DELIBERATIVE – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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FIGURE D-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-2B
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE D-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-2C
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE D-3. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-4B
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE D-4. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-9
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE E-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL HC-5B
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason';

'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: RE: Rosemont - 5th of 5 Groups of Transient Calibration Plots
Date: 07/18/2010 04:35 PM
Attachments: Sim_VS_Observed_Drawdown.pdf

 
DRAFT DELIBERATIVE – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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mailto:vugorets@srk.com
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mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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FIGURE A. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-6
                   ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL HC-1B
                   ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE C. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL PC-5
                   ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE D. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-3B
                   ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE E. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL HC-5A
                   ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Chap 3 Groundwater Review
Date: 07/29/2010 09:47 AM

Dale,
Are you around so we can discuss.  Hope to see you soon. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/27/2010 01:33 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont - Chap 3 Groundwater Review

Salek,

 
I have not received review comments on the Groundwater section for Chapter 3

and the SWCA deadline for final draft is August 3
rd

.  Starting tomorrow I will be
revising the existing draft to incorporate the work that has occurred in the recent
past and any format changes that have been made following the Rochelle Dresser
outline.  I would appreciate any comments, but due to the schedule I may not be
able to incorporate them into this draft.

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Geoff Soroka; Melinda D Roth; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3
Date: 08/09/2010 03:17 PM

Larry,

I think that you and Geoff has reviewed your section of Chapter 3 in quite a bit of
detail at this point, and it's getting late to involve others in the review.  However, I
would be open to Rick and Debbie's review for critical flaws, in a very timely fashion,
say within the next couple of days.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS

08/09/2010 02:19 PM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Richard A Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3

thanx...look forward to seeing it!  Mindee/Bev...do we let Rick/Debbie/RO review
and comment on this version?

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/0/9119057A6FBA5A968825777A006F43FA


08/09/2010 01:15 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3

Hey Larry,
Chapter 3 Bio Resources is currently in my editor’s hands until tomorrow or
Wednesday. Once she is done, I am only expecting to make very minor changes to it
including copy and pasting relevant mitigation measures into the document from the
approved mitigation measures document (supposedly not completed just yet). That
should take care of landforming I would think, as I would expect that to be a part of
the approved mitigation measures document once completed by SWCA and the
Coronado.

 
Thanks,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 1:10 PM
To: Geoff Soroka
Subject: Fw: Rosemont - Chapter 3 

 

see below...i'm re-back and should be around all-too frequently these days...what's
going on with DEIS these days? 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 
----- Forwarded by Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS on 08/09/2010 01:08 PM ----- 

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS 



08/03/2010 11:20 AM 
To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

sleslie@swca.com 
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Rosemont - Chapter 3 

 

  

Salek, Larry, and Steve: 

This morning, Salek, and I met with Terry Chute (the new Rosemont NEPA person),
and a major topic at the meeting was landforming.  Since landforming will not be
incorporated into the DEIS or alternatives, but we know that it could potentially
could reduce resource effects, Terry recommends that each potentially benefitting
resource (not just visual) clearly mention additional mitigation measures that would
help further reduce effects...including landforming.  This verbiage could probably go
under "Mitigation Effectiveness and Remaining Effects"...or wherever it fits best in
your chapter 3 sections. 

Salek:  Please include statements about how landforming could reduce the number
of engineered, high-maintenance surface water structures, provide better
downstream flows, etc. 

Larry:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural vegetation patterns and therefore reduce effects to wildlife, how rock wiers
in landformed drainageways could help support new wetlands, (you mentioned this
at a meeting a couple of months ago), etc. 

Steve:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural recreation settings (ROS). 

Thanks! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8427



From: Larry Jones
To: Geoff Soroka; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3
Date: 08/09/2010 02:19 PM

thanx...look forward to seeing it!  Mindee/Bev...do we let Rick/Debbie/RO review
and comment on this version?

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

08/09/2010 01:15 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3

Hey Larry,
Chapter 3 Bio Resources is currently in my editor’s hands until
tomorrow or Wednesday. Once she is done, I am only expecting to
make very minor changes to it including copy and pasting relevant
mitigation measures into the document from the approved mitigation
measures document (supposedly not completed just yet). That should
take care of landforming I would think, as I would expect that to be a
part of the approved mitigation measures document once completed by
SWCA and the Coronado.

 
Thanks,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 1:10 PM

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


To: Geoff Soroka
Subject: Fw: Rosemont - Chapter 3 

 

see below...i'm re-back and should be around all-too frequently these
days...what's going on with DEIS these days? 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 
----- Forwarded by Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS on 08/09/2010 01:08 PM ----- 

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS 

08/03/2010 11:20 AM 
To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

sleslie@swca.com 
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Rosemont - Chapter 3 

 

  

Salek, Larry, and Steve: 

This morning, Salek, and I met with Terry Chute (the new Rosemont NEPA person),
and a major topic at the meeting was landforming.  Since landforming will not be
incorporated into the DEIS or alternatives, but we know that it could potentially
could reduce resource effects, Terry recommends that each potentially benefitting
resource (not just visual) clearly mention additional mitigation measures that would
help further reduce effects...including landforming.  This verbiage could probably go
under "Mitigation Effectiveness and Remaining Effects"...or wherever it fits best in
your chapter 3 sections. 

Salek:  Please include statements about how landforming could reduce the number
of engineered, high-maintenance surface water structures, provide better
downstream flows, etc. 



Larry:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural vegetation patterns and therefore reduce effects to wildlife, how rock wiers
in landformed drainageways could help support new wetlands, (you mentioned this
at a meeting a couple of months ago), etc. 

Steve:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural recreation settings (ROS). 

Thanks! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8427



From: Stephen Leslie
To: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah; Larry Jones
Cc: Jonathan Rigg; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Chapter 3
Date: 08/03/2010 11:52 AM

Debby – I will add the statement on landforming to the Mitigation Effectiveness and Remaining
Effects.
 
Steve
 

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2010 11:21 AM
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Larry Jones; Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Chapter 3
 

Salek, Larry, and Steve: 

This morning, Salek, and I met with Terry Chute (the new Rosemont NEPA person), and a major topic
at the meeting was landforming.  Since landforming will not be incorporated into the DEIS or
alternatives, but we know that it could potentially could reduce resource effects, Terry recommends that
each potentially benefitting resource (not just visual) clearly mention additional mitigation measures that
would help further reduce effects...including landforming.  This verbiage could probably go under
"Mitigation Effectiveness and Remaining Effects"...or wherever it fits best in your chapter 3 sections. 

Salek:  Please include statements about how landforming could reduce the number of engineered,
high-maintenance surface water structures, provide better downstream flows, etc. 

Larry:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more natural vegetation
patterns and therefore reduce effects to wildlife, how rock wiers in landformed drainageways could help
support new wetlands, (you mentioned this at a meeting a couple of months ago), etc. 

Steve:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more natural recreation
settings (ROS). 

Thanks! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8427

mailto:sleslie@swca.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Draft Davidson Canyon Report Technical Review SOW
Date: 04/20/2010 03:45 PM
Attachments: 20100415_ortman_stone_davidsoncynrpt_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

Hello Dale,
I reviewed the SOW and find it acceptable.  Please proceed.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

04/15/2010 09:48 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Rochelle Dresser"
<rdesser@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Draft Davidson Canyon Report
Technical Review SOW

All,

 
Attached are the memoranda regarding the SOW for SRK to review the Davidson
Canyon report.

 
In the interest of scheduling I have forwarded these documents to SRK with the
caveat that the SOW may be revised during CNF review.  Please review the draft
SOW and provide any comment no later than Tuesday, April 20.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 15 March 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, April 2010 
 


• Montgomery & Associates (2010).  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater 
Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010   


 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
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incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 15 March 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, April 2010 
 


• Montgomery & Associates (2010).  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater 
Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010   


 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
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incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Draft Davidson Canyon Report Technical Review SOW
Date: 04/15/2010 04:33 PM
Attachments: 20100415_ortman_stone_davidsoncynrpt_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

I defer to Salek as the technical expert for approval of the SOW. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

04/15/2010 09:48 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A
Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Rochelle Dresser" <rdesser@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Draft Davidson Canyon Report  Technical Review SOW

All, 
  
Attached are the memoranda regarding the SOW for SRK to review the Davidson Canyon report. 
  
In the interest of scheduling I have forwarded these documents to SRK with the caveat that the SOW may be
revised during CNF review.  Please review the draft SOW and provide any comment no later than Tuesday, April

20. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 15 March 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, April 2010 
 


• Montgomery & Associates (2010).  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater 
Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010   


 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
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incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan
Date: 07/28/2010 12:48 PM
Attachments: 09381962 TM Rosemont_23JUL10.pdf

This was more of an FYI that issues are being raised regarding the design.  This
does tie in landforming and therefore would be a very relevant thing to bring up
with Terry.  I can help with that on Tuesday.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/28/2010 12:36 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water

Management Plan

Thanks for sending this to me.  I'm not sure how you'd like me to participate, but I
see a lot of "fatal flaw" and "massive failure" language in here, and many of the
problems seem to relate to the engineered drainage system and structures.  Does
this report help support the need to further explore landforming with Horst (and
Annondale)?  If so, I'd like to bring it up on Tuesday with Terry Chute.

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

07/28/2010 12:16 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water
Management Plan

Hello Debby,
George A. is reviewing the surface hydrology (the phased tailings David design), and
has some concerns he wrote up in the draft memo attached.  Review is ongoing and
if you would like to participate in the review, please respond to me soon. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 07/28/2010 12:03 PM -----

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/0725784200769118/0/9DE52D813038FC6F0725784200782229



 TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 


i:\09\81962\0100\0122\09381962 tm rosemont_23jul10.docx 
Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N


R
C


S 
M


et
ho


d 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


Pi
m


a 
C
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nt


y 
M
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d 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
a 


Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  
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Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N


R
C


S 
M


et
ho


d 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 
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nt


y 
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Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
a 


Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  


 







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan
Date: 08/02/2010 01:00 PM

Comment 1:   I agree and it was more of an editorial comment
Comment 2:  I agree.  That is why I wrote if this SOW allow.  We will need to get
there sometime in the future.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

08/02/2010 08:50 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water
Management Plan

Salek,

 
I’m in Utah and somewhat out of the communication loop.  I am forwarding your
comments on to Golder for their consideration.  I agree that sustained rain events
can occur in both of the wet seasons experienced in southern Arizona, but I also
believe that Golder’s comment was meant to be generic and what they recommend
is testing the stormwater control structures against the multi-day wet periods or
extreme seasonal wet periods that are evident in the record in addition to
individual design storm events.  Typically, the peak flow capacity of the conveyance
structures may not be sensitive to this (assuming the design did not rely on a large
reduction in overland flow due to infiltration into dry ground), but the storage
capacity of retention structures and the consequent damping of peak flows through
an interlinked system of diversions may well be more sensitive to such wet-periods
than to an individual design storm.  As for Golder commenting on the
appropriateness of the design criteria, right now I want to leave that to them to tell
us how far down that road they want to go, or if they think that’s out-of-scope.  I
would rather see what they will provide based on your comment than start
negotiating right away.

 
Hope this meets with your approval.

 
Dale

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Annandale, George; Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Patterson, Jennifer; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan
Date: 08/05/2010 04:30 PM
Attachments: 09381962 TM Rosemont 05AUG10.pdf

George,  
Thanks for the review.  Looks good.

Dale,
Please forward to Rosemont at your convenience.  Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Annandale, George" <George_Annandale@golder.com>

"Annandale, George"
<George_Annandale@golder.com> 

08/05/2010 03:53 PM

To Dale Ortman PE
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Patterson,
Jennifer"
<Jennifer_Patterson@golder.com>

cc 'Beverley A Everson'
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, 'Jonathan Rigg'
<jrigg@swca.com>, 'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>, 'Roger D
Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom
Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>,
'Salek Shafiqullah'
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site
Water Management Plan

Dale, 

 
Please find attached the revised memorandum.  You may want to read through it
again. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Dr. George W. Annandale, P.E., F.ASCE. | Principal | Golder
Associates Inc.               
44 Union Blvd, Suite 300, Lakewood, Colorado, USA 80228      
T: +1 (303) 980-0540 | D: +1-720-920-4612 | F: +1 (303) 985-2080 |
C: +1 (720) 244-3865| E: george_annandale@golder.com |
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mailto:George_Annandale@golder.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
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Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 


Golder Associates (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the Rosemont 


Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in five 


volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting documents 


and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and methods used 


in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review was limited to the goals specified by 


SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and erosion management.  No review 


of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 


Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 


Date: August 5, 2010 Project No.: 093-81962 


To: Dale Ortman   


From: George Annandale, Jennifer Patterson, Craig Baxter 


RE: ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT, TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SITE WATER MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE 
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TABLE 1 


SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON BY TETRATECH 


Peak Flow 
Rate Ranking


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking  


N
R


C
S


 M
et


h
o


d
 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


P
im


a 
C


o
u


n
ty


 
M


et
h


o
d


 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 100-yr, 6-hr 4 6 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches; however, Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used, and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate?  Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches?  Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24 inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of the effects of the maximum saturation event.  


Arizona’s worst-case runoff volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days, as for 


example illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity rains often results in larger flow 


volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the maximum 


saturation event runoff be identified for the site and used to evaluate the capacity of the structures 


impounding water.  
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FIGURE 1 


EXAMPLE OF A LONG-DURATION STORM NEAR SUPERIOR, ARIZONA 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 


Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values.  This information is 


summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


The client requested Golder to indicate concurrence with the application of the design criteria.  


Concurrence or not by Golder is indicated in the last column of Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 


STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 Water Control Structure 
Design Criteria 


Established in Volume 1 
Criteria 


Followed? 
Golder 


Concurrence? 


O
p


e
n


 P
it


 a
n


d
 


S
o


u
th


er
n


 P
la


n
t 


S
it


e 
A


re
a


 Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
NO* + requires 


further clarification 


Crusher Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
NO* + requires 


further clarification 


M
ai


n
 P


la
n


t 
S


it
e 


A
re


a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event 
conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour 
erosion protection 


YES 
Why use different 
criteria?  Clarify. 


PWTS Pond and Settling 
Basin 


100-yr, 24-hr event YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 1 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 


Local PMP Event 
conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour 
erosion protection 


YES 
Why use different 
criteria?  Clarify. 


Detention Basin No. 2A 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 2B 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 3 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


R
o


se
m


o
n


t 
R


id
g


e 
L


an
d


fo
rm


 


Waste Rock Storage Area 


Detention Pools on benches 
contain 500-yr, 24-hr event.  
PCAs capacity for General 
PMP event 


YES NO* 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop 
structures  500-yr, 24-hr. 


YES YES 


Depression areas on top of 
dry stack contain 1000-yr, 24-
hr event, berms also on top 
control larger than general 
PMP event 


YES NO* 


South Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop 
structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 


YES YES 


Depression areas on top of 
reclaimed surface.  Storms up 
to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event 
controlled behind rock weir on 
top of dry stack. 


YES 
NO* 


Is rock weir 
watertight? 


Larger flows discharged over 
weir to rock slope leading to 
flow-through drain 


Unknown 


Unclear what it 
meant by larger 
flows.  How is 


stability ensured? 


Note:  NO* indicates that the storage volumes should be checked to also contain the maximum saturation event  
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4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 


Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 


Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   


 


FIGURE 2 


DETAIL OF THE FLOW-THROUGH INLET 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and maximum saturation event conditions to crosscheck results.  The capacity 


is also based on the outflow rate, which is calculated using the following equation:  
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1


3
 


 
Where: 


  


 0.7  


  


 d50 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 


The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9.  (2007). 


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 


Goal: Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 


The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 
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Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using the 


maximum saturation event. 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility is designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  


Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience, 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such steep channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area.  No specifications for the 


gradation of the rock to be used on the 3:1 slopes were provided.  
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Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be checked using the maximum saturation event.   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 


There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas; however, there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may also potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 


This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur and that internal erosion might not lead to failure.  


Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance measures that will ensure that such containment 


volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  Our concern is that a low spot that might develop 


on a perimeter berm could initiate a release, which can result in significant erosion.  Such a low spot can 


be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water in the containment area once erosion 


commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example:  Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in internal erosion and 


eventual failure of the slope?  Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous 


paragraph, leading to a massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 


Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 


The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 
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Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual specific sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi2/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.  Currently no difference is indicated by the 


analysis results provided by TetraTech.  


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment areas.  Allowance for such storage loss should be made.  


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 


The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site; however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 


7.0 LANDFORMING  


Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and estimated the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were used 


to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing adherence to 


the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 


Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   
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TABLE 3  


RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


R
ed


 F
la


g
s 


Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual runoff instead of NRCS 
recommended depth (24in) 


No volume check calculations using maximum saturation event conditions  


No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater pond 


Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed as it is believed to be 
inappropriate  


Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


Demonstrate adherence to geometric recommendations on landform element suggestions 
previously proposed by Golder  


Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining conditions, which appears to be 
incorrect 


P
o


te
n


ti
al


 F
at


al
 F
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w


 


Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure and could lead to massive failure  


Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure as riprap lining may be 
inappropriate protection type  


Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance and retaining discharge 
capacity  


Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is unusual for long-term closure and 
could lead to massive failure  


No allowance has been made for anticipated erosion from landforms into storage locations on 
benches and perimeter containment areas.  14 to 15 inches of erosion is anticipated from the 
landform areas.   
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From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 9:53 AM
To: Patterson, Jennifer; Annandale, George
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management
Plan

 
Jennifer & George,

 
The email below provides the CNF comment on the draft technical memorandum
for the site water management plan.  Please review the comments and prepare a
final revision of the technical memorandum.  If you have any questions regarding
completion of the memo or the provided comments please contact me.

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 3:28 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management
Plan

 

Hello Dale, 
I have reviewed the draft technical memorandum and find it acceptable
pending discussion of the following comments.  Lets discuss.     
Comments: 

http://www.golder.com/


Section 2.0:  Figure 1 should be revised to show an accurate
representation of the text referencing figure 1.  Figure 1 data represents
winter storms while it is supposed to show an example of monsoon
precipitation which is a summer phenomena.  Note that maximum
saturation events in the southwest deserts happen in both the summer
and winter.  Jan 1993, Jan 2010 (Carlotta near Superior), etc. 
Section 3.0:   If this SOW allows, I would like to see an additional
column or two added to Table 2 which shows Golders opinion regarding
the adequacy of each design criteria (do they agree) and if they don't,
what design criteria they would recommend (maximum saturation
event=72 hour or longer event, etc).   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/28/2010 11:05 AM 

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us> 

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com> 

Subject Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan

 

All, 
  
Attached is the draft technical review memorandum prepared by Golder for the Site Water
Management Plan.  The SOW includes the CNF to review the draft memo and provide
comment to Golder for preparation of a final document.  Given the project schedule please
review the memo as soon as possible and provide comment for revision or determine that
the document is acceptable as is so we can forward it along to Rosemont. 
  
Regards, 



From: Debby Kriegel
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan
Date: 07/28/2010 12:36 PM
Attachments: 09381962 TM Rosemont_23JUL10.pdf

Thanks for sending this to me.  I'm not sure how you'd like me to participate, but I
see a lot of "fatal flaw" and "massive failure" language in here, and many of the
problems seem to relate to the engineered drainage system and structures.  Does
this report help support the need to further explore landforming with Horst (and
Annondale)?  If so, I'd like to bring it up on Tuesday with Terry Chute.

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

07/28/2010 12:16 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water
Management Plan

Hello Debby,
George A. is reviewing the surface hydrology (the phased tailings David
design), and has some concerns he wrote up in the draft memo
attached.  Review is ongoing and if you would like to participate in the
review, please respond to me soon. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 07/28/2010 12:03 PM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/28/2010 11:05 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water
Management Plan

All,

 
Attached is the draft technical review memorandum prepared by Golder for the Site Water

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 


 


Date:  July 23, 2010 Project No.:  093-81962 
To:  Dale Ortman  


From:  George Annandale/Jennifer Patterson/Craig Baxter 
RE:  ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT – TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SITE WATER MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N


R
C


S 
M


et
ho


d 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


Pi
m


a 
C


ou
nt


y 
M


et
ho


d 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
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Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 
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 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  
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Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 


 


Date:  July 23, 2010 Project No.:  093-81962 
To:  Dale Ortman  


From:  George Annandale/Jennifer Patterson/Craig Baxter 
RE:  ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT – TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SITE WATER MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N


R
C


S 
M


et
ho


d 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


Pi
m


a 
C


ou
nt


y 
M


et
ho


d 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
a 


Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  


 







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Roger D Congdon';

'Stephen Taylor'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Date: 08/16/2010 10:11 AM
Attachments: Comments on RCC Model 20100809 - FINAL.pdf

Final Issues_FS-SWCA_040810_CE.pdf

Hello Dale,
I have some conflicts week of August 30

I will not be available on August 30 or 31 (Mon and Tues).
I am free on Sept 1-3 (Wed, Thur, and Fri). 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

08/15/2010 06:58 AM

To "'Nathan W. Haws'"
<Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com>,
"'Richmond Leeson Jr.'"
<Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Stephen
Taylor'" <Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com>,
"'Hale Barter'" <hbarter@elmontgomery.com>,
"'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Terry Chute'" <tjchute@msn.com>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model -
Proposed Technical Review Meeting

All,

 
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues
remaining regarding the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH
comments).  I believe the issues can be resolved in relatively short order with the
emphasis on having a defensible assessment of the potential pumping impacts as
delineated in the attached Significant Issues (Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the CNF
and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection Program instituted by
Rosemont.

 
I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30

th 
,
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TO:   Tom Furgason     DATE: August 09, 2010 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  


 
FROM:   Nathan W. Haws, MWH Americas, Inc.  REFERENCE: 1005979 


Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
CC:  Dale Ortman, Consultant 
  Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
SUBJECT: Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted 


for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping   
 
 
At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to 
address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)1 to our comments (MWH, 2009)2 
on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply 
pumping (M&A, 2009)3.  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation 
results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional 
opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally 
reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 
2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus 
on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and 
limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not 
result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution 
of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the 
appropriate uses and limitations of the model. 
 
This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling 
conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the 
responses prepared by M&A. 
 
Unresolved Topics   
 
Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling 
report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns.  
 
1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.   


M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is 
“acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration 


                                                      
1 Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont 
Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  
February 9, 2010. 
2 MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS 
Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009. 
3 Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009. 
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objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard 
iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has 
been selected.   
 


• MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to 
judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether 
the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives 
and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model 
predictions.  The modeling report does discuss some limitations to the model’s predictive 
capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater 
levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations 
should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize 
quantifiable calibration objectives.   
 


• MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter 
values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between 
measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and 
measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further 
improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional 
model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the 
calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping 
influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left 
unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) 
and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based 
on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across 
model layers).  
 


• MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional 
model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original 
ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels 
with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar 
figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR 
historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding 
the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours. 
   


2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated. 
The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but 
the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model 
is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted 
groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be 
between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range 
from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the 
model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC 
pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an 
individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells.  


  
• MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly 


defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of 
limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the 
understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions. 


         
3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined. 


Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model 
predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly 
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stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the 
future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed 
pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the 
model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these 
estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions. 
 


• MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, 
quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by 
conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable 
range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to 
uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an 
analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge 
of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, 
they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green 
Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping 
and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the 
feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website 
(www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm). 
 


• MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional 
drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could 
easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC 
pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to 
RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses. 


 
4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret. 


 
• MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater 


levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be 
more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with 
hydrogeology and groundwater modeling.  


 
 
Reply to Responses 
 
For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response 
letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only 
responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, 
which are addressed in the first 11 responses.   
 
(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that 


future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level 
elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in 
some locations and under-prediction in others). 


 
M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential 
groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing 
groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent 
economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this 
approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may 
actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential 
pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data 
and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The 
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conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending 
permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or 
recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage 
and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.   
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-
prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-
prediction of groundwater level declines. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is 
reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates 
may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is 
difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in 
our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  
We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have 
significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer 
stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated 
and documented.  
 
MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited 
impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) 
pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., 
additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better 
illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  
Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont 
pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
  
The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase 
read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels 
that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level 
declines” as suggested by M&A.    
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the 


aquifer parameters is performed. 
 
M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are 
obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect 
annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area 
resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is 
acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont 
pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons 
stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 
MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, 
that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic 
conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the 
model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability 
calibrated” are subjective. 
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(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, 
which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model 
parameters being out of calibration. 


 
M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated 
and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (2) 
 
 
(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa 


Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and 
Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for 
the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


 
M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In 
the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) 
indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the 
east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic 
conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR 
model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz 
fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly 
indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating 
groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched 
groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area 
Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed 
RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 
2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report). 
 
MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private 
well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in 
the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may 


impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-
McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was 
not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to 
justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is 
under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been 
selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this 
area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (1) 
 
(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary 


conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the 
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study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have 
relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south 
from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant 
to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected 
groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model 
report. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in 


the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and 
uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources.  


 
M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz 
fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is 
addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are 
determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project 
conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have 
limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include 
potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of 
information regarding these potential sinks/sources. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1) 
 
  
(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that 


ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at 
RC-2. 
 


M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted 
in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the 
proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal 
variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into 
predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling 
practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the 
predictive results. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large 
seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the 
stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the 
establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied 
at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location.  
 


 
(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to 


parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These 
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predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to 
parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling 
studies. 


 
M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future 
stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the 
area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which 
may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area 
than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined 
through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 
data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of 
statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have 
rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty 
associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed 
groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.  
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity 
of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to 
determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring 
relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer 
parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield 
location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for 
these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to 
be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping 
tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the 
modifications were minimal. 
 
MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model 
predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter 
sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no 
documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping 
is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A 
states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed 
RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values 
with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is 
conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be 
bounded, if possible.   
 


 
(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the 


RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined. 
 
M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC 
pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due 
to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
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groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with 
distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected 
declines due to RCC pumping.  
 
MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A 
refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model 
confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC 
pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the 
appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the 
model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less 
precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.   
 
 
(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in 


the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. 
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough 
check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due 
to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
 


M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns 
on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level 
elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model 
input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters.  
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Issues 
Federal agencies are required to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1501.7). These issues and factors for alternative 
comparison are based on careful review of public input received during scoping, consultation with 
cooperating agencies, and internal review by Coronado National Forest and SWCA Environmental 
Consultants specialists. Significant issues drive the development of alternatives considered in detail, 
mitigation, and monitoring, as well as focusing the analysis of potential effects. 
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ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY 


Issue 1: Ground disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils may accelerate 
erosion and reduce soil productivity. The tailings and waste rock piles may be unstable over time, and 
reclamation may not adequately result in a stable, revegetated landscape. Geochemical composition of 
tailings and waste rock piles may not support natural vegetation. Soils are non-renewable resources, and 
loss of the soil resource may result in an irretrievable loss of soil productivity.  


Issue 1 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of long-term stability of tailings and waste piles 
• Character of risks to stability through time, including expected results of reclamation 
• Area of disturbance leading to lost soil productivity (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of the potential for revegetation, given the geochemical composition of 


tailings and waste rock piles 
• Sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, or other streams and washes, compared 


with background sediment loading (tons) 


ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY  


Issue 2: This issue relates to changes in air quality that may occur from the mining operation. 
Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors 
may increase dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions in the affected area. Air quality standards 
may be compromised. The Clean Air Act (CAA) and other laws, regulations, policies, and plans set 
thresholds for air quality, including Class I wilderness airsheds. The emission of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) has been implicated in global climate change, and the policy of the federal government is to 
reduce these emissions when possible (Executive Order 13514).  


Issue 2 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Particulate emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (PM 2.5, PM 10) 
• GHG emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (GHG estimates in tons) 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect air quality and meet 


CAA standards for Class I airsheds and elsewhere 


ISSUE 3:  IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES 


This group of issues relates to the effects of the mine construction, operation, and closure on quality and 
quantity of water for beneficial uses, wells, and stock watering. The loss of water availability to riparian 
and other plant and animal habitat is addressed in Issues 3 and 4.  


Issue 3A: The proposed open-pit mine may reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in 
the vicinity of the Rosemont well fields. Household water availability may be reduced.  


Issue 3A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with 


background and thresholds of concern  
• Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic 


extent) 
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Issue 3B: Water needed to run the mine facility might reduce groundwater availability in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.  


Issue 3B Factor for alternative comparison  
• Water needed for operations from the Santa Cruz Valley, compared with background and 


threshold of concern 


Issue 3C: Construction and operation of the mine pit, along with tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities, 
may result in a loss of groundwater quality. The mine pit may fill with water and create a lake that may 
have an unnatural concentration of chemicals.  


Issue 3C Factors for alternative comparison  
• Ability to meet State of Arizona aquifer water quality standards  
• Ability to demonstrate “Best Available Control Technology” (qualitative assessment of 


mitigation effectiveness)  


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3D Factor for alternative comparison  
• Qualitative assessment of impacts on beneficial uses of water 
• Stock watering tanks that will be unavailable (number) 


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. 
Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards.  


Issue 3E Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and 


meet Clean Water Act standards 


ISSUE 4: IMPACT ON SPRINGS, SEEPS, AND RIPARIAN HABITATS 


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


Issue 4 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors 


disturbed (acres) 
• Total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost (acres) 
• Seeps and springs lost or degraded (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements 


for riparian areas 
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ISSUE 5: IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS 


This group of issues focuses on effects on plant and animal habitats other than riparian and the viability of 
populations of species of conservation concern. Many aspects of the mine operations have the potential to 
adversely affect individuals, populations, and habitat for plants and animals. Species of conservation 
concern (federally listed, U.S. Forest Service [Forest Service] and Bureau of Land Management [BLM] 
Sensitive, Management Indicator Species [MIS], and migratory birds) may be adversely affected. This 
issue includes the potential for impacts on wildlife from light, noise, vibration, traffic, and other 
disturbance from the proposed mining operations.    


Issue 5A: The pit, plant, tailings and waste piles, road and utility corridors, and other facilities may result 
in a permanent change to the vegetation, and reclamation may not restore natural conditions.  


Issue 5A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Short- and long-term change in vegetation communities (acres) 
• Area receiving reclamation measures (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current ecological conservation policies 


and designations 


Issue 5B: The mine itself and ancillary facilities may result in the loss of habitat, individuals, or 
populations of botanical species of conservation concern. 


Issue 5B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Number of individual plants and/or acres of habitat lost, modified, or indirectly impacted, 


expressed as a proportion of the total range of each botanical species of concern 
• Qualitative assessment of how dust or particulate emissions impact plant species of conservation 


concern 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impacts on botanical species of 


conservation concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Coronado National Forest Land and Resource 


Management Plan, as amended (Forest Plan) management direction for plants (Forest Service 
1986) (acres) 


Issue 5C: The mine operations may create conditions conducive to the introduction, establishment, and/or 
spread of non-native species that may out-compete native vegetation and degrade plant communities. 
Forest Service and other federal, state, and local laws, regulations, policies, and plans contain 
management direction for invasive plants.  


Issue 5C Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce the potential for invasive species 


introduction, establishment, and/or spread 


Issue 5D: The mine operations may modify and/or fragment the north-south wildlife migration corridor 
and/or reduce connectivity between habitats. The transportation system and increased traffic could result 
in more wildlife road kills.  


Issue 5D Factors for alternative comparison 
• North-south wildlife migration corridors modified and/or lost (acres) 
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• Qualitative assessment of the change in connections between wildlife habitats 
• Qualitative assessment of how increased volume of traffic could result in road kills of various 


animal species 


Issue 5E: The mine operations may impact habitat for animal species of concern. Species of concern 
include those afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act and candidates to be listed, Forest 
Service and BLM Sensitive species, MIS, Arizona Game and Fish Department’s Wildlife of Special 
Concern in Arizona, and Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan Priority Vulnerable Species. The Forest 
Service is required to maintain population viability of animal species and avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts on species of concern. The alternatives were developed to reduce impacts on habitats for animal 
species of concern.  


Issue 5E Factors for alternative comparison 
• Habitat lost expressed as a proportion of the total amount of habitat for each animal species of 


concern (acres/percent) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation in minimizing and/or avoiding impacts on 


habitat for animal species of concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the population viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for wildlife habitat 


(acres) 


Issue 5F: Mine operations, including drilling and blasting, may result in noise and vibrations that impact 
animal behavior and result in negative impacts on wildlife. Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely 
affected by the lit-up night skies.  


Issue 5F Factors for alternative comparison 
• Character of impact on animals from noise, vibration, and light 
• Effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impact on wildlife from disturbance  


ISSUE 6: IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCES 


Issue 6: This issue focuses on the visual impacts that result from the mining pit, placement of tailings and 
waste rock piles, and development and use of other facilities. The proposed mine tailings and waste rock 
piles would create significant changes to the landscape within the mine footprint. The piles may block 
valued mountain views. The processing plant and transportation and utility corridors may also affect 
visual resources in the area. The character of Scenic Highway 83 may change. The ability for the area to 
meet assigned visual quality objectives (VQOs) in the Forest Plan may be reduced. Regardless of 
mitigation measures or reclamation required, the scenic quality of the landscape may be permanently 
degraded.  


Issue 6 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan VQO designations (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment/degree of change in landscape character from Key Observation Points 


over time  
• Percentage of State Route 83 that would no longer meet scenic byway criteria 
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ISSUE 7: IMPACT ON RECREATION 


Issue 7: This issue focuses on the effects of the mining operation on recreational opportunities on 
National Forest System lands, including loss of access, loss of or reduction in solitude, remoteness, rural 
setting, and quiet. The mine operation may lead to permanent changes to recreation settings (Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum [ROS]) and/or the type of recreation available and may result in increased pressure 
on public and private lands in other places to compensate for lost opportunities.  


Issue 7 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan ROS designations (acres) 
• Area of national forest land that would no longer be available for recreational use (acres)  
• Audio “footprint:” potential for noise to reach recreation areas (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of impacts to solitude in wilderness and other backcountry areas 
• Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost (quantity) 
• Length and number of trails/trailheads that would no longer be available to the public 
• Qualitative assessment of increased pressure on other areas 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to offset recreation losses 


ISSUE 8: IMPACT ON PUBLIC SAFETY 


Issue 8: This issue focuses on the impact of increased traffic from the mine site on construction, 
operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways and the potential for increased volume of 
traffic. Oversized vehicles and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the 
mining operation have the potential to increase traffic and reduce public safety. Hazardous materials 
would be transported, which may increase the risk of a spill or other public safety impact. Another aspect 
of this issue is human health risks to national forest visitors if they accidentally come near the mine 
operations, tailings, or waste rock piles. Air quality impacts as a result of the operation may be harmful to 
public health.  


Issue 8 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in type and pattern of traffic by road and vehicle type 
• Trip count per day for all hazardous materials 
• Qualitative assessment of transportation conflicts  
• Qualitative assessment of public health risk from mine operations and facilities 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet air quality standards for human health 


ISSUE 9: IMPACT ON DARK SKIES AND ASTRONOMY 


Issue 9: This issue relates to the potential for the mining operation and facilities to reduce night sky 
visibility. Increased light, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment, vehicles, and 
processes may diminish dark skies. The increased sky glow could reduce visibility of stars, planets, 
satellites, and other celestial objects. Area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and 
stargazers value the current dark skies in the area. Key observation points and the Smithsonian’s Fred 
Lawrence Whipple Astrophysical Observatory may be adversely affected. This issue also relates to the 
impact of particulate emissions and vibration from blasting and drilling on sensitive astronomy 
equipment.  
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Pima County has a night sky lighting code. The Mine Plan of Operations is exempt from this code, and 
some aspects of the operation may not be able to conform to the code (because of worker safety 
concerns).  


Issue 9 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Distribution of fractional increase in sky brightness from mine facility and vehicle lighting 
• Area that would not meet lighting code (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce dust and impact night 


sky visibility  
• Vibration detectable at telescope sites (inches/second peak particle velocity) 
• Qualitative assessment of how particulate emissions may damage sensitive astronomy equipment  


ISSUE 10: IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES 


This group of issues focuses on the adverse effects of the proposed mining operations on heritage 
resources, including 1) traditional homelands for Native American groups, 2) ancestral habitation sites 
and human burials, 3) archaeological resources, 4) sites eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP), 5) traditional resource collection areas, and 6) cultural practice opportunities.  


Issue 10A: The proposed mine operations may bury, remove, or damage archaeological and historic sites. 
There may be a loss of or reduction in future archaeological research potential if heritage resource sites 
are buried under permanent facilities such as roads and utility corridors  and waste rock and tailings piles. 
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) (buildings, districts, or landscapes with historic and ongoing 
significance) may be lost or degraded. Vibrations from blasting and drilling may damage historical sites.  


Issue 10A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total NRHP-eligible prehistoric and historic archaeological sites buried, destroyed, or damaged 


(quantity) 
• Potential TCPs lost or degraded (acres) 
• Potential for vibrations to damage historic sites  
• Qualitative assessment on likelihood of impact to future finds  


Issue 10B: The mine footprint may impact Native American traditional use and perception of the land. 
Traditional resource collection areas may be lost or degraded. Springs that are considered sacred may be 
lost or degraded. Human burials may be desecrated. The spiritual context of the landscape may be 
permanently changed. Disruption of the physical world may be perceived to cause spiritual harm to the 
earth and the people here. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (Public Law 95-341) recognizes 
that the religious practices of American Indians are an integral part of their cultures, tradition, and 
heritage, such practices forming the basis of Indian identity and value systems. The most relevant 
direction is Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites, which directs federal land management agencies, 
to the extent permitted by law and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, to 
accommodate access to and use of Indian sacred sites and to avoid affecting the physical integrity of such 
sites wherever possible (Forest Service Manual 1563.01e5).  


Issue 10B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Traditional resource collection areas impacted (number, acres) 
• Sacred springs impacted (number) 
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• Ancestral sites where burials are likely to be damaged or covered by mining facilities (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of spiritual/emotional impact of desecration of land, springs, and burials 


ISSUE 11: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 


This issue relates to the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed mining operations. The mine operations 
may have negative and positive socioeconomic impacts, which may change over time. The 
socioeconomic stability of the area may be adversely affected. Residents, business owners, and visitors’ 
expectations of national forests and the historic rural landscape may not be met.  


Issue 11A: The mine facilities and operation may result in changes over time to local employment, 
property values, tax base, tourism revenue, and demand and cost for road maintenance and emergency 
services. There may be costs to the alternative design features and mitigation measures that influence the 
net value of the mine operations and thus its economic profile.  


Issue 11A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in employment over time  
• Change in property values over time 
• Change in tax base per year over time  
• Change in demand and cost for road maintenance over time 
• Change in demand and cost for emergency services over time  
• Qualitative assessment of change in tourism revenue over time 
• Economic outlook of mine operations (present net value) 


Issue 11B: The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life expectations as expressed by the 
Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances. Concerns have been expressed about 
modification of rural historic landscapes important to local residents. 


Issue 11B Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the ability of alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as 


expressed by Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances 
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likely at the Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available,
but I suggest physical attendance from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery
staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.  Rapid confirmation your attendance or
your inability to attend would be most appreciated.

 
Regards,

 
Dale 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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TO:   Tom Furgason     DATE: August 09, 2010 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  


 
FROM:   Nathan W. Haws, MWH Americas, Inc.  REFERENCE: 1005979 


Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
CC:  Dale Ortman, Consultant 
  Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
SUBJECT: Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted 


for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping   
 
 
At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to 
address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)1 to our comments (MWH, 2009)2 
on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply 
pumping (M&A, 2009)3.  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation 
results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional 
opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally 
reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 
2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus 
on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and 
limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not 
result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution 
of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the 
appropriate uses and limitations of the model. 
 
This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling 
conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the 
responses prepared by M&A. 
 
Unresolved Topics   
 
Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling 
report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns.  
 
1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.   


M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is 
“acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration 


                                                      
1 Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont 
Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  
February 9, 2010. 
2 MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS 
Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009. 
3 Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009. 
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objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard 
iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has 
been selected.   
 


• MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to 
judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether 
the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives 
and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model 
predictions.  The modeling report does discuss some limitations to the model’s predictive 
capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater 
levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations 
should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize 
quantifiable calibration objectives.   
 


• MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter 
values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between 
measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and 
measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further 
improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional 
model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the 
calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping 
influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left 
unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) 
and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based 
on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across 
model layers).  
 


• MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional 
model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original 
ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels 
with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar 
figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR 
historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding 
the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours. 
   


2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated. 
The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but 
the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model 
is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted 
groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be 
between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range 
from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the 
model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC 
pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an 
individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells.  


  
• MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly 


defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of 
limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the 
understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions. 


         
3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined. 


Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model 
predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly 
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stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the 
future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed 
pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the 
model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these 
estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions. 
 


• MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, 
quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by 
conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable 
range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to 
uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an 
analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge 
of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, 
they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green 
Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping 
and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the 
feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website 
(www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm). 
 


• MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional 
drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could 
easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC 
pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to 
RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses. 


 
4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret. 


 
• MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater 


levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be 
more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with 
hydrogeology and groundwater modeling.  


 
 
Reply to Responses 
 
For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response 
letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only 
responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, 
which are addressed in the first 11 responses.   
 
(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that 


future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level 
elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in 
some locations and under-prediction in others). 


 
M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential 
groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing 
groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent 
economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this 
approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may 
actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential 
pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data 
and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The 
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conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending 
permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or 
recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage 
and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.   
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-
prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-
prediction of groundwater level declines. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is 
reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates 
may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is 
difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in 
our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  
We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have 
significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer 
stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated 
and documented.  
 
MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited 
impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) 
pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., 
additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better 
illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  
Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont 
pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
  
The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase 
read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels 
that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level 
declines” as suggested by M&A.    
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the 


aquifer parameters is performed. 
 
M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are 
obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect 
annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area 
resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is 
acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont 
pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons 
stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 
MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, 
that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic 
conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the 
model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability 
calibrated” are subjective. 
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(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, 
which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model 
parameters being out of calibration. 


 
M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated 
and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (2) 
 
 
(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa 


Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and 
Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for 
the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


 
M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In 
the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) 
indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the 
east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic 
conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR 
model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz 
fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly 
indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating 
groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched 
groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area 
Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed 
RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 
2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report). 
 
MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private 
well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in 
the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may 


impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-
McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was 
not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to 
justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is 
under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been 
selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this 
area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (1) 
 
(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary 


conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the 
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study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have 
relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south 
from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant 
to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected 
groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model 
report. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in 


the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and 
uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources.  


 
M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz 
fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is 
addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are 
determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project 
conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have 
limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include 
potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of 
information regarding these potential sinks/sources. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1) 
 
  
(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that 


ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at 
RC-2. 
 


M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted 
in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the 
proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal 
variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into 
predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling 
practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the 
predictive results. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large 
seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the 
stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the 
establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied 
at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location.  
 


 
(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to 


parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These 
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predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to 
parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling 
studies. 


 
M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future 
stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the 
area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which 
may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area 
than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined 
through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 
data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of 
statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have 
rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty 
associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed 
groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.  
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity 
of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to 
determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring 
relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer 
parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield 
location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for 
these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to 
be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping 
tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the 
modifications were minimal. 
 
MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model 
predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter 
sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no 
documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping 
is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A 
states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed 
RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values 
with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is 
conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be 
bounded, if possible.   
 


 
(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the 


RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined. 
 
M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC 
pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due 
to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
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groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with 
distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected 
declines due to RCC pumping.  
 
MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A 
refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model 
confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC 
pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the 
appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the 
model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less 
precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.   
 
 
(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in 


the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. 
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough 
check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due 
to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
 


M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns 
on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level 
elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model 
input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters.  
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Issues 
Federal agencies are required to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1501.7). These issues and factors for alternative 
comparison are based on careful review of public input received during scoping, consultation with 
cooperating agencies, and internal review by Coronado National Forest and SWCA Environmental 
Consultants specialists. Significant issues drive the development of alternatives considered in detail, 
mitigation, and monitoring, as well as focusing the analysis of potential effects. 
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ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY 


Issue 1: Ground disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils may accelerate 
erosion and reduce soil productivity. The tailings and waste rock piles may be unstable over time, and 
reclamation may not adequately result in a stable, revegetated landscape. Geochemical composition of 
tailings and waste rock piles may not support natural vegetation. Soils are non-renewable resources, and 
loss of the soil resource may result in an irretrievable loss of soil productivity.  


Issue 1 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of long-term stability of tailings and waste piles 
• Character of risks to stability through time, including expected results of reclamation 
• Area of disturbance leading to lost soil productivity (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of the potential for revegetation, given the geochemical composition of 


tailings and waste rock piles 
• Sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, or other streams and washes, compared 


with background sediment loading (tons) 


ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY  


Issue 2: This issue relates to changes in air quality that may occur from the mining operation. 
Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors 
may increase dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions in the affected area. Air quality standards 
may be compromised. The Clean Air Act (CAA) and other laws, regulations, policies, and plans set 
thresholds for air quality, including Class I wilderness airsheds. The emission of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) has been implicated in global climate change, and the policy of the federal government is to 
reduce these emissions when possible (Executive Order 13514).  


Issue 2 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Particulate emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (PM 2.5, PM 10) 
• GHG emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (GHG estimates in tons) 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect air quality and meet 


CAA standards for Class I airsheds and elsewhere 


ISSUE 3:  IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES 


This group of issues relates to the effects of the mine construction, operation, and closure on quality and 
quantity of water for beneficial uses, wells, and stock watering. The loss of water availability to riparian 
and other plant and animal habitat is addressed in Issues 3 and 4.  


Issue 3A: The proposed open-pit mine may reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in 
the vicinity of the Rosemont well fields. Household water availability may be reduced.  


Issue 3A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with 


background and thresholds of concern  
• Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic 


extent) 
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Issue 3B: Water needed to run the mine facility might reduce groundwater availability in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.  


Issue 3B Factor for alternative comparison  
• Water needed for operations from the Santa Cruz Valley, compared with background and 


threshold of concern 


Issue 3C: Construction and operation of the mine pit, along with tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities, 
may result in a loss of groundwater quality. The mine pit may fill with water and create a lake that may 
have an unnatural concentration of chemicals.  


Issue 3C Factors for alternative comparison  
• Ability to meet State of Arizona aquifer water quality standards  
• Ability to demonstrate “Best Available Control Technology” (qualitative assessment of 


mitigation effectiveness)  


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3D Factor for alternative comparison  
• Qualitative assessment of impacts on beneficial uses of water 
• Stock watering tanks that will be unavailable (number) 


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. 
Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards.  


Issue 3E Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and 


meet Clean Water Act standards 


ISSUE 4: IMPACT ON SPRINGS, SEEPS, AND RIPARIAN HABITATS 


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


Issue 4 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors 


disturbed (acres) 
• Total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost (acres) 
• Seeps and springs lost or degraded (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements 


for riparian areas 
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ISSUE 5: IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS 


This group of issues focuses on effects on plant and animal habitats other than riparian and the viability of 
populations of species of conservation concern. Many aspects of the mine operations have the potential to 
adversely affect individuals, populations, and habitat for plants and animals. Species of conservation 
concern (federally listed, U.S. Forest Service [Forest Service] and Bureau of Land Management [BLM] 
Sensitive, Management Indicator Species [MIS], and migratory birds) may be adversely affected. This 
issue includes the potential for impacts on wildlife from light, noise, vibration, traffic, and other 
disturbance from the proposed mining operations.    


Issue 5A: The pit, plant, tailings and waste piles, road and utility corridors, and other facilities may result 
in a permanent change to the vegetation, and reclamation may not restore natural conditions.  


Issue 5A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Short- and long-term change in vegetation communities (acres) 
• Area receiving reclamation measures (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current ecological conservation policies 


and designations 


Issue 5B: The mine itself and ancillary facilities may result in the loss of habitat, individuals, or 
populations of botanical species of conservation concern. 


Issue 5B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Number of individual plants and/or acres of habitat lost, modified, or indirectly impacted, 


expressed as a proportion of the total range of each botanical species of concern 
• Qualitative assessment of how dust or particulate emissions impact plant species of conservation 


concern 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impacts on botanical species of 


conservation concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Coronado National Forest Land and Resource 


Management Plan, as amended (Forest Plan) management direction for plants (Forest Service 
1986) (acres) 


Issue 5C: The mine operations may create conditions conducive to the introduction, establishment, and/or 
spread of non-native species that may out-compete native vegetation and degrade plant communities. 
Forest Service and other federal, state, and local laws, regulations, policies, and plans contain 
management direction for invasive plants.  


Issue 5C Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce the potential for invasive species 


introduction, establishment, and/or spread 


Issue 5D: The mine operations may modify and/or fragment the north-south wildlife migration corridor 
and/or reduce connectivity between habitats. The transportation system and increased traffic could result 
in more wildlife road kills.  


Issue 5D Factors for alternative comparison 
• North-south wildlife migration corridors modified and/or lost (acres) 
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• Qualitative assessment of the change in connections between wildlife habitats 
• Qualitative assessment of how increased volume of traffic could result in road kills of various 


animal species 


Issue 5E: The mine operations may impact habitat for animal species of concern. Species of concern 
include those afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act and candidates to be listed, Forest 
Service and BLM Sensitive species, MIS, Arizona Game and Fish Department’s Wildlife of Special 
Concern in Arizona, and Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan Priority Vulnerable Species. The Forest 
Service is required to maintain population viability of animal species and avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts on species of concern. The alternatives were developed to reduce impacts on habitats for animal 
species of concern.  


Issue 5E Factors for alternative comparison 
• Habitat lost expressed as a proportion of the total amount of habitat for each animal species of 


concern (acres/percent) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation in minimizing and/or avoiding impacts on 


habitat for animal species of concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the population viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for wildlife habitat 


(acres) 


Issue 5F: Mine operations, including drilling and blasting, may result in noise and vibrations that impact 
animal behavior and result in negative impacts on wildlife. Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely 
affected by the lit-up night skies.  


Issue 5F Factors for alternative comparison 
• Character of impact on animals from noise, vibration, and light 
• Effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impact on wildlife from disturbance  


ISSUE 6: IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCES 


Issue 6: This issue focuses on the visual impacts that result from the mining pit, placement of tailings and 
waste rock piles, and development and use of other facilities. The proposed mine tailings and waste rock 
piles would create significant changes to the landscape within the mine footprint. The piles may block 
valued mountain views. The processing plant and transportation and utility corridors may also affect 
visual resources in the area. The character of Scenic Highway 83 may change. The ability for the area to 
meet assigned visual quality objectives (VQOs) in the Forest Plan may be reduced. Regardless of 
mitigation measures or reclamation required, the scenic quality of the landscape may be permanently 
degraded.  


Issue 6 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan VQO designations (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment/degree of change in landscape character from Key Observation Points 


over time  
• Percentage of State Route 83 that would no longer meet scenic byway criteria 
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ISSUE 7: IMPACT ON RECREATION 


Issue 7: This issue focuses on the effects of the mining operation on recreational opportunities on 
National Forest System lands, including loss of access, loss of or reduction in solitude, remoteness, rural 
setting, and quiet. The mine operation may lead to permanent changes to recreation settings (Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum [ROS]) and/or the type of recreation available and may result in increased pressure 
on public and private lands in other places to compensate for lost opportunities.  


Issue 7 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan ROS designations (acres) 
• Area of national forest land that would no longer be available for recreational use (acres)  
• Audio “footprint:” potential for noise to reach recreation areas (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of impacts to solitude in wilderness and other backcountry areas 
• Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost (quantity) 
• Length and number of trails/trailheads that would no longer be available to the public 
• Qualitative assessment of increased pressure on other areas 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to offset recreation losses 


ISSUE 8: IMPACT ON PUBLIC SAFETY 


Issue 8: This issue focuses on the impact of increased traffic from the mine site on construction, 
operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways and the potential for increased volume of 
traffic. Oversized vehicles and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the 
mining operation have the potential to increase traffic and reduce public safety. Hazardous materials 
would be transported, which may increase the risk of a spill or other public safety impact. Another aspect 
of this issue is human health risks to national forest visitors if they accidentally come near the mine 
operations, tailings, or waste rock piles. Air quality impacts as a result of the operation may be harmful to 
public health.  


Issue 8 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in type and pattern of traffic by road and vehicle type 
• Trip count per day for all hazardous materials 
• Qualitative assessment of transportation conflicts  
• Qualitative assessment of public health risk from mine operations and facilities 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet air quality standards for human health 


ISSUE 9: IMPACT ON DARK SKIES AND ASTRONOMY 


Issue 9: This issue relates to the potential for the mining operation and facilities to reduce night sky 
visibility. Increased light, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment, vehicles, and 
processes may diminish dark skies. The increased sky glow could reduce visibility of stars, planets, 
satellites, and other celestial objects. Area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and 
stargazers value the current dark skies in the area. Key observation points and the Smithsonian’s Fred 
Lawrence Whipple Astrophysical Observatory may be adversely affected. This issue also relates to the 
impact of particulate emissions and vibration from blasting and drilling on sensitive astronomy 
equipment.  
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Pima County has a night sky lighting code. The Mine Plan of Operations is exempt from this code, and 
some aspects of the operation may not be able to conform to the code (because of worker safety 
concerns).  


Issue 9 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Distribution of fractional increase in sky brightness from mine facility and vehicle lighting 
• Area that would not meet lighting code (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce dust and impact night 


sky visibility  
• Vibration detectable at telescope sites (inches/second peak particle velocity) 
• Qualitative assessment of how particulate emissions may damage sensitive astronomy equipment  


ISSUE 10: IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES 


This group of issues focuses on the adverse effects of the proposed mining operations on heritage 
resources, including 1) traditional homelands for Native American groups, 2) ancestral habitation sites 
and human burials, 3) archaeological resources, 4) sites eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP), 5) traditional resource collection areas, and 6) cultural practice opportunities.  


Issue 10A: The proposed mine operations may bury, remove, or damage archaeological and historic sites. 
There may be a loss of or reduction in future archaeological research potential if heritage resource sites 
are buried under permanent facilities such as roads and utility corridors  and waste rock and tailings piles. 
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) (buildings, districts, or landscapes with historic and ongoing 
significance) may be lost or degraded. Vibrations from blasting and drilling may damage historical sites.  


Issue 10A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total NRHP-eligible prehistoric and historic archaeological sites buried, destroyed, or damaged 


(quantity) 
• Potential TCPs lost or degraded (acres) 
• Potential for vibrations to damage historic sites  
• Qualitative assessment on likelihood of impact to future finds  


Issue 10B: The mine footprint may impact Native American traditional use and perception of the land. 
Traditional resource collection areas may be lost or degraded. Springs that are considered sacred may be 
lost or degraded. Human burials may be desecrated. The spiritual context of the landscape may be 
permanently changed. Disruption of the physical world may be perceived to cause spiritual harm to the 
earth and the people here. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (Public Law 95-341) recognizes 
that the religious practices of American Indians are an integral part of their cultures, tradition, and 
heritage, such practices forming the basis of Indian identity and value systems. The most relevant 
direction is Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites, which directs federal land management agencies, 
to the extent permitted by law and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, to 
accommodate access to and use of Indian sacred sites and to avoid affecting the physical integrity of such 
sites wherever possible (Forest Service Manual 1563.01e5).  


Issue 10B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Traditional resource collection areas impacted (number, acres) 
• Sacred springs impacted (number) 
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• Ancestral sites where burials are likely to be damaged or covered by mining facilities (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of spiritual/emotional impact of desecration of land, springs, and burials 


ISSUE 11: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 


This issue relates to the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed mining operations. The mine operations 
may have negative and positive socioeconomic impacts, which may change over time. The 
socioeconomic stability of the area may be adversely affected. Residents, business owners, and visitors’ 
expectations of national forests and the historic rural landscape may not be met.  


Issue 11A: The mine facilities and operation may result in changes over time to local employment, 
property values, tax base, tourism revenue, and demand and cost for road maintenance and emergency 
services. There may be costs to the alternative design features and mitigation measures that influence the 
net value of the mine operations and thus its economic profile.  


Issue 11A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in employment over time  
• Change in property values over time 
• Change in tax base per year over time  
• Change in demand and cost for road maintenance over time 
• Change in demand and cost for emergency services over time  
• Qualitative assessment of change in tourism revenue over time 
• Economic outlook of mine operations (present net value) 


Issue 11B: The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life expectations as expressed by the 
Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances. Concerns have been expressed about 
modification of rural historic landscapes important to local residents. 


Issue 11B Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the ability of alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as 


expressed by Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances 





		Issues

		ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY

		ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY

		ISSUE 3:  IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES

		ISSUE 4: IMPACT ON SPRINGS, SEEPS, AND RIPARIAN HABITATS

		ISSUE 5: IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS

		ISSUE 6: IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCES

		ISSUE 7: IMPACT ON RECREATION

		ISSUE 8: IMPACT ON PUBLIC SAFETY

		ISSUE 9: IMPACT ON DARK SKIES AND ASTRONOMY

		ISSUE 10: IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES

		ISSUE 11: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS





From: Hale Barter
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; jrigg@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com;

rcongdon@fs.fed.us; Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com; tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com;
Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Date: 08/16/2010 10:21 AM

I am available then

Hale
Sent from my Blackberry....Hale

----- Original Message -----
From: Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
To: Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Cc: 'Beverley Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>; Hale Barter; 'Jonathan Rigg' <jrigg@swca.com>; 'Melissa
Reichard' <mreichard@swca.com>; 'Nathan W. Haws' <Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com>; 'Roger D
Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>; 'Stephen Taylor' <Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com>; 'Tom
Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>; 'Terry Chute' <tjchute@msn.com>; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'
<Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com>
Sent: Mon Aug 16 10:11:27 2010
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting

Hello Dale,
I have some conflicts week of August 30

I will not be available on August 30 or 31 (Mon and Tues).
I am free on Sept 1-3 (Wed, Thur, and Fri).

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

"Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

08/15/2010 06:58 AM    
To
        "'Nathan W. Haws'" <Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Richmond Leeson Jr.'"
<Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Stephen Taylor'" <Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Hale
Barter'" <hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D
Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>
cc
        "'Beverley Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Terry Chute'" <tjchute@msn.com>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>
Subject
        Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting

       

All,
 
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining regarding

mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com


the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the issues can be
resolved in relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible assessment of the potential
pumping impacts as delineated in the attached Significant Issues (Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the
CNF and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection Program instituted by Rosemont.
 
I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the
Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical attendance
from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.  Rapid
confirmation your attendance or your inability to attend would be most appreciated.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hale Barter
To: daleortmanpe@live.com; Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com; Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com;

Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rcongdon@fs.fed.us
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; tjchute@msn.com; tfurgason@swca.com; jrigg@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Date: 08/15/2010 08:00 AM

Dale

I will be available and we can meet at our office

Hale
Sent from my Blackberry....Hale

----- Original Message -----
From: Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
To: 'Nathan W. Haws' <Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com>; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'
<Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com>; 'Stephen Taylor' <Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com>; Hale
Barter; 'Salek Shafiqullah' <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; 'Roger D Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>
Cc: 'Beverley Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>; 'Terry Chute' <tjchute@msn.com>; 'Tom Furgason'
<tfurgason@swca.com>; 'Jonathan Rigg' <jrigg@swca.com>; 'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>
Sent: Sun Aug 15 06:58:01 2010
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting

All,

Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining regarding
the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the issues can be
resolved in relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible assessment of the potential
pumping impacts as delineated in the attached Significant Issues (Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the
CNF and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection Program instituted by Rosemont.

I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the
Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical attendance
from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.  Rapid
confirmation your attendance or your inability to attend would be most appreciated.

Regards,

Dale

_______________________

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
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(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com>

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Roger D Congdon
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Nathan W. Haws'; rlaford@fs.fed.us;

'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review Meeting - Proposed Schedule Change
Date: 08/23/2010 06:53 AM

Works for me!

 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

08/22/2010 04:55 PM

To <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Hale Barter'"
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, "'Nathan W. Haws'"
<Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Richmond Leeson Jr.'"
<Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Stephen Taylor'"
<Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "'Beverley Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review
Meeting - Proposed Schedule Change

All, 
  
To better accommodate flight schedules it has been suggested that we move up the start of the meeting from
12:00 noon to 11:00 AM.  Please let me know ASAP if this is possible for each of the participants.  Unless we have
unanimous agreement on the proposed start time of 11:00 AM we will hold with the original start of 12:00 noon.

  
I will be out of touch chasing fish somewhere off of Baja as of Tuesday morning not to return until next Saturday,

so I would greatly appreciate a response from all participants on Monday. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
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PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2010 6:38 AM
To: 'rlaford@fs.fed.us'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Nathan W. Haws';
'Richmond Leeson Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Beverley Everson'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review Meeting - Final Schedule
Importance: High 
  
All, 
  
The schedule for the meeting to resolve issues regarding the latest MWH review of the Mine Water Pumping

Supply Model is now finalized for: 
  
Date:  Monday, August 30 
  
Time: 12:00 noon – 2:00 PM with allowance for additional time if necessary 
  
Location: Montgomery & Associates, 1550 E. Prince Rd., Tucson (www.elmontgomery.net) 
  
Teleconference and/or conference call facilities will be available.  I will be conferring with Montgomery to
determine which will best suit their discussion requirements and forward the appropriate contact information.  I

would appreciate hearing from those participants who will require remote access. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 

http://www.elmontgomery.net/
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Sent: Sunday, August 15, 2010 6:58 AM
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger
D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Importance: High 
  
All, 
  
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining regarding the
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the issues can be resolved in
relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible assessment of the potential pumping impacts as
delineated in the attached Significant Issues (Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the CNF and the mitigation afforded

by the Well Owners Protection Program instituted by Rosemont. 
  
I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the Montgomery
offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical attendance from Nathan Haws
(MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.  Rapid confirmation your attendance or your

inability to attend would be most appreciated. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 

_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Stephen Taylor'; Toby Leeson; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont - MWH Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 07/19/2010 10:21 AM
Attachments: MWH Rosemont Model Review Memo 12-04-09.pdf

MWH_Response_final_2.pdf

All,
 
The pertinent documents, the MWH review and the Montgomery responses, are attached.
 
Dale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 10:15 AM
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Stephen Taylor'; Toby Leeson; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Melissa
Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - MWH Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
All,
 
The conference call for MWH to present their initial findings regarding the Montgomery responses
to the previous MWH review of the mine water supply pumping model report is scheduled as
follows:
 
Time: 9:00 AM (Arizona Time)
 
Date: Wednesday, July 21
 
 
Melissa………. Please forward invitations to all listed participants including the Conference Call
telephone number and Participant Pass Code.
 
 
Thanks to all for fitting this into your schedule.
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: December 4, 2009  
 SWCA Environmental Consultants 
   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant 
 Stephen Taylor, MWH 
 
FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Toby Leeson, MWH       
 
SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 


Rosemont EIS Support 
 


 
This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


 
(1) Major Review Findings 
 


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


 
Updates to Historical Model 
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).   
 
The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   
 
Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     
 
Updates to Predictive Model 
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   
 
Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 
 
An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 
Model Predictions 
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
 
The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      
 
The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


    
(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions 
 


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 


Conclusions of Historical Simulations 
1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 


levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.) 


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031) 
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  
 


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns 
 


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 
 Concern Comment 


1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model.  


The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.  


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.   


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


 
(4) Limitations 
 


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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TOBY LEESON, P.G. 
SUPERVISING HYDROGEOLOGIST 
 
EDUCATION: 
M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 
 
REGISTRATIONS: 
Professional Geologist: California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-32566. 
 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 
 
SUMMARY: 
Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
 
Mining-Related Projects 
 
Supervising Hydrogeologist, Coronado National Forest, Santa Cruz Valley, Arizona 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Third-party review of baseline data collection, hydrogeologic modeling, water resource 
assessment, and environmental impact assessment of Augusta Resources proposed Rosemont 
copper mine.  Issues of importance include cumulative impacts of groundwater withdrawal in the 
Santa Cruz Valley, use of Colorado River water, and local community needs (e.g., agriculture, 
retirement communities, and residential water). 
 
Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of 
Minnesota regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project 
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team assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 
 
United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, New Mexico 
CERCLA Removal Action, EPA Region 9 
MWH has been responsible for managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Removal 
Action for General Electric (GE) for the Northeast Church Rock (NECR) uranium mine near 
Gallup, New Mexico since 2003.  The mine is an inactive, underground uranium mine and is being 
closed under CERCLA and the National Contingency Plan.  The bulk of the mining lease is 
located on Navajo surface trust lands.  In 2005 EPA Region 9 became the lead regulatory agency 
of the site in coordination with the Navajo Nation EPA, the State of New Mexico, and the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs.  The EPA issued a draft EE/CA, evaluating removal action alternatives, 
including the construction and use of a waste disposal cell at the Church Rock Mill Site, about one 
mile from the mine site.  The Mill Site is licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
and as such the EE/CA alternative would require an amendment to the existing Mill Site NRC 
license.   NRC regulations require that an EA or EIS be prepared as per NEPA and NRC guidance.  
MWH is currently preparing an Environmental Report, which is part of the license amendment 
application and will be used by NRC to prepare the EA or EIS. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
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objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 
 
Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony and Section 27 Mines, NM 
Managed the materials characterization, closeout, reclamation and financial assurance of two 
inactive uranium mines in the Grants, New Mexico area.  The mines are under the jurisdiction of 
the New Mexico Mining and Minerals Division and are being closed under the New Mexico 
Mining Act.  Particular challenges of the sites include a large open pit with a well developed pit 
lake that could impact a major drinking water aquifer, and large  overburden piles   The mines are 
in a region that has a complex history of other mining impacts and current pressures to further 
develop the resources.  
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.   
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures. 
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Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   
 
Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 
 
Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 
 
Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 
 
Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple 
locations within coal mine properties. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 
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Environmental/Earth Science Projects 
 
Supervising Hydrogeologist, AREVA, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Development of groundwater resources assessment in support the licensing of AREVA’s proposed 
uranium enrichment facility in the Snake River Plain of southeastern Idaho  After completion of a 
siting study, MWH was tasked to of support preparation of the Environmental Report (ER), which 
is the environmental impact analysis document that is submitted by an applicant to the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as part of the license application.  The NRC uses the ER 
as an initial basis to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement under the National 
Environmental Policy Act.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for hydrogeologic site characterization in 
the fractured basalts, using extensive published research of immediate area, pumping tests, 
geophysical logging, core logging and installation/sampling of 750 foot deep monitoring wells.  
He also assisted in the data analysis and preparation of the technical reports for geology and 
groundwater resources. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of re-injection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 
 
Field Geologist, USGS, Regional Geology, Missoula, Montana 
Geologic reconnaissance and detailed field mapping of Proterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks, and 
associated geologic structures, and alluvial deposits using aerial photos in stereo pair, topographic 
maps and other traditional field methods. 
 
Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California 
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater 
sampling, free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for 
budget and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and groundwater 
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were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) as associated 
with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed include: 
groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced attenuation 
using oxygen release compounds. 
 
Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethylene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.  
 
Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 
 
Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California 
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 
 
Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California 
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 
 
Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
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Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 
 
Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 
 
Geographic Information Systems/Database Management 
 
Uranium Mine Closures, New Mexico 
Developed and managed GIS databases in support of environmental investigations, removal action 
alternatives, and reclamation plans.  Used the GIS to manage, visualize and analyze site data, 
estimate volumes, develop reclamation costs, and technical reporting.  Spatial analysis methods 
included natural neighbor, inverse distance weighting and krigging. 
 
GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database and 
developing the routines for processing and integrating the data (high-resolution aerial 
photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized mine void geometries).  The 
results of the analyses were then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface 
expression of subsidence and the subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities 
to prevent any further damage to property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future 
development. 
 
Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 
 
GIS Database Development, Idaho Mining Association, SE Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 
 
Database Manager, ARCO, Superfund Site, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
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designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 
 
Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California 
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 
 
CONTINUING EDUCATION: 
 


• MWH Manage the Project PM Certification (as per Project Management Institute) 
• Knowledge management education 
• Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
• Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
• Environmental Law 
• OSHA and MSHA Surface Miner Certified 
• Emergency first aid and CPR 


 
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE EXPERTISE: 


• AqteSolv (pumping test analysis) 
• ArcGIS/ArcView (GIS) 
• Global Mapper (spatial data management) 
• EnviroInsite (3D data visualization, spatial and statistical analysis) 
• Microsoft Access & (relational databases) 
• Modflow (3D numerical groundwater flow modeling) 
• MT3D and Modpath (3D groundwater and chemical transport modeling) 
• Geoslope - SEEP/W & C/TRANS (2D flow and chemical transport modeling) 
• Surfer (spatial and statistical analysis) 







 


 


NATHAN W. HAWS 
SENIOR ENGINEER 
 


EDUCATION: 


PhD, Environment Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, 2003 
BS/BSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
MS/MSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
 


REGISTRATIONS: 


Professional Engineer - Civil, Arizona, 48186, 2008 
Professional Engineer - Civil, Nevada, 20251, 2009 
 


EXPERIENCE: 


Hydrologist, South Yuma County Landfill, Air Quality Screening Evaluation, Yuma, Arizona 
Air dispersion screening evaluation using Screen 3 and EPA AP-42 method 
 
Hydrogeologist, Freeport McMoRan, Tailing site characterization, Christmas Mine, Arizona 
Collection and characterization of tailing material samples 
 
Project Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Globe, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 
 
Project Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Yuma, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 
 
Project Scientist, City of Phoenix, Jet-fuel contamination characterization, Phoenix, Arizona 
Interpretation of analysis of aged jet fuel contamination to characterize its soil-air-water partitioning 
properties 
 
Hydrologist, Freeport McMoRan, AZPDES surface water permitting, Arizona 
Consultant for permit renewals for Christmas, Bagdad, and Bisbee mines 
 
Inspector, Pima County Solid Waste, Environmental audit of solid waste facilities, Pima County, 
Arizona 
Environmental compliance audit of municipal landfills and refuse transfer stations 
 
Project Engineer, Hexcel Corporation, Remedial design consulting, Kent, Washington 
Evaluation of permeable reactive barrier design and economic evaluation of options for remediation of 
chlorinated solvents 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Sierrita Mine 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives. 
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Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 
 
Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 
 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 


Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 
 


ORGANIZATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS: 


Arizona Hydrological Society 
American Geophysical Union 
 


PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS: 


Das, B.S., N.W. Haws, P.S.C. Rao, 2005, Defining Geometric Similarity in Soils, Vadose Zone Journal 
4:264 270. 


Haws, N.W., B. Liu, E.J. Kladivko, P.S.C. Rao, C.W. Boast, D.P. Franzmeier, 2004, Spatial Variability and 
Measurement Scale of Infiltration Rate on an Agricultural Landscape, Soil Science Society of 
America Journal, 68: 1818 1826. 


Haws, N.W., B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2004, Dual Domain Solute Transfer and Transport Processes: 
Evaluation in Batch and Column Experiments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 75 (3 4) 
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Haws, N.W., E.J. Bouwer, W.P. Ball, 2006, The Influence of System Conditions and Modeling Formulation 
when Simulating Cometabolic Biodegradation in Sorbent-Water Systems, Advances in Water 
Resources 29(4): 571-589 


Haws, N.W., J. Simunek, P.S.C. Rao, I.C. Poyer, 2005, Single Porosity and Dual Porosity Modeling of 
Flow and Transport in Subsurface Drained Fields Using Effective Field Scale Parameters, Journal 
of Hydrology 313 (3 4) 257 273 


Haws, N.W., P.S.C. Rao, 2004, The Effect of Vertically Decreasing Macropore Fractions on Simulations of 
Non Equilibrium Solute Transport, Vadose Zone Journal, 31: 1300 1308 


Haws, N.W., W.P. Ball, E.J. Bouwer, 2006, Modeling and Interpreting Bioavailability of Organic 
Contaminant Mixtures in Subsurface Environments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 82(3-4): 
255-292 


Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
 












 


 
 


 
 


February 9, 2010 
 
 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 
 
 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 


GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


 
Kathy: 


 
We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 


from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS): 


 
• Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 


2009. 
• Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.   


 
 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings” 
  
MWH Comment:  The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is 
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
 


MWH Comment:  The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 
 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 


MWH Comment:  It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 


MWH Comment:  Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 
 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 
 
Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).  
 
 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
 
MWH Comment:  Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 
 
A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  
 


MWH Comment:  An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 


 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
MWH Comment:  As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 
 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4. 
 
The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.   
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MWH Comment:  Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 
  


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 
 
The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


 
MWH Comment:  M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 
  


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change. 
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 
 


MWH Comment:  The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 
  


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 
 


MWH Comment:  MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
  


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns” 
 
MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 
  


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 
 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 
  


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.  


 
MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 
  


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


  
M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model. 


 
MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 
  


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
  


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 
  


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY 
 
The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 


of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


   
In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 


are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


 
Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 


the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


 
If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


 
    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


         
    Hale W. Barter 


    
    Marla E. Odom 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 







 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Dale Ortman PE; Nathan W. Haws; Stephen Taylor; Toby Leeson; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: RE: Rosemont - MWH Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 07/19/2010 11:03 AM

Is there any need for internet meeting use?
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 10:15 AM
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Stephen Taylor'; Toby Leeson; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; Melissa
Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Rosemont - MWH Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
All,
 
The conference call for MWH to present their initial findings regarding the Montgomery responses
to the previous MWH review of the mine water supply pumping model report is scheduled as
follows:
 
Time: 9:00 AM (Arizona Time)
 
Date: Wednesday, July 21
 
 
Melissa………. Please forward invitations to all listed participants including the Conference Call
telephone number and Participant Pass Code.
 
 
Thanks to all for fitting this into your schedule.
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Larry Jones
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Craig P Wilcox; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; mbidwell@swca.com; Melinda D Roth;

Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Research needed for revegetation with trees and shrubs - Input needed by 5/27
Date: 05/24/2010 07:45 AM
Attachments: Rosemont_Research_Trees_and_Shrubs_Scope_of_Work.docx

do we also need to scan the Anamax report of vegetation of the project area
(McLaughlin and Van Asdall 1977 or 1978 [undated])?  i can have Paula do that if
needed.  other comments:

1.  Replant and/or thin to pre-settlement densities (e.g., using old photopoints as
reference)...fewer trees and shrubs for them to plant and/or maintain, and topsoil
may be limited, so this might help with determining where deeper soils are
necessary.

2.  How will they determine genetics of all the shrubs and trees?  Why not just say
use local stock (seeds from Santa Ritas, transplants from operations) unless it can be
documented that the genetics are not significantly divergent between source and
destination.

3.  Might wanna build a case as to why...beside the obvious visuals, this will help
offset the site-disturbance by re-establishing some Madrean Encinal habitat
(otherwise, it is just a habitat type conversion, and there is a lot of info how
damaging that is ecologically, and for native species).  It may also help offset some
of the disturbance to the N-S (and E-W) wildlife corridor and gene flow.  For
example, most species of birds use trees (more than grassland species), so this
helps the gene pool flow by allowing birds to nest in the areas between the more
southerly santa ritas and adjacent/adjoining areas.  of course, we don't know what a
threshold is for migration of large animals, like jaguars or bears, but logic dictates
more natural and diverse habitats are more likely to be traversed than heavily
impacted areas.

4.  If we are talking fertilizers and such, these are chemicals that can get into the
water and cause secondary effects, so I think there needs to be some assurance
there won't be excessive alteration to water supply and cause downstream effects
(e.g., eutrophication of small waters being retained for plant and animal values). 
that goes for the grasses being planted also...but this is not my bailywick...should
probably defer to Salek/Bob/Debbie/Craig.

That's all I can think of right now...thanks for taking the lead on this...I know it was
brought up many months ago, so I was actually surprised to hear it wasn't part of
the reclamation plan or mitigation.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

D R A F T

Scope of Work - Research on establishing trees and shrubs on the Rosemont Mine site

May 21, 2010



The purpose of this research is to develop a strategy for the success of trees and shrubs on reclaimed lands in the proposed Rosemont Mine area (primarily the waste rock and tailings piles).  The current research on seeding is an excellent start, but reclamation also needs to include trees and shrubs (including cacti) in order to more quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality and other resource goals.  



Recommended Tasks

· Review previous revegetation research for establishing trees and shrubs on similar projects (i.e., mines or other large projects, similar vegetation types, similar elevation and climate, etc.).

· Identify and locate (with maps, GPS, stakes, or a combination) control plots of nearby vegetation that will not be disturbed by mining activities.  Control plots should be selected to represent the various aspects and slopes that would be typical of the mine site to be reclaimed.  Patterns of plants on the reclaimed slopes should mimic those in the surrounding landscape. 

· Develop evaluation criteria for success of trees and shrubs, including species diversity, plant density, and canopy cover. 

· Determine which species and sizes of trees and shrubs would be successful on the outermost materials (rock and growth medium) planned for the mine site.  Plants could include salvaging/transplanting, seedlings, and/or container plants.  

· Determine whether any of the tree or shrub species have genetics so unique to the Santa Rita Mountains that the only approved source would be stock grown from seeds collected locally or transplants.

· Determine whether the success or failure of the seed mix plants would have influence on any of the tree and shrub species.  For example, if the seed mix plant growth is very robust, would clearing be required prior to planting trees/shrubs?

· Determine whether there are specific species or groups of trees and shrubs best adapted to the different "growth mediums" planned for reclaimed areas.  An example if the growth medium best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not conducive to Agave survival, an opportunity would be lost.  At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth medium" goes where -- for both visual and plant growth needs.

· Provide recommendations for backfill mix, fertilizer, mulch, irrigation, and weeding necessary for the successful growth of trees and shrubs.

· Provide planting details.

· Estimate the approximate growth rates of plants on various slopes (this is needed for simulations and effects analysis).

· Evaluate whether native transplant plugs and topsoil islands would be beneficial to establishing revegetation (including trees and shrubs) on reclaimed areas.  Debby Kriegel can provide research papers on this topic.

· Determine where the needed plants can be obtained in the species, sizes, quantities, and appropriate time frame that would be necessary for various phases of reclamation.  Options could include salvaging from the site (or nearby), purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation, or some combination.  

· Provide written reports that address all of the above.

· Coordinate all work with the Coronado National Forest (Debby Kriegel, Craig Wilcox, and Larry Jones).



Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS 

05/21/2010 12:37 PM

To Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mbidwell@swca.com, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont - Research needed for revegetation with
trees and shrubs - Input needed by 5/27

Attached is a 1-page draft scope of work for research that is needed to
establish trees and shrubs on reclaimed areas.  We have agreed to get
the final version of this to Rosemont by next Friday (5/28) so they can
hopefully proceed with getting the work going.  Please review the
document and provide your comments to me by noon Thursday
(5/27).  And feel free to forward to others (Geoff, etc.) as you see fit.

Thanks!
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Scope of Work - Research on establishing trees and shrubs on the Rosemont Mine site

May 21, 2010



The purpose of this research is to develop a strategy for the success of trees and shrubs on reclaimed lands in the proposed Rosemont Mine area (primarily the waste rock and tailings piles).  The current research on seeding is an excellent start, but reclamation also needs to include trees and shrubs (including cacti) in order to more quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality and other resource goals.  



Recommended Tasks

· Review previous revegetation research for establishing trees and shrubs on similar projects (i.e., mines or other large projects, similar vegetation types, similar elevation and climate, etc.).

· Identify and locate (with maps, GPS, stakes, or a combination) control plots of nearby vegetation that will not be disturbed by mining activities.  Control plots should be selected to represent the various aspects and slopes that would be typical of the mine site to be reclaimed.  Patterns of plants on the reclaimed slopes should mimic those in the surrounding landscape. 

· Develop evaluation criteria for success of trees and shrubs, including species diversity, plant density, and canopy cover. 

· Determine which species and sizes of trees and shrubs would be successful on the outermost materials (rock and growth medium) planned for the mine site.  Plants could include salvaging/transplanting, seedlings, and/or container plants.  

· Determine whether any of the tree or shrub species have genetics so unique to the Santa Rita Mountains that the only approved source would be stock grown from seeds collected locally or transplants.

· Determine whether the success or failure of the seed mix plants would have influence on any of the tree and shrub species.  For example, if the seed mix plant growth is very robust, would clearing be required prior to planting trees/shrubs?

· Determine whether there are specific species or groups of trees and shrubs best adapted to the different "growth mediums" planned for reclaimed areas.  An example if the growth medium best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not conducive to Agave survival, an opportunity would be lost.  At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth medium" goes where -- for both visual and plant growth needs.

· Provide recommendations for backfill mix, fertilizer, mulch, irrigation, and weeding necessary for the successful growth of trees and shrubs.

· Provide planting details.

· Estimate the approximate growth rates of plants on various slopes (this is needed for simulations and effects analysis).

· Evaluate whether native transplant plugs and topsoil islands would be beneficial to establishing revegetation (including trees and shrubs) on reclaimed areas.  Debby Kriegel can provide research papers on this topic.

· Determine where the needed plants can be obtained in the species, sizes, quantities, and appropriate time frame that would be necessary for various phases of reclamation.  Options could include salvaging from the site (or nearby), purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation, or some combination.  

· Provide written reports that address all of the above.

· Coordinate all work with the Coronado National Forest (Debby Kriegel, Craig Wilcox, and Larry Jones).



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report
Date: 12/01/2009 02:46 PM
Attachments: 2009-11-19_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail QuestionResponse_memo.pdf

Hello Dale,
I find the response acceptable.  Thank you. 
Comment:  

1. Tailing characterization was from two data points.  To suggest that 600
Million tons of material can be characterized with two data points on a
graph (each with its own method ie discrete vs composite) appears to be a
minimum analysis potentially resulting in statistically low confidence. 
Although, additional testing may provide the same result, achieving
relatively high confidence during environmental analysis, if possible, is
prudent.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

11/19/2009 04:36 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Response to Questions for Rosemont
Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report

Salek, Bev, & Mindee,

 
Please find the attached memorandum regarding the five-page memo responding
to the questions posed to Rosemont from the SWCA/CNF review of the final design
report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please note that I have requested any
comments from the CNF no later than the end of the month to expedite SRK’s
completion of a Technical Review Memorandum regarding the tailings seepage
portion of the report.   SRK was tasked with only reviewing the tailings seepage
part of the report because that was the only element of the report that relates to a
currently identified Significant Issue, namely Water Resources.

 
Regards,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  
 
I have reviewed the responses provided by AMEC (attached) to the questions submitted to Rosemont 
regarding the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design 
Report, April 15, 2009, and I find the responses acceptable.  Please review the attached five-page response 
document and provide comment by the end of the month to expedite SRK completing their technical review 
memorandum for the seepage study contained in the subject report.  



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com





AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
304 Inverness Way South, Suite 490 
Englewood, Colorado 80112 
Tel:  (303) 433-0262 
Fax:  (303) 433-0362 www.amec.com 


S:\PROJECTS\1191 rosemont copper tsf\e - correspondence\response to forestservice 9.01.09 rev2.doc 


September 1, 2009 Project 84201191 


Kathy Arnold, P.E. 
Rosemont Copper 
P.O. Box 35130 
Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 


Re: Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by Dale Ortman 


Dear Ms. Arnold: 


AMEC Earth and Environmental has reviewed the comments provided by Dale Ortman, which were 
received via email on August 17, 2009.  The comments that were considered minor or did not require 
further discussion will be incorporated into errata supporting the comments to be addressed.  The 
comments that require further clarification or discussions are included below.  The comments have been 
numbered and are shown in italics and offers the following responses (highlighted in blue). 


Comment 1: The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top 
surface of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct...


Response:  The duration for ponded water within the evaporation ponds is 15 days and will be 
addressed in an erratum.  


Comment 2: The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on 
the submitted geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report 
states that although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the 
two tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they were 
prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design, please provide such rationale.


Response:  The bench scale mill tailings samples were prepared by Mountain States R&D International, 
Inc. during on-going pilot plant studies. The MSRD-1 mill tailings were derived from the anticipated ore to 
be encountered in years 1 through 3.  The MSRD-1 sample was a composition of ore derived from the 
Earp, Horquilla, and Escabrosa.  These lithologies represent the majority of materials anticipated to be 
processed during the life of the mine.  


The Colina mill tailings were derived from one of the anticipated ore bodies (23% of total) to be 
encountered beyond year 4.  The Colina tailings were chosen for testing because they were considered 
to represent the worst-case type of material encountered due to the high amount of fine-grained material 
and chalk-like consistency.   


The resulting, closely related physical properties after comminution indicate that regardless of ore type, 
the ensuing tailings have similar index properties and as a result similar geotechnical characteristics. 


Comment 3: The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in 
fact, the presented data indicates both samples as ML; please correct the report.


Response:  This will be corrected in an erratum.



http://www.amec.com
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Comment 4: The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the 
core of the facility at a distance of no more that 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  
However, no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide an analysis including an 
upper bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater that 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


Response:  The Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report expands upon the design rationale as to why the 
distance of 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress was selected in Section 7.5, page 30, 
second paragraph, for tailings above acceptable water contents:   


 “The above stability analysis is considered conservative because the tailings are to be placed at a 
nominal moisture content of 18 percent (by dry weight) or less, and are not anticipated to be 
saturated as shown by the seepage analysis, and are globally stable with the tailings 1,100 feet 
behind the crest of the facility modeled with zero shear strength.  A parametric study was performed 
to evaluate the distance from the upstream crest of the facility where tailings should be placed if the 
required moisture content of 18 percent is exceeded and it was assessed that a minimum distance 
of 1,100 feet should be maintained to ensure stable conditions." 


The stability analysis further included “No Strength Tailings” within the material properties table in Section 
7.4, page 29, representing tailings exceeding the acceptable placement moisture contents.  The tailings 
are not anticipated to be placed above the prescriptive moisture contents, but if this occurs, directives will 
be in place within the Operating, Maintenance, and Surveillance (OMS) Manual to address moisture 
conditioning the out of specification tailings until the required moisture content is met.  Modeling the 
tailings within the core of the facility with no strength was not due to anticipated conditions, but simply to 
illustrate the robust nature of the buttress design and the resulting factor of safety against global failure in 
light of the conservative conditions.


a. The current contingency plan for control of tailings moisture content includes provisions at several 
points in the operation.  The two high-rate tails thickeners have been sized with excess capacity 
to assist in achieving a consistent tails slurry delivered to the filter plant.  The Settling Basin exists 
to provide a destination for tails slurry to be deposited should the filter plant be unable to accept 
full design flow. It can accommodate 3 days of slurry volume at the design rate. 


Several redundant filters will be installed at the filter plant.  If problems occur with individual filters, 
or during times of scheduled maintenance, redundant filters can be placed in service.  Redundant 
filters also offer operational flexibility to address unique conditions for varying lithologies 
processed throughout the life of the mine.  The ability to place additional filters in service allows 
for increasing cycle times (to maximize moisture removal) and affords better operational control to 
maintain the moisture content of the filtered tails within the acceptable range. 


b. It is anticipated that a secondary conveyor system consisting of a bypass diverter or stacking 
conveyor will be provided to allow temporary disposal of tailings upgradient of the Rock Buttress 
for placement with dozers while the primary conveyor is inactive due to movement, maintenance, 
or upset conditions. 


Comment 5: The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the 
plan allows for placement of tails at moistures contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please 
provide an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question 
#4 for tailings placed in the core of the facility.
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Response:  If needed, tailings redirected to the core of the facility due to high moisture contents will 
reworked until specification requirements are met and will be addressed in the OMS Manual.  
Furthermore, as stated in the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report, Section 6.3, pages 22 to 23: 


“The results from the hydraulic conductivity tests are presented in terms of depth of burial on 
Figure 6.3. The results indicate that the tailings are anticipated to have a hydraulic conductivity of 
approximately 4 x 10-3 cm/sec near the top of the dry stack tailings. At the bottom of the Dry 
Stack TSF, the tailings hydraulic conductivity reduces to 6 x 10-7 cm/sec. In fact, as shown on 
Figure 6.3, the hydraulic conductivity of the tailings reduces significantly between approximately 
20 and 50 feet below the dry stack tailings surface. This is an important observation, as it 
indicates that seepage rate from the Dry Stack TSF will be controlled by the lower half (or more) 
of the tailings.” 


 After approximately 25 feet of tailings are deposited, the hydraulic conductivity of the material at the base 
of the deposition is controlling the seepage rate; despite variations in moisture content.  Therefore, the 
predicted long term seepage rate is unaffected by a change in moisture within the tailings mass.  


Comment 6: The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term 
conformance of the tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP.


Response:  The design specifications located in Appendix C of the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report 
addresses earthwork specifications, quality control, and compactive equipment for ongoing construction 
throughout the life of the facility including Rock Buttress, Flow-through Drain, and Structural Fill materials.  
Facility surveillance, reviews, surveys, safety inspections, and filtered tailings quality control will be 
addressed in the OMS Manual.  The previous documents shall be used in conjunction to ensure long-
term conformance to the tailings facility construction to the Final Design of the Dry Stack TSF. 


Comment 7: The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for 
Diversion Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1.


Response: This will be corrected in an erratum and will be included in the Dry Stack Facility Stormwater 
Management Design Report.  


Comment 8: The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical 
boundary conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction method 
will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively drain the tailings 
top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for the exclusion of 
ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis.


Response:  As presented in the Tetra Tech memorandum dated March 24, 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009), the 
results from the geochemical analysis on the tailings and seepage leachate indicate that the materials to 
be placed within the facility meet the ADEQ criteria as inert.  Therefore, no impact to water quality is 
anticipated during the operational, closure, and post-closure periods of the facility.   


In addition, under normal precipitation conditions it was demonstrated in the seepage analysis in Section 
6.5 that the upper 8 feet of the dry stack tailings act as a storage-release unit, whereby recharge due to 
precipitation does not pond water but infiltrates the tailings mass where it stored and eventually released 
due to evaporative losses.   


In addition, a seepage analysis was completed as part of this response, in which water was ponded for a 
period 15 days on a column of soil represented by a constant head boundary condition.  The 15 day time 
period represents the maximum amount of time for ponding water on the surface of the tailings.  During 
this period, evaporation was not included and it was assumed that the top 15 feet of tailings were 
unconsolidated.  After the wetting front due to the ponding of water was calculated, the column of soil was 
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then subjected to the average precipitation, evaporation, and temperature based on historic data obtained 
from the Santa Rita Experimental Range weather station for one year.  As shown on Figure 1, the wetting 
front after 15 days is approximately 6.5 feet beneath the tailings surface.  After 365 days, the water front 
only advances an additional 7.5 feet.  It is important to note that after 1 year, the majority of water from 
the initial ponding has been consumed by evaporation, and only represents a minor component of Flux.  
Therefore, ponding water on the tailings surface for 15 days is not expected to have an appreciable affect 
on the overall seepage from the facility.  


Comment 9: Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include 
engineering details for the storm water control facility for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock buttress 
on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, may allow 
storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through Drain and comingle 
with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility to 
commingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?


Response: The Dry Stack Facility Stormwater Management Design Report will include engineering 
details for the stormwater control design.   


Meteoric water infiltrating the tailings mass and subsequently co-mingling with water routed in the Flow-
Through Drain or Rock Buttress will have negligible impact to waters exiting the facility.  As summarized 
in the Final Design Report in Section 3.7, page 15: 


“As summarized from the Tailings Geochemistry memorandum, testing indicates the tailings 
generally (1) contain less than 0.01 percent sulfide-sulfur, (2) can be classified as inert with 
respect to acid generation, (3) possess high capacity for acid neutralization, and (4) produce very 
low metal concentrations in resulting leachate.   


Furthermore, the acid-base accounting testing indicates the properties of the tailings meet 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) criteria as inert, with total-sulfur 
concentrations less than 0.3 percent and a net neutralization potential greater than 0 or a 
neutralization potential ratio greater than 3 (ADEQ, 1999).  Kinetic or humidity cell testing is a 
laboratory test which replicates weathering in an accelerated timeframe.  Each week the material 
subjected to weathering is rinsed and the resulting solution analyzed for chemical constituents in 
order to verify possible acid generating materials.  Test results indicate the tailings are inert and 
are not anticipated to become acid generating. 


The synthetic precipitation leaching and meteoric water mobility procedures are primarily 
concerned with the potential for release of chemical constituents, including metals, in both coarse 
and fine grained materials.  The results of each procedure indicate the majority of metal 
concentrations were either below detection concentrations or low compared to aquifer water 
quality standards.” 


The above information was based upon the results of the geochemical testing performed by Tetra Tech, 
included in the memorandum entitled, “Tailings Geochemistry” dated March 16, 2009, which can be 
referenced in Appendix D.3 from the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report. 
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If you have any questions or comments regarding these responses or would like to discuss the design in 
further detail, please contact us. 


Sincerely, 


AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.


John F. Lupo, Ph.D., P.E.       Derek T. Wittwer, P.E.  
Principal Engineer        Associate Engineer 


JWH:jwh 











 
Dale
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Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  
 
I have reviewed the responses provided by AMEC (attached) to the questions submitted to Rosemont 
regarding the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design 
Report, April 15, 2009, and I find the responses acceptable.  Please review the attached five-page response 
document and provide comment by the end of the month to expedite SRK completing their technical review 
memorandum for the seepage study contained in the subject report.  
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September 1, 2009 Project 84201191 


Kathy Arnold, P.E. 
Rosemont Copper 
P.O. Box 35130 
Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 


Re: Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by Dale Ortman 


Dear Ms. Arnold: 


AMEC Earth and Environmental has reviewed the comments provided by Dale Ortman, which were 
received via email on August 17, 2009.  The comments that were considered minor or did not require 
further discussion will be incorporated into errata supporting the comments to be addressed.  The 
comments that require further clarification or discussions are included below.  The comments have been 
numbered and are shown in italics and offers the following responses (highlighted in blue). 


Comment 1: The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top 
surface of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct...


Response:  The duration for ponded water within the evaporation ponds is 15 days and will be 
addressed in an erratum.  


Comment 2: The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on 
the submitted geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report 
states that although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the 
two tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they were 
prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design, please provide such rationale.


Response:  The bench scale mill tailings samples were prepared by Mountain States R&D International, 
Inc. during on-going pilot plant studies. The MSRD-1 mill tailings were derived from the anticipated ore to 
be encountered in years 1 through 3.  The MSRD-1 sample was a composition of ore derived from the 
Earp, Horquilla, and Escabrosa.  These lithologies represent the majority of materials anticipated to be 
processed during the life of the mine.  


The Colina mill tailings were derived from one of the anticipated ore bodies (23% of total) to be 
encountered beyond year 4.  The Colina tailings were chosen for testing because they were considered 
to represent the worst-case type of material encountered due to the high amount of fine-grained material 
and chalk-like consistency.   


The resulting, closely related physical properties after comminution indicate that regardless of ore type, 
the ensuing tailings have similar index properties and as a result similar geotechnical characteristics. 


Comment 3: The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in 
fact, the presented data indicates both samples as ML; please correct the report.


Response:  This will be corrected in an erratum.



http://www.amec.com
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Comment 4: The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the 
core of the facility at a distance of no more that 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  
However, no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide an analysis including an 
upper bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater that 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


Response:  The Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report expands upon the design rationale as to why the 
distance of 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress was selected in Section 7.5, page 30, 
second paragraph, for tailings above acceptable water contents:   


 “The above stability analysis is considered conservative because the tailings are to be placed at a 
nominal moisture content of 18 percent (by dry weight) or less, and are not anticipated to be 
saturated as shown by the seepage analysis, and are globally stable with the tailings 1,100 feet 
behind the crest of the facility modeled with zero shear strength.  A parametric study was performed 
to evaluate the distance from the upstream crest of the facility where tailings should be placed if the 
required moisture content of 18 percent is exceeded and it was assessed that a minimum distance 
of 1,100 feet should be maintained to ensure stable conditions." 


The stability analysis further included “No Strength Tailings” within the material properties table in Section 
7.4, page 29, representing tailings exceeding the acceptable placement moisture contents.  The tailings 
are not anticipated to be placed above the prescriptive moisture contents, but if this occurs, directives will 
be in place within the Operating, Maintenance, and Surveillance (OMS) Manual to address moisture 
conditioning the out of specification tailings until the required moisture content is met.  Modeling the 
tailings within the core of the facility with no strength was not due to anticipated conditions, but simply to 
illustrate the robust nature of the buttress design and the resulting factor of safety against global failure in 
light of the conservative conditions.


a. The current contingency plan for control of tailings moisture content includes provisions at several 
points in the operation.  The two high-rate tails thickeners have been sized with excess capacity 
to assist in achieving a consistent tails slurry delivered to the filter plant.  The Settling Basin exists 
to provide a destination for tails slurry to be deposited should the filter plant be unable to accept 
full design flow. It can accommodate 3 days of slurry volume at the design rate. 


Several redundant filters will be installed at the filter plant.  If problems occur with individual filters, 
or during times of scheduled maintenance, redundant filters can be placed in service.  Redundant 
filters also offer operational flexibility to address unique conditions for varying lithologies 
processed throughout the life of the mine.  The ability to place additional filters in service allows 
for increasing cycle times (to maximize moisture removal) and affords better operational control to 
maintain the moisture content of the filtered tails within the acceptable range. 


b. It is anticipated that a secondary conveyor system consisting of a bypass diverter or stacking 
conveyor will be provided to allow temporary disposal of tailings upgradient of the Rock Buttress 
for placement with dozers while the primary conveyor is inactive due to movement, maintenance, 
or upset conditions. 


Comment 5: The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the 
plan allows for placement of tails at moistures contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please 
provide an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question 
#4 for tailings placed in the core of the facility.
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Response:  If needed, tailings redirected to the core of the facility due to high moisture contents will 
reworked until specification requirements are met and will be addressed in the OMS Manual.  
Furthermore, as stated in the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report, Section 6.3, pages 22 to 23: 


“The results from the hydraulic conductivity tests are presented in terms of depth of burial on 
Figure 6.3. The results indicate that the tailings are anticipated to have a hydraulic conductivity of 
approximately 4 x 10-3 cm/sec near the top of the dry stack tailings. At the bottom of the Dry 
Stack TSF, the tailings hydraulic conductivity reduces to 6 x 10-7 cm/sec. In fact, as shown on 
Figure 6.3, the hydraulic conductivity of the tailings reduces significantly between approximately 
20 and 50 feet below the dry stack tailings surface. This is an important observation, as it 
indicates that seepage rate from the Dry Stack TSF will be controlled by the lower half (or more) 
of the tailings.” 


 After approximately 25 feet of tailings are deposited, the hydraulic conductivity of the material at the base 
of the deposition is controlling the seepage rate; despite variations in moisture content.  Therefore, the 
predicted long term seepage rate is unaffected by a change in moisture within the tailings mass.  


Comment 6: The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term 
conformance of the tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP.


Response:  The design specifications located in Appendix C of the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report 
addresses earthwork specifications, quality control, and compactive equipment for ongoing construction 
throughout the life of the facility including Rock Buttress, Flow-through Drain, and Structural Fill materials.  
Facility surveillance, reviews, surveys, safety inspections, and filtered tailings quality control will be 
addressed in the OMS Manual.  The previous documents shall be used in conjunction to ensure long-
term conformance to the tailings facility construction to the Final Design of the Dry Stack TSF. 


Comment 7: The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for 
Diversion Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1.


Response: This will be corrected in an erratum and will be included in the Dry Stack Facility Stormwater 
Management Design Report.  


Comment 8: The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical 
boundary conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction method 
will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively drain the tailings 
top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for the exclusion of 
ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis.


Response:  As presented in the Tetra Tech memorandum dated March 24, 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009), the 
results from the geochemical analysis on the tailings and seepage leachate indicate that the materials to 
be placed within the facility meet the ADEQ criteria as inert.  Therefore, no impact to water quality is 
anticipated during the operational, closure, and post-closure periods of the facility.   


In addition, under normal precipitation conditions it was demonstrated in the seepage analysis in Section 
6.5 that the upper 8 feet of the dry stack tailings act as a storage-release unit, whereby recharge due to 
precipitation does not pond water but infiltrates the tailings mass where it stored and eventually released 
due to evaporative losses.   


In addition, a seepage analysis was completed as part of this response, in which water was ponded for a 
period 15 days on a column of soil represented by a constant head boundary condition.  The 15 day time 
period represents the maximum amount of time for ponding water on the surface of the tailings.  During 
this period, evaporation was not included and it was assumed that the top 15 feet of tailings were 
unconsolidated.  After the wetting front due to the ponding of water was calculated, the column of soil was 
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then subjected to the average precipitation, evaporation, and temperature based on historic data obtained 
from the Santa Rita Experimental Range weather station for one year.  As shown on Figure 1, the wetting 
front after 15 days is approximately 6.5 feet beneath the tailings surface.  After 365 days, the water front 
only advances an additional 7.5 feet.  It is important to note that after 1 year, the majority of water from 
the initial ponding has been consumed by evaporation, and only represents a minor component of Flux.  
Therefore, ponding water on the tailings surface for 15 days is not expected to have an appreciable affect 
on the overall seepage from the facility.  


Comment 9: Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include 
engineering details for the storm water control facility for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock buttress 
on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, may allow 
storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through Drain and comingle 
with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility to 
commingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?


Response: The Dry Stack Facility Stormwater Management Design Report will include engineering 
details for the stormwater control design.   


Meteoric water infiltrating the tailings mass and subsequently co-mingling with water routed in the Flow-
Through Drain or Rock Buttress will have negligible impact to waters exiting the facility.  As summarized 
in the Final Design Report in Section 3.7, page 15: 


“As summarized from the Tailings Geochemistry memorandum, testing indicates the tailings 
generally (1) contain less than 0.01 percent sulfide-sulfur, (2) can be classified as inert with 
respect to acid generation, (3) possess high capacity for acid neutralization, and (4) produce very 
low metal concentrations in resulting leachate.   


Furthermore, the acid-base accounting testing indicates the properties of the tailings meet 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) criteria as inert, with total-sulfur 
concentrations less than 0.3 percent and a net neutralization potential greater than 0 or a 
neutralization potential ratio greater than 3 (ADEQ, 1999).  Kinetic or humidity cell testing is a 
laboratory test which replicates weathering in an accelerated timeframe.  Each week the material 
subjected to weathering is rinsed and the resulting solution analyzed for chemical constituents in 
order to verify possible acid generating materials.  Test results indicate the tailings are inert and 
are not anticipated to become acid generating. 


The synthetic precipitation leaching and meteoric water mobility procedures are primarily 
concerned with the potential for release of chemical constituents, including metals, in both coarse 
and fine grained materials.  The results of each procedure indicate the majority of metal 
concentrations were either below detection concentrations or low compared to aquifer water 
quality standards.” 


The above information was based upon the results of the geochemical testing performed by Tetra Tech, 
included in the memorandum entitled, “Tailings Geochemistry” dated March 16, 2009, which can be 
referenced in Appendix D.3 from the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report. 
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If you have any questions or comments regarding these responses or would like to discuss the design in 
further detail, please contact us. 


Sincerely, 


AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.


John F. Lupo, Ph.D., P.E.       Derek T. Wittwer, P.E.  
Principal Engineer        Associate Engineer 


JWH:jwh 











From: Tom Furgason
To: Debby Kriegel; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Marcie Bidwell; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Trip to Elko, NV to look at mine reclamation
Date: 01/23/2009 12:38 PM

Twin Falls ID is a bit closer, but traveling in and out of SLC would likely be easier. 
 
Tom

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wed 1/21/2009 12:55 PM
To: Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Marcie
Bidwell; Deborah K Sebesta
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont - Trip to Elko, NV to look at mine reclamation

Looks like the best dates for us are the last week of April (April 27-May 1).   

Janice:  Please let me know if any of these dates would be a problem for you.  Mid-week might be
best, to allow for travel to and from the area.  Can you advise us on getting to the area?  Looks like we
either face a 12+ hour drive from Tucson, or we could fly up.  Is Salt Lake City the closest airport?
 Also, I'll be sending you a copy of the proposed mine's reclamation plan today. 

FS and SWCA folks:  Please pencil in these dates for now.  We'll firm up travel details soon. 

Thanks! 

Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov

01/15/2009 11:03 AM

To Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Re: Fw: photo

Since I have not heard from you, regarding any dates in April.  I signed up
for a training course that is being held here from the 14-16 of April.
Do you have any dates for a trip to Elko?

***************************************
Janice Stadelman
BLM Tuscarora Field Office
3900  Idaho St
Elko, NV 89801
Janice_Stadelman@nv.blm.gov
775-753-0346 (direct)
775-753-0200 (main)
775-753-0255 (fax)
**************************************

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 12/03/2009 11:07 AM

Geoff,
I think it would be great if you can bring the riparian three layers map or three
different maps.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS

12/03/2009 10:52 AM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

cc Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject RE: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field

Trip Agenda

I know Salek has some big maps for show and tell, but I don't think we were
planning any small, personal maps.  But themore maps we have, the better, so if
you have access to such things you mentioned...bring them along!  Maybe Bob and
Salek have some other ideas.  I don't have any riparian maps, meself.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

12/03/2009 08:59 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field
Trip Agenda

Larry,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/0/6AA08E2769D8DC21872576810057CDAE


Are there any field maps made up for this trip or should we plan on bringing on our
own? What I am thinking is that it would be good to have maps available for the field
trip that contain: 1) the Pima County Mapguide riparian layers; 2) the Forest Service
Riparian layer; and 3) the Westland riparian layers mapped for Rosemont.

 
Will you have anything like that next Thu or should I plan on bringing my own?

 
Thanks and I look forward to seeing you next Thursday!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 4:09 PM
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov; jason_douglas@fws.gov;
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov; Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; Tom Furgason;
Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; turner.dennis@azdeq.gov; lagrignano@azwater.gov;
rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
doug_duncan@fws.gov; Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov;
sidner@u.arizona.edu; JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov;
tsnow@azgfd.gov; Geoff Soroka; abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov;
dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart; Bobbi L Barrera;
Deborah K Sebesta; Ken Kertell; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com;
scott_richardson@fws.gov; Keith_Hughes@blm.gov;
Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil; dbuecher@comcast.net; Linda Peery; Robert
Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A
Everson
Subject: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda

 

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies, SWCA,
WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service): 

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the interface of water
and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  The trip is scheduled for
Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the trip has grown quite large, it has
become somewhat formal, and we will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we
stick to the time and carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks
that RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending this out
to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the attendees are not
biologists, so if you work with them, please make sure they get the word.  Note that
we are meeting either at Fish and Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned,
or if we are meeting you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the



ATV staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people going: 

Larry Jones, USFS 
Bob Lefevre, USFS 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS 
Debbie Sebesta, USFS 
Jason Douglas, FWS 
Doug Duncan, FWS 
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co 
Brian Powell, Pima Co 
Marisa Rice, Pima Co 
Greg Saxe, Pima Co 
Marcia Radke, BLM 
Jeff Simms, BLM 
Geoff Soroka, SWCA 
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else) 
Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam 
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam 
Amanda Best, WestLand 
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD 

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If there is
going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to postpone, stay tuned to your
emails, and don't hesitate to call or email me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting
with all of you! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Debby Kriegel
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 11/25/2009 11:01 AM
Attachments: Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.doc

After seeing how large this wildlife-hydrology group is, I'm a little concerned about
combining the two field visits, even in the morning.  It still might work ok to do the
first one or two stops together (though I don't know where Rosemont Ranch
overlook is).  But if Horst wants to get an earlier start or would like total flexibility or
if we think that being in the same place as the big biology group might add
unnecessary complexity, we may just want to stay separate.

How flexible are you in the afternoon?  Do you need/want to be with the biologists
all day?

Once we've met with Horst the previous afternoon, let's discuss what might work
best for the field day.  I'm guessing that the trip with Horst will be very much like
yesterday (a handful of stops, then discussion at Hidden Valley).  You might just
need to decide which parts you are able to attend.  Your input yesterday was
valuable, so it'd be great to have you along with Horst too (at least part of the day). 
But if that's not possible, I understand. 

In any case, I'll plan for the Horst group to travel in separate vehicles so we'll have
lots of options.  And if you need to be with the biology group all day, perhaps you
can share some thoughts with Horst on the day before (and/or the day after).

Thanks Salek.

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

11/25/2009 10:02 AM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip
Agenda

Debby,
We had discussed coordinating the hydro/bio trip with the landforming
trip.  The morning looks like overview and that would work well.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 11/25/2009 10:00 AM -----

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS To jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov, msredl@azgfd.gov,

jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov,

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

AGENDA


Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



11/23/2009 04:09 PM
Mike_Martinez@fws.gov, tfurgason@swca.com,
Marcia_Radke@blm.gov, turner.dennis@azdeq.gov,
lagrignano@azwater.gov, rcasavant@azstateparks.gov,
jsorensen@azgfd.gov, Cat_Crawford@fws.gov,
doug_duncan@fws.gov, Marit_Alanen@fws.gov,
Jeff_Simms@blm.gov, sidner@u.arizona.edu,
JWindes@azgfd.gov, karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov,
tsnow@azgfd.gov, gsoroka@swca.com,
abest@westlandresources.com, SEhret@azgfd.gov,
dtilton@azgfd.gov, mwalton@azgfd.gov, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bobbi L
Barrera/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, kkertell@swca.com,
blindenlaub@westlandresources.com,
scott_richardson@fws.gov, Keith_Hughes@blm.gov,
Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil,
dbuecher@comcast.net, Linda
Peery/NONFS/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc karnold@rosemontcopper.com, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip
Agenda

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies, SWCA,
WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service):

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the interface of water
and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  The trip is scheduled for
Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the trip has grown quite large, it has
become somewhat formal, and we will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we
stick to the time and carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks
that RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending this out
to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the attendees are not
biologists, so if you work with them, please make sure they get the word.  Note that
we are meeting either at Fish and Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned,
or if we are meeting you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the
ATV staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people going:

Larry Jones, USFS
Bob Lefevre, USFS
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS
Debbie Sebesta, USFS
Jason Douglas, FWS
Doug Duncan, FWS
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co
Brian Powell, Pima Co
Marisa Rice, Pima Co
Greg Saxe, Pima Co
Marcia Radke, BLM
Jeff Simms, BLM
Geoff Soroka, SWCA
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else)



Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam
Amanda Best, WestLand
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If there is
going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to postpone, stay tuned to your
emails, and don't hesitate to call or email me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting
with all of you!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us


AGENDA


Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



From: Larry Jones
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 12/03/2009 10:52 AM

I know Salek has some big maps for show and tell, but I don't think we were
planning any small, personal maps.  But themore maps we have, the better, so if
you have access to such things you mentioned...bring them along!  Maybe Bob and
Salek have some other ideas.  I don't have any riparian maps, meself.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

12/03/2009 08:59 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field
Trip Agenda

Larry,
Are there any field maps made up for this trip or should we plan on
bringing on our own? What I am thinking is that it would be good to have
maps available for the field trip that contain: 1) the Pima County
Mapguide riparian layers; 2) the Forest Service Riparian layer; and 3)
the Westland riparian layers mapped for Rosemont.

 
Will you have anything like that next Thu or should I plan on bringing my
own?

 
Thanks and I look forward to seeing you next Thursday!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 4:09 PM
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov;
jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov;
Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; Tom Furgason; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov;
turner.dennis@azdeq.gov; lagrignano@azwater.gov;
rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov;
Cat_Crawford@fws.gov; doug_duncan@fws.gov;
Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov; sidner@u.arizona.edu;
JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; tsnow@azgfd.gov;
Geoff Soroka; abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov;
dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart; Bobbi L
Barrera; Deborah K Sebesta; Ken Kertell;
blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; scott_richardson@fws.gov;
Keith_Hughes@blm.gov; Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil;
dbuecher@comcast.net; Linda Peery; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D
Roth; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda

 

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies,
SWCA, WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service): 

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the
interface of water and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. 
The trip is scheduled for Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the
trip has grown quite large, it has become somewhat formal, and we
will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we stick to the time and
carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks that
RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending
this out to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the
attendees are not biologists, so if you work with them, please make
sure they get the word.  Note that we are meeting either at Fish and
Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned, or if we are meeting
you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the ATV
staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people
going: 

Larry Jones, USFS 
Bob Lefevre, USFS 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS 
Debbie Sebesta, USFS 
Jason Douglas, FWS 
Doug Duncan, FWS 
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co 
Brian Powell, Pima Co 
Marisa Rice, Pima Co 
Greg Saxe, Pima Co 
Marcia Radke, BLM 



Jeff Simms, BLM 
Geoff Soroka, SWCA 
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else) 
Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam 
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam 
Amanda Best, WestLand 
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD 

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If
there is going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to
postpone, stay tuned to your emails, and don't hesitate to call or email
me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting with all of you! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Ken Kertell
To: Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta; Beverley A Everson
Subject: RE: rosemont BA and Specialist's Report
Date: 08/24/2009 08:47 AM

Larry:
 
Let me know when you're ready to review the bio parts as I've updated that portion to include northern
Mexican gartersnake.
 
Ken

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 2:56 PM
To: Ken Kertell; Tom Furgason
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta; Beverley A Everson
Subject: rosemont BA and Specialist's Report

Ken and Tom-- 

I'm going ahead and attaching what I reviewed so far on the Draft BA (the non-bio parts).  Rick and
Debbie can probably give you a better idea of their timeline about their review.  I'll be gone for nearly a
couple weeks (or mostly out of touch), so I don't need to hold it captive.  When I get back I can work on
the biology parts of the document.  I sent the Draft BA to our contact in our regional office and asked
her if the format and headings looked good, and she says they do.   

I was talking to Tom today a little bit about the Specialists' Report.  That would be a good first product,
at it doesn't need to await other things like alternative development and mitigation.  I don't know of any
template for this report--it just seems to be a document that will be useful for us in laying out what the
situation is in the affected environment.  So, I would say just go with the affected environment as being
the big hole in the ground and waste rock and tailings piles, etc. that fit inside the basic footprint.  That
much we know pretty well.  I would use the document to highlight the species that should be discussed
in follow-up reports, and show which of these species are likely to be ones that need our attention.  So,
below are things to discuss in the Specialist's Report. 

--affected environment description, including the footprint, buffer zone, associated actions, downstream
effect areas 
-- general effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat...important to include Rosemont Talussnail--this may be
the only official doc where this critter is addressed. The tie here is that when we wrote the Forest Plan,
we were guided by the 1982 planning rule which had verbiage about maintaining viable populations of
all species well-represented across the Forest (i.e., the planning rule directives were directing the
National Forest Management Act of 1976)...anyway, that's my take where the snail fits it...it is a local
endemic, recognized as valid in the ITIS database (or mandatory standard) and there are environmental
concerns, so we had best address it somewhere. 
--T and E species for a BA (use the entire website list and highlight those that would need to be
addressed and why 
-- Regional Forester's Sensitive Species (do you have this list?) 
-- Management Indicator Species (per our Forest Plan...do you have that list? Refer to the Forest-wide
MIS report) 
-- Migratory birds (as defined in the act) 
-- And look over my comments in the attachment to help guide you with some of the recurring themes 

mailto:kkertell@swca.com
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us


Stuff like that.  Debbie, Rick, and I can probably help with this...but I think the bottom line is that this
document should set the stage as to how we plan to address which plants and animals, especially in
the other reports. 

Thanks! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Larry Jones
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Tom Furgason; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: Rosemont Bio Reports
Date: 04/08/2010 11:00 AM

Geoff and Tom

nothing done...still working on the specialists' report first.  i don't want to send any
reports to the RO until I'm happy with where we are at on this end and you'll get a
chance to review my track changes.  i'm still trying to figure out  golden eagles, also,
but i think i'm closing in on that.  sorry...i'm so anal, but quality and making sure we
are legally covered on the bio front is much more important that my pushing these
documents through prematurely.  As you know, we don't even have alternatives or
even issues finalized yet, so the natural progression is that nothing but the
specialists report is really ready to be written.  A problem with getting all of these
documents so quickly is that i have to retrofit text, headings, and the like to fit the
specialists' report.  so you can see the dilemma...i have all these reports out there
feeding off the one document that hasn't been finalized.  

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

04/08/2010 10:21 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Bio Reports

Hey Larry,
I was wondering if you have finished your review of any of the
Rosemont bio reports as of today. I know you were planning to start with
the wildlife specialist report and then move on to the others (Migratory
Bird, MIS, BE, BA), have any of these been sent to the Regional Office
for review yet? The BE will be completed and should be over to you for
review before the end of the day tomorrow.

 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Larry Jones
Subject: Re: Rosemont Biological Resources Chapter 3
Date: 12/07/2010 05:35 PM

Thanks Geoff

Did you revise any of the "take" language for MBTA in the table. That should
probably get fixed before it hits the streets. (or will there be another round of
internal review? - it is hard to tell from your message).

rg

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

12/07/2010 03:03 PM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan
Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

cc "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>, "Camille Ensle"
<censle@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Richard A Gerhart"
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com>

Subject Rosemont Biological Resources Chapter 3

Hello,
I believe I have made all of the requested edits to the Chapter 3 Biological
Resources section based on Rick’s review relayed to me last week. This is pending 2
tasks: 1) we will need to revert all figures to illustrate the original Bounds of
Analysis (project footprint plus a buffer plus downstream and utility corridors); and
2) Rick may still request changes to the effects determination language that was
originally drafted by Larry. This section will not need editing at this point as the
majority of the language has already been reviewed…so I suggest waiting for any
copy editing until the next version whenever that may be.

 
Please let me know if any other changes are necessary to this section.

mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Larry Jones
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Ken Kertell; Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: Re: Rosemont Biology Schedule
Date: 02/03/2010 05:56 PM

Thanks Geoff...see my responses below in bold (can you read the bold AND
CAPS...SO REMEMBER, CAPS DON'T MEAN I'M SHOUTING)...and i got your
voice mail today, and honestly, the IBA is not that important, and is addressed in
migratory bird reports, so go ahead and leave in.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

02/02/2010 04:48 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Ken
Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Biology Schedule

Larry,
I have gone over the Migratory Bird and MIS report comments from you
and we will have the updated versions of these reports back to you for
your review by early next week if that is acceptable. We can also have
the BA, [DONT KNOCK YOURSELF OUT ON BA, AS THAT
ADDRESSES THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE, BUT IF YOU
WANT TO MAKE HEADWAY ON THE BUSY WORK, THAT
WILL BE FINE] BE, and Specialist reports to you for your review by
the end of the month. There are some caveats, though:  [MY
GENERAL STATEMENT ON THE CAVEATS IS THAT THE
FOREST IS PRETTY ADAMANT ABOUT PRESSING
FORWARD, SO WE NEED TO WORK WITH WHATEVER
WE'VE GOT EVEN THOUGH WE WISH WE HAD MORE TO
WORK WITH...AND WE CAN TWEAK THINGS LATER...BUT
AS DISCUSSED, I THINK IT IS IMPORTANT WE GET THESE
INTO REVIEW TO THE REGIONAL OFFICE] 

 
this is assuming that the Forest Service is okay with the fact
that the viable preferred alternatives have not been

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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selected yet (e.g. final decisions have not been made yet
regarding the Barrel-Sycamore, Pima County Backfill, and
Corps Alternatives) so these are not covered fully by the
reports and alternatives reported on may change in the
future [I ASKED ABOUT THIS TODAY AT THE
ROSEMONT MEETING AND IT SOUNDS LIKE WE
SHOULD PROBABLY NOTCONSIDER THE PIMA
COUNTY BACKFILL AND THE CORPS
ALTERNATIVE WILL LIKELY BE LUMPED WITH
ALTERNATIVE 6...HOPEFULLY SOMEONE CAN
BRING YOU UP TO SPEED ON WHAT THAT IS. 
ANY BACKFILL ALTERNATIVE IS JUST TOO
SKETCHY AT THIS POINT.  SO I THINK WE
NEED TO STICK TO THE SIX FOR NOW AND
CALL IT GOOD.  BECAUSE WE WON'T
NECESSARILY KNOW THE ALTERNATIVES
WELL, THERE SHOULD BE A GENERAL
"ASSUMED OCCUPIED" JUDGEMENT CALL ON
OCCUPANCY BY THE SPECIES, IF THERE IS
APPROPRIATE HABITAT, SO, FOR EXAMPLE,
THE EFFECTS DETERMINATION FOR
HEXALECTRIS COLEMANII IS PROBABLY GOING
TO BE "TREND TOWARD LISTING" FOR SIMILAR
CANYONS (MCCLEARY, SCHOLEFIELD, AND
SYCAMORE]

 
the Forest Service is okay with the fact that a
comprehensive vegetation mapping effort has not been
done for the Rosemont Copper project, thus, the vegetation
descriptions are pretty general and lacking site-specific
information [I DON'T HAVE GREAT ISSUE WITH
THIS]

 
the Forest Service is okay with the fact that species-
specific surveys have not been conducted in the project
area recently for most of the Special-Status species (FS-
Sensitive, MIS, etc.), so it will not be possible for the reports
to relate substantial information regarding whether these
species actually occur in the project area, but rather simply
relate that the project area contains suitable habitat for
these species or recount past survey efforts (UofA work
from the 70s, etc.) due to a lack of current, recent survey
efforts [I DON'T THINK WE WILL HAVE THE
OPTION FOR SPECIES-SPECIFIC SURVEYS (I
DID REQUEST THAT BEFORE; SENSITIVE
SPECIES, ESPECIALLY, ARE THE MAIN ISSUE)
ALTHOUGH I DID MENTION TO BEV AND



MINDEE TODAY ABOUT OUR RECOMMENDING
WE AT LEAST HAVE MARC BAKER OR RON
COLEMAN LOOK IN ALL ROSEMONT CANYONS
FOR HEXALECTRIS COLEMANII...WITH US, OF
COURSE!]

 
the Forest Service is okay with the fact that information
regarding numerous physical attributes of the proposed
project area are either not fully known or are not
substantially described and studied to a degree, including
drainage and spring descriptions, geomorphology, rock
outcrops, talus slopes, etc.; and so the reports in most
instances will not be able to disclose specific information
regarding these features (i.e. which vegetation species are
present at the springs, the locations of key rock outcrops,
etc.)  [THIS WOULD BE NICE TO GET A BETTER
HANDLE ON...WE DO HAVE AERIAL PHOTOS
HERE, SO PERHAPS YOU COULD GIVE IT YOUR
BEST SHOT TO TRY AND CAPTURE THE
ESSENCE OF THE RIPARIAN AREAS, ROCK
FEATURES LIKE TALUS, CAVES, AND SO
ON...SOME OF THE WESTLAND REPORTS
SHOULD BE HELPFUL. SALEK AND BOB COULD
BE HELPFUL FOR RIPARIAN AREAS AND
WATER FEATURES]

 
Please let me know if this is acceptable and then I will make sure these
reports are in your hands this month.

HOPE THIS HELPS...GIMME A JINGLE AND I'LL BE MORE
THAN HAPPY TO MOSEY OVER TO SWCA...THANKS!

 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Robert Lefevre
To: Melissa Reichard; tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis
Date: 10/27/2009 12:59 PM

I looked through the list, reviewed these again, and have the following comments.

 The air quality bounds of analysis is good.  

I did not find a riparian bounds of analysis, but if it is the same as the biological
resources, there looks like some corrections to be made:  the BOA appears to go
right down highway 83; and I'm not sure what the western arm going toward
Helvetia is.  The polygon for biological resources including the area encompassing
Davidson Canyon to the dam in Pantano Creek looks like the right start  for a
riparian resources BOA, but I am thinking we need to be sure we include riparian
areas that may be affected by groundwater changes in which case the groundwater
BOA might be closer to the riparian area BOA.  Perhaps there is a riparian BOA
already drawn, but I didn't find it.

The surface water BOA looks OK to me, but I would defer to Salek.  Also, this map
has the same issue as the biological resources map in that it shows the BOA going
right down highway 83.

The soil BOA also looks OK to me, but again I would defer to Salek.

I just read the paragraphs above and they seem to ramble, but I can't figure out
how to say it better right now.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>

Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis
<notify@weboffice.com>

10/14/2009 03:48 PM

To Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Tami
Emmett <temmett@fs.fed.us>, Reta Laford
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, Larry Jones
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, Sarah Davis
<sldavis@fs.fed.us>, Debby Kriegel
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Beverly Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, Art Elek <aelek@fs.fed.us>,
Teresa Ann Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>,
Deborah Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Kendall
Brown <kbrown03@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, George McKay
<gmckay@fs.fed.us>, Eli Curiel
<ecuriel@fs.fed.us>, Mary Farrell
<mfarrell@fs.fed.us>, Robert LeFevre
<rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, Mindee Roth
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, William Gillespie
<wgillespie@fs.fed.us>

cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Bounds of Analysis

mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Some of you mentioned in today's meeting that you hadn't seen these. So, I
have uploaded the new drafts of the bounds of analysis maps. The only
changes that were made were ones for the resources that depended on project
footprint. Those were reconfigured to include the project areas of the
alternatives.

 

Any further question should be directed to Bev or Tom.

I hope this helps!

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=25518> 

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=25518


From: Tom Furgason
To: Robert Lefevre; Melissa Reichard
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis
Date: 10/27/2009 04:23 PM

Thanks Bob.  I passed this on to our biologists.  I’ll wait to hear from Salek on these.
 
Tom
 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 1:00 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis
 

I looked through the list, reviewed these again, and have the following comments. 

 The air quality bounds of analysis is good.   

I did not find a riparian bounds of analysis, but if it is the same as the biological resources, there
looks like some corrections to be made:  the BOA appears to go right down highway 83; and I'm not
sure what the western arm going toward Helvetia is.  The polygon for biological resources including the
area encompassing Davidson Canyon to the dam in Pantano Creek looks like the right start  for a
riparian resources BOA, but I am thinking we need to be sure we include riparian areas that may be
affected by groundwater changes in which case the groundwater BOA might be closer to the riparian
area BOA.  Perhaps there is a riparian BOA already drawn, but I didn't find it. 

The surface water BOA looks OK to me, but I would defer to Salek.  Also, this map has the same
issue as the biological resources map in that it shows the BOA going right down highway 83. 

The soil BOA also looks OK to me, but again I would defer to Salek. 

I just read the paragraphs above and they seem to ramble, but I can't figure out how to say it better
right now.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis <notify@weboffice.com>

10/14/2009 03:48 PM

To Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Tami Emmett
<temmett@fs.fed.us>, Reta         Laford <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, Larry
Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, Sarah Davis <sldavis@fs.fed.us>,
Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Beverly Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, Art Elek <aelek@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, Deborah Sebesta
<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Kendall Brown <kbrown03@fs.fed.us>, Salek
Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, George         McKay
<gmckay@fs.fed.us>, Eli  Curiel <ecuriel@fs.fed.us>, Mary Farrell
<mfarrell@fs.fed.us>, Robert  LeFevre <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, Mindee
Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, William Gillespie <wgillespie@fs.fed.us>

cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Bounds of Analysis

 

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Some of you mentioned in today's meeting that you hadn't seen these. So, I have uploaded the
new drafts of the bounds of analysis maps. The only changes that were made were ones for
the resources that depended on project footprint. Those were reconfigured to include the
project areas of the alternatives.

 

Any further question should be directed to Bev or Tom.

I hope this helps!

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=25518>

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=25518


From: Terry Chute
To: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/12/2010 10:05 AM

I'm open all day Tuesday I believe, and I think it is important for Rick to attend.  I can
also make it work Wednesday in the afternoon.  Let's work around Rick's availability.

From: Larry Jones
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 10:28 AM
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Richard A Gerhart ; Tom Furgason ; Terry Chute
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

I'm good either way. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

08/12/2010 09:24 AM

To "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com>

cc "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

It sounds like either Monday or Tuesday AM would work best for everyone. Could we shoot for
10AM Monday so that Rick doesn’t have to reschedule his Tuesday meeting? Would that work with
the staff meeting…is it about an hour long? Or would it be better to just meet Tuesday? 
  
Thank you, 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
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Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 9:19 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 
  

I need to attend this meeting. I currently have a  conflict with Tuesday AM (another meeting), but
will try to make arrangements to have someone represent me so I can be available to meet with
you all on Tuesday. Monday might also work, but I would have to work around a 9 AM staff
meeting. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com>

08/11/2010 05:13 PM

To "Geoff  Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Richard A
Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 

  

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as well - I fly
in late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon. 

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM 
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart 
Cc: Tom Furgason 
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,

As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we have a “bios only” meeting
next week (while Terry is in town) to discuss the draft effects determinations that we are moving
forward with in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support these calls
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being documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to “downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA
between the DEIS and FEIS without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively
demonstrates that the species will not be adversely impacted by the proposed mine.

 

We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is intended to be delivered to
the Coronado next Thursday in a complete state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that
we meet Monday or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make Monday) to
give SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3 deemed necessary and to finalize the
document.

 

Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday or Tuesday of next week.

 

Thank you,

Geoffrey Soroka

SWCA Biologist/Project Manager

Tucson Office

(520) 325-9194

gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Terry Chute
To: Geoff Soroka; Richard A Gerhart; Larry Jones
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/16/2010 11:31 AM

I'm OK with the agenda with the following note:  Please put a footer or header noting
that it is a deliberative internal working document that is not available for public
release.  A copy with that statement should be the only one that anyone keeps in their
files (electronic or hard copy) or prints for the meeting tomorrow.  Thanks for doing this,
Geoff.
 
Terry Chute

From: Geoff Soroka
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 12:22 PM
To: Richard A Gerhart ; Terry Chute ; Larry Jones
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,
Attached you will find the Chapter 3 Biological Resources section in its near-final DEIS state, and
an agenda for tomorrow morning’s 9 am biologists discussion/meeting at SWCA.
 
Please review the agenda to see if there are any other points that should be discussed tomorrow
morning as I had to draft this up pretty quickly.
 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 11:18 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
 

Let's go for Tuesday AM. Let me know when and where. Thanks. 

rg 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
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rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/12/2010 10:05 AM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 
  

I'm open all day Tuesday I believe, and I think it is important for Rick to attend.  I can
also make it work Wednesday in the afternoon.  Let's work around Rick's availability. 

From: Larry Jones 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 10:28 AM 
To: Geoff Soroka 
Cc: Richard A Gerhart ; Tom Furgason ; Terry Chute 
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 

I'm good either way. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com>

08/12/2010 09:24 AM

 
To "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Terry Chute"

<tjchute@msn.com>
cc "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 

  

It sounds like either Monday or Tuesday AM would work best for everyone. Could we shoot for
10AM Monday so that Rick doesn’t have to reschedule his Tuesday meeting? Would that work with
the staff meeting…is it about an hour long? Or would it be better to just meet Tuesday? 
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Thank you, 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
 

 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 9:19 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 
 

I need to attend this meeting. I currently have a  conflict with Tuesday AM (another meeting), but
will try to make arrangements to have someone represent me so I can be available to meet with
you all on Tuesday. Monday might also work, but I would have to work around a 9 AM staff
meeting. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com>

08/11/2010 05:13 PM

 
To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Richard A

Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 

 

  

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as well - I fly
in late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon. 



From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM 
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart 
Cc: Tom Furgason 
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,

As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we have a “bios only” meeting
next week (while Terry is in town) to discuss the draft effects determinations that we are moving
forward with in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support these calls
being documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to “downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA
between the DEIS and FEIS without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively
demonstrates that the species will not be adversely impacted by the proposed mine.

 

We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is intended to be delivered to
the Coronado next Thursday in a complete state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that
we meet Monday or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make Monday) to
give SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3 deemed necessary and to finalize the
document.

 

Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday or Tuesday of next week.

 

Thank you,

Geoffrey Soroka

SWCA Biologist/Project Manager

Tucson Office

(520) 325-9194

gsoroka@swca.com
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From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/12/2010 09:19 AM

I need to attend this meeting. I currently have a  conflict with Tuesday AM (another
meeting), but will try to make arrangements to have someone represent me so I can
be available to meet with you all on Tuesday. Monday might also work, but I would
have to work around a 9 AM staff meeting.

Rick

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/11/2010 05:13 PM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Richard A Gerhart"
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as
well - I fly in late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon.

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart 
Cc: Tom Furgason 
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,

As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we
have a “bios only” meeting next week (while Terry is in town) to discuss
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the draft effects determinations that we are moving forward with in
Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support
these calls being documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to
“downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA between the DEIS and FEIS
without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively
demonstrates that the species will not be adversely impacted by the
proposed mine.

 

We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is
intended to be delivered to the Coronado next Thursday in a complete
state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that we meet Monday
or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make
Monday) to give SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3
deemed necessary and to finalize the document.

 

Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday
or Tuesday of next week.

 

Thank you,

Geoffrey Soroka

SWCA Biologist/Project Manager

Tucson Office

(520) 325-9194

gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/12/2010 11:18 AM

Let's go for Tuesday AM. Let me know when and where. Thanks.

rg

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/12/2010 10:05 AM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

I'm open all day Tuesday I believe, and I think it is important for Rick to
attend.  I can also make it work Wednesday in the afternoon.  Let's work
around Rick's availability.

From: Larry Jones 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 10:28 AM
To: Geoff Soroka 
Cc: Richard A Gerhart ; Tom Furgason ; Terry Chute 
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

I'm good either way. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
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ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

08/12/2010 09:24 AM 
To "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Terry Chute"

<tjchute@msn.com> 
cc "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

It sounds like either Monday or Tuesday AM would work best for everyone. Could we
shoot for 10AM Monday so that Rick doesn’t have to reschedule his Tuesday
meeting? Would that work with the staff meeting…is it about an hour long? Or would
it be better to just meet Tuesday? 
  
Thank you, 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
  

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 9:19 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 
  

I need to attend this meeting. I currently have a  conflict with Tuesday AM (another
meeting), but will try to make arrangements to have someone represent me so I can
be available to meet with you all on Tuesday. Monday might also work, but I would
have to work around a 9 AM staff meeting. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
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300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/11/2010 05:13 PM 
To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,

"Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com> 

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

  

  
 

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as
well - I fly in late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon. 

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM 
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart 
Cc: Tom Furgason 
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 

Hello, 

As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we
have a “bios only” meeting next week (while Terry is in town) to discuss
the draft effects determinations that we are moving forward with in
Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support
these calls being documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to
“downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA between the DEIS and FEIS
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without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively
demonstrates that the species will not be adversely impacted by the
proposed mine. 

  

We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is
intended to be delivered to the Coronado next Thursday in a complete
state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that we meet Monday
or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make
Monday) to give SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3
deemed necessary and to finalize the document. 

  

Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday
or Tuesday of next week. 

  

Thank you, 

Geoffrey Soroka 

SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 

Tucson Office 

(520) 325-9194 

gsoroka@swca.com 

  



From: Terry Chute
To: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/11/2010 05:13 PM

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as well - I fly
in late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon.

From: Geoff Soroka
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,
As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we have a “bios only” meeting
next week (while Terry is in town) to discuss the draft effects determinations that we are moving
forward with in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support these calls
being documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to “downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA
between the DEIS and FEIS without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively
demonstrates that the species will not be adversely impacted by the proposed mine.
 
We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is intended to be delivered to
the Coronado next Thursday in a complete state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that
we meet Monday or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make Monday) to
give SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3 deemed necessary and to finalize the
document.
 
Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday or Tuesday of next week.
 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Richard A Gerhart; Terry Chute
Cc: Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/12/2010 11:31 AM

Can we shoot for 9am Tuesday morning in the SWCA Conference Room? That will give Larry an
opportunity for a walk J
 
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 11:18 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
 

Let's go for Tuesday AM. Let me know when and where. Thanks. 

rg 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/12/2010 10:05 AM

To "Geoff  Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 
  

I'm open all day Tuesday I believe, and I think it is important for Rick to attend.  I can also
make it work Wednesday in the afternoon.  Let's work around Rick's availability. 

From: Larry Jones 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 10:28 AM 
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To: Geoff Soroka 
Cc: Richard A Gerhart ; Tom Furgason ; Terry Chute 
Subject: RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 

I'm good either way. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com>

08/12/2010 09:24 AM

 
To "Richard A Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, "Terry Chute"

<tjchute@msn.com>
cc "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject RE: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 

  

It sounds like either Monday or Tuesday AM would work best for everyone. Could we shoot for 10AM
Monday so that Rick doesn’t have to reschedule his Tuesday meeting? Would that work with the staff
meeting…is it about an hour long? Or would it be better to just meet Tuesday? 
 
Thank you, 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
 

 

From: Richard A Gerhart [mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2010 9:19 AM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Geoff Soroka; Larry Jones; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting 
 

I need to attend this meeting. I currently have a  conflict with Tuesday AM (another meeting), but will
try to make arrangements to have someone represent me so I can be available to meet with you all on
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Tuesday. Monday might also work, but I would have to work around a 9 AM staff meeting. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com>

08/11/2010 05:13 PM

 
To "Geoff  Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Richard A

Gerhart" <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

 

 

  

Tuesday morning works for me.  I could potentially do it Monday morning as well - I fly in
late Sunday night; I am booked Monday afternoon. 

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:26 PM 
To: Larry Jones ; tjchute@msn.com ; Richard A Gerhart 
Cc: Tom Furgason 
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting

Hello,

As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we have a “bios only” meeting next
week (while Terry is in town) to discuss the draft effects determinations that we are moving forward
with in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support these calls being
documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to “downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA between
the DEIS and FEIS without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively demonstrates that
the species will not be adversely impacted by the proposed mine.

 

We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is intended to be delivered to
the Coronado next Thursday in a complete state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that we
meet Monday or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make Monday) to give
SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3 deemed necessary and to finalize the document.
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Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday or Tuesday of next week.

 

Thank you,

Geoffrey Soroka

SWCA Biologist/Project Manager

Tucson Office

(520) 325-9194

gsoroka@swca.com

 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project April 21 IDT meeting
Date: 04/20/2010 02:45 PM

I had a question about the meeting tomorrow.  Just to clarify, we won't be meeting, and you can use
the time finishing homeowrk assignments, and talking with Mindee and me one on one as needed.
 Thanks! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

04/15/2010 04:39 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject Rosemont Copper Project April  21 IDT meetingLink

Please spend that day finishing up homework assignments.  Mindee and I will be checking in with team
members next week to see how everyone's doing on assignments and what we can do to answer
questions and help.  And, feel free to contact us with questions. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting April 14
Date: 04/12/2010 03:34 PM
Attachments: April 14, 2010 IDT Meeting Agenda.docx

I would like to attend the BOR meeting.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

04/12/2010 02:44 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com,
rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting April

14

HI Everyone, 

Enclosed is the agenda for the meeting on Wednesday.  Some of you
have expressed concern over the Forest Plan field trip on the same
day.  I discussed the conflict with Jennifer a few weeks ago, and she
told me that the field trip is optional for most of you.  This IDT
meeting is important because of the high priority of the project and
because there are several things that we need to wrap up, including
finalizing alternatives.  Come prepared to address specific benefits and
disadvantages of the Sycamore Alternative - not just "it would reduce
impacts to the east side", but what impacts, and by what degree. 

Note that this meeting goes until 1:00, so feel free to bring a lunch.
Following the IDT meeting there is a 1:00 meeting with the Bureau of
Reclamation on the proposed extension of the CAP pipeline from Pima
Mine Road into the Rosemont well field area near Sahuarita.  This
pipeline is not a connected action (with the Rosemont project) at this
time because it does not supply water to the operation.  It iis also not
required legally in order for the company to pump groundwater for the
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April 14, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 1:00 (note working lunch)



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



Issue Statements



Alternatives finalization



Technical report review and other homework:



	February 15 DEIS overview, comments were due April 15

	

	Technical report review due April 16



	Recently received reports, outstanding reports



	Administration record documents due April 30



Project status and meetings:



 	April 5 R.O. project status meeting



	Bureau of Reclamation CAP pipeline meeting today



	Cooperating Agency meeting April 15 (agenda distributed to team)



	Rosemont Copper Company status meeting April 15



	Team member meetings and updates



	







operations. It is, however, being funded by Rosemont.  If you would
like to attend this meeting, please let me know right away. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305


April 14, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 1:00 (note working lunch)



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



Issue Statements



Alternatives finalization



Technical report review and other homework:



	February 15 DEIS overview, comments were due April 15

	

	Technical report review due April 16



	Recently received reports, outstanding reports



	Administration record documents due April 30



Project status and meetings:



 	April 5 R.O. project status meeting



	Bureau of Reclamation CAP pipeline meeting today



	Cooperating Agency meeting April 15 (agenda distributed to team)



	Rosemont Copper Company status meeting April 15



	Team member meetings and updates



	







From: Debby Kriegel
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; Salek Shafiqullah; temmett@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes

Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core)
Date: 05/26/2010 07:27 AM

This part of the meeting starts at 1:15, so Kathy Arnold can attend.  The purpose is to go through the
list of other mine features to determine what additional information resource specialists need from
Rosemont to complete effects analysis.  I suspect we'll finish up well before 4:00.  Thanks. 

"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

05/25/2010 03:30 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc <abelauskas@fs.fed.us>, <aelek@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, <cablair@fs.fed.us>, <ccleblanc@fs.fed.us>,
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <ecuriel@fs.fed.us>,
<gmckay@fs.fed.us>, <hschewel@fs.fed.us>, "Kendall Brown"
<kbrown03@fs.fed.us>, <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, <mfarrell@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>,
<rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, <seanlockwood@fs.fed.us>,
<sldavis@fs.fed.us>, <temmett@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>,
<wgillespie@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core)

Salek/Bev- 
Per last week’s meeting, we were supposed to be meeting on the elements grid that Debby put together from 1-

4 and I was asked to attend. Is this still in the works or have we cancelled this? 
Thanks! 
Mel 
  
From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:20 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
Kendall Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Tom Furgason; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core) 
  

Hi Everyone, 

The next IDT meeting will be at the SO, and will be a half day meeting. This is a core team meeting,
but extended team members are encouraged to come if you can.  Agenda is attached.  Mindee and
Bev are unavailable for this meeting and therefore, I have been asked to facilitate.  See you soon. 
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Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;

dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core)
Date: 05/25/2010 03:20 PM
Attachments: Agenda template may 26 2010.docx

Hi Everyone, 

The next IDT meeting will be at the SO, and will be a half day meeting. This is a
core team meeting, but extended team members are encouraged to come if you
can.  Agenda is attached.  Mindee and Bev are unavailable for this meeting and
therefore, I have been asked to facilitate.  See you soon. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
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May 26, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project

ID Team Meeting



Location: Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ



Time: 9:00-12:00



Attendees: Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team (Core)



Agenda:



09:00-10:00	New DEIS outline

10:00-11:00	What kinds of things would stop or postpone the DEIS Timeline

11:00-12:00	Project Status, upcoming meetings, round robin


May 26, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project

ID Team Meeting



Location: Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ



Time: 9:00-12:00



Attendees: Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team (Core)



Agenda:



09:00-10:00	New DEIS outline

10:00-11:00	What kinds of things would stop or postpone the DEIS Timeline

11:00-12:00	Project Status, upcoming meetings, round robin



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;

dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Walter Keyes;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core)
Date: 05/25/2010 03:30 PM

Salek/Bev-
Per last week’s meeting, we were supposed to be meeting on the elements grid that Debby put
together from 1-4 and I was asked to attend. Is this still in the works or have we cancelled this?
Thanks!
Mel
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:20 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
Kendall Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Tom Furgason; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 26 (Core)
 

Hi Everyone, 

The next IDT meeting will be at the SO, and will be a half day meeting. This is a core team meeting,
but extended team members are encouraged to come if you can.  Agenda is attached.  Mindee and
Bev are unavailable for this meeting and therefore, I have been asked to facilitate.  See you soon. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal
Date: 01/10/2010 09:34 PM

Marcie,
 
Thanks for your comments.  I asked Dale to rewrite Horst's SOW to include a greater level of detail
(including your points under No. 2) and tie it to Annandale's work.  And yes, I'll account for my hours
elsewhere. 
 
Tom

From: Marcie Bidwell
Sent: Wed 1/6/2010 8:45 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal

Tom,
 
My review of his proposal may be late in coming, but I dont have much that is critical to add. I agree
with Debby on the additional meetings or conference call. And I agree with the need to clarify who the
engineers are that he refers to. 
 
Does Horst video conference?
 
I was thinking a few things:
 
1. Can you include time in the budget for you and I to attend his meetings or should we have a
separate "piggy back" proposal for SWCA time/assistance?
 
2. I would recommend a few details in some of the following bullets as to what the deliverables are to
be and what the schedule would be, as he indicated 30 days to complete the work.
 
3. His process should be linked with Anandale's in time and space, if possible.
 
Also, Horst mentioned doing physical to-scale models on the tour. Does this scope include a model as
part of his process?
 
I hope these thoughts are helpful.
Marcie
 
 
 
The work and product will include the following:

1.      An analysis of the existing topography (to be provided by engineers) to fully
understand the existing geomorphology including landforms, runoff patterns,
vegetation distribution and other natural features to develop analogs for incorporation
into a new design- technical memo or site analysis map? A little more detail here
would be helpful.
 

2.       A to scale fill disposal overlay plan over the existing topography (to be provided by
engineers) incorporating the above criteria- How does this and Item 3 integrate? Is
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the one overlay plan a detailed plan of (1) of the alternatives listed in Item 3? 
3.      Alternative studies to either concentrate fill disposal in one location, i.e. Barrel

Canyon (primary focus) or possible partial dispersion into McClean and/or Sycamore
Canyons

4.      Necessary earthwork calculations to assure adequate capacity in the design to
accommodate the projected 1.2 billion cubic yards of excavation

5.      Prepare cross-sections in strategic location
 

6.      Typical details for drainage control including, erosion and flow velocity reduction,
detention and desilting measures

7.      Coordinate design of land/slope forms and runoff patterns with George Annandale to
incorporate constraints placed by excavated mine material and local monsoonal
rainfall concentrations.  Due to the uncompacted nature and the height of these
embankments this will be critical input

8.      Typical details for rock placements to emulate natural analogs
 

9.      Typical details delineating revegetation opportunities and provide detail for placement

10.  One meeting in Tucson and presentation of plans and discussions with parties
involved- I would think that a presentation of the site analysis and initial
concepts meeting would be beneficial before he completes the plan designs for his
new alternative.

 
11.  Copies of plans to participants

 

From: Tom Furgason 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 4:31 PM
To: SKIP DEBBY KRIEGEL
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; Salek
Shafiqullah; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal

Thanks for the quick review Debby.  My responses below are in red.
 
Tom
 
1. When he states "to be provided by engineers", he means Rosemont, right? I’m not sure
what he means, but it is our intention that it will be Rosemont’s engineers.
2. I recommend more than one review with the Forest Service and Rosemont during the
30 days. Perhaps one in Tucson (as stated), plus 1 or 2 via conference call or on-line. I
will request that he include the additional reviews in his SOW and cost.  
3. If Marcie and Salek are available to review the proposal very quickly (within a day or
two), please send it to them for review. I have forwarded Horst’s SOW and your email.
4. McCleary is misspelled. Acknowledged.
5. At what point should this be forwarded to George Annandale? Has George's work been
funded yet? I would like Dale to weigh in on the timing.  Golder’s work has been funded.
 



From: Marcie Bidwell
To: Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal
Date: 01/06/2010 08:45 PM

Tom,
 
My review of his proposal may be late in coming, but I dont have much that is critical to add. I agree
with Debby on the additional meetings or conference call. And I agree with the need to clarify who the
engineers are that he refers to. 
 
Does Horst video conference?
 
I was thinking a few things:
 
1. Can you include time in the budget for you and I to attend his meetings or should we have a
separate "piggy back" proposal for SWCA time/assistance?
 
2. I would recommend a few details in some of the following bullets as to what the deliverables are to
be and what the schedule would be, as he indicated 30 days to complete the work.
 
3. His process should be linked with Anandale's in time and space, if possible.
 
Also, Horst mentioned doing physical to-scale models on the tour. Does this scope include a model as
part of his process?
 
I hope these thoughts are helpful.
Marcie
 
 
 
The work and product will include the following:

1.      An analysis of the existing topography (to be provided by engineers) to fully
understand the existing geomorphology including landforms, runoff patterns,
vegetation distribution and other natural features to develop analogs for incorporation
into a new design- technical memo or site analysis map? A little more detail here
would be helpful.
 

2.       A to scale fill disposal overlay plan over the existing topography (to be provided by
engineers) incorporating the above criteria- How does this and Item 3 integrate? Is
the one overlay plan a detailed plan of (1) of the alternatives listed in Item 3? 

3.      Alternative studies to either concentrate fill disposal in one location, i.e. Barrel
Canyon (primary focus) or possible partial dispersion into McClean and/or Sycamore
Canyons

4.      Necessary earthwork calculations to assure adequate capacity in the design to
accommodate the projected 1.2 billion cubic yards of excavation

5.      Prepare cross-sections in strategic location
 

6.      Typical details for drainage control including, erosion and flow velocity reduction,
detention and desilting measures
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7.      Coordinate design of land/slope forms and runoff patterns with George Annandale to
incorporate constraints placed by excavated mine material and local monsoonal
rainfall concentrations.  Due to the uncompacted nature and the height of these
embankments this will be critical input

8.      Typical details for rock placements to emulate natural analogs
 

9.      Typical details delineating revegetation opportunities and provide detail for placement

10.  One meeting in Tucson and presentation of plans and discussions with parties
involved- I would think that a presentation of the site analysis and initial
concepts meeting would be beneficial before he completes the plan designs for his
new alternative.

 
11.  Copies of plans to participants

 

From: Tom Furgason 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 4:31 PM
To: SKIP DEBBY KRIEGEL
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; Salek
Shafiqullah; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal

Thanks for the quick review Debby.  My responses below are in red.
 
Tom
 
1. When he states "to be provided by engineers", he means Rosemont, right? I’m not sure
what he means, but it is our intention that it will be Rosemont’s engineers.
2. I recommend more than one review with the Forest Service and Rosemont during the
30 days. Perhaps one in Tucson (as stated), plus 1 or 2 via conference call or on-line. I
will request that he include the additional reviews in his SOW and cost.  
3. If Marcie and Salek are available to review the proposal very quickly (within a day or
two), please send it to them for review. I have forwarded Horst’s SOW and your email.
4. McCleary is misspelled. Acknowledged.
5. At what point should this be forwarded to George Annandale? Has George's work been
funded yet? I would like Dale to weigh in on the timing.  Golder’s work has been funded.
 

From: SKIP DEBBY KRIEGEL [mailto:kriegel98@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 4:05 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal
 
I've reviewed Horst's proposal. It looks good to me, and if he can create something that
mimics the surrounding landforms and functions well, this is a bargain. I do have a few
comments:
1. When he states "to be provided by engineers", he means Rosemont, right?
2. I recommend more than one review with the Forest Service and Rosemont during the
30 days. Perhaps one in Tucson (as stated), plus 1 or 2 via conference call or on-line.
3. If Marcie and Salek are available to review the proposal very quickly (within a day or



Tom
 

From: Horst [mailto:hjschor@jps.net] 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 3:08 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont Copper Project Landform Design Study Proposal
 
Tom,
 
Attached is the requested proposal for Rosemont.
 
Let me know if there are any questions.
 
Horst



From: Keith L Graves
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; Erin M Boyle; George McKay; John Able;

Kendall Brown; Larry Jones; Maria A McGaha; Mark E Schwab; Mary M Farrell; Michael A Linden;
mreichard@swca.com; Rachel Condon; Randall A Smith; Reta Laford; Salek Shafiqullah; Tami Emmett; Teresa
Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont Copper Project team field trips
Date: 06/27/2008 06:28 PM
Signed by: CN=Keith L Graves/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

FLT is on the 15th and 16 of July.

“Shouting at an irrational & dysfunctional Dog
Will not resolve the issue…It will only provide it with 
a point of focus”.   klg
                                                 
Keith L. Graves
District Ranger 
Nogales Ranger District
Tel # 520.761.6000
FAX # 520.281.2396
klgraves@fs.fed.us
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Reta Laford
Subject: Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/20/2009 04:01 PM

Hello Bev,
Myself and the core team was instructed (by you and Reta) to attend the 1900-1
training in PHX the week of March 2nd which includes the March 4th meeting you
mention below.  I was under the assumption that you Bev, as well as the rest of the
core team, were also attending the 1900-1 with me.   Are you and the rest of the
core team not attending this training?  According to my calendar there appears to be
a conflict.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 03:38 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hi Everyone,

This is to notify you, both core and extended team, of a few different items, as
follows:

    Update on the analysis, and the work that the team has completed - the team
worked VERY hard at the end of last month to complete the review of the issue
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themes that SWCA wrote, and to     make determinations as to which of the themes
werre issues vs. non-issues and which of the issues were significant.  This week part
of the team returned to document their reasoning for the     
    determininations, and again did some awesome work.  In some of the
documentation however, specialist expertise was required, thus a few of us (me
included) will have homework assignments     to help with the documentation prior
to the next IDT meeting on March 4.  I will be sending out those assignments to you
shortly, and will be asking for completion of the assignments by February     27th.
Note that I'm giving you this deadline so that I have a chance to look over the
documentation prior to our next meeting.  I think you'll find they what's being asked
of you can be completed in a     very short time.

    What's next: beginning development of existing conditions for Chapter 3 of the
EIS.  I have asked that SWCA specialists develop draft outlines for their respective
portions of Chapter 3 by         February 27th. With this, you can expect to hear from
your SWCA specialist counterparts, asking for some of the information that they will
need to compose the outlines.  Some of you have already     had extensive contact
with your SWCA contacts, others may have had none at all.  Please assist your
counterparts as much as possible when they reach out to you, especially where we
have     access to information that they would not readiyl have access to on their
own. Know that that SWCA is doing the heavy lifting throughout the analysis, and
that they shouldn't be asking you to         obtain information that they can get on
their own.  And, please take this opportunity over the next week or so to get to
know your counterparts if you haven't already.

    What else is next...the core team will meet in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:00 to for
discussion and review of Issue Statement development.  This part of the meeting
will primarily be a presentation by SWCA     folks.  We may also have some
discussion of our determinations on issue vs. non-issue and significant vs. not
significant, and discussion on the affected environment and existing conditions. 
    Finally, we'll briefly review Alternative development.

The March 4 meeting will be mandatory for the core team.  Extended team members
will be warmly welcomed to the meeting also!  Please plan to attend if you can fit it
into your busy schedules.

One last note to the team; I will be on leave from March 5 through March 23, and
Kent Ellett will be filling in as team leader, with Reta and Teresa Ann's support. 
Please feel free to contact me at any time before the 5th if there is project business
that you need to discuss.

Thank you for your diligence in your work on this project, and for the great
teamwork and enthusiasm you've shown.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701



Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/17/2009 12:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow.  The core team
should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the extended team the meeting
is optional, but please attend if your schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some potential issues
were not issues at all, and others were not significant issues.  Tomorrow we're going
to refine our reasoning and expand on our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
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Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Reta Laford
Subject: Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/20/2009 04:27 PM

Some of the team will be attending the training in Phoenix, and of course those
people are excused from the March 4 meeting!

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 04:01 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hello Bev,
Myself and the core team was instructed (by you and Reta) to attend the 1900-1
training in PHX the week of March 2nd which includes the March 4th meeting you
mention below.  I was under the assumption that you Bev, as well as the rest of the
core team, were also attending the 1900-1 with me.   Are you and the rest of the
core team not attending this training?  According to my calendar there appears to be
a conflict.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 03:38 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hi Everyone,

This is to notify you, both core and extended team, of a few different items, as
follows:

    Update on the analysis, and the work that the team has completed - the team
worked VERY hard at the end of last month to complete the review of the issue
themes that SWCA wrote, and to     make determinations as to which of the themes
werre issues vs. non-issues and which of the issues were significant.  This week part
of the team returned to document their reasoning for the     
    determininations, and again did some awesome work.  In some of the
documentation however, specialist expertise was required, thus a few of us (me
included) will have homework assignments     to help with the documentation prior
to the next IDT meeting on March 4.  I will be sending out those assignments to you
shortly, and will be asking for completion of the assignments by February     27th.
Note that I'm giving you this deadline so that I have a chance to look over the
documentation prior to our next meeting.  I think you'll find they what's being asked
of you can be completed in a     very short time.

    What's next: beginning development of existing conditions for Chapter 3 of the
EIS.  I have asked that SWCA specialists develop draft outlines for their respective
portions of Chapter 3 by         February 27th. With this, you can expect to hear from
your SWCA specialist counterparts, asking for some of the information that they will
need to compose the outlines.  Some of you have already     had extensive contact
with your SWCA contacts, others may have had none at all.  Please assist your
counterparts as much as possible when they reach out to you, especially where we
have     access to information that they would not readiyl have access to on their
own. Know that that SWCA is doing the heavy lifting throughout the analysis, and
that they shouldn't be asking you to         obtain information that they can get on
their own.  And, please take this opportunity over the next week or so to get to
know your counterparts if you haven't already.

    What else is next...the core team will meet in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:00 to for
discussion and review of Issue Statement development.  This part of the meeting
will primarily be a presentation by SWCA     folks.  We may also have some
discussion of our determinations on issue vs. non-issue and significant vs. not
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significant, and discussion on the affected environment and existing conditions. 
    Finally, we'll briefly review Alternative development.

The March 4 meeting will be mandatory for the core team.  Extended team members
will be warmly welcomed to the meeting also!  Please plan to attend if you can fit it
into your busy schedules.

One last note to the team; I will be on leave from March 5 through March 23, and
Kent Ellett will be filling in as team leader, with Reta and Teresa Ann's support. 
Please feel free to contact me at any time before the 5th if there is project business
that you need to discuss.

Thank you for your diligence in your work on this project, and for the great
teamwork and enthusiasm you've shown.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/17/2009 12:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
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Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow.  The core team
should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the extended team the meeting
is optional, but please attend if your schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some potential issues
were not issues at all, and others were not significant issues.  Tomorrow we're going
to refine our reasoning and expand on our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson; Reta Laford
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/20/2009 03:38 PM

Hi Everyone,

This is to notify you, both core and extended team, of a few different items, as
follows:

    Update on the analysis, and the work that the team has completed - the team
worked VERY hard at the end of last month to complete the review of the issue
themes that SWCA wrote, and to     make determinations as to which of the themes
werre issues vs. non-issues and which of the issues were significant.  This week part
of the team returned to document their reasoning for the     
    determininations, and again did some awesome work.  In some of the
documentation however, specialist expertise was required, thus a few of us (me
included) will have homework assignments     to help with the documentation prior
to the next IDT meeting on March 4.  I will be sending out those assignments to you
shortly, and will be asking for completion of the assignments by February     27th.
Note that I'm giving you this deadline so that I have a chance to look over the
documentation prior to our next meeting.  I think you'll find they what's being asked
of you can be completed in a     very short time.

    What's next: beginning development of existing conditions for Chapter 3 of the
EIS.  I have asked that SWCA specialists develop draft outlines for their respective
portions of Chapter 3 by         February 27th. With this, you can expect to hear from
your SWCA specialist counterparts, asking for some of the information that they will
need to compose the outlines.  Some of you have already     had extensive contact
with your SWCA contacts, others may have had none at all.  Please assist your
counterparts as much as possible when they reach out to you, especially where we
have     access to information that they would not readiyl have access to on their
own. Know that that SWCA is doing the heavy lifting throughout the analysis, and
that they shouldn't be asking you to         obtain information that they can get on
their own.  And, please take this opportunity over the next week or so to get to
know your counterparts if you haven't already.

    What else is next...the core team will meet in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:00 to for
discussion and review of Issue Statement development.  This part of the meeting
will primarily be a presentation by SWCA     folks.  We may also have some
discussion of our determinations on issue vs. non-issue and significant vs. not
significant, and discussion on the affected environment and existing conditions. 
    Finally, we'll briefly review Alternative development.

The March 4 meeting will be mandatory for the core team.  Extended team members
will be warmly welcomed to the meeting also!  Please plan to attend if you can fit it
into your busy schedules.

One last note to the team; I will be on leave from March 5 through March 23, and
Kent Ellett will be filling in as team leader, with Reta and Teresa Ann's support. 
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Please feel free to contact me at any time before the 5th if there is project business
that you need to discuss.

Thank you for your diligence in your work on this project, and for the great
teamwork and enthusiasm you've shown.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/17/2009 12:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow. 
The core team should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the
extended team the meeting is optional, but please attend if your
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schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some
potential issues were not issues at all, and others were not significant
issues.  Tomorrow we're going to refine our reasoning and expand on
our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off
meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Jeremy J Sautter

Subject: Re: Rosemont core IDT meeting Wednesday, September 1
Date: 08/27/2010 03:16 PM

RCC Team, 

Please plan on a half day meeting, 9:00 to 12:00 in 6V6, to discuss bounds of analysis and past,
present and reasonably foreseeable actions (the table that I've asked for input from some of you from.
 Time allowing, we'll also do a round robin project update. 

Extended team members are welcome and encouraged to attend. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Terry L Austin
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont data
Date: 11/19/2009 06:30 AM
Attachments: Data.xlsx

Before filing anything in that folder, contact me.  Thanks
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 11:12 AM

To Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont data

Hello Terry,
Your original email said to not file anything into the Rosemont folder.  If I am to file
it on the J drive, where should I put it?  Thanks for clarifying.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

Terry L
Austin/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 10:38 AM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont data

That folder is for data pertaining to Rosemont so that's where all data should be
filed (everyone can get to it).  Don't keep data on your c drive -  we'll file it on the j
drive.  I just wanted to get a better handle on the data - where it comes from,
dates, who, etc.
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^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 10:18 AM

To Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont data

Hello Terry,
Sorry about cluttering up your area. I am the guilty party who placed the
Alternatives9_28_9.gdb into the Rosemont gis area.  This is data which Rosemont
consultant Tetra Tec generated for the IDT on the project.  I received it from SWCA
for some work I was conducting last month.  I placed it in the Rosemont folder
because I thought other specialist would want to use it as well.  I was under the
assumption that the Rosemont folder was a "working area" for all of the IDT
members and not closed for data exchange.  However, per your email request, in
the future, I wont place anything else in there and I guess just keep all Rosemont
data in my own C drive or in a different area on the network.   Other ideas? 
Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

Terry L
Austin/R3/USDAFS 

11/18/2009 09:00 AM

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont data

notes://entr3b/87256854005052CB/0/A76DBE453A045E9E8725767200572B5F


I received all the data that El Aran - RO had.  There was also a geodatabase called
Alternatives_9_28_9 filed in rosemont folder (not sure of source).  Attached is a
spreadsheet of data we have.  There is so much data - I summarized as best I
could.  
Please do not file anything else regarding Rosemont GIS data in
J:\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\rosemont.  We need to incorporate all data we
have & get metadata about all this data.

^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry L Austin
Subject: Re: Rosemont data
Date: 11/18/2009 11:12 AM
Attachments: Data.xlsx

Hello Terry,
Your original email said to not file anything into the Rosemont folder.  If I am to file
it on the J drive, where should I put it?  Thanks for clarifying.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

Terry L
Austin/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 10:38 AM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont data

That folder is for data pertaining to Rosemont so that's where all data should be
filed (everyone can get to it).  Don't keep data on your c drive -  we'll file it on the j
drive.  I just wanted to get a better handle on the data - where it comes from,
dates, who, etc.
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 10:18 AM

To Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont data

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Terry L Austin/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/0/7C335A7082834B4207257672005D72DF
notes://entr3b/87256854005052CB/0/A76DBE453A045E9E8725767200572B5F
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Hello Terry,
Sorry about cluttering up your area. I am the guilty party who placed the
Alternatives9_28_9.gdb into the Rosemont gis area.  This is data which Rosemont
consultant Tetra Tec generated for the IDT on the project.  I received it from SWCA
for some work I was conducting last month.  I placed it in the Rosemont folder
because I thought other specialist would want to use it as well.  I was under the
assumption that the Rosemont folder was a "working area" for all of the IDT
members and not closed for data exchange.  However, per your email request, in
the future, I wont place anything else in there and I guess just keep all Rosemont
data in my own C drive or in a different area on the network.   Other ideas? 
Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

Terry L
Austin/R3/USDAFS 

11/18/2009 09:00 AM

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont data

I received all the data that El Aran - RO had.  There was also a geodatabase called
Alternatives_9_28_9 filed in rosemont folder (not sure of source).  Attached is a
spreadsheet of data we have.  There is so much data - I summarized as best I
could.  
Please do not file anything else regarding Rosemont GIS data in
J:\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\rosemont.  We need to incorporate all data we
have & get metadata about all this data.

^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332
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email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*



From: Terry L Austin
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont data
Date: 11/18/2009 10:38 AM
Attachments: Data.xlsx

That folder is for data pertaining to Rosemont so that's where all data should be
filed (everyone can get to it).  Don't keep data on your c drive -  we'll file it on the j
drive.  I just wanted to get a better handle on the data - where it comes from,
dates, who, etc.
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 10:18 AM

To Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont data

Hello Terry,
Sorry about cluttering up your area. I am the guilty party who placed the
Alternatives9_28_9.gdb into the Rosemont gis area.  This is data which Rosemont
consultant Tetra Tec generated for the IDT on the project.  I received it from SWCA
for some work I was conducting last month.  I placed it in the Rosemont folder
because I thought other specialist would want to use it as well.  I was under the
assumption that the Rosemont folder was a "working area" for all of the IDT
members and not closed for data exchange.  However, per your email request, in
the future, I wont place anything else in there and I guess just keep all Rosemont
data in my own C drive or in a different area on the network.   Other ideas? 
Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

mailto:CN=Terry L Austin/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/072575990061BACB/0/A0DCB54F1159B1EC072576A300785C88
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Terry L
Austin/R3/USDAFS 

11/18/2009 09:00 AM

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont data

I received all the data that El Aran - RO had.  There was also a geodatabase called
Alternatives_9_28_9 filed in rosemont folder (not sure of source).  Attached is a
spreadsheet of data we have.  There is so much data - I summarized as best I
could.  
Please do not file anything else regarding Rosemont GIS data in
J:\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\rosemont.  We need to incorporate all data we
have & get metadata about all this data.

^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8356
fax:  (520) 388-8332

email:  tlaustin@fs.fed.us
^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Re: Rosemont DEIS - Golder Conference Call re: Site Water Management Plan
Date: 07/07/2010 03:54 PM

Hello Dale,
Yes, I will meet you at the SWCA office.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/07/2010 07:53 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Patterson, Jennifer'"
<Jennifer_Patterson@golder.com>, "'Annandale,
George'" <George_Annandale@golder.com>

Subject Rosemont DEIS - Golder Conference Call re: Site
Water Management Plan

All,

 
Golder is ready to hold the conference call tasked in their SOW to present their
initial findings regarding the Site Water Management Plan.  The call will be at 9:00
AM Arizona/Pacific Time this Friday (July 10).  

 
Jennifer…….  Do you want a computer link for graphics or is a conference call
sufficient?  Please contact Melissa Reichard at SWCA regarding the call set-up and
any need for a computer link.

 
Melissa… Please arrange whatever Jennifer needs for the Friday call.

 
Salek…. Please let Melissa and me know if you want to meet at SWCA for the call.  It
should precede the Barrel-Only Landform meeting.

 
If anyone has questions, please contact me.

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com


 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Brian Lindenlaub
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Roger Congdon; karnold@augustaresource.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Drilling Plan of Ops
Date: 02/12/2008 08:25 AM

All,
 
This email had a relatively large (~3MB) file attached to it.  If you have trouble receiving it, please let
me know and I will make other arrangements to get you a digital file.
 
Regards,
Brian Lindenlaub | Senior Project Manager
WestLand Resources, Inc.

From: Brian Lindenlaub 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2008 8:24 AM
To: 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Roger Congdon; 'karnold@augustaresource.com'
Subject: Rosemont Drilling Plan of Ops
 
Bev,
 
Per our conversation, please find the attached PDF of the Rosemont drilling plan of operations.  In
addition, 3 hard copies were delivered to your office yesterday.  If you need anything else, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
 
Regards,
Brian Lindenlaub | Senior Project Manager
WestLand Resources, Inc.
4001 E Paradise Falls Drive | Tucson, AZ 85712
Office: (520) 206-9585 | Cell: (520) 909-6249 | Fax: (520) 206-9518
 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this
information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal.

mailto:blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Rion Bowers'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: 06/03/2009 05:02 AM

Thanks for the comments; I’ll get back to you……….
 

From: Rion Bowers [mailto:rbowers@swca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2009 10:03 AM
To: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT; Dale Ortman; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
 
Dittos on the document!
 
We talk about the off-site mine water supply, but not the surface water resources that would be
impacted by the pipeline from the well field to the mine site. I'm assuming that the CNF is not
considering the power and water lines (or their impacts on resources) as connected actions under
NEPA?? 
 
Box Canyon (on the mine site) flows into Davidson Wash flows into Cienega Creek: Cienega Creek is
approximately 12 miles down gradient from the point at which Box Canyon meets with Davidson Wash
(just east of SR83). Although there is some data that indicates Davidson Wash contributes base flow to
Cienega Creek, I think that the Davidson Wash confluence with Cienega Creek should be the outer
limits of the bounds.  
 
I am unaware of any on-site or off-site alternatives that may affect the spatial bounds for the analysis.
 
Thus, based on the above, the spatial bounds on the surface water map should encompass the mine
site watershed and Davidson Canyon.
 
The memo with my edits/comments is attached.
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033
 
 

From: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT [mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 11:25 AM
To: Dale Ortman; Rion Bowers
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources

Dale -
 
I agree with the temporal and spatial bounds you've put together and like the
organization of the document as well.

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com


 
Two questions/comments:
 
1.  Re: Surface water spatial bounds.   We specify:  " Surface water drainages receiving
discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson and Cienega creeks..."
 
With respect to water quality issues and water right issues, the impact could conceivably
be from the mine site all the way to the ocean (or at least the Colorado River).   Of
course, realistically the impacts become insignificant and/or unable to be analyzed at
some closer point downstream.   
 
My feeling is that for the purposes of the document, we need to identify that downstream
point of insignificance.   Based on what you already wrote, I'm assuming that we feel that
the point of significance is only these two creeks.   I would suggest tighter language to
make that crystal clear:
 
"Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, specifically Davidson
Creek from XXXX to its confluence with XXXX, and Cienega Creek from XXXX to its
confluence with XXXX."
 
2.  Are we considering springs to be a surface water or groundwater component?   Either
way, do they bear special mention?
 
 
- Chris
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: daleortmanpe@live.com
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rbowers@swca.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com
CC: ccoyle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: Fri, 29 May 2009 13:14:39 -0700

Attached is a memo presenting draft Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for the
Chapter 3 Affected Environment and supporting documents.  The CNF has directed SWCA
to develop draft Bounds of Analysis and work with the appropriate CNF staff to finalize
the Bounds of Analysis no later than June 12th.  Please review the attached memo and
return comments to me at your earliest convenience (but comments later than June 6 will
likely be ignored……..)
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 



Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Rion Bowers'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: 06/07/2009 08:18 AM

 
 

From: Rion Bowers [mailto:rbowers@swca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2009 10:03 AM
To: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT; Dale Ortman; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
 
Dittos on the document!
 
We talk about the off-site mine water supply, but not the surface water resources that would be
impacted by the pipeline from the well field to the mine site. I'm assuming that the CNF is not
considering the power and water lines (or their impacts on resources) as connected actions under
NEPA?? I think the connected action may still be a bit up in the air, but unless told otherwise I’m
limiting impact analysis to Water Resources to an impact to water quality resulting from either
dewatering (which has no application to pipeline or power line crossings) or discharge to surface
water.  As all the drainages crossed by whatever pipeline or power line alignments are eventually
chosen are dry washes the potential for a discharge to surface water is sufficiently low to not warrant
formal analysis.  It may get mentioned in passing for CYA reasons, but that should be all.
 
Box Canyon (on the mine site) flows into Davidson Wash flows into Cienega Creek: Cienega Creek is
approximately 12 miles down gradient from the point at which Box Canyon meets with Davidson Wash
(just east of SR83). Although there is some data that indicates Davidson Wash contributes base flow to
Cienega Creek, I think that the Davidson Wash confluence with Cienega Creek should be the outer
limits of the bounds.  I agree……….  See response to Chris Garrett’s comments.
 
I am unaware of any on-site or off-site alternatives that may affect the spatial bounds for the analysis.
 
Thus, based on the above, the spatial bounds on the surface water map should encompass the mine
site watershed and Davidson Canyon. I agree
 
The memo with my edits/comments is attached.
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033
 
 

From: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT [mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 11:25 AM
To: Dale Ortman; Rion Bowers
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com


Dale -
 
I agree with the temporal and spatial bounds you've put together and like the
organization of the document as well.
 
Two questions/comments:
 
1.  Re: Surface water spatial bounds.   We specify:  " Surface water drainages receiving
discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson and Cienega creeks..."
 
With respect to water quality issues and water right issues, the impact could conceivably
be from the mine site all the way to the ocean (or at least the Colorado River).   Of
course, realistically the impacts become insignificant and/or unable to be analyzed at
some closer point downstream.   
 
My feeling is that for the purposes of the document, we need to identify that downstream
point of insignificance.   Based on what you already wrote, I'm assuming that we feel that
the point of significance is only these two creeks.   I would suggest tighter language to
make that crystal clear:
 
"Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, specifically Davidson
Creek from XXXX to its confluence with XXXX, and Cienega Creek from XXXX to its
confluence with XXXX."
 
2.  Are we considering springs to be a surface water or groundwater component?   Either
way, do they bear special mention?
 
 
- Chris
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: daleortmanpe@live.com
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rbowers@swca.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com
CC: ccoyle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: Fri, 29 May 2009 13:14:39 -0700

Attached is a memo presenting draft Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for the
Chapter 3 Affected Environment and supporting documents.  The CNF has directed SWCA
to develop draft Bounds of Analysis and work with the appropriate CNF staff to finalize
the Bounds of Analysis no later than June 12th.  Please review the attached memo and
return comments to me at your earliest convenience (but comments later than June 6 will
likely be ignored……..)
 
Cheers,
 



Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Rion Bowers
To: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT; Dale Ortman; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: 06/02/2009 10:03 AM
Attachments: 2009_Ortman_Shaffiqualah_Dft Bounds of Analysis_memo.doc

Dittos on the document!
 
We talk about the off-site mine water supply, but not the surface water resources that would be
impacted by the pipeline from the well field to the mine site. I'm assuming that the CNF is not
considering the power and water lines (or their impacts on resources) as connected actions under
NEPA?? 
 
Box Canyon (on the mine site) flows into Davidson Wash flows into Cienega Creek: Cienega Creek is
approximately 12 miles down gradient from the point at which Box Canyon meets with Davidson Wash
(just east of SR83). Although there is some data that indicates Davidson Wash contributes base flow to
Cienega Creek, I think that the Davidson Wash confluence with Cienega Creek should be the outer
limits of the bounds.  
 
I am unaware of any on-site or off-site alternatives that may affect the spatial bounds for the analysis.
 
Thus, based on the above, the spatial bounds on the surface water map should encompass the mine
site watershed and Davidson Canyon.
 
The memo with my edits/comments is attached.
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033
 

From: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT [mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 11:25 AM
To: Dale Ortman; Rion Bowers
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources

 
Dale -
 
I agree with the temporal and spatial bounds you've put together and like the organization of the
document as well.
 
Two questions/comments:
 
1.  Re: Surface water spatial bounds.   We specify:  "  Surface water drainages receiving discharge
from the mine site, namely Davidson and Cienega creeks..."
 
With respect to water quality issues and water right issues, the impact could conceivably be from the
mine site all the way to the ocean (or at least the Colorado River).   Of course, realistically the impacts
become insignificant and/or unable to be analyzed at some closer point downstream.   
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Salek Shafiqullah (CNF) 



		Copy to:

		Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett, Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason (SWCA)



		From:

		Dale Ortman PE



		Date:

		29 May 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Bounds of Analysis – Chapter 3 Affected Environment

Water Resources





This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major physical elements of the Water Resources discipline as outlined in the attached Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the attached memorandum on Impact Timeline dated 11 January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this memo describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however when we have determined the final spatial bounds they will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted that Bounds of Analysis will apply to both the group of twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and the suite of additional issues that may be described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of “significance”.  The general divisions of Water Resources for which I have proposed Bounds of Analysis are:

· Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water 

· Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater


· Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply


Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water


The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the surface water environment that may be impacted by the proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to surface water, both within the direct project area and downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The diversion and impounding of surface water runoff coupled with the topographic modification may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the local surface water regime. In addition, the potential for spills or other accidental releases to surface water will occur from initial construction through completion of reclamation.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

The spatial Bounds of Analysis include the surface water drainages that may influence or be impacted by the diversion and impoundment of surface water, deposition of fill directly into surface waters, modification of the mine site topography, and potential spills or other accidental releases.  Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following:

· Drainage basins 
contributing runoff to the mine site;


· Drainage basins 
containing mine site disturbance;

· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Wash
; and


· Drainages immediately adjacent to SR 83 that may be impacted by road construction or spills associated with potential accidents involving delivery of supplies to the mine.


Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater


The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the groundwater environment that may be impacted by the proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to groundwater, both within the direct project area and down-gradient from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The mine pit’s influence on the groundwater flow regime and the potential for seepage impacts from the tailings and waste rock facilities along with the potential for accidental process water leaks and other spills or releases may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the groundwater regime.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.


The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin(s) that may influence or be impacted by the mine pit or potential seepage, leakage, or spills from the mine operations area. Assuming that the groundwater model under development by Montgomery for Rosemont covers an adequate area of analysis I propose the area within the Montgomery model domain to be the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater.

Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply


The Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the water resources environment that may be impacted by the mine water supply for the proposed project.  Temporally the potential water resource impacts associated with the withdrawal of mine production water will occur only during the approximate 20-year life of active mine operations; therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for the withdrawal of production water is Operations.  However, the recharge of CAP water to the groundwater basin began in 2007 and will continue until the proposed 105% of projected production water withdrawal has been recharged, subject to limitations on Rosemont’s excess CAP water contract.  Therefore, the temporal bounds on the CAP water recharge element of Water Resources spans from 2007 through whenever the recharge commitment is completed; likely sometime during Operations.

The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may be impacted by the mine water supply wells and the CAP water recharge; therefore the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply is the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) with emphasis for mine production water withdrawal in the area encompassed within the groundwater model developed by Montgomery for Rosemont as described in Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009, prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 







�Is the pipeline from the well field considered a connected action under NEPA?


�Should we be referring to Watersheds not drainage basins??


�Same comment


�Cienega Creek is approximately 12 miles downstream from the confluence of Barrel Canyon with Davidson Wash
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My feeling is that for the purposes of the document, we need to identify that downstream point of
insignificance.   Based on what you already wrote, I'm assuming that we feel that the point of
significance is only these two creeks.   I would suggest tighter language to make that crystal clear:
 
"Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, specifically Davidson Creek from XXXX
to its confluence with XXXX, and Cienega Creek from XXXX to its confluence with XXXX."
 
2.  Are we considering springs to be a surface water or groundwater component?   Either way, do they
bear special mention?
 
 
- Chris
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: daleortmanpe@live.com
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rbowers@swca.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com
CC: ccoyle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: Fri, 29 May 2009 13:14:39 -0700

Attached is a memo presenting draft Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for the Chapter 3 Affected
Environment and supporting documents.  The CNF has directed SWCA to develop draft Bounds of
Analysis and work with the appropriate CNF staff to finalize the Bounds of Analysis no later than June
12th.  Please review the attached memo and return comments to me at your earliest convenience (but
comments later than June 6 will likely be ignored……..)
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Tom Furgason
To: Dale Ortman PE; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Kent C Ellett; Charles Coyle; Melissa Reichard; Rion Bowers; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology
Date: 03/11/2009 07:45 AM

Dale,
 
FYI- Salek hopped on the same river trip that Bev is on.  We'll have to go forward without his review. 
We may want to contact Roger Congdon as an alternative.
 
Tom

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Wed 3/11/2009 7:42 AM
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; Kent C Ellett; Charles Coyle; Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Rion Bowers;
'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology

Salek,
 
Attached is a draft of the Chapter 3 headings for Hydrology I Word format for your review.  Please
review and comment as per the CNF direction.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont EIS - Water Resources - Update on Rosemont Submissions
Date: 03/29/2010 04:26 PM

Salek,
 
The email below was sent on 3/22 and I have not heard back yet.  I realize you have had a lot of
catching up to do last week, but we need to decide what to do with these newly submitted
documents.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 9:53 AM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us)
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Water Resources - Update on Rosemont Submissions
 
Salek,
 
We have recently received several water resource submissions from Rosemont; the current
disposition of each is outlined below:
 
A Scope-of-Work and a Request for Cost Estimate has been issue to MWH to review the following,
but no response has been received to date:
 

1.       Montgomery (2010), Response to MWH October 23 Review of Groundwater Modeling
Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, February 9,

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
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2010
 
Scopes-of-Work and Requests for Cost Estimate have been issued to SRK to review the following,
but no responses have been received to date:
 

1.       TetraTech (2010), Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report, February
2010

2.       TetraTech (2010), Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, February 2010
3.       AMEC (2010), Rosemont Copper Project Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by

SRK, January 26, 2010
 
No action has been taken to date to have a technical subconsultant review the following:
 

1.       Montgomery (2010), Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to
Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010

2.       TetraTech  (2010), Technical Memorandum Rosemont Hydrology Method Justification,
January 27, 2010

3.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Mine Plan of Operations Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

4.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Barrel Only Alternative Stormwater Assessment,
March 5, 2010

5.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Barrel and McCleary Alternative Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

6.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Partial Pit Backfill Alternative Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

7.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste
Alternative Stormwater Assessment, March 5, 2010

8.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Sycamore Canyon and Barrel Waste Alternative
Stormwater Assessment, March 5, 2010

 
SWCA recommended on March 16, 2010 forwarding the following document to Rosemont for their
consideration, but we have received no confirmation of that action:
 

1.       SRK (2010), Technical Memorandum Preliminary Geochemistry Review – Proposed
Rosemont Copper Project, February 10, 2010

 
I suggest we get together to discuss the above; let me know if you agree and, if so, when would be
convenient for you.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC



Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Deborah K Sebesta
To: Kent C Ellett
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel; Eli Curiel; Jennifer Ruyle; Kendall Brown; Mary M Farrell; Reta

Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Larry
Jones

Subject: Re: Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.
Date: 03/19/2009 10:01 AM

Kent,
Are they going to ask the biologists,archaeologists, recreation folks,etc. for the State to
look at the ratings?  It seems to me that it would be a good idea since it is on their land. 
I don't mind adding my two-cents worth but I'm not sure I feel 100% comfortable making
the call on non-Forest land.

Debbie Sebesta, District Biologist
Coronado National Forest
Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road
Nogales, AZ  85624
Voice:  520-761-6009
Cell:  520-260-7702
Fax:  520-281-2396
E-mail:  dsebesta@fs.fed.us

▼ Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS

Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS 

03/18/2009 05:47 PM

To Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.

If you received this e-mail you probably have an assignment due Friday the
20th &/or next Tuesday the 24th. 
EPG - 138 kV Transmission Line:  Due Friday
We met with consultants EPG and SWCA today to discuss the proposed 138
kilovolt transmission line and the Cause & Effect/Issue Statements.  
I've been waiting for EPG's Siting Criteria Worksheet and definition for the
ratings (i.e., low, moderately low, moderate, etc.) to be emailed to me. It
hasn't come yet.  I'll check on it tomorrow so you have it to do your
assignment of reviewing the proposed ratings and if you think an issue
should be rated differently, state the rating it should have with your rational
and email it to me (Kent) by noon Friday so I can consolidate and send to
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EPG Friday afternoon.
1.    Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management
System) and ROS (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with
the GIS Shop to provide GIS layers or shape files to EPG.
2.    Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map
with land uses designations and other special classifications such as T&E
species critical habitat designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with
Jennifer Ruyle.  
3.    Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness.
4.    Kent will coordinate with the Heritage Shop RE Cultural Resources.
5.    Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section
and provide their comments.
6.    Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need
new service roads.

SWCA - Cause & Effect/Issue Statements:  Due Next Tuesday.
Assignments:   Send your comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann
by Tuesday afternoon so Bev can forward to SWCA Wednesday morning. 
This will give SWCA a couple days to review in preparation for the meeting
with Rosemont on the 30th.

"Dismissed Themes" #95 & #68 may be combined pending Regional Office
input.

I have several hard copies of the documents we reviewed today and will put
them on Rita's table if you need one.  Electronic documents are available on
Webex.   Please contact John Able or Melissa Reichard (SWCA) if you need
assistance with Webex.  Melissa's phone number is 520-325-2033 and email
is mreichard@swca.com   

Good meeting today.  Thanks for your focus & participation.  Rita, thanks for
the bagels. 

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621



520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Larry Jones
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Charles A Blair; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

jrigg@swca.com; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; Reta Laford; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont extended IDT DEIS review
Date: 01/19/2010 08:42 AM

Let's revise our meeting schedule to from 1:30 to 4:30.  We'll still be meeting in 6V6.  Thanks, Larry. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

01/19/2010 07:33 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

Charles A Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jrigg@swca.com,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont extended IDT DEIS reviewLink

I thought everyone was expected to attend the Toni Stafford videoconference from 9-12. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/15/2010 04:11 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

dkriegel@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
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Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, jrigg@swca.com, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Charles A
Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont extended IDT DEIS reviewLink

I'd like to remind the team that we will be receiving the DEIS from SWCA by COB today.  In order to
effectively and efficiently review the DEIS, please focus on reviewing chapter 2, your resource areas,
and making note of omissions in the DEIS.  Don't spend time word-smithing, as the document still
faces a lot of editing. 

I would like to have an IDT meeting on Wednesday the 20th (9:00, 6V6) so that we can all compare
notes and see how the review is going for everyone.  This will probably be a very short meeting, unless
some of us see the need to work with others in completing the review and want to work as a group or
in smaller groups.

Since both the core and extended team are involved in the review, I would like for all team members to
attend the meeting.  Nogales folks can join by phone if you prefer. 

Thank you - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

notes://entr3a/8825685D00481218/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/7A58F81B7A2B2904072576A40082E56F


From: Larry Jones
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; Charles A Blair; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jrigg@swca.com; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; Reta Laford; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont extended IDT DEIS review
Date: 01/19/2010 07:33 AM

I thought everyone was expected to attend the Toni Stafford videoconference from
9-12.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/15/2010 04:11 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, jrigg@swca.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Charles A
Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont extended IDT DEIS review

I'd like to remind the team that we will be receiving the DEIS from
SWCA by COB today.  In order to effectively and efficiently review the
DEIS, please focus on reviewing chapter 2, your resource areas, and
making note of omissions in the DEIS.  Don't spend time word-
smithing, as the document still faces a lot of editing.

I would like to have an IDT meeting on Wednesday the 20th (9:00,
6V6) so that we can all compare notes and see how the review is going
for everyone.  This will probably be a very short meeting, unless some
of us see the need to work with others in completing the review and
want to work as a group or in smaller groups.

Since both the core and extended team are involved in the review, I
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would like for all team members to attend the meeting.  Nogales folks
can join by phone if you prefer.

Thank you -

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont Final Mitigation Table
Date: 07/21/2010 05:10 PM

RCC Team, 

We discussed this mitigation table today in the extended team meeting.  A couple of team members
thought there were some errors on the table, in particular some mitigation that they had previously
submitted that was not captured.  If you see something like this in the table, please let me know.  I am
not looking for new mitigation ideas, and anything new will not be included in the table for
consideration in the DEIS. 

If you have information on previous submissions that were overlooked, I need that information by first
thing Monday morning.  If I don't hear from you by then, the missing information will not be considered
in the DEIS, and will have to be considered at a later date. 

Thanks, 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Terry Chute
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont Final Mitigation Table
Date: 07/22/2010 09:57 AM

I met with Reta this morning to discuss Mitigation Table edits among other topics.  The
result is pretty much the same as we discussed in yesterday's IDT meeting and that Bev
summarized in her email.  Please review your specific section of the Mitigation Table
focusing your edits on factual errors, disconnects, clarification, and minor editing.  I will
work on incorporating edits into one document next week.  
 
Thanks,
 
Terry Chute 

From: Beverley A Everson
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2010 6:10 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us ; aelek@fs.fed.us ; cablair@fs.fed.us ; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us ;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us ; dsebesta@fs.fed.us ; ecuriel@fs.fed.us ; gmckay@fs.fed.us ;
hschewel@fs.fed.us ; Jeremy J Sautter ; Kendall Brown ; ljones02@fs.fed.us ; Melinda D Roth ;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us ; mreichard@swca.com ; rlaford@fs.fed.us ; rlefevre@fs.fed.us ;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us ; sldavis@fs.fed.us ; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us ; temmett@fs.fed.us ;
tfurgason@swca.com ; tjchute@msn.com ; Walter Keyes ; William B Gillespie
Subject: Re: Rosemont Final Mitigation Table

RCC Team, 

We discussed this mitigation table today in the extended team meeting.  A couple of team members
thought there were some errors on the table, in particular some mitigation that they had previously
submitted that was not captured.  If you see something like this in the table, please let me know.  I
am not looking for new mitigation ideas, and anything new will not be included in the table for
consideration in the DEIS. 

If you have information on previous submissions that were overlooked, I need that information by
first thing Monday morning.  If I don't hear from you by then, the missing information will not be
considered in the DEIS, and will have to be considered at a later date. 

Thanks, 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701
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Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Melinda D Roth; tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; jrigg@swca.com
Subject: Re: Rosemont Final Mitigation Table
Date: 07/26/2010 04:48 PM
Attachments: Mitigation Memo_CE.docx

FINAL Mitigation Table_CE.docx
FINAL Mitigation Table_CE with salek markup.docx

The mitigation table regarding hydrology looks acceptable.  I made a few edits and
added some new items (all in red).  If used later, that's OK, its stuff I thought of so
I figured I would write it down.

    

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/20/2010 05:34 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, Jeremy J
Sautter/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com,
rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, tjchute@msn.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeremy J
Sautter/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tjchute@msn.com

cc

Subject Rosemont Final Mitigation Table

Please see below, final mitigation table for the project.  Note that the
changes between the tables (ie., mitigation dropped and other
changes) were authorized by the decision maker.  We'll discuss
changes in the IDT meeting tomorrow.  Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
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Rosemont Copper Project

Mitigation Measures Process Memorandum

July 16, 2010

DRAFT

Coronado National Forest (Coronado) received a proposed Plan of Operations (PoO) for construction, operation/reclamation, and closure of an open-pit mine on public land administered by Coronado and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to extract locatable minerals such as copper, molybdenum, and silver. The PoO, titled Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, Inc. 2007), was submitted by Augusta Resource Corporation, the parent company of Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont Copper). Pursuant to U.S. mining laws, the U.S. Forest Service (Forest Service) and BLM are required to respond to the PoO to conduct mining operations. Under 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 228.5, the Forest Service, serving as the lead federal agency for this project, must determine whether to approve the PoO submitted by Rosemont Copper or to require changes or additions deemed necessary to meet the requirements of the regulations for environmental protection set forth in 36 CFR 228.8. 

As an integral part of Coronado’s decision to approve or modify the PoO, and in accordance with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, Coronado developed alternatives to the proposed action. A comparative analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and four alternatives is currently being conducted, and the findings will be disclosed in the upcoming Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). During the Draft EIS analysis process, applicable mitigation measures are reviewed in order to determine the extent of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives. The purpose of mitigation measures is to minimize or eliminate the adverse environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives analyzed in the EIS. 

Mitigation measures fall into two groups. The first group consists of mitigation measures that are required by law, regulation, or policy, or as a condition of a required permit. Examples of the sources of these mitigation measures include the following:

· Laws and regulations: Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act (CWA), Mine Safety and Health Act, and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. 

· Policies: Coronado’s Forest Plan’s policy is to “support environmentally sound energy and minerals development and reclamation.” BLM’s policy is to authorize mining with reasonable mitigation to prevent undue and unnecessary environmental degradation, according to the BLM Manual and Handbook 1790-1 and Departmental Guidance (516 Department Manual 1-7).

· Permit Conditions: Pima County Department of Environmental Quality Air Quality Permit, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Individual Section 404 CWA Permit for Impacts to Waters of the United States, and Arizona Department of Environmental Quality Aquifer Protection Permit.

The second group of mitigation measures consists of measures requested by the public, Forest Service Interdisciplinary (ID) Team, cooperating agencies, and project proponent that are not required by law, regulation, policy, or as a condition of a permit but are approved as supplements to required mitigation measures. 

In order to determine supplemental mitigation measures for this project, a list of all proposed mitigation measures was compiled by the Forest Service. Sources of proposed mitigation measures included the public’s responses to public scoping, Cooperating Agencies’ responses to solicitation for proposed measures (letters attached), Forest Service ID Team’s responses to internal solicitation for proposed measures, and voluntary supplemental measures proposed by Rosemont Copper. The resulting compilation of proposed mitigation measures was then evaluated by the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper to ensure they have reasonable monetary costs and are practicable, effective, and necessary. 

During a series of meetings between the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper, proposed mitigation measures from this compilation were considered and approved as supplemental mitigation or dismissed. The rationale for dismissal of proposed supplemental measures included the following:

· Redundant: proposed measure is already covered by law, regulation, policy, permit condition, proposed action, or previously recorded measure carried forward.

· Impracticable or Infeasible: proposed measure employs speculative or unproven technology or is not cost effective. 

· Considered during Alternatives Development: proposed measure duplicates an alternative or an element of an alternative that was considered but dropped during the Forest Service alternatives development process.

· Impact(s) to Other Resource(s): proposed measure would have greater impact to other resource(s) than previously recorded measure carried forward. 

The Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper met 5 times from November 2009 through July 2010. Revised tables were provided to both parties prior to the meetings in order to solicit comments and questions and propose edits. The final Rosemont Copper Project Mitigation Table (attached) was approved by both parties on July 8, 2010, and includes mitigation measures required by laws, regulations, policies, and permit conditions, as well as supplemental mitigation measures.






Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		Air

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop? Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		Move to Monitoring



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		Air 

Public Safety



		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		Clean Air Act, PDEQ Air Permit

Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel. Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. 



		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 

Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		See 1.1.1



		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons 



		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility. Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles).

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		Ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications. 

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway. 

		

		???



		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.

Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		The Invasive Species Management Plan (regarding noxious weeds, aquatic and terrestrial plants and animals) shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants and Animals – noxious weeds

Move to Monitoring



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.

The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife. 

For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted. 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses

Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape

Unnecessary detail



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety. Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 

If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists. Any natural void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave. Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		Federal Cave Resources Act of 1988 (as amended in 1990) on Federal land

		Animals – habitat lost



		Linear features such as utilities and pipe lines will be promptly reclaimed with native vegetation to avoid fragmentation of corridors of native biological communities. 

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		In order to avoid impacts to rocky slopes on the east side of the Santa Ritas, including Talus slopes, Rosemont will locate the west side pit operations power loop within the disturbance perimeter of the ultimate pit. 

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		Rosemont shall work with Coronado and other relevant agency biologists to develop a conservation plan for Hexelextris colemanii. Measures may include area closures, exclosures (fencing), posting, and avoidance.

		

		Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		Dark/Night Skies

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights. The plan shall identify how it will design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.

Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4; MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		Energy

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, and wind to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations. 

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		Hazardous Materials

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 

These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas. 

MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers. As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT 

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Heritage

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

Prepare a Historic Properties Treatment Plan that address the adverse effects to all historic properties, and specifies how to mitigate adverse effects on historic properties, which may include: 

· Procedures for the respectful treatment and repatriation of human remains. 

· Data recovery excavations

· Plan for monitoring ground disturbing activities

· Public interpretation

· Recovery of information through oral histories and archival research

Mitigate adverse effects to plants of critical traditional importance to tribes with interest in the Area of Potential Effect.

Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		National Historic Preservation NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

Include Arizona Revised Statute Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials



		

		

		Heritage - burials



		

		

		Heritage - # sites



		RCC shall provide an opportunity for Native American participation in the advisory group for recommending grant recipients from the Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust . 

		

		



		RCC shall work with the Coronado staff and consulting tribes for recommendations on the selection of plant species that will be used for reclamation purposes.

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		Hydrology

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.

As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.

The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application. 

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.

Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program. The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits. 

General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released. 

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act

Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results

SW quality



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		 



		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood. The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations. 

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont. 

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County. 

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		ADWR

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.

		

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources. For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed. It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions. Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached. Annual reporting. This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek. A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		



		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service. All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location. This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data. Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		



		Annually fund the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580). 

		

		



		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.

		

		



		Land Use

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 

*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		43 USC 2 (BLM)

		Forest Plan



		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.

At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E); Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.

Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		Forest Plan



		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		

		Forest Plan



		Public Health and Safety

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. 

		

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation - solitude



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		See 163



		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		Range/Grazing

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		

		Water – beneficial uses



		Reclamation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies. This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements. Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation. Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 

		Monitoring?

Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		See 4.13.1



		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include adaptive management practices for:

· Selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area. 

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		 

		See 4.13.1



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		

		Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan. Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom). Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation. Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability. Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. 

		

		Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		Monitoring?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed. Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of 1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site. The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes. 

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established. 

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 

The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success. These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Recreation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across Rosemont lands within or adjacent to public lands. 

		None

		Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation - access



		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation. This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). 

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - # trails/THs, ROS



		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		Riparian

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will comply with mitigation specifications identified in the individual permit of the Section 404 CWA.

		CWA 404 permit conditions

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.” Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		Transportation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes) under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road. It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).

		Forest Plan



		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		Recreation - access



		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83 and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible







		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		Visual Quality

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		Apply adaptive management procedures to determine the applicability of treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock. Areas would be limited to those that are visible at time of closure. If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability. Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.

Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		



		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate for impacts to public lands including water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, heritage resources, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, BLM, and ACOE with input from other agencies as appropriate.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation. As examples, the ACOE may require:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access





		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		Forest Plan



		Other

		

		



		A community endowment trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area. Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the trust can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice

Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		Upon discovery of significant paleontological resources, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists.

		

		Geology and Minerals



		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		Air



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 

The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Plants and Animals



		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		Animals



		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design. Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

		

		Will be combined with #127

Water – east-side quality

Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119

*** RCC to provide examples

Water – east-side quality



		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		

		Pending effects determination

Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting. 

		

		Integrated into #178

Numerous resources/issues addressed



		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		Rosemont will provide funding to the FS for USGS streamflow gage monitoring station at Barrell Canyon.

		

		



		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		Hydrology

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.

As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.

The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application. 

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.

Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program. The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits. 

General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released. 

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act

Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results

SW quality



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		 



		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood. The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations. 

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont. 

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County. 

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

· Rosemont water supply wells will not be used as recovery wells for accrued storage credits.

		ADWR

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· Local CAP recharge Recharge CAP as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· As available, trade or purchase storage credits from entities who own credits at a recharge facility which is close to the Rosemont supply well field.

· Every 5 years, Rosemont will modify the status of accrued storage credits into non recoverable status and extinguish the storage credits with preference to credits derived at a recharge facility which is close to the Rosemont supply well field.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.

· 

		

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources. For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed. It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions. Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached. Annual reporting. This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek. A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		



		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service. All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location. This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data. Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		



		Annually fund the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580). 

		

		



		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		Hydrology

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.

As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.

The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application. 

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.

Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program. The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits. 

General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released. 

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act

Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results

SW quality



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		 



		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood. The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations. 

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont. 

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County. 

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

· Rosemont water supply wells will not be used as recovery wells for accrued storage credits.

		ADWR

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· Local CAP recharge Recharge CAP as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· As available, trade or purchase storage credits from entities who own credits at a recharge facility which is close to the Rosemont supply well field.

· Every 5 years, Rosemont will modify the status of accrued storage credits into non recoverable status and extinguish the storage credits with preference to credits derived at a recharge facility which is close to the Rosemont supply well field.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.

· 

		

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources. For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed. It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions. Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached. Annual reporting. This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek. A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		



		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service. All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location. This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data. Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		



		Annually fund the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580). 

		

		



		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.
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300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Reta, 
  
Attached for your review is the Draft Mitigation Process Memorandum and
Final Mitigation Table.  The table reflects the changes agreed upon by the FS
and Rosemont at the July 8, 2010, mitigation meeting.  Please review the
memo and let me know if you have any comments or questions.  The
referenced Cooperating Agency response letters are saved in the record and
on WebEx.   
  
Many thanks, 
  
Jonathan Rigg 
Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033 

Email: jrigg@swca.com 
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JULY 16, 2010
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Rosemont Copper Project

Mitigation Measures Process Memorandum

July 16, 2010

DRAFT

Coronado National Forest (Coronado) received a proposed Plan of Operations (PoO) for construction, operation/reclamation, and closure of an open-pit mine on public land administered by Coronado and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to extract locatable minerals such as copper, molybdenum, and silver. The PoO, titled Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, Inc. 2007), was submitted by Augusta Resource Corporation, the parent company of Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont Copper). Pursuant to U.S. mining laws, the U.S. Forest Service (Forest Service) and BLM are required to respond to the PoO to conduct mining operations. Under 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 228.5, the Forest Service, serving as the lead federal agency for this project, must determine whether to approve the PoO submitted by Rosemont Copper or to require changes or additions deemed necessary to meet the requirements of the regulations for environmental protection set forth in 36 CFR 228.8. 

As an integral part of Coronado’s decision to approve or modify the PoO, and in accordance with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, Coronado developed alternatives to the proposed action. A comparative analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and four alternatives is currently being conducted, and the findings will be disclosed in the upcoming Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). During the Draft EIS analysis process, applicable mitigation measures are reviewed in order to determine the extent of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives. The purpose of mitigation measures is to minimize or eliminate the adverse environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives analyzed in the EIS. 

Mitigation measures fall into two groups. The first group consists of mitigation measures that are required by law, regulation, or policy, or as a condition of a required permit. Examples of the sources of these mitigation measures include the following:

· Laws and regulations: Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act (CWA), Mine Safety and Health Act, and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. 

· Policies: Coronado’s Forest Plan’s policy is to “support environmentally sound energy and minerals development and reclamation.” BLM’s policy is to authorize mining with reasonable mitigation to prevent undue and unnecessary environmental degradation, according to the BLM Manual and Handbook 1790-1 and Departmental Guidance (516 Department Manual 1-7).

· Permit Conditions: Pima County Department of Environmental Quality Air Quality Permit, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Individual Section 404 CWA Permit for Impacts to Waters of the United States, and Arizona Department of Environmental Quality Aquifer Protection Permit.

The second group of mitigation measures consists of measures requested by the public, Forest Service Interdisciplinary (ID) Team, cooperating agencies, and project proponent that are not required by law, regulation, policy, or as a condition of a permit but are approved as supplements to required mitigation measures. 

In order to determine supplemental mitigation measures for this project, a list of all proposed mitigation measures was compiled by the Forest Service. Sources of proposed mitigation measures included the public’s responses to public scoping, Cooperating Agencies’ responses to solicitation for proposed measures (letters attached), Forest Service ID Team’s responses to internal solicitation for proposed measures, and voluntary supplemental measures proposed by Rosemont Copper. The resulting compilation of proposed mitigation measures was then evaluated by the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper to ensure they have reasonable monetary costs and are practicable, effective, and necessary. 

During a series of meetings between the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper, proposed mitigation measures from this compilation were considered and approved as supplemental mitigation or dismissed. The rationale for dismissal of proposed supplemental measures included the following:

· Redundant: proposed measure is already covered by law, regulation, policy, permit condition, proposed action, or previously recorded measure carried forward.

· Impracticable or Infeasible: proposed measure employs speculative or unproven technology or is not cost effective. 

· Considered during Alternatives Development: proposed measure duplicates an alternative or an element of an alternative that was considered but dropped during the Forest Service alternatives development process.

· Impact(s) to Other Resource(s): proposed measure would have greater impact to other resource(s) than previously recorded measure carried forward. 

The Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper met 5 times from November 2009 through July 2010. Revised tables were provided to both parties prior to the meetings in order to solicit comments and questions and propose edits. The final Rosemont Copper Project Mitigation Table (attached) was approved by both parties on July 8, 2010, and includes mitigation measures required by laws, regulations, policies, and permit conditions, as well as supplemental mitigation measures.






Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		Air

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop? Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		Move to Monitoring



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		Air 

Public Safety



		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		Clean Air Act, PDEQ Air Permit

Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel. Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. 



		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 

Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		See 1.1.1



		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons 



		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility. Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles).

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		Ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications. 

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway. 

		

		???



		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.

Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		The Invasive Species Management Plan (regarding noxious weeds, aquatic and terrestrial plants and animals) shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants and Animals – noxious weeds

Move to Monitoring



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.

The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife. 

For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted. 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses

Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape

Unnecessary detail



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety. Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 

If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists. Any natural void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave. Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		Federal Cave Resources Act of 1988 (as amended in 1990) on Federal land

		Animals – habitat lost



		Linear features such as utilities and pipe lines will be promptly reclaimed with native vegetation to avoid fragmentation of corridors of native biological communities. 

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		In order to avoid impacts to rocky slopes on the east side of the Santa Ritas, including Talus slopes, Rosemont will locate the west side pit operations power loop within the disturbance perimeter of the ultimate pit. 

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		Rosemont shall work with Coronado and other relevant agency biologists to develop a conservation plan for Hexelextris colemanii. Measures may include area closures, exclosures (fencing), posting, and avoidance.

		

		Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		Dark/Night Skies

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights. The plan shall identify how it will design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.

Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4; MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		Energy

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, and wind to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations. 

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		Hazardous Materials

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 

These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas. 

MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers. As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT 

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Heritage

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

Prepare a Historic Properties Treatment Plan that address the adverse effects to all historic properties, and specifies how to mitigate adverse effects on historic properties, which may include: 

· Procedures for the respectful treatment and repatriation of human remains. 

· Data recovery excavations

· Plan for monitoring ground disturbing activities

· Public interpretation

· Recovery of information through oral histories and archival research

Mitigate adverse effects to plants of critical traditional importance to tribes with interest in the Area of Potential Effect.

Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		National Historic Preservation NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

Include Arizona Revised Statute Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials



		

		

		Heritage - burials



		

		

		Heritage - # sites



		RCC shall provide an opportunity for Native American participation in the advisory group for recommending grant recipients from the Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust . 

		

		



		RCC shall work with the Coronado staff and consulting tribes for recommendations on the selection of plant species that will be used for reclamation purposes.

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		Hydrology

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.

As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.

The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application. 

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.

Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program. The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits. 

General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released. 

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act

Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results

SW quality



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		 



		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood. The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations. 

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont. 

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County. 

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		ADWR

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.

		

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources. For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed. It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions. Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached. Annual reporting. This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek. A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		



		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service. All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location. This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data. Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		



		Annually fund the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580). 

		

		



		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.

		

		



		Land Use

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 

*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		43 USC 2 (BLM)

		Forest Plan



		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.

At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E); Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.

Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		Forest Plan



		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		

		Forest Plan



		Public Health and Safety

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. 

		

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation - solitude



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		See 163



		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		Range/Grazing

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		

		Water – beneficial uses



		Reclamation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies. This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements. Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation. Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 

		Monitoring?

Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		See 4.13.1



		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include adaptive management practices for:

· Selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area. 

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		 

		See 4.13.1



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		

		Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan. Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom). Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation. Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability. Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. 

		

		Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		Monitoring?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed. Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of 1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site. The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes. 

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established. 

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 

The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success. These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Recreation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across Rosemont lands within or adjacent to public lands. 

		None

		Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation - access



		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation. This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). 

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - # trails/THs, ROS



		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		Riparian

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will comply with mitigation specifications identified in the individual permit of the Section 404 CWA.

		CWA 404 permit conditions

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.” Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		Transportation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes) under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road. It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).

		Forest Plan



		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		Recreation - access



		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83 and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible







		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		Visual Quality

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		Apply adaptive management procedures to determine the applicability of treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock. Areas would be limited to those that are visible at time of closure. If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability. Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.

Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		



		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate for impacts to public lands including water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, heritage resources, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, BLM, and ACOE with input from other agencies as appropriate.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation. As examples, the ACOE may require:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access





		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		Forest Plan



		Other

		

		



		A community endowment trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area. Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the trust can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice

Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		Upon discovery of significant paleontological resources, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists.

		

		Geology and Minerals



		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		Air



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 

The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Plants and Animals



		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		Animals



		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design. Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

		

		Will be combined with #127

Water – east-side quality

Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119

*** RCC to provide examples

Water – east-side quality



		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		

		Pending effects determination

Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting. 

		

		Integrated into #178

Numerous resources/issues addressed



		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		Rosemont will provide funding to the FS for USGS streamflow gage monitoring station at Barrell Canyon.

		

		



		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Day, Stephen'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Kathy Arnold';

'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason - SWCA '; 'Jonathan Rigg - SWCA'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 06/11/2010 10:18 AM

Cori,
 
A synopsis either in list or matrix form would be very helpful; please put together whatever you
can in the available time.   I’ll be contacting SWCA this morning to see how we arrange for
computer linkage among the participants to allow viewing the various tech memos and sharing of
files.  The overall purpose of the meeting is to allow Rosemont’s consultants to question SRK’s staff
regarding the issues raised and discuss possible ways to resolve the issues to SRK’s and the CNF’s
satisfaction; therefore, this is really Rosemont’s meeting and it will be up to them to ensure they
get the most out of the available time.
 
Kathy…….  Please let us know who of your consultants will be participating and forward their
contact information.
 
All…….. I promised Steve Day the meeting would last no more than two hours, so let’s be sure we
get to the meat of the issues as quickly as reasonably possible.
 
Thanks to all for meeting a tight schedule.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 

From: Hoag, Cori [mailto:choag@srk.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 3:43 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
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Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
Dale,
What is the format this conference call should take to be most effective?  Should a brief list of
recommendations or some type of matrix be compiled and distributed to the group to summarize
the elements raised in the various reports and SRK perception of the degree of deficiency? We
need to focus on the items that are likely to be significant stumbling blocks.
Cori
 
Goals listed in Dale’s June 6 email:
… discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson
Canyon reports. 
The review of the Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is
pertinent to the three predictive reports. 
… determine the nature of the issues raised by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the
issues. 
… determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient agreement can be
reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting
3275 W. Ina Rd., Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
W (520) 544-3688
F (520) 544-9853
M (520) 400-4135

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 6:44 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Hoag, Cori; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
All,
 
The geochemistry conference call will be this coming Monday at 9:00 – 11:00 AM Pacific/Arizona
Time.
 
Kathy…. Please confirm that your consultants will be available for the conference call.  This is the
only time that Steve Day, SRK’s reviewing geochemist, has available for next week; therefore it is
imperative that your consultants are available.
 
Melissa…. Please send the SWCA conference call information to all participants and initiate the call
on Monday.  Also, please be available to record the meeting notes.



 
All… Please confirm your attendance.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hoag, Cori
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Kathy Arnold;

Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 06/14/2010 08:59 AM
Attachments: Rosemont_Geochem+Infiltration_Comments_20100614.docx

Al,
 
Attached is a list of brief questions/comments compiled by Steve Day, Vladimir Ugorets, and Mike
Sieber from the review memos related to modeling. Please distribute as needed.
Regards, Cori
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting
3275 W. Ina Rd., Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
W (520) 544-3688
F (520) 544-9853
M (520) 400-4135

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 10:18 AM
To: Hoag, Cori; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason - SWCA '; 'Jonathan Rigg - SWCA'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
Cori,
 
A synopsis either in list or matrix form would be very helpful; please put together whatever you
can in the available time.   I’ll be contacting SWCA this morning to see how we arrange for
computer linkage among the participants to allow viewing the various tech memos and sharing of
files.  The overall purpose of the meeting is to allow Rosemont’s consultants to question SRK’s staff
regarding the issues raised and discuss possible ways to resolve the issues to SRK’s and the CNF’s
satisfaction; therefore, this is really Rosemont’s meeting and it will be up to them to ensure they
get the most out of the available time.
 
Kathy…….  Please let us know who of your consultants will be participating and forward their
contact information.
 
All…….. I promised Steve Day the meeting would last no more than two hours, so let’s be sure we
get to the meat of the issues as quickly as reasonably possible.
 
Thanks to all for meeting a tight schedule.
 
Cheers,
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June 14, 2010 Summary of Questions and concerns for Discussion

Compiled from SRK review memos



Pit Lake geochemistry:



1. Nature of the inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance, presented in reviewed SRK documents.



2. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, completed by Tetra Tech (2010).

3. Pit Lake hydrogeochemistry was evaluated by the components of water balance simulated by M & A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model which:

a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures,

b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions,

c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and

d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters.



4. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the groundwater model because pit lake stage will be different.

5. Characterization of pit walls – is there confidence that drilling has sufficient coverage that ore periphery influence can be evaluated?

6. Characterization of mineralogy as it effects application of ABA and evaluation of leaching (oxide and sulphate minerals, jarosite etc).

7. Agreement on the components of the conceptual model.

8. Understanding of how the pit wall source term was developed (scaling of lab results) and possible need for re-evaluation.

Infiltration, seepage, fate and transport model

1. Understanding of how source terms were calculated from laboratory tests. (Steve)

1. Climate

· Why was Nogales 6N data used instead of the closer Santa Rita station?

· What method was used to translate the pan evaporation data from Nogales to the elevation of the Site?

· What do one day and seven day infiltration-seepage modeling show?

· Appendix C model data appears that the “average” precipitation data is applied nearly every day. What was the method used to average the precipitation. Why was not all of the data used for a long-term transient model?

2. Site Material-Soil Data

· The theory unsaturated flow is presented

· The statement is made that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated flow properties, however, the specific SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves are not presented.

3. Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model

· The drain down model and infiltration-seepage model do not take into account the alteration of the oxide ore after leaching with raffinate. The leaching process will significantly change the unsaturated flow properties and reduce the saturated hydraulic conductivity. The time estimated or the Heap to drain is underestimated.

4. Steady-State and Transient Solutions

· Steady-State modeling was used to develop non-zero starting points for transient modeling, however, the figures for the transient solutions begin zero moisture water content.

· One-year transient simulations are neither long enough nor realistic to simulate long-term closure of the mine facilities.

For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following recommendations:

· Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an asymptotic stabilization of results.

· Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations should be applied as input.  

· Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock.

· The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could be considered.

· Several figures are difficult to read

· For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale.





Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 

From: Hoag, Cori [mailto:choag@srk.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 3:43 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
Dale,
What is the format this conference call should take to be most effective?  Should a brief list of
recommendations or some type of matrix be compiled and distributed to the group to summarize
the elements raised in the various reports and SRK perception of the degree of deficiency? We
need to focus on the items that are likely to be significant stumbling blocks.
Cori
 
Goals listed in Dale’s June 6 email:
… discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson
Canyon reports. 
The review of the Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is
pertinent to the three predictive reports. 
… determine the nature of the issues raised by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the
issues. 
… determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient agreement can be
reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting
3275 W. Ina Rd., Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
W (520) 544-3688

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


F (520) 544-9853
M (520) 400-4135

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 6:44 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Hoag, Cori; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
All,
 
The geochemistry conference call will be this coming Monday at 9:00 – 11:00 AM Pacific/Arizona
Time.
 
Kathy…. Please confirm that your consultants will be available for the conference call.  This is the
only time that Steve Day, SRK’s reviewing geochemist, has available for next week; therefore it is
imperative that your consultants are available.
 
Melissa…. Please send the SWCA conference call information to all participants and initiate the call
on Monday.  Also, please be available to record the meeting notes.
 
All… Please confirm your attendance.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 06/11/2010 09:22 AM

I can attend.  Thanks for not getting frustrated....or at least not letting it show.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

06/10/2010 06:44 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Hoag,
Cori'" <choag@srk.com>, "Steve Day"
<sday@srk.com>, "'Ugorets, Vladimir'"
<vugorets@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Sieber, Mike'"
<msieber@srk.com>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "'Salek
Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley
A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D
Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final
Schedule

All,

 
The geochemistry conference call will be this coming Monday at 9:00 – 11:00 AM
Pacific/Arizona Time.

 
Kathy…. Please confirm that your consultants will be available for the conference
call.  This is the only time that Steve Day, SRK’s reviewing geochemist, has available
for next week; therefore it is imperative that your consultants are available.

 
Melissa…. Please send the SWCA conference call information to all participants and
initiate the call on Monday.  Also, please be available to record the meeting notes.

 
All… Please confirm your attendance.

 
Regards,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hoag, Cori
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Kathy Arnold;

Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 06/11/2010 03:43 AM

Dale,
What is the format this conference call should take to be most effective?  Should a brief list of
recommendations or some type of matrix be compiled and distributed to the group to summarize
the elements raised in the various reports and SRK perception of the degree of deficiency? We
need to focus on the items that are likely to be significant stumbling blocks.
Cori
 
Goals listed in Dale’s June 6 email:
… discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson
Canyon reports. 
The review of the Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is
pertinent to the three predictive reports. 
… determine the nature of the issues raised by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the
issues. 
… determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient agreement can be
reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting
3275 W. Ina Rd., Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
W (520) 544-3688
F (520) 544-9853
M (520) 400-4135

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 6:44 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Hoag, Cori; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
 
All,
 
The geochemistry conference call will be this coming Monday at 9:00 – 11:00 AM Pacific/Arizona
Time.
 
Kathy…. Please confirm that your consultants will be available for the conference call.  This is the
only time that Steve Day, SRK’s reviewing geochemist, has available for next week; therefore it is
imperative that your consultants are available.
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Melissa…. Please send the SWCA conference call information to all participants and initiate the call
on Monday.  Also, please be available to record the meeting notes.
 
All… Please confirm your attendance.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Stone, Claudia'; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Kathy Arnold'; mreichard@swca.com; 'Melinda D Roth';

Steve Day; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; Tom Furgason - SWCA; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'
Subject: Re: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/09/2010 04:52 PM

I'm available Monday morning and Tuesday afternoon. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

06/09/2010 03:46 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "Steve Day" <sday@srk.com>,
"'Ugorets, Vladimir'" <vugorets@srk.com>, "'Hoag, Cori'"
<choag@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>, <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

All, 
  
Rosemont informs me that scheduling the geochemistry teleconference any later than next week is unacceptable
due to the impact on the DEIS schedule.  Please review your schedules and let me know when on Monday or

Tuesday (June 14-15) you are available for no more than a 2-hour teleconference or conference call. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
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PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah';

'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/08/2010 06:04 PM

All,
 
Vladimir is not available June 28-29.  Please let me know your availability for the remainder of the
week – June 30 – July 2.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 12:32 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry
Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg - SWCA (jrigg@swca.com);
'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
 
All,
 

Steve Day, SRK’s geochemist for the review work, is not available until the week of June 28th;
therefore please let me know your availability for a teleconference during that week, the earlier
the better.  We very much need to be progressing along with this so I intend to schedule the
teleconference based on the availability of the prime-time players.
 
Cheers,
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Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 5:06 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry
Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg - SWCA (jrigg@swca.com);
'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
 
All,
 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a collaborative manner
similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater model review.  We would like to hold a

teleconference on June 17th among the various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake
Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the
Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the three
predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the nature of the issues raised
by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the issues.  A specific goal for the
teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient
agreement can be reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 

Please let me know your availability for the 17th of June.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/09/2010 05:07 PM

Monday:  am or pm
Tuesday:  pm only

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

06/09/2010 03:46 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "Steve
Day" <sday@srk.com>, "'Ugorets, Vladimir'"
<vugorets@srk.com>, "'Hoag, Cori'"
<choag@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>,
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

All,

 
Rosemont informs me that scheduling the geochemistry teleconference any later
than next week is unacceptable due to the impact on the DEIS schedule.  Please
review your schedules and let me know when on Monday or Tuesday (June 14-15)
you are available for no more than a 2-hour teleconference or conference call.

 
Cheers,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Hoag, Cori; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; Salek Shafiqullah;

Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Kathy Arnold
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/08/2010 02:32 PM

Dale,
 

I will not available on June 28-29th due to my business trip to Reno. I will be available after these
dates.
 
Regards,
 
Vladimir
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 1:32 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Hoag, Cori; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; 'Salek
Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
 
All,
 

Steve Day, SRK’s geochemist for the review work, is not available until the week of June 28th;
therefore please let me know your availability for a teleconference during that week, the earlier
the better.  We very much need to be progressing along with this so I intend to schedule the
teleconference based on the availability of the prime-time players.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 5:06 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry
Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg - SWCA (jrigg@swca.com);
'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
 
All,
 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a collaborative manner
similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater model review.  We would like to hold a

teleconference on June 17th among the various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake
Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the
Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the three
predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the nature of the issues raised
by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the issues.  A specific goal for the
teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient
agreement can be reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 

Please let me know your availability for the 17th of June.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/09/2010 08:38 AM

Open June 30 P.M. only (A.M. am is the barrel landforming meeting)
Open July 1 all day
Open July 2 all day

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

06/08/2010 06:04 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "Steve
Day" <sday@srk.com>, "'Ugorets, Vladimir'"
<vugorets@srk.com>, "'Hoag, Cori'"
<choag@srk.com>, "'Sieber, Mike'"
<msieber@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>,
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

All,

 
Vladimir is not available June 28-29.  Please let me know your availability for the
remainder of the week – June 30 – July 2.

 
Thanks,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

 

 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 12:32 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir';
'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA (jrigg@swca.com); 'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

 
All,

 
Steve Day, SRK’s geochemist for the review work, is not available until the week of

June 28
th

; therefore please let me know your availability for a teleconference
during that week, the earlier the better.  We very much need to be progressing
along with this so I intend to schedule the teleconference based on the availability
of the prime-time players.

 
Cheers,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

 

 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 5:06 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir';
'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA (jrigg@swca.com); 'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

 
All,

 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a
collaborative manner similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater

model review.  We would like to hold a teleconference on June 17
th

 among the
various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake Geochemistry, Infiltration
Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the Baseline
Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the
three predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the
nature of the issues raised by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the
issues.  A specific goal for the teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face
follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient agreement can be reached via
teleconference to resolve the issues.

 
Please let me know your availability for the 17

th
 of June.

 
Regards,

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Hoag, Cori; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D

Roth; Kathy Arnold
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/09/2010 03:56 PM

Dale,
 
I am available but we need Steve to participate.
 
Regards,
 
Vladimir
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 4:46 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Day, Stephen; Ugorets, Vladimir; Hoag, Cori; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A
Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Rosemont informs me that scheduling the geochemistry teleconference any later than next week is
unacceptable due to the impact on the DEIS schedule.  Please review your schedules and let me
know when on Monday or Tuesday (June 14-15) you are available for no more than a 2-hour
teleconference or conference call.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/08/2010 07:12 AM

Hello Dale,
June 17th is not ideal for me as I will be in Travel Status, however, I could call in via
cell phone and participate (similar to ADEQ day).  Roger is on Annual Leave and will
not be able to participate.  He has notified me that geochemistry is not his primary
and as long as he gets the notes, he is fine with that. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

06/07/2010 05:06 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "Steve
Day" <sday@srk.com>, "'Ugorets, Vladimir'"
<vugorets@srk.com>, "'Hoag, Cori'"
<choag@srk.com>, "'Sieber, Mike'"
<msieber@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>,
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference

All,

 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a
collaborative manner similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater

model review.  We would like to hold a teleconference on June 17
th

 among the
various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake Geochemistry, Infiltration
Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the Baseline
Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the
three predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the
nature of the issues raised by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the
issues.  A specific goal for the teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face
follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient agreement can be reached via
teleconference to resolve the issues.

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Please let me know your availability for the 17
th

 of June.

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah';

'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/08/2010 12:33 PM

All,
 

Steve Day, SRK’s geochemist for the review work, is not available until the week of June 28th;
therefore please let me know your availability for a teleconference during that week, the earlier
the better.  We very much need to be progressing along with this so I intend to schedule the
teleconference based on the availability of the prime-time players.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 5:06 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day (sday@srk.com); 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry
Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg - SWCA (jrigg@swca.com);
'mreichard@swca.com'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
 
All,
 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a collaborative manner
similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater model review.  We would like to hold a

teleconference on June 17th among the various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake
Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the
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Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the three
predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the nature of the issues raised
by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the issues.  A specific goal for the
teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient
agreement can be reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 

Please let me know your availability for the 17th of June.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: William B Gillespie
Subject: Re: Rosemont Gis data
Date: 11/18/2009 07:02 PM

Yes, it is incomplete.  Barrel only alternative was put together after draft alternative
data was submitted to Rosemont for consideration.  

Note:  I believe the cooperating agencies are preparing to submit additional
alternatives....soon (Pima County, The Army Corp, etc).  Also, the IDT (Salek and
Debbie K) with SWCA is in the process of developing another alternative or
alternative element....called the landform alternative.  We are starting the process
next week and it should be an ongoing process for at least a month.   The fun never
stops.     

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS

William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 02:40 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Gis data

So, after looking a little closer at this, I see they have Sycamore and Scholefield
areas, but nothing for "Barrel Only" or other alternatives.  So, despite the large
number of files that are included here, it's still seriously incomplete, right?  

William Gillespie, Archaeologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson AZ 85701
Phone 520-388-8392 
FAX 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

11/17/2009 11:06 AM

To William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Gis data

Hello Bill,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=William B Gillespie/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/072575990061BACB/0/8E15A798C38DAB67072576C7005F3E4E


I placed the alternatives geodatabase in the location we discussed on the phone   
J:\fsfiles\fstmp\salek
as well as in the Rosemont gis folder.....
J:\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\rosemont

Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377



From: William B Gillespie
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont Gis data
Date: 11/19/2009 08:38 AM

Wow.  It must be such a rush to be there at the nerve center, instead of on the
extended periphery like I am.  You're a lucky guy.

William Gillespie, Archaeologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson AZ 85701
Phone 520-388-8392 
FAX 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 07:02 PM

To William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Gis data

Yes, it is incomplete.  Barrel only alternative was put together after draft alternative
data was submitted to Rosemont for consideration.  

Note:  I believe the cooperating agencies are preparing to submit additional
alternatives....soon (Pima County, The Army Corp, etc).  Also, the IDT (Salek and
Debbie K) with SWCA is in the process of developing another alternative or
alternative element....called the landform alternative.  We are starting the process
next week and it should be an ongoing process for at least a month.   The fun never
stops.     

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS

William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS

11/18/2009 02:40 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Gis data

So, after looking a little closer at this, I see they have Sycamore and Scholefield
areas, but nothing for "Barrel Only" or other alternatives.  So, despite the large

mailto:CN=William B Gillespie/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
notes://entr3b/8725685400500038/0/251287272C399723072576720076C7AA
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number of files that are included here, it's still seriously incomplete, right?  

William Gillespie, Archaeologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson AZ 85701
Phone 520-388-8392 
FAX 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

11/17/2009 11:06 AM

To William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Gis data

Hello Bill,
I placed the alternatives geodatabase in the location we discussed on the phone   
J:\fsfiles\fstmp\salek
as well as in the Rosemont gis folder.....
J:\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\rosemont

Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Roger D Congdon
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15
Date: 12/19/2008 10:10 AM

Hello Tom,
Yes.  I forwarded Dales message to Roger earlier today.  Also, I talked with Roger
earlier this week and mentioned to him that something like this was brewing up.  I
don't know his schedule but hopefully he can participate.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

12/19/2008 09:24 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15

Salek,

 
Should Roger also attend this meeting?

 
Tom

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 11:21 AM
To: 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Hoag, Cori'
Cc: Tom Furgason; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15

 
I have confirmed with Jim Davis (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates) that they are
prepared to meet on January 15 to present a detailed description of their work for
both the Santa Cruz Valley and the mine site.  The groundwater modelers with
Montgomery will be available for half a day and we can use the remainder of the
time for ongoing discussion with Jim Davis or among ourselves.  I will be
receiving a tentative agenda from Jim and likely will meet with him in the near
future to get a better idea of what they have to present.  In the event it looks like
we can make good use of more than one day, or want to digest the initial
presentation and return for a question and answer session, I would like to know if

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
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your specialists might be available to stay for Friday (heading home Friday
afternoon or evening).

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
                   

 



From: Tom Furgason
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15
Date: 12/19/2008 09:25 AM

Salek,
 
Should Roger also attend this meeting?
 
Tom
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 11:21 AM
To: 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Hoag, Cori'
Cc: Tom Furgason; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15
 
I have confirmed with Jim Davis (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates) that they are prepared to
meet on January 15 to present a detailed description of their work for both the Santa Cruz Valley
and the mine site.  The groundwater modelers with Montgomery will be available for half a day
and we can use the remainder of the time for ongoing discussion with Jim Davis or among
ourselves.  I will be receiving a tentative agenda from Jim and likely will meet with him in the near
future to get a better idea of what they have to present.  In the event it looks like we can make
good use of more than one day, or want to digest the initial presentation and return for a question
and answer session, I would like to know if your specialists might be available to stay for Friday
(heading home Friday afternoon or evening).
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
                  
 

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting
Date: 12/22/2008 10:23 AM

Dale, 

Thanks for checking in with me.  You have permission to meet with Jim Davis for discussion of the
groundwater data. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

12/18/2008 11:36 AM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"

<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
Subject Rosemont Groundwater Meeting

Bev, 
  
We have confirmed January 15th for a groundwater meeting with Jim Davis and the modeling people
at Errol L. Montgomery and Associates.  I have arranged for groundwater specialists from both MWH
and SRK to attend and am getting a preliminary agenda from Jim Davis.  In order for us to get the
most from this meeting I would like permission to meet with Jim Davis in the near future to preview the
scope of what Montgomery will present to both ensure that it is worth bringing in our sub-consultant
specialists from out of state and to determine whether one or two days of their time is appropriate. 
  
Please let me know if I am authorized to meet with Jim Davis for this purpose. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE 

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
                    
  



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ';

'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech

Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Confirm Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/05/2010 06:11 AM
Importance: High

Just a reminder about the noon groundwater teleconference………….
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 02, 2010 2:21 PM
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah
- USFS '; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson';
'Jonathan Whittier'; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech (Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com)
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Confirm Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Importance: High
 
All,
 
I’ve heard back from the key players and all are able to reschedule the groundwater model update
teleconference.  The next teleconference is now set for Monday (April 5) @ 12:00 noon Arizona
Time.
 
As per usual, the audio will be via a conference call ( 866-866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668 ) ; if
Montgomery wants to present graphics they will issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the
teleconference.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 2:25 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech (Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com)
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
 
All,
 
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call.
 
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday. 
Unless I hear by midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time
we will stick with the original 2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without
Hale.
 
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of
business on Friday.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ';

'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech

Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Confirm Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/02/2010 02:21 PM
Importance: High

All,
 
I’ve heard back from the key players and all are able to reschedule the groundwater model update
teleconference.  The next teleconference is now set for Monday (April 5) @ 12:00 noon Arizona
Time.
 
As per usual, the audio will be via a conference call ( 866-866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668 ) ; if
Montgomery wants to present graphics they will issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the
teleconference.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 2:25 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech (Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com)
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
 
All,
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Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call.
 
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday. 
Unless I hear by midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time
we will stick with the original 2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without
Hale.
 
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of
business on Friday.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Jonathan Whittier
To: Roger D Congdon; Ugorets, Vladimir
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Stone, Claudia; Dale Ortman PE; David Krizek; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Hale Barter;

Cope, Larry; Melissa Reichard; Sieber, Mike; Mark Thomasson; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/02/2010 09:20 AM

Me, too!
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)
(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by

phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system. 

From: Roger D Congdon [mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, April 02, 2010 6:57 AM
To: Ugorets, Vladimir
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; Stone, Claudia; Dale Ortman PE; 'David Krizek'; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech;
Hale Barter; Jonathan Whittier; Cope, Larry; 'Melissa Reichard'; Sieber, Mike; Mark Thomasson; 'Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
 

. . . as am I. 

Roger

"Ugorets, Vladimir" <vugorets@srk.com>

04/01/2010 03:48 PM

To Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Stone, Claudia"
<cstone@srk.com>, "Cope, Larry" <lcope@srk.com>, "Sieber, Mike"
<msieber@srk.com>, 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, 'Roger D Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>,
'Beverley A Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>, 'David Krizek'
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<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, 'Hale Barter'
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, 'Mark Thomasson'
<mthomasson@elmontgomery.com>, 'Jonathan Whittier'
<jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>, Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>

cc 'Tom Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for
Monday Conference Call

 
  

I am available. 
  
Vladimir 
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call 
  
All, 
  
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call. 
  
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday.  Unless I hear by
midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time we will stick with the original

2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without Hale. 
  
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of business on Friday. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 



From: Roger D Congdon
To: Ugorets, Vladimir
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Stone, Claudia; Dale Ortman PE; David Krizek; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Hale Barter;

Jonathan Whittier; Cope, Larry; Melissa Reichard; Sieber, Mike; Mark Thomasson; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS;
Tom Furgason

Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/02/2010 06:56 AM

. . . as am I. 

Roger
 

"Ugorets, Vladimir" <vugorets@srk.com>

04/01/2010 03:48 PM

To Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Stone, Claudia"
<cstone@srk.com>, "Cope, Larry" <lcope@srk.com>, "Sieber, Mike"
<msieber@srk.com>, 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, 'Roger D Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>,
'Beverley A Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>, 'David Krizek'
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, 'Hale Barter'
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, 'Mark Thomasson'
<mthomasson@elmontgomery.com>, 'Jonathan Whittier'
<jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>, Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>

cc 'Tom Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for
Monday Conference Call

I am available. 
  
Vladimir 
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call 
  
All, 
  
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call. 
  
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday.  Unless I hear by
midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time we will stick with the original

2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without Hale. 
  
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of business on Friday. 
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Cheers, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; Beverley A Everson; Mark Thomasson; Jonathan Whittier; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/05/2010 04:17 PM

All,
 
I spoke with Jamie and he is okay with switching the meeting to the 29th.
 
We will speak again on Monday.
 
Regards,
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 2:25 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; Hale Barter; Mark Thomasson; Jonathan Whittier; Grady
O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
 
All,
 
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call.
 
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday. 
Unless I hear by midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time
we will stick with the original 2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without
Hale.
 
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of
business on Friday.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon;

Beverley A Everson; David Krizek; Hale Barter; Mark Thomasson; Jonathan Whittier; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/01/2010 02:48 PM

I am available.
 
Vladimir
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier';
Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
 
All,
 
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call.
 
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday. 
Unless I hear by midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time
we will stick with the original 2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without
Hale.
 
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of
business on Friday.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Jonathan Whittier
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; Hale Barter
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Date: 04/12/2010 08:52 AM
Attachments: 20100405_Hydro mtg_jw.doc

Dale,
 
One of these days, we will get my name spelled correctly.  I added a comment on the bullet regarding
one of Vladimir’s comments.  Please review and verify with him for clarification.
 
Thanks,
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)

(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by

phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system. 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 6:52 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; Hale Barter; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Reminding you of the conference call this afternoon at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (Call Number: 866-
866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668).  Should Montgomery want to present graphics they will
issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the call.
 
Also, attached are the draft meeting notes from the 5 April conference call; please review and
comment if needed.
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 


Hydrology Team Meeting


April 5, 2010

12:00 pm – 12:30 pm


Attendees:


		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		Jon Whittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		





 


Topics Discussed:


Model update

Meeting scheduled for April 9th

 


Progress  Made:


Transient calibration- 

· Montgomery just getting into it now


Issues Raised:


· Definite lack of information for April 9 meeting


· Vladimir
 suggests not to concentrate calibration on a change to water levels, but focus response spatially to concentrate results 


· How to address  variable conductivity and degrees of variance

 


Issues Resolved & Agreements:

Possible topics to discuss at next meeting-

·  What type of sensitivity test to use and preliminary discussion

Next Steps/Assignments:


· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 4/12

· Montgomery- Contact RCC and get back to Dale Ortman regarding the meeting scheduled for 4/9







�Check with Vladimir, but I thought his comment was to not focus on the water levels at observation wells and piezometers located close to the pumping well (in the same model grid cell), but focus on those located spatially farther away and at different depths from the pumping wells. 







Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: daleortmanpe@live.com
Reply To: daleortmanpe@live.com
To: Vladimir Ugorets; Jonathan Whittier - Montgomery; Claudia Stone; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah -

USFS; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason - SWCA
Subject: Re: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and DraftMeeting Notes
Date: 04/12/2010 11:52 AM

Thanks

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Ugorets, Vladimir" <vugorets@srk.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Apr 2010 12:11:54 -0600
To: Jonathan Whittier<jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>; Dale Ortman
PE<daleortmanpe@live.com>; Stone, Claudia<cstone@srk.com>; Cope,
Larry<lcope@srk.com>; Sieber, Mike<msieber@srk.com>; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; Roger D Congdon<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>; Hale
Barter<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>
Cc: Melissa Reichard<mreichard@swca.com>; Tom
Furgason<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft
Meeting Notes

Dale,
 
Jon is correct. Attached is fixed copy of this document.
 
Regards,
 
Vladimir
 

From: Jonathan Whittier [mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 9:53 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS ; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
 
Dale,
 
One of these days, we will get my name spelled correctly.  I added a comment on the bullet regarding
one of Vladimir’s comments.  Please review and verify with him for clarification.
 
Thanks,
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
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1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)

(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by
phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system.

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 6:52 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; Hale Barter; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Reminding you of the conference call this afternoon at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (Call Number: 866-
866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668).  Should Montgomery want to present graphics they will
issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the call.
 
Also, attached are the draft meeting notes from the 5 April conference call; please review and
comment if needed.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

http://www.elmontgomery.com/
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Jonathan Whittier; Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger

D Congdon; Hale Barter
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Date: 04/12/2010 11:12 AM
Attachments: 20100405_Hydro mtg_jw_VU.docx

Dale,
 
Jon is correct. Attached is fixed copy of this document.
 
Regards,
 
Vladimir
 

From: Jonathan Whittier [mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 9:53 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS ; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
 
Dale,
 
One of these days, we will get my name spelled correctly.  I added a comment on the bullet regarding
one of Vladimir’s comments.  Please review and verify with him for clarification.
 
Thanks,
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)

(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by
phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system.

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 6:52 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D
Congdon'; Hale Barter; Jonathan Whittier
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 

DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

Hydrology Team Meeting

April 5, 2010

12:00 pm – 12:30 pm





Attendees:

		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		Jon Whittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		





 

Topics Discussed:

Model update

Meeting scheduled for April 9th

 

Progress  Made:

Transient calibration- 

· Montgomery just getting into it now



Issues Raised:

· Definite lack of information for April 9 meeting

· Vladimir suggests  do not focus on model calibration to the water levels at observation wells and piezometers located close to the pumping well (in the same model grid cell), but focus on those located spatially farther away and at different depths from the pumping wells. 

· How to address  variable conductivity and degrees of variance

 

Issues Resolved & Agreements:

Possible topics to discuss at next meeting-

·  What type of sensitivity test to use and preliminary discussion



Next Steps/Assignments:

· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 4/12

· Montgomery- Contact RCC and get back to Dale Ortman regarding the meeting scheduled for 4/9



Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Reminding you of the conference call this afternoon at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (Call Number: 866-
866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668).  Should Montgomery want to present graphics they will
issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the call.
 
Also, attached are the draft meeting notes from the 5 April conference call; please review and
comment if needed.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Melinda D Roth
To: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; Larry Jones; Linda Peery; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre; Salek

Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda
Date: 11/23/2009 11:11 AM
Attachments: Draft Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.docx

Looks good to me.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS

Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS

11/23/2009 10:42 AM

To Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Linda
Peery/NONFS/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda

With Mindee's concurrence send the official version, but cc me.  I will send that
version out on the cooperating agency e-mail contact list just to ensure you haven't
missed any agency that wants to participate.  My note to the cooperating agencies
with the final version will indicate you have the lead for this and all contacts for
coordination should be made with you.  Once you complete the field visit, please
ensure that I receive a copy of the meeting notes (as well as any handouts or
presentations) for posting with the cooperating agency records.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS
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Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.







Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

11/23/2009 08:32 AM

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Linda
Peery/NONFS/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda

Teresa Ann (et al.)--

Attached is the agenda of the upcoming Biology-Hydrology-Riparian field trip to the
Rosemont area.  Do I need any further approval to send this out, or is it someting
you need to do?  I have a group emailing list of about 25 biologists from coop
agencies, Fish and Wildlife Service, SWCA, and WestLand.  I would also ask Kathy
Arnold if we need to check in or otherwise get permission to go onto Rosemont
lands (but mostly we will be on FS-administered lands, anyway).  When approved, I
will un-draft it and make it official.  

This field trip is apparently very popular.  I have had about 22 RSVPs of biologists
and hydrologists and related folk saying they will be in attendance.  Because it will
now be someone formal, Linda Peery will be the official note-taker, and Bob, Salek,
and I will be leading the trip.

Thanks!.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us


Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.







From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; Linda Peery; Melinda D Roth; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre; Salek

Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda
Date: 11/23/2009 10:42 AM
Attachments: Draft Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.docx

With Mindee's concurrence send the official version, but cc me.  I will send that
version out on the cooperating agency e-mail contact list just to ensure you haven't
missed any agency that wants to participate.  My note to the cooperating agencies
with the final version will indicate you have the lead for this and all contacts for
coordination should be made with you.  Once you complete the field visit, please
ensure that I receive a copy of the meeting notes (as well as any handouts or
presentations) for posting with the cooperating agency records.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

11/23/2009 08:32 AM

To Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Linda
Peery/NONFS/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda

Teresa Ann (et al.)--

Attached is the agenda of the upcoming Biology-Hydrology-Riparian
field trip to the Rosemont area.  Do I need any further approval to
send this out, or is it someting you need to do?  I have a group
emailing list of about 25 biologists from coop agencies, Fish and
Wildlife Service, SWCA, and WestLand.  I would also ask Kathy Arnold
if we need to check in or otherwise get permission to go onto
Rosemont lands (but mostly we will be on FS-administered lands,
anyway).  When approved, I will un-draft it and make it official.  

This field trip is apparently very popular.  I have had about 22 RSVPs
of biologists and hydrologists and related folk saying they will be in
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Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.







attendance.  Because it will now be someone formal, Linda Peery will
be the official note-taker, and Bob, Salek, and I will be leading the trip.

Thanks!.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us


Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams
Date: 11/09/2009 06:55 AM
Attachments: 2009 10 13 IDT Catalog of Activities salek.xlsx

Hello Bev,
Per your request #3, please find attached a spreadsheet with information you
requested.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

10/19/2009 06:54 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams

For core and extended, the following homework needs to be completed by the
dates indicated. A lot of this work is not new to the team, however, at this
point the work needs to have a wrap-up date. 

1.  Read all public comments on the project that are applicable to your
resource area (October 30 deadline; this is something that I have asked the
team to do for several months). 

2.  Review the draft DEIS, located in the “EIS” folder and divided into
chapters to make downloading easier (November 6 deadline).  This a very,
very draft DEIS, and your review should be BRIEF...the intention is to
identify holes in the draft DEIS (of which there are lots) and to check the legal
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Instructions

		Enter the name of your agency.

		Enter past, present, and reasonably forseeable activities on the respective tabs.

		Year Start:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is "actual" or "estimate"

		Year End:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is actual or estimate

		Activity Type:  Use drop down to indicate type of activity 

		Quantity:  Use values and specify units or insert the word "qualitative" and describe the qualitative data under the "Description" column

		Location / Desciption:   Provide narrative description of location, including legal description if known.  Provide narrative description of the activity.

		Additional Instructions:

		A		Web links to other sources of information and databases are acceptable; 

		B		An exhaustive listing of past activities may not be particularly useful since past actions are reflected in the existing condition.  Past actions should be those that have a special relevance to understanding the existing condition;

		C		In describing reasonably foreseeable activities, address the likelihood of occurrence such as the existence of a decision or authorization, funding, etc.  Where quantitative information is not readily available, qualitative data may be used. 

		D		Where applicable, include in regulatory thresholds in the the activity description.























Past Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs development

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well installation

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well use (Rosemont Camp, Hydro Characterization wells 07-08)

		1950		Estimate		1970		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer installation

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station Installation and monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring instrument installation (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring  (TT stormwater samplers)















































Past Activities	




Present Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Level Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Quality Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring









Present Activities	




Reasonably Foreseeable Activity

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Level Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Quality Monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well installation

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well use (Rosemont Camp, Hydro Characterization wells 07-08)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer installation

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring











Reasonably Foreseeable Activities	




Example

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		Past Activity Example

		2000		Actual		2007		Actual		Road		3 miles		Jingo County periodic road maintenance to contour and gravel County Road 555 from junction with Forest Road 222 to junction of State Hwy 44 (Sections 8, 9, 10, T66S, R77E)

		Present Activity Example

		2008		Actual		2011		Estimate		Watershed		Lone Creek Segments 3, 5, 7, and 9		Ongoing work to install rip rap to reduce streambank erosion.  Segments 3 (0.5 miles) and 5 (0.6 miles)completed on both banks.  Segment 7 (2.1 miles ) east bank installation complete - west bank planned for completion in 2009.  Segment 9 (estimate .7 miles) scheduled for initiation in 3rd quarter 2011.  North quarter T66S, R37E

		Reasonably Foreseeable Activity Example

		2015		Estimate		2035		Estimate		Special Uses		35 acres land disturbance		Sapphire Ring Mine:  Proposed gemstone mine in the Smokey Bear Ecosystem Management Area (Southwest quarter, T66S, R37E).  NEPA decision and Final MPO complete.  Awaiting appeal review decision





























































Example Activities	





Instructions

		Enter the name of your agency.

		Enter past, present, and reasonably forseeable activities on the respective tabs.

		Year Start:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is "actual" or "estimate"

		Year End:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is actual or estimate

		Activity Type:  Use drop down to indicate type of activity 

		Quantity:  Use values and specify units or insert the word "qualitative" and describe the qualitative data under the "Description" column

		Location / Desciption:   Provide narrative description of location, including legal description if known.  Provide narrative description of the activity.

		Additional Instructions:

		A		Web links to other sources of information and databases are acceptable; 

		B		An exhaustive listing of past activities may not be particularly useful since past actions are reflected in the existing condition.  Past actions should be those that have a special relevance to understanding the existing condition;

		C		In describing reasonably foreseeable activities, address the likelihood of occurrence such as the existence of a decision or authorization, funding, etc.  Where quantitative information is not readily available, qualitative data may be used. 

		D		Where applicable, include in regulatory thresholds in the the activity description.























Past Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs development

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well installation

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well use (Rosemont Camp, Hydro Characterization wells 07-08)

		1950		Estimate		1970		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer installation

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station Installation and monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring instrument installation (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring  (TT stormwater samplers)















































Past Activities	




Present Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Level Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Quality Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring









Present Activities	




Reasonably Foreseeable Activity

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  Salek

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Level Monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Well Water Quality Monitoring

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well installation

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Water well use (Rosemont Camp, Hydro Characterization wells 07-08)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer monitoring

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Piezometer installation

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Quality Monitoring (TT stormwater samplers)

		2008		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Surface Water Flow Monitoring (USGS Barrell Canyon at SR 83)

		2007		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Weather station monitoring (Precip, temp, wind direction, pan evaporation)

		1902		Estimate		Ongoing		Estimate		Water		Point		Seep and Springs monitoring











Reasonably Foreseeable Activities	




Example

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		Past Activity Example

		2000		Actual		2007		Actual		Road		3 miles		Jingo County periodic road maintenance to contour and gravel County Road 555 from junction with Forest Road 222 to junction of State Hwy 44 (Sections 8, 9, 10, T66S, R77E)

		Present Activity Example

		2008		Actual		2011		Estimate		Watershed		Lone Creek Segments 3, 5, 7, and 9		Ongoing work to install rip rap to reduce streambank erosion.  Segments 3 (0.5 miles) and 5 (0.6 miles)completed on both banks.  Segment 7 (2.1 miles ) east bank installation complete - west bank planned for completion in 2009.  Segment 9 (estimate .7 miles) scheduled for initiation in 3rd quarter 2011.  North quarter T66S, R37E

		Reasonably Foreseeable Activity Example

		2015		Estimate		2035		Estimate		Special Uses		35 acres land disturbance		Sapphire Ring Mine:  Proposed gemstone mine in the Smokey Bear Ecosystem Management Area (Southwest quarter, T66S, R37E).  NEPA decision and Final MPO complete.  Awaiting appeal review decision





























































Example Activities	






framework of the document. 

3.  Complete the past present and future actions table, to be forwarded to
you shortly (November 6 deadline; note that the deadline has been extended
from October 30). 

4.  Review the alternatives disposal task list, also to be forwarded shortly
(Nov. 6 deadline); note that a few people have specific tasks to complete. 

Please let me know if you have questions, or if there is something I can do to
help everyone make the deadlines). 

Thanks - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams
Date: 11/09/2009 07:08 AM
Attachments: Task 4_follow up on coop agency comments by salek nov 09.docx

Hello Bev,
Per your request #4, please find attached a document with some response
comments regarding the cooperating agency comments of alternatives. This is my
understanding of the situation but maybe we should discuss the legal framework of
this to make sure we are all on the same page.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

10/19/2009 06:54 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams

For core and extended, the following homework needs to be completed by the
dates indicated. A lot of this work is not new to the team, however, at this
point the work needs to have a wrap-up date. 

1.  Read all public comments on the project that are applicable to your
resource area (October 30 deadline; this is something that I have asked the
team to do for several months). 

2.  Review the draft DEIS, located in the “EIS” folder and divided into
chapters to make downloading easier (November 6 deadline).  This a very,

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES





Draft Deliberative: For internal discussion only, not for public distribution





Subject:  Analysis of select alternative element comments from Cooperating Agencies

By:  Salek Shafiqullah

November 2009



Letter dated July 28, 2009 from Pima County C.H. Huckelberry to Forest Service Jeanine Derby:

Re:  Alternative Analysis for Proposed Rosemont Mine



Item #4	Alternatives to some aspects of the mining plan of operation have not been discussed.  For example, the alternatives listed do not acknowledge alternatives regarding recovery of existing stored Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Stored CAP water is part of the mining plan, which refers to over 15,000 acre-feet stored in Marana in Section 2.8.1 of the plan.  The final disposition of this stored CAP water is separate from the speculative Green Valley CAP recharge project.  Is the CAP water which is stored in Marana part of the mining plan, as Rosemont says, or does the Forest Service consider this just part of the affected environment?



Response:  CAP water recharging in Marana or any location which can be conducted without approval of the MPO or the forest service is considered a part of the affected environment.  However, if CAP water is used as mitigation in the EIS process, then it would be tied to the final MPO and the project.







Item #5	The manner in which the stored CAP water is recovered represents a significant and irretrievable commitment of valuable resources.  Recovery wells could be permitted in the Forest, or outside, and would retain legal character of the stored water, even if derived from groundwater in the Cienega Basin.  Alternatively, storage credits could be sold or traded, promoting adverse impacts to the aquifer elsewhere in the Tucson Active Management Area.  Storage credits could be recovered in the Sahuarita area wellfields, or storage credits could be designated non-recoverable.  All of these options have important consequences to the aquifer, and in some cases, to land uses.



Response:  The above mentioned scenarios and others, are all potential rights which Rosemont could exercise as part of their recharge and recovery permit.  However, if CAP water is used as mitigation in the EIS process, then it would be tied to the final MPO and the project.







Letter dated August 28, 2009 from Pima County C.H. Huckelberry to Forest Service Teresa Ann Ciapusci

Re:  Alternative Analysis for Proposed Rosemont Mine



Item #25	Designate storage credits derived from ongoing CAP recharge at locations other than Green Valley as a non-recoverable per state statutes.  This would be a mitigation measure for direct and indirect impacts.  Otherwise the credits can be sold on the open market to foster future municipal growth. 



Response:  This comment will be added to the list of potential mitigation measures.
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very draft DEIS, and your review should be BRIEF...the intention is to
identify holes in the draft DEIS (of which there are lots) and to check the legal
framework of the document. 

3.  Complete the past present and future actions table, to be forwarded to
you shortly (November 6 deadline; note that the deadline has been extended
from October 30). 

4.  Review the alternatives disposal task list, also to be forwarded shortly
(Nov. 6 deadline); note that a few people have specific tasks to complete. 

Please let me know if you have questions, or if there is something I can do to
help everyone make the deadlines). 

Thanks - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M
Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams - EXTENDED IDT MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY!
Date: 10/26/2009 04:04 PM

I have to ask everyone to have your review of the draft DEIS done by Friday, with your written
comments to me by close of business the same day.  Once again, this should not be a lengthy review,
and should not involve any editing.  Focus on what is missing from the draft document and whether or
not you feel that the legal framework is correct.  I sent you the draft DEIS last week, but can send it
again if needed. 

Also, there will be an exteneded IDT meeting this Wednesday from 9:00 to 10:30 in
6V6.  Reta has requested this meeting, and she will be talking to us about 2010
program of work.  District personnel can teleconference into the meeting to save a
drive to the S.O. 

Thank You! 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

10/19/2009 06:54 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William
B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS

cc
Subject Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams

For core and extended, the following homework needs to be completed by the dates indicated. A lot of this work is
not new to the team, however, at this point the work needs to have a wrap-up date. 

1.  Read all public comments on the project that are applicable to your resource area (October 30 deadline; this is
something that I have asked the team to do for several months). 

2.  Review the draft DEIS, located in the “EIS” folder and divided into chapters to make downloading easier
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(November 6 deadline).  This a very, very draft DEIS, and your review should be BRIEF...the intention is to
identify holes in the draft DEIS (of which there are lots) and to check the legal framework of the document. 

3.  Complete the past present and future actions table, to be forwarded to you shortly (November 6 deadline;
note that the deadline has been extended from October 30). 

4.  Review the alternatives disposal task list, also to be forwarded shortly (Nov. 6 deadline); note that a few
people have specific tasks to complete. 

Please let me know if you have questions, or if there is something I can do to help everyone make the deadlines). 

Thanks - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 04/21/2009 12:50 PM

We will be meeting in 4B tomorrow to work on more alternative discussion.  The
meeting starts at 9:00 and will go until about 2:30, with an hour luch break from
11:30 to 12:30.  This meeting is not mandatory for the extended team, but your
contribution to the discussion would be welcomed.

Thank you.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Charles Coyle; Dale Ortman PE; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Subject: RE: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions
Date: 06/29/2009 04:54 PM
Attachments: 2009-06-05_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail Questions_memo.pdf

Dale did a thorough job of his review of the report, and I have nothing to add.  Salek, do you have any
comments? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

06/29/2009 11:26 AM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>
Subject RE: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report

Questions

Bev and Salek, 
  
We really need to get some direction on Dale’s memo on Dry Stack Tailings Design report before we
can define SRK’s scope of work and get them going on this.  When can we expect your comments?
 Thanks. 
  
Tom 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, June 21, 2009 7:05 AM
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: FW: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions 
  
Salek & Bev, 
  
Forwarding a copy of my email of June 5 regarding questions to be addressed by Rosemont/AMEC regarding the
seepage study in the final design report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please acknowledge receipt of the
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson (CNF) 


Copy to: 
Charles Coyle, Melissa Reichard, Tom Furgason (SWCA); Claudia Stone, Clara Balasko, 
Mike Sieber (SRK) 


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 5 June 2009   


Subject: 
Questions for Rosemont 
Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  


 
Presented below are draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont prior to the CNF, SWCA, 
and SWCA’s subcontractor SRK proceeding with impact analysis for the dry stack tailings facility described 
in the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design Report, 
April 15, 2009 prepared by AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. of Englewood, Colorado.  Please review 
these questions, comment as you feel appropriate, and forward a final set of questions to Rosemont for their 
consideration. 
 


1. The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top surface 
of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct and provide a corrected report. 


2. The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on the submitted 
geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report states that 
although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the two 
tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they 
were prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design; please provide such a 
rationale.   


3. The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in fact, the 
presented data indicates both samples to classify as ML; please correct the report. 
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4. The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the core of the 
facility at a distance of no more than 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  However, 
no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide such an analysis including an upper 
bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater than 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


5. The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the plan allows 
for placement of tails at moisture contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please provide 
an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question #4 
for tailings placed in the core of the facility. 


6. The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term conformance of the 
tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP. 


7. The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for Diversion 
Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1. 


8.  The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical boundary 
conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction 
method will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively 
drain the tailings top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for 
the exclusion of ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis. 


9. Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include engineering 
details for the storm water control facilities for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock 
buttress on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, 
may allow storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through 
Drain and comingle with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility 
to comingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?   


 







memo and let me know the disposition of the questions. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Dale 
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 11:08 AM
To: 'sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us'; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions 
  
Salek & Bev, 
  
Attached is a memo presenting draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont regarding the final
design report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please review, edit as you see fit, and forward a final set of

questions to Rosemont. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Tom Furgason
To: Dale Ortman PE; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions
Date: 06/29/2009 11:26 AM
Attachments: 2009-06-05_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail Questions_memo.pdf

Bev and Salek,
 
We really need to get some direction on Dale’s memo on Dry Stack Tailings Design report before we
can define SRK’s scope of work and get them going on this.  When can we expect your comments? 
Thanks.
 
Tom
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, June 21, 2009 7:05 AM
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: FW: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions
 
Salek & Bev,
 
Forwarding a copy of my email of June 5 regarding questions to be addressed by Rosemont/AMEC
regarding the seepage study in the final design report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please
acknowledge receipt of the memo and let me know the disposition of the questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2009 11:08 AM
To: 'sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us'; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions
 
Salek & Bev,
 
Attached is a memo presenting draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont
regarding the final design report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please review, edit as you see fit,
and forward a final set of questions to Rosemont.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
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Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson (CNF) 


Copy to: 
Charles Coyle, Melissa Reichard, Tom Furgason (SWCA); Claudia Stone, Clara Balasko, 
Mike Sieber (SRK) 


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 5 June 2009   


Subject: 
Questions for Rosemont 
Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  


 
Presented below are draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont prior to the CNF, SWCA, 
and SWCA’s subcontractor SRK proceeding with impact analysis for the dry stack tailings facility described 
in the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design Report, 
April 15, 2009 prepared by AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. of Englewood, Colorado.  Please review 
these questions, comment as you feel appropriate, and forward a final set of questions to Rosemont for their 
consideration. 
 


1. The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top surface 
of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct and provide a corrected report. 


2. The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on the submitted 
geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report states that 
although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the two 
tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they 
were prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design; please provide such a 
rationale.   


3. The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in fact, the 
presented data indicates both samples to classify as ML; please correct the report. 
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4. The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the core of the 
facility at a distance of no more than 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  However, 
no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide such an analysis including an upper 
bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater than 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


5. The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the plan allows 
for placement of tails at moisture contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please provide 
an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question #4 
for tailings placed in the core of the facility. 


6. The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term conformance of the 
tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP. 


7. The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for Diversion 
Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1. 


8.  The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical boundary 
conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction 
method will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively 
drain the tailings top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for 
the exclusion of ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis. 


9. Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include engineering 
details for the storm water control facilities for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock 
buttress on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, 
may allow storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through 
Drain and comingle with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility 
to comingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?   


 







Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Black, Ken
To: Dale Ortman PE; Hoag, Cori
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Issue Meeting for October 2 or 3?
Date: 09/18/2008 05:41 PM
Importance: High

Dale
Thank you for the meeting notice. I spoke to Cori and she is available however unfortunately I am
not. I would like for Dawn Garcia to participate if she is available. Do you know if there is any
flexibility on the meeting dates?
 
Additionally can you advise me if the team is seeking a presentation from SRK regarding the
breadth of services that we provide.
 
Best regards,
Ken
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 18, 2008 9:39 AM
To: Hoag, Cori; Black, Ken
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Issue Meeting for October 2 or 3?
 
Cori & Ken,
 
I’d like to set up a meeting among Salek Shafiqullah, Tom Furgason, me and SRK in the late

morning for either October 2nd or 3rd.  The purpose is to discuss specific issues that need sub-
consultant support and to let SRK get face time with a prime USFS player.  I will send you an outline
of several issues and would expect to be able to sit down and discuss specifics regarding who SRK
would bring to the table and what likely approaches might look like.  We won’t be assigning work
quite yet, but this will be SRK’s opportunity to show Salek and Tom more of the support services
you can bring to the project.  I assume the contract will be in place and I suggest you work out with
Tom a Project Management task to let you bill this time.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(520) 896-9703 - Fax

mailto:kblack@srk.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 07:01 AM
Attachments: 20100317_Hydro mtg_DO.doc

Forgot the attachment………..
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:46 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle
Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
 
All,
 
The conference call to review the Rosemont criteria for the landform project is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 10:00 AM.  The conference call number and pass code are below:
 
Call Number: 866-866-2244
 
Pass Code: 9550668
 
Attached is my memo with a preliminary list of the criteria.  I have not yet received a revised
version of the criteria from Rosemont, but will forward it when it arrives.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:hjschor@jps.net
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com

Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 


Hydrology Team Meeting


March 17, 2010

2:00 pm – 3:10 pm


Attendees:


		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Mike Sieber- SRK

		John Wittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		Grady O’Brien- TetraTech



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		





 


Topics Discussed:


Boundary conditions

30 day pump test


Projection timeframe for model

 


Progress  Made:


Montgomery updated boundary conditions- 

· extended contours ½ mile to GHP boundary to help eliminate skewed conductivity due to presence of Alluvium

· Fixed head location where no projected impacts


· No boundaries where projected impacts


· Eliminating alternating boundary

 


Issues Raised:


· Vladimir- Alluvium contributions to groundwater beyond the ½ mile

· Vladimir- has doubts on the use of PEST when reviewing transient results and wants to see reasonable conductivity in all layers without the use of delineated zones


· Roger- Hydraulic connectivity is unique and he doesn’t want to see “bullseyes”- dealing with a variable fractured system- not specific zones


· Project Timeframe – Transient calibration will not be complete by April 9 meeting, but adequate progress will have been made to allow review of work and to discuss any problems encountered in the calibration.

 


Issues Resolved & Agreements:


· Put no boundary condition to the East to see full impact 

· Change in flux of boundary conditions, observe and adjust boundaries accordingly


· Still consider and calibrate to a lack of response on those wells to ensure correct vertical distribution to include all the layers 

 


Next Steps/Assignments:


· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 3/31/2010

· Meeting at Montgomery’s office on 4/9/2010


· Montgomery- Technical memorandum with brief description of transient calibration with larger report of sensitivity analysis and model to follow









From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 07:06 AM
Attachments: 20100325_ortman_schor-etal_prelimrosemontlandformconstraints_memo.pdf

Bad Morning……… that was the wrong attachment………… third try is the charm
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 7:01 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle
Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
 
Forgot the attachment………..
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:46 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle
Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
 
All,
 
The conference call to review the Rosemont criteria for the landform project is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 10:00 AM.  The conference call number and pass code are below:
 
Call Number: 866-866-2244
 
Pass Code: 9550668
 
Attached is my memo with a preliminary list of the criteria.  I have not yet received a revised
version of the criteria from Rosemont, but will forward it when it arrives.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:hjschor@jps.net
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Horst Schor 


Copy to: 
Debby Kriegel, Bev Everson, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), Tom Furgason, Melissa 
Reichard (SWCA) 


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 25 March 2010   


Subject: 
Preliminary Landform Layout Constraints Provided by Rosemont Copper 
Company 


 
This memorandum summarizes the preliminary constraints provided by Rosemont Copper 
Company for the layout of a landform conceptual design for the mine waste facility in Upper 
Barrel Canyon.  This is a preliminary summary based on draft notes provided by Rosemont 
Copper Company prior to their formal submission to the CNF.  The sole purpose of this 
memorandum is to provide this preliminary information for discussion during the update 
teleconference scheduled for March 25, 2010 at 3:30 PM Arizona time. 
 
A draft copy of the Landform Concept Plan prepared by Horst Schor and presented to the CNF 
and SWCA on March 8, 2010 is attached.  Rosemont has annotated the plan with numbered 
reference areas.  Presented below is excerpted pertinent text from the draft notes provided by 
Rosemont to explain each of the numbered areas: 
 


1. Stay clear of Mill Facility/Industrial Area 
2. …. avoid Cultural Significant sites at Ball Court Village and others… 
3. …. leave half-mile wide buffer strip for AZ trail and foreground of unaltered landscape… 
4. Merge stormwater drainage and E. Perimeter and stay in Barrel only 
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5. Maintain neighborhood setback for Singing Valley Ranch 
6. Avoid SDCP Biological Core Value habitat and Riparian Management Area on SW 


Corner 
7. & 8.  Accommodate existing locations for heap leach, dry stacks, and oxide production 


areas. 
9. Functional haul road and construction access & perpetual drain to pit 
10. Raise entire footprint +/- 100 feet for capacity requirements and to accommodate 


constructability 







 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Jeanine Derby
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Francisco Valenzuela; Kent C Ellett; Reta Laford; Roger D Congdon; Salek Shafiqullah;

Robert Cordts
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine - Landforming Expert
Date: 10/13/2009 11:10 AM
Attachments: Biography-Resume for Rosemont Copper Project in Arizona.doc

Draft proposal for Rosemont Copper Project in Arizona.doc

 An assessment (costing $7500), could provide a  useful comparison with what the
company proposes for landform shaping as part of reclamation in their mitigated
POA.   That seems like a reasonable expenditure, does our MOU allow spending
Rosemont $ for that?.   We might want a follow-up cost estimate that addresses all
alternatives.  Then the challenge becomes, who pays for that.  
(I added Bob Cordts to the mailing list, representing minerals.)    

   
 
Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
phone: 520 388-8306
FAX:  520 388-8305
▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS 

10/13/2009 07:35 AM

To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Francisco
Valenzuela/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Mine - Landforming Expert

I learned of Horst Schor after reading his book "Landforming", which
describes how to re-contour man-made landscapes to restore natural
hydrology and mimic the surrounding landscape.

Last week I called him to discuss whether he might be able to help
with the Rosemont project.  He has a consulting business which
specializes in geomorphic restoration and revegetation, and he told me
that his personal mission in life is to "scar up less of the earth's
surface."  He has 30 years experience in this work, his background
includes civil engineering, environmental studies, geotech, and urban
planning.  He's worked on hard rock mines, including a molybdenum
mine in New Mexico with 1000' high tailings dumps.  He's worked with
numerous government agencies, the EPA, the public, and others.

He has a truly unique set of skills, and I recommend that we get him
involved in Rosemont immediately.  The land forms associated with

mailto:CN=Jeanine Derby/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Francisco Valenzuela/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Kent C Ellett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Cordts/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES



       



    HORST J. SCHOR
      


      RESUME/BIOGRAPHY

Mr. Schor’s professional career spans more than 30 years and has included civil engineering and land planning for, and the management of the development of large scale hillside mixed use Planned Communities in southern California, i.e. Anaheim Hills  4,300 acres and Talega, 3,000 acres both in the County of Orange.  During this time he developed his Landform Grading and Revegetation Concept to replicate natural slope and landforms as a means to mitigate for natural topography and landscape destroyed by human activities or natural processes.

Since 1991 he has been an independent consultant to private and public entities specializing in Land Development Projects and in Landform/Geomorphic Creation or Restoration Projects for various private clients and public entities, such as The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, The United States Environmental Protection Agency, Syncrude Oil of Alberta, Canada, the State of Kentucky EPA, the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, the State of New Mexico Land Office, Chevron Mining Corporation and the Navajo EPA Water Quality Division.

In 1999 he was appointed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to a six member panel of experts as a landform/geomorphic restoration specialist to develop improvements in the mining reclamation process in the mountain top removal/valley fill of coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains. He also participated in numerous forums conducted by OSM (Office of Surface Mining), EPA, Mining Engineers Panels, and others.

He has provided mine reclamation consulting in diverse locations including the oil sands operations at Fort McMurray in Northern Alberta, Canada, coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains and on the Navajo Reservation, and most recently, in northern New Mexico on a large molybdenum mine.


He holds degrees in Civil Engineering and Land Surveying and in Geography with a specialization in Urban Planning.  He is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Articles on his “Landform Grading and Revegetation” concept have been published by the American Society of Civil Engineers Geotechnical Journal, the Urban Land Institute, Landscape Architect and Specifier News, the Los Angeles Times and others.  He has also received an Award of Merit from the American Planning Association for his concepts.


Mr. Schor has regularly presented his concepts as a guest lecturer at the University of Wisconsin College of Engineering, the University of California at Irvine and also, at the invitation of the University of Dresden’s, (Germany) School of Landscape Architecture.

In 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. published his book entitled “Landforming; an Environmental Approach to Hillside Development, Mine Reclamation and Watershed Restoration.”



       H.J. SCHOR CONSULTING  (  626 N. PIONEER DR. (  ANAHEIM, CA. 92805  ( (714)778-3767  (  FAX: (714) 778-1656  ( E-mail:  hjschor@jps.net




HORST J. SCHOR
DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR INITIAL CONSULTING ASSIGNMENT
ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

October 12, 2009

Three day trip to Tucson and the project site consisting of:

1. First day – am flight in - pm introductory meeting and initial review of plans and documents.


2. Second day – all day office meetings and field trip to site.


3. Third day – am follow up meetings and discussions, pm return flight

While there, I would like to review any full size plans available including maps of the existing topography and hydrology, aerial photos, mine grading and drainage plans and proposals, available geologic and soils maps and any geotechnical reports and findings, EIS documents as well as anything else that would help me formulate a picture of the situation and to arrive at possible alternative approach concepts to it.

I would to also like to be informed of the following:

1. A brief  history of events that led to the current stage 

2. The mine proponent’s position regarding his proposal


3. A summary of the various inputs both pro and con that have been received so far

4. The local, regional, state and federal agency positions and politics of this proposed project

I am estimating the cost to be as follows:

Three days consulting: 3 days x 8 hours x $250/hr = $6,000


Travel expenses …………………………. ……… =$1,500

Total estimated proposal…………………………..=$7,500

The travel expense estimate is based upon a round trip flight from Orange County to Tucson, two nights accommodation in Tucson, three days car rental and gas, three days meals.


       626 N. PIONEER DR. (  ANAHEIM, CA. 92805  (  (714)778-3767  (  FAX: (714) 778-1656  (  E-mail:  hjschor@jps.net






Rosemont are an integral part of the alternatives that will be fleshed
out soon, so his input would be timely.  Landform shaping is not
mitigation; it effect the footprints of alternatives, hydrology, how
tailings would be placed, etc. 

It is clear that the Forest Service, SWCA, and Rosemont do not have
the skills necessary to do this type of work.  We need help.

I asked Horst to provide a resume and a proposal for an initial visit to
Tucson and the project site.  See his message and attachments below.

How can we make this happen?

----- Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 10/13/2009 06:57 AM -----

"Horst"
<hjschor@jps.net> 

10/12/2009 08:34 AM

To "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont Copper Project

Dear Debby,

 
I have reviewed some of the essential components of the data concerning the above referenced
project you submitted to me and have the following general observations to make:

 
It is obvious that the proposal as outlined will represent a radical and permanent alteration of the
of the entire gemorphology, hydrology and vegetative cover of the area – all of which  will of
course have a direct impact on the visual quality.  Not only will the site that is directly impacted by
the massive, proposed fill structure be effected, but also the surrounding landscape, in particular
the land downstream.

 
Diversions and concentration of flows in large (hardened?) channels will destroy the surrounding
downstream runoff patterns thereby damaging the plant life it once supported.  This is particularly
critical in sparse rainfall regimes such as yours.

 
The proposed monolithic dump structure is clearly devoid of any natural topographic features or
natural analogs characteristic of the local landscape and purely designed for efficient excavation,
hauling and placement.  The design plan developed appears fairly refined and advanced and
probably in the mind of the future operator meets his ultimate business plan.

 
Because of the magnitude of this proposal the challenge will clearly be how to develop a more
environmentally responsible and responsive reclamation and restoration plan that will also meet the



operational needs of the mine proponent.

 
However – if there is the will - there is also a way.  An “engineered” fill structure with all the
characteristics of the conventional, traditional approach to reclamation design is neither the best
nor the only alternative available in today’s world.  Short term efficiency must be weighed against
long term impact and performance.

 
I am of the belief that future generations deserve better from us and that we have a responsibility
to leave a more environmentally concerned legacy behind after we extract the “valuables” from the
earth.

 
Debby, attached you will find my Resume/Biography and the Draft Proposal.

 
Please do call me after you have reviewed this and let me know if there are any questions.

 
Best regards,

 
Horst

 




       



    HORST J. SCHOR
      


      RESUME/BIOGRAPHY

Mr. Schor’s professional career spans more than 30 years and has included civil engineering and land planning for, and the management of the development of large scale hillside mixed use Planned Communities in southern California, i.e. Anaheim Hills  4,300 acres and Talega, 3,000 acres both in the County of Orange.  During this time he developed his Landform Grading and Revegetation Concept to replicate natural slope and landforms as a means to mitigate for natural topography and landscape destroyed by human activities or natural processes.

Since 1991 he has been an independent consultant to private and public entities specializing in Land Development Projects and in Landform/Geomorphic Creation or Restoration Projects for various private clients and public entities, such as The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, The United States Environmental Protection Agency, Syncrude Oil of Alberta, Canada, the State of Kentucky EPA, the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, the State of New Mexico Land Office, Chevron Mining Corporation and the Navajo EPA Water Quality Division.

In 1999 he was appointed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to a six member panel of experts as a landform/geomorphic restoration specialist to develop improvements in the mining reclamation process in the mountain top removal/valley fill of coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains. He also participated in numerous forums conducted by OSM (Office of Surface Mining), EPA, Mining Engineers Panels, and others.

He has provided mine reclamation consulting in diverse locations including the oil sands operations at Fort McMurray in Northern Alberta, Canada, coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains and on the Navajo Reservation, and most recently, in northern New Mexico on a large molybdenum mine.


He holds degrees in Civil Engineering and Land Surveying and in Geography with a specialization in Urban Planning.  He is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Articles on his “Landform Grading and Revegetation” concept have been published by the American Society of Civil Engineers Geotechnical Journal, the Urban Land Institute, Landscape Architect and Specifier News, the Los Angeles Times and others.  He has also received an Award of Merit from the American Planning Association for his concepts.


Mr. Schor has regularly presented his concepts as a guest lecturer at the University of Wisconsin College of Engineering, the University of California at Irvine and also, at the invitation of the University of Dresden’s, (Germany) School of Landscape Architecture.

In 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. published his book entitled “Landforming; an Environmental Approach to Hillside Development, Mine Reclamation and Watershed Restoration.”
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HORST J. SCHOR
DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR INITIAL CONSULTING ASSIGNMENT
ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

October 12, 2009

Three day trip to Tucson and the project site consisting of:

1. First day – am flight in - pm introductory meeting and initial review of plans and documents.


2. Second day – all day office meetings and field trip to site.


3. Third day – am follow up meetings and discussions, pm return flight

While there, I would like to review any full size plans available including maps of the existing topography and hydrology, aerial photos, mine grading and drainage plans and proposals, available geologic and soils maps and any geotechnical reports and findings, EIS documents as well as anything else that would help me formulate a picture of the situation and to arrive at possible alternative approach concepts to it.

I would to also like to be informed of the following:

1. A brief  history of events that led to the current stage 

2. The mine proponent’s position regarding his proposal


3. A summary of the various inputs both pro and con that have been received so far

4. The local, regional, state and federal agency positions and politics of this proposed project

I am estimating the cost to be as follows:

Three days consulting: 3 days x 8 hours x $250/hr = $6,000


Travel expenses …………………………. ……… =$1,500

Total estimated proposal…………………………..=$7,500

The travel expense estimate is based upon a round trip flight from Orange County to Tucson, two nights accommodation in Tucson, three days car rental and gas, three days meals.


       626 N. PIONEER DR. (  ANAHEIM, CA. 92805  (  (714)778-3767  (  FAX: (714) 778-1656  (  E-mail:  hjschor@jps.net






From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; JWindes@azgfd.gov; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; mroth@fs.fed.us; Teresa Ann
Ciapusci; Tom Furgason

Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting (Aug 5)
Date: 07/14/2009 02:01 PM

How about 9AM?

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov

Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov 

07/14/2009 11:04 AM

To Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc beverson@fs.fed.us,
blindenlaub@westlandresources.com, "Debbie
Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"
<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>,
jsturgess@augustaresource.com,
JWindes@azgfd.gov, "Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, mroth@fs.fed.us, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting (Aug
5)

Aug 5 works for Jason and me.  Our conference room is available. 
What time should we meet? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

Richard A Gerhart
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 

mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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07/13/2009 03:09 PM 
To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com> 
cc beverson@fs.fed.us, blindenlaub@westlandresources.com, "Debbie Sebesta"

<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>,
jsturgess@augustaresource.com, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, mroth@fs.fed.us, Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, JWindes@azgfd.gov 

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a
suggestion for August 5th. Do we have consensus on that? 

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th? 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

07/08/2009 08:25 PM 
To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov> 
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us> 

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry, 



 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest
of the group. 
 
Tom Furgason 
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
(520) 325-9194 office 
(520) 820-5178 cell 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 
tfurgason@swca.com 

07/08/2009 03:43 PM 

Please respond to
tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com> 
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us 
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for them would
be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director



SWCA Environmental Consultants 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting 

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com> 

07/08/2009 08:53 AM 
To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,

<rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on
my initial attempt to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and
riparian-obligate species along lower Cienega Creek from the confluence of
Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager



SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
To: Richard A Gerhart
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; JWindes@azgfd.gov; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; mroth@fs.fed.us; Teresa Ann
Ciapusci; Tom Furgason

Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting (Aug 5)
Date: 07/14/2009 11:04 AM

Aug 5 works for Jason and me.  Our conference room is available.  What time should we meet? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

07/13/2009 03:09 PM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc beverson@fs.fed.us, blindenlaub@westlandresources.com, "Debbie

Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"
<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, jsturgess@augustaresource.com, "Ken
Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
mroth@fs.fed.us, Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, Teresa Ann Ciapusci
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, JWindes@azgfd.gov

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a suggestion for August 5th.
Do we have consensus on that? 

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th? 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:25 PM

To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>,

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>
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Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry, 
 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest of the group. 
 
Tom Furgason 
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
(520) 325-9194 office 
(520) 820-5178 cell 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 
tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM 
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry

Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?



Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155
"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: Larry Jones
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Ken Kertell; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 01:54 PM

I'm in... 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov

07/08/2009 11:45 AM

To "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc dsebesta@fs.fed.us, Jason_Douglas@fws.gov, "Larry Jones"

<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
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Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge. 
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

 



From: Ken Kertell
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 11:47 AM

That would work me.
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 11:45 AM
To: Ken Kertell
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
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343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax



From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
To: tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 12:48 PM

Our conference room at FWS is available. 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 12:27 PM
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Early afternoon on August 4 would work best for me.

Tom Furgason
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Ken Kertell" 
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:46:53 -0700
To: <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

That would work me. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 11:45 AM
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To: Ken Kertell
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge. 
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; mroth@fs.fed.us; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov; Teresa
Ann Ciapusci; JWindes@azgfd.gov

Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/13/2009 03:08 PM

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a
suggestion for August 5th. Do we have consensus on that?

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th?

Rick

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

07/08/2009 08:25 PM

To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>

cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M.
Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones"
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>,
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>,
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that
works for the rest of the group. 

 
Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520) 325-9194 office
(520) 820-5178 cell
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From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones;
rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com 

07/08/2009 03:43 PM 

Please respond to
tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com> 
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us 
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for them would
be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting 



How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com> 

07/08/2009 08:53 AM 
To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,

<rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on
my initial attempt to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and
riparian-obligate species along lower Cienega Creek from the confluence of
Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
To: tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 03:53 PM

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155

mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:Jason_douglas@fws.gov
mailto:kkertell@swca.com
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us


"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax



From: John Windes
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; kkertell@swca.com; ljones02@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us;
Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov; tciapusci@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/13/2009 03:20 PM

Fifth is bad for me can do 6 or 7th

From: Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 
To: Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com> 
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us <beverson@fs.fed.us>; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>; Debbie Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>; Jason M. Douglas
<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>; jsturgess@augustaresource.com <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>; Ken
Kertell <kkertell@swca.com>; Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>; mroth@fs.fed.us <mroth@fs.fed.us>;
Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>; Teresa Ann Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>; John
Windes 
Sent: Mon Jul 13 15:08:46 2009
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting 

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a suggestion for August 5th.
Do we have consensus on that? 

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th? 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:25 PM

To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>,
"Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>,
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry, 
  
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest of the group. 
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Tom Furgason 
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
(520) 325-9194 office 
(520) 820-5178 cell 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM 
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry

Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting



How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155
"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
To: John Windes
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; kkertell@swca.com; ljones02@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; rgerhart@fs.fed.us;
tciapusci@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/13/2009 04:04 PM

It's open the 4th and the 5th.   I'm out of town the 6th. 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"John Windes" <JWindes@azgfd.gov>

07/13/2009 03:20 PM

To <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>,

<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>,
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>, <kkertell@swca.com>,
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
<Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Fifth is bad for me can do 6 or 7th

From: Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 
To: Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com> 
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us <beverson@fs.fed.us>; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>; Debbie Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>; Jason M. Douglas
<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>; jsturgess@augustaresource.com <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>; Ken
Kertell <kkertell@swca.com>; Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>; mroth@fs.fed.us <mroth@fs.fed.us>;
Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>; Teresa Ann Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>; John
Windes 
Sent: Mon Jul 13 15:08:46 2009
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a suggestion for August 5th.
Do we have consensus on that? 

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th? 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
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Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:25 PM

To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>,

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry, 
 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest of the group. 
 
Tom Furgason 
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
(520) 325-9194 office 
(520) 820-5178 cell 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 
tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM 
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry

Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting



Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155
"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager



SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: jsturgess@augustaresource.com
Reply To: jsturgess@augustaresource.com
To: Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/13/2009 03:17 PM

Richard:

5th for sturgess is AOK
4th no go.
Jamie Sturgess

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Richard A Gerhart 
Date: Mon, 13 Jul 2009 15:08:46 -0700
To: Tom Furgason<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Having now returned from out of town, I see the email string ended with a suggestion for August 5th.
Do we have consensus on that?

Sherry, Jason: Is your conference room available for either the 4th or 5th?

Rick

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:25 PM

To <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>,
"Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>,
<jsturgess@augustaresource.com>,
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,
 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest of the group. 

mailto:jsturgess@augustaresource.com
mailto:jsturgess@augustaresource.com
mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us


 
Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520) 325-9194 office
(520) 820-5178 cell

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas" <Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry

Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?



Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155
"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 



From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov; Ken Kertell
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 03:43 PM

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
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(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

 



From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Ken Kertell; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 12:27 PM

Early afternoon on August 4 would work best for me.

Tom Furgason
SWCA Environmental Consultants

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Ken Kertell" 
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:46:53 -0700
To: <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

That would work me.
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

 

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 11:45 AM
To: Ken Kertell
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
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Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax



From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Jason_Douglas@fws.org; Jeanine Derby;

JWindes@azgfd.gov; Larry Jones; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/02/2009 03:44 PM

Sherry asks an important question, so I am replying to all.

The species are: Pima pineapple cactus and lesser long-nosed bat - likely formal
consultation.  Chiricahua leopard frog is also in the mix (NLAA in the draft BA, but
may require additional discussion)

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

▼ Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov

Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov 

07/02/2009 03:31 PM

To Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Deborah
K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
gsoroka@swca.com, Jason_Douglas@fws.org,
Jeanine Derby <jderby@fs.fed.us>,
JWindes@azgfd.gov, Larry Jones
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, Reta Laford
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am only available Aug 3, 4, and 5.  It will be key that Jason is
available, as he is lead for the consultation.  Which 2 species are
addressed? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 
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Richard A Gerhart
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us> 

07/02/2009 03:07 PM 
To Jason_Douglas@fws.org, gsoroka@swca.com, Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,

Deborah K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com,
JWindes@azgfd.gov 

cc Reta Laford <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Jeanine
Derby <jderby@fs.fed.us>, Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov 

Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

This is provided as a follow-up to conversations I have had with most of you over
the past couple of weeks. 

In May, the Forest received a biological assessment (BA) prepared by SWCA for the
Rosemont Mine Project. In the BA, the Rosemont Copper Company requested that
the Forest Service initiate Formal Consultation with the USFWS (BA Section 1.0).
Based on the effects analysis in the BA, the Forest Service, as the permitting agency
and lead federal agency, will likely be requesting Formal Consultation for at least two
species. However, the BA appears to be a draft, as there are several placeholders
throughout the document indicating missing text or table/figure numbers. In
addition, species-specific conservation measures have not been developed or
described and the text indicates that these are to be "developed in consultation with
USFWS and Forest Service".   

These conservation measures could play a significant role in the protection,
conservation and recovery of listed species and may be important in mitigating
effects of the project. Therefore, they need to be developed prior to requesting
Formal Consultation so that they can be considered in the effects analysis. I believe
that these measures will be most effective if developed in a collaborative manner by
all of the affected parties (FS, USFWS, AGFD, proponent). 

Therefore, I am willing to host a meeting to begin (and hopefully complete) the
process of developing appropriate conservation measures prior to requesting Formal
Consultation and to highlight any other issues related to the BA provided by SWCA.  
I believe that an effort up front to address the issues and fill in the blanks will result
in a much more efficient process and a biologically sound proposal going forward. 

Please respond to this email or call me with your availability on July 16-17, 20-21, or
August 3-7. I will be out of state next week, but will reply with a confirmed date on
my return. Larry Jones, who has been involved in this project, should also be able to
answer your questions should you have any. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart



Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us



From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
To: Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Jason_Douglas@fws.org; Jeanine Derby;

JWindes@azgfd.gov; Larry Jones; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/02/2009 03:31 PM

I am only available Aug 3, 4, and 5.  It will be key that Jason is available, as he is lead for the
consultation.  Which 2 species are addressed? 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>

07/02/2009 03:07 PM

To Jason_Douglas@fws.org, gsoroka@swca.com, Larry Jones
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>, Deborah K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
tfurgason@swca.com, JWindes@azgfd.gov

cc Reta Laford <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, Beverley A Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, Jeanine Derby <jderby@fs.fed.us>,
Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov

Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

This is provided as a follow-up to conversations I have had with most of you over the past couple of
weeks. 

In May, the Forest received a biological assessment (BA) prepared by SWCA for the Rosemont Mine
Project. In the BA, the Rosemont Copper Company requested that the Forest Service initiate Formal
Consultation with the USFWS (BA Section 1.0). Based on the effects analysis in the BA, the Forest
Service, as the permitting agency and lead federal agency, will likely be requesting Formal Consultation
for at least two species. However, the BA appears to be a draft, as there are several placeholders
throughout the document indicating missing text or table/figure numbers. In addition, species-specific
conservation measures have not been developed or described and the text indicates that these are to
be "developed in consultation with USFWS and Forest Service".   

These conservation measures could play a significant role in the protection, conservation and recovery
of listed species and may be important in mitigating effects of the project. Therefore, they need to be
developed prior to requesting Formal Consultation so that they can be considered in the effects
analysis. I believe that these measures will be most effective if developed in a collaborative manner by
all of the affected parties (FS, USFWS, AGFD, proponent). 

Therefore, I am willing to host a meeting to begin (and hopefully complete) the process of developing
appropriate conservation measures prior to requesting Formal Consultation and to highlight any other
issues related to the BA provided by SWCA.   I believe that an effort up front to address the issues and
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fill in the blanks will result in a much more efficient process and a biologically sound proposal going
forward. 

Please respond to this email or call me with your availability on July 16-17, 20-21, or August 3-7. I will
be out of state next week, but will reply with a confirmed date on my return. Larry Jones, who has
been involved in this project, should also be able to answer your questions should you have any. 

Rick 

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us



From: Tom Furgason
To: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us;

jsturgess@augustaresource.com; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us;
tciapusci@fs.fed.us

Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 08:25 PM

Sherry,
 
August 5th would also work for Rosemont Copper Company if that works for the rest of the group. 
 
Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520) 325-9194 office
(520) 820-5178 cell

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov [mailto:Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov]
Sent: Wed 7/8/2009 3:53 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debbie Sebesta; Jason M. Douglas; Ken Kertell; Larry Jones; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I'll be in Belgium (from Aug 6-Aug 18). 

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155 

tfurgason@swca.com

07/08/2009 03:43 PM
Please respond to

tfurgason@swca.com

To Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov, "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>
cc "Debbie Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Jason M. Douglas"

<Jason_douglas@fws.gov>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>,
rgerhart@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

Sherry,

Rosemont Copper has requested to be present at this meeting. The best date for
them would be August 6. Could we look at this date instead of the 4th?

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
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Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 2009 11:45:17 -0700
To: Ken Kertell<kkertell@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

How about if we shoot for Aug 4?

Sherry Barrett
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
201 N. Bonita, Suite 141
Tucson, AZ 85745
Phone: 520.670.6150 ext 223
Fax:  520.670.6155

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

07/08/2009 08:53 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>
cc <Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov>, <Jason_Douglas@fws.gov>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.

Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Terry Chute
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model - Request for Cost Estimates
Date: 07/19/2010 11:14 AM

Done!
Thanks for your patience!
Mel
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 18, 2010 5:24 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda
D Roth'; Terry Chute
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model - Request for Cost Estimates
 
Claudia,
 
Attached are three memoranda each requesting SRK to review and prepare a Technical Review
Memorandum for documents submitted as part of the mine area groundwater evaluation.  All the
documents were prepared by TetraTech with the first being a final Davidson Canyon Report
revised in response to the previous SRK review.  The latter two are technical memoranda submitted
as part of TetraTech’s  groundwater modeling effort; as such, please feel free to combine efforts
such as the conference call to include both document reviews. 
 
Melissa……… please make the subject documents available to SRK on the FTP site.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Terry Chute
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model - Request for Cost Estimates
Date: 07/19/2010 10:57 AM

I’m working down my immediate needs list and this is next. I will let you know when I have them to
you, Claudia.
Thanks!
Mel
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 18, 2010 5:24 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda
D Roth'; Terry Chute
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model - Request for Cost Estimates
 
Claudia,
 
Attached are three memoranda each requesting SRK to review and prepare a Technical Review
Memorandum for documents submitted as part of the mine area groundwater evaluation.  All the
documents were prepared by TetraTech with the first being a final Davidson Canyon Report
revised in response to the previous SRK review.  The latter two are technical memoranda submitted
as part of TetraTech’s  groundwater modeling effort; as such, please feel free to combine efforts
such as the conference call to include both document reviews. 
 
Melissa……… please make the subject documents available to SRK on the FTP site.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Cope, Larry
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Hale

Barter; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Brian Lindenlaub
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Date: 06/10/2010 10:17 AM

I will attend.
Larry Cope
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 5:05 PM
To: Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon';
'Hale Barter'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; 'Kathy Arnold'; Brian
Lindenlaub 
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Importance: High
 
All,
 
The mine groundwater model meeting is set for the following:
 
Date:     Tuesday, June 22
 
Time:     1:00 – 5:00 PM
 
Location:              Westland Resources
                                4001 East Paradise Falls Drive
                                Tucson, AZ
                               
Please confirm your attendance.  If needed we can provide conference call capability.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stone, Claudia; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter; Grady O'Brien -

TetraTech; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Brian
Lindenlaub

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Date: 06/09/2010 04:55 PM

I am available

Vladimir Ugorets
Sent from iPhone

On Jun 9, 2010, at 17:08, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com> wrote:

All,

 

The mine groundwater model meeting is set for the following:

 

Date:     Tuesday, June 22

 

Time:     1:00 – 5:00 PM

 

Location:              Westland Resources

                                4001 East Paradise Falls Drive

                                Tucson, AZ

                               

Please confirm your attendance.  If needed we can provide conference
call capability.

 

Feel free to contact me with any questions.

 

Cheers,

 

Dale
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_______________________

 

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

 

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 

daleortmanpe@live.com

 

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Sieber, Mike; Larry Cope; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D

Congdon; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Brian Lindenlaub;

Jonathan Whittier; Tim J. Allen
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Date: 06/10/2010 02:28 PM

Jon Whittier, Hale Barter, and Tim Allen will be there from Montgomery & Associates.
 
Hale
 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 4:05 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; Hale Barter; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA ; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; 'Kathy Arnold'; Brian
Lindenlaub 
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Importance: High
 
All,
 
The mine groundwater model meeting is set for the following:
 
Date:     Tuesday, June 22
 
Time:     1:00 – 5:00 PM
 
Location:              Westland Resources
                                4001 East Paradise Falls Drive
                                Tucson, AZ
                               
Please confirm your attendance.  If needed we can provide conference call capability.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Stone, Claudia'; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Larry Cope'; mreichard@swca.com; 'Sieber, Mike';

'Roger D Congdon'; Tom Furgason - SWCA; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
Date: 06/08/2010 07:07 AM

Hello Dale,
I am available that day.
However, Roger is on Annual Leave with his first day back on June 24th.  If we
could work something out the next week, it would be the best solution for Roger. 
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

06/07/2010 04:49 PM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Ugorets,
Vladimir'" <vugorets@srk.com>, "'Sieber, Mike'"
<msieber@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg -
SWCA" <jrigg@swca.com>,
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting

All,

 
I’ve just received word that Rosemont and Montgomery are ready to present the
findings from the ongoing groundwater model work, discuss the sensitivity
analyses, and determine the schedule to finalize the remaining work.  Rosemont

wants to schedule a meeting the afternoon of June 22
nd

 in Tucson at an as yet
undetermined location.  Please let me know your schedules; there may be the
opportunity to teleconference, but that is not confirmed as of now.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________
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Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Cope, Larry
To: Ugorets, Vladimir; Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stone, Claudia; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg -

SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
Date: 06/09/2010 08:32 AM

Sorry about getting back so late.  Am traveling and have been out of service.
 

I  am available June 17th and June 22nd

 

I will not be available the week of June 28th, as I will be traveling that week.
 
Cheers,
Larry
 
 
 

From: Ugorets, Vladimir 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 9:03 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stone, Claudia; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason -
SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
 
Dale,
 
I am available on June 22nd. I would like to have a chance to review their current work prior
to this meeting.
 
Best regards,
 
Vladimir
 

Vladimir Ugorets
Sent from iPhone

On Jun 7, 2010, at 17:49, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com> wrote:

All,
 
I’ve just received word that Rosemont and Montgomery are ready to present the
findings from the ongoing groundwater model work, discuss the sensitivity
analyses, and determine the schedule to finalize the remaining work.  Rosemont
wants to schedule a meeting the afternoon of June 22nd in Tucson at an as yet
undetermined location.  Please let me know your schedules; there may be the
opportunity to teleconference, but that is not confirmed as of now.
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Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stone, Claudia; Sieber, Mike; Cope, Larry; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason - SWCA;

Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
Date: 06/07/2010 08:03 PM

Dale,

I am available on June 22nd. I would like to have a chance to review their current
work prior to this meeting.

Best regards,

Vladimir

Vladimir Ugorets
Sent from iPhone

On Jun 7, 2010, at 17:49, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com> wrote:

All,

 

I’ve just received word that Rosemont and Montgomery are ready to
present the findings from the ongoing groundwater model work, discuss
the sensitivity analyses, and determine the schedule to finalize the
remaining work.  Rosemont wants to schedule a meeting the afternoon
of June 22nd in Tucson at an as yet undetermined location.  Please let me
know your schedules; there may be the opportunity to teleconference,
but that is not confirmed as of now.

 

Regards,

 

Dale

_______________________

 

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer
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(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 

daleortmanpe@live.com

 

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Dale Ortman PE'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
Date: 06/08/2010 12:11 PM

All,
 

I’ve received confirmation that Vladimir is available for the meeting in Tucson on June 22nd and as
Rosemont has commitments from their consultants for that day I am now scheduling a mine

groundwater model meeting in Tucson for June 22nd.  The time and location is not yet determined,
but I’ll let you know when it is firmed up.  In the event you are not available to attend in person we
will provide conference call or teleconference capability.  Please let me know if and how you will
be attending the meeting.
 

FYI… I am in Utah returning to Tucson on June 16th and can be reached via e-mail or landline
phone at 435-682-2777 (there is no cell coverage at this location).
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 4:50 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA (tfurgason@swca.com); Jonathan Rigg - SWCA (jrigg@swca.com);
'mreichard@swca.com'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


All,
 
I’ve just received word that Rosemont and Montgomery are ready to present the findings from the
ongoing groundwater model work, discuss the sensitivity analyses, and determine the schedule to

finalize the remaining work.  Rosemont wants to schedule a meeting the afternoon of June 22nd in
Tucson at an as yet undetermined location.  Please let me know your schedules; there may be the
opportunity to teleconference, but that is not confirmed as of now.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Marcie Bidwell
To: Debby Kriegel; hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco Valenzuela;

Dale Ortman
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11
Date: 12/17/2009 09:48 AM
Attachments: RCC USFS LandForming Mtg_2009-12-11notes_FINAL.pdf

Hello,
 
Please find the notes revised with comments.

Thanks,
Marcie
 
 

From: Marcie Bidwell 
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 10:59 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco
Valenzuela; 'Dale Ortman'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Hello All,

Great meeting~
 
Please send any edits to me to be incorproated
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 1:00 PM
To: hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco
Valenzuela
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Attached is an agenda for Horst Schor's initial visit to Tucson next week.  We'll meet at SWCA's office
on Wednesday at 2:00.  Beyond that, times and topics are flexible and can be adjusted as needed. 

Horst:  I'm assuming that you will be staying at Hotel Arizona.  The SWCA office is about 4 blocks
north of the hotel.  It might be easiest for you to park at the hotel and walk, as parking in downtown
Tucson can be troublesome. 

Tom:  Please forward this message to Dale, let Jamie and Jeff know where to meet us on Thursday
morning (MP 44 at 9:45), and arrange a large vehicle for Thursday.  There will likely be 6 of us: Horst,
Marcie, Dale, Bev, you, and me.  Salek will not be on the field trip.  Bev has a vehicle that seats 4 if
additional people plan to attend. 

Francisco:  Please let me know if you can attend any part of this meeting.  It would be great to have
you involved. 

Thanks. 

mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:hjschor@jps.net
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:fvalenzuela@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com



 


 


December 11, 2009 
Coconino National Forest 


  
 


 


 


Attendees: 
 
Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS Hydrologist 
Beverly Everson, USFS Geologist 
Horst Schor, Landforming Specialist 
Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants  
Dale Ortman, SWCA Environmental Consultants subcontractor 
Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants, Project Manager 
 


  


AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 


Review Big Ideas Brainstorm, which affect many little decisions- 
Hydro tour discussed allowing the back of the waste rock and tailing pile to fail into the pit  
Forest Service to Develop Land Forming Alternative 


• How do we divide up the slopes? How do we redirect the drainage?  


• Focus on Barrel Only alternative as a staring footprint and analysis basis. 


• Use concave configurations, so not stark straight faces on the forms. 


• Redirect drainage so not following long benches as regular, engineered form 


• Have a continuous hillform with a “ridgeline” that replicates natural ridgelines in the areas. 


• Concentrate drainage to support natural vegetation 


• Utilize rock that the mine generates and place along the built form to replicate the presence of rock 
outcrops and exposed rock in the landscape. 


• Include access to form for (1) creation or maintenance, and (2) recreation use after mine closure. 


• Reduce the use of flat slopes and benches to use concave slopes  


• Coordinate with George Annandale to know the limits of the slope length, slopes, and material constraints 
in the Tucson monsoonal climate.  


• Plan for and embrace the monsoonal rain stress into the long-term generation of natural forms. How can 
we work with these processes to allow for erosion and maintenance of slope forms. 


 
Needed from Rosemont- 


•  Stormwater drainage report 


• AutoCad for  all alternatives (especially Barrel Only) 
 
Forest Service wants to - 


• Consider best land forming options for the project that avoids engineered drains and drop structures.  


• Avoid final design that remains engineered and does not support natural processes (sediment movement, 
hydrologic processes) 


• Incorporate functional recreation use of the area long term.  


LAND FORMING 
EXPLORATION MEETING 







 


• Address concerns that the current alternatives have only been designed to the level of capacity study level 
and have not been designed to meet the next level of objectives.  


  
Forest Service Questions for Land Forming: 


1. Can the alternatives be landformed in terms of footprint (space) and material available?  
 Height, footprint, ability to hit natural terrain 


2. Will land forming increase stability for each alternative considering slopes and drainage concerns? 
 
 
 


Immediate Action Items  


Owner Action Item- BOLD indicates updates or NEW actions Deadline 


Tom Furguson 
1. SWCA to send AutoCAD base layers- topography, boundaries, arch sites, 


highways, hydrological units, footprints and alternatives of Alternatives to 
Horst Schor. 


 


Horst 
2. Prepare a proposal and schedule to (1) critique of alternatives for ability to 


be land formed  and  (2) develop a Land Forming Alternative to include a 
conceptual design, model, and report, as a scope that links dollars to 
deliverables. 


 


Debby 3. Send Horst any pertinent background information for him to review.  


Bev/Debby/Salek 4. Comment on the ability to landform the Phased Tailings Alternative to 
District Ranger to report back to Rosemont. 


 


 
 
 







~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



From: Francisco Valenzuela
To: Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman; Debby Kriegel; hjschor@jps.net; Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11
Date: 12/17/2009 01:18 PM
Attachments: RCC USFS LandForming Mtg_2009-12-11notes_FINAL.pdf

Thanks 

Francisco P. Valenzuela
Southwest Regional Office
Director of Recreation, Heritage & Wilderness
Office Phone: 505 842-3442, Cell Phone: 505 238-3722,  Fax: 505 842-3165, Email:
fvalenzuela@fs.fed.us
        "Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be the beauty and test of our civilization."  -  Mahatma
Gandhi

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

12/17/2009 09:48 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, <hjschor@jps.net>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Salek Shafiqullah"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Francisco Valenzuela"
<fvalenzuela@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

cc
Subject RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Hello, 
  
Please find the notes revised with comments. 

Thanks,
Marcie 
  
  

From: Marcie Bidwell 
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 10:59 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco
Valenzuela; 'Dale Ortman'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Hello All, 

Great meeting~ 
  
Please send any edits to me to be incorproated 
Marcie 

mailto:CN=Francisco Valenzuela/OU=WO/O=USDAFS
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:hjschor@jps.net
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com



 


 


December 11, 2009 
Coconino National Forest 


  
 


 


 


Attendees: 
 
Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS Hydrologist 
Beverly Everson, USFS Geologist 
Horst Schor, Landforming Specialist 
Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants  
Dale Ortman, SWCA Environmental Consultants subcontractor 
Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants, Project Manager 
 


  


AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 


Review Big Ideas Brainstorm, which affect many little decisions- 
Hydro tour discussed allowing the back of the waste rock and tailing pile to fail into the pit  
Forest Service to Develop Land Forming Alternative 


• How do we divide up the slopes? How do we redirect the drainage?  


• Focus on Barrel Only alternative as a staring footprint and analysis basis. 


• Use concave configurations, so not stark straight faces on the forms. 


• Redirect drainage so not following long benches as regular, engineered form 


• Have a continuous hillform with a “ridgeline” that replicates natural ridgelines in the areas. 


• Concentrate drainage to support natural vegetation 


• Utilize rock that the mine generates and place along the built form to replicate the presence of rock 
outcrops and exposed rock in the landscape. 


• Include access to form for (1) creation or maintenance, and (2) recreation use after mine closure. 


• Reduce the use of flat slopes and benches to use concave slopes  


• Coordinate with George Annandale to know the limits of the slope length, slopes, and material constraints 
in the Tucson monsoonal climate.  


• Plan for and embrace the monsoonal rain stress into the long-term generation of natural forms. How can 
we work with these processes to allow for erosion and maintenance of slope forms. 


 
Needed from Rosemont- 


•  Stormwater drainage report 


• AutoCad for  all alternatives (especially Barrel Only) 
 
Forest Service wants to - 


• Consider best land forming options for the project that avoids engineered drains and drop structures.  


• Avoid final design that remains engineered and does not support natural processes (sediment movement, 
hydrologic processes) 


• Incorporate functional recreation use of the area long term.  


LAND FORMING 
EXPLORATION MEETING 







 


• Address concerns that the current alternatives have only been designed to the level of capacity study level 
and have not been designed to meet the next level of objectives.  


  
Forest Service Questions for Land Forming: 


1. Can the alternatives be landformed in terms of footprint (space) and material available?  
 Height, footprint, ability to hit natural terrain 


2. Will land forming increase stability for each alternative considering slopes and drainage concerns? 
 
 
 


Immediate Action Items  


Owner Action Item- BOLD indicates updates or NEW actions Deadline 


Tom Furguson 
1. SWCA to send AutoCAD base layers- topography, boundaries, arch sites, 


highways, hydrological units, footprints and alternatives of Alternatives to 
Horst Schor. 


 


Horst 
2. Prepare a proposal and schedule to (1) critique of alternatives for ability to 


be land formed  and  (2) develop a Land Forming Alternative to include a 
conceptual design, model, and report, as a scope that links dollars to 
deliverables. 


 


Debby 3. Send Horst any pertinent background information for him to review.  


Bev/Debby/Salek 4. Comment on the ability to landform the Phased Tailings Alternative to 
District Ranger to report back to Rosemont. 


 


 
 
 







From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 1:00 PM
To: hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco
Valenzuela
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Attached is an agenda for Horst Schor's initial visit to Tucson next week.  We'll meet at SWCA's office
on Wednesday at 2:00.  Beyond that, times and topics are flexible and can be adjusted as needed. 

Horst:  I'm assuming that you will be staying at Hotel Arizona.  The SWCA office is about 4 blocks
north of the hotel.  It might be easiest for you to park at the hotel and walk, as parking in downtown
Tucson can be troublesome. 

Tom:  Please forward this message to Dale, let Jamie and Jeff know where to meet us on Thursday
morning (MP 44 at 9:45), and arrange a large vehicle for Thursday.  There will likely be 6 of us: Horst,
Marcie, Dale, Bev, you, and me.  Salek will not be on the field trip.  Bev has a vehicle that seats 4 if
additional people plan to attend. 

Francisco:  Please let me know if you can attend any part of this meeting.  It would be great to have
you involved. 

Thanks. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11
Date: 12/18/2009 04:22 PM
Attachments: RCC USFS LandForming Mtg_2009-12-11notes_FINAL.pdf

Hello Marcie,
Great work.  Thanks for putting it all together and sorry about the delay in
responding.  If you still have modification ability, please incorporate the following
comments or lets discuss at your leisure.  Thanks. 
Comments:  

1. Typo at top of page 1, change Coconino to Coronado.
2. Add sentence to Forest Service wants to....."Incoroporate functional wildlife

and or grazing use of the area long term".  Note:  future land use has not
been determined yet so these elements are subject to change and
additional use may be added. 

3. I am not sure what page 2 number 4 means.  Either way please change
district ranger to Forest Supervisor since FS is the decision maker and is
responsible for coordinating with Rosemont. 

Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com> 

12/17/2009 09:48 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,
<hjschor@jps.net>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Salek Shafiqullah"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Francisco Valenzuela"
<fvalenzuela@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit
Oct 9-11

Hello, 

 
Please find the notes revised with comments.

Thanks,
Marcie

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com



 


 


December 11, 2009 
Coconino National Forest 


  
 


 


 


Attendees: 
 
Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS Hydrologist 
Beverly Everson, USFS Geologist 
Horst Schor, Landforming Specialist 
Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants  
Dale Ortman, SWCA Environmental Consultants subcontractor 
Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants, Project Manager 
 


  


AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 


Review Big Ideas Brainstorm, which affect many little decisions- 
Hydro tour discussed allowing the back of the waste rock and tailing pile to fail into the pit  
Forest Service to Develop Land Forming Alternative 


• How do we divide up the slopes? How do we redirect the drainage?  


• Focus on Barrel Only alternative as a staring footprint and analysis basis. 


• Use concave configurations, so not stark straight faces on the forms. 


• Redirect drainage so not following long benches as regular, engineered form 


• Have a continuous hillform with a “ridgeline” that replicates natural ridgelines in the areas. 


• Concentrate drainage to support natural vegetation 


• Utilize rock that the mine generates and place along the built form to replicate the presence of rock 
outcrops and exposed rock in the landscape. 


• Include access to form for (1) creation or maintenance, and (2) recreation use after mine closure. 


• Reduce the use of flat slopes and benches to use concave slopes  


• Coordinate with George Annandale to know the limits of the slope length, slopes, and material constraints 
in the Tucson monsoonal climate.  


• Plan for and embrace the monsoonal rain stress into the long-term generation of natural forms. How can 
we work with these processes to allow for erosion and maintenance of slope forms. 


 
Needed from Rosemont- 


•  Stormwater drainage report 


• AutoCad for  all alternatives (especially Barrel Only) 
 
Forest Service wants to - 


• Consider best land forming options for the project that avoids engineered drains and drop structures.  


• Avoid final design that remains engineered and does not support natural processes (sediment movement, 
hydrologic processes) 


• Incorporate functional recreation use of the area long term.  


LAND FORMING 
EXPLORATION MEETING 







 


• Address concerns that the current alternatives have only been designed to the level of capacity study level 
and have not been designed to meet the next level of objectives.  


  
Forest Service Questions for Land Forming: 


1. Can the alternatives be landformed in terms of footprint (space) and material available?  
 Height, footprint, ability to hit natural terrain 


2. Will land forming increase stability for each alternative considering slopes and drainage concerns? 
 
 
 


Immediate Action Items  


Owner Action Item- BOLD indicates updates or NEW actions Deadline 


Tom Furguson 
1. SWCA to send AutoCAD base layers- topography, boundaries, arch sites, 


highways, hydrological units, footprints and alternatives of Alternatives to 
Horst Schor. 


 


Horst 
2. Prepare a proposal and schedule to (1) critique of alternatives for ability to 


be land formed  and  (2) develop a Land Forming Alternative to include a 
conceptual design, model, and report, as a scope that links dollars to 
deliverables. 


 


Debby 3. Send Horst any pertinent background information for him to review.  


Bev/Debby/Salek 4. Comment on the ability to landform the Phased Tailings Alternative to 
District Ranger to report back to Rosemont. 


 


 
 
 







 

From: Marcie Bidwell 
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 10:59 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Salek
Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco Valenzuela; 'Dale Ortman'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-
11

Hello All,

Great meeting~

 
Please send any edits to me to be incorproated
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 1:00 PM
To: hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell; Salek Shafiqullah;
Beverley A Everson; Francisco Valenzuela
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Attached is an agenda for Horst Schor's initial visit to Tucson next
week.  We'll meet at SWCA's office on Wednesday at 2:00.  Beyond
that, times and topics are flexible and can be adjusted as needed. 

Horst:  I'm assuming that you will be staying at Hotel Arizona.  The
SWCA office is about 4 blocks north of the hotel.  It might be easiest
for you to park at the hotel and walk, as parking in downtown Tucson
can be troublesome. 

Tom:  Please forward this message to Dale, let Jamie and Jeff know
where to meet us on Thursday morning (MP 44 at 9:45), and arrange
a large vehicle for Thursday.  There will likely be 6 of us: Horst, Marcie,
Dale, Bev, you, and me.  Salek will not be on the field trip.  Bev has a
vehicle that seats 4 if additional people plan to attend. 

Francisco:  Please let me know if you can attend any part of this
meeting.  It would be great to have you involved. 

Thanks. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect



Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us
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Attendees: 
 
Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect 
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS Hydrologist 
Beverly Everson, USFS Geologist 
Horst Schor, Landforming Specialist 
Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants  
Dale Ortman, SWCA Environmental Consultants subcontractor 
Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants, Project Manager 
 


  


AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 


Review Big Ideas Brainstorm, which affect many little decisions- 
Hydro tour discussed allowing the back of the waste rock and tailing pile to fail into the pit  
Forest Service to Develop Land Forming Alternative 


• How do we divide up the slopes? How do we redirect the drainage?  


• Focus on Barrel Only alternative as a staring footprint and analysis basis. 


• Use concave configurations, so not stark straight faces on the forms. 


• Redirect drainage so not following long benches as regular, engineered form 


• Have a continuous hillform with a “ridgeline” that replicates natural ridgelines in the areas. 


• Concentrate drainage to support natural vegetation 


• Utilize rock that the mine generates and place along the built form to replicate the presence of rock 
outcrops and exposed rock in the landscape. 


• Include access to form for (1) creation or maintenance, and (2) recreation use after mine closure. 


• Reduce the use of flat slopes and benches to use concave slopes  


• Coordinate with George Annandale to know the limits of the slope length, slopes, and material constraints 
in the Tucson monsoonal climate.  


• Plan for and embrace the monsoonal rain stress into the long-term generation of natural forms. How can 
we work with these processes to allow for erosion and maintenance of slope forms. 


 
Needed from Rosemont- 


•  Stormwater drainage report 


• AutoCad for  all alternatives (especially Barrel Only) 
 
Forest Service wants to - 


• Consider best land forming options for the project that avoids engineered drains and drop structures.  


• Avoid final design that remains engineered and does not support natural processes (sediment movement, 
hydrologic processes) 


• Incorporate functional recreation use of the area long term.  


LAND FORMING 
EXPLORATION MEETING 







 


• Address concerns that the current alternatives have only been designed to the level of capacity study level 
and have not been designed to meet the next level of objectives.  


  
Forest Service Questions for Land Forming: 


1. Can the alternatives be landformed in terms of footprint (space) and material available?  
 Height, footprint, ability to hit natural terrain 


2. Will land forming increase stability for each alternative considering slopes and drainage concerns? 
 
 
 


Immediate Action Items  


Owner Action Item- BOLD indicates updates or NEW actions Deadline 


Tom Furguson 
1. SWCA to send AutoCAD base layers- topography, boundaries, arch sites, 


highways, hydrological units, footprints and alternatives of Alternatives to 
Horst Schor. 


 


Horst 
2. Prepare a proposal and schedule to (1) critique of alternatives for ability to 


be land formed  and  (2) develop a Land Forming Alternative to include a 
conceptual design, model, and report, as a scope that links dollars to 
deliverables. 


 


Debby 3. Send Horst any pertinent background information for him to review.  


Bev/Debby/Salek 4. Comment on the ability to landform the Phased Tailings Alternative to 
District Ranger to report back to Rosemont. 


 


 
 
 







From: Marcie Bidwell
To: Debby Kriegel; hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco Valenzuela;

Dale Ortman
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11
Date: 12/11/2009 10:58 AM
Attachments: RCC USFS LandForming Mtg_2009-12-11notes.doc

Hello All,

Great meeting~
 
Please send any edits to me to be incorproated
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 1:00 PM
To: hjschor@jps.net; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco
Valenzuela
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11

Attached is an agenda for Horst Schor's initial visit to Tucson next week.  We'll meet at SWCA's office
on Wednesday at 2:00.  Beyond that, times and topics are flexible and can be adjusted as needed. 

Horst:  I'm assuming that you will be staying at Hotel Arizona.  The SWCA office is about 4 blocks
north of the hotel.  It might be easiest for you to park at the hotel and walk, as parking in downtown
Tucson can be troublesome. 

Tom:  Please forward this message to Dale, let Jamie and Jeff know where to meet us on Thursday
morning (MP 44 at 9:45), and arrange a large vehicle for Thursday.  There will likely be 6 of us: Horst,
Marcie, Dale, Bev, you, and me.  Salek will not be on the field trip.  Bev has a vehicle that seats 4 if
additional people plan to attend. 

Francisco:  Please let me know if you can attend any part of this meeting.  It would be great to have
you involved. 

Thanks. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us
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		December 11, 2009

Coconino National Forest



		

		



		Attendees:

		Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect

Salek Shafiqullah, USFS Hydrologist

Beverly Everson, USFS Geologist


Horst Schor, Landforming Specialist

Tom Furguson, SWCA Environmental Consultants 

Dale Ortman, SWCA Environmental Consultants

Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants, Project Manager






		

		



		Agenda Items



		Topic





Review Big Ideas Brainstorm, which affect many little decisions-

· Hydro tour discussed allowing the back of the pit to fail into the pit to fail as natural. 

Forest Service to Develop Land Forming Alternative

· How do we divide up the slopes? How do we redirect the drainage? 


· Focus on Only Barrel alternative as a staring footprint and analysis basis.

· Use concave configurations, so not stark straight faces of the forms.


· Redirect drainage so not following long benches as regular, engineered form


· Have a continuous hillform with a “ridgeline” that replicates natural ridgelines in the areas.


· Concentrate drainage to support natural vegetation


· Utilize rock that the mine generates and place along the built form to replicate the presence of rock outcrops and exposed rock in the landscape.

· Include access to form for (1) creation or maintenance, and (2) recreation use after mine closure.


· Reduce the use of flat slopes and benches to use concave slopes


· Coordinate with George Annandale to know the limits of the slope length, slopes, and material constraints in the Tucson monsoonal climate. 


· Plan for and embrace the monsoonal rain stress into the long-term generation of natural forms. How can we work with these processes to allow for erosion and maintenance of slope forms.


Needed from Rosemont-


·  Stormwater drainage report


· AutoCad for Phased Tailings Alternative


Forest Service wants to -

· Consider best land forming options for the project that avoids engineered drains and drop structures. 


· Avoid final design that remains engineered and does not support natural processes (sediment movement, hydrologic processes)


· Incorporate functional recreation use of the area long term. 


· Address concerns that the current alternatives have only been designed to the level of capacity study level and have not been designed to meet the next level of objectives. 


Forest Service Questions for Land Forming:


1. Can the alternatives be land formed in terms of footprint (space) and material available? 

· Height, footprint, ability to hit natural terrain

2. Will land forming increase stability for each alternative considering slopes and drainage concerns?

		





		Immediate Action Items 



		Owner

		Action Item- BOLD indicates updates or NEW actions

		Deadline



		Tom Furguson

		1. SWCA to send AutoCAD base layers- topography, boundaries, arch sites, highways, hydrological units, footprints and alternatives of Alternatives to Horst Schor.

		



		Horst

		2. Prepare a proposal and schedule to (1) critique of alternatives for ability to be land formed  and  (2) develop a Land Forming Alternative to include a conceptual design, model, and report, as a scope that links dollars to deliverables.

		



		Debby

		3. Send Horst RCC studies for him to review.

		



		Bev/Debby/Salek

		4. Comment on landforming Phased Tailings Alternative to District Ranger to report back to Rosemont.

		





LAND FORMING EXPLORATION MEETING















From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; David Krizek
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Kathy Arnold
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Conference Calls & Meeting
Date: 03/12/2010 03:58 PM

Got it.
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 3:37 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Hale Barter; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ;
Roger D Congdon; David Krizek
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Conference Calls & Meeting
 
All,
 
I’ve heard from most of the participants critical to the calls and meeting and I am ready to forward
a schedule:
 

·         Conference Call – March 17 @ 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time)
·         Conference Call – March 31 @ 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time)
·         Meeting – April 9 @ 9:00 AM at Montgomery’s office Tucson

 
SWCA will provide the Conference Call number and code, and a computer link for graphics.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon
Cc: Stone, Claudia; David Krizek; Kathy Arnold; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Update Conference Calls & Meeting
Date: 03/12/2010 09:40 AM

Dale,
 
We may have a conflict on the 31st.
 
I will get back with you later today.
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 8:48 AM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D Congdon
Cc: 'Stone, Claudia'; Hale Barter; David Krizek; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Update Conference Calls & Meeting
 
Salek & Roger,
 
Rosemont has proposed and the CNF has authorized two conference calls tentatively scheduled for

March 17th and 31st  to review progress on Montgomery’s effort to update the mine site
groundwater model culminating in a one-day meeting scheduled for April 12-15 in Tucson.  The
day and time of the conference calls has not yet been confirmed, however we are in the process of
determining the availability of the SRK staff and will let you know as soon as we have this
information.  SWCA will provide the conference call number and a computer connection for display
of graphics as needed.  For budgeting purposes I have suggested to SRK that they allow two
hours/person for each conference call and one-day plus travel for the meeting.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 09:40 AM

Hello Dale,
I think this is a good idea and we can attend in transit.  Thanks.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

04/19/2010 09:03 AM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Vladimir
Ugorets'" <vugorets@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Mike Sieber '"
<msieber@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Hale Barter'"
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, "'Jonathan
Whittier'" <jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>,
"'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'"
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Rochelle
Dresser" <rdesser@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model
Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time

All,

 
SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of April 26
that conflicts with the currently scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona Time) update
conference call.  I propose rescheduling the call for 10:00 AM (Arizona Time) on the
same day.  Please let me know if this works for you. 

 
Thanks,

 
Dale
_______________________

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D

Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Kathy Arnold';

David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
Date: 04/25/2010 03:02 PM
Importance: High

Just a reminder……………….
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:59 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us);
'Kathy Arnold'; 'David.Krizek@tetratech.com'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
 
All,
 
The groundwater model conference call scheduled for Monday, April 26 is now confirmed for 10:00
AM (Arizona Time).  The number and participant code are the same as the previous conference
calls, but given below for your convenience.
 

·         Number:  866-866-2244
·         Participant Code: 9550668

 
Should Montgomery want to present graphics, Hale will issue a GoToMeeting invitation
immediately prior to the call.  However the SWCA and CNF staff from Tucson will be  on route to
Phoenix and without a computer connection.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Roger D Congdon
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; David.Krizek@tetratech.com; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Hale Barter';

'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Mike Sieber '; Rochelle
Dresser; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 09:56 AM

Works for me
 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

04/19/2010 10:03 AM

To "'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Vladimir Ugorets'"
<vugorets@srk.com>, "'Larry Cope'" <lcope@srk.com>, "'Mike Sieber
'" <msieber@srk.com>, "'Salek Shafiqullah'"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Hale Barter'"
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, "'Jonathan Whittier'"
<jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>, "'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'"
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
"Rochelle Dresser" <rdesser@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April  26 -
Reschedule Time

All, 
  
SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of April 26 that conflicts with the currently
scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona Time) update conference call.  I propose rescheduling the call for 10:00 AM (Arizona
Time) on the same day.  Please let me know if this works for you. 

  
Thanks, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
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From: Roger D Congdon
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Dale Ortman PE'; David.Krizek@tetratech.com; 'Grady O'Brien -

TetraTech'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth';
'Mike Sieber '; Rochelle Dresser; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'

Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
Date: 04/26/2010 07:00 AM

I'll be there; virtually.
 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

04/25/2010 04:02 PM

To "'Dale Ortman PE'" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "'Stone, Claudia'"
<cstone@srk.com>, "'Vladimir Ugorets'" <vugorets@srk.com>, "'Larry
Cope'" <lcope@srk.com>, "'Mike Sieber '" <msieber@srk.com>,
"'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Roger D Congdon'"
<rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "'Hale Barter'"
<hbarter@elmontgomery.com>, "'Jonathan Whittier'"
<jwhittier@elmontgomery.com>, "'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'"
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
"Rochelle Dresser" <rdesser@fs.fed.us>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April
26 - CONFIRMED TIME

Just a reminder………………. 
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:59 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us);
'Kathy Arnold'; 'David.Krizek@tetratech.com'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME 
  
All, 
  
The groundwater model conference call scheduled for Monday, April 26 is now confirmed for 10:00 AM (Arizona
Time).  The number and participant code are the same as the previous conference calls, but given below for your
convenience. 

  
·         Number:  866-866-2244 
·         Participant Code: 9550668 
  
Should Montgomery want to present graphics, Hale will issue a GoToMeeting invitation immediately prior to the
call.  However the SWCA and CNF staff from Tucson will be  on route to Phoenix and without a computer

connection. 
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Cheers, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stone, Claudia; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter; Jonathan

Whittier; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth;
Rochelle Dresser; Kathy Arnold; David.Krizek@tetratech.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 10:04 AM

This works for me.

Vladimir Ugorets
Sent from iPhone

On Apr 19, 2010, at 18:03, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com> wrote:

All,

 

SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of
April 26 that conflicts with the currently scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona
Time) update conference call.  I propose rescheduling the call for 10:00
AM (Arizona Time) on the same day.  Please let me know if this works for
you.

 

Thanks,

 

Dale

_______________________

 

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

 

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 

daleortmanpe@live.com
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PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623

 



From: Hale Barter
To: daleortmanpe@live.com; cstone@srk.com; vugorets@srk.com; lcope@srk.com; msieber@srk.com;

sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rcongdon@fs.fed.us; Jonathan Whittier; Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com;
mreichard@swca.com

Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; rdesser@fs.fed.us; karnold@rosemontcopper.com;
David.Krizek@tetratech.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
Date: 04/25/2010 03:20 PM

Got it

Hale

----- Original Message -----
From: Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
To: 'Dale Ortman PE' <daleortmanpe@live.com>; 'Stone, Claudia' <cstone@srk.com>; 'Vladimir
Ugorets' <vugorets@srk.com>; 'Larry Cope' <lcope@srk.com>; 'Mike Sieber ' <msieber@srk.com>;
'Salek Shafiqullah' <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; 'Roger D Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>; Hale Barter;
Jonathan Whittier; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech' <Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>; 'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>
Cc: 'Tom Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>; 'Beverley A Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>; 'Melinda D
Roth' <mroth@fs.fed.us>; Rochelle Dresser <rdesser@fs.fed.us>; 'Kathy Arnold'
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>; David.Krizek@tetratech.com <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>
Sent: Sun Apr 25 15:01:52 2010
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME

Just a reminder……………….

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:59 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D
Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Kathy
Arnold'; 'David.Krizek@tetratech.com'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME

All,

The groundwater model conference call scheduled for Monday, April 26 is now confirmed for 10:00 AM
(Arizona Time).  The number and participant code are the same as the previous conference calls, but
given below for your convenience.

·         Number:  866-866-2244

·         Participant Code: 9550668

Should Montgomery want to present graphics, Hale will issue a GoToMeeting invitation immediately prior
to the call.  However the SWCA and CNF staff from Tucson will be  on route to Phoenix and without a
computer connection.
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Cheers,

Dale

_______________________

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623



From: Ugorets, Vladimir
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Hale Barter;

Jonathan Whittier; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D
Roth; Rochelle Dresser; Kathy Arnold; David.Krizek@tetratech.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
Date: 04/25/2010 03:23 PM

Dale, got it. Just have arrived in Denver.

Regards,

Vladimir Ugorets
Sent from iPhone

On Apr 25, 2010, at 16:02, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com> wrote:

Just a reminder……………….

 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:59 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah';
'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa
Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser
(rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Kathy Arnold'; 'David.Krizek@tetratech.com'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 -
CONFIRMED TIME

 

All,

 

The groundwater model conference call scheduled for Monday, April 26 is
now confirmed for 10:00 AM (Arizona Time).  The number and participant
code are the same as the previous conference calls, but given below for
your convenience.

 

·         Number:  866-866-2244

·         Participant Code: 9550668

 

Should Montgomery want to present graphics, Hale will issue a
GoToMeeting invitation immediately prior to the call.  However the SWCA
and CNF staff from Tucson will be  on route to Phoenix and without a
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computer connection.

 

Cheers,

 

Dale

_______________________

 

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

 

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 

daleortmanpe@live.com

 

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hale Barter
To: daleortmanpe@live.com; cstone@srk.com; vugorets@srk.com; lcope@srk.com; msieber@srk.com;

sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; rcongdon@fs.fed.us; Jonathan Whittier; Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com;
mreichard@swca.com

Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; rdesser@fs.fed.us; karnold@rosemontcopper.com;
David.Krizek@tetratech.com

Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 09:28 AM

Good for Montgomery

Hale

----- Original Message -----
From: Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
To: 'Stone, Claudia' <cstone@srk.com>; 'Vladimir Ugorets' <vugorets@srk.com>; 'Larry Cope'
<lcope@srk.com>; 'Mike Sieber ' <msieber@srk.com>; 'Salek Shafiqullah' <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>;
'Roger D Congdon' <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>; Hale Barter; Jonathan Whittier; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'
<Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com>; 'Melissa Reichard' <mreichard@swca.com>
Cc: 'Tom Furgason' <tfurgason@swca.com>; 'Beverley A Everson' <beverson@fs.fed.us>; 'Melinda D
Roth' <mroth@fs.fed.us>; Rochelle Dresser <rdesser@fs.fed.us>; 'Kathy Arnold'
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>; David.Krizek@tetratech.com <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>
Sent: Mon Apr 19 08:59:26 2010
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time

All,

SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of April 26 that conflicts with the
currently scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona Time) update conference call.  I propose rescheduling the call for
10:00 AM (Arizona Time) on the same day.  Please let me know if this works for you.

Thanks,

Dale

_______________________

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com>
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PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ  85623



From: Cope, Larry
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Sieber, Mike; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Hale

Barter; Jonathan Whittier; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Rochelle Dresser; Kathy Arnold;

David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 10:06 AM

Works for me too.
Larry
 
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.  
Fort Collins, Colorado
(970) 407-8302 Office,  (970) 217-6429 Cell 
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2010 9:59 AM
To: Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon';
'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Kathy Arnold';
David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
 
All,
 
SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of April 26 that conflicts with
the currently scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona Time) update conference call.  I propose rescheduling the
call for 10:00 AM (Arizona Time) on the same day.  Please let me know if this works for you.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Kathy Arnold; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 11:13 AM

Dale,
 
Please add Jon Whittier to this distribution list.
 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
 
Thanks.
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D
Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Jonathan Whittier
To: Hale Barter; Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah -

USFS; Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Kathy Arnold; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 12:46 PM
Attachments: 20100317_Hydro mtg_DO_VU_JW.doc

Dale,
 
I clarified the boundary condition section a little (see attached).  Also, there is some ambiguity on the
date of our call.  The attached says that the call is Wednesday, March 31 and your email says
Tuesday, March 30.  Does this need to be modified in the attached?
 
Thanks,
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)

(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by

phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system. 

From: Hale Barter 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 11:14 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS ; Roger D Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
Dale,
 
Please add Jon Whittier to this distribution list.
 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
 
Thanks.
 
Hale
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 


Hydrology Team Meeting


March 17, 2010

2:00 pm – 3:10 pm


Attendees:


		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Mike Sieber- SRK

		Jon Wittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		Grady O’Brien- TetraTech



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		





 


Topics Discussed:


Boundary conditions

Transient calibration of the model to 30 day pump test data

Projection timeframe for model

 


Progress  Made:


Montgomery updated boundary conditions- 

· Boundary conditions modified to non-alternating boundary cells around entire active model domain boundary


· GHB cells along western and southwestern boundaries, within predicted area of impact, modified to extend simulated distance to ½ mile; the boundary was not moved further due to presence of alluvial sediments with high hydraulic conductivity which might affect GHB conditions

· 

· GHB conditions changed to constant head boundary conditions in areas where no impact is predicted

· 

 


Issues Raised:


· Vladimir- Alluvium contributions to groundwater beyond the ½ mile

· Vladimir- has doubts on the use of PEST when reviewing transient results and wants to see reasonable conductivity in all layers without the use of delineated zones


· Roger- Hydraulic connectivity is unique and he doesn’t want to see “bullseyes”- dealing with a variable fractured system- not specific zones


· Project Timeframe – Transient calibration will not be complete by April 9 meeting, but adequate progress will have been made to allow review of work and to discuss any problems encountered in the calibration.

 


Issues Resolved & Agreements:


· Put no-flow boundary condition at the eastern model boundary to simulate  maximum impact to groundwater levels.

· Keep constant head boundary conditions in areas where no impact is predicted but observe change in flux of boundary conditions during predictive simulation, and adjust boundary conditions accordingly, if necessary.

· Still consider and calibrate to a lack of response on those wells to ensure correct vertical distribution to include all the layers.

 


Next Steps/Assignments:


· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 3/31/2010

· Meeting at Montgomery’s office on 4/9/2010


· Montgomery- Technical memorandum with brief description of transient calibration with larger report of sensitivity analysis and model to follow









From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D
Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon;

'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; 'Hale Barter'; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Jonathan Whittier - Montgomery
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 01:40 PM

All,
 
My fingers have been having one long senior moment with email today…………  it’s been brought to
my attention that I added an extra number to the area code for tomorrow’s 2:00 PM conference
call; the correct numbers are:
 

·         Conference Number: 866-866-2244
·         Pass Code: 9550668

 

Also, please note the call has been rescheduled from the original date of March 31st to March 30th.

 Hale Barter with Montgomery is unavailable on the 31st, so we rescheduled for the 30th.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets (vugorets@srk.com); Larry Cope (lcope@srk.com); Mike Sieber
(msieber@srk.com); Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); Roger D Congdon
(rcongdon@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek (David.Krizek@tetratech.com); 'Hale Barter'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us)
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
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This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/30/2010 12:45 PM

All,
 
We will not be hosting a GoToMeeting session for today’s conference call.
 
The call will primarily be a progress report.
 
Thanks.
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 1:39 PM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D
Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Hale Barter; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
My fingers have been having one long senior moment with email today…………  it’s been brought to
my attention that I added an extra number to the area code for tomorrow’s 2:00 PM conference
call; the correct numbers are:
 

·         Conference Number: 866-866-2244
·         Pass Code: 9550668

 

Also, please note the call has been rescheduled from the original date of March 31st to March 30th.

 Hale Barter with Montgomery is unavailable on the 31st, so we rescheduled for the 30th.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets (vugorets@srk.com); Larry Cope (lcope@srk.com); Mike Sieber
(msieber@srk.com); Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); Roger D Congdon
(rcongdon@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek (David.Krizek@tetratech.com); 'Hale Barter'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser (rdesser@fs.fed.us)
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Jonathan Whittier; Hale Barter; Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber;

Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek
Cc: Tom Furgason; Kathy Arnold; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/30/2010 01:07 PM

All-
If you have not already, please review these notes. We will be taking final comments during today’s
call.
Reminder of the number to call: 866-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668.
 
Talk to you then.
Melissa
 

From: Jonathan Whittier [mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 12:48 PM
To: Hale Barter; Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Kathy Arnold; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
Dale,
 
I clarified the boundary condition section a little (see attached).  Also, there is some ambiguity on the
date of our call.  The attached says that the call is Wednesday, March 31 and your email says
Tuesday, March 30.  Does this need to be modified in the attached?
 
Thanks,
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)

(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by
phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system.

From: Hale Barter 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 11:14 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah -
USFS ; Roger D Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Jonathan Whittier
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Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
Dale,
 
Please add Jon Whittier to this distribution list.
 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
 
Thanks.
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D
Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 

mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
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PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Hale Barter
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Kathy Arnold; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 11:13 AM

Dale,
 
Please add Jon Whittier to this email distribution list.
 
Thanks,
 
Hale
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 6:40 AM
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber ; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Roger D
Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
 
All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
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PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update
Date: 07/28/2010 03:30 PM

Hello Dale,
I am available the days listed.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/28/2010 10:23 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Roger D Congdon'" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>,
"'Stone, Claudia'" <cstone@srk.com>, "'Ugorets,
Vladimir'" <vugorets@srk.com>, "'Cope, Larry'"
<lcope@srk.com>, "'Sieber, Mike'"
<msieber@srk.com>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update

All,

 
We have begun to receive information from both Montgomery and TetraTech and
it looks like both may complete their work in early August.  Earlier this week
Montgomery made available on their FTP site a preliminary incomplete draft report
on their revised modeling effort that has been forwarded to all of you. 
Montgomery has not provided a target date for completion, but I strongly suspect
Rosemont is pressuring them to get this done ASAP.  In addition, TetraTech is
submitting individual technical memoranda for their modeling work.  To date we
have received tech memos for the model framework and hydrologic properties,
both of which have been forwarded to SRK for review, and yesterday we received a
tech memo for Groundwater Flow Model Construction & Calibration that is being
made available to SRK.  Yesterday I spoke with Grady O’Brien (TetraTech) and was
told that they expect to complete their work perhaps as early as the end of next
week; depending on a successful outcome to the transient calibration effort. 
TetraTech’s schedule includes technical memoranda on impact and sensitivity
perhaps by the end of this week followed next week by a memo on the steady-
state calibration and a memo on the transient calibration to complete the work;
maybe also the end of next week depending on a successful calibration.

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


TetraTech wants to get feedback from the CNF and SRK as soon as possible in order
to move to completion of their work.  As all the players have met on several
occasions I believe we do not need more face-to-face meetings but can continue
the process via teleconference.  It is likely we will have scheduling difficulties
among all the involved parties so I would greatly appreciate being kept abreast of
everyone’s schedule.  At this time and subject to change I would like to look to the

12
th

 or 13
th

 of August for a teleconference with TetraTech, and with perhaps a

preliminary teleconference on the 5
th

 or 6
th

 to discuss the early submissions if that
has merit.  In addition, we have a revised Davidson Canyon report from TetraTech
that has been forwarded to SRK for review, although without completion of the
groundwater modeling it remains dependent on confirmation that the pit
drawdown predictions are defensible.  We would want to include discussion of the
revised Davidson Canyon report whenever we hold a teleconference.

 
As for Montgomery, we would want to continue with the participation of both
Montgomery & TetraTech for all teleconferences; however pertinent comment
would depend on SRK’s ability to review the documents.  I do not want to provide
premature comment to either Montgomery or TetraTech that may not be based on
an adequate review.

 
Please would everyone let me know their schedules as they develop and their likely
availability for the tentative teleconferences.  

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Stone, Claudia
To: Dale Ortman PE; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update
Date: 07/28/2010 10:48 AM

Dale:
 
I am putting together the SRK Team schedule and will be back to you shortly.
 
Claudia
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 10:24 AM
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; Stone, Claudia; Ugorets, Vladimir; Cope, Larry; Sieber, Mike
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update
 
All,
 
We have begun to receive information from both Montgomery and TetraTech and it looks like both
may complete their work in early August.  Earlier this week Montgomery made available on their
FTP site a preliminary incomplete draft report on their revised modeling effort that has been
forwarded to all of you.  Montgomery has not provided a target date for completion, but I strongly
suspect Rosemont is pressuring them to get this done ASAP.  In addition, TetraTech is submitting
individual technical memoranda for their modeling work.  To date we have received tech memos
for the model framework and hydrologic properties, both of which have been forwarded to SRK for
review, and yesterday we received a tech memo for Groundwater Flow Model Construction &
Calibration that is being made available to SRK.  Yesterday I spoke with Grady O’Brien (TetraTech)
and was told that they expect to complete their work perhaps as early as the end of next week;
depending on a successful outcome to the transient calibration effort.  TetraTech’s schedule
includes technical memoranda on impact and sensitivity perhaps by the end of this week followed
next week by a memo on the steady-state calibration and a memo on the transient calibration to
complete the work; maybe also the end of next week depending on a successful calibration.
 
TetraTech wants to get feedback from the CNF and SRK as soon as possible in order to move to
completion of their work.  As all the players have met on several occasions I believe we do not
need more face-to-face meetings but can continue the process via teleconference.  It is likely we
will have scheduling difficulties among all the involved parties so I would greatly appreciate being
kept abreast of everyone’s schedule.  At this time and subject to change I would like to look to the

12th or 13th of August for a teleconference with TetraTech, and with perhaps a preliminary

teleconference on the 5th or 6th to discuss the early submissions if that has merit.  In addition, we
have a revised Davidson Canyon report from TetraTech that has been forwarded to SRK for review,
although without completion of the groundwater modeling it remains dependent on confirmation
that the pit drawdown predictions are defensible.  We would want to include discussion of the
revised Davidson Canyon report whenever we hold a teleconference.
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As for Montgomery, we would want to continue with the participation of both Montgomery &
TetraTech for all teleconferences; however pertinent comment would depend on SRK’s ability to
review the documents.  I do not want to provide premature comment to either Montgomery or
TetraTech that may not be based on an adequate review.
 
Please would everyone let me know their schedules as they develop and their likely availability for
the tentative teleconferences. 
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melinda D Roth
Cc: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: Rosemont mitigation table - finalize by June 4
Date: 06/01/2010 02:46 PM

Hello Mindee,
I can look it over.  However, I do not have an email from Jonathan on May 7th.  
Maybe he only sent it to a select few.  Therefore, could you forward it to me. 
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

06/01/2010 02:21 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont mitigation table - finalize by June 4

I have an assigned task to " finalize" the mitigation table and share it
with Rosemont and SWCA by this Friday.  There is a meeting next
Tues. with Rosemont to reach agreement on every item so mitigation
can be applied to alternatives, alternatives described, and alternatives
analyzed.  There are a number of notes for you to finalize wording,
combine similar measures, etc in the Hydrology section, pages 8-12.
Jonathan (SWCA) sent this on May 7th.  Let me know if I need to send
it to you.  Will you be able to complete your piece this week?  If not, I
will do the best I can.  Please let me know.  Thanks.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Marcie Bidwell
To: Debby Kriegel; Dale Ortman
Cc: Jonathan Rigg; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference - Horst Schor
Date: 03/03/2010 08:08 AM

Debby,
 
Yes, I am available.
 
I am actually contemplating working in Tucson Monday - Weds of next week, if we feel like we would
have enough to work on to justify the trip. I need to discuss this with you and Tom.
 
We just received two alternatives from Tetra Tech with the layers corrected, and so if I could get some
direction on stormwater, I could have several images to review by middle of next week.
 
Potential meeting items:
1. review of Horst's work
2. discussion of stormwater assumptions with Tetra Tech and Rosemont, perhaps including Golder's
report
3. rock color samples and other deliverables expected from Rosemont/Tt
4. vegetation growth rate finalization
5. review of initial KOP simulations (distant KOPs for MPO, examples of stormwater shown in
simulations, other KOPs)
 
Other ideas?
Marcie
 

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 7:26 AM
To: Dale Ortman ; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Jonathan Rigg; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Fw: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference - Horst Schor

Dale:  Monday works for me.   

Marcie:  I just realized that you aren't in this loop.  Are you available on Monday for a virtual
presentation by Horst?   

Thanks. 

"Dale Ortman " <daleortmanpe@live.com>

03/03/2010 07:21 AM

To "Debby Kriegel " <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS "
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg "
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Fw: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
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Debby & Salek,

Horst wants to move teleconference to Monday.  Does this work for you?
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 14:18:28 
To: Horst Schor<hjschor@jps.net>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Horst,
Monday should be OK, but I'm checking with the CNF about a time... will get back to you.

As for the graphics, if all files are PDF's the easiest thing would be to email them to us ahead
of the teleconference.  Let me know if this works for you.
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 01:20:32 
To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Dale, 
  
I am sorry I did not get back to you sooner but I was "huddled" with my designer to work on the
Landform design and earth/rock work calcs. for Rosemont. 
  
Please let me know how we can put the plan on for you on your respective computers while we
discuss the overall concept, the design details and some of the complication created by the
current tailings layout.   The plan will be in PDF format. 
  
I will have my design engineer Dave Davis participate in the presentation as we need to both hear
CFN's and your reactions so we "fine tune" for the final round. 
  
Also, if everybody could give until Monday I could have a more complete update presentation. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Horst 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:11 AM
To: Horst Schor
Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'
Subject: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
  
Horst, 
  
Task 2 of the SOW includes a teleconference to update the CNF on the progress in developing a
landform design for the Upper Barrel Alternative.  Please let us know when you are available for
the update and we will schedule a teleconference. 
  
  
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
Date: 03/02/2010 09:28 AM

Hello Dale,
Any time is OK with me.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman " <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman "
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

03/02/2010 07:10 AM

To "Horst Schor " <hjschor@jps.net>

cc "Debby Kriegel " <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom
Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"Jonathan Rigg " <jrigg@swca.com>, "Bev
Everson - USFS " <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Horst,

Let's tentatively schedule Thursday; I'll contact the CNF
regarding a time.  We'll let you know the conference call
number.  Will you want a computer connection to present text or
graphic items?
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 21:53:39 
To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Dale, 
  
This Wednesday afternoon or Thursday am or pm. 
  
Horst 
  
 
 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
 Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:11 AM
 To: Horst Schor
 Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'
 Subject: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
  
Horst, 
  
Task 2 of the SOW includes a teleconference to update the CNF on
the progress in developing a landform design for the Upper
Barrel Alternative.  Please let us know when you are available

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


for the update and we will schedule a teleconference. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
 



From: Dale Ortman
To: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
Date: 03/02/2010 03:09 PM

I'll propose 2:00 PM Thursday to Horst and let you know.
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 17:49:56 
To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Dale, 
 
I have a webinar from noon to 1:00 on Thursday.  Give me a few minutes to walk down to SWCA....so 
any time after about 1:15 would work great.   
 
Thanks. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 Debby Kriegel, RLA
 Landscape Architect
 Coronado National Forest
 300 W. Congress
 Tucson, AZ 85701
 (520) 388-8427
 Fax (520) 388-8305
 www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
 dkriegel@fs.fed.us
 
 
 
 
 
 "Dale Ortman " <daleortmanpe@live.com> 
03/02/2010 07:10 AM 
 
To "Horst Schor " <hjschor@jps.net> 
 
cc "Debby Kriegel " <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan 
Rigg " <jrigg@swca.com>, "Bev Everson - USFS " <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS " 
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us> 
 
Subject Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
 
 
 
 
 
Horst,
 
 Let's tentatively schedule Thursday; I'll contact the CNF regarding a time.  We'll let you know 
the conference call number.  Will you want a computer connection to present text or graphic items?
 ______________
 
 Dale Ortman PE
 Cell: (520) 449-7307
 Office/Home: (520) 896-2404
 
 Sent Via Blackberry
 
 -----Original Message-----
 From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
 Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 21:53:39 
 To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
 Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
 
 Dale, 
   
 This Wednesday afternoon or Thursday am or pm. 
   
 Horst 
   
 
 
 From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
 Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:11 AM
 To: Horst Schor
 Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'
 Subject: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
   
 Horst, 
   
 Task 2 of the SOW includes a teleconference to update the CNF on the progress in developing a 
landform design for the Upper Barrel Alternative.  Please let us know when you are available for 
the update and we will schedule a teleconference. 
   

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com


 Regards, 
   
 Dale 
 _______________________ 
   
 Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
 Consulting Engineer 
   
 (520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
 (520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
 (435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
   
 daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
   
 PO Box 1233 
 Oracle, AZ  85623 
  



From: Dale Ortman
To: Horst Schor
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Marcie Bidwell - SWCA; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Melissa Reichard;

Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
Date: 03/04/2010 11:52 AM

Horst,

Let's schedule the update teleconference for Monday at 3:00 PM Arizona time (2:00 PM in 
California).  Melissa with SWCA will contact you regarding the phone number and computer 
connection.
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 22:41:18 
To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Dale,
 
 What website will we go into for our presentation and can we bring up our
 PDF design concept plan at that time on that website for you all to see?
 
 And what phone number do we call in?
 
 Horst
 
 -----Original Message-----
 From: Dale Ortman [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> ] 
 Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 6:54 AM
 To: Horst Schor 
 Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
 
 OK
 ______________
 
 Dale Ortman PE
 Cell: (520) 449-7307
 Office/Home: (520) 896-2404
 
 Sent Via Blackberry
 
 -----Original Message-----
 From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
 Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 14:38:20 
 To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
 Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
 
 Dale,
  
  Preferably around 2-3 pm if possible
  
  Horst
  
  -----Original Message-----
  From: Dale Ortman [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> > ] 
  Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 6:18 AM
  To: Horst Schor 
  Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
  
  Horst,
  Monday should be OK, but I'm checking with the CNF about a time... will get
  back to you.
  
  As for the graphics, if all files are PDF's the easiest thing would be to
  email them to us ahead of the teleconference.  Let me know if this works
 for
  you.
  ______________
  
  Dale Ortman PE
  Cell: (520) 449-7307
  Office/Home: (520) 896-2404
  
  Sent Via Blackberry
  
  -----Original Message-----
  From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
  Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 01:20:32 
  To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
  Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
  
  Dale, 
    
  I am sorry I did not get back to you sooner but I was "huddled" with my
  designer to work on the Landform design and earth/rock work calcs. for
  Rosemont. 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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  Please let me know how we can put the plan on for you on your respective
  computers while we discuss the overall concept, the design details and some
  of the complication created by the current tailings layout.   The plan will
  be in PDF format. 
    
  I will have my design engineer Dave Davis participate in the presentation
 as
  we need to both hear CFN's and your reactions so we "fine tune" for the
  final round. 
    
  Also, if everybody could give until Monday I could have a more complete
  update presentation. 
    
  Thanks, 
    
  Horst 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
   
   
  From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> > ] 
   Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:11 AM
   To: Horst Schor
   Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'
   Subject: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
    
  Horst, 
    
  Task 2 of the SOW includes a teleconference to update the CNF on the
  progress in developing a landform design for the Upper Barrel Alternative. 
  Please let us know when you are available for the update and we will
  schedule a teleconference. 
    
    
    
  Regards, 
    
  Dale 
  _______________________ 
    
  Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
  Consulting Engineer 
    
  (520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
  (520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
  (435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
    
  daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> > > 
    
  PO Box 1233 
  Oracle, AZ  85623 
   



From: Dale Ortman
To: Horst Schor
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg; Bev Everson - USFS; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Subject: Re: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference
Date: 03/02/2010 07:10 AM

Horst,

Let's tentatively schedule Thursday; I'll contact the CNF regarding a time.  We'll let you know 
the conference call number.  Will you want a computer connection to present text or graphic items?
______________

Dale Ortman PE
Cell: (520) 449-7307
Office/Home: (520) 896-2404

Sent Via Blackberry

-----Original Message-----
From: Horst <hjschor@jps.net>
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 21:53:39 
To: <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Subject: RE: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference

Dale, 
  
This Wednesday afternoon or Thursday am or pm. 
  
Horst 
  
 
 
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
 Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:11 AM
 To: Horst Schor
 Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'
 Subject: Rosemont Progress Update Teleconference 
  
Horst, 
  
Task 2 of the SOW includes a teleconference to update the CNF on the progress in developing a 
landform design for the Upper Barrel Alternative.  Please let us know when you are available for 
the update and we will schedule a teleconference. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
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Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: Rosemont scientific collecting permits
Date: 06/09/2009 04:02 PM

Is it standard for us to require collecting permits for this sort of thing?  And if so,
where is the direction for this requirement, and are you talking about collection on
Forest Service land or elsewhere, or both?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

06/08/2009 02:31 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc gsoroka@swca.com, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont scientific collecting permits

Hi Bev--

I'm not sure who is the nexus to WestLand is, but I think we need
copies of the state and federal scientific collecting permits from anyone
doing surveys, be it WestLand, SWCA, Forest Service, or any
subcontractors.  

Documentation needs to include copies of the permits, with the
permitted species, stipulations, and permittees/subpermittees/agents. 
We need to be sure surveyors aren't in violation state and federal laws
and regulations and be prepared to prove this to the public in our
project record.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Sarah L Davis; Melinda D Roth; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

ccoyle@swca.com
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart; Larry Jones
Subject: Re: Rosemont scientific collecting permits
Date: 06/09/2009 04:34 PM

Sarah, Mindee and T.A., please see the e-mail correspondence below.  Are these
permits something we should have in the record?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS

06/09/2009 04:24 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
gsoroka@swca.com, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont scientific collecting permits

In order to be doing anything besides strictly non-invasive visual surveys, such as
dipnetting frogs or tape-playback Mexican Spotted Owl calls, there needs to be state
and federal scientific collecting permits (SCP) issued.  We don't authorize them--
federal SCP is administered by Fish and Wildlife Service for threatened and
endangered species, while Arizona Game and Fish administers them for state
wildlife.  For example, we have a federal permit for all of the biologists on the
Coronado NF, and each person is called a permittee, and we are variously permitted
to survey or collect animals.  Those with the Chiricahua Leopard Frog certification
(from AGFD training) are allowed to dipnet or seine for Chiricahua Leopard Frogs,
and those without are not allowed.  

I would think WestLand and SWCA have state and federal permits, as they are in the
business of surveying for wildlife (in part), but I just think these documents should
be included in the project record just to show we are all playing by the rules.  

I 'm not sure about the regs for non-listed species on private lands, but at least for
listed species, anyone doing this sort of work needs the federal permit.  

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

06/09/2009 04:02 PM

To Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
gsoroka@swca.com, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont scientific collecting permits

Is it standard for us to require collecting permits for this sort of thing?  And if so,
where is the direction for this requirement, and are you talking about collection on
Forest Service land or elsewhere, or both?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

06/08/2009 02:31 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc gsoroka@swca.com, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont scientific collecting permits

Hi Bev--

I'm not sure who is the nexus to WestLand is, but I think we need copies of the
state and federal scientific collecting permits from anyone doing surveys, be it
WestLand, SWCA, Forest Service, or any subcontractors.  

Documentation needs to include copies of the permits, with the permitted species,
stipulations, and permittees/subpermittees/agents.  We need to be sure surveyors
aren't in violation state and federal laws and regulations and be prepared to prove
this to the public in our project record.

notes://entr3a/8825685D00481218/0/4EE3389640AFBD41072575CF0075625A


Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Tom Furgason
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Beverley A Everson; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Marcie Bidwell; Lara Mitchell; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Rosemont Stuff
Date: 09/30/2009 04:33 PM
Attachments: Issues and Units to Measure_mdb_2009-09-15- visual.doc

Thanks for the input Debby.  I have copied Salek and our GIS person on this email so they may
consider your input on the presentation.
 
It may be useful to include KOPs on a map to they extent that they provided the team some insight on
developing alternatives with respect to the Visual Resource Issue.
 
With respect to cost, typically all costs are kept between the Consultant and the Proponent.  Is there a
specific concern that we can address in another manner?  I strongly advocate all three parties (CNF,
SWCA, and RCC) agreeing with the Scope of Work and assumptions before we begin any further
work. 
 
I have attached the revised Issue Statements and Units of Measure for your confirmation. 
 
Tom

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 1:44 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Stuff
 

Tom, 

Assorted items and questions... 

1.  For the alternatives map that is created for presentations on Friday and next Thursday, I
recommend including the following resource layers for scenery and recreation:

The latest Concern Level map (Marcie and Trent and Steve have these shapefiles)
The Arizona Trail

KOPs are optional. 

2.  I still need the costs for the simulations for the proposed action.  Marcie told me that she sent you
this information.  Can you provide this sometime soon? 

3.  Did you get the revised issue statements and units of measure from Marcie? (from a week or 2
ago) 

Thanks. 

Debby  

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change
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		Units to Measure Change



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		11. VISUAL RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape alterations as a result of the open pit, tailings and waste rock piles, facilities, and transportation and utility corridors, may affect visual resources in the area. Impacts may result in:


1. Transformation of land form and natural scenery to industrial landscapes;


2. Visible extent of the landscape alterations;

3. Degradation of scenic quality from sensitive travelways and viewpoints;


4. Loss of mountain views from numerous viewpoints and travelways;


5. Loss of scenic road designation for all or part of State Route 83.

		1. Changes in land/form, vegetation, water and structures as described by line, form, color, and texture from sensitive travelways and viewpoints (Visual Contrast Analysis); 

2. Visible range of project in sq. miles;


3. Miles of sensitive travelways that meets/does not meet Visual Quality Objectives (VQO) and Scenic Integrity Objectives (SIO) as set in Coronado National Forest Plan.

4. Qualitative description of blocked views from sensitive travelways.

5. Miles of road which may/may not meet Scenic Road designation status (selected ADOT standards for SR designation and maintenance of designation); acres of vegetation lost within the ADOT designated zone of influence; miles of sensitive travelways with views of utilities; and qualitative description of Scenic Road Corridor Management Plan goals. 





		

		







From: Robert Lefevre
To: Jonathan Rigg
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; gsoroka@swca.com
Subject: Re: Rosemont Surface Water Meeting 10:00 at SWCA
Date: 08/09/2010 12:47 PM

I am going to join you at SWCA tomorrow.  Thank you for the invite.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

"Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com> 

08/09/2010 12:14 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "DeAnne
Rietz" <drietz@swca.com>, "Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Robert Lefevre"
<rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, "Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
<tjchute@msn.com>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Kelley Cox"
<kcox@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Surface Water Meeting 10:00 at SWCA

All,

 
I have confirmed that everyone is available to meet at SWCA tomorrow morning at
10:00 to go over the Surface Water sections.  Dale will be calling in from Utah.
Terry, did you want to call in as well?  If so, I will get the ready talk conference call
set up and get the call in info to you and Dale.  

 
Dale, if Terry does not need to call in, just call the office and we will patch you in to
the conference room.  I will let you know soon. 

 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

 
Thanks,

 
Jonathan Rigg
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants

mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona
Phone: (520) 325-9194
Fax: (520) 325-2033
Email: jrigg@swca.com



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; mroth@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: SDCP Riparian Data
Date: 07/02/2009 01:16 PM

Thanks for the information.  
I may need help with the link as it doesn't seem to work for me.  Gis data would be
the best product.    
Also, I scanned the county website under SDCP and found some maps but they were
so general they were not useful for our purposes.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

07/02/2009 12:52 PM

To <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>,
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SDCP Riparian Data

Salek,

 
Per our conversation earlier, you can review Pima County's riparian
data (and spring locations) in the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan
database: (http:www.dot.pima.gov/cmo/sdcpmaps/).  Just click on the
SDCP MapGuide Map link and you should be able to access their GIS
layers.  The map does include Important Riparian Area (IRA) Underlying
Classifications.

 
Teresa Ann should be able to obtain the shape files from Pima County
without any problem.  I can provide you with information regarding the
classification system if you need.  SWCA can also assist in preparing
some maps of riparian resources based on the SDCP maps if needed.  

 
Hopefully, we won't need to do field work to narrow down alternatives. 
Usually, once you need to do field work it is time to retain an
alternative.  Please call me if you have any questions.
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Tom



From: Tom Furgason
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; mroth@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us
Subject: RE: SDCP Riparian Data
Date: 07/02/2009 01:21 PM

Try this one: http://www.dot.pima.gov/cmo/sdcpmaps/
 
We can also set up a time for you to come over to SWCA and we can go through the data with you.
 
Tom

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thu 7/2/2009 1:16 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; mroth@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us
Subject: Re: SDCP Riparian Data

Thanks for the information.   
I may need help with the link as it doesn't seem to work for me.  Gis data would be the best product.    

Also, I scanned the county website under SDCP and found some maps but they were so general they
were not useful for our purposes.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

07/02/2009 12:52 PM

To <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, <mroth@fs.fed.us>,

"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>
Subject SDCP Riparian Data

Salek, 
  
Per our conversation earlier, you can review Pima County's riparian data (and spring locations) in the
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan database: (http:www.dot.pima.gov/cmo/sdcpmaps/).  Just click on
the SDCP MapGuide Map link and you should be able to access their GIS layers.  The map does
include Important Riparian Area (IRA) Underlying Classifications. 
  
Teresa Ann should be able to obtain the shape files from Pima County without any problem.  I can
provide you with information regarding the classification system if you need.  SWCA can also assist in
preparing some maps of riparian resources based on the SDCP maps if needed.   
  
Hopefully, we won't need to do field work to narrow down alternatives.  Usually, once you need to do
field work it is time to retain an alternative.  Please call me if you have any questions. 
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Tom 



From: Jason_Douglas@fws.gov
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov; Melinda D Roth;

Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Subject: Re: section 10 and such for Rosemont
Date: 03/26/2010 09:18 AM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Larry et al., 

The off-the-cuff answer is that the section 7 consultation will include all T&E species directly and
indirectly affected by the proposed action, including the effects of interdependent and interrelated
actions. This analysis is independent of land ownership. 

Land ownership, however, may be an important component moving forward. To answer this more fully,
I would like learn more about the following topics. 

1. Will the Forest Service retain discretion over the Rosemont mine after the Record of Decision is
signed? 
2. Is Rosemont Patenting NFS lands? 
3. Does the FS anticipate being administratively capable of reinitiating section 7 consultation for the life
of the mine, including reclamation, on NFS, other Federal, State, and private lands? 

These three questions pertain to our interest in determining if the FS will retain discretion over
Rosemont's action over time and thus will remain capable of ensuring ongoing ESA compliance as the
mine operates. This is per the following clause, which appears in the Reinitiation and Closing
Statement portion of every Biological Opinion: "As provided in 50 CFR §402.16, reinitiation of formal
consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency involvement or control over the action has
been maintained (or is authorized by law)..." 

In other words, what is the scope and duration of the FS's discretion over Rosemont? 

As an aside, permitting for golden eagles would occur under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act, as the species is not listed under the ESA. Golden eagles can be addressed as a covered species
under a section 10-related process (i.e. HCP), but that may not be appropriate here. The B&GEPA is
currently under revision due the the recovery of the bald eagle and subsequent removal from the list of
T&E species. 

Jason M. Douglas
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office
201 North Bonita Street, Suite 141
Tucson, Arizona 85745
(520) 670-6150, extension 226 (voice)
(520) 670-6155 (fax)
http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/ 

Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

03/26/2010 08:36 AM

To jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann Ciapusci

<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, Deborah
K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Richard A Gerhart
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, gsoroka@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com
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Subject section 10 and such for Rosemont

Hi Jason and Julia-- 

On the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine project, I am getting into new, unfamiliar terrain.  Basically, I
am overseeing the suite of "biological documents" for the Forest Service and BLM, but I am unsure
how to proceed with affected state, county, and private lands with regards to their requirements.  Case
in point, and why I am contacting you two, is how to deal with Section 10 of the Endangered Species
Act.  All I really know about it is that I read that an Incidental Take Permit (like the Golden Eagle Take
Permit) is required by non-federal agencies.  And I read that often involves an HCP.  Then I got to
wondering if the Interagency/NGO Multiple-Species Conservation Plan (and/or Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan) applies to Rosemont private lands.  For example, Chiricahua Leopard Frogs and
Lesser Long-nosed Bats have been reported from the private lands, so what is needed to comply with
ESA regulations on take?  Maybe this is common knowledge among many biologists, but I am a little
naive in this department, since I've pretty much only dealt with Section 7 of the ESA.   

Right now, SWCA and I are working on a Biologists Specialist Report (a white paper on the affected
environment), wherein we will incorporate Priority Vulnerable Species and other non-federal species of
conservation concern, with regards to the affected environment, so perhaps if we need some more
documentation to be compliant with non-federal jurisdictions, this white paper is the venue. 

[note, this message sent with approval of the Interdisciplinary Team Lead (provided I send a copy to
Bev and Teresa), and needs to be included into the project record.  It is a deliberative note, so let's
keep correspondence within our emailing group, and if we need to go outside this group, we have to do
it through guidance of Teresa as cooperating agency coordinator)]. 

Thanks!  I would call, but I need to have things in black and white for the project record. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 



From: Larry Jones
To: Jason_Douglas@fws.gov
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov; Melinda D Roth;

Richard A Gerhart; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: section 10 and such for Rosemont
Date: 03/26/2010 10:05 AM

Jason-- 

Thanks for the rapid response!  Good to know.  Your three specific questions I will discuss with our
administration in greater detail (we have talked about reinitiation of consultation and life of the mine
issues).  As for Golden Eagles, that was more of an analogy than ESA question...we are actually going
to survey for nesting eagles in April.  Do you have an "eagle lead" or do we still communicate you
because it is Rosemont-related? 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

Jason_Douglas@fws.gov

03/26/2010 09:18 AM

To Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Deborah K Sebesta

<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, gsoroka@swca.com,
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov, Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
Richard A Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann Ciapusci
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, tfurgason@swca.com,
Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov

Subject Re: section 10 and such for Rosemont

Larry et al., 

The off-the-cuff answer is that the section 7 consultation will include all T&E species directly and
indirectly affected by the proposed action, including the effects of interdependent and interrelated
actions. This analysis is independent of land ownership. 

Land ownership, however, may be an important component moving forward. To answer this more fully,
I would like learn more about the following topics. 

1. Will the Forest Service retain discretion over the Rosemont mine after the Record of Decision is
signed? 
2. Is Rosemont Patenting NFS lands? 
3. Does the FS anticipate being administratively capable of reinitiating section 7 consultation for the life
of the mine, including reclamation, on NFS, other Federal, State, and private lands? 

These three questions pertain to our interest in determining if the FS will retain discretion over
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Rosemont's action over time and thus will remain capable of ensuring ongoing ESA compliance as the
mine operates. This is per the following clause, which appears in the Reinitiation and Closing
Statement portion of every Biological Opinion: "As provided in 50 CFR §402.16, reinitiation of formal
consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency involvement or control over the action has
been maintained (or is authorized by law)..." 

In other words, what is the scope and duration of the FS's discretion over Rosemont? 

As an aside, permitting for golden eagles would occur under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act, as the species is not listed under the ESA. Golden eagles can be addressed as a covered species
under a section 10-related process (i.e. HCP), but that may not be appropriate here. The B&GEPA is
currently under revision due the the recovery of the bald eagle and subsequent removal from the list of
T&E species. 

Jason M. Douglas
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office
201 North Bonita Street, Suite 141
Tucson, Arizona 85745
(520) 670-6150, extension 226 (voice)
(520) 670-6155 (fax)
http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/ 

Larry Jones
<ljones02@fs.fed.us>

03/26/2010 08:36 AM

To jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, Melinda

D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, Deborah K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Richard A Gerhart
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, gsoroka@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject section 10 and such for Rosemont

Hi Jason and Julia-- 

On the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine project, I am getting into new, unfamiliar terrain.  Basically, I
am overseeing the suite of "biological documents" for the Forest Service and BLM, but I am unsure
how to proceed with affected state, county, and private lands with regards to their requirements.  Case
in point, and why I am contacting you two, is how to deal with Section 10 of the Endangered Species
Act.  All I really know about it is that I read that an Incidental Take Permit (like the Golden Eagle Take
Permit) is required by non-federal agencies.  And I read that often involves an HCP.  Then I got to
wondering if the Interagency/NGO Multiple-Species Conservation Plan (and/or Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan) applies to Rosemont private lands.  For example, Chiricahua Leopard Frogs and
Lesser Long-nosed Bats have been reported from the private lands, so what is needed to comply with
ESA regulations on take?  Maybe this is common knowledge among many biologists, but I am a little
naive in this department, since I've pretty much only dealt with Section 7 of the ESA.   

Right now, SWCA and I are working on a Biologists Specialist Report (a white paper on the affected
environment), wherein we will incorporate Priority Vulnerable Species and other non-federal species of

http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/


conservation concern, with regards to the affected environment, so perhaps if we need some more
documentation to be compliant with non-federal jurisdictions, this white paper is the venue. 

[note, this message sent with approval of the Interdisciplinary Team Lead (provided I send a copy to
Bev and Teresa), and needs to be included into the project record.  It is a deliberative note, so let's
keep correspondence within our emailing group, and if we need to go outside this group, we have to do
it through guidance of Teresa as cooperating agency coordinator)]. 

Thanks!  I would call, but I need to have things in black and white for the project record. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 



From: Jason_Douglas@fws.gov
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; gsoroka@swca.com; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov; Melinda D Roth;

Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Subject: Re: section 10 and such for Rosemont
Date: 03/26/2010 09:18 AM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Larry et al., 

The off-the-cuff answer is that the section 7 consultation will include all T&E species directly and
indirectly affected by the proposed action, including the effects of interdependent and interrelated
actions. This analysis is independent of land ownership. 

Land ownership, however, may be an important component moving forward. To answer this more fully,
I would like learn more about the following topics. 

1. Will the Forest Service retain discretion over the Rosemont mine after the Record of Decision is
signed? 
2. Is Rosemont Patenting NFS lands? 
3. Does the FS anticipate being administratively capable of reinitiating section 7 consultation for the life
of the mine, including reclamation, on NFS, other Federal, State, and private lands? 

These three questions pertain to our interest in determining if the FS will retain discretion over
Rosemont's action over time and thus will remain capable of ensuring ongoing ESA compliance as the
mine operates. This is per the following clause, which appears in the Reinitiation and Closing
Statement portion of every Biological Opinion: "As provided in 50 CFR §402.16, reinitiation of formal
consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency involvement or control over the action has
been maintained (or is authorized by law)..." 

In other words, what is the scope and duration of the FS's discretion over Rosemont? 

As an aside, permitting for golden eagles would occur under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act, as the species is not listed under the ESA. Golden eagles can be addressed as a covered species
under a section 10-related process (i.e. HCP), but that may not be appropriate here. The B&GEPA is
currently under revision due the the recovery of the bald eagle and subsequent removal from the list of
T&E species. 

Jason M. Douglas
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office
201 North Bonita Street, Suite 141
Tucson, Arizona 85745
(520) 670-6150, extension 226 (voice)
(520) 670-6155 (fax)
http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/ 

Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

03/26/2010 08:36 AM

To jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann Ciapusci

<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, Deborah
K Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Richard A Gerhart
<rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, gsoroka@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com
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Subject section 10 and such for Rosemont

Hi Jason and Julia-- 

On the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine project, I am getting into new, unfamiliar terrain.  Basically, I
am overseeing the suite of "biological documents" for the Forest Service and BLM, but I am unsure
how to proceed with affected state, county, and private lands with regards to their requirements.  Case
in point, and why I am contacting you two, is how to deal with Section 10 of the Endangered Species
Act.  All I really know about it is that I read that an Incidental Take Permit (like the Golden Eagle Take
Permit) is required by non-federal agencies.  And I read that often involves an HCP.  Then I got to
wondering if the Interagency/NGO Multiple-Species Conservation Plan (and/or Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan) applies to Rosemont private lands.  For example, Chiricahua Leopard Frogs and
Lesser Long-nosed Bats have been reported from the private lands, so what is needed to comply with
ESA regulations on take?  Maybe this is common knowledge among many biologists, but I am a little
naive in this department, since I've pretty much only dealt with Section 7 of the ESA.   

Right now, SWCA and I are working on a Biologists Specialist Report (a white paper on the affected
environment), wherein we will incorporate Priority Vulnerable Species and other non-federal species of
conservation concern, with regards to the affected environment, so perhaps if we need some more
documentation to be compliant with non-federal jurisdictions, this white paper is the venue. 

[note, this message sent with approval of the Interdisciplinary Team Lead (provided I send a copy to
Bev and Teresa), and needs to be included into the project record.  It is a deliberative note, so let's
keep correspondence within our emailing group, and if we need to go outside this group, we have to do
it through guidance of Teresa as cooperating agency coordinator)]. 

Thanks!  I would call, but I need to have things in black and white for the project record. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Tami Emmett
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 04:52 PM

Tami, 

I'll continue to remind everyone about cell phone usage.  I'm not sure what to say about people
occasionally falling asleep in meetings...do you have a suggestion? 

I'll be in the office all next week if you want to talk about this some more. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Tami Emmett/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:31 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

MeetingLink

What about cell phone usage and falling asleep? 

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)
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Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT MeetingLink

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 

notes://entr3b/8525685A00087F14/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/05437AC9F2CDE6F80725762B007D49AA


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/15/2009 02:19 PM

Hello Bev,
I won't be able to attend the meeting and will try to tie in with you early next week
to catch up.  
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We
worked very hard, and got a lot done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday,
September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan on a half hour lunch, either
bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on
alternatives in the meeting on the 16th.  Please read all the CA
letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss them.
 I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the
letters posted to our new website.  Team members were also provided
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hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I have other binder
sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me
know if you'd like one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting
next week, for heritage and TCP input.  Please let me know if either of
you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting
this past Wednesday, there were lengthy side conversations and note
passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues and
units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for
the presenter and other meeting participants, and it's unprofessional. 
Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the work at hand,
engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for
presenters and other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/21/2009 01:22 PM

I heard from Misty that you've been sick, and hope you are feeling better.  There are
some things that the team needs your help with from last week's meeting, and I will
bring you up to speed on those things when you are well again and back in the
office.

See you then.

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

09/15/2009 02:19 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

Hello Bev,
I won't be able to attend the meeting and will try to tie in with you early next week
to catch up.  
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
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Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very
hard, and got a lot done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from
9:00 to 4:30.  Plan on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out
with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the
meeting on the 16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and
be prepared to discuss them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx
and a link to the letters posted to our new website.  Team members were also
provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I have other binder
sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd
like one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week,
for heritage and TCP input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past
Wednesday, there were lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while
Tom Furgason was presenting the issues and units of measure.  This kind of
behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other meeting
participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus
on the work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain
respect for presenters and other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/0/05437AC9F2CDE6F80725762B007D49AA


Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/21/2009 02:47 PM

Hello Bev,
I have been very sick and its been a bummer.  I am starting to feel better but am
not near 100% .  I am planning on attending the surface water meeting with Tetra
tec on Tuesday and attending the IDT on Wednesday.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/21/2009 01:22 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

I heard from Misty that you've been sick, and hope you are feeling better.  There are
some things that the team needs your help with from last week's meeting, and I will
bring you up to speed on those things when you are well again and back in the
office.

See you then.

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

09/15/2009 02:19 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
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Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

Hello Bev,
I won't be able to attend the meeting and will try to tie in with you early next week
to catch up.  
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

Meeting

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very
hard, and got a lot done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from
9:00 to 4:30.  Plan on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out
with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the
meeting on the 16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and
be prepared to discuss them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx

notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/0/906915B2C95D14270725762E0077034B
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and a link to the letters posted to our new website.  Team members were also
provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I have other binder
sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd
like one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week,
for heritage and TCP input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past
Wednesday, there were lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while
Tom Furgason was presenting the issues and units of measure.  This kind of
behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other meeting
participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus
on the work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain
respect for presenters and other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Tami Emmett
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 03:31 PM

What about cell phone usage and falling asleep? 

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT MeetingLink

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 
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Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting
Date: 09/18/2009 01:52 PM

This is a core team meeting, though as always, extended team is encouraged to come if available. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 01:49 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meetingLink

Please plan on a full day in 4B (bring your parkas) to wrap up discussion of cooperating agency input
on alternatives, and to begin discussion of effects analysis.  We will start at 9:00 and have a half hour
lunch. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Roger D Congdon
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Charles Coyle; Dale Ortman PE; Debby Kriegel; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Site visit with George Annandale
Date: 11/18/2009 09:13 AM

I will not be available at that time. 

Roger D. Congdon, PhD
Hydrogeologist
USDA Forest Service
333 Broadway Blvd SE
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505)842-3835
FAX: (505)842-3152 

"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

11/17/2009 05:31 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Roger D Congdon" <rcongdon@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Charles Coyle"
<ccoyle@swca.com>

Subject Site visit with George Annandale

Debby and Salek, 
  
We have confirmed a site visit with George Annandale and possibly one other associate (surface water
hydrologist) from Golder Associates for next Tuesday, November 24.  I won’t have a departure time
until George makes his travel arrangements, but I suspect that we’ll have an early start (around 7:30).
 We intend to spend most of the day in the field and if possible, have a brainstorming session at
Hidden Valley Ranch.  Rosemont Staff will NOT be included at this meeting.  Hidden Valley is merely a
convenient location that would allow for a quick return to the site if questions arise in the meeting. 
  
Both of you expressed interest in participating in this site visit.  Please let me know if you want to
attend any portion of this meeting.  We’ll depart from the Hotel Arizona at a prescribed time, but
beyond that, the schedule will be based on what George would like to see. 
  
Tom Furgason 
Program Director 

SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext.  110 
(520) 820-5178 mobile 
(520) 325-2033 fax 
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From: Katherine Arnold
To: Dale PE
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley Everson; Terry Chute; Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Re: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda
Date: 08/13/2010 11:29 AM

Dale - 
I am in receipt of the review memoranda referenced in the Subject line of this email.  Thank you for sending them.

At this point, I believe the Golder review is clear and Rosemont/Tetra Tech will be able to respond to all items raised without further clarification, if this changes I will let you know.

The MWH review is less clear and I believe we need to understand the review characterization and goal of the review.  It is also unclear that the appropriate level of impact is being analyzed and how Rosemont/EL Montgomery can respond to the items raised.  Because of this I would like to request that you schedule a technical meeting between the MWH
reviewers and EL Montgomery so that we can clarify expectations and bring this review to conclusion. Based on current schedules for other modeling at ELM, the last week of August or the first week of September may be easiest to arrange.

Please let me know if this is would be appropriate and if there is anything that I can do to help.  

Regards
Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Dale PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Date: Mon, 9 Aug 2010 08:51:10 -0700
To: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Terry Chute <tjchute@msn.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Jonathan Rigg' <jrigg@swca.com>, 'Melissa Reichard' <mreichard@swca.com>
Subject: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda

Kathy,
 
Attached are technical review memoranda for the following:
 
1.      Site Water Management Plan Update – Final Technical Memorandum prepared by Golder Associates

2.      Mine Water Pumping Supply Model – Review of Montgomery response to previous MWH review comments on the mine water supply pumping model.  The attached memo is a draft; however it has been reviewed by the CNF and authorized for release without revision.  The draft version is being forwarded to expedite the process.  The final version
will be forwarded when available.

Please let us know if you want to initiate an issue resolution process similar to that being used for the mine site groundwater model, or how you want to proceed with the review process.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-
mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Katherine Arnold'
Cc: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda
Date: 08/15/2010 06:29 AM

Kathy,
 
I will move forward with arranging a technical review meeting among MWH, Montgomery, CNF, and SWCA for the suggested time frame.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Katherine Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Dale PE
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley Everson; Terry Chute; Tom Furgason; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Re: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda
 
Dale - 
I am in receipt of the review memoranda referenced in the Subject line of this email.  Thank you for sending them.

At this point, I believe the Golder review is clear and Rosemont/Tetra Tech will be able to respond to all items raised without further clarification, if this changes I will let you know.

The MWH review is less clear and I believe we need to understand the review characterization and goal of the review.  It is also unclear that the appropriate level of impact is being analyzed and how Rosemont/EL Montgomery can respond to the items raised.  Because of this I would like to request that you schedule a
technical meeting between the MWH reviewers and EL Montgomery so that we can clarify expectations and bring this review to conclusion. Based on current schedules for other modeling at ELM, the last week of August or the first week of September may be easiest to arrange.

Please let me know if this is would be appropriate and if there is anything that I can do to help.  

Regards
Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com  

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

From: Dale PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>
Date: Mon, 9 Aug 2010 08:51:10 -0700
To: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Terry Chute <tjchute@msn.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Jonathan Rigg' <jrigg@swca.com>, 'Melissa Reichard' <mreichard@swca.com>
Subject: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda

Kathy,
 
Attached are technical review memoranda for the following:
 
1.      Site Water Management Plan Update – Final Technical Memorandum prepared by Golder Associates

2.      Mine Water Pumping Supply Model – Review of Montgomery response to previous MWH review comments on the mine water supply pumping model.  The attached memo is a draft; however it has been reviewed by the CNF and authorized for release without revision.  The draft version is being forwarded to expedite
the process.  The final version will be forwarded when available.

Please let us know if you want to initiate an issue resolution process similar to that being used for the mine site groundwater model, or how you want to proceed with the review process.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com <mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com> 
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-
mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.
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From: Larry Jones
To: Brian Lindenlaub
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: RE: snail and orchid meeting
Date: 04/20/2010 02:41 PM

OK, i'll see ya then.  i'm out the door now, so send me directions and time and i'll be
there.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ Brian Lindenlaub <blindenlaub@westlandresources.com>

Brian Lindenlaub
<blindenlaub@westlandresources.com> 

04/20/2010 02:18 PM

To 'Larry Jones' <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc Deborah K Sebesta
<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Richard A
Gerhart <rgerhart@fs.fed.us>, Teresa
Ann Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>,
Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>,
Beverley A Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"tfurgason@swca.com"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Kathy Arnold'
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Jim
Tress
<jtress@westlandresources.com>, Bob
Schmalzel
<bschmalzel@westlandresources.com>,
Amanda Best
<abest@westlandresources.com>

Subject RE: snail and orchid meeting

Larry,

 
We’ll go ahead and set that meeting up, shooting for the 4th. With
regard to other biologists, I would suggest that we also invite Mike
Martinez (U.S. Fish and Wildlife) and Jeff Sorenson (Arizona Game and
Fish Department), so we’ll plan on inviting them as well. 

 
Regards,
Brian Lindenlaub | Principal
WestLand Resources, Inc.

 

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 6:40 AM
To: Brian Lindenlaub
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda
D Roth; Beverley A Everson; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: snail and orchid meeting

 

Hey Brian-- 

I won't have time to arrange any kind of cooperator meeting for our snail
and orchid tech transfer meeting (I'm essentially gone from now until
Monday, May 3), so let's keep it simple--Forest Service and WestLand
(and if you can stir up some orchid folks, that would be dandy).  If SWCA
would like to come, I'll leave that in Tom Furgason's hands.    So, if May 4
works for you, drop me an email (actually, reply to all is probably in order)
and I'll check it when I get back.  Otherwise, May 10 or 13 will work.  Your
place sounds fine.  Send directions...never been there.  Thanx! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Brian Lindenlaub
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson;

tfurgason@swca.com; Kathy Arnold; Jim Tress; Bob Schmalzel; Amanda Best
Subject: RE: snail and orchid meeting
Date: 04/20/2010 02:18 PM

Larry,
 
We’ll go ahead and set that meeting up, shooting for the 4th. With regard to other biologists, I would
suggest that we also invite Mike Martinez (U.S. Fish and Wildlife) and Jeff Sorenson (Arizona Game and
Fish Department), so we’ll plan on inviting them as well.
 
Regards,
Brian Lindenlaub | Principal
WestLand Resources, Inc.
 
From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 6:40 AM
To: Brian Lindenlaub
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson;
tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: snail and orchid meeting
 

Hey Brian-- 

I won't have time to arrange any kind of cooperator meeting for our snail and orchid tech transfer
meeting (I'm essentially gone from now until Monday, May 3), so let's keep it simple--Forest Service
and WestLand (and if you can stir up some orchid folks, that would be dandy).  If SWCA would like to
come, I'll leave that in Tom Furgason's hands.    So, if May 4 works for you, drop me an email
(actually, reply to all is probably in order) and I'll check it when I get back.  Otherwise, May 10 or 13
will work.  Your place sounds fine.  Send directions...never been there.  Thanx! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Melinda D Roth
Cc: daleortmanpe@live.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; tfurgason@swca.com;

tjchute@msn.com
Subject: Re: SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report submittals
Date: 12/08/2010 05:26 PM

If possible, it would be good to get enough of a review on the reports (cursory to
start) to identify some needs from the company that may take considerable time for
them to fulfill.  Examples include the need for longer testing of samples, and the
need for testing of additional samples.  As you say in your email to Tom today, there
may be more than one SOW (the work can be done in stages, through a few
different SOWs rather than just one, and the SOWs can be broken out by subject). 
Ie., the work may need to be "triaged".  

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS

12/08/2010 05:01 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, mreichard@swca.com, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@swca.com, tjchute@msn.com

Subject Re: SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report

submittals

As soon as I sent this message I ran across a previous message (below) from Tom
that told me this is exactly what SWCA is also working on.  Thanks for getting out
ahead of us on this Tom.

(From Tom 12/1/2010) 
Terry,

 
As of last night, we received what Rosemont believes is all of the outstanding documents that has
been requested of them.  I have asked Dale to:

1)      Briefly review the submissions

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/0/88205484BE5BDEF2872577F30081C81D


2)      Request Scopes of Work from SRK and MWH to finalize the review
(already in process)

3)      Revise his tracking table and submit it to the team
It will still be a judgment call by Line whether the Coronado wants to move forward with
submitting the DEIS to the RO before the Forest Specialists and SWCA’s technical subconsultants
verify that the requested changes were satisfactorily addressed.  I expect that it will likely take at
least a month for our subconsultants to complete the reviews.  It is possible that it could take until
mid-January for a few of the reports.  The fast track would be for the Forest Specialists to look at
the responses and do a quick check and give conditional approval or denial that would be verified
by SWCA’s subs.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

12/08/2010 04:37 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com

cc Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, tjchute@msn.com,
mreichard@swca.com

Subject SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report
submittals

We need to engage SRK in the review of documents submiitted and summarized in
the 11/30 letter from Kathy Arnold.  Can Dale draft one or more SOWs for these
review?  We also thought it might be helpful to meet with SRK soon and discuss the
geochem response to be able to prepare our response to Rosemont quickly if
possible.  We need Dale to weigh in on how to proceed from the technical aspect.  I
look forward to your reply.  Thx.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: tfurgason@swca.com
Reply To: tfurgason@swca.com
To: Bev Everson; Mindee Roth
Cc: Dale Ortman; mreichard@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; tjchute@msn.com
Subject: Re: SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report submittals
Date: 12/08/2010 06:45 PM

I have a number of SOWs that I will forward in the morning. 

Tom

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

-----Original Message-----
From: Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 17:26:10 
To: Melinda D Roth<mroth@fs.fed.us>
Cc: <daleortmanpe@live.com>; Melinda D Roth<mroth@fs.fed.us>; <mreichard@swca.com>; Salek 
Shafiqullah<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>; <tfurgason@swca.com>; <tjchute@msn.com>
Subject: Re: SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report submittals

If possible, it would be good to get enough of a review on the reports
(cursory to start) to identify some needs from the company that may take
considerable time for them to fulfill.  Examples include the need for
longer testing of samples, and the need for testing of additional samples.
As you say in your email to Tom today, there may be more than one SOW (the
work can be done in stages, through a few different SOWs rather than just
one, and the SOWs can be broken out by subject).  Ie., the work may need to
be "triaged".

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

                                                                           
             Melinda D                                                     
             Roth/R3/USDAFS                                                
                                                                        To 
             12/08/2010 05:01          Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES    
             PM                                                         cc 
                                       Beverley A                          
                                       Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,          
                                       daleortmanpe@live.com,              
                                       mreichard@swca.com, Salek           
                                       Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,      
                                       tfurgason@swca.com, tjchute@msn.com 
                                                                   Subject 
                                       Re: SOW for SRK to review recent    
                                       Rosemont report submittals(Document 
                                       link: Beverley A Everson)           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           

As soon as I sent this message I ran across a previous message (below) from
Tom that told me this is exactly what SWCA is also working on.  Thanks for
getting out ahead of us on this Tom.

(From Tom 12/1/2010)
Terry,

As of last night, we received what Rosemont believes is all of the
outstanding documents that has been requested of them.  I have asked Dale
to:

      1)      Briefly review the submissions

      2)      Request Scopes of Work from SRK and MWH to finalize the
      review (already in process)

      3)      Revise his tracking table and submit it to the team
It will still be a judgment call by Line whether the Coronado wants to move
forward with submitting the DEIS to the RO before the Forest Specialists
and SWCA’s technical subconsultants verify that the requested changes were
satisfactorily addressed.  I expect that it will likely take at least a
month for our subconsultants to complete the reviews.  It is possible that
it could take until mid-January for a few of the reports.  The fast track
would be for the Forest Specialists to look at the responses and do a quick
check and give conditional approval or denial that would be verified by
SWCA’s subs.

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

                                                                           
             Melinda D                                                     
             Roth/R3/USDAFS                                                
                                                                        To 
             12/08/2010 04:37          tfurgason@swca.com                  
             PM                                                         cc 
                                       Salek                               
                                       Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,      
                                       Beverley A                          
                                       Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,          
                                       daleortmanpe@live.com,              
                                       tjchute@msn.com, mreichard@swca.com 
                                                                   Subject 
                                       SOW for SRK to review recent        
                                       Rosemont report submittals          
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           

We need to engage SRK in the review of documents submiitted and summarized
in the 11/30 letter from Kathy Arnold.  Can Dale draft one or more SOWs for
these review?  We also thought it might be helpful to meet with SRK soon
and discuss the geochem response to be able to prepare our response to
Rosemont quickly if possible.  We need Dale to weigh in on how to proceed
from the technical aspect.  I look forward to your reply.  Thx.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Melinda D Roth
To: Melinda D Roth
Cc: Beverley A Everson; daleortmanpe@live.com; mreichard@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; tfurgason@swca.com;

tjchute@msn.com
Subject: Re: SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report submittals
Date: 12/08/2010 05:01 PM

As soon as I sent this message I ran across a previous message (below) from Tom
that told me this is exactly what SWCA is also working on.  Thanks for getting out
ahead of us on this Tom.

(From Tom 12/1/2010) 
Terry,

 
As of last night, we received what Rosemont believes is all of the outstanding documents that has
been requested of them.  I have asked Dale to:

1)      Briefly review the submissions

2)      Request Scopes of Work from SRK and MWH to finalize the review (already in process)

3)      Revise his tracking table and submit it to the team
It will still be a judgment call by Line whether the Coronado wants to move forward with
submitting the DEIS to the RO before the Forest Specialists and SWCA’s technical subconsultants
verify that the requested changes were satisfactorily addressed.  I expect that it will likely take at
least a month for our subconsultants to complete the reviews.  It is possible that it could take until
mid-January for a few of the reports.  The fast track would be for the Forest Specialists to look at
the responses and do a quick check and give conditional approval or denial that would be verified
by SWCA’s subs.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

12/08/2010 04:37 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com

cc Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
daleortmanpe@live.com, tjchute@msn.com,
mreichard@swca.com

Subject SOW for SRK to review recent Rosemont report

mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:mreichard@swca.com
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mailto:tjchute@msn.com


submittals

We need to engage SRK in the review of documents submiitted and summarized in
the 11/30 letter from Kathy Arnold.  Can Dale draft one or more SOWs for these
review?  We also thought it might be helpful to meet with SRK soon and discuss the
geochem response to be able to prepare our response to Rosemont quickly if
possible.  We need Dale to weigh in on how to proceed from the technical aspect.  I
look forward to your reply.  Thx.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Debby Kriegel; jrigg@swca.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis;

tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; William B Gillespie
Subject: Re: specialists meeting to discuss schedule and goals for completion of Chapter 3 for visual resources,

groundwater, dark skies and heritage
Date: 07/15/2010 03:23 PM

This meeting will be next Tuesday...

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: DeAnne Rietz
Subject: Re: springs GIS layers
Date: 08/17/2010 01:22 PM
Attachments: coronado_nf_springs.shx

coronado_nf_springs.dbf
coronado_nf_springs.prj
coronado_nf_springs.sbn
coronado_nf_springs.sbx
coronado_nf_springs.shp

Hello DeAnne,
I think I found the GIS Layer you requested.  Check it out and lets discuss.  Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "DeAnne Rietz" <drietz@swca.com>

"DeAnne Rietz"
<drietz@swca.com> 

08/16/2010 10:06 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject springs GIS layers

Hi Selek,
I am working on the springs data as we discussed in last week’s meeting.  I was
wondering if you could send me the GIS layers for springs that the Coronado has so
I could incorporate them.  I know Bob was saying that they may not be accurate,
but perhaps with the other information I am gathering I will be able to confirm.
Thanks!
DeAnne

 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist

 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145 
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
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		AREA		PERIMETER		CORPT_		CORPT_ID		CFF_ID		CFF1		CFF2		CFF3		CFF4		CFF5		CFF6		CFF7		CFF8		CFF9		CFF10		0.000		0.000		227		200950		200950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		228		200951		200951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		370		300232		300232		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		372		300234		300234		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		373		300235		300235		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		603		400935		400935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		921		500958		500958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		922		500959		500959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		923		500960		500960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		924		500961		500961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1178		600259		600259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1179		600260		600260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1180		600261		600261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1181		600262		600262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1182		600263		600263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1183		600264		600264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1184		600265		600265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1185		600266		600266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1186		600267		600267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1187		600268		600268		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1189		600270		600270		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1190		600271		600271		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1191		600272		600272		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1192		600273		600273		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1193		600274		600274		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1194		600275		600275		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1195		600276		600276		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1196		600277		600277		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1197		600278		600278		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1199		600280		600280		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1200		600281		600281		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1201		600282		600282		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1430		700914		700914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1447		700931		700931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1448		700932		700932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1449		700933		700933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1450		700934		700934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1451		700935		700935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1452		700936		700936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1453		700937		700937		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1923		902720		902720		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1924		902721		902721		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1925		902722		902722		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1927		902724		902724		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1928		902725		902725		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2300		1002121		1002121		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2301		1002122		1002122		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2302		1002123		1002123		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2303		1002124		1002124		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2304		1002125		1002125		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2305		1002126		1002126		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2306		1002127		1002127		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2307		1002128		1002128		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2308		1002129		1002129		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2309		1002130		1002130		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2310		1002131		1002131		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2311		1002132		1002132		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2312		1002133		1002133		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2318		1002139		1002139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3788		1201163		1201163		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3789		1201164		1201164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3790		1201165		1201165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3791		1201166		1201166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3793		1201168		1201168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3794		1201169		1201169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3795		1201170		1201170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3796		1201171		1201171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4197		1400708		1400708		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4198		1400709		1400709		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4524		1601219		1601219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4525		1601220		1601220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4526		1601221		1601221		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4527		1601222		1601222		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4528		1601223		1601223		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5026		1701091		1701091		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5028		1701093		1701093		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5029		1701094		1701094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5216		1800750		1800750		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5217		1800751		1800751		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5219		1800753		1800753		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5220		1800754		1800754		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5221		1800755		1800755		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5222		1800756		1800756		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5223		1800757		1800757		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5224		1800758		1800758		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5225		1800759		1800759		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5226		1800760		1800760		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5227		1800761		1800761		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5229		1800763		1800763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5230		1800764		1800764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5231		1800765		1800765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5232		1800766		1800766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5476		1900671		1900671		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5477		1900672		1900672		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5478		1900673		1900673		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5479		1900674		1900674		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5480		1900675		1900675		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5481		1900676		1900676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5482		1900677		1900677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5483		1900678		1900678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5484		1900679		1900679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5485		1900680		1900680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5486		1900681		1900681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5487		1900682		1900682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5488		1900683		1900683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5489		1900684		1900684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5490		1900685		1900685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5491		1900686		1900686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5492		1900687		1900687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5493		1900688		1900688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5494		1900689		1900689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6151		2100906		2100906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6152		2100907		2100907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6153		2100908		2100908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6154		2100909		2100909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6155		2100910		2100910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6156		2100911		2100911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6157		2100912		2100912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6158		2100913		2100913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6159		2100914		2100914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6160		2100915		2100915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6166		2100921		2100921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6168		2100923		2100923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6325		2200711		2200711		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6326		2200712		2200712		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6327		2200713		2200713		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6624		2300871		2300871		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6625		2300872		2300872		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7178		2502452		2502452		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7179		2502453		2502453		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7182		2502456		2502456		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7183		2502457		2502457		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7184		2502458		2502458		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7185		2502459		2502459		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7187		2502461		2502461		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7485		2601554		2601554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7802		2701941		2701941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7803		2701942		2701942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7804		2701943		2701943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7805		2701944		2701944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7806		2701945		2701945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7807		2701946		2701946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9583		3204669		400594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9586		3204672		400597		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9587		3204673		400598		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9588		3204674		400599		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9589		3204675		400600		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9590		3204676		400601		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9591		3204677		400602		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9593		3204679		400604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9594		3204680		400605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9595		3204681		400606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9596		3204682		400607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10117		3505659		701584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10118		3505660		701585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10119		3505661		701586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10124		3505666		701591		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10345		3605411		801336		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10346		3605412		801337		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10347		3605413		801338		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10348		3605414		801339		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10349		3605415		801340		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10351		3605417		801342		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10352		3605418		801343		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10902		3805556		1001481		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11410		4004449		1200374		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11411		4004450		1200375		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11412		4004451		1200376		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11413		4004452		1200377		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11414		4004453		1200378		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11415		4004454		1200379		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11417		4004456		1200381		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11418		4004457		1200382		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11419		4004458		1200383		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11420		4004459		1200384		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11421		4004460		1200385		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11424		4004463		1200388		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11425		4004464		1200389		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11426		4004465		1200390		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12031		4304751		1500676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12032		4304752		1500677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12033		4304753		1500678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12034		4304754		1500679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12035		4304755		1500680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12037		4304757		1500682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12328		4405005		1600930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12527		4604914		1800839		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12528		4604915		1800840		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12985		4804372		2000297		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12986		4804373		2000298		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12987		4804374		2000299		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12989		4804376		2000301		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12990		4804377		2000302		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12991		4804378		2000303		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13061		4904319		2100244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13239		5006733		2202658		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13240		5006734		2202659		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13241		5006735		2202660		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13243		5006737		2202662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13244		5006738		2202663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13554		5205054		2400979		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13555		5205055		2400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13556		5205056		2400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13557		5205057		2400982		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13559		5205059		2400984		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13560		5205060		2400985		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13561		5205061		2400986		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13562		5205062		2400987		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13696		5304652		2500577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13697		5304653		2500578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13698		5304654		2500579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14195		5405489		2601414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14196		5405490		2601415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14197		5405491		2601416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14198		5405492		2601417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14200		5405494		2601419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29384		5823117		3019042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29385		5823118		3019043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29684		5905015		3100940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29686		5905017		3100942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29687		5905018		3100943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29688		5905019		3100944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29689		5905020		3100945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29690		5905021		3100946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29692		5905023		3100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29693		5905024		3100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29920		6006478		3202403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29921		6006479		3202404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29922		6006480		3202405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29923		6006481		3202406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29924		6006482		3202407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29925		6006483		3202408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30279		6104961		3300886		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30280		6104962		3300887		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30281		6104963		3300888		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31674		6304885		3500810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31675		6304886		3500811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31676		6304887		3500812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31677		6304888		3500813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31678		6304889		3500814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31679		6304890		3500815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31680		6304891		3500816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31681		6304892		3500817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31682		6304893		3500818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31683		6304894		3500819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31684		6304895		3500820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31685		6304896		3500821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31686		6304897		3500822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31687		6304898		3500823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31688		6304899		3500824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31689		6304900		3500825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31690		6304901		3500826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31691		6304902		3500827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31692		6304903		3500828		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32025		6405029		3600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32936		6506148		3702073		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32937		6506149		3702074		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32938		6506150		3702075		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32939		6506151		3702076		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32940		6506152		3702077		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32941		6506153		3702078		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32942		6506154		3702079		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32943		6506155		3702080		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32944		6506156		3702081		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32945		6506157		3702082		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32946		6506158		3702083		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32947		6506159		3702084		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32948		6506160		3702085		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32949		6506161		3702086		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32950		6506162		3702087		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33255		6605639		3801564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33256		6605640		3801565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33257		6605641		3801566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33258		6605642		3801567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33259		6605643		3801568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33260		6605644		3801569		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33261		6605645		3801570		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33262		6605646		3801571		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33263		6605647		3801572		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33264		6605648		3801573		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33265		6605649		3801574		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33266		6605650		3801575		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33267		6605651		3801576		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33268		6605652		3801577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33269		6605653		3801578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33270		6605654		3801579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33271		6605655		3801580		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33272		6605656		3801581		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33273		6605657		3801582		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33274		6605658		3801583		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33275		6605659		3801584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33276		6605660		3801585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33277		6605661		3801586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33278		6605662		3801587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33435		6705247		3901172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33436		6705248		3901173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33437		6705249		3901174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33441		6705253		3901178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33442		6705254		3901179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33443		6705255		3901180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33444		6705256		3901181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33445		6705257		3901182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33446		6705258		3901183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33447		6705259		3901184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33572		6804710		4000635		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33573		6804711		4000636		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33574		6804712		4000637		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33575		6804713		4000638		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33576		6804714		4000639		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33727		6905043		4100968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33875		7005316		4201241		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33876		7005317		4201242		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34154		7104848		4300773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34155		7104849		4300774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34156		7104850		4300775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34157		7104851		4300776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34158		7104852		4300777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34159		7104853		4300778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34165		7104859		4300784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34519		7205182		4401107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34520		7205183		4401108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34675		7306505		4502430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34676		7306506		4502431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34678		7306508		4502433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35188		7405015		4600940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35189		7405016		4600941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35190		7405017		4600942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35191		7405018		4600943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35192		7405019		4600944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35193		7405020		4600945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35194		7405021		4600946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35195		7405022		4600947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35196		7405023		4600948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35197		7405024		4600949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35200		7405027		4600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35201		7405028		4600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35202		7405029		4600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35203		7405030		4600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35204		7405031		4600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35205		7405032		4600957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35206		7405033		4600958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35207		7405034		4600959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35208		7405035		4600960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35209		7405036		4600961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35210		7405037		4600962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35211		7405038		4600963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35212		7405039		4600964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35213		7405040		4600965		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35214		7405041		4600966		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35215		7405042		4600967		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35216		7405043		4600968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35217		7405044		4600969		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35218		7405045		4600970		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35219		7405046		4600971		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35220		7405047		4600972		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35539		7505130		4701055		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35540		7505131		4701056		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35541		7505132		4701057		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35542		7505133		4701058		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35544		7505135		4701060		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35545		7505136		4701061		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35546		7505137		4701062		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35822		7605320		4801245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35823		7605321		4801246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35824		7605322		4801247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35825		7605323		4801248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35826		7605324		4801249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35827		7605325		4801250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35828		7605326		4801251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36348		7705319		4901244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36349		7705320		4901245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36350		7705321		4901246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36351		7705322		4901247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36352		7705323		4901248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36353		7705324		4901249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36354		7705325		4901250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36355		7705326		4901251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36356		7705327		4901252		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36357		7705328		4901253		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36358		7705329		4901254		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36359		7705330		4901255		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36360		7705331		4901256		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36361		7705332		4901257		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36362		7705333		4901258		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36363		7705334		4901259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36364		7705335		4901260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36365		7705336		4901261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36366		7705337		4901262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36367		7705338		4901263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36368		7705339		4901264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36369		7705340		4901265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36370		7705341		4901266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36371		7705342		4901267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36567		7805438		5001363		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39104		8109087		5305012		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39105		8109088		5305013		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39393		8204737		5400662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39394		8204738		5400663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39807		8306169		5502094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39808		8306170		5502095		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39809		8306171		5502096		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39810		8306172		5502097		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39811		8306173		5502098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39812		8306174		5502099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39813		8306175		5502100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39814		8306176		5502101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40159		8505993		5701918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40160		8505994		5701919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40325		8604919		5800844		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40326		8604920		5800845		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41160		8806119		6002044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41161		8806120		6002045		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41162		8806121		6002046		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41343		8904613		6100538		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41344		8904614		6100539		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41345		8904615		6100540		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41346		8904616		6100541		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41347		8904617		6100542		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41348		8904618		6100543		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41349		8904619		6100544		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41350		8904620		6100545		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41351		8904621		6100546		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41352		8904622		6100547		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41353		8904623		6100548		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41354		8904624		6100549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41356		8904626		6100551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41357		8904627		6100552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41358		8904628		6100553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41359		8904629		6100554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41360		8904630		6100555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41361		8904631		6100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41362		8904632		6100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41363		8904633		6100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41999		9205056		6400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42501		9405887		6601812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42502		9405888		6601813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42503		9405889		6601814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42504		9405890		6601815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42505		9405891		6601816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42918		9505243		6701168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42919		9505244		6701169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42920		9505245		6701170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42921		9505246		6701171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42922		9505247		6701172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42923		9505248		6701173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42924		9505249		6701174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42925		9505250		6701175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42926		9505251		6701176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42927		9505252		6701177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42928		9505253		6701178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42929		9505254		6701179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42930		9505255		6701180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42931		9505256		6701181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42932		9505257		6701182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42933		9505258		6701183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42934		9505259		6701184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44090		9705818		6901743		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44092		9705820		6901745		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44093		9705821		6901746		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44094		9705822		6901747		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44095		9705823		6901748		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44096		9705824		6901749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44714		9806066		7001991		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44715		9806067		7001992		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44716		9806068		7001993		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44717		9806069		7001994		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44718		9806070		7001995		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44719		9806071		7001996		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44721		9806073		7001998		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44722		9806074		7001999		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44932		9904631		7100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44933		9904632		7100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44934		9904633		7100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44935		9904634		7100559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44936		9904635		7100560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44937		9904636		7100561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44938		9904637		7100562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44939		9904638		7100563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44940		9904639		7100564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44941		9904640		7100565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44942		9904641		7100566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44943		9904642		7100567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44944		9904643		7100568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45878		10005693		7201618		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45879		10005694		7201619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45880		10005695		7201620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45881		10005696		7201621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46562		10305004		7500929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47197		10505302		7701227		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47368		10604802		7800727		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47369		10604803		7800728		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47370		10604804		7800729		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47371		10604805		7800730		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47372		10604806		7800731		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47373		10604807		7800732		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47374		10604808		7800733		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47375		10604809		7800734		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47376		10604810		7800735		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47377		10604811		7800736		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47379		10604813		7800738		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47380		10604814		7800739		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47917		10806048		8001973		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48350		11004939		8200864		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48351		11004940		8200865		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48502		11104751		8300676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48503		11104752		8300677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48504		11104753		8300678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48505		11104754		8300679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48506		11104755		8300680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48507		11104756		8300681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48508		11104757		8300682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48509		11104758		8300683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48510		11104759		8300684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48511		11104760		8300685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48512		11104761		8300686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48513		11104762		8300687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48514		11104763		8300688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48515		11104764		8300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48516		11104765		8300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48517		11104766		8300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48518		11104767		8300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48519		11104768		8300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48520		11104769		8300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49204		11404837		8600762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49205		11404838		8600763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49208		11404841		8600766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49212		11404845		8600770		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49213		11404846		8600771		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49214		11404847		8600772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49221		11404854		8600779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49222		11404855		8600780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49223		11404856		8600781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49224		11404857		8600782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49225		11404858		8600783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49226		11404859		8600784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49227		11404860		8600785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49228		11404861		8600786		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49229		11404862		8600787		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49230		11404863		8600788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49231		11404864		8600789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49232		11404865		8600790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49233		11404866		8600791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49234		11404867		8600792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49235		11404868		8600793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49620		11605212		8801137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49621		11605213		8801138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49623		11605215		8801140		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50329		11804881		9000806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50330		11804882		9000807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50331		11804883		9000808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50332		11804884		9000809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50333		11804885		9000810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50334		11804886		9000811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50335		11804887		9000812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50336		11804888		9000813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50337		11804889		9000814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50338		11804890		9000815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50339		11804891		9000816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50340		11804892		9000817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50341		11804893		9000818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50342		11804894		9000819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50343		11804895		9000820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50344		11804896		9000821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50345		11804897		9000822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50346		11804898		9000823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50347		11804899		9000824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50348		11804900		9000825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50349		11804901		9000826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50350		11804902		9000827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50657		11904863		9100788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50658		11904864		9100789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50659		11904865		9100790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50660		11904866		9100791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50661		11904867		9100792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50662		11904868		9100793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50663		11904869		9100794		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50664		11904870		9100795		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50665		11904871		9100796		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50666		11904872		9100797		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50667		11904873		9100798		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50668		11904874		9100799		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50669		11904875		9100800		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50670		11904876		9100801		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50671		11904877		9100802		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50672		11904878		9100803		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50673		11904879		9100804		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50674		11904880		9100805		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50675		11904881		9100806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50676		11904882		9100807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50677		11904883		9100808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50678		11904884		9100809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50679		11904885		9100810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50680		11904886		9100811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50681		11904887		9100812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50682		11904888		9100813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50683		11904889		9100814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50684		11904890		9100815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51310		12105359		9301284		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51311		12105360		9301285		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51313		12105362		9301287		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51314		12105363		9301288		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51315		12105364		9301289		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51316		12105365		9301290		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51317		12105366		9301291		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51318		12105367		9301292		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51496		12204752		9400677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51497		12204753		9400678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51498		12204754		9400679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51499		12204755		9400680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51500		12204756		9400681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51501		12204757		9400682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51502		12204758		9400683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51503		12204759		9400684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51504		12204760		9400685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51505		12204761		9400686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51506		12204762		9400687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51507		12204763		9400688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51508		12204764		9400689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51509		12204765		9400690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51510		12204766		9400691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52212		12504696		9700621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52213		12504697		9700622		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52214		12504698		9700623		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52467		12604678		9800603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52468		12604679		9800604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52469		12604680		9800605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52470		12604681		9800606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52471		12604682		9800607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52472		12604683		9800608		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52473		12604684		9800609		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52474		12604685		9800610		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52475		12604686		9800611		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52476		12604687		9800612		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52599		12705025		9900950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52600		12705026		9900951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0




PROJCS["NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N",GEOGCS["GCS_North_American_1927",DATUM["D_North_American_1927",SPHEROID["Clarke_1866",6378206.4,294.9786982]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0.0],UNIT["Degree",0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION["Transverse_Mercator"],PARAMETER["False_Easting",500000.0],PARAMETER["False_Northing",0.0],PARAMETER["Central_Meridian",-111.0],PARAMETER["Scale_Factor",0.9996],PARAMETER["Latitude_Of_Origin",0.0],UNIT["Meter",1.0]]






		AREA		PERIMETER		CORPT_		CORPT_ID		CFF_ID		CFF1		CFF2		CFF3		CFF4		CFF5		CFF6		CFF7		CFF8		CFF9		CFF10		0.000		0.000		227		200950		200950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		228		200951		200951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		370		300232		300232		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		372		300234		300234		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		373		300235		300235		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		603		400935		400935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		921		500958		500958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		922		500959		500959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		923		500960		500960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		924		500961		500961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1178		600259		600259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1179		600260		600260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1180		600261		600261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1181		600262		600262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1182		600263		600263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1183		600264		600264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1184		600265		600265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1185		600266		600266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1186		600267		600267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1187		600268		600268		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1189		600270		600270		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1190		600271		600271		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1191		600272		600272		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1192		600273		600273		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1193		600274		600274		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1194		600275		600275		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1195		600276		600276		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1196		600277		600277		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1197		600278		600278		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1199		600280		600280		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1200		600281		600281		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1201		600282		600282		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1430		700914		700914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1447		700931		700931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1448		700932		700932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1449		700933		700933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1450		700934		700934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1451		700935		700935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1452		700936		700936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1453		700937		700937		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1923		902720		902720		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1924		902721		902721		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1925		902722		902722		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1927		902724		902724		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1928		902725		902725		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2300		1002121		1002121		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2301		1002122		1002122		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2302		1002123		1002123		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2303		1002124		1002124		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2304		1002125		1002125		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2305		1002126		1002126		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2306		1002127		1002127		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2307		1002128		1002128		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2308		1002129		1002129		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2309		1002130		1002130		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2310		1002131		1002131		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2311		1002132		1002132		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2312		1002133		1002133		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2318		1002139		1002139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3788		1201163		1201163		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3789		1201164		1201164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3790		1201165		1201165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3791		1201166		1201166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3793		1201168		1201168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3794		1201169		1201169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3795		1201170		1201170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3796		1201171		1201171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4197		1400708		1400708		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4198		1400709		1400709		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4524		1601219		1601219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4525		1601220		1601220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4526		1601221		1601221		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4527		1601222		1601222		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4528		1601223		1601223		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5026		1701091		1701091		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5028		1701093		1701093		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5029		1701094		1701094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5216		1800750		1800750		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5217		1800751		1800751		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5219		1800753		1800753		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5220		1800754		1800754		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5221		1800755		1800755		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5222		1800756		1800756		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5223		1800757		1800757		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5224		1800758		1800758		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5225		1800759		1800759		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5226		1800760		1800760		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5227		1800761		1800761		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5229		1800763		1800763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5230		1800764		1800764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5231		1800765		1800765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5232		1800766		1800766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5476		1900671		1900671		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5477		1900672		1900672		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5478		1900673		1900673		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5479		1900674		1900674		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5480		1900675		1900675		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5481		1900676		1900676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5482		1900677		1900677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5483		1900678		1900678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5484		1900679		1900679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5485		1900680		1900680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5486		1900681		1900681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5487		1900682		1900682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5488		1900683		1900683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5489		1900684		1900684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5490		1900685		1900685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5491		1900686		1900686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5492		1900687		1900687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5493		1900688		1900688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5494		1900689		1900689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6151		2100906		2100906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6152		2100907		2100907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6153		2100908		2100908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6154		2100909		2100909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6155		2100910		2100910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6156		2100911		2100911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6157		2100912		2100912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6158		2100913		2100913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6159		2100914		2100914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6160		2100915		2100915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6166		2100921		2100921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6168		2100923		2100923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6325		2200711		2200711		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6326		2200712		2200712		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6327		2200713		2200713		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6624		2300871		2300871		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6625		2300872		2300872		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7178		2502452		2502452		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7179		2502453		2502453		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7182		2502456		2502456		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7183		2502457		2502457		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7184		2502458		2502458		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7185		2502459		2502459		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7187		2502461		2502461		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7485		2601554		2601554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7802		2701941		2701941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7803		2701942		2701942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7804		2701943		2701943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7805		2701944		2701944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7806		2701945		2701945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7807		2701946		2701946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9583		3204669		400594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9586		3204672		400597		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9587		3204673		400598		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9588		3204674		400599		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9589		3204675		400600		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9590		3204676		400601		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9591		3204677		400602		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9593		3204679		400604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9594		3204680		400605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9595		3204681		400606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9596		3204682		400607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10117		3505659		701584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10118		3505660		701585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10119		3505661		701586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10124		3505666		701591		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10345		3605411		801336		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10346		3605412		801337		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10347		3605413		801338		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10348		3605414		801339		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10349		3605415		801340		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10351		3605417		801342		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10352		3605418		801343		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10902		3805556		1001481		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11410		4004449		1200374		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11411		4004450		1200375		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11412		4004451		1200376		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11413		4004452		1200377		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11414		4004453		1200378		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11415		4004454		1200379		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11417		4004456		1200381		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11418		4004457		1200382		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11419		4004458		1200383		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11420		4004459		1200384		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11421		4004460		1200385		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11424		4004463		1200388		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11425		4004464		1200389		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11426		4004465		1200390		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12031		4304751		1500676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12032		4304752		1500677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12033		4304753		1500678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12034		4304754		1500679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12035		4304755		1500680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12037		4304757		1500682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12328		4405005		1600930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12527		4604914		1800839		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12528		4604915		1800840		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12985		4804372		2000297		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12986		4804373		2000298		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12987		4804374		2000299		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12989		4804376		2000301		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12990		4804377		2000302		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12991		4804378		2000303		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13061		4904319		2100244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13239		5006733		2202658		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13240		5006734		2202659		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13241		5006735		2202660		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13243		5006737		2202662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13244		5006738		2202663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13554		5205054		2400979		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13555		5205055		2400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13556		5205056		2400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13557		5205057		2400982		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13559		5205059		2400984		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13560		5205060		2400985		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13561		5205061		2400986		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13562		5205062		2400987		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13696		5304652		2500577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13697		5304653		2500578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13698		5304654		2500579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14195		5405489		2601414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14196		5405490		2601415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14197		5405491		2601416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14198		5405492		2601417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14200		5405494		2601419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29384		5823117		3019042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29385		5823118		3019043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29684		5905015		3100940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29686		5905017		3100942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29687		5905018		3100943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29688		5905019		3100944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29689		5905020		3100945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29690		5905021		3100946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29692		5905023		3100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29693		5905024		3100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29920		6006478		3202403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29921		6006479		3202404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29922		6006480		3202405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29923		6006481		3202406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29924		6006482		3202407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29925		6006483		3202408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30279		6104961		3300886		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30280		6104962		3300887		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30281		6104963		3300888		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31674		6304885		3500810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31675		6304886		3500811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31676		6304887		3500812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31677		6304888		3500813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31678		6304889		3500814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31679		6304890		3500815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31680		6304891		3500816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31681		6304892		3500817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31682		6304893		3500818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31683		6304894		3500819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31684		6304895		3500820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31685		6304896		3500821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31686		6304897		3500822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31687		6304898		3500823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31688		6304899		3500824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31689		6304900		3500825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31690		6304901		3500826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31691		6304902		3500827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31692		6304903		3500828		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32025		6405029		3600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32936		6506148		3702073		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32937		6506149		3702074		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32938		6506150		3702075		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32939		6506151		3702076		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32940		6506152		3702077		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32941		6506153		3702078		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32942		6506154		3702079		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32943		6506155		3702080		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32944		6506156		3702081		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32945		6506157		3702082		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32946		6506158		3702083		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32947		6506159		3702084		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32948		6506160		3702085		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32949		6506161		3702086		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32950		6506162		3702087		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33255		6605639		3801564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33256		6605640		3801565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33257		6605641		3801566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33258		6605642		3801567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33259		6605643		3801568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33260		6605644		3801569		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33261		6605645		3801570		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33262		6605646		3801571		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33263		6605647		3801572		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33264		6605648		3801573		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33265		6605649		3801574		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33266		6605650		3801575		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33267		6605651		3801576		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33268		6605652		3801577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33269		6605653		3801578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33270		6605654		3801579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33271		6605655		3801580		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33272		6605656		3801581		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33273		6605657		3801582		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33274		6605658		3801583		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33275		6605659		3801584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33276		6605660		3801585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33277		6605661		3801586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33278		6605662		3801587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33435		6705247		3901172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33436		6705248		3901173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33437		6705249		3901174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33441		6705253		3901178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33442		6705254		3901179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33443		6705255		3901180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33444		6705256		3901181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33445		6705257		3901182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33446		6705258		3901183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33447		6705259		3901184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33572		6804710		4000635		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33573		6804711		4000636		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33574		6804712		4000637		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33575		6804713		4000638		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33576		6804714		4000639		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33727		6905043		4100968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33875		7005316		4201241		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33876		7005317		4201242		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34154		7104848		4300773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34155		7104849		4300774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34156		7104850		4300775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34157		7104851		4300776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34158		7104852		4300777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34159		7104853		4300778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34165		7104859		4300784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34519		7205182		4401107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34520		7205183		4401108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34675		7306505		4502430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34676		7306506		4502431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34678		7306508		4502433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35188		7405015		4600940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35189		7405016		4600941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35190		7405017		4600942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35191		7405018		4600943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35192		7405019		4600944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35193		7405020		4600945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35194		7405021		4600946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35195		7405022		4600947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35196		7405023		4600948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35197		7405024		4600949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35200		7405027		4600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35201		7405028		4600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35202		7405029		4600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35203		7405030		4600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35204		7405031		4600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35205		7405032		4600957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35206		7405033		4600958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35207		7405034		4600959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35208		7405035		4600960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35209		7405036		4600961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35210		7405037		4600962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35211		7405038		4600963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35212		7405039		4600964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35213		7405040		4600965		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35214		7405041		4600966		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35215		7405042		4600967		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35216		7405043		4600968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35217		7405044		4600969		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35218		7405045		4600970		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35219		7405046		4600971		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35220		7405047		4600972		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35539		7505130		4701055		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35540		7505131		4701056		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35541		7505132		4701057		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35542		7505133		4701058		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35544		7505135		4701060		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35545		7505136		4701061		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35546		7505137		4701062		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35822		7605320		4801245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35823		7605321		4801246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35824		7605322		4801247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35825		7605323		4801248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35826		7605324		4801249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35827		7605325		4801250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35828		7605326		4801251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36348		7705319		4901244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36349		7705320		4901245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36350		7705321		4901246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36351		7705322		4901247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36352		7705323		4901248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36353		7705324		4901249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36354		7705325		4901250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36355		7705326		4901251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36356		7705327		4901252		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36357		7705328		4901253		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36358		7705329		4901254		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36359		7705330		4901255		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36360		7705331		4901256		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36361		7705332		4901257		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36362		7705333		4901258		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36363		7705334		4901259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36364		7705335		4901260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36365		7705336		4901261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36366		7705337		4901262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36367		7705338		4901263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36368		7705339		4901264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36369		7705340		4901265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36370		7705341		4901266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36371		7705342		4901267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36567		7805438		5001363		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39104		8109087		5305012		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39105		8109088		5305013		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39393		8204737		5400662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39394		8204738		5400663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39807		8306169		5502094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39808		8306170		5502095		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39809		8306171		5502096		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39810		8306172		5502097		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39811		8306173		5502098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39812		8306174		5502099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39813		8306175		5502100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39814		8306176		5502101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40159		8505993		5701918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40160		8505994		5701919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40325		8604919		5800844		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40326		8604920		5800845		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41160		8806119		6002044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41161		8806120		6002045		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41162		8806121		6002046		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41343		8904613		6100538		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41344		8904614		6100539		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41345		8904615		6100540		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41346		8904616		6100541		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41347		8904617		6100542		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41348		8904618		6100543		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41349		8904619		6100544		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41350		8904620		6100545		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41351		8904621		6100546		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41352		8904622		6100547		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41353		8904623		6100548		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41354		8904624		6100549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41356		8904626		6100551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41357		8904627		6100552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41358		8904628		6100553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41359		8904629		6100554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41360		8904630		6100555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41361		8904631		6100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41362		8904632		6100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41363		8904633		6100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41999		9205056		6400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42501		9405887		6601812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42502		9405888		6601813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42503		9405889		6601814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42504		9405890		6601815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42505		9405891		6601816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42918		9505243		6701168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42919		9505244		6701169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42920		9505245		6701170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42921		9505246		6701171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42922		9505247		6701172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42923		9505248		6701173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42924		9505249		6701174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42925		9505250		6701175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42926		9505251		6701176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42927		9505252		6701177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42928		9505253		6701178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42929		9505254		6701179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42930		9505255		6701180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42931		9505256		6701181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42932		9505257		6701182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42933		9505258		6701183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42934		9505259		6701184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44090		9705818		6901743		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44092		9705820		6901745		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44093		9705821		6901746		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44094		9705822		6901747		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44095		9705823		6901748		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44096		9705824		6901749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44714		9806066		7001991		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44715		9806067		7001992		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44716		9806068		7001993		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44717		9806069		7001994		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44718		9806070		7001995		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44719		9806071		7001996		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44721		9806073		7001998		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44722		9806074		7001999		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44932		9904631		7100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44933		9904632		7100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44934		9904633		7100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44935		9904634		7100559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44936		9904635		7100560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44937		9904636		7100561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44938		9904637		7100562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44939		9904638		7100563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44940		9904639		7100564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44941		9904640		7100565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44942		9904641		7100566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44943		9904642		7100567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44944		9904643		7100568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45878		10005693		7201618		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45879		10005694		7201619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45880		10005695		7201620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45881		10005696		7201621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46562		10305004		7500929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47197		10505302		7701227		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47368		10604802		7800727		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47369		10604803		7800728		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47370		10604804		7800729		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47371		10604805		7800730		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47372		10604806		7800731		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47373		10604807		7800732		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47374		10604808		7800733		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47375		10604809		7800734		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47376		10604810		7800735		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47377		10604811		7800736		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47379		10604813		7800738		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47380		10604814		7800739		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47917		10806048		8001973		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48350		11004939		8200864		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48351		11004940		8200865		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48502		11104751		8300676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48503		11104752		8300677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48504		11104753		8300678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48505		11104754		8300679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48506		11104755		8300680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48507		11104756		8300681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48508		11104757		8300682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48509		11104758		8300683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48510		11104759		8300684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48511		11104760		8300685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48512		11104761		8300686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48513		11104762		8300687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48514		11104763		8300688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48515		11104764		8300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48516		11104765		8300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48517		11104766		8300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48518		11104767		8300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48519		11104768		8300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48520		11104769		8300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49204		11404837		8600762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49205		11404838		8600763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49208		11404841		8600766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49212		11404845		8600770		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49213		11404846		8600771		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49214		11404847		8600772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49221		11404854		8600779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49222		11404855		8600780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49223		11404856		8600781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49224		11404857		8600782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49225		11404858		8600783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49226		11404859		8600784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49227		11404860		8600785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49228		11404861		8600786		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49229		11404862		8600787		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49230		11404863		8600788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49231		11404864		8600789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49232		11404865		8600790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49233		11404866		8600791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49234		11404867		8600792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49235		11404868		8600793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49620		11605212		8801137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49621		11605213		8801138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49623		11605215		8801140		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50329		11804881		9000806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50330		11804882		9000807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50331		11804883		9000808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50332		11804884		9000809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50333		11804885		9000810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50334		11804886		9000811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50335		11804887		9000812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50336		11804888		9000813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50337		11804889		9000814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50338		11804890		9000815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50339		11804891		9000816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50340		11804892		9000817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50341		11804893		9000818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50342		11804894		9000819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50343		11804895		9000820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50344		11804896		9000821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50345		11804897		9000822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50346		11804898		9000823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50347		11804899		9000824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50348		11804900		9000825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50349		11804901		9000826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50350		11804902		9000827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50657		11904863		9100788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50658		11904864		9100789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50659		11904865		9100790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50660		11904866		9100791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50661		11904867		9100792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50662		11904868		9100793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50663		11904869		9100794		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50664		11904870		9100795		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50665		11904871		9100796		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50666		11904872		9100797		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50667		11904873		9100798		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50668		11904874		9100799		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50669		11904875		9100800		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50670		11904876		9100801		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50671		11904877		9100802		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50672		11904878		9100803		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50673		11904879		9100804		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50674		11904880		9100805		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50675		11904881		9100806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50676		11904882		9100807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50677		11904883		9100808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50678		11904884		9100809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50679		11904885		9100810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50680		11904886		9100811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50681		11904887		9100812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50682		11904888		9100813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50683		11904889		9100814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50684		11904890		9100815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51310		12105359		9301284		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51311		12105360		9301285		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51313		12105362		9301287		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51314		12105363		9301288		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51315		12105364		9301289		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51316		12105365		9301290		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51317		12105366		9301291		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51318		12105367		9301292		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51496		12204752		9400677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51497		12204753		9400678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51498		12204754		9400679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51499		12204755		9400680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51500		12204756		9400681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51501		12204757		9400682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51502		12204758		9400683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51503		12204759		9400684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51504		12204760		9400685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51505		12204761		9400686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51506		12204762		9400687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51507		12204763		9400688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51508		12204764		9400689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51509		12204765		9400690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51510		12204766		9400691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52212		12504696		9700621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52213		12504697		9700622		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52214		12504698		9700623		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52467		12604678		9800603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52468		12604679		9800604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52469		12604680		9800605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52470		12604681		9800606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52471		12604682		9800607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52472		12604683		9800608		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52473		12604684		9800609		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52474		12604685		9800610		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52475		12604686		9800611		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52476		12604687		9800612		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52599		12705025		9900950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52600		12705026		9900951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0




PROJCS["NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N",GEOGCS["GCS_North_American_1927",DATUM["D_North_American_1927",SPHEROID["Clarke_1866",6378206.4,294.9786982]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0.0],UNIT["Degree",0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION["Transverse_Mercator"],PARAMETER["False_Easting",500000.0],PARAMETER["False_Northing",0.0],PARAMETER["Central_Meridian",-111.0],PARAMETER["Scale_Factor",0.9996],PARAMETER["Latitude_Of_Origin",0.0],UNIT["Meter",1.0]]
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: DeAnne Rietz
Subject: Re: springs GIS layers
Date: 08/17/2010 01:25 PM
Attachments: coronado_springs.shx

coronado_springs.dbf
coronado_springs.prj
coronado_springs.sbn
coronado_springs.sbx
coronado_springs.shp
coronado_springs.shp.xml

Hello DeAnne,
I found another layer with a slightly different name. This could be the same, not
sure, but I don't have time to check it out and see.  Thanks for helping with this.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "DeAnne Rietz" <drietz@swca.com>

"DeAnne Rietz"
<drietz@swca.com> 

08/16/2010 10:06 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject springs GIS layers

Hi Selek,
I am working on the springs data as we discussed in last week’s meeting.  I was
wondering if you could send me the GIS layers for springs that the Coronado has so
I could incorporate them.  I know Bob was saying that they may not be accurate,
but perhaps with the other information I am gathering I will be able to confirm.
Thanks!
DeAnne

 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist

 
SWCA Environmental Consultants

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:drietz@swca.com


		AREA		PERIMETER		CORPT_		CORPT_ID		CFF_ID		CFF1		CFF2		CFF3		CFF4		CFF5		CFF6		CFF7		CFF8		CFF9		CFF10		0.000		0.000		1		100175		100175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2		100176		100176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		57		101932		101932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		58		101933		101933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		59		102062		102062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		60		102063		102063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		61		102064		102064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		62		102065		102065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		63		102066		102066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		64		102067		102067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		65		102068		102068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		66		102069		102069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		67		102070		102070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		68		102071		102071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		69		102072		102072		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		70		102073		102073		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		71		102074		102074		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		72		102075		102075		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		73		102076		102076		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		74		102077		102077		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		75		102080		102080		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		76		102081		102081		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		77		102082		102082		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		78		102083		102083		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		79		102084		102084		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		80		102085		102085		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		81		102086		102086		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		82		102087		102087		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		83		102088		102088		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		84		102089		102089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		85		102090		102090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		86		102091		102091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		87		102092		102092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		88		102093		102093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		89		102094		102094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		90		102095		102095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		91		102096		102096		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		92		102097		102097		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		93		102098		102098		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		94		102099		102099		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		95		102100		102100		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		96		102101		102101		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		97		102102		102102		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		98		102103		102103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		99		102104		102104		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		100		102105		102105		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		101		102106		102106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		102		102107		102107		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		103		102108		102108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		104		102109		102109		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		105		102110		102110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		106		102111		102111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		107		102112		102112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		108		102113		102113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		109		102114		102114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		110		102115		102115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		111		102116		102116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		112		102117		102117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		113		102118		102118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		114		102119		102119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		115		102120		102120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		116		102121		102121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		117		102122		102122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		118		102123		102123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		119		102124		102124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		120		102125		102125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		121		102126		102126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		122		102127		102127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		123		102128		102128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		124		102129		102129		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		125		102130		102130		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		126		102131		102131		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		127		200191		200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		128		200192		200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		129		200193		200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		130		200194		200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		131		200195		200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		132		200196		200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		133		200197		200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		134		200198		200198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		135		200199		200199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		136		200200		200200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		137		200201		200201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		138		200202		200202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		225		200948		200948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		226		200949		200949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		227		200950		200950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		228		200951		200951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		229		200952		200952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		230		200953		200953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		231		200954		200954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		232		200955		200955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		233		200956		200956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		234		200957		200957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		235		200958		200958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		236		200959		200959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		237		200960		200960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		238		200961		200961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		239		200962		200962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		240		200963		200963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		241		200964		200964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		242		201111		201111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		243		201112		201112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		244		201113		201113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		245		201114		201114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		246		201115		201115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		247		201116		201116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		248		201117		201117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		249		201118		201118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		250		201119		201119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		251		201120		201120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		252		201121		201121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		253		201122		201122		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		254		201123		201123		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		255		201124		201124		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		256		201125		201125		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		257		201126		201126		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		258		201127		201127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		259		201128		201128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		260		201129		201129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		261		201130		201130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		262		201131		201131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		263		201132		201132		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		264		201164		201164		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		265		201165		201165		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		266		201166		201166		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		267		201167		201167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		268		201168		201168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		269		201169		201169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		270		201170		201170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		271		201171		201171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		272		201172		201172		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		273		201173		201173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		274		201174		201174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		275		201175		201175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		276		201176		201176		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		277		201177		201177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		278		201178		201178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		279		201179		201179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		280		201180		201180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		281		201181		201181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		282		201182		201182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		283		201183		201183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		284		201184		201184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		285		201185		201185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		286		201186		201186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		287		201187		201187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		288		201188		201188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		289		201189		201189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		290		201190		201190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		291		201191		201191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		292		201192		201192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		293		201193		201193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		294		201194		201194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		295		201195		201195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		296		201196		201196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		297		201197		201197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		298		201198		201198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		299		201199		201199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		300		201200		201200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		301		201201		201201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		302		201202		201202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		303		201203		201203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		304		201204		201204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		305		201205		201205		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		306		300135		300135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		307		300136		300136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		308		300137		300137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		309		300138		300138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		310		300139		300139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		370		300232		300232		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		371		300233		300233		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		372		300234		300234		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		373		300235		300235		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		374		300361		300361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		375		300362		300362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		376		300363		300363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		377		300364		300364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		378		300365		300365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		379		300366		300366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		380		300367		300367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		381		300368		300368		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		382		300369		300369		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		383		300370		300370		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		384		300371		300371		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		385		300372		300372		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		386		300379		300379		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		387		300380		300380		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		388		300381		300381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		389		300382		300382		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		390		300383		300383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		391		300384		300384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		392		300385		300385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		393		300386		300386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		394		300387		300387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		395		300388		300388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		396		300389		300389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		397		300390		300390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		398		300391		300391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		399		300392		300392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		400		300393		300393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		401		300394		300394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		402		300395		300395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		403		300396		300396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		404		300397		300397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		405		300398		300398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		406		300399		300399		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		407		300400		300400		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		408		300401		300401		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		409		300402		300402		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		410		300403		300403		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		411		400197		400197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		412		400198		400198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		413		400199		400199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		414		400200		400200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		415		400201		400201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		416		400202		400202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		417		400203		400203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		418		400204		400204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		419		400205		400205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		420		400206		400206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		421		400207		400207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		422		400208		400208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		423		400209		400209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		424		400210		400210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		425		400211		400211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		426		400212		400212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		427		400213		400213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		428		400214		400214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		429		400215		400215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		430		400216		400216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		431		400217		400217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		432		400218		400218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		433		400219		400219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		434		400220		400220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		435		400221		400221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		436		400222		400222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		437		400223		400223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		438		400224		400224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		439		400225		400225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		440		400226		400226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		441		400227		400227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		442		400228		400228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		443		400229		400229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		444		400230		400230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		445		400231		400231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		446		400232		400232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		447		400233		400233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		448		400234		400234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		449		400235		400235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		450		400236		400236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		601		400933		400933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		602		400934		400934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		603		400935		400935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		604		400936		400936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		605		400937		400937		486		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		606		400938		400938		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		607		401072		401072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		608		401073		401073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		609		401074		401074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		610		401075		401075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		611		401076		401076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		612		401077		401077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		613		401078		401078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		614		401079		401079		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		615		401080		401080		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		616		401081		401081		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		617		401082		401082		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		618		401083		401083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		619		401084		401084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		620		401085		401085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		621		401086		401086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		622		401087		401087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		623		401088		401088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		624		401089		401089		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		625		401090		401090		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		626		401091		401091		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		627		401092		401092		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		628		401093		401093		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		629		401094		401094		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		630		401095		401095		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		631		401096		401096		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		632		401097		401097		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		633		401098		401098		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		634		401109		401109		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		635		401110		401110		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		636		401111		401111		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		637		401112		401112		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		638		401113		401113		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		639		401114		401114		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		640		401115		401115		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		641		401116		401116		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		642		401117		401117		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		643		401118		401118		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		644		401119		401119		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		645		401120		401120		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		646		401121		401121		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		647		401122		401122		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		648		401123		401123		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		649		401124		401124		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		650		401125		401125		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		651		401126		401126		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		652		401127		401127		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		653		401128		401128		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		654		401129		401129		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		655		401130		401130		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		656		401131		401131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		657		401132		401132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		658		401133		401133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		659		401134		401134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		660		401135		401135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		661		401136		401136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		662		401137		401137		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		663		401138		401138		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		664		401139		401139		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		665		401140		401140		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		666		401141		401141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		667		401142		401142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		668		401143		401143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		669		401144		401144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		670		401145		401145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		671		401146		401146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		672		401147		401147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		673		401148		401148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		674		401149		401149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		675		401150		401150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		676		401151		401151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		677		401152		401152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		678		401153		401153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		679		401154		401154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		680		401155		401155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		681		401156		401156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		682		401157		401157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		683		401158		401158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		684		401159		401159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		685		401160		401160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		686		401161		401161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		687		401162		401162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		688		401163		401163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		689		401164		401164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		690		401165		401165		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		691		401166		401166		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		692		401167		401167		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		693		401168		401168		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		694		500204		500204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		695		500205		500205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		696		500206		500206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		697		500207		500207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		698		500208		500208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		699		500209		500209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		700		500210		500210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		701		500211		500211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		702		500212		500212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		703		500213		500213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		704		500214		500214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		705		500215		500215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		706		500216		500216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		707		500217		500217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		708		500218		500218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		709		500219		500219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		710		500220		500220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		711		500221		500221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		712		500222		500222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		713		500223		500223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		714		500224		500224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		715		500225		500225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		716		500226		500226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		717		500227		500227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		718		500228		500228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		719		500229		500229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		720		500230		500230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		721		500231		500231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		722		500232		500232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		723		500233		500233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		724		500234		500234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		725		500235		500235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		726		500236		500236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		727		500237		500237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		728		500238		500238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		729		500239		500239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		730		500240		500240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		731		500241		500241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		921		500958		500958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		922		500959		500959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		923		500960		500960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		924		500961		500961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		925		500962		500962		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		926		501097		501097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		927		501098		501098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		928		501099		501099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		929		501100		501100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		930		501101		501101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		931		501102		501102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		932		501103		501103		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		933		501104		501104		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		934		501105		501105		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		935		501106		501106		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		936		501107		501107		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		937		501108		501108		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		938		501109		501109		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		939		501110		501110		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		940		501111		501111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		941		501112		501112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		942		501113		501113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		943		501114		501114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		944		501115		501115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		945		501116		501116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		946		501117		501117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		947		501118		501118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		948		501119		501119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		949		501120		501120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		950		501121		501121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		951		501122		501122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		952		501123		501123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		953		501124		501124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		954		501125		501125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		955		501126		501126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		956		501127		501127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		957		501128		501128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		958		501129		501129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		959		501130		501130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		960		501131		501131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		961		501132		501132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		962		501133		501133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		963		501134		501134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		964		501135		501135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		965		501136		501136		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		966		501137		501137		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		967		501138		501138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		968		501139		501139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		969		501140		501140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		970		501141		501141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		971		501142		501142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		972		501143		501143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		973		501144		501144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		974		501145		501145		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		975		501146		501146		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		976		501147		501147		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		977		501148		501148		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		978		501149		501149		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		979		501150		501150		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		980		501151		501151		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		981		501152		501152		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		982		501277		501277		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		983		501278		501278		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		984		501279		501279		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		985		501280		501280		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		986		501281		501281		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		987		501282		501282		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		988		501283		501283		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		989		501284		501284		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		990		501285		501285		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		991		501286		501286		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		992		501287		501287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		993		501288		501288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		994		501289		501289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		995		501290		501290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		996		501291		501291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		997		501292		501292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		998		501293		501293		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		999		501294		501294		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1000		501295		501295		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1001		501296		501296		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1002		501297		501297		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1003		501298		501298		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1004		501299		501299		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1005		501300		501300		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1006		501301		501301		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1007		501302		501302		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1008		501303		501303		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1009		501304		501304		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1010		501305		501305		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1011		501306		501306		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1012		501307		501307		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1013		501308		501308		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1014		501309		501309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1015		501310		501310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1016		501311		501311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1017		501312		501312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1018		501313		501313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1019		501314		501314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1020		501315		501315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1021		501316		501316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1022		501317		501317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1023		501318		501318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1024		501319		501319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1025		501320		501320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1026		501321		501321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1027		501322		501322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1028		501323		501323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1029		501324		501324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1030		501325		501325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1031		501326		501326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1032		501327		501327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1033		501328		501328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1034		501329		501329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1035		501330		501330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1036		501331		501331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1037		501332		501332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1038		501333		501333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1039		501334		501334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1040		501335		501335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1041		501336		501336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1042		501337		501337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1043		501338		501338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1044		501339		501339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1045		501340		501340		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1046		501341		501341		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1047		501342		501342		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1048		501343		501343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1049		501344		501344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1050		501345		501345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1051		501346		501346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1052		501347		501347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1053		501348		501348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1054		501349		501349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1055		501350		501350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1056		501351		501351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1057		501352		501352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1058		501353		501353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1059		501354		501354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1060		501355		501355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1061		501356		501356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1062		501357		501357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1063		501358		501358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1064		501359		501359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1065		501360		501360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1066		501361		501361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1067		501362		501362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1068		501363		501363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1069		501364		501364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1070		501365		501365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1071		501366		501366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1072		501367		501367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1073		501368		501368		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1074		501369		501369		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1075		501370		501370		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1076		600130		600130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1077		600131		600131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1078		600132		600132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1178		600259		600259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1179		600260		600260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1180		600261		600261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1181		600262		600262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1182		600263		600263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1183		600264		600264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1184		600265		600265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1185		600266		600266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1186		600267		600267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1187		600268		600268		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1188		600269		600269		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1189		600270		600270		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1190		600271		600271		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1191		600272		600272		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1192		600273		600273		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1193		600274		600274		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1194		600275		600275		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1195		600276		600276		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1196		600277		600277		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1197		600278		600278		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1198		600279		600279		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1199		600280		600280		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1200		600281		600281		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1201		600282		600282		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1202		600369		600369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1203		600370		600370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1204		600371		600371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1205		600372		600372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1206		600373		600373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1207		600374		600374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1208		600375		600375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1209		600376		600376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1210		600377		600377		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1211		600378		600378		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1212		600379		600379		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1213		600380		600380		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1214		600381		600381		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1215		600416		600416		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1216		600417		600417		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1217		600418		600418		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1218		600419		600419		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1219		600420		600420		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1220		600421		600421		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1221		600422		600422		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1222		600423		600423		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1223		600424		600424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1224		600425		600425		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1225		600426		600426		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1226		600427		600427		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1227		600428		600428		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1228		700216		700216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1229		700217		700217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1230		700218		700218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1231		700219		700219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1232		700220		700220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1233		700221		700221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1234		700222		700222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1235		700223		700223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1236		700224		700224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1237		700225		700225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1238		700226		700226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1239		700227		700227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1240		700228		700228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1241		700229		700229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1242		700230		700230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1243		700231		700231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1244		700232		700232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1245		700233		700233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1419		700903		700903		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1420		700904		700904		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1421		700905		700905		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1422		700906		700906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1423		700907		700907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1424		700908		700908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1425		700909		700909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1426		700910		700910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1427		700911		700911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1428		700912		700912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1429		700913		700913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1430		700914		700914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1431		700915		700915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1432		700916		700916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1433		700917		700917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1434		700918		700918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1435		700919		700919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1436		700920		700920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1437		700921		700921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1438		700922		700922		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1439		700923		700923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1440		700924		700924		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1441		700925		700925		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1442		700926		700926		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1443		700927		700927		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1444		700928		700928		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1445		700929		700929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1446		700930		700930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1447		700931		700931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1448		700932		700932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1449		700933		700933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1450		700934		700934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1451		700935		700935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1452		700936		700936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1453		700937		700937		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1454		700938		700938		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1455		700939		700939		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1456		700940		700940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1457		700941		700941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1458		700942		700942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1459		700943		700943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1460		700944		700944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1461		701085		701085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1462		701086		701086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1463		701087		701087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1464		701088		701088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1465		701089		701089		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1466		701090		701090		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1467		701091		701091		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1468		701092		701092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1469		701093		701093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1470		701094		701094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1471		701095		701095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1472		701096		701096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1473		701097		701097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1474		701098		701098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1475		701099		701099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1476		701100		701100		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1477		701101		701101		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1478		701102		701102		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1479		701103		701103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1480		701104		701104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1481		701105		701105		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1482		701106		701106		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1483		701107		701107		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1484		701108		701108		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1485		701109		701109		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1486		701141		701141		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1487		701142		701142		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1488		701143		701143		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1489		701144		701144		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1490		701145		701145		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1491		701146		701146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1492		701147		701147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1493		701148		701148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1494		701149		701149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1495		701150		701150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1496		701151		701151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1497		701152		701152		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1498		701153		701153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1499		701154		701154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1500		701155		701155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1501		701156		701156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1502		701157		701157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1503		701158		701158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1504		701159		701159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1505		701160		701160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1506		701161		701161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1507		701162		701162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1508		701163		701163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1509		701164		701164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1510		701165		701165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1511		701166		701166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1512		701167		701167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1513		701168		701168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1514		701169		701169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1515		701170		701170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1516		701171		701171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1517		701172		701172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1518		701173		701173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1519		701174		701174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1520		701175		701175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1521		701176		701176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1522		701177		701177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1523		701178		701178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1524		701179		701179		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1525		701180		701180		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1526		701181		701181		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1527		800149		800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1528		800150		800150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1529		800151		800151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1530		800152		800152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1531		800153		800153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1532		800154		800154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1533		800155		800155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1534		800156		800156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1535		800157		800157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1536		800158		800158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1537		800159		800159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1538		800160		800160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1539		800161		800161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1540		800162		800162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1541		800163		800163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1542		800164		800164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1663		801717		801717		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1664		801718		801718		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1665		801872		801872		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1666		801873		801873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1667		801874		801874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1668		801875		801875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1669		801876		801876		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1670		801877		801877		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1671		801878		801878		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1672		801901		801901		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1673		801902		801902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1674		801903		801903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1675		801904		801904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1676		801905		801905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1677		801906		801906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1678		801907		801907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1679		801908		801908		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1680		801909		801909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1681		801910		801910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1682		801911		801911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1683		801912		801912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1684		801913		801913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1685		801914		801914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1686		801915		801915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1687		801916		801916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1688		801917		801917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1689		801918		801918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1690		801919		801919		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1691		801920		801920		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1692		900005		900005		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1693		900189		900189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1694		900190		900190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1695		900191		900191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1696		900192		900192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1697		900193		900193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1698		900194		900194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1699		900195		900195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1700		900196		900196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1701		900197		900197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1702		900198		900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1703		900199		900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1704		900200		900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1705		900201		900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1706		900202		900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1707		900203		900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1708		900204		900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1709		900205		900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1710		900206		900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1711		900207		900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1712		900208		900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1713		900209		900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1714		900210		900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1715		900211		900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1716		900212		900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1717		900213		900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1718		900214		900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1719		900215		900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1720		900216		900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1721		900217		900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1922		902719		902719		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1923		902720		902720		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1924		902721		902721		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1925		902722		902722		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1926		902723		902723		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1927		902724		902724		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1928		902725		902725		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1929		902879		902879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1930		902880		902880		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1931		902920		902920		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1932		902921		902921		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1933		902922		902922		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1934		902923		902923		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1935		902924		902924		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1936		902925		902925		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1937		902926		902926		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1938		902927		902927		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1939		902928		902928		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1940		902929		902929		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1941		902930		902930		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1942		902931		902931		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1943		902932		902932		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1944		902933		902933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1945		902934		902934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1946		902935		902935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1947		902936		902936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1948		902937		902937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1949		902938		902938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1950		902939		902939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1951		902940		902940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1952		902941		902941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1953		902942		902942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1954		902943		902943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1955		902944		902944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1956		902945		902945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1957		902946		902946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1958		902947		902947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1959		902948		902948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1960		902949		902949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1961		902950		902950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1962		902951		902951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1963		902952		902952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1964		902953		902953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1965		902954		902954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1966		902955		902955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1967		902956		902956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1968		902957		902957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1969		902958		902958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1970		902959		902959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1971		902960		902960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1972		902961		902961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1973		902962		902962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1974		902963		902963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1975		902964		902964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1976		902965		902965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1977		902966		902966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1978		902967		902967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1979		902968		902968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1980		902969		902969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1981		902970		902970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1982		902971		902971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1983		902972		902972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1984		902973		902973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1985		902974		902974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1986		902975		902975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1987		902976		902976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1988		902977		902977		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1989		902978		902978		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1990		902979		902979		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1991		1000006		1000006		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1992		1000328		1000328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1993		1000329		1000329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1994		1000330		1000330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1995		1000331		1000331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1996		1000332		1000332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1997		1000333		1000333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1998		1000334		1000334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1999		1000335		1000335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2000		1000336		1000336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2001		1000337		1000337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2002		1000338		1000338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2003		1000339		1000339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2004		1000340		1000340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2005		1000341		1000341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2006		1000342		1000342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2007		1000343		1000343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2008		1000344		1000344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2009		1000345		1000345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2010		1000346		1000346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2011		1000347		1000347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2012		1000348		1000348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2013		1000349		1000349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2014		1000350		1000350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2015		1000351		1000351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2016		1000352		1000352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2017		1000353		1000353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2018		1000354		1000354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2019		1000355		1000355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2020		1000356		1000356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2021		1000357		1000357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2022		1000358		1000358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2023		1000359		1000359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2024		1000360		1000360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2025		1000361		1000361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2026		1000362		1000362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2300		1002121		1002121		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2301		1002122		1002122		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2302		1002123		1002123		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2303		1002124		1002124		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2304		1002125		1002125		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2305		1002126		1002126		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2306		1002127		1002127		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2307		1002128		1002128		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2308		1002129		1002129		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2309		1002130		1002130		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2310		1002131		1002131		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2311		1002132		1002132		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2312		1002133		1002133		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2313		1002134		1002134		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2314		1002135		1002135		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2315		1002136		1002136		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2316		1002137		1002137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2317		1002138		1002138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2318		1002139		1002139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2319		1002294		1002294		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2320		1002295		1002295		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2321		1002296		1002296		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2322		1002297		1002297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2323		1002298		1002298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2324		1002299		1002299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2325		1002300		1002300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2326		1002301		1002301		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2327		1002302		1002302		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2328		1002303		1002303		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2329		1002346		1002346		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2330		1002347		1002347		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2331		1002348		1002348		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2332		1002349		1002349		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2333		1002350		1002350		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2334		1002351		1002351		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2335		1002352		1002352		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2336		1002353		1002353		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2337		1002354		1002354		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2338		1002355		1002355		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2339		1002356		1002356		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2340		1002357		1002357		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2341		1002358		1002358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2342		1002359		1002359		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2343		1002360		1002360		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2344		1002361		1002361		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2345		1002362		1002362		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2346		1002363		1002363		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2347		1002364		1002364		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2348		1002365		1002365		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2349		1002366		1002366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2350		1002367		1002367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2351		1002368		1002368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2352		1002369		1002369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2353		1002370		1002370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2354		1002371		1002371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2355		1002372		1002372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2356		1002373		1002373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2357		1002374		1002374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2358		1002375		1002375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2359		1002376		1002376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2360		1002377		1002377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2361		1002378		1002378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2362		1002379		1002379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2363		1002380		1002380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2364		1002381		1002381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2365		1002382		1002382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2366		1002383		1002383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2367		1002384		1002384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2368		1002385		1002385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2369		1002386		1002386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2370		1002387		1002387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2371		1002388		1002388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2372		1002389		1002389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2373		1002390		1002390		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2374		1002391		1002391		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2375		1002392		1002392		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2376		1100445		1100445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2377		1100446		1100446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2378		1100447		1100447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2379		1100448		1100448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2380		1100449		1100449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2381		1100450		1100450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2382		1100451		1100451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2383		1100452		1100452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2384		1100453		1100453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2385		1100454		1100454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2386		1100455		1100455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2387		1100456		1100456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2388		1100457		1100457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2389		1100458		1100458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2390		1100459		1100459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2391		1100460		1100460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2392		1100461		1100461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2393		1100462		1100462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2394		1100463		1100463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2395		1100464		1100464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2396		1100465		1100465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2397		1100466		1100466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2398		1100467		1100467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2399		1100468		1100468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2400		1100469		1100469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2401		1100470		1100470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2402		1100471		1100471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2403		1100472		1100472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2404		1100473		1100473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2405		1100474		1100474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2406		1100475		1100475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2407		1100476		1100476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2408		1100477		1100477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2409		1100478		1100478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2410		1100479		1100479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2411		1100480		1100480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2412		1100481		1100481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2413		1100482		1100482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2414		1100483		1100483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2415		1100484		1100484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2416		1100485		1100485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2417		1100486		1100486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2418		1100487		1100487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2419		1100488		1100488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2420		1100489		1100489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2421		1100490		1100490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2422		1100491		1100491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2423		1100492		1100492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2424		1100493		1100493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2425		1100494		1100494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2426		1100495		1100495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2427		1100496		1100496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2428		1100497		1100497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2429		1100498		1100498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2430		1100499		1100499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2431		1100500		1100500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2432		1100501		1100501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2433		1100502		1100502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2434		1100503		1100503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2435		1100504		1100504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2436		1100505		1100505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2437		1100506		1100506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2438		1100507		1100507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2439		1100508		1100508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2440		1100509		1100509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2441		1100510		1100510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2442		1100511		1100511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2443		1100512		1100512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2444		1100513		1100513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2445		1100514		1100514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2446		1100515		1100515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2447		1100516		1100516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2448		1100517		1100517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2449		1100518		1100518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2450		1100519		1100519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2451		1100520		1100520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2452		1100521		1100521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2453		1100522		1100522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2454		1100523		1100523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2455		1100524		1100524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2456		1100525		1100525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2457		1100526		1100526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2458		1100527		1100527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2459		1100528		1100528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2460		1100529		1100529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2461		1100530		1100530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2462		1100531		1100531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2463		1100532		1100532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2464		1100533		1100533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2465		1100534		1100534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2466		1100535		1100535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2467		1100536		1100536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2468		1100537		1100537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2469		1100538		1100538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2470		1100539		1100539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2471		1100540		1100540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2472		1100541		1100541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2473		1100542		1100542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2474		1100543		1100543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2475		1100544		1100544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2476		1100545		1100545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2477		1100546		1100546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2478		1100547		1100547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2479		1100548		1100548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2480		1100549		1100549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2481		1100550		1100550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2482		1100551		1100551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2483		1100552		1100552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2484		1100553		1100553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2485		1100554		1100554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2486		1100555		1100555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2487		1100556		1100556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2488		1100557		1100557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2489		1100558		1100558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2490		1100559		1100559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2491		1100560		1100560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2492		1100561		1100561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2493		1100562		1100562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2494		1100563		1100563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2495		1100564		1100564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2496		1100565		1100565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2497		1100566		1100566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2498		1100567		1100567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2499		1100568		1100568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2500		1100569		1100569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2501		1100570		1100570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2502		1100571		1100571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2503		1100572		1100572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2504		1100573		1100573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2505		1100574		1100574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2506		1100575		1100575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2507		1100576		1100576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2508		1100577		1100577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2509		1100578		1100578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2510		1100579		1100579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2511		1100580		1100580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2512		1100581		1100581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2513		1100582		1100582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2514		1100583		1100583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2515		1100584		1100584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2516		1100585		1100585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2517		1100586		1100586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2518		1100587		1100587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2519		1100588		1100588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2520		1100589		1100589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2521		1100590		1100590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2522		1100591		1100591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2523		1100592		1100592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2524		1100593		1100593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2525		1100594		1100594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2526		1100595		1100595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2527		1100596		1100596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2528		1100597		1100597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2529		1100598		1100598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2530		1100599		1100599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2531		1100600		1100600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2532		1100601		1100601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2533		1100602		1100602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2534		1100603		1100603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2535		1100604		1100604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2536		1100605		1100605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2537		1100606		1100606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2538		1100607		1100607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2539		1100608		1100608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2540		1100609		1100609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2541		1100610		1100610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2542		1100611		1100611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2543		1100612		1100612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2544		1100613		1100613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2545		1100614		1100614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2546		1100615		1100615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2547		1100616		1100616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2548		1100617		1100617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2549		1100618		1100618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2550		1100619		1100619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2551		1100620		1100620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2552		1100621		1100621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2553		1100622		1100622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2554		1100623		1100623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2555		1100624		1100624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2556		1100625		1100625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2557		1100626		1100626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2558		1100627		1100627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2559		1100628		1100628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2560		1100629		1100629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2561		1100630		1100630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2562		1100631		1100631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2563		1100632		1100632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2564		1100633		1100633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2565		1100634		1100634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2566		1100635		1100635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2567		1100636		1100636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2568		1100637		1100637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2569		1100638		1100638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2570		1100639		1100639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2571		1100640		1100640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2572		1100641		1100641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2573		1100642		1100642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2574		1100643		1100643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2575		1100644		1100644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2576		1100645		1100645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2577		1100646		1100646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2578		1100647		1100647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2579		1100648		1100648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2580		1100649		1100649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2581		1100650		1100650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2582		1100651		1100651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2583		1100652		1100652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2584		1100653		1100653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2585		1100654		1100654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2586		1100655		1100655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2587		1100656		1100656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2588		1100657		1100657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2589		1100658		1100658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2590		1100659		1100659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2591		1100660		1100660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2592		1100661		1100661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2593		1100662		1100662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2594		1100663		1100663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2595		1100664		1100664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2596		1100665		1100665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2597		1100666		1100666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2598		1100667		1100667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2599		1100668		1100668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2600		1100669		1100669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2601		1100670		1100670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2602		1100671		1100671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2603		1100672		1100672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2604		1100673		1100673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2605		1100674		1100674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2606		1100675		1100675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2607		1100676		1100676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2608		1100677		1100677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2609		1100678		1100678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2610		1100679		1100679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2611		1100680		1100680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2612		1100681		1100681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2613		1100682		1100682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2614		1100683		1100683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2615		1100684		1100684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2616		1100685		1100685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2617		1100686		1100686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2618		1100687		1100687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2619		1100688		1100688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2620		1100689		1100689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2621		1100690		1100690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2622		1100691		1100691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2623		1100692		1100692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2624		1100693		1100693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2625		1100694		1100694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2626		1100695		1100695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2627		1100696		1100696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2628		1100697		1100697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2629		1100698		1100698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2630		1100699		1100699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2631		1100700		1100700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2632		1100701		1100701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2633		1100702		1100702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2634		1100703		1100703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2635		1100704		1100704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2636		1100705		1100705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2637		1100706		1100706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2638		1100707		1100707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2639		1100708		1100708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2640		1100709		1100709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2641		1100710		1100710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2642		1100711		1100711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2643		1100712		1100712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2644		1100713		1100713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2645		1100714		1100714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2646		1100715		1100715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2647		1100716		1100716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2648		1100717		1100717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2649		1100718		1100718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2650		1100719		1100719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2651		1100720		1100720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2652		1100721		1100721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2653		1100722		1100722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2654		1100723		1100723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2655		1100724		1100724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2656		1100725		1100725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2657		1100726		1100726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2658		1100727		1100727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2659		1100728		1100728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2660		1100729		1100729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2661		1100730		1100730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2662		1100731		1100731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2663		1100732		1100732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2664		1100733		1100733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2665		1100734		1100734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2666		1100735		1100735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2667		1100736		1100736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2668		1100737		1100737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2669		1100738		1100738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2670		1100739		1100739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2671		1100740		1100740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2672		1100741		1100741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2673		1100742		1100742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2674		1100743		1100743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2675		1100744		1100744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2676		1100745		1100745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2677		1100746		1100746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2678		1100747		1100747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2679		1100748		1100748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2680		1100749		1100749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2681		1100750		1100750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2682		1100751		1100751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2683		1100752		1100752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2684		1100753		1100753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2685		1100754		1100754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2686		1100755		1100755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2687		1100756		1100756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2688		1100757		1100757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2689		1100758		1100758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2690		1100759		1100759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2691		1100760		1100760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2692		1100761		1100761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2693		1100762		1100762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2694		1100763		1100763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2695		1100764		1100764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2696		1100765		1100765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2697		1100766		1100766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2698		1100767		1100767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2699		1100768		1100768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2700		1100769		1100769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2701		1100770		1100770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2702		1100771		1100771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2703		1100772		1100772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2704		1100773		1100773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2705		1100774		1100774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2706		1100775		1100775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2707		1100776		1100776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2708		1100777		1100777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2709		1100778		1100778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2710		1100779		1100779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2711		1100780		1100780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2712		1100781		1100781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2713		1100782		1100782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2714		1100783		1100783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2715		1100784		1100784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2716		1100785		1100785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2717		1100786		1100786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2718		1100787		1100787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2719		1100788		1100788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2720		1100789		1100789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2721		1100790		1100790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2722		1100791		1100791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2723		1100792		1100792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2724		1100793		1100793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2725		1100794		1100794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2726		1100795		1100795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2727		1100796		1100796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2728		1100797		1100797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2729		1100798		1100798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2730		1100799		1100799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2731		1100800		1100800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2732		1100801		1100801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2733		1100802		1100802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2734		1100803		1100803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2735		1100804		1100804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2736		1100805		1100805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2737		1100806		1100806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2738		1100807		1100807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2739		1100808		1100808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2740		1100809		1100809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2741		1100810		1100810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2742		1100811		1100811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2743		1100812		1100812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2744		1100813		1100813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2745		1100814		1100814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2746		1100815		1100815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2747		1100816		1100816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2748		1100817		1100817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2749		1100818		1100818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2750		1100819		1100819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2751		1100820		1100820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2752		1100821		1100821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2753		1100822		1100822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2754		1100823		1100823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2755		1100824		1100824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2756		1100825		1100825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2757		1100826		1100826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2758		1100827		1100827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2759		1100828		1100828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2760		1100829		1100829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2761		1100830		1100830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2762		1100831		1100831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2763		1100832		1100832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2764		1100833		1100833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2765		1100834		1100834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2766		1100835		1100835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2767		1100836		1100836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2768		1100837		1100837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2769		1100838		1100838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2770		1100839		1100839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2771		1100840		1100840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2772		1100841		1100841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2773		1100842		1100842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2774		1100843		1100843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2775		1100844		1100844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2776		1100845		1100845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2777		1100846		1100846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2778		1100847		1100847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2779		1100848		1100848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2780		1100849		1100849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2781		1100850		1100850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2782		1100851		1100851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2783		1100852		1100852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2784		1100853		1100853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2785		1100854		1100854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2786		1100855		1100855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2787		1100856		1100856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2788		1100857		1100857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2789		1100858		1100858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2790		1100859		1100859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2791		1100860		1100860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2792		1100861		1100861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2793		1100862		1100862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2794		1100863		1100863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2795		1100864		1100864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2796		1100865		1100865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2797		1100866		1100866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2798		1100867		1100867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2799		1100868		1100868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2800		1100869		1100869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2801		1100870		1100870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2802		1100871		1100871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2803		1100872		1100872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2804		1100873		1100873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2805		1100874		1100874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2806		1100875		1100875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2807		1100876		1100876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2808		1100877		1100877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2809		1100878		1100878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2810		1100879		1100879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2811		1100880		1100880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2812		1100881		1100881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2813		1100882		1100882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2814		1100883		1100883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2815		1100884		1100884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2816		1100885		1100885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2817		1100886		1100886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2818		1100887		1100887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2819		1100888		1100888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2820		1100889		1100889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2821		1100890		1100890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2822		1100891		1100891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2823		1100892		1100892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2824		1100893		1100893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2825		1100894		1100894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2826		1100895		1100895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2827		1100896		1100896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2828		1100897		1100897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2829		1100898		1100898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2830		1100899		1100899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2831		1100900		1100900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2832		1100901		1100901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2833		1100902		1100902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2834		1100903		1100903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2835		1100904		1100904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2836		1100905		1100905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2837		1100906		1100906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2838		1100907		1100907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2839		1100908		1100908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2840		1100909		1100909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2841		1100910		1100910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2842		1100911		1100911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2843		1100912		1100912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2844		1100913		1100913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2845		1100914		1100914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2846		1100915		1100915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2847		1100916		1100916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2848		1100917		1100917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2849		1100918		1100918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2850		1100919		1100919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2851		1100920		1100920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2852		1100921		1100921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2853		1100922		1100922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2854		1100923		1100923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2855		1100924		1100924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2856		1100925		1100925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2857		1100926		1100926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2858		1100927		1100927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2859		1100928		1100928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2860		1100929		1100929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2861		1100930		1100930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2862		1100931		1100931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2863		1100932		1100932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2864		1100933		1100933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2865		1100934		1100934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2866		1100935		1100935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2867		1100936		1100936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2868		1100937		1100937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2869		1100938		1100938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2870		1100939		1100939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2871		1100940		1100940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2872		1100941		1100941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2873		1100942		1100942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2874		1100943		1100943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2875		1100944		1100944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2876		1100945		1100945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2877		1100946		1100946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2878		1100947		1100947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2879		1100948		1100948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2880		1100949		1100949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2881		1100950		1100950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2882		1100951		1100951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2883		1100952		1100952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2884		1100953		1100953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2885		1100954		1100954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2886		1100955		1100955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2887		1100956		1100956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2888		1100957		1100957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2889		1100958		1100958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2890		1100959		1100959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2891		1100960		1100960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2892		1100961		1100961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2893		1100962		1100962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2894		1100963		1100963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2895		1100964		1100964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2896		1100965		1100965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2897		1100966		1100966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2898		1100967		1100967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2899		1100968		1100968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2900		1100969		1100969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2901		1100970		1100970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2902		1100971		1100971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2903		1100972		1100972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2904		1100973		1100973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2905		1100974		1100974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2906		1100975		1100975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2907		1100976		1100976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2908		1100977		1100977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2909		1100978		1100978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2910		1100979		1100979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2911		1100980		1100980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2912		1100981		1100981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2913		1100982		1100982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2914		1100983		1100983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2915		1100984		1100984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2916		1100985		1100985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2917		1100986		1100986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2918		1100987		1100987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2919		1100988		1100988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2920		1100989		1100989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2921		1100990		1100990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2922		1100991		1100991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2923		1100992		1100992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2924		1100993		1100993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2925		1100994		1100994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2926		1100995		1100995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2927		1100996		1100996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2928		1100997		1100997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2929		1100998		1100998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2930		1100999		1100999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2931		1101000		1101000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2932		1101001		1101001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2933		1101002		1101002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2934		1101003		1101003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2935		1101004		1101004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2936		1101005		1101005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2937		1101006		1101006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2938		1101007		1101007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2939		1101008		1101008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2940		1101009		1101009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2941		1101010		1101010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2942		1101011		1101011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2943		1101012		1101012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2944		1101013		1101013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2945		1101014		1101014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2946		1101015		1101015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2947		1101016		1101016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2948		1101017		1101017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2949		1101018		1101018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2950		1101019		1101019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2951		1101020		1101020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2952		1101021		1101021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2953		1101022		1101022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2954		1101023		1101023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2955		1101024		1101024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2956		1101025		1101025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2957		1101026		1101026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2958		1101027		1101027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2959		1101028		1101028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2960		1101029		1101029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2961		1101030		1101030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2962		1101031		1101031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2963		1101032		1101032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2964		1101033		1101033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2965		1101034		1101034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2966		1101035		1101035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2967		1101036		1101036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2968		1101037		1101037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2969		1101038		1101038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2970		1101039		1101039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2971		1101040		1101040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2972		1101041		1101041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2973		1101042		1101042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2974		1101043		1101043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2975		1101044		1101044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2976		1101045		1101045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2977		1101046		1101046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2978		1101047		1101047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2979		1101048		1101048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2980		1101049		1101049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2981		1101050		1101050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2982		1101051		1101051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2983		1101052		1101052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2984		1101053		1101053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2985		1101054		1101054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2986		1101055		1101055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2987		1101056		1101056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2988		1101057		1101057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2989		1101058		1101058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2990		1101059		1101059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2991		1101060		1101060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2992		1101061		1101061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2993		1101062		1101062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2994		1101063		1101063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2995		1101064		1101064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2996		1101065		1101065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2997		1101066		1101066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2998		1101067		1101067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2999		1101068		1101068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3000		1101069		1101069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3001		1101070		1101070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3002		1101071		1101071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3003		1101072		1101072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3004		1101073		1101073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3005		1101074		1101074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3006		1101075		1101075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3007		1101076		1101076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3008		1101077		1101077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3009		1101078		1101078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3010		1101079		1101079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3011		1101080		1101080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3012		1101081		1101081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3013		1101082		1101082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3014		1101083		1101083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3015		1101084		1101084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3016		1101085		1101085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3017		1101086		1101086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3018		1101087		1101087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3019		1101088		1101088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3020		1101089		1101089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3021		1101090		1101090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3022		1101091		1101091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3023		1101092		1101092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3024		1101093		1101093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3025		1101094		1101094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3026		1101095		1101095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3027		1101096		1101096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3028		1101097		1101097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3029		1101098		1101098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3030		1101099		1101099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3031		1101100		1101100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3032		1101101		1101101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3033		1101102		1101102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3034		1101103		1101103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3035		1101104		1101104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3036		1101105		1101105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3037		1101106		1101106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3038		1101107		1101107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3039		1101108		1101108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3040		1101109		1101109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3041		1101110		1101110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3042		1101111		1101111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3043		1101112		1101112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3044		1101113		1101113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3045		1101114		1101114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3046		1101115		1101115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3047		1101116		1101116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3048		1101117		1101117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3049		1101118		1101118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3050		1101119		1101119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3051		1101120		1101120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3052		1101121		1101121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3053		1101122		1101122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3054		1101123		1101123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3055		1101124		1101124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3056		1101125		1101125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3057		1101126		1101126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3058		1101127		1101127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3059		1101128		1101128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3060		1101129		1101129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3061		1101130		1101130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3062		1101131		1101131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3063		1101132		1101132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3064		1101133		1101133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3065		1101134		1101134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3066		1101135		1101135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3067		1101136		1101136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3068		1101137		1101137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3069		1101138		1101138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3070		1101139		1101139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3071		1101140		1101140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3072		1101141		1101141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3073		1101142		1101142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3074		1101143		1101143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3075		1101144		1101144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3076		1101145		1101145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3077		1101146		1101146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3078		1101147		1101147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3079		1101148		1101148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3080		1101149		1101149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3081		1101150		1101150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3082		1101151		1101151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3083		1101152		1101152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3084		1101153		1101153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3085		1101154		1101154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3086		1101155		1101155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3087		1101156		1101156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3088		1101157		1101157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3089		1101158		1101158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3090		1101159		1101159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3091		1101160		1101160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3092		1101161		1101161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3093		1101162		1101162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3094		1101163		1101163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3095		1101164		1101164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3096		1101165		1101165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3097		1101166		1101166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3098		1101167		1101167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3099		1101168		1101168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3100		1101169		1101169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3101		1101170		1101170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3102		1101171		1101171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3103		1101172		1101172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3104		1101173		1101173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3105		1101174		1101174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3106		1101175		1101175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3107		1101176		1101176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3108		1101177		1101177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3109		1101178		1101178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3110		1101179		1101179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3111		1101180		1101180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3112		1101181		1101181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3113		1101182		1101182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3114		1101183		1101183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3115		1101184		1101184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3116		1101185		1101185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3117		1101186		1101186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3118		1101187		1101187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3119		1101188		1101188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3120		1101189		1101189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3121		1101190		1101190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3122		1101191		1101191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3123		1101192		1101192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3124		1101193		1101193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3125		1101194		1101194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3126		1101195		1101195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3127		1101196		1101196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3128		1101197		1101197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3129		1101198		1101198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3130		1101199		1101199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3131		1101200		1101200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3132		1101201		1101201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3133		1101202		1101202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3134		1101203		1101203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3135		1101204		1101204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3136		1101205		1101205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3137		1101206		1101206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3138		1101207		1101207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3139		1101208		1101208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3140		1101209		1101209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3141		1101210		1101210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3142		1101211		1101211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3143		1101212		1101212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3144		1101213		1101213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3145		1101214		1101214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3146		1101215		1101215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3147		1101216		1101216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3148		1101217		1101217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3149		1101218		1101218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3150		1101219		1101219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3151		1101220		1101220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3152		1101221		1101221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3153		1101222		1101222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3154		1101223		1101223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3155		1101224		1101224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3156		1101225		1101225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3157		1101226		1101226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3158		1101227		1101227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3159		1101228		1101228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3160		1101229		1101229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3161		1101230		1101230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3162		1101231		1101231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3163		1101232		1101232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3164		1101233		1101233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3165		1101234		1101234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3166		1101235		1101235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3167		1101236		1101236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3168		1101237		1101237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3169		1101238		1101238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3170		1101239		1101239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3171		1101240		1101240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3172		1101241		1101241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3173		1101242		1101242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3174		1101243		1101243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3175		1101244		1101244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3176		1101245		1101245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3177		1101246		1101246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3178		1101247		1101247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3179		1101248		1101248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3180		1101249		1101249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3181		1101250		1101250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3182		1101251		1101251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3183		1101252		1101252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3184		1101253		1101253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3185		1101254		1101254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3186		1101255		1101255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3187		1101256		1101256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3188		1101257		1101257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3189		1101258		1101258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3190		1101259		1101259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3191		1101260		1101260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3192		1101261		1101261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3193		1101262		1101262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3194		1101263		1101263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3195		1101264		1101264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3196		1101265		1101265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3197		1101266		1101266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3198		1101267		1101267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3199		1101268		1101268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3200		1101269		1101269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3201		1101270		1101270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3202		1101271		1101271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3203		1101272		1101272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3204		1101273		1101273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3205		1101274		1101274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3206		1101275		1101275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3207		1101276		1101276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3208		1101277		1101277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3209		1101278		1101278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3210		1101279		1101279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3211		1101280		1101280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3212		1101281		1101281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3213		1101282		1101282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3214		1101283		1101283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3215		1101284		1101284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3216		1101285		1101285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3217		1101286		1101286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3218		1101287		1101287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3219		1101288		1101288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3220		1101289		1101289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3221		1101290		1101290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3222		1101291		1101291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3223		1101292		1101292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3224		1101293		1101293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3225		1101294		1101294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3226		1101295		1101295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3227		1101296		1101296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3228		1101297		1101297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3229		1101298		1101298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3230		1101299		1101299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3231		1101300		1101300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3232		1101301		1101301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3233		1101302		1101302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3234		1101303		1101303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3235		1101304		1101304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3236		1101305		1101305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3237		1101306		1101306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3238		1101307		1101307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3239		1101308		1101308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3240		1101309		1101309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3241		1101310		1101310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3242		1101311		1101311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3243		1101312		1101312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3244		1101313		1101313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3245		1101314		1101314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3246		1101315		1101315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3247		1101316		1101316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3248		1101317		1101317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3249		1101318		1101318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3250		1101319		1101319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3251		1101320		1101320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3252		1101321		1101321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3253		1101322		1101322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3254		1101323		1101323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3255		1101324		1101324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3256		1101325		1101325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3257		1101326		1101326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3258		1101327		1101327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3259		1101328		1101328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3260		1101329		1101329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3261		1101330		1101330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3262		1101331		1101331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3263		1101332		1101332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3264		1101333		1101333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3265		1101334		1101334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3266		1101335		1101335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3267		1101336		1101336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3268		1101337		1101337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3269		1101338		1101338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3270		1101339		1101339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3271		1101340		1101340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3272		1101341		1101341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3273		1101342		1101342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3274		1101343		1101343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3275		1101344		1101344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3276		1101345		1101345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3277		1101346		1101346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3278		1101347		1101347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3279		1101348		1101348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3280		1101349		1101349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3281		1101350		1101350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3282		1101351		1101351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3283		1101352		1101352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3284		1101353		1101353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3285		1101354		1101354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3286		1101355		1101355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3287		1101356		1101356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3288		1101357		1101357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3289		1101358		1101358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3290		1101359		1101359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3291		1101360		1101360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3292		1101361		1101361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3293		1101362		1101362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3294		1101363		1101363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3295		1101364		1101364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3296		1101365		1101365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3297		1101366		1101366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3298		1101367		1101367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3299		1101368		1101368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3300		1101369		1101369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3301		1101370		1101370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3302		1101371		1101371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3303		1101372		1101372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3304		1101373		1101373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3305		1101374		1101374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3306		1101375		1101375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3307		1101376		1101376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3308		1101377		1101377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3309		1101378		1101378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3310		1101379		1101379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3311		1101380		1101380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3312		1101381		1101381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3313		1101382		1101382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3314		1101383		1101383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3315		1101384		1101384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3316		1101385		1101385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3317		1101386		1101386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3318		1101387		1101387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3319		1101388		1101388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3320		1101389		1101389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3321		1101390		1101390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3322		1101391		1101391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3323		1101392		1101392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3324		1101393		1101393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3325		1101394		1101394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3326		1101395		1101395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3327		1101396		1101396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3328		1101397		1101397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3329		1101398		1101398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3330		1101399		1101399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3331		1101400		1101400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3332		1101401		1101401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3333		1101402		1101402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3334		1101403		1101403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3335		1101404		1101404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3336		1101405		1101405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3337		1101406		1101406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3338		1101407		1101407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3339		1101408		1101408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3340		1101409		1101409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3341		1101410		1101410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3342		1101411		1101411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3343		1101412		1101412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3344		1101413		1101413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3345		1101414		1101414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3346		1101415		1101415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3347		1101416		1101416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3348		1101417		1101417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3349		1101418		1101418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3350		1101419		1101419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3351		1101420		1101420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3352		1101421		1101421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3353		1101422		1101422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3354		1101423		1101423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3355		1101424		1101424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3356		1101425		1101425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3357		1101426		1101426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3358		1101427		1101427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3359		1101428		1101428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3360		1101429		1101429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3361		1101430		1101430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3362		1101431		1101431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3363		1101432		1101432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3364		1101433		1101433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3365		1101434		1101434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3366		1101435		1101435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3367		1101436		1101436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3368		1101437		1101437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3369		1101438		1101438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3370		1101439		1101439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3371		1101440		1101440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3372		1101441		1101441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3373		1101442		1101442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3374		1101443		1101443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3375		1101444		1101444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3376		1101445		1101445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3377		1101446		1101446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3378		1101447		1101447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3379		1101448		1101448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3380		1101449		1101449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3381		1101450		1101450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3382		1101451		1101451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3383		1101452		1101452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3384		1101453		1101453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3385		1101454		1101454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3386		1101455		1101455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3387		1101456		1101456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3388		1101457		1101457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3389		1101458		1101458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3390		1101459		1101459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3391		1101460		1101460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3392		1101461		1101461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3393		1101462		1101462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3394		1101463		1101463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3395		1101464		1101464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3396		1101465		1101465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3397		1101466		1101466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3398		1101467		1101467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3399		1101468		1101468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3400		1101469		1101469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3401		1101470		1101470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3402		1101471		1101471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3403		1101472		1101472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3404		1101473		1101473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3405		1101474		1101474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3406		1101475		1101475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3407		1101476		1101476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3408		1101477		1101477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3409		1101478		1101478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3410		1101479		1101479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3411		1101480		1101480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3412		1101481		1101481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3413		1101482		1101482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3414		1101483		1101483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3415		1101484		1101484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3416		1101485		1101485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3417		1101486		1101486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3418		1101487		1101487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3419		1101488		1101488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3420		1101489		1101489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3421		1101490		1101490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3422		1101491		1101491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3423		1101492		1101492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3424		1101493		1101493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3425		1101494		1101494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3426		1101495		1101495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3427		1101496		1101496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3428		1101497		1101497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3429		1101498		1101498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3430		1101499		1101499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3528		1102218		1102218		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3529		1102219		1102219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3530		1102220		1102220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3531		1102221		1102221		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3532		1102222		1102222		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3533		1102363		1102363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3534		1102364		1102364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3535		1102365		1102365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3536		1102366		1102366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3537		1102367		1102367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3538		1102368		1102368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3539		1102369		1102369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3540		1102370		1102370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3541		1102371		1102371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3542		1102372		1102372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3543		1102373		1102373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3544		1102374		1102374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3545		1102375		1102375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3546		1102376		1102376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3547		1102377		1102377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3548		1102378		1102378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3549		1102379		1102379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3550		1102380		1102380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3551		1102381		1102381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3552		1102382		1102382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3553		1102400		1102400		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3554		1102401		1102401		613		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3555		1102402		1102402		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3556		1102403		1102403		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3557		1102404		1102404		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3558		1102405		1102405		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3559		1102406		1102406		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3560		1102407		1102407		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3561		1102408		1102408		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3562		1102409		1102409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3563		1102410		1102410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3564		1102411		1102411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3565		1102412		1102412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3566		1102413		1102413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3567		1102414		1102414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3568		1102415		1102415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3569		1102416		1102416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3570		1102417		1102417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3571		1102418		1102418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3572		1102419		1102419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3573		1102420		1102420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3574		1102421		1102421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3575		1102422		1102422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3576		1102423		1102423		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3577		1102424		1102424		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3578		1102425		1102425		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3579		1102426		1102426		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3580		1102427		1102427		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3581		1102428		1102428		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3582		1102429		1102429		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3583		1102430		1102430		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3584		1102431		1102431		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3585		1102432		1102432		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3586		1102433		1102433		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3587		1102434		1102434		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3588		1102435		1102435		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3589		1102436		1102436		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3590		1102437		1102437		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3591		1102438		1102438		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3592		1102439		1102439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3593		1102440		1102440		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3594		1102441		1102441		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3595		1102442		1102442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3596		1102443		1102443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3597		1102444		1102444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3598		1102445		1102445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3599		1102446		1102446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3600		1102447		1102447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3601		1102448		1102448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3602		1102449		1102449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3603		1102450		1102450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3604		1102451		1102451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3605		1102452		1102452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3606		1102453		1102453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3607		1102454		1102454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3608		1102455		1102455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3609		1102456		1102456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3610		1102457		1102457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3611		1102458		1102458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3612		1102459		1102459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3613		1102460		1102460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3614		1102461		1102461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3615		1102462		1102462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3616		1102463		1102463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3617		1102464		1102464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3618		1102465		1102465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3619		1102466		1102466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3620		1102467		1102467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3621		1102468		1102468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3622		1102469		1102469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3623		1102470		1102470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3624		1102471		1102471		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3625		1102472		1102472		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3626		1102473		1102473		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3627		1200186		1200186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3628		1200187		1200187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3629		1200188		1200188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3630		1200189		1200189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3631		1200190		1200190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3632		1200191		1200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3633		1200192		1200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3634		1200193		1200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3635		1200194		1200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3636		1200195		1200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3637		1200196		1200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3638		1200197		1200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3788		1201163		1201163		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3789		1201164		1201164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3790		1201165		1201165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3791		1201166		1201166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3792		1201167		1201167		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3793		1201168		1201168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3794		1201169		1201169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3795		1201170		1201170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3796		1201171		1201171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3797		1201172		1201172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3798		1201173		1201173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3799		1201174		1201174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3800		1201310		1201310		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3801		1201311		1201311		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3802		1201312		1201312		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3803		1201313		1201313		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3804		1201314		1201314		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3805		1201315		1201315		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3806		1201316		1201316		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3807		1201317		1201317		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3808		1201318		1201318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3809		1201319		1201319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3810		1201320		1201320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3811		1201321		1201321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3812		1201322		1201322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3813		1201323		1201323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3814		1201324		1201324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3815		1201325		1201325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3816		1201326		1201326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3817		1201327		1201327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3818		1201328		1201328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3819		1201329		1201329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3820		1201330		1201330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3821		1201331		1201331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3822		1201332		1201332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3823		1201333		1201333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3824		1201334		1201334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3825		1201335		1201335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3826		1201336		1201336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3827		1201337		1201337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3828		1201338		1201338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3829		1201339		1201339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3830		1201340		1201340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3831		1201341		1201341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3832		1201342		1201342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3833		1201343		1201343		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3834		1201344		1201344		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3835		1201345		1201345		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3836		1201346		1201346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3837		1201347		1201347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3838		1201348		1201348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3839		1201349		1201349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3840		1201350		1201350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3841		1201351		1201351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3842		1201352		1201352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3843		1201353		1201353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3844		1201354		1201354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3845		1201355		1201355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3846		1201356		1201356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3847		1201357		1201357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3848		1201358		1201358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3849		1201359		1201359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3850		1201360		1201360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3851		1201361		1201361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3852		1201362		1201362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3853		1201363		1201363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3854		1201364		1201364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3855		1201365		1201365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3856		1201366		1201366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3857		1201367		1201367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3858		1201368		1201368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3859		1201369		1201369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3860		1201370		1201370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3861		1201371		1201371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3862		1201372		1201372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3863		1201373		1201373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3864		1201374		1201374		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3865		1201375		1201375		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3866		1201376		1201376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3867		1201377		1201377		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3868		1201378		1201378		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3869		1201379		1201379		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3870		1201380		1201380		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3871		1201381		1201381		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3872		1201434		1201434		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3873		1201435		1201435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3874		1201436		1201436		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3875		1201437		1201437		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3876		1201438		1201438		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3877		1201439		1201439		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3878		1201440		1201440		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3879		1201441		1201441		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3880		1201442		1201442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3881		1201443		1201443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3882		1201444		1201444		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3883		1201445		1201445		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3884		1201446		1201446		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3885		1201447		1201447		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3886		1201448		1201448		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3887		1201449		1201449		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3888		1201450		1201450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3889		1201451		1201451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3890		1201452		1201452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3891		1201453		1201453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3892		1201454		1201454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3893		1201455		1201455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3894		1201456		1201456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3895		1201457		1201457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3896		1201458		1201458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3897		1201459		1201459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3898		1201460		1201460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3899		1201461		1201461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3900		1201462		1201462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3901		1201463		1201463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3902		1201464		1201464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3903		1201465		1201465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3904		1201466		1201466		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3905		1201467		1201467		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3906		1201468		1201468		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3907		1300660		1300660		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3908		1300661		1300661		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3909		1300662		1300662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3910		1300663		1300663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3911		1300664		1300664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3912		1300665		1300665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3913		1300666		1300666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3914		1300667		1300667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3915		1300668		1300668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3916		1300669		1300669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3917		1300670		1300670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3918		1300671		1300671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3919		1300672		1300672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3920		1300673		1300673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3921		1300674		1300674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3922		1300675		1300675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3923		1300676		1300676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3924		1300677		1300677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3925		1300678		1300678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3926		1300679		1300679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3927		1300680		1300680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3928		1300681		1300681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3929		1300682		1300682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3930		1300683		1300683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3931		1300684		1300684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3932		1300685		1300685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3933		1300686		1300686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3934		1300687		1300687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3935		1300688		1300688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3936		1300689		1300689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3937		1300690		1300690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3938		1300691		1300691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3939		1300692		1300692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3940		1300693		1300693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3941		1300694		1300694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3942		1300695		1300695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3943		1300696		1300696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3944		1300697		1300697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3945		1300698		1300698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3946		1300699		1300699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3947		1300700		1300700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3948		1300701		1300701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3949		1300702		1300702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3950		1300703		1300703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3951		1300704		1300704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3952		1300705		1300705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3953		1300706		1300706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3954		1300707		1300707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3955		1300708		1300708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3956		1300709		1300709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3957		1300710		1300710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3958		1300711		1300711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3959		1300712		1300712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3960		1300713		1300713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3961		1300714		1300714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3962		1300715		1300715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3963		1300716		1300716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3964		1300717		1300717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3965		1300718		1300718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3966		1300719		1300719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3967		1300720		1300720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3968		1300721		1300721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3969		1300722		1300722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3970		1300723		1300723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3971		1300724		1300724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3972		1300725		1300725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3973		1300726		1300726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3974		1300727		1300727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3975		1300728		1300728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3976		1300729		1300729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3977		1300730		1300730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3978		1300731		1300731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3979		1300732		1300732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3980		1300733		1300733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3981		1300734		1300734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3982		1300735		1300735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3983		1300736		1300736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3984		1300737		1300737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3985		1300738		1300738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3986		1300739		1300739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3987		1300740		1300740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3988		1300741		1300741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4047		1303502		1303502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4048		1303503		1303503		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4049		1303504		1303504		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4050		1303505		1303505		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4051		1303506		1303506		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4052		1303507		1303507		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4053		1303508		1303508		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4054		1303509		1303509		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4055		1303510		1303510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4056		1303511		1303511		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4057		1303512		1303512		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4058		1303557		1303557		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4059		1303558		1303558		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4060		1303559		1303559		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4061		1303560		1303560		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4062		1303561		1303561		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4063		1303562		1303562		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4064		1303563		1303563		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4065		1303564		1303564		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4066		1303565		1303565		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4067		1303566		1303566		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4068		1303567		1303567		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4069		1303568		1303568		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4070		1303569		1303569		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4071		1303570		1303570		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4072		1303571		1303571		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4073		1303572		1303572		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4074		1303573		1303573		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4075		1303574		1303574		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4076		1303575		1303575		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4077		1303576		1303576		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4078		1303577		1303577		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4079		1303578		1303578		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4080		1303579		1303579		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4081		1303580		1303580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4082		1303581		1303581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4083		1303582		1303582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4084		1303583		1303583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4085		1303584		1303584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4086		1303585		1303585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4087		1303586		1303586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4088		1303587		1303587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4089		1303588		1303588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4090		1303589		1303589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4091		1303590		1303590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4092		1303591		1303591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4093		1303592		1303592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4094		1303593		1303593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4095		1303594		1303594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4096		1303595		1303595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4097		1303596		1303596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4098		1303597		1303597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4099		1303598		1303598		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4100		1303599		1303599		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4101		1303600		1303600		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4102		1303601		1303601		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4103		1303602		1303602		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4104		1303603		1303603		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4105		1303604		1303604		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4106		1303605		1303605		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4107		1303606		1303606		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4108		1303607		1303607		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4109		1400113		1400113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4110		1400114		1400114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4111		1400115		1400115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4112		1400116		1400116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4113		1400117		1400117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4114		1400118		1400118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4115		1400119		1400119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4116		1400120		1400120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4117		1400121		1400121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4118		1400122		1400122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4119		1400123		1400123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4120		1400124		1400124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4121		1400125		1400125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4122		1400126		1400126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4123		1400127		1400127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4124		1400128		1400128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4125		1400129		1400129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4126		1400130		1400130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4127		1400131		1400131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4193		1400704		1400704		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4194		1400705		1400705		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4195		1400706		1400706		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4196		1400707		1400707		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4197		1400708		1400708		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4198		1400709		1400709		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4199		1400821		1400821		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4200		1400822		1400822		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4201		1400823		1400823		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4202		1400824		1400824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4203		1400825		1400825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4204		1400826		1400826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4205		1400827		1400827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4206		1400828		1400828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4207		1400829		1400829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4208		1400830		1400830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4209		1400831		1400831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4210		1400832		1400832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4211		1400833		1400833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4212		1400834		1400834		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4213		1400835		1400835		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4214		1400836		1400836		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4215		1400837		1400837		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4216		1400838		1400838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4217		1400839		1400839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4218		1400840		1400840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4219		1400841		1400841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4220		1400842		1400842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4221		1400843		1400843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4222		1400874		1400874		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4223		1400875		1400875		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4224		1400876		1400876		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4225		1400877		1400877		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4226		1400878		1400878		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4227		1400879		1400879		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4228		1400880		1400880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4229		1400881		1400881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4230		1400882		1400882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4231		1400883		1400883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4232		1400884		1400884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4233		1400885		1400885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4234		1400886		1400886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4235		1400887		1400887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4236		1400888		1400888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4237		1400889		1400889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4238		1400890		1400890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4239		1400891		1400891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4240		1400892		1400892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4241		1400893		1400893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4242		1400894		1400894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4243		1400895		1400895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4244		1400896		1400896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4245		1400897		1400897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4246		1400898		1400898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4247		1400899		1400899		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4248		1400900		1400900		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4249		1400901		1400901		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4250		1500148		1500148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4251		1500149		1500149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4252		1500150		1500150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4253		1500151		1500151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4254		1500152		1500152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4255		1500153		1500153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4256		1500154		1500154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4257		1500155		1500155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4258		1500156		1500156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4259		1500157		1500157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4260		1500158		1500158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4261		1500159		1500159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4262		1500160		1500160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4263		1500161		1500161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4264		1500162		1500162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4265		1500163		1500163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4266		1500164		1500164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4267		1500165		1500165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4268		1500166		1500166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4269		1500167		1500167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4270		1500168		1500168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4271		1500169		1500169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4272		1500170		1500170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4273		1500171		1500171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4274		1500172		1500172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4275		1500173		1500173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4276		1500174		1500174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4277		1500175		1500175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4278		1500176		1500176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4279		1500177		1500177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4280		1500178		1500178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4281		1500179		1500179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4282		1500180		1500180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4283		1500181		1500181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4284		1500182		1500182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4285		1500183		1500183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4286		1500184		1500184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4287		1500185		1500185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4288		1500186		1500186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4289		1500187		1500187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4290		1500188		1500188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4378		1500873		1500873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4379		1500874		1500874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4380		1500875		1500875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4381		1500876		1500876		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4382		1500877		1500877		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4383		1500878		1500878		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4384		1500879		1500879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4385		1500880		1500880		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4386		1500881		1500881		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4387		1500882		1500882		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4388		1500883		1500883		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4389		1500884		1500884		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4390		1500885		1500885		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4391		1500886		1500886		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4392		1500887		1500887		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4393		1500888		1500888		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4394		1500889		1500889		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4395		1500890		1500890		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4396		1500891		1500891		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4397		1500892		1500892		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4398		1500893		1500893		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4399		1500894		1500894		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4400		1500895		1500895		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4401		1500896		1500896		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4402		1500897		1500897		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4403		1500898		1500898		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4404		1500899		1500899		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4405		1500900		1500900		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4406		1500901		1500901		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4407		1500902		1500902		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4408		1500903		1500903		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4409		1500904		1500904		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4410		1500905		1500905		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4411		1500995		1500995		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4412		1500996		1500996		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4413		1500997		1500997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4414		1500998		1500998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4415		1500999		1500999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4416		1501000		1501000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4417		1501001		1501001		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4418		1501002		1501002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4419		1501003		1501003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4420		1501004		1501004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4421		1501005		1501005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4422		1501006		1501006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4423		1501007		1501007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4424		1501008		1501008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4425		1501009		1501009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4426		1501010		1501010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4427		1501011		1501011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4428		1501012		1501012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4429		1501013		1501013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4430		1501014		1501014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4431		1501015		1501015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4432		1501016		1501016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4433		1501017		1501017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4434		1501018		1501018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4435		1501019		1501019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4436		1501020		1501020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4437		1501021		1501021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4438		1501022		1501022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4439		1501023		1501023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4440		1501024		1501024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4441		1501025		1501025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4442		1501026		1501026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4443		1501027		1501027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4444		1501028		1501028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4445		1501029		1501029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4446		1501030		1501030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4447		1501031		1501031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4448		1501032		1501032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4449		1501033		1501033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4450		1501034		1501034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4451		1501035		1501035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4452		1501036		1501036		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4453		1501037		1501037		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4454		1501038		1501038		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4455		1600174		1600174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4456		1600175		1600175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4457		1600176		1600176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4458		1600177		1600177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4459		1600178		1600178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4460		1600179		1600179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4461		1600180		1600180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4462		1600181		1600181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4523		1601218		1601218		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4524		1601219		1601219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4525		1601220		1601220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4526		1601221		1601221		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4527		1601222		1601222		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4528		1601223		1601223		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4529		1601365		1601365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4530		1601366		1601366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4531		1601367		1601367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4532		1601368		1601368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4533		1601369		1601369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4534		1601370		1601370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4535		1601371		1601371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4536		1601372		1601372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4537		1601373		1601373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4538		1601374		1601374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4539		1601375		1601375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4540		1601376		1601376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4541		1601377		1601377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4542		1601378		1601378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4543		1601379		1601379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4544		1601380		1601380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4545		1601381		1601381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4546		1601382		1601382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4547		1601383		1601383		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4548		1601384		1601384		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4549		1601385		1601385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4550		1601386		1601386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4551		1601387		1601387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4552		1601388		1601388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4553		1601389		1601389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4554		1601390		1601390		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4555		1601391		1601391		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4556		1601392		1601392		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4557		1601393		1601393		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4558		1601394		1601394		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4559		1601395		1601395		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4560		1601396		1601396		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4561		1601397		1601397		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4562		1601398		1601398		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4563		1601399		1601399		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4564		1601400		1601400		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4565		1601401		1601401		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4566		1601402		1601402		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4567		1601403		1601403		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4568		1601404		1601404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4569		1601423		1601423		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4570		1601424		1601424		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4571		1601425		1601425		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4572		1601426		1601426		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4573		1601427		1601427		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4574		1601428		1601428		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4575		1601429		1601429		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4576		1601430		1601430		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4577		1601431		1601431		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4578		1601432		1601432		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4579		1601433		1601433		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4580		1601434		1601434		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4581		1601435		1601435		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4582		1601436		1601436		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4583		1601437		1601437		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4584		1601438		1601438		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4585		1601439		1601439		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4586		1601440		1601440		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4587		1601441		1601441		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4588		1601442		1601442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4589		1601443		1601443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4590		1601444		1601444		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4591		1601445		1601445		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4592		1601446		1601446		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4593		1601447		1601447		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4594		1601448		1601448		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4595		1601449		1601449		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4596		1601450		1601450		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4597		1601451		1601451		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4598		1601452		1601452		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4599		1601453		1601453		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4600		1601454		1601454		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4601		1601455		1601455		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4602		1601456		1601456		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4603		1601457		1601457		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4604		1601458		1601458		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4605		1601459		1601459		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4606		1601460		1601460		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4607		1601461		1601461		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4608		1601462		1601462		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4609		1601463		1601463		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4610		1601464		1601464		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4611		1601465		1601465		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4612		1601466		1601466		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4613		1601467		1601467		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4614		1601468		1601468		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4615		1601469		1601469		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4616		1601470		1601470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4617		1601471		1601471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4618		1601472		1601472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4619		1601473		1601473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4620		1601474		1601474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4621		1601475		1601475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4622		1601476		1601476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4623		1601477		1601477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4624		1601478		1601478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4625		1601479		1601479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4626		1601480		1601480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4627		1601481		1601481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4628		1601482		1601482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4629		1601483		1601483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4630		1601484		1601484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4631		1601485		1601485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4632		1601486		1601486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4633		1601487		1601487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4634		1601488		1601488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4635		1601489		1601489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4636		1601490		1601490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4637		1601491		1601491		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4638		1601492		1601492		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4639		1601493		1601493		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4640		1700005		1700005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4641		1700006		1700006		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4642		1700007		1700007		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4643		1700008		1700008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4644		1700009		1700009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4645		1700010		1700010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4646		1700011		1700011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4647		1700155		1700155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4648		1700156		1700156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4649		1700157		1700157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4650		1700158		1700158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4651		1700159		1700159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4652		1700160		1700160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4653		1700161		1700161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4654		1700162		1700162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4655		1700163		1700163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4656		1700164		1700164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4657		1700165		1700165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4658		1700166		1700166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4659		1700167		1700167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4660		1700168		1700168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4661		1700169		1700169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4662		1700170		1700170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4663		1700171		1700171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4664		1700172		1700172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4665		1700173		1700173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4666		1700174		1700174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4667		1700175		1700175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4668		1700176		1700176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4669		1700177		1700177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4670		1700178		1700178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4671		1700179		1700179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4672		1700180		1700180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4673		1700181		1700181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4674		1700182		1700182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4675		1700183		1700183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4676		1700184		1700184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4677		1700185		1700185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4678		1700186		1700186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4679		1700187		1700187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4680		1700188		1700188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4681		1700189		1700189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4682		1700190		1700190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4683		1700191		1700191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4684		1700192		1700192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4685		1700193		1700193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4686		1700194		1700194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4687		1700195		1700195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4688		1700196		1700196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4689		1700197		1700197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4690		1700198		1700198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4691		1700199		1700199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4692		1700200		1700200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4693		1700201		1700201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4694		1700202		1700202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4695		1700203		1700203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4696		1700204		1700204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4697		1700205		1700205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4698		1700206		1700206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4699		1700207		1700207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4700		1700208		1700208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4701		1700209		1700209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4702		1700210		1700210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4703		1700211		1700211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4704		1700212		1700212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4705		1700213		1700213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4706		1700214		1700214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4707		1700215		1700215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4708		1700216		1700216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4709		1700217		1700217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4710		1700218		1700218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4711		1700219		1700219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4712		1700220		1700220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4713		1700221		1700221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4714		1700222		1700222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4715		1700223		1700223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4716		1700224		1700224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4717		1700225		1700225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4718		1700226		1700226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4719		1700227		1700227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4720		1700228		1700228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4721		1700229		1700229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4722		1700230		1700230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4723		1700231		1700231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4724		1700232		1700232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4725		1700233		1700233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4726		1700234		1700234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4727		1700235		1700235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4728		1700236		1700236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4729		1700237		1700237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4730		1700238		1700238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4731		1700239		1700239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4732		1700240		1700240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4733		1700241		1700241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4734		1700242		1700242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4735		1700243		1700243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4736		1700244		1700244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4737		1700245		1700245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4738		1700246		1700246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4739		1700247		1700247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4740		1700248		1700248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4741		1700249		1700249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4742		1700250		1700250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4743		1700251		1700251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4744		1700252		1700252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4745		1700253		1700253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4746		1700254		1700254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4747		1700255		1700255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4748		1700256		1700256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4749		1700257		1700257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4750		1700258		1700258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4751		1700259		1700259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4752		1700260		1700260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4753		1700261		1700261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4754		1700262		1700262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4755		1700263		1700263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4756		1700264		1700264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4757		1700265		1700265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4758		1700266		1700266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4759		1700267		1700267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4760		1700268		1700268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4761		1700269		1700269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4762		1700270		1700270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4763		1700271		1700271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4764		1700272		1700272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4765		1700273		1700273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4766		1700274		1700274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4767		1700275		1700275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4768		1700276		1700276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4769		1700277		1700277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4770		1700278		1700278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4771		1700279		1700279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4772		1700280		1700280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4773		1700281		1700281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4774		1700282		1700282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4775		1700283		1700283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4776		1700284		1700284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4777		1700285		1700285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4778		1700286		1700286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4779		1700287		1700287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4780		1700288		1700288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4781		1700289		1700289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4782		1700290		1700290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4783		1700291		1700291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4784		1700292		1700292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4785		1700293		1700293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4786		1700294		1700294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4787		1700295		1700295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4788		1700296		1700296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4789		1700297		1700297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5026		1701091		1701091		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5027		1701092		1701092		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5028		1701093		1701093		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5029		1701094		1701094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5030		1701205		1701205		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5031		1701206		1701206		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5032		1701207		1701207		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5033		1701208		1701208		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5034		1701209		1701209		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5035		1701210		1701210		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5036		1701211		1701211		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5037		1701212		1701212		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5038		1701213		1701213		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5039		1701214		1701214		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5040		1701215		1701215		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5041		1701216		1701216		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5042		1701217		1701217		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5043		1701218		1701218		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5044		1701219		1701219		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5045		1701220		1701220		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5046		1701221		1701221		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5047		1701222		1701222		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5048		1701223		1701223		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5049		1701224		1701224		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5050		1701225		1701225		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5051		1701226		1701226		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5052		1701227		1701227		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5053		1701228		1701228		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5054		1701229		1701229		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5055		1701230		1701230		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5056		1701231		1701231		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5057		1701232		1701232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5058		1701233		1701233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5059		1701234		1701234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5060		1701235		1701235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5061		1701236		1701236		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5062		1701237		1701237		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5063		1701238		1701238		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5064		1701239		1701239		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5065		1701240		1701240		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5066		1701241		1701241		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5067		1701242		1701242		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5068		1701359		1701359		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5069		1701360		1701360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5070		1701361		1701361		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5071		1701362		1701362		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5072		1701363		1701363		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5073		1701364		1701364		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5074		1701365		1701365		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5075		1701366		1701366		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5076		1701367		1701367		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5077		1701368		1701368		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5078		1701369		1701369		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5079		1701370		1701370		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5080		1701371		1701371		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5081		1701372		1701372		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5082		1701373		1701373		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5083		1701374		1701374		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5084		1701375		1701375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5085		1701376		1701376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5086		1701377		1701377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5087		1701378		1701378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5088		1701379		1701379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5089		1701380		1701380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5090		1701381		1701381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5091		1701382		1701382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5092		1701383		1701383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5093		1701384		1701384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5094		1701385		1701385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5095		1701386		1701386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5096		1701387		1701387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5097		1701388		1701388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5098		1701389		1701389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5099		1701390		1701390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5100		1701391		1701391		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5101		1701392		1701392		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5102		1701393		1701393		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5103		1800161		1800161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5104		1800162		1800162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5105		1800163		1800163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5106		1800164		1800164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5107		1800165		1800165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5108		1800166		1800166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5109		1800167		1800167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5110		1800168		1800168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5215		1800749		1800749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5216		1800750		1800750		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5217		1800751		1800751		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5218		1800752		1800752		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5219		1800753		1800753		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5220		1800754		1800754		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5221		1800755		1800755		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5222		1800756		1800756		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5223		1800757		1800757		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5224		1800758		1800758		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5225		1800759		1800759		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5226		1800760		1800760		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5227		1800761		1800761		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5228		1800762		1800762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5229		1800763		1800763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5230		1800764		1800764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5231		1800765		1800765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5232		1800766		1800766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5233		1800926		1800926		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5234		1800927		1800927		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5235		1800928		1800928		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5236		1800929		1800929		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5237		1800930		1800930		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5238		1800931		1800931		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5239		1800932		1800932		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5240		1800933		1800933		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5241		1800934		1800934		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5242		1800935		1800935		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5243		1800936		1800936		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5244		1800937		1800937		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5245		1800938		1800938		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5246		1800973		1800973		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5247		1800974		1800974		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5248		1800975		1800975		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5249		1800976		1800976		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5250		1800977		1800977		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5251		1800978		1800978		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5252		1800979		1800979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5253		1800980		1800980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5254		1800981		1800981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5255		1800982		1800982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5256		1800983		1800983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5257		1800984		1800984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5258		1800985		1800985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5259		1800986		1800986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5260		1800987		1800987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5261		1800988		1800988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5262		1800989		1800989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5263		1800990		1800990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5264		1800991		1800991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5265		1800992		1800992		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5266		1800993		1800993		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5267		1800994		1800994		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5268		1900005		1900005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5269		1900006		1900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5270		1900007		1900007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5271		1900198		1900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5272		1900199		1900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5273		1900200		1900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5274		1900201		1900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5275		1900202		1900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5276		1900203		1900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5277		1900204		1900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5278		1900205		1900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5279		1900206		1900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5280		1900207		1900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5281		1900208		1900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5282		1900209		1900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5283		1900210		1900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5284		1900211		1900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5285		1900212		1900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5286		1900213		1900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5287		1900214		1900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5288		1900215		1900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5289		1900216		1900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5290		1900217		1900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5291		1900218		1900218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5292		1900219		1900219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5293		1900220		1900220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5294		1900221		1900221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5295		1900222		1900222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5296		1900223		1900223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5297		1900224		1900224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5298		1900225		1900225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5299		1900226		1900226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5300		1900227		1900227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5301		1900228		1900228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5302		1900229		1900229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5476		1900671		1900671		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5477		1900672		1900672		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5478		1900673		1900673		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5479		1900674		1900674		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5480		1900675		1900675		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5481		1900676		1900676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5482		1900677		1900677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5483		1900678		1900678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5484		1900679		1900679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5485		1900680		1900680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5486		1900681		1900681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5487		1900682		1900682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5488		1900683		1900683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5489		1900684		1900684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5490		1900685		1900685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5491		1900686		1900686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5492		1900687		1900687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5493		1900688		1900688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5494		1900689		1900689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5495		1900690		1900690		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5496		1900771		1900771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5497		1900772		1900772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5498		1900773		1900773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5499		1900774		1900774		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5500		1900775		1900775		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5501		1900776		1900776		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5502		1900777		1900777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5503		1900778		1900778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5504		1900779		1900779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5505		1900780		1900780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5506		1900781		1900781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5507		1900782		1900782		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5508		1900901		1900901		547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5509		1900902		1900902		547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5510		1900903		1900903		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5511		1900904		1900904		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5512		1900905		1900905		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5513		1900906		1900906		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5514		1900907		1900907		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5515		1900908		1900908		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5516		1900909		1900909		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5517		1900910		1900910		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5518		1900911		1900911		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5519		1900912		1900912		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5520		1900913		1900913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5521		1900914		1900914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5522		1900915		1900915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5523		1900916		1900916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5524		1900917		1900917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5525		1900918		1900918		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5526		1900919		1900919		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5527		1900920		1900920		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5528		1900921		1900921		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5529		2000701		2000701		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5530		2000702		2000702		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5531		2000703		2000703		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5532		2000704		2000704		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5533		2000705		2000705		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5534		2000706		2000706		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5535		2000707		2000707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5536		2000708		2000708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5537		2000709		2000709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5538		2000710		2000710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5539		2000711		2000711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5540		2000712		2000712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5541		2000713		2000713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5542		2000714		2000714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5543		2000715		2000715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5544		2000716		2000716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5545		2000717		2000717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5546		2000718		2000718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5547		2000719		2000719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5548		2000720		2000720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5549		2000721		2000721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5550		2000722		2000722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5551		2000723		2000723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5552		2000724		2000724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5553		2000725		2000725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5554		2000726		2000726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5555		2000727		2000727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5556		2000728		2000728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5557		2000729		2000729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5558		2000730		2000730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5559		2000731		2000731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5560		2000732		2000732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5561		2000733		2000733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5562		2000734		2000734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5563		2000735		2000735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5564		2000736		2000736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5565		2000737		2000737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5566		2000738		2000738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5567		2000739		2000739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5568		2000740		2000740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5569		2000741		2000741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5570		2000742		2000742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5571		2000743		2000743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5572		2000744		2000744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5573		2000745		2000745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5574		2000746		2000746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5575		2000747		2000747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5576		2000748		2000748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5577		2000749		2000749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5578		2000750		2000750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5579		2000751		2000751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5580		2000752		2000752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5581		2000753		2000753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5582		2000754		2000754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5583		2000755		2000755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5584		2000756		2000756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5585		2000757		2000757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5586		2000758		2000758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5587		2000759		2000759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5588		2000760		2000760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5589		2000761		2000761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5590		2000762		2000762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5591		2000763		2000763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5592		2000764		2000764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5593		2000765		2000765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5594		2000766		2000766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5595		2000767		2000767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5596		2000768		2000768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5597		2000769		2000769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5598		2000770		2000770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5599		2000771		2000771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5600		2000772		2000772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5601		2000773		2000773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5602		2000774		2000774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5603		2000775		2000775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5604		2000776		2000776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5605		2000777		2000777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5606		2000778		2000778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5607		2000779		2000779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5608		2000780		2000780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5609		2000781		2000781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5610		2000782		2000782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5611		2000783		2000783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5612		2000784		2000784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5613		2000785		2000785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5614		2000786		2000786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5615		2000787		2000787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5616		2000788		2000788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5617		2000789		2000789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5618		2000790		2000790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5619		2000791		2000791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5620		2000792		2000792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5621		2000793		2000793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5622		2000794		2000794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5623		2000795		2000795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5624		2000796		2000796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5625		2000797		2000797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5626		2000798		2000798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5627		2000799		2000799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5628		2000800		2000800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5629		2000801		2000801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5630		2000802		2000802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5631		2000803		2000803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5632		2000804		2000804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5633		2000805		2000805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5634		2000806		2000806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5635		2000807		2000807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5636		2000808		2000808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5637		2000809		2000809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5638		2000810		2000810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5639		2000811		2000811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5640		2000812		2000812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5641		2000813		2000813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5642		2000814		2000814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5643		2000815		2000815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5644		2000816		2000816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5645		2000817		2000817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5646		2000818		2000818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5647		2000819		2000819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5648		2000820		2000820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5649		2000821		2000821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5650		2000822		2000822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5651		2000823		2000823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5652		2000824		2000824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5653		2000825		2000825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5654		2000826		2000826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5655		2000827		2000827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5656		2000828		2000828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5657		2000829		2000829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5658		2000830		2000830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5659		2000831		2000831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5660		2000832		2000832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5661		2000833		2000833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5662		2000834		2000834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5663		2000835		2000835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5664		2000836		2000836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5665		2000837		2000837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5666		2000838		2000838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5667		2000839		2000839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5668		2000840		2000840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5669		2000841		2000841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5670		2000842		2000842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5671		2000843		2000843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5672		2000844		2000844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5673		2000845		2000845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5674		2000846		2000846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5675		2000847		2000847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5676		2000848		2000848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5677		2000849		2000849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5678		2000850		2000850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5679		2000851		2000851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5680		2000852		2000852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5681		2000853		2000853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5682		2000854		2000854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5683		2000855		2000855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5684		2000856		2000856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5685		2000857		2000857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5686		2000858		2000858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5687		2000859		2000859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5688		2000860		2000860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5689		2000861		2000861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5690		2000862		2000862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5691		2000863		2000863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5692		2000864		2000864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5693		2000865		2000865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5694		2000866		2000866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5695		2000867		2000867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5696		2000868		2000868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5697		2000869		2000869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5698		2000870		2000870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5699		2000871		2000871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5700		2000872		2000872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5701		2000873		2000873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5702		2000874		2000874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5703		2000875		2000875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5704		2000876		2000876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5705		2000877		2000877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5706		2000878		2000878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5707		2000879		2000879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5708		2000880		2000880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5709		2000881		2000881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5710		2000882		2000882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5711		2000883		2000883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5712		2000884		2000884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5713		2000885		2000885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5714		2000886		2000886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5715		2000887		2000887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5716		2000888		2000888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5717		2000889		2000889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5718		2000890		2000890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5719		2000891		2000891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5720		2000892		2000892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5721		2000893		2000893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5722		2000894		2000894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5723		2000895		2000895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5724		2000896		2000896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5725		2000897		2000897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5726		2000898		2000898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5727		2000899		2000899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5728		2000900		2000900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5729		2000901		2000901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5730		2000902		2000902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5731		2000903		2000903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5732		2000904		2000904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5733		2000905		2000905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5734		2000906		2000906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5735		2000907		2000907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5736		2000908		2000908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5737		2000909		2000909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5738		2000910		2000910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5739		2000911		2000911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5740		2000912		2000912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5741		2000913		2000913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5742		2000914		2000914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5743		2000915		2000915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5744		2000916		2000916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5745		2000917		2000917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5746		2000918		2000918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5747		2000919		2000919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5748		2000920		2000920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5749		2000921		2000921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5750		2000922		2000922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5751		2000923		2000923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5752		2000924		2000924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5753		2000925		2000925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5754		2000926		2000926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5755		2000927		2000927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5756		2000928		2000928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5757		2000929		2000929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5758		2000930		2000930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5759		2000931		2000931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5760		2000932		2000932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5761		2000933		2000933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5762		2000934		2000934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5763		2000935		2000935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5764		2000936		2000936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5765		2000937		2000937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5766		2000938		2000938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5767		2000939		2000939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5768		2000940		2000940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5769		2000941		2000941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5770		2000942		2000942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5771		2000943		2000943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5772		2000944		2000944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5773		2000945		2000945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5774		2000946		2000946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5775		2000947		2000947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5776		2000948		2000948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5777		2000949		2000949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5778		2000950		2000950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5779		2000951		2000951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5780		2000952		2000952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5781		2000953		2000953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5782		2000954		2000954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5783		2000955		2000955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5784		2000956		2000956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5785		2000957		2000957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5786		2000958		2000958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5787		2000959		2000959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5788		2000960		2000960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5789		2000961		2000961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5790		2000962		2000962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5791		2000963		2000963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5792		2000964		2000964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5793		2000965		2000965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5794		2000966		2000966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5795		2000967		2000967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5796		2000968		2000968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5797		2000969		2000969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5798		2000970		2000970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5799		2000971		2000971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5800		2000972		2000972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5801		2000973		2000973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5802		2000974		2000974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5803		2000975		2000975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5804		2000976		2000976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5805		2000977		2000977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5806		2000978		2000978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5807		2000979		2000979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5808		2000980		2000980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5809		2000981		2000981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5936		2004322		2004322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5937		2004323		2004323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5938		2004324		2004324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5939		2004325		2004325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5940		2100192		2100192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5941		2100193		2100193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5942		2100194		2100194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5943		2100195		2100195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5944		2100196		2100196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5945		2100197		2100197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5946		2100198		2100198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5947		2100199		2100199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5948		2100200		2100200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5949		2100201		2100201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5950		2100202		2100202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5951		2100203		2100203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5952		2100204		2100204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5953		2100205		2100205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5954		2100206		2100206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5955		2100207		2100207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5956		2100208		2100208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5957		2100209		2100209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5958		2100210		2100210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5959		2100211		2100211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5960		2100212		2100212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5961		2100213		2100213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5962		2100214		2100214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5963		2100215		2100215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5964		2100216		2100216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5965		2100217		2100217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5966		2100218		2100218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5967		2100219		2100219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5968		2100220		2100220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6151		2100906		2100906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6152		2100907		2100907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6153		2100908		2100908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6154		2100909		2100909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6155		2100910		2100910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6156		2100911		2100911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6157		2100912		2100912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6158		2100913		2100913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6159		2100914		2100914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6160		2100915		2100915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6161		2100916		2100916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6162		2100917		2100917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6163		2100918		2100918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6164		2100919		2100919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6165		2100920		2100920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6166		2100921		2100921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6167		2100922		2100922		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6168		2100923		2100923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6169		2101073		2101073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6170		2101074		2101074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6171		2101075		2101075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6172		2101076		2101076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6173		2101077		2101077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6174		2101078		2101078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6175		2101079		2101079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6176		2101080		2101080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6177		2101081		2101081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6178		2101082		2101082		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6179		2101083		2101083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6180		2101084		2101084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6181		2101085		2101085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6182		2101086		2101086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6183		2101097		2101097		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6184		2101098		2101098		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6185		2101099		2101099		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6186		2101100		2101100		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6187		2101101		2101101		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6188		2101102		2101102		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6189		2101103		2101103		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6190		2101104		2101104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6191		2101105		2101105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6192		2101106		2101106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6193		2101107		2101107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6194		2101108		2101108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6195		2101109		2101109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6196		2101110		2101110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6197		2101111		2101111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6198		2101112		2101112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6199		2101113		2101113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6200		2101114		2101114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6201		2101115		2101115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6202		2101116		2101116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6203		2101117		2101117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6204		2101118		2101118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6205		2101119		2101119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6206		2101120		2101120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6207		2101121		2101121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6208		2101122		2101122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6209		2101123		2101123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6210		2101124		2101124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6211		2101125		2101125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6212		2101126		2101126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6213		2101127		2101127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6214		2101128		2101128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6215		2101129		2101129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6216		2101130		2101130		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6217		2101131		2101131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6218		2101132		2101132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6219		2101133		2101133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6220		2101134		2101134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6221		2101135		2101135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6222		2101136		2101136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6223		2101137		2101137		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6224		2101138		2101138		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6225		2101139		2101139		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6226		2101140		2101140		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6227		2200216		2200216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6228		2200217		2200217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6229		2200218		2200218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6230		2200219		2200219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6231		2200220		2200220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6232		2200221		2200221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6233		2200222		2200222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6234		2200223		2200223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6235		2200224		2200224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6236		2200225		2200225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6237		2200226		2200226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6238		2200227		2200227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6239		2200228		2200228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6240		2200229		2200229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6241		2200230		2200230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6324		2200710		2200710		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6325		2200711		2200711		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6326		2200712		2200712		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6327		2200713		2200713		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6328		2200850		2200850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6329		2200851		2200851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6330		2200852		2200852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6331		2200853		2200853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6332		2200854		2200854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6333		2200855		2200855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6334		2200856		2200856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6335		2200857		2200857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6336		2200858		2200858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6337		2200859		2200859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6338		2200860		2200860		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6339		2200861		2200861		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6340		2200862		2200862		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6341		2200863		2200863		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6342		2200864		2200864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6343		2200865		2200865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6344		2200913		2200913		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6345		2200914		2200914		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6346		2200915		2200915		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6347		2200916		2200916		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6348		2200917		2200917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6349		2200918		2200918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6350		2200919		2200919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6351		2200920		2200920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6352		2200921		2200921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6353		2200922		2200922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6354		2200923		2200923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6355		2200924		2200924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6356		2200925		2200925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6357		2200926		2200926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6358		2200927		2200927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6359		2200928		2200928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6360		2200929		2200929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6361		2200930		2200930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6362		2200931		2200931		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6363		2200932		2200932		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6364		2200933		2200933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6365		2200934		2200934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6366		2200935		2200935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6367		2200936		2200936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6368		2200937		2200937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6369		2200938		2200938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6370		2200939		2200939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6371		2200940		2200940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6372		2200941		2200941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6373		2200942		2200942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6374		2200943		2200943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6375		2200944		2200944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6376		2200945		2200945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6377		2200946		2200946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6378		2200947		2200947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6379		2200948		2200948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6380		2200949		2200949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6381		2200950		2200950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6382		2200951		2200951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6383		2200952		2200952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6384		2200953		2200953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6385		2200954		2200954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6386		2200955		2200955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6387		2200956		2200956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6388		2200957		2200957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6389		2200958		2200958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6390		2200959		2200959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6391		2200960		2200960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6392		2200961		2200961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6393		2200962		2200962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6394		2200963		2200963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6395		2200964		2200964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6396		2200965		2200965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6397		2200966		2200966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6398		2200967		2200967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6399		2200968		2200968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6400		2200969		2200969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6401		2200970		2200970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6402		2200971		2200971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6403		2200972		2200972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6404		2200973		2200973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6405		2200974		2200974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6406		2200975		2200975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6407		2200976		2200976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6408		2200977		2200977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6409		2200978		2200978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6410		2200979		2200979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6411		2200980		2200980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6412		2200981		2200981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6413		2200982		2200982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6414		2200983		2200983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6415		2200984		2200984		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6416		2200985		2200985		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6417		2200986		2200986		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6418		2300585		2300585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6419		2300586		2300586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6420		2300587		2300587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6421		2300588		2300588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6422		2300589		2300589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6423		2300590		2300590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6424		2300591		2300591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6425		2300592		2300592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6426		2300593		2300593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6427		2300594		2300594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6428		2300595		2300595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6429		2300596		2300596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6430		2300597		2300597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6431		2300598		2300598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6432		2300599		2300599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6433		2300600		2300600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6434		2300601		2300601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6435		2300602		2300602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6436		2300603		2300603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6437		2300604		2300604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6438		2300605		2300605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6439		2300606		2300606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6440		2300607		2300607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6441		2300608		2300608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6442		2300609		2300609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6443		2300610		2300610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6444		2300611		2300611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6445		2300612		2300612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6446		2300613		2300613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6447		2300614		2300614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6448		2300615		2300615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6449		2300616		2300616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6450		2300617		2300617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6451		2300618		2300618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6452		2300619		2300619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6453		2300620		2300620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6454		2300621		2300621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6455		2300622		2300622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6456		2300623		2300623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6457		2300624		2300624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6458		2300625		2300625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6459		2300626		2300626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6460		2300627		2300627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6461		2300628		2300628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6462		2300629		2300629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6463		2300630		2300630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6464		2300631		2300631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6465		2300632		2300632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6466		2300633		2300633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6467		2300634		2300634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6468		2300635		2300635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6469		2300636		2300636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6470		2300637		2300637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6471		2300638		2300638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6472		2300639		2300639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6473		2300640		2300640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6474		2300641		2300641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6475		2300642		2300642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6476		2300643		2300643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6477		2300644		2300644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6478		2300645		2300645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6479		2300646		2300646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6480		2300647		2300647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6481		2300648		2300648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6482		2300649		2300649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6483		2300650		2300650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6484		2300651		2300651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6485		2300652		2300652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6486		2300653		2300653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6487		2300654		2300654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6488		2300655		2300655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6489		2300656		2300656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6490		2300657		2300657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6491		2300658		2300658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6492		2300659		2300659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6493		2300660		2300660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6494		2300661		2300661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6495		2300662		2300662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6496		2300663		2300663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6497		2300664		2300664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6498		2300665		2300665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6499		2300666		2300666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6500		2300667		2300667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6501		2300668		2300668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6502		2300669		2300669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6503		2300670		2300670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6504		2300671		2300671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6505		2300672		2300672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6506		2300673		2300673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6507		2300674		2300674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6508		2300675		2300675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6509		2300676		2300676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6510		2300677		2300677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6511		2300678		2300678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6512		2300679		2300679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6513		2300680		2300680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6514		2300681		2300681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6515		2300682		2300682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6620		2300867		2300867		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6621		2300868		2300868		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6622		2300869		2300869		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6623		2300870		2300870		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6624		2300871		2300871		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6625		2300872		2300872		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6626		2301002		2301002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6627		2301003		2301003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6628		2301004		2301004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6629		2301005		2301005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6630		2301006		2301006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6631		2301007		2301007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6632		2301008		2301008		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6633		2301009		2301009		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6634		2301010		2301010		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6635		2301011		2301011		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6636		2301012		2301012		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6637		2301013		2301013		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6638		2301031		2301031		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6639		2301032		2301032		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6640		2301033		2301033		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6641		2301034		2301034		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6642		2301035		2301035		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6643		2301036		2301036		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6644		2301037		2301037		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6645		2301038		2301038		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6646		2301039		2301039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6647		2301040		2301040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6648		2301041		2301041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6649		2301042		2301042		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6650		2301043		2301043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6651		2301044		2301044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6652		2301045		2301045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6653		2301046		2301046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6654		2301047		2301047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6655		2301048		2301048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6656		2301049		2301049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6657		2301050		2301050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6658		2301051		2301051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6659		2301052		2301052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6660		2301053		2301053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6661		2301054		2301054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6662		2301055		2301055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6663		2301056		2301056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6664		2301057		2301057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6665		2301058		2301058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6666		2301059		2301059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6667		2301060		2301060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6668		2301061		2301061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6669		2301062		2301062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6670		2301063		2301063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6671		2301064		2301064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6672		2301065		2301065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6673		2301066		2301066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6674		2301067		2301067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6675		2301068		2301068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6676		2301069		2301069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6677		2301070		2301070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6678		2301071		2301071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6679		2301072		2301072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6680		2301073		2301073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6681		2301074		2301074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6682		2301075		2301075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6683		2301076		2301076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6684		2301077		2301077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6685		2301078		2301078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6686		2301079		2301079		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6687		2301080		2301080		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6688		2301081		2301081		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6689		2400217		2400217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6690		2400218		2400218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6691		2400219		2400219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6692		2400220		2400220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6693		2400221		2400221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6694		2400222		2400222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6695		2400223		2400223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6696		2400224		2400224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6697		2400225		2400225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6698		2400226		2400226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6699		2400227		2400227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6700		2400228		2400228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6701		2400229		2400229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6702		2400230		2400230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6703		2400231		2400231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6704		2400232		2400232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6705		2400233		2400233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6706		2400234		2400234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6707		2400235		2400235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6857		2401916		2401916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6858		2401917		2401917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6859		2401918		2401918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6860		2401919		2401919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6861		2401920		2401920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6862		2402092		2402092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6863		2402093		2402093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6864		2402094		2402094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6865		2402095		2402095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6866		2402096		2402096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6867		2402097		2402097		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6868		2402098		2402098		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6869		2402099		2402099		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6870		2402102		2402102		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6871		2402103		2402103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6872		2402104		2402104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6873		2402105		2402105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6874		2402106		2402106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6875		2402107		2402107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6876		2402108		2402108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6877		2402109		2402109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6878		2402110		2402110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6879		2402111		2402111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6880		2402112		2402112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6881		2402113		2402113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6882		2402114		2402114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6883		2402115		2402115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6884		2402116		2402116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6885		2402117		2402117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6886		2402118		2402118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6887		2402119		2402119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6888		2402120		2402120		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6889		2500525		2500525		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6890		2500526		2500526		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6891		2500527		2500527		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6892		2500528		2500528		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6893		2500529		2500529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6894		2500530		2500530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6895		2500531		2500531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6896		2500532		2500532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6897		2500533		2500533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6898		2500534		2500534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6899		2500535		2500535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6900		2500536		2500536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6901		2500537		2500537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6902		2500538		2500538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6903		2500539		2500539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6904		2500540		2500540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6905		2500541		2500541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6906		2500542		2500542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6907		2500543		2500543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6908		2500544		2500544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6909		2500545		2500545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6910		2500546		2500546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6911		2500547		2500547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6912		2500548		2500548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6913		2500549		2500549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6914		2500550		2500550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6915		2500551		2500551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6916		2500552		2500552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6917		2500553		2500553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6918		2500554		2500554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6919		2500555		2500555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6920		2500556		2500556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6921		2500557		2500557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6922		2500558		2500558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6923		2500559		2500559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6924		2500560		2500560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6925		2500561		2500561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6926		2500562		2500562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6927		2500563		2500563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6928		2500564		2500564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6929		2500565		2500565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6930		2500566		2500566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6931		2500567		2500567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6932		2500568		2500568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6933		2500569		2500569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6934		2500570		2500570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6935		2500571		2500571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6936		2500572		2500572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6937		2500573		2500573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6938		2500574		2500574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6939		2500575		2500575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7178		2502452		2502452		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7179		2502453		2502453		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7180		2502454		2502454		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7181		2502455		2502455		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7182		2502456		2502456		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7183		2502457		2502457		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7184		2502458		2502458		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7185		2502459		2502459		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7186		2502460		2502460		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7187		2502461		2502461		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7188		2502616		2502616		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7189		2502617		2502617		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7190		2502618		2502618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7191		2502619		2502619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7192		2502620		2502620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7193		2502621		2502621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7194		2502622		2502622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7195		2502623		2502623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7196		2502624		2502624		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7197		2502625		2502625		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7198		2502626		2502626		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7199		2502627		2502627		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7200		2502630		2502630		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7201		2502631		2502631		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7202		2502632		2502632		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7203		2502633		2502633		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7204		2502634		2502634		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7205		2502635		2502635		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7206		2502636		2502636		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7207		2502637		2502637		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7208		2502638		2502638		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7209		2502639		2502639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7210		2502640		2502640		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7211		2502641		2502641		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7212		2502642		2502642		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7213		2502643		2502643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7214		2502644		2502644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7215		2502645		2502645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7216		2502646		2502646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7217		2502647		2502647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7218		2502648		2502648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7219		2502649		2502649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7220		2502650		2502650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7221		2502651		2502651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7222		2502652		2502652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7223		2502653		2502653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7224		2502654		2502654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7225		2502655		2502655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7226		2502656		2502656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7227		2502657		2502657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7228		2502658		2502658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7229		2502659		2502659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7230		2502660		2502660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7231		2502661		2502661		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7232		2502662		2502662		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7233		2502663		2502663		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7234		2502664		2502664		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7235		2502665		2502665		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7236		2502666		2502666		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7237		2502667		2502667		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7238		2502668		2502668		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7239		2502669		2502669		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7240		2502670		2502670		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7241		2502671		2502671		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7242		2502672		2502672		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7243		2502673		2502673		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7244		2502674		2502674		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7245		2502675		2502675		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7246		2502676		2502676		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7247		2502677		2502677		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7248		2502678		2502678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7249		2502679		2502679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7250		2502680		2502680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7251		2502681		2502681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7252		2502682		2502682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7253		2502683		2502683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7254		2502684		2502684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7255		2502685		2502685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7256		2502686		2502686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7257		2502687		2502687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7258		2502688		2502688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7259		2502689		2502689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7260		2502690		2502690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7261		2502691		2502691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7262		2502692		2502692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7263		2502693		2502693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7264		2502694		2502694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7265		2502695		2502695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7266		2502696		2502696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7267		2502697		2502697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7268		2502698		2502698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7269		2502699		2502699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7270		2502700		2502700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7271		2502701		2502701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7272		2502702		2502702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7273		2502703		2502703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7274		2502704		2502704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7275		2502705		2502705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7276		2502706		2502706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7277		2502707		2502707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7278		2502708		2502708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7279		2502709		2502709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7280		2502710		2502710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7281		2502711		2502711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7282		2502712		2502712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7283		2502713		2502713		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7284		2502714		2502714		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7285		2502715		2502715		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7286		2502716		2502716		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7287		2502717		2502717		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7288		2502718		2502718		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7289		2502719		2502719		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7290		2502720		2502720		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7291		2502721		2502721		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7292		2600438		2600438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7293		2600439		2600439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7294		2600440		2600440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7295		2600441		2600441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7296		2600442		2600442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7297		2600443		2600443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7298		2600444		2600444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7299		2600445		2600445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7300		2600446		2600446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7301		2600447		2600447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7302		2600448		2600448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7303		2600449		2600449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7304		2600450		2600450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7305		2600451		2600451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7306		2600452		2600452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7307		2600453		2600453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7308		2600454		2600454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7309		2600455		2600455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7310		2600456		2600456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7311		2600457		2600457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7312		2600458		2600458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7313		2600459		2600459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7314		2600460		2600460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7315		2600461		2600461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7316		2600462		2600462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7317		2600463		2600463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7318		2600464		2600464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7319		2600465		2600465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7320		2600466		2600466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7321		2600467		2600467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7322		2600468		2600468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7323		2600469		2600469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7324		2600470		2600470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7325		2600471		2600471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7326		2600472		2600472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7327		2600473		2600473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7328		2600474		2600474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7329		2600475		2600475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7330		2600476		2600476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7331		2600477		2600477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7332		2600478		2600478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7333		2600479		2600479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7334		2600480		2600480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7335		2600481		2600481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7336		2600482		2600482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7337		2600483		2600483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7338		2600484		2600484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7339		2600485		2600485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7340		2600486		2600486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7341		2600487		2600487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7342		2600488		2600488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7343		2600489		2600489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7344		2600490		2600490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7345		2600491		2600491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7346		2600492		2600492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7347		2600493		2600493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7348		2600494		2600494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7349		2600495		2600495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7350		2600496		2600496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7351		2600497		2600497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7352		2600498		2600498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7353		2600499		2600499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7354		2600500		2600500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7355		2600501		2600501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7356		2600502		2600502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7357		2600503		2600503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7358		2600504		2600504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7359		2600505		2600505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7360		2600506		2600506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7361		2600507		2600507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7362		2600508		2600508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7363		2600509		2600509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7364		2600510		2600510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7365		2600511		2600511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7366		2600512		2600512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7367		2600513		2600513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7368		2600514		2600514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7369		2600515		2600515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7370		2600516		2600516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7371		2600517		2600517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7372		2600518		2600518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7373		2600519		2600519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7374		2600520		2600520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7375		2600521		2600521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7376		2600522		2600522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7377		2600523		2600523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7378		2600524		2600524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7379		2600525		2600525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7380		2600526		2600526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7381		2600527		2600527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7382		2600528		2600528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7383		2600529		2600529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7384		2600530		2600530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7385		2600531		2600531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7386		2600532		2600532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7387		2600533		2600533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7388		2600534		2600534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7389		2600535		2600535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7390		2600536		2600536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7391		2600537		2600537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7392		2600538		2600538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7393		2600539		2600539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7394		2600540		2600540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7395		2600541		2600541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7396		2600542		2600542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7397		2600543		2600543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7398		2600544		2600544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7399		2600545		2600545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7400		2600546		2600546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7401		2600547		2600547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7402		2600548		2600548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7403		2600549		2600549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7404		2600550		2600550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7405		2600551		2600551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7406		2600552		2600552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7407		2600553		2600553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7408		2600554		2600554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7409		2600555		2600555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7410		2600556		2600556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7411		2600557		2600557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7412		2600558		2600558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7413		2600559		2600559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7414		2600560		2600560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7415		2600561		2600561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7416		2600562		2600562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7417		2600563		2600563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7418		2600564		2600564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7419		2600565		2600565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7420		2600566		2600566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7421		2600567		2600567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7422		2600568		2600568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7423		2600569		2600569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7424		2600570		2600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7425		2600571		2600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7426		2600572		2600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7427		2600573		2600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7428		2600574		2600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7429		2600575		2600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7430		2600576		2600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7431		2600577		2600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7432		2600578		2600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7433		2600579		2600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7434		2600580		2600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7485		2601554		2601554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7486		2601705		2601705		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7487		2601706		2601706		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7488		2601707		2601707		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7489		2601708		2601708		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7490		2601709		2601709		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7491		2601710		2601710		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7492		2601711		2601711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7493		2601712		2601712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7494		2601713		2601713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7495		2601714		2601714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7496		2601715		2601715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7497		2601716		2601716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7498		2601717		2601717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7499		2601718		2601718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7500		2601719		2601719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7501		2601720		2601720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7502		2601721		2601721		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7503		2601722		2601722		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7504		2601723		2601723		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7505		2601724		2601724		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7506		2601725		2601725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7507		2601726		2601726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7508		2601727		2601727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7509		2601728		2601728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7510		2601729		2601729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7511		2601730		2601730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7512		2601731		2601731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7513		2601732		2601732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7514		2601733		2601733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7515		2601734		2601734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7516		2601735		2601735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7517		2601736		2601736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7518		2601737		2601737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7519		2601738		2601738		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7520		2601739		2601739		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7521		2601740		2601740		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7522		2601741		2601741		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7523		2601742		2601742		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7524		2601743		2601743		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7525		2601744		2601744		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7526		2601756		2601756		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7527		2601757		2601757		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7528		2601759		2601759		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7529		2601760		2601760		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7530		2601761		2601761		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7531		2601762		2601762		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7532		2601763		2601763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7533		2601764		2601764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7534		2601765		2601765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7535		2601766		2601766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7536		2601767		2601767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7537		2601768		2601768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7538		2601769		2601769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7539		2601770		2601770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7540		2601771		2601771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7541		2601772		2601772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7542		2601773		2601773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7543		2601774		2601774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7544		2601775		2601775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7545		2601776		2601776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7546		2601777		2601777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7547		2601778		2601778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7548		2601779		2601779		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7549		2601780		2601780		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7550		2601781		2601781		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7551		2601782		2601782		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7552		2700005		2700005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7553		2701097		2701097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7554		2701098		2701098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7555		2701099		2701099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7556		2701100		2701100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7557		2701101		2701101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7558		2701102		2701102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7559		2701103		2701103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7560		2701104		2701104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7561		2701105		2701105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7562		2701106		2701106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7563		2701107		2701107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7564		2701108		2701108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7565		2701109		2701109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7566		2701110		2701110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7567		2701111		2701111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7568		2701112		2701112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7569		2701113		2701113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7570		2701114		2701114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7571		2701115		2701115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7572		2701116		2701116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7573		2701117		2701117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7574		2701118		2701118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7575		2701119		2701119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7576		2701120		2701120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7577		2701121		2701121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7578		2701122		2701122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7579		2701123		2701123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7580		2701124		2701124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7581		2701125		2701125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7582		2701126		2701126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7583		2701127		2701127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7584		2701128		2701128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7585		2701129		2701129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7586		2701130		2701130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7587		2701131		2701131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7588		2701132		2701132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7589		2701133		2701133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7590		2701134		2701134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7591		2701135		2701135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7592		2701136		2701136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7593		2701137		2701137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7594		2701138		2701138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7595		2701139		2701139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7596		2701140		2701140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7597		2701141		2701141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7598		2701142		2701142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7599		2701143		2701143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7600		2701144		2701144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7601		2701145		2701145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7602		2701146		2701146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7603		2701147		2701147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7604		2701148		2701148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7605		2701149		2701149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7606		2701150		2701150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7607		2701151		2701151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7608		2701152		2701152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7609		2701153		2701153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7610		2701154		2701154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7611		2701155		2701155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7612		2701156		2701156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7613		2701157		2701157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7614		2701158		2701158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7615		2701159		2701159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7616		2701160		2701160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7617		2701161		2701161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7618		2701162		2701162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7619		2701163		2701163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7620		2701164		2701164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7621		2701165		2701165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7622		2701166		2701166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7623		2701167		2701167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7624		2701168		2701168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7625		2701169		2701169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7626		2701170		2701170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7627		2701171		2701171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7628		2701172		2701172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7629		2701173		2701173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7630		2701174		2701174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7631		2701175		2701175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7632		2701176		2701176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7633		2701177		2701177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7634		2701178		2701178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7635		2701179		2701179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7802		2701941		2701941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7803		2701942		2701942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7804		2701943		2701943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7805		2701944		2701944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7806		2701945		2701945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7807		2701946		2701946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7808		2702130		2702130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7809		2702131		2702131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7810		2702132		2702132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7811		2702133		2702133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7812		2702134		2702134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7813		2702135		2702135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7814		2702136		2702136		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7815		2702137		2702137		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7816		2702138		2702138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7817		2702139		2702139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7818		2702140		2702140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7819		2702141		2702141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7820		2702142		2702142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7821		2702143		2702143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7822		2702144		2702144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7823		2702145		2702145		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7824		2702146		2702146		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7825		2702147		2702147		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7826		2702148		2702148		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7827		2702149		2702149		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7828		2702150		2702150		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7829		2702151		2702151		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7830		2702152		2702152		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7831		2702153		2702153		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7832		2702154		2702154		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7833		2702155		2702155		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7834		2702156		2702156		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7835		2702157		2702157		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7836		2702158		2702158		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7837		2702159		2702159		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7838		2702160		2702160		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7839		2702161		2702161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7840		2702162		2702162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7841		2702163		2702163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7842		2702164		2702164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7843		2702165		2702165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7844		2702166		2702166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7845		2702167		2702167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7846		2702168		2702168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7847		2702169		2702169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7848		2702170		2702170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7849		2702171		2702171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7850		2702172		2702172		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7851		2702173		2702173		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7852		2702174		2702174		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7853		2702175		2702175		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7854		2702176		2702176		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7855		2702177		2702177		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7856		2702178		2702178		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7857		2702179		2702179		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7858		2702180		2702180		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7859		2702181		2702181		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7860		2702182		2702182		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7861		2702183		2702183		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7862		2702184		2702184		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7863		2702185		2702185		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7864		2702186		2702186		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7865		2702187		2702187		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7866		2702188		2702188		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7867		2702189		2702189		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7868		2702190		2702190		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7869		2702191		2702191		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7870		2702192		2702192		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7871		2702193		2702193		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7872		2702194		2702194		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7873		2702195		2702195		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7874		2702196		2702196		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7875		2702197		2702197		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7876		2702198		2702198		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7877		2702199		2702199		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7878		2702200		2702200		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7879		2702239		2702239		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7880		2702240		2702240		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7881		2702241		2702241		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7882		2702242		2702242		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7883		2702243		2702243		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7884		2702244		2702244		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7885		2702245		2702245		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7886		2702246		2702246		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7887		2702247		2702247		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7888		2702248		2702248		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7889		2702249		2702249		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7890		2702250		2702250		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7891		2702251		2702251		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7892		2702252		2702252		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7893		2702253		2702253		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7894		2702254		2702254		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7895		2702255		2702255		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7896		2702256		2702256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7897		2702257		2702257		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7898		2702258		2702258		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7899		2702259		2702259		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7900		2702260		2702260		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7901		2702261		2702261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7902		2702262		2702262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7903		2702263		2702263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7904		2702264		2702264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7905		2702265		2702265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7906		2702266		2702266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7907		2702267		2702267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7908		2702268		2702268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7909		2702269		2702269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7910		2702270		2702270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7911		2702271		2702271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7912		2702272		2702272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7913		2702273		2702273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7914		2702274		2702274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7915		2702275		2702275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7916		2702276		2702276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7917		2702277		2702277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7918		2702278		2702278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7919		2702279		2702279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7920		2702280		2702280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7921		2702281		2702281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7922		2702282		2702282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7923		2702283		2702283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7924		2702284		2702284		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7925		2702285		2702285		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7926		2702286		2702286		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7927		2702287		2702287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7928		2702288		2702288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7929		2702289		2702289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7930		2702290		2702290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7931		2702291		2702291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7932		2702292		2702292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7933		2702293		2702293		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7934		2702294		2702294		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7935		2702295		2702295		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7936		2702296		2702296		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7937		2702297		2702297		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7938		2702298		2702298		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7939		2702299		2702299		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7940		2702300		2702300		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7941		2702301		2702301		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7942		2702302		2702302		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7943		2800929		2800929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7944		2800930		2800930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7945		2800931		2800931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7946		2800932		2800932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7947		2800933		2800933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7948		2800934		2800934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7949		2800935		2800935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7950		2800936		2800936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7951		2800937		2800937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7952		2800938		2800938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7953		2800939		2800939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7954		2800940		2800940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7955		2800941		2800941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7956		2800942		2800942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7957		2800943		2800943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7958		2800944		2800944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7959		2800945		2800945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7960		2800946		2800946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7961		2800947		2800947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7962		2800948		2800948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7963		2800949		2800949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7964		2800950		2800950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7965		2800951		2800951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7966		2800952		2800952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7967		2800953		2800953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7968		2800954		2800954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7969		2800955		2800955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7970		2800956		2800956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7971		2800957		2800957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7972		2800958		2800958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7973		2800959		2800959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7974		2800960		2800960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7975		2800961		2800961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7976		2800962		2800962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7977		2800963		2800963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7978		2800964		2800964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7979		2800965		2800965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7980		2800966		2800966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7981		2800967		2800967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7982		2800968		2800968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7983		2800969		2800969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7984		2800970		2800970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7985		2800971		2800971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7986		2800972		2800972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7987		2800973		2800973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7988		2800974		2800974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7989		2800975		2800975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7990		2800976		2800976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7991		2800977		2800977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7992		2800978		2800978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7993		2800979		2800979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7994		2800980		2800980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7995		2800981		2800981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7996		2800982		2800982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7997		2800983		2800983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7998		2800984		2800984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7999		2800985		2800985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8000		2800986		2800986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8001		2800987		2800987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8002		2800988		2800988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8003		2800989		2800989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8004		2800990		2800990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8005		2800991		2800991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8006		2800992		2800992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8007		2800993		2800993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8008		2800994		2800994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8009		2800995		2800995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8010		2800996		2800996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8011		2800997		2800997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8012		2800998		2800998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8013		2800999		2800999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8014		2801000		2801000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8015		2801001		2801001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8016		2801002		2801002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8017		2801003		2801003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8018		2801004		2801004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8019		2801005		2801005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8020		2801006		2801006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8021		2801007		2801007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8022		2801008		2801008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8023		2801009		2801009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8024		2801010		2801010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8025		2801011		2801011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8026		2801012		2801012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8027		2801013		2801013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8028		2801014		2801014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8029		2801015		2801015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8030		2801016		2801016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8031		2801017		2801017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8032		2801018		2801018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8033		2801019		2801019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8034		2801020		2801020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8035		2801021		2801021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8036		2801022		2801022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8037		2801023		2801023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8038		2801024		2801024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8039		2801025		2801025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8040		2801026		2801026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8041		2801027		2801027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8042		2801028		2801028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8043		2801029		2801029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8044		2801030		2801030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8045		2801031		2801031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8046		2801032		2801032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8047		2801033		2801033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8048		2801034		2801034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8049		2801035		2801035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8050		2801036		2801036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8051		2801037		2801037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8052		2801038		2801038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8053		2801039		2801039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8054		2801040		2801040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8055		2801041		2801041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8056		2801042		2801042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8057		2801043		2801043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8058		2801044		2801044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8059		2801045		2801045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8060		2801046		2801046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8061		2801047		2801047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8062		2801048		2801048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8063		2801049		2801049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8064		2801050		2801050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8065		2801051		2801051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8066		2801052		2801052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8067		2801053		2801053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8068		2801054		2801054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8069		2801055		2801055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8070		2801056		2801056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8071		2801057		2801057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8072		2801058		2801058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8073		2801059		2801059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8074		2801060		2801060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8075		2801061		2801061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8076		2801062		2801062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8077		2801063		2801063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8078		2801064		2801064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8079		2801065		2801065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8080		2801066		2801066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8081		2801067		2801067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8082		2801068		2801068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8083		2801069		2801069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8084		2801070		2801070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8085		2801071		2801071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8086		2801072		2801072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8087		2801073		2801073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8088		2801074		2801074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8089		2801075		2801075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8090		2801076		2801076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8091		2801077		2801077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8092		2801078		2801078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8093		2801079		2801079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8094		2801080		2801080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8095		2801081		2801081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8096		2801082		2801082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8097		2801083		2801083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8098		2801084		2801084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8099		2801085		2801085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8100		2801086		2801086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8101		2801087		2801087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8102		2801088		2801088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8103		2801089		2801089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8104		2801090		2801090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8105		2801091		2801091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8106		2801092		2801092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8107		2801093		2801093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8108		2801094		2801094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8109		2801095		2801095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8110		2801096		2801096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8111		2801097		2801097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8112		2801098		2801098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8113		2801099		2801099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8114		2801100		2801100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8115		2801101		2801101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8116		2801102		2801102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8117		2801103		2801103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8118		2801104		2801104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8119		2801105		2801105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8120		2801106		2801106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8121		2801107		2801107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8122		2801108		2801108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8123		2801109		2801109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8124		2801110		2801110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8125		2801111		2801111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8126		2801112		2801112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8127		2801113		2801113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8128		2801114		2801114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8129		2801115		2801115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8130		2801116		2801116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8131		2801117		2801117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8132		2801118		2801118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8133		2801119		2801119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8134		2801120		2801120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8135		2801121		2801121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8136		2801122		2801122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8137		2801123		2801123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8138		2801124		2801124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8139		2801125		2801125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8140		2801126		2801126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8141		2801127		2801127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8142		2801128		2801128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8143		2801129		2801129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8144		2801130		2801130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8145		2801131		2801131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8146		2801132		2801132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8147		2801133		2801133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8148		2801134		2801134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8149		2801135		2801135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8150		2801136		2801136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8151		2801137		2801137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8152		2801138		2801138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8153		2801139		2801139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8154		2801140		2801140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8155		2801141		2801141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8156		2801142		2801142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8157		2801143		2801143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8158		2801144		2801144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8159		2801145		2801145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8160		2801146		2801146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8161		2801147		2801147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8162		2801148		2801148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8163		2801149		2801149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8164		2801150		2801150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8165		2801151		2801151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8166		2801152		2801152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8167		2801153		2801153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8168		2801154		2801154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8169		2801155		2801155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8170		2801156		2801156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8171		2801157		2801157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8172		2801158		2801158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8173		2801159		2801159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8174		2801160		2801160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8175		2801161		2801161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8176		2801162		2801162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8177		2801163		2801163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8178		2801164		2801164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8179		2801165		2801165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8180		2801166		2801166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8181		2801167		2801167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8182		2801168		2801168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8183		2801169		2801169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8184		2801170		2801170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8185		2801171		2801171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8186		2801172		2801172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8187		2801173		2801173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8188		2801174		2801174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8189		2801175		2801175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8190		2801176		2801176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8191		2801177		2801177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8192		2801178		2801178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8193		2801179		2801179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8194		2801180		2801180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8195		2801181		2801181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8196		2801182		2801182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8197		2801183		2801183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8198		2801184		2801184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8199		2801185		2801185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8200		2801186		2801186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8201		2801187		2801187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8202		2801188		2801188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8203		2801189		2801189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8204		2801190		2801190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8205		2801191		2801191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8206		2801192		2801192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8207		2801193		2801193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8208		2801194		2801194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8209		2801195		2801195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8210		2801196		2801196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8211		2801197		2801197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8212		2801198		2801198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8213		2801199		2801199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8214		2801200		2801200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8215		2801201		2801201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8216		2801202		2801202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8217		2801203		2801203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8218		2801204		2801204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8219		2801205		2801205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8220		2801206		2801206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8221		2801207		2801207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8222		2801208		2801208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8223		2801209		2801209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8224		2801210		2801210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8225		2801211		2801211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8226		2801212		2801212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8227		2801213		2801213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8228		2801214		2801214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8229		2801215		2801215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8230		2801216		2801216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8231		2801217		2801217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8232		2801218		2801218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8233		2801219		2801219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8234		2801220		2801220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8235		2801221		2801221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8236		2801222		2801222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8237		2801223		2801223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8238		2801224		2801224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8239		2801225		2801225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8240		2801226		2801226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8241		2801227		2801227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8242		2801228		2801228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8243		2801229		2801229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8244		2801230		2801230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8245		2801231		2801231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8246		2801232		2801232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8247		2801233		2801233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8248		2801234		2801234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8249		2801235		2801235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8250		2801236		2801236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8251		2801237		2801237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8252		2801238		2801238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8253		2801239		2801239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8254		2801240		2801240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8255		2801241		2801241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8256		2801242		2801242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8257		2801243		2801243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8258		2801244		2801244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8259		2801245		2801245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8260		2801246		2801246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8261		2801247		2801247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8262		2801248		2801248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8263		2801249		2801249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8264		2801250		2801250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8265		2801251		2801251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8266		2801252		2801252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8267		2801253		2801253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8268		2801254		2801254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8269		2801255		2801255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8270		2801256		2801256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8271		2801257		2801257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8272		2801258		2801258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8273		2801259		2801259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8274		2801260		2801260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8275		2801261		2801261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8276		2801262		2801262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8277		2801263		2801263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8278		2801264		2801264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8279		2801265		2801265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8280		2801266		2801266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8281		2801267		2801267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8282		2801268		2801268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8283		2801269		2801269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8284		2801270		2801270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8285		2801271		2801271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8286		2801272		2801272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8287		2801273		2801273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8288		2801274		2801274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8289		2801275		2801275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8290		2801276		2801276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8291		2801277		2801277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8292		2801278		2801278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8293		2801279		2801279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8294		2801280		2801280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8295		2801281		2801281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8296		2801282		2801282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8297		2801283		2801283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8298		2801284		2801284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8299		2801285		2801285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8300		2801286		2801286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8301		2801287		2801287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8302		2801288		2801288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8303		2801289		2801289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8304		2801290		2801290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8305		2801291		2801291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8306		2801292		2801292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8307		2801293		2801293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8308		2801294		2801294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8309		2801295		2801295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8310		2801296		2801296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8311		2801297		2801297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8312		2801298		2801298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8313		2801299		2801299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8314		2801300		2801300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8315		2801301		2801301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8316		2801302		2801302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8317		2801303		2801303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8318		2801304		2801304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8319		2801305		2801305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8320		2801306		2801306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8321		2801307		2801307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8322		2801308		2801308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8323		2801309		2801309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8324		2801310		2801310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8325		2801311		2801311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8326		2801312		2801312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8327		2801313		2801313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8328		2801314		2801314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8329		2801315		2801315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8330		2801316		2801316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8331		2801317		2801317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8332		2801318		2801318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8333		2801319		2801319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8334		2801320		2801320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8335		2801321		2801321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8336		2801322		2801322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8337		2801323		2801323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8338		2801324		2801324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8339		2801325		2801325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8340		2801326		2801326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8341		2801327		2801327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8342		2801328		2801328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8343		2801329		2801329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8344		2801330		2801330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8345		2801331		2801331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8346		2801332		2801332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8347		2801333		2801333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8348		2801334		2801334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8349		2801335		2801335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8350		2801336		2801336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8351		2801337		2801337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8352		2801338		2801338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8353		2801339		2801339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8354		2801340		2801340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8355		2801341		2801341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8356		2801342		2801342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8357		2801343		2801343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8358		2801344		2801344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8359		2801345		2801345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8360		2801346		2801346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8361		2801347		2801347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8362		2801348		2801348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8363		2801349		2801349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8364		2801350		2801350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8365		2801351		2801351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8366		2801352		2801352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8367		2801353		2801353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8368		2801354		2801354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8369		2801355		2801355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8370		2801356		2801356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8371		2801357		2801357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8372		2801358		2801358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8373		2801359		2801359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8374		2801360		2801360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8375		2801361		2801361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8376		2801362		2801362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8377		2801363		2801363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8378		2801364		2801364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8379		2801365		2801365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8380		2801366		2801366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8381		2801367		2801367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8382		2801368		2801368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8383		2801369		2801369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8384		2801370		2801370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8385		2801371		2801371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8386		2801372		2801372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8387		2801373		2801373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8508		2803982		2803982		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8509		2803983		2803983		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8510		2803984		2803984		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8511		2803985		2803985		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8512		2803986		2803986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8513		2803987		2803987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8514		2803988		2803988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8515		2803989		2803989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8516		2803990		2803990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8517		2803991		2803991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8518		2803992		2803992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8519		2803993		2803993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8520		2803994		2803994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8521		2803995		2803995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8522		2803996		2803996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8523		2803997		2803997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8524		2803998		2803998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8525		2803999		2803999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8526		2804028		2804028		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8527		2804029		2804029		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8528		2804030		2804030		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8529		2804031		2804031		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8530		2804032		2804032		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8531		2804033		2804033		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8532		2804034		2804034		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8533		2804035		2804035		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8534		2804036		2804036		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8535		2804037		2804037		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8536		2804038		2804038		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8537		2804039		2804039		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8538		2804040		2804040		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8539		2804041		2804041		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8540		2804042		2804042		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8541		2804043		2804043		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8542		2804044		2804044		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8543		2804045		2804045		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8544		2804046		2804046		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8545		2804047		2804047		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8546		2804048		2804048		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8547		2804049		2804049		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8548		2804050		2804050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8549		2804051		2804051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8550		2804052		2804052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8551		2804053		2804053		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8552		2804054		2804054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8553		2804055		2804055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8554		2804056		2804056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8555		2804057		2804057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8556		2804058		2804058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8557		2804059		2804059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8558		2804060		2804060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8559		2804061		2804061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8560		2804062		2804062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8561		2804063		2804063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8562		2804064		2804064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8563		2804065		2804065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8564		2804066		2804066		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8565		2804067		2804067		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8566		2804068		2804068		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8567		2804069		2804069		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8568		2804070		2804070		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8569		2804071		2804071		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8570		2804072		2804072		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8571		2804073		2804073		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8572		2804074		2804074		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8573		2904588		100513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8574		2904589		100514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8575		2904590		100515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8576		2904591		100516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8577		2904592		100517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8578		2904593		100518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8579		2904594		100519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8580		2904595		100520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8581		2904596		100521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8582		2904597		100522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8583		2904598		100523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8584		2904599		100524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8585		2904600		100525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8586		2904601		100526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8587		2904602		100527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8588		2904603		100528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8589		2904604		100529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8590		2904605		100530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8591		2904606		100531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8592		2904607		100532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8593		2904608		100533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8594		2904609		100534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8595		2904610		100535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8596		2904611		100536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8597		2904612		100537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8598		2904613		100538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8599		2904614		100539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8600		2904615		100540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8601		2904616		100541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8602		2904617		100542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8603		2904618		100543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8604		2904619		100544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8605		2904620		100545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8606		2904621		100546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8607		2904622		100547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8608		2904623		100548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8609		2904624		100549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8610		2904625		100550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8611		2904626		100551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8612		2904627		100552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8613		2904628		100553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8614		2904629		100554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8615		2904630		100555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8616		2904631		100556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8617		2904632		100557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8618		2904633		100558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8619		2904634		100559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8620		2904635		100560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8621		2904636		100561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8622		2904637		100562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8623		2904638		100563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8624		2904639		100564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8625		2904640		100565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8626		2904641		100566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8627		2904642		100567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8628		2904643		100568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8629		2904644		100569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8630		2904645		100570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8631		2904646		100571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8632		2904647		100572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8633		2904648		100573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8634		2904649		100574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8635		2904650		100575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8636		2904651		100576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8637		2904652		100577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8638		2904653		100578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8639		2904654		100579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8640		2904655		100580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8641		2904656		100581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8642		2904657		100582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8643		2904658		100583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8644		2904659		100584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8645		2904660		100585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8646		2904661		100586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8647		2904662		100587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8648		2904663		100588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8649		2904664		100589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8650		2904665		100590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8651		2904666		100591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8652		2904667		100592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8653		2904668		100593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8654		2904669		100594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8655		2904670		100595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8656		2904671		100596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8657		2904672		100597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8658		2904673		100598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8659		2904674		100599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8660		2904675		100600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8661		2904676		100601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8662		2904677		100602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8663		2904678		100603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8664		2904679		100604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8665		2904680		100605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8666		2904681		100606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8667		2904682		100607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8668		2904683		100608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8669		2904684		100609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8670		2904685		100610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8671		2904686		100611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8672		2904687		100612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8673		2904688		100613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8674		2904689		100614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8675		2904690		100615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8676		2904691		100616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8677		2904692		100617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8678		2904693		100618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8679		2904694		100619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8680		2904695		100620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8681		2904696		100621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8682		2904697		100622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8683		2904698		100623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8684		2904699		100624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8685		2904700		100625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8686		2904701		100626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8687		2904702		100627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8688		2904703		100628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8689		2904704		100629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8690		2904705		100630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8691		2904706		100631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8692		2904707		100632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8693		2904708		100633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8694		2904709		100634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8695		2904710		100635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8696		2904711		100636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8697		2904712		100637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8698		2904713		100638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8699		2904714		100639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8700		2904715		100640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8701		2904716		100641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8702		2904717		100642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8703		2904718		100643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8704		2904719		100644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8705		2904720		100645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8706		2904721		100646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8707		2904722		100647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8708		2904723		100648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9044		2905847		101772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9045		2905996		101921		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9046		2905997		101922		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9047		2905998		101923		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9048		2905999		101924		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9049		2906000		101925		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9050		2906001		101926		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9051		2906002		101927		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9052		2906003		101928		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9053		2906004		101929		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9054		2906005		101930		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9055		2906006		101931		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9056		2906007		101932		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9057		2906008		101933		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9058		2906009		101934		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9059		2906010		101935		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9060		2906011		101936		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9061		2906012		101937		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9062		2906013		101938		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9063		2906014		101939		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9064		2906015		101940		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9065		2906016		101941		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9066		2906017		101942		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9067		2906018		101943		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9068		2906019		101944		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9069		2906020		101945		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9070		2906021		101946		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9071		2906022		101947		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9072		2906064		101989		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9073		2906065		101990		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9074		2906066		101991		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9075		2906067		101992		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9076		2906068		101993		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9077		2906069		101994		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9078		2906070		101995		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9079		2906071		101996		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9080		2906072		101997		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9081		2906073		101998		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9082		2906074		101999		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9083		2906075		102000		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9084		2906076		102001		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9085		2906077		102002		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9086		2906078		102003		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9087		2906079		102004		628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9088		2906080		102005		629		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9089		2906081		102006		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9090		2906082		102007		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9091		2906083		102008		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9092		2906084		102009		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9093		2906085		102010		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9094		2906086		102011		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9095		2906087		102012		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9096		2906088		102013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9097		2906089		102014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9098		2906090		102015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9099		2906091		102016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9100		2906092		102017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9101		2906093		102018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9102		2906094		102019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9103		2906095		102020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9104		2906096		102021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9105		2906097		102022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9106		2906098		102023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9107		2906099		102024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9108		2906100		102025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9109		2906101		102026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9110		2906102		102027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9111		2906103		102028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9112		2906104		102029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9113		2906105		102030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9114		2906106		102031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9115		2906107		102032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9116		2906108		102033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9117		2906109		102034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9118		2906110		102035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9119		2906111		102036		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9120		2906112		102037		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9121		2906113		102038		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9122		2906114		102039		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9123		2906115		102040		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9124		2906116		102041		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9125		2906117		102042		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9126		2906118		102043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9127		2906119		102044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9128		2906120		102045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9129		2906121		102046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9130		2906122		102047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9131		2906123		102048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9132		2906124		102049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9133		2906125		102050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9134		2906126		102051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9135		2906127		102052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9136		2906128		102053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9137		2906129		102054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9138		2906130		102055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9139		2906131		102056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9140		2906132		102057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9141		2906133		102058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9142		2906134		102059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9143		2906135		102060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9144		2906136		102061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9145		2906137		102062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9146		2906138		102063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9147		2906139		102064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9148		2906140		102065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9149		2906141		102066		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9150		2906142		102067		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9151		2906143		102068		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9152		3004158		200083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9153		3004159		200084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9154		3004160		200085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9155		3004161		200086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9156		3004162		200087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9157		3004163		200088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9158		3004164		200089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9159		3004165		200090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9296		3004926		200851		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9297		3005069		200994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9298		3005070		200995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9299		3005071		200996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9300		3005072		200997		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9301		3005073		200998		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9302		3005074		200999		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9303		3005075		201000		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9304		3005076		201001		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9305		3005106		201031		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9306		3005107		201032		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9307		3005108		201033		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9308		3005109		201034		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9309		3005110		201035		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9310		3005111		201036		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9311		3005112		201037		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9312		3005113		201038		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9313		3005114		201039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9314		3005115		201040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9315		3005116		201041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9316		3005117		201042		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9317		3005118		201043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9318		3005119		201044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9319		3005120		201045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9320		3005121		201046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9321		3005122		201047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9322		3005123		201048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9323		3005124		201049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9324		3005125		201050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9325		3005126		201051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9326		3005127		201052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9327		3005128		201053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9328		3005129		201054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9329		3005130		201055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9330		3005131		201056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9331		3005132		201057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9332		3005133		201058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9333		3005134		201059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9334		3005135		201060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9335		3005136		201061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9336		3005137		201062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9337		3005138		201063		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9338		3005139		201064		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9339		3005140		201065		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9340		3104080		300005		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9341		3104237		300162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9342		3104238		300163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9343		3104239		300164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9435		3104624		300549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9436		3104625		300550		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9437		3104626		300551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9438		3104627		300552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9439		3104628		300553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9440		3104629		300554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9441		3104630		300555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9442		3104631		300556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9443		3104632		300557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9444		3104633		300558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9445		3104693		300618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9446		3104694		300619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9447		3104695		300620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9448		3104696		300621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9449		3104697		300622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9450		3104698		300623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9451		3104699		300624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9452		3104700		300625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9453		3104701		300626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9454		3104702		300627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9455		3104703		300628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9456		3104704		300629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9457		3104705		300630		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9458		3104706		300631		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9459		3104707		300632		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9460		3104708		300633		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9461		3104709		300634		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9462		3104710		300635		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9463		3104711		300636		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9464		3104712		300637		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9465		3104713		300638		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9466		3104714		300639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9467		3104715		300640		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9468		3104716		300641		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9469		3204235		400160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9470		3204236		400161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9471		3204237		400162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9472		3204238		400163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9473		3204239		400164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9474		3204240		400165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9475		3204241		400166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9476		3204242		400167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9477		3204243		400168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9478		3204244		400169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9479		3204245		400170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9480		3204246		400171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9481		3204247		400172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9482		3204248		400173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9483		3204249		400174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9484		3204250		400175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9485		3204251		400176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9486		3204252		400177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9487		3204253		400178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9488		3204254		400179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9489		3204255		400180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9490		3204256		400181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9491		3204257		400182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9492		3204258		400183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9583		3204669		400594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9584		3204670		400595		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9585		3204671		400596		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9586		3204672		400597		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9587		3204673		400598		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9588		3204674		400599		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9589		3204675		400600		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9590		3204676		400601		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9591		3204677		400602		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9592		3204678		400603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9593		3204679		400604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9594		3204680		400605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9595		3204681		400606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9596		3204682		400607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9597		3204786		400711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9598		3204787		400712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9599		3204788		400713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9600		3204789		400714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9601		3204790		400715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9602		3204791		400716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9603		3204792		400717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9604		3204793		400718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9605		3204794		400719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9606		3204795		400720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9607		3204796		400721		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9608		3204843		400768		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9609		3204844		400769		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9610		3204845		400770		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9611		3204846		400771		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9612		3204847		400772		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9613		3204848		400773		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9614		3204849		400774		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9615		3204850		400775		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9616		3204851		400776		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9617		3204852		400777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9618		3204853		400778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9619		3204854		400779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9620		3204855		400780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9621		3204856		400781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9622		3204857		400782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9623		3204858		400783		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9624		3204859		400784		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9625		3204860		400785		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9626		3204861		400786		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9627		3204862		400787		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9628		3304160		500085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9629		3304161		500086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9630		3304162		500087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9631		3304163		500088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9632		3304164		500089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9633		3304165		500090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9634		3304166		500091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9635		3304167		500092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9636		3304168		500093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9726		3304474		500399		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9727		3304475		500400		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9728		3304476		500401		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9729		3304477		500402		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9730		3304478		500403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9731		3304479		500404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9732		3304480		500405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9733		3304481		500406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9734		3304482		500407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9735		3304483		500408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9736		3304484		500409		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9737		3304485		500410		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9738		3304486		500411		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9739		3304487		500412		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9740		3304488		500413		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9741		3304489		500414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9742		3304490		500415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9743		3304491		500416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9744		3304492		500417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9745		3304493		500418		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9746		3304494		500419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9747		3304495		500420		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9748		3304496		500421		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9749		3304497		500422		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9750		3304498		500423		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9751		3304499		500424		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9752		3304500		500425		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9753		3304501		500426		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9754		3304502		500427		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9755		3304503		500428		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9756		3304504		500429		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9757		3304605		500530		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9758		3304606		500531		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9759		3304607		500532		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9760		3304608		500533		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9761		3304609		500534		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9762		3304610		500535		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9763		3304611		500536		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9764		3304612		500537		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9765		3304613		500538		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9766		3304614		500539		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9767		3304615		500540		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9768		3304616		500541		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9769		3304617		500542		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9770		3304618		500543		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9771		3304619		500544		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9772		3304620		500545		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9773		3304621		500546		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9774		3304622		500547		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9775		3304623		500548		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9776		3304624		500549		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9777		3304625		500550		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9778		3304626		500551		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9779		3304627		500552		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9780		3304628		500553		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9781		3304629		500554		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9782		3304630		500555		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9783		3304631		500556		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9784		3304632		500557		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9785		3304633		500558		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9786		3304634		500559		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9787		3304635		500560		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9788		3304646		500571		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9789		3304647		500572		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9790		3304648		500573		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9791		3304649		500574		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9792		3304650		500575		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9793		3304651		500576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9794		3304652		500577		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9795		3304653		500578		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9796		3304654		500579		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9797		3404324		600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9798		3404325		600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9799		3404326		600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9800		3404327		600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9801		3404328		600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9802		3404329		600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9803		3404330		600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9804		3404331		600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9805		3404332		600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9806		3404333		600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9807		3404334		600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9808		3404335		600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9809		3404336		600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9810		3404337		600262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9811		3404338		600263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9812		3404339		600264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9813		3404340		600265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9814		3404341		600266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9815		3404342		600267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9816		3404343		600268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9817		3404344		600269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9818		3404345		600270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9819		3404346		600271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9820		3404347		600272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9821		3404348		600273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9822		3404349		600274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9823		3404350		600275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9824		3404351		600276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9825		3404352		600277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9826		3404353		600278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9899		3405392		601317		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9900		3405551		601476		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9901		3405552		601477		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9902		3405553		601478		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9903		3405554		601479		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9904		3405555		601480		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9905		3405556		601481		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9906		3405557		601482		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9907		3405558		601483		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9908		3405559		601484		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9909		3405560		601485		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9910		3405561		601486		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9911		3405562		601487		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9912		3405563		601488		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9913		3405564		601489		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9914		3405565		601490		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9915		3405613		601538		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9916		3405614		601539		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9917		3405615		601540		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9918		3405616		601541		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9919		3405617		601542		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9920		3405618		601543		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9921		3405619		601544		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9922		3405620		601545		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9923		3405621		601546		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9924		3405622		601547		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9925		3405623		601548		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9926		3405624		601549		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9927		3405625		601550		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9928		3405626		601551		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9929		3405627		601552		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9930		3405628		601553		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9931		3405629		601554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9932		3405630		601555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9933		3405631		601556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9934		3405632		601557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9935		3405633		601558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9936		3405634		601559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9937		3405635		601560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9938		3405636		601561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9939		3405637		601562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9940		3405638		601563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9941		3405639		601564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9942		3405640		601565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9943		3405641		601566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9944		3405642		601567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9945		3405643		601568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9946		3405644		601569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9947		3405645		601570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9948		3405646		601571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9949		3405647		601572		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9950		3405648		601573		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9951		3405649		601574		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9952		3405650		601575		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9953		3405651		601576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9954		3405652		601577		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9955		3405653		601578		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9956		3405654		601579		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9957		3405655		601580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9958		3405656		601581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9959		3405657		601582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9960		3405658		601583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9961		3405659		601584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9962		3405660		601585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9963		3405661		601586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9964		3405662		601587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9965		3405663		601588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9966		3405664		601589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9967		3405665		601590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9968		3405666		601591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9969		3405667		601592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9970		3405668		601593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9971		3405669		601594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9972		3405670		601595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9973		3405671		601596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9974		3405672		601597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9975		3405673		601598		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9976		3405674		601599		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9977		3405675		601600		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9978		3405676		601601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9979		3405677		601602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9980		3405678		601603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9981		3405679		601604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9982		3405680		601605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9983		3405681		601606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9984		3405682		601607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9985		3405683		601608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9986		3405684		601609		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9987		3405685		601610		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9988		3405686		601611		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9989		3405687		601612		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9990		3405688		601613		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9991		3405689		601614		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9992		3405690		601615		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9993		3405691		601616		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9994		3405692		601617		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9995		3405693		601618		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9996		3405694		601619		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9997		3405695		601620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9998		3405696		601621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9999		3405697		601622		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10000		3405698		601623		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10001		3405699		601624		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10002		3405700		601625		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10003		3504211		700136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10004		3504212		700137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10005		3504213		700138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10006		3504214		700139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10007		3504215		700140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10008		3504216		700141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10009		3504217		700142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10010		3504218		700143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10011		3504219		700144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10012		3504220		700145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10013		3504221		700146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10014		3504222		700147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10015		3504223		700148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10016		3504224		700149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10017		3504225		700150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10018		3504226		700151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10019		3504227		700152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10020		3504228		700153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10021		3504229		700154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10022		3504230		700155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10023		3504231		700156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10024		3504232		700157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10025		3504233		700158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10026		3504234		700159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10027		3504235		700160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10028		3504236		700161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10029		3504237		700162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10030		3504238		700163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10031		3504239		700164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10032		3504240		700165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10033		3504241		700166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10034		3504242		700167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10035		3504243		700168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10036		3504244		700169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10037		3504245		700170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10117		3505659		701584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10118		3505660		701585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10119		3505661		701586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10120		3505662		701587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10121		3505663		701588		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10122		3505664		701589		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10123		3505665		701590		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10124		3505666		701591		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10125		3505667		701592		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10126		3505668		701593		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10127		3505669		701594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10128		3505670		701595		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10129		3505789		701714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10130		3505790		701715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10131		3505791		701716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10132		3505792		701717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10133		3505793		701718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10134		3505794		701719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10135		3505795		701720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10136		3505796		701721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10137		3505797		701722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10138		3505798		701723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10139		3505799		701724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10140		3505800		701725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10141		3505801		701726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10142		3505802		701727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10143		3505803		701728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10144		3505837		701762		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10145		3505838		701763		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10146		3505839		701764		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10147		3505840		701765		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10148		3505841		701766		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10149		3505842		701767		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10150		3505843		701768		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10151		3505844		701769		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10152		3505845		701770		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10153		3505846		701771		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10154		3505847		701772		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10155		3505848		701773		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10156		3505849		701774		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10157		3505850		701775		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10158		3505851		701776		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10159		3505852		701777		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10160		3505853		701778		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10161		3505854		701779		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10162		3505855		701780		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10163		3505856		701781		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10164		3505857		701782		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10165		3505858		701783		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10166		3505859		701784		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10167		3505860		701785		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10168		3505861		701786		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10169		3505862		701787		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10170		3505863		701788		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10171		3505864		701789		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10172		3505865		701790		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10173		3505866		701791		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10174		3505867		701792		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10175		3505868		701793		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10176		3505869		701794		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10177		3505870		701795		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10178		3505871		701796		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10179		3505872		701797		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10180		3505873		701798		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10181		3505874		701799		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10182		3505875		701800		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10183		3505876		701801		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10184		3505877		701802		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10185		3505878		701803		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10186		3505879		701804		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10187		3505880		701805		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10188		3505881		701806		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10189		3505882		701807		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10190		3505883		701808		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10191		3505884		701809		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10192		3505885		701810		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10193		3505886		701811		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10194		3505887		701812		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10195		3505888		701813		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10196		3505889		701814		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10197		3505890		701815		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10198		3505891		701816		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10199		3505892		701817		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10200		3505893		701818		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10201		3505894		701819		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10202		3604259		800184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10203		3604260		800185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10204		3604261		800186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10205		3604262		800187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10206		3604263		800188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10207		3604264		800189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10208		3604265		800190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10209		3604266		800191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10210		3604267		800192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10211		3604268		800193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10212		3604269		800194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10213		3604270		800195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10214		3604271		800196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10215		3604272		800197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10216		3604273		800198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10217		3604274		800199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10218		3604275		800200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10219		3604276		800201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10220		3604277		800202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10221		3604278		800203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10222		3604279		800204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10223		3604280		800205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10224		3604281		800206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10225		3604282		800207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10226		3604283		800208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10227		3604284		800209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10228		3604285		800210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10229		3604286		800211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10230		3604287		800212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10231		3604288		800213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10232		3604289		800214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10233		3604290		800215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10234		3604291		800216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10235		3604292		800217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10236		3604293		800218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10237		3604294		800219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10238		3604295		800220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10239		3604296		800221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10240		3604297		800222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10241		3604298		800223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10242		3604299		800224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10243		3604300		800225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10244		3604301		800226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10245		3604302		800227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10246		3604303		800228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10247		3604304		800229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10345		3605411		801336		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10346		3605412		801337		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10347		3605413		801338		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10348		3605414		801339		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10349		3605415		801340		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10350		3605416		801341		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10351		3605417		801342		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10352		3605418		801343		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10353		3605419		801344		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10354		3605420		801345		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10355		3605421		801346		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10356		3605422		801347		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10357		3605547		801472		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10358		3605548		801473		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10359		3605549		801474		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10360		3605550		801475		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10361		3605551		801476		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10362		3605552		801477		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10363		3605553		801478		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10364		3605554		801479		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10365		3605585		801510		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10366		3605586		801511		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10367		3605587		801512		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10368		3605588		801513		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10369		3605589		801514		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10370		3605590		801515		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10371		3605591		801516		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10372		3605592		801517		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10373		3605593		801518		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10374		3605594		801519		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10375		3605595		801520		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10376		3605596		801521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10377		3605597		801522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10378		3605598		801523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10379		3605599		801524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10380		3605600		801525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10381		3605601		801526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10382		3605602		801527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10383		3605603		801528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10384		3605604		801529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10385		3605605		801530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10386		3605606		801531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10387		3605607		801532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10388		3605608		801533		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10389		3605609		801534		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10390		3605610		801535		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10391		3704844		900769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10392		3704845		900770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10393		3704846		900771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10394		3704847		900772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10395		3704848		900773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10396		3704849		900774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10397		3704850		900775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10398		3704851		900776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10399		3704852		900777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10400		3704853		900778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10401		3704854		900779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10402		3704855		900780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10403		3704856		900781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10404		3704857		900782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10405		3704858		900783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10406		3704859		900784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10407		3704860		900785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10408		3704861		900786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10409		3704862		900787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10410		3704863		900788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10411		3704864		900789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10412		3704865		900790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10413		3704866		900791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10414		3704867		900792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10415		3704868		900793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10416		3704869		900794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10417		3704870		900795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10418		3704871		900796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10419		3704872		900797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10420		3704873		900798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10421		3704874		900799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10422		3704875		900800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10423		3704876		900801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10424		3704877		900802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10425		3704878		900803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10426		3704879		900804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10427		3704880		900805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10428		3704881		900806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10429		3704882		900807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10430		3704883		900808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10431		3704884		900809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10432		3704885		900810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10433		3704886		900811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10434		3704887		900812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10435		3704888		900813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10436		3704889		900814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10437		3704890		900815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10438		3704891		900816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10439		3704892		900817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10440		3704893		900818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10441		3704894		900819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10442		3704895		900820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10443		3704896		900821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10444		3704897		900822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10445		3704898		900823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10446		3704899		900824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10447		3704900		900825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10448		3704901		900826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10449		3704902		900827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10450		3704903		900828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10451		3704904		900829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10452		3704905		900830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10453		3704906		900831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10454		3704907		900832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10455		3704908		900833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10456		3704909		900834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10457		3704910		900835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10458		3704911		900836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10459		3704912		900837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10460		3704913		900838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10461		3704914		900839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10462		3704915		900840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10463		3704916		900841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10464		3704917		900842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10465		3704918		900843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10466		3704919		900844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10467		3704920		900845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10468		3704921		900846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10469		3704922		900847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10470		3704923		900848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10471		3704924		900849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10472		3704925		900850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10473		3704926		900851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10474		3704927		900852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10475		3704928		900853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10476		3704929		900854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10477		3704930		900855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10478		3704931		900856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10479		3704932		900857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10480		3704933		900858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10481		3704934		900859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10482		3704935		900860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10483		3704936		900861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10484		3704937		900862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10485		3704938		900863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10486		3704939		900864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10487		3704940		900865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10488		3704941		900866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10489		3704942		900867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10490		3704943		900868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10491		3704944		900869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10492		3704945		900870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10493		3704946		900871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10494		3704947		900872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10495		3704948		900873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10496		3704949		900874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10497		3704950		900875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10498		3704951		900876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10499		3704952		900877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10500		3704953		900878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10501		3704954		900879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10502		3704955		900880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10503		3704956		900881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10504		3704957		900882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10505		3704958		900883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10506		3704959		900884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10507		3704960		900885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10508		3704961		900886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10509		3704962		900887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10510		3704963		900888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10511		3704964		900889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10512		3704965		900890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10513		3704966		900891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10514		3704967		900892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10515		3704968		900893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10516		3704969		900894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10517		3704970		900895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10518		3704971		900896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10519		3704972		900897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10520		3704973		900898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10521		3704974		900899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10522		3704975		900900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10523		3704976		900901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10524		3704977		900902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10525		3704978		900903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10526		3704979		900904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10527		3704980		900905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10528		3704981		900906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10529		3704982		900907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10530		3704983		900908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10531		3704984		900909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10532		3704985		900910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10533		3704986		900911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10534		3704987		900912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10535		3704988		900913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10536		3704989		900914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10537		3704990		900915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10538		3704991		900916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10539		3704992		900917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10540		3704993		900918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10541		3704994		900919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10542		3704995		900920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10543		3704996		900921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10544		3704997		900922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10545		3704998		900923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10546		3704999		900924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10547		3705000		900925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10548		3705001		900926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10549		3705002		900927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10550		3705003		900928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10551		3705004		900929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10552		3705005		900930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10553		3705006		900931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10554		3705007		900932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10555		3705008		900933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10556		3705009		900934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10557		3705010		900935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10558		3705011		900936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10559		3705012		900937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10560		3705013		900938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10561		3705014		900939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10562		3705015		900940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10778		3705793		901718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10779		3705794		901719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10780		3705795		901720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10781		3705796		901721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10782		3705797		901722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10783		3705798		901723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10784		3705799		901724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10785		3705800		901725		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10786		3705801		901726		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10787		3705802		901727		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10788		3705803		901728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10789		3705804		901729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10790		3705805		901730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10791		3705806		901731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10792		3705807		901732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10793		3705808		901733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10794		3705809		901734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10795		3705810		901735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10796		3705811		901736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10797		3705812		901737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10798		3705813		901738		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10799		3705814		901739		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10800		3705815		901740		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10801		3705816		901741		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10802		3705896		901821		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10803		3705899		901824		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10804		3705900		901825		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10805		3705901		901826		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10806		3705902		901827		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10807		3705903		901828		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10808		3705904		901829		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10809		3705905		901830		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10810		3705906		901831		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10811		3705907		901832		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10812		3705908		901833		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10813		3705909		901834		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10814		3705910		901835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10815		3705911		901836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10816		3705912		901837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10817		3705913		901838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10818		3705914		901839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10819		3705915		901840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10820		3705916		901841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10821		3705917		901842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10822		3705918		901843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10823		3705919		901844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10824		3705920		901845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10825		3705921		901846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10826		3705922		901847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10827		3705923		901848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10828		3705924		901849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10829		3705925		901850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10830		3705926		901851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10831		3705927		901852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10832		3705928		901853		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10833		3705929		901854		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10834		3705930		901855		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10835		3705931		901856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10836		3705932		901857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10837		3705933		901858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10838		3705934		901859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10839		3705935		901860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10840		3705936		901861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10841		3705937		901862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10842		3705938		901863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10843		3705939		901864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10844		3705940		901865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10845		3705941		901866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10846		3705942		901867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10847		3705943		901868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10848		3705944		901869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10849		3705945		901870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10850		3705946		901871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10851		3705947		901872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10852		3705948		901873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10853		3705949		901874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10854		3705950		901875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10855		3705951		901876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10856		3705952		901877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10857		3705953		901878		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10858		3705954		901879		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10859		3705955		901880		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10860		3804195		1000120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10861		3804196		1000121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10900		3805554		1001479		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10901		3805555		1001480		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10902		3805556		1001481		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10903		3805701		1001626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10904		3805702		1001627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10905		3805703		1001628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10906		3805704		1001629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10907		3805705		1001630		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10908		3805706		1001631		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10909		3805707		1001632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10910		3805708		1001633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10911		3805709		1001634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10912		3805710		1001635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10913		3805711		1001636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10914		3805712		1001637		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10915		3805713		1001638		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10916		3805714		1001639		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10917		3805715		1001640		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10918		3805716		1001641		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10919		3805717		1001642		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10920		3805718		1001643		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10921		3805719		1001644		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10922		3805720		1001645		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10923		3805721		1001646		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10924		3805722		1001647		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10925		3805723		1001648		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10926		3805724		1001649		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10927		3805725		1001650		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10928		3805747		1001672		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10929		3805748		1001673		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10930		3805749		1001674		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10931		3805750		1001675		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10932		3805751		1001676		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10933		3805752		1001677		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10934		3805753		1001678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10935		3805754		1001679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10936		3805755		1001680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10937		3805756		1001681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10938		3805757		1001682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10939		3805758		1001683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10940		3805759		1001684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10941		3805760		1001685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10942		3805761		1001686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10943		3805762		1001687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10944		3805763		1001688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10945		3805764		1001689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10946		3805765		1001690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10947		3805766		1001691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10948		3805767		1001692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10949		3805768		1001693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10950		3805769		1001694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10951		3805770		1001695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10952		3805771		1001696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10953		3805772		1001697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10954		3805773		1001698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10955		3805774		1001699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10956		3805775		1001700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10957		3805776		1001701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10958		3805777		1001702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10959		3805778		1001703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10960		3805779		1001704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10961		3805780		1001705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10962		3805781		1001706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10963		3805782		1001707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10964		3805783		1001708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10965		3805784		1001709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10966		3805785		1001710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10967		3805786		1001711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10968		3805787		1001712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10969		3805788		1001713		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10970		3805789		1001714		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10971		3805790		1001715		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10972		3904280		1100205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10973		3904281		1100206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10974		3904282		1100207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10975		3904283		1100208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10976		3904284		1100209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10977		3904285		1100210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10978		3904286		1100211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10979		3904287		1100212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10980		3904288		1100213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10981		3904289		1100214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10982		3904290		1100215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10983		3904291		1100216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10984		3904292		1100217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10985		3904293		1100218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10986		3904294		1100219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10987		3904295		1100220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10988		3904296		1100221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10989		3904297		1100222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10990		3904298		1100223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10991		3904299		1100224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10992		3904300		1100225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10993		3904301		1100226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10994		3904302		1100227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10995		3904303		1100228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10996		3904304		1100229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10997		3904305		1100230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10998		3904306		1100231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10999		3904307		1100232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11000		3904308		1100233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11001		3904309		1100234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11002		3904310		1100235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11003		3904311		1100236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11118		3906499		1102424		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11119		3906500		1102425		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11120		3906501		1102426		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11121		3906502		1102427		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11122		3906503		1102428		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11123		3906504		1102429		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11124		3906505		1102430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11125		3906506		1102431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11126		3906507		1102432		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11127		3906508		1102433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11128		3906509		1102434		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11129		3906510		1102435		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11130		3906511		1102436		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11131		3906678		1102603		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11132		3906679		1102604		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11133		3906680		1102605		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11134		3906681		1102606		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11135		3906682		1102607		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11136		3906683		1102608		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11137		3906684		1102609		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11138		3906685		1102610		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11139		3906686		1102611		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11140		3906687		1102612		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11141		3906688		1102613		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11142		3906689		1102614		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11143		3906690		1102615		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11144		3906691		1102616		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11145		3906692		1102617		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11146		3906693		1102618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11147		3906694		1102619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11148		3906695		1102620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11149		3906696		1102621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11150		3906697		1102622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11151		3906698		1102623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11152		3906699		1102624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11153		3906700		1102625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11154		3906701		1102626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11155		3906702		1102627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11156		3906703		1102628		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11157		3906704		1102629		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11158		3906705		1102630		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11159		3906706		1102631		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11160		3906707		1102632		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11161		3906780		1102705		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11162		3906781		1102706		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11163		3906802		1102727		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11164		3906803		1102728		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11165		3906804		1102729		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11166		3906805		1102730		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11167		3906806		1102731		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11168		3906807		1102732		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11169		3906808		1102733		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11170		3906809		1102734		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11171		3906810		1102735		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11172		3906811		1102736		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11173		3906812		1102737		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11174		3906813		1102738		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11175		3906814		1102739		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11176		3906815		1102740		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11177		3906816		1102741		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11178		3906817		1102742		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11179		3906818		1102743		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11180		3906819		1102744		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11181		3906820		1102745		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11182		3906821		1102746		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11183		3906822		1102747		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11184		3906823		1102748		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11185		3906824		1102749		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11186		3906825		1102750		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11187		3906826		1102751		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11188		3906827		1102752		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11189		3906828		1102753		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11190		3906829		1102754		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11191		3906830		1102755		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11192		3906831		1102756		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11193		3906832		1102757		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11194		3906833		1102758		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11195		3906834		1102759		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11196		3906835		1102760		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11197		3906836		1102761		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11198		3906837		1102762		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11199		3906838		1102763		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11200		3906839		1102764		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11201		3906840		1102765		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11202		3906841		1102766		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11203		3906842		1102767		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11204		3906843		1102768		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11205		3906844		1102769		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11206		3906845		1102770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11207		3906846		1102771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11208		3906847		1102772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11209		3906848		1102773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11210		3906849		1102774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11211		3906850		1102775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11212		3906851		1102776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11213		3906852		1102777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11214		3906853		1102778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11215		3906854		1102779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11216		3906855		1102780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11217		3906856		1102781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11218		3906857		1102782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11219		3906858		1102783		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11220		3906859		1102784		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11221		3906860		1102785		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11222		3906861		1102786		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11223		3906862		1102787		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11224		3906863		1102788		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11225		3906864		1102789		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11226		3906865		1102790		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11227		3906866		1102791		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11228		3906867		1102792		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11229		3906868		1102793		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11230		3906869		1102794		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11231		3906870		1102795		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11232		3906871		1102796		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11233		3906872		1102797		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11234		3906873		1102798		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11235		3906874		1102799		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11236		3906875		1102800		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11237		4004166		1200091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11238		4004167		1200092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11239		4004168		1200093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11240		4004169		1200094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11241		4004170		1200095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11242		4004171		1200096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11243		4004172		1200097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11244		4004173		1200098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11245		4004174		1200099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11246		4004175		1200100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11247		4004176		1200101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11248		4004177		1200102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11249		4004178		1200103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11250		4004179		1200104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11410		4004449		1200374		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11411		4004450		1200375		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11412		4004451		1200376		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11413		4004452		1200377		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11414		4004453		1200378		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11415		4004454		1200379		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11416		4004455		1200380		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11417		4004456		1200381		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11418		4004457		1200382		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11419		4004458		1200383		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11420		4004459		1200384		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11421		4004460		1200385		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11422		4004461		1200386		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11423		4004462		1200387		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11424		4004463		1200388		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11425		4004464		1200389		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11426		4004465		1200390		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11427		4004466		1200391		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11428		4004467		1200392		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11429		4004573		1200498		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11430		4004574		1200499		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11431		4004575		1200500		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11432		4004576		1200501		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11433		4004577		1200502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11434		4004578		1200503		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11435		4004579		1200504		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11436		4004580		1200505		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11437		4004581		1200506		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11438		4004582		1200507		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11439		4004583		1200508		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11440		4004584		1200509		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11441		4004585		1200510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11442		4004586		1200511		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11443		4004587		1200512		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11444		4004588		1200513		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11445		4004589		1200514		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11446		4004590		1200515		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11447		4004591		1200516		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11448		4004592		1200517		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11449		4004593		1200518		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11450		4004594		1200519		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11451		4004595		1200520		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11452		4004596		1200521		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11453		4004641		1200566		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11454		4004642		1200567		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11455		4004643		1200568		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11456		4004644		1200569		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11457		4004645		1200570		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11458		4004646		1200571		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11459		4004647		1200572		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11460		4004648		1200573		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11461		4004649		1200574		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11462		4004650		1200575		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11463		4004651		1200576		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11464		4004652		1200577		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11465		4004653		1200578		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11466		4004654		1200579		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11467		4004655		1200580		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11468		4004656		1200581		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11469		4004657		1200582		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11470		4004658		1200583		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11471		4004659		1200584		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11472		4004660		1200585		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11473		4004661		1200586		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11474		4004662		1200587		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11475		4004663		1200588		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11476		4004664		1200589		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11477		4004665		1200590		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11478		4004666		1200591		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11479		4004667		1200592		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11480		4004668		1200593		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11481		4004669		1200594		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11482		4004670		1200595		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11483		4004671		1200596		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11484		4004672		1200597		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11485		4004673		1200598		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11486		4004674		1200599		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11487		4004675		1200600		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11488		4004676		1200601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11489		4004677		1200602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11490		4004678		1200603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11491		4004679		1200604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11492		4004680		1200605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11493		4004681		1200606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11494		4004682		1200607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11495		4004683		1200608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11496		4004684		1200609		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11497		4004685		1200610		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11498		4004686		1200611		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11499		4104080		1300005		37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11500		4104237		1300162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11501		4104238		1300163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11502		4104239		1300164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11503		4104240		1300165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11504		4104241		1300166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11505		4104242		1300167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11506		4104243		1300168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11507		4104244		1300169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11508		4104245		1300170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11509		4104246		1300171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11510		4104247		1300172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11511		4104248		1300173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11512		4104249		1300174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11513		4104250		1300175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11514		4104251		1300176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11515		4104252		1300177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11516		4104253		1300178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11517		4104254		1300179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11518		4104255		1300180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11519		4104256		1300181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11520		4104257		1300182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11605		4104764		1300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11606		4104765		1300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11607		4104766		1300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11608		4104767		1300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11609		4104768		1300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11610		4104769		1300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11611		4104770		1300695		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11612		4104771		1300696		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11613		4104772		1300697		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11614		4104773		1300698		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11615		4104774		1300699		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11616		4104775		1300700		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11617		4104776		1300701		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11618		4104783		1300708		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11619		4104911		1300836		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11620		4104912		1300837		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11621		4104913		1300838		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11622		4104914		1300839		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11623		4104915		1300840		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11624		4104916		1300841		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11625		4104917		1300842		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11626		4104918		1300843		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11627		4104919		1300844		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11628		4204513		1400438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11629		4204514		1400439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11630		4204515		1400440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11631		4204516		1400441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11632		4204517		1400442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11633		4204518		1400443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11634		4204519		1400444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11635		4204520		1400445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11636		4204521		1400446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11637		4204522		1400447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11638		4204523		1400448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11639		4204524		1400449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11640		4204525		1400450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11641		4204526		1400451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11642		4204527		1400452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11643		4204528		1400453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11644		4204529		1400454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11645		4204530		1400455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11646		4204531		1400456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11647		4204532		1400457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11648		4204533		1400458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11649		4204534		1400459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11650		4204535		1400460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11651		4204536		1400461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11652		4204537		1400462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11653		4204538		1400463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11654		4204539		1400464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11655		4204540		1400465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11656		4204541		1400466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11657		4204542		1400467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11658		4204543		1400468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11659		4204544		1400469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11660		4204545		1400470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11661		4204546		1400471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11662		4204547		1400472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11663		4204548		1400473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11664		4204549		1400474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11665		4204550		1400475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11666		4204551		1400476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11667		4204552		1400477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11668		4204553		1400478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11669		4204554		1400479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11670		4204555		1400480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11671		4204556		1400481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11672		4204557		1400482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11673		4204558		1400483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11674		4204559		1400484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11675		4204560		1400485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11676		4204561		1400486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11677		4204562		1400487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11678		4204563		1400488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11679		4204564		1400489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11680		4204565		1400490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11681		4204566		1400491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11682		4204567		1400492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11683		4204568		1400493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11684		4204569		1400494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11685		4204570		1400495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11686		4204571		1400496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11687		4204572		1400497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11688		4204573		1400498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11689		4204574		1400499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11690		4204575		1400500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11691		4204576		1400501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11692		4204577		1400502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11693		4204578		1400503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11694		4204579		1400504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11695		4204580		1400505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11696		4204581		1400506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11697		4204582		1400507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11698		4204583		1400508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11699		4204584		1400509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11700		4204585		1400510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11701		4204586		1400511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11702		4204587		1400512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11703		4204588		1400513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11704		4204589		1400514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11705		4204590		1400515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11706		4204591		1400516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11707		4204592		1400517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11708		4204593		1400518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11709		4204594		1400519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11710		4204595		1400520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11711		4204596		1400521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11712		4204597		1400522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11713		4204598		1400523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11714		4204599		1400524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11715		4204600		1400525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11716		4204601		1400526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11717		4204602		1400527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11718		4204603		1400528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11719		4204604		1400529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11720		4204605		1400530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11721		4204606		1400531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11722		4204607		1400532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11723		4204608		1400533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11724		4204609		1400534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11725		4204610		1400535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11726		4204611		1400536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11727		4204612		1400537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11728		4204613		1400538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11729		4204614		1400539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11730		4204615		1400540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11731		4204616		1400541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11732		4204617		1400542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11733		4204618		1400543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11734		4204619		1400544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11735		4204620		1400545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11736		4204621		1400546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11737		4204622		1400547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11738		4204623		1400548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11739		4204624		1400549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11740		4204625		1400550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11741		4204626		1400551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11742		4204627		1400552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11743		4204628		1400553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11744		4204629		1400554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11745		4204630		1400555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11746		4204631		1400556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11747		4204632		1400557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11748		4204633		1400558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11749		4204634		1400559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11750		4204635		1400560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11751		4204636		1400561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11752		4204637		1400562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11753		4204638		1400563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11754		4204639		1400564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11755		4204640		1400565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11756		4204641		1400566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11757		4204642		1400567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11758		4204643		1400568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11759		4204644		1400569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11760		4204645		1400570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11761		4204646		1400571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11762		4204647		1400572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11763		4204648		1400573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11764		4204649		1400574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11765		4204650		1400575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11766		4204651		1400576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11767		4204652		1400577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11768		4204653		1400578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11769		4204654		1400579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11770		4204655		1400580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11771		4204656		1400581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11772		4204657		1400582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11773		4204658		1400583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11774		4204659		1400584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11775		4204660		1400585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11776		4204661		1400586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11777		4204662		1400587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11778		4204663		1400588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11779		4204664		1400589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11780		4204665		1400590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11781		4204666		1400591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11782		4204667		1400592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11783		4204668		1400593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11784		4204669		1400594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11785		4204670		1400595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11786		4204671		1400596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11787		4204672		1400597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11788		4204673		1400598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11789		4204674		1400599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11790		4204675		1400600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11791		4204676		1400601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11792		4204677		1400602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11793		4204678		1400603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11794		4204679		1400604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11795		4204680		1400605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11796		4204681		1400606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11797		4204682		1400607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11798		4204683		1400608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11799		4204684		1400609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11800		4204685		1400610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11801		4204686		1400611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11882		4205689		1401614		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11883		4205795		1401720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11884		4205796		1401721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11885		4205797		1401722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11886		4205798		1401723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11887		4205821		1401746		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11888		4205822		1401747		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11889		4205823		1401748		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11890		4205824		1401749		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11891		4205825		1401750		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11892		4205826		1401751		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11893		4205827		1401752		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11894		4205828		1401753		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11895		4205829		1401754		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11896		4205830		1401755		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11897		4205831		1401756		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11898		4205832		1401757		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11899		4205833		1401758		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11900		4205834		1401759		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11901		4205835		1401760		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11902		4205836		1401761		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11903		4205837		1401762		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11904		4205838		1401763		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11905		4205839		1401764		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11906		4205840		1401765		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11907		4205841		1401766		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11908		4205842		1401767		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11909		4205843		1401768		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11910		4205844		1401769		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11911		4205845		1401770		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11912		4205846		1401771		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11913		4205847		1401772		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11914		4205848		1401773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11915		4205849		1401774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11916		4205850		1401775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11917		4205851		1401776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11918		4205852		1401777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11919		4205853		1401778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11920		4205854		1401779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11921		4205855		1401780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11922		4205856		1401781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11923		4205857		1401782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11924		4205858		1401783		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11925		4205859		1401784		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11926		4205860		1401785		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11927		4205861		1401786		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11928		4205862		1401787		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11929		4205863		1401788		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11930		4205864		1401789		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11931		4205865		1401790		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11932		4205866		1401791		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11933		4205867		1401792		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11934		4205868		1401793		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11935		4205869		1401794		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11936		4304175		1500100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11937		4304176		1500101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11938		4304177		1500102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11939		4304178		1500103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11940		4304179		1500104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11941		4304180		1500105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11942		4304181		1500106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11943		4304182		1500107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11944		4304183		1500108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11945		4304184		1500109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11946		4304185		1500110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11947		4304186		1500111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11948		4304187		1500112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11949		4304188		1500113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11950		4304189		1500114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11951		4304190		1500115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11952		4304191		1500116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11953		4304192		1500117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11954		4304193		1500118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11955		4304194		1500119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11956		4304195		1500120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11957		4304196		1500121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11958		4304197		1500122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11959		4304198		1500123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11960		4304199		1500124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11961		4304200		1500125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11962		4304201		1500126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11963		4304202		1500127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11964		4304203		1500128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11965		4304204		1500129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12031		4304751		1500676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12032		4304752		1500677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12033		4304753		1500678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12034		4304754		1500679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12035		4304755		1500680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12036		4304756		1500681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12037		4304757		1500682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12038		4304758		1500683		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12039		4304822		1500747		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12040		4304823		1500748		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12041		4304824		1500749		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12042		4304825		1500750		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12043		4304826		1500751		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12044		4304827		1500752		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12045		4304828		1500753		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12046		4304829		1500754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12047		4304830		1500755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12048		4304831		1500756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12049		4304832		1500757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12050		4304833		1500758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12051		4304834		1500759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12052		4304835		1500760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12053		4304836		1500761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12054		4304837		1500762		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12055		4304838		1500763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12056		4304839		1500764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12057		4304840		1500765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12058		4304841		1500766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12059		4304842		1500767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12060		4304843		1500768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12061		4304844		1500769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12062		4304845		1500770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12063		4304846		1500771		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12064		4304847		1500772		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12065		4304848		1500773		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12066		4404176		1600101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12067		4404177		1600102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12068		4404178		1600103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12069		4404179		1600104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12070		4404180		1600105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12071		4404181		1600106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12072		4404182		1600107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12073		4404183		1600108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12074		4404184		1600109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12075		4404185		1600110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12076		4404186		1600111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12328		4405005		1600930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12329		4405006		1600931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12330		4405007		1600932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12331		4405147		1601072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12332		4405148		1601073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12333		4405149		1601074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12334		4405150		1601075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12335		4405151		1601076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12336		4405152		1601077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12337		4405153		1601078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12338		4405154		1601079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12339		4405155		1601080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12340		4405156		1601081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12341		4405157		1601082		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12342		4405158		1601083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12343		4405159		1601084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12344		4405160		1601085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12345		4405161		1601086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12346		4405162		1601087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12347		4405163		1601088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12348		4405204		1601129		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12349		4405205		1601130		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12350		4405206		1601131		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12351		4405207		1601132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12352		4405208		1601133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12353		4405209		1601134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12354		4405210		1601135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12355		4405211		1601136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12356		4405212		1601137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12357		4405213		1601138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12358		4405214		1601139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12359		4405215		1601140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12360		4405216		1601141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12361		4405217		1601142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12362		4405218		1601143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12363		4405219		1601144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12364		4405220		1601145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12365		4405221		1601146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12366		4405222		1601147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12367		4405223		1601148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12368		4405224		1601149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12369		4405225		1601150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12370		4405226		1601151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12371		4405227		1601152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12372		4405228		1601153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12373		4405229		1601154		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12374		4405230		1601155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12375		4405231		1601156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12376		4405232		1601157		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12377		4405233		1601158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12378		4405234		1601159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12379		4405235		1601160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12380		4405236		1601161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12381		4405237		1601162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12382		4405238		1601163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12383		4405239		1601164		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12384		4405240		1601165		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12385		4405241		1601166		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12386		4504369		1700294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12387		4504370		1700295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12388		4504371		1700296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12389		4504372		1700297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12390		4504373		1700298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12391		4504374		1700299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12392		4504375		1700300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12393		4504376		1700301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12394		4504377		1700302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12395		4504378		1700303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12396		4504379		1700304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12397		4504380		1700305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12398		4504381		1700306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12399		4504382		1700307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12400		4504383		1700308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12401		4504384		1700309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12402		4504385		1700310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12403		4504386		1700311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12404		4504387		1700312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12405		4504388		1700313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12406		4504389		1700314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12407		4504390		1700315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12408		4504391		1700316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12409		4504392		1700317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12410		4504393		1700318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12411		4504394		1700319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12412		4504395		1700320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12413		4504396		1700321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12414		4504397		1700322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12415		4504398		1700323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12416		4504399		1700324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12417		4504400		1700325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12418		4504401		1700326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12419		4504402		1700327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12420		4504403		1700328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12421		4504404		1700329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12422		4504405		1700330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12423		4504406		1700331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12424		4504407		1700332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12425		4504408		1700333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12426		4504409		1700334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12427		4504410		1700335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12428		4504411		1700336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12429		4504412		1700337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12430		4504413		1700338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12431		4504414		1700339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12432		4504415		1700340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12461		4505131		1701056		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12462		4505132		1701057		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12463		4505133		1701058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12464		4505134		1701059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12465		4505135		1701060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12466		4505136		1701061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12467		4505137		1701062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12468		4505138		1701063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12469		4505139		1701064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12470		4505140		1701065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12471		4505149		1701074		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12472		4505150		1701075		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12473		4505151		1701076		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12474		4505152		1701077		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12475		4505153		1701078		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12476		4505154		1701079		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12477		4505155		1701080		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12478		4505156		1701081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12479		4505157		1701082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12480		4505158		1701083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12481		4505159		1701084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12482		4505160		1701085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12483		4505161		1701086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12484		4505162		1701087		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12485		4505163		1701088		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12486		4505164		1701089		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12487		4505165		1701090		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12488		4505166		1701091		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12489		4505167		1701092		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12490		4505168		1701093		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12491		4505169		1701094		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12492		4505170		1701095		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12493		4505171		1701096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12494		4505172		1701097		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12495		4505173		1701098		634		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12496		4505174		1701099		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12497		4505175		1701100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12498		4505176		1701101		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12499		4505177		1701102		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12500		4505178		1701103		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12501		4604168		1800093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12502		4604169		1800094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12503		4604170		1800095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12504		4604171		1800096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12505		4604172		1800097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12506		4604173		1800098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12507		4604174		1800099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12508		4604175		1800100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12509		4604176		1800101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12510		4604177		1800102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12511		4604178		1800103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12512		4604179		1800104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12513		4604180		1800105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12527		4604914		1800839		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12528		4604915		1800840		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12529		4604932		1800857		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12530		4604939		1800864		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12531		4604940		1800865		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12532		4604941		1800866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12533		4604942		1800867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12534		4604943		1800868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12535		4604944		1800869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12536		4604945		1800870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12537		4604946		1800871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12538		4604947		1800872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12539		4604948		1800873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12540		4604949		1800874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12541		4604950		1800875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12542		4604951		1800876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12543		4604952		1800877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12544		4604953		1800878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12545		4604954		1800879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12546		4604955		1800880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12547		4604956		1800881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12548		4604957		1800882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12549		4604958		1800883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12550		4604959		1800884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12551		4604960		1800885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12552		4604961		1800886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12553		4604962		1800887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12554		4604963		1800888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12555		4604964		1800889		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12556		4604965		1800890		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12557		4604966		1800891		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12558		4704229		1900154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12559		4704230		1900155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12560		4704231		1900156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12561		4704232		1900157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12562		4704233		1900158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12563		4704234		1900159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12564		4704235		1900160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12565		4704236		1900161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12566		4704237		1900162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12567		4704238		1900163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12568		4704239		1900164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12569		4704240		1900165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12826		4705173		1901098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12827		4705174		1901099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12828		4705175		1901100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12829		4705176		1901101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12830		4705177		1901102		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12831		4705178		1901103		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12832		4705179		1901104		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12833		4705180		1901105		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12834		4705181		1901106		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12835		4705182		1901107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12836		4705183		1901108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12837		4705334		1901259		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12838		4705335		1901260		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12839		4705336		1901261		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12840		4705337		1901262		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12841		4705338		1901263		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12842		4705339		1901264		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12843		4705340		1901265		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12844		4705341		1901266		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12845		4705342		1901267		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12846		4705343		1901268		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12847		4705344		1901269		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12848		4705345		1901270		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12849		4705346		1901271		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12850		4705347		1901272		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12851		4705348		1901273		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12852		4705349		1901274		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12853		4705350		1901275		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12854		4705351		1901276		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12855		4705352		1901277		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12856		4705353		1901278		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12857		4705354		1901279		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12858		4705355		1901280		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12859		4705356		1901281		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12860		4705357		1901282		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12861		4705358		1901283		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12862		4705359		1901284		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12863		4705360		1901285		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12864		4705361		1901286		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12865		4705362		1901287		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12866		4705363		1901288		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12867		4705364		1901289		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12868		4705365		1901290		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12869		4705366		1901291		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12870		4705367		1901292		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12871		4705368		1901293		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12872		4705389		1901314		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12873		4705390		1901315		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12874		4705391		1901316		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12875		4705392		1901317		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12876		4705393		1901318		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12877		4705394		1901319		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12878		4705395		1901320		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12879		4705396		1901321		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12880		4705397		1901322		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12881		4705398		1901323		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12882		4705399		1901324		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12883		4705400		1901325		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12884		4705401		1901326		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12885		4705402		1901327		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12886		4705403		1901328		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12887		4705404		1901329		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12888		4705405		1901330		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12889		4705406		1901331		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12890		4705407		1901332		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12891		4705408		1901333		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12892		4705409		1901334		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12893		4705410		1901335		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12894		4705411		1901336		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12895		4705412		1901337		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12896		4705413		1901338		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12897		4705414		1901339		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12898		4705415		1901340		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12899		4705416		1901341		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12900		4705417		1901342		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12901		4705418		1901343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12902		4705419		1901344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12903		4705420		1901345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12904		4705421		1901346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12905		4705422		1901347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12906		4705423		1901348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12907		4705424		1901349		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12908		4705425		1901350		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12909		4705426		1901351		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12910		4804167		2000092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12911		4804168		2000093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12912		4804169		2000094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12913		4804170		2000095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12914		4804171		2000096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12915		4804172		2000097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12916		4804173		2000098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12917		4804174		2000099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12918		4804175		2000100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12919		4804176		2000101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12920		4804177		2000102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12921		4804178		2000103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12922		4804179		2000104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12923		4804180		2000105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12924		4804181		2000106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12925		4804182		2000107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12926		4804183		2000108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12927		4804184		2000109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12985		4804372		2000297		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12986		4804373		2000298		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12987		4804374		2000299		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12988		4804375		2000300		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12989		4804376		2000301		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12990		4804377		2000302		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12991		4804378		2000303		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12992		4804460		2000385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12993		4804461		2000386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12994		4804462		2000387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12995		4804463		2000388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12996		4804464		2000389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12997		4804465		2000390		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12998		4804466		2000391		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12999		4804467		2000392		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13000		4804468		2000393		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13001		4804469		2000394		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13002		4804470		2000395		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13003		4804471		2000396		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13004		4804472		2000397		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13005		4804473		2000398		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13006		4804474		2000399		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13007		4804475		2000400		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13008		4804476		2000401		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13009		4804477		2000402		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13010		4804478		2000403		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13011		4804479		2000404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13012		4804480		2000405		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13013		4804481		2000406		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13014		4804482		2000407		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13015		4804483		2000408		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13016		4804484		2000409		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13017		4804485		2000410		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13018		4804486		2000411		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13019		4804510		2000435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13020		4804511		2000436		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13021		4804512		2000437		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13022		4804513		2000438		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13023		4804514		2000439		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13024		4804515		2000440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13025		4804516		2000441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13026		4804517		2000442		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13027		4804518		2000443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13028		4804519		2000444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13029		4804520		2000445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13030		4804521		2000446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13031		4804522		2000447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13032		4804523		2000448		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13033		4804524		2000449		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13034		4804525		2000450		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13035		4904135		2100060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13036		4904136		2100061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13037		4904137		2100062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13038		4904138		2100063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13039		4904139		2100064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13040		4904140		2100065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13041		4904141		2100066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13042		4904142		2100067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13043		4904143		2100068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13044		4904144		2100069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13045		4904145		2100070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13046		4904146		2100071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13047		4904147		2100072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13048		4904148		2100073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13061		4904319		2100244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13062		4904393		2100318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13063		4904394		2100319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13064		4904395		2100320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13065		4904396		2100321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13066		4904397		2100322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13067		4904398		2100323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13068		4904399		2100324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13069		4904400		2100325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13070		4904401		2100326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13071		4904402		2100327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13072		4904403		2100328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13073		4904404		2100329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13074		4904405		2100330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13075		4904406		2100331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13076		4904407		2100332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13077		4904408		2100333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13078		4904409		2100334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13079		4904410		2100335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13080		4904411		2100336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13081		4904412		2100337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13082		4904413		2100338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13083		4904414		2100339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13084		4904415		2100340		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13085		4904416		2100341		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13086		4904417		2100342		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13087		4904418		2100343		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13088		4904419		2100344		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13089		4904420		2100345		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13090		4904421		2100346		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13091		4904422		2100347		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13092		4904423		2100348		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13093		4904424		2100349		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13094		4904425		2100350		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13095		4904449		2100374		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13096		4904450		2100375		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13097		4904451		2100376		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13098		4904452		2100377		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13099		4904453		2100378		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13100		4904454		2100379		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13101		4904455		2100380		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13102		4904456		2100381		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13103		4904457		2100382		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13104		4904458		2100383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13105		4904459		2100384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13106		4904460		2100385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13107		4904461		2100386		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13108		4904462		2100387		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13109		4904463		2100388		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13110		4904464		2100389		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13111		4904465		2100390		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13112		4904466		2100391		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13113		4904467		2100392		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13114		4904468		2100393		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13115		4904469		2100394		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13116		4904470		2100395		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13117		4904471		2100396		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13118		4904472		2100397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13119		4904473		2100398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13120		4904474		2100399		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13121		4904475		2100400		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13122		4904476		2100401		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13123		5004297		2200222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13124		5004298		2200223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13125		5004299		2200224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13126		5004300		2200225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13127		5004301		2200226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13128		5004302		2200227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13129		5004303		2200228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13130		5004304		2200229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13131		5004305		2200230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13132		5004306		2200231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13133		5004307		2200232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13134		5004308		2200233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13135		5004309		2200234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13136		5004310		2200235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13137		5004311		2200236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13138		5004312		2200237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13139		5004313		2200238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13140		5004314		2200239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13141		5004315		2200240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13142		5004316		2200241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13143		5004317		2200242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13144		5004318		2200243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13238		5006732		2202657		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13239		5006733		2202658		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13240		5006734		2202659		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13241		5006735		2202660		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13242		5006736		2202661		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13243		5006737		2202662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13244		5006738		2202663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13245		5006739		2202664		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13246		5006880		2202805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13247		5006881		2202806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13248		5006882		2202807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13249		5006883		2202808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13250		5006884		2202809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13251		5006885		2202810		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13252		5006886		2202811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13253		5006887		2202812		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13254		5006888		2202813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13255		5006889		2202814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13256		5006893		2202818		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13257		5006894		2202819		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13258		5006895		2202820		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13259		5006896		2202821		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13260		5006897		2202822		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13261		5006898		2202823		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13262		5006899		2202824		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13263		5006900		2202825		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13264		5006901		2202826		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13265		5006902		2202827		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13266		5006903		2202828		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13267		5006904		2202829		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13268		5006905		2202830		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13269		5006906		2202831		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13270		5006907		2202832		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13271		5006908		2202833		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13272		5006909		2202834		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13273		5006910		2202835		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13274		5006911		2202836		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13275		5006912		2202837		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13276		5006913		2202838		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13277		5006914		2202839		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13278		5006915		2202840		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13279		5006916		2202841		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13280		5006917		2202842		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13281		5006918		2202843		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13282		5006919		2202844		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13283		5006920		2202845		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13284		5006921		2202846		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13285		5006922		2202847		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13286		5006923		2202848		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13287		5006924		2202849		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13288		5006925		2202850		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13289		5006926		2202851		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13290		5006927		2202852		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13291		5006928		2202853		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13292		5006929		2202854		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13293		5006930		2202855		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13294		5006931		2202856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13295		5006932		2202857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13296		5006933		2202858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13297		5006934		2202859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13298		5006935		2202860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13299		5006936		2202861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13300		5006937		2202862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13301		5006938		2202863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13302		5006939		2202864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13303		5006940		2202865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13304		5006941		2202866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13305		5006942		2202867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13306		5006943		2202868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13307		5006944		2202869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13308		5006945		2202870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13309		5006946		2202871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13310		5006947		2202872		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13311		5006948		2202873		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13312		5006949		2202874		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13313		5104245		2300170		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13314		5104246		2300171		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13315		5104290		2300215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13316		5104291		2300216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13317		5104292		2300217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13318		5104293		2300218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13319		5104294		2300219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13320		5104295		2300220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13321		5104296		2300221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13322		5104297		2300222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13323		5104298		2300223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13324		5104299		2300224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13325		5104300		2300225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13326		5104301		2300226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13327		5104302		2300227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13328		5104303		2300228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13329		5104304		2300229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13330		5104305		2300230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13331		5104306		2300231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13332		5104307		2300232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13333		5104308		2300233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13334		5104309		2300234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13335		5104310		2300235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13336		5104311		2300236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13337		5104312		2300237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13338		5104313		2300238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13339		5104314		2300239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13340		5104315		2300240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13341		5104316		2300241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13342		5104317		2300242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13343		5104318		2300243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13344		5104319		2300244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13345		5104320		2300245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13346		5104321		2300246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13376		5104572		2300497		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13377		5104573		2300498		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13378		5104574		2300499		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13379		5104575		2300500		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13380		5104583		2300508		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13381		5104584		2300509		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13382		5104585		2300510		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13383		5104639		2300564		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13384		5104640		2300565		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13385		5104641		2300566		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13386		5104642		2300567		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13387		5104643		2300568		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13388		5104644		2300569		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13389		5104645		2300570		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13390		5104646		2300571		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13391		5104647		2300572		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13392		5104648		2300573		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13393		5104649		2300574		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13394		5104650		2300575		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13395		5104651		2300576		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13396		5104652		2300577		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13397		5104653		2300578		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13398		5104680		2300605		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13399		5104681		2300606		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13400		5104682		2300607		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13401		5104683		2300608		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13402		5104684		2300609		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13403		5104685		2300610		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13404		5104686		2300611		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13405		5104687		2300612		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13406		5104688		2300613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13407		5104689		2300614		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13408		5104690		2300615		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13409		5104691		2300616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13410		5104692		2300617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13411		5104693		2300618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13412		5104694		2300619		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13413		5104695		2300620		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13414		5104696		2300621		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13415		5104697		2300622		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13416		5104698		2300623		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13417		5104699		2300624		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13418		5104700		2300625		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13419		5104701		2300626		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13420		5104702		2300627		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13421		5104703		2300628		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13422		5104704		2300629		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13423		5104705		2300630		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13424		5104706		2300631		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13425		5104707		2300632		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13426		5104708		2300633		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13427		5104709		2300634		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13428		5104710		2300635		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13429		5104711		2300636		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13430		5104712		2300637		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13431		5104713		2300638		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13432		5104714		2300639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13433		5104715		2300640		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13434		5104716		2300641		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13435		5104717		2300642		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13436		5104718		2300643		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13437		5104719		2300644		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13438		5104720		2300645		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13439		5104721		2300646		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13440		5104722		2300647		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13441		5104723		2300648		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13442		5104724		2300649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13443		5104725		2300650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13444		5104726		2300651		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13445		5104727		2300652		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13446		5104728		2300653		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13447		5204208		2400133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13448		5204209		2400134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13449		5204210		2400135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13450		5204211		2400136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13554		5205054		2400979		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13555		5205055		2400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13556		5205056		2400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13557		5205057		2400982		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13558		5205058		2400983		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13559		5205059		2400984		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13560		5205060		2400985		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13561		5205061		2400986		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13562		5205062		2400987		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13563		5205063		2400988		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13564		5205064		2400989		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13565		5205159		2401084		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13566		5205160		2401085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13567		5205161		2401086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13568		5205162		2401087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13569		5205163		2401088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13570		5205164		2401089		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13571		5205242		2401167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13572		5205243		2401168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13573		5205244		2401169		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13574		5205245		2401170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13575		5205246		2401171		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13576		5205247		2401172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13577		5205248		2401173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13578		5205249		2401174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13579		5205250		2401175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13580		5205251		2401176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13581		5205252		2401177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13582		5205253		2401178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13583		5205254		2401179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13584		5205255		2401180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13585		5205256		2401181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13586		5205257		2401182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13587		5205258		2401183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13588		5205259		2401184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13589		5205260		2401185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13590		5205261		2401186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13591		5205262		2401187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13592		5205263		2401188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13593		5205264		2401189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13594		5205265		2401190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13595		5205266		2401191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13596		5205267		2401192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13597		5205268		2401193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13598		5205269		2401194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13599		5205270		2401195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13600		5205271		2401196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13601		5205272		2401197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13602		5205273		2401198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13603		5205274		2401199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13604		5205275		2401200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13605		5205276		2401201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13606		5205277		2401202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13607		5205278		2401203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13608		5205279		2401204		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13609		5304424		2500349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13610		5304425		2500350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13611		5304426		2500351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13612		5304427		2500352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13613		5304428		2500353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13614		5304429		2500354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13615		5304430		2500355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13616		5304431		2500356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13617		5304432		2500357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13618		5304433		2500358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13619		5304434		2500359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13620		5304435		2500360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13621		5304436		2500361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13622		5304437		2500362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13623		5304438		2500363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13624		5304439		2500364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13625		5304440		2500365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13626		5304441		2500366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13627		5304442		2500367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13628		5304443		2500368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13629		5304444		2500369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13630		5304445		2500370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13631		5304446		2500371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13632		5304447		2500372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13633		5304448		2500373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13634		5304449		2500374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13635		5304450		2500375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13636		5304451		2500376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13637		5304452		2500377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13638		5304453		2500378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13639		5304454		2500379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13696		5304652		2500577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13697		5304653		2500578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13698		5304654		2500579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13699		5304656		2500581		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13700		5304657		2500582		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13701		5304658		2500583		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13702		5304695		2500620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13703		5304696		2500621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13704		5304697		2500622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13705		5304698		2500623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13706		5304699		2500624		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13707		5304700		2500625		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13708		5304701		2500626		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13709		5304702		2500627		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13710		5304703		2500628		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13711		5304736		2500661		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13712		5304772		2500697		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13713		5304773		2500698		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13714		5304774		2500699		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13715		5304775		2500700		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13716		5304776		2500701		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13717		5304777		2500702		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13718		5304778		2500703		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13719		5304779		2500704		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13720		5304780		2500705		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13721		5304781		2500706		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13722		5304782		2500707		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13723		5304783		2500708		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13724		5304784		2500709		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13725		5304785		2500710		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13726		5304786		2500711		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13727		5304787		2500712		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13728		5304788		2500713		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13729		5304789		2500714		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13730		5304790		2500715		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13731		5304791		2500716		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13732		5304792		2500717		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13733		5304793		2500718		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13734		5304794		2500719		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13735		5304795		2500720		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13736		5304796		2500721		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13737		5304797		2500722		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13738		5304798		2500723		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13739		5304799		2500724		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13740		5304800		2500725		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13741		5304801		2500726		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13742		5304802		2500727		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13743		5304803		2500728		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13744		5304804		2500729		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13745		5304805		2500730		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13746		5304806		2500731		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13747		5404080		2600005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13748		5404081		2600006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13749		5404082		2600007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13750		5404083		2600008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13751		5404084		2600009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13752		5404085		2600010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13753		5404495		2600420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13754		5404496		2600421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13755		5404497		2600422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13756		5404498		2600423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13757		5404499		2600424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13758		5404500		2600425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13759		5404501		2600426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13760		5404502		2600427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13761		5404503		2600428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13762		5404504		2600429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13763		5404505		2600430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13764		5404506		2600431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13765		5404507		2600432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13766		5404508		2600433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13767		5404509		2600434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13768		5404510		2600435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13769		5404511		2600436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13770		5404512		2600437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13771		5404513		2600438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13772		5404514		2600439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13773		5404515		2600440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13774		5404516		2600441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13775		5404517		2600442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13776		5404518		2600443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13777		5404519		2600444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13778		5404520		2600445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13779		5404521		2600446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13780		5404522		2600447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13781		5404523		2600448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13782		5404524		2600449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13783		5404525		2600450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13784		5404526		2600451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13785		5404527		2600452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13786		5404528		2600453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13787		5404529		2600454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13788		5404530		2600455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13789		5404531		2600456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13790		5404532		2600457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13791		5404533		2600458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13792		5404534		2600459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13793		5404535		2600460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13794		5404536		2600461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13795		5404537		2600462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13796		5404538		2600463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13797		5404539		2600464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13798		5404540		2600465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13799		5404541		2600466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13800		5404542		2600467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13801		5404543		2600468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13802		5404544		2600469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13803		5404545		2600470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13804		5404546		2600471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13805		5404547		2600472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13806		5404548		2600473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13807		5404549		2600474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13808		5404550		2600475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13809		5404551		2600476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13810		5404552		2600477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13811		5404553		2600478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13812		5404554		2600479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13813		5404555		2600480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13814		5404556		2600481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13815		5404557		2600482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13816		5404558		2600483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13817		5404559		2600484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13818		5404560		2600485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13819		5404561		2600486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13820		5404562		2600487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13821		5404563		2600488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13822		5404564		2600489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13823		5404565		2600490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13824		5404566		2600491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13825		5404567		2600492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13826		5404568		2600493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13827		5404569		2600494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13828		5404570		2600495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13829		5404571		2600496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13830		5404572		2600497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13831		5404573		2600498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13832		5404574		2600499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13833		5404575		2600500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13834		5404576		2600501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13835		5404577		2600502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13836		5404578		2600503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13837		5404579		2600504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13838		5404580		2600505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13839		5404581		2600506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13840		5404582		2600507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13841		5404583		2600508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13842		5404584		2600509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13843		5404585		2600510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13844		5404586		2600511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13845		5404587		2600512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13846		5404588		2600513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13847		5404589		2600514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13848		5404590		2600515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13849		5404591		2600516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13850		5404592		2600517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13851		5404593		2600518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13852		5404594		2600519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13853		5404595		2600520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13854		5404596		2600521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13855		5404597		2600522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13856		5404598		2600523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13857		5404599		2600524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13858		5404600		2600525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13859		5404601		2600526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13860		5404602		2600527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13861		5404603		2600528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13862		5404604		2600529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13863		5404605		2600530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13864		5404606		2600531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13865		5404607		2600532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13866		5404608		2600533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13867		5404609		2600534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13868		5404610		2600535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13869		5404611		2600536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13870		5404612		2600537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13871		5404613		2600538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13872		5404614		2600539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13873		5404615		2600540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13874		5404616		2600541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13875		5404617		2600542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13876		5404618		2600543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13877		5404619		2600544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13878		5404620		2600545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13879		5404621		2600546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13880		5404622		2600547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13881		5404623		2600548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13882		5404624		2600549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13883		5404625		2600550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13884		5404626		2600551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13885		5404627		2600552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13886		5404628		2600553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13887		5404629		2600554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13888		5404630		2600555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13889		5404631		2600556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13890		5404632		2600557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13891		5404633		2600558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13892		5404634		2600559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13893		5404635		2600560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13894		5404636		2600561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13895		5404637		2600562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13896		5404638		2600563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13897		5404639		2600564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13898		5404640		2600565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13899		5404641		2600566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13900		5404642		2600567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13901		5404643		2600568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13902		5404644		2600569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13903		5404645		2600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13904		5404646		2600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13905		5404647		2600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13906		5404648		2600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13907		5404649		2600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13908		5404650		2600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13909		5404651		2600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13910		5404652		2600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13911		5404653		2600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13912		5404654		2600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13913		5404655		2600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13914		5404656		2600581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13915		5404657		2600582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13916		5404658		2600583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13917		5404659		2600584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13918		5404660		2600585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13919		5404661		2600586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13920		5404662		2600587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13921		5404663		2600588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13922		5404664		2600589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13923		5404665		2600590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13924		5404666		2600591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13925		5404667		2600592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13926		5404668		2600593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13927		5404669		2600594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13928		5404670		2600595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13929		5404671		2600596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13930		5404672		2600597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13931		5404673		2600598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13932		5404674		2600599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13933		5404675		2600600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13934		5404676		2600601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13935		5404677		2600602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13936		5404678		2600603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13937		5404679		2600604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13938		5404680		2600605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13939		5404681		2600606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13940		5404682		2600607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13941		5404683		2600608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13942		5404684		2600609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13943		5404685		2600610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13944		5404686		2600611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13945		5404687		2600612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13946		5404688		2600613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13947		5404689		2600614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13948		5404690		2600615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13949		5404691		2600616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13950		5404692		2600617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13951		5404693		2600618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13952		5404694		2600619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13953		5404695		2600620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13954		5404696		2600621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13955		5404697		2600622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13956		5404698		2600623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13957		5404699		2600624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13958		5404700		2600625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13959		5404701		2600626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13960		5404702		2600627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13961		5404703		2600628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13962		5404704		2600629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13963		5404705		2600630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13964		5404706		2600631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13965		5404707		2600632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13966		5404708		2600633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13967		5404709		2600634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13968		5404710		2600635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13969		5404711		2600636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13970		5404712		2600637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13971		5404713		2600638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13972		5404714		2600639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13973		5404715		2600640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13974		5404716		2600641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13975		5404717		2600642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13976		5404718		2600643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13977		5404719		2600644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13978		5404720		2600645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13979		5404721		2600646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13980		5404722		2600647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13981		5404723		2600648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13982		5404724		2600649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13983		5404725		2600650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13984		5404726		2600651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13985		5404727		2600652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13986		5404728		2600653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13987		5404729		2600654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13988		5404730		2600655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13989		5404731		2600656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13990		5404732		2600657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13991		5404733		2600658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13992		5404734		2600659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13993		5404735		2600660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13994		5404736		2600661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13995		5404737		2600662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13996		5404738		2600663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13997		5404739		2600664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13998		5404740		2600665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13999		5404741		2600666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14000		5404742		2600667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14001		5404743		2600668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14002		5404744		2600669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14003		5404745		2600670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14004		5404746		2600671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14005		5404747		2600672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14006		5404748		2600673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14007		5404749		2600674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14008		5404750		2600675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14009		5404751		2600676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14010		5404752		2600677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14011		5404753		2600678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14012		5404754		2600679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14013		5404755		2600680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14014		5404756		2600681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14015		5404757		2600682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14016		5404758		2600683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14017		5404759		2600684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14018		5404760		2600685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14019		5404761		2600686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14020		5404762		2600687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14021		5404763		2600688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14022		5404764		2600689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14023		5404765		2600690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14024		5404766		2600691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14025		5404767		2600692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14026		5404768		2600693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14027		5404769		2600694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14028		5404770		2600695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14029		5404771		2600696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14030		5404772		2600697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14031		5404773		2600698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14032		5404774		2600699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14033		5404775		2600700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14034		5404776		2600701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14035		5404777		2600702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14036		5404778		2600703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14037		5404779		2600704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14038		5404780		2600705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14039		5404781		2600706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14040		5404782		2600707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14041		5404783		2600708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14042		5404784		2600709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14043		5404785		2600710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14044		5404786		2600711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14045		5404787		2600712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14046		5404788		2600713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14047		5404789		2600714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14048		5404790		2600715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14049		5404791		2600716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14050		5404792		2600717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14051		5404793		2600718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14052		5404794		2600719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14053		5404795		2600720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14054		5404796		2600721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14055		5404797		2600722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14056		5404798		2600723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14057		5404799		2600724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14058		5404800		2600725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14059		5404801		2600726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14060		5404802		2600727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14061		5404803		2600728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14062		5404804		2600729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14063		5404805		2600730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14064		5404806		2600731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14065		5404807		2600732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14066		5404808		2600733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14067		5404809		2600734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14068		5404810		2600735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14069		5404811		2600736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14070		5404812		2600737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14071		5404813		2600738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14072		5404814		2600739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14073		5404815		2600740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14074		5404816		2600741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14075		5404817		2600742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14076		5404818		2600743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14077		5404819		2600744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14078		5404820		2600745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14079		5404821		2600746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14080		5404822		2600747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14081		5404823		2600748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14082		5404824		2600749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14083		5404825		2600750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14084		5404826		2600751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14085		5404827		2600752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14086		5404828		2600753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14087		5404829		2600754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14088		5404830		2600755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14089		5404831		2600756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14090		5404832		2600757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14091		5404833		2600758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14092		5404834		2600759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14093		5404835		2600760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14094		5404836		2600761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14095		5404837		2600762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14096		5404838		2600763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14097		5404839		2600764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14098		5404840		2600765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14099		5404841		2600766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14100		5404842		2600767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14101		5404843		2600768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14102		5404844		2600769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14103		5404845		2600770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14104		5404846		2600771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14105		5404847		2600772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14106		5404848		2600773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14107		5404849		2600774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14195		5405489		2601414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14196		5405490		2601415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14197		5405491		2601416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14198		5405492		2601417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14199		5405493		2601418		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14200		5405494		2601419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14201		5405497		2601422		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14202		5405498		2601423		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14203		5405499		2601424		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14204		5405500		2601425		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14205		5405501		2601426		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14206		5405502		2601427		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14207		5405503		2601428		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14208		5405504		2601429		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14209		5405505		2601430		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14210		5405506		2601431		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14211		5405507		2601432		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14212		5405508		2601433		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14213		5405575		2601500		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14214		5405576		2601501		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14215		5405577		2601502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14216		5405578		2601503		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14217		5405579		2601504		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14218		5405679		2601604		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14219		5405680		2601605		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14220		5405681		2601606		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14221		5405682		2601607		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14222		5405683		2601608		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14223		5405684		2601609		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14224		5405685		2601610		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14225		5405686		2601611		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14226		5405687		2601612		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14227		5405688		2601613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14228		5405689		2601614		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14229		5405690		2601615		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14230		5405691		2601616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14231		5405692		2601617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14232		5405693		2601618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14233		5405694		2601619		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14234		5405695		2601620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14235		5405696		2601621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14236		5405697		2601622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14237		5405698		2601623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14238		5405699		2601624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14239		5405700		2601625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14240		5405701		2601626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14241		5405702		2601627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14242		5405703		2601628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14243		5405704		2601629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14244		5405705		2601630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14245		5405706		2601631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14246		5405707		2601632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14247		5405708		2601633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14248		5405709		2601634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14249		5405710		2601635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14250		5405711		2601636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14251		5405712		2601637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14252		5405713		2601638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14253		5405714		2601639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14254		5405715		2601640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14255		5405716		2601641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14256		5405717		2601642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14257		5405718		2601643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14258		5405719		2601644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14259		5405720		2601645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14260		5405721		2601646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14261		5405722		2601647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14262		5405723		2601648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14263		5405724		2601649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14264		5405725		2601650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14265		5405726		2601651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14266		5405727		2601652		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14267		5405728		2601653		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14268		5405729		2601654		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14269		5405730		2601655		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14270		5405731		2601656		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14271		5405732		2601657		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14272		5405733		2601658		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14273		5405734		2601659		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14274		5504651		2700576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14275		5504652		2700577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14276		5504653		2700578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14277		5504654		2700579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14278		5504655		2700580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14279		5504656		2700581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14280		5504657		2700582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14281		5504658		2700583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14282		5504659		2700584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14283		5504660		2700585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14284		5504661		2700586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14285		5504662		2700587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14286		5504663		2700588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14287		5504664		2700589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14288		5504665		2700590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14289		5504666		2700591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14290		5504667		2700592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14291		5504668		2700593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14292		5504669		2700594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14293		5504670		2700595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14294		5504671		2700596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14295		5504672		2700597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14296		5504673		2700598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14297		5504674		2700599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14298		5504675		2700600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14299		5504676		2700601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14300		5504677		2700602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14301		5504678		2700603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14302		5504679		2700604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14303		5504680		2700605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14304		5504681		2700606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14305		5504682		2700607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14306		5504683		2700608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14307		5504684		2700609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14308		5504685		2700610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14309		5504686		2700611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14310		5504687		2700612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14311		5504688		2700613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14312		5504689		2700614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14313		5504690		2700615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14314		5504691		2700616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14315		5504692		2700617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14316		5504693		2700618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14317		5504694		2700619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14318		5504695		2700620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14319		5504696		2700621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14320		5504697		2700622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14321		5504698		2700623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14322		5504699		2700624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14323		5504700		2700625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14324		5504701		2700626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14325		5504702		2700627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14326		5504703		2700628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14327		5504704		2700629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14328		5504705		2700630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14329		5504706		2700631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14330		5504707		2700632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14331		5504708		2700633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14332		5504709		2700634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14333		5504710		2700635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14334		5504711		2700636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14335		5504712		2700637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14336		5504713		2700638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14337		5504714		2700639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14338		5504715		2700640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14339		5504716		2700641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14340		5504717		2700642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14341		5504718		2700643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14342		5504719		2700644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14343		5504720		2700645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14344		5504721		2700646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14345		5504722		2700647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14346		5504723		2700648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14347		5504724		2700649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14348		5504725		2700650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14349		5504726		2700651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14350		5504727		2700652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14351		5504728		2700653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14352		5504729		2700654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14353		5504730		2700655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14354		5504731		2700656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14355		5504732		2700657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14356		5504733		2700658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14357		5504734		2700659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14358		5504735		2700660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14359		5504736		2700661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14360		5504737		2700662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14361		5504738		2700663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14362		5504739		2700664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14363		5504740		2700665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14364		5504741		2700666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14365		5504742		2700667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14366		5504743		2700668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14367		5504744		2700669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14368		5504745		2700670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14369		5504746		2700671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14370		5504747		2700672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14371		5504748		2700673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14408		5505291		2701216		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14409		5505301		2701226		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14410		5505302		2701227		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14411		5505303		2701228		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14412		5505304		2701229		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14413		5505305		2701230		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14414		5505337		2701262		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14415		5505371		2701296		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14416		5505372		2701297		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14417		5505373		2701298		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14418		5505374		2701299		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14419		5505375		2701300		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14420		5505376		2701301		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14421		5505377		2701302		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14422		5505378		2701303		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14423		5505379		2701304		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14424		5505380		2701305		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14425		5505381		2701306		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14426		5505382		2701307		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14427		5505383		2701308		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14428		5505384		2701309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14429		5505385		2701310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14430		5505386		2701311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14431		5505387		2701312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14432		5505388		2701313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14433		5505389		2701314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14434		5505390		2701315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14435		5505391		2701316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14436		5505392		2701317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14437		5505393		2701318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14438		5505394		2701319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14439		5505395		2701320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14440		5505396		2701321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14441		5505397		2701322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14442		5505398		2701323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14443		5505399		2701324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14444		5505400		2701325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14445		5505401		2701326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14446		5505402		2701327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14447		5505403		2701328		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14448		5505404		2701329		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14449		5505405		2701330		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14450		5505406		2701331		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14451		5604080		2800005		36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14452		5604082		2800007		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14453		5604083		2800008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14454		5604084		2800009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14455		5604085		2800010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14456		5606069		2801994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14457		5606070		2801995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14458		5606071		2801996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14459		5606072		2801997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14460		5606073		2801998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14461		5606074		2801999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14462		5606075		2802000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14463		5606076		2802001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14464		5606077		2802002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14465		5606078		2802003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14466		5606079		2802004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14467		5606080		2802005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14468		5606081		2802006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14469		5606082		2802007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14470		5606083		2802008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14471		5606084		2802009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14472		5606085		2802010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14473		5606086		2802011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14474		5606087		2802012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14475		5606088		2802013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14476		5606089		2802014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14477		5606090		2802015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14478		5606091		2802016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14479		5606092		2802017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14480		5606093		2802018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14481		5606094		2802019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14482		5606095		2802020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14483		5606096		2802021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14484		5606097		2802022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14485		5606098		2802023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14486		5606099		2802024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14487		5606100		2802025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14488		5606101		2802026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14489		5606102		2802027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14490		5606103		2802028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14491		5606104		2802029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14492		5606105		2802030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14493		5606106		2802031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14494		5606107		2802032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14495		5606108		2802033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14496		5606109		2802034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14497		5606110		2802035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14498		5606111		2802036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14499		5606112		2802037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14500		5606113		2802038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14501		5606114		2802039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14502		5606115		2802040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14503		5606116		2802041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14504		5606117		2802042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14505		5606118		2802043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14506		5606119		2802044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14507		5606120		2802045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14508		5606121		2802046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14509		5606122		2802047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14510		5606123		2802048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14511		5606124		2802049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14512		5606125		2802050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14513		5606126		2802051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14514		5606127		2802052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14515		5606128		2802053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14516		5606129		2802054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14517		5606130		2802055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14518		5606131		2802056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14519		5606132		2802057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14520		5606133		2802058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14521		5606134		2802059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14522		5606135		2802060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14523		5606136		2802061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14524		5606137		2802062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14525		5606138		2802063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14526		5606139		2802064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14527		5606140		2802065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14528		5606141		2802066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14529		5606142		2802067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14530		5606143		2802068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14531		5606144		2802069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14532		5606145		2802070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14533		5606146		2802071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14534		5606147		2802072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14535		5606148		2802073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14536		5606149		2802074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14537		5606150		2802075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14538		5606151		2802076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14539		5606152		2802077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14540		5606153		2802078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14541		5606154		2802079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14542		5606155		2802080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14543		5606156		2802081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14544		5606157		2802082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14545		5606158		2802083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14546		5606159		2802084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14547		5606160		2802085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14548		5606161		2802086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14549		5606162		2802087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14550		5606163		2802088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14551		5606164		2802089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14552		5606165		2802090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14553		5606166		2802091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14554		5606167		2802092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14555		5606168		2802093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14556		5606169		2802094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14557		5606170		2802095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14558		5606171		2802096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14559		5606172		2802097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14560		5606173		2802098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14561		5606174		2802099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14562		5606175		2802100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14563		5606176		2802101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14564		5606177		2802102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14565		5606178		2802103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14566		5606179		2802104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14567		5606180		2802105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14568		5606181		2802106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14569		5606182		2802107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14570		5606183		2802108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14571		5606184		2802109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14572		5606185		2802110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14573		5606186		2802111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14574		5606187		2802112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14575		5606188		2802113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14576		5606189		2802114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14577		5606190		2802115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14578		5606191		2802116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14579		5606192		2802117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14580		5606193		2802118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14581		5606194		2802119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14582		5606195		2802120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14583		5606196		2802121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14584		5606197		2802122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14585		5606198		2802123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14586		5606199		2802124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14587		5606200		2802125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14588		5606201		2802126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14589		5606202		2802127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14590		5606203		2802128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14591		5606204		2802129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14592		5606205		2802130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14593		5606206		2802131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14594		5606207		2802132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14595		5606208		2802133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14596		5606209		2802134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14597		5606210		2802135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14598		5606211		2802136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14599		5606212		2802137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14600		5606213		2802138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14601		5606214		2802139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14602		5606215		2802140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14603		5606216		2802141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14604		5606217		2802142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14605		5606218		2802143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14606		5606219		2802144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14607		5606220		2802145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14608		5606221		2802146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14609		5606222		2802147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14610		5606223		2802148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14611		5606224		2802149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14612		5606225		2802150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14613		5606226		2802151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14614		5606227		2802152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14615		5606228		2802153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14616		5606229		2802154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14617		5606230		2802155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14618		5606231		2802156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14619		5606232		2802157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14620		5606233		2802158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14621		5606234		2802159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14622		5606235		2802160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14623		5606236		2802161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14624		5606237		2802162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14625		5606238		2802163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14626		5606239		2802164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14627		5606240		2802165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14628		5606241		2802166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14629		5606242		2802167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14630		5606243		2802168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14631		5606244		2802169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14632		5606245		2802170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14633		5606246		2802171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14634		5606247		2802172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14635		5606248		2802173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14636		5606249		2802174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14637		5606250		2802175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14638		5606251		2802176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14639		5606252		2802177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14640		5606253		2802178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14641		5606254		2802179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14642		5606255		2802180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14643		5606256		2802181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14644		5606257		2802182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14645		5606258		2802183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14646		5606259		2802184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14647		5606260		2802185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14648		5606261		2802186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14649		5606262		2802187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14650		5606263		2802188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14651		5606264		2802189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14652		5606265		2802190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14653		5606266		2802191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14654		5606267		2802192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14655		5606268		2802193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14656		5606269		2802194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14657		5606270		2802195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14658		5606271		2802196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14659		5606272		2802197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14660		5606273		2802198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14661		5606274		2802199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14662		5606275		2802200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14663		5606276		2802201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14664		5606277		2802202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14665		5606278		2802203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14666		5606279		2802204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14667		5606280		2802205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14668		5606281		2802206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14669		5606282		2802207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14670		5606283		2802208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14671		5606284		2802209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14672		5606285		2802210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14673		5606286		2802211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14674		5606287		2802212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14675		5606288		2802213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14676		5606289		2802214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14677		5606290		2802215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14678		5606291		2802216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14679		5606292		2802217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14680		5606293		2802218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14681		5606294		2802219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14682		5606295		2802220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14683		5606296		2802221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14684		5606297		2802222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14685		5606298		2802223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14686		5606299		2802224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14687		5606300		2802225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14688		5606301		2802226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14689		5606302		2802227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14690		5606303		2802228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14691		5606304		2802229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14692		5606305		2802230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14693		5606306		2802231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14694		5606307		2802232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14695		5606308		2802233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14696		5606309		2802234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14697		5606310		2802235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14698		5606311		2802236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14699		5606312		2802237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14700		5606313		2802238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14701		5606314		2802239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14702		5606315		2802240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14703		5606316		2802241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14704		5606317		2802242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14705		5606318		2802243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14706		5606319		2802244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14707		5606320		2802245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14708		5606321		2802246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14709		5606322		2802247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14710		5606323		2802248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14711		5606324		2802249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14712		5606325		2802250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14713		5606326		2802251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14714		5606327		2802252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14715		5606328		2802253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14716		5606329		2802254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14717		5606330		2802255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14718		5606331		2802256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14719		5606332		2802257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14720		5606333		2802258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14721		5606334		2802259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14722		5606335		2802260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14723		5606336		2802261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14724		5606337		2802262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14725		5606338		2802263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14726		5606339		2802264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14727		5606340		2802265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14728		5606341		2802266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14729		5606342		2802267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14730		5606343		2802268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14731		5606344		2802269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14732		5606345		2802270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14733		5606346		2802271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14734		5606347		2802272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14735		5606348		2802273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14736		5606349		2802274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14737		5606350		2802275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14738		5606351		2802276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14739		5606352		2802277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14740		5606353		2802278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14741		5606354		2802279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14742		5606355		2802280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14743		5606356		2802281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14744		5606357		2802282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14745		5606358		2802283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14746		5606359		2802284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14747		5606360		2802285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14748		5606361		2802286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14749		5606362		2802287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14750		5606363		2802288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14751		5606364		2802289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14752		5606365		2802290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14753		5606366		2802291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14754		5606367		2802292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14755		5606368		2802293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14756		5606369		2802294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14757		5606370		2802295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14758		5606371		2802296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14759		5606372		2802297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14760		5606373		2802298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14761		5606374		2802299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14762		5606375		2802300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14763		5606376		2802301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14764		5606377		2802302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14765		5606378		2802303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14766		5606379		2802304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14767		5606380		2802305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14768		5606381		2802306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14769		5606382		2802307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14770		5606383		2802308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14771		5606384		2802309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14772		5606385		2802310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14773		5606386		2802311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14774		5606387		2802312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14775		5606388		2802313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14776		5606389		2802314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14777		5606390		2802315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14778		5606391		2802316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14779		5606392		2802317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14780		5606393		2802318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14781		5606394		2802319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14782		5606395		2802320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14783		5606396		2802321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14784		5606397		2802322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14785		5606398		2802323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14786		5606399		2802324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14787		5606400		2802325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14788		5606401		2802326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14789		5606402		2802327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14790		5606403		2802328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14791		5606404		2802329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14792		5606405		2802330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14793		5606406		2802331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14794		5606407		2802332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14795		5606408		2802333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14796		5606409		2802334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14797		5606410		2802335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14798		5606411		2802336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14799		5606412		2802337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14800		5606413		2802338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14801		5606414		2802339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14802		5606415		2802340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14803		5606416		2802341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14804		5606417		2802342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14805		5606418		2802343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14806		5606419		2802344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14807		5606420		2802345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14808		5606421		2802346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14809		5606422		2802347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14810		5606423		2802348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14811		5606424		2802349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14812		5606425		2802350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14813		5606426		2802351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14814		5606427		2802352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14815		5606428		2802353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14816		5606429		2802354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14817		5606430		2802355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14818		5606431		2802356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14819		5606432		2802357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14820		5606433		2802358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14821		5606434		2802359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14822		5606435		2802360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14823		5606436		2802361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14824		5606437		2802362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14825		5606438		2802363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14826		5606439		2802364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14827		5606440		2802365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14828		5606441		2802366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14829		5606442		2802367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14830		5606443		2802368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14831		5606444		2802369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14832		5606445		2802370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14833		5606446		2802371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14834		5606447		2802372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14835		5606448		2802373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14836		5606449		2802374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14837		5606450		2802375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14838		5606451		2802376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14839		5606452		2802377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14840		5606453		2802378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14841		5606454		2802379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14842		5606455		2802380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14843		5606456		2802381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14844		5606457		2802382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14845		5606458		2802383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14846		5606459		2802384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14847		5606460		2802385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14848		5606461		2802386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14849		5606462		2802387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14850		5606463		2802388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14851		5606464		2802389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14852		5606465		2802390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14853		5606466		2802391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14854		5606467		2802392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14855		5606468		2802393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14856		5606469		2802394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14857		5606470		2802395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14858		5606471		2802396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14859		5606472		2802397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14860		5606473		2802398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14861		5606474		2802399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14862		5606475		2802400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14863		5606476		2802401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14864		5606477		2802402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14865		5606478		2802403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14866		5606479		2802404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14867		5606480		2802405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14868		5606481		2802406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14869		5606482		2802407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14870		5606483		2802408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14871		5606484		2802409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14872		5606485		2802410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14873		5606486		2802411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14874		5606487		2802412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14875		5606488		2802413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14876		5606489		2802414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14877		5606490		2802415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14878		5606491		2802416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14879		5606492		2802417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14880		5606493		2802418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14881		5606494		2802419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14882		5606495		2802420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14883		5606496		2802421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14884		5606497		2802422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14885		5606498		2802423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14886		5606499		2802424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14887		5606500		2802425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14888		5606501		2802426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14889		5606502		2802427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14890		5606503		2802428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14891		5606504		2802429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14892		5606505		2802430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14893		5606506		2802431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14894		5606507		2802432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14895		5606508		2802433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14896		5606509		2802434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14897		5606510		2802435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14898		5606511		2802436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14899		5606512		2802437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14900		5606513		2802438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14901		5606514		2802439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14902		5606515		2802440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14903		5606516		2802441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14904		5606517		2802442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14905		5606518		2802443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14906		5606519		2802444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14907		5606520		2802445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14908		5606521		2802446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14909		5606522		2802447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14910		5606523		2802448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14911		5606524		2802449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14912		5606525		2802450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14913		5606526		2802451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14914		5606527		2802452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14915		5606528		2802453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14916		5606529		2802454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14917		5606530		2802455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14918		5606531		2802456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14919		5606532		2802457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14920		5606533		2802458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14921		5606534		2802459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14922		5606535		2802460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14923		5606536		2802461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14924		5606537		2802462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14925		5606538		2802463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14926		5606539		2802464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14927		5606540		2802465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14928		5606541		2802466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14929		5606542		2802467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14930		5606543		2802468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14931		5606544		2802469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14932		5606545		2802470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14933		5606546		2802471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14934		5606547		2802472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14935		5606548		2802473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14936		5606549		2802474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14937		5606550		2802475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14938		5606551		2802476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14939		5606552		2802477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14940		5606553		2802478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14941		5606554		2802479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14942		5606555		2802480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14943		5606556		2802481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14944		5606557		2802482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14945		5606558		2802483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14946		5606559		2802484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14947		5606560		2802485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14948		5606561		2802486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14949		5606562		2802487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14950		5606563		2802488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14951		5606564		2802489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14952		5606565		2802490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14953		5606566		2802491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14954		5606567		2802492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14955		5606568		2802493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14956		5606569		2802494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14957		5606570		2802495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14958		5606571		2802496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14959		5606572		2802497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14960		5606573		2802498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14961		5606574		2802499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14962		5606575		2802500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14963		5606576		2802501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14964		5606577		2802502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14965		5606578		2802503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14966		5606579		2802504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14967		5606580		2802505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14968		5606581		2802506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14969		5606582		2802507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14970		5606583		2802508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14971		5606584		2802509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14972		5606585		2802510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14973		5606586		2802511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14974		5606587		2802512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14975		5606588		2802513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14976		5606589		2802514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14977		5606590		2802515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14978		5606591		2802516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14979		5606592		2802517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14980		5606593		2802518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14981		5606594		2802519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14982		5606595		2802520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14983		5606596		2802521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14984		5606597		2802522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14985		5606598		2802523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14986		5606599		2802524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14987		5606600		2802525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14988		5606601		2802526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14989		5606602		2802527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14990		5606603		2802528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14991		5606604		2802529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14992		5606605		2802530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14993		5606606		2802531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14994		5606607		2802532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14995		5606608		2802533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14996		5606609		2802534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14997		5606610		2802535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14998		5606611		2802536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14999		5606612		2802537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15000		5606613		2802538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15001		5606614		2802539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15002		5606615		2802540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15003		5606616		2802541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15004		5606617		2802542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15005		5606618		2802543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15006		5606619		2802544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15007		5606620		2802545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15008		5606621		2802546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15009		5606622		2802547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15010		5606623		2802548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15011		5606624		2802549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15012		5606625		2802550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15013		5606626		2802551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15014		5606627		2802552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15015		5606628		2802553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15016		5606629		2802554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15017		5606630		2802555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15018		5606631		2802556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15019		5606632		2802557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15020		5606633		2802558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15021		5606634		2802559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15022		5606635		2802560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15023		5606636		2802561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15024		5606637		2802562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15025		5606638		2802563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15026		5606639		2802564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15027		5606640		2802565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15028		5606641		2802566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15029		5606642		2802567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15030		5606643		2802568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15031		5606644		2802569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15032		5606645		2802570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15033		5606646		2802571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15034		5606647		2802572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15035		5606648		2802573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15036		5606649		2802574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15037		5606650		2802575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15038		5606651		2802576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15039		5606652		2802577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15040		5606653		2802578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15041		5606654		2802579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15042		5606655		2802580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15043		5606656		2802581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15044		5606657		2802582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15045		5606658		2802583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15046		5606659		2802584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15047		5606660		2802585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15048		5606661		2802586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15049		5606662		2802587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15050		5606663		2802588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15051		5606664		2802589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15052		5606665		2802590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15053		5606666		2802591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15054		5606667		2802592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15055		5606668		2802593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15056		5606669		2802594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15057		5606670		2802595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15058		5606671		2802596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15059		5606672		2802597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15060		5606673		2802598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15061		5606674		2802599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15062		5606675		2802600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15063		5606676		2802601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15064		5606677		2802602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15065		5606678		2802603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15066		5606679		2802604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15067		5606680		2802605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15068		5606681		2802606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15069		5606682		2802607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15070		5606683		2802608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15071		5606684		2802609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15072		5606685		2802610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15073		5606686		2802611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15074		5606687		2802612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15075		5606688		2802613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15076		5606689		2802614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15077		5606690		2802615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15078		5606691		2802616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15079		5606692		2802617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15080		5606693		2802618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15081		5606694		2802619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15082		5606695		2802620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15083		5606696		2802621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15084		5606697		2802622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15085		5606698		2802623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15086		5606699		2802624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15087		5606700		2802625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15088		5606701		2802626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15089		5606702		2802627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15090		5606703		2802628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15091		5606704		2802629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15092		5606705		2802630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15093		5606706		2802631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15094		5606707		2802632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15095		5606708		2802633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15096		5606709		2802634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15097		5606710		2802635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15098		5606711		2802636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15099		5606712		2802637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15100		5606713		2802638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15101		5606714		2802639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15102		5606715		2802640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15103		5606716		2802641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15104		5606717		2802642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15105		5606718		2802643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15106		5606719		2802644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15107		5606720		2802645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15108		5606721		2802646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15109		5606722		2802647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15110		5606723		2802648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15111		5606724		2802649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15112		5606725		2802650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15113		5606726		2802651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15114		5606727		2802652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15115		5606728		2802653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15116		5606729		2802654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15117		5606730		2802655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15118		5606731		2802656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15119		5606732		2802657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15120		5606733		2802658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15121		5606734		2802659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15122		5606735		2802660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15123		5606736		2802661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15124		5606737		2802662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15125		5606738		2802663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15126		5606739		2802664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15127		5606740		2802665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15128		5606741		2802666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15129		5606742		2802667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15130		5606743		2802668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15131		5606744		2802669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15132		5606745		2802670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15133		5606746		2802671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15134		5606747		2802672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15135		5606748		2802673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15136		5606749		2802674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15137		5606750		2802675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15138		5606751		2802676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15139		5606752		2802677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15140		5606753		2802678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15141		5606754		2802679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15142		5606755		2802680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15143		5606756		2802681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15144		5606757		2802682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15145		5606758		2802683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15146		5606759		2802684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15147		5606760		2802685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15148		5606761		2802686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15149		5606762		2802687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15150		5606763		2802688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15151		5606764		2802689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15152		5606765		2802690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15153		5606766		2802691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15154		5606767		2802692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15155		5606768		2802693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15156		5606769		2802694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15157		5606770		2802695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15158		5606771		2802696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15159		5606772		2802697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15160		5606773		2802698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15161		5606774		2802699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15162		5606775		2802700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15163		5606776		2802701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15164		5606777		2802702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15165		5606778		2802703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15166		5606779		2802704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15167		5606780		2802705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15168		5606781		2802706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15169		5606782		2802707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15170		5606783		2802708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15171		5606784		2802709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15172		5606785		2802710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15173		5606786		2802711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15174		5606787		2802712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15175		5606788		2802713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15176		5606789		2802714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15177		5606790		2802715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15178		5606791		2802716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15179		5606792		2802717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15180		5606793		2802718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15181		5606794		2802719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15182		5606795		2802720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15183		5606796		2802721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15184		5606797		2802722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15185		5606798		2802723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15186		5606799		2802724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15187		5606800		2802725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15188		5606801		2802726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15189		5606802		2802727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15190		5606803		2802728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15191		5606804		2802729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15192		5606805		2802730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15193		5606806		2802731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15194		5606807		2802732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15195		5606808		2802733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15196		5606809		2802734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15197		5606810		2802735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15198		5606811		2802736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15199		5606812		2802737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15200		5606813		2802738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15201		5606814		2802739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15202		5606815		2802740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15203		5606816		2802741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15204		5606817		2802742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15205		5606818		2802743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15206		5606819		2802744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15207		5606820		2802745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15208		5606821		2802746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15209		5606822		2802747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15210		5606823		2802748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15211		5606824		2802749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15212		5606825		2802750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15213		5606826		2802751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15214		5606827		2802752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15215		5606828		2802753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15216		5606829		2802754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15217		5606830		2802755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15218		5606831		2802756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15219		5606832		2802757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15220		5606833		2802758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15221		5606834		2802759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15222		5606835		2802760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15223		5606836		2802761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15224		5606837		2802762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15225		5606838		2802763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15226		5606839		2802764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15227		5606840		2802765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15228		5606841		2802766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15229		5606842		2802767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15230		5606843		2802768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15231		5606844		2802769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15232		5606845		2802770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15233		5606846		2802771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15234		5606847		2802772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15235		5606848		2802773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15236		5606849		2802774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15237		5606850		2802775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15238		5606851		2802776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15239		5606852		2802777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15240		5606853		2802778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15241		5606854		2802779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15242		5606855		2802780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15243		5606856		2802781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15244		5606857		2802782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15245		5606858		2802783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15246		5606859		2802784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15247		5606860		2802785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15248		5606861		2802786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15249		5606862		2802787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15250		5606863		2802788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15251		5606864		2802789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15252		5606865		2802790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15253		5606866		2802791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15254		5606867		2802792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15255		5606868		2802793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15256		5606869		2802794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15257		5606870		2802795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15258		5606871		2802796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15259		5606872		2802797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15260		5606873		2802798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15261		5606874		2802799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15262		5606875		2802800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15263		5606876		2802801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15264		5606877		2802802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15265		5606878		2802803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15266		5606879		2802804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15267		5606880		2802805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15268		5606881		2802806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15269		5606882		2802807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15270		5606883		2802808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15271		5606884		2802809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15272		5606885		2802810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15273		5606886		2802811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15274		5606887		2802812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15275		5606888		2802813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15276		5606889		2802814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15277		5606890		2802815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15278		5606891		2802816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15279		5606892		2802817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15280		5606893		2802818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15281		5606894		2802819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15282		5606895		2802820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15283		5606896		2802821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15284		5606897		2802822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15285		5606898		2802823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15286		5606899		2802824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15287		5606900		2802825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15288		5606901		2802826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15289		5606902		2802827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15290		5606903		2802828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15291		5606904		2802829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15292		5606905		2802830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15293		5606906		2802831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15294		5606907		2802832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15295		5606908		2802833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15296		5606909		2802834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15297		5606910		2802835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15298		5606911		2802836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15299		5606912		2802837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15300		5606913		2802838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15301		5606914		2802839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15302		5606915		2802840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15303		5606916		2802841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15304		5606917		2802842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15305		5606918		2802843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15306		5606919		2802844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15307		5606920		2802845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15308		5606921		2802846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15309		5606922		2802847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15310		5606923		2802848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15311		5606924		2802849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15312		5606925		2802850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15313		5606926		2802851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15314		5606927		2802852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15315		5606928		2802853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15316		5606929		2802854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15317		5606930		2802855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15318		5606931		2802856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15319		5606932		2802857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15320		5606933		2802858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15321		5606934		2802859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15322		5606935		2802860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15323		5606936		2802861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15324		5606937		2802862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15325		5606938		2802863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15326		5606939		2802864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15327		5606940		2802865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15328		5606941		2802866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15329		5606942		2802867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15330		5606943		2802868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15331		5606944		2802869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15332		5606945		2802870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15333		5606946		2802871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15334		5606947		2802872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15335		5606948		2802873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15336		5606949		2802874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15337		5606950		2802875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15338		5606951		2802876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15339		5606952		2802877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15340		5606953		2802878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15341		5606954		2802879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15342		5606955		2802880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15343		5606956		2802881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15344		5606957		2802882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15345		5606958		2802883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15346		5606959		2802884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15347		5606960		2802885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15348		5606961		2802886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15349		5606962		2802887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15350		5606963		2802888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15351		5606964		2802889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15352		5606965		2802890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15353		5606966		2802891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15354		5606967		2802892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15355		5606968		2802893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15356		5606969		2802894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15357		5606970		2802895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15358		5606971		2802896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15359		5606972		2802897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15360		5606973		2802898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15361		5606974		2802899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15362		5606975		2802900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15363		5606976		2802901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15364		5606977		2802902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15365		5606978		2802903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15366		5606979		2802904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15367		5606980		2802905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15368		5606981		2802906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15369		5606982		2802907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15370		5606983		2802908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15371		5606984		2802909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15372		5606985		2802910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15373		5606986		2802911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15374		5606987		2802912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15375		5606988		2802913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15376		5606989		2802914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15377		5606990		2802915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15378		5606991		2802916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15379		5606992		2802917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15380		5606993		2802918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15381		5606994		2802919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15382		5606995		2802920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15383		5606996		2802921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15384		5606997		2802922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15385		5606998		2802923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15386		5606999		2802924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15387		5607000		2802925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15388		5607001		2802926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15389		5607002		2802927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15390		5607003		2802928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15391		5607004		2802929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15392		5607005		2802930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15393		5607006		2802931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15394		5607007		2802932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15395		5607008		2802933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15396		5607009		2802934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15397		5607010		2802935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15398		5607011		2802936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15399		5607012		2802937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15400		5607013		2802938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15401		5607014		2802939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15402		5607015		2802940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15403		5607016		2802941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15404		5607017		2802942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15405		5607018		2802943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15406		5607019		2802944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15407		5607020		2802945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15408		5607021		2802946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15409		5607022		2802947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15410		5607023		2802948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15411		5607024		2802949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15412		5607025		2802950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15413		5607026		2802951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15414		5607027		2802952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15415		5607028		2802953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15416		5607029		2802954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15417		5607030		2802955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15418		5607031		2802956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15419		5607032		2802957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15420		5607033		2802958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15421		5607034		2802959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15422		5607035		2802960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15423		5607036		2802961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15424		5607037		2802962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15425		5607038		2802963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15426		5607039		2802964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15427		5607040		2802965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15428		5607041		2802966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15429		5607042		2802967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15430		5607043		2802968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15431		5607044		2802969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15432		5607045		2802970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15433		5607046		2802971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15434		5607047		2802972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15435		5607048		2802973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15436		5607049		2802974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15437		5607050		2802975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15438		5607051		2802976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15439		5607052		2802977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15440		5607053		2802978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15441		5607054		2802979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15442		5607055		2802980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15443		5607056		2802981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15444		5607057		2802982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15445		5607058		2802983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15446		5607059		2802984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15447		5607060		2802985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15448		5607061		2802986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15449		5607062		2802987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15450		5607063		2802988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15451		5607064		2802989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15452		5607065		2802990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15453		5607066		2802991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15454		5607067		2802992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15455		5607068		2802993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15456		5607069		2802994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15457		5607070		2802995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15458		5607071		2802996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15459		5607072		2802997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15460		5607073		2802998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15461		5607074		2802999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15462		5607075		2803000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15463		5607076		2803001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15464		5607077		2803002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15465		5607078		2803003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15466		5607079		2803004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15467		5607080		2803005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15468		5607081		2803006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15469		5607082		2803007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15470		5607083		2803008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15471		5607084		2803009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15472		5607085		2803010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15473		5607086		2803011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15474		5607087		2803012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15475		5607088		2803013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15476		5607089		2803014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15477		5607090		2803015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15478		5607091		2803016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15479		5607092		2803017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15480		5607093		2803018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15481		5607094		2803019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15482		5607095		2803020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15483		5607096		2803021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15484		5607097		2803022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15485		5607098		2803023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15486		5607099		2803024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15487		5607100		2803025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15488		5607101		2803026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15489		5607102		2803027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15490		5607103		2803028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15491		5607104		2803029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15492		5607105		2803030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15493		5607106		2803031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15494		5607107		2803032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15495		5607108		2803033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15496		5607109		2803034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15497		5607110		2803035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15498		5607111		2803036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15499		5607112		2803037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15500		5607113		2803038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15501		5607114		2803039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15502		5607115		2803040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15503		5607116		2803041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15504		5607117		2803042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15505		5607118		2803043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15506		5607119		2803044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15507		5607120		2803045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15508		5607121		2803046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15509		5607122		2803047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15510		5607123		2803048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15511		5607124		2803049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15512		5607125		2803050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15513		5607126		2803051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15514		5607127		2803052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15515		5607128		2803053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15516		5607129		2803054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15517		5607130		2803055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15518		5607131		2803056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15519		5607132		2803057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15520		5607133		2803058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15521		5607134		2803059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15522		5607135		2803060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15523		5607136		2803061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15524		5607137		2803062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15525		5607138		2803063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15526		5607139		2803064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15527		5607140		2803065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15528		5607141		2803066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15529		5607142		2803067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15530		5607143		2803068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15531		5607144		2803069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15532		5607145		2803070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15533		5607146		2803071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15534		5607147		2803072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15535		5607148		2803073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15536		5607149		2803074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15537		5607150		2803075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15538		5607151		2803076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15539		5607152		2803077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15540		5607153		2803078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15541		5607154		2803079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15542		5607155		2803080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15543		5607156		2803081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15544		5607157		2803082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15545		5607158		2803083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15546		5607159		2803084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15547		5607160		2803085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15548		5607161		2803086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15549		5607162		2803087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15550		5607163		2803088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15551		5607164		2803089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15552		5607165		2803090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15553		5607166		2803091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15554		5607167		2803092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15555		5607168		2803093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15556		5607169		2803094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15557		5607170		2803095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15558		5607171		2803096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15559		5607172		2803097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15560		5607173		2803098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15561		5607174		2803099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15562		5607175		2803100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15563		5607176		2803101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15564		5607177		2803102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15565		5607178		2803103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15566		5607179		2803104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15567		5607180		2803105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15568		5607181		2803106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15569		5607182		2803107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15570		5607183		2803108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15571		5607184		2803109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15572		5607185		2803110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15573		5607186		2803111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15574		5607187		2803112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15575		5607188		2803113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15576		5607189		2803114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15577		5607190		2803115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15578		5607191		2803116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15579		5607192		2803117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15580		5607193		2803118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15581		5607194		2803119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15582		5607195		2803120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15583		5607196		2803121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15584		5607197		2803122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15585		5607198		2803123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15586		5607199		2803124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15587		5607200		2803125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15588		5607201		2803126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15589		5607202		2803127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15590		5607203		2803128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15591		5607204		2803129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15592		5607205		2803130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15593		5607206		2803131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15594		5607207		2803132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15595		5607208		2803133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15596		5607209		2803134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15597		5607210		2803135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15598		5607211		2803136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15599		5607212		2803137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15600		5607213		2803138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15601		5607214		2803139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15602		5607215		2803140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15603		5607216		2803141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15604		5607217		2803142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15605		5607218		2803143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15606		5607219		2803144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15607		5607220		2803145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15608		5607221		2803146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15609		5607222		2803147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15610		5607223		2803148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15611		5607224		2803149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15612		5607225		2803150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15613		5607226		2803151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15614		5607227		2803152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15615		5607228		2803153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15616		5607229		2803154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15617		5607230		2803155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15618		5607231		2803156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15619		5607232		2803157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15620		5607233		2803158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15621		5607234		2803159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15622		5607235		2803160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15623		5607236		2803161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15624		5607237		2803162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15625		5607238		2803163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15626		5607239		2803164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15627		5607240		2803165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15628		5607241		2803166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15629		5607242		2803167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15630		5607243		2803168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15631		5607244		2803169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15632		5607245		2803170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15633		5607246		2803171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15634		5607247		2803172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15635		5607248		2803173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15636		5607249		2803174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15637		5607250		2803175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15638		5607251		2803176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15639		5607252		2803177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15640		5607253		2803178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15641		5607254		2803179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15642		5607255		2803180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15643		5607256		2803181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15644		5607257		2803182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15645		5607258		2803183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15646		5607259		2803184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15647		5607260		2803185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15648		5607261		2803186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15649		5607262		2803187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15650		5607263		2803188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15651		5607264		2803189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15652		5607265		2803190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15653		5607266		2803191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15654		5607267		2803192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15655		5607268		2803193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15656		5607269		2803194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15657		5607270		2803195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15658		5607271		2803196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15659		5607272		2803197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15660		5607273		2803198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15661		5607274		2803199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15662		5607275		2803200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15663		5607276		2803201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15664		5607277		2803202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15665		5607278		2803203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15666		5607279		2803204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15667		5607280		2803205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15668		5607281		2803206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15669		5607282		2803207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15670		5607283		2803208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15671		5607284		2803209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15672		5607285		2803210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15673		5607286		2803211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15674		5607287		2803212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15675		5607288		2803213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15676		5607289		2803214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15677		5607290		2803215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15678		5607291		2803216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15679		5607292		2803217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15680		5607293		2803218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15681		5607294		2803219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15682		5607295		2803220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15683		5607296		2803221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15684		5607297		2803222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15685		5607298		2803223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15686		5607299		2803224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15687		5607300		2803225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15688		5607301		2803226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15689		5607302		2803227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15690		5607303		2803228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15691		5607304		2803229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15692		5607305		2803230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15693		5607306		2803231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15694		5607307		2803232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15695		5607308		2803233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15696		5607309		2803234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15697		5607310		2803235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15698		5607311		2803236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15699		5607312		2803237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15700		5607313		2803238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15701		5607314		2803239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15702		5607315		2803240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15703		5607316		2803241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15704		5607317		2803242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15705		5607318		2803243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15706		5607319		2803244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15707		5607320		2803245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15708		5607321		2803246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15709		5607322		2803247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15710		5607323		2803248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15711		5607324		2803249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15712		5607325		2803250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15713		5607326		2803251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15714		5607327		2803252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15715		5607328		2803253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15716		5607329		2803254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15717		5607330		2803255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15718		5607331		2803256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15719		5607332		2803257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15720		5607333		2803258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15721		5607334		2803259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15722		5607335		2803260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15723		5607336		2803261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15724		5607337		2803262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15725		5607338		2803263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15726		5607339		2803264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15727		5607340		2803265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15728		5607341		2803266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15729		5607342		2803267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15730		5607343		2803268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15731		5607344		2803269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15732		5607345		2803270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15733		5607346		2803271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15734		5607347		2803272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15735		5607348		2803273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15736		5607349		2803274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15737		5607350		2803275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15738		5607351		2803276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15739		5607352		2803277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15740		5607353		2803278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15741		5607354		2803279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15742		5607355		2803280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15743		5607356		2803281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15744		5607357		2803282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15745		5607358		2803283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15746		5607359		2803284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15747		5607360		2803285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15748		5607361		2803286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15749		5607362		2803287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15750		5607363		2803288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15751		5607364		2803289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15752		5607365		2803290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15753		5607366		2803291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15754		5607367		2803292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15755		5607368		2803293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15756		5607369		2803294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15757		5607370		2803295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15758		5607371		2803296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15759		5607372		2803297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15760		5607373		2803298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15761		5607374		2803299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15762		5607375		2803300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15763		5607376		2803301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15764		5607377		2803302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15765		5607378		2803303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15766		5607379		2803304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15767		5607380		2803305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15768		5607381		2803306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15769		5607382		2803307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15770		5607383		2803308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15771		5607384		2803309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15772		5607385		2803310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15773		5607386		2803311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15774		5607387		2803312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15775		5607388		2803313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15776		5607389		2803314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15777		5607390		2803315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15778		5607391		2803316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15779		5607392		2803317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15780		5607393		2803318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15781		5607394		2803319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15782		5607395		2803320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15783		5607396		2803321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15784		5607397		2803322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15785		5607398		2803323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15786		5607399		2803324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15787		5607400		2803325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15788		5607401		2803326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15789		5607402		2803327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15790		5607403		2803328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15791		5607404		2803329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15792		5607405		2803330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15793		5607406		2803331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15794		5607407		2803332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15795		5607408		2803333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15796		5607409		2803334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15797		5607410		2803335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15798		5607411		2803336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15799		5607412		2803337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15800		5607413		2803338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15801		5607414		2803339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15802		5607415		2803340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15803		5607416		2803341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15804		5607417		2803342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15805		5607418		2803343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15806		5607419		2803344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15807		5607420		2803345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15808		5607421		2803346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15809		5607422		2803347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15810		5607423		2803348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15811		5607424		2803349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15812		5607425		2803350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15813		5607426		2803351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15814		5607427		2803352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15815		5607428		2803353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15816		5607429		2803354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15817		5607430		2803355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15818		5607431		2803356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15819		5607432		2803357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15820		5607433		2803358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15821		5607434		2803359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15822		5607435		2803360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15823		5607436		2803361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15824		5607437		2803362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15825		5607438		2803363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15826		5607439		2803364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15827		5607440		2803365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15828		5607441		2803366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15829		5607442		2803367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15830		5607443		2803368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15831		5607444		2803369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15832		5607445		2803370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15833		5607446		2803371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15834		5607447		2803372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15835		5607448		2803373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15836		5607449		2803374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15837		5607450		2803375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15838		5607451		2803376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15839		5607452		2803377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15840		5607453		2803378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15841		5607454		2803379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15842		5607455		2803380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15843		5607456		2803381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15844		5607457		2803382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15845		5607458		2803383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15846		5607459		2803384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15847		5607460		2803385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15848		5607461		2803386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15849		5607462		2803387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15850		5607463		2803388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15851		5607464		2803389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15852		5607465		2803390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15853		5607466		2803391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15854		5607467		2803392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15855		5607468		2803393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15856		5607469		2803394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15857		5607470		2803395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15858		5607471		2803396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15859		5607472		2803397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15860		5607473		2803398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15861		5607474		2803399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15862		5607475		2803400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15863		5607476		2803401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15864		5607477		2803402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15865		5607478		2803403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15866		5607479		2803404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15867		5607480		2803405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15868		5607481		2803406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15869		5607482		2803407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15870		5607483		2803408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15871		5607484		2803409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15872		5607485		2803410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15873		5607486		2803411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15874		5607487		2803412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15875		5607488		2803413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15876		5607489		2803414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15877		5607490		2803415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15878		5607491		2803416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15879		5607492		2803417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15880		5607493		2803418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15881		5607494		2803419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15882		5607495		2803420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15883		5607496		2803421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15884		5607497		2803422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15885		5607498		2803423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15886		5607499		2803424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15887		5607500		2803425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15888		5607501		2803426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15889		5607502		2803427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15890		5607503		2803428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15891		5607504		2803429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15892		5607505		2803430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15893		5607506		2803431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15894		5607507		2803432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15895		5607508		2803433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15896		5607509		2803434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15897		5607510		2803435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15898		5607511		2803436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15899		5607512		2803437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15900		5607513		2803438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15901		5607514		2803439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15902		5607515		2803440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15903		5607516		2803441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15904		5607517		2803442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15905		5607518		2803443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15906		5607519		2803444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15907		5607520		2803445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15908		5607521		2803446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15909		5607522		2803447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15910		5607523		2803448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15911		5607524		2803449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15912		5607525		2803450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15913		5607526		2803451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15914		5607527		2803452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15915		5607528		2803453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15916		5607529		2803454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15917		5607530		2803455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15918		5607531		2803456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15919		5607532		2803457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15920		5607533		2803458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15921		5607534		2803459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15922		5607535		2803460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15923		5607536		2803461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15924		5607537		2803462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15925		5607538		2803463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15926		5607539		2803464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15927		5607540		2803465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15928		5607541		2803466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15929		5607542		2803467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15930		5607543		2803468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15931		5607544		2803469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15932		5607545		2803470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15933		5607546		2803471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15934		5607547		2803472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15935		5607548		2803473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15936		5607549		2803474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15937		5607550		2803475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15938		5607551		2803476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15939		5607552		2803477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15940		5607553		2803478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15941		5607554		2803479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15942		5607555		2803480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15943		5607556		2803481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15944		5607557		2803482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15945		5607558		2803483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15946		5607559		2803484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15947		5607560		2803485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15948		5607561		2803486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15949		5607562		2803487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15950		5607563		2803488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15951		5607564		2803489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15952		5607565		2803490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15953		5607566		2803491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15954		5607567		2803492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15955		5607568		2803493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15956		5607569		2803494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15957		5607570		2803495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15958		5607571		2803496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15959		5607572		2803497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15960		5607573		2803498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15961		5607574		2803499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15962		5607575		2803500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15963		5607576		2803501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15964		5607577		2803502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15965		5607578		2803503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15966		5607579		2803504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15967		5607580		2803505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15968		5607581		2803506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15969		5607582		2803507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15970		5607583		2803508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15971		5607584		2803509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15972		5607585		2803510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15973		5607586		2803511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15974		5607587		2803512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15975		5607588		2803513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15976		5607589		2803514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15977		5607590		2803515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15978		5607591		2803516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15979		5607592		2803517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15980		5607593		2803518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15981		5607594		2803519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15982		5607595		2803520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15983		5607596		2803521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15984		5607597		2803522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15985		5607598		2803523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15986		5607599		2803524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15987		5607600		2803525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15988		5607601		2803526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15989		5607602		2803527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15990		5607603		2803528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15991		5607604		2803529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15992		5607605		2803530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15993		5607606		2803531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15994		5607607		2803532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15995		5607608		2803533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15996		5607609		2803534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15997		5607610		2803535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15998		5607611		2803536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15999		5607612		2803537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16000		5607613		2803538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16001		5607614		2803539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16002		5607615		2803540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16003		5607616		2803541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16004		5607617		2803542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16005		5607618		2803543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16006		5607619		2803544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16007		5607620		2803545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16008		5607621		2803546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16009		5607622		2803547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16010		5607623		2803548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16011		5607624		2803549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16012		5607625		2803550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16013		5607626		2803551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16014		5607627		2803552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16015		5607628		2803553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16016		5607629		2803554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16017		5607630		2803555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16018		5607631		2803556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16019		5607632		2803557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16020		5607633		2803558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16021		5607634		2803559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16022		5607635		2803560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16023		5607636		2803561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16024		5607637		2803562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16025		5607638		2803563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16026		5607639		2803564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16027		5607640		2803565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16028		5607641		2803566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16029		5607642		2803567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16030		5607643		2803568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16031		5607644		2803569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16032		5607645		2803570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16033		5607646		2803571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16034		5607647		2803572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16035		5607648		2803573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16036		5607649		2803574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16037		5607650		2803575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16038		5607651		2803576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16039		5607652		2803577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16040		5607653		2803578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16041		5607654		2803579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16042		5607655		2803580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16043		5607656		2803581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16044		5607657		2803582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16045		5607658		2803583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16046		5607659		2803584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16047		5607660		2803585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16048		5607661		2803586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16049		5607662		2803587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16050		5607663		2803588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16051		5607664		2803589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16052		5607665		2803590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16053		5607666		2803591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16054		5607667		2803592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16055		5607668		2803593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16056		5607669		2803594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16057		5607670		2803595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16058		5607671		2803596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16059		5607672		2803597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16060		5607673		2803598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16061		5607674		2803599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16062		5607675		2803600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16063		5607676		2803601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16064		5607677		2803602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16065		5607678		2803603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16066		5607679		2803604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16067		5607680		2803605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16068		5607681		2803606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16069		5607682		2803607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16070		5607683		2803608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16071		5607684		2803609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16072		5607685		2803610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16073		5607686		2803611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16074		5607687		2803612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16075		5607688		2803613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16076		5607689		2803614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16077		5607690		2803615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16078		5607691		2803616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16079		5607692		2803617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16080		5607693		2803618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16081		5607694		2803619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16082		5607695		2803620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16083		5607696		2803621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16084		5607697		2803622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16085		5607698		2803623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16086		5607699		2803624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16087		5607700		2803625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16088		5607701		2803626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16089		5607702		2803627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16090		5607703		2803628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16091		5607704		2803629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16092		5607705		2803630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16093		5607706		2803631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16094		5607707		2803632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16095		5607708		2803633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16096		5607709		2803634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16097		5607710		2803635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16098		5607711		2803636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16099		5607712		2803637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16100		5607713		2803638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16101		5607714		2803639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16102		5607715		2803640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16103		5607716		2803641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16104		5607717		2803642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16105		5607718		2803643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16106		5607719		2803644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16107		5607720		2803645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16108		5607721		2803646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16109		5607722		2803647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16110		5607723		2803648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16111		5607724		2803649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16112		5607725		2803650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16113		5607726		2803651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16114		5607727		2803652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16115		5607728		2803653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16116		5607729		2803654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16117		5607730		2803655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16118		5607731		2803656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16119		5607732		2803657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16120		5607733		2803658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16121		5607734		2803659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16122		5607735		2803660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16123		5607736		2803661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16124		5607737		2803662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16125		5607738		2803663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16126		5607739		2803664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16127		5607740		2803665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16128		5607741		2803666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16129		5607742		2803667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16130		5607743		2803668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16131		5607744		2803669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16132		5607745		2803670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16133		5607746		2803671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16134		5607747		2803672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16135		5607748		2803673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16136		5607749		2803674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16137		5607750		2803675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16138		5607751		2803676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16139		5607752		2803677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16140		5607753		2803678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16141		5607754		2803679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16142		5607755		2803680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16143		5607756		2803681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16144		5607757		2803682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16145		5607758		2803683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16146		5607759		2803684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16147		5607760		2803685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16148		5607761		2803686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16149		5607762		2803687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16150		5607763		2803688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16151		5607764		2803689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16152		5607765		2803690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16153		5607766		2803691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16154		5607767		2803692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16155		5607768		2803693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16156		5607769		2803694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16157		5607770		2803695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16158		5607771		2803696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16159		5607772		2803697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16160		5607773		2803698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16161		5607774		2803699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16162		5607775		2803700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16163		5607776		2803701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16164		5607777		2803702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16165		5607778		2803703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16166		5607779		2803704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16167		5607780		2803705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16168		5607781		2803706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16169		5607782		2803707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16170		5607783		2803708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16171		5607784		2803709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16172		5607785		2803710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16173		5607786		2803711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16174		5607787		2803712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16175		5607788		2803713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16176		5607789		2803714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16177		5607790		2803715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16178		5607791		2803716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16179		5607792		2803717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16180		5607793		2803718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16181		5607794		2803719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16182		5607795		2803720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16183		5607796		2803721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16184		5607797		2803722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16185		5607798		2803723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16186		5607799		2803724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16187		5607800		2803725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16188		5607801		2803726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16189		5607802		2803727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16190		5607803		2803728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16191		5607804		2803729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16192		5607805		2803730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16193		5607806		2803731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16194		5607807		2803732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16195		5607808		2803733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16196		5607809		2803734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16197		5607810		2803735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16198		5607811		2803736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16199		5607812		2803737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16200		5607813		2803738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16201		5607814		2803739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16202		5607815		2803740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16203		5607816		2803741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16204		5607817		2803742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16205		5607818		2803743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16206		5607819		2803744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16207		5607820		2803745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16208		5607821		2803746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16209		5607822		2803747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16210		5607823		2803748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16211		5607824		2803749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16212		5607825		2803750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16213		5607826		2803751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16214		5607827		2803752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16215		5607828		2803753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16216		5607829		2803754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16217		5607830		2803755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16218		5607831		2803756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16219		5607832		2803757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16220		5607833		2803758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16221		5607834		2803759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16222		5607835		2803760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16223		5607836		2803761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16224		5607837		2803762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16225		5607838		2803763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16226		5607839		2803764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16227		5607840		2803765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16228		5607841		2803766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16229		5607842		2803767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16230		5607843		2803768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16231		5607844		2803769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16232		5607845		2803770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16233		5607846		2803771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16234		5607847		2803772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16235		5607848		2803773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16236		5607849		2803774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16237		5607850		2803775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16238		5607851		2803776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16239		5607852		2803777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16240		5607853		2803778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16241		5607854		2803779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16242		5607855		2803780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16243		5607856		2803781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16244		5607857		2803782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16245		5607858		2803783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16246		5607859		2803784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16247		5607860		2803785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16248		5607861		2803786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16249		5607862		2803787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16250		5607863		2803788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16251		5607864		2803789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16252		5607865		2803790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16253		5607866		2803791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16254		5607867		2803792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16255		5607868		2803793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16256		5607869		2803794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16257		5607870		2803795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16258		5607871		2803796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16259		5607872		2803797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16260		5607873		2803798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16261		5607874		2803799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16262		5607875		2803800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16263		5607876		2803801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16264		5607877		2803802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16265		5607878		2803803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16266		5607879		2803804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16267		5607880		2803805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16268		5607881		2803806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16269		5607882		2803807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16270		5607883		2803808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16271		5607884		2803809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16272		5607885		2803810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16273		5607886		2803811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16274		5607887		2803812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16275		5607888		2803813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16276		5607889		2803814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16277		5607890		2803815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16278		5607891		2803816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16279		5607892		2803817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16280		5607893		2803818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16281		5607894		2803819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16282		5607895		2803820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16283		5607896		2803821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16284		5607897		2803822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16285		5607898		2803823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16286		5607899		2803824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16287		5607900		2803825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16288		5607901		2803826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16289		5607902		2803827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16290		5607903		2803828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16291		5607904		2803829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16292		5607905		2803830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16293		5607906		2803831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16294		5607907		2803832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16295		5607908		2803833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16296		5607909		2803834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16297		5607910		2803835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16298		5607911		2803836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16299		5607912		2803837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16300		5607913		2803838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16301		5607914		2803839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16302		5607915		2803840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16303		5607916		2803841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16304		5607917		2803842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16305		5607918		2803843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16306		5607919		2803844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16307		5607920		2803845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16308		5607921		2803846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16309		5607922		2803847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16310		5607923		2803848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16311		5607924		2803849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16312		5607925		2803850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16313		5607926		2803851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16314		5607927		2803852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16315		5607928		2803853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16316		5607929		2803854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16317		5607930		2803855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16318		5607931		2803856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16319		5607932		2803857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16320		5607933		2803858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16321		5607934		2803859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16322		5607935		2803860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16323		5607936		2803861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16324		5607937		2803862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16325		5607938		2803863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16326		5607939		2803864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16327		5607940		2803865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16328		5607941		2803866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16329		5607942		2803867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16330		5607943		2803868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16331		5607944		2803869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16332		5607945		2803870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16333		5607946		2803871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16334		5607947		2803872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16335		5607948		2803873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16336		5607949		2803874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16337		5607950		2803875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16338		5607951		2803876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16339		5607952		2803877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16340		5607953		2803878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16341		5607954		2803879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16342		5607955		2803880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16343		5607956		2803881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16344		5607957		2803882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16345		5607958		2803883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16346		5607959		2803884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16347		5607960		2803885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16348		5607961		2803886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16349		5607962		2803887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16350		5607963		2803888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16351		5607964		2803889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16352		5607965		2803890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16353		5607966		2803891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16354		5607967		2803892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16355		5607968		2803893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16356		5607969		2803894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16357		5607970		2803895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16358		5607971		2803896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16359		5607972		2803897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16360		5607973		2803898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16361		5607974		2803899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16362		5607975		2803900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16363		5607976		2803901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16364		5607977		2803902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16365		5607978		2803903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16366		5607979		2803904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16367		5607980		2803905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16368		5607981		2803906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16369		5607982		2803907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16370		5607983		2803908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16371		5607984		2803909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16372		5607985		2803910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16373		5607986		2803911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16374		5607987		2803912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16375		5607988		2803913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16376		5607989		2803914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16377		5607990		2803915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16378		5607991		2803916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16379		5607992		2803917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16380		5607993		2803918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16381		5607994		2803919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16382		5607995		2803920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16383		5607996		2803921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16384		5607997		2803922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16385		5607998		2803923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16386		5607999		2803924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16387		5608000		2803925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16388		5608001		2803926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16389		5608002		2803927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16390		5608003		2803928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16391		5608004		2803929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16392		5608005		2803930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16393		5608006		2803931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16394		5608007		2803932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16395		5608008		2803933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16396		5608009		2803934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16397		5608010		2803935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16398		5608011		2803936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16399		5608012		2803937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16400		5608013		2803938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16401		5608014		2803939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16402		5608015		2803940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16403		5608016		2803941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16404		5608017		2803942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16405		5608018		2803943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16406		5608019		2803944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16407		5608020		2803945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16408		5608021		2803946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16409		5608022		2803947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16410		5608023		2803948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16411		5608024		2803949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16412		5608025		2803950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16413		5608026		2803951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16414		5608027		2803952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16415		5608028		2803953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16416		5608029		2803954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16417		5608030		2803955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16418		5608031		2803956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16419		5608032		2803957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16420		5608033		2803958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16421		5608034		2803959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16422		5608035		2803960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16423		5608036		2803961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16424		5608037		2803962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16425		5608038		2803963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16426		5608039		2803964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16427		5608040		2803965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16428		5608041		2803966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16429		5608042		2803967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16430		5608043		2803968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16431		5608044		2803969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16432		5608045		2803970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16433		5608046		2803971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16434		5608047		2803972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16435		5608048		2803973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16436		5608049		2803974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16437		5608050		2803975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16438		5608051		2803976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16439		5608052		2803977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16440		5608053		2803978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16441		5608054		2803979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16442		5608055		2803980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16443		5608056		2803981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16444		5608057		2803982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16445		5608058		2803983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16446		5608059		2803984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16447		5608060		2803985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16448		5608061		2803986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16449		5608062		2803987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16450		5608063		2803988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16451		5608064		2803989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16452		5608065		2803990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16453		5608066		2803991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16454		5608067		2803992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16455		5608068		2803993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16456		5608069		2803994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16457		5608070		2803995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16458		5608071		2803996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16459		5608072		2803997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16460		5608073		2803998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16461		5608074		2803999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16462		5608075		2804000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16463		5608076		2804001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16464		5608077		2804002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16465		5608078		2804003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16466		5608079		2804004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16467		5608080		2804005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16468		5608081		2804006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16469		5608082		2804007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16470		5608083		2804008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16471		5608084		2804009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16472		5608085		2804010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16473		5608086		2804011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16474		5608087		2804012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16475		5608088		2804013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16476		5608089		2804014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16477		5608090		2804015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16478		5608091		2804016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16479		5608092		2804017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16480		5608093		2804018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16481		5608094		2804019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16482		5608095		2804020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16483		5608096		2804021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16484		5608097		2804022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16485		5608098		2804023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16486		5608099		2804024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16487		5608100		2804025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16488		5608101		2804026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16489		5608102		2804027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16490		5608103		2804028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16491		5608104		2804029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16492		5608105		2804030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16493		5608106		2804031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16494		5608107		2804032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16495		5608108		2804033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16496		5608109		2804034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16497		5608110		2804035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16498		5608111		2804036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16499		5608112		2804037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16500		5608113		2804038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16501		5608114		2804039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16502		5608115		2804040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16503		5608116		2804041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16504		5608117		2804042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16505		5608118		2804043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16506		5608119		2804044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16507		5608120		2804045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16508		5608121		2804046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16509		5608122		2804047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16510		5608123		2804048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16511		5608124		2804049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16512		5608125		2804050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16513		5608126		2804051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16514		5608127		2804052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16515		5608128		2804053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16516		5608129		2804054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16517		5608130		2804055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16518		5608131		2804056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16519		5608132		2804057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16520		5608133		2804058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16521		5608134		2804059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16522		5608135		2804060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16523		5608136		2804061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16524		5608137		2804062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16525		5608138		2804063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16526		5608139		2804064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16527		5608140		2804065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16528		5608141		2804066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16529		5608142		2804067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16530		5608143		2804068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16531		5608144		2804069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16532		5608145		2804070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16533		5608146		2804071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16534		5608147		2804072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16535		5608148		2804073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16536		5608149		2804074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16537		5608150		2804075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16538		5608151		2804076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16539		5608152		2804077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16540		5608153		2804078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16541		5608154		2804079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16542		5608155		2804080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16543		5608156		2804081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16544		5608157		2804082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16545		5608158		2804083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16546		5608159		2804084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16547		5608160		2804085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16548		5608161		2804086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16549		5608162		2804087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16550		5608163		2804088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16551		5608164		2804089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16552		5608165		2804090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16553		5608166		2804091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16554		5608167		2804092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16555		5608168		2804093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16556		5608169		2804094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16557		5608170		2804095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16558		5608171		2804096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16559		5608172		2804097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16560		5608173		2804098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16561		5608174		2804099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16562		5608175		2804100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16563		5608176		2804101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16564		5608177		2804102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16565		5608178		2804103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16566		5608179		2804104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16567		5608180		2804105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16568		5608181		2804106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16569		5608182		2804107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16570		5608183		2804108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16571		5608184		2804109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16572		5608185		2804110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16573		5608186		2804111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16574		5608187		2804112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16575		5608188		2804113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16576		5608189		2804114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16577		5608190		2804115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16578		5608191		2804116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16579		5608192		2804117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16580		5608193		2804118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16581		5608194		2804119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16582		5608195		2804120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16583		5608196		2804121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16584		5608197		2804122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16585		5608198		2804123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16586		5608199		2804124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16587		5608200		2804125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16588		5608201		2804126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16589		5608202		2804127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16590		5608203		2804128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16591		5608204		2804129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16592		5608205		2804130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16593		5608206		2804131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16594		5608207		2804132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16595		5608208		2804133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16596		5608209		2804134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16597		5608210		2804135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16598		5608211		2804136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16599		5608212		2804137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16600		5608213		2804138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16601		5608214		2804139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16602		5608215		2804140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16603		5608216		2804141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16604		5608217		2804142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16605		5608218		2804143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16606		5608219		2804144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16607		5608220		2804145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16608		5608221		2804146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16609		5608222		2804147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16610		5608223		2804148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16611		5608224		2804149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16612		5608225		2804150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16613		5608226		2804151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16614		5608227		2804152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16615		5608228		2804153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16616		5608229		2804154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16617		5608230		2804155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16618		5608231		2804156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16619		5608232		2804157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16620		5608233		2804158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16621		5608234		2804159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16622		5608235		2804160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16623		5608236		2804161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16624		5608237		2804162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16625		5608238		2804163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16626		5608239		2804164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16627		5608240		2804165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16628		5608241		2804166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16629		5608242		2804167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16630		5608243		2804168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16631		5608244		2804169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16632		5608245		2804170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16633		5608246		2804171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16634		5608247		2804172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16635		5608248		2804173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16636		5608249		2804174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16637		5608250		2804175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16638		5608251		2804176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16639		5608252		2804177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16640		5608253		2804178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16641		5608254		2804179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16642		5608255		2804180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16643		5608256		2804181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16644		5608257		2804182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16645		5608258		2804183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16646		5608259		2804184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16647		5608260		2804185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16648		5608261		2804186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16649		5608262		2804187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16650		5608263		2804188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16651		5608264		2804189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16652		5608265		2804190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16653		5608266		2804191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16654		5608267		2804192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16655		5608268		2804193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16656		5608269		2804194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16657		5608270		2804195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16658		5608271		2804196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16659		5608272		2804197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16660		5608273		2804198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16661		5608274		2804199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16662		5608275		2804200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16663		5608276		2804201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16664		5608277		2804202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16665		5608278		2804203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16666		5608279		2804204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16667		5608280		2804205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16668		5608281		2804206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16669		5608282		2804207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16670		5608283		2804208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16671		5608284		2804209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16672		5608285		2804210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16673		5608286		2804211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16674		5608287		2804212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16675		5608288		2804213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16676		5608289		2804214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16677		5608290		2804215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16678		5608291		2804216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16679		5608292		2804217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16680		5608293		2804218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16681		5608294		2804219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16682		5608295		2804220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16683		5608296		2804221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16684		5608297		2804222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16685		5608298		2804223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16686		5608299		2804224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16687		5608300		2804225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16688		5608301		2804226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16689		5608302		2804227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16690		5608303		2804228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16691		5608304		2804229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16692		5608305		2804230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16693		5608306		2804231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16694		5608307		2804232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16695		5608308		2804233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16696		5608309		2804234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16697		5608310		2804235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16698		5608311		2804236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16699		5608312		2804237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16700		5608313		2804238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16701		5608314		2804239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16702		5608315		2804240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16703		5608316		2804241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16704		5608317		2804242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16705		5608318		2804243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16706		5608319		2804244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16707		5608320		2804245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16708		5608321		2804246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16709		5608322		2804247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16710		5608323		2804248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16711		5608324		2804249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16712		5608325		2804250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16713		5608326		2804251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16714		5608327		2804252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16715		5608328		2804253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16716		5608329		2804254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16717		5608330		2804255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16718		5608331		2804256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16719		5608332		2804257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16720		5608333		2804258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16721		5608334		2804259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16722		5608335		2804260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16723		5608336		2804261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16724		5608337		2804262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16725		5608338		2804263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16726		5608339		2804264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16727		5608340		2804265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16728		5608341		2804266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16729		5608342		2804267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16730		5608343		2804268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16731		5608344		2804269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16732		5608345		2804270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16733		5608346		2804271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16734		5608347		2804272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16735		5608348		2804273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16736		5608349		2804274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16737		5608350		2804275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16738		5608351		2804276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16739		5608352		2804277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16740		5608353		2804278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16741		5608354		2804279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16742		5608355		2804280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16743		5608356		2804281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16744		5608357		2804282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16745		5608358		2804283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16746		5608359		2804284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16747		5608360		2804285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16748		5608361		2804286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16749		5608362		2804287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16750		5608363		2804288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16751		5608364		2804289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16752		5608365		2804290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16753		5608366		2804291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16754		5608367		2804292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16755		5608368		2804293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16756		5608369		2804294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16757		5608370		2804295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16758		5608371		2804296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16759		5608372		2804297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16760		5608373		2804298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16761		5608374		2804299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16762		5608375		2804300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16763		5608376		2804301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16764		5608377		2804302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16765		5608378		2804303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16766		5608379		2804304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16767		5608380		2804305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16768		5608381		2804306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16769		5608382		2804307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16770		5608383		2804308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16771		5608384		2804309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16772		5608385		2804310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16773		5608386		2804311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16774		5608387		2804312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16775		5608388		2804313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16776		5608389		2804314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16777		5608390		2804315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16778		5608391		2804316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16779		5608392		2804317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16780		5608393		2804318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16781		5608394		2804319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16782		5608395		2804320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16783		5608396		2804321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16784		5608397		2804322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16785		5608398		2804323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16786		5608399		2804324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16787		5608400		2804325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16788		5608401		2804326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16789		5608402		2804327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16790		5608403		2804328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16791		5608404		2804329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16792		5608405		2804330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16793		5608406		2804331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16794		5608407		2804332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16795		5608408		2804333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16796		5608409		2804334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16797		5608410		2804335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16798		5608411		2804336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16799		5608412		2804337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16800		5608413		2804338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16801		5608414		2804339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16802		5608415		2804340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16803		5608416		2804341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16804		5608417		2804342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16805		5608418		2804343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16806		5608419		2804344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16807		5608420		2804345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16808		5608421		2804346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16809		5608422		2804347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16810		5608423		2804348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16811		5608424		2804349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16812		5608425		2804350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16813		5608426		2804351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16814		5608427		2804352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16815		5608428		2804353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16816		5608429		2804354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16817		5608430		2804355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16818		5608431		2804356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16819		5608432		2804357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16820		5608433		2804358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16821		5608434		2804359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16822		5608435		2804360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16823		5608436		2804361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16824		5608437		2804362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16825		5608438		2804363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16826		5608439		2804364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16827		5608440		2804365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16828		5608441		2804366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16829		5608442		2804367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16830		5608443		2804368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16831		5608444		2804369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16832		5608445		2804370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16833		5608446		2804371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16834		5608447		2804372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16835		5608448		2804373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16836		5608449		2804374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16837		5608450		2804375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16838		5608451		2804376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16839		5608452		2804377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16840		5608453		2804378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16841		5608454		2804379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16842		5608455		2804380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16843		5608456		2804381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16844		5608457		2804382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16845		5608458		2804383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16846		5608459		2804384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16847		5608460		2804385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16848		5608461		2804386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16849		5608462		2804387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16850		5608463		2804388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16851		5608464		2804389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16852		5608465		2804390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16853		5608466		2804391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16854		5608467		2804392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16855		5608468		2804393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16856		5608469		2804394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16857		5608470		2804395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16858		5608471		2804396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16859		5608472		2804397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16860		5608473		2804398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16861		5608474		2804399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16862		5608475		2804400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16863		5608476		2804401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16864		5608477		2804402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16865		5608478		2804403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16866		5608479		2804404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16867		5608480		2804405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16868		5608481		2804406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16869		5608482		2804407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16870		5608483		2804408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16871		5608484		2804409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16872		5608485		2804410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16873		5608486		2804411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16874		5608487		2804412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16875		5608488		2804413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16876		5608489		2804414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16877		5608490		2804415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16878		5608491		2804416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16879		5608492		2804417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16880		5608493		2804418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16881		5608494		2804419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16882		5608495		2804420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16883		5608496		2804421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16884		5608497		2804422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16885		5608498		2804423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16886		5608499		2804424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16887		5608500		2804425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16888		5608501		2804426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16889		5608502		2804427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16890		5608503		2804428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16891		5608504		2804429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16892		5608505		2804430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16893		5608506		2804431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16894		5608507		2804432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16895		5608508		2804433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16896		5608509		2804434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16897		5608510		2804435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16898		5608511		2804436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16899		5608512		2804437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16900		5608513		2804438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16901		5608514		2804439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16902		5608515		2804440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16903		5608516		2804441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16904		5608517		2804442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16905		5608518		2804443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16906		5608519		2804444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16907		5608520		2804445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16908		5608521		2804446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16909		5608522		2804447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16910		5608523		2804448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16911		5608524		2804449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16912		5608525		2804450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16913		5608526		2804451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16914		5608527		2804452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16915		5608528		2804453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16916		5608529		2804454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16917		5608530		2804455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16918		5608531		2804456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16919		5608532		2804457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16920		5608533		2804458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16921		5608534		2804459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16922		5608535		2804460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16923		5608536		2804461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16924		5608537		2804462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16925		5608538		2804463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16926		5608539		2804464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16927		5608540		2804465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16928		5608541		2804466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16929		5608542		2804467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16930		5608543		2804468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16931		5608544		2804469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16932		5608545		2804470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16933		5608546		2804471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16934		5608547		2804472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16935		5608548		2804473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16936		5608549		2804474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16937		5608550		2804475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16938		5608551		2804476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16939		5608552		2804477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16940		5608553		2804478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16941		5608554		2804479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16942		5608555		2804480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16943		5608556		2804481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16944		5608557		2804482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16945		5608558		2804483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16946		5608559		2804484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16947		5608560		2804485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16948		5608561		2804486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16949		5608562		2804487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16950		5608563		2804488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16951		5608564		2804489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16952		5608565		2804490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16953		5608566		2804491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16954		5608567		2804492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16955		5608568		2804493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16956		5608569		2804494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16957		5608570		2804495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16958		5608571		2804496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16959		5608572		2804497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16960		5608573		2804498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16961		5608574		2804499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16962		5608575		2804500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16963		5608576		2804501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16964		5608577		2804502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16965		5608578		2804503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16966		5608579		2804504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16967		5608580		2804505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16968		5608581		2804506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16969		5608582		2804507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16970		5608583		2804508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16971		5608584		2804509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16972		5608585		2804510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16973		5608586		2804511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16974		5608587		2804512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16975		5608588		2804513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16976		5608589		2804514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16977		5608590		2804515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16978		5608591		2804516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16979		5608592		2804517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16980		5608593		2804518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16981		5608594		2804519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16982		5608595		2804520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16983		5608596		2804521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16984		5608597		2804522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16985		5608598		2804523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16986		5608599		2804524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16987		5608600		2804525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16988		5608601		2804526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16989		5608602		2804527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16990		5608603		2804528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16991		5608604		2804529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16992		5608605		2804530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16993		5608606		2804531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16994		5608607		2804532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16995		5608608		2804533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16996		5608609		2804534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16997		5608610		2804535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16998		5608611		2804536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16999		5608612		2804537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17000		5608613		2804538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17001		5608614		2804539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17002		5608615		2804540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17003		5608616		2804541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17004		5608617		2804542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17005		5608618		2804543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17006		5608619		2804544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17007		5608620		2804545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17008		5608621		2804546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17009		5608622		2804547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17010		5608623		2804548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17011		5608624		2804549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17012		5608625		2804550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17013		5608626		2804551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17014		5608627		2804552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17015		5608628		2804553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17016		5608629		2804554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17017		5608630		2804555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17018		5608631		2804556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17019		5608632		2804557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17020		5608633		2804558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17021		5608634		2804559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17022		5608635		2804560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17023		5608636		2804561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17024		5608637		2804562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17025		5608638		2804563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17026		5608639		2804564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17027		5608640		2804565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17028		5608641		2804566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17029		5608642		2804567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17030		5608643		2804568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17031		5608644		2804569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17032		5608645		2804570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17033		5608646		2804571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17034		5608647		2804572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17035		5608648		2804573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17036		5608649		2804574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17037		5608650		2804575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17038		5608651		2804576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17039		5608652		2804577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17040		5608653		2804578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17041		5608654		2804579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17042		5608655		2804580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17043		5608656		2804581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17044		5608657		2804582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17045		5608658		2804583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17046		5608659		2804584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17047		5608660		2804585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17048		5608661		2804586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17049		5608662		2804587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17050		5608663		2804588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17051		5608664		2804589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17052		5608665		2804590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17053		5608666		2804591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17054		5608667		2804592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17055		5608668		2804593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17056		5608669		2804594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17057		5608670		2804595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17058		5608671		2804596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17059		5608672		2804597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17060		5608673		2804598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17061		5608674		2804599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17062		5608675		2804600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17063		5608676		2804601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17064		5608677		2804602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17065		5608678		2804603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17066		5608679		2804604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17067		5608680		2804605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17068		5608681		2804606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17069		5608682		2804607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17070		5608683		2804608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17071		5608684		2804609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17072		5608685		2804610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17073		5608686		2804611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17074		5608687		2804612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17075		5608688		2804613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17076		5608689		2804614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17077		5608690		2804615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17078		5608691		2804616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17079		5608692		2804617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17080		5608693		2804618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17081		5608694		2804619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17082		5608695		2804620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17083		5608696		2804621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17084		5608697		2804622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17085		5608698		2804623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17086		5608699		2804624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17087		5608700		2804625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17088		5608701		2804626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17089		5608702		2804627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17090		5608703		2804628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17091		5608704		2804629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17092		5608705		2804630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17093		5608706		2804631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17094		5608707		2804632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17095		5608708		2804633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17096		5608709		2804634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17097		5608710		2804635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17098		5608711		2804636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17099		5608712		2804637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17100		5608713		2804638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17101		5608714		2804639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17102		5608715		2804640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17103		5608716		2804641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17104		5608717		2804642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17105		5608718		2804643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17106		5608719		2804644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17107		5608720		2804645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17108		5608721		2804646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17109		5608722		2804647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17110		5608723		2804648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17111		5608724		2804649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17112		5608725		2804650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17113		5608726		2804651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17114		5608727		2804652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17115		5608728		2804653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17116		5608729		2804654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17117		5608730		2804655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17118		5608731		2804656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17119		5608732		2804657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17120		5608733		2804658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17121		5608734		2804659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17122		5608735		2804660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17123		5608736		2804661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17124		5608737		2804662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17125		5608738		2804663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17126		5608739		2804664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17127		5608740		2804665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17128		5608741		2804666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17129		5608742		2804667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17130		5608743		2804668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17131		5608744		2804669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17132		5608745		2804670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17133		5608746		2804671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17134		5608747		2804672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17135		5608748		2804673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17136		5608749		2804674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17137		5608750		2804675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17138		5608751		2804676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17139		5608752		2804677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17140		5608753		2804678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17141		5608754		2804679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17142		5608755		2804680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17143		5608756		2804681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17144		5608757		2804682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17145		5608758		2804683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17146		5608759		2804684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17147		5608760		2804685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17148		5608761		2804686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17149		5608762		2804687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17150		5608763		2804688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17151		5608764		2804689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17152		5608765		2804690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17153		5608766		2804691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17154		5608767		2804692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17155		5608768		2804693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17156		5608769		2804694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17157		5608770		2804695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17158		5608771		2804696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17159		5608772		2804697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17160		5608773		2804698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17161		5608774		2804699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17162		5608775		2804700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17163		5608776		2804701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17164		5608777		2804702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17165		5608778		2804703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17166		5608779		2804704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17167		5608780		2804705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17168		5608781		2804706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17169		5608782		2804707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17170		5608783		2804708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17171		5608784		2804709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17172		5608785		2804710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17173		5608786		2804711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17174		5608787		2804712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17175		5608788		2804713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17176		5608789		2804714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17177		5608790		2804715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17178		5608791		2804716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17179		5608792		2804717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17180		5608793		2804718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17181		5608794		2804719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17182		5608795		2804720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17183		5608796		2804721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17184		5608797		2804722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17185		5608798		2804723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17186		5608799		2804724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17187		5608800		2804725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17188		5608801		2804726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17189		5608802		2804727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17190		5608803		2804728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17191		5608804		2804729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17192		5608805		2804730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17193		5608806		2804731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17194		5608807		2804732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17195		5608808		2804733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17196		5608809		2804734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17197		5608810		2804735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17198		5608811		2804736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17199		5608812		2804737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17200		5608813		2804738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17201		5608814		2804739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17202		5608815		2804740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17203		5608816		2804741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17204		5608817		2804742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17205		5608818		2804743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17206		5608819		2804744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17207		5608820		2804745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17208		5608821		2804746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17209		5608822		2804747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17210		5608823		2804748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17211		5608824		2804749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17212		5608825		2804750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17213		5608826		2804751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17214		5608827		2804752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17215		5608828		2804753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17216		5608829		2804754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17217		5608830		2804755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17218		5608831		2804756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17219		5608832		2804757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17220		5608833		2804758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17221		5608834		2804759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17222		5608835		2804760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17223		5608836		2804761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17224		5608837		2804762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17225		5608838		2804763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17226		5608839		2804764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17227		5608840		2804765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17228		5608841		2804766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17229		5608842		2804767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17230		5608843		2804768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17231		5608844		2804769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17232		5608845		2804770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17233		5608846		2804771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17234		5608847		2804772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17235		5608848		2804773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17236		5608849		2804774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17237		5608850		2804775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17238		5608851		2804776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17239		5608852		2804777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17240		5608853		2804778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17241		5608854		2804779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17242		5608855		2804780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17243		5608856		2804781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17244		5608857		2804782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17245		5608858		2804783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17246		5608859		2804784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17247		5608860		2804785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17248		5608861		2804786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17249		5608862		2804787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17250		5608863		2804788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17251		5608864		2804789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17252		5608865		2804790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17253		5608866		2804791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17254		5608867		2804792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17255		5608868		2804793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17256		5608869		2804794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17257		5608870		2804795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17258		5608871		2804796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17259		5608872		2804797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17260		5608873		2804798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17261		5608874		2804799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17262		5608875		2804800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17263		5608876		2804801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17264		5608877		2804802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17265		5608878		2804803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17266		5608879		2804804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17267		5608880		2804805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17268		5608881		2804806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17269		5608882		2804807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17270		5608883		2804808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17271		5608884		2804809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17272		5608885		2804810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17273		5608886		2804811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17274		5608887		2804812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17275		5608888		2804813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17276		5608889		2804814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17277		5608890		2804815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17278		5608891		2804816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17279		5608892		2804817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17280		5608893		2804818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17281		5608894		2804819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17282		5608895		2804820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17283		5608896		2804821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17284		5608897		2804822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17285		5608898		2804823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17286		5608899		2804824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17287		5608900		2804825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17288		5608901		2804826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17289		5608902		2804827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17290		5608903		2804828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17291		5608904		2804829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17292		5608905		2804830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17293		5608906		2804831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17294		5608907		2804832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17295		5608908		2804833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17296		5608909		2804834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17297		5608910		2804835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17298		5608911		2804836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17299		5608912		2804837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17300		5608913		2804838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17301		5608914		2804839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17302		5608915		2804840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17303		5608916		2804841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17304		5608917		2804842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17305		5608918		2804843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17306		5608919		2804844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17307		5608920		2804845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17308		5608921		2804846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17309		5608922		2804847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17310		5608923		2804848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17311		5608924		2804849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17312		5608925		2804850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17313		5608926		2804851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17314		5608927		2804852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17315		5608928		2804853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17316		5608929		2804854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17317		5608930		2804855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17318		5608931		2804856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17319		5608932		2804857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17320		5608933		2804858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17321		5608934		2804859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17322		5608935		2804860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17323		5608936		2804861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17324		5608937		2804862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17325		5608938		2804863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17326		5608939		2804864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17327		5608940		2804865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17328		5608941		2804866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17329		5608942		2804867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17330		5608943		2804868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17331		5608944		2804869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17332		5608945		2804870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17333		5608946		2804871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17334		5608947		2804872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17335		5608948		2804873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17336		5608949		2804874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17337		5608950		2804875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17338		5608951		2804876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17339		5608952		2804877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17340		5608953		2804878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17341		5608954		2804879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17342		5608955		2804880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17343		5608956		2804881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17344		5608957		2804882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17345		5608958		2804883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17346		5608959		2804884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17347		5608960		2804885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17348		5608961		2804886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17349		5608962		2804887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17350		5608963		2804888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17351		5608964		2804889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17352		5608965		2804890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17353		5608966		2804891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17354		5608967		2804892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17355		5608968		2804893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17356		5608969		2804894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17357		5608970		2804895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17358		5608971		2804896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17359		5608972		2804897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17360		5608973		2804898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17361		5608974		2804899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17362		5608975		2804900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17363		5608976		2804901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17364		5608977		2804902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17365		5608978		2804903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17366		5608979		2804904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17367		5608980		2804905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17368		5608981		2804906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17369		5608982		2804907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17370		5608983		2804908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17371		5608984		2804909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17372		5608985		2804910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17373		5608986		2804911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17374		5608987		2804912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17375		5608988		2804913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17376		5608989		2804914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17377		5608990		2804915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17378		5608991		2804916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17379		5608992		2804917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17380		5608993		2804918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17381		5608994		2804919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17382		5608995		2804920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17383		5608996		2804921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17384		5608997		2804922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17385		5608998		2804923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17386		5608999		2804924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17387		5609000		2804925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17388		5609001		2804926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17389		5609002		2804927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17390		5609003		2804928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17391		5609004		2804929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17392		5609005		2804930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17393		5609006		2804931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17394		5609007		2804932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17395		5609008		2804933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17396		5609009		2804934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17397		5609010		2804935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17398		5609011		2804936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17399		5609012		2804937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17400		5609013		2804938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17401		5609014		2804939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17471		5609634		2805559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17472		5609635		2805560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17473		5609636		2805561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17474		5609637		2805562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17475		5609638		2805563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17476		5609639		2805564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17477		5609640		2805565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17478		5609641		2805566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17479		5609642		2805567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17480		5609643		2805568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17481		5609750		2805675		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17482		5609751		2805676		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17483		5609752		2805677		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17484		5609753		2805678		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17485		5609754		2805679		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17486		5609755		2805680		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17487		5609756		2805681		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17488		5609757		2805682		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17489		5609758		2805683		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17490		5609759		2805684		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17491		5704080		2900005		36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17492		5704082		2900007		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17493		5704083		2900008		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17494		5705680		2901605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17495		5705681		2901606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17496		5705682		2901607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17497		5705683		2901608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17498		5705684		2901609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17499		5705685		2901610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17500		5705686		2901611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17501		5705687		2901612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17502		5705688		2901613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17503		5705689		2901614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17504		5705690		2901615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17505		5705691		2901616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17506		5705692		2901617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17507		5705693		2901618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17508		5705694		2901619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17509		5705695		2901620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17510		5705696		2901621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17511		5705697		2901622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17512		5705698		2901623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17513		5705699		2901624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17514		5705700		2901625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17515		5705701		2901626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17516		5705702		2901627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17517		5705703		2901628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17518		5705704		2901629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17519		5705705		2901630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17520		5705706		2901631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17521		5705707		2901632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17522		5705708		2901633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17523		5705709		2901634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17524		5705710		2901635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17525		5705711		2901636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17526		5705712		2901637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17527		5705713		2901638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17528		5705714		2901639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17529		5705715		2901640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17530		5705716		2901641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17531		5705717		2901642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17532		5705718		2901643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17533		5705719		2901644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17534		5705720		2901645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17535		5705721		2901646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17536		5705722		2901647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17537		5705723		2901648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17538		5705724		2901649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17539		5705725		2901650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17540		5705726		2901651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17541		5705727		2901652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17542		5705728		2901653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17543		5705729		2901654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17544		5705730		2901655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17545		5705731		2901656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17546		5705732		2901657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17547		5705733		2901658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17548		5705734		2901659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17549		5705735		2901660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17550		5705736		2901661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17551		5705737		2901662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17552		5705738		2901663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17553		5705739		2901664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17554		5705740		2901665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17555		5705741		2901666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17556		5705742		2901667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17557		5705743		2901668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17558		5705744		2901669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17559		5705745		2901670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17560		5705746		2901671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17561		5705747		2901672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17562		5705748		2901673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17563		5705749		2901674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17564		5705750		2901675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17565		5705751		2901676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17566		5705752		2901677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17567		5705753		2901678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17568		5705754		2901679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17569		5705755		2901680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17570		5705756		2901681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17571		5705757		2901682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17572		5705758		2901683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17573		5705759		2901684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17574		5705760		2901685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17575		5705761		2901686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17576		5705762		2901687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17577		5705763		2901688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17578		5705764		2901689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17579		5705765		2901690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17580		5705766		2901691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17581		5705767		2901692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17582		5705768		2901693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17583		5705769		2901694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17584		5705770		2901695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17585		5705771		2901696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17586		5705772		2901697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17587		5705773		2901698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17588		5705774		2901699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17589		5705775		2901700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17590		5705776		2901701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17591		5705777		2901702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17592		5705778		2901703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17593		5705779		2901704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17594		5705780		2901705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17595		5705781		2901706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17596		5705782		2901707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17597		5705783		2901708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17598		5705784		2901709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17599		5705785		2901710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17600		5705786		2901711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17601		5705787		2901712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17602		5705788		2901713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17603		5705789		2901714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17604		5705790		2901715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17605		5705791		2901716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17606		5705792		2901717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17607		5705793		2901718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17608		5705794		2901719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17609		5705795		2901720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17610		5705796		2901721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17611		5705797		2901722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17612		5705798		2901723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17613		5705799		2901724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17614		5705800		2901725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17615		5705801		2901726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17616		5705802		2901727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17617		5705803		2901728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17618		5705804		2901729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17619		5705805		2901730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17620		5705806		2901731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17621		5705807		2901732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17622		5705808		2901733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17623		5705809		2901734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17624		5705810		2901735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17625		5705811		2901736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17626		5705812		2901737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17627		5705813		2901738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17628		5705814		2901739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17629		5705815		2901740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17630		5705816		2901741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17631		5705817		2901742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17632		5705818		2901743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17633		5705819		2901744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17634		5705820		2901745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17635		5705821		2901746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17636		5705822		2901747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17637		5705823		2901748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17638		5705824		2901749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17639		5705825		2901750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17640		5705826		2901751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17641		5705827		2901752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17642		5705828		2901753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17643		5705829		2901754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17644		5705830		2901755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17645		5705831		2901756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17646		5705832		2901757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17647		5705833		2901758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17648		5705834		2901759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17649		5705835		2901760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17650		5705836		2901761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17651		5705837		2901762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17652		5705838		2901763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17653		5705839		2901764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17654		5705840		2901765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17655		5705841		2901766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17656		5705842		2901767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17657		5705843		2901768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17658		5705844		2901769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17659		5705845		2901770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17660		5705846		2901771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17661		5705847		2901772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17662		5705848		2901773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17663		5705849		2901774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17664		5705850		2901775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17665		5705851		2901776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17666		5705852		2901777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17667		5705853		2901778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17668		5705854		2901779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17669		5705855		2901780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17670		5705856		2901781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17671		5705857		2901782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17672		5705858		2901783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17673		5705859		2901784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17674		5705860		2901785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17675		5705861		2901786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17676		5705862		2901787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17677		5705863		2901788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17678		5705864		2901789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17679		5705865		2901790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17680		5705866		2901791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17681		5705867		2901792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17682		5705868		2901793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17683		5705869		2901794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17684		5705870		2901795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17685		5705871		2901796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17686		5705872		2901797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17687		5705873		2901798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17688		5705874		2901799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17689		5705875		2901800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17690		5705876		2901801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17691		5705877		2901802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17692		5705878		2901803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17693		5705879		2901804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17694		5705880		2901805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17695		5705881		2901806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17696		5705882		2901807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17697		5705883		2901808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17698		5705884		2901809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17699		5705885		2901810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17700		5705886		2901811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17701		5705887		2901812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17702		5705888		2901813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17703		5705889		2901814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17704		5705890		2901815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17705		5705891		2901816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17706		5705892		2901817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17707		5705893		2901818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17708		5705894		2901819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17709		5705895		2901820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17710		5705896		2901821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17711		5705897		2901822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17712		5705898		2901823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17713		5705899		2901824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17714		5705900		2901825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17715		5705901		2901826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17716		5705902		2901827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17717		5705903		2901828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17718		5705904		2901829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17719		5705905		2901830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17720		5705906		2901831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17721		5705907		2901832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17722		5705908		2901833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17723		5705909		2901834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17724		5705910		2901835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17725		5705911		2901836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17726		5705912		2901837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17727		5705913		2901838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17728		5705914		2901839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17729		5705915		2901840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17730		5705916		2901841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17731		5705917		2901842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17732		5705918		2901843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17733		5705919		2901844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17734		5705920		2901845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17735		5705921		2901846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17736		5705922		2901847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17737		5705923		2901848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17738		5705924		2901849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17739		5705925		2901850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17740		5705926		2901851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17741		5705927		2901852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17742		5705928		2901853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17743		5705929		2901854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17744		5705930		2901855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17745		5705931		2901856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17746		5705932		2901857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17747		5705933		2901858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17748		5705934		2901859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17749		5705935		2901860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17750		5705936		2901861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17751		5705937		2901862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17752		5705938		2901863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17753		5705939		2901864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17754		5705940		2901865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17755		5705941		2901866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17756		5705942		2901867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17757		5705943		2901868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17758		5705944		2901869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17759		5705945		2901870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17760		5705946		2901871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17761		5705947		2901872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17762		5705948		2901873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17763		5705949		2901874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17764		5705950		2901875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17765		5705951		2901876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17766		5705952		2901877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17767		5705953		2901878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17768		5705954		2901879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17769		5705955		2901880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17770		5705956		2901881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17771		5705957		2901882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17772		5705958		2901883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17773		5705959		2901884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17774		5705960		2901885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17775		5705961		2901886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17776		5705962		2901887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17777		5705963		2901888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17778		5705964		2901889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17779		5705965		2901890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17780		5705966		2901891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17781		5705967		2901892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17782		5705968		2901893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17783		5705969		2901894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17784		5705970		2901895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17785		5705971		2901896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17786		5705972		2901897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17787		5705973		2901898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17788		5705974		2901899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17789		5705975		2901900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17790		5705976		2901901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17791		5705977		2901902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17792		5705978		2901903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17793		5705979		2901904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17794		5705980		2901905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17795		5705981		2901906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17796		5705982		2901907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17797		5705983		2901908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17798		5705984		2901909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17799		5705985		2901910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17800		5705986		2901911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17801		5705987		2901912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17802		5705988		2901913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17803		5705989		2901914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17804		5705990		2901915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17805		5705991		2901916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17806		5705992		2901917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17807		5705993		2901918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17808		5705994		2901919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17809		5705995		2901920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17810		5705996		2901921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17811		5705997		2901922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17812		5705998		2901923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17813		5705999		2901924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17814		5706000		2901925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17815		5706001		2901926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17816		5706002		2901927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17817		5706003		2901928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17818		5706004		2901929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17819		5706005		2901930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17820		5706006		2901931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17821		5706007		2901932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17822		5706008		2901933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17823		5706009		2901934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17824		5706010		2901935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17825		5706011		2901936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17826		5706012		2901937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17827		5706013		2901938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17828		5706014		2901939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17829		5706015		2901940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17830		5706016		2901941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17831		5706017		2901942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17832		5706018		2901943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17833		5706019		2901944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17834		5706020		2901945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17835		5706021		2901946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17836		5706022		2901947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17837		5706023		2901948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17838		5706024		2901949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17839		5706025		2901950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17840		5706026		2901951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17841		5706027		2901952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17842		5706028		2901953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17843		5706029		2901954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17844		5706030		2901955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17845		5706031		2901956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17846		5706032		2901957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17847		5706033		2901958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17848		5706034		2901959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17849		5706035		2901960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17850		5706036		2901961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17851		5706037		2901962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17852		5706038		2901963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17853		5706039		2901964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17854		5706040		2901965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17855		5706041		2901966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17856		5706042		2901967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17857		5706043		2901968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17858		5706044		2901969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17859		5706045		2901970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17860		5706046		2901971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17861		5706047		2901972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17862		5706048		2901973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17863		5706049		2901974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17864		5706050		2901975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17865		5706051		2901976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17866		5706052		2901977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17867		5706053		2901978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17868		5706054		2901979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17869		5706055		2901980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17870		5706056		2901981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17871		5706057		2901982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17872		5706058		2901983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17873		5706059		2901984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17874		5706060		2901985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17875		5706061		2901986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17876		5706062		2901987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17877		5706063		2901988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17878		5706064		2901989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17879		5706065		2901990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17880		5706066		2901991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17881		5706067		2901992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17882		5706068		2901993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17883		5706069		2901994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17884		5706070		2901995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17885		5706071		2901996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17886		5706072		2901997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17887		5706073		2901998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17888		5706074		2901999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17889		5706075		2902000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17890		5706076		2902001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17891		5706077		2902002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17892		5706078		2902003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17893		5706079		2902004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17894		5706080		2902005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17895		5706081		2902006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17896		5706082		2902007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17897		5706083		2902008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17898		5706084		2902009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17899		5706085		2902010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17900		5706086		2902011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17901		5706087		2902012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17902		5706088		2902013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17903		5706089		2902014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17904		5706090		2902015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17905		5706091		2902016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17906		5706092		2902017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17907		5706093		2902018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17908		5706094		2902019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17909		5706095		2902020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17910		5706096		2902021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17911		5706097		2902022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17912		5706098		2902023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17913		5706099		2902024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17914		5706100		2902025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17915		5706101		2902026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17916		5706102		2902027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17917		5706103		2902028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17918		5706104		2902029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17919		5706105		2902030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17920		5706106		2902031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17921		5706107		2902032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17922		5706108		2902033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17923		5706109		2902034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17924		5706110		2902035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17925		5706111		2902036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17926		5706112		2902037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17927		5706113		2902038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17928		5706114		2902039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17929		5706115		2902040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17930		5706116		2902041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17931		5706117		2902042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17932		5706118		2902043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17933		5706119		2902044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17934		5706120		2902045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17935		5706121		2902046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17936		5706122		2902047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17937		5706123		2902048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17938		5706124		2902049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17939		5706125		2902050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17940		5706126		2902051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17941		5706127		2902052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17942		5706128		2902053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17943		5706129		2902054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17944		5706130		2902055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17945		5706131		2902056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17946		5706132		2902057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17947		5706133		2902058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17948		5706134		2902059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17949		5706135		2902060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17950		5706136		2902061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17951		5706137		2902062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17952		5706138		2902063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17953		5706139		2902064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17954		5706140		2902065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17955		5706141		2902066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17956		5706142		2902067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17957		5706143		2902068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17958		5706144		2902069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17959		5706145		2902070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17960		5706146		2902071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17961		5706147		2902072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17962		5706148		2902073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17963		5706149		2902074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17964		5706150		2902075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17965		5706151		2902076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17966		5706152		2902077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17967		5706153		2902078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17968		5706154		2902079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17969		5706155		2902080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17970		5706156		2902081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17971		5706157		2902082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17972		5706158		2902083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17973		5706159		2902084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17974		5706160		2902085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17975		5706161		2902086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17976		5706162		2902087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17977		5706163		2902088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17978		5706164		2902089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17979		5706165		2902090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17980		5706166		2902091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17981		5706167		2902092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17982		5706168		2902093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17983		5706169		2902094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17984		5706170		2902095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17985		5706171		2902096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17986		5706172		2902097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17987		5706173		2902098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17988		5706174		2902099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17989		5706175		2902100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17990		5706176		2902101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17991		5706177		2902102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17992		5706178		2902103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17993		5706179		2902104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17994		5706180		2902105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17995		5706181		2902106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17996		5706182		2902107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17997		5706183		2902108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17998		5706184		2902109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17999		5706185		2902110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18000		5706186		2902111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18001		5706187		2902112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18002		5706188		2902113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18003		5706189		2902114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18004		5706190		2902115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18005		5706191		2902116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18006		5706192		2902117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18007		5706193		2902118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18008		5706194		2902119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18009		5706195		2902120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18010		5706196		2902121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18011		5706197		2902122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18012		5706198		2902123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18013		5706199		2902124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18014		5706200		2902125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18015		5706201		2902126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18016		5706202		2902127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18017		5706203		2902128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18018		5706204		2902129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18019		5706205		2902130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18020		5706206		2902131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18021		5706207		2902132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18022		5706208		2902133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18023		5706209		2902134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18024		5706210		2902135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18025		5706211		2902136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18026		5706212		2902137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18027		5706213		2902138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18028		5706214		2902139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18029		5706215		2902140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18030		5706216		2902141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18031		5706217		2902142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18032		5706218		2902143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18033		5706219		2902144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18034		5706220		2902145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18035		5706221		2902146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18036		5706222		2902147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18037		5706223		2902148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18038		5706224		2902149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18039		5706225		2902150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18040		5706226		2902151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18041		5706227		2902152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18042		5706228		2902153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18043		5706229		2902154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18044		5706230		2902155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18045		5706231		2902156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18046		5706232		2902157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18047		5706233		2902158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18048		5706234		2902159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18049		5706235		2902160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18050		5706236		2902161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18051		5706237		2902162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18052		5706238		2902163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18053		5706239		2902164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18054		5706240		2902165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18055		5706241		2902166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18056		5706242		2902167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18057		5706243		2902168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18058		5706244		2902169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18059		5706245		2902170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18060		5706246		2902171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18061		5706247		2902172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18062		5706248		2902173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18063		5706249		2902174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18064		5706250		2902175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18065		5706251		2902176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18066		5706252		2902177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18067		5706253		2902178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18068		5706254		2902179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18069		5706255		2902180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18070		5706256		2902181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18071		5706257		2902182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18072		5706258		2902183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18073		5706259		2902184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18074		5706260		2902185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18075		5706261		2902186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18076		5706262		2902187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18077		5706263		2902188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18078		5706264		2902189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18079		5706265		2902190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18080		5706266		2902191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18081		5706267		2902192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18082		5706268		2902193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18083		5706269		2902194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18084		5706270		2902195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18085		5706271		2902196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18086		5706272		2902197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18087		5706273		2902198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18088		5706274		2902199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18089		5706275		2902200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18090		5706276		2902201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18091		5706277		2902202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18092		5706278		2902203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18093		5706279		2902204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18094		5706280		2902205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18095		5706281		2902206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18096		5706282		2902207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18097		5706283		2902208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18098		5706284		2902209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18099		5706285		2902210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18100		5706286		2902211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18101		5706287		2902212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18102		5706288		2902213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18103		5706289		2902214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18104		5706290		2902215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18105		5706291		2902216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18106		5706292		2902217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18107		5706293		2902218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18108		5706294		2902219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18109		5706295		2902220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18110		5706296		2902221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18111		5706297		2902222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18112		5706298		2902223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18113		5706299		2902224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18114		5706300		2902225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18115		5706301		2902226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18116		5706302		2902227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18117		5706303		2902228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18118		5706304		2902229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18119		5706305		2902230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18120		5706306		2902231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18121		5706307		2902232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18122		5706308		2902233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18123		5706309		2902234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18124		5706310		2902235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18125		5706311		2902236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18126		5706312		2902237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18127		5706313		2902238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18128		5706314		2902239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18129		5706315		2902240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18130		5706316		2902241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18131		5706317		2902242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18132		5706318		2902243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18133		5706319		2902244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18134		5706320		2902245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18135		5706321		2902246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18136		5706322		2902247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18137		5706323		2902248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18138		5706324		2902249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18139		5706325		2902250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18140		5706326		2902251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18141		5706327		2902252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18142		5706328		2902253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18143		5706329		2902254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18144		5706330		2902255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18145		5706331		2902256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18146		5706332		2902257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18147		5706333		2902258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18148		5706334		2902259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18149		5706335		2902260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18150		5706336		2902261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18151		5706337		2902262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18152		5706338		2902263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18153		5706339		2902264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18154		5706340		2902265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18155		5706341		2902266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18156		5706342		2902267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18157		5706343		2902268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18158		5706344		2902269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18159		5706345		2902270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18160		5706346		2902271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18161		5706347		2902272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18162		5706348		2902273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18163		5706349		2902274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18164		5706350		2902275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18165		5706351		2902276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18166		5706352		2902277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18167		5706353		2902278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18168		5706354		2902279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18169		5706355		2902280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18170		5706356		2902281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18171		5706357		2902282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18172		5706358		2902283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18173		5706359		2902284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18174		5706360		2902285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18175		5706361		2902286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18176		5706362		2902287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18177		5706363		2902288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18178		5706364		2902289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18179		5706365		2902290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18180		5706366		2902291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18181		5706367		2902292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18182		5706368		2902293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18183		5706369		2902294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18184		5706370		2902295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18185		5706371		2902296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18186		5706372		2902297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18187		5706373		2902298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18188		5706374		2902299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18189		5706375		2902300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18190		5706376		2902301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18191		5706377		2902302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18192		5706378		2902303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18193		5706379		2902304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18194		5706380		2902305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18195		5706381		2902306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18196		5706382		2902307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18197		5706383		2902308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18198		5706384		2902309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18199		5706385		2902310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18200		5706386		2902311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18201		5706387		2902312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18202		5706388		2902313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18203		5706389		2902314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18204		5706390		2902315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18205		5706391		2902316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18206		5706392		2902317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18207		5706393		2902318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18208		5706394		2902319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18209		5706395		2902320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18210		5706396		2902321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18211		5706397		2902322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18212		5706398		2902323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18213		5706399		2902324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18214		5706400		2902325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18215		5706401		2902326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18216		5706402		2902327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18217		5706403		2902328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18218		5706404		2902329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18219		5706405		2902330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18220		5706406		2902331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18221		5706407		2902332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18222		5706408		2902333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18223		5706409		2902334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18224		5706410		2902335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18225		5706411		2902336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18226		5706412		2902337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18227		5706413		2902338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18228		5706414		2902339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18229		5706415		2902340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18230		5706416		2902341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18231		5706417		2902342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18232		5706418		2902343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18233		5706419		2902344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18234		5706420		2902345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18235		5706421		2902346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18236		5706422		2902347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18237		5706423		2902348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18238		5706424		2902349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18239		5706425		2902350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18240		5706426		2902351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18241		5706427		2902352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18242		5706428		2902353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18243		5706429		2902354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18244		5706430		2902355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18245		5706431		2902356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18246		5706432		2902357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18247		5706433		2902358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18248		5706434		2902359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18249		5706435		2902360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18250		5706436		2902361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18251		5706437		2902362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18252		5706438		2902363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18253		5706439		2902364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18254		5706440		2902365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18255		5706441		2902366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18256		5706442		2902367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18257		5706443		2902368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18258		5706444		2902369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18259		5706445		2902370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18260		5706446		2902371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18261		5706447		2902372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18262		5706448		2902373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18263		5706449		2902374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18264		5706450		2902375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18265		5706451		2902376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18266		5706452		2902377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18267		5706453		2902378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18268		5706454		2902379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18269		5706455		2902380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18270		5706456		2902381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18271		5706457		2902382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18272		5706458		2902383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18273		5706459		2902384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18274		5706460		2902385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18275		5706461		2902386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18276		5706462		2902387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18277		5706463		2902388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18278		5706464		2902389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18279		5706465		2902390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18280		5706466		2902391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18281		5706467		2902392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18282		5706468		2902393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18283		5706469		2902394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18284		5706470		2902395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18285		5706471		2902396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18286		5706472		2902397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18287		5706473		2902398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18288		5706474		2902399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18289		5706475		2902400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18290		5706476		2902401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18291		5706477		2902402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18292		5706478		2902403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18293		5706479		2902404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18294		5706480		2902405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18295		5706481		2902406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18296		5706482		2902407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18297		5706483		2902408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18298		5706484		2902409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18299		5706485		2902410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18300		5706486		2902411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18301		5706487		2902412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18302		5706488		2902413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18303		5706489		2902414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18304		5706490		2902415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18305		5706491		2902416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18306		5706492		2902417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18307		5706493		2902418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18308		5706494		2902419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18309		5706495		2902420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18310		5706496		2902421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18311		5706497		2902422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18312		5706498		2902423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18313		5706499		2902424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18314		5706500		2902425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18315		5706501		2902426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18316		5706502		2902427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18317		5706503		2902428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18318		5706504		2902429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18319		5706505		2902430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18320		5706506		2902431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18321		5706507		2902432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18322		5706508		2902433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18323		5706509		2902434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18324		5706510		2902435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18325		5706511		2902436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18326		5706512		2902437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18327		5706513		2902438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18328		5706514		2902439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18329		5706515		2902440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18330		5706516		2902441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18331		5706517		2902442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18332		5706518		2902443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18333		5706519		2902444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18334		5706520		2902445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18335		5706521		2902446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18336		5706522		2902447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18337		5706523		2902448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18338		5706524		2902449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18339		5706525		2902450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18340		5706526		2902451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18341		5706527		2902452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18342		5706528		2902453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18343		5706529		2902454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18344		5706530		2902455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18345		5706531		2902456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18346		5706532		2902457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18347		5706533		2902458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18348		5706534		2902459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18349		5706535		2902460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18350		5706536		2902461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18351		5706537		2902462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18352		5706538		2902463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18353		5706539		2902464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18354		5706540		2902465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18355		5706541		2902466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18356		5706542		2902467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18357		5706543		2902468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18358		5706544		2902469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18359		5706545		2902470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18360		5706546		2902471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18361		5706547		2902472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18362		5706548		2902473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18363		5706549		2902474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18364		5706550		2902475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18365		5706551		2902476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18366		5706552		2902477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18367		5706553		2902478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18368		5706554		2902479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18369		5706555		2902480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18370		5706556		2902481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18371		5706557		2902482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18372		5706558		2902483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18373		5706559		2902484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18374		5706560		2902485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18375		5706561		2902486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18376		5706562		2902487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18377		5706563		2902488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18378		5706564		2902489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18379		5706565		2902490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18380		5706566		2902491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18381		5706567		2902492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18382		5706568		2902493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18383		5706569		2902494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18384		5706570		2902495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18385		5706571		2902496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18386		5706572		2902497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18387		5706573		2902498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18388		5706574		2902499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18389		5706575		2902500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18390		5706576		2902501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18391		5706577		2902502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18392		5706578		2902503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18393		5706579		2902504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18394		5706580		2902505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18395		5706581		2902506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18396		5706582		2902507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18397		5706583		2902508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18398		5706584		2902509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18399		5706585		2902510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18400		5706586		2902511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18401		5706587		2902512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18402		5706588		2902513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18403		5706589		2902514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18404		5706590		2902515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18405		5706591		2902516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18406		5706592		2902517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18407		5706593		2902518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18408		5706594		2902519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18409		5706595		2902520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18410		5706596		2902521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18411		5706597		2902522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18412		5706598		2902523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18413		5706599		2902524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18414		5706600		2902525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18415		5706601		2902526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18416		5706602		2902527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18417		5706603		2902528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18418		5706604		2902529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18419		5706605		2902530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18420		5706606		2902531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18421		5706607		2902532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18422		5706608		2902533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18423		5706609		2902534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18424		5706610		2902535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18425		5706611		2902536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18426		5706612		2902537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18427		5706613		2902538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18428		5706614		2902539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18429		5706615		2902540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18430		5706616		2902541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18431		5706617		2902542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18432		5706618		2902543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18433		5706619		2902544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18434		5706620		2902545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18435		5706621		2902546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18436		5706622		2902547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18437		5706623		2902548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18438		5706624		2902549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18439		5706625		2902550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18440		5706626		2902551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18441		5706627		2902552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18442		5706628		2902553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18443		5706629		2902554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18444		5706630		2902555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18445		5706631		2902556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18446		5706632		2902557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18447		5706633		2902558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18448		5706634		2902559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18449		5706635		2902560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18450		5706636		2902561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18451		5706637		2902562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18452		5706638		2902563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18453		5706639		2902564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18454		5706640		2902565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18455		5706641		2902566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18456		5706642		2902567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18457		5706643		2902568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18458		5706644		2902569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18459		5706645		2902570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18460		5706646		2902571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18461		5706647		2902572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18462		5706648		2902573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18463		5706649		2902574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18464		5706650		2902575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18465		5706651		2902576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18466		5706652		2902577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18467		5706653		2902578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18468		5706654		2902579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18469		5706655		2902580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18470		5706656		2902581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18471		5706657		2902582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18472		5706658		2902583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18473		5706659		2902584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18474		5706660		2902585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18475		5706661		2902586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18476		5706662		2902587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18477		5706663		2902588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18478		5706664		2902589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18479		5706665		2902590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18480		5706666		2902591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18481		5706667		2902592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18482		5706668		2902593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18483		5706669		2902594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18484		5706670		2902595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18485		5706671		2902596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18486		5706672		2902597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18487		5706673		2902598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18488		5706674		2902599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18489		5706675		2902600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18490		5706676		2902601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18491		5706677		2902602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18492		5706678		2902603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18493		5706679		2902604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18494		5706680		2902605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18495		5706681		2902606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18496		5706682		2902607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18497		5706683		2902608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18498		5706684		2902609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18499		5706685		2902610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18500		5706686		2902611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18501		5706687		2902612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18502		5706688		2902613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18503		5706689		2902614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18504		5706690		2902615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18505		5706691		2902616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18506		5706692		2902617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18507		5706693		2902618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18508		5706694		2902619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18509		5706695		2902620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18510		5706696		2902621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18511		5706697		2902622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18512		5706698		2902623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18513		5706699		2902624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18514		5706700		2902625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18515		5706701		2902626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18516		5706702		2902627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18517		5706703		2902628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18518		5706704		2902629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18519		5706705		2902630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18520		5706706		2902631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18521		5706707		2902632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18522		5706708		2902633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18523		5706709		2902634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18524		5706710		2902635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18525		5706711		2902636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18526		5706712		2902637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18527		5706713		2902638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18528		5706714		2902639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18529		5706715		2902640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18530		5706716		2902641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18531		5706717		2902642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18532		5706718		2902643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18533		5706719		2902644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18534		5706720		2902645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18535		5706721		2902646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18536		5706722		2902647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18537		5706723		2902648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18538		5706724		2902649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18539		5706725		2902650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18540		5706726		2902651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18541		5706727		2902652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18542		5706728		2902653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18543		5706729		2902654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18544		5706730		2902655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18545		5706731		2902656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18546		5706732		2902657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18547		5706733		2902658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18548		5706734		2902659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18549		5706735		2902660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18550		5706736		2902661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18551		5706737		2902662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18552		5706738		2902663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18553		5706739		2902664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18554		5706740		2902665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18555		5706741		2902666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18556		5706742		2902667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18557		5706743		2902668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18558		5706744		2902669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18559		5706745		2902670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18560		5706746		2902671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18561		5706747		2902672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18562		5706748		2902673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18563		5706749		2902674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18564		5706750		2902675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18565		5706751		2902676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18566		5706752		2902677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18567		5706753		2902678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18568		5706754		2902679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18569		5706755		2902680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18570		5706756		2902681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18571		5706757		2902682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18572		5706758		2902683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18573		5706759		2902684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18574		5706760		2902685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18575		5706761		2902686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18576		5706762		2902687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18577		5706763		2902688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18578		5706764		2902689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18579		5706765		2902690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18580		5706766		2902691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18581		5706767		2902692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18582		5706768		2902693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18583		5706769		2902694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18584		5706770		2902695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18585		5706771		2902696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18586		5706772		2902697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18587		5706773		2902698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18588		5706774		2902699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18589		5706775		2902700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18590		5706776		2902701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18591		5706777		2902702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18592		5706778		2902703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18593		5706779		2902704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18594		5706780		2902705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18595		5706781		2902706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18596		5706782		2902707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18597		5706783		2902708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18598		5706784		2902709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18599		5706785		2902710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18600		5706786		2902711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18601		5706787		2902712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18602		5706788		2902713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18603		5706789		2902714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18604		5706790		2902715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18605		5706791		2902716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18606		5706792		2902717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18607		5706793		2902718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18608		5706794		2902719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18609		5706795		2902720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18610		5706796		2902721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18611		5706797		2902722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18612		5706798		2902723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18613		5706799		2902724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18614		5706800		2902725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18615		5706801		2902726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18616		5706802		2902727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18617		5706803		2902728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18618		5706804		2902729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18619		5706805		2902730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18620		5706806		2902731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18621		5706807		2902732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18622		5706808		2902733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18623		5706809		2902734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18624		5706810		2902735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18625		5706811		2902736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18626		5706812		2902737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18627		5706813		2902738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18628		5706814		2902739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18629		5706815		2902740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18630		5706816		2902741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18631		5706817		2902742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18632		5706818		2902743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18736		5707886		2903811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18737		5707888		2903813		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18738		5707889		2903814		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18739		5707939		2903864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18740		5707940		2903865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18741		5707941		2903866		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18742		5707942		2903867		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18743		5707953		2903878		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18744		5707954		2903879		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18745		5707955		2903880		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18746		5707956		2903881		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18747		5707957		2903882		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18748		5707958		2903883		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18749		5707959		2903884		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18750		5707960		2903885		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18751		5707961		2903886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18752		5707962		2903887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18753		5707963		2903888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18754		5707964		2903889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18755		5707965		2903890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18756		5707966		2903891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18757		5707967		2903892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18758		5707968		2903893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18759		5707969		2903894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18760		5707970		2903895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18761		5707971		2903896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18762		5707972		2903897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18763		5707973		2903898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18764		5707974		2903899		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18765		5707975		2903900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18766		5707976		2903901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18767		5707977		2903902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18768		5707978		2903903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18769		5707979		2903904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18770		5707980		2903905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18771		5707981		2903906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18772		5707982		2903907		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18773		5707983		2903908		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18774		5707984		2903909		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18775		5804097		3000022		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18776		5810909		3006834		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18777		5810910		3006835		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18778		5810911		3006836		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18779		5810912		3006837		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18780		5810913		3006838		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18781		5810914		3006839		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18782		5810915		3006840		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18783		5810917		3006842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18784		5810918		3006843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18785		5810919		3006844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18786		5810920		3006845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18787		5810921		3006846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18788		5810922		3006847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18789		5810923		3006848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18790		5810924		3006849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18791		5810925		3006850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18792		5810926		3006851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18793		5810927		3006852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18794		5810928		3006853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18795		5810929		3006854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18796		5810930		3006855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18797		5810931		3006856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18798		5810932		3006857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18799		5810933		3006858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18800		5810934		3006859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18801		5810935		3006860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18802		5810936		3006861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18803		5810937		3006862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18804		5810938		3006863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18805		5810939		3006864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18806		5810940		3006865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18807		5810941		3006866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18808		5810942		3006867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18809		5810943		3006868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18810		5810944		3006869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18811		5810945		3006870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18812		5810946		3006871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18813		5810947		3006872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18814		5810948		3006873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18815		5810949		3006874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18816		5810950		3006875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18817		5810951		3006876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18818		5810952		3006877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18819		5810953		3006878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18820		5810954		3006879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18821		5810955		3006880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18822		5810956		3006881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18823		5810957		3006882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18824		5810958		3006883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18825		5810959		3006884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18826		5810960		3006885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18827		5810961		3006886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18828		5810962		3006887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18829		5810963		3006888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18830		5810964		3006889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18831		5810965		3006890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18832		5810966		3006891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18833		5810967		3006892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18834		5810968		3006893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18835		5810969		3006894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18836		5810970		3006895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18837		5810971		3006896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18838		5810972		3006897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18839		5810973		3006898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18840		5810974		3006899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18841		5810975		3006900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18842		5810976		3006901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18843		5810977		3006902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18844		5810978		3006903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18845		5810979		3006904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18846		5810980		3006905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18847		5810981		3006906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18848		5810982		3006907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18849		5810983		3006908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18850		5810984		3006909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18851		5810985		3006910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18852		5810986		3006911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18853		5810987		3006912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18854		5810988		3006913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18855		5810989		3006914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18856		5810990		3006915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18857		5810991		3006916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18858		5810992		3006917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18859		5810993		3006918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18860		5810994		3006919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18861		5810995		3006920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18862		5810996		3006921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18863		5810997		3006922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18864		5810998		3006923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18865		5810999		3006924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18866		5811000		3006925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18867		5811001		3006926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18868		5811002		3006927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18869		5811003		3006928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18870		5811004		3006929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18871		5811005		3006930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18872		5811006		3006931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18873		5811007		3006932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18874		5811008		3006933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18875		5811009		3006934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18876		5811010		3006935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18877		5811011		3006936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18878		5811012		3006937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18879		5811013		3006938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18880		5811014		3006939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18881		5811015		3006940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18882		5811016		3006941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18883		5811017		3006942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18884		5811018		3006943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18885		5811019		3006944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18886		5811020		3006945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18887		5811021		3006946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18888		5811022		3006947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18889		5811023		3006948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18890		5811024		3006949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18891		5811025		3006950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18892		5811026		3006951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18893		5811027		3006952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18894		5811028		3006953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18895		5811029		3006954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18896		5811030		3006955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18897		5811031		3006956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18898		5811032		3006957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18899		5811033		3006958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18900		5811034		3006959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18901		5811035		3006960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18902		5811036		3006961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18903		5811037		3006962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18904		5811038		3006963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18905		5811039		3006964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18906		5811040		3006965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18907		5811041		3006966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18908		5811042		3006967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18909		5811043		3006968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18910		5811044		3006969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18911		5811045		3006970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18912		5811046		3006971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18913		5811047		3006972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18914		5811048		3006973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18915		5811049		3006974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18916		5811050		3006975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18917		5811051		3006976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18918		5811052		3006977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18919		5811053		3006978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18920		5811054		3006979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18921		5811055		3006980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18922		5811056		3006981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18923		5811057		3006982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18924		5811058		3006983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18925		5811059		3006984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18926		5811060		3006985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18927		5811061		3006986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18928		5811062		3006987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18929		5811063		3006988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18930		5811064		3006989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18931		5811065		3006990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18932		5811066		3006991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18933		5811067		3006992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18934		5811068		3006993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18935		5811069		3006994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18936		5811070		3006995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18937		5811071		3006996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18938		5811072		3006997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18939		5811073		3006998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18940		5811074		3006999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18941		5811075		3007000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18942		5811076		3007001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18943		5811077		3007002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18944		5811078		3007003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18945		5811079		3007004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18946		5811080		3007005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18947		5811081		3007006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18948		5811082		3007007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18949		5811083		3007008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18950		5811084		3007009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18951		5811085		3007010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18952		5811086		3007011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18953		5811087		3007012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18954		5811088		3007013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18955		5811089		3007014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18956		5811090		3007015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18957		5811091		3007016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18958		5811092		3007017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18959		5811093		3007018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18960		5811094		3007019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18961		5811095		3007020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18962		5811096		3007021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18963		5811097		3007022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18964		5811098		3007023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18965		5811099		3007024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18966		5811100		3007025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18967		5811101		3007026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18968		5811102		3007027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18969		5811103		3007028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18970		5811104		3007029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18971		5811105		3007030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18972		5811106		3007031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18973		5811107		3007032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18974		5811108		3007033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18975		5811109		3007034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18976		5811110		3007035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18977		5811111		3007036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18978		5811112		3007037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18979		5811113		3007038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18980		5811114		3007039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18981		5811115		3007040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18982		5811116		3007041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18983		5811117		3007042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18984		5811118		3007043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18985		5811119		3007044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18986		5811120		3007045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18987		5811121		3007046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18988		5811122		3007047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18989		5811123		3007048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18990		5811124		3007049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18991		5811125		3007050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18992		5811126		3007051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18993		5811127		3007052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18994		5811128		3007053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18995		5811129		3007054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18996		5811130		3007055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18997		5811131		3007056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18998		5811132		3007057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18999		5811133		3007058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19000		5811134		3007059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19001		5811135		3007060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19002		5811136		3007061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19003		5811137		3007062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19004		5811138		3007063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19005		5811139		3007064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19006		5811140		3007065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19007		5811141		3007066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19008		5811142		3007067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19009		5811143		3007068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19010		5811144		3007069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19011		5811145		3007070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19012		5811146		3007071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19013		5811147		3007072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19014		5811148		3007073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19015		5811149		3007074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19016		5811150		3007075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19017		5811151		3007076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19018		5811152		3007077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19019		5811153		3007078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19020		5811154		3007079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19021		5811155		3007080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19022		5811156		3007081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19023		5811157		3007082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19024		5811158		3007083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19025		5811159		3007084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19026		5811160		3007085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19027		5811161		3007086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19028		5811162		3007087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19029		5811163		3007088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19030		5811164		3007089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19031		5811165		3007090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19032		5811166		3007091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19033		5811167		3007092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19034		5811168		3007093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19035		5811169		3007094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19036		5811170		3007095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19037		5811171		3007096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19038		5811172		3007097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19039		5811173		3007098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19040		5811174		3007099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19041		5811175		3007100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19042		5811176		3007101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19043		5811177		3007102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19044		5811178		3007103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19045		5811179		3007104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19046		5811180		3007105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19047		5811181		3007106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19048		5811182		3007107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19049		5811183		3007108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19050		5811184		3007109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19051		5811185		3007110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19052		5811186		3007111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19053		5811187		3007112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19054		5811188		3007113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19055		5811189		3007114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19056		5811190		3007115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19057		5811191		3007116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19058		5811192		3007117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19059		5811193		3007118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19060		5811194		3007119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19061		5811195		3007120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19062		5811196		3007121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19063		5811197		3007122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19064		5811198		3007123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19065		5811199		3007124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19066		5811200		3007125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19067		5811201		3007126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19068		5811202		3007127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19069		5811203		3007128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19070		5811204		3007129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19071		5811205		3007130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19072		5811206		3007131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19073		5811207		3007132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19074		5811208		3007133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19075		5811209		3007134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19076		5811210		3007135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19077		5811211		3007136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19078		5811212		3007137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19079		5811213		3007138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19080		5811214		3007139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19081		5811215		3007140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19082		5811216		3007141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19083		5811217		3007142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19084		5811218		3007143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19085		5811219		3007144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19086		5811220		3007145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19087		5811221		3007146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19088		5811222		3007147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19089		5811223		3007148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19090		5811224		3007149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19091		5811225		3007150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19092		5811226		3007151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19093		5811227		3007152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19094		5811228		3007153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19095		5811229		3007154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19096		5811230		3007155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19097		5811231		3007156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19098		5811232		3007157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19099		5811233		3007158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19100		5811234		3007159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19101		5811235		3007160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19102		5811236		3007161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19103		5811237		3007162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19104		5811238		3007163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19105		5811239		3007164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19106		5811240		3007165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19107		5811241		3007166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19108		5811242		3007167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19109		5811243		3007168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19110		5811244		3007169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19111		5811245		3007170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19112		5811246		3007171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19113		5811247		3007172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19114		5811248		3007173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19115		5811249		3007174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19116		5811250		3007175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19117		5811251		3007176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19118		5811252		3007177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19119		5811253		3007178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19120		5811254		3007179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19121		5811255		3007180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19122		5811256		3007181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19123		5811257		3007182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19124		5811258		3007183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19125		5811259		3007184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19126		5811260		3007185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19127		5811261		3007186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19128		5811262		3007187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19129		5811263		3007188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19130		5811264		3007189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19131		5811265		3007190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19132		5811266		3007191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19133		5811267		3007192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19134		5811268		3007193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19135		5811269		3007194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19136		5811270		3007195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19137		5811271		3007196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19138		5811272		3007197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19139		5811273		3007198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19140		5811274		3007199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19141		5811275		3007200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19142		5811276		3007201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19143		5811277		3007202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19144		5811278		3007203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19145		5811279		3007204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19146		5811280		3007205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19147		5811281		3007206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19148		5811282		3007207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19149		5811283		3007208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19150		5811284		3007209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19151		5811285		3007210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19152		5811286		3007211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19153		5811287		3007212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19154		5811288		3007213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19155		5811289		3007214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19156		5811290		3007215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19157		5811291		3007216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19158		5811292		3007217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19159		5811293		3007218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19160		5811294		3007219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19161		5811295		3007220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19162		5811296		3007221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19163		5811297		3007222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19164		5811298		3007223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19165		5811299		3007224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19166		5811300		3007225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19167		5811301		3007226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19168		5811302		3007227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19169		5811303		3007228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19170		5811304		3007229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19171		5811305		3007230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19172		5811306		3007231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19173		5811307		3007232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19174		5811308		3007233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19175		5811309		3007234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19176		5811310		3007235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19177		5811311		3007236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19178		5811312		3007237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19179		5811313		3007238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19180		5811314		3007239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19181		5811315		3007240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19182		5811316		3007241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19183		5811317		3007242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19184		5811318		3007243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19185		5811319		3007244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19186		5811320		3007245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19187		5811321		3007246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19188		5811322		3007247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19189		5811323		3007248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19190		5811324		3007249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19191		5811325		3007250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19192		5811326		3007251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19193		5811327		3007252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19194		5811328		3007253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19195		5811329		3007254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19196		5811330		3007255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19197		5811331		3007256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19198		5811332		3007257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19199		5811333		3007258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19200		5811334		3007259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19201		5811335		3007260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19202		5811336		3007261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19203		5811337		3007262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19204		5811338		3007263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19205		5811339		3007264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19206		5811340		3007265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19207		5811341		3007266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19208		5811342		3007267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19209		5811343		3007268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19210		5811344		3007269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19211		5811345		3007270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19212		5811346		3007271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19213		5811347		3007272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19214		5811348		3007273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19215		5811349		3007274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19216		5811350		3007275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19217		5811351		3007276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19218		5811352		3007277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19219		5811353		3007278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19220		5811354		3007279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19221		5811355		3007280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19222		5811356		3007281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19223		5811357		3007282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19224		5811358		3007283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19225		5811359		3007284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19226		5811360		3007285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19227		5811361		3007286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19228		5811362		3007287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19229		5811363		3007288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19230		5811364		3007289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19231		5811365		3007290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19232		5811366		3007291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19233		5811367		3007292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19234		5811368		3007293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19235		5811369		3007294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19236		5811370		3007295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19237		5811371		3007296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19238		5811372		3007297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19239		5811373		3007298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19240		5811374		3007299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19241		5811375		3007300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19242		5811376		3007301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19243		5811377		3007302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19244		5811378		3007303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19245		5811379		3007304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19246		5811380		3007305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19247		5811381		3007306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19248		5811382		3007307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19249		5811383		3007308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19250		5811384		3007309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19251		5811385		3007310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19252		5811386		3007311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19253		5811387		3007312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19254		5811388		3007313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19255		5811389		3007314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19256		5811390		3007315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19257		5811391		3007316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19258		5811392		3007317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19259		5811393		3007318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19260		5811394		3007319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19261		5811395		3007320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19262		5811396		3007321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19263		5811397		3007322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19264		5811398		3007323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19265		5811399		3007324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19266		5811400		3007325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19267		5811401		3007326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19268		5811402		3007327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19269		5811403		3007328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19270		5811404		3007329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19271		5811405		3007330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19272		5811406		3007331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19273		5811407		3007332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19274		5811408		3007333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19275		5811409		3007334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19276		5811410		3007335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19277		5811411		3007336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19278		5811412		3007337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19279		5811413		3007338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19280		5811414		3007339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19281		5811415		3007340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19282		5811416		3007341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19283		5811417		3007342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19284		5811418		3007343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19285		5811419		3007344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19286		5811420		3007345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19287		5811421		3007346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19288		5811422		3007347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19289		5811423		3007348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19290		5811424		3007349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19291		5811425		3007350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19292		5811426		3007351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19293		5811427		3007352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19294		5811428		3007353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19295		5811429		3007354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19296		5811430		3007355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19297		5811431		3007356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19298		5811432		3007357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19299		5811433		3007358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19300		5811434		3007359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19301		5811435		3007360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19302		5811436		3007361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19303		5811437		3007362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19304		5811438		3007363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19305		5811439		3007364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19306		5811440		3007365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19307		5811441		3007366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19308		5811442		3007367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19309		5811443		3007368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19310		5811444		3007369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19311		5811445		3007370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19312		5811446		3007371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19313		5811447		3007372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19314		5811448		3007373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19315		5811449		3007374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19316		5811450		3007375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19317		5811451		3007376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19318		5811452		3007377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19319		5811453		3007378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19320		5811454		3007379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19321		5811455		3007380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19322		5811456		3007381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19323		5811457		3007382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19324		5811458		3007383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19325		5811459		3007384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19326		5811460		3007385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19327		5811461		3007386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19328		5811462		3007387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19329		5811463		3007388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19330		5811464		3007389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19331		5811465		3007390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19332		5811466		3007391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19333		5811467		3007392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19334		5811468		3007393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19335		5811469		3007394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19336		5811470		3007395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19337		5811471		3007396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19338		5811472		3007397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19339		5811473		3007398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19340		5811474		3007399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19341		5811475		3007400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19342		5811476		3007401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19343		5811477		3007402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19344		5811478		3007403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19345		5811479		3007404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19346		5811480		3007405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19347		5811481		3007406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19348		5811482		3007407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19349		5811483		3007408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19350		5811484		3007409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19351		5811485		3007410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19352		5811486		3007411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19353		5811487		3007412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19354		5811488		3007413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19355		5811489		3007414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19356		5811490		3007415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19357		5811491		3007416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19358		5811492		3007417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19359		5811493		3007418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19360		5811494		3007419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19361		5811495		3007420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19362		5811496		3007421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19363		5811497		3007422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19364		5811498		3007423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19365		5811499		3007424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19366		5811500		3007425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19367		5811501		3007426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19368		5811502		3007427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19369		5811503		3007428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19370		5811504		3007429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19371		5811505		3007430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19372		5811506		3007431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19373		5811507		3007432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19374		5811508		3007433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19375		5811509		3007434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19376		5811510		3007435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19377		5811511		3007436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19378		5811512		3007437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19379		5811513		3007438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19380		5811514		3007439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19381		5811515		3007440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19382		5811516		3007441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19383		5811517		3007442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19384		5811518		3007443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19385		5811519		3007444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19386		5811520		3007445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19387		5811521		3007446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19388		5811522		3007447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19389		5811523		3007448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19390		5811524		3007449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19391		5811525		3007450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19392		5811526		3007451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19393		5811527		3007452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19394		5811528		3007453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19395		5811529		3007454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19396		5811530		3007455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19397		5811531		3007456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19398		5811532		3007457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19399		5811533		3007458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19400		5811534		3007459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19401		5811535		3007460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19402		5811536		3007461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19403		5811537		3007462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19404		5811538		3007463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19405		5811539		3007464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19406		5811540		3007465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19407		5811541		3007466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19408		5811542		3007467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19409		5811543		3007468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19410		5811544		3007469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19411		5811545		3007470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19412		5811546		3007471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19413		5811547		3007472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19414		5811548		3007473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19415		5811549		3007474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19416		5811550		3007475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19417		5811551		3007476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19418		5811552		3007477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19419		5811553		3007478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19420		5811554		3007479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19421		5811555		3007480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19422		5811556		3007481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19423		5811557		3007482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19424		5811558		3007483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19425		5811559		3007484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19426		5811560		3007485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19427		5811561		3007486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19428		5811562		3007487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19429		5811563		3007488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19430		5811564		3007489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19431		5811565		3007490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19432		5811566		3007491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19433		5811567		3007492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19434		5811568		3007493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19435		5811569		3007494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19436		5811570		3007495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19437		5811571		3007496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19438		5811572		3007497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19439		5811573		3007498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19440		5811574		3007499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19441		5811575		3007500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19442		5811576		3007501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19443		5811577		3007502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19444		5811578		3007503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19445		5811579		3007504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19446		5811580		3007505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19447		5811581		3007506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19448		5811582		3007507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19449		5811583		3007508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19450		5811584		3007509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19451		5811585		3007510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19452		5811586		3007511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19453		5811587		3007512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19454		5811588		3007513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19455		5811589		3007514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19456		5811590		3007515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19457		5811591		3007516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19458		5811592		3007517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19459		5811593		3007518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19460		5811594		3007519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19461		5811595		3007520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19462		5811596		3007521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19463		5811597		3007522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19464		5811598		3007523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19465		5811599		3007524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19466		5811600		3007525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19467		5811601		3007526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19468		5811602		3007527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19469		5811603		3007528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19470		5811604		3007529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19471		5811605		3007530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19472		5811606		3007531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19473		5811607		3007532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19474		5811608		3007533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19475		5811609		3007534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19476		5811610		3007535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19477		5811611		3007536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19478		5811612		3007537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19479		5811613		3007538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19480		5811614		3007539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19481		5811615		3007540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19482		5811616		3007541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19483		5811617		3007542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19484		5811618		3007543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19485		5811619		3007544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19486		5811620		3007545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19487		5811621		3007546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19488		5811622		3007547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19489		5811623		3007548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19490		5811624		3007549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19491		5811625		3007550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19492		5811626		3007551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19493		5811627		3007552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19494		5811628		3007553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19495		5811629		3007554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19496		5811630		3007555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19497		5811631		3007556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19498		5811632		3007557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19499		5811633		3007558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19500		5811634		3007559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19501		5811635		3007560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19502		5811636		3007561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19503		5811637		3007562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19504		5811638		3007563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19505		5811639		3007564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19506		5811640		3007565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19507		5811641		3007566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19508		5811642		3007567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19509		5811643		3007568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19510		5811644		3007569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19511		5811645		3007570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19512		5811646		3007571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19513		5811647		3007572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19514		5811648		3007573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19515		5811649		3007574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19516		5811650		3007575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19517		5811651		3007576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19518		5811652		3007577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19519		5811653		3007578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19520		5811654		3007579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19521		5811655		3007580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19522		5811656		3007581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19523		5811657		3007582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19524		5811658		3007583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19525		5811659		3007584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19526		5811660		3007585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19527		5811661		3007586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19528		5811662		3007587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19529		5811663		3007588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19530		5811664		3007589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19531		5811665		3007590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19532		5811666		3007591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19533		5811667		3007592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19534		5811668		3007593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19535		5811669		3007594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19536		5811670		3007595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19537		5811671		3007596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19538		5811672		3007597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19539		5811673		3007598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19540		5811674		3007599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19541		5811675		3007600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19542		5811676		3007601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19543		5811677		3007602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19544		5811678		3007603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19545		5811679		3007604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19546		5811680		3007605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19547		5811681		3007606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19548		5811682		3007607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19549		5811683		3007608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19550		5811684		3007609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19551		5811685		3007610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19552		5811686		3007611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19553		5811687		3007612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19554		5811688		3007613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19555		5811689		3007614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19556		5811690		3007615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19557		5811691		3007616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19558		5811692		3007617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19559		5811693		3007618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19560		5811694		3007619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19561		5811695		3007620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19562		5811696		3007621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19563		5811697		3007622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19564		5811698		3007623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19565		5811699		3007624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19566		5811700		3007625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19567		5811701		3007626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19568		5811702		3007627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19569		5811703		3007628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19570		5811704		3007629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19571		5811705		3007630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19572		5811706		3007631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19573		5811707		3007632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19574		5811708		3007633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19575		5811709		3007634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19576		5811710		3007635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19577		5811711		3007636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19578		5811712		3007637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19579		5811713		3007638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19580		5811714		3007639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19581		5811715		3007640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19582		5811716		3007641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19583		5811717		3007642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19584		5811718		3007643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19585		5811719		3007644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19586		5811720		3007645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19587		5811721		3007646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19588		5811722		3007647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19589		5811723		3007648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19590		5811724		3007649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19591		5811725		3007650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19592		5811726		3007651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19593		5811727		3007652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19594		5811728		3007653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19595		5811729		3007654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19596		5811730		3007655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19597		5811731		3007656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19598		5811732		3007657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19599		5811733		3007658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19600		5811734		3007659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19601		5811735		3007660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19602		5811736		3007661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19603		5811737		3007662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19604		5811738		3007663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19605		5811739		3007664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19606		5811740		3007665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19607		5811741		3007666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19608		5811742		3007667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19609		5811743		3007668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19610		5811744		3007669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19611		5811745		3007670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19612		5811746		3007671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19613		5811747		3007672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19614		5811748		3007673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19615		5811749		3007674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19616		5811750		3007675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19617		5811751		3007676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19618		5811752		3007677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19619		5811753		3007678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19620		5811754		3007679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19621		5811755		3007680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19622		5811756		3007681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19623		5811757		3007682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19624		5811758		3007683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19625		5811759		3007684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19626		5811760		3007685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19627		5811761		3007686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19628		5811762		3007687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19629		5811763		3007688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19630		5811764		3007689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19631		5811765		3007690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19632		5811766		3007691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19633		5811767		3007692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19634		5811768		3007693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19635		5811769		3007694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19636		5811770		3007695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19637		5811771		3007696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19638		5811772		3007697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19639		5811773		3007698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19640		5811774		3007699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19641		5811775		3007700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19642		5811776		3007701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19643		5811777		3007702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19644		5811778		3007703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19645		5811779		3007704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19646		5811780		3007705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19647		5811781		3007706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19648		5811782		3007707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19649		5811783		3007708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19650		5811784		3007709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19651		5811785		3007710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19652		5811786		3007711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19653		5811787		3007712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19654		5811788		3007713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19655		5811789		3007714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19656		5811790		3007715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19657		5811791		3007716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19658		5811792		3007717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19659		5811793		3007718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19660		5811794		3007719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19661		5811795		3007720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19662		5811796		3007721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19663		5811797		3007722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19664		5811798		3007723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19665		5811799		3007724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19666		5811800		3007725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19667		5811801		3007726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19668		5811802		3007727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19669		5811803		3007728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19670		5811804		3007729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19671		5811805		3007730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19672		5811806		3007731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19673		5811807		3007732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19674		5811808		3007733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19675		5811809		3007734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19676		5811810		3007735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19677		5811811		3007736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19678		5811812		3007737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19679		5811813		3007738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19680		5811814		3007739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19681		5811815		3007740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19682		5811816		3007741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19683		5811817		3007742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19684		5811818		3007743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19685		5811819		3007744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19686		5811820		3007745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19687		5811821		3007746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19688		5811822		3007747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19689		5811823		3007748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19690		5811824		3007749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19691		5811825		3007750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19692		5811826		3007751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19693		5811827		3007752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19694		5811828		3007753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19695		5811829		3007754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19696		5811830		3007755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19697		5811831		3007756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19698		5811832		3007757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19699		5811833		3007758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19700		5811834		3007759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19701		5811835		3007760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19702		5811836		3007761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19703		5811837		3007762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19704		5811838		3007763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19705		5811839		3007764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19706		5811840		3007765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19707		5811841		3007766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19708		5811842		3007767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19709		5811843		3007768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19710		5811844		3007769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19711		5811845		3007770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19712		5811846		3007771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19713		5811847		3007772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19714		5811848		3007773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19715		5811849		3007774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19716		5811850		3007775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19717		5811851		3007776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19718		5811852		3007777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19719		5811853		3007778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19720		5811854		3007779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19721		5811855		3007780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19722		5811856		3007781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19723		5811857		3007782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19724		5811858		3007783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19725		5811859		3007784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19726		5811860		3007785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19727		5811861		3007786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19728		5811862		3007787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19729		5811863		3007788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19730		5811864		3007789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19731		5811865		3007790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19732		5811866		3007791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19733		5811867		3007792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19734		5811868		3007793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19735		5811869		3007794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19736		5811870		3007795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19737		5811871		3007796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19738		5811872		3007797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19739		5811873		3007798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19740		5811874		3007799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19741		5811875		3007800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19742		5811876		3007801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19743		5811877		3007802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19744		5811878		3007803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19745		5811879		3007804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19746		5811880		3007805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19747		5811881		3007806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19748		5811882		3007807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19749		5811883		3007808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19750		5811884		3007809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19751		5811885		3007810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19752		5811886		3007811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19753		5811887		3007812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19754		5811888		3007813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19755		5811889		3007814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19756		5811890		3007815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19757		5811891		3007816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19758		5811892		3007817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19759		5811893		3007818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19760		5811894		3007819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19761		5811895		3007820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19762		5811896		3007821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19763		5811897		3007822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19764		5811898		3007823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19765		5811899		3007824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19766		5811900		3007825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19767		5811901		3007826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19768		5811902		3007827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19769		5811903		3007828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19770		5811904		3007829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19771		5811905		3007830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19772		5811906		3007831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19773		5811907		3007832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19774		5811908		3007833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19775		5811909		3007834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19776		5811910		3007835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19777		5811911		3007836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19778		5811912		3007837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19779		5811913		3007838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19780		5811914		3007839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19781		5811915		3007840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19782		5811916		3007841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19783		5811917		3007842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19784		5811918		3007843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19785		5811919		3007844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19786		5811920		3007845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19787		5811921		3007846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19788		5811922		3007847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19789		5811923		3007848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19790		5811924		3007849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19791		5811925		3007850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19792		5811926		3007851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19793		5811927		3007852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19794		5811928		3007853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19795		5811929		3007854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19796		5811930		3007855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19797		5811931		3007856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19798		5811932		3007857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19799		5811933		3007858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19800		5811934		3007859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19801		5811935		3007860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19802		5811936		3007861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19803		5811937		3007862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19804		5811938		3007863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19805		5811939		3007864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19806		5811940		3007865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19807		5811941		3007866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19808		5811942		3007867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19809		5811943		3007868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19810		5811944		3007869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19811		5811945		3007870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19812		5811946		3007871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19813		5811947		3007872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19814		5811948		3007873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19815		5811949		3007874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19816		5811950		3007875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19817		5811951		3007876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19818		5811952		3007877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19819		5811953		3007878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19820		5811954		3007879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19821		5811955		3007880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19822		5811956		3007881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19823		5811957		3007882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19824		5811958		3007883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19825		5811959		3007884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19826		5811960		3007885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19827		5811961		3007886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19828		5811962		3007887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19829		5811963		3007888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19830		5811964		3007889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19831		5811965		3007890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19832		5811966		3007891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19833		5811967		3007892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19834		5811968		3007893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19835		5811969		3007894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19836		5811970		3007895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19837		5811971		3007896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19838		5811972		3007897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19839		5811973		3007898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19840		5811974		3007899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19841		5811975		3007900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19842		5811976		3007901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19843		5811977		3007902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19844		5811978		3007903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19845		5811979		3007904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19846		5811980		3007905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19847		5811981		3007906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19848		5811982		3007907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19849		5811983		3007908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19850		5811984		3007909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19851		5811985		3007910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19852		5811986		3007911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19853		5811987		3007912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19854		5811988		3007913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19855		5811989		3007914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19856		5811990		3007915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19857		5811991		3007916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19858		5811992		3007917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19859		5811993		3007918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19860		5811994		3007919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19861		5811995		3007920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19862		5811996		3007921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19863		5811997		3007922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19864		5811998		3007923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19865		5811999		3007924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19866		5812000		3007925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19867		5812001		3007926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19868		5812002		3007927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19869		5812003		3007928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19870		5812004		3007929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19871		5812005		3007930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19872		5812006		3007931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19873		5812007		3007932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19874		5812008		3007933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19875		5812009		3007934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19876		5812010		3007935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19877		5812011		3007936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19878		5812012		3007937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19879		5812013		3007938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19880		5812014		3007939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19881		5812015		3007940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19882		5812016		3007941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19883		5812017		3007942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19884		5812018		3007943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19885		5812019		3007944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19886		5812020		3007945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19887		5812021		3007946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19888		5812022		3007947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19889		5812023		3007948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19890		5812024		3007949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19891		5812025		3007950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19892		5812026		3007951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19893		5812027		3007952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19894		5812028		3007953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19895		5812029		3007954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19896		5812030		3007955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19897		5812031		3007956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19898		5812032		3007957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19899		5812033		3007958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19900		5812034		3007959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19901		5812035		3007960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19902		5812036		3007961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19903		5812037		3007962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19904		5812038		3007963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19905		5812039		3007964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19906		5812040		3007965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19907		5812041		3007966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19908		5812042		3007967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19909		5812043		3007968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19910		5812044		3007969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19911		5812045		3007970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19912		5812046		3007971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19913		5812047		3007972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19914		5812048		3007973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19915		5812049		3007974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19916		5812050		3007975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19917		5812051		3007976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19918		5812052		3007977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19919		5812053		3007978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19920		5812054		3007979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19921		5812055		3007980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19922		5812056		3007981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19923		5812057		3007982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19924		5812058		3007983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19925		5812059		3007984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19926		5812060		3007985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19927		5812061		3007986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19928		5812062		3007987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19929		5812063		3007988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19930		5812064		3007989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19931		5812065		3007990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19932		5812066		3007991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19933		5812067		3007992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19934		5812068		3007993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19935		5812069		3007994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19936		5812070		3007995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19937		5812071		3007996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19938		5812072		3007997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19939		5812073		3007998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19940		5812074		3007999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19941		5812075		3008000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19942		5812076		3008001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19943		5812077		3008002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19944		5812078		3008003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19945		5812079		3008004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19946		5812080		3008005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19947		5812081		3008006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19948		5812082		3008007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19949		5812083		3008008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19950		5812084		3008009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19951		5812085		3008010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19952		5812086		3008011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19953		5812087		3008012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19954		5812088		3008013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19955		5812089		3008014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19956		5812090		3008015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19957		5812091		3008016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19958		5812092		3008017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19959		5812093		3008018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19960		5812094		3008019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19961		5812095		3008020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19962		5812096		3008021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19963		5812097		3008022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19964		5812098		3008023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19965		5812099		3008024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19966		5812100		3008025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19967		5812101		3008026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19968		5812102		3008027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19969		5812103		3008028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19970		5812104		3008029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19971		5812105		3008030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19972		5812106		3008031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19973		5812107		3008032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19974		5812108		3008033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19975		5812109		3008034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19976		5812110		3008035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19977		5812111		3008036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19978		5812112		3008037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19979		5812113		3008038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19980		5812114		3008039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19981		5812115		3008040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19982		5812116		3008041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19983		5812117		3008042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19984		5812118		3008043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19985		5812119		3008044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19986		5812120		3008045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19987		5812121		3008046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19988		5812122		3008047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19989		5812123		3008048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19990		5812124		3008049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19991		5812125		3008050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19992		5812126		3008051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19993		5812127		3008052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19994		5812128		3008053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19995		5812129		3008054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19996		5812130		3008055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19997		5812131		3008056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19998		5812132		3008057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19999		5812133		3008058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20000		5812134		3008059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20001		5812135		3008060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20002		5812136		3008061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20003		5812137		3008062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20004		5812138		3008063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20005		5812139		3008064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20006		5812140		3008065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20007		5812141		3008066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20008		5812142		3008067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20009		5812143		3008068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20010		5812144		3008069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20011		5812145		3008070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20012		5812146		3008071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20013		5812147		3008072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20014		5812148		3008073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20015		5812149		3008074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20016		5812150		3008075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20017		5812151		3008076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20018		5812152		3008077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20019		5812153		3008078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20020		5812154		3008079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20021		5812155		3008080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20022		5812156		3008081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20023		5812157		3008082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20024		5812158		3008083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20025		5812159		3008084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20026		5812160		3008085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20027		5812161		3008086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20028		5812162		3008087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20029		5812163		3008088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20030		5812164		3008089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20031		5812165		3008090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20032		5812166		3008091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20033		5812167		3008092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20034		5812168		3008093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20035		5812169		3008094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20036		5812170		3008095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20037		5812171		3008096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20038		5812172		3008097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20039		5812173		3008098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20040		5812174		3008099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20041		5812175		3008100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20042		5812176		3008101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20043		5812177		3008102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20044		5812178		3008103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20045		5812179		3008104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20046		5812180		3008105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20047		5812181		3008106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20048		5812182		3008107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20049		5812183		3008108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20050		5812184		3008109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20051		5812185		3008110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20052		5812186		3008111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20053		5812187		3008112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20054		5812188		3008113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20055		5812189		3008114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20056		5812190		3008115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20057		5812191		3008116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20058		5812192		3008117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20059		5812193		3008118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20060		5812194		3008119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20061		5812195		3008120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20062		5812196		3008121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20063		5812197		3008122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20064		5812198		3008123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20065		5812199		3008124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20066		5812200		3008125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20067		5812201		3008126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20068		5812202		3008127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20069		5812203		3008128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20070		5812204		3008129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20071		5812205		3008130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20072		5812206		3008131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20073		5812207		3008132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20074		5812208		3008133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20075		5812209		3008134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20076		5812210		3008135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20077		5812211		3008136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20078		5812212		3008137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20079		5812213		3008138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20080		5812214		3008139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20081		5812215		3008140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20082		5812216		3008141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20083		5812217		3008142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20084		5812218		3008143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20085		5812219		3008144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20086		5812220		3008145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20087		5812221		3008146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20088		5812222		3008147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20089		5812223		3008148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20090		5812224		3008149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20091		5812225		3008150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20092		5812226		3008151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20093		5812227		3008152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20094		5812228		3008153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20095		5812229		3008154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20096		5812230		3008155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20097		5812231		3008156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20098		5812232		3008157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20099		5812233		3008158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20100		5812234		3008159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20101		5812235		3008160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20102		5812236		3008161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20103		5812237		3008162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20104		5812238		3008163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20105		5812239		3008164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20106		5812240		3008165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20107		5812241		3008166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20108		5812242		3008167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20109		5812243		3008168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20110		5812244		3008169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20111		5812245		3008170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20112		5812246		3008171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20113		5812247		3008172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20114		5812248		3008173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20115		5812249		3008174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20116		5812250		3008175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20117		5812251		3008176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20118		5812252		3008177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20119		5812253		3008178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20120		5812254		3008179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20121		5812255		3008180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20122		5812256		3008181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20123		5812257		3008182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20124		5812258		3008183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20125		5812259		3008184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20126		5812260		3008185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20127		5812261		3008186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20128		5812262		3008187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20129		5812263		3008188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20130		5812264		3008189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20131		5812265		3008190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20132		5812266		3008191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20133		5812267		3008192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20134		5812268		3008193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20135		5812269		3008194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20136		5812270		3008195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20137		5812271		3008196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20138		5812272		3008197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20139		5812273		3008198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20140		5812274		3008199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20141		5812275		3008200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20142		5812276		3008201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20143		5812277		3008202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20144		5812278		3008203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20145		5812279		3008204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20146		5812280		3008205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20147		5812281		3008206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20148		5812282		3008207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20149		5812283		3008208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20150		5812284		3008209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20151		5812285		3008210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20152		5812286		3008211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20153		5812287		3008212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20154		5812288		3008213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20155		5812289		3008214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20156		5812290		3008215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20157		5812291		3008216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20158		5812292		3008217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20159		5812293		3008218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20160		5812294		3008219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20161		5812295		3008220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20162		5812296		3008221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20163		5812297		3008222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20164		5812298		3008223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20165		5812299		3008224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20166		5812300		3008225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20167		5812301		3008226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20168		5812302		3008227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20169		5812303		3008228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20170		5812304		3008229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20171		5812305		3008230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20172		5812306		3008231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20173		5812307		3008232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20174		5812308		3008233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20175		5812309		3008234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20176		5812310		3008235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20177		5812311		3008236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20178		5812312		3008237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20179		5812313		3008238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20180		5812314		3008239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20181		5812315		3008240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20182		5812316		3008241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20183		5812317		3008242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20184		5812318		3008243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20185		5812319		3008244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20186		5812320		3008245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20187		5812321		3008246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20188		5812322		3008247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20189		5812323		3008248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20190		5812324		3008249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20191		5812325		3008250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20192		5812326		3008251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20193		5812327		3008252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20194		5812328		3008253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20195		5812329		3008254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20196		5812330		3008255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20197		5812331		3008256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20198		5812332		3008257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20199		5812333		3008258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20200		5812334		3008259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20201		5812335		3008260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20202		5812336		3008261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20203		5812337		3008262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20204		5812338		3008263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20205		5812339		3008264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20206		5812340		3008265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20207		5812341		3008266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20208		5812342		3008267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20209		5812343		3008268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20210		5812344		3008269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20211		5812345		3008270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20212		5812346		3008271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20213		5812347		3008272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20214		5812348		3008273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20215		5812349		3008274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20216		5812350		3008275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20217		5812351		3008276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20218		5812352		3008277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20219		5812353		3008278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20220		5812354		3008279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20221		5812355		3008280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20222		5812356		3008281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20223		5812357		3008282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20224		5812358		3008283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20225		5812359		3008284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20226		5812360		3008285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20227		5812361		3008286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20228		5812362		3008287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20229		5812363		3008288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20230		5812364		3008289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20231		5812365		3008290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20232		5812366		3008291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20233		5812367		3008292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20234		5812368		3008293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20235		5812369		3008294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20236		5812370		3008295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20237		5812371		3008296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20238		5812372		3008297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20239		5812373		3008298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20240		5812374		3008299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20241		5812375		3008300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20242		5812376		3008301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20243		5812377		3008302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20244		5812378		3008303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20245		5812379		3008304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20246		5812380		3008305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20247		5812381		3008306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20248		5812382		3008307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20249		5812383		3008308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20250		5812384		3008309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20251		5812385		3008310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20252		5812386		3008311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20253		5812387		3008312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20254		5812388		3008313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20255		5812389		3008314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20256		5812390		3008315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20257		5812391		3008316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20258		5812392		3008317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20259		5812393		3008318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20260		5812394		3008319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20261		5812395		3008320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20262		5812396		3008321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20263		5812397		3008322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20264		5812398		3008323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20265		5812399		3008324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20266		5812400		3008325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20267		5812401		3008326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20268		5812402		3008327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20269		5812403		3008328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20270		5812404		3008329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20271		5812405		3008330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20272		5812406		3008331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20273		5812407		3008332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20274		5812408		3008333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20275		5812409		3008334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20276		5812410		3008335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20277		5812411		3008336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20278		5812412		3008337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20279		5812413		3008338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20280		5812414		3008339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20281		5812415		3008340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20282		5812416		3008341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20283		5812417		3008342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20284		5812418		3008343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20285		5812419		3008344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20286		5812420		3008345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20287		5812421		3008346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20288		5812422		3008347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20289		5812423		3008348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20290		5812424		3008349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20291		5812425		3008350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20292		5812426		3008351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20293		5812427		3008352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20294		5812428		3008353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20295		5812429		3008354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20296		5812430		3008355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20297		5812431		3008356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20298		5812432		3008357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20299		5812433		3008358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20300		5812434		3008359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20301		5812435		3008360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20302		5812436		3008361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20303		5812437		3008362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20304		5812438		3008363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20305		5812439		3008364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20306		5812440		3008365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20307		5812441		3008366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20308		5812442		3008367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20309		5812443		3008368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20310		5812444		3008369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20311		5812445		3008370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20312		5812446		3008371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20313		5812447		3008372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20314		5812448		3008373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20315		5812449		3008374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20316		5812450		3008375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20317		5812451		3008376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20318		5812452		3008377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20319		5812453		3008378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20320		5812454		3008379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20321		5812455		3008380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20322		5812456		3008381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20323		5812457		3008382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20324		5812458		3008383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20325		5812459		3008384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20326		5812460		3008385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20327		5812461		3008386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20328		5812462		3008387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20329		5812463		3008388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20330		5812464		3008389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20331		5812465		3008390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20332		5812466		3008391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20333		5812467		3008392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20334		5812468		3008393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20335		5812469		3008394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20336		5812470		3008395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20337		5812471		3008396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20338		5812472		3008397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20339		5812473		3008398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20340		5812474		3008399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20341		5812475		3008400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20342		5812476		3008401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20343		5812477		3008402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20344		5812478		3008403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20345		5812479		3008404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20346		5812480		3008405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20347		5812481		3008406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20348		5812482		3008407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20349		5812483		3008408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20350		5812484		3008409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20351		5812485		3008410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20352		5812486		3008411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20353		5812487		3008412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20354		5812488		3008413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20355		5812489		3008414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20356		5812490		3008415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20357		5812491		3008416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20358		5812492		3008417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20359		5812493		3008418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20360		5812494		3008419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20361		5812495		3008420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20362		5812496		3008421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20363		5812497		3008422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20364		5812498		3008423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20365		5812499		3008424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20366		5812500		3008425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20367		5812501		3008426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20368		5812502		3008427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20369		5812503		3008428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20370		5812504		3008429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20371		5812505		3008430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20372		5812506		3008431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20373		5812507		3008432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20374		5812508		3008433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20375		5812509		3008434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20376		5812510		3008435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20377		5812511		3008436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20378		5812512		3008437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20379		5812513		3008438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20380		5812514		3008439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20381		5812515		3008440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20382		5812516		3008441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20383		5812517		3008442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20384		5812518		3008443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20385		5812519		3008444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20386		5812520		3008445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20387		5812521		3008446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20388		5812522		3008447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20389		5812523		3008448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20390		5812524		3008449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20391		5812525		3008450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20392		5812526		3008451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20393		5812527		3008452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20394		5812528		3008453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20395		5812529		3008454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20396		5812530		3008455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20397		5812531		3008456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20398		5812532		3008457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20399		5812533		3008458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20400		5812534		3008459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20401		5812535		3008460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20402		5812536		3008461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20403		5812537		3008462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20404		5812538		3008463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20405		5812539		3008464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20406		5812540		3008465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20407		5812541		3008466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20408		5812542		3008467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20409		5812543		3008468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20410		5812544		3008469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20411		5812545		3008470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20412		5812546		3008471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20413		5812547		3008472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20414		5812548		3008473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20415		5812549		3008474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20416		5812550		3008475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20417		5812551		3008476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20418		5812552		3008477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20419		5812553		3008478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20420		5812554		3008479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20421		5812555		3008480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20422		5812556		3008481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20423		5812557		3008482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20424		5812558		3008483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20425		5812559		3008484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20426		5812560		3008485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20427		5812561		3008486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20428		5812562		3008487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20429		5812563		3008488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20430		5812564		3008489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20431		5812565		3008490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20432		5812566		3008491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20433		5812567		3008492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20434		5812568		3008493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20435		5812569		3008494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20436		5812570		3008495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20437		5812571		3008496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20438		5812572		3008497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20439		5812573		3008498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20440		5812574		3008499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20441		5812575		3008500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20442		5812576		3008501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20443		5812577		3008502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20444		5812578		3008503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20445		5812579		3008504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20446		5812580		3008505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20447		5812581		3008506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20448		5812582		3008507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20449		5812583		3008508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20450		5812584		3008509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20451		5812585		3008510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20452		5812586		3008511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20453		5812587		3008512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20454		5812588		3008513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20455		5812589		3008514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20456		5812590		3008515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20457		5812591		3008516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20458		5812592		3008517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20459		5812593		3008518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20460		5812594		3008519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20461		5812595		3008520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20462		5812596		3008521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20463		5812597		3008522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20464		5812598		3008523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20465		5812599		3008524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20466		5812600		3008525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20467		5812601		3008526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20468		5812602		3008527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20469		5812603		3008528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20470		5812604		3008529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20471		5812605		3008530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20472		5812606		3008531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20473		5812607		3008532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20474		5812608		3008533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20475		5812609		3008534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20476		5812610		3008535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20477		5812611		3008536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20478		5812612		3008537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20479		5812613		3008538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20480		5812614		3008539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20481		5812615		3008540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20482		5812616		3008541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20483		5812617		3008542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20484		5812618		3008543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20485		5812619		3008544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20486		5812620		3008545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20487		5812621		3008546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20488		5812622		3008547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20489		5812623		3008548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20490		5812624		3008549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20491		5812625		3008550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20492		5812626		3008551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20493		5812627		3008552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20494		5812628		3008553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20495		5812629		3008554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20496		5812630		3008555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20497		5812631		3008556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20498		5812632		3008557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20499		5812633		3008558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20500		5812634		3008559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20501		5812635		3008560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20502		5812636		3008561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20503		5812637		3008562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20504		5812638		3008563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20505		5812639		3008564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20506		5812640		3008565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20507		5812641		3008566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20508		5812642		3008567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20509		5812643		3008568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20510		5812644		3008569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20511		5812645		3008570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20512		5812646		3008571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20513		5812647		3008572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20514		5812648		3008573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20515		5812649		3008574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20516		5812650		3008575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20517		5812651		3008576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20518		5812652		3008577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20519		5812653		3008578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20520		5812654		3008579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20521		5812655		3008580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20522		5812656		3008581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20523		5812657		3008582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20524		5812658		3008583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20525		5812659		3008584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20526		5812660		3008585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20527		5812661		3008586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20528		5812662		3008587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20529		5812663		3008588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20530		5812664		3008589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20531		5812665		3008590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20532		5812666		3008591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20533		5812667		3008592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20534		5812668		3008593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20535		5812669		3008594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20536		5812670		3008595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20537		5812671		3008596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20538		5812672		3008597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20539		5812673		3008598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20540		5812674		3008599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20541		5812675		3008600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20542		5812676		3008601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20543		5812677		3008602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20544		5812678		3008603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20545		5812679		3008604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20546		5812680		3008605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20547		5812681		3008606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20548		5812682		3008607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20549		5812683		3008608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20550		5812684		3008609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20551		5812685		3008610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20552		5812686		3008611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20553		5812687		3008612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20554		5812688		3008613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20555		5812689		3008614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20556		5812690		3008615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20557		5812691		3008616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20558		5812692		3008617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20559		5812693		3008618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20560		5812694		3008619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20561		5812695		3008620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20562		5812696		3008621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20563		5812697		3008622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20564		5812698		3008623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20565		5812699		3008624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20566		5812700		3008625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20567		5812701		3008626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20568		5812702		3008627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20569		5812703		3008628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20570		5812704		3008629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20571		5812705		3008630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20572		5812706		3008631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20573		5812707		3008632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20574		5812708		3008633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20575		5812709		3008634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20576		5812710		3008635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20577		5812711		3008636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20578		5812712		3008637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20579		5812713		3008638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20580		5812714		3008639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20581		5812715		3008640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20582		5812716		3008641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20583		5812717		3008642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20584		5812718		3008643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20585		5812719		3008644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20586		5812720		3008645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20587		5812721		3008646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20588		5812722		3008647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20589		5812723		3008648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20590		5812724		3008649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20591		5812725		3008650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20592		5812726		3008651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20593		5812727		3008652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20594		5812728		3008653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20595		5812729		3008654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20596		5812730		3008655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20597		5812731		3008656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20598		5812732		3008657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20599		5812733		3008658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20600		5812734		3008659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20601		5812735		3008660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20602		5812736		3008661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20603		5812737		3008662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20604		5812738		3008663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20605		5812739		3008664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20606		5812740		3008665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20607		5812741		3008666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20608		5812742		3008667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20609		5812743		3008668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20610		5812744		3008669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20611		5812745		3008670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20612		5812746		3008671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20613		5812747		3008672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20614		5812748		3008673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20615		5812749		3008674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20616		5812750		3008675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20617		5812751		3008676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20618		5812752		3008677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20619		5812753		3008678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20620		5812754		3008679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20621		5812755		3008680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20622		5812756		3008681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20623		5812757		3008682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20624		5812758		3008683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20625		5812759		3008684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20626		5812760		3008685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20627		5812761		3008686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20628		5812762		3008687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20629		5812763		3008688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20630		5812764		3008689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20631		5812765		3008690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20632		5812766		3008691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20633		5812767		3008692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20634		5812768		3008693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20635		5812769		3008694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20636		5812770		3008695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20637		5812771		3008696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20638		5812772		3008697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20639		5812773		3008698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20640		5812774		3008699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20641		5812775		3008700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20642		5812776		3008701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20643		5812777		3008702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20644		5812778		3008703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20645		5812779		3008704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20646		5812780		3008705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20647		5812781		3008706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20648		5812782		3008707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20649		5812783		3008708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20650		5812784		3008709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20651		5812785		3008710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20652		5812786		3008711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20653		5812787		3008712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20654		5812788		3008713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20655		5812789		3008714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20656		5812790		3008715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20657		5812791		3008716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20658		5812792		3008717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20659		5812793		3008718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20660		5812794		3008719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20661		5812795		3008720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20662		5812796		3008721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20663		5812797		3008722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20664		5812798		3008723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20665		5812799		3008724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20666		5812800		3008725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20667		5812801		3008726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20668		5812802		3008727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20669		5812803		3008728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20670		5812804		3008729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20671		5812805		3008730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20672		5812806		3008731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20673		5812807		3008732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20674		5812808		3008733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20675		5812809		3008734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20676		5812810		3008735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20677		5812811		3008736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20678		5812812		3008737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20679		5812813		3008738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20680		5812814		3008739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20681		5812815		3008740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20682		5812816		3008741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20683		5812817		3008742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20684		5812818		3008743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20685		5812819		3008744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20686		5812820		3008745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20687		5812821		3008746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20688		5812822		3008747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20689		5812823		3008748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20690		5812824		3008749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20691		5812825		3008750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20692		5812826		3008751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20693		5812827		3008752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20694		5812828		3008753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20695		5812829		3008754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20696		5812830		3008755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20697		5812831		3008756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20698		5812832		3008757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20699		5812833		3008758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20700		5812834		3008759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20701		5812835		3008760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20702		5812836		3008761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20703		5812837		3008762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20704		5812838		3008763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20705		5812839		3008764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20706		5812840		3008765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20707		5812841		3008766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20708		5812842		3008767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20709		5812843		3008768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20710		5812844		3008769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20711		5812845		3008770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20712		5812846		3008771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20713		5812847		3008772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20714		5812848		3008773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20715		5812849		3008774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20716		5812850		3008775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20717		5812851		3008776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20718		5812852		3008777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20719		5812853		3008778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20720		5812854		3008779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20721		5812855		3008780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20722		5812856		3008781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20723		5812857		3008782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20724		5812858		3008783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20725		5812859		3008784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20726		5812860		3008785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20727		5812861		3008786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20728		5812862		3008787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20729		5812863		3008788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20730		5812864		3008789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20731		5812865		3008790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20732		5812866		3008791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20733		5812867		3008792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20734		5812868		3008793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20735		5812869		3008794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20736		5812870		3008795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20737		5812871		3008796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20738		5812872		3008797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20739		5812873		3008798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20740		5812874		3008799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20741		5812875		3008800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20742		5812876		3008801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20743		5812877		3008802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20744		5812878		3008803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20745		5812879		3008804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20746		5812880		3008805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20747		5812881		3008806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20748		5812882		3008807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20749		5812883		3008808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20750		5812884		3008809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20751		5812885		3008810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20752		5812886		3008811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20753		5812887		3008812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20754		5812888		3008813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20755		5812889		3008814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20756		5812890		3008815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20757		5812891		3008816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20758		5812892		3008817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20759		5812893		3008818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20760		5812894		3008819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20761		5812895		3008820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20762		5812896		3008821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20763		5812897		3008822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20764		5812898		3008823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20765		5812899		3008824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20766		5812900		3008825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20767		5812901		3008826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20768		5812902		3008827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20769		5812903		3008828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20770		5812904		3008829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20771		5812905		3008830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20772		5812906		3008831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20773		5812907		3008832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20774		5812908		3008833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20775		5812909		3008834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20776		5812910		3008835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20777		5812911		3008836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20778		5812912		3008837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20779		5812913		3008838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20780		5812914		3008839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20781		5812915		3008840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20782		5812916		3008841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20783		5812917		3008842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20784		5812918		3008843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20785		5812919		3008844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20786		5812920		3008845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20787		5812921		3008846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20788		5812922		3008847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20789		5812923		3008848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20790		5812924		3008849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20791		5812925		3008850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20792		5812926		3008851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20793		5812927		3008852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20794		5812928		3008853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20795		5812929		3008854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20796		5812930		3008855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20797		5812931		3008856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20798		5812932		3008857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20799		5812933		3008858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20800		5812934		3008859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20801		5812935		3008860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20802		5812936		3008861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20803		5812937		3008862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20804		5812938		3008863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20805		5812939		3008864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20806		5812940		3008865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20807		5812941		3008866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20808		5812942		3008867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20809		5812943		3008868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20810		5812944		3008869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20811		5812945		3008870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20812		5812946		3008871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20813		5812947		3008872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20814		5812948		3008873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20815		5812949		3008874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20816		5812950		3008875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20817		5812951		3008876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20818		5812952		3008877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20819		5812953		3008878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20820		5812954		3008879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20821		5812955		3008880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20822		5812956		3008881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20823		5812957		3008882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20824		5812958		3008883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20825		5812959		3008884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20826		5812960		3008885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20827		5812961		3008886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20828		5812962		3008887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20829		5812963		3008888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20830		5812964		3008889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20831		5812965		3008890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20832		5812966		3008891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20833		5812967		3008892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20834		5812968		3008893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20835		5812969		3008894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20836		5812970		3008895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20837		5812971		3008896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20838		5812972		3008897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20839		5812973		3008898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20840		5812974		3008899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20841		5812975		3008900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20842		5812976		3008901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20843		5812977		3008902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20844		5812978		3008903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20845		5812979		3008904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20846		5812980		3008905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20847		5812981		3008906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20848		5812982		3008907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20849		5812983		3008908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20850		5812984		3008909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20851		5812985		3008910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20852		5812986		3008911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20853		5812987		3008912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20854		5812988		3008913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20855		5812989		3008914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20856		5812990		3008915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20857		5812991		3008916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20858		5812992		3008917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20859		5812993		3008918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20860		5812994		3008919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20861		5812995		3008920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20862		5812996		3008921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20863		5812997		3008922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20864		5812998		3008923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20865		5812999		3008924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20866		5813000		3008925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20867		5813001		3008926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20868		5813002		3008927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20869		5813003		3008928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20870		5813004		3008929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20871		5813005		3008930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20872		5813006		3008931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20873		5813007		3008932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20874		5813008		3008933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20875		5813009		3008934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20876		5813010		3008935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20877		5813011		3008936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20878		5813012		3008937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20879		5813013		3008938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20880		5813014		3008939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20881		5813015		3008940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20882		5813016		3008941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20883		5813017		3008942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20884		5813018		3008943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20885		5813019		3008944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20886		5813020		3008945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20887		5813021		3008946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20888		5813022		3008947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20889		5813023		3008948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20890		5813024		3008949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20891		5813025		3008950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20892		5813026		3008951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20893		5813027		3008952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20894		5813028		3008953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20895		5813029		3008954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20896		5813030		3008955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20897		5813031		3008956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20898		5813032		3008957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20899		5813033		3008958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20900		5813034		3008959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20901		5813035		3008960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20902		5813036		3008961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20903		5813037		3008962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20904		5813038		3008963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20905		5813039		3008964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20906		5813040		3008965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20907		5813041		3008966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20908		5813042		3008967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20909		5813043		3008968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20910		5813044		3008969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20911		5813045		3008970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20912		5813046		3008971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20913		5813047		3008972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20914		5813048		3008973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20915		5813049		3008974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20916		5813050		3008975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20917		5813051		3008976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20918		5813052		3008977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20919		5813053		3008978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20920		5813054		3008979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20921		5813055		3008980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20922		5813056		3008981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20923		5813057		3008982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20924		5813058		3008983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20925		5813059		3008984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20926		5813060		3008985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20927		5813061		3008986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20928		5813062		3008987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20929		5813063		3008988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20930		5813064		3008989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20931		5813065		3008990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20932		5813066		3008991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20933		5813067		3008992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20934		5813068		3008993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20935		5813069		3008994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20936		5813070		3008995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20937		5813071		3008996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20938		5813072		3008997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20939		5813073		3008998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20940		5813074		3008999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20941		5813075		3009000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20942		5813076		3009001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20943		5813077		3009002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20944		5813078		3009003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20945		5813079		3009004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20946		5813080		3009005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20947		5813081		3009006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20948		5813082		3009007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20949		5813083		3009008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20950		5813084		3009009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20951		5813085		3009010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20952		5813086		3009011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20953		5813087		3009012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20954		5813088		3009013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20955		5813089		3009014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20956		5813090		3009015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20957		5813091		3009016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20958		5813092		3009017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20959		5813093		3009018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20960		5813094		3009019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20961		5813095		3009020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20962		5813096		3009021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20963		5813097		3009022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20964		5813098		3009023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20965		5813099		3009024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20966		5813100		3009025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20967		5813101		3009026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20968		5813102		3009027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20969		5813103		3009028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20970		5813104		3009029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20971		5813105		3009030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20972		5813106		3009031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20973		5813107		3009032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20974		5813108		3009033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20975		5813109		3009034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20976		5813110		3009035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20977		5813111		3009036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20978		5813112		3009037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20979		5813113		3009038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20980		5813114		3009039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20981		5813115		3009040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20982		5813116		3009041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20983		5813117		3009042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20984		5813118		3009043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20985		5813119		3009044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20986		5813120		3009045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20987		5813121		3009046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20988		5813122		3009047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20989		5813123		3009048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20990		5813124		3009049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20991		5813125		3009050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20992		5813126		3009051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20993		5813127		3009052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20994		5813128		3009053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20995		5813129		3009054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20996		5813130		3009055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20997		5813131		3009056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20998		5813132		3009057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20999		5813133		3009058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21000		5813134		3009059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21001		5813135		3009060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21002		5813136		3009061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21003		5813137		3009062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21004		5813138		3009063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21005		5813139		3009064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21006		5813140		3009065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21007		5813141		3009066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21008		5813142		3009067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21009		5813143		3009068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21010		5813144		3009069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21011		5813145		3009070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21012		5813146		3009071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21013		5813147		3009072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21014		5813148		3009073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21015		5813149		3009074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21016		5813150		3009075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21017		5813151		3009076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21018		5813152		3009077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21019		5813153		3009078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21020		5813154		3009079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21021		5813155		3009080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21022		5813156		3009081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21023		5813157		3009082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21024		5813158		3009083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21025		5813159		3009084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21026		5813160		3009085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21027		5813161		3009086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21028		5813162		3009087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21029		5813163		3009088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21030		5813164		3009089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21031		5813165		3009090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21032		5813166		3009091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21033		5813167		3009092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21034		5813168		3009093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21035		5813169		3009094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21036		5813170		3009095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21037		5813171		3009096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21038		5813172		3009097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21039		5813173		3009098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21040		5813174		3009099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21041		5813175		3009100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21042		5813176		3009101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21043		5813177		3009102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21044		5813178		3009103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21045		5813179		3009104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21046		5813180		3009105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21047		5813181		3009106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21048		5813182		3009107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21049		5813183		3009108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21050		5813184		3009109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21051		5813185		3009110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21052		5813186		3009111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21053		5813187		3009112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21054		5813188		3009113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21055		5813189		3009114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21056		5813190		3009115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21057		5813191		3009116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21058		5813192		3009117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21059		5813193		3009118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21060		5813194		3009119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21061		5813195		3009120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21062		5813196		3009121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21063		5813197		3009122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21064		5813198		3009123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21065		5813199		3009124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21066		5813200		3009125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21067		5813201		3009126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21068		5813202		3009127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21069		5813203		3009128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21070		5813204		3009129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21071		5813205		3009130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21072		5813206		3009131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21073		5813207		3009132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21074		5813208		3009133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21075		5813209		3009134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21076		5813210		3009135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21077		5813211		3009136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21078		5813212		3009137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21079		5813213		3009138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21080		5813214		3009139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21081		5813215		3009140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21082		5813216		3009141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21083		5813217		3009142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21084		5813218		3009143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21085		5813219		3009144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21086		5813220		3009145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21087		5813221		3009146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21088		5813222		3009147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21089		5813223		3009148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21090		5813224		3009149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21091		5813225		3009150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21092		5813226		3009151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21093		5813227		3009152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21094		5813228		3009153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21095		5813229		3009154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21096		5813230		3009155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21097		5813231		3009156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21098		5813232		3009157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21099		5813233		3009158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21100		5813234		3009159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21101		5813235		3009160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21102		5813236		3009161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21103		5813237		3009162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21104		5813238		3009163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21105		5813239		3009164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21106		5813240		3009165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21107		5813241		3009166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21108		5813242		3009167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21109		5813243		3009168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21110		5813244		3009169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21111		5813245		3009170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21112		5813246		3009171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21113		5813247		3009172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21114		5813248		3009173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21115		5813249		3009174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21116		5813250		3009175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21117		5813251		3009176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21118		5813252		3009177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21119		5813253		3009178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21120		5813254		3009179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21121		5813255		3009180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21122		5813256		3009181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21123		5813257		3009182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21124		5813258		3009183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21125		5813259		3009184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21126		5813260		3009185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21127		5813261		3009186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21128		5813262		3009187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21129		5813263		3009188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21130		5813264		3009189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21131		5813265		3009190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21132		5813266		3009191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21133		5813267		3009192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21134		5813268		3009193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21135		5813269		3009194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21136		5813270		3009195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21137		5813271		3009196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21138		5813272		3009197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21139		5813273		3009198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21140		5813274		3009199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21141		5813275		3009200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21142		5813276		3009201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21143		5813277		3009202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21144		5813278		3009203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21145		5813279		3009204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21146		5813280		3009205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21147		5813281		3009206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21148		5813282		3009207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21149		5813283		3009208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21150		5813284		3009209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21151		5813285		3009210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21152		5813286		3009211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21153		5813287		3009212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21154		5813288		3009213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21155		5813289		3009214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21156		5813290		3009215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21157		5813291		3009216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21158		5813292		3009217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21159		5813293		3009218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21160		5813294		3009219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21161		5813295		3009220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21162		5813296		3009221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21163		5813297		3009222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21164		5813298		3009223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21165		5813299		3009224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21166		5813300		3009225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21167		5813301		3009226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21168		5813302		3009227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21169		5813303		3009228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21170		5813304		3009229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21171		5813305		3009230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21172		5813306		3009231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21173		5813307		3009232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21174		5813308		3009233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21175		5813309		3009234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21176		5813310		3009235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21177		5813311		3009236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21178		5813312		3009237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21179		5813313		3009238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21180		5813314		3009239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21181		5813315		3009240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21182		5813316		3009241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21183		5813317		3009242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21184		5813318		3009243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21185		5813319		3009244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21186		5813320		3009245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21187		5813321		3009246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21188		5813322		3009247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21189		5813323		3009248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21190		5813324		3009249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21191		5813325		3009250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21192		5813326		3009251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21193		5813327		3009252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21194		5813328		3009253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21195		5813329		3009254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21196		5813330		3009255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21197		5813331		3009256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21198		5813332		3009257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21199		5813333		3009258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21200		5813334		3009259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21201		5813335		3009260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21202		5813336		3009261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21203		5813337		3009262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21204		5813338		3009263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21205		5813339		3009264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21206		5813340		3009265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21207		5813341		3009266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21208		5813342		3009267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21209		5813343		3009268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21210		5813344		3009269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21211		5813345		3009270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21212		5813346		3009271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21213		5813347		3009272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21214		5813348		3009273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21215		5813349		3009274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21216		5813350		3009275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21217		5813351		3009276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21218		5813352		3009277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21219		5813353		3009278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21220		5813354		3009279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21221		5813355		3009280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21222		5813356		3009281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21223		5813357		3009282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21224		5813358		3009283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21225		5813359		3009284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21226		5813360		3009285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21227		5813361		3009286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21228		5813362		3009287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21229		5813363		3009288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21230		5813364		3009289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21231		5813365		3009290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21232		5813366		3009291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21233		5813367		3009292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21234		5813368		3009293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21235		5813369		3009294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21236		5813370		3009295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21237		5813371		3009296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21238		5813372		3009297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21239		5813373		3009298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21240		5813374		3009299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21241		5813375		3009300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21242		5813376		3009301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21243		5813377		3009302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21244		5813378		3009303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21245		5813379		3009304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21246		5813380		3009305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21247		5813381		3009306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21248		5813382		3009307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21249		5813383		3009308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21250		5813384		3009309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21251		5813385		3009310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21252		5813386		3009311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21253		5813387		3009312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21254		5813388		3009313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21255		5813389		3009314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21256		5813390		3009315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21257		5813391		3009316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21258		5813392		3009317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21259		5813393		3009318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21260		5813394		3009319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21261		5813395		3009320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21262		5813396		3009321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21263		5813397		3009322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21264		5813398		3009323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21265		5813399		3009324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21266		5813400		3009325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21267		5813401		3009326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21268		5813402		3009327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21269		5813403		3009328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21270		5813404		3009329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21271		5813405		3009330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21272		5813406		3009331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21273		5813407		3009332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21274		5813408		3009333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21275		5813409		3009334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21276		5813410		3009335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21277		5813411		3009336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21278		5813412		3009337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21279		5813413		3009338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21280		5813414		3009339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21281		5813415		3009340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21282		5813416		3009341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21283		5813417		3009342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21284		5813418		3009343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21285		5813419		3009344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21286		5813420		3009345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21287		5813421		3009346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21288		5813422		3009347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21289		5813423		3009348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21290		5813424		3009349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21291		5813425		3009350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21292		5813426		3009351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21293		5813427		3009352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21294		5813428		3009353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21295		5813429		3009354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21296		5813430		3009355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21297		5813431		3009356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21298		5813432		3009357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21299		5813433		3009358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21300		5813434		3009359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21301		5813435		3009360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21302		5813436		3009361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21303		5813437		3009362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21304		5813438		3009363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21305		5813439		3009364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21306		5813440		3009365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21307		5813441		3009366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21308		5813442		3009367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21309		5813443		3009368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21310		5813444		3009369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21311		5813445		3009370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21312		5813446		3009371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21313		5813447		3009372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21314		5813448		3009373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21315		5813449		3009374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21316		5813450		3009375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21317		5813451		3009376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21318		5813452		3009377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21319		5813453		3009378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21320		5813454		3009379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21321		5813455		3009380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21322		5813456		3009381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21323		5813457		3009382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21324		5813458		3009383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21325		5813459		3009384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21326		5813460		3009385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21327		5813461		3009386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21328		5813462		3009387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21329		5813463		3009388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21330		5813464		3009389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21331		5813465		3009390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21332		5813466		3009391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21333		5813467		3009392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21334		5813468		3009393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21335		5813469		3009394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21336		5813470		3009395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21337		5813471		3009396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21338		5813472		3009397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21339		5813473		3009398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21340		5813474		3009399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21341		5813475		3009400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21342		5813476		3009401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21343		5813477		3009402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21344		5813478		3009403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21345		5813479		3009404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21346		5813480		3009405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21347		5813481		3009406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21348		5813482		3009407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21349		5813483		3009408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21350		5813484		3009409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21351		5813485		3009410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21352		5813486		3009411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21353		5813487		3009412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21354		5813488		3009413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21355		5813489		3009414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21356		5813490		3009415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21357		5813491		3009416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21358		5813492		3009417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21359		5813493		3009418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21360		5813494		3009419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21361		5813495		3009420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21362		5813496		3009421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21363		5813497		3009422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21364		5813498		3009423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21365		5813499		3009424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21366		5813500		3009425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21367		5813501		3009426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21368		5813502		3009427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21369		5813503		3009428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21370		5813504		3009429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21371		5813505		3009430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21372		5813506		3009431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21373		5813507		3009432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21374		5813508		3009433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21375		5813509		3009434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21376		5813510		3009435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21377		5813511		3009436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21378		5813512		3009437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21379		5813513		3009438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21380		5813514		3009439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21381		5813515		3009440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21382		5813516		3009441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21383		5813517		3009442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21384		5813518		3009443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21385		5813519		3009444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21386		5813520		3009445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21387		5813521		3009446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21388		5813522		3009447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21389		5813523		3009448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21390		5813524		3009449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21391		5813525		3009450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21392		5813526		3009451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21393		5813527		3009452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21394		5813528		3009453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21395		5813529		3009454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21396		5813530		3009455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21397		5813531		3009456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21398		5813532		3009457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21399		5813533		3009458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21400		5813534		3009459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21401		5813535		3009460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21402		5813536		3009461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21403		5813537		3009462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21404		5813538		3009463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21405		5813539		3009464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21406		5813540		3009465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21407		5813541		3009466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21408		5813542		3009467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21409		5813543		3009468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21410		5813544		3009469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21411		5813545		3009470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21412		5813546		3009471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21413		5813547		3009472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21414		5813548		3009473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21415		5813549		3009474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21416		5813550		3009475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21417		5813551		3009476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21418		5813552		3009477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21419		5813553		3009478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21420		5813554		3009479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21421		5813555		3009480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21422		5813556		3009481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21423		5813557		3009482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21424		5813558		3009483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21425		5813559		3009484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21426		5813560		3009485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21427		5813561		3009486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21428		5813562		3009487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21429		5813563		3009488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21430		5813564		3009489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21431		5813565		3009490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21432		5813566		3009491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21433		5813567		3009492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21434		5813568		3009493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21435		5813569		3009494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21436		5813570		3009495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21437		5813571		3009496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21438		5813572		3009497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21439		5813573		3009498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21440		5813574		3009499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21441		5813575		3009500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21442		5813576		3009501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21443		5813577		3009502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21444		5813578		3009503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21445		5813579		3009504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21446		5813580		3009505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21447		5813581		3009506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21448		5813582		3009507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21449		5813583		3009508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21450		5813584		3009509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21451		5813585		3009510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21452		5813586		3009511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21453		5813587		3009512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21454		5813588		3009513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21455		5813589		3009514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21456		5813590		3009515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21457		5813591		3009516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21458		5813592		3009517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21459		5813593		3009518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21460		5813594		3009519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21461		5813595		3009520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21462		5813596		3009521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21463		5813597		3009522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21464		5813598		3009523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21465		5813599		3009524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21466		5813600		3009525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21467		5813601		3009526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21468		5813602		3009527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21469		5813603		3009528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21470		5813604		3009529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21471		5813605		3009530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21472		5813606		3009531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21473		5813607		3009532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21474		5813608		3009533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21475		5813609		3009534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21476		5813610		3009535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21477		5813611		3009536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21478		5813612		3009537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21479		5813613		3009538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21480		5813614		3009539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21481		5813615		3009540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21482		5813616		3009541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21483		5813617		3009542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21484		5813618		3009543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21485		5813619		3009544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21486		5813620		3009545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21487		5813621		3009546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21488		5813622		3009547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21489		5813623		3009548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21490		5813624		3009549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21491		5813625		3009550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21492		5813626		3009551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21493		5813627		3009552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21494		5813628		3009553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21495		5813629		3009554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21496		5813630		3009555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21497		5813631		3009556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21498		5813632		3009557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21499		5813633		3009558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21500		5813634		3009559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21501		5813635		3009560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21502		5813636		3009561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21503		5813637		3009562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21504		5813638		3009563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21505		5813639		3009564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21506		5813640		3009565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21507		5813641		3009566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21508		5813642		3009567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21509		5813643		3009568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21510		5813644		3009569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21511		5813645		3009570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21512		5813646		3009571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21513		5813647		3009572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21514		5813648		3009573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21515		5813649		3009574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21516		5813650		3009575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21517		5813651		3009576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21518		5813652		3009577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21519		5813653		3009578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21520		5813654		3009579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21521		5813655		3009580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21522		5813656		3009581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21523		5813657		3009582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21524		5813658		3009583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21525		5813659		3009584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21526		5813660		3009585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21527		5813661		3009586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21528		5813662		3009587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21529		5813663		3009588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21530		5813664		3009589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21531		5813665		3009590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21532		5813666		3009591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21533		5813667		3009592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21534		5813668		3009593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21535		5813669		3009594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21536		5813670		3009595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21537		5813671		3009596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21538		5813672		3009597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21539		5813673		3009598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21540		5813674		3009599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21541		5813675		3009600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21542		5813676		3009601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21543		5813677		3009602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21544		5813678		3009603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21545		5813679		3009604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21546		5813680		3009605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21547		5813681		3009606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21548		5813682		3009607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21549		5813683		3009608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21550		5813684		3009609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21551		5813685		3009610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21552		5813686		3009611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21553		5813687		3009612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21554		5813688		3009613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21555		5813689		3009614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21556		5813690		3009615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21557		5813691		3009616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21558		5813692		3009617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21559		5813693		3009618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21560		5813694		3009619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21561		5813695		3009620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21562		5813696		3009621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21563		5813697		3009622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21564		5813698		3009623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21565		5813699		3009624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21566		5813700		3009625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21567		5813701		3009626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21568		5813702		3009627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21569		5813703		3009628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21570		5813704		3009629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21571		5813705		3009630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21572		5813706		3009631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21573		5813707		3009632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21574		5813708		3009633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21575		5813709		3009634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21576		5813710		3009635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21577		5813711		3009636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21578		5813712		3009637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21579		5813713		3009638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21580		5813714		3009639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21581		5813715		3009640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21582		5813716		3009641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21583		5813717		3009642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21584		5813718		3009643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21585		5813719		3009644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21586		5813720		3009645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21587		5813721		3009646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21588		5813722		3009647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21589		5813723		3009648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21590		5813724		3009649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21591		5813725		3009650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21592		5813726		3009651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21593		5813727		3009652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21594		5813728		3009653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21595		5813729		3009654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21596		5813730		3009655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21597		5813731		3009656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21598		5813732		3009657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21599		5813733		3009658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21600		5813734		3009659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21601		5813735		3009660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21602		5813736		3009661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21603		5813737		3009662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21604		5813738		3009663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21605		5813739		3009664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21606		5813740		3009665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21607		5813741		3009666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21608		5813742		3009667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21609		5813743		3009668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21610		5813744		3009669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21611		5813745		3009670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21612		5813746		3009671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21613		5813747		3009672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21614		5813748		3009673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21615		5813749		3009674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21616		5813750		3009675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21617		5813751		3009676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21618		5813752		3009677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21619		5813753		3009678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21620		5813754		3009679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21621		5813755		3009680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21622		5813756		3009681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21623		5813757		3009682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21624		5813758		3009683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21625		5813759		3009684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21626		5813760		3009685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21627		5813761		3009686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21628		5813762		3009687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21629		5813763		3009688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21630		5813764		3009689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21631		5813765		3009690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21632		5813766		3009691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21633		5813767		3009692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21634		5813768		3009693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21635		5813769		3009694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21636		5813770		3009695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21637		5813771		3009696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21638		5813772		3009697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21639		5813773		3009698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21640		5813774		3009699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21641		5813775		3009700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21642		5813776		3009701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21643		5813777		3009702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21644		5813778		3009703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21645		5813779		3009704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21646		5813780		3009705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21647		5813781		3009706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21648		5813782		3009707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21649		5813783		3009708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21650		5813784		3009709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21651		5813785		3009710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21652		5813786		3009711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21653		5813787		3009712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21654		5813788		3009713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21655		5813789		3009714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21656		5813790		3009715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21657		5813791		3009716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21658		5813792		3009717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21659		5813793		3009718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21660		5813794		3009719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21661		5813795		3009720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21662		5813796		3009721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21663		5813797		3009722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21664		5813798		3009723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21665		5813799		3009724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21666		5813800		3009725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21667		5813801		3009726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21668		5813802		3009727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21669		5813803		3009728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21670		5813804		3009729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21671		5813805		3009730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21672		5813806		3009731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21673		5813807		3009732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21674		5813808		3009733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21675		5813809		3009734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21676		5813810		3009735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21677		5813811		3009736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21678		5813812		3009737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21679		5813813		3009738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21680		5813814		3009739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21681		5813815		3009740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21682		5813816		3009741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21683		5813817		3009742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21684		5813818		3009743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21685		5813819		3009744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21686		5813820		3009745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21687		5813821		3009746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21688		5813822		3009747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21689		5813823		3009748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21690		5813824		3009749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21691		5813825		3009750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21692		5813826		3009751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21693		5813827		3009752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21694		5813828		3009753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21695		5813829		3009754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21696		5813830		3009755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21697		5813831		3009756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21698		5813832		3009757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21699		5813833		3009758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21700		5813834		3009759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21701		5813835		3009760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21702		5813836		3009761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21703		5813837		3009762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21704		5813838		3009763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21705		5813839		3009764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21706		5813840		3009765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21707		5813841		3009766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21708		5813842		3009767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21709		5813843		3009768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21710		5813844		3009769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21711		5813845		3009770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21712		5813846		3009771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21713		5813847		3009772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21714		5813848		3009773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21715		5813849		3009774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21716		5813850		3009775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21717		5813851		3009776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21718		5813852		3009777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21719		5813853		3009778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21720		5813854		3009779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21721		5813855		3009780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21722		5813856		3009781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21723		5813857		3009782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21724		5813858		3009783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21725		5813859		3009784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21726		5813860		3009785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21727		5813861		3009786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21728		5813862		3009787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21729		5813863		3009788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21730		5813864		3009789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21731		5813865		3009790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21732		5813866		3009791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21733		5813867		3009792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21734		5813868		3009793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21735		5813869		3009794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21736		5813870		3009795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21737		5813871		3009796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21738		5813872		3009797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21739		5813873		3009798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21740		5813874		3009799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21741		5813875		3009800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21742		5813876		3009801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21743		5813877		3009802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21744		5813878		3009803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21745		5813879		3009804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21746		5813880		3009805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21747		5813881		3009806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21748		5813882		3009807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21749		5813883		3009808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21750		5813884		3009809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21751		5813885		3009810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21752		5813886		3009811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21753		5813887		3009812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21754		5813888		3009813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21755		5813889		3009814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21756		5813890		3009815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21757		5813891		3009816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21758		5813892		3009817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21759		5813893		3009818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21760		5813894		3009819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21761		5813895		3009820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21762		5813896		3009821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21763		5813897		3009822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21764		5813898		3009823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21765		5813899		3009824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21766		5813900		3009825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21767		5813901		3009826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21768		5813902		3009827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21769		5813903		3009828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21770		5813904		3009829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21771		5813905		3009830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21772		5813906		3009831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21773		5813907		3009832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21774		5813908		3009833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21775		5813909		3009834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21776		5813910		3009835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21777		5813911		3009836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21778		5813912		3009837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21779		5813913		3009838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21780		5813914		3009839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21781		5813915		3009840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21782		5813916		3009841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21783		5813917		3009842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21784		5813918		3009843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21785		5813919		3009844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21786		5813920		3009845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21787		5813921		3009846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21788		5813922		3009847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21789		5813923		3009848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21790		5813924		3009849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21791		5813925		3009850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21792		5813926		3009851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21793		5813927		3009852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21794		5813928		3009853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21795		5813929		3009854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21796		5813930		3009855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21797		5813931		3009856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21798		5813932		3009857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21799		5813933		3009858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21800		5813934		3009859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21801		5813935		3009860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21802		5813936		3009861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21803		5813937		3009862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21804		5813938		3009863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21805		5813939		3009864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21806		5813940		3009865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21807		5813941		3009866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21808		5813942		3009867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21809		5813943		3009868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21810		5813944		3009869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21811		5813945		3009870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21812		5813946		3009871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21813		5813947		3009872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21814		5813948		3009873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21815		5813949		3009874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21816		5813950		3009875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21817		5813951		3009876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21818		5813952		3009877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21819		5813953		3009878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21820		5813954		3009879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21821		5813955		3009880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21822		5813956		3009881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21823		5813957		3009882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21824		5813958		3009883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21825		5813959		3009884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21826		5813960		3009885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21827		5813961		3009886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21828		5813962		3009887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21829		5813963		3009888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21830		5813964		3009889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21831		5813965		3009890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21832		5813966		3009891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21833		5813967		3009892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21834		5813968		3009893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21835		5813969		3009894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21836		5813970		3009895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21837		5813971		3009896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21838		5813972		3009897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21839		5813973		3009898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21840		5813974		3009899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21841		5813975		3009900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21842		5813976		3009901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21843		5813977		3009902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21844		5813978		3009903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21845		5813979		3009904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21846		5813980		3009905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21847		5813981		3009906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21848		5813982		3009907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21849		5813983		3009908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21850		5813984		3009909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21851		5813985		3009910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21852		5813986		3009911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21853		5813987		3009912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21854		5813988		3009913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21855		5813989		3009914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21856		5813990		3009915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21857		5813991		3009916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21858		5813992		3009917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21859		5813993		3009918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21860		5813994		3009919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21861		5813995		3009920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21862		5813996		3009921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21863		5813997		3009922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21864		5813998		3009923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21865		5813999		3009924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21866		5814000		3009925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21867		5814001		3009926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21868		5814002		3009927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21869		5814003		3009928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21870		5814004		3009929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21871		5814005		3009930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21872		5814006		3009931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21873		5814007		3009932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21874		5814008		3009933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21875		5814009		3009934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21876		5814010		3009935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21877		5814011		3009936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21878		5814012		3009937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21879		5814013		3009938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21880		5814014		3009939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21881		5814015		3009940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21882		5814016		3009941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21883		5814017		3009942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21884		5814018		3009943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21885		5814019		3009944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21886		5814020		3009945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21887		5814021		3009946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21888		5814022		3009947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21889		5814023		3009948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21890		5814024		3009949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21891		5814025		3009950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21892		5814026		3009951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21893		5814027		3009952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21894		5814028		3009953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21895		5814029		3009954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21896		5814030		3009955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21897		5814031		3009956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21898		5814032		3009957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21899		5814033		3009958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21900		5814034		3009959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21901		5814035		3009960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21902		5814036		3009961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21903		5814037		3009962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21904		5814038		3009963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21905		5814039		3009964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21906		5814040		3009965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21907		5814041		3009966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21908		5814042		3009967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21909		5814043		3009968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21910		5814044		3009969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21911		5814045		3009970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21912		5814046		3009971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21913		5814047		3009972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21914		5814048		3009973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21915		5814049		3009974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21916		5814050		3009975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21917		5814051		3009976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21918		5814052		3009977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21919		5814053		3009978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21920		5814054		3009979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21921		5814055		3009980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21922		5814056		3009981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21923		5814057		3009982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21924		5814058		3009983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21925		5814059		3009984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21926		5814060		3009985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21927		5814061		3009986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21928		5814062		3009987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21929		5814063		3009988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21930		5814064		3009989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21931		5814065		3009990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21932		5814066		3009991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21933		5814067		3009992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21934		5814068		3009993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21935		5814069		3009994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21936		5814070		3009995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21937		5814071		3009996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21938		5814072		3009997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21939		5814073		3009998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21940		5814074		3009999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21941		5814075		3010000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21942		5814076		3010001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21943		5814077		3010002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21944		5814078		3010003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21945		5814079		3010004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21946		5814080		3010005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21947		5814081		3010006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21948		5814082		3010007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21949		5814083		3010008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21950		5814084		3010009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21951		5814085		3010010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21952		5814086		3010011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21953		5814087		3010012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21954		5814088		3010013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21955		5814089		3010014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21956		5814090		3010015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21957		5814091		3010016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21958		5814092		3010017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21959		5814093		3010018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21960		5814094		3010019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21961		5814095		3010020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21962		5814096		3010021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21963		5814097		3010022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21964		5814098		3010023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21965		5814099		3010024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21966		5814100		3010025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21967		5814101		3010026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21968		5814102		3010027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21969		5814103		3010028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21970		5814104		3010029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21971		5814105		3010030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21972		5814106		3010031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21973		5814107		3010032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21974		5814108		3010033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21975		5814109		3010034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21976		5814110		3010035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21977		5814111		3010036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21978		5814112		3010037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21979		5814113		3010038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21980		5814114		3010039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21981		5814115		3010040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21982		5814116		3010041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21983		5814117		3010042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21984		5814118		3010043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21985		5814119		3010044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21986		5814120		3010045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21987		5814121		3010046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21988		5814122		3010047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21989		5814123		3010048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21990		5814124		3010049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21991		5814125		3010050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21992		5814126		3010051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21993		5814127		3010052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21994		5814128		3010053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21995		5814129		3010054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21996		5814130		3010055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21997		5814131		3010056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21998		5814132		3010057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21999		5814133		3010058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22000		5814134		3010059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22001		5814135		3010060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22002		5814136		3010061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22003		5814137		3010062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22004		5814138		3010063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22005		5814139		3010064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22006		5814140		3010065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22007		5814141		3010066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22008		5814142		3010067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22009		5814143		3010068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22010		5814144		3010069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22011		5814145		3010070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22012		5814146		3010071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22013		5814147		3010072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22014		5814148		3010073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22015		5814149		3010074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22016		5814150		3010075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22017		5814151		3010076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22018		5814152		3010077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22019		5814153		3010078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22020		5814154		3010079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22021		5814155		3010080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22022		5814156		3010081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22023		5814157		3010082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22024		5814158		3010083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22025		5814159		3010084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22026		5814160		3010085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22027		5814161		3010086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22028		5814162		3010087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22029		5814163		3010088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22030		5814164		3010089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22031		5814165		3010090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22032		5814166		3010091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22033		5814167		3010092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22034		5814168		3010093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22035		5814169		3010094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22036		5814170		3010095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22037		5814171		3010096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22038		5814172		3010097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22039		5814173		3010098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22040		5814174		3010099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22041		5814175		3010100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22042		5814176		3010101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22043		5814177		3010102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22044		5814178		3010103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22045		5814179		3010104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22046		5814180		3010105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22047		5814181		3010106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22048		5814182		3010107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22049		5814183		3010108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22050		5814184		3010109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22051		5814185		3010110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22052		5814186		3010111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22053		5814187		3010112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22054		5814188		3010113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22055		5814189		3010114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22056		5814190		3010115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22057		5814191		3010116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22058		5814192		3010117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22059		5814193		3010118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22060		5814194		3010119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22061		5814195		3010120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22062		5814196		3010121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22063		5814197		3010122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22064		5814198		3010123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22065		5814199		3010124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22066		5814200		3010125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22067		5814201		3010126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22068		5814202		3010127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22069		5814203		3010128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22070		5814204		3010129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22071		5814205		3010130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22072		5814206		3010131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22073		5814207		3010132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22074		5814208		3010133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22075		5814209		3010134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22076		5814210		3010135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22077		5814211		3010136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22078		5814212		3010137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22079		5814213		3010138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22080		5814214		3010139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22081		5814215		3010140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22082		5814216		3010141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22083		5814217		3010142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22084		5814218		3010143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22085		5814219		3010144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22086		5814220		3010145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22087		5814221		3010146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22088		5814222		3010147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22089		5814223		3010148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22090		5814224		3010149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22091		5814225		3010150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22092		5814226		3010151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22093		5814227		3010152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22094		5814228		3010153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22095		5814229		3010154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22096		5814230		3010155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22097		5814231		3010156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22098		5814232		3010157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22099		5814233		3010158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22100		5814234		3010159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22101		5814235		3010160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22102		5814236		3010161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22103		5814237		3010162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22104		5814238		3010163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22105		5814239		3010164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22106		5814240		3010165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22107		5814241		3010166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22108		5814242		3010167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22109		5814243		3010168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22110		5814244		3010169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22111		5814245		3010170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22112		5814246		3010171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22113		5814247		3010172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22114		5814248		3010173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22115		5814249		3010174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22116		5814250		3010175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22117		5814251		3010176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22118		5814252		3010177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22119		5814253		3010178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22120		5814254		3010179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22121		5814255		3010180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22122		5814256		3010181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22123		5814257		3010182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22124		5814258		3010183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22125		5814259		3010184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22126		5814260		3010185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22127		5814261		3010186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22128		5814262		3010187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22129		5814263		3010188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22130		5814264		3010189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22131		5814265		3010190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22132		5814266		3010191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22133		5814267		3010192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22134		5814268		3010193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22135		5814269		3010194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22136		5814270		3010195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22137		5814271		3010196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22138		5814272		3010197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22139		5814273		3010198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22140		5814274		3010199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22141		5814275		3010200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22142		5814276		3010201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22143		5814277		3010202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22144		5814278		3010203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22145		5814279		3010204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22146		5814280		3010205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22147		5814281		3010206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22148		5814282		3010207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22149		5814283		3010208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22150		5814284		3010209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22151		5814285		3010210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22152		5814286		3010211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22153		5814287		3010212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22154		5814288		3010213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22155		5814289		3010214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22156		5814290		3010215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22157		5814291		3010216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22158		5814292		3010217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22159		5814293		3010218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22160		5814294		3010219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22161		5814295		3010220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22162		5814296		3010221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22163		5814297		3010222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22164		5814298		3010223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22165		5814299		3010224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22166		5814300		3010225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22167		5814301		3010226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22168		5814302		3010227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22169		5814303		3010228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22170		5814304		3010229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22171		5814305		3010230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22172		5814306		3010231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22173		5814307		3010232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22174		5814308		3010233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22175		5814309		3010234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22176		5814310		3010235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22177		5814311		3010236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22178		5814312		3010237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22179		5814313		3010238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22180		5814314		3010239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22181		5814315		3010240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22182		5814316		3010241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22183		5814317		3010242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22184		5814318		3010243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22185		5814319		3010244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22186		5814320		3010245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22187		5814321		3010246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22188		5814322		3010247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22189		5814323		3010248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22190		5814324		3010249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22191		5814325		3010250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22192		5814326		3010251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22193		5814327		3010252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22194		5814328		3010253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22195		5814329		3010254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22196		5814330		3010255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22197		5814331		3010256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22198		5814332		3010257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22199		5814333		3010258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22200		5814334		3010259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22201		5814335		3010260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22202		5814336		3010261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22203		5814337		3010262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22204		5814338		3010263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22205		5814339		3010264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22206		5814340		3010265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22207		5814341		3010266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22208		5814342		3010267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22209		5814343		3010268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22210		5814344		3010269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22211		5814345		3010270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22212		5814346		3010271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22213		5814347		3010272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22214		5814348		3010273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22215		5814349		3010274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22216		5814350		3010275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22217		5814351		3010276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22218		5814352		3010277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22219		5814353		3010278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22220		5814354		3010279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22221		5814355		3010280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22222		5814356		3010281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22223		5814357		3010282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22224		5814358		3010283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22225		5814359		3010284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22226		5814360		3010285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22227		5814361		3010286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22228		5814362		3010287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22229		5814363		3010288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22230		5814364		3010289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22231		5814365		3010290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22232		5814366		3010291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22233		5814367		3010292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22234		5814368		3010293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22235		5814369		3010294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22236		5814370		3010295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22237		5814371		3010296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22238		5814372		3010297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22239		5814373		3010298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22240		5814374		3010299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22241		5814375		3010300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22242		5814376		3010301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22243		5814377		3010302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22244		5814378		3010303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22245		5814379		3010304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22246		5814380		3010305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22247		5814381		3010306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22248		5814382		3010307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22249		5814383		3010308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22250		5814384		3010309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22251		5814385		3010310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22252		5814386		3010311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22253		5814387		3010312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22254		5814388		3010313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22255		5814389		3010314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22256		5814390		3010315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22257		5814391		3010316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22258		5814392		3010317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22259		5814393		3010318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22260		5814394		3010319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22261		5814395		3010320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22262		5814396		3010321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22263		5814397		3010322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22264		5814398		3010323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22265		5814399		3010324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22266		5814400		3010325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22267		5814401		3010326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22268		5814402		3010327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22269		5814403		3010328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22270		5814404		3010329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22271		5814405		3010330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22272		5814406		3010331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22273		5814407		3010332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22274		5814408		3010333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22275		5814409		3010334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22276		5814410		3010335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22277		5814411		3010336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22278		5814412		3010337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22279		5814413		3010338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22280		5814414		3010339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22281		5814415		3010340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22282		5814416		3010341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22283		5814417		3010342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22284		5814418		3010343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22285		5814419		3010344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22286		5814420		3010345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22287		5814421		3010346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22288		5814422		3010347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22289		5814423		3010348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22290		5814424		3010349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22291		5814425		3010350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22292		5814426		3010351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22293		5814427		3010352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22294		5814428		3010353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22295		5814429		3010354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22296		5814430		3010355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22297		5814431		3010356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22298		5814432		3010357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22299		5814433		3010358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22300		5814434		3010359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22301		5814435		3010360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22302		5814436		3010361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22303		5814437		3010362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22304		5814438		3010363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22305		5814439		3010364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22306		5814440		3010365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22307		5814441		3010366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22308		5814442		3010367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22309		5814443		3010368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22310		5814444		3010369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22311		5814445		3010370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22312		5814446		3010371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22313		5814447		3010372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22314		5814448		3010373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22315		5814449		3010374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22316		5814450		3010375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22317		5814451		3010376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22318		5814452		3010377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22319		5814453		3010378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22320		5814454		3010379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22321		5814455		3010380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22322		5814456		3010381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22323		5814457		3010382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22324		5814458		3010383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22325		5814459		3010384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22326		5814460		3010385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22327		5814461		3010386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22328		5814462		3010387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22329		5814463		3010388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22330		5814464		3010389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22331		5814465		3010390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22332		5814466		3010391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22333		5814467		3010392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22334		5814468		3010393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22335		5814469		3010394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22336		5814470		3010395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22337		5814471		3010396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22338		5814472		3010397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22339		5814473		3010398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22340		5814474		3010399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22341		5814475		3010400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22342		5814476		3010401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22343		5814477		3010402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22344		5814478		3010403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22345		5814479		3010404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22346		5814480		3010405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22347		5814481		3010406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22348		5814482		3010407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22349		5814483		3010408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22350		5814484		3010409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22351		5814485		3010410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22352		5814486		3010411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22353		5814487		3010412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22354		5814488		3010413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22355		5814489		3010414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22356		5814490		3010415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22357		5814491		3010416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22358		5814492		3010417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22359		5814493		3010418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22360		5814494		3010419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22361		5814495		3010420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22362		5814496		3010421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22363		5814497		3010422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22364		5814498		3010423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22365		5814499		3010424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22366		5814500		3010425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22367		5814501		3010426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22368		5814502		3010427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22369		5814503		3010428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22370		5814504		3010429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22371		5814505		3010430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22372		5814506		3010431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22373		5814507		3010432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22374		5814508		3010433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22375		5814509		3010434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22376		5814510		3010435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22377		5814511		3010436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22378		5814512		3010437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22379		5814513		3010438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22380		5814514		3010439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22381		5814515		3010440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22382		5814516		3010441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22383		5814517		3010442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22384		5814518		3010443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22385		5814519		3010444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22386		5814520		3010445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22387		5814521		3010446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22388		5814522		3010447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22389		5814523		3010448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22390		5814524		3010449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22391		5814525		3010450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22392		5814526		3010451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22393		5814527		3010452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22394		5814528		3010453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22395		5814529		3010454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22396		5814530		3010455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22397		5814531		3010456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22398		5814532		3010457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22399		5814533		3010458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22400		5814534		3010459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22401		5814535		3010460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22402		5814536		3010461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22403		5814537		3010462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22404		5814538		3010463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22405		5814539		3010464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22406		5814540		3010465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22407		5814541		3010466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22408		5814542		3010467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22409		5814543		3010468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22410		5814544		3010469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22411		5814545		3010470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22412		5814546		3010471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22413		5814547		3010472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22414		5814548		3010473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22415		5814549		3010474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22416		5814550		3010475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22417		5814551		3010476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22418		5814552		3010477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22419		5814553		3010478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22420		5814554		3010479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22421		5814555		3010480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22422		5814556		3010481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22423		5814557		3010482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22424		5814558		3010483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22425		5814559		3010484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22426		5814560		3010485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22427		5814561		3010486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22428		5814562		3010487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22429		5814563		3010488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22430		5814564		3010489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22431		5814565		3010490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22432		5814566		3010491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22433		5814567		3010492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22434		5814568		3010493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22435		5814569		3010494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22436		5814570		3010495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22437		5814571		3010496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22438		5814572		3010497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22439		5814573		3010498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22440		5814574		3010499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22441		5814575		3010500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22442		5814576		3010501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22443		5814577		3010502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22444		5814578		3010503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22445		5814579		3010504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22446		5814580		3010505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22447		5814581		3010506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22448		5814582		3010507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22449		5814583		3010508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22450		5814584		3010509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22451		5814585		3010510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22452		5814586		3010511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22453		5814587		3010512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22454		5814588		3010513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22455		5814589		3010514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22456		5814590		3010515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22457		5814591		3010516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22458		5814592		3010517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22459		5814593		3010518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22460		5814594		3010519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22461		5814595		3010520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22462		5814596		3010521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22463		5814597		3010522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22464		5814598		3010523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22465		5814599		3010524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22466		5814600		3010525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22467		5814601		3010526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22468		5814602		3010527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22469		5814603		3010528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22470		5814604		3010529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22471		5814605		3010530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22472		5814606		3010531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22473		5814607		3010532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22474		5814608		3010533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22475		5814609		3010534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22476		5814610		3010535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22477		5814611		3010536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22478		5814612		3010537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22479		5814613		3010538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22480		5814614		3010539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22481		5814615		3010540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22482		5814616		3010541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22483		5814617		3010542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22484		5814618		3010543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22485		5814619		3010544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22486		5814620		3010545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22487		5814621		3010546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22488		5814622		3010547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22489		5814623		3010548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22490		5814624		3010549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22491		5814625		3010550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22492		5814626		3010551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22493		5814627		3010552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22494		5814628		3010553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22495		5814629		3010554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22496		5814630		3010555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22497		5814631		3010556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22498		5814632		3010557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22499		5814633		3010558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22500		5814634		3010559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22501		5814635		3010560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22502		5814636		3010561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22503		5814637		3010562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22504		5814638		3010563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22505		5814639		3010564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22506		5814640		3010565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22507		5814641		3010566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22508		5814642		3010567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22509		5814643		3010568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22510		5814644		3010569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22511		5814645		3010570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22512		5814646		3010571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22513		5814647		3010572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22514		5814648		3010573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22515		5814649		3010574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22516		5814650		3010575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22517		5814651		3010576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22518		5814652		3010577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22519		5814653		3010578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22520		5814654		3010579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22521		5814655		3010580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22522		5814656		3010581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22523		5814657		3010582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22524		5814658		3010583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22525		5814659		3010584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22526		5814660		3010585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22527		5814661		3010586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22528		5814662		3010587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22529		5814663		3010588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22530		5814664		3010589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22531		5814665		3010590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22532		5814666		3010591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22533		5814667		3010592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22534		5814668		3010593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22535		5814669		3010594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22536		5814670		3010595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22537		5814671		3010596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22538		5814672		3010597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22539		5814673		3010598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22540		5814674		3010599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22541		5814675		3010600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22542		5814676		3010601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22543		5814677		3010602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22544		5814678		3010603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22545		5814679		3010604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22546		5814680		3010605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22547		5814681		3010606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22548		5814682		3010607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22549		5814683		3010608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22550		5814684		3010609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22551		5814685		3010610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22552		5814686		3010611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22553		5814687		3010612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22554		5814688		3010613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22555		5814689		3010614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22556		5814690		3010615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22557		5814691		3010616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22558		5814692		3010617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22559		5814693		3010618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22560		5814694		3010619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22561		5814695		3010620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22562		5814696		3010621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22563		5814697		3010622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22564		5814698		3010623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22565		5814699		3010624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22566		5814700		3010625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22567		5814701		3010626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22568		5814702		3010627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22569		5814703		3010628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22570		5814704		3010629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22571		5814705		3010630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22572		5814706		3010631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22573		5814707		3010632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22574		5814708		3010633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22575		5814709		3010634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22576		5814710		3010635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22577		5814711		3010636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22578		5814712		3010637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22579		5814713		3010638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22580		5814714		3010639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22581		5814715		3010640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22582		5814716		3010641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22583		5814717		3010642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22584		5814718		3010643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22585		5814719		3010644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22586		5814720		3010645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22587		5814721		3010646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22588		5814722		3010647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22589		5814723		3010648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22590		5814724		3010649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22591		5814725		3010650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22592		5814726		3010651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22593		5814727		3010652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22594		5814728		3010653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22595		5814729		3010654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22596		5814730		3010655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22597		5814731		3010656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22598		5814732		3010657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22599		5814733		3010658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22600		5814734		3010659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22601		5814735		3010660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22602		5814736		3010661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22603		5814737		3010662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22604		5814738		3010663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22605		5814739		3010664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22606		5814740		3010665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22607		5814741		3010666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22608		5814742		3010667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22609		5814743		3010668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22610		5814744		3010669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22611		5814745		3010670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22612		5814746		3010671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22613		5814747		3010672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22614		5814748		3010673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22615		5814749		3010674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22616		5814750		3010675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22617		5814751		3010676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22618		5814752		3010677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22619		5814753		3010678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22620		5814754		3010679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22621		5814755		3010680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22622		5814756		3010681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22623		5814757		3010682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22624		5814758		3010683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22625		5814759		3010684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22626		5814760		3010685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22627		5814761		3010686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22628		5814762		3010687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22629		5814763		3010688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22630		5814764		3010689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22631		5814765		3010690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22632		5814766		3010691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22633		5814767		3010692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22634		5814768		3010693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22635		5814769		3010694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22636		5814770		3010695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22637		5814771		3010696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22638		5814772		3010697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22639		5814773		3010698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22640		5814774		3010699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22641		5814775		3010700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22642		5814776		3010701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22643		5814777		3010702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22644		5814778		3010703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22645		5814779		3010704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22646		5814780		3010705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22647		5814781		3010706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22648		5814782		3010707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22649		5814783		3010708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22650		5814784		3010709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22651		5814785		3010710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22652		5814786		3010711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22653		5814787		3010712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22654		5814788		3010713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22655		5814789		3010714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22656		5814790		3010715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22657		5814791		3010716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22658		5814792		3010717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22659		5814793		3010718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22660		5814794		3010719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22661		5814795		3010720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22662		5814796		3010721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22663		5814797		3010722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22664		5814798		3010723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22665		5814799		3010724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22666		5814800		3010725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22667		5814801		3010726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22668		5814802		3010727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22669		5814803		3010728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22670		5814804		3010729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22671		5814805		3010730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22672		5814806		3010731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22673		5814807		3010732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22674		5814808		3010733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22675		5814809		3010734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22676		5814810		3010735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22677		5814811		3010736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22678		5814812		3010737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22679		5814813		3010738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22680		5814814		3010739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22681		5814815		3010740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22682		5814816		3010741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22683		5814817		3010742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22684		5814818		3010743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22685		5814819		3010744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22686		5814820		3010745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22687		5814821		3010746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22688		5814822		3010747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22689		5814823		3010748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22690		5814824		3010749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22691		5814825		3010750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22692		5814826		3010751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22693		5814827		3010752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22694		5814828		3010753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22695		5814829		3010754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22696		5814830		3010755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22697		5814831		3010756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22698		5814832		3010757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22699		5814833		3010758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22700		5814834		3010759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22701		5814835		3010760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22702		5814836		3010761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22703		5814837		3010762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22704		5814838		3010763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22705		5814839		3010764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22706		5814840		3010765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22707		5814841		3010766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22708		5814842		3010767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22709		5814843		3010768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22710		5814844		3010769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22711		5814845		3010770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22712		5814846		3010771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22713		5814847		3010772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22714		5814848		3010773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22715		5814849		3010774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22716		5814850		3010775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22717		5814851		3010776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22718		5814852		3010777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22719		5814853		3010778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22720		5814854		3010779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22721		5814855		3010780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22722		5814856		3010781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22723		5814857		3010782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22724		5814858		3010783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22725		5814859		3010784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22726		5814860		3010785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22727		5814861		3010786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22728		5814862		3010787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22729		5814863		3010788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22730		5814864		3010789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22731		5814865		3010790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22732		5814866		3010791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22733		5814867		3010792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22734		5814868		3010793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22735		5814869		3010794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22736		5814870		3010795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22737		5814871		3010796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22738		5814872		3010797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22739		5814873		3010798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22740		5814874		3010799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22741		5814875		3010800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22742		5814876		3010801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22743		5814877		3010802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22744		5814878		3010803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22745		5814879		3010804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22746		5814880		3010805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22747		5814881		3010806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22748		5814882		3010807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22749		5814883		3010808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22750		5814884		3010809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22751		5814885		3010810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22752		5814886		3010811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22753		5814887		3010812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22754		5814888		3010813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22755		5814889		3010814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22756		5814890		3010815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22757		5814891		3010816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22758		5814892		3010817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22759		5814893		3010818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22760		5814894		3010819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22761		5814895		3010820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22762		5814896		3010821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22763		5814897		3010822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22764		5814898		3010823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22765		5814899		3010824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22766		5814900		3010825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22767		5814901		3010826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22768		5814902		3010827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22769		5814903		3010828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22770		5814904		3010829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22771		5814905		3010830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22772		5814906		3010831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22773		5814907		3010832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22774		5814908		3010833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22775		5814909		3010834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22776		5814910		3010835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22777		5814911		3010836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22778		5814912		3010837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22779		5814913		3010838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22780		5814914		3010839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22781		5814915		3010840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22782		5814916		3010841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22783		5814917		3010842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22784		5814918		3010843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22785		5814919		3010844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22786		5814920		3010845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22787		5814921		3010846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22788		5814922		3010847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22789		5814923		3010848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22790		5814924		3010849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22791		5814925		3010850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22792		5814926		3010851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22793		5814927		3010852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22794		5814928		3010853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22795		5814929		3010854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22796		5814930		3010855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22797		5814931		3010856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22798		5814932		3010857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22799		5814933		3010858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22800		5814934		3010859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22801		5814935		3010860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22802		5814936		3010861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22803		5814937		3010862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22804		5814938		3010863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22805		5814939		3010864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22806		5814940		3010865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22807		5814941		3010866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22808		5814942		3010867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22809		5814943		3010868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22810		5814944		3010869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22811		5814945		3010870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22812		5814946		3010871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22813		5814947		3010872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22814		5814948		3010873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22815		5814949		3010874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22816		5814950		3010875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22817		5814951		3010876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22818		5814952		3010877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22819		5814953		3010878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22820		5814954		3010879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22821		5814955		3010880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22822		5814956		3010881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22823		5814957		3010882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22824		5814958		3010883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22825		5814959		3010884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22826		5814960		3010885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22827		5814961		3010886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22828		5814962		3010887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22829		5814963		3010888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22830		5814964		3010889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22831		5814965		3010890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22832		5814966		3010891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22833		5814967		3010892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22834		5814968		3010893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22835		5814969		3010894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22836		5814970		3010895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22837		5814971		3010896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22838		5814972		3010897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22839		5814973		3010898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22840		5814974		3010899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22841		5814975		3010900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22842		5814976		3010901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22843		5814977		3010902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22844		5814978		3010903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22845		5814979		3010904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22846		5814980		3010905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22847		5814981		3010906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22848		5814982		3010907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22849		5814983		3010908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22850		5814984		3010909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22851		5814985		3010910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22852		5814986		3010911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22853		5814987		3010912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22854		5814988		3010913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22855		5814989		3010914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22856		5814990		3010915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22857		5814991		3010916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22858		5814992		3010917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22859		5814993		3010918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22860		5814994		3010919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22861		5814995		3010920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22862		5814996		3010921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22863		5814997		3010922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22864		5814998		3010923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22865		5814999		3010924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22866		5815000		3010925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22867		5815001		3010926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22868		5815002		3010927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22869		5815003		3010928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22870		5815004		3010929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22871		5815005		3010930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22872		5815006		3010931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22873		5815007		3010932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22874		5815008		3010933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22875		5815009		3010934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22876		5815010		3010935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22877		5815011		3010936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22878		5815012		3010937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22879		5815013		3010938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22880		5815014		3010939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22881		5815015		3010940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22882		5815016		3010941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22883		5815017		3010942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22884		5815018		3010943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22885		5815019		3010944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22886		5815020		3010945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22887		5815021		3010946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22888		5815022		3010947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22889		5815023		3010948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22890		5815024		3010949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22891		5815025		3010950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22892		5815026		3010951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22893		5815027		3010952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22894		5815028		3010953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22895		5815029		3010954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22896		5815030		3010955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22897		5815031		3010956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22898		5815032		3010957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22899		5815033		3010958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22900		5815034		3010959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22901		5815035		3010960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22902		5815036		3010961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22903		5815037		3010962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22904		5815038		3010963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22905		5815039		3010964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22906		5815040		3010965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22907		5815041		3010966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22908		5815042		3010967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22909		5815043		3010968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22910		5815044		3010969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22911		5815045		3010970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22912		5815046		3010971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22913		5815047		3010972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22914		5815048		3010973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22915		5815049		3010974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22916		5815050		3010975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22917		5815051		3010976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22918		5815052		3010977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22919		5815053		3010978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22920		5815054		3010979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22921		5815055		3010980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22922		5815056		3010981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22923		5815057		3010982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22924		5815058		3010983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22925		5815059		3010984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22926		5815060		3010985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22927		5815061		3010986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22928		5815062		3010987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22929		5815063		3010988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22930		5815064		3010989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22931		5815065		3010990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22932		5815066		3010991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22933		5815067		3010992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22934		5815068		3010993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22935		5815069		3010994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22936		5815070		3010995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22937		5815071		3010996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22938		5815072		3010997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22939		5815073		3010998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22940		5815074		3010999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22941		5815075		3011000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22942		5815076		3011001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22943		5815077		3011002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22944		5815078		3011003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22945		5815079		3011004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22946		5815080		3011005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22947		5815081		3011006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22948		5815082		3011007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22949		5815083		3011008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22950		5815084		3011009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22951		5815085		3011010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22952		5815086		3011011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22953		5815087		3011012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22954		5815088		3011013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22955		5815089		3011014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22956		5815090		3011015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22957		5815091		3011016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22958		5815092		3011017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22959		5815093		3011018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22960		5815094		3011019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22961		5815095		3011020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22962		5815096		3011021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22963		5815097		3011022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22964		5815098		3011023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22965		5815099		3011024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22966		5815100		3011025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22967		5815101		3011026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22968		5815102		3011027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22969		5815103		3011028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22970		5815104		3011029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22971		5815105		3011030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22972		5815106		3011031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22973		5815107		3011032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22974		5815108		3011033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22975		5815109		3011034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22976		5815110		3011035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22977		5815111		3011036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22978		5815112		3011037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22979		5815113		3011038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22980		5815114		3011039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22981		5815115		3011040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22982		5815116		3011041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22983		5815117		3011042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22984		5815118		3011043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22985		5815119		3011044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22986		5815120		3011045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22987		5815121		3011046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22988		5815122		3011047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22989		5815123		3011048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22990		5815124		3011049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22991		5815125		3011050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22992		5815126		3011051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22993		5815127		3011052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22994		5815128		3011053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22995		5815129		3011054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22996		5815130		3011055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22997		5815131		3011056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22998		5815132		3011057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22999		5815133		3011058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23000		5815134		3011059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23001		5815135		3011060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23002		5815136		3011061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23003		5815137		3011062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23004		5815138		3011063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23005		5815139		3011064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23006		5815140		3011065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23007		5815141		3011066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23008		5815142		3011067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23009		5815143		3011068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23010		5815144		3011069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23011		5815145		3011070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23012		5815146		3011071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23013		5815147		3011072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23014		5815148		3011073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23015		5815149		3011074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23016		5815150		3011075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23017		5815151		3011076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23018		5815152		3011077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23019		5815153		3011078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23020		5815154		3011079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23021		5815155		3011080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23022		5815156		3011081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23023		5815157		3011082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23024		5815158		3011083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23025		5815159		3011084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23026		5815160		3011085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23027		5815161		3011086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23028		5815162		3011087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23029		5815163		3011088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23030		5815164		3011089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23031		5815165		3011090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23032		5815166		3011091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23033		5815167		3011092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23034		5815168		3011093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23035		5815169		3011094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23036		5815170		3011095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23037		5815171		3011096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23038		5815172		3011097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23039		5815173		3011098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23040		5815174		3011099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23041		5815175		3011100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23042		5815176		3011101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23043		5815177		3011102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23044		5815178		3011103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23045		5815179		3011104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23046		5815180		3011105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23047		5815181		3011106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23048		5815182		3011107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23049		5815183		3011108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23050		5815184		3011109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23051		5815185		3011110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23052		5815186		3011111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23053		5815187		3011112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23054		5815188		3011113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23055		5815189		3011114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23056		5815190		3011115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23057		5815191		3011116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23058		5815192		3011117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23059		5815193		3011118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23060		5815194		3011119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23061		5815195		3011120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23062		5815196		3011121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23063		5815197		3011122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23064		5815198		3011123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23065		5815199		3011124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23066		5815200		3011125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23067		5815201		3011126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23068		5815202		3011127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23069		5815203		3011128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23070		5815204		3011129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23071		5815205		3011130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23072		5815206		3011131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23073		5815207		3011132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23074		5815208		3011133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23075		5815209		3011134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23076		5815210		3011135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23077		5815211		3011136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23078		5815212		3011137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23079		5815213		3011138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23080		5815214		3011139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23081		5815215		3011140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23082		5815216		3011141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23083		5815217		3011142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23084		5815218		3011143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23085		5815219		3011144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23086		5815220		3011145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23087		5815221		3011146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23088		5815222		3011147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23089		5815223		3011148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23090		5815224		3011149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23091		5815225		3011150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23092		5815226		3011151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23093		5815227		3011152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23094		5815228		3011153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23095		5815229		3011154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23096		5815230		3011155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23097		5815231		3011156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23098		5815232		3011157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23099		5815233		3011158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23100		5815234		3011159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23101		5815235		3011160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23102		5815236		3011161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23103		5815237		3011162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23104		5815238		3011163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23105		5815239		3011164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23106		5815240		3011165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23107		5815241		3011166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23108		5815242		3011167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23109		5815243		3011168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23110		5815244		3011169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23111		5815245		3011170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23112		5815246		3011171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23113		5815247		3011172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23114		5815248		3011173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23115		5815249		3011174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23116		5815250		3011175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23117		5815251		3011176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23118		5815252		3011177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23119		5815253		3011178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23120		5815254		3011179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23121		5815255		3011180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23122		5815256		3011181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23123		5815257		3011182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23124		5815258		3011183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23125		5815259		3011184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23126		5815260		3011185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23127		5815261		3011186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23128		5815262		3011187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23129		5815263		3011188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23130		5815264		3011189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23131		5815265		3011190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23132		5815266		3011191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23133		5815267		3011192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23134		5815268		3011193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23135		5815269		3011194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23136		5815270		3011195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23137		5815271		3011196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23138		5815272		3011197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23139		5815273		3011198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23140		5815274		3011199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23141		5815275		3011200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23142		5815276		3011201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23143		5815277		3011202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23144		5815278		3011203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23145		5815279		3011204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23146		5815280		3011205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23147		5815281		3011206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23148		5815282		3011207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23149		5815283		3011208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23150		5815284		3011209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23151		5815285		3011210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23152		5815286		3011211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23153		5815287		3011212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23154		5815288		3011213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23155		5815289		3011214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23156		5815290		3011215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23157		5815291		3011216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23158		5815292		3011217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23159		5815293		3011218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23160		5815294		3011219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23161		5815295		3011220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23162		5815296		3011221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23163		5815297		3011222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23164		5815298		3011223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23165		5815299		3011224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23166		5815300		3011225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23167		5815301		3011226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23168		5815302		3011227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23169		5815303		3011228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23170		5815304		3011229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23171		5815305		3011230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23172		5815306		3011231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23173		5815307		3011232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23174		5815308		3011233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23175		5815309		3011234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23176		5815310		3011235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23177		5815311		3011236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23178		5815312		3011237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23179		5815313		3011238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23180		5815314		3011239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23181		5815315		3011240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23182		5815316		3011241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23183		5815317		3011242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23184		5815318		3011243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23185		5815319		3011244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23186		5815320		3011245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23187		5815321		3011246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23188		5815322		3011247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23189		5815323		3011248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23190		5815324		3011249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23191		5815325		3011250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23192		5815326		3011251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23193		5815327		3011252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23194		5815328		3011253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23195		5815329		3011254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23196		5815330		3011255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23197		5815331		3011256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23198		5815332		3011257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23199		5815333		3011258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23200		5815334		3011259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23201		5815335		3011260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23202		5815336		3011261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23203		5815337		3011262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23204		5815338		3011263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23205		5815339		3011264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23206		5815340		3011265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23207		5815341		3011266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23208		5815342		3011267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23209		5815343		3011268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23210		5815344		3011269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23211		5815345		3011270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23212		5815346		3011271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23213		5815347		3011272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23214		5815348		3011273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23215		5815349		3011274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23216		5815350		3011275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23217		5815351		3011276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23218		5815352		3011277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23219		5815353		3011278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23220		5815354		3011279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23221		5815355		3011280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23222		5815356		3011281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23223		5815357		3011282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23224		5815358		3011283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23225		5815359		3011284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23226		5815360		3011285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23227		5815361		3011286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23228		5815362		3011287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23229		5815363		3011288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23230		5815364		3011289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23231		5815365		3011290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23232		5815366		3011291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23233		5815367		3011292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23234		5815368		3011293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23235		5815369		3011294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23236		5815370		3011295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23237		5815371		3011296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23238		5815372		3011297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23239		5815373		3011298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23240		5815374		3011299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23241		5815375		3011300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23242		5815376		3011301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23243		5815377		3011302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23244		5815378		3011303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23245		5815379		3011304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23246		5815380		3011305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23247		5815381		3011306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23248		5815382		3011307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23249		5815383		3011308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23250		5815384		3011309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23251		5815385		3011310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23252		5815386		3011311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23253		5815387		3011312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23254		5815388		3011313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23255		5815389		3011314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23256		5815390		3011315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23257		5815391		3011316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23258		5815392		3011317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23259		5815393		3011318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23260		5815394		3011319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23261		5815395		3011320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23262		5815396		3011321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23263		5815397		3011322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23264		5815398		3011323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23265		5815399		3011324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23266		5815400		3011325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23267		5815401		3011326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23268		5815402		3011327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23269		5815403		3011328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23270		5815404		3011329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23271		5815405		3011330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23272		5815406		3011331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23273		5815407		3011332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23274		5815408		3011333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23275		5815409		3011334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23276		5815410		3011335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23277		5815411		3011336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23278		5815412		3011337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23279		5815413		3011338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23280		5815414		3011339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23281		5815415		3011340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23282		5815416		3011341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23283		5815417		3011342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23284		5815418		3011343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23285		5815419		3011344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23286		5815420		3011345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23287		5815421		3011346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23288		5815422		3011347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23289		5815423		3011348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23290		5815424		3011349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23291		5815425		3011350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23292		5815426		3011351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23293		5815427		3011352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23294		5815428		3011353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23295		5815429		3011354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23296		5815430		3011355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23297		5815431		3011356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23298		5815432		3011357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23299		5815433		3011358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23300		5815434		3011359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23301		5815435		3011360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23302		5815436		3011361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23303		5815437		3011362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23304		5815438		3011363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23305		5815439		3011364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23306		5815440		3011365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23307		5815441		3011366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23308		5815442		3011367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23309		5815443		3011368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23310		5815444		3011369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23311		5815445		3011370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23312		5815446		3011371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23313		5815447		3011372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23314		5815448		3011373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23315		5815449		3011374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23316		5815450		3011375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23317		5815451		3011376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23318		5815452		3011377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23319		5815453		3011378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23320		5815454		3011379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23321		5815455		3011380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23322		5815456		3011381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23323		5815457		3011382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23324		5815458		3011383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23325		5815459		3011384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23326		5815460		3011385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23327		5815461		3011386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23328		5815462		3011387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23329		5815463		3011388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23330		5815464		3011389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23331		5815465		3011390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23332		5815466		3011391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23333		5815467		3011392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23334		5815468		3011393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23335		5815469		3011394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23336		5815470		3011395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23337		5815471		3011396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23338		5815472		3011397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23339		5815473		3011398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23340		5815474		3011399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23341		5815475		3011400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23342		5815476		3011401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23343		5815477		3011402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23344		5815478		3011403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23345		5815479		3011404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23346		5815480		3011405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23347		5815481		3011406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23348		5815482		3011407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23349		5815483		3011408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23350		5815484		3011409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23351		5815485		3011410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23352		5815486		3011411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23353		5815487		3011412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23354		5815488		3011413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23355		5815489		3011414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23356		5815490		3011415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23357		5815491		3011416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23358		5815492		3011417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23359		5815493		3011418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23360		5815494		3011419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23361		5815495		3011420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23362		5815496		3011421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23363		5815497		3011422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23364		5815498		3011423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23365		5815499		3011424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23366		5815500		3011425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23367		5815501		3011426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23368		5815502		3011427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23369		5815503		3011428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23370		5815504		3011429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23371		5815505		3011430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23372		5815506		3011431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23373		5815507		3011432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23374		5815508		3011433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23375		5815509		3011434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23376		5815510		3011435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23377		5815511		3011436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23378		5815512		3011437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23379		5815513		3011438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23380		5815514		3011439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23381		5815515		3011440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23382		5815516		3011441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23383		5815517		3011442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23384		5815518		3011443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23385		5815519		3011444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23386		5815520		3011445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23387		5815521		3011446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23388		5815522		3011447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23389		5815523		3011448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23390		5815524		3011449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23391		5815525		3011450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23392		5815526		3011451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23393		5815527		3011452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23394		5815528		3011453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23395		5815529		3011454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23396		5815530		3011455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23397		5815531		3011456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23398		5815532		3011457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23399		5815533		3011458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23400		5815534		3011459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23401		5815535		3011460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23402		5815536		3011461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23403		5815537		3011462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23404		5815538		3011463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23405		5815539		3011464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23406		5815540		3011465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23407		5815541		3011466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23408		5815542		3011467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23409		5815543		3011468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23410		5815544		3011469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23411		5815545		3011470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23412		5815546		3011471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23413		5815547		3011472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23414		5815548		3011473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23415		5815549		3011474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23416		5815550		3011475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23417		5815551		3011476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23418		5815552		3011477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23419		5815553		3011478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23420		5815554		3011479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23421		5815555		3011480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23422		5815556		3011481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23423		5815557		3011482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23424		5815558		3011483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23425		5815559		3011484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23426		5815560		3011485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23427		5815561		3011486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23428		5815562		3011487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23429		5815563		3011488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23430		5815564		3011489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23431		5815565		3011490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23432		5815566		3011491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23433		5815567		3011492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23434		5815568		3011493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23435		5815569		3011494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23436		5815570		3011495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23437		5815571		3011496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23438		5815572		3011497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23439		5815573		3011498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23440		5815574		3011499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23441		5815575		3011500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23442		5815576		3011501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23443		5815577		3011502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23444		5815578		3011503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23445		5815579		3011504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23446		5815580		3011505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23447		5815581		3011506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23448		5815582		3011507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23449		5815583		3011508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23450		5815584		3011509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23451		5815585		3011510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23452		5815586		3011511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23453		5815587		3011512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23454		5815588		3011513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23455		5815589		3011514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23456		5815590		3011515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23457		5815591		3011516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23458		5815592		3011517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23459		5815593		3011518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23460		5815594		3011519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23461		5815595		3011520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23462		5815596		3011521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23463		5815597		3011522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23464		5815598		3011523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23465		5815599		3011524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23466		5815600		3011525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23467		5815601		3011526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23468		5815602		3011527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23469		5815603		3011528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23470		5815604		3011529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23471		5815605		3011530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23472		5815606		3011531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23473		5815607		3011532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23474		5815608		3011533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23475		5815609		3011534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23476		5815610		3011535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23477		5815611		3011536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23478		5815612		3011537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23479		5815613		3011538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23480		5815614		3011539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23481		5815615		3011540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23482		5815616		3011541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23483		5815617		3011542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23484		5815618		3011543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23485		5815619		3011544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23486		5815620		3011545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23487		5815621		3011546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23488		5815622		3011547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23489		5815623		3011548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23490		5815624		3011549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23491		5815625		3011550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23492		5815626		3011551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23493		5815627		3011552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23494		5815628		3011553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23495		5815629		3011554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23496		5815630		3011555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23497		5815631		3011556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23498		5815632		3011557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23499		5815633		3011558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23500		5815634		3011559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23501		5815635		3011560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23502		5815636		3011561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23503		5815637		3011562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23504		5815638		3011563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23505		5815639		3011564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23506		5815640		3011565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23507		5815641		3011566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23508		5815642		3011567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23509		5815643		3011568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23510		5815644		3011569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23511		5815645		3011570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23512		5815646		3011571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23513		5815647		3011572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23514		5815648		3011573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23515		5815649		3011574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23516		5815650		3011575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23517		5815651		3011576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23518		5815652		3011577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23519		5815653		3011578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23520		5815654		3011579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23521		5815655		3011580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23522		5815656		3011581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23523		5815657		3011582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23524		5815658		3011583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23525		5815659		3011584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23526		5815660		3011585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23527		5815661		3011586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23528		5815662		3011587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23529		5815663		3011588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23530		5815664		3011589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23531		5815665		3011590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23532		5815666		3011591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23533		5815667		3011592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23534		5815668		3011593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23535		5815669		3011594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23536		5815670		3011595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23537		5815671		3011596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23538		5815672		3011597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23539		5815673		3011598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23540		5815674		3011599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23541		5815675		3011600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23542		5815676		3011601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23543		5815677		3011602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23544		5815678		3011603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23545		5815679		3011604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23546		5815680		3011605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23547		5815681		3011606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23548		5815682		3011607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23549		5815683		3011608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23550		5815684		3011609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23551		5815685		3011610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23552		5815686		3011611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23553		5815687		3011612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23554		5815688		3011613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23555		5815689		3011614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23556		5815690		3011615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23557		5815691		3011616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23558		5815692		3011617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23559		5815693		3011618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23560		5815694		3011619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23561		5815695		3011620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23562		5815696		3011621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23563		5815697		3011622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23564		5815698		3011623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23565		5815699		3011624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23566		5815700		3011625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23567		5815701		3011626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23568		5815702		3011627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23569		5815703		3011628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23570		5815704		3011629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23571		5815705		3011630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23572		5815706		3011631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23573		5815707		3011632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23574		5815708		3011633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23575		5815709		3011634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23576		5815710		3011635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23577		5815711		3011636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23578		5815712		3011637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23579		5815713		3011638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23580		5815714		3011639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23581		5815715		3011640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23582		5815716		3011641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23583		5815717		3011642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23584		5815718		3011643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23585		5815719		3011644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23586		5815720		3011645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23587		5815721		3011646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23588		5815722		3011647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23589		5815723		3011648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23590		5815724		3011649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23591		5815725		3011650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23592		5815726		3011651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23593		5815727		3011652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23594		5815728		3011653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23595		5815729		3011654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23596		5815730		3011655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23597		5815731		3011656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23598		5815732		3011657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23599		5815733		3011658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23600		5815734		3011659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23601		5815735		3011660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23602		5815736		3011661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23603		5815737		3011662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23604		5815738		3011663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23605		5815739		3011664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23606		5815740		3011665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23607		5815741		3011666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23608		5815742		3011667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23609		5815743		3011668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23610		5815744		3011669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23611		5815745		3011670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23612		5815746		3011671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23613		5815747		3011672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23614		5815748		3011673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23615		5815749		3011674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23616		5815750		3011675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23617		5815751		3011676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23618		5815752		3011677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23619		5815753		3011678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23620		5815754		3011679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23621		5815755		3011680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23622		5815756		3011681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23623		5815757		3011682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23624		5815758		3011683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23625		5815759		3011684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23626		5815760		3011685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23627		5815761		3011686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23628		5815762		3011687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23629		5815763		3011688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23630		5815764		3011689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23631		5815765		3011690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23632		5815766		3011691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23633		5815767		3011692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23634		5815768		3011693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23635		5815769		3011694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23636		5815770		3011695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23637		5815771		3011696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23638		5815772		3011697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23639		5815773		3011698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23640		5815774		3011699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23641		5815775		3011700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23642		5815776		3011701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23643		5815777		3011702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23644		5815778		3011703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23645		5815779		3011704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23646		5815780		3011705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23647		5815781		3011706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23648		5815782		3011707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23649		5815783		3011708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23650		5815784		3011709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23651		5815785		3011710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23652		5815786		3011711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23653		5815787		3011712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23654		5815788		3011713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23655		5815789		3011714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23656		5815790		3011715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23657		5815791		3011716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23658		5815792		3011717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23659		5815793		3011718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23660		5815794		3011719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23661		5815795		3011720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23662		5815796		3011721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23663		5815797		3011722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23664		5815798		3011723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23665		5815799		3011724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23666		5815800		3011725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23667		5815801		3011726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23668		5815802		3011727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23669		5815803		3011728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23670		5815804		3011729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23671		5815805		3011730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23672		5815806		3011731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23673		5815807		3011732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23674		5815808		3011733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23675		5815809		3011734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23676		5815810		3011735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23677		5815811		3011736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23678		5815812		3011737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23679		5815813		3011738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23680		5815814		3011739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23681		5815815		3011740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23682		5815816		3011741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23683		5815817		3011742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23684		5815818		3011743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23685		5815819		3011744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23686		5815820		3011745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23687		5815821		3011746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23688		5815822		3011747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23689		5815823		3011748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23690		5815824		3011749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23691		5815825		3011750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23692		5815826		3011751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23693		5815827		3011752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23694		5815828		3011753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23695		5815829		3011754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23696		5815830		3011755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23697		5815831		3011756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23698		5815832		3011757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23699		5815833		3011758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23700		5815834		3011759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23701		5815835		3011760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23702		5815836		3011761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23703		5815837		3011762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23704		5815838		3011763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23705		5815839		3011764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23706		5815840		3011765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23707		5815841		3011766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23708		5815842		3011767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23709		5815843		3011768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23710		5815844		3011769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23711		5815845		3011770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23712		5815846		3011771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23713		5815847		3011772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23714		5815848		3011773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23715		5815849		3011774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23716		5815850		3011775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23717		5815851		3011776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23718		5815852		3011777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23719		5815853		3011778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23720		5815854		3011779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23721		5815855		3011780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23722		5815856		3011781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23723		5815857		3011782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23724		5815858		3011783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23725		5815859		3011784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23726		5815860		3011785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23727		5815861		3011786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23728		5815862		3011787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23729		5815863		3011788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23730		5815864		3011789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23731		5815865		3011790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23732		5815866		3011791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23733		5815867		3011792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23734		5815868		3011793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23735		5815869		3011794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23736		5815870		3011795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23737		5815871		3011796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23738		5815872		3011797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23739		5815873		3011798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23740		5815874		3011799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23741		5815875		3011800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23742		5815876		3011801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23743		5815877		3011802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23744		5815878		3011803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23745		5815879		3011804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23746		5815880		3011805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23747		5815881		3011806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23748		5815882		3011807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23749		5815883		3011808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23750		5815884		3011809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23751		5815885		3011810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23752		5815886		3011811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23753		5815887		3011812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23754		5815888		3011813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23755		5815889		3011814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23756		5815890		3011815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23757		5815891		3011816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23758		5815892		3011817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23759		5815893		3011818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23760		5815894		3011819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23761		5815895		3011820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23762		5815896		3011821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23763		5815897		3011822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23764		5815898		3011823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23765		5815899		3011824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23766		5815900		3011825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23767		5815901		3011826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23768		5815902		3011827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23769		5815903		3011828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23770		5815904		3011829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23771		5815905		3011830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23772		5815906		3011831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23773		5815907		3011832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23774		5815908		3011833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23775		5815909		3011834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23776		5815910		3011835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23777		5815911		3011836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23778		5815912		3011837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23779		5815913		3011838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23780		5815914		3011839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23781		5815915		3011840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23782		5815916		3011841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23783		5815917		3011842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23784		5815918		3011843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23785		5815919		3011844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23786		5815920		3011845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23787		5815921		3011846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23788		5815922		3011847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23789		5815923		3011848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23790		5815924		3011849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23791		5815925		3011850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23792		5815926		3011851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23793		5815927		3011852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23794		5815928		3011853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23795		5815929		3011854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23796		5815930		3011855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23797		5815931		3011856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23798		5815932		3011857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23799		5815933		3011858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23800		5815934		3011859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23801		5815935		3011860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23802		5815936		3011861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23803		5815937		3011862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23804		5815938		3011863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23805		5815939		3011864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23806		5815940		3011865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23807		5815941		3011866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23808		5815942		3011867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23809		5815943		3011868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23810		5815944		3011869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23811		5815945		3011870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23812		5815946		3011871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23813		5815947		3011872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23814		5815948		3011873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23815		5815949		3011874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23816		5815950		3011875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23817		5815951		3011876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23818		5815952		3011877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23819		5815953		3011878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23820		5815954		3011879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23821		5815955		3011880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23822		5815956		3011881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23823		5815957		3011882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23824		5815958		3011883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23825		5815959		3011884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23826		5815960		3011885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23827		5815961		3011886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23828		5815962		3011887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23829		5815963		3011888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23830		5815964		3011889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23831		5815965		3011890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23832		5815966		3011891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23833		5815967		3011892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23834		5815968		3011893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23835		5815969		3011894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23836		5815970		3011895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23837		5815971		3011896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23838		5815972		3011897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23839		5815973		3011898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23840		5815974		3011899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23841		5815975		3011900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23842		5815976		3011901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23843		5815977		3011902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23844		5815978		3011903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23845		5815979		3011904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23846		5815980		3011905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23847		5815981		3011906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23848		5815982		3011907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23849		5815983		3011908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23850		5815984		3011909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23851		5815985		3011910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23852		5815986		3011911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23853		5815987		3011912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23854		5815988		3011913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23855		5815989		3011914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23856		5815990		3011915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23857		5815991		3011916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23858		5815992		3011917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23859		5815993		3011918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23860		5815994		3011919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23861		5815995		3011920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23862		5815996		3011921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23863		5815997		3011922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23864		5815998		3011923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23865		5815999		3011924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23866		5816000		3011925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23867		5816001		3011926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23868		5816002		3011927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23869		5816003		3011928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23870		5816004		3011929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23871		5816005		3011930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23872		5816006		3011931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23873		5816007		3011932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23874		5816008		3011933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23875		5816009		3011934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23876		5816010		3011935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23877		5816011		3011936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23878		5816012		3011937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23879		5816013		3011938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23880		5816014		3011939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23881		5816015		3011940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23882		5816016		3011941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23883		5816017		3011942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23884		5816018		3011943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23885		5816019		3011944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23886		5816020		3011945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23887		5816021		3011946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23888		5816022		3011947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23889		5816023		3011948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23890		5816024		3011949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23891		5816025		3011950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23892		5816026		3011951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23893		5816027		3011952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23894		5816028		3011953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23895		5816029		3011954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23896		5816030		3011955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23897		5816031		3011956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23898		5816032		3011957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23899		5816033		3011958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23900		5816034		3011959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23901		5816035		3011960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23902		5816036		3011961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23903		5816037		3011962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23904		5816038		3011963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23905		5816039		3011964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23906		5816040		3011965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23907		5816041		3011966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23908		5816042		3011967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23909		5816043		3011968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23910		5816044		3011969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23911		5816045		3011970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23912		5816046		3011971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23913		5816047		3011972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23914		5816048		3011973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23915		5816049		3011974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23916		5816050		3011975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23917		5816051		3011976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23918		5816052		3011977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23919		5816053		3011978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23920		5816054		3011979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23921		5816055		3011980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23922		5816056		3011981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23923		5816057		3011982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23924		5816058		3011983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23925		5816059		3011984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23926		5816060		3011985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23927		5816061		3011986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23928		5816062		3011987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23929		5816063		3011988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23930		5816064		3011989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23931		5816065		3011990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23932		5816066		3011991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23933		5816067		3011992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23934		5816068		3011993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23935		5816069		3011994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23936		5816070		3011995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23937		5816071		3011996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23938		5816072		3011997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23939		5816073		3011998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23940		5816074		3011999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23941		5816075		3012000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23942		5816076		3012001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23943		5816077		3012002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23944		5816078		3012003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23945		5816079		3012004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23946		5816080		3012005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23947		5816081		3012006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23948		5816082		3012007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23949		5816083		3012008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23950		5816084		3012009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23951		5816085		3012010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23952		5816086		3012011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23953		5816087		3012012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23954		5816088		3012013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23955		5816089		3012014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23956		5816090		3012015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23957		5816091		3012016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23958		5816092		3012017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23959		5816093		3012018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23960		5816094		3012019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23961		5816095		3012020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23962		5816096		3012021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23963		5816097		3012022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23964		5816098		3012023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23965		5816099		3012024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23966		5816100		3012025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23967		5816101		3012026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23968		5816102		3012027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23969		5816103		3012028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23970		5816104		3012029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23971		5816105		3012030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23972		5816106		3012031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23973		5816107		3012032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23974		5816108		3012033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23975		5816109		3012034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23976		5816110		3012035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23977		5816111		3012036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23978		5816112		3012037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23979		5816113		3012038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23980		5816114		3012039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23981		5816115		3012040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23982		5816116		3012041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23983		5816117		3012042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23984		5816118		3012043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23985		5816119		3012044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23986		5816120		3012045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23987		5816121		3012046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23988		5816122		3012047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23989		5816123		3012048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23990		5816124		3012049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23991		5816125		3012050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23992		5816126		3012051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23993		5816127		3012052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23994		5816128		3012053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23995		5816129		3012054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23996		5816130		3012055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23997		5816131		3012056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23998		5816132		3012057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23999		5816133		3012058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24000		5816134		3012059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24001		5816135		3012060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24002		5816136		3012061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24003		5816137		3012062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24004		5816138		3012063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24005		5816139		3012064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24006		5816140		3012065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24007		5816141		3012066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24008		5816142		3012067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24009		5816143		3012068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24010		5816144		3012069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24011		5816145		3012070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24012		5816146		3012071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24013		5816147		3012072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24014		5816148		3012073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24015		5816149		3012074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24016		5816150		3012075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24017		5816151		3012076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24018		5816152		3012077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24019		5816153		3012078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24020		5816154		3012079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24021		5816155		3012080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24022		5816156		3012081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24023		5816157		3012082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24024		5816158		3012083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24025		5816159		3012084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24026		5816160		3012085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24027		5816161		3012086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24028		5816162		3012087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24029		5816163		3012088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24030		5816164		3012089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24031		5816165		3012090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24032		5816166		3012091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24033		5816167		3012092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24034		5816168		3012093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24035		5816169		3012094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24036		5816170		3012095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24037		5816171		3012096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24038		5816172		3012097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24039		5816173		3012098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24040		5816174		3012099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24041		5816175		3012100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24042		5816176		3012101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24043		5816177		3012102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24044		5816178		3012103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24045		5816179		3012104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24046		5816180		3012105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24047		5816181		3012106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24048		5816182		3012107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24049		5816183		3012108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24050		5816184		3012109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24051		5816185		3012110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24052		5816186		3012111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24053		5816187		3012112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24054		5816188		3012113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24055		5816189		3012114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24056		5816190		3012115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24057		5816191		3012116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24058		5816192		3012117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24059		5816193		3012118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24060		5816194		3012119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24061		5816195		3012120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24062		5816196		3012121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24063		5816197		3012122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24064		5816198		3012123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24065		5816199		3012124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24066		5816200		3012125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24067		5816201		3012126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24068		5816202		3012127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24069		5816203		3012128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24070		5816204		3012129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24071		5816205		3012130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24072		5816206		3012131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24073		5816207		3012132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24074		5816208		3012133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24075		5816209		3012134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24076		5816210		3012135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24077		5816211		3012136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24078		5816212		3012137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24079		5816213		3012138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24080		5816214		3012139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24081		5816215		3012140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24082		5816216		3012141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24083		5816217		3012142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24084		5816218		3012143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24085		5816219		3012144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24086		5816220		3012145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24087		5816221		3012146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24088		5816222		3012147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24089		5816223		3012148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24090		5816224		3012149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24091		5816225		3012150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24092		5816226		3012151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24093		5816227		3012152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24094		5816228		3012153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24095		5816229		3012154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24096		5816230		3012155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24097		5816231		3012156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24098		5816232		3012157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24099		5816233		3012158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24100		5816234		3012159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24101		5816235		3012160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24102		5816236		3012161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24103		5816237		3012162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24104		5816238		3012163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24105		5816239		3012164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24106		5816240		3012165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24107		5816241		3012166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24108		5816242		3012167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24109		5816243		3012168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24110		5816244		3012169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24111		5816245		3012170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24112		5816246		3012171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24113		5816247		3012172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24114		5816248		3012173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24115		5816249		3012174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24116		5816250		3012175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24117		5816251		3012176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24118		5816252		3012177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24119		5816253		3012178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24120		5816254		3012179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24121		5816255		3012180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24122		5816256		3012181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24123		5816257		3012182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24124		5816258		3012183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24125		5816259		3012184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24126		5816260		3012185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24127		5816261		3012186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24128		5816262		3012187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24129		5816263		3012188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24130		5816264		3012189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24131		5816265		3012190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24132		5816266		3012191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24133		5816267		3012192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24134		5816268		3012193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24135		5816269		3012194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24136		5816270		3012195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24137		5816271		3012196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24138		5816272		3012197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24139		5816273		3012198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24140		5816274		3012199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24141		5816275		3012200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24142		5816276		3012201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24143		5816277		3012202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24144		5816278		3012203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24145		5816279		3012204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24146		5816280		3012205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24147		5816281		3012206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24148		5816282		3012207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24149		5816283		3012208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24150		5816284		3012209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24151		5816285		3012210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24152		5816286		3012211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24153		5816287		3012212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24154		5816288		3012213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24155		5816289		3012214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24156		5816290		3012215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24157		5816291		3012216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24158		5816292		3012217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24159		5816293		3012218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24160		5816294		3012219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24161		5816295		3012220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24162		5816296		3012221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24163		5816297		3012222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24164		5816298		3012223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24165		5816299		3012224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24166		5816300		3012225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24167		5816301		3012226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24168		5816302		3012227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24169		5816303		3012228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24170		5816304		3012229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24171		5816305		3012230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24172		5816306		3012231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24173		5816307		3012232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24174		5816308		3012233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24175		5816309		3012234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24176		5816310		3012235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24177		5816311		3012236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24178		5816312		3012237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24179		5816313		3012238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24180		5816314		3012239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24181		5816315		3012240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24182		5816316		3012241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24183		5816317		3012242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24184		5816318		3012243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24185		5816319		3012244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24186		5816320		3012245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24187		5816321		3012246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24188		5816322		3012247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24189		5816323		3012248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24190		5816324		3012249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24191		5816325		3012250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24192		5816326		3012251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24193		5816327		3012252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24194		5816328		3012253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24195		5816329		3012254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24196		5816330		3012255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24197		5816331		3012256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24198		5816332		3012257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24199		5816333		3012258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24200		5816334		3012259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24201		5816335		3012260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24202		5816336		3012261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24203		5816337		3012262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24204		5816338		3012263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24205		5816339		3012264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24206		5816340		3012265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24207		5816341		3012266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24208		5816342		3012267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24209		5816343		3012268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24210		5816344		3012269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24211		5816345		3012270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24212		5816346		3012271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24213		5816347		3012272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24214		5816348		3012273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24215		5816349		3012274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24216		5816350		3012275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24217		5816351		3012276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24218		5816352		3012277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24219		5816353		3012278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24220		5816354		3012279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24221		5816355		3012280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24222		5816356		3012281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24223		5816357		3012282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24224		5816358		3012283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24225		5816359		3012284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24226		5816360		3012285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24227		5816361		3012286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24228		5816362		3012287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24229		5816363		3012288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24230		5816364		3012289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24231		5816365		3012290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24232		5816366		3012291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24233		5816367		3012292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24234		5816368		3012293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24235		5816369		3012294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24236		5816370		3012295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24237		5816371		3012296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24238		5816372		3012297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24239		5816373		3012298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24240		5816374		3012299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24241		5816375		3012300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24242		5816376		3012301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24243		5816377		3012302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24244		5816378		3012303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24245		5816379		3012304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24246		5816380		3012305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24247		5816381		3012306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24248		5816382		3012307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24249		5816383		3012308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24250		5816384		3012309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24251		5816385		3012310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24252		5816386		3012311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24253		5816387		3012312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24254		5816388		3012313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24255		5816389		3012314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24256		5816390		3012315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24257		5816391		3012316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24258		5816392		3012317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24259		5816393		3012318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24260		5816394		3012319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24261		5816395		3012320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24262		5816396		3012321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24263		5816397		3012322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24264		5816398		3012323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24265		5816399		3012324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24266		5816400		3012325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24267		5816401		3012326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24268		5816402		3012327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24269		5816403		3012328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24270		5816404		3012329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24271		5816405		3012330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24272		5816406		3012331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24273		5816407		3012332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24274		5816408		3012333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24275		5816409		3012334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24276		5816410		3012335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24277		5816411		3012336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24278		5816412		3012337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24279		5816413		3012338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24280		5816414		3012339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24281		5816415		3012340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24282		5816416		3012341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24283		5816417		3012342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24284		5816418		3012343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24285		5816419		3012344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24286		5816420		3012345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24287		5816421		3012346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24288		5816422		3012347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24289		5816423		3012348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24290		5816424		3012349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24291		5816425		3012350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24292		5816426		3012351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24293		5816427		3012352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24294		5816428		3012353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24295		5816429		3012354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24296		5816430		3012355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24297		5816431		3012356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24298		5816432		3012357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24299		5816433		3012358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24300		5816434		3012359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24301		5816435		3012360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24302		5816436		3012361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24303		5816437		3012362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24304		5816438		3012363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24305		5816439		3012364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24306		5816440		3012365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24307		5816441		3012366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24308		5816442		3012367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24309		5816443		3012368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24310		5816444		3012369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24311		5816445		3012370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24312		5816446		3012371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24313		5816447		3012372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24314		5816448		3012373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24315		5816449		3012374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24316		5816450		3012375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24317		5816451		3012376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24318		5816452		3012377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24319		5816453		3012378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24320		5816454		3012379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24321		5816455		3012380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24322		5816456		3012381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24323		5816457		3012382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24324		5816458		3012383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24325		5816459		3012384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24326		5816460		3012385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24327		5816461		3012386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24328		5816462		3012387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24329		5816463		3012388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24330		5816464		3012389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24331		5816465		3012390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24332		5816466		3012391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24333		5816467		3012392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24334		5816468		3012393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24335		5816469		3012394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24336		5816470		3012395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24337		5816471		3012396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24338		5816472		3012397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24339		5816473		3012398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24340		5816474		3012399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24341		5816475		3012400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24342		5816476		3012401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24343		5816477		3012402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24344		5816478		3012403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24345		5816479		3012404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24346		5816480		3012405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24347		5816481		3012406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24348		5816482		3012407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24349		5816483		3012408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24350		5816484		3012409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24351		5816485		3012410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24352		5816486		3012411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24353		5816487		3012412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24354		5816488		3012413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24355		5816489		3012414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24356		5816490		3012415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24357		5816491		3012416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24358		5816492		3012417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24359		5816493		3012418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24360		5816494		3012419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24361		5816495		3012420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24362		5816496		3012421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24363		5816497		3012422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24364		5816498		3012423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24365		5816499		3012424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24366		5816500		3012425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24367		5816501		3012426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24368		5816502		3012427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24369		5816503		3012428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24370		5816504		3012429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24371		5816505		3012430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24372		5816506		3012431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24373		5816507		3012432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24374		5816508		3012433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24375		5816509		3012434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24376		5816510		3012435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24377		5816511		3012436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24378		5816512		3012437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24379		5816513		3012438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24380		5816514		3012439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24381		5816515		3012440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24382		5816516		3012441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24383		5816517		3012442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24384		5816518		3012443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24385		5816519		3012444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24386		5816520		3012445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24387		5816521		3012446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24388		5816522		3012447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24389		5816523		3012448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24390		5816524		3012449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24391		5816525		3012450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24392		5816526		3012451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24393		5816527		3012452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24394		5816528		3012453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24395		5816529		3012454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24396		5816530		3012455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24397		5816531		3012456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24398		5816532		3012457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24399		5816533		3012458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24400		5816534		3012459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24401		5816535		3012460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24402		5816536		3012461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24403		5816537		3012462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24404		5816538		3012463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24405		5816539		3012464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24406		5816540		3012465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24407		5816541		3012466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24408		5816542		3012467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24409		5816543		3012468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24410		5816544		3012469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24411		5816545		3012470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24412		5816546		3012471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24413		5816547		3012472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24414		5816548		3012473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24415		5816549		3012474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24416		5816550		3012475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24417		5816551		3012476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24418		5816552		3012477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24419		5816553		3012478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24420		5816554		3012479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24421		5816555		3012480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24422		5816556		3012481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24423		5816557		3012482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24424		5816558		3012483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24425		5816559		3012484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24426		5816560		3012485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24427		5816561		3012486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24428		5816562		3012487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24429		5816563		3012488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24430		5816564		3012489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24431		5816565		3012490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24432		5816566		3012491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24433		5816567		3012492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24434		5816568		3012493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24435		5816569		3012494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24436		5816570		3012495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24437		5816571		3012496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24438		5816572		3012497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24439		5816573		3012498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24440		5816574		3012499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24441		5816575		3012500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24442		5816576		3012501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24443		5816577		3012502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24444		5816578		3012503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24445		5816579		3012504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24446		5816580		3012505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24447		5816581		3012506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24448		5816582		3012507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24449		5816583		3012508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24450		5816584		3012509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24451		5816585		3012510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24452		5816586		3012511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24453		5816587		3012512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24454		5816588		3012513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24455		5816589		3012514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24456		5816590		3012515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24457		5816591		3012516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24458		5816592		3012517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24459		5816593		3012518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24460		5816594		3012519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24461		5816595		3012520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24462		5816596		3012521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24463		5816597		3012522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24464		5816598		3012523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24465		5816599		3012524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24466		5816600		3012525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24467		5816601		3012526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24468		5816602		3012527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24469		5816603		3012528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24470		5816604		3012529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24471		5816605		3012530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24472		5816606		3012531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24473		5816607		3012532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24474		5816608		3012533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24475		5816609		3012534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24476		5816610		3012535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24477		5816611		3012536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24478		5816612		3012537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24479		5816613		3012538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24480		5816614		3012539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24481		5816615		3012540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24482		5816616		3012541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24483		5816617		3012542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24484		5816618		3012543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24485		5816619		3012544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24486		5816620		3012545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24487		5816621		3012546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24488		5816622		3012547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24489		5816623		3012548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24490		5816624		3012549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24491		5816625		3012550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24492		5816626		3012551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24493		5816627		3012552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24494		5816628		3012553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24495		5816629		3012554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24496		5816630		3012555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24497		5816631		3012556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24498		5816632		3012557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24499		5816633		3012558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24500		5816634		3012559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24501		5816635		3012560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24502		5816636		3012561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24503		5816637		3012562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24504		5816638		3012563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24505		5816639		3012564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24506		5816640		3012565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24507		5816641		3012566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24508		5816642		3012567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24509		5816643		3012568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24510		5816644		3012569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24511		5816645		3012570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24512		5816646		3012571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24513		5816647		3012572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24514		5816648		3012573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24515		5816649		3012574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24516		5816650		3012575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24517		5816651		3012576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24518		5816652		3012577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24519		5816653		3012578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24520		5816654		3012579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24521		5816655		3012580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24522		5816656		3012581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24523		5816657		3012582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24524		5816658		3012583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24525		5816659		3012584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24526		5816660		3012585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24527		5816661		3012586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24528		5816662		3012587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24529		5816663		3012588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24530		5816664		3012589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24531		5816665		3012590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24532		5816666		3012591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24533		5816667		3012592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24534		5816668		3012593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24535		5816669		3012594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24536		5816670		3012595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24537		5816671		3012596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24538		5816672		3012597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24539		5816673		3012598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24540		5816674		3012599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24541		5816675		3012600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24542		5816676		3012601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24543		5816677		3012602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24544		5816678		3012603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24545		5816679		3012604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24546		5816680		3012605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24547		5816681		3012606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24548		5816682		3012607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24549		5816683		3012608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24550		5816684		3012609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24551		5816685		3012610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24552		5816686		3012611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24553		5816687		3012612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24554		5816688		3012613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24555		5816689		3012614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24556		5816690		3012615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24557		5816691		3012616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24558		5816692		3012617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24559		5816693		3012618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24560		5816694		3012619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24561		5816695		3012620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24562		5816696		3012621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24563		5816697		3012622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24564		5816698		3012623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24565		5816699		3012624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24566		5816700		3012625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24567		5816701		3012626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24568		5816702		3012627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24569		5816703		3012628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24570		5816704		3012629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24571		5816705		3012630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24572		5816706		3012631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24573		5816707		3012632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24574		5816708		3012633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24575		5816709		3012634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24576		5816710		3012635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24577		5816711		3012636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24578		5816712		3012637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24579		5816713		3012638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24580		5816714		3012639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24581		5816715		3012640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24582		5816716		3012641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24583		5816717		3012642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24584		5816718		3012643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24585		5816719		3012644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24586		5816720		3012645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24587		5816721		3012646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24588		5816722		3012647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24589		5816723		3012648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24590		5816724		3012649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24591		5816725		3012650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24592		5816726		3012651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24593		5816727		3012652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24594		5816728		3012653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24595		5816729		3012654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24596		5816730		3012655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24597		5816731		3012656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24598		5816732		3012657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24599		5816733		3012658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24600		5816734		3012659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24601		5816735		3012660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24602		5816736		3012661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24603		5816737		3012662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24604		5816738		3012663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24605		5816739		3012664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24606		5816740		3012665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24607		5816741		3012666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24608		5816742		3012667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24609		5816743		3012668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24610		5816744		3012669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24611		5816745		3012670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24612		5816746		3012671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24613		5816747		3012672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24614		5816748		3012673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24615		5816749		3012674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24616		5816750		3012675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24617		5816751		3012676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24618		5816752		3012677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24619		5816753		3012678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24620		5816754		3012679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24621		5816755		3012680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24622		5816756		3012681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24623		5816757		3012682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24624		5816758		3012683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24625		5816759		3012684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24626		5816760		3012685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24627		5816761		3012686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24628		5816762		3012687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24629		5816763		3012688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24630		5816764		3012689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24631		5816765		3012690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24632		5816766		3012691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24633		5816767		3012692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24634		5816768		3012693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24635		5816769		3012694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24636		5816770		3012695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24637		5816771		3012696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24638		5816772		3012697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24639		5816773		3012698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24640		5816774		3012699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24641		5816775		3012700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24642		5816776		3012701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24643		5816777		3012702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24644		5816778		3012703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24645		5816779		3012704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24646		5816780		3012705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24647		5816781		3012706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24648		5816782		3012707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24649		5816783		3012708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24650		5816784		3012709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24651		5816785		3012710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24652		5816786		3012711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24653		5816787		3012712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24654		5816788		3012713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24655		5816789		3012714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24656		5816790		3012715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24657		5816791		3012716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24658		5816792		3012717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24659		5816793		3012718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24660		5816794		3012719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24661		5816795		3012720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24662		5816796		3012721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24663		5816797		3012722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24664		5816798		3012723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24665		5816799		3012724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24666		5816800		3012725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24667		5816801		3012726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24668		5816802		3012727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24669		5816803		3012728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24670		5816804		3012729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24671		5816805		3012730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24672		5816806		3012731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24673		5816807		3012732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24674		5816808		3012733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24675		5816809		3012734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24676		5816810		3012735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24677		5816811		3012736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24678		5816812		3012737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24679		5816813		3012738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24680		5816814		3012739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24681		5816815		3012740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24682		5816816		3012741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24683		5816817		3012742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24684		5816818		3012743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24685		5816819		3012744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24686		5816820		3012745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24687		5816821		3012746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24688		5816822		3012747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24689		5816823		3012748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24690		5816824		3012749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24691		5816825		3012750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24692		5816826		3012751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24693		5816827		3012752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24694		5816828		3012753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24695		5816829		3012754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24696		5816830		3012755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24697		5816831		3012756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24698		5816832		3012757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24699		5816833		3012758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24700		5816834		3012759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24701		5816835		3012760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24702		5816836		3012761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24703		5816837		3012762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24704		5816838		3012763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24705		5816839		3012764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24706		5816840		3012765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24707		5816841		3012766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24708		5816842		3012767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24709		5816843		3012768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24710		5816844		3012769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24711		5816845		3012770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24712		5816846		3012771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24713		5816847		3012772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24714		5816848		3012773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24715		5816849		3012774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24716		5816850		3012775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24717		5816851		3012776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24718		5816852		3012777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24719		5816853		3012778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24720		5816854		3012779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24721		5816855		3012780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24722		5816856		3012781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24723		5816857		3012782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24724		5816858		3012783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24725		5816859		3012784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24726		5816860		3012785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24727		5816861		3012786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24728		5816862		3012787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24729		5816863		3012788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24730		5816864		3012789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24731		5816865		3012790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24732		5816866		3012791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24733		5816867		3012792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24734		5816868		3012793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24735		5816869		3012794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24736		5816870		3012795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24737		5816871		3012796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24738		5816872		3012797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24739		5816873		3012798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24740		5816874		3012799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24741		5816875		3012800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24742		5816876		3012801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24743		5816877		3012802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24744		5816878		3012803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24745		5816879		3012804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24746		5816880		3012805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24747		5816881		3012806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24748		5816882		3012807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24749		5816883		3012808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24750		5816884		3012809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24751		5816885		3012810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24752		5816886		3012811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24753		5816887		3012812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24754		5816888		3012813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24755		5816889		3012814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24756		5816890		3012815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24757		5816891		3012816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24758		5816892		3012817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24759		5816893		3012818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24760		5816894		3012819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24761		5816895		3012820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24762		5816896		3012821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24763		5816897		3012822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24764		5816898		3012823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24765		5816899		3012824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24766		5816900		3012825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24767		5816901		3012826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24768		5816902		3012827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24769		5816903		3012828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24770		5816904		3012829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24771		5816905		3012830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24772		5816906		3012831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24773		5816907		3012832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24774		5816908		3012833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24775		5816909		3012834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24776		5816910		3012835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24777		5816911		3012836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24778		5816912		3012837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24779		5816913		3012838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24780		5816914		3012839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24781		5816915		3012840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24782		5816916		3012841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24783		5816917		3012842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24784		5816918		3012843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24785		5816919		3012844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24786		5816920		3012845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24787		5816921		3012846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24788		5816922		3012847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24789		5816923		3012848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24790		5816924		3012849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24791		5816925		3012850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24792		5816926		3012851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24793		5816927		3012852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24794		5816928		3012853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24795		5816929		3012854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24796		5816930		3012855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24797		5816931		3012856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24798		5816932		3012857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24799		5816933		3012858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24800		5816934		3012859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24801		5816935		3012860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24802		5816936		3012861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24803		5816937		3012862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24804		5816938		3012863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24805		5816939		3012864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24806		5816940		3012865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24807		5816941		3012866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24808		5816942		3012867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24809		5816943		3012868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24810		5816944		3012869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24811		5816945		3012870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24812		5816946		3012871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24813		5816947		3012872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24814		5816948		3012873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24815		5816949		3012874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24816		5816950		3012875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24817		5816951		3012876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24818		5816952		3012877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24819		5816953		3012878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24820		5816954		3012879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24821		5816955		3012880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24822		5816956		3012881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24823		5816957		3012882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24824		5816958		3012883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24825		5816959		3012884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24826		5816960		3012885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24827		5816961		3012886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24828		5816962		3012887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24829		5816963		3012888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24830		5816964		3012889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24831		5816965		3012890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24832		5816966		3012891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24833		5816967		3012892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24834		5816968		3012893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24835		5816969		3012894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24836		5816970		3012895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24837		5816971		3012896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24838		5816972		3012897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24839		5816973		3012898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24840		5816974		3012899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24841		5816975		3012900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24842		5816976		3012901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24843		5816977		3012902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24844		5816978		3012903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24845		5816979		3012904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24846		5816980		3012905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24847		5816981		3012906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24848		5816982		3012907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24849		5816983		3012908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24850		5816984		3012909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24851		5816985		3012910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24852		5816986		3012911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24853		5816987		3012912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24854		5816988		3012913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24855		5816989		3012914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24856		5816990		3012915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24857		5816991		3012916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24858		5816992		3012917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24859		5816993		3012918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24860		5816994		3012919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24861		5816995		3012920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24862		5816996		3012921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24863		5816997		3012922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24864		5816998		3012923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24865		5816999		3012924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24866		5817000		3012925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24867		5817001		3012926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24868		5817002		3012927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24869		5817003		3012928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24870		5817004		3012929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24871		5817005		3012930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24872		5817006		3012931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24873		5817007		3012932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24874		5817008		3012933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24875		5817009		3012934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24876		5817010		3012935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24877		5817011		3012936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24878		5817012		3012937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24879		5817013		3012938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24880		5817014		3012939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24881		5817015		3012940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24882		5817016		3012941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24883		5817017		3012942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24884		5817018		3012943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24885		5817019		3012944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24886		5817020		3012945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24887		5817021		3012946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24888		5817022		3012947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24889		5817023		3012948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24890		5817024		3012949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24891		5817025		3012950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24892		5817026		3012951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24893		5817027		3012952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24894		5817028		3012953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24895		5817029		3012954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24896		5817030		3012955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24897		5817031		3012956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24898		5817032		3012957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24899		5817033		3012958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24900		5817034		3012959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24901		5817035		3012960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24902		5817036		3012961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24903		5817037		3012962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24904		5817038		3012963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24905		5817039		3012964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24906		5817040		3012965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24907		5817041		3012966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24908		5817042		3012967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24909		5817043		3012968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24910		5817044		3012969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24911		5817045		3012970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24912		5817046		3012971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24913		5817047		3012972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24914		5817048		3012973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24915		5817049		3012974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24916		5817050		3012975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24917		5817051		3012976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24918		5817052		3012977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24919		5817053		3012978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24920		5817054		3012979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24921		5817055		3012980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24922		5817056		3012981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24923		5817057		3012982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24924		5817058		3012983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24925		5817059		3012984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24926		5817060		3012985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24927		5817061		3012986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24928		5817062		3012987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24929		5817063		3012988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24930		5817064		3012989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24931		5817065		3012990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24932		5817066		3012991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24933		5817067		3012992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24934		5817068		3012993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24935		5817069		3012994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24936		5817070		3012995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24937		5817071		3012996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24938		5817072		3012997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24939		5817073		3012998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24940		5817074		3012999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24941		5817075		3013000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24942		5817076		3013001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24943		5817077		3013002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24944		5817078		3013003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24945		5817079		3013004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24946		5817080		3013005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24947		5817081		3013006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24948		5817082		3013007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24949		5817083		3013008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24950		5817084		3013009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24951		5817085		3013010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24952		5817086		3013011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24953		5817087		3013012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24954		5817088		3013013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24955		5817089		3013014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24956		5817090		3013015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24957		5817091		3013016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24958		5817092		3013017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24959		5817093		3013018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24960		5817094		3013019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24961		5817095		3013020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24962		5817096		3013021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24963		5817097		3013022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24964		5817098		3013023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24965		5817099		3013024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24966		5817100		3013025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24967		5817101		3013026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24968		5817102		3013027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24969		5817103		3013028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24970		5817104		3013029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24971		5817105		3013030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24972		5817106		3013031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24973		5817107		3013032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24974		5817108		3013033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24975		5817109		3013034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24976		5817110		3013035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24977		5817111		3013036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24978		5817112		3013037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24979		5817113		3013038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24980		5817114		3013039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24981		5817115		3013040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24982		5817116		3013041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24983		5817117		3013042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24984		5817118		3013043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24985		5817119		3013044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24986		5817120		3013045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24987		5817121		3013046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24988		5817122		3013047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24989		5817123		3013048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24990		5817124		3013049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24991		5817125		3013050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24992		5817126		3013051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24993		5817127		3013052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24994		5817128		3013053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24995		5817129		3013054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24996		5817130		3013055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24997		5817131		3013056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24998		5817132		3013057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24999		5817133		3013058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25000		5817134		3013059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25001		5817135		3013060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25002		5817136		3013061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25003		5817137		3013062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25004		5817138		3013063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25005		5817139		3013064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25006		5817140		3013065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25007		5817141		3013066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25008		5817142		3013067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25009		5817143		3013068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25010		5817144		3013069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25011		5817145		3013070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25012		5817146		3013071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25013		5817147		3013072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25014		5817148		3013073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25015		5817149		3013074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25016		5817150		3013075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25017		5817151		3013076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25018		5817152		3013077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25019		5817153		3013078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25020		5817154		3013079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25021		5817155		3013080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25022		5817156		3013081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25023		5817157		3013082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25024		5817158		3013083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25025		5817159		3013084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25026		5817160		3013085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25027		5817161		3013086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25028		5817162		3013087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25029		5817163		3013088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25030		5817164		3013089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25031		5817165		3013090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25032		5817166		3013091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25033		5817167		3013092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25034		5817168		3013093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25035		5817169		3013094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25036		5817170		3013095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25037		5817171		3013096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25038		5817172		3013097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25039		5817173		3013098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25040		5817174		3013099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25041		5817175		3013100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25042		5817176		3013101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25043		5817177		3013102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25044		5817178		3013103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25045		5817179		3013104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25046		5817180		3013105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25047		5817181		3013106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25048		5817182		3013107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25049		5817183		3013108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25050		5817184		3013109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25051		5817185		3013110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25052		5817186		3013111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25053		5817187		3013112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25054		5817188		3013113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25055		5817189		3013114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25056		5817190		3013115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25057		5817191		3013116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25058		5817192		3013117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25059		5817193		3013118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25060		5817194		3013119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25061		5817195		3013120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25062		5817196		3013121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25063		5817197		3013122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25064		5817198		3013123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25065		5817199		3013124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25066		5817200		3013125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25067		5817201		3013126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25068		5817202		3013127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25069		5817203		3013128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25070		5817204		3013129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25071		5817205		3013130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25072		5817206		3013131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25073		5817207		3013132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25074		5817208		3013133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25075		5817209		3013134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25076		5817210		3013135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25077		5817211		3013136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25078		5817212		3013137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25079		5817213		3013138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25080		5817214		3013139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25081		5817215		3013140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25082		5817216		3013141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25083		5817217		3013142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25084		5817218		3013143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25085		5817219		3013144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25086		5817220		3013145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25087		5817221		3013146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25088		5817222		3013147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25089		5817223		3013148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25090		5817224		3013149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25091		5817225		3013150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25092		5817226		3013151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25093		5817227		3013152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25094		5817228		3013153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25095		5817229		3013154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25096		5817230		3013155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25097		5817231		3013156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25098		5817232		3013157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25099		5817233		3013158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25100		5817234		3013159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25101		5817235		3013160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25102		5817236		3013161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25103		5817237		3013162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25104		5817238		3013163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25105		5817239		3013164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25106		5817240		3013165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25107		5817241		3013166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25108		5817242		3013167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25109		5817243		3013168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25110		5817244		3013169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25111		5817245		3013170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25112		5817246		3013171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25113		5817247		3013172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25114		5817248		3013173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25115		5817249		3013174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25116		5817250		3013175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25117		5817251		3013176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25118		5817252		3013177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25119		5817253		3013178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25120		5817254		3013179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25121		5817255		3013180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25122		5817256		3013181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25123		5817257		3013182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25124		5817258		3013183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25125		5817259		3013184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25126		5817260		3013185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25127		5817261		3013186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25128		5817262		3013187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25129		5817263		3013188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25130		5817264		3013189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25131		5817265		3013190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25132		5817266		3013191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25133		5817267		3013192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25134		5817268		3013193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25135		5817269		3013194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25136		5817270		3013195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25137		5817271		3013196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25138		5817272		3013197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25139		5817273		3013198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25140		5817274		3013199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25141		5817275		3013200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25142		5817276		3013201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25143		5817277		3013202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25144		5817278		3013203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25145		5817279		3013204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25146		5817280		3013205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25147		5817281		3013206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25148		5817282		3013207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25149		5817283		3013208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25150		5817284		3013209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25151		5817285		3013210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25152		5817286		3013211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25153		5817287		3013212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25154		5817288		3013213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25155		5817289		3013214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25156		5817290		3013215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25157		5817291		3013216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25158		5817292		3013217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25159		5817293		3013218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25160		5817294		3013219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25161		5817295		3013220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25162		5817296		3013221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25163		5817297		3013222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25164		5817298		3013223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25165		5817299		3013224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25166		5817300		3013225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25167		5817301		3013226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25168		5817302		3013227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25169		5817303		3013228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25170		5817304		3013229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25171		5817305		3013230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25172		5817306		3013231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25173		5817307		3013232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25174		5817308		3013233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25175		5817309		3013234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25176		5817310		3013235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25177		5817311		3013236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25178		5817312		3013237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25179		5817313		3013238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25180		5817314		3013239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25181		5817315		3013240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25182		5817316		3013241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25183		5817317		3013242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25184		5817318		3013243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25185		5817319		3013244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25186		5817320		3013245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25187		5817321		3013246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25188		5817322		3013247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25189		5817323		3013248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25190		5817324		3013249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25191		5817325		3013250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25192		5817326		3013251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25193		5817327		3013252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25194		5817328		3013253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25195		5817329		3013254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25196		5817330		3013255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25197		5817331		3013256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25198		5817332		3013257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25199		5817333		3013258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25200		5817334		3013259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25201		5817335		3013260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25202		5817336		3013261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25203		5817337		3013262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25204		5817338		3013263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25205		5817339		3013264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25206		5817340		3013265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25207		5817341		3013266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25208		5817342		3013267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25209		5817343		3013268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25210		5817344		3013269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25211		5817345		3013270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25212		5817346		3013271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25213		5817347		3013272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25214		5817348		3013273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25215		5817349		3013274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25216		5817350		3013275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25217		5817351		3013276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25218		5817352		3013277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25219		5817353		3013278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25220		5817354		3013279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25221		5817355		3013280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25222		5817356		3013281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25223		5817357		3013282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25224		5817358		3013283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25225		5817359		3013284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25226		5817360		3013285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25227		5817361		3013286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25228		5817362		3013287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25229		5817363		3013288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25230		5817364		3013289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25231		5817365		3013290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25232		5817366		3013291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25233		5817367		3013292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25234		5817368		3013293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25235		5817369		3013294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25236		5817370		3013295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25237		5817371		3013296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25238		5817372		3013297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25239		5817373		3013298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25240		5817374		3013299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25241		5817375		3013300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25242		5817376		3013301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25243		5817377		3013302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25244		5817378		3013303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25245		5817379		3013304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25246		5817380		3013305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25247		5817381		3013306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25248		5817382		3013307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25249		5817383		3013308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25250		5817384		3013309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25251		5817385		3013310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25252		5817386		3013311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25253		5817387		3013312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25254		5817388		3013313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25255		5817389		3013314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25256		5817390		3013315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25257		5817391		3013316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25258		5817392		3013317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25259		5817393		3013318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25260		5817394		3013319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25261		5817395		3013320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25262		5817396		3013321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25263		5817397		3013322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25264		5817398		3013323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25265		5817399		3013324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25266		5817400		3013325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25267		5817401		3013326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25268		5817402		3013327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25269		5817403		3013328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25270		5817404		3013329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25271		5817405		3013330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25272		5817406		3013331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25273		5817407		3013332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25274		5817408		3013333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25275		5817409		3013334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25276		5817410		3013335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25277		5817411		3013336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25278		5817412		3013337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25279		5817413		3013338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25280		5817414		3013339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25281		5817415		3013340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25282		5817416		3013341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25283		5817417		3013342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25284		5817418		3013343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25285		5817419		3013344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25286		5817420		3013345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25287		5817421		3013346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25288		5817422		3013347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25289		5817423		3013348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25290		5817424		3013349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25291		5817425		3013350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25292		5817426		3013351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25293		5817427		3013352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25294		5817428		3013353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25295		5817429		3013354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25296		5817430		3013355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25297		5817431		3013356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25298		5817432		3013357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25299		5817433		3013358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25300		5817434		3013359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25301		5817435		3013360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25302		5817436		3013361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25303		5817437		3013362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25304		5817438		3013363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25305		5817439		3013364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25306		5817440		3013365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25307		5817441		3013366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25308		5817442		3013367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25309		5817443		3013368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25310		5817444		3013369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25311		5817445		3013370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25312		5817446		3013371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25313		5817447		3013372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25314		5817448		3013373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25315		5817449		3013374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25316		5817450		3013375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25317		5817451		3013376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25318		5817452		3013377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25319		5817453		3013378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25320		5817454		3013379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25321		5817455		3013380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25322		5817456		3013381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25323		5817457		3013382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25324		5817458		3013383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25325		5817459		3013384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25326		5817460		3013385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25327		5817461		3013386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25328		5817462		3013387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25329		5817463		3013388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25330		5817464		3013389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25331		5817465		3013390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25332		5817466		3013391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25333		5817467		3013392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25334		5817468		3013393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25335		5817469		3013394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25336		5817470		3013395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25337		5817471		3013396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25338		5817472		3013397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25339		5817473		3013398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25340		5817474		3013399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25341		5817475		3013400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25342		5817476		3013401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25343		5817477		3013402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25344		5817478		3013403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25345		5817479		3013404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25346		5817480		3013405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25347		5817481		3013406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25348		5817482		3013407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25349		5817483		3013408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25350		5817484		3013409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25351		5817485		3013410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25352		5817486		3013411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25353		5817487		3013412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25354		5817488		3013413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25355		5817489		3013414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25356		5817490		3013415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25357		5817491		3013416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25358		5817492		3013417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25359		5817493		3013418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25360		5817494		3013419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25361		5817495		3013420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25362		5817496		3013421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25363		5817497		3013422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25364		5817498		3013423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25365		5817499		3013424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25366		5817500		3013425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25367		5817501		3013426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25368		5817502		3013427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25369		5817503		3013428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25370		5817504		3013429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25371		5817505		3013430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25372		5817506		3013431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25373		5817507		3013432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25374		5817508		3013433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25375		5817509		3013434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25376		5817510		3013435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25377		5817511		3013436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25378		5817512		3013437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25379		5817513		3013438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25380		5817514		3013439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25381		5817515		3013440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25382		5817516		3013441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25383		5817517		3013442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25384		5817518		3013443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25385		5817519		3013444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25386		5817520		3013445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25387		5817521		3013446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25388		5817522		3013447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25389		5817523		3013448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25390		5817524		3013449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25391		5817525		3013450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25392		5817526		3013451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25393		5817527		3013452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25394		5817528		3013453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25395		5817529		3013454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25396		5817530		3013455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25397		5817531		3013456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25398		5817532		3013457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25399		5817533		3013458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25400		5817534		3013459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25401		5817535		3013460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25402		5817536		3013461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25403		5817537		3013462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25404		5817538		3013463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25405		5817539		3013464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25406		5817540		3013465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25407		5817541		3013466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25408		5817542		3013467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25409		5817543		3013468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25410		5817544		3013469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25411		5817545		3013470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25412		5817546		3013471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25413		5817547		3013472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25414		5817548		3013473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25415		5817549		3013474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25416		5817550		3013475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25417		5817551		3013476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25418		5817552		3013477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25419		5817553		3013478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25420		5817554		3013479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25421		5817555		3013480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25422		5817556		3013481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25423		5817557		3013482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25424		5817558		3013483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25425		5817559		3013484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25426		5817560		3013485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25427		5817561		3013486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25428		5817562		3013487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25429		5817563		3013488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25430		5817564		3013489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25431		5817565		3013490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25432		5817566		3013491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25433		5817567		3013492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25434		5817568		3013493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25435		5817569		3013494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25436		5817570		3013495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25437		5817571		3013496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25438		5817572		3013497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25439		5817573		3013498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25440		5817574		3013499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25441		5817575		3013500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25442		5817576		3013501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25443		5817577		3013502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25444		5817578		3013503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25445		5817579		3013504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25446		5817580		3013505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25447		5817581		3013506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25448		5817582		3013507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25449		5817583		3013508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25450		5817584		3013509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25451		5817585		3013510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25452		5817586		3013511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25453		5817587		3013512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25454		5817588		3013513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25455		5817589		3013514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25456		5817590		3013515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25457		5817591		3013516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25458		5817592		3013517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25459		5817593		3013518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25460		5817594		3013519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25461		5817595		3013520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25462		5817596		3013521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25463		5817597		3013522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25464		5817598		3013523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25465		5817599		3013524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25466		5817600		3013525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25467		5817601		3013526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25468		5817602		3013527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25469		5817603		3013528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25470		5817604		3013529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25471		5817605		3013530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25472		5817606		3013531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25473		5817607		3013532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25474		5817608		3013533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25475		5817609		3013534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25476		5817610		3013535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25477		5817611		3013536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25478		5817612		3013537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25479		5817613		3013538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25480		5817614		3013539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25481		5817615		3013540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25482		5817616		3013541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25483		5817617		3013542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25484		5817618		3013543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25485		5817619		3013544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25486		5817620		3013545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25487		5817621		3013546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25488		5817622		3013547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25489		5817623		3013548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25490		5817624		3013549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25491		5817625		3013550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25492		5817626		3013551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25493		5817627		3013552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25494		5817628		3013553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25495		5817629		3013554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25496		5817630		3013555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25497		5817631		3013556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25498		5817632		3013557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25499		5817633		3013558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25500		5817634		3013559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25501		5817635		3013560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25502		5817636		3013561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25503		5817637		3013562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25504		5817638		3013563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25505		5817639		3013564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25506		5817640		3013565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25507		5817641		3013566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25508		5817642		3013567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25509		5817643		3013568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25510		5817644		3013569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25511		5817645		3013570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25512		5817646		3013571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25513		5817647		3013572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25514		5817648		3013573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25515		5817649		3013574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25516		5817650		3013575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25517		5817651		3013576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25518		5817652		3013577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25519		5817653		3013578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25520		5817654		3013579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25521		5817655		3013580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25522		5817656		3013581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25523		5817657		3013582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25524		5817658		3013583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25525		5817659		3013584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25526		5817660		3013585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25527		5817661		3013586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25528		5817662		3013587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25529		5817663		3013588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25530		5817664		3013589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25531		5817665		3013590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25532		5817666		3013591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25533		5817667		3013592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25534		5817668		3013593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25535		5817669		3013594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25536		5817670		3013595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25537		5817671		3013596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25538		5817672		3013597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25539		5817673		3013598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25540		5817674		3013599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25541		5817675		3013600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25542		5817676		3013601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25543		5817677		3013602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25544		5817678		3013603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25545		5817679		3013604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25546		5817680		3013605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25547		5817681		3013606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25548		5817682		3013607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25549		5817683		3013608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25550		5817684		3013609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25551		5817685		3013610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25552		5817686		3013611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25553		5817687		3013612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25554		5817688		3013613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25555		5817689		3013614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25556		5817690		3013615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25557		5817691		3013616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25558		5817692		3013617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25559		5817693		3013618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25560		5817694		3013619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25561		5817695		3013620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25562		5817696		3013621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25563		5817697		3013622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25564		5817698		3013623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25565		5817699		3013624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25566		5817700		3013625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25567		5817701		3013626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25568		5817702		3013627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25569		5817703		3013628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25570		5817704		3013629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25571		5817705		3013630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25572		5817706		3013631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25573		5817707		3013632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25574		5817708		3013633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25575		5817709		3013634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25576		5817710		3013635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25577		5817711		3013636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25578		5817712		3013637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25579		5817713		3013638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25580		5817714		3013639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25581		5817715		3013640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25582		5817716		3013641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25583		5817717		3013642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25584		5817718		3013643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25585		5817719		3013644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25586		5817720		3013645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25587		5817721		3013646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25588		5817722		3013647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25589		5817723		3013648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25590		5817724		3013649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25591		5817725		3013650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25592		5817726		3013651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25593		5817727		3013652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25594		5817728		3013653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25595		5817729		3013654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25596		5817730		3013655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25597		5817731		3013656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25598		5817732		3013657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25599		5817733		3013658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25600		5817734		3013659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25601		5817735		3013660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25602		5817736		3013661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25603		5817737		3013662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25604		5817738		3013663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25605		5817739		3013664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25606		5817740		3013665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25607		5817741		3013666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25608		5817742		3013667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25609		5817743		3013668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25610		5817744		3013669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25611		5817745		3013670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25612		5817746		3013671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25613		5817747		3013672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25614		5817748		3013673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25615		5817749		3013674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25616		5817750		3013675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25617		5817751		3013676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25618		5817752		3013677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25619		5817753		3013678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25620		5817754		3013679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25621		5817755		3013680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25622		5817756		3013681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25623		5817757		3013682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25624		5817758		3013683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25625		5817759		3013684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25626		5817760		3013685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25627		5817761		3013686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25628		5817762		3013687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25629		5817763		3013688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25630		5817764		3013689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25631		5817765		3013690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25632		5817766		3013691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25633		5817767		3013692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25634		5817768		3013693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25635		5817769		3013694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25636		5817770		3013695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25637		5817771		3013696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25638		5817772		3013697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25639		5817773		3013698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25640		5817774		3013699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25641		5817775		3013700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25642		5817776		3013701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25643		5817777		3013702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25644		5817778		3013703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25645		5817779		3013704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25646		5817780		3013705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25647		5817781		3013706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25648		5817782		3013707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25649		5817783		3013708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25650		5817784		3013709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25651		5817785		3013710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25652		5817786		3013711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25653		5817787		3013712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25654		5817788		3013713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25655		5817789		3013714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25656		5817790		3013715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25657		5817791		3013716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25658		5817792		3013717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25659		5817793		3013718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25660		5817794		3013719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25661		5817795		3013720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25662		5817796		3013721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25663		5817797		3013722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25664		5817798		3013723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25665		5817799		3013724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25666		5817800		3013725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25667		5817801		3013726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25668		5817802		3013727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25669		5817803		3013728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25670		5817804		3013729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25671		5817805		3013730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25672		5817806		3013731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25673		5817807		3013732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25674		5817808		3013733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25675		5817809		3013734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25676		5817810		3013735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25677		5817811		3013736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25678		5817812		3013737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25679		5817813		3013738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25680		5817814		3013739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25681		5817815		3013740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25682		5817816		3013741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25683		5817817		3013742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25684		5817818		3013743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25685		5817819		3013744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25686		5817820		3013745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25687		5817821		3013746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25688		5817822		3013747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25689		5817823		3013748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25690		5817824		3013749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25691		5817825		3013750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25692		5817826		3013751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25693		5817827		3013752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25694		5817828		3013753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25695		5817829		3013754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25696		5817830		3013755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25697		5817831		3013756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25698		5817832		3013757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25699		5817833		3013758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25700		5817834		3013759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25701		5817835		3013760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25702		5817836		3013761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25703		5817837		3013762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25704		5817838		3013763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25705		5817839		3013764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25706		5817840		3013765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25707		5817841		3013766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25708		5817842		3013767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25709		5817843		3013768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25710		5817844		3013769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25711		5817845		3013770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25712		5817846		3013771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25713		5817847		3013772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25714		5817848		3013773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25715		5817849		3013774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25716		5817850		3013775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25717		5817851		3013776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25718		5817852		3013777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25719		5817853		3013778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25720		5817854		3013779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25721		5817855		3013780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25722		5817856		3013781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25723		5817857		3013782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25724		5817858		3013783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25725		5817859		3013784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25726		5817860		3013785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25727		5817861		3013786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25728		5817862		3013787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25729		5817863		3013788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25730		5817864		3013789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25731		5817865		3013790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25732		5817866		3013791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25733		5817867		3013792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25734		5817868		3013793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25735		5817869		3013794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25736		5817870		3013795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25737		5817871		3013796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25738		5817872		3013797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25739		5817873		3013798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25740		5817874		3013799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25741		5817875		3013800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25742		5817876		3013801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25743		5817877		3013802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25744		5817878		3013803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25745		5817879		3013804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25746		5817880		3013805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25747		5817881		3013806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25748		5817882		3013807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25749		5817883		3013808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25750		5817884		3013809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25751		5817885		3013810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25752		5817886		3013811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25753		5817887		3013812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25754		5817888		3013813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25755		5817889		3013814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25756		5817890		3013815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25757		5817891		3013816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25758		5817892		3013817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25759		5817893		3013818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25760		5817894		3013819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25761		5817895		3013820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25762		5817896		3013821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25763		5817897		3013822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25764		5817898		3013823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25765		5817899		3013824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25766		5817900		3013825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25767		5817901		3013826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25768		5817902		3013827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25769		5817903		3013828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25770		5817904		3013829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25771		5817905		3013830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25772		5817906		3013831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25773		5817907		3013832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25774		5817908		3013833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25775		5817909		3013834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25776		5817910		3013835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25777		5817911		3013836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25778		5817912		3013837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25779		5817913		3013838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25780		5817914		3013839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25781		5817915		3013840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25782		5817916		3013841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25783		5817917		3013842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25784		5817918		3013843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25785		5817919		3013844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25786		5817920		3013845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25787		5817921		3013846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25788		5817922		3013847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25789		5817923		3013848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25790		5817924		3013849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25791		5817925		3013850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25792		5817926		3013851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25793		5817927		3013852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25794		5817928		3013853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25795		5817929		3013854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25796		5817930		3013855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25797		5817931		3013856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25798		5817932		3013857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25799		5817933		3013858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25800		5817934		3013859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25801		5817935		3013860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25802		5817936		3013861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25803		5817937		3013862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25804		5817938		3013863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25805		5817939		3013864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25806		5817940		3013865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25807		5817941		3013866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25808		5817942		3013867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25809		5817943		3013868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25810		5817944		3013869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25811		5817945		3013870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25812		5817946		3013871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25813		5817947		3013872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25814		5817948		3013873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25815		5817949		3013874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25816		5817950		3013875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25817		5817951		3013876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25818		5817952		3013877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25819		5817953		3013878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25820		5817954		3013879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25821		5817955		3013880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25822		5817956		3013881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25823		5817957		3013882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25824		5817958		3013883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25825		5817959		3013884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25826		5817960		3013885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25827		5817961		3013886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25828		5817962		3013887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25829		5817963		3013888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25830		5817964		3013889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25831		5817965		3013890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25832		5817966		3013891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25833		5817967		3013892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25834		5817968		3013893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25835		5817969		3013894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25836		5817970		3013895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25837		5817971		3013896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25838		5817972		3013897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25839		5817973		3013898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25840		5817974		3013899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25841		5817975		3013900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25842		5817976		3013901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25843		5817977		3013902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25844		5817978		3013903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25845		5817979		3013904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25846		5817980		3013905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25847		5817981		3013906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25848		5817982		3013907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25849		5817983		3013908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25850		5817984		3013909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25851		5817985		3013910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25852		5817986		3013911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25853		5817987		3013912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25854		5817988		3013913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25855		5817989		3013914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25856		5817990		3013915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25857		5817991		3013916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25858		5817992		3013917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25859		5817993		3013918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25860		5817994		3013919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25861		5817995		3013920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25862		5817996		3013921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25863		5817997		3013922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25864		5817998		3013923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25865		5817999		3013924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25866		5818000		3013925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25867		5818001		3013926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25868		5818002		3013927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25869		5818003		3013928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25870		5818004		3013929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25871		5818005		3013930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25872		5818006		3013931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25873		5818007		3013932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25874		5818008		3013933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25875		5818009		3013934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25876		5818010		3013935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25877		5818011		3013936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25878		5818012		3013937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25879		5818013		3013938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25880		5818014		3013939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25881		5818015		3013940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25882		5818016		3013941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25883		5818017		3013942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25884		5818018		3013943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25885		5818019		3013944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25886		5818020		3013945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25887		5818021		3013946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25888		5818022		3013947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25889		5818023		3013948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25890		5818024		3013949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25891		5818025		3013950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25892		5818026		3013951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25893		5818027		3013952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25894		5818028		3013953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25895		5818029		3013954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25896		5818030		3013955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25897		5818031		3013956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25898		5818032		3013957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25899		5818033		3013958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25900		5818034		3013959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25901		5818035		3013960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25902		5818036		3013961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25903		5818037		3013962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25904		5818038		3013963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25905		5818039		3013964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25906		5818040		3013965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25907		5818041		3013966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25908		5818042		3013967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25909		5818043		3013968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25910		5818044		3013969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25911		5818045		3013970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25912		5818046		3013971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25913		5818047		3013972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25914		5818048		3013973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25915		5818049		3013974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25916		5818050		3013975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25917		5818051		3013976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25918		5818052		3013977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25919		5818053		3013978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25920		5818054		3013979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25921		5818055		3013980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25922		5818056		3013981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25923		5818057		3013982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25924		5818058		3013983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25925		5818059		3013984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25926		5818060		3013985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25927		5818061		3013986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25928		5818062		3013987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25929		5818063		3013988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25930		5818064		3013989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25931		5818065		3013990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25932		5818066		3013991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25933		5818067		3013992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25934		5818068		3013993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25935		5818069		3013994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25936		5818070		3013995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25937		5818071		3013996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25938		5818072		3013997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25939		5818073		3013998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25940		5818074		3013999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25941		5818075		3014000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25942		5818076		3014001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25943		5818077		3014002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25944		5818078		3014003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25945		5818079		3014004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25946		5818080		3014005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25947		5818081		3014006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25948		5818082		3014007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25949		5818083		3014008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25950		5818084		3014009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25951		5818085		3014010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25952		5818086		3014011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25953		5818087		3014012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25954		5818088		3014013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25955		5818089		3014014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25956		5818090		3014015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25957		5818091		3014016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25958		5818092		3014017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25959		5818093		3014018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25960		5818094		3014019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25961		5818095		3014020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25962		5818096		3014021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25963		5818097		3014022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25964		5818098		3014023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25965		5818099		3014024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25966		5818100		3014025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25967		5818101		3014026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25968		5818102		3014027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25969		5818103		3014028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25970		5818104		3014029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25971		5818105		3014030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25972		5818106		3014031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25973		5818107		3014032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25974		5818108		3014033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25975		5818109		3014034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25976		5818110		3014035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25977		5818111		3014036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25978		5818112		3014037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25979		5818113		3014038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25980		5818114		3014039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25981		5818115		3014040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25982		5818116		3014041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25983		5818117		3014042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25984		5818118		3014043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25985		5818119		3014044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25986		5818120		3014045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25987		5818121		3014046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25988		5818122		3014047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25989		5818123		3014048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25990		5818124		3014049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25991		5818125		3014050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25992		5818126		3014051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25993		5818127		3014052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25994		5818128		3014053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25995		5818129		3014054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25996		5818130		3014055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25997		5818131		3014056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25998		5818132		3014057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25999		5818133		3014058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26000		5818134		3014059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26001		5818135		3014060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26002		5818136		3014061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26003		5818137		3014062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26004		5818138		3014063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26005		5818139		3014064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26006		5818140		3014065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26007		5818141		3014066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26008		5818142		3014067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26009		5818143		3014068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26010		5818144		3014069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26011		5818145		3014070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26012		5818146		3014071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26013		5818147		3014072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26014		5818148		3014073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26015		5818149		3014074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26016		5818150		3014075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26017		5818151		3014076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26018		5818152		3014077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26019		5818153		3014078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26020		5818154		3014079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26021		5818155		3014080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26022		5818156		3014081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26023		5818157		3014082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26024		5818158		3014083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26025		5818159		3014084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26026		5818160		3014085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26027		5818161		3014086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26028		5818162		3014087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26029		5818163		3014088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26030		5818164		3014089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26031		5818165		3014090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26032		5818166		3014091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26033		5818167		3014092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26034		5818168		3014093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26035		5818169		3014094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26036		5818170		3014095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26037		5818171		3014096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26038		5818172		3014097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26039		5818173		3014098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26040		5818174		3014099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26041		5818175		3014100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26042		5818176		3014101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26043		5818177		3014102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26044		5818178		3014103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26045		5818179		3014104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26046		5818180		3014105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26047		5818181		3014106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26048		5818182		3014107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26049		5818183		3014108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26050		5818184		3014109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26051		5818185		3014110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26052		5818186		3014111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26053		5818187		3014112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26054		5818188		3014113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26055		5818189		3014114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26056		5818190		3014115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26057		5818191		3014116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26058		5818192		3014117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26059		5818193		3014118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26060		5818194		3014119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26061		5818195		3014120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26062		5818196		3014121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26063		5818197		3014122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26064		5818198		3014123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26065		5818199		3014124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26066		5818200		3014125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26067		5818201		3014126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26068		5818202		3014127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26069		5818203		3014128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26070		5818204		3014129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26071		5818205		3014130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26072		5818206		3014131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26073		5818207		3014132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26074		5818208		3014133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26075		5818209		3014134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26076		5818210		3014135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26077		5818211		3014136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26078		5818212		3014137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26079		5818213		3014138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26080		5818214		3014139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26081		5818215		3014140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26082		5818216		3014141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26083		5818217		3014142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26084		5818218		3014143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26085		5818219		3014144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26086		5818220		3014145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26087		5818221		3014146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26088		5818222		3014147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26089		5818223		3014148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26090		5818224		3014149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26091		5818225		3014150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26092		5818226		3014151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26093		5818227		3014152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26094		5818228		3014153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26095		5818229		3014154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26096		5818230		3014155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26097		5818231		3014156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26098		5818232		3014157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26099		5818233		3014158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26100		5818234		3014159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26101		5818235		3014160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26102		5818236		3014161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26103		5818237		3014162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26104		5818238		3014163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26105		5818239		3014164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26106		5818240		3014165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26107		5818241		3014166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26108		5818242		3014167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26109		5818243		3014168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26110		5818244		3014169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26111		5818245		3014170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26112		5818246		3014171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26113		5818247		3014172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26114		5818248		3014173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26115		5818249		3014174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26116		5818250		3014175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26117		5818251		3014176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26118		5818252		3014177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26119		5818253		3014178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26120		5818254		3014179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26121		5818255		3014180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26122		5818256		3014181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26123		5818257		3014182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26124		5818258		3014183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26125		5818259		3014184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26126		5818260		3014185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26127		5818261		3014186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26128		5818262		3014187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26129		5818263		3014188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26130		5818264		3014189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26131		5818265		3014190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26132		5818266		3014191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26133		5818267		3014192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26134		5818268		3014193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26135		5818269		3014194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26136		5818270		3014195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26137		5818271		3014196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26138		5818272		3014197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26139		5818273		3014198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26140		5818274		3014199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26141		5818275		3014200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26142		5818276		3014201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26143		5818277		3014202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26144		5818278		3014203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26145		5818279		3014204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26146		5818280		3014205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26147		5818281		3014206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26148		5818282		3014207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26149		5818283		3014208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26150		5818284		3014209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26151		5818285		3014210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26152		5818286		3014211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26153		5818287		3014212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26154		5818288		3014213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26155		5818289		3014214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26156		5818290		3014215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26157		5818291		3014216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26158		5818292		3014217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26159		5818293		3014218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26160		5818294		3014219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26161		5818295		3014220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26162		5818296		3014221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26163		5818297		3014222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26164		5818298		3014223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26165		5818299		3014224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26166		5818300		3014225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26167		5818301		3014226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26168		5818302		3014227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26169		5818303		3014228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26170		5818304		3014229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26171		5818305		3014230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26172		5818306		3014231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26173		5818307		3014232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26174		5818308		3014233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26175		5818309		3014234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26176		5818310		3014235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26177		5818311		3014236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26178		5818312		3014237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26179		5818313		3014238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26180		5818314		3014239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26181		5818315		3014240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26182		5818316		3014241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26183		5818317		3014242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26184		5818318		3014243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26185		5818319		3014244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26186		5818320		3014245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26187		5818321		3014246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26188		5818322		3014247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26189		5818323		3014248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26190		5818324		3014249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26191		5818325		3014250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26192		5818326		3014251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26193		5818327		3014252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26194		5818328		3014253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26195		5818329		3014254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26196		5818330		3014255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26197		5818331		3014256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26198		5818332		3014257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26199		5818333		3014258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26200		5818334		3014259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26201		5818335		3014260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26202		5818336		3014261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26203		5818337		3014262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26204		5818338		3014263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26205		5818339		3014264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26206		5818340		3014265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26207		5818341		3014266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26208		5818342		3014267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26209		5818343		3014268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26210		5818344		3014269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26211		5818345		3014270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26212		5818346		3014271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26213		5818347		3014272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26214		5818348		3014273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26215		5818349		3014274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26216		5818350		3014275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26217		5818351		3014276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26218		5818352		3014277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26219		5818353		3014278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26220		5818354		3014279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26221		5818355		3014280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26222		5818356		3014281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26223		5818357		3014282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26224		5818358		3014283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26225		5818359		3014284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26226		5818360		3014285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26227		5818361		3014286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26228		5818362		3014287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26229		5818363		3014288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26230		5818364		3014289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26231		5818365		3014290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26232		5818366		3014291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26233		5818367		3014292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26234		5818368		3014293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26235		5818369		3014294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26236		5818370		3014295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26237		5818371		3014296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26238		5818372		3014297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26239		5818373		3014298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26240		5818374		3014299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26241		5818375		3014300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26242		5818376		3014301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26243		5818377		3014302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26244		5818378		3014303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26245		5818379		3014304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26246		5818380		3014305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26247		5818381		3014306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26248		5818382		3014307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26249		5818383		3014308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26250		5818384		3014309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26251		5818385		3014310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26252		5818386		3014311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26253		5818387		3014312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26254		5818388		3014313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26255		5818389		3014314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26256		5818390		3014315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26257		5818391		3014316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26258		5818392		3014317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26259		5818393		3014318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26260		5818394		3014319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26261		5818395		3014320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26262		5818396		3014321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26263		5818397		3014322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26264		5818398		3014323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26265		5818399		3014324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26266		5818400		3014325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26267		5818401		3014326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26268		5818402		3014327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26269		5818403		3014328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26270		5818404		3014329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26271		5818405		3014330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26272		5818406		3014331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26273		5818407		3014332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26274		5818408		3014333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26275		5818409		3014334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26276		5818410		3014335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26277		5818411		3014336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26278		5818412		3014337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26279		5818413		3014338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26280		5818414		3014339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26281		5818415		3014340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26282		5818416		3014341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26283		5818417		3014342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26284		5818418		3014343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26285		5818419		3014344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26286		5818420		3014345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26287		5818421		3014346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26288		5818422		3014347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26289		5818423		3014348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26290		5818424		3014349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26291		5818425		3014350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26292		5818426		3014351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26293		5818427		3014352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26294		5818428		3014353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26295		5818429		3014354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26296		5818430		3014355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26297		5818431		3014356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26298		5818432		3014357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26299		5818433		3014358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26300		5818434		3014359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26301		5818435		3014360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26302		5818436		3014361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26303		5818437		3014362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26304		5818438		3014363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26305		5818439		3014364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26306		5818440		3014365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26307		5818441		3014366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26308		5818442		3014367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26309		5818443		3014368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26310		5818444		3014369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26311		5818445		3014370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26312		5818446		3014371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26313		5818447		3014372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26314		5818448		3014373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26315		5818449		3014374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26316		5818450		3014375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26317		5818451		3014376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26318		5818452		3014377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26319		5818453		3014378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26320		5818454		3014379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26321		5818455		3014380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26322		5818456		3014381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26323		5818457		3014382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26324		5818458		3014383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26325		5818459		3014384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26326		5818460		3014385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26327		5818461		3014386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26328		5818462		3014387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26329		5818463		3014388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26330		5818464		3014389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26331		5818465		3014390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26332		5818466		3014391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26333		5818467		3014392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26334		5818468		3014393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26335		5818469		3014394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26336		5818470		3014395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26337		5818471		3014396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26338		5818472		3014397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26339		5818473		3014398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26340		5818474		3014399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26341		5818475		3014400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26342		5818476		3014401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26343		5818477		3014402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26344		5818478		3014403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26345		5818479		3014404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26346		5818480		3014405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26347		5818481		3014406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26348		5818482		3014407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26349		5818483		3014408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26350		5818484		3014409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26351		5818485		3014410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26352		5818486		3014411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26353		5818487		3014412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26354		5818488		3014413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26355		5818489		3014414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26356		5818490		3014415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26357		5818491		3014416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26358		5818492		3014417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26359		5818493		3014418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26360		5818494		3014419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26361		5818495		3014420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26362		5818496		3014421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26363		5818497		3014422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26364		5818498		3014423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26365		5818499		3014424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26366		5818500		3014425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26367		5818501		3014426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26368		5818502		3014427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26369		5818503		3014428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26370		5818504		3014429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26371		5818505		3014430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26372		5818506		3014431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26373		5818507		3014432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26374		5818508		3014433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26375		5818509		3014434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26376		5818510		3014435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26377		5818511		3014436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26378		5818512		3014437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26379		5818513		3014438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26380		5818514		3014439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26381		5818515		3014440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26382		5818516		3014441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26383		5818517		3014442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26384		5818518		3014443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26385		5818519		3014444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26386		5818520		3014445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26387		5818521		3014446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26388		5818522		3014447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26389		5818523		3014448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26390		5818524		3014449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26391		5818525		3014450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26392		5818526		3014451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26393		5818527		3014452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26394		5818528		3014453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26395		5818529		3014454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26396		5818530		3014455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26397		5818531		3014456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26398		5818532		3014457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26399		5818533		3014458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26400		5818534		3014459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26401		5818535		3014460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26402		5818536		3014461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26403		5818537		3014462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26404		5818538		3014463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26405		5818539		3014464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26406		5818540		3014465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26407		5818541		3014466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26408		5818542		3014467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26409		5818543		3014468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26410		5818544		3014469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26411		5818545		3014470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26412		5818546		3014471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26413		5818547		3014472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26414		5818548		3014473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26415		5818549		3014474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26416		5818550		3014475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26417		5818551		3014476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26418		5818552		3014477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26419		5818553		3014478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26420		5818554		3014479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26421		5818555		3014480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26422		5818556		3014481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26423		5818557		3014482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26424		5818558		3014483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26425		5818559		3014484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26426		5818560		3014485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26427		5818561		3014486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26428		5818562		3014487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26429		5818563		3014488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26430		5818564		3014489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26431		5818565		3014490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26432		5818566		3014491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26433		5818567		3014492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26434		5818568		3014493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26435		5818569		3014494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26436		5818570		3014495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26437		5818571		3014496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26438		5818572		3014497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26439		5818573		3014498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26440		5818574		3014499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26441		5818575		3014500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26442		5818576		3014501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26443		5818577		3014502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26444		5818578		3014503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26445		5818579		3014504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26446		5818580		3014505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26447		5818581		3014506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26448		5818582		3014507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26449		5818583		3014508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26450		5818584		3014509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26451		5818585		3014510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26452		5818586		3014511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26453		5818587		3014512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26454		5818588		3014513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26455		5818589		3014514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26456		5818590		3014515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26457		5818591		3014516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26458		5818592		3014517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26459		5818593		3014518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26460		5818594		3014519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26461		5818595		3014520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26462		5818596		3014521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26463		5818597		3014522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26464		5818598		3014523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26465		5818599		3014524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26466		5818600		3014525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26467		5818601		3014526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26468		5818602		3014527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26469		5818603		3014528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26470		5818604		3014529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26471		5818605		3014530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26472		5818606		3014531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26473		5818607		3014532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26474		5818608		3014533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26475		5818609		3014534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26476		5818610		3014535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26477		5818611		3014536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26478		5818612		3014537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26479		5818613		3014538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26480		5818614		3014539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26481		5818615		3014540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26482		5818616		3014541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26483		5818617		3014542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26484		5818618		3014543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26485		5818619		3014544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26486		5818620		3014545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26487		5818621		3014546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26488		5818622		3014547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26489		5818623		3014548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26490		5818624		3014549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26491		5818625		3014550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26492		5818626		3014551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26493		5818627		3014552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26494		5818628		3014553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26495		5818629		3014554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26496		5818630		3014555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26497		5818631		3014556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26498		5818632		3014557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26499		5818633		3014558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26500		5818634		3014559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26501		5818635		3014560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26502		5818636		3014561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26503		5818637		3014562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26504		5818638		3014563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26505		5818639		3014564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26506		5818640		3014565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26507		5818641		3014566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26508		5818642		3014567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26509		5818643		3014568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26510		5818644		3014569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26511		5818645		3014570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26512		5818646		3014571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26513		5818647		3014572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26514		5818648		3014573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26515		5818649		3014574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26516		5818650		3014575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26517		5818651		3014576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26518		5818652		3014577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26519		5818653		3014578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26520		5818654		3014579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26521		5818655		3014580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26522		5818656		3014581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26523		5818657		3014582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26524		5818658		3014583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26525		5818659		3014584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26526		5818660		3014585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26527		5818661		3014586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26528		5818662		3014587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26529		5818663		3014588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26530		5818664		3014589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26531		5818665		3014590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26532		5818666		3014591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26533		5818667		3014592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26534		5818668		3014593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26535		5818669		3014594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26536		5818670		3014595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26537		5818671		3014596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26538		5818672		3014597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26539		5818673		3014598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26540		5818674		3014599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26541		5818675		3014600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26542		5818676		3014601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26543		5818677		3014602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26544		5818678		3014603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26545		5818679		3014604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26546		5818680		3014605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26547		5818681		3014606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26548		5818682		3014607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26549		5818683		3014608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26550		5818684		3014609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26551		5818685		3014610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26552		5818686		3014611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26553		5818687		3014612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26554		5818688		3014613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26555		5818689		3014614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26556		5818690		3014615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26557		5818691		3014616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26558		5818692		3014617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26559		5818693		3014618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26560		5818694		3014619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26561		5818695		3014620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26562		5818696		3014621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26563		5818697		3014622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26564		5818698		3014623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26565		5818699		3014624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26566		5818700		3014625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26567		5818701		3014626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26568		5818702		3014627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26569		5818703		3014628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26570		5818704		3014629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26571		5818705		3014630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26572		5818706		3014631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26573		5818707		3014632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26574		5818708		3014633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26575		5818709		3014634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26576		5818710		3014635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26577		5818711		3014636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26578		5818712		3014637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26579		5818713		3014638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26580		5818714		3014639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26581		5818715		3014640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26582		5818716		3014641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26583		5818717		3014642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26584		5818718		3014643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26585		5818719		3014644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26586		5818720		3014645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26587		5818721		3014646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26588		5818722		3014647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26589		5818723		3014648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26590		5818724		3014649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26591		5818725		3014650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26592		5818726		3014651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26593		5818727		3014652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26594		5818728		3014653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26595		5818729		3014654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26596		5818730		3014655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26597		5818731		3014656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26598		5818732		3014657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26599		5818733		3014658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26600		5818734		3014659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26601		5818735		3014660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26602		5818736		3014661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26603		5818737		3014662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26604		5818738		3014663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26605		5818739		3014664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26606		5818740		3014665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26607		5818741		3014666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26608		5818742		3014667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26609		5818743		3014668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26610		5818744		3014669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26611		5818745		3014670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26612		5818746		3014671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26613		5818747		3014672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26614		5818748		3014673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26615		5818749		3014674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26616		5818750		3014675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26617		5818751		3014676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26618		5818752		3014677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26619		5818753		3014678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26620		5818754		3014679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26621		5818755		3014680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26622		5818756		3014681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26623		5818757		3014682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26624		5818758		3014683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26625		5818759		3014684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26626		5818760		3014685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26627		5818761		3014686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26628		5818762		3014687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26629		5818763		3014688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26630		5818764		3014689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26631		5818765		3014690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26632		5818766		3014691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26633		5818767		3014692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26634		5818768		3014693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26635		5818769		3014694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26636		5818770		3014695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26637		5818771		3014696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26638		5818772		3014697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26639		5818773		3014698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26640		5818774		3014699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26641		5818775		3014700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26642		5818776		3014701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26643		5818777		3014702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26644		5818778		3014703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26645		5818779		3014704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26646		5818780		3014705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26647		5818781		3014706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26648		5818782		3014707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26649		5818783		3014708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26650		5818784		3014709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26651		5818785		3014710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26652		5818786		3014711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26653		5818787		3014712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26654		5818788		3014713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26655		5818789		3014714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26656		5818790		3014715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26657		5818791		3014716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26658		5818792		3014717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26659		5818793		3014718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26660		5818794		3014719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26661		5818795		3014720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26662		5818796		3014721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26663		5818797		3014722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26664		5818798		3014723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26665		5818799		3014724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26666		5818800		3014725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26667		5818801		3014726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26668		5818802		3014727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26669		5818803		3014728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26670		5818804		3014729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26671		5818805		3014730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26672		5818806		3014731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26673		5818807		3014732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26674		5818808		3014733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26675		5818809		3014734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26676		5818810		3014735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26677		5818811		3014736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26678		5818812		3014737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26679		5818813		3014738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26680		5818814		3014739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26681		5818815		3014740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26682		5818816		3014741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26683		5818817		3014742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26684		5818818		3014743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26685		5818819		3014744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26686		5818820		3014745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26687		5818821		3014746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26688		5818822		3014747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26689		5818823		3014748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26690		5818824		3014749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26691		5818825		3014750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26692		5818826		3014751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26693		5818827		3014752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26694		5818828		3014753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26695		5818829		3014754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26696		5818830		3014755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26697		5818831		3014756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26698		5818832		3014757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26699		5818833		3014758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26700		5818834		3014759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26701		5818835		3014760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26702		5818836		3014761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26703		5818837		3014762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26704		5818838		3014763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26705		5818839		3014764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26706		5818840		3014765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26707		5818841		3014766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26708		5818842		3014767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26709		5818843		3014768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26710		5818844		3014769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26711		5818845		3014770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26712		5818846		3014771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26713		5818847		3014772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26714		5818848		3014773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26715		5818849		3014774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26716		5818850		3014775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26717		5818851		3014776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26718		5818852		3014777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26719		5818853		3014778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26720		5818854		3014779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26721		5818855		3014780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26722		5818856		3014781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26723		5818857		3014782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26724		5818858		3014783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26725		5818859		3014784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26726		5818860		3014785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26727		5818861		3014786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26728		5818862		3014787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26729		5818863		3014788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26730		5818864		3014789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26731		5818865		3014790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26732		5818866		3014791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26733		5818867		3014792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26734		5818868		3014793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26735		5818869		3014794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26736		5818870		3014795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26737		5818871		3014796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26738		5818872		3014797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26739		5818873		3014798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26740		5818874		3014799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26741		5818875		3014800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26742		5818876		3014801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26743		5818877		3014802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26744		5818878		3014803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26745		5818879		3014804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26746		5818880		3014805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26747		5818881		3014806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26748		5818882		3014807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26749		5818883		3014808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26750		5818884		3014809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26751		5818885		3014810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26752		5818886		3014811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26753		5818887		3014812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26754		5818888		3014813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26755		5818889		3014814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26756		5818890		3014815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26757		5818891		3014816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26758		5818892		3014817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26759		5818893		3014818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26760		5818894		3014819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26761		5818895		3014820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26762		5818896		3014821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26763		5818897		3014822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26764		5818898		3014823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26765		5818899		3014824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26766		5818900		3014825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26767		5818901		3014826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26768		5818902		3014827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26769		5818903		3014828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26770		5818904		3014829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26771		5818905		3014830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26772		5818906		3014831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26773		5818907		3014832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26774		5818908		3014833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26775		5818909		3014834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26776		5818910		3014835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26777		5818911		3014836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26778		5818912		3014837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26779		5818913		3014838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26780		5818914		3014839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26781		5818915		3014840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26782		5818916		3014841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26783		5818917		3014842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26784		5818918		3014843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26785		5818919		3014844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26786		5818920		3014845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26787		5818921		3014846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26788		5818922		3014847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26789		5818923		3014848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26790		5818924		3014849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26791		5818925		3014850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26792		5818926		3014851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26793		5818927		3014852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26794		5818928		3014853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26795		5818929		3014854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26796		5818930		3014855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26797		5818931		3014856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26798		5818932		3014857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26799		5818933		3014858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26800		5818934		3014859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26801		5818935		3014860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26802		5818936		3014861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26803		5818937		3014862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26804		5818938		3014863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26805		5818939		3014864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26806		5818940		3014865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26807		5818941		3014866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26808		5818942		3014867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26809		5818943		3014868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26810		5818944		3014869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26811		5818945		3014870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26812		5818946		3014871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26813		5818947		3014872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26814		5818948		3014873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26815		5818949		3014874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26816		5818950		3014875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26817		5818951		3014876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26818		5818952		3014877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26819		5818953		3014878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26820		5818954		3014879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26821		5818955		3014880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26822		5818956		3014881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26823		5818957		3014882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26824		5818958		3014883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26825		5818959		3014884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26826		5818960		3014885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26827		5818961		3014886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26828		5818962		3014887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26829		5818963		3014888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26830		5818964		3014889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26831		5818965		3014890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26832		5818966		3014891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26833		5818967		3014892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26834		5818968		3014893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26835		5818969		3014894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26836		5818970		3014895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26837		5818971		3014896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26838		5818972		3014897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26839		5818973		3014898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26840		5818974		3014899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26841		5818975		3014900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26842		5818976		3014901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26843		5818977		3014902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26844		5818978		3014903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26845		5818979		3014904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26846		5818980		3014905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26847		5818981		3014906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26848		5818982		3014907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26849		5818983		3014908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26850		5818984		3014909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26851		5818985		3014910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26852		5818986		3014911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26853		5818987		3014912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26854		5818988		3014913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26855		5818989		3014914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26856		5818990		3014915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26857		5818991		3014916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26858		5818992		3014917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26859		5818993		3014918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26860		5818994		3014919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26861		5818995		3014920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26862		5818996		3014921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26863		5818997		3014922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26864		5818998		3014923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26865		5818999		3014924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26866		5819000		3014925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26867		5819001		3014926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26868		5819002		3014927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26869		5819003		3014928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26870		5819004		3014929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26871		5819005		3014930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26872		5819006		3014931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26873		5819007		3014932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26874		5819008		3014933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26875		5819009		3014934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26876		5819010		3014935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26877		5819011		3014936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26878		5819012		3014937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26879		5819013		3014938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26880		5819014		3014939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26881		5819015		3014940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26882		5819016		3014941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26883		5819017		3014942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26884		5819018		3014943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26885		5819019		3014944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26886		5819020		3014945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26887		5819021		3014946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26888		5819022		3014947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26889		5819023		3014948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26890		5819024		3014949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26891		5819025		3014950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26892		5819026		3014951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26893		5819027		3014952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26894		5819028		3014953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26895		5819029		3014954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26896		5819030		3014955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26897		5819031		3014956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26898		5819032		3014957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26899		5819033		3014958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26900		5819034		3014959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26901		5819035		3014960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26902		5819036		3014961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26903		5819037		3014962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26904		5819038		3014963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26905		5819039		3014964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26906		5819040		3014965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26907		5819041		3014966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26908		5819042		3014967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26909		5819043		3014968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26910		5819044		3014969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26911		5819045		3014970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26912		5819046		3014971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26913		5819047		3014972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26914		5819048		3014973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26915		5819049		3014974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26916		5819050		3014975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26917		5819051		3014976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26918		5819052		3014977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26919		5819053		3014978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26920		5819054		3014979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26921		5819055		3014980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26922		5819056		3014981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26923		5819057		3014982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26924		5819058		3014983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26925		5819059		3014984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26926		5819060		3014985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26927		5819061		3014986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26928		5819062		3014987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26929		5819063		3014988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26930		5819064		3014989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26931		5819065		3014990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26932		5819066		3014991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26933		5819067		3014992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26934		5819068		3014993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26935		5819069		3014994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26936		5819070		3014995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26937		5819071		3014996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26938		5819072		3014997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26939		5819073		3014998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26940		5819074		3014999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26941		5819075		3015000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26942		5819076		3015001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26943		5819077		3015002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26944		5819078		3015003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26945		5819079		3015004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26946		5819080		3015005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26947		5819081		3015006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26948		5819082		3015007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26949		5819083		3015008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26950		5819084		3015009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26951		5819085		3015010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26952		5819086		3015011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26953		5819087		3015012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26954		5819088		3015013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26955		5819089		3015014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26956		5819090		3015015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26957		5819091		3015016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26958		5819092		3015017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26959		5819093		3015018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26960		5819094		3015019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26961		5819095		3015020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26962		5819096		3015021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26963		5819097		3015022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26964		5819098		3015023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26965		5819099		3015024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26966		5819100		3015025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26967		5819101		3015026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26968		5819102		3015027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26969		5819103		3015028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26970		5819104		3015029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26971		5819105		3015030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26972		5819106		3015031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26973		5819107		3015032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26974		5819108		3015033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26975		5819109		3015034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26976		5819110		3015035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26977		5819111		3015036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26978		5819112		3015037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26979		5819113		3015038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26980		5819114		3015039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26981		5819115		3015040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26982		5819116		3015041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26983		5819117		3015042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26984		5819118		3015043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26985		5819119		3015044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26986		5819120		3015045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26987		5819121		3015046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26988		5819122		3015047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26989		5819123		3015048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26990		5819124		3015049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26991		5819125		3015050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26992		5819126		3015051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26993		5819127		3015052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26994		5819128		3015053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26995		5819129		3015054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26996		5819130		3015055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26997		5819131		3015056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26998		5819132		3015057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26999		5819133		3015058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27000		5819134		3015059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27001		5819135		3015060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27002		5819136		3015061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27003		5819137		3015062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27004		5819138		3015063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27005		5819139		3015064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27006		5819140		3015065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27007		5819141		3015066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27008		5819142		3015067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27009		5819143		3015068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27010		5819144		3015069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27011		5819145		3015070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27012		5819146		3015071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27013		5819147		3015072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27014		5819148		3015073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27015		5819149		3015074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27016		5819150		3015075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27017		5819151		3015076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27018		5819152		3015077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27019		5819153		3015078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27020		5819154		3015079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27021		5819155		3015080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27022		5819156		3015081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27023		5819157		3015082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27024		5819158		3015083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27025		5819159		3015084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27026		5819160		3015085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27027		5819161		3015086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27028		5819162		3015087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27029		5819163		3015088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27030		5819164		3015089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27031		5819165		3015090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27032		5819166		3015091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27033		5819167		3015092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27034		5819168		3015093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27035		5819169		3015094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27036		5819170		3015095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27037		5819171		3015096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27038		5819172		3015097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27039		5819173		3015098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27040		5819174		3015099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27041		5819175		3015100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27042		5819176		3015101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27043		5819177		3015102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27044		5819178		3015103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27045		5819179		3015104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27046		5819180		3015105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27047		5819181		3015106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27048		5819182		3015107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27049		5819183		3015108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27050		5819184		3015109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27051		5819185		3015110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27052		5819186		3015111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27053		5819187		3015112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27054		5819188		3015113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27055		5819189		3015114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27056		5819190		3015115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27057		5819191		3015116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27058		5819192		3015117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27059		5819193		3015118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27060		5819194		3015119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27061		5819195		3015120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27062		5819196		3015121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27063		5819197		3015122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27064		5819198		3015123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27065		5819199		3015124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27066		5819200		3015125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27067		5819201		3015126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27068		5819202		3015127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27069		5819203		3015128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27070		5819204		3015129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27071		5819205		3015130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27072		5819206		3015131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27073		5819207		3015132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27074		5819208		3015133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27075		5819209		3015134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27076		5819210		3015135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27077		5819211		3015136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27078		5819212		3015137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27079		5819213		3015138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27080		5819214		3015139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27081		5819215		3015140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27082		5819216		3015141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27083		5819217		3015142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27084		5819218		3015143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27085		5819219		3015144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27086		5819220		3015145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27087		5819221		3015146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27088		5819222		3015147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27089		5819223		3015148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27090		5819224		3015149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27091		5819225		3015150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27092		5819226		3015151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27093		5819227		3015152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27094		5819228		3015153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27095		5819229		3015154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27096		5819230		3015155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27097		5819231		3015156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27098		5819232		3015157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27099		5819233		3015158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27100		5819234		3015159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27101		5819235		3015160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27102		5819236		3015161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27103		5819237		3015162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27104		5819238		3015163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27105		5819239		3015164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27106		5819240		3015165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27107		5819241		3015166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27108		5819242		3015167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27109		5819243		3015168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27110		5819244		3015169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27111		5819245		3015170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27112		5819246		3015171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27113		5819247		3015172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27114		5819248		3015173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27115		5819249		3015174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27116		5819250		3015175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27117		5819251		3015176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27118		5819252		3015177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27119		5819253		3015178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27120		5819254		3015179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27121		5819255		3015180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27122		5819256		3015181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27123		5819257		3015182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27124		5819258		3015183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27125		5819259		3015184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27126		5819260		3015185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27127		5819261		3015186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27128		5819262		3015187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27129		5819263		3015188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27130		5819264		3015189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27131		5819265		3015190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27132		5819266		3015191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27133		5819267		3015192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27134		5819268		3015193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27135		5819269		3015194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27136		5819270		3015195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27137		5819271		3015196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27138		5819272		3015197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27139		5819273		3015198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27140		5819274		3015199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27141		5819275		3015200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27142		5819276		3015201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27143		5819277		3015202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27144		5819278		3015203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27145		5819279		3015204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27146		5819280		3015205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27147		5819281		3015206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27148		5819282		3015207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27149		5819283		3015208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27150		5819284		3015209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27151		5819285		3015210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27152		5819286		3015211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27153		5819287		3015212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27154		5819288		3015213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27155		5819289		3015214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27156		5819290		3015215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27157		5819291		3015216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27158		5819292		3015217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27159		5819293		3015218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27160		5819294		3015219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27161		5819295		3015220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27162		5819296		3015221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27163		5819297		3015222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27164		5819298		3015223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27165		5819299		3015224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27166		5819300		3015225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27167		5819301		3015226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27168		5819302		3015227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27169		5819303		3015228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27170		5819304		3015229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27171		5819305		3015230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27172		5819306		3015231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27173		5819307		3015232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27174		5819308		3015233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27175		5819309		3015234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27176		5819310		3015235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27177		5819311		3015236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27178		5819312		3015237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27179		5819313		3015238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27180		5819314		3015239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27181		5819315		3015240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27182		5819316		3015241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27183		5819317		3015242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27184		5819318		3015243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27185		5819319		3015244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27186		5819320		3015245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27187		5819321		3015246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27188		5819322		3015247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27189		5819323		3015248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27190		5819324		3015249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27191		5819325		3015250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27192		5819326		3015251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27193		5819327		3015252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27194		5819328		3015253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27195		5819329		3015254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27196		5819330		3015255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27197		5819331		3015256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27198		5819332		3015257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27199		5819333		3015258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27200		5819334		3015259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27201		5819335		3015260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27202		5819336		3015261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27203		5819337		3015262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27204		5819338		3015263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27205		5819339		3015264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27206		5819340		3015265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27207		5819341		3015266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27208		5819342		3015267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27209		5819343		3015268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27210		5819344		3015269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27211		5819345		3015270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27212		5819346		3015271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27213		5819347		3015272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27214		5819348		3015273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27215		5819349		3015274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27216		5819350		3015275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27217		5819351		3015276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27218		5819352		3015277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27219		5819353		3015278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27220		5819354		3015279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27221		5819355		3015280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27222		5819356		3015281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27223		5819357		3015282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27224		5819358		3015283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27225		5819359		3015284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27226		5819360		3015285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27227		5819361		3015286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27228		5819362		3015287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27229		5819363		3015288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27230		5819364		3015289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27231		5819365		3015290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27232		5819366		3015291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27233		5819367		3015292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27234		5819368		3015293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27235		5819369		3015294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27236		5819370		3015295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27237		5819371		3015296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27238		5819372		3015297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27239		5819373		3015298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27240		5819374		3015299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27241		5819375		3015300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27242		5819376		3015301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27243		5819377		3015302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27244		5819378		3015303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27245		5819379		3015304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27246		5819380		3015305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27247		5819381		3015306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27248		5819382		3015307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27249		5819383		3015308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27250		5819384		3015309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27251		5819385		3015310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27252		5819386		3015311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27253		5819387		3015312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27254		5819388		3015313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27255		5819389		3015314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27256		5819390		3015315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27257		5819391		3015316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27258		5819392		3015317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27259		5819393		3015318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27260		5819394		3015319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27261		5819395		3015320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27262		5819396		3015321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27263		5819397		3015322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27264		5819398		3015323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27265		5819399		3015324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27266		5819400		3015325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27267		5819401		3015326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27268		5819402		3015327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27269		5819403		3015328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27270		5819404		3015329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27271		5819405		3015330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27272		5819406		3015331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27273		5819407		3015332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27274		5819408		3015333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27275		5819409		3015334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27276		5819410		3015335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27277		5819411		3015336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27278		5819412		3015337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27279		5819413		3015338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27280		5819414		3015339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27281		5819415		3015340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27282		5819416		3015341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27283		5819417		3015342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27284		5819418		3015343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27285		5819419		3015344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27286		5819420		3015345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27287		5819421		3015346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27288		5819422		3015347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27289		5819423		3015348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27290		5819424		3015349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27291		5819425		3015350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27292		5819426		3015351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27293		5819427		3015352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27294		5819428		3015353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27295		5819429		3015354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27296		5819430		3015355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27297		5819431		3015356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27298		5819432		3015357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27299		5819433		3015358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27300		5819434		3015359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27301		5819435		3015360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27302		5819436		3015361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27303		5819437		3015362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27304		5819438		3015363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27305		5819439		3015364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27306		5819440		3015365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27307		5819441		3015366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27308		5819442		3015367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27309		5819443		3015368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27310		5819444		3015369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27311		5819445		3015370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27312		5819446		3015371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27313		5819447		3015372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27314		5819448		3015373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27315		5819449		3015374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27316		5819450		3015375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27317		5819451		3015376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27318		5819452		3015377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27319		5819453		3015378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27320		5819454		3015379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27321		5819455		3015380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27322		5819456		3015381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27323		5819457		3015382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27324		5819458		3015383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27325		5819459		3015384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27326		5819460		3015385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27327		5819461		3015386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27328		5819462		3015387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27329		5819463		3015388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27330		5819464		3015389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27331		5819465		3015390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27332		5819466		3015391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27333		5819467		3015392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27334		5819468		3015393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27335		5819469		3015394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27336		5819470		3015395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27337		5819471		3015396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27338		5819472		3015397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27339		5819473		3015398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27340		5819474		3015399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27341		5819475		3015400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27342		5819476		3015401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27343		5819477		3015402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27344		5819478		3015403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27345		5819479		3015404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27346		5819480		3015405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27347		5819481		3015406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27348		5819482		3015407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27349		5819483		3015408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27350		5819484		3015409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27351		5819485		3015410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27352		5819486		3015411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27353		5819487		3015412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27354		5819488		3015413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27355		5819489		3015414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27356		5819490		3015415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27357		5819491		3015416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27358		5819492		3015417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27359		5819493		3015418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27360		5819494		3015419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27361		5819495		3015420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27362		5819496		3015421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27363		5819497		3015422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27364		5819498		3015423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27365		5819499		3015424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27366		5819500		3015425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27367		5819501		3015426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27368		5819502		3015427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27369		5819503		3015428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27370		5819504		3015429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27371		5819505		3015430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27372		5819506		3015431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27373		5819507		3015432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27374		5819508		3015433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27375		5819509		3015434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27376		5819510		3015435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27377		5819511		3015436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27378		5819512		3015437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27379		5819513		3015438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27380		5819514		3015439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27381		5819515		3015440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27382		5819516		3015441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27383		5819517		3015442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27384		5819518		3015443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27385		5819519		3015444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27386		5819520		3015445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27387		5819521		3015446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27388		5819522		3015447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27389		5819523		3015448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27390		5819524		3015449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27391		5819525		3015450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27392		5819526		3015451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27393		5819527		3015452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27394		5819528		3015453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27395		5819529		3015454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27396		5819530		3015455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27397		5819531		3015456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27398		5819532		3015457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27399		5819533		3015458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27400		5819534		3015459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27401		5819535		3015460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27402		5819536		3015461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27403		5819537		3015462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27404		5819538		3015463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27405		5819539		3015464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27406		5819540		3015465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27407		5819541		3015466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27408		5819542		3015467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27409		5819543		3015468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27410		5819544		3015469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27411		5819545		3015470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27412		5819546		3015471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27413		5819547		3015472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27414		5819548		3015473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27415		5819549		3015474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27416		5819550		3015475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27417		5819551		3015476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27418		5819552		3015477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27419		5819553		3015478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27420		5819554		3015479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27421		5819555		3015480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27422		5819556		3015481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27423		5819557		3015482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27424		5819558		3015483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27425		5819559		3015484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27426		5819560		3015485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27427		5819561		3015486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27428		5819562		3015487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27429		5819563		3015488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27430		5819564		3015489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27431		5819565		3015490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27432		5819566		3015491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27433		5819567		3015492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27434		5819568		3015493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27435		5819569		3015494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27436		5819570		3015495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27437		5819571		3015496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27438		5819572		3015497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27439		5819573		3015498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27440		5819574		3015499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27441		5819575		3015500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27442		5819576		3015501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27443		5819577		3015502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27444		5819578		3015503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27445		5819579		3015504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27446		5819580		3015505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27447		5819581		3015506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27448		5819582		3015507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27449		5819583		3015508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27450		5819584		3015509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27451		5819585		3015510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27452		5819586		3015511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27453		5819587		3015512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27454		5819588		3015513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27455		5819589		3015514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27456		5819590		3015515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27457		5819591		3015516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27458		5819592		3015517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27459		5819593		3015518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27460		5819594		3015519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27461		5819595		3015520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27462		5819596		3015521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27463		5819597		3015522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27464		5819598		3015523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27465		5819599		3015524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27466		5819600		3015525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27467		5819601		3015526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27468		5819602		3015527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27469		5819603		3015528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27470		5819604		3015529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27471		5819605		3015530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27472		5819606		3015531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27473		5819607		3015532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27474		5819608		3015533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27475		5819609		3015534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27476		5819610		3015535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27477		5819611		3015536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27478		5819612		3015537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27479		5819613		3015538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27480		5819614		3015539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27481		5819615		3015540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27482		5819616		3015541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27483		5819617		3015542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27484		5819618		3015543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27485		5819619		3015544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27486		5819620		3015545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27487		5819621		3015546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27488		5819622		3015547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27489		5819623		3015548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27490		5819624		3015549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27491		5819625		3015550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27492		5819626		3015551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27493		5819627		3015552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27494		5819628		3015553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27495		5819629		3015554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27496		5819630		3015555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27497		5819631		3015556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27498		5819632		3015557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27499		5819633		3015558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27500		5819634		3015559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27501		5819635		3015560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27502		5819636		3015561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27503		5819637		3015562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27504		5819638		3015563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27505		5819639		3015564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27506		5819640		3015565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27507		5819641		3015566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27508		5819642		3015567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27509		5819643		3015568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27510		5819644		3015569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27511		5819645		3015570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27512		5819646		3015571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27513		5819647		3015572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27514		5819648		3015573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27515		5819649		3015574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27516		5819650		3015575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27517		5819651		3015576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27518		5819652		3015577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27519		5819653		3015578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27520		5819654		3015579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27521		5819655		3015580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27522		5819656		3015581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27523		5819657		3015582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27524		5819658		3015583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27525		5819659		3015584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27526		5819660		3015585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27527		5819661		3015586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27528		5819662		3015587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27529		5819663		3015588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27530		5819664		3015589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27531		5819665		3015590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27532		5819666		3015591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27533		5819667		3015592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27534		5819668		3015593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27535		5819669		3015594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27536		5819670		3015595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27537		5819671		3015596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27538		5819672		3015597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27539		5819673		3015598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27540		5819674		3015599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27541		5819675		3015600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27542		5819676		3015601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27543		5819677		3015602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27544		5819678		3015603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27545		5819679		3015604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27546		5819680		3015605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27547		5819681		3015606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27548		5819682		3015607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27549		5819683		3015608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27550		5819684		3015609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27551		5819685		3015610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27552		5819686		3015611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27553		5819687		3015612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27554		5819688		3015613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27555		5819689		3015614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27556		5819690		3015615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27557		5819691		3015616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27558		5819692		3015617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27559		5819693		3015618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27560		5819694		3015619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27561		5819695		3015620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27562		5819696		3015621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27563		5819697		3015622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27564		5819698		3015623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27565		5819699		3015624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27566		5819700		3015625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27567		5819701		3015626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27568		5819702		3015627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27569		5819703		3015628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27570		5819704		3015629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27571		5819705		3015630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27572		5819706		3015631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27573		5819707		3015632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27574		5819708		3015633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27575		5819709		3015634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27576		5819710		3015635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27577		5819711		3015636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27578		5819712		3015637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27579		5819713		3015638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27580		5819714		3015639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27581		5819715		3015640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27582		5819716		3015641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27583		5819717		3015642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27584		5819718		3015643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27585		5819719		3015644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27586		5819720		3015645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27587		5819721		3015646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27588		5819722		3015647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27589		5819723		3015648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27590		5819724		3015649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27591		5819725		3015650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27592		5819726		3015651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27593		5819727		3015652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27594		5819728		3015653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27595		5819729		3015654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27596		5819730		3015655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27597		5819731		3015656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27598		5819732		3015657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27599		5819733		3015658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27600		5819734		3015659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27601		5819735		3015660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27602		5819736		3015661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27603		5819737		3015662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27604		5819738		3015663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27605		5819739		3015664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27606		5819740		3015665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27607		5819741		3015666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27608		5819742		3015667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27609		5819743		3015668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27610		5819744		3015669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27611		5819745		3015670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27612		5819746		3015671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27613		5819747		3015672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27614		5819748		3015673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27615		5819749		3015674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27616		5819750		3015675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27617		5819751		3015676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27618		5819752		3015677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27619		5819753		3015678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27620		5819754		3015679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27621		5819755		3015680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27622		5819756		3015681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27623		5819757		3015682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27624		5819758		3015683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27625		5819759		3015684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27626		5819760		3015685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27627		5819761		3015686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27628		5819762		3015687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27629		5819763		3015688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27630		5819764		3015689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27631		5819765		3015690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27632		5819766		3015691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27633		5819767		3015692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27634		5819768		3015693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27635		5819769		3015694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27636		5819770		3015695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27637		5819771		3015696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27638		5819772		3015697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27639		5819773		3015698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27640		5819774		3015699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27641		5819775		3015700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27642		5819776		3015701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27643		5819777		3015702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27644		5819778		3015703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27645		5819779		3015704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27646		5819780		3015705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27647		5819781		3015706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27648		5819782		3015707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27649		5819783		3015708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27650		5819784		3015709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27651		5819785		3015710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27652		5819786		3015711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27653		5819787		3015712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27654		5819788		3015713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27655		5819789		3015714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27656		5819790		3015715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27657		5819791		3015716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27658		5819792		3015717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27659		5819793		3015718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27660		5819794		3015719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27661		5819795		3015720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27662		5819796		3015721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27663		5819797		3015722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27664		5819798		3015723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27665		5819799		3015724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27666		5819800		3015725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27667		5819801		3015726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27668		5819802		3015727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27669		5819803		3015728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27670		5819804		3015729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27671		5819805		3015730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27672		5819806		3015731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27673		5819807		3015732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27674		5819808		3015733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27675		5819809		3015734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27676		5819810		3015735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27677		5819811		3015736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27678		5819812		3015737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27679		5819813		3015738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27680		5819814		3015739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27681		5819815		3015740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27682		5819816		3015741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27683		5819817		3015742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27684		5819818		3015743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27685		5819819		3015744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27686		5819820		3015745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27687		5819821		3015746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27688		5819822		3015747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27689		5819823		3015748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27690		5819824		3015749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27691		5819825		3015750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27692		5819826		3015751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27693		5819827		3015752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27694		5819828		3015753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27695		5819829		3015754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27696		5819830		3015755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27697		5819831		3015756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27698		5819832		3015757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27699		5819833		3015758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27700		5819834		3015759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27701		5819835		3015760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27702		5819836		3015761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27703		5819837		3015762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27704		5819838		3015763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27705		5819839		3015764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27706		5819840		3015765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27707		5819841		3015766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27708		5819842		3015767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27709		5819843		3015768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27710		5819844		3015769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27711		5819845		3015770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27712		5819846		3015771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27713		5819847		3015772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27714		5819848		3015773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27715		5819849		3015774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27716		5819850		3015775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27717		5819851		3015776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27718		5819852		3015777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27719		5819853		3015778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27720		5819854		3015779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27721		5819855		3015780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27722		5819856		3015781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27723		5819857		3015782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27724		5819858		3015783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27725		5819859		3015784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27726		5819860		3015785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27727		5819861		3015786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27728		5819862		3015787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27729		5819863		3015788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27730		5819864		3015789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27731		5819865		3015790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27732		5819866		3015791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27733		5819867		3015792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27734		5819868		3015793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27735		5819869		3015794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27736		5819870		3015795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27737		5819871		3015796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27738		5819872		3015797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27739		5819873		3015798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27740		5819874		3015799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27741		5819875		3015800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27742		5819876		3015801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27743		5819877		3015802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27744		5819878		3015803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27745		5819879		3015804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27746		5819880		3015805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27747		5819881		3015806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27748		5819882		3015807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27749		5819883		3015808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27750		5819884		3015809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27751		5819885		3015810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27752		5819886		3015811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27753		5819887		3015812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27754		5819888		3015813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27755		5819889		3015814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27756		5819890		3015815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27757		5819891		3015816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27758		5819892		3015817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27759		5819893		3015818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27760		5819894		3015819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27761		5819895		3015820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27762		5819896		3015821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27763		5819897		3015822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27764		5819898		3015823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27765		5819899		3015824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27766		5819900		3015825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27767		5819901		3015826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27768		5819902		3015827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27769		5819903		3015828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27770		5819904		3015829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27771		5819905		3015830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27772		5819906		3015831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27773		5819907		3015832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27774		5819908		3015833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27775		5819909		3015834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27776		5819910		3015835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27777		5819911		3015836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27778		5819912		3015837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27779		5819913		3015838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27780		5819914		3015839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27781		5819915		3015840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27782		5819916		3015841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27783		5819917		3015842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27784		5819918		3015843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27785		5819919		3015844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27786		5819920		3015845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27787		5819921		3015846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27788		5819922		3015847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27789		5819923		3015848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27790		5819924		3015849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27791		5819925		3015850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27792		5819926		3015851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27793		5819927		3015852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27794		5819928		3015853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27795		5819929		3015854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27796		5819930		3015855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27797		5819931		3015856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27798		5819932		3015857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27799		5819933		3015858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27800		5819934		3015859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27801		5819935		3015860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27802		5819936		3015861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27803		5819937		3015862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27804		5819938		3015863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27805		5819939		3015864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27806		5819940		3015865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27807		5819941		3015866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27808		5819942		3015867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27809		5819943		3015868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27810		5819944		3015869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27811		5819945		3015870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27812		5819946		3015871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27813		5819947		3015872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27814		5819948		3015873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27815		5819949		3015874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27816		5819950		3015875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27817		5819951		3015876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27818		5819952		3015877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27819		5819953		3015878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27820		5819954		3015879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27821		5819955		3015880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27822		5819956		3015881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27823		5819957		3015882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27824		5819958		3015883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27825		5819959		3015884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27826		5819960		3015885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27827		5819961		3015886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27828		5819962		3015887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27829		5819963		3015888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27830		5819964		3015889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27831		5819965		3015890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27832		5819966		3015891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27833		5819967		3015892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27834		5819968		3015893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27835		5819969		3015894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27836		5819970		3015895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27837		5819971		3015896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27838		5819972		3015897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27839		5819973		3015898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27840		5819974		3015899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27841		5819975		3015900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27842		5819976		3015901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27843		5819977		3015902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27844		5819978		3015903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27845		5819979		3015904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27846		5819980		3015905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27847		5819981		3015906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27848		5819982		3015907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27849		5819983		3015908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27850		5819984		3015909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27851		5819985		3015910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27852		5819986		3015911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27853		5819987		3015912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27854		5819988		3015913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27855		5819989		3015914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27856		5819990		3015915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27857		5819991		3015916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27858		5819992		3015917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27859		5819993		3015918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27860		5819994		3015919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27861		5819995		3015920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27862		5819996		3015921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27863		5819997		3015922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27864		5819998		3015923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27865		5819999		3015924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27866		5820000		3015925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27867		5820001		3015926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27868		5820002		3015927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27869		5820003		3015928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27870		5820004		3015929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27871		5820005		3015930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27872		5820006		3015931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27873		5820007		3015932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27874		5820008		3015933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27875		5820009		3015934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27876		5820010		3015935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27877		5820011		3015936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27878		5820012		3015937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27879		5820013		3015938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27880		5820014		3015939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27881		5820015		3015940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27882		5820016		3015941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27883		5820017		3015942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27884		5820018		3015943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27885		5820019		3015944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27886		5820020		3015945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27887		5820021		3015946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27888		5820022		3015947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27889		5820023		3015948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27890		5820024		3015949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27891		5820025		3015950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27892		5820026		3015951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27893		5820027		3015952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27894		5820028		3015953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27895		5820029		3015954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27896		5820030		3015955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27897		5820031		3015956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27898		5820032		3015957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27899		5820033		3015958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27900		5820034		3015959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27901		5820035		3015960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27902		5820036		3015961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27903		5820037		3015962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27904		5820038		3015963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27905		5820039		3015964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27906		5820040		3015965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27907		5820041		3015966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27908		5820042		3015967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27909		5820043		3015968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27910		5820044		3015969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27911		5820045		3015970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27912		5820046		3015971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27913		5820047		3015972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27914		5820048		3015973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27915		5820049		3015974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27916		5820050		3015975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27917		5820051		3015976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27918		5820052		3015977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27919		5820053		3015978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27920		5820054		3015979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27921		5820055		3015980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27922		5820056		3015981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27923		5820057		3015982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27924		5820058		3015983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27925		5820059		3015984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27926		5820060		3015985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27927		5820061		3015986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27928		5820062		3015987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27929		5820063		3015988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27930		5820064		3015989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27931		5820065		3015990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27932		5820066		3015991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27933		5820067		3015992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27934		5820068		3015993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27935		5820069		3015994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27936		5820070		3015995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27937		5820071		3015996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27938		5820072		3015997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27939		5820073		3015998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27940		5820074		3015999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27941		5820075		3016000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27942		5820076		3016001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27943		5820077		3016002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27944		5820078		3016003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27945		5820079		3016004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27946		5820080		3016005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27947		5820081		3016006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27948		5820082		3016007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27949		5820083		3016008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27950		5820084		3016009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27951		5820085		3016010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27952		5820086		3016011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27953		5820087		3016012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27954		5820088		3016013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27955		5820089		3016014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27956		5820090		3016015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27957		5820091		3016016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27958		5820092		3016017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27959		5820093		3016018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27960		5820094		3016019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27961		5820095		3016020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27962		5820096		3016021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27963		5820097		3016022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27964		5820098		3016023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27965		5820099		3016024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27966		5820100		3016025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27967		5820101		3016026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27968		5820102		3016027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27969		5820103		3016028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27970		5820104		3016029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27971		5820105		3016030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27972		5820106		3016031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27973		5820107		3016032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27974		5820108		3016033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27975		5820109		3016034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27976		5820110		3016035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27977		5820111		3016036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27978		5820112		3016037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27979		5820113		3016038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27980		5820114		3016039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27981		5820115		3016040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27982		5820116		3016041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27983		5820117		3016042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27984		5820118		3016043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27985		5820119		3016044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27986		5820120		3016045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27987		5820121		3016046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27988		5820122		3016047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27989		5820123		3016048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27990		5820124		3016049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27991		5820125		3016050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27992		5820126		3016051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27993		5820127		3016052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27994		5820128		3016053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27995		5820129		3016054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27996		5820130		3016055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27997		5820131		3016056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27998		5820132		3016057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27999		5820133		3016058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28000		5820134		3016059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28001		5820135		3016060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28002		5820136		3016061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28003		5820137		3016062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28004		5820138		3016063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28005		5820139		3016064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28006		5820140		3016065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28007		5820141		3016066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28008		5820142		3016067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28009		5820143		3016068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28010		5820144		3016069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28011		5820145		3016070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28012		5820146		3016071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28013		5820147		3016072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28014		5820148		3016073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28015		5820149		3016074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28016		5820150		3016075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28017		5820151		3016076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28018		5820152		3016077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28019		5820153		3016078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28020		5820154		3016079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28021		5820155		3016080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28022		5820156		3016081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28023		5820157		3016082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28024		5820158		3016083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28025		5820159		3016084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28026		5820160		3016085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28027		5820161		3016086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28028		5820162		3016087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28029		5820163		3016088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28030		5820164		3016089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28031		5820165		3016090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28032		5820166		3016091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28033		5820167		3016092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28034		5820168		3016093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28035		5820169		3016094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28036		5820170		3016095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28037		5820171		3016096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28038		5820172		3016097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28039		5820173		3016098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28040		5820174		3016099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28041		5820175		3016100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28042		5820176		3016101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28043		5820177		3016102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28044		5820178		3016103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28045		5820179		3016104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28046		5820180		3016105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28047		5820181		3016106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28048		5820182		3016107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28049		5820183		3016108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28050		5820184		3016109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28051		5820185		3016110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28052		5820186		3016111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28053		5820187		3016112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28054		5820188		3016113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28055		5820189		3016114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28056		5820190		3016115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28057		5820191		3016116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28058		5820192		3016117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28059		5820193		3016118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28060		5820194		3016119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28061		5820195		3016120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28062		5820196		3016121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28063		5820197		3016122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28064		5820198		3016123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28065		5820199		3016124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28066		5820200		3016125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28067		5820201		3016126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28068		5820202		3016127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28069		5820203		3016128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28070		5820204		3016129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28071		5820205		3016130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28072		5820206		3016131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28073		5820207		3016132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28074		5820208		3016133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28075		5820209		3016134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28076		5820210		3016135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28077		5820211		3016136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28078		5820212		3016137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28079		5820213		3016138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28080		5820214		3016139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28081		5820215		3016140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28082		5820216		3016141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28083		5820217		3016142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28084		5820218		3016143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28085		5820219		3016144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28086		5820220		3016145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28087		5820221		3016146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28088		5820222		3016147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28089		5820223		3016148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28090		5820224		3016149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28091		5820225		3016150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28092		5820226		3016151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28093		5820227		3016152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28094		5820228		3016153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28095		5820229		3016154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28096		5820230		3016155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28097		5820231		3016156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28098		5820232		3016157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28099		5820233		3016158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28100		5820234		3016159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28101		5820235		3016160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28102		5820236		3016161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28103		5820237		3016162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28104		5820238		3016163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28105		5820239		3016164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28106		5820240		3016165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28107		5820241		3016166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28108		5820242		3016167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28109		5820243		3016168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28110		5820244		3016169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28111		5820245		3016170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28112		5820246		3016171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28113		5820247		3016172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28114		5820248		3016173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28115		5820249		3016174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28116		5820250		3016175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28117		5820251		3016176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28118		5820252		3016177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28119		5820253		3016178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28120		5820254		3016179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28121		5820255		3016180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28122		5820256		3016181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28123		5820257		3016182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28124		5820258		3016183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28125		5820259		3016184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28126		5820260		3016185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28127		5820261		3016186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28128		5820262		3016187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28129		5820263		3016188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28130		5820264		3016189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28131		5820265		3016190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28132		5820266		3016191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28133		5820267		3016192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28134		5820268		3016193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28135		5820269		3016194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28136		5820270		3016195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28137		5820271		3016196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28138		5820272		3016197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28139		5820273		3016198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28140		5820274		3016199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28141		5820275		3016200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28142		5820276		3016201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28143		5820277		3016202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28144		5820278		3016203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28145		5820279		3016204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28146		5820280		3016205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28147		5820281		3016206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28148		5820282		3016207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28149		5820283		3016208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28150		5820284		3016209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28151		5820285		3016210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28152		5820286		3016211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28153		5820287		3016212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28154		5820288		3016213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28155		5820289		3016214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28156		5820290		3016215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28157		5820291		3016216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28158		5820292		3016217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28159		5820293		3016218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28160		5820294		3016219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28161		5820295		3016220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28162		5820296		3016221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28163		5820297		3016222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28164		5820298		3016223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28165		5820299		3016224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28166		5820300		3016225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28167		5820301		3016226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28168		5820302		3016227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28169		5820303		3016228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28170		5820304		3016229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28171		5820305		3016230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28172		5820306		3016231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28173		5820307		3016232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28174		5820308		3016233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28175		5820309		3016234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28176		5820310		3016235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28177		5820311		3016236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28178		5820312		3016237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28179		5820313		3016238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28180		5820314		3016239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28181		5820315		3016240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28182		5820316		3016241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28183		5820317		3016242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28184		5820318		3016243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28185		5820319		3016244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28186		5820320		3016245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28187		5820321		3016246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28188		5820322		3016247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28189		5820323		3016248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28190		5820324		3016249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28191		5820325		3016250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28192		5820326		3016251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28193		5820327		3016252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28194		5820328		3016253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28195		5820329		3016254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28196		5820330		3016255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28197		5820331		3016256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28198		5820332		3016257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28199		5820333		3016258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28200		5820334		3016259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28201		5820335		3016260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28202		5820336		3016261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28203		5820337		3016262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28204		5820338		3016263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28205		5820339		3016264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28206		5820340		3016265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28207		5820341		3016266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28208		5820342		3016267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28209		5820343		3016268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28210		5820344		3016269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28211		5820345		3016270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28212		5820346		3016271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28213		5820347		3016272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28214		5820348		3016273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28215		5820349		3016274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28216		5820350		3016275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28217		5820351		3016276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28218		5820352		3016277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28219		5820353		3016278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28220		5820354		3016279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28221		5820355		3016280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28222		5820356		3016281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28223		5820357		3016282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28224		5820358		3016283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28225		5820359		3016284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28226		5820360		3016285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28227		5820361		3016286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28228		5820362		3016287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28229		5820363		3016288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28230		5820364		3016289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28231		5820365		3016290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28232		5820366		3016291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28233		5820367		3016292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28234		5820368		3016293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28235		5820369		3016294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28236		5820370		3016295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28237		5820371		3016296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28238		5820372		3016297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28239		5820373		3016298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28240		5820374		3016299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28241		5820375		3016300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28242		5820376		3016301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28243		5820377		3016302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28244		5820378		3016303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28245		5820379		3016304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28246		5820380		3016305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28247		5820381		3016306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28248		5820382		3016307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28249		5820383		3016308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28250		5820384		3016309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28251		5820385		3016310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28252		5820386		3016311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28253		5820387		3016312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28254		5820388		3016313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28255		5820389		3016314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28256		5820390		3016315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28257		5820391		3016316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28258		5820392		3016317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28259		5820393		3016318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28260		5820394		3016319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28261		5820395		3016320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28262		5820396		3016321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28263		5820397		3016322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28264		5820398		3016323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28265		5820399		3016324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28266		5820400		3016325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28267		5820401		3016326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28268		5820402		3016327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28269		5820403		3016328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28270		5820404		3016329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28271		5820405		3016330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28272		5820406		3016331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28273		5820407		3016332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28274		5820408		3016333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28275		5820409		3016334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28276		5820410		3016335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28277		5820411		3016336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28278		5820412		3016337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28279		5820413		3016338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28280		5820414		3016339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28281		5820415		3016340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28282		5820416		3016341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28283		5820417		3016342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28284		5820418		3016343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28285		5820419		3016344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28286		5820420		3016345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28287		5820421		3016346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28288		5820422		3016347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28289		5820423		3016348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28290		5820424		3016349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28291		5820425		3016350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28292		5820426		3016351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28293		5820427		3016352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28294		5820428		3016353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28295		5820429		3016354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28296		5820430		3016355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28297		5820431		3016356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28298		5820432		3016357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28299		5820433		3016358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28300		5820434		3016359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28301		5820435		3016360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28302		5820436		3016361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28303		5820437		3016362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28304		5820438		3016363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28305		5820439		3016364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28306		5820440		3016365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28307		5820441		3016366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28308		5820442		3016367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28309		5820443		3016368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28310		5820444		3016369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28311		5820445		3016370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28312		5820446		3016371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28313		5820447		3016372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28314		5820448		3016373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28315		5820449		3016374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28316		5820450		3016375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28317		5820451		3016376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28318		5820452		3016377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28319		5820453		3016378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28320		5820454		3016379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28321		5820455		3016380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28322		5820456		3016381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28323		5820457		3016382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28324		5820458		3016383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28325		5820459		3016384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28326		5820460		3016385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28327		5820461		3016386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28328		5820462		3016387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28329		5820463		3016388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28330		5820464		3016389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28331		5820465		3016390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28332		5820466		3016391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28333		5820467		3016392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28334		5820468		3016393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28335		5820469		3016394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28336		5820470		3016395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28337		5820471		3016396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28338		5820472		3016397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28339		5820473		3016398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28340		5820474		3016399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28341		5820475		3016400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28342		5820476		3016401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28343		5820477		3016402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28344		5820478		3016403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28345		5820479		3016404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28346		5820480		3016405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28347		5820481		3016406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28348		5820482		3016407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28349		5820483		3016408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28350		5820484		3016409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28351		5820485		3016410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28352		5820486		3016411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28353		5820487		3016412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28354		5820488		3016413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28355		5820489		3016414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28356		5820490		3016415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28357		5820491		3016416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28358		5820492		3016417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28359		5820493		3016418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28360		5820494		3016419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28361		5820495		3016420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28362		5820496		3016421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28363		5820497		3016422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28364		5820498		3016423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28365		5820499		3016424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28366		5820500		3016425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28367		5820501		3016426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28368		5820502		3016427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28369		5820503		3016428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28370		5820504		3016429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28371		5820505		3016430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28372		5820506		3016431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28373		5820507		3016432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28374		5820508		3016433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28375		5820509		3016434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28376		5820510		3016435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28377		5820511		3016436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28378		5820512		3016437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28379		5820513		3016438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28380		5820514		3016439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28381		5820515		3016440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28382		5820516		3016441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28383		5820517		3016442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28384		5820518		3016443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28385		5820519		3016444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28386		5820520		3016445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28387		5820521		3016446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28388		5820522		3016447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28389		5820523		3016448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28390		5820524		3016449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28391		5820525		3016450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28392		5820526		3016451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28393		5820527		3016452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28394		5820528		3016453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28395		5820529		3016454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28396		5820530		3016455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28397		5820531		3016456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28398		5820532		3016457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28399		5820533		3016458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28400		5820534		3016459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28401		5820535		3016460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28402		5820536		3016461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28403		5820537		3016462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28404		5820538		3016463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28405		5820539		3016464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28406		5820540		3016465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28407		5820541		3016466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28408		5820542		3016467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28409		5820543		3016468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28410		5820544		3016469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28411		5820545		3016470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28412		5820546		3016471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28413		5820547		3016472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28414		5820548		3016473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28415		5820549		3016474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28416		5820550		3016475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28417		5820551		3016476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28418		5820552		3016477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28419		5820553		3016478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28420		5820554		3016479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28421		5820555		3016480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28422		5820556		3016481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28423		5820557		3016482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28424		5820558		3016483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28425		5820559		3016484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28426		5820560		3016485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28427		5820561		3016486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28428		5820562		3016487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28429		5820563		3016488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28430		5820564		3016489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28431		5820565		3016490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28432		5820566		3016491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28433		5820567		3016492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28434		5820568		3016493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28435		5820569		3016494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28436		5820570		3016495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28437		5820571		3016496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28438		5820572		3016497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28439		5820573		3016498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28440		5820574		3016499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28441		5820575		3016500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28442		5820576		3016501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28443		5820577		3016502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28444		5820578		3016503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28445		5820579		3016504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28446		5820580		3016505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28447		5820581		3016506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28448		5820582		3016507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28449		5820583		3016508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28450		5820584		3016509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28451		5820585		3016510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28452		5820586		3016511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28453		5820587		3016512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28454		5820588		3016513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28455		5820589		3016514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28456		5820590		3016515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28457		5820591		3016516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28458		5820592		3016517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28459		5820593		3016518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28460		5820594		3016519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28461		5820595		3016520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28462		5820596		3016521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28463		5820597		3016522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28464		5820598		3016523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28465		5820599		3016524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28466		5820600		3016525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28467		5820601		3016526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28468		5820602		3016527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28469		5820603		3016528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28470		5820604		3016529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28471		5820605		3016530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28472		5820606		3016531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28473		5820607		3016532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28474		5820608		3016533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28475		5820609		3016534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28476		5820610		3016535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28477		5820611		3016536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28478		5820612		3016537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28479		5820613		3016538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28480		5820614		3016539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28481		5820615		3016540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28482		5820616		3016541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28483		5820617		3016542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28484		5820618		3016543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28485		5820619		3016544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28486		5820620		3016545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28487		5820621		3016546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28488		5820622		3016547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28489		5820623		3016548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28490		5820624		3016549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28491		5820625		3016550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28492		5820626		3016551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28493		5820627		3016552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28494		5820628		3016553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28495		5820629		3016554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28496		5820630		3016555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28497		5820631		3016556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28498		5820632		3016557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28499		5820633		3016558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28500		5820634		3016559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28501		5820635		3016560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28502		5820636		3016561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28503		5820637		3016562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28504		5820638		3016563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28505		5820639		3016564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28506		5820640		3016565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28507		5820641		3016566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28508		5820642		3016567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28509		5820643		3016568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28510		5820644		3016569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28511		5820645		3016570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28512		5820646		3016571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28513		5820647		3016572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28514		5820648		3016573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28515		5820649		3016574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28516		5820650		3016575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28517		5820651		3016576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28518		5820652		3016577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28519		5820653		3016578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28520		5820654		3016579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28521		5820655		3016580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28522		5820656		3016581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28523		5820657		3016582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28524		5820658		3016583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28525		5820659		3016584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28526		5820660		3016585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28527		5820661		3016586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28528		5820662		3016587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28529		5820663		3016588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28530		5820664		3016589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28531		5820665		3016590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28532		5820666		3016591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28533		5820667		3016592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28534		5820668		3016593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28535		5820669		3016594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28536		5820670		3016595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28537		5820671		3016596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28538		5820672		3016597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28539		5820673		3016598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28540		5820674		3016599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28541		5820675		3016600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28542		5820676		3016601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28543		5820677		3016602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28544		5820678		3016603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28545		5820679		3016604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28546		5820680		3016605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28547		5820681		3016606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28548		5820682		3016607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28549		5820683		3016608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28550		5820684		3016609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28551		5820685		3016610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28552		5820686		3016611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28553		5820687		3016612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28554		5820688		3016613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28555		5820689		3016614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28556		5820690		3016615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28557		5820691		3016616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28558		5820692		3016617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28559		5820693		3016618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28560		5820694		3016619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28561		5820695		3016620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28562		5820696		3016621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28563		5820697		3016622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28564		5820698		3016623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28565		5820699		3016624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28566		5820700		3016625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28567		5820701		3016626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28568		5820702		3016627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28569		5820703		3016628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28570		5820704		3016629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28571		5820705		3016630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28572		5820706		3016631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28573		5820707		3016632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28574		5820708		3016633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28575		5820709		3016634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28576		5820710		3016635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28577		5820711		3016636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28578		5820712		3016637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28579		5820713		3016638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28580		5820714		3016639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28581		5820715		3016640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28582		5820716		3016641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28583		5820717		3016642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28584		5820718		3016643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28585		5820719		3016644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28586		5820720		3016645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28587		5820721		3016646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28588		5820722		3016647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28589		5820723		3016648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28590		5820724		3016649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28591		5820725		3016650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28592		5820726		3016651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28593		5820727		3016652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28594		5820728		3016653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28595		5820729		3016654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28596		5820730		3016655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28597		5820731		3016656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28598		5820732		3016657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28599		5820733		3016658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28600		5820734		3016659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28601		5820735		3016660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28602		5820736		3016661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28603		5820737		3016662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28604		5820738		3016663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28605		5820739		3016664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28606		5820740		3016665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28607		5820741		3016666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28608		5820742		3016667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28609		5820743		3016668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28610		5820744		3016669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28611		5820745		3016670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28612		5820746		3016671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28613		5820747		3016672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28614		5820748		3016673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28615		5820749		3016674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28616		5820750		3016675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28617		5820751		3016676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28618		5820752		3016677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28619		5820753		3016678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28620		5820754		3016679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28621		5820755		3016680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28622		5820756		3016681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28623		5820757		3016682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28624		5820758		3016683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28625		5820759		3016684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28626		5820760		3016685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28627		5820761		3016686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28628		5820762		3016687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28629		5820763		3016688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28630		5820764		3016689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28631		5820765		3016690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28632		5820766		3016691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28633		5820767		3016692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28634		5820768		3016693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28635		5820769		3016694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28636		5820770		3016695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28637		5820771		3016696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28638		5820772		3016697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28639		5820773		3016698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28640		5820774		3016699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28641		5820775		3016700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28642		5820776		3016701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28643		5820777		3016702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28644		5820778		3016703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28645		5820779		3016704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28646		5820780		3016705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28647		5820781		3016706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28648		5820782		3016707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28649		5820783		3016708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28650		5820784		3016709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28651		5820785		3016710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28652		5820786		3016711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28653		5820787		3016712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28654		5820788		3016713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28655		5820789		3016714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28656		5820790		3016715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28657		5820791		3016716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28658		5820792		3016717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28659		5820793		3016718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28660		5820794		3016719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28661		5820795		3016720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28662		5820796		3016721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28663		5820797		3016722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28664		5820798		3016723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28665		5820799		3016724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28666		5820800		3016725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28667		5820801		3016726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28668		5820802		3016727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28669		5820803		3016728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28670		5820804		3016729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28671		5820805		3016730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28672		5820806		3016731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28673		5820807		3016732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28674		5820808		3016733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28675		5820809		3016734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28676		5820810		3016735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28677		5820811		3016736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28678		5820812		3016737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28679		5820813		3016738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28680		5820814		3016739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28681		5820815		3016740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28682		5820816		3016741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28683		5820817		3016742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28684		5820818		3016743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28685		5820819		3016744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28686		5820820		3016745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28687		5820821		3016746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28688		5820822		3016747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28689		5820823		3016748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28690		5820824		3016749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28691		5820825		3016750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28692		5820826		3016751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28693		5820827		3016752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28694		5820828		3016753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28695		5820829		3016754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28696		5820830		3016755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28697		5820831		3016756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28698		5820832		3016757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28699		5820833		3016758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28700		5820834		3016759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28701		5820835		3016760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28702		5820836		3016761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28703		5820837		3016762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28704		5820838		3016763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28705		5820839		3016764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28706		5820840		3016765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28707		5820841		3016766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28708		5820842		3016767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28709		5820843		3016768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28710		5820844		3016769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28711		5820845		3016770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28712		5820846		3016771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28713		5820847		3016772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28714		5820848		3016773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28715		5820849		3016774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28716		5820850		3016775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28717		5820851		3016776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28718		5820852		3016777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28719		5820853		3016778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28720		5820854		3016779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28721		5820855		3016780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28722		5820856		3016781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28723		5820857		3016782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28724		5820858		3016783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28725		5820859		3016784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28726		5820860		3016785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28727		5820861		3016786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28728		5820862		3016787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28729		5820863		3016788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28730		5820864		3016789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28731		5820865		3016790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28732		5820866		3016791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28733		5820867		3016792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28734		5820868		3016793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28735		5820869		3016794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28736		5820870		3016795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28737		5820871		3016796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28738		5820872		3016797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28739		5820873		3016798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28740		5820874		3016799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28741		5820875		3016800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28742		5820876		3016801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28743		5820877		3016802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28744		5820878		3016803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28745		5820879		3016804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28746		5820880		3016805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28747		5820881		3016806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28748		5820882		3016807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28749		5820883		3016808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28750		5820884		3016809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28751		5820885		3016810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28752		5820886		3016811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28753		5820887		3016812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28754		5820888		3016813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28755		5820889		3016814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28756		5820890		3016815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28757		5820891		3016816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28758		5820892		3016817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28759		5820893		3016818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28760		5820894		3016819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28761		5820895		3016820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28762		5820896		3016821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28763		5820897		3016822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28764		5820898		3016823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28765		5820899		3016824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28766		5820900		3016825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28767		5820901		3016826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28768		5820902		3016827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28769		5820903		3016828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28770		5820904		3016829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28771		5820905		3016830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28772		5820906		3016831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28773		5820907		3016832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28774		5820908		3016833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28775		5820909		3016834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28776		5820910		3016835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28777		5820911		3016836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28778		5820912		3016837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28779		5820913		3016838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28780		5820914		3016839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28781		5820915		3016840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28782		5820916		3016841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28783		5820917		3016842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28784		5820918		3016843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28785		5820919		3016844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28786		5820920		3016845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28787		5820921		3016846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28788		5820922		3016847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28789		5820923		3016848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28790		5820924		3016849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28791		5820925		3016850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28792		5820926		3016851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28793		5820927		3016852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28794		5820928		3016853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28795		5820929		3016854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28796		5820930		3016855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28797		5820931		3016856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28798		5820932		3016857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28799		5820933		3016858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28800		5820934		3016859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28801		5820935		3016860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28802		5820936		3016861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28803		5820937		3016862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28804		5820938		3016863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28805		5820939		3016864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28806		5820940		3016865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28807		5820941		3016866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28808		5820942		3016867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28809		5820943		3016868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28810		5820944		3016869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28811		5820945		3016870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28812		5820946		3016871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28813		5820947		3016872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28814		5820948		3016873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28815		5820949		3016874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28816		5820950		3016875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28817		5820951		3016876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28818		5820952		3016877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28819		5820953		3016878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28820		5820954		3016879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28821		5820955		3016880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28822		5820956		3016881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28823		5820957		3016882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28824		5820958		3016883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28825		5820959		3016884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28826		5820960		3016885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28827		5820961		3016886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28828		5820962		3016887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28829		5820963		3016888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28830		5820964		3016889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28831		5820965		3016890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28832		5820966		3016891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28833		5820967		3016892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28834		5820968		3016893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28835		5820969		3016894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28836		5820970		3016895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28837		5820971		3016896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28838		5820972		3016897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28839		5820973		3016898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28840		5820974		3016899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28841		5820975		3016900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28842		5820976		3016901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28843		5820977		3016902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28844		5820978		3016903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28845		5820979		3016904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28846		5820980		3016905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28847		5820981		3016906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28848		5820982		3016907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28849		5820983		3016908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28850		5820984		3016909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28851		5820985		3016910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28852		5820986		3016911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28853		5820987		3016912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28854		5820988		3016913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28855		5820989		3016914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28856		5820990		3016915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28857		5820991		3016916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28858		5820992		3016917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28859		5820993		3016918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28860		5820994		3016919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28861		5820995		3016920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28862		5820996		3016921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28863		5820997		3016922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28864		5820998		3016923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28865		5820999		3016924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28866		5821000		3016925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28867		5821001		3016926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28868		5821002		3016927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28869		5821003		3016928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28870		5821004		3016929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28871		5821005		3016930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28872		5821006		3016931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28873		5821007		3016932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28874		5821008		3016933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28875		5821009		3016934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28876		5821010		3016935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28877		5821011		3016936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28878		5821012		3016937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28879		5821013		3016938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28880		5821014		3016939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28881		5821015		3016940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28882		5821016		3016941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28883		5821017		3016942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28884		5821018		3016943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28885		5821019		3016944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28886		5821020		3016945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28887		5821021		3016946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28888		5821022		3016947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28889		5821023		3016948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28890		5821024		3016949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28891		5821025		3016950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28892		5821026		3016951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28893		5821027		3016952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28894		5821028		3016953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28895		5821029		3016954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28896		5821030		3016955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28897		5821031		3016956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28898		5821032		3016957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28899		5821033		3016958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28900		5821034		3016959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28901		5821035		3016960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28902		5821036		3016961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28903		5821037		3016962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28904		5821038		3016963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28905		5821039		3016964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28906		5821040		3016965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28907		5821041		3016966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28908		5821042		3016967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28909		5821043		3016968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28910		5821044		3016969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28911		5821045		3016970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28912		5821046		3016971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28913		5821047		3016972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28914		5821048		3016973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28915		5821049		3016974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28916		5821050		3016975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28917		5821051		3016976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28918		5821052		3016977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28919		5821053		3016978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28920		5821054		3016979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28921		5821055		3016980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28922		5821056		3016981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28923		5821057		3016982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28924		5821058		3016983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28925		5821059		3016984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28926		5821060		3016985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28927		5821061		3016986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28928		5821062		3016987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28929		5821063		3016988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28930		5821064		3016989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28931		5821065		3016990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28932		5821066		3016991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28933		5821067		3016992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28934		5821068		3016993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28935		5821069		3016994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28936		5821070		3016995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28937		5821071		3016996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28938		5821072		3016997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28939		5821073		3016998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28940		5821074		3016999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28941		5821075		3017000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28942		5821076		3017001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28943		5821077		3017002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28944		5821078		3017003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28945		5821079		3017004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28946		5821080		3017005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28947		5821081		3017006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28948		5821082		3017007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28949		5821083		3017008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28950		5821084		3017009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28951		5821085		3017010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28952		5821086		3017011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28953		5821087		3017012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28954		5821088		3017013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28955		5821089		3017014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28956		5821090		3017015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28957		5821091		3017016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28958		5821092		3017017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28959		5821093		3017018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28960		5821094		3017019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28961		5821095		3017020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28962		5821096		3017021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28963		5821097		3017022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28964		5821098		3017023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28965		5821099		3017024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28966		5821100		3017025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28967		5821101		3017026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28968		5821102		3017027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28969		5821103		3017028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28970		5821104		3017029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28971		5821105		3017030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28972		5821106		3017031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28973		5821107		3017032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28974		5821108		3017033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28975		5821109		3017034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28976		5821110		3017035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28977		5821111		3017036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28978		5821112		3017037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28979		5821113		3017038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28980		5821114		3017039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28981		5821115		3017040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28982		5821116		3017041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28983		5821117		3017042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28984		5821118		3017043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28985		5821119		3017044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28986		5821120		3017045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28987		5821121		3017046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28988		5821122		3017047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28989		5821123		3017048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28990		5821124		3017049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28991		5821125		3017050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28992		5821126		3017051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28993		5821127		3017052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28994		5821128		3017053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28995		5821129		3017054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28996		5821130		3017055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28997		5821131		3017056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28998		5821132		3017057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28999		5821133		3017058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29000		5821134		3017059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29001		5821135		3017060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29002		5821136		3017061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29003		5821137		3017062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29004		5821138		3017063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29005		5821139		3017064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29006		5821140		3017065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29007		5821141		3017066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29008		5821142		3017067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29009		5821143		3017068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29010		5821144		3017069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29011		5821145		3017070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29012		5821146		3017071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29013		5821147		3017072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29014		5821148		3017073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29015		5821149		3017074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29016		5821150		3017075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29017		5821151		3017076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29018		5821152		3017077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29019		5821153		3017078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29020		5821154		3017079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29021		5821155		3017080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29022		5821156		3017081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29023		5821157		3017082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29024		5821158		3017083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29025		5821159		3017084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29026		5821160		3017085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29027		5821161		3017086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29028		5821162		3017087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29029		5821163		3017088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29030		5821164		3017089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29031		5821165		3017090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29032		5821166		3017091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29033		5821167		3017092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29034		5821168		3017093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29035		5821169		3017094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29036		5821170		3017095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29037		5821171		3017096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29038		5821172		3017097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29039		5821173		3017098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29040		5821174		3017099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29041		5821175		3017100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29042		5821176		3017101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29043		5821177		3017102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29044		5821178		3017103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29045		5821179		3017104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29046		5821180		3017105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29047		5821181		3017106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29048		5821182		3017107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29049		5821183		3017108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29050		5821184		3017109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29051		5821185		3017110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29052		5821186		3017111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29053		5821187		3017112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29054		5821188		3017113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29055		5821189		3017114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29056		5821190		3017115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29057		5821191		3017116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29058		5821192		3017117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29059		5821193		3017118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29060		5821194		3017119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29061		5821195		3017120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29062		5821196		3017121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29063		5821197		3017122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29064		5821198		3017123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29065		5821199		3017124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29066		5821200		3017125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29067		5821201		3017126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29068		5821202		3017127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29069		5821203		3017128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29070		5821204		3017129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29071		5821205		3017130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29072		5821206		3017131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29073		5821207		3017132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29074		5821208		3017133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29075		5821209		3017134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29076		5821210		3017135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29077		5821211		3017136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29078		5821212		3017137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29079		5821213		3017138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29080		5821214		3017139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29081		5821215		3017140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29082		5821216		3017141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29083		5821217		3017142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29084		5821218		3017143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29085		5821219		3017144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29086		5821220		3017145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29087		5821221		3017146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29088		5821222		3017147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29089		5821223		3017148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29090		5821224		3017149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29091		5821225		3017150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29092		5821226		3017151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29093		5821227		3017152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29094		5821228		3017153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29095		5821229		3017154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29096		5821230		3017155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29097		5821231		3017156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29098		5821232		3017157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29099		5821233		3017158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29100		5821234		3017159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29101		5821235		3017160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29102		5821236		3017161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29103		5821237		3017162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29104		5821238		3017163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29105		5821239		3017164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29106		5821240		3017165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29107		5821241		3017166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29108		5821242		3017167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29109		5821243		3017168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29110		5821244		3017169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29111		5821245		3017170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29112		5821246		3017171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29113		5821247		3017172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29114		5821248		3017173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29115		5821249		3017174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29116		5821250		3017175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29117		5821251		3017176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29118		5821252		3017177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29119		5821253		3017178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29120		5821254		3017179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29121		5821255		3017180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29122		5821256		3017181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29123		5821257		3017182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29124		5821258		3017183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29125		5821259		3017184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29126		5821260		3017185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29127		5821261		3017186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29128		5821262		3017187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29129		5821263		3017188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29130		5821264		3017189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29131		5821265		3017190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29132		5821266		3017191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29133		5821267		3017192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29134		5821268		3017193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29135		5821269		3017194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29136		5821270		3017195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29137		5821271		3017196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29138		5821272		3017197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29139		5821273		3017198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29140		5821274		3017199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29141		5821275		3017200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29142		5821276		3017201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29143		5821277		3017202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29144		5821278		3017203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29145		5821279		3017204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29146		5821280		3017205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29147		5821281		3017206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29148		5821282		3017207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29149		5821283		3017208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29150		5821284		3017209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29151		5821285		3017210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29152		5821286		3017211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29153		5821287		3017212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29154		5821288		3017213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29155		5821289		3017214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29156		5821290		3017215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29157		5821291		3017216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29158		5821292		3017217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29159		5821293		3017218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29160		5821294		3017219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29161		5821295		3017220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29162		5821296		3017221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29163		5821297		3017222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29164		5821298		3017223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29165		5821299		3017224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29166		5821300		3017225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29167		5821301		3017226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29168		5821302		3017227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29169		5821303		3017228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29170		5821304		3017229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29171		5821305		3017230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29172		5821306		3017231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29173		5821307		3017232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29174		5821308		3017233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29175		5821309		3017234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29176		5821310		3017235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29177		5821311		3017236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29178		5821312		3017237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29179		5821313		3017238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29180		5821314		3017239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29181		5821315		3017240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29182		5821316		3017241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29183		5821317		3017242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29184		5821318		3017243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29185		5821319		3017244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29186		5821320		3017245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29187		5821321		3017246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29188		5821322		3017247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29189		5821323		3017248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29190		5821324		3017249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29191		5821325		3017250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29192		5821326		3017251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29193		5821327		3017252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29194		5821328		3017253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29195		5821329		3017254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29196		5821330		3017255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29197		5821331		3017256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29198		5821332		3017257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29199		5821333		3017258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29200		5821334		3017259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29201		5821335		3017260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29202		5821336		3017261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29203		5821337		3017262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29204		5821338		3017263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29205		5821339		3017264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29206		5821340		3017265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29207		5821341		3017266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29208		5821342		3017267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29209		5821343		3017268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29210		5821344		3017269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29211		5821345		3017270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29212		5821346		3017271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29213		5821347		3017272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29214		5821348		3017273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29215		5821349		3017274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29216		5821350		3017275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29217		5821351		3017276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29218		5821352		3017277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29219		5821353		3017278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29384		5823117		3019042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29385		5823118		3019043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29386		5823119		3019044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29387		5823277		3019202		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29388		5823278		3019203		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29389		5823279		3019204		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29390		5823280		3019205		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29391		5823281		3019206		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29392		5823282		3019207		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29393		5823283		3019208		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29394		5823284		3019209		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29395		5904162		3100087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29396		5904163		3100088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29397		5904164		3100089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29398		5904165		3100090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29399		5904166		3100091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29400		5904167		3100092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29401		5904168		3100093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29402		5904169		3100094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29403		5904170		3100095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29404		5904171		3100096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29405		5904172		3100097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29406		5904173		3100098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29407		5904174		3100099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29684		5905015		3100940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29685		5905016		3100941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29686		5905017		3100942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29687		5905018		3100943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29688		5905019		3100944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29689		5905020		3100945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29690		5905021		3100946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29691		5905022		3100947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29692		5905023		3100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29693		5905024		3100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29694		5905142		3101067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29695		5905143		3101068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29696		5905144		3101069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29697		5905145		3101070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29698		5905146		3101071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29699		5905147		3101072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29700		5905148		3101073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29701		5905149		3101074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29702		5905150		3101075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29703		5905151		3101076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29704		5905152		3101077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29705		5905153		3101078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29706		5905154		3101079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29707		5905155		3101080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29708		5905156		3101081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29709		5905157		3101082		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29710		5905158		3101083		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29711		5905159		3101084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29712		5905160		3101085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29713		5905161		3101086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29714		5905162		3101087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29715		5905163		3101088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29716		5905215		3101140		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29717		5905216		3101141		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29718		5905217		3101142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29719		5905218		3101143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29720		5905219		3101144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29721		5905220		3101145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29722		5905221		3101146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29723		5905222		3101147		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29724		5905223		3101148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29725		5905224		3101149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29726		5905225		3101150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29727		5905226		3101151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29728		5905227		3101152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29729		5905228		3101153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29730		5905229		3101154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29731		5905230		3101155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29732		5905231		3101156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29733		5905232		3101157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29734		5905233		3101158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29735		5905234		3101159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29736		5905235		3101160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29737		5905236		3101161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29738		5905237		3101162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29739		5905238		3101163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29740		5905239		3101164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29741		5905240		3101165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29742		5905241		3101166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29743		5905242		3101167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29744		5905243		3101168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29745		5905244		3101169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29746		5905245		3101170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29747		5905246		3101171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29748		5905247		3101172		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29749		5905248		3101173		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29750		5905249		3101174		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29751		6004082		3200007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29752		6004083		3200008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29753		6004084		3200009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29754		6004085		3200010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29755		6004086		3200011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29756		6004087		3200012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29757		6004661		3200586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29758		6004662		3200587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29759		6004663		3200588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29760		6004664		3200589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29761		6004665		3200590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29762		6004666		3200591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29763		6004667		3200592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29764		6004668		3200593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29765		6004669		3200594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29766		6004670		3200595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29767		6004671		3200596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29768		6004672		3200597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29769		6004673		3200598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29770		6004674		3200599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29771		6004675		3200600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29772		6004676		3200601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29773		6004677		3200602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29774		6004678		3200603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29775		6004679		3200604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29776		6004680		3200605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29777		6004681		3200606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29778		6004682		3200607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29779		6004683		3200608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29780		6004684		3200609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29781		6004685		3200610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29782		6004686		3200611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29783		6004687		3200612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29920		6006478		3202403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29921		6006479		3202404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29922		6006480		3202405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29923		6006481		3202406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29924		6006482		3202407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29925		6006483		3202408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29926		6006649		3202574		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29927		6006650		3202575		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29928		6006651		3202576		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29929		6006652		3202577		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29930		6006663		3202588		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29931		6006664		3202589		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29932		6006665		3202590		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29933		6006666		3202591		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29934		6006667		3202592		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29935		6006668		3202593		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29936		6006669		3202594		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29937		6006670		3202595		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29938		6006671		3202596		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29939		6006672		3202597		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29940		6006673		3202598		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29941		6006674		3202599		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29942		6006675		3202600		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29943		6006676		3202601		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29944		6006677		3202602		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29945		6006678		3202603		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29946		6006679		3202604		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29947		6006680		3202605		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29948		6006681		3202606		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29949		6006682		3202607		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29950		6006683		3202608		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29951		6006684		3202609		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29952		6006685		3202610		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29953		6006686		3202611		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29954		6006687		3202612		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29955		6006688		3202613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29956		6006689		3202614		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29957		6006690		3202615		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29958		6006691		3202616		634		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29959		6006692		3202617		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29960		6006693		3202618		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29961		6006694		3202619		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29962		6006695		3202620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29963		6006696		3202621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29964		6006697		3202622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29965		6006698		3202623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29966		6006699		3202624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29967		6006700		3202625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29968		6006701		3202626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29969		6006702		3202627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29970		6006703		3202628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29971		6006704		3202629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29972		6006705		3202630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29973		6006706		3202631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29974		6006707		3202632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29975		6006708		3202633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29976		6006709		3202634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29977		6006710		3202635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29978		6006711		3202636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29979		6006712		3202637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29980		6006713		3202638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29981		6006714		3202639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29982		6006715		3202640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29983		6006716		3202641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29984		6006717		3202642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29985		6006718		3202643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29986		6006719		3202644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29987		6006720		3202645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29988		6006721		3202646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29989		6006722		3202647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29990		6006723		3202648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29991		6006724		3202649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29992		6006725		3202650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29993		6006726		3202651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29994		6006727		3202652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29995		6006728		3202653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29996		6006729		3202654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29997		6006730		3202655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29998		6006731		3202656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29999		6006732		3202657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30000		6006733		3202658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30001		6006734		3202659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30002		6006735		3202660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30003		6006736		3202661		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30004		6006737		3202662		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30005		6006738		3202663		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30006		6104199		3300124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30007		6104200		3300125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30008		6104201		3300126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30009		6104202		3300127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30010		6104203		3300128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30279		6104961		3300886		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30280		6104962		3300887		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30281		6104963		3300888		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30282		6104964		3300889		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30283		6104965		3300890		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30284		6105093		3301018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30285		6105094		3301019		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30286		6105095		3301020		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30287		6105096		3301021		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30288		6105097		3301022		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30289		6105098		3301023		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30290		6105099		3301024		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30291		6105100		3301025		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30292		6105101		3301026		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30293		6105102		3301027		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30294		6105103		3301028		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30295		6105104		3301029		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30296		6105105		3301030		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30297		6105106		3301031		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30298		6105107		3301032		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30299		6105108		3301033		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30300		6105109		3301034		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30301		6105110		3301035		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30302		6105152		3301077		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30303		6105153		3301078		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30304		6105154		3301079		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30305		6105155		3301080		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30306		6105156		3301081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30307		6105157		3301082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30308		6105158		3301083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30309		6105159		3301084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30310		6105160		3301085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30311		6105161		3301086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30312		6105162		3301087		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30313		6105163		3301088		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30314		6105164		3301089		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30315		6105165		3301090		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30316		6105166		3301091		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30317		6105167		3301092		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30318		6105168		3301093		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30319		6105169		3301094		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30320		6105170		3301095		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30321		6105171		3301096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30322		6105172		3301097		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30323		6105173		3301098		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30324		6105174		3301099		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30325		6105175		3301100		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30326		6105176		3301101		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30327		6105177		3301102		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30328		6105178		3301103		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30329		6105179		3301104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30330		6105180		3301105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30331		6105181		3301106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30332		6105182		3301107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30333		6105183		3301108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30334		6105184		3301109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30335		6105185		3301110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30336		6105186		3301111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30337		6105187		3301112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30338		6105188		3301113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30339		6105189		3301114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30340		6105190		3301115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30341		6105191		3301116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30342		6105192		3301117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30343		6105193		3301118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30344		6105194		3301119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30345		6105195		3301120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30346		6105196		3301121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30347		6105197		3301122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30348		6105198		3301123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30349		6105199		3301124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30350		6105200		3301125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30351		6105201		3301126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30352		6105202		3301127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30353		6105203		3301128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30354		6105204		3301129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30355		6105205		3301130		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30356		6105206		3301131		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30357		6105207		3301132		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30358		6205041		3400966		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30359		6205175		3401100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30360		6205176		3401101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30361		6205177		3401102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30362		6205178		3401103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30363		6205179		3401104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30364		6205180		3401105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30365		6205181		3401106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30366		6205182		3401107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30367		6205183		3401108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30368		6205184		3401109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30369		6205185		3401110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30370		6205186		3401111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30371		6205187		3401112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30372		6205188		3401113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30373		6205189		3401114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30374		6205190		3401115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30375		6205191		3401116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30376		6205192		3401117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30377		6205193		3401118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30378		6205194		3401119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30379		6205195		3401120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30380		6205196		3401121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30381		6205197		3401122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30382		6205198		3401123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30383		6205199		3401124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30384		6205200		3401125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30385		6205201		3401126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30386		6205202		3401127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30387		6205203		3401128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30388		6205204		3401129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30389		6205205		3401130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30390		6205206		3401131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30391		6205207		3401132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30392		6205208		3401133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30393		6205209		3401134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30394		6205210		3401135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30395		6205211		3401136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30396		6205212		3401137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30397		6205213		3401138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30398		6205214		3401139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30399		6205215		3401140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30400		6205216		3401141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30401		6205217		3401142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30402		6205218		3401143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30403		6205219		3401144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30404		6205220		3401145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30405		6205221		3401146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30406		6205222		3401147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30407		6205223		3401148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30408		6205224		3401149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30409		6205225		3401150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30410		6205226		3401151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30411		6205227		3401152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30412		6205228		3401153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30413		6205229		3401154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30414		6205230		3401155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30415		6205231		3401156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30416		6205232		3401157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30417		6205233		3401158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30418		6205234		3401159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30419		6205235		3401160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30420		6205236		3401161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30421		6205237		3401162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30422		6205238		3401163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30423		6205239		3401164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30424		6205240		3401165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30425		6205241		3401166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30426		6205242		3401167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30427		6205243		3401168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30428		6205244		3401169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30429		6205245		3401170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30430		6205246		3401171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30431		6205247		3401172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30432		6205248		3401173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30433		6205249		3401174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30434		6205250		3401175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30435		6205251		3401176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30436		6205252		3401177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30437		6205253		3401178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30438		6205254		3401179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30439		6205255		3401180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30440		6205256		3401181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30441		6205257		3401182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30442		6205258		3401183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30443		6205259		3401184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30444		6205260		3401185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30445		6205261		3401186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30446		6205262		3401187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30447		6205263		3401188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30448		6205264		3401189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30449		6205265		3401190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30450		6205266		3401191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30451		6205267		3401192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30452		6205268		3401193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30453		6205269		3401194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30454		6205270		3401195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30455		6205271		3401196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30456		6205272		3401197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30457		6205273		3401198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30458		6205274		3401199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30459		6205275		3401200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30460		6205276		3401201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30461		6205277		3401202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30462		6205278		3401203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30463		6205279		3401204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30464		6205280		3401205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30465		6205281		3401206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30466		6205282		3401207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30467		6205283		3401208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30468		6205284		3401209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30469		6205285		3401210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30470		6205286		3401211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30471		6205287		3401212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30472		6205288		3401213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30473		6205289		3401214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30474		6205290		3401215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30475		6205291		3401216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30476		6205292		3401217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30477		6205293		3401218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30478		6205294		3401219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30479		6205295		3401220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30480		6205296		3401221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30481		6205297		3401222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30482		6205298		3401223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30483		6205299		3401224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30484		6205300		3401225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30485		6205301		3401226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30486		6205302		3401227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30487		6205303		3401228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30488		6205304		3401229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30489		6205305		3401230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30490		6205306		3401231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30491		6205307		3401232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30492		6205308		3401233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30493		6205309		3401234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30494		6205310		3401235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30495		6205311		3401236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30496		6205312		3401237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30497		6205313		3401238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30498		6205314		3401239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30499		6205315		3401240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30500		6205316		3401241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30501		6205317		3401242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30502		6205318		3401243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30503		6205319		3401244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30504		6205320		3401245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30505		6205321		3401246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30506		6205322		3401247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30507		6205323		3401248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30508		6205324		3401249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30509		6205325		3401250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30510		6205326		3401251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30511		6205327		3401252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30512		6205328		3401253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30513		6205329		3401254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30514		6205330		3401255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30515		6205331		3401256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30516		6205332		3401257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30517		6205333		3401258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30518		6205334		3401259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30519		6205335		3401260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30520		6205336		3401261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30521		6205337		3401262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30522		6205338		3401263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30523		6205339		3401264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30524		6205340		3401265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30525		6205341		3401266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30526		6205342		3401267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30527		6205343		3401268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30528		6205344		3401269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30529		6205345		3401270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30530		6205346		3401271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30531		6205347		3401272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30532		6205348		3401273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30533		6205349		3401274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30534		6205350		3401275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30535		6205351		3401276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30536		6205352		3401277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30537		6205353		3401278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30538		6205354		3401279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30539		6205355		3401280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30540		6205356		3401281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30541		6205357		3401282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30542		6205358		3401283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30543		6205359		3401284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30544		6205360		3401285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30545		6205361		3401286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30546		6205362		3401287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30547		6205363		3401288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30548		6205364		3401289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30549		6205365		3401290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30550		6205366		3401291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30551		6205367		3401292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30552		6205368		3401293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30553		6205369		3401294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30554		6205370		3401295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30555		6205371		3401296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30556		6205372		3401297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30557		6205373		3401298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30558		6205374		3401299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30559		6205375		3401300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30560		6205376		3401301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30561		6205377		3401302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30562		6205378		3401303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30563		6205379		3401304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30564		6205380		3401305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30565		6205381		3401306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30566		6205382		3401307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30567		6205383		3401308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30568		6205384		3401309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30569		6205385		3401310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30570		6205386		3401311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30571		6205387		3401312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30572		6205388		3401313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30573		6205389		3401314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30574		6205390		3401315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30575		6205391		3401316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30576		6205392		3401317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30577		6205393		3401318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30578		6205394		3401319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30579		6205395		3401320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30580		6205396		3401321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30581		6205397		3401322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30582		6205398		3401323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30583		6205399		3401324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30584		6205400		3401325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30585		6205401		3401326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30586		6205402		3401327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30587		6205403		3401328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30588		6205404		3401329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30589		6205405		3401330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30590		6205406		3401331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30591		6205407		3401332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30592		6205408		3401333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30593		6205409		3401334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30594		6205410		3401335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30595		6205411		3401336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30596		6205412		3401337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30597		6205413		3401338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30598		6205414		3401339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30599		6205415		3401340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30600		6205416		3401341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30601		6205417		3401342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30602		6205418		3401343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30603		6205419		3401344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30604		6205420		3401345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30605		6205421		3401346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30606		6205422		3401347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30607		6205423		3401348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30608		6205424		3401349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30609		6205425		3401350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30610		6205426		3401351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30611		6205427		3401352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30612		6205428		3401353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30613		6205429		3401354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30614		6205430		3401355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30615		6205431		3401356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30616		6205432		3401357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30617		6205433		3401358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30618		6205434		3401359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30619		6205435		3401360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30620		6205436		3401361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30621		6205437		3401362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30622		6205438		3401363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30623		6205439		3401364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30624		6205440		3401365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30625		6205441		3401366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30626		6205442		3401367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30627		6205443		3401368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30628		6205444		3401369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30629		6205445		3401370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30630		6205446		3401371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30631		6205447		3401372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30632		6205448		3401373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30633		6205449		3401374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30634		6205450		3401375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30635		6205451		3401376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30636		6205452		3401377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30637		6205453		3401378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30638		6205454		3401379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30639		6205455		3401380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30640		6205456		3401381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30641		6205457		3401382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30642		6205458		3401383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30643		6205459		3401384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30644		6205460		3401385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30645		6205461		3401386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30646		6205462		3401387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30647		6205463		3401388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30648		6205464		3401389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30649		6205465		3401390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30650		6205466		3401391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30651		6205467		3401392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30652		6205468		3401393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30653		6205469		3401394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30654		6205470		3401395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30655		6205471		3401396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30656		6205472		3401397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30657		6205473		3401398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30658		6205474		3401399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30659		6205475		3401400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30660		6205476		3401401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30661		6205477		3401402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30662		6205478		3401403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30663		6205479		3401404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30664		6205480		3401405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30665		6205481		3401406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30666		6205482		3401407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30667		6205483		3401408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30668		6205484		3401409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30669		6205485		3401410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30670		6205486		3401411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30671		6205487		3401412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30672		6205488		3401413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30673		6205489		3401414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30674		6205490		3401415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30675		6205491		3401416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30676		6205492		3401417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30677		6205493		3401418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30678		6205494		3401419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30679		6205495		3401420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30680		6205496		3401421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30681		6205497		3401422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30682		6205498		3401423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30683		6205499		3401424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30684		6205500		3401425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30685		6205501		3401426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30686		6205502		3401427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30687		6205503		3401428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30688		6205504		3401429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30689		6205505		3401430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30690		6205506		3401431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30691		6205507		3401432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30692		6205508		3401433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30693		6205509		3401434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30694		6205510		3401435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30695		6205511		3401436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30696		6205512		3401437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30697		6205513		3401438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30698		6205514		3401439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30699		6205515		3401440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30700		6205516		3401441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30701		6205517		3401442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30702		6205518		3401443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30703		6205519		3401444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30704		6205520		3401445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30705		6205521		3401446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30706		6205522		3401447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30707		6205523		3401448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30708		6205524		3401449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30709		6205525		3401450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30710		6205526		3401451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30711		6205527		3401452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30712		6205528		3401453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30713		6205529		3401454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30714		6205530		3401455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30715		6205531		3401456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30716		6205532		3401457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30717		6205533		3401458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30718		6205534		3401459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30719		6205535		3401460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30720		6205536		3401461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30721		6205537		3401462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30722		6205538		3401463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30723		6205539		3401464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30724		6205540		3401465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30725		6205541		3401466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30726		6205542		3401467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30727		6205543		3401468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30728		6205544		3401469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30729		6205545		3401470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30730		6205546		3401471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30731		6205547		3401472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30732		6205548		3401473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30733		6205549		3401474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30734		6205550		3401475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30735		6205551		3401476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30736		6205552		3401477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30737		6205553		3401478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30738		6205554		3401479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30739		6205555		3401480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30740		6205556		3401481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30741		6205557		3401482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30742		6205558		3401483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30743		6205559		3401484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30744		6205560		3401485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30745		6205561		3401486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30746		6205562		3401487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30747		6205563		3401488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30748		6205564		3401489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30749		6205565		3401490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30750		6205566		3401491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30751		6205567		3401492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30752		6205568		3401493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30753		6205569		3401494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30754		6205570		3401495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30755		6205571		3401496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30756		6205572		3401497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30757		6205573		3401498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30758		6205574		3401499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30759		6205575		3401500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30760		6205576		3401501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30761		6205577		3401502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30762		6205578		3401503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30763		6205579		3401504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30764		6205580		3401505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30765		6205581		3401506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30766		6205582		3401507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30767		6205583		3401508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30768		6205584		3401509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30769		6205585		3401510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30770		6205586		3401511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30771		6205587		3401512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30772		6205588		3401513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30773		6205589		3401514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30774		6205590		3401515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30775		6205591		3401516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30776		6205592		3401517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30777		6205593		3401518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30778		6205594		3401519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30779		6205595		3401520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30780		6205596		3401521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30781		6205597		3401522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30782		6205598		3401523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30783		6205599		3401524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30784		6205600		3401525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30785		6205601		3401526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30786		6205602		3401527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30787		6205603		3401528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30788		6205604		3401529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30789		6205605		3401530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30790		6205606		3401531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30791		6205607		3401532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30792		6205608		3401533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30793		6205609		3401534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30794		6205610		3401535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30795		6205611		3401536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30796		6205612		3401537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30797		6205613		3401538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30798		6205614		3401539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30799		6205615		3401540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30800		6205616		3401541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30801		6205617		3401542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30802		6205618		3401543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30803		6205619		3401544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30804		6205620		3401545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30805		6205621		3401546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30806		6205622		3401547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30807		6205623		3401548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30808		6205624		3401549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30809		6205625		3401550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30810		6205626		3401551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30811		6205627		3401552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30812		6205628		3401553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30813		6205629		3401554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30814		6205630		3401555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30815		6205631		3401556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30816		6205632		3401557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30817		6205633		3401558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30818		6205634		3401559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30819		6205635		3401560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30820		6205636		3401561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30821		6205637		3401562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30822		6205638		3401563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30823		6205639		3401564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30824		6205640		3401565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30825		6205641		3401566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30826		6205642		3401567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30827		6205643		3401568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30828		6205644		3401569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30829		6205645		3401570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30830		6205646		3401571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30831		6205647		3401572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30832		6205648		3401573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30833		6205649		3401574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30834		6205650		3401575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30835		6205651		3401576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30836		6205652		3401577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30837		6205653		3401578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30838		6205654		3401579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30839		6205655		3401580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30840		6205656		3401581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30841		6205657		3401582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30842		6205658		3401583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30843		6205659		3401584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30844		6205660		3401585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30845		6205661		3401586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30846		6205662		3401587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30847		6205663		3401588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30848		6205664		3401589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30849		6205665		3401590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30850		6205666		3401591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30851		6205667		3401592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30852		6205668		3401593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30853		6205669		3401594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30854		6205670		3401595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30855		6205671		3401596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30856		6205672		3401597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30857		6205673		3401598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30858		6205674		3401599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30859		6205675		3401600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30860		6205676		3401601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30861		6205677		3401602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30862		6205678		3401603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30863		6205679		3401604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30864		6205680		3401605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30865		6205681		3401606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30866		6205682		3401607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30867		6205683		3401608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30868		6205684		3401609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30869		6205685		3401610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30870		6205686		3401611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30871		6205687		3401612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30872		6205688		3401613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30873		6205689		3401614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30874		6205690		3401615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30875		6205691		3401616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30876		6205692		3401617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30877		6205693		3401618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30878		6205694		3401619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30879		6205695		3401620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30880		6205696		3401621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30881		6205697		3401622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30882		6205698		3401623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30883		6205699		3401624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30884		6205700		3401625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30885		6205701		3401626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30886		6205702		3401627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30887		6205703		3401628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30888		6205704		3401629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30889		6205705		3401630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30890		6205706		3401631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30891		6205707		3401632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30892		6205708		3401633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30893		6205709		3401634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30894		6205710		3401635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30895		6205711		3401636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30896		6205712		3401637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30897		6205713		3401638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30898		6205714		3401639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30899		6205715		3401640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30900		6205716		3401641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30901		6205717		3401642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30902		6205718		3401643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30903		6205719		3401644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30904		6205720		3401645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30905		6205721		3401646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30906		6205722		3401647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30907		6205723		3401648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30908		6205724		3401649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30909		6205725		3401650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30910		6205726		3401651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30911		6205727		3401652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30912		6205728		3401653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30913		6205729		3401654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30914		6205730		3401655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30915		6205731		3401656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30916		6205732		3401657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30917		6205733		3401658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30918		6205734		3401659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30919		6205735		3401660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30920		6205736		3401661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30921		6205737		3401662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30922		6205738		3401663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30923		6205739		3401664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30924		6205740		3401665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30925		6205741		3401666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30926		6205742		3401667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30927		6205743		3401668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30928		6205744		3401669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30929		6205745		3401670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30930		6205746		3401671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30931		6205747		3401672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30932		6205748		3401673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30933		6205749		3401674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30934		6205750		3401675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30935		6205751		3401676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30936		6205752		3401677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30937		6205753		3401678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30938		6205754		3401679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30939		6205755		3401680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30940		6205756		3401681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30941		6205757		3401682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30942		6205758		3401683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30943		6205759		3401684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30944		6205760		3401685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30945		6205761		3401686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30946		6205762		3401687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30947		6205763		3401688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30948		6205764		3401689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30949		6205765		3401690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30950		6205766		3401691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30951		6205767		3401692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30952		6205768		3401693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30953		6205769		3401694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30954		6205770		3401695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30955		6205771		3401696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30956		6205772		3401697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30957		6205773		3401698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30958		6205774		3401699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30959		6205775		3401700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30960		6205776		3401701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30961		6205777		3401702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30962		6205778		3401703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30963		6205779		3401704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30964		6205780		3401705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30965		6205781		3401706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30966		6205782		3401707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30967		6205783		3401708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30968		6205784		3401709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30969		6205785		3401710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30970		6205786		3401711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30971		6205787		3401712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30972		6205788		3401713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30973		6205789		3401714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30974		6205790		3401715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30975		6205791		3401716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30976		6205792		3401717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30977		6205793		3401718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30978		6205794		3401719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30979		6205795		3401720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30980		6205796		3401721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30981		6205797		3401722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30982		6205798		3401723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30983		6205799		3401724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30984		6205800		3401725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30985		6205801		3401726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30986		6205802		3401727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30987		6205803		3401728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30988		6205804		3401729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30989		6205805		3401730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30990		6205806		3401731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30991		6205807		3401732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30992		6205808		3401733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30993		6205809		3401734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30994		6205810		3401735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30995		6205811		3401736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30996		6205812		3401737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30997		6205813		3401738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30998		6205814		3401739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30999		6205815		3401740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31000		6205816		3401741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31001		6205817		3401742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31002		6205818		3401743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31003		6205819		3401744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31004		6205820		3401745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31005		6205821		3401746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31006		6205822		3401747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31007		6205823		3401748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31008		6205824		3401749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31009		6205825		3401750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31010		6205826		3401751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31011		6205827		3401752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31012		6205828		3401753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31013		6205829		3401754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31014		6205830		3401755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31015		6205831		3401756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31016		6205832		3401757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31017		6205833		3401758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31018		6205834		3401759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31019		6205835		3401760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31020		6205836		3401761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31021		6205837		3401762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31022		6205838		3401763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31023		6205839		3401764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31024		6205840		3401765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31025		6205841		3401766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31026		6205842		3401767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31027		6205843		3401768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31028		6205844		3401769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31029		6205845		3401770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31030		6205846		3401771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31031		6205847		3401772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31032		6205848		3401773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31033		6205849		3401774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31034		6205850		3401775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31035		6205851		3401776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31036		6205852		3401777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31037		6205853		3401778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31038		6205854		3401779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31039		6205855		3401780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31040		6205856		3401781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31041		6205857		3401782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31042		6205858		3401783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31043		6205859		3401784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31044		6205860		3401785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31045		6205861		3401786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31046		6205862		3401787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31047		6205863		3401788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31048		6205864		3401789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31049		6205865		3401790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31050		6205866		3401791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31051		6205867		3401792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31052		6205868		3401793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31053		6205869		3401794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31054		6205870		3401795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31055		6205871		3401796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31056		6205872		3401797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31057		6205873		3401798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31058		6205874		3401799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31059		6205875		3401800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31060		6205876		3401801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31061		6205877		3401802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31062		6205878		3401803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31063		6205879		3401804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31064		6205880		3401805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31065		6205881		3401806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31066		6205882		3401807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31067		6205883		3401808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31068		6205884		3401809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31069		6205885		3401810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31070		6205886		3401811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31071		6205887		3401812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31072		6205888		3401813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31073		6205889		3401814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31074		6205890		3401815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31075		6205891		3401816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31076		6205892		3401817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31077		6205893		3401818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31078		6205894		3401819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31079		6205895		3401820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31080		6205896		3401821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31081		6205897		3401822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31082		6205898		3401823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31083		6205899		3401824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31084		6205900		3401825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31085		6205901		3401826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31086		6205902		3401827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31087		6205903		3401828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31088		6205904		3401829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31089		6205905		3401830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31090		6205906		3401831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31091		6205907		3401832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31092		6205908		3401833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31093		6205909		3401834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31094		6205910		3401835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31095		6205911		3401836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31096		6205912		3401837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31097		6205913		3401838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31098		6205914		3401839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31099		6205915		3401840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31100		6205916		3401841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31101		6205917		3401842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31102		6205918		3401843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31103		6205919		3401844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31104		6205920		3401845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31105		6205921		3401846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31106		6205922		3401847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31107		6205923		3401848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31108		6205924		3401849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31109		6205925		3401850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31110		6205926		3401851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31111		6205927		3401852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31112		6205928		3401853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31113		6205929		3401854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31114		6205930		3401855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31115		6205931		3401856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31116		6205932		3401857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31117		6205933		3401858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31118		6205934		3401859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31119		6205935		3401860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31120		6205936		3401861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31121		6205937		3401862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31122		6205938		3401863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31123		6205939		3401864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31124		6205940		3401865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31125		6205941		3401866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31126		6205942		3401867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31127		6205943		3401868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31128		6205944		3401869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31129		6205945		3401870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31130		6205946		3401871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31131		6205947		3401872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31132		6205948		3401873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31133		6205949		3401874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31134		6205950		3401875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31135		6205951		3401876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31136		6205952		3401877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31137		6205953		3401878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31138		6205954		3401879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31139		6205955		3401880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31140		6205956		3401881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31141		6205957		3401882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31142		6205958		3401883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31143		6205959		3401884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31144		6205960		3401885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31145		6205961		3401886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31146		6205962		3401887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31147		6205963		3401888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31148		6205964		3401889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31149		6205965		3401890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31150		6205966		3401891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31151		6205967		3401892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31152		6205968		3401893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31153		6205969		3401894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31154		6205970		3401895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31155		6205971		3401896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31156		6205972		3401897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31157		6205973		3401898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31158		6205974		3401899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31159		6205975		3401900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31160		6205976		3401901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31161		6205977		3401902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31162		6205978		3401903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31163		6205979		3401904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31164		6205980		3401905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31165		6205981		3401906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31166		6205982		3401907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31167		6205983		3401908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31168		6205984		3401909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31169		6205985		3401910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31170		6205986		3401911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31171		6205987		3401912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31172		6205988		3401913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31173		6205989		3401914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31174		6205990		3401915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31175		6205991		3401916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31176		6205992		3401917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31177		6205993		3401918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31178		6205994		3401919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31179		6205995		3401920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31180		6205996		3401921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31181		6205997		3401922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31182		6205998		3401923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31183		6205999		3401924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31184		6206000		3401925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31185		6206001		3401926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31186		6206002		3401927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31187		6206003		3401928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31188		6206004		3401929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31189		6206005		3401930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31190		6206006		3401931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31191		6206007		3401932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31192		6206008		3401933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31193		6206009		3401934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31194		6206010		3401935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31195		6206011		3401936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31196		6206012		3401937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31197		6206013		3401938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31198		6206014		3401939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31199		6206015		3401940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31200		6206016		3401941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31201		6206017		3401942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31202		6206018		3401943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31203		6206019		3401944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31204		6206020		3401945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31205		6206021		3401946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31206		6206022		3401947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31207		6206023		3401948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31208		6206024		3401949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31209		6206025		3401950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31210		6206026		3401951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31211		6206027		3401952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31212		6206028		3401953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31213		6206029		3401954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31214		6206030		3401955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31215		6206031		3401956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31216		6206032		3401957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31217		6206033		3401958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31218		6206034		3401959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31219		6206035		3401960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31220		6206036		3401961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31221		6206037		3401962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31222		6206038		3401963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31223		6206039		3401964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31224		6206040		3401965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31225		6206041		3401966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31226		6206042		3401967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31227		6206043		3401968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31228		6206044		3401969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31229		6206045		3401970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31230		6206046		3401971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31231		6206047		3401972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31232		6206048		3401973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31233		6206049		3401974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31234		6206050		3401975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31235		6206051		3401976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31236		6206052		3401977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31237		6206053		3401978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31238		6206054		3401979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31239		6206055		3401980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31240		6206056		3401981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31241		6206057		3401982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31242		6206058		3401983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31243		6206059		3401984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31244		6206060		3401985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31245		6206061		3401986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31246		6206062		3401987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31247		6206063		3401988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31248		6206064		3401989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31249		6206065		3401990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31250		6206066		3401991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31251		6206067		3401992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31252		6206068		3401993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31253		6206069		3401994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31254		6206070		3401995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31255		6206071		3401996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31256		6206072		3401997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31257		6206073		3401998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31258		6206074		3401999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31259		6206075		3402000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31260		6206076		3402001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31261		6206077		3402002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31262		6206078		3402003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31263		6206079		3402004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31264		6206080		3402005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31265		6206081		3402006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31266		6206082		3402007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31267		6206083		3402008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31268		6206084		3402009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31269		6206085		3402010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31270		6206086		3402011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31271		6206087		3402012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31272		6206088		3402013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31273		6206089		3402014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31274		6206090		3402015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31275		6206091		3402016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31276		6206092		3402017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31277		6206093		3402018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31278		6206094		3402019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31279		6206095		3402020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31280		6206096		3402021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31281		6206097		3402022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31282		6206098		3402023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31283		6206099		3402024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31284		6206100		3402025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31285		6206101		3402026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31286		6206102		3402027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31287		6206103		3402028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31288		6206104		3402029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31289		6206105		3402030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31290		6206106		3402031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31291		6206107		3402032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31292		6206108		3402033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31293		6206109		3402034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31294		6206110		3402035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31295		6206111		3402036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31296		6206112		3402037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31297		6206113		3402038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31298		6206114		3402039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31299		6206115		3402040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31300		6206116		3402041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31301		6206117		3402042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31302		6206118		3402043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31303		6206119		3402044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31304		6206120		3402045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31305		6206121		3402046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31306		6206122		3402047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31307		6206123		3402048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31308		6206124		3402049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31309		6206125		3402050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31310		6206126		3402051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31311		6206127		3402052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31312		6206128		3402053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31313		6206129		3402054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31314		6206130		3402055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31315		6206131		3402056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31316		6206132		3402057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31317		6206133		3402058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31318		6206134		3402059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31319		6206135		3402060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31320		6206136		3402061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31321		6206137		3402062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31322		6206138		3402063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31323		6206139		3402064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31324		6206140		3402065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31325		6206141		3402066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31326		6206142		3402067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31327		6206143		3402068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31328		6206144		3402069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31329		6206145		3402070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31330		6206146		3402071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31331		6206147		3402072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31332		6206148		3402073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31333		6206149		3402074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31334		6206150		3402075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31335		6206151		3402076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31336		6206152		3402077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31337		6206153		3402078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31338		6206154		3402079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31339		6206155		3402080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31340		6206156		3402081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31341		6206157		3402082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31342		6206158		3402083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31343		6206159		3402084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31344		6206160		3402085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31345		6206161		3402086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31346		6206162		3402087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31347		6206163		3402088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31348		6206164		3402089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31349		6206165		3402090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31350		6206166		3402091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31351		6206167		3402092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31352		6206168		3402093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31353		6206169		3402094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31354		6206170		3402095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31355		6206171		3402096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31356		6206172		3402097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31357		6206173		3402098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31358		6206174		3402099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31359		6206175		3402100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31360		6206176		3402101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31361		6206177		3402102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31362		6206178		3402103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31363		6206179		3402104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31364		6206180		3402105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31365		6206181		3402106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31366		6206182		3402107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31367		6206183		3402108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31368		6206184		3402109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31369		6206185		3402110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31370		6206186		3402111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31371		6206187		3402112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31372		6206188		3402113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31440		6206903		3402828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31441		6206904		3402829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31442		6206905		3402830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31443		6206906		3402831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31444		6206907		3402832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31445		6206908		3402833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31446		6207019		3402944		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31447		6207020		3402945		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31448		6207021		3402946		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31449		6207022		3402947		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31450		6207023		3402948		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31451		6207024		3402949		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31452		6207025		3402950		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31453		6207026		3402951		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31454		6207027		3402952		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31455		6207028		3402953		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31456		6207029		3402954		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31457		6207030		3402955		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31458		6207031		3402956		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31459		6207032		3402957		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31460		6207033		3402958		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31461		6207034		3402959		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31462		6207035		3402960		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31463		6207036		3402961		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31464		6207037		3402962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31465		6207038		3402963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31466		6207039		3402964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31467		6207040		3402965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31468		6207041		3402966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31469		6207042		3402967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31470		6207043		3402968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31471		6207044		3402969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31472		6207045		3402970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31473		6207046		3402971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31474		6207047		3402972		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31475		6207048		3402973		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31476		6207049		3402974		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31477		6304080		3500005		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31478		6304252		3500177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31479		6304253		3500178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31480		6304254		3500179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31481		6304255		3500180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31482		6304256		3500181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31483		6304257		3500182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31484		6304258		3500183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31485		6304259		3500184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31486		6304260		3500185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31487		6304261		3500186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31488		6304262		3500187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31489		6304263		3500188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31490		6304264		3500189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31491		6304265		3500190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31492		6304266		3500191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31674		6304885		3500810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31675		6304886		3500811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31676		6304887		3500812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31677		6304888		3500813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31678		6304889		3500814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31679		6304890		3500815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31680		6304891		3500816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31681		6304892		3500817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31682		6304893		3500818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31683		6304894		3500819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31684		6304895		3500820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31685		6304896		3500821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31686		6304897		3500822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31687		6304898		3500823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31688		6304899		3500824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31689		6304900		3500825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31690		6304901		3500826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31691		6304902		3500827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31692		6304903		3500828		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31693		6305078		3501003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31694		6305079		3501004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31695		6305080		3501005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31696		6305081		3501006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31697		6305082		3501007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31698		6305083		3501008		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31699		6305084		3501009		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31700		6305085		3501010		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31701		6305086		3501011		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31702		6305110		3501035		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31703		6305112		3501037		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31704		6305113		3501038		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31705		6305114		3501039		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31706		6305115		3501040		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31707		6305116		3501041		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31708		6305117		3501042		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31709		6305118		3501043		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31710		6305119		3501044		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31711		6305120		3501045		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31712		6305121		3501046		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31713		6305122		3501047		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31714		6305123		3501048		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31715		6305124		3501049		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31716		6305125		3501050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31717		6305126		3501051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31718		6305127		3501052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31719		6305128		3501053		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31720		6305129		3501054		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31721		6305130		3501055		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31722		6305131		3501056		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31723		6305132		3501057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31724		6305133		3501058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31725		6305134		3501059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31726		6305135		3501060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31727		6305136		3501061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31728		6305137		3501062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31729		6305138		3501063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31730		6305139		3501064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31731		6305140		3501065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31732		6305141		3501066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31733		6305142		3501067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31734		6305143		3501068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31735		6305144		3501069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31736		6305145		3501070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31737		6305146		3501071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31738		6305147		3501072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31739		6305148		3501073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31740		6305149		3501074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31741		6305150		3501075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31742		6305151		3501076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31743		6305152		3501077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31744		6305153		3501078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31745		6305154		3501079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31746		6305155		3501080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31747		6305156		3501081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31748		6305157		3501082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31749		6305158		3501083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31750		6305159		3501084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31751		6305160		3501085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31752		6305161		3501086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31753		6305162		3501087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31754		6305163		3501088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31755		6305164		3501089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31756		6305165		3501090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31757		6305166		3501091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31758		6305167		3501092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31759		6305168		3501093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31760		6305169		3501094		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31761		6305170		3501095		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31762		6305171		3501096		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31763		6305172		3501097		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31764		6305173		3501098		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31765		6305174		3501099		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31766		6305175		3501100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31767		6305176		3501101		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31768		6305177		3501102		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31769		6305178		3501103		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31770		6305179		3501104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31771		6305180		3501105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31772		6305181		3501106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31773		6305182		3501107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31774		6305183		3501108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31775		6305184		3501109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31776		6305185		3501110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31777		6305186		3501111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31778		6305187		3501112		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31779		6305188		3501113		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31780		6305189		3501114		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31781		6404177		3600102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31782		6404178		3600103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32022		6405026		3600951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32023		6405027		3600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32024		6405028		3600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32025		6405029		3600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32026		6405030		3600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32027		6405031		3600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32028		6405162		3601087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32029		6405163		3601088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32030		6405164		3601089		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32031		6405165		3601090		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32032		6405166		3601091		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32033		6405167		3601092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32034		6405168		3601093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32035		6405169		3601094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32036		6405170		3601095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32037		6405171		3601096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32038		6405172		3601097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32039		6405173		3601098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32040		6405174		3601099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32041		6405175		3601100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32042		6405176		3601101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32043		6405177		3601102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32044		6405178		3601103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32045		6405179		3601104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32046		6405180		3601105		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32047		6405181		3601106		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32048		6405182		3601107		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32049		6405183		3601108		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32050		6405184		3601109		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32051		6405185		3601110		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32052		6405186		3601111		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32053		6405187		3601112		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32054		6405188		3601113		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32055		6405189		3601114		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32056		6405190		3601115		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32057		6405191		3601116		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32058		6405234		3601159		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32059		6405235		3601160		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32060		6405236		3601161		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32061		6405237		3601162		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32062		6405238		3601163		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32063		6405239		3601164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32064		6405240		3601165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32065		6405241		3601166		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32066		6405242		3601167		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32067		6405243		3601168		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32068		6405244		3601169		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32069		6405245		3601170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32070		6405246		3601171		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32071		6405247		3601172		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32072		6405248		3601173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32073		6405249		3601174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32074		6405250		3601175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32075		6405251		3601176		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32076		6405252		3601177		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32077		6405253		3601178		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32078		6405254		3601179		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32079		6405255		3601180		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32080		6405256		3601181		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32081		6405257		3601182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32082		6405258		3601183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32083		6405259		3601184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32084		6405260		3601185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32085		6405261		3601186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32086		6405262		3601187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32087		6405263		3601188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32088		6405264		3601189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32089		6405265		3601190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32090		6405266		3601191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32091		6405267		3601192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32092		6405268		3601193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32093		6405269		3601194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32094		6405270		3601195		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32095		6405271		3601196		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32096		6405272		3601197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32097		6405273		3601198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32098		6405274		3601199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32099		6405275		3601200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32100		6405276		3601201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32101		6405277		3601202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32102		6405278		3601203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32103		6405279		3601204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32104		6405280		3601205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32105		6405281		3601206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32106		6405282		3601207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32107		6405283		3601208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32108		6405284		3601209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32109		6405285		3601210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32110		6405286		3601211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32111		6405287		3601212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32112		6405288		3601213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32113		6405289		3601214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32114		6405290		3601215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32115		6405291		3601216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32116		6405292		3601217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32117		6405293		3601218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32118		6405294		3601219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32119		6405295		3601220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32120		6405296		3601221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32121		6405297		3601222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32122		6405298		3601223		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32123		6405299		3601224		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32124		6405300		3601225		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32125		6405301		3601226		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32126		6504080		3700005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32127		6505043		3700968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32128		6505044		3700969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32129		6505045		3700970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32130		6505046		3700971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32131		6505047		3700972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32132		6505048		3700973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32133		6505049		3700974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32134		6505050		3700975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32135		6505051		3700976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32136		6505052		3700977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32137		6505053		3700978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32138		6505054		3700979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32139		6505055		3700980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32140		6505056		3700981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32141		6505057		3700982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32142		6505058		3700983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32143		6505059		3700984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32144		6505060		3700985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32145		6505061		3700986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32146		6505062		3700987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32147		6505063		3700988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32148		6505064		3700989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32149		6505065		3700990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32150		6505066		3700991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32151		6505067		3700992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32152		6505068		3700993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32153		6505069		3700994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32154		6505070		3700995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32155		6505071		3700996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32156		6505072		3700997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32157		6505073		3700998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32158		6505074		3700999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32159		6505075		3701000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32160		6505076		3701001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32161		6505077		3701002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32162		6505078		3701003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32163		6505079		3701004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32164		6505080		3701005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32165		6505081		3701006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32166		6505082		3701007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32167		6505083		3701008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32168		6505084		3701009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32169		6505085		3701010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32170		6505086		3701011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32171		6505087		3701012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32172		6505088		3701013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32173		6505089		3701014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32174		6505090		3701015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32175		6505091		3701016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32176		6505092		3701017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32177		6505093		3701018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32178		6505094		3701019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32179		6505095		3701020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32180		6505096		3701021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32181		6505097		3701022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32182		6505098		3701023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32183		6505099		3701024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32184		6505100		3701025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32185		6505101		3701026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32186		6505102		3701027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32187		6505103		3701028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32188		6505104		3701029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32189		6505105		3701030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32190		6505106		3701031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32191		6505107		3701032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32192		6505108		3701033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32193		6505109		3701034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32194		6505110		3701035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32195		6505111		3701036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32196		6505112		3701037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32197		6505113		3701038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32198		6505114		3701039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32199		6505115		3701040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32200		6505116		3701041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32201		6505117		3701042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32202		6505118		3701043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32203		6505119		3701044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32204		6505120		3701045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32205		6505121		3701046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32206		6505122		3701047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32207		6505123		3701048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32208		6505124		3701049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32209		6505125		3701050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32210		6505126		3701051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32211		6505127		3701052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32212		6505128		3701053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32213		6505129		3701054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32214		6505130		3701055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32215		6505131		3701056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32216		6505132		3701057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32217		6505133		3701058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32218		6505134		3701059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32219		6505135		3701060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32220		6505136		3701061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32221		6505137		3701062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32222		6505138		3701063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32223		6505139		3701064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32224		6505140		3701065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32225		6505141		3701066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32226		6505142		3701067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32227		6505143		3701068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32228		6505144		3701069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32229		6505145		3701070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32230		6505146		3701071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32231		6505147		3701072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32232		6505148		3701073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32233		6505149		3701074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32234		6505150		3701075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32235		6505151		3701076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32236		6505152		3701077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32237		6505153		3701078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32238		6505154		3701079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32239		6505155		3701080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32240		6505156		3701081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32241		6505157		3701082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32242		6505158		3701083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32243		6505159		3701084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32244		6505160		3701085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32245		6505161		3701086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32246		6505162		3701087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32247		6505163		3701088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32248		6505164		3701089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32249		6505165		3701090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32250		6505166		3701091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32251		6505167		3701092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32252		6505168		3701093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32253		6505169		3701094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32254		6505170		3701095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32255		6505171		3701096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32256		6505172		3701097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32257		6505173		3701098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32258		6505174		3701099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32259		6505175		3701100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32260		6505176		3701101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32261		6505177		3701102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32262		6505178		3701103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32263		6505179		3701104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32264		6505180		3701105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32265		6505181		3701106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32266		6505182		3701107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32267		6505183		3701108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32268		6505184		3701109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32269		6505185		3701110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32270		6505186		3701111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32271		6505187		3701112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32272		6505188		3701113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32273		6505189		3701114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32274		6505190		3701115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32275		6505191		3701116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32276		6505192		3701117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32277		6505193		3701118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32278		6505194		3701119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32279		6505195		3701120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32280		6505196		3701121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32281		6505197		3701122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32282		6505198		3701123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32283		6505199		3701124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32284		6505200		3701125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32285		6505201		3701126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32286		6505202		3701127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32287		6505203		3701128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32288		6505204		3701129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32289		6505205		3701130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32290		6505206		3701131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32291		6505207		3701132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32292		6505208		3701133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32293		6505209		3701134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32294		6505210		3701135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32295		6505211		3701136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32296		6505212		3701137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32297		6505213		3701138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32298		6505214		3701139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32299		6505215		3701140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32300		6505216		3701141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32301		6505217		3701142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32302		6505218		3701143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32303		6505219		3701144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32304		6505220		3701145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32305		6505221		3701146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32306		6505222		3701147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32307		6505223		3701148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32308		6505224		3701149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32309		6505225		3701150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32310		6505226		3701151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32311		6505227		3701152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32312		6505228		3701153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32313		6505229		3701154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32314		6505230		3701155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32315		6505231		3701156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32316		6505232		3701157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32317		6505233		3701158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32318		6505234		3701159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32319		6505235		3701160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32320		6505236		3701161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32321		6505237		3701162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32322		6505238		3701163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32323		6505239		3701164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32324		6505240		3701165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32325		6505241		3701166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32326		6505242		3701167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32327		6505243		3701168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32328		6505244		3701169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32329		6505245		3701170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32330		6505246		3701171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32331		6505247		3701172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32332		6505248		3701173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32333		6505249		3701174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32334		6505250		3701175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32335		6505251		3701176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32336		6505252		3701177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32337		6505253		3701178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32338		6505254		3701179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32339		6505255		3701180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32340		6505256		3701181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32341		6505257		3701182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32342		6505258		3701183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32343		6505259		3701184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32344		6505260		3701185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32345		6505261		3701186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32346		6505262		3701187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32347		6505263		3701188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32348		6505264		3701189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32349		6505265		3701190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32350		6505266		3701191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32351		6505267		3701192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32352		6505268		3701193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32353		6505269		3701194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32354		6505270		3701195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32355		6505271		3701196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32356		6505272		3701197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32357		6505273		3701198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32358		6505274		3701199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32359		6505275		3701200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32360		6505276		3701201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32361		6505277		3701202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32362		6505278		3701203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32363		6505279		3701204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32364		6505280		3701205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32365		6505281		3701206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32366		6505282		3701207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32367		6505283		3701208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32368		6505284		3701209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32369		6505285		3701210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32370		6505286		3701211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32371		6505287		3701212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32372		6505288		3701213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32373		6505289		3701214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32374		6505290		3701215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32375		6505291		3701216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32376		6505292		3701217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32377		6505293		3701218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32378		6505294		3701219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32379		6505295		3701220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32380		6505296		3701221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32381		6505297		3701222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32382		6505298		3701223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32383		6505299		3701224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32384		6505300		3701225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32385		6505301		3701226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32386		6505302		3701227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32387		6505303		3701228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32388		6505304		3701229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32389		6505305		3701230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32390		6505306		3701231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32391		6505307		3701232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32392		6505308		3701233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32393		6505309		3701234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32394		6505310		3701235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32395		6505311		3701236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32396		6505312		3701237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32397		6505313		3701238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32398		6505314		3701239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32399		6505315		3701240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32400		6505316		3701241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32401		6505317		3701242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32402		6505318		3701243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32403		6505319		3701244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32404		6505320		3701245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32405		6505321		3701246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32406		6505322		3701247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32407		6505323		3701248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32408		6505324		3701249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32409		6505325		3701250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32410		6505326		3701251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32411		6505327		3701252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32412		6505328		3701253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32413		6505329		3701254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32414		6505330		3701255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32415		6505331		3701256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32416		6505332		3701257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32417		6505333		3701258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32418		6505334		3701259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32419		6505335		3701260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32420		6505336		3701261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32421		6505337		3701262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32422		6505338		3701263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32423		6505339		3701264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32424		6505340		3701265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32425		6505341		3701266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32426		6505342		3701267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32427		6505343		3701268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32428		6505344		3701269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32429		6505345		3701270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32430		6505346		3701271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32431		6505347		3701272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32432		6505348		3701273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32433		6505349		3701274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32434		6505350		3701275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32435		6505351		3701276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32436		6505352		3701277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32437		6505353		3701278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32438		6505354		3701279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32439		6505355		3701280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32440		6505356		3701281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32441		6505357		3701282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32442		6505358		3701283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32443		6505359		3701284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32444		6505360		3701285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32445		6505361		3701286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32446		6505362		3701287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32447		6505363		3701288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32448		6505364		3701289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32449		6505365		3701290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32450		6505366		3701291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32451		6505367		3701292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32452		6505368		3701293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32453		6505369		3701294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32454		6505370		3701295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32455		6505371		3701296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32456		6505372		3701297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32457		6505373		3701298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32458		6505374		3701299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32459		6505375		3701300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32460		6505376		3701301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32461		6505377		3701302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32462		6505378		3701303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32463		6505379		3701304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32464		6505380		3701305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32465		6505381		3701306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32466		6505382		3701307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32467		6505383		3701308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32468		6505384		3701309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32469		6505385		3701310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32470		6505386		3701311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32471		6505387		3701312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32472		6505388		3701313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32473		6505389		3701314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32474		6505390		3701315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32475		6505391		3701316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32476		6505392		3701317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32477		6505393		3701318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32478		6505394		3701319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32479		6505395		3701320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32480		6505396		3701321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32481		6505397		3701322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32482		6505398		3701323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32483		6505399		3701324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32484		6505400		3701325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32485		6505401		3701326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32486		6505402		3701327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32487		6505403		3701328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32488		6505404		3701329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32489		6505405		3701330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32490		6505406		3701331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32491		6505407		3701332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32492		6505408		3701333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32493		6505409		3701334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32494		6505410		3701335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32495		6505411		3701336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32496		6505412		3701337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32497		6505413		3701338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32498		6505414		3701339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32499		6505415		3701340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32500		6505416		3701341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32501		6505417		3701342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32502		6505418		3701343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32503		6505419		3701344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32504		6505420		3701345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32505		6505421		3701346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32506		6505422		3701347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32507		6505423		3701348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32508		6505424		3701349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32509		6505425		3701350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32510		6505426		3701351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32511		6505427		3701352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32512		6505428		3701353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32513		6505429		3701354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32514		6505430		3701355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32515		6505431		3701356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32516		6505432		3701357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32517		6505433		3701358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32518		6505434		3701359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32519		6505435		3701360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32520		6505436		3701361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32521		6505437		3701362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32522		6505438		3701363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32523		6505439		3701364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32524		6505440		3701365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32525		6505441		3701366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32526		6505442		3701367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32527		6505443		3701368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32528		6505444		3701369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32529		6505445		3701370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32530		6505446		3701371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32531		6505447		3701372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32532		6505448		3701373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32533		6505449		3701374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32534		6505450		3701375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32535		6505451		3701376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32536		6505452		3701377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32537		6505453		3701378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32538		6505454		3701379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32539		6505455		3701380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32540		6505456		3701381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32541		6505457		3701382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32542		6505458		3701383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32543		6505459		3701384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32544		6505460		3701385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32545		6505461		3701386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32546		6505462		3701387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32547		6505463		3701388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32548		6505464		3701389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32549		6505465		3701390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32550		6505466		3701391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32551		6505467		3701392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32552		6505468		3701393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32553		6505469		3701394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32554		6505470		3701395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32555		6505471		3701396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32556		6505472		3701397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32557		6505473		3701398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32558		6505474		3701399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32559		6505475		3701400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32560		6505476		3701401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32561		6505477		3701402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32562		6505478		3701403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32563		6505479		3701404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32564		6505480		3701405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32565		6505481		3701406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32566		6505482		3701407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32567		6505483		3701408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32568		6505484		3701409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32569		6505485		3701410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32570		6505486		3701411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32571		6505487		3701412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32572		6505488		3701413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32573		6505489		3701414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32574		6505490		3701415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32575		6505491		3701416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32576		6505492		3701417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32577		6505493		3701418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32578		6505494		3701419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32579		6505495		3701420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32580		6505496		3701421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32581		6505497		3701422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32582		6505498		3701423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32583		6505499		3701424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32584		6505500		3701425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32585		6505501		3701426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32586		6505502		3701427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32587		6505503		3701428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32588		6505504		3701429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32589		6505505		3701430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32590		6505506		3701431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32591		6505507		3701432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32592		6505508		3701433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32593		6505509		3701434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32594		6505510		3701435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32595		6505511		3701436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32596		6505512		3701437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32597		6505513		3701438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32598		6505514		3701439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32599		6505515		3701440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32600		6505516		3701441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32601		6505517		3701442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32602		6505518		3701443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32603		6505519		3701444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32604		6505520		3701445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32605		6505521		3701446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32606		6505522		3701447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32607		6505523		3701448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32608		6505524		3701449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32609		6505525		3701450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32610		6505526		3701451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32611		6505527		3701452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32612		6505528		3701453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32613		6505529		3701454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32614		6505530		3701455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32615		6505531		3701456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32616		6505532		3701457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32617		6505533		3701458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32618		6505534		3701459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32619		6505535		3701460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32620		6505536		3701461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32621		6505537		3701462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32622		6505538		3701463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32623		6505539		3701464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32624		6505540		3701465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32625		6505541		3701466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32626		6505542		3701467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32627		6505543		3701468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32628		6505544		3701469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32629		6505545		3701470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32630		6505546		3701471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32631		6505547		3701472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32632		6505548		3701473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32633		6505549		3701474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32634		6505550		3701475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32635		6505551		3701476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32636		6505552		3701477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32637		6505553		3701478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32638		6505554		3701479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32639		6505555		3701480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32640		6505556		3701481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32641		6505557		3701482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32642		6505558		3701483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32643		6505559		3701484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32644		6505560		3701485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32645		6505561		3701486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32646		6505562		3701487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32647		6505563		3701488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32648		6505564		3701489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32649		6505565		3701490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32650		6505566		3701491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32651		6505567		3701492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32652		6505568		3701493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32653		6505569		3701494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32654		6505570		3701495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32655		6505571		3701496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32656		6505572		3701497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32657		6505573		3701498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32658		6505574		3701499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32659		6505575		3701500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32660		6505576		3701501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32661		6505577		3701502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32662		6505578		3701503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32663		6505579		3701504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32664		6505580		3701505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32665		6505581		3701506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32666		6505582		3701507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32667		6505583		3701508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32668		6505584		3701509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32669		6505585		3701510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32670		6505586		3701511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32671		6505587		3701512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32672		6505588		3701513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32673		6505589		3701514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32674		6505590		3701515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32675		6505591		3701516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32676		6505592		3701517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32677		6505593		3701518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32678		6505594		3701519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32679		6505595		3701520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32680		6505596		3701521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32681		6505597		3701522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32682		6505598		3701523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32683		6505599		3701524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32684		6505600		3701525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32685		6505601		3701526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32686		6505602		3701527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32687		6505603		3701528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32688		6505604		3701529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32689		6505605		3701530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32690		6505606		3701531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32691		6505607		3701532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32692		6505608		3701533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32693		6505609		3701534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32694		6505610		3701535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32695		6505611		3701536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32696		6505612		3701537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32697		6505613		3701538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32698		6505614		3701539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32699		6505615		3701540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32700		6505616		3701541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32701		6505617		3701542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32702		6505618		3701543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32703		6505619		3701544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32704		6505620		3701545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32705		6505621		3701546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32706		6505622		3701547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32707		6505623		3701548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32708		6505624		3701549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32709		6505625		3701550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32710		6505626		3701551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32711		6505627		3701552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32712		6505628		3701553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32713		6505629		3701554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32714		6505630		3701555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32715		6505631		3701556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32716		6505632		3701557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32717		6505633		3701558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32718		6505634		3701559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32719		6505635		3701560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32720		6505636		3701561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32721		6505637		3701562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32722		6505638		3701563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32723		6505639		3701564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32724		6505640		3701565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32725		6505641		3701566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32726		6505642		3701567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32727		6505643		3701568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32728		6505644		3701569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32729		6505645		3701570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32730		6505646		3701571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32731		6505647		3701572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32732		6505648		3701573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32733		6505649		3701574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32734		6505650		3701575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32735		6505651		3701576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32736		6505652		3701577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32737		6505653		3701578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32738		6505654		3701579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32739		6505655		3701580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32740		6505656		3701581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32741		6505657		3701582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32742		6505658		3701583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32743		6505659		3701584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32744		6505660		3701585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32745		6505661		3701586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32746		6505662		3701587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32747		6505663		3701588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32748		6505664		3701589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32749		6505665		3701590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32750		6505666		3701591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32751		6505667		3701592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32752		6505668		3701593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32753		6505669		3701594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32754		6505670		3701595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32755		6505671		3701596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32756		6505672		3701597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32757		6505673		3701598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32758		6505674		3701599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32759		6505675		3701600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32760		6505676		3701601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32761		6505677		3701602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32762		6505678		3701603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32763		6505679		3701604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32764		6505680		3701605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32765		6505681		3701606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32766		6505682		3701607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32767		6505683		3701608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32768		6505684		3701609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32769		6505685		3701610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32770		6505686		3701611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32771		6505687		3701612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32772		6505688		3701613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32773		6505689		3701614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32774		6505690		3701615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32775		6505691		3701616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32776		6505692		3701617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32777		6505693		3701618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32778		6505694		3701619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32779		6505695		3701620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32780		6505696		3701621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32781		6505697		3701622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32782		6505698		3701623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32783		6505699		3701624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32784		6505700		3701625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32785		6505701		3701626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32786		6505702		3701627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32787		6505703		3701628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32788		6505704		3701629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32789		6505705		3701630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32790		6505706		3701631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32791		6505707		3701632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32792		6505708		3701633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32793		6505709		3701634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32794		6505710		3701635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32795		6505711		3701636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32796		6505712		3701637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32797		6505713		3701638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32798		6505714		3701639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32799		6505715		3701640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32800		6505716		3701641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32801		6505717		3701642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32802		6505718		3701643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32803		6505719		3701644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32804		6505720		3701645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32805		6505721		3701646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32806		6505722		3701647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32807		6505723		3701648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32808		6505724		3701649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32809		6505725		3701650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32810		6505726		3701651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32811		6505727		3701652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32812		6505728		3701653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32813		6505729		3701654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32814		6505730		3701655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32815		6505731		3701656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32816		6505732		3701657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32817		6505733		3701658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32818		6505734		3701659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32819		6505735		3701660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32820		6505736		3701661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32821		6505737		3701662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32822		6505738		3701663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32823		6505739		3701664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32824		6505740		3701665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32825		6505741		3701666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32826		6505742		3701667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32827		6505743		3701668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32828		6505744		3701669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32829		6505745		3701670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32830		6505746		3701671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32831		6505747		3701672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32832		6505748		3701673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32833		6505749		3701674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32834		6505750		3701675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32835		6505751		3701676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32836		6505752		3701677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32837		6505753		3701678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32838		6505754		3701679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32839		6505755		3701680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32840		6505756		3701681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32841		6505757		3701682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32842		6505758		3701683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32843		6505759		3701684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32844		6505760		3701685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32845		6505761		3701686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32846		6505762		3701687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32847		6505763		3701688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32848		6505764		3701689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32849		6505765		3701690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32850		6505766		3701691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32851		6505767		3701692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32852		6505768		3701693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32853		6505769		3701694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32854		6505770		3701695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32855		6505771		3701696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32934		6506146		3702071		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32935		6506147		3702072		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32936		6506148		3702073		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32937		6506149		3702074		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32938		6506150		3702075		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32939		6506151		3702076		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32940		6506152		3702077		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32941		6506153		3702078		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32942		6506154		3702079		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32943		6506155		3702080		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32944		6506156		3702081		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32945		6506157		3702082		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32946		6506158		3702083		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32947		6506159		3702084		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32948		6506160		3702085		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32949		6506161		3702086		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32950		6506162		3702087		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32951		6506307		3702232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32952		6506308		3702233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32953		6506309		3702234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32954		6506310		3702235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32955		6506311		3702236		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32956		6506312		3702237		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32957		6506313		3702238		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32958		6506314		3702239		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32959		6506315		3702240		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32960		6506372		3702297		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32961		6506373		3702298		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32962		6506374		3702299		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32963		6506375		3702300		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32964		6506376		3702301		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32965		6506377		3702302		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32966		6506378		3702303		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32967		6506379		3702304		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32968		6506433		3702358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32969		6506434		3702359		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32970		6506435		3702360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32971		6506436		3702361		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32972		6506437		3702362		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32973		6506438		3702363		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32974		6506439		3702364		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32975		6506440		3702365		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32976		6506441		3702366		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32977		6506442		3702367		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32978		6506443		3702368		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32979		6506444		3702369		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32980		6506445		3702370		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32981		6506446		3702371		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32982		6506447		3702372		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32983		6506448		3702373		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32984		6506449		3702374		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32985		6506450		3702375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32986		6506451		3702376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32987		6506452		3702377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32988		6506453		3702378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32989		6506454		3702379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32990		6506455		3702380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32991		6506456		3702381		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32992		6604216		3800141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32993		6604217		3800142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32994		6604218		3800143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32995		6604219		3800144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32996		6604220		3800145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32997		6604221		3800146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32998		6604222		3800147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32999		6604223		3800148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33000		6604224		3800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33001		6604225		3800150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33002		6604226		3800151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33003		6604227		3800152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33004		6604228		3800153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33255		6605639		3801564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33256		6605640		3801565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33257		6605641		3801566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33258		6605642		3801567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33259		6605643		3801568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33260		6605644		3801569		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33261		6605645		3801570		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33262		6605646		3801571		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33263		6605647		3801572		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33264		6605648		3801573		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33265		6605649		3801574		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33266		6605650		3801575		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33267		6605651		3801576		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33268		6605652		3801577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33269		6605653		3801578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33270		6605654		3801579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33271		6605655		3801580		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33272		6605656		3801581		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33273		6605657		3801582		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33274		6605658		3801583		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33275		6605659		3801584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33276		6605660		3801585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33277		6605661		3801586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33278		6605662		3801587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33279		6605770		3801695		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33280		6605771		3801696		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33281		6605772		3801697		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33282		6605773		3801698		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33283		6605774		3801699		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33284		6605775		3801700		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33285		6605776		3801701		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33286		6605791		3801716		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33287		6605792		3801717		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33288		6605793		3801718		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33289		6605794		3801719		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33290		6605795		3801720		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33291		6605796		3801721		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33292		6605797		3801722		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33293		6605798		3801723		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33294		6605799		3801724		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33295		6605800		3801725		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33296		6605801		3801726		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33297		6605802		3801727		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33298		6605803		3801728		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33299		6605804		3801729		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33300		6605805		3801730		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33301		6605806		3801731		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33302		6605807		3801732		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33303		6605808		3801733		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33304		6605809		3801734		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33305		6605810		3801735		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33306		6605811		3801736		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33307		6605812		3801737		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33308		6605813		3801738		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33309		6605814		3801739		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33310		6605815		3801740		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33311		6605816		3801741		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33312		6605817		3801742		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33313		6605818		3801743		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33314		6605819		3801744		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33315		6605820		3801745		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33316		6605821		3801746		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33317		6605822		3801747		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33318		6605823		3801748		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33319		6605824		3801749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33320		6605825		3801750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33321		6605826		3801751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33322		6605827		3801752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33323		6605828		3801753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33324		6605829		3801754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33325		6605830		3801755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33326		6605831		3801756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33327		6605832		3801757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33328		6605833		3801758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33329		6605834		3801759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33330		6605835		3801760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33331		6605836		3801761		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33332		6605837		3801762		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33333		6605838		3801763		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33334		6605839		3801764		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33335		6704210		3900135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33336		6704211		3900136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33337		6704212		3900137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33338		6704213		3900138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33339		6704214		3900139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33340		6704215		3900140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33341		6704216		3900141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33342		6704217		3900142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33343		6704218		3900143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33427		6705239		3901164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33428		6705240		3901165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33429		6705241		3901166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33430		6705242		3901167		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33431		6705243		3901168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33432		6705244		3901169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33433		6705245		3901170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33434		6705246		3901171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33435		6705247		3901172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33436		6705248		3901173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33437		6705249		3901174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33438		6705250		3901175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33439		6705251		3901176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33440		6705252		3901177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33441		6705253		3901178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33442		6705254		3901179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33443		6705255		3901180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33444		6705256		3901181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33445		6705257		3901182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33446		6705258		3901183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33447		6705259		3901184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33448		6705260		3901185		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33449		6705261		3901186		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33450		6705262		3901187		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33451		6705263		3901188		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33452		6705264		3901189		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33453		6705265		3901190		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33454		6705266		3901191		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33455		6705267		3901192		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33456		6705268		3901193		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33457		6705421		3901346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33458		6705422		3901347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33459		6705423		3901348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33460		6705424		3901349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33461		6705425		3901350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33462		6705426		3901351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33463		6705427		3901352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33464		6705428		3901353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33465		6705429		3901354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33466		6705430		3901355		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33467		6705431		3901356		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33468		6705432		3901357		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33469		6705433		3901358		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33470		6705434		3901359		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33471		6705435		3901360		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33472		6705440		3901365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33473		6705441		3901366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33474		6705442		3901367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33475		6705443		3901368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33476		6705444		3901369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33477		6705445		3901370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33478		6705446		3901371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33479		6705447		3901372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33480		6705448		3901373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33481		6705449		3901374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33482		6705450		3901375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33483		6705451		3901376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33484		6705452		3901377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33485		6705453		3901378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33486		6705454		3901379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33487		6705455		3901380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33488		6705456		3901381		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33489		6705457		3901382		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33490		6804080		4000005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33491		6804315		4000240		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33492		6804316		4000241		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33493		6804317		4000242		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33494		6804318		4000243		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33495		6804351		4000276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33496		6804352		4000277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33497		6804353		4000278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33498		6804354		4000279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33499		6804355		4000280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33500		6804356		4000281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33501		6804357		4000282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33502		6804358		4000283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33503		6804359		4000284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33504		6804360		4000285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33505		6804361		4000286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33506		6804362		4000287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33507		6804363		4000288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33508		6804364		4000289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33509		6804365		4000290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33510		6804366		4000291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33511		6804367		4000292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33512		6804368		4000293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33513		6804369		4000294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33514		6804370		4000295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33515		6804371		4000296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33516		6804372		4000297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33517		6804373		4000298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33518		6804374		4000299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33519		6804375		4000300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33520		6804376		4000301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33521		6804377		4000302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33522		6804378		4000303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33523		6804379		4000304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33524		6804380		4000305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33525		6804381		4000306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33526		6804382		4000307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33527		6804383		4000308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33528		6804384		4000309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33529		6804385		4000310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33530		6804386		4000311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33531		6804387		4000312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33532		6804388		4000313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33533		6804389		4000314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33534		6804390		4000315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33535		6804391		4000316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33536		6804392		4000317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33537		6804393		4000318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33538		6804394		4000319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33539		6804395		4000320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33540		6804396		4000321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33541		6804397		4000322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33542		6804398		4000323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33543		6804399		4000324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33544		6804400		4000325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33545		6804401		4000326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33546		6804402		4000327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33547		6804403		4000328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33548		6804404		4000329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33572		6804710		4000635		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33573		6804711		4000636		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33574		6804712		4000637		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33575		6804713		4000638		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33576		6804714		4000639		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33577		6804852		4000777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33578		6804853		4000778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33579		6804854		4000779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33580		6804855		4000780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33581		6804856		4000781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33582		6804857		4000782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33583		6804858		4000783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33584		6804859		4000784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33585		6804860		4000785		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33586		6804861		4000786		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33587		6804862		4000787		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33588		6804863		4000788		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33589		6804864		4000789		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33590		6804887		4000812		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33591		6804956		4000881		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33592		6804957		4000882		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33593		6804958		4000883		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33594		6804959		4000884		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33595		6804960		4000885		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33596		6804961		4000886		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33597		6804962		4000887		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33598		6804963		4000888		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33599		6804964		4000889		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33600		6804965		4000890		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33601		6804966		4000891		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33602		6804967		4000892		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33603		6804968		4000893		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33604		6804969		4000894		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33605		6804970		4000895		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33606		6804971		4000896		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33607		6804972		4000897		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33608		6804973		4000898		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33609		6804974		4000899		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33610		6804975		4000900		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33611		6804976		4000901		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33612		6804977		4000902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33613		6804978		4000903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33614		6804979		4000904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33615		6804980		4000905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33616		6804981		4000906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33617		6804982		4000907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33618		6804983		4000908		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33619		6804984		4000909		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33620		6804985		4000910		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33621		6804986		4000911		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33622		6804987		4000912		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33623		6804988		4000913		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33624		6804989		4000914		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33625		6804990		4000915		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33626		6804991		4000916		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33627		6804992		4000917		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33628		6804993		4000918		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33629		6804994		4000919		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33630		6804995		4000920		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33631		6804996		4000921		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33632		6804997		4000922		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33633		6804998		4000923		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33634		6804999		4000924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33635		6805000		4000925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33636		6805001		4000926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33637		6805002		4000927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33638		6805003		4000928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33639		6805004		4000929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33640		6805005		4000930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33641		6805006		4000931		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33642		6805007		4000932		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33643		6805008		4000933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33644		6805009		4000934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33645		6805010		4000935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33646		6805011		4000936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33647		6805012		4000937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33648		6805013		4000938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33649		6805014		4000939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33650		6805015		4000940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33651		6805016		4000941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33652		6805017		4000942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33653		6805018		4000943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33654		6805019		4000944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33655		6805020		4000945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33656		6805021		4000946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33657		6805022		4000947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33658		6805023		4000948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33659		6805024		4000949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33660		6805025		4000950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33661		6805026		4000951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33662		6805027		4000952		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33663		6805028		4000953		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33664		6805029		4000954		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33665		6904150		4100075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33666		6904151		4100076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33667		6904152		4100077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33668		6904153		4100078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33727		6905043		4100968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33728		6905112		4101037		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33729		6905113		4101038		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33730		6905114		4101039		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33731		6905115		4101040		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33732		6905116		4101041		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33733		6905117		4101042		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33734		6905140		4101065		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33735		6905141		4101066		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33736		6905142		4101067		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33737		6905143		4101068		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33738		6905144		4101069		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33739		6905145		4101070		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33740		6905146		4101071		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33741		6905147		4101072		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33742		6905148		4101073		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33743		6905149		4101074		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33744		6905150		4101075		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33745		6905151		4101076		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33746		6905152		4101077		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33747		6905153		4101078		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33748		6905154		4101079		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33749		6905155		4101080		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33750		6905156		4101081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33751		6905157		4101082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33752		6905158		4101083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33753		6905159		4101084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33754		6905160		4101085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33755		6905161		4101086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33756		6905162		4101087		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33757		6905163		4101088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33758		6905164		4101089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33759		6905165		4101090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33760		6905166		4101091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33761		6905167		4101092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33762		6905168		4101093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33763		6905169		4101094		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33764		6905170		4101095		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33765		6905171		4101096		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33766		7004680		4200605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33767		7004681		4200606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33768		7004682		4200607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33769		7004683		4200608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33770		7004684		4200609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33771		7004685		4200610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33772		7004686		4200611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33773		7004687		4200612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33774		7004688		4200613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33775		7004689		4200614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33776		7004690		4200615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33777		7004691		4200616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33778		7004692		4200617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33779		7004693		4200618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33780		7004694		4200619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33781		7004695		4200620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33782		7004696		4200621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33783		7004697		4200622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33784		7004698		4200623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33785		7004699		4200624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33786		7004700		4200625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33787		7004701		4200626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33788		7004702		4200627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33789		7004703		4200628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33790		7004704		4200629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33791		7004705		4200630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33792		7004706		4200631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33793		7004707		4200632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33794		7004708		4200633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33795		7004709		4200634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33796		7004710		4200635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33797		7004711		4200636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33798		7004712		4200637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33799		7004713		4200638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33800		7004714		4200639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33801		7004715		4200640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33802		7004716		4200641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33803		7004717		4200642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33804		7004718		4200643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33805		7004719		4200644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33806		7004720		4200645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33807		7004721		4200646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33808		7004722		4200647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33809		7004723		4200648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33875		7005316		4201241		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33876		7005317		4201242		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33877		7005330		4201255		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33878		7005331		4201256		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33879		7005442		4201367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33880		7005443		4201368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33881		7005444		4201369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33882		7005445		4201370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33883		7005446		4201371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33884		7005447		4201372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33885		7005448		4201373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33886		7005449		4201374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33887		7005450		4201375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33888		7005451		4201376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33889		7005452		4201377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33890		7005453		4201378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33891		7005454		4201379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33892		7005455		4201380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33893		7005456		4201381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33894		7005457		4201382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33895		7005458		4201383		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33896		7005459		4201384		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33897		7005460		4201385		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33898		7005461		4201386		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33899		7005462		4201387		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33900		7005463		4201388		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33901		7005464		4201389		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33902		7005465		4201390		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33903		7005466		4201391		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33904		7005467		4201392		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33905		7005468		4201393		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33906		7005469		4201394		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33907		7005470		4201395		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33908		7005471		4201396		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33909		7005472		4201397		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33910		7005473		4201398		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33911		7005515		4201440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33912		7005516		4201441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33913		7005517		4201442		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33914		7005518		4201443		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33915		7005519		4201444		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33916		7005520		4201445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33917		7005521		4201446		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33918		7005522		4201447		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33919		7005523		4201448		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33920		7005524		4201449		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33921		7005525		4201450		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33922		7005526		4201451		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33923		7005527		4201452		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33924		7005528		4201453		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33925		7005529		4201454		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33926		7005530		4201455		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33927		7005531		4201456		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33928		7005532		4201457		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33929		7005533		4201458		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33930		7005534		4201459		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33931		7005535		4201460		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33932		7005536		4201461		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33933		7005537		4201462		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33934		7005538		4201463		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33935		7005539		4201464		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33936		7005540		4201465		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33937		7005541		4201466		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33938		7005542		4201467		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33939		7005543		4201468		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33940		7005544		4201469		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33941		7005545		4201470		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33942		7005546		4201471		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33943		7005547		4201472		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33944		7005548		4201473		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33945		7005549		4201474		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33946		7005550		4201475		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33947		7005551		4201476		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33948		7005552		4201477		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33949		7005553		4201478		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33950		7005554		4201479		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33951		7005555		4201480		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33952		7005556		4201481		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33953		7005557		4201482		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33954		7005558		4201483		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33955		7005559		4201484		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33956		7005560		4201485		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33957		7005561		4201486		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33958		7005562		4201487		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33959		7005563		4201488		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33960		7005564		4201489		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33961		7005565		4201490		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33962		7005566		4201491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33963		7005567		4201492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33964		7005568		4201493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33965		7005569		4201494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33966		7005570		4201495		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33967		7005571		4201496		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33968		7005572		4201497		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33969		7005573		4201498		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33970		7005574		4201499		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33971		7005575		4201500		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33972		7005576		4201501		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33973		7005577		4201502		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33974		7005578		4201503		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33975		7005579		4201504		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33976		7005580		4201505		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33977		7005581		4201506		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33978		7005582		4201507		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33979		7005583		4201508		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33980		7005584		4201509		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33981		7005585		4201510		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33982		7005586		4201511		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33983		7005587		4201512		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33984		7005588		4201513		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33985		7005589		4201514		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33986		7005590		4201515		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33987		7005591		4201516		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33988		7005592		4201517		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33989		7005593		4201518		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33990		7005594		4201519		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33991		7005595		4201520		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33992		7005596		4201521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33993		7005597		4201522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33994		7005598		4201523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33995		7005599		4201524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33996		7005600		4201525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33997		7005601		4201526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33998		7005602		4201527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33999		7005603		4201528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34000		7005604		4201529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34001		7005605		4201530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34002		7005606		4201531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34003		7005607		4201532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34004		7005608		4201533		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34005		7005609		4201534		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34006		7005610		4201535		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34007		7005611		4201536		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34008		7005612		4201537		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34009		7005613		4201538		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34010		7005614		4201539		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34011		7005615		4201540		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34012		7005616		4201541		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34013		7005617		4201542		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34014		7005618		4201543		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34015		7005619		4201544		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34016		7005620		4201545		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34017		7005621		4201546		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34018		7005622		4201547		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34019		7005623		4201548		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34020		7005624		4201549		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34021		7005625		4201550		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34022		7005626		4201551		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34023		7005627		4201552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34024		7005628		4201553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34025		7005629		4201554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34026		7005630		4201555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34027		7005631		4201556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34028		7005632		4201557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34029		7005633		4201558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34030		7005634		4201559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34031		7005635		4201560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34032		7005636		4201561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34033		7005637		4201562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34034		7005638		4201563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34035		7005639		4201564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34036		7005640		4201565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34037		7005641		4201566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34038		7005642		4201567		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34039		7005643		4201568		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34040		7005644		4201569		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34041		7104194		4300119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34042		7104195		4300120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34043		7104196		4300121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34044		7104197		4300122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34045		7104198		4300123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34154		7104848		4300773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34155		7104849		4300774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34156		7104850		4300775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34157		7104851		4300776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34158		7104852		4300777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34159		7104853		4300778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34160		7104854		4300779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34161		7104855		4300780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34162		7104856		4300781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34163		7104857		4300782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34164		7104858		4300783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34165		7104859		4300784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34166		7104860		4300785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34167		7105019		4300944		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34168		7105020		4300945		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34169		7105021		4300946		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34170		7105022		4300947		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34171		7105023		4300948		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34172		7105024		4300949		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34173		7105025		4300950		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34174		7105026		4300951		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34175		7105027		4300952		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34176		7105028		4300953		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34177		7105029		4300954		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34178		7105030		4300955		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34179		7105031		4300956		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34180		7105032		4300957		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34181		7105033		4300958		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34182		7105034		4300959		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34183		7105035		4300960		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34184		7105036		4300961		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34185		7105037		4300962		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34186		7105038		4300963		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34187		7105039		4300964		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34188		7105040		4300965		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34189		7105041		4300966		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34190		7105042		4300967		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34191		7105043		4300968		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34192		7105044		4300969		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34193		7105045		4300970		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34194		7105046		4300971		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34195		7105047		4300972		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34196		7105048		4300973		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34197		7105049		4300974		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34198		7105050		4300975		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34199		7105051		4300976		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34200		7105052		4300977		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34201		7105053		4300978		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34202		7105054		4300979		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34203		7105055		4300980		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34204		7105056		4300981		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34205		7105057		4300982		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34206		7105058		4300983		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34207		7105059		4300984		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34208		7105060		4300985		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34209		7105061		4300986		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34210		7105062		4300987		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34211		7105063		4300988		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34212		7105064		4300989		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34213		7105065		4300990		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34214		7105066		4300991		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34215		7105067		4300992		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34216		7105068		4300993		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34217		7105069		4300994		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34218		7105070		4300995		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34219		7105071		4300996		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34220		7105072		4300997		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34221		7105073		4300998		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34222		7105074		4300999		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34223		7105075		4301000		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34224		7105076		4301001		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34225		7105077		4301002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34226		7105078		4301003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34227		7105079		4301004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34228		7105080		4301005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34229		7105081		4301006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34230		7105082		4301007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34231		7105083		4301008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34232		7105084		4301009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34233		7105085		4301010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34234		7105086		4301011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34235		7105087		4301012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34236		7105088		4301013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34237		7105089		4301014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34238		7105090		4301015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34239		7105091		4301016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34240		7105092		4301017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34241		7105093		4301018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34242		7105094		4301019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34243		7105095		4301020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34244		7105096		4301021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34245		7105097		4301022		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34246		7105098		4301023		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34247		7105099		4301024		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34248		7204636		4400561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34249		7204637		4400562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34250		7204638		4400563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34251		7204639		4400564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34252		7204640		4400565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34253		7204641		4400566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34254		7204642		4400567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34255		7204643		4400568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34256		7204644		4400569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34257		7204645		4400570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34258		7204646		4400571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34259		7204647		4400572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34260		7204648		4400573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34261		7204649		4400574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34262		7204650		4400575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34263		7204651		4400576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34264		7204652		4400577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34265		7204653		4400578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34266		7204654		4400579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34267		7204655		4400580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34268		7204656		4400581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34269		7204657		4400582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34270		7204658		4400583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34271		7204659		4400584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34272		7204660		4400585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34273		7204661		4400586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34274		7204662		4400587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34275		7204663		4400588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34276		7204664		4400589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34277		7204665		4400590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34278		7204666		4400591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34279		7204667		4400592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34280		7204668		4400593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34281		7204669		4400594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34282		7204670		4400595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34283		7204671		4400596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34284		7204672		4400597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34285		7204673		4400598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34286		7204674		4400599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34287		7204675		4400600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34288		7204676		4400601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34289		7204677		4400602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34290		7204678		4400603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34291		7204679		4400604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34292		7204680		4400605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34293		7204681		4400606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34294		7204682		4400607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34295		7204683		4400608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34296		7204684		4400609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34297		7204685		4400610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34298		7204686		4400611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34299		7204687		4400612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34300		7204688		4400613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34301		7204689		4400614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34302		7204690		4400615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34303		7204691		4400616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34304		7204692		4400617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34305		7204693		4400618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34306		7204694		4400619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34307		7204695		4400620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34308		7204696		4400621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34309		7204697		4400622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34310		7204698		4400623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34311		7204699		4400624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34312		7204700		4400625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34313		7204701		4400626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34314		7204702		4400627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34315		7204703		4400628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34316		7204704		4400629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34317		7204705		4400630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34318		7204706		4400631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34319		7204707		4400632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34320		7204708		4400633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34321		7204709		4400634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34322		7204710		4400635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34323		7204711		4400636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34324		7204712		4400637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34325		7204713		4400638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34326		7204714		4400639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34327		7204715		4400640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34328		7204716		4400641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34329		7204717		4400642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34330		7204718		4400643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34331		7204719		4400644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34332		7204720		4400645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34333		7204721		4400646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34334		7204722		4400647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34335		7204723		4400648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34336		7204724		4400649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34337		7204725		4400650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34338		7204726		4400651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34339		7204727		4400652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34340		7204728		4400653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34341		7204729		4400654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34342		7204730		4400655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34343		7204731		4400656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34344		7204732		4400657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34345		7204733		4400658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34346		7204734		4400659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34347		7204735		4400660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34348		7204736		4400661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34349		7204737		4400662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34350		7204738		4400663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34351		7204739		4400664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34352		7204740		4400665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34353		7204741		4400666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34354		7204742		4400667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34355		7204743		4400668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34356		7204744		4400669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34357		7204745		4400670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34358		7204746		4400671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34359		7204747		4400672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34360		7204748		4400673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34519		7205182		4401107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34520		7205183		4401108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34521		7205185		4401110		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34522		7205288		4401213		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34523		7205289		4401214		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34524		7205290		4401215		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34525		7205291		4401216		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34526		7205292		4401217		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34527		7205293		4401218		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34528		7205294		4401219		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34529		7205295		4401220		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34530		7205296		4401221		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34531		7205297		4401222		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34532		7205298		4401223		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34533		7205299		4401224		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34534		7205300		4401225		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34535		7205301		4401226		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34536		7205302		4401227		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34537		7205303		4401228		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34538		7205304		4401229		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34539		7205383		4401308		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34540		7205384		4401309		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34541		7205478		4401403		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34542		7205479		4401404		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34543		7205480		4401405		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34544		7205481		4401406		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34545		7205482		4401407		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34546		7205483		4401408		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34547		7205484		4401409		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34548		7205485		4401410		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34549		7205486		4401411		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34550		7205487		4401412		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34551		7205488		4401413		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34552		7205489		4401414		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34553		7205490		4401415		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34554		7205491		4401416		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34555		7205492		4401417		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34556		7205493		4401418		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34557		7205494		4401419		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34558		7205495		4401420		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34559		7205496		4401421		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34560		7205497		4401422		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34561		7205498		4401423		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34562		7205499		4401424		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34563		7205500		4401425		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34564		7205501		4401426		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34565		7205502		4401427		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34566		7205503		4401428		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34567		7205504		4401429		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34568		7205505		4401430		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34569		7205506		4401431		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34570		7205507		4401432		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34571		7205508		4401433		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34572		7205509		4401434		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34573		7205510		4401435		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34574		7205511		4401436		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34575		7205512		4401437		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34576		7205513		4401438		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34577		7205514		4401439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34578		7205515		4401440		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34579		7205516		4401441		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34580		7205517		4401442		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34581		7205518		4401443		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34582		7205519		4401444		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34583		7205520		4401445		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34584		7205521		4401446		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34585		7205522		4401447		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34586		7205523		4401448		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34587		7205524		4401449		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34588		7205525		4401450		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34589		7205526		4401451		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34590		7205527		4401452		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34591		7205528		4401453		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34592		7205529		4401454		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34593		7205530		4401455		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34594		7205531		4401456		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34595		7205532		4401457		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34596		7205533		4401458		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34597		7205534		4401459		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34598		7205535		4401460		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34599		7205536		4401461		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34600		7205537		4401462		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34601		7205538		4401463		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34602		7205539		4401464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34603		7205540		4401465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34604		7205541		4401466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34605		7205542		4401467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34606		7205543		4401468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34607		7205544		4401469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34608		7205545		4401470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34609		7205546		4401471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34610		7205547		4401472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34611		7205548		4401473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34612		7205549		4401474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34613		7205550		4401475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34614		7205551		4401476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34615		7205552		4401477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34616		7205553		4401478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34617		7205554		4401479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34618		7205555		4401480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34619		7205556		4401481		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34620		7205557		4401482		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34621		7205558		4401483		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34622		7304245		4500170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34623		7304246		4500171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34624		7304247		4500172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34625		7304248		4500173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34675		7306505		4502430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34676		7306506		4502431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34677		7306507		4502432		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34678		7306508		4502433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34679		7306649		4502574		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34680		7306650		4502575		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34681		7306651		4502576		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34682		7306652		4502577		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34683		7306653		4502578		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34684		7306654		4502579		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34685		7306655		4502580		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34686		7306656		4502581		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34687		7306657		4502582		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34688		7306658		4502583		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34689		7306659		4502584		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34690		7306660		4502585		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34691		7306661		4502586		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34692		7306662		4502587		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34693		7306663		4502588		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34694		7306664		4502589		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34695		7306665		4502590		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34696		7306666		4502591		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34697		7306667		4502592		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34698		7306668		4502593		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34699		7306669		4502594		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34700		7306670		4502595		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34701		7306671		4502596		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34702		7306672		4502597		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34703		7306673		4502598		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34704		7306674		4502599		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34705		7306675		4502600		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34706		7306676		4502601		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34707		7306677		4502602		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34708		7306678		4502603		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34709		7306679		4502604		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34710		7306680		4502605		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34711		7306681		4502606		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34712		7306682		4502607		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34713		7306683		4502608		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34714		7306684		4502609		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34715		7306709		4502634		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34716		7306710		4502635		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34717		7306711		4502636		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34718		7306712		4502637		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34719		7306713		4502638		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34720		7306714		4502639		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34721		7306715		4502640		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34722		7306716		4502641		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34723		7306717		4502642		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34724		7306718		4502643		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34725		7306719		4502644		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34726		7306720		4502645		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34727		7306721		4502646		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34728		7306722		4502647		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34729		7306723		4502648		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34730		7306724		4502649		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34731		7306725		4502650		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34732		7306726		4502651		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34733		7306727		4502652		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34734		7306728		4502653		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34735		7306729		4502654		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34736		7306730		4502655		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34737		7306731		4502656		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34738		7306732		4502657		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34739		7306733		4502658		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34740		7306734		4502659		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34741		7306735		4502660		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34742		7306736		4502661		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34743		7306737		4502662		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34744		7306738		4502663		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34745		7306739		4502664		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34746		7306740		4502665		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34747		7306741		4502666		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34748		7306742		4502667		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34749		7306743		4502668		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34750		7306744		4502669		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34751		7306745		4502670		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34752		7306746		4502671		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34753		7306747		4502672		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34754		7306748		4502673		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34755		7306749		4502674		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34756		7306750		4502675		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34757		7306751		4502676		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34758		7306752		4502677		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34759		7306753		4502678		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34760		7306754		4502679		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34761		7306755		4502680		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34762		7306756		4502681		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34763		7306757		4502682		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34764		7306758		4502683		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34765		7306759		4502684		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34766		7306760		4502685		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34767		7306761		4502686		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34768		7306762		4502687		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34769		7306763		4502688		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34770		7306764		4502689		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34771		7306765		4502690		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34772		7306766		4502691		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34773		7306767		4502692		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34774		7306768		4502693		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34775		7306769		4502694		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34776		7306770		4502695		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34777		7306771		4502696		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34778		7306772		4502697		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34779		7306773		4502698		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34780		7306774		4502699		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34781		7306775		4502700		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34782		7306776		4502701		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34783		7306777		4502702		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34784		7306778		4502703		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34785		7306779		4502704		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34786		7306780		4502705		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34787		7306781		4502706		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34788		7306782		4502707		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34789		7306783		4502708		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34790		7306784		4502709		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34791		7306785		4502710		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34792		7306786		4502711		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34793		7306787		4502712		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34794		7306788		4502713		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34795		7306789		4502714		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34796		7306790		4502715		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34797		7306791		4502716		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34798		7306792		4502717		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34799		7306793		4502718		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34800		7306794		4502719		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34801		7306795		4502720		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34802		7306796		4502721		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34803		7306797		4502722		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34804		7306798		4502723		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34805		7306799		4502724		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34806		7306800		4502725		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34807		7306801		4502726		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34808		7306802		4502727		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34809		7306803		4502728		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34810		7306804		4502729		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34811		7306805		4502730		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34812		7306806		4502731		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34813		7306807		4502732		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34814		7306808		4502733		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34815		7306809		4502734		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34816		7306810		4502735		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34817		7306811		4502736		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34818		7306812		4502737		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34819		7306813		4502738		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34820		7306814		4502739		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34821		7306815		4502740		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34822		7306816		4502741		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34823		7306817		4502742		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34824		7306818		4502743		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34825		7306819		4502744		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34826		7306820		4502745		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34827		7306821		4502746		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34828		7306822		4502747		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34829		7306823		4502748		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34830		7306824		4502749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34831		7306825		4502750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34832		7306826		4502751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34833		7306827		4502752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34834		7306828		4502753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34835		7306829		4502754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34836		7306830		4502755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34837		7306831		4502756		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34838		7306832		4502757		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34839		7306833		4502758		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34840		7404080		4600005		37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34841		7404081		4600006		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34842		7404082		4600007		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34843		7404083		4600008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34844		7404084		4600009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34845		7404085		4600010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34846		7404086		4600011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34847		7404087		4600012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34848		7404088		4600013		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34849		7404089		4600014		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34850		7404090		4600015		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34851		7404091		4600016		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34852		7404092		4600017		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34853		7404093		4600018		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34854		7404094		4600019		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34855		7404095		4600020		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34856		7404096		4600021		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34857		7404097		4600022		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34858		7404098		4600023		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34859		7404099		4600024		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34860		7404100		4600025		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34861		7404308		4600233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34862		7404309		4600234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34863		7404310		4600235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34864		7404311		4600236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34865		7404312		4600237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34866		7404313		4600238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34867		7404314		4600239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34868		7404315		4600240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34869		7404316		4600241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34870		7404317		4600242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34871		7404318		4600243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34872		7404319		4600244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34873		7404320		4600245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34874		7404321		4600246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34875		7404322		4600247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34876		7404323		4600248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34877		7404324		4600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34878		7404325		4600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34879		7404326		4600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34880		7404327		4600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34881		7404328		4600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34882		7404329		4600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34883		7404330		4600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34884		7404331		4600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34885		7404332		4600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34886		7404333		4600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34887		7404334		4600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34888		7404335		4600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34889		7404336		4600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34890		7404337		4600262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34891		7404338		4600263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34892		7404339		4600264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34893		7404340		4600265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34894		7404341		4600266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34895		7404342		4600267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34896		7404343		4600268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34897		7404344		4600269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34898		7404345		4600270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34899		7404346		4600271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34900		7404347		4600272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34901		7404348		4600273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34902		7404349		4600274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34903		7404350		4600275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34904		7404351		4600276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34905		7404352		4600277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34906		7404353		4600278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34907		7404354		4600279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34908		7404355		4600280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34909		7404356		4600281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34910		7404357		4600282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34911		7404358		4600283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34912		7404359		4600284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34913		7404360		4600285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34914		7404361		4600286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34915		7404362		4600287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34916		7404363		4600288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34917		7404364		4600289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34918		7404365		4600290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34919		7404366		4600291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34920		7404367		4600292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34921		7404368		4600293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34922		7404369		4600294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34923		7404370		4600295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34924		7404371		4600296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34925		7404372		4600297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34926		7404373		4600298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34927		7404374		4600299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34928		7404375		4600300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34929		7404376		4600301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34930		7404377		4600302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34931		7404378		4600303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34932		7404379		4600304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34933		7404380		4600305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34934		7404381		4600306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34935		7404382		4600307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34936		7404383		4600308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34937		7404384		4600309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34938		7404385		4600310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34939		7404386		4600311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34940		7404387		4600312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34941		7404388		4600313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34942		7404389		4600314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34943		7404390		4600315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34944		7404391		4600316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34945		7404392		4600317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34946		7404393		4600318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34947		7404394		4600319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34948		7404395		4600320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34949		7404396		4600321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34950		7404397		4600322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34951		7404398		4600323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34952		7404399		4600324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34953		7404400		4600325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34954		7404401		4600326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34955		7404402		4600327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34956		7404403		4600328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34957		7404404		4600329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34958		7404405		4600330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34959		7404406		4600331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34960		7404407		4600332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34961		7404408		4600333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34962		7404409		4600334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34963		7404410		4600335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34964		7404411		4600336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34965		7404412		4600337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34966		7404413		4600338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34967		7404414		4600339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34968		7404415		4600340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34969		7404416		4600341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34970		7404417		4600342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34971		7404418		4600343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34972		7404419		4600344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34973		7404420		4600345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34974		7404421		4600346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34975		7404422		4600347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34976		7404423		4600348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34977		7404424		4600349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34978		7404425		4600350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34979		7404426		4600351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34980		7404427		4600352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34981		7404428		4600353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34982		7404429		4600354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34983		7404430		4600355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34984		7404431		4600356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34985		7404432		4600357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34986		7404433		4600358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34987		7404434		4600359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34988		7404435		4600360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34989		7404436		4600361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34990		7404437		4600362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34991		7404438		4600363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34992		7404439		4600364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34993		7404440		4600365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34994		7404441		4600366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34995		7404442		4600367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34996		7404443		4600368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34997		7404444		4600369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34998		7404445		4600370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34999		7404446		4600371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35000		7404447		4600372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35001		7404448		4600373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35002		7404449		4600374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35003		7404450		4600375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35004		7404451		4600376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35005		7404452		4600377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35006		7404453		4600378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35007		7404454		4600379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35008		7404455		4600380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35009		7404456		4600381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35010		7404457		4600382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35011		7404458		4600383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35012		7404459		4600384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35013		7404460		4600385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35014		7404461		4600386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35015		7404462		4600387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35016		7404463		4600388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35017		7404464		4600389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35018		7404465		4600390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35019		7404466		4600391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35020		7404467		4600392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35021		7404468		4600393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35022		7404469		4600394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35023		7404470		4600395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35024		7404471		4600396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35025		7404472		4600397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35026		7404473		4600398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35027		7404474		4600399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35028		7404475		4600400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35029		7404476		4600401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35030		7404477		4600402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35031		7404478		4600403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35032		7404479		4600404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35033		7404480		4600405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35034		7404481		4600406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35035		7404482		4600407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35036		7404483		4600408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35037		7404484		4600409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35038		7404485		4600410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35039		7404486		4600411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35040		7404487		4600412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35041		7404488		4600413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35042		7404489		4600414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35043		7404490		4600415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35044		7404491		4600416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35045		7404492		4600417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35046		7404493		4600418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35047		7404494		4600419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35048		7404495		4600420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35049		7404496		4600421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35050		7404497		4600422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35051		7404498		4600423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35052		7404499		4600424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35053		7404500		4600425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35054		7404501		4600426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35055		7404502		4600427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35056		7404503		4600428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35057		7404504		4600429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35188		7405015		4600940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35189		7405016		4600941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35190		7405017		4600942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35191		7405018		4600943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35192		7405019		4600944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35193		7405020		4600945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35194		7405021		4600946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35195		7405022		4600947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35196		7405023		4600948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35197		7405024		4600949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35198		7405025		4600950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35199		7405026		4600951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35200		7405027		4600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35201		7405028		4600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35202		7405029		4600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35203		7405030		4600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35204		7405031		4600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35205		7405032		4600957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35206		7405033		4600958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35207		7405034		4600959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35208		7405035		4600960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35209		7405036		4600961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35210		7405037		4600962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35211		7405038		4600963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35212		7405039		4600964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35213		7405040		4600965		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35214		7405041		4600966		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35215		7405042		4600967		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35216		7405043		4600968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35217		7405044		4600969		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35218		7405045		4600970		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35219		7405046		4600971		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35220		7405047		4600972		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35221		7405048		4600973		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35222		7405049		4600974		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35223		7405160		4601085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35224		7405161		4601086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35225		7405162		4601087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35226		7405163		4601088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35227		7405262		4601187		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35228		7405263		4601188		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35229		7405264		4601189		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35230		7405265		4601190		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35231		7405266		4601191		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35232		7405267		4601192		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35233		7405268		4601193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35234		7405269		4601194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35235		7405270		4601195		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35236		7405271		4601196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35237		7405272		4601197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35238		7405273		4601198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35239		7405274		4601199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35240		7405275		4601200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35241		7405276		4601201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35242		7405277		4601202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35243		7405278		4601203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35244		7405279		4601204		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35245		7504640		4700565		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35246		7504641		4700566		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35247		7504642		4700567		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35248		7504643		4700568		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35249		7504644		4700569		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35250		7504645		4700570		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35251		7504646		4700571		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35252		7504647		4700572		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35253		7504652		4700577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35254		7504653		4700578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35255		7504654		4700579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35256		7504655		4700580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35257		7504656		4700581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35258		7504657		4700582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35259		7504658		4700583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35260		7504659		4700584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35261		7504660		4700585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35262		7504661		4700586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35263		7504662		4700587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35264		7504663		4700588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35265		7504664		4700589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35266		7504665		4700590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35267		7504666		4700591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35268		7504667		4700592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35269		7504668		4700593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35270		7504669		4700594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35271		7504670		4700595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35272		7504671		4700596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35273		7504672		4700597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35274		7504673		4700598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35275		7504674		4700599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35276		7504675		4700600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35277		7504676		4700601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35278		7504677		4700602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35279		7504678		4700603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35280		7504679		4700604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35281		7504680		4700605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35282		7504681		4700606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35283		7504682		4700607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35284		7504683		4700608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35285		7504684		4700609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35286		7504685		4700610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35287		7504686		4700611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35288		7504687		4700612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35289		7504688		4700613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35290		7504689		4700614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35291		7504690		4700615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35292		7504691		4700616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35293		7504692		4700617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35294		7504693		4700618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35295		7504694		4700619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35296		7504695		4700620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35297		7504696		4700621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35298		7504697		4700622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35299		7504698		4700623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35300		7504699		4700624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35301		7504700		4700625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35302		7504701		4700626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35303		7504702		4700627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35304		7504703		4700628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35305		7504704		4700629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35306		7504705		4700630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35307		7504706		4700631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35308		7504707		4700632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35309		7504708		4700633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35310		7504709		4700634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35311		7504710		4700635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35312		7504711		4700636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35313		7504712		4700637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35314		7504713		4700638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35315		7504714		4700639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35316		7504715		4700640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35317		7504716		4700641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35318		7504717		4700642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35537		7505128		4701053		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35538		7505129		4701054		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35539		7505130		4701055		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35540		7505131		4701056		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35541		7505132		4701057		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35542		7505133		4701058		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35543		7505134		4701059		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35544		7505135		4701060		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35545		7505136		4701061		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35546		7505137		4701062		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35547		7505236		4701161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35548		7505237		4701162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35549		7505238		4701163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35550		7505239		4701164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35551		7505240		4701165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35552		7505241		4701166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35553		7505242		4701167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35554		7505243		4701168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35555		7505244		4701169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35556		7505245		4701170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35557		7505246		4701171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35558		7505247		4701172		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35559		7505248		4701173		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35560		7505287		4701212		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35561		7505288		4701213		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35562		7505289		4701214		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35563		7505290		4701215		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35564		7505291		4701216		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35565		7505292		4701217		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35566		7505293		4701218		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35567		7505294		4701219		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35568		7505295		4701220		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35569		7505296		4701221		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35570		7505297		4701222		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35571		7505298		4701223		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35572		7505299		4701224		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35573		7505300		4701225		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35574		7505301		4701226		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35575		7505302		4701227		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35576		7505303		4701228		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35577		7505304		4701229		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35578		7505305		4701230		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35579		7505306		4701231		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35580		7505307		4701232		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35581		7505308		4701233		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35582		7505309		4701234		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35583		7505310		4701235		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35584		7505311		4701236		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35585		7505312		4701237		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35586		7505313		4701238		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35587		7505314		4701239		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35588		7505315		4701240		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35589		7505316		4701241		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35590		7505317		4701242		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35591		7505318		4701243		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35592		7505319		4701244		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35593		7505320		4701245		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35594		7505321		4701246		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35595		7505322		4701247		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35596		7505323		4701248		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35597		7505324		4701249		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35598		7505325		4701250		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35599		7505326		4701251		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35600		7505327		4701252		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35601		7505328		4701253		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35602		7505329		4701254		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35603		7505330		4701255		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35604		7505331		4701256		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35605		7505332		4701257		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35606		7505333		4701258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35607		7505334		4701259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35608		7505335		4701260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35609		7505336		4701261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35610		7505337		4701262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35611		7505338		4701263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35612		7505339		4701264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35613		7505340		4701265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35614		7505341		4701266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35615		7505342		4701267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35616		7505343		4701268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35617		7505344		4701269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35618		7505345		4701270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35619		7505346		4701271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35620		7505347		4701272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35621		7505348		4701273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35622		7505349		4701274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35623		7505350		4701275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35624		7505351		4701276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35625		7505352		4701277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35626		7505353		4701278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35627		7505354		4701279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35628		7505355		4701280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35629		7505356		4701281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35630		7505357		4701282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35631		7505358		4701283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35632		7505359		4701284		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35633		7505360		4701285		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35634		7505361		4701286		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35635		7505362		4701287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35636		7505363		4701288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35637		7505364		4701289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35638		7505365		4701290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35639		7505366		4701291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35640		7505367		4701292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35641		7505368		4701293		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35642		7505369		4701294		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35643		7505370		4701295		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35644		7505371		4701296		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35645		7604216		4800141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35646		7604217		4800142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35647		7604218		4800143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35648		7604219		4800144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35649		7604220		4800145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35650		7604221		4800146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35651		7604222		4800147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35652		7604223		4800148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35653		7604224		4800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35822		7605320		4801245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35823		7605321		4801246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35824		7605322		4801247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35825		7605323		4801248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35826		7605324		4801249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35827		7605325		4801250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35828		7605326		4801251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35829		7605411		4801336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35830		7605412		4801337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35831		7605413		4801338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35832		7605414		4801339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35833		7605415		4801340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35834		7605416		4801341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35835		7605417		4801342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35836		7605418		4801343		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35837		7605419		4801344		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35838		7605420		4801345		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35839		7605421		4801346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35840		7605422		4801347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35841		7605423		4801348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35842		7605424		4801349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35843		7605425		4801350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35844		7605426		4801351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35845		7605427		4801352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35846		7605428		4801353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35847		7605429		4801354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35848		7605430		4801355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35849		7605431		4801356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35850		7605432		4801357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35851		7605433		4801358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35852		7605434		4801359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35853		7605435		4801360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35854		7605436		4801361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35855		7605437		4801362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35856		7605438		4801363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35857		7605439		4801364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35858		7605440		4801365		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35859		7605441		4801366		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35860		7605520		4801445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35861		7605521		4801446		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35862		7605522		4801447		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35863		7605523		4801448		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35864		7605524		4801449		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35865		7605525		4801450		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35866		7605526		4801451		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35867		7605527		4801452		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35868		7605528		4801453		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35869		7605529		4801454		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35870		7605530		4801455		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35871		7605531		4801456		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35872		7605532		4801457		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35873		7605533		4801458		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35874		7605534		4801459		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35875		7605535		4801460		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35876		7605536		4801461		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35877		7605537		4801462		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35878		7605538		4801463		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35879		7605539		4801464		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35880		7605540		4801465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35881		7605541		4801466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35882		7605542		4801467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35883		7605543		4801468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35884		7605544		4801469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35885		7605545		4801470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35886		7605546		4801471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35887		7605547		4801472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35888		7605548		4801473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35889		7605549		4801474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35890		7605550		4801475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35891		7605551		4801476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35892		7605552		4801477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35893		7605553		4801478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35894		7605554		4801479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35895		7605555		4801480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35896		7605556		4801481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35897		7605557		4801482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35898		7605558		4801483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35899		7605559		4801484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35900		7605560		4801485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35901		7605561		4801486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35902		7605562		4801487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35903		7605563		4801488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35904		7605564		4801489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35905		7605565		4801490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35906		7605566		4801491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35907		7605567		4801492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35908		7605568		4801493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35909		7605569		4801494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35910		7605570		4801495		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35911		7605571		4801496		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35912		7605572		4801497		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35913		7704080		4900005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35914		7704081		4900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35915		7704082		4900007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35916		7704083		4900008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35917		7704239		4900164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35918		7704240		4900165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35919		7704241		4900166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35920		7704242		4900167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35921		7704243		4900168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35922		7704244		4900169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35923		7704245		4900170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35924		7704246		4900171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35925		7704247		4900172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35926		7704248		4900173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35927		7704249		4900174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35928		7704250		4900175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35929		7704251		4900176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35930		7704252		4900177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35931		7704253		4900178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35932		7704254		4900179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35933		7704255		4900180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35934		7704256		4900181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35935		7704257		4900182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35936		7704258		4900183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35937		7704259		4900184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35938		7704260		4900185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35939		7704261		4900186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35940		7704262		4900187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35941		7704263		4900188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35942		7704264		4900189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35943		7704265		4900190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35944		7704266		4900191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35945		7704267		4900192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35946		7704268		4900193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35947		7704269		4900194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35948		7704270		4900195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35949		7704271		4900196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35950		7704272		4900197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35951		7704273		4900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35952		7704274		4900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35953		7704275		4900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35954		7704276		4900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35955		7704277		4900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35956		7704278		4900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35957		7704279		4900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35958		7704280		4900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35959		7704281		4900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35960		7704282		4900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35961		7704283		4900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35962		7704284		4900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35963		7704285		4900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35964		7704286		4900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35965		7704287		4900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35966		7704288		4900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35967		7704289		4900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35968		7704290		4900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35969		7704291		4900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35970		7704292		4900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35971		7704293		4900218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35972		7704294		4900219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35973		7704295		4900220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35974		7704296		4900221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35975		7704297		4900222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35976		7704298		4900223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35977		7704299		4900224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35978		7704300		4900225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35979		7704301		4900226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35980		7704302		4900227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35981		7704303		4900228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35982		7704304		4900229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35983		7704305		4900230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35984		7704306		4900231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35985		7704307		4900232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35986		7704308		4900233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35987		7704309		4900234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35988		7704310		4900235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35989		7704311		4900236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35990		7704312		4900237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35991		7704313		4900238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35992		7704314		4900239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35993		7704315		4900240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35994		7704316		4900241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35995		7704317		4900242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35996		7704318		4900243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35997		7704319		4900244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35998		7704320		4900245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35999		7704321		4900246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36000		7704322		4900247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36001		7704323		4900248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36002		7704324		4900249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36003		7704325		4900250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36004		7704326		4900251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36005		7704327		4900252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36006		7704328		4900253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36007		7704329		4900254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36008		7704330		4900255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36009		7704331		4900256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36010		7704332		4900257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36011		7704333		4900258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36012		7704334		4900259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36013		7704335		4900260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36014		7704336		4900261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36015		7704337		4900262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36016		7704338		4900263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36017		7704339		4900264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36018		7704340		4900265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36019		7704341		4900266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36020		7704342		4900267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36021		7704343		4900268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36022		7704344		4900269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36023		7704345		4900270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36024		7704346		4900271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36025		7704347		4900272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36026		7704348		4900273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36027		7704349		4900274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36028		7704350		4900275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36029		7704351		4900276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36030		7704352		4900277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36031		7704353		4900278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36032		7704354		4900279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36033		7704355		4900280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36034		7704356		4900281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36035		7704357		4900282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36036		7704358		4900283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36037		7704359		4900284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36038		7704360		4900285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36039		7704361		4900286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36040		7704362		4900287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36041		7704363		4900288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36042		7704364		4900289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36043		7704365		4900290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36044		7704366		4900291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36045		7704367		4900292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36046		7704368		4900293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36047		7704369		4900294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36048		7704370		4900295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36049		7704371		4900296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36050		7704372		4900297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36051		7704373		4900298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36052		7704374		4900299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36053		7704375		4900300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36054		7704376		4900301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36055		7704377		4900302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36056		7704378		4900303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36057		7704379		4900304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36058		7704380		4900305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36059		7704381		4900306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36060		7704382		4900307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36061		7704383		4900308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36062		7704384		4900309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36063		7704385		4900310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36064		7704386		4900311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36065		7704387		4900312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36066		7704388		4900313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36067		7704389		4900314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36068		7704390		4900315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36069		7704391		4900316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36070		7704392		4900317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36071		7704393		4900318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36072		7704394		4900319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36073		7704395		4900320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36074		7704396		4900321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36075		7704397		4900322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36076		7704398		4900323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36077		7704399		4900324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36078		7704400		4900325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36079		7704401		4900326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36080		7704402		4900327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36081		7704403		4900328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36082		7704404		4900329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36083		7704405		4900330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36084		7704406		4900331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36085		7704407		4900332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36086		7704408		4900333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36087		7704409		4900334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36088		7704410		4900335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36089		7704411		4900336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36090		7704412		4900337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36091		7704413		4900338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36092		7704414		4900339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36093		7704415		4900340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36094		7704416		4900341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36095		7704417		4900342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36096		7704418		4900343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36097		7704419		4900344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36098		7704420		4900345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36099		7704421		4900346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36100		7704422		4900347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36101		7704423		4900348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36102		7704424		4900349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36103		7704425		4900350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36104		7704426		4900351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36105		7704427		4900352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36106		7704428		4900353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36107		7704429		4900354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36108		7704430		4900355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36109		7704431		4900356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36110		7704432		4900357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36111		7704433		4900358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36112		7704434		4900359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36113		7704435		4900360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36114		7704436		4900361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36115		7704437		4900362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36116		7704438		4900363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36117		7704439		4900364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36118		7704440		4900365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36119		7704441		4900366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36120		7704442		4900367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36121		7704443		4900368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36122		7704444		4900369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36123		7704445		4900370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36124		7704446		4900371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36125		7704447		4900372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36126		7704448		4900373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36127		7704449		4900374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36128		7704450		4900375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36129		7704451		4900376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36130		7704452		4900377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36131		7704453		4900378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36132		7704454		4900379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36133		7704455		4900380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36134		7704456		4900381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36135		7704457		4900382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36136		7704458		4900383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36137		7704459		4900384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36138		7704460		4900385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36139		7704461		4900386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36140		7704462		4900387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36141		7704463		4900388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36142		7704464		4900389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36143		7704465		4900390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36144		7704466		4900391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36145		7704467		4900392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36146		7704468		4900393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36147		7704469		4900394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36148		7704470		4900395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36149		7704471		4900396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36150		7704472		4900397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36151		7704473		4900398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36152		7704474		4900399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36153		7704475		4900400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36154		7704476		4900401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36155		7704477		4900402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36156		7704478		4900403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36157		7704479		4900404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36158		7704480		4900405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36159		7704481		4900406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36160		7704482		4900407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36161		7704483		4900408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36162		7704484		4900409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36163		7704485		4900410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36164		7704486		4900411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36165		7704487		4900412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36166		7704488		4900413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36167		7704489		4900414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36168		7704490		4900415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36169		7704491		4900416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36170		7704492		4900417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36171		7704493		4900418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36172		7704494		4900419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36173		7704495		4900420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36174		7704496		4900421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36175		7704497		4900422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36176		7704498		4900423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36177		7704499		4900424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36178		7704500		4900425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36179		7704501		4900426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36180		7704502		4900427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36181		7704503		4900428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36182		7704504		4900429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36183		7704505		4900430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36184		7704506		4900431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36185		7704507		4900432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36186		7704508		4900433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36187		7704509		4900434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36188		7704510		4900435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36189		7704511		4900436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36190		7704512		4900437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36191		7704513		4900438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36192		7704514		4900439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36193		7704515		4900440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36194		7704516		4900441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36195		7704517		4900442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36196		7704518		4900443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36197		7704519		4900444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36198		7704520		4900445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36199		7704521		4900446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36200		7704522		4900447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36201		7704523		4900448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36202		7704524		4900449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36203		7704525		4900450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36204		7704526		4900451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36205		7704527		4900452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36206		7704528		4900453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36207		7704529		4900454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36208		7704530		4900455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36209		7704531		4900456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36210		7704532		4900457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36211		7704533		4900458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36212		7704534		4900459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36213		7704535		4900460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36214		7704536		4900461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36215		7704537		4900462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36216		7704538		4900463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36217		7704539		4900464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36218		7704540		4900465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36219		7704541		4900466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36220		7704542		4900467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36221		7704543		4900468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36222		7704544		4900469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36223		7704545		4900470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36224		7704546		4900471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36225		7704547		4900472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36226		7704548		4900473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36227		7704549		4900474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36228		7704550		4900475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36229		7704551		4900476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36230		7704552		4900477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36231		7704553		4900478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36232		7704554		4900479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36233		7704555		4900480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36234		7704556		4900481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36235		7704557		4900482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36236		7704558		4900483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36237		7704559		4900484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36238		7704560		4900485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36239		7704561		4900486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36240		7704562		4900487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36241		7704563		4900488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36242		7704564		4900489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36243		7704565		4900490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36244		7704566		4900491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36245		7704567		4900492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36246		7704568		4900493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36247		7704569		4900494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36248		7704570		4900495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36249		7704571		4900496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36250		7704572		4900497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36251		7704573		4900498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36252		7704574		4900499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36253		7704575		4900500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36254		7704576		4900501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36255		7704577		4900502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36256		7704578		4900503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36257		7704579		4900504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36258		7704580		4900505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36259		7704581		4900506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36260		7704582		4900507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36348		7705319		4901244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36349		7705320		4901245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36350		7705321		4901246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36351		7705322		4901247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36352		7705323		4901248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36353		7705324		4901249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36354		7705325		4901250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36355		7705326		4901251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36356		7705327		4901252		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36357		7705328		4901253		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36358		7705329		4901254		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36359		7705330		4901255		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36360		7705331		4901256		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36361		7705332		4901257		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36362		7705333		4901258		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36363		7705334		4901259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36364		7705335		4901260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36365		7705336		4901261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36366		7705337		4901262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36367		7705338		4901263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36368		7705339		4901264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36369		7705340		4901265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36370		7705341		4901266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36371		7705342		4901267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36372		7705375		4901300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36373		7705376		4901301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36374		7705377		4901302		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36375		7705505		4901430		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36376		7705506		4901431		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36377		7705507		4901432		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36378		7705508		4901433		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36379		7705509		4901434		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36380		7705510		4901435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36381		7705511		4901436		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36382		7705512		4901437		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36383		7705513		4901438		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36384		7705514		4901439		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36385		7705515		4901440		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36386		7705516		4901441		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36387		7705517		4901442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36388		7705518		4901443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36389		7705519		4901444		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36390		7705520		4901445		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36391		7705521		4901446		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36392		7804226		5000151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36393		7804227		5000152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36394		7804228		5000153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36395		7804229		5000154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36396		7804230		5000155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36397		7804231		5000156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36398		7804232		5000157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36399		7804233		5000158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36400		7804234		5000159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36401		7804235		5000160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36402		7804236		5000161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36403		7804237		5000162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36404		7804238		5000163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36405		7804239		5000164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36406		7804240		5000165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36567		7805438		5001363		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36568		7805585		5001510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36569		7805586		5001511		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36570		7805587		5001512		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36571		7805588		5001513		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36572		7805589		5001514		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36573		7805590		5001515		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36574		7805591		5001516		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36575		7805592		5001517		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36576		7805593		5001518		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36577		7805594		5001519		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36578		7805595		5001520		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36579		7805596		5001521		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36580		7805597		5001522		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36581		7805598		5001523		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36582		7805599		5001524		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36583		7805600		5001525		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36584		7805601		5001526		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36585		7805602		5001527		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36586		7805603		5001528		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36587		7805684		5001609		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36588		7805685		5001610		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36589		7805686		5001611		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36590		7805687		5001612		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36591		7805688		5001613		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36592		7805689		5001614		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36593		7805690		5001615		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36594		7805691		5001616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36595		7805692		5001617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36596		7805693		5001618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36597		7805694		5001619		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36598		7805695		5001620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36599		7805696		5001621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36600		7805697		5001622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36601		7805698		5001623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36602		7805699		5001624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36603		7805700		5001625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36604		7805701		5001626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36605		7805702		5001627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36606		7805703		5001628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36607		7805704		5001629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36608		7805705		5001630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36609		7805706		5001631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36610		7805707		5001632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36611		7805708		5001633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36612		7805709		5001634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36613		7805710		5001635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36614		7805711		5001636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36615		7805712		5001637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36616		7805713		5001638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36617		7805714		5001639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36618		7805715		5001640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36619		7805716		5001641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36620		7805717		5001642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36621		7805718		5001643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36622		7805719		5001644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36623		7805720		5001645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36624		7805721		5001646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36625		7805722		5001647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36626		7805723		5001648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36627		7805724		5001649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36628		7805725		5001650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36629		7805726		5001651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36630		7805727		5001652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36631		7805728		5001653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36632		7805729		5001654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36633		7805730		5001655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36634		7805731		5001656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36635		7805732		5001657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36636		7805733		5001658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36637		7805734		5001659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36638		7805735		5001660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36639		7805736		5001661		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36640		7805737		5001662		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36641		7805738		5001663		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36642		7805739		5001664		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36643		7805740		5001665		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36644		7805741		5001666		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36645		7805742		5001667		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36646		7805743		5001668		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36647		7805744		5001669		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36648		7805745		5001670		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36649		7805746		5001671		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36650		7805747		5001672		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36651		7805748		5001673		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36652		7805749		5001674		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36653		7805750		5001675		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36654		7805751		5001676		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36655		7805752		5001677		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36656		7805753		5001678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36657		7805754		5001679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36658		7805755		5001680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36659		7805756		5001681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36660		7805757		5001682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36661		7805758		5001683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36662		7805759		5001684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36663		7805760		5001685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36664		7805761		5001686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36665		7805762		5001687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36666		7805763		5001688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36667		7805764		5001689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36668		7805765		5001690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36669		7805766		5001691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36670		7805767		5001692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36671		7805768		5001693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36672		7805769		5001694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36673		7805770		5001695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36674		7805771		5001696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36675		7805772		5001697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36676		7805773		5001698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36677		7805774		5001699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36678		7805775		5001700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36679		7805776		5001701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36680		7805777		5001702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36681		7805778		5001703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36682		7805779		5001704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36683		7805780		5001705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36684		7805781		5001706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36685		7805782		5001707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36686		7805783		5001708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36687		7805784		5001709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36688		7805785		5001710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36689		7805786		5001711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36690		7805787		5001712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36691		7805788		5001713		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36692		7805789		5001714		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36693		7805790		5001715		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36694		7805791		5001716		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36695		7805792		5001717		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36696		7905399		5101324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36697		7905400		5101325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36698		7905401		5101326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36699		7905402		5101327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36700		7905403		5101328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36701		7905404		5101329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36702		7905405		5101330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36703		7905406		5101331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36704		7905407		5101332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36705		7905408		5101333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36706		7905409		5101334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36707		7905410		5101335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36708		7905411		5101336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36709		7905412		5101337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36710		7905413		5101338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36711		7905414		5101339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36712		7905415		5101340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36713		7905416		5101341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36714		7905417		5101342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36715		7905418		5101343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36716		7905419		5101344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36717		7905420		5101345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36718		7905421		5101346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36719		7905422		5101347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36720		7905423		5101348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36721		7905424		5101349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36722		7905425		5101350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36723		7905426		5101351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36724		7905427		5101352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36725		7905428		5101353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36726		7905429		5101354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36727		7905430		5101355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36728		7905431		5101356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36729		7905432		5101357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36730		7905433		5101358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36731		7905434		5101359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36732		7905435		5101360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36733		7905436		5101361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36734		7905437		5101362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36735		7905438		5101363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36736		7905439		5101364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36737		7905440		5101365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36738		7905441		5101366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36739		7905442		5101367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36740		7905443		5101368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36741		7905444		5101369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36742		7905445		5101370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36743		7905446		5101371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36744		7905447		5101372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36745		7905448		5101373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36746		7905449		5101374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36747		7905450		5101375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36748		7905451		5101376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36749		7905452		5101377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36750		7905453		5101378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36751		7905454		5101379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36752		7905455		5101380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36753		7905456		5101381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36754		7905457		5101382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36755		7905458		5101383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36756		7905459		5101384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36757		7905460		5101385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36758		7905461		5101386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36759		7905462		5101387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36760		7905463		5101388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36761		7905464		5101389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36762		7905465		5101390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36763		7905466		5101391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36764		7905467		5101392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36765		7905468		5101393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36766		7905469		5101394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36767		7905470		5101395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36768		7905471		5101396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36769		7905472		5101397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36770		7905473		5101398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36771		7905474		5101399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36772		7905475		5101400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36773		7905476		5101401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36774		7905477		5101402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36775		7905478		5101403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36776		7905479		5101404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36777		7905480		5101405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36778		7905481		5101406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36779		7905482		5101407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36780		7905483		5101408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36781		7905484		5101409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36782		7905485		5101410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36783		7905486		5101411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36784		7905487		5101412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36785		7905488		5101413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36786		7905489		5101414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36787		7905490		5101415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36788		7905491		5101416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36789		7905492		5101417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36790		7905493		5101418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36791		7905494		5101419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36792		7905495		5101420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36793		7905496		5101421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36794		7905497		5101422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36795		7905498		5101423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36796		7905499		5101424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36797		7905500		5101425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36798		7905501		5101426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36799		7905502		5101427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36800		7905503		5101428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36801		7905504		5101429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36802		7905505		5101430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36803		7905506		5101431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36804		7905507		5101432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36805		7905508		5101433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36806		7905509		5101434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36807		7905510		5101435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36808		7905511		5101436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36809		7905512		5101437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36810		7905513		5101438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36811		7905514		5101439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36812		7905515		5101440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36813		7905516		5101441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36814		7905517		5101442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36815		7905518		5101443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36816		7905519		5101444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36817		7905520		5101445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36818		7905521		5101446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36819		7905522		5101447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36820		7905523		5101448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36821		7905524		5101449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36822		7905525		5101450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36823		7905526		5101451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36824		7905527		5101452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36825		7905528		5101453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36826		7905529		5101454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36827		7905530		5101455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36828		7905531		5101456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36829		7905532		5101457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36830		7905533		5101458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36831		7905534		5101459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36832		7905535		5101460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36833		7905536		5101461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36834		7905537		5101462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36835		7905538		5101463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36836		7905539		5101464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36837		7905540		5101465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36838		7905541		5101466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36839		7905542		5101467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36840		7905543		5101468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36841		7905544		5101469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36842		7905545		5101470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36843		7905546		5101471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36844		7905547		5101472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36845		7905548		5101473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36846		7905549		5101474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36847		7905550		5101475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36848		7905551		5101476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36849		7905552		5101477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36850		7905553		5101478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36851		7905554		5101479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36852		7905555		5101480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36853		7905556		5101481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36854		7905557		5101482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36855		7905558		5101483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36856		7905559		5101484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36857		7905560		5101485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36858		7905561		5101486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36859		7905562		5101487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36860		7905563		5101488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36861		7905564		5101489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36862		7905565		5101490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36863		7905566		5101491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36864		7905567		5101492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36865		7905568		5101493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36866		7905569		5101494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36867		7905570		5101495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36868		7905571		5101496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36869		7905572		5101497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36870		7905573		5101498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36871		7905574		5101499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36872		7905575		5101500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36873		7905576		5101501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36874		7905577		5101502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36875		7905578		5101503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36876		7905579		5101504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36877		7905580		5101505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36878		7905581		5101506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36879		7905582		5101507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36880		7905583		5101508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36881		7905584		5101509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36882		7905585		5101510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36883		7905586		5101511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36884		7905587		5101512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36885		7905588		5101513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36886		7905589		5101514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36887		7905590		5101515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36888		7905591		5101516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36889		7905592		5101517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36890		7905593		5101518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36891		7905594		5101519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36892		7905595		5101520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36893		7905596		5101521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36894		7905597		5101522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36895		7905598		5101523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36896		7905599		5101524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36897		7905600		5101525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36898		7905601		5101526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36899		7905602		5101527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36900		7905603		5101528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36901		7905604		5101529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36902		7905605		5101530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36903		7905606		5101531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36904		7905607		5101532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36905		7905608		5101533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36906		7905609		5101534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36907		7905610		5101535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36908		7905611		5101536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36909		7905612		5101537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36910		7905613		5101538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36911		7905614		5101539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36912		7905615		5101540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36913		7905616		5101541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36914		7905617		5101542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36915		7905618		5101543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36916		7905619		5101544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36917		7905620		5101545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36918		7905621		5101546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36919		7905622		5101547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36920		7905623		5101548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36921		7905624		5101549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36922		7905625		5101550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36923		7905626		5101551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36924		7905627		5101552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36925		7905628		5101553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36926		7905629		5101554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36927		7905630		5101555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36928		7905631		5101556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36929		7905632		5101557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36930		7905633		5101558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36931		7905634		5101559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36932		7905635		5101560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36933		7905636		5101561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36934		7905637		5101562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36935		7905638		5101563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36936		7905639		5101564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36937		7905640		5101565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36938		7905641		5101566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36939		7905642		5101567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36940		7905643		5101568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36941		7905644		5101569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36942		7905645		5101570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36943		7905646		5101571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36944		7905647		5101572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36945		7905648		5101573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36946		7905649		5101574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36947		7905650		5101575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36948		7905651		5101576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36949		7905652		5101577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36950		7905653		5101578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36951		7905654		5101579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36952		7905655		5101580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36953		7905656		5101581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36954		7905657		5101582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36955		7905658		5101583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36956		7905659		5101584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36957		7905660		5101585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36958		7905661		5101586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36959		7905662		5101587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36960		7905663		5101588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36961		7905664		5101589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36962		7905665		5101590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36963		7905666		5101591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36964		7905667		5101592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36965		7905668		5101593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36966		7905669		5101594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36967		7905670		5101595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36968		7905671		5101596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36969		7905672		5101597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36970		7905673		5101598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36971		7905674		5101599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36972		7905675		5101600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36973		7905676		5101601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36974		7905677		5101602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36975		7905678		5101603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36976		7905679		5101604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36977		7905680		5101605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36978		7905681		5101606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36979		7905682		5101607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36980		7905683		5101608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36981		7905684		5101609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36982		7905685		5101610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36983		7905686		5101611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36984		7905687		5101612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36985		7905688		5101613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36986		7905689		5101614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36987		7905690		5101615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36988		7905691		5101616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36989		7905692		5101617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36990		7905693		5101618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36991		7905694		5101619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36992		7905695		5101620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36993		7905696		5101621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36994		7905697		5101622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36995		7905698		5101623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36996		7905699		5101624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36997		7905700		5101625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36998		7905701		5101626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36999		7905702		5101627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37000		7905703		5101628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37001		7905704		5101629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37002		7905705		5101630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37003		7905706		5101631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37004		7905707		5101632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37005		7905708		5101633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37006		7905709		5101634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37007		7905710		5101635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37008		7905711		5101636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37009		7905712		5101637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37010		7905713		5101638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37011		7905714		5101639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37012		7905715		5101640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37013		7905716		5101641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37014		7905717		5101642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37015		7905718		5101643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37016		7905719		5101644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37017		7905720		5101645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37018		7905721		5101646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37019		7905722		5101647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37020		7905723		5101648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37021		7905724		5101649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37022		7905725		5101650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37023		7905726		5101651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37024		7905727		5101652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37025		7905728		5101653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37026		7905729		5101654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37027		7905730		5101655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37028		7905731		5101656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37029		7905732		5101657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37030		7905733		5101658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37031		7905734		5101659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37032		7905735		5101660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37033		7905736		5101661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37034		7905737		5101662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37035		7905738		5101663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37036		7905739		5101664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37037		7905740		5101665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37038		7905741		5101666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37039		7905742		5101667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37040		7905743		5101668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37041		7905744		5101669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37042		7905745		5101670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37043		7905746		5101671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37044		7905747		5101672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37045		7905748		5101673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37046		7905749		5101674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37047		7905750		5101675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37048		7905751		5101676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37049		7905752		5101677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37050		7905753		5101678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37051		7905754		5101679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37052		7905755		5101680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37053		7905756		5101681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37054		7905757		5101682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37055		7905758		5101683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37056		7905759		5101684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37057		7905760		5101685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37058		7905761		5101686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37059		7905762		5101687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37060		7905763		5101688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37061		7905764		5101689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37062		7905765		5101690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37063		7905766		5101691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37064		7905767		5101692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37065		7905768		5101693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37066		7905769		5101694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37067		7905770		5101695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37068		7905771		5101696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37069		7905772		5101697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37070		7905773		5101698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37071		7905774		5101699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37072		7905775		5101700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37073		7905776		5101701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37074		7905777		5101702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37075		7905778		5101703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37076		7905779		5101704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37077		7905780		5101705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37078		7905781		5101706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37079		7905782		5101707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37080		7905783		5101708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37081		7905784		5101709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37082		7905785		5101710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37083		7905786		5101711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37084		7905787		5101712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37085		7905788		5101713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37086		7905789		5101714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37087		7905790		5101715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37088		7905791		5101716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37089		7905792		5101717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37090		7905793		5101718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37091		7905794		5101719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37092		7905795		5101720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37093		7905796		5101721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37094		7905797		5101722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37095		7905798		5101723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37096		7905799		5101724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37097		7905800		5101725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37098		7905801		5101726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37099		7905802		5101727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37100		7905803		5101728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37101		7905804		5101729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37102		7905805		5101730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37103		7905806		5101731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37104		7905807		5101732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37105		7905808		5101733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37106		7905809		5101734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37107		7905810		5101735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37108		7905811		5101736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37109		7905812		5101737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37110		7905813		5101738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37111		7905814		5101739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37112		7905815		5101740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37113		7905816		5101741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37114		7905817		5101742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37115		7905818		5101743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37116		7905819		5101744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37117		7905820		5101745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37118		7905821		5101746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37119		7905822		5101747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37120		7905823		5101748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37121		7905824		5101749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37122		7905825		5101750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37123		7905826		5101751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37124		7905827		5101752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37125		7905828		5101753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37126		7905829		5101754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37127		7905830		5101755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37128		7905831		5101756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37129		7905832		5101757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37130		7905833		5101758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37131		7905834		5101759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37132		7905835		5101760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37133		7905836		5101761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37134		7905837		5101762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37135		7905838		5101763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37136		7905839		5101764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37137		7905840		5101765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37138		7905841		5101766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37139		7905842		5101767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37140		7905843		5101768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37141		7905844		5101769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37142		7905845		5101770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37143		7905846		5101771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37144		7905847		5101772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37145		7905848		5101773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37146		7905849		5101774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37147		7905850		5101775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37148		7905851		5101776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37149		7905852		5101777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37150		7905853		5101778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37151		7905854		5101779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37152		7905855		5101780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37153		7905856		5101781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37154		7905857		5101782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37155		7905858		5101783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37156		7905859		5101784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37157		7905860		5101785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37158		7905861		5101786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37159		7905862		5101787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37160		7905863		5101788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37161		7905864		5101789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37162		7905865		5101790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37163		7905866		5101791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37164		7905867		5101792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37165		7905868		5101793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37166		7905869		5101794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37167		7905870		5101795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37168		7905871		5101796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37169		7905872		5101797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37170		7905873		5101798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37171		7905874		5101799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37172		7905875		5101800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37173		7905876		5101801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37174		7905877		5101802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37175		7905878		5101803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37176		7905879		5101804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37177		7905880		5101805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37178		7905881		5101806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37179		7905882		5101807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37180		7905883		5101808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37181		7905884		5101809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37182		7905885		5101810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37183		7905886		5101811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37184		7905887		5101812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37185		7905888		5101813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37186		7905889		5101814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37187		7905890		5101815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37188		7905891		5101816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37189		7905892		5101817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37190		7905893		5101818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37191		7905894		5101819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37192		7905895		5101820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37193		7905896		5101821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37194		7905897		5101822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37195		7905898		5101823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37196		7905899		5101824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37197		7905900		5101825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37198		7905901		5101826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37199		7905902		5101827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37200		7905903		5101828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37201		7905904		5101829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37202		7905905		5101830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37203		7905906		5101831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37204		7905907		5101832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37205		7905908		5101833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37206		7905909		5101834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37207		7905910		5101835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37208		7905911		5101836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37209		7905912		5101837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37210		7905913		5101838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37211		7905914		5101839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37212		7905915		5101840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37213		7905916		5101841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37214		7905917		5101842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37215		7905918		5101843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37216		7905919		5101844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37217		7905920		5101845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37218		7905921		5101846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37219		7905922		5101847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37220		7905923		5101848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37221		7905924		5101849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37222		7905925		5101850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37223		7905926		5101851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37224		7905927		5101852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37225		7905928		5101853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37226		7905929		5101854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37227		7905930		5101855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37228		7905931		5101856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37229		7905932		5101857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37230		7905933		5101858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37231		7905934		5101859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37232		7905935		5101860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37233		7905936		5101861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37234		7905937		5101862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37235		7905938		5101863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37236		7905939		5101864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37237		7905940		5101865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37238		7905941		5101866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37239		7905942		5101867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37240		7905943		5101868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37241		7905944		5101869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37242		7905945		5101870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37243		7905946		5101871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37244		7905947		5101872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37245		7905948		5101873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37246		7905949		5101874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37247		7905950		5101875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37248		7905951		5101876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37249		7905952		5101877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37250		7905953		5101878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37251		7905954		5101879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37252		7905955		5101880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37253		7905956		5101881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37254		7905957		5101882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37255		7905958		5101883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37256		7905959		5101884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37257		7905960		5101885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37258		7905961		5101886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37259		7905962		5101887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37260		7905963		5101888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37261		7905964		5101889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37262		7905965		5101890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37263		7905966		5101891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37264		7905967		5101892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37265		7905968		5101893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37266		7905969		5101894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37267		7905970		5101895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37268		7905971		5101896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37269		7905972		5101897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37270		7905973		5101898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37271		7905974		5101899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37272		7905975		5101900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37273		7905976		5101901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37274		7905977		5101902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37275		7905978		5101903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37276		7905979		5101904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37277		7905980		5101905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37278		7905981		5101906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37279		7905982		5101907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37280		7905983		5101908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37281		7905984		5101909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37282		7905985		5101910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37283		7905986		5101911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37284		7905987		5101912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37285		7905988		5101913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37286		7905989		5101914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37287		7905990		5101915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37288		7905991		5101916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37289		7905992		5101917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37290		7905993		5101918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37291		7905994		5101919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37292		7905995		5101920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37293		7905996		5101921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37294		7905997		5101922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37295		7905998		5101923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37296		7905999		5101924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37297		7906000		5101925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37298		7906001		5101926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37299		7906002		5101927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37300		7906003		5101928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37301		7906004		5101929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37302		7906005		5101930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37303		7906006		5101931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37304		7906007		5101932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37305		7906008		5101933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37306		7906009		5101934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37307		7906010		5101935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37308		7906011		5101936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37309		7906012		5101937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37310		7906013		5101938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37311		7906014		5101939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37312		7906015		5101940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37313		7906016		5101941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37314		7906017		5101942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37315		7906018		5101943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37316		7906019		5101944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37317		7906020		5101945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37318		7906021		5101946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37319		7906022		5101947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37320		7906023		5101948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37321		7906024		5101949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37322		7906025		5101950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37323		7906026		5101951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37324		7906027		5101952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37325		7906028		5101953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37326		7906029		5101954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37327		7906030		5101955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37328		7906031		5101956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37329		7906032		5101957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37330		7906033		5101958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37331		7906034		5101959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37332		7906035		5101960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37333		7906036		5101961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37334		7906037		5101962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37335		7906038		5101963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37336		7906039		5101964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37337		7906040		5101965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37338		7906041		5101966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37339		7906042		5101967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37340		7906043		5101968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37341		7906044		5101969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37342		7906045		5101970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37343		7906046		5101971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37344		7906047		5101972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37345		7906048		5101973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37346		7906049		5101974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37347		7906050		5101975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37348		7906051		5101976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37349		7906052		5101977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37350		7906053		5101978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37351		7906054		5101979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37352		7906055		5101980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37353		7906056		5101981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37354		7906057		5101982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37355		7906058		5101983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37356		7906059		5101984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37357		7906060		5101985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37358		7906061		5101986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37359		7906062		5101987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37360		7906063		5101988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37361		7906064		5101989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37362		7906065		5101990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37363		7906066		5101991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37364		7906067		5101992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37365		7906068		5101993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37366		7906069		5101994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37367		7906070		5101995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37368		7906071		5101996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37369		7906072		5101997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37370		7906073		5101998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37371		7906074		5101999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37372		7906075		5102000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37373		7906076		5102001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37374		7906077		5102002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37375		7906078		5102003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37376		7906079		5102004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37377		7906080		5102005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37378		7906081		5102006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37379		7906082		5102007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37380		7906083		5102008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37381		7906084		5102009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37382		7906085		5102010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37383		7906086		5102011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37384		7906087		5102012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37385		7906088		5102013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37386		7906089		5102014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37387		7906090		5102015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37388		7906091		5102016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37389		7906092		5102017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37390		7906093		5102018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37391		7906094		5102019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37392		7906095		5102020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37393		7906096		5102021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37394		7906097		5102022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37395		7906098		5102023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37396		7906099		5102024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37397		7906100		5102025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37398		7906101		5102026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37399		7906102		5102027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37400		7906103		5102028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37401		7906104		5102029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37402		7906105		5102030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37403		7906106		5102031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37404		7906107		5102032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37405		7906108		5102033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37406		7906109		5102034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37407		7906110		5102035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37408		7906111		5102036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37409		7906112		5102037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37410		7906113		5102038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37411		7906114		5102039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37412		7906115		5102040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37413		7906116		5102041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37414		7906117		5102042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37415		7906118		5102043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37416		7906119		5102044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37417		7906120		5102045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37418		7906121		5102046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37419		7906122		5102047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37420		7906123		5102048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37421		7906124		5102049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37422		7906125		5102050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37423		7906126		5102051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37424		7906127		5102052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37425		7906128		5102053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37426		7906129		5102054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37427		7906130		5102055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37428		7906131		5102056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37429		7906132		5102057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37430		7906133		5102058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37431		7906134		5102059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37432		7906135		5102060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37433		7906136		5102061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37434		7906137		5102062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37435		7906138		5102063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37436		7906139		5102064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37437		7906140		5102065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37438		7906141		5102066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37439		7906142		5102067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37440		7906143		5102068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37441		7906144		5102069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37442		7906145		5102070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37443		7906146		5102071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37444		7906147		5102072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37445		7906148		5102073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37446		7906149		5102074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37447		7906150		5102075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37448		7906151		5102076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37449		7906152		5102077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37592		7907978		5103903		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37593		7907979		5103904		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37594		7907993		5103918		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37595		7907994		5103919		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37596		7908093		5104018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37597		7908094		5104019		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37598		7908095		5104020		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37599		7908099		5104024		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37600		7908100		5104025		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37601		7908101		5104026		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37602		7908102		5104027		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37603		7908103		5104028		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37604		7908104		5104029		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37605		7908105		5104030		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37606		7908106		5104031		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37607		7908107		5104032		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37608		7908108		5104033		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37609		7908109		5104034		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37610		7908110		5104035		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37611		7908111		5104036		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37612		7908112		5104037		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37613		7908113		5104038		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37614		7908114		5104039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37615		7908115		5104040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37616		7908116		5104041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37617		7908117		5104042		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37618		7908118		5104043		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37619		7908119		5104044		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37620		7908120		5104045		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37621		7908121		5104046		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37622		7908122		5104047		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37623		7908123		5104048		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37624		7908124		5104049		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37625		7908125		5104050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37626		7908126		5104051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37627		7908127		5104052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37628		7908128		5104053		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37629		7908129		5104054		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37630		7908130		5104055		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37631		7908131		5104056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37632		7908132		5104057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37633		7908133		5104058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37634		7908134		5104059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37635		7908135		5104060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37636		7908136		5104061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37637		7908137		5104062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37638		7908138		5104063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37639		7908139		5104064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37640		7908140		5104065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37641		7908141		5104066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37642		7908142		5104067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37643		7908143		5104068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37644		7908144		5104069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37645		7908145		5104070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37646		7908146		5104071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37647		7908147		5104072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37648		7908148		5104073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37649		7908149		5104074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37650		7908150		5104075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37651		7908151		5104076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37652		7908152		5104077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37653		7908153		5104078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37654		7908154		5104079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37655		7908155		5104080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37656		7908156		5104081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37657		7908157		5104082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37658		7908158		5104083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37659		7908159		5104084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37660		7908160		5104085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37661		7908161		5104086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37662		7908162		5104087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37663		7908163		5104088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37664		7908164		5104089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37665		7908165		5104090		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37666		7908166		5104091		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37667		7908167		5104092		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37668		7908168		5104093		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37669		7908169		5104094		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37670		7908170		5104095		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37671		8004460		5200385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37672		8004461		5200386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37673		8004462		5200387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37674		8004463		5200388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37675		8004464		5200389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37676		8004465		5200390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37677		8004466		5200391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37678		8004467		5200392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37679		8004468		5200393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37680		8004469		5200394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37681		8004470		5200395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37682		8004471		5200396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37683		8004472		5200397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37684		8004473		5200398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37685		8004474		5200399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37686		8004475		5200400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37687		8004476		5200401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37688		8004477		5200402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37689		8004478		5200403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37690		8004479		5200404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37691		8004480		5200405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37692		8004481		5200406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37693		8004482		5200407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37694		8004483		5200408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37695		8004484		5200409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37696		8004485		5200410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37697		8004486		5200411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37698		8004487		5200412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37699		8004488		5200413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37700		8004489		5200414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37701		8004490		5200415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37702		8004491		5200416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37703		8004492		5200417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37704		8004493		5200418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37705		8004494		5200419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37706		8004495		5200420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37707		8004496		5200421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37708		8004497		5200422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37709		8004498		5200423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37710		8004499		5200424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37711		8004500		5200425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37712		8004501		5200426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37713		8004502		5200427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37714		8004503		5200428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37715		8004504		5200429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37716		8004505		5200430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37717		8004506		5200431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37718		8004507		5200432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37719		8004508		5200433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37720		8004509		5200434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37721		8004510		5200435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37722		8004511		5200436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37723		8004512		5200437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37724		8004513		5200438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37725		8004514		5200439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37726		8004515		5200440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37727		8004516		5200441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37728		8004517		5200442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37729		8004518		5200443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37730		8004519		5200444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37731		8004520		5200445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37732		8004521		5200446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37733		8004522		5200447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37734		8004523		5200448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37735		8004524		5200449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37736		8004525		5200450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37737		8004526		5200451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37738		8004527		5200452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37739		8004528		5200453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37740		8004529		5200454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37741		8004530		5200455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37742		8004531		5200456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37743		8004532		5200457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37744		8004533		5200458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37745		8004534		5200459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37746		8004535		5200460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37747		8004536		5200461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37748		8004537		5200462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37749		8004538		5200463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37750		8004539		5200464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37751		8004540		5200465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37752		8004541		5200466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37753		8004542		5200467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37754		8004543		5200468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37755		8004544		5200469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37756		8004545		5200470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37757		8004546		5200471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37758		8004547		5200472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37759		8004548		5200473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37760		8004549		5200474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37761		8004550		5200475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37762		8004551		5200476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37763		8004552		5200477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37764		8004553		5200478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37765		8004554		5200479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37766		8004555		5200480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37767		8004556		5200481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37768		8004557		5200482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37769		8004558		5200483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37770		8004559		5200484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38047		8005331		5201256		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38048		8005332		5201257		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38049		8005333		5201258		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38050		8005334		5201259		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38051		8005335		5201260		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38052		8005336		5201261		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38053		8005337		5201262		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38054		8005338		5201263		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38055		8005339		5201264		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38056		8005340		5201265		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38057		8005341		5201266		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38058		8005342		5201267		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38059		8005343		5201268		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38060		8005344		5201269		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38061		8005345		5201270		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38062		8005346		5201271		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38063		8005347		5201272		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38064		8005348		5201273		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38065		8005349		5201274		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38066		8005350		5201275		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38067		8005351		5201276		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38068		8005352		5201277		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38069		8005386		5201311		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38070		8005387		5201312		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38071		8005388		5201313		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38072		8005389		5201314		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38073		8005390		5201315		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38074		8005391		5201316		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38075		8005392		5201317		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38076		8005393		5201318		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38077		8005394		5201319		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38078		8005395		5201320		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38079		8005396		5201321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38080		8005397		5201322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38081		8005398		5201323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38082		8005399		5201324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38083		8005400		5201325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38084		8005401		5201326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38085		8005402		5201327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38086		8005403		5201328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38087		8005404		5201329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38088		8005405		5201330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38089		8005406		5201331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38090		8005407		5201332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38091		8005408		5201333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38092		8005409		5201334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38093		8005410		5201335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38094		8005411		5201336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38095		8005412		5201337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38096		8005413		5201338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38097		8005414		5201339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38098		8005415		5201340		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38099		8005416		5201341		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38100		8005417		5201342		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38101		8005418		5201343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38102		8005419		5201344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38103		8005420		5201345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38104		8005421		5201346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38105		8005422		5201347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38106		8005423		5201348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38107		8005424		5201349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38108		8005425		5201350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38109		8005426		5201351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38110		8005427		5201352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38111		8005428		5201353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38112		8005429		5201354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38113		8005430		5201355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38114		8005431		5201356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38115		8005432		5201357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38116		8005433		5201358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38117		8005434		5201359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38118		8005435		5201360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38119		8005436		5201361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38120		8005437		5201362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38121		8005438		5201363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38122		8005439		5201364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38123		8005440		5201365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38124		8005441		5201366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38125		8005442		5201367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38126		8005443		5201368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38127		8005444		5201369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38128		8005445		5201370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38129		8005446		5201371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38130		8005447		5201372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38131		8005448		5201373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38132		8005449		5201374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38133		8005450		5201375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38134		8005451		5201376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38135		8005452		5201377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38136		8005453		5201378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38137		8005454		5201379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38138		8005455		5201380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38139		8005456		5201381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38140		8005457		5201382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38141		8005458		5201383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38142		8005459		5201384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38143		8005460		5201385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38144		8005461		5201386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38145		8005462		5201387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38146		8005463		5201388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38147		8005464		5201389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38148		8005465		5201390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38149		8005466		5201391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38150		8005467		5201392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38151		8005468		5201393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38152		8005469		5201394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38153		8005470		5201395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38154		8005471		5201396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38155		8005472		5201397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38156		8005473		5201398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38157		8005474		5201399		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38158		8005475		5201400		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38159		8104861		5300786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38160		8104862		5300787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38161		8104863		5300788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38162		8104864		5300789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38163		8104865		5300790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38164		8104866		5300791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38165		8104867		5300792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38166		8104868		5300793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38167		8104869		5300794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38168		8104870		5300795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38169		8104871		5300796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38170		8104872		5300797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38171		8104873		5300798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38172		8104874		5300799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38173		8104875		5300800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38174		8104876		5300801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38175		8104877		5300802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38176		8104878		5300803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38177		8104879		5300804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38178		8104880		5300805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38179		8104881		5300806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38180		8104882		5300807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38181		8104883		5300808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38182		8104884		5300809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38183		8104885		5300810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38184		8104886		5300811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38185		8104887		5300812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38186		8104888		5300813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38187		8104889		5300814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38188		8104890		5300815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38189		8104891		5300816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38190		8104892		5300817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38191		8104893		5300818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38192		8104894		5300819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38193		8104895		5300820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38194		8104896		5300821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38195		8104897		5300822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38196		8104898		5300823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38197		8104899		5300824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38198		8104900		5300825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38199		8104901		5300826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38200		8104902		5300827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38201		8104903		5300828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38202		8104904		5300829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38203		8104905		5300830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38204		8104906		5300831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38205		8104907		5300832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38206		8104908		5300833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38207		8104909		5300834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38208		8104910		5300835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38209		8104911		5300836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38210		8104912		5300837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38211		8104913		5300838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38212		8104914		5300839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38213		8104915		5300840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38214		8104916		5300841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38215		8104917		5300842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38216		8104918		5300843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38217		8104919		5300844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38218		8104920		5300845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38219		8104921		5300846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38220		8104922		5300847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38221		8104923		5300848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38222		8104924		5300849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38223		8104925		5300850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38224		8104926		5300851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38225		8104927		5300852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38226		8104928		5300853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38227		8104929		5300854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38228		8104930		5300855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38229		8104931		5300856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38230		8104932		5300857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38231		8104933		5300858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38232		8104934		5300859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38233		8104935		5300860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38234		8104936		5300861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38235		8104937		5300862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38236		8104938		5300863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38237		8104939		5300864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38238		8104940		5300865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38239		8104941		5300866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38240		8104942		5300867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38241		8104943		5300868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38242		8104944		5300869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38243		8104945		5300870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38244		8104946		5300871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38245		8104947		5300872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38246		8104948		5300873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38247		8104949		5300874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38248		8104950		5300875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38249		8104951		5300876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38250		8104952		5300877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38251		8104953		5300878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38252		8104954		5300879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38253		8104955		5300880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38254		8104956		5300881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38255		8104957		5300882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38256		8104958		5300883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38257		8104959		5300884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38258		8104960		5300885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38259		8104961		5300886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38260		8104962		5300887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38261		8104963		5300888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38262		8104964		5300889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38263		8104965		5300890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38264		8104966		5300891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38265		8104967		5300892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38266		8104968		5300893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38267		8104969		5300894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38268		8104970		5300895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38269		8104971		5300896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38270		8104972		5300897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38271		8104973		5300898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38272		8104974		5300899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38273		8104975		5300900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38274		8104976		5300901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38275		8104977		5300902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38276		8104978		5300903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38277		8104979		5300904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38278		8104980		5300905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38279		8104981		5300906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38280		8104982		5300907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38281		8104983		5300908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38282		8104984		5300909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38283		8104985		5300910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38284		8104986		5300911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38285		8104987		5300912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38286		8104988		5300913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38287		8104989		5300914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38288		8104990		5300915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38289		8104991		5300916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38290		8104992		5300917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38291		8104993		5300918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38292		8104994		5300919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38293		8104995		5300920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38294		8104996		5300921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38295		8104997		5300922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38296		8104998		5300923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38297		8104999		5300924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38298		8105000		5300925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38299		8105001		5300926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38300		8105002		5300927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38301		8105003		5300928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38302		8105004		5300929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38303		8105005		5300930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38304		8105006		5300931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38305		8105007		5300932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38306		8105008		5300933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38307		8105009		5300934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38308		8105010		5300935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38309		8105011		5300936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38310		8105012		5300937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38311		8105013		5300938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38312		8105014		5300939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38313		8105015		5300940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38314		8105016		5300941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38315		8105017		5300942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38316		8105018		5300943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38317		8105019		5300944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38318		8105020		5300945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38319		8105021		5300946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38320		8105022		5300947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38321		8105023		5300948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38322		8105024		5300949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38323		8105025		5300950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38324		8105026		5300951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38325		8105027		5300952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38326		8105028		5300953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38327		8105029		5300954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38328		8105030		5300955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38329		8105031		5300956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38330		8105032		5300957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38331		8105033		5300958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38332		8105034		5300959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38333		8105035		5300960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38334		8105036		5300961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38335		8105037		5300962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38336		8105038		5300963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38337		8105039		5300964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38338		8105040		5300965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38339		8105041		5300966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38340		8105042		5300967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38341		8105043		5300968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38342		8105044		5300969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38343		8105045		5300970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38344		8105046		5300971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38345		8105047		5300972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38346		8105048		5300973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38347		8105049		5300974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38348		8105050		5300975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38349		8105051		5300976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38350		8105052		5300977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38351		8105053		5300978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38352		8105054		5300979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38353		8105055		5300980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38354		8105056		5300981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38355		8105057		5300982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38356		8105058		5300983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38357		8105059		5300984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38358		8105060		5300985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38359		8105061		5300986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38360		8105062		5300987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38361		8105063		5300988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38362		8105064		5300989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38363		8105065		5300990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38364		8105066		5300991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38365		8105067		5300992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38366		8105068		5300993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38367		8105069		5300994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38368		8105070		5300995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38369		8105071		5300996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38370		8105072		5300997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38371		8105073		5300998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38372		8105074		5300999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38373		8105075		5301000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38374		8105076		5301001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38375		8105077		5301002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38376		8105078		5301003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38377		8105079		5301004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38378		8105080		5301005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38379		8105081		5301006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38380		8105082		5301007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38381		8105083		5301008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38382		8105084		5301009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38383		8105085		5301010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38384		8105086		5301011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38385		8105087		5301012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38386		8105088		5301013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38387		8105089		5301014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38388		8105090		5301015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38389		8105091		5301016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38390		8105092		5301017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38391		8105093		5301018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38392		8105094		5301019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38393		8105095		5301020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38394		8105096		5301021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38395		8105097		5301022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38396		8105098		5301023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38397		8105099		5301024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38398		8105100		5301025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38399		8105101		5301026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38400		8105102		5301027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38401		8105103		5301028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38402		8105104		5301029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38403		8105105		5301030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38404		8105106		5301031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38405		8105107		5301032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38406		8105108		5301033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38407		8105109		5301034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38408		8105110		5301035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38409		8105111		5301036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38410		8105112		5301037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38411		8105113		5301038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38412		8105114		5301039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38413		8105115		5301040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38414		8105116		5301041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38415		8105117		5301042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38416		8105118		5301043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38417		8105119		5301044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38418		8105120		5301045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38419		8105121		5301046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38420		8105122		5301047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38421		8105123		5301048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38422		8105124		5301049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38423		8105125		5301050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38424		8105126		5301051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38425		8105127		5301052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38426		8105128		5301053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38427		8105129		5301054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38428		8105130		5301055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38429		8105131		5301056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38430		8105132		5301057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38431		8105133		5301058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38432		8105134		5301059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38433		8105135		5301060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38434		8105136		5301061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38435		8105137		5301062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38436		8105138		5301063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38437		8105139		5301064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38438		8105140		5301065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38439		8105141		5301066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38440		8105142		5301067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38441		8105143		5301068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38442		8105144		5301069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38443		8105145		5301070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38444		8105146		5301071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38445		8105147		5301072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38446		8105148		5301073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38447		8105149		5301074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38448		8105150		5301075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38449		8105151		5301076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38450		8105152		5301077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38451		8105153		5301078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38452		8105154		5301079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38453		8105155		5301080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38454		8105156		5301081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38455		8105157		5301082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38456		8105158		5301083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38457		8105159		5301084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38458		8105160		5301085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38459		8105161		5301086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38460		8105162		5301087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38461		8105163		5301088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38462		8105164		5301089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38463		8105165		5301090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38464		8105166		5301091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38465		8105167		5301092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38466		8105168		5301093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38467		8105169		5301094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38468		8105170		5301095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38469		8105171		5301096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38470		8105172		5301097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38471		8105173		5301098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38472		8105174		5301099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38473		8105175		5301100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38474		8105176		5301101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38475		8105177		5301102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38476		8105178		5301103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38477		8105179		5301104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38478		8105180		5301105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38479		8105181		5301106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38480		8105182		5301107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38481		8105183		5301108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38482		8105184		5301109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38483		8105185		5301110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38484		8105186		5301111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38485		8105187		5301112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38486		8105188		5301113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38487		8105189		5301114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38488		8105190		5301115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38489		8105191		5301116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38490		8105192		5301117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38491		8105193		5301118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38492		8105194		5301119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38493		8105195		5301120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38494		8105196		5301121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38495		8105197		5301122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38496		8105198		5301123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38497		8105199		5301124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38498		8105200		5301125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38499		8105201		5301126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38500		8105202		5301127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38501		8105203		5301128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38502		8105204		5301129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38503		8105205		5301130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38504		8105206		5301131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38505		8105207		5301132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38506		8105208		5301133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38507		8105209		5301134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38508		8105210		5301135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38509		8105211		5301136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38510		8105212		5301137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38511		8105213		5301138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38512		8105214		5301139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38513		8105215		5301140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38514		8105216		5301141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38515		8105217		5301142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38516		8105218		5301143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38517		8105219		5301144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38518		8105220		5301145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38519		8105221		5301146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38520		8105222		5301147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38521		8105223		5301148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38522		8105224		5301149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38523		8105225		5301150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38524		8105226		5301151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38525		8105227		5301152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38526		8105228		5301153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38527		8105229		5301154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38528		8105230		5301155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38529		8105231		5301156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38530		8105232		5301157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38531		8105233		5301158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38532		8105234		5301159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38533		8105235		5301160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38534		8105236		5301161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38535		8105237		5301162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38536		8105238		5301163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38537		8105239		5301164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38538		8105240		5301165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38539		8105241		5301166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38540		8105242		5301167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38541		8105243		5301168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38542		8105244		5301169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38543		8105245		5301170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38544		8105246		5301171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38545		8105247		5301172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38546		8105248		5301173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38547		8105249		5301174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38548		8105250		5301175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38549		8105251		5301176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38550		8105252		5301177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38551		8105253		5301178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38552		8105254		5301179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38553		8105255		5301180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38554		8105256		5301181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38555		8105257		5301182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38556		8105258		5301183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38557		8105259		5301184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38558		8105260		5301185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38559		8105261		5301186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38560		8105262		5301187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38561		8105263		5301188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38562		8105264		5301189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38563		8105265		5301190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38564		8105266		5301191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38565		8105267		5301192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38566		8105268		5301193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38567		8105269		5301194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38568		8105270		5301195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38569		8105271		5301196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38570		8105272		5301197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38571		8105273		5301198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38572		8105274		5301199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38573		8105275		5301200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38574		8105276		5301201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38575		8105277		5301202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38576		8105278		5301203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38577		8105279		5301204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38578		8105280		5301205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38579		8105281		5301206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38580		8105282		5301207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38581		8105283		5301208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38582		8105284		5301209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38583		8105285		5301210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38584		8105286		5301211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38585		8105287		5301212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38586		8105288		5301213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38587		8105289		5301214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38588		8105290		5301215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38589		8105291		5301216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38590		8105292		5301217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38591		8105293		5301218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38592		8105294		5301219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38593		8105295		5301220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38594		8105296		5301221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38595		8105297		5301222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38596		8105298		5301223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38597		8105299		5301224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38598		8105300		5301225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38599		8105301		5301226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38600		8105302		5301227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38601		8105303		5301228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38602		8105304		5301229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38603		8105305		5301230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38604		8105306		5301231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38605		8105307		5301232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38606		8105308		5301233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38607		8105309		5301234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38608		8105310		5301235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38609		8105311		5301236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38610		8105312		5301237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38611		8105313		5301238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38612		8105314		5301239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38613		8105315		5301240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38614		8105316		5301241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38615		8105317		5301242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38616		8105318		5301243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38617		8105319		5301244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38618		8105320		5301245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38619		8105321		5301246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38620		8105322		5301247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38621		8105323		5301248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38622		8105324		5301249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38623		8105325		5301250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38624		8105326		5301251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38625		8105327		5301252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38626		8105328		5301253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38627		8105329		5301254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38628		8105330		5301255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38629		8105331		5301256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38630		8105332		5301257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38631		8105333		5301258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38632		8105334		5301259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38633		8105335		5301260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38634		8105336		5301261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38635		8105337		5301262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38636		8105338		5301263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38637		8105339		5301264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38638		8105340		5301265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38639		8105341		5301266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38640		8105342		5301267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38641		8105343		5301268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38642		8105344		5301269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38643		8105345		5301270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38644		8105346		5301271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38645		8105347		5301272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38646		8105348		5301273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38647		8105349		5301274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38648		8105350		5301275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38649		8105351		5301276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38650		8105352		5301277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38651		8105353		5301278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38652		8105354		5301279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38653		8105355		5301280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38654		8105356		5301281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38655		8105357		5301282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38656		8105358		5301283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38657		8105359		5301284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38658		8105360		5301285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38659		8105361		5301286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38660		8105362		5301287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38661		8105363		5301288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38662		8105364		5301289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38663		8105365		5301290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38664		8105366		5301291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38665		8105367		5301292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38666		8105368		5301293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38667		8105369		5301294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38668		8105370		5301295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38669		8105371		5301296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38670		8105372		5301297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38671		8105373		5301298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38672		8105374		5301299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38673		8105375		5301300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38674		8105376		5301301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38675		8105377		5301302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38676		8105378		5301303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38677		8105379		5301304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38678		8105380		5301305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38679		8105381		5301306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38680		8105382		5301307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38681		8105383		5301308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38682		8105384		5301309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38683		8105385		5301310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38684		8105386		5301311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38685		8105387		5301312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38686		8105388		5301313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38687		8105389		5301314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38688		8105390		5301315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38689		8105391		5301316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38690		8105392		5301317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38691		8105393		5301318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38692		8105394		5301319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38693		8105395		5301320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38694		8105396		5301321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38695		8105397		5301322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38696		8105398		5301323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38697		8105399		5301324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38698		8105400		5301325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38699		8105401		5301326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38700		8105402		5301327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38701		8105403		5301328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38702		8105404		5301329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38703		8105405		5301330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38704		8105406		5301331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38705		8105407		5301332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38706		8105408		5301333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38707		8105409		5301334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38708		8105410		5301335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38709		8105411		5301336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38710		8105412		5301337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38711		8105413		5301338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38712		8105414		5301339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38713		8105415		5301340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38714		8105416		5301341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38715		8105417		5301342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38716		8105418		5301343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38717		8105419		5301344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38718		8105420		5301345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38719		8105421		5301346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38720		8105422		5301347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38721		8105423		5301348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38722		8105424		5301349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38723		8105425		5301350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38724		8105426		5301351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38725		8105427		5301352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38726		8105428		5301353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38727		8105429		5301354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38728		8105430		5301355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38729		8105431		5301356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38730		8105432		5301357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38731		8105433		5301358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38732		8105434		5301359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38733		8105435		5301360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38734		8105436		5301361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38735		8105437		5301362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38736		8105438		5301363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38737		8105439		5301364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38738		8105440		5301365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38739		8105441		5301366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38740		8105442		5301367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38741		8105443		5301368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38742		8105444		5301369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38743		8105445		5301370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38744		8105446		5301371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38745		8105447		5301372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38746		8105448		5301373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38747		8105449		5301374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38748		8105450		5301375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38749		8105451		5301376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38750		8105452		5301377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38751		8105453		5301378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38752		8105454		5301379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38753		8105455		5301380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38754		8105456		5301381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38755		8105457		5301382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38756		8105458		5301383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38757		8105459		5301384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38758		8105460		5301385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38759		8105461		5301386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38760		8105462		5301387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38761		8105463		5301388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38762		8105464		5301389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38763		8105465		5301390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38764		8105466		5301391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38765		8105467		5301392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38766		8105468		5301393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38767		8105469		5301394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38768		8105470		5301395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38769		8105471		5301396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38770		8105472		5301397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38771		8105473		5301398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38772		8105474		5301399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38773		8105475		5301400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38774		8105476		5301401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38775		8105477		5301402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38776		8105478		5301403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38777		8105479		5301404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38778		8105480		5301405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38779		8105481		5301406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38780		8105482		5301407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38781		8105483		5301408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38782		8105484		5301409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38783		8105485		5301410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38784		8105486		5301411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38785		8105487		5301412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38786		8105488		5301413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38787		8105489		5301414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38788		8105490		5301415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38789		8105491		5301416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38790		8105492		5301417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38791		8105493		5301418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38792		8105494		5301419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38793		8105495		5301420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38794		8105496		5301421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38795		8105497		5301422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38796		8105498		5301423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38797		8105499		5301424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38798		8105500		5301425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38799		8105501		5301426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38800		8105502		5301427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38801		8105503		5301428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38802		8105504		5301429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38803		8105505		5301430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38804		8105506		5301431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38805		8105507		5301432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38806		8105508		5301433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38807		8105509		5301434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38808		8105510		5301435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38809		8105511		5301436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38810		8105512		5301437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38811		8105513		5301438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38812		8105514		5301439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38813		8105515		5301440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38814		8105516		5301441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38815		8105517		5301442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38816		8105518		5301443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38817		8105519		5301444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38818		8105520		5301445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38819		8105521		5301446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38820		8105522		5301447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38821		8105523		5301448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38822		8105524		5301449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38823		8105525		5301450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38824		8105526		5301451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38825		8105527		5301452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38826		8105528		5301453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38827		8105529		5301454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38828		8105530		5301455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38829		8105531		5301456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38830		8105532		5301457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38831		8105533		5301458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38832		8105534		5301459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38833		8105535		5301460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38834		8105536		5301461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38835		8105537		5301462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38836		8105538		5301463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38837		8105539		5301464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38838		8105540		5301465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38839		8105541		5301466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38840		8105542		5301467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38841		8105543		5301468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38842		8105544		5301469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38843		8105545		5301470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38844		8105546		5301471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38845		8105547		5301472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38846		8105548		5301473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38847		8105549		5301474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38848		8105550		5301475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38849		8105551		5301476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38850		8105552		5301477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38851		8105553		5301478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38852		8105554		5301479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38853		8105555		5301480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38854		8105556		5301481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38855		8105557		5301482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38856		8105558		5301483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38857		8105559		5301484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38858		8105560		5301485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38859		8105561		5301486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38860		8105562		5301487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38861		8105563		5301488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38862		8105564		5301489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38863		8105565		5301490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38864		8105566		5301491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38865		8105567		5301492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38866		8105568		5301493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38867		8105569		5301494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38868		8105570		5301495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38869		8105571		5301496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38870		8105572		5301497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38871		8105573		5301498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38872		8105574		5301499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38873		8105575		5301500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38874		8105576		5301501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38875		8105577		5301502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38876		8105578		5301503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38877		8105579		5301504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38878		8105580		5301505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38879		8105581		5301506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38880		8105582		5301507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38881		8105583		5301508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38882		8105584		5301509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38883		8105585		5301510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38884		8105586		5301511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38885		8105587		5301512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38886		8105588		5301513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38887		8105589		5301514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38888		8105590		5301515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38889		8105591		5301516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38890		8105592		5301517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38891		8105593		5301518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38892		8105594		5301519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38893		8105595		5301520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38894		8105596		5301521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38895		8105597		5301522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38896		8105598		5301523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38897		8105599		5301524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38898		8105600		5301525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38899		8105601		5301526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38900		8105602		5301527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38901		8105603		5301528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38902		8105604		5301529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38903		8105605		5301530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38904		8105606		5301531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38905		8105607		5301532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38906		8105608		5301533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38907		8105609		5301534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38908		8105610		5301535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38909		8105611		5301536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38910		8105612		5301537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38911		8105613		5301538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38912		8105614		5301539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38913		8105615		5301540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38914		8105616		5301541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38915		8105617		5301542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38916		8105618		5301543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38917		8105619		5301544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38918		8105620		5301545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38919		8105621		5301546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38920		8105622		5301547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38921		8105623		5301548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38922		8105624		5301549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38923		8105625		5301550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38924		8105626		5301551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38925		8105627		5301552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38926		8105628		5301553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38927		8105629		5301554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38928		8105630		5301555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38929		8105631		5301556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38930		8105632		5301557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38931		8105633		5301558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38932		8105634		5301559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38933		8105635		5301560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38934		8105636		5301561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38935		8105637		5301562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38936		8105638		5301563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38937		8105639		5301564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38938		8105640		5301565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38939		8105641		5301566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38940		8105642		5301567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38941		8105643		5301568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38942		8105644		5301569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38943		8105645		5301570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38944		8105646		5301571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38945		8105647		5301572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38946		8105648		5301573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38947		8105649		5301574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38948		8105650		5301575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38949		8105651		5301576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38950		8105652		5301577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38951		8105653		5301578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38952		8105654		5301579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38953		8105655		5301580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38954		8105656		5301581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38955		8105657		5301582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38956		8105658		5301583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38957		8105659		5301584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38958		8105660		5301585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38959		8105661		5301586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38960		8105662		5301587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38961		8105663		5301588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38962		8105664		5301589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38963		8105665		5301590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38964		8105666		5301591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38965		8105667		5301592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38966		8105668		5301593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38967		8105669		5301594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38968		8105670		5301595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38969		8105671		5301596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38970		8105672		5301597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38971		8105673		5301598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38972		8105674		5301599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38973		8105675		5301600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38974		8105676		5301601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38975		8105677		5301602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38976		8105678		5301603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38977		8105679		5301604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38978		8105680		5301605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38979		8105681		5301606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38980		8105682		5301607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38981		8105683		5301608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38982		8105684		5301609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38983		8105685		5301610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38984		8105686		5301611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38985		8105687		5301612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38986		8105688		5301613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38987		8105689		5301614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38988		8105690		5301615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38989		8105691		5301616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38990		8105692		5301617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38991		8105693		5301618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38992		8105694		5301619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38993		8105695		5301620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38994		8105696		5301621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38995		8105697		5301622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38996		8105698		5301623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38997		8105699		5301624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38998		8105700		5301625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38999		8105701		5301626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39000		8105702		5301627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39001		8105703		5301628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39002		8105704		5301629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39003		8105705		5301630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39004		8105706		5301631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39005		8105707		5301632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39006		8105708		5301633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39007		8105709		5301634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39008		8105710		5301635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39009		8105711		5301636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39010		8105712		5301637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39011		8105713		5301638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39012		8105714		5301639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39013		8105715		5301640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39014		8105716		5301641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39015		8105717		5301642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39016		8105718		5301643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39104		8109087		5305012		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39105		8109088		5305013		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39106		8109229		5305154		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39107		8109230		5305155		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39108		8109231		5305156		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39109		8109232		5305157		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39110		8109233		5305158		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39111		8109234		5305159		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39112		8109235		5305160		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39113		8109236		5305161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39114		8109237		5305162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39115		8109238		5305163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39116		8109239		5305164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39117		8109240		5305165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39118		8109241		5305166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39119		8109242		5305167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39120		8109243		5305168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39121		8109244		5305169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39122		8109245		5305170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39123		8109246		5305171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39124		8109252		5305177		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39125		8109253		5305178		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39126		8109254		5305179		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39127		8109255		5305180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39128		8109256		5305181		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39129		8109257		5305182		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39130		8109258		5305183		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39131		8109259		5305184		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39132		8109260		5305185		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39133		8109261		5305186		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39134		8109262		5305187		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39135		8109263		5305188		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39136		8109264		5305189		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39137		8109265		5305190		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39138		8109266		5305191		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39139		8109267		5305192		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39140		8109268		5305193		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39141		8109269		5305194		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39142		8109270		5305195		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39143		8109271		5305196		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39144		8109272		5305197		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39145		8109273		5305198		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39146		8109274		5305199		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39147		8109275		5305200		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39148		8109276		5305201		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39149		8109277		5305202		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39150		8109278		5305203		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39151		8109279		5305204		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39152		8109280		5305205		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39153		8109281		5305206		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39154		8109282		5305207		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39155		8109283		5305208		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39156		8109284		5305209		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39157		8109285		5305210		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39158		8109286		5305211		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39159		8109287		5305212		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39160		8109288		5305213		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39161		8109289		5305214		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39162		8109290		5305215		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39163		8109291		5305216		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39164		8109292		5305217		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39165		8109293		5305218		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39166		8109294		5305219		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39167		8109295		5305220		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39168		8109296		5305221		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39169		8109297		5305222		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39170		8109298		5305223		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39171		8109299		5305224		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39172		8109300		5305225		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39173		8109301		5305226		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39174		8109302		5305227		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39175		8109303		5305228		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39176		8109304		5305229		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39177		8109305		5305230		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39178		8109306		5305231		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39179		8109307		5305232		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39180		8109308		5305233		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39181		8109309		5305234		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39182		8109310		5305235		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39183		8109311		5305236		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39184		8109312		5305237		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39185		8109313		5305238		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39186		8109314		5305239		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39187		8109315		5305240		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39188		8109316		5305241		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39189		8109317		5305242		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39190		8109318		5305243		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39191		8109319		5305244		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39192		8109320		5305245		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39193		8109321		5305246		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39194		8109322		5305247		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39195		8109323		5305248		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39196		8109324		5305249		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39197		8109325		5305250		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39198		8109326		5305251		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39199		8109327		5305252		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39200		8109328		5305253		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39201		8109329		5305254		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39202		8109330		5305255		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39203		8109331		5305256		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39204		8109332		5305257		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39205		8109333		5305258		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39206		8109334		5305259		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39207		8109335		5305260		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39208		8109336		5305261		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39209		8109337		5305262		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39210		8109338		5305263		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39211		8109339		5305264		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39212		8109340		5305265		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39213		8109341		5305266		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39214		8109342		5305267		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39215		8109343		5305268		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39216		8109344		5305269		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39217		8109345		5305270		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39218		8109346		5305271		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39219		8109347		5305272		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39220		8109348		5305273		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39221		8109349		5305274		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39222		8109350		5305275		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39223		8109351		5305276		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39224		8109352		5305277		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39225		8109353		5305278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39226		8109354		5305279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39227		8109355		5305280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39228		8109356		5305281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39229		8109357		5305282		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39230		8109358		5305283		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39231		8109359		5305284		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39232		8204143		5400068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39233		8204144		5400069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39234		8204145		5400070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39235		8204146		5400071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39236		8204147		5400072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39393		8204737		5400662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39394		8204738		5400663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39395		8204872		5400797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39396		8204873		5400798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39397		8204874		5400799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39398		8204875		5400800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39399		8204876		5400801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39400		8204877		5400802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39401		8204878		5400803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39402		8204879		5400804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39403		8204880		5400805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39404		8204881		5400806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39405		8204882		5400807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39406		8204883		5400808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39407		8204884		5400809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39408		8204885		5400810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39409		8204886		5400811		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39410		8204887		5400812		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39411		8204888		5400813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39412		8204889		5400814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39413		8204890		5400815		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39414		8204891		5400816		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39415		8204912		5400837		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39416		8204913		5400838		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39417		8204914		5400839		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39418		8204915		5400840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39419		8204916		5400841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39420		8204917		5400842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39421		8204918		5400843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39422		8204919		5400844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39423		8204920		5400845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39424		8204921		5400846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39425		8204922		5400847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39426		8204923		5400848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39427		8204924		5400849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39428		8204925		5400850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39429		8204926		5400851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39430		8204927		5400852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39431		8204928		5400853		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39432		8204929		5400854		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39433		8204930		5400855		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39434		8204931		5400856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39435		8204932		5400857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39436		8204933		5400858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39437		8204934		5400859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39438		8204935		5400860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39439		8204936		5400861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39440		8204937		5400862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39441		8204938		5400863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39442		8204939		5400864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39443		8204940		5400865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39444		8204941		5400866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39445		8204942		5400867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39446		8204943		5400868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39447		8204944		5400869		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39448		8204945		5400870		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39449		8204946		5400871		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39450		8304657		5500582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39451		8304658		5500583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39452		8304659		5500584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39453		8304660		5500585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39454		8304661		5500586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39455		8304662		5500587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39456		8304663		5500588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39457		8304664		5500589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39458		8304665		5500590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39459		8304666		5500591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39460		8304667		5500592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39461		8304668		5500593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39462		8304669		5500594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39463		8304670		5500595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39464		8304671		5500596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39465		8304672		5500597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39466		8304673		5500598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39467		8304674		5500599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39468		8304675		5500600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39469		8304676		5500601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39470		8304677		5500602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39471		8304678		5500603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39472		8304679		5500604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39473		8304680		5500605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39474		8304681		5500606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39475		8304682		5500607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39476		8304683		5500608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39477		8304684		5500609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39478		8304685		5500610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39479		8304686		5500611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39480		8304687		5500612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39481		8304688		5500613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39482		8304689		5500614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39483		8304690		5500615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39484		8304691		5500616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39485		8304692		5500617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39486		8304693		5500618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39487		8304694		5500619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39488		8304695		5500620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39489		8304696		5500621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39490		8304697		5500622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39491		8304698		5500623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39492		8304699		5500624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39493		8304700		5500625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39494		8304701		5500626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39495		8304702		5500627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39496		8304703		5500628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39497		8304704		5500629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39498		8304705		5500630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39499		8304706		5500631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39500		8304707		5500632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39501		8304708		5500633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39502		8304709		5500634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39503		8304710		5500635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39504		8304711		5500636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39505		8304712		5500637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39506		8304713		5500638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39507		8304714		5500639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39508		8304715		5500640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39509		8304716		5500641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39510		8304717		5500642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39511		8304718		5500643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39512		8304719		5500644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39513		8304720		5500645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39514		8304721		5500646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39515		8304722		5500647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39516		8304723		5500648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39517		8304724		5500649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39518		8304725		5500650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39519		8304726		5500651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39520		8304727		5500652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39521		8304728		5500653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39522		8304729		5500654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39523		8304730		5500655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39524		8304731		5500656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39525		8304732		5500657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39526		8304733		5500658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39527		8304734		5500659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39528		8304735		5500660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39529		8304736		5500661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39530		8304737		5500662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39531		8304738		5500663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39532		8304739		5500664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39533		8304740		5500665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39534		8304741		5500666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39535		8304742		5500667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39536		8304743		5500668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39537		8304744		5500669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39538		8304745		5500670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39539		8304746		5500671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39540		8304747		5500672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39541		8304748		5500673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39542		8304749		5500674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39543		8304750		5500675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39544		8304751		5500676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39545		8304752		5500677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39546		8304753		5500678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39547		8304754		5500679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39548		8304755		5500680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39549		8304756		5500681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39550		8304757		5500682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39551		8304758		5500683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39552		8304759		5500684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39553		8304760		5500685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39554		8304761		5500686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39555		8304762		5500687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39556		8304763		5500688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39557		8304764		5500689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39558		8304765		5500690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39559		8304766		5500691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39560		8304767		5500692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39561		8304768		5500693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39562		8304769		5500694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39563		8304770		5500695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39564		8304771		5500696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39565		8304772		5500697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39566		8304773		5500698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39567		8304774		5500699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39568		8304775		5500700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39569		8304776		5500701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39570		8304777		5500702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39571		8304778		5500703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39572		8304779		5500704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39573		8304780		5500705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39574		8304781		5500706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39575		8304782		5500707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39576		8304783		5500708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39577		8304784		5500709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39578		8304785		5500710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39579		8304786		5500711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39580		8304787		5500712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39581		8304788		5500713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39582		8304789		5500714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39583		8304790		5500715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39584		8304791		5500716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39585		8304792		5500717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39586		8304793		5500718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39587		8304794		5500719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39588		8304795		5500720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39589		8304796		5500721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39590		8304797		5500722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39591		8304798		5500723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39592		8304799		5500724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39593		8304800		5500725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39594		8304801		5500726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39595		8304802		5500727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39596		8304803		5500728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39597		8304804		5500729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39598		8304805		5500730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39599		8304806		5500731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39600		8304807		5500732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39601		8304808		5500733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39602		8304809		5500734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39603		8304810		5500735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39604		8304811		5500736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39605		8304812		5500737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39606		8304813		5500738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39607		8304814		5500739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39608		8304815		5500740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39609		8304816		5500741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39610		8304817		5500742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39611		8304818		5500743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39612		8304819		5500744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39613		8304820		5500745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39614		8304821		5500746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39615		8304822		5500747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39616		8304823		5500748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39617		8304824		5500749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39618		8304825		5500750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39619		8304826		5500751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39620		8304827		5500752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39621		8304828		5500753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39622		8304829		5500754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39623		8304830		5500755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39624		8304831		5500756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39625		8304832		5500757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39626		8304833		5500758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39627		8304834		5500759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39628		8304835		5500760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39629		8304836		5500761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39630		8304837		5500762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39631		8304838		5500763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39632		8304839		5500764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39633		8304840		5500765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39634		8304841		5500766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39635		8304842		5500767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39636		8304843		5500768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39637		8304844		5500769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39638		8304845		5500770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39639		8304846		5500771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39640		8304847		5500772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39641		8304848		5500773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39642		8304849		5500774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39643		8304850		5500775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39644		8304851		5500776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39645		8304852		5500777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39646		8304853		5500778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39647		8304854		5500779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39648		8304855		5500780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39649		8304856		5500781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39650		8304857		5500782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39651		8304858		5500783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39652		8304859		5500784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39653		8304860		5500785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39654		8304861		5500786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39655		8304862		5500787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39656		8304863		5500788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39657		8304864		5500789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39658		8304865		5500790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39659		8304866		5500791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39660		8304867		5500792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39661		8304868		5500793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39662		8304869		5500794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39663		8304870		5500795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39664		8304871		5500796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39665		8304872		5500797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39666		8304873		5500798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39667		8304874		5500799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39668		8304875		5500800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39669		8304876		5500801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39670		8304877		5500802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39671		8304878		5500803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39672		8304879		5500804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39673		8304880		5500805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39674		8304881		5500806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39675		8304882		5500807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39676		8304883		5500808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39677		8304884		5500809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39678		8304885		5500810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39679		8304886		5500811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39680		8304887		5500812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39681		8304888		5500813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39682		8304889		5500814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39683		8304890		5500815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39684		8304891		5500816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39685		8304892		5500817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39686		8304893		5500818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39687		8304894		5500819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39688		8304895		5500820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39689		8304896		5500821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39690		8304897		5500822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39691		8304898		5500823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39807		8306169		5502094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39808		8306170		5502095		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39809		8306171		5502096		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39810		8306172		5502097		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39811		8306173		5502098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39812		8306174		5502099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39813		8306175		5502100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39814		8306176		5502101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39815		8306189		5502114		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39816		8306190		5502115		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39817		8306306		5502231		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39818		8306307		5502232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39819		8306308		5502233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39820		8306309		5502234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39821		8306310		5502235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39822		8306311		5502236		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39823		8306312		5502237		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39824		8306313		5502238		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39825		8306314		5502239		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39826		8306317		5502242		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39827		8306318		5502243		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39828		8306319		5502244		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39829		8306320		5502245		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39830		8306321		5502246		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39831		8306322		5502247		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39832		8306323		5502248		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39833		8306324		5502249		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39834		8306325		5502250		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39835		8306326		5502251		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39836		8306327		5502252		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39837		8306328		5502253		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39838		8306329		5502254		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39839		8306330		5502255		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39840		8306331		5502256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39841		8306332		5502257		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39842		8306333		5502258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39843		8306334		5502259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39844		8306335		5502260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39845		8306336		5502261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39846		8306337		5502262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39847		8306338		5502263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39848		8306339		5502264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39849		8306340		5502265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39850		8306341		5502266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39851		8306342		5502267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39852		8306343		5502268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39853		8306344		5502269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39854		8306345		5502270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39855		8306346		5502271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39856		8306347		5502272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39857		8306348		5502273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39858		8306349		5502274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39859		8306350		5502275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39860		8306351		5502276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39861		8306352		5502277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39862		8306353		5502278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39863		8306354		5502279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39864		8306355		5502280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39865		8306356		5502281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39866		8306357		5502282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39867		8306358		5502283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39868		8306359		5502284		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39869		8306360		5502285		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39870		8306361		5502286		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39871		8404307		5600232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39872		8404308		5600233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39873		8404309		5600234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39874		8404310		5600235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39875		8404311		5600236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39876		8404312		5600237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39877		8404313		5600238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39878		8404314		5600239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39879		8404315		5600240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39880		8404316		5600241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39881		8404317		5600242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39882		8404318		5600243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39883		8404319		5600244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39884		8404320		5600245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39885		8404321		5600246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39886		8404322		5600247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39887		8404323		5600248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39888		8404324		5600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39889		8404325		5600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39890		8404326		5600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39891		8404327		5600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39892		8404328		5600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39893		8404329		5600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39894		8404330		5600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39895		8404331		5600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39896		8404332		5600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39897		8404333		5600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39898		8404334		5600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39899		8404335		5600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39900		8404336		5600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39991		8404854		5600779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39992		8404855		5600780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39993		8404856		5600781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39994		8404857		5600782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39995		8404858		5600783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39996		8404859		5600784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39997		8404860		5600785		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39998		8404861		5600786		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39999		8404862		5600787		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40000		8404863		5600788		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40001		8404864		5600789		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40002		8404865		5600790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40003		8404866		5600791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40004		8404867		5600792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40005		8404868		5600793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40006		8404869		5600794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40007		8404870		5600795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40008		8404871		5600796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40009		8404872		5600797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40010		8404873		5600798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40011		8404874		5600799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40012		8404875		5600800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40013		8404876		5600801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40014		8404877		5600802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40015		8404878		5600803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40016		8404879		5600804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40017		8404880		5600805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40018		8404881		5600806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40019		8404882		5600807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40020		8404883		5600808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40021		8404884		5600809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40022		8404885		5600810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40023		8404886		5600811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40024		8404949		5600874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40025		8404950		5600875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40026		8404951		5600876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40027		8404952		5600877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40028		8404953		5600878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40029		8404954		5600879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40030		8404955		5600880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40031		8404956		5600881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40032		8404957		5600882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40033		8404958		5600883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40034		8404959		5600884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40035		8404960		5600885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40036		8404961		5600886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40037		8404962		5600887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40038		8404963		5600888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40039		8404964		5600889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40040		8404965		5600890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40041		8404966		5600891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40042		8404967		5600892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40043		8404968		5600893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40044		8404969		5600894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40045		8404970		5600895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40046		8404971		5600896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40047		8404972		5600897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40048		8404973		5600898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40049		8404974		5600899		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40050		8404975		5600900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40051		8404976		5600901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40052		8404977		5600902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40053		8404978		5600903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40054		8404979		5600904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40055		8404980		5600905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40056		8404981		5600906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40057		8404982		5600907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40058		8404983		5600908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40059		8404984		5600909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40060		8404985		5600910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40061		8404986		5600911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40062		8404987		5600912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40063		8404988		5600913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40064		8404989		5600914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40065		8404990		5600915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40066		8404991		5600916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40067		8404992		5600917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40068		8404993		5600918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40069		8404994		5600919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40070		8404995		5600920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40071		8404996		5600921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40072		8404997		5600922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40073		8404998		5600923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40074		8404999		5600924		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40075		8405000		5600925		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40076		8405001		5600926		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40077		8405002		5600927		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40078		8504178		5700103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40079		8504179		5700104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40080		8504180		5700105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40159		8505993		5701918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40160		8505994		5701919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40161		8506133		5702058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40162		8506134		5702059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40163		8506135		5702060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40164		8506136		5702061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40165		8506137		5702062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40166		8506138		5702063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40167		8506139		5702064		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40168		8506140		5702065		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40169		8506141		5702066		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40170		8506142		5702067		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40171		8506158		5702083		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40172		8506159		5702084		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40173		8506160		5702085		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40174		8506161		5702086		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40175		8506162		5702087		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40176		8506163		5702088		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40177		8506164		5702089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40178		8506165		5702090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40179		8506166		5702091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40180		8506167		5702092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40181		8506168		5702093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40182		8506169		5702094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40183		8506170		5702095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40184		8506171		5702096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40185		8506172		5702097		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40186		8506173		5702098		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40187		8506174		5702099		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40188		8506175		5702100		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40189		8506176		5702101		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40190		8506177		5702102		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40191		8506178		5702103		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40192		8506179		5702104		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40193		8506180		5702105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40194		8506181		5702106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40195		8506182		5702107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40196		8506183		5702108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40197		8506184		5702109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40198		8506185		5702110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40199		8506186		5702111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40200		8506187		5702112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40201		8506188		5702113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40202		8506189		5702114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40203		8506190		5702115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40204		8506191		5702116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40205		8506192		5702117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40206		8506193		5702118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40207		8506194		5702119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40208		8506195		5702120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40209		8506196		5702121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40210		8506197		5702122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40211		8506198		5702123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40212		8506199		5702124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40213		8506200		5702125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40214		8506201		5702126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40215		8506202		5702127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40216		8506203		5702128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40217		8506204		5702129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40218		8506205		5702130		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40219		8506206		5702131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40220		8506207		5702132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40221		8506208		5702133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40222		8506209		5702134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40223		8506210		5702135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40224		8506211		5702136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40225		8506212		5702137		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40226		8506213		5702138		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40227		8506214		5702139		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40228		8506215		5702140		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40229		8506216		5702141		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40230		8506217		5702142		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40231		8604325		5800250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40232		8604326		5800251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40233		8604327		5800252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40234		8604328		5800253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40235		8604329		5800254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40236		8604330		5800255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40237		8604331		5800256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40238		8604332		5800257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40239		8604333		5800258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40240		8604334		5800259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40241		8604335		5800260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40242		8604336		5800261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40243		8604337		5800262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40244		8604338		5800263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40245		8604339		5800264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40246		8604340		5800265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40247		8604341		5800266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40248		8604342		5800267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40249		8604343		5800268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40250		8604344		5800269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40251		8604345		5800270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40252		8604346		5800271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40253		8604347		5800272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40254		8604348		5800273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40255		8604349		5800274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40256		8604350		5800275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40257		8604351		5800276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40258		8604352		5800277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40259		8604353		5800278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40260		8604354		5800279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40325		8604919		5800844		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40326		8604920		5800845		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40327		8605061		5800986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40328		8605062		5800987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40329		8605063		5800988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40330		8605064		5800989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40331		8605065		5800990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40332		8605066		5800991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40333		8605067		5800992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40334		8605068		5800993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40335		8605069		5800994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40336		8605070		5800995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40337		8605071		5800996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40338		8605072		5800997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40339		8605073		5800998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40340		8605074		5800999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40341		8605075		5801000		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40342		8605076		5801001		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40343		8605077		5801002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40344		8605078		5801003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40345		8605079		5801004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40346		8605080		5801005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40347		8605081		5801006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40348		8605082		5801007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40349		8605083		5801008		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40350		8605084		5801009		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40351		8605085		5801010		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40352		8605086		5801011		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40353		8605087		5801012		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40354		8605088		5801013		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40355		8605089		5801014		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40356		8605090		5801015		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40357		8605091		5801016		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40358		8605092		5801017		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40359		8605093		5801018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40360		8605094		5801019		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40361		8605095		5801020		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40362		8605096		5801021		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40363		8605097		5801022		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40364		8605098		5801023		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40365		8605099		5801024		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40366		8605100		5801025		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40367		8605101		5801026		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40368		8605102		5801027		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40369		8605103		5801028		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40370		8605104		5801029		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40371		8605105		5801030		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40372		8605106		5801031		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40373		8605107		5801032		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40374		8605108		5801033		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40375		8605109		5801034		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40376		8605110		5801035		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40377		8605111		5801036		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40378		8605112		5801037		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40379		8605113		5801038		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40380		8605114		5801039		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40381		8605115		5801040		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40382		8605116		5801041		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40383		8605117		5801042		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40384		8605118		5801043		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40385		8605119		5801044		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40386		8605120		5801045		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40387		8605121		5801046		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40388		8605203		5801128		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40389		8605204		5801129		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40390		8605205		5801130		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40391		8605206		5801131		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40392		8605207		5801132		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40393		8605208		5801133		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40394		8605209		5801134		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40395		8605210		5801135		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40396		8605211		5801136		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40397		8605212		5801137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40398		8605213		5801138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40399		8605214		5801139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40400		8605215		5801140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40401		8605216		5801141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40402		8605217		5801142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40403		8605218		5801143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40404		8605219		5801144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40405		8605220		5801145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40406		8605221		5801146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40407		8605222		5801147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40408		8605223		5801148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40409		8605224		5801149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40410		8605225		5801150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40411		8605226		5801151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40412		8605227		5801152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40413		8605228		5801153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40414		8605229		5801154		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40415		8605230		5801155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40416		8605231		5801156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40417		8605232		5801157		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40418		8605233		5801158		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40419		8605234		5801159		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40420		8605235		5801160		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40421		8605236		5801161		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40422		8605237		5801162		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40423		8605238		5801163		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40424		8605239		5801164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40425		8605240		5801165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40426		8605241		5801166		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40427		8605242		5801167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40428		8605243		5801168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40429		8605244		5801169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40430		8605245		5801170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40431		8605246		5801171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40432		8605247		5801172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40433		8605248		5801173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40434		8605249		5801174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40435		8605250		5801175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40436		8605251		5801176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40437		8605252		5801177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40438		8605253		5801178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40439		8605254		5801179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40440		8605255		5801180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40441		8605256		5801181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40442		8605257		5801182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40443		8605258		5801183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40444		8605259		5801184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40445		8605260		5801185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40446		8605261		5801186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40447		8605262		5801187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40448		8605263		5801188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40449		8605264		5801189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40450		8605265		5801190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40451		8605266		5801191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40452		8605267		5801192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40453		8605268		5801193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40454		8605269		5801194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40455		8605270		5801195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40456		8605271		5801196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40457		8605272		5801197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40458		8605273		5801198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40459		8605274		5801199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40460		8605275		5801200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40461		8605276		5801201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40462		8605277		5801202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40463		8605278		5801203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40464		8605279		5801204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40465		8605280		5801205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40466		8605281		5801206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40467		8605282		5801207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40468		8605283		5801208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40469		8605284		5801209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40470		8605285		5801210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40471		8605286		5801211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40472		8605287		5801212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40473		8605288		5801213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40474		8605289		5801214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40475		8605290		5801215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40476		8605291		5801216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40477		8605292		5801217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40478		8605293		5801218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40479		8605294		5801219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40480		8605295		5801220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40481		8605296		5801221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40482		8605297		5801222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40483		8605298		5801223		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40484		8605299		5801224		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40485		8605300		5801225		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40486		8605301		5801226		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40487		8605302		5801227		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40488		8605303		5801228		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40489		8605304		5801229		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40490		8704177		5900102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40491		8704178		5900103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40492		8704179		5900104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40493		8704180		5900105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40494		8704181		5900106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40495		8704182		5900107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40642		8704917		5900842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40643		8704918		5900843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40644		8704919		5900844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40645		8704920		5900845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40646		8704921		5900846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40647		8704922		5900847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40648		8704923		5900848		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40649		8704924		5900849		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40650		8704925		5900850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40651		8704926		5900851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40652		8704927		5900852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40653		8704928		5900853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40654		8704929		5900854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40655		8704930		5900855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40656		8704931		5900856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40657		8704932		5900857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40658		8704933		5900858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40659		8704934		5900859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40660		8704935		5900860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40661		8704936		5900861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40662		8704937		5900862		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40663		8704938		5900863		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40664		8704939		5900864		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40665		8704940		5900865		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40666		8705016		5900941		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40667		8705017		5900942		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40668		8705018		5900943		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40669		8705019		5900944		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40670		8705020		5900945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40671		8705021		5900946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40672		8705022		5900947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40673		8705023		5900948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40674		8705024		5900949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40675		8705025		5900950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40676		8705026		5900951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40677		8705027		5900952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40678		8705028		5900953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40679		8705029		5900954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40680		8705030		5900955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40681		8705031		5900956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40682		8705032		5900957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40683		8705033		5900958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40684		8705034		5900959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40685		8705035		5900960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40686		8705036		5900961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40687		8705037		5900962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40688		8705038		5900963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40689		8705039		5900964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40690		8705040		5900965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40691		8705041		5900966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40692		8705042		5900967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40693		8705043		5900968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40694		8705044		5900969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40695		8705045		5900970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40696		8705046		5900971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40697		8705047		5900972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40698		8705048		5900973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40699		8705049		5900974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40700		8705050		5900975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40701		8705051		5900976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40702		8705052		5900977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40703		8705053		5900978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40704		8705054		5900979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40705		8705055		5900980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40706		8705056		5900981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40707		8705057		5900982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40708		8705058		5900983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40709		8705059		5900984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40710		8705060		5900985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40711		8705061		5900986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40712		8705062		5900987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40713		8705063		5900988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40714		8705064		5900989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40715		8705065		5900990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40716		8705066		5900991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40717		8705067		5900992		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40718		8705068		5900993		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40719		8705069		5900994		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40720		8705070		5900995		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40721		8705071		5900996		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40722		8705072		5900997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40723		8705073		5900998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40724		8705074		5900999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40725		8705075		5901000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40726		8705076		5901001		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40727		8705077		5901002		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40728		8705078		5901003		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40729		8804492		6000417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40730		8804493		6000418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40731		8804494		6000419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40732		8804495		6000420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40733		8804496		6000421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40734		8804497		6000422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40735		8804498		6000423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40736		8804499		6000424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40737		8804500		6000425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40738		8804501		6000426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40739		8804502		6000427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40740		8804503		6000428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40741		8804504		6000429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40742		8804505		6000430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40743		8804506		6000431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40744		8804507		6000432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40745		8804508		6000433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40746		8804509		6000434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40747		8804510		6000435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40748		8804511		6000436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40749		8804512		6000437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40750		8804513		6000438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40751		8804514		6000439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40752		8804515		6000440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40753		8804516		6000441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40754		8804517		6000442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40755		8804518		6000443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40756		8804519		6000444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40757		8804520		6000445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40758		8804521		6000446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40759		8804522		6000447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40760		8804523		6000448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40761		8804524		6000449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40762		8804525		6000450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40763		8804526		6000451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40764		8804527		6000452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40765		8804528		6000453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40766		8804529		6000454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40767		8804530		6000455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40768		8804531		6000456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40769		8804532		6000457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40770		8804533		6000458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40771		8804534		6000459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40772		8804535		6000460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40773		8804536		6000461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40774		8804537		6000462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40775		8804538		6000463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40776		8804539		6000464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40777		8804540		6000465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40778		8804541		6000466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40779		8804542		6000467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40780		8804543		6000468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40781		8804544		6000469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40782		8804545		6000470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40783		8804546		6000471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40784		8804547		6000472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40785		8804548		6000473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40786		8804549		6000474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40787		8804550		6000475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40788		8804551		6000476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40789		8804552		6000477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40790		8804553		6000478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40791		8804554		6000479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40792		8804555		6000480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40793		8804556		6000481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40794		8804557		6000482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40795		8804558		6000483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40796		8804559		6000484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40797		8804560		6000485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40798		8804561		6000486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40799		8804562		6000487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40800		8804563		6000488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40801		8804564		6000489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40802		8804565		6000490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40803		8804566		6000491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40804		8804567		6000492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40805		8804568		6000493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40806		8804569		6000494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40807		8804570		6000495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40808		8804571		6000496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40809		8804572		6000497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40810		8804573		6000498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40811		8804574		6000499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40812		8804575		6000500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40813		8804576		6000501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40814		8804577		6000502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40815		8804578		6000503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40816		8804579		6000504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40817		8804580		6000505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40818		8804581		6000506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40819		8804582		6000507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40820		8804583		6000508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40821		8804584		6000509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40822		8804585		6000510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40823		8804586		6000511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40824		8804587		6000512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40825		8804588		6000513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40826		8804589		6000514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40827		8804590		6000515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40828		8804591		6000516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40829		8804592		6000517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40830		8804593		6000518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40831		8804594		6000519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40832		8804595		6000520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40833		8804596		6000521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40834		8804597		6000522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40835		8804598		6000523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40836		8804599		6000524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40837		8804600		6000525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40838		8804601		6000526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40839		8804602		6000527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40840		8804603		6000528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40841		8804604		6000529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40842		8804605		6000530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40843		8804606		6000531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40844		8804607		6000532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40845		8804608		6000533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40846		8804609		6000534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40847		8804610		6000535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40848		8804611		6000536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40849		8804612		6000537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40850		8804613		6000538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40851		8804614		6000539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40852		8804615		6000540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40853		8804616		6000541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40854		8804617		6000542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40855		8804618		6000543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40856		8804619		6000544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40857		8804620		6000545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40858		8804621		6000546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40859		8804622		6000547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40860		8804623		6000548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41159		8806118		6002043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41160		8806119		6002044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41161		8806120		6002045		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41162		8806121		6002046		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41163		8806122		6002047		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41164		8806270		6002195		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41165		8806271		6002196		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41166		8806272		6002197		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41167		8806273		6002198		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41168		8806274		6002199		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41169		8806275		6002200		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41170		8806276		6002201		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41171		8806277		6002202		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41172		8806278		6002203		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41173		8806279		6002204		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41174		8806280		6002205		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41175		8806281		6002206		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41176		8806342		6002267		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41177		8806343		6002268		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41178		8806344		6002269		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41179		8806345		6002270		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41180		8806346		6002271		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41181		8806347		6002272		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41182		8806348		6002273		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41183		8806349		6002274		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41184		8806350		6002275		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41185		8806351		6002276		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41186		8806352		6002277		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41187		8806353		6002278		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41188		8806354		6002279		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41189		8806355		6002280		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41190		8806356		6002281		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41191		8806357		6002282		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41192		8806358		6002283		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41193		8806359		6002284		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41194		8806360		6002285		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41195		8806361		6002286		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41196		8806362		6002287		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41197		8806363		6002288		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41198		8806364		6002289		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41199		8806365		6002290		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41200		8806366		6002291		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41201		8806367		6002292		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41202		8806368		6002293		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41203		8806369		6002294		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41204		8806370		6002295		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41205		8806371		6002296		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41206		8806372		6002297		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41207		8806373		6002298		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41208		8806374		6002299		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41209		8806375		6002300		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41210		8806376		6002301		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41211		8806377		6002302		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41212		8806378		6002303		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41213		8806379		6002304		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41214		8806380		6002305		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41215		8806381		6002306		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41216		8806382		6002307		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41217		8806383		6002308		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41218		8806384		6002309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41219		8806385		6002310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41220		8806386		6002311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41221		8806387		6002312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41222		8806388		6002313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41223		8806389		6002314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41224		8806390		6002315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41225		8806391		6002316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41226		8806392		6002317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41227		8806393		6002318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41228		8806394		6002319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41229		8806395		6002320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41230		8806396		6002321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41231		8806397		6002322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41232		8806398		6002323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41233		8806399		6002324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41234		8806400		6002325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41235		8806401		6002326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41236		8806402		6002327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41237		8806403		6002328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41238		8806404		6002329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41239		8806405		6002330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41240		8806406		6002331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41241		8806407		6002332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41242		8806408		6002333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41243		8806409		6002334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41244		8806410		6002335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41245		8806411		6002336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41246		8806412		6002337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41247		8806413		6002338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41248		8806414		6002339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41249		8806415		6002340		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41250		8806416		6002341		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41251		8806417		6002342		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41252		8806418		6002343		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41253		8806419		6002344		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41254		8806420		6002345		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41255		8806421		6002346		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41256		8806422		6002347		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41257		8806423		6002348		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41258		8904193		6100118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41259		8904194		6100119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41260		8904195		6100120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41261		8904196		6100121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41262		8904197		6100122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41343		8904613		6100538		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41344		8904614		6100539		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41345		8904615		6100540		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41346		8904616		6100541		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41347		8904617		6100542		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41348		8904618		6100543		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41349		8904619		6100544		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41350		8904620		6100545		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41351		8904621		6100546		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41352		8904622		6100547		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41353		8904623		6100548		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41354		8904624		6100549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41355		8904625		6100550		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41356		8904626		6100551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41357		8904627		6100552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41358		8904628		6100553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41359		8904629		6100554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41360		8904630		6100555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41361		8904631		6100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41362		8904632		6100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41363		8904633		6100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41364		8904688		6100613		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41365		8904689		6100614		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41366		8904690		6100615		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41367		8904691		6100616		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41368		8904692		6100617		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41369		8904776		6100701		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41370		8904777		6100702		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41371		8904778		6100703		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41372		8904779		6100704		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41373		8904780		6100705		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41374		8904781		6100706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41375		8904782		6100707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41376		8904783		6100708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41377		8904784		6100709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41378		8904785		6100710		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41379		8904786		6100711		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41380		8904787		6100712		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41381		9004253		6200178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41382		9004254		6200179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41383		9004255		6200180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41384		9004256		6200181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41385		9004257		6200182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41386		9004258		6200183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41387		9004259		6200184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41388		9004260		6200185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41389		9004261		6200186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41390		9004262		6200187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41391		9004263		6200188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41392		9004264		6200189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41393		9004265		6200190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41394		9004266		6200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41395		9004267		6200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41396		9004268		6200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41397		9004269		6200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41398		9004270		6200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41399		9004271		6200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41400		9004272		6200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41605		9005117		6201042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41606		9005118		6201043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41607		9005119		6201044		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41608		9005213		6201138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41609		9005214		6201139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41610		9005215		6201140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41611		9005216		6201141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41612		9005217		6201142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41613		9005218		6201143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41614		9005219		6201144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41615		9005220		6201145		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41616		9005221		6201146		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41617		9005222		6201147		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41618		9005223		6201148		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41619		9005224		6201149		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41620		9005225		6201150		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41621		9005226		6201151		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41622		9005227		6201152		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41623		9005228		6201153		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41624		9005305		6201230		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41625		9005306		6201231		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41626		9005307		6201232		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41627		9005308		6201233		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41628		9005309		6201234		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41629		9005310		6201235		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41630		9005311		6201236		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41631		9005312		6201237		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41632		9005313		6201238		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41633		9005314		6201239		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41634		9005315		6201240		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41635		9005316		6201241		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41636		9005317		6201242		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41637		9005318		6201243		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41638		9005319		6201244		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41639		9005320		6201245		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41640		9005321		6201246		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41641		9005322		6201247		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41642		9005323		6201248		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41643		9005324		6201249		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41644		9005325		6201250		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41645		9005326		6201251		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41646		9005327		6201252		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41647		9005328		6201253		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41648		9005329		6201254		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41649		9005330		6201255		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41650		9005331		6201256		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41651		9005332		6201257		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41652		9005333		6201258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41653		9005334		6201259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41654		9005335		6201260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41655		9005336		6201261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41656		9005337		6201262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41657		9005338		6201263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41658		9005339		6201264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41659		9005340		6201265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41660		9005341		6201266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41661		9005342		6201267		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41662		9005343		6201268		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41663		9005344		6201269		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41664		9104082		6300007		64		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41665		9104784		6300709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41666		9104785		6300710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41667		9104786		6300711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41668		9104787		6300712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41669		9104788		6300713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41670		9104789		6300714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41671		9104790		6300715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41672		9104791		6300716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41673		9104792		6300717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41674		9104793		6300718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41675		9104794		6300719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41676		9104795		6300720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41677		9104796		6300721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41678		9104797		6300722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41679		9104798		6300723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41680		9104799		6300724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41681		9104800		6300725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41682		9104801		6300726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41683		9104802		6300727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41684		9104803		6300728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41685		9104804		6300729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41686		9104805		6300730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41687		9104806		6300731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41688		9104807		6300732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41689		9104808		6300733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41690		9104809		6300734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41691		9104810		6300735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41692		9104811		6300736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41693		9104812		6300737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41694		9104813		6300738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41695		9104814		6300739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41696		9104815		6300740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41697		9104816		6300741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41698		9104817		6300742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41699		9104818		6300743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41700		9104819		6300744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41701		9104820		6300745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41702		9104821		6300746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41703		9104822		6300747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41704		9104823		6300748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41705		9104824		6300749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41706		9104825		6300750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41707		9104826		6300751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41708		9104827		6300752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41709		9104828		6300753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41710		9104829		6300754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41711		9104830		6300755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41712		9104831		6300756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41713		9104832		6300757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41714		9104833		6300758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41715		9104834		6300759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41716		9104835		6300760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41717		9104836		6300761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41718		9104837		6300762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41719		9104838		6300763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41720		9104839		6300764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41721		9104840		6300765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41722		9104841		6300766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41723		9104842		6300767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41724		9104843		6300768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41725		9104844		6300769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41726		9104845		6300770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41727		9104846		6300771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41728		9104847		6300772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41729		9104848		6300773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41730		9104849		6300774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41731		9104850		6300775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41732		9104851		6300776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41733		9104852		6300777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41734		9104853		6300778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41735		9104854		6300779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41736		9104855		6300780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41737		9104856		6300781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41738		9104857		6300782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41739		9104858		6300783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41740		9104859		6300784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41741		9104860		6300785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41742		9104861		6300786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41743		9104862		6300787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41744		9104863		6300788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41745		9104864		6300789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41746		9104865		6300790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41747		9104866		6300791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41748		9104867		6300792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41749		9104868		6300793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41776		9105232		6301157		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41777		9105233		6301158		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41778		9105234		6301159		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41779		9105235		6301160		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41780		9105319		6301244		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41781		9105320		6301245		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41782		9105321		6301246		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41783		9105322		6301247		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41784		9105323		6301248		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41785		9105324		6301249		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41786		9105325		6301250		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41787		9105326		6301251		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41788		9105327		6301252		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41789		9105328		6301253		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41790		9105329		6301254		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41791		9105330		6301255		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41792		9105331		6301256		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41793		9105332		6301257		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41794		9105333		6301258		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41795		9105334		6301259		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41796		9105335		6301260		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41797		9105336		6301261		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41798		9105337		6301262		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41799		9105338		6301263		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41800		9105339		6301264		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41801		9105340		6301265		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41802		9105341		6301266		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41803		9105393		6301318		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41804		9105394		6301319		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41805		9105395		6301320		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41806		9105396		6301321		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41807		9105397		6301322		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41808		9105398		6301323		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41809		9105399		6301324		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41810		9105400		6301325		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41811		9105401		6301326		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41812		9105402		6301327		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41813		9105403		6301328		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41814		9105404		6301329		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41815		9105405		6301330		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41816		9105406		6301331		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41817		9105407		6301332		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41818		9105408		6301333		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41819		9105409		6301334		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41820		9105410		6301335		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41821		9105411		6301336		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41822		9105412		6301337		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41823		9105413		6301338		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41824		9105414		6301339		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41825		9105415		6301340		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41826		9105416		6301341		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41827		9105417		6301342		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41828		9105418		6301343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41829		9105419		6301344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41830		9105420		6301345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41831		9105421		6301346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41832		9105422		6301347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41833		9105423		6301348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41834		9105424		6301349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41835		9105425		6301350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41836		9105426		6301351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41837		9105427		6301352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41838		9105428		6301353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41839		9105429		6301354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41840		9105430		6301355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41841		9105431		6301356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41842		9105432		6301357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41843		9105433		6301358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41844		9105434		6301359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41845		9105435		6301360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41846		9105436		6301361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41847		9105437		6301362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41848		9105438		6301363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41849		9105439		6301364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41850		9105440		6301365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41851		9105441		6301366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41852		9105442		6301367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41853		9105443		6301368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41854		9105444		6301369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41855		9105445		6301370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41856		9105446		6301371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41857		9105447		6301372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41858		9105448		6301373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41859		9105449		6301374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41860		9105450		6301375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41861		9105451		6301376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41862		9105452		6301377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41863		9105453		6301378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41864		9105454		6301379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41865		9105455		6301380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41866		9105456		6301381		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41867		9204262		6400187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41868		9204263		6400188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41869		9204264		6400189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41870		9204265		6400190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41998		9205055		6400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41999		9205056		6400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42000		9205194		6401119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42001		9205195		6401120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42002		9205196		6401121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42003		9205197		6401122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42004		9205198		6401123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42005		9205199		6401124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42006		9205200		6401125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42007		9205201		6401126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42008		9205202		6401127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42009		9205203		6401128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42010		9205204		6401129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42011		9205205		6401130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42012		9205241		6401166		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42013		9205242		6401167		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42014		9205243		6401168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42015		9205244		6401169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42016		9205245		6401170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42017		9205246		6401171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42018		9205247		6401172		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42019		9205248		6401173		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42020		9205249		6401174		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42021		9205250		6401175		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42022		9205251		6401176		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42023		9205252		6401177		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42024		9205253		6401178		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42025		9205254		6401179		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42026		9205255		6401180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42027		9205256		6401181		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42028		9205257		6401182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42029		9205258		6401183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42030		9205259		6401184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42031		9205260		6401185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42032		9205261		6401186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42033		9205262		6401187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42034		9205263		6401188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42035		9205264		6401189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42036		9205265		6401190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42037		9205266		6401191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42038		9205267		6401192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42039		9205268		6401193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42040		9205269		6401194		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42041		9205270		6401195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42042		9205271		6401196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42043		9205272		6401197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42044		9205273		6401198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42045		9205274		6401199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42046		9205275		6401200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42047		9205276		6401201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42048		9205277		6401202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42049		9205278		6401203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42050		9205279		6401204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42051		9205280		6401205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42052		9205281		6401206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42053		9205282		6401207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42054		9205283		6401208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42055		9205284		6401209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42056		9205285		6401210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42057		9205286		6401211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42058		9205287		6401212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42059		9205288		6401213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42060		9205289		6401214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42061		9205290		6401215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42062		9205291		6401216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42063		9205292		6401217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42064		9205293		6401218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42065		9205294		6401219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42066		9205295		6401220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42067		9205296		6401221		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42068		9205297		6401222		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42069		9205298		6401223		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42070		9304193		6500118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42071		9304194		6500119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42072		9304195		6500120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42142		9304899		6500824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42143		9304900		6500825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42144		9304901		6500826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42145		9304902		6500827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42146		9304903		6500828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42147		9304904		6500829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42148		9304905		6500830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42149		9304906		6500831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42150		9304907		6500832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42151		9304908		6500833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42152		9304909		6500834		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42153		9304910		6500835		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42154		9304911		6500836		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42155		9304912		6500837		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42156		9304913		6500838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42157		9304914		6500839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42158		9304915		6500840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42159		9304916		6500841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42160		9304917		6500842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42161		9304918		6500843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42162		9304919		6500844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42163		9304920		6500845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42164		9304921		6500846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42165		9304922		6500847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42166		9304923		6500848		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42167		9304924		6500849		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42168		9304925		6500850		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42169		9304926		6500851		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42170		9304927		6500852		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42171		9304928		6500853		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42172		9304929		6500854		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42173		9304930		6500855		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42174		9304931		6500856		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42175		9304932		6500857		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42176		9304933		6500858		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42177		9304934		6500859		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42178		9304935		6500860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42179		9304936		6500861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42180		9304956		6500881		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42181		9304957		6500882		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42182		9304958		6500883		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42183		9304959		6500884		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42184		9304960		6500885		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42185		9304961		6500886		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42186		9304962		6500887		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42187		9304963		6500888		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42188		9304964		6500889		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42189		9304965		6500890		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42190		9304966		6500891		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42191		9304967		6500892		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42192		9304968		6500893		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42193		9304969		6500894		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42194		9304970		6500895		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42195		9304971		6500896		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42196		9304972		6500897		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42197		9304973		6500898		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42198		9304974		6500899		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42199		9304975		6500900		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42200		9304976		6500901		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42201		9304977		6500902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42202		9304978		6500903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42203		9304979		6500904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42204		9304980		6500905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42205		9304981		6500906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42206		9304982		6500907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42207		9304983		6500908		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42208		9304984		6500909		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42209		9304985		6500910		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42210		9304986		6500911		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42211		9304987		6500912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42212		9304988		6500913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42213		9304989		6500914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42214		9304990		6500915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42215		9304991		6500916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42216		9304992		6500917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42217		9304993		6500918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42218		9304994		6500919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42219		9304995		6500920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42220		9304996		6500921		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42221		9304997		6500922		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42222		9304998		6500923		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42223		9404080		6600005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42224		9404645		6600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42225		9404646		6600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42226		9404647		6600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42227		9404648		6600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42228		9404649		6600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42229		9404650		6600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42230		9404651		6600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42231		9404652		6600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42232		9404653		6600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42233		9404654		6600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42234		9404655		6600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42235		9404656		6600581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42236		9404657		6600582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42237		9404658		6600583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42238		9404659		6600584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42239		9404660		6600585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42240		9404661		6600586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42241		9404662		6600587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42242		9404663		6600588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42243		9404664		6600589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42244		9404665		6600590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42245		9404666		6600591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42246		9404667		6600592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42247		9404668		6600593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42248		9404669		6600594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42249		9404670		6600595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42250		9404671		6600596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42251		9404672		6600597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42252		9404673		6600598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42253		9404674		6600599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42254		9404675		6600600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42255		9404676		6600601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42256		9404677		6600602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42257		9404678		6600603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42258		9404679		6600604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42259		9404680		6600605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42260		9404681		6600606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42261		9404682		6600607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42262		9404683		6600608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42263		9404684		6600609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42264		9404685		6600610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42265		9404686		6600611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42266		9404687		6600612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42267		9404688		6600613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42268		9404689		6600614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42269		9404690		6600615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42270		9404691		6600616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42271		9404692		6600617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42272		9404693		6600618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42273		9404694		6600619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42274		9404695		6600620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42275		9404696		6600621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42276		9404697		6600622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42277		9404698		6600623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42278		9404699		6600624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42279		9404700		6600625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42280		9404701		6600626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42281		9404702		6600627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42282		9404703		6600628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42283		9404704		6600629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42284		9404705		6600630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42285		9404706		6600631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42286		9404707		6600632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42287		9404708		6600633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42288		9404709		6600634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42289		9404710		6600635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42290		9404711		6600636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42291		9404712		6600637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42292		9404713		6600638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42293		9404714		6600639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42294		9404715		6600640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42295		9404716		6600641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42296		9404717		6600642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42297		9404718		6600643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42298		9404719		6600644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42299		9404720		6600645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42300		9404721		6600646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42301		9404722		6600647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42302		9404723		6600648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42303		9404724		6600649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42304		9404725		6600650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42305		9404726		6600651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42306		9404727		6600652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42307		9404728		6600653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42308		9404729		6600654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42309		9404730		6600655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42310		9404731		6600656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42311		9404732		6600657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42312		9404733		6600658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42313		9404734		6600659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42314		9404735		6600660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42315		9404736		6600661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42316		9404737		6600662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42317		9404738		6600663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42318		9404739		6600664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42319		9404740		6600665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42320		9404741		6600666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42321		9404742		6600667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42322		9404743		6600668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42323		9404744		6600669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42324		9404745		6600670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42325		9404746		6600671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42326		9404747		6600672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42327		9404748		6600673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42328		9404749		6600674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42329		9404750		6600675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42330		9404751		6600676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42331		9404752		6600677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42332		9404753		6600678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42333		9404754		6600679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42334		9404755		6600680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42335		9404756		6600681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42336		9404757		6600682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42337		9404758		6600683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42338		9404759		6600684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42339		9404760		6600685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42340		9404761		6600686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42341		9404762		6600687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42342		9404763		6600688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42343		9404764		6600689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42344		9404765		6600690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42345		9404766		6600691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42346		9404767		6600692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42347		9404768		6600693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42348		9404769		6600694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42349		9404770		6600695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42350		9404771		6600696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42351		9404772		6600697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42352		9404773		6600698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42353		9404774		6600699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42354		9404775		6600700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42355		9404776		6600701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42356		9404777		6600702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42357		9404778		6600703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42358		9404779		6600704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42359		9404780		6600705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42360		9404781		6600706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42361		9404782		6600707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42362		9404783		6600708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42363		9404784		6600709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42364		9404785		6600710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42365		9404786		6600711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42366		9404787		6600712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42367		9404788		6600713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42368		9404789		6600714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42369		9404790		6600715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42370		9404791		6600716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42371		9404792		6600717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42372		9404793		6600718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42373		9404794		6600719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42374		9404795		6600720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42375		9404796		6600721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42376		9404797		6600722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42377		9404798		6600723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42378		9404799		6600724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42379		9404800		6600725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42380		9404801		6600726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42381		9404802		6600727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42382		9404803		6600728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42383		9404804		6600729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42384		9404805		6600730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42385		9404806		6600731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42386		9404807		6600732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42387		9404808		6600733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42388		9404809		6600734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42389		9404810		6600735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42390		9404811		6600736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42391		9404812		6600737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42392		9404813		6600738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42393		9404814		6600739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42394		9404815		6600740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42395		9404816		6600741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42396		9404817		6600742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42397		9404818		6600743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42501		9405887		6601812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42502		9405888		6601813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42503		9405889		6601814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42504		9405890		6601815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42505		9405891		6601816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42506		9405903		6601828		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42507		9405904		6601829		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42508		9405905		6601830		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42509		9406057		6601982		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42510		9406058		6601983		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42511		9406059		6601984		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42512		9406060		6601985		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42513		9406061		6601986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42514		9406062		6601987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42515		9406063		6601988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42516		9406064		6601989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42517		9406065		6601990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42518		9406066		6601991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42519		9406067		6601992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42520		9406068		6601993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42521		9406069		6601994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42522		9406070		6601995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42523		9406071		6601996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42524		9406072		6601997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42525		9406073		6601998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42526		9406074		6601999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42527		9406075		6602000		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42528		9406076		6602001		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42529		9406077		6602002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42530		9406078		6602003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42531		9406079		6602004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42532		9406080		6602005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42533		9406081		6602006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42534		9406082		6602007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42535		9406083		6602008		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42536		9406084		6602009		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42537		9406085		6602010		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42538		9406086		6602011		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42539		9406087		6602012		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42540		9406088		6602013		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42541		9406089		6602014		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42542		9406090		6602015		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42543		9406091		6602016		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42544		9406092		6602017		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42545		9406164		6602089		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42546		9406165		6602090		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42547		9406166		6602091		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42548		9406167		6602092		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42549		9406168		6602093		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42550		9406169		6602094		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42551		9406170		6602095		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42552		9406171		6602096		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42553		9406172		6602097		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42554		9406173		6602098		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42555		9406174		6602099		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42556		9406175		6602100		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42557		9406176		6602101		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42558		9406177		6602102		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42559		9406178		6602103		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42560		9406179		6602104		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42561		9406180		6602105		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42562		9406181		6602106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42563		9406182		6602107		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42564		9406183		6602108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42565		9406184		6602109		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42566		9406185		6602110		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42567		9406186		6602111		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42568		9406187		6602112		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42569		9406188		6602113		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42570		9406189		6602114		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42571		9406190		6602115		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42572		9406191		6602116		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42573		9406192		6602117		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42574		9406193		6602118		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42575		9406194		6602119		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42576		9406195		6602120		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42577		9406196		6602121		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42578		9406197		6602122		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42579		9406198		6602123		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42580		9406199		6602124		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42581		9406200		6602125		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42582		9406201		6602126		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42583		9406202		6602127		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42584		9406203		6602128		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42585		9406204		6602129		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42586		9406205		6602130		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42587		9406206		6602131		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42588		9406207		6602132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42589		9406208		6602133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42590		9406209		6602134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42591		9406210		6602135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42592		9406211		6602136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42593		9406212		6602137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42594		9406213		6602138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42595		9406214		6602139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42596		9406215		6602140		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42597		9406216		6602141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42598		9406217		6602142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42599		9406218		6602143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42600		9406219		6602144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42601		9406220		6602145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42602		9406221		6602146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42603		9406222		6602147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42604		9406223		6602148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42605		9406224		6602149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42606		9406225		6602150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42607		9406226		6602151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42608		9406227		6602152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42609		9406228		6602153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42610		9406229		6602154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42611		9406230		6602155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42612		9406231		6602156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42613		9406232		6602157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42614		9406233		6602158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42615		9406234		6602159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42616		9406235		6602160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42617		9406236		6602161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42618		9406237		6602162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42619		9406238		6602163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42620		9406239		6602164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42621		9406240		6602165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42622		9406241		6602166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42623		9406242		6602167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42624		9406243		6602168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42625		9406244		6602169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42626		9406245		6602170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42627		9406246		6602171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42628		9406247		6602172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42629		9406248		6602173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42630		9406249		6602174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42631		9406250		6602175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42632		9406251		6602176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42633		9406252		6602177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42634		9406253		6602178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42635		9406254		6602179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42636		9406255		6602180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42637		9406256		6602181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42638		9406257		6602182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42639		9406258		6602183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42640		9406259		6602184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42641		9406260		6602185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42642		9406261		6602186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42643		9406262		6602187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42644		9406263		6602188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42645		9406264		6602189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42646		9406265		6602190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42647		9406266		6602191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42648		9406267		6602192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42649		9406268		6602193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42650		9406269		6602194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42651		9406270		6602195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42652		9406271		6602196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42653		9406272		6602197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42654		9406273		6602198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42655		9406274		6602199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42656		9406275		6602200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42657		9406276		6602201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42658		9406277		6602202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42659		9406278		6602203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42660		9406279		6602204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42661		9406280		6602205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42662		9406281		6602206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42663		9406282		6602207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42664		9406283		6602208		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42665		9406284		6602209		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42666		9406285		6602210		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42667		9504080		6700005		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42668		9504538		6700463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42669		9504539		6700464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42670		9504540		6700465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42671		9504541		6700466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42672		9504542		6700467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42673		9504543		6700468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42674		9504544		6700469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42675		9504545		6700470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42676		9504546		6700471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42677		9504547		6700472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42678		9504548		6700473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42679		9504549		6700474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42680		9504550		6700475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42681		9504551		6700476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42682		9504552		6700477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42683		9504553		6700478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42684		9504554		6700479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42685		9504555		6700480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42686		9504556		6700481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42687		9504557		6700482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42688		9504558		6700483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42689		9504559		6700484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42690		9504560		6700485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42691		9504561		6700486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42692		9504562		6700487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42693		9504563		6700488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42694		9504564		6700489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42695		9504565		6700490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42696		9504566		6700491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42697		9504567		6700492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42698		9504568		6700493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42699		9504569		6700494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42700		9504570		6700495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42701		9504571		6700496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42702		9504572		6700497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42703		9504573		6700498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42918		9505243		6701168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42919		9505244		6701169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42920		9505245		6701170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42921		9505246		6701171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42922		9505247		6701172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42923		9505248		6701173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42924		9505249		6701174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42925		9505250		6701175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42926		9505251		6701176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42927		9505252		6701177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42928		9505253		6701178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42929		9505254		6701179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42930		9505255		6701180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42931		9505256		6701181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42932		9505257		6701182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42933		9505258		6701183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42934		9505259		6701184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42935		9505429		6701354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42936		9505430		6701355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42937		9505431		6701356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42938		9505432		6701357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42939		9505433		6701358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42940		9505434		6701359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42941		9505435		6701360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42942		9505436		6701361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42943		9505437		6701362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42944		9505438		6701363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42945		9505439		6701364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42946		9505440		6701365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42947		9505441		6701366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42948		9505442		6701367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42949		9505443		6701368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42950		9505444		6701369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42951		9505445		6701370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42952		9505446		6701371		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42953		9505447		6701372		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42954		9505448		6701373		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42955		9505449		6701374		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42956		9505450		6701375		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42957		9505451		6701376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42958		9505452		6701377		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42959		9505453		6701378		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42960		9505468		6701393		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42961		9505469		6701394		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42962		9505470		6701395		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42963		9505471		6701396		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42964		9505472		6701397		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42965		9505473		6701398		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42966		9505474		6701399		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42967		9505475		6701400		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42968		9505476		6701401		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42969		9505477		6701402		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42970		9505478		6701403		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42971		9505479		6701404		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42972		9505480		6701405		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42973		9505481		6701406		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42974		9505482		6701407		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42975		9505483		6701408		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42976		9505484		6701409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42977		9505485		6701410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42978		9505486		6701411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42979		9505487		6701412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42980		9505488		6701413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42981		9505489		6701414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42982		9505490		6701415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42983		9505491		6701416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42984		9505492		6701417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42985		9505493		6701418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42986		9505494		6701419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42987		9505495		6701420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42988		9505496		6701421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42989		9505497		6701422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42990		9505498		6701423		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42991		9505499		6701424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42992		9505500		6701425		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42993		9505501		6701426		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42994		9505502		6701427		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42995		9505503		6701428		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42996		9505504		6701429		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42997		9505505		6701430		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42998		9505506		6701431		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42999		9505507		6701432		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43000		9505508		6701433		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43001		9505509		6701434		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43002		9505510		6701435		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43003		9505511		6701436		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43004		9505512		6701437		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43005		9505513		6701438		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43006		9505514		6701439		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43007		9505515		6701440		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43008		9505516		6701441		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43009		9505517		6701442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43010		9505518		6701443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43011		9505519		6701444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43012		9505520		6701445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43013		9505521		6701446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43014		9505522		6701447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43015		9505523		6701448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43016		9505524		6701449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43017		9505525		6701450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43018		9505526		6701451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43019		9505527		6701452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43020		9505528		6701453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43021		9505529		6701454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43022		9505530		6701455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43023		9505531		6701456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43024		9505532		6701457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43025		9505533		6701458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43026		9505534		6701459		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43027		9505535		6701460		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43028		9505536		6701461		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43029		9505537		6701462		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43030		9505538		6701463		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43065		9604720		6800645		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43066		9604843		6800768		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43067		9604844		6800769		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43068		9604845		6800770		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43069		9604846		6800771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43070		9604847		6800772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43071		9604848		6800773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43072		9604849		6800774		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43073		9604850		6800775		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43074		9604851		6800776		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43075		9604852		6800777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43076		9604853		6800778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43077		9604854		6800779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43078		9604855		6800780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43079		9604856		6800781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43080		9604857		6800782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43081		9604858		6800783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43082		9604859		6800784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43083		9604860		6800785		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43084		9604861		6800786		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43085		9604862		6800787		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43086		9604863		6800788		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43087		9604864		6800789		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43088		9604865		6800790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43089		9604866		6800791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43090		9604867		6800792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43091		9604868		6800793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43092		9604869		6800794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43093		9604870		6800795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43094		9604871		6800796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43095		9604872		6800797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43096		9604873		6800798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43097		9604874		6800799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43098		9604875		6800800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43099		9604876		6800801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43100		9604877		6800802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43101		9604878		6800803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43102		9604879		6800804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43103		9604880		6800805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43104		9604881		6800806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43105		9604882		6800807		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43106		9604883		6800808		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43107		9604884		6800809		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43108		9604885		6800810		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43109		9604886		6800811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43110		9604887		6800812		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43111		9604888		6800813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43112		9604889		6800814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43113		9604890		6800815		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43114		9604891		6800816		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43115		9604892		6800817		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43116		9604893		6800818		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43117		9604894		6800819		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43118		9604895		6800820		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43119		9604896		6800821		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43120		9604897		6800822		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43121		9604898		6800823		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43122		9604899		6800824		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43123		9604900		6800825		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43124		9604901		6800826		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43125		9604902		6800827		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43126		9604903		6800828		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43127		9604904		6800829		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43128		9604926		6800851		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43129		9604927		6800852		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43130		9604928		6800853		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43131		9604929		6800854		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43132		9604930		6800855		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43133		9604931		6800856		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43134		9604932		6800857		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43135		9604933		6800858		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43136		9604934		6800859		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43137		9604935		6800860		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43138		9604936		6800861		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43139		9604937		6800862		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43140		9604938		6800863		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43141		9604939		6800864		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43142		9604940		6800865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43143		9604941		6800866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43144		9604942		6800867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43145		9604943		6800868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43146		9604944		6800869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43147		9604945		6800870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43148		9604946		6800871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43149		9604947		6800872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43150		9604948		6800873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43151		9604949		6800874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43152		9604950		6800875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43153		9604951		6800876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43154		9604952		6800877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43155		9604953		6800878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43156		9604954		6800879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43157		9604955		6800880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43158		9604956		6800881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43159		9604957		6800882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43160		9604958		6800883		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43161		9604959		6800884		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43162		9604960		6800885		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43163		9704081		6900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44090		9705818		6901743		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44091		9705819		6901744		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44092		9705820		6901745		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44093		9705821		6901746		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44094		9705822		6901747		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44095		9705823		6901748		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44096		9705824		6901749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44097		9705928		6901853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44098		9705929		6901854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44099		9705930		6901855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44100		9705931		6901856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44101		9705932		6901857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44102		9705933		6901858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44103		9705934		6901859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44104		9705935		6901860		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44105		9705936		6901861		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44106		9705937		6901862		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44107		9705938		6901863		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44108		9705939		6901864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44109		9705940		6901865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44110		9705941		6901866		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44111		9705942		6901867		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44112		9705943		6901868		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44113		9705944		6901869		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44114		9705945		6901870		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44115		9705946		6901871		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44116		9705947		6901872		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44117		9705948		6901873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44118		9705949		6901874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44119		9705950		6901875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44120		9705951		6901876		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44121		9705952		6901877		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44122		9705953		6901878		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44123		9705954		6901879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44124		9705955		6901880		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44125		9705956		6901881		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44126		9705957		6901882		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44127		9705958		6901883		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44128		9705959		6901884		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44129		9705960		6901885		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44130		9705961		6901886		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44131		9705962		6901887		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44132		9705963		6901888		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44714		9806066		7001991		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44715		9806067		7001992		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44716		9806068		7001993		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44717		9806069		7001994		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44718		9806070		7001995		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44719		9806071		7001996		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44720		9806072		7001997		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44721		9806073		7001998		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44722		9806074		7001999		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44723		9806075		7002000		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44724		9806076		7002001		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44725		9806077		7002002		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44726		9806078		7002003		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44727		9806079		7002004		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44728		9806102		7002027		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44729		9806103		7002028		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44730		9806104		7002029		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44731		9806105		7002030		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44732		9806106		7002031		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44733		9806107		7002032		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44734		9806199		7002124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44735		9806200		7002125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44736		9806201		7002126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44737		9806202		7002127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44738		9806203		7002128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44739		9806204		7002129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44740		9806205		7002130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44741		9806206		7002131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44742		9806209		7002134		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44743		9806210		7002135		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44744		9806211		7002136		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44745		9806212		7002137		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44746		9806213		7002138		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44747		9806214		7002139		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44748		9806215		7002140		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44749		9806216		7002141		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44750		9806217		7002142		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44751		9806218		7002143		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44752		9806219		7002144		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44753		9806220		7002145		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44754		9806221		7002146		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44755		9806222		7002147		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44756		9806223		7002148		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44757		9806224		7002149		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44758		9806225		7002150		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44759		9806226		7002151		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44760		9806227		7002152		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44761		9806228		7002153		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44762		9806229		7002154		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44763		9806230		7002155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44764		9806231		7002156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44765		9806232		7002157		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44766		9806233		7002158		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44767		9806234		7002159		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44768		9806235		7002160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44769		9806236		7002161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44770		9806237		7002162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44771		9806238		7002163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44772		9806239		7002164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44773		9806240		7002165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44774		9806241		7002166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44775		9806242		7002167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44776		9806243		7002168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44777		9806244		7002169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44778		9806245		7002170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44779		9806246		7002171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44780		9806247		7002172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44781		9806248		7002173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44782		9806249		7002174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44783		9806250		7002175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44784		9806251		7002176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44785		9806252		7002177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44786		9806253		7002178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44787		9806254		7002179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44788		9806255		7002180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44789		9806256		7002181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44790		9806257		7002182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44791		9806258		7002183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44792		9806259		7002184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44793		9806260		7002185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44794		9806261		7002186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44795		9806262		7002187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44796		9806263		7002188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44797		9806264		7002189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44798		9806265		7002190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44799		9806266		7002191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44800		9806267		7002192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44801		9806268		7002193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44802		9806269		7002194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44803		9806270		7002195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44804		9806271		7002196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44805		9806272		7002197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44806		9806273		7002198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44807		9806274		7002199		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44808		9806275		7002200		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44809		9806276		7002201		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44810		9806277		7002202		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44811		9806278		7002203		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44812		9904080		7100005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44932		9904631		7100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44933		9904632		7100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44934		9904633		7100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44935		9904634		7100559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44936		9904635		7100560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44937		9904636		7100561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44938		9904637		7100562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44939		9904638		7100563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44940		9904639		7100564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44941		9904640		7100565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44942		9904641		7100566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44943		9904642		7100567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44944		9904643		7100568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44945		9904699		7100624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44946		9904700		7100625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44947		9904701		7100626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44948		9904702		7100627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44949		9904703		7100628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44950		9904704		7100629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44951		9904705		7100630		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44952		9904706		7100631		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44953		9904707		7100632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44954		9904708		7100633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44955		9904709		7100634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44956		9904710		7100635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44957		9904711		7100636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44958		9904712		7100637		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44959		9904713		7100638		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44960		9904714		7100639		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44961		9904820		7100745		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44962		9904821		7100746		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44963		9904822		7100747		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44964		9904823		7100748		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44965		9904824		7100749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44966		9904825		7100750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44967		9904826		7100751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44968		9904827		7100752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44969		9904828		7100753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44970		9904829		7100754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44971		9904830		7100755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44972		9904831		7100756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44973		9904832		7100757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44974		9904833		7100758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44975		9904834		7100759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44976		9904835		7100760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44977		9904836		7100761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44978		9904837		7100762		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44979		9904838		7100763		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44980		9904839		7100764		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45878		10005693		7201618		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45879		10005694		7201619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45880		10005695		7201620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45881		10005696		7201621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45882		10005784		7201709		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45883		10005785		7201710		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45884		10005786		7201711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45885		10005787		7201712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45886		10005788		7201713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45887		10005789		7201714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45888		10005790		7201715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45889		10005791		7201716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45890		10005792		7201717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45891		10005793		7201718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45892		10005794		7201719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45893		10005795		7201720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45894		10005796		7201721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45895		10005797		7201722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45896		10005798		7201723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45897		10005799		7201724		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45898		10005800		7201725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45899		10005801		7201726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45900		10005802		7201727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45901		10005803		7201728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45902		10005804		7201729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45903		10005805		7201730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45904		10005806		7201731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45905		10005807		7201732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45906		10005808		7201733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45907		10005809		7201734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45908		10005810		7201735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45909		10005811		7201736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45910		10005812		7201737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45911		10005815		7201740		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45912		10005816		7201741		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45913		10005817		7201742		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45914		10005818		7201743		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45915		10005819		7201744		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45916		10005820		7201745		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45917		10005821		7201746		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45918		10005822		7201747		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45919		10005823		7201748		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45920		10005824		7201749		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45921		10005825		7201750		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45922		10005826		7201751		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45923		10005827		7201752		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45924		10005828		7201753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45925		10005829		7201754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45926		10005830		7201755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45927		10005831		7201756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45928		10005832		7201757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45929		10005833		7201758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45930		10005834		7201759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45931		10005835		7201760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45932		10005836		7201761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45933		10005837		7201762		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45934		10005838		7201763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45935		10005839		7201764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45936		10005840		7201765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45937		10005841		7201766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45938		10005842		7201767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45939		10005843		7201768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45940		10005844		7201769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45941		10005845		7201770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45942		10005846		7201771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45943		10005847		7201772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45944		10005848		7201773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45945		10005849		7201774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45946		10005850		7201775		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45947		10005851		7201776		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45948		10005852		7201777		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46163		10106522		7302447		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46164		10106523		7302448		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46165		10106524		7302449		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46166		10106525		7302450		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46167		10106526		7302451		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46168		10106527		7302452		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46169		10106528		7302453		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46170		10106529		7302454		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46171		10106530		7302455		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46172		10106531		7302456		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46173		10106532		7302457		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46174		10106533		7302458		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46175		10106534		7302459		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46176		10106535		7302460		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46177		10106536		7302461		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46178		10106537		7302462		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46179		10106538		7302463		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46180		10106539		7302464		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46181		10106540		7302465		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46182		10106541		7302466		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46183		10106542		7302467		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46184		10106543		7302468		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46185		10106544		7302469		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46186		10106545		7302470		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46187		10106546		7302471		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46188		10106547		7302472		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46189		10106548		7302473		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46190		10106549		7302474		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46191		10106550		7302475		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46192		10106551		7302476		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46193		10106552		7302477		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46194		10106553		7302478		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46195		10106554		7302479		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46196		10106555		7302480		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46197		10106556		7302481		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46198		10106557		7302482		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46199		10106624		7302549		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46200		10106625		7302550		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46201		10106626		7302551		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46202		10106627		7302552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46203		10106628		7302553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46204		10106629		7302554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46205		10106630		7302555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46206		10106631		7302556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46207		10106632		7302557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46208		10106633		7302558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46209		10106634		7302559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46210		10106635		7302560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46211		10106636		7302561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46212		10106637		7302562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46213		10106638		7302563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46214		10106639		7302564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46215		10106640		7302565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46216		10106641		7302566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46217		10106642		7302567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46218		10106643		7302568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46219		10106644		7302569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46220		10106645		7302570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46221		10106646		7302571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46222		10106647		7302572		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46223		10106648		7302573		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46224		10106649		7302574		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46225		10106650		7302575		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46226		10106651		7302576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46227		10106652		7302577		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46228		10106653		7302578		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46229		10106654		7302579		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46230		10106655		7302580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46231		10106656		7302581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46232		10106657		7302582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46233		10106658		7302583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46234		10106659		7302584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46235		10106660		7302585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46236		10106661		7302586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46237		10106662		7302587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46238		10106663		7302588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46239		10106664		7302589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46240		10106665		7302590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46241		10106666		7302591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46242		10106667		7302592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46243		10106668		7302593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46244		10106669		7302594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46245		10106670		7302595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46246		10106671		7302596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46247		10106672		7302597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46248		10106673		7302598		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46249		10106674		7302599		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46250		10106675		7302600		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46251		10106676		7302601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46252		10106677		7302602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46253		10106678		7302603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46254		10106679		7302604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46255		10106680		7302605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46256		10106681		7302606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46257		10106682		7302607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46258		10106683		7302608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46259		10106684		7302609		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46260		10106685		7302610		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46261		10106686		7302611		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46262		10106687		7302612		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46263		10106688		7302613		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46264		10106689		7302614		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46378		10205546		7401471		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46379		10205547		7401472		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46380		10205548		7401473		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46381		10205549		7401474		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46382		10205550		7401475		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46383		10205551		7401476		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46384		10205585		7401510		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46385		10205586		7401511		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46386		10205587		7401512		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46387		10205588		7401513		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46388		10205589		7401514		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46389		10205590		7401515		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46390		10205591		7401516		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46391		10205592		7401517		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46392		10205593		7401518		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46393		10205594		7401519		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46394		10205595		7401520		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46395		10205596		7401521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46396		10205597		7401522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46397		10205598		7401523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46398		10205599		7401524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46399		10205600		7401525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46400		10205601		7401526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46401		10205602		7401527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46402		10205603		7401528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46403		10205604		7401529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46404		10205605		7401530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46405		10205606		7401531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46406		10205607		7401532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46407		10205608		7401533		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46408		10205609		7401534		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46409		10205610		7401535		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46410		10205611		7401536		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46411		10205612		7401537		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46412		10205613		7401538		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46413		10205614		7401539		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46414		10205615		7401540		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46415		10205616		7401541		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46416		10205617		7401542		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46417		10205618		7401543		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46418		10205619		7401544		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46419		10205620		7401545		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46420		10205621		7401546		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46421		10205622		7401547		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46422		10205623		7401548		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46423		10205624		7401549		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46562		10305004		7500929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46563		10305133		7501058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46564		10305134		7501059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46565		10305135		7501060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46566		10305136		7501061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46567		10305137		7501062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46568		10305138		7501063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46569		10305139		7501064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46570		10305140		7501065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46571		10305141		7501066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46572		10305142		7501067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46573		10305143		7501068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46574		10305144		7501069		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46575		10305145		7501070		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46576		10305194		7501119		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46577		10305195		7501120		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46578		10305196		7501121		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46579		10305203		7501128		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46580		10305204		7501129		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46581		10305205		7501130		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46582		10305206		7501131		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46583		10305207		7501132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46584		10305208		7501133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46585		10305209		7501134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46586		10305210		7501135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46587		10305211		7501136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46588		10305212		7501137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46589		10305213		7501138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46590		10305214		7501139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46591		10305215		7501140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46592		10305216		7501141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46593		10305217		7501142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46594		10305218		7501143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46595		10305219		7501144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46596		10305220		7501145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46597		10305221		7501146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46598		10305222		7501147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46599		10305223		7501148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46600		10305224		7501149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46601		10305225		7501150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46602		10305226		7501151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46603		10305227		7501152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46604		10305228		7501153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46605		10305229		7501154		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46606		10305230		7501155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46607		10305231		7501156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46608		10305232		7501157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46609		10305233		7501158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46610		10305234		7501159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46611		10305235		7501160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46612		10305236		7501161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46613		10305237		7501162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46614		10305238		7501163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46615		10305239		7501164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46616		10305240		7501165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46617		10305241		7501166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46618		10305242		7501167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46619		10305243		7501168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46620		10305244		7501169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46621		10305245		7501170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46622		10305246		7501171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46623		10305247		7501172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46624		10305248		7501173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46625		10305249		7501174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46626		10305250		7501175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46627		10305251		7501176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46628		10305252		7501177		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46629		10305253		7501178		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46630		10305254		7501179		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46757		10404988		7600913		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46758		10404989		7600914		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46759		10404990		7600915		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46760		10404991		7600916		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46761		10404992		7600917		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46762		10404993		7600918		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46763		10404994		7600919		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46764		10404995		7600920		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46765		10404996		7600921		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46766		10404997		7600922		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46767		10404998		7600923		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46768		10404999		7600924		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46769		10405000		7600925		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46770		10405001		7600926		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46771		10405002		7600927		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46772		10405003		7600928		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46773		10405004		7600929		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46774		10405005		7600930		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46775		10405006		7600931		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46776		10405007		7600932		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46777		10405048		7600973		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46778		10405049		7600974		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46779		10405050		7600975		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46780		10405051		7600976		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46781		10405052		7600977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46782		10405053		7600978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46783		10405054		7600979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46784		10405055		7600980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46785		10405056		7600981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46786		10405057		7600982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46787		10405058		7600983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46788		10405059		7600984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46789		10405060		7600985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46790		10405061		7600986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46791		10405062		7600987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46792		10405063		7600988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46793		10405064		7600989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46794		10405065		7600990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46795		10405066		7600991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46796		10405067		7600992		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46797		10405068		7600993		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46798		10405069		7600994		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46799		10405070		7600995		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46800		10405071		7600996		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46801		10405072		7600997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46802		10405073		7600998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46803		10405074		7600999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46804		10405075		7601000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46805		10405076		7601001		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46806		10405077		7601002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46807		10405078		7601003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46808		10405079		7601004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46809		10405080		7601005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46810		10405081		7601006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46811		10405082		7601007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46812		10405083		7601008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46813		10405084		7601009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46814		10405085		7601010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46815		10405086		7601011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46816		10405087		7601012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46817		10405088		7601013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46818		10405089		7601014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46819		10405090		7601015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46820		10405091		7601016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46821		10405092		7601017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46822		10405093		7601018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46823		10405094		7601019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46824		10405095		7601020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46825		10405096		7601021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46826		10405097		7601022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46827		10405098		7601023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46828		10405099		7601024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46829		10405100		7601025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46830		10405101		7601026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46831		10405102		7601027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46832		10405103		7601028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46833		10405104		7601029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46834		10405105		7601030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46835		10405106		7601031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46836		10405107		7601032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46837		10405108		7601033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46838		10405109		7601034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46839		10405110		7601035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46840		10405111		7601036		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46841		10405112		7601037		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46842		10405113		7601038		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46843		10405114		7601039		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46844		10405115		7601040		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46845		10405116		7601041		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46846		10405117		7601042		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46847		10405118		7601043		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47197		10505302		7701227		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47198		10505432		7701357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47199		10505433		7701358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47200		10505434		7701359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47201		10505435		7701360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47202		10505436		7701361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47203		10505437		7701362		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47204		10505438		7701363		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47205		10505439		7701364		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47206		10505440		7701365		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47207		10505441		7701366		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47208		10505442		7701367		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47209		10505443		7701368		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47210		10505444		7701369		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47211		10505451		7701376		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47212		10505452		7701377		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47213		10505453		7701378		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47214		10505454		7701379		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47215		10505455		7701380		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47216		10505456		7701381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47217		10505457		7701382		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47218		10505458		7701383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47219		10505459		7701384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47220		10505460		7701385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47221		10505461		7701386		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47222		10505462		7701387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47223		10505463		7701388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47224		10505464		7701389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47225		10505465		7701390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47226		10505466		7701391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47227		10505467		7701392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47228		10505468		7701393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47229		10505469		7701394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47230		10505470		7701395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47231		10505471		7701396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47232		10505472		7701397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47233		10505473		7701398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47234		10505474		7701399		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47235		10505475		7701400		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47236		10505476		7701401		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47237		10505477		7701402		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47238		10505478		7701403		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47239		10505479		7701404		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47240		10505480		7701405		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47241		10505481		7701406		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47242		10505482		7701407		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47243		10505483		7701408		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47244		10505484		7701409		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47245		10505485		7701410		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47246		10505486		7701411		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47247		10505487		7701412		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47248		10505488		7701413		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47249		10505489		7701414		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47250		10505490		7701415		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47251		10505491		7701416		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47252		10505492		7701417		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47253		10505493		7701418		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47254		10505494		7701419		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47255		10505495		7701420		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47256		10505496		7701421		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47257		10505497		7701422		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47258		10505498		7701423		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47259		10505499		7701424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47260		10505500		7701425		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47261		10505501		7701426		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47262		10505502		7701427		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47263		10505503		7701428		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47264		10604080		7800005		47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47367		10604801		7800726		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47368		10604802		7800727		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47369		10604803		7800728		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47370		10604804		7800729		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47371		10604805		7800730		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47372		10604806		7800731		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47373		10604807		7800732		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47374		10604808		7800733		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47375		10604809		7800734		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47376		10604810		7800735		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47377		10604811		7800736		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47378		10604812		7800737		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47379		10604813		7800738		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47380		10604814		7800739		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47381		10604922		7800847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47382		10604923		7800848		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47383		10604924		7800849		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47384		10604925		7800850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47385		10604926		7800851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47386		10604927		7800852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47387		10604928		7800853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47388		10604929		7800854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47389		10604930		7800855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47390		10604931		7800856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47391		10604932		7800857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47392		10604933		7800858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47393		10604934		7800859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47394		10604935		7800860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47395		10604936		7800861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47396		10604937		7800862		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47397		10604938		7800863		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47398		10604939		7800864		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47399		10604940		7800865		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47400		10604980		7800905		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47401		10604981		7800906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47402		10604982		7800907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47403		10604983		7800908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47404		10604984		7800909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47405		10604985		7800910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47406		10604986		7800911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47407		10604987		7800912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47408		10604988		7800913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47409		10604989		7800914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47410		10604990		7800915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47411		10604991		7800916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47412		10604992		7800917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47413		10604993		7800918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47414		10604994		7800919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47415		10604995		7800920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47416		10604996		7800921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47417		10604997		7800922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47418		10604998		7800923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47419		10604999		7800924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47420		10605000		7800925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47421		10605001		7800926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47422		10605002		7800927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47423		10605003		7800928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47424		10605004		7800929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47425		10605005		7800930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47426		10605006		7800931		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47427		10605007		7800932		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47428		10605008		7800933		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47652		10705032		7900957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47653		10705167		7901092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47654		10705168		7901093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47655		10705169		7901094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47656		10705170		7901095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47657		10705171		7901096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47658		10705172		7901097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47659		10705173		7901098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47660		10705174		7901099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47661		10705175		7901100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47662		10705176		7901101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47663		10705177		7901102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47664		10705178		7901103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47665		10705179		7901104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47666		10705184		7901109		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47667		10705229		7901154		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47668		10705230		7901155		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47669		10705231		7901156		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47670		10705232		7901157		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47671		10705233		7901158		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47672		10705234		7901159		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47673		10705235		7901160		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47674		10705236		7901161		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47675		10705237		7901162		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47676		10705238		7901163		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47677		10705239		7901164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47678		10705240		7901165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47679		10705241		7901166		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47680		10705242		7901167		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47681		10705243		7901168		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47682		10705244		7901169		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47683		10705245		7901170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47684		10705246		7901171		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47685		10705247		7901172		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47686		10705248		7901173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47687		10705249		7901174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47688		10705250		7901175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47689		10705251		7901176		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47690		10705252		7901177		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47691		10705253		7901178		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47692		10705254		7901179		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47693		10705255		7901180		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47694		10705256		7901181		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47695		10705257		7901182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47696		10705258		7901183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47697		10705259		7901184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47698		10705260		7901185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47699		10705261		7901186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47700		10705262		7901187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47701		10705263		7901188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47702		10705264		7901189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47703		10705265		7901190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47704		10705266		7901191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47705		10705267		7901192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47706		10705268		7901193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47707		10705269		7901194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47708		10705270		7901195		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47709		10705271		7901196		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47710		10705272		7901197		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47711		10705273		7901198		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47712		10705274		7901199		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47713		10705275		7901200		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47714		10705276		7901201		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47715		10705277		7901202		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47716		10705278		7901203		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47717		10705279		7901204		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47718		10705280		7901205		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47719		10705281		7901206		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47720		10705282		7901207		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47721		10705283		7901208		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47722		10705284		7901209		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47723		10705285		7901210		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47724		10705286		7901211		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47725		10705287		7901212		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47726		10705288		7901213		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47727		10705289		7901214		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47728		10705290		7901215		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47729		10705291		7901216		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47730		10705292		7901217		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47731		10705293		7901218		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47732		10705294		7901219		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47733		10705295		7901220		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47734		10705296		7901221		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47735		10705297		7901222		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47736		10705298		7901223		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47737		10705299		7901224		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47738		10705300		7901225		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47739		10705301		7901226		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47740		10705302		7901227		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47741		10705303		7901228		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47742		10705304		7901229		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47743		10705305		7901230		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47744		10705306		7901231		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47745		10705307		7901232		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47746		10705308		7901233		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47747		10705309		7901234		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47748		10705310		7901235		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47749		10705311		7901236		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47750		10705312		7901237		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47751		10705313		7901238		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47752		10705314		7901239		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47753		10705315		7901240		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47754		10705316		7901241		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47755		10705317		7901242		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47756		10705318		7901243		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47757		10705319		7901244		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47758		10705320		7901245		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47759		10705321		7901246		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47760		10705322		7901247		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47761		10705323		7901248		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47762		10705324		7901249		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47763		10705325		7901250		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47764		10705326		7901251		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47765		10705327		7901252		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47766		10705328		7901253		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47767		10705329		7901254		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47768		10705330		7901255		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47769		10705331		7901256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47770		10705332		7901257		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47771		10705333		7901258		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47772		10705334		7901259		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47773		10705335		7901260		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47774		10705336		7901261		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47775		10705337		7901262		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47776		10705338		7901263		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47777		10705339		7901264		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47778		10705340		7901265		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47779		10705341		7901266		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47780		10705342		7901267		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47781		10705343		7901268		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47782		10705344		7901269		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47783		10705345		7901270		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47784		10705346		7901271		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47785		10705347		7901272		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47786		10705348		7901273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47787		10705349		7901274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47788		10705350		7901275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47789		10705351		7901276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47790		10705352		7901277		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47791		10705353		7901278		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47792		10705354		7901279		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47917		10806048		8001973		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47918		10806182		8002107		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47919		10806183		8002108		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47920		10806184		8002109		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47921		10806185		8002110		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47922		10806186		8002111		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47923		10806187		8002112		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47924		10806188		8002113		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47925		10806189		8002114		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47926		10806190		8002115		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47927		10806191		8002116		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47928		10806197		8002122		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47929		10806198		8002123		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47930		10806199		8002124		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47931		10806200		8002125		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47932		10806201		8002126		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47933		10806202		8002127		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47934		10806203		8002128		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47935		10806204		8002129		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47936		10806205		8002130		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47937		10806206		8002131		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47938		10806207		8002132		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47939		10806208		8002133		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47940		10806209		8002134		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47941		10806210		8002135		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47942		10806211		8002136		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47943		10806212		8002137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47944		10806213		8002138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47945		10806214		8002139		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47946		10806215		8002140		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47947		10806216		8002141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47948		10806217		8002142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47949		10806218		8002143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47950		10806219		8002144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47951		10806220		8002145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47952		10806221		8002146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47953		10806222		8002147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47954		10806223		8002148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47955		10806224		8002149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47956		10806225		8002150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47957		10806226		8002151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47958		10806227		8002152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47959		10806228		8002153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47960		10806229		8002154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47961		10806230		8002155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47962		10806231		8002156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47963		10806232		8002157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47964		10806233		8002158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47965		10806234		8002159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47966		10806235		8002160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47967		10806236		8002161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47968		10806237		8002162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47969		10806238		8002163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47970		10806239		8002164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47971		10806240		8002165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47972		10806241		8002166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47973		10806242		8002167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47974		10806243		8002168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47975		10806244		8002169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47976		10806245		8002170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47977		10806246		8002171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47978		10806247		8002172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47979		10806248		8002173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47980		10806249		8002174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47981		10806250		8002175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47982		10806251		8002176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47983		10806252		8002177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47984		10806253		8002178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47985		10806254		8002179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47986		10806255		8002180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47987		10806256		8002181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47988		10806257		8002182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47989		10806258		8002183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47990		10806259		8002184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47991		10806260		8002185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47992		10806261		8002186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47993		10806262		8002187		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47994		10806263		8002188		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47995		10806264		8002189		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48097		10905022		8100947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48098		10905023		8100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48099		10905024		8100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48100		10905188		8101113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48101		10905189		8101114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48102		10905190		8101115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48103		10905191		8101116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48104		10905192		8101117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48105		10905193		8101118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48106		10905194		8101119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48107		10905195		8101120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48108		10905196		8101121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48109		10905197		8101122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48110		10905198		8101123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48111		10905199		8101124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48112		10905200		8101125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48113		10905201		8101126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48114		10905202		8101127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48115		10905203		8101128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48116		10905204		8101129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48117		10905205		8101130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48118		10905206		8101131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48119		10905207		8101132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48120		10905208		8101133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48121		10905209		8101134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48122		10905210		8101135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48123		10905211		8101136		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48124		10905253		8101178		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48125		10905254		8101179		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48126		10905255		8101180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48127		10905256		8101181		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48128		10905257		8101182		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48129		10905258		8101183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48130		10905259		8101184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48131		10905260		8101185		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48132		10905261		8101186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48133		10905262		8101187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48134		10905263		8101188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48135		10905264		8101189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48136		10905265		8101190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48137		10905266		8101191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48138		10905267		8101192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48139		10905268		8101193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48140		10905269		8101194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48141		10905270		8101195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48142		10905271		8101196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48143		10905272		8101197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48144		10905273		8101198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48145		10905274		8101199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48146		10905275		8101200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48147		10905276		8101201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48148		10905277		8101202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48149		10905278		8101203		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48150		10905279		8101204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48151		10905280		8101205		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48152		10905281		8101206		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48350		11004939		8200864		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48351		11004940		8200865		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48352		11005064		8200989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48353		11005065		8200990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48354		11005066		8200991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48355		11005067		8200992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48356		11005068		8200993		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48357		11005133		8201058		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48358		11005134		8201059		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48359		11005135		8201060		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48360		11005136		8201061		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48361		11005137		8201062		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48362		11005138		8201063		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48363		11005139		8201064		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48364		11005140		8201065		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48365		11005141		8201066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48366		11005142		8201067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48367		11005143		8201068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48368		11005144		8201069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48369		11005145		8201070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48370		11005146		8201071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48371		11005147		8201072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48372		11005148		8201073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48373		11005149		8201074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48374		11005150		8201075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48375		11005151		8201076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48376		11005152		8201077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48377		11005153		8201078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48378		11005154		8201079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48379		11005155		8201080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48380		11005156		8201081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48381		11005157		8201082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48382		11005158		8201083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48383		11005159		8201084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48384		11005160		8201085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48385		11005161		8201086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48386		11005162		8201087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48387		11005163		8201088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48388		11005164		8201089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48389		11005165		8201090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48390		11005166		8201091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48391		11005167		8201092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48392		11005168		8201093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48393		11005169		8201094		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48394		11005170		8201095		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48395		11005171		8201096		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48396		11005172		8201097		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48397		11005173		8201098		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48398		11005174		8201099		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48399		11005175		8201100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48400		11005176		8201101		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48401		11005177		8201102		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48402		11005178		8201103		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48403		11104080		8300005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48502		11104751		8300676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48503		11104752		8300677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48504		11104753		8300678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48505		11104754		8300679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48506		11104755		8300680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48507		11104756		8300681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48508		11104757		8300682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48509		11104758		8300683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48510		11104759		8300684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48511		11104760		8300685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48512		11104761		8300686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48513		11104762		8300687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48514		11104763		8300688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48515		11104764		8300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48516		11104765		8300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48517		11104766		8300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48518		11104767		8300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48519		11104768		8300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48520		11104769		8300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48521		11104884		8300809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48522		11104885		8300810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48523		11104886		8300811		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48524		11104887		8300812		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48525		11104888		8300813		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48526		11104889		8300814		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48527		11104890		8300815		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48528		11104891		8300816		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48529		11104892		8300817		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48530		11104893		8300818		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48531		11104894		8300819		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48532		11104895		8300820		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48533		11104896		8300821		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48534		11104897		8300822		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48535		11104898		8300823		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48536		11104899		8300824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48537		11104900		8300825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48538		11104901		8300826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48539		11104902		8300827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48540		11104903		8300828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48541		11104904		8300829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48542		11104905		8300830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48543		11104906		8300831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48544		11104907		8300832		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48545		11104908		8300833		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48546		11104909		8300834		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48547		11104910		8300835		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48548		11104911		8300836		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48549		11104912		8300837		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48550		11104970		8300895		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48551		11104971		8300896		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48552		11104972		8300897		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48553		11104973		8300898		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48554		11104974		8300899		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48555		11104975		8300900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48556		11104976		8300901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48557		11104977		8300902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48558		11104978		8300903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48559		11104979		8300904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48560		11104980		8300905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48561		11104981		8300906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48562		11104982		8300907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48563		11104983		8300908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48564		11104984		8300909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48565		11104985		8300910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48566		11104986		8300911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48567		11104987		8300912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48568		11104988		8300913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48569		11104989		8300914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48570		11104990		8300915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48571		11104991		8300916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48572		11104992		8300917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48573		11104993		8300918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48574		11104994		8300919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48575		11104995		8300920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48576		11104996		8300921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48577		11104997		8300922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48578		11104998		8300923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48579		11104999		8300924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48580		11105000		8300925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48581		11105001		8300926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48582		11105002		8300927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48583		11105003		8300928		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48584		11105004		8300929		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48585		11105005		8300930		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48825		11205390		8401315		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48826		11205391		8401316		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48827		11205392		8401317		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48828		11205393		8401318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48829		11205394		8401319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48830		11205395		8401320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48831		11205396		8401321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48832		11205397		8401322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48833		11205398		8401323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48834		11205399		8401324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48835		11205400		8401325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48836		11205401		8401326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48837		11205402		8401327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48838		11205403		8401328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48839		11205404		8401329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48840		11205405		8401330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48841		11205406		8401331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48842		11205407		8401332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48843		11205408		8401333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48844		11205409		8401334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48845		11205410		8401335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48846		11205411		8401336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48847		11205412		8401337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48848		11205413		8401338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48849		11205414		8401339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48850		11205415		8401340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48851		11205416		8401341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48852		11205417		8401342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48853		11205418		8401343		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48854		11205419		8401344		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48855		11205420		8401345		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48856		11205421		8401346		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48857		11205422		8401347		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48858		11205423		8401348		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48859		11205424		8401349		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48860		11205425		8401350		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48861		11205426		8401351		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48862		11205427		8401352		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48863		11205512		8401437		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48864		11205513		8401438		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48865		11205514		8401439		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48866		11205515		8401440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48867		11205516		8401441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48868		11205517		8401442		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48869		11205518		8401443		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48870		11205519		8401444		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48871		11205520		8401445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48872		11205521		8401446		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48873		11205522		8401447		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48874		11205523		8401448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48875		11205524		8401449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48876		11205525		8401450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48877		11205526		8401451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48878		11205527		8401452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48879		11205528		8401453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48880		11205529		8401454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48881		11205530		8401455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48882		11205531		8401456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48883		11205532		8401457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48884		11205533		8401458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48885		11205534		8401459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48886		11205535		8401460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48887		11205536		8401461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48888		11205537		8401462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48889		11205538		8401463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48890		11205539		8401464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48891		11205540		8401465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48892		11205541		8401466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48893		11205542		8401467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48894		11205543		8401468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48895		11205544		8401469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48896		11205545		8401470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48897		11205546		8401471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48898		11205547		8401472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48899		11205548		8401473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48900		11205549		8401474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48901		11205550		8401475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48902		11205551		8401476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48903		11205552		8401477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48904		11205553		8401478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48905		11205554		8401479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48906		11205555		8401480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48907		11205556		8401481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48908		11205557		8401482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48909		11205558		8401483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48910		11205559		8401484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48911		11205560		8401485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48912		11205561		8401486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48913		11205562		8401487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48914		11205563		8401488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48915		11205564		8401489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48916		11205565		8401490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48917		11205566		8401491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48918		11205567		8401492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48919		11205568		8401493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48920		11205569		8401494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48921		11205570		8401495		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48922		11205571		8401496		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48923		11205572		8401497		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48924		11304258		8500183		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48925		11304259		8500184		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48926		11304260		8500185		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48927		11304261		8500186		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48928		11304262		8500187		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48929		11304263		8500188		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48989		11304593		8500518		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48990		11304611		8500536		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48991		11304612		8500537		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48992		11304707		8500632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48993		11304708		8500633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48994		11304709		8500634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48995		11304710		8500635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48996		11304711		8500636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48997		11304712		8500637		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48998		11304713		8500638		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48999		11304714		8500639		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49000		11304715		8500640		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49001		11304716		8500641		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49002		11304717		8500642		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49003		11304718		8500643		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49004		11304719		8500644		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49005		11304720		8500645		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49006		11304721		8500646		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49007		11304722		8500647		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49008		11304723		8500648		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49009		11304724		8500649		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49010		11304725		8500650		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49011		11304726		8500651		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49012		11304727		8500652		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49013		11304728		8500653		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49014		11304729		8500654		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49015		11304730		8500655		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49016		11304731		8500656		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49017		11304732		8500657		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49018		11304733		8500658		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49019		11304734		8500659		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49020		11304735		8500660		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49021		11304736		8500661		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49022		11304737		8500662		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49023		11304738		8500663		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49024		11304739		8500664		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49025		11304740		8500665		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49026		11304741		8500666		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49027		11304742		8500667		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49028		11304743		8500668		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49029		11304744		8500669		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49030		11304745		8500670		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49031		11304746		8500671		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49032		11304747		8500672		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49033		11304748		8500673		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49034		11304749		8500674		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49035		11304750		8500675		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49036		11304751		8500676		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49037		11304752		8500677		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49038		11304753		8500678		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49039		11304754		8500679		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49040		11304755		8500680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49041		11304756		8500681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49042		11304757		8500682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49043		11304758		8500683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49044		11304759		8500684		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49045		11304760		8500685		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49046		11304761		8500686		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49204		11404837		8600762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49205		11404838		8600763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49206		11404839		8600764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49207		11404840		8600765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49208		11404841		8600766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49209		11404842		8600767		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49210		11404843		8600768		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49211		11404844		8600769		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49212		11404845		8600770		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49213		11404846		8600771		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49214		11404847		8600772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49215		11404848		8600773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49216		11404849		8600774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49217		11404850		8600775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49218		11404851		8600776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49219		11404852		8600777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49220		11404853		8600778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49221		11404854		8600779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49222		11404855		8600780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49223		11404856		8600781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49224		11404857		8600782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49225		11404858		8600783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49226		11404859		8600784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49227		11404860		8600785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49228		11404861		8600786		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49229		11404862		8600787		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49230		11404863		8600788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49231		11404864		8600789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49232		11404865		8600790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49233		11404866		8600791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49234		11404867		8600792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49235		11404868		8600793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49236		11405018		8600943		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49237		11405019		8600944		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49238		11405020		8600945		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49239		11405021		8600946		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49240		11405022		8600947		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49241		11405023		8600948		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49242		11405024		8600949		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49243		11405025		8600950		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49244		11405026		8600951		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49245		11405027		8600952		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49246		11405028		8600953		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49247		11405029		8600954		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49248		11405030		8600955		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49249		11405031		8600956		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49250		11405032		8600957		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49251		11405033		8600958		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49252		11405034		8600959		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49253		11405035		8600960		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49254		11405036		8600961		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49255		11405037		8600962		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49256		11405038		8600963		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49257		11405039		8600964		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49258		11405040		8600965		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49259		11405041		8600966		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49260		11405066		8600991		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49261		11405067		8600992		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49262		11405068		8600993		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49263		11405069		8600994		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49264		11405070		8600995		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49265		11405071		8600996		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49266		11405072		8600997		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49267		11405073		8600998		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49268		11405074		8600999		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49269		11405075		8601000		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49270		11405076		8601001		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49271		11405077		8601002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49272		11405078		8601003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49273		11405079		8601004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49274		11405080		8601005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49275		11405081		8601006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49276		11405082		8601007		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49277		11405083		8601008		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49278		11405084		8601009		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49386		11504740		8700665		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49387		11504865		8700790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49388		11504866		8700791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49389		11504867		8700792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49390		11504868		8700793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49391		11504869		8700794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49392		11504870		8700795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49393		11504871		8700796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49394		11504872		8700797		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49395		11504873		8700798		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49396		11504874		8700799		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49397		11504875		8700800		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49398		11504876		8700801		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49399		11504877		8700802		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49400		11504878		8700803		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49401		11504879		8700804		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49402		11504880		8700805		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49403		11504881		8700806		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49404		11504882		8700807		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49405		11504883		8700808		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49406		11504884		8700809		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49407		11504885		8700810		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49408		11504886		8700811		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49409		11504887		8700812		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49410		11504888		8700813		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49411		11504889		8700814		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49412		11504890		8700815		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49413		11504891		8700816		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49414		11504892		8700817		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49415		11504893		8700818		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49416		11504894		8700819		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49417		11504895		8700820		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49418		11504896		8700821		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49419		11504897		8700822		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49420		11504898		8700823		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49421		11504899		8700824		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49422		11504900		8700825		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49423		11504901		8700826		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49424		11504902		8700827		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49425		11504903		8700828		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49426		11504904		8700829		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49427		11504905		8700830		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49428		11504906		8700831		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49429		11504907		8700832		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49430		11504908		8700833		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49431		11504909		8700834		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49432		11504910		8700835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49433		11504911		8700836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49434		11504912		8700837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49435		11504913		8700838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49436		11504914		8700839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49437		11504915		8700840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49438		11504916		8700841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49439		11504917		8700842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49440		11504918		8700843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49441		11504919		8700844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49442		11504920		8700845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49443		11504921		8700846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49444		11504922		8700847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49445		11504923		8700848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49446		11504924		8700849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49447		11504925		8700850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49448		11504926		8700851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49449		11504927		8700852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49450		11504928		8700853		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49620		11605212		8801137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49621		11605213		8801138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49622		11605214		8801139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49623		11605215		8801140		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49624		11605216		8801141		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49625		11605217		8801142		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49626		11605223		8801148		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49627		11605372		8801297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49628		11605373		8801298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49629		11605374		8801299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49630		11605375		8801300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49631		11605376		8801301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49632		11605377		8801302		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49633		11605378		8801303		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49634		11605379		8801304		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49635		11605380		8801305		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49636		11605381		8801306		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49637		11605382		8801307		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49638		11605383		8801308		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49639		11605384		8801309		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49640		11605385		8801310		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49641		11605386		8801311		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49642		11605387		8801312		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49643		11605388		8801313		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49644		11605389		8801314		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49645		11605390		8801315		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49646		11605391		8801316		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49647		11605392		8801317		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49648		11605393		8801318		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49649		11605394		8801319		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49650		11605395		8801320		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49651		11605396		8801321		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49652		11605397		8801322		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49653		11605398		8801323		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49654		11605399		8801324		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49655		11605400		8801325		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49656		11605401		8801326		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49657		11605402		8801327		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49658		11605425		8801350		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49659		11605426		8801351		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49660		11605427		8801352		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49661		11605428		8801353		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49662		11605429		8801354		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49663		11605430		8801355		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49664		11605431		8801356		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49665		11605432		8801357		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49666		11605433		8801358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49667		11605434		8801359		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49668		11605435		8801360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49669		11605436		8801361		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49670		11605437		8801362		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49671		11605438		8801363		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49672		11605439		8801364		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49673		11605440		8801365		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49674		11605441		8801366		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49675		11605442		8801367		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49676		11605443		8801368		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49677		11605444		8801369		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49678		11605445		8801370		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49679		11605446		8801371		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49680		11605447		8801372		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49681		11605448		8801373		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49682		11605449		8801374		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49683		11605450		8801375		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49684		11605451		8801376		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49685		11605452		8801377		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49686		11605453		8801378		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49687		11605454		8801379		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49688		11605455		8801380		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49689		11605456		8801381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49690		11605457		8801382		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49691		11605458		8801383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49692		11605459		8801384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49693		11605460		8801385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49694		11605461		8801386		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49695		11605462		8801387		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49696		11605463		8801388		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49697		11605464		8801389		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49698		11605465		8801390		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49699		11605466		8801391		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49700		11605467		8801392		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49701		11605468		8801393		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49702		11605469		8801394		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49703		11605470		8801395		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49704		11605471		8801396		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49705		11605472		8801397		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49706		11605473		8801398		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49707		11605474		8801399		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49708		11605475		8801400		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49709		11605476		8801401		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49710		11605477		8801402		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49711		11605478		8801403		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49712		11605479		8801404		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49713		11605480		8801405		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49714		11605481		8801406		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49715		11605482		8801407		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49716		11605483		8801408		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49717		11605484		8801409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49718		11605485		8801410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49719		11605486		8801411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49720		11605487		8801412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49721		11605488		8801413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49722		11605489		8801414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49723		11605490		8801415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49724		11605491		8801416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49725		11605492		8801417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49726		11605493		8801418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49727		11605494		8801419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49728		11605495		8801420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49729		11605496		8801421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49730		11605497		8801422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49731		11605498		8801423		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49732		11605499		8801424		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49733		11605500		8801425		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49734		11605501		8801426		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49735		11605502		8801427		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49736		11605503		8801428		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49737		11605504		8801429		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49738		11605505		8801430		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49739		11605506		8801431		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49740		11605507		8801432		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49741		11605508		8801433		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49742		11605509		8801434		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49743		11605510		8801435		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49744		11605511		8801436		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49745		11605512		8801437		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49998		11705444		8901369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49999		11705445		8901370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50000		11705446		8901371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50001		11705447		8901372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50002		11705448		8901373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50003		11705449		8901374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50004		11705450		8901375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50005		11705451		8901376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50006		11705452		8901377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50007		11705453		8901378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50008		11705454		8901379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50009		11705455		8901380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50010		11705456		8901381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50011		11705457		8901382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50012		11705458		8901383		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50013		11705459		8901384		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50014		11705460		8901385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50015		11705461		8901386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50016		11705462		8901387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50017		11705463		8901388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50018		11705464		8901389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50019		11705465		8901390		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50020		11705466		8901391		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50021		11705467		8901392		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50022		11705468		8901393		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50023		11705469		8901394		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50024		11705470		8901395		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50025		11705471		8901396		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50026		11705472		8901397		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50027		11705473		8901398		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50028		11705474		8901399		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50029		11705475		8901400		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50030		11705476		8901401		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50031		11705477		8901402		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50032		11705478		8901403		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50033		11705479		8901404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50034		11705480		8901405		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50035		11705481		8901406		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50036		11705482		8901407		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50037		11705483		8901408		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50038		11705484		8901409		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50039		11705485		8901410		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50040		11705486		8901411		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50041		11705487		8901412		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50042		11705488		8901413		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50043		11705489		8901414		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50044		11705490		8901415		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50045		11705491		8901416		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50046		11705492		8901417		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50047		11705493		8901418		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50048		11705536		8901461		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50049		11705537		8901462		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50050		11705538		8901463		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50051		11705539		8901464		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50052		11705540		8901465		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50053		11705541		8901466		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50054		11705542		8901467		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50055		11705543		8901468		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50056		11705544		8901469		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50057		11705545		8901470		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50058		11705546		8901471		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50059		11705547		8901472		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50060		11705548		8901473		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50061		11705549		8901474		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50062		11705550		8901475		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50063		11705551		8901476		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50064		11705552		8901477		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50065		11705553		8901478		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50066		11705554		8901479		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50067		11705555		8901480		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50068		11705556		8901481		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50069		11705557		8901482		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50070		11705558		8901483		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50071		11705559		8901484		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50072		11705560		8901485		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50073		11705561		8901486		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50074		11705562		8901487		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50075		11705563		8901488		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50076		11705564		8901489		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50077		11705565		8901490		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50078		11705566		8901491		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50079		11705567		8901492		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50080		11705568		8901493		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50081		11705569		8901494		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50082		11705570		8901495		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50083		11705571		8901496		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50084		11705572		8901497		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50085		11705573		8901498		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50086		11705574		8901499		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50087		11705575		8901500		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50088		11705576		8901501		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50089		11705577		8901502		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50090		11705578		8901503		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50091		11705579		8901504		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50092		11705580		8901505		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50093		11705581		8901506		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50094		11705582		8901507		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50095		11705583		8901508		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50096		11705584		8901509		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50097		11705585		8901510		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50098		11705586		8901511		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50099		11705587		8901512		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50100		11705588		8901513		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50101		11705589		8901514		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50102		11705590		8901515		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50103		11705591		8901516		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50104		11705592		8901517		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50105		11705593		8901518		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50106		11705594		8901519		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50107		11705595		8901520		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50108		11705596		8901521		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50109		11705597		8901522		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50110		11705598		8901523		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50111		11705599		8901524		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50112		11705600		8901525		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50113		11705601		8901526		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50114		11705602		8901527		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50115		11705603		8901528		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50116		11705604		8901529		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50117		11705605		8901530		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50118		11705606		8901531		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50119		11705607		8901532		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50120		11705608		8901533		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50121		11705609		8901534		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50122		11705610		8901535		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50123		11705611		8901536		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50124		11705612		8901537		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50125		11705613		8901538		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50126		11705614		8901539		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50127		11705615		8901540		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50128		11705616		8901541		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50129		11705617		8901542		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50130		11705618		8901543		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50131		11705619		8901544		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50132		11705620		8901545		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50133		11705621		8901546		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50134		11705622		8901547		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50135		11705623		8901548		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50136		11705624		8901549		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50137		11705625		8901550		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50138		11705626		8901551		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50139		11705627		8901552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50140		11705628		8901553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50141		11705629		8901554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50142		11705630		8901555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50143		11705631		8901556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50144		11705632		8901557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50145		11705633		8901558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50146		11705634		8901559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50147		11705635		8901560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50148		11705636		8901561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50149		11705637		8901562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50150		11705638		8901563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50151		11705639		8901564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50152		11705640		8901565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50153		11705641		8901566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50154		11705642		8901567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50155		11705643		8901568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50156		11705644		8901569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50157		11705645		8901570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50158		11705646		8901571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50159		11705647		8901572		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50160		11705648		8901573		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50161		11705649		8901574		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50162		11804080		9000005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50163		11804081		9000006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50329		11804881		9000806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50330		11804882		9000807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50331		11804883		9000808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50332		11804884		9000809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50333		11804885		9000810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50334		11804886		9000811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50335		11804887		9000812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50336		11804888		9000813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50337		11804889		9000814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50338		11804890		9000815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50339		11804891		9000816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50340		11804892		9000817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50341		11804893		9000818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50342		11804894		9000819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50343		11804895		9000820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50344		11804896		9000821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50345		11804897		9000822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50346		11804898		9000823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50347		11804899		9000824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50348		11804900		9000825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50349		11804901		9000826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50350		11804902		9000827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50351		11805026		9000951		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50352		11805027		9000952		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50353		11805028		9000953		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50354		11805029		9000954		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50355		11805030		9000955		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50356		11805031		9000956		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50357		11805032		9000957		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50358		11805116		9001041		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50359		11805117		9001042		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50360		11805118		9001043		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50361		11805119		9001044		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50362		11805120		9001045		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50363		11805121		9001046		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50364		11805122		9001047		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50365		11805123		9001048		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50366		11805124		9001049		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50367		11805125		9001050		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50368		11805126		9001051		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50369		11805127		9001052		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50370		11805128		9001053		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50371		11805129		9001054		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50372		11805130		9001055		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50373		11805131		9001056		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50374		11805132		9001057		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50375		11805133		9001058		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50376		11805134		9001059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50377		11805135		9001060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50378		11805136		9001061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50379		11805137		9001062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50380		11805138		9001063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50381		11805139		9001064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50382		11805140		9001065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50383		11805141		9001066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50384		11805142		9001067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50385		11805143		9001068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50386		11805144		9001069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50387		11805145		9001070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50388		11805146		9001071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50389		11805147		9001072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50390		11805148		9001073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50391		11805149		9001074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50392		11805150		9001075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50393		11805151		9001076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50394		11805152		9001077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50395		11805153		9001078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50396		11805154		9001079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50397		11805155		9001080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50398		11805156		9001081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50399		11805157		9001082		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50400		11805158		9001083		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50401		11904080		9100005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50402		11904081		9100006		47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50403		11904082		9100007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50404		11904083		9100008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50405		11904084		9100009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50406		11904085		9100010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50407		11904086		9100011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50408		11904087		9100012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50657		11904863		9100788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50658		11904864		9100789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50659		11904865		9100790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50660		11904866		9100791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50661		11904867		9100792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50662		11904868		9100793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50663		11904869		9100794		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50664		11904870		9100795		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50665		11904871		9100796		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50666		11904872		9100797		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50667		11904873		9100798		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50668		11904874		9100799		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50669		11904875		9100800		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50670		11904876		9100801		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50671		11904877		9100802		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50672		11904878		9100803		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50673		11904879		9100804		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50674		11904880		9100805		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50675		11904881		9100806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50676		11904882		9100807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50677		11904883		9100808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50678		11904884		9100809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50679		11904885		9100810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50680		11904886		9100811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50681		11904887		9100812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50682		11904888		9100813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50683		11904889		9100814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50684		11904890		9100815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50685		11904891		9100816		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50686		11904892		9100817		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50687		11904913		9100838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50688		11904914		9100839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50689		11904915		9100840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50690		11904916		9100841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50691		11904917		9100842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50692		11904918		9100843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50693		11904919		9100844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50694		11904920		9100845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50695		11904921		9100846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50696		11904922		9100847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50697		11905101		9101026		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50698		11905102		9101027		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50699		11905103		9101028		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50700		11905104		9101029		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50701		11905105		9101030		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50702		11905106		9101031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50703		11905107		9101032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50704		11905108		9101033		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50705		11905109		9101034		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50706		11905110		9101035		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50921		12006034		9201959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50922		12006189		9202114		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50923		12006190		9202115		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50924		12006191		9202116		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50925		12006192		9202117		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50926		12006193		9202118		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50927		12006194		9202119		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50928		12006195		9202120		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50929		12006196		9202121		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50930		12006197		9202122		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50931		12006198		9202123		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50932		12006199		9202124		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50933		12006200		9202125		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50934		12006201		9202126		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50935		12006202		9202127		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50936		12006203		9202128		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50937		12006204		9202129		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50938		12006205		9202130		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50939		12006206		9202131		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50940		12006207		9202132		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50941		12006208		9202133		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50942		12006209		9202134		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50943		12006210		9202135		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50944		12006211		9202136		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50945		12006212		9202137		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50946		12006213		9202138		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50947		12006214		9202139		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50948		12006215		9202140		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50949		12006216		9202141		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50950		12006217		9202142		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50951		12006218		9202143		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50952		12006219		9202144		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50953		12006257		9202182		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50954		12006258		9202183		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50955		12006259		9202184		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50956		12006260		9202185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50957		12006261		9202186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50958		12006262		9202187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50959		12006263		9202188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50960		12006264		9202189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50961		12006265		9202190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50962		12006266		9202191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50963		12006267		9202192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50964		12006268		9202193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50965		12006269		9202194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50966		12006270		9202195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50967		12006271		9202196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50968		12006272		9202197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50969		12006273		9202198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50970		12006274		9202199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50971		12006275		9202200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50972		12006276		9202201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50973		12006277		9202202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50974		12006278		9202203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50975		12006279		9202204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50976		12006280		9202205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50977		12006281		9202206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50978		12006282		9202207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50979		12006283		9202208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50980		12006284		9202209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50981		12006285		9202210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50982		12006286		9202211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50983		12006287		9202212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50984		12006288		9202213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50985		12006289		9202214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50986		12006290		9202215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50987		12006291		9202216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50988		12006292		9202217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50989		12006293		9202218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50990		12006294		9202219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50991		12006295		9202220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50992		12006296		9202221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50993		12006297		9202222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50994		12006298		9202223		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50995		12006299		9202224		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50996		12006300		9202225		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50997		12006301		9202226		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50998		12006302		9202227		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50999		12006303		9202228		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51000		12006304		9202229		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51001		12006305		9202230		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51002		12006306		9202231		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51003		12006307		9202232		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51004		12006308		9202233		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51005		12006309		9202234		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51006		12006310		9202235		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51007		12006311		9202236		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51008		12006312		9202237		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51009		12006313		9202238		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51010		12006314		9202239		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51011		12104080		9300005		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51012		12104081		9300006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51310		12105359		9301284		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51311		12105360		9301285		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51312		12105361		9301286		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51313		12105362		9301287		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51314		12105363		9301288		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51315		12105364		9301289		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51316		12105365		9301290		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51317		12105366		9301291		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51318		12105367		9301292		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51319		12105490		9301415		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51320		12105491		9301416		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51321		12105492		9301417		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51322		12105493		9301418		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51323		12105494		9301419		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51324		12105495		9301420		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51325		12105496		9301421		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51326		12105497		9301422		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51327		12105523		9301448		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51328		12105524		9301449		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51329		12105525		9301450		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51330		12105526		9301451		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51331		12105527		9301452		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51332		12105528		9301453		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51333		12105529		9301454		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51334		12105530		9301455		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51335		12105531		9301456		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51336		12105532		9301457		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51337		12105533		9301458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51338		12105534		9301459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51339		12105535		9301460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51340		12105536		9301461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51341		12105537		9301462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51342		12105538		9301463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51343		12105539		9301464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51344		12105540		9301465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51345		12105541		9301466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51346		12105542		9301467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51347		12105543		9301468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51348		12105544		9301469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51349		12105545		9301470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51350		12105546		9301471		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51351		12105547		9301472		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51352		12105548		9301473		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51353		12204080		9400005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51354		12204081		9400006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51496		12204752		9400677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51497		12204753		9400678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51498		12204754		9400679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51499		12204755		9400680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51500		12204756		9400681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51501		12204757		9400682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51502		12204758		9400683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51503		12204759		9400684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51504		12204760		9400685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51505		12204761		9400686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51506		12204762		9400687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51507		12204763		9400688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51508		12204764		9400689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51509		12204765		9400690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51510		12204766		9400691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51511		12204767		9400692		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51512		12204768		9400693		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51513		12204769		9400694		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51514		12204770		9400695		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51515		12204771		9400696		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51516		12204772		9400697		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51517		12204773		9400698		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51518		12204774		9400699		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51519		12204793		9400718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51520		12204794		9400719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51521		12204795		9400720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51522		12204796		9400721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51523		12204797		9400722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51524		12204798		9400723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51525		12204799		9400724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51526		12204800		9400725		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51527		12204801		9400726		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51528		12204802		9400727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51529		12204803		9400728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51530		12204983		9400908		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51531		12204987		9400912		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51532		12204988		9400913		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51533		12204989		9400914		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51534		12204990		9400915		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51535		12204991		9400916		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51536		12204992		9400917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51537		12204993		9400918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51538		12204994		9400919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51539		12204995		9400920		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51540		12204996		9400921		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51541		12204997		9400922		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51911		12305367		9501292		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51912		12305368		9501293		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51913		12305369		9501294		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51914		12305370		9501295		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51915		12305371		9501296		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51916		12305372		9501297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51917		12305373		9501298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51918		12305374		9501299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51919		12305375		9501300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51920		12305376		9501301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51921		12305377		9501302		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51922		12305378		9501303		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51923		12305379		9501304		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51924		12305380		9501305		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51925		12305381		9501306		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51926		12305382		9501307		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51927		12305383		9501308		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51928		12305384		9501309		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51929		12305385		9501310		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51930		12305386		9501311		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51931		12305387		9501312		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51932		12305512		9501437		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51933		12305513		9501438		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51934		12305514		9501439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51935		12305515		9501440		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51936		12305516		9501441		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51937		12305517		9501442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51938		12305518		9501443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51939		12305519		9501444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51940		12305520		9501445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51941		12305521		9501446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51942		12305522		9501447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51943		12305523		9501448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51944		12305524		9501449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51945		12305525		9501450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51946		12305526		9501451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51947		12305527		9501452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51948		12305528		9501453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51949		12305529		9501454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51950		12305530		9501455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51951		12305531		9501456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51952		12305532		9501457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51953		12305533		9501458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51954		12305534		9501459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51955		12305535		9501460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51956		12305536		9501461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51957		12305537		9501462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51958		12305538		9501463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51959		12305539		9501464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51960		12305540		9501465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51961		12305541		9501466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51962		12305542		9501467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51963		12305543		9501468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51964		12305544		9501469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51965		12305545		9501470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51966		12305546		9501471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51967		12305547		9501472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51968		12305548		9501473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51969		12305549		9501474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51970		12305550		9501475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51971		12305551		9501476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51972		12305552		9501477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51973		12305553		9501478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51974		12305554		9501479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51975		12305555		9501480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51976		12305556		9501481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51977		12305557		9501482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51978		12305558		9501483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51979		12305559		9501484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51980		12305560		9501485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51981		12305561		9501486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51982		12305562		9501487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51983		12305563		9501488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51984		12305564		9501489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51985		12305565		9501490		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51986		12305566		9501491		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51987		12305567		9501492		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52044		12406007		9601932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52045		12406008		9601933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52046		12406137		9602062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52047		12406138		9602063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52048		12406139		9602064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52049		12406140		9602065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52050		12406141		9602066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52051		12406142		9602067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52052		12406143		9602068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52053		12406144		9602069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52054		12406145		9602070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52055		12406146		9602071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52056		12406147		9602072		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52057		12406148		9602073		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52058		12406149		9602074		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52059		12406150		9602075		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52060		12406151		9602076		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52061		12406152		9602077		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52062		12406155		9602080		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52063		12406156		9602081		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52064		12406157		9602082		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52065		12406158		9602083		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52066		12406159		9602084		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52067		12406160		9602085		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52068		12406161		9602086		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52069		12406162		9602087		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52070		12406163		9602088		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52071		12406164		9602089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52072		12406165		9602090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52073		12406166		9602091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52074		12406167		9602092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52075		12406168		9602093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52076		12406169		9602094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52077		12406170		9602095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52078		12406171		9602096		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52079		12406172		9602097		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52080		12406173		9602098		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52081		12406174		9602099		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52082		12406175		9602100		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52083		12406176		9602101		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52084		12406177		9602102		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52085		12406178		9602103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52086		12406179		9602104		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52087		12406180		9602105		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52088		12406181		9602106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52089		12406182		9602107		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52090		12406183		9602108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52091		12406184		9602109		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52092		12406185		9602110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52093		12406186		9602111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52094		12406187		9602112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52095		12406188		9602113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52096		12406189		9602114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52097		12406190		9602115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52098		12406191		9602116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52099		12406192		9602117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52100		12406193		9602118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52101		12406194		9602119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52102		12406195		9602120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52103		12406196		9602121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52104		12406197		9602122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52105		12406198		9602123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52106		12406199		9602124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52107		12406200		9602125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52108		12406201		9602126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52109		12406202		9602127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52110		12406203		9602128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52111		12406204		9602129		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52112		12406205		9602130		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52113		12406206		9602131		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52210		12504694		9700619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52211		12504695		9700620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52212		12504696		9700621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52213		12504697		9700622		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52214		12504698		9700623		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52215		12504699		9700624		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52216		12504832		9700757		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52217		12504833		9700758		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52218		12504834		9700759		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52219		12504835		9700760		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52220		12504836		9700761		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52221		12504837		9700762		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52222		12504838		9700763		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52223		12504839		9700764		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52224		12504840		9700765		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52225		12504841		9700766		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52226		12504842		9700767		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52227		12504843		9700768		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52228		12504844		9700769		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52229		12504845		9700770		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52230		12504846		9700771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52231		12504847		9700772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52232		12504848		9700773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52233		12504849		9700774		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52234		12504850		9700775		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52235		12504851		9700776		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52236		12504852		9700777		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52237		12504853		9700778		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52238		12504854		9700779		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52239		12504855		9700780		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52240		12504885		9700810		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52241		12504886		9700811		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52242		12504887		9700812		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52243		12504888		9700813		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52244		12504889		9700814		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52245		12504890		9700815		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52246		12504891		9700816		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52247		12504892		9700817		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52248		12504893		9700818		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52249		12504894		9700819		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52250		12504895		9700820		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52251		12504896		9700821		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52252		12504897		9700822		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52253		12504898		9700823		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52254		12504899		9700824		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52255		12504900		9700825		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52256		12504901		9700826		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52257		12504902		9700827		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52258		12504903		9700828		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52259		12504904		9700829		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52260		12504905		9700830		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52261		12504906		9700831		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52262		12504907		9700832		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52263		12504908		9700833		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52264		12504909		9700834		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52265		12504910		9700835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52266		12504911		9700836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52267		12504912		9700837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52268		12504913		9700838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52269		12504914		9700839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52270		12504915		9700840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52271		12504916		9700841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52272		12504917		9700842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52273		12504918		9700843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52274		12504919		9700844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52275		12504920		9700845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52276		12504921		9700846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52277		12504922		9700847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52278		12504923		9700848		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52279		12504924		9700849		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52280		12504925		9700850		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52281		12604080		9800005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52282		12604081		9800006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52467		12604678		9800603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52468		12604679		9800604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52469		12604680		9800605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52470		12604681		9800606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52471		12604682		9800607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52472		12604683		9800608		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52473		12604684		9800609		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52474		12604685		9800610		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52475		12604686		9800611		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52476		12604687		9800612		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52477		12604747		9800672		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52478		12604748		9800673		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52479		12604749		9800674		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52480		12604750		9800675		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52481		12604751		9800676		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52482		12604752		9800677		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52483		12604840		9800765		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52484		12604841		9800766		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52485		12604842		9800767		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52486		12604843		9800768		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52487		12604844		9800769		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52488		12604845		9800770		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52489		12604846		9800771		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52490		12604847		9800772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52491		12604848		9800773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52492		12604849		9800774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52493		12604850		9800775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52494		12604851		9800776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52495		12604852		9800777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52496		12604853		9800778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52497		12604854		9800779		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52498		12604855		9800780		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52597		12705023		9900948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52598		12705024		9900949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52599		12705025		9900950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52600		12705026		9900951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52601		12705027		9900952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52602		12705028		9900953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52603		12705029		9900954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52604		12705030		9900955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52605		12705031		9900956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52606		12705032		9900957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52607		12705033		9900958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52608		12705034		9900959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52609		12705035		9900960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52610		12705036		9900961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52611		12705037		9900962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52612		12705038		9900963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52613		12705039		9900964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52614		12705186		9901111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52615		12705187		9901112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52616		12705188		9901113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52617		12705189		9901114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52618		12705190		9901115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52619		12705191		9901116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52620		12705192		9901117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52621		12705193		9901118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52622		12705194		9901119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52623		12705195		9901120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52624		12705196		9901121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52625		12705197		9901122		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52626		12705198		9901123		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52627		12705199		9901124		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52628		12705200		9901125		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52629		12705201		9901126		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52630		12705202		9901127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52631		12705203		9901128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52632		12705204		9901129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52633		12705205		9901130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52634		12705206		9901131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52635		12705207		9901132		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52636		12705239		9901164		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52637		12705240		9901165		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52638		12705241		9901166		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52639		12705242		9901167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52640		12705243		9901168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52641		12705244		9901169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52642		12705245		9901170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52643		12705246		9901171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52644		12705247		9901172		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52645		12705248		9901173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52646		12705249		9901174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52647		12705250		9901175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52648		12705251		9901176		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52649		12705252		9901177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52650		12705253		9901178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52651		12705254		9901179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52652		12705255		9901180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52653		12705256		9901181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52654		12705257		9901182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52655		12705258		9901183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52656		12705259		9901184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52657		12705260		9901185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52658		12705261		9901186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52659		12705262		9901187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52660		12705263		9901188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52661		12705264		9901189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52662		12705265		9901190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52663		12705266		9901191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52664		12705267		9901192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52665		12705268		9901193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52666		12705269		9901194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52667		12705270		9901195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52668		12705271		9901196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52669		12705272		9901197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52670		12705273		9901198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52671		12705274		9901199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52672		12705275		9901200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52673		12705276		9901201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52674		12705277		9901202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52675		12705278		9901203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52676		12705279		9901204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52677		12705280		9901205		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52678		2804080		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52679		2804081		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52680		2804082		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52681		2804083		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52682		2804084		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52683		2804085		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52684		2804086		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52685		2804087		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52686		2804088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52687		2804089		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52688		2804090		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52689		2804334		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52690		2804335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52691		2804336		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52692		2804337		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52693		2804338		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52694		2804339		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52695		2804340		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52696		2804341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52697		2804342		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52698		2804343		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52699		2804344		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52700		2804345		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52701		2804346		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52702		2804347		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52703		2804348		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52704		2804349		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52705		2804350		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52706		2804351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52707		2804352		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52708		2804353		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52709		2804354		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52710		2804355		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52711		2804356		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52712		2804357		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52713		2804358		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52714		2804359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52715		2804360		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52716		2804361		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52717		2804362		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52718		2804363		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52719		2804364		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52720		2804365		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52721		2804366		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52722		2804367		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52723		2804371		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52724		2804372		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52725		2804373		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52726		2804374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52727		2804375		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52728		2804404		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52729		2804405		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52730		2804406		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52731		2804407		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52732		2804408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52733		2804409		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52734		2804410		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52735		2804411		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52736		2804412		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52737		2804413		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52738		2804414		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52739		2804415		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52740		2804416		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52741		2804417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52742		2804418		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52743		2804419		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52744		2804420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52745		2804421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52746		2804422		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52747		2804423		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52748		2804424		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52749		2804425		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52750		2804426		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52751		2804427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52752		2804428		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52753		2804429		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52754		2804430		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52755		2804431		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52756		2804432		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52757		2804433		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52758		2804434		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52759		2804435		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52760		2804436		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52761		2804437		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52762		2804438		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52763		2804439		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52764		2804440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52765		2804441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52766		2804442		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52767		2804443		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52768		2804444		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52769		2804445		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52770		2804446		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52771		2804447		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52772		2804448		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52773		2804449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52774		2804450		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52775		2804451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52776		2804452		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52777		2804453		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52778		2804454		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52779		2804455		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52780		2804456		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52781		2804457		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52782		2804458		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52783		2804459		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52784		2804460		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52785		2804461		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52786		2804462		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52787		2804463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52788		2804464		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52789		2804465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52790		2804466		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52791		2804467		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52792		2804468		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52793		2804469		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52794		2804470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52795		2804471		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52796		2804472		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52797		2804473		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52798		2804474		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52799		2804475		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52800		2804476		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52801		2804477		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52802		2804478		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52803		2804479		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52804		2804480		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52805		2804481		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52806		2804482		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52807		2804483		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52808		2804484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52809		2804485		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52810		2804486		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52811		2804487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52812		2804488		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52813		2804489		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52814		2804490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52815		2804491		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52816		2804492		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52817		2804493		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52818		2804494		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52819		2804495		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52820		2804496		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52821		2804497		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52822		2804498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52823		2804499		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52824		2804500		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52825		2804501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52826		2804502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52827		2804503		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52828		2804504		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52829		2804505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52830		2804506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52831		2804507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52832		2804508		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52833		2804509		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52834		2804510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52835		2804511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52836		2804512		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52837		2804513		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52838		2804514		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52839		2804515		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52840		2804516		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52841		2804517		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52842		2804518		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52843		2804519		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52844		2804520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52845		2804521		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52846		2804522		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52847		2804523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52848		2804524		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52849		2804525		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52850		2804526		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52851		2804527		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52852		2804528		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52853		2804529		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52854		2804530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52855		2804531		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52856		2804532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52857		2804533		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52858		2804534		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52859		2804535		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52860		2804536		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52861		2804537		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52862		2804538		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52863		2804539		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52864		2804540		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52865		2804541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52866		2804542		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52867		2804543		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52868		2804544		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52869		2804545		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52870		2804546		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52871		2804547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52872		2804548		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52873		2804549		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52874		2804550		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52875		2804551		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52876		2804552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52877		2804553		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52878		2804554		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52879		2804555		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52880		2804556		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52881		2804557		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52882		2804558		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52883		2804559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52884		2804560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52885		2804561		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52886		2804562		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52887		2804563		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52888		2804564		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52889		2804565		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52890		2804566		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52891		2804567		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52892		2804568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52893		2804569		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52894		2804570		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52895		2804571		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52896		2804572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52897		2804573		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52898		2804574		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52899		2804575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52900		2804576		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52901		2804577		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52902		2804578		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52903		2804579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52904		2804580		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52905		2804581		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52906		2804582		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52907		2804583		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52908		2804584		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52909		2804585		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52910		2805017		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52911		2805018		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52912		2805019		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52913		2805020		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52914		2805021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52915		2805022		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52916		2805023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52917		2805024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52918		2805025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52919		2805026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52920		2805027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52921		2805028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52922		2805029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52923		2805030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52924		2805031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52925		2805032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52926		2805033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52927		2805034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52928		2805069		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52929		2805070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52930		2805071		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52931		2805072		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52932		2805206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52933		2805207		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52934		2805208		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52935		2805209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52936		2805210		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52937		2805211		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52938		2805212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52939		2805213		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52940		2805214		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52941		2805215		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52942		2805216		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52943		2805217		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0




PROJCS["NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N",GEOGCS["GCS_North_American_1927",DATUM["D_North_American_1927",SPHEROID["Clarke_1866",6378206.4,294.9786982]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0.0],UNIT["Degree",0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION["Transverse_Mercator"],PARAMETER["False_Easting",500000.0],PARAMETER["False_Northing",0.0],PARAMETER["Central_Meridian",-111.0],PARAMETER["Scale_Factor",0.9996],PARAMETER["Latitude_Of_Origin",0.0],UNIT["Meter",1.0]]





   {327CBB48-F67C-4AEA-BE40-0A82FA43156E} 20100521 12345400 FALSE 20100521 12345400 20100521 12345400  Microsoft Windows XP Version 5.1 (Build 2600) Service Pack 3; ESRI ArcCatalog 9.3.1.1850  en REQUIRED: A brief narrative summary of the data set. REQUIRED: A summary of the intentions with which the data set was developed.   REQUIRED: The name of an organization or individual that developed the data set. REQUIRED: The date when the data set is published or otherwise made available for release. coronado_springs coronado_springs vector digital data \\LTHP90808B6\C\Documents and Settings\sshafiqullah\My Documents\arcgis83\coronado\range_corporate_data\coronado_springs.shp  REQUIRED: The basis on which the time period of content information is determined.   REQUIRED: The year (and optionally month, or month and day) for which the data set corresponds to the ground.  REQUIRED: The state of the data set. REQUIRED: The frequency with which changes and additions are made to the data set after the initial data set is completed.   -111.509052 -108.837569 33.125324 31.233128  452512.000000 701786.000000 3457189.000000 3664989.000000   REQUIRED: Reference to a formally registered thesaurus or a similar authoritative source of theme keywords. REQUIRED: Common-use word or phrase used to describe the subject of the data set. REQUIRED: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing the data set. REQUIRED: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for using the data set after access is granted. Shapefile  Microsoft Windows XP Version 5.1 (Build 2600) Service Pack 3; ESRI ArcCatalog 9.3.1.1850    coronado_springs        452512 701786 3664989 3457189 1  -111.509052 -108.837569 33.125324 31.233128 1  en FGDC Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata FGDC-STD-001-1998 local time  http://www.esri.com/metadata/esriprof80.html ESRI Metadata Profile    REQUIRED: The person responsible for the metadata information. REQUIRED: The organization responsible for the metadata information.  REQUIRED: The mailing and/or physical address for the organization or individual. REQUIRED: The city of the address. REQUIRED: The state or province of the address. REQUIRED: The ZIP or other postal code of the address. REQUIRED: The telephone number by which individuals can speak to the organization or individual. 20100521   ISO 19115 Geographic Information - Metadata DIS_ESRI1.0     dataset  Downloadable Data    0.906 0.906     002 file://\\LTHP90808B6\C\Documents and Settings\sshafiqullah\My Documents\arcgis83\coronado\range_corporate_data\coronado_springs.shp Local Area Network 0.906  Shapefile  Vector   Simple Point FALSE 33923 TRUE FALSE  Entity point 33923    GCS_North_American_1927 NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N   Universal Transverse Mercator  12  0.999600 -111.000000 0.000000 500000.000000 0.000000  coordinate pair meters  0.000000 0.000000  North American Datum of 1927 Clarke 1866 6378206.400000 294.978698    NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N        33923    coronado_springs Feature Class 33923  FID FID OID 4 0 0 Internal feature number. ESRI  Sequential unique whole numbers that are automatically generated.  Shape Shape Geometry 0 0 0 Feature geometry. ESRI  Coordinates defining the features.  AREA AREA Number 9 3  PERIMETER PERIMETER Number 9 3  CORPT_ CORPT_ Number 9  CORPT_ID CORPT_ID Number 9  CFF_ID CFF_ID Number 9  CFF1 CFF1 Number 9  CFF2 CFF2 Number 9  CFF3 CFF3 Number 9  CFF4 CFF4 Number 9  CFF5 CFF5 Number 9  CFF6 CFF6 Number 9  CFF7 CFF7 Number 9  CFF8 CFF8 Number 9  CFF9 CFF9 Number 9  CFF10 CFF10 Number 9 20100521



		AREA		PERIMETER		CORPT_		CORPT_ID		CFF_ID		CFF1		CFF2		CFF3		CFF4		CFF5		CFF6		CFF7		CFF8		CFF9		CFF10		0.000		0.000		1		100175		100175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2		100176		100176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		57		101932		101932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		58		101933		101933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		59		102062		102062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		60		102063		102063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		61		102064		102064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		62		102065		102065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		63		102066		102066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		64		102067		102067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		65		102068		102068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		66		102069		102069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		67		102070		102070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		68		102071		102071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		69		102072		102072		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		70		102073		102073		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		71		102074		102074		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		72		102075		102075		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		73		102076		102076		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		74		102077		102077		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		75		102080		102080		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		76		102081		102081		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		77		102082		102082		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		78		102083		102083		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		79		102084		102084		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		80		102085		102085		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		81		102086		102086		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		82		102087		102087		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		83		102088		102088		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		84		102089		102089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		85		102090		102090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		86		102091		102091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		87		102092		102092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		88		102093		102093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		89		102094		102094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		90		102095		102095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		91		102096		102096		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		92		102097		102097		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		93		102098		102098		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		94		102099		102099		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		95		102100		102100		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		96		102101		102101		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		97		102102		102102		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		98		102103		102103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		99		102104		102104		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		100		102105		102105		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		101		102106		102106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		102		102107		102107		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		103		102108		102108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		104		102109		102109		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		105		102110		102110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		106		102111		102111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		107		102112		102112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		108		102113		102113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		109		102114		102114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		110		102115		102115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		111		102116		102116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		112		102117		102117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		113		102118		102118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		114		102119		102119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		115		102120		102120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		116		102121		102121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		117		102122		102122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		118		102123		102123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		119		102124		102124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		120		102125		102125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		121		102126		102126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		122		102127		102127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		123		102128		102128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		124		102129		102129		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		125		102130		102130		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		126		102131		102131		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		127		200191		200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		128		200192		200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		129		200193		200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		130		200194		200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		131		200195		200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		132		200196		200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		133		200197		200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		134		200198		200198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		135		200199		200199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		136		200200		200200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		137		200201		200201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		138		200202		200202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		225		200948		200948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		226		200949		200949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		227		200950		200950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		228		200951		200951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		229		200952		200952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		230		200953		200953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		231		200954		200954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		232		200955		200955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		233		200956		200956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		234		200957		200957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		235		200958		200958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		236		200959		200959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		237		200960		200960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		238		200961		200961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		239		200962		200962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		240		200963		200963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		241		200964		200964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		242		201111		201111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		243		201112		201112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		244		201113		201113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		245		201114		201114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		246		201115		201115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		247		201116		201116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		248		201117		201117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		249		201118		201118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		250		201119		201119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		251		201120		201120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		252		201121		201121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		253		201122		201122		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		254		201123		201123		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		255		201124		201124		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		256		201125		201125		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		257		201126		201126		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		258		201127		201127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		259		201128		201128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		260		201129		201129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		261		201130		201130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		262		201131		201131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		263		201132		201132		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		264		201164		201164		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		265		201165		201165		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		266		201166		201166		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		267		201167		201167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		268		201168		201168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		269		201169		201169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		270		201170		201170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		271		201171		201171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		272		201172		201172		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		273		201173		201173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		274		201174		201174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		275		201175		201175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		276		201176		201176		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		277		201177		201177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		278		201178		201178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		279		201179		201179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		280		201180		201180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		281		201181		201181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		282		201182		201182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		283		201183		201183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		284		201184		201184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		285		201185		201185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		286		201186		201186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		287		201187		201187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		288		201188		201188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		289		201189		201189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		290		201190		201190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		291		201191		201191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		292		201192		201192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		293		201193		201193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		294		201194		201194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		295		201195		201195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		296		201196		201196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		297		201197		201197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		298		201198		201198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		299		201199		201199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		300		201200		201200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		301		201201		201201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		302		201202		201202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		303		201203		201203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		304		201204		201204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		305		201205		201205		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		306		300135		300135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		307		300136		300136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		308		300137		300137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		309		300138		300138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		310		300139		300139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		370		300232		300232		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		371		300233		300233		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		372		300234		300234		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		373		300235		300235		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		374		300361		300361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		375		300362		300362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		376		300363		300363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		377		300364		300364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		378		300365		300365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		379		300366		300366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		380		300367		300367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		381		300368		300368		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		382		300369		300369		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		383		300370		300370		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		384		300371		300371		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		385		300372		300372		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		386		300379		300379		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		387		300380		300380		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		388		300381		300381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		389		300382		300382		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		390		300383		300383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		391		300384		300384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		392		300385		300385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		393		300386		300386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		394		300387		300387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		395		300388		300388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		396		300389		300389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		397		300390		300390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		398		300391		300391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		399		300392		300392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		400		300393		300393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		401		300394		300394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		402		300395		300395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		403		300396		300396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		404		300397		300397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		405		300398		300398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		406		300399		300399		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		407		300400		300400		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		408		300401		300401		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		409		300402		300402		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		410		300403		300403		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		411		400197		400197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		412		400198		400198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		413		400199		400199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		414		400200		400200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		415		400201		400201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		416		400202		400202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		417		400203		400203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		418		400204		400204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		419		400205		400205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		420		400206		400206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		421		400207		400207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		422		400208		400208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		423		400209		400209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		424		400210		400210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		425		400211		400211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		426		400212		400212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		427		400213		400213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		428		400214		400214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		429		400215		400215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		430		400216		400216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		431		400217		400217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		432		400218		400218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		433		400219		400219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		434		400220		400220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		435		400221		400221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		436		400222		400222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		437		400223		400223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		438		400224		400224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		439		400225		400225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		440		400226		400226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		441		400227		400227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		442		400228		400228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		443		400229		400229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		444		400230		400230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		445		400231		400231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		446		400232		400232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		447		400233		400233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		448		400234		400234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		449		400235		400235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		450		400236		400236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		601		400933		400933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		602		400934		400934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		603		400935		400935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		604		400936		400936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		605		400937		400937		486		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		606		400938		400938		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		607		401072		401072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		608		401073		401073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		609		401074		401074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		610		401075		401075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		611		401076		401076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		612		401077		401077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		613		401078		401078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		614		401079		401079		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		615		401080		401080		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		616		401081		401081		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		617		401082		401082		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		618		401083		401083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		619		401084		401084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		620		401085		401085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		621		401086		401086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		622		401087		401087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		623		401088		401088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		624		401089		401089		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		625		401090		401090		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		626		401091		401091		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		627		401092		401092		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		628		401093		401093		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		629		401094		401094		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		630		401095		401095		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		631		401096		401096		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		632		401097		401097		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		633		401098		401098		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		634		401109		401109		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		635		401110		401110		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		636		401111		401111		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		637		401112		401112		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		638		401113		401113		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		639		401114		401114		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		640		401115		401115		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		641		401116		401116		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		642		401117		401117		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		643		401118		401118		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		644		401119		401119		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		645		401120		401120		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		646		401121		401121		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		647		401122		401122		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		648		401123		401123		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		649		401124		401124		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		650		401125		401125		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		651		401126		401126		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		652		401127		401127		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		653		401128		401128		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		654		401129		401129		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		655		401130		401130		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		656		401131		401131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		657		401132		401132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		658		401133		401133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		659		401134		401134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		660		401135		401135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		661		401136		401136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		662		401137		401137		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		663		401138		401138		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		664		401139		401139		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		665		401140		401140		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		666		401141		401141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		667		401142		401142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		668		401143		401143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		669		401144		401144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		670		401145		401145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		671		401146		401146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		672		401147		401147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		673		401148		401148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		674		401149		401149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		675		401150		401150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		676		401151		401151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		677		401152		401152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		678		401153		401153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		679		401154		401154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		680		401155		401155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		681		401156		401156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		682		401157		401157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		683		401158		401158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		684		401159		401159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		685		401160		401160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		686		401161		401161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		687		401162		401162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		688		401163		401163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		689		401164		401164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		690		401165		401165		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		691		401166		401166		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		692		401167		401167		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		693		401168		401168		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		694		500204		500204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		695		500205		500205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		696		500206		500206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		697		500207		500207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		698		500208		500208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		699		500209		500209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		700		500210		500210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		701		500211		500211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		702		500212		500212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		703		500213		500213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		704		500214		500214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		705		500215		500215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		706		500216		500216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		707		500217		500217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		708		500218		500218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		709		500219		500219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		710		500220		500220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		711		500221		500221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		712		500222		500222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		713		500223		500223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		714		500224		500224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		715		500225		500225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		716		500226		500226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		717		500227		500227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		718		500228		500228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		719		500229		500229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		720		500230		500230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		721		500231		500231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		722		500232		500232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		723		500233		500233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		724		500234		500234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		725		500235		500235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		726		500236		500236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		727		500237		500237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		728		500238		500238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		729		500239		500239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		730		500240		500240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		731		500241		500241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		921		500958		500958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		922		500959		500959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		923		500960		500960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		924		500961		500961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		925		500962		500962		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		926		501097		501097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		927		501098		501098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		928		501099		501099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		929		501100		501100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		930		501101		501101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		931		501102		501102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		932		501103		501103		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		933		501104		501104		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		934		501105		501105		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		935		501106		501106		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		936		501107		501107		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		937		501108		501108		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		938		501109		501109		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		939		501110		501110		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		940		501111		501111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		941		501112		501112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		942		501113		501113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		943		501114		501114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		944		501115		501115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		945		501116		501116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		946		501117		501117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		947		501118		501118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		948		501119		501119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		949		501120		501120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		950		501121		501121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		951		501122		501122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		952		501123		501123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		953		501124		501124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		954		501125		501125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		955		501126		501126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		956		501127		501127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		957		501128		501128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		958		501129		501129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		959		501130		501130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		960		501131		501131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		961		501132		501132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		962		501133		501133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		963		501134		501134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		964		501135		501135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		965		501136		501136		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		966		501137		501137		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		967		501138		501138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		968		501139		501139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		969		501140		501140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		970		501141		501141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		971		501142		501142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		972		501143		501143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		973		501144		501144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		974		501145		501145		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		975		501146		501146		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		976		501147		501147		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		977		501148		501148		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		978		501149		501149		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		979		501150		501150		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		980		501151		501151		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		981		501152		501152		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		982		501277		501277		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		983		501278		501278		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		984		501279		501279		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		985		501280		501280		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		986		501281		501281		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		987		501282		501282		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		988		501283		501283		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		989		501284		501284		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		990		501285		501285		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		991		501286		501286		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		992		501287		501287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		993		501288		501288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		994		501289		501289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		995		501290		501290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		996		501291		501291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		997		501292		501292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		998		501293		501293		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		999		501294		501294		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1000		501295		501295		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1001		501296		501296		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1002		501297		501297		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1003		501298		501298		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1004		501299		501299		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1005		501300		501300		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1006		501301		501301		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1007		501302		501302		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1008		501303		501303		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1009		501304		501304		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1010		501305		501305		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1011		501306		501306		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1012		501307		501307		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1013		501308		501308		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1014		501309		501309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1015		501310		501310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1016		501311		501311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1017		501312		501312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1018		501313		501313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1019		501314		501314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1020		501315		501315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1021		501316		501316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1022		501317		501317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1023		501318		501318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1024		501319		501319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1025		501320		501320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1026		501321		501321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1027		501322		501322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1028		501323		501323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1029		501324		501324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1030		501325		501325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1031		501326		501326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1032		501327		501327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1033		501328		501328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1034		501329		501329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1035		501330		501330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1036		501331		501331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1037		501332		501332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1038		501333		501333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1039		501334		501334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1040		501335		501335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1041		501336		501336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1042		501337		501337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1043		501338		501338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1044		501339		501339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1045		501340		501340		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1046		501341		501341		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1047		501342		501342		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1048		501343		501343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1049		501344		501344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1050		501345		501345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1051		501346		501346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1052		501347		501347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1053		501348		501348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1054		501349		501349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1055		501350		501350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1056		501351		501351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1057		501352		501352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1058		501353		501353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1059		501354		501354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1060		501355		501355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1061		501356		501356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1062		501357		501357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1063		501358		501358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1064		501359		501359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1065		501360		501360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1066		501361		501361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1067		501362		501362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1068		501363		501363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1069		501364		501364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1070		501365		501365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1071		501366		501366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1072		501367		501367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1073		501368		501368		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1074		501369		501369		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1075		501370		501370		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1076		600130		600130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1077		600131		600131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1078		600132		600132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1178		600259		600259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1179		600260		600260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1180		600261		600261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1181		600262		600262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1182		600263		600263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1183		600264		600264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1184		600265		600265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1185		600266		600266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1186		600267		600267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1187		600268		600268		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1188		600269		600269		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1189		600270		600270		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1190		600271		600271		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1191		600272		600272		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1192		600273		600273		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1193		600274		600274		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1194		600275		600275		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1195		600276		600276		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1196		600277		600277		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1197		600278		600278		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1198		600279		600279		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1199		600280		600280		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1200		600281		600281		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1201		600282		600282		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1202		600369		600369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1203		600370		600370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1204		600371		600371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1205		600372		600372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1206		600373		600373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1207		600374		600374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1208		600375		600375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1209		600376		600376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1210		600377		600377		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1211		600378		600378		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1212		600379		600379		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1213		600380		600380		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1214		600381		600381		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1215		600416		600416		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1216		600417		600417		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1217		600418		600418		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1218		600419		600419		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1219		600420		600420		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1220		600421		600421		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1221		600422		600422		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1222		600423		600423		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1223		600424		600424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1224		600425		600425		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1225		600426		600426		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1226		600427		600427		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1227		600428		600428		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1228		700216		700216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1229		700217		700217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1230		700218		700218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1231		700219		700219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1232		700220		700220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1233		700221		700221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1234		700222		700222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1235		700223		700223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1236		700224		700224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1237		700225		700225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1238		700226		700226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1239		700227		700227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1240		700228		700228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1241		700229		700229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1242		700230		700230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1243		700231		700231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1244		700232		700232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1245		700233		700233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1419		700903		700903		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1420		700904		700904		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1421		700905		700905		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1422		700906		700906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1423		700907		700907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1424		700908		700908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1425		700909		700909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1426		700910		700910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1427		700911		700911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1428		700912		700912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1429		700913		700913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1430		700914		700914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1431		700915		700915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1432		700916		700916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1433		700917		700917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1434		700918		700918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1435		700919		700919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1436		700920		700920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1437		700921		700921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1438		700922		700922		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1439		700923		700923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1440		700924		700924		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1441		700925		700925		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1442		700926		700926		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1443		700927		700927		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1444		700928		700928		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1445		700929		700929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1446		700930		700930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1447		700931		700931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1448		700932		700932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1449		700933		700933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1450		700934		700934		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1451		700935		700935		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1452		700936		700936		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1453		700937		700937		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1454		700938		700938		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1455		700939		700939		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1456		700940		700940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1457		700941		700941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1458		700942		700942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1459		700943		700943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1460		700944		700944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1461		701085		701085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1462		701086		701086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1463		701087		701087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1464		701088		701088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1465		701089		701089		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1466		701090		701090		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1467		701091		701091		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1468		701092		701092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1469		701093		701093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1470		701094		701094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1471		701095		701095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1472		701096		701096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1473		701097		701097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1474		701098		701098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1475		701099		701099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1476		701100		701100		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1477		701101		701101		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1478		701102		701102		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1479		701103		701103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1480		701104		701104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1481		701105		701105		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1482		701106		701106		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1483		701107		701107		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1484		701108		701108		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1485		701109		701109		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1486		701141		701141		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1487		701142		701142		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1488		701143		701143		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1489		701144		701144		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1490		701145		701145		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1491		701146		701146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1492		701147		701147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1493		701148		701148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1494		701149		701149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1495		701150		701150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1496		701151		701151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1497		701152		701152		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1498		701153		701153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1499		701154		701154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1500		701155		701155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1501		701156		701156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1502		701157		701157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1503		701158		701158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1504		701159		701159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1505		701160		701160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1506		701161		701161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1507		701162		701162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1508		701163		701163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1509		701164		701164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1510		701165		701165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1511		701166		701166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1512		701167		701167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1513		701168		701168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1514		701169		701169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1515		701170		701170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1516		701171		701171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1517		701172		701172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1518		701173		701173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1519		701174		701174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1520		701175		701175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1521		701176		701176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1522		701177		701177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1523		701178		701178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1524		701179		701179		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1525		701180		701180		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1526		701181		701181		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1527		800149		800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1528		800150		800150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1529		800151		800151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1530		800152		800152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1531		800153		800153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1532		800154		800154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1533		800155		800155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1534		800156		800156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1535		800157		800157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1536		800158		800158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1537		800159		800159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1538		800160		800160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1539		800161		800161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1540		800162		800162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1541		800163		800163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1542		800164		800164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1663		801717		801717		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1664		801718		801718		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1665		801872		801872		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1666		801873		801873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1667		801874		801874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1668		801875		801875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1669		801876		801876		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1670		801877		801877		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1671		801878		801878		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1672		801901		801901		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1673		801902		801902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1674		801903		801903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1675		801904		801904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1676		801905		801905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1677		801906		801906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1678		801907		801907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1679		801908		801908		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1680		801909		801909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1681		801910		801910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1682		801911		801911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1683		801912		801912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1684		801913		801913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1685		801914		801914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1686		801915		801915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1687		801916		801916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1688		801917		801917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1689		801918		801918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1690		801919		801919		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1691		801920		801920		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1692		900005		900005		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1693		900189		900189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1694		900190		900190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1695		900191		900191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1696		900192		900192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1697		900193		900193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1698		900194		900194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1699		900195		900195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1700		900196		900196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1701		900197		900197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1702		900198		900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1703		900199		900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1704		900200		900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1705		900201		900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1706		900202		900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1707		900203		900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1708		900204		900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1709		900205		900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1710		900206		900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1711		900207		900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1712		900208		900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1713		900209		900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1714		900210		900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1715		900211		900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1716		900212		900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1717		900213		900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1718		900214		900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1719		900215		900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1720		900216		900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1721		900217		900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1922		902719		902719		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1923		902720		902720		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1924		902721		902721		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1925		902722		902722		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1926		902723		902723		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1927		902724		902724		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1928		902725		902725		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1929		902879		902879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1930		902880		902880		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1931		902920		902920		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1932		902921		902921		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1933		902922		902922		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1934		902923		902923		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1935		902924		902924		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1936		902925		902925		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1937		902926		902926		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1938		902927		902927		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1939		902928		902928		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1940		902929		902929		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1941		902930		902930		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1942		902931		902931		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1943		902932		902932		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1944		902933		902933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1945		902934		902934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1946		902935		902935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1947		902936		902936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1948		902937		902937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1949		902938		902938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1950		902939		902939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1951		902940		902940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1952		902941		902941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1953		902942		902942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1954		902943		902943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1955		902944		902944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1956		902945		902945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1957		902946		902946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1958		902947		902947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1959		902948		902948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1960		902949		902949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1961		902950		902950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1962		902951		902951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1963		902952		902952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1964		902953		902953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1965		902954		902954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1966		902955		902955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1967		902956		902956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1968		902957		902957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1969		902958		902958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1970		902959		902959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1971		902960		902960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1972		902961		902961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1973		902962		902962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1974		902963		902963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1975		902964		902964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1976		902965		902965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1977		902966		902966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1978		902967		902967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1979		902968		902968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1980		902969		902969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1981		902970		902970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1982		902971		902971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1983		902972		902972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1984		902973		902973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1985		902974		902974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1986		902975		902975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1987		902976		902976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1988		902977		902977		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1989		902978		902978		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1990		902979		902979		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1991		1000006		1000006		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1992		1000328		1000328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1993		1000329		1000329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1994		1000330		1000330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1995		1000331		1000331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1996		1000332		1000332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1997		1000333		1000333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1998		1000334		1000334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		1999		1000335		1000335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2000		1000336		1000336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2001		1000337		1000337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2002		1000338		1000338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2003		1000339		1000339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2004		1000340		1000340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2005		1000341		1000341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2006		1000342		1000342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2007		1000343		1000343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2008		1000344		1000344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2009		1000345		1000345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2010		1000346		1000346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2011		1000347		1000347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2012		1000348		1000348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2013		1000349		1000349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2014		1000350		1000350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2015		1000351		1000351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2016		1000352		1000352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2017		1000353		1000353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2018		1000354		1000354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2019		1000355		1000355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2020		1000356		1000356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2021		1000357		1000357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2022		1000358		1000358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2023		1000359		1000359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2024		1000360		1000360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2025		1000361		1000361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2026		1000362		1000362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2300		1002121		1002121		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2301		1002122		1002122		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2302		1002123		1002123		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2303		1002124		1002124		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2304		1002125		1002125		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2305		1002126		1002126		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2306		1002127		1002127		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2307		1002128		1002128		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2308		1002129		1002129		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2309		1002130		1002130		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2310		1002131		1002131		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2311		1002132		1002132		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2312		1002133		1002133		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2313		1002134		1002134		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2314		1002135		1002135		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2315		1002136		1002136		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2316		1002137		1002137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2317		1002138		1002138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2318		1002139		1002139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2319		1002294		1002294		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2320		1002295		1002295		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2321		1002296		1002296		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2322		1002297		1002297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2323		1002298		1002298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2324		1002299		1002299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2325		1002300		1002300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2326		1002301		1002301		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2327		1002302		1002302		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2328		1002303		1002303		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2329		1002346		1002346		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2330		1002347		1002347		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2331		1002348		1002348		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2332		1002349		1002349		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2333		1002350		1002350		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2334		1002351		1002351		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2335		1002352		1002352		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2336		1002353		1002353		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2337		1002354		1002354		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2338		1002355		1002355		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2339		1002356		1002356		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2340		1002357		1002357		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2341		1002358		1002358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2342		1002359		1002359		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2343		1002360		1002360		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2344		1002361		1002361		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2345		1002362		1002362		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2346		1002363		1002363		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2347		1002364		1002364		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2348		1002365		1002365		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2349		1002366		1002366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2350		1002367		1002367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2351		1002368		1002368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2352		1002369		1002369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2353		1002370		1002370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2354		1002371		1002371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2355		1002372		1002372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2356		1002373		1002373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2357		1002374		1002374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2358		1002375		1002375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2359		1002376		1002376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2360		1002377		1002377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2361		1002378		1002378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2362		1002379		1002379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2363		1002380		1002380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2364		1002381		1002381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2365		1002382		1002382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2366		1002383		1002383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2367		1002384		1002384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2368		1002385		1002385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2369		1002386		1002386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2370		1002387		1002387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2371		1002388		1002388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2372		1002389		1002389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2373		1002390		1002390		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2374		1002391		1002391		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2375		1002392		1002392		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2376		1100445		1100445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2377		1100446		1100446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2378		1100447		1100447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2379		1100448		1100448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2380		1100449		1100449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2381		1100450		1100450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2382		1100451		1100451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2383		1100452		1100452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2384		1100453		1100453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2385		1100454		1100454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2386		1100455		1100455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2387		1100456		1100456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2388		1100457		1100457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2389		1100458		1100458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2390		1100459		1100459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2391		1100460		1100460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2392		1100461		1100461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2393		1100462		1100462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2394		1100463		1100463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2395		1100464		1100464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2396		1100465		1100465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2397		1100466		1100466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2398		1100467		1100467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2399		1100468		1100468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2400		1100469		1100469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2401		1100470		1100470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2402		1100471		1100471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2403		1100472		1100472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2404		1100473		1100473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2405		1100474		1100474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2406		1100475		1100475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2407		1100476		1100476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2408		1100477		1100477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2409		1100478		1100478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2410		1100479		1100479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2411		1100480		1100480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2412		1100481		1100481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2413		1100482		1100482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2414		1100483		1100483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2415		1100484		1100484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2416		1100485		1100485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2417		1100486		1100486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2418		1100487		1100487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2419		1100488		1100488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2420		1100489		1100489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2421		1100490		1100490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2422		1100491		1100491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2423		1100492		1100492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2424		1100493		1100493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2425		1100494		1100494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2426		1100495		1100495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2427		1100496		1100496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2428		1100497		1100497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2429		1100498		1100498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2430		1100499		1100499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2431		1100500		1100500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2432		1100501		1100501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2433		1100502		1100502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2434		1100503		1100503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2435		1100504		1100504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2436		1100505		1100505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2437		1100506		1100506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2438		1100507		1100507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2439		1100508		1100508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2440		1100509		1100509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2441		1100510		1100510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2442		1100511		1100511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2443		1100512		1100512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2444		1100513		1100513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2445		1100514		1100514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2446		1100515		1100515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2447		1100516		1100516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2448		1100517		1100517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2449		1100518		1100518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2450		1100519		1100519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2451		1100520		1100520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2452		1100521		1100521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2453		1100522		1100522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2454		1100523		1100523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2455		1100524		1100524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2456		1100525		1100525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2457		1100526		1100526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2458		1100527		1100527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2459		1100528		1100528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2460		1100529		1100529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2461		1100530		1100530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2462		1100531		1100531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2463		1100532		1100532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2464		1100533		1100533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2465		1100534		1100534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2466		1100535		1100535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2467		1100536		1100536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2468		1100537		1100537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2469		1100538		1100538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2470		1100539		1100539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2471		1100540		1100540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2472		1100541		1100541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2473		1100542		1100542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2474		1100543		1100543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2475		1100544		1100544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2476		1100545		1100545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2477		1100546		1100546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2478		1100547		1100547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2479		1100548		1100548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2480		1100549		1100549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2481		1100550		1100550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2482		1100551		1100551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2483		1100552		1100552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2484		1100553		1100553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2485		1100554		1100554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2486		1100555		1100555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2487		1100556		1100556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2488		1100557		1100557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2489		1100558		1100558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2490		1100559		1100559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2491		1100560		1100560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2492		1100561		1100561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2493		1100562		1100562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2494		1100563		1100563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2495		1100564		1100564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2496		1100565		1100565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2497		1100566		1100566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2498		1100567		1100567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2499		1100568		1100568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2500		1100569		1100569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2501		1100570		1100570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2502		1100571		1100571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2503		1100572		1100572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2504		1100573		1100573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2505		1100574		1100574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2506		1100575		1100575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2507		1100576		1100576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2508		1100577		1100577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2509		1100578		1100578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2510		1100579		1100579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2511		1100580		1100580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2512		1100581		1100581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2513		1100582		1100582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2514		1100583		1100583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2515		1100584		1100584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2516		1100585		1100585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2517		1100586		1100586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2518		1100587		1100587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2519		1100588		1100588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2520		1100589		1100589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2521		1100590		1100590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2522		1100591		1100591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2523		1100592		1100592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2524		1100593		1100593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2525		1100594		1100594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2526		1100595		1100595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2527		1100596		1100596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2528		1100597		1100597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2529		1100598		1100598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2530		1100599		1100599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2531		1100600		1100600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2532		1100601		1100601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2533		1100602		1100602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2534		1100603		1100603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2535		1100604		1100604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2536		1100605		1100605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2537		1100606		1100606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2538		1100607		1100607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2539		1100608		1100608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2540		1100609		1100609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2541		1100610		1100610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2542		1100611		1100611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2543		1100612		1100612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2544		1100613		1100613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2545		1100614		1100614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2546		1100615		1100615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2547		1100616		1100616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2548		1100617		1100617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2549		1100618		1100618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2550		1100619		1100619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2551		1100620		1100620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2552		1100621		1100621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2553		1100622		1100622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2554		1100623		1100623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2555		1100624		1100624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2556		1100625		1100625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2557		1100626		1100626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2558		1100627		1100627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2559		1100628		1100628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2560		1100629		1100629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2561		1100630		1100630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2562		1100631		1100631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2563		1100632		1100632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2564		1100633		1100633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2565		1100634		1100634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2566		1100635		1100635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2567		1100636		1100636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2568		1100637		1100637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2569		1100638		1100638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2570		1100639		1100639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2571		1100640		1100640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2572		1100641		1100641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2573		1100642		1100642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2574		1100643		1100643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2575		1100644		1100644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2576		1100645		1100645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2577		1100646		1100646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2578		1100647		1100647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2579		1100648		1100648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2580		1100649		1100649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2581		1100650		1100650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2582		1100651		1100651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2583		1100652		1100652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2584		1100653		1100653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2585		1100654		1100654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2586		1100655		1100655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2587		1100656		1100656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2588		1100657		1100657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2589		1100658		1100658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2590		1100659		1100659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2591		1100660		1100660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2592		1100661		1100661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2593		1100662		1100662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2594		1100663		1100663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2595		1100664		1100664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2596		1100665		1100665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2597		1100666		1100666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2598		1100667		1100667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2599		1100668		1100668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2600		1100669		1100669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2601		1100670		1100670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2602		1100671		1100671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2603		1100672		1100672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2604		1100673		1100673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2605		1100674		1100674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2606		1100675		1100675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2607		1100676		1100676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2608		1100677		1100677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2609		1100678		1100678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2610		1100679		1100679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2611		1100680		1100680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2612		1100681		1100681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2613		1100682		1100682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2614		1100683		1100683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2615		1100684		1100684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2616		1100685		1100685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2617		1100686		1100686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2618		1100687		1100687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2619		1100688		1100688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2620		1100689		1100689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2621		1100690		1100690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2622		1100691		1100691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2623		1100692		1100692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2624		1100693		1100693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2625		1100694		1100694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2626		1100695		1100695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2627		1100696		1100696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2628		1100697		1100697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2629		1100698		1100698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2630		1100699		1100699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2631		1100700		1100700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2632		1100701		1100701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2633		1100702		1100702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2634		1100703		1100703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2635		1100704		1100704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2636		1100705		1100705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2637		1100706		1100706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2638		1100707		1100707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2639		1100708		1100708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2640		1100709		1100709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2641		1100710		1100710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2642		1100711		1100711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2643		1100712		1100712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2644		1100713		1100713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2645		1100714		1100714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2646		1100715		1100715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2647		1100716		1100716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2648		1100717		1100717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2649		1100718		1100718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2650		1100719		1100719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2651		1100720		1100720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2652		1100721		1100721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2653		1100722		1100722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2654		1100723		1100723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2655		1100724		1100724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2656		1100725		1100725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2657		1100726		1100726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2658		1100727		1100727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2659		1100728		1100728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2660		1100729		1100729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2661		1100730		1100730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2662		1100731		1100731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2663		1100732		1100732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2664		1100733		1100733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2665		1100734		1100734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2666		1100735		1100735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2667		1100736		1100736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2668		1100737		1100737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2669		1100738		1100738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2670		1100739		1100739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2671		1100740		1100740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2672		1100741		1100741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2673		1100742		1100742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2674		1100743		1100743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2675		1100744		1100744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2676		1100745		1100745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2677		1100746		1100746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2678		1100747		1100747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2679		1100748		1100748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2680		1100749		1100749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2681		1100750		1100750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2682		1100751		1100751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2683		1100752		1100752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2684		1100753		1100753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2685		1100754		1100754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2686		1100755		1100755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2687		1100756		1100756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2688		1100757		1100757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2689		1100758		1100758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2690		1100759		1100759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2691		1100760		1100760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2692		1100761		1100761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2693		1100762		1100762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2694		1100763		1100763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2695		1100764		1100764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2696		1100765		1100765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2697		1100766		1100766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2698		1100767		1100767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2699		1100768		1100768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2700		1100769		1100769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2701		1100770		1100770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2702		1100771		1100771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2703		1100772		1100772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2704		1100773		1100773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2705		1100774		1100774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2706		1100775		1100775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2707		1100776		1100776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2708		1100777		1100777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2709		1100778		1100778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2710		1100779		1100779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2711		1100780		1100780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2712		1100781		1100781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2713		1100782		1100782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2714		1100783		1100783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2715		1100784		1100784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2716		1100785		1100785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2717		1100786		1100786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2718		1100787		1100787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2719		1100788		1100788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2720		1100789		1100789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2721		1100790		1100790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2722		1100791		1100791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2723		1100792		1100792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2724		1100793		1100793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2725		1100794		1100794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2726		1100795		1100795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2727		1100796		1100796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2728		1100797		1100797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2729		1100798		1100798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2730		1100799		1100799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2731		1100800		1100800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2732		1100801		1100801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2733		1100802		1100802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2734		1100803		1100803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2735		1100804		1100804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2736		1100805		1100805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2737		1100806		1100806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2738		1100807		1100807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2739		1100808		1100808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2740		1100809		1100809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2741		1100810		1100810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2742		1100811		1100811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2743		1100812		1100812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2744		1100813		1100813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2745		1100814		1100814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2746		1100815		1100815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2747		1100816		1100816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2748		1100817		1100817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2749		1100818		1100818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2750		1100819		1100819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2751		1100820		1100820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2752		1100821		1100821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2753		1100822		1100822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2754		1100823		1100823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2755		1100824		1100824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2756		1100825		1100825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2757		1100826		1100826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2758		1100827		1100827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2759		1100828		1100828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2760		1100829		1100829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2761		1100830		1100830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2762		1100831		1100831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2763		1100832		1100832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2764		1100833		1100833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2765		1100834		1100834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2766		1100835		1100835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2767		1100836		1100836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2768		1100837		1100837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2769		1100838		1100838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2770		1100839		1100839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2771		1100840		1100840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2772		1100841		1100841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2773		1100842		1100842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2774		1100843		1100843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2775		1100844		1100844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2776		1100845		1100845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2777		1100846		1100846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2778		1100847		1100847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2779		1100848		1100848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2780		1100849		1100849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2781		1100850		1100850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2782		1100851		1100851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2783		1100852		1100852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2784		1100853		1100853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2785		1100854		1100854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2786		1100855		1100855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2787		1100856		1100856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2788		1100857		1100857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2789		1100858		1100858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2790		1100859		1100859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2791		1100860		1100860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2792		1100861		1100861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2793		1100862		1100862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2794		1100863		1100863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2795		1100864		1100864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2796		1100865		1100865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2797		1100866		1100866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2798		1100867		1100867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2799		1100868		1100868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2800		1100869		1100869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2801		1100870		1100870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2802		1100871		1100871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2803		1100872		1100872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2804		1100873		1100873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2805		1100874		1100874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2806		1100875		1100875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2807		1100876		1100876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2808		1100877		1100877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2809		1100878		1100878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2810		1100879		1100879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2811		1100880		1100880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2812		1100881		1100881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2813		1100882		1100882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2814		1100883		1100883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2815		1100884		1100884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2816		1100885		1100885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2817		1100886		1100886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2818		1100887		1100887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2819		1100888		1100888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2820		1100889		1100889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2821		1100890		1100890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2822		1100891		1100891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2823		1100892		1100892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2824		1100893		1100893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2825		1100894		1100894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2826		1100895		1100895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2827		1100896		1100896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2828		1100897		1100897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2829		1100898		1100898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2830		1100899		1100899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2831		1100900		1100900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2832		1100901		1100901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2833		1100902		1100902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2834		1100903		1100903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2835		1100904		1100904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2836		1100905		1100905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2837		1100906		1100906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2838		1100907		1100907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2839		1100908		1100908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2840		1100909		1100909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2841		1100910		1100910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2842		1100911		1100911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2843		1100912		1100912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2844		1100913		1100913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2845		1100914		1100914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2846		1100915		1100915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2847		1100916		1100916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2848		1100917		1100917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2849		1100918		1100918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2850		1100919		1100919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2851		1100920		1100920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2852		1100921		1100921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2853		1100922		1100922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2854		1100923		1100923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2855		1100924		1100924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2856		1100925		1100925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2857		1100926		1100926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2858		1100927		1100927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2859		1100928		1100928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2860		1100929		1100929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2861		1100930		1100930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2862		1100931		1100931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2863		1100932		1100932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2864		1100933		1100933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2865		1100934		1100934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2866		1100935		1100935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2867		1100936		1100936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2868		1100937		1100937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2869		1100938		1100938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2870		1100939		1100939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2871		1100940		1100940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2872		1100941		1100941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2873		1100942		1100942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2874		1100943		1100943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2875		1100944		1100944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2876		1100945		1100945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2877		1100946		1100946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2878		1100947		1100947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2879		1100948		1100948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2880		1100949		1100949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2881		1100950		1100950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2882		1100951		1100951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2883		1100952		1100952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2884		1100953		1100953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2885		1100954		1100954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2886		1100955		1100955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2887		1100956		1100956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2888		1100957		1100957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2889		1100958		1100958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2890		1100959		1100959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2891		1100960		1100960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2892		1100961		1100961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2893		1100962		1100962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2894		1100963		1100963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2895		1100964		1100964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2896		1100965		1100965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2897		1100966		1100966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2898		1100967		1100967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2899		1100968		1100968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2900		1100969		1100969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2901		1100970		1100970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2902		1100971		1100971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2903		1100972		1100972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2904		1100973		1100973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2905		1100974		1100974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2906		1100975		1100975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2907		1100976		1100976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2908		1100977		1100977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2909		1100978		1100978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2910		1100979		1100979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2911		1100980		1100980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2912		1100981		1100981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2913		1100982		1100982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2914		1100983		1100983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2915		1100984		1100984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2916		1100985		1100985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2917		1100986		1100986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2918		1100987		1100987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2919		1100988		1100988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2920		1100989		1100989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2921		1100990		1100990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2922		1100991		1100991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2923		1100992		1100992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2924		1100993		1100993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2925		1100994		1100994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2926		1100995		1100995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2927		1100996		1100996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2928		1100997		1100997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2929		1100998		1100998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2930		1100999		1100999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2931		1101000		1101000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2932		1101001		1101001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2933		1101002		1101002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2934		1101003		1101003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2935		1101004		1101004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2936		1101005		1101005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2937		1101006		1101006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2938		1101007		1101007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2939		1101008		1101008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2940		1101009		1101009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2941		1101010		1101010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2942		1101011		1101011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2943		1101012		1101012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2944		1101013		1101013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2945		1101014		1101014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2946		1101015		1101015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2947		1101016		1101016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2948		1101017		1101017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2949		1101018		1101018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2950		1101019		1101019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2951		1101020		1101020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2952		1101021		1101021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2953		1101022		1101022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2954		1101023		1101023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2955		1101024		1101024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2956		1101025		1101025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2957		1101026		1101026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2958		1101027		1101027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2959		1101028		1101028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2960		1101029		1101029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2961		1101030		1101030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2962		1101031		1101031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2963		1101032		1101032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2964		1101033		1101033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2965		1101034		1101034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2966		1101035		1101035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2967		1101036		1101036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2968		1101037		1101037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2969		1101038		1101038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2970		1101039		1101039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2971		1101040		1101040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2972		1101041		1101041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2973		1101042		1101042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2974		1101043		1101043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2975		1101044		1101044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2976		1101045		1101045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2977		1101046		1101046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2978		1101047		1101047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2979		1101048		1101048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2980		1101049		1101049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2981		1101050		1101050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2982		1101051		1101051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2983		1101052		1101052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2984		1101053		1101053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2985		1101054		1101054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2986		1101055		1101055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2987		1101056		1101056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2988		1101057		1101057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2989		1101058		1101058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2990		1101059		1101059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2991		1101060		1101060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2992		1101061		1101061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2993		1101062		1101062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2994		1101063		1101063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2995		1101064		1101064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2996		1101065		1101065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2997		1101066		1101066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2998		1101067		1101067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		2999		1101068		1101068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3000		1101069		1101069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3001		1101070		1101070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3002		1101071		1101071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3003		1101072		1101072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3004		1101073		1101073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3005		1101074		1101074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3006		1101075		1101075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3007		1101076		1101076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3008		1101077		1101077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3009		1101078		1101078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3010		1101079		1101079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3011		1101080		1101080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3012		1101081		1101081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3013		1101082		1101082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3014		1101083		1101083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3015		1101084		1101084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3016		1101085		1101085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3017		1101086		1101086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3018		1101087		1101087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3019		1101088		1101088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3020		1101089		1101089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3021		1101090		1101090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3022		1101091		1101091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3023		1101092		1101092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3024		1101093		1101093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3025		1101094		1101094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3026		1101095		1101095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3027		1101096		1101096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3028		1101097		1101097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3029		1101098		1101098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3030		1101099		1101099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3031		1101100		1101100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3032		1101101		1101101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3033		1101102		1101102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3034		1101103		1101103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3035		1101104		1101104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3036		1101105		1101105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3037		1101106		1101106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3038		1101107		1101107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3039		1101108		1101108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3040		1101109		1101109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3041		1101110		1101110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3042		1101111		1101111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3043		1101112		1101112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3044		1101113		1101113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3045		1101114		1101114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3046		1101115		1101115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3047		1101116		1101116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3048		1101117		1101117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3049		1101118		1101118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3050		1101119		1101119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3051		1101120		1101120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3052		1101121		1101121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3053		1101122		1101122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3054		1101123		1101123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3055		1101124		1101124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3056		1101125		1101125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3057		1101126		1101126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3058		1101127		1101127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3059		1101128		1101128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3060		1101129		1101129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3061		1101130		1101130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3062		1101131		1101131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3063		1101132		1101132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3064		1101133		1101133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3065		1101134		1101134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3066		1101135		1101135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3067		1101136		1101136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3068		1101137		1101137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3069		1101138		1101138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3070		1101139		1101139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3071		1101140		1101140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3072		1101141		1101141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3073		1101142		1101142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3074		1101143		1101143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3075		1101144		1101144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3076		1101145		1101145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3077		1101146		1101146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3078		1101147		1101147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3079		1101148		1101148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3080		1101149		1101149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3081		1101150		1101150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3082		1101151		1101151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3083		1101152		1101152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3084		1101153		1101153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3085		1101154		1101154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3086		1101155		1101155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3087		1101156		1101156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3088		1101157		1101157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3089		1101158		1101158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3090		1101159		1101159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3091		1101160		1101160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3092		1101161		1101161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3093		1101162		1101162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3094		1101163		1101163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3095		1101164		1101164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3096		1101165		1101165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3097		1101166		1101166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3098		1101167		1101167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3099		1101168		1101168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3100		1101169		1101169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3101		1101170		1101170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3102		1101171		1101171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3103		1101172		1101172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3104		1101173		1101173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3105		1101174		1101174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3106		1101175		1101175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3107		1101176		1101176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3108		1101177		1101177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3109		1101178		1101178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3110		1101179		1101179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3111		1101180		1101180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3112		1101181		1101181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3113		1101182		1101182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3114		1101183		1101183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3115		1101184		1101184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3116		1101185		1101185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3117		1101186		1101186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3118		1101187		1101187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3119		1101188		1101188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3120		1101189		1101189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3121		1101190		1101190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3122		1101191		1101191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3123		1101192		1101192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3124		1101193		1101193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3125		1101194		1101194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3126		1101195		1101195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3127		1101196		1101196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3128		1101197		1101197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3129		1101198		1101198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3130		1101199		1101199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3131		1101200		1101200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3132		1101201		1101201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3133		1101202		1101202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3134		1101203		1101203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3135		1101204		1101204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3136		1101205		1101205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3137		1101206		1101206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3138		1101207		1101207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3139		1101208		1101208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3140		1101209		1101209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3141		1101210		1101210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3142		1101211		1101211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3143		1101212		1101212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3144		1101213		1101213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3145		1101214		1101214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3146		1101215		1101215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3147		1101216		1101216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3148		1101217		1101217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3149		1101218		1101218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3150		1101219		1101219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3151		1101220		1101220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3152		1101221		1101221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3153		1101222		1101222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3154		1101223		1101223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3155		1101224		1101224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3156		1101225		1101225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3157		1101226		1101226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3158		1101227		1101227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3159		1101228		1101228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3160		1101229		1101229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3161		1101230		1101230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3162		1101231		1101231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3163		1101232		1101232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3164		1101233		1101233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3165		1101234		1101234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3166		1101235		1101235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3167		1101236		1101236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3168		1101237		1101237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3169		1101238		1101238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3170		1101239		1101239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3171		1101240		1101240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3172		1101241		1101241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3173		1101242		1101242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3174		1101243		1101243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3175		1101244		1101244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3176		1101245		1101245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3177		1101246		1101246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3178		1101247		1101247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3179		1101248		1101248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3180		1101249		1101249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3181		1101250		1101250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3182		1101251		1101251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3183		1101252		1101252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3184		1101253		1101253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3185		1101254		1101254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3186		1101255		1101255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3187		1101256		1101256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3188		1101257		1101257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3189		1101258		1101258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3190		1101259		1101259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3191		1101260		1101260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3192		1101261		1101261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3193		1101262		1101262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3194		1101263		1101263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3195		1101264		1101264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3196		1101265		1101265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3197		1101266		1101266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3198		1101267		1101267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3199		1101268		1101268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3200		1101269		1101269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3201		1101270		1101270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3202		1101271		1101271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3203		1101272		1101272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3204		1101273		1101273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3205		1101274		1101274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3206		1101275		1101275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3207		1101276		1101276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3208		1101277		1101277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3209		1101278		1101278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3210		1101279		1101279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3211		1101280		1101280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3212		1101281		1101281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3213		1101282		1101282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3214		1101283		1101283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3215		1101284		1101284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3216		1101285		1101285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3217		1101286		1101286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3218		1101287		1101287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3219		1101288		1101288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3220		1101289		1101289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3221		1101290		1101290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3222		1101291		1101291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3223		1101292		1101292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3224		1101293		1101293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3225		1101294		1101294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3226		1101295		1101295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3227		1101296		1101296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3228		1101297		1101297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3229		1101298		1101298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3230		1101299		1101299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3231		1101300		1101300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3232		1101301		1101301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3233		1101302		1101302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3234		1101303		1101303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3235		1101304		1101304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3236		1101305		1101305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3237		1101306		1101306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3238		1101307		1101307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3239		1101308		1101308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3240		1101309		1101309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3241		1101310		1101310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3242		1101311		1101311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3243		1101312		1101312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3244		1101313		1101313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3245		1101314		1101314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3246		1101315		1101315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3247		1101316		1101316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3248		1101317		1101317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3249		1101318		1101318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3250		1101319		1101319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3251		1101320		1101320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3252		1101321		1101321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3253		1101322		1101322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3254		1101323		1101323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3255		1101324		1101324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3256		1101325		1101325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3257		1101326		1101326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3258		1101327		1101327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3259		1101328		1101328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3260		1101329		1101329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3261		1101330		1101330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3262		1101331		1101331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3263		1101332		1101332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3264		1101333		1101333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3265		1101334		1101334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3266		1101335		1101335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3267		1101336		1101336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3268		1101337		1101337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3269		1101338		1101338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3270		1101339		1101339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3271		1101340		1101340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3272		1101341		1101341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3273		1101342		1101342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3274		1101343		1101343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3275		1101344		1101344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3276		1101345		1101345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3277		1101346		1101346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3278		1101347		1101347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3279		1101348		1101348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3280		1101349		1101349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3281		1101350		1101350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3282		1101351		1101351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3283		1101352		1101352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3284		1101353		1101353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3285		1101354		1101354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3286		1101355		1101355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3287		1101356		1101356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3288		1101357		1101357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3289		1101358		1101358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3290		1101359		1101359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3291		1101360		1101360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3292		1101361		1101361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3293		1101362		1101362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3294		1101363		1101363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3295		1101364		1101364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3296		1101365		1101365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3297		1101366		1101366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3298		1101367		1101367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3299		1101368		1101368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3300		1101369		1101369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3301		1101370		1101370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3302		1101371		1101371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3303		1101372		1101372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3304		1101373		1101373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3305		1101374		1101374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3306		1101375		1101375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3307		1101376		1101376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3308		1101377		1101377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3309		1101378		1101378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3310		1101379		1101379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3311		1101380		1101380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3312		1101381		1101381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3313		1101382		1101382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3314		1101383		1101383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3315		1101384		1101384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3316		1101385		1101385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3317		1101386		1101386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3318		1101387		1101387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3319		1101388		1101388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3320		1101389		1101389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3321		1101390		1101390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3322		1101391		1101391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3323		1101392		1101392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3324		1101393		1101393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3325		1101394		1101394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3326		1101395		1101395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3327		1101396		1101396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3328		1101397		1101397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3329		1101398		1101398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3330		1101399		1101399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3331		1101400		1101400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3332		1101401		1101401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3333		1101402		1101402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3334		1101403		1101403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3335		1101404		1101404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3336		1101405		1101405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3337		1101406		1101406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3338		1101407		1101407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3339		1101408		1101408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3340		1101409		1101409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3341		1101410		1101410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3342		1101411		1101411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3343		1101412		1101412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3344		1101413		1101413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3345		1101414		1101414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3346		1101415		1101415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3347		1101416		1101416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3348		1101417		1101417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3349		1101418		1101418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3350		1101419		1101419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3351		1101420		1101420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3352		1101421		1101421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3353		1101422		1101422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3354		1101423		1101423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3355		1101424		1101424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3356		1101425		1101425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3357		1101426		1101426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3358		1101427		1101427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3359		1101428		1101428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3360		1101429		1101429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3361		1101430		1101430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3362		1101431		1101431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3363		1101432		1101432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3364		1101433		1101433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3365		1101434		1101434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3366		1101435		1101435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3367		1101436		1101436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3368		1101437		1101437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3369		1101438		1101438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3370		1101439		1101439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3371		1101440		1101440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3372		1101441		1101441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3373		1101442		1101442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3374		1101443		1101443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3375		1101444		1101444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3376		1101445		1101445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3377		1101446		1101446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3378		1101447		1101447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3379		1101448		1101448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3380		1101449		1101449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3381		1101450		1101450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3382		1101451		1101451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3383		1101452		1101452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3384		1101453		1101453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3385		1101454		1101454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3386		1101455		1101455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3387		1101456		1101456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3388		1101457		1101457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3389		1101458		1101458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3390		1101459		1101459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3391		1101460		1101460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3392		1101461		1101461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3393		1101462		1101462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3394		1101463		1101463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3395		1101464		1101464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3396		1101465		1101465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3397		1101466		1101466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3398		1101467		1101467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3399		1101468		1101468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3400		1101469		1101469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3401		1101470		1101470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3402		1101471		1101471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3403		1101472		1101472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3404		1101473		1101473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3405		1101474		1101474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3406		1101475		1101475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3407		1101476		1101476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3408		1101477		1101477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3409		1101478		1101478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3410		1101479		1101479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3411		1101480		1101480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3412		1101481		1101481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3413		1101482		1101482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3414		1101483		1101483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3415		1101484		1101484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3416		1101485		1101485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3417		1101486		1101486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3418		1101487		1101487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3419		1101488		1101488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3420		1101489		1101489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3421		1101490		1101490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3422		1101491		1101491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3423		1101492		1101492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3424		1101493		1101493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3425		1101494		1101494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3426		1101495		1101495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3427		1101496		1101496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3428		1101497		1101497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3429		1101498		1101498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3430		1101499		1101499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3528		1102218		1102218		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3529		1102219		1102219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3530		1102220		1102220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3531		1102221		1102221		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3532		1102222		1102222		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3533		1102363		1102363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3534		1102364		1102364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3535		1102365		1102365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3536		1102366		1102366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3537		1102367		1102367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3538		1102368		1102368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3539		1102369		1102369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3540		1102370		1102370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3541		1102371		1102371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3542		1102372		1102372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3543		1102373		1102373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3544		1102374		1102374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3545		1102375		1102375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3546		1102376		1102376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3547		1102377		1102377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3548		1102378		1102378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3549		1102379		1102379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3550		1102380		1102380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3551		1102381		1102381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3552		1102382		1102382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3553		1102400		1102400		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3554		1102401		1102401		613		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3555		1102402		1102402		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3556		1102403		1102403		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3557		1102404		1102404		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3558		1102405		1102405		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3559		1102406		1102406		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3560		1102407		1102407		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3561		1102408		1102408		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3562		1102409		1102409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3563		1102410		1102410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3564		1102411		1102411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3565		1102412		1102412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3566		1102413		1102413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3567		1102414		1102414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3568		1102415		1102415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3569		1102416		1102416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3570		1102417		1102417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3571		1102418		1102418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3572		1102419		1102419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3573		1102420		1102420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3574		1102421		1102421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3575		1102422		1102422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3576		1102423		1102423		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3577		1102424		1102424		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3578		1102425		1102425		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3579		1102426		1102426		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3580		1102427		1102427		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3581		1102428		1102428		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3582		1102429		1102429		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3583		1102430		1102430		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3584		1102431		1102431		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3585		1102432		1102432		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3586		1102433		1102433		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3587		1102434		1102434		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3588		1102435		1102435		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3589		1102436		1102436		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3590		1102437		1102437		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3591		1102438		1102438		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3592		1102439		1102439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3593		1102440		1102440		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3594		1102441		1102441		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3595		1102442		1102442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3596		1102443		1102443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3597		1102444		1102444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3598		1102445		1102445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3599		1102446		1102446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3600		1102447		1102447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3601		1102448		1102448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3602		1102449		1102449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3603		1102450		1102450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3604		1102451		1102451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3605		1102452		1102452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3606		1102453		1102453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3607		1102454		1102454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3608		1102455		1102455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3609		1102456		1102456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3610		1102457		1102457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3611		1102458		1102458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3612		1102459		1102459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3613		1102460		1102460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3614		1102461		1102461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3615		1102462		1102462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3616		1102463		1102463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3617		1102464		1102464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3618		1102465		1102465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3619		1102466		1102466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3620		1102467		1102467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3621		1102468		1102468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3622		1102469		1102469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3623		1102470		1102470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3624		1102471		1102471		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3625		1102472		1102472		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3626		1102473		1102473		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3627		1200186		1200186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3628		1200187		1200187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3629		1200188		1200188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3630		1200189		1200189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3631		1200190		1200190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3632		1200191		1200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3633		1200192		1200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3634		1200193		1200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3635		1200194		1200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3636		1200195		1200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3637		1200196		1200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3638		1200197		1200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3788		1201163		1201163		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3789		1201164		1201164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3790		1201165		1201165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3791		1201166		1201166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3792		1201167		1201167		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3793		1201168		1201168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3794		1201169		1201169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3795		1201170		1201170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3796		1201171		1201171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3797		1201172		1201172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3798		1201173		1201173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3799		1201174		1201174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3800		1201310		1201310		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3801		1201311		1201311		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3802		1201312		1201312		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3803		1201313		1201313		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3804		1201314		1201314		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3805		1201315		1201315		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3806		1201316		1201316		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3807		1201317		1201317		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3808		1201318		1201318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3809		1201319		1201319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3810		1201320		1201320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3811		1201321		1201321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3812		1201322		1201322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3813		1201323		1201323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3814		1201324		1201324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3815		1201325		1201325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3816		1201326		1201326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3817		1201327		1201327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3818		1201328		1201328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3819		1201329		1201329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3820		1201330		1201330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3821		1201331		1201331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3822		1201332		1201332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3823		1201333		1201333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3824		1201334		1201334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3825		1201335		1201335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3826		1201336		1201336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3827		1201337		1201337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3828		1201338		1201338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3829		1201339		1201339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3830		1201340		1201340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3831		1201341		1201341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3832		1201342		1201342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3833		1201343		1201343		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3834		1201344		1201344		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3835		1201345		1201345		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3836		1201346		1201346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3837		1201347		1201347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3838		1201348		1201348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3839		1201349		1201349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3840		1201350		1201350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3841		1201351		1201351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3842		1201352		1201352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3843		1201353		1201353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3844		1201354		1201354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3845		1201355		1201355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3846		1201356		1201356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3847		1201357		1201357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3848		1201358		1201358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3849		1201359		1201359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3850		1201360		1201360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3851		1201361		1201361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3852		1201362		1201362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3853		1201363		1201363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3854		1201364		1201364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3855		1201365		1201365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3856		1201366		1201366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3857		1201367		1201367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3858		1201368		1201368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3859		1201369		1201369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3860		1201370		1201370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3861		1201371		1201371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3862		1201372		1201372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3863		1201373		1201373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3864		1201374		1201374		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3865		1201375		1201375		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3866		1201376		1201376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3867		1201377		1201377		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3868		1201378		1201378		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3869		1201379		1201379		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3870		1201380		1201380		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3871		1201381		1201381		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3872		1201434		1201434		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3873		1201435		1201435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3874		1201436		1201436		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3875		1201437		1201437		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3876		1201438		1201438		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3877		1201439		1201439		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3878		1201440		1201440		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3879		1201441		1201441		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3880		1201442		1201442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3881		1201443		1201443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3882		1201444		1201444		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3883		1201445		1201445		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3884		1201446		1201446		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3885		1201447		1201447		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3886		1201448		1201448		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3887		1201449		1201449		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3888		1201450		1201450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3889		1201451		1201451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3890		1201452		1201452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3891		1201453		1201453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3892		1201454		1201454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3893		1201455		1201455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3894		1201456		1201456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3895		1201457		1201457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3896		1201458		1201458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3897		1201459		1201459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3898		1201460		1201460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3899		1201461		1201461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3900		1201462		1201462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3901		1201463		1201463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3902		1201464		1201464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3903		1201465		1201465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3904		1201466		1201466		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3905		1201467		1201467		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3906		1201468		1201468		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3907		1300660		1300660		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3908		1300661		1300661		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3909		1300662		1300662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3910		1300663		1300663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3911		1300664		1300664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3912		1300665		1300665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3913		1300666		1300666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3914		1300667		1300667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3915		1300668		1300668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3916		1300669		1300669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3917		1300670		1300670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3918		1300671		1300671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3919		1300672		1300672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3920		1300673		1300673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3921		1300674		1300674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3922		1300675		1300675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3923		1300676		1300676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3924		1300677		1300677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3925		1300678		1300678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3926		1300679		1300679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3927		1300680		1300680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3928		1300681		1300681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3929		1300682		1300682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3930		1300683		1300683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3931		1300684		1300684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3932		1300685		1300685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3933		1300686		1300686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3934		1300687		1300687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3935		1300688		1300688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3936		1300689		1300689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3937		1300690		1300690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3938		1300691		1300691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3939		1300692		1300692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3940		1300693		1300693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3941		1300694		1300694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3942		1300695		1300695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3943		1300696		1300696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3944		1300697		1300697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3945		1300698		1300698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3946		1300699		1300699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3947		1300700		1300700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3948		1300701		1300701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3949		1300702		1300702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3950		1300703		1300703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3951		1300704		1300704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3952		1300705		1300705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3953		1300706		1300706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3954		1300707		1300707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3955		1300708		1300708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3956		1300709		1300709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3957		1300710		1300710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3958		1300711		1300711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3959		1300712		1300712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3960		1300713		1300713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3961		1300714		1300714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3962		1300715		1300715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3963		1300716		1300716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3964		1300717		1300717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3965		1300718		1300718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3966		1300719		1300719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3967		1300720		1300720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3968		1300721		1300721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3969		1300722		1300722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3970		1300723		1300723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3971		1300724		1300724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3972		1300725		1300725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3973		1300726		1300726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3974		1300727		1300727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3975		1300728		1300728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3976		1300729		1300729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3977		1300730		1300730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3978		1300731		1300731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3979		1300732		1300732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3980		1300733		1300733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3981		1300734		1300734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3982		1300735		1300735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3983		1300736		1300736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3984		1300737		1300737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3985		1300738		1300738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3986		1300739		1300739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3987		1300740		1300740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		3988		1300741		1300741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4047		1303502		1303502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4048		1303503		1303503		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4049		1303504		1303504		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4050		1303505		1303505		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4051		1303506		1303506		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4052		1303507		1303507		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4053		1303508		1303508		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4054		1303509		1303509		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4055		1303510		1303510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4056		1303511		1303511		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4057		1303512		1303512		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4058		1303557		1303557		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4059		1303558		1303558		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4060		1303559		1303559		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4061		1303560		1303560		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4062		1303561		1303561		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4063		1303562		1303562		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4064		1303563		1303563		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4065		1303564		1303564		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4066		1303565		1303565		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4067		1303566		1303566		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4068		1303567		1303567		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4069		1303568		1303568		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4070		1303569		1303569		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4071		1303570		1303570		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4072		1303571		1303571		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4073		1303572		1303572		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4074		1303573		1303573		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4075		1303574		1303574		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4076		1303575		1303575		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4077		1303576		1303576		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4078		1303577		1303577		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4079		1303578		1303578		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4080		1303579		1303579		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4081		1303580		1303580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4082		1303581		1303581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4083		1303582		1303582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4084		1303583		1303583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4085		1303584		1303584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4086		1303585		1303585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4087		1303586		1303586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4088		1303587		1303587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4089		1303588		1303588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4090		1303589		1303589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4091		1303590		1303590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4092		1303591		1303591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4093		1303592		1303592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4094		1303593		1303593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4095		1303594		1303594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4096		1303595		1303595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4097		1303596		1303596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4098		1303597		1303597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4099		1303598		1303598		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4100		1303599		1303599		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4101		1303600		1303600		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4102		1303601		1303601		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4103		1303602		1303602		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4104		1303603		1303603		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4105		1303604		1303604		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4106		1303605		1303605		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4107		1303606		1303606		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4108		1303607		1303607		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4109		1400113		1400113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4110		1400114		1400114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4111		1400115		1400115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4112		1400116		1400116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4113		1400117		1400117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4114		1400118		1400118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4115		1400119		1400119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4116		1400120		1400120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4117		1400121		1400121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4118		1400122		1400122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4119		1400123		1400123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4120		1400124		1400124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4121		1400125		1400125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4122		1400126		1400126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4123		1400127		1400127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4124		1400128		1400128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4125		1400129		1400129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4126		1400130		1400130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4127		1400131		1400131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4193		1400704		1400704		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4194		1400705		1400705		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4195		1400706		1400706		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4196		1400707		1400707		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4197		1400708		1400708		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4198		1400709		1400709		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4199		1400821		1400821		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4200		1400822		1400822		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4201		1400823		1400823		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4202		1400824		1400824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4203		1400825		1400825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4204		1400826		1400826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4205		1400827		1400827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4206		1400828		1400828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4207		1400829		1400829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4208		1400830		1400830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4209		1400831		1400831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4210		1400832		1400832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4211		1400833		1400833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4212		1400834		1400834		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4213		1400835		1400835		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4214		1400836		1400836		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4215		1400837		1400837		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4216		1400838		1400838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4217		1400839		1400839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4218		1400840		1400840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4219		1400841		1400841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4220		1400842		1400842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4221		1400843		1400843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4222		1400874		1400874		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4223		1400875		1400875		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4224		1400876		1400876		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4225		1400877		1400877		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4226		1400878		1400878		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4227		1400879		1400879		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4228		1400880		1400880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4229		1400881		1400881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4230		1400882		1400882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4231		1400883		1400883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4232		1400884		1400884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4233		1400885		1400885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4234		1400886		1400886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4235		1400887		1400887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4236		1400888		1400888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4237		1400889		1400889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4238		1400890		1400890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4239		1400891		1400891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4240		1400892		1400892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4241		1400893		1400893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4242		1400894		1400894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4243		1400895		1400895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4244		1400896		1400896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4245		1400897		1400897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4246		1400898		1400898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4247		1400899		1400899		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4248		1400900		1400900		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4249		1400901		1400901		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4250		1500148		1500148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4251		1500149		1500149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4252		1500150		1500150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4253		1500151		1500151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4254		1500152		1500152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4255		1500153		1500153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4256		1500154		1500154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4257		1500155		1500155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4258		1500156		1500156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4259		1500157		1500157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4260		1500158		1500158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4261		1500159		1500159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4262		1500160		1500160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4263		1500161		1500161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4264		1500162		1500162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4265		1500163		1500163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4266		1500164		1500164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4267		1500165		1500165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4268		1500166		1500166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4269		1500167		1500167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4270		1500168		1500168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4271		1500169		1500169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4272		1500170		1500170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4273		1500171		1500171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4274		1500172		1500172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4275		1500173		1500173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4276		1500174		1500174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4277		1500175		1500175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4278		1500176		1500176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4279		1500177		1500177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4280		1500178		1500178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4281		1500179		1500179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4282		1500180		1500180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4283		1500181		1500181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4284		1500182		1500182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4285		1500183		1500183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4286		1500184		1500184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4287		1500185		1500185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4288		1500186		1500186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4289		1500187		1500187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4290		1500188		1500188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4378		1500873		1500873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4379		1500874		1500874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4380		1500875		1500875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4381		1500876		1500876		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4382		1500877		1500877		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4383		1500878		1500878		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4384		1500879		1500879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4385		1500880		1500880		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4386		1500881		1500881		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4387		1500882		1500882		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4388		1500883		1500883		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4389		1500884		1500884		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4390		1500885		1500885		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4391		1500886		1500886		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4392		1500887		1500887		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4393		1500888		1500888		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4394		1500889		1500889		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4395		1500890		1500890		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4396		1500891		1500891		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4397		1500892		1500892		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4398		1500893		1500893		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4399		1500894		1500894		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4400		1500895		1500895		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4401		1500896		1500896		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4402		1500897		1500897		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4403		1500898		1500898		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4404		1500899		1500899		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4405		1500900		1500900		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4406		1500901		1500901		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4407		1500902		1500902		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4408		1500903		1500903		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4409		1500904		1500904		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4410		1500905		1500905		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4411		1500995		1500995		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4412		1500996		1500996		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4413		1500997		1500997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4414		1500998		1500998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4415		1500999		1500999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4416		1501000		1501000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4417		1501001		1501001		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4418		1501002		1501002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4419		1501003		1501003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4420		1501004		1501004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4421		1501005		1501005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4422		1501006		1501006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4423		1501007		1501007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4424		1501008		1501008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4425		1501009		1501009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4426		1501010		1501010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4427		1501011		1501011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4428		1501012		1501012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4429		1501013		1501013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4430		1501014		1501014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4431		1501015		1501015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4432		1501016		1501016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4433		1501017		1501017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4434		1501018		1501018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4435		1501019		1501019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4436		1501020		1501020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4437		1501021		1501021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4438		1501022		1501022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4439		1501023		1501023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4440		1501024		1501024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4441		1501025		1501025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4442		1501026		1501026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4443		1501027		1501027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4444		1501028		1501028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4445		1501029		1501029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4446		1501030		1501030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4447		1501031		1501031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4448		1501032		1501032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4449		1501033		1501033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4450		1501034		1501034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4451		1501035		1501035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4452		1501036		1501036		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4453		1501037		1501037		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4454		1501038		1501038		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4455		1600174		1600174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4456		1600175		1600175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4457		1600176		1600176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4458		1600177		1600177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4459		1600178		1600178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4460		1600179		1600179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4461		1600180		1600180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4462		1600181		1600181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4523		1601218		1601218		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4524		1601219		1601219		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4525		1601220		1601220		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4526		1601221		1601221		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4527		1601222		1601222		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4528		1601223		1601223		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4529		1601365		1601365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4530		1601366		1601366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4531		1601367		1601367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4532		1601368		1601368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4533		1601369		1601369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4534		1601370		1601370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4535		1601371		1601371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4536		1601372		1601372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4537		1601373		1601373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4538		1601374		1601374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4539		1601375		1601375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4540		1601376		1601376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4541		1601377		1601377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4542		1601378		1601378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4543		1601379		1601379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4544		1601380		1601380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4545		1601381		1601381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4546		1601382		1601382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4547		1601383		1601383		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4548		1601384		1601384		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4549		1601385		1601385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4550		1601386		1601386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4551		1601387		1601387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4552		1601388		1601388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4553		1601389		1601389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4554		1601390		1601390		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4555		1601391		1601391		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4556		1601392		1601392		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4557		1601393		1601393		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4558		1601394		1601394		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4559		1601395		1601395		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4560		1601396		1601396		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4561		1601397		1601397		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4562		1601398		1601398		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4563		1601399		1601399		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4564		1601400		1601400		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4565		1601401		1601401		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4566		1601402		1601402		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4567		1601403		1601403		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4568		1601404		1601404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4569		1601423		1601423		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4570		1601424		1601424		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4571		1601425		1601425		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4572		1601426		1601426		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4573		1601427		1601427		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4574		1601428		1601428		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4575		1601429		1601429		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4576		1601430		1601430		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4577		1601431		1601431		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4578		1601432		1601432		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4579		1601433		1601433		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4580		1601434		1601434		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4581		1601435		1601435		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4582		1601436		1601436		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4583		1601437		1601437		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4584		1601438		1601438		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4585		1601439		1601439		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4586		1601440		1601440		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4587		1601441		1601441		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4588		1601442		1601442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4589		1601443		1601443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4590		1601444		1601444		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4591		1601445		1601445		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4592		1601446		1601446		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4593		1601447		1601447		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4594		1601448		1601448		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4595		1601449		1601449		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4596		1601450		1601450		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4597		1601451		1601451		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4598		1601452		1601452		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4599		1601453		1601453		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4600		1601454		1601454		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4601		1601455		1601455		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4602		1601456		1601456		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4603		1601457		1601457		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4604		1601458		1601458		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4605		1601459		1601459		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4606		1601460		1601460		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4607		1601461		1601461		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4608		1601462		1601462		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4609		1601463		1601463		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4610		1601464		1601464		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4611		1601465		1601465		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4612		1601466		1601466		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4613		1601467		1601467		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4614		1601468		1601468		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4615		1601469		1601469		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4616		1601470		1601470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4617		1601471		1601471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4618		1601472		1601472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4619		1601473		1601473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4620		1601474		1601474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4621		1601475		1601475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4622		1601476		1601476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4623		1601477		1601477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4624		1601478		1601478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4625		1601479		1601479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4626		1601480		1601480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4627		1601481		1601481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4628		1601482		1601482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4629		1601483		1601483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4630		1601484		1601484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4631		1601485		1601485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4632		1601486		1601486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4633		1601487		1601487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4634		1601488		1601488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4635		1601489		1601489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4636		1601490		1601490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4637		1601491		1601491		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4638		1601492		1601492		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4639		1601493		1601493		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4640		1700005		1700005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4641		1700006		1700006		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4642		1700007		1700007		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4643		1700008		1700008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4644		1700009		1700009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4645		1700010		1700010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4646		1700011		1700011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4647		1700155		1700155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4648		1700156		1700156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4649		1700157		1700157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4650		1700158		1700158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4651		1700159		1700159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4652		1700160		1700160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4653		1700161		1700161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4654		1700162		1700162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4655		1700163		1700163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4656		1700164		1700164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4657		1700165		1700165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4658		1700166		1700166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4659		1700167		1700167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4660		1700168		1700168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4661		1700169		1700169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4662		1700170		1700170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4663		1700171		1700171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4664		1700172		1700172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4665		1700173		1700173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4666		1700174		1700174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4667		1700175		1700175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4668		1700176		1700176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4669		1700177		1700177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4670		1700178		1700178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4671		1700179		1700179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4672		1700180		1700180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4673		1700181		1700181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4674		1700182		1700182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4675		1700183		1700183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4676		1700184		1700184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4677		1700185		1700185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4678		1700186		1700186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4679		1700187		1700187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4680		1700188		1700188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4681		1700189		1700189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4682		1700190		1700190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4683		1700191		1700191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4684		1700192		1700192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4685		1700193		1700193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4686		1700194		1700194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4687		1700195		1700195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4688		1700196		1700196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4689		1700197		1700197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4690		1700198		1700198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4691		1700199		1700199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4692		1700200		1700200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4693		1700201		1700201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4694		1700202		1700202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4695		1700203		1700203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4696		1700204		1700204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4697		1700205		1700205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4698		1700206		1700206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4699		1700207		1700207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4700		1700208		1700208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4701		1700209		1700209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4702		1700210		1700210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4703		1700211		1700211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4704		1700212		1700212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4705		1700213		1700213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4706		1700214		1700214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4707		1700215		1700215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4708		1700216		1700216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4709		1700217		1700217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4710		1700218		1700218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4711		1700219		1700219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4712		1700220		1700220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4713		1700221		1700221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4714		1700222		1700222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4715		1700223		1700223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4716		1700224		1700224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4717		1700225		1700225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4718		1700226		1700226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4719		1700227		1700227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4720		1700228		1700228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4721		1700229		1700229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4722		1700230		1700230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4723		1700231		1700231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4724		1700232		1700232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4725		1700233		1700233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4726		1700234		1700234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4727		1700235		1700235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4728		1700236		1700236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4729		1700237		1700237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4730		1700238		1700238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4731		1700239		1700239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4732		1700240		1700240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4733		1700241		1700241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4734		1700242		1700242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4735		1700243		1700243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4736		1700244		1700244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4737		1700245		1700245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4738		1700246		1700246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4739		1700247		1700247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4740		1700248		1700248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4741		1700249		1700249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4742		1700250		1700250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4743		1700251		1700251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4744		1700252		1700252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4745		1700253		1700253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4746		1700254		1700254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4747		1700255		1700255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4748		1700256		1700256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4749		1700257		1700257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4750		1700258		1700258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4751		1700259		1700259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4752		1700260		1700260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4753		1700261		1700261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4754		1700262		1700262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4755		1700263		1700263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4756		1700264		1700264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4757		1700265		1700265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4758		1700266		1700266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4759		1700267		1700267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4760		1700268		1700268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4761		1700269		1700269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4762		1700270		1700270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4763		1700271		1700271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4764		1700272		1700272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4765		1700273		1700273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4766		1700274		1700274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4767		1700275		1700275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4768		1700276		1700276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4769		1700277		1700277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4770		1700278		1700278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4771		1700279		1700279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4772		1700280		1700280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4773		1700281		1700281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4774		1700282		1700282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4775		1700283		1700283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4776		1700284		1700284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4777		1700285		1700285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4778		1700286		1700286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4779		1700287		1700287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4780		1700288		1700288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4781		1700289		1700289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4782		1700290		1700290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4783		1700291		1700291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4784		1700292		1700292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4785		1700293		1700293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4786		1700294		1700294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4787		1700295		1700295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4788		1700296		1700296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		4789		1700297		1700297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5026		1701091		1701091		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5027		1701092		1701092		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5028		1701093		1701093		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5029		1701094		1701094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5030		1701205		1701205		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5031		1701206		1701206		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5032		1701207		1701207		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5033		1701208		1701208		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5034		1701209		1701209		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5035		1701210		1701210		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5036		1701211		1701211		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5037		1701212		1701212		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5038		1701213		1701213		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5039		1701214		1701214		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5040		1701215		1701215		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5041		1701216		1701216		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5042		1701217		1701217		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5043		1701218		1701218		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5044		1701219		1701219		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5045		1701220		1701220		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5046		1701221		1701221		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5047		1701222		1701222		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5048		1701223		1701223		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5049		1701224		1701224		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5050		1701225		1701225		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5051		1701226		1701226		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5052		1701227		1701227		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5053		1701228		1701228		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5054		1701229		1701229		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5055		1701230		1701230		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5056		1701231		1701231		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5057		1701232		1701232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5058		1701233		1701233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5059		1701234		1701234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5060		1701235		1701235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5061		1701236		1701236		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5062		1701237		1701237		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5063		1701238		1701238		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5064		1701239		1701239		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5065		1701240		1701240		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5066		1701241		1701241		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5067		1701242		1701242		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5068		1701359		1701359		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5069		1701360		1701360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5070		1701361		1701361		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5071		1701362		1701362		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5072		1701363		1701363		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5073		1701364		1701364		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5074		1701365		1701365		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5075		1701366		1701366		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5076		1701367		1701367		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5077		1701368		1701368		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5078		1701369		1701369		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5079		1701370		1701370		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5080		1701371		1701371		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5081		1701372		1701372		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5082		1701373		1701373		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5083		1701374		1701374		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5084		1701375		1701375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5085		1701376		1701376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5086		1701377		1701377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5087		1701378		1701378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5088		1701379		1701379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5089		1701380		1701380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5090		1701381		1701381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5091		1701382		1701382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5092		1701383		1701383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5093		1701384		1701384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5094		1701385		1701385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5095		1701386		1701386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5096		1701387		1701387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5097		1701388		1701388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5098		1701389		1701389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5099		1701390		1701390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5100		1701391		1701391		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5101		1701392		1701392		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5102		1701393		1701393		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5103		1800161		1800161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5104		1800162		1800162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5105		1800163		1800163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5106		1800164		1800164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5107		1800165		1800165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5108		1800166		1800166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5109		1800167		1800167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5110		1800168		1800168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5215		1800749		1800749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5216		1800750		1800750		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5217		1800751		1800751		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5218		1800752		1800752		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5219		1800753		1800753		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5220		1800754		1800754		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5221		1800755		1800755		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5222		1800756		1800756		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5223		1800757		1800757		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5224		1800758		1800758		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5225		1800759		1800759		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5226		1800760		1800760		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5227		1800761		1800761		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5228		1800762		1800762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5229		1800763		1800763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5230		1800764		1800764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5231		1800765		1800765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5232		1800766		1800766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5233		1800926		1800926		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5234		1800927		1800927		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5235		1800928		1800928		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5236		1800929		1800929		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5237		1800930		1800930		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5238		1800931		1800931		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5239		1800932		1800932		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5240		1800933		1800933		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5241		1800934		1800934		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5242		1800935		1800935		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5243		1800936		1800936		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5244		1800937		1800937		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5245		1800938		1800938		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5246		1800973		1800973		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5247		1800974		1800974		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5248		1800975		1800975		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5249		1800976		1800976		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5250		1800977		1800977		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5251		1800978		1800978		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5252		1800979		1800979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5253		1800980		1800980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5254		1800981		1800981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5255		1800982		1800982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5256		1800983		1800983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5257		1800984		1800984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5258		1800985		1800985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5259		1800986		1800986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5260		1800987		1800987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5261		1800988		1800988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5262		1800989		1800989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5263		1800990		1800990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5264		1800991		1800991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5265		1800992		1800992		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5266		1800993		1800993		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5267		1800994		1800994		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5268		1900005		1900005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5269		1900006		1900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5270		1900007		1900007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5271		1900198		1900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5272		1900199		1900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5273		1900200		1900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5274		1900201		1900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5275		1900202		1900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5276		1900203		1900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5277		1900204		1900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5278		1900205		1900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5279		1900206		1900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5280		1900207		1900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5281		1900208		1900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5282		1900209		1900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5283		1900210		1900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5284		1900211		1900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5285		1900212		1900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5286		1900213		1900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5287		1900214		1900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5288		1900215		1900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5289		1900216		1900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5290		1900217		1900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5291		1900218		1900218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5292		1900219		1900219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5293		1900220		1900220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5294		1900221		1900221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5295		1900222		1900222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5296		1900223		1900223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5297		1900224		1900224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5298		1900225		1900225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5299		1900226		1900226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5300		1900227		1900227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5301		1900228		1900228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5302		1900229		1900229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5476		1900671		1900671		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5477		1900672		1900672		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5478		1900673		1900673		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5479		1900674		1900674		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5480		1900675		1900675		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5481		1900676		1900676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5482		1900677		1900677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5483		1900678		1900678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5484		1900679		1900679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5485		1900680		1900680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5486		1900681		1900681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5487		1900682		1900682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5488		1900683		1900683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5489		1900684		1900684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5490		1900685		1900685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5491		1900686		1900686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5492		1900687		1900687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5493		1900688		1900688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5494		1900689		1900689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5495		1900690		1900690		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5496		1900771		1900771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5497		1900772		1900772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5498		1900773		1900773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5499		1900774		1900774		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5500		1900775		1900775		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5501		1900776		1900776		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5502		1900777		1900777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5503		1900778		1900778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5504		1900779		1900779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5505		1900780		1900780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5506		1900781		1900781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5507		1900782		1900782		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5508		1900901		1900901		547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5509		1900902		1900902		547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5510		1900903		1900903		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5511		1900904		1900904		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5512		1900905		1900905		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5513		1900906		1900906		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5514		1900907		1900907		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5515		1900908		1900908		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5516		1900909		1900909		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5517		1900910		1900910		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5518		1900911		1900911		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5519		1900912		1900912		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5520		1900913		1900913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5521		1900914		1900914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5522		1900915		1900915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5523		1900916		1900916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5524		1900917		1900917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5525		1900918		1900918		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5526		1900919		1900919		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5527		1900920		1900920		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5528		1900921		1900921		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5529		2000701		2000701		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5530		2000702		2000702		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5531		2000703		2000703		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5532		2000704		2000704		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5533		2000705		2000705		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5534		2000706		2000706		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5535		2000707		2000707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5536		2000708		2000708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5537		2000709		2000709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5538		2000710		2000710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5539		2000711		2000711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5540		2000712		2000712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5541		2000713		2000713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5542		2000714		2000714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5543		2000715		2000715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5544		2000716		2000716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5545		2000717		2000717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5546		2000718		2000718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5547		2000719		2000719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5548		2000720		2000720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5549		2000721		2000721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5550		2000722		2000722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5551		2000723		2000723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5552		2000724		2000724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5553		2000725		2000725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5554		2000726		2000726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5555		2000727		2000727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5556		2000728		2000728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5557		2000729		2000729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5558		2000730		2000730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5559		2000731		2000731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5560		2000732		2000732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5561		2000733		2000733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5562		2000734		2000734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5563		2000735		2000735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5564		2000736		2000736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5565		2000737		2000737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5566		2000738		2000738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5567		2000739		2000739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5568		2000740		2000740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5569		2000741		2000741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5570		2000742		2000742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5571		2000743		2000743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5572		2000744		2000744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5573		2000745		2000745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5574		2000746		2000746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5575		2000747		2000747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5576		2000748		2000748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5577		2000749		2000749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5578		2000750		2000750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5579		2000751		2000751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5580		2000752		2000752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5581		2000753		2000753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5582		2000754		2000754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5583		2000755		2000755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5584		2000756		2000756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5585		2000757		2000757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5586		2000758		2000758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5587		2000759		2000759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5588		2000760		2000760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5589		2000761		2000761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5590		2000762		2000762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5591		2000763		2000763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5592		2000764		2000764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5593		2000765		2000765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5594		2000766		2000766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5595		2000767		2000767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5596		2000768		2000768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5597		2000769		2000769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5598		2000770		2000770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5599		2000771		2000771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5600		2000772		2000772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5601		2000773		2000773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5602		2000774		2000774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5603		2000775		2000775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5604		2000776		2000776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5605		2000777		2000777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5606		2000778		2000778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5607		2000779		2000779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5608		2000780		2000780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5609		2000781		2000781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5610		2000782		2000782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5611		2000783		2000783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5612		2000784		2000784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5613		2000785		2000785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5614		2000786		2000786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5615		2000787		2000787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5616		2000788		2000788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5617		2000789		2000789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5618		2000790		2000790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5619		2000791		2000791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5620		2000792		2000792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5621		2000793		2000793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5622		2000794		2000794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5623		2000795		2000795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5624		2000796		2000796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5625		2000797		2000797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5626		2000798		2000798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5627		2000799		2000799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5628		2000800		2000800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5629		2000801		2000801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5630		2000802		2000802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5631		2000803		2000803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5632		2000804		2000804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5633		2000805		2000805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5634		2000806		2000806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5635		2000807		2000807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5636		2000808		2000808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5637		2000809		2000809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5638		2000810		2000810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5639		2000811		2000811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5640		2000812		2000812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5641		2000813		2000813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5642		2000814		2000814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5643		2000815		2000815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5644		2000816		2000816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5645		2000817		2000817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5646		2000818		2000818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5647		2000819		2000819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5648		2000820		2000820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5649		2000821		2000821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5650		2000822		2000822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5651		2000823		2000823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5652		2000824		2000824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5653		2000825		2000825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5654		2000826		2000826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5655		2000827		2000827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5656		2000828		2000828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5657		2000829		2000829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5658		2000830		2000830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5659		2000831		2000831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5660		2000832		2000832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5661		2000833		2000833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5662		2000834		2000834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5663		2000835		2000835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5664		2000836		2000836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5665		2000837		2000837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5666		2000838		2000838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5667		2000839		2000839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5668		2000840		2000840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5669		2000841		2000841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5670		2000842		2000842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5671		2000843		2000843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5672		2000844		2000844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5673		2000845		2000845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5674		2000846		2000846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5675		2000847		2000847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5676		2000848		2000848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5677		2000849		2000849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5678		2000850		2000850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5679		2000851		2000851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5680		2000852		2000852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5681		2000853		2000853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5682		2000854		2000854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5683		2000855		2000855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5684		2000856		2000856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5685		2000857		2000857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5686		2000858		2000858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5687		2000859		2000859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5688		2000860		2000860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5689		2000861		2000861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5690		2000862		2000862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5691		2000863		2000863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5692		2000864		2000864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5693		2000865		2000865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5694		2000866		2000866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5695		2000867		2000867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5696		2000868		2000868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5697		2000869		2000869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5698		2000870		2000870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5699		2000871		2000871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5700		2000872		2000872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5701		2000873		2000873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5702		2000874		2000874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5703		2000875		2000875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5704		2000876		2000876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5705		2000877		2000877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5706		2000878		2000878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5707		2000879		2000879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5708		2000880		2000880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5709		2000881		2000881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5710		2000882		2000882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5711		2000883		2000883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5712		2000884		2000884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5713		2000885		2000885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5714		2000886		2000886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5715		2000887		2000887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5716		2000888		2000888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5717		2000889		2000889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5718		2000890		2000890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5719		2000891		2000891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5720		2000892		2000892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5721		2000893		2000893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5722		2000894		2000894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5723		2000895		2000895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5724		2000896		2000896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5725		2000897		2000897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5726		2000898		2000898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5727		2000899		2000899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5728		2000900		2000900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5729		2000901		2000901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5730		2000902		2000902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5731		2000903		2000903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5732		2000904		2000904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5733		2000905		2000905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5734		2000906		2000906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5735		2000907		2000907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5736		2000908		2000908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5737		2000909		2000909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5738		2000910		2000910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5739		2000911		2000911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5740		2000912		2000912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5741		2000913		2000913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5742		2000914		2000914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5743		2000915		2000915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5744		2000916		2000916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5745		2000917		2000917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5746		2000918		2000918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5747		2000919		2000919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5748		2000920		2000920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5749		2000921		2000921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5750		2000922		2000922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5751		2000923		2000923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5752		2000924		2000924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5753		2000925		2000925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5754		2000926		2000926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5755		2000927		2000927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5756		2000928		2000928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5757		2000929		2000929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5758		2000930		2000930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5759		2000931		2000931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5760		2000932		2000932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5761		2000933		2000933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5762		2000934		2000934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5763		2000935		2000935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5764		2000936		2000936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5765		2000937		2000937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5766		2000938		2000938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5767		2000939		2000939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5768		2000940		2000940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5769		2000941		2000941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5770		2000942		2000942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5771		2000943		2000943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5772		2000944		2000944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5773		2000945		2000945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5774		2000946		2000946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5775		2000947		2000947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5776		2000948		2000948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5777		2000949		2000949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5778		2000950		2000950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5779		2000951		2000951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5780		2000952		2000952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5781		2000953		2000953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5782		2000954		2000954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5783		2000955		2000955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5784		2000956		2000956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5785		2000957		2000957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5786		2000958		2000958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5787		2000959		2000959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5788		2000960		2000960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5789		2000961		2000961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5790		2000962		2000962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5791		2000963		2000963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5792		2000964		2000964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5793		2000965		2000965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5794		2000966		2000966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5795		2000967		2000967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5796		2000968		2000968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5797		2000969		2000969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5798		2000970		2000970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5799		2000971		2000971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5800		2000972		2000972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5801		2000973		2000973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5802		2000974		2000974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5803		2000975		2000975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5804		2000976		2000976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5805		2000977		2000977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5806		2000978		2000978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5807		2000979		2000979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5808		2000980		2000980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5809		2000981		2000981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5936		2004322		2004322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5937		2004323		2004323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5938		2004324		2004324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5939		2004325		2004325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5940		2100192		2100192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5941		2100193		2100193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5942		2100194		2100194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5943		2100195		2100195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5944		2100196		2100196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5945		2100197		2100197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5946		2100198		2100198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5947		2100199		2100199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5948		2100200		2100200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5949		2100201		2100201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5950		2100202		2100202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5951		2100203		2100203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5952		2100204		2100204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5953		2100205		2100205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5954		2100206		2100206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5955		2100207		2100207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5956		2100208		2100208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5957		2100209		2100209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5958		2100210		2100210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5959		2100211		2100211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5960		2100212		2100212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5961		2100213		2100213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5962		2100214		2100214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5963		2100215		2100215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5964		2100216		2100216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5965		2100217		2100217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5966		2100218		2100218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5967		2100219		2100219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		5968		2100220		2100220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6151		2100906		2100906		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6152		2100907		2100907		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6153		2100908		2100908		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6154		2100909		2100909		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6155		2100910		2100910		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6156		2100911		2100911		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6157		2100912		2100912		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6158		2100913		2100913		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6159		2100914		2100914		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6160		2100915		2100915		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6161		2100916		2100916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6162		2100917		2100917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6163		2100918		2100918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6164		2100919		2100919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6165		2100920		2100920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6166		2100921		2100921		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6167		2100922		2100922		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6168		2100923		2100923		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6169		2101073		2101073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6170		2101074		2101074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6171		2101075		2101075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6172		2101076		2101076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6173		2101077		2101077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6174		2101078		2101078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6175		2101079		2101079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6176		2101080		2101080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6177		2101081		2101081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6178		2101082		2101082		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6179		2101083		2101083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6180		2101084		2101084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6181		2101085		2101085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6182		2101086		2101086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6183		2101097		2101097		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6184		2101098		2101098		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6185		2101099		2101099		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6186		2101100		2101100		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6187		2101101		2101101		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6188		2101102		2101102		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6189		2101103		2101103		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6190		2101104		2101104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6191		2101105		2101105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6192		2101106		2101106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6193		2101107		2101107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6194		2101108		2101108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6195		2101109		2101109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6196		2101110		2101110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6197		2101111		2101111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6198		2101112		2101112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6199		2101113		2101113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6200		2101114		2101114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6201		2101115		2101115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6202		2101116		2101116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6203		2101117		2101117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6204		2101118		2101118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6205		2101119		2101119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6206		2101120		2101120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6207		2101121		2101121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6208		2101122		2101122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6209		2101123		2101123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6210		2101124		2101124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6211		2101125		2101125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6212		2101126		2101126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6213		2101127		2101127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6214		2101128		2101128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6215		2101129		2101129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6216		2101130		2101130		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6217		2101131		2101131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6218		2101132		2101132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6219		2101133		2101133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6220		2101134		2101134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6221		2101135		2101135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6222		2101136		2101136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6223		2101137		2101137		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6224		2101138		2101138		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6225		2101139		2101139		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6226		2101140		2101140		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6227		2200216		2200216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6228		2200217		2200217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6229		2200218		2200218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6230		2200219		2200219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6231		2200220		2200220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6232		2200221		2200221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6233		2200222		2200222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6234		2200223		2200223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6235		2200224		2200224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6236		2200225		2200225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6237		2200226		2200226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6238		2200227		2200227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6239		2200228		2200228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6240		2200229		2200229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6241		2200230		2200230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6324		2200710		2200710		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6325		2200711		2200711		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6326		2200712		2200712		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6327		2200713		2200713		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6328		2200850		2200850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6329		2200851		2200851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6330		2200852		2200852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6331		2200853		2200853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6332		2200854		2200854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6333		2200855		2200855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6334		2200856		2200856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6335		2200857		2200857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6336		2200858		2200858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6337		2200859		2200859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6338		2200860		2200860		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6339		2200861		2200861		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6340		2200862		2200862		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6341		2200863		2200863		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6342		2200864		2200864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6343		2200865		2200865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6344		2200913		2200913		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6345		2200914		2200914		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6346		2200915		2200915		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6347		2200916		2200916		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6348		2200917		2200917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6349		2200918		2200918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6350		2200919		2200919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6351		2200920		2200920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6352		2200921		2200921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6353		2200922		2200922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6354		2200923		2200923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6355		2200924		2200924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6356		2200925		2200925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6357		2200926		2200926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6358		2200927		2200927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6359		2200928		2200928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6360		2200929		2200929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6361		2200930		2200930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6362		2200931		2200931		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6363		2200932		2200932		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6364		2200933		2200933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6365		2200934		2200934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6366		2200935		2200935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6367		2200936		2200936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6368		2200937		2200937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6369		2200938		2200938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6370		2200939		2200939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6371		2200940		2200940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6372		2200941		2200941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6373		2200942		2200942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6374		2200943		2200943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6375		2200944		2200944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6376		2200945		2200945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6377		2200946		2200946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6378		2200947		2200947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6379		2200948		2200948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6380		2200949		2200949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6381		2200950		2200950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6382		2200951		2200951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6383		2200952		2200952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6384		2200953		2200953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6385		2200954		2200954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6386		2200955		2200955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6387		2200956		2200956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6388		2200957		2200957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6389		2200958		2200958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6390		2200959		2200959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6391		2200960		2200960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6392		2200961		2200961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6393		2200962		2200962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6394		2200963		2200963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6395		2200964		2200964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6396		2200965		2200965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6397		2200966		2200966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6398		2200967		2200967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6399		2200968		2200968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6400		2200969		2200969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6401		2200970		2200970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6402		2200971		2200971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6403		2200972		2200972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6404		2200973		2200973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6405		2200974		2200974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6406		2200975		2200975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6407		2200976		2200976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6408		2200977		2200977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6409		2200978		2200978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6410		2200979		2200979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6411		2200980		2200980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6412		2200981		2200981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6413		2200982		2200982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6414		2200983		2200983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6415		2200984		2200984		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6416		2200985		2200985		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6417		2200986		2200986		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6418		2300585		2300585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6419		2300586		2300586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6420		2300587		2300587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6421		2300588		2300588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6422		2300589		2300589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6423		2300590		2300590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6424		2300591		2300591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6425		2300592		2300592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6426		2300593		2300593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6427		2300594		2300594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6428		2300595		2300595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6429		2300596		2300596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6430		2300597		2300597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6431		2300598		2300598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6432		2300599		2300599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6433		2300600		2300600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6434		2300601		2300601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6435		2300602		2300602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6436		2300603		2300603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6437		2300604		2300604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6438		2300605		2300605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6439		2300606		2300606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6440		2300607		2300607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6441		2300608		2300608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6442		2300609		2300609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6443		2300610		2300610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6444		2300611		2300611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6445		2300612		2300612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6446		2300613		2300613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6447		2300614		2300614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6448		2300615		2300615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6449		2300616		2300616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6450		2300617		2300617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6451		2300618		2300618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6452		2300619		2300619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6453		2300620		2300620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6454		2300621		2300621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6455		2300622		2300622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6456		2300623		2300623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6457		2300624		2300624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6458		2300625		2300625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6459		2300626		2300626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6460		2300627		2300627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6461		2300628		2300628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6462		2300629		2300629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6463		2300630		2300630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6464		2300631		2300631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6465		2300632		2300632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6466		2300633		2300633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6467		2300634		2300634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6468		2300635		2300635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6469		2300636		2300636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6470		2300637		2300637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6471		2300638		2300638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6472		2300639		2300639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6473		2300640		2300640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6474		2300641		2300641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6475		2300642		2300642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6476		2300643		2300643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6477		2300644		2300644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6478		2300645		2300645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6479		2300646		2300646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6480		2300647		2300647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6481		2300648		2300648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6482		2300649		2300649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6483		2300650		2300650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6484		2300651		2300651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6485		2300652		2300652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6486		2300653		2300653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6487		2300654		2300654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6488		2300655		2300655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6489		2300656		2300656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6490		2300657		2300657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6491		2300658		2300658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6492		2300659		2300659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6493		2300660		2300660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6494		2300661		2300661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6495		2300662		2300662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6496		2300663		2300663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6497		2300664		2300664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6498		2300665		2300665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6499		2300666		2300666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6500		2300667		2300667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6501		2300668		2300668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6502		2300669		2300669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6503		2300670		2300670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6504		2300671		2300671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6505		2300672		2300672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6506		2300673		2300673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6507		2300674		2300674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6508		2300675		2300675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6509		2300676		2300676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6510		2300677		2300677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6511		2300678		2300678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6512		2300679		2300679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6513		2300680		2300680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6514		2300681		2300681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6515		2300682		2300682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6620		2300867		2300867		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6621		2300868		2300868		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6622		2300869		2300869		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6623		2300870		2300870		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6624		2300871		2300871		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6625		2300872		2300872		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6626		2301002		2301002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6627		2301003		2301003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6628		2301004		2301004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6629		2301005		2301005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6630		2301006		2301006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6631		2301007		2301007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6632		2301008		2301008		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6633		2301009		2301009		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6634		2301010		2301010		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6635		2301011		2301011		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6636		2301012		2301012		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6637		2301013		2301013		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6638		2301031		2301031		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6639		2301032		2301032		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6640		2301033		2301033		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6641		2301034		2301034		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6642		2301035		2301035		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6643		2301036		2301036		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6644		2301037		2301037		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6645		2301038		2301038		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6646		2301039		2301039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6647		2301040		2301040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6648		2301041		2301041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6649		2301042		2301042		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6650		2301043		2301043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6651		2301044		2301044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6652		2301045		2301045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6653		2301046		2301046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6654		2301047		2301047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6655		2301048		2301048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6656		2301049		2301049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6657		2301050		2301050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6658		2301051		2301051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6659		2301052		2301052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6660		2301053		2301053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6661		2301054		2301054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6662		2301055		2301055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6663		2301056		2301056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6664		2301057		2301057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6665		2301058		2301058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6666		2301059		2301059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6667		2301060		2301060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6668		2301061		2301061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6669		2301062		2301062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6670		2301063		2301063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6671		2301064		2301064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6672		2301065		2301065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6673		2301066		2301066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6674		2301067		2301067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6675		2301068		2301068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6676		2301069		2301069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6677		2301070		2301070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6678		2301071		2301071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6679		2301072		2301072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6680		2301073		2301073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6681		2301074		2301074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6682		2301075		2301075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6683		2301076		2301076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6684		2301077		2301077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6685		2301078		2301078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6686		2301079		2301079		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6687		2301080		2301080		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6688		2301081		2301081		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6689		2400217		2400217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6690		2400218		2400218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6691		2400219		2400219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6692		2400220		2400220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6693		2400221		2400221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6694		2400222		2400222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6695		2400223		2400223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6696		2400224		2400224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6697		2400225		2400225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6698		2400226		2400226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6699		2400227		2400227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6700		2400228		2400228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6701		2400229		2400229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6702		2400230		2400230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6703		2400231		2400231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6704		2400232		2400232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6705		2400233		2400233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6706		2400234		2400234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6707		2400235		2400235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6857		2401916		2401916		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6858		2401917		2401917		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6859		2401918		2401918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6860		2401919		2401919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6861		2401920		2401920		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6862		2402092		2402092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6863		2402093		2402093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6864		2402094		2402094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6865		2402095		2402095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6866		2402096		2402096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6867		2402097		2402097		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6868		2402098		2402098		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6869		2402099		2402099		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6870		2402102		2402102		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6871		2402103		2402103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6872		2402104		2402104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6873		2402105		2402105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6874		2402106		2402106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6875		2402107		2402107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6876		2402108		2402108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6877		2402109		2402109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6878		2402110		2402110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6879		2402111		2402111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6880		2402112		2402112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6881		2402113		2402113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6882		2402114		2402114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6883		2402115		2402115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6884		2402116		2402116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6885		2402117		2402117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6886		2402118		2402118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6887		2402119		2402119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6888		2402120		2402120		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6889		2500525		2500525		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6890		2500526		2500526		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6891		2500527		2500527		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6892		2500528		2500528		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6893		2500529		2500529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6894		2500530		2500530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6895		2500531		2500531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6896		2500532		2500532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6897		2500533		2500533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6898		2500534		2500534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6899		2500535		2500535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6900		2500536		2500536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6901		2500537		2500537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6902		2500538		2500538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6903		2500539		2500539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6904		2500540		2500540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6905		2500541		2500541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6906		2500542		2500542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6907		2500543		2500543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6908		2500544		2500544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6909		2500545		2500545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6910		2500546		2500546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6911		2500547		2500547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6912		2500548		2500548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6913		2500549		2500549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6914		2500550		2500550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6915		2500551		2500551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6916		2500552		2500552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6917		2500553		2500553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6918		2500554		2500554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6919		2500555		2500555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6920		2500556		2500556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6921		2500557		2500557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6922		2500558		2500558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6923		2500559		2500559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6924		2500560		2500560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6925		2500561		2500561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6926		2500562		2500562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6927		2500563		2500563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6928		2500564		2500564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6929		2500565		2500565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6930		2500566		2500566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6931		2500567		2500567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6932		2500568		2500568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6933		2500569		2500569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6934		2500570		2500570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6935		2500571		2500571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6936		2500572		2500572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6937		2500573		2500573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6938		2500574		2500574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		6939		2500575		2500575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7178		2502452		2502452		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7179		2502453		2502453		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7180		2502454		2502454		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7181		2502455		2502455		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7182		2502456		2502456		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7183		2502457		2502457		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7184		2502458		2502458		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7185		2502459		2502459		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7186		2502460		2502460		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7187		2502461		2502461		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7188		2502616		2502616		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7189		2502617		2502617		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7190		2502618		2502618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7191		2502619		2502619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7192		2502620		2502620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7193		2502621		2502621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7194		2502622		2502622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7195		2502623		2502623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7196		2502624		2502624		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7197		2502625		2502625		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7198		2502626		2502626		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7199		2502627		2502627		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7200		2502630		2502630		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7201		2502631		2502631		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7202		2502632		2502632		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7203		2502633		2502633		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7204		2502634		2502634		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7205		2502635		2502635		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7206		2502636		2502636		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7207		2502637		2502637		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7208		2502638		2502638		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7209		2502639		2502639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7210		2502640		2502640		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7211		2502641		2502641		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7212		2502642		2502642		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7213		2502643		2502643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7214		2502644		2502644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7215		2502645		2502645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7216		2502646		2502646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7217		2502647		2502647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7218		2502648		2502648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7219		2502649		2502649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7220		2502650		2502650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7221		2502651		2502651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7222		2502652		2502652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7223		2502653		2502653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7224		2502654		2502654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7225		2502655		2502655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7226		2502656		2502656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7227		2502657		2502657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7228		2502658		2502658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7229		2502659		2502659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7230		2502660		2502660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7231		2502661		2502661		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7232		2502662		2502662		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7233		2502663		2502663		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7234		2502664		2502664		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7235		2502665		2502665		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7236		2502666		2502666		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7237		2502667		2502667		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7238		2502668		2502668		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7239		2502669		2502669		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7240		2502670		2502670		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7241		2502671		2502671		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7242		2502672		2502672		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7243		2502673		2502673		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7244		2502674		2502674		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7245		2502675		2502675		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7246		2502676		2502676		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7247		2502677		2502677		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7248		2502678		2502678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7249		2502679		2502679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7250		2502680		2502680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7251		2502681		2502681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7252		2502682		2502682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7253		2502683		2502683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7254		2502684		2502684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7255		2502685		2502685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7256		2502686		2502686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7257		2502687		2502687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7258		2502688		2502688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7259		2502689		2502689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7260		2502690		2502690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7261		2502691		2502691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7262		2502692		2502692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7263		2502693		2502693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7264		2502694		2502694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7265		2502695		2502695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7266		2502696		2502696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7267		2502697		2502697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7268		2502698		2502698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7269		2502699		2502699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7270		2502700		2502700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7271		2502701		2502701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7272		2502702		2502702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7273		2502703		2502703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7274		2502704		2502704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7275		2502705		2502705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7276		2502706		2502706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7277		2502707		2502707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7278		2502708		2502708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7279		2502709		2502709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7280		2502710		2502710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7281		2502711		2502711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7282		2502712		2502712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7283		2502713		2502713		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7284		2502714		2502714		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7285		2502715		2502715		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7286		2502716		2502716		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7287		2502717		2502717		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7288		2502718		2502718		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7289		2502719		2502719		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7290		2502720		2502720		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7291		2502721		2502721		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7292		2600438		2600438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7293		2600439		2600439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7294		2600440		2600440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7295		2600441		2600441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7296		2600442		2600442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7297		2600443		2600443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7298		2600444		2600444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7299		2600445		2600445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7300		2600446		2600446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7301		2600447		2600447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7302		2600448		2600448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7303		2600449		2600449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7304		2600450		2600450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7305		2600451		2600451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7306		2600452		2600452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7307		2600453		2600453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7308		2600454		2600454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7309		2600455		2600455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7310		2600456		2600456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7311		2600457		2600457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7312		2600458		2600458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7313		2600459		2600459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7314		2600460		2600460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7315		2600461		2600461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7316		2600462		2600462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7317		2600463		2600463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7318		2600464		2600464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7319		2600465		2600465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7320		2600466		2600466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7321		2600467		2600467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7322		2600468		2600468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7323		2600469		2600469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7324		2600470		2600470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7325		2600471		2600471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7326		2600472		2600472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7327		2600473		2600473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7328		2600474		2600474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7329		2600475		2600475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7330		2600476		2600476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7331		2600477		2600477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7332		2600478		2600478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7333		2600479		2600479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7334		2600480		2600480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7335		2600481		2600481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7336		2600482		2600482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7337		2600483		2600483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7338		2600484		2600484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7339		2600485		2600485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7340		2600486		2600486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7341		2600487		2600487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7342		2600488		2600488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7343		2600489		2600489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7344		2600490		2600490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7345		2600491		2600491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7346		2600492		2600492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7347		2600493		2600493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7348		2600494		2600494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7349		2600495		2600495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7350		2600496		2600496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7351		2600497		2600497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7352		2600498		2600498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7353		2600499		2600499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7354		2600500		2600500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7355		2600501		2600501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7356		2600502		2600502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7357		2600503		2600503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7358		2600504		2600504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7359		2600505		2600505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7360		2600506		2600506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7361		2600507		2600507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7362		2600508		2600508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7363		2600509		2600509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7364		2600510		2600510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7365		2600511		2600511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7366		2600512		2600512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7367		2600513		2600513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7368		2600514		2600514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7369		2600515		2600515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7370		2600516		2600516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7371		2600517		2600517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7372		2600518		2600518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7373		2600519		2600519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7374		2600520		2600520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7375		2600521		2600521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7376		2600522		2600522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7377		2600523		2600523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7378		2600524		2600524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7379		2600525		2600525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7380		2600526		2600526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7381		2600527		2600527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7382		2600528		2600528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7383		2600529		2600529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7384		2600530		2600530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7385		2600531		2600531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7386		2600532		2600532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7387		2600533		2600533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7388		2600534		2600534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7389		2600535		2600535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7390		2600536		2600536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7391		2600537		2600537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7392		2600538		2600538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7393		2600539		2600539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7394		2600540		2600540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7395		2600541		2600541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7396		2600542		2600542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7397		2600543		2600543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7398		2600544		2600544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7399		2600545		2600545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7400		2600546		2600546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7401		2600547		2600547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7402		2600548		2600548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7403		2600549		2600549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7404		2600550		2600550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7405		2600551		2600551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7406		2600552		2600552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7407		2600553		2600553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7408		2600554		2600554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7409		2600555		2600555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7410		2600556		2600556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7411		2600557		2600557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7412		2600558		2600558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7413		2600559		2600559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7414		2600560		2600560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7415		2600561		2600561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7416		2600562		2600562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7417		2600563		2600563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7418		2600564		2600564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7419		2600565		2600565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7420		2600566		2600566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7421		2600567		2600567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7422		2600568		2600568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7423		2600569		2600569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7424		2600570		2600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7425		2600571		2600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7426		2600572		2600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7427		2600573		2600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7428		2600574		2600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7429		2600575		2600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7430		2600576		2600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7431		2600577		2600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7432		2600578		2600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7433		2600579		2600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7434		2600580		2600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7485		2601554		2601554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7486		2601705		2601705		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7487		2601706		2601706		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7488		2601707		2601707		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7489		2601708		2601708		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7490		2601709		2601709		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7491		2601710		2601710		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7492		2601711		2601711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7493		2601712		2601712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7494		2601713		2601713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7495		2601714		2601714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7496		2601715		2601715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7497		2601716		2601716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7498		2601717		2601717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7499		2601718		2601718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7500		2601719		2601719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7501		2601720		2601720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7502		2601721		2601721		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7503		2601722		2601722		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7504		2601723		2601723		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7505		2601724		2601724		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7506		2601725		2601725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7507		2601726		2601726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7508		2601727		2601727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7509		2601728		2601728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7510		2601729		2601729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7511		2601730		2601730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7512		2601731		2601731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7513		2601732		2601732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7514		2601733		2601733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7515		2601734		2601734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7516		2601735		2601735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7517		2601736		2601736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7518		2601737		2601737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7519		2601738		2601738		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7520		2601739		2601739		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7521		2601740		2601740		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7522		2601741		2601741		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7523		2601742		2601742		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7524		2601743		2601743		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7525		2601744		2601744		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7526		2601756		2601756		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7527		2601757		2601757		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7528		2601759		2601759		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7529		2601760		2601760		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7530		2601761		2601761		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7531		2601762		2601762		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7532		2601763		2601763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7533		2601764		2601764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7534		2601765		2601765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7535		2601766		2601766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7536		2601767		2601767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7537		2601768		2601768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7538		2601769		2601769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7539		2601770		2601770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7540		2601771		2601771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7541		2601772		2601772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7542		2601773		2601773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7543		2601774		2601774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7544		2601775		2601775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7545		2601776		2601776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7546		2601777		2601777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7547		2601778		2601778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7548		2601779		2601779		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7549		2601780		2601780		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7550		2601781		2601781		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7551		2601782		2601782		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7552		2700005		2700005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7553		2701097		2701097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7554		2701098		2701098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7555		2701099		2701099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7556		2701100		2701100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7557		2701101		2701101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7558		2701102		2701102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7559		2701103		2701103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7560		2701104		2701104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7561		2701105		2701105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7562		2701106		2701106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7563		2701107		2701107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7564		2701108		2701108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7565		2701109		2701109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7566		2701110		2701110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7567		2701111		2701111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7568		2701112		2701112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7569		2701113		2701113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7570		2701114		2701114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7571		2701115		2701115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7572		2701116		2701116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7573		2701117		2701117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7574		2701118		2701118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7575		2701119		2701119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7576		2701120		2701120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7577		2701121		2701121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7578		2701122		2701122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7579		2701123		2701123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7580		2701124		2701124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7581		2701125		2701125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7582		2701126		2701126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7583		2701127		2701127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7584		2701128		2701128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7585		2701129		2701129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7586		2701130		2701130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7587		2701131		2701131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7588		2701132		2701132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7589		2701133		2701133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7590		2701134		2701134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7591		2701135		2701135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7592		2701136		2701136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7593		2701137		2701137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7594		2701138		2701138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7595		2701139		2701139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7596		2701140		2701140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7597		2701141		2701141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7598		2701142		2701142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7599		2701143		2701143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7600		2701144		2701144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7601		2701145		2701145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7602		2701146		2701146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7603		2701147		2701147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7604		2701148		2701148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7605		2701149		2701149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7606		2701150		2701150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7607		2701151		2701151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7608		2701152		2701152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7609		2701153		2701153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7610		2701154		2701154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7611		2701155		2701155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7612		2701156		2701156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7613		2701157		2701157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7614		2701158		2701158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7615		2701159		2701159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7616		2701160		2701160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7617		2701161		2701161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7618		2701162		2701162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7619		2701163		2701163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7620		2701164		2701164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7621		2701165		2701165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7622		2701166		2701166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7623		2701167		2701167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7624		2701168		2701168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7625		2701169		2701169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7626		2701170		2701170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7627		2701171		2701171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7628		2701172		2701172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7629		2701173		2701173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7630		2701174		2701174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7631		2701175		2701175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7632		2701176		2701176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7633		2701177		2701177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7634		2701178		2701178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7635		2701179		2701179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7802		2701941		2701941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7803		2701942		2701942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7804		2701943		2701943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7805		2701944		2701944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7806		2701945		2701945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7807		2701946		2701946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7808		2702130		2702130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7809		2702131		2702131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7810		2702132		2702132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7811		2702133		2702133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7812		2702134		2702134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7813		2702135		2702135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7814		2702136		2702136		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7815		2702137		2702137		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7816		2702138		2702138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7817		2702139		2702139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7818		2702140		2702140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7819		2702141		2702141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7820		2702142		2702142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7821		2702143		2702143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7822		2702144		2702144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7823		2702145		2702145		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7824		2702146		2702146		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7825		2702147		2702147		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7826		2702148		2702148		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7827		2702149		2702149		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7828		2702150		2702150		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7829		2702151		2702151		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7830		2702152		2702152		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7831		2702153		2702153		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7832		2702154		2702154		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7833		2702155		2702155		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7834		2702156		2702156		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7835		2702157		2702157		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7836		2702158		2702158		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7837		2702159		2702159		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7838		2702160		2702160		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7839		2702161		2702161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7840		2702162		2702162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7841		2702163		2702163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7842		2702164		2702164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7843		2702165		2702165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7844		2702166		2702166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7845		2702167		2702167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7846		2702168		2702168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7847		2702169		2702169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7848		2702170		2702170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7849		2702171		2702171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7850		2702172		2702172		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7851		2702173		2702173		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7852		2702174		2702174		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7853		2702175		2702175		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7854		2702176		2702176		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7855		2702177		2702177		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7856		2702178		2702178		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7857		2702179		2702179		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7858		2702180		2702180		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7859		2702181		2702181		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7860		2702182		2702182		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7861		2702183		2702183		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7862		2702184		2702184		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7863		2702185		2702185		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7864		2702186		2702186		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7865		2702187		2702187		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7866		2702188		2702188		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7867		2702189		2702189		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7868		2702190		2702190		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7869		2702191		2702191		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7870		2702192		2702192		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7871		2702193		2702193		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7872		2702194		2702194		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7873		2702195		2702195		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7874		2702196		2702196		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7875		2702197		2702197		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7876		2702198		2702198		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7877		2702199		2702199		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7878		2702200		2702200		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7879		2702239		2702239		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7880		2702240		2702240		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7881		2702241		2702241		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7882		2702242		2702242		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7883		2702243		2702243		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7884		2702244		2702244		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7885		2702245		2702245		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7886		2702246		2702246		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7887		2702247		2702247		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7888		2702248		2702248		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7889		2702249		2702249		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7890		2702250		2702250		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7891		2702251		2702251		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7892		2702252		2702252		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7893		2702253		2702253		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7894		2702254		2702254		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7895		2702255		2702255		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7896		2702256		2702256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7897		2702257		2702257		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7898		2702258		2702258		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7899		2702259		2702259		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7900		2702260		2702260		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7901		2702261		2702261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7902		2702262		2702262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7903		2702263		2702263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7904		2702264		2702264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7905		2702265		2702265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7906		2702266		2702266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7907		2702267		2702267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7908		2702268		2702268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7909		2702269		2702269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7910		2702270		2702270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7911		2702271		2702271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7912		2702272		2702272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7913		2702273		2702273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7914		2702274		2702274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7915		2702275		2702275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7916		2702276		2702276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7917		2702277		2702277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7918		2702278		2702278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7919		2702279		2702279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7920		2702280		2702280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7921		2702281		2702281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7922		2702282		2702282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7923		2702283		2702283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7924		2702284		2702284		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7925		2702285		2702285		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7926		2702286		2702286		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7927		2702287		2702287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7928		2702288		2702288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7929		2702289		2702289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7930		2702290		2702290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7931		2702291		2702291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7932		2702292		2702292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7933		2702293		2702293		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7934		2702294		2702294		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7935		2702295		2702295		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7936		2702296		2702296		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7937		2702297		2702297		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7938		2702298		2702298		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7939		2702299		2702299		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7940		2702300		2702300		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7941		2702301		2702301		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7942		2702302		2702302		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7943		2800929		2800929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7944		2800930		2800930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7945		2800931		2800931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7946		2800932		2800932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7947		2800933		2800933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7948		2800934		2800934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7949		2800935		2800935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7950		2800936		2800936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7951		2800937		2800937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7952		2800938		2800938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7953		2800939		2800939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7954		2800940		2800940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7955		2800941		2800941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7956		2800942		2800942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7957		2800943		2800943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7958		2800944		2800944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7959		2800945		2800945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7960		2800946		2800946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7961		2800947		2800947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7962		2800948		2800948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7963		2800949		2800949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7964		2800950		2800950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7965		2800951		2800951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7966		2800952		2800952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7967		2800953		2800953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7968		2800954		2800954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7969		2800955		2800955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7970		2800956		2800956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7971		2800957		2800957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7972		2800958		2800958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7973		2800959		2800959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7974		2800960		2800960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7975		2800961		2800961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7976		2800962		2800962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7977		2800963		2800963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7978		2800964		2800964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7979		2800965		2800965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7980		2800966		2800966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7981		2800967		2800967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7982		2800968		2800968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7983		2800969		2800969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7984		2800970		2800970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7985		2800971		2800971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7986		2800972		2800972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7987		2800973		2800973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7988		2800974		2800974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7989		2800975		2800975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7990		2800976		2800976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7991		2800977		2800977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7992		2800978		2800978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7993		2800979		2800979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7994		2800980		2800980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7995		2800981		2800981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7996		2800982		2800982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7997		2800983		2800983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7998		2800984		2800984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		7999		2800985		2800985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8000		2800986		2800986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8001		2800987		2800987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8002		2800988		2800988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8003		2800989		2800989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8004		2800990		2800990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8005		2800991		2800991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8006		2800992		2800992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8007		2800993		2800993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8008		2800994		2800994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8009		2800995		2800995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8010		2800996		2800996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8011		2800997		2800997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8012		2800998		2800998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8013		2800999		2800999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8014		2801000		2801000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8015		2801001		2801001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8016		2801002		2801002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8017		2801003		2801003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8018		2801004		2801004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8019		2801005		2801005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8020		2801006		2801006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8021		2801007		2801007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8022		2801008		2801008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8023		2801009		2801009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8024		2801010		2801010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8025		2801011		2801011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8026		2801012		2801012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8027		2801013		2801013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8028		2801014		2801014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8029		2801015		2801015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8030		2801016		2801016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8031		2801017		2801017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8032		2801018		2801018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8033		2801019		2801019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8034		2801020		2801020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8035		2801021		2801021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8036		2801022		2801022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8037		2801023		2801023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8038		2801024		2801024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8039		2801025		2801025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8040		2801026		2801026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8041		2801027		2801027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8042		2801028		2801028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8043		2801029		2801029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8044		2801030		2801030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8045		2801031		2801031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8046		2801032		2801032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8047		2801033		2801033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8048		2801034		2801034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8049		2801035		2801035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8050		2801036		2801036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8051		2801037		2801037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8052		2801038		2801038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8053		2801039		2801039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8054		2801040		2801040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8055		2801041		2801041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8056		2801042		2801042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8057		2801043		2801043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8058		2801044		2801044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8059		2801045		2801045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8060		2801046		2801046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8061		2801047		2801047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8062		2801048		2801048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8063		2801049		2801049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8064		2801050		2801050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8065		2801051		2801051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8066		2801052		2801052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8067		2801053		2801053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8068		2801054		2801054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8069		2801055		2801055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8070		2801056		2801056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8071		2801057		2801057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8072		2801058		2801058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8073		2801059		2801059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8074		2801060		2801060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8075		2801061		2801061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8076		2801062		2801062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8077		2801063		2801063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8078		2801064		2801064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8079		2801065		2801065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8080		2801066		2801066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8081		2801067		2801067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8082		2801068		2801068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8083		2801069		2801069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8084		2801070		2801070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8085		2801071		2801071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8086		2801072		2801072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8087		2801073		2801073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8088		2801074		2801074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8089		2801075		2801075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8090		2801076		2801076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8091		2801077		2801077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8092		2801078		2801078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8093		2801079		2801079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8094		2801080		2801080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8095		2801081		2801081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8096		2801082		2801082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8097		2801083		2801083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8098		2801084		2801084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8099		2801085		2801085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8100		2801086		2801086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8101		2801087		2801087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8102		2801088		2801088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8103		2801089		2801089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8104		2801090		2801090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8105		2801091		2801091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8106		2801092		2801092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8107		2801093		2801093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8108		2801094		2801094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8109		2801095		2801095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8110		2801096		2801096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8111		2801097		2801097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8112		2801098		2801098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8113		2801099		2801099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8114		2801100		2801100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8115		2801101		2801101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8116		2801102		2801102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8117		2801103		2801103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8118		2801104		2801104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8119		2801105		2801105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8120		2801106		2801106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8121		2801107		2801107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8122		2801108		2801108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8123		2801109		2801109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8124		2801110		2801110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8125		2801111		2801111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8126		2801112		2801112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8127		2801113		2801113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8128		2801114		2801114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8129		2801115		2801115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8130		2801116		2801116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8131		2801117		2801117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8132		2801118		2801118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8133		2801119		2801119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8134		2801120		2801120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8135		2801121		2801121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8136		2801122		2801122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8137		2801123		2801123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8138		2801124		2801124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8139		2801125		2801125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8140		2801126		2801126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8141		2801127		2801127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8142		2801128		2801128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8143		2801129		2801129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8144		2801130		2801130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8145		2801131		2801131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8146		2801132		2801132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8147		2801133		2801133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8148		2801134		2801134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8149		2801135		2801135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8150		2801136		2801136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8151		2801137		2801137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8152		2801138		2801138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8153		2801139		2801139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8154		2801140		2801140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8155		2801141		2801141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8156		2801142		2801142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8157		2801143		2801143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8158		2801144		2801144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8159		2801145		2801145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8160		2801146		2801146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8161		2801147		2801147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8162		2801148		2801148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8163		2801149		2801149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8164		2801150		2801150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8165		2801151		2801151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8166		2801152		2801152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8167		2801153		2801153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8168		2801154		2801154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8169		2801155		2801155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8170		2801156		2801156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8171		2801157		2801157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8172		2801158		2801158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8173		2801159		2801159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8174		2801160		2801160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8175		2801161		2801161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8176		2801162		2801162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8177		2801163		2801163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8178		2801164		2801164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8179		2801165		2801165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8180		2801166		2801166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8181		2801167		2801167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8182		2801168		2801168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8183		2801169		2801169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8184		2801170		2801170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8185		2801171		2801171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8186		2801172		2801172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8187		2801173		2801173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8188		2801174		2801174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8189		2801175		2801175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8190		2801176		2801176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8191		2801177		2801177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8192		2801178		2801178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8193		2801179		2801179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8194		2801180		2801180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8195		2801181		2801181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8196		2801182		2801182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8197		2801183		2801183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8198		2801184		2801184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8199		2801185		2801185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8200		2801186		2801186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8201		2801187		2801187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8202		2801188		2801188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8203		2801189		2801189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8204		2801190		2801190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8205		2801191		2801191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8206		2801192		2801192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8207		2801193		2801193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8208		2801194		2801194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8209		2801195		2801195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8210		2801196		2801196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8211		2801197		2801197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8212		2801198		2801198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8213		2801199		2801199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8214		2801200		2801200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8215		2801201		2801201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8216		2801202		2801202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8217		2801203		2801203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8218		2801204		2801204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8219		2801205		2801205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8220		2801206		2801206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8221		2801207		2801207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8222		2801208		2801208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8223		2801209		2801209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8224		2801210		2801210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8225		2801211		2801211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8226		2801212		2801212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8227		2801213		2801213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8228		2801214		2801214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8229		2801215		2801215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8230		2801216		2801216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8231		2801217		2801217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8232		2801218		2801218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8233		2801219		2801219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8234		2801220		2801220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8235		2801221		2801221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8236		2801222		2801222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8237		2801223		2801223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8238		2801224		2801224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8239		2801225		2801225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8240		2801226		2801226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8241		2801227		2801227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8242		2801228		2801228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8243		2801229		2801229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8244		2801230		2801230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8245		2801231		2801231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8246		2801232		2801232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8247		2801233		2801233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8248		2801234		2801234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8249		2801235		2801235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8250		2801236		2801236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8251		2801237		2801237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8252		2801238		2801238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8253		2801239		2801239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8254		2801240		2801240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8255		2801241		2801241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8256		2801242		2801242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8257		2801243		2801243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8258		2801244		2801244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8259		2801245		2801245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8260		2801246		2801246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8261		2801247		2801247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8262		2801248		2801248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8263		2801249		2801249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8264		2801250		2801250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8265		2801251		2801251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8266		2801252		2801252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8267		2801253		2801253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8268		2801254		2801254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8269		2801255		2801255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8270		2801256		2801256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8271		2801257		2801257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8272		2801258		2801258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8273		2801259		2801259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8274		2801260		2801260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8275		2801261		2801261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8276		2801262		2801262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8277		2801263		2801263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8278		2801264		2801264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8279		2801265		2801265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8280		2801266		2801266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8281		2801267		2801267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8282		2801268		2801268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8283		2801269		2801269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8284		2801270		2801270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8285		2801271		2801271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8286		2801272		2801272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8287		2801273		2801273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8288		2801274		2801274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8289		2801275		2801275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8290		2801276		2801276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8291		2801277		2801277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8292		2801278		2801278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8293		2801279		2801279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8294		2801280		2801280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8295		2801281		2801281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8296		2801282		2801282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8297		2801283		2801283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8298		2801284		2801284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8299		2801285		2801285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8300		2801286		2801286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8301		2801287		2801287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8302		2801288		2801288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8303		2801289		2801289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8304		2801290		2801290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8305		2801291		2801291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8306		2801292		2801292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8307		2801293		2801293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8308		2801294		2801294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8309		2801295		2801295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8310		2801296		2801296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8311		2801297		2801297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8312		2801298		2801298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8313		2801299		2801299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8314		2801300		2801300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8315		2801301		2801301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8316		2801302		2801302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8317		2801303		2801303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8318		2801304		2801304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8319		2801305		2801305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8320		2801306		2801306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8321		2801307		2801307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8322		2801308		2801308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8323		2801309		2801309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8324		2801310		2801310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8325		2801311		2801311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8326		2801312		2801312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8327		2801313		2801313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8328		2801314		2801314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8329		2801315		2801315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8330		2801316		2801316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8331		2801317		2801317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8332		2801318		2801318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8333		2801319		2801319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8334		2801320		2801320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8335		2801321		2801321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8336		2801322		2801322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8337		2801323		2801323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8338		2801324		2801324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8339		2801325		2801325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8340		2801326		2801326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8341		2801327		2801327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8342		2801328		2801328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8343		2801329		2801329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8344		2801330		2801330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8345		2801331		2801331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8346		2801332		2801332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8347		2801333		2801333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8348		2801334		2801334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8349		2801335		2801335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8350		2801336		2801336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8351		2801337		2801337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8352		2801338		2801338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8353		2801339		2801339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8354		2801340		2801340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8355		2801341		2801341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8356		2801342		2801342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8357		2801343		2801343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8358		2801344		2801344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8359		2801345		2801345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8360		2801346		2801346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8361		2801347		2801347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8362		2801348		2801348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8363		2801349		2801349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8364		2801350		2801350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8365		2801351		2801351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8366		2801352		2801352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8367		2801353		2801353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8368		2801354		2801354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8369		2801355		2801355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8370		2801356		2801356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8371		2801357		2801357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8372		2801358		2801358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8373		2801359		2801359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8374		2801360		2801360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8375		2801361		2801361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8376		2801362		2801362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8377		2801363		2801363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8378		2801364		2801364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8379		2801365		2801365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8380		2801366		2801366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8381		2801367		2801367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8382		2801368		2801368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8383		2801369		2801369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8384		2801370		2801370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8385		2801371		2801371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8386		2801372		2801372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8387		2801373		2801373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8508		2803982		2803982		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8509		2803983		2803983		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8510		2803984		2803984		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8511		2803985		2803985		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8512		2803986		2803986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8513		2803987		2803987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8514		2803988		2803988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8515		2803989		2803989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8516		2803990		2803990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8517		2803991		2803991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8518		2803992		2803992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8519		2803993		2803993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8520		2803994		2803994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8521		2803995		2803995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8522		2803996		2803996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8523		2803997		2803997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8524		2803998		2803998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8525		2803999		2803999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8526		2804028		2804028		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8527		2804029		2804029		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8528		2804030		2804030		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8529		2804031		2804031		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8530		2804032		2804032		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8531		2804033		2804033		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8532		2804034		2804034		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8533		2804035		2804035		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8534		2804036		2804036		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8535		2804037		2804037		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8536		2804038		2804038		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8537		2804039		2804039		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8538		2804040		2804040		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8539		2804041		2804041		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8540		2804042		2804042		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8541		2804043		2804043		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8542		2804044		2804044		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8543		2804045		2804045		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8544		2804046		2804046		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8545		2804047		2804047		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8546		2804048		2804048		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8547		2804049		2804049		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8548		2804050		2804050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8549		2804051		2804051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8550		2804052		2804052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8551		2804053		2804053		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8552		2804054		2804054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8553		2804055		2804055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8554		2804056		2804056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8555		2804057		2804057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8556		2804058		2804058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8557		2804059		2804059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8558		2804060		2804060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8559		2804061		2804061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8560		2804062		2804062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8561		2804063		2804063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8562		2804064		2804064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8563		2804065		2804065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8564		2804066		2804066		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8565		2804067		2804067		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8566		2804068		2804068		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8567		2804069		2804069		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8568		2804070		2804070		642		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8569		2804071		2804071		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8570		2804072		2804072		643		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8571		2804073		2804073		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8572		2804074		2804074		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8573		2904588		100513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8574		2904589		100514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8575		2904590		100515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8576		2904591		100516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8577		2904592		100517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8578		2904593		100518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8579		2904594		100519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8580		2904595		100520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8581		2904596		100521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8582		2904597		100522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8583		2904598		100523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8584		2904599		100524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8585		2904600		100525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8586		2904601		100526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8587		2904602		100527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8588		2904603		100528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8589		2904604		100529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8590		2904605		100530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8591		2904606		100531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8592		2904607		100532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8593		2904608		100533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8594		2904609		100534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8595		2904610		100535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8596		2904611		100536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8597		2904612		100537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8598		2904613		100538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8599		2904614		100539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8600		2904615		100540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8601		2904616		100541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8602		2904617		100542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8603		2904618		100543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8604		2904619		100544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8605		2904620		100545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8606		2904621		100546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8607		2904622		100547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8608		2904623		100548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8609		2904624		100549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8610		2904625		100550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8611		2904626		100551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8612		2904627		100552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8613		2904628		100553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8614		2904629		100554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8615		2904630		100555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8616		2904631		100556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8617		2904632		100557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8618		2904633		100558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8619		2904634		100559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8620		2904635		100560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8621		2904636		100561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8622		2904637		100562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8623		2904638		100563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8624		2904639		100564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8625		2904640		100565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8626		2904641		100566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8627		2904642		100567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8628		2904643		100568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8629		2904644		100569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8630		2904645		100570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8631		2904646		100571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8632		2904647		100572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8633		2904648		100573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8634		2904649		100574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8635		2904650		100575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8636		2904651		100576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8637		2904652		100577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8638		2904653		100578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8639		2904654		100579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8640		2904655		100580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8641		2904656		100581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8642		2904657		100582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8643		2904658		100583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8644		2904659		100584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8645		2904660		100585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8646		2904661		100586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8647		2904662		100587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8648		2904663		100588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8649		2904664		100589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8650		2904665		100590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8651		2904666		100591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8652		2904667		100592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8653		2904668		100593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8654		2904669		100594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8655		2904670		100595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8656		2904671		100596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8657		2904672		100597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8658		2904673		100598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8659		2904674		100599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8660		2904675		100600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8661		2904676		100601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8662		2904677		100602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8663		2904678		100603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8664		2904679		100604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8665		2904680		100605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8666		2904681		100606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8667		2904682		100607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8668		2904683		100608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8669		2904684		100609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8670		2904685		100610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8671		2904686		100611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8672		2904687		100612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8673		2904688		100613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8674		2904689		100614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8675		2904690		100615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8676		2904691		100616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8677		2904692		100617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8678		2904693		100618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8679		2904694		100619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8680		2904695		100620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8681		2904696		100621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8682		2904697		100622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8683		2904698		100623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8684		2904699		100624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8685		2904700		100625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8686		2904701		100626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8687		2904702		100627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8688		2904703		100628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8689		2904704		100629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8690		2904705		100630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8691		2904706		100631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8692		2904707		100632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8693		2904708		100633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8694		2904709		100634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8695		2904710		100635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8696		2904711		100636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8697		2904712		100637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8698		2904713		100638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8699		2904714		100639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8700		2904715		100640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8701		2904716		100641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8702		2904717		100642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8703		2904718		100643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8704		2904719		100644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8705		2904720		100645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8706		2904721		100646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8707		2904722		100647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		8708		2904723		100648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9044		2905847		101772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9045		2905996		101921		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9046		2905997		101922		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9047		2905998		101923		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9048		2905999		101924		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9049		2906000		101925		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9050		2906001		101926		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9051		2906002		101927		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9052		2906003		101928		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9053		2906004		101929		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9054		2906005		101930		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9055		2906006		101931		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9056		2906007		101932		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9057		2906008		101933		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9058		2906009		101934		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9059		2906010		101935		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9060		2906011		101936		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9061		2906012		101937		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9062		2906013		101938		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9063		2906014		101939		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9064		2906015		101940		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9065		2906016		101941		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9066		2906017		101942		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9067		2906018		101943		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9068		2906019		101944		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9069		2906020		101945		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9070		2906021		101946		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9071		2906022		101947		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9072		2906064		101989		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9073		2906065		101990		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9074		2906066		101991		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9075		2906067		101992		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9076		2906068		101993		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9077		2906069		101994		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9078		2906070		101995		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9079		2906071		101996		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9080		2906072		101997		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9081		2906073		101998		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9082		2906074		101999		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9083		2906075		102000		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9084		2906076		102001		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9085		2906077		102002		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9086		2906078		102003		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9087		2906079		102004		628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9088		2906080		102005		629		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9089		2906081		102006		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9090		2906082		102007		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9091		2906083		102008		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9092		2906084		102009		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9093		2906085		102010		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9094		2906086		102011		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9095		2906087		102012		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9096		2906088		102013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9097		2906089		102014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9098		2906090		102015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9099		2906091		102016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9100		2906092		102017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9101		2906093		102018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9102		2906094		102019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9103		2906095		102020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9104		2906096		102021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9105		2906097		102022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9106		2906098		102023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9107		2906099		102024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9108		2906100		102025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9109		2906101		102026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9110		2906102		102027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9111		2906103		102028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9112		2906104		102029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9113		2906105		102030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9114		2906106		102031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9115		2906107		102032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9116		2906108		102033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9117		2906109		102034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9118		2906110		102035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9119		2906111		102036		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9120		2906112		102037		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9121		2906113		102038		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9122		2906114		102039		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9123		2906115		102040		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9124		2906116		102041		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9125		2906117		102042		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9126		2906118		102043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9127		2906119		102044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9128		2906120		102045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9129		2906121		102046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9130		2906122		102047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9131		2906123		102048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9132		2906124		102049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9133		2906125		102050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9134		2906126		102051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9135		2906127		102052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9136		2906128		102053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9137		2906129		102054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9138		2906130		102055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9139		2906131		102056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9140		2906132		102057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9141		2906133		102058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9142		2906134		102059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9143		2906135		102060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9144		2906136		102061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9145		2906137		102062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9146		2906138		102063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9147		2906139		102064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9148		2906140		102065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9149		2906141		102066		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9150		2906142		102067		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9151		2906143		102068		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9152		3004158		200083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9153		3004159		200084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9154		3004160		200085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9155		3004161		200086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9156		3004162		200087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9157		3004163		200088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9158		3004164		200089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9159		3004165		200090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9296		3004926		200851		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9297		3005069		200994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9298		3005070		200995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9299		3005071		200996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9300		3005072		200997		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9301		3005073		200998		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9302		3005074		200999		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9303		3005075		201000		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9304		3005076		201001		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9305		3005106		201031		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9306		3005107		201032		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9307		3005108		201033		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9308		3005109		201034		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9309		3005110		201035		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9310		3005111		201036		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9311		3005112		201037		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9312		3005113		201038		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9313		3005114		201039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9314		3005115		201040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9315		3005116		201041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9316		3005117		201042		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9317		3005118		201043		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9318		3005119		201044		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9319		3005120		201045		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9320		3005121		201046		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9321		3005122		201047		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9322		3005123		201048		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9323		3005124		201049		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9324		3005125		201050		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9325		3005126		201051		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9326		3005127		201052		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9327		3005128		201053		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9328		3005129		201054		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9329		3005130		201055		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9330		3005131		201056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9331		3005132		201057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9332		3005133		201058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9333		3005134		201059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9334		3005135		201060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9335		3005136		201061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9336		3005137		201062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9337		3005138		201063		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9338		3005139		201064		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9339		3005140		201065		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9340		3104080		300005		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9341		3104237		300162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9342		3104238		300163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9343		3104239		300164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9435		3104624		300549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9436		3104625		300550		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9437		3104626		300551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9438		3104627		300552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9439		3104628		300553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9440		3104629		300554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9441		3104630		300555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9442		3104631		300556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9443		3104632		300557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9444		3104633		300558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9445		3104693		300618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9446		3104694		300619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9447		3104695		300620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9448		3104696		300621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9449		3104697		300622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9450		3104698		300623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9451		3104699		300624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9452		3104700		300625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9453		3104701		300626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9454		3104702		300627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9455		3104703		300628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9456		3104704		300629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9457		3104705		300630		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9458		3104706		300631		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9459		3104707		300632		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9460		3104708		300633		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9461		3104709		300634		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9462		3104710		300635		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9463		3104711		300636		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9464		3104712		300637		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9465		3104713		300638		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9466		3104714		300639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9467		3104715		300640		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9468		3104716		300641		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9469		3204235		400160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9470		3204236		400161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9471		3204237		400162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9472		3204238		400163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9473		3204239		400164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9474		3204240		400165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9475		3204241		400166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9476		3204242		400167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9477		3204243		400168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9478		3204244		400169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9479		3204245		400170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9480		3204246		400171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9481		3204247		400172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9482		3204248		400173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9483		3204249		400174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9484		3204250		400175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9485		3204251		400176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9486		3204252		400177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9487		3204253		400178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9488		3204254		400179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9489		3204255		400180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9490		3204256		400181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9491		3204257		400182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9492		3204258		400183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9583		3204669		400594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9584		3204670		400595		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9585		3204671		400596		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9586		3204672		400597		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9587		3204673		400598		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9588		3204674		400599		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9589		3204675		400600		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9590		3204676		400601		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9591		3204677		400602		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9592		3204678		400603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9593		3204679		400604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9594		3204680		400605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9595		3204681		400606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9596		3204682		400607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9597		3204786		400711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9598		3204787		400712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9599		3204788		400713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9600		3204789		400714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9601		3204790		400715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9602		3204791		400716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9603		3204792		400717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9604		3204793		400718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9605		3204794		400719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9606		3204795		400720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9607		3204796		400721		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9608		3204843		400768		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9609		3204844		400769		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9610		3204845		400770		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9611		3204846		400771		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9612		3204847		400772		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9613		3204848		400773		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9614		3204849		400774		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9615		3204850		400775		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9616		3204851		400776		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9617		3204852		400777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9618		3204853		400778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9619		3204854		400779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9620		3204855		400780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9621		3204856		400781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9622		3204857		400782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9623		3204858		400783		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9624		3204859		400784		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9625		3204860		400785		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9626		3204861		400786		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9627		3204862		400787		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9628		3304160		500085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9629		3304161		500086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9630		3304162		500087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9631		3304163		500088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9632		3304164		500089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9633		3304165		500090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9634		3304166		500091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9635		3304167		500092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9636		3304168		500093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9726		3304474		500399		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9727		3304475		500400		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9728		3304476		500401		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9729		3304477		500402		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9730		3304478		500403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9731		3304479		500404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9732		3304480		500405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9733		3304481		500406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9734		3304482		500407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9735		3304483		500408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9736		3304484		500409		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9737		3304485		500410		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9738		3304486		500411		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9739		3304487		500412		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9740		3304488		500413		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9741		3304489		500414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9742		3304490		500415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9743		3304491		500416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9744		3304492		500417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9745		3304493		500418		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9746		3304494		500419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9747		3304495		500420		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9748		3304496		500421		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9749		3304497		500422		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9750		3304498		500423		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9751		3304499		500424		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9752		3304500		500425		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9753		3304501		500426		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9754		3304502		500427		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9755		3304503		500428		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9756		3304504		500429		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9757		3304605		500530		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9758		3304606		500531		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9759		3304607		500532		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9760		3304608		500533		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9761		3304609		500534		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9762		3304610		500535		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9763		3304611		500536		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9764		3304612		500537		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9765		3304613		500538		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9766		3304614		500539		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9767		3304615		500540		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9768		3304616		500541		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9769		3304617		500542		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9770		3304618		500543		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9771		3304619		500544		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9772		3304620		500545		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9773		3304621		500546		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9774		3304622		500547		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9775		3304623		500548		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9776		3304624		500549		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9777		3304625		500550		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9778		3304626		500551		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9779		3304627		500552		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9780		3304628		500553		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9781		3304629		500554		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9782		3304630		500555		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9783		3304631		500556		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9784		3304632		500557		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9785		3304633		500558		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9786		3304634		500559		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9787		3304635		500560		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9788		3304646		500571		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9789		3304647		500572		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9790		3304648		500573		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9791		3304649		500574		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9792		3304650		500575		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9793		3304651		500576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9794		3304652		500577		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9795		3304653		500578		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9796		3304654		500579		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9797		3404324		600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9798		3404325		600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9799		3404326		600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9800		3404327		600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9801		3404328		600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9802		3404329		600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9803		3404330		600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9804		3404331		600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9805		3404332		600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9806		3404333		600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9807		3404334		600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9808		3404335		600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9809		3404336		600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9810		3404337		600262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9811		3404338		600263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9812		3404339		600264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9813		3404340		600265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9814		3404341		600266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9815		3404342		600267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9816		3404343		600268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9817		3404344		600269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9818		3404345		600270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9819		3404346		600271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9820		3404347		600272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9821		3404348		600273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9822		3404349		600274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9823		3404350		600275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9824		3404351		600276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9825		3404352		600277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9826		3404353		600278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9899		3405392		601317		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9900		3405551		601476		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9901		3405552		601477		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9902		3405553		601478		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9903		3405554		601479		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9904		3405555		601480		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9905		3405556		601481		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9906		3405557		601482		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9907		3405558		601483		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9908		3405559		601484		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9909		3405560		601485		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9910		3405561		601486		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9911		3405562		601487		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9912		3405563		601488		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9913		3405564		601489		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9914		3405565		601490		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9915		3405613		601538		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9916		3405614		601539		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9917		3405615		601540		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9918		3405616		601541		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9919		3405617		601542		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9920		3405618		601543		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9921		3405619		601544		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9922		3405620		601545		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9923		3405621		601546		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9924		3405622		601547		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9925		3405623		601548		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9926		3405624		601549		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9927		3405625		601550		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9928		3405626		601551		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9929		3405627		601552		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9930		3405628		601553		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9931		3405629		601554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9932		3405630		601555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9933		3405631		601556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9934		3405632		601557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9935		3405633		601558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9936		3405634		601559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9937		3405635		601560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9938		3405636		601561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9939		3405637		601562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9940		3405638		601563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9941		3405639		601564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9942		3405640		601565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9943		3405641		601566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9944		3405642		601567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9945		3405643		601568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9946		3405644		601569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9947		3405645		601570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9948		3405646		601571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9949		3405647		601572		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9950		3405648		601573		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9951		3405649		601574		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9952		3405650		601575		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9953		3405651		601576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9954		3405652		601577		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9955		3405653		601578		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9956		3405654		601579		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9957		3405655		601580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9958		3405656		601581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9959		3405657		601582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9960		3405658		601583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9961		3405659		601584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9962		3405660		601585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9963		3405661		601586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9964		3405662		601587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9965		3405663		601588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9966		3405664		601589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9967		3405665		601590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9968		3405666		601591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9969		3405667		601592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9970		3405668		601593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9971		3405669		601594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9972		3405670		601595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9973		3405671		601596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9974		3405672		601597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9975		3405673		601598		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9976		3405674		601599		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9977		3405675		601600		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9978		3405676		601601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9979		3405677		601602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9980		3405678		601603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9981		3405679		601604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9982		3405680		601605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9983		3405681		601606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9984		3405682		601607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9985		3405683		601608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9986		3405684		601609		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9987		3405685		601610		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9988		3405686		601611		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9989		3405687		601612		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9990		3405688		601613		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9991		3405689		601614		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9992		3405690		601615		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9993		3405691		601616		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9994		3405692		601617		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9995		3405693		601618		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9996		3405694		601619		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9997		3405695		601620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9998		3405696		601621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		9999		3405697		601622		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10000		3405698		601623		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10001		3405699		601624		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10002		3405700		601625		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10003		3504211		700136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10004		3504212		700137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10005		3504213		700138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10006		3504214		700139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10007		3504215		700140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10008		3504216		700141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10009		3504217		700142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10010		3504218		700143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10011		3504219		700144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10012		3504220		700145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10013		3504221		700146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10014		3504222		700147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10015		3504223		700148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10016		3504224		700149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10017		3504225		700150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10018		3504226		700151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10019		3504227		700152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10020		3504228		700153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10021		3504229		700154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10022		3504230		700155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10023		3504231		700156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10024		3504232		700157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10025		3504233		700158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10026		3504234		700159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10027		3504235		700160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10028		3504236		700161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10029		3504237		700162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10030		3504238		700163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10031		3504239		700164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10032		3504240		700165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10033		3504241		700166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10034		3504242		700167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10035		3504243		700168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10036		3504244		700169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10037		3504245		700170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10117		3505659		701584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10118		3505660		701585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10119		3505661		701586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10120		3505662		701587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10121		3505663		701588		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10122		3505664		701589		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10123		3505665		701590		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10124		3505666		701591		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10125		3505667		701592		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10126		3505668		701593		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10127		3505669		701594		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10128		3505670		701595		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10129		3505789		701714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10130		3505790		701715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10131		3505791		701716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10132		3505792		701717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10133		3505793		701718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10134		3505794		701719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10135		3505795		701720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10136		3505796		701721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10137		3505797		701722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10138		3505798		701723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10139		3505799		701724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10140		3505800		701725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10141		3505801		701726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10142		3505802		701727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10143		3505803		701728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10144		3505837		701762		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10145		3505838		701763		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10146		3505839		701764		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10147		3505840		701765		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10148		3505841		701766		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10149		3505842		701767		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10150		3505843		701768		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10151		3505844		701769		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10152		3505845		701770		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10153		3505846		701771		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10154		3505847		701772		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10155		3505848		701773		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10156		3505849		701774		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10157		3505850		701775		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10158		3505851		701776		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10159		3505852		701777		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10160		3505853		701778		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10161		3505854		701779		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10162		3505855		701780		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10163		3505856		701781		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10164		3505857		701782		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10165		3505858		701783		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10166		3505859		701784		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10167		3505860		701785		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10168		3505861		701786		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10169		3505862		701787		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10170		3505863		701788		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10171		3505864		701789		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10172		3505865		701790		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10173		3505866		701791		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10174		3505867		701792		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10175		3505868		701793		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10176		3505869		701794		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10177		3505870		701795		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10178		3505871		701796		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10179		3505872		701797		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10180		3505873		701798		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10181		3505874		701799		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10182		3505875		701800		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10183		3505876		701801		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10184		3505877		701802		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10185		3505878		701803		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10186		3505879		701804		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10187		3505880		701805		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10188		3505881		701806		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10189		3505882		701807		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10190		3505883		701808		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10191		3505884		701809		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10192		3505885		701810		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10193		3505886		701811		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10194		3505887		701812		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10195		3505888		701813		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10196		3505889		701814		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10197		3505890		701815		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10198		3505891		701816		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10199		3505892		701817		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10200		3505893		701818		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10201		3505894		701819		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10202		3604259		800184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10203		3604260		800185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10204		3604261		800186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10205		3604262		800187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10206		3604263		800188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10207		3604264		800189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10208		3604265		800190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10209		3604266		800191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10210		3604267		800192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10211		3604268		800193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10212		3604269		800194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10213		3604270		800195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10214		3604271		800196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10215		3604272		800197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10216		3604273		800198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10217		3604274		800199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10218		3604275		800200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10219		3604276		800201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10220		3604277		800202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10221		3604278		800203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10222		3604279		800204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10223		3604280		800205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10224		3604281		800206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10225		3604282		800207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10226		3604283		800208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10227		3604284		800209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10228		3604285		800210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10229		3604286		800211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10230		3604287		800212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10231		3604288		800213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10232		3604289		800214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10233		3604290		800215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10234		3604291		800216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10235		3604292		800217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10236		3604293		800218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10237		3604294		800219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10238		3604295		800220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10239		3604296		800221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10240		3604297		800222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10241		3604298		800223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10242		3604299		800224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10243		3604300		800225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10244		3604301		800226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10245		3604302		800227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10246		3604303		800228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10247		3604304		800229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10345		3605411		801336		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10346		3605412		801337		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10347		3605413		801338		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10348		3605414		801339		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10349		3605415		801340		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10350		3605416		801341		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10351		3605417		801342		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10352		3605418		801343		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10353		3605419		801344		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10354		3605420		801345		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10355		3605421		801346		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10356		3605422		801347		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10357		3605547		801472		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10358		3605548		801473		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10359		3605549		801474		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10360		3605550		801475		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10361		3605551		801476		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10362		3605552		801477		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10363		3605553		801478		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10364		3605554		801479		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10365		3605585		801510		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10366		3605586		801511		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10367		3605587		801512		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10368		3605588		801513		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10369		3605589		801514		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10370		3605590		801515		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10371		3605591		801516		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10372		3605592		801517		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10373		3605593		801518		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10374		3605594		801519		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10375		3605595		801520		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10376		3605596		801521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10377		3605597		801522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10378		3605598		801523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10379		3605599		801524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10380		3605600		801525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10381		3605601		801526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10382		3605602		801527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10383		3605603		801528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10384		3605604		801529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10385		3605605		801530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10386		3605606		801531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10387		3605607		801532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10388		3605608		801533		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10389		3605609		801534		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10390		3605610		801535		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10391		3704844		900769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10392		3704845		900770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10393		3704846		900771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10394		3704847		900772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10395		3704848		900773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10396		3704849		900774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10397		3704850		900775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10398		3704851		900776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10399		3704852		900777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10400		3704853		900778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10401		3704854		900779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10402		3704855		900780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10403		3704856		900781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10404		3704857		900782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10405		3704858		900783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10406		3704859		900784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10407		3704860		900785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10408		3704861		900786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10409		3704862		900787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10410		3704863		900788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10411		3704864		900789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10412		3704865		900790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10413		3704866		900791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10414		3704867		900792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10415		3704868		900793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10416		3704869		900794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10417		3704870		900795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10418		3704871		900796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10419		3704872		900797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10420		3704873		900798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10421		3704874		900799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10422		3704875		900800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10423		3704876		900801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10424		3704877		900802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10425		3704878		900803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10426		3704879		900804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10427		3704880		900805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10428		3704881		900806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10429		3704882		900807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10430		3704883		900808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10431		3704884		900809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10432		3704885		900810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10433		3704886		900811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10434		3704887		900812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10435		3704888		900813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10436		3704889		900814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10437		3704890		900815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10438		3704891		900816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10439		3704892		900817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10440		3704893		900818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10441		3704894		900819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10442		3704895		900820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10443		3704896		900821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10444		3704897		900822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10445		3704898		900823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10446		3704899		900824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10447		3704900		900825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10448		3704901		900826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10449		3704902		900827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10450		3704903		900828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10451		3704904		900829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10452		3704905		900830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10453		3704906		900831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10454		3704907		900832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10455		3704908		900833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10456		3704909		900834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10457		3704910		900835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10458		3704911		900836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10459		3704912		900837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10460		3704913		900838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10461		3704914		900839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10462		3704915		900840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10463		3704916		900841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10464		3704917		900842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10465		3704918		900843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10466		3704919		900844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10467		3704920		900845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10468		3704921		900846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10469		3704922		900847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10470		3704923		900848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10471		3704924		900849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10472		3704925		900850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10473		3704926		900851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10474		3704927		900852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10475		3704928		900853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10476		3704929		900854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10477		3704930		900855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10478		3704931		900856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10479		3704932		900857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10480		3704933		900858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10481		3704934		900859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10482		3704935		900860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10483		3704936		900861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10484		3704937		900862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10485		3704938		900863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10486		3704939		900864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10487		3704940		900865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10488		3704941		900866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10489		3704942		900867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10490		3704943		900868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10491		3704944		900869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10492		3704945		900870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10493		3704946		900871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10494		3704947		900872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10495		3704948		900873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10496		3704949		900874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10497		3704950		900875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10498		3704951		900876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10499		3704952		900877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10500		3704953		900878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10501		3704954		900879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10502		3704955		900880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10503		3704956		900881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10504		3704957		900882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10505		3704958		900883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10506		3704959		900884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10507		3704960		900885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10508		3704961		900886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10509		3704962		900887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10510		3704963		900888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10511		3704964		900889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10512		3704965		900890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10513		3704966		900891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10514		3704967		900892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10515		3704968		900893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10516		3704969		900894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10517		3704970		900895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10518		3704971		900896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10519		3704972		900897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10520		3704973		900898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10521		3704974		900899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10522		3704975		900900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10523		3704976		900901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10524		3704977		900902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10525		3704978		900903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10526		3704979		900904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10527		3704980		900905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10528		3704981		900906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10529		3704982		900907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10530		3704983		900908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10531		3704984		900909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10532		3704985		900910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10533		3704986		900911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10534		3704987		900912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10535		3704988		900913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10536		3704989		900914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10537		3704990		900915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10538		3704991		900916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10539		3704992		900917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10540		3704993		900918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10541		3704994		900919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10542		3704995		900920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10543		3704996		900921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10544		3704997		900922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10545		3704998		900923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10546		3704999		900924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10547		3705000		900925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10548		3705001		900926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10549		3705002		900927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10550		3705003		900928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10551		3705004		900929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10552		3705005		900930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10553		3705006		900931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10554		3705007		900932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10555		3705008		900933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10556		3705009		900934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10557		3705010		900935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10558		3705011		900936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10559		3705012		900937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10560		3705013		900938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10561		3705014		900939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10562		3705015		900940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10778		3705793		901718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10779		3705794		901719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10780		3705795		901720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10781		3705796		901721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10782		3705797		901722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10783		3705798		901723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10784		3705799		901724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10785		3705800		901725		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10786		3705801		901726		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10787		3705802		901727		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10788		3705803		901728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10789		3705804		901729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10790		3705805		901730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10791		3705806		901731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10792		3705807		901732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10793		3705808		901733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10794		3705809		901734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10795		3705810		901735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10796		3705811		901736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10797		3705812		901737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10798		3705813		901738		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10799		3705814		901739		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10800		3705815		901740		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10801		3705816		901741		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10802		3705896		901821		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10803		3705899		901824		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10804		3705900		901825		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10805		3705901		901826		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10806		3705902		901827		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10807		3705903		901828		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10808		3705904		901829		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10809		3705905		901830		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10810		3705906		901831		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10811		3705907		901832		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10812		3705908		901833		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10813		3705909		901834		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10814		3705910		901835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10815		3705911		901836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10816		3705912		901837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10817		3705913		901838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10818		3705914		901839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10819		3705915		901840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10820		3705916		901841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10821		3705917		901842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10822		3705918		901843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10823		3705919		901844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10824		3705920		901845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10825		3705921		901846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10826		3705922		901847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10827		3705923		901848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10828		3705924		901849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10829		3705925		901850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10830		3705926		901851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10831		3705927		901852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10832		3705928		901853		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10833		3705929		901854		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10834		3705930		901855		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10835		3705931		901856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10836		3705932		901857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10837		3705933		901858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10838		3705934		901859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10839		3705935		901860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10840		3705936		901861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10841		3705937		901862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10842		3705938		901863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10843		3705939		901864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10844		3705940		901865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10845		3705941		901866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10846		3705942		901867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10847		3705943		901868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10848		3705944		901869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10849		3705945		901870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10850		3705946		901871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10851		3705947		901872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10852		3705948		901873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10853		3705949		901874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10854		3705950		901875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10855		3705951		901876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10856		3705952		901877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10857		3705953		901878		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10858		3705954		901879		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10859		3705955		901880		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10860		3804195		1000120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10861		3804196		1000121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10900		3805554		1001479		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10901		3805555		1001480		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10902		3805556		1001481		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10903		3805701		1001626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10904		3805702		1001627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10905		3805703		1001628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10906		3805704		1001629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10907		3805705		1001630		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10908		3805706		1001631		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10909		3805707		1001632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10910		3805708		1001633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10911		3805709		1001634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10912		3805710		1001635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10913		3805711		1001636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10914		3805712		1001637		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10915		3805713		1001638		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10916		3805714		1001639		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10917		3805715		1001640		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10918		3805716		1001641		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10919		3805717		1001642		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10920		3805718		1001643		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10921		3805719		1001644		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10922		3805720		1001645		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10923		3805721		1001646		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10924		3805722		1001647		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10925		3805723		1001648		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10926		3805724		1001649		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10927		3805725		1001650		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10928		3805747		1001672		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10929		3805748		1001673		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10930		3805749		1001674		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10931		3805750		1001675		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10932		3805751		1001676		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10933		3805752		1001677		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10934		3805753		1001678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10935		3805754		1001679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10936		3805755		1001680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10937		3805756		1001681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10938		3805757		1001682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10939		3805758		1001683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10940		3805759		1001684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10941		3805760		1001685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10942		3805761		1001686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10943		3805762		1001687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10944		3805763		1001688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10945		3805764		1001689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10946		3805765		1001690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10947		3805766		1001691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10948		3805767		1001692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10949		3805768		1001693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10950		3805769		1001694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10951		3805770		1001695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10952		3805771		1001696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10953		3805772		1001697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10954		3805773		1001698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10955		3805774		1001699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10956		3805775		1001700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10957		3805776		1001701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10958		3805777		1001702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10959		3805778		1001703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10960		3805779		1001704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10961		3805780		1001705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10962		3805781		1001706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10963		3805782		1001707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10964		3805783		1001708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10965		3805784		1001709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10966		3805785		1001710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10967		3805786		1001711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10968		3805787		1001712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10969		3805788		1001713		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10970		3805789		1001714		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10971		3805790		1001715		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10972		3904280		1100205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10973		3904281		1100206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10974		3904282		1100207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10975		3904283		1100208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10976		3904284		1100209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10977		3904285		1100210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10978		3904286		1100211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10979		3904287		1100212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10980		3904288		1100213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10981		3904289		1100214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10982		3904290		1100215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10983		3904291		1100216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10984		3904292		1100217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10985		3904293		1100218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10986		3904294		1100219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10987		3904295		1100220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10988		3904296		1100221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10989		3904297		1100222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10990		3904298		1100223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10991		3904299		1100224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10992		3904300		1100225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10993		3904301		1100226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10994		3904302		1100227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10995		3904303		1100228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10996		3904304		1100229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10997		3904305		1100230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10998		3904306		1100231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		10999		3904307		1100232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11000		3904308		1100233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11001		3904309		1100234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11002		3904310		1100235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11003		3904311		1100236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11118		3906499		1102424		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11119		3906500		1102425		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11120		3906501		1102426		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11121		3906502		1102427		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11122		3906503		1102428		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11123		3906504		1102429		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11124		3906505		1102430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11125		3906506		1102431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11126		3906507		1102432		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11127		3906508		1102433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11128		3906509		1102434		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11129		3906510		1102435		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11130		3906511		1102436		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11131		3906678		1102603		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11132		3906679		1102604		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11133		3906680		1102605		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11134		3906681		1102606		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11135		3906682		1102607		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11136		3906683		1102608		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11137		3906684		1102609		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11138		3906685		1102610		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11139		3906686		1102611		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11140		3906687		1102612		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11141		3906688		1102613		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11142		3906689		1102614		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11143		3906690		1102615		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11144		3906691		1102616		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11145		3906692		1102617		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11146		3906693		1102618		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11147		3906694		1102619		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11148		3906695		1102620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11149		3906696		1102621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11150		3906697		1102622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11151		3906698		1102623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11152		3906699		1102624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11153		3906700		1102625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11154		3906701		1102626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11155		3906702		1102627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11156		3906703		1102628		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11157		3906704		1102629		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11158		3906705		1102630		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11159		3906706		1102631		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11160		3906707		1102632		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11161		3906780		1102705		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11162		3906781		1102706		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11163		3906802		1102727		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11164		3906803		1102728		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11165		3906804		1102729		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11166		3906805		1102730		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11167		3906806		1102731		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11168		3906807		1102732		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11169		3906808		1102733		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11170		3906809		1102734		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11171		3906810		1102735		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11172		3906811		1102736		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11173		3906812		1102737		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11174		3906813		1102738		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11175		3906814		1102739		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11176		3906815		1102740		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11177		3906816		1102741		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11178		3906817		1102742		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11179		3906818		1102743		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11180		3906819		1102744		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11181		3906820		1102745		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11182		3906821		1102746		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11183		3906822		1102747		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11184		3906823		1102748		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11185		3906824		1102749		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11186		3906825		1102750		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11187		3906826		1102751		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11188		3906827		1102752		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11189		3906828		1102753		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11190		3906829		1102754		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11191		3906830		1102755		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11192		3906831		1102756		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11193		3906832		1102757		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11194		3906833		1102758		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11195		3906834		1102759		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11196		3906835		1102760		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11197		3906836		1102761		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11198		3906837		1102762		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11199		3906838		1102763		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11200		3906839		1102764		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11201		3906840		1102765		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11202		3906841		1102766		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11203		3906842		1102767		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11204		3906843		1102768		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11205		3906844		1102769		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11206		3906845		1102770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11207		3906846		1102771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11208		3906847		1102772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11209		3906848		1102773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11210		3906849		1102774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11211		3906850		1102775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11212		3906851		1102776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11213		3906852		1102777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11214		3906853		1102778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11215		3906854		1102779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11216		3906855		1102780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11217		3906856		1102781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11218		3906857		1102782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11219		3906858		1102783		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11220		3906859		1102784		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11221		3906860		1102785		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11222		3906861		1102786		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11223		3906862		1102787		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11224		3906863		1102788		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11225		3906864		1102789		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11226		3906865		1102790		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11227		3906866		1102791		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11228		3906867		1102792		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11229		3906868		1102793		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11230		3906869		1102794		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11231		3906870		1102795		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11232		3906871		1102796		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11233		3906872		1102797		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11234		3906873		1102798		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11235		3906874		1102799		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11236		3906875		1102800		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11237		4004166		1200091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11238		4004167		1200092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11239		4004168		1200093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11240		4004169		1200094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11241		4004170		1200095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11242		4004171		1200096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11243		4004172		1200097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11244		4004173		1200098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11245		4004174		1200099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11246		4004175		1200100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11247		4004176		1200101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11248		4004177		1200102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11249		4004178		1200103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11250		4004179		1200104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11410		4004449		1200374		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11411		4004450		1200375		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11412		4004451		1200376		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11413		4004452		1200377		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11414		4004453		1200378		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11415		4004454		1200379		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11416		4004455		1200380		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11417		4004456		1200381		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11418		4004457		1200382		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11419		4004458		1200383		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11420		4004459		1200384		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11421		4004460		1200385		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11422		4004461		1200386		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11423		4004462		1200387		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11424		4004463		1200388		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11425		4004464		1200389		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11426		4004465		1200390		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11427		4004466		1200391		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11428		4004467		1200392		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11429		4004573		1200498		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11430		4004574		1200499		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11431		4004575		1200500		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11432		4004576		1200501		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11433		4004577		1200502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11434		4004578		1200503		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11435		4004579		1200504		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11436		4004580		1200505		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11437		4004581		1200506		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11438		4004582		1200507		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11439		4004583		1200508		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11440		4004584		1200509		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11441		4004585		1200510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11442		4004586		1200511		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11443		4004587		1200512		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11444		4004588		1200513		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11445		4004589		1200514		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11446		4004590		1200515		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11447		4004591		1200516		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11448		4004592		1200517		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11449		4004593		1200518		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11450		4004594		1200519		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11451		4004595		1200520		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11452		4004596		1200521		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11453		4004641		1200566		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11454		4004642		1200567		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11455		4004643		1200568		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11456		4004644		1200569		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11457		4004645		1200570		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11458		4004646		1200571		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11459		4004647		1200572		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11460		4004648		1200573		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11461		4004649		1200574		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11462		4004650		1200575		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11463		4004651		1200576		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11464		4004652		1200577		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11465		4004653		1200578		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11466		4004654		1200579		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11467		4004655		1200580		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11468		4004656		1200581		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11469		4004657		1200582		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11470		4004658		1200583		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11471		4004659		1200584		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11472		4004660		1200585		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11473		4004661		1200586		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11474		4004662		1200587		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11475		4004663		1200588		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11476		4004664		1200589		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11477		4004665		1200590		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11478		4004666		1200591		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11479		4004667		1200592		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11480		4004668		1200593		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11481		4004669		1200594		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11482		4004670		1200595		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11483		4004671		1200596		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11484		4004672		1200597		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11485		4004673		1200598		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11486		4004674		1200599		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11487		4004675		1200600		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11488		4004676		1200601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11489		4004677		1200602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11490		4004678		1200603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11491		4004679		1200604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11492		4004680		1200605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11493		4004681		1200606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11494		4004682		1200607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11495		4004683		1200608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11496		4004684		1200609		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11497		4004685		1200610		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11498		4004686		1200611		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11499		4104080		1300005		37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11500		4104237		1300162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11501		4104238		1300163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11502		4104239		1300164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11503		4104240		1300165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11504		4104241		1300166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11505		4104242		1300167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11506		4104243		1300168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11507		4104244		1300169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11508		4104245		1300170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11509		4104246		1300171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11510		4104247		1300172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11511		4104248		1300173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11512		4104249		1300174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11513		4104250		1300175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11514		4104251		1300176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11515		4104252		1300177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11516		4104253		1300178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11517		4104254		1300179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11518		4104255		1300180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11519		4104256		1300181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11520		4104257		1300182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11605		4104764		1300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11606		4104765		1300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11607		4104766		1300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11608		4104767		1300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11609		4104768		1300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11610		4104769		1300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11611		4104770		1300695		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11612		4104771		1300696		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11613		4104772		1300697		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11614		4104773		1300698		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11615		4104774		1300699		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11616		4104775		1300700		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11617		4104776		1300701		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11618		4104783		1300708		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11619		4104911		1300836		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11620		4104912		1300837		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11621		4104913		1300838		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11622		4104914		1300839		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11623		4104915		1300840		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11624		4104916		1300841		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11625		4104917		1300842		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11626		4104918		1300843		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11627		4104919		1300844		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11628		4204513		1400438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11629		4204514		1400439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11630		4204515		1400440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11631		4204516		1400441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11632		4204517		1400442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11633		4204518		1400443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11634		4204519		1400444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11635		4204520		1400445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11636		4204521		1400446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11637		4204522		1400447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11638		4204523		1400448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11639		4204524		1400449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11640		4204525		1400450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11641		4204526		1400451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11642		4204527		1400452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11643		4204528		1400453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11644		4204529		1400454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11645		4204530		1400455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11646		4204531		1400456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11647		4204532		1400457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11648		4204533		1400458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11649		4204534		1400459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11650		4204535		1400460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11651		4204536		1400461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11652		4204537		1400462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11653		4204538		1400463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11654		4204539		1400464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11655		4204540		1400465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11656		4204541		1400466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11657		4204542		1400467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11658		4204543		1400468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11659		4204544		1400469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11660		4204545		1400470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11661		4204546		1400471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11662		4204547		1400472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11663		4204548		1400473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11664		4204549		1400474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11665		4204550		1400475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11666		4204551		1400476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11667		4204552		1400477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11668		4204553		1400478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11669		4204554		1400479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11670		4204555		1400480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11671		4204556		1400481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11672		4204557		1400482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11673		4204558		1400483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11674		4204559		1400484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11675		4204560		1400485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11676		4204561		1400486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11677		4204562		1400487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11678		4204563		1400488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11679		4204564		1400489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11680		4204565		1400490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11681		4204566		1400491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11682		4204567		1400492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11683		4204568		1400493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11684		4204569		1400494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11685		4204570		1400495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11686		4204571		1400496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11687		4204572		1400497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11688		4204573		1400498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11689		4204574		1400499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11690		4204575		1400500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11691		4204576		1400501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11692		4204577		1400502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11693		4204578		1400503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11694		4204579		1400504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11695		4204580		1400505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11696		4204581		1400506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11697		4204582		1400507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11698		4204583		1400508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11699		4204584		1400509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11700		4204585		1400510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11701		4204586		1400511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11702		4204587		1400512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11703		4204588		1400513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11704		4204589		1400514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11705		4204590		1400515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11706		4204591		1400516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11707		4204592		1400517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11708		4204593		1400518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11709		4204594		1400519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11710		4204595		1400520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11711		4204596		1400521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11712		4204597		1400522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11713		4204598		1400523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11714		4204599		1400524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11715		4204600		1400525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11716		4204601		1400526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11717		4204602		1400527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11718		4204603		1400528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11719		4204604		1400529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11720		4204605		1400530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11721		4204606		1400531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11722		4204607		1400532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11723		4204608		1400533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11724		4204609		1400534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11725		4204610		1400535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11726		4204611		1400536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11727		4204612		1400537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11728		4204613		1400538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11729		4204614		1400539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11730		4204615		1400540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11731		4204616		1400541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11732		4204617		1400542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11733		4204618		1400543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11734		4204619		1400544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11735		4204620		1400545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11736		4204621		1400546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11737		4204622		1400547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11738		4204623		1400548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11739		4204624		1400549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11740		4204625		1400550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11741		4204626		1400551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11742		4204627		1400552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11743		4204628		1400553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11744		4204629		1400554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11745		4204630		1400555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11746		4204631		1400556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11747		4204632		1400557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11748		4204633		1400558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11749		4204634		1400559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11750		4204635		1400560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11751		4204636		1400561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11752		4204637		1400562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11753		4204638		1400563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11754		4204639		1400564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11755		4204640		1400565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11756		4204641		1400566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11757		4204642		1400567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11758		4204643		1400568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11759		4204644		1400569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11760		4204645		1400570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11761		4204646		1400571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11762		4204647		1400572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11763		4204648		1400573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11764		4204649		1400574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11765		4204650		1400575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11766		4204651		1400576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11767		4204652		1400577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11768		4204653		1400578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11769		4204654		1400579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11770		4204655		1400580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11771		4204656		1400581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11772		4204657		1400582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11773		4204658		1400583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11774		4204659		1400584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11775		4204660		1400585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11776		4204661		1400586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11777		4204662		1400587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11778		4204663		1400588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11779		4204664		1400589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11780		4204665		1400590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11781		4204666		1400591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11782		4204667		1400592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11783		4204668		1400593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11784		4204669		1400594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11785		4204670		1400595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11786		4204671		1400596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11787		4204672		1400597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11788		4204673		1400598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11789		4204674		1400599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11790		4204675		1400600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11791		4204676		1400601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11792		4204677		1400602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11793		4204678		1400603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11794		4204679		1400604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11795		4204680		1400605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11796		4204681		1400606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11797		4204682		1400607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11798		4204683		1400608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11799		4204684		1400609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11800		4204685		1400610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11801		4204686		1400611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11882		4205689		1401614		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11883		4205795		1401720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11884		4205796		1401721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11885		4205797		1401722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11886		4205798		1401723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11887		4205821		1401746		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11888		4205822		1401747		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11889		4205823		1401748		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11890		4205824		1401749		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11891		4205825		1401750		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11892		4205826		1401751		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11893		4205827		1401752		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11894		4205828		1401753		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11895		4205829		1401754		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11896		4205830		1401755		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11897		4205831		1401756		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11898		4205832		1401757		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11899		4205833		1401758		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11900		4205834		1401759		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11901		4205835		1401760		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11902		4205836		1401761		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11903		4205837		1401762		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11904		4205838		1401763		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11905		4205839		1401764		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11906		4205840		1401765		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11907		4205841		1401766		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11908		4205842		1401767		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11909		4205843		1401768		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11910		4205844		1401769		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11911		4205845		1401770		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11912		4205846		1401771		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11913		4205847		1401772		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11914		4205848		1401773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11915		4205849		1401774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11916		4205850		1401775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11917		4205851		1401776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11918		4205852		1401777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11919		4205853		1401778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11920		4205854		1401779		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11921		4205855		1401780		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11922		4205856		1401781		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11923		4205857		1401782		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11924		4205858		1401783		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11925		4205859		1401784		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11926		4205860		1401785		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11927		4205861		1401786		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11928		4205862		1401787		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11929		4205863		1401788		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11930		4205864		1401789		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11931		4205865		1401790		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11932		4205866		1401791		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11933		4205867		1401792		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11934		4205868		1401793		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11935		4205869		1401794		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11936		4304175		1500100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11937		4304176		1500101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11938		4304177		1500102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11939		4304178		1500103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11940		4304179		1500104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11941		4304180		1500105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11942		4304181		1500106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11943		4304182		1500107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11944		4304183		1500108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11945		4304184		1500109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11946		4304185		1500110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11947		4304186		1500111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11948		4304187		1500112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11949		4304188		1500113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11950		4304189		1500114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11951		4304190		1500115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11952		4304191		1500116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11953		4304192		1500117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11954		4304193		1500118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11955		4304194		1500119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11956		4304195		1500120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11957		4304196		1500121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11958		4304197		1500122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11959		4304198		1500123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11960		4304199		1500124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11961		4304200		1500125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11962		4304201		1500126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11963		4304202		1500127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11964		4304203		1500128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		11965		4304204		1500129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12031		4304751		1500676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12032		4304752		1500677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12033		4304753		1500678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12034		4304754		1500679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12035		4304755		1500680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12036		4304756		1500681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12037		4304757		1500682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12038		4304758		1500683		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12039		4304822		1500747		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12040		4304823		1500748		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12041		4304824		1500749		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12042		4304825		1500750		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12043		4304826		1500751		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12044		4304827		1500752		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12045		4304828		1500753		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12046		4304829		1500754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12047		4304830		1500755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12048		4304831		1500756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12049		4304832		1500757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12050		4304833		1500758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12051		4304834		1500759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12052		4304835		1500760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12053		4304836		1500761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12054		4304837		1500762		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12055		4304838		1500763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12056		4304839		1500764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12057		4304840		1500765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12058		4304841		1500766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12059		4304842		1500767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12060		4304843		1500768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12061		4304844		1500769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12062		4304845		1500770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12063		4304846		1500771		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12064		4304847		1500772		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12065		4304848		1500773		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12066		4404176		1600101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12067		4404177		1600102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12068		4404178		1600103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12069		4404179		1600104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12070		4404180		1600105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12071		4404181		1600106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12072		4404182		1600107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12073		4404183		1600108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12074		4404184		1600109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12075		4404185		1600110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12076		4404186		1600111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12328		4405005		1600930		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12329		4405006		1600931		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12330		4405007		1600932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12331		4405147		1601072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12332		4405148		1601073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12333		4405149		1601074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12334		4405150		1601075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12335		4405151		1601076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12336		4405152		1601077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12337		4405153		1601078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12338		4405154		1601079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12339		4405155		1601080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12340		4405156		1601081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12341		4405157		1601082		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12342		4405158		1601083		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12343		4405159		1601084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12344		4405160		1601085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12345		4405161		1601086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12346		4405162		1601087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12347		4405163		1601088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12348		4405204		1601129		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12349		4405205		1601130		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12350		4405206		1601131		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12351		4405207		1601132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12352		4405208		1601133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12353		4405209		1601134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12354		4405210		1601135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12355		4405211		1601136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12356		4405212		1601137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12357		4405213		1601138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12358		4405214		1601139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12359		4405215		1601140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12360		4405216		1601141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12361		4405217		1601142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12362		4405218		1601143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12363		4405219		1601144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12364		4405220		1601145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12365		4405221		1601146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12366		4405222		1601147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12367		4405223		1601148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12368		4405224		1601149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12369		4405225		1601150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12370		4405226		1601151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12371		4405227		1601152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12372		4405228		1601153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12373		4405229		1601154		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12374		4405230		1601155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12375		4405231		1601156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12376		4405232		1601157		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12377		4405233		1601158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12378		4405234		1601159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12379		4405235		1601160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12380		4405236		1601161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12381		4405237		1601162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12382		4405238		1601163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12383		4405239		1601164		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12384		4405240		1601165		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12385		4405241		1601166		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12386		4504369		1700294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12387		4504370		1700295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12388		4504371		1700296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12389		4504372		1700297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12390		4504373		1700298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12391		4504374		1700299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12392		4504375		1700300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12393		4504376		1700301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12394		4504377		1700302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12395		4504378		1700303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12396		4504379		1700304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12397		4504380		1700305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12398		4504381		1700306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12399		4504382		1700307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12400		4504383		1700308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12401		4504384		1700309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12402		4504385		1700310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12403		4504386		1700311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12404		4504387		1700312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12405		4504388		1700313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12406		4504389		1700314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12407		4504390		1700315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12408		4504391		1700316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12409		4504392		1700317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12410		4504393		1700318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12411		4504394		1700319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12412		4504395		1700320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12413		4504396		1700321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12414		4504397		1700322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12415		4504398		1700323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12416		4504399		1700324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12417		4504400		1700325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12418		4504401		1700326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12419		4504402		1700327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12420		4504403		1700328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12421		4504404		1700329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12422		4504405		1700330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12423		4504406		1700331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12424		4504407		1700332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12425		4504408		1700333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12426		4504409		1700334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12427		4504410		1700335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12428		4504411		1700336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12429		4504412		1700337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12430		4504413		1700338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12431		4504414		1700339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12432		4504415		1700340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12461		4505131		1701056		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12462		4505132		1701057		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12463		4505133		1701058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12464		4505134		1701059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12465		4505135		1701060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12466		4505136		1701061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12467		4505137		1701062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12468		4505138		1701063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12469		4505139		1701064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12470		4505140		1701065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12471		4505149		1701074		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12472		4505150		1701075		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12473		4505151		1701076		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12474		4505152		1701077		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12475		4505153		1701078		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12476		4505154		1701079		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12477		4505155		1701080		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12478		4505156		1701081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12479		4505157		1701082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12480		4505158		1701083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12481		4505159		1701084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12482		4505160		1701085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12483		4505161		1701086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12484		4505162		1701087		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12485		4505163		1701088		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12486		4505164		1701089		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12487		4505165		1701090		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12488		4505166		1701091		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12489		4505167		1701092		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12490		4505168		1701093		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12491		4505169		1701094		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12492		4505170		1701095		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12493		4505171		1701096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12494		4505172		1701097		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12495		4505173		1701098		634		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12496		4505174		1701099		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12497		4505175		1701100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12498		4505176		1701101		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12499		4505177		1701102		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12500		4505178		1701103		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12501		4604168		1800093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12502		4604169		1800094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12503		4604170		1800095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12504		4604171		1800096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12505		4604172		1800097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12506		4604173		1800098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12507		4604174		1800099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12508		4604175		1800100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12509		4604176		1800101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12510		4604177		1800102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12511		4604178		1800103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12512		4604179		1800104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12513		4604180		1800105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12527		4604914		1800839		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12528		4604915		1800840		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12529		4604932		1800857		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12530		4604939		1800864		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12531		4604940		1800865		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12532		4604941		1800866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12533		4604942		1800867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12534		4604943		1800868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12535		4604944		1800869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12536		4604945		1800870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12537		4604946		1800871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12538		4604947		1800872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12539		4604948		1800873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12540		4604949		1800874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12541		4604950		1800875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12542		4604951		1800876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12543		4604952		1800877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12544		4604953		1800878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12545		4604954		1800879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12546		4604955		1800880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12547		4604956		1800881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12548		4604957		1800882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12549		4604958		1800883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12550		4604959		1800884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12551		4604960		1800885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12552		4604961		1800886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12553		4604962		1800887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12554		4604963		1800888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12555		4604964		1800889		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12556		4604965		1800890		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12557		4604966		1800891		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12558		4704229		1900154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12559		4704230		1900155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12560		4704231		1900156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12561		4704232		1900157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12562		4704233		1900158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12563		4704234		1900159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12564		4704235		1900160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12565		4704236		1900161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12566		4704237		1900162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12567		4704238		1900163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12568		4704239		1900164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12569		4704240		1900165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12826		4705173		1901098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12827		4705174		1901099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12828		4705175		1901100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12829		4705176		1901101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12830		4705177		1901102		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12831		4705178		1901103		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12832		4705179		1901104		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12833		4705180		1901105		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12834		4705181		1901106		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12835		4705182		1901107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12836		4705183		1901108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12837		4705334		1901259		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12838		4705335		1901260		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12839		4705336		1901261		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12840		4705337		1901262		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12841		4705338		1901263		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12842		4705339		1901264		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12843		4705340		1901265		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12844		4705341		1901266		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12845		4705342		1901267		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12846		4705343		1901268		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12847		4705344		1901269		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12848		4705345		1901270		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12849		4705346		1901271		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12850		4705347		1901272		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12851		4705348		1901273		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12852		4705349		1901274		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12853		4705350		1901275		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12854		4705351		1901276		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12855		4705352		1901277		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12856		4705353		1901278		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12857		4705354		1901279		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12858		4705355		1901280		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12859		4705356		1901281		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12860		4705357		1901282		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12861		4705358		1901283		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12862		4705359		1901284		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12863		4705360		1901285		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12864		4705361		1901286		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12865		4705362		1901287		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12866		4705363		1901288		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12867		4705364		1901289		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12868		4705365		1901290		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12869		4705366		1901291		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12870		4705367		1901292		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12871		4705368		1901293		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12872		4705389		1901314		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12873		4705390		1901315		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12874		4705391		1901316		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12875		4705392		1901317		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12876		4705393		1901318		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12877		4705394		1901319		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12878		4705395		1901320		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12879		4705396		1901321		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12880		4705397		1901322		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12881		4705398		1901323		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12882		4705399		1901324		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12883		4705400		1901325		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12884		4705401		1901326		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12885		4705402		1901327		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12886		4705403		1901328		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12887		4705404		1901329		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12888		4705405		1901330		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12889		4705406		1901331		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12890		4705407		1901332		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12891		4705408		1901333		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12892		4705409		1901334		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12893		4705410		1901335		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12894		4705411		1901336		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12895		4705412		1901337		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12896		4705413		1901338		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12897		4705414		1901339		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12898		4705415		1901340		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12899		4705416		1901341		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12900		4705417		1901342		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12901		4705418		1901343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12902		4705419		1901344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12903		4705420		1901345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12904		4705421		1901346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12905		4705422		1901347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12906		4705423		1901348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12907		4705424		1901349		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12908		4705425		1901350		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12909		4705426		1901351		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12910		4804167		2000092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12911		4804168		2000093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12912		4804169		2000094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12913		4804170		2000095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12914		4804171		2000096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12915		4804172		2000097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12916		4804173		2000098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12917		4804174		2000099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12918		4804175		2000100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12919		4804176		2000101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12920		4804177		2000102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12921		4804178		2000103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12922		4804179		2000104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12923		4804180		2000105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12924		4804181		2000106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12925		4804182		2000107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12926		4804183		2000108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12927		4804184		2000109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12985		4804372		2000297		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12986		4804373		2000298		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12987		4804374		2000299		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12988		4804375		2000300		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12989		4804376		2000301		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12990		4804377		2000302		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12991		4804378		2000303		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12992		4804460		2000385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12993		4804461		2000386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12994		4804462		2000387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12995		4804463		2000388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12996		4804464		2000389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12997		4804465		2000390		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12998		4804466		2000391		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		12999		4804467		2000392		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13000		4804468		2000393		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13001		4804469		2000394		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13002		4804470		2000395		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13003		4804471		2000396		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13004		4804472		2000397		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13005		4804473		2000398		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13006		4804474		2000399		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13007		4804475		2000400		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13008		4804476		2000401		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13009		4804477		2000402		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13010		4804478		2000403		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13011		4804479		2000404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13012		4804480		2000405		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13013		4804481		2000406		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13014		4804482		2000407		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13015		4804483		2000408		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13016		4804484		2000409		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13017		4804485		2000410		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13018		4804486		2000411		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13019		4804510		2000435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13020		4804511		2000436		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13021		4804512		2000437		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13022		4804513		2000438		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13023		4804514		2000439		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13024		4804515		2000440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13025		4804516		2000441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13026		4804517		2000442		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13027		4804518		2000443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13028		4804519		2000444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13029		4804520		2000445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13030		4804521		2000446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13031		4804522		2000447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13032		4804523		2000448		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13033		4804524		2000449		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13034		4804525		2000450		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13035		4904135		2100060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13036		4904136		2100061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13037		4904137		2100062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13038		4904138		2100063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13039		4904139		2100064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13040		4904140		2100065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13041		4904141		2100066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13042		4904142		2100067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13043		4904143		2100068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13044		4904144		2100069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13045		4904145		2100070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13046		4904146		2100071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13047		4904147		2100072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13048		4904148		2100073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13061		4904319		2100244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13062		4904393		2100318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13063		4904394		2100319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13064		4904395		2100320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13065		4904396		2100321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13066		4904397		2100322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13067		4904398		2100323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13068		4904399		2100324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13069		4904400		2100325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13070		4904401		2100326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13071		4904402		2100327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13072		4904403		2100328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13073		4904404		2100329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13074		4904405		2100330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13075		4904406		2100331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13076		4904407		2100332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13077		4904408		2100333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13078		4904409		2100334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13079		4904410		2100335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13080		4904411		2100336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13081		4904412		2100337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13082		4904413		2100338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13083		4904414		2100339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13084		4904415		2100340		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13085		4904416		2100341		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13086		4904417		2100342		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13087		4904418		2100343		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13088		4904419		2100344		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13089		4904420		2100345		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13090		4904421		2100346		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13091		4904422		2100347		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13092		4904423		2100348		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13093		4904424		2100349		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13094		4904425		2100350		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13095		4904449		2100374		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13096		4904450		2100375		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13097		4904451		2100376		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13098		4904452		2100377		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13099		4904453		2100378		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13100		4904454		2100379		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13101		4904455		2100380		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13102		4904456		2100381		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13103		4904457		2100382		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13104		4904458		2100383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13105		4904459		2100384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13106		4904460		2100385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13107		4904461		2100386		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13108		4904462		2100387		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13109		4904463		2100388		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13110		4904464		2100389		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13111		4904465		2100390		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13112		4904466		2100391		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13113		4904467		2100392		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13114		4904468		2100393		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13115		4904469		2100394		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13116		4904470		2100395		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13117		4904471		2100396		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13118		4904472		2100397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13119		4904473		2100398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13120		4904474		2100399		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13121		4904475		2100400		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13122		4904476		2100401		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13123		5004297		2200222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13124		5004298		2200223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13125		5004299		2200224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13126		5004300		2200225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13127		5004301		2200226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13128		5004302		2200227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13129		5004303		2200228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13130		5004304		2200229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13131		5004305		2200230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13132		5004306		2200231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13133		5004307		2200232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13134		5004308		2200233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13135		5004309		2200234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13136		5004310		2200235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13137		5004311		2200236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13138		5004312		2200237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13139		5004313		2200238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13140		5004314		2200239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13141		5004315		2200240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13142		5004316		2200241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13143		5004317		2200242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13144		5004318		2200243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13238		5006732		2202657		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13239		5006733		2202658		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13240		5006734		2202659		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13241		5006735		2202660		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13242		5006736		2202661		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13243		5006737		2202662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13244		5006738		2202663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13245		5006739		2202664		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13246		5006880		2202805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13247		5006881		2202806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13248		5006882		2202807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13249		5006883		2202808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13250		5006884		2202809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13251		5006885		2202810		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13252		5006886		2202811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13253		5006887		2202812		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13254		5006888		2202813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13255		5006889		2202814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13256		5006893		2202818		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13257		5006894		2202819		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13258		5006895		2202820		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13259		5006896		2202821		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13260		5006897		2202822		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13261		5006898		2202823		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13262		5006899		2202824		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13263		5006900		2202825		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13264		5006901		2202826		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13265		5006902		2202827		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13266		5006903		2202828		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13267		5006904		2202829		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13268		5006905		2202830		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13269		5006906		2202831		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13270		5006907		2202832		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13271		5006908		2202833		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13272		5006909		2202834		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13273		5006910		2202835		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13274		5006911		2202836		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13275		5006912		2202837		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13276		5006913		2202838		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13277		5006914		2202839		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13278		5006915		2202840		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13279		5006916		2202841		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13280		5006917		2202842		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13281		5006918		2202843		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13282		5006919		2202844		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13283		5006920		2202845		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13284		5006921		2202846		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13285		5006922		2202847		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13286		5006923		2202848		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13287		5006924		2202849		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13288		5006925		2202850		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13289		5006926		2202851		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13290		5006927		2202852		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13291		5006928		2202853		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13292		5006929		2202854		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13293		5006930		2202855		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13294		5006931		2202856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13295		5006932		2202857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13296		5006933		2202858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13297		5006934		2202859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13298		5006935		2202860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13299		5006936		2202861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13300		5006937		2202862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13301		5006938		2202863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13302		5006939		2202864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13303		5006940		2202865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13304		5006941		2202866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13305		5006942		2202867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13306		5006943		2202868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13307		5006944		2202869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13308		5006945		2202870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13309		5006946		2202871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13310		5006947		2202872		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13311		5006948		2202873		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13312		5006949		2202874		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13313		5104245		2300170		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13314		5104246		2300171		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13315		5104290		2300215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13316		5104291		2300216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13317		5104292		2300217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13318		5104293		2300218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13319		5104294		2300219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13320		5104295		2300220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13321		5104296		2300221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13322		5104297		2300222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13323		5104298		2300223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13324		5104299		2300224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13325		5104300		2300225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13326		5104301		2300226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13327		5104302		2300227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13328		5104303		2300228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13329		5104304		2300229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13330		5104305		2300230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13331		5104306		2300231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13332		5104307		2300232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13333		5104308		2300233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13334		5104309		2300234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13335		5104310		2300235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13336		5104311		2300236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13337		5104312		2300237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13338		5104313		2300238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13339		5104314		2300239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13340		5104315		2300240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13341		5104316		2300241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13342		5104317		2300242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13343		5104318		2300243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13344		5104319		2300244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13345		5104320		2300245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13346		5104321		2300246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13376		5104572		2300497		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13377		5104573		2300498		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13378		5104574		2300499		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13379		5104575		2300500		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13380		5104583		2300508		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13381		5104584		2300509		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13382		5104585		2300510		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13383		5104639		2300564		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13384		5104640		2300565		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13385		5104641		2300566		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13386		5104642		2300567		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13387		5104643		2300568		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13388		5104644		2300569		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13389		5104645		2300570		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13390		5104646		2300571		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13391		5104647		2300572		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13392		5104648		2300573		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13393		5104649		2300574		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13394		5104650		2300575		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13395		5104651		2300576		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13396		5104652		2300577		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13397		5104653		2300578		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13398		5104680		2300605		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13399		5104681		2300606		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13400		5104682		2300607		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13401		5104683		2300608		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13402		5104684		2300609		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13403		5104685		2300610		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13404		5104686		2300611		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13405		5104687		2300612		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13406		5104688		2300613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13407		5104689		2300614		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13408		5104690		2300615		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13409		5104691		2300616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13410		5104692		2300617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13411		5104693		2300618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13412		5104694		2300619		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13413		5104695		2300620		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13414		5104696		2300621		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13415		5104697		2300622		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13416		5104698		2300623		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13417		5104699		2300624		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13418		5104700		2300625		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13419		5104701		2300626		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13420		5104702		2300627		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13421		5104703		2300628		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13422		5104704		2300629		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13423		5104705		2300630		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13424		5104706		2300631		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13425		5104707		2300632		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13426		5104708		2300633		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13427		5104709		2300634		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13428		5104710		2300635		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13429		5104711		2300636		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13430		5104712		2300637		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13431		5104713		2300638		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13432		5104714		2300639		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13433		5104715		2300640		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13434		5104716		2300641		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13435		5104717		2300642		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13436		5104718		2300643		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13437		5104719		2300644		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13438		5104720		2300645		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13439		5104721		2300646		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13440		5104722		2300647		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13441		5104723		2300648		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13442		5104724		2300649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13443		5104725		2300650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13444		5104726		2300651		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13445		5104727		2300652		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13446		5104728		2300653		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13447		5204208		2400133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13448		5204209		2400134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13449		5204210		2400135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13450		5204211		2400136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13554		5205054		2400979		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13555		5205055		2400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13556		5205056		2400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13557		5205057		2400982		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13558		5205058		2400983		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13559		5205059		2400984		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13560		5205060		2400985		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13561		5205061		2400986		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13562		5205062		2400987		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13563		5205063		2400988		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13564		5205064		2400989		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13565		5205159		2401084		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13566		5205160		2401085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13567		5205161		2401086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13568		5205162		2401087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13569		5205163		2401088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13570		5205164		2401089		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13571		5205242		2401167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13572		5205243		2401168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13573		5205244		2401169		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13574		5205245		2401170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13575		5205246		2401171		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13576		5205247		2401172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13577		5205248		2401173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13578		5205249		2401174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13579		5205250		2401175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13580		5205251		2401176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13581		5205252		2401177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13582		5205253		2401178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13583		5205254		2401179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13584		5205255		2401180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13585		5205256		2401181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13586		5205257		2401182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13587		5205258		2401183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13588		5205259		2401184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13589		5205260		2401185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13590		5205261		2401186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13591		5205262		2401187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13592		5205263		2401188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13593		5205264		2401189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13594		5205265		2401190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13595		5205266		2401191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13596		5205267		2401192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13597		5205268		2401193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13598		5205269		2401194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13599		5205270		2401195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13600		5205271		2401196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13601		5205272		2401197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13602		5205273		2401198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13603		5205274		2401199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13604		5205275		2401200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13605		5205276		2401201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13606		5205277		2401202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13607		5205278		2401203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13608		5205279		2401204		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13609		5304424		2500349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13610		5304425		2500350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13611		5304426		2500351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13612		5304427		2500352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13613		5304428		2500353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13614		5304429		2500354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13615		5304430		2500355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13616		5304431		2500356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13617		5304432		2500357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13618		5304433		2500358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13619		5304434		2500359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13620		5304435		2500360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13621		5304436		2500361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13622		5304437		2500362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13623		5304438		2500363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13624		5304439		2500364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13625		5304440		2500365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13626		5304441		2500366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13627		5304442		2500367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13628		5304443		2500368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13629		5304444		2500369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13630		5304445		2500370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13631		5304446		2500371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13632		5304447		2500372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13633		5304448		2500373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13634		5304449		2500374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13635		5304450		2500375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13636		5304451		2500376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13637		5304452		2500377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13638		5304453		2500378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13639		5304454		2500379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13696		5304652		2500577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13697		5304653		2500578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13698		5304654		2500579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13699		5304656		2500581		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13700		5304657		2500582		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13701		5304658		2500583		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13702		5304695		2500620		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13703		5304696		2500621		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13704		5304697		2500622		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13705		5304698		2500623		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13706		5304699		2500624		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13707		5304700		2500625		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13708		5304701		2500626		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13709		5304702		2500627		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13710		5304703		2500628		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13711		5304736		2500661		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13712		5304772		2500697		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13713		5304773		2500698		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13714		5304774		2500699		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13715		5304775		2500700		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13716		5304776		2500701		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13717		5304777		2500702		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13718		5304778		2500703		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13719		5304779		2500704		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13720		5304780		2500705		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13721		5304781		2500706		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13722		5304782		2500707		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13723		5304783		2500708		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13724		5304784		2500709		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13725		5304785		2500710		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13726		5304786		2500711		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13727		5304787		2500712		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13728		5304788		2500713		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13729		5304789		2500714		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13730		5304790		2500715		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13731		5304791		2500716		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13732		5304792		2500717		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13733		5304793		2500718		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13734		5304794		2500719		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13735		5304795		2500720		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13736		5304796		2500721		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13737		5304797		2500722		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13738		5304798		2500723		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13739		5304799		2500724		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13740		5304800		2500725		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13741		5304801		2500726		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13742		5304802		2500727		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13743		5304803		2500728		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13744		5304804		2500729		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13745		5304805		2500730		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13746		5304806		2500731		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13747		5404080		2600005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13748		5404081		2600006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13749		5404082		2600007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13750		5404083		2600008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13751		5404084		2600009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13752		5404085		2600010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13753		5404495		2600420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13754		5404496		2600421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13755		5404497		2600422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13756		5404498		2600423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13757		5404499		2600424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13758		5404500		2600425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13759		5404501		2600426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13760		5404502		2600427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13761		5404503		2600428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13762		5404504		2600429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13763		5404505		2600430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13764		5404506		2600431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13765		5404507		2600432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13766		5404508		2600433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13767		5404509		2600434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13768		5404510		2600435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13769		5404511		2600436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13770		5404512		2600437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13771		5404513		2600438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13772		5404514		2600439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13773		5404515		2600440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13774		5404516		2600441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13775		5404517		2600442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13776		5404518		2600443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13777		5404519		2600444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13778		5404520		2600445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13779		5404521		2600446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13780		5404522		2600447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13781		5404523		2600448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13782		5404524		2600449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13783		5404525		2600450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13784		5404526		2600451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13785		5404527		2600452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13786		5404528		2600453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13787		5404529		2600454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13788		5404530		2600455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13789		5404531		2600456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13790		5404532		2600457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13791		5404533		2600458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13792		5404534		2600459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13793		5404535		2600460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13794		5404536		2600461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13795		5404537		2600462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13796		5404538		2600463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13797		5404539		2600464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13798		5404540		2600465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13799		5404541		2600466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13800		5404542		2600467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13801		5404543		2600468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13802		5404544		2600469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13803		5404545		2600470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13804		5404546		2600471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13805		5404547		2600472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13806		5404548		2600473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13807		5404549		2600474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13808		5404550		2600475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13809		5404551		2600476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13810		5404552		2600477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13811		5404553		2600478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13812		5404554		2600479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13813		5404555		2600480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13814		5404556		2600481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13815		5404557		2600482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13816		5404558		2600483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13817		5404559		2600484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13818		5404560		2600485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13819		5404561		2600486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13820		5404562		2600487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13821		5404563		2600488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13822		5404564		2600489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13823		5404565		2600490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13824		5404566		2600491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13825		5404567		2600492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13826		5404568		2600493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13827		5404569		2600494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13828		5404570		2600495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13829		5404571		2600496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13830		5404572		2600497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13831		5404573		2600498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13832		5404574		2600499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13833		5404575		2600500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13834		5404576		2600501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13835		5404577		2600502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13836		5404578		2600503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13837		5404579		2600504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13838		5404580		2600505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13839		5404581		2600506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13840		5404582		2600507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13841		5404583		2600508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13842		5404584		2600509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13843		5404585		2600510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13844		5404586		2600511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13845		5404587		2600512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13846		5404588		2600513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13847		5404589		2600514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13848		5404590		2600515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13849		5404591		2600516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13850		5404592		2600517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13851		5404593		2600518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13852		5404594		2600519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13853		5404595		2600520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13854		5404596		2600521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13855		5404597		2600522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13856		5404598		2600523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13857		5404599		2600524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13858		5404600		2600525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13859		5404601		2600526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13860		5404602		2600527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13861		5404603		2600528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13862		5404604		2600529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13863		5404605		2600530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13864		5404606		2600531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13865		5404607		2600532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13866		5404608		2600533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13867		5404609		2600534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13868		5404610		2600535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13869		5404611		2600536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13870		5404612		2600537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13871		5404613		2600538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13872		5404614		2600539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13873		5404615		2600540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13874		5404616		2600541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13875		5404617		2600542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13876		5404618		2600543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13877		5404619		2600544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13878		5404620		2600545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13879		5404621		2600546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13880		5404622		2600547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13881		5404623		2600548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13882		5404624		2600549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13883		5404625		2600550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13884		5404626		2600551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13885		5404627		2600552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13886		5404628		2600553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13887		5404629		2600554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13888		5404630		2600555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13889		5404631		2600556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13890		5404632		2600557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13891		5404633		2600558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13892		5404634		2600559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13893		5404635		2600560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13894		5404636		2600561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13895		5404637		2600562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13896		5404638		2600563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13897		5404639		2600564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13898		5404640		2600565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13899		5404641		2600566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13900		5404642		2600567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13901		5404643		2600568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13902		5404644		2600569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13903		5404645		2600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13904		5404646		2600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13905		5404647		2600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13906		5404648		2600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13907		5404649		2600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13908		5404650		2600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13909		5404651		2600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13910		5404652		2600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13911		5404653		2600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13912		5404654		2600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13913		5404655		2600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13914		5404656		2600581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13915		5404657		2600582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13916		5404658		2600583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13917		5404659		2600584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13918		5404660		2600585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13919		5404661		2600586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13920		5404662		2600587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13921		5404663		2600588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13922		5404664		2600589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13923		5404665		2600590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13924		5404666		2600591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13925		5404667		2600592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13926		5404668		2600593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13927		5404669		2600594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13928		5404670		2600595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13929		5404671		2600596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13930		5404672		2600597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13931		5404673		2600598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13932		5404674		2600599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13933		5404675		2600600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13934		5404676		2600601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13935		5404677		2600602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13936		5404678		2600603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13937		5404679		2600604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13938		5404680		2600605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13939		5404681		2600606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13940		5404682		2600607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13941		5404683		2600608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13942		5404684		2600609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13943		5404685		2600610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13944		5404686		2600611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13945		5404687		2600612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13946		5404688		2600613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13947		5404689		2600614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13948		5404690		2600615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13949		5404691		2600616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13950		5404692		2600617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13951		5404693		2600618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13952		5404694		2600619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13953		5404695		2600620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13954		5404696		2600621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13955		5404697		2600622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13956		5404698		2600623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13957		5404699		2600624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13958		5404700		2600625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13959		5404701		2600626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13960		5404702		2600627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13961		5404703		2600628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13962		5404704		2600629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13963		5404705		2600630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13964		5404706		2600631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13965		5404707		2600632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13966		5404708		2600633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13967		5404709		2600634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13968		5404710		2600635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13969		5404711		2600636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13970		5404712		2600637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13971		5404713		2600638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13972		5404714		2600639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13973		5404715		2600640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13974		5404716		2600641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13975		5404717		2600642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13976		5404718		2600643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13977		5404719		2600644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13978		5404720		2600645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13979		5404721		2600646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13980		5404722		2600647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13981		5404723		2600648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13982		5404724		2600649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13983		5404725		2600650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13984		5404726		2600651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13985		5404727		2600652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13986		5404728		2600653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13987		5404729		2600654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13988		5404730		2600655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13989		5404731		2600656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13990		5404732		2600657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13991		5404733		2600658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13992		5404734		2600659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13993		5404735		2600660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13994		5404736		2600661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13995		5404737		2600662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13996		5404738		2600663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13997		5404739		2600664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13998		5404740		2600665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		13999		5404741		2600666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14000		5404742		2600667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14001		5404743		2600668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14002		5404744		2600669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14003		5404745		2600670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14004		5404746		2600671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14005		5404747		2600672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14006		5404748		2600673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14007		5404749		2600674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14008		5404750		2600675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14009		5404751		2600676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14010		5404752		2600677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14011		5404753		2600678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14012		5404754		2600679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14013		5404755		2600680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14014		5404756		2600681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14015		5404757		2600682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14016		5404758		2600683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14017		5404759		2600684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14018		5404760		2600685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14019		5404761		2600686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14020		5404762		2600687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14021		5404763		2600688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14022		5404764		2600689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14023		5404765		2600690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14024		5404766		2600691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14025		5404767		2600692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14026		5404768		2600693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14027		5404769		2600694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14028		5404770		2600695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14029		5404771		2600696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14030		5404772		2600697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14031		5404773		2600698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14032		5404774		2600699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14033		5404775		2600700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14034		5404776		2600701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14035		5404777		2600702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14036		5404778		2600703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14037		5404779		2600704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14038		5404780		2600705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14039		5404781		2600706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14040		5404782		2600707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14041		5404783		2600708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14042		5404784		2600709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14043		5404785		2600710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14044		5404786		2600711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14045		5404787		2600712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14046		5404788		2600713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14047		5404789		2600714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14048		5404790		2600715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14049		5404791		2600716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14050		5404792		2600717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14051		5404793		2600718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14052		5404794		2600719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14053		5404795		2600720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14054		5404796		2600721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14055		5404797		2600722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14056		5404798		2600723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14057		5404799		2600724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14058		5404800		2600725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14059		5404801		2600726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14060		5404802		2600727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14061		5404803		2600728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14062		5404804		2600729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14063		5404805		2600730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14064		5404806		2600731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14065		5404807		2600732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14066		5404808		2600733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14067		5404809		2600734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14068		5404810		2600735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14069		5404811		2600736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14070		5404812		2600737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14071		5404813		2600738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14072		5404814		2600739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14073		5404815		2600740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14074		5404816		2600741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14075		5404817		2600742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14076		5404818		2600743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14077		5404819		2600744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14078		5404820		2600745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14079		5404821		2600746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14080		5404822		2600747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14081		5404823		2600748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14082		5404824		2600749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14083		5404825		2600750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14084		5404826		2600751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14085		5404827		2600752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14086		5404828		2600753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14087		5404829		2600754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14088		5404830		2600755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14089		5404831		2600756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14090		5404832		2600757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14091		5404833		2600758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14092		5404834		2600759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14093		5404835		2600760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14094		5404836		2600761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14095		5404837		2600762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14096		5404838		2600763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14097		5404839		2600764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14098		5404840		2600765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14099		5404841		2600766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14100		5404842		2600767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14101		5404843		2600768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14102		5404844		2600769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14103		5404845		2600770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14104		5404846		2600771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14105		5404847		2600772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14106		5404848		2600773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14107		5404849		2600774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14195		5405489		2601414		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14196		5405490		2601415		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14197		5405491		2601416		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14198		5405492		2601417		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14199		5405493		2601418		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14200		5405494		2601419		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14201		5405497		2601422		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14202		5405498		2601423		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14203		5405499		2601424		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14204		5405500		2601425		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14205		5405501		2601426		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14206		5405502		2601427		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14207		5405503		2601428		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14208		5405504		2601429		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14209		5405505		2601430		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14210		5405506		2601431		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14211		5405507		2601432		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14212		5405508		2601433		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14213		5405575		2601500		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14214		5405576		2601501		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14215		5405577		2601502		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14216		5405578		2601503		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14217		5405579		2601504		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14218		5405679		2601604		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14219		5405680		2601605		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14220		5405681		2601606		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14221		5405682		2601607		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14222		5405683		2601608		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14223		5405684		2601609		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14224		5405685		2601610		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14225		5405686		2601611		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14226		5405687		2601612		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14227		5405688		2601613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14228		5405689		2601614		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14229		5405690		2601615		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14230		5405691		2601616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14231		5405692		2601617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14232		5405693		2601618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14233		5405694		2601619		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14234		5405695		2601620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14235		5405696		2601621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14236		5405697		2601622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14237		5405698		2601623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14238		5405699		2601624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14239		5405700		2601625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14240		5405701		2601626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14241		5405702		2601627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14242		5405703		2601628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14243		5405704		2601629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14244		5405705		2601630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14245		5405706		2601631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14246		5405707		2601632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14247		5405708		2601633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14248		5405709		2601634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14249		5405710		2601635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14250		5405711		2601636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14251		5405712		2601637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14252		5405713		2601638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14253		5405714		2601639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14254		5405715		2601640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14255		5405716		2601641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14256		5405717		2601642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14257		5405718		2601643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14258		5405719		2601644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14259		5405720		2601645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14260		5405721		2601646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14261		5405722		2601647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14262		5405723		2601648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14263		5405724		2601649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14264		5405725		2601650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14265		5405726		2601651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14266		5405727		2601652		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14267		5405728		2601653		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14268		5405729		2601654		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14269		5405730		2601655		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14270		5405731		2601656		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14271		5405732		2601657		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14272		5405733		2601658		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14273		5405734		2601659		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14274		5504651		2700576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14275		5504652		2700577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14276		5504653		2700578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14277		5504654		2700579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14278		5504655		2700580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14279		5504656		2700581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14280		5504657		2700582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14281		5504658		2700583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14282		5504659		2700584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14283		5504660		2700585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14284		5504661		2700586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14285		5504662		2700587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14286		5504663		2700588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14287		5504664		2700589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14288		5504665		2700590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14289		5504666		2700591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14290		5504667		2700592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14291		5504668		2700593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14292		5504669		2700594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14293		5504670		2700595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14294		5504671		2700596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14295		5504672		2700597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14296		5504673		2700598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14297		5504674		2700599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14298		5504675		2700600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14299		5504676		2700601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14300		5504677		2700602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14301		5504678		2700603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14302		5504679		2700604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14303		5504680		2700605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14304		5504681		2700606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14305		5504682		2700607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14306		5504683		2700608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14307		5504684		2700609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14308		5504685		2700610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14309		5504686		2700611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14310		5504687		2700612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14311		5504688		2700613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14312		5504689		2700614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14313		5504690		2700615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14314		5504691		2700616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14315		5504692		2700617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14316		5504693		2700618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14317		5504694		2700619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14318		5504695		2700620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14319		5504696		2700621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14320		5504697		2700622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14321		5504698		2700623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14322		5504699		2700624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14323		5504700		2700625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14324		5504701		2700626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14325		5504702		2700627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14326		5504703		2700628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14327		5504704		2700629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14328		5504705		2700630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14329		5504706		2700631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14330		5504707		2700632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14331		5504708		2700633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14332		5504709		2700634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14333		5504710		2700635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14334		5504711		2700636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14335		5504712		2700637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14336		5504713		2700638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14337		5504714		2700639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14338		5504715		2700640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14339		5504716		2700641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14340		5504717		2700642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14341		5504718		2700643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14342		5504719		2700644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14343		5504720		2700645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14344		5504721		2700646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14345		5504722		2700647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14346		5504723		2700648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14347		5504724		2700649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14348		5504725		2700650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14349		5504726		2700651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14350		5504727		2700652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14351		5504728		2700653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14352		5504729		2700654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14353		5504730		2700655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14354		5504731		2700656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14355		5504732		2700657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14356		5504733		2700658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14357		5504734		2700659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14358		5504735		2700660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14359		5504736		2700661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14360		5504737		2700662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14361		5504738		2700663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14362		5504739		2700664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14363		5504740		2700665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14364		5504741		2700666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14365		5504742		2700667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14366		5504743		2700668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14367		5504744		2700669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14368		5504745		2700670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14369		5504746		2700671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14370		5504747		2700672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14371		5504748		2700673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14408		5505291		2701216		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14409		5505301		2701226		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14410		5505302		2701227		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14411		5505303		2701228		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14412		5505304		2701229		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14413		5505305		2701230		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14414		5505337		2701262		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14415		5505371		2701296		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14416		5505372		2701297		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14417		5505373		2701298		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14418		5505374		2701299		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14419		5505375		2701300		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14420		5505376		2701301		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14421		5505377		2701302		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14422		5505378		2701303		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14423		5505379		2701304		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14424		5505380		2701305		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14425		5505381		2701306		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14426		5505382		2701307		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14427		5505383		2701308		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14428		5505384		2701309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14429		5505385		2701310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14430		5505386		2701311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14431		5505387		2701312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14432		5505388		2701313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14433		5505389		2701314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14434		5505390		2701315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14435		5505391		2701316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14436		5505392		2701317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14437		5505393		2701318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14438		5505394		2701319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14439		5505395		2701320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14440		5505396		2701321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14441		5505397		2701322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14442		5505398		2701323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14443		5505399		2701324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14444		5505400		2701325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14445		5505401		2701326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14446		5505402		2701327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14447		5505403		2701328		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14448		5505404		2701329		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14449		5505405		2701330		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14450		5505406		2701331		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14451		5604080		2800005		36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14452		5604082		2800007		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14453		5604083		2800008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14454		5604084		2800009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14455		5604085		2800010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14456		5606069		2801994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14457		5606070		2801995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14458		5606071		2801996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14459		5606072		2801997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14460		5606073		2801998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14461		5606074		2801999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14462		5606075		2802000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14463		5606076		2802001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14464		5606077		2802002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14465		5606078		2802003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14466		5606079		2802004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14467		5606080		2802005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14468		5606081		2802006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14469		5606082		2802007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14470		5606083		2802008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14471		5606084		2802009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14472		5606085		2802010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14473		5606086		2802011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14474		5606087		2802012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14475		5606088		2802013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14476		5606089		2802014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14477		5606090		2802015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14478		5606091		2802016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14479		5606092		2802017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14480		5606093		2802018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14481		5606094		2802019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14482		5606095		2802020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14483		5606096		2802021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14484		5606097		2802022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14485		5606098		2802023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14486		5606099		2802024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14487		5606100		2802025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14488		5606101		2802026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14489		5606102		2802027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14490		5606103		2802028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14491		5606104		2802029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14492		5606105		2802030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14493		5606106		2802031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14494		5606107		2802032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14495		5606108		2802033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14496		5606109		2802034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14497		5606110		2802035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14498		5606111		2802036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14499		5606112		2802037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14500		5606113		2802038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14501		5606114		2802039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14502		5606115		2802040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14503		5606116		2802041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14504		5606117		2802042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14505		5606118		2802043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14506		5606119		2802044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14507		5606120		2802045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14508		5606121		2802046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14509		5606122		2802047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14510		5606123		2802048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14511		5606124		2802049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14512		5606125		2802050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14513		5606126		2802051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14514		5606127		2802052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14515		5606128		2802053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14516		5606129		2802054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14517		5606130		2802055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14518		5606131		2802056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14519		5606132		2802057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14520		5606133		2802058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14521		5606134		2802059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14522		5606135		2802060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14523		5606136		2802061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14524		5606137		2802062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14525		5606138		2802063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14526		5606139		2802064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14527		5606140		2802065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14528		5606141		2802066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14529		5606142		2802067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14530		5606143		2802068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14531		5606144		2802069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14532		5606145		2802070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14533		5606146		2802071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14534		5606147		2802072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14535		5606148		2802073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14536		5606149		2802074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14537		5606150		2802075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14538		5606151		2802076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14539		5606152		2802077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14540		5606153		2802078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14541		5606154		2802079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14542		5606155		2802080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14543		5606156		2802081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14544		5606157		2802082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14545		5606158		2802083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14546		5606159		2802084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14547		5606160		2802085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14548		5606161		2802086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14549		5606162		2802087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14550		5606163		2802088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14551		5606164		2802089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14552		5606165		2802090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14553		5606166		2802091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14554		5606167		2802092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14555		5606168		2802093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14556		5606169		2802094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14557		5606170		2802095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14558		5606171		2802096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14559		5606172		2802097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14560		5606173		2802098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14561		5606174		2802099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14562		5606175		2802100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14563		5606176		2802101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14564		5606177		2802102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14565		5606178		2802103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14566		5606179		2802104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14567		5606180		2802105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14568		5606181		2802106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14569		5606182		2802107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14570		5606183		2802108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14571		5606184		2802109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14572		5606185		2802110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14573		5606186		2802111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14574		5606187		2802112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14575		5606188		2802113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14576		5606189		2802114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14577		5606190		2802115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14578		5606191		2802116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14579		5606192		2802117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14580		5606193		2802118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14581		5606194		2802119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14582		5606195		2802120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14583		5606196		2802121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14584		5606197		2802122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14585		5606198		2802123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14586		5606199		2802124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14587		5606200		2802125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14588		5606201		2802126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14589		5606202		2802127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14590		5606203		2802128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14591		5606204		2802129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14592		5606205		2802130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14593		5606206		2802131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14594		5606207		2802132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14595		5606208		2802133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14596		5606209		2802134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14597		5606210		2802135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14598		5606211		2802136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14599		5606212		2802137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14600		5606213		2802138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14601		5606214		2802139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14602		5606215		2802140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14603		5606216		2802141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14604		5606217		2802142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14605		5606218		2802143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14606		5606219		2802144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14607		5606220		2802145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14608		5606221		2802146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14609		5606222		2802147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14610		5606223		2802148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14611		5606224		2802149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14612		5606225		2802150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14613		5606226		2802151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14614		5606227		2802152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14615		5606228		2802153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14616		5606229		2802154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14617		5606230		2802155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14618		5606231		2802156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14619		5606232		2802157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14620		5606233		2802158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14621		5606234		2802159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14622		5606235		2802160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14623		5606236		2802161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14624		5606237		2802162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14625		5606238		2802163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14626		5606239		2802164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14627		5606240		2802165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14628		5606241		2802166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14629		5606242		2802167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14630		5606243		2802168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14631		5606244		2802169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14632		5606245		2802170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14633		5606246		2802171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14634		5606247		2802172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14635		5606248		2802173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14636		5606249		2802174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14637		5606250		2802175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14638		5606251		2802176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14639		5606252		2802177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14640		5606253		2802178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14641		5606254		2802179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14642		5606255		2802180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14643		5606256		2802181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14644		5606257		2802182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14645		5606258		2802183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14646		5606259		2802184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14647		5606260		2802185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14648		5606261		2802186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14649		5606262		2802187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14650		5606263		2802188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14651		5606264		2802189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14652		5606265		2802190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14653		5606266		2802191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14654		5606267		2802192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14655		5606268		2802193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14656		5606269		2802194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14657		5606270		2802195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14658		5606271		2802196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14659		5606272		2802197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14660		5606273		2802198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14661		5606274		2802199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14662		5606275		2802200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14663		5606276		2802201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14664		5606277		2802202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14665		5606278		2802203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14666		5606279		2802204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14667		5606280		2802205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14668		5606281		2802206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14669		5606282		2802207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14670		5606283		2802208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14671		5606284		2802209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14672		5606285		2802210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14673		5606286		2802211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14674		5606287		2802212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14675		5606288		2802213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14676		5606289		2802214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14677		5606290		2802215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14678		5606291		2802216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14679		5606292		2802217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14680		5606293		2802218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14681		5606294		2802219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14682		5606295		2802220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14683		5606296		2802221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14684		5606297		2802222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14685		5606298		2802223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14686		5606299		2802224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14687		5606300		2802225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14688		5606301		2802226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14689		5606302		2802227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14690		5606303		2802228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14691		5606304		2802229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14692		5606305		2802230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14693		5606306		2802231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14694		5606307		2802232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14695		5606308		2802233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14696		5606309		2802234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14697		5606310		2802235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14698		5606311		2802236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14699		5606312		2802237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14700		5606313		2802238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14701		5606314		2802239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14702		5606315		2802240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14703		5606316		2802241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14704		5606317		2802242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14705		5606318		2802243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14706		5606319		2802244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14707		5606320		2802245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14708		5606321		2802246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14709		5606322		2802247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14710		5606323		2802248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14711		5606324		2802249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14712		5606325		2802250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14713		5606326		2802251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14714		5606327		2802252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14715		5606328		2802253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14716		5606329		2802254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14717		5606330		2802255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14718		5606331		2802256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14719		5606332		2802257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14720		5606333		2802258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14721		5606334		2802259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14722		5606335		2802260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14723		5606336		2802261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14724		5606337		2802262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14725		5606338		2802263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14726		5606339		2802264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14727		5606340		2802265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14728		5606341		2802266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14729		5606342		2802267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14730		5606343		2802268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14731		5606344		2802269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14732		5606345		2802270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14733		5606346		2802271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14734		5606347		2802272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14735		5606348		2802273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14736		5606349		2802274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14737		5606350		2802275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14738		5606351		2802276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14739		5606352		2802277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14740		5606353		2802278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14741		5606354		2802279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14742		5606355		2802280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14743		5606356		2802281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14744		5606357		2802282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14745		5606358		2802283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14746		5606359		2802284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14747		5606360		2802285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14748		5606361		2802286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14749		5606362		2802287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14750		5606363		2802288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14751		5606364		2802289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14752		5606365		2802290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14753		5606366		2802291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14754		5606367		2802292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14755		5606368		2802293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14756		5606369		2802294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14757		5606370		2802295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14758		5606371		2802296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14759		5606372		2802297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14760		5606373		2802298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14761		5606374		2802299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14762		5606375		2802300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14763		5606376		2802301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14764		5606377		2802302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14765		5606378		2802303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14766		5606379		2802304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14767		5606380		2802305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14768		5606381		2802306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14769		5606382		2802307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14770		5606383		2802308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14771		5606384		2802309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14772		5606385		2802310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14773		5606386		2802311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14774		5606387		2802312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14775		5606388		2802313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14776		5606389		2802314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14777		5606390		2802315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14778		5606391		2802316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14779		5606392		2802317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14780		5606393		2802318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14781		5606394		2802319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14782		5606395		2802320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14783		5606396		2802321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14784		5606397		2802322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14785		5606398		2802323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14786		5606399		2802324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14787		5606400		2802325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14788		5606401		2802326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14789		5606402		2802327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14790		5606403		2802328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14791		5606404		2802329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14792		5606405		2802330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14793		5606406		2802331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14794		5606407		2802332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14795		5606408		2802333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14796		5606409		2802334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14797		5606410		2802335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14798		5606411		2802336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14799		5606412		2802337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14800		5606413		2802338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14801		5606414		2802339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14802		5606415		2802340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14803		5606416		2802341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14804		5606417		2802342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14805		5606418		2802343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14806		5606419		2802344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14807		5606420		2802345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14808		5606421		2802346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14809		5606422		2802347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14810		5606423		2802348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14811		5606424		2802349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14812		5606425		2802350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14813		5606426		2802351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14814		5606427		2802352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14815		5606428		2802353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14816		5606429		2802354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14817		5606430		2802355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14818		5606431		2802356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14819		5606432		2802357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14820		5606433		2802358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14821		5606434		2802359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14822		5606435		2802360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14823		5606436		2802361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14824		5606437		2802362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14825		5606438		2802363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14826		5606439		2802364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14827		5606440		2802365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14828		5606441		2802366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14829		5606442		2802367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14830		5606443		2802368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14831		5606444		2802369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14832		5606445		2802370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14833		5606446		2802371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14834		5606447		2802372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14835		5606448		2802373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14836		5606449		2802374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14837		5606450		2802375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14838		5606451		2802376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14839		5606452		2802377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14840		5606453		2802378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14841		5606454		2802379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14842		5606455		2802380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14843		5606456		2802381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14844		5606457		2802382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14845		5606458		2802383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14846		5606459		2802384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14847		5606460		2802385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14848		5606461		2802386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14849		5606462		2802387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14850		5606463		2802388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14851		5606464		2802389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14852		5606465		2802390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14853		5606466		2802391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14854		5606467		2802392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14855		5606468		2802393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14856		5606469		2802394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14857		5606470		2802395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14858		5606471		2802396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14859		5606472		2802397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14860		5606473		2802398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14861		5606474		2802399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14862		5606475		2802400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14863		5606476		2802401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14864		5606477		2802402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14865		5606478		2802403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14866		5606479		2802404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14867		5606480		2802405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14868		5606481		2802406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14869		5606482		2802407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14870		5606483		2802408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14871		5606484		2802409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14872		5606485		2802410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14873		5606486		2802411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14874		5606487		2802412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14875		5606488		2802413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14876		5606489		2802414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14877		5606490		2802415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14878		5606491		2802416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14879		5606492		2802417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14880		5606493		2802418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14881		5606494		2802419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14882		5606495		2802420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14883		5606496		2802421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14884		5606497		2802422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14885		5606498		2802423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14886		5606499		2802424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14887		5606500		2802425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14888		5606501		2802426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14889		5606502		2802427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14890		5606503		2802428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14891		5606504		2802429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14892		5606505		2802430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14893		5606506		2802431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14894		5606507		2802432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14895		5606508		2802433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14896		5606509		2802434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14897		5606510		2802435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14898		5606511		2802436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14899		5606512		2802437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14900		5606513		2802438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14901		5606514		2802439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14902		5606515		2802440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14903		5606516		2802441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14904		5606517		2802442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14905		5606518		2802443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14906		5606519		2802444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14907		5606520		2802445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14908		5606521		2802446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14909		5606522		2802447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14910		5606523		2802448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14911		5606524		2802449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14912		5606525		2802450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14913		5606526		2802451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14914		5606527		2802452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14915		5606528		2802453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14916		5606529		2802454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14917		5606530		2802455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14918		5606531		2802456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14919		5606532		2802457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14920		5606533		2802458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14921		5606534		2802459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14922		5606535		2802460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14923		5606536		2802461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14924		5606537		2802462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14925		5606538		2802463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14926		5606539		2802464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14927		5606540		2802465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14928		5606541		2802466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14929		5606542		2802467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14930		5606543		2802468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14931		5606544		2802469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14932		5606545		2802470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14933		5606546		2802471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14934		5606547		2802472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14935		5606548		2802473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14936		5606549		2802474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14937		5606550		2802475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14938		5606551		2802476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14939		5606552		2802477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14940		5606553		2802478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14941		5606554		2802479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14942		5606555		2802480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14943		5606556		2802481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14944		5606557		2802482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14945		5606558		2802483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14946		5606559		2802484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14947		5606560		2802485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14948		5606561		2802486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14949		5606562		2802487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14950		5606563		2802488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14951		5606564		2802489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14952		5606565		2802490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14953		5606566		2802491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14954		5606567		2802492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14955		5606568		2802493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14956		5606569		2802494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14957		5606570		2802495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14958		5606571		2802496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14959		5606572		2802497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14960		5606573		2802498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14961		5606574		2802499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14962		5606575		2802500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14963		5606576		2802501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14964		5606577		2802502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14965		5606578		2802503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14966		5606579		2802504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14967		5606580		2802505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14968		5606581		2802506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14969		5606582		2802507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14970		5606583		2802508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14971		5606584		2802509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14972		5606585		2802510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14973		5606586		2802511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14974		5606587		2802512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14975		5606588		2802513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14976		5606589		2802514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14977		5606590		2802515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14978		5606591		2802516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14979		5606592		2802517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14980		5606593		2802518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14981		5606594		2802519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14982		5606595		2802520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14983		5606596		2802521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14984		5606597		2802522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14985		5606598		2802523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14986		5606599		2802524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14987		5606600		2802525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14988		5606601		2802526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14989		5606602		2802527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14990		5606603		2802528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14991		5606604		2802529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14992		5606605		2802530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14993		5606606		2802531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14994		5606607		2802532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14995		5606608		2802533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14996		5606609		2802534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14997		5606610		2802535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14998		5606611		2802536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		14999		5606612		2802537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15000		5606613		2802538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15001		5606614		2802539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15002		5606615		2802540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15003		5606616		2802541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15004		5606617		2802542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15005		5606618		2802543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15006		5606619		2802544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15007		5606620		2802545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15008		5606621		2802546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15009		5606622		2802547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15010		5606623		2802548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15011		5606624		2802549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15012		5606625		2802550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15013		5606626		2802551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15014		5606627		2802552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15015		5606628		2802553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15016		5606629		2802554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15017		5606630		2802555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15018		5606631		2802556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15019		5606632		2802557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15020		5606633		2802558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15021		5606634		2802559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15022		5606635		2802560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15023		5606636		2802561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15024		5606637		2802562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15025		5606638		2802563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15026		5606639		2802564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15027		5606640		2802565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15028		5606641		2802566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15029		5606642		2802567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15030		5606643		2802568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15031		5606644		2802569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15032		5606645		2802570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15033		5606646		2802571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15034		5606647		2802572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15035		5606648		2802573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15036		5606649		2802574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15037		5606650		2802575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15038		5606651		2802576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15039		5606652		2802577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15040		5606653		2802578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15041		5606654		2802579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15042		5606655		2802580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15043		5606656		2802581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15044		5606657		2802582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15045		5606658		2802583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15046		5606659		2802584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15047		5606660		2802585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15048		5606661		2802586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15049		5606662		2802587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15050		5606663		2802588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15051		5606664		2802589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15052		5606665		2802590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15053		5606666		2802591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15054		5606667		2802592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15055		5606668		2802593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15056		5606669		2802594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15057		5606670		2802595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15058		5606671		2802596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15059		5606672		2802597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15060		5606673		2802598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15061		5606674		2802599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15062		5606675		2802600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15063		5606676		2802601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15064		5606677		2802602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15065		5606678		2802603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15066		5606679		2802604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15067		5606680		2802605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15068		5606681		2802606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15069		5606682		2802607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15070		5606683		2802608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15071		5606684		2802609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15072		5606685		2802610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15073		5606686		2802611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15074		5606687		2802612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15075		5606688		2802613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15076		5606689		2802614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15077		5606690		2802615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15078		5606691		2802616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15079		5606692		2802617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15080		5606693		2802618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15081		5606694		2802619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15082		5606695		2802620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15083		5606696		2802621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15084		5606697		2802622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15085		5606698		2802623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15086		5606699		2802624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15087		5606700		2802625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15088		5606701		2802626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15089		5606702		2802627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15090		5606703		2802628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15091		5606704		2802629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15092		5606705		2802630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15093		5606706		2802631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15094		5606707		2802632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15095		5606708		2802633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15096		5606709		2802634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15097		5606710		2802635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15098		5606711		2802636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15099		5606712		2802637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15100		5606713		2802638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15101		5606714		2802639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15102		5606715		2802640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15103		5606716		2802641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15104		5606717		2802642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15105		5606718		2802643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15106		5606719		2802644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15107		5606720		2802645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15108		5606721		2802646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15109		5606722		2802647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15110		5606723		2802648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15111		5606724		2802649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15112		5606725		2802650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15113		5606726		2802651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15114		5606727		2802652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15115		5606728		2802653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15116		5606729		2802654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15117		5606730		2802655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15118		5606731		2802656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15119		5606732		2802657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15120		5606733		2802658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15121		5606734		2802659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15122		5606735		2802660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15123		5606736		2802661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15124		5606737		2802662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15125		5606738		2802663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15126		5606739		2802664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15127		5606740		2802665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15128		5606741		2802666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15129		5606742		2802667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15130		5606743		2802668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15131		5606744		2802669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15132		5606745		2802670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15133		5606746		2802671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15134		5606747		2802672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15135		5606748		2802673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15136		5606749		2802674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15137		5606750		2802675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15138		5606751		2802676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15139		5606752		2802677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15140		5606753		2802678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15141		5606754		2802679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15142		5606755		2802680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15143		5606756		2802681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15144		5606757		2802682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15145		5606758		2802683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15146		5606759		2802684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15147		5606760		2802685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15148		5606761		2802686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15149		5606762		2802687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15150		5606763		2802688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15151		5606764		2802689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15152		5606765		2802690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15153		5606766		2802691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15154		5606767		2802692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15155		5606768		2802693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15156		5606769		2802694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15157		5606770		2802695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15158		5606771		2802696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15159		5606772		2802697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15160		5606773		2802698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15161		5606774		2802699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15162		5606775		2802700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15163		5606776		2802701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15164		5606777		2802702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15165		5606778		2802703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15166		5606779		2802704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15167		5606780		2802705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15168		5606781		2802706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15169		5606782		2802707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15170		5606783		2802708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15171		5606784		2802709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15172		5606785		2802710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15173		5606786		2802711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15174		5606787		2802712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15175		5606788		2802713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15176		5606789		2802714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15177		5606790		2802715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15178		5606791		2802716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15179		5606792		2802717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15180		5606793		2802718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15181		5606794		2802719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15182		5606795		2802720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15183		5606796		2802721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15184		5606797		2802722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15185		5606798		2802723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15186		5606799		2802724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15187		5606800		2802725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15188		5606801		2802726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15189		5606802		2802727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15190		5606803		2802728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15191		5606804		2802729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15192		5606805		2802730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15193		5606806		2802731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15194		5606807		2802732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15195		5606808		2802733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15196		5606809		2802734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15197		5606810		2802735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15198		5606811		2802736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15199		5606812		2802737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15200		5606813		2802738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15201		5606814		2802739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15202		5606815		2802740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15203		5606816		2802741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15204		5606817		2802742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15205		5606818		2802743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15206		5606819		2802744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15207		5606820		2802745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15208		5606821		2802746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15209		5606822		2802747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15210		5606823		2802748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15211		5606824		2802749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15212		5606825		2802750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15213		5606826		2802751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15214		5606827		2802752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15215		5606828		2802753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15216		5606829		2802754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15217		5606830		2802755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15218		5606831		2802756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15219		5606832		2802757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15220		5606833		2802758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15221		5606834		2802759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15222		5606835		2802760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15223		5606836		2802761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15224		5606837		2802762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15225		5606838		2802763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15226		5606839		2802764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15227		5606840		2802765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15228		5606841		2802766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15229		5606842		2802767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15230		5606843		2802768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15231		5606844		2802769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15232		5606845		2802770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15233		5606846		2802771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15234		5606847		2802772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15235		5606848		2802773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15236		5606849		2802774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15237		5606850		2802775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15238		5606851		2802776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15239		5606852		2802777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15240		5606853		2802778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15241		5606854		2802779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15242		5606855		2802780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15243		5606856		2802781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15244		5606857		2802782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15245		5606858		2802783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15246		5606859		2802784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15247		5606860		2802785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15248		5606861		2802786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15249		5606862		2802787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15250		5606863		2802788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15251		5606864		2802789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15252		5606865		2802790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15253		5606866		2802791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15254		5606867		2802792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15255		5606868		2802793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15256		5606869		2802794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15257		5606870		2802795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15258		5606871		2802796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15259		5606872		2802797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15260		5606873		2802798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15261		5606874		2802799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15262		5606875		2802800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15263		5606876		2802801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15264		5606877		2802802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15265		5606878		2802803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15266		5606879		2802804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15267		5606880		2802805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15268		5606881		2802806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15269		5606882		2802807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15270		5606883		2802808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15271		5606884		2802809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15272		5606885		2802810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15273		5606886		2802811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15274		5606887		2802812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15275		5606888		2802813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15276		5606889		2802814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15277		5606890		2802815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15278		5606891		2802816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15279		5606892		2802817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15280		5606893		2802818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15281		5606894		2802819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15282		5606895		2802820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15283		5606896		2802821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15284		5606897		2802822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15285		5606898		2802823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15286		5606899		2802824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15287		5606900		2802825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15288		5606901		2802826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15289		5606902		2802827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15290		5606903		2802828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15291		5606904		2802829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15292		5606905		2802830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15293		5606906		2802831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15294		5606907		2802832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15295		5606908		2802833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15296		5606909		2802834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15297		5606910		2802835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15298		5606911		2802836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15299		5606912		2802837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15300		5606913		2802838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15301		5606914		2802839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15302		5606915		2802840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15303		5606916		2802841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15304		5606917		2802842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15305		5606918		2802843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15306		5606919		2802844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15307		5606920		2802845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15308		5606921		2802846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15309		5606922		2802847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15310		5606923		2802848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15311		5606924		2802849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15312		5606925		2802850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15313		5606926		2802851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15314		5606927		2802852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15315		5606928		2802853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15316		5606929		2802854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15317		5606930		2802855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15318		5606931		2802856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15319		5606932		2802857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15320		5606933		2802858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15321		5606934		2802859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15322		5606935		2802860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15323		5606936		2802861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15324		5606937		2802862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15325		5606938		2802863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15326		5606939		2802864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15327		5606940		2802865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15328		5606941		2802866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15329		5606942		2802867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15330		5606943		2802868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15331		5606944		2802869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15332		5606945		2802870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15333		5606946		2802871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15334		5606947		2802872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15335		5606948		2802873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15336		5606949		2802874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15337		5606950		2802875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15338		5606951		2802876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15339		5606952		2802877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15340		5606953		2802878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15341		5606954		2802879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15342		5606955		2802880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15343		5606956		2802881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15344		5606957		2802882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15345		5606958		2802883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15346		5606959		2802884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15347		5606960		2802885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15348		5606961		2802886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15349		5606962		2802887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15350		5606963		2802888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15351		5606964		2802889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15352		5606965		2802890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15353		5606966		2802891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15354		5606967		2802892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15355		5606968		2802893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15356		5606969		2802894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15357		5606970		2802895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15358		5606971		2802896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15359		5606972		2802897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15360		5606973		2802898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15361		5606974		2802899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15362		5606975		2802900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15363		5606976		2802901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15364		5606977		2802902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15365		5606978		2802903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15366		5606979		2802904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15367		5606980		2802905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15368		5606981		2802906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15369		5606982		2802907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15370		5606983		2802908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15371		5606984		2802909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15372		5606985		2802910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15373		5606986		2802911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15374		5606987		2802912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15375		5606988		2802913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15376		5606989		2802914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15377		5606990		2802915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15378		5606991		2802916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15379		5606992		2802917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15380		5606993		2802918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15381		5606994		2802919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15382		5606995		2802920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15383		5606996		2802921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15384		5606997		2802922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15385		5606998		2802923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15386		5606999		2802924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15387		5607000		2802925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15388		5607001		2802926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15389		5607002		2802927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15390		5607003		2802928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15391		5607004		2802929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15392		5607005		2802930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15393		5607006		2802931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15394		5607007		2802932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15395		5607008		2802933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15396		5607009		2802934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15397		5607010		2802935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15398		5607011		2802936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15399		5607012		2802937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15400		5607013		2802938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15401		5607014		2802939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15402		5607015		2802940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15403		5607016		2802941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15404		5607017		2802942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15405		5607018		2802943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15406		5607019		2802944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15407		5607020		2802945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15408		5607021		2802946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15409		5607022		2802947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15410		5607023		2802948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15411		5607024		2802949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15412		5607025		2802950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15413		5607026		2802951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15414		5607027		2802952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15415		5607028		2802953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15416		5607029		2802954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15417		5607030		2802955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15418		5607031		2802956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15419		5607032		2802957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15420		5607033		2802958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15421		5607034		2802959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15422		5607035		2802960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15423		5607036		2802961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15424		5607037		2802962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15425		5607038		2802963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15426		5607039		2802964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15427		5607040		2802965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15428		5607041		2802966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15429		5607042		2802967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15430		5607043		2802968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15431		5607044		2802969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15432		5607045		2802970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15433		5607046		2802971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15434		5607047		2802972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15435		5607048		2802973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15436		5607049		2802974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15437		5607050		2802975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15438		5607051		2802976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15439		5607052		2802977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15440		5607053		2802978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15441		5607054		2802979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15442		5607055		2802980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15443		5607056		2802981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15444		5607057		2802982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15445		5607058		2802983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15446		5607059		2802984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15447		5607060		2802985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15448		5607061		2802986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15449		5607062		2802987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15450		5607063		2802988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15451		5607064		2802989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15452		5607065		2802990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15453		5607066		2802991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15454		5607067		2802992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15455		5607068		2802993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15456		5607069		2802994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15457		5607070		2802995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15458		5607071		2802996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15459		5607072		2802997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15460		5607073		2802998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15461		5607074		2802999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15462		5607075		2803000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15463		5607076		2803001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15464		5607077		2803002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15465		5607078		2803003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15466		5607079		2803004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15467		5607080		2803005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15468		5607081		2803006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15469		5607082		2803007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15470		5607083		2803008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15471		5607084		2803009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15472		5607085		2803010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15473		5607086		2803011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15474		5607087		2803012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15475		5607088		2803013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15476		5607089		2803014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15477		5607090		2803015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15478		5607091		2803016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15479		5607092		2803017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15480		5607093		2803018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15481		5607094		2803019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15482		5607095		2803020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15483		5607096		2803021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15484		5607097		2803022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15485		5607098		2803023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15486		5607099		2803024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15487		5607100		2803025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15488		5607101		2803026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15489		5607102		2803027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15490		5607103		2803028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15491		5607104		2803029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15492		5607105		2803030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15493		5607106		2803031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15494		5607107		2803032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15495		5607108		2803033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15496		5607109		2803034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15497		5607110		2803035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15498		5607111		2803036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15499		5607112		2803037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15500		5607113		2803038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15501		5607114		2803039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15502		5607115		2803040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15503		5607116		2803041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15504		5607117		2803042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15505		5607118		2803043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15506		5607119		2803044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15507		5607120		2803045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15508		5607121		2803046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15509		5607122		2803047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15510		5607123		2803048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15511		5607124		2803049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15512		5607125		2803050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15513		5607126		2803051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15514		5607127		2803052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15515		5607128		2803053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15516		5607129		2803054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15517		5607130		2803055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15518		5607131		2803056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15519		5607132		2803057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15520		5607133		2803058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15521		5607134		2803059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15522		5607135		2803060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15523		5607136		2803061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15524		5607137		2803062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15525		5607138		2803063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15526		5607139		2803064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15527		5607140		2803065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15528		5607141		2803066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15529		5607142		2803067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15530		5607143		2803068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15531		5607144		2803069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15532		5607145		2803070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15533		5607146		2803071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15534		5607147		2803072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15535		5607148		2803073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15536		5607149		2803074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15537		5607150		2803075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15538		5607151		2803076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15539		5607152		2803077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15540		5607153		2803078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15541		5607154		2803079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15542		5607155		2803080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15543		5607156		2803081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15544		5607157		2803082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15545		5607158		2803083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15546		5607159		2803084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15547		5607160		2803085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15548		5607161		2803086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15549		5607162		2803087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15550		5607163		2803088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15551		5607164		2803089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15552		5607165		2803090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15553		5607166		2803091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15554		5607167		2803092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15555		5607168		2803093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15556		5607169		2803094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15557		5607170		2803095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15558		5607171		2803096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15559		5607172		2803097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15560		5607173		2803098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15561		5607174		2803099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15562		5607175		2803100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15563		5607176		2803101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15564		5607177		2803102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15565		5607178		2803103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15566		5607179		2803104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15567		5607180		2803105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15568		5607181		2803106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15569		5607182		2803107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15570		5607183		2803108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15571		5607184		2803109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15572		5607185		2803110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15573		5607186		2803111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15574		5607187		2803112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15575		5607188		2803113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15576		5607189		2803114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15577		5607190		2803115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15578		5607191		2803116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15579		5607192		2803117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15580		5607193		2803118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15581		5607194		2803119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15582		5607195		2803120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15583		5607196		2803121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15584		5607197		2803122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15585		5607198		2803123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15586		5607199		2803124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15587		5607200		2803125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15588		5607201		2803126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15589		5607202		2803127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15590		5607203		2803128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15591		5607204		2803129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15592		5607205		2803130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15593		5607206		2803131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15594		5607207		2803132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15595		5607208		2803133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15596		5607209		2803134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15597		5607210		2803135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15598		5607211		2803136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15599		5607212		2803137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15600		5607213		2803138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15601		5607214		2803139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15602		5607215		2803140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15603		5607216		2803141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15604		5607217		2803142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15605		5607218		2803143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15606		5607219		2803144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15607		5607220		2803145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15608		5607221		2803146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15609		5607222		2803147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15610		5607223		2803148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15611		5607224		2803149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15612		5607225		2803150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15613		5607226		2803151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15614		5607227		2803152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15615		5607228		2803153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15616		5607229		2803154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15617		5607230		2803155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15618		5607231		2803156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15619		5607232		2803157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15620		5607233		2803158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15621		5607234		2803159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15622		5607235		2803160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15623		5607236		2803161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15624		5607237		2803162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15625		5607238		2803163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15626		5607239		2803164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15627		5607240		2803165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15628		5607241		2803166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15629		5607242		2803167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15630		5607243		2803168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15631		5607244		2803169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15632		5607245		2803170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15633		5607246		2803171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15634		5607247		2803172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15635		5607248		2803173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15636		5607249		2803174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15637		5607250		2803175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15638		5607251		2803176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15639		5607252		2803177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15640		5607253		2803178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15641		5607254		2803179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15642		5607255		2803180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15643		5607256		2803181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15644		5607257		2803182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15645		5607258		2803183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15646		5607259		2803184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15647		5607260		2803185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15648		5607261		2803186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15649		5607262		2803187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15650		5607263		2803188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15651		5607264		2803189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15652		5607265		2803190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15653		5607266		2803191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15654		5607267		2803192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15655		5607268		2803193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15656		5607269		2803194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15657		5607270		2803195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15658		5607271		2803196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15659		5607272		2803197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15660		5607273		2803198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15661		5607274		2803199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15662		5607275		2803200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15663		5607276		2803201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15664		5607277		2803202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15665		5607278		2803203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15666		5607279		2803204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15667		5607280		2803205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15668		5607281		2803206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15669		5607282		2803207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15670		5607283		2803208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15671		5607284		2803209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15672		5607285		2803210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15673		5607286		2803211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15674		5607287		2803212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15675		5607288		2803213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15676		5607289		2803214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15677		5607290		2803215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15678		5607291		2803216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15679		5607292		2803217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15680		5607293		2803218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15681		5607294		2803219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15682		5607295		2803220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15683		5607296		2803221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15684		5607297		2803222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15685		5607298		2803223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15686		5607299		2803224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15687		5607300		2803225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15688		5607301		2803226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15689		5607302		2803227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15690		5607303		2803228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15691		5607304		2803229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15692		5607305		2803230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15693		5607306		2803231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15694		5607307		2803232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15695		5607308		2803233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15696		5607309		2803234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15697		5607310		2803235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15698		5607311		2803236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15699		5607312		2803237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15700		5607313		2803238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15701		5607314		2803239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15702		5607315		2803240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15703		5607316		2803241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15704		5607317		2803242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15705		5607318		2803243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15706		5607319		2803244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15707		5607320		2803245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15708		5607321		2803246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15709		5607322		2803247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15710		5607323		2803248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15711		5607324		2803249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15712		5607325		2803250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15713		5607326		2803251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15714		5607327		2803252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15715		5607328		2803253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15716		5607329		2803254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15717		5607330		2803255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15718		5607331		2803256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15719		5607332		2803257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15720		5607333		2803258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15721		5607334		2803259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15722		5607335		2803260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15723		5607336		2803261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15724		5607337		2803262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15725		5607338		2803263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15726		5607339		2803264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15727		5607340		2803265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15728		5607341		2803266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15729		5607342		2803267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15730		5607343		2803268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15731		5607344		2803269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15732		5607345		2803270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15733		5607346		2803271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15734		5607347		2803272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15735		5607348		2803273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15736		5607349		2803274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15737		5607350		2803275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15738		5607351		2803276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15739		5607352		2803277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15740		5607353		2803278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15741		5607354		2803279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15742		5607355		2803280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15743		5607356		2803281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15744		5607357		2803282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15745		5607358		2803283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15746		5607359		2803284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15747		5607360		2803285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15748		5607361		2803286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15749		5607362		2803287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15750		5607363		2803288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15751		5607364		2803289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15752		5607365		2803290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15753		5607366		2803291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15754		5607367		2803292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15755		5607368		2803293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15756		5607369		2803294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15757		5607370		2803295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15758		5607371		2803296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15759		5607372		2803297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15760		5607373		2803298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15761		5607374		2803299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15762		5607375		2803300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15763		5607376		2803301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15764		5607377		2803302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15765		5607378		2803303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15766		5607379		2803304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15767		5607380		2803305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15768		5607381		2803306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15769		5607382		2803307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15770		5607383		2803308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15771		5607384		2803309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15772		5607385		2803310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15773		5607386		2803311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15774		5607387		2803312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15775		5607388		2803313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15776		5607389		2803314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15777		5607390		2803315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15778		5607391		2803316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15779		5607392		2803317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15780		5607393		2803318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15781		5607394		2803319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15782		5607395		2803320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15783		5607396		2803321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15784		5607397		2803322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15785		5607398		2803323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15786		5607399		2803324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15787		5607400		2803325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15788		5607401		2803326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15789		5607402		2803327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15790		5607403		2803328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15791		5607404		2803329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15792		5607405		2803330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15793		5607406		2803331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15794		5607407		2803332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15795		5607408		2803333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15796		5607409		2803334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15797		5607410		2803335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15798		5607411		2803336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15799		5607412		2803337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15800		5607413		2803338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15801		5607414		2803339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15802		5607415		2803340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15803		5607416		2803341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15804		5607417		2803342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15805		5607418		2803343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15806		5607419		2803344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15807		5607420		2803345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15808		5607421		2803346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15809		5607422		2803347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15810		5607423		2803348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15811		5607424		2803349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15812		5607425		2803350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15813		5607426		2803351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15814		5607427		2803352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15815		5607428		2803353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15816		5607429		2803354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15817		5607430		2803355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15818		5607431		2803356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15819		5607432		2803357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15820		5607433		2803358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15821		5607434		2803359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15822		5607435		2803360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15823		5607436		2803361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15824		5607437		2803362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15825		5607438		2803363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15826		5607439		2803364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15827		5607440		2803365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15828		5607441		2803366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15829		5607442		2803367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15830		5607443		2803368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15831		5607444		2803369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15832		5607445		2803370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15833		5607446		2803371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15834		5607447		2803372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15835		5607448		2803373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15836		5607449		2803374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15837		5607450		2803375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15838		5607451		2803376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15839		5607452		2803377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15840		5607453		2803378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15841		5607454		2803379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15842		5607455		2803380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15843		5607456		2803381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15844		5607457		2803382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15845		5607458		2803383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15846		5607459		2803384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15847		5607460		2803385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15848		5607461		2803386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15849		5607462		2803387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15850		5607463		2803388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15851		5607464		2803389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15852		5607465		2803390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15853		5607466		2803391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15854		5607467		2803392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15855		5607468		2803393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15856		5607469		2803394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15857		5607470		2803395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15858		5607471		2803396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15859		5607472		2803397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15860		5607473		2803398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15861		5607474		2803399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15862		5607475		2803400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15863		5607476		2803401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15864		5607477		2803402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15865		5607478		2803403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15866		5607479		2803404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15867		5607480		2803405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15868		5607481		2803406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15869		5607482		2803407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15870		5607483		2803408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15871		5607484		2803409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15872		5607485		2803410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15873		5607486		2803411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15874		5607487		2803412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15875		5607488		2803413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15876		5607489		2803414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15877		5607490		2803415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15878		5607491		2803416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15879		5607492		2803417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15880		5607493		2803418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15881		5607494		2803419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15882		5607495		2803420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15883		5607496		2803421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15884		5607497		2803422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15885		5607498		2803423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15886		5607499		2803424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15887		5607500		2803425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15888		5607501		2803426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15889		5607502		2803427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15890		5607503		2803428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15891		5607504		2803429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15892		5607505		2803430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15893		5607506		2803431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15894		5607507		2803432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15895		5607508		2803433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15896		5607509		2803434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15897		5607510		2803435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15898		5607511		2803436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15899		5607512		2803437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15900		5607513		2803438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15901		5607514		2803439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15902		5607515		2803440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15903		5607516		2803441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15904		5607517		2803442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15905		5607518		2803443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15906		5607519		2803444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15907		5607520		2803445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15908		5607521		2803446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15909		5607522		2803447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15910		5607523		2803448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15911		5607524		2803449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15912		5607525		2803450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15913		5607526		2803451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15914		5607527		2803452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15915		5607528		2803453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15916		5607529		2803454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15917		5607530		2803455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15918		5607531		2803456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15919		5607532		2803457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15920		5607533		2803458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15921		5607534		2803459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15922		5607535		2803460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15923		5607536		2803461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15924		5607537		2803462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15925		5607538		2803463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15926		5607539		2803464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15927		5607540		2803465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15928		5607541		2803466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15929		5607542		2803467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15930		5607543		2803468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15931		5607544		2803469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15932		5607545		2803470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15933		5607546		2803471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15934		5607547		2803472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15935		5607548		2803473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15936		5607549		2803474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15937		5607550		2803475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15938		5607551		2803476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15939		5607552		2803477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15940		5607553		2803478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15941		5607554		2803479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15942		5607555		2803480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15943		5607556		2803481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15944		5607557		2803482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15945		5607558		2803483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15946		5607559		2803484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15947		5607560		2803485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15948		5607561		2803486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15949		5607562		2803487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15950		5607563		2803488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15951		5607564		2803489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15952		5607565		2803490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15953		5607566		2803491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15954		5607567		2803492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15955		5607568		2803493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15956		5607569		2803494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15957		5607570		2803495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15958		5607571		2803496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15959		5607572		2803497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15960		5607573		2803498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15961		5607574		2803499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15962		5607575		2803500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15963		5607576		2803501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15964		5607577		2803502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15965		5607578		2803503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15966		5607579		2803504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15967		5607580		2803505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15968		5607581		2803506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15969		5607582		2803507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15970		5607583		2803508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15971		5607584		2803509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15972		5607585		2803510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15973		5607586		2803511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15974		5607587		2803512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15975		5607588		2803513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15976		5607589		2803514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15977		5607590		2803515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15978		5607591		2803516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15979		5607592		2803517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15980		5607593		2803518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15981		5607594		2803519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15982		5607595		2803520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15983		5607596		2803521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15984		5607597		2803522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15985		5607598		2803523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15986		5607599		2803524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15987		5607600		2803525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15988		5607601		2803526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15989		5607602		2803527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15990		5607603		2803528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15991		5607604		2803529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15992		5607605		2803530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15993		5607606		2803531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15994		5607607		2803532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15995		5607608		2803533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15996		5607609		2803534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15997		5607610		2803535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15998		5607611		2803536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		15999		5607612		2803537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16000		5607613		2803538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16001		5607614		2803539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16002		5607615		2803540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16003		5607616		2803541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16004		5607617		2803542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16005		5607618		2803543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16006		5607619		2803544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16007		5607620		2803545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16008		5607621		2803546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16009		5607622		2803547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16010		5607623		2803548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16011		5607624		2803549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16012		5607625		2803550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16013		5607626		2803551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16014		5607627		2803552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16015		5607628		2803553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16016		5607629		2803554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16017		5607630		2803555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16018		5607631		2803556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16019		5607632		2803557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16020		5607633		2803558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16021		5607634		2803559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16022		5607635		2803560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16023		5607636		2803561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16024		5607637		2803562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16025		5607638		2803563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16026		5607639		2803564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16027		5607640		2803565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16028		5607641		2803566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16029		5607642		2803567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16030		5607643		2803568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16031		5607644		2803569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16032		5607645		2803570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16033		5607646		2803571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16034		5607647		2803572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16035		5607648		2803573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16036		5607649		2803574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16037		5607650		2803575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16038		5607651		2803576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16039		5607652		2803577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16040		5607653		2803578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16041		5607654		2803579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16042		5607655		2803580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16043		5607656		2803581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16044		5607657		2803582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16045		5607658		2803583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16046		5607659		2803584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16047		5607660		2803585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16048		5607661		2803586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16049		5607662		2803587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16050		5607663		2803588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16051		5607664		2803589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16052		5607665		2803590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16053		5607666		2803591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16054		5607667		2803592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16055		5607668		2803593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16056		5607669		2803594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16057		5607670		2803595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16058		5607671		2803596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16059		5607672		2803597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16060		5607673		2803598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16061		5607674		2803599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16062		5607675		2803600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16063		5607676		2803601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16064		5607677		2803602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16065		5607678		2803603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16066		5607679		2803604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16067		5607680		2803605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16068		5607681		2803606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16069		5607682		2803607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16070		5607683		2803608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16071		5607684		2803609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16072		5607685		2803610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16073		5607686		2803611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16074		5607687		2803612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16075		5607688		2803613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16076		5607689		2803614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16077		5607690		2803615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16078		5607691		2803616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16079		5607692		2803617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16080		5607693		2803618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16081		5607694		2803619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16082		5607695		2803620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16083		5607696		2803621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16084		5607697		2803622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16085		5607698		2803623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16086		5607699		2803624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16087		5607700		2803625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16088		5607701		2803626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16089		5607702		2803627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16090		5607703		2803628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16091		5607704		2803629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16092		5607705		2803630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16093		5607706		2803631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16094		5607707		2803632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16095		5607708		2803633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16096		5607709		2803634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16097		5607710		2803635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16098		5607711		2803636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16099		5607712		2803637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16100		5607713		2803638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16101		5607714		2803639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16102		5607715		2803640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16103		5607716		2803641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16104		5607717		2803642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16105		5607718		2803643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16106		5607719		2803644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16107		5607720		2803645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16108		5607721		2803646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16109		5607722		2803647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16110		5607723		2803648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16111		5607724		2803649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16112		5607725		2803650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16113		5607726		2803651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16114		5607727		2803652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16115		5607728		2803653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16116		5607729		2803654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16117		5607730		2803655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16118		5607731		2803656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16119		5607732		2803657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16120		5607733		2803658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16121		5607734		2803659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16122		5607735		2803660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16123		5607736		2803661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16124		5607737		2803662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16125		5607738		2803663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16126		5607739		2803664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16127		5607740		2803665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16128		5607741		2803666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16129		5607742		2803667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16130		5607743		2803668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16131		5607744		2803669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16132		5607745		2803670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16133		5607746		2803671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16134		5607747		2803672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16135		5607748		2803673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16136		5607749		2803674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16137		5607750		2803675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16138		5607751		2803676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16139		5607752		2803677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16140		5607753		2803678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16141		5607754		2803679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16142		5607755		2803680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16143		5607756		2803681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16144		5607757		2803682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16145		5607758		2803683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16146		5607759		2803684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16147		5607760		2803685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16148		5607761		2803686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16149		5607762		2803687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16150		5607763		2803688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16151		5607764		2803689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16152		5607765		2803690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16153		5607766		2803691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16154		5607767		2803692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16155		5607768		2803693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16156		5607769		2803694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16157		5607770		2803695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16158		5607771		2803696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16159		5607772		2803697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16160		5607773		2803698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16161		5607774		2803699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16162		5607775		2803700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16163		5607776		2803701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16164		5607777		2803702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16165		5607778		2803703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16166		5607779		2803704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16167		5607780		2803705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16168		5607781		2803706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16169		5607782		2803707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16170		5607783		2803708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16171		5607784		2803709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16172		5607785		2803710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16173		5607786		2803711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16174		5607787		2803712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16175		5607788		2803713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16176		5607789		2803714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16177		5607790		2803715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16178		5607791		2803716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16179		5607792		2803717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16180		5607793		2803718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16181		5607794		2803719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16182		5607795		2803720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16183		5607796		2803721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16184		5607797		2803722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16185		5607798		2803723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16186		5607799		2803724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16187		5607800		2803725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16188		5607801		2803726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16189		5607802		2803727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16190		5607803		2803728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16191		5607804		2803729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16192		5607805		2803730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16193		5607806		2803731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16194		5607807		2803732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16195		5607808		2803733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16196		5607809		2803734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16197		5607810		2803735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16198		5607811		2803736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16199		5607812		2803737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16200		5607813		2803738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16201		5607814		2803739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16202		5607815		2803740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16203		5607816		2803741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16204		5607817		2803742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16205		5607818		2803743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16206		5607819		2803744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16207		5607820		2803745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16208		5607821		2803746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16209		5607822		2803747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16210		5607823		2803748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16211		5607824		2803749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16212		5607825		2803750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16213		5607826		2803751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16214		5607827		2803752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16215		5607828		2803753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16216		5607829		2803754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16217		5607830		2803755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16218		5607831		2803756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16219		5607832		2803757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16220		5607833		2803758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16221		5607834		2803759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16222		5607835		2803760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16223		5607836		2803761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16224		5607837		2803762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16225		5607838		2803763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16226		5607839		2803764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16227		5607840		2803765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16228		5607841		2803766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16229		5607842		2803767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16230		5607843		2803768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16231		5607844		2803769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16232		5607845		2803770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16233		5607846		2803771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16234		5607847		2803772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16235		5607848		2803773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16236		5607849		2803774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16237		5607850		2803775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16238		5607851		2803776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16239		5607852		2803777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16240		5607853		2803778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16241		5607854		2803779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16242		5607855		2803780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16243		5607856		2803781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16244		5607857		2803782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16245		5607858		2803783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16246		5607859		2803784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16247		5607860		2803785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16248		5607861		2803786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16249		5607862		2803787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16250		5607863		2803788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16251		5607864		2803789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16252		5607865		2803790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16253		5607866		2803791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16254		5607867		2803792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16255		5607868		2803793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16256		5607869		2803794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16257		5607870		2803795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16258		5607871		2803796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16259		5607872		2803797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16260		5607873		2803798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16261		5607874		2803799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16262		5607875		2803800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16263		5607876		2803801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16264		5607877		2803802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16265		5607878		2803803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16266		5607879		2803804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16267		5607880		2803805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16268		5607881		2803806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16269		5607882		2803807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16270		5607883		2803808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16271		5607884		2803809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16272		5607885		2803810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16273		5607886		2803811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16274		5607887		2803812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16275		5607888		2803813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16276		5607889		2803814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16277		5607890		2803815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16278		5607891		2803816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16279		5607892		2803817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16280		5607893		2803818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16281		5607894		2803819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16282		5607895		2803820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16283		5607896		2803821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16284		5607897		2803822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16285		5607898		2803823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16286		5607899		2803824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16287		5607900		2803825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16288		5607901		2803826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16289		5607902		2803827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16290		5607903		2803828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16291		5607904		2803829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16292		5607905		2803830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16293		5607906		2803831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16294		5607907		2803832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16295		5607908		2803833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16296		5607909		2803834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16297		5607910		2803835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16298		5607911		2803836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16299		5607912		2803837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16300		5607913		2803838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16301		5607914		2803839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16302		5607915		2803840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16303		5607916		2803841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16304		5607917		2803842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16305		5607918		2803843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16306		5607919		2803844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16307		5607920		2803845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16308		5607921		2803846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16309		5607922		2803847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16310		5607923		2803848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16311		5607924		2803849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16312		5607925		2803850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16313		5607926		2803851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16314		5607927		2803852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16315		5607928		2803853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16316		5607929		2803854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16317		5607930		2803855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16318		5607931		2803856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16319		5607932		2803857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16320		5607933		2803858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16321		5607934		2803859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16322		5607935		2803860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16323		5607936		2803861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16324		5607937		2803862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16325		5607938		2803863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16326		5607939		2803864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16327		5607940		2803865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16328		5607941		2803866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16329		5607942		2803867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16330		5607943		2803868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16331		5607944		2803869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16332		5607945		2803870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16333		5607946		2803871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16334		5607947		2803872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16335		5607948		2803873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16336		5607949		2803874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16337		5607950		2803875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16338		5607951		2803876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16339		5607952		2803877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16340		5607953		2803878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16341		5607954		2803879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16342		5607955		2803880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16343		5607956		2803881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16344		5607957		2803882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16345		5607958		2803883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16346		5607959		2803884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16347		5607960		2803885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16348		5607961		2803886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16349		5607962		2803887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16350		5607963		2803888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16351		5607964		2803889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16352		5607965		2803890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16353		5607966		2803891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16354		5607967		2803892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16355		5607968		2803893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16356		5607969		2803894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16357		5607970		2803895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16358		5607971		2803896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16359		5607972		2803897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16360		5607973		2803898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16361		5607974		2803899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16362		5607975		2803900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16363		5607976		2803901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16364		5607977		2803902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16365		5607978		2803903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16366		5607979		2803904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16367		5607980		2803905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16368		5607981		2803906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16369		5607982		2803907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16370		5607983		2803908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16371		5607984		2803909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16372		5607985		2803910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16373		5607986		2803911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16374		5607987		2803912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16375		5607988		2803913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16376		5607989		2803914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16377		5607990		2803915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16378		5607991		2803916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16379		5607992		2803917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16380		5607993		2803918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16381		5607994		2803919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16382		5607995		2803920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16383		5607996		2803921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16384		5607997		2803922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16385		5607998		2803923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16386		5607999		2803924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16387		5608000		2803925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16388		5608001		2803926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16389		5608002		2803927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16390		5608003		2803928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16391		5608004		2803929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16392		5608005		2803930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16393		5608006		2803931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16394		5608007		2803932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16395		5608008		2803933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16396		5608009		2803934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16397		5608010		2803935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16398		5608011		2803936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16399		5608012		2803937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16400		5608013		2803938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16401		5608014		2803939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16402		5608015		2803940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16403		5608016		2803941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16404		5608017		2803942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16405		5608018		2803943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16406		5608019		2803944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16407		5608020		2803945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16408		5608021		2803946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16409		5608022		2803947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16410		5608023		2803948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16411		5608024		2803949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16412		5608025		2803950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16413		5608026		2803951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16414		5608027		2803952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16415		5608028		2803953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16416		5608029		2803954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16417		5608030		2803955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16418		5608031		2803956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16419		5608032		2803957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16420		5608033		2803958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16421		5608034		2803959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16422		5608035		2803960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16423		5608036		2803961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16424		5608037		2803962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16425		5608038		2803963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16426		5608039		2803964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16427		5608040		2803965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16428		5608041		2803966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16429		5608042		2803967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16430		5608043		2803968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16431		5608044		2803969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16432		5608045		2803970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16433		5608046		2803971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16434		5608047		2803972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16435		5608048		2803973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16436		5608049		2803974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16437		5608050		2803975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16438		5608051		2803976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16439		5608052		2803977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16440		5608053		2803978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16441		5608054		2803979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16442		5608055		2803980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16443		5608056		2803981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16444		5608057		2803982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16445		5608058		2803983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16446		5608059		2803984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16447		5608060		2803985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16448		5608061		2803986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16449		5608062		2803987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16450		5608063		2803988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16451		5608064		2803989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16452		5608065		2803990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16453		5608066		2803991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16454		5608067		2803992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16455		5608068		2803993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16456		5608069		2803994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16457		5608070		2803995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16458		5608071		2803996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16459		5608072		2803997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16460		5608073		2803998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16461		5608074		2803999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16462		5608075		2804000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16463		5608076		2804001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16464		5608077		2804002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16465		5608078		2804003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16466		5608079		2804004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16467		5608080		2804005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16468		5608081		2804006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16469		5608082		2804007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16470		5608083		2804008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16471		5608084		2804009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16472		5608085		2804010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16473		5608086		2804011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16474		5608087		2804012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16475		5608088		2804013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16476		5608089		2804014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16477		5608090		2804015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16478		5608091		2804016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16479		5608092		2804017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16480		5608093		2804018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16481		5608094		2804019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16482		5608095		2804020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16483		5608096		2804021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16484		5608097		2804022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16485		5608098		2804023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16486		5608099		2804024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16487		5608100		2804025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16488		5608101		2804026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16489		5608102		2804027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16490		5608103		2804028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16491		5608104		2804029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16492		5608105		2804030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16493		5608106		2804031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16494		5608107		2804032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16495		5608108		2804033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16496		5608109		2804034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16497		5608110		2804035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16498		5608111		2804036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16499		5608112		2804037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16500		5608113		2804038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16501		5608114		2804039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16502		5608115		2804040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16503		5608116		2804041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16504		5608117		2804042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16505		5608118		2804043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16506		5608119		2804044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16507		5608120		2804045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16508		5608121		2804046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16509		5608122		2804047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16510		5608123		2804048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16511		5608124		2804049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16512		5608125		2804050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16513		5608126		2804051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16514		5608127		2804052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16515		5608128		2804053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16516		5608129		2804054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16517		5608130		2804055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16518		5608131		2804056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16519		5608132		2804057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16520		5608133		2804058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16521		5608134		2804059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16522		5608135		2804060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16523		5608136		2804061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16524		5608137		2804062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16525		5608138		2804063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16526		5608139		2804064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16527		5608140		2804065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16528		5608141		2804066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16529		5608142		2804067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16530		5608143		2804068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16531		5608144		2804069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16532		5608145		2804070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16533		5608146		2804071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16534		5608147		2804072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16535		5608148		2804073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16536		5608149		2804074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16537		5608150		2804075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16538		5608151		2804076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16539		5608152		2804077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16540		5608153		2804078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16541		5608154		2804079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16542		5608155		2804080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16543		5608156		2804081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16544		5608157		2804082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16545		5608158		2804083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16546		5608159		2804084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16547		5608160		2804085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16548		5608161		2804086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16549		5608162		2804087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16550		5608163		2804088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16551		5608164		2804089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16552		5608165		2804090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16553		5608166		2804091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16554		5608167		2804092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16555		5608168		2804093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16556		5608169		2804094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16557		5608170		2804095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16558		5608171		2804096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16559		5608172		2804097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16560		5608173		2804098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16561		5608174		2804099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16562		5608175		2804100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16563		5608176		2804101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16564		5608177		2804102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16565		5608178		2804103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16566		5608179		2804104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16567		5608180		2804105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16568		5608181		2804106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16569		5608182		2804107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16570		5608183		2804108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16571		5608184		2804109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16572		5608185		2804110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16573		5608186		2804111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16574		5608187		2804112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16575		5608188		2804113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16576		5608189		2804114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16577		5608190		2804115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16578		5608191		2804116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16579		5608192		2804117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16580		5608193		2804118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16581		5608194		2804119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16582		5608195		2804120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16583		5608196		2804121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16584		5608197		2804122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16585		5608198		2804123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16586		5608199		2804124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16587		5608200		2804125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16588		5608201		2804126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16589		5608202		2804127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16590		5608203		2804128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16591		5608204		2804129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16592		5608205		2804130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16593		5608206		2804131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16594		5608207		2804132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16595		5608208		2804133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16596		5608209		2804134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16597		5608210		2804135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16598		5608211		2804136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16599		5608212		2804137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16600		5608213		2804138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16601		5608214		2804139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16602		5608215		2804140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16603		5608216		2804141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16604		5608217		2804142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16605		5608218		2804143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16606		5608219		2804144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16607		5608220		2804145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16608		5608221		2804146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16609		5608222		2804147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16610		5608223		2804148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16611		5608224		2804149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16612		5608225		2804150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16613		5608226		2804151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16614		5608227		2804152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16615		5608228		2804153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16616		5608229		2804154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16617		5608230		2804155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16618		5608231		2804156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16619		5608232		2804157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16620		5608233		2804158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16621		5608234		2804159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16622		5608235		2804160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16623		5608236		2804161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16624		5608237		2804162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16625		5608238		2804163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16626		5608239		2804164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16627		5608240		2804165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16628		5608241		2804166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16629		5608242		2804167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16630		5608243		2804168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16631		5608244		2804169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16632		5608245		2804170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16633		5608246		2804171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16634		5608247		2804172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16635		5608248		2804173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16636		5608249		2804174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16637		5608250		2804175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16638		5608251		2804176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16639		5608252		2804177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16640		5608253		2804178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16641		5608254		2804179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16642		5608255		2804180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16643		5608256		2804181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16644		5608257		2804182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16645		5608258		2804183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16646		5608259		2804184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16647		5608260		2804185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16648		5608261		2804186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16649		5608262		2804187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16650		5608263		2804188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16651		5608264		2804189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16652		5608265		2804190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16653		5608266		2804191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16654		5608267		2804192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16655		5608268		2804193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16656		5608269		2804194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16657		5608270		2804195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16658		5608271		2804196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16659		5608272		2804197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16660		5608273		2804198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16661		5608274		2804199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16662		5608275		2804200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16663		5608276		2804201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16664		5608277		2804202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16665		5608278		2804203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16666		5608279		2804204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16667		5608280		2804205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16668		5608281		2804206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16669		5608282		2804207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16670		5608283		2804208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16671		5608284		2804209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16672		5608285		2804210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16673		5608286		2804211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16674		5608287		2804212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16675		5608288		2804213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16676		5608289		2804214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16677		5608290		2804215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16678		5608291		2804216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16679		5608292		2804217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16680		5608293		2804218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16681		5608294		2804219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16682		5608295		2804220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16683		5608296		2804221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16684		5608297		2804222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16685		5608298		2804223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16686		5608299		2804224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16687		5608300		2804225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16688		5608301		2804226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16689		5608302		2804227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16690		5608303		2804228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16691		5608304		2804229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16692		5608305		2804230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16693		5608306		2804231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16694		5608307		2804232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16695		5608308		2804233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16696		5608309		2804234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16697		5608310		2804235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16698		5608311		2804236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16699		5608312		2804237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16700		5608313		2804238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16701		5608314		2804239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16702		5608315		2804240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16703		5608316		2804241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16704		5608317		2804242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16705		5608318		2804243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16706		5608319		2804244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16707		5608320		2804245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16708		5608321		2804246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16709		5608322		2804247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16710		5608323		2804248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16711		5608324		2804249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16712		5608325		2804250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16713		5608326		2804251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16714		5608327		2804252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16715		5608328		2804253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16716		5608329		2804254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16717		5608330		2804255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16718		5608331		2804256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16719		5608332		2804257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16720		5608333		2804258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16721		5608334		2804259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16722		5608335		2804260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16723		5608336		2804261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16724		5608337		2804262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16725		5608338		2804263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16726		5608339		2804264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16727		5608340		2804265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16728		5608341		2804266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16729		5608342		2804267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16730		5608343		2804268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16731		5608344		2804269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16732		5608345		2804270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16733		5608346		2804271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16734		5608347		2804272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16735		5608348		2804273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16736		5608349		2804274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16737		5608350		2804275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16738		5608351		2804276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16739		5608352		2804277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16740		5608353		2804278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16741		5608354		2804279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16742		5608355		2804280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16743		5608356		2804281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16744		5608357		2804282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16745		5608358		2804283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16746		5608359		2804284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16747		5608360		2804285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16748		5608361		2804286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16749		5608362		2804287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16750		5608363		2804288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16751		5608364		2804289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16752		5608365		2804290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16753		5608366		2804291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16754		5608367		2804292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16755		5608368		2804293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16756		5608369		2804294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16757		5608370		2804295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16758		5608371		2804296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16759		5608372		2804297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16760		5608373		2804298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16761		5608374		2804299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16762		5608375		2804300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16763		5608376		2804301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16764		5608377		2804302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16765		5608378		2804303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16766		5608379		2804304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16767		5608380		2804305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16768		5608381		2804306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16769		5608382		2804307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16770		5608383		2804308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16771		5608384		2804309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16772		5608385		2804310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16773		5608386		2804311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16774		5608387		2804312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16775		5608388		2804313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16776		5608389		2804314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16777		5608390		2804315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16778		5608391		2804316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16779		5608392		2804317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16780		5608393		2804318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16781		5608394		2804319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16782		5608395		2804320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16783		5608396		2804321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16784		5608397		2804322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16785		5608398		2804323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16786		5608399		2804324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16787		5608400		2804325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16788		5608401		2804326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16789		5608402		2804327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16790		5608403		2804328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16791		5608404		2804329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16792		5608405		2804330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16793		5608406		2804331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16794		5608407		2804332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16795		5608408		2804333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16796		5608409		2804334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16797		5608410		2804335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16798		5608411		2804336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16799		5608412		2804337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16800		5608413		2804338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16801		5608414		2804339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16802		5608415		2804340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16803		5608416		2804341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16804		5608417		2804342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16805		5608418		2804343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16806		5608419		2804344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16807		5608420		2804345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16808		5608421		2804346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16809		5608422		2804347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16810		5608423		2804348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16811		5608424		2804349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16812		5608425		2804350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16813		5608426		2804351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16814		5608427		2804352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16815		5608428		2804353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16816		5608429		2804354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16817		5608430		2804355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16818		5608431		2804356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16819		5608432		2804357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16820		5608433		2804358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16821		5608434		2804359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16822		5608435		2804360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16823		5608436		2804361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16824		5608437		2804362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16825		5608438		2804363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16826		5608439		2804364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16827		5608440		2804365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16828		5608441		2804366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16829		5608442		2804367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16830		5608443		2804368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16831		5608444		2804369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16832		5608445		2804370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16833		5608446		2804371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16834		5608447		2804372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16835		5608448		2804373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16836		5608449		2804374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16837		5608450		2804375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16838		5608451		2804376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16839		5608452		2804377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16840		5608453		2804378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16841		5608454		2804379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16842		5608455		2804380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16843		5608456		2804381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16844		5608457		2804382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16845		5608458		2804383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16846		5608459		2804384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16847		5608460		2804385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16848		5608461		2804386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16849		5608462		2804387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16850		5608463		2804388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16851		5608464		2804389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16852		5608465		2804390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16853		5608466		2804391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16854		5608467		2804392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16855		5608468		2804393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16856		5608469		2804394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16857		5608470		2804395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16858		5608471		2804396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16859		5608472		2804397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16860		5608473		2804398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16861		5608474		2804399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16862		5608475		2804400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16863		5608476		2804401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16864		5608477		2804402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16865		5608478		2804403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16866		5608479		2804404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16867		5608480		2804405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16868		5608481		2804406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16869		5608482		2804407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16870		5608483		2804408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16871		5608484		2804409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16872		5608485		2804410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16873		5608486		2804411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16874		5608487		2804412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16875		5608488		2804413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16876		5608489		2804414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16877		5608490		2804415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16878		5608491		2804416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16879		5608492		2804417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16880		5608493		2804418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16881		5608494		2804419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16882		5608495		2804420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16883		5608496		2804421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16884		5608497		2804422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16885		5608498		2804423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16886		5608499		2804424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16887		5608500		2804425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16888		5608501		2804426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16889		5608502		2804427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16890		5608503		2804428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16891		5608504		2804429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16892		5608505		2804430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16893		5608506		2804431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16894		5608507		2804432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16895		5608508		2804433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16896		5608509		2804434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16897		5608510		2804435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16898		5608511		2804436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16899		5608512		2804437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16900		5608513		2804438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16901		5608514		2804439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16902		5608515		2804440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16903		5608516		2804441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16904		5608517		2804442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16905		5608518		2804443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16906		5608519		2804444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16907		5608520		2804445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16908		5608521		2804446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16909		5608522		2804447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16910		5608523		2804448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16911		5608524		2804449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16912		5608525		2804450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16913		5608526		2804451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16914		5608527		2804452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16915		5608528		2804453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16916		5608529		2804454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16917		5608530		2804455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16918		5608531		2804456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16919		5608532		2804457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16920		5608533		2804458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16921		5608534		2804459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16922		5608535		2804460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16923		5608536		2804461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16924		5608537		2804462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16925		5608538		2804463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16926		5608539		2804464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16927		5608540		2804465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16928		5608541		2804466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16929		5608542		2804467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16930		5608543		2804468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16931		5608544		2804469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16932		5608545		2804470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16933		5608546		2804471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16934		5608547		2804472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16935		5608548		2804473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16936		5608549		2804474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16937		5608550		2804475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16938		5608551		2804476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16939		5608552		2804477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16940		5608553		2804478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16941		5608554		2804479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16942		5608555		2804480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16943		5608556		2804481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16944		5608557		2804482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16945		5608558		2804483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16946		5608559		2804484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16947		5608560		2804485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16948		5608561		2804486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16949		5608562		2804487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16950		5608563		2804488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16951		5608564		2804489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16952		5608565		2804490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16953		5608566		2804491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16954		5608567		2804492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16955		5608568		2804493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16956		5608569		2804494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16957		5608570		2804495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16958		5608571		2804496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16959		5608572		2804497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16960		5608573		2804498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16961		5608574		2804499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16962		5608575		2804500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16963		5608576		2804501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16964		5608577		2804502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16965		5608578		2804503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16966		5608579		2804504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16967		5608580		2804505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16968		5608581		2804506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16969		5608582		2804507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16970		5608583		2804508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16971		5608584		2804509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16972		5608585		2804510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16973		5608586		2804511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16974		5608587		2804512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16975		5608588		2804513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16976		5608589		2804514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16977		5608590		2804515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16978		5608591		2804516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16979		5608592		2804517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16980		5608593		2804518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16981		5608594		2804519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16982		5608595		2804520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16983		5608596		2804521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16984		5608597		2804522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16985		5608598		2804523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16986		5608599		2804524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16987		5608600		2804525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16988		5608601		2804526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16989		5608602		2804527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16990		5608603		2804528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16991		5608604		2804529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16992		5608605		2804530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16993		5608606		2804531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16994		5608607		2804532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16995		5608608		2804533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16996		5608609		2804534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16997		5608610		2804535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16998		5608611		2804536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		16999		5608612		2804537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17000		5608613		2804538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17001		5608614		2804539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17002		5608615		2804540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17003		5608616		2804541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17004		5608617		2804542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17005		5608618		2804543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17006		5608619		2804544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17007		5608620		2804545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17008		5608621		2804546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17009		5608622		2804547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17010		5608623		2804548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17011		5608624		2804549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17012		5608625		2804550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17013		5608626		2804551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17014		5608627		2804552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17015		5608628		2804553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17016		5608629		2804554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17017		5608630		2804555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17018		5608631		2804556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17019		5608632		2804557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17020		5608633		2804558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17021		5608634		2804559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17022		5608635		2804560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17023		5608636		2804561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17024		5608637		2804562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17025		5608638		2804563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17026		5608639		2804564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17027		5608640		2804565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17028		5608641		2804566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17029		5608642		2804567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17030		5608643		2804568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17031		5608644		2804569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17032		5608645		2804570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17033		5608646		2804571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17034		5608647		2804572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17035		5608648		2804573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17036		5608649		2804574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17037		5608650		2804575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17038		5608651		2804576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17039		5608652		2804577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17040		5608653		2804578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17041		5608654		2804579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17042		5608655		2804580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17043		5608656		2804581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17044		5608657		2804582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17045		5608658		2804583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17046		5608659		2804584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17047		5608660		2804585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17048		5608661		2804586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17049		5608662		2804587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17050		5608663		2804588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17051		5608664		2804589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17052		5608665		2804590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17053		5608666		2804591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17054		5608667		2804592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17055		5608668		2804593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17056		5608669		2804594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17057		5608670		2804595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17058		5608671		2804596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17059		5608672		2804597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17060		5608673		2804598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17061		5608674		2804599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17062		5608675		2804600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17063		5608676		2804601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17064		5608677		2804602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17065		5608678		2804603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17066		5608679		2804604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17067		5608680		2804605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17068		5608681		2804606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17069		5608682		2804607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17070		5608683		2804608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17071		5608684		2804609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17072		5608685		2804610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17073		5608686		2804611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17074		5608687		2804612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17075		5608688		2804613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17076		5608689		2804614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17077		5608690		2804615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17078		5608691		2804616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17079		5608692		2804617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17080		5608693		2804618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17081		5608694		2804619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17082		5608695		2804620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17083		5608696		2804621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17084		5608697		2804622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17085		5608698		2804623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17086		5608699		2804624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17087		5608700		2804625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17088		5608701		2804626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17089		5608702		2804627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17090		5608703		2804628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17091		5608704		2804629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17092		5608705		2804630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17093		5608706		2804631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17094		5608707		2804632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17095		5608708		2804633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17096		5608709		2804634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17097		5608710		2804635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17098		5608711		2804636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17099		5608712		2804637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17100		5608713		2804638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17101		5608714		2804639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17102		5608715		2804640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17103		5608716		2804641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17104		5608717		2804642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17105		5608718		2804643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17106		5608719		2804644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17107		5608720		2804645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17108		5608721		2804646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17109		5608722		2804647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17110		5608723		2804648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17111		5608724		2804649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17112		5608725		2804650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17113		5608726		2804651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17114		5608727		2804652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17115		5608728		2804653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17116		5608729		2804654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17117		5608730		2804655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17118		5608731		2804656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17119		5608732		2804657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17120		5608733		2804658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17121		5608734		2804659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17122		5608735		2804660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17123		5608736		2804661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17124		5608737		2804662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17125		5608738		2804663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17126		5608739		2804664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17127		5608740		2804665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17128		5608741		2804666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17129		5608742		2804667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17130		5608743		2804668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17131		5608744		2804669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17132		5608745		2804670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17133		5608746		2804671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17134		5608747		2804672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17135		5608748		2804673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17136		5608749		2804674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17137		5608750		2804675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17138		5608751		2804676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17139		5608752		2804677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17140		5608753		2804678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17141		5608754		2804679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17142		5608755		2804680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17143		5608756		2804681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17144		5608757		2804682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17145		5608758		2804683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17146		5608759		2804684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17147		5608760		2804685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17148		5608761		2804686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17149		5608762		2804687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17150		5608763		2804688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17151		5608764		2804689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17152		5608765		2804690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17153		5608766		2804691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17154		5608767		2804692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17155		5608768		2804693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17156		5608769		2804694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17157		5608770		2804695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17158		5608771		2804696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17159		5608772		2804697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17160		5608773		2804698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17161		5608774		2804699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17162		5608775		2804700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17163		5608776		2804701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17164		5608777		2804702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17165		5608778		2804703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17166		5608779		2804704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17167		5608780		2804705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17168		5608781		2804706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17169		5608782		2804707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17170		5608783		2804708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17171		5608784		2804709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17172		5608785		2804710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17173		5608786		2804711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17174		5608787		2804712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17175		5608788		2804713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17176		5608789		2804714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17177		5608790		2804715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17178		5608791		2804716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17179		5608792		2804717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17180		5608793		2804718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17181		5608794		2804719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17182		5608795		2804720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17183		5608796		2804721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17184		5608797		2804722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17185		5608798		2804723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17186		5608799		2804724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17187		5608800		2804725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17188		5608801		2804726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17189		5608802		2804727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17190		5608803		2804728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17191		5608804		2804729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17192		5608805		2804730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17193		5608806		2804731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17194		5608807		2804732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17195		5608808		2804733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17196		5608809		2804734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17197		5608810		2804735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17198		5608811		2804736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17199		5608812		2804737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17200		5608813		2804738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17201		5608814		2804739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17202		5608815		2804740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17203		5608816		2804741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17204		5608817		2804742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17205		5608818		2804743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17206		5608819		2804744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17207		5608820		2804745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17208		5608821		2804746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17209		5608822		2804747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17210		5608823		2804748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17211		5608824		2804749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17212		5608825		2804750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17213		5608826		2804751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17214		5608827		2804752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17215		5608828		2804753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17216		5608829		2804754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17217		5608830		2804755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17218		5608831		2804756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17219		5608832		2804757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17220		5608833		2804758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17221		5608834		2804759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17222		5608835		2804760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17223		5608836		2804761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17224		5608837		2804762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17225		5608838		2804763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17226		5608839		2804764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17227		5608840		2804765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17228		5608841		2804766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17229		5608842		2804767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17230		5608843		2804768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17231		5608844		2804769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17232		5608845		2804770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17233		5608846		2804771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17234		5608847		2804772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17235		5608848		2804773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17236		5608849		2804774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17237		5608850		2804775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17238		5608851		2804776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17239		5608852		2804777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17240		5608853		2804778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17241		5608854		2804779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17242		5608855		2804780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17243		5608856		2804781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17244		5608857		2804782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17245		5608858		2804783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17246		5608859		2804784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17247		5608860		2804785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17248		5608861		2804786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17249		5608862		2804787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17250		5608863		2804788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17251		5608864		2804789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17252		5608865		2804790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17253		5608866		2804791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17254		5608867		2804792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17255		5608868		2804793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17256		5608869		2804794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17257		5608870		2804795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17258		5608871		2804796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17259		5608872		2804797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17260		5608873		2804798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17261		5608874		2804799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17262		5608875		2804800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17263		5608876		2804801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17264		5608877		2804802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17265		5608878		2804803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17266		5608879		2804804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17267		5608880		2804805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17268		5608881		2804806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17269		5608882		2804807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17270		5608883		2804808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17271		5608884		2804809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17272		5608885		2804810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17273		5608886		2804811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17274		5608887		2804812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17275		5608888		2804813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17276		5608889		2804814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17277		5608890		2804815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17278		5608891		2804816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17279		5608892		2804817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17280		5608893		2804818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17281		5608894		2804819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17282		5608895		2804820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17283		5608896		2804821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17284		5608897		2804822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17285		5608898		2804823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17286		5608899		2804824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17287		5608900		2804825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17288		5608901		2804826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17289		5608902		2804827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17290		5608903		2804828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17291		5608904		2804829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17292		5608905		2804830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17293		5608906		2804831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17294		5608907		2804832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17295		5608908		2804833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17296		5608909		2804834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17297		5608910		2804835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17298		5608911		2804836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17299		5608912		2804837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17300		5608913		2804838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17301		5608914		2804839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17302		5608915		2804840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17303		5608916		2804841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17304		5608917		2804842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17305		5608918		2804843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17306		5608919		2804844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17307		5608920		2804845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17308		5608921		2804846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17309		5608922		2804847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17310		5608923		2804848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17311		5608924		2804849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17312		5608925		2804850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17313		5608926		2804851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17314		5608927		2804852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17315		5608928		2804853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17316		5608929		2804854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17317		5608930		2804855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17318		5608931		2804856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17319		5608932		2804857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17320		5608933		2804858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17321		5608934		2804859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17322		5608935		2804860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17323		5608936		2804861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17324		5608937		2804862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17325		5608938		2804863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17326		5608939		2804864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17327		5608940		2804865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17328		5608941		2804866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17329		5608942		2804867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17330		5608943		2804868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17331		5608944		2804869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17332		5608945		2804870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17333		5608946		2804871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17334		5608947		2804872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17335		5608948		2804873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17336		5608949		2804874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17337		5608950		2804875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17338		5608951		2804876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17339		5608952		2804877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17340		5608953		2804878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17341		5608954		2804879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17342		5608955		2804880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17343		5608956		2804881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17344		5608957		2804882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17345		5608958		2804883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17346		5608959		2804884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17347		5608960		2804885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17348		5608961		2804886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17349		5608962		2804887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17350		5608963		2804888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17351		5608964		2804889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17352		5608965		2804890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17353		5608966		2804891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17354		5608967		2804892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17355		5608968		2804893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17356		5608969		2804894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17357		5608970		2804895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17358		5608971		2804896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17359		5608972		2804897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17360		5608973		2804898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17361		5608974		2804899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17362		5608975		2804900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17363		5608976		2804901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17364		5608977		2804902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17365		5608978		2804903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17366		5608979		2804904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17367		5608980		2804905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17368		5608981		2804906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17369		5608982		2804907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17370		5608983		2804908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17371		5608984		2804909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17372		5608985		2804910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17373		5608986		2804911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17374		5608987		2804912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17375		5608988		2804913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17376		5608989		2804914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17377		5608990		2804915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17378		5608991		2804916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17379		5608992		2804917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17380		5608993		2804918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17381		5608994		2804919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17382		5608995		2804920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17383		5608996		2804921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17384		5608997		2804922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17385		5608998		2804923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17386		5608999		2804924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17387		5609000		2804925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17388		5609001		2804926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17389		5609002		2804927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17390		5609003		2804928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17391		5609004		2804929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17392		5609005		2804930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17393		5609006		2804931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17394		5609007		2804932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17395		5609008		2804933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17396		5609009		2804934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17397		5609010		2804935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17398		5609011		2804936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17399		5609012		2804937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17400		5609013		2804938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17401		5609014		2804939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17471		5609634		2805559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17472		5609635		2805560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17473		5609636		2805561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17474		5609637		2805562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17475		5609638		2805563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17476		5609639		2805564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17477		5609640		2805565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17478		5609641		2805566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17479		5609642		2805567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17480		5609643		2805568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17481		5609750		2805675		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17482		5609751		2805676		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17483		5609752		2805677		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17484		5609753		2805678		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17485		5609754		2805679		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17486		5609755		2805680		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17487		5609756		2805681		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17488		5609757		2805682		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17489		5609758		2805683		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17490		5609759		2805684		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17491		5704080		2900005		36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17492		5704082		2900007		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17493		5704083		2900008		70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17494		5705680		2901605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17495		5705681		2901606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17496		5705682		2901607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17497		5705683		2901608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17498		5705684		2901609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17499		5705685		2901610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17500		5705686		2901611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17501		5705687		2901612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17502		5705688		2901613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17503		5705689		2901614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17504		5705690		2901615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17505		5705691		2901616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17506		5705692		2901617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17507		5705693		2901618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17508		5705694		2901619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17509		5705695		2901620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17510		5705696		2901621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17511		5705697		2901622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17512		5705698		2901623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17513		5705699		2901624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17514		5705700		2901625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17515		5705701		2901626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17516		5705702		2901627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17517		5705703		2901628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17518		5705704		2901629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17519		5705705		2901630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17520		5705706		2901631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17521		5705707		2901632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17522		5705708		2901633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17523		5705709		2901634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17524		5705710		2901635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17525		5705711		2901636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17526		5705712		2901637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17527		5705713		2901638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17528		5705714		2901639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17529		5705715		2901640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17530		5705716		2901641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17531		5705717		2901642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17532		5705718		2901643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17533		5705719		2901644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17534		5705720		2901645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17535		5705721		2901646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17536		5705722		2901647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17537		5705723		2901648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17538		5705724		2901649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17539		5705725		2901650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17540		5705726		2901651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17541		5705727		2901652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17542		5705728		2901653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17543		5705729		2901654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17544		5705730		2901655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17545		5705731		2901656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17546		5705732		2901657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17547		5705733		2901658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17548		5705734		2901659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17549		5705735		2901660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17550		5705736		2901661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17551		5705737		2901662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17552		5705738		2901663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17553		5705739		2901664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17554		5705740		2901665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17555		5705741		2901666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17556		5705742		2901667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17557		5705743		2901668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17558		5705744		2901669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17559		5705745		2901670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17560		5705746		2901671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17561		5705747		2901672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17562		5705748		2901673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17563		5705749		2901674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17564		5705750		2901675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17565		5705751		2901676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17566		5705752		2901677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17567		5705753		2901678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17568		5705754		2901679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17569		5705755		2901680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17570		5705756		2901681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17571		5705757		2901682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17572		5705758		2901683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17573		5705759		2901684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17574		5705760		2901685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17575		5705761		2901686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17576		5705762		2901687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17577		5705763		2901688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17578		5705764		2901689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17579		5705765		2901690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17580		5705766		2901691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17581		5705767		2901692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17582		5705768		2901693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17583		5705769		2901694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17584		5705770		2901695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17585		5705771		2901696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17586		5705772		2901697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17587		5705773		2901698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17588		5705774		2901699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17589		5705775		2901700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17590		5705776		2901701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17591		5705777		2901702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17592		5705778		2901703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17593		5705779		2901704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17594		5705780		2901705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17595		5705781		2901706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17596		5705782		2901707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17597		5705783		2901708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17598		5705784		2901709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17599		5705785		2901710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17600		5705786		2901711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17601		5705787		2901712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17602		5705788		2901713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17603		5705789		2901714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17604		5705790		2901715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17605		5705791		2901716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17606		5705792		2901717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17607		5705793		2901718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17608		5705794		2901719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17609		5705795		2901720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17610		5705796		2901721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17611		5705797		2901722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17612		5705798		2901723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17613		5705799		2901724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17614		5705800		2901725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17615		5705801		2901726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17616		5705802		2901727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17617		5705803		2901728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17618		5705804		2901729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17619		5705805		2901730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17620		5705806		2901731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17621		5705807		2901732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17622		5705808		2901733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17623		5705809		2901734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17624		5705810		2901735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17625		5705811		2901736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17626		5705812		2901737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17627		5705813		2901738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17628		5705814		2901739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17629		5705815		2901740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17630		5705816		2901741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17631		5705817		2901742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17632		5705818		2901743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17633		5705819		2901744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17634		5705820		2901745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17635		5705821		2901746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17636		5705822		2901747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17637		5705823		2901748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17638		5705824		2901749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17639		5705825		2901750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17640		5705826		2901751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17641		5705827		2901752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17642		5705828		2901753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17643		5705829		2901754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17644		5705830		2901755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17645		5705831		2901756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17646		5705832		2901757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17647		5705833		2901758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17648		5705834		2901759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17649		5705835		2901760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17650		5705836		2901761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17651		5705837		2901762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17652		5705838		2901763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17653		5705839		2901764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17654		5705840		2901765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17655		5705841		2901766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17656		5705842		2901767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17657		5705843		2901768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17658		5705844		2901769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17659		5705845		2901770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17660		5705846		2901771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17661		5705847		2901772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17662		5705848		2901773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17663		5705849		2901774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17664		5705850		2901775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17665		5705851		2901776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17666		5705852		2901777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17667		5705853		2901778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17668		5705854		2901779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17669		5705855		2901780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17670		5705856		2901781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17671		5705857		2901782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17672		5705858		2901783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17673		5705859		2901784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17674		5705860		2901785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17675		5705861		2901786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17676		5705862		2901787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17677		5705863		2901788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17678		5705864		2901789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17679		5705865		2901790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17680		5705866		2901791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17681		5705867		2901792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17682		5705868		2901793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17683		5705869		2901794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17684		5705870		2901795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17685		5705871		2901796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17686		5705872		2901797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17687		5705873		2901798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17688		5705874		2901799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17689		5705875		2901800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17690		5705876		2901801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17691		5705877		2901802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17692		5705878		2901803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17693		5705879		2901804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17694		5705880		2901805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17695		5705881		2901806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17696		5705882		2901807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17697		5705883		2901808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17698		5705884		2901809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17699		5705885		2901810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17700		5705886		2901811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17701		5705887		2901812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17702		5705888		2901813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17703		5705889		2901814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17704		5705890		2901815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17705		5705891		2901816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17706		5705892		2901817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17707		5705893		2901818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17708		5705894		2901819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17709		5705895		2901820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17710		5705896		2901821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17711		5705897		2901822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17712		5705898		2901823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17713		5705899		2901824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17714		5705900		2901825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17715		5705901		2901826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17716		5705902		2901827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17717		5705903		2901828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17718		5705904		2901829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17719		5705905		2901830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17720		5705906		2901831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17721		5705907		2901832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17722		5705908		2901833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17723		5705909		2901834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17724		5705910		2901835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17725		5705911		2901836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17726		5705912		2901837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17727		5705913		2901838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17728		5705914		2901839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17729		5705915		2901840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17730		5705916		2901841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17731		5705917		2901842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17732		5705918		2901843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17733		5705919		2901844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17734		5705920		2901845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17735		5705921		2901846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17736		5705922		2901847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17737		5705923		2901848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17738		5705924		2901849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17739		5705925		2901850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17740		5705926		2901851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17741		5705927		2901852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17742		5705928		2901853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17743		5705929		2901854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17744		5705930		2901855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17745		5705931		2901856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17746		5705932		2901857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17747		5705933		2901858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17748		5705934		2901859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17749		5705935		2901860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17750		5705936		2901861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17751		5705937		2901862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17752		5705938		2901863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17753		5705939		2901864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17754		5705940		2901865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17755		5705941		2901866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17756		5705942		2901867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17757		5705943		2901868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17758		5705944		2901869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17759		5705945		2901870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17760		5705946		2901871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17761		5705947		2901872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17762		5705948		2901873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17763		5705949		2901874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17764		5705950		2901875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17765		5705951		2901876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17766		5705952		2901877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17767		5705953		2901878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17768		5705954		2901879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17769		5705955		2901880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17770		5705956		2901881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17771		5705957		2901882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17772		5705958		2901883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17773		5705959		2901884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17774		5705960		2901885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17775		5705961		2901886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17776		5705962		2901887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17777		5705963		2901888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17778		5705964		2901889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17779		5705965		2901890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17780		5705966		2901891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17781		5705967		2901892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17782		5705968		2901893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17783		5705969		2901894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17784		5705970		2901895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17785		5705971		2901896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17786		5705972		2901897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17787		5705973		2901898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17788		5705974		2901899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17789		5705975		2901900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17790		5705976		2901901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17791		5705977		2901902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17792		5705978		2901903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17793		5705979		2901904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17794		5705980		2901905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17795		5705981		2901906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17796		5705982		2901907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17797		5705983		2901908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17798		5705984		2901909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17799		5705985		2901910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17800		5705986		2901911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17801		5705987		2901912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17802		5705988		2901913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17803		5705989		2901914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17804		5705990		2901915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17805		5705991		2901916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17806		5705992		2901917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17807		5705993		2901918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17808		5705994		2901919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17809		5705995		2901920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17810		5705996		2901921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17811		5705997		2901922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17812		5705998		2901923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17813		5705999		2901924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17814		5706000		2901925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17815		5706001		2901926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17816		5706002		2901927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17817		5706003		2901928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17818		5706004		2901929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17819		5706005		2901930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17820		5706006		2901931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17821		5706007		2901932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17822		5706008		2901933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17823		5706009		2901934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17824		5706010		2901935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17825		5706011		2901936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17826		5706012		2901937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17827		5706013		2901938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17828		5706014		2901939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17829		5706015		2901940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17830		5706016		2901941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17831		5706017		2901942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17832		5706018		2901943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17833		5706019		2901944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17834		5706020		2901945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17835		5706021		2901946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17836		5706022		2901947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17837		5706023		2901948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17838		5706024		2901949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17839		5706025		2901950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17840		5706026		2901951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17841		5706027		2901952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17842		5706028		2901953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17843		5706029		2901954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17844		5706030		2901955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17845		5706031		2901956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17846		5706032		2901957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17847		5706033		2901958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17848		5706034		2901959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17849		5706035		2901960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17850		5706036		2901961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17851		5706037		2901962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17852		5706038		2901963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17853		5706039		2901964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17854		5706040		2901965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17855		5706041		2901966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17856		5706042		2901967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17857		5706043		2901968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17858		5706044		2901969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17859		5706045		2901970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17860		5706046		2901971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17861		5706047		2901972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17862		5706048		2901973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17863		5706049		2901974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17864		5706050		2901975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17865		5706051		2901976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17866		5706052		2901977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17867		5706053		2901978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17868		5706054		2901979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17869		5706055		2901980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17870		5706056		2901981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17871		5706057		2901982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17872		5706058		2901983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17873		5706059		2901984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17874		5706060		2901985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17875		5706061		2901986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17876		5706062		2901987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17877		5706063		2901988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17878		5706064		2901989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17879		5706065		2901990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17880		5706066		2901991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17881		5706067		2901992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17882		5706068		2901993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17883		5706069		2901994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17884		5706070		2901995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17885		5706071		2901996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17886		5706072		2901997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17887		5706073		2901998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17888		5706074		2901999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17889		5706075		2902000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17890		5706076		2902001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17891		5706077		2902002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17892		5706078		2902003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17893		5706079		2902004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17894		5706080		2902005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17895		5706081		2902006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17896		5706082		2902007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17897		5706083		2902008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17898		5706084		2902009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17899		5706085		2902010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17900		5706086		2902011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17901		5706087		2902012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17902		5706088		2902013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17903		5706089		2902014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17904		5706090		2902015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17905		5706091		2902016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17906		5706092		2902017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17907		5706093		2902018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17908		5706094		2902019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17909		5706095		2902020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17910		5706096		2902021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17911		5706097		2902022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17912		5706098		2902023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17913		5706099		2902024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17914		5706100		2902025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17915		5706101		2902026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17916		5706102		2902027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17917		5706103		2902028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17918		5706104		2902029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17919		5706105		2902030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17920		5706106		2902031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17921		5706107		2902032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17922		5706108		2902033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17923		5706109		2902034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17924		5706110		2902035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17925		5706111		2902036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17926		5706112		2902037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17927		5706113		2902038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17928		5706114		2902039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17929		5706115		2902040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17930		5706116		2902041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17931		5706117		2902042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17932		5706118		2902043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17933		5706119		2902044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17934		5706120		2902045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17935		5706121		2902046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17936		5706122		2902047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17937		5706123		2902048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17938		5706124		2902049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17939		5706125		2902050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17940		5706126		2902051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17941		5706127		2902052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17942		5706128		2902053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17943		5706129		2902054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17944		5706130		2902055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17945		5706131		2902056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17946		5706132		2902057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17947		5706133		2902058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17948		5706134		2902059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17949		5706135		2902060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17950		5706136		2902061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17951		5706137		2902062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17952		5706138		2902063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17953		5706139		2902064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17954		5706140		2902065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17955		5706141		2902066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17956		5706142		2902067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17957		5706143		2902068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17958		5706144		2902069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17959		5706145		2902070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17960		5706146		2902071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17961		5706147		2902072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17962		5706148		2902073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17963		5706149		2902074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17964		5706150		2902075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17965		5706151		2902076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17966		5706152		2902077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17967		5706153		2902078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17968		5706154		2902079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17969		5706155		2902080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17970		5706156		2902081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17971		5706157		2902082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17972		5706158		2902083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17973		5706159		2902084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17974		5706160		2902085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17975		5706161		2902086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17976		5706162		2902087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17977		5706163		2902088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17978		5706164		2902089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17979		5706165		2902090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17980		5706166		2902091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17981		5706167		2902092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17982		5706168		2902093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17983		5706169		2902094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17984		5706170		2902095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17985		5706171		2902096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17986		5706172		2902097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17987		5706173		2902098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17988		5706174		2902099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17989		5706175		2902100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17990		5706176		2902101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17991		5706177		2902102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17992		5706178		2902103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17993		5706179		2902104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17994		5706180		2902105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17995		5706181		2902106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17996		5706182		2902107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17997		5706183		2902108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17998		5706184		2902109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		17999		5706185		2902110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18000		5706186		2902111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18001		5706187		2902112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18002		5706188		2902113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18003		5706189		2902114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18004		5706190		2902115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18005		5706191		2902116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18006		5706192		2902117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18007		5706193		2902118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18008		5706194		2902119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18009		5706195		2902120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18010		5706196		2902121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18011		5706197		2902122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18012		5706198		2902123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18013		5706199		2902124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18014		5706200		2902125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18015		5706201		2902126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18016		5706202		2902127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18017		5706203		2902128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18018		5706204		2902129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18019		5706205		2902130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18020		5706206		2902131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18021		5706207		2902132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18022		5706208		2902133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18023		5706209		2902134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18024		5706210		2902135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18025		5706211		2902136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18026		5706212		2902137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18027		5706213		2902138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18028		5706214		2902139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18029		5706215		2902140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18030		5706216		2902141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18031		5706217		2902142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18032		5706218		2902143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18033		5706219		2902144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18034		5706220		2902145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18035		5706221		2902146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18036		5706222		2902147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18037		5706223		2902148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18038		5706224		2902149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18039		5706225		2902150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18040		5706226		2902151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18041		5706227		2902152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18042		5706228		2902153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18043		5706229		2902154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18044		5706230		2902155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18045		5706231		2902156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18046		5706232		2902157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18047		5706233		2902158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18048		5706234		2902159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18049		5706235		2902160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18050		5706236		2902161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18051		5706237		2902162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18052		5706238		2902163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18053		5706239		2902164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18054		5706240		2902165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18055		5706241		2902166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18056		5706242		2902167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18057		5706243		2902168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18058		5706244		2902169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18059		5706245		2902170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18060		5706246		2902171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18061		5706247		2902172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18062		5706248		2902173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18063		5706249		2902174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18064		5706250		2902175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18065		5706251		2902176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18066		5706252		2902177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18067		5706253		2902178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18068		5706254		2902179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18069		5706255		2902180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18070		5706256		2902181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18071		5706257		2902182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18072		5706258		2902183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18073		5706259		2902184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18074		5706260		2902185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18075		5706261		2902186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18076		5706262		2902187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18077		5706263		2902188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18078		5706264		2902189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18079		5706265		2902190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18080		5706266		2902191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18081		5706267		2902192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18082		5706268		2902193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18083		5706269		2902194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18084		5706270		2902195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18085		5706271		2902196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18086		5706272		2902197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18087		5706273		2902198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18088		5706274		2902199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18089		5706275		2902200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18090		5706276		2902201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18091		5706277		2902202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18092		5706278		2902203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18093		5706279		2902204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18094		5706280		2902205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18095		5706281		2902206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18096		5706282		2902207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18097		5706283		2902208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18098		5706284		2902209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18099		5706285		2902210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18100		5706286		2902211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18101		5706287		2902212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18102		5706288		2902213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18103		5706289		2902214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18104		5706290		2902215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18105		5706291		2902216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18106		5706292		2902217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18107		5706293		2902218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18108		5706294		2902219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18109		5706295		2902220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18110		5706296		2902221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18111		5706297		2902222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18112		5706298		2902223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18113		5706299		2902224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18114		5706300		2902225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18115		5706301		2902226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18116		5706302		2902227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18117		5706303		2902228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18118		5706304		2902229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18119		5706305		2902230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18120		5706306		2902231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18121		5706307		2902232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18122		5706308		2902233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18123		5706309		2902234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18124		5706310		2902235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18125		5706311		2902236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18126		5706312		2902237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18127		5706313		2902238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18128		5706314		2902239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18129		5706315		2902240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18130		5706316		2902241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18131		5706317		2902242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18132		5706318		2902243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18133		5706319		2902244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18134		5706320		2902245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18135		5706321		2902246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18136		5706322		2902247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18137		5706323		2902248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18138		5706324		2902249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18139		5706325		2902250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18140		5706326		2902251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18141		5706327		2902252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18142		5706328		2902253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18143		5706329		2902254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18144		5706330		2902255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18145		5706331		2902256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18146		5706332		2902257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18147		5706333		2902258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18148		5706334		2902259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18149		5706335		2902260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18150		5706336		2902261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18151		5706337		2902262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18152		5706338		2902263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18153		5706339		2902264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18154		5706340		2902265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18155		5706341		2902266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18156		5706342		2902267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18157		5706343		2902268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18158		5706344		2902269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18159		5706345		2902270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18160		5706346		2902271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18161		5706347		2902272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18162		5706348		2902273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18163		5706349		2902274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18164		5706350		2902275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18165		5706351		2902276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18166		5706352		2902277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18167		5706353		2902278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18168		5706354		2902279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18169		5706355		2902280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18170		5706356		2902281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18171		5706357		2902282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18172		5706358		2902283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18173		5706359		2902284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18174		5706360		2902285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18175		5706361		2902286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18176		5706362		2902287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18177		5706363		2902288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18178		5706364		2902289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18179		5706365		2902290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18180		5706366		2902291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18181		5706367		2902292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18182		5706368		2902293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18183		5706369		2902294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18184		5706370		2902295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18185		5706371		2902296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18186		5706372		2902297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18187		5706373		2902298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18188		5706374		2902299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18189		5706375		2902300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18190		5706376		2902301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18191		5706377		2902302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18192		5706378		2902303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18193		5706379		2902304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18194		5706380		2902305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18195		5706381		2902306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18196		5706382		2902307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18197		5706383		2902308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18198		5706384		2902309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18199		5706385		2902310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18200		5706386		2902311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18201		5706387		2902312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18202		5706388		2902313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18203		5706389		2902314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18204		5706390		2902315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18205		5706391		2902316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18206		5706392		2902317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18207		5706393		2902318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18208		5706394		2902319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18209		5706395		2902320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18210		5706396		2902321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18211		5706397		2902322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18212		5706398		2902323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18213		5706399		2902324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18214		5706400		2902325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18215		5706401		2902326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18216		5706402		2902327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18217		5706403		2902328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18218		5706404		2902329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18219		5706405		2902330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18220		5706406		2902331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18221		5706407		2902332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18222		5706408		2902333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18223		5706409		2902334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18224		5706410		2902335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18225		5706411		2902336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18226		5706412		2902337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18227		5706413		2902338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18228		5706414		2902339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18229		5706415		2902340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18230		5706416		2902341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18231		5706417		2902342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18232		5706418		2902343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18233		5706419		2902344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18234		5706420		2902345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18235		5706421		2902346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18236		5706422		2902347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18237		5706423		2902348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18238		5706424		2902349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18239		5706425		2902350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18240		5706426		2902351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18241		5706427		2902352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18242		5706428		2902353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18243		5706429		2902354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18244		5706430		2902355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18245		5706431		2902356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18246		5706432		2902357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18247		5706433		2902358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18248		5706434		2902359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18249		5706435		2902360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18250		5706436		2902361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18251		5706437		2902362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18252		5706438		2902363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18253		5706439		2902364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18254		5706440		2902365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18255		5706441		2902366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18256		5706442		2902367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18257		5706443		2902368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18258		5706444		2902369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18259		5706445		2902370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18260		5706446		2902371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18261		5706447		2902372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18262		5706448		2902373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18263		5706449		2902374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18264		5706450		2902375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18265		5706451		2902376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18266		5706452		2902377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18267		5706453		2902378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18268		5706454		2902379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18269		5706455		2902380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18270		5706456		2902381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18271		5706457		2902382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18272		5706458		2902383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18273		5706459		2902384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18274		5706460		2902385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18275		5706461		2902386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18276		5706462		2902387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18277		5706463		2902388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18278		5706464		2902389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18279		5706465		2902390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18280		5706466		2902391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18281		5706467		2902392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18282		5706468		2902393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18283		5706469		2902394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18284		5706470		2902395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18285		5706471		2902396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18286		5706472		2902397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18287		5706473		2902398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18288		5706474		2902399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18289		5706475		2902400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18290		5706476		2902401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18291		5706477		2902402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18292		5706478		2902403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18293		5706479		2902404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18294		5706480		2902405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18295		5706481		2902406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18296		5706482		2902407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18297		5706483		2902408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18298		5706484		2902409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18299		5706485		2902410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18300		5706486		2902411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18301		5706487		2902412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18302		5706488		2902413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18303		5706489		2902414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18304		5706490		2902415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18305		5706491		2902416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18306		5706492		2902417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18307		5706493		2902418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18308		5706494		2902419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18309		5706495		2902420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18310		5706496		2902421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18311		5706497		2902422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18312		5706498		2902423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18313		5706499		2902424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18314		5706500		2902425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18315		5706501		2902426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18316		5706502		2902427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18317		5706503		2902428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18318		5706504		2902429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18319		5706505		2902430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18320		5706506		2902431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18321		5706507		2902432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18322		5706508		2902433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18323		5706509		2902434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18324		5706510		2902435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18325		5706511		2902436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18326		5706512		2902437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18327		5706513		2902438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18328		5706514		2902439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18329		5706515		2902440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18330		5706516		2902441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18331		5706517		2902442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18332		5706518		2902443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18333		5706519		2902444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18334		5706520		2902445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18335		5706521		2902446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18336		5706522		2902447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18337		5706523		2902448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18338		5706524		2902449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18339		5706525		2902450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18340		5706526		2902451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18341		5706527		2902452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18342		5706528		2902453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18343		5706529		2902454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18344		5706530		2902455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18345		5706531		2902456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18346		5706532		2902457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18347		5706533		2902458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18348		5706534		2902459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18349		5706535		2902460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18350		5706536		2902461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18351		5706537		2902462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18352		5706538		2902463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18353		5706539		2902464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18354		5706540		2902465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18355		5706541		2902466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18356		5706542		2902467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18357		5706543		2902468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18358		5706544		2902469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18359		5706545		2902470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18360		5706546		2902471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18361		5706547		2902472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18362		5706548		2902473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18363		5706549		2902474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18364		5706550		2902475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18365		5706551		2902476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18366		5706552		2902477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18367		5706553		2902478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18368		5706554		2902479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18369		5706555		2902480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18370		5706556		2902481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18371		5706557		2902482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18372		5706558		2902483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18373		5706559		2902484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18374		5706560		2902485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18375		5706561		2902486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18376		5706562		2902487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18377		5706563		2902488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18378		5706564		2902489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18379		5706565		2902490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18380		5706566		2902491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18381		5706567		2902492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18382		5706568		2902493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18383		5706569		2902494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18384		5706570		2902495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18385		5706571		2902496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18386		5706572		2902497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18387		5706573		2902498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18388		5706574		2902499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18389		5706575		2902500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18390		5706576		2902501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18391		5706577		2902502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18392		5706578		2902503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18393		5706579		2902504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18394		5706580		2902505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18395		5706581		2902506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18396		5706582		2902507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18397		5706583		2902508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18398		5706584		2902509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18399		5706585		2902510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18400		5706586		2902511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18401		5706587		2902512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18402		5706588		2902513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18403		5706589		2902514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18404		5706590		2902515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18405		5706591		2902516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18406		5706592		2902517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18407		5706593		2902518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18408		5706594		2902519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18409		5706595		2902520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18410		5706596		2902521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18411		5706597		2902522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18412		5706598		2902523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18413		5706599		2902524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18414		5706600		2902525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18415		5706601		2902526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18416		5706602		2902527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18417		5706603		2902528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18418		5706604		2902529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18419		5706605		2902530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18420		5706606		2902531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18421		5706607		2902532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18422		5706608		2902533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18423		5706609		2902534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18424		5706610		2902535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18425		5706611		2902536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18426		5706612		2902537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18427		5706613		2902538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18428		5706614		2902539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18429		5706615		2902540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18430		5706616		2902541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18431		5706617		2902542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18432		5706618		2902543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18433		5706619		2902544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18434		5706620		2902545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18435		5706621		2902546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18436		5706622		2902547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18437		5706623		2902548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18438		5706624		2902549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18439		5706625		2902550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18440		5706626		2902551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18441		5706627		2902552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18442		5706628		2902553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18443		5706629		2902554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18444		5706630		2902555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18445		5706631		2902556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18446		5706632		2902557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18447		5706633		2902558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18448		5706634		2902559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18449		5706635		2902560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18450		5706636		2902561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18451		5706637		2902562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18452		5706638		2902563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18453		5706639		2902564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18454		5706640		2902565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18455		5706641		2902566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18456		5706642		2902567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18457		5706643		2902568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18458		5706644		2902569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18459		5706645		2902570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18460		5706646		2902571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18461		5706647		2902572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18462		5706648		2902573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18463		5706649		2902574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18464		5706650		2902575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18465		5706651		2902576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18466		5706652		2902577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18467		5706653		2902578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18468		5706654		2902579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18469		5706655		2902580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18470		5706656		2902581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18471		5706657		2902582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18472		5706658		2902583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18473		5706659		2902584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18474		5706660		2902585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18475		5706661		2902586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18476		5706662		2902587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18477		5706663		2902588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18478		5706664		2902589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18479		5706665		2902590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18480		5706666		2902591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18481		5706667		2902592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18482		5706668		2902593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18483		5706669		2902594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18484		5706670		2902595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18485		5706671		2902596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18486		5706672		2902597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18487		5706673		2902598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18488		5706674		2902599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18489		5706675		2902600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18490		5706676		2902601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18491		5706677		2902602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18492		5706678		2902603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18493		5706679		2902604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18494		5706680		2902605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18495		5706681		2902606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18496		5706682		2902607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18497		5706683		2902608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18498		5706684		2902609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18499		5706685		2902610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18500		5706686		2902611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18501		5706687		2902612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18502		5706688		2902613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18503		5706689		2902614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18504		5706690		2902615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18505		5706691		2902616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18506		5706692		2902617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18507		5706693		2902618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18508		5706694		2902619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18509		5706695		2902620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18510		5706696		2902621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18511		5706697		2902622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18512		5706698		2902623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18513		5706699		2902624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18514		5706700		2902625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18515		5706701		2902626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18516		5706702		2902627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18517		5706703		2902628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18518		5706704		2902629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18519		5706705		2902630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18520		5706706		2902631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18521		5706707		2902632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18522		5706708		2902633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18523		5706709		2902634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18524		5706710		2902635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18525		5706711		2902636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18526		5706712		2902637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18527		5706713		2902638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18528		5706714		2902639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18529		5706715		2902640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18530		5706716		2902641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18531		5706717		2902642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18532		5706718		2902643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18533		5706719		2902644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18534		5706720		2902645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18535		5706721		2902646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18536		5706722		2902647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18537		5706723		2902648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18538		5706724		2902649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18539		5706725		2902650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18540		5706726		2902651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18541		5706727		2902652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18542		5706728		2902653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18543		5706729		2902654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18544		5706730		2902655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18545		5706731		2902656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18546		5706732		2902657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18547		5706733		2902658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18548		5706734		2902659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18549		5706735		2902660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18550		5706736		2902661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18551		5706737		2902662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18552		5706738		2902663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18553		5706739		2902664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18554		5706740		2902665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18555		5706741		2902666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18556		5706742		2902667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18557		5706743		2902668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18558		5706744		2902669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18559		5706745		2902670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18560		5706746		2902671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18561		5706747		2902672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18562		5706748		2902673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18563		5706749		2902674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18564		5706750		2902675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18565		5706751		2902676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18566		5706752		2902677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18567		5706753		2902678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18568		5706754		2902679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18569		5706755		2902680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18570		5706756		2902681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18571		5706757		2902682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18572		5706758		2902683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18573		5706759		2902684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18574		5706760		2902685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18575		5706761		2902686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18576		5706762		2902687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18577		5706763		2902688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18578		5706764		2902689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18579		5706765		2902690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18580		5706766		2902691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18581		5706767		2902692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18582		5706768		2902693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18583		5706769		2902694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18584		5706770		2902695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18585		5706771		2902696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18586		5706772		2902697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18587		5706773		2902698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18588		5706774		2902699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18589		5706775		2902700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18590		5706776		2902701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18591		5706777		2902702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18592		5706778		2902703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18593		5706779		2902704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18594		5706780		2902705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18595		5706781		2902706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18596		5706782		2902707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18597		5706783		2902708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18598		5706784		2902709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18599		5706785		2902710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18600		5706786		2902711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18601		5706787		2902712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18602		5706788		2902713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18603		5706789		2902714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18604		5706790		2902715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18605		5706791		2902716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18606		5706792		2902717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18607		5706793		2902718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18608		5706794		2902719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18609		5706795		2902720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18610		5706796		2902721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18611		5706797		2902722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18612		5706798		2902723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18613		5706799		2902724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18614		5706800		2902725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18615		5706801		2902726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18616		5706802		2902727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18617		5706803		2902728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18618		5706804		2902729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18619		5706805		2902730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18620		5706806		2902731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18621		5706807		2902732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18622		5706808		2902733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18623		5706809		2902734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18624		5706810		2902735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18625		5706811		2902736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18626		5706812		2902737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18627		5706813		2902738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18628		5706814		2902739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18629		5706815		2902740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18630		5706816		2902741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18631		5706817		2902742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18632		5706818		2902743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18736		5707886		2903811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18737		5707888		2903813		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18738		5707889		2903814		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18739		5707939		2903864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18740		5707940		2903865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18741		5707941		2903866		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18742		5707942		2903867		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18743		5707953		2903878		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18744		5707954		2903879		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18745		5707955		2903880		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18746		5707956		2903881		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18747		5707957		2903882		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18748		5707958		2903883		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18749		5707959		2903884		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18750		5707960		2903885		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18751		5707961		2903886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18752		5707962		2903887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18753		5707963		2903888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18754		5707964		2903889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18755		5707965		2903890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18756		5707966		2903891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18757		5707967		2903892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18758		5707968		2903893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18759		5707969		2903894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18760		5707970		2903895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18761		5707971		2903896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18762		5707972		2903897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18763		5707973		2903898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18764		5707974		2903899		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18765		5707975		2903900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18766		5707976		2903901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18767		5707977		2903902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18768		5707978		2903903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18769		5707979		2903904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18770		5707980		2903905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18771		5707981		2903906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18772		5707982		2903907		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18773		5707983		2903908		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18774		5707984		2903909		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18775		5804097		3000022		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18776		5810909		3006834		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18777		5810910		3006835		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18778		5810911		3006836		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18779		5810912		3006837		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18780		5810913		3006838		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18781		5810914		3006839		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18782		5810915		3006840		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18783		5810917		3006842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18784		5810918		3006843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18785		5810919		3006844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18786		5810920		3006845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18787		5810921		3006846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18788		5810922		3006847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18789		5810923		3006848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18790		5810924		3006849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18791		5810925		3006850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18792		5810926		3006851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18793		5810927		3006852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18794		5810928		3006853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18795		5810929		3006854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18796		5810930		3006855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18797		5810931		3006856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18798		5810932		3006857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18799		5810933		3006858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18800		5810934		3006859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18801		5810935		3006860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18802		5810936		3006861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18803		5810937		3006862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18804		5810938		3006863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18805		5810939		3006864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18806		5810940		3006865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18807		5810941		3006866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18808		5810942		3006867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18809		5810943		3006868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18810		5810944		3006869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18811		5810945		3006870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18812		5810946		3006871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18813		5810947		3006872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18814		5810948		3006873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18815		5810949		3006874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18816		5810950		3006875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18817		5810951		3006876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18818		5810952		3006877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18819		5810953		3006878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18820		5810954		3006879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18821		5810955		3006880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18822		5810956		3006881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18823		5810957		3006882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18824		5810958		3006883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18825		5810959		3006884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18826		5810960		3006885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18827		5810961		3006886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18828		5810962		3006887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18829		5810963		3006888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18830		5810964		3006889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18831		5810965		3006890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18832		5810966		3006891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18833		5810967		3006892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18834		5810968		3006893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18835		5810969		3006894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18836		5810970		3006895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18837		5810971		3006896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18838		5810972		3006897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18839		5810973		3006898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18840		5810974		3006899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18841		5810975		3006900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18842		5810976		3006901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18843		5810977		3006902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18844		5810978		3006903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18845		5810979		3006904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18846		5810980		3006905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18847		5810981		3006906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18848		5810982		3006907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18849		5810983		3006908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18850		5810984		3006909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18851		5810985		3006910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18852		5810986		3006911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18853		5810987		3006912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18854		5810988		3006913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18855		5810989		3006914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18856		5810990		3006915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18857		5810991		3006916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18858		5810992		3006917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18859		5810993		3006918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18860		5810994		3006919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18861		5810995		3006920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18862		5810996		3006921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18863		5810997		3006922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18864		5810998		3006923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18865		5810999		3006924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18866		5811000		3006925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18867		5811001		3006926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18868		5811002		3006927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18869		5811003		3006928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18870		5811004		3006929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18871		5811005		3006930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18872		5811006		3006931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18873		5811007		3006932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18874		5811008		3006933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18875		5811009		3006934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18876		5811010		3006935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18877		5811011		3006936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18878		5811012		3006937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18879		5811013		3006938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18880		5811014		3006939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18881		5811015		3006940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18882		5811016		3006941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18883		5811017		3006942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18884		5811018		3006943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18885		5811019		3006944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18886		5811020		3006945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18887		5811021		3006946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18888		5811022		3006947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18889		5811023		3006948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18890		5811024		3006949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18891		5811025		3006950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18892		5811026		3006951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18893		5811027		3006952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18894		5811028		3006953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18895		5811029		3006954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18896		5811030		3006955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18897		5811031		3006956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18898		5811032		3006957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18899		5811033		3006958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18900		5811034		3006959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18901		5811035		3006960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18902		5811036		3006961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18903		5811037		3006962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18904		5811038		3006963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18905		5811039		3006964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18906		5811040		3006965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18907		5811041		3006966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18908		5811042		3006967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18909		5811043		3006968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18910		5811044		3006969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18911		5811045		3006970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18912		5811046		3006971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18913		5811047		3006972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18914		5811048		3006973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18915		5811049		3006974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18916		5811050		3006975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18917		5811051		3006976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18918		5811052		3006977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18919		5811053		3006978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18920		5811054		3006979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18921		5811055		3006980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18922		5811056		3006981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18923		5811057		3006982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18924		5811058		3006983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18925		5811059		3006984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18926		5811060		3006985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18927		5811061		3006986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18928		5811062		3006987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18929		5811063		3006988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18930		5811064		3006989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18931		5811065		3006990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18932		5811066		3006991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18933		5811067		3006992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18934		5811068		3006993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18935		5811069		3006994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18936		5811070		3006995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18937		5811071		3006996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18938		5811072		3006997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18939		5811073		3006998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18940		5811074		3006999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18941		5811075		3007000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18942		5811076		3007001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18943		5811077		3007002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18944		5811078		3007003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18945		5811079		3007004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18946		5811080		3007005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18947		5811081		3007006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18948		5811082		3007007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18949		5811083		3007008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18950		5811084		3007009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18951		5811085		3007010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18952		5811086		3007011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18953		5811087		3007012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18954		5811088		3007013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18955		5811089		3007014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18956		5811090		3007015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18957		5811091		3007016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18958		5811092		3007017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18959		5811093		3007018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18960		5811094		3007019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18961		5811095		3007020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18962		5811096		3007021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18963		5811097		3007022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18964		5811098		3007023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18965		5811099		3007024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18966		5811100		3007025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18967		5811101		3007026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18968		5811102		3007027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18969		5811103		3007028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18970		5811104		3007029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18971		5811105		3007030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18972		5811106		3007031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18973		5811107		3007032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18974		5811108		3007033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18975		5811109		3007034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18976		5811110		3007035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18977		5811111		3007036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18978		5811112		3007037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18979		5811113		3007038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18980		5811114		3007039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18981		5811115		3007040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18982		5811116		3007041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18983		5811117		3007042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18984		5811118		3007043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18985		5811119		3007044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18986		5811120		3007045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18987		5811121		3007046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18988		5811122		3007047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18989		5811123		3007048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18990		5811124		3007049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18991		5811125		3007050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18992		5811126		3007051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18993		5811127		3007052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18994		5811128		3007053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18995		5811129		3007054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18996		5811130		3007055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18997		5811131		3007056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18998		5811132		3007057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		18999		5811133		3007058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19000		5811134		3007059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19001		5811135		3007060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19002		5811136		3007061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19003		5811137		3007062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19004		5811138		3007063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19005		5811139		3007064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19006		5811140		3007065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19007		5811141		3007066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19008		5811142		3007067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19009		5811143		3007068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19010		5811144		3007069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19011		5811145		3007070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19012		5811146		3007071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19013		5811147		3007072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19014		5811148		3007073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19015		5811149		3007074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19016		5811150		3007075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19017		5811151		3007076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19018		5811152		3007077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19019		5811153		3007078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19020		5811154		3007079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19021		5811155		3007080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19022		5811156		3007081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19023		5811157		3007082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19024		5811158		3007083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19025		5811159		3007084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19026		5811160		3007085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19027		5811161		3007086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19028		5811162		3007087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19029		5811163		3007088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19030		5811164		3007089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19031		5811165		3007090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19032		5811166		3007091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19033		5811167		3007092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19034		5811168		3007093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19035		5811169		3007094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19036		5811170		3007095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19037		5811171		3007096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19038		5811172		3007097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19039		5811173		3007098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19040		5811174		3007099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19041		5811175		3007100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19042		5811176		3007101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19043		5811177		3007102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19044		5811178		3007103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19045		5811179		3007104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19046		5811180		3007105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19047		5811181		3007106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19048		5811182		3007107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19049		5811183		3007108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19050		5811184		3007109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19051		5811185		3007110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19052		5811186		3007111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19053		5811187		3007112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19054		5811188		3007113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19055		5811189		3007114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19056		5811190		3007115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19057		5811191		3007116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19058		5811192		3007117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19059		5811193		3007118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19060		5811194		3007119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19061		5811195		3007120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19062		5811196		3007121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19063		5811197		3007122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19064		5811198		3007123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19065		5811199		3007124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19066		5811200		3007125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19067		5811201		3007126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19068		5811202		3007127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19069		5811203		3007128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19070		5811204		3007129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19071		5811205		3007130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19072		5811206		3007131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19073		5811207		3007132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19074		5811208		3007133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19075		5811209		3007134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19076		5811210		3007135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19077		5811211		3007136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19078		5811212		3007137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19079		5811213		3007138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19080		5811214		3007139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19081		5811215		3007140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19082		5811216		3007141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19083		5811217		3007142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19084		5811218		3007143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19085		5811219		3007144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19086		5811220		3007145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19087		5811221		3007146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19088		5811222		3007147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19089		5811223		3007148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19090		5811224		3007149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19091		5811225		3007150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19092		5811226		3007151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19093		5811227		3007152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19094		5811228		3007153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19095		5811229		3007154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19096		5811230		3007155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19097		5811231		3007156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19098		5811232		3007157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19099		5811233		3007158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19100		5811234		3007159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19101		5811235		3007160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19102		5811236		3007161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19103		5811237		3007162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19104		5811238		3007163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19105		5811239		3007164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19106		5811240		3007165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19107		5811241		3007166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19108		5811242		3007167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19109		5811243		3007168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19110		5811244		3007169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19111		5811245		3007170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19112		5811246		3007171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19113		5811247		3007172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19114		5811248		3007173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19115		5811249		3007174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19116		5811250		3007175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19117		5811251		3007176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19118		5811252		3007177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19119		5811253		3007178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19120		5811254		3007179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19121		5811255		3007180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19122		5811256		3007181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19123		5811257		3007182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19124		5811258		3007183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19125		5811259		3007184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19126		5811260		3007185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19127		5811261		3007186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19128		5811262		3007187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19129		5811263		3007188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19130		5811264		3007189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19131		5811265		3007190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19132		5811266		3007191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19133		5811267		3007192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19134		5811268		3007193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19135		5811269		3007194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19136		5811270		3007195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19137		5811271		3007196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19138		5811272		3007197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19139		5811273		3007198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19140		5811274		3007199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19141		5811275		3007200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19142		5811276		3007201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19143		5811277		3007202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19144		5811278		3007203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19145		5811279		3007204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19146		5811280		3007205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19147		5811281		3007206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19148		5811282		3007207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19149		5811283		3007208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19150		5811284		3007209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19151		5811285		3007210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19152		5811286		3007211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19153		5811287		3007212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19154		5811288		3007213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19155		5811289		3007214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19156		5811290		3007215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19157		5811291		3007216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19158		5811292		3007217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19159		5811293		3007218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19160		5811294		3007219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19161		5811295		3007220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19162		5811296		3007221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19163		5811297		3007222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19164		5811298		3007223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19165		5811299		3007224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19166		5811300		3007225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19167		5811301		3007226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19168		5811302		3007227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19169		5811303		3007228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19170		5811304		3007229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19171		5811305		3007230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19172		5811306		3007231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19173		5811307		3007232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19174		5811308		3007233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19175		5811309		3007234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19176		5811310		3007235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19177		5811311		3007236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19178		5811312		3007237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19179		5811313		3007238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19180		5811314		3007239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19181		5811315		3007240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19182		5811316		3007241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19183		5811317		3007242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19184		5811318		3007243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19185		5811319		3007244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19186		5811320		3007245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19187		5811321		3007246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19188		5811322		3007247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19189		5811323		3007248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19190		5811324		3007249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19191		5811325		3007250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19192		5811326		3007251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19193		5811327		3007252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19194		5811328		3007253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19195		5811329		3007254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19196		5811330		3007255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19197		5811331		3007256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19198		5811332		3007257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19199		5811333		3007258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19200		5811334		3007259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19201		5811335		3007260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19202		5811336		3007261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19203		5811337		3007262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19204		5811338		3007263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19205		5811339		3007264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19206		5811340		3007265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19207		5811341		3007266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19208		5811342		3007267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19209		5811343		3007268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19210		5811344		3007269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19211		5811345		3007270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19212		5811346		3007271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19213		5811347		3007272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19214		5811348		3007273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19215		5811349		3007274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19216		5811350		3007275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19217		5811351		3007276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19218		5811352		3007277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19219		5811353		3007278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19220		5811354		3007279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19221		5811355		3007280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19222		5811356		3007281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19223		5811357		3007282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19224		5811358		3007283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19225		5811359		3007284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19226		5811360		3007285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19227		5811361		3007286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19228		5811362		3007287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19229		5811363		3007288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19230		5811364		3007289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19231		5811365		3007290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19232		5811366		3007291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19233		5811367		3007292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19234		5811368		3007293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19235		5811369		3007294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19236		5811370		3007295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19237		5811371		3007296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19238		5811372		3007297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19239		5811373		3007298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19240		5811374		3007299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19241		5811375		3007300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19242		5811376		3007301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19243		5811377		3007302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19244		5811378		3007303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19245		5811379		3007304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19246		5811380		3007305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19247		5811381		3007306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19248		5811382		3007307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19249		5811383		3007308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19250		5811384		3007309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19251		5811385		3007310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19252		5811386		3007311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19253		5811387		3007312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19254		5811388		3007313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19255		5811389		3007314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19256		5811390		3007315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19257		5811391		3007316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19258		5811392		3007317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19259		5811393		3007318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19260		5811394		3007319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19261		5811395		3007320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19262		5811396		3007321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19263		5811397		3007322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19264		5811398		3007323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19265		5811399		3007324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19266		5811400		3007325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19267		5811401		3007326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19268		5811402		3007327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19269		5811403		3007328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19270		5811404		3007329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19271		5811405		3007330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19272		5811406		3007331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19273		5811407		3007332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19274		5811408		3007333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19275		5811409		3007334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19276		5811410		3007335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19277		5811411		3007336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19278		5811412		3007337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19279		5811413		3007338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19280		5811414		3007339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19281		5811415		3007340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19282		5811416		3007341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19283		5811417		3007342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19284		5811418		3007343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19285		5811419		3007344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19286		5811420		3007345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19287		5811421		3007346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19288		5811422		3007347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19289		5811423		3007348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19290		5811424		3007349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19291		5811425		3007350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19292		5811426		3007351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19293		5811427		3007352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19294		5811428		3007353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19295		5811429		3007354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19296		5811430		3007355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19297		5811431		3007356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19298		5811432		3007357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19299		5811433		3007358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19300		5811434		3007359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19301		5811435		3007360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19302		5811436		3007361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19303		5811437		3007362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19304		5811438		3007363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19305		5811439		3007364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19306		5811440		3007365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19307		5811441		3007366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19308		5811442		3007367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19309		5811443		3007368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19310		5811444		3007369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19311		5811445		3007370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19312		5811446		3007371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19313		5811447		3007372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19314		5811448		3007373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19315		5811449		3007374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19316		5811450		3007375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19317		5811451		3007376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19318		5811452		3007377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19319		5811453		3007378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19320		5811454		3007379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19321		5811455		3007380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19322		5811456		3007381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19323		5811457		3007382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19324		5811458		3007383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19325		5811459		3007384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19326		5811460		3007385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19327		5811461		3007386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19328		5811462		3007387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19329		5811463		3007388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19330		5811464		3007389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19331		5811465		3007390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19332		5811466		3007391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19333		5811467		3007392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19334		5811468		3007393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19335		5811469		3007394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19336		5811470		3007395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19337		5811471		3007396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19338		5811472		3007397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19339		5811473		3007398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19340		5811474		3007399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19341		5811475		3007400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19342		5811476		3007401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19343		5811477		3007402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19344		5811478		3007403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19345		5811479		3007404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19346		5811480		3007405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19347		5811481		3007406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19348		5811482		3007407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19349		5811483		3007408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19350		5811484		3007409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19351		5811485		3007410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19352		5811486		3007411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19353		5811487		3007412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19354		5811488		3007413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19355		5811489		3007414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19356		5811490		3007415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19357		5811491		3007416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19358		5811492		3007417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19359		5811493		3007418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19360		5811494		3007419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19361		5811495		3007420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19362		5811496		3007421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19363		5811497		3007422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19364		5811498		3007423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19365		5811499		3007424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19366		5811500		3007425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19367		5811501		3007426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19368		5811502		3007427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19369		5811503		3007428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19370		5811504		3007429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19371		5811505		3007430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19372		5811506		3007431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19373		5811507		3007432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19374		5811508		3007433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19375		5811509		3007434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19376		5811510		3007435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19377		5811511		3007436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19378		5811512		3007437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19379		5811513		3007438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19380		5811514		3007439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19381		5811515		3007440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19382		5811516		3007441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19383		5811517		3007442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19384		5811518		3007443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19385		5811519		3007444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19386		5811520		3007445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19387		5811521		3007446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19388		5811522		3007447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19389		5811523		3007448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19390		5811524		3007449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19391		5811525		3007450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19392		5811526		3007451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19393		5811527		3007452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19394		5811528		3007453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19395		5811529		3007454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19396		5811530		3007455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19397		5811531		3007456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19398		5811532		3007457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19399		5811533		3007458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19400		5811534		3007459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19401		5811535		3007460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19402		5811536		3007461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19403		5811537		3007462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19404		5811538		3007463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19405		5811539		3007464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19406		5811540		3007465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19407		5811541		3007466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19408		5811542		3007467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19409		5811543		3007468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19410		5811544		3007469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19411		5811545		3007470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19412		5811546		3007471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19413		5811547		3007472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19414		5811548		3007473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19415		5811549		3007474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19416		5811550		3007475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19417		5811551		3007476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19418		5811552		3007477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19419		5811553		3007478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19420		5811554		3007479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19421		5811555		3007480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19422		5811556		3007481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19423		5811557		3007482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19424		5811558		3007483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19425		5811559		3007484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19426		5811560		3007485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19427		5811561		3007486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19428		5811562		3007487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19429		5811563		3007488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19430		5811564		3007489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19431		5811565		3007490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19432		5811566		3007491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19433		5811567		3007492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19434		5811568		3007493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19435		5811569		3007494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19436		5811570		3007495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19437		5811571		3007496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19438		5811572		3007497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19439		5811573		3007498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19440		5811574		3007499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19441		5811575		3007500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19442		5811576		3007501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19443		5811577		3007502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19444		5811578		3007503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19445		5811579		3007504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19446		5811580		3007505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19447		5811581		3007506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19448		5811582		3007507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19449		5811583		3007508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19450		5811584		3007509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19451		5811585		3007510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19452		5811586		3007511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19453		5811587		3007512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19454		5811588		3007513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19455		5811589		3007514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19456		5811590		3007515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19457		5811591		3007516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19458		5811592		3007517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19459		5811593		3007518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19460		5811594		3007519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19461		5811595		3007520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19462		5811596		3007521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19463		5811597		3007522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19464		5811598		3007523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19465		5811599		3007524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19466		5811600		3007525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19467		5811601		3007526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19468		5811602		3007527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19469		5811603		3007528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19470		5811604		3007529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19471		5811605		3007530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19472		5811606		3007531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19473		5811607		3007532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19474		5811608		3007533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19475		5811609		3007534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19476		5811610		3007535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19477		5811611		3007536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19478		5811612		3007537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19479		5811613		3007538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19480		5811614		3007539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19481		5811615		3007540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19482		5811616		3007541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19483		5811617		3007542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19484		5811618		3007543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19485		5811619		3007544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19486		5811620		3007545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19487		5811621		3007546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19488		5811622		3007547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19489		5811623		3007548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19490		5811624		3007549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19491		5811625		3007550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19492		5811626		3007551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19493		5811627		3007552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19494		5811628		3007553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19495		5811629		3007554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19496		5811630		3007555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19497		5811631		3007556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19498		5811632		3007557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19499		5811633		3007558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19500		5811634		3007559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19501		5811635		3007560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19502		5811636		3007561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19503		5811637		3007562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19504		5811638		3007563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19505		5811639		3007564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19506		5811640		3007565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19507		5811641		3007566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19508		5811642		3007567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19509		5811643		3007568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19510		5811644		3007569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19511		5811645		3007570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19512		5811646		3007571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19513		5811647		3007572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19514		5811648		3007573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19515		5811649		3007574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19516		5811650		3007575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19517		5811651		3007576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19518		5811652		3007577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19519		5811653		3007578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19520		5811654		3007579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19521		5811655		3007580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19522		5811656		3007581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19523		5811657		3007582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19524		5811658		3007583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19525		5811659		3007584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19526		5811660		3007585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19527		5811661		3007586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19528		5811662		3007587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19529		5811663		3007588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19530		5811664		3007589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19531		5811665		3007590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19532		5811666		3007591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19533		5811667		3007592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19534		5811668		3007593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19535		5811669		3007594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19536		5811670		3007595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19537		5811671		3007596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19538		5811672		3007597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19539		5811673		3007598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19540		5811674		3007599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19541		5811675		3007600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19542		5811676		3007601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19543		5811677		3007602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19544		5811678		3007603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19545		5811679		3007604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19546		5811680		3007605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19547		5811681		3007606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19548		5811682		3007607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19549		5811683		3007608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19550		5811684		3007609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19551		5811685		3007610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19552		5811686		3007611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19553		5811687		3007612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19554		5811688		3007613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19555		5811689		3007614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19556		5811690		3007615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19557		5811691		3007616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19558		5811692		3007617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19559		5811693		3007618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19560		5811694		3007619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19561		5811695		3007620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19562		5811696		3007621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19563		5811697		3007622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19564		5811698		3007623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19565		5811699		3007624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19566		5811700		3007625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19567		5811701		3007626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19568		5811702		3007627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19569		5811703		3007628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19570		5811704		3007629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19571		5811705		3007630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19572		5811706		3007631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19573		5811707		3007632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19574		5811708		3007633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19575		5811709		3007634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19576		5811710		3007635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19577		5811711		3007636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19578		5811712		3007637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19579		5811713		3007638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19580		5811714		3007639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19581		5811715		3007640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19582		5811716		3007641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19583		5811717		3007642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19584		5811718		3007643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19585		5811719		3007644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19586		5811720		3007645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19587		5811721		3007646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19588		5811722		3007647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19589		5811723		3007648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19590		5811724		3007649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19591		5811725		3007650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19592		5811726		3007651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19593		5811727		3007652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19594		5811728		3007653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19595		5811729		3007654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19596		5811730		3007655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19597		5811731		3007656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19598		5811732		3007657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19599		5811733		3007658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19600		5811734		3007659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19601		5811735		3007660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19602		5811736		3007661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19603		5811737		3007662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19604		5811738		3007663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19605		5811739		3007664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19606		5811740		3007665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19607		5811741		3007666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19608		5811742		3007667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19609		5811743		3007668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19610		5811744		3007669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19611		5811745		3007670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19612		5811746		3007671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19613		5811747		3007672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19614		5811748		3007673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19615		5811749		3007674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19616		5811750		3007675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19617		5811751		3007676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19618		5811752		3007677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19619		5811753		3007678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19620		5811754		3007679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19621		5811755		3007680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19622		5811756		3007681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19623		5811757		3007682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19624		5811758		3007683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19625		5811759		3007684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19626		5811760		3007685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19627		5811761		3007686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19628		5811762		3007687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19629		5811763		3007688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19630		5811764		3007689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19631		5811765		3007690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19632		5811766		3007691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19633		5811767		3007692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19634		5811768		3007693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19635		5811769		3007694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19636		5811770		3007695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19637		5811771		3007696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19638		5811772		3007697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19639		5811773		3007698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19640		5811774		3007699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19641		5811775		3007700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19642		5811776		3007701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19643		5811777		3007702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19644		5811778		3007703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19645		5811779		3007704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19646		5811780		3007705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19647		5811781		3007706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19648		5811782		3007707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19649		5811783		3007708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19650		5811784		3007709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19651		5811785		3007710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19652		5811786		3007711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19653		5811787		3007712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19654		5811788		3007713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19655		5811789		3007714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19656		5811790		3007715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19657		5811791		3007716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19658		5811792		3007717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19659		5811793		3007718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19660		5811794		3007719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19661		5811795		3007720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19662		5811796		3007721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19663		5811797		3007722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19664		5811798		3007723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19665		5811799		3007724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19666		5811800		3007725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19667		5811801		3007726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19668		5811802		3007727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19669		5811803		3007728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19670		5811804		3007729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19671		5811805		3007730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19672		5811806		3007731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19673		5811807		3007732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19674		5811808		3007733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19675		5811809		3007734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19676		5811810		3007735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19677		5811811		3007736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19678		5811812		3007737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19679		5811813		3007738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19680		5811814		3007739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19681		5811815		3007740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19682		5811816		3007741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19683		5811817		3007742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19684		5811818		3007743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19685		5811819		3007744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19686		5811820		3007745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19687		5811821		3007746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19688		5811822		3007747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19689		5811823		3007748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19690		5811824		3007749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19691		5811825		3007750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19692		5811826		3007751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19693		5811827		3007752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19694		5811828		3007753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19695		5811829		3007754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19696		5811830		3007755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19697		5811831		3007756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19698		5811832		3007757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19699		5811833		3007758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19700		5811834		3007759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19701		5811835		3007760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19702		5811836		3007761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19703		5811837		3007762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19704		5811838		3007763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19705		5811839		3007764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19706		5811840		3007765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19707		5811841		3007766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19708		5811842		3007767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19709		5811843		3007768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19710		5811844		3007769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19711		5811845		3007770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19712		5811846		3007771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19713		5811847		3007772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19714		5811848		3007773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19715		5811849		3007774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19716		5811850		3007775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19717		5811851		3007776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19718		5811852		3007777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19719		5811853		3007778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19720		5811854		3007779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19721		5811855		3007780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19722		5811856		3007781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19723		5811857		3007782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19724		5811858		3007783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19725		5811859		3007784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19726		5811860		3007785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19727		5811861		3007786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19728		5811862		3007787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19729		5811863		3007788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19730		5811864		3007789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19731		5811865		3007790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19732		5811866		3007791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19733		5811867		3007792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19734		5811868		3007793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19735		5811869		3007794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19736		5811870		3007795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19737		5811871		3007796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19738		5811872		3007797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19739		5811873		3007798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19740		5811874		3007799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19741		5811875		3007800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19742		5811876		3007801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19743		5811877		3007802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19744		5811878		3007803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19745		5811879		3007804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19746		5811880		3007805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19747		5811881		3007806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19748		5811882		3007807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19749		5811883		3007808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19750		5811884		3007809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19751		5811885		3007810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19752		5811886		3007811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19753		5811887		3007812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19754		5811888		3007813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19755		5811889		3007814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19756		5811890		3007815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19757		5811891		3007816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19758		5811892		3007817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19759		5811893		3007818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19760		5811894		3007819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19761		5811895		3007820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19762		5811896		3007821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19763		5811897		3007822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19764		5811898		3007823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19765		5811899		3007824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19766		5811900		3007825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19767		5811901		3007826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19768		5811902		3007827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19769		5811903		3007828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19770		5811904		3007829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19771		5811905		3007830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19772		5811906		3007831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19773		5811907		3007832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19774		5811908		3007833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19775		5811909		3007834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19776		5811910		3007835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19777		5811911		3007836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19778		5811912		3007837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19779		5811913		3007838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19780		5811914		3007839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19781		5811915		3007840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19782		5811916		3007841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19783		5811917		3007842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19784		5811918		3007843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19785		5811919		3007844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19786		5811920		3007845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19787		5811921		3007846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19788		5811922		3007847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19789		5811923		3007848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19790		5811924		3007849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19791		5811925		3007850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19792		5811926		3007851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19793		5811927		3007852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19794		5811928		3007853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19795		5811929		3007854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19796		5811930		3007855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19797		5811931		3007856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19798		5811932		3007857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19799		5811933		3007858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19800		5811934		3007859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19801		5811935		3007860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19802		5811936		3007861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19803		5811937		3007862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19804		5811938		3007863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19805		5811939		3007864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19806		5811940		3007865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19807		5811941		3007866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19808		5811942		3007867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19809		5811943		3007868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19810		5811944		3007869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19811		5811945		3007870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19812		5811946		3007871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19813		5811947		3007872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19814		5811948		3007873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19815		5811949		3007874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19816		5811950		3007875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19817		5811951		3007876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19818		5811952		3007877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19819		5811953		3007878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19820		5811954		3007879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19821		5811955		3007880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19822		5811956		3007881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19823		5811957		3007882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19824		5811958		3007883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19825		5811959		3007884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19826		5811960		3007885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19827		5811961		3007886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19828		5811962		3007887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19829		5811963		3007888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19830		5811964		3007889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19831		5811965		3007890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19832		5811966		3007891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19833		5811967		3007892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19834		5811968		3007893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19835		5811969		3007894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19836		5811970		3007895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19837		5811971		3007896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19838		5811972		3007897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19839		5811973		3007898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19840		5811974		3007899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19841		5811975		3007900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19842		5811976		3007901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19843		5811977		3007902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19844		5811978		3007903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19845		5811979		3007904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19846		5811980		3007905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19847		5811981		3007906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19848		5811982		3007907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19849		5811983		3007908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19850		5811984		3007909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19851		5811985		3007910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19852		5811986		3007911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19853		5811987		3007912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19854		5811988		3007913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19855		5811989		3007914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19856		5811990		3007915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19857		5811991		3007916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19858		5811992		3007917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19859		5811993		3007918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19860		5811994		3007919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19861		5811995		3007920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19862		5811996		3007921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19863		5811997		3007922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19864		5811998		3007923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19865		5811999		3007924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19866		5812000		3007925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19867		5812001		3007926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19868		5812002		3007927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19869		5812003		3007928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19870		5812004		3007929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19871		5812005		3007930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19872		5812006		3007931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19873		5812007		3007932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19874		5812008		3007933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19875		5812009		3007934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19876		5812010		3007935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19877		5812011		3007936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19878		5812012		3007937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19879		5812013		3007938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19880		5812014		3007939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19881		5812015		3007940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19882		5812016		3007941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19883		5812017		3007942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19884		5812018		3007943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19885		5812019		3007944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19886		5812020		3007945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19887		5812021		3007946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19888		5812022		3007947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19889		5812023		3007948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19890		5812024		3007949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19891		5812025		3007950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19892		5812026		3007951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19893		5812027		3007952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19894		5812028		3007953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19895		5812029		3007954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19896		5812030		3007955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19897		5812031		3007956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19898		5812032		3007957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19899		5812033		3007958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19900		5812034		3007959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19901		5812035		3007960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19902		5812036		3007961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19903		5812037		3007962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19904		5812038		3007963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19905		5812039		3007964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19906		5812040		3007965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19907		5812041		3007966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19908		5812042		3007967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19909		5812043		3007968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19910		5812044		3007969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19911		5812045		3007970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19912		5812046		3007971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19913		5812047		3007972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19914		5812048		3007973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19915		5812049		3007974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19916		5812050		3007975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19917		5812051		3007976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19918		5812052		3007977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19919		5812053		3007978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19920		5812054		3007979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19921		5812055		3007980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19922		5812056		3007981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19923		5812057		3007982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19924		5812058		3007983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19925		5812059		3007984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19926		5812060		3007985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19927		5812061		3007986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19928		5812062		3007987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19929		5812063		3007988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19930		5812064		3007989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19931		5812065		3007990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19932		5812066		3007991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19933		5812067		3007992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19934		5812068		3007993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19935		5812069		3007994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19936		5812070		3007995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19937		5812071		3007996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19938		5812072		3007997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19939		5812073		3007998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19940		5812074		3007999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19941		5812075		3008000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19942		5812076		3008001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19943		5812077		3008002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19944		5812078		3008003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19945		5812079		3008004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19946		5812080		3008005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19947		5812081		3008006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19948		5812082		3008007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19949		5812083		3008008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19950		5812084		3008009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19951		5812085		3008010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19952		5812086		3008011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19953		5812087		3008012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19954		5812088		3008013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19955		5812089		3008014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19956		5812090		3008015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19957		5812091		3008016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19958		5812092		3008017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19959		5812093		3008018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19960		5812094		3008019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19961		5812095		3008020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19962		5812096		3008021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19963		5812097		3008022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19964		5812098		3008023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19965		5812099		3008024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19966		5812100		3008025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19967		5812101		3008026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19968		5812102		3008027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19969		5812103		3008028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19970		5812104		3008029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19971		5812105		3008030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19972		5812106		3008031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19973		5812107		3008032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19974		5812108		3008033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19975		5812109		3008034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19976		5812110		3008035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19977		5812111		3008036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19978		5812112		3008037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19979		5812113		3008038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19980		5812114		3008039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19981		5812115		3008040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19982		5812116		3008041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19983		5812117		3008042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19984		5812118		3008043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19985		5812119		3008044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19986		5812120		3008045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19987		5812121		3008046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19988		5812122		3008047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19989		5812123		3008048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19990		5812124		3008049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19991		5812125		3008050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19992		5812126		3008051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19993		5812127		3008052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19994		5812128		3008053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19995		5812129		3008054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19996		5812130		3008055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19997		5812131		3008056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19998		5812132		3008057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		19999		5812133		3008058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20000		5812134		3008059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20001		5812135		3008060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20002		5812136		3008061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20003		5812137		3008062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20004		5812138		3008063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20005		5812139		3008064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20006		5812140		3008065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20007		5812141		3008066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20008		5812142		3008067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20009		5812143		3008068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20010		5812144		3008069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20011		5812145		3008070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20012		5812146		3008071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20013		5812147		3008072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20014		5812148		3008073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20015		5812149		3008074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20016		5812150		3008075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20017		5812151		3008076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20018		5812152		3008077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20019		5812153		3008078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20020		5812154		3008079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20021		5812155		3008080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20022		5812156		3008081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20023		5812157		3008082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20024		5812158		3008083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20025		5812159		3008084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20026		5812160		3008085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20027		5812161		3008086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20028		5812162		3008087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20029		5812163		3008088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20030		5812164		3008089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20031		5812165		3008090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20032		5812166		3008091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20033		5812167		3008092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20034		5812168		3008093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20035		5812169		3008094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20036		5812170		3008095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20037		5812171		3008096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20038		5812172		3008097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20039		5812173		3008098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20040		5812174		3008099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20041		5812175		3008100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20042		5812176		3008101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20043		5812177		3008102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20044		5812178		3008103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20045		5812179		3008104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20046		5812180		3008105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20047		5812181		3008106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20048		5812182		3008107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20049		5812183		3008108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20050		5812184		3008109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20051		5812185		3008110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20052		5812186		3008111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20053		5812187		3008112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20054		5812188		3008113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20055		5812189		3008114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20056		5812190		3008115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20057		5812191		3008116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20058		5812192		3008117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20059		5812193		3008118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20060		5812194		3008119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20061		5812195		3008120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20062		5812196		3008121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20063		5812197		3008122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20064		5812198		3008123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20065		5812199		3008124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20066		5812200		3008125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20067		5812201		3008126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20068		5812202		3008127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20069		5812203		3008128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20070		5812204		3008129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20071		5812205		3008130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20072		5812206		3008131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20073		5812207		3008132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20074		5812208		3008133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20075		5812209		3008134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20076		5812210		3008135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20077		5812211		3008136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20078		5812212		3008137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20079		5812213		3008138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20080		5812214		3008139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20081		5812215		3008140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20082		5812216		3008141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20083		5812217		3008142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20084		5812218		3008143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20085		5812219		3008144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20086		5812220		3008145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20087		5812221		3008146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20088		5812222		3008147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20089		5812223		3008148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20090		5812224		3008149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20091		5812225		3008150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20092		5812226		3008151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20093		5812227		3008152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20094		5812228		3008153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20095		5812229		3008154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20096		5812230		3008155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20097		5812231		3008156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20098		5812232		3008157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20099		5812233		3008158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20100		5812234		3008159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20101		5812235		3008160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20102		5812236		3008161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20103		5812237		3008162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20104		5812238		3008163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20105		5812239		3008164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20106		5812240		3008165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20107		5812241		3008166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20108		5812242		3008167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20109		5812243		3008168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20110		5812244		3008169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20111		5812245		3008170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20112		5812246		3008171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20113		5812247		3008172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20114		5812248		3008173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20115		5812249		3008174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20116		5812250		3008175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20117		5812251		3008176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20118		5812252		3008177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20119		5812253		3008178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20120		5812254		3008179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20121		5812255		3008180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20122		5812256		3008181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20123		5812257		3008182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20124		5812258		3008183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20125		5812259		3008184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20126		5812260		3008185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20127		5812261		3008186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20128		5812262		3008187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20129		5812263		3008188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20130		5812264		3008189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20131		5812265		3008190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20132		5812266		3008191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20133		5812267		3008192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20134		5812268		3008193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20135		5812269		3008194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20136		5812270		3008195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20137		5812271		3008196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20138		5812272		3008197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20139		5812273		3008198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20140		5812274		3008199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20141		5812275		3008200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20142		5812276		3008201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20143		5812277		3008202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20144		5812278		3008203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20145		5812279		3008204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20146		5812280		3008205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20147		5812281		3008206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20148		5812282		3008207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20149		5812283		3008208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20150		5812284		3008209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20151		5812285		3008210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20152		5812286		3008211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20153		5812287		3008212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20154		5812288		3008213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20155		5812289		3008214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20156		5812290		3008215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20157		5812291		3008216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20158		5812292		3008217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20159		5812293		3008218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20160		5812294		3008219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20161		5812295		3008220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20162		5812296		3008221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20163		5812297		3008222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20164		5812298		3008223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20165		5812299		3008224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20166		5812300		3008225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20167		5812301		3008226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20168		5812302		3008227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20169		5812303		3008228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20170		5812304		3008229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20171		5812305		3008230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20172		5812306		3008231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20173		5812307		3008232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20174		5812308		3008233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20175		5812309		3008234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20176		5812310		3008235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20177		5812311		3008236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20178		5812312		3008237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20179		5812313		3008238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20180		5812314		3008239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20181		5812315		3008240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20182		5812316		3008241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20183		5812317		3008242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20184		5812318		3008243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20185		5812319		3008244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20186		5812320		3008245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20187		5812321		3008246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20188		5812322		3008247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20189		5812323		3008248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20190		5812324		3008249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20191		5812325		3008250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20192		5812326		3008251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20193		5812327		3008252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20194		5812328		3008253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20195		5812329		3008254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20196		5812330		3008255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20197		5812331		3008256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20198		5812332		3008257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20199		5812333		3008258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20200		5812334		3008259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20201		5812335		3008260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20202		5812336		3008261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20203		5812337		3008262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20204		5812338		3008263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20205		5812339		3008264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20206		5812340		3008265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20207		5812341		3008266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20208		5812342		3008267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20209		5812343		3008268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20210		5812344		3008269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20211		5812345		3008270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20212		5812346		3008271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20213		5812347		3008272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20214		5812348		3008273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20215		5812349		3008274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20216		5812350		3008275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20217		5812351		3008276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20218		5812352		3008277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20219		5812353		3008278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20220		5812354		3008279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20221		5812355		3008280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20222		5812356		3008281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20223		5812357		3008282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20224		5812358		3008283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20225		5812359		3008284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20226		5812360		3008285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20227		5812361		3008286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20228		5812362		3008287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20229		5812363		3008288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20230		5812364		3008289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20231		5812365		3008290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20232		5812366		3008291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20233		5812367		3008292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20234		5812368		3008293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20235		5812369		3008294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20236		5812370		3008295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20237		5812371		3008296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20238		5812372		3008297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20239		5812373		3008298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20240		5812374		3008299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20241		5812375		3008300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20242		5812376		3008301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20243		5812377		3008302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20244		5812378		3008303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20245		5812379		3008304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20246		5812380		3008305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20247		5812381		3008306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20248		5812382		3008307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20249		5812383		3008308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20250		5812384		3008309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20251		5812385		3008310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20252		5812386		3008311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20253		5812387		3008312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20254		5812388		3008313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20255		5812389		3008314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20256		5812390		3008315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20257		5812391		3008316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20258		5812392		3008317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20259		5812393		3008318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20260		5812394		3008319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20261		5812395		3008320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20262		5812396		3008321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20263		5812397		3008322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20264		5812398		3008323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20265		5812399		3008324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20266		5812400		3008325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20267		5812401		3008326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20268		5812402		3008327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20269		5812403		3008328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20270		5812404		3008329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20271		5812405		3008330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20272		5812406		3008331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20273		5812407		3008332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20274		5812408		3008333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20275		5812409		3008334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20276		5812410		3008335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20277		5812411		3008336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20278		5812412		3008337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20279		5812413		3008338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20280		5812414		3008339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20281		5812415		3008340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20282		5812416		3008341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20283		5812417		3008342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20284		5812418		3008343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20285		5812419		3008344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20286		5812420		3008345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20287		5812421		3008346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20288		5812422		3008347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20289		5812423		3008348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20290		5812424		3008349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20291		5812425		3008350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20292		5812426		3008351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20293		5812427		3008352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20294		5812428		3008353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20295		5812429		3008354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20296		5812430		3008355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20297		5812431		3008356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20298		5812432		3008357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20299		5812433		3008358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20300		5812434		3008359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20301		5812435		3008360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20302		5812436		3008361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20303		5812437		3008362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20304		5812438		3008363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20305		5812439		3008364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20306		5812440		3008365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20307		5812441		3008366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20308		5812442		3008367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20309		5812443		3008368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20310		5812444		3008369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20311		5812445		3008370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20312		5812446		3008371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20313		5812447		3008372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20314		5812448		3008373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20315		5812449		3008374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20316		5812450		3008375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20317		5812451		3008376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20318		5812452		3008377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20319		5812453		3008378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20320		5812454		3008379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20321		5812455		3008380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20322		5812456		3008381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20323		5812457		3008382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20324		5812458		3008383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20325		5812459		3008384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20326		5812460		3008385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20327		5812461		3008386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20328		5812462		3008387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20329		5812463		3008388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20330		5812464		3008389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20331		5812465		3008390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20332		5812466		3008391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20333		5812467		3008392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20334		5812468		3008393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20335		5812469		3008394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20336		5812470		3008395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20337		5812471		3008396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20338		5812472		3008397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20339		5812473		3008398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20340		5812474		3008399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20341		5812475		3008400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20342		5812476		3008401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20343		5812477		3008402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20344		5812478		3008403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20345		5812479		3008404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20346		5812480		3008405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20347		5812481		3008406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20348		5812482		3008407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20349		5812483		3008408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20350		5812484		3008409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20351		5812485		3008410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20352		5812486		3008411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20353		5812487		3008412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20354		5812488		3008413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20355		5812489		3008414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20356		5812490		3008415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20357		5812491		3008416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20358		5812492		3008417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20359		5812493		3008418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20360		5812494		3008419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20361		5812495		3008420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20362		5812496		3008421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20363		5812497		3008422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20364		5812498		3008423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20365		5812499		3008424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20366		5812500		3008425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20367		5812501		3008426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20368		5812502		3008427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20369		5812503		3008428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20370		5812504		3008429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20371		5812505		3008430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20372		5812506		3008431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20373		5812507		3008432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20374		5812508		3008433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20375		5812509		3008434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20376		5812510		3008435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20377		5812511		3008436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20378		5812512		3008437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20379		5812513		3008438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20380		5812514		3008439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20381		5812515		3008440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20382		5812516		3008441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20383		5812517		3008442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20384		5812518		3008443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20385		5812519		3008444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20386		5812520		3008445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20387		5812521		3008446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20388		5812522		3008447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20389		5812523		3008448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20390		5812524		3008449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20391		5812525		3008450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20392		5812526		3008451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20393		5812527		3008452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20394		5812528		3008453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20395		5812529		3008454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20396		5812530		3008455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20397		5812531		3008456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20398		5812532		3008457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20399		5812533		3008458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20400		5812534		3008459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20401		5812535		3008460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20402		5812536		3008461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20403		5812537		3008462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20404		5812538		3008463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20405		5812539		3008464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20406		5812540		3008465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20407		5812541		3008466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20408		5812542		3008467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20409		5812543		3008468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20410		5812544		3008469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20411		5812545		3008470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20412		5812546		3008471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20413		5812547		3008472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20414		5812548		3008473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20415		5812549		3008474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20416		5812550		3008475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20417		5812551		3008476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20418		5812552		3008477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20419		5812553		3008478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20420		5812554		3008479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20421		5812555		3008480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20422		5812556		3008481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20423		5812557		3008482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20424		5812558		3008483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20425		5812559		3008484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20426		5812560		3008485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20427		5812561		3008486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20428		5812562		3008487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20429		5812563		3008488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20430		5812564		3008489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20431		5812565		3008490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20432		5812566		3008491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20433		5812567		3008492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20434		5812568		3008493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20435		5812569		3008494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20436		5812570		3008495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20437		5812571		3008496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20438		5812572		3008497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20439		5812573		3008498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20440		5812574		3008499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20441		5812575		3008500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20442		5812576		3008501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20443		5812577		3008502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20444		5812578		3008503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20445		5812579		3008504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20446		5812580		3008505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20447		5812581		3008506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20448		5812582		3008507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20449		5812583		3008508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20450		5812584		3008509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20451		5812585		3008510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20452		5812586		3008511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20453		5812587		3008512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20454		5812588		3008513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20455		5812589		3008514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20456		5812590		3008515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20457		5812591		3008516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20458		5812592		3008517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20459		5812593		3008518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20460		5812594		3008519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20461		5812595		3008520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20462		5812596		3008521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20463		5812597		3008522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20464		5812598		3008523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20465		5812599		3008524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20466		5812600		3008525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20467		5812601		3008526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20468		5812602		3008527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20469		5812603		3008528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20470		5812604		3008529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20471		5812605		3008530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20472		5812606		3008531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20473		5812607		3008532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20474		5812608		3008533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20475		5812609		3008534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20476		5812610		3008535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20477		5812611		3008536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20478		5812612		3008537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20479		5812613		3008538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20480		5812614		3008539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20481		5812615		3008540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20482		5812616		3008541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20483		5812617		3008542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20484		5812618		3008543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20485		5812619		3008544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20486		5812620		3008545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20487		5812621		3008546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20488		5812622		3008547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20489		5812623		3008548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20490		5812624		3008549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20491		5812625		3008550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20492		5812626		3008551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20493		5812627		3008552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20494		5812628		3008553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20495		5812629		3008554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20496		5812630		3008555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20497		5812631		3008556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20498		5812632		3008557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20499		5812633		3008558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20500		5812634		3008559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20501		5812635		3008560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20502		5812636		3008561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20503		5812637		3008562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20504		5812638		3008563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20505		5812639		3008564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20506		5812640		3008565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20507		5812641		3008566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20508		5812642		3008567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20509		5812643		3008568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20510		5812644		3008569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20511		5812645		3008570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20512		5812646		3008571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20513		5812647		3008572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20514		5812648		3008573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20515		5812649		3008574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20516		5812650		3008575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20517		5812651		3008576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20518		5812652		3008577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20519		5812653		3008578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20520		5812654		3008579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20521		5812655		3008580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20522		5812656		3008581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20523		5812657		3008582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20524		5812658		3008583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20525		5812659		3008584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20526		5812660		3008585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20527		5812661		3008586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20528		5812662		3008587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20529		5812663		3008588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20530		5812664		3008589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20531		5812665		3008590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20532		5812666		3008591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20533		5812667		3008592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20534		5812668		3008593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20535		5812669		3008594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20536		5812670		3008595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20537		5812671		3008596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20538		5812672		3008597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20539		5812673		3008598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20540		5812674		3008599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20541		5812675		3008600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20542		5812676		3008601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20543		5812677		3008602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20544		5812678		3008603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20545		5812679		3008604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20546		5812680		3008605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20547		5812681		3008606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20548		5812682		3008607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20549		5812683		3008608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20550		5812684		3008609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20551		5812685		3008610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20552		5812686		3008611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20553		5812687		3008612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20554		5812688		3008613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20555		5812689		3008614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20556		5812690		3008615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20557		5812691		3008616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20558		5812692		3008617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20559		5812693		3008618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20560		5812694		3008619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20561		5812695		3008620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20562		5812696		3008621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20563		5812697		3008622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20564		5812698		3008623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20565		5812699		3008624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20566		5812700		3008625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20567		5812701		3008626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20568		5812702		3008627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20569		5812703		3008628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20570		5812704		3008629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20571		5812705		3008630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20572		5812706		3008631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20573		5812707		3008632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20574		5812708		3008633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20575		5812709		3008634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20576		5812710		3008635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20577		5812711		3008636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20578		5812712		3008637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20579		5812713		3008638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20580		5812714		3008639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20581		5812715		3008640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20582		5812716		3008641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20583		5812717		3008642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20584		5812718		3008643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20585		5812719		3008644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20586		5812720		3008645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20587		5812721		3008646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20588		5812722		3008647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20589		5812723		3008648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20590		5812724		3008649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20591		5812725		3008650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20592		5812726		3008651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20593		5812727		3008652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20594		5812728		3008653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20595		5812729		3008654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20596		5812730		3008655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20597		5812731		3008656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20598		5812732		3008657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20599		5812733		3008658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20600		5812734		3008659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20601		5812735		3008660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20602		5812736		3008661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20603		5812737		3008662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20604		5812738		3008663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20605		5812739		3008664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20606		5812740		3008665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20607		5812741		3008666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20608		5812742		3008667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20609		5812743		3008668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20610		5812744		3008669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20611		5812745		3008670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20612		5812746		3008671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20613		5812747		3008672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20614		5812748		3008673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20615		5812749		3008674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20616		5812750		3008675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20617		5812751		3008676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20618		5812752		3008677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20619		5812753		3008678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20620		5812754		3008679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20621		5812755		3008680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20622		5812756		3008681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20623		5812757		3008682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20624		5812758		3008683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20625		5812759		3008684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20626		5812760		3008685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20627		5812761		3008686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20628		5812762		3008687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20629		5812763		3008688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20630		5812764		3008689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20631		5812765		3008690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20632		5812766		3008691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20633		5812767		3008692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20634		5812768		3008693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20635		5812769		3008694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20636		5812770		3008695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20637		5812771		3008696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20638		5812772		3008697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20639		5812773		3008698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20640		5812774		3008699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20641		5812775		3008700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20642		5812776		3008701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20643		5812777		3008702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20644		5812778		3008703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20645		5812779		3008704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20646		5812780		3008705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20647		5812781		3008706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20648		5812782		3008707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20649		5812783		3008708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20650		5812784		3008709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20651		5812785		3008710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20652		5812786		3008711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20653		5812787		3008712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20654		5812788		3008713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20655		5812789		3008714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20656		5812790		3008715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20657		5812791		3008716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20658		5812792		3008717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20659		5812793		3008718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20660		5812794		3008719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20661		5812795		3008720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20662		5812796		3008721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20663		5812797		3008722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20664		5812798		3008723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20665		5812799		3008724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20666		5812800		3008725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20667		5812801		3008726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20668		5812802		3008727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20669		5812803		3008728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20670		5812804		3008729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20671		5812805		3008730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20672		5812806		3008731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20673		5812807		3008732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20674		5812808		3008733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20675		5812809		3008734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20676		5812810		3008735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20677		5812811		3008736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20678		5812812		3008737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20679		5812813		3008738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20680		5812814		3008739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20681		5812815		3008740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20682		5812816		3008741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20683		5812817		3008742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20684		5812818		3008743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20685		5812819		3008744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20686		5812820		3008745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20687		5812821		3008746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20688		5812822		3008747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20689		5812823		3008748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20690		5812824		3008749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20691		5812825		3008750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20692		5812826		3008751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20693		5812827		3008752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20694		5812828		3008753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20695		5812829		3008754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20696		5812830		3008755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20697		5812831		3008756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20698		5812832		3008757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20699		5812833		3008758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20700		5812834		3008759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20701		5812835		3008760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20702		5812836		3008761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20703		5812837		3008762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20704		5812838		3008763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20705		5812839		3008764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20706		5812840		3008765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20707		5812841		3008766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20708		5812842		3008767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20709		5812843		3008768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20710		5812844		3008769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20711		5812845		3008770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20712		5812846		3008771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20713		5812847		3008772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20714		5812848		3008773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20715		5812849		3008774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20716		5812850		3008775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20717		5812851		3008776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20718		5812852		3008777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20719		5812853		3008778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20720		5812854		3008779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20721		5812855		3008780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20722		5812856		3008781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20723		5812857		3008782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20724		5812858		3008783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20725		5812859		3008784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20726		5812860		3008785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20727		5812861		3008786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20728		5812862		3008787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20729		5812863		3008788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20730		5812864		3008789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20731		5812865		3008790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20732		5812866		3008791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20733		5812867		3008792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20734		5812868		3008793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20735		5812869		3008794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20736		5812870		3008795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20737		5812871		3008796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20738		5812872		3008797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20739		5812873		3008798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20740		5812874		3008799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20741		5812875		3008800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20742		5812876		3008801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20743		5812877		3008802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20744		5812878		3008803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20745		5812879		3008804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20746		5812880		3008805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20747		5812881		3008806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20748		5812882		3008807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20749		5812883		3008808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20750		5812884		3008809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20751		5812885		3008810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20752		5812886		3008811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20753		5812887		3008812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20754		5812888		3008813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20755		5812889		3008814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20756		5812890		3008815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20757		5812891		3008816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20758		5812892		3008817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20759		5812893		3008818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20760		5812894		3008819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20761		5812895		3008820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20762		5812896		3008821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20763		5812897		3008822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20764		5812898		3008823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20765		5812899		3008824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20766		5812900		3008825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20767		5812901		3008826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20768		5812902		3008827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20769		5812903		3008828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20770		5812904		3008829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20771		5812905		3008830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20772		5812906		3008831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20773		5812907		3008832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20774		5812908		3008833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20775		5812909		3008834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20776		5812910		3008835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20777		5812911		3008836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20778		5812912		3008837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20779		5812913		3008838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20780		5812914		3008839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20781		5812915		3008840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20782		5812916		3008841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20783		5812917		3008842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20784		5812918		3008843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20785		5812919		3008844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20786		5812920		3008845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20787		5812921		3008846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20788		5812922		3008847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20789		5812923		3008848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20790		5812924		3008849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20791		5812925		3008850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20792		5812926		3008851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20793		5812927		3008852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20794		5812928		3008853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20795		5812929		3008854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20796		5812930		3008855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20797		5812931		3008856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20798		5812932		3008857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20799		5812933		3008858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20800		5812934		3008859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20801		5812935		3008860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20802		5812936		3008861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20803		5812937		3008862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20804		5812938		3008863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20805		5812939		3008864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20806		5812940		3008865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20807		5812941		3008866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20808		5812942		3008867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20809		5812943		3008868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20810		5812944		3008869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20811		5812945		3008870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20812		5812946		3008871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20813		5812947		3008872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20814		5812948		3008873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20815		5812949		3008874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20816		5812950		3008875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20817		5812951		3008876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20818		5812952		3008877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20819		5812953		3008878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20820		5812954		3008879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20821		5812955		3008880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20822		5812956		3008881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20823		5812957		3008882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20824		5812958		3008883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20825		5812959		3008884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20826		5812960		3008885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20827		5812961		3008886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20828		5812962		3008887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20829		5812963		3008888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20830		5812964		3008889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20831		5812965		3008890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20832		5812966		3008891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20833		5812967		3008892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20834		5812968		3008893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20835		5812969		3008894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20836		5812970		3008895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20837		5812971		3008896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20838		5812972		3008897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20839		5812973		3008898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20840		5812974		3008899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20841		5812975		3008900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20842		5812976		3008901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20843		5812977		3008902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20844		5812978		3008903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20845		5812979		3008904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20846		5812980		3008905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20847		5812981		3008906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20848		5812982		3008907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20849		5812983		3008908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20850		5812984		3008909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20851		5812985		3008910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20852		5812986		3008911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20853		5812987		3008912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20854		5812988		3008913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20855		5812989		3008914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20856		5812990		3008915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20857		5812991		3008916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20858		5812992		3008917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20859		5812993		3008918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20860		5812994		3008919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20861		5812995		3008920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20862		5812996		3008921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20863		5812997		3008922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20864		5812998		3008923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20865		5812999		3008924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20866		5813000		3008925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20867		5813001		3008926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20868		5813002		3008927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20869		5813003		3008928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20870		5813004		3008929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20871		5813005		3008930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20872		5813006		3008931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20873		5813007		3008932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20874		5813008		3008933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20875		5813009		3008934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20876		5813010		3008935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20877		5813011		3008936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20878		5813012		3008937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20879		5813013		3008938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20880		5813014		3008939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20881		5813015		3008940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20882		5813016		3008941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20883		5813017		3008942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20884		5813018		3008943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20885		5813019		3008944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20886		5813020		3008945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20887		5813021		3008946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20888		5813022		3008947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20889		5813023		3008948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20890		5813024		3008949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20891		5813025		3008950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20892		5813026		3008951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20893		5813027		3008952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20894		5813028		3008953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20895		5813029		3008954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20896		5813030		3008955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20897		5813031		3008956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20898		5813032		3008957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20899		5813033		3008958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20900		5813034		3008959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20901		5813035		3008960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20902		5813036		3008961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20903		5813037		3008962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20904		5813038		3008963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20905		5813039		3008964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20906		5813040		3008965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20907		5813041		3008966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20908		5813042		3008967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20909		5813043		3008968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20910		5813044		3008969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20911		5813045		3008970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20912		5813046		3008971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20913		5813047		3008972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20914		5813048		3008973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20915		5813049		3008974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20916		5813050		3008975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20917		5813051		3008976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20918		5813052		3008977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20919		5813053		3008978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20920		5813054		3008979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20921		5813055		3008980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20922		5813056		3008981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20923		5813057		3008982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20924		5813058		3008983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20925		5813059		3008984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20926		5813060		3008985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20927		5813061		3008986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20928		5813062		3008987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20929		5813063		3008988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20930		5813064		3008989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20931		5813065		3008990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20932		5813066		3008991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20933		5813067		3008992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20934		5813068		3008993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20935		5813069		3008994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20936		5813070		3008995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20937		5813071		3008996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20938		5813072		3008997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20939		5813073		3008998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20940		5813074		3008999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20941		5813075		3009000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20942		5813076		3009001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20943		5813077		3009002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20944		5813078		3009003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20945		5813079		3009004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20946		5813080		3009005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20947		5813081		3009006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20948		5813082		3009007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20949		5813083		3009008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20950		5813084		3009009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20951		5813085		3009010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20952		5813086		3009011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20953		5813087		3009012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20954		5813088		3009013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20955		5813089		3009014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20956		5813090		3009015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20957		5813091		3009016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20958		5813092		3009017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20959		5813093		3009018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20960		5813094		3009019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20961		5813095		3009020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20962		5813096		3009021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20963		5813097		3009022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20964		5813098		3009023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20965		5813099		3009024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20966		5813100		3009025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20967		5813101		3009026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20968		5813102		3009027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20969		5813103		3009028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20970		5813104		3009029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20971		5813105		3009030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20972		5813106		3009031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20973		5813107		3009032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20974		5813108		3009033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20975		5813109		3009034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20976		5813110		3009035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20977		5813111		3009036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20978		5813112		3009037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20979		5813113		3009038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20980		5813114		3009039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20981		5813115		3009040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20982		5813116		3009041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20983		5813117		3009042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20984		5813118		3009043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20985		5813119		3009044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20986		5813120		3009045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20987		5813121		3009046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20988		5813122		3009047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20989		5813123		3009048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20990		5813124		3009049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20991		5813125		3009050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20992		5813126		3009051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20993		5813127		3009052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20994		5813128		3009053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20995		5813129		3009054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20996		5813130		3009055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20997		5813131		3009056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20998		5813132		3009057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		20999		5813133		3009058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21000		5813134		3009059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21001		5813135		3009060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21002		5813136		3009061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21003		5813137		3009062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21004		5813138		3009063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21005		5813139		3009064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21006		5813140		3009065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21007		5813141		3009066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21008		5813142		3009067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21009		5813143		3009068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21010		5813144		3009069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21011		5813145		3009070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21012		5813146		3009071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21013		5813147		3009072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21014		5813148		3009073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21015		5813149		3009074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21016		5813150		3009075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21017		5813151		3009076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21018		5813152		3009077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21019		5813153		3009078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21020		5813154		3009079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21021		5813155		3009080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21022		5813156		3009081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21023		5813157		3009082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21024		5813158		3009083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21025		5813159		3009084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21026		5813160		3009085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21027		5813161		3009086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21028		5813162		3009087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21029		5813163		3009088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21030		5813164		3009089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21031		5813165		3009090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21032		5813166		3009091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21033		5813167		3009092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21034		5813168		3009093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21035		5813169		3009094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21036		5813170		3009095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21037		5813171		3009096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21038		5813172		3009097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21039		5813173		3009098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21040		5813174		3009099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21041		5813175		3009100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21042		5813176		3009101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21043		5813177		3009102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21044		5813178		3009103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21045		5813179		3009104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21046		5813180		3009105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21047		5813181		3009106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21048		5813182		3009107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21049		5813183		3009108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21050		5813184		3009109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21051		5813185		3009110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21052		5813186		3009111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21053		5813187		3009112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21054		5813188		3009113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21055		5813189		3009114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21056		5813190		3009115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21057		5813191		3009116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21058		5813192		3009117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21059		5813193		3009118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21060		5813194		3009119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21061		5813195		3009120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21062		5813196		3009121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21063		5813197		3009122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21064		5813198		3009123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21065		5813199		3009124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21066		5813200		3009125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21067		5813201		3009126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21068		5813202		3009127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21069		5813203		3009128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21070		5813204		3009129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21071		5813205		3009130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21072		5813206		3009131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21073		5813207		3009132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21074		5813208		3009133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21075		5813209		3009134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21076		5813210		3009135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21077		5813211		3009136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21078		5813212		3009137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21079		5813213		3009138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21080		5813214		3009139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21081		5813215		3009140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21082		5813216		3009141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21083		5813217		3009142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21084		5813218		3009143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21085		5813219		3009144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21086		5813220		3009145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21087		5813221		3009146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21088		5813222		3009147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21089		5813223		3009148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21090		5813224		3009149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21091		5813225		3009150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21092		5813226		3009151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21093		5813227		3009152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21094		5813228		3009153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21095		5813229		3009154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21096		5813230		3009155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21097		5813231		3009156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21098		5813232		3009157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21099		5813233		3009158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21100		5813234		3009159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21101		5813235		3009160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21102		5813236		3009161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21103		5813237		3009162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21104		5813238		3009163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21105		5813239		3009164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21106		5813240		3009165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21107		5813241		3009166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21108		5813242		3009167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21109		5813243		3009168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21110		5813244		3009169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21111		5813245		3009170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21112		5813246		3009171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21113		5813247		3009172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21114		5813248		3009173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21115		5813249		3009174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21116		5813250		3009175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21117		5813251		3009176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21118		5813252		3009177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21119		5813253		3009178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21120		5813254		3009179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21121		5813255		3009180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21122		5813256		3009181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21123		5813257		3009182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21124		5813258		3009183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21125		5813259		3009184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21126		5813260		3009185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21127		5813261		3009186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21128		5813262		3009187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21129		5813263		3009188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21130		5813264		3009189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21131		5813265		3009190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21132		5813266		3009191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21133		5813267		3009192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21134		5813268		3009193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21135		5813269		3009194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21136		5813270		3009195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21137		5813271		3009196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21138		5813272		3009197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21139		5813273		3009198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21140		5813274		3009199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21141		5813275		3009200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21142		5813276		3009201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21143		5813277		3009202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21144		5813278		3009203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21145		5813279		3009204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21146		5813280		3009205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21147		5813281		3009206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21148		5813282		3009207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21149		5813283		3009208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21150		5813284		3009209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21151		5813285		3009210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21152		5813286		3009211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21153		5813287		3009212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21154		5813288		3009213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21155		5813289		3009214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21156		5813290		3009215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21157		5813291		3009216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21158		5813292		3009217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21159		5813293		3009218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21160		5813294		3009219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21161		5813295		3009220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21162		5813296		3009221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21163		5813297		3009222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21164		5813298		3009223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21165		5813299		3009224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21166		5813300		3009225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21167		5813301		3009226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21168		5813302		3009227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21169		5813303		3009228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21170		5813304		3009229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21171		5813305		3009230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21172		5813306		3009231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21173		5813307		3009232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21174		5813308		3009233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21175		5813309		3009234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21176		5813310		3009235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21177		5813311		3009236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21178		5813312		3009237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21179		5813313		3009238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21180		5813314		3009239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21181		5813315		3009240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21182		5813316		3009241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21183		5813317		3009242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21184		5813318		3009243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21185		5813319		3009244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21186		5813320		3009245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21187		5813321		3009246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21188		5813322		3009247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21189		5813323		3009248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21190		5813324		3009249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21191		5813325		3009250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21192		5813326		3009251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21193		5813327		3009252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21194		5813328		3009253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21195		5813329		3009254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21196		5813330		3009255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21197		5813331		3009256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21198		5813332		3009257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21199		5813333		3009258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21200		5813334		3009259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21201		5813335		3009260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21202		5813336		3009261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21203		5813337		3009262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21204		5813338		3009263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21205		5813339		3009264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21206		5813340		3009265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21207		5813341		3009266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21208		5813342		3009267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21209		5813343		3009268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21210		5813344		3009269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21211		5813345		3009270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21212		5813346		3009271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21213		5813347		3009272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21214		5813348		3009273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21215		5813349		3009274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21216		5813350		3009275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21217		5813351		3009276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21218		5813352		3009277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21219		5813353		3009278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21220		5813354		3009279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21221		5813355		3009280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21222		5813356		3009281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21223		5813357		3009282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21224		5813358		3009283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21225		5813359		3009284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21226		5813360		3009285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21227		5813361		3009286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21228		5813362		3009287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21229		5813363		3009288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21230		5813364		3009289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21231		5813365		3009290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21232		5813366		3009291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21233		5813367		3009292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21234		5813368		3009293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21235		5813369		3009294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21236		5813370		3009295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21237		5813371		3009296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21238		5813372		3009297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21239		5813373		3009298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21240		5813374		3009299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21241		5813375		3009300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21242		5813376		3009301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21243		5813377		3009302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21244		5813378		3009303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21245		5813379		3009304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21246		5813380		3009305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21247		5813381		3009306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21248		5813382		3009307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21249		5813383		3009308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21250		5813384		3009309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21251		5813385		3009310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21252		5813386		3009311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21253		5813387		3009312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21254		5813388		3009313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21255		5813389		3009314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21256		5813390		3009315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21257		5813391		3009316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21258		5813392		3009317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21259		5813393		3009318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21260		5813394		3009319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21261		5813395		3009320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21262		5813396		3009321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21263		5813397		3009322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21264		5813398		3009323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21265		5813399		3009324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21266		5813400		3009325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21267		5813401		3009326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21268		5813402		3009327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21269		5813403		3009328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21270		5813404		3009329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21271		5813405		3009330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21272		5813406		3009331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21273		5813407		3009332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21274		5813408		3009333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21275		5813409		3009334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21276		5813410		3009335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21277		5813411		3009336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21278		5813412		3009337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21279		5813413		3009338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21280		5813414		3009339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21281		5813415		3009340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21282		5813416		3009341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21283		5813417		3009342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21284		5813418		3009343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21285		5813419		3009344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21286		5813420		3009345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21287		5813421		3009346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21288		5813422		3009347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21289		5813423		3009348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21290		5813424		3009349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21291		5813425		3009350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21292		5813426		3009351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21293		5813427		3009352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21294		5813428		3009353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21295		5813429		3009354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21296		5813430		3009355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21297		5813431		3009356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21298		5813432		3009357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21299		5813433		3009358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21300		5813434		3009359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21301		5813435		3009360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21302		5813436		3009361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21303		5813437		3009362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21304		5813438		3009363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21305		5813439		3009364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21306		5813440		3009365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21307		5813441		3009366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21308		5813442		3009367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21309		5813443		3009368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21310		5813444		3009369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21311		5813445		3009370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21312		5813446		3009371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21313		5813447		3009372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21314		5813448		3009373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21315		5813449		3009374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21316		5813450		3009375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21317		5813451		3009376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21318		5813452		3009377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21319		5813453		3009378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21320		5813454		3009379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21321		5813455		3009380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21322		5813456		3009381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21323		5813457		3009382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21324		5813458		3009383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21325		5813459		3009384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21326		5813460		3009385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21327		5813461		3009386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21328		5813462		3009387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21329		5813463		3009388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21330		5813464		3009389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21331		5813465		3009390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21332		5813466		3009391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21333		5813467		3009392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21334		5813468		3009393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21335		5813469		3009394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21336		5813470		3009395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21337		5813471		3009396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21338		5813472		3009397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21339		5813473		3009398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21340		5813474		3009399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21341		5813475		3009400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21342		5813476		3009401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21343		5813477		3009402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21344		5813478		3009403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21345		5813479		3009404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21346		5813480		3009405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21347		5813481		3009406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21348		5813482		3009407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21349		5813483		3009408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21350		5813484		3009409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21351		5813485		3009410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21352		5813486		3009411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21353		5813487		3009412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21354		5813488		3009413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21355		5813489		3009414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21356		5813490		3009415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21357		5813491		3009416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21358		5813492		3009417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21359		5813493		3009418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21360		5813494		3009419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21361		5813495		3009420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21362		5813496		3009421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21363		5813497		3009422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21364		5813498		3009423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21365		5813499		3009424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21366		5813500		3009425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21367		5813501		3009426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21368		5813502		3009427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21369		5813503		3009428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21370		5813504		3009429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21371		5813505		3009430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21372		5813506		3009431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21373		5813507		3009432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21374		5813508		3009433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21375		5813509		3009434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21376		5813510		3009435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21377		5813511		3009436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21378		5813512		3009437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21379		5813513		3009438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21380		5813514		3009439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21381		5813515		3009440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21382		5813516		3009441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21383		5813517		3009442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21384		5813518		3009443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21385		5813519		3009444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21386		5813520		3009445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21387		5813521		3009446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21388		5813522		3009447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21389		5813523		3009448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21390		5813524		3009449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21391		5813525		3009450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21392		5813526		3009451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21393		5813527		3009452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21394		5813528		3009453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21395		5813529		3009454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21396		5813530		3009455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21397		5813531		3009456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21398		5813532		3009457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21399		5813533		3009458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21400		5813534		3009459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21401		5813535		3009460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21402		5813536		3009461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21403		5813537		3009462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21404		5813538		3009463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21405		5813539		3009464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21406		5813540		3009465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21407		5813541		3009466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21408		5813542		3009467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21409		5813543		3009468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21410		5813544		3009469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21411		5813545		3009470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21412		5813546		3009471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21413		5813547		3009472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21414		5813548		3009473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21415		5813549		3009474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21416		5813550		3009475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21417		5813551		3009476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21418		5813552		3009477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21419		5813553		3009478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21420		5813554		3009479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21421		5813555		3009480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21422		5813556		3009481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21423		5813557		3009482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21424		5813558		3009483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21425		5813559		3009484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21426		5813560		3009485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21427		5813561		3009486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21428		5813562		3009487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21429		5813563		3009488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21430		5813564		3009489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21431		5813565		3009490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21432		5813566		3009491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21433		5813567		3009492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21434		5813568		3009493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21435		5813569		3009494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21436		5813570		3009495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21437		5813571		3009496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21438		5813572		3009497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21439		5813573		3009498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21440		5813574		3009499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21441		5813575		3009500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21442		5813576		3009501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21443		5813577		3009502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21444		5813578		3009503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21445		5813579		3009504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21446		5813580		3009505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21447		5813581		3009506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21448		5813582		3009507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21449		5813583		3009508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21450		5813584		3009509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21451		5813585		3009510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21452		5813586		3009511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21453		5813587		3009512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21454		5813588		3009513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21455		5813589		3009514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21456		5813590		3009515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21457		5813591		3009516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21458		5813592		3009517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21459		5813593		3009518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21460		5813594		3009519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21461		5813595		3009520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21462		5813596		3009521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21463		5813597		3009522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21464		5813598		3009523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21465		5813599		3009524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21466		5813600		3009525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21467		5813601		3009526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21468		5813602		3009527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21469		5813603		3009528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21470		5813604		3009529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21471		5813605		3009530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21472		5813606		3009531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21473		5813607		3009532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21474		5813608		3009533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21475		5813609		3009534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21476		5813610		3009535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21477		5813611		3009536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21478		5813612		3009537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21479		5813613		3009538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21480		5813614		3009539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21481		5813615		3009540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21482		5813616		3009541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21483		5813617		3009542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21484		5813618		3009543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21485		5813619		3009544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21486		5813620		3009545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21487		5813621		3009546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21488		5813622		3009547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21489		5813623		3009548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21490		5813624		3009549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21491		5813625		3009550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21492		5813626		3009551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21493		5813627		3009552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21494		5813628		3009553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21495		5813629		3009554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21496		5813630		3009555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21497		5813631		3009556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21498		5813632		3009557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21499		5813633		3009558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21500		5813634		3009559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21501		5813635		3009560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21502		5813636		3009561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21503		5813637		3009562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21504		5813638		3009563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21505		5813639		3009564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21506		5813640		3009565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21507		5813641		3009566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21508		5813642		3009567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21509		5813643		3009568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21510		5813644		3009569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21511		5813645		3009570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21512		5813646		3009571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21513		5813647		3009572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21514		5813648		3009573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21515		5813649		3009574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21516		5813650		3009575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21517		5813651		3009576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21518		5813652		3009577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21519		5813653		3009578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21520		5813654		3009579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21521		5813655		3009580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21522		5813656		3009581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21523		5813657		3009582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21524		5813658		3009583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21525		5813659		3009584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21526		5813660		3009585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21527		5813661		3009586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21528		5813662		3009587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21529		5813663		3009588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21530		5813664		3009589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21531		5813665		3009590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21532		5813666		3009591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21533		5813667		3009592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21534		5813668		3009593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21535		5813669		3009594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21536		5813670		3009595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21537		5813671		3009596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21538		5813672		3009597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21539		5813673		3009598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21540		5813674		3009599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21541		5813675		3009600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21542		5813676		3009601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21543		5813677		3009602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21544		5813678		3009603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21545		5813679		3009604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21546		5813680		3009605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21547		5813681		3009606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21548		5813682		3009607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21549		5813683		3009608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21550		5813684		3009609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21551		5813685		3009610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21552		5813686		3009611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21553		5813687		3009612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21554		5813688		3009613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21555		5813689		3009614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21556		5813690		3009615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21557		5813691		3009616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21558		5813692		3009617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21559		5813693		3009618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21560		5813694		3009619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21561		5813695		3009620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21562		5813696		3009621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21563		5813697		3009622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21564		5813698		3009623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21565		5813699		3009624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21566		5813700		3009625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21567		5813701		3009626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21568		5813702		3009627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21569		5813703		3009628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21570		5813704		3009629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21571		5813705		3009630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21572		5813706		3009631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21573		5813707		3009632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21574		5813708		3009633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21575		5813709		3009634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21576		5813710		3009635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21577		5813711		3009636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21578		5813712		3009637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21579		5813713		3009638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21580		5813714		3009639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21581		5813715		3009640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21582		5813716		3009641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21583		5813717		3009642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21584		5813718		3009643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21585		5813719		3009644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21586		5813720		3009645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21587		5813721		3009646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21588		5813722		3009647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21589		5813723		3009648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21590		5813724		3009649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21591		5813725		3009650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21592		5813726		3009651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21593		5813727		3009652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21594		5813728		3009653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21595		5813729		3009654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21596		5813730		3009655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21597		5813731		3009656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21598		5813732		3009657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21599		5813733		3009658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21600		5813734		3009659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21601		5813735		3009660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21602		5813736		3009661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21603		5813737		3009662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21604		5813738		3009663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21605		5813739		3009664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21606		5813740		3009665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21607		5813741		3009666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21608		5813742		3009667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21609		5813743		3009668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21610		5813744		3009669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21611		5813745		3009670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21612		5813746		3009671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21613		5813747		3009672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21614		5813748		3009673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21615		5813749		3009674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21616		5813750		3009675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21617		5813751		3009676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21618		5813752		3009677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21619		5813753		3009678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21620		5813754		3009679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21621		5813755		3009680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21622		5813756		3009681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21623		5813757		3009682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21624		5813758		3009683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21625		5813759		3009684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21626		5813760		3009685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21627		5813761		3009686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21628		5813762		3009687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21629		5813763		3009688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21630		5813764		3009689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21631		5813765		3009690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21632		5813766		3009691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21633		5813767		3009692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21634		5813768		3009693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21635		5813769		3009694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21636		5813770		3009695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21637		5813771		3009696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21638		5813772		3009697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21639		5813773		3009698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21640		5813774		3009699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21641		5813775		3009700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21642		5813776		3009701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21643		5813777		3009702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21644		5813778		3009703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21645		5813779		3009704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21646		5813780		3009705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21647		5813781		3009706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21648		5813782		3009707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21649		5813783		3009708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21650		5813784		3009709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21651		5813785		3009710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21652		5813786		3009711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21653		5813787		3009712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21654		5813788		3009713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21655		5813789		3009714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21656		5813790		3009715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21657		5813791		3009716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21658		5813792		3009717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21659		5813793		3009718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21660		5813794		3009719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21661		5813795		3009720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21662		5813796		3009721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21663		5813797		3009722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21664		5813798		3009723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21665		5813799		3009724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21666		5813800		3009725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21667		5813801		3009726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21668		5813802		3009727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21669		5813803		3009728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21670		5813804		3009729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21671		5813805		3009730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21672		5813806		3009731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21673		5813807		3009732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21674		5813808		3009733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21675		5813809		3009734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21676		5813810		3009735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21677		5813811		3009736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21678		5813812		3009737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21679		5813813		3009738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21680		5813814		3009739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21681		5813815		3009740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21682		5813816		3009741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21683		5813817		3009742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21684		5813818		3009743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21685		5813819		3009744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21686		5813820		3009745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21687		5813821		3009746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21688		5813822		3009747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21689		5813823		3009748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21690		5813824		3009749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21691		5813825		3009750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21692		5813826		3009751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21693		5813827		3009752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21694		5813828		3009753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21695		5813829		3009754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21696		5813830		3009755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21697		5813831		3009756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21698		5813832		3009757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21699		5813833		3009758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21700		5813834		3009759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21701		5813835		3009760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21702		5813836		3009761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21703		5813837		3009762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21704		5813838		3009763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21705		5813839		3009764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21706		5813840		3009765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21707		5813841		3009766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21708		5813842		3009767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21709		5813843		3009768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21710		5813844		3009769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21711		5813845		3009770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21712		5813846		3009771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21713		5813847		3009772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21714		5813848		3009773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21715		5813849		3009774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21716		5813850		3009775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21717		5813851		3009776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21718		5813852		3009777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21719		5813853		3009778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21720		5813854		3009779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21721		5813855		3009780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21722		5813856		3009781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21723		5813857		3009782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21724		5813858		3009783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21725		5813859		3009784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21726		5813860		3009785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21727		5813861		3009786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21728		5813862		3009787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21729		5813863		3009788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21730		5813864		3009789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21731		5813865		3009790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21732		5813866		3009791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21733		5813867		3009792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21734		5813868		3009793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21735		5813869		3009794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21736		5813870		3009795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21737		5813871		3009796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21738		5813872		3009797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21739		5813873		3009798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21740		5813874		3009799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21741		5813875		3009800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21742		5813876		3009801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21743		5813877		3009802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21744		5813878		3009803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21745		5813879		3009804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21746		5813880		3009805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21747		5813881		3009806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21748		5813882		3009807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21749		5813883		3009808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21750		5813884		3009809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21751		5813885		3009810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21752		5813886		3009811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21753		5813887		3009812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21754		5813888		3009813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21755		5813889		3009814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21756		5813890		3009815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21757		5813891		3009816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21758		5813892		3009817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21759		5813893		3009818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21760		5813894		3009819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21761		5813895		3009820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21762		5813896		3009821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21763		5813897		3009822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21764		5813898		3009823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21765		5813899		3009824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21766		5813900		3009825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21767		5813901		3009826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21768		5813902		3009827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21769		5813903		3009828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21770		5813904		3009829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21771		5813905		3009830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21772		5813906		3009831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21773		5813907		3009832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21774		5813908		3009833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21775		5813909		3009834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21776		5813910		3009835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21777		5813911		3009836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21778		5813912		3009837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21779		5813913		3009838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21780		5813914		3009839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21781		5813915		3009840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21782		5813916		3009841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21783		5813917		3009842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21784		5813918		3009843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21785		5813919		3009844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21786		5813920		3009845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21787		5813921		3009846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21788		5813922		3009847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21789		5813923		3009848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21790		5813924		3009849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21791		5813925		3009850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21792		5813926		3009851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21793		5813927		3009852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21794		5813928		3009853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21795		5813929		3009854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21796		5813930		3009855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21797		5813931		3009856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21798		5813932		3009857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21799		5813933		3009858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21800		5813934		3009859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21801		5813935		3009860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21802		5813936		3009861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21803		5813937		3009862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21804		5813938		3009863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21805		5813939		3009864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21806		5813940		3009865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21807		5813941		3009866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21808		5813942		3009867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21809		5813943		3009868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21810		5813944		3009869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21811		5813945		3009870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21812		5813946		3009871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21813		5813947		3009872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21814		5813948		3009873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21815		5813949		3009874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21816		5813950		3009875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21817		5813951		3009876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21818		5813952		3009877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21819		5813953		3009878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21820		5813954		3009879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21821		5813955		3009880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21822		5813956		3009881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21823		5813957		3009882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21824		5813958		3009883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21825		5813959		3009884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21826		5813960		3009885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21827		5813961		3009886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21828		5813962		3009887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21829		5813963		3009888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21830		5813964		3009889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21831		5813965		3009890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21832		5813966		3009891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21833		5813967		3009892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21834		5813968		3009893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21835		5813969		3009894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21836		5813970		3009895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21837		5813971		3009896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21838		5813972		3009897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21839		5813973		3009898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21840		5813974		3009899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21841		5813975		3009900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21842		5813976		3009901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21843		5813977		3009902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21844		5813978		3009903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21845		5813979		3009904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21846		5813980		3009905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21847		5813981		3009906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21848		5813982		3009907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21849		5813983		3009908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21850		5813984		3009909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21851		5813985		3009910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21852		5813986		3009911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21853		5813987		3009912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21854		5813988		3009913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21855		5813989		3009914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21856		5813990		3009915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21857		5813991		3009916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21858		5813992		3009917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21859		5813993		3009918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21860		5813994		3009919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21861		5813995		3009920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21862		5813996		3009921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21863		5813997		3009922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21864		5813998		3009923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21865		5813999		3009924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21866		5814000		3009925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21867		5814001		3009926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21868		5814002		3009927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21869		5814003		3009928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21870		5814004		3009929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21871		5814005		3009930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21872		5814006		3009931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21873		5814007		3009932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21874		5814008		3009933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21875		5814009		3009934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21876		5814010		3009935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21877		5814011		3009936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21878		5814012		3009937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21879		5814013		3009938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21880		5814014		3009939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21881		5814015		3009940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21882		5814016		3009941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21883		5814017		3009942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21884		5814018		3009943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21885		5814019		3009944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21886		5814020		3009945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21887		5814021		3009946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21888		5814022		3009947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21889		5814023		3009948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21890		5814024		3009949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21891		5814025		3009950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21892		5814026		3009951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21893		5814027		3009952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21894		5814028		3009953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21895		5814029		3009954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21896		5814030		3009955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21897		5814031		3009956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21898		5814032		3009957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21899		5814033		3009958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21900		5814034		3009959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21901		5814035		3009960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21902		5814036		3009961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21903		5814037		3009962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21904		5814038		3009963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21905		5814039		3009964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21906		5814040		3009965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21907		5814041		3009966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21908		5814042		3009967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21909		5814043		3009968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21910		5814044		3009969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21911		5814045		3009970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21912		5814046		3009971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21913		5814047		3009972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21914		5814048		3009973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21915		5814049		3009974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21916		5814050		3009975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21917		5814051		3009976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21918		5814052		3009977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21919		5814053		3009978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21920		5814054		3009979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21921		5814055		3009980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21922		5814056		3009981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21923		5814057		3009982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21924		5814058		3009983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21925		5814059		3009984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21926		5814060		3009985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21927		5814061		3009986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21928		5814062		3009987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21929		5814063		3009988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21930		5814064		3009989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21931		5814065		3009990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21932		5814066		3009991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21933		5814067		3009992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21934		5814068		3009993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21935		5814069		3009994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21936		5814070		3009995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21937		5814071		3009996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21938		5814072		3009997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21939		5814073		3009998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21940		5814074		3009999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21941		5814075		3010000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21942		5814076		3010001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21943		5814077		3010002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21944		5814078		3010003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21945		5814079		3010004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21946		5814080		3010005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21947		5814081		3010006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21948		5814082		3010007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21949		5814083		3010008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21950		5814084		3010009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21951		5814085		3010010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21952		5814086		3010011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21953		5814087		3010012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21954		5814088		3010013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21955		5814089		3010014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21956		5814090		3010015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21957		5814091		3010016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21958		5814092		3010017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21959		5814093		3010018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21960		5814094		3010019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21961		5814095		3010020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21962		5814096		3010021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21963		5814097		3010022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21964		5814098		3010023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21965		5814099		3010024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21966		5814100		3010025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21967		5814101		3010026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21968		5814102		3010027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21969		5814103		3010028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21970		5814104		3010029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21971		5814105		3010030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21972		5814106		3010031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21973		5814107		3010032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21974		5814108		3010033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21975		5814109		3010034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21976		5814110		3010035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21977		5814111		3010036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21978		5814112		3010037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21979		5814113		3010038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21980		5814114		3010039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21981		5814115		3010040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21982		5814116		3010041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21983		5814117		3010042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21984		5814118		3010043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21985		5814119		3010044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21986		5814120		3010045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21987		5814121		3010046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21988		5814122		3010047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21989		5814123		3010048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21990		5814124		3010049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21991		5814125		3010050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21992		5814126		3010051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21993		5814127		3010052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21994		5814128		3010053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21995		5814129		3010054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21996		5814130		3010055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21997		5814131		3010056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21998		5814132		3010057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		21999		5814133		3010058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22000		5814134		3010059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22001		5814135		3010060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22002		5814136		3010061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22003		5814137		3010062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22004		5814138		3010063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22005		5814139		3010064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22006		5814140		3010065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22007		5814141		3010066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22008		5814142		3010067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22009		5814143		3010068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22010		5814144		3010069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22011		5814145		3010070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22012		5814146		3010071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22013		5814147		3010072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22014		5814148		3010073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22015		5814149		3010074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22016		5814150		3010075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22017		5814151		3010076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22018		5814152		3010077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22019		5814153		3010078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22020		5814154		3010079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22021		5814155		3010080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22022		5814156		3010081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22023		5814157		3010082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22024		5814158		3010083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22025		5814159		3010084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22026		5814160		3010085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22027		5814161		3010086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22028		5814162		3010087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22029		5814163		3010088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22030		5814164		3010089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22031		5814165		3010090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22032		5814166		3010091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22033		5814167		3010092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22034		5814168		3010093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22035		5814169		3010094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22036		5814170		3010095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22037		5814171		3010096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22038		5814172		3010097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22039		5814173		3010098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22040		5814174		3010099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22041		5814175		3010100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22042		5814176		3010101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22043		5814177		3010102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22044		5814178		3010103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22045		5814179		3010104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22046		5814180		3010105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22047		5814181		3010106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22048		5814182		3010107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22049		5814183		3010108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22050		5814184		3010109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22051		5814185		3010110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22052		5814186		3010111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22053		5814187		3010112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22054		5814188		3010113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22055		5814189		3010114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22056		5814190		3010115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22057		5814191		3010116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22058		5814192		3010117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22059		5814193		3010118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22060		5814194		3010119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22061		5814195		3010120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22062		5814196		3010121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22063		5814197		3010122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22064		5814198		3010123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22065		5814199		3010124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22066		5814200		3010125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22067		5814201		3010126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22068		5814202		3010127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22069		5814203		3010128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22070		5814204		3010129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22071		5814205		3010130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22072		5814206		3010131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22073		5814207		3010132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22074		5814208		3010133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22075		5814209		3010134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22076		5814210		3010135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22077		5814211		3010136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22078		5814212		3010137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22079		5814213		3010138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22080		5814214		3010139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22081		5814215		3010140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22082		5814216		3010141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22083		5814217		3010142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22084		5814218		3010143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22085		5814219		3010144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22086		5814220		3010145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22087		5814221		3010146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22088		5814222		3010147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22089		5814223		3010148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22090		5814224		3010149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22091		5814225		3010150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22092		5814226		3010151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22093		5814227		3010152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22094		5814228		3010153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22095		5814229		3010154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22096		5814230		3010155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22097		5814231		3010156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22098		5814232		3010157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22099		5814233		3010158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22100		5814234		3010159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22101		5814235		3010160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22102		5814236		3010161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22103		5814237		3010162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22104		5814238		3010163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22105		5814239		3010164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22106		5814240		3010165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22107		5814241		3010166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22108		5814242		3010167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22109		5814243		3010168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22110		5814244		3010169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22111		5814245		3010170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22112		5814246		3010171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22113		5814247		3010172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22114		5814248		3010173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22115		5814249		3010174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22116		5814250		3010175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22117		5814251		3010176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22118		5814252		3010177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22119		5814253		3010178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22120		5814254		3010179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22121		5814255		3010180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22122		5814256		3010181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22123		5814257		3010182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22124		5814258		3010183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22125		5814259		3010184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22126		5814260		3010185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22127		5814261		3010186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22128		5814262		3010187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22129		5814263		3010188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22130		5814264		3010189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22131		5814265		3010190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22132		5814266		3010191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22133		5814267		3010192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22134		5814268		3010193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22135		5814269		3010194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22136		5814270		3010195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22137		5814271		3010196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22138		5814272		3010197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22139		5814273		3010198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22140		5814274		3010199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22141		5814275		3010200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22142		5814276		3010201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22143		5814277		3010202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22144		5814278		3010203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22145		5814279		3010204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22146		5814280		3010205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22147		5814281		3010206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22148		5814282		3010207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22149		5814283		3010208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22150		5814284		3010209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22151		5814285		3010210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22152		5814286		3010211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22153		5814287		3010212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22154		5814288		3010213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22155		5814289		3010214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22156		5814290		3010215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22157		5814291		3010216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22158		5814292		3010217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22159		5814293		3010218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22160		5814294		3010219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22161		5814295		3010220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22162		5814296		3010221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22163		5814297		3010222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22164		5814298		3010223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22165		5814299		3010224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22166		5814300		3010225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22167		5814301		3010226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22168		5814302		3010227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22169		5814303		3010228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22170		5814304		3010229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22171		5814305		3010230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22172		5814306		3010231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22173		5814307		3010232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22174		5814308		3010233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22175		5814309		3010234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22176		5814310		3010235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22177		5814311		3010236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22178		5814312		3010237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22179		5814313		3010238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22180		5814314		3010239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22181		5814315		3010240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22182		5814316		3010241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22183		5814317		3010242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22184		5814318		3010243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22185		5814319		3010244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22186		5814320		3010245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22187		5814321		3010246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22188		5814322		3010247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22189		5814323		3010248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22190		5814324		3010249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22191		5814325		3010250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22192		5814326		3010251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22193		5814327		3010252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22194		5814328		3010253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22195		5814329		3010254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22196		5814330		3010255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22197		5814331		3010256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22198		5814332		3010257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22199		5814333		3010258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22200		5814334		3010259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22201		5814335		3010260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22202		5814336		3010261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22203		5814337		3010262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22204		5814338		3010263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22205		5814339		3010264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22206		5814340		3010265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22207		5814341		3010266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22208		5814342		3010267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22209		5814343		3010268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22210		5814344		3010269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22211		5814345		3010270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22212		5814346		3010271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22213		5814347		3010272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22214		5814348		3010273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22215		5814349		3010274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22216		5814350		3010275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22217		5814351		3010276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22218		5814352		3010277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22219		5814353		3010278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22220		5814354		3010279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22221		5814355		3010280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22222		5814356		3010281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22223		5814357		3010282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22224		5814358		3010283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22225		5814359		3010284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22226		5814360		3010285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22227		5814361		3010286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22228		5814362		3010287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22229		5814363		3010288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22230		5814364		3010289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22231		5814365		3010290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22232		5814366		3010291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22233		5814367		3010292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22234		5814368		3010293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22235		5814369		3010294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22236		5814370		3010295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22237		5814371		3010296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22238		5814372		3010297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22239		5814373		3010298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22240		5814374		3010299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22241		5814375		3010300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22242		5814376		3010301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22243		5814377		3010302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22244		5814378		3010303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22245		5814379		3010304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22246		5814380		3010305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22247		5814381		3010306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22248		5814382		3010307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22249		5814383		3010308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22250		5814384		3010309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22251		5814385		3010310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22252		5814386		3010311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22253		5814387		3010312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22254		5814388		3010313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22255		5814389		3010314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22256		5814390		3010315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22257		5814391		3010316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22258		5814392		3010317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22259		5814393		3010318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22260		5814394		3010319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22261		5814395		3010320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22262		5814396		3010321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22263		5814397		3010322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22264		5814398		3010323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22265		5814399		3010324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22266		5814400		3010325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22267		5814401		3010326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22268		5814402		3010327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22269		5814403		3010328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22270		5814404		3010329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22271		5814405		3010330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22272		5814406		3010331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22273		5814407		3010332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22274		5814408		3010333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22275		5814409		3010334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22276		5814410		3010335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22277		5814411		3010336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22278		5814412		3010337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22279		5814413		3010338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22280		5814414		3010339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22281		5814415		3010340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22282		5814416		3010341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22283		5814417		3010342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22284		5814418		3010343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22285		5814419		3010344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22286		5814420		3010345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22287		5814421		3010346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22288		5814422		3010347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22289		5814423		3010348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22290		5814424		3010349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22291		5814425		3010350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22292		5814426		3010351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22293		5814427		3010352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22294		5814428		3010353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22295		5814429		3010354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22296		5814430		3010355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22297		5814431		3010356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22298		5814432		3010357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22299		5814433		3010358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22300		5814434		3010359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22301		5814435		3010360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22302		5814436		3010361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22303		5814437		3010362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22304		5814438		3010363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22305		5814439		3010364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22306		5814440		3010365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22307		5814441		3010366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22308		5814442		3010367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22309		5814443		3010368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22310		5814444		3010369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22311		5814445		3010370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22312		5814446		3010371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22313		5814447		3010372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22314		5814448		3010373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22315		5814449		3010374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22316		5814450		3010375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22317		5814451		3010376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22318		5814452		3010377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22319		5814453		3010378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22320		5814454		3010379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22321		5814455		3010380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22322		5814456		3010381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22323		5814457		3010382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22324		5814458		3010383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22325		5814459		3010384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22326		5814460		3010385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22327		5814461		3010386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22328		5814462		3010387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22329		5814463		3010388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22330		5814464		3010389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22331		5814465		3010390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22332		5814466		3010391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22333		5814467		3010392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22334		5814468		3010393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22335		5814469		3010394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22336		5814470		3010395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22337		5814471		3010396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22338		5814472		3010397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22339		5814473		3010398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22340		5814474		3010399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22341		5814475		3010400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22342		5814476		3010401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22343		5814477		3010402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22344		5814478		3010403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22345		5814479		3010404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22346		5814480		3010405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22347		5814481		3010406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22348		5814482		3010407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22349		5814483		3010408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22350		5814484		3010409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22351		5814485		3010410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22352		5814486		3010411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22353		5814487		3010412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22354		5814488		3010413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22355		5814489		3010414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22356		5814490		3010415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22357		5814491		3010416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22358		5814492		3010417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22359		5814493		3010418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22360		5814494		3010419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22361		5814495		3010420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22362		5814496		3010421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22363		5814497		3010422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22364		5814498		3010423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22365		5814499		3010424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22366		5814500		3010425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22367		5814501		3010426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22368		5814502		3010427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22369		5814503		3010428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22370		5814504		3010429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22371		5814505		3010430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22372		5814506		3010431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22373		5814507		3010432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22374		5814508		3010433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22375		5814509		3010434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22376		5814510		3010435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22377		5814511		3010436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22378		5814512		3010437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22379		5814513		3010438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22380		5814514		3010439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22381		5814515		3010440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22382		5814516		3010441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22383		5814517		3010442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22384		5814518		3010443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22385		5814519		3010444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22386		5814520		3010445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22387		5814521		3010446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22388		5814522		3010447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22389		5814523		3010448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22390		5814524		3010449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22391		5814525		3010450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22392		5814526		3010451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22393		5814527		3010452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22394		5814528		3010453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22395		5814529		3010454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22396		5814530		3010455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22397		5814531		3010456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22398		5814532		3010457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22399		5814533		3010458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22400		5814534		3010459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22401		5814535		3010460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22402		5814536		3010461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22403		5814537		3010462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22404		5814538		3010463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22405		5814539		3010464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22406		5814540		3010465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22407		5814541		3010466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22408		5814542		3010467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22409		5814543		3010468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22410		5814544		3010469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22411		5814545		3010470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22412		5814546		3010471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22413		5814547		3010472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22414		5814548		3010473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22415		5814549		3010474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22416		5814550		3010475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22417		5814551		3010476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22418		5814552		3010477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22419		5814553		3010478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22420		5814554		3010479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22421		5814555		3010480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22422		5814556		3010481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22423		5814557		3010482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22424		5814558		3010483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22425		5814559		3010484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22426		5814560		3010485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22427		5814561		3010486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22428		5814562		3010487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22429		5814563		3010488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22430		5814564		3010489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22431		5814565		3010490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22432		5814566		3010491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22433		5814567		3010492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22434		5814568		3010493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22435		5814569		3010494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22436		5814570		3010495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22437		5814571		3010496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22438		5814572		3010497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22439		5814573		3010498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22440		5814574		3010499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22441		5814575		3010500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22442		5814576		3010501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22443		5814577		3010502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22444		5814578		3010503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22445		5814579		3010504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22446		5814580		3010505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22447		5814581		3010506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22448		5814582		3010507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22449		5814583		3010508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22450		5814584		3010509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22451		5814585		3010510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22452		5814586		3010511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22453		5814587		3010512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22454		5814588		3010513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22455		5814589		3010514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22456		5814590		3010515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22457		5814591		3010516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22458		5814592		3010517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22459		5814593		3010518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22460		5814594		3010519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22461		5814595		3010520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22462		5814596		3010521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22463		5814597		3010522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22464		5814598		3010523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22465		5814599		3010524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22466		5814600		3010525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22467		5814601		3010526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22468		5814602		3010527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22469		5814603		3010528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22470		5814604		3010529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22471		5814605		3010530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22472		5814606		3010531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22473		5814607		3010532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22474		5814608		3010533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22475		5814609		3010534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22476		5814610		3010535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22477		5814611		3010536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22478		5814612		3010537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22479		5814613		3010538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22480		5814614		3010539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22481		5814615		3010540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22482		5814616		3010541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22483		5814617		3010542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22484		5814618		3010543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22485		5814619		3010544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22486		5814620		3010545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22487		5814621		3010546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22488		5814622		3010547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22489		5814623		3010548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22490		5814624		3010549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22491		5814625		3010550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22492		5814626		3010551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22493		5814627		3010552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22494		5814628		3010553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22495		5814629		3010554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22496		5814630		3010555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22497		5814631		3010556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22498		5814632		3010557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22499		5814633		3010558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22500		5814634		3010559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22501		5814635		3010560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22502		5814636		3010561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22503		5814637		3010562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22504		5814638		3010563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22505		5814639		3010564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22506		5814640		3010565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22507		5814641		3010566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22508		5814642		3010567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22509		5814643		3010568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22510		5814644		3010569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22511		5814645		3010570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22512		5814646		3010571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22513		5814647		3010572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22514		5814648		3010573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22515		5814649		3010574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22516		5814650		3010575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22517		5814651		3010576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22518		5814652		3010577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22519		5814653		3010578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22520		5814654		3010579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22521		5814655		3010580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22522		5814656		3010581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22523		5814657		3010582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22524		5814658		3010583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22525		5814659		3010584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22526		5814660		3010585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22527		5814661		3010586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22528		5814662		3010587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22529		5814663		3010588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22530		5814664		3010589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22531		5814665		3010590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22532		5814666		3010591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22533		5814667		3010592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22534		5814668		3010593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22535		5814669		3010594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22536		5814670		3010595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22537		5814671		3010596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22538		5814672		3010597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22539		5814673		3010598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22540		5814674		3010599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22541		5814675		3010600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22542		5814676		3010601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22543		5814677		3010602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22544		5814678		3010603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22545		5814679		3010604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22546		5814680		3010605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22547		5814681		3010606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22548		5814682		3010607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22549		5814683		3010608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22550		5814684		3010609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22551		5814685		3010610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22552		5814686		3010611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22553		5814687		3010612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22554		5814688		3010613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22555		5814689		3010614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22556		5814690		3010615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22557		5814691		3010616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22558		5814692		3010617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22559		5814693		3010618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22560		5814694		3010619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22561		5814695		3010620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22562		5814696		3010621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22563		5814697		3010622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22564		5814698		3010623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22565		5814699		3010624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22566		5814700		3010625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22567		5814701		3010626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22568		5814702		3010627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22569		5814703		3010628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22570		5814704		3010629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22571		5814705		3010630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22572		5814706		3010631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22573		5814707		3010632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22574		5814708		3010633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22575		5814709		3010634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22576		5814710		3010635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22577		5814711		3010636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22578		5814712		3010637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22579		5814713		3010638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22580		5814714		3010639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22581		5814715		3010640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22582		5814716		3010641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22583		5814717		3010642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22584		5814718		3010643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22585		5814719		3010644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22586		5814720		3010645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22587		5814721		3010646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22588		5814722		3010647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22589		5814723		3010648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22590		5814724		3010649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22591		5814725		3010650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22592		5814726		3010651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22593		5814727		3010652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22594		5814728		3010653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22595		5814729		3010654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22596		5814730		3010655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22597		5814731		3010656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22598		5814732		3010657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22599		5814733		3010658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22600		5814734		3010659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22601		5814735		3010660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22602		5814736		3010661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22603		5814737		3010662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22604		5814738		3010663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22605		5814739		3010664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22606		5814740		3010665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22607		5814741		3010666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22608		5814742		3010667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22609		5814743		3010668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22610		5814744		3010669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22611		5814745		3010670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22612		5814746		3010671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22613		5814747		3010672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22614		5814748		3010673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22615		5814749		3010674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22616		5814750		3010675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22617		5814751		3010676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22618		5814752		3010677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22619		5814753		3010678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22620		5814754		3010679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22621		5814755		3010680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22622		5814756		3010681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22623		5814757		3010682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22624		5814758		3010683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22625		5814759		3010684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22626		5814760		3010685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22627		5814761		3010686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22628		5814762		3010687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22629		5814763		3010688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22630		5814764		3010689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22631		5814765		3010690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22632		5814766		3010691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22633		5814767		3010692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22634		5814768		3010693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22635		5814769		3010694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22636		5814770		3010695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22637		5814771		3010696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22638		5814772		3010697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22639		5814773		3010698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22640		5814774		3010699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22641		5814775		3010700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22642		5814776		3010701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22643		5814777		3010702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22644		5814778		3010703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22645		5814779		3010704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22646		5814780		3010705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22647		5814781		3010706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22648		5814782		3010707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22649		5814783		3010708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22650		5814784		3010709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22651		5814785		3010710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22652		5814786		3010711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22653		5814787		3010712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22654		5814788		3010713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22655		5814789		3010714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22656		5814790		3010715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22657		5814791		3010716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22658		5814792		3010717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22659		5814793		3010718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22660		5814794		3010719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22661		5814795		3010720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22662		5814796		3010721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22663		5814797		3010722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22664		5814798		3010723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22665		5814799		3010724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22666		5814800		3010725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22667		5814801		3010726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22668		5814802		3010727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22669		5814803		3010728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22670		5814804		3010729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22671		5814805		3010730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22672		5814806		3010731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22673		5814807		3010732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22674		5814808		3010733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22675		5814809		3010734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22676		5814810		3010735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22677		5814811		3010736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22678		5814812		3010737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22679		5814813		3010738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22680		5814814		3010739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22681		5814815		3010740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22682		5814816		3010741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22683		5814817		3010742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22684		5814818		3010743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22685		5814819		3010744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22686		5814820		3010745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22687		5814821		3010746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22688		5814822		3010747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22689		5814823		3010748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22690		5814824		3010749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22691		5814825		3010750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22692		5814826		3010751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22693		5814827		3010752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22694		5814828		3010753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22695		5814829		3010754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22696		5814830		3010755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22697		5814831		3010756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22698		5814832		3010757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22699		5814833		3010758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22700		5814834		3010759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22701		5814835		3010760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22702		5814836		3010761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22703		5814837		3010762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22704		5814838		3010763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22705		5814839		3010764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22706		5814840		3010765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22707		5814841		3010766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22708		5814842		3010767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22709		5814843		3010768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22710		5814844		3010769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22711		5814845		3010770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22712		5814846		3010771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22713		5814847		3010772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22714		5814848		3010773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22715		5814849		3010774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22716		5814850		3010775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22717		5814851		3010776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22718		5814852		3010777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22719		5814853		3010778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22720		5814854		3010779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22721		5814855		3010780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22722		5814856		3010781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22723		5814857		3010782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22724		5814858		3010783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22725		5814859		3010784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22726		5814860		3010785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22727		5814861		3010786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22728		5814862		3010787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22729		5814863		3010788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22730		5814864		3010789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22731		5814865		3010790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22732		5814866		3010791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22733		5814867		3010792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22734		5814868		3010793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22735		5814869		3010794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22736		5814870		3010795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22737		5814871		3010796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22738		5814872		3010797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22739		5814873		3010798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22740		5814874		3010799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22741		5814875		3010800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22742		5814876		3010801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22743		5814877		3010802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22744		5814878		3010803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22745		5814879		3010804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22746		5814880		3010805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22747		5814881		3010806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22748		5814882		3010807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22749		5814883		3010808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22750		5814884		3010809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22751		5814885		3010810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22752		5814886		3010811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22753		5814887		3010812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22754		5814888		3010813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22755		5814889		3010814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22756		5814890		3010815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22757		5814891		3010816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22758		5814892		3010817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22759		5814893		3010818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22760		5814894		3010819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22761		5814895		3010820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22762		5814896		3010821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22763		5814897		3010822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22764		5814898		3010823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22765		5814899		3010824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22766		5814900		3010825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22767		5814901		3010826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22768		5814902		3010827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22769		5814903		3010828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22770		5814904		3010829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22771		5814905		3010830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22772		5814906		3010831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22773		5814907		3010832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22774		5814908		3010833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22775		5814909		3010834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22776		5814910		3010835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22777		5814911		3010836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22778		5814912		3010837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22779		5814913		3010838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22780		5814914		3010839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22781		5814915		3010840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22782		5814916		3010841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22783		5814917		3010842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22784		5814918		3010843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22785		5814919		3010844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22786		5814920		3010845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22787		5814921		3010846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22788		5814922		3010847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22789		5814923		3010848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22790		5814924		3010849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22791		5814925		3010850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22792		5814926		3010851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22793		5814927		3010852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22794		5814928		3010853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22795		5814929		3010854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22796		5814930		3010855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22797		5814931		3010856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22798		5814932		3010857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22799		5814933		3010858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22800		5814934		3010859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22801		5814935		3010860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22802		5814936		3010861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22803		5814937		3010862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22804		5814938		3010863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22805		5814939		3010864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22806		5814940		3010865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22807		5814941		3010866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22808		5814942		3010867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22809		5814943		3010868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22810		5814944		3010869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22811		5814945		3010870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22812		5814946		3010871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22813		5814947		3010872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22814		5814948		3010873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22815		5814949		3010874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22816		5814950		3010875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22817		5814951		3010876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22818		5814952		3010877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22819		5814953		3010878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22820		5814954		3010879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22821		5814955		3010880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22822		5814956		3010881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22823		5814957		3010882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22824		5814958		3010883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22825		5814959		3010884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22826		5814960		3010885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22827		5814961		3010886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22828		5814962		3010887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22829		5814963		3010888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22830		5814964		3010889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22831		5814965		3010890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22832		5814966		3010891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22833		5814967		3010892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22834		5814968		3010893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22835		5814969		3010894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22836		5814970		3010895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22837		5814971		3010896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22838		5814972		3010897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22839		5814973		3010898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22840		5814974		3010899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22841		5814975		3010900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22842		5814976		3010901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22843		5814977		3010902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22844		5814978		3010903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22845		5814979		3010904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22846		5814980		3010905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22847		5814981		3010906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22848		5814982		3010907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22849		5814983		3010908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22850		5814984		3010909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22851		5814985		3010910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22852		5814986		3010911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22853		5814987		3010912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22854		5814988		3010913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22855		5814989		3010914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22856		5814990		3010915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22857		5814991		3010916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22858		5814992		3010917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22859		5814993		3010918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22860		5814994		3010919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22861		5814995		3010920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22862		5814996		3010921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22863		5814997		3010922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22864		5814998		3010923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22865		5814999		3010924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22866		5815000		3010925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22867		5815001		3010926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22868		5815002		3010927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22869		5815003		3010928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22870		5815004		3010929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22871		5815005		3010930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22872		5815006		3010931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22873		5815007		3010932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22874		5815008		3010933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22875		5815009		3010934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22876		5815010		3010935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22877		5815011		3010936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22878		5815012		3010937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22879		5815013		3010938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22880		5815014		3010939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22881		5815015		3010940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22882		5815016		3010941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22883		5815017		3010942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22884		5815018		3010943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22885		5815019		3010944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22886		5815020		3010945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22887		5815021		3010946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22888		5815022		3010947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22889		5815023		3010948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22890		5815024		3010949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22891		5815025		3010950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22892		5815026		3010951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22893		5815027		3010952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22894		5815028		3010953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22895		5815029		3010954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22896		5815030		3010955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22897		5815031		3010956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22898		5815032		3010957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22899		5815033		3010958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22900		5815034		3010959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22901		5815035		3010960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22902		5815036		3010961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22903		5815037		3010962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22904		5815038		3010963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22905		5815039		3010964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22906		5815040		3010965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22907		5815041		3010966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22908		5815042		3010967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22909		5815043		3010968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22910		5815044		3010969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22911		5815045		3010970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22912		5815046		3010971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22913		5815047		3010972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22914		5815048		3010973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22915		5815049		3010974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22916		5815050		3010975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22917		5815051		3010976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22918		5815052		3010977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22919		5815053		3010978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22920		5815054		3010979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22921		5815055		3010980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22922		5815056		3010981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22923		5815057		3010982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22924		5815058		3010983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22925		5815059		3010984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22926		5815060		3010985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22927		5815061		3010986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22928		5815062		3010987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22929		5815063		3010988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22930		5815064		3010989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22931		5815065		3010990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22932		5815066		3010991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22933		5815067		3010992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22934		5815068		3010993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22935		5815069		3010994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22936		5815070		3010995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22937		5815071		3010996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22938		5815072		3010997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22939		5815073		3010998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22940		5815074		3010999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22941		5815075		3011000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22942		5815076		3011001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22943		5815077		3011002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22944		5815078		3011003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22945		5815079		3011004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22946		5815080		3011005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22947		5815081		3011006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22948		5815082		3011007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22949		5815083		3011008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22950		5815084		3011009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22951		5815085		3011010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22952		5815086		3011011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22953		5815087		3011012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22954		5815088		3011013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22955		5815089		3011014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22956		5815090		3011015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22957		5815091		3011016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22958		5815092		3011017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22959		5815093		3011018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22960		5815094		3011019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22961		5815095		3011020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22962		5815096		3011021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22963		5815097		3011022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22964		5815098		3011023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22965		5815099		3011024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22966		5815100		3011025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22967		5815101		3011026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22968		5815102		3011027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22969		5815103		3011028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22970		5815104		3011029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22971		5815105		3011030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22972		5815106		3011031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22973		5815107		3011032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22974		5815108		3011033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22975		5815109		3011034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22976		5815110		3011035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22977		5815111		3011036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22978		5815112		3011037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22979		5815113		3011038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22980		5815114		3011039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22981		5815115		3011040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22982		5815116		3011041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22983		5815117		3011042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22984		5815118		3011043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22985		5815119		3011044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22986		5815120		3011045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22987		5815121		3011046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22988		5815122		3011047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22989		5815123		3011048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22990		5815124		3011049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22991		5815125		3011050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22992		5815126		3011051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22993		5815127		3011052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22994		5815128		3011053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22995		5815129		3011054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22996		5815130		3011055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22997		5815131		3011056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22998		5815132		3011057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		22999		5815133		3011058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23000		5815134		3011059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23001		5815135		3011060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23002		5815136		3011061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23003		5815137		3011062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23004		5815138		3011063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23005		5815139		3011064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23006		5815140		3011065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23007		5815141		3011066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23008		5815142		3011067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23009		5815143		3011068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23010		5815144		3011069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23011		5815145		3011070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23012		5815146		3011071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23013		5815147		3011072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23014		5815148		3011073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23015		5815149		3011074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23016		5815150		3011075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23017		5815151		3011076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23018		5815152		3011077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23019		5815153		3011078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23020		5815154		3011079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23021		5815155		3011080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23022		5815156		3011081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23023		5815157		3011082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23024		5815158		3011083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23025		5815159		3011084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23026		5815160		3011085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23027		5815161		3011086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23028		5815162		3011087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23029		5815163		3011088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23030		5815164		3011089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23031		5815165		3011090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23032		5815166		3011091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23033		5815167		3011092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23034		5815168		3011093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23035		5815169		3011094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23036		5815170		3011095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23037		5815171		3011096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23038		5815172		3011097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23039		5815173		3011098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23040		5815174		3011099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23041		5815175		3011100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23042		5815176		3011101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23043		5815177		3011102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23044		5815178		3011103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23045		5815179		3011104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23046		5815180		3011105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23047		5815181		3011106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23048		5815182		3011107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23049		5815183		3011108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23050		5815184		3011109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23051		5815185		3011110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23052		5815186		3011111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23053		5815187		3011112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23054		5815188		3011113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23055		5815189		3011114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23056		5815190		3011115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23057		5815191		3011116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23058		5815192		3011117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23059		5815193		3011118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23060		5815194		3011119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23061		5815195		3011120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23062		5815196		3011121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23063		5815197		3011122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23064		5815198		3011123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23065		5815199		3011124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23066		5815200		3011125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23067		5815201		3011126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23068		5815202		3011127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23069		5815203		3011128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23070		5815204		3011129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23071		5815205		3011130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23072		5815206		3011131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23073		5815207		3011132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23074		5815208		3011133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23075		5815209		3011134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23076		5815210		3011135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23077		5815211		3011136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23078		5815212		3011137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23079		5815213		3011138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23080		5815214		3011139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23081		5815215		3011140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23082		5815216		3011141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23083		5815217		3011142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23084		5815218		3011143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23085		5815219		3011144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23086		5815220		3011145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23087		5815221		3011146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23088		5815222		3011147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23089		5815223		3011148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23090		5815224		3011149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23091		5815225		3011150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23092		5815226		3011151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23093		5815227		3011152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23094		5815228		3011153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23095		5815229		3011154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23096		5815230		3011155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23097		5815231		3011156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23098		5815232		3011157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23099		5815233		3011158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23100		5815234		3011159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23101		5815235		3011160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23102		5815236		3011161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23103		5815237		3011162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23104		5815238		3011163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23105		5815239		3011164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23106		5815240		3011165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23107		5815241		3011166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23108		5815242		3011167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23109		5815243		3011168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23110		5815244		3011169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23111		5815245		3011170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23112		5815246		3011171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23113		5815247		3011172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23114		5815248		3011173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23115		5815249		3011174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23116		5815250		3011175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23117		5815251		3011176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23118		5815252		3011177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23119		5815253		3011178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23120		5815254		3011179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23121		5815255		3011180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23122		5815256		3011181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23123		5815257		3011182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23124		5815258		3011183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23125		5815259		3011184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23126		5815260		3011185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23127		5815261		3011186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23128		5815262		3011187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23129		5815263		3011188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23130		5815264		3011189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23131		5815265		3011190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23132		5815266		3011191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23133		5815267		3011192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23134		5815268		3011193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23135		5815269		3011194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23136		5815270		3011195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23137		5815271		3011196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23138		5815272		3011197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23139		5815273		3011198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23140		5815274		3011199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23141		5815275		3011200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23142		5815276		3011201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23143		5815277		3011202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23144		5815278		3011203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23145		5815279		3011204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23146		5815280		3011205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23147		5815281		3011206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23148		5815282		3011207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23149		5815283		3011208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23150		5815284		3011209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23151		5815285		3011210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23152		5815286		3011211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23153		5815287		3011212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23154		5815288		3011213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23155		5815289		3011214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23156		5815290		3011215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23157		5815291		3011216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23158		5815292		3011217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23159		5815293		3011218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23160		5815294		3011219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23161		5815295		3011220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23162		5815296		3011221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23163		5815297		3011222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23164		5815298		3011223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23165		5815299		3011224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23166		5815300		3011225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23167		5815301		3011226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23168		5815302		3011227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23169		5815303		3011228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23170		5815304		3011229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23171		5815305		3011230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23172		5815306		3011231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23173		5815307		3011232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23174		5815308		3011233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23175		5815309		3011234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23176		5815310		3011235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23177		5815311		3011236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23178		5815312		3011237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23179		5815313		3011238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23180		5815314		3011239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23181		5815315		3011240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23182		5815316		3011241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23183		5815317		3011242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23184		5815318		3011243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23185		5815319		3011244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23186		5815320		3011245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23187		5815321		3011246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23188		5815322		3011247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23189		5815323		3011248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23190		5815324		3011249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23191		5815325		3011250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23192		5815326		3011251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23193		5815327		3011252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23194		5815328		3011253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23195		5815329		3011254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23196		5815330		3011255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23197		5815331		3011256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23198		5815332		3011257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23199		5815333		3011258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23200		5815334		3011259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23201		5815335		3011260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23202		5815336		3011261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23203		5815337		3011262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23204		5815338		3011263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23205		5815339		3011264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23206		5815340		3011265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23207		5815341		3011266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23208		5815342		3011267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23209		5815343		3011268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23210		5815344		3011269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23211		5815345		3011270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23212		5815346		3011271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23213		5815347		3011272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23214		5815348		3011273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23215		5815349		3011274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23216		5815350		3011275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23217		5815351		3011276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23218		5815352		3011277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23219		5815353		3011278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23220		5815354		3011279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23221		5815355		3011280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23222		5815356		3011281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23223		5815357		3011282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23224		5815358		3011283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23225		5815359		3011284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23226		5815360		3011285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23227		5815361		3011286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23228		5815362		3011287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23229		5815363		3011288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23230		5815364		3011289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23231		5815365		3011290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23232		5815366		3011291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23233		5815367		3011292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23234		5815368		3011293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23235		5815369		3011294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23236		5815370		3011295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23237		5815371		3011296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23238		5815372		3011297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23239		5815373		3011298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23240		5815374		3011299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23241		5815375		3011300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23242		5815376		3011301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23243		5815377		3011302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23244		5815378		3011303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23245		5815379		3011304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23246		5815380		3011305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23247		5815381		3011306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23248		5815382		3011307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23249		5815383		3011308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23250		5815384		3011309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23251		5815385		3011310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23252		5815386		3011311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23253		5815387		3011312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23254		5815388		3011313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23255		5815389		3011314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23256		5815390		3011315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23257		5815391		3011316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23258		5815392		3011317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23259		5815393		3011318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23260		5815394		3011319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23261		5815395		3011320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23262		5815396		3011321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23263		5815397		3011322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23264		5815398		3011323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23265		5815399		3011324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23266		5815400		3011325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23267		5815401		3011326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23268		5815402		3011327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23269		5815403		3011328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23270		5815404		3011329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23271		5815405		3011330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23272		5815406		3011331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23273		5815407		3011332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23274		5815408		3011333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23275		5815409		3011334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23276		5815410		3011335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23277		5815411		3011336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23278		5815412		3011337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23279		5815413		3011338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23280		5815414		3011339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23281		5815415		3011340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23282		5815416		3011341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23283		5815417		3011342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23284		5815418		3011343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23285		5815419		3011344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23286		5815420		3011345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23287		5815421		3011346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23288		5815422		3011347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23289		5815423		3011348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23290		5815424		3011349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23291		5815425		3011350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23292		5815426		3011351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23293		5815427		3011352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23294		5815428		3011353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23295		5815429		3011354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23296		5815430		3011355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23297		5815431		3011356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23298		5815432		3011357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23299		5815433		3011358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23300		5815434		3011359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23301		5815435		3011360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23302		5815436		3011361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23303		5815437		3011362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23304		5815438		3011363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23305		5815439		3011364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23306		5815440		3011365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23307		5815441		3011366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23308		5815442		3011367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23309		5815443		3011368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23310		5815444		3011369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23311		5815445		3011370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23312		5815446		3011371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23313		5815447		3011372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23314		5815448		3011373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23315		5815449		3011374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23316		5815450		3011375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23317		5815451		3011376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23318		5815452		3011377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23319		5815453		3011378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23320		5815454		3011379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23321		5815455		3011380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23322		5815456		3011381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23323		5815457		3011382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23324		5815458		3011383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23325		5815459		3011384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23326		5815460		3011385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23327		5815461		3011386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23328		5815462		3011387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23329		5815463		3011388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23330		5815464		3011389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23331		5815465		3011390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23332		5815466		3011391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23333		5815467		3011392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23334		5815468		3011393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23335		5815469		3011394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23336		5815470		3011395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23337		5815471		3011396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23338		5815472		3011397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23339		5815473		3011398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23340		5815474		3011399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23341		5815475		3011400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23342		5815476		3011401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23343		5815477		3011402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23344		5815478		3011403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23345		5815479		3011404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23346		5815480		3011405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23347		5815481		3011406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23348		5815482		3011407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23349		5815483		3011408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23350		5815484		3011409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23351		5815485		3011410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23352		5815486		3011411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23353		5815487		3011412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23354		5815488		3011413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23355		5815489		3011414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23356		5815490		3011415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23357		5815491		3011416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23358		5815492		3011417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23359		5815493		3011418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23360		5815494		3011419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23361		5815495		3011420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23362		5815496		3011421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23363		5815497		3011422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23364		5815498		3011423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23365		5815499		3011424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23366		5815500		3011425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23367		5815501		3011426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23368		5815502		3011427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23369		5815503		3011428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23370		5815504		3011429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23371		5815505		3011430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23372		5815506		3011431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23373		5815507		3011432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23374		5815508		3011433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23375		5815509		3011434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23376		5815510		3011435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23377		5815511		3011436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23378		5815512		3011437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23379		5815513		3011438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23380		5815514		3011439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23381		5815515		3011440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23382		5815516		3011441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23383		5815517		3011442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23384		5815518		3011443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23385		5815519		3011444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23386		5815520		3011445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23387		5815521		3011446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23388		5815522		3011447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23389		5815523		3011448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23390		5815524		3011449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23391		5815525		3011450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23392		5815526		3011451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23393		5815527		3011452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23394		5815528		3011453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23395		5815529		3011454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23396		5815530		3011455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23397		5815531		3011456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23398		5815532		3011457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23399		5815533		3011458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23400		5815534		3011459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23401		5815535		3011460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23402		5815536		3011461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23403		5815537		3011462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23404		5815538		3011463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23405		5815539		3011464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23406		5815540		3011465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23407		5815541		3011466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23408		5815542		3011467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23409		5815543		3011468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23410		5815544		3011469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23411		5815545		3011470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23412		5815546		3011471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23413		5815547		3011472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23414		5815548		3011473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23415		5815549		3011474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23416		5815550		3011475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23417		5815551		3011476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23418		5815552		3011477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23419		5815553		3011478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23420		5815554		3011479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23421		5815555		3011480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23422		5815556		3011481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23423		5815557		3011482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23424		5815558		3011483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23425		5815559		3011484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23426		5815560		3011485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23427		5815561		3011486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23428		5815562		3011487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23429		5815563		3011488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23430		5815564		3011489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23431		5815565		3011490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23432		5815566		3011491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23433		5815567		3011492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23434		5815568		3011493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23435		5815569		3011494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23436		5815570		3011495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23437		5815571		3011496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23438		5815572		3011497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23439		5815573		3011498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23440		5815574		3011499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23441		5815575		3011500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23442		5815576		3011501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23443		5815577		3011502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23444		5815578		3011503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23445		5815579		3011504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23446		5815580		3011505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23447		5815581		3011506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23448		5815582		3011507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23449		5815583		3011508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23450		5815584		3011509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23451		5815585		3011510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23452		5815586		3011511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23453		5815587		3011512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23454		5815588		3011513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23455		5815589		3011514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23456		5815590		3011515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23457		5815591		3011516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23458		5815592		3011517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23459		5815593		3011518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23460		5815594		3011519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23461		5815595		3011520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23462		5815596		3011521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23463		5815597		3011522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23464		5815598		3011523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23465		5815599		3011524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23466		5815600		3011525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23467		5815601		3011526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23468		5815602		3011527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23469		5815603		3011528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23470		5815604		3011529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23471		5815605		3011530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23472		5815606		3011531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23473		5815607		3011532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23474		5815608		3011533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23475		5815609		3011534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23476		5815610		3011535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23477		5815611		3011536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23478		5815612		3011537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23479		5815613		3011538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23480		5815614		3011539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23481		5815615		3011540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23482		5815616		3011541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23483		5815617		3011542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23484		5815618		3011543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23485		5815619		3011544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23486		5815620		3011545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23487		5815621		3011546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23488		5815622		3011547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23489		5815623		3011548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23490		5815624		3011549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23491		5815625		3011550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23492		5815626		3011551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23493		5815627		3011552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23494		5815628		3011553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23495		5815629		3011554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23496		5815630		3011555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23497		5815631		3011556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23498		5815632		3011557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23499		5815633		3011558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23500		5815634		3011559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23501		5815635		3011560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23502		5815636		3011561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23503		5815637		3011562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23504		5815638		3011563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23505		5815639		3011564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23506		5815640		3011565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23507		5815641		3011566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23508		5815642		3011567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23509		5815643		3011568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23510		5815644		3011569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23511		5815645		3011570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23512		5815646		3011571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23513		5815647		3011572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23514		5815648		3011573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23515		5815649		3011574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23516		5815650		3011575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23517		5815651		3011576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23518		5815652		3011577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23519		5815653		3011578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23520		5815654		3011579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23521		5815655		3011580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23522		5815656		3011581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23523		5815657		3011582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23524		5815658		3011583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23525		5815659		3011584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23526		5815660		3011585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23527		5815661		3011586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23528		5815662		3011587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23529		5815663		3011588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23530		5815664		3011589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23531		5815665		3011590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23532		5815666		3011591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23533		5815667		3011592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23534		5815668		3011593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23535		5815669		3011594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23536		5815670		3011595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23537		5815671		3011596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23538		5815672		3011597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23539		5815673		3011598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23540		5815674		3011599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23541		5815675		3011600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23542		5815676		3011601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23543		5815677		3011602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23544		5815678		3011603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23545		5815679		3011604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23546		5815680		3011605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23547		5815681		3011606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23548		5815682		3011607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23549		5815683		3011608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23550		5815684		3011609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23551		5815685		3011610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23552		5815686		3011611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23553		5815687		3011612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23554		5815688		3011613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23555		5815689		3011614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23556		5815690		3011615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23557		5815691		3011616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23558		5815692		3011617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23559		5815693		3011618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23560		5815694		3011619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23561		5815695		3011620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23562		5815696		3011621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23563		5815697		3011622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23564		5815698		3011623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23565		5815699		3011624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23566		5815700		3011625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23567		5815701		3011626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23568		5815702		3011627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23569		5815703		3011628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23570		5815704		3011629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23571		5815705		3011630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23572		5815706		3011631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23573		5815707		3011632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23574		5815708		3011633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23575		5815709		3011634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23576		5815710		3011635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23577		5815711		3011636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23578		5815712		3011637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23579		5815713		3011638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23580		5815714		3011639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23581		5815715		3011640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23582		5815716		3011641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23583		5815717		3011642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23584		5815718		3011643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23585		5815719		3011644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23586		5815720		3011645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23587		5815721		3011646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23588		5815722		3011647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23589		5815723		3011648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23590		5815724		3011649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23591		5815725		3011650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23592		5815726		3011651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23593		5815727		3011652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23594		5815728		3011653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23595		5815729		3011654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23596		5815730		3011655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23597		5815731		3011656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23598		5815732		3011657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23599		5815733		3011658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23600		5815734		3011659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23601		5815735		3011660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23602		5815736		3011661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23603		5815737		3011662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23604		5815738		3011663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23605		5815739		3011664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23606		5815740		3011665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23607		5815741		3011666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23608		5815742		3011667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23609		5815743		3011668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23610		5815744		3011669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23611		5815745		3011670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23612		5815746		3011671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23613		5815747		3011672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23614		5815748		3011673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23615		5815749		3011674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23616		5815750		3011675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23617		5815751		3011676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23618		5815752		3011677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23619		5815753		3011678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23620		5815754		3011679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23621		5815755		3011680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23622		5815756		3011681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23623		5815757		3011682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23624		5815758		3011683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23625		5815759		3011684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23626		5815760		3011685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23627		5815761		3011686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23628		5815762		3011687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23629		5815763		3011688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23630		5815764		3011689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23631		5815765		3011690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23632		5815766		3011691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23633		5815767		3011692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23634		5815768		3011693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23635		5815769		3011694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23636		5815770		3011695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23637		5815771		3011696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23638		5815772		3011697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23639		5815773		3011698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23640		5815774		3011699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23641		5815775		3011700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23642		5815776		3011701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23643		5815777		3011702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23644		5815778		3011703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23645		5815779		3011704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23646		5815780		3011705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23647		5815781		3011706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23648		5815782		3011707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23649		5815783		3011708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23650		5815784		3011709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23651		5815785		3011710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23652		5815786		3011711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23653		5815787		3011712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23654		5815788		3011713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23655		5815789		3011714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23656		5815790		3011715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23657		5815791		3011716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23658		5815792		3011717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23659		5815793		3011718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23660		5815794		3011719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23661		5815795		3011720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23662		5815796		3011721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23663		5815797		3011722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23664		5815798		3011723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23665		5815799		3011724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23666		5815800		3011725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23667		5815801		3011726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23668		5815802		3011727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23669		5815803		3011728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23670		5815804		3011729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23671		5815805		3011730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23672		5815806		3011731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23673		5815807		3011732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23674		5815808		3011733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23675		5815809		3011734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23676		5815810		3011735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23677		5815811		3011736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23678		5815812		3011737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23679		5815813		3011738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23680		5815814		3011739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23681		5815815		3011740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23682		5815816		3011741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23683		5815817		3011742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23684		5815818		3011743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23685		5815819		3011744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23686		5815820		3011745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23687		5815821		3011746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23688		5815822		3011747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23689		5815823		3011748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23690		5815824		3011749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23691		5815825		3011750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23692		5815826		3011751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23693		5815827		3011752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23694		5815828		3011753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23695		5815829		3011754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23696		5815830		3011755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23697		5815831		3011756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23698		5815832		3011757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23699		5815833		3011758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23700		5815834		3011759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23701		5815835		3011760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23702		5815836		3011761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23703		5815837		3011762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23704		5815838		3011763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23705		5815839		3011764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23706		5815840		3011765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23707		5815841		3011766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23708		5815842		3011767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23709		5815843		3011768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23710		5815844		3011769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23711		5815845		3011770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23712		5815846		3011771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23713		5815847		3011772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23714		5815848		3011773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23715		5815849		3011774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23716		5815850		3011775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23717		5815851		3011776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23718		5815852		3011777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23719		5815853		3011778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23720		5815854		3011779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23721		5815855		3011780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23722		5815856		3011781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23723		5815857		3011782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23724		5815858		3011783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23725		5815859		3011784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23726		5815860		3011785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23727		5815861		3011786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23728		5815862		3011787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23729		5815863		3011788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23730		5815864		3011789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23731		5815865		3011790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23732		5815866		3011791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23733		5815867		3011792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23734		5815868		3011793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23735		5815869		3011794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23736		5815870		3011795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23737		5815871		3011796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23738		5815872		3011797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23739		5815873		3011798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23740		5815874		3011799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23741		5815875		3011800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23742		5815876		3011801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23743		5815877		3011802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23744		5815878		3011803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23745		5815879		3011804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23746		5815880		3011805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23747		5815881		3011806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23748		5815882		3011807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23749		5815883		3011808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23750		5815884		3011809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23751		5815885		3011810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23752		5815886		3011811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23753		5815887		3011812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23754		5815888		3011813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23755		5815889		3011814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23756		5815890		3011815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23757		5815891		3011816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23758		5815892		3011817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23759		5815893		3011818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23760		5815894		3011819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23761		5815895		3011820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23762		5815896		3011821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23763		5815897		3011822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23764		5815898		3011823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23765		5815899		3011824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23766		5815900		3011825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23767		5815901		3011826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23768		5815902		3011827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23769		5815903		3011828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23770		5815904		3011829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23771		5815905		3011830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23772		5815906		3011831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23773		5815907		3011832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23774		5815908		3011833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23775		5815909		3011834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23776		5815910		3011835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23777		5815911		3011836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23778		5815912		3011837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23779		5815913		3011838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23780		5815914		3011839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23781		5815915		3011840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23782		5815916		3011841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23783		5815917		3011842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23784		5815918		3011843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23785		5815919		3011844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23786		5815920		3011845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23787		5815921		3011846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23788		5815922		3011847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23789		5815923		3011848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23790		5815924		3011849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23791		5815925		3011850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23792		5815926		3011851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23793		5815927		3011852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23794		5815928		3011853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23795		5815929		3011854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23796		5815930		3011855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23797		5815931		3011856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23798		5815932		3011857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23799		5815933		3011858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23800		5815934		3011859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23801		5815935		3011860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23802		5815936		3011861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23803		5815937		3011862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23804		5815938		3011863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23805		5815939		3011864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23806		5815940		3011865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23807		5815941		3011866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23808		5815942		3011867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23809		5815943		3011868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23810		5815944		3011869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23811		5815945		3011870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23812		5815946		3011871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23813		5815947		3011872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23814		5815948		3011873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23815		5815949		3011874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23816		5815950		3011875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23817		5815951		3011876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23818		5815952		3011877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23819		5815953		3011878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23820		5815954		3011879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23821		5815955		3011880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23822		5815956		3011881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23823		5815957		3011882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23824		5815958		3011883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23825		5815959		3011884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23826		5815960		3011885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23827		5815961		3011886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23828		5815962		3011887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23829		5815963		3011888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23830		5815964		3011889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23831		5815965		3011890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23832		5815966		3011891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23833		5815967		3011892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23834		5815968		3011893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23835		5815969		3011894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23836		5815970		3011895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23837		5815971		3011896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23838		5815972		3011897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23839		5815973		3011898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23840		5815974		3011899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23841		5815975		3011900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23842		5815976		3011901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23843		5815977		3011902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23844		5815978		3011903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23845		5815979		3011904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23846		5815980		3011905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23847		5815981		3011906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23848		5815982		3011907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23849		5815983		3011908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23850		5815984		3011909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23851		5815985		3011910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23852		5815986		3011911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23853		5815987		3011912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23854		5815988		3011913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23855		5815989		3011914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23856		5815990		3011915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23857		5815991		3011916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23858		5815992		3011917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23859		5815993		3011918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23860		5815994		3011919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23861		5815995		3011920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23862		5815996		3011921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23863		5815997		3011922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23864		5815998		3011923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23865		5815999		3011924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23866		5816000		3011925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23867		5816001		3011926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23868		5816002		3011927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23869		5816003		3011928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23870		5816004		3011929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23871		5816005		3011930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23872		5816006		3011931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23873		5816007		3011932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23874		5816008		3011933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23875		5816009		3011934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23876		5816010		3011935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23877		5816011		3011936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23878		5816012		3011937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23879		5816013		3011938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23880		5816014		3011939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23881		5816015		3011940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23882		5816016		3011941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23883		5816017		3011942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23884		5816018		3011943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23885		5816019		3011944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23886		5816020		3011945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23887		5816021		3011946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23888		5816022		3011947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23889		5816023		3011948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23890		5816024		3011949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23891		5816025		3011950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23892		5816026		3011951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23893		5816027		3011952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23894		5816028		3011953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23895		5816029		3011954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23896		5816030		3011955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23897		5816031		3011956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23898		5816032		3011957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23899		5816033		3011958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23900		5816034		3011959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23901		5816035		3011960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23902		5816036		3011961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23903		5816037		3011962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23904		5816038		3011963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23905		5816039		3011964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23906		5816040		3011965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23907		5816041		3011966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23908		5816042		3011967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23909		5816043		3011968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23910		5816044		3011969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23911		5816045		3011970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23912		5816046		3011971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23913		5816047		3011972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23914		5816048		3011973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23915		5816049		3011974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23916		5816050		3011975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23917		5816051		3011976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23918		5816052		3011977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23919		5816053		3011978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23920		5816054		3011979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23921		5816055		3011980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23922		5816056		3011981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23923		5816057		3011982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23924		5816058		3011983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23925		5816059		3011984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23926		5816060		3011985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23927		5816061		3011986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23928		5816062		3011987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23929		5816063		3011988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23930		5816064		3011989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23931		5816065		3011990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23932		5816066		3011991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23933		5816067		3011992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23934		5816068		3011993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23935		5816069		3011994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23936		5816070		3011995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23937		5816071		3011996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23938		5816072		3011997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23939		5816073		3011998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23940		5816074		3011999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23941		5816075		3012000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23942		5816076		3012001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23943		5816077		3012002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23944		5816078		3012003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23945		5816079		3012004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23946		5816080		3012005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23947		5816081		3012006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23948		5816082		3012007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23949		5816083		3012008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23950		5816084		3012009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23951		5816085		3012010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23952		5816086		3012011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23953		5816087		3012012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23954		5816088		3012013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23955		5816089		3012014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23956		5816090		3012015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23957		5816091		3012016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23958		5816092		3012017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23959		5816093		3012018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23960		5816094		3012019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23961		5816095		3012020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23962		5816096		3012021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23963		5816097		3012022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23964		5816098		3012023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23965		5816099		3012024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23966		5816100		3012025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23967		5816101		3012026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23968		5816102		3012027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23969		5816103		3012028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23970		5816104		3012029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23971		5816105		3012030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23972		5816106		3012031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23973		5816107		3012032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23974		5816108		3012033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23975		5816109		3012034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23976		5816110		3012035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23977		5816111		3012036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23978		5816112		3012037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23979		5816113		3012038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23980		5816114		3012039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23981		5816115		3012040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23982		5816116		3012041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23983		5816117		3012042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23984		5816118		3012043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23985		5816119		3012044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23986		5816120		3012045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23987		5816121		3012046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23988		5816122		3012047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23989		5816123		3012048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23990		5816124		3012049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23991		5816125		3012050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23992		5816126		3012051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23993		5816127		3012052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23994		5816128		3012053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23995		5816129		3012054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23996		5816130		3012055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23997		5816131		3012056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23998		5816132		3012057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		23999		5816133		3012058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24000		5816134		3012059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24001		5816135		3012060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24002		5816136		3012061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24003		5816137		3012062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24004		5816138		3012063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24005		5816139		3012064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24006		5816140		3012065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24007		5816141		3012066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24008		5816142		3012067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24009		5816143		3012068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24010		5816144		3012069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24011		5816145		3012070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24012		5816146		3012071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24013		5816147		3012072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24014		5816148		3012073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24015		5816149		3012074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24016		5816150		3012075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24017		5816151		3012076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24018		5816152		3012077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24019		5816153		3012078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24020		5816154		3012079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24021		5816155		3012080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24022		5816156		3012081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24023		5816157		3012082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24024		5816158		3012083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24025		5816159		3012084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24026		5816160		3012085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24027		5816161		3012086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24028		5816162		3012087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24029		5816163		3012088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24030		5816164		3012089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24031		5816165		3012090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24032		5816166		3012091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24033		5816167		3012092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24034		5816168		3012093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24035		5816169		3012094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24036		5816170		3012095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24037		5816171		3012096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24038		5816172		3012097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24039		5816173		3012098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24040		5816174		3012099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24041		5816175		3012100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24042		5816176		3012101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24043		5816177		3012102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24044		5816178		3012103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24045		5816179		3012104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24046		5816180		3012105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24047		5816181		3012106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24048		5816182		3012107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24049		5816183		3012108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24050		5816184		3012109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24051		5816185		3012110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24052		5816186		3012111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24053		5816187		3012112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24054		5816188		3012113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24055		5816189		3012114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24056		5816190		3012115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24057		5816191		3012116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24058		5816192		3012117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24059		5816193		3012118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24060		5816194		3012119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24061		5816195		3012120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24062		5816196		3012121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24063		5816197		3012122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24064		5816198		3012123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24065		5816199		3012124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24066		5816200		3012125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24067		5816201		3012126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24068		5816202		3012127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24069		5816203		3012128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24070		5816204		3012129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24071		5816205		3012130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24072		5816206		3012131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24073		5816207		3012132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24074		5816208		3012133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24075		5816209		3012134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24076		5816210		3012135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24077		5816211		3012136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24078		5816212		3012137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24079		5816213		3012138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24080		5816214		3012139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24081		5816215		3012140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24082		5816216		3012141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24083		5816217		3012142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24084		5816218		3012143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24085		5816219		3012144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24086		5816220		3012145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24087		5816221		3012146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24088		5816222		3012147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24089		5816223		3012148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24090		5816224		3012149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24091		5816225		3012150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24092		5816226		3012151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24093		5816227		3012152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24094		5816228		3012153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24095		5816229		3012154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24096		5816230		3012155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24097		5816231		3012156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24098		5816232		3012157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24099		5816233		3012158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24100		5816234		3012159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24101		5816235		3012160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24102		5816236		3012161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24103		5816237		3012162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24104		5816238		3012163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24105		5816239		3012164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24106		5816240		3012165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24107		5816241		3012166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24108		5816242		3012167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24109		5816243		3012168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24110		5816244		3012169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24111		5816245		3012170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24112		5816246		3012171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24113		5816247		3012172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24114		5816248		3012173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24115		5816249		3012174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24116		5816250		3012175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24117		5816251		3012176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24118		5816252		3012177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24119		5816253		3012178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24120		5816254		3012179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24121		5816255		3012180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24122		5816256		3012181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24123		5816257		3012182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24124		5816258		3012183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24125		5816259		3012184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24126		5816260		3012185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24127		5816261		3012186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24128		5816262		3012187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24129		5816263		3012188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24130		5816264		3012189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24131		5816265		3012190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24132		5816266		3012191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24133		5816267		3012192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24134		5816268		3012193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24135		5816269		3012194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24136		5816270		3012195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24137		5816271		3012196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24138		5816272		3012197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24139		5816273		3012198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24140		5816274		3012199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24141		5816275		3012200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24142		5816276		3012201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24143		5816277		3012202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24144		5816278		3012203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24145		5816279		3012204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24146		5816280		3012205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24147		5816281		3012206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24148		5816282		3012207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24149		5816283		3012208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24150		5816284		3012209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24151		5816285		3012210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24152		5816286		3012211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24153		5816287		3012212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24154		5816288		3012213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24155		5816289		3012214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24156		5816290		3012215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24157		5816291		3012216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24158		5816292		3012217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24159		5816293		3012218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24160		5816294		3012219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24161		5816295		3012220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24162		5816296		3012221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24163		5816297		3012222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24164		5816298		3012223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24165		5816299		3012224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24166		5816300		3012225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24167		5816301		3012226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24168		5816302		3012227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24169		5816303		3012228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24170		5816304		3012229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24171		5816305		3012230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24172		5816306		3012231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24173		5816307		3012232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24174		5816308		3012233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24175		5816309		3012234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24176		5816310		3012235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24177		5816311		3012236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24178		5816312		3012237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24179		5816313		3012238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24180		5816314		3012239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24181		5816315		3012240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24182		5816316		3012241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24183		5816317		3012242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24184		5816318		3012243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24185		5816319		3012244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24186		5816320		3012245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24187		5816321		3012246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24188		5816322		3012247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24189		5816323		3012248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24190		5816324		3012249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24191		5816325		3012250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24192		5816326		3012251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24193		5816327		3012252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24194		5816328		3012253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24195		5816329		3012254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24196		5816330		3012255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24197		5816331		3012256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24198		5816332		3012257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24199		5816333		3012258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24200		5816334		3012259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24201		5816335		3012260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24202		5816336		3012261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24203		5816337		3012262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24204		5816338		3012263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24205		5816339		3012264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24206		5816340		3012265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24207		5816341		3012266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24208		5816342		3012267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24209		5816343		3012268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24210		5816344		3012269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24211		5816345		3012270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24212		5816346		3012271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24213		5816347		3012272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24214		5816348		3012273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24215		5816349		3012274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24216		5816350		3012275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24217		5816351		3012276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24218		5816352		3012277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24219		5816353		3012278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24220		5816354		3012279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24221		5816355		3012280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24222		5816356		3012281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24223		5816357		3012282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24224		5816358		3012283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24225		5816359		3012284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24226		5816360		3012285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24227		5816361		3012286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24228		5816362		3012287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24229		5816363		3012288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24230		5816364		3012289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24231		5816365		3012290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24232		5816366		3012291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24233		5816367		3012292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24234		5816368		3012293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24235		5816369		3012294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24236		5816370		3012295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24237		5816371		3012296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24238		5816372		3012297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24239		5816373		3012298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24240		5816374		3012299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24241		5816375		3012300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24242		5816376		3012301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24243		5816377		3012302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24244		5816378		3012303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24245		5816379		3012304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24246		5816380		3012305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24247		5816381		3012306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24248		5816382		3012307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24249		5816383		3012308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24250		5816384		3012309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24251		5816385		3012310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24252		5816386		3012311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24253		5816387		3012312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24254		5816388		3012313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24255		5816389		3012314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24256		5816390		3012315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24257		5816391		3012316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24258		5816392		3012317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24259		5816393		3012318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24260		5816394		3012319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24261		5816395		3012320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24262		5816396		3012321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24263		5816397		3012322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24264		5816398		3012323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24265		5816399		3012324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24266		5816400		3012325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24267		5816401		3012326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24268		5816402		3012327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24269		5816403		3012328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24270		5816404		3012329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24271		5816405		3012330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24272		5816406		3012331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24273		5816407		3012332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24274		5816408		3012333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24275		5816409		3012334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24276		5816410		3012335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24277		5816411		3012336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24278		5816412		3012337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24279		5816413		3012338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24280		5816414		3012339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24281		5816415		3012340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24282		5816416		3012341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24283		5816417		3012342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24284		5816418		3012343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24285		5816419		3012344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24286		5816420		3012345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24287		5816421		3012346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24288		5816422		3012347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24289		5816423		3012348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24290		5816424		3012349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24291		5816425		3012350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24292		5816426		3012351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24293		5816427		3012352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24294		5816428		3012353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24295		5816429		3012354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24296		5816430		3012355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24297		5816431		3012356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24298		5816432		3012357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24299		5816433		3012358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24300		5816434		3012359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24301		5816435		3012360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24302		5816436		3012361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24303		5816437		3012362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24304		5816438		3012363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24305		5816439		3012364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24306		5816440		3012365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24307		5816441		3012366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24308		5816442		3012367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24309		5816443		3012368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24310		5816444		3012369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24311		5816445		3012370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24312		5816446		3012371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24313		5816447		3012372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24314		5816448		3012373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24315		5816449		3012374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24316		5816450		3012375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24317		5816451		3012376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24318		5816452		3012377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24319		5816453		3012378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24320		5816454		3012379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24321		5816455		3012380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24322		5816456		3012381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24323		5816457		3012382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24324		5816458		3012383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24325		5816459		3012384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24326		5816460		3012385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24327		5816461		3012386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24328		5816462		3012387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24329		5816463		3012388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24330		5816464		3012389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24331		5816465		3012390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24332		5816466		3012391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24333		5816467		3012392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24334		5816468		3012393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24335		5816469		3012394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24336		5816470		3012395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24337		5816471		3012396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24338		5816472		3012397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24339		5816473		3012398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24340		5816474		3012399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24341		5816475		3012400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24342		5816476		3012401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24343		5816477		3012402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24344		5816478		3012403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24345		5816479		3012404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24346		5816480		3012405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24347		5816481		3012406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24348		5816482		3012407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24349		5816483		3012408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24350		5816484		3012409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24351		5816485		3012410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24352		5816486		3012411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24353		5816487		3012412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24354		5816488		3012413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24355		5816489		3012414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24356		5816490		3012415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24357		5816491		3012416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24358		5816492		3012417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24359		5816493		3012418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24360		5816494		3012419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24361		5816495		3012420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24362		5816496		3012421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24363		5816497		3012422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24364		5816498		3012423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24365		5816499		3012424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24366		5816500		3012425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24367		5816501		3012426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24368		5816502		3012427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24369		5816503		3012428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24370		5816504		3012429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24371		5816505		3012430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24372		5816506		3012431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24373		5816507		3012432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24374		5816508		3012433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24375		5816509		3012434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24376		5816510		3012435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24377		5816511		3012436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24378		5816512		3012437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24379		5816513		3012438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24380		5816514		3012439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24381		5816515		3012440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24382		5816516		3012441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24383		5816517		3012442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24384		5816518		3012443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24385		5816519		3012444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24386		5816520		3012445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24387		5816521		3012446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24388		5816522		3012447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24389		5816523		3012448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24390		5816524		3012449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24391		5816525		3012450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24392		5816526		3012451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24393		5816527		3012452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24394		5816528		3012453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24395		5816529		3012454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24396		5816530		3012455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24397		5816531		3012456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24398		5816532		3012457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24399		5816533		3012458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24400		5816534		3012459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24401		5816535		3012460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24402		5816536		3012461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24403		5816537		3012462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24404		5816538		3012463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24405		5816539		3012464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24406		5816540		3012465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24407		5816541		3012466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24408		5816542		3012467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24409		5816543		3012468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24410		5816544		3012469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24411		5816545		3012470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24412		5816546		3012471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24413		5816547		3012472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24414		5816548		3012473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24415		5816549		3012474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24416		5816550		3012475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24417		5816551		3012476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24418		5816552		3012477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24419		5816553		3012478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24420		5816554		3012479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24421		5816555		3012480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24422		5816556		3012481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24423		5816557		3012482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24424		5816558		3012483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24425		5816559		3012484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24426		5816560		3012485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24427		5816561		3012486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24428		5816562		3012487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24429		5816563		3012488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24430		5816564		3012489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24431		5816565		3012490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24432		5816566		3012491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24433		5816567		3012492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24434		5816568		3012493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24435		5816569		3012494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24436		5816570		3012495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24437		5816571		3012496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24438		5816572		3012497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24439		5816573		3012498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24440		5816574		3012499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24441		5816575		3012500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24442		5816576		3012501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24443		5816577		3012502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24444		5816578		3012503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24445		5816579		3012504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24446		5816580		3012505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24447		5816581		3012506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24448		5816582		3012507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24449		5816583		3012508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24450		5816584		3012509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24451		5816585		3012510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24452		5816586		3012511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24453		5816587		3012512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24454		5816588		3012513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24455		5816589		3012514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24456		5816590		3012515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24457		5816591		3012516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24458		5816592		3012517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24459		5816593		3012518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24460		5816594		3012519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24461		5816595		3012520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24462		5816596		3012521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24463		5816597		3012522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24464		5816598		3012523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24465		5816599		3012524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24466		5816600		3012525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24467		5816601		3012526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24468		5816602		3012527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24469		5816603		3012528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24470		5816604		3012529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24471		5816605		3012530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24472		5816606		3012531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24473		5816607		3012532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24474		5816608		3012533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24475		5816609		3012534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24476		5816610		3012535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24477		5816611		3012536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24478		5816612		3012537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24479		5816613		3012538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24480		5816614		3012539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24481		5816615		3012540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24482		5816616		3012541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24483		5816617		3012542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24484		5816618		3012543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24485		5816619		3012544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24486		5816620		3012545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24487		5816621		3012546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24488		5816622		3012547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24489		5816623		3012548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24490		5816624		3012549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24491		5816625		3012550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24492		5816626		3012551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24493		5816627		3012552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24494		5816628		3012553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24495		5816629		3012554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24496		5816630		3012555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24497		5816631		3012556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24498		5816632		3012557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24499		5816633		3012558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24500		5816634		3012559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24501		5816635		3012560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24502		5816636		3012561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24503		5816637		3012562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24504		5816638		3012563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24505		5816639		3012564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24506		5816640		3012565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24507		5816641		3012566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24508		5816642		3012567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24509		5816643		3012568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24510		5816644		3012569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24511		5816645		3012570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24512		5816646		3012571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24513		5816647		3012572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24514		5816648		3012573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24515		5816649		3012574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24516		5816650		3012575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24517		5816651		3012576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24518		5816652		3012577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24519		5816653		3012578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24520		5816654		3012579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24521		5816655		3012580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24522		5816656		3012581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24523		5816657		3012582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24524		5816658		3012583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24525		5816659		3012584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24526		5816660		3012585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24527		5816661		3012586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24528		5816662		3012587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24529		5816663		3012588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24530		5816664		3012589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24531		5816665		3012590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24532		5816666		3012591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24533		5816667		3012592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24534		5816668		3012593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24535		5816669		3012594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24536		5816670		3012595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24537		5816671		3012596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24538		5816672		3012597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24539		5816673		3012598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24540		5816674		3012599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24541		5816675		3012600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24542		5816676		3012601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24543		5816677		3012602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24544		5816678		3012603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24545		5816679		3012604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24546		5816680		3012605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24547		5816681		3012606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24548		5816682		3012607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24549		5816683		3012608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24550		5816684		3012609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24551		5816685		3012610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24552		5816686		3012611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24553		5816687		3012612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24554		5816688		3012613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24555		5816689		3012614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24556		5816690		3012615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24557		5816691		3012616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24558		5816692		3012617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24559		5816693		3012618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24560		5816694		3012619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24561		5816695		3012620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24562		5816696		3012621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24563		5816697		3012622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24564		5816698		3012623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24565		5816699		3012624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24566		5816700		3012625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24567		5816701		3012626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24568		5816702		3012627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24569		5816703		3012628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24570		5816704		3012629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24571		5816705		3012630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24572		5816706		3012631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24573		5816707		3012632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24574		5816708		3012633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24575		5816709		3012634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24576		5816710		3012635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24577		5816711		3012636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24578		5816712		3012637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24579		5816713		3012638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24580		5816714		3012639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24581		5816715		3012640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24582		5816716		3012641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24583		5816717		3012642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24584		5816718		3012643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24585		5816719		3012644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24586		5816720		3012645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24587		5816721		3012646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24588		5816722		3012647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24589		5816723		3012648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24590		5816724		3012649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24591		5816725		3012650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24592		5816726		3012651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24593		5816727		3012652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24594		5816728		3012653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24595		5816729		3012654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24596		5816730		3012655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24597		5816731		3012656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24598		5816732		3012657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24599		5816733		3012658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24600		5816734		3012659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24601		5816735		3012660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24602		5816736		3012661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24603		5816737		3012662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24604		5816738		3012663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24605		5816739		3012664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24606		5816740		3012665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24607		5816741		3012666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24608		5816742		3012667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24609		5816743		3012668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24610		5816744		3012669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24611		5816745		3012670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24612		5816746		3012671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24613		5816747		3012672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24614		5816748		3012673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24615		5816749		3012674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24616		5816750		3012675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24617		5816751		3012676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24618		5816752		3012677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24619		5816753		3012678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24620		5816754		3012679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24621		5816755		3012680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24622		5816756		3012681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24623		5816757		3012682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24624		5816758		3012683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24625		5816759		3012684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24626		5816760		3012685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24627		5816761		3012686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24628		5816762		3012687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24629		5816763		3012688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24630		5816764		3012689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24631		5816765		3012690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24632		5816766		3012691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24633		5816767		3012692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24634		5816768		3012693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24635		5816769		3012694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24636		5816770		3012695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24637		5816771		3012696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24638		5816772		3012697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24639		5816773		3012698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24640		5816774		3012699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24641		5816775		3012700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24642		5816776		3012701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24643		5816777		3012702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24644		5816778		3012703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24645		5816779		3012704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24646		5816780		3012705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24647		5816781		3012706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24648		5816782		3012707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24649		5816783		3012708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24650		5816784		3012709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24651		5816785		3012710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24652		5816786		3012711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24653		5816787		3012712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24654		5816788		3012713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24655		5816789		3012714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24656		5816790		3012715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24657		5816791		3012716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24658		5816792		3012717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24659		5816793		3012718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24660		5816794		3012719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24661		5816795		3012720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24662		5816796		3012721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24663		5816797		3012722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24664		5816798		3012723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24665		5816799		3012724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24666		5816800		3012725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24667		5816801		3012726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24668		5816802		3012727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24669		5816803		3012728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24670		5816804		3012729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24671		5816805		3012730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24672		5816806		3012731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24673		5816807		3012732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24674		5816808		3012733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24675		5816809		3012734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24676		5816810		3012735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24677		5816811		3012736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24678		5816812		3012737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24679		5816813		3012738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24680		5816814		3012739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24681		5816815		3012740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24682		5816816		3012741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24683		5816817		3012742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24684		5816818		3012743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24685		5816819		3012744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24686		5816820		3012745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24687		5816821		3012746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24688		5816822		3012747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24689		5816823		3012748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24690		5816824		3012749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24691		5816825		3012750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24692		5816826		3012751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24693		5816827		3012752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24694		5816828		3012753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24695		5816829		3012754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24696		5816830		3012755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24697		5816831		3012756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24698		5816832		3012757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24699		5816833		3012758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24700		5816834		3012759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24701		5816835		3012760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24702		5816836		3012761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24703		5816837		3012762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24704		5816838		3012763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24705		5816839		3012764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24706		5816840		3012765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24707		5816841		3012766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24708		5816842		3012767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24709		5816843		3012768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24710		5816844		3012769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24711		5816845		3012770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24712		5816846		3012771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24713		5816847		3012772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24714		5816848		3012773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24715		5816849		3012774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24716		5816850		3012775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24717		5816851		3012776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24718		5816852		3012777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24719		5816853		3012778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24720		5816854		3012779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24721		5816855		3012780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24722		5816856		3012781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24723		5816857		3012782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24724		5816858		3012783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24725		5816859		3012784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24726		5816860		3012785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24727		5816861		3012786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24728		5816862		3012787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24729		5816863		3012788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24730		5816864		3012789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24731		5816865		3012790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24732		5816866		3012791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24733		5816867		3012792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24734		5816868		3012793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24735		5816869		3012794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24736		5816870		3012795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24737		5816871		3012796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24738		5816872		3012797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24739		5816873		3012798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24740		5816874		3012799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24741		5816875		3012800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24742		5816876		3012801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24743		5816877		3012802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24744		5816878		3012803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24745		5816879		3012804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24746		5816880		3012805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24747		5816881		3012806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24748		5816882		3012807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24749		5816883		3012808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24750		5816884		3012809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24751		5816885		3012810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24752		5816886		3012811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24753		5816887		3012812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24754		5816888		3012813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24755		5816889		3012814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24756		5816890		3012815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24757		5816891		3012816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24758		5816892		3012817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24759		5816893		3012818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24760		5816894		3012819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24761		5816895		3012820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24762		5816896		3012821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24763		5816897		3012822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24764		5816898		3012823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24765		5816899		3012824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24766		5816900		3012825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24767		5816901		3012826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24768		5816902		3012827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24769		5816903		3012828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24770		5816904		3012829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24771		5816905		3012830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24772		5816906		3012831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24773		5816907		3012832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24774		5816908		3012833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24775		5816909		3012834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24776		5816910		3012835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24777		5816911		3012836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24778		5816912		3012837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24779		5816913		3012838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24780		5816914		3012839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24781		5816915		3012840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24782		5816916		3012841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24783		5816917		3012842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24784		5816918		3012843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24785		5816919		3012844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24786		5816920		3012845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24787		5816921		3012846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24788		5816922		3012847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24789		5816923		3012848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24790		5816924		3012849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24791		5816925		3012850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24792		5816926		3012851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24793		5816927		3012852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24794		5816928		3012853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24795		5816929		3012854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24796		5816930		3012855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24797		5816931		3012856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24798		5816932		3012857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24799		5816933		3012858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24800		5816934		3012859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24801		5816935		3012860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24802		5816936		3012861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24803		5816937		3012862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24804		5816938		3012863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24805		5816939		3012864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24806		5816940		3012865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24807		5816941		3012866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24808		5816942		3012867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24809		5816943		3012868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24810		5816944		3012869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24811		5816945		3012870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24812		5816946		3012871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24813		5816947		3012872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24814		5816948		3012873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24815		5816949		3012874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24816		5816950		3012875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24817		5816951		3012876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24818		5816952		3012877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24819		5816953		3012878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24820		5816954		3012879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24821		5816955		3012880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24822		5816956		3012881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24823		5816957		3012882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24824		5816958		3012883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24825		5816959		3012884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24826		5816960		3012885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24827		5816961		3012886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24828		5816962		3012887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24829		5816963		3012888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24830		5816964		3012889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24831		5816965		3012890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24832		5816966		3012891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24833		5816967		3012892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24834		5816968		3012893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24835		5816969		3012894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24836		5816970		3012895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24837		5816971		3012896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24838		5816972		3012897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24839		5816973		3012898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24840		5816974		3012899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24841		5816975		3012900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24842		5816976		3012901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24843		5816977		3012902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24844		5816978		3012903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24845		5816979		3012904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24846		5816980		3012905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24847		5816981		3012906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24848		5816982		3012907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24849		5816983		3012908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24850		5816984		3012909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24851		5816985		3012910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24852		5816986		3012911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24853		5816987		3012912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24854		5816988		3012913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24855		5816989		3012914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24856		5816990		3012915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24857		5816991		3012916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24858		5816992		3012917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24859		5816993		3012918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24860		5816994		3012919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24861		5816995		3012920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24862		5816996		3012921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24863		5816997		3012922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24864		5816998		3012923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24865		5816999		3012924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24866		5817000		3012925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24867		5817001		3012926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24868		5817002		3012927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24869		5817003		3012928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24870		5817004		3012929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24871		5817005		3012930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24872		5817006		3012931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24873		5817007		3012932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24874		5817008		3012933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24875		5817009		3012934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24876		5817010		3012935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24877		5817011		3012936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24878		5817012		3012937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24879		5817013		3012938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24880		5817014		3012939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24881		5817015		3012940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24882		5817016		3012941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24883		5817017		3012942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24884		5817018		3012943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24885		5817019		3012944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24886		5817020		3012945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24887		5817021		3012946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24888		5817022		3012947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24889		5817023		3012948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24890		5817024		3012949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24891		5817025		3012950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24892		5817026		3012951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24893		5817027		3012952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24894		5817028		3012953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24895		5817029		3012954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24896		5817030		3012955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24897		5817031		3012956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24898		5817032		3012957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24899		5817033		3012958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24900		5817034		3012959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24901		5817035		3012960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24902		5817036		3012961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24903		5817037		3012962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24904		5817038		3012963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24905		5817039		3012964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24906		5817040		3012965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24907		5817041		3012966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24908		5817042		3012967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24909		5817043		3012968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24910		5817044		3012969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24911		5817045		3012970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24912		5817046		3012971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24913		5817047		3012972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24914		5817048		3012973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24915		5817049		3012974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24916		5817050		3012975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24917		5817051		3012976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24918		5817052		3012977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24919		5817053		3012978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24920		5817054		3012979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24921		5817055		3012980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24922		5817056		3012981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24923		5817057		3012982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24924		5817058		3012983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24925		5817059		3012984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24926		5817060		3012985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24927		5817061		3012986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24928		5817062		3012987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24929		5817063		3012988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24930		5817064		3012989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24931		5817065		3012990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24932		5817066		3012991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24933		5817067		3012992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24934		5817068		3012993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24935		5817069		3012994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24936		5817070		3012995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24937		5817071		3012996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24938		5817072		3012997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24939		5817073		3012998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24940		5817074		3012999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24941		5817075		3013000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24942		5817076		3013001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24943		5817077		3013002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24944		5817078		3013003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24945		5817079		3013004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24946		5817080		3013005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24947		5817081		3013006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24948		5817082		3013007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24949		5817083		3013008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24950		5817084		3013009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24951		5817085		3013010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24952		5817086		3013011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24953		5817087		3013012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24954		5817088		3013013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24955		5817089		3013014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24956		5817090		3013015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24957		5817091		3013016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24958		5817092		3013017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24959		5817093		3013018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24960		5817094		3013019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24961		5817095		3013020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24962		5817096		3013021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24963		5817097		3013022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24964		5817098		3013023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24965		5817099		3013024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24966		5817100		3013025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24967		5817101		3013026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24968		5817102		3013027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24969		5817103		3013028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24970		5817104		3013029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24971		5817105		3013030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24972		5817106		3013031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24973		5817107		3013032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24974		5817108		3013033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24975		5817109		3013034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24976		5817110		3013035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24977		5817111		3013036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24978		5817112		3013037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24979		5817113		3013038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24980		5817114		3013039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24981		5817115		3013040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24982		5817116		3013041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24983		5817117		3013042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24984		5817118		3013043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24985		5817119		3013044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24986		5817120		3013045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24987		5817121		3013046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24988		5817122		3013047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24989		5817123		3013048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24990		5817124		3013049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24991		5817125		3013050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24992		5817126		3013051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24993		5817127		3013052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24994		5817128		3013053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24995		5817129		3013054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24996		5817130		3013055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24997		5817131		3013056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24998		5817132		3013057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		24999		5817133		3013058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25000		5817134		3013059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25001		5817135		3013060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25002		5817136		3013061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25003		5817137		3013062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25004		5817138		3013063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25005		5817139		3013064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25006		5817140		3013065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25007		5817141		3013066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25008		5817142		3013067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25009		5817143		3013068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25010		5817144		3013069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25011		5817145		3013070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25012		5817146		3013071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25013		5817147		3013072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25014		5817148		3013073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25015		5817149		3013074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25016		5817150		3013075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25017		5817151		3013076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25018		5817152		3013077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25019		5817153		3013078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25020		5817154		3013079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25021		5817155		3013080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25022		5817156		3013081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25023		5817157		3013082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25024		5817158		3013083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25025		5817159		3013084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25026		5817160		3013085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25027		5817161		3013086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25028		5817162		3013087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25029		5817163		3013088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25030		5817164		3013089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25031		5817165		3013090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25032		5817166		3013091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25033		5817167		3013092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25034		5817168		3013093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25035		5817169		3013094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25036		5817170		3013095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25037		5817171		3013096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25038		5817172		3013097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25039		5817173		3013098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25040		5817174		3013099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25041		5817175		3013100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25042		5817176		3013101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25043		5817177		3013102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25044		5817178		3013103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25045		5817179		3013104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25046		5817180		3013105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25047		5817181		3013106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25048		5817182		3013107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25049		5817183		3013108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25050		5817184		3013109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25051		5817185		3013110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25052		5817186		3013111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25053		5817187		3013112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25054		5817188		3013113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25055		5817189		3013114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25056		5817190		3013115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25057		5817191		3013116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25058		5817192		3013117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25059		5817193		3013118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25060		5817194		3013119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25061		5817195		3013120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25062		5817196		3013121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25063		5817197		3013122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25064		5817198		3013123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25065		5817199		3013124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25066		5817200		3013125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25067		5817201		3013126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25068		5817202		3013127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25069		5817203		3013128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25070		5817204		3013129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25071		5817205		3013130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25072		5817206		3013131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25073		5817207		3013132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25074		5817208		3013133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25075		5817209		3013134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25076		5817210		3013135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25077		5817211		3013136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25078		5817212		3013137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25079		5817213		3013138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25080		5817214		3013139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25081		5817215		3013140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25082		5817216		3013141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25083		5817217		3013142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25084		5817218		3013143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25085		5817219		3013144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25086		5817220		3013145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25087		5817221		3013146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25088		5817222		3013147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25089		5817223		3013148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25090		5817224		3013149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25091		5817225		3013150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25092		5817226		3013151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25093		5817227		3013152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25094		5817228		3013153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25095		5817229		3013154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25096		5817230		3013155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25097		5817231		3013156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25098		5817232		3013157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25099		5817233		3013158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25100		5817234		3013159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25101		5817235		3013160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25102		5817236		3013161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25103		5817237		3013162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25104		5817238		3013163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25105		5817239		3013164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25106		5817240		3013165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25107		5817241		3013166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25108		5817242		3013167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25109		5817243		3013168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25110		5817244		3013169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25111		5817245		3013170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25112		5817246		3013171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25113		5817247		3013172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25114		5817248		3013173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25115		5817249		3013174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25116		5817250		3013175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25117		5817251		3013176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25118		5817252		3013177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25119		5817253		3013178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25120		5817254		3013179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25121		5817255		3013180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25122		5817256		3013181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25123		5817257		3013182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25124		5817258		3013183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25125		5817259		3013184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25126		5817260		3013185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25127		5817261		3013186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25128		5817262		3013187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25129		5817263		3013188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25130		5817264		3013189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25131		5817265		3013190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25132		5817266		3013191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25133		5817267		3013192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25134		5817268		3013193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25135		5817269		3013194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25136		5817270		3013195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25137		5817271		3013196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25138		5817272		3013197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25139		5817273		3013198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25140		5817274		3013199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25141		5817275		3013200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25142		5817276		3013201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25143		5817277		3013202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25144		5817278		3013203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25145		5817279		3013204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25146		5817280		3013205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25147		5817281		3013206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25148		5817282		3013207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25149		5817283		3013208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25150		5817284		3013209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25151		5817285		3013210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25152		5817286		3013211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25153		5817287		3013212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25154		5817288		3013213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25155		5817289		3013214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25156		5817290		3013215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25157		5817291		3013216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25158		5817292		3013217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25159		5817293		3013218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25160		5817294		3013219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25161		5817295		3013220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25162		5817296		3013221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25163		5817297		3013222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25164		5817298		3013223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25165		5817299		3013224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25166		5817300		3013225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25167		5817301		3013226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25168		5817302		3013227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25169		5817303		3013228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25170		5817304		3013229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25171		5817305		3013230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25172		5817306		3013231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25173		5817307		3013232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25174		5817308		3013233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25175		5817309		3013234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25176		5817310		3013235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25177		5817311		3013236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25178		5817312		3013237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25179		5817313		3013238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25180		5817314		3013239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25181		5817315		3013240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25182		5817316		3013241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25183		5817317		3013242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25184		5817318		3013243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25185		5817319		3013244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25186		5817320		3013245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25187		5817321		3013246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25188		5817322		3013247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25189		5817323		3013248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25190		5817324		3013249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25191		5817325		3013250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25192		5817326		3013251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25193		5817327		3013252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25194		5817328		3013253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25195		5817329		3013254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25196		5817330		3013255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25197		5817331		3013256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25198		5817332		3013257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25199		5817333		3013258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25200		5817334		3013259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25201		5817335		3013260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25202		5817336		3013261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25203		5817337		3013262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25204		5817338		3013263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25205		5817339		3013264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25206		5817340		3013265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25207		5817341		3013266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25208		5817342		3013267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25209		5817343		3013268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25210		5817344		3013269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25211		5817345		3013270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25212		5817346		3013271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25213		5817347		3013272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25214		5817348		3013273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25215		5817349		3013274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25216		5817350		3013275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25217		5817351		3013276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25218		5817352		3013277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25219		5817353		3013278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25220		5817354		3013279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25221		5817355		3013280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25222		5817356		3013281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25223		5817357		3013282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25224		5817358		3013283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25225		5817359		3013284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25226		5817360		3013285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25227		5817361		3013286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25228		5817362		3013287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25229		5817363		3013288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25230		5817364		3013289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25231		5817365		3013290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25232		5817366		3013291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25233		5817367		3013292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25234		5817368		3013293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25235		5817369		3013294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25236		5817370		3013295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25237		5817371		3013296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25238		5817372		3013297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25239		5817373		3013298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25240		5817374		3013299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25241		5817375		3013300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25242		5817376		3013301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25243		5817377		3013302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25244		5817378		3013303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25245		5817379		3013304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25246		5817380		3013305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25247		5817381		3013306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25248		5817382		3013307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25249		5817383		3013308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25250		5817384		3013309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25251		5817385		3013310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25252		5817386		3013311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25253		5817387		3013312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25254		5817388		3013313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25255		5817389		3013314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25256		5817390		3013315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25257		5817391		3013316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25258		5817392		3013317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25259		5817393		3013318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25260		5817394		3013319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25261		5817395		3013320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25262		5817396		3013321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25263		5817397		3013322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25264		5817398		3013323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25265		5817399		3013324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25266		5817400		3013325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25267		5817401		3013326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25268		5817402		3013327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25269		5817403		3013328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25270		5817404		3013329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25271		5817405		3013330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25272		5817406		3013331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25273		5817407		3013332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25274		5817408		3013333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25275		5817409		3013334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25276		5817410		3013335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25277		5817411		3013336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25278		5817412		3013337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25279		5817413		3013338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25280		5817414		3013339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25281		5817415		3013340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25282		5817416		3013341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25283		5817417		3013342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25284		5817418		3013343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25285		5817419		3013344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25286		5817420		3013345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25287		5817421		3013346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25288		5817422		3013347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25289		5817423		3013348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25290		5817424		3013349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25291		5817425		3013350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25292		5817426		3013351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25293		5817427		3013352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25294		5817428		3013353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25295		5817429		3013354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25296		5817430		3013355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25297		5817431		3013356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25298		5817432		3013357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25299		5817433		3013358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25300		5817434		3013359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25301		5817435		3013360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25302		5817436		3013361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25303		5817437		3013362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25304		5817438		3013363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25305		5817439		3013364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25306		5817440		3013365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25307		5817441		3013366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25308		5817442		3013367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25309		5817443		3013368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25310		5817444		3013369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25311		5817445		3013370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25312		5817446		3013371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25313		5817447		3013372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25314		5817448		3013373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25315		5817449		3013374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25316		5817450		3013375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25317		5817451		3013376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25318		5817452		3013377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25319		5817453		3013378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25320		5817454		3013379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25321		5817455		3013380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25322		5817456		3013381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25323		5817457		3013382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25324		5817458		3013383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25325		5817459		3013384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25326		5817460		3013385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25327		5817461		3013386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25328		5817462		3013387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25329		5817463		3013388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25330		5817464		3013389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25331		5817465		3013390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25332		5817466		3013391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25333		5817467		3013392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25334		5817468		3013393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25335		5817469		3013394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25336		5817470		3013395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25337		5817471		3013396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25338		5817472		3013397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25339		5817473		3013398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25340		5817474		3013399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25341		5817475		3013400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25342		5817476		3013401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25343		5817477		3013402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25344		5817478		3013403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25345		5817479		3013404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25346		5817480		3013405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25347		5817481		3013406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25348		5817482		3013407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25349		5817483		3013408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25350		5817484		3013409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25351		5817485		3013410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25352		5817486		3013411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25353		5817487		3013412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25354		5817488		3013413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25355		5817489		3013414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25356		5817490		3013415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25357		5817491		3013416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25358		5817492		3013417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25359		5817493		3013418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25360		5817494		3013419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25361		5817495		3013420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25362		5817496		3013421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25363		5817497		3013422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25364		5817498		3013423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25365		5817499		3013424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25366		5817500		3013425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25367		5817501		3013426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25368		5817502		3013427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25369		5817503		3013428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25370		5817504		3013429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25371		5817505		3013430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25372		5817506		3013431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25373		5817507		3013432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25374		5817508		3013433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25375		5817509		3013434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25376		5817510		3013435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25377		5817511		3013436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25378		5817512		3013437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25379		5817513		3013438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25380		5817514		3013439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25381		5817515		3013440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25382		5817516		3013441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25383		5817517		3013442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25384		5817518		3013443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25385		5817519		3013444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25386		5817520		3013445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25387		5817521		3013446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25388		5817522		3013447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25389		5817523		3013448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25390		5817524		3013449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25391		5817525		3013450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25392		5817526		3013451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25393		5817527		3013452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25394		5817528		3013453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25395		5817529		3013454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25396		5817530		3013455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25397		5817531		3013456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25398		5817532		3013457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25399		5817533		3013458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25400		5817534		3013459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25401		5817535		3013460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25402		5817536		3013461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25403		5817537		3013462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25404		5817538		3013463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25405		5817539		3013464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25406		5817540		3013465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25407		5817541		3013466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25408		5817542		3013467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25409		5817543		3013468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25410		5817544		3013469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25411		5817545		3013470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25412		5817546		3013471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25413		5817547		3013472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25414		5817548		3013473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25415		5817549		3013474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25416		5817550		3013475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25417		5817551		3013476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25418		5817552		3013477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25419		5817553		3013478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25420		5817554		3013479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25421		5817555		3013480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25422		5817556		3013481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25423		5817557		3013482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25424		5817558		3013483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25425		5817559		3013484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25426		5817560		3013485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25427		5817561		3013486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25428		5817562		3013487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25429		5817563		3013488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25430		5817564		3013489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25431		5817565		3013490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25432		5817566		3013491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25433		5817567		3013492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25434		5817568		3013493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25435		5817569		3013494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25436		5817570		3013495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25437		5817571		3013496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25438		5817572		3013497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25439		5817573		3013498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25440		5817574		3013499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25441		5817575		3013500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25442		5817576		3013501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25443		5817577		3013502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25444		5817578		3013503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25445		5817579		3013504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25446		5817580		3013505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25447		5817581		3013506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25448		5817582		3013507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25449		5817583		3013508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25450		5817584		3013509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25451		5817585		3013510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25452		5817586		3013511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25453		5817587		3013512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25454		5817588		3013513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25455		5817589		3013514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25456		5817590		3013515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25457		5817591		3013516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25458		5817592		3013517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25459		5817593		3013518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25460		5817594		3013519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25461		5817595		3013520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25462		5817596		3013521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25463		5817597		3013522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25464		5817598		3013523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25465		5817599		3013524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25466		5817600		3013525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25467		5817601		3013526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25468		5817602		3013527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25469		5817603		3013528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25470		5817604		3013529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25471		5817605		3013530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25472		5817606		3013531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25473		5817607		3013532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25474		5817608		3013533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25475		5817609		3013534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25476		5817610		3013535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25477		5817611		3013536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25478		5817612		3013537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25479		5817613		3013538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25480		5817614		3013539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25481		5817615		3013540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25482		5817616		3013541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25483		5817617		3013542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25484		5817618		3013543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25485		5817619		3013544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25486		5817620		3013545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25487		5817621		3013546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25488		5817622		3013547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25489		5817623		3013548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25490		5817624		3013549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25491		5817625		3013550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25492		5817626		3013551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25493		5817627		3013552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25494		5817628		3013553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25495		5817629		3013554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25496		5817630		3013555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25497		5817631		3013556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25498		5817632		3013557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25499		5817633		3013558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25500		5817634		3013559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25501		5817635		3013560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25502		5817636		3013561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25503		5817637		3013562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25504		5817638		3013563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25505		5817639		3013564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25506		5817640		3013565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25507		5817641		3013566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25508		5817642		3013567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25509		5817643		3013568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25510		5817644		3013569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25511		5817645		3013570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25512		5817646		3013571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25513		5817647		3013572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25514		5817648		3013573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25515		5817649		3013574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25516		5817650		3013575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25517		5817651		3013576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25518		5817652		3013577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25519		5817653		3013578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25520		5817654		3013579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25521		5817655		3013580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25522		5817656		3013581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25523		5817657		3013582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25524		5817658		3013583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25525		5817659		3013584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25526		5817660		3013585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25527		5817661		3013586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25528		5817662		3013587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25529		5817663		3013588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25530		5817664		3013589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25531		5817665		3013590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25532		5817666		3013591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25533		5817667		3013592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25534		5817668		3013593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25535		5817669		3013594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25536		5817670		3013595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25537		5817671		3013596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25538		5817672		3013597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25539		5817673		3013598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25540		5817674		3013599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25541		5817675		3013600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25542		5817676		3013601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25543		5817677		3013602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25544		5817678		3013603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25545		5817679		3013604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25546		5817680		3013605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25547		5817681		3013606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25548		5817682		3013607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25549		5817683		3013608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25550		5817684		3013609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25551		5817685		3013610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25552		5817686		3013611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25553		5817687		3013612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25554		5817688		3013613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25555		5817689		3013614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25556		5817690		3013615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25557		5817691		3013616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25558		5817692		3013617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25559		5817693		3013618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25560		5817694		3013619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25561		5817695		3013620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25562		5817696		3013621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25563		5817697		3013622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25564		5817698		3013623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25565		5817699		3013624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25566		5817700		3013625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25567		5817701		3013626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25568		5817702		3013627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25569		5817703		3013628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25570		5817704		3013629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25571		5817705		3013630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25572		5817706		3013631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25573		5817707		3013632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25574		5817708		3013633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25575		5817709		3013634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25576		5817710		3013635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25577		5817711		3013636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25578		5817712		3013637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25579		5817713		3013638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25580		5817714		3013639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25581		5817715		3013640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25582		5817716		3013641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25583		5817717		3013642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25584		5817718		3013643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25585		5817719		3013644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25586		5817720		3013645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25587		5817721		3013646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25588		5817722		3013647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25589		5817723		3013648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25590		5817724		3013649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25591		5817725		3013650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25592		5817726		3013651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25593		5817727		3013652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25594		5817728		3013653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25595		5817729		3013654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25596		5817730		3013655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25597		5817731		3013656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25598		5817732		3013657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25599		5817733		3013658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25600		5817734		3013659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25601		5817735		3013660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25602		5817736		3013661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25603		5817737		3013662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25604		5817738		3013663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25605		5817739		3013664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25606		5817740		3013665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25607		5817741		3013666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25608		5817742		3013667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25609		5817743		3013668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25610		5817744		3013669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25611		5817745		3013670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25612		5817746		3013671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25613		5817747		3013672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25614		5817748		3013673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25615		5817749		3013674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25616		5817750		3013675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25617		5817751		3013676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25618		5817752		3013677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25619		5817753		3013678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25620		5817754		3013679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25621		5817755		3013680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25622		5817756		3013681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25623		5817757		3013682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25624		5817758		3013683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25625		5817759		3013684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25626		5817760		3013685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25627		5817761		3013686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25628		5817762		3013687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25629		5817763		3013688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25630		5817764		3013689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25631		5817765		3013690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25632		5817766		3013691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25633		5817767		3013692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25634		5817768		3013693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25635		5817769		3013694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25636		5817770		3013695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25637		5817771		3013696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25638		5817772		3013697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25639		5817773		3013698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25640		5817774		3013699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25641		5817775		3013700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25642		5817776		3013701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25643		5817777		3013702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25644		5817778		3013703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25645		5817779		3013704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25646		5817780		3013705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25647		5817781		3013706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25648		5817782		3013707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25649		5817783		3013708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25650		5817784		3013709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25651		5817785		3013710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25652		5817786		3013711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25653		5817787		3013712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25654		5817788		3013713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25655		5817789		3013714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25656		5817790		3013715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25657		5817791		3013716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25658		5817792		3013717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25659		5817793		3013718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25660		5817794		3013719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25661		5817795		3013720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25662		5817796		3013721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25663		5817797		3013722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25664		5817798		3013723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25665		5817799		3013724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25666		5817800		3013725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25667		5817801		3013726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25668		5817802		3013727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25669		5817803		3013728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25670		5817804		3013729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25671		5817805		3013730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25672		5817806		3013731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25673		5817807		3013732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25674		5817808		3013733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25675		5817809		3013734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25676		5817810		3013735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25677		5817811		3013736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25678		5817812		3013737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25679		5817813		3013738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25680		5817814		3013739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25681		5817815		3013740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25682		5817816		3013741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25683		5817817		3013742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25684		5817818		3013743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25685		5817819		3013744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25686		5817820		3013745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25687		5817821		3013746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25688		5817822		3013747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25689		5817823		3013748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25690		5817824		3013749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25691		5817825		3013750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25692		5817826		3013751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25693		5817827		3013752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25694		5817828		3013753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25695		5817829		3013754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25696		5817830		3013755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25697		5817831		3013756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25698		5817832		3013757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25699		5817833		3013758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25700		5817834		3013759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25701		5817835		3013760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25702		5817836		3013761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25703		5817837		3013762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25704		5817838		3013763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25705		5817839		3013764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25706		5817840		3013765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25707		5817841		3013766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25708		5817842		3013767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25709		5817843		3013768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25710		5817844		3013769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25711		5817845		3013770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25712		5817846		3013771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25713		5817847		3013772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25714		5817848		3013773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25715		5817849		3013774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25716		5817850		3013775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25717		5817851		3013776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25718		5817852		3013777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25719		5817853		3013778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25720		5817854		3013779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25721		5817855		3013780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25722		5817856		3013781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25723		5817857		3013782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25724		5817858		3013783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25725		5817859		3013784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25726		5817860		3013785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25727		5817861		3013786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25728		5817862		3013787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25729		5817863		3013788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25730		5817864		3013789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25731		5817865		3013790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25732		5817866		3013791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25733		5817867		3013792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25734		5817868		3013793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25735		5817869		3013794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25736		5817870		3013795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25737		5817871		3013796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25738		5817872		3013797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25739		5817873		3013798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25740		5817874		3013799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25741		5817875		3013800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25742		5817876		3013801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25743		5817877		3013802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25744		5817878		3013803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25745		5817879		3013804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25746		5817880		3013805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25747		5817881		3013806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25748		5817882		3013807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25749		5817883		3013808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25750		5817884		3013809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25751		5817885		3013810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25752		5817886		3013811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25753		5817887		3013812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25754		5817888		3013813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25755		5817889		3013814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25756		5817890		3013815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25757		5817891		3013816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25758		5817892		3013817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25759		5817893		3013818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25760		5817894		3013819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25761		5817895		3013820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25762		5817896		3013821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25763		5817897		3013822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25764		5817898		3013823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25765		5817899		3013824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25766		5817900		3013825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25767		5817901		3013826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25768		5817902		3013827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25769		5817903		3013828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25770		5817904		3013829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25771		5817905		3013830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25772		5817906		3013831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25773		5817907		3013832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25774		5817908		3013833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25775		5817909		3013834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25776		5817910		3013835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25777		5817911		3013836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25778		5817912		3013837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25779		5817913		3013838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25780		5817914		3013839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25781		5817915		3013840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25782		5817916		3013841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25783		5817917		3013842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25784		5817918		3013843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25785		5817919		3013844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25786		5817920		3013845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25787		5817921		3013846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25788		5817922		3013847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25789		5817923		3013848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25790		5817924		3013849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25791		5817925		3013850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25792		5817926		3013851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25793		5817927		3013852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25794		5817928		3013853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25795		5817929		3013854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25796		5817930		3013855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25797		5817931		3013856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25798		5817932		3013857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25799		5817933		3013858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25800		5817934		3013859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25801		5817935		3013860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25802		5817936		3013861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25803		5817937		3013862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25804		5817938		3013863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25805		5817939		3013864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25806		5817940		3013865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25807		5817941		3013866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25808		5817942		3013867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25809		5817943		3013868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25810		5817944		3013869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25811		5817945		3013870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25812		5817946		3013871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25813		5817947		3013872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25814		5817948		3013873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25815		5817949		3013874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25816		5817950		3013875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25817		5817951		3013876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25818		5817952		3013877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25819		5817953		3013878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25820		5817954		3013879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25821		5817955		3013880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25822		5817956		3013881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25823		5817957		3013882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25824		5817958		3013883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25825		5817959		3013884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25826		5817960		3013885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25827		5817961		3013886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25828		5817962		3013887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25829		5817963		3013888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25830		5817964		3013889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25831		5817965		3013890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25832		5817966		3013891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25833		5817967		3013892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25834		5817968		3013893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25835		5817969		3013894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25836		5817970		3013895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25837		5817971		3013896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25838		5817972		3013897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25839		5817973		3013898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25840		5817974		3013899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25841		5817975		3013900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25842		5817976		3013901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25843		5817977		3013902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25844		5817978		3013903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25845		5817979		3013904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25846		5817980		3013905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25847		5817981		3013906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25848		5817982		3013907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25849		5817983		3013908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25850		5817984		3013909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25851		5817985		3013910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25852		5817986		3013911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25853		5817987		3013912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25854		5817988		3013913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25855		5817989		3013914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25856		5817990		3013915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25857		5817991		3013916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25858		5817992		3013917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25859		5817993		3013918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25860		5817994		3013919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25861		5817995		3013920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25862		5817996		3013921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25863		5817997		3013922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25864		5817998		3013923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25865		5817999		3013924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25866		5818000		3013925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25867		5818001		3013926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25868		5818002		3013927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25869		5818003		3013928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25870		5818004		3013929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25871		5818005		3013930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25872		5818006		3013931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25873		5818007		3013932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25874		5818008		3013933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25875		5818009		3013934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25876		5818010		3013935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25877		5818011		3013936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25878		5818012		3013937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25879		5818013		3013938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25880		5818014		3013939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25881		5818015		3013940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25882		5818016		3013941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25883		5818017		3013942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25884		5818018		3013943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25885		5818019		3013944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25886		5818020		3013945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25887		5818021		3013946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25888		5818022		3013947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25889		5818023		3013948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25890		5818024		3013949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25891		5818025		3013950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25892		5818026		3013951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25893		5818027		3013952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25894		5818028		3013953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25895		5818029		3013954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25896		5818030		3013955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25897		5818031		3013956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25898		5818032		3013957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25899		5818033		3013958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25900		5818034		3013959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25901		5818035		3013960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25902		5818036		3013961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25903		5818037		3013962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25904		5818038		3013963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25905		5818039		3013964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25906		5818040		3013965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25907		5818041		3013966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25908		5818042		3013967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25909		5818043		3013968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25910		5818044		3013969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25911		5818045		3013970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25912		5818046		3013971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25913		5818047		3013972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25914		5818048		3013973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25915		5818049		3013974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25916		5818050		3013975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25917		5818051		3013976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25918		5818052		3013977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25919		5818053		3013978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25920		5818054		3013979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25921		5818055		3013980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25922		5818056		3013981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25923		5818057		3013982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25924		5818058		3013983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25925		5818059		3013984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25926		5818060		3013985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25927		5818061		3013986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25928		5818062		3013987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25929		5818063		3013988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25930		5818064		3013989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25931		5818065		3013990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25932		5818066		3013991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25933		5818067		3013992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25934		5818068		3013993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25935		5818069		3013994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25936		5818070		3013995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25937		5818071		3013996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25938		5818072		3013997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25939		5818073		3013998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25940		5818074		3013999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25941		5818075		3014000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25942		5818076		3014001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25943		5818077		3014002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25944		5818078		3014003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25945		5818079		3014004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25946		5818080		3014005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25947		5818081		3014006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25948		5818082		3014007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25949		5818083		3014008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25950		5818084		3014009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25951		5818085		3014010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25952		5818086		3014011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25953		5818087		3014012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25954		5818088		3014013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25955		5818089		3014014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25956		5818090		3014015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25957		5818091		3014016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25958		5818092		3014017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25959		5818093		3014018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25960		5818094		3014019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25961		5818095		3014020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25962		5818096		3014021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25963		5818097		3014022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25964		5818098		3014023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25965		5818099		3014024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25966		5818100		3014025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25967		5818101		3014026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25968		5818102		3014027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25969		5818103		3014028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25970		5818104		3014029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25971		5818105		3014030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25972		5818106		3014031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25973		5818107		3014032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25974		5818108		3014033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25975		5818109		3014034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25976		5818110		3014035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25977		5818111		3014036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25978		5818112		3014037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25979		5818113		3014038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25980		5818114		3014039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25981		5818115		3014040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25982		5818116		3014041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25983		5818117		3014042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25984		5818118		3014043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25985		5818119		3014044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25986		5818120		3014045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25987		5818121		3014046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25988		5818122		3014047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25989		5818123		3014048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25990		5818124		3014049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25991		5818125		3014050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25992		5818126		3014051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25993		5818127		3014052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25994		5818128		3014053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25995		5818129		3014054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25996		5818130		3014055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25997		5818131		3014056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25998		5818132		3014057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		25999		5818133		3014058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26000		5818134		3014059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26001		5818135		3014060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26002		5818136		3014061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26003		5818137		3014062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26004		5818138		3014063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26005		5818139		3014064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26006		5818140		3014065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26007		5818141		3014066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26008		5818142		3014067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26009		5818143		3014068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26010		5818144		3014069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26011		5818145		3014070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26012		5818146		3014071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26013		5818147		3014072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26014		5818148		3014073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26015		5818149		3014074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26016		5818150		3014075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26017		5818151		3014076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26018		5818152		3014077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26019		5818153		3014078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26020		5818154		3014079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26021		5818155		3014080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26022		5818156		3014081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26023		5818157		3014082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26024		5818158		3014083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26025		5818159		3014084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26026		5818160		3014085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26027		5818161		3014086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26028		5818162		3014087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26029		5818163		3014088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26030		5818164		3014089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26031		5818165		3014090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26032		5818166		3014091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26033		5818167		3014092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26034		5818168		3014093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26035		5818169		3014094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26036		5818170		3014095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26037		5818171		3014096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26038		5818172		3014097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26039		5818173		3014098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26040		5818174		3014099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26041		5818175		3014100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26042		5818176		3014101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26043		5818177		3014102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26044		5818178		3014103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26045		5818179		3014104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26046		5818180		3014105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26047		5818181		3014106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26048		5818182		3014107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26049		5818183		3014108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26050		5818184		3014109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26051		5818185		3014110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26052		5818186		3014111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26053		5818187		3014112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26054		5818188		3014113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26055		5818189		3014114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26056		5818190		3014115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26057		5818191		3014116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26058		5818192		3014117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26059		5818193		3014118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26060		5818194		3014119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26061		5818195		3014120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26062		5818196		3014121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26063		5818197		3014122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26064		5818198		3014123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26065		5818199		3014124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26066		5818200		3014125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26067		5818201		3014126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26068		5818202		3014127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26069		5818203		3014128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26070		5818204		3014129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26071		5818205		3014130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26072		5818206		3014131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26073		5818207		3014132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26074		5818208		3014133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26075		5818209		3014134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26076		5818210		3014135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26077		5818211		3014136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26078		5818212		3014137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26079		5818213		3014138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26080		5818214		3014139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26081		5818215		3014140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26082		5818216		3014141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26083		5818217		3014142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26084		5818218		3014143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26085		5818219		3014144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26086		5818220		3014145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26087		5818221		3014146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26088		5818222		3014147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26089		5818223		3014148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26090		5818224		3014149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26091		5818225		3014150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26092		5818226		3014151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26093		5818227		3014152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26094		5818228		3014153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26095		5818229		3014154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26096		5818230		3014155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26097		5818231		3014156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26098		5818232		3014157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26099		5818233		3014158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26100		5818234		3014159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26101		5818235		3014160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26102		5818236		3014161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26103		5818237		3014162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26104		5818238		3014163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26105		5818239		3014164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26106		5818240		3014165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26107		5818241		3014166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26108		5818242		3014167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26109		5818243		3014168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26110		5818244		3014169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26111		5818245		3014170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26112		5818246		3014171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26113		5818247		3014172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26114		5818248		3014173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26115		5818249		3014174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26116		5818250		3014175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26117		5818251		3014176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26118		5818252		3014177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26119		5818253		3014178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26120		5818254		3014179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26121		5818255		3014180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26122		5818256		3014181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26123		5818257		3014182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26124		5818258		3014183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26125		5818259		3014184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26126		5818260		3014185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26127		5818261		3014186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26128		5818262		3014187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26129		5818263		3014188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26130		5818264		3014189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26131		5818265		3014190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26132		5818266		3014191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26133		5818267		3014192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26134		5818268		3014193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26135		5818269		3014194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26136		5818270		3014195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26137		5818271		3014196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26138		5818272		3014197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26139		5818273		3014198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26140		5818274		3014199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26141		5818275		3014200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26142		5818276		3014201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26143		5818277		3014202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26144		5818278		3014203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26145		5818279		3014204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26146		5818280		3014205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26147		5818281		3014206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26148		5818282		3014207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26149		5818283		3014208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26150		5818284		3014209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26151		5818285		3014210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26152		5818286		3014211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26153		5818287		3014212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26154		5818288		3014213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26155		5818289		3014214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26156		5818290		3014215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26157		5818291		3014216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26158		5818292		3014217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26159		5818293		3014218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26160		5818294		3014219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26161		5818295		3014220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26162		5818296		3014221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26163		5818297		3014222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26164		5818298		3014223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26165		5818299		3014224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26166		5818300		3014225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26167		5818301		3014226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26168		5818302		3014227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26169		5818303		3014228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26170		5818304		3014229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26171		5818305		3014230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26172		5818306		3014231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26173		5818307		3014232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26174		5818308		3014233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26175		5818309		3014234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26176		5818310		3014235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26177		5818311		3014236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26178		5818312		3014237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26179		5818313		3014238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26180		5818314		3014239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26181		5818315		3014240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26182		5818316		3014241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26183		5818317		3014242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26184		5818318		3014243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26185		5818319		3014244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26186		5818320		3014245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26187		5818321		3014246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26188		5818322		3014247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26189		5818323		3014248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26190		5818324		3014249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26191		5818325		3014250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26192		5818326		3014251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26193		5818327		3014252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26194		5818328		3014253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26195		5818329		3014254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26196		5818330		3014255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26197		5818331		3014256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26198		5818332		3014257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26199		5818333		3014258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26200		5818334		3014259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26201		5818335		3014260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26202		5818336		3014261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26203		5818337		3014262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26204		5818338		3014263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26205		5818339		3014264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26206		5818340		3014265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26207		5818341		3014266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26208		5818342		3014267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26209		5818343		3014268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26210		5818344		3014269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26211		5818345		3014270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26212		5818346		3014271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26213		5818347		3014272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26214		5818348		3014273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26215		5818349		3014274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26216		5818350		3014275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26217		5818351		3014276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26218		5818352		3014277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26219		5818353		3014278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26220		5818354		3014279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26221		5818355		3014280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26222		5818356		3014281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26223		5818357		3014282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26224		5818358		3014283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26225		5818359		3014284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26226		5818360		3014285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26227		5818361		3014286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26228		5818362		3014287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26229		5818363		3014288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26230		5818364		3014289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26231		5818365		3014290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26232		5818366		3014291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26233		5818367		3014292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26234		5818368		3014293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26235		5818369		3014294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26236		5818370		3014295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26237		5818371		3014296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26238		5818372		3014297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26239		5818373		3014298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26240		5818374		3014299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26241		5818375		3014300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26242		5818376		3014301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26243		5818377		3014302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26244		5818378		3014303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26245		5818379		3014304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26246		5818380		3014305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26247		5818381		3014306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26248		5818382		3014307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26249		5818383		3014308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26250		5818384		3014309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26251		5818385		3014310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26252		5818386		3014311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26253		5818387		3014312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26254		5818388		3014313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26255		5818389		3014314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26256		5818390		3014315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26257		5818391		3014316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26258		5818392		3014317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26259		5818393		3014318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26260		5818394		3014319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26261		5818395		3014320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26262		5818396		3014321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26263		5818397		3014322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26264		5818398		3014323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26265		5818399		3014324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26266		5818400		3014325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26267		5818401		3014326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26268		5818402		3014327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26269		5818403		3014328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26270		5818404		3014329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26271		5818405		3014330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26272		5818406		3014331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26273		5818407		3014332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26274		5818408		3014333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26275		5818409		3014334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26276		5818410		3014335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26277		5818411		3014336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26278		5818412		3014337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26279		5818413		3014338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26280		5818414		3014339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26281		5818415		3014340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26282		5818416		3014341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26283		5818417		3014342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26284		5818418		3014343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26285		5818419		3014344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26286		5818420		3014345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26287		5818421		3014346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26288		5818422		3014347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26289		5818423		3014348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26290		5818424		3014349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26291		5818425		3014350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26292		5818426		3014351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26293		5818427		3014352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26294		5818428		3014353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26295		5818429		3014354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26296		5818430		3014355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26297		5818431		3014356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26298		5818432		3014357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26299		5818433		3014358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26300		5818434		3014359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26301		5818435		3014360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26302		5818436		3014361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26303		5818437		3014362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26304		5818438		3014363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26305		5818439		3014364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26306		5818440		3014365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26307		5818441		3014366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26308		5818442		3014367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26309		5818443		3014368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26310		5818444		3014369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26311		5818445		3014370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26312		5818446		3014371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26313		5818447		3014372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26314		5818448		3014373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26315		5818449		3014374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26316		5818450		3014375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26317		5818451		3014376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26318		5818452		3014377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26319		5818453		3014378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26320		5818454		3014379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26321		5818455		3014380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26322		5818456		3014381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26323		5818457		3014382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26324		5818458		3014383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26325		5818459		3014384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26326		5818460		3014385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26327		5818461		3014386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26328		5818462		3014387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26329		5818463		3014388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26330		5818464		3014389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26331		5818465		3014390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26332		5818466		3014391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26333		5818467		3014392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26334		5818468		3014393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26335		5818469		3014394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26336		5818470		3014395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26337		5818471		3014396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26338		5818472		3014397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26339		5818473		3014398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26340		5818474		3014399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26341		5818475		3014400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26342		5818476		3014401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26343		5818477		3014402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26344		5818478		3014403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26345		5818479		3014404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26346		5818480		3014405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26347		5818481		3014406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26348		5818482		3014407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26349		5818483		3014408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26350		5818484		3014409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26351		5818485		3014410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26352		5818486		3014411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26353		5818487		3014412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26354		5818488		3014413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26355		5818489		3014414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26356		5818490		3014415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26357		5818491		3014416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26358		5818492		3014417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26359		5818493		3014418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26360		5818494		3014419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26361		5818495		3014420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26362		5818496		3014421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26363		5818497		3014422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26364		5818498		3014423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26365		5818499		3014424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26366		5818500		3014425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26367		5818501		3014426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26368		5818502		3014427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26369		5818503		3014428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26370		5818504		3014429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26371		5818505		3014430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26372		5818506		3014431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26373		5818507		3014432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26374		5818508		3014433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26375		5818509		3014434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26376		5818510		3014435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26377		5818511		3014436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26378		5818512		3014437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26379		5818513		3014438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26380		5818514		3014439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26381		5818515		3014440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26382		5818516		3014441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26383		5818517		3014442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26384		5818518		3014443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26385		5818519		3014444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26386		5818520		3014445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26387		5818521		3014446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26388		5818522		3014447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26389		5818523		3014448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26390		5818524		3014449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26391		5818525		3014450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26392		5818526		3014451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26393		5818527		3014452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26394		5818528		3014453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26395		5818529		3014454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26396		5818530		3014455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26397		5818531		3014456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26398		5818532		3014457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26399		5818533		3014458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26400		5818534		3014459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26401		5818535		3014460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26402		5818536		3014461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26403		5818537		3014462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26404		5818538		3014463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26405		5818539		3014464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26406		5818540		3014465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26407		5818541		3014466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26408		5818542		3014467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26409		5818543		3014468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26410		5818544		3014469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26411		5818545		3014470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26412		5818546		3014471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26413		5818547		3014472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26414		5818548		3014473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26415		5818549		3014474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26416		5818550		3014475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26417		5818551		3014476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26418		5818552		3014477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26419		5818553		3014478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26420		5818554		3014479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26421		5818555		3014480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26422		5818556		3014481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26423		5818557		3014482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26424		5818558		3014483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26425		5818559		3014484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26426		5818560		3014485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26427		5818561		3014486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26428		5818562		3014487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26429		5818563		3014488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26430		5818564		3014489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26431		5818565		3014490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26432		5818566		3014491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26433		5818567		3014492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26434		5818568		3014493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26435		5818569		3014494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26436		5818570		3014495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26437		5818571		3014496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26438		5818572		3014497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26439		5818573		3014498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26440		5818574		3014499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26441		5818575		3014500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26442		5818576		3014501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26443		5818577		3014502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26444		5818578		3014503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26445		5818579		3014504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26446		5818580		3014505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26447		5818581		3014506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26448		5818582		3014507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26449		5818583		3014508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26450		5818584		3014509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26451		5818585		3014510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26452		5818586		3014511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26453		5818587		3014512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26454		5818588		3014513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26455		5818589		3014514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26456		5818590		3014515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26457		5818591		3014516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26458		5818592		3014517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26459		5818593		3014518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26460		5818594		3014519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26461		5818595		3014520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26462		5818596		3014521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26463		5818597		3014522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26464		5818598		3014523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26465		5818599		3014524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26466		5818600		3014525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26467		5818601		3014526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26468		5818602		3014527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26469		5818603		3014528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26470		5818604		3014529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26471		5818605		3014530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26472		5818606		3014531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26473		5818607		3014532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26474		5818608		3014533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26475		5818609		3014534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26476		5818610		3014535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26477		5818611		3014536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26478		5818612		3014537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26479		5818613		3014538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26480		5818614		3014539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26481		5818615		3014540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26482		5818616		3014541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26483		5818617		3014542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26484		5818618		3014543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26485		5818619		3014544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26486		5818620		3014545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26487		5818621		3014546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26488		5818622		3014547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26489		5818623		3014548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26490		5818624		3014549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26491		5818625		3014550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26492		5818626		3014551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26493		5818627		3014552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26494		5818628		3014553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26495		5818629		3014554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26496		5818630		3014555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26497		5818631		3014556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26498		5818632		3014557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26499		5818633		3014558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26500		5818634		3014559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26501		5818635		3014560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26502		5818636		3014561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26503		5818637		3014562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26504		5818638		3014563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26505		5818639		3014564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26506		5818640		3014565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26507		5818641		3014566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26508		5818642		3014567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26509		5818643		3014568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26510		5818644		3014569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26511		5818645		3014570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26512		5818646		3014571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26513		5818647		3014572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26514		5818648		3014573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26515		5818649		3014574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26516		5818650		3014575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26517		5818651		3014576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26518		5818652		3014577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26519		5818653		3014578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26520		5818654		3014579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26521		5818655		3014580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26522		5818656		3014581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26523		5818657		3014582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26524		5818658		3014583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26525		5818659		3014584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26526		5818660		3014585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26527		5818661		3014586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26528		5818662		3014587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26529		5818663		3014588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26530		5818664		3014589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26531		5818665		3014590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26532		5818666		3014591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26533		5818667		3014592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26534		5818668		3014593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26535		5818669		3014594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26536		5818670		3014595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26537		5818671		3014596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26538		5818672		3014597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26539		5818673		3014598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26540		5818674		3014599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26541		5818675		3014600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26542		5818676		3014601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26543		5818677		3014602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26544		5818678		3014603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26545		5818679		3014604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26546		5818680		3014605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26547		5818681		3014606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26548		5818682		3014607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26549		5818683		3014608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26550		5818684		3014609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26551		5818685		3014610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26552		5818686		3014611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26553		5818687		3014612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26554		5818688		3014613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26555		5818689		3014614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26556		5818690		3014615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26557		5818691		3014616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26558		5818692		3014617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26559		5818693		3014618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26560		5818694		3014619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26561		5818695		3014620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26562		5818696		3014621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26563		5818697		3014622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26564		5818698		3014623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26565		5818699		3014624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26566		5818700		3014625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26567		5818701		3014626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26568		5818702		3014627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26569		5818703		3014628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26570		5818704		3014629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26571		5818705		3014630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26572		5818706		3014631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26573		5818707		3014632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26574		5818708		3014633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26575		5818709		3014634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26576		5818710		3014635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26577		5818711		3014636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26578		5818712		3014637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26579		5818713		3014638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26580		5818714		3014639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26581		5818715		3014640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26582		5818716		3014641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26583		5818717		3014642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26584		5818718		3014643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26585		5818719		3014644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26586		5818720		3014645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26587		5818721		3014646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26588		5818722		3014647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26589		5818723		3014648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26590		5818724		3014649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26591		5818725		3014650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26592		5818726		3014651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26593		5818727		3014652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26594		5818728		3014653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26595		5818729		3014654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26596		5818730		3014655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26597		5818731		3014656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26598		5818732		3014657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26599		5818733		3014658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26600		5818734		3014659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26601		5818735		3014660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26602		5818736		3014661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26603		5818737		3014662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26604		5818738		3014663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26605		5818739		3014664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26606		5818740		3014665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26607		5818741		3014666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26608		5818742		3014667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26609		5818743		3014668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26610		5818744		3014669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26611		5818745		3014670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26612		5818746		3014671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26613		5818747		3014672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26614		5818748		3014673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26615		5818749		3014674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26616		5818750		3014675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26617		5818751		3014676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26618		5818752		3014677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26619		5818753		3014678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26620		5818754		3014679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26621		5818755		3014680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26622		5818756		3014681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26623		5818757		3014682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26624		5818758		3014683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26625		5818759		3014684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26626		5818760		3014685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26627		5818761		3014686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26628		5818762		3014687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26629		5818763		3014688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26630		5818764		3014689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26631		5818765		3014690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26632		5818766		3014691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26633		5818767		3014692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26634		5818768		3014693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26635		5818769		3014694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26636		5818770		3014695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26637		5818771		3014696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26638		5818772		3014697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26639		5818773		3014698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26640		5818774		3014699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26641		5818775		3014700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26642		5818776		3014701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26643		5818777		3014702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26644		5818778		3014703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26645		5818779		3014704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26646		5818780		3014705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26647		5818781		3014706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26648		5818782		3014707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26649		5818783		3014708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26650		5818784		3014709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26651		5818785		3014710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26652		5818786		3014711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26653		5818787		3014712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26654		5818788		3014713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26655		5818789		3014714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26656		5818790		3014715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26657		5818791		3014716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26658		5818792		3014717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26659		5818793		3014718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26660		5818794		3014719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26661		5818795		3014720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26662		5818796		3014721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26663		5818797		3014722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26664		5818798		3014723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26665		5818799		3014724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26666		5818800		3014725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26667		5818801		3014726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26668		5818802		3014727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26669		5818803		3014728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26670		5818804		3014729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26671		5818805		3014730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26672		5818806		3014731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26673		5818807		3014732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26674		5818808		3014733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26675		5818809		3014734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26676		5818810		3014735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26677		5818811		3014736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26678		5818812		3014737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26679		5818813		3014738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26680		5818814		3014739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26681		5818815		3014740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26682		5818816		3014741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26683		5818817		3014742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26684		5818818		3014743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26685		5818819		3014744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26686		5818820		3014745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26687		5818821		3014746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26688		5818822		3014747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26689		5818823		3014748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26690		5818824		3014749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26691		5818825		3014750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26692		5818826		3014751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26693		5818827		3014752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26694		5818828		3014753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26695		5818829		3014754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26696		5818830		3014755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26697		5818831		3014756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26698		5818832		3014757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26699		5818833		3014758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26700		5818834		3014759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26701		5818835		3014760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26702		5818836		3014761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26703		5818837		3014762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26704		5818838		3014763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26705		5818839		3014764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26706		5818840		3014765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26707		5818841		3014766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26708		5818842		3014767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26709		5818843		3014768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26710		5818844		3014769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26711		5818845		3014770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26712		5818846		3014771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26713		5818847		3014772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26714		5818848		3014773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26715		5818849		3014774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26716		5818850		3014775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26717		5818851		3014776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26718		5818852		3014777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26719		5818853		3014778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26720		5818854		3014779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26721		5818855		3014780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26722		5818856		3014781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26723		5818857		3014782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26724		5818858		3014783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26725		5818859		3014784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26726		5818860		3014785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26727		5818861		3014786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26728		5818862		3014787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26729		5818863		3014788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26730		5818864		3014789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26731		5818865		3014790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26732		5818866		3014791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26733		5818867		3014792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26734		5818868		3014793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26735		5818869		3014794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26736		5818870		3014795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26737		5818871		3014796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26738		5818872		3014797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26739		5818873		3014798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26740		5818874		3014799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26741		5818875		3014800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26742		5818876		3014801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26743		5818877		3014802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26744		5818878		3014803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26745		5818879		3014804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26746		5818880		3014805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26747		5818881		3014806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26748		5818882		3014807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26749		5818883		3014808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26750		5818884		3014809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26751		5818885		3014810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26752		5818886		3014811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26753		5818887		3014812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26754		5818888		3014813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26755		5818889		3014814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26756		5818890		3014815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26757		5818891		3014816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26758		5818892		3014817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26759		5818893		3014818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26760		5818894		3014819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26761		5818895		3014820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26762		5818896		3014821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26763		5818897		3014822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26764		5818898		3014823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26765		5818899		3014824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26766		5818900		3014825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26767		5818901		3014826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26768		5818902		3014827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26769		5818903		3014828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26770		5818904		3014829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26771		5818905		3014830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26772		5818906		3014831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26773		5818907		3014832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26774		5818908		3014833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26775		5818909		3014834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26776		5818910		3014835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26777		5818911		3014836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26778		5818912		3014837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26779		5818913		3014838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26780		5818914		3014839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26781		5818915		3014840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26782		5818916		3014841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26783		5818917		3014842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26784		5818918		3014843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26785		5818919		3014844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26786		5818920		3014845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26787		5818921		3014846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26788		5818922		3014847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26789		5818923		3014848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26790		5818924		3014849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26791		5818925		3014850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26792		5818926		3014851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26793		5818927		3014852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26794		5818928		3014853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26795		5818929		3014854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26796		5818930		3014855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26797		5818931		3014856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26798		5818932		3014857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26799		5818933		3014858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26800		5818934		3014859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26801		5818935		3014860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26802		5818936		3014861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26803		5818937		3014862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26804		5818938		3014863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26805		5818939		3014864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26806		5818940		3014865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26807		5818941		3014866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26808		5818942		3014867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26809		5818943		3014868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26810		5818944		3014869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26811		5818945		3014870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26812		5818946		3014871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26813		5818947		3014872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26814		5818948		3014873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26815		5818949		3014874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26816		5818950		3014875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26817		5818951		3014876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26818		5818952		3014877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26819		5818953		3014878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26820		5818954		3014879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26821		5818955		3014880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26822		5818956		3014881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26823		5818957		3014882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26824		5818958		3014883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26825		5818959		3014884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26826		5818960		3014885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26827		5818961		3014886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26828		5818962		3014887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26829		5818963		3014888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26830		5818964		3014889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26831		5818965		3014890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26832		5818966		3014891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26833		5818967		3014892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26834		5818968		3014893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26835		5818969		3014894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26836		5818970		3014895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26837		5818971		3014896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26838		5818972		3014897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26839		5818973		3014898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26840		5818974		3014899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26841		5818975		3014900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26842		5818976		3014901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26843		5818977		3014902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26844		5818978		3014903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26845		5818979		3014904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26846		5818980		3014905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26847		5818981		3014906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26848		5818982		3014907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26849		5818983		3014908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26850		5818984		3014909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26851		5818985		3014910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26852		5818986		3014911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26853		5818987		3014912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26854		5818988		3014913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26855		5818989		3014914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26856		5818990		3014915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26857		5818991		3014916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26858		5818992		3014917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26859		5818993		3014918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26860		5818994		3014919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26861		5818995		3014920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26862		5818996		3014921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26863		5818997		3014922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26864		5818998		3014923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26865		5818999		3014924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26866		5819000		3014925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26867		5819001		3014926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26868		5819002		3014927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26869		5819003		3014928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26870		5819004		3014929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26871		5819005		3014930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26872		5819006		3014931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26873		5819007		3014932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26874		5819008		3014933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26875		5819009		3014934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26876		5819010		3014935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26877		5819011		3014936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26878		5819012		3014937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26879		5819013		3014938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26880		5819014		3014939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26881		5819015		3014940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26882		5819016		3014941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26883		5819017		3014942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26884		5819018		3014943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26885		5819019		3014944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26886		5819020		3014945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26887		5819021		3014946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26888		5819022		3014947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26889		5819023		3014948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26890		5819024		3014949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26891		5819025		3014950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26892		5819026		3014951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26893		5819027		3014952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26894		5819028		3014953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26895		5819029		3014954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26896		5819030		3014955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26897		5819031		3014956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26898		5819032		3014957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26899		5819033		3014958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26900		5819034		3014959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26901		5819035		3014960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26902		5819036		3014961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26903		5819037		3014962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26904		5819038		3014963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26905		5819039		3014964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26906		5819040		3014965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26907		5819041		3014966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26908		5819042		3014967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26909		5819043		3014968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26910		5819044		3014969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26911		5819045		3014970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26912		5819046		3014971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26913		5819047		3014972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26914		5819048		3014973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26915		5819049		3014974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26916		5819050		3014975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26917		5819051		3014976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26918		5819052		3014977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26919		5819053		3014978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26920		5819054		3014979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26921		5819055		3014980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26922		5819056		3014981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26923		5819057		3014982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26924		5819058		3014983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26925		5819059		3014984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26926		5819060		3014985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26927		5819061		3014986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26928		5819062		3014987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26929		5819063		3014988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26930		5819064		3014989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26931		5819065		3014990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26932		5819066		3014991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26933		5819067		3014992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26934		5819068		3014993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26935		5819069		3014994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26936		5819070		3014995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26937		5819071		3014996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26938		5819072		3014997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26939		5819073		3014998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26940		5819074		3014999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26941		5819075		3015000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26942		5819076		3015001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26943		5819077		3015002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26944		5819078		3015003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26945		5819079		3015004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26946		5819080		3015005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26947		5819081		3015006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26948		5819082		3015007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26949		5819083		3015008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26950		5819084		3015009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26951		5819085		3015010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26952		5819086		3015011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26953		5819087		3015012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26954		5819088		3015013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26955		5819089		3015014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26956		5819090		3015015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26957		5819091		3015016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26958		5819092		3015017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26959		5819093		3015018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26960		5819094		3015019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26961		5819095		3015020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26962		5819096		3015021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26963		5819097		3015022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26964		5819098		3015023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26965		5819099		3015024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26966		5819100		3015025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26967		5819101		3015026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26968		5819102		3015027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26969		5819103		3015028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26970		5819104		3015029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26971		5819105		3015030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26972		5819106		3015031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26973		5819107		3015032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26974		5819108		3015033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26975		5819109		3015034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26976		5819110		3015035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26977		5819111		3015036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26978		5819112		3015037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26979		5819113		3015038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26980		5819114		3015039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26981		5819115		3015040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26982		5819116		3015041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26983		5819117		3015042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26984		5819118		3015043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26985		5819119		3015044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26986		5819120		3015045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26987		5819121		3015046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26988		5819122		3015047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26989		5819123		3015048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26990		5819124		3015049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26991		5819125		3015050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26992		5819126		3015051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26993		5819127		3015052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26994		5819128		3015053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26995		5819129		3015054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26996		5819130		3015055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26997		5819131		3015056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26998		5819132		3015057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		26999		5819133		3015058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27000		5819134		3015059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27001		5819135		3015060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27002		5819136		3015061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27003		5819137		3015062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27004		5819138		3015063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27005		5819139		3015064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27006		5819140		3015065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27007		5819141		3015066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27008		5819142		3015067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27009		5819143		3015068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27010		5819144		3015069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27011		5819145		3015070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27012		5819146		3015071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27013		5819147		3015072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27014		5819148		3015073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27015		5819149		3015074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27016		5819150		3015075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27017		5819151		3015076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27018		5819152		3015077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27019		5819153		3015078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27020		5819154		3015079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27021		5819155		3015080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27022		5819156		3015081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27023		5819157		3015082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27024		5819158		3015083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27025		5819159		3015084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27026		5819160		3015085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27027		5819161		3015086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27028		5819162		3015087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27029		5819163		3015088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27030		5819164		3015089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27031		5819165		3015090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27032		5819166		3015091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27033		5819167		3015092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27034		5819168		3015093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27035		5819169		3015094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27036		5819170		3015095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27037		5819171		3015096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27038		5819172		3015097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27039		5819173		3015098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27040		5819174		3015099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27041		5819175		3015100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27042		5819176		3015101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27043		5819177		3015102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27044		5819178		3015103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27045		5819179		3015104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27046		5819180		3015105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27047		5819181		3015106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27048		5819182		3015107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27049		5819183		3015108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27050		5819184		3015109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27051		5819185		3015110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27052		5819186		3015111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27053		5819187		3015112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27054		5819188		3015113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27055		5819189		3015114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27056		5819190		3015115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27057		5819191		3015116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27058		5819192		3015117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27059		5819193		3015118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27060		5819194		3015119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27061		5819195		3015120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27062		5819196		3015121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27063		5819197		3015122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27064		5819198		3015123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27065		5819199		3015124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27066		5819200		3015125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27067		5819201		3015126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27068		5819202		3015127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27069		5819203		3015128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27070		5819204		3015129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27071		5819205		3015130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27072		5819206		3015131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27073		5819207		3015132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27074		5819208		3015133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27075		5819209		3015134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27076		5819210		3015135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27077		5819211		3015136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27078		5819212		3015137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27079		5819213		3015138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27080		5819214		3015139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27081		5819215		3015140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27082		5819216		3015141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27083		5819217		3015142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27084		5819218		3015143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27085		5819219		3015144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27086		5819220		3015145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27087		5819221		3015146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27088		5819222		3015147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27089		5819223		3015148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27090		5819224		3015149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27091		5819225		3015150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27092		5819226		3015151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27093		5819227		3015152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27094		5819228		3015153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27095		5819229		3015154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27096		5819230		3015155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27097		5819231		3015156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27098		5819232		3015157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27099		5819233		3015158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27100		5819234		3015159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27101		5819235		3015160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27102		5819236		3015161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27103		5819237		3015162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27104		5819238		3015163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27105		5819239		3015164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27106		5819240		3015165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27107		5819241		3015166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27108		5819242		3015167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27109		5819243		3015168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27110		5819244		3015169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27111		5819245		3015170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27112		5819246		3015171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27113		5819247		3015172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27114		5819248		3015173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27115		5819249		3015174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27116		5819250		3015175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27117		5819251		3015176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27118		5819252		3015177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27119		5819253		3015178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27120		5819254		3015179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27121		5819255		3015180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27122		5819256		3015181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27123		5819257		3015182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27124		5819258		3015183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27125		5819259		3015184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27126		5819260		3015185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27127		5819261		3015186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27128		5819262		3015187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27129		5819263		3015188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27130		5819264		3015189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27131		5819265		3015190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27132		5819266		3015191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27133		5819267		3015192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27134		5819268		3015193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27135		5819269		3015194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27136		5819270		3015195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27137		5819271		3015196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27138		5819272		3015197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27139		5819273		3015198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27140		5819274		3015199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27141		5819275		3015200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27142		5819276		3015201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27143		5819277		3015202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27144		5819278		3015203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27145		5819279		3015204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27146		5819280		3015205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27147		5819281		3015206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27148		5819282		3015207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27149		5819283		3015208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27150		5819284		3015209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27151		5819285		3015210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27152		5819286		3015211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27153		5819287		3015212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27154		5819288		3015213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27155		5819289		3015214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27156		5819290		3015215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27157		5819291		3015216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27158		5819292		3015217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27159		5819293		3015218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27160		5819294		3015219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27161		5819295		3015220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27162		5819296		3015221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27163		5819297		3015222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27164		5819298		3015223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27165		5819299		3015224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27166		5819300		3015225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27167		5819301		3015226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27168		5819302		3015227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27169		5819303		3015228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27170		5819304		3015229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27171		5819305		3015230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27172		5819306		3015231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27173		5819307		3015232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27174		5819308		3015233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27175		5819309		3015234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27176		5819310		3015235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27177		5819311		3015236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27178		5819312		3015237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27179		5819313		3015238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27180		5819314		3015239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27181		5819315		3015240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27182		5819316		3015241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27183		5819317		3015242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27184		5819318		3015243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27185		5819319		3015244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27186		5819320		3015245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27187		5819321		3015246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27188		5819322		3015247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27189		5819323		3015248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27190		5819324		3015249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27191		5819325		3015250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27192		5819326		3015251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27193		5819327		3015252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27194		5819328		3015253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27195		5819329		3015254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27196		5819330		3015255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27197		5819331		3015256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27198		5819332		3015257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27199		5819333		3015258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27200		5819334		3015259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27201		5819335		3015260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27202		5819336		3015261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27203		5819337		3015262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27204		5819338		3015263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27205		5819339		3015264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27206		5819340		3015265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27207		5819341		3015266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27208		5819342		3015267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27209		5819343		3015268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27210		5819344		3015269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27211		5819345		3015270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27212		5819346		3015271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27213		5819347		3015272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27214		5819348		3015273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27215		5819349		3015274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27216		5819350		3015275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27217		5819351		3015276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27218		5819352		3015277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27219		5819353		3015278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27220		5819354		3015279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27221		5819355		3015280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27222		5819356		3015281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27223		5819357		3015282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27224		5819358		3015283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27225		5819359		3015284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27226		5819360		3015285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27227		5819361		3015286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27228		5819362		3015287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27229		5819363		3015288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27230		5819364		3015289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27231		5819365		3015290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27232		5819366		3015291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27233		5819367		3015292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27234		5819368		3015293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27235		5819369		3015294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27236		5819370		3015295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27237		5819371		3015296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27238		5819372		3015297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27239		5819373		3015298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27240		5819374		3015299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27241		5819375		3015300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27242		5819376		3015301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27243		5819377		3015302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27244		5819378		3015303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27245		5819379		3015304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27246		5819380		3015305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27247		5819381		3015306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27248		5819382		3015307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27249		5819383		3015308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27250		5819384		3015309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27251		5819385		3015310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27252		5819386		3015311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27253		5819387		3015312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27254		5819388		3015313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27255		5819389		3015314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27256		5819390		3015315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27257		5819391		3015316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27258		5819392		3015317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27259		5819393		3015318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27260		5819394		3015319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27261		5819395		3015320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27262		5819396		3015321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27263		5819397		3015322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27264		5819398		3015323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27265		5819399		3015324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27266		5819400		3015325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27267		5819401		3015326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27268		5819402		3015327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27269		5819403		3015328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27270		5819404		3015329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27271		5819405		3015330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27272		5819406		3015331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27273		5819407		3015332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27274		5819408		3015333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27275		5819409		3015334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27276		5819410		3015335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27277		5819411		3015336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27278		5819412		3015337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27279		5819413		3015338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27280		5819414		3015339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27281		5819415		3015340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27282		5819416		3015341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27283		5819417		3015342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27284		5819418		3015343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27285		5819419		3015344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27286		5819420		3015345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27287		5819421		3015346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27288		5819422		3015347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27289		5819423		3015348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27290		5819424		3015349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27291		5819425		3015350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27292		5819426		3015351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27293		5819427		3015352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27294		5819428		3015353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27295		5819429		3015354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27296		5819430		3015355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27297		5819431		3015356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27298		5819432		3015357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27299		5819433		3015358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27300		5819434		3015359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27301		5819435		3015360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27302		5819436		3015361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27303		5819437		3015362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27304		5819438		3015363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27305		5819439		3015364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27306		5819440		3015365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27307		5819441		3015366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27308		5819442		3015367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27309		5819443		3015368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27310		5819444		3015369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27311		5819445		3015370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27312		5819446		3015371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27313		5819447		3015372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27314		5819448		3015373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27315		5819449		3015374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27316		5819450		3015375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27317		5819451		3015376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27318		5819452		3015377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27319		5819453		3015378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27320		5819454		3015379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27321		5819455		3015380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27322		5819456		3015381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27323		5819457		3015382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27324		5819458		3015383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27325		5819459		3015384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27326		5819460		3015385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27327		5819461		3015386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27328		5819462		3015387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27329		5819463		3015388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27330		5819464		3015389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27331		5819465		3015390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27332		5819466		3015391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27333		5819467		3015392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27334		5819468		3015393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27335		5819469		3015394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27336		5819470		3015395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27337		5819471		3015396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27338		5819472		3015397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27339		5819473		3015398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27340		5819474		3015399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27341		5819475		3015400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27342		5819476		3015401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27343		5819477		3015402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27344		5819478		3015403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27345		5819479		3015404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27346		5819480		3015405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27347		5819481		3015406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27348		5819482		3015407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27349		5819483		3015408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27350		5819484		3015409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27351		5819485		3015410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27352		5819486		3015411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27353		5819487		3015412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27354		5819488		3015413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27355		5819489		3015414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27356		5819490		3015415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27357		5819491		3015416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27358		5819492		3015417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27359		5819493		3015418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27360		5819494		3015419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27361		5819495		3015420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27362		5819496		3015421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27363		5819497		3015422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27364		5819498		3015423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27365		5819499		3015424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27366		5819500		3015425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27367		5819501		3015426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27368		5819502		3015427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27369		5819503		3015428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27370		5819504		3015429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27371		5819505		3015430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27372		5819506		3015431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27373		5819507		3015432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27374		5819508		3015433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27375		5819509		3015434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27376		5819510		3015435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27377		5819511		3015436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27378		5819512		3015437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27379		5819513		3015438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27380		5819514		3015439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27381		5819515		3015440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27382		5819516		3015441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27383		5819517		3015442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27384		5819518		3015443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27385		5819519		3015444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27386		5819520		3015445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27387		5819521		3015446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27388		5819522		3015447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27389		5819523		3015448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27390		5819524		3015449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27391		5819525		3015450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27392		5819526		3015451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27393		5819527		3015452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27394		5819528		3015453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27395		5819529		3015454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27396		5819530		3015455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27397		5819531		3015456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27398		5819532		3015457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27399		5819533		3015458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27400		5819534		3015459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27401		5819535		3015460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27402		5819536		3015461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27403		5819537		3015462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27404		5819538		3015463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27405		5819539		3015464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27406		5819540		3015465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27407		5819541		3015466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27408		5819542		3015467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27409		5819543		3015468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27410		5819544		3015469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27411		5819545		3015470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27412		5819546		3015471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27413		5819547		3015472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27414		5819548		3015473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27415		5819549		3015474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27416		5819550		3015475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27417		5819551		3015476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27418		5819552		3015477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27419		5819553		3015478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27420		5819554		3015479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27421		5819555		3015480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27422		5819556		3015481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27423		5819557		3015482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27424		5819558		3015483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27425		5819559		3015484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27426		5819560		3015485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27427		5819561		3015486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27428		5819562		3015487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27429		5819563		3015488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27430		5819564		3015489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27431		5819565		3015490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27432		5819566		3015491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27433		5819567		3015492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27434		5819568		3015493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27435		5819569		3015494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27436		5819570		3015495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27437		5819571		3015496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27438		5819572		3015497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27439		5819573		3015498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27440		5819574		3015499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27441		5819575		3015500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27442		5819576		3015501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27443		5819577		3015502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27444		5819578		3015503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27445		5819579		3015504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27446		5819580		3015505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27447		5819581		3015506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27448		5819582		3015507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27449		5819583		3015508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27450		5819584		3015509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27451		5819585		3015510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27452		5819586		3015511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27453		5819587		3015512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27454		5819588		3015513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27455		5819589		3015514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27456		5819590		3015515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27457		5819591		3015516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27458		5819592		3015517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27459		5819593		3015518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27460		5819594		3015519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27461		5819595		3015520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27462		5819596		3015521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27463		5819597		3015522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27464		5819598		3015523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27465		5819599		3015524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27466		5819600		3015525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27467		5819601		3015526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27468		5819602		3015527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27469		5819603		3015528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27470		5819604		3015529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27471		5819605		3015530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27472		5819606		3015531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27473		5819607		3015532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27474		5819608		3015533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27475		5819609		3015534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27476		5819610		3015535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27477		5819611		3015536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27478		5819612		3015537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27479		5819613		3015538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27480		5819614		3015539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27481		5819615		3015540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27482		5819616		3015541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27483		5819617		3015542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27484		5819618		3015543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27485		5819619		3015544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27486		5819620		3015545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27487		5819621		3015546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27488		5819622		3015547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27489		5819623		3015548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27490		5819624		3015549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27491		5819625		3015550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27492		5819626		3015551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27493		5819627		3015552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27494		5819628		3015553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27495		5819629		3015554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27496		5819630		3015555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27497		5819631		3015556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27498		5819632		3015557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27499		5819633		3015558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27500		5819634		3015559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27501		5819635		3015560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27502		5819636		3015561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27503		5819637		3015562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27504		5819638		3015563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27505		5819639		3015564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27506		5819640		3015565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27507		5819641		3015566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27508		5819642		3015567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27509		5819643		3015568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27510		5819644		3015569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27511		5819645		3015570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27512		5819646		3015571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27513		5819647		3015572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27514		5819648		3015573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27515		5819649		3015574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27516		5819650		3015575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27517		5819651		3015576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27518		5819652		3015577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27519		5819653		3015578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27520		5819654		3015579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27521		5819655		3015580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27522		5819656		3015581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27523		5819657		3015582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27524		5819658		3015583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27525		5819659		3015584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27526		5819660		3015585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27527		5819661		3015586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27528		5819662		3015587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27529		5819663		3015588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27530		5819664		3015589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27531		5819665		3015590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27532		5819666		3015591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27533		5819667		3015592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27534		5819668		3015593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27535		5819669		3015594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27536		5819670		3015595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27537		5819671		3015596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27538		5819672		3015597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27539		5819673		3015598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27540		5819674		3015599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27541		5819675		3015600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27542		5819676		3015601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27543		5819677		3015602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27544		5819678		3015603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27545		5819679		3015604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27546		5819680		3015605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27547		5819681		3015606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27548		5819682		3015607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27549		5819683		3015608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27550		5819684		3015609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27551		5819685		3015610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27552		5819686		3015611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27553		5819687		3015612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27554		5819688		3015613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27555		5819689		3015614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27556		5819690		3015615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27557		5819691		3015616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27558		5819692		3015617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27559		5819693		3015618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27560		5819694		3015619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27561		5819695		3015620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27562		5819696		3015621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27563		5819697		3015622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27564		5819698		3015623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27565		5819699		3015624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27566		5819700		3015625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27567		5819701		3015626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27568		5819702		3015627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27569		5819703		3015628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27570		5819704		3015629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27571		5819705		3015630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27572		5819706		3015631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27573		5819707		3015632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27574		5819708		3015633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27575		5819709		3015634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27576		5819710		3015635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27577		5819711		3015636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27578		5819712		3015637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27579		5819713		3015638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27580		5819714		3015639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27581		5819715		3015640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27582		5819716		3015641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27583		5819717		3015642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27584		5819718		3015643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27585		5819719		3015644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27586		5819720		3015645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27587		5819721		3015646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27588		5819722		3015647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27589		5819723		3015648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27590		5819724		3015649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27591		5819725		3015650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27592		5819726		3015651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27593		5819727		3015652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27594		5819728		3015653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27595		5819729		3015654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27596		5819730		3015655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27597		5819731		3015656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27598		5819732		3015657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27599		5819733		3015658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27600		5819734		3015659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27601		5819735		3015660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27602		5819736		3015661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27603		5819737		3015662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27604		5819738		3015663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27605		5819739		3015664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27606		5819740		3015665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27607		5819741		3015666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27608		5819742		3015667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27609		5819743		3015668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27610		5819744		3015669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27611		5819745		3015670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27612		5819746		3015671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27613		5819747		3015672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27614		5819748		3015673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27615		5819749		3015674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27616		5819750		3015675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27617		5819751		3015676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27618		5819752		3015677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27619		5819753		3015678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27620		5819754		3015679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27621		5819755		3015680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27622		5819756		3015681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27623		5819757		3015682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27624		5819758		3015683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27625		5819759		3015684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27626		5819760		3015685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27627		5819761		3015686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27628		5819762		3015687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27629		5819763		3015688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27630		5819764		3015689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27631		5819765		3015690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27632		5819766		3015691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27633		5819767		3015692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27634		5819768		3015693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27635		5819769		3015694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27636		5819770		3015695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27637		5819771		3015696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27638		5819772		3015697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27639		5819773		3015698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27640		5819774		3015699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27641		5819775		3015700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27642		5819776		3015701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27643		5819777		3015702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27644		5819778		3015703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27645		5819779		3015704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27646		5819780		3015705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27647		5819781		3015706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27648		5819782		3015707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27649		5819783		3015708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27650		5819784		3015709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27651		5819785		3015710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27652		5819786		3015711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27653		5819787		3015712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27654		5819788		3015713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27655		5819789		3015714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27656		5819790		3015715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27657		5819791		3015716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27658		5819792		3015717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27659		5819793		3015718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27660		5819794		3015719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27661		5819795		3015720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27662		5819796		3015721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27663		5819797		3015722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27664		5819798		3015723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27665		5819799		3015724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27666		5819800		3015725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27667		5819801		3015726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27668		5819802		3015727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27669		5819803		3015728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27670		5819804		3015729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27671		5819805		3015730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27672		5819806		3015731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27673		5819807		3015732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27674		5819808		3015733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27675		5819809		3015734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27676		5819810		3015735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27677		5819811		3015736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27678		5819812		3015737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27679		5819813		3015738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27680		5819814		3015739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27681		5819815		3015740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27682		5819816		3015741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27683		5819817		3015742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27684		5819818		3015743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27685		5819819		3015744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27686		5819820		3015745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27687		5819821		3015746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27688		5819822		3015747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27689		5819823		3015748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27690		5819824		3015749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27691		5819825		3015750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27692		5819826		3015751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27693		5819827		3015752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27694		5819828		3015753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27695		5819829		3015754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27696		5819830		3015755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27697		5819831		3015756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27698		5819832		3015757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27699		5819833		3015758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27700		5819834		3015759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27701		5819835		3015760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27702		5819836		3015761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27703		5819837		3015762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27704		5819838		3015763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27705		5819839		3015764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27706		5819840		3015765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27707		5819841		3015766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27708		5819842		3015767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27709		5819843		3015768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27710		5819844		3015769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27711		5819845		3015770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27712		5819846		3015771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27713		5819847		3015772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27714		5819848		3015773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27715		5819849		3015774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27716		5819850		3015775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27717		5819851		3015776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27718		5819852		3015777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27719		5819853		3015778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27720		5819854		3015779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27721		5819855		3015780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27722		5819856		3015781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27723		5819857		3015782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27724		5819858		3015783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27725		5819859		3015784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27726		5819860		3015785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27727		5819861		3015786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27728		5819862		3015787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27729		5819863		3015788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27730		5819864		3015789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27731		5819865		3015790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27732		5819866		3015791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27733		5819867		3015792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27734		5819868		3015793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27735		5819869		3015794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27736		5819870		3015795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27737		5819871		3015796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27738		5819872		3015797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27739		5819873		3015798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27740		5819874		3015799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27741		5819875		3015800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27742		5819876		3015801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27743		5819877		3015802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27744		5819878		3015803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27745		5819879		3015804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27746		5819880		3015805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27747		5819881		3015806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27748		5819882		3015807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27749		5819883		3015808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27750		5819884		3015809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27751		5819885		3015810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27752		5819886		3015811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27753		5819887		3015812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27754		5819888		3015813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27755		5819889		3015814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27756		5819890		3015815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27757		5819891		3015816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27758		5819892		3015817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27759		5819893		3015818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27760		5819894		3015819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27761		5819895		3015820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27762		5819896		3015821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27763		5819897		3015822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27764		5819898		3015823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27765		5819899		3015824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27766		5819900		3015825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27767		5819901		3015826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27768		5819902		3015827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27769		5819903		3015828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27770		5819904		3015829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27771		5819905		3015830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27772		5819906		3015831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27773		5819907		3015832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27774		5819908		3015833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27775		5819909		3015834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27776		5819910		3015835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27777		5819911		3015836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27778		5819912		3015837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27779		5819913		3015838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27780		5819914		3015839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27781		5819915		3015840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27782		5819916		3015841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27783		5819917		3015842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27784		5819918		3015843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27785		5819919		3015844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27786		5819920		3015845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27787		5819921		3015846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27788		5819922		3015847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27789		5819923		3015848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27790		5819924		3015849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27791		5819925		3015850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27792		5819926		3015851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27793		5819927		3015852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27794		5819928		3015853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27795		5819929		3015854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27796		5819930		3015855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27797		5819931		3015856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27798		5819932		3015857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27799		5819933		3015858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27800		5819934		3015859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27801		5819935		3015860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27802		5819936		3015861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27803		5819937		3015862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27804		5819938		3015863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27805		5819939		3015864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27806		5819940		3015865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27807		5819941		3015866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27808		5819942		3015867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27809		5819943		3015868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27810		5819944		3015869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27811		5819945		3015870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27812		5819946		3015871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27813		5819947		3015872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27814		5819948		3015873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27815		5819949		3015874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27816		5819950		3015875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27817		5819951		3015876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27818		5819952		3015877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27819		5819953		3015878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27820		5819954		3015879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27821		5819955		3015880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27822		5819956		3015881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27823		5819957		3015882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27824		5819958		3015883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27825		5819959		3015884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27826		5819960		3015885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27827		5819961		3015886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27828		5819962		3015887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27829		5819963		3015888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27830		5819964		3015889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27831		5819965		3015890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27832		5819966		3015891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27833		5819967		3015892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27834		5819968		3015893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27835		5819969		3015894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27836		5819970		3015895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27837		5819971		3015896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27838		5819972		3015897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27839		5819973		3015898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27840		5819974		3015899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27841		5819975		3015900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27842		5819976		3015901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27843		5819977		3015902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27844		5819978		3015903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27845		5819979		3015904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27846		5819980		3015905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27847		5819981		3015906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27848		5819982		3015907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27849		5819983		3015908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27850		5819984		3015909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27851		5819985		3015910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27852		5819986		3015911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27853		5819987		3015912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27854		5819988		3015913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27855		5819989		3015914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27856		5819990		3015915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27857		5819991		3015916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27858		5819992		3015917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27859		5819993		3015918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27860		5819994		3015919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27861		5819995		3015920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27862		5819996		3015921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27863		5819997		3015922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27864		5819998		3015923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27865		5819999		3015924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27866		5820000		3015925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27867		5820001		3015926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27868		5820002		3015927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27869		5820003		3015928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27870		5820004		3015929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27871		5820005		3015930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27872		5820006		3015931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27873		5820007		3015932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27874		5820008		3015933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27875		5820009		3015934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27876		5820010		3015935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27877		5820011		3015936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27878		5820012		3015937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27879		5820013		3015938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27880		5820014		3015939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27881		5820015		3015940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27882		5820016		3015941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27883		5820017		3015942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27884		5820018		3015943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27885		5820019		3015944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27886		5820020		3015945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27887		5820021		3015946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27888		5820022		3015947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27889		5820023		3015948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27890		5820024		3015949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27891		5820025		3015950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27892		5820026		3015951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27893		5820027		3015952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27894		5820028		3015953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27895		5820029		3015954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27896		5820030		3015955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27897		5820031		3015956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27898		5820032		3015957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27899		5820033		3015958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27900		5820034		3015959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27901		5820035		3015960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27902		5820036		3015961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27903		5820037		3015962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27904		5820038		3015963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27905		5820039		3015964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27906		5820040		3015965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27907		5820041		3015966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27908		5820042		3015967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27909		5820043		3015968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27910		5820044		3015969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27911		5820045		3015970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27912		5820046		3015971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27913		5820047		3015972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27914		5820048		3015973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27915		5820049		3015974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27916		5820050		3015975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27917		5820051		3015976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27918		5820052		3015977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27919		5820053		3015978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27920		5820054		3015979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27921		5820055		3015980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27922		5820056		3015981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27923		5820057		3015982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27924		5820058		3015983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27925		5820059		3015984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27926		5820060		3015985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27927		5820061		3015986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27928		5820062		3015987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27929		5820063		3015988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27930		5820064		3015989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27931		5820065		3015990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27932		5820066		3015991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27933		5820067		3015992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27934		5820068		3015993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27935		5820069		3015994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27936		5820070		3015995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27937		5820071		3015996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27938		5820072		3015997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27939		5820073		3015998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27940		5820074		3015999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27941		5820075		3016000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27942		5820076		3016001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27943		5820077		3016002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27944		5820078		3016003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27945		5820079		3016004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27946		5820080		3016005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27947		5820081		3016006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27948		5820082		3016007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27949		5820083		3016008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27950		5820084		3016009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27951		5820085		3016010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27952		5820086		3016011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27953		5820087		3016012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27954		5820088		3016013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27955		5820089		3016014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27956		5820090		3016015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27957		5820091		3016016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27958		5820092		3016017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27959		5820093		3016018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27960		5820094		3016019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27961		5820095		3016020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27962		5820096		3016021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27963		5820097		3016022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27964		5820098		3016023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27965		5820099		3016024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27966		5820100		3016025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27967		5820101		3016026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27968		5820102		3016027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27969		5820103		3016028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27970		5820104		3016029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27971		5820105		3016030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27972		5820106		3016031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27973		5820107		3016032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27974		5820108		3016033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27975		5820109		3016034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27976		5820110		3016035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27977		5820111		3016036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27978		5820112		3016037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27979		5820113		3016038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27980		5820114		3016039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27981		5820115		3016040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27982		5820116		3016041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27983		5820117		3016042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27984		5820118		3016043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27985		5820119		3016044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27986		5820120		3016045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27987		5820121		3016046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27988		5820122		3016047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27989		5820123		3016048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27990		5820124		3016049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27991		5820125		3016050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27992		5820126		3016051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27993		5820127		3016052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27994		5820128		3016053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27995		5820129		3016054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27996		5820130		3016055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27997		5820131		3016056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27998		5820132		3016057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		27999		5820133		3016058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28000		5820134		3016059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28001		5820135		3016060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28002		5820136		3016061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28003		5820137		3016062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28004		5820138		3016063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28005		5820139		3016064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28006		5820140		3016065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28007		5820141		3016066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28008		5820142		3016067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28009		5820143		3016068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28010		5820144		3016069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28011		5820145		3016070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28012		5820146		3016071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28013		5820147		3016072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28014		5820148		3016073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28015		5820149		3016074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28016		5820150		3016075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28017		5820151		3016076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28018		5820152		3016077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28019		5820153		3016078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28020		5820154		3016079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28021		5820155		3016080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28022		5820156		3016081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28023		5820157		3016082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28024		5820158		3016083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28025		5820159		3016084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28026		5820160		3016085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28027		5820161		3016086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28028		5820162		3016087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28029		5820163		3016088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28030		5820164		3016089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28031		5820165		3016090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28032		5820166		3016091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28033		5820167		3016092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28034		5820168		3016093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28035		5820169		3016094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28036		5820170		3016095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28037		5820171		3016096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28038		5820172		3016097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28039		5820173		3016098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28040		5820174		3016099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28041		5820175		3016100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28042		5820176		3016101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28043		5820177		3016102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28044		5820178		3016103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28045		5820179		3016104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28046		5820180		3016105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28047		5820181		3016106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28048		5820182		3016107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28049		5820183		3016108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28050		5820184		3016109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28051		5820185		3016110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28052		5820186		3016111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28053		5820187		3016112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28054		5820188		3016113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28055		5820189		3016114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28056		5820190		3016115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28057		5820191		3016116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28058		5820192		3016117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28059		5820193		3016118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28060		5820194		3016119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28061		5820195		3016120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28062		5820196		3016121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28063		5820197		3016122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28064		5820198		3016123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28065		5820199		3016124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28066		5820200		3016125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28067		5820201		3016126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28068		5820202		3016127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28069		5820203		3016128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28070		5820204		3016129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28071		5820205		3016130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28072		5820206		3016131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28073		5820207		3016132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28074		5820208		3016133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28075		5820209		3016134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28076		5820210		3016135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28077		5820211		3016136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28078		5820212		3016137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28079		5820213		3016138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28080		5820214		3016139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28081		5820215		3016140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28082		5820216		3016141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28083		5820217		3016142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28084		5820218		3016143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28085		5820219		3016144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28086		5820220		3016145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28087		5820221		3016146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28088		5820222		3016147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28089		5820223		3016148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28090		5820224		3016149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28091		5820225		3016150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28092		5820226		3016151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28093		5820227		3016152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28094		5820228		3016153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28095		5820229		3016154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28096		5820230		3016155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28097		5820231		3016156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28098		5820232		3016157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28099		5820233		3016158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28100		5820234		3016159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28101		5820235		3016160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28102		5820236		3016161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28103		5820237		3016162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28104		5820238		3016163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28105		5820239		3016164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28106		5820240		3016165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28107		5820241		3016166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28108		5820242		3016167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28109		5820243		3016168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28110		5820244		3016169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28111		5820245		3016170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28112		5820246		3016171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28113		5820247		3016172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28114		5820248		3016173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28115		5820249		3016174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28116		5820250		3016175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28117		5820251		3016176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28118		5820252		3016177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28119		5820253		3016178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28120		5820254		3016179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28121		5820255		3016180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28122		5820256		3016181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28123		5820257		3016182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28124		5820258		3016183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28125		5820259		3016184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28126		5820260		3016185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28127		5820261		3016186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28128		5820262		3016187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28129		5820263		3016188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28130		5820264		3016189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28131		5820265		3016190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28132		5820266		3016191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28133		5820267		3016192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28134		5820268		3016193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28135		5820269		3016194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28136		5820270		3016195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28137		5820271		3016196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28138		5820272		3016197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28139		5820273		3016198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28140		5820274		3016199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28141		5820275		3016200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28142		5820276		3016201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28143		5820277		3016202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28144		5820278		3016203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28145		5820279		3016204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28146		5820280		3016205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28147		5820281		3016206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28148		5820282		3016207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28149		5820283		3016208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28150		5820284		3016209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28151		5820285		3016210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28152		5820286		3016211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28153		5820287		3016212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28154		5820288		3016213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28155		5820289		3016214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28156		5820290		3016215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28157		5820291		3016216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28158		5820292		3016217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28159		5820293		3016218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28160		5820294		3016219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28161		5820295		3016220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28162		5820296		3016221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28163		5820297		3016222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28164		5820298		3016223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28165		5820299		3016224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28166		5820300		3016225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28167		5820301		3016226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28168		5820302		3016227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28169		5820303		3016228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28170		5820304		3016229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28171		5820305		3016230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28172		5820306		3016231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28173		5820307		3016232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28174		5820308		3016233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28175		5820309		3016234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28176		5820310		3016235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28177		5820311		3016236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28178		5820312		3016237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28179		5820313		3016238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28180		5820314		3016239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28181		5820315		3016240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28182		5820316		3016241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28183		5820317		3016242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28184		5820318		3016243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28185		5820319		3016244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28186		5820320		3016245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28187		5820321		3016246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28188		5820322		3016247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28189		5820323		3016248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28190		5820324		3016249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28191		5820325		3016250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28192		5820326		3016251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28193		5820327		3016252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28194		5820328		3016253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28195		5820329		3016254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28196		5820330		3016255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28197		5820331		3016256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28198		5820332		3016257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28199		5820333		3016258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28200		5820334		3016259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28201		5820335		3016260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28202		5820336		3016261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28203		5820337		3016262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28204		5820338		3016263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28205		5820339		3016264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28206		5820340		3016265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28207		5820341		3016266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28208		5820342		3016267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28209		5820343		3016268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28210		5820344		3016269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28211		5820345		3016270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28212		5820346		3016271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28213		5820347		3016272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28214		5820348		3016273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28215		5820349		3016274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28216		5820350		3016275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28217		5820351		3016276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28218		5820352		3016277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28219		5820353		3016278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28220		5820354		3016279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28221		5820355		3016280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28222		5820356		3016281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28223		5820357		3016282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28224		5820358		3016283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28225		5820359		3016284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28226		5820360		3016285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28227		5820361		3016286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28228		5820362		3016287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28229		5820363		3016288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28230		5820364		3016289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28231		5820365		3016290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28232		5820366		3016291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28233		5820367		3016292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28234		5820368		3016293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28235		5820369		3016294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28236		5820370		3016295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28237		5820371		3016296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28238		5820372		3016297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28239		5820373		3016298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28240		5820374		3016299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28241		5820375		3016300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28242		5820376		3016301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28243		5820377		3016302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28244		5820378		3016303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28245		5820379		3016304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28246		5820380		3016305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28247		5820381		3016306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28248		5820382		3016307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28249		5820383		3016308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28250		5820384		3016309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28251		5820385		3016310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28252		5820386		3016311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28253		5820387		3016312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28254		5820388		3016313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28255		5820389		3016314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28256		5820390		3016315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28257		5820391		3016316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28258		5820392		3016317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28259		5820393		3016318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28260		5820394		3016319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28261		5820395		3016320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28262		5820396		3016321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28263		5820397		3016322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28264		5820398		3016323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28265		5820399		3016324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28266		5820400		3016325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28267		5820401		3016326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28268		5820402		3016327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28269		5820403		3016328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28270		5820404		3016329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28271		5820405		3016330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28272		5820406		3016331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28273		5820407		3016332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28274		5820408		3016333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28275		5820409		3016334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28276		5820410		3016335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28277		5820411		3016336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28278		5820412		3016337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28279		5820413		3016338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28280		5820414		3016339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28281		5820415		3016340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28282		5820416		3016341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28283		5820417		3016342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28284		5820418		3016343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28285		5820419		3016344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28286		5820420		3016345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28287		5820421		3016346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28288		5820422		3016347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28289		5820423		3016348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28290		5820424		3016349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28291		5820425		3016350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28292		5820426		3016351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28293		5820427		3016352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28294		5820428		3016353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28295		5820429		3016354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28296		5820430		3016355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28297		5820431		3016356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28298		5820432		3016357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28299		5820433		3016358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28300		5820434		3016359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28301		5820435		3016360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28302		5820436		3016361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28303		5820437		3016362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28304		5820438		3016363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28305		5820439		3016364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28306		5820440		3016365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28307		5820441		3016366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28308		5820442		3016367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28309		5820443		3016368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28310		5820444		3016369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28311		5820445		3016370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28312		5820446		3016371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28313		5820447		3016372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28314		5820448		3016373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28315		5820449		3016374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28316		5820450		3016375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28317		5820451		3016376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28318		5820452		3016377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28319		5820453		3016378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28320		5820454		3016379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28321		5820455		3016380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28322		5820456		3016381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28323		5820457		3016382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28324		5820458		3016383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28325		5820459		3016384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28326		5820460		3016385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28327		5820461		3016386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28328		5820462		3016387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28329		5820463		3016388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28330		5820464		3016389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28331		5820465		3016390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28332		5820466		3016391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28333		5820467		3016392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28334		5820468		3016393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28335		5820469		3016394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28336		5820470		3016395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28337		5820471		3016396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28338		5820472		3016397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28339		5820473		3016398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28340		5820474		3016399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28341		5820475		3016400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28342		5820476		3016401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28343		5820477		3016402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28344		5820478		3016403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28345		5820479		3016404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28346		5820480		3016405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28347		5820481		3016406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28348		5820482		3016407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28349		5820483		3016408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28350		5820484		3016409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28351		5820485		3016410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28352		5820486		3016411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28353		5820487		3016412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28354		5820488		3016413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28355		5820489		3016414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28356		5820490		3016415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28357		5820491		3016416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28358		5820492		3016417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28359		5820493		3016418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28360		5820494		3016419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28361		5820495		3016420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28362		5820496		3016421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28363		5820497		3016422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28364		5820498		3016423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28365		5820499		3016424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28366		5820500		3016425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28367		5820501		3016426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28368		5820502		3016427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28369		5820503		3016428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28370		5820504		3016429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28371		5820505		3016430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28372		5820506		3016431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28373		5820507		3016432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28374		5820508		3016433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28375		5820509		3016434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28376		5820510		3016435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28377		5820511		3016436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28378		5820512		3016437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28379		5820513		3016438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28380		5820514		3016439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28381		5820515		3016440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28382		5820516		3016441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28383		5820517		3016442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28384		5820518		3016443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28385		5820519		3016444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28386		5820520		3016445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28387		5820521		3016446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28388		5820522		3016447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28389		5820523		3016448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28390		5820524		3016449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28391		5820525		3016450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28392		5820526		3016451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28393		5820527		3016452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28394		5820528		3016453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28395		5820529		3016454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28396		5820530		3016455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28397		5820531		3016456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28398		5820532		3016457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28399		5820533		3016458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28400		5820534		3016459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28401		5820535		3016460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28402		5820536		3016461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28403		5820537		3016462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28404		5820538		3016463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28405		5820539		3016464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28406		5820540		3016465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28407		5820541		3016466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28408		5820542		3016467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28409		5820543		3016468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28410		5820544		3016469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28411		5820545		3016470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28412		5820546		3016471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28413		5820547		3016472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28414		5820548		3016473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28415		5820549		3016474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28416		5820550		3016475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28417		5820551		3016476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28418		5820552		3016477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28419		5820553		3016478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28420		5820554		3016479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28421		5820555		3016480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28422		5820556		3016481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28423		5820557		3016482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28424		5820558		3016483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28425		5820559		3016484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28426		5820560		3016485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28427		5820561		3016486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28428		5820562		3016487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28429		5820563		3016488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28430		5820564		3016489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28431		5820565		3016490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28432		5820566		3016491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28433		5820567		3016492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28434		5820568		3016493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28435		5820569		3016494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28436		5820570		3016495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28437		5820571		3016496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28438		5820572		3016497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28439		5820573		3016498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28440		5820574		3016499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28441		5820575		3016500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28442		5820576		3016501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28443		5820577		3016502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28444		5820578		3016503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28445		5820579		3016504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28446		5820580		3016505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28447		5820581		3016506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28448		5820582		3016507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28449		5820583		3016508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28450		5820584		3016509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28451		5820585		3016510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28452		5820586		3016511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28453		5820587		3016512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28454		5820588		3016513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28455		5820589		3016514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28456		5820590		3016515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28457		5820591		3016516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28458		5820592		3016517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28459		5820593		3016518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28460		5820594		3016519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28461		5820595		3016520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28462		5820596		3016521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28463		5820597		3016522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28464		5820598		3016523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28465		5820599		3016524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28466		5820600		3016525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28467		5820601		3016526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28468		5820602		3016527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28469		5820603		3016528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28470		5820604		3016529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28471		5820605		3016530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28472		5820606		3016531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28473		5820607		3016532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28474		5820608		3016533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28475		5820609		3016534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28476		5820610		3016535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28477		5820611		3016536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28478		5820612		3016537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28479		5820613		3016538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28480		5820614		3016539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28481		5820615		3016540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28482		5820616		3016541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28483		5820617		3016542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28484		5820618		3016543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28485		5820619		3016544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28486		5820620		3016545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28487		5820621		3016546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28488		5820622		3016547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28489		5820623		3016548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28490		5820624		3016549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28491		5820625		3016550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28492		5820626		3016551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28493		5820627		3016552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28494		5820628		3016553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28495		5820629		3016554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28496		5820630		3016555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28497		5820631		3016556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28498		5820632		3016557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28499		5820633		3016558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28500		5820634		3016559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28501		5820635		3016560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28502		5820636		3016561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28503		5820637		3016562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28504		5820638		3016563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28505		5820639		3016564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28506		5820640		3016565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28507		5820641		3016566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28508		5820642		3016567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28509		5820643		3016568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28510		5820644		3016569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28511		5820645		3016570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28512		5820646		3016571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28513		5820647		3016572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28514		5820648		3016573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28515		5820649		3016574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28516		5820650		3016575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28517		5820651		3016576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28518		5820652		3016577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28519		5820653		3016578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28520		5820654		3016579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28521		5820655		3016580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28522		5820656		3016581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28523		5820657		3016582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28524		5820658		3016583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28525		5820659		3016584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28526		5820660		3016585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28527		5820661		3016586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28528		5820662		3016587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28529		5820663		3016588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28530		5820664		3016589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28531		5820665		3016590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28532		5820666		3016591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28533		5820667		3016592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28534		5820668		3016593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28535		5820669		3016594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28536		5820670		3016595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28537		5820671		3016596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28538		5820672		3016597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28539		5820673		3016598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28540		5820674		3016599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28541		5820675		3016600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28542		5820676		3016601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28543		5820677		3016602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28544		5820678		3016603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28545		5820679		3016604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28546		5820680		3016605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28547		5820681		3016606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28548		5820682		3016607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28549		5820683		3016608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28550		5820684		3016609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28551		5820685		3016610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28552		5820686		3016611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28553		5820687		3016612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28554		5820688		3016613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28555		5820689		3016614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28556		5820690		3016615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28557		5820691		3016616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28558		5820692		3016617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28559		5820693		3016618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28560		5820694		3016619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28561		5820695		3016620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28562		5820696		3016621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28563		5820697		3016622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28564		5820698		3016623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28565		5820699		3016624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28566		5820700		3016625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28567		5820701		3016626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28568		5820702		3016627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28569		5820703		3016628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28570		5820704		3016629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28571		5820705		3016630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28572		5820706		3016631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28573		5820707		3016632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28574		5820708		3016633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28575		5820709		3016634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28576		5820710		3016635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28577		5820711		3016636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28578		5820712		3016637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28579		5820713		3016638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28580		5820714		3016639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28581		5820715		3016640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28582		5820716		3016641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28583		5820717		3016642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28584		5820718		3016643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28585		5820719		3016644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28586		5820720		3016645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28587		5820721		3016646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28588		5820722		3016647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28589		5820723		3016648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28590		5820724		3016649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28591		5820725		3016650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28592		5820726		3016651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28593		5820727		3016652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28594		5820728		3016653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28595		5820729		3016654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28596		5820730		3016655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28597		5820731		3016656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28598		5820732		3016657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28599		5820733		3016658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28600		5820734		3016659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28601		5820735		3016660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28602		5820736		3016661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28603		5820737		3016662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28604		5820738		3016663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28605		5820739		3016664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28606		5820740		3016665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28607		5820741		3016666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28608		5820742		3016667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28609		5820743		3016668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28610		5820744		3016669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28611		5820745		3016670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28612		5820746		3016671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28613		5820747		3016672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28614		5820748		3016673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28615		5820749		3016674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28616		5820750		3016675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28617		5820751		3016676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28618		5820752		3016677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28619		5820753		3016678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28620		5820754		3016679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28621		5820755		3016680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28622		5820756		3016681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28623		5820757		3016682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28624		5820758		3016683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28625		5820759		3016684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28626		5820760		3016685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28627		5820761		3016686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28628		5820762		3016687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28629		5820763		3016688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28630		5820764		3016689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28631		5820765		3016690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28632		5820766		3016691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28633		5820767		3016692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28634		5820768		3016693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28635		5820769		3016694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28636		5820770		3016695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28637		5820771		3016696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28638		5820772		3016697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28639		5820773		3016698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28640		5820774		3016699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28641		5820775		3016700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28642		5820776		3016701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28643		5820777		3016702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28644		5820778		3016703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28645		5820779		3016704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28646		5820780		3016705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28647		5820781		3016706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28648		5820782		3016707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28649		5820783		3016708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28650		5820784		3016709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28651		5820785		3016710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28652		5820786		3016711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28653		5820787		3016712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28654		5820788		3016713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28655		5820789		3016714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28656		5820790		3016715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28657		5820791		3016716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28658		5820792		3016717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28659		5820793		3016718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28660		5820794		3016719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28661		5820795		3016720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28662		5820796		3016721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28663		5820797		3016722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28664		5820798		3016723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28665		5820799		3016724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28666		5820800		3016725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28667		5820801		3016726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28668		5820802		3016727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28669		5820803		3016728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28670		5820804		3016729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28671		5820805		3016730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28672		5820806		3016731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28673		5820807		3016732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28674		5820808		3016733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28675		5820809		3016734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28676		5820810		3016735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28677		5820811		3016736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28678		5820812		3016737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28679		5820813		3016738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28680		5820814		3016739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28681		5820815		3016740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28682		5820816		3016741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28683		5820817		3016742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28684		5820818		3016743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28685		5820819		3016744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28686		5820820		3016745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28687		5820821		3016746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28688		5820822		3016747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28689		5820823		3016748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28690		5820824		3016749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28691		5820825		3016750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28692		5820826		3016751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28693		5820827		3016752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28694		5820828		3016753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28695		5820829		3016754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28696		5820830		3016755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28697		5820831		3016756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28698		5820832		3016757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28699		5820833		3016758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28700		5820834		3016759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28701		5820835		3016760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28702		5820836		3016761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28703		5820837		3016762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28704		5820838		3016763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28705		5820839		3016764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28706		5820840		3016765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28707		5820841		3016766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28708		5820842		3016767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28709		5820843		3016768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28710		5820844		3016769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28711		5820845		3016770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28712		5820846		3016771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28713		5820847		3016772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28714		5820848		3016773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28715		5820849		3016774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28716		5820850		3016775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28717		5820851		3016776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28718		5820852		3016777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28719		5820853		3016778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28720		5820854		3016779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28721		5820855		3016780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28722		5820856		3016781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28723		5820857		3016782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28724		5820858		3016783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28725		5820859		3016784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28726		5820860		3016785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28727		5820861		3016786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28728		5820862		3016787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28729		5820863		3016788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28730		5820864		3016789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28731		5820865		3016790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28732		5820866		3016791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28733		5820867		3016792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28734		5820868		3016793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28735		5820869		3016794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28736		5820870		3016795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28737		5820871		3016796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28738		5820872		3016797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28739		5820873		3016798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28740		5820874		3016799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28741		5820875		3016800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28742		5820876		3016801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28743		5820877		3016802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28744		5820878		3016803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28745		5820879		3016804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28746		5820880		3016805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28747		5820881		3016806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28748		5820882		3016807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28749		5820883		3016808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28750		5820884		3016809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28751		5820885		3016810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28752		5820886		3016811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28753		5820887		3016812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28754		5820888		3016813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28755		5820889		3016814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28756		5820890		3016815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28757		5820891		3016816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28758		5820892		3016817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28759		5820893		3016818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28760		5820894		3016819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28761		5820895		3016820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28762		5820896		3016821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28763		5820897		3016822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28764		5820898		3016823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28765		5820899		3016824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28766		5820900		3016825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28767		5820901		3016826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28768		5820902		3016827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28769		5820903		3016828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28770		5820904		3016829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28771		5820905		3016830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28772		5820906		3016831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28773		5820907		3016832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28774		5820908		3016833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28775		5820909		3016834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28776		5820910		3016835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28777		5820911		3016836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28778		5820912		3016837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28779		5820913		3016838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28780		5820914		3016839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28781		5820915		3016840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28782		5820916		3016841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28783		5820917		3016842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28784		5820918		3016843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28785		5820919		3016844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28786		5820920		3016845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28787		5820921		3016846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28788		5820922		3016847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28789		5820923		3016848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28790		5820924		3016849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28791		5820925		3016850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28792		5820926		3016851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28793		5820927		3016852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28794		5820928		3016853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28795		5820929		3016854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28796		5820930		3016855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28797		5820931		3016856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28798		5820932		3016857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28799		5820933		3016858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28800		5820934		3016859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28801		5820935		3016860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28802		5820936		3016861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28803		5820937		3016862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28804		5820938		3016863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28805		5820939		3016864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28806		5820940		3016865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28807		5820941		3016866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28808		5820942		3016867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28809		5820943		3016868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28810		5820944		3016869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28811		5820945		3016870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28812		5820946		3016871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28813		5820947		3016872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28814		5820948		3016873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28815		5820949		3016874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28816		5820950		3016875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28817		5820951		3016876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28818		5820952		3016877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28819		5820953		3016878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28820		5820954		3016879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28821		5820955		3016880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28822		5820956		3016881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28823		5820957		3016882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28824		5820958		3016883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28825		5820959		3016884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28826		5820960		3016885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28827		5820961		3016886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28828		5820962		3016887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28829		5820963		3016888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28830		5820964		3016889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28831		5820965		3016890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28832		5820966		3016891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28833		5820967		3016892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28834		5820968		3016893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28835		5820969		3016894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28836		5820970		3016895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28837		5820971		3016896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28838		5820972		3016897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28839		5820973		3016898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28840		5820974		3016899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28841		5820975		3016900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28842		5820976		3016901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28843		5820977		3016902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28844		5820978		3016903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28845		5820979		3016904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28846		5820980		3016905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28847		5820981		3016906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28848		5820982		3016907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28849		5820983		3016908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28850		5820984		3016909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28851		5820985		3016910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28852		5820986		3016911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28853		5820987		3016912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28854		5820988		3016913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28855		5820989		3016914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28856		5820990		3016915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28857		5820991		3016916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28858		5820992		3016917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28859		5820993		3016918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28860		5820994		3016919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28861		5820995		3016920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28862		5820996		3016921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28863		5820997		3016922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28864		5820998		3016923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28865		5820999		3016924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28866		5821000		3016925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28867		5821001		3016926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28868		5821002		3016927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28869		5821003		3016928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28870		5821004		3016929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28871		5821005		3016930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28872		5821006		3016931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28873		5821007		3016932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28874		5821008		3016933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28875		5821009		3016934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28876		5821010		3016935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28877		5821011		3016936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28878		5821012		3016937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28879		5821013		3016938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28880		5821014		3016939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28881		5821015		3016940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28882		5821016		3016941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28883		5821017		3016942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28884		5821018		3016943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28885		5821019		3016944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28886		5821020		3016945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28887		5821021		3016946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28888		5821022		3016947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28889		5821023		3016948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28890		5821024		3016949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28891		5821025		3016950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28892		5821026		3016951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28893		5821027		3016952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28894		5821028		3016953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28895		5821029		3016954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28896		5821030		3016955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28897		5821031		3016956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28898		5821032		3016957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28899		5821033		3016958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28900		5821034		3016959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28901		5821035		3016960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28902		5821036		3016961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28903		5821037		3016962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28904		5821038		3016963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28905		5821039		3016964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28906		5821040		3016965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28907		5821041		3016966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28908		5821042		3016967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28909		5821043		3016968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28910		5821044		3016969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28911		5821045		3016970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28912		5821046		3016971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28913		5821047		3016972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28914		5821048		3016973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28915		5821049		3016974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28916		5821050		3016975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28917		5821051		3016976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28918		5821052		3016977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28919		5821053		3016978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28920		5821054		3016979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28921		5821055		3016980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28922		5821056		3016981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28923		5821057		3016982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28924		5821058		3016983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28925		5821059		3016984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28926		5821060		3016985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28927		5821061		3016986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28928		5821062		3016987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28929		5821063		3016988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28930		5821064		3016989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28931		5821065		3016990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28932		5821066		3016991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28933		5821067		3016992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28934		5821068		3016993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28935		5821069		3016994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28936		5821070		3016995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28937		5821071		3016996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28938		5821072		3016997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28939		5821073		3016998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28940		5821074		3016999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28941		5821075		3017000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28942		5821076		3017001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28943		5821077		3017002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28944		5821078		3017003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28945		5821079		3017004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28946		5821080		3017005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28947		5821081		3017006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28948		5821082		3017007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28949		5821083		3017008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28950		5821084		3017009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28951		5821085		3017010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28952		5821086		3017011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28953		5821087		3017012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28954		5821088		3017013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28955		5821089		3017014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28956		5821090		3017015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28957		5821091		3017016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28958		5821092		3017017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28959		5821093		3017018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28960		5821094		3017019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28961		5821095		3017020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28962		5821096		3017021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28963		5821097		3017022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28964		5821098		3017023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28965		5821099		3017024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28966		5821100		3017025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28967		5821101		3017026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28968		5821102		3017027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28969		5821103		3017028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28970		5821104		3017029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28971		5821105		3017030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28972		5821106		3017031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28973		5821107		3017032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28974		5821108		3017033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28975		5821109		3017034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28976		5821110		3017035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28977		5821111		3017036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28978		5821112		3017037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28979		5821113		3017038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28980		5821114		3017039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28981		5821115		3017040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28982		5821116		3017041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28983		5821117		3017042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28984		5821118		3017043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28985		5821119		3017044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28986		5821120		3017045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28987		5821121		3017046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28988		5821122		3017047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28989		5821123		3017048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28990		5821124		3017049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28991		5821125		3017050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28992		5821126		3017051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28993		5821127		3017052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28994		5821128		3017053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28995		5821129		3017054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28996		5821130		3017055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28997		5821131		3017056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28998		5821132		3017057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		28999		5821133		3017058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29000		5821134		3017059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29001		5821135		3017060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29002		5821136		3017061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29003		5821137		3017062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29004		5821138		3017063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29005		5821139		3017064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29006		5821140		3017065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29007		5821141		3017066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29008		5821142		3017067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29009		5821143		3017068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29010		5821144		3017069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29011		5821145		3017070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29012		5821146		3017071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29013		5821147		3017072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29014		5821148		3017073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29015		5821149		3017074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29016		5821150		3017075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29017		5821151		3017076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29018		5821152		3017077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29019		5821153		3017078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29020		5821154		3017079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29021		5821155		3017080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29022		5821156		3017081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29023		5821157		3017082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29024		5821158		3017083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29025		5821159		3017084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29026		5821160		3017085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29027		5821161		3017086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29028		5821162		3017087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29029		5821163		3017088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29030		5821164		3017089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29031		5821165		3017090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29032		5821166		3017091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29033		5821167		3017092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29034		5821168		3017093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29035		5821169		3017094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29036		5821170		3017095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29037		5821171		3017096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29038		5821172		3017097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29039		5821173		3017098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29040		5821174		3017099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29041		5821175		3017100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29042		5821176		3017101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29043		5821177		3017102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29044		5821178		3017103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29045		5821179		3017104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29046		5821180		3017105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29047		5821181		3017106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29048		5821182		3017107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29049		5821183		3017108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29050		5821184		3017109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29051		5821185		3017110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29052		5821186		3017111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29053		5821187		3017112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29054		5821188		3017113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29055		5821189		3017114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29056		5821190		3017115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29057		5821191		3017116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29058		5821192		3017117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29059		5821193		3017118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29060		5821194		3017119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29061		5821195		3017120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29062		5821196		3017121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29063		5821197		3017122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29064		5821198		3017123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29065		5821199		3017124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29066		5821200		3017125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29067		5821201		3017126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29068		5821202		3017127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29069		5821203		3017128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29070		5821204		3017129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29071		5821205		3017130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29072		5821206		3017131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29073		5821207		3017132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29074		5821208		3017133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29075		5821209		3017134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29076		5821210		3017135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29077		5821211		3017136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29078		5821212		3017137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29079		5821213		3017138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29080		5821214		3017139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29081		5821215		3017140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29082		5821216		3017141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29083		5821217		3017142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29084		5821218		3017143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29085		5821219		3017144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29086		5821220		3017145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29087		5821221		3017146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29088		5821222		3017147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29089		5821223		3017148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29090		5821224		3017149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29091		5821225		3017150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29092		5821226		3017151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29093		5821227		3017152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29094		5821228		3017153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29095		5821229		3017154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29096		5821230		3017155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29097		5821231		3017156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29098		5821232		3017157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29099		5821233		3017158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29100		5821234		3017159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29101		5821235		3017160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29102		5821236		3017161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29103		5821237		3017162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29104		5821238		3017163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29105		5821239		3017164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29106		5821240		3017165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29107		5821241		3017166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29108		5821242		3017167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29109		5821243		3017168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29110		5821244		3017169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29111		5821245		3017170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29112		5821246		3017171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29113		5821247		3017172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29114		5821248		3017173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29115		5821249		3017174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29116		5821250		3017175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29117		5821251		3017176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29118		5821252		3017177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29119		5821253		3017178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29120		5821254		3017179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29121		5821255		3017180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29122		5821256		3017181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29123		5821257		3017182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29124		5821258		3017183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29125		5821259		3017184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29126		5821260		3017185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29127		5821261		3017186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29128		5821262		3017187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29129		5821263		3017188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29130		5821264		3017189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29131		5821265		3017190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29132		5821266		3017191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29133		5821267		3017192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29134		5821268		3017193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29135		5821269		3017194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29136		5821270		3017195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29137		5821271		3017196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29138		5821272		3017197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29139		5821273		3017198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29140		5821274		3017199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29141		5821275		3017200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29142		5821276		3017201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29143		5821277		3017202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29144		5821278		3017203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29145		5821279		3017204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29146		5821280		3017205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29147		5821281		3017206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29148		5821282		3017207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29149		5821283		3017208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29150		5821284		3017209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29151		5821285		3017210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29152		5821286		3017211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29153		5821287		3017212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29154		5821288		3017213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29155		5821289		3017214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29156		5821290		3017215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29157		5821291		3017216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29158		5821292		3017217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29159		5821293		3017218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29160		5821294		3017219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29161		5821295		3017220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29162		5821296		3017221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29163		5821297		3017222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29164		5821298		3017223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29165		5821299		3017224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29166		5821300		3017225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29167		5821301		3017226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29168		5821302		3017227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29169		5821303		3017228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29170		5821304		3017229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29171		5821305		3017230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29172		5821306		3017231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29173		5821307		3017232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29174		5821308		3017233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29175		5821309		3017234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29176		5821310		3017235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29177		5821311		3017236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29178		5821312		3017237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29179		5821313		3017238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29180		5821314		3017239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29181		5821315		3017240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29182		5821316		3017241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29183		5821317		3017242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29184		5821318		3017243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29185		5821319		3017244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29186		5821320		3017245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29187		5821321		3017246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29188		5821322		3017247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29189		5821323		3017248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29190		5821324		3017249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29191		5821325		3017250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29192		5821326		3017251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29193		5821327		3017252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29194		5821328		3017253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29195		5821329		3017254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29196		5821330		3017255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29197		5821331		3017256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29198		5821332		3017257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29199		5821333		3017258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29200		5821334		3017259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29201		5821335		3017260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29202		5821336		3017261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29203		5821337		3017262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29204		5821338		3017263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29205		5821339		3017264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29206		5821340		3017265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29207		5821341		3017266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29208		5821342		3017267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29209		5821343		3017268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29210		5821344		3017269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29211		5821345		3017270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29212		5821346		3017271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29213		5821347		3017272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29214		5821348		3017273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29215		5821349		3017274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29216		5821350		3017275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29217		5821351		3017276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29218		5821352		3017277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29219		5821353		3017278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29384		5823117		3019042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29385		5823118		3019043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29386		5823119		3019044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29387		5823277		3019202		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29388		5823278		3019203		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29389		5823279		3019204		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29390		5823280		3019205		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29391		5823281		3019206		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29392		5823282		3019207		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29393		5823283		3019208		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29394		5823284		3019209		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29395		5904162		3100087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29396		5904163		3100088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29397		5904164		3100089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29398		5904165		3100090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29399		5904166		3100091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29400		5904167		3100092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29401		5904168		3100093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29402		5904169		3100094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29403		5904170		3100095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29404		5904171		3100096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29405		5904172		3100097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29406		5904173		3100098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29407		5904174		3100099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29684		5905015		3100940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29685		5905016		3100941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29686		5905017		3100942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29687		5905018		3100943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29688		5905019		3100944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29689		5905020		3100945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29690		5905021		3100946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29691		5905022		3100947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29692		5905023		3100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29693		5905024		3100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29694		5905142		3101067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29695		5905143		3101068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29696		5905144		3101069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29697		5905145		3101070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29698		5905146		3101071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29699		5905147		3101072		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29700		5905148		3101073		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29701		5905149		3101074		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29702		5905150		3101075		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29703		5905151		3101076		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29704		5905152		3101077		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29705		5905153		3101078		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29706		5905154		3101079		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29707		5905155		3101080		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29708		5905156		3101081		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29709		5905157		3101082		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29710		5905158		3101083		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29711		5905159		3101084		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29712		5905160		3101085		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29713		5905161		3101086		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29714		5905162		3101087		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29715		5905163		3101088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29716		5905215		3101140		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29717		5905216		3101141		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29718		5905217		3101142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29719		5905218		3101143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29720		5905219		3101144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29721		5905220		3101145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29722		5905221		3101146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29723		5905222		3101147		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29724		5905223		3101148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29725		5905224		3101149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29726		5905225		3101150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29727		5905226		3101151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29728		5905227		3101152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29729		5905228		3101153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29730		5905229		3101154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29731		5905230		3101155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29732		5905231		3101156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29733		5905232		3101157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29734		5905233		3101158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29735		5905234		3101159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29736		5905235		3101160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29737		5905236		3101161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29738		5905237		3101162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29739		5905238		3101163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29740		5905239		3101164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29741		5905240		3101165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29742		5905241		3101166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29743		5905242		3101167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29744		5905243		3101168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29745		5905244		3101169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29746		5905245		3101170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29747		5905246		3101171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29748		5905247		3101172		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29749		5905248		3101173		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29750		5905249		3101174		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29751		6004082		3200007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29752		6004083		3200008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29753		6004084		3200009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29754		6004085		3200010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29755		6004086		3200011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29756		6004087		3200012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29757		6004661		3200586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29758		6004662		3200587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29759		6004663		3200588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29760		6004664		3200589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29761		6004665		3200590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29762		6004666		3200591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29763		6004667		3200592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29764		6004668		3200593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29765		6004669		3200594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29766		6004670		3200595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29767		6004671		3200596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29768		6004672		3200597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29769		6004673		3200598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29770		6004674		3200599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29771		6004675		3200600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29772		6004676		3200601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29773		6004677		3200602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29774		6004678		3200603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29775		6004679		3200604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29776		6004680		3200605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29777		6004681		3200606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29778		6004682		3200607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29779		6004683		3200608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29780		6004684		3200609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29781		6004685		3200610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29782		6004686		3200611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29783		6004687		3200612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29920		6006478		3202403		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29921		6006479		3202404		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29922		6006480		3202405		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29923		6006481		3202406		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29924		6006482		3202407		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29925		6006483		3202408		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29926		6006649		3202574		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29927		6006650		3202575		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29928		6006651		3202576		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29929		6006652		3202577		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29930		6006663		3202588		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29931		6006664		3202589		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29932		6006665		3202590		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29933		6006666		3202591		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29934		6006667		3202592		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29935		6006668		3202593		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29936		6006669		3202594		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29937		6006670		3202595		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29938		6006671		3202596		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29939		6006672		3202597		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29940		6006673		3202598		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29941		6006674		3202599		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29942		6006675		3202600		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29943		6006676		3202601		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29944		6006677		3202602		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29945		6006678		3202603		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29946		6006679		3202604		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29947		6006680		3202605		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29948		6006681		3202606		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29949		6006682		3202607		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29950		6006683		3202608		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29951		6006684		3202609		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29952		6006685		3202610		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29953		6006686		3202611		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29954		6006687		3202612		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29955		6006688		3202613		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29956		6006689		3202614		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29957		6006690		3202615		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29958		6006691		3202616		634		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29959		6006692		3202617		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29960		6006693		3202618		635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29961		6006694		3202619		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29962		6006695		3202620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29963		6006696		3202621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29964		6006697		3202622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29965		6006698		3202623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29966		6006699		3202624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29967		6006700		3202625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29968		6006701		3202626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29969		6006702		3202627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29970		6006703		3202628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29971		6006704		3202629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29972		6006705		3202630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29973		6006706		3202631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29974		6006707		3202632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29975		6006708		3202633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29976		6006709		3202634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29977		6006710		3202635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29978		6006711		3202636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29979		6006712		3202637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29980		6006713		3202638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29981		6006714		3202639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29982		6006715		3202640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29983		6006716		3202641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29984		6006717		3202642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29985		6006718		3202643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29986		6006719		3202644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29987		6006720		3202645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29988		6006721		3202646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29989		6006722		3202647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29990		6006723		3202648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29991		6006724		3202649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29992		6006725		3202650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29993		6006726		3202651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29994		6006727		3202652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29995		6006728		3202653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29996		6006729		3202654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29997		6006730		3202655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29998		6006731		3202656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		29999		6006732		3202657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30000		6006733		3202658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30001		6006734		3202659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30002		6006735		3202660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30003		6006736		3202661		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30004		6006737		3202662		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30005		6006738		3202663		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30006		6104199		3300124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30007		6104200		3300125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30008		6104201		3300126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30009		6104202		3300127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30010		6104203		3300128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30279		6104961		3300886		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30280		6104962		3300887		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30281		6104963		3300888		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30282		6104964		3300889		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30283		6104965		3300890		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30284		6105093		3301018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30285		6105094		3301019		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30286		6105095		3301020		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30287		6105096		3301021		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30288		6105097		3301022		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30289		6105098		3301023		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30290		6105099		3301024		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30291		6105100		3301025		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30292		6105101		3301026		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30293		6105102		3301027		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30294		6105103		3301028		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30295		6105104		3301029		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30296		6105105		3301030		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30297		6105106		3301031		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30298		6105107		3301032		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30299		6105108		3301033		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30300		6105109		3301034		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30301		6105110		3301035		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30302		6105152		3301077		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30303		6105153		3301078		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30304		6105154		3301079		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30305		6105155		3301080		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30306		6105156		3301081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30307		6105157		3301082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30308		6105158		3301083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30309		6105159		3301084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30310		6105160		3301085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30311		6105161		3301086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30312		6105162		3301087		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30313		6105163		3301088		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30314		6105164		3301089		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30315		6105165		3301090		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30316		6105166		3301091		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30317		6105167		3301092		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30318		6105168		3301093		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30319		6105169		3301094		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30320		6105170		3301095		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30321		6105171		3301096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30322		6105172		3301097		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30323		6105173		3301098		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30324		6105174		3301099		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30325		6105175		3301100		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30326		6105176		3301101		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30327		6105177		3301102		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30328		6105178		3301103		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30329		6105179		3301104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30330		6105180		3301105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30331		6105181		3301106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30332		6105182		3301107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30333		6105183		3301108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30334		6105184		3301109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30335		6105185		3301110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30336		6105186		3301111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30337		6105187		3301112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30338		6105188		3301113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30339		6105189		3301114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30340		6105190		3301115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30341		6105191		3301116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30342		6105192		3301117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30343		6105193		3301118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30344		6105194		3301119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30345		6105195		3301120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30346		6105196		3301121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30347		6105197		3301122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30348		6105198		3301123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30349		6105199		3301124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30350		6105200		3301125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30351		6105201		3301126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30352		6105202		3301127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30353		6105203		3301128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30354		6105204		3301129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30355		6105205		3301130		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30356		6105206		3301131		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30357		6105207		3301132		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30358		6205041		3400966		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30359		6205175		3401100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30360		6205176		3401101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30361		6205177		3401102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30362		6205178		3401103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30363		6205179		3401104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30364		6205180		3401105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30365		6205181		3401106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30366		6205182		3401107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30367		6205183		3401108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30368		6205184		3401109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30369		6205185		3401110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30370		6205186		3401111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30371		6205187		3401112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30372		6205188		3401113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30373		6205189		3401114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30374		6205190		3401115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30375		6205191		3401116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30376		6205192		3401117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30377		6205193		3401118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30378		6205194		3401119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30379		6205195		3401120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30380		6205196		3401121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30381		6205197		3401122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30382		6205198		3401123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30383		6205199		3401124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30384		6205200		3401125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30385		6205201		3401126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30386		6205202		3401127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30387		6205203		3401128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30388		6205204		3401129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30389		6205205		3401130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30390		6205206		3401131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30391		6205207		3401132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30392		6205208		3401133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30393		6205209		3401134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30394		6205210		3401135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30395		6205211		3401136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30396		6205212		3401137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30397		6205213		3401138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30398		6205214		3401139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30399		6205215		3401140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30400		6205216		3401141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30401		6205217		3401142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30402		6205218		3401143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30403		6205219		3401144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30404		6205220		3401145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30405		6205221		3401146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30406		6205222		3401147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30407		6205223		3401148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30408		6205224		3401149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30409		6205225		3401150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30410		6205226		3401151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30411		6205227		3401152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30412		6205228		3401153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30413		6205229		3401154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30414		6205230		3401155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30415		6205231		3401156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30416		6205232		3401157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30417		6205233		3401158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30418		6205234		3401159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30419		6205235		3401160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30420		6205236		3401161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30421		6205237		3401162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30422		6205238		3401163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30423		6205239		3401164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30424		6205240		3401165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30425		6205241		3401166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30426		6205242		3401167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30427		6205243		3401168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30428		6205244		3401169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30429		6205245		3401170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30430		6205246		3401171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30431		6205247		3401172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30432		6205248		3401173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30433		6205249		3401174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30434		6205250		3401175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30435		6205251		3401176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30436		6205252		3401177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30437		6205253		3401178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30438		6205254		3401179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30439		6205255		3401180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30440		6205256		3401181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30441		6205257		3401182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30442		6205258		3401183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30443		6205259		3401184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30444		6205260		3401185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30445		6205261		3401186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30446		6205262		3401187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30447		6205263		3401188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30448		6205264		3401189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30449		6205265		3401190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30450		6205266		3401191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30451		6205267		3401192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30452		6205268		3401193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30453		6205269		3401194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30454		6205270		3401195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30455		6205271		3401196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30456		6205272		3401197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30457		6205273		3401198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30458		6205274		3401199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30459		6205275		3401200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30460		6205276		3401201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30461		6205277		3401202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30462		6205278		3401203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30463		6205279		3401204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30464		6205280		3401205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30465		6205281		3401206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30466		6205282		3401207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30467		6205283		3401208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30468		6205284		3401209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30469		6205285		3401210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30470		6205286		3401211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30471		6205287		3401212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30472		6205288		3401213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30473		6205289		3401214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30474		6205290		3401215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30475		6205291		3401216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30476		6205292		3401217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30477		6205293		3401218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30478		6205294		3401219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30479		6205295		3401220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30480		6205296		3401221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30481		6205297		3401222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30482		6205298		3401223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30483		6205299		3401224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30484		6205300		3401225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30485		6205301		3401226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30486		6205302		3401227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30487		6205303		3401228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30488		6205304		3401229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30489		6205305		3401230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30490		6205306		3401231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30491		6205307		3401232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30492		6205308		3401233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30493		6205309		3401234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30494		6205310		3401235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30495		6205311		3401236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30496		6205312		3401237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30497		6205313		3401238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30498		6205314		3401239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30499		6205315		3401240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30500		6205316		3401241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30501		6205317		3401242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30502		6205318		3401243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30503		6205319		3401244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30504		6205320		3401245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30505		6205321		3401246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30506		6205322		3401247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30507		6205323		3401248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30508		6205324		3401249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30509		6205325		3401250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30510		6205326		3401251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30511		6205327		3401252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30512		6205328		3401253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30513		6205329		3401254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30514		6205330		3401255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30515		6205331		3401256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30516		6205332		3401257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30517		6205333		3401258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30518		6205334		3401259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30519		6205335		3401260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30520		6205336		3401261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30521		6205337		3401262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30522		6205338		3401263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30523		6205339		3401264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30524		6205340		3401265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30525		6205341		3401266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30526		6205342		3401267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30527		6205343		3401268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30528		6205344		3401269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30529		6205345		3401270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30530		6205346		3401271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30531		6205347		3401272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30532		6205348		3401273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30533		6205349		3401274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30534		6205350		3401275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30535		6205351		3401276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30536		6205352		3401277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30537		6205353		3401278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30538		6205354		3401279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30539		6205355		3401280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30540		6205356		3401281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30541		6205357		3401282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30542		6205358		3401283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30543		6205359		3401284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30544		6205360		3401285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30545		6205361		3401286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30546		6205362		3401287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30547		6205363		3401288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30548		6205364		3401289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30549		6205365		3401290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30550		6205366		3401291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30551		6205367		3401292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30552		6205368		3401293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30553		6205369		3401294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30554		6205370		3401295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30555		6205371		3401296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30556		6205372		3401297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30557		6205373		3401298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30558		6205374		3401299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30559		6205375		3401300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30560		6205376		3401301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30561		6205377		3401302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30562		6205378		3401303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30563		6205379		3401304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30564		6205380		3401305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30565		6205381		3401306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30566		6205382		3401307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30567		6205383		3401308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30568		6205384		3401309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30569		6205385		3401310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30570		6205386		3401311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30571		6205387		3401312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30572		6205388		3401313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30573		6205389		3401314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30574		6205390		3401315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30575		6205391		3401316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30576		6205392		3401317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30577		6205393		3401318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30578		6205394		3401319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30579		6205395		3401320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30580		6205396		3401321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30581		6205397		3401322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30582		6205398		3401323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30583		6205399		3401324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30584		6205400		3401325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30585		6205401		3401326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30586		6205402		3401327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30587		6205403		3401328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30588		6205404		3401329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30589		6205405		3401330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30590		6205406		3401331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30591		6205407		3401332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30592		6205408		3401333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30593		6205409		3401334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30594		6205410		3401335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30595		6205411		3401336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30596		6205412		3401337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30597		6205413		3401338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30598		6205414		3401339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30599		6205415		3401340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30600		6205416		3401341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30601		6205417		3401342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30602		6205418		3401343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30603		6205419		3401344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30604		6205420		3401345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30605		6205421		3401346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30606		6205422		3401347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30607		6205423		3401348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30608		6205424		3401349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30609		6205425		3401350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30610		6205426		3401351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30611		6205427		3401352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30612		6205428		3401353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30613		6205429		3401354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30614		6205430		3401355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30615		6205431		3401356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30616		6205432		3401357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30617		6205433		3401358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30618		6205434		3401359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30619		6205435		3401360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30620		6205436		3401361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30621		6205437		3401362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30622		6205438		3401363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30623		6205439		3401364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30624		6205440		3401365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30625		6205441		3401366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30626		6205442		3401367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30627		6205443		3401368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30628		6205444		3401369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30629		6205445		3401370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30630		6205446		3401371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30631		6205447		3401372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30632		6205448		3401373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30633		6205449		3401374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30634		6205450		3401375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30635		6205451		3401376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30636		6205452		3401377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30637		6205453		3401378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30638		6205454		3401379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30639		6205455		3401380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30640		6205456		3401381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30641		6205457		3401382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30642		6205458		3401383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30643		6205459		3401384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30644		6205460		3401385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30645		6205461		3401386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30646		6205462		3401387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30647		6205463		3401388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30648		6205464		3401389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30649		6205465		3401390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30650		6205466		3401391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30651		6205467		3401392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30652		6205468		3401393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30653		6205469		3401394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30654		6205470		3401395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30655		6205471		3401396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30656		6205472		3401397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30657		6205473		3401398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30658		6205474		3401399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30659		6205475		3401400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30660		6205476		3401401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30661		6205477		3401402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30662		6205478		3401403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30663		6205479		3401404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30664		6205480		3401405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30665		6205481		3401406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30666		6205482		3401407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30667		6205483		3401408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30668		6205484		3401409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30669		6205485		3401410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30670		6205486		3401411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30671		6205487		3401412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30672		6205488		3401413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30673		6205489		3401414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30674		6205490		3401415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30675		6205491		3401416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30676		6205492		3401417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30677		6205493		3401418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30678		6205494		3401419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30679		6205495		3401420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30680		6205496		3401421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30681		6205497		3401422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30682		6205498		3401423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30683		6205499		3401424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30684		6205500		3401425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30685		6205501		3401426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30686		6205502		3401427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30687		6205503		3401428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30688		6205504		3401429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30689		6205505		3401430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30690		6205506		3401431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30691		6205507		3401432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30692		6205508		3401433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30693		6205509		3401434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30694		6205510		3401435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30695		6205511		3401436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30696		6205512		3401437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30697		6205513		3401438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30698		6205514		3401439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30699		6205515		3401440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30700		6205516		3401441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30701		6205517		3401442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30702		6205518		3401443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30703		6205519		3401444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30704		6205520		3401445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30705		6205521		3401446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30706		6205522		3401447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30707		6205523		3401448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30708		6205524		3401449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30709		6205525		3401450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30710		6205526		3401451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30711		6205527		3401452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30712		6205528		3401453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30713		6205529		3401454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30714		6205530		3401455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30715		6205531		3401456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30716		6205532		3401457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30717		6205533		3401458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30718		6205534		3401459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30719		6205535		3401460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30720		6205536		3401461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30721		6205537		3401462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30722		6205538		3401463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30723		6205539		3401464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30724		6205540		3401465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30725		6205541		3401466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30726		6205542		3401467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30727		6205543		3401468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30728		6205544		3401469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30729		6205545		3401470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30730		6205546		3401471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30731		6205547		3401472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30732		6205548		3401473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30733		6205549		3401474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30734		6205550		3401475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30735		6205551		3401476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30736		6205552		3401477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30737		6205553		3401478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30738		6205554		3401479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30739		6205555		3401480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30740		6205556		3401481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30741		6205557		3401482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30742		6205558		3401483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30743		6205559		3401484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30744		6205560		3401485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30745		6205561		3401486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30746		6205562		3401487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30747		6205563		3401488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30748		6205564		3401489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30749		6205565		3401490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30750		6205566		3401491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30751		6205567		3401492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30752		6205568		3401493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30753		6205569		3401494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30754		6205570		3401495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30755		6205571		3401496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30756		6205572		3401497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30757		6205573		3401498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30758		6205574		3401499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30759		6205575		3401500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30760		6205576		3401501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30761		6205577		3401502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30762		6205578		3401503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30763		6205579		3401504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30764		6205580		3401505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30765		6205581		3401506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30766		6205582		3401507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30767		6205583		3401508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30768		6205584		3401509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30769		6205585		3401510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30770		6205586		3401511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30771		6205587		3401512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30772		6205588		3401513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30773		6205589		3401514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30774		6205590		3401515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30775		6205591		3401516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30776		6205592		3401517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30777		6205593		3401518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30778		6205594		3401519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30779		6205595		3401520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30780		6205596		3401521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30781		6205597		3401522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30782		6205598		3401523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30783		6205599		3401524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30784		6205600		3401525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30785		6205601		3401526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30786		6205602		3401527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30787		6205603		3401528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30788		6205604		3401529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30789		6205605		3401530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30790		6205606		3401531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30791		6205607		3401532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30792		6205608		3401533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30793		6205609		3401534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30794		6205610		3401535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30795		6205611		3401536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30796		6205612		3401537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30797		6205613		3401538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30798		6205614		3401539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30799		6205615		3401540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30800		6205616		3401541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30801		6205617		3401542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30802		6205618		3401543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30803		6205619		3401544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30804		6205620		3401545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30805		6205621		3401546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30806		6205622		3401547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30807		6205623		3401548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30808		6205624		3401549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30809		6205625		3401550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30810		6205626		3401551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30811		6205627		3401552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30812		6205628		3401553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30813		6205629		3401554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30814		6205630		3401555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30815		6205631		3401556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30816		6205632		3401557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30817		6205633		3401558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30818		6205634		3401559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30819		6205635		3401560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30820		6205636		3401561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30821		6205637		3401562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30822		6205638		3401563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30823		6205639		3401564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30824		6205640		3401565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30825		6205641		3401566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30826		6205642		3401567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30827		6205643		3401568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30828		6205644		3401569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30829		6205645		3401570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30830		6205646		3401571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30831		6205647		3401572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30832		6205648		3401573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30833		6205649		3401574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30834		6205650		3401575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30835		6205651		3401576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30836		6205652		3401577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30837		6205653		3401578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30838		6205654		3401579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30839		6205655		3401580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30840		6205656		3401581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30841		6205657		3401582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30842		6205658		3401583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30843		6205659		3401584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30844		6205660		3401585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30845		6205661		3401586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30846		6205662		3401587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30847		6205663		3401588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30848		6205664		3401589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30849		6205665		3401590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30850		6205666		3401591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30851		6205667		3401592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30852		6205668		3401593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30853		6205669		3401594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30854		6205670		3401595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30855		6205671		3401596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30856		6205672		3401597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30857		6205673		3401598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30858		6205674		3401599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30859		6205675		3401600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30860		6205676		3401601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30861		6205677		3401602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30862		6205678		3401603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30863		6205679		3401604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30864		6205680		3401605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30865		6205681		3401606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30866		6205682		3401607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30867		6205683		3401608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30868		6205684		3401609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30869		6205685		3401610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30870		6205686		3401611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30871		6205687		3401612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30872		6205688		3401613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30873		6205689		3401614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30874		6205690		3401615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30875		6205691		3401616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30876		6205692		3401617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30877		6205693		3401618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30878		6205694		3401619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30879		6205695		3401620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30880		6205696		3401621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30881		6205697		3401622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30882		6205698		3401623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30883		6205699		3401624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30884		6205700		3401625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30885		6205701		3401626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30886		6205702		3401627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30887		6205703		3401628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30888		6205704		3401629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30889		6205705		3401630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30890		6205706		3401631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30891		6205707		3401632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30892		6205708		3401633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30893		6205709		3401634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30894		6205710		3401635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30895		6205711		3401636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30896		6205712		3401637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30897		6205713		3401638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30898		6205714		3401639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30899		6205715		3401640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30900		6205716		3401641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30901		6205717		3401642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30902		6205718		3401643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30903		6205719		3401644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30904		6205720		3401645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30905		6205721		3401646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30906		6205722		3401647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30907		6205723		3401648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30908		6205724		3401649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30909		6205725		3401650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30910		6205726		3401651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30911		6205727		3401652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30912		6205728		3401653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30913		6205729		3401654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30914		6205730		3401655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30915		6205731		3401656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30916		6205732		3401657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30917		6205733		3401658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30918		6205734		3401659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30919		6205735		3401660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30920		6205736		3401661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30921		6205737		3401662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30922		6205738		3401663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30923		6205739		3401664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30924		6205740		3401665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30925		6205741		3401666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30926		6205742		3401667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30927		6205743		3401668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30928		6205744		3401669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30929		6205745		3401670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30930		6205746		3401671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30931		6205747		3401672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30932		6205748		3401673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30933		6205749		3401674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30934		6205750		3401675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30935		6205751		3401676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30936		6205752		3401677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30937		6205753		3401678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30938		6205754		3401679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30939		6205755		3401680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30940		6205756		3401681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30941		6205757		3401682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30942		6205758		3401683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30943		6205759		3401684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30944		6205760		3401685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30945		6205761		3401686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30946		6205762		3401687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30947		6205763		3401688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30948		6205764		3401689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30949		6205765		3401690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30950		6205766		3401691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30951		6205767		3401692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30952		6205768		3401693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30953		6205769		3401694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30954		6205770		3401695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30955		6205771		3401696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30956		6205772		3401697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30957		6205773		3401698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30958		6205774		3401699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30959		6205775		3401700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30960		6205776		3401701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30961		6205777		3401702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30962		6205778		3401703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30963		6205779		3401704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30964		6205780		3401705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30965		6205781		3401706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30966		6205782		3401707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30967		6205783		3401708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30968		6205784		3401709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30969		6205785		3401710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30970		6205786		3401711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30971		6205787		3401712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30972		6205788		3401713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30973		6205789		3401714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30974		6205790		3401715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30975		6205791		3401716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30976		6205792		3401717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30977		6205793		3401718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30978		6205794		3401719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30979		6205795		3401720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30980		6205796		3401721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30981		6205797		3401722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30982		6205798		3401723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30983		6205799		3401724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30984		6205800		3401725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30985		6205801		3401726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30986		6205802		3401727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30987		6205803		3401728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30988		6205804		3401729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30989		6205805		3401730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30990		6205806		3401731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30991		6205807		3401732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30992		6205808		3401733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30993		6205809		3401734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30994		6205810		3401735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30995		6205811		3401736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30996		6205812		3401737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30997		6205813		3401738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30998		6205814		3401739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		30999		6205815		3401740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31000		6205816		3401741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31001		6205817		3401742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31002		6205818		3401743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31003		6205819		3401744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31004		6205820		3401745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31005		6205821		3401746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31006		6205822		3401747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31007		6205823		3401748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31008		6205824		3401749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31009		6205825		3401750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31010		6205826		3401751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31011		6205827		3401752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31012		6205828		3401753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31013		6205829		3401754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31014		6205830		3401755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31015		6205831		3401756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31016		6205832		3401757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31017		6205833		3401758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31018		6205834		3401759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31019		6205835		3401760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31020		6205836		3401761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31021		6205837		3401762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31022		6205838		3401763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31023		6205839		3401764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31024		6205840		3401765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31025		6205841		3401766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31026		6205842		3401767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31027		6205843		3401768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31028		6205844		3401769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31029		6205845		3401770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31030		6205846		3401771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31031		6205847		3401772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31032		6205848		3401773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31033		6205849		3401774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31034		6205850		3401775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31035		6205851		3401776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31036		6205852		3401777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31037		6205853		3401778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31038		6205854		3401779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31039		6205855		3401780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31040		6205856		3401781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31041		6205857		3401782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31042		6205858		3401783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31043		6205859		3401784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31044		6205860		3401785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31045		6205861		3401786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31046		6205862		3401787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31047		6205863		3401788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31048		6205864		3401789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31049		6205865		3401790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31050		6205866		3401791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31051		6205867		3401792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31052		6205868		3401793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31053		6205869		3401794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31054		6205870		3401795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31055		6205871		3401796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31056		6205872		3401797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31057		6205873		3401798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31058		6205874		3401799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31059		6205875		3401800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31060		6205876		3401801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31061		6205877		3401802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31062		6205878		3401803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31063		6205879		3401804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31064		6205880		3401805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31065		6205881		3401806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31066		6205882		3401807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31067		6205883		3401808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31068		6205884		3401809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31069		6205885		3401810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31070		6205886		3401811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31071		6205887		3401812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31072		6205888		3401813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31073		6205889		3401814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31074		6205890		3401815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31075		6205891		3401816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31076		6205892		3401817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31077		6205893		3401818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31078		6205894		3401819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31079		6205895		3401820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31080		6205896		3401821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31081		6205897		3401822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31082		6205898		3401823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31083		6205899		3401824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31084		6205900		3401825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31085		6205901		3401826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31086		6205902		3401827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31087		6205903		3401828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31088		6205904		3401829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31089		6205905		3401830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31090		6205906		3401831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31091		6205907		3401832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31092		6205908		3401833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31093		6205909		3401834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31094		6205910		3401835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31095		6205911		3401836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31096		6205912		3401837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31097		6205913		3401838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31098		6205914		3401839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31099		6205915		3401840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31100		6205916		3401841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31101		6205917		3401842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31102		6205918		3401843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31103		6205919		3401844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31104		6205920		3401845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31105		6205921		3401846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31106		6205922		3401847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31107		6205923		3401848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31108		6205924		3401849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31109		6205925		3401850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31110		6205926		3401851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31111		6205927		3401852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31112		6205928		3401853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31113		6205929		3401854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31114		6205930		3401855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31115		6205931		3401856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31116		6205932		3401857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31117		6205933		3401858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31118		6205934		3401859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31119		6205935		3401860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31120		6205936		3401861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31121		6205937		3401862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31122		6205938		3401863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31123		6205939		3401864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31124		6205940		3401865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31125		6205941		3401866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31126		6205942		3401867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31127		6205943		3401868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31128		6205944		3401869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31129		6205945		3401870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31130		6205946		3401871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31131		6205947		3401872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31132		6205948		3401873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31133		6205949		3401874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31134		6205950		3401875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31135		6205951		3401876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31136		6205952		3401877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31137		6205953		3401878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31138		6205954		3401879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31139		6205955		3401880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31140		6205956		3401881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31141		6205957		3401882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31142		6205958		3401883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31143		6205959		3401884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31144		6205960		3401885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31145		6205961		3401886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31146		6205962		3401887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31147		6205963		3401888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31148		6205964		3401889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31149		6205965		3401890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31150		6205966		3401891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31151		6205967		3401892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31152		6205968		3401893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31153		6205969		3401894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31154		6205970		3401895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31155		6205971		3401896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31156		6205972		3401897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31157		6205973		3401898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31158		6205974		3401899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31159		6205975		3401900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31160		6205976		3401901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31161		6205977		3401902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31162		6205978		3401903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31163		6205979		3401904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31164		6205980		3401905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31165		6205981		3401906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31166		6205982		3401907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31167		6205983		3401908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31168		6205984		3401909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31169		6205985		3401910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31170		6205986		3401911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31171		6205987		3401912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31172		6205988		3401913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31173		6205989		3401914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31174		6205990		3401915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31175		6205991		3401916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31176		6205992		3401917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31177		6205993		3401918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31178		6205994		3401919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31179		6205995		3401920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31180		6205996		3401921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31181		6205997		3401922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31182		6205998		3401923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31183		6205999		3401924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31184		6206000		3401925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31185		6206001		3401926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31186		6206002		3401927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31187		6206003		3401928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31188		6206004		3401929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31189		6206005		3401930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31190		6206006		3401931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31191		6206007		3401932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31192		6206008		3401933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31193		6206009		3401934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31194		6206010		3401935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31195		6206011		3401936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31196		6206012		3401937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31197		6206013		3401938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31198		6206014		3401939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31199		6206015		3401940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31200		6206016		3401941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31201		6206017		3401942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31202		6206018		3401943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31203		6206019		3401944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31204		6206020		3401945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31205		6206021		3401946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31206		6206022		3401947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31207		6206023		3401948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31208		6206024		3401949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31209		6206025		3401950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31210		6206026		3401951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31211		6206027		3401952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31212		6206028		3401953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31213		6206029		3401954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31214		6206030		3401955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31215		6206031		3401956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31216		6206032		3401957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31217		6206033		3401958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31218		6206034		3401959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31219		6206035		3401960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31220		6206036		3401961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31221		6206037		3401962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31222		6206038		3401963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31223		6206039		3401964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31224		6206040		3401965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31225		6206041		3401966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31226		6206042		3401967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31227		6206043		3401968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31228		6206044		3401969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31229		6206045		3401970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31230		6206046		3401971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31231		6206047		3401972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31232		6206048		3401973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31233		6206049		3401974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31234		6206050		3401975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31235		6206051		3401976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31236		6206052		3401977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31237		6206053		3401978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31238		6206054		3401979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31239		6206055		3401980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31240		6206056		3401981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31241		6206057		3401982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31242		6206058		3401983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31243		6206059		3401984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31244		6206060		3401985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31245		6206061		3401986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31246		6206062		3401987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31247		6206063		3401988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31248		6206064		3401989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31249		6206065		3401990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31250		6206066		3401991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31251		6206067		3401992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31252		6206068		3401993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31253		6206069		3401994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31254		6206070		3401995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31255		6206071		3401996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31256		6206072		3401997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31257		6206073		3401998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31258		6206074		3401999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31259		6206075		3402000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31260		6206076		3402001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31261		6206077		3402002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31262		6206078		3402003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31263		6206079		3402004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31264		6206080		3402005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31265		6206081		3402006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31266		6206082		3402007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31267		6206083		3402008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31268		6206084		3402009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31269		6206085		3402010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31270		6206086		3402011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31271		6206087		3402012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31272		6206088		3402013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31273		6206089		3402014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31274		6206090		3402015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31275		6206091		3402016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31276		6206092		3402017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31277		6206093		3402018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31278		6206094		3402019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31279		6206095		3402020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31280		6206096		3402021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31281		6206097		3402022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31282		6206098		3402023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31283		6206099		3402024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31284		6206100		3402025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31285		6206101		3402026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31286		6206102		3402027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31287		6206103		3402028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31288		6206104		3402029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31289		6206105		3402030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31290		6206106		3402031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31291		6206107		3402032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31292		6206108		3402033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31293		6206109		3402034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31294		6206110		3402035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31295		6206111		3402036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31296		6206112		3402037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31297		6206113		3402038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31298		6206114		3402039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31299		6206115		3402040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31300		6206116		3402041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31301		6206117		3402042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31302		6206118		3402043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31303		6206119		3402044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31304		6206120		3402045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31305		6206121		3402046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31306		6206122		3402047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31307		6206123		3402048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31308		6206124		3402049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31309		6206125		3402050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31310		6206126		3402051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31311		6206127		3402052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31312		6206128		3402053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31313		6206129		3402054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31314		6206130		3402055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31315		6206131		3402056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31316		6206132		3402057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31317		6206133		3402058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31318		6206134		3402059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31319		6206135		3402060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31320		6206136		3402061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31321		6206137		3402062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31322		6206138		3402063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31323		6206139		3402064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31324		6206140		3402065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31325		6206141		3402066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31326		6206142		3402067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31327		6206143		3402068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31328		6206144		3402069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31329		6206145		3402070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31330		6206146		3402071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31331		6206147		3402072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31332		6206148		3402073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31333		6206149		3402074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31334		6206150		3402075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31335		6206151		3402076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31336		6206152		3402077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31337		6206153		3402078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31338		6206154		3402079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31339		6206155		3402080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31340		6206156		3402081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31341		6206157		3402082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31342		6206158		3402083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31343		6206159		3402084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31344		6206160		3402085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31345		6206161		3402086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31346		6206162		3402087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31347		6206163		3402088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31348		6206164		3402089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31349		6206165		3402090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31350		6206166		3402091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31351		6206167		3402092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31352		6206168		3402093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31353		6206169		3402094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31354		6206170		3402095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31355		6206171		3402096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31356		6206172		3402097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31357		6206173		3402098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31358		6206174		3402099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31359		6206175		3402100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31360		6206176		3402101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31361		6206177		3402102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31362		6206178		3402103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31363		6206179		3402104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31364		6206180		3402105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31365		6206181		3402106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31366		6206182		3402107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31367		6206183		3402108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31368		6206184		3402109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31369		6206185		3402110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31370		6206186		3402111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31371		6206187		3402112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31372		6206188		3402113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31440		6206903		3402828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31441		6206904		3402829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31442		6206905		3402830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31443		6206906		3402831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31444		6206907		3402832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31445		6206908		3402833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31446		6207019		3402944		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31447		6207020		3402945		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31448		6207021		3402946		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31449		6207022		3402947		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31450		6207023		3402948		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31451		6207024		3402949		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31452		6207025		3402950		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31453		6207026		3402951		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31454		6207027		3402952		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31455		6207028		3402953		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31456		6207029		3402954		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31457		6207030		3402955		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31458		6207031		3402956		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31459		6207032		3402957		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31460		6207033		3402958		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31461		6207034		3402959		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31462		6207035		3402960		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31463		6207036		3402961		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31464		6207037		3402962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31465		6207038		3402963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31466		6207039		3402964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31467		6207040		3402965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31468		6207041		3402966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31469		6207042		3402967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31470		6207043		3402968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31471		6207044		3402969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31472		6207045		3402970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31473		6207046		3402971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31474		6207047		3402972		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31475		6207048		3402973		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31476		6207049		3402974		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31477		6304080		3500005		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31478		6304252		3500177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31479		6304253		3500178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31480		6304254		3500179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31481		6304255		3500180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31482		6304256		3500181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31483		6304257		3500182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31484		6304258		3500183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31485		6304259		3500184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31486		6304260		3500185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31487		6304261		3500186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31488		6304262		3500187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31489		6304263		3500188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31490		6304264		3500189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31491		6304265		3500190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31492		6304266		3500191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31674		6304885		3500810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31675		6304886		3500811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31676		6304887		3500812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31677		6304888		3500813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31678		6304889		3500814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31679		6304890		3500815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31680		6304891		3500816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31681		6304892		3500817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31682		6304893		3500818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31683		6304894		3500819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31684		6304895		3500820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31685		6304896		3500821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31686		6304897		3500822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31687		6304898		3500823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31688		6304899		3500824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31689		6304900		3500825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31690		6304901		3500826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31691		6304902		3500827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31692		6304903		3500828		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31693		6305078		3501003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31694		6305079		3501004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31695		6305080		3501005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31696		6305081		3501006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31697		6305082		3501007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31698		6305083		3501008		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31699		6305084		3501009		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31700		6305085		3501010		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31701		6305086		3501011		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31702		6305110		3501035		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31703		6305112		3501037		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31704		6305113		3501038		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31705		6305114		3501039		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31706		6305115		3501040		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31707		6305116		3501041		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31708		6305117		3501042		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31709		6305118		3501043		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31710		6305119		3501044		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31711		6305120		3501045		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31712		6305121		3501046		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31713		6305122		3501047		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31714		6305123		3501048		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31715		6305124		3501049		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31716		6305125		3501050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31717		6305126		3501051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31718		6305127		3501052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31719		6305128		3501053		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31720		6305129		3501054		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31721		6305130		3501055		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31722		6305131		3501056		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31723		6305132		3501057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31724		6305133		3501058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31725		6305134		3501059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31726		6305135		3501060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31727		6305136		3501061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31728		6305137		3501062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31729		6305138		3501063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31730		6305139		3501064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31731		6305140		3501065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31732		6305141		3501066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31733		6305142		3501067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31734		6305143		3501068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31735		6305144		3501069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31736		6305145		3501070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31737		6305146		3501071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31738		6305147		3501072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31739		6305148		3501073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31740		6305149		3501074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31741		6305150		3501075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31742		6305151		3501076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31743		6305152		3501077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31744		6305153		3501078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31745		6305154		3501079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31746		6305155		3501080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31747		6305156		3501081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31748		6305157		3501082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31749		6305158		3501083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31750		6305159		3501084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31751		6305160		3501085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31752		6305161		3501086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31753		6305162		3501087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31754		6305163		3501088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31755		6305164		3501089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31756		6305165		3501090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31757		6305166		3501091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31758		6305167		3501092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31759		6305168		3501093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31760		6305169		3501094		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31761		6305170		3501095		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31762		6305171		3501096		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31763		6305172		3501097		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31764		6305173		3501098		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31765		6305174		3501099		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31766		6305175		3501100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31767		6305176		3501101		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31768		6305177		3501102		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31769		6305178		3501103		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31770		6305179		3501104		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31771		6305180		3501105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31772		6305181		3501106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31773		6305182		3501107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31774		6305183		3501108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31775		6305184		3501109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31776		6305185		3501110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31777		6305186		3501111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31778		6305187		3501112		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31779		6305188		3501113		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31780		6305189		3501114		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31781		6404177		3600102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		31782		6404178		3600103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32022		6405026		3600951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32023		6405027		3600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32024		6405028		3600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32025		6405029		3600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32026		6405030		3600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32027		6405031		3600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32028		6405162		3601087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32029		6405163		3601088		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32030		6405164		3601089		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32031		6405165		3601090		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32032		6405166		3601091		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32033		6405167		3601092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32034		6405168		3601093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32035		6405169		3601094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32036		6405170		3601095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32037		6405171		3601096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32038		6405172		3601097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32039		6405173		3601098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32040		6405174		3601099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32041		6405175		3601100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32042		6405176		3601101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32043		6405177		3601102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32044		6405178		3601103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32045		6405179		3601104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32046		6405180		3601105		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32047		6405181		3601106		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32048		6405182		3601107		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32049		6405183		3601108		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32050		6405184		3601109		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32051		6405185		3601110		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32052		6405186		3601111		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32053		6405187		3601112		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32054		6405188		3601113		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32055		6405189		3601114		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32056		6405190		3601115		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32057		6405191		3601116		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32058		6405234		3601159		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32059		6405235		3601160		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32060		6405236		3601161		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32061		6405237		3601162		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32062		6405238		3601163		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32063		6405239		3601164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32064		6405240		3601165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32065		6405241		3601166		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32066		6405242		3601167		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32067		6405243		3601168		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32068		6405244		3601169		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32069		6405245		3601170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32070		6405246		3601171		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32071		6405247		3601172		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32072		6405248		3601173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32073		6405249		3601174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32074		6405250		3601175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32075		6405251		3601176		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32076		6405252		3601177		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32077		6405253		3601178		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32078		6405254		3601179		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32079		6405255		3601180		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32080		6405256		3601181		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32081		6405257		3601182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32082		6405258		3601183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32083		6405259		3601184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32084		6405260		3601185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32085		6405261		3601186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32086		6405262		3601187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32087		6405263		3601188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32088		6405264		3601189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32089		6405265		3601190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32090		6405266		3601191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32091		6405267		3601192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32092		6405268		3601193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32093		6405269		3601194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32094		6405270		3601195		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32095		6405271		3601196		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32096		6405272		3601197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32097		6405273		3601198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32098		6405274		3601199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32099		6405275		3601200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32100		6405276		3601201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32101		6405277		3601202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32102		6405278		3601203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32103		6405279		3601204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32104		6405280		3601205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32105		6405281		3601206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32106		6405282		3601207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32107		6405283		3601208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32108		6405284		3601209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32109		6405285		3601210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32110		6405286		3601211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32111		6405287		3601212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32112		6405288		3601213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32113		6405289		3601214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32114		6405290		3601215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32115		6405291		3601216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32116		6405292		3601217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32117		6405293		3601218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32118		6405294		3601219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32119		6405295		3601220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32120		6405296		3601221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32121		6405297		3601222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32122		6405298		3601223		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32123		6405299		3601224		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32124		6405300		3601225		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32125		6405301		3601226		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32126		6504080		3700005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32127		6505043		3700968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32128		6505044		3700969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32129		6505045		3700970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32130		6505046		3700971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32131		6505047		3700972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32132		6505048		3700973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32133		6505049		3700974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32134		6505050		3700975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32135		6505051		3700976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32136		6505052		3700977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32137		6505053		3700978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32138		6505054		3700979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32139		6505055		3700980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32140		6505056		3700981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32141		6505057		3700982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32142		6505058		3700983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32143		6505059		3700984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32144		6505060		3700985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32145		6505061		3700986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32146		6505062		3700987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32147		6505063		3700988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32148		6505064		3700989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32149		6505065		3700990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32150		6505066		3700991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32151		6505067		3700992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32152		6505068		3700993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32153		6505069		3700994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32154		6505070		3700995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32155		6505071		3700996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32156		6505072		3700997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32157		6505073		3700998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32158		6505074		3700999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32159		6505075		3701000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32160		6505076		3701001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32161		6505077		3701002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32162		6505078		3701003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32163		6505079		3701004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32164		6505080		3701005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32165		6505081		3701006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32166		6505082		3701007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32167		6505083		3701008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32168		6505084		3701009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32169		6505085		3701010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32170		6505086		3701011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32171		6505087		3701012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32172		6505088		3701013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32173		6505089		3701014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32174		6505090		3701015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32175		6505091		3701016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32176		6505092		3701017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32177		6505093		3701018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32178		6505094		3701019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32179		6505095		3701020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32180		6505096		3701021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32181		6505097		3701022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32182		6505098		3701023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32183		6505099		3701024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32184		6505100		3701025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32185		6505101		3701026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32186		6505102		3701027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32187		6505103		3701028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32188		6505104		3701029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32189		6505105		3701030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32190		6505106		3701031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32191		6505107		3701032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32192		6505108		3701033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32193		6505109		3701034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32194		6505110		3701035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32195		6505111		3701036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32196		6505112		3701037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32197		6505113		3701038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32198		6505114		3701039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32199		6505115		3701040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32200		6505116		3701041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32201		6505117		3701042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32202		6505118		3701043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32203		6505119		3701044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32204		6505120		3701045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32205		6505121		3701046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32206		6505122		3701047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32207		6505123		3701048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32208		6505124		3701049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32209		6505125		3701050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32210		6505126		3701051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32211		6505127		3701052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32212		6505128		3701053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32213		6505129		3701054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32214		6505130		3701055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32215		6505131		3701056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32216		6505132		3701057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32217		6505133		3701058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32218		6505134		3701059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32219		6505135		3701060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32220		6505136		3701061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32221		6505137		3701062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32222		6505138		3701063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32223		6505139		3701064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32224		6505140		3701065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32225		6505141		3701066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32226		6505142		3701067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32227		6505143		3701068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32228		6505144		3701069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32229		6505145		3701070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32230		6505146		3701071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32231		6505147		3701072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32232		6505148		3701073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32233		6505149		3701074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32234		6505150		3701075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32235		6505151		3701076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32236		6505152		3701077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32237		6505153		3701078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32238		6505154		3701079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32239		6505155		3701080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32240		6505156		3701081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32241		6505157		3701082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32242		6505158		3701083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32243		6505159		3701084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32244		6505160		3701085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32245		6505161		3701086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32246		6505162		3701087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32247		6505163		3701088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32248		6505164		3701089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32249		6505165		3701090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32250		6505166		3701091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32251		6505167		3701092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32252		6505168		3701093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32253		6505169		3701094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32254		6505170		3701095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32255		6505171		3701096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32256		6505172		3701097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32257		6505173		3701098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32258		6505174		3701099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32259		6505175		3701100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32260		6505176		3701101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32261		6505177		3701102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32262		6505178		3701103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32263		6505179		3701104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32264		6505180		3701105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32265		6505181		3701106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32266		6505182		3701107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32267		6505183		3701108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32268		6505184		3701109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32269		6505185		3701110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32270		6505186		3701111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32271		6505187		3701112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32272		6505188		3701113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32273		6505189		3701114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32274		6505190		3701115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32275		6505191		3701116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32276		6505192		3701117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32277		6505193		3701118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32278		6505194		3701119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32279		6505195		3701120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32280		6505196		3701121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32281		6505197		3701122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32282		6505198		3701123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32283		6505199		3701124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32284		6505200		3701125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32285		6505201		3701126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32286		6505202		3701127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32287		6505203		3701128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32288		6505204		3701129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32289		6505205		3701130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32290		6505206		3701131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32291		6505207		3701132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32292		6505208		3701133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32293		6505209		3701134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32294		6505210		3701135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32295		6505211		3701136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32296		6505212		3701137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32297		6505213		3701138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32298		6505214		3701139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32299		6505215		3701140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32300		6505216		3701141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32301		6505217		3701142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32302		6505218		3701143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32303		6505219		3701144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32304		6505220		3701145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32305		6505221		3701146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32306		6505222		3701147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32307		6505223		3701148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32308		6505224		3701149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32309		6505225		3701150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32310		6505226		3701151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32311		6505227		3701152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32312		6505228		3701153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32313		6505229		3701154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32314		6505230		3701155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32315		6505231		3701156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32316		6505232		3701157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32317		6505233		3701158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32318		6505234		3701159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32319		6505235		3701160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32320		6505236		3701161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32321		6505237		3701162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32322		6505238		3701163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32323		6505239		3701164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32324		6505240		3701165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32325		6505241		3701166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32326		6505242		3701167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32327		6505243		3701168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32328		6505244		3701169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32329		6505245		3701170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32330		6505246		3701171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32331		6505247		3701172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32332		6505248		3701173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32333		6505249		3701174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32334		6505250		3701175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32335		6505251		3701176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32336		6505252		3701177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32337		6505253		3701178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32338		6505254		3701179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32339		6505255		3701180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32340		6505256		3701181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32341		6505257		3701182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32342		6505258		3701183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32343		6505259		3701184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32344		6505260		3701185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32345		6505261		3701186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32346		6505262		3701187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32347		6505263		3701188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32348		6505264		3701189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32349		6505265		3701190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32350		6505266		3701191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32351		6505267		3701192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32352		6505268		3701193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32353		6505269		3701194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32354		6505270		3701195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32355		6505271		3701196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32356		6505272		3701197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32357		6505273		3701198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32358		6505274		3701199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32359		6505275		3701200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32360		6505276		3701201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32361		6505277		3701202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32362		6505278		3701203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32363		6505279		3701204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32364		6505280		3701205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32365		6505281		3701206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32366		6505282		3701207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32367		6505283		3701208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32368		6505284		3701209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32369		6505285		3701210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32370		6505286		3701211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32371		6505287		3701212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32372		6505288		3701213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32373		6505289		3701214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32374		6505290		3701215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32375		6505291		3701216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32376		6505292		3701217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32377		6505293		3701218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32378		6505294		3701219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32379		6505295		3701220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32380		6505296		3701221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32381		6505297		3701222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32382		6505298		3701223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32383		6505299		3701224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32384		6505300		3701225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32385		6505301		3701226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32386		6505302		3701227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32387		6505303		3701228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32388		6505304		3701229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32389		6505305		3701230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32390		6505306		3701231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32391		6505307		3701232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32392		6505308		3701233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32393		6505309		3701234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32394		6505310		3701235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32395		6505311		3701236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32396		6505312		3701237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32397		6505313		3701238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32398		6505314		3701239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32399		6505315		3701240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32400		6505316		3701241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32401		6505317		3701242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32402		6505318		3701243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32403		6505319		3701244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32404		6505320		3701245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32405		6505321		3701246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32406		6505322		3701247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32407		6505323		3701248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32408		6505324		3701249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32409		6505325		3701250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32410		6505326		3701251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32411		6505327		3701252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32412		6505328		3701253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32413		6505329		3701254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32414		6505330		3701255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32415		6505331		3701256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32416		6505332		3701257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32417		6505333		3701258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32418		6505334		3701259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32419		6505335		3701260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32420		6505336		3701261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32421		6505337		3701262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32422		6505338		3701263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32423		6505339		3701264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32424		6505340		3701265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32425		6505341		3701266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32426		6505342		3701267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32427		6505343		3701268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32428		6505344		3701269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32429		6505345		3701270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32430		6505346		3701271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32431		6505347		3701272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32432		6505348		3701273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32433		6505349		3701274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32434		6505350		3701275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32435		6505351		3701276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32436		6505352		3701277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32437		6505353		3701278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32438		6505354		3701279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32439		6505355		3701280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32440		6505356		3701281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32441		6505357		3701282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32442		6505358		3701283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32443		6505359		3701284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32444		6505360		3701285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32445		6505361		3701286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32446		6505362		3701287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32447		6505363		3701288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32448		6505364		3701289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32449		6505365		3701290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32450		6505366		3701291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32451		6505367		3701292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32452		6505368		3701293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32453		6505369		3701294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32454		6505370		3701295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32455		6505371		3701296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32456		6505372		3701297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32457		6505373		3701298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32458		6505374		3701299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32459		6505375		3701300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32460		6505376		3701301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32461		6505377		3701302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32462		6505378		3701303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32463		6505379		3701304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32464		6505380		3701305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32465		6505381		3701306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32466		6505382		3701307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32467		6505383		3701308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32468		6505384		3701309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32469		6505385		3701310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32470		6505386		3701311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32471		6505387		3701312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32472		6505388		3701313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32473		6505389		3701314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32474		6505390		3701315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32475		6505391		3701316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32476		6505392		3701317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32477		6505393		3701318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32478		6505394		3701319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32479		6505395		3701320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32480		6505396		3701321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32481		6505397		3701322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32482		6505398		3701323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32483		6505399		3701324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32484		6505400		3701325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32485		6505401		3701326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32486		6505402		3701327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32487		6505403		3701328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32488		6505404		3701329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32489		6505405		3701330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32490		6505406		3701331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32491		6505407		3701332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32492		6505408		3701333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32493		6505409		3701334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32494		6505410		3701335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32495		6505411		3701336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32496		6505412		3701337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32497		6505413		3701338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32498		6505414		3701339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32499		6505415		3701340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32500		6505416		3701341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32501		6505417		3701342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32502		6505418		3701343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32503		6505419		3701344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32504		6505420		3701345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32505		6505421		3701346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32506		6505422		3701347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32507		6505423		3701348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32508		6505424		3701349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32509		6505425		3701350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32510		6505426		3701351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32511		6505427		3701352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32512		6505428		3701353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32513		6505429		3701354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32514		6505430		3701355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32515		6505431		3701356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32516		6505432		3701357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32517		6505433		3701358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32518		6505434		3701359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32519		6505435		3701360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32520		6505436		3701361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32521		6505437		3701362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32522		6505438		3701363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32523		6505439		3701364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32524		6505440		3701365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32525		6505441		3701366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32526		6505442		3701367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32527		6505443		3701368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32528		6505444		3701369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32529		6505445		3701370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32530		6505446		3701371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32531		6505447		3701372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32532		6505448		3701373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32533		6505449		3701374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32534		6505450		3701375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32535		6505451		3701376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32536		6505452		3701377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32537		6505453		3701378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32538		6505454		3701379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32539		6505455		3701380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32540		6505456		3701381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32541		6505457		3701382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32542		6505458		3701383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32543		6505459		3701384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32544		6505460		3701385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32545		6505461		3701386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32546		6505462		3701387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32547		6505463		3701388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32548		6505464		3701389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32549		6505465		3701390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32550		6505466		3701391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32551		6505467		3701392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32552		6505468		3701393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32553		6505469		3701394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32554		6505470		3701395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32555		6505471		3701396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32556		6505472		3701397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32557		6505473		3701398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32558		6505474		3701399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32559		6505475		3701400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32560		6505476		3701401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32561		6505477		3701402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32562		6505478		3701403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32563		6505479		3701404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32564		6505480		3701405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32565		6505481		3701406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32566		6505482		3701407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32567		6505483		3701408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32568		6505484		3701409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32569		6505485		3701410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32570		6505486		3701411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32571		6505487		3701412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32572		6505488		3701413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32573		6505489		3701414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32574		6505490		3701415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32575		6505491		3701416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32576		6505492		3701417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32577		6505493		3701418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32578		6505494		3701419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32579		6505495		3701420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32580		6505496		3701421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32581		6505497		3701422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32582		6505498		3701423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32583		6505499		3701424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32584		6505500		3701425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32585		6505501		3701426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32586		6505502		3701427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32587		6505503		3701428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32588		6505504		3701429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32589		6505505		3701430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32590		6505506		3701431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32591		6505507		3701432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32592		6505508		3701433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32593		6505509		3701434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32594		6505510		3701435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32595		6505511		3701436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32596		6505512		3701437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32597		6505513		3701438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32598		6505514		3701439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32599		6505515		3701440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32600		6505516		3701441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32601		6505517		3701442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32602		6505518		3701443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32603		6505519		3701444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32604		6505520		3701445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32605		6505521		3701446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32606		6505522		3701447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32607		6505523		3701448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32608		6505524		3701449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32609		6505525		3701450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32610		6505526		3701451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32611		6505527		3701452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32612		6505528		3701453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32613		6505529		3701454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32614		6505530		3701455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32615		6505531		3701456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32616		6505532		3701457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32617		6505533		3701458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32618		6505534		3701459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32619		6505535		3701460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32620		6505536		3701461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32621		6505537		3701462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32622		6505538		3701463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32623		6505539		3701464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32624		6505540		3701465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32625		6505541		3701466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32626		6505542		3701467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32627		6505543		3701468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32628		6505544		3701469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32629		6505545		3701470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32630		6505546		3701471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32631		6505547		3701472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32632		6505548		3701473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32633		6505549		3701474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32634		6505550		3701475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32635		6505551		3701476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32636		6505552		3701477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32637		6505553		3701478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32638		6505554		3701479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32639		6505555		3701480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32640		6505556		3701481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32641		6505557		3701482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32642		6505558		3701483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32643		6505559		3701484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32644		6505560		3701485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32645		6505561		3701486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32646		6505562		3701487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32647		6505563		3701488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32648		6505564		3701489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32649		6505565		3701490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32650		6505566		3701491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32651		6505567		3701492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32652		6505568		3701493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32653		6505569		3701494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32654		6505570		3701495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32655		6505571		3701496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32656		6505572		3701497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32657		6505573		3701498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32658		6505574		3701499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32659		6505575		3701500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32660		6505576		3701501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32661		6505577		3701502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32662		6505578		3701503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32663		6505579		3701504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32664		6505580		3701505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32665		6505581		3701506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32666		6505582		3701507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32667		6505583		3701508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32668		6505584		3701509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32669		6505585		3701510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32670		6505586		3701511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32671		6505587		3701512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32672		6505588		3701513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32673		6505589		3701514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32674		6505590		3701515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32675		6505591		3701516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32676		6505592		3701517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32677		6505593		3701518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32678		6505594		3701519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32679		6505595		3701520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32680		6505596		3701521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32681		6505597		3701522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32682		6505598		3701523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32683		6505599		3701524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32684		6505600		3701525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32685		6505601		3701526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32686		6505602		3701527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32687		6505603		3701528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32688		6505604		3701529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32689		6505605		3701530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32690		6505606		3701531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32691		6505607		3701532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32692		6505608		3701533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32693		6505609		3701534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32694		6505610		3701535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32695		6505611		3701536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32696		6505612		3701537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32697		6505613		3701538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32698		6505614		3701539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32699		6505615		3701540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32700		6505616		3701541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32701		6505617		3701542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32702		6505618		3701543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32703		6505619		3701544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32704		6505620		3701545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32705		6505621		3701546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32706		6505622		3701547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32707		6505623		3701548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32708		6505624		3701549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32709		6505625		3701550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32710		6505626		3701551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32711		6505627		3701552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32712		6505628		3701553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32713		6505629		3701554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32714		6505630		3701555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32715		6505631		3701556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32716		6505632		3701557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32717		6505633		3701558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32718		6505634		3701559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32719		6505635		3701560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32720		6505636		3701561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32721		6505637		3701562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32722		6505638		3701563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32723		6505639		3701564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32724		6505640		3701565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32725		6505641		3701566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32726		6505642		3701567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32727		6505643		3701568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32728		6505644		3701569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32729		6505645		3701570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32730		6505646		3701571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32731		6505647		3701572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32732		6505648		3701573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32733		6505649		3701574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32734		6505650		3701575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32735		6505651		3701576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32736		6505652		3701577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32737		6505653		3701578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32738		6505654		3701579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32739		6505655		3701580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32740		6505656		3701581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32741		6505657		3701582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32742		6505658		3701583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32743		6505659		3701584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32744		6505660		3701585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32745		6505661		3701586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32746		6505662		3701587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32747		6505663		3701588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32748		6505664		3701589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32749		6505665		3701590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32750		6505666		3701591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32751		6505667		3701592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32752		6505668		3701593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32753		6505669		3701594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32754		6505670		3701595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32755		6505671		3701596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32756		6505672		3701597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32757		6505673		3701598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32758		6505674		3701599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32759		6505675		3701600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32760		6505676		3701601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32761		6505677		3701602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32762		6505678		3701603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32763		6505679		3701604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32764		6505680		3701605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32765		6505681		3701606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32766		6505682		3701607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32767		6505683		3701608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32768		6505684		3701609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32769		6505685		3701610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32770		6505686		3701611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32771		6505687		3701612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32772		6505688		3701613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32773		6505689		3701614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32774		6505690		3701615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32775		6505691		3701616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32776		6505692		3701617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32777		6505693		3701618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32778		6505694		3701619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32779		6505695		3701620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32780		6505696		3701621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32781		6505697		3701622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32782		6505698		3701623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32783		6505699		3701624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32784		6505700		3701625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32785		6505701		3701626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32786		6505702		3701627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32787		6505703		3701628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32788		6505704		3701629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32789		6505705		3701630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32790		6505706		3701631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32791		6505707		3701632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32792		6505708		3701633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32793		6505709		3701634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32794		6505710		3701635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32795		6505711		3701636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32796		6505712		3701637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32797		6505713		3701638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32798		6505714		3701639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32799		6505715		3701640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32800		6505716		3701641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32801		6505717		3701642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32802		6505718		3701643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32803		6505719		3701644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32804		6505720		3701645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32805		6505721		3701646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32806		6505722		3701647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32807		6505723		3701648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32808		6505724		3701649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32809		6505725		3701650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32810		6505726		3701651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32811		6505727		3701652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32812		6505728		3701653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32813		6505729		3701654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32814		6505730		3701655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32815		6505731		3701656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32816		6505732		3701657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32817		6505733		3701658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32818		6505734		3701659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32819		6505735		3701660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32820		6505736		3701661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32821		6505737		3701662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32822		6505738		3701663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32823		6505739		3701664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32824		6505740		3701665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32825		6505741		3701666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32826		6505742		3701667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32827		6505743		3701668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32828		6505744		3701669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32829		6505745		3701670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32830		6505746		3701671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32831		6505747		3701672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32832		6505748		3701673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32833		6505749		3701674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32834		6505750		3701675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32835		6505751		3701676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32836		6505752		3701677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32837		6505753		3701678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32838		6505754		3701679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32839		6505755		3701680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32840		6505756		3701681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32841		6505757		3701682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32842		6505758		3701683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32843		6505759		3701684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32844		6505760		3701685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32845		6505761		3701686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32846		6505762		3701687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32847		6505763		3701688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32848		6505764		3701689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32849		6505765		3701690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32850		6505766		3701691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32851		6505767		3701692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32852		6505768		3701693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32853		6505769		3701694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32854		6505770		3701695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32855		6505771		3701696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32934		6506146		3702071		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32935		6506147		3702072		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32936		6506148		3702073		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32937		6506149		3702074		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32938		6506150		3702075		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32939		6506151		3702076		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32940		6506152		3702077		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32941		6506153		3702078		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32942		6506154		3702079		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32943		6506155		3702080		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32944		6506156		3702081		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32945		6506157		3702082		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32946		6506158		3702083		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32947		6506159		3702084		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32948		6506160		3702085		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32949		6506161		3702086		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32950		6506162		3702087		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32951		6506307		3702232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32952		6506308		3702233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32953		6506309		3702234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32954		6506310		3702235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32955		6506311		3702236		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32956		6506312		3702237		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32957		6506313		3702238		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32958		6506314		3702239		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32959		6506315		3702240		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32960		6506372		3702297		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32961		6506373		3702298		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32962		6506374		3702299		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32963		6506375		3702300		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32964		6506376		3702301		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32965		6506377		3702302		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32966		6506378		3702303		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32967		6506379		3702304		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32968		6506433		3702358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32969		6506434		3702359		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32970		6506435		3702360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32971		6506436		3702361		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32972		6506437		3702362		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32973		6506438		3702363		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32974		6506439		3702364		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32975		6506440		3702365		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32976		6506441		3702366		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32977		6506442		3702367		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32978		6506443		3702368		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32979		6506444		3702369		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32980		6506445		3702370		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32981		6506446		3702371		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32982		6506447		3702372		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32983		6506448		3702373		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32984		6506449		3702374		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32985		6506450		3702375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32986		6506451		3702376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32987		6506452		3702377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32988		6506453		3702378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32989		6506454		3702379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32990		6506455		3702380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32991		6506456		3702381		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32992		6604216		3800141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32993		6604217		3800142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32994		6604218		3800143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32995		6604219		3800144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32996		6604220		3800145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32997		6604221		3800146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32998		6604222		3800147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		32999		6604223		3800148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33000		6604224		3800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33001		6604225		3800150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33002		6604226		3800151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33003		6604227		3800152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33004		6604228		3800153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33255		6605639		3801564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33256		6605640		3801565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33257		6605641		3801566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33258		6605642		3801567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33259		6605643		3801568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33260		6605644		3801569		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33261		6605645		3801570		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33262		6605646		3801571		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33263		6605647		3801572		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33264		6605648		3801573		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33265		6605649		3801574		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33266		6605650		3801575		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33267		6605651		3801576		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33268		6605652		3801577		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33269		6605653		3801578		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33270		6605654		3801579		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33271		6605655		3801580		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33272		6605656		3801581		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33273		6605657		3801582		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33274		6605658		3801583		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33275		6605659		3801584		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33276		6605660		3801585		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33277		6605661		3801586		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33278		6605662		3801587		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33279		6605770		3801695		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33280		6605771		3801696		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33281		6605772		3801697		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33282		6605773		3801698		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33283		6605774		3801699		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33284		6605775		3801700		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33285		6605776		3801701		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33286		6605791		3801716		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33287		6605792		3801717		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33288		6605793		3801718		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33289		6605794		3801719		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33290		6605795		3801720		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33291		6605796		3801721		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33292		6605797		3801722		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33293		6605798		3801723		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33294		6605799		3801724		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33295		6605800		3801725		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33296		6605801		3801726		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33297		6605802		3801727		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33298		6605803		3801728		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33299		6605804		3801729		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33300		6605805		3801730		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33301		6605806		3801731		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33302		6605807		3801732		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33303		6605808		3801733		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33304		6605809		3801734		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33305		6605810		3801735		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33306		6605811		3801736		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33307		6605812		3801737		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33308		6605813		3801738		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33309		6605814		3801739		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33310		6605815		3801740		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33311		6605816		3801741		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33312		6605817		3801742		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33313		6605818		3801743		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33314		6605819		3801744		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33315		6605820		3801745		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33316		6605821		3801746		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33317		6605822		3801747		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33318		6605823		3801748		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33319		6605824		3801749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33320		6605825		3801750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33321		6605826		3801751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33322		6605827		3801752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33323		6605828		3801753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33324		6605829		3801754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33325		6605830		3801755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33326		6605831		3801756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33327		6605832		3801757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33328		6605833		3801758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33329		6605834		3801759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33330		6605835		3801760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33331		6605836		3801761		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33332		6605837		3801762		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33333		6605838		3801763		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33334		6605839		3801764		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33335		6704210		3900135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33336		6704211		3900136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33337		6704212		3900137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33338		6704213		3900138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33339		6704214		3900139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33340		6704215		3900140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33341		6704216		3900141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33342		6704217		3900142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33343		6704218		3900143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33427		6705239		3901164		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33428		6705240		3901165		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33429		6705241		3901166		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33430		6705242		3901167		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33431		6705243		3901168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33432		6705244		3901169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33433		6705245		3901170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33434		6705246		3901171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33435		6705247		3901172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33436		6705248		3901173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33437		6705249		3901174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33438		6705250		3901175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33439		6705251		3901176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33440		6705252		3901177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33441		6705253		3901178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33442		6705254		3901179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33443		6705255		3901180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33444		6705256		3901181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33445		6705257		3901182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33446		6705258		3901183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33447		6705259		3901184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33448		6705260		3901185		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33449		6705261		3901186		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33450		6705262		3901187		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33451		6705263		3901188		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33452		6705264		3901189		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33453		6705265		3901190		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33454		6705266		3901191		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33455		6705267		3901192		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33456		6705268		3901193		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33457		6705421		3901346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33458		6705422		3901347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33459		6705423		3901348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33460		6705424		3901349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33461		6705425		3901350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33462		6705426		3901351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33463		6705427		3901352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33464		6705428		3901353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33465		6705429		3901354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33466		6705430		3901355		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33467		6705431		3901356		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33468		6705432		3901357		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33469		6705433		3901358		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33470		6705434		3901359		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33471		6705435		3901360		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33472		6705440		3901365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33473		6705441		3901366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33474		6705442		3901367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33475		6705443		3901368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33476		6705444		3901369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33477		6705445		3901370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33478		6705446		3901371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33479		6705447		3901372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33480		6705448		3901373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33481		6705449		3901374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33482		6705450		3901375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33483		6705451		3901376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33484		6705452		3901377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33485		6705453		3901378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33486		6705454		3901379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33487		6705455		3901380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33488		6705456		3901381		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33489		6705457		3901382		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33490		6804080		4000005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33491		6804315		4000240		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33492		6804316		4000241		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33493		6804317		4000242		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33494		6804318		4000243		138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33495		6804351		4000276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33496		6804352		4000277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33497		6804353		4000278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33498		6804354		4000279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33499		6804355		4000280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33500		6804356		4000281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33501		6804357		4000282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33502		6804358		4000283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33503		6804359		4000284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33504		6804360		4000285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33505		6804361		4000286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33506		6804362		4000287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33507		6804363		4000288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33508		6804364		4000289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33509		6804365		4000290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33510		6804366		4000291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33511		6804367		4000292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33512		6804368		4000293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33513		6804369		4000294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33514		6804370		4000295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33515		6804371		4000296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33516		6804372		4000297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33517		6804373		4000298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33518		6804374		4000299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33519		6804375		4000300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33520		6804376		4000301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33521		6804377		4000302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33522		6804378		4000303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33523		6804379		4000304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33524		6804380		4000305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33525		6804381		4000306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33526		6804382		4000307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33527		6804383		4000308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33528		6804384		4000309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33529		6804385		4000310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33530		6804386		4000311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33531		6804387		4000312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33532		6804388		4000313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33533		6804389		4000314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33534		6804390		4000315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33535		6804391		4000316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33536		6804392		4000317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33537		6804393		4000318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33538		6804394		4000319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33539		6804395		4000320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33540		6804396		4000321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33541		6804397		4000322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33542		6804398		4000323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33543		6804399		4000324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33544		6804400		4000325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33545		6804401		4000326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33546		6804402		4000327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33547		6804403		4000328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33548		6804404		4000329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33572		6804710		4000635		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33573		6804711		4000636		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33574		6804712		4000637		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33575		6804713		4000638		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33576		6804714		4000639		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33577		6804852		4000777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33578		6804853		4000778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33579		6804854		4000779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33580		6804855		4000780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33581		6804856		4000781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33582		6804857		4000782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33583		6804858		4000783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33584		6804859		4000784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33585		6804860		4000785		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33586		6804861		4000786		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33587		6804862		4000787		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33588		6804863		4000788		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33589		6804864		4000789		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33590		6804887		4000812		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33591		6804956		4000881		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33592		6804957		4000882		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33593		6804958		4000883		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33594		6804959		4000884		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33595		6804960		4000885		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33596		6804961		4000886		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33597		6804962		4000887		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33598		6804963		4000888		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33599		6804964		4000889		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33600		6804965		4000890		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33601		6804966		4000891		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33602		6804967		4000892		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33603		6804968		4000893		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33604		6804969		4000894		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33605		6804970		4000895		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33606		6804971		4000896		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33607		6804972		4000897		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33608		6804973		4000898		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33609		6804974		4000899		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33610		6804975		4000900		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33611		6804976		4000901		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33612		6804977		4000902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33613		6804978		4000903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33614		6804979		4000904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33615		6804980		4000905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33616		6804981		4000906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33617		6804982		4000907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33618		6804983		4000908		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33619		6804984		4000909		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33620		6804985		4000910		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33621		6804986		4000911		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33622		6804987		4000912		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33623		6804988		4000913		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33624		6804989		4000914		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33625		6804990		4000915		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33626		6804991		4000916		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33627		6804992		4000917		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33628		6804993		4000918		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33629		6804994		4000919		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33630		6804995		4000920		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33631		6804996		4000921		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33632		6804997		4000922		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33633		6804998		4000923		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33634		6804999		4000924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33635		6805000		4000925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33636		6805001		4000926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33637		6805002		4000927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33638		6805003		4000928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33639		6805004		4000929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33640		6805005		4000930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33641		6805006		4000931		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33642		6805007		4000932		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33643		6805008		4000933		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33644		6805009		4000934		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33645		6805010		4000935		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33646		6805011		4000936		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33647		6805012		4000937		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33648		6805013		4000938		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33649		6805014		4000939		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33650		6805015		4000940		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33651		6805016		4000941		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33652		6805017		4000942		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33653		6805018		4000943		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33654		6805019		4000944		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33655		6805020		4000945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33656		6805021		4000946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33657		6805022		4000947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33658		6805023		4000948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33659		6805024		4000949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33660		6805025		4000950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33661		6805026		4000951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33662		6805027		4000952		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33663		6805028		4000953		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33664		6805029		4000954		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33665		6904150		4100075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33666		6904151		4100076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33667		6904152		4100077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33668		6904153		4100078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33727		6905043		4100968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33728		6905112		4101037		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33729		6905113		4101038		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33730		6905114		4101039		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33731		6905115		4101040		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33732		6905116		4101041		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33733		6905117		4101042		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33734		6905140		4101065		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33735		6905141		4101066		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33736		6905142		4101067		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33737		6905143		4101068		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33738		6905144		4101069		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33739		6905145		4101070		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33740		6905146		4101071		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33741		6905147		4101072		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33742		6905148		4101073		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33743		6905149		4101074		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33744		6905150		4101075		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33745		6905151		4101076		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33746		6905152		4101077		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33747		6905153		4101078		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33748		6905154		4101079		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33749		6905155		4101080		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33750		6905156		4101081		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33751		6905157		4101082		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33752		6905158		4101083		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33753		6905159		4101084		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33754		6905160		4101085		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33755		6905161		4101086		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33756		6905162		4101087		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33757		6905163		4101088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33758		6905164		4101089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33759		6905165		4101090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33760		6905166		4101091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33761		6905167		4101092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33762		6905168		4101093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33763		6905169		4101094		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33764		6905170		4101095		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33765		6905171		4101096		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33766		7004680		4200605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33767		7004681		4200606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33768		7004682		4200607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33769		7004683		4200608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33770		7004684		4200609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33771		7004685		4200610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33772		7004686		4200611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33773		7004687		4200612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33774		7004688		4200613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33775		7004689		4200614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33776		7004690		4200615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33777		7004691		4200616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33778		7004692		4200617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33779		7004693		4200618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33780		7004694		4200619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33781		7004695		4200620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33782		7004696		4200621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33783		7004697		4200622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33784		7004698		4200623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33785		7004699		4200624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33786		7004700		4200625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33787		7004701		4200626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33788		7004702		4200627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33789		7004703		4200628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33790		7004704		4200629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33791		7004705		4200630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33792		7004706		4200631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33793		7004707		4200632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33794		7004708		4200633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33795		7004709		4200634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33796		7004710		4200635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33797		7004711		4200636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33798		7004712		4200637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33799		7004713		4200638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33800		7004714		4200639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33801		7004715		4200640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33802		7004716		4200641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33803		7004717		4200642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33804		7004718		4200643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33805		7004719		4200644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33806		7004720		4200645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33807		7004721		4200646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33808		7004722		4200647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33809		7004723		4200648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33875		7005316		4201241		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33876		7005317		4201242		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33877		7005330		4201255		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33878		7005331		4201256		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33879		7005442		4201367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33880		7005443		4201368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33881		7005444		4201369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33882		7005445		4201370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33883		7005446		4201371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33884		7005447		4201372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33885		7005448		4201373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33886		7005449		4201374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33887		7005450		4201375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33888		7005451		4201376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33889		7005452		4201377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33890		7005453		4201378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33891		7005454		4201379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33892		7005455		4201380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33893		7005456		4201381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33894		7005457		4201382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33895		7005458		4201383		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33896		7005459		4201384		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33897		7005460		4201385		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33898		7005461		4201386		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33899		7005462		4201387		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33900		7005463		4201388		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33901		7005464		4201389		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33902		7005465		4201390		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33903		7005466		4201391		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33904		7005467		4201392		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33905		7005468		4201393		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33906		7005469		4201394		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33907		7005470		4201395		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33908		7005471		4201396		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33909		7005472		4201397		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33910		7005473		4201398		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33911		7005515		4201440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33912		7005516		4201441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33913		7005517		4201442		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33914		7005518		4201443		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33915		7005519		4201444		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33916		7005520		4201445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33917		7005521		4201446		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33918		7005522		4201447		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33919		7005523		4201448		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33920		7005524		4201449		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33921		7005525		4201450		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33922		7005526		4201451		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33923		7005527		4201452		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33924		7005528		4201453		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33925		7005529		4201454		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33926		7005530		4201455		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33927		7005531		4201456		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33928		7005532		4201457		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33929		7005533		4201458		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33930		7005534		4201459		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33931		7005535		4201460		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33932		7005536		4201461		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33933		7005537		4201462		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33934		7005538		4201463		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33935		7005539		4201464		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33936		7005540		4201465		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33937		7005541		4201466		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33938		7005542		4201467		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33939		7005543		4201468		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33940		7005544		4201469		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33941		7005545		4201470		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33942		7005546		4201471		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33943		7005547		4201472		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33944		7005548		4201473		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33945		7005549		4201474		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33946		7005550		4201475		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33947		7005551		4201476		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33948		7005552		4201477		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33949		7005553		4201478		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33950		7005554		4201479		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33951		7005555		4201480		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33952		7005556		4201481		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33953		7005557		4201482		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33954		7005558		4201483		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33955		7005559		4201484		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33956		7005560		4201485		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33957		7005561		4201486		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33958		7005562		4201487		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33959		7005563		4201488		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33960		7005564		4201489		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33961		7005565		4201490		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33962		7005566		4201491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33963		7005567		4201492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33964		7005568		4201493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33965		7005569		4201494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33966		7005570		4201495		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33967		7005571		4201496		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33968		7005572		4201497		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33969		7005573		4201498		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33970		7005574		4201499		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33971		7005575		4201500		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33972		7005576		4201501		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33973		7005577		4201502		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33974		7005578		4201503		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33975		7005579		4201504		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33976		7005580		4201505		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33977		7005581		4201506		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33978		7005582		4201507		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33979		7005583		4201508		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33980		7005584		4201509		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33981		7005585		4201510		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33982		7005586		4201511		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33983		7005587		4201512		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33984		7005588		4201513		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33985		7005589		4201514		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33986		7005590		4201515		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33987		7005591		4201516		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33988		7005592		4201517		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33989		7005593		4201518		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33990		7005594		4201519		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33991		7005595		4201520		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33992		7005596		4201521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33993		7005597		4201522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33994		7005598		4201523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33995		7005599		4201524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33996		7005600		4201525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33997		7005601		4201526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33998		7005602		4201527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		33999		7005603		4201528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34000		7005604		4201529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34001		7005605		4201530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34002		7005606		4201531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34003		7005607		4201532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34004		7005608		4201533		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34005		7005609		4201534		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34006		7005610		4201535		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34007		7005611		4201536		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34008		7005612		4201537		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34009		7005613		4201538		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34010		7005614		4201539		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34011		7005615		4201540		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34012		7005616		4201541		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34013		7005617		4201542		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34014		7005618		4201543		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34015		7005619		4201544		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34016		7005620		4201545		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34017		7005621		4201546		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34018		7005622		4201547		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34019		7005623		4201548		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34020		7005624		4201549		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34021		7005625		4201550		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34022		7005626		4201551		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34023		7005627		4201552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34024		7005628		4201553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34025		7005629		4201554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34026		7005630		4201555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34027		7005631		4201556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34028		7005632		4201557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34029		7005633		4201558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34030		7005634		4201559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34031		7005635		4201560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34032		7005636		4201561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34033		7005637		4201562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34034		7005638		4201563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34035		7005639		4201564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34036		7005640		4201565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34037		7005641		4201566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34038		7005642		4201567		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34039		7005643		4201568		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34040		7005644		4201569		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34041		7104194		4300119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34042		7104195		4300120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34043		7104196		4300121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34044		7104197		4300122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34045		7104198		4300123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34154		7104848		4300773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34155		7104849		4300774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34156		7104850		4300775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34157		7104851		4300776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34158		7104852		4300777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34159		7104853		4300778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34160		7104854		4300779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34161		7104855		4300780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34162		7104856		4300781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34163		7104857		4300782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34164		7104858		4300783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34165		7104859		4300784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34166		7104860		4300785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34167		7105019		4300944		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34168		7105020		4300945		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34169		7105021		4300946		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34170		7105022		4300947		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34171		7105023		4300948		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34172		7105024		4300949		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34173		7105025		4300950		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34174		7105026		4300951		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34175		7105027		4300952		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34176		7105028		4300953		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34177		7105029		4300954		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34178		7105030		4300955		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34179		7105031		4300956		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34180		7105032		4300957		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34181		7105033		4300958		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34182		7105034		4300959		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34183		7105035		4300960		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34184		7105036		4300961		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34185		7105037		4300962		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34186		7105038		4300963		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34187		7105039		4300964		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34188		7105040		4300965		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34189		7105041		4300966		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34190		7105042		4300967		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34191		7105043		4300968		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34192		7105044		4300969		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34193		7105045		4300970		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34194		7105046		4300971		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34195		7105047		4300972		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34196		7105048		4300973		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34197		7105049		4300974		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34198		7105050		4300975		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34199		7105051		4300976		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34200		7105052		4300977		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34201		7105053		4300978		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34202		7105054		4300979		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34203		7105055		4300980		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34204		7105056		4300981		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34205		7105057		4300982		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34206		7105058		4300983		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34207		7105059		4300984		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34208		7105060		4300985		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34209		7105061		4300986		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34210		7105062		4300987		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34211		7105063		4300988		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34212		7105064		4300989		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34213		7105065		4300990		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34214		7105066		4300991		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34215		7105067		4300992		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34216		7105068		4300993		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34217		7105069		4300994		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34218		7105070		4300995		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34219		7105071		4300996		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34220		7105072		4300997		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34221		7105073		4300998		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34222		7105074		4300999		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34223		7105075		4301000		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34224		7105076		4301001		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34225		7105077		4301002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34226		7105078		4301003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34227		7105079		4301004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34228		7105080		4301005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34229		7105081		4301006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34230		7105082		4301007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34231		7105083		4301008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34232		7105084		4301009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34233		7105085		4301010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34234		7105086		4301011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34235		7105087		4301012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34236		7105088		4301013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34237		7105089		4301014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34238		7105090		4301015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34239		7105091		4301016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34240		7105092		4301017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34241		7105093		4301018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34242		7105094		4301019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34243		7105095		4301020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34244		7105096		4301021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34245		7105097		4301022		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34246		7105098		4301023		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34247		7105099		4301024		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34248		7204636		4400561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34249		7204637		4400562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34250		7204638		4400563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34251		7204639		4400564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34252		7204640		4400565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34253		7204641		4400566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34254		7204642		4400567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34255		7204643		4400568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34256		7204644		4400569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34257		7204645		4400570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34258		7204646		4400571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34259		7204647		4400572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34260		7204648		4400573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34261		7204649		4400574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34262		7204650		4400575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34263		7204651		4400576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34264		7204652		4400577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34265		7204653		4400578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34266		7204654		4400579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34267		7204655		4400580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34268		7204656		4400581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34269		7204657		4400582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34270		7204658		4400583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34271		7204659		4400584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34272		7204660		4400585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34273		7204661		4400586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34274		7204662		4400587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34275		7204663		4400588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34276		7204664		4400589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34277		7204665		4400590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34278		7204666		4400591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34279		7204667		4400592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34280		7204668		4400593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34281		7204669		4400594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34282		7204670		4400595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34283		7204671		4400596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34284		7204672		4400597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34285		7204673		4400598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34286		7204674		4400599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34287		7204675		4400600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34288		7204676		4400601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34289		7204677		4400602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34290		7204678		4400603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34291		7204679		4400604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34292		7204680		4400605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34293		7204681		4400606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34294		7204682		4400607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34295		7204683		4400608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34296		7204684		4400609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34297		7204685		4400610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34298		7204686		4400611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34299		7204687		4400612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34300		7204688		4400613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34301		7204689		4400614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34302		7204690		4400615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34303		7204691		4400616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34304		7204692		4400617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34305		7204693		4400618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34306		7204694		4400619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34307		7204695		4400620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34308		7204696		4400621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34309		7204697		4400622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34310		7204698		4400623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34311		7204699		4400624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34312		7204700		4400625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34313		7204701		4400626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34314		7204702		4400627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34315		7204703		4400628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34316		7204704		4400629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34317		7204705		4400630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34318		7204706		4400631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34319		7204707		4400632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34320		7204708		4400633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34321		7204709		4400634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34322		7204710		4400635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34323		7204711		4400636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34324		7204712		4400637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34325		7204713		4400638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34326		7204714		4400639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34327		7204715		4400640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34328		7204716		4400641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34329		7204717		4400642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34330		7204718		4400643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34331		7204719		4400644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34332		7204720		4400645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34333		7204721		4400646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34334		7204722		4400647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34335		7204723		4400648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34336		7204724		4400649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34337		7204725		4400650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34338		7204726		4400651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34339		7204727		4400652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34340		7204728		4400653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34341		7204729		4400654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34342		7204730		4400655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34343		7204731		4400656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34344		7204732		4400657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34345		7204733		4400658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34346		7204734		4400659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34347		7204735		4400660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34348		7204736		4400661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34349		7204737		4400662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34350		7204738		4400663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34351		7204739		4400664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34352		7204740		4400665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34353		7204741		4400666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34354		7204742		4400667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34355		7204743		4400668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34356		7204744		4400669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34357		7204745		4400670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34358		7204746		4400671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34359		7204747		4400672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34360		7204748		4400673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34519		7205182		4401107		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34520		7205183		4401108		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34521		7205185		4401110		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34522		7205288		4401213		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34523		7205289		4401214		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34524		7205290		4401215		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34525		7205291		4401216		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34526		7205292		4401217		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34527		7205293		4401218		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34528		7205294		4401219		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34529		7205295		4401220		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34530		7205296		4401221		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34531		7205297		4401222		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34532		7205298		4401223		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34533		7205299		4401224		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34534		7205300		4401225		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34535		7205301		4401226		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34536		7205302		4401227		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34537		7205303		4401228		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34538		7205304		4401229		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34539		7205383		4401308		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34540		7205384		4401309		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34541		7205478		4401403		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34542		7205479		4401404		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34543		7205480		4401405		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34544		7205481		4401406		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34545		7205482		4401407		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34546		7205483		4401408		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34547		7205484		4401409		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34548		7205485		4401410		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34549		7205486		4401411		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34550		7205487		4401412		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34551		7205488		4401413		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34552		7205489		4401414		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34553		7205490		4401415		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34554		7205491		4401416		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34555		7205492		4401417		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34556		7205493		4401418		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34557		7205494		4401419		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34558		7205495		4401420		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34559		7205496		4401421		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34560		7205497		4401422		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34561		7205498		4401423		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34562		7205499		4401424		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34563		7205500		4401425		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34564		7205501		4401426		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34565		7205502		4401427		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34566		7205503		4401428		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34567		7205504		4401429		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34568		7205505		4401430		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34569		7205506		4401431		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34570		7205507		4401432		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34571		7205508		4401433		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34572		7205509		4401434		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34573		7205510		4401435		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34574		7205511		4401436		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34575		7205512		4401437		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34576		7205513		4401438		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34577		7205514		4401439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34578		7205515		4401440		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34579		7205516		4401441		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34580		7205517		4401442		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34581		7205518		4401443		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34582		7205519		4401444		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34583		7205520		4401445		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34584		7205521		4401446		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34585		7205522		4401447		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34586		7205523		4401448		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34587		7205524		4401449		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34588		7205525		4401450		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34589		7205526		4401451		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34590		7205527		4401452		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34591		7205528		4401453		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34592		7205529		4401454		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34593		7205530		4401455		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34594		7205531		4401456		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34595		7205532		4401457		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34596		7205533		4401458		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34597		7205534		4401459		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34598		7205535		4401460		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34599		7205536		4401461		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34600		7205537		4401462		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34601		7205538		4401463		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34602		7205539		4401464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34603		7205540		4401465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34604		7205541		4401466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34605		7205542		4401467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34606		7205543		4401468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34607		7205544		4401469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34608		7205545		4401470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34609		7205546		4401471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34610		7205547		4401472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34611		7205548		4401473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34612		7205549		4401474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34613		7205550		4401475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34614		7205551		4401476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34615		7205552		4401477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34616		7205553		4401478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34617		7205554		4401479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34618		7205555		4401480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34619		7205556		4401481		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34620		7205557		4401482		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34621		7205558		4401483		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34622		7304245		4500170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34623		7304246		4500171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34624		7304247		4500172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34625		7304248		4500173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34675		7306505		4502430		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34676		7306506		4502431		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34677		7306507		4502432		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34678		7306508		4502433		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34679		7306649		4502574		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34680		7306650		4502575		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34681		7306651		4502576		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34682		7306652		4502577		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34683		7306653		4502578		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34684		7306654		4502579		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34685		7306655		4502580		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34686		7306656		4502581		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34687		7306657		4502582		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34688		7306658		4502583		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34689		7306659		4502584		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34690		7306660		4502585		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34691		7306661		4502586		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34692		7306662		4502587		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34693		7306663		4502588		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34694		7306664		4502589		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34695		7306665		4502590		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34696		7306666		4502591		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34697		7306667		4502592		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34698		7306668		4502593		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34699		7306669		4502594		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34700		7306670		4502595		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34701		7306671		4502596		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34702		7306672		4502597		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34703		7306673		4502598		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34704		7306674		4502599		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34705		7306675		4502600		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34706		7306676		4502601		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34707		7306677		4502602		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34708		7306678		4502603		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34709		7306679		4502604		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34710		7306680		4502605		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34711		7306681		4502606		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34712		7306682		4502607		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34713		7306683		4502608		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34714		7306684		4502609		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34715		7306709		4502634		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34716		7306710		4502635		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34717		7306711		4502636		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34718		7306712		4502637		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34719		7306713		4502638		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34720		7306714		4502639		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34721		7306715		4502640		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34722		7306716		4502641		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34723		7306717		4502642		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34724		7306718		4502643		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34725		7306719		4502644		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34726		7306720		4502645		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34727		7306721		4502646		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34728		7306722		4502647		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34729		7306723		4502648		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34730		7306724		4502649		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34731		7306725		4502650		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34732		7306726		4502651		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34733		7306727		4502652		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34734		7306728		4502653		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34735		7306729		4502654		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34736		7306730		4502655		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34737		7306731		4502656		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34738		7306732		4502657		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34739		7306733		4502658		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34740		7306734		4502659		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34741		7306735		4502660		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34742		7306736		4502661		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34743		7306737		4502662		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34744		7306738		4502663		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34745		7306739		4502664		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34746		7306740		4502665		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34747		7306741		4502666		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34748		7306742		4502667		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34749		7306743		4502668		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34750		7306744		4502669		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34751		7306745		4502670		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34752		7306746		4502671		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34753		7306747		4502672		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34754		7306748		4502673		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34755		7306749		4502674		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34756		7306750		4502675		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34757		7306751		4502676		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34758		7306752		4502677		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34759		7306753		4502678		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34760		7306754		4502679		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34761		7306755		4502680		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34762		7306756		4502681		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34763		7306757		4502682		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34764		7306758		4502683		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34765		7306759		4502684		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34766		7306760		4502685		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34767		7306761		4502686		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34768		7306762		4502687		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34769		7306763		4502688		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34770		7306764		4502689		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34771		7306765		4502690		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34772		7306766		4502691		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34773		7306767		4502692		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34774		7306768		4502693		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34775		7306769		4502694		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34776		7306770		4502695		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34777		7306771		4502696		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34778		7306772		4502697		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34779		7306773		4502698		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34780		7306774		4502699		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34781		7306775		4502700		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34782		7306776		4502701		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34783		7306777		4502702		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34784		7306778		4502703		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34785		7306779		4502704		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34786		7306780		4502705		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34787		7306781		4502706		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34788		7306782		4502707		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34789		7306783		4502708		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34790		7306784		4502709		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34791		7306785		4502710		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34792		7306786		4502711		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34793		7306787		4502712		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34794		7306788		4502713		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34795		7306789		4502714		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34796		7306790		4502715		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34797		7306791		4502716		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34798		7306792		4502717		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34799		7306793		4502718		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34800		7306794		4502719		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34801		7306795		4502720		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34802		7306796		4502721		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34803		7306797		4502722		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34804		7306798		4502723		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34805		7306799		4502724		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34806		7306800		4502725		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34807		7306801		4502726		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34808		7306802		4502727		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34809		7306803		4502728		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34810		7306804		4502729		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34811		7306805		4502730		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34812		7306806		4502731		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34813		7306807		4502732		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34814		7306808		4502733		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34815		7306809		4502734		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34816		7306810		4502735		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34817		7306811		4502736		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34818		7306812		4502737		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34819		7306813		4502738		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34820		7306814		4502739		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34821		7306815		4502740		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34822		7306816		4502741		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34823		7306817		4502742		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34824		7306818		4502743		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34825		7306819		4502744		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34826		7306820		4502745		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34827		7306821		4502746		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34828		7306822		4502747		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34829		7306823		4502748		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34830		7306824		4502749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34831		7306825		4502750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34832		7306826		4502751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34833		7306827		4502752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34834		7306828		4502753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34835		7306829		4502754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34836		7306830		4502755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34837		7306831		4502756		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34838		7306832		4502757		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34839		7306833		4502758		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34840		7404080		4600005		37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34841		7404081		4600006		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34842		7404082		4600007		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34843		7404083		4600008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34844		7404084		4600009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34845		7404085		4600010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34846		7404086		4600011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34847		7404087		4600012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34848		7404088		4600013		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34849		7404089		4600014		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34850		7404090		4600015		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34851		7404091		4600016		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34852		7404092		4600017		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34853		7404093		4600018		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34854		7404094		4600019		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34855		7404095		4600020		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34856		7404096		4600021		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34857		7404097		4600022		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34858		7404098		4600023		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34859		7404099		4600024		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34860		7404100		4600025		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34861		7404308		4600233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34862		7404309		4600234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34863		7404310		4600235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34864		7404311		4600236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34865		7404312		4600237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34866		7404313		4600238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34867		7404314		4600239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34868		7404315		4600240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34869		7404316		4600241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34870		7404317		4600242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34871		7404318		4600243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34872		7404319		4600244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34873		7404320		4600245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34874		7404321		4600246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34875		7404322		4600247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34876		7404323		4600248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34877		7404324		4600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34878		7404325		4600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34879		7404326		4600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34880		7404327		4600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34881		7404328		4600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34882		7404329		4600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34883		7404330		4600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34884		7404331		4600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34885		7404332		4600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34886		7404333		4600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34887		7404334		4600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34888		7404335		4600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34889		7404336		4600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34890		7404337		4600262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34891		7404338		4600263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34892		7404339		4600264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34893		7404340		4600265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34894		7404341		4600266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34895		7404342		4600267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34896		7404343		4600268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34897		7404344		4600269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34898		7404345		4600270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34899		7404346		4600271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34900		7404347		4600272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34901		7404348		4600273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34902		7404349		4600274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34903		7404350		4600275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34904		7404351		4600276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34905		7404352		4600277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34906		7404353		4600278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34907		7404354		4600279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34908		7404355		4600280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34909		7404356		4600281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34910		7404357		4600282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34911		7404358		4600283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34912		7404359		4600284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34913		7404360		4600285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34914		7404361		4600286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34915		7404362		4600287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34916		7404363		4600288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34917		7404364		4600289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34918		7404365		4600290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34919		7404366		4600291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34920		7404367		4600292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34921		7404368		4600293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34922		7404369		4600294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34923		7404370		4600295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34924		7404371		4600296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34925		7404372		4600297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34926		7404373		4600298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34927		7404374		4600299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34928		7404375		4600300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34929		7404376		4600301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34930		7404377		4600302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34931		7404378		4600303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34932		7404379		4600304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34933		7404380		4600305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34934		7404381		4600306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34935		7404382		4600307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34936		7404383		4600308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34937		7404384		4600309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34938		7404385		4600310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34939		7404386		4600311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34940		7404387		4600312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34941		7404388		4600313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34942		7404389		4600314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34943		7404390		4600315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34944		7404391		4600316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34945		7404392		4600317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34946		7404393		4600318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34947		7404394		4600319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34948		7404395		4600320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34949		7404396		4600321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34950		7404397		4600322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34951		7404398		4600323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34952		7404399		4600324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34953		7404400		4600325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34954		7404401		4600326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34955		7404402		4600327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34956		7404403		4600328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34957		7404404		4600329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34958		7404405		4600330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34959		7404406		4600331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34960		7404407		4600332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34961		7404408		4600333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34962		7404409		4600334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34963		7404410		4600335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34964		7404411		4600336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34965		7404412		4600337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34966		7404413		4600338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34967		7404414		4600339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34968		7404415		4600340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34969		7404416		4600341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34970		7404417		4600342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34971		7404418		4600343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34972		7404419		4600344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34973		7404420		4600345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34974		7404421		4600346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34975		7404422		4600347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34976		7404423		4600348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34977		7404424		4600349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34978		7404425		4600350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34979		7404426		4600351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34980		7404427		4600352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34981		7404428		4600353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34982		7404429		4600354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34983		7404430		4600355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34984		7404431		4600356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34985		7404432		4600357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34986		7404433		4600358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34987		7404434		4600359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34988		7404435		4600360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34989		7404436		4600361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34990		7404437		4600362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34991		7404438		4600363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34992		7404439		4600364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34993		7404440		4600365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34994		7404441		4600366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34995		7404442		4600367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34996		7404443		4600368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34997		7404444		4600369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34998		7404445		4600370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		34999		7404446		4600371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35000		7404447		4600372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35001		7404448		4600373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35002		7404449		4600374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35003		7404450		4600375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35004		7404451		4600376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35005		7404452		4600377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35006		7404453		4600378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35007		7404454		4600379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35008		7404455		4600380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35009		7404456		4600381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35010		7404457		4600382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35011		7404458		4600383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35012		7404459		4600384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35013		7404460		4600385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35014		7404461		4600386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35015		7404462		4600387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35016		7404463		4600388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35017		7404464		4600389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35018		7404465		4600390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35019		7404466		4600391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35020		7404467		4600392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35021		7404468		4600393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35022		7404469		4600394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35023		7404470		4600395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35024		7404471		4600396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35025		7404472		4600397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35026		7404473		4600398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35027		7404474		4600399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35028		7404475		4600400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35029		7404476		4600401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35030		7404477		4600402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35031		7404478		4600403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35032		7404479		4600404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35033		7404480		4600405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35034		7404481		4600406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35035		7404482		4600407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35036		7404483		4600408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35037		7404484		4600409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35038		7404485		4600410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35039		7404486		4600411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35040		7404487		4600412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35041		7404488		4600413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35042		7404489		4600414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35043		7404490		4600415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35044		7404491		4600416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35045		7404492		4600417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35046		7404493		4600418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35047		7404494		4600419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35048		7404495		4600420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35049		7404496		4600421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35050		7404497		4600422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35051		7404498		4600423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35052		7404499		4600424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35053		7404500		4600425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35054		7404501		4600426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35055		7404502		4600427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35056		7404503		4600428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35057		7404504		4600429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35188		7405015		4600940		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35189		7405016		4600941		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35190		7405017		4600942		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35191		7405018		4600943		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35192		7405019		4600944		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35193		7405020		4600945		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35194		7405021		4600946		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35195		7405022		4600947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35196		7405023		4600948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35197		7405024		4600949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35198		7405025		4600950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35199		7405026		4600951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35200		7405027		4600952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35201		7405028		4600953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35202		7405029		4600954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35203		7405030		4600955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35204		7405031		4600956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35205		7405032		4600957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35206		7405033		4600958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35207		7405034		4600959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35208		7405035		4600960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35209		7405036		4600961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35210		7405037		4600962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35211		7405038		4600963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35212		7405039		4600964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35213		7405040		4600965		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35214		7405041		4600966		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35215		7405042		4600967		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35216		7405043		4600968		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35217		7405044		4600969		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35218		7405045		4600970		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35219		7405046		4600971		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35220		7405047		4600972		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35221		7405048		4600973		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35222		7405049		4600974		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35223		7405160		4601085		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35224		7405161		4601086		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35225		7405162		4601087		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35226		7405163		4601088		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35227		7405262		4601187		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35228		7405263		4601188		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35229		7405264		4601189		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35230		7405265		4601190		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35231		7405266		4601191		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35232		7405267		4601192		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35233		7405268		4601193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35234		7405269		4601194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35235		7405270		4601195		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35236		7405271		4601196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35237		7405272		4601197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35238		7405273		4601198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35239		7405274		4601199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35240		7405275		4601200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35241		7405276		4601201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35242		7405277		4601202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35243		7405278		4601203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35244		7405279		4601204		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35245		7504640		4700565		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35246		7504641		4700566		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35247		7504642		4700567		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35248		7504643		4700568		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35249		7504644		4700569		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35250		7504645		4700570		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35251		7504646		4700571		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35252		7504647		4700572		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35253		7504652		4700577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35254		7504653		4700578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35255		7504654		4700579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35256		7504655		4700580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35257		7504656		4700581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35258		7504657		4700582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35259		7504658		4700583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35260		7504659		4700584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35261		7504660		4700585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35262		7504661		4700586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35263		7504662		4700587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35264		7504663		4700588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35265		7504664		4700589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35266		7504665		4700590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35267		7504666		4700591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35268		7504667		4700592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35269		7504668		4700593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35270		7504669		4700594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35271		7504670		4700595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35272		7504671		4700596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35273		7504672		4700597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35274		7504673		4700598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35275		7504674		4700599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35276		7504675		4700600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35277		7504676		4700601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35278		7504677		4700602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35279		7504678		4700603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35280		7504679		4700604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35281		7504680		4700605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35282		7504681		4700606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35283		7504682		4700607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35284		7504683		4700608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35285		7504684		4700609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35286		7504685		4700610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35287		7504686		4700611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35288		7504687		4700612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35289		7504688		4700613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35290		7504689		4700614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35291		7504690		4700615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35292		7504691		4700616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35293		7504692		4700617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35294		7504693		4700618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35295		7504694		4700619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35296		7504695		4700620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35297		7504696		4700621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35298		7504697		4700622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35299		7504698		4700623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35300		7504699		4700624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35301		7504700		4700625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35302		7504701		4700626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35303		7504702		4700627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35304		7504703		4700628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35305		7504704		4700629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35306		7504705		4700630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35307		7504706		4700631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35308		7504707		4700632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35309		7504708		4700633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35310		7504709		4700634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35311		7504710		4700635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35312		7504711		4700636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35313		7504712		4700637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35314		7504713		4700638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35315		7504714		4700639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35316		7504715		4700640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35317		7504716		4700641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35318		7504717		4700642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35537		7505128		4701053		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35538		7505129		4701054		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35539		7505130		4701055		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35540		7505131		4701056		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35541		7505132		4701057		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35542		7505133		4701058		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35543		7505134		4701059		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35544		7505135		4701060		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35545		7505136		4701061		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35546		7505137		4701062		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35547		7505236		4701161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35548		7505237		4701162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35549		7505238		4701163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35550		7505239		4701164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35551		7505240		4701165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35552		7505241		4701166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35553		7505242		4701167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35554		7505243		4701168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35555		7505244		4701169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35556		7505245		4701170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35557		7505246		4701171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35558		7505247		4701172		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35559		7505248		4701173		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35560		7505287		4701212		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35561		7505288		4701213		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35562		7505289		4701214		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35563		7505290		4701215		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35564		7505291		4701216		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35565		7505292		4701217		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35566		7505293		4701218		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35567		7505294		4701219		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35568		7505295		4701220		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35569		7505296		4701221		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35570		7505297		4701222		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35571		7505298		4701223		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35572		7505299		4701224		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35573		7505300		4701225		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35574		7505301		4701226		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35575		7505302		4701227		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35576		7505303		4701228		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35577		7505304		4701229		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35578		7505305		4701230		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35579		7505306		4701231		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35580		7505307		4701232		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35581		7505308		4701233		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35582		7505309		4701234		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35583		7505310		4701235		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35584		7505311		4701236		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35585		7505312		4701237		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35586		7505313		4701238		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35587		7505314		4701239		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35588		7505315		4701240		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35589		7505316		4701241		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35590		7505317		4701242		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35591		7505318		4701243		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35592		7505319		4701244		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35593		7505320		4701245		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35594		7505321		4701246		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35595		7505322		4701247		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35596		7505323		4701248		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35597		7505324		4701249		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35598		7505325		4701250		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35599		7505326		4701251		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35600		7505327		4701252		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35601		7505328		4701253		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35602		7505329		4701254		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35603		7505330		4701255		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35604		7505331		4701256		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35605		7505332		4701257		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35606		7505333		4701258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35607		7505334		4701259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35608		7505335		4701260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35609		7505336		4701261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35610		7505337		4701262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35611		7505338		4701263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35612		7505339		4701264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35613		7505340		4701265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35614		7505341		4701266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35615		7505342		4701267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35616		7505343		4701268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35617		7505344		4701269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35618		7505345		4701270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35619		7505346		4701271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35620		7505347		4701272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35621		7505348		4701273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35622		7505349		4701274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35623		7505350		4701275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35624		7505351		4701276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35625		7505352		4701277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35626		7505353		4701278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35627		7505354		4701279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35628		7505355		4701280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35629		7505356		4701281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35630		7505357		4701282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35631		7505358		4701283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35632		7505359		4701284		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35633		7505360		4701285		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35634		7505361		4701286		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35635		7505362		4701287		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35636		7505363		4701288		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35637		7505364		4701289		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35638		7505365		4701290		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35639		7505366		4701291		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35640		7505367		4701292		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35641		7505368		4701293		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35642		7505369		4701294		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35643		7505370		4701295		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35644		7505371		4701296		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35645		7604216		4800141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35646		7604217		4800142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35647		7604218		4800143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35648		7604219		4800144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35649		7604220		4800145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35650		7604221		4800146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35651		7604222		4800147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35652		7604223		4800148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35653		7604224		4800149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35822		7605320		4801245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35823		7605321		4801246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35824		7605322		4801247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35825		7605323		4801248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35826		7605324		4801249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35827		7605325		4801250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35828		7605326		4801251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35829		7605411		4801336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35830		7605412		4801337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35831		7605413		4801338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35832		7605414		4801339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35833		7605415		4801340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35834		7605416		4801341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35835		7605417		4801342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35836		7605418		4801343		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35837		7605419		4801344		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35838		7605420		4801345		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35839		7605421		4801346		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35840		7605422		4801347		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35841		7605423		4801348		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35842		7605424		4801349		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35843		7605425		4801350		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35844		7605426		4801351		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35845		7605427		4801352		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35846		7605428		4801353		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35847		7605429		4801354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35848		7605430		4801355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35849		7605431		4801356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35850		7605432		4801357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35851		7605433		4801358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35852		7605434		4801359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35853		7605435		4801360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35854		7605436		4801361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35855		7605437		4801362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35856		7605438		4801363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35857		7605439		4801364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35858		7605440		4801365		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35859		7605441		4801366		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35860		7605520		4801445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35861		7605521		4801446		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35862		7605522		4801447		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35863		7605523		4801448		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35864		7605524		4801449		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35865		7605525		4801450		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35866		7605526		4801451		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35867		7605527		4801452		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35868		7605528		4801453		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35869		7605529		4801454		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35870		7605530		4801455		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35871		7605531		4801456		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35872		7605532		4801457		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35873		7605533		4801458		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35874		7605534		4801459		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35875		7605535		4801460		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35876		7605536		4801461		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35877		7605537		4801462		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35878		7605538		4801463		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35879		7605539		4801464		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35880		7605540		4801465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35881		7605541		4801466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35882		7605542		4801467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35883		7605543		4801468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35884		7605544		4801469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35885		7605545		4801470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35886		7605546		4801471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35887		7605547		4801472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35888		7605548		4801473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35889		7605549		4801474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35890		7605550		4801475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35891		7605551		4801476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35892		7605552		4801477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35893		7605553		4801478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35894		7605554		4801479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35895		7605555		4801480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35896		7605556		4801481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35897		7605557		4801482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35898		7605558		4801483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35899		7605559		4801484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35900		7605560		4801485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35901		7605561		4801486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35902		7605562		4801487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35903		7605563		4801488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35904		7605564		4801489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35905		7605565		4801490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35906		7605566		4801491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35907		7605567		4801492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35908		7605568		4801493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35909		7605569		4801494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35910		7605570		4801495		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35911		7605571		4801496		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35912		7605572		4801497		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35913		7704080		4900005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35914		7704081		4900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35915		7704082		4900007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35916		7704083		4900008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35917		7704239		4900164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35918		7704240		4900165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35919		7704241		4900166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35920		7704242		4900167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35921		7704243		4900168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35922		7704244		4900169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35923		7704245		4900170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35924		7704246		4900171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35925		7704247		4900172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35926		7704248		4900173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35927		7704249		4900174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35928		7704250		4900175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35929		7704251		4900176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35930		7704252		4900177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35931		7704253		4900178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35932		7704254		4900179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35933		7704255		4900180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35934		7704256		4900181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35935		7704257		4900182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35936		7704258		4900183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35937		7704259		4900184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35938		7704260		4900185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35939		7704261		4900186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35940		7704262		4900187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35941		7704263		4900188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35942		7704264		4900189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35943		7704265		4900190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35944		7704266		4900191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35945		7704267		4900192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35946		7704268		4900193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35947		7704269		4900194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35948		7704270		4900195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35949		7704271		4900196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35950		7704272		4900197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35951		7704273		4900198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35952		7704274		4900199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35953		7704275		4900200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35954		7704276		4900201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35955		7704277		4900202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35956		7704278		4900203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35957		7704279		4900204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35958		7704280		4900205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35959		7704281		4900206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35960		7704282		4900207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35961		7704283		4900208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35962		7704284		4900209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35963		7704285		4900210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35964		7704286		4900211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35965		7704287		4900212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35966		7704288		4900213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35967		7704289		4900214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35968		7704290		4900215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35969		7704291		4900216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35970		7704292		4900217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35971		7704293		4900218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35972		7704294		4900219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35973		7704295		4900220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35974		7704296		4900221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35975		7704297		4900222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35976		7704298		4900223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35977		7704299		4900224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35978		7704300		4900225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35979		7704301		4900226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35980		7704302		4900227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35981		7704303		4900228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35982		7704304		4900229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35983		7704305		4900230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35984		7704306		4900231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35985		7704307		4900232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35986		7704308		4900233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35987		7704309		4900234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35988		7704310		4900235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35989		7704311		4900236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35990		7704312		4900237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35991		7704313		4900238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35992		7704314		4900239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35993		7704315		4900240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35994		7704316		4900241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35995		7704317		4900242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35996		7704318		4900243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35997		7704319		4900244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35998		7704320		4900245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		35999		7704321		4900246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36000		7704322		4900247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36001		7704323		4900248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36002		7704324		4900249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36003		7704325		4900250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36004		7704326		4900251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36005		7704327		4900252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36006		7704328		4900253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36007		7704329		4900254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36008		7704330		4900255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36009		7704331		4900256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36010		7704332		4900257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36011		7704333		4900258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36012		7704334		4900259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36013		7704335		4900260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36014		7704336		4900261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36015		7704337		4900262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36016		7704338		4900263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36017		7704339		4900264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36018		7704340		4900265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36019		7704341		4900266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36020		7704342		4900267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36021		7704343		4900268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36022		7704344		4900269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36023		7704345		4900270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36024		7704346		4900271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36025		7704347		4900272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36026		7704348		4900273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36027		7704349		4900274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36028		7704350		4900275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36029		7704351		4900276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36030		7704352		4900277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36031		7704353		4900278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36032		7704354		4900279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36033		7704355		4900280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36034		7704356		4900281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36035		7704357		4900282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36036		7704358		4900283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36037		7704359		4900284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36038		7704360		4900285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36039		7704361		4900286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36040		7704362		4900287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36041		7704363		4900288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36042		7704364		4900289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36043		7704365		4900290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36044		7704366		4900291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36045		7704367		4900292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36046		7704368		4900293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36047		7704369		4900294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36048		7704370		4900295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36049		7704371		4900296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36050		7704372		4900297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36051		7704373		4900298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36052		7704374		4900299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36053		7704375		4900300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36054		7704376		4900301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36055		7704377		4900302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36056		7704378		4900303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36057		7704379		4900304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36058		7704380		4900305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36059		7704381		4900306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36060		7704382		4900307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36061		7704383		4900308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36062		7704384		4900309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36063		7704385		4900310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36064		7704386		4900311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36065		7704387		4900312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36066		7704388		4900313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36067		7704389		4900314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36068		7704390		4900315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36069		7704391		4900316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36070		7704392		4900317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36071		7704393		4900318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36072		7704394		4900319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36073		7704395		4900320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36074		7704396		4900321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36075		7704397		4900322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36076		7704398		4900323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36077		7704399		4900324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36078		7704400		4900325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36079		7704401		4900326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36080		7704402		4900327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36081		7704403		4900328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36082		7704404		4900329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36083		7704405		4900330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36084		7704406		4900331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36085		7704407		4900332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36086		7704408		4900333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36087		7704409		4900334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36088		7704410		4900335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36089		7704411		4900336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36090		7704412		4900337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36091		7704413		4900338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36092		7704414		4900339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36093		7704415		4900340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36094		7704416		4900341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36095		7704417		4900342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36096		7704418		4900343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36097		7704419		4900344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36098		7704420		4900345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36099		7704421		4900346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36100		7704422		4900347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36101		7704423		4900348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36102		7704424		4900349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36103		7704425		4900350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36104		7704426		4900351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36105		7704427		4900352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36106		7704428		4900353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36107		7704429		4900354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36108		7704430		4900355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36109		7704431		4900356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36110		7704432		4900357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36111		7704433		4900358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36112		7704434		4900359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36113		7704435		4900360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36114		7704436		4900361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36115		7704437		4900362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36116		7704438		4900363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36117		7704439		4900364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36118		7704440		4900365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36119		7704441		4900366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36120		7704442		4900367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36121		7704443		4900368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36122		7704444		4900369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36123		7704445		4900370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36124		7704446		4900371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36125		7704447		4900372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36126		7704448		4900373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36127		7704449		4900374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36128		7704450		4900375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36129		7704451		4900376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36130		7704452		4900377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36131		7704453		4900378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36132		7704454		4900379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36133		7704455		4900380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36134		7704456		4900381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36135		7704457		4900382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36136		7704458		4900383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36137		7704459		4900384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36138		7704460		4900385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36139		7704461		4900386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36140		7704462		4900387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36141		7704463		4900388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36142		7704464		4900389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36143		7704465		4900390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36144		7704466		4900391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36145		7704467		4900392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36146		7704468		4900393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36147		7704469		4900394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36148		7704470		4900395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36149		7704471		4900396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36150		7704472		4900397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36151		7704473		4900398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36152		7704474		4900399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36153		7704475		4900400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36154		7704476		4900401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36155		7704477		4900402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36156		7704478		4900403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36157		7704479		4900404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36158		7704480		4900405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36159		7704481		4900406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36160		7704482		4900407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36161		7704483		4900408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36162		7704484		4900409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36163		7704485		4900410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36164		7704486		4900411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36165		7704487		4900412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36166		7704488		4900413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36167		7704489		4900414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36168		7704490		4900415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36169		7704491		4900416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36170		7704492		4900417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36171		7704493		4900418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36172		7704494		4900419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36173		7704495		4900420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36174		7704496		4900421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36175		7704497		4900422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36176		7704498		4900423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36177		7704499		4900424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36178		7704500		4900425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36179		7704501		4900426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36180		7704502		4900427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36181		7704503		4900428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36182		7704504		4900429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36183		7704505		4900430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36184		7704506		4900431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36185		7704507		4900432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36186		7704508		4900433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36187		7704509		4900434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36188		7704510		4900435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36189		7704511		4900436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36190		7704512		4900437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36191		7704513		4900438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36192		7704514		4900439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36193		7704515		4900440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36194		7704516		4900441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36195		7704517		4900442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36196		7704518		4900443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36197		7704519		4900444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36198		7704520		4900445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36199		7704521		4900446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36200		7704522		4900447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36201		7704523		4900448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36202		7704524		4900449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36203		7704525		4900450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36204		7704526		4900451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36205		7704527		4900452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36206		7704528		4900453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36207		7704529		4900454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36208		7704530		4900455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36209		7704531		4900456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36210		7704532		4900457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36211		7704533		4900458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36212		7704534		4900459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36213		7704535		4900460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36214		7704536		4900461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36215		7704537		4900462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36216		7704538		4900463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36217		7704539		4900464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36218		7704540		4900465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36219		7704541		4900466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36220		7704542		4900467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36221		7704543		4900468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36222		7704544		4900469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36223		7704545		4900470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36224		7704546		4900471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36225		7704547		4900472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36226		7704548		4900473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36227		7704549		4900474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36228		7704550		4900475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36229		7704551		4900476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36230		7704552		4900477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36231		7704553		4900478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36232		7704554		4900479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36233		7704555		4900480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36234		7704556		4900481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36235		7704557		4900482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36236		7704558		4900483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36237		7704559		4900484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36238		7704560		4900485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36239		7704561		4900486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36240		7704562		4900487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36241		7704563		4900488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36242		7704564		4900489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36243		7704565		4900490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36244		7704566		4900491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36245		7704567		4900492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36246		7704568		4900493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36247		7704569		4900494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36248		7704570		4900495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36249		7704571		4900496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36250		7704572		4900497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36251		7704573		4900498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36252		7704574		4900499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36253		7704575		4900500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36254		7704576		4900501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36255		7704577		4900502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36256		7704578		4900503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36257		7704579		4900504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36258		7704580		4900505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36259		7704581		4900506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36260		7704582		4900507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36348		7705319		4901244		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36349		7705320		4901245		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36350		7705321		4901246		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36351		7705322		4901247		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36352		7705323		4901248		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36353		7705324		4901249		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36354		7705325		4901250		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36355		7705326		4901251		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36356		7705327		4901252		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36357		7705328		4901253		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36358		7705329		4901254		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36359		7705330		4901255		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36360		7705331		4901256		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36361		7705332		4901257		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36362		7705333		4901258		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36363		7705334		4901259		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36364		7705335		4901260		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36365		7705336		4901261		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36366		7705337		4901262		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36367		7705338		4901263		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36368		7705339		4901264		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36369		7705340		4901265		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36370		7705341		4901266		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36371		7705342		4901267		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36372		7705375		4901300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36373		7705376		4901301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36374		7705377		4901302		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36375		7705505		4901430		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36376		7705506		4901431		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36377		7705507		4901432		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36378		7705508		4901433		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36379		7705509		4901434		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36380		7705510		4901435		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36381		7705511		4901436		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36382		7705512		4901437		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36383		7705513		4901438		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36384		7705514		4901439		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36385		7705515		4901440		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36386		7705516		4901441		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36387		7705517		4901442		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36388		7705518		4901443		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36389		7705519		4901444		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36390		7705520		4901445		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36391		7705521		4901446		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36392		7804226		5000151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36393		7804227		5000152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36394		7804228		5000153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36395		7804229		5000154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36396		7804230		5000155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36397		7804231		5000156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36398		7804232		5000157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36399		7804233		5000158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36400		7804234		5000159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36401		7804235		5000160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36402		7804236		5000161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36403		7804237		5000162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36404		7804238		5000163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36405		7804239		5000164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36406		7804240		5000165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36567		7805438		5001363		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36568		7805585		5001510		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36569		7805586		5001511		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36570		7805587		5001512		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36571		7805588		5001513		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36572		7805589		5001514		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36573		7805590		5001515		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36574		7805591		5001516		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36575		7805592		5001517		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36576		7805593		5001518		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36577		7805594		5001519		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36578		7805595		5001520		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36579		7805596		5001521		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36580		7805597		5001522		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36581		7805598		5001523		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36582		7805599		5001524		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36583		7805600		5001525		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36584		7805601		5001526		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36585		7805602		5001527		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36586		7805603		5001528		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36587		7805684		5001609		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36588		7805685		5001610		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36589		7805686		5001611		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36590		7805687		5001612		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36591		7805688		5001613		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36592		7805689		5001614		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36593		7805690		5001615		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36594		7805691		5001616		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36595		7805692		5001617		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36596		7805693		5001618		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36597		7805694		5001619		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36598		7805695		5001620		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36599		7805696		5001621		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36600		7805697		5001622		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36601		7805698		5001623		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36602		7805699		5001624		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36603		7805700		5001625		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36604		7805701		5001626		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36605		7805702		5001627		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36606		7805703		5001628		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36607		7805704		5001629		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36608		7805705		5001630		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36609		7805706		5001631		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36610		7805707		5001632		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36611		7805708		5001633		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36612		7805709		5001634		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36613		7805710		5001635		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36614		7805711		5001636		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36615		7805712		5001637		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36616		7805713		5001638		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36617		7805714		5001639		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36618		7805715		5001640		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36619		7805716		5001641		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36620		7805717		5001642		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36621		7805718		5001643		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36622		7805719		5001644		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36623		7805720		5001645		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36624		7805721		5001646		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36625		7805722		5001647		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36626		7805723		5001648		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36627		7805724		5001649		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36628		7805725		5001650		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36629		7805726		5001651		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36630		7805727		5001652		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36631		7805728		5001653		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36632		7805729		5001654		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36633		7805730		5001655		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36634		7805731		5001656		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36635		7805732		5001657		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36636		7805733		5001658		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36637		7805734		5001659		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36638		7805735		5001660		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36639		7805736		5001661		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36640		7805737		5001662		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36641		7805738		5001663		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36642		7805739		5001664		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36643		7805740		5001665		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36644		7805741		5001666		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36645		7805742		5001667		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36646		7805743		5001668		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36647		7805744		5001669		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36648		7805745		5001670		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36649		7805746		5001671		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36650		7805747		5001672		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36651		7805748		5001673		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36652		7805749		5001674		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36653		7805750		5001675		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36654		7805751		5001676		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36655		7805752		5001677		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36656		7805753		5001678		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36657		7805754		5001679		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36658		7805755		5001680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36659		7805756		5001681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36660		7805757		5001682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36661		7805758		5001683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36662		7805759		5001684		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36663		7805760		5001685		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36664		7805761		5001686		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36665		7805762		5001687		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36666		7805763		5001688		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36667		7805764		5001689		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36668		7805765		5001690		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36669		7805766		5001691		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36670		7805767		5001692		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36671		7805768		5001693		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36672		7805769		5001694		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36673		7805770		5001695		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36674		7805771		5001696		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36675		7805772		5001697		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36676		7805773		5001698		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36677		7805774		5001699		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36678		7805775		5001700		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36679		7805776		5001701		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36680		7805777		5001702		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36681		7805778		5001703		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36682		7805779		5001704		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36683		7805780		5001705		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36684		7805781		5001706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36685		7805782		5001707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36686		7805783		5001708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36687		7805784		5001709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36688		7805785		5001710		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36689		7805786		5001711		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36690		7805787		5001712		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36691		7805788		5001713		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36692		7805789		5001714		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36693		7805790		5001715		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36694		7805791		5001716		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36695		7805792		5001717		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36696		7905399		5101324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36697		7905400		5101325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36698		7905401		5101326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36699		7905402		5101327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36700		7905403		5101328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36701		7905404		5101329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36702		7905405		5101330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36703		7905406		5101331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36704		7905407		5101332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36705		7905408		5101333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36706		7905409		5101334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36707		7905410		5101335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36708		7905411		5101336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36709		7905412		5101337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36710		7905413		5101338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36711		7905414		5101339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36712		7905415		5101340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36713		7905416		5101341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36714		7905417		5101342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36715		7905418		5101343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36716		7905419		5101344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36717		7905420		5101345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36718		7905421		5101346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36719		7905422		5101347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36720		7905423		5101348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36721		7905424		5101349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36722		7905425		5101350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36723		7905426		5101351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36724		7905427		5101352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36725		7905428		5101353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36726		7905429		5101354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36727		7905430		5101355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36728		7905431		5101356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36729		7905432		5101357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36730		7905433		5101358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36731		7905434		5101359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36732		7905435		5101360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36733		7905436		5101361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36734		7905437		5101362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36735		7905438		5101363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36736		7905439		5101364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36737		7905440		5101365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36738		7905441		5101366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36739		7905442		5101367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36740		7905443		5101368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36741		7905444		5101369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36742		7905445		5101370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36743		7905446		5101371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36744		7905447		5101372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36745		7905448		5101373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36746		7905449		5101374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36747		7905450		5101375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36748		7905451		5101376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36749		7905452		5101377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36750		7905453		5101378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36751		7905454		5101379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36752		7905455		5101380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36753		7905456		5101381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36754		7905457		5101382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36755		7905458		5101383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36756		7905459		5101384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36757		7905460		5101385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36758		7905461		5101386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36759		7905462		5101387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36760		7905463		5101388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36761		7905464		5101389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36762		7905465		5101390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36763		7905466		5101391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36764		7905467		5101392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36765		7905468		5101393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36766		7905469		5101394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36767		7905470		5101395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36768		7905471		5101396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36769		7905472		5101397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36770		7905473		5101398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36771		7905474		5101399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36772		7905475		5101400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36773		7905476		5101401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36774		7905477		5101402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36775		7905478		5101403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36776		7905479		5101404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36777		7905480		5101405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36778		7905481		5101406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36779		7905482		5101407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36780		7905483		5101408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36781		7905484		5101409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36782		7905485		5101410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36783		7905486		5101411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36784		7905487		5101412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36785		7905488		5101413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36786		7905489		5101414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36787		7905490		5101415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36788		7905491		5101416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36789		7905492		5101417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36790		7905493		5101418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36791		7905494		5101419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36792		7905495		5101420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36793		7905496		5101421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36794		7905497		5101422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36795		7905498		5101423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36796		7905499		5101424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36797		7905500		5101425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36798		7905501		5101426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36799		7905502		5101427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36800		7905503		5101428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36801		7905504		5101429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36802		7905505		5101430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36803		7905506		5101431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36804		7905507		5101432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36805		7905508		5101433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36806		7905509		5101434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36807		7905510		5101435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36808		7905511		5101436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36809		7905512		5101437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36810		7905513		5101438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36811		7905514		5101439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36812		7905515		5101440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36813		7905516		5101441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36814		7905517		5101442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36815		7905518		5101443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36816		7905519		5101444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36817		7905520		5101445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36818		7905521		5101446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36819		7905522		5101447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36820		7905523		5101448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36821		7905524		5101449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36822		7905525		5101450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36823		7905526		5101451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36824		7905527		5101452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36825		7905528		5101453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36826		7905529		5101454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36827		7905530		5101455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36828		7905531		5101456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36829		7905532		5101457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36830		7905533		5101458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36831		7905534		5101459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36832		7905535		5101460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36833		7905536		5101461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36834		7905537		5101462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36835		7905538		5101463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36836		7905539		5101464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36837		7905540		5101465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36838		7905541		5101466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36839		7905542		5101467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36840		7905543		5101468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36841		7905544		5101469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36842		7905545		5101470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36843		7905546		5101471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36844		7905547		5101472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36845		7905548		5101473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36846		7905549		5101474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36847		7905550		5101475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36848		7905551		5101476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36849		7905552		5101477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36850		7905553		5101478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36851		7905554		5101479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36852		7905555		5101480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36853		7905556		5101481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36854		7905557		5101482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36855		7905558		5101483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36856		7905559		5101484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36857		7905560		5101485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36858		7905561		5101486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36859		7905562		5101487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36860		7905563		5101488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36861		7905564		5101489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36862		7905565		5101490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36863		7905566		5101491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36864		7905567		5101492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36865		7905568		5101493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36866		7905569		5101494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36867		7905570		5101495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36868		7905571		5101496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36869		7905572		5101497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36870		7905573		5101498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36871		7905574		5101499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36872		7905575		5101500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36873		7905576		5101501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36874		7905577		5101502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36875		7905578		5101503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36876		7905579		5101504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36877		7905580		5101505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36878		7905581		5101506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36879		7905582		5101507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36880		7905583		5101508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36881		7905584		5101509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36882		7905585		5101510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36883		7905586		5101511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36884		7905587		5101512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36885		7905588		5101513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36886		7905589		5101514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36887		7905590		5101515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36888		7905591		5101516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36889		7905592		5101517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36890		7905593		5101518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36891		7905594		5101519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36892		7905595		5101520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36893		7905596		5101521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36894		7905597		5101522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36895		7905598		5101523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36896		7905599		5101524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36897		7905600		5101525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36898		7905601		5101526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36899		7905602		5101527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36900		7905603		5101528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36901		7905604		5101529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36902		7905605		5101530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36903		7905606		5101531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36904		7905607		5101532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36905		7905608		5101533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36906		7905609		5101534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36907		7905610		5101535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36908		7905611		5101536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36909		7905612		5101537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36910		7905613		5101538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36911		7905614		5101539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36912		7905615		5101540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36913		7905616		5101541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36914		7905617		5101542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36915		7905618		5101543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36916		7905619		5101544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36917		7905620		5101545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36918		7905621		5101546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36919		7905622		5101547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36920		7905623		5101548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36921		7905624		5101549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36922		7905625		5101550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36923		7905626		5101551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36924		7905627		5101552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36925		7905628		5101553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36926		7905629		5101554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36927		7905630		5101555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36928		7905631		5101556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36929		7905632		5101557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36930		7905633		5101558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36931		7905634		5101559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36932		7905635		5101560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36933		7905636		5101561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36934		7905637		5101562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36935		7905638		5101563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36936		7905639		5101564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36937		7905640		5101565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36938		7905641		5101566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36939		7905642		5101567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36940		7905643		5101568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36941		7905644		5101569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36942		7905645		5101570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36943		7905646		5101571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36944		7905647		5101572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36945		7905648		5101573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36946		7905649		5101574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36947		7905650		5101575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36948		7905651		5101576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36949		7905652		5101577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36950		7905653		5101578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36951		7905654		5101579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36952		7905655		5101580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36953		7905656		5101581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36954		7905657		5101582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36955		7905658		5101583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36956		7905659		5101584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36957		7905660		5101585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36958		7905661		5101586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36959		7905662		5101587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36960		7905663		5101588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36961		7905664		5101589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36962		7905665		5101590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36963		7905666		5101591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36964		7905667		5101592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36965		7905668		5101593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36966		7905669		5101594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36967		7905670		5101595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36968		7905671		5101596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36969		7905672		5101597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36970		7905673		5101598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36971		7905674		5101599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36972		7905675		5101600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36973		7905676		5101601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36974		7905677		5101602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36975		7905678		5101603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36976		7905679		5101604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36977		7905680		5101605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36978		7905681		5101606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36979		7905682		5101607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36980		7905683		5101608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36981		7905684		5101609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36982		7905685		5101610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36983		7905686		5101611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36984		7905687		5101612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36985		7905688		5101613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36986		7905689		5101614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36987		7905690		5101615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36988		7905691		5101616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36989		7905692		5101617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36990		7905693		5101618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36991		7905694		5101619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36992		7905695		5101620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36993		7905696		5101621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36994		7905697		5101622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36995		7905698		5101623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36996		7905699		5101624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36997		7905700		5101625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36998		7905701		5101626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		36999		7905702		5101627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37000		7905703		5101628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37001		7905704		5101629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37002		7905705		5101630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37003		7905706		5101631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37004		7905707		5101632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37005		7905708		5101633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37006		7905709		5101634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37007		7905710		5101635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37008		7905711		5101636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37009		7905712		5101637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37010		7905713		5101638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37011		7905714		5101639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37012		7905715		5101640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37013		7905716		5101641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37014		7905717		5101642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37015		7905718		5101643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37016		7905719		5101644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37017		7905720		5101645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37018		7905721		5101646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37019		7905722		5101647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37020		7905723		5101648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37021		7905724		5101649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37022		7905725		5101650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37023		7905726		5101651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37024		7905727		5101652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37025		7905728		5101653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37026		7905729		5101654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37027		7905730		5101655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37028		7905731		5101656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37029		7905732		5101657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37030		7905733		5101658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37031		7905734		5101659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37032		7905735		5101660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37033		7905736		5101661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37034		7905737		5101662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37035		7905738		5101663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37036		7905739		5101664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37037		7905740		5101665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37038		7905741		5101666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37039		7905742		5101667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37040		7905743		5101668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37041		7905744		5101669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37042		7905745		5101670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37043		7905746		5101671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37044		7905747		5101672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37045		7905748		5101673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37046		7905749		5101674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37047		7905750		5101675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37048		7905751		5101676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37049		7905752		5101677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37050		7905753		5101678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37051		7905754		5101679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37052		7905755		5101680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37053		7905756		5101681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37054		7905757		5101682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37055		7905758		5101683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37056		7905759		5101684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37057		7905760		5101685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37058		7905761		5101686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37059		7905762		5101687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37060		7905763		5101688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37061		7905764		5101689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37062		7905765		5101690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37063		7905766		5101691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37064		7905767		5101692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37065		7905768		5101693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37066		7905769		5101694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37067		7905770		5101695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37068		7905771		5101696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37069		7905772		5101697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37070		7905773		5101698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37071		7905774		5101699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37072		7905775		5101700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37073		7905776		5101701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37074		7905777		5101702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37075		7905778		5101703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37076		7905779		5101704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37077		7905780		5101705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37078		7905781		5101706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37079		7905782		5101707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37080		7905783		5101708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37081		7905784		5101709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37082		7905785		5101710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37083		7905786		5101711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37084		7905787		5101712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37085		7905788		5101713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37086		7905789		5101714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37087		7905790		5101715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37088		7905791		5101716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37089		7905792		5101717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37090		7905793		5101718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37091		7905794		5101719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37092		7905795		5101720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37093		7905796		5101721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37094		7905797		5101722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37095		7905798		5101723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37096		7905799		5101724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37097		7905800		5101725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37098		7905801		5101726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37099		7905802		5101727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37100		7905803		5101728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37101		7905804		5101729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37102		7905805		5101730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37103		7905806		5101731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37104		7905807		5101732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37105		7905808		5101733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37106		7905809		5101734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37107		7905810		5101735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37108		7905811		5101736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37109		7905812		5101737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37110		7905813		5101738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37111		7905814		5101739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37112		7905815		5101740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37113		7905816		5101741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37114		7905817		5101742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37115		7905818		5101743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37116		7905819		5101744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37117		7905820		5101745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37118		7905821		5101746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37119		7905822		5101747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37120		7905823		5101748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37121		7905824		5101749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37122		7905825		5101750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37123		7905826		5101751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37124		7905827		5101752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37125		7905828		5101753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37126		7905829		5101754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37127		7905830		5101755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37128		7905831		5101756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37129		7905832		5101757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37130		7905833		5101758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37131		7905834		5101759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37132		7905835		5101760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37133		7905836		5101761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37134		7905837		5101762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37135		7905838		5101763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37136		7905839		5101764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37137		7905840		5101765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37138		7905841		5101766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37139		7905842		5101767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37140		7905843		5101768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37141		7905844		5101769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37142		7905845		5101770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37143		7905846		5101771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37144		7905847		5101772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37145		7905848		5101773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37146		7905849		5101774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37147		7905850		5101775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37148		7905851		5101776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37149		7905852		5101777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37150		7905853		5101778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37151		7905854		5101779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37152		7905855		5101780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37153		7905856		5101781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37154		7905857		5101782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37155		7905858		5101783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37156		7905859		5101784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37157		7905860		5101785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37158		7905861		5101786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37159		7905862		5101787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37160		7905863		5101788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37161		7905864		5101789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37162		7905865		5101790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37163		7905866		5101791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37164		7905867		5101792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37165		7905868		5101793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37166		7905869		5101794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37167		7905870		5101795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37168		7905871		5101796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37169		7905872		5101797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37170		7905873		5101798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37171		7905874		5101799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37172		7905875		5101800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37173		7905876		5101801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37174		7905877		5101802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37175		7905878		5101803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37176		7905879		5101804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37177		7905880		5101805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37178		7905881		5101806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37179		7905882		5101807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37180		7905883		5101808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37181		7905884		5101809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37182		7905885		5101810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37183		7905886		5101811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37184		7905887		5101812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37185		7905888		5101813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37186		7905889		5101814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37187		7905890		5101815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37188		7905891		5101816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37189		7905892		5101817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37190		7905893		5101818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37191		7905894		5101819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37192		7905895		5101820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37193		7905896		5101821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37194		7905897		5101822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37195		7905898		5101823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37196		7905899		5101824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37197		7905900		5101825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37198		7905901		5101826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37199		7905902		5101827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37200		7905903		5101828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37201		7905904		5101829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37202		7905905		5101830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37203		7905906		5101831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37204		7905907		5101832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37205		7905908		5101833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37206		7905909		5101834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37207		7905910		5101835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37208		7905911		5101836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37209		7905912		5101837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37210		7905913		5101838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37211		7905914		5101839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37212		7905915		5101840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37213		7905916		5101841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37214		7905917		5101842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37215		7905918		5101843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37216		7905919		5101844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37217		7905920		5101845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37218		7905921		5101846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37219		7905922		5101847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37220		7905923		5101848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37221		7905924		5101849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37222		7905925		5101850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37223		7905926		5101851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37224		7905927		5101852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37225		7905928		5101853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37226		7905929		5101854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37227		7905930		5101855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37228		7905931		5101856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37229		7905932		5101857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37230		7905933		5101858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37231		7905934		5101859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37232		7905935		5101860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37233		7905936		5101861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37234		7905937		5101862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37235		7905938		5101863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37236		7905939		5101864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37237		7905940		5101865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37238		7905941		5101866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37239		7905942		5101867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37240		7905943		5101868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37241		7905944		5101869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37242		7905945		5101870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37243		7905946		5101871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37244		7905947		5101872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37245		7905948		5101873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37246		7905949		5101874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37247		7905950		5101875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37248		7905951		5101876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37249		7905952		5101877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37250		7905953		5101878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37251		7905954		5101879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37252		7905955		5101880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37253		7905956		5101881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37254		7905957		5101882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37255		7905958		5101883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37256		7905959		5101884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37257		7905960		5101885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37258		7905961		5101886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37259		7905962		5101887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37260		7905963		5101888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37261		7905964		5101889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37262		7905965		5101890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37263		7905966		5101891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37264		7905967		5101892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37265		7905968		5101893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37266		7905969		5101894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37267		7905970		5101895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37268		7905971		5101896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37269		7905972		5101897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37270		7905973		5101898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37271		7905974		5101899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37272		7905975		5101900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37273		7905976		5101901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37274		7905977		5101902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37275		7905978		5101903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37276		7905979		5101904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37277		7905980		5101905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37278		7905981		5101906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37279		7905982		5101907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37280		7905983		5101908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37281		7905984		5101909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37282		7905985		5101910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37283		7905986		5101911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37284		7905987		5101912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37285		7905988		5101913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37286		7905989		5101914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37287		7905990		5101915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37288		7905991		5101916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37289		7905992		5101917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37290		7905993		5101918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37291		7905994		5101919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37292		7905995		5101920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37293		7905996		5101921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37294		7905997		5101922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37295		7905998		5101923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37296		7905999		5101924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37297		7906000		5101925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37298		7906001		5101926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37299		7906002		5101927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37300		7906003		5101928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37301		7906004		5101929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37302		7906005		5101930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37303		7906006		5101931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37304		7906007		5101932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37305		7906008		5101933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37306		7906009		5101934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37307		7906010		5101935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37308		7906011		5101936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37309		7906012		5101937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37310		7906013		5101938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37311		7906014		5101939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37312		7906015		5101940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37313		7906016		5101941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37314		7906017		5101942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37315		7906018		5101943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37316		7906019		5101944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37317		7906020		5101945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37318		7906021		5101946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37319		7906022		5101947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37320		7906023		5101948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37321		7906024		5101949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37322		7906025		5101950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37323		7906026		5101951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37324		7906027		5101952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37325		7906028		5101953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37326		7906029		5101954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37327		7906030		5101955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37328		7906031		5101956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37329		7906032		5101957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37330		7906033		5101958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37331		7906034		5101959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37332		7906035		5101960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37333		7906036		5101961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37334		7906037		5101962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37335		7906038		5101963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37336		7906039		5101964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37337		7906040		5101965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37338		7906041		5101966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37339		7906042		5101967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37340		7906043		5101968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37341		7906044		5101969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37342		7906045		5101970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37343		7906046		5101971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37344		7906047		5101972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37345		7906048		5101973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37346		7906049		5101974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37347		7906050		5101975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37348		7906051		5101976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37349		7906052		5101977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37350		7906053		5101978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37351		7906054		5101979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37352		7906055		5101980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37353		7906056		5101981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37354		7906057		5101982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37355		7906058		5101983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37356		7906059		5101984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37357		7906060		5101985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37358		7906061		5101986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37359		7906062		5101987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37360		7906063		5101988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37361		7906064		5101989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37362		7906065		5101990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37363		7906066		5101991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37364		7906067		5101992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37365		7906068		5101993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37366		7906069		5101994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37367		7906070		5101995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37368		7906071		5101996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37369		7906072		5101997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37370		7906073		5101998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37371		7906074		5101999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37372		7906075		5102000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37373		7906076		5102001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37374		7906077		5102002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37375		7906078		5102003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37376		7906079		5102004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37377		7906080		5102005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37378		7906081		5102006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37379		7906082		5102007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37380		7906083		5102008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37381		7906084		5102009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37382		7906085		5102010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37383		7906086		5102011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37384		7906087		5102012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37385		7906088		5102013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37386		7906089		5102014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37387		7906090		5102015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37388		7906091		5102016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37389		7906092		5102017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37390		7906093		5102018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37391		7906094		5102019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37392		7906095		5102020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37393		7906096		5102021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37394		7906097		5102022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37395		7906098		5102023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37396		7906099		5102024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37397		7906100		5102025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37398		7906101		5102026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37399		7906102		5102027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37400		7906103		5102028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37401		7906104		5102029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37402		7906105		5102030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37403		7906106		5102031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37404		7906107		5102032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37405		7906108		5102033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37406		7906109		5102034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37407		7906110		5102035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37408		7906111		5102036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37409		7906112		5102037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37410		7906113		5102038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37411		7906114		5102039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37412		7906115		5102040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37413		7906116		5102041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37414		7906117		5102042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37415		7906118		5102043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37416		7906119		5102044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37417		7906120		5102045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37418		7906121		5102046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37419		7906122		5102047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37420		7906123		5102048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37421		7906124		5102049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37422		7906125		5102050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37423		7906126		5102051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37424		7906127		5102052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37425		7906128		5102053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37426		7906129		5102054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37427		7906130		5102055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37428		7906131		5102056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37429		7906132		5102057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37430		7906133		5102058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37431		7906134		5102059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37432		7906135		5102060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37433		7906136		5102061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37434		7906137		5102062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37435		7906138		5102063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37436		7906139		5102064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37437		7906140		5102065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37438		7906141		5102066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37439		7906142		5102067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37440		7906143		5102068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37441		7906144		5102069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37442		7906145		5102070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37443		7906146		5102071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37444		7906147		5102072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37445		7906148		5102073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37446		7906149		5102074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37447		7906150		5102075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37448		7906151		5102076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37449		7906152		5102077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37592		7907978		5103903		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37593		7907979		5103904		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37594		7907993		5103918		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37595		7907994		5103919		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37596		7908093		5104018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37597		7908094		5104019		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37598		7908095		5104020		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37599		7908099		5104024		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37600		7908100		5104025		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37601		7908101		5104026		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37602		7908102		5104027		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37603		7908103		5104028		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37604		7908104		5104029		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37605		7908105		5104030		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37606		7908106		5104031		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37607		7908107		5104032		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37608		7908108		5104033		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37609		7908109		5104034		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37610		7908110		5104035		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37611		7908111		5104036		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37612		7908112		5104037		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37613		7908113		5104038		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37614		7908114		5104039		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37615		7908115		5104040		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37616		7908116		5104041		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37617		7908117		5104042		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37618		7908118		5104043		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37619		7908119		5104044		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37620		7908120		5104045		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37621		7908121		5104046		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37622		7908122		5104047		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37623		7908123		5104048		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37624		7908124		5104049		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37625		7908125		5104050		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37626		7908126		5104051		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37627		7908127		5104052		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37628		7908128		5104053		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37629		7908129		5104054		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37630		7908130		5104055		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37631		7908131		5104056		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37632		7908132		5104057		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37633		7908133		5104058		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37634		7908134		5104059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37635		7908135		5104060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37636		7908136		5104061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37637		7908137		5104062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37638		7908138		5104063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37639		7908139		5104064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37640		7908140		5104065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37641		7908141		5104066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37642		7908142		5104067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37643		7908143		5104068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37644		7908144		5104069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37645		7908145		5104070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37646		7908146		5104071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37647		7908147		5104072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37648		7908148		5104073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37649		7908149		5104074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37650		7908150		5104075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37651		7908151		5104076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37652		7908152		5104077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37653		7908153		5104078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37654		7908154		5104079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37655		7908155		5104080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37656		7908156		5104081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37657		7908157		5104082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37658		7908158		5104083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37659		7908159		5104084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37660		7908160		5104085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37661		7908161		5104086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37662		7908162		5104087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37663		7908163		5104088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37664		7908164		5104089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37665		7908165		5104090		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37666		7908166		5104091		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37667		7908167		5104092		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37668		7908168		5104093		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37669		7908169		5104094		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37670		7908170		5104095		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37671		8004460		5200385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37672		8004461		5200386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37673		8004462		5200387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37674		8004463		5200388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37675		8004464		5200389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37676		8004465		5200390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37677		8004466		5200391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37678		8004467		5200392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37679		8004468		5200393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37680		8004469		5200394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37681		8004470		5200395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37682		8004471		5200396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37683		8004472		5200397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37684		8004473		5200398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37685		8004474		5200399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37686		8004475		5200400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37687		8004476		5200401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37688		8004477		5200402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37689		8004478		5200403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37690		8004479		5200404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37691		8004480		5200405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37692		8004481		5200406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37693		8004482		5200407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37694		8004483		5200408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37695		8004484		5200409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37696		8004485		5200410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37697		8004486		5200411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37698		8004487		5200412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37699		8004488		5200413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37700		8004489		5200414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37701		8004490		5200415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37702		8004491		5200416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37703		8004492		5200417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37704		8004493		5200418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37705		8004494		5200419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37706		8004495		5200420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37707		8004496		5200421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37708		8004497		5200422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37709		8004498		5200423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37710		8004499		5200424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37711		8004500		5200425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37712		8004501		5200426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37713		8004502		5200427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37714		8004503		5200428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37715		8004504		5200429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37716		8004505		5200430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37717		8004506		5200431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37718		8004507		5200432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37719		8004508		5200433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37720		8004509		5200434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37721		8004510		5200435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37722		8004511		5200436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37723		8004512		5200437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37724		8004513		5200438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37725		8004514		5200439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37726		8004515		5200440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37727		8004516		5200441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37728		8004517		5200442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37729		8004518		5200443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37730		8004519		5200444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37731		8004520		5200445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37732		8004521		5200446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37733		8004522		5200447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37734		8004523		5200448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37735		8004524		5200449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37736		8004525		5200450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37737		8004526		5200451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37738		8004527		5200452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37739		8004528		5200453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37740		8004529		5200454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37741		8004530		5200455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37742		8004531		5200456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37743		8004532		5200457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37744		8004533		5200458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37745		8004534		5200459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37746		8004535		5200460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37747		8004536		5200461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37748		8004537		5200462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37749		8004538		5200463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37750		8004539		5200464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37751		8004540		5200465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37752		8004541		5200466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37753		8004542		5200467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37754		8004543		5200468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37755		8004544		5200469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37756		8004545		5200470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37757		8004546		5200471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37758		8004547		5200472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37759		8004548		5200473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37760		8004549		5200474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37761		8004550		5200475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37762		8004551		5200476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37763		8004552		5200477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37764		8004553		5200478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37765		8004554		5200479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37766		8004555		5200480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37767		8004556		5200481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37768		8004557		5200482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37769		8004558		5200483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		37770		8004559		5200484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38047		8005331		5201256		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38048		8005332		5201257		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38049		8005333		5201258		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38050		8005334		5201259		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38051		8005335		5201260		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38052		8005336		5201261		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38053		8005337		5201262		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38054		8005338		5201263		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38055		8005339		5201264		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38056		8005340		5201265		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38057		8005341		5201266		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38058		8005342		5201267		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38059		8005343		5201268		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38060		8005344		5201269		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38061		8005345		5201270		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38062		8005346		5201271		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38063		8005347		5201272		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38064		8005348		5201273		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38065		8005349		5201274		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38066		8005350		5201275		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38067		8005351		5201276		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38068		8005352		5201277		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38069		8005386		5201311		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38070		8005387		5201312		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38071		8005388		5201313		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38072		8005389		5201314		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38073		8005390		5201315		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38074		8005391		5201316		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38075		8005392		5201317		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38076		8005393		5201318		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38077		8005394		5201319		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38078		8005395		5201320		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38079		8005396		5201321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38080		8005397		5201322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38081		8005398		5201323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38082		8005399		5201324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38083		8005400		5201325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38084		8005401		5201326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38085		8005402		5201327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38086		8005403		5201328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38087		8005404		5201329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38088		8005405		5201330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38089		8005406		5201331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38090		8005407		5201332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38091		8005408		5201333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38092		8005409		5201334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38093		8005410		5201335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38094		8005411		5201336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38095		8005412		5201337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38096		8005413		5201338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38097		8005414		5201339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38098		8005415		5201340		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38099		8005416		5201341		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38100		8005417		5201342		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38101		8005418		5201343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38102		8005419		5201344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38103		8005420		5201345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38104		8005421		5201346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38105		8005422		5201347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38106		8005423		5201348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38107		8005424		5201349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38108		8005425		5201350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38109		8005426		5201351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38110		8005427		5201352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38111		8005428		5201353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38112		8005429		5201354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38113		8005430		5201355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38114		8005431		5201356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38115		8005432		5201357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38116		8005433		5201358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38117		8005434		5201359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38118		8005435		5201360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38119		8005436		5201361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38120		8005437		5201362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38121		8005438		5201363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38122		8005439		5201364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38123		8005440		5201365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38124		8005441		5201366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38125		8005442		5201367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38126		8005443		5201368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38127		8005444		5201369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38128		8005445		5201370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38129		8005446		5201371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38130		8005447		5201372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38131		8005448		5201373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38132		8005449		5201374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38133		8005450		5201375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38134		8005451		5201376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38135		8005452		5201377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38136		8005453		5201378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38137		8005454		5201379		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38138		8005455		5201380		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38139		8005456		5201381		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38140		8005457		5201382		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38141		8005458		5201383		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38142		8005459		5201384		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38143		8005460		5201385		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38144		8005461		5201386		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38145		8005462		5201387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38146		8005463		5201388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38147		8005464		5201389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38148		8005465		5201390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38149		8005466		5201391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38150		8005467		5201392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38151		8005468		5201393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38152		8005469		5201394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38153		8005470		5201395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38154		8005471		5201396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38155		8005472		5201397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38156		8005473		5201398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38157		8005474		5201399		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38158		8005475		5201400		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38159		8104861		5300786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38160		8104862		5300787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38161		8104863		5300788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38162		8104864		5300789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38163		8104865		5300790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38164		8104866		5300791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38165		8104867		5300792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38166		8104868		5300793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38167		8104869		5300794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38168		8104870		5300795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38169		8104871		5300796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38170		8104872		5300797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38171		8104873		5300798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38172		8104874		5300799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38173		8104875		5300800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38174		8104876		5300801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38175		8104877		5300802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38176		8104878		5300803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38177		8104879		5300804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38178		8104880		5300805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38179		8104881		5300806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38180		8104882		5300807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38181		8104883		5300808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38182		8104884		5300809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38183		8104885		5300810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38184		8104886		5300811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38185		8104887		5300812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38186		8104888		5300813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38187		8104889		5300814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38188		8104890		5300815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38189		8104891		5300816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38190		8104892		5300817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38191		8104893		5300818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38192		8104894		5300819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38193		8104895		5300820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38194		8104896		5300821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38195		8104897		5300822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38196		8104898		5300823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38197		8104899		5300824		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38198		8104900		5300825		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38199		8104901		5300826		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38200		8104902		5300827		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38201		8104903		5300828		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38202		8104904		5300829		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38203		8104905		5300830		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38204		8104906		5300831		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38205		8104907		5300832		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38206		8104908		5300833		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38207		8104909		5300834		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38208		8104910		5300835		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38209		8104911		5300836		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38210		8104912		5300837		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38211		8104913		5300838		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38212		8104914		5300839		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38213		8104915		5300840		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38214		8104916		5300841		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38215		8104917		5300842		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38216		8104918		5300843		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38217		8104919		5300844		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38218		8104920		5300845		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38219		8104921		5300846		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38220		8104922		5300847		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38221		8104923		5300848		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38222		8104924		5300849		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38223		8104925		5300850		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38224		8104926		5300851		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38225		8104927		5300852		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38226		8104928		5300853		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38227		8104929		5300854		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38228		8104930		5300855		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38229		8104931		5300856		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38230		8104932		5300857		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38231		8104933		5300858		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38232		8104934		5300859		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38233		8104935		5300860		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38234		8104936		5300861		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38235		8104937		5300862		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38236		8104938		5300863		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38237		8104939		5300864		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38238		8104940		5300865		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38239		8104941		5300866		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38240		8104942		5300867		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38241		8104943		5300868		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38242		8104944		5300869		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38243		8104945		5300870		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38244		8104946		5300871		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38245		8104947		5300872		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38246		8104948		5300873		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38247		8104949		5300874		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38248		8104950		5300875		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38249		8104951		5300876		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38250		8104952		5300877		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38251		8104953		5300878		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38252		8104954		5300879		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38253		8104955		5300880		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38254		8104956		5300881		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38255		8104957		5300882		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38256		8104958		5300883		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38257		8104959		5300884		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38258		8104960		5300885		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38259		8104961		5300886		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38260		8104962		5300887		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38261		8104963		5300888		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38262		8104964		5300889		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38263		8104965		5300890		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38264		8104966		5300891		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38265		8104967		5300892		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38266		8104968		5300893		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38267		8104969		5300894		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38268		8104970		5300895		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38269		8104971		5300896		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38270		8104972		5300897		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38271		8104973		5300898		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38272		8104974		5300899		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38273		8104975		5300900		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38274		8104976		5300901		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38275		8104977		5300902		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38276		8104978		5300903		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38277		8104979		5300904		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38278		8104980		5300905		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38279		8104981		5300906		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38280		8104982		5300907		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38281		8104983		5300908		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38282		8104984		5300909		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38283		8104985		5300910		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38284		8104986		5300911		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38285		8104987		5300912		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38286		8104988		5300913		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38287		8104989		5300914		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38288		8104990		5300915		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38289		8104991		5300916		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38290		8104992		5300917		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38291		8104993		5300918		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38292		8104994		5300919		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38293		8104995		5300920		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38294		8104996		5300921		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38295		8104997		5300922		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38296		8104998		5300923		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38297		8104999		5300924		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38298		8105000		5300925		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38299		8105001		5300926		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38300		8105002		5300927		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38301		8105003		5300928		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38302		8105004		5300929		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38303		8105005		5300930		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38304		8105006		5300931		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38305		8105007		5300932		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38306		8105008		5300933		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38307		8105009		5300934		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38308		8105010		5300935		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38309		8105011		5300936		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38310		8105012		5300937		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38311		8105013		5300938		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38312		8105014		5300939		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38313		8105015		5300940		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38314		8105016		5300941		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38315		8105017		5300942		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38316		8105018		5300943		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38317		8105019		5300944		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38318		8105020		5300945		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38319		8105021		5300946		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38320		8105022		5300947		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38321		8105023		5300948		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38322		8105024		5300949		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38323		8105025		5300950		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38324		8105026		5300951		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38325		8105027		5300952		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38326		8105028		5300953		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38327		8105029		5300954		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38328		8105030		5300955		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38329		8105031		5300956		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38330		8105032		5300957		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38331		8105033		5300958		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38332		8105034		5300959		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38333		8105035		5300960		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38334		8105036		5300961		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38335		8105037		5300962		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38336		8105038		5300963		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38337		8105039		5300964		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38338		8105040		5300965		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38339		8105041		5300966		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38340		8105042		5300967		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38341		8105043		5300968		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38342		8105044		5300969		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38343		8105045		5300970		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38344		8105046		5300971		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38345		8105047		5300972		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38346		8105048		5300973		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38347		8105049		5300974		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38348		8105050		5300975		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38349		8105051		5300976		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38350		8105052		5300977		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38351		8105053		5300978		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38352		8105054		5300979		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38353		8105055		5300980		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38354		8105056		5300981		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38355		8105057		5300982		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38356		8105058		5300983		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38357		8105059		5300984		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38358		8105060		5300985		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38359		8105061		5300986		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38360		8105062		5300987		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38361		8105063		5300988		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38362		8105064		5300989		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38363		8105065		5300990		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38364		8105066		5300991		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38365		8105067		5300992		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38366		8105068		5300993		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38367		8105069		5300994		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38368		8105070		5300995		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38369		8105071		5300996		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38370		8105072		5300997		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38371		8105073		5300998		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38372		8105074		5300999		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38373		8105075		5301000		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38374		8105076		5301001		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38375		8105077		5301002		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38376		8105078		5301003		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38377		8105079		5301004		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38378		8105080		5301005		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38379		8105081		5301006		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38380		8105082		5301007		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38381		8105083		5301008		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38382		8105084		5301009		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38383		8105085		5301010		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38384		8105086		5301011		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38385		8105087		5301012		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38386		8105088		5301013		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38387		8105089		5301014		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38388		8105090		5301015		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38389		8105091		5301016		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38390		8105092		5301017		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38391		8105093		5301018		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38392		8105094		5301019		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38393		8105095		5301020		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38394		8105096		5301021		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38395		8105097		5301022		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38396		8105098		5301023		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38397		8105099		5301024		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38398		8105100		5301025		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38399		8105101		5301026		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38400		8105102		5301027		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38401		8105103		5301028		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38402		8105104		5301029		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38403		8105105		5301030		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38404		8105106		5301031		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38405		8105107		5301032		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38406		8105108		5301033		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38407		8105109		5301034		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38408		8105110		5301035		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38409		8105111		5301036		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38410		8105112		5301037		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38411		8105113		5301038		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38412		8105114		5301039		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38413		8105115		5301040		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38414		8105116		5301041		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38415		8105117		5301042		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38416		8105118		5301043		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38417		8105119		5301044		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38418		8105120		5301045		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38419		8105121		5301046		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38420		8105122		5301047		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38421		8105123		5301048		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38422		8105124		5301049		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38423		8105125		5301050		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38424		8105126		5301051		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38425		8105127		5301052		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38426		8105128		5301053		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38427		8105129		5301054		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38428		8105130		5301055		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38429		8105131		5301056		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38430		8105132		5301057		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38431		8105133		5301058		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38432		8105134		5301059		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38433		8105135		5301060		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38434		8105136		5301061		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38435		8105137		5301062		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38436		8105138		5301063		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38437		8105139		5301064		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38438		8105140		5301065		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38439		8105141		5301066		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38440		8105142		5301067		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38441		8105143		5301068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38442		8105144		5301069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38443		8105145		5301070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38444		8105146		5301071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38445		8105147		5301072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38446		8105148		5301073		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38447		8105149		5301074		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38448		8105150		5301075		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38449		8105151		5301076		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38450		8105152		5301077		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38451		8105153		5301078		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38452		8105154		5301079		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38453		8105155		5301080		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38454		8105156		5301081		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38455		8105157		5301082		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38456		8105158		5301083		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38457		8105159		5301084		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38458		8105160		5301085		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38459		8105161		5301086		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38460		8105162		5301087		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38461		8105163		5301088		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38462		8105164		5301089		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38463		8105165		5301090		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38464		8105166		5301091		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38465		8105167		5301092		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38466		8105168		5301093		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38467		8105169		5301094		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38468		8105170		5301095		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38469		8105171		5301096		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38470		8105172		5301097		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38471		8105173		5301098		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38472		8105174		5301099		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38473		8105175		5301100		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38474		8105176		5301101		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38475		8105177		5301102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38476		8105178		5301103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38477		8105179		5301104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38478		8105180		5301105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38479		8105181		5301106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38480		8105182		5301107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38481		8105183		5301108		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38482		8105184		5301109		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38483		8105185		5301110		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38484		8105186		5301111		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38485		8105187		5301112		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38486		8105188		5301113		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38487		8105189		5301114		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38488		8105190		5301115		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38489		8105191		5301116		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38490		8105192		5301117		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38491		8105193		5301118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38492		8105194		5301119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38493		8105195		5301120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38494		8105196		5301121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38495		8105197		5301122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38496		8105198		5301123		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38497		8105199		5301124		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38498		8105200		5301125		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38499		8105201		5301126		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38500		8105202		5301127		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38501		8105203		5301128		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38502		8105204		5301129		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38503		8105205		5301130		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38504		8105206		5301131		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38505		8105207		5301132		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38506		8105208		5301133		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38507		8105209		5301134		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38508		8105210		5301135		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38509		8105211		5301136		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38510		8105212		5301137		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38511		8105213		5301138		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38512		8105214		5301139		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38513		8105215		5301140		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38514		8105216		5301141		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38515		8105217		5301142		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38516		8105218		5301143		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38517		8105219		5301144		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38518		8105220		5301145		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38519		8105221		5301146		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38520		8105222		5301147		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38521		8105223		5301148		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38522		8105224		5301149		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38523		8105225		5301150		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38524		8105226		5301151		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38525		8105227		5301152		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38526		8105228		5301153		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38527		8105229		5301154		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38528		8105230		5301155		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38529		8105231		5301156		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38530		8105232		5301157		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38531		8105233		5301158		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38532		8105234		5301159		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38533		8105235		5301160		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38534		8105236		5301161		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38535		8105237		5301162		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38536		8105238		5301163		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38537		8105239		5301164		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38538		8105240		5301165		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38539		8105241		5301166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38540		8105242		5301167		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38541		8105243		5301168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38542		8105244		5301169		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38543		8105245		5301170		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38544		8105246		5301171		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38545		8105247		5301172		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38546		8105248		5301173		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38547		8105249		5301174		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38548		8105250		5301175		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38549		8105251		5301176		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38550		8105252		5301177		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38551		8105253		5301178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38552		8105254		5301179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38553		8105255		5301180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38554		8105256		5301181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38555		8105257		5301182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38556		8105258		5301183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38557		8105259		5301184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38558		8105260		5301185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38559		8105261		5301186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38560		8105262		5301187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38561		8105263		5301188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38562		8105264		5301189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38563		8105265		5301190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38564		8105266		5301191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38565		8105267		5301192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38566		8105268		5301193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38567		8105269		5301194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38568		8105270		5301195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38569		8105271		5301196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38570		8105272		5301197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38571		8105273		5301198		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38572		8105274		5301199		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38573		8105275		5301200		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38574		8105276		5301201		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38575		8105277		5301202		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38576		8105278		5301203		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38577		8105279		5301204		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38578		8105280		5301205		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38579		8105281		5301206		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38580		8105282		5301207		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38581		8105283		5301208		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38582		8105284		5301209		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38583		8105285		5301210		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38584		8105286		5301211		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38585		8105287		5301212		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38586		8105288		5301213		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38587		8105289		5301214		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38588		8105290		5301215		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38589		8105291		5301216		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38590		8105292		5301217		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38591		8105293		5301218		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38592		8105294		5301219		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38593		8105295		5301220		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38594		8105296		5301221		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38595		8105297		5301222		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38596		8105298		5301223		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38597		8105299		5301224		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38598		8105300		5301225		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38599		8105301		5301226		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38600		8105302		5301227		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38601		8105303		5301228		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38602		8105304		5301229		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38603		8105305		5301230		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38604		8105306		5301231		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38605		8105307		5301232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38606		8105308		5301233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38607		8105309		5301234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38608		8105310		5301235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38609		8105311		5301236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38610		8105312		5301237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38611		8105313		5301238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38612		8105314		5301239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38613		8105315		5301240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38614		8105316		5301241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38615		8105317		5301242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38616		8105318		5301243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38617		8105319		5301244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38618		8105320		5301245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38619		8105321		5301246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38620		8105322		5301247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38621		8105323		5301248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38622		8105324		5301249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38623		8105325		5301250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38624		8105326		5301251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38625		8105327		5301252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38626		8105328		5301253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38627		8105329		5301254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38628		8105330		5301255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38629		8105331		5301256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38630		8105332		5301257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38631		8105333		5301258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38632		8105334		5301259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38633		8105335		5301260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38634		8105336		5301261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38635		8105337		5301262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38636		8105338		5301263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38637		8105339		5301264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38638		8105340		5301265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38639		8105341		5301266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38640		8105342		5301267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38641		8105343		5301268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38642		8105344		5301269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38643		8105345		5301270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38644		8105346		5301271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38645		8105347		5301272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38646		8105348		5301273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38647		8105349		5301274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38648		8105350		5301275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38649		8105351		5301276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38650		8105352		5301277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38651		8105353		5301278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38652		8105354		5301279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38653		8105355		5301280		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38654		8105356		5301281		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38655		8105357		5301282		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38656		8105358		5301283		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38657		8105359		5301284		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38658		8105360		5301285		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38659		8105361		5301286		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38660		8105362		5301287		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38661		8105363		5301288		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38662		8105364		5301289		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38663		8105365		5301290		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38664		8105366		5301291		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38665		8105367		5301292		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38666		8105368		5301293		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38667		8105369		5301294		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38668		8105370		5301295		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38669		8105371		5301296		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38670		8105372		5301297		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38671		8105373		5301298		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38672		8105374		5301299		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38673		8105375		5301300		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38674		8105376		5301301		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38675		8105377		5301302		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38676		8105378		5301303		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38677		8105379		5301304		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38678		8105380		5301305		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38679		8105381		5301306		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38680		8105382		5301307		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38681		8105383		5301308		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38682		8105384		5301309		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38683		8105385		5301310		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38684		8105386		5301311		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38685		8105387		5301312		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38686		8105388		5301313		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38687		8105389		5301314		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38688		8105390		5301315		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38689		8105391		5301316		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38690		8105392		5301317		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38691		8105393		5301318		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38692		8105394		5301319		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38693		8105395		5301320		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38694		8105396		5301321		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38695		8105397		5301322		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38696		8105398		5301323		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38697		8105399		5301324		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38698		8105400		5301325		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38699		8105401		5301326		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38700		8105402		5301327		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38701		8105403		5301328		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38702		8105404		5301329		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38703		8105405		5301330		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38704		8105406		5301331		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38705		8105407		5301332		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38706		8105408		5301333		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38707		8105409		5301334		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38708		8105410		5301335		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38709		8105411		5301336		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38710		8105412		5301337		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38711		8105413		5301338		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38712		8105414		5301339		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38713		8105415		5301340		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38714		8105416		5301341		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38715		8105417		5301342		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38716		8105418		5301343		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38717		8105419		5301344		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38718		8105420		5301345		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38719		8105421		5301346		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38720		8105422		5301347		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38721		8105423		5301348		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38722		8105424		5301349		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38723		8105425		5301350		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38724		8105426		5301351		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38725		8105427		5301352		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38726		8105428		5301353		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38727		8105429		5301354		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38728		8105430		5301355		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38729		8105431		5301356		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38730		8105432		5301357		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38731		8105433		5301358		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38732		8105434		5301359		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38733		8105435		5301360		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38734		8105436		5301361		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38735		8105437		5301362		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38736		8105438		5301363		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38737		8105439		5301364		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38738		8105440		5301365		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38739		8105441		5301366		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38740		8105442		5301367		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38741		8105443		5301368		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38742		8105444		5301369		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38743		8105445		5301370		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38744		8105446		5301371		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38745		8105447		5301372		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38746		8105448		5301373		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38747		8105449		5301374		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38748		8105450		5301375		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38749		8105451		5301376		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38750		8105452		5301377		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38751		8105453		5301378		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38752		8105454		5301379		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38753		8105455		5301380		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38754		8105456		5301381		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38755		8105457		5301382		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38756		8105458		5301383		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38757		8105459		5301384		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38758		8105460		5301385		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38759		8105461		5301386		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38760		8105462		5301387		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38761		8105463		5301388		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38762		8105464		5301389		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38763		8105465		5301390		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38764		8105466		5301391		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38765		8105467		5301392		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38766		8105468		5301393		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38767		8105469		5301394		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38768		8105470		5301395		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38769		8105471		5301396		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38770		8105472		5301397		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38771		8105473		5301398		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38772		8105474		5301399		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38773		8105475		5301400		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38774		8105476		5301401		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38775		8105477		5301402		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38776		8105478		5301403		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38777		8105479		5301404		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38778		8105480		5301405		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38779		8105481		5301406		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38780		8105482		5301407		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38781		8105483		5301408		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38782		8105484		5301409		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38783		8105485		5301410		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38784		8105486		5301411		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38785		8105487		5301412		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38786		8105488		5301413		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38787		8105489		5301414		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38788		8105490		5301415		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38789		8105491		5301416		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38790		8105492		5301417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38791		8105493		5301418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38792		8105494		5301419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38793		8105495		5301420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38794		8105496		5301421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38795		8105497		5301422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38796		8105498		5301423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38797		8105499		5301424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38798		8105500		5301425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38799		8105501		5301426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38800		8105502		5301427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38801		8105503		5301428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38802		8105504		5301429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38803		8105505		5301430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38804		8105506		5301431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38805		8105507		5301432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38806		8105508		5301433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38807		8105509		5301434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38808		8105510		5301435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38809		8105511		5301436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38810		8105512		5301437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38811		8105513		5301438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38812		8105514		5301439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38813		8105515		5301440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38814		8105516		5301441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38815		8105517		5301442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38816		8105518		5301443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38817		8105519		5301444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38818		8105520		5301445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38819		8105521		5301446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38820		8105522		5301447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38821		8105523		5301448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38822		8105524		5301449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38823		8105525		5301450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38824		8105526		5301451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38825		8105527		5301452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38826		8105528		5301453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38827		8105529		5301454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38828		8105530		5301455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38829		8105531		5301456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38830		8105532		5301457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38831		8105533		5301458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38832		8105534		5301459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38833		8105535		5301460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38834		8105536		5301461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38835		8105537		5301462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38836		8105538		5301463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38837		8105539		5301464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38838		8105540		5301465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38839		8105541		5301466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38840		8105542		5301467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38841		8105543		5301468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38842		8105544		5301469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38843		8105545		5301470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38844		8105546		5301471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38845		8105547		5301472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38846		8105548		5301473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38847		8105549		5301474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38848		8105550		5301475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38849		8105551		5301476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38850		8105552		5301477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38851		8105553		5301478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38852		8105554		5301479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38853		8105555		5301480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38854		8105556		5301481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38855		8105557		5301482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38856		8105558		5301483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38857		8105559		5301484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38858		8105560		5301485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38859		8105561		5301486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38860		8105562		5301487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38861		8105563		5301488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38862		8105564		5301489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38863		8105565		5301490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38864		8105566		5301491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38865		8105567		5301492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38866		8105568		5301493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38867		8105569		5301494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38868		8105570		5301495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38869		8105571		5301496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38870		8105572		5301497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38871		8105573		5301498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38872		8105574		5301499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38873		8105575		5301500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38874		8105576		5301501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38875		8105577		5301502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38876		8105578		5301503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38877		8105579		5301504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38878		8105580		5301505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38879		8105581		5301506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38880		8105582		5301507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38881		8105583		5301508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38882		8105584		5301509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38883		8105585		5301510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38884		8105586		5301511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38885		8105587		5301512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38886		8105588		5301513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38887		8105589		5301514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38888		8105590		5301515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38889		8105591		5301516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38890		8105592		5301517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38891		8105593		5301518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38892		8105594		5301519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38893		8105595		5301520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38894		8105596		5301521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38895		8105597		5301522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38896		8105598		5301523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38897		8105599		5301524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38898		8105600		5301525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38899		8105601		5301526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38900		8105602		5301527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38901		8105603		5301528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38902		8105604		5301529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38903		8105605		5301530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38904		8105606		5301531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38905		8105607		5301532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38906		8105608		5301533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38907		8105609		5301534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38908		8105610		5301535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38909		8105611		5301536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38910		8105612		5301537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38911		8105613		5301538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38912		8105614		5301539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38913		8105615		5301540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38914		8105616		5301541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38915		8105617		5301542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38916		8105618		5301543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38917		8105619		5301544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38918		8105620		5301545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38919		8105621		5301546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38920		8105622		5301547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38921		8105623		5301548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38922		8105624		5301549		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38923		8105625		5301550		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38924		8105626		5301551		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38925		8105627		5301552		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38926		8105628		5301553		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38927		8105629		5301554		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38928		8105630		5301555		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38929		8105631		5301556		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38930		8105632		5301557		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38931		8105633		5301558		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38932		8105634		5301559		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38933		8105635		5301560		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38934		8105636		5301561		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38935		8105637		5301562		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38936		8105638		5301563		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38937		8105639		5301564		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38938		8105640		5301565		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38939		8105641		5301566		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38940		8105642		5301567		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38941		8105643		5301568		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38942		8105644		5301569		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38943		8105645		5301570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38944		8105646		5301571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38945		8105647		5301572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38946		8105648		5301573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38947		8105649		5301574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38948		8105650		5301575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38949		8105651		5301576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38950		8105652		5301577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38951		8105653		5301578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38952		8105654		5301579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38953		8105655		5301580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38954		8105656		5301581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38955		8105657		5301582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38956		8105658		5301583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38957		8105659		5301584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38958		8105660		5301585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38959		8105661		5301586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38960		8105662		5301587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38961		8105663		5301588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38962		8105664		5301589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38963		8105665		5301590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38964		8105666		5301591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38965		8105667		5301592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38966		8105668		5301593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38967		8105669		5301594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38968		8105670		5301595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38969		8105671		5301596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38970		8105672		5301597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38971		8105673		5301598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38972		8105674		5301599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38973		8105675		5301600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38974		8105676		5301601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38975		8105677		5301602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38976		8105678		5301603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38977		8105679		5301604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38978		8105680		5301605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38979		8105681		5301606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38980		8105682		5301607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38981		8105683		5301608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38982		8105684		5301609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38983		8105685		5301610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38984		8105686		5301611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38985		8105687		5301612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38986		8105688		5301613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38987		8105689		5301614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38988		8105690		5301615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38989		8105691		5301616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38990		8105692		5301617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38991		8105693		5301618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38992		8105694		5301619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38993		8105695		5301620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38994		8105696		5301621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38995		8105697		5301622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38996		8105698		5301623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38997		8105699		5301624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38998		8105700		5301625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		38999		8105701		5301626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39000		8105702		5301627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39001		8105703		5301628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39002		8105704		5301629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39003		8105705		5301630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39004		8105706		5301631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39005		8105707		5301632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39006		8105708		5301633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39007		8105709		5301634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39008		8105710		5301635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39009		8105711		5301636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39010		8105712		5301637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39011		8105713		5301638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39012		8105714		5301639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39013		8105715		5301640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39014		8105716		5301641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39015		8105717		5301642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39016		8105718		5301643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39104		8109087		5305012		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39105		8109088		5305013		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39106		8109229		5305154		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39107		8109230		5305155		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39108		8109231		5305156		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39109		8109232		5305157		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39110		8109233		5305158		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39111		8109234		5305159		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39112		8109235		5305160		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39113		8109236		5305161		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39114		8109237		5305162		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39115		8109238		5305163		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39116		8109239		5305164		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39117		8109240		5305165		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39118		8109241		5305166		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39119		8109242		5305167		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39120		8109243		5305168		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39121		8109244		5305169		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39122		8109245		5305170		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39123		8109246		5305171		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39124		8109252		5305177		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39125		8109253		5305178		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39126		8109254		5305179		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39127		8109255		5305180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39128		8109256		5305181		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39129		8109257		5305182		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39130		8109258		5305183		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39131		8109259		5305184		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39132		8109260		5305185		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39133		8109261		5305186		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39134		8109262		5305187		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39135		8109263		5305188		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39136		8109264		5305189		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39137		8109265		5305190		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39138		8109266		5305191		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39139		8109267		5305192		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39140		8109268		5305193		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39141		8109269		5305194		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39142		8109270		5305195		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39143		8109271		5305196		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39144		8109272		5305197		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39145		8109273		5305198		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39146		8109274		5305199		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39147		8109275		5305200		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39148		8109276		5305201		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39149		8109277		5305202		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39150		8109278		5305203		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39151		8109279		5305204		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39152		8109280		5305205		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39153		8109281		5305206		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39154		8109282		5305207		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39155		8109283		5305208		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39156		8109284		5305209		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39157		8109285		5305210		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39158		8109286		5305211		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39159		8109287		5305212		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39160		8109288		5305213		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39161		8109289		5305214		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39162		8109290		5305215		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39163		8109291		5305216		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39164		8109292		5305217		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39165		8109293		5305218		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39166		8109294		5305219		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39167		8109295		5305220		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39168		8109296		5305221		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39169		8109297		5305222		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39170		8109298		5305223		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39171		8109299		5305224		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39172		8109300		5305225		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39173		8109301		5305226		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39174		8109302		5305227		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39175		8109303		5305228		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39176		8109304		5305229		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39177		8109305		5305230		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39178		8109306		5305231		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39179		8109307		5305232		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39180		8109308		5305233		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39181		8109309		5305234		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39182		8109310		5305235		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39183		8109311		5305236		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39184		8109312		5305237		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39185		8109313		5305238		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39186		8109314		5305239		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39187		8109315		5305240		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39188		8109316		5305241		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39189		8109317		5305242		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39190		8109318		5305243		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39191		8109319		5305244		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39192		8109320		5305245		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39193		8109321		5305246		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39194		8109322		5305247		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39195		8109323		5305248		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39196		8109324		5305249		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39197		8109325		5305250		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39198		8109326		5305251		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39199		8109327		5305252		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39200		8109328		5305253		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39201		8109329		5305254		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39202		8109330		5305255		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39203		8109331		5305256		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39204		8109332		5305257		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39205		8109333		5305258		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39206		8109334		5305259		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39207		8109335		5305260		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39208		8109336		5305261		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39209		8109337		5305262		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39210		8109338		5305263		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39211		8109339		5305264		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39212		8109340		5305265		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39213		8109341		5305266		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39214		8109342		5305267		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39215		8109343		5305268		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39216		8109344		5305269		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39217		8109345		5305270		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39218		8109346		5305271		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39219		8109347		5305272		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39220		8109348		5305273		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39221		8109349		5305274		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39222		8109350		5305275		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39223		8109351		5305276		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39224		8109352		5305277		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39225		8109353		5305278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39226		8109354		5305279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39227		8109355		5305280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39228		8109356		5305281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39229		8109357		5305282		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39230		8109358		5305283		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39231		8109359		5305284		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39232		8204143		5400068		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39233		8204144		5400069		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39234		8204145		5400070		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39235		8204146		5400071		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39236		8204147		5400072		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39393		8204737		5400662		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39394		8204738		5400663		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39395		8204872		5400797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39396		8204873		5400798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39397		8204874		5400799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39398		8204875		5400800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39399		8204876		5400801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39400		8204877		5400802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39401		8204878		5400803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39402		8204879		5400804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39403		8204880		5400805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39404		8204881		5400806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39405		8204882		5400807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39406		8204883		5400808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39407		8204884		5400809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39408		8204885		5400810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39409		8204886		5400811		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39410		8204887		5400812		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39411		8204888		5400813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39412		8204889		5400814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39413		8204890		5400815		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39414		8204891		5400816		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39415		8204912		5400837		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39416		8204913		5400838		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39417		8204914		5400839		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39418		8204915		5400840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39419		8204916		5400841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39420		8204917		5400842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39421		8204918		5400843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39422		8204919		5400844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39423		8204920		5400845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39424		8204921		5400846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39425		8204922		5400847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39426		8204923		5400848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39427		8204924		5400849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39428		8204925		5400850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39429		8204926		5400851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39430		8204927		5400852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39431		8204928		5400853		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39432		8204929		5400854		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39433		8204930		5400855		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39434		8204931		5400856		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39435		8204932		5400857		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39436		8204933		5400858		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39437		8204934		5400859		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39438		8204935		5400860		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39439		8204936		5400861		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39440		8204937		5400862		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39441		8204938		5400863		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39442		8204939		5400864		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39443		8204940		5400865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39444		8204941		5400866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39445		8204942		5400867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39446		8204943		5400868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39447		8204944		5400869		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39448		8204945		5400870		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39449		8204946		5400871		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39450		8304657		5500582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39451		8304658		5500583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39452		8304659		5500584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39453		8304660		5500585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39454		8304661		5500586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39455		8304662		5500587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39456		8304663		5500588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39457		8304664		5500589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39458		8304665		5500590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39459		8304666		5500591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39460		8304667		5500592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39461		8304668		5500593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39462		8304669		5500594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39463		8304670		5500595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39464		8304671		5500596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39465		8304672		5500597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39466		8304673		5500598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39467		8304674		5500599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39468		8304675		5500600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39469		8304676		5500601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39470		8304677		5500602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39471		8304678		5500603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39472		8304679		5500604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39473		8304680		5500605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39474		8304681		5500606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39475		8304682		5500607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39476		8304683		5500608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39477		8304684		5500609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39478		8304685		5500610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39479		8304686		5500611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39480		8304687		5500612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39481		8304688		5500613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39482		8304689		5500614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39483		8304690		5500615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39484		8304691		5500616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39485		8304692		5500617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39486		8304693		5500618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39487		8304694		5500619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39488		8304695		5500620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39489		8304696		5500621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39490		8304697		5500622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39491		8304698		5500623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39492		8304699		5500624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39493		8304700		5500625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39494		8304701		5500626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39495		8304702		5500627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39496		8304703		5500628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39497		8304704		5500629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39498		8304705		5500630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39499		8304706		5500631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39500		8304707		5500632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39501		8304708		5500633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39502		8304709		5500634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39503		8304710		5500635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39504		8304711		5500636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39505		8304712		5500637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39506		8304713		5500638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39507		8304714		5500639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39508		8304715		5500640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39509		8304716		5500641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39510		8304717		5500642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39511		8304718		5500643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39512		8304719		5500644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39513		8304720		5500645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39514		8304721		5500646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39515		8304722		5500647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39516		8304723		5500648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39517		8304724		5500649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39518		8304725		5500650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39519		8304726		5500651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39520		8304727		5500652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39521		8304728		5500653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39522		8304729		5500654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39523		8304730		5500655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39524		8304731		5500656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39525		8304732		5500657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39526		8304733		5500658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39527		8304734		5500659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39528		8304735		5500660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39529		8304736		5500661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39530		8304737		5500662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39531		8304738		5500663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39532		8304739		5500664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39533		8304740		5500665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39534		8304741		5500666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39535		8304742		5500667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39536		8304743		5500668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39537		8304744		5500669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39538		8304745		5500670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39539		8304746		5500671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39540		8304747		5500672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39541		8304748		5500673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39542		8304749		5500674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39543		8304750		5500675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39544		8304751		5500676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39545		8304752		5500677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39546		8304753		5500678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39547		8304754		5500679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39548		8304755		5500680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39549		8304756		5500681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39550		8304757		5500682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39551		8304758		5500683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39552		8304759		5500684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39553		8304760		5500685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39554		8304761		5500686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39555		8304762		5500687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39556		8304763		5500688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39557		8304764		5500689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39558		8304765		5500690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39559		8304766		5500691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39560		8304767		5500692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39561		8304768		5500693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39562		8304769		5500694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39563		8304770		5500695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39564		8304771		5500696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39565		8304772		5500697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39566		8304773		5500698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39567		8304774		5500699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39568		8304775		5500700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39569		8304776		5500701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39570		8304777		5500702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39571		8304778		5500703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39572		8304779		5500704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39573		8304780		5500705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39574		8304781		5500706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39575		8304782		5500707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39576		8304783		5500708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39577		8304784		5500709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39578		8304785		5500710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39579		8304786		5500711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39580		8304787		5500712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39581		8304788		5500713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39582		8304789		5500714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39583		8304790		5500715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39584		8304791		5500716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39585		8304792		5500717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39586		8304793		5500718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39587		8304794		5500719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39588		8304795		5500720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39589		8304796		5500721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39590		8304797		5500722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39591		8304798		5500723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39592		8304799		5500724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39593		8304800		5500725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39594		8304801		5500726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39595		8304802		5500727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39596		8304803		5500728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39597		8304804		5500729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39598		8304805		5500730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39599		8304806		5500731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39600		8304807		5500732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39601		8304808		5500733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39602		8304809		5500734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39603		8304810		5500735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39604		8304811		5500736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39605		8304812		5500737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39606		8304813		5500738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39607		8304814		5500739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39608		8304815		5500740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39609		8304816		5500741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39610		8304817		5500742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39611		8304818		5500743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39612		8304819		5500744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39613		8304820		5500745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39614		8304821		5500746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39615		8304822		5500747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39616		8304823		5500748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39617		8304824		5500749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39618		8304825		5500750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39619		8304826		5500751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39620		8304827		5500752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39621		8304828		5500753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39622		8304829		5500754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39623		8304830		5500755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39624		8304831		5500756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39625		8304832		5500757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39626		8304833		5500758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39627		8304834		5500759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39628		8304835		5500760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39629		8304836		5500761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39630		8304837		5500762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39631		8304838		5500763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39632		8304839		5500764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39633		8304840		5500765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39634		8304841		5500766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39635		8304842		5500767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39636		8304843		5500768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39637		8304844		5500769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39638		8304845		5500770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39639		8304846		5500771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39640		8304847		5500772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39641		8304848		5500773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39642		8304849		5500774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39643		8304850		5500775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39644		8304851		5500776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39645		8304852		5500777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39646		8304853		5500778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39647		8304854		5500779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39648		8304855		5500780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39649		8304856		5500781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39650		8304857		5500782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39651		8304858		5500783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39652		8304859		5500784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39653		8304860		5500785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39654		8304861		5500786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39655		8304862		5500787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39656		8304863		5500788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39657		8304864		5500789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39658		8304865		5500790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39659		8304866		5500791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39660		8304867		5500792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39661		8304868		5500793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39662		8304869		5500794		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39663		8304870		5500795		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39664		8304871		5500796		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39665		8304872		5500797		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39666		8304873		5500798		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39667		8304874		5500799		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39668		8304875		5500800		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39669		8304876		5500801		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39670		8304877		5500802		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39671		8304878		5500803		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39672		8304879		5500804		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39673		8304880		5500805		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39674		8304881		5500806		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39675		8304882		5500807		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39676		8304883		5500808		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39677		8304884		5500809		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39678		8304885		5500810		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39679		8304886		5500811		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39680		8304887		5500812		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39681		8304888		5500813		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39682		8304889		5500814		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39683		8304890		5500815		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39684		8304891		5500816		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39685		8304892		5500817		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39686		8304893		5500818		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39687		8304894		5500819		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39688		8304895		5500820		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39689		8304896		5500821		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39690		8304897		5500822		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39691		8304898		5500823		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39807		8306169		5502094		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39808		8306170		5502095		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39809		8306171		5502096		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39810		8306172		5502097		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39811		8306173		5502098		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39812		8306174		5502099		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39813		8306175		5502100		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39814		8306176		5502101		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39815		8306189		5502114		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39816		8306190		5502115		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39817		8306306		5502231		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39818		8306307		5502232		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39819		8306308		5502233		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39820		8306309		5502234		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39821		8306310		5502235		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39822		8306311		5502236		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39823		8306312		5502237		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39824		8306313		5502238		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39825		8306314		5502239		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39826		8306317		5502242		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39827		8306318		5502243		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39828		8306319		5502244		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39829		8306320		5502245		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39830		8306321		5502246		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39831		8306322		5502247		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39832		8306323		5502248		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39833		8306324		5502249		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39834		8306325		5502250		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39835		8306326		5502251		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39836		8306327		5502252		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39837		8306328		5502253		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39838		8306329		5502254		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39839		8306330		5502255		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39840		8306331		5502256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39841		8306332		5502257		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39842		8306333		5502258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39843		8306334		5502259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39844		8306335		5502260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39845		8306336		5502261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39846		8306337		5502262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39847		8306338		5502263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39848		8306339		5502264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39849		8306340		5502265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39850		8306341		5502266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39851		8306342		5502267		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39852		8306343		5502268		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39853		8306344		5502269		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39854		8306345		5502270		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39855		8306346		5502271		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39856		8306347		5502272		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39857		8306348		5502273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39858		8306349		5502274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39859		8306350		5502275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39860		8306351		5502276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39861		8306352		5502277		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39862		8306353		5502278		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39863		8306354		5502279		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39864		8306355		5502280		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39865		8306356		5502281		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39866		8306357		5502282		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39867		8306358		5502283		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39868		8306359		5502284		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39869		8306360		5502285		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39870		8306361		5502286		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39871		8404307		5600232		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39872		8404308		5600233		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39873		8404309		5600234		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39874		8404310		5600235		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39875		8404311		5600236		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39876		8404312		5600237		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39877		8404313		5600238		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39878		8404314		5600239		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39879		8404315		5600240		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39880		8404316		5600241		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39881		8404317		5600242		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39882		8404318		5600243		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39883		8404319		5600244		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39884		8404320		5600245		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39885		8404321		5600246		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39886		8404322		5600247		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39887		8404323		5600248		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39888		8404324		5600249		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39889		8404325		5600250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39890		8404326		5600251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39891		8404327		5600252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39892		8404328		5600253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39893		8404329		5600254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39894		8404330		5600255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39895		8404331		5600256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39896		8404332		5600257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39897		8404333		5600258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39898		8404334		5600259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39899		8404335		5600260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39900		8404336		5600261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39991		8404854		5600779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39992		8404855		5600780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39993		8404856		5600781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39994		8404857		5600782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39995		8404858		5600783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39996		8404859		5600784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39997		8404860		5600785		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39998		8404861		5600786		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		39999		8404862		5600787		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40000		8404863		5600788		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40001		8404864		5600789		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40002		8404865		5600790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40003		8404866		5600791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40004		8404867		5600792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40005		8404868		5600793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40006		8404869		5600794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40007		8404870		5600795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40008		8404871		5600796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40009		8404872		5600797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40010		8404873		5600798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40011		8404874		5600799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40012		8404875		5600800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40013		8404876		5600801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40014		8404877		5600802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40015		8404878		5600803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40016		8404879		5600804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40017		8404880		5600805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40018		8404881		5600806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40019		8404882		5600807		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40020		8404883		5600808		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40021		8404884		5600809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40022		8404885		5600810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40023		8404886		5600811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40024		8404949		5600874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40025		8404950		5600875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40026		8404951		5600876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40027		8404952		5600877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40028		8404953		5600878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40029		8404954		5600879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40030		8404955		5600880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40031		8404956		5600881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40032		8404957		5600882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40033		8404958		5600883		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40034		8404959		5600884		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40035		8404960		5600885		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40036		8404961		5600886		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40037		8404962		5600887		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40038		8404963		5600888		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40039		8404964		5600889		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40040		8404965		5600890		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40041		8404966		5600891		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40042		8404967		5600892		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40043		8404968		5600893		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40044		8404969		5600894		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40045		8404970		5600895		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40046		8404971		5600896		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40047		8404972		5600897		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40048		8404973		5600898		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40049		8404974		5600899		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40050		8404975		5600900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40051		8404976		5600901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40052		8404977		5600902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40053		8404978		5600903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40054		8404979		5600904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40055		8404980		5600905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40056		8404981		5600906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40057		8404982		5600907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40058		8404983		5600908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40059		8404984		5600909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40060		8404985		5600910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40061		8404986		5600911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40062		8404987		5600912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40063		8404988		5600913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40064		8404989		5600914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40065		8404990		5600915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40066		8404991		5600916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40067		8404992		5600917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40068		8404993		5600918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40069		8404994		5600919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40070		8404995		5600920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40071		8404996		5600921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40072		8404997		5600922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40073		8404998		5600923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40074		8404999		5600924		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40075		8405000		5600925		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40076		8405001		5600926		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40077		8405002		5600927		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40078		8504178		5700103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40079		8504179		5700104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40080		8504180		5700105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40159		8505993		5701918		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40160		8505994		5701919		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40161		8506133		5702058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40162		8506134		5702059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40163		8506135		5702060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40164		8506136		5702061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40165		8506137		5702062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40166		8506138		5702063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40167		8506139		5702064		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40168		8506140		5702065		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40169		8506141		5702066		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40170		8506142		5702067		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40171		8506158		5702083		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40172		8506159		5702084		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40173		8506160		5702085		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40174		8506161		5702086		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40175		8506162		5702087		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40176		8506163		5702088		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40177		8506164		5702089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40178		8506165		5702090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40179		8506166		5702091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40180		8506167		5702092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40181		8506168		5702093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40182		8506169		5702094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40183		8506170		5702095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40184		8506171		5702096		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40185		8506172		5702097		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40186		8506173		5702098		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40187		8506174		5702099		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40188		8506175		5702100		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40189		8506176		5702101		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40190		8506177		5702102		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40191		8506178		5702103		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40192		8506179		5702104		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40193		8506180		5702105		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40194		8506181		5702106		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40195		8506182		5702107		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40196		8506183		5702108		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40197		8506184		5702109		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40198		8506185		5702110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40199		8506186		5702111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40200		8506187		5702112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40201		8506188		5702113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40202		8506189		5702114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40203		8506190		5702115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40204		8506191		5702116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40205		8506192		5702117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40206		8506193		5702118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40207		8506194		5702119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40208		8506195		5702120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40209		8506196		5702121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40210		8506197		5702122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40211		8506198		5702123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40212		8506199		5702124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40213		8506200		5702125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40214		8506201		5702126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40215		8506202		5702127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40216		8506203		5702128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40217		8506204		5702129		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40218		8506205		5702130		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40219		8506206		5702131		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40220		8506207		5702132		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40221		8506208		5702133		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40222		8506209		5702134		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40223		8506210		5702135		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40224		8506211		5702136		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40225		8506212		5702137		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40226		8506213		5702138		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40227		8506214		5702139		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40228		8506215		5702140		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40229		8506216		5702141		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40230		8506217		5702142		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40231		8604325		5800250		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40232		8604326		5800251		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40233		8604327		5800252		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40234		8604328		5800253		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40235		8604329		5800254		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40236		8604330		5800255		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40237		8604331		5800256		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40238		8604332		5800257		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40239		8604333		5800258		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40240		8604334		5800259		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40241		8604335		5800260		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40242		8604336		5800261		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40243		8604337		5800262		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40244		8604338		5800263		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40245		8604339		5800264		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40246		8604340		5800265		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40247		8604341		5800266		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40248		8604342		5800267		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40249		8604343		5800268		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40250		8604344		5800269		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40251		8604345		5800270		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40252		8604346		5800271		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40253		8604347		5800272		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40254		8604348		5800273		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40255		8604349		5800274		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40256		8604350		5800275		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40257		8604351		5800276		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40258		8604352		5800277		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40259		8604353		5800278		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40260		8604354		5800279		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40325		8604919		5800844		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40326		8604920		5800845		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40327		8605061		5800986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40328		8605062		5800987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40329		8605063		5800988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40330		8605064		5800989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40331		8605065		5800990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40332		8605066		5800991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40333		8605067		5800992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40334		8605068		5800993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40335		8605069		5800994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40336		8605070		5800995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40337		8605071		5800996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40338		8605072		5800997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40339		8605073		5800998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40340		8605074		5800999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40341		8605075		5801000		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40342		8605076		5801001		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40343		8605077		5801002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40344		8605078		5801003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40345		8605079		5801004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40346		8605080		5801005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40347		8605081		5801006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40348		8605082		5801007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40349		8605083		5801008		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40350		8605084		5801009		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40351		8605085		5801010		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40352		8605086		5801011		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40353		8605087		5801012		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40354		8605088		5801013		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40355		8605089		5801014		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40356		8605090		5801015		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40357		8605091		5801016		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40358		8605092		5801017		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40359		8605093		5801018		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40360		8605094		5801019		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40361		8605095		5801020		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40362		8605096		5801021		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40363		8605097		5801022		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40364		8605098		5801023		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40365		8605099		5801024		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40366		8605100		5801025		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40367		8605101		5801026		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40368		8605102		5801027		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40369		8605103		5801028		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40370		8605104		5801029		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40371		8605105		5801030		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40372		8605106		5801031		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40373		8605107		5801032		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40374		8605108		5801033		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40375		8605109		5801034		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40376		8605110		5801035		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40377		8605111		5801036		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40378		8605112		5801037		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40379		8605113		5801038		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40380		8605114		5801039		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40381		8605115		5801040		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40382		8605116		5801041		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40383		8605117		5801042		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40384		8605118		5801043		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40385		8605119		5801044		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40386		8605120		5801045		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40387		8605121		5801046		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40388		8605203		5801128		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40389		8605204		5801129		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40390		8605205		5801130		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40391		8605206		5801131		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40392		8605207		5801132		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40393		8605208		5801133		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40394		8605209		5801134		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40395		8605210		5801135		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40396		8605211		5801136		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40397		8605212		5801137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40398		8605213		5801138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40399		8605214		5801139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40400		8605215		5801140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40401		8605216		5801141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40402		8605217		5801142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40403		8605218		5801143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40404		8605219		5801144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40405		8605220		5801145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40406		8605221		5801146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40407		8605222		5801147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40408		8605223		5801148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40409		8605224		5801149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40410		8605225		5801150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40411		8605226		5801151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40412		8605227		5801152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40413		8605228		5801153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40414		8605229		5801154		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40415		8605230		5801155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40416		8605231		5801156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40417		8605232		5801157		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40418		8605233		5801158		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40419		8605234		5801159		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40420		8605235		5801160		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40421		8605236		5801161		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40422		8605237		5801162		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40423		8605238		5801163		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40424		8605239		5801164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40425		8605240		5801165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40426		8605241		5801166		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40427		8605242		5801167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40428		8605243		5801168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40429		8605244		5801169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40430		8605245		5801170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40431		8605246		5801171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40432		8605247		5801172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40433		8605248		5801173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40434		8605249		5801174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40435		8605250		5801175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40436		8605251		5801176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40437		8605252		5801177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40438		8605253		5801178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40439		8605254		5801179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40440		8605255		5801180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40441		8605256		5801181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40442		8605257		5801182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40443		8605258		5801183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40444		8605259		5801184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40445		8605260		5801185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40446		8605261		5801186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40447		8605262		5801187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40448		8605263		5801188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40449		8605264		5801189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40450		8605265		5801190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40451		8605266		5801191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40452		8605267		5801192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40453		8605268		5801193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40454		8605269		5801194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40455		8605270		5801195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40456		8605271		5801196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40457		8605272		5801197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40458		8605273		5801198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40459		8605274		5801199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40460		8605275		5801200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40461		8605276		5801201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40462		8605277		5801202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40463		8605278		5801203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40464		8605279		5801204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40465		8605280		5801205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40466		8605281		5801206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40467		8605282		5801207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40468		8605283		5801208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40469		8605284		5801209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40470		8605285		5801210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40471		8605286		5801211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40472		8605287		5801212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40473		8605288		5801213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40474		8605289		5801214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40475		8605290		5801215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40476		8605291		5801216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40477		8605292		5801217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40478		8605293		5801218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40479		8605294		5801219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40480		8605295		5801220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40481		8605296		5801221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40482		8605297		5801222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40483		8605298		5801223		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40484		8605299		5801224		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40485		8605300		5801225		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40486		8605301		5801226		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40487		8605302		5801227		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40488		8605303		5801228		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40489		8605304		5801229		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40490		8704177		5900102		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40491		8704178		5900103		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40492		8704179		5900104		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40493		8704180		5900105		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40494		8704181		5900106		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40495		8704182		5900107		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40642		8704917		5900842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40643		8704918		5900843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40644		8704919		5900844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40645		8704920		5900845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40646		8704921		5900846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40647		8704922		5900847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40648		8704923		5900848		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40649		8704924		5900849		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40650		8704925		5900850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40651		8704926		5900851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40652		8704927		5900852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40653		8704928		5900853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40654		8704929		5900854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40655		8704930		5900855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40656		8704931		5900856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40657		8704932		5900857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40658		8704933		5900858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40659		8704934		5900859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40660		8704935		5900860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40661		8704936		5900861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40662		8704937		5900862		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40663		8704938		5900863		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40664		8704939		5900864		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40665		8704940		5900865		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40666		8705016		5900941		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40667		8705017		5900942		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40668		8705018		5900943		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40669		8705019		5900944		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40670		8705020		5900945		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40671		8705021		5900946		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40672		8705022		5900947		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40673		8705023		5900948		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40674		8705024		5900949		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40675		8705025		5900950		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40676		8705026		5900951		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40677		8705027		5900952		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40678		8705028		5900953		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40679		8705029		5900954		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40680		8705030		5900955		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40681		8705031		5900956		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40682		8705032		5900957		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40683		8705033		5900958		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40684		8705034		5900959		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40685		8705035		5900960		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40686		8705036		5900961		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40687		8705037		5900962		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40688		8705038		5900963		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40689		8705039		5900964		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40690		8705040		5900965		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40691		8705041		5900966		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40692		8705042		5900967		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40693		8705043		5900968		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40694		8705044		5900969		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40695		8705045		5900970		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40696		8705046		5900971		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40697		8705047		5900972		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40698		8705048		5900973		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40699		8705049		5900974		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40700		8705050		5900975		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40701		8705051		5900976		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40702		8705052		5900977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40703		8705053		5900978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40704		8705054		5900979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40705		8705055		5900980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40706		8705056		5900981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40707		8705057		5900982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40708		8705058		5900983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40709		8705059		5900984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40710		8705060		5900985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40711		8705061		5900986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40712		8705062		5900987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40713		8705063		5900988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40714		8705064		5900989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40715		8705065		5900990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40716		8705066		5900991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40717		8705067		5900992		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40718		8705068		5900993		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40719		8705069		5900994		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40720		8705070		5900995		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40721		8705071		5900996		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40722		8705072		5900997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40723		8705073		5900998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40724		8705074		5900999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40725		8705075		5901000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40726		8705076		5901001		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40727		8705077		5901002		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40728		8705078		5901003		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40729		8804492		6000417		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40730		8804493		6000418		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40731		8804494		6000419		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40732		8804495		6000420		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40733		8804496		6000421		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40734		8804497		6000422		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40735		8804498		6000423		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40736		8804499		6000424		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40737		8804500		6000425		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40738		8804501		6000426		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40739		8804502		6000427		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40740		8804503		6000428		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40741		8804504		6000429		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40742		8804505		6000430		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40743		8804506		6000431		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40744		8804507		6000432		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40745		8804508		6000433		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40746		8804509		6000434		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40747		8804510		6000435		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40748		8804511		6000436		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40749		8804512		6000437		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40750		8804513		6000438		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40751		8804514		6000439		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40752		8804515		6000440		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40753		8804516		6000441		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40754		8804517		6000442		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40755		8804518		6000443		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40756		8804519		6000444		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40757		8804520		6000445		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40758		8804521		6000446		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40759		8804522		6000447		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40760		8804523		6000448		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40761		8804524		6000449		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40762		8804525		6000450		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40763		8804526		6000451		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40764		8804527		6000452		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40765		8804528		6000453		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40766		8804529		6000454		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40767		8804530		6000455		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40768		8804531		6000456		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40769		8804532		6000457		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40770		8804533		6000458		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40771		8804534		6000459		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40772		8804535		6000460		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40773		8804536		6000461		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40774		8804537		6000462		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40775		8804538		6000463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40776		8804539		6000464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40777		8804540		6000465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40778		8804541		6000466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40779		8804542		6000467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40780		8804543		6000468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40781		8804544		6000469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40782		8804545		6000470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40783		8804546		6000471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40784		8804547		6000472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40785		8804548		6000473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40786		8804549		6000474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40787		8804550		6000475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40788		8804551		6000476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40789		8804552		6000477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40790		8804553		6000478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40791		8804554		6000479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40792		8804555		6000480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40793		8804556		6000481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40794		8804557		6000482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40795		8804558		6000483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40796		8804559		6000484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40797		8804560		6000485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40798		8804561		6000486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40799		8804562		6000487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40800		8804563		6000488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40801		8804564		6000489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40802		8804565		6000490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40803		8804566		6000491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40804		8804567		6000492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40805		8804568		6000493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40806		8804569		6000494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40807		8804570		6000495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40808		8804571		6000496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40809		8804572		6000497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40810		8804573		6000498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40811		8804574		6000499		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40812		8804575		6000500		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40813		8804576		6000501		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40814		8804577		6000502		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40815		8804578		6000503		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40816		8804579		6000504		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40817		8804580		6000505		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40818		8804581		6000506		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40819		8804582		6000507		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40820		8804583		6000508		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40821		8804584		6000509		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40822		8804585		6000510		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40823		8804586		6000511		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40824		8804587		6000512		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40825		8804588		6000513		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40826		8804589		6000514		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40827		8804590		6000515		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40828		8804591		6000516		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40829		8804592		6000517		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40830		8804593		6000518		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40831		8804594		6000519		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40832		8804595		6000520		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40833		8804596		6000521		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40834		8804597		6000522		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40835		8804598		6000523		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40836		8804599		6000524		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40837		8804600		6000525		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40838		8804601		6000526		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40839		8804602		6000527		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40840		8804603		6000528		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40841		8804604		6000529		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40842		8804605		6000530		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40843		8804606		6000531		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40844		8804607		6000532		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40845		8804608		6000533		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40846		8804609		6000534		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40847		8804610		6000535		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40848		8804611		6000536		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40849		8804612		6000537		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40850		8804613		6000538		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40851		8804614		6000539		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40852		8804615		6000540		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40853		8804616		6000541		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40854		8804617		6000542		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40855		8804618		6000543		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40856		8804619		6000544		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40857		8804620		6000545		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40858		8804621		6000546		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40859		8804622		6000547		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		40860		8804623		6000548		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41159		8806118		6002043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41160		8806119		6002044		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41161		8806120		6002045		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41162		8806121		6002046		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41163		8806122		6002047		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41164		8806270		6002195		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41165		8806271		6002196		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41166		8806272		6002197		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41167		8806273		6002198		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41168		8806274		6002199		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41169		8806275		6002200		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41170		8806276		6002201		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41171		8806277		6002202		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41172		8806278		6002203		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41173		8806279		6002204		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41174		8806280		6002205		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41175		8806281		6002206		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41176		8806342		6002267		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41177		8806343		6002268		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41178		8806344		6002269		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41179		8806345		6002270		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41180		8806346		6002271		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41181		8806347		6002272		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41182		8806348		6002273		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41183		8806349		6002274		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41184		8806350		6002275		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41185		8806351		6002276		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41186		8806352		6002277		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41187		8806353		6002278		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41188		8806354		6002279		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41189		8806355		6002280		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41190		8806356		6002281		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41191		8806357		6002282		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41192		8806358		6002283		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41193		8806359		6002284		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41194		8806360		6002285		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41195		8806361		6002286		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41196		8806362		6002287		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41197		8806363		6002288		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41198		8806364		6002289		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41199		8806365		6002290		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41200		8806366		6002291		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41201		8806367		6002292		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41202		8806368		6002293		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41203		8806369		6002294		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41204		8806370		6002295		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41205		8806371		6002296		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41206		8806372		6002297		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41207		8806373		6002298		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41208		8806374		6002299		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41209		8806375		6002300		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41210		8806376		6002301		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41211		8806377		6002302		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41212		8806378		6002303		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41213		8806379		6002304		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41214		8806380		6002305		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41215		8806381		6002306		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41216		8806382		6002307		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41217		8806383		6002308		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41218		8806384		6002309		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41219		8806385		6002310		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41220		8806386		6002311		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41221		8806387		6002312		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41222		8806388		6002313		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41223		8806389		6002314		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41224		8806390		6002315		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41225		8806391		6002316		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41226		8806392		6002317		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41227		8806393		6002318		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41228		8806394		6002319		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41229		8806395		6002320		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41230		8806396		6002321		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41231		8806397		6002322		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41232		8806398		6002323		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41233		8806399		6002324		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41234		8806400		6002325		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41235		8806401		6002326		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41236		8806402		6002327		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41237		8806403		6002328		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41238		8806404		6002329		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41239		8806405		6002330		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41240		8806406		6002331		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41241		8806407		6002332		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41242		8806408		6002333		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41243		8806409		6002334		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41244		8806410		6002335		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41245		8806411		6002336		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41246		8806412		6002337		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41247		8806413		6002338		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41248		8806414		6002339		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41249		8806415		6002340		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41250		8806416		6002341		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41251		8806417		6002342		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41252		8806418		6002343		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41253		8806419		6002344		638		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41254		8806420		6002345		639		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41255		8806421		6002346		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41256		8806422		6002347		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41257		8806423		6002348		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41258		8904193		6100118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41259		8904194		6100119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41260		8904195		6100120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41261		8904196		6100121		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41262		8904197		6100122		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41343		8904613		6100538		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41344		8904614		6100539		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41345		8904615		6100540		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41346		8904616		6100541		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41347		8904617		6100542		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41348		8904618		6100543		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41349		8904619		6100544		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41350		8904620		6100545		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41351		8904621		6100546		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41352		8904622		6100547		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41353		8904623		6100548		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41354		8904624		6100549		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41355		8904625		6100550		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41356		8904626		6100551		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41357		8904627		6100552		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41358		8904628		6100553		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41359		8904629		6100554		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41360		8904630		6100555		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41361		8904631		6100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41362		8904632		6100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41363		8904633		6100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41364		8904688		6100613		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41365		8904689		6100614		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41366		8904690		6100615		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41367		8904691		6100616		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41368		8904692		6100617		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41369		8904776		6100701		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41370		8904777		6100702		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41371		8904778		6100703		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41372		8904779		6100704		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41373		8904780		6100705		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41374		8904781		6100706		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41375		8904782		6100707		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41376		8904783		6100708		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41377		8904784		6100709		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41378		8904785		6100710		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41379		8904786		6100711		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41380		8904787		6100712		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41381		9004253		6200178		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41382		9004254		6200179		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41383		9004255		6200180		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41384		9004256		6200181		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41385		9004257		6200182		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41386		9004258		6200183		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41387		9004259		6200184		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41388		9004260		6200185		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41389		9004261		6200186		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41390		9004262		6200187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41391		9004263		6200188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41392		9004264		6200189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41393		9004265		6200190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41394		9004266		6200191		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41395		9004267		6200192		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41396		9004268		6200193		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41397		9004269		6200194		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41398		9004270		6200195		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41399		9004271		6200196		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41400		9004272		6200197		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41605		9005117		6201042		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41606		9005118		6201043		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41607		9005119		6201044		487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41608		9005213		6201138		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41609		9005214		6201139		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41610		9005215		6201140		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41611		9005216		6201141		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41612		9005217		6201142		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41613		9005218		6201143		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41614		9005219		6201144		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41615		9005220		6201145		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41616		9005221		6201146		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41617		9005222		6201147		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41618		9005223		6201148		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41619		9005224		6201149		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41620		9005225		6201150		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41621		9005226		6201151		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41622		9005227		6201152		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41623		9005228		6201153		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41624		9005305		6201230		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41625		9005306		6201231		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41626		9005307		6201232		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41627		9005308		6201233		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41628		9005309		6201234		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41629		9005310		6201235		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41630		9005311		6201236		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41631		9005312		6201237		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41632		9005313		6201238		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41633		9005314		6201239		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41634		9005315		6201240		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41635		9005316		6201241		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41636		9005317		6201242		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41637		9005318		6201243		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41638		9005319		6201244		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41639		9005320		6201245		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41640		9005321		6201246		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41641		9005322		6201247		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41642		9005323		6201248		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41643		9005324		6201249		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41644		9005325		6201250		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41645		9005326		6201251		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41646		9005327		6201252		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41647		9005328		6201253		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41648		9005329		6201254		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41649		9005330		6201255		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41650		9005331		6201256		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41651		9005332		6201257		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41652		9005333		6201258		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41653		9005334		6201259		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41654		9005335		6201260		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41655		9005336		6201261		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41656		9005337		6201262		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41657		9005338		6201263		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41658		9005339		6201264		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41659		9005340		6201265		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41660		9005341		6201266		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41661		9005342		6201267		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41662		9005343		6201268		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41663		9005344		6201269		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41664		9104082		6300007		64		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41665		9104784		6300709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41666		9104785		6300710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41667		9104786		6300711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41668		9104787		6300712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41669		9104788		6300713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41670		9104789		6300714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41671		9104790		6300715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41672		9104791		6300716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41673		9104792		6300717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41674		9104793		6300718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41675		9104794		6300719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41676		9104795		6300720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41677		9104796		6300721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41678		9104797		6300722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41679		9104798		6300723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41680		9104799		6300724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41681		9104800		6300725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41682		9104801		6300726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41683		9104802		6300727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41684		9104803		6300728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41685		9104804		6300729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41686		9104805		6300730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41687		9104806		6300731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41688		9104807		6300732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41689		9104808		6300733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41690		9104809		6300734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41691		9104810		6300735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41692		9104811		6300736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41693		9104812		6300737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41694		9104813		6300738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41695		9104814		6300739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41696		9104815		6300740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41697		9104816		6300741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41698		9104817		6300742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41699		9104818		6300743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41700		9104819		6300744		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41701		9104820		6300745		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41702		9104821		6300746		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41703		9104822		6300747		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41704		9104823		6300748		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41705		9104824		6300749		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41706		9104825		6300750		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41707		9104826		6300751		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41708		9104827		6300752		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41709		9104828		6300753		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41710		9104829		6300754		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41711		9104830		6300755		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41712		9104831		6300756		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41713		9104832		6300757		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41714		9104833		6300758		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41715		9104834		6300759		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41716		9104835		6300760		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41717		9104836		6300761		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41718		9104837		6300762		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41719		9104838		6300763		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41720		9104839		6300764		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41721		9104840		6300765		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41722		9104841		6300766		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41723		9104842		6300767		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41724		9104843		6300768		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41725		9104844		6300769		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41726		9104845		6300770		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41727		9104846		6300771		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41728		9104847		6300772		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41729		9104848		6300773		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41730		9104849		6300774		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41731		9104850		6300775		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41732		9104851		6300776		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41733		9104852		6300777		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41734		9104853		6300778		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41735		9104854		6300779		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41736		9104855		6300780		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41737		9104856		6300781		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41738		9104857		6300782		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41739		9104858		6300783		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41740		9104859		6300784		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41741		9104860		6300785		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41742		9104861		6300786		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41743		9104862		6300787		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41744		9104863		6300788		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41745		9104864		6300789		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41746		9104865		6300790		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41747		9104866		6300791		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41748		9104867		6300792		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41749		9104868		6300793		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41776		9105232		6301157		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41777		9105233		6301158		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41778		9105234		6301159		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41779		9105235		6301160		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41780		9105319		6301244		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41781		9105320		6301245		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41782		9105321		6301246		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41783		9105322		6301247		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41784		9105323		6301248		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41785		9105324		6301249		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41786		9105325		6301250		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41787		9105326		6301251		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41788		9105327		6301252		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41789		9105328		6301253		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41790		9105329		6301254		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41791		9105330		6301255		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41792		9105331		6301256		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41793		9105332		6301257		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41794		9105333		6301258		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41795		9105334		6301259		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41796		9105335		6301260		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41797		9105336		6301261		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41798		9105337		6301262		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41799		9105338		6301263		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41800		9105339		6301264		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41801		9105340		6301265		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41802		9105341		6301266		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41803		9105393		6301318		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41804		9105394		6301319		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41805		9105395		6301320		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41806		9105396		6301321		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41807		9105397		6301322		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41808		9105398		6301323		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41809		9105399		6301324		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41810		9105400		6301325		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41811		9105401		6301326		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41812		9105402		6301327		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41813		9105403		6301328		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41814		9105404		6301329		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41815		9105405		6301330		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41816		9105406		6301331		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41817		9105407		6301332		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41818		9105408		6301333		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41819		9105409		6301334		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41820		9105410		6301335		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41821		9105411		6301336		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41822		9105412		6301337		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41823		9105413		6301338		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41824		9105414		6301339		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41825		9105415		6301340		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41826		9105416		6301341		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41827		9105417		6301342		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41828		9105418		6301343		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41829		9105419		6301344		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41830		9105420		6301345		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41831		9105421		6301346		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41832		9105422		6301347		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41833		9105423		6301348		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41834		9105424		6301349		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41835		9105425		6301350		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41836		9105426		6301351		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41837		9105427		6301352		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41838		9105428		6301353		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41839		9105429		6301354		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41840		9105430		6301355		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41841		9105431		6301356		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41842		9105432		6301357		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41843		9105433		6301358		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41844		9105434		6301359		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41845		9105435		6301360		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41846		9105436		6301361		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41847		9105437		6301362		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41848		9105438		6301363		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41849		9105439		6301364		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41850		9105440		6301365		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41851		9105441		6301366		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41852		9105442		6301367		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41853		9105443		6301368		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41854		9105444		6301369		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41855		9105445		6301370		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41856		9105446		6301371		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41857		9105447		6301372		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41858		9105448		6301373		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41859		9105449		6301374		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41860		9105450		6301375		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41861		9105451		6301376		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41862		9105452		6301377		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41863		9105453		6301378		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41864		9105454		6301379		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41865		9105455		6301380		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41866		9105456		6301381		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41867		9204262		6400187		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41868		9204263		6400188		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41869		9204264		6400189		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41870		9204265		6400190		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41998		9205055		6400980		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		41999		9205056		6400981		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42000		9205194		6401119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42001		9205195		6401120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42002		9205196		6401121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42003		9205197		6401122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42004		9205198		6401123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42005		9205199		6401124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42006		9205200		6401125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42007		9205201		6401126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42008		9205202		6401127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42009		9205203		6401128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42010		9205204		6401129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42011		9205205		6401130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42012		9205241		6401166		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42013		9205242		6401167		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42014		9205243		6401168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42015		9205244		6401169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42016		9205245		6401170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42017		9205246		6401171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42018		9205247		6401172		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42019		9205248		6401173		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42020		9205249		6401174		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42021		9205250		6401175		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42022		9205251		6401176		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42023		9205252		6401177		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42024		9205253		6401178		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42025		9205254		6401179		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42026		9205255		6401180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42027		9205256		6401181		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42028		9205257		6401182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42029		9205258		6401183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42030		9205259		6401184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42031		9205260		6401185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42032		9205261		6401186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42033		9205262		6401187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42034		9205263		6401188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42035		9205264		6401189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42036		9205265		6401190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42037		9205266		6401191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42038		9205267		6401192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42039		9205268		6401193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42040		9205269		6401194		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42041		9205270		6401195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42042		9205271		6401196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42043		9205272		6401197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42044		9205273		6401198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42045		9205274		6401199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42046		9205275		6401200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42047		9205276		6401201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42048		9205277		6401202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42049		9205278		6401203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42050		9205279		6401204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42051		9205280		6401205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42052		9205281		6401206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42053		9205282		6401207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42054		9205283		6401208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42055		9205284		6401209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42056		9205285		6401210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42057		9205286		6401211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42058		9205287		6401212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42059		9205288		6401213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42060		9205289		6401214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42061		9205290		6401215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42062		9205291		6401216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42063		9205292		6401217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42064		9205293		6401218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42065		9205294		6401219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42066		9205295		6401220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42067		9205296		6401221		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42068		9205297		6401222		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42069		9205298		6401223		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42070		9304193		6500118		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42071		9304194		6500119		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42072		9304195		6500120		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42142		9304899		6500824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42143		9304900		6500825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42144		9304901		6500826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42145		9304902		6500827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42146		9304903		6500828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42147		9304904		6500829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42148		9304905		6500830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42149		9304906		6500831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42150		9304907		6500832		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42151		9304908		6500833		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42152		9304909		6500834		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42153		9304910		6500835		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42154		9304911		6500836		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42155		9304912		6500837		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42156		9304913		6500838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42157		9304914		6500839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42158		9304915		6500840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42159		9304916		6500841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42160		9304917		6500842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42161		9304918		6500843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42162		9304919		6500844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42163		9304920		6500845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42164		9304921		6500846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42165		9304922		6500847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42166		9304923		6500848		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42167		9304924		6500849		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42168		9304925		6500850		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42169		9304926		6500851		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42170		9304927		6500852		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42171		9304928		6500853		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42172		9304929		6500854		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42173		9304930		6500855		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42174		9304931		6500856		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42175		9304932		6500857		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42176		9304933		6500858		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42177		9304934		6500859		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42178		9304935		6500860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42179		9304936		6500861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42180		9304956		6500881		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42181		9304957		6500882		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42182		9304958		6500883		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42183		9304959		6500884		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42184		9304960		6500885		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42185		9304961		6500886		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42186		9304962		6500887		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42187		9304963		6500888		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42188		9304964		6500889		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42189		9304965		6500890		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42190		9304966		6500891		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42191		9304967		6500892		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42192		9304968		6500893		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42193		9304969		6500894		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42194		9304970		6500895		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42195		9304971		6500896		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42196		9304972		6500897		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42197		9304973		6500898		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42198		9304974		6500899		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42199		9304975		6500900		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42200		9304976		6500901		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42201		9304977		6500902		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42202		9304978		6500903		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42203		9304979		6500904		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42204		9304980		6500905		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42205		9304981		6500906		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42206		9304982		6500907		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42207		9304983		6500908		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42208		9304984		6500909		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42209		9304985		6500910		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42210		9304986		6500911		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42211		9304987		6500912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42212		9304988		6500913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42213		9304989		6500914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42214		9304990		6500915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42215		9304991		6500916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42216		9304992		6500917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42217		9304993		6500918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42218		9304994		6500919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42219		9304995		6500920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42220		9304996		6500921		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42221		9304997		6500922		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42222		9304998		6500923		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42223		9404080		6600005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42224		9404645		6600570		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42225		9404646		6600571		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42226		9404647		6600572		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42227		9404648		6600573		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42228		9404649		6600574		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42229		9404650		6600575		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42230		9404651		6600576		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42231		9404652		6600577		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42232		9404653		6600578		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42233		9404654		6600579		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42234		9404655		6600580		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42235		9404656		6600581		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42236		9404657		6600582		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42237		9404658		6600583		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42238		9404659		6600584		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42239		9404660		6600585		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42240		9404661		6600586		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42241		9404662		6600587		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42242		9404663		6600588		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42243		9404664		6600589		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42244		9404665		6600590		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42245		9404666		6600591		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42246		9404667		6600592		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42247		9404668		6600593		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42248		9404669		6600594		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42249		9404670		6600595		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42250		9404671		6600596		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42251		9404672		6600597		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42252		9404673		6600598		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42253		9404674		6600599		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42254		9404675		6600600		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42255		9404676		6600601		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42256		9404677		6600602		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42257		9404678		6600603		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42258		9404679		6600604		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42259		9404680		6600605		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42260		9404681		6600606		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42261		9404682		6600607		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42262		9404683		6600608		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42263		9404684		6600609		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42264		9404685		6600610		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42265		9404686		6600611		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42266		9404687		6600612		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42267		9404688		6600613		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42268		9404689		6600614		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42269		9404690		6600615		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42270		9404691		6600616		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42271		9404692		6600617		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42272		9404693		6600618		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42273		9404694		6600619		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42274		9404695		6600620		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42275		9404696		6600621		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42276		9404697		6600622		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42277		9404698		6600623		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42278		9404699		6600624		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42279		9404700		6600625		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42280		9404701		6600626		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42281		9404702		6600627		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42282		9404703		6600628		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42283		9404704		6600629		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42284		9404705		6600630		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42285		9404706		6600631		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42286		9404707		6600632		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42287		9404708		6600633		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42288		9404709		6600634		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42289		9404710		6600635		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42290		9404711		6600636		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42291		9404712		6600637		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42292		9404713		6600638		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42293		9404714		6600639		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42294		9404715		6600640		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42295		9404716		6600641		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42296		9404717		6600642		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42297		9404718		6600643		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42298		9404719		6600644		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42299		9404720		6600645		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42300		9404721		6600646		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42301		9404722		6600647		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42302		9404723		6600648		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42303		9404724		6600649		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42304		9404725		6600650		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42305		9404726		6600651		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42306		9404727		6600652		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42307		9404728		6600653		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42308		9404729		6600654		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42309		9404730		6600655		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42310		9404731		6600656		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42311		9404732		6600657		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42312		9404733		6600658		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42313		9404734		6600659		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42314		9404735		6600660		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42315		9404736		6600661		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42316		9404737		6600662		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42317		9404738		6600663		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42318		9404739		6600664		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42319		9404740		6600665		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42320		9404741		6600666		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42321		9404742		6600667		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42322		9404743		6600668		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42323		9404744		6600669		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42324		9404745		6600670		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42325		9404746		6600671		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42326		9404747		6600672		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42327		9404748		6600673		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42328		9404749		6600674		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42329		9404750		6600675		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42330		9404751		6600676		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42331		9404752		6600677		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42332		9404753		6600678		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42333		9404754		6600679		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42334		9404755		6600680		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42335		9404756		6600681		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42336		9404757		6600682		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42337		9404758		6600683		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42338		9404759		6600684		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42339		9404760		6600685		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42340		9404761		6600686		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42341		9404762		6600687		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42342		9404763		6600688		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42343		9404764		6600689		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42344		9404765		6600690		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42345		9404766		6600691		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42346		9404767		6600692		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42347		9404768		6600693		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42348		9404769		6600694		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42349		9404770		6600695		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42350		9404771		6600696		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42351		9404772		6600697		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42352		9404773		6600698		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42353		9404774		6600699		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42354		9404775		6600700		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42355		9404776		6600701		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42356		9404777		6600702		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42357		9404778		6600703		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42358		9404779		6600704		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42359		9404780		6600705		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42360		9404781		6600706		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42361		9404782		6600707		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42362		9404783		6600708		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42363		9404784		6600709		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42364		9404785		6600710		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42365		9404786		6600711		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42366		9404787		6600712		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42367		9404788		6600713		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42368		9404789		6600714		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42369		9404790		6600715		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42370		9404791		6600716		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42371		9404792		6600717		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42372		9404793		6600718		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42373		9404794		6600719		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42374		9404795		6600720		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42375		9404796		6600721		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42376		9404797		6600722		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42377		9404798		6600723		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42378		9404799		6600724		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42379		9404800		6600725		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42380		9404801		6600726		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42381		9404802		6600727		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42382		9404803		6600728		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42383		9404804		6600729		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42384		9404805		6600730		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42385		9404806		6600731		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42386		9404807		6600732		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42387		9404808		6600733		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42388		9404809		6600734		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42389		9404810		6600735		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42390		9404811		6600736		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42391		9404812		6600737		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42392		9404813		6600738		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42393		9404814		6600739		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42394		9404815		6600740		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42395		9404816		6600741		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42396		9404817		6600742		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42397		9404818		6600743		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42501		9405887		6601812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42502		9405888		6601813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42503		9405889		6601814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42504		9405890		6601815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42505		9405891		6601816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42506		9405903		6601828		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42507		9405904		6601829		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42508		9405905		6601830		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42509		9406057		6601982		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42510		9406058		6601983		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42511		9406059		6601984		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42512		9406060		6601985		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42513		9406061		6601986		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42514		9406062		6601987		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42515		9406063		6601988		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42516		9406064		6601989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42517		9406065		6601990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42518		9406066		6601991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42519		9406067		6601992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42520		9406068		6601993		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42521		9406069		6601994		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42522		9406070		6601995		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42523		9406071		6601996		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42524		9406072		6601997		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42525		9406073		6601998		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42526		9406074		6601999		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42527		9406075		6602000		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42528		9406076		6602001		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42529		9406077		6602002		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42530		9406078		6602003		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42531		9406079		6602004		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42532		9406080		6602005		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42533		9406081		6602006		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42534		9406082		6602007		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42535		9406083		6602008		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42536		9406084		6602009		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42537		9406085		6602010		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42538		9406086		6602011		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42539		9406087		6602012		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42540		9406088		6602013		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42541		9406089		6602014		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42542		9406090		6602015		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42543		9406091		6602016		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42544		9406092		6602017		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42545		9406164		6602089		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42546		9406165		6602090		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42547		9406166		6602091		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42548		9406167		6602092		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42549		9406168		6602093		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42550		9406169		6602094		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42551		9406170		6602095		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42552		9406171		6602096		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42553		9406172		6602097		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42554		9406173		6602098		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42555		9406174		6602099		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42556		9406175		6602100		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42557		9406176		6602101		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42558		9406177		6602102		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42559		9406178		6602103		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42560		9406179		6602104		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42561		9406180		6602105		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42562		9406181		6602106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42563		9406182		6602107		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42564		9406183		6602108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42565		9406184		6602109		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42566		9406185		6602110		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42567		9406186		6602111		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42568		9406187		6602112		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42569		9406188		6602113		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42570		9406189		6602114		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42571		9406190		6602115		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42572		9406191		6602116		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42573		9406192		6602117		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42574		9406193		6602118		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42575		9406194		6602119		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42576		9406195		6602120		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42577		9406196		6602121		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42578		9406197		6602122		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42579		9406198		6602123		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42580		9406199		6602124		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42581		9406200		6602125		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42582		9406201		6602126		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42583		9406202		6602127		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42584		9406203		6602128		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42585		9406204		6602129		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42586		9406205		6602130		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42587		9406206		6602131		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42588		9406207		6602132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42589		9406208		6602133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42590		9406209		6602134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42591		9406210		6602135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42592		9406211		6602136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42593		9406212		6602137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42594		9406213		6602138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42595		9406214		6602139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42596		9406215		6602140		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42597		9406216		6602141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42598		9406217		6602142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42599		9406218		6602143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42600		9406219		6602144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42601		9406220		6602145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42602		9406221		6602146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42603		9406222		6602147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42604		9406223		6602148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42605		9406224		6602149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42606		9406225		6602150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42607		9406226		6602151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42608		9406227		6602152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42609		9406228		6602153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42610		9406229		6602154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42611		9406230		6602155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42612		9406231		6602156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42613		9406232		6602157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42614		9406233		6602158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42615		9406234		6602159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42616		9406235		6602160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42617		9406236		6602161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42618		9406237		6602162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42619		9406238		6602163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42620		9406239		6602164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42621		9406240		6602165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42622		9406241		6602166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42623		9406242		6602167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42624		9406243		6602168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42625		9406244		6602169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42626		9406245		6602170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42627		9406246		6602171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42628		9406247		6602172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42629		9406248		6602173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42630		9406249		6602174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42631		9406250		6602175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42632		9406251		6602176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42633		9406252		6602177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42634		9406253		6602178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42635		9406254		6602179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42636		9406255		6602180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42637		9406256		6602181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42638		9406257		6602182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42639		9406258		6602183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42640		9406259		6602184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42641		9406260		6602185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42642		9406261		6602186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42643		9406262		6602187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42644		9406263		6602188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42645		9406264		6602189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42646		9406265		6602190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42647		9406266		6602191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42648		9406267		6602192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42649		9406268		6602193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42650		9406269		6602194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42651		9406270		6602195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42652		9406271		6602196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42653		9406272		6602197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42654		9406273		6602198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42655		9406274		6602199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42656		9406275		6602200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42657		9406276		6602201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42658		9406277		6602202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42659		9406278		6602203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42660		9406279		6602204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42661		9406280		6602205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42662		9406281		6602206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42663		9406282		6602207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42664		9406283		6602208		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42665		9406284		6602209		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42666		9406285		6602210		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42667		9504080		6700005		46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42668		9504538		6700463		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42669		9504539		6700464		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42670		9504540		6700465		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42671		9504541		6700466		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42672		9504542		6700467		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42673		9504543		6700468		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42674		9504544		6700469		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42675		9504545		6700470		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42676		9504546		6700471		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42677		9504547		6700472		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42678		9504548		6700473		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42679		9504549		6700474		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42680		9504550		6700475		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42681		9504551		6700476		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42682		9504552		6700477		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42683		9504553		6700478		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42684		9504554		6700479		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42685		9504555		6700480		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42686		9504556		6700481		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42687		9504557		6700482		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42688		9504558		6700483		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42689		9504559		6700484		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42690		9504560		6700485		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42691		9504561		6700486		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42692		9504562		6700487		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42693		9504563		6700488		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42694		9504564		6700489		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42695		9504565		6700490		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42696		9504566		6700491		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42697		9504567		6700492		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42698		9504568		6700493		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42699		9504569		6700494		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42700		9504570		6700495		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42701		9504571		6700496		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42702		9504572		6700497		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42703		9504573		6700498		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42918		9505243		6701168		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42919		9505244		6701169		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42920		9505245		6701170		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42921		9505246		6701171		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42922		9505247		6701172		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42923		9505248		6701173		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42924		9505249		6701174		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42925		9505250		6701175		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42926		9505251		6701176		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42927		9505252		6701177		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42928		9505253		6701178		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42929		9505254		6701179		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42930		9505255		6701180		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42931		9505256		6701181		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42932		9505257		6701182		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42933		9505258		6701183		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42934		9505259		6701184		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42935		9505429		6701354		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42936		9505430		6701355		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42937		9505431		6701356		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42938		9505432		6701357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42939		9505433		6701358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42940		9505434		6701359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42941		9505435		6701360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42942		9505436		6701361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42943		9505437		6701362		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42944		9505438		6701363		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42945		9505439		6701364		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42946		9505440		6701365		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42947		9505441		6701366		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42948		9505442		6701367		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42949		9505443		6701368		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42950		9505444		6701369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42951		9505445		6701370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42952		9505446		6701371		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42953		9505447		6701372		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42954		9505448		6701373		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42955		9505449		6701374		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42956		9505450		6701375		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42957		9505451		6701376		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42958		9505452		6701377		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42959		9505453		6701378		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42960		9505468		6701393		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42961		9505469		6701394		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42962		9505470		6701395		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42963		9505471		6701396		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42964		9505472		6701397		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42965		9505473		6701398		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42966		9505474		6701399		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42967		9505475		6701400		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42968		9505476		6701401		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42969		9505477		6701402		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42970		9505478		6701403		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42971		9505479		6701404		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42972		9505480		6701405		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42973		9505481		6701406		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42974		9505482		6701407		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42975		9505483		6701408		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42976		9505484		6701409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42977		9505485		6701410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42978		9505486		6701411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42979		9505487		6701412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42980		9505488		6701413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42981		9505489		6701414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42982		9505490		6701415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42983		9505491		6701416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42984		9505492		6701417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42985		9505493		6701418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42986		9505494		6701419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42987		9505495		6701420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42988		9505496		6701421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42989		9505497		6701422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42990		9505498		6701423		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42991		9505499		6701424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42992		9505500		6701425		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42993		9505501		6701426		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42994		9505502		6701427		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42995		9505503		6701428		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42996		9505504		6701429		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42997		9505505		6701430		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42998		9505506		6701431		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		42999		9505507		6701432		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43000		9505508		6701433		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43001		9505509		6701434		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43002		9505510		6701435		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43003		9505511		6701436		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43004		9505512		6701437		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43005		9505513		6701438		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43006		9505514		6701439		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43007		9505515		6701440		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43008		9505516		6701441		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43009		9505517		6701442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43010		9505518		6701443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43011		9505519		6701444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43012		9505520		6701445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43013		9505521		6701446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43014		9505522		6701447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43015		9505523		6701448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43016		9505524		6701449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43017		9505525		6701450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43018		9505526		6701451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43019		9505527		6701452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43020		9505528		6701453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43021		9505529		6701454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43022		9505530		6701455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43023		9505531		6701456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43024		9505532		6701457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43025		9505533		6701458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43026		9505534		6701459		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43027		9505535		6701460		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43028		9505536		6701461		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43029		9505537		6701462		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43030		9505538		6701463		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43065		9604720		6800645		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43066		9604843		6800768		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43067		9604844		6800769		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43068		9604845		6800770		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43069		9604846		6800771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43070		9604847		6800772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43071		9604848		6800773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43072		9604849		6800774		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43073		9604850		6800775		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43074		9604851		6800776		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43075		9604852		6800777		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43076		9604853		6800778		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43077		9604854		6800779		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43078		9604855		6800780		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43079		9604856		6800781		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43080		9604857		6800782		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43081		9604858		6800783		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43082		9604859		6800784		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43083		9604860		6800785		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43084		9604861		6800786		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43085		9604862		6800787		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43086		9604863		6800788		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43087		9604864		6800789		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43088		9604865		6800790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43089		9604866		6800791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43090		9604867		6800792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43091		9604868		6800793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43092		9604869		6800794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43093		9604870		6800795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43094		9604871		6800796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43095		9604872		6800797		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43096		9604873		6800798		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43097		9604874		6800799		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43098		9604875		6800800		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43099		9604876		6800801		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43100		9604877		6800802		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43101		9604878		6800803		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43102		9604879		6800804		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43103		9604880		6800805		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43104		9604881		6800806		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43105		9604882		6800807		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43106		9604883		6800808		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43107		9604884		6800809		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43108		9604885		6800810		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43109		9604886		6800811		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43110		9604887		6800812		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43111		9604888		6800813		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43112		9604889		6800814		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43113		9604890		6800815		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43114		9604891		6800816		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43115		9604892		6800817		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43116		9604893		6800818		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43117		9604894		6800819		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43118		9604895		6800820		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43119		9604896		6800821		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43120		9604897		6800822		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43121		9604898		6800823		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43122		9604899		6800824		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43123		9604900		6800825		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43124		9604901		6800826		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43125		9604902		6800827		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43126		9604903		6800828		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43127		9604904		6800829		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43128		9604926		6800851		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43129		9604927		6800852		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43130		9604928		6800853		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43131		9604929		6800854		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43132		9604930		6800855		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43133		9604931		6800856		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43134		9604932		6800857		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43135		9604933		6800858		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43136		9604934		6800859		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43137		9604935		6800860		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43138		9604936		6800861		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43139		9604937		6800862		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43140		9604938		6800863		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43141		9604939		6800864		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43142		9604940		6800865		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43143		9604941		6800866		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43144		9604942		6800867		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43145		9604943		6800868		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43146		9604944		6800869		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43147		9604945		6800870		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43148		9604946		6800871		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43149		9604947		6800872		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43150		9604948		6800873		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43151		9604949		6800874		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43152		9604950		6800875		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43153		9604951		6800876		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43154		9604952		6800877		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43155		9604953		6800878		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43156		9604954		6800879		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43157		9604955		6800880		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43158		9604956		6800881		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43159		9604957		6800882		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43160		9604958		6800883		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43161		9604959		6800884		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43162		9604960		6800885		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		43163		9704081		6900006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44090		9705818		6901743		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44091		9705819		6901744		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44092		9705820		6901745		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44093		9705821		6901746		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44094		9705822		6901747		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44095		9705823		6901748		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44096		9705824		6901749		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44097		9705928		6901853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44098		9705929		6901854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44099		9705930		6901855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44100		9705931		6901856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44101		9705932		6901857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44102		9705933		6901858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44103		9705934		6901859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44104		9705935		6901860		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44105		9705936		6901861		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44106		9705937		6901862		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44107		9705938		6901863		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44108		9705939		6901864		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44109		9705940		6901865		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44110		9705941		6901866		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44111		9705942		6901867		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44112		9705943		6901868		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44113		9705944		6901869		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44114		9705945		6901870		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44115		9705946		6901871		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44116		9705947		6901872		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44117		9705948		6901873		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44118		9705949		6901874		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44119		9705950		6901875		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44120		9705951		6901876		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44121		9705952		6901877		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44122		9705953		6901878		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44123		9705954		6901879		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44124		9705955		6901880		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44125		9705956		6901881		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44126		9705957		6901882		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44127		9705958		6901883		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44128		9705959		6901884		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44129		9705960		6901885		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44130		9705961		6901886		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44131		9705962		6901887		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44132		9705963		6901888		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44714		9806066		7001991		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44715		9806067		7001992		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44716		9806068		7001993		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44717		9806069		7001994		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44718		9806070		7001995		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44719		9806071		7001996		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44720		9806072		7001997		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44721		9806073		7001998		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44722		9806074		7001999		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44723		9806075		7002000		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44724		9806076		7002001		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44725		9806077		7002002		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44726		9806078		7002003		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44727		9806079		7002004		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44728		9806102		7002027		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44729		9806103		7002028		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44730		9806104		7002029		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44731		9806105		7002030		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44732		9806106		7002031		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44733		9806107		7002032		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44734		9806199		7002124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44735		9806200		7002125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44736		9806201		7002126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44737		9806202		7002127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44738		9806203		7002128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44739		9806204		7002129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44740		9806205		7002130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44741		9806206		7002131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44742		9806209		7002134		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44743		9806210		7002135		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44744		9806211		7002136		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44745		9806212		7002137		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44746		9806213		7002138		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44747		9806214		7002139		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44748		9806215		7002140		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44749		9806216		7002141		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44750		9806217		7002142		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44751		9806218		7002143		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44752		9806219		7002144		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44753		9806220		7002145		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44754		9806221		7002146		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44755		9806222		7002147		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44756		9806223		7002148		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44757		9806224		7002149		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44758		9806225		7002150		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44759		9806226		7002151		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44760		9806227		7002152		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44761		9806228		7002153		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44762		9806229		7002154		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44763		9806230		7002155		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44764		9806231		7002156		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44765		9806232		7002157		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44766		9806233		7002158		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44767		9806234		7002159		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44768		9806235		7002160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44769		9806236		7002161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44770		9806237		7002162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44771		9806238		7002163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44772		9806239		7002164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44773		9806240		7002165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44774		9806241		7002166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44775		9806242		7002167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44776		9806243		7002168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44777		9806244		7002169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44778		9806245		7002170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44779		9806246		7002171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44780		9806247		7002172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44781		9806248		7002173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44782		9806249		7002174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44783		9806250		7002175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44784		9806251		7002176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44785		9806252		7002177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44786		9806253		7002178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44787		9806254		7002179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44788		9806255		7002180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44789		9806256		7002181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44790		9806257		7002182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44791		9806258		7002183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44792		9806259		7002184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44793		9806260		7002185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44794		9806261		7002186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44795		9806262		7002187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44796		9806263		7002188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44797		9806264		7002189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44798		9806265		7002190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44799		9806266		7002191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44800		9806267		7002192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44801		9806268		7002193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44802		9806269		7002194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44803		9806270		7002195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44804		9806271		7002196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44805		9806272		7002197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44806		9806273		7002198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44807		9806274		7002199		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44808		9806275		7002200		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44809		9806276		7002201		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44810		9806277		7002202		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44811		9806278		7002203		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44812		9904080		7100005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44932		9904631		7100556		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44933		9904632		7100557		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44934		9904633		7100558		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44935		9904634		7100559		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44936		9904635		7100560		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44937		9904636		7100561		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44938		9904637		7100562		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44939		9904638		7100563		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44940		9904639		7100564		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44941		9904640		7100565		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44942		9904641		7100566		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44943		9904642		7100567		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44944		9904643		7100568		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44945		9904699		7100624		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44946		9904700		7100625		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44947		9904701		7100626		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44948		9904702		7100627		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44949		9904703		7100628		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44950		9904704		7100629		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44951		9904705		7100630		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44952		9904706		7100631		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44953		9904707		7100632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44954		9904708		7100633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44955		9904709		7100634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44956		9904710		7100635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44957		9904711		7100636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44958		9904712		7100637		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44959		9904713		7100638		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44960		9904714		7100639		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44961		9904820		7100745		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44962		9904821		7100746		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44963		9904822		7100747		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44964		9904823		7100748		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44965		9904824		7100749		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44966		9904825		7100750		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44967		9904826		7100751		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44968		9904827		7100752		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44969		9904828		7100753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44970		9904829		7100754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44971		9904830		7100755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44972		9904831		7100756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44973		9904832		7100757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44974		9904833		7100758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44975		9904834		7100759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44976		9904835		7100760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44977		9904836		7100761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44978		9904837		7100762		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44979		9904838		7100763		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		44980		9904839		7100764		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45878		10005693		7201618		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45879		10005694		7201619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45880		10005695		7201620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45881		10005696		7201621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45882		10005784		7201709		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45883		10005785		7201710		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45884		10005786		7201711		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45885		10005787		7201712		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45886		10005788		7201713		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45887		10005789		7201714		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45888		10005790		7201715		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45889		10005791		7201716		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45890		10005792		7201717		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45891		10005793		7201718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45892		10005794		7201719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45893		10005795		7201720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45894		10005796		7201721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45895		10005797		7201722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45896		10005798		7201723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45897		10005799		7201724		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45898		10005800		7201725		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45899		10005801		7201726		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45900		10005802		7201727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45901		10005803		7201728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45902		10005804		7201729		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45903		10005805		7201730		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45904		10005806		7201731		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45905		10005807		7201732		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45906		10005808		7201733		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45907		10005809		7201734		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45908		10005810		7201735		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45909		10005811		7201736		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45910		10005812		7201737		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45911		10005815		7201740		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45912		10005816		7201741		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45913		10005817		7201742		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45914		10005818		7201743		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45915		10005819		7201744		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45916		10005820		7201745		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45917		10005821		7201746		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45918		10005822		7201747		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45919		10005823		7201748		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45920		10005824		7201749		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45921		10005825		7201750		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45922		10005826		7201751		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45923		10005827		7201752		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45924		10005828		7201753		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45925		10005829		7201754		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45926		10005830		7201755		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45927		10005831		7201756		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45928		10005832		7201757		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45929		10005833		7201758		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45930		10005834		7201759		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45931		10005835		7201760		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45932		10005836		7201761		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45933		10005837		7201762		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45934		10005838		7201763		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45935		10005839		7201764		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45936		10005840		7201765		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45937		10005841		7201766		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45938		10005842		7201767		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45939		10005843		7201768		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45940		10005844		7201769		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45941		10005845		7201770		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45942		10005846		7201771		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45943		10005847		7201772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45944		10005848		7201773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45945		10005849		7201774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45946		10005850		7201775		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45947		10005851		7201776		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		45948		10005852		7201777		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46163		10106522		7302447		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46164		10106523		7302448		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46165		10106524		7302449		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46166		10106525		7302450		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46167		10106526		7302451		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46168		10106527		7302452		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46169		10106528		7302453		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46170		10106529		7302454		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46171		10106530		7302455		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46172		10106531		7302456		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46173		10106532		7302457		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46174		10106533		7302458		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46175		10106534		7302459		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46176		10106535		7302460		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46177		10106536		7302461		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46178		10106537		7302462		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46179		10106538		7302463		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46180		10106539		7302464		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46181		10106540		7302465		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46182		10106541		7302466		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46183		10106542		7302467		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46184		10106543		7302468		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46185		10106544		7302469		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46186		10106545		7302470		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46187		10106546		7302471		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46188		10106547		7302472		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46189		10106548		7302473		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46190		10106549		7302474		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46191		10106550		7302475		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46192		10106551		7302476		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46193		10106552		7302477		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46194		10106553		7302478		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46195		10106554		7302479		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46196		10106555		7302480		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46197		10106556		7302481		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46198		10106557		7302482		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46199		10106624		7302549		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46200		10106625		7302550		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46201		10106626		7302551		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46202		10106627		7302552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46203		10106628		7302553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46204		10106629		7302554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46205		10106630		7302555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46206		10106631		7302556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46207		10106632		7302557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46208		10106633		7302558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46209		10106634		7302559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46210		10106635		7302560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46211		10106636		7302561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46212		10106637		7302562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46213		10106638		7302563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46214		10106639		7302564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46215		10106640		7302565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46216		10106641		7302566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46217		10106642		7302567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46218		10106643		7302568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46219		10106644		7302569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46220		10106645		7302570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46221		10106646		7302571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46222		10106647		7302572		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46223		10106648		7302573		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46224		10106649		7302574		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46225		10106650		7302575		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46226		10106651		7302576		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46227		10106652		7302577		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46228		10106653		7302578		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46229		10106654		7302579		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46230		10106655		7302580		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46231		10106656		7302581		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46232		10106657		7302582		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46233		10106658		7302583		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46234		10106659		7302584		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46235		10106660		7302585		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46236		10106661		7302586		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46237		10106662		7302587		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46238		10106663		7302588		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46239		10106664		7302589		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46240		10106665		7302590		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46241		10106666		7302591		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46242		10106667		7302592		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46243		10106668		7302593		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46244		10106669		7302594		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46245		10106670		7302595		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46246		10106671		7302596		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46247		10106672		7302597		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46248		10106673		7302598		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46249		10106674		7302599		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46250		10106675		7302600		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46251		10106676		7302601		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46252		10106677		7302602		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46253		10106678		7302603		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46254		10106679		7302604		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46255		10106680		7302605		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46256		10106681		7302606		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46257		10106682		7302607		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46258		10106683		7302608		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46259		10106684		7302609		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46260		10106685		7302610		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46261		10106686		7302611		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46262		10106687		7302612		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46263		10106688		7302613		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46264		10106689		7302614		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46378		10205546		7401471		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46379		10205547		7401472		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46380		10205548		7401473		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46381		10205549		7401474		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46382		10205550		7401475		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46383		10205551		7401476		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46384		10205585		7401510		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46385		10205586		7401511		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46386		10205587		7401512		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46387		10205588		7401513		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46388		10205589		7401514		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46389		10205590		7401515		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46390		10205591		7401516		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46391		10205592		7401517		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46392		10205593		7401518		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46393		10205594		7401519		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46394		10205595		7401520		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46395		10205596		7401521		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46396		10205597		7401522		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46397		10205598		7401523		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46398		10205599		7401524		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46399		10205600		7401525		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46400		10205601		7401526		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46401		10205602		7401527		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46402		10205603		7401528		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46403		10205604		7401529		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46404		10205605		7401530		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46405		10205606		7401531		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46406		10205607		7401532		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46407		10205608		7401533		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46408		10205609		7401534		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46409		10205610		7401535		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46410		10205611		7401536		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46411		10205612		7401537		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46412		10205613		7401538		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46413		10205614		7401539		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46414		10205615		7401540		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46415		10205616		7401541		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46416		10205617		7401542		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46417		10205618		7401543		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46418		10205619		7401544		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46419		10205620		7401545		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46420		10205621		7401546		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46421		10205622		7401547		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46422		10205623		7401548		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46423		10205624		7401549		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46562		10305004		7500929		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46563		10305133		7501058		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46564		10305134		7501059		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46565		10305135		7501060		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46566		10305136		7501061		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46567		10305137		7501062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46568		10305138		7501063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46569		10305139		7501064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46570		10305140		7501065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46571		10305141		7501066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46572		10305142		7501067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46573		10305143		7501068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46574		10305144		7501069		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46575		10305145		7501070		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46576		10305194		7501119		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46577		10305195		7501120		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46578		10305196		7501121		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46579		10305203		7501128		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46580		10305204		7501129		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46581		10305205		7501130		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46582		10305206		7501131		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46583		10305207		7501132		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46584		10305208		7501133		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46585		10305209		7501134		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46586		10305210		7501135		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46587		10305211		7501136		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46588		10305212		7501137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46589		10305213		7501138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46590		10305214		7501139		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46591		10305215		7501140		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46592		10305216		7501141		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46593		10305217		7501142		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46594		10305218		7501143		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46595		10305219		7501144		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46596		10305220		7501145		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46597		10305221		7501146		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46598		10305222		7501147		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46599		10305223		7501148		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46600		10305224		7501149		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46601		10305225		7501150		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46602		10305226		7501151		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46603		10305227		7501152		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46604		10305228		7501153		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46605		10305229		7501154		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46606		10305230		7501155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46607		10305231		7501156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46608		10305232		7501157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46609		10305233		7501158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46610		10305234		7501159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46611		10305235		7501160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46612		10305236		7501161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46613		10305237		7501162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46614		10305238		7501163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46615		10305239		7501164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46616		10305240		7501165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46617		10305241		7501166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46618		10305242		7501167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46619		10305243		7501168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46620		10305244		7501169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46621		10305245		7501170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46622		10305246		7501171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46623		10305247		7501172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46624		10305248		7501173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46625		10305249		7501174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46626		10305250		7501175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46627		10305251		7501176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46628		10305252		7501177		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46629		10305253		7501178		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46630		10305254		7501179		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46757		10404988		7600913		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46758		10404989		7600914		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46759		10404990		7600915		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46760		10404991		7600916		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46761		10404992		7600917		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46762		10404993		7600918		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46763		10404994		7600919		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46764		10404995		7600920		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46765		10404996		7600921		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46766		10404997		7600922		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46767		10404998		7600923		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46768		10404999		7600924		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46769		10405000		7600925		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46770		10405001		7600926		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46771		10405002		7600927		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46772		10405003		7600928		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46773		10405004		7600929		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46774		10405005		7600930		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46775		10405006		7600931		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46776		10405007		7600932		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46777		10405048		7600973		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46778		10405049		7600974		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46779		10405050		7600975		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46780		10405051		7600976		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46781		10405052		7600977		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46782		10405053		7600978		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46783		10405054		7600979		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46784		10405055		7600980		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46785		10405056		7600981		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46786		10405057		7600982		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46787		10405058		7600983		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46788		10405059		7600984		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46789		10405060		7600985		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46790		10405061		7600986		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46791		10405062		7600987		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46792		10405063		7600988		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46793		10405064		7600989		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46794		10405065		7600990		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46795		10405066		7600991		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46796		10405067		7600992		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46797		10405068		7600993		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46798		10405069		7600994		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46799		10405070		7600995		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46800		10405071		7600996		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46801		10405072		7600997		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46802		10405073		7600998		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46803		10405074		7600999		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46804		10405075		7601000		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46805		10405076		7601001		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46806		10405077		7601002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46807		10405078		7601003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46808		10405079		7601004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46809		10405080		7601005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46810		10405081		7601006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46811		10405082		7601007		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46812		10405083		7601008		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46813		10405084		7601009		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46814		10405085		7601010		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46815		10405086		7601011		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46816		10405087		7601012		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46817		10405088		7601013		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46818		10405089		7601014		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46819		10405090		7601015		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46820		10405091		7601016		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46821		10405092		7601017		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46822		10405093		7601018		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46823		10405094		7601019		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46824		10405095		7601020		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46825		10405096		7601021		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46826		10405097		7601022		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46827		10405098		7601023		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46828		10405099		7601024		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46829		10405100		7601025		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46830		10405101		7601026		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46831		10405102		7601027		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46832		10405103		7601028		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46833		10405104		7601029		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46834		10405105		7601030		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46835		10405106		7601031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46836		10405107		7601032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46837		10405108		7601033		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46838		10405109		7601034		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46839		10405110		7601035		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46840		10405111		7601036		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46841		10405112		7601037		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46842		10405113		7601038		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46843		10405114		7601039		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46844		10405115		7601040		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46845		10405116		7601041		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46846		10405117		7601042		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		46847		10405118		7601043		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47197		10505302		7701227		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47198		10505432		7701357		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47199		10505433		7701358		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47200		10505434		7701359		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47201		10505435		7701360		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47202		10505436		7701361		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47203		10505437		7701362		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47204		10505438		7701363		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47205		10505439		7701364		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47206		10505440		7701365		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47207		10505441		7701366		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47208		10505442		7701367		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47209		10505443		7701368		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47210		10505444		7701369		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47211		10505451		7701376		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47212		10505452		7701377		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47213		10505453		7701378		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47214		10505454		7701379		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47215		10505455		7701380		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47216		10505456		7701381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47217		10505457		7701382		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47218		10505458		7701383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47219		10505459		7701384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47220		10505460		7701385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47221		10505461		7701386		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47222		10505462		7701387		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47223		10505463		7701388		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47224		10505464		7701389		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47225		10505465		7701390		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47226		10505466		7701391		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47227		10505467		7701392		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47228		10505468		7701393		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47229		10505469		7701394		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47230		10505470		7701395		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47231		10505471		7701396		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47232		10505472		7701397		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47233		10505473		7701398		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47234		10505474		7701399		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47235		10505475		7701400		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47236		10505476		7701401		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47237		10505477		7701402		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47238		10505478		7701403		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47239		10505479		7701404		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47240		10505480		7701405		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47241		10505481		7701406		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47242		10505482		7701407		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47243		10505483		7701408		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47244		10505484		7701409		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47245		10505485		7701410		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47246		10505486		7701411		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47247		10505487		7701412		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47248		10505488		7701413		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47249		10505489		7701414		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47250		10505490		7701415		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47251		10505491		7701416		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47252		10505492		7701417		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47253		10505493		7701418		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47254		10505494		7701419		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47255		10505495		7701420		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47256		10505496		7701421		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47257		10505497		7701422		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47258		10505498		7701423		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47259		10505499		7701424		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47260		10505500		7701425		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47261		10505501		7701426		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47262		10505502		7701427		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47263		10505503		7701428		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47264		10604080		7800005		47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47367		10604801		7800726		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47368		10604802		7800727		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47369		10604803		7800728		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47370		10604804		7800729		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47371		10604805		7800730		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47372		10604806		7800731		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47373		10604807		7800732		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47374		10604808		7800733		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47375		10604809		7800734		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47376		10604810		7800735		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47377		10604811		7800736		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47378		10604812		7800737		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47379		10604813		7800738		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47380		10604814		7800739		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47381		10604922		7800847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47382		10604923		7800848		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47383		10604924		7800849		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47384		10604925		7800850		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47385		10604926		7800851		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47386		10604927		7800852		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47387		10604928		7800853		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47388		10604929		7800854		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47389		10604930		7800855		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47390		10604931		7800856		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47391		10604932		7800857		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47392		10604933		7800858		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47393		10604934		7800859		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47394		10604935		7800860		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47395		10604936		7800861		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47396		10604937		7800862		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47397		10604938		7800863		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47398		10604939		7800864		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47399		10604940		7800865		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47400		10604980		7800905		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47401		10604981		7800906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47402		10604982		7800907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47403		10604983		7800908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47404		10604984		7800909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47405		10604985		7800910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47406		10604986		7800911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47407		10604987		7800912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47408		10604988		7800913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47409		10604989		7800914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47410		10604990		7800915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47411		10604991		7800916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47412		10604992		7800917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47413		10604993		7800918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47414		10604994		7800919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47415		10604995		7800920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47416		10604996		7800921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47417		10604997		7800922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47418		10604998		7800923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47419		10604999		7800924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47420		10605000		7800925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47421		10605001		7800926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47422		10605002		7800927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47423		10605003		7800928		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47424		10605004		7800929		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47425		10605005		7800930		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47426		10605006		7800931		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47427		10605007		7800932		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47428		10605008		7800933		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47652		10705032		7900957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47653		10705167		7901092		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47654		10705168		7901093		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47655		10705169		7901094		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47656		10705170		7901095		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47657		10705171		7901096		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47658		10705172		7901097		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47659		10705173		7901098		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47660		10705174		7901099		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47661		10705175		7901100		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47662		10705176		7901101		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47663		10705177		7901102		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47664		10705178		7901103		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47665		10705179		7901104		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47666		10705184		7901109		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47667		10705229		7901154		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47668		10705230		7901155		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47669		10705231		7901156		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47670		10705232		7901157		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47671		10705233		7901158		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47672		10705234		7901159		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47673		10705235		7901160		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47674		10705236		7901161		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47675		10705237		7901162		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47676		10705238		7901163		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47677		10705239		7901164		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47678		10705240		7901165		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47679		10705241		7901166		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47680		10705242		7901167		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47681		10705243		7901168		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47682		10705244		7901169		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47683		10705245		7901170		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47684		10705246		7901171		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47685		10705247		7901172		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47686		10705248		7901173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47687		10705249		7901174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47688		10705250		7901175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47689		10705251		7901176		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47690		10705252		7901177		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47691		10705253		7901178		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47692		10705254		7901179		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47693		10705255		7901180		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47694		10705256		7901181		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47695		10705257		7901182		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47696		10705258		7901183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47697		10705259		7901184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47698		10705260		7901185		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47699		10705261		7901186		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47700		10705262		7901187		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47701		10705263		7901188		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47702		10705264		7901189		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47703		10705265		7901190		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47704		10705266		7901191		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47705		10705267		7901192		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47706		10705268		7901193		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47707		10705269		7901194		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47708		10705270		7901195		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47709		10705271		7901196		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47710		10705272		7901197		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47711		10705273		7901198		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47712		10705274		7901199		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47713		10705275		7901200		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47714		10705276		7901201		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47715		10705277		7901202		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47716		10705278		7901203		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47717		10705279		7901204		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47718		10705280		7901205		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47719		10705281		7901206		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47720		10705282		7901207		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47721		10705283		7901208		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47722		10705284		7901209		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47723		10705285		7901210		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47724		10705286		7901211		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47725		10705287		7901212		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47726		10705288		7901213		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47727		10705289		7901214		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47728		10705290		7901215		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47729		10705291		7901216		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47730		10705292		7901217		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47731		10705293		7901218		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47732		10705294		7901219		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47733		10705295		7901220		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47734		10705296		7901221		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47735		10705297		7901222		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47736		10705298		7901223		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47737		10705299		7901224		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47738		10705300		7901225		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47739		10705301		7901226		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47740		10705302		7901227		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47741		10705303		7901228		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47742		10705304		7901229		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47743		10705305		7901230		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47744		10705306		7901231		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47745		10705307		7901232		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47746		10705308		7901233		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47747		10705309		7901234		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47748		10705310		7901235		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47749		10705311		7901236		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47750		10705312		7901237		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47751		10705313		7901238		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47752		10705314		7901239		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47753		10705315		7901240		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47754		10705316		7901241		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47755		10705317		7901242		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47756		10705318		7901243		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47757		10705319		7901244		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47758		10705320		7901245		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47759		10705321		7901246		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47760		10705322		7901247		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47761		10705323		7901248		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47762		10705324		7901249		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47763		10705325		7901250		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47764		10705326		7901251		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47765		10705327		7901252		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47766		10705328		7901253		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47767		10705329		7901254		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47768		10705330		7901255		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47769		10705331		7901256		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47770		10705332		7901257		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47771		10705333		7901258		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47772		10705334		7901259		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47773		10705335		7901260		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47774		10705336		7901261		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47775		10705337		7901262		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47776		10705338		7901263		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47777		10705339		7901264		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47778		10705340		7901265		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47779		10705341		7901266		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47780		10705342		7901267		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47781		10705343		7901268		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47782		10705344		7901269		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47783		10705345		7901270		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47784		10705346		7901271		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47785		10705347		7901272		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47786		10705348		7901273		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47787		10705349		7901274		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47788		10705350		7901275		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47789		10705351		7901276		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47790		10705352		7901277		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47791		10705353		7901278		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47792		10705354		7901279		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47917		10806048		8001973		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47918		10806182		8002107		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47919		10806183		8002108		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47920		10806184		8002109		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47921		10806185		8002110		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47922		10806186		8002111		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47923		10806187		8002112		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47924		10806188		8002113		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47925		10806189		8002114		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47926		10806190		8002115		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47927		10806191		8002116		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47928		10806197		8002122		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47929		10806198		8002123		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47930		10806199		8002124		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47931		10806200		8002125		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47932		10806201		8002126		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47933		10806202		8002127		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47934		10806203		8002128		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47935		10806204		8002129		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47936		10806205		8002130		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47937		10806206		8002131		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47938		10806207		8002132		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47939		10806208		8002133		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47940		10806209		8002134		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47941		10806210		8002135		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47942		10806211		8002136		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47943		10806212		8002137		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47944		10806213		8002138		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47945		10806214		8002139		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47946		10806215		8002140		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47947		10806216		8002141		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47948		10806217		8002142		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47949		10806218		8002143		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47950		10806219		8002144		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47951		10806220		8002145		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47952		10806221		8002146		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47953		10806222		8002147		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47954		10806223		8002148		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47955		10806224		8002149		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47956		10806225		8002150		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47957		10806226		8002151		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47958		10806227		8002152		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47959		10806228		8002153		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47960		10806229		8002154		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47961		10806230		8002155		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47962		10806231		8002156		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47963		10806232		8002157		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47964		10806233		8002158		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47965		10806234		8002159		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47966		10806235		8002160		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47967		10806236		8002161		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47968		10806237		8002162		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47969		10806238		8002163		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47970		10806239		8002164		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47971		10806240		8002165		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47972		10806241		8002166		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47973		10806242		8002167		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47974		10806243		8002168		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47975		10806244		8002169		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47976		10806245		8002170		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47977		10806246		8002171		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47978		10806247		8002172		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47979		10806248		8002173		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47980		10806249		8002174		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47981		10806250		8002175		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47982		10806251		8002176		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47983		10806252		8002177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47984		10806253		8002178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47985		10806254		8002179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47986		10806255		8002180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47987		10806256		8002181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47988		10806257		8002182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47989		10806258		8002183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47990		10806259		8002184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47991		10806260		8002185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47992		10806261		8002186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47993		10806262		8002187		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47994		10806263		8002188		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		47995		10806264		8002189		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48097		10905022		8100947		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48098		10905023		8100948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48099		10905024		8100949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48100		10905188		8101113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48101		10905189		8101114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48102		10905190		8101115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48103		10905191		8101116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48104		10905192		8101117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48105		10905193		8101118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48106		10905194		8101119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48107		10905195		8101120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48108		10905196		8101121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48109		10905197		8101122		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48110		10905198		8101123		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48111		10905199		8101124		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48112		10905200		8101125		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48113		10905201		8101126		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48114		10905202		8101127		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48115		10905203		8101128		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48116		10905204		8101129		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48117		10905205		8101130		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48118		10905206		8101131		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48119		10905207		8101132		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48120		10905208		8101133		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48121		10905209		8101134		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48122		10905210		8101135		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48123		10905211		8101136		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48124		10905253		8101178		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48125		10905254		8101179		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48126		10905255		8101180		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48127		10905256		8101181		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48128		10905257		8101182		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48129		10905258		8101183		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48130		10905259		8101184		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48131		10905260		8101185		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48132		10905261		8101186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48133		10905262		8101187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48134		10905263		8101188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48135		10905264		8101189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48136		10905265		8101190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48137		10905266		8101191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48138		10905267		8101192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48139		10905268		8101193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48140		10905269		8101194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48141		10905270		8101195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48142		10905271		8101196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48143		10905272		8101197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48144		10905273		8101198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48145		10905274		8101199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48146		10905275		8101200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48147		10905276		8101201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48148		10905277		8101202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48149		10905278		8101203		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48150		10905279		8101204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48151		10905280		8101205		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48152		10905281		8101206		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48350		11004939		8200864		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48351		11004940		8200865		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48352		11005064		8200989		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48353		11005065		8200990		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48354		11005066		8200991		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48355		11005067		8200992		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48356		11005068		8200993		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48357		11005133		8201058		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48358		11005134		8201059		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48359		11005135		8201060		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48360		11005136		8201061		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48361		11005137		8201062		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48362		11005138		8201063		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48363		11005139		8201064		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48364		11005140		8201065		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48365		11005141		8201066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48366		11005142		8201067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48367		11005143		8201068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48368		11005144		8201069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48369		11005145		8201070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48370		11005146		8201071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48371		11005147		8201072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48372		11005148		8201073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48373		11005149		8201074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48374		11005150		8201075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48375		11005151		8201076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48376		11005152		8201077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48377		11005153		8201078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48378		11005154		8201079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48379		11005155		8201080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48380		11005156		8201081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48381		11005157		8201082		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48382		11005158		8201083		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48383		11005159		8201084		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48384		11005160		8201085		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48385		11005161		8201086		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48386		11005162		8201087		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48387		11005163		8201088		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48388		11005164		8201089		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48389		11005165		8201090		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48390		11005166		8201091		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48391		11005167		8201092		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48392		11005168		8201093		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48393		11005169		8201094		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48394		11005170		8201095		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48395		11005171		8201096		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48396		11005172		8201097		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48397		11005173		8201098		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48398		11005174		8201099		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48399		11005175		8201100		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48400		11005176		8201101		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48401		11005177		8201102		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48402		11005178		8201103		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48403		11104080		8300005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48502		11104751		8300676		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48503		11104752		8300677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48504		11104753		8300678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48505		11104754		8300679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48506		11104755		8300680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48507		11104756		8300681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48508		11104757		8300682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48509		11104758		8300683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48510		11104759		8300684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48511		11104760		8300685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48512		11104761		8300686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48513		11104762		8300687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48514		11104763		8300688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48515		11104764		8300689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48516		11104765		8300690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48517		11104766		8300691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48518		11104767		8300692		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48519		11104768		8300693		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48520		11104769		8300694		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48521		11104884		8300809		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48522		11104885		8300810		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48523		11104886		8300811		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48524		11104887		8300812		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48525		11104888		8300813		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48526		11104889		8300814		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48527		11104890		8300815		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48528		11104891		8300816		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48529		11104892		8300817		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48530		11104893		8300818		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48531		11104894		8300819		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48532		11104895		8300820		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48533		11104896		8300821		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48534		11104897		8300822		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48535		11104898		8300823		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48536		11104899		8300824		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48537		11104900		8300825		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48538		11104901		8300826		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48539		11104902		8300827		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48540		11104903		8300828		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48541		11104904		8300829		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48542		11104905		8300830		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48543		11104906		8300831		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48544		11104907		8300832		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48545		11104908		8300833		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48546		11104909		8300834		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48547		11104910		8300835		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48548		11104911		8300836		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48549		11104912		8300837		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48550		11104970		8300895		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48551		11104971		8300896		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48552		11104972		8300897		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48553		11104973		8300898		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48554		11104974		8300899		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48555		11104975		8300900		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48556		11104976		8300901		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48557		11104977		8300902		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48558		11104978		8300903		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48559		11104979		8300904		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48560		11104980		8300905		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48561		11104981		8300906		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48562		11104982		8300907		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48563		11104983		8300908		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48564		11104984		8300909		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48565		11104985		8300910		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48566		11104986		8300911		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48567		11104987		8300912		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48568		11104988		8300913		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48569		11104989		8300914		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48570		11104990		8300915		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48571		11104991		8300916		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48572		11104992		8300917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48573		11104993		8300918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48574		11104994		8300919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48575		11104995		8300920		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48576		11104996		8300921		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48577		11104997		8300922		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48578		11104998		8300923		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48579		11104999		8300924		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48580		11105000		8300925		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48581		11105001		8300926		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48582		11105002		8300927		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48583		11105003		8300928		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48584		11105004		8300929		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48585		11105005		8300930		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48825		11205390		8401315		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48826		11205391		8401316		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48827		11205392		8401317		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48828		11205393		8401318		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48829		11205394		8401319		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48830		11205395		8401320		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48831		11205396		8401321		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48832		11205397		8401322		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48833		11205398		8401323		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48834		11205399		8401324		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48835		11205400		8401325		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48836		11205401		8401326		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48837		11205402		8401327		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48838		11205403		8401328		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48839		11205404		8401329		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48840		11205405		8401330		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48841		11205406		8401331		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48842		11205407		8401332		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48843		11205408		8401333		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48844		11205409		8401334		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48845		11205410		8401335		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48846		11205411		8401336		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48847		11205412		8401337		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48848		11205413		8401338		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48849		11205414		8401339		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48850		11205415		8401340		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48851		11205416		8401341		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48852		11205417		8401342		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48853		11205418		8401343		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48854		11205419		8401344		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48855		11205420		8401345		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48856		11205421		8401346		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48857		11205422		8401347		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48858		11205423		8401348		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48859		11205424		8401349		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48860		11205425		8401350		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48861		11205426		8401351		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48862		11205427		8401352		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48863		11205512		8401437		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48864		11205513		8401438		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48865		11205514		8401439		541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48866		11205515		8401440		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48867		11205516		8401441		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48868		11205517		8401442		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48869		11205518		8401443		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48870		11205519		8401444		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48871		11205520		8401445		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48872		11205521		8401446		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48873		11205522		8401447		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48874		11205523		8401448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48875		11205524		8401449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48876		11205525		8401450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48877		11205526		8401451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48878		11205527		8401452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48879		11205528		8401453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48880		11205529		8401454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48881		11205530		8401455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48882		11205531		8401456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48883		11205532		8401457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48884		11205533		8401458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48885		11205534		8401459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48886		11205535		8401460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48887		11205536		8401461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48888		11205537		8401462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48889		11205538		8401463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48890		11205539		8401464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48891		11205540		8401465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48892		11205541		8401466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48893		11205542		8401467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48894		11205543		8401468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48895		11205544		8401469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48896		11205545		8401470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48897		11205546		8401471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48898		11205547		8401472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48899		11205548		8401473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48900		11205549		8401474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48901		11205550		8401475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48902		11205551		8401476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48903		11205552		8401477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48904		11205553		8401478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48905		11205554		8401479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48906		11205555		8401480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48907		11205556		8401481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48908		11205557		8401482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48909		11205558		8401483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48910		11205559		8401484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48911		11205560		8401485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48912		11205561		8401486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48913		11205562		8401487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48914		11205563		8401488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48915		11205564		8401489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48916		11205565		8401490		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48917		11205566		8401491		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48918		11205567		8401492		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48919		11205568		8401493		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48920		11205569		8401494		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48921		11205570		8401495		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48922		11205571		8401496		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48923		11205572		8401497		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48924		11304258		8500183		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48925		11304259		8500184		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48926		11304260		8500185		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48927		11304261		8500186		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48928		11304262		8500187		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48929		11304263		8500188		137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48989		11304593		8500518		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48990		11304611		8500536		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48991		11304612		8500537		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48992		11304707		8500632		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48993		11304708		8500633		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48994		11304709		8500634		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48995		11304710		8500635		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48996		11304711		8500636		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48997		11304712		8500637		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48998		11304713		8500638		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		48999		11304714		8500639		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49000		11304715		8500640		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49001		11304716		8500641		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49002		11304717		8500642		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49003		11304718		8500643		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49004		11304719		8500644		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49005		11304720		8500645		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49006		11304721		8500646		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49007		11304722		8500647		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49008		11304723		8500648		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49009		11304724		8500649		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49010		11304725		8500650		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49011		11304726		8500651		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49012		11304727		8500652		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49013		11304728		8500653		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49014		11304729		8500654		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49015		11304730		8500655		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49016		11304731		8500656		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49017		11304732		8500657		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49018		11304733		8500658		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49019		11304734		8500659		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49020		11304735		8500660		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49021		11304736		8500661		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49022		11304737		8500662		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49023		11304738		8500663		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49024		11304739		8500664		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49025		11304740		8500665		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49026		11304741		8500666		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49027		11304742		8500667		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49028		11304743		8500668		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49029		11304744		8500669		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49030		11304745		8500670		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49031		11304746		8500671		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49032		11304747		8500672		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49033		11304748		8500673		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49034		11304749		8500674		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49035		11304750		8500675		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49036		11304751		8500676		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49037		11304752		8500677		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49038		11304753		8500678		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49039		11304754		8500679		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49040		11304755		8500680		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49041		11304756		8500681		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49042		11304757		8500682		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49043		11304758		8500683		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49044		11304759		8500684		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49045		11304760		8500685		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49046		11304761		8500686		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49204		11404837		8600762		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49205		11404838		8600763		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49206		11404839		8600764		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49207		11404840		8600765		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49208		11404841		8600766		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49209		11404842		8600767		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49210		11404843		8600768		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49211		11404844		8600769		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49212		11404845		8600770		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49213		11404846		8600771		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49214		11404847		8600772		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49215		11404848		8600773		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49216		11404849		8600774		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49217		11404850		8600775		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49218		11404851		8600776		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49219		11404852		8600777		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49220		11404853		8600778		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49221		11404854		8600779		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49222		11404855		8600780		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49223		11404856		8600781		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49224		11404857		8600782		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49225		11404858		8600783		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49226		11404859		8600784		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49227		11404860		8600785		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49228		11404861		8600786		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49229		11404862		8600787		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49230		11404863		8600788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49231		11404864		8600789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49232		11404865		8600790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49233		11404866		8600791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49234		11404867		8600792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49235		11404868		8600793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49236		11405018		8600943		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49237		11405019		8600944		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49238		11405020		8600945		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49239		11405021		8600946		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49240		11405022		8600947		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49241		11405023		8600948		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49242		11405024		8600949		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49243		11405025		8600950		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49244		11405026		8600951		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49245		11405027		8600952		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49246		11405028		8600953		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49247		11405029		8600954		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49248		11405030		8600955		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49249		11405031		8600956		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49250		11405032		8600957		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49251		11405033		8600958		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49252		11405034		8600959		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49253		11405035		8600960		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49254		11405036		8600961		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49255		11405037		8600962		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49256		11405038		8600963		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49257		11405039		8600964		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49258		11405040		8600965		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49259		11405041		8600966		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49260		11405066		8600991		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49261		11405067		8600992		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49262		11405068		8600993		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49263		11405069		8600994		624		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49264		11405070		8600995		625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49265		11405071		8600996		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49266		11405072		8600997		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49267		11405073		8600998		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49268		11405074		8600999		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49269		11405075		8601000		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49270		11405076		8601001		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49271		11405077		8601002		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49272		11405078		8601003		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49273		11405079		8601004		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49274		11405080		8601005		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49275		11405081		8601006		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49276		11405082		8601007		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49277		11405083		8601008		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49278		11405084		8601009		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49386		11504740		8700665		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49387		11504865		8700790		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49388		11504866		8700791		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49389		11504867		8700792		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49390		11504868		8700793		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49391		11504869		8700794		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49392		11504870		8700795		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49393		11504871		8700796		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49394		11504872		8700797		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49395		11504873		8700798		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49396		11504874		8700799		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49397		11504875		8700800		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49398		11504876		8700801		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49399		11504877		8700802		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49400		11504878		8700803		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49401		11504879		8700804		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49402		11504880		8700805		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49403		11504881		8700806		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49404		11504882		8700807		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49405		11504883		8700808		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49406		11504884		8700809		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49407		11504885		8700810		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49408		11504886		8700811		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49409		11504887		8700812		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49410		11504888		8700813		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49411		11504889		8700814		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49412		11504890		8700815		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49413		11504891		8700816		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49414		11504892		8700817		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49415		11504893		8700818		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49416		11504894		8700819		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49417		11504895		8700820		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49418		11504896		8700821		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49419		11504897		8700822		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49420		11504898		8700823		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49421		11504899		8700824		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49422		11504900		8700825		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49423		11504901		8700826		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49424		11504902		8700827		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49425		11504903		8700828		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49426		11504904		8700829		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49427		11504905		8700830		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49428		11504906		8700831		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49429		11504907		8700832		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49430		11504908		8700833		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49431		11504909		8700834		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49432		11504910		8700835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49433		11504911		8700836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49434		11504912		8700837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49435		11504913		8700838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49436		11504914		8700839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49437		11504915		8700840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49438		11504916		8700841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49439		11504917		8700842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49440		11504918		8700843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49441		11504919		8700844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49442		11504920		8700845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49443		11504921		8700846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49444		11504922		8700847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49445		11504923		8700848		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49446		11504924		8700849		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49447		11504925		8700850		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49448		11504926		8700851		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49449		11504927		8700852		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49450		11504928		8700853		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49620		11605212		8801137		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49621		11605213		8801138		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49622		11605214		8801139		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49623		11605215		8801140		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49624		11605216		8801141		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49625		11605217		8801142		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49626		11605223		8801148		501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49627		11605372		8801297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49628		11605373		8801298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49629		11605374		8801299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49630		11605375		8801300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49631		11605376		8801301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49632		11605377		8801302		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49633		11605378		8801303		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49634		11605379		8801304		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49635		11605380		8801305		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49636		11605381		8801306		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49637		11605382		8801307		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49638		11605383		8801308		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49639		11605384		8801309		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49640		11605385		8801310		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49641		11605386		8801311		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49642		11605387		8801312		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49643		11605388		8801313		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49644		11605389		8801314		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49645		11605390		8801315		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49646		11605391		8801316		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49647		11605392		8801317		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49648		11605393		8801318		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49649		11605394		8801319		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49650		11605395		8801320		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49651		11605396		8801321		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49652		11605397		8801322		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49653		11605398		8801323		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49654		11605399		8801324		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49655		11605400		8801325		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49656		11605401		8801326		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49657		11605402		8801327		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49658		11605425		8801350		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49659		11605426		8801351		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49660		11605427		8801352		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49661		11605428		8801353		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49662		11605429		8801354		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49663		11605430		8801355		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49664		11605431		8801356		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49665		11605432		8801357		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49666		11605433		8801358		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49667		11605434		8801359		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49668		11605435		8801360		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49669		11605436		8801361		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49670		11605437		8801362		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49671		11605438		8801363		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49672		11605439		8801364		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49673		11605440		8801365		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49674		11605441		8801366		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49675		11605442		8801367		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49676		11605443		8801368		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49677		11605444		8801369		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49678		11605445		8801370		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49679		11605446		8801371		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49680		11605447		8801372		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49681		11605448		8801373		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49682		11605449		8801374		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49683		11605450		8801375		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49684		11605451		8801376		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49685		11605452		8801377		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49686		11605453		8801378		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49687		11605454		8801379		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49688		11605455		8801380		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49689		11605456		8801381		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49690		11605457		8801382		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49691		11605458		8801383		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49692		11605459		8801384		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49693		11605460		8801385		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49694		11605461		8801386		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49695		11605462		8801387		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49696		11605463		8801388		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49697		11605464		8801389		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49698		11605465		8801390		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49699		11605466		8801391		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49700		11605467		8801392		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49701		11605468		8801393		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49702		11605469		8801394		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49703		11605470		8801395		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49704		11605471		8801396		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49705		11605472		8801397		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49706		11605473		8801398		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49707		11605474		8801399		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49708		11605475		8801400		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49709		11605476		8801401		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49710		11605477		8801402		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49711		11605478		8801403		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49712		11605479		8801404		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49713		11605480		8801405		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49714		11605481		8801406		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49715		11605482		8801407		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49716		11605483		8801408		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49717		11605484		8801409		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49718		11605485		8801410		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49719		11605486		8801411		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49720		11605487		8801412		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49721		11605488		8801413		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49722		11605489		8801414		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49723		11605490		8801415		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49724		11605491		8801416		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49725		11605492		8801417		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49726		11605493		8801418		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49727		11605494		8801419		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49728		11605495		8801420		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49729		11605496		8801421		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49730		11605497		8801422		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49731		11605498		8801423		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49732		11605499		8801424		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49733		11605500		8801425		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49734		11605501		8801426		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49735		11605502		8801427		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49736		11605503		8801428		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49737		11605504		8801429		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49738		11605505		8801430		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49739		11605506		8801431		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49740		11605507		8801432		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49741		11605508		8801433		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49742		11605509		8801434		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49743		11605510		8801435		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49744		11605511		8801436		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49745		11605512		8801437		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49998		11705444		8901369		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		49999		11705445		8901370		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50000		11705446		8901371		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50001		11705447		8901372		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50002		11705448		8901373		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50003		11705449		8901374		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50004		11705450		8901375		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50005		11705451		8901376		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50006		11705452		8901377		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50007		11705453		8901378		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50008		11705454		8901379		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50009		11705455		8901380		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50010		11705456		8901381		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50011		11705457		8901382		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50012		11705458		8901383		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50013		11705459		8901384		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50014		11705460		8901385		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50015		11705461		8901386		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50016		11705462		8901387		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50017		11705463		8901388		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50018		11705464		8901389		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50019		11705465		8901390		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50020		11705466		8901391		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50021		11705467		8901392		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50022		11705468		8901393		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50023		11705469		8901394		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50024		11705470		8901395		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50025		11705471		8901396		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50026		11705472		8901397		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50027		11705473		8901398		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50028		11705474		8901399		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50029		11705475		8901400		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50030		11705476		8901401		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50031		11705477		8901402		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50032		11705478		8901403		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50033		11705479		8901404		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50034		11705480		8901405		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50035		11705481		8901406		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50036		11705482		8901407		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50037		11705483		8901408		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50038		11705484		8901409		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50039		11705485		8901410		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50040		11705486		8901411		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50041		11705487		8901412		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50042		11705488		8901413		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50043		11705489		8901414		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50044		11705490		8901415		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50045		11705491		8901416		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50046		11705492		8901417		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50047		11705493		8901418		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50048		11705536		8901461		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50049		11705537		8901462		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50050		11705538		8901463		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50051		11705539		8901464		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50052		11705540		8901465		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50053		11705541		8901466		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50054		11705542		8901467		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50055		11705543		8901468		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50056		11705544		8901469		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50057		11705545		8901470		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50058		11705546		8901471		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50059		11705547		8901472		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50060		11705548		8901473		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50061		11705549		8901474		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50062		11705550		8901475		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50063		11705551		8901476		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50064		11705552		8901477		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50065		11705553		8901478		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50066		11705554		8901479		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50067		11705555		8901480		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50068		11705556		8901481		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50069		11705557		8901482		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50070		11705558		8901483		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50071		11705559		8901484		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50072		11705560		8901485		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50073		11705561		8901486		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50074		11705562		8901487		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50075		11705563		8901488		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50076		11705564		8901489		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50077		11705565		8901490		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50078		11705566		8901491		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50079		11705567		8901492		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50080		11705568		8901493		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50081		11705569		8901494		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50082		11705570		8901495		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50083		11705571		8901496		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50084		11705572		8901497		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50085		11705573		8901498		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50086		11705574		8901499		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50087		11705575		8901500		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50088		11705576		8901501		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50089		11705577		8901502		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50090		11705578		8901503		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50091		11705579		8901504		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50092		11705580		8901505		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50093		11705581		8901506		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50094		11705582		8901507		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50095		11705583		8901508		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50096		11705584		8901509		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50097		11705585		8901510		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50098		11705586		8901511		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50099		11705587		8901512		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50100		11705588		8901513		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50101		11705589		8901514		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50102		11705590		8901515		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50103		11705591		8901516		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50104		11705592		8901517		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50105		11705593		8901518		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50106		11705594		8901519		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50107		11705595		8901520		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50108		11705596		8901521		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50109		11705597		8901522		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50110		11705598		8901523		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50111		11705599		8901524		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50112		11705600		8901525		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50113		11705601		8901526		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50114		11705602		8901527		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50115		11705603		8901528		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50116		11705604		8901529		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50117		11705605		8901530		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50118		11705606		8901531		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50119		11705607		8901532		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50120		11705608		8901533		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50121		11705609		8901534		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50122		11705610		8901535		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50123		11705611		8901536		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50124		11705612		8901537		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50125		11705613		8901538		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50126		11705614		8901539		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50127		11705615		8901540		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50128		11705616		8901541		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50129		11705617		8901542		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50130		11705618		8901543		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50131		11705619		8901544		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50132		11705620		8901545		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50133		11705621		8901546		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50134		11705622		8901547		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50135		11705623		8901548		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50136		11705624		8901549		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50137		11705625		8901550		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50138		11705626		8901551		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50139		11705627		8901552		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50140		11705628		8901553		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50141		11705629		8901554		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50142		11705630		8901555		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50143		11705631		8901556		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50144		11705632		8901557		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50145		11705633		8901558		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50146		11705634		8901559		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50147		11705635		8901560		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50148		11705636		8901561		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50149		11705637		8901562		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50150		11705638		8901563		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50151		11705639		8901564		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50152		11705640		8901565		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50153		11705641		8901566		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50154		11705642		8901567		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50155		11705643		8901568		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50156		11705644		8901569		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50157		11705645		8901570		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50158		11705646		8901571		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50159		11705647		8901572		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50160		11705648		8901573		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50161		11705649		8901574		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50162		11804080		9000005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50163		11804081		9000006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50329		11804881		9000806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50330		11804882		9000807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50331		11804883		9000808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50332		11804884		9000809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50333		11804885		9000810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50334		11804886		9000811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50335		11804887		9000812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50336		11804888		9000813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50337		11804889		9000814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50338		11804890		9000815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50339		11804891		9000816		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50340		11804892		9000817		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50341		11804893		9000818		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50342		11804894		9000819		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50343		11804895		9000820		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50344		11804896		9000821		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50345		11804897		9000822		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50346		11804898		9000823		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50347		11804899		9000824		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50348		11804900		9000825		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50349		11804901		9000826		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50350		11804902		9000827		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50351		11805026		9000951		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50352		11805027		9000952		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50353		11805028		9000953		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50354		11805029		9000954		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50355		11805030		9000955		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50356		11805031		9000956		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50357		11805032		9000957		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50358		11805116		9001041		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50359		11805117		9001042		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50360		11805118		9001043		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50361		11805119		9001044		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50362		11805120		9001045		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50363		11805121		9001046		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50364		11805122		9001047		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50365		11805123		9001048		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50366		11805124		9001049		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50367		11805125		9001050		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50368		11805126		9001051		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50369		11805127		9001052		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50370		11805128		9001053		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50371		11805129		9001054		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50372		11805130		9001055		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50373		11805131		9001056		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50374		11805132		9001057		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50375		11805133		9001058		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50376		11805134		9001059		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50377		11805135		9001060		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50378		11805136		9001061		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50379		11805137		9001062		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50380		11805138		9001063		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50381		11805139		9001064		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50382		11805140		9001065		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50383		11805141		9001066		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50384		11805142		9001067		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50385		11805143		9001068		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50386		11805144		9001069		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50387		11805145		9001070		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50388		11805146		9001071		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50389		11805147		9001072		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50390		11805148		9001073		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50391		11805149		9001074		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50392		11805150		9001075		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50393		11805151		9001076		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50394		11805152		9001077		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50395		11805153		9001078		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50396		11805154		9001079		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50397		11805155		9001080		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50398		11805156		9001081		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50399		11805157		9001082		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50400		11805158		9001083		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50401		11904080		9100005		38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50402		11904081		9100006		47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50403		11904082		9100007		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50404		11904083		9100008		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50405		11904084		9100009		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50406		11904085		9100010		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50407		11904086		9100011		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50408		11904087		9100012		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50657		11904863		9100788		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50658		11904864		9100789		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50659		11904865		9100790		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50660		11904866		9100791		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50661		11904867		9100792		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50662		11904868		9100793		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50663		11904869		9100794		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50664		11904870		9100795		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50665		11904871		9100796		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50666		11904872		9100797		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50667		11904873		9100798		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50668		11904874		9100799		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50669		11904875		9100800		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50670		11904876		9100801		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50671		11904877		9100802		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50672		11904878		9100803		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50673		11904879		9100804		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50674		11904880		9100805		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50675		11904881		9100806		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50676		11904882		9100807		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50677		11904883		9100808		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50678		11904884		9100809		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50679		11904885		9100810		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50680		11904886		9100811		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50681		11904887		9100812		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50682		11904888		9100813		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50683		11904889		9100814		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50684		11904890		9100815		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50685		11904891		9100816		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50686		11904892		9100817		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50687		11904913		9100838		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50688		11904914		9100839		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50689		11904915		9100840		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50690		11904916		9100841		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50691		11904917		9100842		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50692		11904918		9100843		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50693		11904919		9100844		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50694		11904920		9100845		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50695		11904921		9100846		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50696		11904922		9100847		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50697		11905101		9101026		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50698		11905102		9101027		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50699		11905103		9101028		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50700		11905104		9101029		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50701		11905105		9101030		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50702		11905106		9101031		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50703		11905107		9101032		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50704		11905108		9101033		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50705		11905109		9101034		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50706		11905110		9101035		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50921		12006034		9201959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50922		12006189		9202114		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50923		12006190		9202115		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50924		12006191		9202116		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50925		12006192		9202117		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50926		12006193		9202118		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50927		12006194		9202119		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50928		12006195		9202120		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50929		12006196		9202121		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50930		12006197		9202122		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50931		12006198		9202123		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50932		12006199		9202124		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50933		12006200		9202125		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50934		12006201		9202126		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50935		12006202		9202127		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50936		12006203		9202128		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50937		12006204		9202129		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50938		12006205		9202130		510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50939		12006206		9202131		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50940		12006207		9202132		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50941		12006208		9202133		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50942		12006209		9202134		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50943		12006210		9202135		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50944		12006211		9202136		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50945		12006212		9202137		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50946		12006213		9202138		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50947		12006214		9202139		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50948		12006215		9202140		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50949		12006216		9202141		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50950		12006217		9202142		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50951		12006218		9202143		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50952		12006219		9202144		511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50953		12006257		9202182		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50954		12006258		9202183		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50955		12006259		9202184		568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50956		12006260		9202185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50957		12006261		9202186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50958		12006262		9202187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50959		12006263		9202188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50960		12006264		9202189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50961		12006265		9202190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50962		12006266		9202191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50963		12006267		9202192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50964		12006268		9202193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50965		12006269		9202194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50966		12006270		9202195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50967		12006271		9202196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50968		12006272		9202197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50969		12006273		9202198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50970		12006274		9202199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50971		12006275		9202200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50972		12006276		9202201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50973		12006277		9202202		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50974		12006278		9202203		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50975		12006279		9202204		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50976		12006280		9202205		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50977		12006281		9202206		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50978		12006282		9202207		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50979		12006283		9202208		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50980		12006284		9202209		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50981		12006285		9202210		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50982		12006286		9202211		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50983		12006287		9202212		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50984		12006288		9202213		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50985		12006289		9202214		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50986		12006290		9202215		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50987		12006291		9202216		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50988		12006292		9202217		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50989		12006293		9202218		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50990		12006294		9202219		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50991		12006295		9202220		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50992		12006296		9202221		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50993		12006297		9202222		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50994		12006298		9202223		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50995		12006299		9202224		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50996		12006300		9202225		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50997		12006301		9202226		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50998		12006302		9202227		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		50999		12006303		9202228		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51000		12006304		9202229		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51001		12006305		9202230		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51002		12006306		9202231		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51003		12006307		9202232		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51004		12006308		9202233		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51005		12006309		9202234		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51006		12006310		9202235		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51007		12006311		9202236		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51008		12006312		9202237		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51009		12006313		9202238		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51010		12006314		9202239		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51011		12104080		9300005		61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51012		12104081		9300006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51310		12105359		9301284		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51311		12105360		9301285		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51312		12105361		9301286		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51313		12105362		9301287		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51314		12105363		9301288		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51315		12105364		9301289		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51316		12105365		9301290		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51317		12105366		9301291		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51318		12105367		9301292		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51319		12105490		9301415		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51320		12105491		9301416		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51321		12105492		9301417		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51322		12105493		9301418		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51323		12105494		9301419		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51324		12105495		9301420		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51325		12105496		9301421		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51326		12105497		9301422		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51327		12105523		9301448		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51328		12105524		9301449		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51329		12105525		9301450		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51330		12105526		9301451		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51331		12105527		9301452		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51332		12105528		9301453		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51333		12105529		9301454		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51334		12105530		9301455		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51335		12105531		9301456		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51336		12105532		9301457		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51337		12105533		9301458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51338		12105534		9301459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51339		12105535		9301460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51340		12105536		9301461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51341		12105537		9301462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51342		12105538		9301463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51343		12105539		9301464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51344		12105540		9301465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51345		12105541		9301466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51346		12105542		9301467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51347		12105543		9301468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51348		12105544		9301469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51349		12105545		9301470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51350		12105546		9301471		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51351		12105547		9301472		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51352		12105548		9301473		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51353		12204080		9400005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51354		12204081		9400006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51496		12204752		9400677		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51497		12204753		9400678		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51498		12204754		9400679		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51499		12204755		9400680		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51500		12204756		9400681		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51501		12204757		9400682		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51502		12204758		9400683		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51503		12204759		9400684		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51504		12204760		9400685		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51505		12204761		9400686		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51506		12204762		9400687		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51507		12204763		9400688		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51508		12204764		9400689		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51509		12204765		9400690		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51510		12204766		9400691		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51511		12204767		9400692		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51512		12204768		9400693		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51513		12204769		9400694		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51514		12204770		9400695		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51515		12204771		9400696		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51516		12204772		9400697		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51517		12204773		9400698		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51518		12204774		9400699		441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51519		12204793		9400718		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51520		12204794		9400719		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51521		12204795		9400720		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51522		12204796		9400721		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51523		12204797		9400722		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51524		12204798		9400723		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51525		12204799		9400724		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51526		12204800		9400725		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51527		12204801		9400726		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51528		12204802		9400727		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51529		12204803		9400728		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51530		12204983		9400908		530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51531		12204987		9400912		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51532		12204988		9400913		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51533		12204989		9400914		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51534		12204990		9400915		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51535		12204991		9400916		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51536		12204992		9400917		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51537		12204993		9400918		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51538		12204994		9400919		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51539		12204995		9400920		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51540		12204996		9400921		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51541		12204997		9400922		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51911		12305367		9501292		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51912		12305368		9501293		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51913		12305369		9501294		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51914		12305370		9501295		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51915		12305371		9501296		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51916		12305372		9501297		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51917		12305373		9501298		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51918		12305374		9501299		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51919		12305375		9501300		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51920		12305376		9501301		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51921		12305377		9501302		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51922		12305378		9501303		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51923		12305379		9501304		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51924		12305380		9501305		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51925		12305381		9501306		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51926		12305382		9501307		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51927		12305383		9501308		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51928		12305384		9501309		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51929		12305385		9501310		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51930		12305386		9501311		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51931		12305387		9501312		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51932		12305512		9501437		616		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51933		12305513		9501438		617		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51934		12305514		9501439		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51935		12305515		9501440		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51936		12305516		9501441		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51937		12305517		9501442		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51938		12305518		9501443		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51939		12305519		9501444		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51940		12305520		9501445		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51941		12305521		9501446		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51942		12305522		9501447		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51943		12305523		9501448		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51944		12305524		9501449		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51945		12305525		9501450		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51946		12305526		9501451		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51947		12305527		9501452		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51948		12305528		9501453		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51949		12305529		9501454		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51950		12305530		9501455		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51951		12305531		9501456		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51952		12305532		9501457		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51953		12305533		9501458		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51954		12305534		9501459		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51955		12305535		9501460		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51956		12305536		9501461		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51957		12305537		9501462		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51958		12305538		9501463		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51959		12305539		9501464		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51960		12305540		9501465		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51961		12305541		9501466		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51962		12305542		9501467		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51963		12305543		9501468		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51964		12305544		9501469		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51965		12305545		9501470		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51966		12305546		9501471		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51967		12305547		9501472		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51968		12305548		9501473		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51969		12305549		9501474		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51970		12305550		9501475		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51971		12305551		9501476		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51972		12305552		9501477		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51973		12305553		9501478		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51974		12305554		9501479		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51975		12305555		9501480		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51976		12305556		9501481		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51977		12305557		9501482		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51978		12305558		9501483		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51979		12305559		9501484		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51980		12305560		9501485		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51981		12305561		9501486		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51982		12305562		9501487		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51983		12305563		9501488		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51984		12305564		9501489		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51985		12305565		9501490		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51986		12305566		9501491		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		51987		12305567		9501492		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52044		12406007		9601932		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52045		12406008		9601933		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52046		12406137		9602062		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52047		12406138		9602063		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52048		12406139		9602064		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52049		12406140		9602065		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52050		12406141		9602066		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52051		12406142		9602067		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52052		12406143		9602068		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52053		12406144		9602069		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52054		12406145		9602070		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52055		12406146		9602071		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52056		12406147		9602072		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52057		12406148		9602073		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52058		12406149		9602074		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52059		12406150		9602075		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52060		12406151		9602076		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52061		12406152		9602077		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52062		12406155		9602080		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52063		12406156		9602081		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52064		12406157		9602082		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52065		12406158		9602083		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52066		12406159		9602084		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52067		12406160		9602085		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52068		12406161		9602086		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52069		12406162		9602087		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52070		12406163		9602088		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52071		12406164		9602089		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52072		12406165		9602090		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52073		12406166		9602091		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52074		12406167		9602092		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52075		12406168		9602093		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52076		12406169		9602094		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52077		12406170		9602095		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52078		12406171		9602096		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52079		12406172		9602097		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52080		12406173		9602098		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52081		12406174		9602099		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52082		12406175		9602100		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52083		12406176		9602101		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52084		12406177		9602102		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52085		12406178		9602103		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52086		12406179		9602104		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52087		12406180		9602105		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52088		12406181		9602106		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52089		12406182		9602107		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52090		12406183		9602108		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52091		12406184		9602109		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52092		12406185		9602110		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52093		12406186		9602111		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52094		12406187		9602112		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52095		12406188		9602113		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52096		12406189		9602114		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52097		12406190		9602115		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52098		12406191		9602116		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52099		12406192		9602117		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52100		12406193		9602118		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52101		12406194		9602119		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52102		12406195		9602120		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52103		12406196		9602121		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52104		12406197		9602122		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52105		12406198		9602123		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52106		12406199		9602124		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52107		12406200		9602125		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52108		12406201		9602126		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52109		12406202		9602127		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52110		12406203		9602128		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52111		12406204		9602129		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52112		12406205		9602130		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52113		12406206		9602131		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52210		12504694		9700619		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52211		12504695		9700620		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52212		12504696		9700621		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52213		12504697		9700622		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52214		12504698		9700623		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52215		12504699		9700624		449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52216		12504832		9700757		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52217		12504833		9700758		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52218		12504834		9700759		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52219		12504835		9700760		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52220		12504836		9700761		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52221		12504837		9700762		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52222		12504838		9700763		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52223		12504839		9700764		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52224		12504840		9700765		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52225		12504841		9700766		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52226		12504842		9700767		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52227		12504843		9700768		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52228		12504844		9700769		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52229		12504845		9700770		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52230		12504846		9700771		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52231		12504847		9700772		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52232		12504848		9700773		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52233		12504849		9700774		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52234		12504850		9700775		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52235		12504851		9700776		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52236		12504852		9700777		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52237		12504853		9700778		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52238		12504854		9700779		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52239		12504855		9700780		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52240		12504885		9700810		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52241		12504886		9700811		523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52242		12504887		9700812		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52243		12504888		9700813		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52244		12504889		9700814		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52245		12504890		9700815		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52246		12504891		9700816		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52247		12504892		9700817		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52248		12504893		9700818		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52249		12504894		9700819		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52250		12504895		9700820		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52251		12504896		9700821		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52252		12504897		9700822		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52253		12504898		9700823		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52254		12504899		9700824		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52255		12504900		9700825		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52256		12504901		9700826		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52257		12504902		9700827		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52258		12504903		9700828		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52259		12504904		9700829		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52260		12504905		9700830		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52261		12504906		9700831		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52262		12504907		9700832		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52263		12504908		9700833		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52264		12504909		9700834		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52265		12504910		9700835		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52266		12504911		9700836		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52267		12504912		9700837		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52268		12504913		9700838		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52269		12504914		9700839		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52270		12504915		9700840		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52271		12504916		9700841		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52272		12504917		9700842		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52273		12504918		9700843		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52274		12504919		9700844		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52275		12504920		9700845		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52276		12504921		9700846		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52277		12504922		9700847		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52278		12504923		9700848		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52279		12504924		9700849		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52280		12504925		9700850		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52281		12604080		9800005		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52282		12604081		9800006		63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52467		12604678		9800603		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52468		12604679		9800604		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52469		12604680		9800605		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52470		12604681		9800606		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52471		12604682		9800607		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52472		12604683		9800608		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52473		12604684		9800609		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52474		12604685		9800610		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52475		12604686		9800611		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52476		12604687		9800612		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52477		12604747		9800672		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52478		12604748		9800673		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52479		12604749		9800674		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52480		12604750		9800675		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52481		12604751		9800676		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52482		12604752		9800677		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52483		12604840		9800765		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52484		12604841		9800766		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52485		12604842		9800767		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52486		12604843		9800768		621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52487		12604844		9800769		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52488		12604845		9800770		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52489		12604846		9800771		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52490		12604847		9800772		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52491		12604848		9800773		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52492		12604849		9800774		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52493		12604850		9800775		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52494		12604851		9800776		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52495		12604852		9800777		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52496		12604853		9800778		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52497		12604854		9800779		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52498		12604855		9800780		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52597		12705023		9900948		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52598		12705024		9900949		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52599		12705025		9900950		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52600		12705026		9900951		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52601		12705027		9900952		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52602		12705028		9900953		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52603		12705029		9900954		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52604		12705030		9900955		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52605		12705031		9900956		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52606		12705032		9900957		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52607		12705033		9900958		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52608		12705034		9900959		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52609		12705035		9900960		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52610		12705036		9900961		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52611		12705037		9900962		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52612		12705038		9900963		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52613		12705039		9900964		427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52614		12705186		9901111		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52615		12705187		9901112		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52616		12705188		9901113		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52617		12705189		9901114		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52618		12705190		9901115		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52619		12705191		9901116		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52620		12705192		9901117		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52621		12705193		9901118		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52622		12705194		9901119		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52623		12705195		9901120		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52624		12705196		9901121		506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52625		12705197		9901122		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52626		12705198		9901123		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52627		12705199		9901124		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52628		12705200		9901125		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52629		12705201		9901126		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52630		12705202		9901127		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52631		12705203		9901128		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52632		12705204		9901129		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52633		12705205		9901130		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52634		12705206		9901131		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52635		12705207		9901132		507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52636		12705239		9901164		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52637		12705240		9901165		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52638		12705241		9901166		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52639		12705242		9901167		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52640		12705243		9901168		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52641		12705244		9901169		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52642		12705245		9901170		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52643		12705246		9901171		622		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52644		12705247		9901172		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52645		12705248		9901173		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52646		12705249		9901174		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52647		12705250		9901175		632		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52648		12705251		9901176		633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52649		12705252		9901177		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52650		12705253		9901178		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52651		12705254		9901179		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52652		12705255		9901180		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52653		12705256		9901181		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52654		12705257		9901182		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52655		12705258		9901183		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52656		12705259		9901184		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52657		12705260		9901185		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52658		12705261		9901186		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52659		12705262		9901187		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52660		12705263		9901188		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52661		12705264		9901189		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52662		12705265		9901190		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52663		12705266		9901191		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52664		12705267		9901192		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52665		12705268		9901193		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52666		12705269		9901194		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52667		12705270		9901195		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52668		12705271		9901196		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52669		12705272		9901197		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52670		12705273		9901198		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52671		12705274		9901199		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52672		12705275		9901200		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52673		12705276		9901201		636		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52674		12705277		9901202		637		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52675		12705278		9901203		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52676		12705279		9901204		648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52677		12705280		9901205		649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52678		2804080		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52679		2804081		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52680		2804082		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52681		2804083		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52682		2804084		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52683		2804085		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52684		2804086		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52685		2804087		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52686		2804088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52687		2804089		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52688		2804090		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52689		2804334		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52690		2804335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52691		2804336		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52692		2804337		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52693		2804338		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52694		2804339		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52695		2804340		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52696		2804341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52697		2804342		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52698		2804343		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52699		2804344		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52700		2804345		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52701		2804346		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52702		2804347		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52703		2804348		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52704		2804349		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52705		2804350		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52706		2804351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52707		2804352		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52708		2804353		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52709		2804354		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52710		2804355		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52711		2804356		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52712		2804357		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52713		2804358		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52714		2804359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52715		2804360		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52716		2804361		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52717		2804362		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52718		2804363		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52719		2804364		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52720		2804365		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52721		2804366		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52722		2804367		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52723		2804371		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52724		2804372		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52725		2804373		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52726		2804374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52727		2804375		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52728		2804404		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52729		2804405		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52730		2804406		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52731		2804407		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52732		2804408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52733		2804409		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52734		2804410		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52735		2804411		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52736		2804412		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52737		2804413		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52738		2804414		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52739		2804415		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52740		2804416		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52741		2804417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52742		2804418		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52743		2804419		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52744		2804420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52745		2804421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52746		2804422		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52747		2804423		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52748		2804424		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52749		2804425		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52750		2804426		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52751		2804427		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52752		2804428		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52753		2804429		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52754		2804430		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52755		2804431		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52756		2804432		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52757		2804433		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52758		2804434		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52759		2804435		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52760		2804436		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52761		2804437		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52762		2804438		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52763		2804439		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52764		2804440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52765		2804441		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52766		2804442		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52767		2804443		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52768		2804444		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52769		2804445		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52770		2804446		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52771		2804447		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52772		2804448		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52773		2804449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52774		2804450		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52775		2804451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52776		2804452		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52777		2804453		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52778		2804454		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52779		2804455		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52780		2804456		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52781		2804457		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52782		2804458		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52783		2804459		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52784		2804460		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52785		2804461		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52786		2804462		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52787		2804463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52788		2804464		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52789		2804465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52790		2804466		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52791		2804467		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52792		2804468		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52793		2804469		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52794		2804470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52795		2804471		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52796		2804472		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52797		2804473		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52798		2804474		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52799		2804475		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52800		2804476		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52801		2804477		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52802		2804478		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52803		2804479		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52804		2804480		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52805		2804481		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52806		2804482		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52807		2804483		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52808		2804484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52809		2804485		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52810		2804486		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52811		2804487		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52812		2804488		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52813		2804489		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52814		2804490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52815		2804491		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52816		2804492		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52817		2804493		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52818		2804494		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52819		2804495		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52820		2804496		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52821		2804497		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52822		2804498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52823		2804499		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52824		2804500		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52825		2804501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52826		2804502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52827		2804503		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52828		2804504		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52829		2804505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52830		2804506		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52831		2804507		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52832		2804508		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52833		2804509		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52834		2804510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52835		2804511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52836		2804512		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52837		2804513		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52838		2804514		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52839		2804515		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52840		2804516		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52841		2804517		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52842		2804518		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52843		2804519		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52844		2804520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52845		2804521		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52846		2804522		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52847		2804523		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52848		2804524		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52849		2804525		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52850		2804526		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52851		2804527		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52852		2804528		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52853		2804529		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52854		2804530		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52855		2804531		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52856		2804532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52857		2804533		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52858		2804534		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52859		2804535		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52860		2804536		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52861		2804537		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52862		2804538		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52863		2804539		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52864		2804540		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52865		2804541		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52866		2804542		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52867		2804543		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52868		2804544		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52869		2804545		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52870		2804546		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52871		2804547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52872		2804548		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52873		2804549		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52874		2804550		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52875		2804551		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52876		2804552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52877		2804553		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52878		2804554		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52879		2804555		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52880		2804556		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52881		2804557		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52882		2804558		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52883		2804559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52884		2804560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52885		2804561		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52886		2804562		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52887		2804563		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52888		2804564		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52889		2804565		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52890		2804566		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52891		2804567		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52892		2804568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52893		2804569		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52894		2804570		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52895		2804571		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52896		2804572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52897		2804573		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52898		2804574		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52899		2804575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52900		2804576		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52901		2804577		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52902		2804578		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52903		2804579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52904		2804580		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52905		2804581		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52906		2804582		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52907		2804583		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52908		2804584		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52909		2804585		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52910		2805017		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52911		2805018		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52912		2805019		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52913		2805020		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52914		2805021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52915		2805022		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52916		2805023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52917		2805024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52918		2805025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52919		2805026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52920		2805027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52921		2805028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52922		2805029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52923		2805030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52924		2805031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52925		2805032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52926		2805033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52927		2805034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52928		2805069		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52929		2805070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52930		2805071		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52931		2805072		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52932		2805206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52933		2805207		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52934		2805208		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52935		2805209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52936		2805210		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52937		2805211		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52938		2805212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52939		2805213		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52940		2805214		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52941		2805215		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52942		2805216		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		0.000		0.000		52943		2805217		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0




PROJCS["NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N",GEOGCS["GCS_North_American_1927",DATUM["D_North_American_1927",SPHEROID["Clarke_1866",6378206.4,294.9786982]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0.0],UNIT["Degree",0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION["Transverse_Mercator"],PARAMETER["False_Easting",500000.0],PARAMETER["False_Northing",0.0],PARAMETER["Central_Meridian",-111.0],PARAMETER["Scale_Factor",0.9996],PARAMETER["Latitude_Of_Origin",0.0],UNIT["Meter",1.0]]





   {327CBB48-F67C-4AEA-BE40-0A82FA43156E} 20100521 12345400 FALSE 20100521 12345400 20100521 12345400  Microsoft Windows XP Version 5.1 (Build 2600) Service Pack 3; ESRI ArcCatalog 9.3.1.1850  en REQUIRED: A brief narrative summary of the data set. REQUIRED: A summary of the intentions with which the data set was developed.   REQUIRED: The name of an organization or individual that developed the data set. REQUIRED: The date when the data set is published or otherwise made available for release. coronado_springs coronado_springs vector digital data \\LTHP90808B6\C\Documents and Settings\sshafiqullah\My Documents\arcgis83\coronado\range_corporate_data\coronado_springs.shp  REQUIRED: The basis on which the time period of content information is determined.   REQUIRED: The year (and optionally month, or month and day) for which the data set corresponds to the ground.  REQUIRED: The state of the data set. REQUIRED: The frequency with which changes and additions are made to the data set after the initial data set is completed.   -111.509052 -108.837569 33.125324 31.233128  452512.000000 701786.000000 3457189.000000 3664989.000000   REQUIRED: Reference to a formally registered thesaurus or a similar authoritative source of theme keywords. REQUIRED: Common-use word or phrase used to describe the subject of the data set. REQUIRED: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing the data set. REQUIRED: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for using the data set after access is granted. Shapefile  Microsoft Windows XP Version 5.1 (Build 2600) Service Pack 3; ESRI ArcCatalog 9.3.1.1850    coronado_springs        452512 701786 3664989 3457189 1  -111.509052 -108.837569 33.125324 31.233128 1  en FGDC Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata FGDC-STD-001-1998 local time  http://www.esri.com/metadata/esriprof80.html ESRI Metadata Profile    REQUIRED: The person responsible for the metadata information. REQUIRED: The organization responsible for the metadata information.  REQUIRED: The mailing and/or physical address for the organization or individual. REQUIRED: The city of the address. REQUIRED: The state or province of the address. REQUIRED: The ZIP or other postal code of the address. REQUIRED: The telephone number by which individuals can speak to the organization or individual. 20100521   ISO 19115 Geographic Information - Metadata DIS_ESRI1.0     dataset  Downloadable Data    0.906 0.906     002 file://\\LTHP90808B6\C\Documents and Settings\sshafiqullah\My Documents\arcgis83\coronado\range_corporate_data\coronado_springs.shp Local Area Network 0.906  Shapefile  Vector   Simple Point FALSE 33923 TRUE FALSE  Entity point 33923    GCS_North_American_1927 NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N   Universal Transverse Mercator  12  0.999600 -111.000000 0.000000 500000.000000 0.000000  coordinate pair meters  0.000000 0.000000  North American Datum of 1927 Clarke 1866 6378206.400000 294.978698    NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N        33923    coronado_springs Feature Class 33923  FID FID OID 4 0 0 Internal feature number. ESRI  Sequential unique whole numbers that are automatically generated.  Shape Shape Geometry 0 0 0 Feature geometry. ESRI  Coordinates defining the features.  AREA AREA Number 9 3  PERIMETER PERIMETER Number 9 3  CORPT_ CORPT_ Number 9  CORPT_ID CORPT_ID Number 9  CFF_ID CFF_ID Number 9  CFF1 CFF1 Number 9  CFF2 CFF2 Number 9  CFF3 CFF3 Number 9  CFF4 CFF4 Number 9  CFF5 CFF5 Number 9  CFF6 CFF6 Number 9  CFF7 CFF7 Number 9  CFF8 CFF8 Number 9  CFF9 CFF9 Number 9  CFF10 CFF10 Number 9 20100521



3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145 
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958

 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
Date: 05/05/2010 03:29 PM
Attachments: Rosemont_Geochem_Review_183101_ckh-rb_20100210_Draft_Issued.pdf

The Forest needs additional time to understand what follow up with Rosemont will be requested.  Bev
will gather up the right folks and get back with Rosemont with a targeted date of May 14th.  We'll keep
you in the info loop on this one. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/02/2010 10:38 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A
Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information

All, 
  
To date SWCA has not received a response to the included 16 March email (reiterated in a 29 March email)
 regarding the SRK review of baseline geochemistry information for the Rosemont project.  Please review the
attached Technical Memorandum and let us know how the CNF wants to proceed.  As we are now receiving
predictive evaluations based in part on information contained in the geochemical baseline report (e.g. Pit Lake
Geochemistry & Infiltration Fate & Transport reports) I recommend that it is not relevant to resolve all the issues
raised by SRK in the attached memo, but leave critical geochemical data evaluation to only the data used in
making environmental impact predictions.  Therefore, I recommend that the attached draft Technical
Memorandum be entered into the file as reference material, but not become the focus of a work task to resolve
all issues raised by SRK, and that any issues regarding geochemical data be resolved as part of the review of the

predictive modeling reports and be targeted on the data used for each predictive effort. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 10, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. From: Rob Bowell, Eur.Geol, C.Chem MR
S, C.Geol. FGS 


Corolla Hoag, R.G. 


Subject: Preliminary Geochemistry Review – 
Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


Project #: 183101 


 
The following comments are related to three documents provided by SWCA concerning geochemical test 
work performed on rock and tailings materials at the Augusta Resource Rosemont Copper Project. These 
documents include the:  


 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan (Vector, 2006) 
 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Rosemont Copper (main text, Appendix A, and Appendix 


B) (Tetra Tech, 2007a), and 
 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Rosemont Copper, (Tetra Tech, 2007b). 


 
SWCA requested that SRK review these documents and provide a professional opinion as to whether the test 
assumptions, test procedures, analytical methods used, types of data collected, and results presented in each 
document are reasonable and in conformance with standard industry accepted practice. The review was 
limited to reading the documents provided although references to other documents, such as the APP 
application (Tetra Tech, 2009a) are made. A review of the laboratory analytical reports included in Tetra 
Tech (2007) was not performed. SRK has not undertaken an extensive literature search outside of documents 
provided so cannot comment on the full adequacy of information available in the public domain to 
supplement those documents submitted through SWCA. It was necessary, however, to refer to selected 
public technical reports as discussed and cited below to find information defining Rosemont waste and ore. 
Additionally, it is difficult for the senior author (Bowell) to confirm complete applicability of the test work 
as he has not been to the site and is not being personally familiar with the site conditions.  
 
SRK was not provided with a formal Sampling and Analysis Plan with sampling and test work protocols; 
industry test protocols are referred to in the documents. General comments on the test program (methods 
used) and specific comments about the suitability of the methods are provided below.  


1 Assessment of Investigation Methods and Protocols 


A brief assessment is provided below of the methods used in the geochemical characterization 
investigation. Documentation was not provided to answer all questions; for example the source of the 
tailings test materials and what stage of tailings deposition the samples represent is not adequately 
provided. The assumptions, sampling collection methods, tests, and analytical methods where 
referenced in these reports are in general conformance with industry standard practice. The results 
presented are reasonable given the background data available based on these reports. The scopes of 
the geochemical programs detailed in these documents, however, do have some deficiencies related 
to the characterization the materials present at the mine site and their long-term geochemical 
behavior. 
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A work plan for geochemical characterization should identify test work appropriate to characterize 
the potential discharging facility under the proposed operational method and address the physical and 
chemical characterization per regulatory guidelines. Rosemont Copper Company submitted an 
application for an Aquifer Protection Permit in February 2009 to the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ). The process recommended by ADEQ to characterize ore and waste 
materials is described in Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT (ADEQ, 2005). ADEQ recommends a tiered approach to 
characterize solid materials and potential leachates derived from the solids.  Static test work and 
studies performed under the Tier #1 stage include: 


 Description of mineralogy and lithology (rock, color, angularity, induration, grain-size 
distribution, mineral types and proportions to assess acid rock drainage and metal 
leachability, sulfide percentages, etc.); 


 Leaching Tests 
o Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP by EPA Method 1212), 
o Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP), and 
o Leachable Sulfates and Soluble Solids tests, 
o Bottle Roll Tests. 


 Acid-Base Accounting (ABA) Analysis 
o Acid generation potential (AGP), 
o Net neutralization potential (NNP), and 
o Net acid generating (NAG) pH. 


 Physical Characteristics 
o Grain size, density, shear strength, moisture content, permeability.       


 
Kinetic test work may be required under a Tier #2 stage to assess the rates of acid-generation, acid-
neutralization, sulfide oxidation, and metal release. Typical tests performed under Tier #2 include: 


 Humidity cells, column tests, barrel leach tests, and test plots; 
 Total metals analysis; 
 Radiochemical analysis; 
 Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP); and  
 Waste Extraction Test (WET). 


 
The approximate number of static tests by rock type planned to characterize waste rock materials and 
the remaining pit wall materials are listed in Table 1 of Vector (2006). To date, only very brief 
lithology descriptions of the tested samples have been prepared and submitted to ADEQ; no 
information is provided on the mineralogy of the samples tested. ABA and NAG pH  have been 
performed on all or nearly all of the tailings and waste rock samples. SPLP, MWMP, and total 
metals analyses have been performed on more than half the waste rock and tailings samples. 
Humidity cell tests have been performed on two of the four tailings samples and on four waste rock 
types (14 samples) that indicated a potential to generate acid. On-site columns were performed on 
three samples of andesite (potentially acid generating) and three mixed composites of uncertain 
potential. Physical testing of tailings materials include sieve and hydrometer testing, specific gravity, 
Atterberg Limits, Standard Proctor, Consolidation testing, Shear strength, Triaxial permeability, 
Capillary moisture retention, and Laboratory torque vane shear testing.   


1.1 Sample Collection Methods and Representativeness 


Summary – The methods used to collect representative geologic materials for geochemical testing 
follow standard industry practices. Waste rock samples collected for the geochemical investigation 
do appear to represent the rock types to be encountered during the mine life in appropriate 
percentages. Representative life-of-mine or early life-of-mine tailings has not yet been completed. 
Documentation was not provided to assess whether the sample materials actually tested are 
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representative of potential sulfide mill ore (subsequent tailings), oxide ore, or waste rock dump 
(WRD) material based on total copper cutoff grades and contained ore and gangue mineralogy. 
 
The goal of the geochemical investigation program was to perform test work that would characterize 
the geochemistry of potential leachates related to mine waste rock materials, heap leach materials, 
tailings, cover and construction materials, and the rock remaining in the pit walls and then assess 
risks related to the leachates. The geochemical sampling program was intended to represent the range 
of geologic materials including lateral and vertical variation that would influence the types and 
percentages of rocks and minerals to be encountered during the life-of-mine. In order to assess 
whether the sampling program sufficiently represents the materials expected in the waste rock and 
tailings storage facilities, it is necessary to understand the site-specific definition of waste rock, how 
the rock materials were classified in the geology model, what percentages of rocks (including 
mineralization, oxidization) are generally expected life-of-mine, and if the proportion of samples 
selected for analysis match the expected proportions of rock materials.  As mentioned above, 
geochemical programs generally follow a two-tiered approach where a selection of Tier I static tests 
are performed on a large number of samples to classify materials as potentially acid generating, of 
uncertain potential, and/or not acid generating.  Tier II test work such as humidity cells are 
performed on selected Tier 1 materials that were identified to be potentially acid generating or of 
uncertain acid generating potential.     
 
How is “Waste Rock” Defined at Rosemont?  – Waste rock is typically defined as rock material 
overlying an ore deposit or within a mine plan that is below the cutoff grade required for economic 
extraction and processing. The waste rock is removed to access the ore materials and requires 
subsequent disposal in an overburden pile or WRD. Cutoff grades may decrease or increase 
throughout the mine life owing to fluctuations in capital and operating costs, processing recovery 
effectiveness and efficiencies, or other reasons. No definition of the cutoff grade or mineralogical 
description of Rosemont waste rock is provided in the reviewed reports. Based on the description of 
measured and indicated resources reported in the 2007 NI 43-101 Technical Report for the Rosemont 
Copper Project, Updated Feasibility Study (M3 Engineering & Technology Corporation), sulfide 
waste at Rosemont was classified as material that falls below a grade of 0.20 percent total copper 
(%TCu). The current technical reports continue to use this sulfide cutoff grade (M3, 2009). Oxide 
waste is reported to be material with a grade below a 0.10 %TCu (M3, 2009, p. 5).      
 
Percentages of Reported Rock Types Representing Waste, Ore, Tailings  – The percentages of rock 
types comprising potential waste materials at Rosemont are tabulated in all of the reports (i.e. Tetra 
Tech, 2007b, Table 3.1; Tetra Tech, 2009 v. 1, Table 7.28). The percentage of tabulated waste 
relative to ore has decreased over time as additional mineralized material has been delineated. 
Greater than half of the waste materials consist of oxidized and unoxidized arkose and other oxidized 
basin-fill overburden formations; andesite and a variety of Paleozoic formations comprise the 
remaining waste rock materials. Much less documentation is available on the rock types expected to 
be present in sulfide ore (and by extension in tailings) and oxide ore. A tabulation is found in Table 2 
of Vector (2006). The copper sulfide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations 
consist primarily of Horquilla Limestone (50%), Colina Limestone (40%), quartz monzonite 
porphyry (QMP) (5%), and the Earp Formation (5%). Chalcopyrite, chalcocite, bornite,  and 
molybdenite are the dominant sulfide minerals. The sulfide ore will be processed through milling, 
flotation, and concentration processes and the residual material will be subsequently disposed of as 
dry-stack tailings. The copper oxide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations consist 
primarily of arkose (50%), QMP (15%), quartz latite porphyry, and andesite (35%). Copper oxide 
mineralization primarily includes copper-bearing limonite, chrysocolla, tenorite, malachite, and 
azurite; oxide ore will be processed by leaching with dilute sulfuric acid on a heap leach facility.  
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Method to Classify Material Types and Select Samples – Although the approximate percentages of 
waste rock and ore materials are tabulated in the reviewed reports1, the process of classifying the 
tested material as “ore” or “waste” was not described in detail in the reports reviewed. The general 
procedures for classifying ore and waste rock are described in more detail in the technical reports 
publically available to potential investors (i.e. WLR Consulting, 2006; M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corporation, 2009). Industry standard mine evaluation and design software was used by 
Rosemont personnel to interpolate the compiled drillhole data within boundaries established by the 
limits of topography, surface geology, and estimated subsurface geologic contacts. Rosemont’s 
three-dimensional geologic and resource block model assigned a rock type, mineralization type (i.e. 
oxide, sulfide), grade, and material type (i.e., waste, leach ore, sulfide mill ore) to each model block 
(50’ x 50’ x 50’) based on the geologic model including the laboratory analyses from surface 
samples, test pits, and diamond drill core. The block model was then used to estimate the percentages 
of various rock types that are potential ore and waste materials within the potential pit area.  The 
model and pit shell was used to identify specific drill core intervals that contain the rock types 
necessary to ensure representative geochemical analyses. Composite samples representing 50-foot 
mine benches at various depths were collected for geochemical analysis from coarse rejects using 
appropriate drilling intervals selected by Rosemont geologists familiar with the site-specific geology 
and mineralogy. 
 
The plan maps shown in Tetra Tech reports2 document the rock types sampled and the depth of the 
bench composite samples; sample depths range between 0 and 1,820 feet below ground surface. The 
sample data are clustered primarily in the center portion of the pit area but do appear to represent the 
major and minor rock types to be encountered within the pit area. The samples also appear to 
represent various bench elevations based the available figures and table. A plan map with labeled 
elevation contours for the proposed pit and the sample depths listed in feet above sea level or a 
profile section with the drillhole sample locations would have been helpful to verify the vertical 
distribution of the samples collected. No copper grades, however, are listed with the sample intervals 
to verify whether the samples are waste, leach ore, or sulfide ore (future tailings).   
 
The Tetra Tech sample location maps appear to provide sufficient lateral and vertical 
representativeness to provide a reasonable indication of the geochemical characteristics of the 
various waste rock types at this stage in the process. Tetra Tech (2007a) summarizes the rock types 
sampled and provides the borehole identification, depth of the sample, and the static test work 
performed. Detailed sample descriptions, however, were not provided that document what specific 
minerals were present in the samples, the proportions of potentially acid generating or acid 
neutralizing minerals that were present, and the oxidation type present.  
 
Only a brief description was found to describe the nature of the ore materials processed to simulate 
the four samples of tailings materials (Tetra Tech, 2009b).  Three tailings samples were evidently 
generated from Horquilla Limestone (May 2006, February 2007, and June 2007) although the rock 
type of the two earliest samples is not confirmed (see Table 1 in Tetra Tech, 2009b).  The last sample 
from July 2008 was generated from mixed rock types (72.9% Horquilla, 21.3% Earp, and 5.8% 
Escabrosa Limestone) that represent sulfide mill tailings in Year 0 to 3. The tailings samples were 
likely generated from coarse rejects from drillhole sample intervals or composites with total copper 
grades that matched the grades and mineralization types expected in the first few years of operation. 
This is an assumption as no sample documentation is provided with the drillhole name and depth 
interval, rock type, oxidation type, and approximate grade. SRK is therefore unable to verify whether 


                                                      
1 The percentage of waste rock types is listed in the all reports including the February 2009 APP application and has 
been updated through time.  The only tabulation listing the relative proportions of various rock types in sulfide mill ore 
(and by extension tailings) appears to be in Vector (2006). 
2Table A.1, Figures 2 and 3 and Table A.1 in Tetra Tech 2007a; Figures 2 and 3 in Tetra Tech 2007b 
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the generated tailings materials are representative of the future processed ore material based on the 
information compiled in the reports.   
 
Presumably, descriptions of the geology, mineralogy, and oxidation type are available in the surface 
sample data and drill logs for the waste, tailings, and other geochemical samples; this information 
was compiled from the drillhole logs in order to select the sample intervals to be tested. The rock 
type, type of copper sulfide/oxide minerals and associated rock-forming, gangue minerals present in 
each sample (and in what proportions), total copper grade, and other relevant characterization 
information should be recorded for each sample analyzed. The three reviewed reports as well as the 
geochemical data compiled in the APP (Tetra Tech 2009a), however, lack this basic information. 
Verification of representativeness is possible based only on the spatial location of the sampled 
intervals within the pit area. No verification was possible during this review for the materials that 
generated the four tailings samples. 
 
Was the Geochemical Sampling Program Representative Given the Stated Proportions of Rock 
Types in the Waste and Tailings? – The documentation for the waste rock sampling program is more 
comprehensive than that for the tailings or other sampling programs. The waste rock samples are 
considerably more numerous than other materials tested. SRK is satisfied that the geochemical 
program did sample and analyze samples representative of the waste rock that will be generated 
during the life-of-mine.  
 
Ore samples are initially drilled and analyzed to define the extent of the ore body; a portion of the 
drill core is kept as a physical record, which reduces the material available for metallurgical, 
geotechnical, or geochemical testing. Material representing mineralized sulfide drill core rejects/core 
of various rock types (or composite mixes) at various grade ranges is limited at this stage of the 
project. The Horquilla Limestone represents 50% of the potential sulfide mill tailings during the life 
of mine, but more than 90% of the tailings material generated and tested to date is this material. This 
may be appropriate based on the dominant sulfide mill tailings expected during the first years of 
operations. Tailings materials generated from rock types in proportions expected during the life-of-
mine (or in the dominant mixes by 5-year increments) have not yet been produced.   
 


1.2 Laboratories, Analytical Methods, and QA/QC Protocols 


The primary and sub-contracted laboratories used during this investigation are certified by the 
Arizona Department of Health Services to perform these types of environmental geochemical 
analyses in Arizona. The methods used for chemical analyses were standard test methods developed 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), ASTM, or by recognized academic experts. In 
addition, the static and kinetic (humidity cell) test work performed is approved by ADEQ for the 
classification of discharges related to mined materials as described in Arizona Mining Guidance 
Manual – BADCT, Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization by ADEQ (2005). 
 
The analytical method detection limits reported by the laboratories were appropriate with two 
exceptions – the Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (EPA Method 1312) test work 
performed in May 2006 by Turner Labs (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table 6.1) and the thallium results 
reported for the 2007 humidity cells test analyses by SVL Analytical (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A-6). 
The method detection limits for all 7 of the leachate parameters analyzed for the May 2006 event 
were above the Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards (AWQS). Generally, a method detection 
limit that is below the AWQS (or other water quality relevant standard) is preferred. The method 
detection limit for the 2007 thallium analyses was equal to the 0.002 mg/L AWQS for thallium; the 
majority of the results are reported as <0.002 mg/L. The Turner Labs results for May 2006 and the 
2007 SVL humidity cell thallium results should therefore not be used to assess compliance with 
AWQS.  
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The consulting reports reviewed did not list any duplicate samples that may have been sent for 
analysis to the primary laboratory or to a secondary laboratory. Although not required for test work, 
duplicates are typically a standard protocol with a minimum of at least one duplicate per every 20 
samples. SRK was not provided with companion documents that address protocols for QA/QC or 
field instrument calibration but assume they exist. 


1.3 Leaching Tests – Laboratory and Field Procedures 


Two types of kinetic tests were performed on waste materials – 35-week humidity cells under 
laboratory conditions and 21-week on-site column tests under field conditions. The humidity cells 
tests were conducted on 14 samples using an industry standard method published by American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). The laboratory tests were performed by a qualified 
laboratory - SVL Analytical, Inc. of Kellogg, Idaho. Humidity cell tests are standard kinetic tests 
applicable to mine and waste materials found in a wide variety of climatic conditions including 
southern Arizona. Humidity cell tests are applicable to test work performed on conventional and dry 
stack tailings.  The purpose of humidity cells is to provide a determination of rates of accelerated 
leaching under controlled laboratory conditions. They are not intended as a demonstration of 
weathering rates but as calibration data for further predictive calculations to determine weathering 
rates. As such they are applicable to any form of tailings disposal as baseline or calibration data for 
numerical predictions. 
 
Tetra Tech (2007) provides only a limited description of the construction of the 6 on-site column 
tests and operational protocols, but SRK accepts the general test approach. Details on the column 
dimensions, the size fractions and volumes of materials loaded into the columns, and protocols for 
manual irrigation and leachate sample collection were not provided. Three tests were performed on 
splits of andesitic waste and on leach ore material tested by the humidity cell tests. The materials 
were selected for additional study from those samples that showed the potential (or uncertain 
potential) to generate acid using standard static tests. The field columns were to be subjected to 
ambient rainfall, sun, and temperature conditions. Owing to abnormally low rainfall conditions 
encountered during the test period, the columns were manually irrigated weekly using one liter of 
distilled water over a period of several hours; no details were provided on this field procedure. SRK 
assumes that field personnel performing the work received training to ensure consistency in 
irrigation methods, application rates, and that field instrument calibration was performed and 
documented.  


2 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan, Vector 
Arizona, June 2006 


The 2006 Vector memorandum is essentially a trip report and general work plan for Phase I of 
geochemical characterization. A general work approach and outline of the sampling and analysis 
plan is presented; a formal sampling and analysis plan is not attached. A detailed work plan for the 
later phases, if prepared, was not provided for review. Specific comments and concerns are provided 
below. The geochemical investigation, however, has already been executed. 
 


1. No mineralogical study is proposed during the program to assess which acid-generating and acid-
consuming minerals are present (and in what proportion) and how sulfide minerals occur in physical 
contact with the gangue minerals. This is an oversight because without it the results can only be 
interpreted as generalities, and will not be site-specific.   
 


2. SPLP and Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (ASTM E2242-02) analyses are proposed for 
approximately 20 percent of the waste rock samples. These methods are industry standard tests. 
Application of the SPLP test, however, will likely give a dilute result that is not really representative 
given the fresh nature and low pyrite content of the waste rock material described. A more 
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aggressive static leach test is recommended, such as analysis of Net Acid Generation (NAG) metals 
and/or MWMP-type extraction. 
 


3. The high buffering nature of the material described will also likely give a positive (alkaline) bias to 
the results, especially with the low predicted sulfur. SRK recommends that NAG tests should be run 
to confirm the predicted acid generation behavior. Given the likely alkaline nature of the material, 
the generation of alkaline rock drainage (potentially still with water quality exceedances) may occur, 
and that salinity in the final pit lake may also be an issue. These questions need to be addressed.  
 


4. Sobek and NAG pH, total metals, and SPLP analysis are proposed for tailings samples created 
during the metallurgical test program. As noted above, application of the SPLP method to tailings is 
unsuitable, and SRK advocates using a more appropriate method for prediction of tailings leachate 
chemistry such as NAG metals and MWMP extraction. 
 


5. A review of the heap leach characterization program was not within SRK scope, but comments are 
provided based on the very brief description provided in the memorandum. The method for selecting 
the test materials based on copper grade and the expected leach ore rock types within the pit is a 
reasonable approach. The proposed program based on this work plan consists of analyzing the 
residues from three column leach tests performed by Mountain States R & D International for Sobek 
and NAG pH, whole rock analysis, and SPLP and MWMP extraction. One humidity cell test is also 
proposed. The proposed program will likely present a better impression of the resulting leachate 
chemistry than will actually occur. The high ore alkalinity will have a high acid consumption factor, 
which will cause the precipitation of gypsum – thus the heap may be a source of high sulfate 
concentrations. 


3 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Tetra Tech, June 2007 


This report is a compilation of geochemical test work completed on 94 waste rock, leach ore, and 
mill ore samples and 2 tailings samples through April 27, 2007.  
 
The report includes a number of compilation tables, illustrations, figures, and two appendices. 
Appendix A contains a compilation of test results. Appendix B provides copies of the analytical 
reports prepared by SVL Analytical, Inc. and Transwest Geochem in 2006 and 2007; no laboratory 
reports were noted for analyses by Turner Lab in 2006. Specific comments are provided below.  
 


1. The number of samples and geologic representativeness appears reasonable for the size and stage of 
the project. 
 


2. The section on mineralogy is poor and is based solely on published works, and thus is not site-
specific and is not directly applicable to the tested samples. 
 


3. The presentation of data is confusing. For example, the bar-chart approach shown in Illustration 5.3 
to represent sulfur speciation is not a standard method. The compiled analytical found in the main 
text and in Appendix A lack basic information such as the laboratory name, lab identifiers to match 
the compiled data to specific laboratory reports, and consistent reporting of analytical units.  
 


4. The data show a strong bias toward neutralizing conditions, but sample-specific mineralogy would 
have helped to confirm if the neutralizing conditions are directly related to carbonate-neutralizing 
potential (NP) or if some of the NP is an artifact of the test itself, as is common. The NAG pH data 
helps and reveals two samples that are clearly acid-generating (not potentially acid-generating, as 
stated in the report). The majority of the waste rock samples are neutralizing, although less strongly 
than predicted by the ABA results. 
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5. Whole rock chemistry indicates that elements mobile in alkaline environments (such as oxyanions, 
e.g. arsenic, antimony, molybdenum, and selenium) are strongly enriched in the deposit (see 
Illustration 5.6, p. 20). As expected, SPLP extraction tests at such high dilution on unweathered 
rocks show low solute leaching. Seven samples were analyzed after both SPLP and MWMP 
extractions were performed. The inclusion of MWMP tests is useful, and the results for selected 
constituents are compared in Illustration 5.8. The MWMP results reveal higher arsenic, selenium, 
and fluoride leaching than do the SPLP tests, although results for many other constituents are quite 
similar. 
 


6. On page 28, Tetra Tech states:  
 


“In general, approximately 73% of the material tested to date can be defined as inert based on the 
ADEQ draft policy titled “Policy for the Evaluation of Mining Rock Materials for the 
Determination of Inertness” (ADEQ, 1998). This policy defines inert materials as having a total 
sulfur concentration of less than 0.3% and an NNP greater than 0 or an NPR greater than 3. 
Those materials that are defined as inert by this definition do not require additional testing. 
However, it should be noted that materials defined as inert can have metals concentrations. 
Based on the data available, zinc and arsenic are present in the rocks and may be of concern 
when placed in the waste rock dump. Metals such as zinc, arsenic, and selenium can be mobile at 
alkaline pH values.” 
 


The reference in the unpublished ADEQ draft policy to what constitutes “inert” material should be 
replaced by the terminology used in guidance published by ADEQ in Appendix B of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT on the characterization of solution, ore, and waste (ADEQ, 2005). 
Appendix B classifies material as “non-acid generating with a low risk for acid drainage to develop” 
if the ratio of neutralization potential and acid production potential is greater than 3. Approximately 
30 percent of the samples (25 of 94) submitted for acid-base accounting (ABA) and sulfur speciation 
analyses (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A.2) have one or more components that exceed the criteria 
developed by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) (2005) to classify the 
material as non-acid generating mine rock material. Note that the ADEQ guidance only briefly 
addresses the potential to carry metals in solution under alkaline rock drainage conditions such as is 
discussed in Tetra Tech statement from page 28. 
 


7. Humidity cell tests are reported to 20 weeks, which are not be a sufficient duration to determine a 
trend or to develop meaningful estimates of leaching rates for some constituents. Copper, 
manganese, arsenic, antimony, selenium, and possibly zinc were above detection and/or elevated in 
humidity cells, indicating potential for solute leaching and probable sulfide oxidation. In comparison 
with Arizona AWQS, the leachates measured antimony and selenium in concentrations exceeding 
their respective limits. Selenium initially exceeded the AWQS of 0.05 mg/L but was below detection 
for the remaining weeks; antimony showed elevated concentrations that exceeded the AWQS of 0.06 
mg/L throughout the duration of the humidity cell tests. The on-site column tests show a possible 
early decrease in sulfate concentrations for some columns, which may indicate that flushing of the 
reactive alkalinity has taken place. It would be useful to see data obtained since the date of the June 
2007 report. 
 


8. The use of SPLP on tailings and only 10 weeks of humidity cell testing is insufficient to draw 
conclusions concerning the leaching behavior of the tailings. Additional data and the summary 
reports on test work and analyses completed after June 2007 are essential to complete a meaningful 
review. 
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4 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Tetra Tech, November 2007 


This report is an addendum to the June 2007 Tetra Tech Report. It summarizes the previous and new 
geochemical characterization data through September 2007. The report focuses primarily on the 
Phase I and Phase II test work performed on waste rock with lesser focus on geochemical 
characterization of tailings, heap leach grade ore, and soil samples. The samples were collected from 
drill core with specific rock types and copper grade, drill core rejects, soil samples, and test pits. The 
coarse rejects from drill core samples were taken to METCON Laboratory of Tucson to be split and 
prepared for analysis by SVL Analytical, Inc. (SVL) of Kellogg, Idaho. SVL is a laboratory certified 
by the Arizona Department of Health Services. Documentation to verify grade (ore/waste 
classification) and mineralogy is absent. 
 


4.1 Waste Rock Characterization 


Two phases of sampling and geochemical analysis have been performed.  Phase I sampling (42 of 
potential waste rock material, 1 composite sample, 4 historic waste rock dump (WRD), and 1 leach-
grade) provided a preliminary indication of rock).  Phase II included 121 samples of potential waste 
rock, 2 leach-grade samples, 4 test pits samples from existing WRDs, and 5 soil samples to 
characterize potential cover and construction borrow materials. Thirty-nine samples were tested by 
SPLP methods; 33 samples were tested using MWMP methods. The leachates from these tests were 
analyzed for a number of constituents – some of which have reference Arizona aquifer water quality 
standards. Humidity cell test were performed on 14 samples of Earp Formation, andesite, arkose, and 
arkose conglomerate based on the conclusions from the ABA tests. 
 


1. On a spatial basis, the waste rock geochem samples appear to be representative of life-of-mine 
materials. No documentation was provided to verify the materials are below the oxide/sulfide cutoff 
grades and are waste materials and what minerals are present such as percentage of silicate minerals, 
pyrite, and carbonate. 
 


2. Illustration 3.1 does not use standard graphing methodology to represent sulfur speciation in the 
ABA results. ABA results, however, do indicate that some waste rock types such as andesite and 
arkose have potential to generate acid in the absence of discharge management. 
 


3. It is very difficult to cross reference the individual samples in the summary tables owing to lack of 
consistent  presentation of sample identification, depth, laboratory identification numbers, and rock 
type. It is not possible without considerable effort to go from tabulated data to graphed data to verify 
conclusions. Verification of trends seen in the humidity cell results, for example, is difficult owing to 
the organizational format presented in data tables and graphs. Table 3.7 provides the rock type 
sampled and a Sample ID (drillhole name with sample number), but no sample footage interval; the 
Sample ID, sample depths, rock type sampled, and test work performed are shown in Appendix A 
Table A.1. The analytical results are tabulated by Sample ID in Appendix A Table A.7 with no 
cross-reference to laboratory job number or to rock type; the analytical results are graphed in 
Appendix A Illustration A.1 (Figures 1a through 15 b) but the Sample ID or rock type is not 
provided. A data compilation and statistical analysis by rock type would have assisted with the 
interpretation of the results based on waste type to be mined.  
 


4. SPLP and MWMP leachate results for waste show that more than half of the results are below 
analytical detection for metals.  There are number of samples, however, that exceeded the reference 
arsenic standard of 0.01 mg/L and isolated AWQS exceedances of other metals.  In some cases the 
method detection limit is at or above the numeric standard so the water quality result with respect to 
the reference standards cannot be assessed.   
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5. There are noticeable differences in results between the humidity cells and the field column tests, 
which is not discussed in the report. Humidity cells tests showed the effluent pH oscillated between 
approximately 7.2 to 8.2 pH; sulfate concentrations decreased from week 0 to week 2 and remained 
below 200 mg/L with minor oscillations throughout the duration of the tests. With increasing time, 
the pH in the field tests decreased approximately 2 pH standard units to between pH 7 and pH 6, and 
sulfate was cyclic with sulfate concentrations ranging from 0 to approximately 500 mg/L (Illustration 
3.7 and 3.8). The field columns appear to have been terminated too early and should have been 
continued until some stabilization of pH and sulfate was observed. The use of a 35-week humidity 
test with only 8 analytical samples over the 35 weeks is probably insufficient to draw any 
conclusions about the tests, especially with respect to metals. Generally, the most significant changes 
would be expected in weeks 0 to 5, and this period is not captured adequately in the metals data 
presented. Although it is true that the majority of reported results are below detection, there are 
several exceedances with respect to AWQSs for various constituents – noticeably antimony, 
selenium (Se), and arsenic (As).  Metal concentrations in leachates are shown in Illustration 3-10, but 
are not shown relative to time so it is not possible to determine changes in metal concentration over 
time. Se and As  show some exceedances with respect to their respective AWQSs in this illustration, 
and copper and manganese are elevated. No compilation or interpretation is provided by rock type or 
by constituent so it is difficult to derive meaningful relationships from the data for this review 
without significant effort.  


 
6. The humidity cell and field test data are not conclusive as to the weathering nature of the rock 


materials, and they cannot be conclusively verified as being non-reactive. The information needs to 
be presented in a clearer fashion in order to support the proposed trends. 


 


4.2 Tailings Characterization 


Four tailings samples were tested using standard industry methods for ABA, SPLP, and whole rock 
analysis; one humidity cell was completed at the time of this report (Tailings-022807). As stated 
previously, no details other basic rock type were provided on the source of the sample material used 
to make the simulated tailings so SRK is not able to verify how representative the samples are.   
 
SPLP results for February and June 2007 tailings samples of Horquilla Limestone indicate the 
leachate is near-neutral and metals are predominantly below detection. The results from May 2006 
are incomplete and not usable owing to the fact that the method detection level was above the 
relevant reference standards. MWMP results were reported for the June 2007 sample and show near-
neutral pH, and metals that are below detection with the exception of molybdenum. Molybdenum 
sulfide is a sulfide ore constituent.  The limited number of MWMP and SPLP tests completed at the 
time of this report is not sufficient to represent all ore types expected during the life of mine. 
 
The combination of sample leachates to represent a five-week period of sampling is not useful. The 
results confirm that the material has low reactivity.  Molybdenum and selenium are potentially 
elevated in the humidity samples. 


5 Summary of Comments and Questions  


SRK comments based on a review of three geochemical test reports prepared to characterize the 
Rosemont waste materials are summarized below.  
 


1. The materials tested are representative of the waste rocks to be encountered during the life of mine. 
A description of the oxidation type, grade, and minerals present in each sample was not provided to 
verify waste classification. 
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2. Mineralogy studies are recommended to assess the physical characteristics of the gangue metals and 
metalloids (for example, what percentage of pyrite is encapsulated in quartz or other silicate minerals 
and is therefore not accessible to be oxidized?).  


3. Insufficient, representative tailings tests have been completed by November 2007 to provide an 
accurate assessment of the tailings leachate. 


4. NAG metals are still recommended to assess the chemical character of tailings leachate to confirm 
potential behavior. 


5. Alkaline or neutral rock drainage with elevated metalloids and sulfate may occur based on the results 
of the 35-week humidity cell tests; this is not adequately addressed in these reports.  The tests need 
to be operated until some stabilization is observed in the field columns. 
 
SRK is aware that two other geochemical reports or summaries exist including Tetra Tech (2009a 
and 2009b), so additional information may be provided in these reports. SRK questions based on a 
review of the three reports are listed below: 


1. Is a description available for the oxidation type, mineralization observed, and total copper grade in 
the tested samples? 


2. Have NAG metals and/or MWMP-type extractions been performed on waste rock and tailings 
materials subsequent to the November 2007 report? 


3. Additional tailings test work was discussed in the Technology Transfer Meeting conducted on 
November 12, 2008 (Williamson, 2008, slide 9). Test work listed as “In Progress” as of November 
2008 included July 2008 samples for ABA, whole rock, SPLP, MWMP, and kinetic tests. Have the 
additional tests been performed on tailings materials and are the results available for review? 
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Profession: 
 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 
 
 
 


 
Geochemist 
 
Doctor of Philosophy, University of Southampton, 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Science, Geochemistry/Geology, Class 1 Honours 
Degree, University of Manchester, 1985-1987 
 
Past President, International Association of Applied 
Geochemists (2008 to 2009); President (2005-07); VP (2003-
2004) 
Member, Int. Mine Water Association  
Fellow, Geological Society of London 
Member of the Society of Economic Geology 
Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry  
Visiting Research Associate, Division of Materials and 
Minerals, Cardiff University 1998-present; Aberystwyth 
University 2000-2006 
Chartered Chemist, RSC (1997) 
Chartered Geologist, GSL (2001) 
Chartered Professional European Geologist (2002) 
Accreditation auditor, Cyanide code (2005) 
 


 
Specialization: Application of chemistry and mineralogy in mining projects. This includes metal 


ore, uranium and coal processing; geochemical exploration; evaluation and 
treatment of mine waste and water chemistry. 


 


Expertise: 
 


Eur. Geol. R. J. Bowell Ph.D., C. Chem MRSC,  C. Geol FGS 
Geochemist with 20 years experience. Background in applied geology in tropical 
and deeply weathered terrain’s  and mining consulting in the fields of due 
diligence, financial and technical audits,  process chemistry, environmental 
geochemistry, environmental engineering and mineralogy.  Specializes in the 
application of chemistry and mineralogy to solve engineering problems. 
Experience in gold, copper and uranium mining in North America, Chile, Southern 
and West Africa and in Eastern Europe.   
 


 
Employment Record: 
1995-Present Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (UK), Geochemist, Senior Geochemist (1997); 


Principal Geochemist (1999) 
1994-1995 Freelance Consulting -BHP; Contract lab staff consultancy; Aberystwyth, Open 


University and Southampton Universities. 
1991-1994 Natural History Museum, Senior Research Fellow in Applied Geochemistry. (50% 


of time contracted to BHP Minerals, Africa & Middle East Group). 
1988-1991 PhD Student, University of Southampton; Geologist, Ashanti Goldfields 
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Publications: One hundred & forty two publications in the field of mineralogy, process 
chemistry, and applied geochemistry, ARD, contaminated land and water treatment 
available on request.  Co-author of technical publications on gold mineralogy and 
processing (CRC); water management in the mining industry (UK-EA); and arsenic 
stabilization (MIRO). 
 


 
Languages: English, Spanish (Business) 
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Key Experience:  Due Diligence/Audits 
 
Africa 
 Cluff resources, Ghana, Tazania & Zimbabwe (09/05-01/06) 
 Anglovaal/Avgold/Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, South Africa (gold) (9/98-12/98) 
 African Eagle AIM listing (2004) 
 Involved in 43-101 documents for projects in Namibia, Tanzania, South Africa & Zambia 
 
Europe 
 Minmet/Connary Minerals, UK, Portugal & Brazil (gold) (6/99-9/99) 
 OCK Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (9/00-12/00) 
 KCM Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (10/00-11/00) 
 Base metal results (tin), UK (3/03-1/04) 
 Uranium projects, Ukraine (2/06-5/06) 
 Uranium project, Czech Republic (3/06-6/06) 
 Uranium projects, Russia, Kazakhstan and overseas ARMZ (11/07-ongoing) 
 Uranium projects, Slovakia (2/08-ongoing) 
 
North America 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (6/01-8/01) 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (8/02-9/02) 
 
Other 
 Confidential, global mining group (base metals) (7/04-4/05) 
 Confidential junior mining company (base and precious metals) (5/05-1/06) 
 Confidential, global closure costs (8/06) 
 Confidential assessment of RTB Bor, Serbia (9/06-11/06) 
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Key Experience: Involvement in Feasibility Studies 
 
Provided technical involvement in geochemistry, ore mineralogy, process chemistry and environmental 
assessment to feasibility studies for; 
 


 Lisheen SEDEX lead-zinc deposit, Ireland   (1995-1996) 
 TVX low sulfidation epithermal gold projects, Kamchatka (1996) 
 TVX mesothermal gold-base metal deposit, Olympias, Greece  (1996-1997) 
 TVX porphyry copper deposit, Skouries, Greece  (1997) 
 Al Amar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia  (1995) 
 Al Hajar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia (1995-1996) 
 Copper Flat porphyry copper deposit (1996-1998) 
 Varvarinskoye, massive sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan  (1996-1997)  
 Las Cruces massive sulfide deposit, Spain  (1997-1999) 
 Geita Au-hosted banded iron formation, Tanzania (SRK project manager) (1997-2000) 
 Kukuluma Gold Project, Tanzania (1998) 
 Skorpion non sulfide zinc deposit, Namibia  (1999) 
 Kabanga magmatic associated nickel-cobalt-copper deposit, Tanzania (1999-2001) 
 Ngezi nickel-platinum-palladium deposit, Zimbabwe (1998) 
 Dunrobin  Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (1997-1998) 
 Carlin-type disseminated gold deposit, Turquoise Ridge, Getchell, Nevada (SRK project manager) 


(1996-2004) 
 Los Pelambres porphyry copper deposit, Chile  (1998-2003) 
 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings re-treatment, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Tengke Fungamure copper-cobalt deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Pascua-Lama epithermal high sulfidation, Chile (1999-2000) 
 Goro lateritic nickel deposit, French Caledonia (2000) 
 Equatorial Tonopah porphyry copper, Tonopah, Nevada (2000-2001) 
 Cerrejon coal deposit, Colombia (2002-2003) 
 Sappes epithermal high sulfidation gold deposit, Greece (2002) 
 Kevitsa project, Finland,  Scandinavian Gold (2003) 
 Sasare Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (2003-2006) 
 Nkomati nickel deposit, Barberton, South Africa (2004) 
 Atlanta mesothermal gold deposit, Atlanta, Idaho (2004-2005) 
 Mkushi copper-gold deposit, Zambia (2004-2006) SRK project manager 
 European Goldfields, Olympias project, Greece (2005) 
 Miyabi Banded Iron Formation-gold deposit, Tanzania (2005-2006) 
 European Goldfields, Skouries project, Greece (2005-2006) 
 Voskhod chromite deposit, Kazakhstan (2005-2006) 
 Malmbjerg molybdenum deposit, Greenland (2005- 2008)  SRK project manager 
 Mount Hope molybdenum deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Chita porphyry copper deposit, Russia  (2005-2008)  
 Trekkopje Uranium deposit (2006-2008)   
 Elkon uranium-gold-molybdenum  Russia (2006-ongoing)   
 Rystkuil uranium, South Africa (2007-2008) 
 Reko Diq copper-gold, Pakistan (2006-ongoing)   
 Fedorova PGM, Russia (2007-2008)  
 Goldfields epithermal gold deposit, Nevada, USA (2008-ongoing) 
 Khiagda U-ISR, Russia (6/08-ongoing, project manager) 
 Zarechnoye U-ISR, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing, project manager) 
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Key Experience:  Arsenic projects 
 
Africa 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, Avgold, South Africa (9-11/98, 


with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Design and evaluation of arsenic treatment options, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (8/01-10/01) Project 


manager 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Ghanian operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing). Project 


manager 
 
Europe 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Salsigne gold mine, France 


(7/96 – 3/97) Project manager 
 Arsenic treatment, Sappes project, Greece (1999) 
 Assessment of arsenic removal from metallurgical process streams, Olympias gold project, Greece 


(2005) 
 
North America 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Getchell mine, Nevada (8/95 – 


3/99 with SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 Stabilization of arsenic from metallurgical waste, Getchell mine, Nevada (1999-2002 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Cameco Uranium Mines, Saskatchewan, Canada (4/99-12/99 with 


SRK Vancouver office) 
 Arsenic specialist, Giant Mine closure workshop, funded by DIAND, Northwest Territories, Canada 


(3/2000 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Arsenic treatment plant evaluation, City of Elko, Nevada (with SRK Elko, 5/02-6/02) 
 Review of arsenic control and treatment, Glamis Gold, Nevada (6/02-11/03 with SRK Elko) 
 Arsenic treatment plant, Atlanta gold project, Idaho (11/03-4/05) 
 Water treatment assessment for arsenic, California (6/07) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering. 


Africa 
 Environmental geochemistry review, Tsumeb Corporation (8/95-6/96 with SRK Johannesburg) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 Environmental geochemistry, ARD, baseline & ongoing monitoring hydrogeochemistry. Geita Gold 


Mine, Tanzania (5/97 to 03/04) 
 Review of geochemistry for closure study, Bulyanhulu gold mine Tanzania (3/98-5/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment-evaluation, Kriel open cast and power station, South Africa 


(4/97-2/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-12/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 ARDML assessment, Rystkuil, South Africa (4/07-8/08) 
 
Asia 
 Hydrogeochemistry of saline groundwaters in the vicinity of the potential gold mine at Mahd ad Dhab, 


Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry for three potential gold mines in Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 ARDML study, Reko Diq Pakistan (12/06-ongoing) 
  
Europe 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemistry of mine water as part of a closure plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and dewatering studies of a potential zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland 


(8/95 –4/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines 


in South Wales (8/95 –6/97) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97) 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment study for Las Cruces project, Spain (11/96-3/97) Project 


Manager) 
 Geochemical characterization, Boulby Potash, UK (8/01-10/01) 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and ecotoxicity of mine waste, Cambourne-Redruth mining district, Cornwall 


(7/04-10/04) 
 ARDML study on tailings disposal, Nalunaq, Greenland (3/06-12/06) 
 ARD assessment, Aguas Teindas base metal mine, Spain (9/06-5/07)  
 ARDML study, Malmbjerg, Greenland (8/05-ongoing) 
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 ARDML study, Fedorovo PGM deposit, Russia (9/07-12/08) 
 


 
Pacific 
 
 Hydrogeochemistry, storage and discharge of hot saline groundwaters at the operating Emperor Mine, 


Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
 
North America 
 ARDML study, Creston Molybdenum deposit, Sonora, Mexico (2008) 
 ARDML study, Goldfields, Nevada (2007-ongoing) 
 ARDML assessment, Mount Hope Mo-porphyry deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel Tailings and Process Plant, Arizona (11/03-8/06) 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 – 8/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver 
 Hydrogeochemistry of lateritic nickel project, Wind Pass, Oregon (1997 with SRK Reno) 
 Pit Lake Assessment, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review and geochemistry for Ridgeway Mine, South Carolina (with SRK Denver office, 2/97-6/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, main underground mine, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/96 – 9/99, project with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99, project with 


SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99, project with 


SRK Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and 
management of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles 
and tailings material.  Additionally the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public 
enquiries into the mine development. 


 Hydrogeochemistry and water management of flooded pits at the operating Getchell Mine, Nevada (8/95 
– 8/04), Project manager 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-ongoing with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation study, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-2/01 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 Pit lake study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
 Organise and participate in ARD workshops in the UK (7/95); Czech Republic (9/96); South Africa 


(11/97 & 9/01); Romania (12/00); UK (11/02); Ireland (8/03) 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining Operations 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of ARDML at Four mouth balled base metal sulfide operations in Namibia (6/09-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Review of ARDML processes at Obuasi gold mine, Ghana (5/09-ongoing) Project manager 
 Review of water management system, Geita Gold mine, Tanzania (11/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 ARD-metal leaching geochemistry and testwork for Siguri gold mine, Guinea (4/08-ongoing) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for Nkomati nickel project, South Africa (3/02-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for South Deeps Mine, South Africa (1/02-6/02 with SRK 


Johannesburg)  
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry and waste rock 


geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania (2/97-12/04), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Ngezi project, Zimbabwe (2/98-11/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Kabanga project, Tanzania (6/98-9/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 ARD assessment-evaluation, Nkomati Nickel Mine, South Africa (3/97-11/01) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry and ARD at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-


12/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork, base and precious metal deposits, Angouran, Iran (11/02-3/03) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for the Sukhaybarat gold mine, Saudi Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
 Waste rock characterization for Mahd ad Dhab, Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and evaluation of ARD remediation options for three potential gold mines in 


Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Testwork for ARD study at the Las Cruces deposit, Spain (3/97 – 2/99), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD Geochemistry, Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 -8/96 with SRK Vancouver office) 
 
North America 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Waste rock management plan and ARD assessment, Turquoise Ridge mine, Getchell, Nevada (10/02-


11/03 with SRK (NA) Inc., Project manager 
 ARD mineralogy Sa Dena Hes project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 ARD mineralogy, Highmont Mo project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 ARD mineralogy of waste rock and tailings, Pogo project, Alaska (4/99-7/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Waste rock geochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99 with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining  
    Operations (cont.) 
 
North America (cont.) 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99 with SRK 


Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and management 
of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles and tailings 
material.  Additionally, the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public enquiries 
into the mine development. 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-5/04 with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 ARD Geochemistry, Pierina project, Peru (7/03-8/03) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 ARD geochemistry, El Abra, Chile (4-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry Chiliquimbie, Chile (6-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry and mine waste stabilization, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-7/00 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, Chile-


Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
 Pit lake and waste rock geochemistry study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile 


office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Pacific 
 Waste rock geochemistry at the operating Emperor Mine, Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience: Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Closed or Abandoned Mining 
Operations 


 
Europe 
 Assessment of ARD and water treatment for the abandoned Parys Mountain complex (07/05-05/06) 
 Evaluation of geochemical risk associated with the WHO site in North Cornwall (07/05-09/05) 
 Risk assessment for Cornish metal mines, UK (06/05-10/05) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Survey of mine wastes in central Wales to determine ranked risk assessment approach to evaluating 


environmental impacts (9/95-4/97) 
 Geochemistry of acid rock drainage, rock pile stability and mine water chemistry as part of a closure 


plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97)   
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98)  
 
North America 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel tailings and process plant, Arizona (11/03-08/05), 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00-08/06 with SRK Tucson) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah Copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03-01/06 with SRK Elko office) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 Mine waste and site geochemistry, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 
South America 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry review for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, 


Chile-Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
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Key Experience:  Water Treatment 
 
Africa 
 Evaluation of water treatment options and ARD mitigation at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96; 


9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Panorama Resources Kakanda Mine, Democratic Congo Republic 


(3/97-4/98 with SRK Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry of salt removal for water treatment and plant design, Rustenburg Base Metal Refinery, 


South Africa (4/97-5/98 with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment at tailings facility, Hartley Platinum Mine, Selous, Zimbabwe (9/98-


6/99 with SRK Johannesburg & Harare offices), Project manger 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment, Fairview mine, Barberton, South Africa (2/99-5/99 with SRK 


Johannesburg office) 
 Assessment and design of passive and active treatment options, Kukuluma pit, Geita Mine, Tanzania 


(12/00-2/01), Project manager 
 Options to treat water in the Kafue and Zambezi water shed: Industrial effluents and mining related 


impacts (9/99-6/01). 
 Process water chemistry and treatment, Trekkopje heap leach project, Namibia (6/07-2/08) 
 Review of desalination project, Ghana (08/08) 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Pongkor Mine, Indonesia (8/96-2/98) 
 Scoping for effluent treatment at the Goro nickel facility, New Caledonia (6/00-7/00 with SRK Brisbane, 


Denver and Johannesburg offices) 
 
Europe 
 Remediation of 10 ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines in South Wales 


using active (HDS, ion exchange and EDR) and passive techniques (8/95 –6/97) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Passive treatment evaluation and design, Garth Tonmawr colliery, Wales (11/95-6/96) 
 ARD mitigation in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/97) 
 Mine water treatment, St Salvy mine, France (4/94-5/00) 
 Reviewer for tailings geochemistry, Tara Mines, Ireland (5/97-9/98, appointed by Department. of 


Energy, Ireland) 
 Water treatment scheme for dewatering of the zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 –4/97) 
 Mine water and process water treatment, kaolin and paper operations, Cornwall, UK (8/02-10/02) 
 Evaluation of sludge stabilization and stability, Wheal Jane Mine water project, Cornwall, UK (11/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for ARD at Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Evaluation of water treatment options, Aguas Tenidas mine, Spain (9/03-7/05) 
 Ceyelli mine water treatment, Turkey (9/04-9/04 with SRK Ankara) 
 Water treatment assessment at the Avoca mine, Ireland (4/04-6/04) 
 Mine water treatment, Kaolinite operation, Ukraine (9/06-5/07) 


 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for old tailings facility, Getchell, Nevada (8/95-2/98 with SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme scoping study at the Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 8/98, project with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme and hydrochemistry at Big Springs Mine, Nevada (6/96-11/96, project 


with SRK Reno office) 
 Evaluation and design of ARD-HDS treatment plant, Chino mining complex, New Mexico, USA (2/01-


8/02 with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
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 Evaluation of mine water treatment requirements, Holden project, USA (3/03 with SRK Vancouver 
office) 


 Review of BioteQ operating system, Bisbee, Arizona (April 2003) 
 Assessment and design for HDS water treatment plant at San Manuel, Arizona (6/05-2/06) and domestic 


water treatment (2/07) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Forteleza, Brazil (7/96-12/97 with SRK Reno office 
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Key Experience:  Environmental Impact, Mine Closure and Contaminated Land 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical consulting to AECI for inorganic and organic contaminants at several sites in South Africa 


(8/95-2/99, with SRK South African offices) 
 Geochemistry of contaminated land at a smelter, Tsumeb mining complex, Namibia (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemical consulting for operating and closed cyanide plants, South Africa (4/97-2/98 with SRK 


Johannesburg office)  
 Assessment of mining impact on the environment for a large infrastructure project on the Zambezi River 


Basin (11/97-9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for Environmental assessment of Power Station, Gokwe, Zimbabwe (9/98-2/99)  
 Geochemistry of Agrochemicals and Pesticide contamination of groundwater around factory, Zimbabwe 


(11/98-3/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Geochemistry of cyanide contamination of groundwater around cyanide producing factory, Zimbabwe 


(5/99-10/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Closure cost, preliminary design and assessment, Bulyanhulu mine, Tanzania (7/03-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg and SRK Reno) 
 Development of closure plans, Ghanian mining operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing) 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Copper Flats, New Mexico (6/96-12/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry of nitrogen contamination, Commercial Potato Farms, Nevada (9/98-6/99 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for closure of mine complexes at Robinson copper mine, Nevada, USA (5/00-10/04 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry and project management for closure of mine and process plant complexes at the San 


Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona, USA (5/00-ongoing with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
 Management of pit lakes, open pit closure and waste rock scheduling, Getchell Gold Mine, Nevada 


(9/01-9/04 with SRK Reno) 
 Closure review of Newmont tailings impoundments, Nevada, USA (5/02-4/04 with SRK Elko and Reno 


offices) 
 Supplemental EIS, Marigold Mine, Nevada USA (7/02-4/03 with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Atlanta Gold Mine, Idaho (10/03-ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver 


and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Coeur Rochester mine, Nevada (11/04-ongoing with SRK Elko, 


Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 


Brazil. (11/05-6/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins) 
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Key Experience:  Heap Leach-Cyanide Closure Projects 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Big Springs Heap Leach, Nevada (6/96-8/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for scoping of heap leach closure plan, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/97-2/98, with SRK 


Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Toiyabe, Nevada (8/99-8/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for Aurora pit and heap leach facility closure projects (9/99-6/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Griffon Peak, Nevada (2/00-9/00 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Assessment and preliminary design of cyanide treatment options, Colmac Mine, Northwest Territories, 


Canada (8/00-2/01 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach closure projects, Robinson mining complex, Nevada (9/00-3/01 with SRK 


Elko & Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Yankee Heaps, Bald Mountain, Nevada (9/00-4/01 


with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Gold Acre Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (4/01-9/04, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Robertson Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (10/01-3/03, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plans for LBM pad, pit 1/5 pad, pad 2 & 3 heap leach facilities. Bald 


Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Casino Winrock heap leach, Bald Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for closure plans, Santa Fe, Bullfrog and Wood gulch heap leach facilities, Nevada 


(06/06-04/08 with SRK Reno) 
 Geochemistry of process solutions and fate-transport model, Round mountain Gold mine, Nevada (5/07-


11/08 with SRK Reno) 
 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills heap leach facility, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
Africa 
 Closure planning on gold heap leach facilities at Obuasi (Sansu) and  Iduipriem, Ghana (05/08-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 
 Closure plans and geochemistry for the Sukhaybarat gold mine (including heap leach facility), Saudi 


Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience: Cyanide audits 
 
Europe 
 Review of cyanide characterization, treatment, and prediction methods as a workshop for the Association 


of Mining Analysts, UK (5/00) 
 Technical report, cyanide audit and review of cyanide treatment with reference to the Brae Mara tailings 


facility failure on behalf of Dresdner (5/00-9/00) 
 Cyanide audit as a precursor to accreditation, Cyanide plant, Czech Republic (10/07) 
 
Africa 
 Cyanide audit, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (11/00-3/01) 
 Cyanide spill assessment, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (2/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience:  Baseline Assessment 
 
Soil, ARD and water geochemistry as part of EIA’s for mining projects for: 
 
Europe 


 Aguas Tenidas base metal deposit, Spain (9/04-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 


 Erdenet copper porphyry, Mongolia, Erdenet (1-3/96) 
 Varvarinskoye, polymetallic sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan, KazMinCo (4/96 – 2/98) 
 Mahd d’ Dhab projects (gold, zinc, polymetallic sulfides, phosphates, magnesite) Saudi Arabia         


(2/00-9/00) 
 Asacha gold-silver deposit, Kamchatka, TVX (1/96 – 11/97) 


 
Africa 


 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings retreatment, Democratic Congo Republic, (3/97-1/98, with SRK 
Johannesburg) 


 Tengke Fungamure copper deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (3/97) 
 Kabanga Nickel project, Tanzania (6/96-10/98) 
 Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (4/98-9/01 with management of environmental monitoring program 


through to 2004) 
 
North America 


 San Flippe nickel laterite, Cuba (2/01-4/01) 
 Atlanta project, Idaho (10/04- ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 Mount Hope, Nevada (10/05- ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
  


 
South America 


 La Cruz silver-copper deposit, Bolivia, Billiton (9-11/95) 
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Key Experience:  Uranium projects 
 
Africa 
 Geochemistry for tailings water treatment, Rössing uranium mine, Namibia (11/97-5/98) 
 Process chemistry, metallurgy, heap leach design,  geology, exploration geochemistry, mineralogy, 


assessment of ISL potential and environmental chemistry,  Trekkopje operation, Namibia (10/06-10/08) 
 Process chemistry, mineralogy, geology, exploration geochemistry and environmental chemistry, 


Rystkuil and Beaufort West projects, South Africa (2/07-7/08) 
 Geochemistry assessment, Bakouma project, Central Africa Republic (7/07-12/07) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Uranium-calcrete & sedimentary uranium deposits, southern 


Botswana (3/08-ongoing) 
 Review of oxide-uranium project, Zambia (8/08) 
 Review and exploration for a complex uranium-phosphate deposit, Bakouma region, Central African 


Republic (08/08-ongoing) 
 Geological assessment of uranium projects in Argentina for Xenon (8/08-ongoing) 
 Review process chemistry, U-mineralogy and geology, Projects in Niger for Niger Uranium (8/08) 
 Review process chemistry, Uranium calcrete project, Namibia (9/08) 
 Review U- Projects in Niger for Xenon (10/08) 
 Scoping study, Marenica project, Namibia (05/09-ongoing), Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry, Well design and process recovery assessment of Uranium- ISL project, Kazakhstan 


(11/06-1/07) 
 Geochemistry for ISL-U project, Inkai, Kazakhstan (3/07-5/07) 
 Evaluation of the Zarechnoye and Akbastau ISR projects, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing)  
 
Europe 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy, Stratz and Hem ISL projects, Czech Republic (4/96-10/97) Project 


manager 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 5/96 to 4/98) 
 Evaluation of uranium project, Poland (8/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of ISL-U & autoclave-U projects, Ukraine (8/07-12/07) Project manager 
 Evaluation of two autoclave-U facilities, underground and open pit mines (8/07-12/07) 
 Metallurgical assessment of Uranium-Gold-Molybdenum project, Elkon, Russia (6/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of Uranium properties, Slovakia (3/08-3/09) Project manager 
 Evaluation of ISR projects at Khiagda in Russia (4/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 Evaluation of a rubble bio-leach, heap leach and VAT leach projects, Transbaikal, Russia (6/08-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Evaluation of Dalur ISR, Russia (3/09-6/09) 
 
North America 
 Mineralogy, environmental and process chemistry of uranium-nickel-arsenic rich ore & tailings, Cigar 


Lake Mine, Canada (4/99-11/99) 
 Evaluation of process chemistry, Canon City, Colorado (2/06-6/06) 
 Evaluation of vanadium and uranium recovery in tank leach and pressure leach circuits, Confidential 


client, Colorado & Texas (1/06-7/07) 
 Scoping study for hydrogeochemical and hydrogeological studies on a potential ISL operation in 


Wyoming for a Confidential client (5/06-6/06) 
 Scoping study for U-REE project, Mountain Pass, Nevada (8/06) 
 Project evaluation, potential ISR operation, Colorado (2/07) 
 Assessment of Bio-leach and underground mining project, Elliot Lake, Canada (8/08-ongoing) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 
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Brazil. (11/04-7/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins)  
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Key Experience:  Metallurgy & Mineral Processing 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of assay and gold recovery problems from heap leach, Zimbabwe (12/95)  
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for nickel-cobalt-copper-PGE’s Rustenburg, South Africa (4/97-5/98) 
 Mineralogy for base metal extraction from an oxide ore, Skorpion zinc mine, Namibia (6/98-11/98) 
 Metal recovery from base and precious metal slags, residues and flue dust, Tsumeb smelting and 


processing operations, Namibia (5/05-ongoing) Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Metallurgical and mineralogical assessment of copper and gold project as part of pre-feasibility and 


feasibility studies, Kazakhstan (12/95-7/96) Project manager 
 Geochemistry for Kazan solution mining project, Turkey (with SRK Turkey 10/02). 
 
Europe 
 Metallurgical problems, geology and mineralogy of lead-zinc ore body, Mazzron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for base metal (zinc-lead), Mazzaron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and testwork for metal recovery from base metal waste in Bulgaria (9/00-12/00), 


Project manager 
 
North America 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for gold recovery by autoclave and cyanidation processes, Getchell, 


Nevada (2/97-4/99 & 8-10/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry of gold recovery and cyanidation of sulfide ore, Getchell, Nevada (2-7/01), Project 


manager 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


and assessment of bio-oxidation pre-treatment, Tonopah project, Nevada (4/01-9/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry, In Situ copper leach project, Arizona (4/01-11/01 with SRK Tucson) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, complex oxide and sulfide heap leach project, Florida Canyon (5/02-


3/03), Project manager 
 Process chemistry and optimization evaluation, As-rich Au ores, Newmont technical services, Gold 


Quarry, Nevada (4/99-2/01) Project manager 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Standard mine heap leach facility and control of cyanide solutions. 


Apollo Gold, Nevada (7/02-4/03).  Project manager 
 Process chemistry and heap leach optimisation studies including issues related to ore grind, 


encapsulation, cyanide and lime consumption, alternative reagent and leaching conditions, bio-oxidation 
pre-treatment for Placer Dome PLS on heaps and ores from Bald Mountain, Cortez and Getchell mines 
in Nevada (6/02-2/04 with SRK Elko office), Project manager 


 Process optimization, Penoles operations, Mexico (10/08-ongoing) 
 Assessment of gold recovery, El Chanate, Mexico (1/09-ongoing) 
 
 
South America 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


project, Chile (5/01-6/02) Project manager 
 Process chemistry, copper heap leach, Radimiro, Chile (04/05-06/08). Project manager 
 Gold geometallurgy study, Verte Norte, Colombia (12/08-ongoing). Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Exploration 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical exploration for Trio Gold in Ghana (5/96-8/98), Mali (9/97), Benin and Burkina Faso (3/97 


–9/98), Project manager 
 Geochemical exploration for Nevsun in Ghana (1/97 –5/97) and Mali (3/97), Project manager 
 African Resources-Kilembe (copper-cobalt) and regional gold and diamonds, Uganda (9/96-12/96) 
 Gold-shear zone deposit, Wassa, Ghana (1/97) 
 Gold-shear zone/BIF, Geita Mine, Tanzania (4-6/99) 
 Mineralogy of heavy mineral concentrates for diamond exploration in Angola (8/00-11/00) 
 Exploration mineralogy and geochemistry of iron oxide copper gold deposits, uranium, porphyry copper, 


gold, diamonds and nickel. African Eagle in Mozambique, Tanzania & Zambia (6/03-ongoing) 
 Uranium exploration, Namibia (9/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 Copper exploration, Namibia (8/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 
Asia 
 Mineralogical and geochemical work as part of mineral exploration programs for gold shear zone, Mahd 


a Dhab, Saudi Arabia (2/96-4/96) 
 Polymetallic sulfide deposit, Varvarinskoye, Kazakhstan (2/96-6/96) 
 Iron oxide-copper-gold project, Afghanistan (2/97) 
 Mineralogy and geochemical mapping of the Sonjiapo copper porphyry, China (3/97) 
 Mineralogy of Murantau gold deposit, Uzbekistan (4/97) 
 Pongkor low sulfidation precious metal deposit-mineralogy and exploration geochemistry, Indonesia 


(4/97) 
 Tin, gold, alluvial heavy mineral sands, diamonds and gemstones, India (2/98) 
 
North America 
 Carlin gold deposit, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/98) 
 Carlin gold deposit, Rodeo Creek, Nevada (9/98) 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Exploration Hydrogeochemistry study for Getchell mine development, Nevada (3/99-9/99), Project 


manager 
 Epithermal low and high sulfidation gold, Florida Canyon and Standard Mines, Nevada (8/02-ongoing), 


Project manager 
 Carlin and epithermal low sulfidation gold, Bald Mountain Mine, Nevada (2/03-ongoing), Project 


manager 
 
South America 
 Mineralogy for diamond and gold prospects in the Cuiaba Basin, Brazil (7/00-4/01) 
 Mineralogy for gold prospects in the Sierra Pelada area, Brazil (7/00-9/00) 
 Mineralogy and geochemistry for copper-gold projects, Chile (5/01-12/01)  
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Key Experience:  Current Research 
 
Europe 
 Metal recovery from mine waste and tailings in collaboration with, Geochemistry Research Group, 


Aberystwyth and the Materials the School of Engineering, Cardiff University, 11/96-ongoing). Funding 
from Welsh universities core funding; Xstrata; Noranda; Equatorial; Orlake Minerals; Fundy Minerals; 
TCL; Minex; Greenwich Resources; National Research Council. 


 Use of LAICPMS for analysis of trace constituents in solid materials, particularly precious metals in 
refractory ores and impurities in metallurgical products ongoing collaboration since 3/96 with, 
Geochemistry Research Group, Aberystwyth and the the School of Engineering, Cardiff University 


 Protocols for Acid Base Accounting and Kinetic testwork (6/98 – 12/04 with Materials Science 
Department, the School of Engineering, Cardiff University) 


 Kinetics of copper and uranium leaching in ISR environments (3/07-ongoing with the School of 
Engineering, Cardiff University and Mintek, SA) 


 
North America 
 Process optimisation and closure of Heap Leach facilities (10/2000-9/04 with Placer Dome (NA) Inc. 


and SRK Elko office) 
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Key Experience:  Research Post-Doctorate Studies 
 
Africa 
 Mineral exploration in deeply weathered tropical terrains, with BHP Minerals (50% of time between: 


10/91-9/95)- West Africa, Zaire, Uganda & Tanzania 
 Geochemistry of sulfide oxidation and gossans, Tsumeb mine, Namibia  
 Metal distribution in mine waste from Tsumeb type deposits (4/92-4/94) 
 LAICPMS chemistry, with University of Cape Town, Department of Geological Sciences (9/91-9/94) 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Zimbabwe, with British Geological Survey and Institute of Mining Research, 


Zimbabwe, funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
 Water quality issues in rural water supply management, with Wateraid, UNDP, and University of 


Westminster (9/91-10/93) 
 


 
Europe 
 Geochemistry and mineralogy of the St. Just mining district, Cornwall (9/91-6/94) 
 Stability of arsenic in mine waste, with Imperial College funded through MIRO (2/92-3/94) 
 
Asia 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Malaysia, with British Geological Survey and Geological Survey of Malaysia, 


funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
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Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information 
  
Salek & Bev, 
  
Attached is the draft baseline geochemistry Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK.  It has numerous
questions regarding the geochemical sampling and testing program in regard to clarity of description, testing
methods, and representative sampling .   The memo text is rather dense but rather than spend time editing the
text I recommend the draft memo be forwarded to Rosemont with a proposal to hold an issue resolution
meeting similar to that done for the mine site groundwater model.  If you would like, I’ll gladly take the lead with

Rosemont of proposing this and forward them a copy of the draft Technical Review Memorandum. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
Date: 05/26/2010 06:17 AM

Mindee,
 
It is now 12 days past the CNF target date of May 14 to respond to the question regarding the SRK
review of the overall geochemical baseline data.
 
Please let us know when the CNF will respond.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Melinda D Roth [mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2010 3:29 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
 

The Forest needs additional time to understand what follow up with Rosemont will be requested.  Bev
will gather up the right folks and get back with Rosemont with a targeted date of May 14th.  We'll keep
you in the info loop on this one. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/02/2010 10:38 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A
Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information

 

All, 
  
To date SWCA has not received a response to the included 16 March email (reiterated in a 29 March email)
 regarding the SRK review of baseline geochemistry information for the Rosemont project.  Please review the
attached Technical Memorandum and let us know how the CNF wants to proceed.  As we are now receiving
predictive evaluations based in part on information contained in the geochemical baseline report (e.g. Pit Lake
Geochemistry & Infiltration Fate & Transport reports) I recommend that it is not relevant to resolve all the issues
raised by SRK in the attached memo, but leave critical geochemical data evaluation to only the data used in
making environmental impact predictions.  Therefore, I recommend that the attached draft Technical
Memorandum be entered into the file as reference material, but not become the focus of a work task to resolve
all issues raised by SRK, and that any issues regarding geochemical data be resolved as part of the review of the

predictive modeling reports and be targeted on the data used for each predictive effort. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information 
  
Salek & Bev, 
  
Attached is the draft baseline geochemistry Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK.  It has numerous
questions regarding the geochemical sampling and testing program in regard to clarity of description, testing
methods, and representative sampling .   The memo text is rather dense but rather than spend time editing the
text I recommend the draft memo be forwarded to Rosemont with a proposal to hold an issue resolution
meeting similar to that done for the mine site groundwater model.  If you would like, I’ll gladly take the lead with

Rosemont of proposing this and forward them a copy of the draft Technical Review Memorandum. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
Date: 05/26/2010 06:16 AM

Mindee,
 
It is now 12 days past the CNF target date of May 14 to respond to the question regarding the SRK
review of the overall geochemical baseline data.
 
Please let us know when the CNF will respond.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Melinda D Roth [mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2010 3:29 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS ; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
 

The Forest needs additional time to understand what follow up with Rosemont will be requested.  Bev
will gather up the right folks and get back with Rosemont with a targeted date of May 14th.  We'll keep
you in the info loop on this one. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/02/2010 10:38 AM

To "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS " <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A
Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information

 

All, 
  
To date SWCA has not received a response to the included 16 March email (reiterated in a 29 March email)
 regarding the SRK review of baseline geochemistry information for the Rosemont project.  Please review the
attached Technical Memorandum and let us know how the CNF wants to proceed.  As we are now receiving
predictive evaluations based in part on information contained in the geochemical baseline report (e.g. Pit Lake
Geochemistry & Infiltration Fate & Transport reports) I recommend that it is not relevant to resolve all the issues
raised by SRK in the attached memo, but leave critical geochemical data evaluation to only the data used in
making environmental impact predictions.  Therefore, I recommend that the attached draft Technical
Memorandum be entered into the file as reference material, but not become the focus of a work task to resolve
all issues raised by SRK, and that any issues regarding geochemical data be resolved as part of the review of the

predictive modeling reports and be targeted on the data used for each predictive effort. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  
  
  
From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information 
  
Salek & Bev, 
  
Attached is the draft baseline geochemistry Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK.  It has numerous
questions regarding the geochemical sampling and testing program in regard to clarity of description, testing
methods, and representative sampling .   The memo text is rather dense but rather than spend time editing the
text I recommend the draft memo be forwarded to Rosemont with a proposal to hold an issue resolution
meeting similar to that done for the mine site groundwater model.  If you would like, I’ll gladly take the lead with

Rosemont of proposing this and forward them a copy of the draft Technical Review Memorandum. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'; Melinda D Roth
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
Date: 05/02/2010 10:39 AM
Importance: High
Attachments: Rosemont_Geochem_Review_183101_ckh-rb_20100210_Draft_Issued.pdf

All,
 
To date SWCA has not received a response to the included 16 March email (reiterated in a 29
March email)  regarding the SRK review of baseline geochemistry information for the Rosemont
project.  Please review the attached Technical Memorandum and let us know how the CNF wants
to proceed.  As we are now receiving predictive evaluations based in part on information contained
in the geochemical baseline report (e.g. Pit Lake Geochemistry & Infiltration Fate & Transport
reports) I recommend that it is not relevant to resolve all the issues raised by SRK in the attached
memo, but leave critical geochemical data evaluation to only the data used in making
environmental impact predictions.  Therefore, I recommend that the attached draft Technical
Memorandum be entered into the file as reference material, but not become the focus of a work
task to resolve all issues raised by SRK, and that any issues regarding geochemical data be resolved
as part of the review of the predictive modeling reports and be targeted on the data used for each
predictive effort.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 10, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. From: Rob Bowell, Eur.Geol, C.Chem MR
S, C.Geol. FGS 


Corolla Hoag, R.G. 


Subject: Preliminary Geochemistry Review – 
Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


Project #: 183101 


 
The following comments are related to three documents provided by SWCA concerning geochemical test 
work performed on rock and tailings materials at the Augusta Resource Rosemont Copper Project. These 
documents include the:  


 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan (Vector, 2006) 
 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Rosemont Copper (main text, Appendix A, and Appendix 


B) (Tetra Tech, 2007a), and 
 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Rosemont Copper, (Tetra Tech, 2007b). 


 
SWCA requested that SRK review these documents and provide a professional opinion as to whether the test 
assumptions, test procedures, analytical methods used, types of data collected, and results presented in each 
document are reasonable and in conformance with standard industry accepted practice. The review was 
limited to reading the documents provided although references to other documents, such as the APP 
application (Tetra Tech, 2009a) are made. A review of the laboratory analytical reports included in Tetra 
Tech (2007) was not performed. SRK has not undertaken an extensive literature search outside of documents 
provided so cannot comment on the full adequacy of information available in the public domain to 
supplement those documents submitted through SWCA. It was necessary, however, to refer to selected 
public technical reports as discussed and cited below to find information defining Rosemont waste and ore. 
Additionally, it is difficult for the senior author (Bowell) to confirm complete applicability of the test work 
as he has not been to the site and is not being personally familiar with the site conditions.  
 
SRK was not provided with a formal Sampling and Analysis Plan with sampling and test work protocols; 
industry test protocols are referred to in the documents. General comments on the test program (methods 
used) and specific comments about the suitability of the methods are provided below.  


1 Assessment of Investigation Methods and Protocols 


A brief assessment is provided below of the methods used in the geochemical characterization 
investigation. Documentation was not provided to answer all questions; for example the source of the 
tailings test materials and what stage of tailings deposition the samples represent is not adequately 
provided. The assumptions, sampling collection methods, tests, and analytical methods where 
referenced in these reports are in general conformance with industry standard practice. The results 
presented are reasonable given the background data available based on these reports. The scopes of 
the geochemical programs detailed in these documents, however, do have some deficiencies related 
to the characterization the materials present at the mine site and their long-term geochemical 
behavior. 
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A work plan for geochemical characterization should identify test work appropriate to characterize 
the potential discharging facility under the proposed operational method and address the physical and 
chemical characterization per regulatory guidelines. Rosemont Copper Company submitted an 
application for an Aquifer Protection Permit in February 2009 to the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ). The process recommended by ADEQ to characterize ore and waste 
materials is described in Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT (ADEQ, 2005). ADEQ recommends a tiered approach to 
characterize solid materials and potential leachates derived from the solids.  Static test work and 
studies performed under the Tier #1 stage include: 


 Description of mineralogy and lithology (rock, color, angularity, induration, grain-size 
distribution, mineral types and proportions to assess acid rock drainage and metal 
leachability, sulfide percentages, etc.); 


 Leaching Tests 
o Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP by EPA Method 1212), 
o Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP), and 
o Leachable Sulfates and Soluble Solids tests, 
o Bottle Roll Tests. 


 Acid-Base Accounting (ABA) Analysis 
o Acid generation potential (AGP), 
o Net neutralization potential (NNP), and 
o Net acid generating (NAG) pH. 


 Physical Characteristics 
o Grain size, density, shear strength, moisture content, permeability.       


 
Kinetic test work may be required under a Tier #2 stage to assess the rates of acid-generation, acid-
neutralization, sulfide oxidation, and metal release. Typical tests performed under Tier #2 include: 


 Humidity cells, column tests, barrel leach tests, and test plots; 
 Total metals analysis; 
 Radiochemical analysis; 
 Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP); and  
 Waste Extraction Test (WET). 


 
The approximate number of static tests by rock type planned to characterize waste rock materials and 
the remaining pit wall materials are listed in Table 1 of Vector (2006). To date, only very brief 
lithology descriptions of the tested samples have been prepared and submitted to ADEQ; no 
information is provided on the mineralogy of the samples tested. ABA and NAG pH  have been 
performed on all or nearly all of the tailings and waste rock samples. SPLP, MWMP, and total 
metals analyses have been performed on more than half the waste rock and tailings samples. 
Humidity cell tests have been performed on two of the four tailings samples and on four waste rock 
types (14 samples) that indicated a potential to generate acid. On-site columns were performed on 
three samples of andesite (potentially acid generating) and three mixed composites of uncertain 
potential. Physical testing of tailings materials include sieve and hydrometer testing, specific gravity, 
Atterberg Limits, Standard Proctor, Consolidation testing, Shear strength, Triaxial permeability, 
Capillary moisture retention, and Laboratory torque vane shear testing.   


1.1 Sample Collection Methods and Representativeness 


Summary – The methods used to collect representative geologic materials for geochemical testing 
follow standard industry practices. Waste rock samples collected for the geochemical investigation 
do appear to represent the rock types to be encountered during the mine life in appropriate 
percentages. Representative life-of-mine or early life-of-mine tailings has not yet been completed. 
Documentation was not provided to assess whether the sample materials actually tested are 
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representative of potential sulfide mill ore (subsequent tailings), oxide ore, or waste rock dump 
(WRD) material based on total copper cutoff grades and contained ore and gangue mineralogy. 
 
The goal of the geochemical investigation program was to perform test work that would characterize 
the geochemistry of potential leachates related to mine waste rock materials, heap leach materials, 
tailings, cover and construction materials, and the rock remaining in the pit walls and then assess 
risks related to the leachates. The geochemical sampling program was intended to represent the range 
of geologic materials including lateral and vertical variation that would influence the types and 
percentages of rocks and minerals to be encountered during the life-of-mine. In order to assess 
whether the sampling program sufficiently represents the materials expected in the waste rock and 
tailings storage facilities, it is necessary to understand the site-specific definition of waste rock, how 
the rock materials were classified in the geology model, what percentages of rocks (including 
mineralization, oxidization) are generally expected life-of-mine, and if the proportion of samples 
selected for analysis match the expected proportions of rock materials.  As mentioned above, 
geochemical programs generally follow a two-tiered approach where a selection of Tier I static tests 
are performed on a large number of samples to classify materials as potentially acid generating, of 
uncertain potential, and/or not acid generating.  Tier II test work such as humidity cells are 
performed on selected Tier 1 materials that were identified to be potentially acid generating or of 
uncertain acid generating potential.     
 
How is “Waste Rock” Defined at Rosemont?  – Waste rock is typically defined as rock material 
overlying an ore deposit or within a mine plan that is below the cutoff grade required for economic 
extraction and processing. The waste rock is removed to access the ore materials and requires 
subsequent disposal in an overburden pile or WRD. Cutoff grades may decrease or increase 
throughout the mine life owing to fluctuations in capital and operating costs, processing recovery 
effectiveness and efficiencies, or other reasons. No definition of the cutoff grade or mineralogical 
description of Rosemont waste rock is provided in the reviewed reports. Based on the description of 
measured and indicated resources reported in the 2007 NI 43-101 Technical Report for the Rosemont 
Copper Project, Updated Feasibility Study (M3 Engineering & Technology Corporation), sulfide 
waste at Rosemont was classified as material that falls below a grade of 0.20 percent total copper 
(%TCu). The current technical reports continue to use this sulfide cutoff grade (M3, 2009). Oxide 
waste is reported to be material with a grade below a 0.10 %TCu (M3, 2009, p. 5).      
 
Percentages of Reported Rock Types Representing Waste, Ore, Tailings  – The percentages of rock 
types comprising potential waste materials at Rosemont are tabulated in all of the reports (i.e. Tetra 
Tech, 2007b, Table 3.1; Tetra Tech, 2009 v. 1, Table 7.28). The percentage of tabulated waste 
relative to ore has decreased over time as additional mineralized material has been delineated. 
Greater than half of the waste materials consist of oxidized and unoxidized arkose and other oxidized 
basin-fill overburden formations; andesite and a variety of Paleozoic formations comprise the 
remaining waste rock materials. Much less documentation is available on the rock types expected to 
be present in sulfide ore (and by extension in tailings) and oxide ore. A tabulation is found in Table 2 
of Vector (2006). The copper sulfide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations 
consist primarily of Horquilla Limestone (50%), Colina Limestone (40%), quartz monzonite 
porphyry (QMP) (5%), and the Earp Formation (5%). Chalcopyrite, chalcocite, bornite,  and 
molybdenite are the dominant sulfide minerals. The sulfide ore will be processed through milling, 
flotation, and concentration processes and the residual material will be subsequently disposed of as 
dry-stack tailings. The copper oxide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations consist 
primarily of arkose (50%), QMP (15%), quartz latite porphyry, and andesite (35%). Copper oxide 
mineralization primarily includes copper-bearing limonite, chrysocolla, tenorite, malachite, and 
azurite; oxide ore will be processed by leaching with dilute sulfuric acid on a heap leach facility.  
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Method to Classify Material Types and Select Samples – Although the approximate percentages of 
waste rock and ore materials are tabulated in the reviewed reports1, the process of classifying the 
tested material as “ore” or “waste” was not described in detail in the reports reviewed. The general 
procedures for classifying ore and waste rock are described in more detail in the technical reports 
publically available to potential investors (i.e. WLR Consulting, 2006; M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corporation, 2009). Industry standard mine evaluation and design software was used by 
Rosemont personnel to interpolate the compiled drillhole data within boundaries established by the 
limits of topography, surface geology, and estimated subsurface geologic contacts. Rosemont’s 
three-dimensional geologic and resource block model assigned a rock type, mineralization type (i.e. 
oxide, sulfide), grade, and material type (i.e., waste, leach ore, sulfide mill ore) to each model block 
(50’ x 50’ x 50’) based on the geologic model including the laboratory analyses from surface 
samples, test pits, and diamond drill core. The block model was then used to estimate the percentages 
of various rock types that are potential ore and waste materials within the potential pit area.  The 
model and pit shell was used to identify specific drill core intervals that contain the rock types 
necessary to ensure representative geochemical analyses. Composite samples representing 50-foot 
mine benches at various depths were collected for geochemical analysis from coarse rejects using 
appropriate drilling intervals selected by Rosemont geologists familiar with the site-specific geology 
and mineralogy. 
 
The plan maps shown in Tetra Tech reports2 document the rock types sampled and the depth of the 
bench composite samples; sample depths range between 0 and 1,820 feet below ground surface. The 
sample data are clustered primarily in the center portion of the pit area but do appear to represent the 
major and minor rock types to be encountered within the pit area. The samples also appear to 
represent various bench elevations based the available figures and table. A plan map with labeled 
elevation contours for the proposed pit and the sample depths listed in feet above sea level or a 
profile section with the drillhole sample locations would have been helpful to verify the vertical 
distribution of the samples collected. No copper grades, however, are listed with the sample intervals 
to verify whether the samples are waste, leach ore, or sulfide ore (future tailings).   
 
The Tetra Tech sample location maps appear to provide sufficient lateral and vertical 
representativeness to provide a reasonable indication of the geochemical characteristics of the 
various waste rock types at this stage in the process. Tetra Tech (2007a) summarizes the rock types 
sampled and provides the borehole identification, depth of the sample, and the static test work 
performed. Detailed sample descriptions, however, were not provided that document what specific 
minerals were present in the samples, the proportions of potentially acid generating or acid 
neutralizing minerals that were present, and the oxidation type present.  
 
Only a brief description was found to describe the nature of the ore materials processed to simulate 
the four samples of tailings materials (Tetra Tech, 2009b).  Three tailings samples were evidently 
generated from Horquilla Limestone (May 2006, February 2007, and June 2007) although the rock 
type of the two earliest samples is not confirmed (see Table 1 in Tetra Tech, 2009b).  The last sample 
from July 2008 was generated from mixed rock types (72.9% Horquilla, 21.3% Earp, and 5.8% 
Escabrosa Limestone) that represent sulfide mill tailings in Year 0 to 3. The tailings samples were 
likely generated from coarse rejects from drillhole sample intervals or composites with total copper 
grades that matched the grades and mineralization types expected in the first few years of operation. 
This is an assumption as no sample documentation is provided with the drillhole name and depth 
interval, rock type, oxidation type, and approximate grade. SRK is therefore unable to verify whether 


                                                      
1 The percentage of waste rock types is listed in the all reports including the February 2009 APP application and has 
been updated through time.  The only tabulation listing the relative proportions of various rock types in sulfide mill ore 
(and by extension tailings) appears to be in Vector (2006). 
2Table A.1, Figures 2 and 3 and Table A.1 in Tetra Tech 2007a; Figures 2 and 3 in Tetra Tech 2007b 
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the generated tailings materials are representative of the future processed ore material based on the 
information compiled in the reports.   
 
Presumably, descriptions of the geology, mineralogy, and oxidation type are available in the surface 
sample data and drill logs for the waste, tailings, and other geochemical samples; this information 
was compiled from the drillhole logs in order to select the sample intervals to be tested. The rock 
type, type of copper sulfide/oxide minerals and associated rock-forming, gangue minerals present in 
each sample (and in what proportions), total copper grade, and other relevant characterization 
information should be recorded for each sample analyzed. The three reviewed reports as well as the 
geochemical data compiled in the APP (Tetra Tech 2009a), however, lack this basic information. 
Verification of representativeness is possible based only on the spatial location of the sampled 
intervals within the pit area. No verification was possible during this review for the materials that 
generated the four tailings samples. 
 
Was the Geochemical Sampling Program Representative Given the Stated Proportions of Rock 
Types in the Waste and Tailings? – The documentation for the waste rock sampling program is more 
comprehensive than that for the tailings or other sampling programs. The waste rock samples are 
considerably more numerous than other materials tested. SRK is satisfied that the geochemical 
program did sample and analyze samples representative of the waste rock that will be generated 
during the life-of-mine.  
 
Ore samples are initially drilled and analyzed to define the extent of the ore body; a portion of the 
drill core is kept as a physical record, which reduces the material available for metallurgical, 
geotechnical, or geochemical testing. Material representing mineralized sulfide drill core rejects/core 
of various rock types (or composite mixes) at various grade ranges is limited at this stage of the 
project. The Horquilla Limestone represents 50% of the potential sulfide mill tailings during the life 
of mine, but more than 90% of the tailings material generated and tested to date is this material. This 
may be appropriate based on the dominant sulfide mill tailings expected during the first years of 
operations. Tailings materials generated from rock types in proportions expected during the life-of-
mine (or in the dominant mixes by 5-year increments) have not yet been produced.   
 


1.2 Laboratories, Analytical Methods, and QA/QC Protocols 


The primary and sub-contracted laboratories used during this investigation are certified by the 
Arizona Department of Health Services to perform these types of environmental geochemical 
analyses in Arizona. The methods used for chemical analyses were standard test methods developed 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), ASTM, or by recognized academic experts. In 
addition, the static and kinetic (humidity cell) test work performed is approved by ADEQ for the 
classification of discharges related to mined materials as described in Arizona Mining Guidance 
Manual – BADCT, Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization by ADEQ (2005). 
 
The analytical method detection limits reported by the laboratories were appropriate with two 
exceptions – the Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (EPA Method 1312) test work 
performed in May 2006 by Turner Labs (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table 6.1) and the thallium results 
reported for the 2007 humidity cells test analyses by SVL Analytical (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A-6). 
The method detection limits for all 7 of the leachate parameters analyzed for the May 2006 event 
were above the Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards (AWQS). Generally, a method detection 
limit that is below the AWQS (or other water quality relevant standard) is preferred. The method 
detection limit for the 2007 thallium analyses was equal to the 0.002 mg/L AWQS for thallium; the 
majority of the results are reported as <0.002 mg/L. The Turner Labs results for May 2006 and the 
2007 SVL humidity cell thallium results should therefore not be used to assess compliance with 
AWQS.  
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The consulting reports reviewed did not list any duplicate samples that may have been sent for 
analysis to the primary laboratory or to a secondary laboratory. Although not required for test work, 
duplicates are typically a standard protocol with a minimum of at least one duplicate per every 20 
samples. SRK was not provided with companion documents that address protocols for QA/QC or 
field instrument calibration but assume they exist. 


1.3 Leaching Tests – Laboratory and Field Procedures 


Two types of kinetic tests were performed on waste materials – 35-week humidity cells under 
laboratory conditions and 21-week on-site column tests under field conditions. The humidity cells 
tests were conducted on 14 samples using an industry standard method published by American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). The laboratory tests were performed by a qualified 
laboratory - SVL Analytical, Inc. of Kellogg, Idaho. Humidity cell tests are standard kinetic tests 
applicable to mine and waste materials found in a wide variety of climatic conditions including 
southern Arizona. Humidity cell tests are applicable to test work performed on conventional and dry 
stack tailings.  The purpose of humidity cells is to provide a determination of rates of accelerated 
leaching under controlled laboratory conditions. They are not intended as a demonstration of 
weathering rates but as calibration data for further predictive calculations to determine weathering 
rates. As such they are applicable to any form of tailings disposal as baseline or calibration data for 
numerical predictions. 
 
Tetra Tech (2007) provides only a limited description of the construction of the 6 on-site column 
tests and operational protocols, but SRK accepts the general test approach. Details on the column 
dimensions, the size fractions and volumes of materials loaded into the columns, and protocols for 
manual irrigation and leachate sample collection were not provided. Three tests were performed on 
splits of andesitic waste and on leach ore material tested by the humidity cell tests. The materials 
were selected for additional study from those samples that showed the potential (or uncertain 
potential) to generate acid using standard static tests. The field columns were to be subjected to 
ambient rainfall, sun, and temperature conditions. Owing to abnormally low rainfall conditions 
encountered during the test period, the columns were manually irrigated weekly using one liter of 
distilled water over a period of several hours; no details were provided on this field procedure. SRK 
assumes that field personnel performing the work received training to ensure consistency in 
irrigation methods, application rates, and that field instrument calibration was performed and 
documented.  


2 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan, Vector 
Arizona, June 2006 


The 2006 Vector memorandum is essentially a trip report and general work plan for Phase I of 
geochemical characterization. A general work approach and outline of the sampling and analysis 
plan is presented; a formal sampling and analysis plan is not attached. A detailed work plan for the 
later phases, if prepared, was not provided for review. Specific comments and concerns are provided 
below. The geochemical investigation, however, has already been executed. 
 


1. No mineralogical study is proposed during the program to assess which acid-generating and acid-
consuming minerals are present (and in what proportion) and how sulfide minerals occur in physical 
contact with the gangue minerals. This is an oversight because without it the results can only be 
interpreted as generalities, and will not be site-specific.   
 


2. SPLP and Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (ASTM E2242-02) analyses are proposed for 
approximately 20 percent of the waste rock samples. These methods are industry standard tests. 
Application of the SPLP test, however, will likely give a dilute result that is not really representative 
given the fresh nature and low pyrite content of the waste rock material described. A more 
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aggressive static leach test is recommended, such as analysis of Net Acid Generation (NAG) metals 
and/or MWMP-type extraction. 
 


3. The high buffering nature of the material described will also likely give a positive (alkaline) bias to 
the results, especially with the low predicted sulfur. SRK recommends that NAG tests should be run 
to confirm the predicted acid generation behavior. Given the likely alkaline nature of the material, 
the generation of alkaline rock drainage (potentially still with water quality exceedances) may occur, 
and that salinity in the final pit lake may also be an issue. These questions need to be addressed.  
 


4. Sobek and NAG pH, total metals, and SPLP analysis are proposed for tailings samples created 
during the metallurgical test program. As noted above, application of the SPLP method to tailings is 
unsuitable, and SRK advocates using a more appropriate method for prediction of tailings leachate 
chemistry such as NAG metals and MWMP extraction. 
 


5. A review of the heap leach characterization program was not within SRK scope, but comments are 
provided based on the very brief description provided in the memorandum. The method for selecting 
the test materials based on copper grade and the expected leach ore rock types within the pit is a 
reasonable approach. The proposed program based on this work plan consists of analyzing the 
residues from three column leach tests performed by Mountain States R & D International for Sobek 
and NAG pH, whole rock analysis, and SPLP and MWMP extraction. One humidity cell test is also 
proposed. The proposed program will likely present a better impression of the resulting leachate 
chemistry than will actually occur. The high ore alkalinity will have a high acid consumption factor, 
which will cause the precipitation of gypsum – thus the heap may be a source of high sulfate 
concentrations. 


3 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Tetra Tech, June 2007 


This report is a compilation of geochemical test work completed on 94 waste rock, leach ore, and 
mill ore samples and 2 tailings samples through April 27, 2007.  
 
The report includes a number of compilation tables, illustrations, figures, and two appendices. 
Appendix A contains a compilation of test results. Appendix B provides copies of the analytical 
reports prepared by SVL Analytical, Inc. and Transwest Geochem in 2006 and 2007; no laboratory 
reports were noted for analyses by Turner Lab in 2006. Specific comments are provided below.  
 


1. The number of samples and geologic representativeness appears reasonable for the size and stage of 
the project. 
 


2. The section on mineralogy is poor and is based solely on published works, and thus is not site-
specific and is not directly applicable to the tested samples. 
 


3. The presentation of data is confusing. For example, the bar-chart approach shown in Illustration 5.3 
to represent sulfur speciation is not a standard method. The compiled analytical found in the main 
text and in Appendix A lack basic information such as the laboratory name, lab identifiers to match 
the compiled data to specific laboratory reports, and consistent reporting of analytical units.  
 


4. The data show a strong bias toward neutralizing conditions, but sample-specific mineralogy would 
have helped to confirm if the neutralizing conditions are directly related to carbonate-neutralizing 
potential (NP) or if some of the NP is an artifact of the test itself, as is common. The NAG pH data 
helps and reveals two samples that are clearly acid-generating (not potentially acid-generating, as 
stated in the report). The majority of the waste rock samples are neutralizing, although less strongly 
than predicted by the ABA results. 
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5. Whole rock chemistry indicates that elements mobile in alkaline environments (such as oxyanions, 
e.g. arsenic, antimony, molybdenum, and selenium) are strongly enriched in the deposit (see 
Illustration 5.6, p. 20). As expected, SPLP extraction tests at such high dilution on unweathered 
rocks show low solute leaching. Seven samples were analyzed after both SPLP and MWMP 
extractions were performed. The inclusion of MWMP tests is useful, and the results for selected 
constituents are compared in Illustration 5.8. The MWMP results reveal higher arsenic, selenium, 
and fluoride leaching than do the SPLP tests, although results for many other constituents are quite 
similar. 
 


6. On page 28, Tetra Tech states:  
 


“In general, approximately 73% of the material tested to date can be defined as inert based on the 
ADEQ draft policy titled “Policy for the Evaluation of Mining Rock Materials for the 
Determination of Inertness” (ADEQ, 1998). This policy defines inert materials as having a total 
sulfur concentration of less than 0.3% and an NNP greater than 0 or an NPR greater than 3. 
Those materials that are defined as inert by this definition do not require additional testing. 
However, it should be noted that materials defined as inert can have metals concentrations. 
Based on the data available, zinc and arsenic are present in the rocks and may be of concern 
when placed in the waste rock dump. Metals such as zinc, arsenic, and selenium can be mobile at 
alkaline pH values.” 
 


The reference in the unpublished ADEQ draft policy to what constitutes “inert” material should be 
replaced by the terminology used in guidance published by ADEQ in Appendix B of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT on the characterization of solution, ore, and waste (ADEQ, 2005). 
Appendix B classifies material as “non-acid generating with a low risk for acid drainage to develop” 
if the ratio of neutralization potential and acid production potential is greater than 3. Approximately 
30 percent of the samples (25 of 94) submitted for acid-base accounting (ABA) and sulfur speciation 
analyses (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A.2) have one or more components that exceed the criteria 
developed by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) (2005) to classify the 
material as non-acid generating mine rock material. Note that the ADEQ guidance only briefly 
addresses the potential to carry metals in solution under alkaline rock drainage conditions such as is 
discussed in Tetra Tech statement from page 28. 
 


7. Humidity cell tests are reported to 20 weeks, which are not be a sufficient duration to determine a 
trend or to develop meaningful estimates of leaching rates for some constituents. Copper, 
manganese, arsenic, antimony, selenium, and possibly zinc were above detection and/or elevated in 
humidity cells, indicating potential for solute leaching and probable sulfide oxidation. In comparison 
with Arizona AWQS, the leachates measured antimony and selenium in concentrations exceeding 
their respective limits. Selenium initially exceeded the AWQS of 0.05 mg/L but was below detection 
for the remaining weeks; antimony showed elevated concentrations that exceeded the AWQS of 0.06 
mg/L throughout the duration of the humidity cell tests. The on-site column tests show a possible 
early decrease in sulfate concentrations for some columns, which may indicate that flushing of the 
reactive alkalinity has taken place. It would be useful to see data obtained since the date of the June 
2007 report. 
 


8. The use of SPLP on tailings and only 10 weeks of humidity cell testing is insufficient to draw 
conclusions concerning the leaching behavior of the tailings. Additional data and the summary 
reports on test work and analyses completed after June 2007 are essential to complete a meaningful 
review. 
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4 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Tetra Tech, November 2007 


This report is an addendum to the June 2007 Tetra Tech Report. It summarizes the previous and new 
geochemical characterization data through September 2007. The report focuses primarily on the 
Phase I and Phase II test work performed on waste rock with lesser focus on geochemical 
characterization of tailings, heap leach grade ore, and soil samples. The samples were collected from 
drill core with specific rock types and copper grade, drill core rejects, soil samples, and test pits. The 
coarse rejects from drill core samples were taken to METCON Laboratory of Tucson to be split and 
prepared for analysis by SVL Analytical, Inc. (SVL) of Kellogg, Idaho. SVL is a laboratory certified 
by the Arizona Department of Health Services. Documentation to verify grade (ore/waste 
classification) and mineralogy is absent. 
 


4.1 Waste Rock Characterization 


Two phases of sampling and geochemical analysis have been performed.  Phase I sampling (42 of 
potential waste rock material, 1 composite sample, 4 historic waste rock dump (WRD), and 1 leach-
grade) provided a preliminary indication of rock).  Phase II included 121 samples of potential waste 
rock, 2 leach-grade samples, 4 test pits samples from existing WRDs, and 5 soil samples to 
characterize potential cover and construction borrow materials. Thirty-nine samples were tested by 
SPLP methods; 33 samples were tested using MWMP methods. The leachates from these tests were 
analyzed for a number of constituents – some of which have reference Arizona aquifer water quality 
standards. Humidity cell test were performed on 14 samples of Earp Formation, andesite, arkose, and 
arkose conglomerate based on the conclusions from the ABA tests. 
 


1. On a spatial basis, the waste rock geochem samples appear to be representative of life-of-mine 
materials. No documentation was provided to verify the materials are below the oxide/sulfide cutoff 
grades and are waste materials and what minerals are present such as percentage of silicate minerals, 
pyrite, and carbonate. 
 


2. Illustration 3.1 does not use standard graphing methodology to represent sulfur speciation in the 
ABA results. ABA results, however, do indicate that some waste rock types such as andesite and 
arkose have potential to generate acid in the absence of discharge management. 
 


3. It is very difficult to cross reference the individual samples in the summary tables owing to lack of 
consistent  presentation of sample identification, depth, laboratory identification numbers, and rock 
type. It is not possible without considerable effort to go from tabulated data to graphed data to verify 
conclusions. Verification of trends seen in the humidity cell results, for example, is difficult owing to 
the organizational format presented in data tables and graphs. Table 3.7 provides the rock type 
sampled and a Sample ID (drillhole name with sample number), but no sample footage interval; the 
Sample ID, sample depths, rock type sampled, and test work performed are shown in Appendix A 
Table A.1. The analytical results are tabulated by Sample ID in Appendix A Table A.7 with no 
cross-reference to laboratory job number or to rock type; the analytical results are graphed in 
Appendix A Illustration A.1 (Figures 1a through 15 b) but the Sample ID or rock type is not 
provided. A data compilation and statistical analysis by rock type would have assisted with the 
interpretation of the results based on waste type to be mined.  
 


4. SPLP and MWMP leachate results for waste show that more than half of the results are below 
analytical detection for metals.  There are number of samples, however, that exceeded the reference 
arsenic standard of 0.01 mg/L and isolated AWQS exceedances of other metals.  In some cases the 
method detection limit is at or above the numeric standard so the water quality result with respect to 
the reference standards cannot be assessed.   
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5. There are noticeable differences in results between the humidity cells and the field column tests, 
which is not discussed in the report. Humidity cells tests showed the effluent pH oscillated between 
approximately 7.2 to 8.2 pH; sulfate concentrations decreased from week 0 to week 2 and remained 
below 200 mg/L with minor oscillations throughout the duration of the tests. With increasing time, 
the pH in the field tests decreased approximately 2 pH standard units to between pH 7 and pH 6, and 
sulfate was cyclic with sulfate concentrations ranging from 0 to approximately 500 mg/L (Illustration 
3.7 and 3.8). The field columns appear to have been terminated too early and should have been 
continued until some stabilization of pH and sulfate was observed. The use of a 35-week humidity 
test with only 8 analytical samples over the 35 weeks is probably insufficient to draw any 
conclusions about the tests, especially with respect to metals. Generally, the most significant changes 
would be expected in weeks 0 to 5, and this period is not captured adequately in the metals data 
presented. Although it is true that the majority of reported results are below detection, there are 
several exceedances with respect to AWQSs for various constituents – noticeably antimony, 
selenium (Se), and arsenic (As).  Metal concentrations in leachates are shown in Illustration 3-10, but 
are not shown relative to time so it is not possible to determine changes in metal concentration over 
time. Se and As  show some exceedances with respect to their respective AWQSs in this illustration, 
and copper and manganese are elevated. No compilation or interpretation is provided by rock type or 
by constituent so it is difficult to derive meaningful relationships from the data for this review 
without significant effort.  


 
6. The humidity cell and field test data are not conclusive as to the weathering nature of the rock 


materials, and they cannot be conclusively verified as being non-reactive. The information needs to 
be presented in a clearer fashion in order to support the proposed trends. 


 


4.2 Tailings Characterization 


Four tailings samples were tested using standard industry methods for ABA, SPLP, and whole rock 
analysis; one humidity cell was completed at the time of this report (Tailings-022807). As stated 
previously, no details other basic rock type were provided on the source of the sample material used 
to make the simulated tailings so SRK is not able to verify how representative the samples are.   
 
SPLP results for February and June 2007 tailings samples of Horquilla Limestone indicate the 
leachate is near-neutral and metals are predominantly below detection. The results from May 2006 
are incomplete and not usable owing to the fact that the method detection level was above the 
relevant reference standards. MWMP results were reported for the June 2007 sample and show near-
neutral pH, and metals that are below detection with the exception of molybdenum. Molybdenum 
sulfide is a sulfide ore constituent.  The limited number of MWMP and SPLP tests completed at the 
time of this report is not sufficient to represent all ore types expected during the life of mine. 
 
The combination of sample leachates to represent a five-week period of sampling is not useful. The 
results confirm that the material has low reactivity.  Molybdenum and selenium are potentially 
elevated in the humidity samples. 


5 Summary of Comments and Questions  


SRK comments based on a review of three geochemical test reports prepared to characterize the 
Rosemont waste materials are summarized below.  
 


1. The materials tested are representative of the waste rocks to be encountered during the life of mine. 
A description of the oxidation type, grade, and minerals present in each sample was not provided to 
verify waste classification. 
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2. Mineralogy studies are recommended to assess the physical characteristics of the gangue metals and 
metalloids (for example, what percentage of pyrite is encapsulated in quartz or other silicate minerals 
and is therefore not accessible to be oxidized?).  


3. Insufficient, representative tailings tests have been completed by November 2007 to provide an 
accurate assessment of the tailings leachate. 


4. NAG metals are still recommended to assess the chemical character of tailings leachate to confirm 
potential behavior. 


5. Alkaline or neutral rock drainage with elevated metalloids and sulfate may occur based on the results 
of the 35-week humidity cell tests; this is not adequately addressed in these reports.  The tests need 
to be operated until some stabilization is observed in the field columns. 
 
SRK is aware that two other geochemical reports or summaries exist including Tetra Tech (2009a 
and 2009b), so additional information may be provided in these reports. SRK questions based on a 
review of the three reports are listed below: 


1. Is a description available for the oxidation type, mineralization observed, and total copper grade in 
the tested samples? 


2. Have NAG metals and/or MWMP-type extractions been performed on waste rock and tailings 
materials subsequent to the November 2007 report? 


3. Additional tailings test work was discussed in the Technology Transfer Meeting conducted on 
November 12, 2008 (Williamson, 2008, slide 9). Test work listed as “In Progress” as of November 
2008 included July 2008 samples for ABA, whole rock, SPLP, MWMP, and kinetic tests. Have the 
additional tests been performed on tailings materials and are the results available for review? 
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Profession: 
 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 
 
 
 


 
Geochemist 
 
Doctor of Philosophy, University of Southampton, 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Science, Geochemistry/Geology, Class 1 Honours 
Degree, University of Manchester, 1985-1987 
 
Past President, International Association of Applied 
Geochemists (2008 to 2009); President (2005-07); VP (2003-
2004) 
Member, Int. Mine Water Association  
Fellow, Geological Society of London 
Member of the Society of Economic Geology 
Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry  
Visiting Research Associate, Division of Materials and 
Minerals, Cardiff University 1998-present; Aberystwyth 
University 2000-2006 
Chartered Chemist, RSC (1997) 
Chartered Geologist, GSL (2001) 
Chartered Professional European Geologist (2002) 
Accreditation auditor, Cyanide code (2005) 
 


 
Specialization: Application of chemistry and mineralogy in mining projects. This includes metal 


ore, uranium and coal processing; geochemical exploration; evaluation and 
treatment of mine waste and water chemistry. 


 


Expertise: 
 


Eur. Geol. R. J. Bowell Ph.D., C. Chem MRSC,  C. Geol FGS 
Geochemist with 20 years experience. Background in applied geology in tropical 
and deeply weathered terrain’s  and mining consulting in the fields of due 
diligence, financial and technical audits,  process chemistry, environmental 
geochemistry, environmental engineering and mineralogy.  Specializes in the 
application of chemistry and mineralogy to solve engineering problems. 
Experience in gold, copper and uranium mining in North America, Chile, Southern 
and West Africa and in Eastern Europe.   
 


 
Employment Record: 
1995-Present Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (UK), Geochemist, Senior Geochemist (1997); 


Principal Geochemist (1999) 
1994-1995 Freelance Consulting -BHP; Contract lab staff consultancy; Aberystwyth, Open 


University and Southampton Universities. 
1991-1994 Natural History Museum, Senior Research Fellow in Applied Geochemistry. (50% 


of time contracted to BHP Minerals, Africa & Middle East Group). 
1988-1991 PhD Student, University of Southampton; Geologist, Ashanti Goldfields 
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Publications: One hundred & forty two publications in the field of mineralogy, process 
chemistry, and applied geochemistry, ARD, contaminated land and water treatment 
available on request.  Co-author of technical publications on gold mineralogy and 
processing (CRC); water management in the mining industry (UK-EA); and arsenic 
stabilization (MIRO). 
 


 
Languages: English, Spanish (Business) 
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Key Experience:  Due Diligence/Audits 
 
Africa 
 Cluff resources, Ghana, Tazania & Zimbabwe (09/05-01/06) 
 Anglovaal/Avgold/Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, South Africa (gold) (9/98-12/98) 
 African Eagle AIM listing (2004) 
 Involved in 43-101 documents for projects in Namibia, Tanzania, South Africa & Zambia 
 
Europe 
 Minmet/Connary Minerals, UK, Portugal & Brazil (gold) (6/99-9/99) 
 OCK Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (9/00-12/00) 
 KCM Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (10/00-11/00) 
 Base metal results (tin), UK (3/03-1/04) 
 Uranium projects, Ukraine (2/06-5/06) 
 Uranium project, Czech Republic (3/06-6/06) 
 Uranium projects, Russia, Kazakhstan and overseas ARMZ (11/07-ongoing) 
 Uranium projects, Slovakia (2/08-ongoing) 
 
North America 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (6/01-8/01) 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (8/02-9/02) 
 
Other 
 Confidential, global mining group (base metals) (7/04-4/05) 
 Confidential junior mining company (base and precious metals) (5/05-1/06) 
 Confidential, global closure costs (8/06) 
 Confidential assessment of RTB Bor, Serbia (9/06-11/06) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







  Curriculum Vitae 


R Bowell  October 2007 


 Page 4 


Key Experience: Involvement in Feasibility Studies 
 
Provided technical involvement in geochemistry, ore mineralogy, process chemistry and environmental 
assessment to feasibility studies for; 
 


 Lisheen SEDEX lead-zinc deposit, Ireland   (1995-1996) 
 TVX low sulfidation epithermal gold projects, Kamchatka (1996) 
 TVX mesothermal gold-base metal deposit, Olympias, Greece  (1996-1997) 
 TVX porphyry copper deposit, Skouries, Greece  (1997) 
 Al Amar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia  (1995) 
 Al Hajar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia (1995-1996) 
 Copper Flat porphyry copper deposit (1996-1998) 
 Varvarinskoye, massive sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan  (1996-1997)  
 Las Cruces massive sulfide deposit, Spain  (1997-1999) 
 Geita Au-hosted banded iron formation, Tanzania (SRK project manager) (1997-2000) 
 Kukuluma Gold Project, Tanzania (1998) 
 Skorpion non sulfide zinc deposit, Namibia  (1999) 
 Kabanga magmatic associated nickel-cobalt-copper deposit, Tanzania (1999-2001) 
 Ngezi nickel-platinum-palladium deposit, Zimbabwe (1998) 
 Dunrobin  Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (1997-1998) 
 Carlin-type disseminated gold deposit, Turquoise Ridge, Getchell, Nevada (SRK project manager) 


(1996-2004) 
 Los Pelambres porphyry copper deposit, Chile  (1998-2003) 
 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings re-treatment, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Tengke Fungamure copper-cobalt deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Pascua-Lama epithermal high sulfidation, Chile (1999-2000) 
 Goro lateritic nickel deposit, French Caledonia (2000) 
 Equatorial Tonopah porphyry copper, Tonopah, Nevada (2000-2001) 
 Cerrejon coal deposit, Colombia (2002-2003) 
 Sappes epithermal high sulfidation gold deposit, Greece (2002) 
 Kevitsa project, Finland,  Scandinavian Gold (2003) 
 Sasare Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (2003-2006) 
 Nkomati nickel deposit, Barberton, South Africa (2004) 
 Atlanta mesothermal gold deposit, Atlanta, Idaho (2004-2005) 
 Mkushi copper-gold deposit, Zambia (2004-2006) SRK project manager 
 European Goldfields, Olympias project, Greece (2005) 
 Miyabi Banded Iron Formation-gold deposit, Tanzania (2005-2006) 
 European Goldfields, Skouries project, Greece (2005-2006) 
 Voskhod chromite deposit, Kazakhstan (2005-2006) 
 Malmbjerg molybdenum deposit, Greenland (2005- 2008)  SRK project manager 
 Mount Hope molybdenum deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Chita porphyry copper deposit, Russia  (2005-2008)  
 Trekkopje Uranium deposit (2006-2008)   
 Elkon uranium-gold-molybdenum  Russia (2006-ongoing)   
 Rystkuil uranium, South Africa (2007-2008) 
 Reko Diq copper-gold, Pakistan (2006-ongoing)   
 Fedorova PGM, Russia (2007-2008)  
 Goldfields epithermal gold deposit, Nevada, USA (2008-ongoing) 
 Khiagda U-ISR, Russia (6/08-ongoing, project manager) 
 Zarechnoye U-ISR, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing, project manager) 
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Key Experience:  Arsenic projects 
 
Africa 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, Avgold, South Africa (9-11/98, 


with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Design and evaluation of arsenic treatment options, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (8/01-10/01) Project 


manager 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Ghanian operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing). Project 


manager 
 
Europe 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Salsigne gold mine, France 


(7/96 – 3/97) Project manager 
 Arsenic treatment, Sappes project, Greece (1999) 
 Assessment of arsenic removal from metallurgical process streams, Olympias gold project, Greece 


(2005) 
 
North America 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Getchell mine, Nevada (8/95 – 


3/99 with SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 Stabilization of arsenic from metallurgical waste, Getchell mine, Nevada (1999-2002 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Cameco Uranium Mines, Saskatchewan, Canada (4/99-12/99 with 


SRK Vancouver office) 
 Arsenic specialist, Giant Mine closure workshop, funded by DIAND, Northwest Territories, Canada 


(3/2000 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Arsenic treatment plant evaluation, City of Elko, Nevada (with SRK Elko, 5/02-6/02) 
 Review of arsenic control and treatment, Glamis Gold, Nevada (6/02-11/03 with SRK Elko) 
 Arsenic treatment plant, Atlanta gold project, Idaho (11/03-4/05) 
 Water treatment assessment for arsenic, California (6/07) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering. 


Africa 
 Environmental geochemistry review, Tsumeb Corporation (8/95-6/96 with SRK Johannesburg) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 Environmental geochemistry, ARD, baseline & ongoing monitoring hydrogeochemistry. Geita Gold 


Mine, Tanzania (5/97 to 03/04) 
 Review of geochemistry for closure study, Bulyanhulu gold mine Tanzania (3/98-5/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment-evaluation, Kriel open cast and power station, South Africa 


(4/97-2/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-12/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 ARDML assessment, Rystkuil, South Africa (4/07-8/08) 
 
Asia 
 Hydrogeochemistry of saline groundwaters in the vicinity of the potential gold mine at Mahd ad Dhab, 


Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry for three potential gold mines in Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 ARDML study, Reko Diq Pakistan (12/06-ongoing) 
  
Europe 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemistry of mine water as part of a closure plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and dewatering studies of a potential zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland 


(8/95 –4/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines 


in South Wales (8/95 –6/97) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97) 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment study for Las Cruces project, Spain (11/96-3/97) Project 


Manager) 
 Geochemical characterization, Boulby Potash, UK (8/01-10/01) 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and ecotoxicity of mine waste, Cambourne-Redruth mining district, Cornwall 


(7/04-10/04) 
 ARDML study on tailings disposal, Nalunaq, Greenland (3/06-12/06) 
 ARD assessment, Aguas Teindas base metal mine, Spain (9/06-5/07)  
 ARDML study, Malmbjerg, Greenland (8/05-ongoing) 
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 ARDML study, Fedorovo PGM deposit, Russia (9/07-12/08) 
 


 
Pacific 
 
 Hydrogeochemistry, storage and discharge of hot saline groundwaters at the operating Emperor Mine, 


Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
 
North America 
 ARDML study, Creston Molybdenum deposit, Sonora, Mexico (2008) 
 ARDML study, Goldfields, Nevada (2007-ongoing) 
 ARDML assessment, Mount Hope Mo-porphyry deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel Tailings and Process Plant, Arizona (11/03-8/06) 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 – 8/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver 
 Hydrogeochemistry of lateritic nickel project, Wind Pass, Oregon (1997 with SRK Reno) 
 Pit Lake Assessment, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review and geochemistry for Ridgeway Mine, South Carolina (with SRK Denver office, 2/97-6/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, main underground mine, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/96 – 9/99, project with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99, project with 


SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99, project with 


SRK Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and 
management of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles 
and tailings material.  Additionally the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public 
enquiries into the mine development. 


 Hydrogeochemistry and water management of flooded pits at the operating Getchell Mine, Nevada (8/95 
– 8/04), Project manager 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-ongoing with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation study, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-2/01 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 Pit lake study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
 Organise and participate in ARD workshops in the UK (7/95); Czech Republic (9/96); South Africa 


(11/97 & 9/01); Romania (12/00); UK (11/02); Ireland (8/03) 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining Operations 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of ARDML at Four mouth balled base metal sulfide operations in Namibia (6/09-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Review of ARDML processes at Obuasi gold mine, Ghana (5/09-ongoing) Project manager 
 Review of water management system, Geita Gold mine, Tanzania (11/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 ARD-metal leaching geochemistry and testwork for Siguri gold mine, Guinea (4/08-ongoing) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for Nkomati nickel project, South Africa (3/02-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for South Deeps Mine, South Africa (1/02-6/02 with SRK 


Johannesburg)  
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry and waste rock 


geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania (2/97-12/04), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Ngezi project, Zimbabwe (2/98-11/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Kabanga project, Tanzania (6/98-9/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 ARD assessment-evaluation, Nkomati Nickel Mine, South Africa (3/97-11/01) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry and ARD at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-


12/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork, base and precious metal deposits, Angouran, Iran (11/02-3/03) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for the Sukhaybarat gold mine, Saudi Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
 Waste rock characterization for Mahd ad Dhab, Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and evaluation of ARD remediation options for three potential gold mines in 


Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Testwork for ARD study at the Las Cruces deposit, Spain (3/97 – 2/99), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD Geochemistry, Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 -8/96 with SRK Vancouver office) 
 
North America 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Waste rock management plan and ARD assessment, Turquoise Ridge mine, Getchell, Nevada (10/02-


11/03 with SRK (NA) Inc., Project manager 
 ARD mineralogy Sa Dena Hes project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 ARD mineralogy, Highmont Mo project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 ARD mineralogy of waste rock and tailings, Pogo project, Alaska (4/99-7/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Waste rock geochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99 with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining  
    Operations (cont.) 
 
North America (cont.) 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99 with SRK 


Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and management 
of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles and tailings 
material.  Additionally, the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public enquiries 
into the mine development. 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-5/04 with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 ARD Geochemistry, Pierina project, Peru (7/03-8/03) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 ARD geochemistry, El Abra, Chile (4-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry Chiliquimbie, Chile (6-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry and mine waste stabilization, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-7/00 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, Chile-


Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
 Pit lake and waste rock geochemistry study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile 


office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Pacific 
 Waste rock geochemistry at the operating Emperor Mine, Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience: Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Closed or Abandoned Mining 
Operations 


 
Europe 
 Assessment of ARD and water treatment for the abandoned Parys Mountain complex (07/05-05/06) 
 Evaluation of geochemical risk associated with the WHO site in North Cornwall (07/05-09/05) 
 Risk assessment for Cornish metal mines, UK (06/05-10/05) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Survey of mine wastes in central Wales to determine ranked risk assessment approach to evaluating 


environmental impacts (9/95-4/97) 
 Geochemistry of acid rock drainage, rock pile stability and mine water chemistry as part of a closure 


plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97)   
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98)  
 
North America 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel tailings and process plant, Arizona (11/03-08/05), 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00-08/06 with SRK Tucson) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah Copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03-01/06 with SRK Elko office) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 Mine waste and site geochemistry, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 
South America 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry review for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, 


Chile-Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
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Key Experience:  Water Treatment 
 
Africa 
 Evaluation of water treatment options and ARD mitigation at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96; 


9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Panorama Resources Kakanda Mine, Democratic Congo Republic 


(3/97-4/98 with SRK Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry of salt removal for water treatment and plant design, Rustenburg Base Metal Refinery, 


South Africa (4/97-5/98 with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment at tailings facility, Hartley Platinum Mine, Selous, Zimbabwe (9/98-


6/99 with SRK Johannesburg & Harare offices), Project manger 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment, Fairview mine, Barberton, South Africa (2/99-5/99 with SRK 


Johannesburg office) 
 Assessment and design of passive and active treatment options, Kukuluma pit, Geita Mine, Tanzania 


(12/00-2/01), Project manager 
 Options to treat water in the Kafue and Zambezi water shed: Industrial effluents and mining related 


impacts (9/99-6/01). 
 Process water chemistry and treatment, Trekkopje heap leach project, Namibia (6/07-2/08) 
 Review of desalination project, Ghana (08/08) 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Pongkor Mine, Indonesia (8/96-2/98) 
 Scoping for effluent treatment at the Goro nickel facility, New Caledonia (6/00-7/00 with SRK Brisbane, 


Denver and Johannesburg offices) 
 
Europe 
 Remediation of 10 ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines in South Wales 


using active (HDS, ion exchange and EDR) and passive techniques (8/95 –6/97) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Passive treatment evaluation and design, Garth Tonmawr colliery, Wales (11/95-6/96) 
 ARD mitigation in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/97) 
 Mine water treatment, St Salvy mine, France (4/94-5/00) 
 Reviewer for tailings geochemistry, Tara Mines, Ireland (5/97-9/98, appointed by Department. of 


Energy, Ireland) 
 Water treatment scheme for dewatering of the zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 –4/97) 
 Mine water and process water treatment, kaolin and paper operations, Cornwall, UK (8/02-10/02) 
 Evaluation of sludge stabilization and stability, Wheal Jane Mine water project, Cornwall, UK (11/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for ARD at Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Evaluation of water treatment options, Aguas Tenidas mine, Spain (9/03-7/05) 
 Ceyelli mine water treatment, Turkey (9/04-9/04 with SRK Ankara) 
 Water treatment assessment at the Avoca mine, Ireland (4/04-6/04) 
 Mine water treatment, Kaolinite operation, Ukraine (9/06-5/07) 


 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for old tailings facility, Getchell, Nevada (8/95-2/98 with SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme scoping study at the Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 8/98, project with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme and hydrochemistry at Big Springs Mine, Nevada (6/96-11/96, project 


with SRK Reno office) 
 Evaluation and design of ARD-HDS treatment plant, Chino mining complex, New Mexico, USA (2/01-


8/02 with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
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 Evaluation of mine water treatment requirements, Holden project, USA (3/03 with SRK Vancouver 
office) 


 Review of BioteQ operating system, Bisbee, Arizona (April 2003) 
 Assessment and design for HDS water treatment plant at San Manuel, Arizona (6/05-2/06) and domestic 


water treatment (2/07) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Forteleza, Brazil (7/96-12/97 with SRK Reno office 
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Key Experience:  Environmental Impact, Mine Closure and Contaminated Land 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical consulting to AECI for inorganic and organic contaminants at several sites in South Africa 


(8/95-2/99, with SRK South African offices) 
 Geochemistry of contaminated land at a smelter, Tsumeb mining complex, Namibia (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemical consulting for operating and closed cyanide plants, South Africa (4/97-2/98 with SRK 


Johannesburg office)  
 Assessment of mining impact on the environment for a large infrastructure project on the Zambezi River 


Basin (11/97-9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for Environmental assessment of Power Station, Gokwe, Zimbabwe (9/98-2/99)  
 Geochemistry of Agrochemicals and Pesticide contamination of groundwater around factory, Zimbabwe 


(11/98-3/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Geochemistry of cyanide contamination of groundwater around cyanide producing factory, Zimbabwe 


(5/99-10/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Closure cost, preliminary design and assessment, Bulyanhulu mine, Tanzania (7/03-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg and SRK Reno) 
 Development of closure plans, Ghanian mining operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing) 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Copper Flats, New Mexico (6/96-12/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry of nitrogen contamination, Commercial Potato Farms, Nevada (9/98-6/99 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for closure of mine complexes at Robinson copper mine, Nevada, USA (5/00-10/04 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry and project management for closure of mine and process plant complexes at the San 


Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona, USA (5/00-ongoing with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
 Management of pit lakes, open pit closure and waste rock scheduling, Getchell Gold Mine, Nevada 


(9/01-9/04 with SRK Reno) 
 Closure review of Newmont tailings impoundments, Nevada, USA (5/02-4/04 with SRK Elko and Reno 


offices) 
 Supplemental EIS, Marigold Mine, Nevada USA (7/02-4/03 with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Atlanta Gold Mine, Idaho (10/03-ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver 


and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Coeur Rochester mine, Nevada (11/04-ongoing with SRK Elko, 


Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 


Brazil. (11/05-6/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins) 
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Key Experience:  Heap Leach-Cyanide Closure Projects 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Big Springs Heap Leach, Nevada (6/96-8/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for scoping of heap leach closure plan, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/97-2/98, with SRK 


Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Toiyabe, Nevada (8/99-8/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for Aurora pit and heap leach facility closure projects (9/99-6/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Griffon Peak, Nevada (2/00-9/00 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Assessment and preliminary design of cyanide treatment options, Colmac Mine, Northwest Territories, 


Canada (8/00-2/01 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach closure projects, Robinson mining complex, Nevada (9/00-3/01 with SRK 


Elko & Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Yankee Heaps, Bald Mountain, Nevada (9/00-4/01 


with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Gold Acre Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (4/01-9/04, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Robertson Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (10/01-3/03, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plans for LBM pad, pit 1/5 pad, pad 2 & 3 heap leach facilities. Bald 


Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Casino Winrock heap leach, Bald Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for closure plans, Santa Fe, Bullfrog and Wood gulch heap leach facilities, Nevada 


(06/06-04/08 with SRK Reno) 
 Geochemistry of process solutions and fate-transport model, Round mountain Gold mine, Nevada (5/07-


11/08 with SRK Reno) 
 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills heap leach facility, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
Africa 
 Closure planning on gold heap leach facilities at Obuasi (Sansu) and  Iduipriem, Ghana (05/08-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 
 Closure plans and geochemistry for the Sukhaybarat gold mine (including heap leach facility), Saudi 


Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience: Cyanide audits 
 
Europe 
 Review of cyanide characterization, treatment, and prediction methods as a workshop for the Association 


of Mining Analysts, UK (5/00) 
 Technical report, cyanide audit and review of cyanide treatment with reference to the Brae Mara tailings 


facility failure on behalf of Dresdner (5/00-9/00) 
 Cyanide audit as a precursor to accreditation, Cyanide plant, Czech Republic (10/07) 
 
Africa 
 Cyanide audit, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (11/00-3/01) 
 Cyanide spill assessment, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (2/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience:  Baseline Assessment 
 
Soil, ARD and water geochemistry as part of EIA’s for mining projects for: 
 
Europe 


 Aguas Tenidas base metal deposit, Spain (9/04-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 


 Erdenet copper porphyry, Mongolia, Erdenet (1-3/96) 
 Varvarinskoye, polymetallic sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan, KazMinCo (4/96 – 2/98) 
 Mahd d’ Dhab projects (gold, zinc, polymetallic sulfides, phosphates, magnesite) Saudi Arabia         


(2/00-9/00) 
 Asacha gold-silver deposit, Kamchatka, TVX (1/96 – 11/97) 


 
Africa 


 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings retreatment, Democratic Congo Republic, (3/97-1/98, with SRK 
Johannesburg) 


 Tengke Fungamure copper deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (3/97) 
 Kabanga Nickel project, Tanzania (6/96-10/98) 
 Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (4/98-9/01 with management of environmental monitoring program 


through to 2004) 
 
North America 


 San Flippe nickel laterite, Cuba (2/01-4/01) 
 Atlanta project, Idaho (10/04- ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 Mount Hope, Nevada (10/05- ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
  


 
South America 


 La Cruz silver-copper deposit, Bolivia, Billiton (9-11/95) 
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Key Experience:  Uranium projects 
 
Africa 
 Geochemistry for tailings water treatment, Rössing uranium mine, Namibia (11/97-5/98) 
 Process chemistry, metallurgy, heap leach design,  geology, exploration geochemistry, mineralogy, 


assessment of ISL potential and environmental chemistry,  Trekkopje operation, Namibia (10/06-10/08) 
 Process chemistry, mineralogy, geology, exploration geochemistry and environmental chemistry, 


Rystkuil and Beaufort West projects, South Africa (2/07-7/08) 
 Geochemistry assessment, Bakouma project, Central Africa Republic (7/07-12/07) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Uranium-calcrete & sedimentary uranium deposits, southern 


Botswana (3/08-ongoing) 
 Review of oxide-uranium project, Zambia (8/08) 
 Review and exploration for a complex uranium-phosphate deposit, Bakouma region, Central African 


Republic (08/08-ongoing) 
 Geological assessment of uranium projects in Argentina for Xenon (8/08-ongoing) 
 Review process chemistry, U-mineralogy and geology, Projects in Niger for Niger Uranium (8/08) 
 Review process chemistry, Uranium calcrete project, Namibia (9/08) 
 Review U- Projects in Niger for Xenon (10/08) 
 Scoping study, Marenica project, Namibia (05/09-ongoing), Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry, Well design and process recovery assessment of Uranium- ISL project, Kazakhstan 


(11/06-1/07) 
 Geochemistry for ISL-U project, Inkai, Kazakhstan (3/07-5/07) 
 Evaluation of the Zarechnoye and Akbastau ISR projects, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing)  
 
Europe 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy, Stratz and Hem ISL projects, Czech Republic (4/96-10/97) Project 


manager 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 5/96 to 4/98) 
 Evaluation of uranium project, Poland (8/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of ISL-U & autoclave-U projects, Ukraine (8/07-12/07) Project manager 
 Evaluation of two autoclave-U facilities, underground and open pit mines (8/07-12/07) 
 Metallurgical assessment of Uranium-Gold-Molybdenum project, Elkon, Russia (6/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of Uranium properties, Slovakia (3/08-3/09) Project manager 
 Evaluation of ISR projects at Khiagda in Russia (4/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 Evaluation of a rubble bio-leach, heap leach and VAT leach projects, Transbaikal, Russia (6/08-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Evaluation of Dalur ISR, Russia (3/09-6/09) 
 
North America 
 Mineralogy, environmental and process chemistry of uranium-nickel-arsenic rich ore & tailings, Cigar 


Lake Mine, Canada (4/99-11/99) 
 Evaluation of process chemistry, Canon City, Colorado (2/06-6/06) 
 Evaluation of vanadium and uranium recovery in tank leach and pressure leach circuits, Confidential 


client, Colorado & Texas (1/06-7/07) 
 Scoping study for hydrogeochemical and hydrogeological studies on a potential ISL operation in 


Wyoming for a Confidential client (5/06-6/06) 
 Scoping study for U-REE project, Mountain Pass, Nevada (8/06) 
 Project evaluation, potential ISR operation, Colorado (2/07) 
 Assessment of Bio-leach and underground mining project, Elliot Lake, Canada (8/08-ongoing) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 
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Brazil. (11/04-7/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins)  
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Key Experience:  Metallurgy & Mineral Processing 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of assay and gold recovery problems from heap leach, Zimbabwe (12/95)  
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for nickel-cobalt-copper-PGE’s Rustenburg, South Africa (4/97-5/98) 
 Mineralogy for base metal extraction from an oxide ore, Skorpion zinc mine, Namibia (6/98-11/98) 
 Metal recovery from base and precious metal slags, residues and flue dust, Tsumeb smelting and 


processing operations, Namibia (5/05-ongoing) Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Metallurgical and mineralogical assessment of copper and gold project as part of pre-feasibility and 


feasibility studies, Kazakhstan (12/95-7/96) Project manager 
 Geochemistry for Kazan solution mining project, Turkey (with SRK Turkey 10/02). 
 
Europe 
 Metallurgical problems, geology and mineralogy of lead-zinc ore body, Mazzron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for base metal (zinc-lead), Mazzaron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and testwork for metal recovery from base metal waste in Bulgaria (9/00-12/00), 


Project manager 
 
North America 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for gold recovery by autoclave and cyanidation processes, Getchell, 


Nevada (2/97-4/99 & 8-10/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry of gold recovery and cyanidation of sulfide ore, Getchell, Nevada (2-7/01), Project 


manager 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


and assessment of bio-oxidation pre-treatment, Tonopah project, Nevada (4/01-9/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry, In Situ copper leach project, Arizona (4/01-11/01 with SRK Tucson) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, complex oxide and sulfide heap leach project, Florida Canyon (5/02-


3/03), Project manager 
 Process chemistry and optimization evaluation, As-rich Au ores, Newmont technical services, Gold 


Quarry, Nevada (4/99-2/01) Project manager 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Standard mine heap leach facility and control of cyanide solutions. 


Apollo Gold, Nevada (7/02-4/03).  Project manager 
 Process chemistry and heap leach optimisation studies including issues related to ore grind, 


encapsulation, cyanide and lime consumption, alternative reagent and leaching conditions, bio-oxidation 
pre-treatment for Placer Dome PLS on heaps and ores from Bald Mountain, Cortez and Getchell mines 
in Nevada (6/02-2/04 with SRK Elko office), Project manager 


 Process optimization, Penoles operations, Mexico (10/08-ongoing) 
 Assessment of gold recovery, El Chanate, Mexico (1/09-ongoing) 
 
 
South America 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


project, Chile (5/01-6/02) Project manager 
 Process chemistry, copper heap leach, Radimiro, Chile (04/05-06/08). Project manager 
 Gold geometallurgy study, Verte Norte, Colombia (12/08-ongoing). Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Exploration 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical exploration for Trio Gold in Ghana (5/96-8/98), Mali (9/97), Benin and Burkina Faso (3/97 


–9/98), Project manager 
 Geochemical exploration for Nevsun in Ghana (1/97 –5/97) and Mali (3/97), Project manager 
 African Resources-Kilembe (copper-cobalt) and regional gold and diamonds, Uganda (9/96-12/96) 
 Gold-shear zone deposit, Wassa, Ghana (1/97) 
 Gold-shear zone/BIF, Geita Mine, Tanzania (4-6/99) 
 Mineralogy of heavy mineral concentrates for diamond exploration in Angola (8/00-11/00) 
 Exploration mineralogy and geochemistry of iron oxide copper gold deposits, uranium, porphyry copper, 


gold, diamonds and nickel. African Eagle in Mozambique, Tanzania & Zambia (6/03-ongoing) 
 Uranium exploration, Namibia (9/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 Copper exploration, Namibia (8/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 
Asia 
 Mineralogical and geochemical work as part of mineral exploration programs for gold shear zone, Mahd 


a Dhab, Saudi Arabia (2/96-4/96) 
 Polymetallic sulfide deposit, Varvarinskoye, Kazakhstan (2/96-6/96) 
 Iron oxide-copper-gold project, Afghanistan (2/97) 
 Mineralogy and geochemical mapping of the Sonjiapo copper porphyry, China (3/97) 
 Mineralogy of Murantau gold deposit, Uzbekistan (4/97) 
 Pongkor low sulfidation precious metal deposit-mineralogy and exploration geochemistry, Indonesia 


(4/97) 
 Tin, gold, alluvial heavy mineral sands, diamonds and gemstones, India (2/98) 
 
North America 
 Carlin gold deposit, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/98) 
 Carlin gold deposit, Rodeo Creek, Nevada (9/98) 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Exploration Hydrogeochemistry study for Getchell mine development, Nevada (3/99-9/99), Project 


manager 
 Epithermal low and high sulfidation gold, Florida Canyon and Standard Mines, Nevada (8/02-ongoing), 


Project manager 
 Carlin and epithermal low sulfidation gold, Bald Mountain Mine, Nevada (2/03-ongoing), Project 


manager 
 
South America 
 Mineralogy for diamond and gold prospects in the Cuiaba Basin, Brazil (7/00-4/01) 
 Mineralogy for gold prospects in the Sierra Pelada area, Brazil (7/00-9/00) 
 Mineralogy and geochemistry for copper-gold projects, Chile (5/01-12/01)  
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Key Experience:  Current Research 
 
Europe 
 Metal recovery from mine waste and tailings in collaboration with, Geochemistry Research Group, 


Aberystwyth and the Materials the School of Engineering, Cardiff University, 11/96-ongoing). Funding 
from Welsh universities core funding; Xstrata; Noranda; Equatorial; Orlake Minerals; Fundy Minerals; 
TCL; Minex; Greenwich Resources; National Research Council. 


 Use of LAICPMS for analysis of trace constituents in solid materials, particularly precious metals in 
refractory ores and impurities in metallurgical products ongoing collaboration since 3/96 with, 
Geochemistry Research Group, Aberystwyth and the the School of Engineering, Cardiff University 


 Protocols for Acid Base Accounting and Kinetic testwork (6/98 – 12/04 with Materials Science 
Department, the School of Engineering, Cardiff University) 


 Kinetics of copper and uranium leaching in ISR environments (3/07-ongoing with the School of 
Engineering, Cardiff University and Mintek, SA) 


 
North America 
 Process optimisation and closure of Heap Leach facilities (10/2000-9/04 with Placer Dome (NA) Inc. 


and SRK Elko office) 
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Key Experience:  Research Post-Doctorate Studies 
 
Africa 
 Mineral exploration in deeply weathered tropical terrains, with BHP Minerals (50% of time between: 


10/91-9/95)- West Africa, Zaire, Uganda & Tanzania 
 Geochemistry of sulfide oxidation and gossans, Tsumeb mine, Namibia  
 Metal distribution in mine waste from Tsumeb type deposits (4/92-4/94) 
 LAICPMS chemistry, with University of Cape Town, Department of Geological Sciences (9/91-9/94) 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Zimbabwe, with British Geological Survey and Institute of Mining Research, 


Zimbabwe, funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
 Water quality issues in rural water supply management, with Wateraid, UNDP, and University of 


Westminster (9/91-10/93) 
 


 
Europe 
 Geochemistry and mineralogy of the St. Just mining district, Cornwall (9/91-6/94) 
 Stability of arsenic in mine waste, with Imperial College funded through MIRO (2/92-3/94) 
 
Asia 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Malaysia, with British Geological Survey and Geological Survey of Malaysia, 


funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
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Salek & Bev,
 
Attached is the draft baseline geochemistry Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK.  It
has numerous questions regarding the geochemical sampling and testing program in regard to
clarity of description, testing methods, and representative sampling .   The memo text is rather
dense but rather than spend time editing the text I recommend the draft memo be forwarded to
Rosemont with a proposal to hold an issue resolution meeting similar to that done for the mine
site groundwater model.  If you would like, I’ll gladly take the lead with Rosemont of proposing this
and forward them a copy of the draft Technical Review Memorandum.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports
Date: 05/27/2010 12:22 PM

Hello Dale,
Pima County:  I'll handle this.  However, I was wondering about the other hydro guy
for SWCA.  I have not yet interacted with him.  Would that be useful?
Water Sources:  I could meet you after lunch on Tuesday 6/1 say 1:30 at SWCA.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/27/2010 11:01 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural
Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports

Thanks Salek……….

 
Did you get my emails regarding the upcoming Pima County meeting (sorry about
that one) and the need for better delineation of the potential alternative mine
water sources?  In regard to the latter, if you are available sometime early next
week I can get to town and we can figure this out.

 
Dale

 
From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 10:22 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda
D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in
Groundwater Reports

 

Hello Dale, 
I have reviewed the SRK memo and find it acceptable.  Please forward it
to Rosemont and I agree with the strategy out lined below.  Thanks. 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/13/2010 08:58 AM 

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us> 
cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"

<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com> 

Subject SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater
Reports

 

Salek, 
  
Attached is the SRK Technical Memorandum reviewing TetraTech’s Davidson Canyon report
and Montgomery’s report on natural fluctuations in groundwater levels in the Cienega
Basin.  The memo finds TetraTech’s conclusions regarding the potential effects on springs,
seeps, and perennial flow sections of Davidson Canyon and lower Cienega Creek to be
reasonable and recommends only that the conclusions be revisited when the mine site
groundwater model and pit drawdown cone is finalized.  In addition, SRK includes several
editorial comments that may improve understanding of the memo but do not alter the
fundamental conclusions. 
  
The review of the summary of natural fluctuations in the groundwater level and comparing
it to the predicted pit drawdown also finds the conclusions reasonable; only recommending
that the findings be revisited once the mine site groundwater model is finalized.   As with
the Davidson Canyon report, SRK includes some editorial comments but these do not alter
the fundamental conclusions. 
  
I recommend that the Technical Memorandum be forwarded to Rosemont with a request
to respond to the editorial comments but hold the final revisions until the mine site



groundwater model is finalized. 
  
Please review the attached Technical Memorandum and advise us of how you want us to
proceed. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports
Date: 05/27/2010 10:21 AM
Attachments: Davidson Canyon_Memo_183101_VU_20100511_FINAL.pdf

Hello Dale,
I have reviewed the SRK memo and find it acceptable.  Please forward it to
Rosemont and I agree with the strategy out lined below.  Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/13/2010 08:58 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural
Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports

Salek,

 
Attached is the SRK Technical Memorandum reviewing TetraTech’s Davidson
Canyon report and Montgomery’s report on natural fluctuations in groundwater
levels in the Cienega Basin.  The memo finds TetraTech’s conclusions regarding the
potential effects on springs, seeps, and perennial flow sections of Davidson Canyon
and lower Cienega Creek to be reasonable and recommends only that the
conclusions be revisited when the mine site groundwater model and pit drawdown
cone is finalized.  In addition, SRK includes several editorial comments that may
improve understanding of the memo but do not alter the fundamental conclusions.

 
The review of the summary of natural fluctuations in the groundwater level and
comparing it to the predicted pit drawdown also finds the conclusions reasonable;
only recommending that the findings be revisited once the mine site groundwater
model is finalized.   As with the Davidson Canyon report, SRK includes some
editorial comments but these do not alter the fundamental conclusions.

 
I recommend that the Technical Memorandum be forwarded to Rosemont with a

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 11, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Stephen J. Day, P.Geo., SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1700 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and 
Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine  (Montgomery & Associates, 2010) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated March 15, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following two reports: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a), and 


(b)  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine (Montgomery &Associates, 2010) 


These comments were prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Michael Sieber, and Stephen Day of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


This memorandum is organized into two sections, per the two reviewed documents listed above.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010a). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the most for potential groundwater-surface water interactions are in 


topographically lower areas of Davidson Canyon (Reach 4), which are the furthest from the 
proposed Rosemont Project. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Davidson) are potentially hydraulically connected with 
the regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if 
drawdown propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less 
likely to be affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may 
alter the local flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienaga Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


Mine Impacts 


The mining operations that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienaga Creek 
watersheds are the open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009 and Tetra Tech, 2010b) and seepage from the Dry 
Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010b), the Waste Rock storage area 
(waste rock), and Heap Leach facility (heap) (Tetra Tech, 2010b). The M&A numerical groundwater 
flow model is currently being revised and the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering should 
be re-evaluated once the revisions are complete. Should the Infiltration and Seepage Model (Tetra Tech, 
2010b) that was reviewed by SRK (2010) be revised, the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, 
and the heap also should be re-evaluated.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be reasonable. The isotopic interpretations they 
presented seem reasonable based on the information provided in the report. However, we feel that it 
should be considered preliminary due to limited available data and uncertainties in the groundwater 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010)). Our specific comments are: 


(a) Figure 9: Local spring isolated from regional groundwater—groundwater flow lines are 
shown above the water table. 


(b) Figure 15: Schematic cross section of Reach 2 spring development—what data are used for 
the unsaturated zone as shown between the alluvial and bedrock groundwater systems? 


(c) The water quality data described in Section 7.6 need to be added in the spring comparison 
table, shown in Figure 8. 


(d) There is reference to Stiff diagrams prepared by others. It would be helpful to include these 
in this report. 


(e) A number of descriptors used in the report are relative but not quantified. Waters are 
described as “different,” “very similar,” and “dissimilar,” Inclusion of charts showing the 
data or more statistics would illustrate these differences. 


(f) There are references to MC1 and MC2 differences being explained by the degree of rock 
alteration. Trace element characteristics could be included here as indicators. This would be 
a useful overall aspect to be added that could provide more in the geological context. A 
conclusions section should be included in the report. 
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Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A. 


 


2 Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional 
Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine   


This section presents the results of our review of the report on short-term and long-term groundwater 
fluctuations as compared to projected drawdown 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont mine 
(M&A, 2009). The document provides a thorough compilation of available groundwater level data that 
indicate that: 
 


(a) Calculated short-term (2 to 3 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 52 wells range 
from 0.7 to 33 feet, with an averaged value of 7 feet. 
 


(b) Calculated long-term (37 to 55 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 14 wells range 
from 0.7 to 69 feet, with an averaged value of about 20 feet. 
 


(c) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells east of the mine area, 100 years after 
closure of the proposed Rosemont mine, is generally of similar magnitude to the natural short-
term fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during a 2- to 3-year period and is generally 
less than the long-term natural fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during the long-term 
37- to 55-year period. 
 


(d) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells west of the Santa Rita ridge and at 
livestock wells in the immediate mine area, 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont 
mine, appears to exceed the natural short-term groundwater fluctuation (2-year period). No data 
are available concerning long-term groundwater fluctuation west of the Santa Rita ridge. 


 
SRK has the following specific comments: 
 


(1) It is not clear why the simulated drawdown of 100 years after closure was chosen for 
comparison with measured natural groundwater fluctuations. In SRK’s opinion, the comparison 
should be made with the time of maximum drawdown (during the early or intermediate stage of 
pit-lake infilling) and at steady state, post-mining conditions, which will be significant after 100 
years of pit lake infilling. The existing groundwater model (M&A, 2009) did not simulate full 
pit lake recovery and did not clearly indicate when maximum drawdown occurs at particular 
locations. 
 


(2) Surface water bodies (such as creeks and springs) that show the propagation of drawdown need 
to be added to Figures 1 and 2. 
 


(3) This comparison analysis should be repeated after existing numerical groundwater model is 
revised based on the transient calibration (recommendation by SRK (2010)) and to incorporate 
the revised model simulations. 
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4 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and 
solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection 
well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Profession Hydrogeologist 


 
Education M.S. in Agricultural Engineering (Groundwater), Colorado State 


University, 1993 
B.S. in Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1983 
 


Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


P.E.: Arizona # 44868 , Colorado # 35703 
Member, National Groundwater Association 


  
Certifications 


 
8-Hour MSHA Surface Metal 


 
Specialization Groundwater hydrology, field investigations, and data analyses. 
 
Expertise Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer in Arizona and Colorado.  He has broad 


experience in environmental hydrogeology.  His emphasis has been groundwater 
and surface water characterization where he has been involved in planning and 
conducting fieldwork, data analysis, and report preparation for clients and for 
regulatory review and approval.  He has extensive field experience including 
hydraulic characterization, installation of wells, instrument installation, and surface 
water characterization.  He has designed pumping tests and has analyzed aquifer test 
data.  He also has international work experience in South America and Canada. 


 
Employment Record 
 
1995– Present SRK Consulting, Fort Collins and Denver, CO; Tucson, AZ Hydrogeologist 
1994 - 1995 Advanced Sciences, Inc., Hydrogeologist/Engineer 
1993 - 1994 Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, 


Intern 
June – Nov. 1992 Water, Waste & Land, Inc., Engineering Technician (part-time) 
May – Nov. 1990 Goldstake Exploration, Geologist 
June – Dec. 1989 ACZ Laboratories, Inc., Lab Technician 
April – Nov. 1986 Summitville Consolidated Mining Company, Inc., Lead Pit Technician 


 
Languages  English 
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Key Experience:  Field Projects 
• Installation of monitoring and recharge wells at Jerritt Canyon Mine in Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift tests, and vibrating pressure transducers in core hole at Mt. Hope in 


Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift test, and installed and grouted vibrating transducers into a core hole for 


Vale Inco near Thompson Manitoba, Canada 
• Conducted airlift test and performed geothech core logging 
• Prefeasibility hydrogeologic study in a permafrost region, including packer tests and installation of 


thermistors into core holes at Newmont’s Hope Bay project in Nunavut, Canada 
• Supervised surface water sampling required for operational permit  at Alaska Gold Corporation 
• Site investigation and construction QA/QC for wick installation for dewatering uranium mill tailings for 


Moab Reclamation Trust in Moab, Utah  
• Site investigation of historic radium and uranium tailings for DIAND at Port Radium, Northwest 


Territories, Canada 
 
Key Experience:  Groundwater Hydrology Characterization 
 
Asarco, Leadville, Colorado Groundwater Flow Characterization 
• Conducted an investigation of the operation of two drainage tunnels of historic underground mine 


workings and the interaction of ground and surface water flow in the Leadville area. 
•  Prepared report describing the operation of the drainage tunnels and the affect on the historical and 


recent trends of groundwater levels and surface water flow. 
• Designed remedial actions for residential soils and prepared closure reports for completed properties.  


Provided QA/QC for the remediation construction. 
 
Goldfields Gold Mine, Bolivar State, Venezuela 
• The site drill core was reviewed to identify zones for packer tests in core holes. 
• Developed a MODFLOW model of the proposed mine site to design the mine pit dewatering system. 
•  Prepared the hydrology section of the pre-feasibility report for the mine. 
•  Prepared standard procedures for single well and long-term pumping test. 


 
DeBeers Victor Project, Ontario, Canada 
• Contributed to the hydrogeological pre-feasibility and feasibility study for a diamond mine. 
• Completed drilling and installation of a large diameter well and piezometers for long-term pumping 


tests. 
• Completed airlift tests while drilling and conducted two long-term pumping tests. 
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Key Experience:  Groundwater Remediation Projects 


 
Hewlett Packard Industrial Facility, Loveland, Colorado 
• Routine monitoring of pump and treat system, including system inspection and surface and groundwater 


sampling. 
•  Prepared monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 


 
Key Experience:  Mining Hydrology 


 
BHP San Manuel Plant Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Developed infiltration models to estimate infiltration through the tailings storage facility to evaluate the 


reclamation covers. 
• Developed 2-D saturated unsaturated flow model with SEEP/W software to estimate the long-term 


drainage time and rates from the tailing impoundments. 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
 


BHP San Manuel Mine Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Assisted with developing a numerical groundwater flow model to predict formation of open pit lake loss 


of containment pit lake and underground workings 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
• Lead hydrologist for APP for closed landfill, completed infiltration modeling of the cover, and installed 


three methane monitoring wells. 
• Re-calibrated the numerical groundwater flow model using an additional five years groundwater 


recovery data of the underground workings. 
 
Tailings Impoundment Seepage Study, Argentina 


Simulated seepage through the tailings impoundment dam with SEEP/W, a two-dimensional finite 
element code.  The seepage through the bottom of the tailings impoundment was simulated with 
FEFLOW, a three-dimensional finite element code. 


 
Aggregate Industries Gravel Pits, Longmont, Colorado:  Permit and Reclamation 
• Developed a numerical groundwater flow model using FEFLOW to simulate two existing gravel pits. 
• The model was calibrated to existing conditions and then used to predict the impact of the proposed 


gravel pits to the groundwater system. 
• The model was also used to estimate groundwater inflows to the reclaimed gravel pits. 


 
Rio Grand Resources Uranium Tailings Seepage Study, Hobson, Texas 
• A numerical groundwater flow and mass transport model was developed with MODFLOW and MT3D96 


code to simulate the preferred remediation plan. 
• An Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) petition was prepared for the facility using the long-term 


results of the numerical simulations. 
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Conoco Conquista Uranium Mine and Mill Site, Falls City, Texas 
• Designed installation of compliance monitoring wells, developed a statement of work, and obtained bids 


for drilling and analytical work.  
•  Maintained database and prepared data transmittal report. 


 
 
Key Experience:  Environmental 
 
Loring Air Force Base, Caribou, Maine RI/FS investigation 
• Conducted over-sight of field activities that included various types of drilling and sampling. 
• Work also included data analysis, report preparation, and document review. 
• Prepared and assisted with quarterly water level measurements of approximately 300 monitoring wells. 


 
Robins Air Force Base, Warner Robins, Georgia: Site Investigation of landfill,  
• Assisted with preparation of work plan and standard operating procedures forthe site investigation of an 


old landfill. 
• Utilized Geoprobe™ push technology for collecting soil and groundwater samples. 
• Sample analysis was completed with an on-site portable gas chromatograph-mass spectrophotometer. 


 
Massachusetts Military Reservation Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
• Managed fieldwork work on two sites to characterize soils and groundwater, data review and analysis, 


and document preparation for regulatory agencies. 
• The site investigation consisted of Geoprobe™ borings and screened auger borings to collect 


groundwater field screening samples, installing monitoring wells, and collecting groundwater samples. 
• Collected soil samples with split spoons using hollow stem augers and Geoprobe™ equipment. 
• Served as the construction over-sight engineer during the installation an air sparging/soil vapor 


extraction system consisting of 21 air sparge wells and 20 soil vapor extraction wells. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Senior Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. Hydrogeology, Colorado State University, 
1989 
B.A. Earth Sciences, University of Colorado, 1978 
 


Certifications OSHA Hazardous Waste Site Investigation Health 
and Safety Training Course 
 
MSHA Certification – Open Pit and Underground 


 
Specialization Mr. Cope is a senior hydrogeologist with 25 years experience consulting to the 


mining industry in the areas of mine water management, hydrogeologic 
characterization, contaminant evaluation, baseline studies, groundwater and soils 
restoration, and environmental data management.  Mr. Cope’s technical experience 
has involved: 
• Groundwater resource impacts analysis, open pit and underground mine inflow 


and water management evaluations, investigations of groundwater/surface water 
interactions, and basin hydrologic budgets. 


• Design, installation, and performance testing of high capacity water supply 
wells. 


• Aquifer hydraulic testing and analysis: variable and constant head, constant 
discharge, specific discharge tracer, and various packer techniques. 


• Groundwater monitoring systems design, monitoring systems performance 
assessment, and evaluation of hydrogeologic data. Innovative groundwater 
sampling methods using specific discharge and micropurging techniques. 


• Database development and management, data capture, validation, and quality 
control analyses. 


• Statistical data analysis, probabilistic analysis (Monte Carlo simulation, 
distribution fitting), RCRA statistical evaluations. 


• Numerical and analytical modeling of groundwater flow and contaminant fate 
and transport. 


• Preparation of CERCLA, RCRA, and NEPA deliverables. 
 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present SRK Consulting Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1997 – 1998 CGRS Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1988 – 1997 Golder Associates Inc., Project Hydrogeologist to Hydrogeology Group Leader  
1986 – 1988 Colorado State University, Graduate Research Assistant 
1984 – 1985 Dames & Moore, Staff through Project Hydrogeologist 
1983 – 1984 U.S.G.S., Water Resource Division, Assistant Hydrologist 
1980 – 1983 Wahler Associates, Staff Hydrogeologist 
 
Languages Fluent Spanish / Working French 
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Key Experience:  
 
Mine Water Management and Characterization 
 
• Molycorp Questa Mine, New Mexico:  Project Manager and Technical Lead for the Characterization of 


underground mine inflows and significant surface water flow related to block cave subsidence.  The 
work differentiated surface recharge through the subsidence zone from other groundwater sources.   A 
water control monitoring system was designed and installed, and is currently operational.  Continuous 
flow measurements combined with quarterly water quality sampling provide data for source 
identification and water and chemical mass balance analyses.   Current efforts are focused on the 
evaluation and optimization of the mine water management system with the objective of maximizing 
temporary storage of inflow through the active block from large precipitation events.  The work includes 
modifications to underground storage and conveyance facilities and a tracer study to quantify travel time 
and pathways of infiltration to the mine from the overlying open pit. 


 
• Stillwater Mining Co, Montana:  Manager and lead hydrogeologist for a pressure injection testing to 


program to locate structure-controlled zones of high groundwater pressure above the underground 
Stillwater Mine in Montana. Designed the test program to enable monitoring formation pressures and 
transient drainage conditions at the drill collar without using complex down hole straddle packer 
equipment. 


 
• Echo Bay Lamefoot Projects, Washington:  Evaluation of groundwater inflow quantity and quality in 


underground workings. Developed a conceptual hydrogeologic model based on the characteristics related 
to rock structure and lithology. A significant component of the model was a detailed understanding of the 
interaction between the alluvial and deep bedrock groundwater flow systems.  Applied a water balance 
approach to estimate inflow and acid generating potential during future mine development.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team leader to evaluate impacts from a mine and mill facility 


and on the local groundwater system and the adjacent Eagle River.  Supervised drilling and installation 
of multiple nested piezometers, and conducted long-term pumping tests.  Installed digital data acquisition 
system to remotely monitor water level in the rapidly flooding closed mine.   


 
• Cuajone Mine, Southern Peru Copper, Peru:   Team leader and technical lead for a hydrogeologic 


evaluation for suitability of a proposed large valley-fill leach operation.  The work entailed 
hydrogeologic and surface water characterizations, impacts assessments, and design of mitigation 
measures in a fractured volcanic rock setting.   The work focused on defining zones of fracture-enhanced 
groundwater flow, the relationship of a regionally significant river to the groundwater flow system, and 
the ability to contain and recover leach solutions from the fractured system.  A phased approach was 
used to first conduct a fatal flaw evaluation, the results of which served to focus a detailed 
characterization.  The characterization field program involved 10,000 feet of well installation, oriented 
angled core drilling, packer testing, long-term aquifer testing, seismic geophysical survey, spring and 
seep evaluation, and river flow gauging.   The results were applied to a basin-scale three dimensional 
multi-layer groundwater flow and transport model.  The defensibility of the model is critical to the client 
obtaining permit approval for the operation.  


 
• San Manuel Mine Site, Pinal County, Arizona:  Hydrogeology team lead and principal investigator for 


the assessment of the impacts of an existing open pit on the surrounding groundwater flow system.  
Directed deep monitoring well installation (600 to 1500 feet) and performed in-situ hydraulic testing 
(e.g., packer testing, aquifer test). Specified, procured and successfully installed a 1,500 foot deep 
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grouted transducer column including 12 vibrating wire transducers and data logging equipment. The 
aquifer test program included low flow (less than 2 gpm) drawdown tests in undisturbed bedrock 
formations over extended periods of time. Performed data interpretation and analysis in support of the 
predictive groundwater flow model and Aquifer Protection Permit Application. 


 
• Franklin/Zeus Joint Venture, Colorado:  Project manager and technical lead for the permitting of 


proposed gold mining and milling operations at the Franklin and Mogul mines in Clear Creek and 
Boulder counties. Conducted an underground evaluation to predict future mine water discharge volume 
and quality.  Co-authored Environmental Protection Plan, Plan of Operation, and Stormwater 
Management Plan as part of mining permit application. 


 
• Pueblo Viejo Mine, Dominican Republic:  Evaluation of the groundwater flow system in a complex 


terrain of a tight silicified volcanics sturctually juxtaposed to highly karstic limestone.  Formulated a 
regional conceptual model that addressed impacts from the open pit mine and extensive tailings facilities 
that overly this complex system. 


 
• Phelps Dodge Ambatovy-Analamay Project, Madagascar:  Baseline environmental assessments of 


surface and groundwater hydrology in remote tropical terrain for a large proposed nickel-cobalt mine and 
mill.  Scope included baseline data collection, assessment of environmental risks within the framework 
of World Bank Environmental Standards, analysis of potential groundwater and surface water impacts, 
and mitigation of the impacts.  Also collected data to support site selection and feasibility studies for 
tailings facility.  Though the work was severely challenged by complicated logistics and rugged jungle 
conditions, the project produced rigorous high quality data that met permitting and design needs. 


 
• Hecla Grouse Creek Operations, Idaho:  Developed a water balance that incorporated tailings and 


waste rock facilities, mill makeup water requirements, water expressed during consolidation of newly 
deposited tails, and runoff contributions from disturbed and undisturbed small watersheds surrounding 
the site.  Site climate data were calculated using statistical adjustments from a number of stations in 
central Idaho and west-central Montana.  Statistical distributions for precipitation, evaporation, runoff, 
spring melt-out duration and timing, mill tonnage, and makeup water volumes were incorporated into the 
analysis to simulate natural and operational variability.  The calibrated spreadsheet was subsequently 
used by mill operators as a solution management tool.   


 
• San Juan Ridge Mine, California:  Developed multi-layer finite element groundwater models to predict 


mine water inflow to a proposed underground gold mine. Models simulated both local mine inflow and 
regional impacts to private water supply wells. Subsequent operation of the mine showed that the inflow 
predicted by the model was within 10 percent of actual inflow. 


 
• Various Mines, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona:  Conducted water balance analyses for 


mining heap leach projects located in arid and humid environments.  Performed both deterministic and 
probabilistic water balance analyses that included components of the natural hydrologic cycle and 
various operational solution application, storage, and extraction processes.  The water balance models 
were calibrated on a monthly basis to actual measured climatic precipitation and process flow data and 
were used by clients as an ongoing operational decision tool. 


 
Mine Contamination, Reclamation 
 
• General Atomics,  Rio Grande Resources,  Panna Maria, Texas:  Project manager to review and 


amend an Alternate Concentration Limit Application submitted as part of the groundwater compliance 
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strategy at the site.  Work included development of a multilayer three-dimensional, variably saturated 
flow and transport model to support an update to the site human health risk assessment.  Also developed 
the environmental monitoring data management system currently being used at the site.  


 
• Confidential Client, Copper Operation, USA:  Project manager for a remedial investigation under an 


AOC to characterize impacts from historic smelter and tailings operations on the soils and surface water 
surrounding the site.   


 
• Conoco, Conquista Uranium Mill, Texas:  Lead hydrogeologist to characterize the groundwater flow 


system in the vicinity of a closed uranium mill tailings facility.  Investigations were conducted to 
quantify site impacts and to establish background water chemistry potentially influenced by an adjacent 
upgradient uranium mine and mill operation.   


 
• Tailings Characterization, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Atlas Minerals Uranium Mill Site, Utah:  


Technical groundwater lead for investigation to support the dewatering program at the Atlas Mill 
uranium tailings impoundment. The project consisted of hydrogeologic, geotechnical and geochemical 
characterization of the tailings to enable the selection of a dewater method, and assess the changes that 
might occur in the tailings porewaters as a result of dewatering.  


 
• Leadville Superfund Site, Colorado:  Principal investigator for supplemental Feasibility Study 


groundwater investigations to refine impacts analyses for the Apache Tailings Impoundment.  
Responsible for performance assessment of groundwater and surface water monitoring network, 
refinement of the conceptual groundwater/surface water model, installation of nested monitoring wells, 
aquifer hydraulic testing and groundwater sampling.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team lead for an environmental assessment and evaluation of 


extent of heavy metals contamination associated with a low pH tailings facility and mine workings.   
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Gallegos Dimensional Stone Quarry, Colorado:  Environmental Impacts Assessment of acid rock 


drainage from quarry operation near Telluride.  Assessed conditions through soil and surface water 
sampling.  Proposed cost-effective modifications of operational practices to minimize impacts to 
environmentally sensitive surface waters in area.  Also recommended permitting strategies for 
incorporation into storm water permit and technical revisions to an existing mining permit. 


 
• Blackhawk Mill Site, Colorado:  Performed environmental site assessment of a historic mining 


property adjacent to a CERCLA superfund site.  Defined areas of hazardous and non-hazardous mine and 
mill wastes as a pre-remedial design activity.  Evaluated remedial alternatives, recommended the 
preferred alternative, and developed cost estimate to complete the cleanup. 


 
• Cotter Corporation, Wyoming:  Detailed investigation to determine feasibility of in-situ leaching of a 


uranium property near Pumpkin Buttes.  Responsible for installation of wells and long-term pumping 
tests. 
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Groundwater Resource Evaluation and Development 
 
• Montana Explorada, Guatemala:  Developed water supply for a new gold mine/mill operation through 


an assessment of the resource potential, identification of candidate well locations, and the installation, 
and testing of a successful large bore 1,000 foot deep production well. 


 
• Nevada Power Company, Nevada:  Design, installation and performance testing of a 1,000-foot deep, 


1,500 gpm water supply well.   
 
• Pinnacle West Capital, Nevada:  Groundwater resource evaluation and the design, installation, and 


production testing of 2,000-foot deep high-capacity water supply well. 
 
• Colorado Springs Landfill, Colorado:  Evaluation of an alluvial groundwater resource with respect to 


potential impacts from a proposed expansion of a solid waste landfill.  Development of basin and sub-
basin water budgets, verification of the water budgets using numerical methods, and semi-analytical 
computer modeling of potential contaminant release scenarios.  Also conducted a study of the 
hydrogeologic suitability of existing and proposed solid waste landfill sites across El Paso County, 
Colorado.  Developed a ranking procedure to compare the sites across diverse hydrogeologic regimes. 


 
 
Mine Permitting 
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Confidential Client, Central America:  Baseline line measurement of flow and sampling for water 


quality at a precious metal mining prospect.   
 
• Echo Bay K2 and Key Projects, Washington:  Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater and 


surface water from Key Project open pit gold mine. Designed groundwater monitoring well network.  
Also planned and directed field investigations at the proposed K2 Project to evaluate baseline 
potentiometric and water quality conditions. 


 
 
Solid and Hazardous Waste 
 
• Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, Colorado:  Program Manager and technical lead for 


multidisciplinary projects at the DOE facility related to groundwater sampling, aquifer testing and 
analysis, and evaluation of innovative technologies and field methods.  Multiple simultaneous 
investigations involved up to twenty professional technical staff. 


 
The evaluations focused on determining the feasibility and applicability of the Rocky Flats site to 
alternative groundwater sampling methods, state-of-the-art field water quality measurement 
instrumentation, aeseptic methods for drilling and well installation, and improving well design. Principal 
author and lead investigator for 1994 Site Wide Well Evaluation Report, Summary of Historic Water 
Quality Field Parameter Data, and Evaluation of Geochemical Analytical Suites. 
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Evaluation of water quality data and database management of more than 250,000 environmental records 
for the 1997 Rocky Flats Cleanup Agreement (RFCA) Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report.  
Responsibilities included extraction and conditioning of the data for analysis, quality control analyses 
based on P.A.R.C.C. parameters, analyses to document exceedences of site-specific action levels, trend 
analysis, and preparation of data analysis sections of the report.  Developed data management procedures 
to automate the input, analysis, and reporting of the data.  


 
 
Unsaturated Zone Studies 
 
• Nevada Nuclear Waste, Isolation Program (USGS), Yucca Mountain, Nevada:  Responsible for 


construction, calibration, and emplacement of down-hole instrumentation to measure moisture content of 
tuffaceous rocks at the proposed high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.    
Supervised the set-up and operation of a vadose zone instrument calibration laboratory for the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Isolation Program. Developed moisture-characteristic curves, unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and matric potentials in tuffaceous rocks.   
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 11, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Stephen J. Day, P.Geo., SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1700 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and 
Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine  (Montgomery & Associates, 2010) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated March 15, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following two reports: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a), and 


(b)  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine (Montgomery &Associates, 2010) 


These comments were prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Michael Sieber, and Stephen Day of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


This memorandum is organized into two sections, per the two reviewed documents listed above.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010a). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the most for potential groundwater-surface water interactions are in 


topographically lower areas of Davidson Canyon (Reach 4), which are the furthest from the 
proposed Rosemont Project. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Davidson) are potentially hydraulically connected with 
the regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if 
drawdown propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less 
likely to be affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may 
alter the local flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienaga Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


Mine Impacts 


The mining operations that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienaga Creek 
watersheds are the open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009 and Tetra Tech, 2010b) and seepage from the Dry 
Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010b), the Waste Rock storage area 
(waste rock), and Heap Leach facility (heap) (Tetra Tech, 2010b). The M&A numerical groundwater 
flow model is currently being revised and the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering should 
be re-evaluated once the revisions are complete. Should the Infiltration and Seepage Model (Tetra Tech, 
2010b) that was reviewed by SRK (2010) be revised, the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, 
and the heap also should be re-evaluated.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be reasonable. The isotopic interpretations they 
presented seem reasonable based on the information provided in the report. However, we feel that it 
should be considered preliminary due to limited available data and uncertainties in the groundwater 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010)). Our specific comments are: 


(a) Figure 9: Local spring isolated from regional groundwater—groundwater flow lines are 
shown above the water table. 


(b) Figure 15: Schematic cross section of Reach 2 spring development—what data are used for 
the unsaturated zone as shown between the alluvial and bedrock groundwater systems? 


(c) The water quality data described in Section 7.6 need to be added in the spring comparison 
table, shown in Figure 8. 


(d) There is reference to Stiff diagrams prepared by others. It would be helpful to include these 
in this report. 


(e) A number of descriptors used in the report are relative but not quantified. Waters are 
described as “different,” “very similar,” and “dissimilar,” Inclusion of charts showing the 
data or more statistics would illustrate these differences. 


(f) There are references to MC1 and MC2 differences being explained by the degree of rock 
alteration. Trace element characteristics could be included here as indicators. This would be 
a useful overall aspect to be added that could provide more in the geological context. A 
conclusions section should be included in the report. 
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Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A. 


 


2 Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional 
Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine   


This section presents the results of our review of the report on short-term and long-term groundwater 
fluctuations as compared to projected drawdown 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont mine 
(M&A, 2009). The document provides a thorough compilation of available groundwater level data that 
indicate that: 
 


(a) Calculated short-term (2 to 3 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 52 wells range 
from 0.7 to 33 feet, with an averaged value of 7 feet. 
 


(b) Calculated long-term (37 to 55 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 14 wells range 
from 0.7 to 69 feet, with an averaged value of about 20 feet. 
 


(c) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells east of the mine area, 100 years after 
closure of the proposed Rosemont mine, is generally of similar magnitude to the natural short-
term fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during a 2- to 3-year period and is generally 
less than the long-term natural fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during the long-term 
37- to 55-year period. 
 


(d) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells west of the Santa Rita ridge and at 
livestock wells in the immediate mine area, 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont 
mine, appears to exceed the natural short-term groundwater fluctuation (2-year period). No data 
are available concerning long-term groundwater fluctuation west of the Santa Rita ridge. 


 
SRK has the following specific comments: 
 


(1) It is not clear why the simulated drawdown of 100 years after closure was chosen for 
comparison with measured natural groundwater fluctuations. In SRK’s opinion, the comparison 
should be made with the time of maximum drawdown (during the early or intermediate stage of 
pit-lake infilling) and at steady state, post-mining conditions, which will be significant after 100 
years of pit lake infilling. The existing groundwater model (M&A, 2009) did not simulate full 
pit lake recovery and did not clearly indicate when maximum drawdown occurs at particular 
locations. 
 


(2) Surface water bodies (such as creeks and springs) that show the propagation of drawdown need 
to be added to Figures 1 and 2. 
 


(3) This comparison analysis should be repeated after existing numerical groundwater model is 
revised based on the transient calibration (recommendation by SRK (2010)) and to incorporate 
the revised model simulations. 
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4 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and 
solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection 
well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 
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Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
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 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-
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Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 
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Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Profession Hydrogeologist 


 
Education M.S. in Agricultural Engineering (Groundwater), Colorado State 


University, 1993 
B.S. in Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1983 
 


Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


P.E.: Arizona # 44868 , Colorado # 35703 
Member, National Groundwater Association 


  
Certifications 


 
8-Hour MSHA Surface Metal 


 
Specialization Groundwater hydrology, field investigations, and data analyses. 
 
Expertise Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer in Arizona and Colorado.  He has broad 


experience in environmental hydrogeology.  His emphasis has been groundwater 
and surface water characterization where he has been involved in planning and 
conducting fieldwork, data analysis, and report preparation for clients and for 
regulatory review and approval.  He has extensive field experience including 
hydraulic characterization, installation of wells, instrument installation, and surface 
water characterization.  He has designed pumping tests and has analyzed aquifer test 
data.  He also has international work experience in South America and Canada. 


 
Employment Record 
 
1995– Present SRK Consulting, Fort Collins and Denver, CO; Tucson, AZ Hydrogeologist 
1994 - 1995 Advanced Sciences, Inc., Hydrogeologist/Engineer 
1993 - 1994 Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, 


Intern 
June – Nov. 1992 Water, Waste & Land, Inc., Engineering Technician (part-time) 
May – Nov. 1990 Goldstake Exploration, Geologist 
June – Dec. 1989 ACZ Laboratories, Inc., Lab Technician 
April – Nov. 1986 Summitville Consolidated Mining Company, Inc., Lead Pit Technician 


 
Languages  English 
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Key Experience:  Field Projects 
• Installation of monitoring and recharge wells at Jerritt Canyon Mine in Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift tests, and vibrating pressure transducers in core hole at Mt. Hope in 


Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift test, and installed and grouted vibrating transducers into a core hole for 


Vale Inco near Thompson Manitoba, Canada 
• Conducted airlift test and performed geothech core logging 
• Prefeasibility hydrogeologic study in a permafrost region, including packer tests and installation of 


thermistors into core holes at Newmont’s Hope Bay project in Nunavut, Canada 
• Supervised surface water sampling required for operational permit  at Alaska Gold Corporation 
• Site investigation and construction QA/QC for wick installation for dewatering uranium mill tailings for 


Moab Reclamation Trust in Moab, Utah  
• Site investigation of historic radium and uranium tailings for DIAND at Port Radium, Northwest 


Territories, Canada 
 
Key Experience:  Groundwater Hydrology Characterization 
 
Asarco, Leadville, Colorado Groundwater Flow Characterization 
• Conducted an investigation of the operation of two drainage tunnels of historic underground mine 


workings and the interaction of ground and surface water flow in the Leadville area. 
•  Prepared report describing the operation of the drainage tunnels and the affect on the historical and 


recent trends of groundwater levels and surface water flow. 
• Designed remedial actions for residential soils and prepared closure reports for completed properties.  


Provided QA/QC for the remediation construction. 
 
Goldfields Gold Mine, Bolivar State, Venezuela 
• The site drill core was reviewed to identify zones for packer tests in core holes. 
• Developed a MODFLOW model of the proposed mine site to design the mine pit dewatering system. 
•  Prepared the hydrology section of the pre-feasibility report for the mine. 
•  Prepared standard procedures for single well and long-term pumping test. 


 
DeBeers Victor Project, Ontario, Canada 
• Contributed to the hydrogeological pre-feasibility and feasibility study for a diamond mine. 
• Completed drilling and installation of a large diameter well and piezometers for long-term pumping 


tests. 
• Completed airlift tests while drilling and conducted two long-term pumping tests. 
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Key Experience:  Groundwater Remediation Projects 


 
Hewlett Packard Industrial Facility, Loveland, Colorado 
• Routine monitoring of pump and treat system, including system inspection and surface and groundwater 


sampling. 
•  Prepared monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 


 
Key Experience:  Mining Hydrology 


 
BHP San Manuel Plant Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Developed infiltration models to estimate infiltration through the tailings storage facility to evaluate the 


reclamation covers. 
• Developed 2-D saturated unsaturated flow model with SEEP/W software to estimate the long-term 


drainage time and rates from the tailing impoundments. 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
 


BHP San Manuel Mine Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Assisted with developing a numerical groundwater flow model to predict formation of open pit lake loss 


of containment pit lake and underground workings 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
• Lead hydrologist for APP for closed landfill, completed infiltration modeling of the cover, and installed 


three methane monitoring wells. 
• Re-calibrated the numerical groundwater flow model using an additional five years groundwater 


recovery data of the underground workings. 
 
Tailings Impoundment Seepage Study, Argentina 


Simulated seepage through the tailings impoundment dam with SEEP/W, a two-dimensional finite 
element code.  The seepage through the bottom of the tailings impoundment was simulated with 
FEFLOW, a three-dimensional finite element code. 


 
Aggregate Industries Gravel Pits, Longmont, Colorado:  Permit and Reclamation 
• Developed a numerical groundwater flow model using FEFLOW to simulate two existing gravel pits. 
• The model was calibrated to existing conditions and then used to predict the impact of the proposed 


gravel pits to the groundwater system. 
• The model was also used to estimate groundwater inflows to the reclaimed gravel pits. 


 
Rio Grand Resources Uranium Tailings Seepage Study, Hobson, Texas 
• A numerical groundwater flow and mass transport model was developed with MODFLOW and MT3D96 


code to simulate the preferred remediation plan. 
• An Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) petition was prepared for the facility using the long-term 


results of the numerical simulations. 
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Conoco Conquista Uranium Mine and Mill Site, Falls City, Texas 
• Designed installation of compliance monitoring wells, developed a statement of work, and obtained bids 


for drilling and analytical work.  
•  Maintained database and prepared data transmittal report. 


 
 
Key Experience:  Environmental 
 
Loring Air Force Base, Caribou, Maine RI/FS investigation 
• Conducted over-sight of field activities that included various types of drilling and sampling. 
• Work also included data analysis, report preparation, and document review. 
• Prepared and assisted with quarterly water level measurements of approximately 300 monitoring wells. 


 
Robins Air Force Base, Warner Robins, Georgia: Site Investigation of landfill,  
• Assisted with preparation of work plan and standard operating procedures forthe site investigation of an 


old landfill. 
• Utilized Geoprobe™ push technology for collecting soil and groundwater samples. 
• Sample analysis was completed with an on-site portable gas chromatograph-mass spectrophotometer. 


 
Massachusetts Military Reservation Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
• Managed fieldwork work on two sites to characterize soils and groundwater, data review and analysis, 


and document preparation for regulatory agencies. 
• The site investigation consisted of Geoprobe™ borings and screened auger borings to collect 


groundwater field screening samples, installing monitoring wells, and collecting groundwater samples. 
• Collected soil samples with split spoons using hollow stem augers and Geoprobe™ equipment. 
• Served as the construction over-sight engineer during the installation an air sparging/soil vapor 


extraction system consisting of 21 air sparge wells and 20 soil vapor extraction wells. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Senior Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. Hydrogeology, Colorado State University, 
1989 
B.A. Earth Sciences, University of Colorado, 1978 
 


Certifications OSHA Hazardous Waste Site Investigation Health 
and Safety Training Course 
 
MSHA Certification – Open Pit and Underground 


 
Specialization Mr. Cope is a senior hydrogeologist with 25 years experience consulting to the 


mining industry in the areas of mine water management, hydrogeologic 
characterization, contaminant evaluation, baseline studies, groundwater and soils 
restoration, and environmental data management.  Mr. Cope’s technical experience 
has involved: 
• Groundwater resource impacts analysis, open pit and underground mine inflow 


and water management evaluations, investigations of groundwater/surface water 
interactions, and basin hydrologic budgets. 


• Design, installation, and performance testing of high capacity water supply 
wells. 


• Aquifer hydraulic testing and analysis: variable and constant head, constant 
discharge, specific discharge tracer, and various packer techniques. 


• Groundwater monitoring systems design, monitoring systems performance 
assessment, and evaluation of hydrogeologic data. Innovative groundwater 
sampling methods using specific discharge and micropurging techniques. 


• Database development and management, data capture, validation, and quality 
control analyses. 


• Statistical data analysis, probabilistic analysis (Monte Carlo simulation, 
distribution fitting), RCRA statistical evaluations. 


• Numerical and analytical modeling of groundwater flow and contaminant fate 
and transport. 


• Preparation of CERCLA, RCRA, and NEPA deliverables. 
 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present SRK Consulting Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1997 – 1998 CGRS Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1988 – 1997 Golder Associates Inc., Project Hydrogeologist to Hydrogeology Group Leader  
1986 – 1988 Colorado State University, Graduate Research Assistant 
1984 – 1985 Dames & Moore, Staff through Project Hydrogeologist 
1983 – 1984 U.S.G.S., Water Resource Division, Assistant Hydrologist 
1980 – 1983 Wahler Associates, Staff Hydrogeologist 
 
Languages Fluent Spanish / Working French 
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Key Experience:  
 
Mine Water Management and Characterization 
 
• Molycorp Questa Mine, New Mexico:  Project Manager and Technical Lead for the Characterization of 


underground mine inflows and significant surface water flow related to block cave subsidence.  The 
work differentiated surface recharge through the subsidence zone from other groundwater sources.   A 
water control monitoring system was designed and installed, and is currently operational.  Continuous 
flow measurements combined with quarterly water quality sampling provide data for source 
identification and water and chemical mass balance analyses.   Current efforts are focused on the 
evaluation and optimization of the mine water management system with the objective of maximizing 
temporary storage of inflow through the active block from large precipitation events.  The work includes 
modifications to underground storage and conveyance facilities and a tracer study to quantify travel time 
and pathways of infiltration to the mine from the overlying open pit. 


 
• Stillwater Mining Co, Montana:  Manager and lead hydrogeologist for a pressure injection testing to 


program to locate structure-controlled zones of high groundwater pressure above the underground 
Stillwater Mine in Montana. Designed the test program to enable monitoring formation pressures and 
transient drainage conditions at the drill collar without using complex down hole straddle packer 
equipment. 


 
• Echo Bay Lamefoot Projects, Washington:  Evaluation of groundwater inflow quantity and quality in 


underground workings. Developed a conceptual hydrogeologic model based on the characteristics related 
to rock structure and lithology. A significant component of the model was a detailed understanding of the 
interaction between the alluvial and deep bedrock groundwater flow systems.  Applied a water balance 
approach to estimate inflow and acid generating potential during future mine development.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team leader to evaluate impacts from a mine and mill facility 


and on the local groundwater system and the adjacent Eagle River.  Supervised drilling and installation 
of multiple nested piezometers, and conducted long-term pumping tests.  Installed digital data acquisition 
system to remotely monitor water level in the rapidly flooding closed mine.   


 
• Cuajone Mine, Southern Peru Copper, Peru:   Team leader and technical lead for a hydrogeologic 


evaluation for suitability of a proposed large valley-fill leach operation.  The work entailed 
hydrogeologic and surface water characterizations, impacts assessments, and design of mitigation 
measures in a fractured volcanic rock setting.   The work focused on defining zones of fracture-enhanced 
groundwater flow, the relationship of a regionally significant river to the groundwater flow system, and 
the ability to contain and recover leach solutions from the fractured system.  A phased approach was 
used to first conduct a fatal flaw evaluation, the results of which served to focus a detailed 
characterization.  The characterization field program involved 10,000 feet of well installation, oriented 
angled core drilling, packer testing, long-term aquifer testing, seismic geophysical survey, spring and 
seep evaluation, and river flow gauging.   The results were applied to a basin-scale three dimensional 
multi-layer groundwater flow and transport model.  The defensibility of the model is critical to the client 
obtaining permit approval for the operation.  


 
• San Manuel Mine Site, Pinal County, Arizona:  Hydrogeology team lead and principal investigator for 


the assessment of the impacts of an existing open pit on the surrounding groundwater flow system.  
Directed deep monitoring well installation (600 to 1500 feet) and performed in-situ hydraulic testing 
(e.g., packer testing, aquifer test). Specified, procured and successfully installed a 1,500 foot deep 
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grouted transducer column including 12 vibrating wire transducers and data logging equipment. The 
aquifer test program included low flow (less than 2 gpm) drawdown tests in undisturbed bedrock 
formations over extended periods of time. Performed data interpretation and analysis in support of the 
predictive groundwater flow model and Aquifer Protection Permit Application. 


 
• Franklin/Zeus Joint Venture, Colorado:  Project manager and technical lead for the permitting of 


proposed gold mining and milling operations at the Franklin and Mogul mines in Clear Creek and 
Boulder counties. Conducted an underground evaluation to predict future mine water discharge volume 
and quality.  Co-authored Environmental Protection Plan, Plan of Operation, and Stormwater 
Management Plan as part of mining permit application. 


 
• Pueblo Viejo Mine, Dominican Republic:  Evaluation of the groundwater flow system in a complex 


terrain of a tight silicified volcanics sturctually juxtaposed to highly karstic limestone.  Formulated a 
regional conceptual model that addressed impacts from the open pit mine and extensive tailings facilities 
that overly this complex system. 


 
• Phelps Dodge Ambatovy-Analamay Project, Madagascar:  Baseline environmental assessments of 


surface and groundwater hydrology in remote tropical terrain for a large proposed nickel-cobalt mine and 
mill.  Scope included baseline data collection, assessment of environmental risks within the framework 
of World Bank Environmental Standards, analysis of potential groundwater and surface water impacts, 
and mitigation of the impacts.  Also collected data to support site selection and feasibility studies for 
tailings facility.  Though the work was severely challenged by complicated logistics and rugged jungle 
conditions, the project produced rigorous high quality data that met permitting and design needs. 


 
• Hecla Grouse Creek Operations, Idaho:  Developed a water balance that incorporated tailings and 


waste rock facilities, mill makeup water requirements, water expressed during consolidation of newly 
deposited tails, and runoff contributions from disturbed and undisturbed small watersheds surrounding 
the site.  Site climate data were calculated using statistical adjustments from a number of stations in 
central Idaho and west-central Montana.  Statistical distributions for precipitation, evaporation, runoff, 
spring melt-out duration and timing, mill tonnage, and makeup water volumes were incorporated into the 
analysis to simulate natural and operational variability.  The calibrated spreadsheet was subsequently 
used by mill operators as a solution management tool.   


 
• San Juan Ridge Mine, California:  Developed multi-layer finite element groundwater models to predict 


mine water inflow to a proposed underground gold mine. Models simulated both local mine inflow and 
regional impacts to private water supply wells. Subsequent operation of the mine showed that the inflow 
predicted by the model was within 10 percent of actual inflow. 


 
• Various Mines, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona:  Conducted water balance analyses for 


mining heap leach projects located in arid and humid environments.  Performed both deterministic and 
probabilistic water balance analyses that included components of the natural hydrologic cycle and 
various operational solution application, storage, and extraction processes.  The water balance models 
were calibrated on a monthly basis to actual measured climatic precipitation and process flow data and 
were used by clients as an ongoing operational decision tool. 


 
Mine Contamination, Reclamation 
 
• General Atomics,  Rio Grande Resources,  Panna Maria, Texas:  Project manager to review and 


amend an Alternate Concentration Limit Application submitted as part of the groundwater compliance 
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strategy at the site.  Work included development of a multilayer three-dimensional, variably saturated 
flow and transport model to support an update to the site human health risk assessment.  Also developed 
the environmental monitoring data management system currently being used at the site.  


 
• Confidential Client, Copper Operation, USA:  Project manager for a remedial investigation under an 


AOC to characterize impacts from historic smelter and tailings operations on the soils and surface water 
surrounding the site.   


 
• Conoco, Conquista Uranium Mill, Texas:  Lead hydrogeologist to characterize the groundwater flow 


system in the vicinity of a closed uranium mill tailings facility.  Investigations were conducted to 
quantify site impacts and to establish background water chemistry potentially influenced by an adjacent 
upgradient uranium mine and mill operation.   


 
• Tailings Characterization, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Atlas Minerals Uranium Mill Site, Utah:  


Technical groundwater lead for investigation to support the dewatering program at the Atlas Mill 
uranium tailings impoundment. The project consisted of hydrogeologic, geotechnical and geochemical 
characterization of the tailings to enable the selection of a dewater method, and assess the changes that 
might occur in the tailings porewaters as a result of dewatering.  


 
• Leadville Superfund Site, Colorado:  Principal investigator for supplemental Feasibility Study 


groundwater investigations to refine impacts analyses for the Apache Tailings Impoundment.  
Responsible for performance assessment of groundwater and surface water monitoring network, 
refinement of the conceptual groundwater/surface water model, installation of nested monitoring wells, 
aquifer hydraulic testing and groundwater sampling.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team lead for an environmental assessment and evaluation of 


extent of heavy metals contamination associated with a low pH tailings facility and mine workings.   
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Gallegos Dimensional Stone Quarry, Colorado:  Environmental Impacts Assessment of acid rock 


drainage from quarry operation near Telluride.  Assessed conditions through soil and surface water 
sampling.  Proposed cost-effective modifications of operational practices to minimize impacts to 
environmentally sensitive surface waters in area.  Also recommended permitting strategies for 
incorporation into storm water permit and technical revisions to an existing mining permit. 


 
• Blackhawk Mill Site, Colorado:  Performed environmental site assessment of a historic mining 


property adjacent to a CERCLA superfund site.  Defined areas of hazardous and non-hazardous mine and 
mill wastes as a pre-remedial design activity.  Evaluated remedial alternatives, recommended the 
preferred alternative, and developed cost estimate to complete the cleanup. 


 
• Cotter Corporation, Wyoming:  Detailed investigation to determine feasibility of in-situ leaching of a 


uranium property near Pumpkin Buttes.  Responsible for installation of wells and long-term pumping 
tests. 
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Groundwater Resource Evaluation and Development 
 
• Montana Explorada, Guatemala:  Developed water supply for a new gold mine/mill operation through 


an assessment of the resource potential, identification of candidate well locations, and the installation, 
and testing of a successful large bore 1,000 foot deep production well. 


 
• Nevada Power Company, Nevada:  Design, installation and performance testing of a 1,000-foot deep, 


1,500 gpm water supply well.   
 
• Pinnacle West Capital, Nevada:  Groundwater resource evaluation and the design, installation, and 


production testing of 2,000-foot deep high-capacity water supply well. 
 
• Colorado Springs Landfill, Colorado:  Evaluation of an alluvial groundwater resource with respect to 


potential impacts from a proposed expansion of a solid waste landfill.  Development of basin and sub-
basin water budgets, verification of the water budgets using numerical methods, and semi-analytical 
computer modeling of potential contaminant release scenarios.  Also conducted a study of the 
hydrogeologic suitability of existing and proposed solid waste landfill sites across El Paso County, 
Colorado.  Developed a ranking procedure to compare the sites across diverse hydrogeologic regimes. 


 
 
Mine Permitting 
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Confidential Client, Central America:  Baseline line measurement of flow and sampling for water 


quality at a precious metal mining prospect.   
 
• Echo Bay K2 and Key Projects, Washington:  Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater and 


surface water from Key Project open pit gold mine. Designed groundwater monitoring well network.  
Also planned and directed field investigations at the proposed K2 Project to evaluate baseline 
potentiometric and water quality conditions. 


 
 
Solid and Hazardous Waste 
 
• Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, Colorado:  Program Manager and technical lead for 


multidisciplinary projects at the DOE facility related to groundwater sampling, aquifer testing and 
analysis, and evaluation of innovative technologies and field methods.  Multiple simultaneous 
investigations involved up to twenty professional technical staff. 


 
The evaluations focused on determining the feasibility and applicability of the Rocky Flats site to 
alternative groundwater sampling methods, state-of-the-art field water quality measurement 
instrumentation, aeseptic methods for drilling and well installation, and improving well design. Principal 
author and lead investigator for 1994 Site Wide Well Evaluation Report, Summary of Historic Water 
Quality Field Parameter Data, and Evaluation of Geochemical Analytical Suites. 
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Evaluation of water quality data and database management of more than 250,000 environmental records 
for the 1997 Rocky Flats Cleanup Agreement (RFCA) Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report.  
Responsibilities included extraction and conditioning of the data for analysis, quality control analyses 
based on P.A.R.C.C. parameters, analyses to document exceedences of site-specific action levels, trend 
analysis, and preparation of data analysis sections of the report.  Developed data management procedures 
to automate the input, analysis, and reporting of the data.  


 
 
Unsaturated Zone Studies 
 
• Nevada Nuclear Waste, Isolation Program (USGS), Yucca Mountain, Nevada:  Responsible for 


construction, calibration, and emplacement of down-hole instrumentation to measure moisture content of 
tuffaceous rocks at the proposed high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.    
Supervised the set-up and operation of a vadose zone instrument calibration laboratory for the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Isolation Program. Developed moisture-characteristic curves, unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and matric potentials in tuffaceous rocks.   


 
 











From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Roger D Congdon';

'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Stone, Claudia'
Subject: RE: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports
Date: 05/27/2010 11:13 AM
Attachments: Davidson Canyon_Memo_183101_VU_20100511_FINAL.pdf

Kathy,
 
Attached is the SRK review of TetraTech’s Davidson Canyon report.  As you can see from the emails
below it has been reviewed by the CNF and I have been requested to forward it on to you for
Rosemont’s response.  Both the CNF and I believe any questions regarding this document may be
resolved in coordination with the ongoing review of the mine site groundwater model, pit lake
geochemistry, and infiltration fate & transport reports.
 
Please let us know how Rosemont wants to proceed.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 10:22 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; Roger D
Congdon
Subject: Re: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports
 

Hello Dale, 
I have reviewed the SRK memo and find it acceptable.  Please forward it to Rosemont and I agree with
the strategy out lined below.  Thanks. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 11, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Stephen J. Day, P.Geo., SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1700 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and 
Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine  (Montgomery & Associates, 2010) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated March 15, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following two reports: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a), and 


(b)  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine (Montgomery &Associates, 2010) 


These comments were prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Michael Sieber, and Stephen Day of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


This memorandum is organized into two sections, per the two reviewed documents listed above.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010a). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the most for potential groundwater-surface water interactions are in 


topographically lower areas of Davidson Canyon (Reach 4), which are the furthest from the 
proposed Rosemont Project. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Davidson) are potentially hydraulically connected with 
the regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if 
drawdown propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less 
likely to be affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may 
alter the local flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienaga Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


Mine Impacts 


The mining operations that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienaga Creek 
watersheds are the open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009 and Tetra Tech, 2010b) and seepage from the Dry 
Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010b), the Waste Rock storage area 
(waste rock), and Heap Leach facility (heap) (Tetra Tech, 2010b). The M&A numerical groundwater 
flow model is currently being revised and the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering should 
be re-evaluated once the revisions are complete. Should the Infiltration and Seepage Model (Tetra Tech, 
2010b) that was reviewed by SRK (2010) be revised, the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, 
and the heap also should be re-evaluated.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be reasonable. The isotopic interpretations they 
presented seem reasonable based on the information provided in the report. However, we feel that it 
should be considered preliminary due to limited available data and uncertainties in the groundwater 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010)). Our specific comments are: 


(a) Figure 9: Local spring isolated from regional groundwater—groundwater flow lines are 
shown above the water table. 


(b) Figure 15: Schematic cross section of Reach 2 spring development—what data are used for 
the unsaturated zone as shown between the alluvial and bedrock groundwater systems? 


(c) The water quality data described in Section 7.6 need to be added in the spring comparison 
table, shown in Figure 8. 


(d) There is reference to Stiff diagrams prepared by others. It would be helpful to include these 
in this report. 


(e) A number of descriptors used in the report are relative but not quantified. Waters are 
described as “different,” “very similar,” and “dissimilar,” Inclusion of charts showing the 
data or more statistics would illustrate these differences. 


(f) There are references to MC1 and MC2 differences being explained by the degree of rock 
alteration. Trace element characteristics could be included here as indicators. This would be 
a useful overall aspect to be added that could provide more in the geological context. A 
conclusions section should be included in the report. 
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Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A. 


 


2 Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional 
Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine   


This section presents the results of our review of the report on short-term and long-term groundwater 
fluctuations as compared to projected drawdown 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont mine 
(M&A, 2009). The document provides a thorough compilation of available groundwater level data that 
indicate that: 
 


(a) Calculated short-term (2 to 3 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 52 wells range 
from 0.7 to 33 feet, with an averaged value of 7 feet. 
 


(b) Calculated long-term (37 to 55 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 14 wells range 
from 0.7 to 69 feet, with an averaged value of about 20 feet. 
 


(c) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells east of the mine area, 100 years after 
closure of the proposed Rosemont mine, is generally of similar magnitude to the natural short-
term fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during a 2- to 3-year period and is generally 
less than the long-term natural fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during the long-term 
37- to 55-year period. 
 


(d) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells west of the Santa Rita ridge and at 
livestock wells in the immediate mine area, 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont 
mine, appears to exceed the natural short-term groundwater fluctuation (2-year period). No data 
are available concerning long-term groundwater fluctuation west of the Santa Rita ridge. 


 
SRK has the following specific comments: 
 


(1) It is not clear why the simulated drawdown of 100 years after closure was chosen for 
comparison with measured natural groundwater fluctuations. In SRK’s opinion, the comparison 
should be made with the time of maximum drawdown (during the early or intermediate stage of 
pit-lake infilling) and at steady state, post-mining conditions, which will be significant after 100 
years of pit lake infilling. The existing groundwater model (M&A, 2009) did not simulate full 
pit lake recovery and did not clearly indicate when maximum drawdown occurs at particular 
locations. 
 


(2) Surface water bodies (such as creeks and springs) that show the propagation of drawdown need 
to be added to Figures 1 and 2. 
 


(3) This comparison analysis should be repeated after existing numerical groundwater model is 
revised based on the transient calibration (recommendation by SRK (2010)) and to incorporate 
the revised model simulations. 
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The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and 
solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection 
well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Profession Hydrogeologist 


 
Education M.S. in Agricultural Engineering (Groundwater), Colorado State 


University, 1993 
B.S. in Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1983 
 


Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


P.E.: Arizona # 44868 , Colorado # 35703 
Member, National Groundwater Association 


  
Certifications 


 
8-Hour MSHA Surface Metal 


 
Specialization Groundwater hydrology, field investigations, and data analyses. 
 
Expertise Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer in Arizona and Colorado.  He has broad 


experience in environmental hydrogeology.  His emphasis has been groundwater 
and surface water characterization where he has been involved in planning and 
conducting fieldwork, data analysis, and report preparation for clients and for 
regulatory review and approval.  He has extensive field experience including 
hydraulic characterization, installation of wells, instrument installation, and surface 
water characterization.  He has designed pumping tests and has analyzed aquifer test 
data.  He also has international work experience in South America and Canada. 


 
Employment Record 
 
1995– Present SRK Consulting, Fort Collins and Denver, CO; Tucson, AZ Hydrogeologist 
1994 - 1995 Advanced Sciences, Inc., Hydrogeologist/Engineer 
1993 - 1994 Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, 


Intern 
June – Nov. 1992 Water, Waste & Land, Inc., Engineering Technician (part-time) 
May – Nov. 1990 Goldstake Exploration, Geologist 
June – Dec. 1989 ACZ Laboratories, Inc., Lab Technician 
April – Nov. 1986 Summitville Consolidated Mining Company, Inc., Lead Pit Technician 


 
Languages  English 
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Key Experience:  Field Projects 
• Installation of monitoring and recharge wells at Jerritt Canyon Mine in Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift tests, and vibrating pressure transducers in core hole at Mt. Hope in 


Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift test, and installed and grouted vibrating transducers into a core hole for 


Vale Inco near Thompson Manitoba, Canada 
• Conducted airlift test and performed geothech core logging 
• Prefeasibility hydrogeologic study in a permafrost region, including packer tests and installation of 


thermistors into core holes at Newmont’s Hope Bay project in Nunavut, Canada 
• Supervised surface water sampling required for operational permit  at Alaska Gold Corporation 
• Site investigation and construction QA/QC for wick installation for dewatering uranium mill tailings for 


Moab Reclamation Trust in Moab, Utah  
• Site investigation of historic radium and uranium tailings for DIAND at Port Radium, Northwest 


Territories, Canada 
 
Key Experience:  Groundwater Hydrology Characterization 
 
Asarco, Leadville, Colorado Groundwater Flow Characterization 
• Conducted an investigation of the operation of two drainage tunnels of historic underground mine 


workings and the interaction of ground and surface water flow in the Leadville area. 
•  Prepared report describing the operation of the drainage tunnels and the affect on the historical and 


recent trends of groundwater levels and surface water flow. 
• Designed remedial actions for residential soils and prepared closure reports for completed properties.  


Provided QA/QC for the remediation construction. 
 
Goldfields Gold Mine, Bolivar State, Venezuela 
• The site drill core was reviewed to identify zones for packer tests in core holes. 
• Developed a MODFLOW model of the proposed mine site to design the mine pit dewatering system. 
•  Prepared the hydrology section of the pre-feasibility report for the mine. 
•  Prepared standard procedures for single well and long-term pumping test. 


 
DeBeers Victor Project, Ontario, Canada 
• Contributed to the hydrogeological pre-feasibility and feasibility study for a diamond mine. 
• Completed drilling and installation of a large diameter well and piezometers for long-term pumping 


tests. 
• Completed airlift tests while drilling and conducted two long-term pumping tests. 
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Key Experience:  Groundwater Remediation Projects 


 
Hewlett Packard Industrial Facility, Loveland, Colorado 
• Routine monitoring of pump and treat system, including system inspection and surface and groundwater 


sampling. 
•  Prepared monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 


 
Key Experience:  Mining Hydrology 


 
BHP San Manuel Plant Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Developed infiltration models to estimate infiltration through the tailings storage facility to evaluate the 


reclamation covers. 
• Developed 2-D saturated unsaturated flow model with SEEP/W software to estimate the long-term 


drainage time and rates from the tailing impoundments. 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
 


BHP San Manuel Mine Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Assisted with developing a numerical groundwater flow model to predict formation of open pit lake loss 


of containment pit lake and underground workings 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
• Lead hydrologist for APP for closed landfill, completed infiltration modeling of the cover, and installed 


three methane monitoring wells. 
• Re-calibrated the numerical groundwater flow model using an additional five years groundwater 


recovery data of the underground workings. 
 
Tailings Impoundment Seepage Study, Argentina 


Simulated seepage through the tailings impoundment dam with SEEP/W, a two-dimensional finite 
element code.  The seepage through the bottom of the tailings impoundment was simulated with 
FEFLOW, a three-dimensional finite element code. 


 
Aggregate Industries Gravel Pits, Longmont, Colorado:  Permit and Reclamation 
• Developed a numerical groundwater flow model using FEFLOW to simulate two existing gravel pits. 
• The model was calibrated to existing conditions and then used to predict the impact of the proposed 


gravel pits to the groundwater system. 
• The model was also used to estimate groundwater inflows to the reclaimed gravel pits. 


 
Rio Grand Resources Uranium Tailings Seepage Study, Hobson, Texas 
• A numerical groundwater flow and mass transport model was developed with MODFLOW and MT3D96 


code to simulate the preferred remediation plan. 
• An Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) petition was prepared for the facility using the long-term 


results of the numerical simulations. 
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Conoco Conquista Uranium Mine and Mill Site, Falls City, Texas 
• Designed installation of compliance monitoring wells, developed a statement of work, and obtained bids 


for drilling and analytical work.  
•  Maintained database and prepared data transmittal report. 


 
 
Key Experience:  Environmental 
 
Loring Air Force Base, Caribou, Maine RI/FS investigation 
• Conducted over-sight of field activities that included various types of drilling and sampling. 
• Work also included data analysis, report preparation, and document review. 
• Prepared and assisted with quarterly water level measurements of approximately 300 monitoring wells. 


 
Robins Air Force Base, Warner Robins, Georgia: Site Investigation of landfill,  
• Assisted with preparation of work plan and standard operating procedures forthe site investigation of an 


old landfill. 
• Utilized Geoprobe™ push technology for collecting soil and groundwater samples. 
• Sample analysis was completed with an on-site portable gas chromatograph-mass spectrophotometer. 


 
Massachusetts Military Reservation Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
• Managed fieldwork work on two sites to characterize soils and groundwater, data review and analysis, 


and document preparation for regulatory agencies. 
• The site investigation consisted of Geoprobe™ borings and screened auger borings to collect 


groundwater field screening samples, installing monitoring wells, and collecting groundwater samples. 
• Collected soil samples with split spoons using hollow stem augers and Geoprobe™ equipment. 
• Served as the construction over-sight engineer during the installation an air sparging/soil vapor 


extraction system consisting of 21 air sparge wells and 20 soil vapor extraction wells. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Senior Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. Hydrogeology, Colorado State University, 
1989 
B.A. Earth Sciences, University of Colorado, 1978 
 


Certifications OSHA Hazardous Waste Site Investigation Health 
and Safety Training Course 
 
MSHA Certification – Open Pit and Underground 


 
Specialization Mr. Cope is a senior hydrogeologist with 25 years experience consulting to the 


mining industry in the areas of mine water management, hydrogeologic 
characterization, contaminant evaluation, baseline studies, groundwater and soils 
restoration, and environmental data management.  Mr. Cope’s technical experience 
has involved: 
• Groundwater resource impacts analysis, open pit and underground mine inflow 


and water management evaluations, investigations of groundwater/surface water 
interactions, and basin hydrologic budgets. 


• Design, installation, and performance testing of high capacity water supply 
wells. 


• Aquifer hydraulic testing and analysis: variable and constant head, constant 
discharge, specific discharge tracer, and various packer techniques. 


• Groundwater monitoring systems design, monitoring systems performance 
assessment, and evaluation of hydrogeologic data. Innovative groundwater 
sampling methods using specific discharge and micropurging techniques. 


• Database development and management, data capture, validation, and quality 
control analyses. 


• Statistical data analysis, probabilistic analysis (Monte Carlo simulation, 
distribution fitting), RCRA statistical evaluations. 


• Numerical and analytical modeling of groundwater flow and contaminant fate 
and transport. 


• Preparation of CERCLA, RCRA, and NEPA deliverables. 
 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present SRK Consulting Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1997 – 1998 CGRS Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1988 – 1997 Golder Associates Inc., Project Hydrogeologist to Hydrogeology Group Leader  
1986 – 1988 Colorado State University, Graduate Research Assistant 
1984 – 1985 Dames & Moore, Staff through Project Hydrogeologist 
1983 – 1984 U.S.G.S., Water Resource Division, Assistant Hydrologist 
1980 – 1983 Wahler Associates, Staff Hydrogeologist 
 
Languages Fluent Spanish / Working French 
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Key Experience:  
 
Mine Water Management and Characterization 
 
• Molycorp Questa Mine, New Mexico:  Project Manager and Technical Lead for the Characterization of 


underground mine inflows and significant surface water flow related to block cave subsidence.  The 
work differentiated surface recharge through the subsidence zone from other groundwater sources.   A 
water control monitoring system was designed and installed, and is currently operational.  Continuous 
flow measurements combined with quarterly water quality sampling provide data for source 
identification and water and chemical mass balance analyses.   Current efforts are focused on the 
evaluation and optimization of the mine water management system with the objective of maximizing 
temporary storage of inflow through the active block from large precipitation events.  The work includes 
modifications to underground storage and conveyance facilities and a tracer study to quantify travel time 
and pathways of infiltration to the mine from the overlying open pit. 


 
• Stillwater Mining Co, Montana:  Manager and lead hydrogeologist for a pressure injection testing to 


program to locate structure-controlled zones of high groundwater pressure above the underground 
Stillwater Mine in Montana. Designed the test program to enable monitoring formation pressures and 
transient drainage conditions at the drill collar without using complex down hole straddle packer 
equipment. 


 
• Echo Bay Lamefoot Projects, Washington:  Evaluation of groundwater inflow quantity and quality in 


underground workings. Developed a conceptual hydrogeologic model based on the characteristics related 
to rock structure and lithology. A significant component of the model was a detailed understanding of the 
interaction between the alluvial and deep bedrock groundwater flow systems.  Applied a water balance 
approach to estimate inflow and acid generating potential during future mine development.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team leader to evaluate impacts from a mine and mill facility 


and on the local groundwater system and the adjacent Eagle River.  Supervised drilling and installation 
of multiple nested piezometers, and conducted long-term pumping tests.  Installed digital data acquisition 
system to remotely monitor water level in the rapidly flooding closed mine.   


 
• Cuajone Mine, Southern Peru Copper, Peru:   Team leader and technical lead for a hydrogeologic 


evaluation for suitability of a proposed large valley-fill leach operation.  The work entailed 
hydrogeologic and surface water characterizations, impacts assessments, and design of mitigation 
measures in a fractured volcanic rock setting.   The work focused on defining zones of fracture-enhanced 
groundwater flow, the relationship of a regionally significant river to the groundwater flow system, and 
the ability to contain and recover leach solutions from the fractured system.  A phased approach was 
used to first conduct a fatal flaw evaluation, the results of which served to focus a detailed 
characterization.  The characterization field program involved 10,000 feet of well installation, oriented 
angled core drilling, packer testing, long-term aquifer testing, seismic geophysical survey, spring and 
seep evaluation, and river flow gauging.   The results were applied to a basin-scale three dimensional 
multi-layer groundwater flow and transport model.  The defensibility of the model is critical to the client 
obtaining permit approval for the operation.  


 
• San Manuel Mine Site, Pinal County, Arizona:  Hydrogeology team lead and principal investigator for 


the assessment of the impacts of an existing open pit on the surrounding groundwater flow system.  
Directed deep monitoring well installation (600 to 1500 feet) and performed in-situ hydraulic testing 
(e.g., packer testing, aquifer test). Specified, procured and successfully installed a 1,500 foot deep 
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grouted transducer column including 12 vibrating wire transducers and data logging equipment. The 
aquifer test program included low flow (less than 2 gpm) drawdown tests in undisturbed bedrock 
formations over extended periods of time. Performed data interpretation and analysis in support of the 
predictive groundwater flow model and Aquifer Protection Permit Application. 


 
• Franklin/Zeus Joint Venture, Colorado:  Project manager and technical lead for the permitting of 


proposed gold mining and milling operations at the Franklin and Mogul mines in Clear Creek and 
Boulder counties. Conducted an underground evaluation to predict future mine water discharge volume 
and quality.  Co-authored Environmental Protection Plan, Plan of Operation, and Stormwater 
Management Plan as part of mining permit application. 


 
• Pueblo Viejo Mine, Dominican Republic:  Evaluation of the groundwater flow system in a complex 


terrain of a tight silicified volcanics sturctually juxtaposed to highly karstic limestone.  Formulated a 
regional conceptual model that addressed impacts from the open pit mine and extensive tailings facilities 
that overly this complex system. 


 
• Phelps Dodge Ambatovy-Analamay Project, Madagascar:  Baseline environmental assessments of 


surface and groundwater hydrology in remote tropical terrain for a large proposed nickel-cobalt mine and 
mill.  Scope included baseline data collection, assessment of environmental risks within the framework 
of World Bank Environmental Standards, analysis of potential groundwater and surface water impacts, 
and mitigation of the impacts.  Also collected data to support site selection and feasibility studies for 
tailings facility.  Though the work was severely challenged by complicated logistics and rugged jungle 
conditions, the project produced rigorous high quality data that met permitting and design needs. 


 
• Hecla Grouse Creek Operations, Idaho:  Developed a water balance that incorporated tailings and 


waste rock facilities, mill makeup water requirements, water expressed during consolidation of newly 
deposited tails, and runoff contributions from disturbed and undisturbed small watersheds surrounding 
the site.  Site climate data were calculated using statistical adjustments from a number of stations in 
central Idaho and west-central Montana.  Statistical distributions for precipitation, evaporation, runoff, 
spring melt-out duration and timing, mill tonnage, and makeup water volumes were incorporated into the 
analysis to simulate natural and operational variability.  The calibrated spreadsheet was subsequently 
used by mill operators as a solution management tool.   


 
• San Juan Ridge Mine, California:  Developed multi-layer finite element groundwater models to predict 


mine water inflow to a proposed underground gold mine. Models simulated both local mine inflow and 
regional impacts to private water supply wells. Subsequent operation of the mine showed that the inflow 
predicted by the model was within 10 percent of actual inflow. 


 
• Various Mines, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona:  Conducted water balance analyses for 


mining heap leach projects located in arid and humid environments.  Performed both deterministic and 
probabilistic water balance analyses that included components of the natural hydrologic cycle and 
various operational solution application, storage, and extraction processes.  The water balance models 
were calibrated on a monthly basis to actual measured climatic precipitation and process flow data and 
were used by clients as an ongoing operational decision tool. 


 
Mine Contamination, Reclamation 
 
• General Atomics,  Rio Grande Resources,  Panna Maria, Texas:  Project manager to review and 


amend an Alternate Concentration Limit Application submitted as part of the groundwater compliance 
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strategy at the site.  Work included development of a multilayer three-dimensional, variably saturated 
flow and transport model to support an update to the site human health risk assessment.  Also developed 
the environmental monitoring data management system currently being used at the site.  


 
• Confidential Client, Copper Operation, USA:  Project manager for a remedial investigation under an 


AOC to characterize impacts from historic smelter and tailings operations on the soils and surface water 
surrounding the site.   


 
• Conoco, Conquista Uranium Mill, Texas:  Lead hydrogeologist to characterize the groundwater flow 


system in the vicinity of a closed uranium mill tailings facility.  Investigations were conducted to 
quantify site impacts and to establish background water chemistry potentially influenced by an adjacent 
upgradient uranium mine and mill operation.   


 
• Tailings Characterization, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Atlas Minerals Uranium Mill Site, Utah:  


Technical groundwater lead for investigation to support the dewatering program at the Atlas Mill 
uranium tailings impoundment. The project consisted of hydrogeologic, geotechnical and geochemical 
characterization of the tailings to enable the selection of a dewater method, and assess the changes that 
might occur in the tailings porewaters as a result of dewatering.  


 
• Leadville Superfund Site, Colorado:  Principal investigator for supplemental Feasibility Study 


groundwater investigations to refine impacts analyses for the Apache Tailings Impoundment.  
Responsible for performance assessment of groundwater and surface water monitoring network, 
refinement of the conceptual groundwater/surface water model, installation of nested monitoring wells, 
aquifer hydraulic testing and groundwater sampling.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team lead for an environmental assessment and evaluation of 


extent of heavy metals contamination associated with a low pH tailings facility and mine workings.   
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Gallegos Dimensional Stone Quarry, Colorado:  Environmental Impacts Assessment of acid rock 


drainage from quarry operation near Telluride.  Assessed conditions through soil and surface water 
sampling.  Proposed cost-effective modifications of operational practices to minimize impacts to 
environmentally sensitive surface waters in area.  Also recommended permitting strategies for 
incorporation into storm water permit and technical revisions to an existing mining permit. 


 
• Blackhawk Mill Site, Colorado:  Performed environmental site assessment of a historic mining 


property adjacent to a CERCLA superfund site.  Defined areas of hazardous and non-hazardous mine and 
mill wastes as a pre-remedial design activity.  Evaluated remedial alternatives, recommended the 
preferred alternative, and developed cost estimate to complete the cleanup. 


 
• Cotter Corporation, Wyoming:  Detailed investigation to determine feasibility of in-situ leaching of a 


uranium property near Pumpkin Buttes.  Responsible for installation of wells and long-term pumping 
tests. 
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Groundwater Resource Evaluation and Development 
 
• Montana Explorada, Guatemala:  Developed water supply for a new gold mine/mill operation through 


an assessment of the resource potential, identification of candidate well locations, and the installation, 
and testing of a successful large bore 1,000 foot deep production well. 


 
• Nevada Power Company, Nevada:  Design, installation and performance testing of a 1,000-foot deep, 


1,500 gpm water supply well.   
 
• Pinnacle West Capital, Nevada:  Groundwater resource evaluation and the design, installation, and 


production testing of 2,000-foot deep high-capacity water supply well. 
 
• Colorado Springs Landfill, Colorado:  Evaluation of an alluvial groundwater resource with respect to 


potential impacts from a proposed expansion of a solid waste landfill.  Development of basin and sub-
basin water budgets, verification of the water budgets using numerical methods, and semi-analytical 
computer modeling of potential contaminant release scenarios.  Also conducted a study of the 
hydrogeologic suitability of existing and proposed solid waste landfill sites across El Paso County, 
Colorado.  Developed a ranking procedure to compare the sites across diverse hydrogeologic regimes. 


 
 
Mine Permitting 
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Confidential Client, Central America:  Baseline line measurement of flow and sampling for water 


quality at a precious metal mining prospect.   
 
• Echo Bay K2 and Key Projects, Washington:  Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater and 


surface water from Key Project open pit gold mine. Designed groundwater monitoring well network.  
Also planned and directed field investigations at the proposed K2 Project to evaluate baseline 
potentiometric and water quality conditions. 


 
 
Solid and Hazardous Waste 
 
• Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, Colorado:  Program Manager and technical lead for 


multidisciplinary projects at the DOE facility related to groundwater sampling, aquifer testing and 
analysis, and evaluation of innovative technologies and field methods.  Multiple simultaneous 
investigations involved up to twenty professional technical staff. 


 
The evaluations focused on determining the feasibility and applicability of the Rocky Flats site to 
alternative groundwater sampling methods, state-of-the-art field water quality measurement 
instrumentation, aeseptic methods for drilling and well installation, and improving well design. Principal 
author and lead investigator for 1994 Site Wide Well Evaluation Report, Summary of Historic Water 
Quality Field Parameter Data, and Evaluation of Geochemical Analytical Suites. 
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Evaluation of water quality data and database management of more than 250,000 environmental records 
for the 1997 Rocky Flats Cleanup Agreement (RFCA) Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report.  
Responsibilities included extraction and conditioning of the data for analysis, quality control analyses 
based on P.A.R.C.C. parameters, analyses to document exceedences of site-specific action levels, trend 
analysis, and preparation of data analysis sections of the report.  Developed data management procedures 
to automate the input, analysis, and reporting of the data.  


 
 
Unsaturated Zone Studies 
 
• Nevada Nuclear Waste, Isolation Program (USGS), Yucca Mountain, Nevada:  Responsible for 


construction, calibration, and emplacement of down-hole instrumentation to measure moisture content of 
tuffaceous rocks at the proposed high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.    
Supervised the set-up and operation of a vadose zone instrument calibration laboratory for the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Isolation Program. Developed moisture-characteristic curves, unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and matric potentials in tuffaceous rocks.   


 
 











Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/13/2010 08:58 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"

<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Jonathan Rigg'"  <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in
Groundwater Reports

 

Salek, 
  
Attached is the SRK Technical Memorandum reviewing TetraTech’s Davidson Canyon report and Montgomery’s
report on natural fluctuations in groundwater levels in the Cienega Basin.  The memo finds TetraTech’s
conclusions regarding the potential effects on springs, seeps, and perennial flow sections of Davidson Canyon and
lower Cienega Creek to be reasonable and recommends only that the conclusions be revisited when the mine
site groundwater model and pit drawdown cone is finalized.  In addition, SRK includes several editorial comments

that may improve understanding of the memo but do not alter the fundamental conclusions. 
  
The review of the summary of natural fluctuations in the groundwater level and comparing it to the predicted pit
drawdown also finds the conclusions reasonable; only recommending that the findings be revisited once the
mine site groundwater model is finalized.   As with the Davidson Canyon report, SRK includes some editorial

comments but these do not alter the fundamental conclusions. 
  
I recommend that the Technical Memorandum be forwarded to Rosemont with a request to respond to the

editorial comments but hold the final revisions until the mine site groundwater model is finalized. 
  
Please review the attached Technical Memorandum and advise us of how you want us to proceed. 
  
Regards, 
  
Dale 
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Oracle, AZ  85623 
 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; Jonathan Rigg; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: SRK Tech Memos - Pit Lake Geochem & Waste/Heap/Tails Infiltration Fate & Transport
Date: 05/05/2010 02:37 PM
Attachments: Pit_Lake_Predict_Model_TechMemo_183101_VIU& SJD_20100503_FNL_2.pdf

InfiltSeepage+GeochemModelRvw_TechMemo_183101_ms_20100430_FNL.pdf

Hello Dale,
The draft tech memo reviews by SRK are acceptable.  Please finalize them and
transmit to Rosemont.  
I would like to have these issues resolved comprehensively and therefore, linking
both of these subjects together with the same subject matter experts and arranging
to discuss both simultaneously would be a prudent use of time and resources.  That
said, however, I am also interested in maintaining separation within the subjects
inorder to keep track of each topic and the relative outcomes of each.  Since the
collaborative approach to resolution we have been pursuing regarding the
groundwater model review appears to be working well, I agree that this approach
may prove useful to resolving these outstanding issues as well.  Please arrange to
conduct teleconferences and/or roundtable meetings with all the relevant
participants, when Rosemont indicates they are ready to discuss.         
Thanks for helping to put this together.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/05/2010 09:31 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Jonathan
Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SRK Tech Memos - Pit Lake Geochem &
Waste/Heap/Tails Infiltration Fate & Transport

Salek,

 
Attached are the SRK Technical Memos reviewing the TetraTech pit lake
geochemistry and waste rock/heap/tailings infiltration fate & transport reports. 
Both review memoranda raise issues that need to be addressed before SRK can
defensibly agree with the findings.  I recommend that both memos be forwarded to
Rosemont with the suggestion that we pursue the same collaborative approach to
resolution that we are using for the mine site groundwater model review.  As the
same SRK personnel are involved in both the pit lake geochem and infiltration

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of (Tetra Tech, 2010) 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project   


Project #: 183101 


 


This memorandum provides a technical review of the report, Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010). This review was undertaken, and the Technical 
Memorandum prepared, at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with 
a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated February 17, 2010. 
This memorandum was prepared by Vladimir Ugorets and Stephen Day of SRK Consulting, Inc. (SRK).  


Additional supporting documents from Tetra Tech on geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a, 
and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, 2007) also were 
reviewed as background for preparing this memorandum. The report, Groundwater Flow Modeling 
Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-Closure (M&A, 2009), 
prepared for Rosemont Copper, was reviewed by SRK in February 2010 (SRK, 2010).  


Tetra Tech used the results from the Montgomery & Associates M&A) (2009) groundwater model, 
which is being revised. The M&A revisions may affect the conclusions from the Tetra Tech pit lake 
predictive model and, therefore, SRK may modify their conclusions in this memorandum when the 
revised model results are made available.  


The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) pit lake water balance, (2) 
dynamic system model (DSM) integration, and, (3) geochemical modeling. In general, the comments are 
requests for information and recommendations that will clarify the use of output from the groundwater 
model to predict pit-lake hydrogeochemistry, set up the DSM, and more accurately represent pit wall 
chemistry. Without the requested information and model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the 
model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Pit Lake Water Balance 


Components of the post-mining pit lake water balance include groundwater inflow and outflow, direct 
precipitation, pit wall runoff, and evaporation—as described below.  


General Comments 


SRK found three different sets of simulated lake stage and components of the water balance 
(groundwater inflow, precipitation, evaporation, and runoff) during our review process, as follows: 


1. Source 1—Figure 46 of Montgomery and Associates (M&A) (2009): All components of the pit 
lake water balance simulated by the groundwater model during 100 years of pit lake infilling are 
shown in gallons per minute (gpm). See Figure 1 below.  
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2. Source 2—Illustration 5.04 of Tetra Tech (2010): All components of the pit lake water balance 
for the 200-year period of simulation of pit lake infilling are shown in acres-feet/year. See 
Figure 2 below. 


Figure 1. Figure 46 from M&A, 2009, in gallons per minute 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2. Figure 5.04 from Tetra Tech, 2010, in acre‐feet/year 
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3. Source 3—Electronic Excel DSM input file, Appendix D - DSM Input.xls (Tetra Tech, 2010): 
All components of the pit lake water balance for the 100-year period of simulation of pit lake 
infilling are listed in cubic feet per day. These data were plotted by SRK in units of gpm and 
acre-feet/year for comparison with the M&A (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) graphs. See Figure 
3, below. 
 


 


 


Figure 3. Tetra Tech (2010) data plotted in gpm (upper) and acre‐feet/year (lower) (SRK, this 
review) 
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SRK found significant differences in the components of the pit lake water balance in these graphs, 
which were used as input data for the hydrogeochemical analysis. To better illustrate these differences 
SRK changed all data to the same unit and summarized them at Year 100 (for example) of pit lake 
infilling. See Table 1, below. 


     Table 1. Year 100 of pit lake infilling, data from three sources, in gallons per minute 


Component of Balance 
M&A (2009)(1)


(Source 1) 


Tetra Tech (2010)(2)


(Source 2)


Tetra Tech (2010)(3)


(Source 3) 


Precipitation to Pit Lake (gpm)  37  121  60 


Evaporation from Pit Lake (gpm)  182  273  540 


Runoff to Pit Walls (gpm)  150  142  117 


Groundwater Inflow (gpm)  120  120  452 


Net of Inflow (gpm)  125  110  89 


Pit Lake Stage (ft msl)  3,869  3,869  4,142 (?) 


Notes:   1 – Estimated from the graph (M&A, 2009, Figure 46) by SRK Consulting. 
              2 – Estimated from the graph (Tetra Tech, 2010, Figure 5.04) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 
              3 – Appendix D (Tetra Tech, 2010) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 


It should be noted that SRK found a fourth source of data in the Tetra Tech (2010) electronic Excel 
DSM output file, Appendix E - DSM Output.xls. This file shows simulated groundwater inflow to the pit 
lake in gpm units for a period of 200 years. Data for the first 100 years are consistent with Figure 46 of 
M&A (2009), but are very different from input data in the Tetra Tech (2010) DSM input file, Appendix 
D - DSM Input.xls. 


The following points are unclear to SRK: 


a. The nature of these inconsistencies, 
b. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by 


the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, 
completed by Tetra Tech (2010), and 


c. Exactly what data were used in the Tetra Tech simulation (reported in Appendix D or the input 
data reported in Appendix E)? 


The inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance make it impossible to evaluate 
the correct use of these components in the analysis performed by Tetra Tech. 


Groundwater Inflow  


Tetra Tech (2010) used groundwater inflow to the pit lake from results of the 3-D numerical modeling 
completed by M&A (2009). Tetra Tech states on page 19 of their report that, “The lake stage versus 
groundwater inflow relationship was taken exactly from the M&A model and was not critically 
evaluated for consistency with expected or standard pit inflow curves (M&A, 2009). This data is 
presented in electronic format in Appendix D.” 


Groundwater inflow is a significant component of the pit lake water balance and depends on hydraulic 
heads adjacent to and below the pit, the lake stage, and the hydraulic properties of the surrounding 
country rock. The pit lake stage depends on the depth, size, and geometry of the final pit configuration, 
and on the other components of the pit lake water balance. Finally, groundwater inflows into the pit lake 
and lake stage depend on pre-mining hydrogeological conditions and the rate and duration of pit 
dewatering. The water-balance components can be evaluated precisely only by using a numerical 
groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage iteratively for each time step, and by considering and 
varying all components of the water balance listed above. 
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Groundwater Outflow 


Tetra Tech assumed groundwater outflow from the pit lake equals zero based on M&A (2009) modeling 
results that predicted the pit lake to be a permanent hydrologic sink. SRK agrees with this assumption.  


Direct Precipitation 


Average monthly precipitation data of 22.2 inches per year (in/yr) were taken from the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range 8 miles to the southwest of the project area, due to the limited duration of the data 
record at the Rosemont site. The data from both stations closely correspond (where data from the 
Rosemont site are available). SRK considers the amount of a direct precipitation of 22.2 in/year as 
reasonable for this study. 


Pit Wall Runoff 


Pit wall runoff was simulated using a fraction of the precipitation that ultimately reaches the pit lake. 
This fraction was varied from 15 to 35 percent and was applied to the area of exposed pit walls above 
the pit lake elevation. (A runoff value of 30 percent from precipitation was used by M&A (2009) to 
simulate groundwater inflow to the pit lake.)  


SRK did not find a value for the area of the ultimate pit in the text of the report (information 
shown in Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.01, does not look complete), and was not able to verify 
the volume of pit wall runoff into the pit lake geochemistry model. 


Tetra Tech did not incorporate upgradient drainage runoff into the model, assuming that the upgradient 
areas will be bermed and the existing drainages will be diverted around the pit. 


Evaporation 


Tetra Tech estimated a pan evaporation rate of 71.52 in/year. The value was derived from data from the 
Nogales station adjusted to the Rosemont site, based on a linear trend with each station elevation. The 
monthly average projected pan evaporation data were converted to a lake evaporation rate using a 
coefficient 0.7. SRK considers a lake evaporation of 50 in/year as very reasonable for this study. 


Components of Water Balance Simulated by M&A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model 


SRK reviewed the M&A (2009) groundwater flow model (SRK, 2010) and concluded that this model: 


a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures, 
b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions, 
c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from 


multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and 
d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to 


illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters. 


SRK is of the opinion that direct precipitation, pit lake evaporation, and runoff data used in the M&A 
(2009) groundwater model may have been used incorrectly. The model uses an evaporation rate from 
the pit lake of about 34 in/year and precipitation to the pit lake of about 6.8 in/year, instead of 50 in/year 
and 22 in/year, respectively. 


SRK disagrees with the Tetra Tech (2010, pages 1, 2, and 31) statement that “about 95 percent of the 
contribution to the pit lake will be from groundwater.” Figure 46 of M&A (2009) and Illustration 5.04 of 
Tetra Tech (2010) do not support this statement. If the authors meant the chemical load instead of the pit 
lake inflow, it is not clear from the text of the report. 
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2 Dynamic System Model (DSM) Integration 


SRK’s evaluation of the DSM computer model, which is discussed in this section, is preliminary 
because the input data to the model are based on outputs from the M&A (2009) groundwater flow 
model, which is being revised.  


The DSM computer model for the proposed Rosemont mine pit lake was developed in GoldSimTM to 
simulate the hydrologic water balance and the mixing of chemical loads from the different components 
of the water balance (e.g. groundwater inflow, pit wall runoff, precipitation). The DSM outputs from the 
predictive simulations were used as inputs to a final simulation model using PHEEQC. 


The DSM includes both stochastic (variable) and deterministic (fixed) parameters. The stochastic 
parameters were used to assess the uncertainty in the predictions due to the data and analytical 
constraints and the natural variability in the input parameters (such as precipitation, pit wall runoff, and 
lake evaporation). Groundwater inflow to the pit was assumed to be a deterministic parameter and was 
incorporated into the model by a simplified relationship between groundwater inflow and lake stage. 
This relationship was developed on the basis of outputs from the post-mining predictions made by the 
numerical groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009). 


SRK is of the opinion that this approach of using precipitation, evaporation, and pit wall runoff as 
stochastic parameters and combining them with a deterministic relationship between groundwater inflow 
and pit lake stage (QGW = f(HPL)) is very approximate because both groundwater inflow and lake stage 
depend on these stochastic parameters. It is not clear from the Tetra Tech report how groundwater 
inflow to the pit lake was simulated (from previous time step based on used relationship QGW = 
f(HPL), or not?) As mentioned above, it is SRK’s opinion that the water-balance components can be 
evaluated precisely only by using a numerical groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage 
iteratively, and by considering and varying all components of the water balance for the same time 
period. 


SRK also has noticed that the groundwater inflow flow data presented in the file Appendix D - 
DSM Input.xls do not match output data in the file Appendix E - DSM Output.xls, as described 
above. 


3 Geochemical Modeling 


Components of the geochemical model include characterization of the pit walls as the source of loadings 
to the pit lake, conceptualization of the pit lake (“Conceptual Geochemical Model”), calculation of 
loadings from the pit walls, and calculation of concentrations in the pit lake. 


General Comment 


The overall approach used for the modeling is conventional and reasonable. The characterization data 
that form the basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose. The model combined geometrical 
characterization of the pit with geological and geochemical description of the pit walls with other 
geochemical inputs (groundwater, precipitation) to calculate the chemistry of water in the pit lake. 
Geochemical modeling was used to calculate final water quality by considering the solubility of 
secondary minerals and water-solid interactions. 


Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that suggest the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated. SRK’s overall impression is 
that re-calculation could result in increases in concentrations but due to the abundance of acid 
neutralizing minerals in the host rocks it is unlikely that the modeled pH of the pit water will change. 
The water is expected to be basic. 
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In the following sections, a pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for 
follow-up. 


Review of Modeling Steps 


Characterization of Pit Walls 
The geological setting of the project is described as a “wall rock porphyry system” (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 
3). This contradicts Vector Arizona (2006), which describes the deposit as skarn. The mineralization is 
hosted by sedimentary and volcanic rocks intruded by porphyry stocks. The mineralization is described 
as disseminated and vein-controlled copper, zinc, molybdenum, and iron sulfides. 


 The deposit type needs to be more fully described because the skarn and porphyry 
mineralization types have important different implications for geochemical performance. 


 It was not clear in the description whether classic porphyry hydrothermal alteration (e.g. 
potassic, argillic, propylitic) is present at Rosemont, which in some porphyry deposits can exert 
a control on the geochemical characteristics of the pit walls. Vector (2006, p. 2) indicated “most 
of the porphyry system including the pyrite shell is absent due to structural controls.”  


 
About 10 percent of the ore is described as oxide (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 3), which presumably occurs as a 
supergene cap on the hypogene mineralization.  


 The Tetra Tech (2010) report lacks a mineralogical description of the supergene zone, which 
could have different geochemical characteristics from the hypogene zone.  


 
The pit walls were characterized using samples collected from drill core samples. Tetra Tech (2010) 
determined that sufficient samples had been collected to determine statistically the average 
characteristics of each rock type in the pit walls. The following limitations to the assessment of sample 
coverage were noted by SRK: 


 Samples were dominantly collected from drilling focused on the core of the deposit. Depending 
on the type, intensity, and distribution of alteration, the assumption that the samples can be used 
to characterize the pit walls needs to be investigated. Should a “pyrite halo” be present, it is 
possible the pit walls have a different style of mineralization from the core of the deposit used to 
characterize the rock types. Conversely, mineralization intensity may decrease near the pit 
walls.  


 Since lead and zinc vein mineralization can be associated with distal propylitic porphyry 
alteration and skarn mineralization, the statistical characterization of metal distribution in the pit 
walls should be considered in addition to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential. 


 The statistical evaluation should be extended to consider hydrothermal alteration as a variable. 
 The characteristics of wall rock oxide materials should be provided. 


 
Geochemical analysis of the pit walls used various methods that included acid-base accounting (ABA), 
short-term extraction tests, and kinetic tests. ABA was used to characterize the potential for acidic 
conditions to develop in the pit walls but the effect of site mineralogy on the method was not presented: 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  
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 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


Conceptual Geochemical Model 
The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake is presented on page 5 of Tetra Tech (2010). The 
model should be expanded to include the following considerations: 


 The assumed configuration of broken rock in the pit walls; 
 The processes leading to leaching of potential contaminants from the pit walls considering the 


roles of oxidation, dissolution, and water rock interactions; 
 Mechanisms for attenuation of acidity and metal loadings from pit walls; 
 The effect of submergence of pit walls by the rising pit lake; 
 Geochemical reactions between pit lake and walls;  
 The potential role of limnological processes in pit lake development (e.g. meromixis); and 
 In the event that chemically reducing conditions develop in the pit lake, the effect on attenuation 


and mobilization of potential contaminants (e.g. arsenic). 


Pit Walls Source Term 
SRK understands the pit wall source term was developed by assigning runoff water chemistry to each 
rock type component of the walls and then allowing this loading to enter the pit lake in proportion to the 
exposure of these rock types in the pit walls (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 4.01).  


SRK understands from Tetra Tech (2010, page 13) that loading calculations for the pit walls were based 
on concentrations taken directly from short-term leach tests (STLTs) because the sulfide content of the 
rock is low and the tests represent short term contact between water and rock. Assuming our 
understanding is correct, SRK disagrees with this approach and suggests it may significantly under-
predict concentrations in the wall runoff. STLTs use a much higher liquid to solid ratio than will occur 
under field conditions, contact time in the test may not be sufficient to represent the contact of slow 
moving water in pit walls, and single pass leachate contact does not demonstrate equilibration of the 
solids with contact water. Further, testing of core samples may not represent the accumulation of 
secondary minerals that occurs in pit walls between flushing caused by intermittent storm events.  


These concerns are illustrated by the sulfate source term. For the majority of rock types, sulfate source 
terms are well below 20 mg/L (exceptions are the Epitaph and Horquilla Limestones at 254 and 110 
mg/L, respectively). These concentrations are well below the theoretical solubility of gypsum (1600 
mg/L), which appears to be present to varying degrees in the pit walls. The effect of solution ratio is 
shown by comparing field and laboratory kinetic tests (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.7). The field 
kinetic tests commonly produced sulfate concentrations exceeding 200 mg/L compared to 
concentrations well below 100 mg/L for the parallel laboratory tests. The kinetic tests also produced 
concentrations above 100 mg/L for the initial flush, which would appear to represent initial contact 
water. 


 To address this concern, the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated using an approach that 
considers scale-up from laboratory to site conditions. The approach could consider differences 
in solution ratios for extraction tests, or scale-up of kinetic test results. Both approaches should 
ensure that secondary mineral dissolution controls are incorporated. 
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 The revised source terms should include the potential effect of acidification. It is understood that 
one of the model runs considered acidification of the Bolsa Quartzite (Tetra Tech, 2010, page 
26), but the use of humidity cell data may not be appropriate with scaling of the results to site 
conditions. 


 The use of sub-detection limit values should be explained. For example, the detection limits for 
selenium in the SPLPs is 0.04 mg/L, which is well above the water quality standard. The 
modeling inputs (Tetra Tech, 2010, Appendix D) show a large number of parameters as “0” 
mg/L.  


 
The source terms presented are for pit wall runoff. Should that not already be included, additional source 
terms are needed for: 


 Leaching of oxidized walls that occurs as the pit lake water-level rises; and 
 Possible reactions of pit lake water with wall rock due to chemically reducing conditions, should 


these develop. 


Pit Lake Water Chemistry 
SRK understands the pit lake water chemistry model was based on mass balance, then the final output 
from the DSM model at Year 200 was evaluated for thermodynamic controls using PHREEQC (Tetra 
Tech, 2010, page 25). The modeling used a selection of mainly plausible secondary minerals to control 
water chemistry (Tetra Tech, 2010, Table 6.01). Minerals like barium arsenate, huntite, and magnesite 
may form theoretically but they rarely form from natural surface waters. Other components may co-
precipitate rather than form discrete minerals (e.g. radium sulfate). The modeling also incorporated the 
effect of adsorption by iron oxides. This latter effect may be limited because most of the walls are 
predicted to be non-acidic and iron solubility will be limited. Additional clarification is suggested to 
improve understanding of the model: 


 Provide sample calculation of mass balance. 
 Update Table 6.02 (Tetra Tech, 2010) to compare mass balance chemistry and chemistry 


calculated by PHREEQC, to allow the effect of modeling assumptions to be evaluated. 
 Provide graphs to illustrate the progress of concentrations as the pit lake fills. 
 Provide a culpability analysis to illustrate sources of loading for each parameter in addition to 


TDS (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.05).  
 


For review purposes, it is useful to consider whether the modeled calculations can be reproduced using a 
simple scoping level calculation. SRK used the various graphical (Illustration 5.03) and tabulated (Table 
4.01, 4.02, 4.03) input models in Tetra Tech (2010) and was able to calculate within 5 percent the 
predicted concentrations of sulfate and chloride in the pit lake at year 200. The calculation confirmed the 
significance of groundwater in terms of loading contribution. Using the scoping level calculation, it was 
determined that re-evaluation of source terms to reflect scale-up could lead to pit walls having a greater 
influence on pit lake chemistry including elements mobile under non-acidic conditions and with limited 
sorption capacity. For example, sulfate concentrations could be four times those predicted, and based on 
experience, selenium concentrations will likely be greater than predicted.  


 As a further check on the model, the report might consider adding regional comparisons of 
actual pit lake chemistry, such as that of the ASARCO Mission mine, which has similar pit wall 
formations and deposit chemistry. 


4 Conclusions and Recommendations 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the 
reliability of the predictions of pit lake water chemistry during post-mining conditions.  
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In our opinion: 


a. Existing inconsistencies in the description of components of the water balance should be 
resolved; components of the water balance should be consistent with parameters used in the 
groundwater flow model. 


b. Groundwater inflow to the pit lake should be re-evaluated. The re-evaluation should be based on 
the groundwater model presently being updated by M&A using the recommendations described 
in SRK (2010) and the correct application of precipitation, evaporation, and run-off data for pit 
lake simulations. 


c. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined 
with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very 
preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and 
pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model 
deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and 
evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the 
groundwater model under an assumption of constant values of these parameters. 


d. The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake does not appear to consider additional 
factors, as described above, that may influence pit water chemistry 


e. The current model may understate pit lake concentrations due to the method used to predict the 
chemistry of pit wall runoff. Revision of the wall source terms is recommended. 
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6 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer for Geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geo., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience in 
geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related to 
hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the development 
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of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day was directly 
responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with 
SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-
transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well 
fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly 
responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake predictive model. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: April 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Mike Sieber, P.E, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 
Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and  Transport Modeling Report,  
Tetra Tech, 2010, Prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company   


Project #: 183101 


 


A technical review has been undertaken, and this Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a request for a Statement of Work dated 
February 17, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the, Infiltration Seepage, Fate 
and Transport Modeling Report, prepared for the Rosemont Copper Company by Tetra Tech (2010b). 
These comments were prepared by Mike Sieber, Stephen Day, and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Editorial review was completed by Cori Hoag and Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The seepage, fate and transport modeling report and supporting documents from Tetra Tech regarding 
the 2007 geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Dry Stack 
Tailings Storage Facility Design Report (AMEC, 2009, Appendix D) and the Mine Plan of Operations 
(WestLand Resources, 2007) were reviewed as part of this effort.  


This memorandum is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two topics under review:  


Section 1 - Infiltration and seepage modeling; and, 


Section 2 - Fate and transport (geochemical) modeling. 


The 2010 Tetra Tech report is well presented and well written, and as supported by the appendices, is in 
general comprehensive in scope. The GEO-SLOPE VADOSE/W code is industry standard infiltration-
seepage modeling software. However, SRK requests clarifications and additional supporting data, as 
well as an explanation for several methodologies not clearly understood by the reviewers. The requests 
are indicated below in relevant sections. The models cannot be adequately judged as suitable and 
defensible without the requested information. 


1 INFILTRATION AND SEEPAGE MODELING 


1.1 Input Data  


This section summarizes the review of the climatic data and the saturated and unsaturated material 
properties used for the infiltration models. 
 


1.1.1 Site Climatic Data 
The Nogales 6 N weather station was selected for the Waste Rock Storage Area and Heap Leach Facility 
infiltration models. The precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data appear reasonable. 
However, the Santa Rita weather station is closer to the Rosemont Project area and is at an elevation 
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closer to that of the project elevation than is the Nogales 6 N weather station. It is stated in Appendix B 
of the report that the Nogales 6 N pan evaporation data were adjusted to the Rosemont project site based 
on a linear extrapolation with each station’s elevation. However, illustration 3.2 in the text does not 
appear to be a simple linear extrapolation. Section 4.1.4 states that a correlation was performed to 
translate the Nogales pan evaporation data to the Rosemont Project, please explain the method used. 
Three climate conditions were used for the transient model, average climate conditions, 24-hour, 100 
year storm event, and multi-storm (approximately six inches of rain in seven days). What statistical 
method used to determine the 7-day storm event, it is not clear and cannot be understood form the 
description provided. 
 
The report states that precipitation was applied in a “sinusoidal function that peaks at noon. The 
distribution pattern in the model allows for peak rainfall over a short period around noon.” The transient 
log header in Appendix C states that average annual conditions are sinusoidal; however, the 
precipitation appears to be applied from 0 to 24 hours and nearly every day of the year. This does not 
appear to be average conditions in southern Arizona. A hydrograph of the simulated precipitation would 
aid in understanding the temporal distribution of precipitation. 
 


1.1.2 Site Material-Soil Data 
Section 5.3 of the report provides an explanation of unsaturated flow theory. Illustration 5.5 shows a 
generic soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) for two soils, however, an illustration of hydraulic 
conductivity as a function of capillary function or moisture content is not presented or discussed. 
Section 5.5.5 presents saturated hydraulic conductivity values for three waste rock materials, alluvium, 
and bedrock without providing either a range of values, or a source for the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity data. 
 
The conceptual model for the Waste Rock Storage Area shows three layers of waste rock, benches-
buttress, alluvial deposit, and bedrock, each with different properties. The model logs in Appendix C 
give a brief description of the material—Andesite—for unconsolidated waste rock and list the 
unsaturated properties. Section 5.5 state that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated 
flow parameters. The laboratory work that was completed should include the data, laboratory name, and 
the ASTM methods that were used. The GEO-SLOPE library data should also be presented. SWCC and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity charts for the materials modeled should be presented in either the 
report or appendices. The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below are examples of what is necessary to 
present a defensible infiltration-seepage model. In Appendix A, AMEC presented the SWCCs and a 
hydraulic conductivity function for the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility infiltration and seepage 
model. 
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Figure 1  Example of soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
 


 
 
Figure 2 Example of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function 
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1.2 Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model 


Infiltration-seepage modeling was completed to estimate the time required for draindown of the Heap 
Leach Facility (Heap) to drop to about 10 gpm. Appendix E describes the draindown modeling. Page 4 
paragraph 4 of the report states, “The primary difference between the spent ore and the waste rock is the 
moisture content of the materials.” Oxide ore placed on the heap is not the same material as waste rock 
in terms of mineral concentrations of copper-bearing minerals (oxide/carbonate/silicate/sulfide), 
associated gangue minerals like iron oxides/silicates/sulfides, clay, and calcite, and secondary minerals 
that will form in response to leaching. Although both the oxide ore and waste rock (bedrock) have been 
hydrothermally altered, the materials on the Heap will likely break into smaller size fractions owing to 
the intensity of alteration, and disaggregation that will occur during placement, exposure to raffinate, 
and ripping in the upper layer of each lift; the lifts within the Heap will also compact with burial depth. 
Raffinate leaching will cause the Heap material to break down to smaller particles and the leaching of 
the calcitic material will cause the formation of secondary sulfate minerals and gypsum. These reactions 
will likely significantly decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. In addition, simulating the Heap 
Leach Facility materials as run-of-mine material may significantly under-estimate the duration for 
draindown.  SRK experience with draindown of an 89 MT heap in Arizona (larger than the estimated 60 
MT Rosemont heap) indicates a decrease in draindown to 20 gpm in 8 years. An estimate for the 
Rosemont Heap is that a decrease in draindown to about 10 gpm probably will take 8 to 10 years. 
During and after reclamation, the continued drainage from the Heap will have to be managed. 


1.3 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Based on the conceptual model text and the low-resolution figures SRK cannot ascertain the depth of the 
three simulated stages.   


1.4 Steady-State and Transient Solutions 


Section 5.7 states that the sequence of steady-state simulations were to “offer non-zero stating values for 
the subsequent transient modeling scenarios.” We assume the non-zero refers to the moisture content of 
the material. The water balance illustrations presented in the report begin with the water content at zero. 
Can this be explained. 


It is stated on Section 5.8, page 26 that, “Transient modeling provides a reasonable simulation of flow 
conditions within the Waste Rock Storage area, Heap Leach area, and the Dry Stack tailings facility.” 
The transient simulations reported in this report are one in year duration using average climatic 
conditions. However, movement of moisture through such materials often takes many years, a 
reasonable approach would be to conduct the 50-year transient simulations utilizing the entire 50-year 
climatic data set from the Nogales 6 N weather station.  


In addition, the averaging of daily climatic conditions into a single year likely miss-represents measured 
daily climate conditions. The apparent miss-representation may be evidenced in the simulated daily 
climate input data presented in Appendix C. Those data indicate that precipitation fell virtually every 
day of the year, the ranges in values for relative humidity are shown as broad and relatively invariable, 
and precipitation is shown to occur at all hours of the day for all days. Because of the muting of the data 
by the process of averaging, small amounts of precipitation (0.001 inch to 0.248 inches with a mean of 
0.048) falls on 255 days of the year. With evaporation exceeding precipitation on most days, such small 
precipitation values might be evaporated before infiltrating to depth, resulting in an under-estimate of 
the flux of water through the material. In reality, a few heavy rains can fall on humid days producing a 
significant source of water for infiltration. 


1.5 Illustrations and Tables 


Illustrations 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.13 of the waste rock and heap leach conceptual models and 
numerical model results are too small to read annotations and the horizontal and vertical scales. The 
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values for moisture content and flux are often not legible. Illustration 5.22, presents the simulated 
volumetric moisture content distribution within the closed Heap, indicates upward flux from the base of 
the Heap. It is not clear to us how such a condition can exist, and we request that it be explained in text. 
 


2 FATE AND TRANSPORT (GEOCHEMICAL) MODELING 


2.1 General Comment 


The overall approach to modeling the water chemistry for each facility (waste rock, heap leach, dry 
stack) is similar. The models combine understanding about the composition of the waste facilities with 
data on leaching behavior and water flow to predict pore water chemistry. Geochemical modeling was 
used in some cases to predict final water chemistry. The overall approach is consistent with general 
practice and the data used as a basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that are similar to those with the pit lake predictions (SRK, 2010b). The main factor that 
does not appear to have been addressed, however, is the degree to which the onset of acidic conditions 
in some components of the waste rock could affect overall water quality. In the following sections, a 
pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for follow-up. 


 


2.2 Review of Modeling Steps 


2.2.1 Waste Characteristics 


Waste Rock 


SRK (2010a) previously reviewed the overall geochemical database. Additional comments were 
provided by SRK (2010b). Acid-base accounting is used to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential while 
leachability was characterized using SPLP and MWMP. SRK (2010b) provided the following 
recommendations for the use of acid-base accounting data at the site: 
 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water-soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  


 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


The bulk waste rock geochemical characteristics did not appear to be presented in the report. Table 6.2 
provided the lithological composition of the waste rock while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 of Tetra Tech (2007) 
indicate the distribution of the ARD potential in waste rock. ARD potential is very low on the whole, 
but SRK notes that arkose is a major unit (44%) and 15% of samples from this unit were classified as 
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potentially ARD generating (PAG) by ABA. This indicates that at least 7% of the rock could be 
composed of PAG rock.   
 
To complement this work and support the subsequent development of source terms, the following 
additional information should be presented: 
 


 Explanation of how the waste rock proportions were calculated. 
 Presentation of the overall acid-base account of the waste rock (sulfur content, neutralization 


potential) based on the rock type characteristics and proportion of rock types. 
 An evaluation of the timing of release of PAG materials because if the PAG materials are 


released at certain stages of the mine rather than being continuously mixed in with the non-PAG 
materials local acidification could occur. 


Heap Leach Facility  


No geochemical description of the heap leach materials could be located. 
 


 Geochemical data for the heap leach materials should be presented. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


Tetra Tech (2007) provided geochemical data for the tailings. These data indicate that tailings have very 
low potential for ARD due to mostly low sulfide content. SRK noted that like waste rock, sulfate content 
was variable. It is assumed that sulfate occurs as gypsum rather than acidic salts.  
 


 Discussion of how the tailings characteristics might change as mining progresses because some 
tailings have ARD potential. 


 


2.2.2 Conceptual Geochemical Models 
Section 6.1 of the report provided the “Conceptual Fate and Transport Model”; however, the description 
did not include geochemical processes.  
 


 This section should be updated to include geochemical processes, for example, the role of 
sulfide mineral oxidation, gas partial pressures, temperature variations, and the precipitation and 
dissolution of secondary minerals. 
 


2.2.3 Source Terms 


Waste Rock 


It is understood the waste rock source term was developed by developing source terms for individual 
waste rock types, combining the source terms according to the rock type proportions, and then 
equilibrating the resulting chemistry using PHREEQC. The details of the method were not provided and 
should include: 
 


 Further discussion of the role of local acidification and the need for a source term to reflect 
acidic conditions. This may be unnecessary if it can be demonstrated that PAG rock becomes 
intimately mixed with non-PAG rock during mining. 


 Explanation and discussion of justification for use of zero concentration in the source term for 
rocks with undetectable solid phase concentration (NA in Table 6.1). The description “not part 
of the rock’s composition” should be re-worded to indicate undetected. It is noted that arkose is 
shown as NA but in Illustration 3.4 in Tetra Tech (2007) arkose is shown as having an 
enrichment ratio of 10, which seems to indicate detection (as shown in Illustration 3.5). 


 The methodology used to mix the waters. 
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 Which minerals were used to model the waste rock source term resulting in the concentrations 
in Table 6.6. This table indicates very high sulfur concentrations and extreme ion imbalance. It 
is assumed that this sulfate not sulfur. 


 How the nitrate concentration was calculated. The concentrations seem very low given that 
explosives residuals will be present. 
 


To perform a reality check on the concentrations, SRK compared them to compiled seepage chemistry 
data for calc-alkalic and alkalic porphyry deposits in British Columbia, Canada (Day and Rees 2006; 
Red Chris Development Company 2004) (Table 1). While it is acknowledged that Rosemont has some 
skarn characteristics, predictions for cadmium, copper, selenium and zinc seemed atypical. These 
elements are associated with sulphides which can occur in skarn deposits. 
 


 Further discussion is needed about how the very dilute concentrations obtained from SPLP and 
MWMPs are scaled up to the much drier conditions at the site. A similar concern was raised for 
the pit wall source term during review of the geochemical pit lake model report (SRK 2010b). 


 
Table 1. Statistics for Waste Rock Seepage from Porphyry Deposits 


 
Annotations refer to footnotes about data sources for each of five sites in the compilation. 


Heap Leach 


The methodology used to develop the heap leach source term was unclear.  
 Description of the input data and methodology is requested following the same format as the 


waste rock. 
 


Comparison of the sources terms in Table 6.7 of the report with Table 1 (above) leads to similar 
observations as for waste rock. Concentrations of many parameters seem very low. For example, an iron 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L is predicted at pH 3.23. As iron is highly soluble at this pH, much higher iron 
concentrations would be expected from dissolution of silicates. In addition, the biological system is 


Parameter Unit n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50


Acidity mgCaCO3/L 58 25400 6412 1822 24 560 544 151 63 214 36 15


Alkalinity1
mgCaCO3/L 4 0 0.15 1 32 1.2 2 5 262 1 7.525 43.6


SO4
2 mg/L 93 30910 7969 3220 46 2930 2440 1260 299 1896 1531 464


Al mg/L 42 766 436 239 25 47 40 5 66 0.6 0.2 0
Sb mg/L 8 0.13 0.09 0.020 0 - - - 40 0.09 0.08 0.010
As mg/L 0 - - - 2 0.0006 0.0006 0.00 26 0.04 0.03 0.01


Cd3 mg/L 19 0.02 0.02 0.007 1 0.04 0.04 0.040 27 0.03 0.007 0.000
Ca mg/L 54 804 748 532 39 832 793 361 147 964 727 247


Cu4 mg/L 42 655 512 249 25 370 340 66 107 1 0.14 0.02


Fe5 mg/L 42 1310 480 14 24 5 3 0.2 81 0.3 0.2 0


Hg6 mg/L 3 0.00110 0.0011 0.00070 1 0.0006 0.0006 0.00060 24 0.002 0.00043 0.00005


Pb7 mg/L 12 0.04 0.04 0.0155 7 0.02 0.02 0.012 27 0.01 0.0036 0.00007
Mg mg/L 54 213 163 61 39 201 180 39 147 115 101 24
Mn mg/L 37 56 41 4 26 31 26 9 113 6 4 1


Mo8 mg/L 3 0.009 0.009 0.006 15 0.03 0.03 0.0068 114 0.4 0.3 0.03
Ni mg/L 31 2 2 0.8 12 1 1 0.4 48 0.4 0.21 0.006
K mg/L 47 148 134 67 16 112 87 3 77 58 39 4
Se mg/L 29 0.2 0.2 0.09 7 0.09 0.08 0.07 34 0.3 0.3 0.06


Ag9 mg/L 0 - - - 1 0.01 0.010 0.01 19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
Na mg/L 54 204 91 20 35 64 49 14 127 126 54 11


Zn3 mg/L 35 6 5 2 18 4 4 2 84 1 0.8 0.03


pH1 s.u. 99 2.1 2.5 3.1 46 4.0 4.1 5.3 311 6.0 6.4 7.5


pH<4 4<pH<6 pH>6
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predicted to produce water with low Eh but this is not reflected in elevated iron concentrations in ferrous 
form. 


 
 SRK recommends the source terms be re-visited and then used to re-assess the water treatment 


systems. The iron source term in particular will affect the performance of the water treatment 
systems. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


As with the other source terms: 
 


 Further explanation of the modeling method and inputs is needed to address the scale-up of 
dilute leach tests to the full scale facility. 


 The possible effect of timing of production of PAG tailings should be considered in the source 
term. 


 
Concentrations reported in Table 6.8 do not appear to be consistent with equilibration with major 
minerals in the tailings, which would presumably include gypsum and calcite. Both minerals are 
probably present according to the acid-base accounting data. Concentrations of sulfate, alkalinity, and 
calcium would be expected to be comparable to the waste rock source term (Table 6.6). 


3 Conclusions 
For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following 
recommendations: 


 Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been 
reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year 
climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an 
asymptotic stabilization of results. 


 Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily 
climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations 
should be applied as input.   


 Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste 
material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock. 


 The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. 
Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could 
be considered. 


 Several figures are difficult to read 
 For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation 


and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and 
tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of (Tetra Tech, 2010) 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project   


Project #: 183101 


 


This memorandum provides a technical review of the report, Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010). This review was undertaken, and the Technical 
Memorandum prepared, at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with 
a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated February 17, 2010. 
This memorandum was prepared by Vladimir Ugorets and Stephen Day of SRK Consulting, Inc. (SRK).  


Additional supporting documents from Tetra Tech on geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a, 
and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, 2007) also were 
reviewed as background for preparing this memorandum. The report, Groundwater Flow Modeling 
Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-Closure (M&A, 2009), 
prepared for Rosemont Copper, was reviewed by SRK in February 2010 (SRK, 2010).  


Tetra Tech used the results from the Montgomery & Associates M&A) (2009) groundwater model, 
which is being revised. The M&A revisions may affect the conclusions from the Tetra Tech pit lake 
predictive model and, therefore, SRK may modify their conclusions in this memorandum when the 
revised model results are made available.  


The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) pit lake water balance, (2) 
dynamic system model (DSM) integration, and, (3) geochemical modeling. In general, the comments are 
requests for information and recommendations that will clarify the use of output from the groundwater 
model to predict pit-lake hydrogeochemistry, set up the DSM, and more accurately represent pit wall 
chemistry. Without the requested information and model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the 
model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Pit Lake Water Balance 


Components of the post-mining pit lake water balance include groundwater inflow and outflow, direct 
precipitation, pit wall runoff, and evaporation—as described below.  


General Comments 


SRK found three different sets of simulated lake stage and components of the water balance 
(groundwater inflow, precipitation, evaporation, and runoff) during our review process, as follows: 


1. Source 1—Figure 46 of Montgomery and Associates (M&A) (2009): All components of the pit 
lake water balance simulated by the groundwater model during 100 years of pit lake infilling are 
shown in gallons per minute (gpm). See Figure 1 below.  
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2. Source 2—Illustration 5.04 of Tetra Tech (2010): All components of the pit lake water balance 
for the 200-year period of simulation of pit lake infilling are shown in acres-feet/year. See 
Figure 2 below. 


Figure 1. Figure 46 from M&A, 2009, in gallons per minute 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2. Figure 5.04 from Tetra Tech, 2010, in acre‐feet/year 
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3. Source 3—Electronic Excel DSM input file, Appendix D - DSM Input.xls (Tetra Tech, 2010): 
All components of the pit lake water balance for the 100-year period of simulation of pit lake 
infilling are listed in cubic feet per day. These data were plotted by SRK in units of gpm and 
acre-feet/year for comparison with the M&A (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) graphs. See Figure 
3, below. 
 


 


 


Figure 3. Tetra Tech (2010) data plotted in gpm (upper) and acre‐feet/year (lower) (SRK, this 
review) 
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SRK found significant differences in the components of the pit lake water balance in these graphs, 
which were used as input data for the hydrogeochemical analysis. To better illustrate these differences 
SRK changed all data to the same unit and summarized them at Year 100 (for example) of pit lake 
infilling. See Table 1, below. 


     Table 1. Year 100 of pit lake infilling, data from three sources, in gallons per minute 


Component of Balance 
M&A (2009)(1)


(Source 1) 


Tetra Tech (2010)(2)


(Source 2)


Tetra Tech (2010)(3)


(Source 3) 


Precipitation to Pit Lake (gpm)  37  121  60 


Evaporation from Pit Lake (gpm)  182  273  540 


Runoff to Pit Walls (gpm)  150  142  117 


Groundwater Inflow (gpm)  120  120  452 


Net of Inflow (gpm)  125  110  89 


Pit Lake Stage (ft msl)  3,869  3,869  4,142 (?) 


Notes:   1 – Estimated from the graph (M&A, 2009, Figure 46) by SRK Consulting. 
              2 – Estimated from the graph (Tetra Tech, 2010, Figure 5.04) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 
              3 – Appendix D (Tetra Tech, 2010) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 


It should be noted that SRK found a fourth source of data in the Tetra Tech (2010) electronic Excel 
DSM output file, Appendix E - DSM Output.xls. This file shows simulated groundwater inflow to the pit 
lake in gpm units for a period of 200 years. Data for the first 100 years are consistent with Figure 46 of 
M&A (2009), but are very different from input data in the Tetra Tech (2010) DSM input file, Appendix 
D - DSM Input.xls. 


The following points are unclear to SRK: 


a. The nature of these inconsistencies, 
b. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by 


the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, 
completed by Tetra Tech (2010), and 


c. Exactly what data were used in the Tetra Tech simulation (reported in Appendix D or the input 
data reported in Appendix E)? 


The inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance make it impossible to evaluate 
the correct use of these components in the analysis performed by Tetra Tech. 


Groundwater Inflow  


Tetra Tech (2010) used groundwater inflow to the pit lake from results of the 3-D numerical modeling 
completed by M&A (2009). Tetra Tech states on page 19 of their report that, “The lake stage versus 
groundwater inflow relationship was taken exactly from the M&A model and was not critically 
evaluated for consistency with expected or standard pit inflow curves (M&A, 2009). This data is 
presented in electronic format in Appendix D.” 


Groundwater inflow is a significant component of the pit lake water balance and depends on hydraulic 
heads adjacent to and below the pit, the lake stage, and the hydraulic properties of the surrounding 
country rock. The pit lake stage depends on the depth, size, and geometry of the final pit configuration, 
and on the other components of the pit lake water balance. Finally, groundwater inflows into the pit lake 
and lake stage depend on pre-mining hydrogeological conditions and the rate and duration of pit 
dewatering. The water-balance components can be evaluated precisely only by using a numerical 
groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage iteratively for each time step, and by considering and 
varying all components of the water balance listed above. 
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Groundwater Outflow 


Tetra Tech assumed groundwater outflow from the pit lake equals zero based on M&A (2009) modeling 
results that predicted the pit lake to be a permanent hydrologic sink. SRK agrees with this assumption.  


Direct Precipitation 


Average monthly precipitation data of 22.2 inches per year (in/yr) were taken from the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range 8 miles to the southwest of the project area, due to the limited duration of the data 
record at the Rosemont site. The data from both stations closely correspond (where data from the 
Rosemont site are available). SRK considers the amount of a direct precipitation of 22.2 in/year as 
reasonable for this study. 


Pit Wall Runoff 


Pit wall runoff was simulated using a fraction of the precipitation that ultimately reaches the pit lake. 
This fraction was varied from 15 to 35 percent and was applied to the area of exposed pit walls above 
the pit lake elevation. (A runoff value of 30 percent from precipitation was used by M&A (2009) to 
simulate groundwater inflow to the pit lake.)  


SRK did not find a value for the area of the ultimate pit in the text of the report (information 
shown in Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.01, does not look complete), and was not able to verify 
the volume of pit wall runoff into the pit lake geochemistry model. 


Tetra Tech did not incorporate upgradient drainage runoff into the model, assuming that the upgradient 
areas will be bermed and the existing drainages will be diverted around the pit. 


Evaporation 


Tetra Tech estimated a pan evaporation rate of 71.52 in/year. The value was derived from data from the 
Nogales station adjusted to the Rosemont site, based on a linear trend with each station elevation. The 
monthly average projected pan evaporation data were converted to a lake evaporation rate using a 
coefficient 0.7. SRK considers a lake evaporation of 50 in/year as very reasonable for this study. 


Components of Water Balance Simulated by M&A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model 


SRK reviewed the M&A (2009) groundwater flow model (SRK, 2010) and concluded that this model: 


a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures, 
b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions, 
c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from 


multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and 
d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to 


illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters. 


SRK is of the opinion that direct precipitation, pit lake evaporation, and runoff data used in the M&A 
(2009) groundwater model may have been used incorrectly. The model uses an evaporation rate from 
the pit lake of about 34 in/year and precipitation to the pit lake of about 6.8 in/year, instead of 50 in/year 
and 22 in/year, respectively. 


SRK disagrees with the Tetra Tech (2010, pages 1, 2, and 31) statement that “about 95 percent of the 
contribution to the pit lake will be from groundwater.” Figure 46 of M&A (2009) and Illustration 5.04 of 
Tetra Tech (2010) do not support this statement. If the authors meant the chemical load instead of the pit 
lake inflow, it is not clear from the text of the report. 
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2 Dynamic System Model (DSM) Integration 


SRK’s evaluation of the DSM computer model, which is discussed in this section, is preliminary 
because the input data to the model are based on outputs from the M&A (2009) groundwater flow 
model, which is being revised.  


The DSM computer model for the proposed Rosemont mine pit lake was developed in GoldSimTM to 
simulate the hydrologic water balance and the mixing of chemical loads from the different components 
of the water balance (e.g. groundwater inflow, pit wall runoff, precipitation). The DSM outputs from the 
predictive simulations were used as inputs to a final simulation model using PHEEQC. 


The DSM includes both stochastic (variable) and deterministic (fixed) parameters. The stochastic 
parameters were used to assess the uncertainty in the predictions due to the data and analytical 
constraints and the natural variability in the input parameters (such as precipitation, pit wall runoff, and 
lake evaporation). Groundwater inflow to the pit was assumed to be a deterministic parameter and was 
incorporated into the model by a simplified relationship between groundwater inflow and lake stage. 
This relationship was developed on the basis of outputs from the post-mining predictions made by the 
numerical groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009). 


SRK is of the opinion that this approach of using precipitation, evaporation, and pit wall runoff as 
stochastic parameters and combining them with a deterministic relationship between groundwater inflow 
and pit lake stage (QGW = f(HPL)) is very approximate because both groundwater inflow and lake stage 
depend on these stochastic parameters. It is not clear from the Tetra Tech report how groundwater 
inflow to the pit lake was simulated (from previous time step based on used relationship QGW = 
f(HPL), or not?) As mentioned above, it is SRK’s opinion that the water-balance components can be 
evaluated precisely only by using a numerical groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage 
iteratively, and by considering and varying all components of the water balance for the same time 
period. 


SRK also has noticed that the groundwater inflow flow data presented in the file Appendix D - 
DSM Input.xls do not match output data in the file Appendix E - DSM Output.xls, as described 
above. 


3 Geochemical Modeling 


Components of the geochemical model include characterization of the pit walls as the source of loadings 
to the pit lake, conceptualization of the pit lake (“Conceptual Geochemical Model”), calculation of 
loadings from the pit walls, and calculation of concentrations in the pit lake. 


General Comment 


The overall approach used for the modeling is conventional and reasonable. The characterization data 
that form the basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose. The model combined geometrical 
characterization of the pit with geological and geochemical description of the pit walls with other 
geochemical inputs (groundwater, precipitation) to calculate the chemistry of water in the pit lake. 
Geochemical modeling was used to calculate final water quality by considering the solubility of 
secondary minerals and water-solid interactions. 


Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that suggest the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated. SRK’s overall impression is 
that re-calculation could result in increases in concentrations but due to the abundance of acid 
neutralizing minerals in the host rocks it is unlikely that the modeled pH of the pit water will change. 
The water is expected to be basic. 
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In the following sections, a pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for 
follow-up. 


Review of Modeling Steps 


Characterization of Pit Walls 
The geological setting of the project is described as a “wall rock porphyry system” (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 
3). This contradicts Vector Arizona (2006), which describes the deposit as skarn. The mineralization is 
hosted by sedimentary and volcanic rocks intruded by porphyry stocks. The mineralization is described 
as disseminated and vein-controlled copper, zinc, molybdenum, and iron sulfides. 


 The deposit type needs to be more fully described because the skarn and porphyry 
mineralization types have important different implications for geochemical performance. 


 It was not clear in the description whether classic porphyry hydrothermal alteration (e.g. 
potassic, argillic, propylitic) is present at Rosemont, which in some porphyry deposits can exert 
a control on the geochemical characteristics of the pit walls. Vector (2006, p. 2) indicated “most 
of the porphyry system including the pyrite shell is absent due to structural controls.”  


 
About 10 percent of the ore is described as oxide (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 3), which presumably occurs as a 
supergene cap on the hypogene mineralization.  


 The Tetra Tech (2010) report lacks a mineralogical description of the supergene zone, which 
could have different geochemical characteristics from the hypogene zone.  


 
The pit walls were characterized using samples collected from drill core samples. Tetra Tech (2010) 
determined that sufficient samples had been collected to determine statistically the average 
characteristics of each rock type in the pit walls. The following limitations to the assessment of sample 
coverage were noted by SRK: 


 Samples were dominantly collected from drilling focused on the core of the deposit. Depending 
on the type, intensity, and distribution of alteration, the assumption that the samples can be used 
to characterize the pit walls needs to be investigated. Should a “pyrite halo” be present, it is 
possible the pit walls have a different style of mineralization from the core of the deposit used to 
characterize the rock types. Conversely, mineralization intensity may decrease near the pit 
walls.  


 Since lead and zinc vein mineralization can be associated with distal propylitic porphyry 
alteration and skarn mineralization, the statistical characterization of metal distribution in the pit 
walls should be considered in addition to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential. 


 The statistical evaluation should be extended to consider hydrothermal alteration as a variable. 
 The characteristics of wall rock oxide materials should be provided. 


 
Geochemical analysis of the pit walls used various methods that included acid-base accounting (ABA), 
short-term extraction tests, and kinetic tests. ABA was used to characterize the potential for acidic 
conditions to develop in the pit walls but the effect of site mineralogy on the method was not presented: 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  
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 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


Conceptual Geochemical Model 
The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake is presented on page 5 of Tetra Tech (2010). The 
model should be expanded to include the following considerations: 


 The assumed configuration of broken rock in the pit walls; 
 The processes leading to leaching of potential contaminants from the pit walls considering the 


roles of oxidation, dissolution, and water rock interactions; 
 Mechanisms for attenuation of acidity and metal loadings from pit walls; 
 The effect of submergence of pit walls by the rising pit lake; 
 Geochemical reactions between pit lake and walls;  
 The potential role of limnological processes in pit lake development (e.g. meromixis); and 
 In the event that chemically reducing conditions develop in the pit lake, the effect on attenuation 


and mobilization of potential contaminants (e.g. arsenic). 


Pit Walls Source Term 
SRK understands the pit wall source term was developed by assigning runoff water chemistry to each 
rock type component of the walls and then allowing this loading to enter the pit lake in proportion to the 
exposure of these rock types in the pit walls (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 4.01).  


SRK understands from Tetra Tech (2010, page 13) that loading calculations for the pit walls were based 
on concentrations taken directly from short-term leach tests (STLTs) because the sulfide content of the 
rock is low and the tests represent short term contact between water and rock. Assuming our 
understanding is correct, SRK disagrees with this approach and suggests it may significantly under-
predict concentrations in the wall runoff. STLTs use a much higher liquid to solid ratio than will occur 
under field conditions, contact time in the test may not be sufficient to represent the contact of slow 
moving water in pit walls, and single pass leachate contact does not demonstrate equilibration of the 
solids with contact water. Further, testing of core samples may not represent the accumulation of 
secondary minerals that occurs in pit walls between flushing caused by intermittent storm events.  


These concerns are illustrated by the sulfate source term. For the majority of rock types, sulfate source 
terms are well below 20 mg/L (exceptions are the Epitaph and Horquilla Limestones at 254 and 110 
mg/L, respectively). These concentrations are well below the theoretical solubility of gypsum (1600 
mg/L), which appears to be present to varying degrees in the pit walls. The effect of solution ratio is 
shown by comparing field and laboratory kinetic tests (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.7). The field 
kinetic tests commonly produced sulfate concentrations exceeding 200 mg/L compared to 
concentrations well below 100 mg/L for the parallel laboratory tests. The kinetic tests also produced 
concentrations above 100 mg/L for the initial flush, which would appear to represent initial contact 
water. 


 To address this concern, the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated using an approach that 
considers scale-up from laboratory to site conditions. The approach could consider differences 
in solution ratios for extraction tests, or scale-up of kinetic test results. Both approaches should 
ensure that secondary mineral dissolution controls are incorporated. 
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 The revised source terms should include the potential effect of acidification. It is understood that 
one of the model runs considered acidification of the Bolsa Quartzite (Tetra Tech, 2010, page 
26), but the use of humidity cell data may not be appropriate with scaling of the results to site 
conditions. 


 The use of sub-detection limit values should be explained. For example, the detection limits for 
selenium in the SPLPs is 0.04 mg/L, which is well above the water quality standard. The 
modeling inputs (Tetra Tech, 2010, Appendix D) show a large number of parameters as “0” 
mg/L.  


 
The source terms presented are for pit wall runoff. Should that not already be included, additional source 
terms are needed for: 


 Leaching of oxidized walls that occurs as the pit lake water-level rises; and 
 Possible reactions of pit lake water with wall rock due to chemically reducing conditions, should 


these develop. 


Pit Lake Water Chemistry 
SRK understands the pit lake water chemistry model was based on mass balance, then the final output 
from the DSM model at Year 200 was evaluated for thermodynamic controls using PHREEQC (Tetra 
Tech, 2010, page 25). The modeling used a selection of mainly plausible secondary minerals to control 
water chemistry (Tetra Tech, 2010, Table 6.01). Minerals like barium arsenate, huntite, and magnesite 
may form theoretically but they rarely form from natural surface waters. Other components may co-
precipitate rather than form discrete minerals (e.g. radium sulfate). The modeling also incorporated the 
effect of adsorption by iron oxides. This latter effect may be limited because most of the walls are 
predicted to be non-acidic and iron solubility will be limited. Additional clarification is suggested to 
improve understanding of the model: 


 Provide sample calculation of mass balance. 
 Update Table 6.02 (Tetra Tech, 2010) to compare mass balance chemistry and chemistry 


calculated by PHREEQC, to allow the effect of modeling assumptions to be evaluated. 
 Provide graphs to illustrate the progress of concentrations as the pit lake fills. 
 Provide a culpability analysis to illustrate sources of loading for each parameter in addition to 


TDS (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.05).  
 


For review purposes, it is useful to consider whether the modeled calculations can be reproduced using a 
simple scoping level calculation. SRK used the various graphical (Illustration 5.03) and tabulated (Table 
4.01, 4.02, 4.03) input models in Tetra Tech (2010) and was able to calculate within 5 percent the 
predicted concentrations of sulfate and chloride in the pit lake at year 200. The calculation confirmed the 
significance of groundwater in terms of loading contribution. Using the scoping level calculation, it was 
determined that re-evaluation of source terms to reflect scale-up could lead to pit walls having a greater 
influence on pit lake chemistry including elements mobile under non-acidic conditions and with limited 
sorption capacity. For example, sulfate concentrations could be four times those predicted, and based on 
experience, selenium concentrations will likely be greater than predicted.  


 As a further check on the model, the report might consider adding regional comparisons of 
actual pit lake chemistry, such as that of the ASARCO Mission mine, which has similar pit wall 
formations and deposit chemistry. 


4 Conclusions and Recommendations 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the 
reliability of the predictions of pit lake water chemistry during post-mining conditions.  
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In our opinion: 


a. Existing inconsistencies in the description of components of the water balance should be 
resolved; components of the water balance should be consistent with parameters used in the 
groundwater flow model. 


b. Groundwater inflow to the pit lake should be re-evaluated. The re-evaluation should be based on 
the groundwater model presently being updated by M&A using the recommendations described 
in SRK (2010) and the correct application of precipitation, evaporation, and run-off data for pit 
lake simulations. 


c. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined 
with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very 
preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and 
pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model 
deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and 
evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the 
groundwater model under an assumption of constant values of these parameters. 


d. The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake does not appear to consider additional 
factors, as described above, that may influence pit water chemistry 


e. The current model may understate pit lake concentrations due to the method used to predict the 
chemistry of pit wall runoff. Revision of the wall source terms is recommended. 
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6 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer for Geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geo., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience in 
geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related to 
hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the development 
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of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day was directly 
responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with 
SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-
transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well 
fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly 
responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake predictive model. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: April 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Mike Sieber, P.E, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 
Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and  Transport Modeling Report,  
Tetra Tech, 2010, Prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company   


Project #: 183101 


 


A technical review has been undertaken, and this Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a request for a Statement of Work dated 
February 17, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the, Infiltration Seepage, Fate 
and Transport Modeling Report, prepared for the Rosemont Copper Company by Tetra Tech (2010b). 
These comments were prepared by Mike Sieber, Stephen Day, and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Editorial review was completed by Cori Hoag and Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The seepage, fate and transport modeling report and supporting documents from Tetra Tech regarding 
the 2007 geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Dry Stack 
Tailings Storage Facility Design Report (AMEC, 2009, Appendix D) and the Mine Plan of Operations 
(WestLand Resources, 2007) were reviewed as part of this effort.  


This memorandum is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two topics under review:  


Section 1 - Infiltration and seepage modeling; and, 


Section 2 - Fate and transport (geochemical) modeling. 


The 2010 Tetra Tech report is well presented and well written, and as supported by the appendices, is in 
general comprehensive in scope. The GEO-SLOPE VADOSE/W code is industry standard infiltration-
seepage modeling software. However, SRK requests clarifications and additional supporting data, as 
well as an explanation for several methodologies not clearly understood by the reviewers. The requests 
are indicated below in relevant sections. The models cannot be adequately judged as suitable and 
defensible without the requested information. 


1 INFILTRATION AND SEEPAGE MODELING 


1.1 Input Data  


This section summarizes the review of the climatic data and the saturated and unsaturated material 
properties used for the infiltration models. 
 


1.1.1 Site Climatic Data 
The Nogales 6 N weather station was selected for the Waste Rock Storage Area and Heap Leach Facility 
infiltration models. The precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data appear reasonable. 
However, the Santa Rita weather station is closer to the Rosemont Project area and is at an elevation 
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closer to that of the project elevation than is the Nogales 6 N weather station. It is stated in Appendix B 
of the report that the Nogales 6 N pan evaporation data were adjusted to the Rosemont project site based 
on a linear extrapolation with each station’s elevation. However, illustration 3.2 in the text does not 
appear to be a simple linear extrapolation. Section 4.1.4 states that a correlation was performed to 
translate the Nogales pan evaporation data to the Rosemont Project, please explain the method used. 
Three climate conditions were used for the transient model, average climate conditions, 24-hour, 100 
year storm event, and multi-storm (approximately six inches of rain in seven days). What statistical 
method used to determine the 7-day storm event, it is not clear and cannot be understood form the 
description provided. 
 
The report states that precipitation was applied in a “sinusoidal function that peaks at noon. The 
distribution pattern in the model allows for peak rainfall over a short period around noon.” The transient 
log header in Appendix C states that average annual conditions are sinusoidal; however, the 
precipitation appears to be applied from 0 to 24 hours and nearly every day of the year. This does not 
appear to be average conditions in southern Arizona. A hydrograph of the simulated precipitation would 
aid in understanding the temporal distribution of precipitation. 
 


1.1.2 Site Material-Soil Data 
Section 5.3 of the report provides an explanation of unsaturated flow theory. Illustration 5.5 shows a 
generic soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) for two soils, however, an illustration of hydraulic 
conductivity as a function of capillary function or moisture content is not presented or discussed. 
Section 5.5.5 presents saturated hydraulic conductivity values for three waste rock materials, alluvium, 
and bedrock without providing either a range of values, or a source for the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity data. 
 
The conceptual model for the Waste Rock Storage Area shows three layers of waste rock, benches-
buttress, alluvial deposit, and bedrock, each with different properties. The model logs in Appendix C 
give a brief description of the material—Andesite—for unconsolidated waste rock and list the 
unsaturated properties. Section 5.5 state that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated 
flow parameters. The laboratory work that was completed should include the data, laboratory name, and 
the ASTM methods that were used. The GEO-SLOPE library data should also be presented. SWCC and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity charts for the materials modeled should be presented in either the 
report or appendices. The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below are examples of what is necessary to 
present a defensible infiltration-seepage model. In Appendix A, AMEC presented the SWCCs and a 
hydraulic conductivity function for the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility infiltration and seepage 
model. 
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Figure 1  Example of soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
 


 
 
Figure 2 Example of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function 
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1.2 Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model 


Infiltration-seepage modeling was completed to estimate the time required for draindown of the Heap 
Leach Facility (Heap) to drop to about 10 gpm. Appendix E describes the draindown modeling. Page 4 
paragraph 4 of the report states, “The primary difference between the spent ore and the waste rock is the 
moisture content of the materials.” Oxide ore placed on the heap is not the same material as waste rock 
in terms of mineral concentrations of copper-bearing minerals (oxide/carbonate/silicate/sulfide), 
associated gangue minerals like iron oxides/silicates/sulfides, clay, and calcite, and secondary minerals 
that will form in response to leaching. Although both the oxide ore and waste rock (bedrock) have been 
hydrothermally altered, the materials on the Heap will likely break into smaller size fractions owing to 
the intensity of alteration, and disaggregation that will occur during placement, exposure to raffinate, 
and ripping in the upper layer of each lift; the lifts within the Heap will also compact with burial depth. 
Raffinate leaching will cause the Heap material to break down to smaller particles and the leaching of 
the calcitic material will cause the formation of secondary sulfate minerals and gypsum. These reactions 
will likely significantly decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. In addition, simulating the Heap 
Leach Facility materials as run-of-mine material may significantly under-estimate the duration for 
draindown.  SRK experience with draindown of an 89 MT heap in Arizona (larger than the estimated 60 
MT Rosemont heap) indicates a decrease in draindown to 20 gpm in 8 years. An estimate for the 
Rosemont Heap is that a decrease in draindown to about 10 gpm probably will take 8 to 10 years. 
During and after reclamation, the continued drainage from the Heap will have to be managed. 


1.3 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Based on the conceptual model text and the low-resolution figures SRK cannot ascertain the depth of the 
three simulated stages.   


1.4 Steady-State and Transient Solutions 


Section 5.7 states that the sequence of steady-state simulations were to “offer non-zero stating values for 
the subsequent transient modeling scenarios.” We assume the non-zero refers to the moisture content of 
the material. The water balance illustrations presented in the report begin with the water content at zero. 
Can this be explained. 


It is stated on Section 5.8, page 26 that, “Transient modeling provides a reasonable simulation of flow 
conditions within the Waste Rock Storage area, Heap Leach area, and the Dry Stack tailings facility.” 
The transient simulations reported in this report are one in year duration using average climatic 
conditions. However, movement of moisture through such materials often takes many years, a 
reasonable approach would be to conduct the 50-year transient simulations utilizing the entire 50-year 
climatic data set from the Nogales 6 N weather station.  


In addition, the averaging of daily climatic conditions into a single year likely miss-represents measured 
daily climate conditions. The apparent miss-representation may be evidenced in the simulated daily 
climate input data presented in Appendix C. Those data indicate that precipitation fell virtually every 
day of the year, the ranges in values for relative humidity are shown as broad and relatively invariable, 
and precipitation is shown to occur at all hours of the day for all days. Because of the muting of the data 
by the process of averaging, small amounts of precipitation (0.001 inch to 0.248 inches with a mean of 
0.048) falls on 255 days of the year. With evaporation exceeding precipitation on most days, such small 
precipitation values might be evaporated before infiltrating to depth, resulting in an under-estimate of 
the flux of water through the material. In reality, a few heavy rains can fall on humid days producing a 
significant source of water for infiltration. 


1.5 Illustrations and Tables 


Illustrations 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.13 of the waste rock and heap leach conceptual models and 
numerical model results are too small to read annotations and the horizontal and vertical scales. The 
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values for moisture content and flux are often not legible. Illustration 5.22, presents the simulated 
volumetric moisture content distribution within the closed Heap, indicates upward flux from the base of 
the Heap. It is not clear to us how such a condition can exist, and we request that it be explained in text. 
 


2 FATE AND TRANSPORT (GEOCHEMICAL) MODELING 


2.1 General Comment 


The overall approach to modeling the water chemistry for each facility (waste rock, heap leach, dry 
stack) is similar. The models combine understanding about the composition of the waste facilities with 
data on leaching behavior and water flow to predict pore water chemistry. Geochemical modeling was 
used in some cases to predict final water chemistry. The overall approach is consistent with general 
practice and the data used as a basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that are similar to those with the pit lake predictions (SRK, 2010b). The main factor that 
does not appear to have been addressed, however, is the degree to which the onset of acidic conditions 
in some components of the waste rock could affect overall water quality. In the following sections, a 
pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for follow-up. 


 


2.2 Review of Modeling Steps 


2.2.1 Waste Characteristics 


Waste Rock 


SRK (2010a) previously reviewed the overall geochemical database. Additional comments were 
provided by SRK (2010b). Acid-base accounting is used to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential while 
leachability was characterized using SPLP and MWMP. SRK (2010b) provided the following 
recommendations for the use of acid-base accounting data at the site: 
 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water-soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  


 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


The bulk waste rock geochemical characteristics did not appear to be presented in the report. Table 6.2 
provided the lithological composition of the waste rock while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 of Tetra Tech (2007) 
indicate the distribution of the ARD potential in waste rock. ARD potential is very low on the whole, 
but SRK notes that arkose is a major unit (44%) and 15% of samples from this unit were classified as 
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potentially ARD generating (PAG) by ABA. This indicates that at least 7% of the rock could be 
composed of PAG rock.   
 
To complement this work and support the subsequent development of source terms, the following 
additional information should be presented: 
 


 Explanation of how the waste rock proportions were calculated. 
 Presentation of the overall acid-base account of the waste rock (sulfur content, neutralization 


potential) based on the rock type characteristics and proportion of rock types. 
 An evaluation of the timing of release of PAG materials because if the PAG materials are 


released at certain stages of the mine rather than being continuously mixed in with the non-PAG 
materials local acidification could occur. 


Heap Leach Facility  


No geochemical description of the heap leach materials could be located. 
 


 Geochemical data for the heap leach materials should be presented. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


Tetra Tech (2007) provided geochemical data for the tailings. These data indicate that tailings have very 
low potential for ARD due to mostly low sulfide content. SRK noted that like waste rock, sulfate content 
was variable. It is assumed that sulfate occurs as gypsum rather than acidic salts.  
 


 Discussion of how the tailings characteristics might change as mining progresses because some 
tailings have ARD potential. 


 


2.2.2 Conceptual Geochemical Models 
Section 6.1 of the report provided the “Conceptual Fate and Transport Model”; however, the description 
did not include geochemical processes.  
 


 This section should be updated to include geochemical processes, for example, the role of 
sulfide mineral oxidation, gas partial pressures, temperature variations, and the precipitation and 
dissolution of secondary minerals. 
 


2.2.3 Source Terms 


Waste Rock 


It is understood the waste rock source term was developed by developing source terms for individual 
waste rock types, combining the source terms according to the rock type proportions, and then 
equilibrating the resulting chemistry using PHREEQC. The details of the method were not provided and 
should include: 
 


 Further discussion of the role of local acidification and the need for a source term to reflect 
acidic conditions. This may be unnecessary if it can be demonstrated that PAG rock becomes 
intimately mixed with non-PAG rock during mining. 


 Explanation and discussion of justification for use of zero concentration in the source term for 
rocks with undetectable solid phase concentration (NA in Table 6.1). The description “not part 
of the rock’s composition” should be re-worded to indicate undetected. It is noted that arkose is 
shown as NA but in Illustration 3.4 in Tetra Tech (2007) arkose is shown as having an 
enrichment ratio of 10, which seems to indicate detection (as shown in Illustration 3.5). 


 The methodology used to mix the waters. 
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 Which minerals were used to model the waste rock source term resulting in the concentrations 
in Table 6.6. This table indicates very high sulfur concentrations and extreme ion imbalance. It 
is assumed that this sulfate not sulfur. 


 How the nitrate concentration was calculated. The concentrations seem very low given that 
explosives residuals will be present. 
 


To perform a reality check on the concentrations, SRK compared them to compiled seepage chemistry 
data for calc-alkalic and alkalic porphyry deposits in British Columbia, Canada (Day and Rees 2006; 
Red Chris Development Company 2004) (Table 1). While it is acknowledged that Rosemont has some 
skarn characteristics, predictions for cadmium, copper, selenium and zinc seemed atypical. These 
elements are associated with sulphides which can occur in skarn deposits. 
 


 Further discussion is needed about how the very dilute concentrations obtained from SPLP and 
MWMPs are scaled up to the much drier conditions at the site. A similar concern was raised for 
the pit wall source term during review of the geochemical pit lake model report (SRK 2010b). 


 
Table 1. Statistics for Waste Rock Seepage from Porphyry Deposits 


 
Annotations refer to footnotes about data sources for each of five sites in the compilation. 


Heap Leach 


The methodology used to develop the heap leach source term was unclear.  
 Description of the input data and methodology is requested following the same format as the 


waste rock. 
 


Comparison of the sources terms in Table 6.7 of the report with Table 1 (above) leads to similar 
observations as for waste rock. Concentrations of many parameters seem very low. For example, an iron 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L is predicted at pH 3.23. As iron is highly soluble at this pH, much higher iron 
concentrations would be expected from dissolution of silicates. In addition, the biological system is 


Parameter Unit n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50


Acidity mgCaCO3/L 58 25400 6412 1822 24 560 544 151 63 214 36 15


Alkalinity1
mgCaCO3/L 4 0 0.15 1 32 1.2 2 5 262 1 7.525 43.6


SO4
2 mg/L 93 30910 7969 3220 46 2930 2440 1260 299 1896 1531 464


Al mg/L 42 766 436 239 25 47 40 5 66 0.6 0.2 0
Sb mg/L 8 0.13 0.09 0.020 0 - - - 40 0.09 0.08 0.010
As mg/L 0 - - - 2 0.0006 0.0006 0.00 26 0.04 0.03 0.01


Cd3 mg/L 19 0.02 0.02 0.007 1 0.04 0.04 0.040 27 0.03 0.007 0.000
Ca mg/L 54 804 748 532 39 832 793 361 147 964 727 247


Cu4 mg/L 42 655 512 249 25 370 340 66 107 1 0.14 0.02


Fe5 mg/L 42 1310 480 14 24 5 3 0.2 81 0.3 0.2 0


Hg6 mg/L 3 0.00110 0.0011 0.00070 1 0.0006 0.0006 0.00060 24 0.002 0.00043 0.00005


Pb7 mg/L 12 0.04 0.04 0.0155 7 0.02 0.02 0.012 27 0.01 0.0036 0.00007
Mg mg/L 54 213 163 61 39 201 180 39 147 115 101 24
Mn mg/L 37 56 41 4 26 31 26 9 113 6 4 1


Mo8 mg/L 3 0.009 0.009 0.006 15 0.03 0.03 0.0068 114 0.4 0.3 0.03
Ni mg/L 31 2 2 0.8 12 1 1 0.4 48 0.4 0.21 0.006
K mg/L 47 148 134 67 16 112 87 3 77 58 39 4
Se mg/L 29 0.2 0.2 0.09 7 0.09 0.08 0.07 34 0.3 0.3 0.06


Ag9 mg/L 0 - - - 1 0.01 0.010 0.01 19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
Na mg/L 54 204 91 20 35 64 49 14 127 126 54 11


Zn3 mg/L 35 6 5 2 18 4 4 2 84 1 0.8 0.03


pH1 s.u. 99 2.1 2.5 3.1 46 4.0 4.1 5.3 311 6.0 6.4 7.5


pH<4 4<pH<6 pH>6
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predicted to produce water with low Eh but this is not reflected in elevated iron concentrations in ferrous 
form. 


 
 SRK recommends the source terms be re-visited and then used to re-assess the water treatment 


systems. The iron source term in particular will affect the performance of the water treatment 
systems. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


As with the other source terms: 
 


 Further explanation of the modeling method and inputs is needed to address the scale-up of 
dilute leach tests to the full scale facility. 


 The possible effect of timing of production of PAG tailings should be considered in the source 
term. 


 
Concentrations reported in Table 6.8 do not appear to be consistent with equilibration with major 
minerals in the tailings, which would presumably include gypsum and calcite. Both minerals are 
probably present according to the acid-base accounting data. Concentrations of sulfate, alkalinity, and 
calcium would be expected to be comparable to the waste rock source term (Table 6.6). 


3 Conclusions 
For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following 
recommendations: 


 Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been 
reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year 
climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an 
asymptotic stabilization of results. 


 Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily 
climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations 
should be applied as input.   


 Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste 
material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock. 


 The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. 
Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could 
be considered. 


 Several figures are difficult to read 
 For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation 


and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and 
tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale. 
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5 REVIEWER QUALIFICATIONS 


The Reviewer for hydrogeology, Mike Sieber, P.E. is a Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Tucson, Arizona (resume attached). Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer with more than 20 years of 
experience in the preparing infiltration models to estimate infiltration through tailings impound-
ments and landfill covers, and numerical groundwater flow models to predict the formation of open 
pit lake loss of containment pit lake and underground workings. Mr. Sieber’s review was under the 
supervision of Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in Denver, 
Colorado. 
 
The Senior Reviewer for geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geol., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience 
in geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience  in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related 
to hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the 
development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day 
was directly responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 
 


 







From: Larry Jones
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Ken Kertell; Tom Furgason; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: standard names and caps
Date: 03/02/2010 01:57 PM
Attachments: habitat types Rosemont for Bio Documents LJones.docx

Thanks, Geoff!  See attached...I tried embedding this table but it didn't work.  I've
run this by Bob and Rick and they said it looks fine.  I'm basing habitat use patterns
on literature, rather than mapping....I'm not really sure what habitat type maps you
have.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

03/02/2010 11:45 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc "Deborah K Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com>

Subject RE: standard names and caps

Larry,
We can certainly make this nomenclature change to the reports as we
finalize them. 

 
Regarding the vegetation classifications, titles, community names, etc.
that SWCA will use in deliverables for the Rosemont Project, I defer as
always to the Coronado on this as we will report on vegetation in
whatever manner you request. However, my only request is that the
Coronado polarizes one management direction for this task (between at
least you, Bob, and Rick) that directs SWCA how to report on vegetation
for all reports, and provides us with the boundaries of these vegetation
types pertaining to the project area as available mapping dictates (i.e.,
riparian, woodland, and grassland shapefiles or maps that we could
digitize). Or, if this information is lacking or sub-par, authorize SWCA to

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:kkertell@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Table 1.  Crosswalk comparison of habitat terms we use with those of Brown (1994), PIF (2006), and Davis and Callahan (1977).

		This Report

		Brown (1994)

		PIF (2006)

		D & C (1977)

		Comments



		Riparian

		Various, but within Warm-Temperate and/or Tropical Subtropical Wetlands

		Riparian

		Riparian

		Terminology and definitions highly varied, so we remained conservative. See text for more discussion



		Madrean Encinal Woodland

		Madrean Evergreen Woodland (which includes pine/oak woodland)

		Pine/Oak Woodland (which is same as Madrean Evergreen Woodland) and Pinyon-Juniper

		Woodland

		Our term shows that we only have oak (encinal)-dominated woodlands, which include junipers, but not true pine/oak woodlands



		Semidesert Grassland

		Semidesert Grassland

		Desert Grassland and Chihuahuan Desertscrub (PIF also has Sonoran Desert Grassland category)

		Grassland

		The grassland portions of the area are not in desert habitat (too much rain to qualify as desert)



		Sonoran Desertscrub

		Sonoran Desertscrub

		Sonoran Desert Grassland and Scrub and Chihuahuan Desertscrub

		N/A

		Downstream Davidson Canyon and/or where utility lines may be 



		Wetland and aquatic habitat

		Warm temperate wetlands 

		Riparian

		N/A

		Springs and small artificial waters (e.g., cattle tanks) and vegetation of the immediate surroundings



		Physical Features

		N/A

		Cliff/Rock

		Limestone

		Physical features includes rockslides, cliffs, mines, and other physical features



		Chihuahuan Desertscrub

		Chihuahuan Desertscrub

		Chihuahuan Desertscrub

		N/A

		Limited to Cienega Creek area
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do a Rosemont project-level vegetation mapping exercise (probably not
necessary or economically feasible at this point). Otherwise, we pretty
much only have the one option (the current one) which is to try and
report on the vegetation impacted by the project based on available
science and GIS layers (Mid-Scale veg mapping layers, Brown, Pima
County riparian layers, USGS Gap, etc.).

 
Thank you and please let me know how the Coronado wants SWCA to
proceed,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com

 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2010 8:55 AM
To: Tom Furgason; Geoff Soroka; Ken Kertell
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta
Subject: standard names and caps

 

one of my many cloacal-retentive features...in our biological
documents, let's have all standard English names (a.k.a. "common"
names) with intial caps, as they are proper nouns and all of the
societies that publish standard lists do so, as well as Integrated
Taxonomic Information System (ITIS), our taxonomic and
nomenclatural standard...as far as I know there is no standard English
for plant names (Debbie?), so  you wouldn't need to retrofit those in
the bio documents.  I did ask our folks at higher levels about caps and
the only reply I got was that they concur with the initial caps. 
Examples: Rose-throated Becard, Whiskered Screech-Owl, Chiricahua
Leopard Frog.  The two bird examples may be confusing, but the
"adjective" part of the name, if hyphenated, is not capitalized after the
hyphen, but if it refers to a group, like Screech-Owl (because there is
also Western), it is.  If you say "becard" it is lower case, because it is
now not a proper noun, and we don't know which species it refers to. 
sorry for not getting the ruling to you earlier, but better to fix now
than retrofit later.  Or have me do it.  For some odd reason, ITIS is a
little lax and some of their "common" names (they don't actually use
standard English names, necessarily!) aren't with initial caps, but most
are.  So they are more of a taxonomic and scientific name standard. 

thanks!  i know, who am i to talk about using caps!?! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants



Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: Statement of Qualifications for third party NEPA consultants
Date: 03/11/2008 11:03 AM

Hello Bev,
I can help you review the SOQ.....unless it is a huge job.....since I also have some
other pressing projects looming.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

03/04/2008 12:00 PM

To Roger D Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Michael A
Linden/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Maria A
McGaha/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Statement of Qualifications for third party NEPA
consultants

I am going to be receiving electronic statements of qualifications
(SOQs) for specialists in engineering, hydrology, geohydrology and
geochemistry, to work with SWCA on the third party NEPA analysis for
the Rosemont Mine.  I would like some help in reviewing the
qualifications of these folks, and was wondering if each of you would
be willing to help with this review...if so I will forward the SOQs to you
when I receive them.  

I'm open to suggestions if you feel there are others who could be
helpful with this review.  We currently have no one on the Forest for
engineering review.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: DeAnne Rietz
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Dale Ortman PE; Jonathan Rigg; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT; mroth@fs.fed.gov; Tom

Furgason; tjchute@msn.com; Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Status of Rosemont surface water sections
Date: 08/17/2010 01:16 PM
Attachments: Rosemont SW-Status.pdf

Hello DeAnne and Chris,
Got the document and thanks for putting it together.  Good start.  I did a cursory
review and there are some things I have concerns about.  Let me finish the review
and I will be responding soon.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "DeAnne Rietz" <drietz@swca.com>

"DeAnne Rietz"
<drietz@swca.com> 

08/16/2010 03:39 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tjchute@msn.com>,
<mroth@fs.fed.gov>, "Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "CHRISTOPHER GARRETT"
<lcgarrett77@msn.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Status of Rosemont surface water sections

Hello Selek,

 
As discussed and requested in last Tuesday’s meeting, attached is our memo
outlining the status of the surface water section.  For this memo we looked at (1)
what significant  surface water issues were identified during scoping, (2) what
resource indicators we are using to assess those issues, (3) what technical
documents were provided and any associated third-party reviews, and (4) what
deficiencies exist that are critical to the impacts assessment.  

 
I am still working on the springs GIS layers and will be in touch with you on that
shortly.
Thank you for your time,
DeAnne

 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:drietz@swca.com
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MEMORANDUM 
 


To: Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest 


From: DeAnne Rietz and Chris Garrett, SWCA Environmental Consultants 


Date: August 16, 2010 


Re: Status of Rosemont DEIS Surface Water Sections 


The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief status update of progress on the Rosemont surface water 
sections (quantity and quality), specifically with respect to available and missing information. 


WHAT ISSUES WERE BROUGHT UP IN SCOPING? 


Three significant issues were identified in the issue statements concerning surface water quality and 
quantity (emphasis added). 


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial 
uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality 
standards.  


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


WHAT RESOURCE INDICATORS WERE SELECTED TO ASSESS THESE ISSUES? 


Issue 3D 


• Hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events (peak flow and 
total flow volume) 


• Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• Stock tanks indirectly impacted due to reduction of ephemeral flows 
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Issue 3E 


• Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water 


• Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield from watershed (average annual sediment 
delivery and peak sediment concentration) 


• Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways  


• Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits 
(Section 402/AZPDES) 


Issue 4 


• Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resource 


WHAT TECHNICAL REPORTS RELATED TO SURFACE WATER ARE AVAILABLE 
AND WHAT IS THEIR REVIEW STATUS?  


Site Water Management Plan – April 1, 2007 – Tetra Tech 


• Contains overall water management plan, including details of planned diversions. 


• Contains modeling of design flows using HEC-1, and sediment yield using RUSLE and 
SEDCAD. Sediment yield is analyzed under baseline and proposed action conditions, but no 
other alternatives. 


• Two additional Technical Memoranda were produced to support the approach: 
o Design Storm and Precipitation Data/Design Criteria (Technical Memorandum) – April 


7, 2009 – Tetra Tech 
o Hydrology Method Justification (Technical Memorandum) – January 27, 2010 – Tetra 


Tech 


• Pima County later reviewed these last two technical memoranda and provided detailed criticism 
in March 2010. 


• Apparently in response, several additional documents were produced: 
o Site Water Management Plan Update Volumes 1-5 Rosemont Copper Project – April 


2010 – Tetra Tech 
o A series of five March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised stormwater flow 


analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak discharge and average 
annual runoff. 


o A series of two April 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised sediment yield 
analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak sediment concentration and 
average annual sediment delivery at a single compliance point in Barrel Canyon. 
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Maguire & Pierce Letter to the Coronado November 20, 2007 


• Contains water rights data associated with Rosemont Copper Company purchase and from an 
Arizona Department of Water Resources database search 


Rosemont Project Preliminary Springs Assessment – December 3, 2007 
WestLand Resources 


• This is a summary of work performed by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates 


• Contains water quality analysis of springs in Rosemont project area 


• Contains spring flow measurements 


• Contains cadastral locations of the springs and a map 


Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts – April 2010 – Tetra Tech 


• Presents a hydrogeologic model for the groundwater/surface water connection with Davidson 
Canyon riparian areas, and draws on the Montgomery & Associates groundwater flow modeling 
to help assess changes. 


• Independent peer-review was conducted by SRK in May 2010. 


• A revised, final Davidson Canyon report was produced in July 2010 apparently in response to 
these criticisms. 


Technical Memorandum Rosemont Surface Water QUALITY Baseline Analysis – 
April 13, 2010 – TetraTech 


• Contains water quality data collected during 2 on-site storm events 


• Compares water quality results to surface water quality standards 


Clean Water Act Section 404(b) Alternatives Analysis – April 2010 – Westland 
Resources 


• This report summarizes the impacts to potentially jurisdictional waters and important riparian 
areas by each alternative, as part of the 404 permitting process. 


• A series of jurisdictional delineations (not listed here) were also produced to support this 
document. 


WHICH DATA SOURCES WERE USED FOR THE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Peak discharge and average annual runoff under baseline and each alternative were taken directly 
from the March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• A stock tank inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on USGS and ADWR data 
sets 
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• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each tank was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 


• GIS was also used to identify which stock tanks were downstream of surface disturbance, and 
would likely experience less ephemeral flow 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of ARD was taken from the July 2007 Mine Plan of 
Operations by Westland Resources; where only a narrative explanation was given in the Plan, and 
from the TetraTech April 2010 baseline water quality analysis. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Baseline conditions and alternative sediment yield were obtained from the two April 2010 
Technical Memoranda from Tetra Tech.  


• These memos depart from the original RUSLE and SEDCAD methodology, and instead use the 
PSIAC method for calculating sediment yield. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of other contaminants to enter natural drainage ways 
was based on the various diversions and flow patterns described in the June 2007 Site Water 
Management Plan by Tetra Tech. 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• The qualitative assessment as to whether requirements for discharge control would be met were 
taken solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by Westland Resources. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of Water of the U.S. directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the April 
2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the 
April 2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• A spring inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on ADWR data sets, the 
November 2007 Maguire/Pearce water rights memo, USGS data, and the December 2007 Spring 
Assessment. 


• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each spring was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 
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Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• The qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resources was taken solely from conclusions presented in the July 2010 Davidson 
Canyon report by Tetra Tech. 


WHAT DEFICIENCIES EXIST AND ARE THESE CRITICAL TO THE IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech March 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of storm flows were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan, with 
subsequent descriptions provided in the April 2009 and January 2010 Technical Memoranda. 
These estimates were peer-reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech March 
2010 memoranda presumably were updated in response to those Pima County criticisms—
although timing is questionable. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the March 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities  


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 
• No deficiencies. Stock tank inventory is believed to be reasonably complete and GIS 


analysis is unambiguous. 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions that ARD is not 
an issue due to natural buffering come solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by 
Westland Resources. It seems unlikely that additional questions haven’t been raised or additional 
research conducted on this issue over the last three years. 


• Need to research all available reports and identify any peer-review of this topic and any follow-up 
work. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from two Tetra Tech April 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of sediment yield were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan. 
The underlying streamflow assumptions leading to the sediment yield analysis were peer-
reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech April 2010 memoranda presumably 
were updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the April 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


• In addition, the modeling only assesses sediment yield at one compliance point in the watershed 
(Barrel Canyon gage), and does not assess at all potential changes in geomorphology or sediment 
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concentrations elsewhere (upstream) in the system. However, based on the issue statements, this 
lack of further modeling does not appear to be critical to the impacts assessment, since the stated 
concern was sediment yield to downstream waters, presumably those beyond Barrel Canyon.  


• While the modeling appears to be responsive to the issue statement, suggest that the decision lies 
with Coronado resource specialist as to whether the existing modeling is sufficient to respond to 
more detailed concerns raised in scoping. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• No deficiencies. Stormwater contacting all mine processes is segregated and recycled, with little 
to no potential for entering natural drainage ways.  
 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• No deficiencies. Qualitative assessment relies on fact that discharge control is mandated by law, 
with limits and actions specifically defined by AZPDES permitting conditions. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: Waters of the U.S. delineation has not been approved by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Underlying assumption is that the submitted delineation will stand as is. 


• This deficiency is not critical to impact analysis, as relative impacts between alternatives are 
likely to stand even if delineation is revised by the Corps. In addition, approval of delineation by 
Corps is not expected in any timely fashion. 


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• No deficiencies. Important riparian areas are designated by Pima County, and GIS analysis is 
unambiguous.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: spring inventory is incomplete, and needs to be revised with additional Forest Service 
GIS data.  


• SWCA to obtain necessary data and revise. 


Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs additional research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech July 2010 Davidson Canyon report. The 
first incarnation of this report was peer-reviewed by SRK (May 2010), and the July 2010 version 
presumably was updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The SRK criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the updated Tetra Tech report to 
determine if revised approach is responsive. 


 







 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145 
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958

 




 


MEMORANDUM 
 


To: Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest 


From: DeAnne Rietz and Chris Garrett, SWCA Environmental Consultants 


Date: August 16, 2010 


Re: Status of Rosemont DEIS Surface Water Sections 


The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief status update of progress on the Rosemont surface water 
sections (quantity and quality), specifically with respect to available and missing information. 


WHAT ISSUES WERE BROUGHT UP IN SCOPING? 


Three significant issues were identified in the issue statements concerning surface water quality and 
quantity (emphasis added). 


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial 
uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality 
standards.  


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


WHAT RESOURCE INDICATORS WERE SELECTED TO ASSESS THESE ISSUES? 


Issue 3D 


• Hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events (peak flow and 
total flow volume) 


• Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• Stock tanks indirectly impacted due to reduction of ephemeral flows 
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Issue 3E 


• Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water 


• Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield from watershed (average annual sediment 
delivery and peak sediment concentration) 


• Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways  


• Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits 
(Section 402/AZPDES) 


Issue 4 


• Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resource 


WHAT TECHNICAL REPORTS RELATED TO SURFACE WATER ARE AVAILABLE 
AND WHAT IS THEIR REVIEW STATUS?  


Site Water Management Plan – April 1, 2007 – Tetra Tech 


• Contains overall water management plan, including details of planned diversions. 


• Contains modeling of design flows using HEC-1, and sediment yield using RUSLE and 
SEDCAD. Sediment yield is analyzed under baseline and proposed action conditions, but no 
other alternatives. 


• Two additional Technical Memoranda were produced to support the approach: 
o Design Storm and Precipitation Data/Design Criteria (Technical Memorandum) – April 


7, 2009 – Tetra Tech 
o Hydrology Method Justification (Technical Memorandum) – January 27, 2010 – Tetra 


Tech 


• Pima County later reviewed these last two technical memoranda and provided detailed criticism 
in March 2010. 


• Apparently in response, several additional documents were produced: 
o Site Water Management Plan Update Volumes 1-5 Rosemont Copper Project – April 


2010 – Tetra Tech 
o A series of five March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised stormwater flow 


analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak discharge and average 
annual runoff. 


o A series of two April 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised sediment yield 
analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak sediment concentration and 
average annual sediment delivery at a single compliance point in Barrel Canyon. 
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Maguire & Pierce Letter to the Coronado November 20, 2007 


• Contains water rights data associated with Rosemont Copper Company purchase and from an 
Arizona Department of Water Resources database search 


Rosemont Project Preliminary Springs Assessment – December 3, 2007 
WestLand Resources 


• This is a summary of work performed by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates 


• Contains water quality analysis of springs in Rosemont project area 


• Contains spring flow measurements 


• Contains cadastral locations of the springs and a map 


Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts – April 2010 – Tetra Tech 


• Presents a hydrogeologic model for the groundwater/surface water connection with Davidson 
Canyon riparian areas, and draws on the Montgomery & Associates groundwater flow modeling 
to help assess changes. 


• Independent peer-review was conducted by SRK in May 2010. 


• A revised, final Davidson Canyon report was produced in July 2010 apparently in response to 
these criticisms. 


Technical Memorandum Rosemont Surface Water QUALITY Baseline Analysis – 
April 13, 2010 – TetraTech 


• Contains water quality data collected during 2 on-site storm events 


• Compares water quality results to surface water quality standards 


Clean Water Act Section 404(b) Alternatives Analysis – April 2010 – Westland 
Resources 


• This report summarizes the impacts to potentially jurisdictional waters and important riparian 
areas by each alternative, as part of the 404 permitting process. 


• A series of jurisdictional delineations (not listed here) were also produced to support this 
document. 


WHICH DATA SOURCES WERE USED FOR THE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Peak discharge and average annual runoff under baseline and each alternative were taken directly 
from the March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• A stock tank inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on USGS and ADWR data 
sets 
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• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each tank was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 


• GIS was also used to identify which stock tanks were downstream of surface disturbance, and 
would likely experience less ephemeral flow 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of ARD was taken from the July 2007 Mine Plan of 
Operations by Westland Resources; where only a narrative explanation was given in the Plan, and 
from the TetraTech April 2010 baseline water quality analysis. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Baseline conditions and alternative sediment yield were obtained from the two April 2010 
Technical Memoranda from Tetra Tech.  


• These memos depart from the original RUSLE and SEDCAD methodology, and instead use the 
PSIAC method for calculating sediment yield. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of other contaminants to enter natural drainage ways 
was based on the various diversions and flow patterns described in the June 2007 Site Water 
Management Plan by Tetra Tech. 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• The qualitative assessment as to whether requirements for discharge control would be met were 
taken solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by Westland Resources. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of Water of the U.S. directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the April 
2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the 
April 2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• A spring inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on ADWR data sets, the 
November 2007 Maguire/Pearce water rights memo, USGS data, and the December 2007 Spring 
Assessment. 


• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each spring was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 
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Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• The qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resources was taken solely from conclusions presented in the July 2010 Davidson 
Canyon report by Tetra Tech. 


WHAT DEFICIENCIES EXIST AND ARE THESE CRITICAL TO THE IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech March 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of storm flows were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan, with 
subsequent descriptions provided in the April 2009 and January 2010 Technical Memoranda. 
These estimates were peer-reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech March 
2010 memoranda presumably were updated in response to those Pima County criticisms—
although timing is questionable. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the March 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities  


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 
• No deficiencies. Stock tank inventory is believed to be reasonably complete and GIS 


analysis is unambiguous. 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions that ARD is not 
an issue due to natural buffering come solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by 
Westland Resources. It seems unlikely that additional questions haven’t been raised or additional 
research conducted on this issue over the last three years. 


• Need to research all available reports and identify any peer-review of this topic and any follow-up 
work. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from two Tetra Tech April 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of sediment yield were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan. 
The underlying streamflow assumptions leading to the sediment yield analysis were peer-
reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech April 2010 memoranda presumably 
were updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the April 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


• In addition, the modeling only assesses sediment yield at one compliance point in the watershed 
(Barrel Canyon gage), and does not assess at all potential changes in geomorphology or sediment 
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concentrations elsewhere (upstream) in the system. However, based on the issue statements, this 
lack of further modeling does not appear to be critical to the impacts assessment, since the stated 
concern was sediment yield to downstream waters, presumably those beyond Barrel Canyon.  


• While the modeling appears to be responsive to the issue statement, suggest that the decision lies 
with Coronado resource specialist as to whether the existing modeling is sufficient to respond to 
more detailed concerns raised in scoping. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• No deficiencies. Stormwater contacting all mine processes is segregated and recycled, with little 
to no potential for entering natural drainage ways.  
 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• No deficiencies. Qualitative assessment relies on fact that discharge control is mandated by law, 
with limits and actions specifically defined by AZPDES permitting conditions. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: Waters of the U.S. delineation has not been approved by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Underlying assumption is that the submitted delineation will stand as is. 


• This deficiency is not critical to impact analysis, as relative impacts between alternatives are 
likely to stand even if delineation is revised by the Corps. In addition, approval of delineation by 
Corps is not expected in any timely fashion. 


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• No deficiencies. Important riparian areas are designated by Pima County, and GIS analysis is 
unambiguous.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: spring inventory is incomplete, and needs to be revised with additional Forest Service 
GIS data.  


• SWCA to obtain necessary data and revise. 


Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs additional research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech July 2010 Davidson Canyon report. The 
first incarnation of this report was peer-reviewed by SRK (May 2010), and the July 2010 version 
presumably was updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The SRK criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the updated Tetra Tech report to 
determine if revised approach is responsive. 


 







From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review
Date: 08/05/2010 08:24 PM

Hey Salek,
 
Guess that should be no surprise.  I'm in a meeting at SWCA in the morning then need
to catch a plane.  Why don't you discuss the problems with Bev Friday afternoon, or
Monday morning.  Then she can contact me and /or Tom Furguson as needed to help
figure out where  we go from here.  Thanks....Terry

From: Salek Shafiqullah
Sent: Thursday, August 05, 2010 6:47 PM
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Beverley A Everson ; Melinda D Roth ; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review

Hello Terry, 
The Surface Water section is NOT OK.  I am working on its review as well as many other reviews.
 No shortage of reports to review.  Lets discuss an arrangement.  Note:  I did get some things off
my desk which should help with getting this review done and I will postpone other reviews.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/03/2010 12:20 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth"

<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review

Salek, 
  
I just wrapped up a check-in meeting with SWCA, Bev and Mindee.  We need to know
the status of the Surface Water Chapter 3 review.  According to the info I have in front
of me, the Affected Environment was submitted to you on July 12th; and the
Environmental Consequences  on 7/23 and 24.  SWCA needs your comments on these
sections.  If we do not hear from you with comments or other arrangements to get your
feedback in the next couple days - let's say by Thursday 8/5 at noon - we'll assume that
you are OK with the sections as written and move forward. 

mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
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It is my understanding that the missing information and major holes in Chapter 2 Water
Resources section was in the Groundwater section.  If there are major problems with
data or modeling results that are missing or not yet completed for Surface Water, please
let me know. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Terry Chute 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry Chute
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review
Date: 08/05/2010 05:47 PM

Hello Terry,
The Surface Water section is NOT OK.  I am working on its review as well as many
other reviews.  No shortage of reports to review.  Lets discuss an arrangement. 
Note:  I did get some things off my desk which should help with getting this review
done and I will postpone other reviews.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> 

08/03/2010 12:20 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda
D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review

Salek,

 
I just wrapped up a check-in meeting with SWCA, Bev and Mindee.  We need
to know the status of the Surface Water Chapter 3 review.  According to the
info I have in front of me, the Affected Environment was submitted to you
on July 12th; and the Environmental Consequences  on 7/23 and 24.  SWCA
needs your comments on these sections.  If we do not hear from you with
comments or other arrangements to get your feedback in the next couple
days - let's say by Thursday 8/5 at noon - we'll assume that you are OK with
the sections as written and move forward.

 
It is my understanding that the missing information and major holes in
Chapter 2 Water Resources section was in the Groundwater section.  If there
are major problems with data or modeling results that are missing or not yet
completed for Surface Water, please let me know.

 
Thanks,
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Terry Chute



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/08/2009 09:27 AM

FYI...

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 09/08/2009 09:27 AM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/04/2009 06:13 PM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek,
David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Joggerst,
Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>, Salek
Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
"Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an alternative
meeting date for everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

09/04/2009 04:48 PM 
To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -

SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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Bev, 
  
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer

presentation and their specialist, Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14
th

 ,
also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie Tang and myself are available on
Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the preferred day. 
Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If
these days are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he
will be flying to and from Sacramento on that day. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Joggerst, Jamie
To: Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Salek Shafiqullah; Chee, Ronson
Cc: Kathy Arnold; Tom Furgason - SWCA
Subject: RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 11:11 AM

All,
 
I just wanted to confirm that we have come to a final date and time for this meeting.
 
Tuesday September 22, 2009 at 1:00.
 
Please let me know if this time/date is acceptable and where we will be meeting.
 
Thanks! Have a good weekend.
 
Jamie Joggerst | Geotechnical Engineer 
Phone: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724 | Cell:  520-820-7775 
jamie.joggerst@tetratech.com
 
Tetra Tech 
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

 
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 6:14 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: 'Kathy Arnold'; Tom Furgason - SWCA 
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an alternative meeting date for
everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

09/04/2009 04:48 PM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -

SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

mailto:Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
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Bev, 
  
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer presentation and their specialist,

Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14th , also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie
Tang and myself are available on Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the
preferred day.  Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If these days
are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he will be flying to and from

Sacramento on that day. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; 'Kathy Arnold'; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/08/2009 10:15 AM

Hello Bev,
Of the three days proposed to date, the days which are good for me include:
Sept 17, and Sept 22
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/04/2009 06:13 PM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek,
David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Joggerst,
Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>, Salek
Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
"Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an
alternative meeting date for everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

09/04/2009 04:48 PM 
To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -

SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
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Bev, 
  
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer

presentation and their specialist, Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14
th

 ,
also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie Tang and myself are available on
Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the preferred day. 
Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If
these days are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he
will be flying to and from Sacramento on that day. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Joggerst, Jamie; Krizek, David; Kathy Arnold; Chee, Ronson; Tom Furgason - SWCA; Roger D

Congdon
Subject: RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 11:33 AM

Hello Bev,
The date and time works for me and Roger (per Rogers last email).
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Joggerst, Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>

"Joggerst, Jamie"
<Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com> 

09/11/2009 11:11 AM

To Beverley A Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, Dale Ortman PE
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek,
David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>,
Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Chee, Ronson"
<Ronson.Chee@tetratech.com>

cc 'Kathy Arnold'
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom
Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer
Meeting

All,

 
I just wanted to confirm that we have come to a final date and time for
this meeting. 

 
Tuesday September 22, 2009 at 1:00.

 
Please let me know if this time/date is acceptable and where we will be
meeting.

 
Thanks! Have a good weekend.
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Jamie Joggerst | Geotechnical Engineer 
Phone: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724 | Cell:  520-820-7775 
jamie.joggerst@tetratech.com 

 

Tetra Tech 
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or
inside information. Any distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended
recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system. 

 

http://www.tetratech.com/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; 'Kathy Arnold'; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason - SWCA
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/08/2009 12:34 PM

I can juggle my schedule and be available on the 22nd.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

09/08/2009 10:15 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
"Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>,
"Joggerst, Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>,
"'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
"Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>,
Roger D Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Hello Bev,
Of the three days proposed to date, the days which are good for me include:
Sept 17, and Sept 22
Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/04/2009 06:13 PM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek,
David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Joggerst,
Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>, Salek
Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
"Tom Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
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Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an alternative
meeting date for everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

09/04/2009 04:48 PM 
To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -

SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com> 
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Bev, 
  
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer

presentation and their specialist, Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14
th

 ,
also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie Tang and myself are available on
Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the preferred day. 
Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If
these days are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he
will be flying to and from Sacramento on that day. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  



Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
  
daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; Kathy Arnold; Roger D Congdon; Chee, Ronson; Tom

Furgason - SWCA
Subject: RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 01:57 PM

I have 6V6 reserved for the meeting.  See you there.  Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 11:33 AM

To Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc Dale Ortman PE <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
"Joggerst, Jamie" <Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>,
"Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, 'Kathy
Arnold' <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Chee,
Ronson" <Ronson.Chee@tetratech.com>, "Tom
Furgason - SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Hello Bev, 
The date and time works for me and Roger (per Rogers last email). 
Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Joggerst, Jamie"
<Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com> 

09/11/2009 11:11 AM 
To Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Dale Ortman PE

<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek, David"
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Chee, Ronson"
<Ronson.Chee@tetratech.com> 

cc 'Kathy Arnold' <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -
SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com> 
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Subject RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

All, 
  
I just wanted to confirm that we have come to a final date and time for this meeting. 
  
Tuesday September 22, 2009 at 1:00. 
  
Please let me know if this time/date is acceptable and where we will be meeting. 
  
Thanks! Have a good weekend. 
  

Jamie Joggerst | Geotechnical Engineer 
Phone: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724 | Cell:  520-820-7775 
jamie.joggerst@tetratech.com 

  

Tetra Tech 
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com 

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or
inside information. Any distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended
recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system. 

  

http://www.tetratech.com/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: 'Kathy Arnold'; Tom Furgason - SWCA
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/04/2009 06:13 PM

Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an alternative meeting date for
everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

09/04/2009 04:48 PM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -

SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Bev, 
  
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer presentation and their specialist,

Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14th , also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie
Tang and myself are available on Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the
preferred day.  Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If these days
are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he will be flying to and from

Sacramento on that day. 
  
Cheers, 
  
Dale 
  
_______________________ 
  
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
  
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
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daleortmanpe@live.com 
  
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Joggerst, Jamie
To: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Kathy Arnold; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason - SWCA
Subject: RE: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting
Date: 09/08/2009 03:08 PM

Tetra Tech is available any of the days, Sept 17, or 22 or 25.
 
Jamie Joggerst | Geotechnical Engineer 
Phone: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724 | Cell:  520-820-7775 
jamie.joggerst@tetratech.com
 
Tetra Tech 
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

 
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 12:34 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Krizek, David; Joggerst, Jamie; 'Kathy Arnold'; Roger D Congdon; Tom Furgason -
SWCA 
Subject: Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

I can juggle my schedule and be available on the 22nd. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

09/08/2009 10:15 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek, David"

<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Joggerst, Jamie"
<Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>, "'Kathy Arnold'"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason - SWCA "
<tfurgason@swca.com>, Roger D Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer MeetingLink

Hello Bev, 
Of the three days proposed to date, the days which are good for me include: 
Sept 17, and Sept 22 
Thanks. 
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Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/04/2009 06:13 PM

To "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Krizek, David"
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Joggerst, Jamie"
<Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com>, Salek Shafiqullah
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason -
SWCA " <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Re: Surface Water Control Tech Transfer MeetingLink

Please see Dale's message below.  Would the 22nd or 25th work as an alternative meeting date for
everyone? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

09/04/2009 04:48 PM

To "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason - SWCA "

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject Surface Water Control Tech Transfer Meeting

Bev, 
 
I have queried MWH regarding the proposed surface water control tech transfer presentation and their specialist,

Charlie Tang, is not available the week of September 14th , also I am not available that week either.  Both Charlie
Tang and myself are available on Tuesday (September 22) or Friday (September 25) with Friday being the
preferred day.  Please let me know if either of these days works for you, Rosemont, and TetraTech.  If these days
are workable we’ll need to schedule the meeting to fit Charlie’s schedule as he will be flying to and from

Sacramento on that day. 
 

notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/789F25D586A6B601872576270082C8B3


Cheers, 
 
Dale 
 
_______________________ 
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC 
Consulting Engineer 
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office 
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile 
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office 
 
daleortmanpe@live.com 
 
PO Box 1233 
Oracle, AZ  85623 
  

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: DeAnne Rietz
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Surface Water Section Meeting Call In Info
Date: 08/12/2010 09:59 AM

Thanks Salek – I will go over this and will call you to discuss ASAP, hopefully by tomorrow
afternoon.
DeAnne
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:00 PM
To: DeAnne Rietz; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman PE; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason;
tjchute@msn.com; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: Surface Water Section Meeting Call In Info
 

Hello DeAnne, 
It was nice meeting you yesterday and thanks for the quality discussion.  I gave you some hard copies
of comments and wanted to get you the electronic version as well.  I made a few minor changes today,
incorporating yesterdays insights, so this is the most current.  Lets discuss.  Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

08/09/2010 03:24 PM

To <tjchute@msn.com>, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>,
"CHRISTOPHER GARRETT" <lcgarrett77@msn.com>

cc "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>,
"Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Surface Water Section Meeting Call In Info

 

Terry, Dale, and Chris: 
  
The call in number for tomorrow’s 10:00 a.m. AZ time meeting is:  1-866-740-1260 
  
The password is:  5410791 
  
If you have any trouble, give me a call.  Thanks! 
  
Jonathan Rigg 
Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 

mailto:drietz@swca.com
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Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033 
Email: jrigg@swca.com



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; Robert Lefevre; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett;

Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie
Subject: Re: SWCA Scope of Work - FS Comments
Date: 06/25/2010 11:31 AM

Good job Debby,
I also added some comments to the bottom of the document.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS 

06/25/2010 09:50 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject SWCA Scope of Work - FS Comments

I have reviewed SWCA's February 12, 2010 scope of work, and edited
the document Bev started.  For Visual Resources, Revegetation,
Landforming, and Recreation, I simply made comments on what needs
to be changed in the new scope of work.

The document is located in
J:\fsfiles\fstmp\Rosemont_SOW_for_SWCA_June_2010.  

Others (Heritage, Air, Reclamation, Plants and Animals, Lands, Water,
Night skies, Roads, etc.) may still need to add or revise their
comments.
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: Task: Summary and classification of "Alternatives not considered for detailed analysis"
Date: 10/02/2009 10:55 AM
Importance: High
Attachments: Alternatives Dis-Out of FS Juris100209.doc

Alternatives Dis-Greater Impact 0100209.doc
Alternatives Dismissed-Tech 100209.doc

Thanks for the quick response Salek.  Attached are the tables with your revisions.
 
Tom
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 9:39 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: Task: Summary and classification of "Alternatives not considered for detailed analysis"
 

Hello Tom, 
Another comment:  Could you place text on each document related to a draft watermark, draft
deliberative etc. Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Draft, Deliberative, Not for Public Distribution




Alternatives or alternative elements that do not meet the Purpose and Need.

		Alternative or 


Alternative Element




		Source of Alternative Idea

		Rationale



		Reopen closed copper mines 

		PS

		Rosemont Copper does not own any of these other operations (Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).



		Develop alternative uses of public lands

		PS

		Rosemont Copper possesses legal mining claims where the project is proposed. Therefore, the Forest Service lacks the authority to deny a legally permittable mine with reasonable mitigation (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X.  RCC, Doc. X).



		Mine in other locations

		PS, CA

		Rosemont Copper has a legal right to access the minerals associated with their claims. Furthermore, the Forest Service is required to consider all proposals for mining that meet the requirements under CFR 36.222.



		U.S. Government/Forest Service purchases the mine property for U.S. future consumption



		IDT

		Does not meet the Purpose and Need and outside Forest Supervisor authority. This would likely require an act of Congress (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X. RCC, Doc. X.).



		Land Exchange

		PS, CA

		Does not meet the project Purpose and Need and does not decrease impacts. May also be outside Forest Supervisor signing authority (IDT Meeting and Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).



		Reclamation with solar farm

		PS

		Does not meet the Purpose and Need.  However, Rosemont willing to explore this if alternative element does not create a trade-off between impacts to different resources (Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).



		* S = Scoping; IDT = Interdisciplinary Team; CA = Cooperating Agencies





Alternatives or alternative elements that are outside of the Jurisdiction of the Forest Service.

		Alternative or 


Alternative Element




		Source of Alternative*

		Rationale



		Transfer waste and tails to Mission Mine

		PS, CA

		Mission Mine is controlled by a competing mining company.  Furthermore, this is impractical because of distance, increased impact to Santa Rita Experimental Range, energy costs, and lack of existing conveyor technology. (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).



		Relocate SR 83 or portions of it to improve safety

		S

		Outside the jurisdiction of the Forest Service and Rosemont Copper. Arizona Department of Transportation has scheduled changes not associated with this project (Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).





		Use Central Arizona Project (CAP) water with groundwater backup

		S

		Rosemont Copper does not have water rights associated with CAP and can only purchase excess water allocations. Furthermore, Rosemont Copper has already acquired legal water rights to their well-field (RCC, Doc. X).





		Use of solar, wind, natural gas, or geothermal energy

		S

		Outside the jurisdiction of the Forest Service to mandate the source of electricity.  However, Tucson Electric Power is required to use a 15% of renewable energy by 2015 (?) and Rosemont has proposed solar in Mine Plan of Operations (RCC, Doc. X).



		Use Cienega Creek as primary water source

		S

		Rosemont Copper does not have water rights associated with Cienega Creek. Rosemont Copper has already acquired legal water rights to their well-field. Furthermore, this would likely impact habitat for the endangered southwestern willow flycatcher and Gila topminnow. Other sensitive species could be impacted as well (IDT Meeting).



		* S = Scoping; IDT = Interdisciplinary Team; CA = Cooperating Agencies
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The impacts of these alternatives or alternative elements would likely be more than, or the same as, the Proposed Action.


		Alternative or 


Alternative Element




		Source of Alternative Idea

		Rationale



		Alternatives Involving the Placement of Waste Rock or Tailings



		Place tails and waste in a horseshoe shape around Barrel Drainage

		IDT

		In order for there to be sufficient volume, the piles would need to extend to State Route (SR) 83. If all of the high land is eliminated as a water source, the riparian area in Barrel Canyon would become starved and die. (IDT notes, Doc. X). 





		Transfer waste and tails to Mission Mine

		PS, CA

		Impractical because of distance, increased impact to Santa Rita Experimental Range, energy costs, and lack of existing conveyor technology. Furthermore, Mission Mine is controlled by a competing mining company (IDT notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).





		Keep all waste rock and tailings out of canyon bottoms

		IDT, CA

		Would result in placing waste rock and tailings high on ridges on slopes that may not be possible to reclaim due to steepness.  Water resources would still be impacted by runoff from waste rock and tailings, riparian vegetation would be largely isolated from uplands and lose functions and values.  (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, D. Ortman pers. comm. to IDT).





		Alternatives Involving Reconfiguration of the Pit



		Mining through the ridge

		IDT

		Would likely result in greater impacts to all issues of concern because of the additional blasting, hauling requirements, and result in substantially more waste rock (RCC, Doc. X).






		Remove ridge behind the pit

		IDT

		Would result in greater waste rock to dispose of and a larger footprint and would be visible from Sahuarita and Green Valley (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X). Furthermore, this is not economically feasible because the mineralization does not extend west of the pit (RCC, Doc. X).





		Alternatives Involving Transportation



		Use Old Sonoita Hwy

		IDT

		Would not alleviate use of the SR 83/I-10 interchange and much of SR 83 from the proposed mine to I-10. Furthermore, the character of Old Sonoita Highway is more of a rural arterial that serves rural homes (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X. RCC, Doc. X).



		Create completely separate road access

		PS

		Suggestion unclear.  However, an entirely separate road from the mine to the Tucson Port of Entry or other point in the Tucson area would result in greater impacts that what is currently being proposed.  Rosemont Copper is proposing to construct a separate access road from SR 83 (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).



		Use Box Canyon road

		PS, IDT

		Construction of a road in Box Canyon, suitable for large trucks, would likely disproportionately increase impacts to popular recreation areas, sensitive riparian areas and animal species, and population centers such as Green Valley (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X).



		Use Helvetia Mine road

		

		Impacts resulting from the combination of the construction of a road over Gun Site Pass sufficient to support primary access and impacts resulting from additional traffic through the town of Sahuarita would likely create additional impacts beyond what is already proposed (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X).



		Switch proposed primary and secondary access roads/loop road circulation system/in from SR 83 out through Santa Rita Road/expand and use as secondary access

		PS, IDT, CA

		Impacts resulting from the combination of the construction of a road over Gun Site Pass sufficient to support primary access and impacts resulting from additional traffic through the town of Sahuarita would likely create additional impacts on top of what is already proposed. The west access road would have to be completely upgraded to handle loaded traffic in either direction. The overall impact of this would be greater than the proposal (IDT meeting notes and RCC, Doc. X).





		Other Alternative Elements



		Place transmission lines underground

		PS, IDT

		This would result in greater impacts as a result of increased ground disturbance. Furthermore, the line would need to be cooled by oil and would pose a greater potential for environmental damage (Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).





		Create a lake with CAP water on west side of Santa Rita Mountains for recreation and process water



		PS

		Excess CAP allocations have already been purchased for ground water recharge, and lakes would not create recharge—they would create a surface area for evaporation (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).



		Alternatives Involving Alternative Mining Techniques or Technologies



		Use “wet tailings”

		IDT

		Would increase impacts to all significant issues identified during scoping, especially water resources. Furthermore, wet tailings would require substantially more area for the tailings facility (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).





		* S = Scoping; IDT = Interdisciplinary Team; CA = Cooperating Agencies
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Draft, Deliberative, Not for Public Distribution



Alternatives or alternative elements considered but determined to be technically or financially infeasible.


		Alternative or 


Alternative Element




		Source of Alternative Idea

		Rationale



		Alternatives Involving the Placement of Waste Rock or Tailings



		Transfer waste and tails to Mission Mine

		PS, CA

		Impractical because of distance, increased impact to Santa Rita Experimental Range, energy costs, and lack of existing conveyor technology. Furthermore, Mission Mine is controlled by a competing mining company (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).





		Relocate tails and waste to west side of ridge

		PS, IDT

		Not financially feasible to haul waste rock over the ridge (RCC, Doc. X). Furthermore, Rosemont Copper does not control enough claim area on the western slope of the Santa Rita Mountains to accommodate the volume of both waste rock and tailings (IDT meeting, Doc X). 





		Transfer waste and tails to Mission Mine

		PS, CA

		Impractical because of distance, increased impact to Santa Rita Experimental Range, energy costs, and lack of existing conveyor technology. Furthermore, Mission Mine is controlled by a competing mining company (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X, RCC, Doc. X).





		Relocate tails, overburden, and/or ore via rail line or other mechanism to other Green Valley mines and Twin Buttes Mine

		PS, CA

		Impractical because of distance, increased impact to Santa Rita Experimental Range, energy costs, and lack of existing conveyor technology. Furthermore, these mines are controlled by competing mining companies (RCC, Doc. X).



		Remove all tails from public land

		PS

		Not financially feasible because of the volume of tailings (RCC, Doc. X).





		Ship tailings to Canada

		PS

		This is not financially feasible (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X. RCC, Doc. X).





		Limited project—limit to fee simple and patented mining claims

		PS

		The largest contiguous parcel of land consists of a combination of both patented land and Bureau of Land Management land and is located north and west of the pit area. After evaluating storage volume of this area, it would fit, at the most, 852 million cubic yards. This is insufficient for this operation (RCC, Doc. X).





		Tunnel through the Santa Rita Mountains

		PS, IDT

		While some utilities could be located in a tunnel through the upper portion of the Santa Rita Mountains, it would be cost prohibitive to mine the ore body via a tunnel (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X and RCC, Doc. X).






		Mechanical conveyance of ore to rail head/rail or trolley transport of ore, spoils, and tailings out of area

		PS

		Technically infeasible because no existing conveyor technology exists for the size conveyor that would be needed. Furthermore, Rosemont Copper does not control right-of-way or land from the proposed project site to the nearest rail head in southern Tucson. Financially infeasible; may not be possible to get approval for pipeline to connect at current port, cost prohibitive to acquire the right-of-way (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X.).






		Alternatives Involving Alternative Mining Techniques or Technologies



		Use “alternative processing technologies”

		PS

		This alternative is too vague to address in detail. However, Rosemont Copper has proposed to use contemporary mining technologies such as dry stack tailings (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X. RCC, Doc. X).





		In situ mining

		PS

		This is technically infeasible because it will not work on a sulfide ore body. Furthermore, this technique has never been commercially proven (RCC, Doc. X).





		Alternatives Involving Alternative Mining Techniques or Technologies, continued.




		Use On-site high-pressure/high-temperature leaching

		PS

		This is technically infeasible because it will not work on a sulfide ore body. Furthermore, this technique has never been commercially proven (RCC, Doc. X). Because of low acid generation (pyrite) of the ore, it is not amenable to the high-pressure concentrate leach method (Rosemont Copper response table dated 4-22-09).



		Underground mine

		PS

		Ore grades are not high enough to sustain economic viable underground operation. This would also not significantly reduce the amount of tails or waste (RCC, Doc. X).





		Sublevel caving mining/vertical crater retreat or construct shafts to subterranean levels

		PS

		The type of ore body owned by Rosemont Copper is not conducive to this type of mining because the ore is disseminated, rather than in veins or isolated zones (RCC, Doc. X).  






		Backfill, continuous backfill, or partial backfill

		PS, IDT, CA

		It will take 20 years to excavate the pit, approximately 15 to refill; effects on most resources will increase in duration, result in questionable stability, and increase resource use (fuel); concurrent reclamation would not occur. Furthermore, the configuration of the ore body does not allow for a continuous backfill like a coal bed (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X and RCC, Doc. X).






		Alternatives that Adjust Timing of the Operations or Duration of the Mine Life



		Lengthen or shorten the duration of the mine life

		PS, CA

		Not financially feasible due to the financing of large mine equipment. Would not result in reducing impacts identified in issues. May result in the need for an increased footprint for the plant facilities (IDT meeting notes, Doc. X. RCC, Doc. X).





		Suspend mining during high winds, extreme drought, excellent “seeing conditions,” and/or at night/daytime operations only

		PS

		This is technically infeasible because machines cannot be turned off easily/daily. Processes are continuous-flow processes that are not amenable to being shut down daily. Furthermore, because of large capital costs, it is financially infeasible not to operate the mine 24 hours a day. This is the standard practice for large, open pit mines (RCC, Doc. X).





		Other Alternative Elements



		Use ocean water for operations

		PS

		This would require infrastructure that would make the project financially (RCC, Doc. X).



		Use reclaimed or “gray water”

		PS

		Not able to gain legal access to this water; Sahuarita uses theirs, and Green Valley leased all of theirs to private party for foreseeable future (RCC, Doc. X).



		Use waste rock for industrial uses

		PS

		Unlikely to have a measurable reduction in impacts. This has been tried at Sacaton, and there has not been enough demand to reduce any impacts (IDT Meeting).



		Reclamation—create a lake out of pit

		PS

		A lake created in the pit during reclamation would not be safe for recreational boaters. Therefore, it would serve no purpose (RCC, Doc. X).



		* S = Scoping; IDT = Interdisciplinary Team; CA = Cooperating Agencies
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: Task: Summary and classification of "Alternatives not considered for detailed analysis"
Date: 10/02/2009 09:38 AM

Hello Tom,
Another comment:  Could you place text on each document related to a draft
watermark, draft deliberative etc. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Re: tech report tracking answer
Date: 11/18/2009 10:23 AM

Hello Mel,
Thanks for the tip.  I figured out why I didn't see it.  I had my screen setting to "view text as small" and could not see
the items in the upper right corner.  Bummer, now I have to get to work.  Thanks again.  Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com> 

11/18/2009 09:11 AM

To <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject tech report tracking answer

Salek-

 
Take a look below- If you look at the red circle, you will see an option to show All. This will show all of the documents and
resources on one screen. You will be able to access your water resource by doing that or selecting next and going through
the different pages.

 

 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com


343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax

 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.

 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
Date: 09/04/2009 04:13 PM

Bev, et al-

This document was the 10th attachment to Comment submission 6881. It was labeled as an

attachment for the 14th comment within that submission. It was coded as water resources. It is in
our database, the record and in Philip’s online database.
 
Let me know if you need anything else.
Thanks!
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:09 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Fw: Technical scopes of work
 

Mel, can you please tell me if the attached document is in the record?  Thanks. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 01:07 PM -----
Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/26/2009 10:02 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Re: Fw: Technical scopes of workLink
 
  

Hello Bev, 
Yes, I think that is the document.  I am not sure if it is missing, I just couldn't find it.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/36F62E64B4FCF1570725761D0005B178


08/24/2009 06:02 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Fw: Technical scopes of work

 
  

Sal, is this what you think is missing from the project record? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2009 06:02 PM -----
"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

11/05/2008 03:27 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
cc "Jennifer Becker" <Jennifer.Becker@rfcd.pima.gov>

Subject Technical scopes of work

 
  

Hi, Jennifer Becker mentioned that you may not have realized that we
included detailed  scopes of work for additional technical studies that
we requested as part of the County's scoping comments. These were
prepared by Pima County and transmitted to the Forest Service in July as
part of the NEPA scoping process.  Of course, I know this is a small
part of the thousands of comments the Forest Service received.

I attach the technical study scopes of work here for your convenience.
There were two, one to address some of the groundwater impacts of the
proposed water developments in the Tucson Basin, and another for the
surface water impacts in the Davidson watershed.  Had you seen these
previously?  

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science
3500 W. River Road
Tucson, AZ 85741
877-6000
FAX 877-6006
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
Date: 09/08/2009 02:18 PM

Thank you! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

09/04/2009 04:13 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Salek Shafiqullah"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc
Subject RE: Technical scopes of work

Bev, et al- 
This document was the 10th attachment to Comment submission 6881. It was labeled as an attachment for the

14th comment within that submission. It was coded as water resources. It is in our database, the record and in
Philip’s online database. 

  
Let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks! 
  
Melissa 
  
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:09 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Fw: Technical scopes of work 
  

Mel, can you please tell me if the attached document is in the record?  Thanks. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 01:07 PM -----

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/26/2009 10:02 AM
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Re: Fw: Technical scopes of workLink

 

  

Hello Bev, 
Yes, I think that is the document.  I am not sure if it is missing, I just couldn't find it.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2009 06:02 PM
To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Fw: Technical scopes of work

 

  

Sal, is this what you think is missing from the project record? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/36F62E64B4FCF1570725761D0005B178


Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2009 06:02 PM -----

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

11/05/2008 03:27 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us

cc "Jennifer Becker" <Jennifer.Becker@rfcd.pima.gov>
Subject Technical scopes of work

 

  

Hi, Jennifer Becker mentioned that you may not have realized that we
included detailed  scopes of work for additional technical studies that
we requested as part of the County's scoping comments. These were
prepared by Pima County and transmitted to the Forest Service in July as
part of the NEPA scoping process.  Of course, I know this is a small
part of the thousands of comments the Forest Service received.

I attach the technical study scopes of work here for your convenience.
There were two, one to address some of the groundwater impacts of the
proposed water developments in the Tucson Basin, and another for the
surface water impacts in the Davidson watershed.  Had you seen these
previously?  

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science
3500 W. River Road
Tucson, AZ 85741
877-6000
FAX 877-6006
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
Date: 09/09/2009 09:07 AM

Melissa,
Great job.  I was having a difficult time finding this in the scoping comments. 
Thanks for the detective work and organizing this project in such a way that
anything and everything can be found.  Awesome.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/08/2009 02:18 PM

To "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

cc "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Technical scopes of work

Thank you! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com> 

09/04/2009 04:13 PM 
To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>, "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us> 
cc

Subject RE: Technical scopes of work

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/0/8C1A80F96BF325A587257627007F8918


Bev, et al- 

This document was the 10
th

 attachment to Comment submission 6881. It was labeled as an

attachment for the 14
th

 comment within that submission. It was coded as water resources.
It is in our database, the record and in Philip’s online database. 
  
Let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks! 
  
Melissa 
  
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:09 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Fw: Technical scopes of work 
  

Mel, can you please tell me if the attached document is in the record?  Thanks. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 01:07 PM ----- 

Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS 

08/26/2009 10:02 AM 
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc   

Subject Re: Fw: Technical scopes of workLink

  

notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/36F62E64B4FCF1570725761D0005B178


  
 

Hello Bev, 
Yes, I think that is the document.  I am not sure if it is missing, I just couldn't find
it.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/24/2009 06:02 PM 
To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc   

Subject Fw: Technical scopes of work

  

  
 

Sal, is this what you think is missing from the project record? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2009 06:02 PM ----- 

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov> 



11/05/2008 03:27 PM 
To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,

sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us 
cc "Jennifer Becker" <Jennifer.Becker@rfcd.pima.gov> 

Subject Technical scopes of work

  

  
 

Hi, Jennifer Becker mentioned that you may not have realized
that we
included detailed  scopes of work for additional technical
studies that
we requested as part of the County's scoping comments. These
were
prepared by Pima County and transmitted to the Forest Service
in July as
part of the NEPA scoping process.  Of course, I know this is a
small
part of the thousands of comments the Forest Service received.

I attach the technical study scopes of work here for your
convenience.
There were two, one to address some of the groundwater impacts
of the
proposed water developments in the Tucson Basin, and another
for the
surface water impacts in the Davidson watershed.  Had you seen
these
previously?  

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science
3500 W. River Road
Tucson, AZ 85741
877-6000
FAX 877-6006
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
Date: 09/10/2009 11:14 AM

Salek-
Your kind words are appreciated!
Much thanks!
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2009 9:07 AM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
 

Melissa, 
Great job.  I was having a difficult time finding this in the scoping comments.  Thanks for the detective
work and organizing this project in such a way that anything and everything can be found.  Awesome.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/08/2009 02:18 PM

To "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>
cc "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com>
Subject RE: Technical scopes of workLink
 
  

Thank you! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
notes://entr3b/87256A81003FCE51/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/8C1A80F96BF325A587257627007F8918


"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>

09/04/2009 04:13 PM

 
To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>,

"Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>
cc  

Subject RE: Technical scopes of work

 

  

Bev, et al- 
This document was the 10th attachment to Comment submission 6881. It was labeled as an attachment for the

14th comment within that submission. It was coded as water resources. It is in our database, the record and in
Philip’s online database. 

 
Let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks! 
 
Melissa 
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:09 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Fw: Technical scopes of work 
 

Mel, can you please tell me if the attached document is in the record?  Thanks. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 01:07 PM -----
Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/26/2009 10:02 AM

 
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Re: Fw: Technical scopes of workLink

notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/36F62E64B4FCF1570725761D0005B178


 

 

  

Hello Bev, 
Yes, I think that is the document.  I am not sure if it is missing, I just couldn't find it.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2009 06:02 PM

 
To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Fw: Technical scopes of work

 

 

  

Sal, is this what you think is missing from the project record? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2009 06:02 PM -----

"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

11/05/2008 03:27 PM

 
To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,

sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
cc "Jennifer Becker" <Jennifer.Becker@rfcd.pima.gov>

Subject Technical scopes of work



 

 

  

Hi, Jennifer Becker mentioned that you may not have realized that we
included detailed  scopes of work for additional technical studies that
we requested as part of the County's scoping comments. These were
prepared by Pima County and transmitted to the Forest Service in July as
part of the NEPA scoping process.  Of course, I know this is a small
part of the thousands of comments the Forest Service received.

I attach the technical study scopes of work here for your convenience.
There were two, one to address some of the groundwater impacts of the
proposed water developments in the Tucson Basin, and another for the
surface water impacts in the Davidson watershed.  Had you seen these
previously?  

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science
3500 W. River Road
Tucson, AZ 85741
877-6000
FAX 877-6006
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Technical scopes of work
Date: 08/27/2009 05:28 PM

Without delving into paper files, I would say that it is. Although it doesn’t look familiar to me, it
looks like it is one of many attachments to the one of many Pima County scoping comments. In
which case, it would be in the record. Definitely! I think my next day in the office might not be until
Tuesday. I will check records then.
Thanks!
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:09 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Fw: Technical scopes of work
 

Mel, can you please tell me if the attached document is in the record?  Thanks. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 01:07 PM -----
Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

08/26/2009 10:02 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Re: Fw: Technical scopes of workLink
 
  

Hello Bev, 
Yes, I think that is the document.  I am not sure if it is missing, I just couldn't find it.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2009 06:02 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Fw: Technical scopes of work

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/36F62E64B4FCF1570725761D0005B178


 
  

Sal, is this what you think is missing from the project record? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2009 06:02 PM -----
"Julia Fonseca"
<Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov>

11/05/2008 03:27 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
cc "Jennifer Becker" <Jennifer.Becker@rfcd.pima.gov>

Subject Technical scopes of work

 
  

Hi, Jennifer Becker mentioned that you may not have realized that we
included detailed  scopes of work for additional technical studies that
we requested as part of the County's scoping comments. These were
prepared by Pima County and transmitted to the Forest Service in July as
part of the NEPA scoping process.  Of course, I know this is a small
part of the thousands of comments the Forest Service received.

I attach the technical study scopes of work here for your convenience.
There were two, one to address some of the groundwater impacts of the
proposed water developments in the Tucson Basin, and another for the
surface water impacts in the Davidson watershed.  Had you seen these
previously?  

Julia Fonseca, Environmental Planning Manager
Pima County Office of Conservation Science
3500 W. River Road
Tucson, AZ 85741
877-6000
FAX 877-6006
Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/

http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: tfurgason@swca.com; Roger D Congdon
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: The West Side model
Date: 12/14/2009 04:13 PM

Tom, 

Please see Roger's comments, below.  You already have Salek's comments, so at this
point, please incorporate their comments with the MWH memo and forward to
Rosemont.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS

Roger D
Congdon/WO/USDAFS 

12/14/2009 01:27 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject The West Side model

Salek,

The comments provided by MWH are well thought out and appropriate, as regards
both criticisms and praise. The appraisal of the Rosemont-only prediction is good.
This is the primary utility of the West-side model and is much more important than
trying to assess the effects of all pumping together. Whatever pumping Rosemont
does will be additive to whatever is being done without them. That's the beauty of
superposition.

The lack of consideration of the Santa Cruz fault could be significant, since a nearby
barrier to groundwater flow would have the effect of deepening the cone of
depression. This item should be addressed by the modelers, and should not be too
difficult. It could probably be done by incorporating the Horizontal Flow Barrier
(HFB) package in MODFLOW.

I agree with the criticism that no sensitivity analyses were performed. This should

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


have been done. From the report, we have no idea what changing storage
parameter by a factor of two in the vicinity of Rosemont's wells would result in, for
example.

We should stand with the MWH comments. They pretty much captured the issues
with the modified ADWR model.



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Re: Tom Myers Slide Presentation
Date: 11/25/2009 10:16 AM

Thanks for the forward. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Re: Tuesday Hydrology calls
Date: 04/23/2009 10:10 AM

Tom:  Thanks 
Roger:  FYI...

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> 

04/22/2009 04:25 PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "Dale Ortman " <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Charles
Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Jeff Connell"
<jconnell@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Tuesday Hydrology calls

Bev and Salek,

 
I have asked Dale to suspend the regular Tuesday hydrology calls with
Erol Montgomery, SRK, and MWH.  I made this decision because they
no longer meet the intent for conducting them.  As you recall, we began
these back in January following the tech transfer meeting between
these parties in order to keep SWCA’s team apprised of Erol
Montgomery’s progress and response to comments we made in
response to these the tech transfer meeting.  At that time we
understood that the hydrology reports would be coming out in a matter
of weeks.  Now it is my understanding that we could be waiting until
June.  Furthermore, Dale has reported that no new information has
come out of the past few calls.

 
I would like to put SRK and MWH’s work on this task on hold pending
delivery of these reports for our review.  We can resume discussions
with Erol Montgomery on an as-needed basis after we report review.  

 
Tom

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520) 325-9194 Office
(520) 820-5178 Cell

 

 



From: Keith L Graves
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Faye Fentiman; Jeanine Derby; jsturgess@augustaresource.com;

karnold@augustaresource.com; Roger D Congdon; Salek Shafiqullah; tfurgason@SWCA.com
Subject: Re: Tuesday meeting to discuss public meeting strategies
Date: 03/06/2008 01:10 PM
Signed by: CN=Keith L Graves/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

The time still being 0930?

“Knowledge comes from our mistakes;
    Through our mistakes we change our world”.   klg
                                                 
Keith L. Graves
District Ranger 
Nogales Ranger District
Tel # 520.761.6000
FAX # 520.281.2396
klgraves@fs.fed.us

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

03/05/2008 09:19 PM

To Faye Fentiman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@SWCA.com,
jsturgess@augustaresource.com, Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
karnold@augustaresource.com

cc

Subject Tuesday meeting to discuss public meeting strategies

Hi All,

There will be a meeting on Tuesday, March 11 to strategize and plan
for the Rosemont public meetings the following week.  The meeting
will be on the 6th floor of the CNF Supervisor's Office (in 6V6).  Please
let me know of your availability to attend (Roger, I don't think you'll
need to attend, but will let you know if we'd would like to have you try
to call in).

Thanks, everyone.

Bev  

mailto:CN=Keith L Graves/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:CN=Jeanine Derby/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:tfurgason@SWCA.com


Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones
Cc: tjchute@msn.com; Melinda D Roth; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: uncertainties in table
Date: 07/28/2010 10:02 AM

Larry,
No problem, I will incorporate this table into Chapter 3.
 
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 8:57 AM
To: Geoff Soroka
Cc: tjchute@msn.com; Melinda D Roth; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: uncertainties in table
 

Hey Geoff-- 

I've made a few quick changes to the table I sent yesterday...attached is the newer version...if it is too
late to incorporate this table, then you can note that the changes are that the fishes, Huachuca Water
Umbel, and Mexican Gartersnake have been changed to A17, meaning the effects determination is yet
to be determined for action alternatives.  The reason is, as stated in the SWCA draft BA, because
there is a high degree of uncertainty about if there will be effects (especially water level) in Cienega
Creek.  We were/are waiting on a groundwater report to help resolve this, and talking to Salek and Bob
separately, I think we still have no concensus...so, I need to meet with Bob and Salek when we are all
together to discuss the potential effects, and after that meeting we can probably fill in effects
determinations...we certainly need to come to some agreement before we begin formal consultation on
a preferred alternative. I don't believe there are any other downstream species that have a "may affect,
likely to adversely affect" or "trend toward listing" determination, so I wouldn't think there would be other
concerns. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
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From: Robert Lefevre
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Geoff Soroka; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Units of Measure
Date: 11/06/2009 03:54 PM
Attachments: Issues and Units to Measure_gs.doc

Hi Geoff, Larry, and Debby:  I think I already made this comment, but just in case
here goes again. For riparian, the unit of measure "Change in species diversity" may
be really hard to use.  There are many variables that cause changes in species
diversity, and I would say we will not know what may have caused any specific
change.  Also, I believe that changes caused by alterations in groundwater level, air
quality, or surface water diversion (as examples) may be delayed over time, and we
might not see them during the "life" of the mine.  I recommend not trying to use
"change in species diversity as a unit of measure".  Let's use "Acres of riparian
habitat lost" and "Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created".  I saw your
comment about the fragmented patches unit of measure, and I would think that
once we have the riparian specialist report from Rosemont we will be able to figure
out if we know what's out there now in the way of fragments.  Knowing that, we can
make some calls on what will be considered a new patch.  Something I don't know,
of course, is how many fragmented patches created would be OK (that is, still within
the natural variation along the channels in the area) and how many would not be
OK. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS

11/06/2009 03:13 PM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

cc "Deborah K Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Units of Measure

In the better late than never dept, i actually commented to Mindee/Bev
by modifying the issue and issue statement...I was told it was
forwarded to Reta for her consideration.  I'm not sure I have the
wording--it may have been in an email, but I thought issues needed to
include the effects of light pollution and effect of the project in a north-
south wildlife corridor.  i didn't offer up units of measure, but it looks
like it is a one to one thing... 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest

mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change





		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  


1. Loss of population viability of species of conservation concern;

2. Impacts to individuals of species of conservation concern; 


3. Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


4. Increased animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs);


5. Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


6. Increased establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


7. Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.



		1. Acres of habitat lost (direct and indirect), loss of abiotic features (stock tanks, springs, etc.) relative to total available. If possible, document species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region.

2. Number of individuals impacted.

3. Acres of habitat lost or modified; loss of springs or other water features.

4. Estimated road kills per mile as modeled by AGFD.

5. Ratio of removed habitat in relation to overall habitat; acres of altered linkages; length of “edge effect” in miles.

6. Acres of disturbance.

7. Acres of vegetation, by community, lost or converted.



		2. RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat. Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors. These impacts may result in:


1. Loss of riparian habitat, 


2. Loss of species diversity, 


3. Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.




		1. Acres of riparian habitat lost.

2. Change in species diversity.


3. Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created. (needs input as to how this will be measured) 






�Larry or Debbie: can you provide info on how you would want to measure this impact?







300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com> 

09/14/2009 08:59 AM 
To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Deborah K Sebesta"

<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rlefevre@fs.fed.us> 
cc

Subject Units of Measure

Hello, 
How are all my old office mates? Can you please look over the attached and see if
you agree with SWCA’s assessment of the “Issues and Units of Measure” for the
“Plants and Animals” and “Riparian Habitat” issues? In addition, would you be willing
to address Point #3 in the riparian section to come up with some sort of a way to
measure the “Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors” issue? 
  
Let me know if you think it would be beneficial for the 4 of us (or at least Larry, Bob,
and I) to sit down for a half-hour or so at the SO and work through this. I am available
today, but not tomorrow or possibly Wednesday. 
  
Thank you! 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 

  


		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change





		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  


1. Loss of population viability of species of conservation concern;

2. Impacts to individuals of species of conservation concern; 


3. Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


4. Increased animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs);


5. Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


6. Increased establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


7. Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.



		1. Acres of habitat lost (direct and indirect), loss of abiotic features (stock tanks, springs, etc.) relative to total available. If possible, document species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region.

2. Number of individuals impacted.

3. Acres of habitat lost or modified; loss of springs or other water features.

4. Estimated road kills per mile as modeled by AGFD.

5. Ratio of removed habitat in relation to overall habitat; acres of altered linkages; length of “edge effect” in miles.

6. Acres of disturbance.

7. Acres of vegetation, by community, lost or converted.



		2. RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat. Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors. These impacts may result in:


1. Loss of riparian habitat, 


2. Loss of species diversity, 


3. Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.




		1. Acres of riparian habitat lost.

2. Change in species diversity.


3. Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created. (needs input as to how this will be measured) 






�Larry or Debbie: can you provide info on how you would want to measure this impact?







From: Robert Lefevre
To: Geoff Soroka; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Larry Jones
Subject: Re: Units of Measure
Date: 09/28/2009 02:30 PM
Attachments: Issues and Units to Measure_gs.doc

Geoff, I believe the acres of riparian habitat lost is the best measure as long as there is agreement
about the definition of "riparian".  Change in species diversity may be OK, but I don't recommend it.
 We would have to have agreement on where we would measure the change and probably plants only.
 I saw your comment about the fragments and I don't think that would be easy to agree on what or how
to measure it. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

"Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>

09/14/2009 08:56 AM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Deborah K Sebesta"
<dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>

cc
Subject Units of Measure

Hello, 
How are all my old office mates? Can you please look over the attached and see if you agree with
SWCA’s assessment of the “Issues and Units of Measure” for the “Plants and Animals” and “Riparian
Habitat” issues? In addition, would you be willing to address Point #3 in the riparian section to come up
with some sort of a way to measure the “Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors” issue? 
  
Let me know if you think it would be beneficial for the 4 of us (or at least Larry, Bob, and I) to sit down
for a half-hour or so at the SO and work through this. I am available today, but not tomorrow or
possibly Wednesday. 
  
Thank you! 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
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		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change





		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  


1. Loss of population viability of species of conservation concern;

2. Impacts to individuals of species of conservation concern; 


3. Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


4. Increased animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs);


5. Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


6. Increased establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


7. Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.



		1. Acres of habitat lost (direct and indirect), loss of abiotic features (stock tanks, springs, etc.) relative to total available. If possible, document species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region.

2. Number of individuals impacted.

3. Acres of habitat lost or modified; loss of springs or other water features.

4. Estimated road kills per mile as modeled by AGFD.

5. Ratio of removed habitat in relation to overall habitat; acres of altered linkages; length of “edge effect” in miles.

6. Acres of disturbance.

7. Acres of vegetation, by community, lost or converted.



		2. RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat. Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors. These impacts may result in:


1. Loss of riparian habitat, 


2. Loss of species diversity, 


3. Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.




		1. Acres of riparian habitat lost.

2. Change in species diversity.


3. Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created. (needs input as to how this will be measured) 






�Larry or Debbie: can you provide info on how you would want to measure this impact?







From: Geoff Soroka
To: Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: RE: Units of Measure
Date: 11/09/2009 08:13 AM

Bob,
Good points, we will keep this in mind when we get back to finalizing the Units of Measure.
 
Thank you!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 3:53 PM
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Geoff Soroka; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Units of Measure
 

Hi Geoff, Larry, and Debby:  I think I already made this comment, but just in case here goes again.
For riparian, the unit of measure "Change in species diversity" may be really hard to use.  There are
many variables that cause changes in species diversity, and I would say we will not know what may
have caused any specific change.  Also, I believe that changes caused by alterations in groundwater
level, air quality, or surface water diversion (as examples) may be delayed over time, and we might not
see them during the "life" of the mine.  I recommend not trying to use "change in species diversity as a
unit of measure".  Let's use "Acres of riparian habitat lost" and "Acres and numbers of fragmented
patches created".  I saw your comment about the fragmented patches unit of measure, and I would
think that once we have the riparian specialist report from Rosemont we will be able to figure out if we
know what's out there now in the way of fragments.  Knowing that, we can make some calls on what
will be considered a new patch.  Something I don't know, of course, is how many fragmented patches
created would be OK (that is, still within the natural variation along the channels in the area) and how
many would not be OK. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

11/06/2009 03:13 PM

To "Geoff Soroka" <gsoroka@swca.com>
cc "Deborah K Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, rlefevre@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Units of MeasureLink
 
  

In the better late than never dept, i actually commented to Mindee/Bev by modifying the issue and
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issue statement...I was told it was forwarded to Reta for her consideration.  I'm not sure I have the
wording--it may have been in an email, but I thought issues needed to include the effects of light
pollution and effect of the project in a north-south wildlife corridor.  i didn't offer up units of measure,
but it looks like it is a one to one thing... 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

"Geoff Soroka"
<gsoroka@swca.com>

09/14/2009 08:59 AM

 
To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Deborah K Sebesta" <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>,

<rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
cc  

Subject Units of Measure

 

  

Hello, 
How are all my old office mates? Can you please look over the attached and see if you agree with
SWCA’s assessment of the “Issues and Units of Measure” for the “Plants and Animals” and “Riparian
Habitat” issues? In addition, would you be willing to address Point #3 in the riparian section to come up
with some sort of a way to measure the “Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors” issue? 
 
Let me know if you think it would be beneficial for the 4 of us (or at least Larry, Bob, and I) to sit down
for a half-hour or so at the SO and work through this. I am available today, but not tomorrow or
possibly Wednesday. 
 
Thank you! 
Geoffrey Soroka 
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager 
Tucson Office 
(520) 325-9194 
gsoroka@swca.com 
 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Victoria Boyne
Subject: RE: Updates
Date: 07/28/2010 04:37 PM

Thanks for checking.  I normally wouldn't be super concerned, except that its really
really really cool stuff.  I am interested in hard copies since I am a book
reader....Yes I know, that's so Old School.  I'll look around, but if you have an extra,
could you send it over with my name on it when you get around to what ever
quality control completeness checks you have to do. Cool.  Thanks.   
PS:  hoping for rain....as any good hydrologist does.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com> 

07/28/2010 04:25 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "Victoria Boyne" <vboyne@swca.com>

Subject RE: Updates

Salek-
That file includes a lot of docs and I haven’t confirmed its completeness. That is
why you didn’t get the notification yet. We got hard copies. I checking in the box
just now, it looks as though we got the FS copies as well. Unless we got extras.
Maybe you have some with Bev.

 
Thanks!
Mel

 
From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 4:16 PM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Victoria Boyne
Subject: Updates

 

Hello M and V, 
How goez it. 
I was poking around in webex and noticed a cool new folder called 
20100715_Kimberlite_Response to ADEQ Request 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:vboyne@swca.com


Very interesting folder.   I would like to request that you let me know
when you post really really  cool stuff like this...especially if its in the
water section.  I usually get notices but didn't get one for this one.  I
know I can find some stuff on my own, but given a heads up helps me. 
Do you know if the CNF got a copy of this?  Maybe we did and its sitting
on someone's desk.....but not mine. Heehee....mine, no pun intended. 
Cheers.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Victoria Boyne
Subject: RE: Updates
Date: 07/28/2010 04:25 PM

Salek-
That file includes a lot of docs and I haven’t confirmed its completeness. That is why you didn’t get
the notification yet. We got hard copies. I checking in the box just now, it looks as though we got
the FS copies as well. Unless we got extras. Maybe you have some with Bev.
 
Thanks!
Mel
 

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 4:16 PM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Victoria Boyne
Subject: Updates
 

Hello M and V, 
How goez it. 
I was poking around in webex and noticed a cool new folder called 
20100715_Kimberlite_Response to ADEQ Request 

Very interesting folder.   I would like to request that you let me know when you post really really  cool
stuff like this...especially if its in the water section.  I usually get notices but didn't get one for this one.
 I know I can find some stuff on my own, but given a heads up helps me.  Do you know if the CNF got
a copy of this?  Maybe we did and its sitting on someone's desk.....but not mine. Heehee....mine, no
pun intended.  Cheers.   

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:vboyne@swca.com


From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Re: Wanted to call you to discuss some items
Date: 08/11/2010 12:07 PM

406-250-2008 is my cell.  Might be good to set up a time so I can be sure I am not
distracted with all the other stuff going on here. 

From: Salek Shafiqullah
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 12:31 PM
To: Terry
Subject: Wanted to call you to discuss some items

Hello Terry, 
I couldn't find your phone number in any of the emails with your name on it.  Are you taking calls or
do you just communicate with email. 
Cheers. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tjchute@msn.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: Webex meeting reminders
Date: 10/06/2008 06:43 PM

Bev, I am wondering about the next core team meeting.  You mentioned Oct 23rd
and that is a Thursday.  Is it really the 23rd?

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

10/06/2008 05:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Webex meeting reminders

Please disregard notifications of team meetings being sent out
from Webex.  These reminders should not have been posted, and
they are continuing to go out simply because its hard to cancel them. 
There is no meeting this Wednesday.  For the time being, I will be
sending out emails about the team's meetings.  Please note that
there is an extended team meeting at NAFRI on November 12
from 8:00 to 5:00.  This meeting is a presentation by Rosemont to
update the team on analyses that the company's consultants are doing
on various project issues (safety, biology, reclamation, hydrology,etc.;
itinerary to follow in a later email).

I am expecting a finalized Proposed Action from SWCA by COB on

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://localhost/87256A81003FCE51/0/FED61021AD4B5FF9072574960001B485


October 10 and will forward it to the core team that day or the
following Monday morning.  There will not be a core team meeting on
October 15, however, I would like the core team to review the
proposed action and submit comments on it be COB on the
15th.  I will consolidate the comments and forward them to SWCA for
revisions to the Proposed Action.  The core team will meet again
on the October 23rd to make the review the changes and make
sure that all suggestions have been incorporated by SWCA (meeting
place to be announced, meeting time from 9:00 to 4:00).

Please accept my apologies for the confusion over the team's meeting
dates.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Melinda D Roth; Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: RE: where are public comments? and other questions
Date: 10/21/2009 11:03 AM

This is where they are:
Group Documents / Team Working / NEPA Process / Scoping / Comment Database Reports

 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Melinda D Roth [mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:00 AM
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta; Melissa Reichard; Richard A Gerhart
Subject: Re: where are public comments? and other questions
 

Unfortunately, in WebEx, one has to copy and file a document, make changes, then refile to WebEx.
 Suggest supplementing the doc title with your name and date for posting back to WebEx.  I typed up a
statement to sign for certifying having read pertinent public comment.  I'll share that with you and
others soon.  I'll leave it up to Melissa to steer you to public comments. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

10/21/2009 10:45 AM

To mreichard@swca.com, Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject where are public comments? and other questions

 

pardon my ignorance while i try to get up to speed on rosemont stuff... 

one of Bev's "homework" (I'll guarantee I won't be doing this at home!) assignments is to "review all
public comments of the Rosemont Project that are applicable to my resource area"...in my and Debbie's
case, that is Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants and their habitats...so pardon my ignorance, how do I
locate said comments?  I did a search through WebEx and I just get confused.  And shall I just prepare
a statement that I reviewed them and they jive adequately (or not) with some form of issues document
produced by SWCA? 

one of Mindee's assignments is to review reports on the tech report tracking excel file...i did find that
one, but it says "read only" and we would have to save as a copy...is that what you want--different files
for each resource area? 

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/docs/docapp.aspx?_command=list&fid=-1
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/docs/docapp.aspx?_command=list&fid=15936
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/docs/docapp.aspx?_command=list&fid=24636
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/docs/docapp.aspx?_command=list&fid=21087


Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: Will you be attending the 5/19 Rosemont ID Team Meeting?
Date: 05/13/2010 12:03 PM

Hello Mindee,
I am planning on attending.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

05/13/2010 10:13 AM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us

cc dsebesta@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, jrigg@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, jdmacivor@frontiernet.net

Subject Will you be attending the 5/19 Rosemont ID Team
Meeting?

SWCA intends to have its ID Team attend this meeting, especially if
Forest Service counterparts are attending.  The meeting will focus on
pinning down the "design" of alternatives and clarifying any questions
we may still have about each alternative. We are hoping to set aside
some time for Forest Service and SWCA resource counterparts to
compare notes and discuss plans to complete quality EIS products in
the timeframes currently established.  We will get out an agenda
ASAP.  The meeting is at the Fire Center beginning at 10:00 and is
planned for all day. 
Please let me know today, if possible, whether or not you
will be attending so SWCA can get the right people there as
well. Many of their specialists are out of town and will need to make
travel plans ASAP.  Thanks. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Reta Laford
To: Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Keith L Graves; Faye Fentiman; John Able; Salek Shafiqullah; Teresa Ann

Ciapusci; Robert Lefevre; Janet Jones; tfurguson@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com;
jsturgess@agustaresource.com; Stephen Edwards; Larry Hall; Andrew Quevedo; Heidi Schewel; Beverley A
Everson

Subject: READ - Safety Plan for Rosemont Open House April 22
Date: 04/18/2008 09:33 AM
Attachments: 2008 04 22 Sahaurita High School Cafeteria open house safety plan rev3.doc

All - The attached safety plan, or its content in any form, are not to be
shared outside of the meeting staff.

All - Please read the attached safety plan (revision 3).  It has new information about
parking and exiting.

All - There will be a short pre-meeting safety briefing.

Steve Edwards - Please see request for you to take a couple minutes at our pre-
meeting safety briefing about how to handle confrontations or signal if assistance is
desired.

John / Teresa Ann - Note the desire for using a monitor to present the process
info.

John - Note that we have not arranged for a PA system from the facility.

Jamie - Please see that your folks are aware of this information.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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/// CONFIDENTIAL /// NOT FOR EXTERNAL RELEASE /// SAFETY ///


SAFETY PLAN


SAHUARITA OPEN HOUSE


4/22/08



Facility Name / Location

Sahuarita High School Cafeteria

350 W Sahuarita Road

Sahuarita, AZ


Pre-Meeting Contact for Facility

Joanne Harris

Phone 520-625-3502 x1002

Onsite Contact for Facility

Asst. Principal - Stephanie Sillman x1511

Head Night Janitor - Armando Lopez (locking and unlocking facility)


Contacts for Open House FS Law Enforcement


Name


Cell


Steve Edwards
505-574-5753


Bob Alot 

520-444-0442

Larry Hall

520-269-1209

Andrew Quevedo
520-975-5375

Contacts for Open House FS Staff and SWCA 

FS Name


Cell

SWCA name

cell

Jeanine Derby

520-444-4034

Tom Ferguson

520-820-5178

Reta Laford

505-452-7557

Melissa  Reichard 
520-250-6204

Keith Graves

520-403-4528

Faye Fentiman

520-237-1884

John Able

520-405-4256


Heidi Schewell
520-237-4860  (media contact)

Bev Everson

520-444-4605  (resource table)

Salek Shafiqullah
520-609-422     personal cell (resource table)

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
520-237-0879  (NEPA table)

Bob Lefevre

520-444-2557  (comment box monitor)

Janet Jones

520-403-3853  (sign in table)

Translators


Pre-meeting Briefing


· Forest Service staff and all consultants, including the proposal consultants, are part of the same safety team for this meeting.  Work together to be safe!

· There will be a short safety briefing for all staff before the meeting start.


· Forest Service Law Enforcement will share pointers for dealing with public confrontation and how to help each other through it.

· Assist other staff in dealing with public confrontation.


· If conflict heightens, it is ok to apologize and excuse yourself from the situation.


External Awareness

· The site is a fairly congested multi-grade school complex.


· The school complex will be open during the time of our meeting.

· School releases at 3:25 pm.


· No outdoor set-up is allowed before 3:30 pm.

· Anyone setting-up or unloading during school hours, before 3:30 pm, will need a visitor’s pass from the office.


· Expect students milling around after school.

· Expect sport event activity in fields and associated parking areas.


· Various groups want to set up tables outside of the meeting area.

· Constrained by school policy and liability issues, the FS has not made arrangements to accommodate group tables outside of our meeting.

· Groups may try to make a statement or connect with participants by means other than outside tables – potentially disrupting the meeting.

· Unless there is a public safety or harassment concern, we will not interfere with the actions of others outside of our contracted use areas.


· Many citizens are knowledgeable about water concerns and other issues.


· Attendees may have a strong desire to press for answers not readily available at this time because we are just beginning the NEPA process.

· Do not engage in a debate.  Allow for people to express their opinions.

· Acknowledge that additional analyses will occur and encourage them to provide information to help.


· There are no interior restrooms.


· Restrooms are located at the west exterior of the cafeteria.


· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Site Overview


· The High School portion of the complex is at the East end.


· There are several vehicle entrances from W Sahuarita Road.  Public parking will be signed to “PP”.  The walkway from “PP” to the cafeteria will be posted.


· Parking for staff is at “PS”.




Site Overview, zoom


· Note the many public parking areas and walkways.  Managing the exterior flow of people to any great degree is not feasible.

· Signed public parking will be to the back side of the cafeteria, labeled building “7”.  The circle drop off/pick up loop needs to be clear for busses from 3:25 to 3:45 pm.


· Note the courtyard in front of the cafeteria.  Open exterior space also exists under the awning at the south side of the cafeteria.  Groups may try to use the open exterior area under the awning, close to the cafeteria, or along walkways.

· We do not have a secure exclusive designated parking area.  Staff parking is at front, corresponding with faculty parking and drop off/pick up area.


· 

Room Lay Out



· The room is a single level 52’ by 84’ rectangle.


· There are three sets of exterior doors opening to the courtyard.


· Two sets of double doors are at the front.  One set is planned for the entrance sign in; the other set is planned for the exit.


· There is a four door set of doors at the west side.  These doors are not planned for use.  The side doors are to be locked to prevent entrance from the outside, while still serving as fire exits.


· Any of the exterior doors may be used as a fire exit.

· The left side of the back wall is solid.  The right side of the back wall has three gated openings to food service areas.  Gates will be down and locked.

· The facility does not have rectangle tables.  Rectangle tables will be brought by SWCA for use at sign-in and comment box.  Otherwise, areas will have to use school-provided round tables.


· There is no locked storage area for excess tables and chairs.  Excess tables will be folded in half and stored with chain lock at the southwest front corner.  Unused chairs will similarly need to be stored chained locked.

· Although there is a large screen at the east wall, which has not been tested, it may not work well in this setting.  Teresa Ann is looking into use of a computer monitor for presenting the process info near the process table.

· The facility does not provide a PA system.  It is currently uncertain as to how we will handle presenting the opening statement.  Ideally, we would have flexibility to position anywhere in the room.

Personal Items


· Keep ID and other essential items on one’s person during the meeting.

· Keep staff cell phone list on your person in case of separation.

· Bring no personal items such as briefcases, bags, or purses that you cannot keep on one’s person during the meeting.

· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Parking Safety Area

· Every public meeting is to have a designated parking safety area.  The designated are for this meeting is out front in the faculty parking.

· The designated parking safety area for this meeting is not secure and does not have exclusive or multiple exit routes.

· All Forest Service employees staffing the meeting are to park in the designated parking safety area.


· Contracted employees staffing the meeting have the option of parking in the designated safety area.


· Walk and note the foot route to reach the parking safety area.

Exit Code


· Prior to the meeting, CATT is to test the hand-held PA unit in meeting bag.


· CATT is to bring meeting bag with the hand-held PA unit.


· The meeting bag will be secure at the sign-in table

· Forest Service Law Enforcement is to announce the broadcast exit code.  After a few minutes, Law Enforcement is to announce that the meeting is over.

· The broadcast exit code is “Will the owner of the green Buick parked in the fire lane, please move it.”


· The individual exit code is “There’s a call for you at the check in.”


Post-Exit Meeting Area

· Once Forest Service employees receive the exit code, they are to calmly go directly to the designated safety parking area and wait further instructions.

· Once the exit code is given, SWCA employees should initiate the meeting breakdown.


· The driver is to check to see that all passengers he/she arrived with are accounted for.

· Once all are accounted for in the designated safety area, assess the situation to determine whether it is safer for all to stay in place or exit.


· Leave the area in a safe manner.


Post-Exit Action


· Meet at the Supervisor’s Office and receive post-exit instructions.
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· Many citizens are knowledgeable about water concerns and other issues.


· Attendees may have a strong desire to press for answers not readily available at this time because we are just beginning the NEPA process.

· Do not engage in a debate.  Allow for people to express their opinions.

· Acknowledge that additional analyses will occur and encourage them to provide information to help.


· There are no interior restrooms.


· Restrooms are located at the west exterior of the cafeteria.


· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Site Overview


· The High School portion of the complex is at the East end.


· There are several vehicle entrances from W Sahuarita Road.  Public parking will be signed to “PP”.  The walkway from “PP” to the cafeteria will be posted.


· Parking for staff is at “PS”.




Site Overview, zoom


· Note the many public parking areas and walkways.  Managing the exterior flow of people to any great degree is not feasible.

· Signed public parking will be to the back side of the cafeteria, labeled building “7”.  The circle drop off/pick up loop needs to be clear for busses from 3:25 to 3:45 pm.


· Note the courtyard in front of the cafeteria.  Open exterior space also exists under the awning at the south side of the cafeteria.  Groups may try to use the open exterior area under the awning, close to the cafeteria, or along walkways.

· We do not have a secure exclusive designated parking area.  Staff parking is at front, corresponding with faculty parking and drop off/pick up area.


· 

Room Lay Out



· The room is a single level 52’ by 84’ rectangle.


· There are three sets of exterior doors opening to the courtyard.


· Two sets of double doors are at the front.  One set is planned for the entrance sign in; the other set is planned for the exit.


· There is a four door set of doors at the west side.  These doors are not planned for use.  The side doors are to be locked to prevent entrance from the outside, while still serving as fire exits.


· Any of the exterior doors may be used as a fire exit.

· The left side of the back wall is solid.  The right side of the back wall has three gated openings to food service areas.  Gates will be down and locked.

· The facility does not have rectangle tables.  Rectangle tables will be brought by SWCA for use at sign-in and comment box.  Otherwise, areas will have to use school-provided round tables.


· There is no locked storage area for excess tables and chairs.  Excess tables will be folded in half and stored with chain lock at the southwest front corner.  Unused chairs will similarly need to be stored chained locked.

· Although there is a large screen at the east wall, which has not been tested, it may not work well in this setting.  Teresa Ann is looking into use of a computer monitor for presenting the process info near the process table.

· The facility does not provide a PA system.  It is currently uncertain as to how we will handle presenting the opening statement.  Ideally, we would have flexibility to position anywhere in the room.

Personal Items


· Keep ID and other essential items on one’s person during the meeting.

· Keep staff cell phone list on your person in case of separation.

· Bring no personal items such as briefcases, bags, or purses that you cannot keep on one’s person during the meeting.

· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Parking Safety Area

· Every public meeting is to have a designated parking safety area.  The designated are for this meeting is out front in the faculty parking.

· The designated parking safety area for this meeting is not secure and does not have exclusive or multiple exit routes.

· All Forest Service employees staffing the meeting are to park in the designated parking safety area.


· Contracted employees staffing the meeting have the option of parking in the designated safety area.


· Walk and note the foot route to reach the parking safety area.

Exit Code


· Prior to the meeting, CATT is to test the hand-held PA unit in meeting bag.


· CATT is to bring meeting bag with the hand-held PA unit.


· The meeting bag will be secure at the sign-in table

· Forest Service Law Enforcement is to announce the broadcast exit code.  After a few minutes, Law Enforcement is to announce that the meeting is over.

· The broadcast exit code is “Will the owner of the green Buick parked in the fire lane, please move it.”


· The individual exit code is “There’s a call for you at the check in.”


Post-Exit Meeting Area

· Once Forest Service employees receive the exit code, they are to calmly go directly to the designated safety parking area and wait further instructions.

· Once the exit code is given, SWCA employees should initiate the meeting breakdown.


· The driver is to check to see that all passengers he/she arrived with are accounted for.

· Once all are accounted for in the designated safety area, assess the situation to determine whether it is safer for all to stay in place or exit.


· Leave the area in a safe manner.


Post-Exit Action


· Meet at the Supervisor’s Office and receive post-exit instructions.
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Kathy Arnold
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Dale Ortman PE; Melissa Reichard; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Receipt of Davidson Hydo. Con. Model
Date: 07/02/2010 04:12 PM

Kathy,
 
We received Tetra Techs report titled Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and
Assessment of Spring Impacts.  I have uploaded it to WebEx and shared a link with the FS Team and
SWCA “Hydro” Team.  Thank you.
 

Tom Furgason
Office Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
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From: Hoag, Cori
To: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); rcongdon@fs.fed.us
Cc: Bowell, Rob; Dale Ortman PE; Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: Record of conversation, geochem review conference call
Date: 10/13/2009 04:14 PM

Beverley,
Per your request this morning, SRK will modify the draft technical memorandum Preliminary
Geochemistry Review – Proposed Rosemont Copper Project dated September 16, 2009 to
incorporate the following:

·         Remove references to personal knowledge of Rosemont and/or Tetra Tech personnel,
·         Prepare section with simple bullet list of outstanding questions to be answered by

Rosemont and/or Tetra Tech based on completeness of geochemical work reviewed to
date.  

I will have a draft for your review next week.
 
Regards, Cori
 
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
3275 W. Ina Rd. Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
Work: (520) 544-3688 
Fax: (520) 544-9853
Mobile: (520) 400-4135
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Reminder of core IDT meeting tomorrow, 6V6, 9:00 to 12:00
Date: 02/16/2010 01:55 PM

As always, extended team is encouraged to attend if yoru scheculing permits. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Reminder of Extended IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 07/20/2010 12:44 PM

Agenda to follow shortly.  The meeting is in 6V6 from 9:00 to 12:00.  See you there. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Reminder of IDT meetings, October 12, 16 and 18; 18th is extended team meeting
Date: 11/09/2009 11:35 AM

Core team, please plan on a half day meeting this Thursday, to go over homework assignments and for
some WebEX training.  We will also meet next Monday for an SWCA review on alternatives considered
and on mitigation.  We will be meeting in 6V6 on Thursday and 4B on Monday. 

Core and extended will meet next Wednesday in 6V6. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Reminder that tomorrow's IDT meeting is in 4B - this is the case for all second Wednesday of the month
(extended team) meetings.  See you at 9:00.

Date: 08/11/2009 04:58 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
To: pdl r3 coronado so employees@FSNOTES
Subject: REMINDER:  NEPA Webinar Training Opportunity Today and Tomorrow
Date: 07/29/2009 07:20 AM

Just a reminder that today and tomorrow, July 29 and 30, the Rosemont Copper
Team is sponsoring an webinar series titled "Introduction to NEPA."  The webinar is
delivered in 2-hour sessions from 10:00 am to noon on the two consecutive days for
a total of 4 hours of training.  There is no cost to attend.  The session may be
viewed at the Tucson Public Works Building @ 130 West Congress, First Floor -
Board of Supervisor's Hearing Room.  The webinar provider, SWCA Environmental
Consultants, recommends participants bring notetaking materials to the session.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir

Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; David Krizek
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: REMINDER: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
Date: 03/17/2010 08:03 AM
Importance: High

JUST A REMINDER ABOUT TODAY’S CONFERENCE CALL………………….
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 14, 2010 5:52 PM
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us); Roger D Congdon (rcongdon@fs.fed.us);
'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets (vugorets@srk.com); Larry Cope
(lcope@srk.com); Mike Sieber (msieber@srk.com); David Krizek (David.Krizek@tetratech.com)
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
 
All,
 
The first of two conference calls regarding the Rosemont mine site groundwater model will be

convened on Wednesday March 17th at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time).  The
audio will be supplied via the following SWCA conference call number and passcode:
 
Number: 866-866-2244
Passcode: 9550668
 
Video for presenting graphics will be supplied by Montgomery via a GoToMeeting connection; each
participant in the To and CC list above will receive instructions from Hale Barter (Montgomery) on
how to connect to the GoToMeeting site.
 
SWCA will take the meeting notes for the EIS administrative record.
 
The conference call is intended to afford Montgomery the opportunity to present their work to

date regarding the resolution items developed at the February 23rd meeting in Tucson, and to
allow comment and interaction among all participants regarding the work.  The agenda for the
meeting is:
 

·         Introduction – Dale Ortman
·         Participant List – SWCA
·         Update on Groundwater Model – Montgomery
·         Discussion – All Participants

 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
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Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: repeat of email sent previously - please see direction on submitting comments on DEIS in this email
Date: 01/20/2010 04:13 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/20/2010 04:12 PM ----- 
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 04:08 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject Re: Naming convension for project  record documentsLink

In our IDT meeting this afternoon, we agreed to submit comments on the DEIS to Mindee and to me
via Correspondence Data Base.  General input on the DEIS vs. comments specific to resource areas
should be put in separate memos.  Please put Mindee as the first reviewer on general DIES comments
and me second, and the reverse order for comments on resource areas.  Mindee and I will consolidate
comments and forward them to SWCA. 

Please let me or Mindee know if you need help in using CDB. 

Mindee, do you have anything to add? 

Thanks for everyone's participation in the meeting today. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 03:53 PM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
aelek@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
Kendall Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, beverson@fs.fed.us

cc mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us
Subject Naming convension for project  record documents

Per Melissa at SWCA, here is some direction on sending documents and cover sheets for the project
record: 

Please format electronic file names as: “yyyymmdd_description” and the cover page as a duplicate of the file

name with “_CVR”. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX) 



From: Larry Jones
To: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Deborah K Sebesta; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Subject: replacement document on suggestions for bio documents
Date: 01/22/2010 09:32 AM
Attachments: r3-specialist-report-guidance-6-2008.pdf

Biology_document_guidance.pdf

Melissa and Tom--

Here is the document that I mentioned would replace the one I sent a couple of
days ago (in the project record)--it incorporates Rick's edits.  I assume you don't
need another coversheet, but I'll do one if required.  Bev and Mindee....I'm not
sending this through correspondence database only because it is an overwrite of a
previous document that you two had already approved.  I'm also enclosing another
document on regional guidance for biologists (and other specialist) reports.   

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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Guidance on Specialist Reports to Support NEPA 
Documents 


Region 3 Environmental Coordination 
June 2008 


Introduction 


The purpose of this white paper is to assist interdisciplinary team specialists in developing resource 


reports that support NEPA documents.  


Specialist reports describe what was observed on the project site regarding a given resource, what analysis 


methodologies were used, and the predicted results of the various alternatives. The results or conclusions 


of the specialist report are summarized in the NEPA document with a citation to the resource report (e.g., 


Smith 2008). The report displays for the Responsible Official and the public what the predicted effects on 


that resource will be by alternative. 


Specialists are often referred to as “agency experts” in court proceedings because their education and 


relevant experience give their analysis and written evaluations more deference in the eyes of courts as 


well as higher-level reviewers.  


The strongest and best-documented resource reports have the most impact if they are based on: 


• Evidence from the actual site where the project is proposed (i.e., site-specific information); 


• Evidence that is recent, pertinent, backed up by literature citations and local scientific research; 


and  


• Local knowledge of resource. 


Tests of a good specialist report include: 


• Is the report following regional protocol or standards? Would it pass an in-house review? 


• Is it site-specific? Does it adequately describe the existing conditions? 


• Are there recent monitoring surveys?  Were results evaluated and interpreted? 


• Does it consider the best available science and use latest methodology? 


• Are the expected impacts and differences among alternatives clear to the reader? 


• Are effects consistent with forest plan requirements? Would an amendment be needed to make 


alternative(s) consistent? 


• Is the report understandable? Is it well written?  


• Is the report based on professional judgment not personal bias? 


• Was the analysis conducted in an interdisciplinary fashion so that reports from different 


specialists do not contradict each other? 


Sample Outline  


This outline is not intended to replace requirements of biological assessments and evaluations or heritage 


resource reports. Those reports require content and format required by agency policy or national direction. 


Specialist reports need not duplicate full descriptions of the purpose and need, proposed action, decision 


framework, alternatives, etc., found in the NEPA document itself but there should be enough information 


in the report to connect with the NEPA description.  It might be worthwhile for teams to come up with a 


standard section with PA, P&N, and Alternative descriptions to insert into each resource report.  
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I. Analysis Questions to be answered.  


Analysis questions for each resource should be developed by the ID Team in an “interdisciplinary 


fashion,” with applicable specialist involvement, and approved by the Responsible Official.  The 


Responsible Official can act as a barometer for what resource areas need extensive analysis, versus 


those that only need cursory analysis (non-significant environment effects areas) with the goal of 


creating a focused analysis.   


For all specialists, the analysis questions must identify and address effects to all issues identified as 


needing analysis and disclosure, required analyses (such as TES, MIS) and effects relating to public 


concerns identified during scoping.  If the EA/EIS has comparison criteria for your resource in the 


purpose and need, objectives or significant issues, include these here.  For project proponents from 


outside the agency, analysis questions must address whether, or to what degree, the project meets 


purpose and need objectives.   


Some reports cannot be written until another one is finished, so it is beneficial to discuss this 


“sequencing” of analysis and put into applicable timelines and due dates (e.g., wildlife needs 


vegetation analysis, water quality needs soils, etc.). Examples for a Recreation Resource Report for a 


typical thinning with popular recreation use might include:  


o How would project activities affect dispersed recreation (Camping, Hunting, Fishing, Berry 


Picking, Firewood Gathering, etc.)? 


o What effect would new road construction and other disturbances (e.g., skid trails) have on 


off-road vehicle use in the project area? 


o How would project activities affect Snowmobile Users? 


 


II. Description of Affected Environment’s Existing Conditions 


Briefly describe the existing condition of the environment that would be affected (relevant to the 


analysis questions).   


• Key components should reflect analysis of reaching the purpose and need statement, e.g., if there 


is a need for reducing flame length or basal area, describe them. 


• What past activities or natural disturbance events have determined the existing condition?  For 


instance, a wildland fire may have shaped the existing condition. A map, graphics or pictures are 


helpful to describe the current state of the resource.   


What is the affected resource area? Size? Describe if the analysis area is different from the project 


area and why (where do effects go?). 


• Use references that help describe the existing condition and the processes at work. Use 


background information, larger broad scale assessments, watershed assessments, surveys, non-


Agency surveys, or other reports. Consider referencing other analyses such as Forestwide or 


watershed scale roads analyses, or Forestwide Management Indicator Species report habitat 


reports. 


• Look at resource processes such as erosion, in-migration, etc.  


• Do not forget existing Environmental Impact Statements that have useful information. Use older 


analyses (past actions or similar projects) in the same area to describe past condition or actions. 


Private, local, county, or State analyses should be reviewed for applicable information, value, 


validity or usefulness.  
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III. Describe Relevant Laws, Regulations and Policy that Apply  


• Be specific about the Federal and state law, regulation and policy affecting the resource (such as 


State requirements under the Clean Water Act).  


• Briefly describe Management Areas from the Forest Plan with guidelines that apply and any 


Congressional designations in the affected area. 


• There may be District policies such as administrative road closures in place, or fire levels 


restricting activities that would dictate policy in day-to-day activities that may need to be 


explained. 


IV. Summarize Alternatives and Mitigation Measures 


• Each report must use the same set of alternatives, design features, mitigation measures, etc.  


Specialists may not add their own to mitigate effects or describe what they think should be added.  


If completely unacceptable effects show up in analysis, the specialist must go to team leader and 


the team and discuss any changes.   The Line Officer would then have to approve such changes 


and the whole team would use the new version.   


• Describe alternatives enough to emphasize the actions and effects on the resource. Reports do not 


need to duplicate descriptions found in the EA or EIS, but should give enough information so that 


the reader understands causes and effects for the alternatives.  


• List mitigation measures that will be required, and describe “ability to implement” and 


“effectiveness.”  If you have a long list (e.g., BMPs), put this information in an appendix. 


• Describe what the mitigation measures are designed to accomplish. The effectiveness of the 


mitigation measures need to be discussed.  


• Use observation, field tests, references, or monitoring results to back up discussions on the 


effectiveness of mitigation.  


• When mitigation is included as part of an alternative’s design, the alternative’s effects analysis 


includes the required mitigation. Be sure to coordinate the mitigation list with the 


interdisciplinary team members so they are looking at effects based on the same mitigation.  


• If mitigation is new or untested, it may require monitoring in the decision. 


• Adaptive management options need to have the monitoring requirements described here in detail 


so that if a change is needed in the future the monitoring data can back up the change in the 


implementation of the project.  


V. Methodology and Analysis Process 


Describe models used, GIS analysis used, field visits, monitoring similar actions, discussions with 


other experts, etc.  


• If a model was used, give a reference in the record to a description of how the model works and 


what it is supposed to show.  


• If other agency work is relied on, such as Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soils 


inventory, give a complete citation in the report and put it in the record.  


• Factors used for analysis should be linked to the current condition description. There should be a 


basis for comparison between the current condition of the resource and the effects from 


alternatives.  


• Quantitative measures are preferred. An analysis and interpretation of measurements is important 


and helps the reader follow the train of thought (scientific methodology).  Sometimes social 


effects must rely on qualitative analysis; however there still are standard methods, etc., used in 


the social sciences that should be explained. 
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VI. Effects Analysis   


Describe effects with all required mitigation measures applied.  Effects discussions must answer the 


Analysis Questions listed at the beginning of the report, and must address compliance with Forest 


Plan standards and any other laws, regulations, executive orders, or policies that apply. 


1. Effects of not implementing the project actions (No Action).  Describe what the effect 


would be if we fail to achieve the purpose and need.  The No Action is often referred to as the 


“baseline” but that does not mean no effect.  If we do not take a “needed” action, there should 


be very definite effects (negative or positive).   


2. Effects Common to the All Action Alternatives. Start with a rather general discussion (e.g., 


“Logging causes soil compaction.  Compaction decreases moisture holding capacity which 


reduces tree growth”) then move to more site-specific discussion (e.g., “Under all action 


alternatives, Unit 1 would be tractor logged, resulting in 15% of the area being compacted”).  


Strive to say it once only; do not repeat the same discussion for each alternative.  


If the effects of alternatives are similar, then lump the alternatives together. Do not needlessly 


duplicate one paragraph to the next. Copying text over and over is harder to read, easier to 


make mistakes, and it does not help explain effects. If there are differences in effects between 


alternatives, explain them. If there are no differences among alternatives, maybe the resource, 


or the measure used to display the effects to the resource, is a minor issue among the 


alternative actions.  


3. Effects unique to each action alternative, and the differences among the action 


alternatives.  Describe differences among the alternatives here.  If your analysis questions 


require a comparison among the alternatives, this is the place to calculate the numbers and 


display the results in a table or chart. 


Put the conclusion first in your effects analysis discussion, followed by the evidence to back 


it up. Do not make the resource report a mystery novel. Do not allow people to go off track 


following data, analysis, evidence and conclusions. It is better to give the reader the 


conclusion at the beginning of the discussion, and then support the conclusion.  Displaying 


effects by alternative in tables or charts is very effective and should be done so for all 


important effects.   


� Direct, indirect and cumulative effects must be analyzed. 


� Direct and indirect effects should be kept together in their own section since it is difficult 


to draw the line between them.  Indirect effects are farther away in distance and time 


from direct effects, and may display duration and intensity of effects.   


� Effects are expressed in cause-effect relationships and are site-specific where possible.  


� Use appropriate measures (indicators) to describe and display the environmental impacts 


of the alternatives. Where possible use quantitative measures, as opposed to qualitative or 


relative measures. 


� Remember to talk about natural disturbance events and patterns. If a wildfire or periodic 


flooding is the overriding cause of effects in the area, then describe it as part of the 


baseline (existing condition).  Some past events occurred so long ago that the effect is 


permanent, while some are recent enough to require explanation.  The actions proposed 


may be minor in comparison to natural events, but the total effects of the past events and 


the proposed activity are additive to them (sediment from project compared to flooding).   


� Factors to evaluate under NEPA include irreversible or irretrievable effects, short-term 


versus long-term effects, and any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided 


(40 CFR 1502.16). One aid in doing this is to look at what the Forest Plan identified in 


these effect categories. 
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4. Cumulative Effects Analysis 


� The cumulative effects analysis should follow the direct and indirect effects analysis 


immediately in the effects section of the text.  


� Cumulative effects analysis is merely an additive process. Add the effects from past, 


present or foreseeable projects to the project’s alternatives’ effects then analyze and 


interpret them.  Just saying “50 acres + 50 acres = 100 acres is not ‘analysis.’” 


� To initiate the cumulative effects analysis, make a list of all past, present and reasonably 


foreseeable actions that will contribute to cumulative effects of the resource. Include the 


title of the project, date of implementation, and some measure (such as acres, miles, etc.). 


Narrative descriptions are not necessary. The list should cover the important past or 


ongoing projects. Use judgment as to how far back in time the list should go (i.e., is the 


condition permanent now from grazing 100 years ago? Or is their current grazing 


affecting the resource?). In most cases the continuation of past actions or natural events 


should be described in the baseline condition, so they would be covered.   


� Cumulative effects analysis does not differentiate between private and public land 


ownership. If there are projects going on other land ownerships, they should be listed and 


addressed (State projects on State land; other Federal land projects; private property 


projects, such as subdivisions, etc.). 


� If you report that there are no direct or indirect impacts to your resource from the project, 


there are likely no cumulative impacts since there is nothing to add up.  This is fairly rare, 


since most land had at least past actions. However, it is possible that all effects to a 


resource were mitigated, such as effects to cultural sites, but be very careful in making 


this pronouncement. 


� There is some debate about whether the No Action can have cumulative effects since we 


are not proposing an action.  However, consider what would happen to an outside 


proponent if we took no action and then determine if something should go under 


cumulative effects. Not giving a permit could cause financial effects so you’d need to see 


if there were other financial effects.   


� If the cumulative effects analysis is so generic or meaningless that it can describe any 


project anywhere on the forest, then it doesn’t disclose to the public the hard look under 


NEPA that is required. 


� If using GIS analysis or model, explain the steps from what is on the ground, through the 


calculations, to the mapping output and what it means. This process or methodology 


should be in the record. It cannot be modified or fixed in court later if it was not 


disclosed. 


5. Conclusions about Alternatives’ Effects 


� Do the predicted effects approach, fall within, or exceed thresholds set forth in law, 


regulation or policy?  Describe what this means to the resource – is 10% over threshold 


important or not? 


� Do the effects of the alternatives fall within Forest Plan standards and guidelines?  


� Will a Forest Plan amendment be needed to implement a given alternative because it is 


not consistent with the Plan? If an amendment is needed, include the rationale on why the 


amendment is needed.  


� As the final step, look at your description of effects. Is the report clear enough that the 


public and the decision maker know what the tradeoffs among alternatives are?  
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� Know the facts and reasons and spell out the effects on the resource. Facts will speak 


louder than speculations or opinions. Analysis should be clear so that a judgment can be 


made by the reader. 


� Significance determination (FONSI; for EAs only). Make sure to address the ten 


Significance Factors that apply (see FSH 1909.15, Section 05, under definition of 


“Significantly”).  However, do not draw any conclusions as to whether effects are 


actually significant (that is the Responsible Official’s job to reach conclusions regarding 


significance). Just display the effects in relation to law, regulation, or policy (e.g., forest 


plan S&G’s) (see first bullet above). Make sure the record includes documentation to 


make significance determination in FONSI.  


� In general, the word “significant” should not appear in any specialist report or NEPA 


document as that would be a judgment call left for the Responsible Official to make in 


the decision and/or FONSI.  Your analysis and conclusions about effects should be 


subjective and comparative with enough detail for the reader to understand the 


magnitude, duration, and extent of the effects.  


VII. Discussion of literature relevant to the Analysis Questions to be answered 
and Literature Cited in the Report.   


• Include opposing viewpoints. This needs to be a discussion.  Simply listing literature you 


consulted is not adequate.  If you are discussing a subject that the public is likely to question or 


dispute your conclusions, you must include a literature discussion.  However, if there is no 


dispute or contention, you can omit this discussion.  


• Include a list of all citations from the report, such as journal articles, books, government 


documents, published papers, and personal communications referenced (from researchers, other 


specialists in the field, state agencies, etc.).  


• All references used in the report should be in the project record. Where references are lengthy, as 


in a complete hardcover book, include a photocopy of the key pages referenced in the report. Be 


sure to have the reference readily available upon appeal or litigation. 


• Be careful about citing reference that cite other references if you cannot find them since they may 


not be accurate and may be difficult to find it needed for litigation. 


VIII. Sign and Date Report for the Record  


Sign and date the original report and put it in the project record. Keep a copy in the resource files. 


Supply a signed and electronic copy to the writer/editor along with a copy of the data, field notes, 


correspondence, any modeling calculations, email, maps, and other information used in the report.  


The final signed and dated report should be used for the report and NEPA document, not a draft. 


Make sure pages are numbered and there is a document title in footer or header. 


IX. Revised Report in Response to Public Comments on Draft 


A specialist report is written prior to the release of the NEPA document to the public for comment. It 


is summarized and cited in the EA (or proposed action) or in the DEIS.  Once all comments are 


received, the ID Team should meet, conduct the content analysis, and determine what comments need 


responses in the final NEPA document.  Follow standard regional protocols for this content analysis 


(unless contracted out).  Responses to comments often consist of clarified or expanded analyses, 


additional alternatives, appendix material, etc.  This may or may not require the specialist report to be 


revised; if it is, it should be labeled as such with new date and signature.  The original should always 


be kept in the record since it was used for the comment version of the NEPA document. An EIS 


requires a display of how this process was done and is usually in an appendix.  This can be a major 


time factor in preparing an FEIS.  Since a draft or summary EA is sent for comment, responses are 


used to create the final EA.  Something should exist in the EA record to document the content 
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analysis process for responding to comments.  After public comments are responded to, specialists 


may want to revise, append, clarify, or add information to their report (adding a new date and new 


signature).  The final document should then cite this final report (e.g., a DEIS may cite one version 


and the FEIS may cite the revised report, but they should both be signed and dated and in the record). 


This review of public comment is an opportunity to analyze criticisms of the report prior to the 


project being final, and to fix any problems or vague discussions in the report. Coordinate with 


interdisciplinary team members so no conflict arises with other responses.   


 








General Comments and Guidance for SWCA on Biology Documents to be Prepared for the 


Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project. 


 


Larry Jones, Coronado National Forest, 1/22/2010 


 


NOTE: This document was sent for review on 1/20/2010 to Debbie Sebesta, Bev Everson, 


Mindee Roth, and Rick Gerhart.  Rick had some comments, which were incorporated, and the 


others thought it looked fine.  This document does replace the earlier draft sent to SWCA. 


 


1.  Documents to be prepared by SWCA in Tucson, AZ, include: 


• White Paper on the Affected Environment for Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants [Biologist’s 


Specialist Report]). This should be the first, to set the stage for the other documents. 


• Management Indicator Species Report 


• Migratory Bird Report 


• Biological Evaluation (effects to Regional Forester’s Sensitive Species) 


• Biological Assessment (effects to Threatened and Endangered Species) 


• Note also that BLM is a federal agency that must have all of its requirements met, as we 


are doing here for the Forest Service 


 


2.  I am also sending some Regional Office guidance on specialists’ reports. 


 


3.  While SWCA is doing the brunt of the “leg work” (writing and researching), the signatory 


agency is the Forest Service (and we are lead and signatory for other federal agencies), so we 


need to ensure a proper review and acceptance of all supporting biological documents. 


 


4.  Until each document is signed as being “Approved by the Forest Service” (the approver 


needs to be a journey level biologist representing the CNF), it is considered a draft document, 


and must be identified as such, with the word “DRAFT” appearing on the document.  This can 


appear as a watermark, in the header, and should always be in the title on the document (e.g., 


“DRAFT Management Indicator Species Report” and filename for the document (e.g., 


“draft_MIS_Report_1_19_2010_GS.docx”.   


 


5.  Note the filename should also have the version date and principal preparer’s (see #6) initials 


or name. 


 


6.  Every supporting biological document must also have the principal preparer’s name.  I 


suggest this go in the running head, along with the word DRAFT and the date.  The “principal 


preparer” is really the SWCA point of contact that we at CNF will send our comments to. 


 


7.  The document should not be signed by the SWCA preparer until the drafts have been 


reviewed by the Forest and found to be acceptable (i.e., we say we will sign it as approved).  


When SWCA signs it, it means they are done with it, and they cannot be done with it until we 


approve it. 







 


8.  My intention was to have the White Paper set the stage for identifying species to be covered 


in the various documents (among other things), and to have the Species Identification section 


tier to that document, although they should be identified specifically in the Biological 


Assessment (BA) also, as Fish and Wildlife Service, during section 7 consultation, will not want 


to flip between documents (it should all be in the BA).  More specific guidance on the White 


Paper was already sent to SWCA. 


 


9.  How the documents read is very important.  When writing the reports, write them as if you 


are representing a public land management agency.  Write all documents matter-of-factly, and 


disclose the effects on the environment of lands in the public trust (although for the 


Endangered Species Act [BA], it must center on the species regardless of land ownership, not 


just lands in the public trust). 


 


10.  Related to #9 is verbiage in the Project Area sections of the documents.  I repeatedly see 


reference to Forest Service-administered public lands that fall within unpatented mining claims 


as “Rosemont Property”.  While the Rosemont Copper Company has surface rights to minerals, 


the land still belongs in the public trust.  Part of the pit, most of the waste rock and tailings, and 


part of the facilities will likely be on Forest Service-administered lands.  It can be mentioned 


that there are unpatented mining claims on these NFS lands. 


 


11.  Closely related to #10 are the maps that accompany the reports.  The term Rosemont 


Property needs to go away to avoid confusion, or limit it to private lands and patented mining 


claims.  If referring to claims, please distinguish and identify patented vs. unpatented mining 


claims.  For example, don’t just use the term “Rosemont claims boundary”; rather say 


“Rosemont Copper Company unpatented mining claims”, so that there is no confusion.  To 


further avoid confusion, in the documents, clearly define the differences, so anybody reading 


the document (the public) knows exactly what we are talking about.   


 


12.  To summarize 10 and 11, write the documents for the public and make it clear to the 


reader that the affected area includes public lands administered by the Forest Service, BLM, 


Pima County, and State of Arizona, and the ESA language refers to species across the affected 


environment, regardless of ownership.   


 


13.  I don’t know the difference between Augusta Resource and Rosemont Copper Company, 


but it seems there should only be one labeled private entity requesting to put in a copper mine. 


 


14
1
.  Taxonomy needs to follow the Integrated Taxonomic Inventory System (ITIS).  Our 


Washington Office has indicated this is the taxonomy and nomenclature the Forest Service (and 


                                                           
1
 We don’t usually see this cross-checking in other biology documents to date, mostly because I only recently 


became aware of the mandatory federal ITIS standard, but I expect this will be modus operandi in future 


documents.  In cases like the proposed copper mine, it is important we follow the standard.  For example, the 


Rosemont Talussnail is valid, even if its validity has been challenged by others. 







other public agencies) recognizes.  ITIS does not have Standard English (common) names, but it 


does have the scientific name standard, and validity of taxa.  If there are differences between 


ITIS and other names, refer to the ITIS name somewhere and mention it is the recognized 


standard.  For example, Coues’ white-tailed deer is not a valid taxon.  So, in this case, spell out 


the taxonomic and nomenclatural differences and then refer to the taxon in the text simply as 


white-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus.  For standard English names, there are some standard 


sources, including the American Ornithological Union and Society for the Study of Amphibians 


and Reptiles.  Here is the weblink to ITIS: http://www.itis.gov/index.html 


 


15.  I recommend we use as few acronyms as possible.  There are a number of acronyms that 


represent more than one thing. 


 


16.  When SWCA and CNF consider the documents final enough for Regional Office technical 


review (or if we have a timeline that requires us to submit it for review earlier), I will have them 


review the document before we finalize and sign off on it.   
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Introduction 


The purpose of this white paper is to assist interdisciplinary team specialists in developing resource 


reports that support NEPA documents.  


Specialist reports describe what was observed on the project site regarding a given resource, what analysis 


methodologies were used, and the predicted results of the various alternatives. The results or conclusions 


of the specialist report are summarized in the NEPA document with a citation to the resource report (e.g., 


Smith 2008). The report displays for the Responsible Official and the public what the predicted effects on 


that resource will be by alternative. 


Specialists are often referred to as “agency experts” in court proceedings because their education and 


relevant experience give their analysis and written evaluations more deference in the eyes of courts as 


well as higher-level reviewers.  


The strongest and best-documented resource reports have the most impact if they are based on: 


• Evidence from the actual site where the project is proposed (i.e., site-specific information); 


• Evidence that is recent, pertinent, backed up by literature citations and local scientific research; 


and  


• Local knowledge of resource. 


Tests of a good specialist report include: 


• Is the report following regional protocol or standards? Would it pass an in-house review? 


• Is it site-specific? Does it adequately describe the existing conditions? 


• Are there recent monitoring surveys?  Were results evaluated and interpreted? 


• Does it consider the best available science and use latest methodology? 


• Are the expected impacts and differences among alternatives clear to the reader? 


• Are effects consistent with forest plan requirements? Would an amendment be needed to make 


alternative(s) consistent? 


• Is the report understandable? Is it well written?  


• Is the report based on professional judgment not personal bias? 


• Was the analysis conducted in an interdisciplinary fashion so that reports from different 


specialists do not contradict each other? 


Sample Outline  


This outline is not intended to replace requirements of biological assessments and evaluations or heritage 


resource reports. Those reports require content and format required by agency policy or national direction. 


Specialist reports need not duplicate full descriptions of the purpose and need, proposed action, decision 


framework, alternatives, etc., found in the NEPA document itself but there should be enough information 


in the report to connect with the NEPA description.  It might be worthwhile for teams to come up with a 


standard section with PA, P&N, and Alternative descriptions to insert into each resource report.  
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I. Analysis Questions to be answered.  


Analysis questions for each resource should be developed by the ID Team in an “interdisciplinary 


fashion,” with applicable specialist involvement, and approved by the Responsible Official.  The 


Responsible Official can act as a barometer for what resource areas need extensive analysis, versus 


those that only need cursory analysis (non-significant environment effects areas) with the goal of 


creating a focused analysis.   


For all specialists, the analysis questions must identify and address effects to all issues identified as 


needing analysis and disclosure, required analyses (such as TES, MIS) and effects relating to public 


concerns identified during scoping.  If the EA/EIS has comparison criteria for your resource in the 


purpose and need, objectives or significant issues, include these here.  For project proponents from 


outside the agency, analysis questions must address whether, or to what degree, the project meets 


purpose and need objectives.   


Some reports cannot be written until another one is finished, so it is beneficial to discuss this 


“sequencing” of analysis and put into applicable timelines and due dates (e.g., wildlife needs 


vegetation analysis, water quality needs soils, etc.). Examples for a Recreation Resource Report for a 


typical thinning with popular recreation use might include:  


o How would project activities affect dispersed recreation (Camping, Hunting, Fishing, Berry 


Picking, Firewood Gathering, etc.)? 


o What effect would new road construction and other disturbances (e.g., skid trails) have on 


off-road vehicle use in the project area? 


o How would project activities affect Snowmobile Users? 


 


II. Description of Affected Environment’s Existing Conditions 


Briefly describe the existing condition of the environment that would be affected (relevant to the 


analysis questions).   


• Key components should reflect analysis of reaching the purpose and need statement, e.g., if there 


is a need for reducing flame length or basal area, describe them. 


• What past activities or natural disturbance events have determined the existing condition?  For 


instance, a wildland fire may have shaped the existing condition. A map, graphics or pictures are 


helpful to describe the current state of the resource.   


What is the affected resource area? Size? Describe if the analysis area is different from the project 


area and why (where do effects go?). 


• Use references that help describe the existing condition and the processes at work. Use 


background information, larger broad scale assessments, watershed assessments, surveys, non-


Agency surveys, or other reports. Consider referencing other analyses such as Forestwide or 


watershed scale roads analyses, or Forestwide Management Indicator Species report habitat 


reports. 


• Look at resource processes such as erosion, in-migration, etc.  


• Do not forget existing Environmental Impact Statements that have useful information. Use older 


analyses (past actions or similar projects) in the same area to describe past condition or actions. 


Private, local, county, or State analyses should be reviewed for applicable information, value, 


validity or usefulness.  
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III. Describe Relevant Laws, Regulations and Policy that Apply  


• Be specific about the Federal and state law, regulation and policy affecting the resource (such as 


State requirements under the Clean Water Act).  


• Briefly describe Management Areas from the Forest Plan with guidelines that apply and any 


Congressional designations in the affected area. 


• There may be District policies such as administrative road closures in place, or fire levels 


restricting activities that would dictate policy in day-to-day activities that may need to be 


explained. 


IV. Summarize Alternatives and Mitigation Measures 


• Each report must use the same set of alternatives, design features, mitigation measures, etc.  


Specialists may not add their own to mitigate effects or describe what they think should be added.  


If completely unacceptable effects show up in analysis, the specialist must go to team leader and 


the team and discuss any changes.   The Line Officer would then have to approve such changes 


and the whole team would use the new version.   


• Describe alternatives enough to emphasize the actions and effects on the resource. Reports do not 


need to duplicate descriptions found in the EA or EIS, but should give enough information so that 


the reader understands causes and effects for the alternatives.  


• List mitigation measures that will be required, and describe “ability to implement” and 


“effectiveness.”  If you have a long list (e.g., BMPs), put this information in an appendix. 


• Describe what the mitigation measures are designed to accomplish. The effectiveness of the 


mitigation measures need to be discussed.  


• Use observation, field tests, references, or monitoring results to back up discussions on the 


effectiveness of mitigation.  


• When mitigation is included as part of an alternative’s design, the alternative’s effects analysis 


includes the required mitigation. Be sure to coordinate the mitigation list with the 


interdisciplinary team members so they are looking at effects based on the same mitigation.  


• If mitigation is new or untested, it may require monitoring in the decision. 


• Adaptive management options need to have the monitoring requirements described here in detail 


so that if a change is needed in the future the monitoring data can back up the change in the 


implementation of the project.  


V. Methodology and Analysis Process 


Describe models used, GIS analysis used, field visits, monitoring similar actions, discussions with 


other experts, etc.  


• If a model was used, give a reference in the record to a description of how the model works and 


what it is supposed to show.  


• If other agency work is relied on, such as Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soils 


inventory, give a complete citation in the report and put it in the record.  


• Factors used for analysis should be linked to the current condition description. There should be a 


basis for comparison between the current condition of the resource and the effects from 


alternatives.  


• Quantitative measures are preferred. An analysis and interpretation of measurements is important 


and helps the reader follow the train of thought (scientific methodology).  Sometimes social 


effects must rely on qualitative analysis; however there still are standard methods, etc., used in 


the social sciences that should be explained. 
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VI. Effects Analysis   


Describe effects with all required mitigation measures applied.  Effects discussions must answer the 


Analysis Questions listed at the beginning of the report, and must address compliance with Forest 


Plan standards and any other laws, regulations, executive orders, or policies that apply. 


1. Effects of not implementing the project actions (No Action).  Describe what the effect 


would be if we fail to achieve the purpose and need.  The No Action is often referred to as the 


“baseline” but that does not mean no effect.  If we do not take a “needed” action, there should 


be very definite effects (negative or positive).   


2. Effects Common to the All Action Alternatives. Start with a rather general discussion (e.g., 


“Logging causes soil compaction.  Compaction decreases moisture holding capacity which 


reduces tree growth”) then move to more site-specific discussion (e.g., “Under all action 


alternatives, Unit 1 would be tractor logged, resulting in 15% of the area being compacted”).  


Strive to say it once only; do not repeat the same discussion for each alternative.  


If the effects of alternatives are similar, then lump the alternatives together. Do not needlessly 


duplicate one paragraph to the next. Copying text over and over is harder to read, easier to 


make mistakes, and it does not help explain effects. If there are differences in effects between 


alternatives, explain them. If there are no differences among alternatives, maybe the resource, 


or the measure used to display the effects to the resource, is a minor issue among the 


alternative actions.  


3. Effects unique to each action alternative, and the differences among the action 


alternatives.  Describe differences among the alternatives here.  If your analysis questions 


require a comparison among the alternatives, this is the place to calculate the numbers and 


display the results in a table or chart. 


Put the conclusion first in your effects analysis discussion, followed by the evidence to back 


it up. Do not make the resource report a mystery novel. Do not allow people to go off track 


following data, analysis, evidence and conclusions. It is better to give the reader the 


conclusion at the beginning of the discussion, and then support the conclusion.  Displaying 


effects by alternative in tables or charts is very effective and should be done so for all 


important effects.   


� Direct, indirect and cumulative effects must be analyzed. 


� Direct and indirect effects should be kept together in their own section since it is difficult 


to draw the line between them.  Indirect effects are farther away in distance and time 


from direct effects, and may display duration and intensity of effects.   


� Effects are expressed in cause-effect relationships and are site-specific where possible.  


� Use appropriate measures (indicators) to describe and display the environmental impacts 


of the alternatives. Where possible use quantitative measures, as opposed to qualitative or 


relative measures. 


� Remember to talk about natural disturbance events and patterns. If a wildfire or periodic 


flooding is the overriding cause of effects in the area, then describe it as part of the 


baseline (existing condition).  Some past events occurred so long ago that the effect is 


permanent, while some are recent enough to require explanation.  The actions proposed 


may be minor in comparison to natural events, but the total effects of the past events and 


the proposed activity are additive to them (sediment from project compared to flooding).   


� Factors to evaluate under NEPA include irreversible or irretrievable effects, short-term 


versus long-term effects, and any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided 


(40 CFR 1502.16). One aid in doing this is to look at what the Forest Plan identified in 


these effect categories. 
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4. Cumulative Effects Analysis 


� The cumulative effects analysis should follow the direct and indirect effects analysis 


immediately in the effects section of the text.  


� Cumulative effects analysis is merely an additive process. Add the effects from past, 


present or foreseeable projects to the project’s alternatives’ effects then analyze and 


interpret them.  Just saying “50 acres + 50 acres = 100 acres is not ‘analysis.’” 


� To initiate the cumulative effects analysis, make a list of all past, present and reasonably 


foreseeable actions that will contribute to cumulative effects of the resource. Include the 


title of the project, date of implementation, and some measure (such as acres, miles, etc.). 


Narrative descriptions are not necessary. The list should cover the important past or 


ongoing projects. Use judgment as to how far back in time the list should go (i.e., is the 


condition permanent now from grazing 100 years ago? Or is their current grazing 


affecting the resource?). In most cases the continuation of past actions or natural events 


should be described in the baseline condition, so they would be covered.   


� Cumulative effects analysis does not differentiate between private and public land 


ownership. If there are projects going on other land ownerships, they should be listed and 


addressed (State projects on State land; other Federal land projects; private property 


projects, such as subdivisions, etc.). 


� If you report that there are no direct or indirect impacts to your resource from the project, 


there are likely no cumulative impacts since there is nothing to add up.  This is fairly rare, 


since most land had at least past actions. However, it is possible that all effects to a 


resource were mitigated, such as effects to cultural sites, but be very careful in making 


this pronouncement. 


� There is some debate about whether the No Action can have cumulative effects since we 


are not proposing an action.  However, consider what would happen to an outside 


proponent if we took no action and then determine if something should go under 


cumulative effects. Not giving a permit could cause financial effects so you’d need to see 


if there were other financial effects.   


� If the cumulative effects analysis is so generic or meaningless that it can describe any 


project anywhere on the forest, then it doesn’t disclose to the public the hard look under 


NEPA that is required. 


� If using GIS analysis or model, explain the steps from what is on the ground, through the 


calculations, to the mapping output and what it means. This process or methodology 


should be in the record. It cannot be modified or fixed in court later if it was not 


disclosed. 


5. Conclusions about Alternatives’ Effects 


� Do the predicted effects approach, fall within, or exceed thresholds set forth in law, 


regulation or policy?  Describe what this means to the resource – is 10% over threshold 


important or not? 


� Do the effects of the alternatives fall within Forest Plan standards and guidelines?  


� Will a Forest Plan amendment be needed to implement a given alternative because it is 


not consistent with the Plan? If an amendment is needed, include the rationale on why the 


amendment is needed.  


� As the final step, look at your description of effects. Is the report clear enough that the 


public and the decision maker know what the tradeoffs among alternatives are?  
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� Know the facts and reasons and spell out the effects on the resource. Facts will speak 


louder than speculations or opinions. Analysis should be clear so that a judgment can be 


made by the reader. 


� Significance determination (FONSI; for EAs only). Make sure to address the ten 


Significance Factors that apply (see FSH 1909.15, Section 05, under definition of 


“Significantly”).  However, do not draw any conclusions as to whether effects are 


actually significant (that is the Responsible Official’s job to reach conclusions regarding 


significance). Just display the effects in relation to law, regulation, or policy (e.g., forest 


plan S&G’s) (see first bullet above). Make sure the record includes documentation to 


make significance determination in FONSI.  


� In general, the word “significant” should not appear in any specialist report or NEPA 


document as that would be a judgment call left for the Responsible Official to make in 


the decision and/or FONSI.  Your analysis and conclusions about effects should be 


subjective and comparative with enough detail for the reader to understand the 


magnitude, duration, and extent of the effects.  


VII. Discussion of literature relevant to the Analysis Questions to be answered 
and Literature Cited in the Report.   


• Include opposing viewpoints. This needs to be a discussion.  Simply listing literature you 


consulted is not adequate.  If you are discussing a subject that the public is likely to question or 


dispute your conclusions, you must include a literature discussion.  However, if there is no 


dispute or contention, you can omit this discussion.  


• Include a list of all citations from the report, such as journal articles, books, government 


documents, published papers, and personal communications referenced (from researchers, other 


specialists in the field, state agencies, etc.).  


• All references used in the report should be in the project record. Where references are lengthy, as 


in a complete hardcover book, include a photocopy of the key pages referenced in the report. Be 


sure to have the reference readily available upon appeal or litigation. 


• Be careful about citing reference that cite other references if you cannot find them since they may 


not be accurate and may be difficult to find it needed for litigation. 


VIII. Sign and Date Report for the Record  


Sign and date the original report and put it in the project record. Keep a copy in the resource files. 


Supply a signed and electronic copy to the writer/editor along with a copy of the data, field notes, 


correspondence, any modeling calculations, email, maps, and other information used in the report.  


The final signed and dated report should be used for the report and NEPA document, not a draft. 


Make sure pages are numbered and there is a document title in footer or header. 


IX. Revised Report in Response to Public Comments on Draft 


A specialist report is written prior to the release of the NEPA document to the public for comment. It 


is summarized and cited in the EA (or proposed action) or in the DEIS.  Once all comments are 


received, the ID Team should meet, conduct the content analysis, and determine what comments need 


responses in the final NEPA document.  Follow standard regional protocols for this content analysis 


(unless contracted out).  Responses to comments often consist of clarified or expanded analyses, 


additional alternatives, appendix material, etc.  This may or may not require the specialist report to be 


revised; if it is, it should be labeled as such with new date and signature.  The original should always 


be kept in the record since it was used for the comment version of the NEPA document. An EIS 


requires a display of how this process was done and is usually in an appendix.  This can be a major 


time factor in preparing an FEIS.  Since a draft or summary EA is sent for comment, responses are 


used to create the final EA.  Something should exist in the EA record to document the content 
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analysis process for responding to comments.  After public comments are responded to, specialists 


may want to revise, append, clarify, or add information to their report (adding a new date and new 


signature).  The final document should then cite this final report (e.g., a DEIS may cite one version 


and the FEIS may cite the revised report, but they should both be signed and dated and in the record). 


This review of public comment is an opportunity to analyze criticisms of the report prior to the 


project being final, and to fix any problems or vague discussions in the report. Coordinate with 


interdisciplinary team members so no conflict arises with other responses.   


 








General Comments and Guidance for SWCA on Biology Documents to be Prepared for the 


Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project. 


 


Larry Jones, Coronado National Forest, 1/22/2010 


 


NOTE: This document was sent for review on 1/20/2010 to Debbie Sebesta, Bev Everson, 


Mindee Roth, and Rick Gerhart.  Rick had some comments, which were incorporated, and the 


others thought it looked fine.  This document does replace the earlier draft sent to SWCA. 


 


1.  Documents to be prepared by SWCA in Tucson, AZ, include: 


• White Paper on the Affected Environment for Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants [Biologist’s 


Specialist Report]). This should be the first, to set the stage for the other documents. 


• Management Indicator Species Report 


• Migratory Bird Report 


• Biological Evaluation (effects to Regional Forester’s Sensitive Species) 


• Biological Assessment (effects to Threatened and Endangered Species) 


• Note also that BLM is a federal agency that must have all of its requirements met, as we 


are doing here for the Forest Service 


 


2.  I am also sending some Regional Office guidance on specialists’ reports. 


 


3.  While SWCA is doing the brunt of the “leg work” (writing and researching), the signatory 


agency is the Forest Service (and we are lead and signatory for other federal agencies), so we 


need to ensure a proper review and acceptance of all supporting biological documents. 


 


4.  Until each document is signed as being “Approved by the Forest Service” (the approver 


needs to be a journey level biologist representing the CNF), it is considered a draft document, 


and must be identified as such, with the word “DRAFT” appearing on the document.  This can 


appear as a watermark, in the header, and should always be in the title on the document (e.g., 


“DRAFT Management Indicator Species Report” and filename for the document (e.g., 


“draft_MIS_Report_1_19_2010_GS.docx”.   


 


5.  Note the filename should also have the version date and principal preparer’s (see #6) initials 


or name. 


 


6.  Every supporting biological document must also have the principal preparer’s name.  I 


suggest this go in the running head, along with the word DRAFT and the date.  The “principal 


preparer” is really the SWCA point of contact that we at CNF will send our comments to. 


 


7.  The document should not be signed by the SWCA preparer until the drafts have been 


reviewed by the Forest and found to be acceptable (i.e., we say we will sign it as approved).  


When SWCA signs it, it means they are done with it, and they cannot be done with it until we 


approve it. 







 


8.  My intention was to have the White Paper set the stage for identifying species to be covered 


in the various documents (among other things), and to have the Species Identification section 


tier to that document, although they should be identified specifically in the Biological 


Assessment (BA) also, as Fish and Wildlife Service, during section 7 consultation, will not want 


to flip between documents (it should all be in the BA).  More specific guidance on the White 


Paper was already sent to SWCA. 


 


9.  How the documents read is very important.  When writing the reports, write them as if you 


are representing a public land management agency.  Write all documents matter-of-factly, and 


disclose the effects on the environment of lands in the public trust (although for the 


Endangered Species Act [BA], it must center on the species regardless of land ownership, not 


just lands in the public trust). 


 


10.  Related to #9 is verbiage in the Project Area sections of the documents.  I repeatedly see 


reference to Forest Service-administered public lands that fall within unpatented mining claims 


as “Rosemont Property”.  While the Rosemont Copper Company has surface rights to minerals, 


the land still belongs in the public trust.  Part of the pit, most of the waste rock and tailings, and 


part of the facilities will likely be on Forest Service-administered lands.  It can be mentioned 


that there are unpatented mining claims on these NFS lands. 


 


11.  Closely related to #10 are the maps that accompany the reports.  The term Rosemont 


Property needs to go away to avoid confusion, or limit it to private lands and patented mining 


claims.  If referring to claims, please distinguish and identify patented vs. unpatented mining 


claims.  For example, don’t just use the term “Rosemont claims boundary”; rather say 


“Rosemont Copper Company unpatented mining claims”, so that there is no confusion.  To 


further avoid confusion, in the documents, clearly define the differences, so anybody reading 


the document (the public) knows exactly what we are talking about.   


 


12.  To summarize 10 and 11, write the documents for the public and make it clear to the 


reader that the affected area includes public lands administered by the Forest Service, BLM, 


Pima County, and State of Arizona, and the ESA language refers to species across the affected 


environment, regardless of ownership.   


 


13.  I don’t know the difference between Augusta Resource and Rosemont Copper Company, 


but it seems there should only be one labeled private entity requesting to put in a copper mine. 


 


14
1
.  Taxonomy needs to follow the Integrated Taxonomic Inventory System (ITIS).  Our 


Washington Office has indicated this is the taxonomy and nomenclature the Forest Service (and 


                                                           
1
 We don’t usually see this cross-checking in other biology documents to date, mostly because I only recently 


became aware of the mandatory federal ITIS standard, but I expect this will be modus operandi in future 


documents.  In cases like the proposed copper mine, it is important we follow the standard.  For example, the 


Rosemont Talussnail is valid, even if its validity has been challenged by others. 







other public agencies) recognizes.  ITIS does not have Standard English (common) names, but it 


does have the scientific name standard, and validity of taxa.  If there are differences between 


ITIS and other names, refer to the ITIS name somewhere and mention it is the recognized 


standard.  For example, Coues’ white-tailed deer is not a valid taxon.  So, in this case, spell out 


the taxonomic and nomenclatural differences and then refer to the taxon in the text simply as 


white-tailed deer, Odocoileus virginianus.  For standard English names, there are some standard 


sources, including the American Ornithological Union and Society for the Study of Amphibians 


and Reptiles.  Here is the weblink to ITIS: http://www.itis.gov/index.html 


 


15.  I recommend we use as few acronyms as possible.  There are a number of acronyms that 


represent more than one thing. 


 


16.  When SWCA and CNF consider the documents final enough for Regional Office technical 


review (or if we have a timeline that requires us to submit it for review earlier), I will have them 


review the document before we finalize and sign off on it.   







From: Tom Furgason
To: Kathy Arnold
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Larry Jones; Jonathan

Rigg; Melissa Reichard; Dale Ortman PE; Geoff Soroka; Kevin Serrato; Ken Kertell
Subject: Reports Recieved
Date: 04/13/2010 03:15 PM

Kathy,
 
I am confirming that we have received the following reports and technical memorandum from
Rosemont today:
 

1.       Onsite Riparian Habitat Assessment (Westland 2010)
2.       Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts

(Tetra Tech 2010)
3.       Rosemont Backfill and Pit Lake Management Approches (Tetra Tech 2010)

 
We will get these reports posted to WebEx by noon tomorrow and notify the team when they are
available on that site.  My team can see me if they need the reports today and I assume that Bev
has also received the same reports for their review.  Thank you.
 

Tom Furgason
Office Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA
Subject: Request to review hydrology reports
Date: 07/14/2010 05:47 PM

Hello Dale,
Within the last week we have received new hydrology related reports from
Rosemont.  Particularly, Tetra Tech provided a July 2010 report titled Davidson
Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Springs Impacts.  I
believe Montgomery and Associates provided some documents as well.  Please retain
SRK to review these documents.  In that pursuit, I am requesting you put together
separate SOW's and cost estimates for the preparation of Technical Review
Memorandums of each report following the guidelines used in previous technical
reviews. Please forward copies to me.  Thanks for helping.           

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Rebecca Miller'; 'Toby Leeson'; 'Stone, Claudia';

'Howell, Roger'; 'Cope, Larry'; Hale Barter; 'Jim Davis'; Mark Myers; Juliet McKenna; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Charles Coyle'
Subject: Reschedule for Next Rosemont Groundwater Conference Calls
Date: 04/07/2009 02:36 PM

Due to a conflict with a groundwater symposium in Tucson the second April Rosemont
groundwater conference calls are rescheduled as follows:
 
Original Date: Tuesday, April 21
 
New Date: Tuesday, April 28
 
The calls will be held at the normal times of 12:30PM for the West Side Groundwater and 2:00 PM
for the East Side Groundwater.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Meeting Change:
Calendar Entry
Subject: Rosemont meeting- barrel alternative
When  
Date: Monday  05/24/2010
Time: 01:00 PM - 05:00 PM   (4 hours)
Chair: tucconfroom@swca.com
Sent By: Melissa Reichard
Invitees  
Required (to): karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Debby Kriegel; David.Krizek@tetratech.com; Salek Shafiqullah;

fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com; mbidwell@swca.com; daleortmanpe@live.com
Optional (cc):
Where  
Location: SWCA Conference Room

Marcie will be calling in. NOTE- New Conf Call number: 866-740-1260 code 9550668.
Thanks!
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Meeting Change:
Calendar Entry
Subject: Rosemont meeting- barrel alternative
When  
Date: Monday  05/24/2010
Time: 01:00 PM - 05:00 PM   (4 hours)
Chair: tucconfroom@swca.com
Sent By: Melissa Reichard
Invitees  
Required (to): karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Debby Kriegel; David.Krizek@tetratech.com; Salek Shafiqullah;

fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com; mbidwell@swca.com; daleortmanpe@live.com
Optional (cc):
Where  
Location: SWCA Conference Room

Marcie will be calling in. NOTE- New Conf Call number: 866-740-1260 code 9550668.
Thanks!
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; Melinda D Roth; 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan

Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Marcie Bidwell'
Subject: Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report
Date: 05/02/2010 12:19 PM
Importance: High
Attachments: 20100502_ortman_schor_draft-landform-rpt-review-comments_memo.pdf

All,
 
Attached is a memorandum containing a compilation of the pertinent review comments regarding
the landform report.  Not all comments received are included in the memorandum as those that
altered Horst’s professional opinion, modified the constraints imposed by Rosemont, or did not
substantively add to the understanding of the report were omitted.
 
I will be forwarding the comments to Horst on Tuesday, therefore if you have any questions
regarding the comments please contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Horst Schor 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard, Marcie Bidwell (SWCA); 
Mindee Roth, Bev Everson, Debby Kriegel, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 2 May 2010   


Subject: 
Review Comments  
Landform Design Report for the Rosemont Mine Project 


 
This memorandum presents a compilation of the pertinent comments provided for the review of 
the draft report titled Landform Design Report of the Rosemont Mine Project, April 2010.  
Comments were provided by the Coronado National Forest, Rosemont Copper Company, and 
SWCA.  The review is divided among General Comments, Requested Additional Information, and 
Editorial Comments. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
General Comment 1: The report contains reference to and photographs of other mine facilities in 
the area with the implication that they represent the Proposed Action.  The implication that the 
references and photographs explicitly represent the Proposed Action in not correct and both must 
be removed from the report. 
 
General Comment 2: The report contains several instances of personal value judgments and 
prejudicial language that must be removed from the report.  Examples of such are: 


• Page 6, Paragraph 1: ….just create a dump as it is often referred to in the industry but for 
better or worse a LANDFORM, unsightly, and artificial as it may be…. 
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• Page 6, Paragraph 2: … the intrusion of an alien, manufactured rigid structure devoid of 
geomorphic features into an otherwise pristine and highly variable natural landscape. 


 
General Comment 3:  The information presented in Section VII. OTHER CANYON 
ALTERNATIVES does not fulfill the requirements of SOW; Task 3: Review and comment on the 
landform potential of an additional three alternative mine waste disposal plans. Revise Section 
VII to provide comments on the potential to apply landform design to the three specific 
alternatives and what general ramifications such application would have on the design, including 
the viability of such a design approach.   
 
General Comment 4: Please include the response to the constraints presented by Rosemont as an 
appendix to the report.  Editorial comments on the response are included as Attachment 1. 
 
REQUESTED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 


1. Reference examples of similar scale landforming projects. 
2. Include the total acres in the landformed design. 
3. Explain what parts of the landform design that Golder Associate’s parameters do not 


apply (or where Golder’s parameters simply weren’t provided).  An example might be the 
slope of the new Barrel Canyon drainage (which is ~2.5 miles at ~6%). 


4. Add the boundary of the Barrel Canyon drainage basin to appropriate figures to indicate 
that runoff is contained within the basin, or where engineered structures are necessary to 
direct all runoff into the basin. 


 
EDITORIAL COMMENTS 
 


1. Table of contents and list of figures:  Correct the page numbers (many are wrong). 
2. Page 1, first sentence:  delete the word “certain”. 
3. Page 2: consider adding “sideboards” to this figure or somewhere in text (Cienega 


watershed to south, Hwy 83 to east, pit/plant/ridge to west, and McCleary Canyon to 
north). 
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4. Page 4, figure 5:  Tucson is misspelled. 
5. Page 5, figure 6:  Tucson is misspelled. 
6. Page 9:  Text states that “The 500 foot setback from the pit rim was maintained”, but 


figures 22 and 23 do not show this. 
7. Page 13:  Explain what gold lines are (or better yet, remove them). 
8. Page 23:  State contour interval and/or enlarge elevation labels (they are unreadable even 


with a magnifier or zoomed in on the electronic document). 
9. Page 29, first sentence:  Should “tear” be “tier”? 
10. Page 30, first sentence:  Delete the word “project . 
11. Page 10, second to last paragraph, second sentence: change “created” to “create” 
12. Page 27, paragraph 4, reword as “ … would have an outer shell comprised of material 


with a d50 not less than 3-5 inches providing……….” 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
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DRAFT 
 


Draft Deliberative 
Not for Public Distribution 


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


April 5, 2010 


 


This report responds to the “Preliminary Landform Layout Constraints provided by Rosemont 
Copper Company” as contained in Project Memorandums dated March 25, 2010 and March 31, 
2010 prepared by Dale Ortman. 


Each of the nine constraints provided along with a sketch map have been carefully reviewed and 
will be addressed in detail below.  Due to the nature of the small scale and very sketchy nature of 
the map, however some of the implication of certain limitations can only be very cursory 
estimated. 


 


Constraint 1.  Stay clear of Plant Site (Mill Facility/Industrial Areas) 


During the preparation of the conceptual landform plan, no actual grading plans for those 
facilities were available to allow for proper transitioning between the landform shapes and the 
cuts and fills proposed for those facilities.  Consequently a temporary and arbitrary terminus for 
the landform fill was arrived at.  


Once the appropriate information becomes available, the limits and grading transitions could 
readily be accommodated;  however, constraining the toe of the landform design to the boundary 
of the Plant Site would require relocating the material currently located within the Plant Site area 
elsewhere within the landform mass.  


 
 
Constraint 2.  Avoid Cultural Significant sites at Ball Court Heritage location and others… 


In order to maximize the opportunity for a recreated Landform/Geomorphic Topography and 
Hydrology and to address the recommendation in the Golder Report with regards to slope 
designs the footprint of the waste rock and tailings were expanded considerably, thus placing 
subject site under the new fill. Under the current design, carving out that site from the fill zone, 
while possible, would not create the most desirable solution.  Entirely avoiding the Ball Court 
location, as proposed by Rosemont, requires relocation of a significant amount of material and 
would negatively impact the potential for a successful landform design. 
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Also, there appears to be a discrepancy as to the location of the Ball Court Heritage site. The 
sketch map shows a location in the most north easterly corner of the Landform Fill.  The location 
provided by Tetra Ttech places it to the south of that. Knowing the accurate location has an 
effect significant impact on any design option to preserve this location. 


 


Constraint 3.  Leave half-mile wide buffer strip between all mine waste material and SR 83 


Such a constraint was never a part of the initial conceptual Landform design study. Creating 
natural, geomorphic features and run-off patterns that would mimic existing ground conditions 
and keeping slope ratios to a minimum to minimize erosion were the objective.  To this extend 
extent, the foot print had to expand. As the topography on the west side Highway 83 drops 
rapidly into a fairly deep valley which represented a substantial fill holding capacity, it was 
utilized in this manner.  Retaining a half-mile buffer strip between all mine waste and SR83 has 
significant negative impact on the potential for a successful landform design and may negate its 
viability. 


 


Constraint 4.  Keep all Stormwater Runoff within Barrel Drainage 


The landform design keeps all runoff within the Barrel drainage.  The Landform Concept Plan is 
so designed as to carry the runoff along most of the southerly boundary in a graded surface drain 
channel to the north along Highway 83 and back into Barrel Canyon Watershed. The 
southwesterly area runoff is collected in a detention pond and then projected to be carried in an 
underground drain to the north to be discharged into Barrel Canyon. 


 


Constraint 5.  Maintain setback for Singing Valley Ranch 


This setback at the southerly boundary would mean a loss of fill placement capacity but may or 
may not also negatively impact the planned gravity drainage channel discussed under 4. above.  
Only a more detailed analysis could determine that. 


 


Constraint 6.  Place no Mine Waste material within the Area designated for SDCP Biological 
Core Value Habitat and Riparian Management Area  


The sketch map indicates an apparently substantial area that would be encumbered in some 
fashion.   


Depending whether this would require total or selective avoidance that could be incorporated 
into the Landform Design the extent of this impact will determine how much fill placement 
capacity would be lost.  At first glance it appears to be significant.  Avoiding placement of mine 
waste as proposed by Rosemont has significant negative impact on the potential for a successful 
landform design and may negate its viability. 
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Constraint 7.  Incorporate the original Rosemont Configuration for the Heap Leach and Dry 
Stack Facility 


The landform design concept is not able to accommodate the original configuration of the dry 
stack tailings. 


 


Constraint 8.  Include functional haul road, construction access and perpetual storm water 
drainage into pit into the design concept 


This matter is considered to be a design detail to be incorporated once the overall concept has 
been accepted and the specifications for service locations, width, horizontal and vertical curves 
and other design criteria are provided. 


 


 Constraint 9.  Increase the ultimate height of the conceptual Landform Design by 100’ to afford 
contingency capacity and construction flexibility 


Increasing the height of the landform design layout by 100 feet while maintaining the current 
design toe would oversteepen the slopes and have significant negative impact on the potential for 
a successful landform design.   


 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


In summary it must be stated that some of the constraints can readily be met while others pose 
significant negative impact to a successful landform design; particularly in combinations that 
significantly reduce the footprint available for mine waste disposal.  Imposing all or most of the 
footprint constraints proposed by Rosemont would likely negate the viability of a landform 
design.  


To Landform shape the excavated materials under these constraints would most likely entail 
much higher fills with steeper slopes – unless some of McCleary Canyon can be used to 
accommodate the overflow. 







From: Larry Jones
To: Richard A Gerhart; gsoroka@swca.com; tstrong@westlandresources.com; sidner@u.arizona.edu;

scott_richardson@fws.gov
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Subject: review of bat field trip
Date: 10/21/2009 09:10 AM
Attachments: Rosemont Copper Project Bat Field Trip Report.docx

Attendees of bat Field trip to Rosemont:

Please check over the attached field trip report for accuracy and I will finalize it. 
Thanks!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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DRAFT Rosemont Copper Project Bat Field Trip Report



First Draft reported by Larry Jones, Coronado National Forest, 21 October 2009. Final Draft reported by Larry Jones, XXXXXXXXXX



Reviewers: XXXXXXXXXXX



Field Trip Date: 13 October 2009



In attendance:



· Larry Jones, Coronado National Forest (CNF)

· Rick Gerhart, CNF

· Geoff Soroka, SWCA Consultants

· Tom Strong, WestLand Resources, Inc.

· Debbie Buecher, University of Arizona (UA)

· Ronnie Sidner, UA

· Scott Richardson, Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)



Purpose:  This was intended to be an opportunity for the FWS, cooperating agencies, and the CNF to hear from WestLand about the bat surveys they conducted, which ultimately resulted in a report[footnoteRef:1] (WestLand Resources, Inc. 2009 [March 11]. Lesser  Long-nosed Bat survey of the Rosemont holdings and vicinity. Unpublished report, on file with Coronado National Forest, Tucson, Arizona. 25 pp + figures and appendices). [1:  I do not know if this report is final or draft] 




Participants:  Surprisingly, no representatives from any of the cooperating agencies showed up, but there was a representative from FWS—Scott Richardson, the Lesser Long-nosed Bat taxon lead for the agency.  The field trip was led by Tom Strong, WestLand Resources, Inc.  Debbie Buecher and Ronnie Sidner, from UA, are bat experts that were sub-contracted to assist with the surveys.  Geoff, Rick, Scott, and I had never visited these sites.



Chronology of Site Visit



0830h  Meet at FWS Office in Tucson



0930 Meet at ATV loading facility on Barrel Canyon Road (no additional parties met us there)



0945 Group went to the Hidden Valley Ranch to check in with Rosemont personnel, but the gate was locked and there was no Forest Service lock, a sign in sheet, or any other means to contact Rosemont personnel before going on the private lands.  However, Rosemont personnel were aware that we would be having a biologists’ field trip for bats on that day.



0958 We parked at a jumpoff point to the Arizona Trail off Forest Road 4062 (UTMs 12 R 0527061, 3525894; all UTMs in NAD 27). We hiked down the trail about ½ mile to where there were three adits (R37a-c and R-38a-b in WestLand report) that were surveyed.  One adit had three entrances (R37a-c).  This adit is a newly found (by WestLand) day roost site.  It is a significant roost site, having upwards of 4,500-5,000 LLNB present when surveyed (pers. comm., T. Strong, R. Sidner). When referring to this site, the WestLand report does not offer a density estimate, but states (p. 17) “the high density of yellow splatter…clustered in a very small area on Coronado National Forest northeast of the Property[footnoteRef:2] , suggests frequent use by a large number of bats”.  On our field outing, we saw signs of nectar-feeding bats in the entrance (yellow and red fecal “splats”) (Fig. 1), but no bats were seen, presumably because they had already begun their southward migration.  UTMs just down from the main opening (Figs. 2, 3) is 12 R 0527502, 3526203.  The site is on FS-managed lands, just outside the Rosemont footprint.  Because of its proximity to the site, it should be included in the bounds of analysis. [2:  “The Property” in this report refers to private Rosemont lands, patented mining claims of Rosemont (hence, Rosemont private lands), and unpatented mining claims (hence on National Forest System lands)] 




Because this is an important site (one of the few larger roost sites for LLNB in the United States), there were discussions about how we might protect the site, such as perimeter fencing and rerouting the Arizona Trail.  The site itself is “buffered” from the Rosemont footprint, and there should be little direct influence from Rosemont mine activities.  However, there could be significant indirect influence from Rosemont mine operations (light, noise, reduction of foraging areas nearby).  We can’t really predict if the adits will remain as important day roosts or if they will be abandoned, or something in-between.  This suggests that the site will need to be monitored (in a non-intrusive manner) before, during, and after the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine activities.



1152 On the main road to Gunsight Pass, we stopped by a known locality of Chiricahua Leopard Frog (Fig.  4) on the Rosemont private holdings (T. Strong, pers. comm.).  Apparently there were frogs seen in 2008 but not 2009.  We did not see any frogs on this field trip, but didn’t even do a cursory survey, as we were focusing on bats.  UTMs for this site are 12 R 0523247 3521933, 5205 ft ASL.  



1215 Old Chicago Mine (Fig. 5).  This is a day roost of about 15 LLNB.  This site is where Rosemont open pit is proposed to be, and the main ore body is pretty much “underneath this site” (T. Strong, pers. comm.).  UTMs for the site are 12 R 0522394, 3521553.  This site is fenced off and has a large opening from earlier mining activities.  Near it is a small shaft that is fenced off, but bats are in the main opening.



1440 Next stop was a “night roost” of LLNB at a mine south of the proposed project area, called 

R-2 on the WestLand  Report and map in the southern Sycamore Canyon drainage (Fig. 6)—not to be confused with the Sycamore Canyon that was discussed in alternative development.  It is apparently a day roost, too, because Ronnie Sidner documented 4 LLNB in there and got video footage during the field trip.  This site is on patented mining claims, but is about 0.5 mi outside the proposed project area.  UTMs for this site are 12R 0522043, 3519864.



1550 Site S (shaft, map # 38 of WestLand Report) and S-1 adit (map # 39) and access to shaft (Fig. 7).  This site is apparently a roost site for about 50 Townsend’s Big-eared Bats, Corynorhinus townsendii  (T. Strong and R. Sidner, pers. comm.), a Forest Service sensitive species, based on WestLand Surveys.  When we entered the adit, we saw bat guano piles, as well as moth wings and beetle elytra (Fig. 8), attesting to presence of insectivorous bats. We also saw Black Bear scat outside and tracks in mud inside the adit (Fig. 9).  UTMs for this site are 12R 0522410, 3522401.  Site 38 is not labeled on the WestLand Report map.  This is an important roost site for C. townsendii.



1700 From the west side of Gunsight Pass, and down the hill and to the north, we stopped on the road and overlooked a group of adits (Fig. 10) that are apparently on patented mining claims. These sites (T. Strong and R. Sidner, pers. comm.) are localities of C. townsendii, Myotis thysanodes, M. velifer, and Choeronycteris mexicana.  Although these are currently outside the proposed project area, the utility corridors will likely be close by.  These are not numbered in the WestLand Report, but are the cluster of mines searched in that area of Section 24 on Fig. 9 of the WestLand Report.

Fig. 10 shows the Palmer Agave testing area (about 4 acres, Bev Everson, pers. comm.).  We did not go to this site, but drove past it.  Palmer Agaves are the main food of LLNB in southeastern Arizona, are likely to be transplanted and planted as mitigation.



Fig.  11 is a map that shows the sites we visited during this field trip.
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Review of CFRs and manual for mitigation concepts homeowrk
Date: 12/18/2009 04:10 PM

On Wednesday I asked the team to review the CFRs and manual direction for mitigation concepts for
the Rosemont mitigation development.  Some of you were already on leave for the holidays, and a few
people are working instead of using use or lose that they need to be using.   

So, I am revising the deadline for completion of that homework to COB January 6. 

If this seems like an ambitious deadline, keep in mind that this is not a "new" assignment for the team.
 We've been developing and reviewing mitigation for months, and about a month ago the team had a
specific assignment to review the mitigation table that SWCA compiled and to provide input on it.  With
this and every component of the analysis, I expect the team to incorporate their knowledge of the
resources, and the policy, direction, regulation and statute that we use on a regular basis in program
administration. 

Thanks to those of you who have completed this assignment.  Some of you have quoted sections of the
CFRs and manual, or cited regulation and statute, and that work goes a long way towards the
objective for this assignment.  Please take that work one step further by boiling it down to what you see
as mitigation to be applied to the project analysis. 

Lastly... 

The team has done a GREAT job in working on this very complex, fairly daunting (at least in my
perspective) project.  It's obvious that everyone cares a great deal about the resources and wants to do
their best to mitigate the impacts of the operation as proposed.  Thank you for your hard work and
dedication throughout the past year. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Review of Mine Site Groundwater Model
Date: 02/10/2010 09:00 AM
Attachments: GW_ModelReview_Memo_183101_ vu_lc_ms_20100209_FNL_2.pdf

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 02/10/2010 09:00 AM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

02/09/2010 02:52 PM

To "'Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
"'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Review of Mine Site Groundwater Model

Kathy,

 
Attached is a technical review memorandum prepared by SRK for the mine site groundwater model
report prepared by Montgomery.  Unfortunately, SRK determined that the report does not contain
adequate documentation of fundamental information to allow them to prepare a defensible
review.  In addition, they determined that additional model calibration is required along with a
parametric sensitivity in order to support any model findings.  Given the time constraints on the
DEIS I recommend that a working meeting be scheduled between hydrologists with SRK and
Montgomery to resolve the issues summarized in the SRK memo and expedite the final SRK
review.  SRK’s hydrologists, Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber, are available to be in
Tucson the week of February 22 if that works for you.

 
Please feel free to contact me to discuss this recommendation.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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7 Reviewer Qualifications 


Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in Denver, 
Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Review of Mine Site Groundwater Model
Date: 02/09/2010 02:52 PM
Attachments: GW_ModelReview_Memo_183101_ vu_lc_ms_20100209_FNL_2.pdf

Kathy,
 
Attached is a technical review memorandum prepared by SRK for the mine site groundwater model
report prepared by Montgomery.  Unfortunately, SRK determined that the report does not contain
adequate documentation of fundamental information to allow them to prepare a defensible
review.  In addition, they determined that additional model calibration is required along with a
parametric sensitivity in order to support any model findings.  Given the time constraints on the
DEIS I recommend that a working meeting be scheduled between hydrologists with SRK and
Montgomery to resolve the issues summarized in the SRK memo and expedite the final SRK
review.  SRK’s hydrologists, Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber, are available to be in
Tucson the week of February 22 if that works for you.
 
Please feel free to contact me to discuss this recommendation.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
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Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
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related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Review of MWH Draft Technical Review Memo for Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report
Date: 11/20/2009 03:33 PM
Attachments: 2009-11-19_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_WaterSupplyModelRevu_memo.pdf

Hello Roger,
The following attachment is the new draft review of the west side model.  I think we
are supposed to disregard the earlier email with the draft draft.  Heehee.  Comments
are requested by the end of the month.  I'll be looking at it early next week and
maybe we can discuss then. Thanks. 
Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 11/20/2009 03:29 PM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

11/19/2009 05:10 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Review of MWH Draft Technical Review Memo for
Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model
Report

Salek, Bev, & Mindee,

 
Please find the attached memorandum for your review and comment regarding the six-pages of
pertinent text prepared by MWH in review of the Rosemont mine water supply pumping model
report. Please note that I have requested any comments from the CNF no later than the end of the
month to expedite MWH’s completion of a Technical Review Memorandum regarding the report
for submission to Rosemont for response.   

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: 
Review of MWH Technical Review Memorandum 
Review Comment of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and 
Simulations 


 
Please review the draft Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) prepared by MWH for the following 
document: 
 


1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009 


 
Please note that MWH has nominated Toby Leeson PG to be the responsible person for the review to replace 
Nathan Haws (Attachment B).  SWCA is in receipt of correspondence indicating this is acceptable to the 
CNF.  SWCA will direct MWH to indicate Toby Leeson PG as the responsible person on the final version of 
the Technical Review Memorandum, but we do not want to delay the review by asking MWH for a revised 
copy at this time. 
 
The draft Technical Review Memorandum was prepared by MWH as directed by SWCA (Attachment C). 
 
Please complete review of the Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) by the end of the month to 
expedite MWH finalizing the memorandum for submission to Rosemont for their response. 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 
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NATHAN W. HAWS 
SENIOR ENGINEER


EDUCATION: 


PhD, Environment Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, 2003 
BS/BSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
MS/MSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 


REGISTRATIONS: 


Professional Engineer - Civil, Arizona, 48186, 2008 
Professional Engineer - Civil, Nevada, 20251, 2009 


EXPERIENCE:


Hydrologist, South Yuma County Landfill, Air Quality Screening Evaluation, Yuma, Arizona 
Air dispersion screening evaluation using Screen 3 and EPA AP-42 method 


Hydrogeologist, Freeport McMoRan, Tailing site characterization, Christmas Mine, Arizona 
Collection and characterization of tailing material samples 


Project Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Globe, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Yuma, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Scientist, City of Phoenix, Jet-fuel contamination characterization, Phoenix, Arizona 
Interpretation of analysis of aged jet fuel contamination to characterize its soil-air-water partitioning 
properties


Hydrologist, Freeport McMoRan, AZPDES surface water permitting, Arizona 
Consultant for permit renewals for Christmas, Bagdad, and Bisbee mines 


Inspector, Pima County Solid Waste, Environmental audit of solid waste facilities, Pima County, 
Arizona 
Environmental compliance audit of municipal landfills and refuse transfer stations 


Project Engineer, Hexcel Corporation, Remedial design consulting, Kent, Washington 
Evaluation of permeable reactive barrier design and economic evaluation of options for remediation of 
chlorinated solvents 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Sierrita Mine 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives. 
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Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 


Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 


ORGANIZATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS: 


Arizona Hydrological Society 
American Geophysical Union 


PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS: 


Das, B.S., N.W. Haws, P.S.C. Rao, 2005, Defining Geometric Similarity in Soils, Vadose Zone Journal 
4:264 270. 


Haws, N.W., B. Liu, E.J. Kladivko, P.S.C. Rao, C.W. Boast, D.P. Franzmeier, 2004, Spatial Variability and 
Measurement Scale of Infiltration Rate on an Agricultural Landscape, Soil Science Society of 
America Journal, 68: 1818 1826. 


Haws, N.W., B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2004, Dual Domain Solute Transfer and Transport Processes: 
Evaluation in Batch and Column Experiments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 75 (3 4) 
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Haws, N.W., E.J. Bouwer, W.P. Ball, 2006, The Influence of System Conditions and Modeling Formulation 
when Simulating Cometabolic Biodegradation in Sorbent-Water Systems, Advances in Water 
Resources 29(4): 571-589 


Haws, N.W., J. Simunek, P.S.C. Rao, I.C. Poyer, 2005, Single Porosity and Dual Porosity Modeling of 
Flow and Transport in Subsurface Drained Fields Using Effective Field Scale Parameters, Journal 
of Hydrology 313 (3 4) 257 273 


Haws, N.W., P.S.C. Rao, 2004, The Effect of Vertically Decreasing Macropore Fractions on Simulations of 
Non Equilibrium Solute Transport, Vadose Zone Journal, 31: 1300 1308 


Haws, N.W., W.P. Ball, E.J. Bouwer, 2006, Modeling and Interpreting Bioavailability of Organic 
Contaminant Mixtures in Subsurface Environments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 82(3-4): 
255-292 


Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
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4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203  
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


November 16, 2009 


Mr. Tom Furgason     ELECTRONIC SUBMITTAL via 
SWCA       tfurgason@swca.com
343 W. Franklin St. 
Tucson, AZ 85701 


Re:  Rosemont Copper Project EIS  


Dear Mr. Furgason: 


MWH would like to confirm that Richmond Leeson, P.G. is our nominated responsible person for the 
mine water supply pumping model review.  In particular, he will be responsible for the technical review of 
the April 30, 2009 document “Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona” prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & 
Associates, Inc.  We have attached Mr. Leeson’s resume for your review. 


We understand that Mr. Leeson’s credentials have been previously vetted by the Coronado National 
Forest and meet their requirements. 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 


MWH Americas, Inc.       


Stephen Taylor, P.E.  
Vice President      
Arizona Operations Manager 


cc: Richmond Leeson, P.G., MWH 
 Nathan Haws, P.E., PhD, MWH 


Dale Ortman, P.E. 


Attach: Richmond Leeson’s Resume 



http://www.mwhglobal.com

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com





TOBY LEESON 
SENIOR HYDROGEOLOGIST 


EDUCATION:


M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 


REGISTRATIONS:


Professional Geologist: Texas #10242; California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-
32566.


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Geological Society of America 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 


SUMMARY:


Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
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humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 


Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of Minnesota 
regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project team 
assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, Gallup, NM
Managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Closure Plan for an inactive, underground 
uranium mine near Gallup, New Mexico.  The site is being evaluated under the CERCLA program 
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under the jurisdiction of EPA Region 9 and Navajo Nation Environmental Projection Agency.  
The site is adjacent to the Navajo Reservation and near several traditional home sites.  Particular 
challenges include the development of risk-based cleanup goals and removal alternatives under 
CERCLA related to potential impacts from and exposure to radium and uranium. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony Mine, Cibola County, NM 
Managing the materials characterization, closure and reclamation of an inactive, uranium mine 
west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.  The mine site is under the jurisdiction of the New Mexico 
Mining and Minerals Division and is to be closed under the New Mexico Mining Act.  Particular 
challenges of the site include a large open pit with a well developed pit lake that could impact a 
major drinking water aquifer.  The mine is in a region that has a complex history of  other mining 
impacts as well as in-situ ore-related impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.  


Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures.


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
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Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 


Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 


Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 


Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple locations 
within coal mine properties. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
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XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater sampling, 
free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for budget 
and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of reinjection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Altamont and Bluebell Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations plant in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and 
groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) 
as associated with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed 
include: groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced 
attenuation using oxygen release compounds. 


Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.


Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
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using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 


Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 


Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 


Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 


GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database using 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9 software suite.  Mr. Leeson was also responsible for processing the data, 
including high-resolution aerial photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized 
mine void geometries.   The GIS data used for analysis and three-dimensional display were 
converted to both TINs and raster data types.  Mr. Leeson developed several tools in Model 
Builder to run the analyses using raster math within the GIS.   The results of the analyses were 
then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities to prevent any further damage to 
property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future development.
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Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 


GIS Analyst, Idaho Mining Association, Southeast Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 


Database Manager, ARCO, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 


Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 


CONTINUING EDUCATION: 


Geochemistry of Acid Rock Drainage 
Introduction to Hydrogeology 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 
Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
Environmental Law 
GIS in a Mountain Environment
Introduction to Spatial Hydrology using GIS 
OSHA/MSHA 8-hour Annual Refresher Courses 
OSHA 40-hour Refresher Courses 
MSHA 24-hour surface miner safety training 
Emergency first aid and CPR 
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DALE ORTMAN PE Office: (520) 896-2404
Consulting Engineer Mobile: (520) 449-7307
PO Box 1233 E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com
Oracle, AZ 85623


PROJECT MEMORANDUM
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT


To: Rebecca Miller (MWH)
Copy to: Charles Coyle, Melissa Richard, Tom Furgason (SWCA)
From: Dale Ortman PE
Date: 19 July 2009


Subject:
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report


This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical review of the
following document(s) for the given environmental resource area(s) that may be subject to impact from the
project:


Document(s):
1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009


The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to
the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine Plan
of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will review the subject document in the
context of the MPO and confirm the MPO correctly reflects the findings of the subject document.


Resource Areas(s):
1. Water Resources – Specifically, the review is to be limited to the evaluation of the impact to


groundwater flow regime of the proposed mine water supply pumping.
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SCOPE OF SERVICES


Scope of Work
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the memorandum of
July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda.
Additional specific tasks are listed below:


1. Prepare east-west and north-south sections through the maximum drawdown cones clearly indicating
the predicted drawdown with and without Rosemont pumping.


Schedule and Deliverables
The work schedule and deliverables are:


1. Start of Work – On receipt of written Notice to Proceed from SWCA; requires approval of the
proposed cost estimate and approval of the subconsultant’s proposed responsible staff member.


2. Draft Technical Review Memorandum – 1-month from Notice to Proceed.
3. SWCA and CNF Review of Draft Technical Review Memorandum – As required
4. Final Technical Review Memorandum – 1 week from receipt of complete editorial comments from


SWCA and CNF; assumes no additional technical evaluation is requested by SWCA and CNF.







Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: 
Review of MWH Technical Review Memorandum 
Review Comment of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and 
Simulations 


 
Please review the draft Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) prepared by MWH for the following 
document: 
 


1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009 


 
Please note that MWH has nominated Toby Leeson PG to be the responsible person for the review to replace 
Nathan Haws (Attachment B).  SWCA is in receipt of correspondence indicating this is acceptable to the 
CNF.  SWCA will direct MWH to indicate Toby Leeson PG as the responsible person on the final version of 
the Technical Review Memorandum, but we do not want to delay the review by asking MWH for a revised 
copy at this time. 
 
The draft Technical Review Memorandum was prepared by MWH as directed by SWCA (Attachment C). 
 
Please complete review of the Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) by the end of the month to 
expedite MWH finalizing the memorandum for submission to Rosemont for their response. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 


CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH MAXIMUM PREDICTED DRAWDOWN 
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ATTACHMENT B 


STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
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ÛÓÐÔÑÇÓÛÒÌ Ø×ÍÌÑÎÇæ 


Ð®·²½·°´» Û²¹·²»»®ô ÓÉØô îððëóÐ®»»²¬ 
Û²¹·²»»®ô Ì¿§´±® Ý±²«´¬·²¹ô îððìóîððë 
Þ«·²» Ü»ª»´±°³»²¬ñÐ®±¶»½¬ ú Ñ°»®¿¬·±² Ó¿²¿¹»³»²¬ô ßÓÛÝ Ó·²·²¹ ú Ó»¬¿´ô îððïóîððì 
Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô ßÙÎß Í·³±²ô ïçççóîððð 
Í»²·±® Ð®±¶»½¬ Í°»½·¿´·¬ô Í·³±² Û²¹·²»»®·²¹ô ïççéóïççç 
Ý±²«´¬·²¹ Û²¹·²»»®ô Ñ°¬·³¿ Û²¹·²»»®·²¹ô ïççíóïççé 
Û²¹·²»»®ô Õ²·¹¸¬ Ð·»±´¼ ú Ý±òô ïççðóïççî 
Î»·¼»²¬ Û²¹·²»»®ô É¿¬»®³»§»®ô Ø¿´½®±© ¿²¼ Ð¿®¬²»®ô ïçèçóïççð 
Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Û²¹·²»»®ô É¿¬»®³»§»®ô Ô»¹¹»ô Ð·»±´¼ ¿²¼ Ë¸´³¿²²ô ïçèéóïçèç 
ìé Í«®ª»§ Í¯«¿¼®±²ô Í±«¬¸ ßº®·½¿² ß®³§ô ïçèëóïçèé 
 







NATHAN W. HAWS 
SENIOR ENGINEER


EDUCATION: 


PhD, Environment Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, 2003 
BS/BSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
MS/MSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 


REGISTRATIONS: 


Professional Engineer - Civil, Arizona, 48186, 2008 
Professional Engineer - Civil, Nevada, 20251, 2009 


EXPERIENCE:


Hydrologist, South Yuma County Landfill, Air Quality Screening Evaluation, Yuma, Arizona 
Air dispersion screening evaluation using Screen 3 and EPA AP-42 method 


Hydrogeologist, Freeport McMoRan, Tailing site characterization, Christmas Mine, Arizona 
Collection and characterization of tailing material samples 


Project Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Globe, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Yuma, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Scientist, City of Phoenix, Jet-fuel contamination characterization, Phoenix, Arizona 
Interpretation of analysis of aged jet fuel contamination to characterize its soil-air-water partitioning 
properties


Hydrologist, Freeport McMoRan, AZPDES surface water permitting, Arizona 
Consultant for permit renewals for Christmas, Bagdad, and Bisbee mines 


Inspector, Pima County Solid Waste, Environmental audit of solid waste facilities, Pima County, 
Arizona 
Environmental compliance audit of municipal landfills and refuse transfer stations 


Project Engineer, Hexcel Corporation, Remedial design consulting, Kent, Washington 
Evaluation of permeable reactive barrier design and economic evaluation of options for remediation of 
chlorinated solvents 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Sierrita Mine 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives. 
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Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 


Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 


ORGANIZATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS: 


Arizona Hydrological Society 
American Geophysical Union 


PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS: 


Das, B.S., N.W. Haws, P.S.C. Rao, 2005, Defining Geometric Similarity in Soils, Vadose Zone Journal 
4:264 270. 


Haws, N.W., B. Liu, E.J. Kladivko, P.S.C. Rao, C.W. Boast, D.P. Franzmeier, 2004, Spatial Variability and 
Measurement Scale of Infiltration Rate on an Agricultural Landscape, Soil Science Society of 
America Journal, 68: 1818 1826. 


Haws, N.W., B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2004, Dual Domain Solute Transfer and Transport Processes: 
Evaluation in Batch and Column Experiments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 75 (3 4) 
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Haws, N.W., E.J. Bouwer, W.P. Ball, 2006, The Influence of System Conditions and Modeling Formulation 
when Simulating Cometabolic Biodegradation in Sorbent-Water Systems, Advances in Water 
Resources 29(4): 571-589 


Haws, N.W., J. Simunek, P.S.C. Rao, I.C. Poyer, 2005, Single Porosity and Dual Porosity Modeling of 
Flow and Transport in Subsurface Drained Fields Using Effective Field Scale Parameters, Journal 
of Hydrology 313 (3 4) 257 273 


Haws, N.W., P.S.C. Rao, 2004, The Effect of Vertically Decreasing Macropore Fractions on Simulations of 
Non Equilibrium Solute Transport, Vadose Zone Journal, 31: 1300 1308 


Haws, N.W., W.P. Ball, E.J. Bouwer, 2006, Modeling and Interpreting Bioavailability of Organic 
Contaminant Mixtures in Subsurface Environments, Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 82(3-4): 
255-292 


Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
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4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203  
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


November 16, 2009 


Mr. Tom Furgason     ELECTRONIC SUBMITTAL via 
SWCA       tfurgason@swca.com
343 W. Franklin St. 
Tucson, AZ 85701 


Re:  Rosemont Copper Project EIS  


Dear Mr. Furgason: 


MWH would like to confirm that Richmond Leeson, P.G. is our nominated responsible person for the 
mine water supply pumping model review.  In particular, he will be responsible for the technical review of 
the April 30, 2009 document “Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona” prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & 
Associates, Inc.  We have attached Mr. Leeson’s resume for your review. 


We understand that Mr. Leeson’s credentials have been previously vetted by the Coronado National 
Forest and meet their requirements. 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 


MWH Americas, Inc.       


Stephen Taylor, P.E.  
Vice President      
Arizona Operations Manager 


cc: Richmond Leeson, P.G., MWH 
 Nathan Haws, P.E., PhD, MWH 


Dale Ortman, P.E. 


Attach: Richmond Leeson’s Resume 



http://www.mwhglobal.com

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com





TOBY LEESON 
SENIOR HYDROGEOLOGIST 


EDUCATION:


M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 


REGISTRATIONS:


Professional Geologist: Texas #10242; California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-
32566.


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Geological Society of America 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 


SUMMARY:


Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
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humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 


Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of Minnesota 
regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project team 
assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, Gallup, NM
Managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Closure Plan for an inactive, underground 
uranium mine near Gallup, New Mexico.  The site is being evaluated under the CERCLA program 
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under the jurisdiction of EPA Region 9 and Navajo Nation Environmental Projection Agency.  
The site is adjacent to the Navajo Reservation and near several traditional home sites.  Particular 
challenges include the development of risk-based cleanup goals and removal alternatives under 
CERCLA related to potential impacts from and exposure to radium and uranium. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony Mine, Cibola County, NM 
Managing the materials characterization, closure and reclamation of an inactive, uranium mine 
west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.  The mine site is under the jurisdiction of the New Mexico 
Mining and Minerals Division and is to be closed under the New Mexico Mining Act.  Particular 
challenges of the site include a large open pit with a well developed pit lake that could impact a 
major drinking water aquifer.  The mine is in a region that has a complex history of  other mining 
impacts as well as in-situ ore-related impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.  


Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures.


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
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Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 


Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 


Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 


Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple locations 
within coal mine properties. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
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XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater sampling, 
free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for budget 
and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of reinjection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Altamont and Bluebell Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations plant in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and 
groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) 
as associated with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed 
include: groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced 
attenuation using oxygen release compounds. 


Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.


Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
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using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 


Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 


Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 


Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 


GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database using 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9 software suite.  Mr. Leeson was also responsible for processing the data, 
including high-resolution aerial photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized 
mine void geometries.   The GIS data used for analysis and three-dimensional display were 
converted to both TINs and raster data types.  Mr. Leeson developed several tools in Model 
Builder to run the analyses using raster math within the GIS.   The results of the analyses were 
then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities to prevent any further damage to 
property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future development.
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Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 


GIS Analyst, Idaho Mining Association, Southeast Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 


Database Manager, ARCO, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 


Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 


CONTINUING EDUCATION: 


Geochemistry of Acid Rock Drainage 
Introduction to Hydrogeology 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 
Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
Environmental Law 
GIS in a Mountain Environment
Introduction to Spatial Hydrology using GIS 
OSHA/MSHA 8-hour Annual Refresher Courses 
OSHA 40-hour Refresher Courses 
MSHA 24-hour surface miner safety training 
Emergency first aid and CPR 
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DALE ORTMAN PE Office: (520) 896-2404
Consulting Engineer Mobile: (520) 449-7307
PO Box 1233 E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com
Oracle, AZ 85623


PROJECT MEMORANDUM
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT


To: Rebecca Miller (MWH)
Copy to: Charles Coyle, Melissa Richard, Tom Furgason (SWCA)
From: Dale Ortman PE
Date: 19 July 2009


Subject:
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report


This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical review of the
following document(s) for the given environmental resource area(s) that may be subject to impact from the
project:


Document(s):
1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009


The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to
the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine Plan
of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will review the subject document in the
context of the MPO and confirm the MPO correctly reflects the findings of the subject document.


Resource Areas(s):
1. Water Resources – Specifically, the review is to be limited to the evaluation of the impact to


groundwater flow regime of the proposed mine water supply pumping.



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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SCOPE OF SERVICES


Scope of Work
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the memorandum of
July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda.
Additional specific tasks are listed below:


1. Prepare east-west and north-south sections through the maximum drawdown cones clearly indicating
the predicted drawdown with and without Rosemont pumping.


Schedule and Deliverables
The work schedule and deliverables are:


1. Start of Work – On receipt of written Notice to Proceed from SWCA; requires approval of the
proposed cost estimate and approval of the subconsultant’s proposed responsible staff member.


2. Draft Technical Review Memorandum – 1-month from Notice to Proceed.
3. SWCA and CNF Review of Draft Technical Review Memorandum – As required
4. Final Technical Review Memorandum – 1 week from receipt of complete editorial comments from


SWCA and CNF; assumes no additional technical evaluation is requested by SWCA and CNF.







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Review of MWH Draft Technical Review Memo for Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report
Date: 11/19/2009 05:10 PM
Attachments: 2009-11-19_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_WaterSupplyModelRevu_memo.pdf

Salek, Bev, & Mindee,
 
Please find the attached memorandum for your review and comment regarding the six-pages of
pertinent text prepared by MWH in review of the Rosemont mine water supply pumping model
report. Please note that I have requested any comments from the CNF no later than the end of the
month to expedite MWH’s completion of a Technical Review Memorandum regarding the report
for submission to Rosemont for response.  
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: 
Review of MWH Technical Review Memorandum 
Review Comment of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and 
Simulations 


 
Please review the draft Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) prepared by MWH for the following 
document: 
 


1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009 


 
Please note that MWH has nominated Toby Leeson PG to be the responsible person for the review to replace 
Nathan Haws (Attachment B).  SWCA is in receipt of correspondence indicating this is acceptable to the 
CNF.  SWCA will direct MWH to indicate Toby Leeson PG as the responsible person on the final version of 
the Technical Review Memorandum, but we do not want to delay the review by asking MWH for a revised 
copy at this time. 
 
The draft Technical Review Memorandum was prepared by MWH as directed by SWCA (Attachment C). 
 
Please complete review of the Technical Review Memorandum (Attachment A) by the end of the month to 
expedite MWH finalizing the memorandum for submission to Rosemont for their response. 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 


CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH MAXIMUM PREDICTED DRAWDOWN 
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ATTACHMENT B 


STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 











 


 


 


ÍÌÛÐØÛÒ Öò ÌßÇÔÑÎ 


ÐÎ×ÒÝ×ÐßÔ ÛÒÙ×ÒÛÛÎ 
 


ÛÜËÝßÌ×ÑÒæ 


ÓÍñÓÍ½ô ß°°´·»¼ Ó¿¬¸»³¿¬·½ô Ë²·ª»®·¬§ ±º Ý±´±®¿¼±ô Ý±´±®¿¼±ô ËÍßô ïççé 
ÞÍñÞÍ½ô Ý·ª·´ Û²¹·²»»®·²¹ô Ë²·ª»®·¬§ ±º É·¬©¿¬»®®¿²¼ô Ö±¸¿²²»¾«®¹ô Í±«¬¸ ßº®·½¿ô ïçèì 
 


ÛÈÐÛÎ×ÛÒÝÛæ 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Î·± Ì·²¬± Ð®±½«®»³»²¬ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ó¿²¿¹»¼ »¬ «° ¿²¼ ½±³³··±²·²¹ ±º ·¨ «²³¿²²»¼ Ð¿®¬ Í¬±®» ¿¬ ª¿®·±« °´¿²¬ ¿½®± Õ»²²»½±¬¬� 
Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»® Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ò Ð®±¶»½¬ ½±²·¬»¼ ±º ¼»ª»´±°·²¹ °®±½»¼«®»ô ¬®¿·²·²¹ ©¿®»¸±«» °»®±²²»´ ¿²¼ 
»²¼ó«»®ô ¿²¼ ¬¸» °¸§·½¿´ »¬ «° ±º »¿½¸ ±º ¬¸» Ð¿®¬ Í¬±®»ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô ßÓÛÝô Ò»©³±²¬ Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ô Û¿¬»®² Ò»ª¿¼¿ 
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½±²±´·¼¿¬»¼ ´±¹·¬·½ ¿²¼ ©¿®»¸±«·²¹ ¬± Ò»©³±²¬� Í»²·±® Ó¿²¿¹»³»²¬ º±® Û¿¬»®² Ò»ª¿¼¿ 
Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ò Ò»©³±²¬ ¬¸»² ®»¯«»¬»¼ ßÓÛÝ ½±²¼«½¬ ¿ ¬«¼§ ¬± ¼»¬»®³·²» ¬¸» º»¿·¾·´·¬§ ±º ½±²±´·¼¿¬·²¹ 
¬¸» ´±¹·¬·½ ¿²¼ ©¿®»¸±«·²¹ ±º ¿´´ ¬¸»·® Û¿¬»®² Ò»ª¿¼¿ Ñ°»®¿¬·±² øÝ¿®´·²ô Þ¿¬¬´» Ó±«²¬¿·²ô Ì©·² 
Ý®»»µô Ô±²» Ì®»»ô »¬½ò÷ò Ø» ©¿ °¿®¬ ±º ¬¸» ßÓÛÝ ¬«¼§ ¬»¿³ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹»ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹» Þ·¾»» Ñ°»®¿¬·±²ô ß®·¦±²¿ 
Ü»·¹²»¼ ¿²¼ ¼®»© ½±²½®»¬» ¿²¼ ¬»»´ ®»¬®±º·¬ º±® ¼®¿·²¿¹» ½¸¿²²»´ò 
 


Ð®±°±¿´ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ð®±°±¿´ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ¼»ª»´±°³»²¬ ±º ©·²²·²¹ °®±°±¿´ ¬± »¨¬»²¼ Õ»²²»½±¬¬� ë ³·´» ´±²¹ ¬¿·´·²¹ ¼¿³ ¿¬ 
¬¸»·® Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»® ³·²»ò É·²²·²¹ °®±°±¿´ ¼®»© ¸»¿ª·´§ ±² ¬¸» ³¿²¿¹»³»²¬ «½½»» ·² Þ·²¹¸¿³ 
Ý¿²§±² É¿®»¸±«» ®»´±½¿¬·±²ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Õ»²²»½±¬¬ Ë¬¿¸ Ý±°°»®ô Þ·²¹¸¿³ Ý¿²§±²ñÝ±°°»®¬±²ô Ë¬¿¸ 
Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ®»´±½¿¬·±² ±º °¿®» °¿®¬ ©¿®»¸±«» »®ª·²¹ Õ»²²»½±¬¬� ïëðôððð ¬°¼ ½±°°»® ³·²»
¿²¼ ½±²½»²¬®¿¬±® ½±³°´»¨ò Í«½½» ±º ¬¸· °®±¶»½¬ ·²ª±´ª»¼ ©±®µ·²¹ ½´±»´§ ©·¬¸ ¬¸» ß¬´¿ Ó±ª·²¹ ¿²¼ 
Î·¹¹·²¹ô ¬¸» ½±²¬®¿½¬±® ¸·®»¼ ¬± °»®º±®³ ¬¸» ®»´±½¿¬·±²ò 
 


Ô»¿¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Û²¹·²»»® ¿²¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Ý±²¬®«½¬·±² Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ý¿´Û²»®¹§ô Í¿´¬±² Í»¿ô Ý¿´·º±®²·¿ 
Ô»¿¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Û²¹·²»»® ¿²¼ Í¬®«½¬«®¿´ Ý±²¬®«½¬·±² Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® »¨¬»²·ª» øüëð ³·´´·±²÷ ³±¼·º·½¿¬·±² 
¬± ¿ °´¿²¬ °®±¼«½·²¹ ¦·²½ º®±³ ¹»±¬¸»®³¿´ ¾®·²»ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ý®¿²» ú Ý±ô ×²½òô ÇîÕ Ð®±½» Ý±²¬®±´ô Ü¿´¬±²ô Ó¿¿½¸«»¬¬ 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»® ¿²¼ ´¿¬»® Ð®±¶»½¬ Í°±²±® º±® ÝÓÓÍ øÝ±³°«¬»® Ó¿·²¬»²¿²½» Ó¿²¿¹»³»²¬ Í§¬»³÷ 
·³°´»³»²¬¿¬·±² ø·ò»ò ´±¿¼·²¹ »¯«·°³»²¬ ¼¿¬¿ ·²¬± §¬»³÷ ·² Ý®¿²»� °¿°»® ³·´´ò 
Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ÇîÕ ½±³°´·¿²½» ·²ª»¬·¹¿¬·±² º±® °®±½» ½±²¬®±´ »¯«·°³»²¬ º±® Ý®¿²»� Ð¿°»® 
Ó·´´ò 
 


Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»®ô Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹»ô ÇîÕ Ý±³°´·¿²½» ×²ª»¬·¹¿¬·±²ô ß®·¦±²¿ 
Ð®±¶»½¬ Ó¿²¿¹»® º±® ÇîÕ ½±³°´·¿²½» ·²ª»¬·¹¿¬·±² º±® °®±½» ½±²¬®±´ »¯«·°³»²¬ ¿¬ Ð¸»´° Ü±¼¹»� 
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Haws, N. W., W. P. Ball, E. J. Bouwer, 2007, Effects of Initial Solute Distribution on Contaminant 
Availability, Desorption Modeling, and Subsurface Remediation, J. Environ. Qual. 2007 36: 
1392-1402. 


Haws N. W., M. R. Paraskewich Jr., M. Hilpert, W. P. Ball, 2007, Effect of fluid velocity on 
model-estimated rates of radial solute diffusion in a cylindrical macropore column, Water Resour. 
Res., 43, W10409, doi:10.1029/2006WR005751.  


Perkins, D.B., N.W. Haws, J.W. Jawitz, B.S. Das, P.S.C. Rao, 2007, Soil Hydraulic Properties as 
Ecological Indicators in Forested Watersheds Partially Impacted by Mechanized Military 
Training, Ecological Indicators, 7: 589-597 


Schmidt, J.S., N.W. Haws, R.S. Govindaraju, P.S.C. Rao, 2006, A Semi-Analytical Model for Transient 
Flow to a Subsurface Tile Drain, Journal of Hydrology 317(1-2): 49-62 


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 


Senior Engineer, MWH Americas, Inc., 2009-Present 
Project Engineer and Hydrologist, Hydro Geo Chem, Inc. (Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona), 2005-2009 
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, Johns Hopkins University. Dept. of Geography and Environmental 
Engineering (Baltimore, Maryland), 2004-2005 
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4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203  
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


November 16, 2009 


Mr. Tom Furgason     ELECTRONIC SUBMITTAL via 
SWCA       tfurgason@swca.com
343 W. Franklin St. 
Tucson, AZ 85701 


Re:  Rosemont Copper Project EIS  


Dear Mr. Furgason: 


MWH would like to confirm that Richmond Leeson, P.G. is our nominated responsible person for the 
mine water supply pumping model review.  In particular, he will be responsible for the technical review of 
the April 30, 2009 document “Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona” prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & 
Associates, Inc.  We have attached Mr. Leeson’s resume for your review. 


We understand that Mr. Leeson’s credentials have been previously vetted by the Coronado National 
Forest and meet their requirements. 


Please contact me if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 


MWH Americas, Inc.       


Stephen Taylor, P.E.  
Vice President      
Arizona Operations Manager 


cc: Richmond Leeson, P.G., MWH 
 Nathan Haws, P.E., PhD, MWH 


Dale Ortman, P.E. 


Attach: Richmond Leeson’s Resume 



http://www.mwhglobal.com

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com





TOBY LEESON 
SENIOR HYDROGEOLOGIST 


EDUCATION:


M.S., Geology, San Diego State University, 1989 
B.A., Geology, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1986 


REGISTRATIONS:


Professional Geologist: Texas #10242; California #RG-5605; Wyoming #PG-2612; Arizona #RG-
32566.


PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 


Geological Society of America 
National Groundwater Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 


SUMMARY:


Mr. Leeson holds a Master of Science degree in geology and has been working as a professional 
geologist and hydrogeologist since 1990.  He is a professional geologist in the states of Arizona, 
California and Wyoming.  Mr. Leeson has extensive environmental consulting experience serving 
industrial, federal and mining clients in the western United States and South America.  He 
specializes in environmental sciences, geology, hydrogeology, and groundwater quality.  Mr. 
Leeson has extensive experience in characterizing and modeling geologic and hydrogeologic 
settings, groundwater resources, environmental impacts, water quality, and contaminated soil and 
groundwater.  Mr. Leeson also has experience in spatial and numerical modeling, including the 
use of two-dimensional seepage and three-dimensional groundwater flow models.  He has 
executed and managed many field investigations involving subsurface drilling and sampling, 
monitoring well installation, geologic and hydrogeologic mapping, aquifer parameter testing, soil 
and soil gas sampling, and groundwater monitoring.  He has extensive experience in multi-
disciplinary project management and negotiation with regulatory agencies, and is routinely 
involved with business development activities, including preparation of proposals, statements of 
qualifications, cost estimation and client relations. 


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corp., Twin Buttes, Green Valley, Arizona 
Completed a variety of environmental tasks at an inactive, open pit copper mine in support of 
closure of multiple facilities, and to bring the property operator into compliance with the Arizona 
Aquifer Protection Program. Prepared multiple plans for Clean Closure of formerly discharging 
mine facilities.  Prepared a work plan that included a description of the approach, techniques 
planned, analytical programs and the goal for each facility.  Designed and implemented a waste 
rock characterization program.  Analyzed and discussed the results of acid-base accounting tests, 
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humidity cell (simulated weathering) tests and synthetic precipitation leaching procedure tests for 
metals. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Cyprus Sierrita Corporation, Sierrita Mine, Green Valley, Arizona 
Assisted Cyprus with ongoing Aquifer Protection Program application efforts for a large open pit 
copper-molybdenum mine, heap leach and conventional mill.  Efforts focused on assessing the 
completeness of their current Aquifer Protection Program application and supporting documents 
based on Aquifer Protection Program requirements. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Pinto Valley Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted a pit lake study for the open-pit at the mine to 
determine the ultimate pit lake level(s) after full-closure of the mine, and the pit lake level at 
which a hydraulic sink within the open pit would no longer exist.  The pit lake study included the 
development of analytical models for assessing the pit water balances and ground water inflow 
rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit lake study are being used to support the 
development of closure plans for the mine. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, BHP Copper, Copper Cities Mine, Globe, Arizona 
Mr. Leeson developed a summary of site-wide hydrogeologic conditions at an inactive, open-pit 
copper mine in eastern Arizona.  Conducted two pit lake studies for the open-pits at the mine.  The 
objectives of the pit lake studies were to determine the ultimate pit lake levels after full-closure of 
the mines, and the pit lake levels at which hydraulic sinks within the open pits would no longer 
exist.  The pit lake studies included the development of analytical models for assessing the pit 
water balances and ground water inflow rates utilizing analytical models.  The results of the pit 
lake studies are being used to support the development of closure plans for the two mine sites. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Equatorial Mineral Park Corp., Mineral Park Mine, Kingman, AZ 
Completed a variety of hydrogeologic evaluations for Equitorial’s Mineral Park open pit, heap 
leach copper mine.  Responsibilities included characterization of groundwater conditions, 
calculation of potential leakage rates of pregnant leachate solutions (PLS) from lined and unlined 
collection sumps, feasibility analysis of collecting PLS from the toe of a large leached waste rock 
dump, and calculation of capture zones for extraction wells at the toe of the dump.  Mr. Leeson 
also evaluated Clean Closure options for an unlined PLS collection pond. 


Project Manager, MINNTAC, Mountain Iron, Minnesota 
Mr. Leeson was responsible for managing the preparation of an EIS, coordination of technical 
resources, and quality review of the technical documents for the Minnesota Pollution Control 
agency in response to a proposal submitted by US Steel’s Minntac Mine (iron ore) to discharge 
water from its tailings basin to the surrounding watersheds.  In accordance with State of Minnesota 
regulations, and as part of the permitting process for the proposed action, the project team 
assembled a complete assessment of baseline conditions and potential impacts to relevant 
environmental resources in the vicinity of the proposed project.  Significant resource areas 
analyzed included surface water hydrology and quality, aquatic life, vegetation, wildlife, wild rice, 
wetlands, socioeconomics, geotechnical, mining, and mercury. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, Northeast Church Rock Mine, Gallup, NM
Managing and executing a Removal Site Evaluation and Closure Plan for an inactive, underground 
uranium mine near Gallup, New Mexico.  The site is being evaluated under the CERCLA program 
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under the jurisdiction of EPA Region 9 and Navajo Nation Environmental Projection Agency.  
The site is adjacent to the Navajo Reservation and near several traditional home sites.  Particular 
challenges include the development of risk-based cleanup goals and removal alternatives under 
CERCLA related to potential impacts from and exposure to radium and uranium. 


Project Manager, United Nuclear Corporation, St. Anthony Mine, Cibola County, NM 
Managing the materials characterization, closure and reclamation of an inactive, uranium mine 
west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.  The mine site is under the jurisdiction of the New Mexico 
Mining and Minerals Division and is to be closed under the New Mexico Mining Act.  Particular 
challenges of the site include a large open pit with a well developed pit lake that could impact a 
major drinking water aquifer.  The mine is in a region that has a complex history of  other mining 
impacts as well as in-situ ore-related impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Phelps Dodge, Little Rock Mine, Silver City, New Mexico 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the inactive Little Rock Mine.  The inactive mine area 
has copper leachate and potential acid rock drainage issues.  The site includes copper leach piles, 
waste rock stockpiles, a mine pit, mine adits, and other disturbance areas.  Challenges include a 
remote area with limited vehicular access. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Client Confidential, Mt. Todd Mine, Northern Territory, Australia 
Developed a conceptual closure plan and cost estimate for a mining company considering 
reopening the Mt. Todd mine.  The currently inactive mine area has considerable acid rock 
drainage issues and is currently being managed by the Northern Territory government.  Site 
includes a tailings facility, heap leach stockpile, waste rock stockpile and a mine pit.  Challenges 
include a tropical climate with heavy seasonal rains.  Project was completed in conjunction with 
MWH’s Perth office and also included development of water management options and 
environmental conditions assessment for the current conditions. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, El Paso Corp., Comstock Mill, Silver City, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Comstock Mill near Silver City, Nevada.  
Gold mining activities have been conducted in the area since the early 1930s.  The Comstock Mill 
and appurtenant facilities were built in 1978.  The site includes a tailings facility and a mill, and is 
located in a remote area with limited access.  


Senior Hydrogeologist, Johnston Mill, USACE RAMS Program, Caliente, Nevada 
Developed a conceptual closure plan for the abandoned Johnston Mill near Caliente, Nevada.  The 
site includes an open pit, heap leach pad, solution ponds, open wells and boreholes, and plant 
buildings and structures.


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden Gulch Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Reclamation management for a bond release.  Evaluation of hydrogeology, geologic stability and 
cause of a landslide at the former surface coal mine high-wall.  Management of landslide 
mitigation activities.  Surface water sampling and measurement of flow for evaluation of potential 
environmental impacts. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Oxbow Mining, LLC, Elk Creek Mine, Somerset, Colorado 
Managed and developed a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for an 
underground coal mine as per the Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112.  The SPCC 
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Plan described measures to prevent oil discharges from occurring, and to prepare the mine 
personnel to respond in a safe, effective, and timely manner to mitigate the impacts of a spill.   


Geologist, W.R. Grace, Hayden and Lay, Colorado 
Evaluation of need for reclamation at multiple former exploration drill sites for an exploration 
bond release. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, Rosia Montana Gold Corporation S.A., Romania 
Hydrogeologic and geologic support of environmental impact statement and engineering design of 
tailings facility, surface water ponds and damns, plant site, for a proposed gold mine in Romania.    
Developed analytical mass balance models for basin wide analysis of contaminants in surface 
water during critical times of life of mine and closure.  Evaluated affects of floods on water 
quality.  Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model and baseline surface water and groundwater 
conditions.  Developed a 2D groundwater contaminant transport model for predicting the fate of 
cyanide in the proposed tailings basin using SEEP/W and CTRANS/W.  Predicted groundwater 
inflow volumes and evaluated engineering options for the management of groundwater inflow at 
the proposed plant, which is proposed to be located where overburden and bedrock will have been 
removed, exposing groundwater. 


Hydrogeologist, Newmont Gold, Resurrection Mine, Leadville, Colorado 
Surface water quality sampling and measurement of flow and assessment for a Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study in Colorado’s historical mining district. 


Geologist, Rhone-Poulenc, Rasmussen Ridge Mine, Soda Springs, Idaho 
Evaluation of structural and engineering geologic features in order to assess high-wall stability.  
Performed bedrock drilling and description of lithologic and structural features. 


Hydrogeologist, Peabody Coal, Seneca Coal Mine, Hayden, Colorado 
Surface water testing including water quality and flow rate for NPDES permit at multiple locations 
within coal mine properties. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Southern Peru Ltd., Cuajone Mine, Moquegua, Peru 
Hydrogeologic and geologic assessment for an environmental impact assessment associated with a 
proposed copper mine expansion.  Executed drilling and well installation programs that included 
the use of and interpretation of downhole pressure tests (packer tests).  Conducted a seep and 
spring survey. 


Senior Hydrogeologist, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Washington 
Designed, managed and performed Remedial Investigations (CERCLA) of a DNAPL 
contaminated site consisting of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within an agricultural and urban area 
largely dependent on groundwater resources.  Major responsibilities included design and 
coordination of field programs under USACE and EPA guidance, hydrogeologic analysis in an 
alluvial and fractured bedrock system, database management, GIS design and implementation, 3D 
numeric modeling of the hydrogeology and contaminant transport and spatial analysis of site 
characteristics.  Modeling included the use of TINs, block models, MODFLOW and MT3DMS 
using Groundwater Modeling System software.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, 
aquifer testing, low-flow groundwater sampling, in-field titration, active soil gas sampling, in-situ 
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XRF analysis, geophysical surveying and field mapping.  Responsibilities also included cost 
estimation, project scoping and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Chevron USA, Richmond, California
Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations for a large oil refinery.  Developed 
hydrogeologic and geochemical conceptual models.  Field methods included soil and bedrock 
drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer tests, pressure and pump tests, groundwater sampling, 
free-product measurements and sampling, structural geologic mapping. Responsible for budget 
and schedule control, project QA/QC, and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Department of Defense, Dixie Valley, Nevada 
Environmental impact assessment of a proposed geothermal power plant expansion project. 
Evaluated potential hydrogeologic and geochemical impacts of reinjection of cooler geothermal 
waters back into the reservoir.  Evaluated impacts over an entire groundwater basin to depths of 
several thousand feet. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Altamont and Bluebell Compressor Stations, El Paso Corporation, 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Project management, site characterization and development of corrective action plans for two 
natural gas compressor stations plant in the Uintah Basin of eastern Utah.  Site soil and 
groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (dissolved-phase and free-product) 
as associated with natural gas condensate and crude oil. Remedial technologies being employed 
include: groundwater and free-product extraction, monitored natural attenuation, and enhanced 
attenuation using oxygen release compounds. 


Hydrogeologist, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
Monitoring well installation, data analysis and report preparation for a Long-Term Monitoring 
Program associated with a DNAPL- and LNAPL-contaminated site.  Over the past decade, there 
have been several Site Investigations and Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies.  The site 
consists of alluvial and bedrock aquifers within a military and urban area largely dependent on 
groundwater resources.  Responsibilities included interpretation of results of analysis of volatile 
organic compounds in monitoring and domestic wells and the interpretation of geochemical 
parameters to assess the applicability of Monitored Natural Attenuation as a remedial approach for 
addressing trichloroethene contamination in groundwater.  Responsibilities also included the 
development of a site-wide, web-based database and geographic information system.


Project Geologist, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of a DNAPL contaminated site consisting of 
several aquifers.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations of the vadose and 
saturated zones to characterize the site and evaluate remedial options.  Developed hydrogeologic 
and geochemical models.  Field methods included drilling, well installation, cone penetrometer 
tests, pump tests, and groundwater sampling.  Responsibilities also included budget and schedule 
control and technical report preparation. 


Project Hydrogeologist, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Antioch, California
Remedial investigation and remedial engineering for a gas and electric company’s former service 
center contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, including gasoline and crude oil.  Developed 
remedial action and site closure alternatives and data collection program for a risk-assessment.  
Negotiated with regulatory agency.  Managed and executed multiple subsurface investigations 
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using a variety of drilling methods, borehole geophysics, detailed soil and groundwater sampling, 
installation of monitoring wells, vapor monitoring, and aquifer pumping tests.  Modeled geology, 
hydrogeology and aqueous geochemistry.  Implemented and coordinated the design, construction, 
and operation of a groundwater remediation system. Developed and managed a large chemical and 
hydrologic database and vector GIS. Conducted data collection, processing and QA/QC.  
Responsibilities also included project and analytical QA/QC. 


Staff Geologist, Triangle, Martinez, California
Performed an investigation of the distribution of nickel, zinc, and chromium compounds in near 
surface soils at a metal plating facility. The investigation included the design and implementation 
of a statistical grid sampling program in order to evaluate the distribution of contaminants in soils 
without creating a bias in the sample coverage. 


Staff Geologist, Multiple Clients, San Francisco Bay Area, California
Executed numerous subsurface field investigations and groundwater sampling programs using a 
variety field methods. Conducted geologic and hydrogeologic field mapping.  Drilling methods 
included augers, water, mud and air rotary, cable tool, direct push, limited access drilling rigs and 
hand augers.  Conducted and analyzed aquifer parameter tests including step-drawdown and 
constant discharge pumping tests, pressure (packer) tests, and rising and falling head slug tests.  
Conducted groundwater sampling programs under the guidelines of state and federal EPA.  
Utilized geophysical methods, including spontaneous potential, gamma ray, resistivity, acoustic 
televiewer, fluid logging,  ground penetrating radar, and magnetometer surveys. Followed 
stringent field sampling and vapor and groundwater monitoring protocols. 


Environmental Scientist, Multiple Clients in San Francisco Bay Area, California 
Conducted and managed multiple Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs) for sites in 
Northern California following the requirements of the American Standards for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM).  Tasks included site reconnaissance, personnel interviews, review of aerial 
photographs and historical fire insurance maps, regulatory list searches, agency file reviews, 
development of physiographic, geologic and hydrogeologic models, and report preparation.  Also 
included limited asbestos and lead-based paint surveys. 


GIS Analyst, Tar Creek Subsidence Study, Picher Oklahoma 
The Picher Mining Field in Oklahoma was one of the largest lead and zinc mining fields in the 
world.  MWH, in collaboration with the Tulsa District of the Army Corps of Engineers, has used 
Geographic Information Systems to develop a risk hazard analysis.  High-resolution spatial data 
were integrated to estimate the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  Mr. Leeson was responsible for developing the GIS database using 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9 software suite.  Mr. Leeson was also responsible for processing the data, 
including high-resolution aerial photographs, digital elevation models, geologic data, and digitized 
mine void geometries.   The GIS data used for analysis and three-dimensional display were 
converted to both TINs and raster data types.  Mr. Leeson developed several tools in Model 
Builder to run the analyses using raster math within the GIS.   The results of the analyses were 
then used to generate maps of the maximum potential surface expression of subsidence and the 
subsidence risk probability.  These results allow the communities to prevent any further damage to 
property or risk to human lives as well as better plan for future development.
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Database Manager, USACE, Moses Lake Wellfield Superfund Site, Moses Lake, WA 
Mr. Leeson developed a data management process and GIS database in support of Remedial 
Investigations of a DNAPL contaminated site.  He utilized cutting-edge hardware/software 
systems for data collection, data management and modeling, including the USACE’s Groundwater 
Modeling System (GMS), USACE’s Environmental Data Management System (EDMS) and 
Access (relational databases), Trimble GPS tools, ArcView GIS 3.2, Spatial and 3D Analysts and 
a variety of other spatial data software. 


GIS Analyst, Idaho Mining Association, Southeast Idaho Phosphate Resource Area 
Designed, built and managed a desktop and web-based geographic information system and 
analytical database for water quality modeling and spatial analysis for a regional investigation of 
selenium contamination of water, soils, vegetation and biological organisms. 


Database Manager, ARCO, Leviathan Mine, California 
Designed and managed a GIS-compatible relational database for accessing and managing surface 
water analytical and flow data, as wells as geotechnical and environmental data. The database was 
designed to be used in conducting a Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study and Risk 
Assessment of an inactive sulfur mine located on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. 


Marin Municipal Water District, Marin County, California
Mapped roads and trails using Trimble GPS equipment for the development of a large Arc/Info 
GIS system.  Incorporated Trimble SatView data for GPS mission planning and optimization of 
satellite coverage.  Preprocessed GPS data for import into Arc/Info. 


CONTINUING EDUCATION: 


Geochemistry of Acid Rock Drainage 
Introduction to Hydrogeology 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 
Geographic Information Systems, 3D Analysis 
Hazardous Chemicals in Soil 
Environmental Law 
GIS in a Mountain Environment
Introduction to Spatial Hydrology using GIS 
OSHA/MSHA 8-hour Annual Refresher Courses 
OSHA 40-hour Refresher Courses 
MSHA 24-hour surface miner safety training 
Emergency first aid and CPR 
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DALE ORTMAN PE Office: (520) 896-2404
Consulting Engineer Mobile: (520) 449-7307
PO Box 1233 E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com
Oracle, AZ 85623


PROJECT MEMORANDUM
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT


To: Rebecca Miller (MWH)
Copy to: Charles Coyle, Melissa Richard, Tom Furgason (SWCA)
From: Dale Ortman PE
Date: 19 July 2009


Subject:
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate
Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Report


This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical review of the
following document(s) for the given environmental resource area(s) that may be subject to impact from the
project:


Document(s):
1. Errol L. Montgomery, 2009. Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont


Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009


The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to
the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine Plan
of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will review the subject document in the
context of the MPO and confirm the MPO correctly reflects the findings of the subject document.


Resource Areas(s):
1. Water Resources – Specifically, the review is to be limited to the evaluation of the impact to


groundwater flow regime of the proposed mine water supply pumping.



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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SCOPE OF SERVICES


Scope of Work
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the memorandum of
July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda.
Additional specific tasks are listed below:


1. Prepare east-west and north-south sections through the maximum drawdown cones clearly indicating
the predicted drawdown with and without Rosemont pumping.


Schedule and Deliverables
The work schedule and deliverables are:


1. Start of Work – On receipt of written Notice to Proceed from SWCA; requires approval of the
proposed cost estimate and approval of the subconsultant’s proposed responsible staff member.


2. Draft Technical Review Memorandum – 1-month from Notice to Proceed.
3. SWCA and CNF Review of Draft Technical Review Memorandum – As required
4. Final Technical Review Memorandum – 1 week from receipt of complete editorial comments from


SWCA and CNF; assumes no additional technical evaluation is requested by SWCA and CNF.







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Review of resume from Golder Associates
Date: 11/13/2009 02:41 PM

Hello Bev,
Per your request, I have reviewed a resume for technical specialist staff for the
Rosemont Copper Project.  I understand that you are requesting a review of this
resume to determine if the resume submitted meet the minimum qualifications as
outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding between the US Forest Service and
Rosemont Copper Company.  I understand that the prime consultant, SWCA, does
not have employees on staff to satisfy all of the specialties required in the MOU
including modification No. 1.  Per the MOU, it is understood that the Forest Service
will review and approve any subcontractors to the prime consultant.   

I reviewed the resume for Mr. George Annandale at Golder Associates.  Per the MOU
with Rosemont (1/08) and subsequent modifications,  a minimum of 10 years or
work experience is required for a Hydrologist and I calculated Mr. Annandale's
experience as 30+ years and a licensed engineer in the state of Arizona.  Therefore,
I recommend approving the above mentioned personnel as a sub-consultant to
SWCA as technical specialist staff for the Rosemont Copper Project. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Review of resume from MWH
Date: 11/13/2009 01:46 PM

Hello Bev,
I reviewed the resume for Mr. Nathan Haws at MWH.  Per the MOU with Rosemont
(1/08) and subsequent modifications, Nathan does not appear to have enough years
of experience to be the person in responsible charge.  Of course this does not
preclude him conducing work under someone else's supervision.   Per the MOU, 10
years or work experience is required and I calculated Mr. Haws experience as 5
years of work experience and 3 years attributed to a PhD for a total of 8.   10 years
of actual work experience would be  preferred.   Thank you for the opportunity to
comment. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Review of SRK Technical Memoranda
Date: 08/16/2010 08:09 AM
Attachments: Davidson Canyon_Review2_183101_ms_20100803_FNL.pdf

Hydrogeo_Framework_Model_TechReview_183101-1800_vu_lec_ms_20100730_FNL.pdf
Hydro_Properties_TechReview_183101-1800_vu_20100802_FNL.pdf

Salek & Roger,
 
To date we have received the attached Technical Review memoranda from SRK regarding the
latest submissions from Tetra Tech for the Davidson Canyon evaluation and two preliminary
memos for the Tetra Tech mine site groundwater model.  Please review the attached documents
and forward any comments.  In order to expedite the process I have forwarded these draft
documents on to Rosemont and Tetra Tech; however I have cautioned them that the documents
are preliminary until any CNF comments are incorporated.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com



 
 


SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
3275 West Ina Road, Suite 240 
Tucson, Arizona 
USA 85741 
 
msieber@srk.com 
www.srk.com 
 


Tel:   520.544.3688 
Fax:  520.544.9853 
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 Davidson Canyon_Review2_183101_Ms_20100803_FNL.Docx  


Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: August 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Larry Cope, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1800(3) 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated July 18, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following report: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) 


These comments were prepared by Michael Sieber and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK Consulting, Inc. 
(SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The first draft of Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project, April 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010b) was reviewed by SRK (2010a) on 
May 11, 2010.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010b). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. Stormwater flow diversions will likely result in reduced flows to 
downstream receptors. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the greatest potential for groundwater-surface water interactions are along the 
narrow riparian zones of Reaches 2 and 4, and potentially Reach 3. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water, Reach 4. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Helvetia) are potentially hydraulically connected with the 
regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if drawdown 
propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less likely to be 
affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may alter the local 
flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienega Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


(h) Tetra Tech is currently developing a regional groundwater model to simulate mining and post-
mining conditions. The impacts on Davidson Canyon should be re-examined when this model is 
complete. 


Mine Impacts 


Open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009) and infiltration, seepage, and transport from the Waste Rock Storage 
area (waste rock), Heap Leach facility (heap), and the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (Tetra 
Tech, 2010c), and seepage from the TSF (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010c) are the mining operations 
that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek watersheds. A large amount of 
work is currently being conducted by M&A and Tetra Tech.  The M&A numerical groundwater flow 
model is being revised and Tetra Tech is currently developing a groundwater model. Once those works 
are complete and the final versions reviewed by SRK, the following will need to occur: 


 Re-evaluation of the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering once the M&A and Tetra 
Tech models are reviewed and complete.  


 The Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport Modeling report (Tetra Tech, 2010c) was 
reviewed by SRK (2010c) and should be revised in light of the review comments.  


 Re-evaluation of the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, and heap on Davidson 
Canyon.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be defensible and supported by the data provided. The 
isotopic interpretations that were presented are also defensible and supported by the information 
provided in the report. However, we feel that it should be considered preliminary due to limited 
available data and uncertainties in the groundwater modeling predictions and infiltration and seepage 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010c)). Specifically, we consider a number of descriptors 
used in the report are relative and not quantified. Waters are described as “different,” “very similar,” and 
“dissimilar.” Inclusion of charts showing the data or a more complete presentation of the data and 
summary statistics would illustrate the differences. 


Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A and 
the completion of the Tetra Tech numerical groundwater flow model. 
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3 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional 
experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource development. 
Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, 
development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets’s resume 
was submitted to SWCA previously. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: July 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA 


Cori Hoag, SRK 


File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 


Larry Cope, M.S. 


Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of Hydrogeologic 
Framework Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydrogeologic Framework 
Model (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010. This review was undertaken and the Technical Memorandum 
prepared at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a Statement of Work 
and Request for Cost Estimate from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 2020. This memorandum was prepared 
by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK).  


1 Description of Hydrogeologic Framework Model 


The hydrogeologic framework model was constructed using Mining Visualization System and 
hydrogeologic data at 200-feet intervals between 5,400 and 2,400 feet above mean sea level (amsl). 
These horizontal slices, representing the subsurface hydrogeologic units, were developed by 
Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2009) and were created from a combination of publically 
available surface geology maps, borehole lithology data, and cross sections. The geologic formations 
were grouped into ten (10) hydrogeologic units, based on their age and material properties as 
follows: 


 
1. Quaternary and Recent alluvium (Qal) 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - higher permeability (QTg) 
3. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lower permeability (QTg1) 
4. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits - lowest permeability (QTg2) 
5. Early to Mid-Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic units (Pantano Formation - Tsp) 
6. Upper Cretaceous and Early Tertiary intrusive rocks (Kti) 
7. Upper Cretaceous volcanic rocks (Kti) 
8. Lower Cretaceous sedimentary units (Bisbee Group – Ksd) 
9. Paleozoic sedimentary and metamorphic formations (Pz) 
10. Precambrian igneous and metamorphic (pCb) 
 
The process used by Tetra Tech to transform the two-dimensional data sets into the three-
dimensional block model consisted of three steps: (1) data sampling, (2) hydrogeologic unit 
interpretation, and (3) consistency check. The steps are described in detail in their technical 
memorandum. 
 
The developed regional groundwater flow model has a telescoping grid in plain view, with the grid 
ranging from a cell width of 800 feet at the model domain edges to a cell width of 200 feet in the 
vicinity of the pit. Vertically, the grid was constructed using a total of 20 horizontal model layers 
with consistent thicknesses. Flow model layers intersecting the pit were assigned a cell thickness of 
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approximately 150 feet and model cells above and below the pit were assigned thicknesses between 
200 and 430 feet. The uppermost elevation of the flow model was placed at an elevation of 5,500 
feet amsl, and the base of the model was placed at an elevation of 1,000 feet amsl. 


2 SRK Conclusions 


SRK concludes that: 
 
1. The geologically based approach used in the Hydrogeologic Framework Model by Tetra Tech is 


reasonable and is an accepted practice for groundwater modeling of mine dewatering projects. 
the geology incorporated into the numerical model matches the geology slice at 3,600 ft  
elevation (Figure 1) and cross sections A-A’ and B-B’ (Figures 5 and 6, respectively). 


 
2. The 10 hydrogeologic zones with individual sets of hydraulic parameters look reasonable. It 


should be noted that SRK did not find a description of these parameters in the reviewed 
document. But in as much as it presents a concept for modeling, we expect the parameters will 
be described and defended in subsequent documents. 
 


3. Proposed grid discretization (telescoping in plan view and detailed in cross section, shown in 
Figure 3) is considered adequate for the required predictive simulations and corresponds to 
standards in 3-D numerical groundwater modeling. 


3 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake 
predictive model. His resume has been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: August 2, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Review of Tetra Tech (2010) 
Hydraulic Property Estimates 


Project #: 183101/1800 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the Technical Memorandum, Hydraulic Property 
Estimates (Tetra Tech, 2010) dated July 9, 2010, hereafter referred to as the “Technical Memorandum.” This 
review was undertaken, and our Memorandum prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber 
of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK), at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, and in 
accordance with a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated July 18, 
2010.  
 
The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) short-term aquifer test analysis, (2) 
long-term pumping test analysis, and (3) hydraulic parameters used in the regional groundwater flow model. 
The Technical Memorandum is well written and the thinking of the authors can be followed in a straight 
forward manner. The comments presented below are, in general, requests for clarifications and additional 
detail related to the data applied and the configuration of the radial flow models. 


1 Short-Term Aquifer Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech re-evaluated the short-term aquifer tests completed by Montgomery & Associates (M&A) 
in 2007 and 2008 (M&A, 2007, 2009a, 2009b) by using standard straight-line solutions: Copper-
Jacob or Theis Recovery. The results of this re-evaluation produced an arithmetic mean of all K 
values that was 90.9 percent of the M&A values calculated for the same subset of wells. Although 
there are some significant differences (by factors of up to 5) for several analyses, SRK considers the 
brief explanations in Attachment 1 (Tetra Tech, 2010) provide adequate rationale for the differences.  
With the 10 values of greater than a factor of two removed from the mean calculation, the Tetra Tech 
mean is 94.1 percent of the M&A mean.  Given that the large differences do not have much impact 
on the mean of all the values, further refinement of the some values is not viewed here as warranted.  
It may be noteworthy that four of the 10 values with large differences used data from the multiple-
level vibrating wire piezometers, which can be very interpretive given the difficulty in quantifying 
how the point pressure measurements relate to the larger (thicker) flow field.   
 
To demonstrate that the re-analysis by Tetra Tech can be compared to the M&A analysis, SRK 
recommends that Attachment 1 include a column that refers the reader to the figures in the M&A 
report to show the particular analytical plots.  Further, to make the comparisons fully defensible, it is 
recommended that the Tetra Tech analysis be provided as an additional attachment to the Technical 
Memorandum. 
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2 Long-Term Pumping Test Analysis 


Tetra Tech completed re-evaluation of three long-term pumping tests (from wells PC-5, HC-1B, and 
HC-5A) using detailed 2-D radial numerical groundwater models. Their results are shown in their 
report Tables 1 through 4. 
 
SRK agrees that a 2-D radial model is an appropriate way to evaluate vertical hydraulic conductivity 
values when pumping from one tested interval, and water levels are monitored in the same interval 
and in intervals below or above.  However, no discussion is provided on the intervals pumped 
relative to the piezometers being monitored. Though the configuration is implied in Attachment 1, 
SRK recommends that the text include a description of the configuration and some detail on how the 
isolation packers were deployed and monitored (given the 60 plus day deployment of the packer, if 
used).  
 
Figures 3 though8 show reasonably good agreement between observed and modeled drawdowns in 
the grouted-in piezometer PZ5 and the stand-pipes in PC2, HC-1A, and HC-5B.  SRK would like to 
see a figure for that test cell similar to the Figure 2 cross section.  The elevations of the screened 
intervals and piezometers, and the pumping rates should be listed in a text box on all plots.  Tetra 
Tech should consider adding a right-hand Y-axis showing pumping rates over the duration of 
pumping.  Also, the units on the time axis are not clear.  They appear to be in units of “year decimal 
year,” which should be stated in the axis title. Actual dates may be a better presentation. 
 
As pointed out in the Technical Memorandum, faults and discrete linear features are often difficult to 
represent in a radial model due to the possibility of their incorporation by using a cylindrical shape.  
It should be noted that such features as a fault and fault-truncated strata are present in the area of 
pumping well PC-5 and the contact with low permeable pre-Cambrian rocks is present in the vicinity 
of pumping well HC-1B. To present geological variation between PZ-5 and PC-2 (shown in Figure 
2), it appears the model was run for scenarios with and without the Permian formations (Concha, 
Scherrer, and Epitaph/Colina). The estimated hydraulic parameters for both models are shown in 
Tables 1 and 2 (by using water level data from piezometers PZ-5 and PC-2, respectively). The results 
of the estimates for the Willow Canyon Formation (Ksd) are very different (Kh=0.16 feet per day 
(ft/day) and Kv=2.8 ft/day for piezometer PZ-5, and Kh=0.1 ft/day and Kv=0.006 ft/day for 
piezometer PC-2). The differences likely indicate the inapplicability of a 2-D radial flow analysis to 
simulate responses at PC-2 from the pumping of PC-5.  To test the viability of the approach taken by 
Tetra Tech, SRK recommends a simplistic 3-D model (for the pumping area only) to re-evaluate the 
effects on the hydraulic parameters of the fault and truncated units for pumping test PC-5 and low 
permeable pre-Cambrian rock in pumping well HC-1B. 
 
From the foregoing discussion, SRK’s specific requests are summarized as follows: 


 
1. Include details to show how values for Kv and Kh varied with the placement of packers in 


pumping well PC-5. 
2. List test parameters on Figures 3 through 8 (Q, packer/tested interval). 
3. Include figures showing the numerical model grid used to simulate the cross section shown on 


Figure 2 and the pumping test from well HC-1B. 
4. Complete an analysis of the pumping tests from wells PZ-5 and HC-1B by using a simplified 3-


D numerical groundwater flow model. 
 


3 Hydraulic Parameters Used in the Regional Groundwater Flow Model 


The results of the interpretation of long-term pumping tests by using 2-D radial models indicate that: 
 


a) Horizontal hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.00017 ft/day to 761 ft/day, 
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b) Vertical hydraulic conductivity varies from 0.0005 ft/day to 0.28 ft/day, and 
c) Specific storage was estimated to range from 7x10-7 1/ft to 0.0004 1/ft, with a geometric mean of 


9x10-6 1/ft (this number was recommended to be applied to all bedrock units within a regional 
groundwater model). 


 
It should be noted that no values for hydraulic conductivity were recommended as initial input to the 
regional groundwater model.  Given that Tables 1 and 2 provide very different values for Kh and Kv, 
SRK is uncertain as to how the values will be applied. Part of our uncertainty comes from not clearly 
understanding the placement of the packer in PC-5, and the manner in which values for both the 
Concha Limestone and Scherrer Formation are provided in Table 1, even though they may have been 
producing at the same time from the same packer setting.  Thus we are uncertain how vertical 
conductivities were calculated.  Due to these uncertainties, SRK is not able to judge the applicability 
of a 2-D radial model to serve as input to, and provide transient calibration for a 3-D regional 
groundwater flow model. 
 


4 References 


Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A), 2007, Results of drilling, construction, and testing 
of four pit characterization wells, Rosemont Project, Rosemont Copper Company, Pima 
County, Arizona: report prepared for Rosemont Copper Company, September 6, 2007, 108 
p., 2 appendices.  


 
_____ 2009a, Results of Phase 2 hydrogeologic investigations and monitoring program, Rosemont 


Project, Pima County, Arizona, Volume 2: Appendices: unpublished report prepared for 
Rosemont Copper Company, February 26, 2009, variously paginated. 


 
_____ 2009b, Analysis of long-term, multi-well aquifer test, November 2008 through January 2009, 


Rosemont Project, Pima County, Arizona: unpublished report prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company, May 21, 2009, 59 p, 2 appendices. 


 
Tetra Tech, 2010, Technical Memorandum, Hydraulic property estimates, July 9, 2010, 12 p., 


1 attachment. 
 


5 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Denver, Colorado. Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly responsible for preparation of this memorandum. His resume has 
been provided to SWCA in prior submissions. 


 







From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Debbie Sebesta; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Larry Jones
Cc: Mindee Roth; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melissa Reichard; Beverley Everson; Ken Kertell
Subject: Revised Biological Assessment
Date: 07/15/2009 03:45 PM

I placed a copy of the revised BA on WebEx for your review. 
(https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150239) Please note that this BA
is revised based on the current thinking (and not necessarily final) on the bounds of
analysis that includes Davidson Canyon and lower Cienega Creek. 

 

Once the FS has reviewed this document, it is probably appropriate to share this
with the BLM and Corps of Engineers because they will also likely have an obligation
under Section 7 as a result of their decision(s) to be make.

 

Tom
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150239>

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:notify@weboffice.com
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:rgerhart@fs.fed.us
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:teresa@ciapusci.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:kkertell@swca.com
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150239
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150239


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Debby Kriegel'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Revised Landform Report Due 5/12
Date: 05/04/2010 03:23 PM

All,
 

Horst has committed to deliver the revised landform report on Wednesday May 12th.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; jrigg@swca.com; jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com;
karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Reta Laford

Subject: Revised mitigation for lands - please review for mitigation meetings tomorrow and Thursday
Date: 01/12/2010 03:23 PM
Attachments: JR_TE_Draft_Land_Use_mitigation_table.docx

All, 

This mitigation replaces the lands section of the mitigation table that we've been reviewing.  We'll refer
to it when we discuss lands mitigation at the meeting tomorrow (and Thursday if necessary, though
hopefully we'll be well past the lands section by then). 

Please print this out to bring to the meeting, and review prior to then if you have time. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/12/2010 03:18 PM ----- 
Tami Emmett/R3/USDAFS

01/12/2010 03:12 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Lands Table

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)
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1 – Covered under law, regulation and policy; 2 – covered/address in MPO; 3 – Rosemont Copper Company to consider and/or reword as necessary; 4 – CNF to edit or clarify; 5 – Considered by not moved forward



		

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Which Alternative(s)?

		Source

		Law, regulation and/or policy

		Comment

		Disposition



		1 

		FS: Acquire easement from private land owners to the Coronado National Forest which will provide Public access to private lands within Forest boundaries.















RCC: Easement Acquisition to provide public access to private lands within the CNF.

		All

		FS

		





















None

		Mitigation

considered and dismissed.



Kriegel: What area? Northern Santa Ritas? (no)





		3 & 4



		2 

		The status and location of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners needed for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the Rosemont Copper Company.

		All

		FS

		Federal authority:

43 U.S.C. 2 (BLM),

43 U.S.C. 722, 43 U.S.C. 1364;

Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b);

ARS 33-103 (D) & (E)

		Wording

corrected 

		1







		3 

		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or positions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the Rosemont Copper Company.

		All

		FS

		Title 18, U.S.C., SEC 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

 

		Wording corrected

		1





		4 

		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land records system.

		All

		FS

		Federal authority:

43 U.S.C. 2

(BLM)

		Wording corrected. 

		3 & 4







		5 

		During reclamation of the Rosemont Mine Complex, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument, and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.  



At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures, and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDA Forest Service and USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the Forest Service.



		All

		FS

		Title 18, U.S.C., SEC. 1858 (62 Stat. 789);

Title 43 U.S.C. SECS. 2, 772, & 1364;

Forest Service Manual (FSM) 7152.3 – Land Line Location Program Priorities;

Arizona Revised Statute (ARS) 33-103(D);

Arizona Revised Statute (ARS) 33-103(E)



		Wording corrected.

		4





		6 

		FS: Mitigate future management problems associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.



RCC: Eliminate inclusions and exclusions (irregular-shaped mineral fractions) by using Small Tracts Act authority.

		All

		FS

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12;

36 CFR 254 Subpart C;

Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465





		

		1, 3 & 4

 



		7 

		Transport waste rock and tailings offsite (i.e., other mines, Canada) to retain current land uses on FS lands.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed.

		5



		8 

		Lands acquired (fee, lease, etc.) for mitigation purposes shall be placed under the jurisdiction of an appropriate federal, state or non-profit organization.

		All

		Public

		

		Might be combined with Item 142 and S29.



		3 & 4
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Rochelle Desser; Dale PE
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Salek Shafiqullah; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Rock Creek Mine
Date: 03/30/2010 04:51 PM

Bev,

Here is the Court Order regarding the Rock Creek Mine Project:
http://www.eswr.com/031710/rockcreekallianceorder.pdf.

Please let me know if you have any luck finding out the details of this
suit.  Of particular concern was the statement:

"The Forest Service's decision to approve the Rock Creek Mine Project is
vacated, and the 2003 Record of Decision and 2001 Final Environmental
Impact Statement are set aside and remanded to the Forest Service for
further action consistent with the Court's forthcoming opinion."

I'm very interested to determine what went wrong and if there is
anything that we can learn about this decision that will help our EIS
avoid a similar fate.

Tom

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com


From: Debby Kriegel
To: jlyndes@sagelandscape.com; kavid.krizek@tetratech.com; Beverley A Everson; tfurgason@swca.com;

mbidwell@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Action Items from May 7 meeting
Date: 05/07/2009 02:27 PM

Action items from the flipchart at today's meeting:

1.  Meeting in 3 weeks (tentative date = morning of June 4th)
Progress meeting
Sage & Tetra Tech to provide modified proposed action: stormwater,
reclamation plan, and visual work
USFS will provide Feedback 
Sage will provide examples of other simulation projects

2.  SWCA will provide Tetra Tech and Sage with (1) KOP GPS points ASAP, and (2)
Evaluation Criteria and Affected Environment in 3 weeks

3.  Tetra Tech will provide the USFS (Salek) and SWCA with new survey topo (2'
contours) and oblique aerial photos by May 15

4.  USFS will provide Tetra Tech and Sage with Concern Level 1 & 2 travelways by
May 15

5.  USFS will provide desired condition for project area by May 15

Thanks everyone!

Tom:  Please forward this to Dale...I don't have his email address. 

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:jlyndes@sagelandscape.com
mailto:kavid.krizek@tetratech.com
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason';

'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - Additional Maps and Hydrogeologic Units References
Date: 07/18/2010 04:10 PM
Attachments: Hydrogeology_30dayTest_Dec19_2008_Drawdown_12000scale.pdf

SimGWLContours_L3.pdf
SimGWLContours_L1.pdf
XSec_BB_Multiple.pdf
XSec_AA_Multiple.pdf

DRAFT DELIBERATIVE – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
 
Claudia,
 
Attached are five files provided by Montgomery with the email below.  Please have the team
inspect this information to keep abreast of Montgomery’s progress.  If any of this raises a red flag
please get back to me; however unless there is an issue this is for your information only.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Hale Barter [mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2010 3:56 PM
To: daleortmanpe@live.com
Cc: Kathy Arnold
Subject: Additional plan maps and Hydrogeologic units references.
 

Dale,

Attached are the following:

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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1)      Plan map of 30-day pumping  test drawdown (this did not go out to you in last
night’s email due to file size)

2)      Plan map of Steady-State simulated WLs, and residuals, for the groundwater
table

3)      Plan map of Steady-State simulated WLs and residuals for model layer 3

<<Hydrogeology_30dayTest_Dec19_2008_Drawdown_12000scale.pdf>> <<SimGWLContours_L3.pdf>>
<<SimGWLContours_L1.pdf>>

For the Steady-State Sensitivity Analysis reference:

4)      Sections A-A’ and B-B’ depicting Hydrogeologic units, including the locations of
the Backbone Fault zone and the Flat Fault

5)      Not included are plots of Hydrogeologic units at 200 foot depth intervals; these
are unchanged from the October report, so I am not resending them

6)      Not included are an accurate delineation of the simulated zones Backbone and
Flat Faults; these are still being processed.

<<XSec_BB_Multiple.pdf>> <<XSec_AA_Multiple.pdf>>
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont - Backfill and Pit Lake Management Approaches Technical Memorandum
Date: 04/15/2010 10:10 AM
Attachments: Rosemont Backfill Alternative_10April2010_final.pdf

Salek & Bev,
 
We received the attached Technical Memorandum prepared by TetraTech regarding a conceptual
evaluation of various approaches to managing the pit lake, including both partial and compete
backfill.  The memorandum presents a general discussion of the ramifications of several pit lake
management approaches.  I believe the information in the memorandum is well within the
expertise of the CNF/SWCA staff to provide review and do not intend to engage a technical
subconsultant for this purpose.  In general, the memorandum concludes that partial pit backfill is
highly unlikely to have any demonstrable effect on lessening the impact of pit drawdown in areas
distant from the immediate pit area such as the perennial reaches of Davidson or Cienega creeks.
 Also, the memorandum concludes that total backfill would result in changes to the down-gradient
groundwater chemistry and the reestablishment of the pre-mine water table would not occur for a
very long time relative to human life times.
 
If you have any comment or questions please contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Technical Memorandum 


 


To: Kathy Arnold From: Grady O’Brien and Michael Gabora
Company: Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) Date: April 10, 2010 
Re: Rosemont Backfill and Pit Lake 


Management Approaches 
Doc #: 123/10-320869-5.3 


CC: Jamie Sturgess (RCC); 
David Krizek, P.E. (Tetra Tech) 


 


1.0 Introduction 


Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont) plans to develop an open pit mining operation on the 
east side of the Santa Rita Mountains, about 30 miles southeast of Tucson, Arizona in Pima 
County. This Technical Memorandum provides background information on how the post-closure 
conditions related to the Rosemont Copper Project (Project) might be affected by partial 
backfilling of the Open Pit. 


The backfill approaches considered in this Technical Memorandum have been raised during 
development of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) associated with the Project. The 
physical processes related to pit lakes and how the backfill alternatives may affect the post-
closure pit lake and the larger groundwater flow system are also discussed. 


The comments expressed herein represent Tetra Tech’s current understanding of the Open Pit 
(pit) and the groundwater flow system. The basis for the comments is engineering judgment and 
experience: specific numerical simulations and analytical analyses related to the backfill 
approaches have not been completed. Therefore, discussions related to partial backfill of the 
proposed Open Pit developed herein are conceptual in nature and provide a basis for 
considering potential backfill approaches to address issues raised during project scoping. 


The pre-mining condition where groundwater is flowing from the topographically high areas on 
the west side of the Project area to lower areas to the east is conceptually illustrated on 
Figure 1. Development of the Open Pit, located in the northern Santa Rita Mountains, will 
require dewatering during mining. Groundwater flow modeling completed by Montgomery & 
Associates (M&A) in 2009 indicates that the Open Pit will create a hydraulic sink and that a 
post-mining pit lake will develop (M&A, 2009). 


Partial backfilling of the Open Pit is being considered to reduce the amount of drawdown 
associated with the maintenance of a perpetual pit lake. A terminal-sink (hydraulic sink) created 
by a pit lake results in drawdown of the groundwater flow system. Drawdown concerns have 
been identified as having the potential to impact other water resources in the area such as 
springs, wells, and riparian vegetation. Under some conditions, partial backfilling may reduce 
the potential for drawdown and associated impacts. 
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There are benefits and risks associated with pit backfilling. By understanding the physical 
processes related to pit lakes and backfilling, these benefits and risks can be compared. In 
addition to partial backfilling, there are other pit backfill and management methods available that 
may reduce groundwater drawdown effects. 


Four (4) backfill or pit lake management approaches are evaluated herein that have potential 
application at Rosemont: 


 Backfill above the pre-mining groundwater elevations; 


 Partial backfill below the pre-mining groundwater elevations; 


 A Quick-Fill option; and 


 A managed stormwater inflow option. 


The general hydrogeologic conditions related to pit lakes are briefly discussed in Section 2.0. 
The post-mining pit lake water level and post-mining equilibrium groundwater conditions are 
driven by the system water balance, which is an accounting of water entering and leaving the pit 
lake. At equilibrium or steady state, the inflows equal the outflows. How the water balance is 
altered due to the four (4) backfill options listed above is then discussed. 


2.0 Hydrogeologic conditions 


As indicated above, the water balance of a pit lake describes how water flows into and out of the 
lake. Depending on the relative magnitudes of these flows, a pit lake will form or the pit could 
remain dry. For the following discussion, it is assumed conditions are favorable for the formation 
of a post-mining pit lake. The pit lake level and the rate at which the pit fills are controlled by the 
post-closure water balance. The post-closure water balance can be expressed as: 


Δpit lake volume = Iprecip + Irunoff + Ipit runoff + GWinflow– Epit- GWoutflow (Equation 1) 


Where: 


Δpit lake volume is the change in pit lake volume; 


Iprecip is the inflow from direct precipitation falling on the lake surface; 


Irunoff is the inflow from runoff from upgradient drainages; 


Ipit runoff is the inflow from pit wall runoff (the fraction of precipitation falling on the pit walls 
that ultimately reaches the pit lake); 


GWinflow is the groundwater inflow to the pit lake; 


Epit is the open water evaporation from the pit lake surface based on a modified pan 
evaporation rate; and 


GWoutflow is the outflow of groundwater from the pit lake. 


The interaction between these parameters for a terminal-sink pit, which has no groundwater 
outflow (GWoutflow = 0), is presented schematically on Figure 2. 


There are two (2) types of pit lakes: terminal-sink and flow-through. A terminal-sink pit lake has 
no groundwater leaving the pit (Equation 1: GWoutflow = 0). A flow-through pit has a component of 
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groundwater leaving the pit (Equation 1: GWoutflow > 0). Evaporation must be greater than sum of 
precipitation, runoff, and groundwater inflow for a terminal-sink pit lake to form. 


At steady-state conditions, evaporation is expected to exceed the other individual components 
of the water balance at the Rosemont Project. Due to the steep walls of the proposed Open Pit 
(roughly cone shaped), the surface area of the pit lake is initially small, but increases as the lake 
stage rises. Therefore, evaporation losses increase as the surface area increases. The lake 
level will stabilize when the evaporation rate equals the sum of the inflow components. A 
terminal-sink pit lake will create a cone-of-depression or water-level declines (also termed 
drawdown) around the Open Pit as a result of groundwater inflow (Figure 3). As long as the 
groundwater elevations around the pit never become low enough to reach the pit lake elevation, 
groundwater will flow toward the pit. A hydraulic sink is created when the elevation of the 
groundwater divide is greater than the lake level (Figure 3). Over the long-term there would be a 
net loss of water due to evaporation in a terminal-sink pit lake. 


Drawdown of groundwater levels occurs most dramatically in the vicinity of the Open Pit, with 
decreasing drawdown at greater distances from the pit. The magnitude and extent of the 
drawdown depends on the pit lake water balance (Equation 1) and the hydraulic properties of 
the surrounding rocks. The water balance determines the pit lake level, which in turn determines 
the magnitude of the drawdown. This drawdown can be advantageous by capturing process 
area contaminates and preventing their migration away from the pit. Drawdown in a regional 
groundwater flow system, however, can reduce flows and stages in streams, springs, and lakes. 
Over time, the drawdown associated with the pit lake will continue to expand outwards until 
there is sufficient capture of water from other areas to create a new stable water table. 


Conversely, a flow-through pit lake has groundwater elevations that reach the lake level over a 
portion of the lake, allowing groundwater to flow out of the pit (Figure 4). If the pit lake water 
quality is poor, undesirable down-gradient consequences could occur. However, flow-through 
conditions created by backfilling the pit above the pre-mining water level results in no long-term 
evaporative losses, thus allowing the flow system to return to approximate pre-mining conditions 
(Figure 5). 


3.0 Backfill Objectives 


In general, there are several considerations related to backfilling an open pit after the cessation 
of active mining. The most important consideration is whether a flow-through pit or a terminal-
sink pit is desired. Additionally, the backfill level will depend on the desired post-mining 
hydrologic condition and the backfilling objective. The following are some of the objectives for 
backfilling an open pit: 


 Cover acid rock drainage (ARD) generating rock located in the pit; 


 Create a free draining surface; 


 Eliminate the pit lake or reduce the lake’s depth; 


 Restore aesthetics (i.e. move material back into the pit from waste piles); and 


 Decrease drawdown. 


With respect to the Rosemont Project, the only practical backfill consideration would be a partial 
backfill approach with the goal of reducing the amount of drawdown associated with the 
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anticipated presence of a perpetual pit lake. By raising the lake stage, the hydraulic gradient is 
reduced and groundwater inflow into the pit is minimized. 


The reduction in groundwater consumption depends on how much groundwater inflow (GWinflow) 
to the pit is reduced due to the higher pit lake stage. In this sense, the level of backfill in the pit 
can be used as a management tool for creating the desired post-mining conditions. However, 
there is the risk of backfilling too high and inadvertently creating a flow-through condition. This 
outcome could have unintended consequences if the quality of the pit lake water was poor or if 
the sink was being used for passive containment for the operations areas. Even though 
potential seepage from the remaining major facilities at the Rosemont Project is expected to be 
at or slightly above Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards (AWQS), the pit is still expected to 
be used for passive containment of these facilities at closure. 


4.0 Management Options 


As indicated in Section 1.0, four (4) backfill or pit lake management approaches are reviewed 
herein for the Rosemont Open Pit: 


 Backfill above the pre-mining groundwater elevations; 


 Partial backfill below the pre-mining groundwater elevations;  


 Quick-Fill option; and 


 A managed stormwater inflow option. 


4.1 Backfilling Above Pre-Mining Groundwater Elevations 
Creating a flow-through pit from a terminal-sink condition requires backfilling to a level above 
the groundwater elevations of the surrounding aquifer, which over the long-term would be 
similar to pre-mining water levels (Figure 5). 


Due to the size of the excavated pit, it could take hundreds of years for the water table to re-
equilibrate to near pre-mining levels assuming groundwater inflow and recharge rates were low. 
Backfilling the pit would accelerate the rate at which the pit would refill with groundwater. Less 
inflow would be required since the backfill material would take up most of the empty space. For 
example, typical backfill might have a porosity of 25%. As a result, only 25% of the volume of 
water would be necessary to fill the pit to a particular level. Also, because the backfill would be 
placed higher than the water level in the pit, there would be minimal evaporation. This would 
effectively accelerate the rate of groundwater level recovery. 


An important negative component of this approach is that potentially impacted water can 
migrate out of the pit as a result of creating a flow-through condition. In the case of the 
Rosemont Project, existing studies have been performed predicting the pit lake water quality. 
After 200 years of simulation, modeling has indicated the pit lake water quality would resemble 
that of local groundwater (Tetra Tech, 2010a). Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport 
modeling has also been performed on the waste rock, dry stack tailings, and spent ore pile 
associated with the Heap Leach Facility (Tetra Tech, 2010b). The results of this analysis 
indicated that any potential seepage from these facilities would have measured constituents 
mostly below the AWQS. 
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4.2 Partial Backfill Below Pre-Mining Groundwater Elevations 
Backfill can be used to manage the pit lake level when a terminal-sink condition is desired. 
Water levels in the backfill will rise until the inflows are balanced by evaporation. When the 
water-level depths are significantly below the backfill, groundwater inflow and infiltration into the 
backfill (from pit wall runoff, upgradient runoff, and precipitation) are occurring but open water 
evaporation is not. Shallow, seasonal water ponding on the backfill would occur if the pit lake 
levels were just below the backfill level and evaporation losses were closely matched to the pit 
inflows (Figure 6). This backfill scenario would maintain a hydraulic sink, but with less drawdown 
than a no-backfill scenario. 


If backfill is determined beneficial to achieve a specific goal, the optimum level depends on the 
specific project objectives and the site specific hydrogeologic conditions. The optimum level is 
achieved when a terminal-sink is maintained, drawdown is minimized, and the desired factor of 
safety is maintained. The critical issue is ensuring that the pit lake level is sufficiently low to 
maintain a terminal-sink condition. A groundwater divide must be maintained between the pit 
and the down-gradient areas. The distance from the pit lake level to the top of the groundwater 
divide is termed the “factor of safety” (Figure 6). The larger the factor of safety, the more likely it 
is that a terminal-sink condition will be maintained if the hydrogeologic conditions change or if 
they are not accurately known. 


Partially backfilling a pit to reduce drawdown effects, however, is not a common practice since it 
does not result in significantly different groundwater levels. After active dewatering ceases, 
drawdown will continue to propagate down-gradient through the groundwater flow system, even 
while water levels in the pit area are recovering. 


Over the long-term (hundreds of years), a higher pit-lake stage (as a result of backfilling above 
the predicted, non-backfilled, steady-state lake stage) will reduce the steady-state groundwater 
inflow into the pit. This decrease in inflow is due to smaller hydraulic gradients between the lake 
level and the surrounding groundwater table. In turn, the smaller gradients and lower inflows 
reduce the steady-state drawdown associated with the hydraulic sink of the pit lake. 


4.3 Quick-Fill Option 
Adding an external source of water to the pit after the end of dewatering would accelerate the 
water-level rise within an open or backfilled pit. This has been termed the Quick-Fill option. 
Adding large volumes of external water to the pit could also potentially shorten the time to reach 
equilibrium conditions in the areas near the pit. Although the Quick-Fill option results in less 
water being removed from storage in the aquifer, drawdown would not be significantly affected. 
Drawdown in the aquifer continues to propagate outwards after dewatering ceases and is not 
immediately influenced by the near pit water levels. Furthermore, the steady-state pit lake 
elevation would be unchanged, as would the long-term groundwater inflow to the pit (Figure 7). 


The Quick-Fill option could be used in conjunction with backfilling to increase water inflows and 
decrease the effects of evaporation temporarily, thus increasing the rate at which water levels in 
the immediate vicinity of the pit would rise (Figure 7). Quick-Filling would have to be closely 
managed to ensure that a temporary flow-through condition is not created. Adding too much 
water, too quickly could raise the pit lake level above the groundwater elevations in the 
surrounding aquifer. This situation could temporarily result in pit lake water flowing down-
gradient. This condition could reverse and a terminal–sink condition could reestablish itself once 
the external water source is stopped and equilibrium is restored. 
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4.4 Managed Stormwater Inflow Option 
Managing the volume of surface runoff into the pit is a variation on the Quick-Fill option. The 
Rosemont Landform (tailings and waste rock piles) and/or mine operations areas could be 
graded to direct stormwater runoff into the pit (Figure 8). This would provide a long-term, 
perpetual source of water to the pit lake, whereas the Quick-Fill option would typically supply 
external water for one (1) to three (3) years. The addition of stormwater runoff could offset water 
lost to evaporation, which may reduce the long-term groundwater inflows into the pit lake. 
Reducing long-term groundwater inflows to the pit would also reduce the long-term drawdown 
due to the pit. 


5.0 Potential Applications 


A complete or near complete backfilling of the proposed Open Pit to above pre-mining water 
levels would create a flow-through condition. This would result in pit lake water and/or water 
interacting with pit walls and waste rock to flow down-gradient away from the Project site. In this 
scenario, there would be no pit lake formation and no perpetual consumption of groundwater by 
evaporation. As a result, the groundwater flow system would be expected to eventually recover 
to a flow condition similar to what persisted prior to mine development (Figure 5). However, the 
water flowing out of the system after adding waste rock backfill to the pit may or may not result 
in a quality resembling pre-mining conditions. Also, there would also be no passive containment 
of the major facilities provided by the Open Pit. 


As discussed in Section 4.0, there are three (3) potential options that could reduce the long-term 
drawdown and consumption of groundwater while maintaining a terminal-sink pit lake condition: 


 Partial backfill to an optimized level; 


 Partial backfill with Quick-Fill option; and 


 Managed Stormwater Inflow option. 


Results of the M&A groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) frame the discussion on how the 
partial backfill alternatives could be applied to the proposed Rosemont Open Pit. The pre-mining 
water level is approximately (~) 5,000 feet above mean sea level (amsl) in the pit area. The 
predicted pit lake elevation, with no backfill and after 100 years of model simulation, results in 
~1,000 feet of drawdown or a water level of ~4,000 feet amsl. Groundwater elevations on the 
east side, or down-gradient side, of the pit are expected to be ~4,500 feet amsl. 


After about 100 years following the cessation of mining, the relative difference in the predicted 
pit lake elevation (~4,000 feet amsl) and the groundwater elevation (~4,500 feet amsl) on the 
east side of the pit is therefore ~500 feet. Accounting for a factor of safety for maintaining a pit 
lake, with no backfill, at the predicted equilibrium elevation of ~4,000 feet amsl, is therefore 
~500 feet. 


Where the groundwater levels on the down-gradient side of the pit ultimately equilibrate is 
dependant on the water balance, the hydrogeologic properties of the rocks, and the final lake 
stage. Pit backfill can be used in an attempt to mange the final lake stage and the factor of 
safety. 


In order to maintain a terminal-sink pit lake in combination with a partially backfilled pit, the 
maximum backfill elevation would need to be determined above the predicted lake stage of 
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~4,000 feet amsl. The backfill level would be something less than 500 feet above the predicted 
lake stage. Maintaining a high safety factor would entail a backfill level closer to an elevation of 
~4,000 feet amsl. The safety factor diminishes as the backfill elevation approaches ~4,500 feet 
amsl. The highest factor of safety against creating a flow-through condition is achieved by not 
adding any backfill to the pit. 


Assuming a factor of safety of 300 feet (pit backfill to ~4,300 feet amsl) may be appropriate 
based on the level of uncertainty in the analysis and the potential for short or long-term changes 
in climate. In this case, the drawdown at the pit would be approximately 20% (200 feet) less 
(800 feet vs. 1000 feet) than the no-backfill scenario. This reduction in drawdown would 
decrease groundwater inflow, but comparatively increase evaporation losses, so the net 
reduction in groundwater consumption would be less than 20%. 


In the Quick-Fill option, less water will be withdrawn from aquifer storage and equilibrium 
conditions could be obtained in less time. This option, however, is unlikely to significantly affect 
the drawdown magnitude and the long-term water consumption associated with the pit lake. 


The Managed Stormwater Inflow option is a variation of the Quick-Fill option and has the 
potential to further accelerate refilling of the pit lake. Inflows need to be managed to avoid 
creating a flow-through condition or over-flow condition. Stormwater inflows greater than that 
lost to evaporation will raise pit lake levels. The unpredictable timing and magnitude of 
stormwater runoff events would need to be considered in this option. Temporary flow-through 
conditions could be created if the rate of inflow creates a lake level higher than the groundwater 
divide (Figure 5). The use of managed stormwater inflow will require calibration in order to 
maintain an adequate safety factor against developing flow-through conditions. 


6.0 Summary  


The most important consideration when managing a post-mining pit lake is whether a flow-
through pit or a terminal-sink is desired. In the case of the Rosemont Project, maintaining a 
terminal-sink pit lake condition is desired. 


Based on groundwater modeling results (M&A, 2009), a terminal-sink pit lake is expected to 
form. Even though geochemical modeling has indicated that the pit lake water quality would 
resemble that of local groundwater (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and that any potential seepage from the 
other major facilities would have measured constituents mostly below Arizona Aquifer Quality 
Standards, maintaining a terminal-sink condition is desired. Maintaining a terminal-sink 
condition provides tertiary containment of these major facilities at closure. Additionally, pit lake 
predictive geochemical modeling has not been performed assuming any pit backfill scenarios. 
The desire to maintain the Rosemont Open Pit as a hydraulic sink eliminates backfilling above 
or close to the pre-mining groundwater elevations. 


In terms of partial backfill or other pit lake management approaches, the following options are 
available: 


 Partial backfill; 


 Quick-Fill; and 


 Managed stormwater inflows. 
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Partially backfilling the pit is not expected to result in significantly different groundwater levels. 
After active dewatering ceases, drawdown will continue to propagate down-gradient through the 
groundwater flow system, even while water levels in the pit area are recovering. Depending on 
the final partial backfill elevation, a 20% reduction in the equilibrated drawdown elevations 
around the pit may be achieved. A reduction in short-term groundwater inflows would also be 
achieved by the partial backfill option. 


Quick-Fill may result in reaching equilibrium conditions sooner than the other approaches, but it 
would not significantly impact the long-term drawdown impacts. 


Depending on actual precipitation and inflow conditions, the Managed Stormwater Inflow option 
could be used to reduce groundwater inflow to the pit. This alternative would require grading the 
post-closure mine area so that the desired surface area contributes a predictable and 
manageable volume of stormwater runoff into the pit.  


In all partial backfill and pit lake management approaches, an appropriate factor of safety is the 
key to maintaining a terminal-sink condition. The factor of safety refers to the difference 
between the pit lake water surface elevation and the elevation of the down-gradient 
groundwater divide. Considering all the partial backfill and other management alternatives, the 
Managed Stormwater Inflow option has the greatest potential for variability in terms of affecting 
the pit lake elevation, and thus the highest chance for flow-through conditions to occur. 
Selection of the stormwater management area is therefore critical to this option. 


7.0 Conclusions 


Backfilling above or close to the pre-mining groundwater elevation does not allow Rosemont to 
maintain the desired condition of having a terminal-sink pit lake and maintaining tertiary 
containment of the post-mining facilities. Additionally, partially backfilling the pit is not 
anticipated to have a large effect on the overall groundwater drawdown conditions since a 
sufficient vertical distance or safety factor must be maintained between the pit lake elevation 
and the down-gradient groundwater divide. 


Assuming a limited application period, the Quick-Fill option has the opportunity to reduce short-
term groundwater inflows to the pit until equilibrium conditions are achieved. This option, 
however, does not significantly effect the overall groundwater drawdown. 


The Managed Stormwater Inflow option has the opportunity to replace water lost to evaporation 
for a longer period than the Quick-Fill option. Over the long-term the Managed Stormwater 
Inflow option may reduce groundwater inflows to the pit. As with the partial backfill and Quick-
Fill scenarios, a large reduction in the overall groundwater drawdown is not anticipated. In this 
scenario, however, managing stormwater inflows to the pit is a key design component in order 
to maintain an appropriate safety factor or elevation difference between the maximum 
anticipated pit lake elevation and the elevation of the groundwater divide. 
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Larry Jones; sleslie@swca.com
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Chapter 3
Date: 08/03/2010 11:20 AM

Salek, Larry, and Steve:

This morning, Salek, and I met with Terry Chute (the new Rosemont NEPA person),
and a major topic at the meeting was landforming.  Since landforming will not be
incorporated into the DEIS or alternatives, but we know that it could potentially
could reduce resource effects, Terry recommends that each potentially benefitting
resource (not just visual) clearly mention additional mitigation measures that would
help further reduce effects...including landforming.  This verbiage could probably go
under "Mitigation Effectiveness and Remaining Effects"...or wherever it fits best in
your chapter 3 sections.

Salek:  Please include statements about how landforming could reduce the number
of engineered, high-maintenance surface water structures, provide better
downstream flows, etc.

Larry:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural vegetation patterns and therefore reduce effects to wildlife, how rock wiers
in landformed drainageways could help support new wetlands, (you mentioned this
at a meeting a couple of months ago), etc.

Steve:  Please include a statement about how landforming could result in more
natural recreation settings (ROS).

Thanks!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest
(520) 388-8427
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From: Sarah L Davis
To: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter
Keyes; William B Gillespie; Reta Laford

Subject: Rosemont - Coronado Project Record Protocols
Date: 01/12/2010 05:08 PM
Attachments: CoronadoProjectRecordProtocols_rev122109sd.docx

Attached are the Coronado Project Record Protocols, the "how to" for the team's complete
Project Record.   Note that the schema (index) specific to the Rosemont Project Record has been
revised recently (superseding the general schema found here on p.12.)  The latest Rosemont Schema
version is dated 1/5/10.  Melissa has updated her Cover Sheet for the Record's individual documents
to reflect the schema changes so that you can efficiently add items to the record.   

  

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332
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Coronado National Forest Project Record Protocols

Introduction

The project record documents and supports Forest Service decision-making and review processes in a manner that allows all participants in these processes (responsible official, resource specialists charged with analysis and implementation, agency and regulatory reviewers, and the public) to track and understand how a decision was made.  Project records are designed to consolidate and organize documentation in a manner that facilitates retrieval and review of individual documents within the record and tells the story of the decision process to objective reviewers, including the courts.  

A complete project record (everything before the agency at the time of its decision) consists of all documents considered, including those contrary to the decision. Keeping a project record will help: 

· Future processes understand the decision and its rationale 

· Aid the courts in determining whether a decision process was rational, if the decision goes to court

· Facilitate response to requests for documents pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act



The record keeping that forms a project record begins with the first meeting, report, or discussion of a decision process.  From the start, the agency official responsible for the decision process must ensure that someone considers EVERY conversation, meeting note, and document that contributes to analysis or supports the decision as having potential to be a component of the project record and must determine whether the item should be included in the record.  In practice, experience has shown the practicality of delegating record keeping duties to one or two team members that are charged with compiling, maintaining, and indexing the project record at each stage of the decision process, under the overall supervision of the agency responsible official and team leader.  

Where project records are an integral part of the Forest Service decision process, or are required by statute, regulation, and Forest Service Directives (Forest Service Manual and Handbook), agency responsible officials are expected to understand and emphasize to their analysis team leaders and team members the importance of creating and maintaining up-to-date project records that support the decision process.  This is most efficiently accomplished by including a discussion of record keeping assignments and requirements in the project initiation letter associated with the decision process.  The following example excerpted from the project initiation letter to the Rosemont Copper Project EIS interdisciplinary team illustrates:




Administrative Record



The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for the Administrative Record for this project.  In coordination with the Project Manager and Administrative Assistant(s), the Interdisciplinary Team Leader will maintain a complete Administrative Record for the NEPA review.  I expect, at a minimum, the following documents to be filed in the Administrative Record, in addition to any other information deemed relative to the project:



· Various plans and documents submitted by the Proponent, including the composite MPO and its associated supplemental information

· Correspondence received prior to publication of the Notice of Intent

· Copies of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Proponent and Forest regarding the NEPA review, including any updates

· Conflict of interest forms signed by the Consultant and its subcontractor staff

· Correspondence and notes of conversations with the Proponent and Consultant related to the NEPA review

· Copies of all public notices

· Copies of all legal notices

· A list of parties who were sent public notices

· All meeting notes, whether formal or informal

· The initial record of the Project’s listing on the Schedule of Proposed Actions

· All comments received before, during and after the scoping period up until the date a Draft Environmental Impact Statement is released for public comment

· A summary and content analysis of comments received during scoping

· Assignments of actions to be taken by interdisciplinary team members to address scoping comments

· Records of interactions with cooperating agencies, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, and any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities

· Records of interactions with working groups, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities, and copies of any completed work products

· Records of communications with government officials

· Resource specialists’ reports and correspondence with the Consultant

· Final versions of Draft Environmental Impact Statement and other NEPA-related documents



Project records and their component documentation may utilize available technology including electronic display, organization, storage, and retrieval methods.  Depending on the size and complexity of the record, the responsible official may designate that a particular record be maintained in hardcopy paper format, electronic format, or both.  When providing project record direction for a particular analysis, the responsible official should consider storage implications, including space requirements, maintenance of security and confidentiality, and day-to-day accessibility of record components.  Where litigation of a decision is highly likely, it is recommended that the project record format be aligned with the desires of administrative reviewers (i.e., for the appeal or objection) and the court requirements to the extent feasible; this will reduce rework to accommodate these needs late in the record management process.  

The remainder of this document presents a set of standard processes, practices, and protocols that will be used in constructing and maintaining project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest.  

Types of Records

The following list defines the most commonly used administrative record systems.  The items in the list are presented in the order in which they are usually created. 

Project Record – The project record documents activities and decisions that result from the process of developing a programmatic or site-specific analysis of effects of a proposed action pursuant to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This record details the process used to analyze a proposed action pursuant to NEPA procedures, including all phases of analysis, disclosure, and public involvement, as well as any decisions stemming from such analysis and disclosure.  The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for creating and maintaining this record system.  Project Records are often the basis for other records, including appeal records and certified records used by the courts during litigation.  

Appeal Record – The appeal record consists of the relevant decision documentation and pertinent records that respond to claims and/or allegations raised in a Notice of Appeal filed pursuant  to Forest Service administrative appeal regulations at 36 CFR 215, 36 CFR 251, and 36 CFR 217.  The agency official responsible for the decision under appeal is responsible for coordinating with agency appeal specialists and/or legal counsel to construct, maintain, and close this record system. 

Implementation Record – The implementation record is a continuation of a project record that extends the project record documentation beyond the point of decision to include all documents that support implementing, and monitoring the decision.  The line officer responsible for implementing the decision is responsible for creating, maintaining, and closing the implementation record.

Court Records

The following records will be required if a decision is litigated.  Although court processes are not the subject of this document, information and definitions are provided  here to increase understanding of the administrative record’s relationship to records used in litigation proceedings. 

Litigation Record – A litigation record is the Project Record including everything from the start of the project, even the pre-scoping work, to the time the project is litigated.  The record should include any appeals, news articles, or other media coverage that occurred after the decision. If there is any implementation, such as road building or facility construction, a record of the implementation work is included.

Litigation Report – A litigation report is a privileged communication between the      Forest Service and its legal counsel made in preparation for litigation.  It is prepared in response to the Forest Service receiving a complaint. The litigation report includes the claimant’s (plaintiff’s) allegations and/or claims of wrong-doing or harm and the agency’s response to those claims and allegations.  Agency responses cite to and are supported by documentation in underlying administrative record systems. 

Certified Administrative Record - A certified administrative record is compiled in preparation for Federal District Court litigation. It is marked by the Forest for certification of completeness. The certified administrative record may include records from other previously developed or closed record systems including pertinent strategic planning records, site-specific planning records, implementation records and/or appeal records. Because the format for these records is specified by the court and must be followed exactly, the agency official responsible for the disputed decision works cooperatively with agency legal counsel to prepare, maintain, and close a Certified Administrative Record.

NEPA Analyses that Require Project Records

Project records are required for most federal decision processes that are subject to National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures.  Forest Service decisions pursuant to NEPA procedures that require the creation and maintenance of a project record include:  most categories of categorical exclusions (CE), all environmental assessments (EA), and all environmental impact statements (EIS). The size and complexity of the project record will vary with the level and technical complexity of the NEPA analysis completed. 

Keeping a Project Record 

The decision-making process should inform choices regarding the records to be included in a project record.  At a minimum, the following types of documentation should be evaluated for inclusion:  

  

· Draft and Final EISs (official drafts, but not the preliminary draft) 

· Comment letters

· All scientific/technical reports, studies considered 

· Computer modeling 

· Contracts 

· Correspondence with cooperating, consulting , and regulatory agencies

· Personal correspondence and memos, including electronic mail that was circulated



Every project record must include an index that provides details about each record in the system.  At a minimum, the index should include the following information about each record:



· A record identifier number

· The date the document was signed, approved, or finalized

· A short description of the document

· The name of the document author(s)




Project Record Management 

Project records initiated on the Coronado National Forest will utilize the schema shown in Figure 1 (p.12) as a starting point for organization.  The schema may be modified by the responsible official to accommodate the specific needs of a particular decision process, but the general format presented here must be maintained.  This schema is designed to facilitate filing and retrieval of documentation in the project record.  The schema is an outline created using Microsoft Word software.

In addition to the schema, the project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest will be supported by an index similar to the example shown in Figure 2 (p.17).  Again, this example may be modified to coincide with the schema developed for a particular decision process.  The index is created using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software.  

NOTE: The schema presented in Figure 1 is based on the project record for a timber sale; however, the same general schema, index, and content entries would apply to other types of projects, with slight modification.  

Project Record Contents

The project record is the foundation for the decisions made by the responsible official and needs to support implementation.  Refer to the record schema (Figure 1) for a list of the types of documents that need to be included in the record.  Any memos, e-mails, loose notes, or reports that document pertinent resource conditions or findings, interim decisions on actions that are a part of or affect the action alternatives, or input resulting from internal and external scoping should be saved and included as part of the record.  

Due to changing technology, maintain project records in both hardcopy and electronic formats.  It is important that both record formats have identical documents.  Often, the electronic version is maintained and the hardcopy is not or vice versa.  Both have to be maintained throughout the life of the project, as required by FSH 6209.11, 41.  

All documents should have a minimum 1-inch margin on all four sides.

When printed, all documents must be printed on 8.5 x 11 paper, with the exception of maps.  

Do not place duplex (double-sided) documents in the project record.  Replace original duplex documents with single-sided copies (make sure they are legible).  Exceptions to this rule are voluminous documents, such as Draft Environmental Impact Statements (DEISs), Final Environmental Impact Statements (FEISs), Coronado Land and Resource Management Plan, and other books and references, when originals are readily available for inclusion in multiple records either hardcopy or electronically.  

Documents within each topical section of the project record are filed in chronological order with the oldest document in front or on top.  Project records read in the same order as a book, from beginning to end.

In the case of appeal or litigation, all documents must be maintained in their original format and converted to electronic format using Adobe PDF or Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software. Spreadsheets must be converted to Adobe pdf format using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher software for this conversion.  Conversion can be done from within a document; in order to insure that its formatting is preserved.  Similarly, e-mails can be converted within the e-mail program. Do not attempt to change file extensions as a method of converting documents.  Assistance will be provided for document conversion to those without conversion software. 

Document numbers must be hyperlinked in the index to the electronic document.  Make sure all documents will open once links are created. 

All documents that are filed in a non-native format, must be maintained somewhere in their original format, including all the encoding that might have come with that document.  Emails are a good example of this. Many times these are scanned or saved from print screen; regardless, maintain a copy in its original format in case of Court discovery.  This also applies to documents that may be converted from .doc or .xls to pdf.

Federal Courts do not use Microsoft Office Suite software --- this means that they cannot open .mdb, .xls, .doc, etc. and is the reason why the preferred file type is pdf. 

Databases (xls) do not convert well to pdf unless Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher is used.  The original versions must be saved.  No document should contain any password-protected pages or sheets.

Databases using the .mdb extension are documented by linking to the result that was used when making project determinations AND by adding location information about how to find the .mdb itself.  The .mdb files are often just documented with this information and not fully included with the record that is filed with the court.

Mark each page of all draft documents as “draft” (e.g., draft resource reports, draft meeting notes, and draft scientific papers).

Documents, laws, and regulations that are easily available either in libraries or on the internet do not need to be included in a project record.  

All documents shall be legible.  Copies of photocopies, handwritten documents, pencil drawings, and so forth, are often not readable.  Transcribe by typing any document which cannot be clearly reproduced and indicate that it is a transcription from an original document.  Include both the transcribed document and the original document in the project record.

Signatures on documents must be original, a carbon, or photocopy. Documents with electronic indication of signature (/s/) are not admissible in Court and should not be placed in a project record unless the signed copy has been lost or destroyed.  Signed documents, such as an EA or EIS, should have the signature page scanned for the electronic record.  Resource reports and other documents such as notes may be saved with the electronic signature as long as the hardcopy document has an original signature. It is a good habit to have authors and signatories sign original documents in BLUE ink so they are readily identifiable as original signatures.  Avoid black ink signatures.

When scanning original documents for the electronic record, use the optical character recognition (OCR) function so the document can be searched for key words and phrases electronically.  Make sure scanned documents are legible and include the entire original document unless only a portion of the document is used as a reference.  For example, do not include the entire Dictionary of Birds if you are only discussing the goshawk section. 

Digital photos should be saved electronically in their original format and printed for the hardcopy file. For non-digital photos, attach photographs and  negatives to 8-1/2 by 11-inch paper.  Identify each photograph indicating the subject, location, date, time, and photographer. 

Reproduce as photographs large graphics, such as maps and charts, which cannot be folded to an 8-1/2 by 11-inch format.  Ensure that all details of the original graphic are legible in the reduced form.  If the map is not legible when reduced, write a description of the map to include in the electronic record and keep the original document in the hardcopy record. Make a note in the project record that, “This document is a reduction of the original, which is located at …” Remember in case of litigation, all original documents regardless of whether they can be reduced or not, must be kept.  Large maps, such as GIS maps, may be the originals, if there are enough copies for each copy of the record (including appeal, litigation and Court certified).

Write a letter to the file, identifying by subject and location, any data stored and filed on electronic media which cannot be physically included in the project record.  This includes GIS files and stand exam maps. Large electronic files should be copied to compact disc or DVD and stored in the project record with the letter to the file. Make sure the GIS electronic files are copied at the DEIS, FEIS and ROD stages to give a snapshot of the information available at that time.  

For a litigation record, consecutively number each page of each document in the lower right-hand corner, including the document cover and blank pages (do not include cover sheets). This should only be done for litigation records and is not required or recommended for project records.  In the litigation record, each document is numbered beginning with the cover as number 1.  The footer should include both the project and document number in this format: projectnumber_documentnumber (605_00001), page number, and number of pages (Figure 3, p.8).  This is a Bates stamp footer that can be added electronically using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 Professional version or higher.
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Figure 3   Example of Bates stamp footer – Scott Peak Document number 30_0002 - Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program



Items Not Needed in the Project Record

Adding documents to the project record that do not support the decision and only vaguely reference the project create larger records than needed and complicate efforts to retrieve a particular document that responds to public inquiry or supports analysis and implementation.  More is not necessarily better. 

The following are examples of unneeded documents that have been added to project records in the past, causing larger records than required. 

		DO NOT KEEP

		KEEP



		IDT meeting announcements – the e-mails detailing only the time and location of the meetings are not needed in the record.

		IDT meeting notes with attached agendas are needed in the project record.



		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“I am going to Unit 37 to investigate a report of a goshawk nest in the unit.”  

		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“On May 3rd, I completed a field survey of Unit 37 and found a goshawk nest with two eggs in the middle of the unit. The nest is located at these GPS coordinates …” 



		Line Officer Memo – 

“Please add Unit 37 to the agenda for Thursday.”  



		Line Officer Memo – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Engineer Memo – 

“I tried to call the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) but they are gone for the day.  I’ll try again next week.”  

		Engineer Memo – 

“On May 23rd, I spoke with Fred Smith at COE and they would like more information on the proposed LTF site.  Attached is the map and additional information that I sent to the COE.” 

When filing, include the attachment with the memo in the project record.  



		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “The following people took the bear safety class on Tuesday.”  

		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “On July 3rd, I saw three bears, a sow and two cubs, in Unit 17 near the stream on the west side of the unit.  The bears appeared well fed and were eating fish from the stream.”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

Comments about how much you dislike your supervisor for sending you into the field on another rainy day.  



There is no reason to write personal comments in a field notebook; it is not a diary but a notebook for professional observations.  



Several field notebooks were reviewed by the Court.  Unfortunately, the surveyors had added personal comments to the same pages on which they took field notes.  The Judge did not find their humor or comments appropriate for professionals.

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“The Class III stream on the west side of Unit 23 was brown with turbidity due to seven days of rain.  On investigation upstream of Unit 23, we found that a small slide has developed on the steep slope above the unit.  The slide is about 25 feet long by 10 feet wide and is located at GPS coordinates… ”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of survey partner fishing after work hours.”  

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of unit showing stream classes and location of karst area.”



		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 

IDT Leader Memo 1 – 

“Okay, do you want to go to lunch after the meeting on Tuesday?”

Line Officer Memo 2 – 

“I have a teleconference after the meeting, can we go at 1300?”

IDT Leader Memo 2 – 

“I have a meeting at 1300.  How about lunch on Wednesday?”

Line Officer Memo 3 – 

“Wednesday doesn’t work for me.  How about Friday?”

IDT Leader Memo 3 –

 “Friday is good.”

		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Notes by a reviewing team are for the team to use to improve the document.  These are considered privileged work product and are not usually included in the project record.  The responsible official may decide to include them in the record if the review comments shed light on the decision-making process and/or help the public and objective reviewers understand the context  changes/decisions that were made.

		



		Multiple draft documents – every document goes through several iterations before a final document is completed.  Do not keep all the interim drafts in the project record. 







		Keep drafts that were circulated for comment or were the foundation for the analysis at the DEIS stage. Final reports and analyses should be included at the FEIS stage.



Drafts of resource reports that support the analyses in the DEIS should also be maintained in the record.  The draft reports need to be clearly marked DRAFT or dated to show they were completed for the DEIS.



		Personal information - social security numbers, wages, or employee addresses should not be included in the project record. 



Business Information – information from contractors or bidders that may give a competitor an unfair advantage should not be included in the project record.  This includes patent information and business plans.  If it must be kept in the record to meet contract stipulations or for some other reason, it should be protected and filed in accordance with the direction for maintaining confidential records and records that meet the exemptions provided under FOIA.

		A short biography of qualifications should be included for each person that works on the project.  This biography should only contain information to support their assignment to the project team.  The information should include education, years of employment, and any other supporting information such as articles written or additional courses completed.



Contracts and other documents required to implement the project or complete analysis should be included in the project record.  Any personal information in these documents must be protected as FOIA-exempt.



		Documents that have no foundation – a document without a date, signature, or explanation should not be included in the project record.  



Several analyses include GIS model runs and sometimes these runs are just stuck in the project record.  It is virtually impossible to tell which runs are preliminary, i.e., run before all the facts were entered, and which are the final runs, when there are no dates or signatures on the runs.  These pages usually just take up space, however, when the model runs are needed to respond to an appeal or litigation, the lack of signature and date can have severe consequences.  

		









Model runs with SIGNATURE and DATE



		

		Any information the IDT used to complete their analysis and any information the Responsible Official used to make decisions.  When in doubt, discuss the document at an IDT meeting, contact someone in the RO, or ask the responsible official



		

		Records of phone and personal conversations with the public and other agencies regarding the project need to be included in the project record.  








Coronado National Forest Project Record Schema 

Project Management

a) Formal recommendations, including direction issued to the team leader and team members 

b) Formal meeting minutes and memos

c) General correspondence

d) Third Party management, including contracts, agreements, and Memoranda of Understanding 

e) Other 

Public Involvement and Agency Consultation

1. Public Involvement Plan, Public Involvement Report

1. Announcements, newsletters, sign-in sheets, and official notes

1. Mailing lists

1. Scoping and Public Comments

i) Scoping Period

ii) DEIS

j) 404 Permit

Communication

1. Congressional correspondence

1. Other Federal Agencies (cooperating, not consulting)

1. State Agencies

1. Organizations

1. Individuals

1. FOIA

1. Tribal Consultation

1. Internal Communication 

Alternatives

1. Cumulative effects catalog (impacts considered by all resources in their cumulative effects analysis)

1. Connected Actions, e.g., Tucson Electric Power Line EIS

Resource Reports

1. Biodiversity and Old-growth Habitat

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence[footnoteRef:1] [1:  Correspondence contained within this folder in each resource area is specifically for resource specialists (for example, memos between a Forest Service botanist and a state botanist to get a copy of the state sensitive plant list or copies of a scientific article). Official correspondence from or to a line officer or decision-maker is in folder 3. ] 


iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork) 

v) Fish Habitat and Aquatic Resources 

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

w) Geology, Soils and Wetlands

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

x) Heritage

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

y) Inventoried Roadless Areas

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

z) Land Status and Special Uses

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

aa) Plants (TES and Invasive)

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ab) Recreation and Roadless Areas 

1. Resource Reports

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ac) Scenery

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ad) Silviculture

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

v) Stand Exams

ae) Socioeconomics

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

af) Soils and Geology

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ag) Timber and Vegetation 

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)	

ah) Transportation

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ai) Wildlife and TES Animals

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

DEIS

FEIS

Geospatial Analysis - electronic files and maps (should be one copy at the DEIS and a second at FEIS/ROD)

FOIA Exempt[footnoteRef:2] Documents [2:  The Forest Service does not disclose the exact location of cave/karst features and cultural resources to protect them from damage and attorney-client and/or any pre-decisional documents necessary to support the decision.  This folder would then become your “privilege log” if you had any documents in it, they would NOT be scanned and filed electronically with the project record.] 


ROD 

1. Notice in the Federal Register and Newspaper of Record and news articles

1. FOIA requests and other communication from reviewers 






**POST-ROD RECORD** 



Appeal

1. Appeals

1. Appeal record

1. Appeal period correspondence 

1. Appeal period notes (These are notes of conversations with the appellants and anyone recognized as an interested party.)

1. Appeal period supplemental information 

42. In some appeals, the appellant may reference previous appeals on other projects, Court decisions, or other information that became available after the decision was made, such as a newly released scientific paper.  Information responding to the appeal points that are outside project-specific information may be added to the appeal record, including previous appeal decisions, if it is clearly marked as supplemental information not used in the decision making process. These additions should be limited to items mentioned by the appellant, such as a Court order or a copy of a scientific paper referenced in the appeal.

1. Appeal recommendation and/or decision

1. Responsible officials response to direction contained in the appeal decision 

44. Some appeal decisions direct the responsible official to complete additional analysis, revise text for clarification, or provide other instruction.  The appeal record should contain evidence documenting that such instructions were carried out by the responsible official.



** IMPLEMENTATION RECORD** 



Implementation

1. Change Reports and Orders 

i) Layout

ii) Engineering

iii) Sale Administrator

at) Contracts, notes, and correspondence

au) Applicable permits

av) References

aw) Other (maps, numerical data, etc)

Monitoring

ax) Surveys and  reports

ay) Notes and correspondence

az) Published reference documents

ba) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

 Silviculture 

bb) Restocked Certification (within 5 years of harvest)

bc) Thinning Opportunities Survey 

bd) Thinning (if done)

be) Commercial Thinning (if done)



The above schema is designed as a starting point and may be customized to accommodate the categories of information appropriate to a particular decision process.  The responsible official should work with the team leader and document specialist in charge of record management to ensure the schema is adjusted to fit the needs of the decision process. 
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Index

Every document in the project record that is not Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt needs to be listed on and hyperlinked to the project record index.  The index makes it easier to find documents and get information quickly.  Figure 2 is a small portion of an administrative record index used by OGC in Court cases.  This is the project record index format that will be used on the Coronado.  By using the standard format, project records can be converted to an administrative record without extra work. Instructions on how to fill out the table follow the table. 

Example of Project Record Index  - Scott Peak Project Record 

		Project #

		Project

		Link

		Admin Record Type

		Date

		Schema folder

		Type of Record

		Pages in Record

		Title

		Summary

		Author

		Recipient



		30

		Scott Peak

		0005

		Planning

		2000/12/15

		01a

		Memo

		1

		Scott Peak Timber Harvest Project Boundary

		memo with map recommending using VCU boundaries for the initial project boundary

		Mike Hanley, USFS

		Bob Dalrymple USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0004

		Planning

		2001/08/23

		01a

		Letter

		4

		Scott Peak Project Area Analysis Letter of Direction

		Identification of IDT members

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		Tom Parker, USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0586

		Planning

		2001/11/05

		01a

		Letter

		11

		Revised Letter of Direction to the Scott Peak IDT

		Identification of IDT and direction for conducting analysis included 12/24/02 NEPA review letter of direction from forest supervisor.

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		IDT



		30

		Scott Peak

		0333

		Planning

		2002/06/11

		01a

		Court Decision

		2

		Order Clarifying Injunction in Sierra vs. Rey. Case No. J00-0009 CV (JKS)

		Forest Service is enjoined from permitting timber harvest and road building in roadless areas until 45 days after FS publishes in Federal Register notice of availability.

		Judge James K. Singleton

		Public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0003

		Planning

		2002/11/29

		01a

		Letter

		7

		Scott Peak NOI Transmittal Letter to Federal Register, Includes NOI

		Transmittal of NOI for publication in the Federal Register

		Tom Puchlrz Forest Supervisor

		Federal Register



		30

		Scott Peak

		0001

		Planning

		2003/02/13

		01a

		Plan

		16

		Scott Peak/Fivemile Creek Project Plan

		Feasibility of the timber harvest project in the Scott Peak Project Area

		Tom Parker, Patricia Grantham

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0002

		Planning

		2003/04/04

		01a

		Direction

		5

		Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program

		Addresses the Regional Forester's concerns for the amount and economic viability of timber that can be offered on the Tongass in light of the roadless rule; includes a letter to the chief and a letter from the mayor of Wrangell

		Denny Bschor, Regional Forester

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0828

		Planning

		2001/11/01

		01a

		Statement

		12

		Position Statement for the Scott Peak Project Area

		

		Michael Hanley, USFS

		Patty Grantham Tom Puchlerz



		30

		Scott Peak

		0231

		Planning

		2005/06/03

		01a

		Letter

		1

		Scott Peak DEIS cover letter

		Cover letter for front of published DEIS. Original signature.

		Forrest Cole, Forest Supervisor

		public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0585

		Planning

		2001/11/03

		01b

		Spread sheet

		14

		Draft unit pool from 10/22/2001

		Spreadsheet showing logging feasibility of unit pool as discussed in 10/22/01 IDT meeting

		Linda Slaght

		IDT









Index Instructions

Project Number – Project numbers will be assigned for environmental assessments and environmental impact statements. The original number is maintained throughout the life of the project.  This number is used during litigation when multiple project records must be tracked together.  (For categorical exclusions, no project number will be used in the project record index; this column can be added if a categorical exclusion is included in litigation.)  

Project – This is the name of the project.  This name should correspond to the name used to identify the project in the Planning, Appeals and Litigation System (PALS) database. 

Link – This is the hyperlink to the document.  

NOTE: the hyperlink is a number and not a name.  All documents will be saved and hyperlinked by number, not title to eliminate some problems if project records are brought together to form a multi-record administrative record. The eight digit document number starts with the project number and then documents that are numbered from 00001 and continues until no further documents are added to the record.  

For example the first document would be 605_00001 and the last document may be 605_20530.  By including the project number as part of the document number, the files can be sorted when combined with other project or planning records into a multi-record administrative record. 

Administrative Record Type –The record type is typically the project or planning record.  During appeals and litigation, the record type will change accordingly to appeal record to track the records that are related to the appeal(s).  Records related to project implementation are considered part of the project implementation record.  If there is litigation on the project, all of the records related to the project become part of the administrative record for litigation. 

Date – This is the official date of the document. For letters, it is the date on the letter.  For books and other published references, the date is the date on the title page.  For public comments with a time limitation (for standing) it is the date received. For resource reports and other documents developed during project analysis, the date is the signature date.  Every document developed during project analysis must be signed and dated. A consistent format will be used for date entries so the records can be sorted by date; the format will be year/mo/day.  In this format, the year will be displayed using four digits and month and day entries will each be displayed using two digits (Example:  2009/08/04)

This does not mean that every record will have a date and signature.  Laws, regulations, FSM, FSH, and other documents may not have a signature or date but may still be required in the record.  Documents created by the IDT should all have dates and signatures, including mailing lists, legal ads, model runs, and other GIS data.  The purpose of a signature and date is to track when the information was available for use by the IDT and the deciding official. A document without a date may be useless in the case of appeals and litigation.  

Schema folder – This is the location where the document resides in the hardcopy project record.  The schema helps pinpoint the content of the document and allows an additional way to find the document. Keep in mind that all documents submitted for a project record need to be filed in ONE folder so the links do not break when the project record is moved between folders or saved to disks for litigation.  By including the schema folder number in the index, the document can still be tracked once it is converted to a litigation record.  During litigation, all files are required to be in both their original format (i.e., Word, Excel, email) and in pdf format.  When converting to pdf, the original must be retained, usually in a separate electronic file. 

Type of Record – Some of the standard record types are letters, meeting notes, memos, maps, reports, and agency coordination. These types can be expanded depending on the content of the project record.  It is imperative that a consistent naming of the types is used to avoid confusion. 

NOTE: if a document is Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt, state that in this column.  FOIA exempt documents may remain listed on the index, but should NEVER be linked to the index or stored electronically in the same folder.  The index should clearly state that the document is FOIA exempt and should indicate the exemption category.  FOIA exempt documents include, but are not limited to, heritage, karst, and cave site information; contract details that may include privileged business information (including trademark, business practices, and/or financial disclosures); and personal identification information.  In the hardcopy record, these documents must also be clearly marked and protected from distribution.  For example, put FOIA exempt documents in a blue envelope marked FOIA exempt.  The FOIA Compliance Officer will coordinate with resource specialists to assist in determining if a document is FOIA-exempt.  If a correspondent specifically requests FOIA-exempt information, the FOIA Compliance Officer makes the final call on redacting portions or all of a document.

Document Pages in the Record – This is the total number of pages in the document.  Do not scan or count cover pages in the page count.  Do not add information pages (generally a single page explaining the content of the document) or other pages to the original document. 

Title – This is the exact title of the document. Do not abbreviate or modify the title.  Not every document has a title, so this column may be left blank in some instances. 

Summary – This column allows the IDT an opportunity to explain the content of the document.  Key words and phrases are useful here so that anyone looking for a particular topic can find documents related to that topic through a search. 

Author – Include all of the authors of the document in the order listed on the document. Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the writers, if known.  If the author is unknown, use the agency or group as the author.  

Recipient – The recipient is the person who received the document, used it as a reference, or was responsible for responding to the document.  There should always be a name in this column; in rare cases, such as documentation of a meeting or phone conversation, the recipient may be the project file.  Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the recipient(s).  In the case of resource reports, the recipient is usually the IDT Leader or the responsible official.  For legal ads and other public notices, the recipient is the public.  For comments, the recipient is usually the responsible official, IDT leader, or project manager.  



Filing and Retention

Responsibility 

The agency responsible official is ultimately responsible for compilation, maintenance, and closing project records from initiation of a decision process until the decision document is signed.  In practice, however, the day-to-day management of the project record is usually delegated to the Interdisciplinary Team Leader or a documentation specialist.  Following the decision, the planning portion of a project record is closed, i.e. no new documents are added under planning.  The appeal record and, if necessary, the litigation record are added as folders to the project record.  The implementation team is responsible for maintaining the project record and adding the implementation documents. 

Note: at each stage of the project, an individual or team is responsible for maintaining and completing the project record. 

Binding and Labelling  

To maintain and update the project record and keep it accessible for the life of the project:

Bind the final record in 8-1/2 by 11-inch three-ring binders, ACCO binders, file folders, pocket folders with divider tabs, and so forth.  Remove all staples, paperclips, and bands from documents before binding.  Binders should not prevent removal of documents for examination or copying.  To minimize damage to documents during use, binders should not be more than 2 inches thick.  Using a large-hole punch will facilitate removal of documents and reduce damage.  Documents must be side-bound only.

Label each binder to prevent the loss of documents and to make it easier for the public to review the record.  Label the binder cover with the project name and description of the contents of the binder.  Number each binder consecutively, indicating the volume number and total number of binders (Example: Volume 1 of 67).

Place a complete copy of the index in the front of the project record.  Also, in the front of each binder, place a copy of the portion of the index which covers the respective documents included in the binder.  

Note: Some portions of the project may not be completed for years after the project is implemented.  For example, silvicultural certification surveys are not required until the fifth year after the timber harvest is implemented.  Other project types may require longer retention at the implementing unit.

Storage

Project records must be labelled and stored in a secure location to prevent damage and loss.  Store and maintain the project record on the administrative unit where the activity is taking place.  Where a decision relates to several administrative units, store and maintain the project record at one location.

Maintain project records until the project is implemented, including reclamation and monitoring, and until any litigation is completed.  For some projects, such as long-term mining projects, the project record will need to be maintained for several decades. FSH 6209.11, 41, 1950 (4)[footnoteRef:3] (found at http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/6209.11/6209.11,41-part_03.rtf ) gives more direction on retention periods for project records.  The project record should be maintained in a location where it can be conveniently accessed by team members and the public.  [3:  FSH 6209.11, 41-part 03, 1950 (4) - Federal Agency Environmental Impact Statements - Destroy when 3 years old or administrative use ceases, whichever comes later. ] 
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: jlyndes@sagelandscape.com; david.krizek@tetratech.com; Beverley A Everson; tfurgason@swca.com;

mbidwell@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Rosemont - Desired Condition for Recreation & Visual Quality
Date: 05/08/2009 01:28 PM
Attachments: DesiredCondition.doc

Here's my attempt at a desired condition for recreation and visual quality.  Much of
the language here was pulled from desired conditions for our Forest Plan revision,
tweaked for the Rosemont area.  It would be great to have desired condition
statements for other resources too.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:jlyndes@sagelandscape.com
mailto:david.krizek@tetratech.com
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Desired Condition – Northern Santa Rita Mountains – Scenic Quality and Recreation

Debby Kriegel, May 8, 2009


The diverse landscapes of the northern Santa Rita Mountains offer a variety of settings for a broad range of recreational opportunities and a place for visitors to escape from busy urban life into quiet, natural, wild places.  Visitors enjoy vast open space, canyon bottoms with mature trees, golden rolling grasslands dotted with oak and juniper, and rugged, rocky mountain ridgetops.  Visitors rarely see utilitarian structures (such as power lines and buildings), and mines that are no longer operational have been completely naturalized by restoring topography and vegetation to blend with the surrounding landscape.

Lands along the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road (AZ Hwy 83) and along Forest Service roads appear natural.  Visitors find occasional developed recreation facilities (such as picnic tables, an OHV staging area, and trailhead signs), but these facilities are in character with the National Forest setting.


Dispersed recreation activities in the area include scenic driving, hiking, horseback riding, birdwatching, camping, hunting, and more.  Visitors use off-highway vehicles responsibly and stay on designated roads.  Dispersed campsites are small and clean, and resource damage is not a problem.

Landscapes away from roads, and lands along the Arizona Trail, provide opportunities for solitude and spending time in pristine wildlands with minimal evidence of human activity.  The Arizona Trail is well-marked and well maintained.  Access roads to trailheads are open and maintained, and trailheads provide adequate parking and turnaround space.  Damage to resources at trailheads is minimal, and wildcat trails are rare.
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Draft Davidson Canyon Report Technical Review SOW
Date: 04/15/2010 09:48 AM
Attachments: 20100415_ortman_stone_davidsoncynrpt_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

All,
 
Attached are the memoranda regarding the SOW for SRK to review the Davidson Canyon report.
 
In the interest of scheduling I have forwarded these documents to SRK with the caveat that the
SOW may be revised during CNF review.  Please review the draft SOW and provide any comment
no later than Tuesday, April 20.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 15 March 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, April 2010 
 


• Montgomery & Associates (2010).  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater 
Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010   


 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
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incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; Roger D Congdon; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Draft MWH Review of Montgomery Responses on Mine Water Supply Pumping Report
Date: 08/05/2010 04:05 PM

Hello Dale,
I have reviewed the draft dated July 30 and find it acceptable.  Note Roger's
comments below.  

General Comments:  It appears that the model as constructed could provide general
predictions but not detailed predictions.  Lets move forward on finalizing the general
predictions and strategize on how to answer the questions regarding detailed
predictions.  Rogers recommendations are a start.  Lets discuss.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Roger D Congdon/WO/USDAFS

Roger D
Congdon/WO/USDAFS 

08/05/2010 02:36 PM

To Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Technical Memorandum of July 30, 2010

Salek,

I have reviewed the Technical Memorandum of July 30, 2010 from
Nathan Haws to Tom Fergason, and in general am in agreement with
the MWH assessment of the unresolved topics. 

Formal calibration is indeed necessary and would go far to remove the
model's subjective appearance. The first bullet item on page 2 of the
memo recommends that a certain number of calibration targets be laid
out. This bullet also points out that the model, as currently set up can't
simulate seasonal variations, which can be quite large, mainly because
of seasonal irrigation in the vicinity. It may become necessary to
consider simulating these seasonal variations because of the profound
variation in the water table in response to water use patterns through
the year.

On the second bullet; yes, when a spatial bias exists in the residuals,
then something is probably not as accurately simulated as it could be.
This should be ironed out.

Third bullet: Yes, differences and improvements to the original model
should be pointed out, as well as why they are improvements.

If seasonal variations in the water table are on the order of 10 to 100

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:mreichard@swca.com


feet, there is great potential for affection some of the shallower water
supply wells when additional stresses are introduced. We must give
serious thought toward requiring time steps of three months, or even
one month in duration. The seasonal approach would require
evaluation of variations in solar flux, rainfall, evapotranspiration, etc.,
but once the seasonal cycle is worked out, it could be applied easily.
This may improve the ability of the model to estimate impacts to
individual wells.

I strongly agree with MWH that there is a significantly subjective
component of the model. This needs to be tightened up and the
calibration improved. I agree with all of their recommendations, and
would like to see seasonality introduced into the model.

Call me if you have any questions,

Roger



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Draft MWH Review of Montgomery Responses on Mine Water Supply Pumping Report
Date: 08/02/2010 08:36 AM
Attachments: Comments on RCC Model 20100730.docx

Salek & Roger,
 
Attached is the memo prepared by MWH reviewing the Montgomery responses to the earlier
MWH review of the Mine Water Supply Pumping report.  The SOW for MWH includes one round of
CNF review and preparation of a final memorandum.  Please review and provide any comments on
the attached document.  Following MWH preparing the final memorandum we will forward it on to
Rosemont for their review and action.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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TO: 		Tom Furgason					DATE:	July 30, 2010

SWCA Environmental Consultants	



FROM: 		Nathan W. Haws				REFERENCE: 1005979

MWH Americas, Inc.



CC:		Dale Ortman, Consultant

		Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc.

		Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc.



SUBJECT:	Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping  





At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)[footnoteRef:1] to our comments (MWH, 2009)[footnoteRef:2] on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply pumping (M&A, 2009)[footnoteRef:3].  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the appropriate uses and limitations of the model. [1:  Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  February 9, 2010.]  [2:  MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009.]  [3:  Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009.] 




This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the responses prepared by M&A.



Unresolved Topics  



Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns. 



1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.  

M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is “acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has been selected.  



· MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model predictions.  The modeling report does discuss limits to the models capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize quantifiable calibration objectives.  



· MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across model layers). 



· MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours.

  

2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated.

The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells. 

 

· MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions.

        

3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined.

Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions.



· MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website (www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).



· MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.



4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret.



· MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with hydrogeology and groundwater modeling. 





Reply to Responses



For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, which are addressed in the first 11 responses.  



(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in others).



M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 



All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.  



Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-prediction of groundwater level declines.



MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated and documented. 



MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32). 

 

The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level declines” as suggested by M&A.   



RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model”

(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed.



M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study.



MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability calibrated” are subjective.



(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration.



M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable.



MWH Reply: See response to item (2)





(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).



M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area

of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).



MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern.





RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model”

(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.



M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping.



MWH Reply: See response to item (1)



(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area.



M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping.



MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model report.





RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions”



(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 



M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on

past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.



MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1)



 

(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.



M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is

acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results.



MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location. 





(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies.



M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur.



Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level

change. 



Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially

different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the modifications were minimal.



MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be bounded, if possible.  





(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.



M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial

groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 



MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.  





(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable.



M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur.



MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Day, Stephen'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Beverley A

Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Geochemistry Update
Date: 06/20/2010 06:48 AM

All,
 

I have not received the update email promised for no later than June 18th from TetraTech
regarding progress toward resolving the geochemistry issues raised by SRK.  I have queried both
Rosemont and TetraTech regarding this and will keep you informed as to the outcome.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water Management Plan
Date: 07/28/2010 12:16 PM
Attachments: 09381962 TM Rosemont_23JUL10.pdf

Hello Debby,
George A. is reviewing the surface hydrology (the phased tailings David design), and
has some concerns he wrote up in the draft memo attached.  Review is ongoing and
if you would like to participate in the review, please respond to me soon. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 07/28/2010 12:03 PM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

07/28/2010 11:05 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
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Subject Rosemont - Golder Review of Site Water
Management Plan

All,

 
Attached is the draft technical review memorandum prepared by Golder for the Site Water
Management Plan.  The SOW includes the CNF to review the draft memo and provide comment to
Golder for preparation of a final document.  Given the project schedule please review the memo
as soon as possible and provide comment for revision or determine that the document is
acceptable as is so we can forward it along to Rosemont.

 
Regards,

 
Dale
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 
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1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 
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Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
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d 
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t S
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Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N
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1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 
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Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
a 


Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  


𝑄 = �
1
𝐷
�


1
𝑏+2 𝛼𝑤


(3 + 𝑏)
1


𝑏+2
�𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑏+3 − 𝐻𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑏+3 �


1
𝑏+2 


Where: 


 𝛼 = � 2𝑔𝑢𝑏


𝑎(𝑑50−𝜎)𝑏−1
�


1
𝑏+2


 


 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  
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Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the 


Rosemont Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in 


five volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting 


documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and 


methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review of conclusions was 


limited to the goals specified by SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and 


erosion management.  No review of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 
Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 


 


Date:  July 23, 2010 Project No.:  093-81962 
To:  Dale Ortman  


From:  George Annandale/Jennifer Patterson/Craig Baxter 
RE:  ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT – TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SITE WATER MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON 


   Peak Flow 
Rate 


Ranking 


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking 


   
N


R
C


S 
M


et
ho


d 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


Pi
m


a 
C


ou
nt


y 
M


et
ho


d 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 
100-yr, 6-hr 


4 6 


 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches, however Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate? Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches? Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of monsoon conditions.  Arizona’s worst-case runoff 


volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days in July, August or September, 


which are monsoon conditions.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity monsoon rains often results in larger 


flow volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the monsoon 


runoff be used to evaluate the capacity of the structures impounding water.  This type of design storm 


event is also sometimes referred to as the maximum saturation event.  
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Figure 1.  Example Monsoon Precipitation near Superior, Arizona 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 
Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


This information is summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 
Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 
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TABLE 2 
STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 


Water Control 
Structure Design Criteria Established in Volume 1 


Criteria 
Followed? 


O
pe


n 
Pi


t 
an


d 
So


ut
he


rn
 


Pl
an


t S
ite


 
A


re
a 


Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
Crusher Stormwater 


Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 


M
ai


n 
Pl


an
t S


ite
 A


re
a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 
protection YES 


PWTS Pond and 
Settling Basin 100-yr, 24-hr event 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 1 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 Local PMP Event conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour erosion 


protection 
YES 


Detention Basin No. 2A Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 2B Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


Detention Basin No. 3 Manage General and Local PMP Volume, contain 200-
yr, 24-hr 


YES 


R
os


em
on


t R
id


ge
 L


an
df


or
m


 Waste Rock Storage 
Area 


Detention Pools on benches contain 500-yr, 24-hr 
event.  PCAs capacity for General PMP even 


YES 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures.  500-yr, 24-hr.  
Depression areas on top of dry stack contain 1000-yr, 
24-hr event, berms also on top control larger than 
general PMP event 


YES 


South Dry Stack 
Tailings Facility 


Drainage channels and drop structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 
Depression areas on top of reclaimed surface.  Storms 
up to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event controlled behind rock weir 
on top of dry stack.  Larger flows discharged over weir 
to rock slope leading to flow-through drain 


YES 


    Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   
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Figure 2.  Detail of the Flow-Through Inlet 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and monsoon conditions.  The capacity is also based on the outflow rate, 


which is calculated using the following equation:  
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 𝐷 = 𝐿 − 0.7𝑆1 


 𝑆1 = 𝐻𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛽 


 d50


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 
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The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9. (2007).  


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 
Goal:  Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 


Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using monsoon 


precipitation (the maximum saturation event). 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility are designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  
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Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 
Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. 


Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be evaluated using monsoon conditions (maximum saturation 


event).   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 
There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas, however there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 
This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur.  Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance 


measures that will ensure that such containment volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  


Our concern is that a low spot on the perimeter berms could initiate a release, which can result in 
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significant erosion.  Such a low spot can be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water 


in the containment area once erosion commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of 


the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example: Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in erosion of the bank? 


Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous paragraph, leading to a 


massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 
Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 
The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2


Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi


 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 


2


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment area. 


/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.   


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 
The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site, however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 
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7.0 LANDFORMING  
Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and determined the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were 


used to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing 


adherence to the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 
Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   


TABLE 3  
RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


Red Flags Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual 
runoff instead of NRCS recommended depth (24in) 


 No volume check calculations using monsoon precipitation conditions 
(maximum saturation event)  


 No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater 
pond 


 Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed 
as it is believed to be inappropriate  


 Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


 Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Potential Fatal Flaw Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure  


 Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure 
as riprap lining may be inappropriate  


 Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance 
and retaining discharge capacity  


 Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is 
unusual for long-term closure  


 Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining 
conditions, which appears to be incorrect  
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All,
 
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining
regarding the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the
issues can be resolved in relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible
assessment of the potential pumping impacts as delineated in the attached Significant Issues
(Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the CNF and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection
Program instituted by Rosemont.
 

I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the
Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical
attendance from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.
 Rapid confirmation your attendance or your inability to attend would be most appreciated.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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TO:   Tom Furgason     DATE: August 09, 2010 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  


 
FROM:   Nathan W. Haws, MWH Americas, Inc.  REFERENCE: 1005979 


Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
CC:  Dale Ortman, Consultant 
  Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
SUBJECT: Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted 


for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping   
 
 
At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to 
address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)1 to our comments (MWH, 2009)2 
on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply 
pumping (M&A, 2009)3.  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation 
results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional 
opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally 
reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 
2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus 
on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and 
limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not 
result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution 
of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the 
appropriate uses and limitations of the model. 
 
This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling 
conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the 
responses prepared by M&A. 
 
Unresolved Topics   
 
Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling 
report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns.  
 
1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.   


M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is 
“acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration 


                                                      
1 Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont 
Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  
February 9, 2010. 
2 MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS 
Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009. 
3 Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009. 
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objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard 
iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has 
been selected.   
 


• MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to 
judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether 
the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives 
and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model 
predictions.  The modeling report does discuss some limitations to the model’s predictive 
capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater 
levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations 
should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize 
quantifiable calibration objectives.   
 


• MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter 
values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between 
measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and 
measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further 
improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional 
model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the 
calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping 
influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left 
unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) 
and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based 
on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across 
model layers).  
 


• MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional 
model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original 
ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels 
with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar 
figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR 
historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding 
the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours. 
   


2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated. 
The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but 
the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model 
is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted 
groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be 
between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range 
from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the 
model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC 
pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an 
individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells.  


  
• MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly 


defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of 
limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the 
understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions. 


         
3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined. 


Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model 
predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly 
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stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the 
future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed 
pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the 
model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these 
estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions. 
 


• MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, 
quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by 
conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable 
range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to 
uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an 
analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge 
of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, 
they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green 
Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping 
and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the 
feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website 
(www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm). 
 


• MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional 
drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could 
easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC 
pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to 
RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses. 


 
4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret. 


 
• MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater 


levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be 
more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with 
hydrogeology and groundwater modeling.  


 
 
Reply to Responses 
 
For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response 
letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only 
responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, 
which are addressed in the first 11 responses.   
 
(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that 


future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level 
elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in 
some locations and under-prediction in others). 


 
M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential 
groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing 
groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent 
economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this 
approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may 
actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential 
pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data 
and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The 
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conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending 
permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or 
recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage 
and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.   
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-
prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-
prediction of groundwater level declines. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is 
reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates 
may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is 
difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in 
our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  
We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have 
significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer 
stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated 
and documented.  
 
MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited 
impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) 
pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., 
additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better 
illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  
Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont 
pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
  
The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase 
read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels 
that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level 
declines” as suggested by M&A.    
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the 


aquifer parameters is performed. 
 
M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are 
obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect 
annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area 
resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is 
acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont 
pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons 
stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 
MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, 
that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic 
conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the 
model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability 
calibrated” are subjective. 
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(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, 
which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model 
parameters being out of calibration. 


 
M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated 
and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (2) 
 
 
(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa 


Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and 
Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for 
the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


 
M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In 
the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) 
indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the 
east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic 
conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR 
model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz 
fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly 
indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating 
groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched 
groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area 
Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed 
RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 
2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report). 
 
MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private 
well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in 
the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may 


impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-
McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was 
not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to 
justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is 
under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been 
selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this 
area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (1) 
 
(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary 


conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the 
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study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have 
relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south 
from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant 
to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected 
groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model 
report. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in 


the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and 
uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources.  


 
M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz 
fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is 
addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are 
determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project 
conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have 
limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include 
potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of 
information regarding these potential sinks/sources. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1) 
 
  
(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that 


ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at 
RC-2. 
 


M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted 
in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the 
proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal 
variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into 
predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling 
practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the 
predictive results. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large 
seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the 
stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the 
establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied 
at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location.  
 


 
(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to 


parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These 
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predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to 
parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling 
studies. 


 
M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future 
stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the 
area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which 
may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area 
than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined 
through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 
data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of 
statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have 
rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty 
associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed 
groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.  
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity 
of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to 
determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring 
relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer 
parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield 
location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for 
these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to 
be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping 
tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the 
modifications were minimal. 
 
MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model 
predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter 
sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no 
documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping 
is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A 
states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed 
RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values 
with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is 
conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be 
bounded, if possible.   
 


 
(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the 


RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined. 
 
M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC 
pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due 
to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
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groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with 
distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected 
declines due to RCC pumping.  
 
MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A 
refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model 
confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC 
pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the 
appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the 
model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less 
precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.   
 
 
(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in 


the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. 
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough 
check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due 
to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
 


M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns 
on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level 
elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model 
input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters.  
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Issues 
Federal agencies are required to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1501.7). These issues and factors for alternative 
comparison are based on careful review of public input received during scoping, consultation with 
cooperating agencies, and internal review by Coronado National Forest and SWCA Environmental 
Consultants specialists. Significant issues drive the development of alternatives considered in detail, 
mitigation, and monitoring, as well as focusing the analysis of potential effects. 
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ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY 


Issue 1: Ground disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils may accelerate 
erosion and reduce soil productivity. The tailings and waste rock piles may be unstable over time, and 
reclamation may not adequately result in a stable, revegetated landscape. Geochemical composition of 
tailings and waste rock piles may not support natural vegetation. Soils are non-renewable resources, and 
loss of the soil resource may result in an irretrievable loss of soil productivity.  


Issue 1 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of long-term stability of tailings and waste piles 
• Character of risks to stability through time, including expected results of reclamation 
• Area of disturbance leading to lost soil productivity (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of the potential for revegetation, given the geochemical composition of 


tailings and waste rock piles 
• Sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, or other streams and washes, compared 


with background sediment loading (tons) 


ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY  


Issue 2: This issue relates to changes in air quality that may occur from the mining operation. 
Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors 
may increase dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions in the affected area. Air quality standards 
may be compromised. The Clean Air Act (CAA) and other laws, regulations, policies, and plans set 
thresholds for air quality, including Class I wilderness airsheds. The emission of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) has been implicated in global climate change, and the policy of the federal government is to 
reduce these emissions when possible (Executive Order 13514).  


Issue 2 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Particulate emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (PM 2.5, PM 10) 
• GHG emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (GHG estimates in tons) 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect air quality and meet 


CAA standards for Class I airsheds and elsewhere 


ISSUE 3:  IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES 


This group of issues relates to the effects of the mine construction, operation, and closure on quality and 
quantity of water for beneficial uses, wells, and stock watering. The loss of water availability to riparian 
and other plant and animal habitat is addressed in Issues 3 and 4.  


Issue 3A: The proposed open-pit mine may reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in 
the vicinity of the Rosemont well fields. Household water availability may be reduced.  


Issue 3A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with 


background and thresholds of concern  
• Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic 


extent) 
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Issue 3B: Water needed to run the mine facility might reduce groundwater availability in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.  


Issue 3B Factor for alternative comparison  
• Water needed for operations from the Santa Cruz Valley, compared with background and 


threshold of concern 


Issue 3C: Construction and operation of the mine pit, along with tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities, 
may result in a loss of groundwater quality. The mine pit may fill with water and create a lake that may 
have an unnatural concentration of chemicals.  


Issue 3C Factors for alternative comparison  
• Ability to meet State of Arizona aquifer water quality standards  
• Ability to demonstrate “Best Available Control Technology” (qualitative assessment of 


mitigation effectiveness)  


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3D Factor for alternative comparison  
• Qualitative assessment of impacts on beneficial uses of water 
• Stock watering tanks that will be unavailable (number) 


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. 
Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards.  


Issue 3E Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and 


meet Clean Water Act standards 


ISSUE 4: IMPACT ON SPRINGS, SEEPS, AND RIPARIAN HABITATS 


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


Issue 4 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors 


disturbed (acres) 
• Total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost (acres) 
• Seeps and springs lost or degraded (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements 


for riparian areas 
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ISSUE 5: IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS 


This group of issues focuses on effects on plant and animal habitats other than riparian and the viability of 
populations of species of conservation concern. Many aspects of the mine operations have the potential to 
adversely affect individuals, populations, and habitat for plants and animals. Species of conservation 
concern (federally listed, U.S. Forest Service [Forest Service] and Bureau of Land Management [BLM] 
Sensitive, Management Indicator Species [MIS], and migratory birds) may be adversely affected. This 
issue includes the potential for impacts on wildlife from light, noise, vibration, traffic, and other 
disturbance from the proposed mining operations.    


Issue 5A: The pit, plant, tailings and waste piles, road and utility corridors, and other facilities may result 
in a permanent change to the vegetation, and reclamation may not restore natural conditions.  


Issue 5A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Short- and long-term change in vegetation communities (acres) 
• Area receiving reclamation measures (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current ecological conservation policies 


and designations 


Issue 5B: The mine itself and ancillary facilities may result in the loss of habitat, individuals, or 
populations of botanical species of conservation concern. 


Issue 5B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Number of individual plants and/or acres of habitat lost, modified, or indirectly impacted, 


expressed as a proportion of the total range of each botanical species of concern 
• Qualitative assessment of how dust or particulate emissions impact plant species of conservation 


concern 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impacts on botanical species of 


conservation concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Coronado National Forest Land and Resource 


Management Plan, as amended (Forest Plan) management direction for plants (Forest Service 
1986) (acres) 


Issue 5C: The mine operations may create conditions conducive to the introduction, establishment, and/or 
spread of non-native species that may out-compete native vegetation and degrade plant communities. 
Forest Service and other federal, state, and local laws, regulations, policies, and plans contain 
management direction for invasive plants.  


Issue 5C Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce the potential for invasive species 


introduction, establishment, and/or spread 


Issue 5D: The mine operations may modify and/or fragment the north-south wildlife migration corridor 
and/or reduce connectivity between habitats. The transportation system and increased traffic could result 
in more wildlife road kills.  


Issue 5D Factors for alternative comparison 
• North-south wildlife migration corridors modified and/or lost (acres) 
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• Qualitative assessment of the change in connections between wildlife habitats 
• Qualitative assessment of how increased volume of traffic could result in road kills of various 


animal species 


Issue 5E: The mine operations may impact habitat for animal species of concern. Species of concern 
include those afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act and candidates to be listed, Forest 
Service and BLM Sensitive species, MIS, Arizona Game and Fish Department’s Wildlife of Special 
Concern in Arizona, and Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan Priority Vulnerable Species. The Forest 
Service is required to maintain population viability of animal species and avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts on species of concern. The alternatives were developed to reduce impacts on habitats for animal 
species of concern.  


Issue 5E Factors for alternative comparison 
• Habitat lost expressed as a proportion of the total amount of habitat for each animal species of 


concern (acres/percent) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation in minimizing and/or avoiding impacts on 


habitat for animal species of concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the population viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for wildlife habitat 


(acres) 


Issue 5F: Mine operations, including drilling and blasting, may result in noise and vibrations that impact 
animal behavior and result in negative impacts on wildlife. Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely 
affected by the lit-up night skies.  


Issue 5F Factors for alternative comparison 
• Character of impact on animals from noise, vibration, and light 
• Effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impact on wildlife from disturbance  


ISSUE 6: IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCES 


Issue 6: This issue focuses on the visual impacts that result from the mining pit, placement of tailings and 
waste rock piles, and development and use of other facilities. The proposed mine tailings and waste rock 
piles would create significant changes to the landscape within the mine footprint. The piles may block 
valued mountain views. The processing plant and transportation and utility corridors may also affect 
visual resources in the area. The character of Scenic Highway 83 may change. The ability for the area to 
meet assigned visual quality objectives (VQOs) in the Forest Plan may be reduced. Regardless of 
mitigation measures or reclamation required, the scenic quality of the landscape may be permanently 
degraded.  


Issue 6 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan VQO designations (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment/degree of change in landscape character from Key Observation Points 


over time  
• Percentage of State Route 83 that would no longer meet scenic byway criteria 
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ISSUE 7: IMPACT ON RECREATION 


Issue 7: This issue focuses on the effects of the mining operation on recreational opportunities on 
National Forest System lands, including loss of access, loss of or reduction in solitude, remoteness, rural 
setting, and quiet. The mine operation may lead to permanent changes to recreation settings (Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum [ROS]) and/or the type of recreation available and may result in increased pressure 
on public and private lands in other places to compensate for lost opportunities.  


Issue 7 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan ROS designations (acres) 
• Area of national forest land that would no longer be available for recreational use (acres)  
• Audio “footprint:” potential for noise to reach recreation areas (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of impacts to solitude in wilderness and other backcountry areas 
• Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost (quantity) 
• Length and number of trails/trailheads that would no longer be available to the public 
• Qualitative assessment of increased pressure on other areas 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to offset recreation losses 


ISSUE 8: IMPACT ON PUBLIC SAFETY 


Issue 8: This issue focuses on the impact of increased traffic from the mine site on construction, 
operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways and the potential for increased volume of 
traffic. Oversized vehicles and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the 
mining operation have the potential to increase traffic and reduce public safety. Hazardous materials 
would be transported, which may increase the risk of a spill or other public safety impact. Another aspect 
of this issue is human health risks to national forest visitors if they accidentally come near the mine 
operations, tailings, or waste rock piles. Air quality impacts as a result of the operation may be harmful to 
public health.  


Issue 8 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in type and pattern of traffic by road and vehicle type 
• Trip count per day for all hazardous materials 
• Qualitative assessment of transportation conflicts  
• Qualitative assessment of public health risk from mine operations and facilities 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet air quality standards for human health 


ISSUE 9: IMPACT ON DARK SKIES AND ASTRONOMY 


Issue 9: This issue relates to the potential for the mining operation and facilities to reduce night sky 
visibility. Increased light, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment, vehicles, and 
processes may diminish dark skies. The increased sky glow could reduce visibility of stars, planets, 
satellites, and other celestial objects. Area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and 
stargazers value the current dark skies in the area. Key observation points and the Smithsonian’s Fred 
Lawrence Whipple Astrophysical Observatory may be adversely affected. This issue also relates to the 
impact of particulate emissions and vibration from blasting and drilling on sensitive astronomy 
equipment.  
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Pima County has a night sky lighting code. The Mine Plan of Operations is exempt from this code, and 
some aspects of the operation may not be able to conform to the code (because of worker safety 
concerns).  


Issue 9 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Distribution of fractional increase in sky brightness from mine facility and vehicle lighting 
• Area that would not meet lighting code (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce dust and impact night 


sky visibility  
• Vibration detectable at telescope sites (inches/second peak particle velocity) 
• Qualitative assessment of how particulate emissions may damage sensitive astronomy equipment  


ISSUE 10: IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES 


This group of issues focuses on the adverse effects of the proposed mining operations on heritage 
resources, including 1) traditional homelands for Native American groups, 2) ancestral habitation sites 
and human burials, 3) archaeological resources, 4) sites eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP), 5) traditional resource collection areas, and 6) cultural practice opportunities.  


Issue 10A: The proposed mine operations may bury, remove, or damage archaeological and historic sites. 
There may be a loss of or reduction in future archaeological research potential if heritage resource sites 
are buried under permanent facilities such as roads and utility corridors  and waste rock and tailings piles. 
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) (buildings, districts, or landscapes with historic and ongoing 
significance) may be lost or degraded. Vibrations from blasting and drilling may damage historical sites.  


Issue 10A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total NRHP-eligible prehistoric and historic archaeological sites buried, destroyed, or damaged 


(quantity) 
• Potential TCPs lost or degraded (acres) 
• Potential for vibrations to damage historic sites  
• Qualitative assessment on likelihood of impact to future finds  


Issue 10B: The mine footprint may impact Native American traditional use and perception of the land. 
Traditional resource collection areas may be lost or degraded. Springs that are considered sacred may be 
lost or degraded. Human burials may be desecrated. The spiritual context of the landscape may be 
permanently changed. Disruption of the physical world may be perceived to cause spiritual harm to the 
earth and the people here. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (Public Law 95-341) recognizes 
that the religious practices of American Indians are an integral part of their cultures, tradition, and 
heritage, such practices forming the basis of Indian identity and value systems. The most relevant 
direction is Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites, which directs federal land management agencies, 
to the extent permitted by law and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, to 
accommodate access to and use of Indian sacred sites and to avoid affecting the physical integrity of such 
sites wherever possible (Forest Service Manual 1563.01e5).  


Issue 10B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Traditional resource collection areas impacted (number, acres) 
• Sacred springs impacted (number) 
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• Ancestral sites where burials are likely to be damaged or covered by mining facilities (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of spiritual/emotional impact of desecration of land, springs, and burials 


ISSUE 11: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 


This issue relates to the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed mining operations. The mine operations 
may have negative and positive socioeconomic impacts, which may change over time. The 
socioeconomic stability of the area may be adversely affected. Residents, business owners, and visitors’ 
expectations of national forests and the historic rural landscape may not be met.  


Issue 11A: The mine facilities and operation may result in changes over time to local employment, 
property values, tax base, tourism revenue, and demand and cost for road maintenance and emergency 
services. There may be costs to the alternative design features and mitigation measures that influence the 
net value of the mine operations and thus its economic profile.  


Issue 11A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in employment over time  
• Change in property values over time 
• Change in tax base per year over time  
• Change in demand and cost for road maintenance over time 
• Change in demand and cost for emergency services over time  
• Qualitative assessment of change in tourism revenue over time 
• Economic outlook of mine operations (present net value) 


Issue 11B: The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life expectations as expressed by the 
Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances. Concerns have been expressed about 
modification of rural historic landscapes important to local residents. 


Issue 11B Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the ability of alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as 


expressed by Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: rlaford@fs.fed.us; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Richmond Leeson

Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Beverley Everson'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review Meeting - Proposed Schedule Change
Date: 08/22/2010 03:55 PM
Importance: High

All,
 
To better accommodate flight schedules it has been suggested that we move up the start of the
meeting from 12:00 noon to 11:00 AM.  Please let me know ASAP if this is possible for each of the
participants.  Unless we have unanimous agreement on the proposed start time of 11:00 AM we
will hold with the original start of 12:00 noon.
 
I will be out of touch chasing fish somewhere off of Baja as of Tuesday morning not to return until
next Saturday, so I would greatly appreciate a response from all participants on Monday.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2010 6:38 AM
To: 'rlaford@fs.fed.us'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Nathan W. Haws';
'Richmond Leeson Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Beverley Everson'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review Meeting - Final Schedule
Importance: High
 
All,
 
The schedule for the meeting to resolve issues regarding the latest MWH review of the Mine

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


Water Pumping Supply Model is now finalized for:
 
Date:  Monday, August 30
 
Time: 12:00 noon – 2:00 PM with allowance for additional time if necessary
 
Location: Montgomery & Associates, 1550 E. Prince Rd., Tucson (www.elmontgomery.net)
 
Teleconference and/or conference call facilities will be available.  I will be conferring with
Montgomery to determine which will best suit their discussion requirements and forward the
appropriate contact information.  I would appreciate hearing from those participants who will
require remote access.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 15, 2010 6:58 AM
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger
D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining
regarding the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the
issues can be resolved in relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible
assessment of the potential pumping impacts as delineated in the attached Significant Issues

http://www.elmontgomery.net/
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


(Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the CNF and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection
Program instituted by Rosemont.
 

I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the
Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical
attendance from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.
 Rapid confirmation your attendance or your inability to attend would be most appreciated.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: rlaford@fs.fed.us; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Richmond Leeson

Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Beverley Everson'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model Technical Review Meeting - Final Schedule
Date: 08/17/2010 06:38 AM
Importance: High
Attachments: Comments on RCC Model 20100809 - FINAL.pdf

Final Issues_FS-SWCA_040810_CE.pdf

All,
 
The schedule for the meeting to resolve issues regarding the latest MWH review of the Mine
Water Pumping Supply Model is now finalized for:
 
Date:  Monday, August 30
 
Time: 12:00 noon – 2:00 PM with allowance for additional time if necessary
 
Location: Montgomery & Associates, 1550 E. Prince Rd., Tucson (www.elmontgomery.net)
 
Teleconference and/or conference call facilities will be available.  I will be conferring with
Montgomery to determine which will best suit their discussion requirements and forward the
appropriate contact information.  I would appreciate hearing from those participants who will
require remote access.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 15, 2010 6:58 AM
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TO:   Tom Furgason     DATE: August 09, 2010 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  


 
FROM:   Nathan W. Haws, MWH Americas, Inc.  REFERENCE: 1005979 


Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
CC:  Dale Ortman, Consultant 
  Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
SUBJECT: Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted 


for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping   
 
 
At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to 
address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)1 to our comments (MWH, 2009)2 
on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply 
pumping (M&A, 2009)3.  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation 
results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional 
opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally 
reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 
2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus 
on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and 
limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not 
result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution 
of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the 
appropriate uses and limitations of the model. 
 
This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling 
conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the 
responses prepared by M&A. 
 
Unresolved Topics   
 
Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling 
report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns.  
 
1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.   


M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is 
“acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration 


                                                      
1 Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont 
Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  
February 9, 2010. 
2 MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS 
Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009. 
3 Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009. 
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objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard 
iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has 
been selected.   
 


• MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to 
judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether 
the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives 
and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model 
predictions.  The modeling report does discuss some limitations to the model’s predictive 
capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater 
levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations 
should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize 
quantifiable calibration objectives.   
 


• MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter 
values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between 
measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and 
measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further 
improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional 
model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the 
calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping 
influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left 
unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) 
and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based 
on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across 
model layers).  
 


• MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional 
model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original 
ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels 
with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar 
figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR 
historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding 
the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours. 
   


2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated. 
The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but 
the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model 
is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted 
groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be 
between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range 
from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the 
model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC 
pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an 
individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells.  


  
• MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly 


defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of 
limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the 
understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions. 


         
3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined. 


Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model 
predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly 
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stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the 
future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed 
pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the 
model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these 
estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions. 
 


• MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, 
quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by 
conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable 
range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to 
uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an 
analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge 
of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, 
they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green 
Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping 
and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the 
feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website 
(www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm). 
 


• MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional 
drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could 
easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC 
pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to 
RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses. 


 
4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret. 


 
• MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater 


levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be 
more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with 
hydrogeology and groundwater modeling.  


 
 
Reply to Responses 
 
For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response 
letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only 
responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, 
which are addressed in the first 11 responses.   
 
(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that 


future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level 
elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in 
some locations and under-prediction in others). 


 
M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential 
groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing 
groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent 
economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this 
approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may 
actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential 
pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data 
and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The 
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conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending 
permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or 
recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage 
and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.   
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-
prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-
prediction of groundwater level declines. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is 
reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates 
may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is 
difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in 
our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  
We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have 
significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer 
stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated 
and documented.  
 
MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited 
impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) 
pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., 
additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better 
illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  
Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont 
pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
  
The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase 
read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels 
that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level 
declines” as suggested by M&A.    
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the 


aquifer parameters is performed. 
 
M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are 
obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect 
annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area 
resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is 
acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont 
pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons 
stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 
MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, 
that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic 
conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the 
model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability 
calibrated” are subjective. 
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(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, 
which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model 
parameters being out of calibration. 


 
M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated 
and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (2) 
 
 
(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa 


Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and 
Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for 
the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


 
M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In 
the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) 
indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the 
east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic 
conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR 
model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz 
fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly 
indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating 
groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched 
groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area 
Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed 
RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 
2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report). 
 
MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private 
well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in 
the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may 


impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-
McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was 
not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to 
justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is 
under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been 
selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this 
area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (1) 
 
(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary 


conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the 
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study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have 
relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south 
from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant 
to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected 
groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model 
report. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in 


the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and 
uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources.  


 
M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz 
fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is 
addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are 
determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project 
conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have 
limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include 
potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of 
information regarding these potential sinks/sources. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1) 
 
  
(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that 


ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at 
RC-2. 
 


M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted 
in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the 
proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal 
variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into 
predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling 
practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the 
predictive results. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large 
seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the 
stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the 
establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied 
at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location.  
 


 
(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to 


parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These 
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predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to 
parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling 
studies. 


 
M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future 
stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the 
area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which 
may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area 
than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined 
through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 
data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of 
statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have 
rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty 
associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed 
groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.  
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity 
of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to 
determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring 
relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer 
parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield 
location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for 
these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to 
be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping 
tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the 
modifications were minimal. 
 
MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model 
predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter 
sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no 
documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping 
is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A 
states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed 
RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values 
with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is 
conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be 
bounded, if possible.   
 


 
(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the 


RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined. 
 
M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC 
pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due 
to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
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groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with 
distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected 
declines due to RCC pumping.  
 
MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A 
refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model 
confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC 
pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the 
appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the 
model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less 
precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.   
 
 
(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in 


the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. 
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough 
check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due 
to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
 


M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns 
on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level 
elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model 
input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters.  
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Issues 
Federal agencies are required to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1501.7). These issues and factors for alternative 
comparison are based on careful review of public input received during scoping, consultation with 
cooperating agencies, and internal review by Coronado National Forest and SWCA Environmental 
Consultants specialists. Significant issues drive the development of alternatives considered in detail, 
mitigation, and monitoring, as well as focusing the analysis of potential effects. 


ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY   .................................... 2


ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY   ................................................................................................ 2
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ISSUE 1:  IMPACT ON LAND STABILITY AND SOIL PRODUCTIVITY 


Issue 1: Ground disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils may accelerate 
erosion and reduce soil productivity. The tailings and waste rock piles may be unstable over time, and 
reclamation may not adequately result in a stable, revegetated landscape. Geochemical composition of 
tailings and waste rock piles may not support natural vegetation. Soils are non-renewable resources, and 
loss of the soil resource may result in an irretrievable loss of soil productivity.  


Issue 1 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of long-term stability of tailings and waste piles 
• Character of risks to stability through time, including expected results of reclamation 
• Area of disturbance leading to lost soil productivity (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of the potential for revegetation, given the geochemical composition of 


tailings and waste rock piles 
• Sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, or other streams and washes, compared 


with background sediment loading (tons) 


ISSUE 2:  IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY  


Issue 2: This issue relates to changes in air quality that may occur from the mining operation. 
Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors 
may increase dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions in the affected area. Air quality standards 
may be compromised. The Clean Air Act (CAA) and other laws, regulations, policies, and plans set 
thresholds for air quality, including Class I wilderness airsheds. The emission of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) has been implicated in global climate change, and the policy of the federal government is to 
reduce these emissions when possible (Executive Order 13514).  


Issue 2 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Particulate emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (PM 2.5, PM 10) 
• GHG emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (GHG estimates in tons) 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect air quality and meet 


CAA standards for Class I airsheds and elsewhere 


ISSUE 3:  IMPACT ON WATER RESOURCES 


This group of issues relates to the effects of the mine construction, operation, and closure on quality and 
quantity of water for beneficial uses, wells, and stock watering. The loss of water availability to riparian 
and other plant and animal habitat is addressed in Issues 3 and 4.  


Issue 3A: The proposed open-pit mine may reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in 
the vicinity of the Rosemont well fields. Household water availability may be reduced.  


Issue 3A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with 


background and thresholds of concern  
• Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic 


extent) 
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Issue 3B: Water needed to run the mine facility might reduce groundwater availability in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.  


Issue 3B Factor for alternative comparison  
• Water needed for operations from the Santa Cruz Valley, compared with background and 


threshold of concern 


Issue 3C: Construction and operation of the mine pit, along with tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities, 
may result in a loss of groundwater quality. The mine pit may fill with water and create a lake that may 
have an unnatural concentration of chemicals.  


Issue 3C Factors for alternative comparison  
• Ability to meet State of Arizona aquifer water quality standards  
• Ability to demonstrate “Best Available Control Technology” (qualitative assessment of 


mitigation effectiveness)  


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3D Factor for alternative comparison  
• Qualitative assessment of impacts on beneficial uses of water 
• Stock watering tanks that will be unavailable (number) 


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. 
Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards.  


Issue 3E Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and 


meet Clean Water Act standards 


ISSUE 4: IMPACT ON SPRINGS, SEEPS, AND RIPARIAN HABITATS 


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


Issue 4 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors 


disturbed (acres) 
• Total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost (acres) 
• Seeps and springs lost or degraded (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements 


for riparian areas 
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ISSUE 5: IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS 


This group of issues focuses on effects on plant and animal habitats other than riparian and the viability of 
populations of species of conservation concern. Many aspects of the mine operations have the potential to 
adversely affect individuals, populations, and habitat for plants and animals. Species of conservation 
concern (federally listed, U.S. Forest Service [Forest Service] and Bureau of Land Management [BLM] 
Sensitive, Management Indicator Species [MIS], and migratory birds) may be adversely affected. This 
issue includes the potential for impacts on wildlife from light, noise, vibration, traffic, and other 
disturbance from the proposed mining operations.    


Issue 5A: The pit, plant, tailings and waste piles, road and utility corridors, and other facilities may result 
in a permanent change to the vegetation, and reclamation may not restore natural conditions.  


Issue 5A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Short- and long-term change in vegetation communities (acres) 
• Area receiving reclamation measures (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current ecological conservation policies 


and designations 


Issue 5B: The mine itself and ancillary facilities may result in the loss of habitat, individuals, or 
populations of botanical species of conservation concern. 


Issue 5B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Number of individual plants and/or acres of habitat lost, modified, or indirectly impacted, 


expressed as a proportion of the total range of each botanical species of concern 
• Qualitative assessment of how dust or particulate emissions impact plant species of conservation 


concern 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impacts on botanical species of 


conservation concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Coronado National Forest Land and Resource 


Management Plan, as amended (Forest Plan) management direction for plants (Forest Service 
1986) (acres) 


Issue 5C: The mine operations may create conditions conducive to the introduction, establishment, and/or 
spread of non-native species that may out-compete native vegetation and degrade plant communities. 
Forest Service and other federal, state, and local laws, regulations, policies, and plans contain 
management direction for invasive plants.  


Issue 5C Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce the potential for invasive species 


introduction, establishment, and/or spread 


Issue 5D: The mine operations may modify and/or fragment the north-south wildlife migration corridor 
and/or reduce connectivity between habitats. The transportation system and increased traffic could result 
in more wildlife road kills.  


Issue 5D Factors for alternative comparison 
• North-south wildlife migration corridors modified and/or lost (acres) 
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• Qualitative assessment of the change in connections between wildlife habitats 
• Qualitative assessment of how increased volume of traffic could result in road kills of various 


animal species 


Issue 5E: The mine operations may impact habitat for animal species of concern. Species of concern 
include those afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act and candidates to be listed, Forest 
Service and BLM Sensitive species, MIS, Arizona Game and Fish Department’s Wildlife of Special 
Concern in Arizona, and Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan Priority Vulnerable Species. The Forest 
Service is required to maintain population viability of animal species and avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts on species of concern. The alternatives were developed to reduce impacts on habitats for animal 
species of concern.  


Issue 5E Factors for alternative comparison 
• Habitat lost expressed as a proportion of the total amount of habitat for each animal species of 


concern (acres/percent) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation in minimizing and/or avoiding impacts on 


habitat for animal species of concern 
• Potential for alternative to jeopardize the population viability of any species 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for wildlife habitat 


(acres) 


Issue 5F: Mine operations, including drilling and blasting, may result in noise and vibrations that impact 
animal behavior and result in negative impacts on wildlife. Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely 
affected by the lit-up night skies.  


Issue 5F Factors for alternative comparison 
• Character of impact on animals from noise, vibration, and light 
• Effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impact on wildlife from disturbance  


ISSUE 6: IMPACT ON VISUAL RESOURCES 


Issue 6: This issue focuses on the visual impacts that result from the mining pit, placement of tailings and 
waste rock piles, and development and use of other facilities. The proposed mine tailings and waste rock 
piles would create significant changes to the landscape within the mine footprint. The piles may block 
valued mountain views. The processing plant and transportation and utility corridors may also affect 
visual resources in the area. The character of Scenic Highway 83 may change. The ability for the area to 
meet assigned visual quality objectives (VQOs) in the Forest Plan may be reduced. Regardless of 
mitigation measures or reclamation required, the scenic quality of the landscape may be permanently 
degraded.  


Issue 6 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan VQO designations (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment/degree of change in landscape character from Key Observation Points 


over time  
• Percentage of State Route 83 that would no longer meet scenic byway criteria 
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ISSUE 7: IMPACT ON RECREATION 


Issue 7: This issue focuses on the effects of the mining operation on recreational opportunities on 
National Forest System lands, including loss of access, loss of or reduction in solitude, remoteness, rural 
setting, and quiet. The mine operation may lead to permanent changes to recreation settings (Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum [ROS]) and/or the type of recreation available and may result in increased pressure 
on public and private lands in other places to compensate for lost opportunities.  


Issue 7 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan ROS designations (acres) 
• Area of national forest land that would no longer be available for recreational use (acres)  
• Audio “footprint:” potential for noise to reach recreation areas (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of impacts to solitude in wilderness and other backcountry areas 
• Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost (quantity) 
• Length and number of trails/trailheads that would no longer be available to the public 
• Qualitative assessment of increased pressure on other areas 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to offset recreation losses 


ISSUE 8: IMPACT ON PUBLIC SAFETY 


Issue 8: This issue focuses on the impact of increased traffic from the mine site on construction, 
operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways and the potential for increased volume of 
traffic. Oversized vehicles and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the 
mining operation have the potential to increase traffic and reduce public safety. Hazardous materials 
would be transported, which may increase the risk of a spill or other public safety impact. Another aspect 
of this issue is human health risks to national forest visitors if they accidentally come near the mine 
operations, tailings, or waste rock piles. Air quality impacts as a result of the operation may be harmful to 
public health.  


Issue 8 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in type and pattern of traffic by road and vehicle type 
• Trip count per day for all hazardous materials 
• Qualitative assessment of transportation conflicts  
• Qualitative assessment of public health risk from mine operations and facilities 
• Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet air quality standards for human health 


ISSUE 9: IMPACT ON DARK SKIES AND ASTRONOMY 


Issue 9: This issue relates to the potential for the mining operation and facilities to reduce night sky 
visibility. Increased light, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment, vehicles, and 
processes may diminish dark skies. The increased sky glow could reduce visibility of stars, planets, 
satellites, and other celestial objects. Area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and 
stargazers value the current dark skies in the area. Key observation points and the Smithsonian’s Fred 
Lawrence Whipple Astrophysical Observatory may be adversely affected. This issue also relates to the 
impact of particulate emissions and vibration from blasting and drilling on sensitive astronomy 
equipment.  
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Pima County has a night sky lighting code. The Mine Plan of Operations is exempt from this code, and 
some aspects of the operation may not be able to conform to the code (because of worker safety 
concerns).  


Issue 9 Factors for alternative comparison 
• Distribution of fractional increase in sky brightness from mine facility and vehicle lighting 
• Area that would not meet lighting code (acres) 
• Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce dust and impact night 


sky visibility  
• Vibration detectable at telescope sites (inches/second peak particle velocity) 
• Qualitative assessment of how particulate emissions may damage sensitive astronomy equipment  


ISSUE 10: IMPACT ON HERITAGE RESOURCES 


This group of issues focuses on the adverse effects of the proposed mining operations on heritage 
resources, including 1) traditional homelands for Native American groups, 2) ancestral habitation sites 
and human burials, 3) archaeological resources, 4) sites eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP), 5) traditional resource collection areas, and 6) cultural practice opportunities.  


Issue 10A: The proposed mine operations may bury, remove, or damage archaeological and historic sites. 
There may be a loss of or reduction in future archaeological research potential if heritage resource sites 
are buried under permanent facilities such as roads and utility corridors  and waste rock and tailings piles. 
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) (buildings, districts, or landscapes with historic and ongoing 
significance) may be lost or degraded. Vibrations from blasting and drilling may damage historical sites.  


Issue 10A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Total NRHP-eligible prehistoric and historic archaeological sites buried, destroyed, or damaged 


(quantity) 
• Potential TCPs lost or degraded (acres) 
• Potential for vibrations to damage historic sites  
• Qualitative assessment on likelihood of impact to future finds  


Issue 10B: The mine footprint may impact Native American traditional use and perception of the land. 
Traditional resource collection areas may be lost or degraded. Springs that are considered sacred may be 
lost or degraded. Human burials may be desecrated. The spiritual context of the landscape may be 
permanently changed. Disruption of the physical world may be perceived to cause spiritual harm to the 
earth and the people here. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (Public Law 95-341) recognizes 
that the religious practices of American Indians are an integral part of their cultures, tradition, and 
heritage, such practices forming the basis of Indian identity and value systems. The most relevant 
direction is Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites, which directs federal land management agencies, 
to the extent permitted by law and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, to 
accommodate access to and use of Indian sacred sites and to avoid affecting the physical integrity of such 
sites wherever possible (Forest Service Manual 1563.01e5).  


Issue 10B Factors for alternative comparison 
• Traditional resource collection areas impacted (number, acres) 
• Sacred springs impacted (number) 
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• Ancestral sites where burials are likely to be damaged or covered by mining facilities (number) 
• Qualitative assessment of spiritual/emotional impact of desecration of land, springs, and burials 


ISSUE 11: SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 


This issue relates to the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed mining operations. The mine operations 
may have negative and positive socioeconomic impacts, which may change over time. The 
socioeconomic stability of the area may be adversely affected. Residents, business owners, and visitors’ 
expectations of national forests and the historic rural landscape may not be met.  


Issue 11A: The mine facilities and operation may result in changes over time to local employment, 
property values, tax base, tourism revenue, and demand and cost for road maintenance and emergency 
services. There may be costs to the alternative design features and mitigation measures that influence the 
net value of the mine operations and thus its economic profile.  


Issue 11A Factors for alternative comparison 
• Change in employment over time  
• Change in property values over time 
• Change in tax base per year over time  
• Change in demand and cost for road maintenance over time 
• Change in demand and cost for emergency services over time  
• Qualitative assessment of change in tourism revenue over time 
• Economic outlook of mine operations (present net value) 


Issue 11B: The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life expectations as expressed by the 
Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances. Concerns have been expressed about 
modification of rural historic landscapes important to local residents. 


Issue 11B Factor for alternative comparison 
• Qualitative assessment of the ability of alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as 


expressed by Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances 
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To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Richmond Leeson Jr.'; 'Stephen Taylor'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger
D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Mine Water Pumping Supply Model - Proposed Technical Review Meeting
Importance: High
 
All,
 
Rosemont has requested that we meet to determine how best to resolve the issues remaining
regarding the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model (see attached MWH comments).  I believe the
issues can be resolved in relatively short order with the emphasis on having a defensible
assessment of the potential pumping impacts as delineated in the attached Significant Issues
(Issues 3A & 3B) developed by the CNF and the mitigation afforded by the Well Owners Protection
Program instituted by Rosemont.
 

I would like to tentatively schedule a meeting in Tucson for Monday, August 30th , likely at the
Montgomery offices.  Attendance via teleconference will be available, but I suggest physical
attendance from Nathan Haws (MWH), key Montgomery staff, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF), and myself.
 Rapid confirmation your attendance or your inability to attend would be most appreciated.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason';

'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - Montgomery Preliminary Predictive Simulations with Constant ET-Stream Flow Values
Date: 07/18/2010 04:02 PM
Attachments: Figures_2010-07-02.pdf

DRAFT DELIBERATIVE – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
 
Claudia,
 
We are receiving preliminary information from Montgomery regarding their work on the mine site
groundwater model (see email from Jon Whittier below).  I will forward the information for the
team to inspect in order to keep abreast of the progress.  Attached is a file with the following:
 

1.       Graph of simulated pit inflow rates for life of mine, approx. 22 years
2.       Map of groundwater elevation at end of mining – pit area only
3.       Map of groundwater elevation 1,000 years after mining – pit area only
4.       Map of groundwater elevation at end of mining – regional
5.       Map of groundwater elevation 20 years after end of mining – regional
6.       Map of groundwater elevation 50 years after end of mining – regional
7.       Map of groundwater elevation 150 years after end of mining – regional
8.       Map of groundwater elevation 1,000 years after end of mining – regional

 
The groundwater elevation maps utilize the 100, 10, & 5 foot contours as discussed at the last
meeting; however there appears to be no information regarding whether or not the 1,000 year
period approximates equilibrium.
 
Additional preliminary information regarding the transient calibration and the conceptual geologic
& hydrologic models will follow.
 
At this point, please have the team take a look at the information with the purpose of keeping
informed; however if any of this raises a red flag please get back to me.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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FIGURE 44.  GRAPH OF SIMULATED PIT INFLOW RATES DURING MINING OPERATIONS, 


                      ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA


S:\projects\1232\1232.32 - Report-revised\Figures\PitInflows_rev2.grf  02July2010
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daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Jonathan Whittier [mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com] 
Sent: Saturday, July 03, 2010 1:12 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Kathy Arnold; Hale Barter
Subject: Submittal for July 2, 2010
 
Dale,
 
Attached are draft figures for the predictive simulation.  Results are provided for pre-mining through
1,000 years post-mining.
 
We have not achieved a satisfactory balance of simulated ET and streamflow discharge in Cienega
Creek and Davidson Canyon, so results presented here are for ET and streamflow/groundwater
recharge/discharge simulated as constant flux conditions.
 
Addition of the ET and streamflow boundary conditions will slightly reduce the extent of the five foot
drawdown contour due to simulated capture (reduction) of the ET and streamflow groundwater
discharges.
 
We expect to provide results with ET and streamflow soon.  More results and documentation will follow.
 
Jon
 
 
Jonathan D. Whittier
Hydrogeologist

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES
1550 E. Prince Road
Tucson, AZ  85719
(520) 881-4912 (office)
(520) 465-8742 (cell)
(520) 881-1609 (fax) 
jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
www.elmontgomery.com

This email message and any attached electronic files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above, are
confidential, and may be legally privileged.  Unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email message or any part
thereof is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email message in error, please immediately notify us by reply email and/or by
phone and delete all  copies of this email message including attachments from your computer system.

 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
http://www.elmontgomery.com/


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Nathan W. Haws'; 'Stephen Taylor'; Toby Leeson; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - MWH Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 07/19/2010 10:15 AM

All,
 
The conference call for MWH to present their initial findings regarding the Montgomery responses
to the previous MWH review of the mine water supply pumping model report is scheduled as
follows:
 
Time: 9:00 AM (Arizona Time)
 
Date: Wednesday, July 21
 
 
Melissa………. Please forward invitations to all listed participants including the Conference Call
telephone number and Participant Pass Code.
 
 
Thanks to all for fitting this into your schedule.
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:Toby.Leeson@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Debby Kriegel
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - New Reclamation Documents on Web Ex
Date: 04/21/2010 10:41 AM

The R3 Director of Recreation is a landscape architect with a background in mine
reclamation.  He recently mentioned some concepts that I was not familiar with
(such as using vegetation "plugs" to create islands of reveg within large disturbed
areas), and I asked him to send more information, and he provided 11 documents
that cover a variety of reclamation issues.   Most deal with
ecology/plants/revegetation.  Some relate to vegetation types not found in the
Rosemont area, but might still have some useful ideas.  A couple deal with
landforming.

I've posted all on WebEx in Documents/Team
Working/Resources/Reclamation/Reveg & Landforming Examples.  Here's a link that
hopefully will take you directly to this folder:
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/default.asp?
link=%2Fdocs%2Fdocapp%2Easpx%3F%5Fcommand%3Dlist%26fid%3D15936

As your time permits, I recommend that you look over each document.  Some are
very technical/scientific and over my ability to fully understand.  Is there someone at
SWCA (such as a botanist and/or revegetation&reclamation expert) who can review
these and recommend what might be applicable to the Rosemont mine?

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Debby Kriegel
To: Craig P Wilcox; Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; Salek Shafiqullah; mbidwell@swca.com; Robert Lefevre
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont - Research needed for revegetation with trees and shrubs - Input needed by 5/27
Date: 05/21/2010 12:37 PM
Attachments: Rosemont_Research_Trees_and_Shrubs_Scope_of_Work.docx

Attached is a 1-page draft scope of work for research that is needed to establish
trees and shrubs on reclaimed areas.  We have agreed to get the final version of this
to Rosemont by next Friday (5/28) so they can hopefully proceed with getting the
work going.  Please review the document and provide your comments to me by
noon Thursday (5/27).  And feel free to forward to others (Geoff, etc.) as you see
fit.

Thanks!

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Craig P Wilcox/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

D R A F T

Scope of Work - Research on establishing trees and shrubs on the Rosemont Mine site

May 21, 2010



The purpose of this research is to develop a strategy for the success of trees and shrubs on reclaimed lands in the proposed Rosemont Mine area (primarily the waste rock and tailings piles).  The current research on seeding is an excellent start, but reclamation also needs to include trees and shrubs (including cacti) in order to more quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality and other resource goals.  



Recommended Tasks

· Review previous revegetation research for establishing trees and shrubs on similar projects (i.e., mines or other large projects, similar vegetation types, similar elevation and climate, etc.).

· Identify and locate (with maps, GPS, stakes, or a combination) control plots of nearby vegetation that will not be disturbed by mining activities.  Control plots should be selected to represent the various aspects and slopes that would be typical of the mine site to be reclaimed.  Patterns of plants on the reclaimed slopes should mimic those in the surrounding landscape. 

· Develop evaluation criteria for success of trees and shrubs, including species diversity, plant density, and canopy cover. 

· Determine which species and sizes of trees and shrubs would be successful on the outermost materials (rock and growth medium) planned for the mine site.  Plants could include salvaging/transplanting, seedlings, and/or container plants.  

· Determine whether any of the tree or shrub species have genetics so unique to the Santa Rita Mountains that the only approved source would be stock grown from seeds collected locally or transplants.

· Determine whether the success or failure of the seed mix plants would have influence on any of the tree and shrub species.  For example, if the seed mix plant growth is very robust, would clearing be required prior to planting trees/shrubs?

· Determine whether there are specific species or groups of trees and shrubs best adapted to the different "growth mediums" planned for reclaimed areas.  An example if the growth medium best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not conducive to Agave survival, an opportunity would be lost.  At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth medium" goes where -- for both visual and plant growth needs.

· Provide recommendations for backfill mix, fertilizer, mulch, irrigation, and weeding necessary for the successful growth of trees and shrubs.

· Provide planting details.

· Estimate the approximate growth rates of plants on various slopes (this is needed for simulations and effects analysis).

· Evaluate whether native transplant plugs and topsoil islands would be beneficial to establishing revegetation (including trees and shrubs) on reclaimed areas.  Debby Kriegel can provide research papers on this topic.

· Determine where the needed plants can be obtained in the species, sizes, quantities, and appropriate time frame that would be necessary for various phases of reclamation.  Options could include salvaging from the site (or nearby), purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation, or some combination.  

· Provide written reports that address all of the above.

· Coordinate all work with the Coronado National Forest (Debby Kriegel, Craig Wilcox, and Larry Jones).


D R A F T

Scope of Work - Research on establishing trees and shrubs on the Rosemont Mine site

May 21, 2010



The purpose of this research is to develop a strategy for the success of trees and shrubs on reclaimed lands in the proposed Rosemont Mine area (primarily the waste rock and tailings piles).  The current research on seeding is an excellent start, but reclamation also needs to include trees and shrubs (including cacti) in order to more quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality and other resource goals.  



Recommended Tasks

· Review previous revegetation research for establishing trees and shrubs on similar projects (i.e., mines or other large projects, similar vegetation types, similar elevation and climate, etc.).

· Identify and locate (with maps, GPS, stakes, or a combination) control plots of nearby vegetation that will not be disturbed by mining activities.  Control plots should be selected to represent the various aspects and slopes that would be typical of the mine site to be reclaimed.  Patterns of plants on the reclaimed slopes should mimic those in the surrounding landscape. 

· Develop evaluation criteria for success of trees and shrubs, including species diversity, plant density, and canopy cover. 

· Determine which species and sizes of trees and shrubs would be successful on the outermost materials (rock and growth medium) planned for the mine site.  Plants could include salvaging/transplanting, seedlings, and/or container plants.  

· Determine whether any of the tree or shrub species have genetics so unique to the Santa Rita Mountains that the only approved source would be stock grown from seeds collected locally or transplants.

· Determine whether the success or failure of the seed mix plants would have influence on any of the tree and shrub species.  For example, if the seed mix plant growth is very robust, would clearing be required prior to planting trees/shrubs?

· Determine whether there are specific species or groups of trees and shrubs best adapted to the different "growth mediums" planned for reclaimed areas.  An example if the growth medium best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not conducive to Agave survival, an opportunity would be lost.  At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth medium" goes where -- for both visual and plant growth needs.

· Provide recommendations for backfill mix, fertilizer, mulch, irrigation, and weeding necessary for the successful growth of trees and shrubs.

· Provide planting details.

· Estimate the approximate growth rates of plants on various slopes (this is needed for simulations and effects analysis).

· Evaluate whether native transplant plugs and topsoil islands would be beneficial to establishing revegetation (including trees and shrubs) on reclaimed areas.  Debby Kriegel can provide research papers on this topic.

· Determine where the needed plants can be obtained in the species, sizes, quantities, and appropriate time frame that would be necessary for various phases of reclamation.  Options could include salvaging from the site (or nearby), purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation, or some combination.  

· Provide written reports that address all of the above.

· Coordinate all work with the Coronado National Forest (Debby Kriegel, Craig Wilcox, and Larry Jones).



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Rosemont - Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report
Date: 11/20/2009 03:35 PM
Attachments: 2009-11-19_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail QuestionResponse_memo.pdf

This is an fyi.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 11/20/2009 03:34 PM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

11/19/2009 04:36 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Beverley A Everson'"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth'"
<mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"'Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Response to Questions for Rosemont
Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report

Salek, Bev, & Mindee,

 
Please find the attached memorandum regarding the five-page memo responding to the questions
posed to Rosemont from the SWCA/CNF review of the final design report for the dry stack tailings
facility.  Please note that I have requested any comments from the CNF no later than the end of
the month to expedite SRK’s completion of a Technical Review Memorandum regarding the tailings
seepage portion of the report.   SRK was tasked with only reviewing the tailings seepage part of the
report because that was the only element of the report that relates to a currently identified
Significant Issue, namely Water Resources.

 
Regards,

 
Dale

 
_______________________

 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer

 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  
 
I have reviewed the responses provided by AMEC (attached) to the questions submitted to Rosemont 
regarding the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design 
Report, April 15, 2009, and I find the responses acceptable.  Please review the attached five-page response 
document and provide comment by the end of the month to expedite SRK completing their technical review 
memorandum for the seepage study contained in the subject report.  



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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September 1, 2009 Project 84201191 


Kathy Arnold, P.E. 
Rosemont Copper 
P.O. Box 35130 
Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 


Re: Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by Dale Ortman 


Dear Ms. Arnold: 


AMEC Earth and Environmental has reviewed the comments provided by Dale Ortman, which were 
received via email on August 17, 2009.  The comments that were considered minor or did not require 
further discussion will be incorporated into errata supporting the comments to be addressed.  The 
comments that require further clarification or discussions are included below.  The comments have been 
numbered and are shown in italics and offers the following responses (highlighted in blue). 


Comment 1: The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top 
surface of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct...


Response:  The duration for ponded water within the evaporation ponds is 15 days and will be 
addressed in an erratum.  


Comment 2: The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on 
the submitted geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report 
states that although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the 
two tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they were 
prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design, please provide such rationale.


Response:  The bench scale mill tailings samples were prepared by Mountain States R&D International, 
Inc. during on-going pilot plant studies. The MSRD-1 mill tailings were derived from the anticipated ore to 
be encountered in years 1 through 3.  The MSRD-1 sample was a composition of ore derived from the 
Earp, Horquilla, and Escabrosa.  These lithologies represent the majority of materials anticipated to be 
processed during the life of the mine.  


The Colina mill tailings were derived from one of the anticipated ore bodies (23% of total) to be 
encountered beyond year 4.  The Colina tailings were chosen for testing because they were considered 
to represent the worst-case type of material encountered due to the high amount of fine-grained material 
and chalk-like consistency.   


The resulting, closely related physical properties after comminution indicate that regardless of ore type, 
the ensuing tailings have similar index properties and as a result similar geotechnical characteristics. 


Comment 3: The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in 
fact, the presented data indicates both samples as ML; please correct the report.


Response:  This will be corrected in an erratum.



http://www.amec.com
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Comment 4: The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the 
core of the facility at a distance of no more that 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  
However, no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide an analysis including an 
upper bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater that 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


Response:  The Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report expands upon the design rationale as to why the 
distance of 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress was selected in Section 7.5, page 30, 
second paragraph, for tailings above acceptable water contents:   


 “The above stability analysis is considered conservative because the tailings are to be placed at a 
nominal moisture content of 18 percent (by dry weight) or less, and are not anticipated to be 
saturated as shown by the seepage analysis, and are globally stable with the tailings 1,100 feet 
behind the crest of the facility modeled with zero shear strength.  A parametric study was performed 
to evaluate the distance from the upstream crest of the facility where tailings should be placed if the 
required moisture content of 18 percent is exceeded and it was assessed that a minimum distance 
of 1,100 feet should be maintained to ensure stable conditions." 


The stability analysis further included “No Strength Tailings” within the material properties table in Section 
7.4, page 29, representing tailings exceeding the acceptable placement moisture contents.  The tailings 
are not anticipated to be placed above the prescriptive moisture contents, but if this occurs, directives will 
be in place within the Operating, Maintenance, and Surveillance (OMS) Manual to address moisture 
conditioning the out of specification tailings until the required moisture content is met.  Modeling the 
tailings within the core of the facility with no strength was not due to anticipated conditions, but simply to 
illustrate the robust nature of the buttress design and the resulting factor of safety against global failure in 
light of the conservative conditions.


a. The current contingency plan for control of tailings moisture content includes provisions at several 
points in the operation.  The two high-rate tails thickeners have been sized with excess capacity 
to assist in achieving a consistent tails slurry delivered to the filter plant.  The Settling Basin exists 
to provide a destination for tails slurry to be deposited should the filter plant be unable to accept 
full design flow. It can accommodate 3 days of slurry volume at the design rate. 


Several redundant filters will be installed at the filter plant.  If problems occur with individual filters, 
or during times of scheduled maintenance, redundant filters can be placed in service.  Redundant 
filters also offer operational flexibility to address unique conditions for varying lithologies 
processed throughout the life of the mine.  The ability to place additional filters in service allows 
for increasing cycle times (to maximize moisture removal) and affords better operational control to 
maintain the moisture content of the filtered tails within the acceptable range. 


b. It is anticipated that a secondary conveyor system consisting of a bypass diverter or stacking 
conveyor will be provided to allow temporary disposal of tailings upgradient of the Rock Buttress 
for placement with dozers while the primary conveyor is inactive due to movement, maintenance, 
or upset conditions. 


Comment 5: The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the 
plan allows for placement of tails at moistures contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please 
provide an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question 
#4 for tailings placed in the core of the facility.
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Response:  If needed, tailings redirected to the core of the facility due to high moisture contents will 
reworked until specification requirements are met and will be addressed in the OMS Manual.  
Furthermore, as stated in the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report, Section 6.3, pages 22 to 23: 


“The results from the hydraulic conductivity tests are presented in terms of depth of burial on 
Figure 6.3. The results indicate that the tailings are anticipated to have a hydraulic conductivity of 
approximately 4 x 10-3 cm/sec near the top of the dry stack tailings. At the bottom of the Dry 
Stack TSF, the tailings hydraulic conductivity reduces to 6 x 10-7 cm/sec. In fact, as shown on 
Figure 6.3, the hydraulic conductivity of the tailings reduces significantly between approximately 
20 and 50 feet below the dry stack tailings surface. This is an important observation, as it 
indicates that seepage rate from the Dry Stack TSF will be controlled by the lower half (or more) 
of the tailings.” 


 After approximately 25 feet of tailings are deposited, the hydraulic conductivity of the material at the base 
of the deposition is controlling the seepage rate; despite variations in moisture content.  Therefore, the 
predicted long term seepage rate is unaffected by a change in moisture within the tailings mass.  


Comment 6: The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term 
conformance of the tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP.


Response:  The design specifications located in Appendix C of the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report 
addresses earthwork specifications, quality control, and compactive equipment for ongoing construction 
throughout the life of the facility including Rock Buttress, Flow-through Drain, and Structural Fill materials.  
Facility surveillance, reviews, surveys, safety inspections, and filtered tailings quality control will be 
addressed in the OMS Manual.  The previous documents shall be used in conjunction to ensure long-
term conformance to the tailings facility construction to the Final Design of the Dry Stack TSF. 


Comment 7: The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for 
Diversion Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1.


Response: This will be corrected in an erratum and will be included in the Dry Stack Facility Stormwater 
Management Design Report.  


Comment 8: The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical 
boundary conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction method 
will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively drain the tailings 
top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for the exclusion of 
ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis.


Response:  As presented in the Tetra Tech memorandum dated March 24, 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009), the 
results from the geochemical analysis on the tailings and seepage leachate indicate that the materials to 
be placed within the facility meet the ADEQ criteria as inert.  Therefore, no impact to water quality is 
anticipated during the operational, closure, and post-closure periods of the facility.   


In addition, under normal precipitation conditions it was demonstrated in the seepage analysis in Section 
6.5 that the upper 8 feet of the dry stack tailings act as a storage-release unit, whereby recharge due to 
precipitation does not pond water but infiltrates the tailings mass where it stored and eventually released 
due to evaporative losses.   


In addition, a seepage analysis was completed as part of this response, in which water was ponded for a 
period 15 days on a column of soil represented by a constant head boundary condition.  The 15 day time 
period represents the maximum amount of time for ponding water on the surface of the tailings.  During 
this period, evaporation was not included and it was assumed that the top 15 feet of tailings were 
unconsolidated.  After the wetting front due to the ponding of water was calculated, the column of soil was 
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then subjected to the average precipitation, evaporation, and temperature based on historic data obtained 
from the Santa Rita Experimental Range weather station for one year.  As shown on Figure 1, the wetting 
front after 15 days is approximately 6.5 feet beneath the tailings surface.  After 365 days, the water front 
only advances an additional 7.5 feet.  It is important to note that after 1 year, the majority of water from 
the initial ponding has been consumed by evaporation, and only represents a minor component of Flux.  
Therefore, ponding water on the tailings surface for 15 days is not expected to have an appreciable affect 
on the overall seepage from the facility.  


Comment 9: Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include 
engineering details for the storm water control facility for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock buttress 
on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, may allow 
storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through Drain and comingle 
with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility to 
commingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?


Response: The Dry Stack Facility Stormwater Management Design Report will include engineering 
details for the stormwater control design.   


Meteoric water infiltrating the tailings mass and subsequently co-mingling with water routed in the Flow-
Through Drain or Rock Buttress will have negligible impact to waters exiting the facility.  As summarized 
in the Final Design Report in Section 3.7, page 15: 


“As summarized from the Tailings Geochemistry memorandum, testing indicates the tailings 
generally (1) contain less than 0.01 percent sulfide-sulfur, (2) can be classified as inert with 
respect to acid generation, (3) possess high capacity for acid neutralization, and (4) produce very 
low metal concentrations in resulting leachate.   


Furthermore, the acid-base accounting testing indicates the properties of the tailings meet 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) criteria as inert, with total-sulfur 
concentrations less than 0.3 percent and a net neutralization potential greater than 0 or a 
neutralization potential ratio greater than 3 (ADEQ, 1999).  Kinetic or humidity cell testing is a 
laboratory test which replicates weathering in an accelerated timeframe.  Each week the material 
subjected to weathering is rinsed and the resulting solution analyzed for chemical constituents in 
order to verify possible acid generating materials.  Test results indicate the tailings are inert and 
are not anticipated to become acid generating. 


The synthetic precipitation leaching and meteoric water mobility procedures are primarily 
concerned with the potential for release of chemical constituents, including metals, in both coarse 
and fine grained materials.  The results of each procedure indicate the majority of metal 
concentrations were either below detection concentrations or low compared to aquifer water 
quality standards.” 


The above information was based upon the results of the geochemical testing performed by Tetra Tech, 
included in the memorandum entitled, “Tailings Geochemistry” dated March 16, 2009, which can be 
referenced in Appendix D.3 from the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report. 
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If you have any questions or comments regarding these responses or would like to discuss the design in 
further detail, please contact us. 


Sincerely, 


AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.


John F. Lupo, Ph.D., P.E.       Derek T. Wittwer, P.E.  
Principal Engineer        Associate Engineer 


JWH:jwh 











(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

 
daleortmanpe@live.com

 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, Mindee Roth (CNF) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 November 2009   


Subject: Response to Questions for Rosemont Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  
 
I have reviewed the responses provided by AMEC (attached) to the questions submitted to Rosemont 
regarding the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design 
Report, April 15, 2009, and I find the responses acceptable.  Please review the attached five-page response 
document and provide comment by the end of the month to expedite SRK completing their technical review 
memorandum for the seepage study contained in the subject report.  
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September 1, 2009 Project 84201191 


Kathy Arnold, P.E. 
Rosemont Copper 
P.O. Box 35130 
Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 


Re: Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by Dale Ortman 


Dear Ms. Arnold: 


AMEC Earth and Environmental has reviewed the comments provided by Dale Ortman, which were 
received via email on August 17, 2009.  The comments that were considered minor or did not require 
further discussion will be incorporated into errata supporting the comments to be addressed.  The 
comments that require further clarification or discussions are included below.  The comments have been 
numbered and are shown in italics and offers the following responses (highlighted in blue). 


Comment 1: The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top 
surface of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct...


Response:  The duration for ponded water within the evaporation ponds is 15 days and will be 
addressed in an erratum.  


Comment 2: The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on 
the submitted geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report 
states that although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the 
two tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they were 
prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design, please provide such rationale.


Response:  The bench scale mill tailings samples were prepared by Mountain States R&D International, 
Inc. during on-going pilot plant studies. The MSRD-1 mill tailings were derived from the anticipated ore to 
be encountered in years 1 through 3.  The MSRD-1 sample was a composition of ore derived from the 
Earp, Horquilla, and Escabrosa.  These lithologies represent the majority of materials anticipated to be 
processed during the life of the mine.  


The Colina mill tailings were derived from one of the anticipated ore bodies (23% of total) to be 
encountered beyond year 4.  The Colina tailings were chosen for testing because they were considered 
to represent the worst-case type of material encountered due to the high amount of fine-grained material 
and chalk-like consistency.   


The resulting, closely related physical properties after comminution indicate that regardless of ore type, 
the ensuing tailings have similar index properties and as a result similar geotechnical characteristics. 


Comment 3: The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in 
fact, the presented data indicates both samples as ML; please correct the report.


Response:  This will be corrected in an erratum.



http://www.amec.com
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Comment 4: The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the 
core of the facility at a distance of no more that 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  
However, no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide an analysis including an 
upper bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater that 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


Response:  The Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report expands upon the design rationale as to why the 
distance of 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress was selected in Section 7.5, page 30, 
second paragraph, for tailings above acceptable water contents:   


 “The above stability analysis is considered conservative because the tailings are to be placed at a 
nominal moisture content of 18 percent (by dry weight) or less, and are not anticipated to be 
saturated as shown by the seepage analysis, and are globally stable with the tailings 1,100 feet 
behind the crest of the facility modeled with zero shear strength.  A parametric study was performed 
to evaluate the distance from the upstream crest of the facility where tailings should be placed if the 
required moisture content of 18 percent is exceeded and it was assessed that a minimum distance 
of 1,100 feet should be maintained to ensure stable conditions." 


The stability analysis further included “No Strength Tailings” within the material properties table in Section 
7.4, page 29, representing tailings exceeding the acceptable placement moisture contents.  The tailings 
are not anticipated to be placed above the prescriptive moisture contents, but if this occurs, directives will 
be in place within the Operating, Maintenance, and Surveillance (OMS) Manual to address moisture 
conditioning the out of specification tailings until the required moisture content is met.  Modeling the 
tailings within the core of the facility with no strength was not due to anticipated conditions, but simply to 
illustrate the robust nature of the buttress design and the resulting factor of safety against global failure in 
light of the conservative conditions.


a. The current contingency plan for control of tailings moisture content includes provisions at several 
points in the operation.  The two high-rate tails thickeners have been sized with excess capacity 
to assist in achieving a consistent tails slurry delivered to the filter plant.  The Settling Basin exists 
to provide a destination for tails slurry to be deposited should the filter plant be unable to accept 
full design flow. It can accommodate 3 days of slurry volume at the design rate. 


Several redundant filters will be installed at the filter plant.  If problems occur with individual filters, 
or during times of scheduled maintenance, redundant filters can be placed in service.  Redundant 
filters also offer operational flexibility to address unique conditions for varying lithologies 
processed throughout the life of the mine.  The ability to place additional filters in service allows 
for increasing cycle times (to maximize moisture removal) and affords better operational control to 
maintain the moisture content of the filtered tails within the acceptable range. 


b. It is anticipated that a secondary conveyor system consisting of a bypass diverter or stacking 
conveyor will be provided to allow temporary disposal of tailings upgradient of the Rock Buttress 
for placement with dozers while the primary conveyor is inactive due to movement, maintenance, 
or upset conditions. 


Comment 5: The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the 
plan allows for placement of tails at moistures contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please 
provide an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question 
#4 for tailings placed in the core of the facility.
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Response:  If needed, tailings redirected to the core of the facility due to high moisture contents will 
reworked until specification requirements are met and will be addressed in the OMS Manual.  
Furthermore, as stated in the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report, Section 6.3, pages 22 to 23: 


“The results from the hydraulic conductivity tests are presented in terms of depth of burial on 
Figure 6.3. The results indicate that the tailings are anticipated to have a hydraulic conductivity of 
approximately 4 x 10-3 cm/sec near the top of the dry stack tailings. At the bottom of the Dry 
Stack TSF, the tailings hydraulic conductivity reduces to 6 x 10-7 cm/sec. In fact, as shown on 
Figure 6.3, the hydraulic conductivity of the tailings reduces significantly between approximately 
20 and 50 feet below the dry stack tailings surface. This is an important observation, as it 
indicates that seepage rate from the Dry Stack TSF will be controlled by the lower half (or more) 
of the tailings.” 


 After approximately 25 feet of tailings are deposited, the hydraulic conductivity of the material at the base 
of the deposition is controlling the seepage rate; despite variations in moisture content.  Therefore, the 
predicted long term seepage rate is unaffected by a change in moisture within the tailings mass.  


Comment 6: The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term 
conformance of the tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP.


Response:  The design specifications located in Appendix C of the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report 
addresses earthwork specifications, quality control, and compactive equipment for ongoing construction 
throughout the life of the facility including Rock Buttress, Flow-through Drain, and Structural Fill materials.  
Facility surveillance, reviews, surveys, safety inspections, and filtered tailings quality control will be 
addressed in the OMS Manual.  The previous documents shall be used in conjunction to ensure long-
term conformance to the tailings facility construction to the Final Design of the Dry Stack TSF. 


Comment 7: The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for 
Diversion Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1.


Response: This will be corrected in an erratum and will be included in the Dry Stack Facility Stormwater 
Management Design Report.  


Comment 8: The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical 
boundary conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction method 
will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively drain the tailings 
top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for the exclusion of 
ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis.


Response:  As presented in the Tetra Tech memorandum dated March 24, 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009), the 
results from the geochemical analysis on the tailings and seepage leachate indicate that the materials to 
be placed within the facility meet the ADEQ criteria as inert.  Therefore, no impact to water quality is 
anticipated during the operational, closure, and post-closure periods of the facility.   


In addition, under normal precipitation conditions it was demonstrated in the seepage analysis in Section 
6.5 that the upper 8 feet of the dry stack tailings act as a storage-release unit, whereby recharge due to 
precipitation does not pond water but infiltrates the tailings mass where it stored and eventually released 
due to evaporative losses.   


In addition, a seepage analysis was completed as part of this response, in which water was ponded for a 
period 15 days on a column of soil represented by a constant head boundary condition.  The 15 day time 
period represents the maximum amount of time for ponding water on the surface of the tailings.  During 
this period, evaporation was not included and it was assumed that the top 15 feet of tailings were 
unconsolidated.  After the wetting front due to the ponding of water was calculated, the column of soil was 
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then subjected to the average precipitation, evaporation, and temperature based on historic data obtained 
from the Santa Rita Experimental Range weather station for one year.  As shown on Figure 1, the wetting 
front after 15 days is approximately 6.5 feet beneath the tailings surface.  After 365 days, the water front 
only advances an additional 7.5 feet.  It is important to note that after 1 year, the majority of water from 
the initial ponding has been consumed by evaporation, and only represents a minor component of Flux.  
Therefore, ponding water on the tailings surface for 15 days is not expected to have an appreciable affect 
on the overall seepage from the facility.  


Comment 9: Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include 
engineering details for the storm water control facility for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock buttress 
on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, may allow 
storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through Drain and comingle 
with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility to 
commingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?


Response: The Dry Stack Facility Stormwater Management Design Report will include engineering 
details for the stormwater control design.   


Meteoric water infiltrating the tailings mass and subsequently co-mingling with water routed in the Flow-
Through Drain or Rock Buttress will have negligible impact to waters exiting the facility.  As summarized 
in the Final Design Report in Section 3.7, page 15: 


“As summarized from the Tailings Geochemistry memorandum, testing indicates the tailings 
generally (1) contain less than 0.01 percent sulfide-sulfur, (2) can be classified as inert with 
respect to acid generation, (3) possess high capacity for acid neutralization, and (4) produce very 
low metal concentrations in resulting leachate.   


Furthermore, the acid-base accounting testing indicates the properties of the tailings meet 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) criteria as inert, with total-sulfur 
concentrations less than 0.3 percent and a net neutralization potential greater than 0 or a 
neutralization potential ratio greater than 3 (ADEQ, 1999).  Kinetic or humidity cell testing is a 
laboratory test which replicates weathering in an accelerated timeframe.  Each week the material 
subjected to weathering is rinsed and the resulting solution analyzed for chemical constituents in 
order to verify possible acid generating materials.  Test results indicate the tailings are inert and 
are not anticipated to become acid generating. 


The synthetic precipitation leaching and meteoric water mobility procedures are primarily 
concerned with the potential for release of chemical constituents, including metals, in both coarse 
and fine grained materials.  The results of each procedure indicate the majority of metal 
concentrations were either below detection concentrations or low compared to aquifer water 
quality standards.” 


The above information was based upon the results of the geochemical testing performed by Tetra Tech, 
included in the memorandum entitled, “Tailings Geochemistry” dated March 16, 2009, which can be 
referenced in Appendix D.3 from the Dry Stack TSF Final Design Report. 
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If you have any questions or comments regarding these responses or would like to discuss the design in 
further detail, please contact us. 


Sincerely, 


AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.


John F. Lupo, Ph.D., P.E.       Derek T. Wittwer, P.E.  
Principal Engineer        Associate Engineer 


JWH:jwh 











From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont - Resume for Mike Sieber (SRK)
Date: 01/11/2010 11:49 AM
Attachments: SRK-Tuc_Reume_MSieber_August2009.pdf

Bev,
 
As requested please find attached the resume for Mike Sieber of SRK.  As indicated on the resume,
Mr. Sieber meets the requirements to be the responsible person for SRK’s technical review
memorandum on the tailings seepage analysis, dated 27 November 2009.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Profession Hydrogeologist 


 
Education M.S. in Agricultural Engineering (Groundwater), Colorado State 


University, 1993 
B.S. in Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1983 
 


Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


P.E.: Arizona # 44868 , Colorado # 35703 
Member, National Groundwater Association 


  
Certifications 


 
8-Hour MSHA Surface Metal 


 
Specialization Groundwater hydrology, field investigations, and data analyses. 
 
Expertise Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer in Arizona and Colorado.  He has broad 


experience in environmental hydrogeology.  His emphasis has been groundwater 
and surface water characterization where he has been involved in planning and 
conducting fieldwork, data analysis, and report preparation for clients and for 
regulatory review and approval.  He has extensive field experience including 
hydraulic characterization, installation of wells, instrument installation, and surface 
water characterization.  He has designed pumping tests and has analyzed aquifer test 
data.  He also has international work experience in South America and Canada. 


 
Employment Record 
 
1995– Present SRK Consulting, Fort Collins and Denver, CO; Tucson, AZ Hydrogeologist 
1994 - 1995 Advanced Sciences, Inc., Hydrogeologist/Engineer 
1993 - 1994 Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, 


Intern 
June – Nov. 1992 Water, Waste & Land, Inc., Engineering Technician (part-time) 
May – Nov. 1990 Goldstake Exploration, Geologist 
June – Dec. 1989 ACZ Laboratories, Inc., Lab Technician 
April – Nov. 1986 Summitville Consolidated Mining Company, Inc., Lead Pit Technician 


 
Languages  English 
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Key Experience:  Field Projects 
• Installation of monitoring and recharge wells at Jerritt Canyon Mine in Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift tests, and vibrating pressure transducers in core hole at Mt. Hope in 


Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift test, and installed and grouted vibrating transducers into a core hole for 


Vale Inco near Thompson Manitoba, Canada 
• Conducted airlift test and performed geothech core logging 
• Prefeasibility hydrogeologic study in a permafrost region, including packer tests and installation of 


thermistors into core holes at Newmont’s Hope Bay project in Nunavut, Canada 
• Supervised surface water sampling required for operational permit  at Alaska Gold Corporation 
• Site investigation and construction QA/QC for wick installation for dewatering uranium mill tailings for 


Moab Reclamation Trust in Moab, Utah  
• Site investigation of historic radium and uranium tailings for DIAND at Port Radium, Northwest 


Territories, Canada 
 
Key Experience:  Groundwater Hydrology Characterization 
 
Asarco, Leadville, Colorado Groundwater Flow Characterization 
• Conducted an investigation of the operation of two drainage tunnels of historic underground mine 


workings and the interaction of ground and surface water flow in the Leadville area. 
•  Prepared report describing the operation of the drainage tunnels and the affect on the historical and 


recent trends of groundwater levels and surface water flow. 
• Designed remedial actions for residential soils and prepared closure reports for completed properties.  


Provided QA/QC for the remediation construction. 
 
Goldfields Gold Mine, Bolivar State, Venezuela 
• The site drill core was reviewed to identify zones for packer tests in core holes. 
• Developed a MODFLOW model of the proposed mine site to design the mine pit dewatering system. 
•  Prepared the hydrology section of the pre-feasibility report for the mine. 
•  Prepared standard procedures for single well and long-term pumping test. 


 
DeBeers Victor Project, Ontario, Canada 
• Contributed to the hydrogeological pre-feasibility and feasibility study for a diamond mine. 
• Completed drilling and installation of a large diameter well and piezometers for long-term pumping 


tests. 
• Completed airlift tests while drilling and conducted two long-term pumping tests. 
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Key Experience:  Groundwater Remediation Projects 
 
Hewlett Packard Industrial Facility, Loveland, Colorado 
• Routine monitoring of pump and treat system, including system inspection and surface and groundwater 


sampling. 
•  Prepared monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 


 
Key Experience:  Mining Hydrology 
 
BHP San Manuel Plant Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Developed infiltration models to estimate infiltration through the tailings storage facility to evaluate the 


reclamation covers. 
• Developed 2-D saturated unsaturated flow model with SEEP/W software to estimate the long-term 


drainage time and rates from the tailing impoundments. 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
 


BHP San Manuel Mine Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Assisted with developing a numerical groundwater flow model to predict formation of open pit lake loss 


of containment pit lake and underground workings 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
• Lead hydrologist for APP for closed landfill, completed infiltration modeling of the cover, and installed 


three methane monitoring wells. 
• Re-calibrated the numerical groundwater flow model using an additional five years groundwater 


recovery data of the underground workings. 
 
Tailings Impoundment Seepage Study, Argentina 


Simulated seepage through the tailings impoundment dam with SEEP/W, a two-dimensional finite 
element code.  The seepage through the bottom of the tailings impoundment was simulated with 
FEFLOW, a three-dimensional finite element code. 


 
Aggregate Industries Gravel Pits, Longmont, Colorado:  Permit and Reclamation 
• Developed a numerical groundwater flow model using FEFLOW to simulate two existing gravel pits. 
• The model was calibrated to existing conditions and then used to predict the impact of the proposed 


gravel pits to the groundwater system. 
• The model was also used to estimate groundwater inflows to the reclaimed gravel pits. 


 
Rio Grand Resources Uranium Tailings Seepage Study, Hobson, Texas 
• A numerical groundwater flow and mass transport model was developed with MODFLOW and MT3D96 


code to simulate the preferred remediation plan. 
• An Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) petition was prepared for the facility using the long-term 


results of the numerical simulations. 
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Conoco Conquista Uranium Mine and Mill Site, Falls City, Texas 
• Designed installation of compliance monitoring wells, developed a statement of work, and obtained bids 


for drilling and analytical work.  
•  Maintained database and prepared data transmittal report. 


 
 
Key Experience:  Environmental 
 
Loring Air Force Base, Caribou, Maine RI/FS investigation 
• Conducted over-sight of field activities that included various types of drilling and sampling. 
• Work also included data analysis, report preparation, and document review. 
• Prepared and assisted with quarterly water level measurements of approximately 300 monitoring wells. 


 
Robins Air Force Base, Warner Robins, Georgia: Site Investigation of landfill,  
• Assisted with preparation of work plan and standard operating procedures forthe site investigation of an 


old landfill. 
• Utilized Geoprobe™ push technology for collecting soil and groundwater samples. 
• Sample analysis was completed with an on-site portable gas chromatograph-mass spectrophotometer. 


 
Massachusetts Military Reservation Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
• Managed fieldwork work on two sites to characterize soils and groundwater, data review and analysis, 


and document preparation for regulatory agencies. 
• The site investigation consisted of Geoprobe™ borings and screened auger borings to collect 


groundwater field screening samples, installing monitoring wells, and collecting groundwater samples. 
• Collected soil samples with split spoons using hollow stem augers and Geoprobe™ equipment. 
• Served as the construction over-sight engineer during the installation an air sparging/soil vapor 


extraction system consisting of 21 air sparge wells and 20 soil vapor extraction wells. 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'
Subject: Rosemont - SOW and Cost Estimate Requests
Date: 03/17/2010 07:04 AM
Attachments: 20100317_ortman_stone_pitlakegeochemmodel_sow_memo.pdf

20100317_ortman_stone_pitlakegeochemmodel_sow_memo.pdf
2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

Claudia,
 
Attached are two memoranda presenting SOW’s and requesting cost estimates for review of the
following documents:
 

·         TetraTech (2010). Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, February 2010
·         TetraTech (2010). Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Model, February 2010

 
Also attached is a copy of the Technical Review Memorandum guidance referenced in the cost
estimate request memoranda.
 
The TetraTech reports will be provided under separate cover, either on the SWCA FTP site or I will
hand deliver electronic copies.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson 
(CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 17 February 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following document for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Document: 


1. TetraTech (2010). Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, February 2010 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
incorporate the knowledge of the geochemical baseline data gained in developing their draft 
Technical Memorandum of February 10, 2010 titled Preliminary Geochemistry Review – 
Rosemont Copper Project. 
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in 
black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review Memoranda 
following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost estimate to 
assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  Any 
additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the scope 
of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch 
format, unless approved by SWCA. 
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Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont - Technical Review Memoranda Guidelines
Date: 07/16/2009 11:33 AM
Attachments: 2009-7-16_Ortman_Coyle_Impact Analysis Document Review_memo_DRAFT.pdf

2009-7-16_Ortman_Coyle_Impact Analysis Document Review_memo_DRAFT.pdf

Salek,
 
In follow up to yesterday’s discussion attached is a draft version of the guidelines for MWH and SRK
to prepare technical review memoranda for the Rosemont EIS.
 
I’ll be giving you a call shortly to discuss this and a couple of other items we need to resolve in
order to move the project along.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 16 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  The technical 
subconsultant will include a statement signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was 
prepared under their direct supervision.  In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff 
member meets the necessary requirements will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 








From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Tom Furgason';

'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - Transient Calibration Files
Date: 07/18/2010 04:20 PM
Attachments: TransientCalibrationPlots_Group1.pdf

DRAFT DELIBERATIVE – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
 
Claudia,
 
This and four subsequent emails will forward Montgomery’s transient calibration plots for 35
wells.  As with the other preliminary information, please have the team inspect the data for their
information and to keep up with Montgomery’s progress; however if any of this raises a red flag
please get back to me.  At this time I do not have any information confirming when Montgomery
will complete the work.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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FIGURE A-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-7
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE A-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-8
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL HC-1A
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL PC-4
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-3. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL PC-8
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-4. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL RP-5
                       ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-6-1. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL PZ-8 (450)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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FIGURE B-6-2. SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED DRAWDOWN AT OBSERVATION WELL PZ-8 (1150)
                          ROSEMONT PROJECT, PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Reta Laford; Deborah K Sebesta; Roger D Congdon; mbidwell@swca.com;

ccoyle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Trip to Elko, NV to look at mine reclamation - POSTPONED
Date: 03/25/2009 10:11 AM

The site visit to mines in northern Nevada planned for the week of April 27th is
postponed for now.  We're still exploring which mines we might want to visit (there
are some others with good reclamation near Reno, which we could potentially see on
the same trip), and funding for the trip has not yet been figured out.  It's still likely
there will be a need to visit other mines, but for now you can take this off your
calendars.

Janice:  Thank you for your continued help and patience.  We still may take a trip to
your area, but it won't be next month.  I'll be in touch as things progress.

Thanks!!

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Debby Kriegel
To: Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Roger D Congdon; mbidwell@swca.com;

Deborah K Sebesta
Cc: Debby Kriegel; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont - Trip to Elko, NV to look at mine reclamation
Date: 01/21/2009 12:55 PM

Looks like the best dates for us are the last week of April (April 27-May 1).  

Janice:  Please let me know if any of these dates would be a problem for you.  Mid-
week might be best, to allow for travel to and from the area.  Can you advise us on
getting to the area?  Looks like we either face a 12+ hour drive from Tucson, or we
could fly up.  Is Salt Lake City the closest airport?  Also, I'll be sending you a copy of
the proposed mine's reclamation plan today.

FS and SWCA folks:  Please pencil in these dates for now.  We'll firm up travel
details soon.

Thanks!

▼ Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov

Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov 

01/15/2009 11:03 AM

To Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Re: Fw: photo

Since I have not heard from you, regarding any dates in April. 
I signed up
for a training course that is being held here from the 14-16 of
April.
Do you have any dates for a trip to Elko?

***************************************
Janice Stadelman
BLM Tuscarora Field Office
3900  Idaho St
Elko, NV 89801
Janice_Stadelman@nv.blm.gov
775-753-0346 (direct)
775-753-0200 (main)
775-753-0255 (fax)
**************************************

mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:Janice_Stadelman@blm.gov
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mbidwell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Terry Chute
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont - Water Supply Pumping Supply Pumping Model Review - MWH Tech Memo
Date: 08/09/2010 03:44 PM
Attachments: Comments on RCC Model 20100809 - FINAL.pdf

All,
 
Attached is the final revision to the MWH Technical Memorandum reviewing the latest round of
responses from Montgomery regarding the Mine Water Supply Pumping Model.  I will be
forwarding this along to Kathy Arnold.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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TO:   Tom Furgason     DATE: August 09, 2010 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  


 
FROM:   Nathan W. Haws, MWH Americas, Inc.  REFERENCE: 1005979 


Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
CC:  Dale Ortman, Consultant 
  Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc. 
 
SUBJECT: Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted 


for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping   
 
 
At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to 
address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)1 to our comments (MWH, 2009)2 
on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply 
pumping (M&A, 2009)3.  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation 
results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional 
opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally 
reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 
2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus 
on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and 
limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not 
result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution 
of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the 
appropriate uses and limitations of the model. 
 
This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling 
conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the 
responses prepared by M&A. 
 
Unresolved Topics   
 
Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling 
report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns.  
 
1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.   


M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is 
“acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration 


                                                      
1 Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont 
Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  
February 9, 2010. 
2 MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS 
Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009. 
3 Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009. 
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objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard 
iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has 
been selected.   
 


• MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to 
judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether 
the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives 
and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model 
predictions.  The modeling report does discuss some limitations to the model’s predictive 
capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater 
levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations 
should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize 
quantifiable calibration objectives.   
 


• MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter 
values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between 
measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and 
measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further 
improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional 
model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the 
calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping 
influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left 
unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) 
and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based 
on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across 
model layers).  
 


• MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional 
model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original 
ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels 
with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar 
figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR 
historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding 
the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours. 
   


2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated. 
The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but 
the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model 
is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted 
groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be 
between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range 
from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the 
model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC 
pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an 
individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells.  


  
• MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly 


defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of 
limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the 
understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions. 


         
3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined. 


Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model 
predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly 
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stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the 
future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed 
pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the 
model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these 
estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions. 
 


• MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, 
quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by 
conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable 
range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to 
uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an 
analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge 
of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, 
they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green 
Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping 
and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the 
feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website 
(www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm). 
 


• MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional 
drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could 
easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC 
pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to 
RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses. 


 
4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret. 


 
• MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater 


levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be 
more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with 
hydrogeology and groundwater modeling.  


 
 
Reply to Responses 
 
For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response 
letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only 
responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, 
which are addressed in the first 11 responses.   
 
(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that 


future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level 
elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in 
some locations and under-prediction in others). 


 
M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential 
groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing 
groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent 
economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this 
approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may 
actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential 
pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data 
and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The 
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conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  
 
All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending 
permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or 
recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage 
and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.   
 
Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-
prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-
prediction of groundwater level declines. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is 
reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates 
may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is 
difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in 
our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  
We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have 
significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer 
stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated 
and documented.  
 
MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited 
impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) 
pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., 
additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better 
illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  
Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont 
pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
  
The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase 
read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels 
that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level 
declines” as suggested by M&A.    
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model” 
(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the 


aquifer parameters is performed. 
 
M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are 
obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect 
annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area 
resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is 
acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont 
pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons 
stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 
 
MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, 
that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic 
conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the 
model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability 
calibrated” are subjective. 
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(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, 
which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model 
parameters being out of calibration. 


 
M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated 
and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (2) 
 
 
(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa 


Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and 
Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for 
the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


 
M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In 
the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) 
indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the 
east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic 
conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR 
model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz 
fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly 
indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating 
groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched 
groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area 
Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed 
RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 
2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report). 
 
MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private 
well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in 
the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model” 
(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may 


impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-
McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 
 


M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was 
not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to 
justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is 
under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been 
selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this 
area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: See response to item (1) 
 
(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary 


conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the 
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study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have 
relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 
 


M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south 
from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant 
to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 
 
MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected 
groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model 
report. 
 
 
RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions” 
 
(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in 


the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and 
uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources.  


 
M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz 
fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is 
addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are 
determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project 
conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have 
limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include 
potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of 
information regarding these potential sinks/sources. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1) 
 
  
(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that 


ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at 
RC-2. 
 


M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted 
in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the 
proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal 
variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into 
predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling 
practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the 
predictive results. 
 
MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large 
seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the 
stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the 
establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied 
at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location.  
 


 
(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to 


parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These 
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predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to 
parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling 
studies. 


 
M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future 
stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the 
area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which 
may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area 
than may occur. 
 
Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined 
through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 
data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of 
statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have 
rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty 
associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed 
groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.  
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity 
of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to 
determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring 
relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer 
parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield 
location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for 
these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to 
be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping 
tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the 
modifications were minimal. 
 
MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model 
predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter 
sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no 
documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping 
is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A 
states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed 
RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values 
with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is 
conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be 
bounded, if possible.   
 


 
(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the 


RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined. 
 
M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC 
pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due 
to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
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groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with 
distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected 
declines due to RCC pumping.  
 
MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A 
refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model 
confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC 
pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the 
appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the 
model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less 
precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.   
 
 
(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in 


the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. 
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough 
check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due 
to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 
 


M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level 
declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns 
on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level 
elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur. 
 
MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model 
input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters.  
 
  
 


 
 
 


 


 
      







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Kent C Ellett
Cc: Larry Jones
Subject: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project Stakeholder Group Field Trip - are there any Rosemont IDT

members that want to join the field trip?
Date: 01/22/2010 01:56 PM

Hello Kent,
I am interested in attending and will ride down with Larry on Monday morning. 
Thanks and see you there. 
Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 01/22/2010 01:54 PM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/20/2010 04:12 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com,
rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us"Emily Belts"
<EBelts@epgaz.com>

cc "Kent C Ellett" <kellett@fs.fed.us>

Subject Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project
Stakeholder Group Field Trip - are there any Rosemont

IDT members that want to join the field trip?

If so, please let Kent Ellett know. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Emily Belts"
<EBelts@epgaz.com> 

To "Kent C Ellett" <kellett@fs.fed.us> 

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Kent C Ellett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3a/87256A81003FCE51/0/9CE83450098129AB852576B10078528F


01/20/2010 02:54 PM cc <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
Subject RE: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional

Stakeholder Group Field Trip

Hi Kent, 
Sorry for the delay in my response.  The field trip will be Monday January 25.  Kathy will be
providing a 20 person van and we anticipate room for about 4 or 5 additional people if
there are a few folks from the forest service IDT would like to attend.  Another possibility is
for people to follow in their own vehicles. 
  
I will be sending out an email confirming the date and plan in a few minutes as well. 
  
Emily Belts 
EPG 
  
From: Kent C Ellett [mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 2:38 PM
To: Emily Belts
Subject: Fw: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional
Stakeholder Group Field Trip 
  

Emily, 
See Beverley's questions below.  How many people become too many?

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)

----- Forwarded by Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS on 01/07/2010 02:36 PM ----- 

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

01/06/2010 02:49 PM 

To Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject Fw: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional
Stakeholder Group Field Trip



  

Kent, 

Can I mention this to the IDT and invite them, or will that make the group too large
and unwieldy? 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/06/2010 02:48 PM ----- 

"Emily Belts"
<EBelts@epgaz.com> 

01/06/2010 08:14 AM 

To <husman@ag.arizona.edu>, <jwood@epgaz.com>,
<chris.kaselemis@tucsonaz.gov>, <daniel_j_moore@blm.gov>,
<emerald5@cox.net>, <kabrahams@diamondven.com>, <kellett@fs.fed.us>,
<nswalden@greenvalleypecan.com>, <ohenderson@ci.sahuarita.az.us>,
<tbolton@land.az.gov>, <markkonharting@gmail.com>,
<mark.harting@aztucs.ang.af.mil>, <marshall@magruder.org>,
<deadlass14@msn.com>, <biannarino@diamondven.com>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, <cindy_alvarez@blm.gov> 

cc <tubaclawyer@aol.com>, <linda_hughes@blm.gov>,
<mweinberg@diamondven.com>, "Chelsa Johnson" <Cjohnson@epgaz.com>,
<tfurgason@swca.com>, <cpintor@tep.com>, <ebeck@tep.com>, "Emily Belts"
<EBelts@epgaz.com>, <gcheniae@cox.net>, <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,
<llucero@tep.com>, "Lauren Weinstein" <Lweinst@epgaz.com>,
<law@krsaline.com>, <laitken@tep.com>, <sbreslin@tep.com>,
<EBakken@Tep.com>, "Linwood E Smith" <LSmith@epgaz.com>, "Steve Swanson"
<sswanson@epgaz.com>, "Paul Trenter" <ptrente@epgaz.com>, "Robert Pape"
<rpape@epgaz.com>, "Steven Shelley" <SShelley@epgaz.com> 

Subject Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional Stakeholder
Group Field Trip



  

Hello all, 
 
Happy New Year! 
 
We are looking for open dates in January for the field trip discussed at the last meeting
(December 10, 2009).  Please provide us with good/bad dates for you this month starting
next week.   
 
Please respond by the end of this week so we can begin making the arrangements. 
 
Thanks. 
 
 
Emily Belts 
Environmental Planner 
 
EPG 
Environmental Planning Group 
Phoenix, Arizona 
602-956-4370 phone 
602-956-4374 fax 
http://www.epgaz.com 
 
 
This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain
information that is attorney work product,  privileged, confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from disclosure or use under
applicable law. If  you have received this e-mail  in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail

from all affected databases. Thank you. 

http://www.epgaz.com/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us"Emily Belts"

Cc: Kent C Ellett
Subject: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project Stakeholder Group Field Trip - are there any Rosemont IDT

members that want to join the field trip?
Date: 01/20/2010 04:12 PM

If so, please let Kent Ellett know. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

"Emily Belts" <EBelts@epgaz.com>

01/20/2010 02:54 PM

To "Kent C Ellett" <kellett@fs.fed.us>
cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject RE: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for
Optional Stakeholder Group Field Trip

Hi Kent, 
Sorry for the delay in my response.  The field trip will be Monday January 25.  Kathy will be providing a 20
person van and we anticipate room for about 4 or 5 additional people if there are a few folks from the forest
service IDT would like to attend.  Another possibility is for people to follow in their own vehicles. 

  
I will be sending out an email confirming the date and plan in a few minutes as well. 
  
Emily Belts 
EPG 
  
From: Kent C Ellett [mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 2:38 PM
To: Emily Belts
Subject: Fw: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional Stakeholder Group
Field Trip 
  

Emily, 
See Beverley's questions below.  How many people become too many?

Kent C. Ellett

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:abelauskas@fs.fed.us
mailto:aelek@fs.fed.us
mailto:cablair@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccleblanc@fs.fed.us
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:ecuriel@fs.fed.us
mailto:gmckay@fs.fed.us
mailto:hschewel@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Kendall Brown/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:mfarrell@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:seanlockwood@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:temmett@fs.fed.us
mailto:wgillespie@fs.fed.us
mailto:EBelts@epgaz.com
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us


District Ranger, Nogales RD
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)

----- Forwarded by Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS on 01/07/2010 02:36 PM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/06/2010 02:49 PM

To Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional Stakeholder
Group Field Trip

 

Kent, 

Can I mention this to the IDT and invite them, or will that make the group too large and unwieldy? 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/06/2010 02:48 PM -----

"Emily Belts"
<EBelts@epgaz.com>

01/06/2010 08:14 AM

To <husman@ag.arizona.edu>, <jwood@epgaz.com>, <chris.kaselemis@tucsonaz.gov>,
<daniel_j_moore@blm.gov>, <emerald5@cox.net>, <kabrahams@diamondven.com>,
<kellett@fs.fed.us>, <nswalden@greenvalleypecan.com>, <ohenderson@ci.sahuarita.az.us>,
<tbolton@land.az.gov>, <markkonharting@gmail.com>, <mark.harting@aztucs.ang.af.mil>,
<marshall@magruder.org>, <deadlass14@msn.com>, <biannarino@diamondven.com>,
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, <cindy_alvarez@blm.gov>

cc <tubaclawyer@aol.com>, <linda_hughes@blm.gov>, <mweinberg@diamondven.com>, "Chelsa
Johnson" <Cjohnson@epgaz.com>, <tfurgason@swca.com>, <cpintor@tep.com>,
<ebeck@tep.com>, "Emily Belts" <EBelts@epgaz.com>, <gcheniae@cox.net>,
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, <llucero@tep.com>, "Lauren Weinstein"
<Lweinst@epgaz.com>, <law@krsaline.com>, <laitken@tep.com>, <sbreslin@tep.com>,
<EBakken@Tep.com>, "Linwood E Smith" <LSmith@epgaz.com>, "Steve Swanson"
<sswanson@epgaz.com>, "Paul Trenter" <ptrente@epgaz.com>, "Robert Pape"
<rpape@epgaz.com>, "Steven Shelley" <SShelley@epgaz.com>

Subject Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project - Open Dates for Optional Stakeholder Group Field
Trip

 



Hello all, 
 
Happy New Year! 
 
We are looking for open dates in January for the field trip discussed at the last meeting (December 10, 2009).

 Please provide us with good/bad dates for you this month starting next week.   
 
Please respond by the end of this week so we can begin making the arrangements. 
 
Thanks. 
 
 
Emily Belts 
Environmental Planner 
 
EPG 
Environmental Planning Group 
Phoenix, Arizona 
602-956-4370 phone 
602-956-4374 fax 
http://www.epgaz.com 
 
 
This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain information

that is attorney work product, privileged, confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from disclosure or use under applicable law. If you have

received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail from all affected databases. Thank you. 

http://www.epgaz.com/


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 11/25/2009 10:02 AM
Attachments: Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.doc

Debby,
We had discussed coordinating the hydro/bio trip with the landforming trip.  The
morning looks like overview and that would work well.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 11/25/2009 10:00 AM -----

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

11/23/2009 04:09 PM

To jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov, msredl@azgfd.gov,
jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov,
Mike_Martinez@fws.gov, tfurgason@swca.com,
Marcia_Radke@blm.gov, turner.dennis@azdeq.gov,
lagrignano@azwater.gov, rcasavant@azstateparks.gov,
jsorensen@azgfd.gov, Cat_Crawford@fws.gov,
doug_duncan@fws.gov, Marit_Alanen@fws.gov,
Jeff_Simms@blm.gov, sidner@u.arizona.edu,
JWindes@azgfd.gov, karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov,
tsnow@azgfd.gov, gsoroka@swca.com,
abest@westlandresources.com, SEhret@azgfd.gov,
dtilton@azgfd.gov, mwalton@azgfd.gov, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bobbi L
Barrera/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, kkertell@swca.com,
blindenlaub@westlandresources.com,
scott_richardson@fws.gov, Keith_Hughes@blm.gov,
Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil,
dbuecher@comcast.net, Linda
Peery/NONFS/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc karnold@rosemontcopper.com, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip
Agenda

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies, SWCA,
WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service):

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the interface of water
and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  The trip is scheduled for
Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the trip has grown quite large, it has
become somewhat formal, and we will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we
stick to the time and carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks
that RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending this out
to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the attendees are not
biologists, so if you work with them, please make sure they get the word.  Note that

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

AGENDA


Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



we are meeting either at Fish and Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned,
or if we are meeting you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the
ATV staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people going:

Larry Jones, USFS
Bob Lefevre, USFS
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS
Debbie Sebesta, USFS
Jason Douglas, FWS
Doug Duncan, FWS
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co
Brian Powell, Pima Co
Marisa Rice, Pima Co
Greg Saxe, Pima Co
Marcia Radke, BLM
Jeff Simms, BLM
Geoff Soroka, SWCA
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else)
Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam
Amanda Best, WestLand
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If there is
going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to postpone, stay tuned to your
emails, and don't hesitate to call or email me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting
with all of you!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



From: Larry Jones
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov; jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov;

Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; tfurgason@swca.com; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; turner.dennis@azdeq.gov;
lagrignano@azwater.gov; rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
doug_duncan@fws.gov; Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov; sidner@u.arizona.edu;
JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; tsnow@azgfd.gov; gsoroka@swca.com;
abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov; dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart;
Bobbi L Barrera; Deborah K Sebesta; kkertell@swca.com; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com;
scott_richardson@fws.gov; Keith_Hughes@blm.gov; Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil; dbuecher@comcast.net;
Linda Peery; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah

Cc: karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 11/23/2009 04:09 PM
Attachments: Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.doc

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies, SWCA,
WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service):

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the interface of water
and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  The trip is scheduled for
Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the trip has grown quite large, it has
become somewhat formal, and we will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we
stick to the time and carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks
that RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending this out
to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the attendees are not
biologists, so if you work with them, please make sure they get the word.  Note that
we are meeting either at Fish and Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned,
or if we are meeting you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the
ATV staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people going:

Larry Jones, USFS
Bob Lefevre, USFS
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS
Debbie Sebesta, USFS
Jason Douglas, FWS
Doug Duncan, FWS
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co
Brian Powell, Pima Co
Marisa Rice, Pima Co
Greg Saxe, Pima Co
Marcia Radke, BLM
Jeff Simms, BLM
Geoff Soroka, SWCA
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else)
Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam
Amanda Best, WestLand
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If there is
going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to postpone, stay tuned to your
emails, and don't hesitate to call or email me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting
with all of you!
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AGENDA


Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)
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From: Larry Jones
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov; jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov;

Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; tfurgason@swca.com; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; turner.dennis@azdeq.gov;
lagrignano@azwater.gov; rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
doug_duncan@fws.gov; Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov; sidner@u.arizona.edu;
JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; tsnow@azgfd.gov; gsoroka@swca.com;
abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov; dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart;
Bobbi L Barrera; Deborah K Sebesta; kkertell@swca.com; blindenlaub@westlandresources.com;
scott_richardson@fws.gov; Keith_Hughes@blm.gov; Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil; dbuecher@comcast.net;
Linda Peery; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah

Cc: karnold@rosemontcopper.com; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont Area Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip Agenda
Date: 11/23/2009 04:09 PM
Attachments: Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.doc

Rosemont Biologist Group (US Forest Service, Cooperating agencies, SWCA,
WestLand, Fish & Wildlife Service):

Please find attached the agenda for our field trip to discuss the interface of water
and biota for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  The trip is scheduled for
Thursday, December 10, 2009.  Because the trip has grown quite large, it has
become somewhat formal, and we will be having quite a few cars, so it is critical we
stick to the time and carpool as much as possible.  Below are the names of the folks
that RSVP'ed and are coming (or possibly coming). Note that I am sending this out
to my Biologists group emailing list, and a number of the attendees are not
biologists, so if you work with them, please make sure they get the word.  Note that
we are meeting either at Fish and Wildlife Service in Tucson, as originally planned,
or if we are meeting you out there, IT WILL BE AT Milepost 44 on HWY 83, NOT the
ATV staging area, as originally indicated.  Here's the list I have of people going:

Larry Jones, USFS
Bob Lefevre, USFS
Salek Shafiqullah, USFS
Debbie Sebesta, USFS
Jason Douglas, FWS
Doug Duncan, FWS
Julia Fonseca, Pima Co
Brian Powell, Pima Co
Marisa Rice, Pima Co
Greg Saxe, Pima Co
Marcia Radke, BLM
Jeff Simms, BLM
Geoff Soroka, SWCA
Patti Spindler, ADEQ (and maybe Dennis Turner and/or someone else)
Karen Howe, Tohono O'odam
Shawn Carroll, Tohono O'odam
Amanda Best, WestLand
Mike Demlong and/or John Windes, AGFD

Let me know if there are any changes...it's going to be a big crowd!  If there is
going to be inclement weather and we feel the need to postpone, stay tuned to your
emails, and don't hesitate to call or email me.  Thanks!  I look forward to interacting
with all of you!
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AGENDA


Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009

Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.

0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office (201 N Bonita Ave) parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person off-highway carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)


0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office


Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 


· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)

1045  Leave Stop 1

Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches


· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less


· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less


· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less


· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)


1200  Leave Stop 2

Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.


· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)


· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)


· Standing water issues (open discussion)


· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)


· Discuss follow-up (Bob)


1430  Leave Stop 3


Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson. 



From: Amanda Best
To: Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; 'scott_richardson@fws.gov'; 'Jason_Douglas@fws.gov'; 'Jeff_Simms@blm.gov';

'Marcia_Radke@blm.gov'; Geoff Soroka; 'kkertell@swca.com'; Tom Jones; 'tfergason@swca.com';
'rgerhart@fs.fed.us'; John Windes; 'daniel_d_moore@blm.gov'; 'Cat_Crawford@fws.gov'; Tim Snow

Cc: Thomas Strong; 'sidner@email.arizona.edu'; 'dbuecher@comcast.net'; Brian Lindenlaub; Jim Tress
Subject: Rosemont Bat Visit
Date: 09/24/2009 10:54 AM

Hi all,
 
I am sending this email to you because you have expressed interest in attending a site visit to the
Rosemont area to discuss WestLand’s 2008-2009 bat studies.  
 
We plan to conduct the site visit on Tuesday, October 13.  Please mark your calendars if you plan to
attend.  I will send a reminder email and meeting information as the date draws near.
 
Thank you,
Amanda
 
 
 
Amanda Best | Environmental Specialist
WestLand Resources, Inc.
4001 E Paradise Falls Drive | Tucson, AZ 85712
Office: (520) 206-9585 | Fax: (520) 206-9518
 
 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this
information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal.
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From: Larry Jones
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov; jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov;

Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; tfurgason@swca.com; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; turner.dennis@azdeq.gov;
lagurgnano@azwater.gov; rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
doug_duncan@fws.gov; Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov; sidner@u.arizona.edu;
JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; tsnow@azgfd.gov; gsoroka@swca.com;
abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov; dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart;
Bobbi L Barrera; Deborah K Sebesta

Cc: Melinda D Roth; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Rosemont Bio E-Mailing List and Head's Up
Date: 11/04/2009 08:51 AM

Rosemont proposed Copper Mine project cooperating agencies (and related):

One of the things I said I would do at our informal Rosemont Cooperating Biologists'
meeting was get an emailing list together that had representatives from our
cooperating agencies, Fish and Wildlife Service, and contractors.  Everyone in the to:
column is what I came up with.  There are 27 names (which seems surprisingly high,
especially for arranging field trips), considering all coop agencies aren't represented,
and not all interested parties of all groups are listed.  So this is a start, and if you
additions or subtractions, let me know...don't just give me names--I need email
addresses.  Remember, this is really a biologist/natural resources only list.  If we
need to bring others in, we'll add them for the particular occasion.

Right now we have reps of:

US Forest Service (Coronado and Supervisor's Office)
Fish and Wildlife Service (Tucson and Phoenix)
Tohono O'odam Nation
Arizona Game and Fish Dept (Tucson and Phoenix)
BLM
Pima Co. (I am relying on Julia to spread the word within her agency, as
appropriate)
SWCA (Tom and Geoff...if there are others, you can spread the word or send me
email addresses and names)
WestLand (I am relying on Amanda to be point of contact to spread the word, as
needed)
DEQ
Bat subcontractors at University of Arizona (I don't have Debbie's email; UA is a
NOT a coop agency)
Arizona Dept of Water Resources

I will always cc Mindee Roth, Bev Everson, and Kathy Arnold (does anyone have her
email??)

Here's the head's up.  I was thinking a next logical field trip would be one where we
bring biologists, hydrologists, and riparianologists together to talk about water-plant-
critter interfaces that could be influenced by the proposed copper mine. I don't have
a grasp, yet, and this important topic needs to be well played out in the EIS.  If this
sounds like a good idea, I'll send out a Doodle soon.  

Thanks!

Larry Jones
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Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Larry Jones
To: jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov; msredl@azgfd.gov; jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov;

Mike_Martinez@fws.gov; tfurgason@swca.com; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; turner.dennis@azdeq.gov;
lagurgnano@azwater.gov; rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; jsorensen@azgfd.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
doug_duncan@fws.gov; Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; Jeff_Simms@blm.gov; sidner@u.arizona.edu;
JWindes@azgfd.gov; karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; tsnow@azgfd.gov; gsoroka@swca.com;
abest@westlandresources.com; SEhret@azgfd.gov; dtilton@azgfd.gov; mwalton@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart;
Bobbi L Barrera; Deborah K Sebesta

Cc: Melinda D Roth; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Rosemont Bio E-Mailing List and Head's Up
Date: 11/04/2009 08:51 AM

Rosemont proposed Copper Mine project cooperating agencies (and related):

One of the things I said I would do at our informal Rosemont Cooperating Biologists'
meeting was get an emailing list together that had representatives from our
cooperating agencies, Fish and Wildlife Service, and contractors.  Everyone in the to:
column is what I came up with.  There are 27 names (which seems surprisingly high,
especially for arranging field trips), considering all coop agencies aren't represented,
and not all interested parties of all groups are listed.  So this is a start, and if you
additions or subtractions, let me know...don't just give me names--I need email
addresses.  Remember, this is really a biologist/natural resources only list.  If we
need to bring others in, we'll add them for the particular occasion.

Right now we have reps of:

US Forest Service (Coronado and Supervisor's Office)
Fish and Wildlife Service (Tucson and Phoenix)
Tohono O'odam Nation
Arizona Game and Fish Dept (Tucson and Phoenix)
BLM
Pima Co. (I am relying on Julia to spread the word within her agency, as
appropriate)
SWCA (Tom and Geoff...if there are others, you can spread the word or send me
email addresses and names)
WestLand (I am relying on Amanda to be point of contact to spread the word, as
needed)
DEQ
Bat subcontractors at University of Arizona (I don't have Debbie's email; UA is a
NOT a coop agency)
Arizona Dept of Water Resources

I will always cc Mindee Roth, Bev Everson, and Kathy Arnold (does anyone have her
email??)

Here's the head's up.  I was thinking a next logical field trip would be one where we
bring biologists, hydrologists, and riparianologists together to talk about water-plant-
critter interfaces that could be influenced by the proposed copper mine. I don't have
a grasp, yet, and this important topic needs to be well played out in the EIS.  If this
sounds like a good idea, I'll send out a Doodle soon.  

Thanks!

Larry Jones
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Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Tom Furgason; Tami Emmett; Reta     Laford; Larry Jones; Sarah Davis; Debby Kriegel; Beverly Everson; Art

Elek; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Deborah Sebesta; Kendall Brown; Salek Shafiqullah; George     McKay; Eli Curiel;
Mary Farrell; Robert LeFevre; Mindee Roth; William Gillespie

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis
Date: 10/14/2009 03:48 PM

Some of you mentioned in today's meeting that you hadn't seen these. So, I have
uploaded the new drafts of the bounds of analysis maps. The only changes that
were made were ones for the resources that depended on project footprint. Those
were reconfigured to include the project areas of the alternatives.

 

Any further question should be directed to Bev or Tom.

I hope this helps!

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=25518>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M

Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fsldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie; Deborah K Sebesta; Kent C Ellett

Subject: Rosemont Catalog of Activities Form for Past, Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions
Date: 10/27/2009 09:45 AM
Attachments: 2009 10 13 IDT Catalog of Activities.xlsx

I sent this spreadsheet to you all earlier, but I have had some questions about the table, and so I'm
resending it for your reference (and in case you've misplaced the previous mailing)., All of the team,
core and extended, should look at the table and fill in whatever activities you are aware of. If in doubt,
go ahead and put an activity in, as it can be removed later. 

The two columns that say "actual/estimate" are kind of confusing...actual means that the activity has
already taken place or is taking place, and estimate means that the activity is planned or expected to
happen.  Note that these columns, plus the activity column, have drop down menus that you can select
from.  Click on the right hand side of the heading box for each column to pull down the menu. 

The assignment to fill out this table had a deadline of October 30 when it was given to the team last
week.  The deadline has changed to Nov. 6 as the emphasis this week is not on the DEIS review.  At
our meeting tomorrow, I'll be asking everyone for an update on where they are on the DEIS review,
and will consolidate responses to make sure that we are doing a complete review as a team. 

For those of you videoconferencing into the meeting from the district, I understand that you just have to
turn the television on and call the in to the S.O. IP address.  Buzz can give you that number if needed. 
See you tomorrow! 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

  

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
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Instructions

		Enter the name of your agency.

		Enter past, present, and reasonably forseeable activities on the respective tabs.

		Year Start:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is "actual" or "estimate"

		Year End:  Enter date or "ongoing"

		Actual / Estimate:  Use drop down to indicate if date is actual or estimate

		Activity Type:  Use drop down to indicate type of activity 

		Quantity:  Use values and specify units or insert the word "qualitative" and describe the qualitative data under the "Description" column

		Location / Desciption:   Provide narrative description of location, including legal description if known.  Provide narrative description of the activity.

		Additional Instructions:

		A		Web links to other sources of information and databases are acceptable; 

		B		An exhaustive listing of past activities may not be particularly useful since past actions are reflected in the existing condition.  Past actions should be those that have a special relevance to understanding the existing condition;

		C		In describing reasonably foreseeable activities, address the likelihood of occurrence such as the existence of a decision or authorization, funding, etc.  Where quantitative information is not readily available, qualitative data may be used. 

		D		Where applicable, include in regulatory thresholds in the the activity description.























Past Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description





Past Activities	




Present Activities

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description







































































Present Activities	




Reasonably Foreseeable Activity

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description







































































Reasonably Foreseeable Activities	




Example

		ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES



		Name of IDT Member:  

		Year Start		Actual  / Estimate		Year  End		Actual  / Estimate		Activity Type		Quantity		Location / Description

		Past Activity Example

		2000		Actual		2007		Actual		Road		3 miles		Jingo County periodic road maintenance to contour and gravel County Road 555 from junction with Forest Road 222 to junction of State Hwy 44 (Sections 8, 9, 10, T66S, R77E)

		Present Activity Example

		2008		Actual		2011		Estimate		Watershed		Lone Creek Segments 3, 5, 7, and 9		Ongoing work to install rip rap to reduce streambank erosion.  Segments 3 (0.5 miles) and 5 (0.6 miles)completed on both banks.  Segment 7 (2.1 miles ) east bank installation complete - west bank planned for completion in 2009.  Segment 9 (estimate .7 miles) scheduled for initiation in 3rd quarter 2011.  North quarter T66S, R37E

		Reasonably Foreseeable Activity Example

		2015		Estimate		2035		Estimate		Special Uses		35 acres land disturbance		Sapphire Ring Mine:  Proposed gemstone mine in the Smokey Bear Ecosystem Management Area (Southwest quarter, T66S, R37E).  NEPA decision and Final MPO complete.  Awaiting appeal review decision





























































Example Activities	






From: Terry Chute
To: Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biological Resources
Date: 11/22/2010 11:53 AM

Rick,
 
I wanted to let you know that I will have Chapter 3 Biological Resources ready for you this
afternoon.  I was pulled away by a few domestic items yesterday and this morning, but I
am working on it now.  I think I can email it to you when I have been trhough it one more
time.  Thanks...Terry
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones; tjchute@msn.com; Richard A Gerhart
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont Chapter 3 Biology Meeting
Date: 08/11/2010 04:26 PM
Importance: High

Hello,
As I mentioned in a meeting yesterday, I would like to request that we have a “bios only” meeting next
week (while Terry is in town) to discuss the draft effects determinations that we are moving forward
with in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. I want to make sure that we as a group support these calls being
documented in the DEIS as it will be really difficult to “downgrade” MA-LAA calls to MA-NLAA between
the DEIS and FEIS without glaring new data coming to the surface that definitively demonstrates that
the species will not be adversely impacted by the proposed mine.
 
We are under a tremendous time crunch with this since the document is intended to be delivered to
the Coronado next Thursday in a complete state (edited, formatted, etc.), so I am requesting that we
meet Monday or Tuesday of next week (although I am not sure Terry could make Monday) to give
SWCA time to change any calls within Chapter 3 deemed necessary and to finalize the document.
 
Please let me know ASAP if we can schedule this meeting for Monday or Tuesday of next week.
 
Thank you,
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
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From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
To: brocious@base.sao.arizona.edu; cbeck@azdot.gov; Cindy_Alvarez@blm.gov; daniel_moore@blm.gov;

dt1@azdeq.gov; David_Jacobs@azag.gov; falco@cfa.harvard.edu; gfleming@asmi.az.gov;
jmarques@ci.sahuarita.az.us; jmtannler@azwater.gov; julia.fonseca@pima.gov; jwindes@azgfd.gov;
karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov; lagrignano@azwater.gov; lee.allison@azgs.az.gov; Leslie.Ethen@tucsonaz.gov;
LSwartzbaugh@asmi.az.gov; madan.singh@mines.az.gov; mark.harting@aztucs.ang.af.mil;
Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil; nicole.ewing-gavin@tucsonaz.gov; nicole.fyffe@pima.gov;
ohenderson@ci.sahuarita.az.us; rcasavant@azstateparks.gov; stahle@ci.sahuarita.az.us

Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com
Bcc: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Rosemont Copper Project - Draft Agenda December Coordination Meeting
Date: 12/10/2009 02:58 PM
Attachments: 2009 12 17  DRAFT Agenda.pdf

Good afternoon everyone - 
Attached is the draft agenda for the December 2009 Cooperating Agency
Coordination Meeting for the Rosemont Copper Project.  Note that this agenda is
planned for a full day.  Please let me know if you are unavailable to attend.  See you
all next week.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
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Rosemont Copper Project EIS 
Cooperating Agency Coordination Meeting  12/17/2009 
DRAFT Agenda 


 


 
Location:   Federal Building, 300 West Congress, Tucson, Arizona, Room 4B 
Facilitator:   Teresa Ann Ciapusci, Cooperating Agency Liaison 
 
AGENDA 
09:30 – 09.45 Welcome      Ciapusci 
 
09:45 – 11:00 Presentation:  Groundwater Models  Errol Montgomery 
 
11:00 – 12:00 Workshop:  Alternative Creation  SWCA 
   Continuation of November discussion of another  


alternative developed by cooperating agencies 
 
12:00 – 1:00  Lunch 
 
1:00 – 4:00  Workshop Continuation 
 
INVITED COOPERATING AGENCIES 
Tribes:    Tohono O’odham Nation 
Federal:    Air Force, Army COE, BLM, Smithsonian Whipple Observatory 
State of Arizona: AZDEQ, AZMMR, AZDWR, AZGF, AZGS, AZSMI, AZSLD, AZSP 
Local:   Pima County, City of Tucson, Town of Sahuarita 
 
INVITED GUESTS 
Presenters:  SWCA Environmental Consultants 
   Errol Montgomery 
 
Consultants:  Cheniae & Associates 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project April 21 IDT meeting
Date: 04/15/2010 04:39 PM

Please spend that day finishing up homework assignments.  Mindee and I will be checking in with team
members next week to see how everyone's doing on assignments and what we can do to answer
questions and help.  And, feel free to contact us with questions. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Larry
Jones; Mark E Schwab; Mary M Farrell; Michael A Linden; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre;
Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; ccoyle@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project Core and Extended Team Meetings - Feb. 11 still on, Feb. 5 meeting cancelled
Date: 02/02/2009 04:58 PM

The meeting on February 5th has been cancelled as there is no reason to meet as a
group until SWCA has developed the Issue Statement following our review. 
However, please take some time to start thinking about alternative development, as
that is our next big job with the project.  Our next meeting is February 11, core and
extended team, in 4B from 9:00 to 4:30.  We'll learn about developing alternatives
and also have a presentation from SWCA on the Issue Statements.

Thanks again for all your ongoing hard work on this project.

(Charles, please forward to your IDT members)

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting April 14
Date: 04/12/2010 02:44 PM
Attachments: April 14, 2010 IDT Meeting Agenda.docx

HI Everyone, 

Enclosed is the agenda for the meeting on Wednesday.  Some of you have expressed concern over
the Forest Plan field trip on the same day.  I discussed the conflict with Jennifer a few weeks ago, and
she told me that the field trip is optional for most of you.  This IDT meeting is important because of the
high priority of the project and because there are several things that we need to wrap up, including
finalizing alternatives.  Come prepared to address specific benefits and disadvantages of the Sycamore
Alternative - not just "it would reduce impacts to the east side", but what impacts, and by what degree. 

Note that this meeting goes until 1:00, so feel free to bring a lunch. Following the IDT meeting there is
a 1:00 meeting with the Bureau of Reclamation on the proposed extension of the CAP pipeline from
Pima Mine Road into the Rosemont well field area near Sahuarita.  This pipeline is not a connected
action (with the Rosemont project) at this time because it does not supply water to the operation.  It iis
also not required legally in order for the company to pump groundwater for the operations. It is,
however, being funded by Rosemont.  If you would like to attend this meeting, please let me know right
away. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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April 14, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 1:00 (note working lunch)



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



Issue Statements



Alternatives finalization



Technical report review and other homework:



	February 15 DEIS overview, comments were due April 15

	

	Technical report review due April 16



	Recently received reports, outstanding reports



	Administration record documents due April 30



Project status and meetings:



 	April 5 R.O. project status meeting



	Bureau of Reclamation CAP pipeline meeting today



	Cooperating Agency meeting April 15 (agenda distributed to team)



	Rosemont Copper Company status meeting April 15



	Team member meetings and updates



	







From: Melinda D Roth
To: Karen M Carter; Danny R Montoya; Patrick L Jackson; Faye L Krueger; Corbin Newman; Robert Cordts; Don G

DeLorenzo; Francisco Valenzuela; Bob Davis; Michael A Linden; Jackie C Andrew; Tony L Ferguson
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Reta Laford; Jeanine Derby;

tfurgason@swca.com; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Rosemont Copper Project ftp site
Date: 10/13/2009 08:44 AM

All maps, ppt presentations, and summary ppt will be posted for 30 days to the
following ftp site:

ftp://ftp2.fs.fed.us/incoming/r3/Coronado/Rosemont_10082009/ 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project IDT Asarco Mission Mine and Mill Tour (Wednesday, August 6)
Date: 08/02/2008 05:14 PM
Attachments: Mission Complex.pdf

Hello Rosemont IDT!

A tour of the Asarco Mission Mine operation is your chance to get a first hand look at
some of the activity, specifically a similar pit and milling operation, that Rosemont
Copper Company is proposing and that we will be analyzing.  Please see the
attached table for a comparison between the Mission Mine operation and the
Proposed Rosemont Copper Project, and an interesting description of the tour that
some of us will be taking this coming Wednesday.

An understanding of the operations that are being proposed is key to a good
analysis.  Please consider taking this tour even if you have not yet signed up for it
(you will need to RSVP to me; to date the following individuals are signed up for the
tour; Larry Jones, Mary Farrell, Chuck Blair and John Able).

Although some of you will not be an active part of the analysis (Janet Jones and
Roxane Raley, for example), I believe that your understanding of the project will
make your work much more interesting, and I hope that you will join this tour.

We will be leaving from the front of the Federal Building at 8:30, with the tour
beginning at 9:30 at the Asarco Mineral Discovery Center (an interpretive center on
the Mission Mine and mining and ore processing in general), and we'll follow our visit
to the discovery center with a tour of the Asarco South mill, where you will learn
about crushing and flotation of copper sulfide ore.  The lunch location is TBA.

Hope to see you on Wednesday.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Asarco, LLC – Mission Complex vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Mission  Rosemont (sulfide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  Unknown   492.7 million tons 


Average Grade  0.6 to 0.7% Total Cu (1998)  0.47% Total Cu 
0.015% Mo 
0.12 oz/ton Silver 


Average Recovery – Life of 
Mine 


85‐90% (approx)  84% (feasibility) 


Production Rate   30,000 tons/day (approx South 
mill ‐ est1) 
10 million tons ore/yr (South mill) 


75,000 tons per day ore  
27.4 million tons ore /yr 


Average Copper Production  200 million pounds Cu/yr  and 1.6 
million ounces of silver/yr for two 
mills in 1999 (approx 130 million 
pounds Cu for the South mill ‐ 
est)2 


220  million pounds Cu/ year 
4.5 million pounds Mo/yr 
2.65 million ounces/yr 
 


Operating Life   10‐18 additional years 2  19 years 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  600 million tons (calc) additional  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  3:1  2.38:1 


Land Used  20,000 acres  4,400 acres 


Pit dimensions  2 mile x 1.75 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  ¼ mile deep  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  13,400 AF per year  5,000 AF per year 


 


The Mission property started operations in the 1960’s and is located on a combination of Native 
American, State lease, and private land. 


The mineralization at Mission is different from Rosemont however the host rock is fairly similar in some 
areas. 


In 2000, ASARCO used approximately 13,400 AF of groundwater.3  In October 2000, ASARCO signed an 
agreement with the City of Tucson to purchase up to 5,000 AF of CAP water per year, they will start 
using CAP water this year.  


                                                            
1 Numbers for the South Mill are estimated and may need revision. 
2Arizona Mines and Minerals Arizona Mining Update 200‐2001,   
http://mines.az.gov/Info/mining_update2000‐2001.pdf 
3
Community Water Company of Green Valley, Tucson AMA Metal Mining Facilities Fact Sheet 
http://www.communitywater.com/core/content_02mar_mining.htm 
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ASARCO Copper Mining Tour 


 
Arizona is nicknamed "The Copper State" because of the great deposits of copper that Nature has 
placed here. Two-thirds of the Nation's copper production comes from Arizona. If Arizona was a country, 
it would be the second largest producer of copper in the entire world. Only Chile produces more copper 
than Arizona. The star on the Arizona state flag is copper-colored because the red metal is so important 
to the state's economy. A miner is even depicted on the state seal. 
 
The first stop on your mine tour is the Open-Pit Viewpoint on the south rim of the Mission Mine, near the 
upper left end of the pit shown in the picture at the right. The viewpoint is securely fenced for your safety, 
and it has four binocular telescopes to provide a close-up view of the trucks and shovels working in the 
mine. 
 
A three-foot-thick, eleven-foot-diameter truck tire from a 240-ton capacity haul truck is on display along 
with a cutaway of a shovel tooth. The mine also provides typical run-of-the-mill ore samples here for you 
to pick up as a souvenir.ÊThe Mission Mine is a quarter-mile deep, two miles long, and a mile-and-three-
quarters wide. About six times the amount of earth moved to dig the Panama Canal has been mined 
here, and there is about that much more material yet to be mined. 
 
The Mission open-pit copper mine was at one time five separate mining properties, but over the years, 
Asarco has combined them into one integrated mining operation. The mine occupies around 20,000 
acres of private, State leased, and Native American land. There are about 700 employees working three 
shifts, 24 hours a day, seven days a week with an annual payroll of $40 Million. 
 
Each year the mine produces about 500,000 tons of copper concentrates which yields 150,000 tons of 
copper and 2 million ounces of silver. The mine annually pays $8 million in royalties and $10 million in 
taxes to the State of Arizona and over a million dollars in royalties to the Tohono O'odham Indian nation.
 
The next stop on your tour is the Mission South Mill where copper ore from the mine is ground into a fine 
powder and the copper minerals are separated by the froth flotation process. The South Mill Observation 
Deck puts you right at the center of this high-technology operation. This air-conditioned, soundproofed 
platform provides an excellent view of the grinding and flotation processes. 
 
The return trip to the Mineral Discovery Center will take you alongside current reclamation areas that 
have been worked by the now-famous ASARCows. The mine tailings are nothing more than ground-up 
rock with the copper minerals removed. Tailings need to be amended with some sort of organic material 
to produce a sustainable soil. That's where the ASARCows come in. 
 
Feed for a small herd of cattle is spread over a small enclosure on the tailings. The ASARCows eat the 
hay and their hooves till some of it into the tailings along with their own high-quality "naturally produced" 
fertilizer (cow pies). This adds sufficient organic material to help create a sustainable soil that will support 
a mixture of native and non-native plant species. The ASARCows have been moved to an area that is 
presently not visible from the regular tour route. 
 
Asarco is also testing the use of bio-solids from the Pima County Waste Water Treatment Plant as a soil 
amendment. This helps the county with their solid waste disposal problem, and helps Asarco reclaim the 
tailings -- a win-win solution for both parties. 
 
Located at 1421 West Pima Mine Road in Sahuarita, Arizona. 
 
For more information: 520-625-7513 or www.mineraldiscovery.com 
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Asarco Mining Operations in Arizona 
  


Mission Mine, Tucson 
Text edited by Rob Vugteveen, Director, Asarco Mineral Discovery Center 


   


   


   
   


   
   
   
To continue the story of copper refining a similar operation of Asarco is at the Hayden, AZ smelter.  
   


 Mission Mine 


The Asarco Mission Mine is about 15 miles south of Tucson, Arizona. It is 2 miles long, 1.75 miles wide and a quarter mile deep. The copper 
ore "contains" chalcopyrite (and not that much of it) is 0.67% copper, which means that 13 pounds of copper are produced from every ton of 
ore. In addition, about 3 tons of waste rock need to be removed to recover one ton of copper ore. Each year this mine produces 475,000 tons 
of concentrated copper ore (28% Cu), which eventually comes to 130,000 tons of pure copper metal, and 2 million ounces of silver. 


Prof O: chalcopyrite  
Prof O: Mission Mine 
Prof O: Mission Mine - waste dump and "benches" 
Asarco mining link  
   
Almost on a daily basis one of the mine operations is to drill holes for blasting to loosen the rock for the shovels. The blasting is done with a 
mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO). As an aside, one blasting hole uses as much ANFO as was used in the Oklahoma City 
bombing. 
The large shovels are powered by electricity, pictured in the above photos. Three scoops of ore or rock fill the very large trucks, which may hold 
240 tons, four scoops for a 320-ton truck. The tires are 11 feet in diameter. As a side note, many of the trucks are driven by women.  


Ore Crushing Operations 


Outside of the Mission South Mill, trucks dump the ore into the primary crusher which reduces the rocks to 8 inches or smaller. Inside the mill, 
the ore is mixed with water in two rotating SAG mills which use the larger rocks and 8-inch steel balls to reduce the ore to about 10 mm or 
smaller. Then two ball mills grind the ore to about 0.2 mm with 3-inch steel balls. This copper ore slurry is finally pumped to the flotation deck.  
   
Prof O: Ore Crushing Operation  
Prof O: Ore Crushing -detailed 
Asarco milling link -rotary mills  


 Ore Concentration by Froth Flotation 


Remember that only 0.67% of the ore is copper. The copper minerals and waste rock are separated at the mill using froth flotation. The copper 
ore slurry from the grinding mills is mixed with milk of lime (simply water and ground-up limestone) to give a basic pH, pine oil (yes, it comes 
from trees -- a by-product of paper mills) to make bubbles, an alcohol to strengthen the bubbles, and a collector chemical called potassium 
amyl xanthate (or the potssium salt of an alkyl dithiocarbonate). These are added to the slurry in relatively small quantities. Xanthate is a long 
hydrogcarbon (5 carbons) chain molecule. One end of the chain (the ionc dithiocarbonate) is polar and sticks to sulfide minerals while the other 
end is nonpolar, containing the hydrocarbon chain is hydrophobic -- it hates being in the water and is attracted to the nonpolar hydrocarbon 
pine oil molecules. Raising the pH causes the polar end to ionize more and to preferentially stick to chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and leave the pyrite 
(FeS2) alone. Air is blown into the tanks and agitated like a giant blender, producing a foamy froth. The chalcopyrite grains become coated with 
xanthate molecules with their hydrophobic ends waving around trying desperately to get out of the water. They attach themselves to the oily air 
bubbles which become coated with chalcopyrite grains as they rise to the surface and flow over the edge of the tank. In this manner through a 
series of steps the copper ore is concentrated to an eventual value of over 28% copper. Waste rock particles do not adhere to the bubbles and 
drop to the bottom of the tank. The waste material that comes out of the bottom of the tanks at the tail end of this process is called "tailings." It 
is nothing more than ground-up rock with the copper minerals removed. 
Prof O: Ore Concentration by Flotation  


Water Reclaimation and Tailings 


The concentrated ore, now called copper concentrate, is dewatered and dried to about 10% moisture content. It is shipped by truck to the 
Asarco smelter in Hayden, Arizona. (The El Paso smelter is on stand-by status). Water is recovered from the tailings in another thickener. The 
thickened tailings flow by gravity in large pipes to tailings ponds, where the solid material settles out and additional water is recovered and 
pumped back to the mill. About 80% of the water used at the mine is recycled and re-used. The rest is lost to evaporation and used to keep 
haul roads damp to minimize dust. 


After a tailings dam is decommissioned, the tailings are capped with dirt and treated with manure for grazing cows or ammended with biosolids 
(sludge) from a local waste water treatment plant. This provides organic material and nutrients to create a sustainable soil for native grasses 
and shrubs. 
 
Prof O: Final Settling Pond  












Asarco, LLC – Mission Complex vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Mission  Rosemont (sulfide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  Unknown   492.7 million tons 


Average Grade  0.6 to 0.7% Total Cu (1998)  0.47% Total Cu 
0.015% Mo 
0.12 oz/ton Silver 


Average Recovery – Life of 
Mine 


85‐90% (approx)  84% (feasibility) 


Production Rate   30,000 tons/day (approx South 
mill ‐ est1) 
10 million tons ore/yr (South mill) 


75,000 tons per day ore  
27.4 million tons ore /yr 


Average Copper Production  200 million pounds Cu/yr  and 1.6 
million ounces of silver/yr for two 
mills in 1999 (approx 130 million 
pounds Cu for the South mill ‐ 
est)2 


220  million pounds Cu/ year 
4.5 million pounds Mo/yr 
2.65 million ounces/yr 
 


Operating Life   10‐18 additional years 2  19 years 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  600 million tons (calc) additional  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  3:1  2.38:1 


Land Used  20,000 acres  4,400 acres 


Pit dimensions  2 mile x 1.75 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  ¼ mile deep  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  13,400 AF per year  5,000 AF per year 


 


The Mission property started operations in the 1960’s and is located on a combination of Native 
American, State lease, and private land. 


The mineralization at Mission is different from Rosemont however the host rock is fairly similar in some 
areas. 


In 2000, ASARCO used approximately 13,400 AF of groundwater.3  In October 2000, ASARCO signed an 
agreement with the City of Tucson to purchase up to 5,000 AF of CAP water per year, they will start 
using CAP water this year.  


                                                            
1 Numbers for the South Mill are estimated and may need revision. 
2Arizona Mines and Minerals Arizona Mining Update 200‐2001,   
http://mines.az.gov/Info/mining_update2000‐2001.pdf 
3
Community Water Company of Green Valley, Tucson AMA Metal Mining Facilities Fact Sheet 
http://www.communitywater.com/core/content_02mar_mining.htm 
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ASARCO Copper Mining Tour 


 
Arizona is nicknamed "The Copper State" because of the great deposits of copper that Nature has 
placed here. Two-thirds of the Nation's copper production comes from Arizona. If Arizona was a country, 
it would be the second largest producer of copper in the entire world. Only Chile produces more copper 
than Arizona. The star on the Arizona state flag is copper-colored because the red metal is so important 
to the state's economy. A miner is even depicted on the state seal. 
 
The first stop on your mine tour is the Open-Pit Viewpoint on the south rim of the Mission Mine, near the 
upper left end of the pit shown in the picture at the right. The viewpoint is securely fenced for your safety, 
and it has four binocular telescopes to provide a close-up view of the trucks and shovels working in the 
mine. 
 
A three-foot-thick, eleven-foot-diameter truck tire from a 240-ton capacity haul truck is on display along 
with a cutaway of a shovel tooth. The mine also provides typical run-of-the-mill ore samples here for you 
to pick up as a souvenir.ÊThe Mission Mine is a quarter-mile deep, two miles long, and a mile-and-three-
quarters wide. About six times the amount of earth moved to dig the Panama Canal has been mined 
here, and there is about that much more material yet to be mined. 
 
The Mission open-pit copper mine was at one time five separate mining properties, but over the years, 
Asarco has combined them into one integrated mining operation. The mine occupies around 20,000 
acres of private, State leased, and Native American land. There are about 700 employees working three 
shifts, 24 hours a day, seven days a week with an annual payroll of $40 Million. 
 
Each year the mine produces about 500,000 tons of copper concentrates which yields 150,000 tons of 
copper and 2 million ounces of silver. The mine annually pays $8 million in royalties and $10 million in 
taxes to the State of Arizona and over a million dollars in royalties to the Tohono O'odham Indian nation.
 
The next stop on your tour is the Mission South Mill where copper ore from the mine is ground into a fine 
powder and the copper minerals are separated by the froth flotation process. The South Mill Observation 
Deck puts you right at the center of this high-technology operation. This air-conditioned, soundproofed 
platform provides an excellent view of the grinding and flotation processes. 
 
The return trip to the Mineral Discovery Center will take you alongside current reclamation areas that 
have been worked by the now-famous ASARCows. The mine tailings are nothing more than ground-up 
rock with the copper minerals removed. Tailings need to be amended with some sort of organic material 
to produce a sustainable soil. That's where the ASARCows come in. 
 
Feed for a small herd of cattle is spread over a small enclosure on the tailings. The ASARCows eat the 
hay and their hooves till some of it into the tailings along with their own high-quality "naturally produced" 
fertilizer (cow pies). This adds sufficient organic material to help create a sustainable soil that will support 
a mixture of native and non-native plant species. The ASARCows have been moved to an area that is 
presently not visible from the regular tour route. 
 
Asarco is also testing the use of bio-solids from the Pima County Waste Water Treatment Plant as a soil 
amendment. This helps the county with their solid waste disposal problem, and helps Asarco reclaim the 
tailings -- a win-win solution for both parties. 
 
Located at 1421 West Pima Mine Road in Sahuarita, Arizona. 
 
For more information: 520-625-7513 or www.mineraldiscovery.com 
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Asarco Mining Operations in Arizona 
  


Mission Mine, Tucson 
Text edited by Rob Vugteveen, Director, Asarco Mineral Discovery Center 


   


   


   
   


   
   
   
To continue the story of copper refining a similar operation of Asarco is at the Hayden, AZ smelter.  
   


 Mission Mine 


The Asarco Mission Mine is about 15 miles south of Tucson, Arizona. It is 2 miles long, 1.75 miles wide and a quarter mile deep. The copper 
ore "contains" chalcopyrite (and not that much of it) is 0.67% copper, which means that 13 pounds of copper are produced from every ton of 
ore. In addition, about 3 tons of waste rock need to be removed to recover one ton of copper ore. Each year this mine produces 475,000 tons 
of concentrated copper ore (28% Cu), which eventually comes to 130,000 tons of pure copper metal, and 2 million ounces of silver. 


Prof O: chalcopyrite  
Prof O: Mission Mine 
Prof O: Mission Mine - waste dump and "benches" 
Asarco mining link  
   
Almost on a daily basis one of the mine operations is to drill holes for blasting to loosen the rock for the shovels. The blasting is done with a 
mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO). As an aside, one blasting hole uses as much ANFO as was used in the Oklahoma City 
bombing. 
The large shovels are powered by electricity, pictured in the above photos. Three scoops of ore or rock fill the very large trucks, which may hold 
240 tons, four scoops for a 320-ton truck. The tires are 11 feet in diameter. As a side note, many of the trucks are driven by women.  


Ore Crushing Operations 


Outside of the Mission South Mill, trucks dump the ore into the primary crusher which reduces the rocks to 8 inches or smaller. Inside the mill, 
the ore is mixed with water in two rotating SAG mills which use the larger rocks and 8-inch steel balls to reduce the ore to about 10 mm or 
smaller. Then two ball mills grind the ore to about 0.2 mm with 3-inch steel balls. This copper ore slurry is finally pumped to the flotation deck.  
   
Prof O: Ore Crushing Operation  
Prof O: Ore Crushing -detailed 
Asarco milling link -rotary mills  


 Ore Concentration by Froth Flotation 


Remember that only 0.67% of the ore is copper. The copper minerals and waste rock are separated at the mill using froth flotation. The copper 
ore slurry from the grinding mills is mixed with milk of lime (simply water and ground-up limestone) to give a basic pH, pine oil (yes, it comes 
from trees -- a by-product of paper mills) to make bubbles, an alcohol to strengthen the bubbles, and a collector chemical called potassium 
amyl xanthate (or the potssium salt of an alkyl dithiocarbonate). These are added to the slurry in relatively small quantities. Xanthate is a long 
hydrogcarbon (5 carbons) chain molecule. One end of the chain (the ionc dithiocarbonate) is polar and sticks to sulfide minerals while the other 
end is nonpolar, containing the hydrocarbon chain is hydrophobic -- it hates being in the water and is attracted to the nonpolar hydrocarbon 
pine oil molecules. Raising the pH causes the polar end to ionize more and to preferentially stick to chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and leave the pyrite 
(FeS2) alone. Air is blown into the tanks and agitated like a giant blender, producing a foamy froth. The chalcopyrite grains become coated with 
xanthate molecules with their hydrophobic ends waving around trying desperately to get out of the water. They attach themselves to the oily air 
bubbles which become coated with chalcopyrite grains as they rise to the surface and flow over the edge of the tank. In this manner through a 
series of steps the copper ore is concentrated to an eventual value of over 28% copper. Waste rock particles do not adhere to the bubbles and 
drop to the bottom of the tank. The waste material that comes out of the bottom of the tanks at the tail end of this process is called "tailings." It 
is nothing more than ground-up rock with the copper minerals removed. 
Prof O: Ore Concentration by Flotation  


Water Reclaimation and Tailings 


The concentrated ore, now called copper concentrate, is dewatered and dried to about 10% moisture content. It is shipped by truck to the 
Asarco smelter in Hayden, Arizona. (The El Paso smelter is on stand-by status). Water is recovered from the tailings in another thickener. The 
thickened tailings flow by gravity in large pipes to tailings ponds, where the solid material settles out and additional water is recovered and 
pumped back to the mill. About 80% of the water used at the mine is recycled and re-used. The rest is lost to evaporation and used to keep 
haul roads damp to minimize dust. 


After a tailings dam is decommissioned, the tailings are capped with dirt and treated with manure for grazing cows or ammended with biosolids 
(sludge) from a local waste water treatment plant. This provides organic material and nutrients to create a sustainable soil for native grasses 
and shrubs. 
 
Prof O: Final Settling Pond  











From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting on May 19
Date: 05/12/2010 04:35 PM

Hi Everyone, 

The next IDT meeting will be at the fire center, and will be a full day meeting to start fleshing out
alternatives.  This is a core team meeting, but extended team members are encouraged to come if you
can.  You will be getting an agenda for the meeting soon. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project May 12 Extended IDT meeting
Date: 05/11/2010 01:34 PM
Attachments: May 12, 2010 IDT Meeting Agenda.docx

All - 

Here is the agenda for the meeting.  Note that we will be discussing the alternatives that Jeanine has
directed us to carry forward in the analysis.  We'll also be discussing the revised project schedule.
 Mindee sent you copies this week of the letter to the team regarding alternatives, and also the new
project schedule.  Please look at these documents before tomorrow's meeting to prepare for discussion
of them in the meeting.   

Also, I want to remind you that I'll be asking team members to share their experiences with
administrative record documentation.  Most of us still have questions about what to put into the record,
and I'm hoping that talking about examples will help to answer those questions. 

The meeting is in 4B, starting at 9:00.  Note that we will have a working lunch, with the meeting going
into early afternoon. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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May 12, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 4B, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 2:00(?)



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Extended Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



9:00 to 10:00 – finalized alternatives, revised project schedule, discussion of work priorities (Bev, Mindee and Jeanine)



!0:00 – 10:30 – administrative record (all)



10:30 – 10:45 - break (if you need to order out for lunch, please do so now)



10:45 – 11:30 – outstanding technical report reviews and cooperating agency input (all)



11:45 – 12:15 – DEIS Chapter 1 (Bev and Mindee)



12:15 – 13:00 – project status, upcoming meetings and team round robin (all)



13:00 – 14:00 – bin items (all)





From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project May 5 IDT meeting
Date: 05/03/2010 05:56 PM
Attachments: May 5, 2010 IDT Meeting Agenda.docx

Hi Everyone, 

This is a core team meeting, but as always, extended team members are welcome and encouraged to
come.  We will be meeting in 6V6 from 9:00 to 12:00. 

The agenda is enclosed. The purpose of the meeting is primarily to catch up on project status after a
IDT meeting hiatus of a few weeks.  We'll also be discussing alternative finalization.  Please be
prepared to discuss any comments you recall, from public comments, cooperating agencies
discussions, etc., on the Sycamore alternative and on pit backfilling.  Also be prepared to discuss
admin. record documentation and examples of documents you've submitted to SWCA for the record.
 This to help clarify what kinds of documentation needs to go into the record by discussing some
examples. 

Thank you - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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May 5, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 6Vr, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 12:00



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



Alternatives finalization



Administrative Record documentaiton:



Project status and meetings









From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project May 5 IEXTENDED IDT meeting
Date: 05/05/2010 02:45 PM
Attachments: May 5, 2010 IDT Meeting Agenda.docx

Hi Everyone, 

The May 12 meeting is in 4B, from 9:00 to 2:00(?), in 4B.  Since this meeting is likely to go through
lunch, please free to bring a lunch or to order out (on your own, or you can coordinate with others)
when we have a mid-morning break. 

Rosemont continues to be high priority, and as such, your attendance at meetings and participation in
discussions on the project is very important. 

Please let me know if you will be unable to attend this meeting. 

Also, there is still some confusion about what information needs to go into the project record.   Both
Sarah and Melissa have come to meetings to discuss this topic, and there are still lots of questions.  At
this point, I'm thinking that it would be helpful to discuss some specific examples that team members
have questions about.  So, come prepared to discuss a question or questions that you
have concerning the project record, especially concerning information that you're
not sure about needing to include in the record.  I'll be asking everyone for examples. 
  
Thanks!  See you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

05/03/2010 05:56 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,

ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject Rosemont Copper Project May 5 IDT meetingLink
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May 5, 2010

Rosemont Copper Project 

IDT Meeting Agenda





Location:  Rm. 6Vr, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.



Time:  9:00 – 12:00



Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team



Agenda:



Alternatives finalization



Administrative Record documentaiton:



Project status and meetings









Hi Everyone, 

This is a core team meeting, but as always, extended team members are welcome and encouraged to
come.  We will be meeting in 6V6 from 9:00 to 12:00. 

The agenda is enclosed. The purpose of the meeting is primarily to catch up on project status after a
IDT meeting hiatus of a few weeks.  We'll also be discussing alternative finalization.  Please be
prepared to discuss any comments you recall, from public comments, cooperating agencies
discussions, etc., on the Sycamore alternative and on pit backfilling.  Also be prepared to discuss
admin. record documentation and examples of documents you've submitted to SWCA for the record.
 This to help clarify what kinds of documentation needs to go into the record by discussing some
examples. 

Thank you - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Eli Curiel; George McKay; William B Gillespie; Salek Shafiqullah; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; Walter

Keyes; John Able; Beverley A Everson; Larry Jones; Debby Kriegel; Maria A McGaha; Mary M Farrell; Debby
Kriegel; Kendall Brown

Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; Keith L Graves; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Erin M Boyle; Randall A
Smith; Thomas Skinner; Rachel Condon; Michael A Linden; Mark E Schwab; Reta Laford

Subject: Rosemont Copper Project team field trips
Date: 06/27/2008 05:18 PM

Hi Everyone,

Although the PIL has not yet been signed for the Rosemont Copper Project, most of
you on this mailing list are or will be involved in some capacity with the project
(particularly those in the "to" line).  The following field trips are scheduled for the
project to help those of us involved with it (again primarily the "to" line folks) to
understand the operation and reclamation that Rosemont Copper Company is
proposing, and to facilitate team building.  Your attendance on the trips is important
to the project and strongly encouraged by the FLT.  Field dates and destinations are
as follows:

Tuesday July 15 – Tour of Tyrone Reclamation (ridge and valley) – this tour will
leave from the TTT Truck Stop at 7:00 am and stop for lunch in Lordsburg on the
way home
Wednesday July 23 – Tour of the Rosemont Site 
Wednesday July 30 – Tour of Safford Leach Facilities (lined leach pad – new
processing facilities)
Wednesday August 6 – Tour of Silver Bell SX-EW (similarly sized SX-EW plant) and
Mineral Discovery Center and Asarco’s Mission Facility (overview of processing)
Wednesday August 13 – Tour of San Manuel Area Reclamation (landform concept)
Wednesday August 20 – Tour of Sierrita Facilities (if needed)

Please contact me if you have questions about these trips.

 
Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Jeremy J Sautter

Subject: Rosemont core IDT meeting this Wednesday, August 25
Date: 08/23/2010 12:05 PM

RCC Team, 

Please plan on a half day core team meeting, from 9:00 to 12:00, in 4B.  We'll be discussing planning
and budget for 2011 and updates on the DEIS writing and schedule.  As always, extended team
members are welcome to join if they can. 

Thank you! 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/17/2009 12:30 PM

Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow.  The core team
should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the extended team the meeting
is optional, but please attend if your schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some potential issues
were not issues at all, and others were not significant issues.  Tomorrow we're going
to refine our reasoning and expand on our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Davidson Canyon Hydro Model and Spring Impact Assessment
Date: 04/15/2010 09:02 AM

Salek & Bev,
 
We have received the TetraTech report entitled Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model
and Assessment of Spring Impacts, April 2010 and we previously received a Technical
Memorandum prepared by Montgomery & Associates entitled Comparison of Natural Fluctuation
in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010 that is
referenced in the Davidson Canyon report.   Please review both documents (available on WebEx) as
they appear to present a thorough evaluation of the potential impact to springs, seeps, and the
perennial reach of Davidson Canyon; concluding that there is negligible risk to most springs and the
perennial stretch of Davidson Canyon.  In addition, I am preparing a SOW for SRK to review the
documents and prepare a Technical Review Memorandum, and  I will forward you the draft SOW
for your review.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek

Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverly Everson'
Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Additional Document for Review of Infiltration, Fate & Transport Report
Date: 12/16/2010 08:27 AM
Attachments: 20101216_ortman_stone_waterresourcerevu_sow_memo.pdf

20100830_TT_Tailings Geochemistry Sample Sources.pdf

Claudia,
 
Attached is an additional document to be included in the existing review of the revised TetraTech
Infiltration, Fate & Transport report.  This constitutes a change is scope and SRK should request
additional budget if it is required to include the document in the review.  Although the attached
memorandum states the document may be found on the WebEx site, it is small enough to email;
therefore I have also attached it to this email.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Chris Garret, Terry Chute, Melissa Reichard 
(SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Roger Congdon, Bev Everson (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 16 December 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work - Request for Cost Estimate  
Additional Document for Review 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work for the technical review of the following 
additional document to be included in support of the existing review of TetraTech (2010)  
Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report – Revision 1, August 2010 for 
environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact from the project: 
 
Documents: 
 


1. TetraTech (2010)  Rosemont Tailings Geochemistry Sample Sources, Technical 
Memorandum,  August 30, 2010 


 
The document is available on the WebEx site for the project. 
 
The subconsultant will review the subject document in the context of the issue resolution process 
undertaken for the groundwater modeling review.  The objective of this review is to determine if 
the information is in conformance with the agreements and action items developed during the 
issue resolution process and satisfies the subconsultant’s professional judgment as to the issues 
raised during the issue resolution process 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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Document for Deliberative Purposes Only 
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Should additional budget be required a cost estimate is requested and the cost estimate must be 
approved by SWCA prior to initiation of the work.  
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
The subject document is to be included in the existing scope of work for review of  the following 
report: 
 


1. TetraTech (2010)  Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report – Revision 
1, August 2010 








 


 


Tucson Office 
  3031 West Ina Road 


Tucson, AZ  85741 
Tel 520.297.7723   Fax 520.297.7724  


www.tetratech.com 


 
Technical Memorandum 


 


To: Kathy Arnold From: Michael Dieckhaus 


Company: Rosemont Copper Company Date: August 30, 2010 


Re: Rosemont Tailings Geochemistry Sample 
Sources 


Doc #: 236/10-320887-5.3 


CC: Mark Williamson, Amy Hudson, David 
Krizek, P.E. (Tetra Tech) 


 


1.0 Introduction 
In addition to the tailings samples prepared in 2006-2008, six (6) new samples were prepared to 
better characterize the dry stack tailings associated with the proposed Rosemont Copper 
Project (Project). Tailings samples were generated from each of the five (5) major sulfide ore 
rock units and one (1) composite sample was generated from ore material representing 
production years 4 through 7. 


The preparation and analysis of additional tailings samples was in response to the April 14, 
2010 Comprehensive Request for Additional Information from the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ) to Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont) as part of the 
Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) application dated February 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009). 
Specifically, this Technical Memorandum answers the following: 


 Item No. 9, Page 8 of 18: To date, four samples were tested for acid-generating 
potential and metal release for the tailings material. (Reference the Technical 
Memorandum for Tailings Geochemistry, March 24, 2009). 


Though the test results indicate less than 0.01% sulfide-sulfur and posses a high 
capacity for acid neutralization, yet, the number of samples tested to establish 
tailings geochemistry is insufficient and cannot be considered representative of the 
varying lithology present in the orebody. The sampling program should be designed 
so that the collected samples are representative of the geochemical behavior of 
various rock units with respect to acid generation.  Please submit a revised sampling 
plan. 


The tailings material samples generated in 2006-2008 and in 2010 were prepared by Mountain 
States R&D International, Inc. (Mountain States) using current metallurgical processes and 
submitted to Turner Labs or SVL Analytical (SVL) for geochemical characterization testing. 
Geochemical testing including acid-generating capacity and metals release using standard 
static and short-term leaching procedures including: Acid-Base Accounting (ABA) (Sobek et al, 
1978), Net Acid Generation pH (NAG pH) (Stuart, 2005), Synthetic Precipitation Leaching 
Procedure (SPLP) (EPA Method 1312 - EPA, 1994), Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure 
(MWMP) (ASTM, 2002), and whole rock analysis. 
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2.0 Sampling and Analysis 
In addition to the six (6) tailings samples prepared in 2010, four (4) tailings samples were 
previously prepared in 2006-2008 and submitted for geochemical characterization. Table 1 
indicates the composition of the various tailings samples. 


Table 1 Rock composition for Tailings Samples 


Sample ID Rock Units 


Tailings – May 2006 Horquilla 
Tailings 022807 Horquilla 


Tailings-05 June2007 Horquilla 


Year 0-3 Tailings 


21.3% Earp 
72.9% Horquilla 
5.8% Escabrosa 


(Year 0 to 3 
composite) 


4-7 Yr. Composite 


50% Horquilla 
28% Earp 


18% Colina 
4% Epitaph 


Horquilla Horquilla 
Colina Colina 


Epitaph Epitaph 
Earp Earp 


Escrabrosa Escrabrosa 
 


The approximate generation dates of the ten (10) tailings samples are shown in Table 2 along 
with a listing of the geochemical tests performed on each sample. 


Table 2 Tailings Sample Generation Date and Test Protocols 


Sample ID Sample 
Date ABA NAG 


pH 
Whole 
Rock SPLP MWMP 


Tailings – May 2006 05/19/2006 X  X X  
Tailings 022807 02/28/2007 X X X X  


Tailings-05 June2007 06/05/2007 X X X X X 
Year 0-3 Tailings July 2008 X  X X X 


4-7 Year Composite 06/21/2010 X X X X X 
Escabrosa 06/21/2010 X X X X  
Horquilla 07/08/2010 X X X X X 


Colina 07/08/2010 X X X X X 
Epitaph 07/01/2010 X X X X X 


Earp 07/01/2010 X X X X X 
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As indicated above and in Section 1.0, the six (6) 2010 tailings samples were comprised of the 
major rock types making up the total sulfide ore material and one (1) composite sample 
representing production years 4 through 7. As indicated in the Technical Memorandum titled 
Rosemont 2006-2008 Tailings Material Sample Sources (Tetra Tech, 2010) provided in 
Attachment A, the 2006-2008 tailings samples were also comprised of the major rock types. 


For reference, Table 3 below shows the percentages of the different sulfide ore rock types to be 
mined and milled based on the current P673 pit configuration. 


Table 3 Summary of the Sulfide Rock Types and Tonnages 


Sulfide 
Rock Type Tons of Material 


Percent of 
Material 


(by weight) 
Horquilla 259,251,000 47.45% 


Earp  91,218,000 16.70% 
Colina  79,220,000 14.50% 


Epitaph  47,993,000 8.78% 
Escabrosa  19,812,000 3.63% 
Andesite 12,836,000 2.35% 
Quartz 


Monzonite 
Porphyry  


10,407,000 1.90% 


Arkose  10,363,000 1.90% 
Abrigo 7,321,000 1.34% 
Martin 2,606,000 0.48% 


Concha 2,308,000 0.42% 
Glance 1,614,000 0.30% 
Bolsa 1,109,000 0.20% 
Pre-


Cambrian 
Granodiorite 


268,000 0.05% 


Scherrer 11,000 0.00% 
Total 


Amounts 546,337,000 100% 


 


A summary of the core sample intervals used to develop the 2006-2008 tailings samples is 
provided in Attachment A. Attachment B provides the metallurgical coding associating the core 
group codes with the lithology types. Attachment C relates the source cores from the core group 
codes with the core sample intervals selected to develop the 2010 tailings samples. 


The remaining sections of this Technical Memorandum summarize the results of the 
geochemical testing associated with all ten (10) tailings samples. In general, testing results 
indicate that the tailings material generally contains less than 0.30% sulfide-sulfur except for the 
Epitaph sample prepared in 2010, which contained 0.72% sulfide sulfur. The tailings samples 
also produced relatively low concentrations in leachates from the short-term leaching tests 
(SPLP and MWMP). 
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2.1 2010 Tailings Sample Preparation 


The six (6) additional tailings samples prepared in 2010 were selected from rock types 
representing the highest percentages of the total sulfide ore material: Horquilla, Earp, Colina, 
Epitaph, and Escabrosa. In addition to tailings samples comprised of 100 percent Horquilla, 
Earp, Colina, Epitaph, and Escabrosa, a composite tailings sample was also prepared 
representing production year 4 through 7. The five (5) individual rock units make up about 91 
percent of the total sulfide ore to be mined and milled. 


The 2010 tailings material samples were assembled from coarse reject material derived from 
exploratory drilling core samples completed in 2007. When the core samples were originally 
collected, the core samples were logged by a geologist with coding that was entered into a 
database based on the drill hole number, drill hole interval, and lithology. This metallurgical 
coding is documented in Attachment B. 


Core samples were crushed for metallurgical and geochemical testing. Following the original 
metallurgical and geochemical testing programs, approximately 75 percent of the crushed 
sample material was archived at the Rosemont Project site. The archived crushed material was 
stored in drums that were coded with the lithology, interval depth, and drill hole. 


The 2010 tailings samples were selected to ensure that the materials tested were spatially 
representative; that the material was sulfide ore and not oxide ore; contained between 0.2 to 
one (1) percent copper. The tailing sample details, including the metallurgical codes indicating 
the source cores and core intervals, are documented in Attachment C. The crushed ore 
samples were submitted to Mountain States for processing. 


After the tailings samples were prepared, Rosemont provided the samples for both geochemical 
and physical analyses. Samples of the 2010 tailings samples were submitted to AMEC Earth & 
Environmental, Inc (AMEC) for physical analyses. Geochemical characterization of the 2010 
samples was performed by SVL.  


2.2 Acid-Base Accounting 


Based on the results of ABA testing, all of the tailings samples (Table 4) have a low risk for acid 
generation as defined by the ADEQ Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) 
guidance (ADEQ, 2005). The ABA characterization of the tailings indicates a lack of acid 
potential (AP) and a significant neutralizing potential (NP). Net neutralizing potentials (NNPs) 
greater than 20 and the ratio of NP to AP greater than 3:1 supports the characterization of the 
material as non-acid generating. Thus, with respect to the potential for acidic drainage, the 
tailings present a low risk and will likely be acid consuming. 


NAG pH results provide another indication of the acid generating or acid neutralization potential 
(NNP) for of a material. NAG pH levels below 4.5 are usually characterized as acid generating 
while values above 6 are characterized as non-acid generating. The NAG pH results obtained 
from the ten (10) tailings samples support the overall non-acid generating nature of the tailings, 
i.e. results being greater than 6 (Table 4). 
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Table 4 Summary of ABA Results for Rosemont Tailings Samples 


AP NP NNP 
Sample ID 


T CaCO3/kT 
NP/AP NAG 


pH 
Non-


Extractable 
Sulfur (%) 


Sulfide 
Sulfur 


(%) 


Sulfate 
Sulfur 


(%) 


Total 
Sulfur 


(%) 
Tailings – 
May 2006 1 426 425 426 NM <0.01 0.01 0.04 0.05 
Tailings 
022807 <0.3 332 332 2210 7.87 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 


Tailings-05 
June2007 <0.3 248 248 1650 8.25 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 0.04 
Year 0-3 
Tailings <0.3 304 304 2030 NM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 


4-7 Year 
Composite 4.89 241 236 49.3 9.34 0.02 0.16 0.18 0.36 


Escabrosa 8.16 371 363 45.5 9.63 0.02 0.26 0.55 0.83 
Horquilla 9.0 548 539 60.9 11.27 0.02 0.29 0.49 0.80 


Colina 1.1 181 180 165 11.48 <0.01 0.03 0.04 0.07 
Epitaph 22.6 400 377 17.7 7.99 0.02 0.72 0.46 1.20 


Earp 6.1 145 138 23.8 8.88 0.01 0.19 0.09 0.29 
NM-Not Measured 
 


2.3 Whole Rock Analysis 


Whole rock analysis determines the total concentration of selected chemical constituents in a 
sample. This analysis was performed on all of the tailings samples. The results are provided in 
Attachment D. There were variations in the composition of each sample tested. The results 
identified potential constituents of concern in the individual rock units that make up the tailings 
material. Metals such as arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, manganese, mercury, and zinc were 
detected in the tailings rock unit samples during whole rock analysis. Therefore, the leaching 
characteristics of these metals were further evaluated using the short-term leaching tests such 
as SPLP and MWMP. The supporting analytical data from SVL is provided in Attachment E. 


2.4 Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP) 


The SPLP is designed to determine the potential for release of chemical constituents from a 
solid that is exposed to meteoric precipitation (rain or snow melt). There are no specific 
regulatory criteria that dictate interpretation of SPLP results, but the results may be used as 
input to models that predict potential impacts to either groundwater or surface water resources. 
The tailings material SPLP results indicate that there were very limited releases of any chemical 
parameter, including metals (see table in Attachment D). This is expected due to the non-acidic 
nature of the tailings and the near-neutral pH conditions that are associated with the SPLP 
tests. Although most metals have limited solubility at neutral pH, some chemical constituents, 
such as arsenic and selenium, can be mobile under such pH conditions. However, the majority 
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of metal concentrations in the SPLP extractions (Attachment D) was either below the detection 
limit or low compared to the Arizona Water Quality Standards (AWQS). 


2.5 Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP) 


The majority of the tailings samples were analyzed by MWMP. The exceptions were the Tailings 
– May 2006, Tailings-022807, and 2010 Escabrosa samples due to the lack of sample material 
volume. The MWMP, a short-term leaching test, has similar objectives to the SPLP in 
determining the release potential of metals from the material. The MWMP, however, is tailored 
more for “run of mine” materials without crushing, whereas the SPLP was developed more for 
soil materials with smaller grain sizes. However, the MWMP is a suitable and largely accepted 
test of mine materials. 


The MWMP results are presented in Attachment D and indicate a very limited release of metals, 
similar to the SPLP results. A number of the metals, including arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury, 
and zinc, however, were not detected in the MWMP leachate for the various rock types. 


There were a few differences in the extractable concentrations between the SPLP and the 
MWMP results, which are largely related to the water:rock ratio employed by the test. For 
example, the sulfate concentration in the MWMP test for the 4-7 year composite sample was 
264 milligrams per liter (mg/L) compared to only 24.3 mg/L in the SPLP test of the same sample 
(Attachment D). The MWMP is performed using a water to rock ratio of 1:1 while the SPLP ratio 
is 20:1; therefore, constituent concentrations are generally higher in the MWMP compared to 
the SPLP. On a mass basis, however, the MWMP yields a value of 264 mg sulfate/kg of rock, 
while the SPLP yields a value of 486 mg/kg. Thus, both the MWMP and SPLP provide 
information which can estimate the potential for release of various constituents from geologic 
materials. 


3.0 Conclusions 
Geochemical characterization of the Rosemont tailings samples indicates that the tailings 
generally contain less than 0.30% sulfide-sulfur, present essentially no risk associated with acid 
generation, and possess a high capacity for acid neutralization. The tailings were also subjected 
to short-term leaching tests (SPLP and MWMP) which produced only very low metal 
concentrations in the resulting leachates. 
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1.0 Introduction 
This Technical Memorandum provides details related to the source of the tailings material 
samples analyzed in 2006, 2007, and 2008 as part of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project 
(Project) located in Pima County, Arizona. Details related to the 2006-2008 tailings samples, 
such as specific boreholes and depth intervals, were derived from the Rosemont Copper Project 
core database. The results of the geochemical characterization of the four (4) 2006-2008 
tailings material samples were documented in the Technical Memorandum titled Tailings 
Geochemistry dated March 24, 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009b). This March 24, 2009 Technical 
Memorandum is provided in Attachment 1 for reference. 


This information is provided in response to the April 14, 2010 Comprehensive Request for 
Additional Information from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) to 
Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont) in the response to the Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) 
application dated February 2009 (Tetra Tech, 2009a). Specifically, this Technical Memorandum 
partially answers item no. 9 on page 8 of 18: 


 Tailings Geochemistry: To date, four samples were tested for acid-generating 
potential and metal release for the tailings material.  (Ref. Technical Memorandum – 
Tailings Geochemistry, March 24, 2009). 


Though the test results indicate less than 0.01% sulfide-sulfur and posses a high 
capacity for acid neutralization, yet, the number of samples tested to establish 
tailings geochemistry is insufficient and cannot be considered representative of the 
varying lithology present in the orebody. The sampling program should be designed 
so that the collected samples are representative of the geochemical behavior of 
various rock units with respect to acid generation.  Please submit a revised sampling 
plan. 


2.0 Sample Plan and Details 
The 2006-2008 tailings samples were generated in May 2006, February 2007, June 2007, and 
July 2008. The May 2006 sample was prepared Mountain States R&D International, Inc. 
(Mountain States) under guidance from the Washington Group. The 2007-2008 samples were 
prepared directly by Mountain States. Geochemical test work on the samples was performed by 
Turner Labs or SVL Analytical, Inc. (SVL). 
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The July 2008 tailings sample was a weight proportioned composite to represent the major 
lithologies that would be removed during the first three (3) years of mining operations. This 
composite sample was assembled using previously crushed coarse core reject material. During 
the metallurgical testing program, core samples were crushed and the unused portions of the 
material were archived in drums at the Rosemont Project site. Typically, about 75 percent of the 
crushed rock material from any given core interval was archived. The drums were coded with 
the lithology, interval depth, and drill hole to enable later identification and use of the material. 


The original core samples were logged by a geologist with coding that was entered into a 
database based on the drill hole, interval, and lithology. This metallurgical coding is documented 
in Attachment 2. 


The 2008 composite tailings sample was selected from core samples to ensure that the sample 
was representative of the rock types to be tested; that the material was sulfide ore and not oxide 
ore; and that the samples contained between 0.2 percent and one (1) percent copper. 


The tailing sample details, including the source cores and depth intervals for the 2006-2007 
tailings material samples, are documented in Attachment 3. Attachment 4 documents the 
production year 0-3 composite sample (July 2008 sample). 


3.0 Geochemical Test Results 
The rock composition of each of the tailings samples submitted for geochemical testing are 
provided in Table 1. Table 2 provides a summary of the analyses completed for each sample. 
The analyses performed included acid-generating capacity and metals release using standard 
static and short-term leaching procedures such as: Acid-Base Accounting (ABA) (Sobek et al, 
1978), Net Acid Generation pH (NAG pH) (Stuart, 2005), Synthetic Precipitation Leaching 
Procedure (SPLP) (EPA Method 1312 - EPA, 1994), whole rock analysis, and Meteoric Water 
Mobility Procedure (MWMP) (ASTM, 2002). The analytical results for the tailings geochemical 
characterization conducted to date are presented in the Technical Memorandum titled Tailings 
Geochemistry (Tetra Tech, 2009b) dated March 24, 2009 (see Attachment 1).  


Table 1: Rock Composition of 2006-2008 Tailings Samples 


Sample ID Rock Units 


Tailings – May 2006 Horquilla 
Tailings 022807 Horquilla 


Tailings-05 June2007 Horquilla 


Year 0-3 Tailings (July 2008) 


21.3% Earp 
72.9% Horquilla 
5.8% Escabrosa 


(Year 0 to 3 
composite) 
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Table 2: Tailings Test Protocols 


Sample ID Sample 
Date ABA NAG 


pH 
Whole 
Rock SPLP MWMP 


Tailings – May 2006 05/19/2006 X  X X  
Tailings 022807 02/28/2007 X X X X  


Tailings-05 June2007 06/05/2007 X X X X X 
Year 0-3 Tailings July 2008 X  X X X 
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Summary 
 
To date, four (4) samples of tailings material (predominantly Horquilla) have been generated for the 
proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  All of the samples were tested for acid-generating capacity and 
metals release using standard static and short-term leaching procedures, including: Acid-base accounting 
(ABA), net acid generation (NAG) pH testing, kinetic (humidity cell testing), synthetic precipitation 
leaching procedure (SPLP), meteoric water mobility procedure (MWMP), and whole rock analysis. 
Results from the testing indicate that the tailings material generally contains less than 0.01% sulfide-
sulfur, can be classified as inert with respect to acid generation, and possess a high capacity for acid 
neutralization.  Humidity cell testing was used to accelerate the weathering and release of various 
constituents from the tailings and the results provided no indication for the onset of acid generation or 
leaching of significant metals concentrations for tests lasting 20 weeks.  The tailings were also subjected 
to short-term leaching tests (SPLP and MWMP) which produced only very low metal concentrations in the 
resulting leachates. 
 


Sampling and Analysis 


The approximate dates in which each tailings sample was generated are May 2006, February 2007, June 
2007, and July 2008, and their rock compositions are provided in Table 1.  Table 2 provides a summary 
of the completed test work for each sample and the analytical results for all tailings geochemical 
characterization conducted to date are presented in this memorandum.    


 


Table 1. Rock composition for Tailings Samples 
Sample Date Rock Units 


May 2006 Horquilla1 
February 2007 Horquilla1 


June 2007 Horquilla 


July 2008 


21.3% Earp 
72.9% Horquilla 
5.8% Escabrosa 


(Year 0 to 3 composite) 
1 Assumed rock samples processed for flotation was composed of Horquilla 
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Table 2. Tailings Test Protocols 


Sample Date ABA NAG Whole 
Rock SPLP MWMP Kinetic 


May 2006 X X X X   
February 2007 X X X   X 


June 2007 X X X X X  
July 2008 X  X X X X 


 


Acid-Base Accounting 


The ABA properties of the tailings (Table 3) meets Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) 
criteria as inert, with total-Sulfur concentrations less than 0.3%, and a net neutralization potential (NNP) 
greater than 0 or a neutralization potential ratio (NPR) greater than 3 (ADEQ, 1999). The ABA 
characterization of the tailings indicates not simply a lack of acid potential (AP) but a pronounced 
neutralizing potential (NP).  Thus, with respect to the potential for acidic drainage, the tailings are not only 
inert but furthermore acid consuming. 


The NAG pH is a measure of the net acid generating capacity of a sample. The value of the NAG test is 
typically associated with waste rock, where the NAG result can often be tied to NNP. Thus, NAG testing 
offers an on-the-ground technique for segregating waste rock during operations. With respect to tailings, 
NAG testing has limited value, as this material is seldom segregated for specific handling and storage. 
However, the results obtained from two (2) tailings samples support the overall non-acid generating 
nature of the tailings due to the NAG pH values greater than 7 (Table 3). 


Table 3. Summary of ABA Results for Rosemont Tailings Samples 
AP NP NNP 


Sample ID T CaCO3/kT NP/AP NAG 
pH 


Non-Extractable  
Sulfur  (%) 


Sulfide 
Sulfur (%) 


Sulfate 
Sulfur (%) 


Total 
Sulfur  


(%) 
May 2006 1 426 425 426 NA <0.01 0.01 0.04 0.05 


February 2007 <0.3 332 332 2210 7.87 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 


June 2007 <0.3 248 248 1650 8.25 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 0.04 


July 2008 <0.3 304 304 2030 NA <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
 


Kinetic Testing 


Kinetic, humidity cell testing, is an accelerated weathering laboratory-based test. During the procedure, 
the tested material is exposed to moist, oxygenated air which accelerates the weathering of any sulfide 
minerals present. The purpose is to gauge the extent to which mine materials with uncertain acid 
generation potential (per ABA) can produce acidic drainage. On a weekly basis, the weathering solids are 
rinsed with water and the leachate is analyzed for its chemical constituents.  


The humidity cell results from the tailings samples are consistent with the results from ABA testing.  The 
tailings samples meet the ADEQ criteria as inert and did not produce acidic drainage.  Results from the 
February 2007 sample show that in addition to maintaining a neutral pH, the effluent from the humidity 
cell also maintained a constant alkalinity value (Figure 1).  A decreasing alkalinity value (despite a neutral 
pH) is a precursor to the onset of lower pH values, and therefore the February 2007 tailings sample 
showed no signs of acid onset.  The concentrations of aluminum, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, copper, 
iron, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, and thallium were below detection in all of the humidity cell 
leachate samples (Table 4).  All of the remaining metal concentrations were low, although antimony and 
arsenic were present in at least one (1) sample at concentrations near or slightly above its Aquifer Water 
Quality Standard (AWQS) value (0.006 mg/L for antimony and 0.01 mg/L proposed for arsenic).  A 
general depletion in soluble constituents (rinse-out), rather than accumulation of weathering products, 
was observed as the test progressed by the decreasing concentrations of TDS and major ion 
concentrations (Table 4).     
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Figure 1. Humidity Cell Results for February 2007 Tailings Sample 
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The tailings sample from July 2008 produced a very similar humidity cell response (Figure 2).  The 
effluent from the July 2008 sample maintained a pH greater than 8, with stable alkalinity values and low 
sulfate concentrations due to the high carbonate content and resulting NNP characteristics of the sample.  
Trends in the humidity cell leachate concentrations were also similar, with aluminum, beryllium, cadmium, 
chromium, iron, lead, mercury, silver, thallium, uranium, and zinc below detection in all leachates (Table 
5).  The remaining detectable metals were present at low concentrations, although one of the antimony 
values exceeded its respective AWQS and half arsenic analyses were slightly above the proposed AWQS 
of 0.01 mg/L.  The July 2008 tailings sample also produced the characteristic initial “rinse-out” of more 
soluble constituents, as indicated by the decreasing concentrations of TDS and major constituents over 
time (Table 5).  


 


Figure 2. Humidity Cell Results for July 2008 Tailings Sample 
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Table 4. Summary of Humidity Cell Metal Concentrations for the February 2007 Tailings Sample.  


Parameter 
Humidity Cell Effluent Metal Concentration 


(mg/L) 
Sample Date February 2007 


Week 0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 
Aluminum <0.08 <0.08 <0.08 <0.08 <0.08 
Antimony <0.006 0.0035 0.0057 0.0058 0.0056 
Arsenic <0.01 0.0071 0.0095 0.0087 0.0153 
Barium 0.0409 0.0176 0.0113 0.0067 0.0094 
Beryllium <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 
Cadmium <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 
Calcium 26.9 22.8 14.4 10.7 11.8 
Chloride 4.07 1.5 1.43 0.2 <0.2 
Chromium <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 
Copper <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
Fluoride 0.81 1.09 1.17 1.34 1.65 
Iron <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 
Lead <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 
Magnesium 1.45 1.49 0.75 0.6 0.75 
Manganese 0.005 0.017 0.005 <0.004 <0.004 
Mercury <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 
Molybdenum NM NM NM NM NM 
Nickel <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
Potassium 3.99 3.24 1.57 1.08 1.03 
Selenium <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 
Silver <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 
Sodium 15.6 10.3 2.7 6.32 7.58 
Sulfate 74.3 50.5 14.4 13.7 15.3 
Thallium <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.001 <0.001 
TDS 162 137 83 99 112 
Uranium NM NM NM NM NM 
Zinc 0.0162 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 


NM = Not measured. 
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Table 5.  Summary of Humidity Cell Metal Concentrations for the July 2008 Tailings Sample. 


Parameter 
Humidity Cell Effluent Metal Concentration 


(mg/L) 
Sample Date July 2008 


Weeks 0 1-4 4-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 
Aluminum <0.08 <0.080 <0.080 <0.080 <0.080 <0.080 
Antimony 0.009 0.00573 0.00654 0.00469 0.00328 0.00354 
Arsenic 0.017 0.00619 0.00871 0.0102 0.0110 0.00937 
Barium 0.017 0.0182 0.0447 0.0758 0.0509 0.0510 
Beryllium <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 
Cadmium <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 
Calcium 335 46.1 13.5 16.8 13.5 13.5 
Chloride 15.2 0.255 0.275 0.250 <0.2 <0.2 
Chromium <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 
Copper 0.012 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
Fluoride 1.68 2.44 2.22 1.81 2.19 2.05 
Iron <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06 
Lead <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 <0.0075 
Magnesium 6.92 1.09 0.475 0.744 0.558 0.546 
Manganese 0.045 0.0089 <0.0040 0.0074 0.0057 0.0069 
Mercury <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 
Molybdenum 0.832 0.369 0.241 0.111 0.0965 0.0867 
Potassium 25.4 6.60 3.08 2.26 1.34 1.18 
Selenium 0.151 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 
Silver <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 
Sodium 106 5.20 0.58 <0.50 <0.50 <0.50 
Sulfate 1060 114 12.3 6.88 7.32 6.99 
Thallium <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
TDS 1,700 230 56 110 96 121 
Uranium <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Zinc <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 


 


Whole Rock Analysis 


Whole rock analysis determines the total concentration of selected chemical constituents in a sample and 
has been performed on every tailings sample to date (Table 6). There are variations in the composition of 
each sample tested. However, such total analyses do not bear directly on potential impacts to water 
resources, but serve to identify potential constituents of concern in the tailings.  Metals such as arsenic, 
cadmium, copper, lead, manganese, and zinc were detected in the tailings during whole rock analysis 
(Table 6) and therefore the leaching characteristics of these metals were further evaluated using the 
SPLP and MWMP.  
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Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP) 


The SPLP is designed to determine the potential for release of chemical constituents from a solid that is 
exposed to meteoric precipitation (rain or snow melt).  There are no specific regulatory criteria that dictate 
interpretation of SPLP results, but the results may be used as input to models that predict potential 
impacts to either ground or surface water resources.  The tailings samples tested for SPLP to date show 
very limited release of any chemical parameter, including metals (Table 6). This is expected due to the 
non-acidic nature of the tailings and the near-neutral pH conditions that are associated with its leaching. 
Most metals have limited solubility at neutral pH, although some chemical constituents, such as arsenic 
and selenium, can be mobile under such pH conditions. However, the majority of the metal 
concentrations in the tailings SPLP extractions (Table 6) were either below detection or low compared to 
AWQS values. 


 


Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP) 


The MWMP is a short-term leaching test with similar objectives to the SPLP.  The MWMP is tailored more 
for “run of mine” materials without crushing, whereas the SPLP was developed more for soil materials 
with smaller grain size.  This grain size issue is more germane to waste rock than to the tailings results 
reported here. However, the MWMP is a suitable and largely accepted test of mine materials. 


Consistent with the SPLP results, MWMP results indicate a very limited release of metals. There are a 
few differences in the extractable concentrations which are largely related to the water:rock ratio 
employed by the test.  For example, the sulfate concentration for the June 2007 MWMP was 285 mg/L 
compared to only 20 mg/L in the SPLP test of the same sample (Table 6).  The MWMP is performed 
using a water to rock ratio of 1:1 while the SPLP ratio is 20:1, and therefore constituent concentrations 
are generally higher in the MWMP compared to the SPLP.  On a mass basis, however, the MWMP yields 
a value of 285 mg sulfate/kg of rock, while the SPLP yields a value of 400 mg/kg. Thus, both the MWMP 
and SPLP provide information which can be used to better understand the potential for release of various 
constituents from geologic materials. It should be noted that the SPLP leaching solution uses sulfuric 
acid, which adds a very small amount of sulfate, perhaps on the order of 1 to 3 mg/L in the leachate. 
Thus, the 400 mg sulfate/kg solid value calculated above is biased a bit high. The result is that the 
leachable sulfate values for SPLP and MWMP are actually a bit closer. The value of 400 mg/kg may be 
more on the order of 340 mg/kg compared to the value of 285 mg/kg from MWMP. The recasting of 
extraction solutions concentration in the MWMP and SPLP to a mass of solid basis is shown here only to 
illustrate the effect of the different water:rock ratios in each test. Although they provide a gauge of a 
similar property, the SPLP and MWMP tests are inherently different and should not be expected to 
produce identical results. 


 


Summary of Tailings Geochemical Testing 


Geochemical characterization of four (4) Rosemont tailings samples (predominantly Horquilla) indicates 
that the tailings generally contain less than 0.01% sulfide-sulfur, can be classified as inert with respect to 
acid generation, and possess a high capacity for acid neutralization.  Humidity cells were used to 
accelerate the weathering and release of various constituents from the tailings, but the results provided 
no indication for the onset of acid generation or leaching of significant metals concentrations for tests 
lasting 20 weeks.  The tailings were also subjected to short-term leaching tests (SPLP and MWMP) which 
produced only very low metal concentrations in the resulting leachates.          


 


References 
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Table 6. Summary of Geochemical Data for Rosemont Tailings Testing 


May 2006 February 2007 June 2007 July 2008 


Parameter Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 


SPLP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 


SPLP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 


SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 


SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


pH NA NM NA NM NA NM 7.43 NA 9.5 8.5 
Alkalinity NA NM NA NM NA NM NM NA 8.3 11.5 
Aluminum 12,000 NM 3,910 <0.08 6,210 <0.08 <0.08 5,870 <0.08 <0.08 
Antimony <10 NM 2 <0.02 2.2 <0.02 <0.02 <2.0 <0.02 <0.02 
Arsenic 5.5 <1.0 8.6 <0.003 8.2 <0.003 <0.003 22 <0.02 <0.003 
Barium 20 <10 7.7 <0.002 12.2 0.0032 0.0172 25.6 0.02 0.0229 
Beryllium NM NM 0.36 NM 0.58 <0.002 <0.002 0.537 <0.002 <0.002 
Cadmium 0.9 <0.50 1.51 <0.002 0.97 <0.002 <0.002 1.10 <0.002 <0.002 
Calcium 150,000 NM 125,000 8.78 146,000 13.1 103 126,000 15.6 150 
Chloride 40 NM 11.3 0.36 46 0.43 5.69 10.3 0.55 5.18 
Chromium 14 <1.0 10.4 <0.006 21 <0.006 <0.006 17.7 <0.006 <0.006 
Copper NM NM 2,070 <0.010 1,100 <0.010 <0.01 1,120 <0.01 <0.01 
Fluoride NM NM 8.72 1.25 NM 1.29 1.02 2.35 0.85 1.11 
Iron 18,000 NM 15,300 <0.06 23,600 <0.06 <0.06 21,700 <0.06 <0.06 
Lead 7 <1.0 10.4 <0.0075 13.6 <0.0075 <0.0075 20 <0.0075 <0.008 
Magnesium 8,400 NM 4,960 0.23 5,410 0.172 0.65 8,300 0.2 1.91 
Manganese 2,100 NM 1,520 <0.004 2,000 <0.0040 0.0186 1,670 <0.004 0.0172 
Mercury <0.100 <0.01 0.038 <0.0002 0.042 <0.0002 0.00033 1.77 0.0007 <0.0002 
Molybdenum NM NM 90 NM 46 0.075 0.46 13.8 0.06 0.463 
Nickel NM NM 8.8 <1 5.5 <0.01 <0.01 11.2 <0.01 <0.01 
NO2+NO3-N NM NM NM 0.04 NM NM 0.021 NM NM NM 
Potassium 1,000 NM 786 0.62 977 0.86 8.33 1,040 1.24 11.3 
Selenium <5 <0.5 <4 <0.4 <4 <0.04 <0.04 <4 <0.04 <0.04 
Silver 0.8 <2.0 2.41 <0.005 0.87 <0.0050 <0.005 1.15 <0.005 <0.005 
Sodium <250 NM 117 2.57 154 2.22 27.6 225 4.1 37.1 
Sulfate 320 NM 123 6.95 311 20 285 632 35 441 
TDS NA NM NA 13 NA 66 505 NA NM NM 
Thallium NM NM 1.5 NM 2 <0.015 <0.015 <1.5 <0.02 <0.015 
Uranium NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 2.89 <0.002 <0.001 
Zinc 85 NM 271 <0.01 118 <0.01 <0.01 108 <0.01 <0.01 


    NA = Not applicable.  NM = Not measured. 







 


 


ATTACHMENT 2 
2006-2008 TAILINGS MATERIAL SAMPLE 


METALLURGICAL DATABASE CODES







Attachment 2
Tailings Material Samples Metallurgical Database Codes 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 1 of 3


Work Date Type Of Sample
Sample Processor/ 
Laboratory Material Type


Lithology 
Type


Composite 
Name


Data File 
Code Comments


2006
Initial Metallurgical 
Testwork Washington Group Core Horquilla NA


999


Source of May 
2006 and 
February/ June 
2007 initial 
tailings samples


2007


Scoping Flotation - 
50 Composite 
Variability Mountain States


Coarse Rejects 
Primarily/ Minor 
Core Various NA


50


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Composite 1 1


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Colina (3) Composite 2 2


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4) Composite 3 3


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Epitaph (2) Composite 4 4


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Escabrosa (6) Composite 5 5


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Composite 1A 10


2007
Comminution - 
work indexes Hazen Core Various by dh & depth not coded  


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 1


31


 


Source of 
tailings samples 
analyzed in July 
2010







Attachment 2
Tailings Material Samples Metallurgical Database Codes 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 2 of 3


Work Date Type Of Sample
Sample Processor/ 
Laboratory Material Type


Lithology 
Type


Composite 
Name


Data File 
Code Comments


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4) Comp. 2


32


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Andesite (9) Comp. 3


33


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 5


35


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 6


36


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 7


37


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5)


Composite 
EOY03 - 1 301


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4)


Composite 
EOY03 - 2 302


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Escabrosa (6)


Composite 
EOY03 - 3 303


Source of 
tailings samples 
used for weight 
proportioned  0-
3 year 
composite







Attachment 2
Tailings Material Samples Metallurgical Database Codes 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 3 of 3


Work Date Type Of Sample
Sample Processor/ 
Laboratory Material Type


Lithology 
Type


Composite 
Name


Data File 
Code Comments


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5)


Composite 
EOY03 - 1 701


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4)


Composite 
EOY03 - 2 702


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Colina (3)


Composite 
EOY03 - 3 703


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Epitaph (2)


Composite 
EOY03 - 4 704


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Flotation 
Testwork Mountain States Core Horquilla (5) Composite 1


95


Source of 
tailings samples 
used for weight 
proportioned 4-7 
year composite







 


 


ATTACHMENT 3 
2006-2007 TAILINGS MATERIAL SAMPLE CORES







Attachment 3
2006-2007 Tailings Material Samples Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 1 of 1


Depth from Depth to
AR-2018 NA 999 313 565 X X X X
AR-2018 NA 999 565 621 X X X X
AR-2018 NA 999 621 727 X X X X


SPLP MWMP


Horquilla


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code Interval


ABA/NAG Whole Rock







 


 


ATTACHMENT 4 
2008 TAILINGS 0-3 YEAR COMPOSITE MATERIAL 


SAMPLE CORES 
 







Attachment 4
0-3 year Composite Tailings Sample Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 1 of 5  


Depth from Depth to
0-3 Year Composite 
( 72.9% Horquilla) A-844 234115 301 335 340 X X X X


A-844 234116 301 340 345 X X X X
A-844 234117 301 345 349 X X X X
A-844 234118 301 349 354 X X X X
A-844 234119 301 354 357 X X X X
A-844 234120 301 357 363 X X X X
A-844 234121 301 363 367 X X X X
A-844 234122 301 367 369 X X X X
A-844 234123 301 369 370 X X X X
A-844 234124 301 370 374 X X X X
A-844 234125 301 374 379 X X X X
A-846 275331 301 537 542 X X X X
A-846 275332 301 542 544 X X X X
A-846 275333 301 544 551 X X X X
A-846 275334 301 551 558 X X X X
A-846 275335 301 558 561 X X X X
A-846 275336 301 561 565 X X X X
A-846 275338 301 565 570 X X X X
A-846 275339 301 570 573 X X X X
A-846 275340 301 573 577 X X X X
A-846 275341 301 577 582 X X X X
A-853 322063 301 170 175 X X X X
A-853 322065 301 181 187 X X X X
A-853 322066 301 187 191 X X X X
A-853 322067 301 191 195 X X X X
A-853 322068 301 195 200 X X X X
A-853 322069 301 200 205 X X X X
A-853 322070 301 205 210 X X X X
A-853 322071 301 210 215 X X X X
A-853 322072 301 215 220 X X X X
A-856 322032 301 497 502 X X X X
A-856 322033 301 502 506 X X X X
A-856 322034 301 506 512 X X X X


ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Code Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID







Attachment 4
0-3 year Composite Tailings Sample Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 2 of 5  


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Code Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID


A-856 322035 301 512 516 X X X X
0-3 Year Composite 
( 72.9% Horquilla) A-856 322036 301 516 519 X X X X


A-856 322037 301 519 523 X X X X
A-856 322038 301 523 525 X X X X
A-856 322039 301 525 527 X X X X
A-856 322040 301 527 532 X X X X
A-856 322041 301 532 537 X X X X
A-866 276456 301 452 457 X X X X
A-866 276457 301 457 462 X X X X
A-866 276458 301 462 467 X X X X
A-866 276459 301 467 472 X X X X
A-866 276460 301 472 477 X X X X
A-866 276461 301 477 482 X X X X
A-866 276462 301 482 487 X X X X
A-866 276463 301 487 492 X X X X
A-869 274528 301 594 599 X X X X
A-869 274529 301 599 604 X X X X
A-869 274530 301 604 609 X X X X
A-869 274531 301 609 614 X X X X
A-869 274532 301 614 619 X X X X
A-869 274533 301 619 624 X X X X
A-869 274534 301 624 629 X X X X
A-869 274535 301 629 634 X X X X
A-869 274536 301 634 637 X X X X
A-869 274537 301 637 640 X X X X
A-873 240917 301 719 724 X X X X
A-873 240918 301 724 729 X X X X
A-873 240919 301 729 734 X X X X
A-873 240920 301 734 739 X X X X
A-873 240921 301 739 744 X X X X
A-873 240922 301 744 749 X X X X
A-873 240922 301 749 750 X X X X
A-873 240923 301 750 754 X X X X







Attachment 4
0-3 year Composite Tailings Sample Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 3 of 5  


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Code Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID


0-3 Year Composite 
( 72.9% Horquilla) A-873 240924 301 754 758 X X X X


A-873 240925 301 758 764 X X X X
A-873 240926 301 764 767 X X X X
A-875 314550 301 314 316 X X X X
A-875 314551 301 316 320 X X X X
A-875 314552 301 320 326 X X X X
A-875 314553 301 326 330 X X X X
A-875 314554 301 330 336 X X X X
A-875 314555 301 336 341 X X X X
A-875 314556 301 341 346 X X X X
1485 170141 301 638 643 X X X X
1485 170142 301 643 647 X X X X
1485 170143 301 647 652 X X X X
1485 170145 301 657 661 X X X X
1485 170146 301 661 666 X X X X
1485 170147 301 666 671 X X X X
1502 326792 301 633 638 X X X X
1502 326793 301 638 643 X X X X
1502 326794 301 643 648 X X X X
1502 326795 301 648 653 X X X X
1502 326796 301 653 656 X X X X
1502 326798 301 656 658 X X X X
1502 326799 301 658 663 X X X X
1502 326800 301 663 668 X X X X


AR-2004 176447 301 600 605 X X X X
AR-2004 176448 301 605 610 X X X X
AR-2004 176449 301 610 615 X X X X
AR-2004 176450 301 615 620 X X X X
AR-2004 176451 301 620 625 X X X X
AR-2004 176452 301 625 630 X X X X
AR-2004 176454 301 635 640 X X X X
AR-2004 176455 301 640 645 X X X X
AR-2004 176456 301 645 650 X X X X







Attachment 4
0-3 year Composite Tailings Sample Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 4 of 5  


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Code Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID


0-3 Year Composite
(21.3% Earp) A-834 170682 302 535 540 X X X X


A-834 170683 302 540 546 X X X X
A-834 170684 302 546 553 X X X X
A-836 232782 302 579 582 X X X X
A-836 232783 302 582 584 X X X X
A-836 232790 302 605.5 610.5 X X X X
A-836 232791 302 610.5 615.5 X X X X
A-836 232792 302 615.5 620.5 X X X X
1504 275429 302 800 804 X X X X
1504 275430 302 804 809 X X X X
1504 275431 302 809 814 X X X X
1504 275432 302 814 819 X X X X
1504 275433 302 819 824 X X X X
1916 276649 302 482 488 X X X X


 1916 276652 302 495 500 X X X X
1916 276673 302 587 590 X X X X
1916 276679 302 610 613 X X X X
1916 276682 302 623 628 X X X X
1941 237776 302 729 734 X X X X
1941 237777 302 734 737 X X X X
1941 237778 302 737 744 X X X X
1941 237779 302 744 749 X X X X
1941 237780 302 749 753 X X X X


AR-2000 174746 302 593 595 X X X X
AR-2000 174747 302 595 600 X X X X
AR-2000 174749 302 600 605 X X X X
AR-2000 174751 302 610 615 X X X X
AR-2029 243177 302 585 590 X X X X
AR-2029 243178 302 590 595 X X X X
AR-2029 243182 302 610 615 X X X X
AR-2029 243183 302 615 620 X X X X


0-3 Year Composite
(5.8% Escabrosa) 1506 228926 303 550 556 X X X X







Attachment 4
0-3 year Composite Tailings Sample Source Cores


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 5 of 5  


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Code Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID


0-3 Year Composite
(5.8% Escabrosa) 1506 228930 303 570 574 X X X X


1506 228932 303 577 583 X X X X
1580 241491 303 638 644 X X X X
1580 241495 303 660 665 X X X X
1580 241496 303 665 670 X X X X
1580 241507 303 736 741 X X X X
1580 241508 303 741 746 X X X X
1580 241513 303 766 770 X X X X







 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


ATTACHMENT B 
TAILINGS MATERIAL SAMPLE METALLURGICAL 


DATABASE CODES 







Attachment B
Tailings Material Samples Metallurgical Database Codes 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 1 of 2


Work Date Type Of Sample
Sample Processor/ 
Laboratory Material Type


Lithology 
Type


Composite 
Name


Data File 
Code Comments


2006
Initial Metallurgical 
Testwork Washington Group Core Horquilla NA


999


Source of May 
2006 and 
February/ June 
2007 initial 
tailings samples


2007


Scoping Flotation - 
50 Composite 
Variability Mountain States


Coarse Rejects 
Primarily/ Minor 
Core Various NA


50


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Composite 1 1


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Colina (3) Composite 2 2


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4) Composite 3 3


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Epitaph (2) Composite 4 4


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Escabrosa (6) Composite 5 5


2007 Definitive Flotation Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Composite 1A 10


2007
Comminution - 
work indexes Hazen Core Various by dh & depth not coded  


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 1


31


 


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4) Comp. 2


32


Source of 
tailings samples 
analyzed in July 
2010







Attachment B
Tailings Material Samples Metallurgical Database Codes 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 2 of 2


Work Date Type Of Sample
Sample Processor/ 
Laboratory Material Type


Lithology 
Type


Composite 
Name


Data File 
Code Comments


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Andesite (9) Comp. 3


33


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 5


35


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 6


36


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Leaching 
Testwork Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5) Comp. 7


37


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5)


Composite 
EOY03 - 1 301


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4)


Composite 
EOY03 - 2 302


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Escabrosa (6)


Composite 
EOY03 - 3 303


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Horquilla (5)


Composite 
EOY03 - 1 701


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Earp (4)


Composite 
EOY03 - 2 702


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Colina (3)


Composite 
EOY03 - 3 703


2008
Definitive Flotation-
EOY03 Mountain States Coarse Rejects Epitaph (2)


Composite 
EOY03 - 4 704


2008


Mixed Oxide-
Sulfide - Flotation 
Testwork Mountain States Core Horquilla (5) Composite 1


95


Source of 
tailings samples 
used for weight 
proportioned  0-
3 year 
composite


Source of 
tailings samples 
used for weight 
proportioned 4-7 
year composite
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Attachment C 
Tailings Material Sample Cores 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 1 of 24


Depth from Depth to
Horquilla A-804 278168 1 1102 1107 X X X X


A-804 278173 1 1121 1122.5 X X X X
A-804 278173 1 1122.5 1124 X X X X
A-804 278193 1 1203 1208 X X X X
A-812 234319 1 443 447 X X X X
A-812 234341 1 527 529 X X X X
A-812 234431 1 816 819 X X X X
A-827 262352 1 1225 1230 X X X X
A-827 262393 1 1326 1331 X X X X
A-827 262436 1 1451 1456 X X X X
A-827 262437 1 1456 1461 X X X X
A-827 262439 1 1465 1470 X X X X
A-827 262445 1 1511 1516 X X X X
A-833 274762 1 1074 1079 X X X X
A-833 274763 1 1079 1084 X X X X
A-833 274813 1 1253 1258 X X X X
A-833 274838 1 1360 1365 X X X X
A-833 274847 1 1401 1406 X X X X
A-845 242485 1 736 741 X X X X
A-845 242952 1 1504 1509 X X X X
A-867 237014 1 377 382 X X X X
A-867 237016 1 387 392 X X X X
A-867 237018 1 397 402 X X X X
A-867 237040 1 487 492 X X X X
A-867 237043 1 505 510 X X X X
A-867 237045 1 515 520 X X X X
A-867 237046 1 520 525 X X X X
A-867 237063 1 596 601 X X X X
A-867 237064 1 601 606 X X X X
A-867 237068 1 613 618 X X X X
A-867 237070 1 622 627 X X X X
A-867 237071 1 627 632 X X X X
A-867 237072 1 632 637 X X X X
A-867 237074 1 639 644 X X X X


ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code







Attachment C 
Tailings Material Sample Cores 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 2 of 24


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


A-867 237075 1 644 649 X X X X
Horquilla A-867 237091 1 715 720 X X X X


A-878 264079 1 695 700 X X X X
A-878 264082 1 709 714 X X X X
A-878 264122 1 875 880 X X X X


 A-878 264125 1 889 894 X X X X
A-878 264134 1 924 929 X X X X
A-878 264140 1 951 956 X X X X
1504 275478 1 1012 1017 X X X X
1504 275488 1 1055 1060 X X X X
1504 275500 1 1102 1107 X X X X
1504 275501 1 1107 1112 X X X X
1504 275513 1 1150 1155 X X X X
1504 275514 1 1155 1160 X X X X
1504 275520 1 1180 1185 X X X X
1504 275526 1 1210 1215 X X X X
1504 275529 1 1220 1225 X X X X
1504 275532 1 1235 1240 X X X X
1504 275533 1 1240 1245 X X X X
1504 275534 1 1245 1250 X X X X
1504 275539 1 1265 1270 X X X X
1507 241313 1 724 729 X X X X
1528 240659 1 1194 1200 X X X X
1552 235787 1 2387 2393 X X X X
1916 276766 1 937 942 X X X X
1921 263818 1 730 735 X X X X
1941 239503 1 1471 1476 X X X X
1941 239555 1 1708 1713 X X X X


AR-2006 175916 1 1095 1100 X X X X
AR-2006 175917 1 1100 1105 X X X X
AR-2006 175937 1 1200 1205 X X X X
AR-2006 175943 1 1225 1235 X X X X
AR-2007 176860 1 738 743 X X X X
AR-2007 176927 1 1041 1046 X X X X







Attachment C 
Tailings Material Sample Cores 


Rosemont Copper Project
August 2010


Page 3 of 24


Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


AR-2015 216005 1 1880 1885 X X X X
Horquilla AR-2026 244776 1 1045 1050 X X X X


AR-2026 244778 1 1055 1060 X X X X
AR-2026 244784 1 1085 1090 X X X X
AR-2026 244787 1 1095 1100 X X X X
AR-2026 244799 1 1150 1155 X X X X
AR-2026 244801 1 1160 1165 X X X X
AR-2026 244803 1 1170 1175 X X X X
AR-2026 244809 1 1195 1200 X X X X
AR-2026 244812 1 1210 1215 X X X X
AR-2026 244824 1 1270 1275 X X X X
AR-2026 244826 1 1275 1280 X X X X
AR-2026 244857 1 1420 1425 X X X X
AR-2026 244858 1 1425 1430 X X X X
AR-2029 243296 1 1135 1140 X X X X
AR-2030 244268 1 1005 1010 X X X X
AR-2030 244287 1 1095 1100 X X X X
AR-2030 244292 1 1115 1120 X X X X
AR-2030 244297 1 1140 1145 X X X X
AR-2030 244319 1 1245 1250 X X X X
AR-2030 244340 1 1340 1345 X X X X
AR-2030 244342 1 1350 1355 X X X X
AR-2030 244343 1 1355 1360 X X X X
AR-2030 244344 1 1360 1365 X X X X
AR-2031 236702 1 1175 1180 X X X X
AR-2031 236749 1 1390 1395 X X X X
AR-2031 236755 1 1420 1425 X X X X
AR-2031 236757 1 1430 1435 X X X X
AR-2031 236759 1 1440 1445 X X X X
AR-2031 236760 1 1445 1450 X X X X
AR-2031 236764 1 1465 1470 X X X X
AR-2031 236817 1 1705 1710 X X X X
AR-2031 236822 1 1730 1735 X X X X
AR-2034 261012 1 1440 1445 X X X X
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AR-2034 261030 1 1520 1525 X X X X
Horquilla AR-2034 261032 1 1530 1535 X X X X


AR-2034 261048 1 1605 1610 X X X X
AR-2034 261051 1 1620 1625 X X X X
AR-2034 261078 1 1740 1745 X X X X
AR-2034 261084 1 1770 1775 X X X X
AR-2034 261088 1 1790 1795 X X X X
AR-2034 261108 1 1880 1885 X X X X
AR-2034 261109 1 1885 1890 X X X X
AR-2034 261125 1 1960 1965 X X X X
AR-2034 261134 1 2005 2010 X X X X
AR-2034 261142 1 2035 2040 X X X X
AR-2037 277819 1 1745 1750 X X X X
AR-2038 278840 1 1605 1610 X X X X
AR-2038 278841 1 1610 1615 X X X X
AR-2038 278842 1 1615 1620 X X X X
AR-2038 278849 1 1650 1655 X X X X
AR-2038 278861 1 1700 1705 X X X X
AR-2038 278862 1 1705 1710 X X X X
AR-2038 278866 1 1725 1730 X X X X
AR-2038 278878 1 1780 1785 X X X X
AR-2038 278879 1 1785 1790 X X X X
AR-2039 260080 1 1755 1760 X X X X
AR-2040 278914 1 2140 2145 X X X X
AR-2042 285137 1 640 645 X X X X
AR-2042 285143 1 670 675 X X X X
AR-2042 285160 1 745 750 X X X X
AR-2042 285161 1 750 755 X X X X
AR-2042 285162 1 755 760 X X X X
AR-2042 285163 1 760 765 X X X X
AR-2042 285174 1 810 815 X X X X
AR-2042 285175 1 815 820 X X X X
AR-2042 285176 1 820 825 X X X X
AR-2042 285177 1 825 830 X X X X
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AR-2042 285178 1 830 835 X X X X
Horquilla AR-2042 285182 1 850 855 X X X X


AR-2042 285184 1 860 865 X X X X
AR-2042 285185 1 865 870 X X X X
AR-2042 285186 1 870 875 X X X X
AR-2042 285187 1 875 880 X X X X
AR-2042 285189 1 885 890 X X X X
AR-2042 285190 1 890 895 X X X X
AR-2042 285192 1 895 900 X X X X
AR-2042 285193 1 900 905 X X X X
AR-2042 285195 1 910 915 X X X X
AR-2042 285197 1 915 920 X X X X
AR-2042 285198 1 920 925 X X X X
AR-2042 285199 1 925 930 X X X X
AR-2042 285223 1 1040 1045 X X X X


Colina A-815 232250 2 1144 1149 X X X X
A-815 232251 2 1149 1154 X X X X
A-815 232265 2 1196 1201 X X X X
A-815 232269 2 1211 1216 X X X X
A-815 232297 2 1306 1311 X X X X
A-815 232298 2 1311 1316 X X X X
A-815 232301 2 1324 1329 X X X X
A-815 232307 2 1346 1351 X X X X
A-815 232308 2 1351 1356 X X X X
A-823 233108 2 918 923 X X X X
A-823 233116 2 951.5 956.5 X X X X
A-823 233117 2 956.5 961.5 X X X X
A-823 233126 2 979 984 X X X X
A-823 233127 2 984 989 X X X X
A-823 233131 2 999 1004 X X X X
A-823 233139 2 1021 1026 X X X X
A-823 233141 2 1031 1036 X X X X
A-823 233156 2 1075 1080 X X X X
A-823 233165 2 1103 1108 X X X X
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A-823 233166 2 1108 1113 X X X X
Colina A-829 264301 2 1284 1289 X X X X


A-829 264308 2 1306 1311 X X X X
A-829 264311 2 1322 1327 X X X X
A-829 264321 2 1353 1358 X X X X
A-829 263957 2 1606 1611 X X X X
A-829 263959 2 1616 1621 X X X X
A-829 263960 2 1621 1626 X X X X
A-840 288317 2 1366 1371 X X X X
A-840 288322 2 1384 1389 X X X X
A-840 288348 2 1488 1493 X X X X
A-840 288359 2 1532 1537 X X X X
A-840 288365 2 1572 1577 X X X X
A-840 288367 2 1582 1587 X X X X
A-840 288368 2 1587 1592 X X X X
A-840 288369 2 1592 1597 X X X X
A-840 288370 2 1597 1602 X X X X
A-840 288371 2 1602 1607 X X X X
A-850 232501 2 1456 1461 X X X X
A-850 232502 2 1461 1466 X X X X
A-850 232503 2 1466 1471 X X X X
A-850 232504 2 1471 1476 X X X X
A-850 232507 2 1484 1489 X X X X
A-850 232511 2 1499 1504 X X X X
A-850 232512 2 1504 1509 X X X X
A-850 232513 2 1509 1514 X X X X
A-850 232514 2 1514 1519 X X X X
A-850 232515 2 1519 1524 X X X X
A-850 232518 2 1532 1537 X X X X
A-850 232522 2 1547 1552 X X X X
A-850 232524 2 1557 1562 X X X X
A-855 193768 2 1583 1588 X X X X
A-865 242592 2 1167 1172 X X X X
A-865 242595 2 1177 1182 X X X X
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A-865 242598 2 1193 1198 X X X X
Colina A-865 242600 2 1203 1208 X X X X


A-865 242613 2 1291 1296 X X X X
A-865 242624 2 1335 1340 X X X X
A-865 242626 2 1343 1348 X X X X
A-865 242628 2 1352 1357 X X X X
1535 285650 2 1360 1365 X X X X
1535 285651 2 1365 1370 X X X X
1535 285657 2 1385 1390 X X X X
1535 285663 2 1407 1412 X X X X
1535 285672 2 1441 1446 X X X X
1535 285673 2 1446 1451 X X X X
1535 285680 2 1476 1478 X X X X
1535 285682 2 1483 1487 X X X X
1535 285687 2 1503 1508 X X X X
1535 285688 2 1508 1513 X X X X
1535 285689 2 1513 1518 X X X X
1535 285695 2 1534 1539 X X X X
1535 285698 2 1547 1552 X X X X
1535 285708 2 1585 1590 X X X X
1535 285711 2 1600 1605 X X X X
1535 285714 2 1617 1622 X X X X
1535 285718 2 1628 1633 X X X X
1535 285719 2 1633 1638 X X X X
1535 285721 2 1642 1647 X X X X
1535 285726 2 1662 1667 X X X X
1535 285730 2 1677 1682 X X X X
1552 235481 2 1086 1091 X X X X
1552 235496 2 1141 1146 X X X X


AR-2010 190531 2 1589 1594 X X X X
AR-2010 190539 2 1628 1633 X X X X
AR-2010 190541 2 1638 1643 X X X X
AR-2011 190956 2 1768 1773 X X X X
AR-2016 215458 2 780 785 X X X X
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AR-2016 215461 2 790 795 X X X X
Colina AR-2016 215462 2 795 800 X X X X


AR-2016 215464 2 805 810 X X X X
AR-2016 215466 2 815 820 X X X X
AR-2016 213653 2 985 990 X X X X
AR-2016 213654 2 990 995 X X X X
AR-2016 213656 2 1000 1005 X X X X
AR-2016 213677 2 1075 1080 X X X X
AR-2022 243898 2 1650 1655 X X X X
AR-2022 243906 2 1685 1690 X X X X
AR-2022 243907 2 1690 1695 X X X X
AR-2022 243909 2 1700 1705 X X X X
AR-2031 236580 2 610 615 X X X X
AR-2031 236581 2 615 620 X X X X
AR-2031 236582 2 620 625 X X X X
AR-2031 236586 2 635 640 X X X X
AR-2031 236588 2 645 650 X X X X
AR-2031 236589 2 650 655 X X X X
AR-2031 236590 2 655 660 X X X X
AR-2031 236592 2 665 670 X X X X
AR-2031 236593 2 670 675 X X X X
AR-2031 236595 2 680 685 X X X X
AR-2031 236597 2 690 695 X X X X
AR-2038 278681 2 870 875 X X X X
AR-2038 278683 2 880 885 X X X X
AR-2038 278687 2 900 905 X X X X
AR-2038 278688 2 905 910 X X X X
AR-2038 278689 2 910 915 X X X X
AR-2038 278691 2 920 925 X X X X
AR-2038 278693 2 930 935 X X X X
AR-2038 278696 2 940 945 X X X X
AR-2038 278697 2 945 950 X X X X
AR-2038 278702 2 965 970 X X X X
AR-2038 278704 2 975 980 X X X X
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AR-2038 278706 2 985 990 X X X X
Colina AR-2038 278709 2 1000 1005 X X X X


AR-2038 278710 2 1005 1010 X X X X
AR-2038 278714 2 1025 1030 X X X X
AR-2040 277268 2 1240 1245 X X X X
AR-2040 277269 2 1245 1250 X X X X
AR-2040 277270 2 1250 1255 X X X X
AR-2040 277272 2 1260 1265 X X X X
AR-2040 277273 2 1265 1270 X X X X
AR-2040 277276 2 1275 1280 X X X X
AR-2040 277278 2 1285 1290 X X X X
AR-2040 277284 2 1310 1315 X X X X
AR-2040 277288 2 1330 1335 X X X X
AR-2040 277292 2 1350 1355 X X X X
AR-2040 277296 2 1365 1370 X X X X
AR-2040 277298 2 1375 1380 X X X X
AR-2040 277303 2 1400 1405 X X X X
AR-2040 277307 2 1420 1425 X X X X
AR-2040 277309 2 1430 1435 X X X X
AR-2040 277312 2 1445 1450 X X X X
AR-2040 277313 2 1450 1455 X X X X
AR-2040 277318 2 1470 1475 X X X X
AR-2040 277319 2 1475 1480 X X X X
AR-2040 277324 2 1495 1500 X X X X
AR-2040 277325 2 1500 1505 X X X X
AR-2040 277327 2 1510 1515 X X X X
AR-2040 277330 2 1525 1530 X X X X
AR-2040 277333 2 1540 1545 X X X X
AR-2040 277334 2 1545 1550 X X X X


Earp A-831 233366 3 557 562 X X X X
A-831 233367 3 562 567 X X X X
A-831 233369 3 572 577 X X X X
A-831 233370 3 577 582 X X X X
A-831 233371 3 582 587 X X X X
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A-831 233409 3 754 759 X X X X
Earp A-831 233410 3 759 764 X X X X


A-831 233416 3 779 784 X X X X
A-831 233430 3 844.5 849.5 X X X X
A-831 233442 3 886 891 X X X X
A-831 233443 3 891 896 X X X X
A-831 233450 3 921 926 X X X X
A-831 233452 3 931 936 X X X X
A-831 233462 3 971 976 X X X X
A-831 233466 3 991 996 X X X X
A-831 233472 3 1015 1020 X X X X
A-831 233473 3 1020 1025 X X X X
A-831 233483 3 1064 1069 X X X X
A-831 233495 3 1116 1121 X X X X
A-831 233496 3 1121 1126 X X X X
A-831 233497 3 1126 1131 X X X X
A-831 233498 3 1131 1136 X X X X
A-831 233499 3 1136 1141 X X X X
A-831 233500 3 1141 1146 X X X X
A-831 233501 3 1146 1151 X X X X
A-833 274673 3 651 656 X X X X
A-833 274733 3 945 950 X X X X
A-834 169905 3 644 649 X X X X
A-834 169909 3 666 671 X X X X
A-834 169911 3 671 676 X X X X
A-834 169912 3 676 681 X X X X
A-834 169913 3 681 686 X X X X
A-834 169971 3 949 954 X X X X
A-841 242112 3 1190 1195 X X X X
A-841 242141 3 1306 1311 X X X X
A-841 242177 3 1450 1455 X X X X
A-843 234975 3 891 896 X X X X
A-843 234984 3 934 939 X X X X
A-843 234986 3 944 949 X X X X
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A-843 234991 3 971 976 X X X X
Earp A-843 234992 3 976 981 X X X X


A-843 234999 3 1001 1006 X X X X
A-843 235007 3 1037 1042 X X X X
A-843 235017 3 1081 1086 X X X X
A-843 235018 3 1086 1091 X X X X
A-843 235020 3 1096 1101 X X X X
A-843 235024 3 1114 1119 X X X X
A-843 235034 3 1156 1161 X X X X
A-843 235036 3 1166 1171 X X X X
A-843 235078 3 1355 1360 X X X X
A-843 235079 3 1360 1365 X X X X
A-861 235225 3 604 609 X X X X
A-861 235244 3 677 682 X X X X
A-861 235253 3 712 717 X X X X
A-861 235262 3 751 756 X X X X
A-865 242642 3 1417 1422 X X X X
A-865 242645 3 1447 1452 X X X X
A-865 242648 3 1462 1467 X X X X
A-865 242652 3 1477 1482 X X X X
1528 240604 3 954 959 X X X X
1528 240608 3 975 980 X X X X
1528 240615 3 1001 1006 X X X X
1552 235561 3 1404 1409 X X X X
1552 235566 3 1424 1429 X X X X
1552 235581 3 1487 1492 X X X X
1552 235593 3 1537 1542 X X X X
1916 276711 3 736 741 X X X X
1920 275088 3 679 684 X X X X
1941 237766 3 689 694 X X X X
1941 237770 3 704 709 X X X X
1941 237782 3 758 763 X X X X
1941 237785 3 768 773 X X X X
1941 237786 3 773 778 X X X X
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Earp 1941 237787 3 778 783 X X X X
1941 237790 3 793 798 X X X X
1941 237793 3 802 807 X X X X
1941 237794 3 807 812 X X X X
1941 237795 3 812 817 X X X X
1941 237797 3 822 827 X X X X


AR-2000 174734 3 545 550 X X X X
AR-2000 174750 3 605 610 X X X X
AR-2000 174770 3 685 690 X X X X
AR-2000 174778 3 720 725 X X X X
AR-2000 174779 3 725 730 X X X X
AR-2000 174780 3 730 735 X X X X
AR-2016 213719 3 1260 1265 X X X X
AR-2019 229688 3 635 640 X X X X
AR-2019 229718 3 775 780 X X X X
AR-2019 229747 3 910 915 X X X X
AR-2019 229786 3 1090 1095 X X X X
AR-2019 229798 3 1145 1150 X X X X
AR-2019 229823 3 1265 1270 X X X X
AR-2019 229824 3 1270 1275 X X X X
AR-2020 231195 3 705 710 X X X X
AR-2020 231198 3 720 725 X X X X
AR-2020 231284 3 1120 1125 X X X X
AR-2020 231289 3 1140 1145 X X X X
AR-2020 231291 3 1145 1150 X X X X
AR-2020 231329 3 1325 1330 X X X X
AR-2020 231331 3 1330 1335 X X X X
AR-2020 231333 3 1340 1345 X X X X
AR-2020 231355 3 1445 1450 X X X X
AR-2020 231356 3 1450 1455 X X X X
AR-2026 244663 3 525 530 X X X X
AR-2026 244669 3 550 555 X X X X
AR-2026 244702 3 705 710 X X X X
AR-2026 244731 3 835 840 X X X X
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AR-2026 244740 3 880 885 X X X X
Earp AR-2028B 236370 3 1750 1755 X X X X


AR-2029 243179 3 595 600 X X X X
AR-2029 243181 3 605 610 X X X X
AR-2029 243184 3 620 625 X X X X
AR-2029 243199 3 690 695 X X X X
AR-2029 243200 3 695 700 X X X X
AR-2029 243203 3 710 715 X X X X
AR-2029 243206 3 720 725 X X X X
AR-2029 243208 3 730 735 X X X X
AR-2029 243230 3 830 835 X X X X
AR-2030 244148 3 450 455 X X X X
AR-2030 244175 3 575 580 X X X X
AR-2031 236604 3 725 730 X X X X
AR-2031 236617 3 780 785 X X X X
AR-2031 236624 3 815 820 X X X X
AR-2031 236644 3 910 915 X X X X
AR-2031 236647 3 920 925 X X X X
AR-2032 260511 3 1480 1485 X X X X
AR-2034 260961 3 1200 1205 X X X X
AR-2035 261818 3 540 545 X X X X
AR-2035 261849 3 685 690 X X X X
AR-2035 261851 3 695 700 X X X X
AR-2037 277630 3 870 875 X X X X
AR-2037 277637 3 905 910 X X X X
AR-2037 277649 3 960 965 X X X X
AR-2037 277673 3 1070 1075 X X X X
AR-2038 278761 3 1240 1245 X X X X
AR-2038 278768 3 1275 1280 X X X X
AR-2038 278792 3 1385 1390 X X X X
AR-2038 278796 3 1400 1405 X X X X
AR-2038 278797 3 1405 1410 X X X X
AR-2038 278812 3 1480 1485 X X X X
AR-2039 260010 3 1435 1440 X X X X
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AR-2039 260028 3 1515 1520 X X X X
Earp AR-2039 260033 3 1540 1545 X X X X


AR-2040 277359 3 1660 1665 X X X X
AR-2040 277392 3 1815 1820 X X X X
AR-2043 284890 3 1815 1820 X X X X
AR-2043 284900 3 1855 1860 X X X X


Epitaph A-825 239114 4 1400 1405 X X X X
A-825 239147 4 1546 1551 X X X X
A-829 264224 4 1005 1010 X X X X
A-829 264228 4 1025 1030 X X X X
A-829 264232 4 1035 1040 X X X X
A-829 264235 4 1050 1055 X X X X
A-829 264236 4 1055 1060 X X X X
A-848 275721 4 870 875 X X X X
A-848 275729 4 899 904 X X X X
A-850 234020 4 853 858 X X X X
A-850 234021 4 858 863 X X X X
A-850 234022 4 863 868 X X X X
A-851 274441 4 1318 1323 X X X X
A-851 274462 4 1420 1425 X X X X
A-851 274463 4 1425 1430 X X X X
A-851 274470 4 1451 1456 X X X X
1538 287272 4 881 886 X X X X
1538 287274 4 891 896 X X X X
1538 287303 4 982 987 X X X X
1538 287304 4 987 992 X X X X
1538 287311 4 1016 1021 X X X X
1538 287312 4 1021 1026 X X X X


AR-2002 175336 4 890 895 X X X X
AR-2010 190367 4 833 838 X X X X
AR-2010 190384 4 918 923 X X X X
AR-2010 190403 4 1003 1008 X X X X
AR-2010 190419 4 1076 1081 X X X X
AR-2010 190420 4 1081 1086 X X X X
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AR-2010 190421 4 1086 1091 X X X X
Epitaph AR-2010 190422 4 1091 1096 X X X X


AR-2010 190423 4 1096 1101 X X X X
AR-2010 190424 4 1101 1106 X X X X
AR-2010 190428 4 1115 1120 X X X X
AR-2010 190440 4 1168 1173 X X X X
AR-2010 190442 4 1178 1183 X X X X
AR-2010 190467 4 1293 1298 X X X X
AR-2010 190468 4 1298 1303 X X X X
AR-2011 190773 4 923 928 X X X X
AR-2011 190774 4 928 933 X X X X
AR-2011 190782 4 958 963 X X X X
AR-2011 190783 4 963 968 X X X X
AR-2011 190784 4 968 973 X X X X
AR-2011 190785 4 973 978 X X X X
AR-2011 190787 4 983 988 X X X X
AR-2011 190789 4 993 998 X X X X
AR-2011 190790 4 998 1003 X X X X
AR-2011 190791 4 1003 1008 X X X X
AR-2011 190792 4 1008 1013 X X X X
AR-2011 190793 4 1013 1018 X X X X
AR-2011 190803 4 1058 1063 X X X X
AR-2011 190805 4 1068 1073 X X X X
AR-2011 190807 4 1078 1083 X X X X
AR-2011 190816 4 1118 1123 X X X X
AR-2011 190818 4 1128 1133 X X X X
AR-2011 190819 4 1133 1138 X X X X
AR-2011 190823 4 1148 1153 X X X X
AR-2011 190824 4 1153 1158 X X X X
AR-2011 190827 4 1168 1173 X X X X
AR-2011 190836 4 1208 1213 X X X X
AR-2011 190846 4 1258 1263 X X X X
AR-2011 190852 4 1288 1293 X X X X
AR-2011 190859 4 1323 1328 X X X X
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AR-2011 190869 4 1368 1373 X X X X
Epitaph AR-2011 190870 4 1373 1378 X X X X


AR-2011 190871 4 1378 1383 X X X X
AR-2011 190872 4 1383 1388 X X X X
AR-2011 190876 4 1398 1403 X X X X
AR-2012 193014 4 848 853 X X X X
AR-2012 193020 4 878 883 X X X X
AR-2012 193027 4 913 918 X X X X
AR-2013 194712 4 1042 1047 X X X X
AR-2013 194718 4 1067 1072 X X X X
AR-2013 194724 4 1097 1102 X X X X
AR-2013 194731 4 1132 1137 X X X X
AR-2013 194732 4 1137 1142 X X X X
AR-2013 194733 4 1142 1147 X X X X
AR-2013 194739 4 1167 1172 X X X X
AR-2013 194741 4 1172 1177 X X X X
AR-2013 194753 4 1232 1237 X X X X
AR-2014 194217 4 1047 1052 X X X X
AR-2014 194218 4 1052 1057 X X X X
AR-2014 194226 4 1092 1097 X X X X
AR-2014 194227 4 1097 1102 X X X X
AR-2014 194232 4 1117 1122 X X X X
AR-2014 194233 4 1122 1127 X X X X
AR-2021 230251 4 945 950 X X X X
AR-2021 230252 4 950 955 X X X X
AR-2021 230258 4 980 985 X X X X
AR-2021 230259 4 985 990 X X X X
AR-2021 230262 4 1000 1005 X X X X
AR-2021 230264 4 1010 1015 X X X X
AR-2021 230271 4 1040 1045 X X X X
AR-2021 230278 4 1075 1080 X X X X
AR-2021 230287 4 1115 1120 X X X X
AR-2021 230289 4 1125 1130 X X X X
AR-2021 230297 4 1160 1165 X X X X
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AR-2021 230300 4 1175 1180 X X X X
Epitaph AR-2021 230307 4 1205 1210 X X X X


AR-2021 230308 4 1210 1215 X X X X
AR-2021 230312 4 1230 1235 X X X X
AR-2021 230320 4 1270 1275 X X X X
AR-2021 230321 4 1275 1280 X X X X
AR-2021 230326 4 1295 1300 X X X X
AR-2021 230333 4 1325 1330 X X X X
AR-2021 230340 4 1360 1365 X X X X
AR-2021 230344 4 1380 1385 X X X X
AR-2025 238270 4 1045 1050 X X X X
AR-2025 238275 4 1070 1075 X X X X
AR-2025 238276 4 1075 1080 X X X X
AR-2025 238280 4 1095 1100 X X X X
AR-2025 238286 4 1120 1125 X X X X
AR-2025 238292 4 1145 1150 X X X X
AR-2025 238293 4 1150 1155 X X X X
AR-2025 238302 4 1195 1200 X X X X
AR-2025 238308 4 1220 1225 X X X X
AR-2025 238310 4 1230 1235 X X X X
AR-2025 238311 4 1235 1240 X X X X
AR-2025 238316 4 1260 1265 X X X X
AR-2025 238332 4 1330 1335 X X X X
AR-2025 238336 4 1350 1355 X X X X
AR-2025 238337 4 1355 1360 X X X X
AR-2025 238343 4 1385 1390 X X X X
AR-2025 238346 4 1395 1400 X X X X
AR-2025 238349 4 1410 1415 X X X X
AR-2039 259847 4 680 685 X X X X
AR-2039 259852 4 705 710 X X X X
AR-2039 259866 4 765 770 X X X X
AR-2039 259870 4 785 790 X X X X
AR-2039 259876 4 810 815 X X X X
AR-2039 259877 4 815 820 X X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


AR-2040 277165 4 760 765 X X X X
Epitaph AR-2040 277172 4 795 800 X X X X


AR-2040 277173 4 800 805 X X X X
AR-2040 277176 4 810 815 X X X X
AR-2040 277183 4 845 850 X X X X
AR-2040 277185 4 855 860 X X X X
AR-2040 277188 4 870 875 X X X X
AR-2040 277193 4 895 900 X X X X
AR-2040 277199 4 920 925 X X X X
AR-2040 277201 4 925 930 X X X X
AR-2040 277217 4 1000 1005 X X X X
AR-2043 284682 4 850 855 X X X X
AR-2043 284684 4 860 865 X X X X
AR-2043 284688 4 880 885 X X X X
AR-2043 284689 4 885 890 X X X X
AR-2043 284692 4 895 900 X X X X
AR-2043 284693 4 900 905 X X X X
AR-2043 284698 4 920 925 X X X X
AR-2043 284713 4 990 995 X X X X
AR-2043 284714 4 995 1000 X X X X


Escabrosa A-809 288791 5 1160 1164 X X X
A-809 288793 5 1168 1172.5 X X X
A-809 288826 5 1279 1282 X X X
A-809 288827 5 1282 1287.5 X X X
A-809 288830 5 1293 1296 X X X
A-809 288832 5 1301 1306 X X X
A-809 288833 5 1306 1309 X X X
A-809 288834 5 1309 1312 X X X
A-809 288835 5 1312 1316 X X X
A-809 288836 5 1316 1320.5 X X X
A-814 241634 5 604.5 609 X X X
A-814 241635 5 609 612.5 X X X
A-814 241636 5 612.5 616 X X X
A-814 241637 5 616 621 X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


A-814 241638 5 621 626 X X X
Escabrosa A-814 241640 5 629 632 X X X


A-814 241641 5 632 636 X X X
A-814 241642 5 636 639 X X X
A-814 241645 5 647 649 X X X
A-814 241650 5 665 666 X X X
A-814 241650 5 666 670.5 X X X
A-814 241651 5 670.5 676 X X X
A-814 241652 5 676 681 X X X
A-814 241655 5 691 696 X X X
A-814 241656 5 696 699.5 X X X
A-814 241657 5 699.5 703 X X X
A-814 241658 5 703 706 X X X
A-814 241660 5 711 715.5 X X X
A-814 241661 5 715.5 721 X X X
A-814 241664 5 726 731 X X X
A-814 241667 5 741 746 X X X
A-814 241669 5 751 756 X X X
A-814 241670 5 756 761 X X X
A-814 241671 5 761 766 X X X
A-814 241672 5 766 771 X X X
A-814 241674 5 776 779 X X X
A-814 241675 5 779 782 X X X
A-814 241678 5 788.5 792.5 X X X
A-814 241682 5 805 810 X X X
A-814 241686 5 824.5 829.5 X X X
A-814 241687 5 829.5 834 X X X
A-814 241688 5 834 836 X X X
A-858 170597 5 779 784 X X X
A-858 170598 5 784 789 X X X
A-858 170599 5 789 794 X X X
A-858 170601 5 794 799 X X X
A-858 170602 5 799 804 X X X
A-858 170603 5 804 809 X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


A-858 170604 5 809 811 X X X
Escabrosa A-858 170607 5 815 819 X X X


A-858 170608 5 819 824 X X X
A-858 170609 5 824 830 X X X
A-867 237119 5 843 845 X X X
A-867 237120 5 845 849 X X X
A-873 241015 5 1170 1174 X X X
A-873 241017 5 1177 1183 X X X
A-873 241018 5 1183 1187 X X X
A-873 241021 5 1195 1198 X X X
A-873 241021 5 1198 1200 X X X
A-873 241022 5 1200 1203 X X X
A-873 241024 5 1209 1213 X X X
A-874 263657 5 710 715 X X X
A-874 263658 5 715 720 X X X
A-874 263659 5 720 725 X X X
A-874 263661 5 730 735 X X X
A-874 263662 5 735 737 X X X
A-875 314560 5 571 576 X X X
A-875 314562 5 580 584 X X X
A-875 314563 5 584 589 X X X
A-875 314565 5 594 599 X X X
1503 263723 5 149 152 X X X
1503 263728 5 171 175 X X X
1503 263731 5 184 187 X X X
1503 263734 5 195 200 X X X
1503 263735 5 200 205 X X X
1503 263737 5 210 215 X X X
1503 263738 5 215 220 X X X
1503 263742 5 232 236 X X X
1503 263743 5 236 242 X X X
1506 228934 5 588 593 X X X
1506 228936 5 593 598 X X X
1506 228937 5 598 600 X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


1506 228938 5 600 603 X X X
Escabrosa 1506 228939 5 603 608 X X X


1506 228942 5 613 618 X X X
1506 228948 5 641 646 X X X
1506 228949 5 646 651 X X X
1506 228416 5 736 741 X X X
1506 228416 5 741 746 X X X
1506 228418 5 751 755 X X X
1507 263870 5 982 987 X X X
1507 263872 5 992 997 X X X
1507 263873 5 997 1002 X X X
1507 263874 5 1002 1007 X X X
1507 263877 5 1017 1021 X X X
1507 263880 5 1022 1027 X X X
1507 263882 5 1032 1037 X X X
1507 263886 5 1052 1058 X X X
1507 263891 5 1071 1073 X X X
1507 263914 5 1388 1393 X X X
1507 263917 5 1403 1408 X X X
1507 263919 5 1413 1417 X X X
1507 263920 5 1417 1420 X X X
1507 263922 5 1426 1431 X X X
1508 288662 5 850 853 X X X
1508 288669 5 878 881 X X X
1508 288670 5 881 885 X X X
1508 288671 5 885 890 X X X
1508 288682 5 935 940 X X X
1508 288683 5 940 945 X X X
1508 288692 5 970 975 X X X
1508 288693 5 975 980 X X X
1508 288694 5 980 985 X X X
1508 288695 5 985 990 X X X
1508 288698 5 1000 1005 X X X
1508 288717 5 1082 1087 X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


1508 288718 5 1087 1092 X X X
Escabrosa 1508 288721 5 1100 1105 X X X


1508 288723 5 1105 1110 X X X
1508 288725 5 1113 1118 X X X
1508 288728 5 1126 1132 X X X
1508 288729 5 1132 1137 X X X
1528 240811 5 1842 1847 X X X
1528 240819 5 1879 1884 X X X
1580 241487 5 620 622 X X X
1580 241494 5 655 660 X X X
1580 241497 5 670 674 X X X
1580 241498 5 674 679 X X X
1580 241499 5 679 685 X X X
1580 241501 5 690 695 X X X
1580 241503 5 716 721 X X X
1580 241504 5 721 726 X X X
1580 241506 5 731 736 X X X
1580 241509 5 746 751 X X X
1580 241514 5 770 773 X X X
1580 241518 5 785 790 X X X
1580 241519 5 790 795 X X X
1580 241521 5 800 805 X X X
1580 241522 5 805 810 X X X
1580 241525 5 816 822 X X X
1580 241526 5 822 826 X X X
1926 242336 5 556 561 X X X
1926 242339 5 570 575 X X X
1926 242340 5 575 580 X X X
1926 242341 5 580 585 X X X


AR-2026 244942 5 1815 1820 X X X
AR-2026 244951 5 1850 1855 X X X
AR-2031 236827 5 1750 1755 X X X
AR-2031 236834 5 1785 1790 X X X
AR-2031 236873 5 1965 1970 X X X
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


A-809 316040 701 815 818 X X X X
A-809 316042 701 871 873 X X X X
A-812 234409 701 744 749 X X X X
A-812 234425 701 800 804 X X X X
A-812 234444 701 852 855 X X X X
A-812 235875 701 939 943 X X X X
A-827 262280 701 809 814 X X X X
A-835 288894 701 775 780 X X X X
A-836 232893 701 1058 1062 X X X X
A-836 232896 701 1070 1075 X X X X
A-838 276228 701 899 904 X X X X
A-861 235323 701 1015 1020 X X X X
A-869 274566 701 774 779 X X X X
A-876 276022 701 877 882 X X X X
1483 263133 701 828 833 X X X X
1485 170184 701 825 830 X X X X
1485 170193 701 860 864 X X X X
1485 170244 701 1089 1096 X X X X
1507 263854 701 915 921 X X X X
1528 240677 701 1274 1277 X X X X
1920 275168 701 974 979 X X X X
1920 275187 701 1039 1043 X X X X
1941 237829 701 962 966 X X X X
1941 237846 701 1030 1035 X X X X
1941 237878 701 1167 1170 X X X X


AR-2004 176512 701 903 908 X X X X
AR-2004 176547 701 1060 1065 X X X X
AR-2042 285159 701 740 745 X X X X


4-7 Year Composite
(28% Earp) A-831 233413 702 771 774 X X X X


A-831 233423 702 809.5 815 X X X X
A-831 233438 702 868 871 X X X X
A-831 233455 702 946 950 X X X X
A-833 274667 702 623 626 X X X X


4-7 Year Composite 
( 50% Horquilla)
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Depth from Depth to ABA/NAG Whole Rock SPLP MWMP
Interval


Rock Type
Borehole Sample ID Code


A-834 169917 702 704 709 X X X X
4-7 Year Composite


(28% Earp) A-834 169926 702 751 756 X X X X
A-834 169981 702 990 995 X X X X
A-842 321108 702 941 945 X X X X
1528 240607 702 969 975 X X X X


AR-2015 215794 702 910 915 X X X X
AR-2015 215802 702 940 945 X X X X
AR-2015 215831 702 1080 1085 X X X X
AR-2031 236623 702 810 815 X X X X
AR-2035 261857 702 720 725 X X X X


A-841 242022 703 815 820 X X X X
A-841 242067 703 989 993 X X X X
A-841 242068 703 993 997 X X X X
A-848 275730 703 904 910 X X X X
A-848 275733 703 921 926 X X X X
A-848 275734 703 926 931 X X X X
A-848 275750 703 996 1001 X X X X
A-865 242607 703 1229 1233 X X X X
1552 235464 703 1011 1016 X X X X


AR-2038 278694 703 935 940 X X X X
A-821 286541 704 816 821 X X X X
1538 287282 704 920 925 X X X X


AR-2002 175328 704 855 860 X X X X
AR-2040 277184 704 850 855 X X X X


4-7 Year Composite
(4% Epitaph)


4-7 Year Composite
(18% Colina)
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Attachment D   
Summary of Geochemical Data for Tailings Samples 


Rosemont Copper Project 
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Tailings – May 
2006 Tailings 022807 Tailings-05 June2007 Year 0-3 Tailings 4-7 Year Composite Escabrosa Horquilla Colina Epitaph Earp 


Parameter 
Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


Whole 
Rock 


(mg/kg) 
SPLP 
(mg/L) 


MWMP 
(mg/L) 


pH End NA NM NA NM NA NM 7.43 NA NM 8.5 NA 8.66 8.2 NA 8.81 NA 9.48 8.2 NA 9.48 8.42 NA 7.85 6.47 NA 8.74 6.86 
Alkalinity NA NM NA NM NA NM NM NA 8.3 11.5 NA NM NM NA NM NA NM NM NA NM NM NA NM NM NA NM NM 
Aluminum 12000 NM 3910 0.08 6210 0.08 <0.08 5870 <0.08 <0.08 9,180 <0.08 <0.08 7,350 <0.08 7,110 0.7 <0.08 4,870 <0.08 <0.08 5,500 <0.08 <0.08 13,700 <0.08 <0.08 
Antimony <10 NM 2 NM 2.2 <0.02 <0.02 <2 <0.02 <0.02 <2.0 <0.02 <0.02 <2.0 <0.02 <2.0 <0.02 <0.02 <2.0 <0.02 <0.02 4.6 <0.02 <0.02 3.3 <0.02 <0.02 
Arsenic 5.5 <1 8.6 <0.003 8.2 <0.003 <0.003 22 <0.02 <0.003 8.8 <0.02 <0.025 16.5 <0.02 13.5 <0.02 <0.025 27.6 <0.02 <0.025 28.7 <0.02 <0.025 5.3 <0.02 <0.025 
Barium 20 <10 7.7 <0.0020 12.2 0.0032 0.0172 25.6 0.02 0.0229 22 0.02 0.0191 15 0.02 5.17 0.005 0.008 12.5 0.02 0.0346 13.6 0.02 0.0266 67.6 0.05 0.0297 
Beryllium NM NM 0.36 NM 0.58 <0.0020 <0.002 0.537 <0.002 <0.002 NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 
Cadmium 0.9 <0.5 1.51 <0.0020 0.97 <0.0020 <0.002 1.1 <0.002 <0.002 <0.20 <0.002 <0.002 0.6 <0.002 0.24 <0.002 <0.002 0.58 <0.002 <0.002 0.64 <0.002 <0.002 0.29 <0.002 <0.002 
Calcium 150000 NM 125000 8.8 146000 13 103 126000 15.6 150 99,900 10.5 52.6 163,000 27.1 84,600 9.8 29.4 167,000 193 658 155,000 107 557 62,600 18.4 151 
Chloride 40 NM 11.3 0.36 46 0.43 5.69 10.3 0.55 5.18 NM 0.425 6.27 NM 0.352 NM <0.200 3.56 NM 0.218 4.14 NM 0.34 <1.00 NM 0.628 3.51 
Chromium 14 <1 10.4 <0.0060 21 <0.0060 <0.006 17.7 <0.006 <0.006 23.9 <0.006 <0.006 36.6 <0.006 14.3 <0.006 <0.006 11.8 <0.006 <0.006 11.8 <0.006 <0.006 30.7 <0.006 <0.006 
Copper NM NM 2070 <0.010 1100 <0.010 <0.01 1120 <0.01 <0.01 2,380 <0.01 <0.01 1,120 <0.01 1,030 0.17 <0.01 2,770 <0.01 0.011 1,780 <0.01 0.016 2,250 <0.01 0.01 
Fluoride NM NM 8.72 1.25 NM 1.29 1.02 2.35 0.85 1.11 NM 1.12 6.49 NM 1 NM 0.694 1.05 NM 0.844 2.76 NM 0.846 0.944 NM 0.63 1.25 
Iron 18000 NM 15300 <0.06 23600 <0.06 <0.06 21700 <0.06 <0.06 26,100 <0.06 <0.06 36,800 <0.06 33,800 1.2 <0.06 20,100 <0.06 <0.06 37,700 <0.06 <0.06 25,900 <0.06 <0.06 
Lead 7 <1 10.4 NM 13.6 <0.0075 <0.0075 20 <0.0075 <0.008 4.92 <0.0075 <0.008 27.4 <0.0075 30.4 <0.0075 <0.008 2.55 <0.0075 <0.008 11.9 <0.0075 <0.008 14.8 <0.0075 <0.008 
Magnesium 8400 NM 4960 0.23 5410 0.17 0.65 8300 0.2 1.91 24,400 2.5 13.8 11,400 1.3 6,010 1.9 0.535 57,900 3.7 15.5 35,800 8.5 148 16,600 1 11.4 
Manganese 2100 NM 1520 <0.0040 2000 <0.0040 0.019 1670 <0.004 0.0172 1,990 <0.004 0.0081 2,510 0.007 1,950 0.1 <0.004 1,460 <0.004 <0.004 1,980 0.01 0.0988 1,720 <0.004 0.0372 
Mercury <0.100 <0.01 0.038 <0.0002 0.042 <0.0002 0.00033 1.77 0.0007 <0.0002 0.058 <0.0002 <0.0002 0.05 <0.0002 0.13 <0.0002 <0.0002 0.057 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.033 <0.0002 <0.0002 0.053 <0.0002 <0.0002 
Molybdenum NM NM 90 NM 46 0.075 0.46 13.8 0.06 0.463 109 NM NM 94.8 NM 53.3 NM NM 112 NM NM 122 NM NM 78.9 NM NM 
Nickel NM NM 8.8 <1 5.5 <0.01 <0.01 11.2 <0.01 <0.01 NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 


NO2+NO3 as N NM NM NM 0.04 NM NM 0.021 NM NM NM NM 0.12 <0.500 NM <0.100 NM <0.100 <0.500 NM <0.100 <0.500 NM 0.111 <0.500 NM <0.100 <0.500 


Potassium 1000 NM 786 0.62 977 0.86 8.33 1040 1.24 11.3 1,120 1.05 11.6 1040 1.05 435 0.84 4.97 1,130 1.27 5.53 799 1.04 17.9 2,020 1.97 15 
Selenium <5 <0.5 <4 <0.50 <4 <0.04 <0.04 <4 <0.04 <0.04 29.2 <0.04 <0.04 52.7 <0.04 5.5 <0.04 <0.04 22.1 <0.04 0.048 <4.0 <0.04 <0.040 <4.0 <0.04 <0.040 
Silver 0.8 NM 2.41 <0.0050 0.87 <0.0050 <0.005 1.15 <0.005 <0.005 1.92 <0.005 <0.005 1.59 <0.005 0.56 <0.005 <0.005 2.6 <0.005 <0.005 2.22 <0.005 <0.005 2.29 <0.005 <0.005 
Sodium <250 NM 117 2.57 154 2.22 27.6 225 4.1 37.1 262 3.2 33.9 97.5 2.1 102 2.4 19.3 76.1 1.4 15.4 94.2 3.3 32.6 579 3.3 33.9 
Sulfate 320 NM 123 6.95 311 20 285 632 35 441 NM 24.3 264 NM 61.5 NM 6.88 91.1 NM 432 1,560 NM 278 1,960 NM 36.8 435 
TDS NM NM NM 13 NM 66 505 NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 
Thallium NM NM 1.5 NM 2 <0.015 <0.015 <1.5 <0.02 <0.015 NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 
Uranium NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 2.89 <0.002 <0.001 NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 
Zinc 85 NM 271 NM 118 <0.01 <0.01 108 <0.01 <0.01 146 <0.01 <0.01 234 <0.01 184 0.05 <0.01 163 <0.01 <0.01 141 <0.01 <0.01 140 <0.01 <0.01 
NA = Not applicable 


NM = Not measured 
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ANALYTICAL REPORT FOR SAMPLES


Sample ID Laboratory ID Matrix Date Sampled Date ReceivedSampled By


4-7 YR. COMPOSITE W0F0728-01 DP21-Jun-10 17:00Soil 30-Jun-2010


ESCABROSA W0F0728-02 DP21-Jun-10 17:00Soil 30-Jun-2010


Solid samples are analyzed on an as-received, wet-weight basis, unless otherwise requested.


Sample preparation is defined by the client as per their Data Quality Objectives.


This report supercedes any previous reports for this Work Order.  The complete report includes pages for each sample, a full QC report, 


and a notes section.


The results presented in this report relate only to the samples, and meet all requirements of the NELAC Standards unless otherwise noted.


Arizona does not accredit for ABA, Sulfur Forms, and NAG pH.


Case Narrative


Work order Report Page 1 of 14


SVL holds the following certifications:   AZ:0538, CA:2080, CO:ID00019, FL(NELAC):E87993, ID:ID00019 & ID00965 (Microbiology), 


NV:ID000192007A, WA:1268, WY:ID00019



http://www.svl.net





3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0F0728-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 30-Jun-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 3


4-7 YR. COMPOSITE


Batch


21-Jun-10 17:00


DP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 9180 1.9 W0273278.0mg/kgAluminum


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B < 2.0 0.3 W0273272.0mg/kgAntimony


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 8.8 0.5 W0273272.5mg/kgArsenic


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 22.0 0.02 W0273270.20mg/kgBarium


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B < 0.20 0.03 W0273270.20mg/kgCadmium


FEH10 07/08/10 22:05EPA 6010B 99900 9.6 D2W02732740.0mg/kgCalcium


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 23.9 0.07 W0273270.60mg/kgChromium


FEH 07/08/10 21:41EPA 6010B 2380 0.21 W0273271.00mg/kgCopper


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 26100 1.0 W0273276.0mg/kgIron


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 4.92 0.36 W0273270.75mg/kgLead


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 24400 2.6 W0273276.0mg/kgMagnesium


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 1990 0.06 W0273270.40mg/kgManganese


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 109 0.13 W0273270.80mg/kgMolybdenum


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 1120 8.70 W02732750.0mg/kgPotassium


FEH 07/08/10 21:42EPA 6010B 29.2 1.4 W0273274.0mg/kgSelenium


FEH 07/08/10 21:41EPA 6010B 1.92 0.04 W0273270.50mg/kgSilver


FEH 07/08/10 21:40EPA 6010B 262 5.7 W02732750.0mg/kgSodium


FEH 07/08/10 21:41EPA 6010B 146 0.22 W0273271.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/06/10 14:15EPA 7471A 0.058 0.010 W0272670.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/07/10 15:20Modified Sobek 236 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/07/10 15:20Modified Sobek 4.9 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


LMG 07/07/10 12:35Modified Sobek 241 0.01 W0280340.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/07/10 13:52Modified Sobek 0.02 W0280340.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/07/10 15:20Modified Sobek 0.18 W0280340.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/07/10 15:20Modified Sobek 0.16 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/07/10 15:20Modified Sobek 0.18 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/06/10 11:31Modified Sobek 0.36 W0280340.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 9.34 W028028pH UnitsNAG pH


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 0.00 W028028kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 0.00 W028028kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/06/10 13:14EPA 300.0 6.72 0.33 W0273252.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/06/10 13:14EPA 300.0 11.7 0.13 W0273251.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH 07/06/10 13:14EPA 300.0 219 0.75 W0273253.00mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/03/10 09:00Percent Solids 97.8 W0273260.1%% Solids


Meteoric Water Mobility Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 5.39 W027334pH UnitsExtraction Fluid pH


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 24.0 W027334HrsExtraction Time


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 Rotation W027334Extraction Type


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 1.12 W027334%Feed Moisture


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 8.20 W027334pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W027334%Retained Moisture


ESB 07/06/10 12:39ASTM E2242-02 5000 W027334gSample Weight
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0F0728-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 30-Jun-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 3


4-7 YR. COMPOSITE


Batch


21-Jun-10 17:00


DP


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)


FEH 07/06/10 20:05EPA 200.7 < 0.080 0.019 W0280010.080mg/L ExtractAluminum


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.020 0.005 W0280010.020mg/L ExtractAntimony


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.025 0.005 W0280010.025mg/L ExtractArsenic


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 0.0191 0.0007 W0280010.0020mg/L ExtractBarium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.0020 0.0005 W0280010.0020mg/L ExtractCadmium


FEH 07/06/10 20:04EPA 200.7 52.6 0.012 W0280010.040mg/L ExtractCalcium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.0060 0.0009 W0280010.0060mg/L ExtractChromium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.010 0.005 W0280010.010mg/L ExtractCopper


FEH 07/06/10 20:05EPA 200.7 < 0.060 0.018 W0280010.060mg/L ExtractIron


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.008 0.004 W0280010.008mg/L ExtractLead


FEH 07/06/10 20:04EPA 200.7 13.8 0.011 W0280010.060mg/L ExtractMagnesium


FEH 07/06/10 20:05EPA 200.7 0.0081 0.0019 W0280010.0040mg/L ExtractManganese


FEH 07/06/10 20:04EPA 200.7 11.6 0.06 W0280010.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.040 0.013 W0280010.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.0050 0.0012 W0280010.0050mg/L ExtractSilver


FEH 07/06/10 20:04EPA 200.7 33.9 0.04 W0280010.50mg/L ExtractSodium


FEH 07/06/10 20:06EPA 200.7 < 0.0100 0.0016 W0280010.0100mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/08/10 08:29EPA 245.1 < 0.00020 0.000065 W0280610.00020mg/L ExtractMercury


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)


TJK10 07/06/10 18:50EPA 353.2 < 0.500 0.0440 N3W0280550.500mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/07/10 11:17EPA 300.0 6.27 0.033 W0280810.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH10 07/07/10 11:47EPA 300.0 6.49 0.130 D2W0280811.00mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH10 07/07/10 11:47EPA 300.0 264 0.75 D2W0280813.00mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/06/10 12:31ASTM E2242-02 8.66 W027335pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B < 0.08 0.02 W0280360.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0280360.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0280360.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B 0.02 0.0007 W0280360.002mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0280360.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B 10.5 0.01 W0280360.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0280360.006mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/08/10 10:33EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.005 W0280360.01mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B < 0.06 0.02 W0280360.06mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0280360.0075mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B 2.5 0.01 W0280360.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B < 0.004 0.002 W0280360.004mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B 1.05 0.06 W0280360.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0280360.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/08/10 10:33EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0280360.005mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/08/10 10:32EPA 6010B 3.2 0.04 W0280360.5mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/08/10 10:34EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.002 W0280360.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/08/10 08:38EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0280620.0002mg/L ExtractMercury
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3031 West Ina Road
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0F0728-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 30-Jun-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 3 of 3


4-7 YR. COMPOSITE


Batch


21-Jun-10 17:00


DP


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/07/10 12:57EPA 300.0 0.425 0.033 W0280820.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/07/10 12:57EPA 300.0 1.12 0.013 W0280820.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/07/10 12:57EPA 300.0 0.120 0.022 W0280820.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH 07/07/10 12:57EPA 300.0 24.3 0.08 W0280820.30mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


Nan Wilson


Laboratory Director
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0F0728-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 30-Jun-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 2


ESCABROSA


Batch


21-Jun-10 17:00


DP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 7350 1.9 W0273278.0mg/kgAluminum


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B < 2.0 0.3 W0273272.0mg/kgAntimony


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 16.5 0.5 W0273272.5mg/kgArsenic


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 15.0 0.02 W0273270.20mg/kgBarium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 0.60 0.03 W0273270.20mg/kgCadmium


FEH10 07/08/10 22:22EPA 6010B 163000 9.6 D2W02732740.0mg/kgCalcium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 36.6 0.07 W0273270.60mg/kgChromium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 1120 0.21 W0273271.00mg/kgCopper


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 36800 1.0 W0273276.0mg/kgIron


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 27.4 0.36 W0273270.75mg/kgLead


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 11400 2.6 W0273276.0mg/kgMagnesium


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 2510 0.06 W0273270.40mg/kgManganese


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 94.8 0.13 W0273270.80mg/kgMolybdenum


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 1040 8.70 W02732750.0mg/kgPotassium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 52.7 1.4 W0273274.0mg/kgSelenium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 1.59 0.04 W0273270.50mg/kgSilver


FEH 07/08/10 21:58EPA 6010B 97.5 5.7 W02732750.0mg/kgSodium


FEH 07/08/10 21:59EPA 6010B 234 0.22 W0273271.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/06/10 14:16EPA 7471A 0.050 0.010 W0272670.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/07/10 15:24Modified Sobek 363 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/07/10 15:24Modified Sobek 8.2 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


LMG 07/07/10 12:35Modified Sobek 371 0.01 W0280340.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/07/10 14:00Modified Sobek 0.02 W0280340.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/07/10 15:24Modified Sobek 0.28 W0280340.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/07/10 15:24Modified Sobek 0.26 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/07/10 15:24Modified Sobek 0.55 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/06/10 11:36Modified Sobek 0.83 W0280340.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 9.63 W028028pH UnitsNAG pH


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 0.00 W028028kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


KC 07/07/10 14:29NAG 0.00 W028028kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/06/10 13:23EPA 300.0 8.83 0.33 W0273252.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/06/10 13:23EPA 300.0 5.47 0.13 W0273251.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH5 07/06/10 13:34EPA 300.0 796 3.75 W02732515.0mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/03/10 09:00Percent Solids 89.5 W0273260.1%% Solids


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/06/10 12:31ASTM E2242-02 8.81 W027335pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0F0728-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 30-Jun-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 2


ESCABROSA


Batch


21-Jun-10 17:00


DP


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


DG 07/08/10 10:50EPA 6010B < 0.08 0.02 W0280360.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0280360.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0280360.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B 0.02 0.0007 W0280360.002mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0280360.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/08/10 10:49EPA 6010B 27.1 0.01 W0280360.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0280360.006mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.005 W0280360.01mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/08/10 10:50EPA 6010B < 0.06 0.02 W0280360.06mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0280360.0075mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/08/10 10:50EPA 6010B 1.3 0.01 W0280360.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/08/10 10:50EPA 6010B 0.007 0.002 W0280360.004mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/08/10 10:49EPA 6010B 0.86 0.06 W0280360.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0280360.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0280360.005mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/08/10 10:49EPA 6010B 2.1 0.04 W0280360.5mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/08/10 10:51EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.002 W0280360.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/08/10 08:46EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0280620.0002mg/L ExtractMercury


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/07/10 13:26EPA 300.0 0.352 0.033 W0280820.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/07/10 13:26EPA 300.0 1.00 0.013 W0280820.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/07/10 13:26EPA 300.0 < 0.100 0.022 W0280820.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH5 07/07/10 13:36EPA 300.0 61.5 0.38 W0280821.50mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


Nan Wilson


Laboratory Director
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B <8.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Aluminum 8.01.9mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Antimony 2.00.3mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.5 W027327 08-Jul-10Arsenic 2.50.5mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W027327 08-Jul-10Barium 0.200.02mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W027327 08-Jul-10Cadmium 0.200.03mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Calcium 4.01.0mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.60 W027327 08-Jul-10Chromium 0.600.07mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W027327 08-Jul-10Copper 1.000.21mg/kg


EPA 6010B <6.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Iron 6.01.0mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.75 W027327 08-Jul-10Lead 0.750.36mg/kg


EPA 6010B <6.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Magnesium 6.02.6mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.40 W027327 08-Jul-10Manganese 0.400.06mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.80 W027327 08-Jul-10Molybdenum 0.800.13mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Potassium 50.08.70mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Selenium 4.01.4mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.50 W027327 08-Jul-10Silver 0.500.04mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W027327 08-Jul-10Sodium 50.05.7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W027327 08-Jul-10Zinc 1.000.22mg/kg


EPA 7471A <0.033 W027267 06-Jul-10Mercury 0.0330.010mg/kg


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek <0.3 W028034 07-Jul-10ANP 0.30.01TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek <0.01 W028034 07-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W028034 06-Jul-10Total Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W028034 07-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


0.01%


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 <1.00 W027325 06-Jul-10Fluoride 1.000.13mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <2.00 W027325 06-Jul-10Chloride 2.000.33mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <3.00 W027325 06-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 3.000.75mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 <0.080 W028001 06-Jul-10Aluminum 0.0800.019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 W028001 06-Jul-10Antimony 0.0200.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 W028001 06-Jul-10Arsenic 0.0250.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W028001 06-Jul-10Barium 0.00200.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W028001 06-Jul-10Cadmium 0.00200.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W028001 06-Jul-10Calcium 0.0400.012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 W028001 06-Jul-10Chromium 0.00600.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 W028001 06-Jul-10Copper 0.0100.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W028001 06-Jul-10Iron 0.0600.018mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 W028001 06-Jul-10Lead 0.0080.004mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W028001 06-Jul-10Magnesium 0.0600.011mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0040 W028001 06-Jul-10Manganese 0.00400.0019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W028001 06-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W028001 06-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 W028001 06-Jul-10Silver 0.00500.0012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W028001 06-Jul-10Sodium 0.500.04mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 W028001 06-Jul-10Zinc 0.01000.0016mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 W028061 08-Jul-10Mercury 0.000200.000065mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 <0.0500 W028055 06-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.05000.0044mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W028081 07-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W028081 07-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 <0.30 W028081 07-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


SPLP Extraction Parameters
ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W027335 06-Jul-10Final Fluid pH pH Units


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B <0.08 W028036 08-Jul-10Aluminum 0.080.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W028036 08-Jul-10Antimony 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W028036 08-Jul-10Arsenic 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W028036 08-Jul-10Barium 0.0020.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W028036 08-Jul-10Cadmium 0.0020.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.04 W028036 08-Jul-10Calcium 0.040.01 B7mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.006 W028036 08-Jul-10Chromium 0.0060.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W028036 08-Jul-10Copper 0.010.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W028036 08-Jul-10Iron 0.060.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.0075 W028036 08-Jul-10Lead 0.00750.0040mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W028036 08-Jul-10Magnesium 0.060.01mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.004 W028036 08-Jul-10Manganese 0.0040.002mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.50 W028036 08-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.040 W028036 08-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.005 W028036 08-Jul-10Silver 0.0050.001mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.5 W028036 08-Jul-10Sodium 0.50.04mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W028036 08-Jul-10Zinc 0.010.002mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A <0.0002 W028062 08-Jul-10Mercury 0.00020.00006mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W028082 07-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W028082 07-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.30 W028082 07-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.100 W028082 07-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.1000.022mg/L Extract


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02732796.3 100 96.3 80 - 120Aluminum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327101 100 101 80 - 120Antimony mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327101 100 101 80 - 120Arsenic mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327102 100 102 80 - 120Barium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327101 100 101 80 - 120Cadmium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273272100 2000 105 80 - 120Calcium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327109 100 109 80 - 120Chromium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327108 100 108 80 - 120Copper mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273271010 1000 101 80 - 120Iron mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327104 100 104 80 - 120Lead mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273271990 2000 99.6 80 - 120Magnesium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327104 100 104 80 - 120Manganese mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327111 100 111 80 - 120Molybdenum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273272110 2000 106 80 - 120Potassium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02732792.9 100 92.9 80 - 120Selenium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273275.05 5.00 101 80 - 120Silver mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0273271960 1900 103 80 - 120Sodium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W027327103 100 103 80 - 120Zinc mg/kg


EPA 7471A 06-Jul-10W0272670.903 0.833 108 80 - 120Mercury mg/kg
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek 07-Jul-10W02803421.8 24.9 87.6 80 - 120ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 06-Jul-10W0280343.40 3.21 106 80 - 120Total Sulfur %


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 06-Jul-10W02732590.0 119 75.7 50 - 150Fluoride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 06-Jul-10W027325575 616 93.4 80 - 120Chloride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 06-Jul-10W027325449 518 86.6 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.970 1.00 97.0 85 - 115Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.965 1.00 96.5 85 - 115Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.968 1.00 96.8 85 - 115Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.979 1.00 97.9 85 - 115Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.02 1.00 102 85 - 115Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W02800119.0 20.0 95.2 85 - 115Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.05 1.00 105 85 - 115Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.03 1.00 103 85 - 115Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280019.43 10.0 94.3 85 - 115Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.05 1.00 105 85 - 115Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W02800118.6 20.0 92.8 85 - 115Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.957 1.00 95.7 85 - 115Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W02800120.6 20.0 103 85 - 115Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280010.0506 0.0500 101 85 - 115Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W02800118.4 19.0 97.0 85 - 115Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.04 1.00 104 85 - 115Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 08-Jul-10W0280610.00505 0.00500 101 85 - 115Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 06-Jul-10W0280552.03 2.00 101 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280812.13 2.00 106 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280813.00 3.00 100 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W02808110.1 10.0 101 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.9 1.00 91.0 80 - 120Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.93 1.00 93.0 80 - 120Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.9 1.00 92.8 80 - 120Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.95 1.00 95.2 80 - 120Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.947 1.00 94.7 80 - 120Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02803619.8 20.0 98.8 80 - 120Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280361.03 1.00 103 80 - 120Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280361.01 1.00 101 80 - 120Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280369.6 10.0 95.9 80 - 120Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.983 1.00 98.3 80 - 120Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02803618.7 20.0 93.7 80 - 120Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.96 1.00 96.5 80 - 120Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02803619.3 20.0 96.4 80 - 120Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.900 1.00 90.0 80 - 120Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.047 0.0500 94.5 80 - 120Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02803618.7 19.0 98.5 80 - 120Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.97 1.00 96.8 80 - 120Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A 08-Jul-10W0280620.0049 0.00500 97.6 80 - 120Mercury mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280821.98 2.00 99.2 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


SPLP Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280823.08 3.00 103 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W02808210.7 10.0 107 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280824.62 4.50 103 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek 116 108 7.3 20 W028034 07-Jul-10ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 3.55 3.21 10.1 20 W028034 07-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 3.68 3.71 0.8 20 W028034 06-Jul-10Total Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 0.10 0.10 5.8 20 W028034 07-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


%


Classical Chemistry Parameters
NAG 9.60 9.34 2.8 20 W028028 07-Jul-10NAG pH pH Units


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W028028 07-Jul-10NAG@pH 4.5 kg H2SO4/T


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W028028 07-Jul-10NAG@pH 7 kg H2SO4/T


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 1.12 1.31 15.8 20 W027325 06-Jul-10Fluoride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 2.73 3.03 10.5 20 W027325 06-Jul-10Chloride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 32.8 32.4 1.3 20 W027325 06-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 0.139 0.140 0.7 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 <0.020 <RL 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 <0.025 <RL 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0760 0.0750 1.3 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0038 0.0038 0.6 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 510 533 4.5 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0188 0.0188 0.3 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.051 0.052 2.0 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.818 0.826 0.9 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 <0.008 UDL 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.218 0.219 0.5 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0040 0.0041 <RL 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 70.7 72.8 2.9 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 5.87 5.84 0.5 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0307 0.0317 3.2 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 694 723 4.1 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.289 0.284 1.8 20 W028001 06-Jul-10Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 <0.00020 UDL 20 W028061 08-Jul-10Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 1.85 1.92 3.4 20 W028055 06-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N N3amg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 6.05 6.49 7.1 20 W028081 07-Jul-10Fluoride D2mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 6.01 6.27 4.4 20 W028081 07-Jul-10Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 259 264 2.0 20 W028081 07-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 1.14 1.12 1.8 20 W028082 07-Jul-10Fluoride mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


SPLP Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 0.337 0.425 22.9 20 W028082 07-Jul-10Chloride R1mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 23.4 24.3 3.6 20 W028082 07-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 0.130 0.120 7.9 20 W028082 07-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W02732710300 9180 100 75 - 125Aluminum R > 4S M3mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 50.9 <2.0 100 75 - 125Antimony 50.9 M2mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 112 8.8 100 75 - 125Arsenic 103mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 120 22.0 100 75 - 125Barium 97.8mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 91.9 <0.20 100 75 - 125Cadmium 91.7mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 110000 99900 2000 75 - 125Calcium R > 4S D2,M3mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 127 23.9 100 75 - 125Chromium 103mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 2600 2380 100 75 - 125Copper R > 4S M3mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 28300 26100 1000 75 - 125Iron R > 4S M3mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 101 4.92 100 75 - 125Lead 96.0mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 26000 24400 2000 75 - 125Magnesium 83.7mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 2220 1990 100 75 - 125Manganese R > 4S M3mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 222 109 100 75 - 125Molybdenum 112mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 3350 1120 2000 75 - 125Potassium 111mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 128 29.2 100 75 - 125Selenium 98.6mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 7.38 1.92 5.00 75 - 125Silver 109mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 2310 262 1900 75 - 125Sodium 108mg/kg


08-Jul-10W027327EPA 6010B 231 146 100 75 - 125Zinc 85.3mg/kg


06-Jul-10W027267EPA 7471A 80.3 93.2 0.167 70 - 130Mercury R > 4S D2,M3mg/kg


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 06-Jul-10W02732522.2 1.31 20.0 75 - 125Fluoride 104mg/kg


06-Jul-10W027325EPA 300.0 33.9 3.03 30.0 75 - 125Chloride 103mg/kg


06-Jul-10W027325EPA 300.0 134 32.4 100 75 - 125Sulfate as SO4 102mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.31 0.140 1.00 70 - 130Aluminum 117mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.14 <0.080 1.00 70 - 130Aluminum 109mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.07 <0.020 1.00 70 - 130Antimony 106mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 4.54 3.33 1.00 70 - 130Antimony 120mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.11 <0.025 1.00 70 - 130Arsenic 110mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.64 0.565 1.00 70 - 130Arsenic 107mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.07 0.0750 1.00 70 - 130Barium 100mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.06 0.0255 1.00 70 - 130Barium 104mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.02 0.0038 1.00 70 - 130Cadmium 101mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.09 <0.0020 1.00 70 - 130Cadmium 109mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 524 533 20.0 70 - 130Calcium R > 4S M3mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 38.6 16.9 20.0 70 - 130Calcium 109mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.09 0.0188 1.00 70 - 130Chromium 107mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.12 <0.0060 1.00 70 - 130Chromium 112mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.25 0.052 1.00 70 - 130Copper 120mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.23 0.048 1.00 70 - 130Copper 118mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 11.7 0.826 10.0 70 - 130Iron 109mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 10.6 <0.060 10.0 70 - 130Iron 106mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.04 <0.008 1.00 70 - 130Lead 104mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data (Continued)


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)     (Continued)
EPA 200.7 06-Jul-10W0280011.10 <0.008 1.00 70 - 130Lead 110mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 21.7 0.219 20.0 70 - 130Magnesium 107mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 21.5 0.502 20.0 70 - 130Magnesium 105mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.13 0.0041 1.00 70 - 130Manganese 112mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.07 <0.0040 1.00 70 - 130Manganese 107mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 95.0 72.8 20.0 70 - 130Potassium 111mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 37.8 13.7 20.0 70 - 130Potassium 120mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 6.75 5.84 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 91.2mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 2.61 1.44 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 117mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 0.0799 0.0317 0.0500 70 - 130Silver 96.4mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 0.0569 <0.0050 0.0500 70 - 130Silver 114mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 717 723 19.0 70 - 130Sodium R > 4S M3mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 414 399 19.0 70 - 130Sodium 81.4mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.34 0.284 1.00 70 - 130Zinc 106mg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028001EPA 200.7 1.15 <0.0100 1.00 70 - 130Zinc 115mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028061EPA 245.1 0.00110 <0.00020 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 110mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 06-Jul-10W0280552.76 1.92 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N 84.4 M4,N3amg/L Extract


06-Jul-10W028055EPA 353.2 14.9 14.3 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N R > 4S D2,M3mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280818.65 6.49 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 108 D2,M3mg/L Extract


07-Jul-10W028081EPA 300.0 9.05 6.27 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 92.5mg/L Extract


07-Jul-10W028081EPA 300.0 275 264 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 108 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 08-Jul-10W0280360.9 <0.08 1.00 75 - 125Aluminum 90.1mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.94 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Antimony 93.7mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.9 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Arsenic 94.1mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.97 0.02 1.00 75 - 125Barium 95.0mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.954 <0.002 1.00 75 - 125Cadmium 95.4mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 30.0 10.5 20.0 75 - 125Calcium 97.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 1.03 <0.006 1.00 75 - 125Chromium 103mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 1.02 <0.01 1.00 75 - 125Copper 101mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 9.5 <0.06 10.0 75 - 125Iron 94.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.986 <0.0075 1.00 75 - 125Lead 98.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 21.0 2.5 20.0 75 - 125Magnesium 92.4mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.96 <0.004 1.00 75 - 125Manganese 95.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 20.2 1.05 20.0 75 - 125Potassium 95.7mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.905 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 90.5mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.047 <0.005 0.0500 75 - 125Silver 94.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 21.8 3.2 19.0 75 - 125Sodium 97.9mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028036EPA 6010B 0.97 <0.01 1.00 75 - 125Zinc 96.6mg/L Extract


08-Jul-10W028062EPA 7470A 0.0010 <0.0002 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 98.0mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 07-Jul-10W0280823.21 1.12 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 105mg/L Extract


07-Jul-10W028082EPA 300.0 3.86 0.425 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 114mg/L Extract


07-Jul-10W028082EPA 300.0 34.7 24.3 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 103mg/L Extract


07-Jul-10W028082EPA 300.0 4.65 0.120 4.00 80 - 120Nitrate/Nitrite as N 113mg/L Extract
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
MSD
Result


Spike
Result


Spike
Level


RPD
LimitRPD


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Aluminum W027327 08-Jul-1010100 100 202.510300mg/kg


EPA 6010B Antimony W027327 08-Jul-1050.1 100 201.750.9mg/kg


EPA 6010B Arsenic W027327 08-Jul-10109 100 203.0112mg/kg


EPA 6010B Barium W027327 08-Jul-10118 100 201.4120mg/kg


EPA 6010B Cadmium W027327 08-Jul-1090.1 100 202.091.9mg/kg


EPA 6010B Calcium W027327 08-Jul-10103000 2000 206.8 D2110000mg/kg


EPA 6010B Chromium W027327 08-Jul-10127 100 200.0127mg/kg


EPA 6010B Copper W027327 08-Jul-102330 100 2011.22600mg/kg


EPA 6010B Iron W027327 08-Jul-1026700 1000 205.828300mg/kg


EPA 6010B Lead W027327 08-Jul-1098.5 100 202.4101mg/kg


EPA 6010B Magnesium W027327 08-Jul-1029000 2000 2010.726000mg/kg


EPA 6010B Manganese W027327 08-Jul-102210 100 200.62220mg/kg


EPA 6010B Molybdenum W027327 08-Jul-10202 100 209.3222mg/kg


EPA 6010B Potassium W027327 08-Jul-103340 2000 200.33350mg/kg


EPA 6010B Selenium W027327 08-Jul-10125 100 202.3128mg/kg


EPA 6010B Silver W027327 08-Jul-107.18 5.00 202.77.38mg/kg


EPA 6010B Sodium W027327 08-Jul-102280 1900 201.52310mg/kg


EPA 6010B Zinc W027327 08-Jul-10253 100 209.0231mg/kg


EPA 7471A Mercury W027267 06-Jul-10108 0.167 2029.2 D2,M380.3mg/kg


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B Aluminum W028036 08-Jul-100.9 1.00 200.70.9mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Antimony W028036 08-Jul-100.94 1.00 200.00.94mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Arsenic W028036 08-Jul-100.9 1.00 200.20.9mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Barium W028036 08-Jul-100.97 1.00 200.00.97mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Cadmium W028036 08-Jul-100.949 1.00 200.50.954mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Calcium W028036 08-Jul-1029.9 20.0 200.430.0mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Chromium W028036 08-Jul-101.03 1.00 200.41.03mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Copper W028036 08-Jul-101.02 1.00 200.41.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Iron W028036 08-Jul-109.6 10.0 200.79.5mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Lead W028036 08-Jul-100.984 1.00 200.20.986mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Magnesium W028036 08-Jul-1021.1 20.0 200.521.0mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Manganese W028036 08-Jul-100.96 1.00 200.40.96mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Potassium W028036 08-Jul-1020.2 20.0 200.020.2mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Selenium W028036 08-Jul-100.907 1.00 200.10.905mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Silver W028036 08-Jul-100.047 0.0500 200.20.047mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Sodium W028036 08-Jul-1021.7 19.0 200.821.8mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Zinc W028036 08-Jul-100.97 1.00 200.30.97mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A Mercury W028062 08-Jul-100.0011 0.00100 207.80.0010mg/L Extract


Quality Control - POST DIGESTION SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Antimony 91.7 <2.0 100 91.7 75 - 125 W027327 08-Jul-10mg/kg
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3031 West Ina Road


09-Jul-10 12:09Tucson, AZ 85741
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0F0728


Notes and Definitions 


B7 Target analyte in method blank exceeded method QC limits, but concentrations in samples were at least 10x the blank concentration.


D2 Sample required dilution due to high concentration of target analyte.


M2 Matrix spike recovery was low, but the LCS recovery was acceptable.


M3 The spike recovery value is unusable since the analyte concentration in the sample is disproportionate to spike level.  The LCS was 


acceptable.


M4 The analysis of the spiked sample required a dilution such that the spike recovery calculation does not provide useful information.  The LCS 


recovery was acceptable.


N3 Sample analyzed at 10x dilution (below reporting limit) due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


N3a Sample analyzed at 10x dilution due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


R1 RPD exceeded the method acceptance limit.


Relative Percent Difference


A result is less than the detection limitUDL


RPD


Laboratory Control Sample (Blank Spike)LCS


% recovery not applicable, sample concentration more than four times greater than spike levelR > 4S


A result is less than the reporting limit<RL


MRL


MDL


N/A


Method Reporting Limit


Method Detection Limit


Not Applicable
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ANALYTICAL REPORT FOR SAMPLES


Sample ID Laboratory ID Matrix Date Sampled Date ReceivedSampled By


EPITAPH W0G0173-01 JP01-Jul-10 17:00Soil 08-Jul-2010


EARP W0G0173-02 JP01-Jul-10 17:00Soil 08-Jul-2010


Solid samples are analyzed on an as-received, wet-weight basis, unless otherwise requested.


Sample preparation is defined by the client as per their Data Quality Objectives.


This report supercedes any previous reports for this Work Order.  The complete report includes pages for each sample, a full QC report, 


and a notes section.


The results presented in this report relate only to the samples, and meet all requirements of the NELAC Standards unless otherwise noted.
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3031 West Ina Road


23-Jul-10 16:27Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 3


EPITAPH


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 5500 1.9 W0290268.0mg/kgAluminum


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 4.6 0.3 W0290262.0mg/kgAntimony


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 28.7 0.5 W0290262.5mg/kgArsenic


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 13.6 0.02 W0290260.20mg/kgBarium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 0.64 0.03 W0290260.20mg/kgCadmium


DG10 07/23/10 15:46EPA 6010B 155000 9.6 D2W02902640.0mg/kgCalcium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 11.8 0.07 W0290260.60mg/kgChromium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 1780 0.21 W0290261.00mg/kgCopper


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 37700 1.0 W0290266.0mg/kgIron


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 11.9 0.36 W0290260.75mg/kgLead


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 35800 2.6 W0290266.0mg/kgMagnesium


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 1980 0.06 W0290260.40mg/kgManganese


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 122 0.13 W0290260.80mg/kgMolybdenum


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 799 8.70 W02902650.0mg/kgPotassium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B < 4.0 1.4 W0290264.0mg/kgSelenium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 2.22 0.04 W0290260.50mg/kgSilver


DG 07/23/10 15:19EPA 6010B 94.2 5.7 W02902650.0mg/kgSodium


DG 07/23/10 15:20EPA 6010B 141 0.22 W0290261.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/12/10 13:32EPA 7471A < 0.033 0.010 W0281870.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/20/10 11:50Modified Sobek 377 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/20/10 11:50Modified Sobek 22.6 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


HJG 07/19/10 17:14Modified Sobek 400 0.01 W0293170.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/20/10 11:11Modified Sobek 0.02 W0293170.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/20/10 11:50Modified Sobek 0.74 W0293170.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/20/10 11:50Modified Sobek 0.72 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/20/10 11:50Modified Sobek 0.46 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/17/10 22:08Modified Sobek 1.20 W0293170.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 7.99 W029096pH UnitsNAG pH


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 0.00 W029096kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 0.00 W029096kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/20/10 14:29EPA 300.0 11.1 0.33 W0281382.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/20/10 14:29EPA 300.0 6.50 0.13 W0281381.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH25 07/20/10 13:55EPA 300.0 3990 18.8 D2W02813875.0mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/13/10 10:08Percent Solids 99.2 W0290290.1%% Solids


Meteoric Water Mobility Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 5.43 W029012pH UnitsExtraction Fluid pH


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 24.0 W029012HrsExtraction Time


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 Rotation W029012Extraction Type


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 2.03 W029012%Feed Moisture


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 6.47 W029012pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W029012%Retained Moisture


ESB 07/14/10 10:50ASTM E2242-02 5000 W029012gSample Weight
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3031 West Ina Road


23-Jul-10 16:27Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 3


EPITAPH


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 < 0.080 0.019 W0292340.080mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.020 0.005 W0292340.020mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.025 0.005 W0292340.025mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 0.0266 0.0007 W0292340.0020mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.0020 0.0005 W0292340.0020mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 557 0.012 W0292340.040mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.0060 0.0009 W0292340.0060mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/23/10 14:15EPA 200.7 0.016 0.005 W0292340.010mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 < 0.060 0.018 W0292340.060mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.008 0.004 W0292340.008mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 148 0.011 W0292340.060mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 0.0988 0.0019 W0292340.0040mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 17.9 0.06 W0292340.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.040 0.013 W0292340.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/23/10 14:15EPA 200.7 < 0.0050 0.0012 W0292340.0050mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/23/10 14:14EPA 200.7 32.6 0.04 W0292340.50mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/23/10 14:16EPA 200.7 < 0.0100 0.0016 W0292340.0100mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/14/10 13:50EPA 245.1 < 0.00020 0.000065 W0291340.00020mg/L ExtractMercury


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)


TJK10 07/19/10 15:29EPA 353.2 < 0.500 0.0440 N3W0293250.500mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)


FEH5 07/15/10 17:20EPA 300.0 < 1.00 0.165 D1W0292731.00mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH5 07/15/10 17:20EPA 300.0 0.944 0.065 D1W0292730.500mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH100 07/16/10 14:22EPA 300.0 1960 7.50 D2W02927330.0mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/13/10 12:35ASTM E2242-02 7.85 W029015pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B < 0.08 0.02 W0291050.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0291050.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0291050.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B 0.02 0.0007 W0291050.002mg/L ExtractBarium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0291050.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B 107 0.01 W0291050.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0291050.006mg/L ExtractChromium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.005 W0291050.01mg/L ExtractCopper


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B < 0.06 0.02 W0291050.06mg/L ExtractIron


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0291050.0075mg/L ExtractLead


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B 8.5 0.01 W0291050.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B 0.01 0.002 W0291050.004mg/L ExtractManganese


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B 1.04 0.06 W0291050.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0291050.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0291050.005mg/L ExtractSilver


AS 07/21/10 19:04EPA 6010B 3.3 0.04 W0291050.5mg/L ExtractSodium


AS 07/21/10 19:05EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.002 W0291050.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/14/10 13:59EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0291350.0002mg/L ExtractMercury
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3031 West Ina Road


23-Jul-10 16:27Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 3 of 3


EPITAPH


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/15/10 17:11EPA 300.0 0.340 0.033 W0292720.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/15/10 17:11EPA 300.0 0.846 0.013 W0292720.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/15/10 17:11EPA 300.0 0.111 0.022 W0292720.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH10 07/16/10 12:18EPA 300.0 278 0.75 D2W0292723.00mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


John Kern


Laboratory Director
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3031 West Ina Road


23-Jul-10 16:27Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 3


EARP


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 13700 1.9 W0290268.0mg/kgAluminum


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 3.3 0.3 W0290262.0mg/kgAntimony


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 5.3 0.5 W0290262.5mg/kgArsenic


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 67.6 0.02 W0290260.20mg/kgBarium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 0.29 0.03 W0290260.20mg/kgCadmium


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 62600 1.0 W0290264.0mg/kgCalcium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 30.7 0.07 W0290260.60mg/kgChromium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 2250 0.21 W0290261.00mg/kgCopper


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 25900 1.0 W0290266.0mg/kgIron


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 14.8 0.36 W0290260.75mg/kgLead


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 16600 2.6 W0290266.0mg/kgMagnesium


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 1720 0.06 W0290260.40mg/kgManganese


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 78.9 0.13 W0290260.80mg/kgMolybdenum


DG 07/23/10 15:41EPA 6010B 2020 8.70 W02902650.0mg/kgPotassium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B < 4.0 1.4 W0290264.0mg/kgSelenium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 2.29 0.04 W0290260.50mg/kgSilver


DG 07/23/10 15:40EPA 6010B 579 5.7 W02902650.0mg/kgSodium


DG 07/23/10 15:42EPA 6010B 140 0.22 W0290261.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/12/10 13:33EPA 7471A 0.053 0.010 W0281870.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/20/10 11:53Modified Sobek 138 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/20/10 11:53Modified Sobek 6.1 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


HJG 07/19/10 17:14Modified Sobek 145 0.01 W0293170.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/20/10 11:14Modified Sobek 0.01 W0293170.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/20/10 11:53Modified Sobek 0.20 W0293170.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/20/10 11:53Modified Sobek 0.19 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/20/10 11:53Modified Sobek 0.09 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/17/10 22:11Modified Sobek 0.29 W0293170.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 8.88 W029096pH UnitsNAG pH


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 0.00 W029096kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


BJF 07/18/10 18:45NAG 0.00 W029096kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/20/10 14:39EPA 300.0 5.62 0.33 W0281382.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/20/10 14:39EPA 300.0 4.16 0.13 W0281381.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH 07/20/10 14:39EPA 300.0 351 0.75 W0281383.00mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/13/10 10:08Percent Solids 98.3 W0290290.1%% Solids


Meteoric Water Mobility Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 5.69 W029331pH UnitsExtraction Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 24.0 W029331HrsExtraction Time


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 Rotation W029331Extraction Type


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 1.00 W029331%Feed Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 6.86 W029331pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W029331%Retained Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 5000 W029331gSample Weight
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 3


EARP


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 < 0.080 0.019 W0300650.080mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/21/10 11:08EPA 200.7 < 0.020 0.005 W0300650.020mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/21/10 11:08EPA 200.7 < 0.025 0.005 W0300650.025mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/21/10 11:08EPA 200.7 0.0297 0.0007 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/21/10 11:08EPA 200.7 < 0.0020 0.0005 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 151 0.012 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/21/10 13:10EPA 200.7 < 0.0060 0.0009 W0300650.0060mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/21/10 13:10EPA 200.7 0.010 0.005 W0300650.010mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 < 0.060 0.018 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/21/10 13:10EPA 200.7 < 0.008 0.004 W0300650.008mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 11.4 0.011 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 0.0372 0.0019 W0300650.0040mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 15.0 0.06 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/21/10 13:10EPA 200.7 < 0.040 0.013 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/21/10 13:10EPA 200.7 < 0.0050 0.0012 W0300650.0050mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/21/10 11:06EPA 200.7 33.9 0.04 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/21/10 11:08EPA 200.7 < 0.0100 0.0016 W0300650.0100mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/20/10 13:03EPA 245.1 < 0.00020 0.000065 W0300700.00020mg/L ExtractMercury


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)


TJK10 07/19/10 15:36EPA 353.2 < 0.500 0.0440 N3W0293250.500mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)


FEH5 07/20/10 14:45EPA 300.0 3.51 0.165 D1W0292731.00mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH5 07/20/10 14:45EPA 300.0 1.25 0.065 D1W0292730.500mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH25 07/20/10 14:54EPA 300.0 435 1.88 D2W0292737.50mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/13/10 12:35ASTM E2242-02 8.74 W029015pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


AS 07/21/10 19:21EPA 6010B < 0.08 0.02 W0291050.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0291050.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0291050.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B 0.05 0.0007 W0291050.002mg/L ExtractBarium


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0291050.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


AS 07/21/10 19:20EPA 6010B 18.4 0.01 W0291050.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0291050.006mg/L ExtractChromium


AS 07/21/10 19:21EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.005 W0291050.01mg/L ExtractCopper


AS 07/21/10 19:21EPA 6010B < 0.06 0.02 W0291050.06mg/L ExtractIron


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0291050.0075mg/L ExtractLead


AS 07/21/10 19:21EPA 6010B 1.0 0.01 W0291050.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


AS 07/21/10 19:21EPA 6010B < 0.004 0.002 W0291050.004mg/L ExtractManganese


AS 07/21/10 19:20EPA 6010B 1.97 0.06 W0291050.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0291050.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0291050.005mg/L ExtractSilver


AS 07/21/10 19:20EPA 6010B 3.3 0.04 W0291050.5mg/L ExtractSodium


AS 07/21/10 19:22EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.002 W0291050.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/14/10 14:04EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0291350.0002mg/L ExtractMercury
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0173-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 08-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 3 of 3


EARP


Batch


01-Jul-10 17:00


JP


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/15/10 17:29EPA 300.0 0.628 0.033 W0292720.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/15/10 17:29EPA 300.0 0.630 0.013 W0292720.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/15/10 17:29EPA 300.0 < 0.100 0.022 W0292720.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH 07/15/10 17:29EPA 300.0 36.8 0.08 W0292720.30mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


John Kern


Laboratory Director
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B <8.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Aluminum 8.01.9mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Antimony 2.00.3mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.5 W029026 23-Jul-10Arsenic 2.50.5mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W029026 23-Jul-10Barium 0.200.02mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W029026 23-Jul-10Cadmium 0.200.03mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Calcium 4.01.0 B7mg/kg


EPA 6010B 0.98 W029026 23-Jul-10Chromium 0.600.07 B7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W029026 23-Jul-10Copper 1.000.21mg/kg


EPA 6010B 7.9 W029026 23-Jul-10Iron 6.01.0 B7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.75 W029026 23-Jul-10Lead 0.750.36mg/kg


EPA 6010B <6.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Magnesium 6.02.6mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.40 W029026 23-Jul-10Manganese 0.400.06mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.80 W029026 23-Jul-10Molybdenum 0.800.13mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Potassium 50.08.70mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Selenium 4.01.4mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.50 W029026 23-Jul-10Silver 0.500.04mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W029026 23-Jul-10Sodium 50.05.7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W029026 23-Jul-10Zinc 1.000.22mg/kg


EPA 7471A <0.033 W028187 12-Jul-10Mercury 0.0330.010mg/kg


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek <0.3 W029317 19-Jul-10ANP 0.30.01TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 17-Jul-10Total Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


0.01%


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 <1.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Fluoride 1.000.13mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <2.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Chloride 2.000.33mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <3.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 3.000.75mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 <0.080 W029234 23-Jul-10Aluminum 0.0800.019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.080 W030065 21-Jul-10Aluminum 0.0800.019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 W029234 23-Jul-10Antimony 0.0200.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 W030065 21-Jul-10Antimony 0.0200.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 W029234 23-Jul-10Arsenic 0.0250.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 W030065 21-Jul-10Arsenic 0.0250.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W029234 23-Jul-10Barium 0.00200.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W030065 21-Jul-10Barium 0.00200.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W029234 23-Jul-10Cadmium 0.00200.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W030065 21-Jul-10Cadmium 0.00200.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W029234 23-Jul-10Calcium 0.0400.012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W030065 21-Jul-10Calcium 0.0400.012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 W029234 23-Jul-10Chromium 0.00600.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 W030065 21-Jul-10Chromium 0.00600.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 W029234 23-Jul-10Copper 0.0100.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 W030065 21-Jul-10Copper 0.0100.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W029234 23-Jul-10Iron 0.0600.018mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W030065 21-Jul-10Iron 0.0600.018mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 W029234 23-Jul-10Lead 0.0080.004mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 W030065 21-Jul-10Lead 0.0080.004mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W029234 23-Jul-10Magnesium 0.0600.011mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W030065 21-Jul-10Magnesium 0.0600.011mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0040 W029234 23-Jul-10Manganese 0.00400.0019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0040 W030065 21-Jul-10Manganese 0.00400.0019mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)     (Continued)
EPA 200.7 <0.50 W029234 23-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W030065 21-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W029234 23-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W030065 21-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 W029234 23-Jul-10Silver 0.00500.0012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 W030065 21-Jul-10Silver 0.00500.0012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W029234 23-Jul-10Sodium 0.500.04mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W030065 21-Jul-10Sodium 0.500.04mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 W029234 23-Jul-10Zinc 0.01000.0016mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 W030065 21-Jul-10Zinc 0.01000.0016mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 W029134 14-Jul-10Mercury 0.000200.000065mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 W030070 20-Jul-10Mercury 0.000200.000065mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 <0.0500 W029325 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.05000.0044mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W029273 15-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W029273 15-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.30 W029273 15-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


SPLP Extraction Parameters
ASTM E2242-02 5.00 W029015 13-Jul-10Final Fluid pH pH Units


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B <0.08 W029105 21-Jul-10Aluminum 0.080.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W029105 21-Jul-10Antimony 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W029105 21-Jul-10Arsenic 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W029105 21-Jul-10Barium 0.0020.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W029105 21-Jul-10Cadmium 0.0020.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.04 W029105 21-Jul-10Calcium 0.040.01mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.006 W029105 21-Jul-10Chromium 0.0060.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W029105 21-Jul-10Copper 0.010.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W029105 21-Jul-10Iron 0.060.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.0075 W029105 21-Jul-10Lead 0.00750.0040mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W029105 21-Jul-10Magnesium 0.060.01mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.004 W029105 21-Jul-10Manganese 0.0040.002mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.50 W029105 21-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.040 W029105 21-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.005 W029105 21-Jul-10Silver 0.0050.001mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.5 W029105 21-Jul-10Sodium 0.50.04mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W029105 21-Jul-10Zinc 0.010.002mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A <0.0002 W029135 14-Jul-10Mercury 0.00020.00006mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W029272 15-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W029272 15-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.30 W029272 15-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.100 W029272 15-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.1000.022mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902691.0 100 91.0 80 - 120Aluminum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902696.2 100 96.2 80 - 120Antimony mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902693.7 100 93.7 80 - 120Arsenic mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902693.6 100 93.6 80 - 120Barium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902692.4 100 92.4 80 - 120Cadmium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290261960 2000 97.8 80 - 120Calcium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902696.9 100 96.9 80 - 120Chromium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W029026100 100 100 80 - 120Copper mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W029026981 1000 98.1 80 - 120Iron mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902693.6 100 93.6 80 - 120Lead mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290261880 2000 94.1 80 - 120Magnesium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902697.5 100 97.5 80 - 120Manganese mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W029026101 100 101 80 - 120Molybdenum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290261970 2000 98.3 80 - 120Potassium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902685.6 100 85.6 80 - 120Selenium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290264.43 5.00 88.6 80 - 120Silver mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290261880 1900 98.8 80 - 120Sodium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W02902689.5 100 89.5 80 - 120Zinc mg/kg


EPA 7471A 12-Jul-10W0281870.890 0.833 107 80 - 120Mercury mg/kg


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek 19-Jul-10W02931723.6 24.9 94.8 80 - 120ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 17-Jul-10W0293173.23 3.21 101 80 - 120Total Sulfur %


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W02813895.5 119 80.3 50 - 150Fluoride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W028138589 616 95.6 80 - 120Chloride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W028138492 518 94.9 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292341.02 1.00 102 85 - 115Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.980 1.00 98.0 85 - 115Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.02 1.00 102 85 - 115Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.974 1.00 97.4 85 - 115Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.08 1.00 108 85 - 115Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292341.05 1.00 105 85 - 115Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.983 1.00 98.3 85 - 115Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.949 1.00 94.9 85 - 115Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006520.8 20.0 104 85 - 115Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W02923420.5 20.0 102 85 - 115Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.952 1.00 95.2 85 - 115Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.986 1.00 98.6 85 - 115Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.971 1.00 97.1 85 - 115Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006510.0 10.0 100 85 - 115Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W02923410.2 10.0 102 85 - 115Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.953 1.00 95.3 85 - 115Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.964 1.00 96.4 85 - 115Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006519.9 20.0 99.7 85 - 115Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W02923419.9 20.0 99.7 85 - 115Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.04 1.00 104 85 - 115Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.940 1.00 94.0 85 - 115Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006519.6 20.0 98.0 85 - 115Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W02923420.5 20.0 102 85 - 115Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.930 1.00 93.0 85 - 115Selenium mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)     (Continued)
EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.949 1.00 94.9 85 - 115Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.0493 0.0500 98.7 85 - 115Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.0487 0.0500 97.4 85 - 115Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006518.7 19.0 98.6 85 - 115Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W02923419.5 19.0 102 85 - 115Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.972 1.00 97.2 85 - 115Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 23-Jul-10W0292340.937 1.00 93.7 85 - 115Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 14-Jul-10W0291340.00566 0.00500 113 85 - 115Mercury mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 20-Jul-10W0300700.00514 0.00500 103 85 - 115Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 19-Jul-10W0293251.97 2.00 98.6 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292732.14 2.00 107 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292733.23 3.00 108 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W02927310.9 10.0 109 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.0 1.00 97.0 80 - 120Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.98 1.00 98.2 80 - 120Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.9 1.00 94.0 80 - 120Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.96 1.00 95.8 80 - 120Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.03 1.00 103 80 - 120Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W02910521.4 20.0 107 80 - 120Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.03 1.00 103 80 - 120Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.09 1.00 109 80 - 120Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W02910510.3 10.0 103 80 - 120Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.03 1.00 103 80 - 120Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W02910519.8 20.0 99.2 80 - 120Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.02 1.00 102 80 - 120Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W02910520.3 20.0 102 80 - 120Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.839 1.00 83.9 80 - 120Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.048 0.0500 96.5 80 - 120Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W02910520.4 19.0 107 80 - 120Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291050.96 1.00 96.2 80 - 120Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A 14-Jul-10W0291350.0057 0.00500 114 80 - 120Mercury mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292722.17 2.00 108 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292723.22 3.00 107 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W02927210.8 10.0 108 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292724.83 4.50 107 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract
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3031 West Ina Road
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek <0.3 <0.3 UDL 20 W029317 19-Jul-10ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 4.03 4.01 0.5 20 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 4.14 4.20 1.4 20 W029317 17-Jul-10Total Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 3.64 3.67 0.8 20 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


%


Classical Chemistry Parameters
NAG 4.01 4.06 1.2 20 W029096 18-Jul-10NAG pH pH Units


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W029096 18-Jul-10NAG@pH 4.5 kg H2SO4/T


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W029096 18-Jul-10NAG@pH 7 kg H2SO4/T


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 5.44 5.78 5.9 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Fluoride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 11.9 12.8 7.4 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Chloride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 128 129 0.9 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 <0.080 <0.080 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.080 <0.080 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 <0.020 <RL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 <0.020 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 <0.025 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 <0.025 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0272 0.0266 2.2 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0295 0.0297 0.8 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 <0.0020 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 <0.0020 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 151 151 0.5 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 554 557 0.5 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 <0.0060 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 <0.0060 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 0.010 <RL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.016 0.016 3.7 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 <0.060 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 <0.060 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 <0.008 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 <0.008 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 11.5 11.4 0.4 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 150 148 1.4 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0371 0.0372 0.2 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0999 0.0988 1.2 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 14.9 15.0 0.6 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 18.2 17.9 1.6 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 <0.040 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 <0.040 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 <0.0050 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 <0.0050 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 32.8 32.6 0.6 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 33.6 33.9 0.9 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 <0.0100 UDL 20 W029234 23-Jul-10Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 <0.0100 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 <0.00020 UDL 20 W029134 14-Jul-10Mercury mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 <0.00020 UDL 20 W030070 20-Jul-10Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 1.34 1.41 4.7 20 W029325 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N N3amg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 3.93 3.93 0.1 20 W029273 15-Jul-10Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 10.3 10.3 0.1 20 W029273 15-Jul-10Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 161 162 0.0 20 W029273 15-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 0.627 0.630 0.5 20 W029272 15-Jul-10Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 0.628 <RL 20 W029272 15-Jul-10Chloride R1mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 36.9 36.8 0.3 20 W029272 15-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.100 <0.100 <RL 20 W029272 15-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 23-Jul-10W0290266460 5500 100 75 - 125Aluminum R > 4S M3mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 49.0 4.6 100 75 - 125Antimony 44.4 M2mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 126 28.7 100 75 - 125Arsenic 97.4mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 106 13.6 100 75 - 125Barium 92.9mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 85.8 0.64 100 75 - 125Cadmium 85.2mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 171000 155000 2000 75 - 125Calcium R > 4S D2,M3mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 107 11.8 100 75 - 125Chromium 95.1mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 1900 1780 100 75 - 125Copper 124mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 37500 37700 1000 75 - 125Iron R > 4S M3mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 92.8 11.9 100 75 - 125Lead 80.9mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 42100 35800 2000 75 - 125Magnesium R > 4S M3mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 2200 1980 100 75 - 125Manganese R > 4S M3mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 217 122 100 75 - 125Molybdenum 94.7mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 2980 799 2000 75 - 125Potassium 109mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 89.4 <4.0 100 75 - 125Selenium 89.4mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 7.45 2.22 5.00 75 - 125Silver 105mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 2090 94.2 1900 75 - 125Sodium 105mg/kg


23-Jul-10W029026EPA 6010B 217 141 100 75 - 125Zinc 76.0mg/kg


12-Jul-10W028187EPA 7471A 0.513 0.337 0.167 70 - 130Mercury 106mg/kg


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W02813824.4 5.78 20.0 75 - 125Fluoride 93.1mg/kg


20-Jul-10W028138EPA 300.0 39.8 12.8 30.0 75 - 125Chloride 90.2mg/kg


20-Jul-10W028138EPA 300.0 222 129 100 75 - 125Sulfate as SO4 93.6mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 <0.080 1.00 70 - 130Aluminum 101mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.06 <0.080 1.00 70 - 130Aluminum 106mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.06 <0.020 1.00 70 - 130Antimony 106mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.06 <0.020 1.00 70 - 130Antimony 105mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.08 <0.025 1.00 70 - 130Arsenic 108mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.05 <0.025 1.00 70 - 130Arsenic 105mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.11 0.0297 1.00 70 - 130Barium 108mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.09 0.0266 1.00 70 - 130Barium 107mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.977 <0.0020 1.00 70 - 130Cadmium 97.7mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 0.935 <0.0020 1.00 70 - 130Cadmium 93.5mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 165 151 20.0 70 - 130Calcium 72.5 M3mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 563 557 20.0 70 - 130Calcium R > 4S M3mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.03 <0.0060 1.00 70 - 130Chromium 103mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 0.953 <0.0060 1.00 70 - 130Chromium 95.3mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data (Continued)


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)     (Continued)
EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.05 0.010 1.00 70 - 130Copper 104mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.08 0.016 1.00 70 - 130Copper 107mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 10.1 <0.060 10.0 70 - 130Iron 101mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 10.2 <0.060 10.0 70 - 130Iron 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.01 <0.008 1.00 70 - 130Lead 101mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 0.955 <0.008 1.00 70 - 130Lead 95.5mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 31.0 11.4 20.0 70 - 130Magnesium 98.0mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 168 148 20.0 70 - 130Magnesium 100 M3mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.06 0.0372 1.00 70 - 130Manganese 102mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.06 0.0988 1.00 70 - 130Manganese 96.6mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 35.1 15.0 20.0 70 - 130Potassium 100mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 39.6 17.9 20.0 70 - 130Potassium 109mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.974 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 97.4mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 1.03 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 103mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.0506 <0.0050 0.0500 70 - 130Silver 101mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 0.0541 <0.0050 0.0500 70 - 130Silver 108mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 51.7 33.9 19.0 70 - 130Sodium 93.9mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 53.1 32.6 19.0 70 - 130Sodium 108mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.967 <0.0100 1.00 70 - 130Zinc 96.7mg/L Extract


23-Jul-10W029234EPA 200.7 0.916 <0.0100 1.00 70 - 130Zinc 91.6mg/L Extract


14-Jul-10W029134EPA 245.1 0.00115 <0.00020 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 115mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030070EPA 245.1 0.00091 <0.00020 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 91.0mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 19-Jul-10W0293252.32 1.41 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N 91.7 N3amg/L Extract


19-Jul-10W029325EPA 353.2 1.32 <0.500 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N 100 N3amg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292735.77 3.93 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 91.7mg/L Extract


15-Jul-10W029273EPA 300.0 14.0 10.3 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 122 D2,M3mg/L Extract


15-Jul-10W029273EPA 300.0 172 162 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 107 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0291051.0 <0.08 1.00 75 - 125Aluminum 97.6mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.98 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Antimony 97.2mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.9 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Arsenic 94.1mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.96 0.02 1.00 75 - 125Barium 93.6mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 1.02 <0.002 1.00 75 - 125Cadmium 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 128 107 20.0 75 - 125Calcium 104 M3mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 1.03 <0.006 1.00 75 - 125Chromium 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 1.09 <0.01 1.00 75 - 125Copper 109mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 10.2 <0.06 10.0 75 - 125Iron 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 1.06 <0.0075 1.00 75 - 125Lead 106mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 28.3 8.5 20.0 75 - 125Magnesium 99.2mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 1.03 0.01 1.00 75 - 125Manganese 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 21.5 1.04 20.0 75 - 125Potassium 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.873 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 87.3mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.048 <0.005 0.0500 75 - 125Silver 96.5mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 23.8 3.3 19.0 75 - 125Sodium 108mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W029105EPA 6010B 0.94 <0.01 1.00 75 - 125Zinc 93.6mg/L Extract


14-Jul-10W029135EPA 7470A 0.0011 <0.0002 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 107mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 15-Jul-10W0292722.77 0.630 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 107mg/L Extract


15-Jul-10W029272EPA 300.0 3.60 0.628 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 99.0mg/L Extract


15-Jul-10W029272EPA 300.0 46.9 36.8 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 101mg/L Extract


15-Jul-10W029272EPA 300.0 4.55 <0.100 4.00 80 - 120Nitrate/Nitrite as N 112mg/L Extract
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Work Order:
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W0G0173


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
MSD
Result


Spike
Result


Spike
Level


RPD
LimitRPD


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Aluminum W029026 23-Jul-106260 100 203.16460mg/kg


EPA 6010B Antimony W029026 23-Jul-1050.7 100 203.349.0mg/kg


EPA 6010B Arsenic W029026 23-Jul-10128 100 201.2126mg/kg


EPA 6010B Barium W029026 23-Jul-10105 100 201.4106mg/kg


EPA 6010B Cadmium W029026 23-Jul-1085.6 100 200.385.8mg/kg


EPA 6010B Calcium W029026 23-Jul-10167000 2000 202.2 D2171000mg/kg


EPA 6010B Chromium W029026 23-Jul-10107 100 200.4107mg/kg


EPA 6010B Copper W029026 23-Jul-101880 100 201.31900mg/kg


EPA 6010B Iron W029026 23-Jul-1036600 1000 202.437500mg/kg


EPA 6010B Lead W029026 23-Jul-1094.2 100 201.492.8mg/kg


EPA 6010B Magnesium W029026 23-Jul-1041200 2000 202.142100mg/kg


EPA 6010B Manganese W029026 23-Jul-102170 100 201.62200mg/kg


EPA 6010B Molybdenum W029026 23-Jul-10225 100 203.5217mg/kg


EPA 6010B Potassium W029026 23-Jul-102980 2000 200.12980mg/kg


EPA 6010B Selenium W029026 23-Jul-1090.1 100 200.789.4mg/kg


EPA 6010B Silver W029026 23-Jul-107.32 5.00 201.77.45mg/kg


EPA 6010B Sodium W029026 23-Jul-102100 1900 200.82090mg/kg


EPA 6010B Zinc W029026 23-Jul-10226 100 203.8217mg/kg


EPA 7471A Mercury W028187 12-Jul-100.502 0.167 202.30.513mg/kg


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B Aluminum W029105 21-Jul-101.0 1.00 200.71.0mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Antimony W029105 21-Jul-100.95 1.00 203.00.98mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Arsenic W029105 21-Jul-100.9 1.00 203.70.9mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Barium W029105 21-Jul-100.96 1.00 200.40.96mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Cadmium W029105 21-Jul-101.01 1.00 200.71.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Calcium W029105 21-Jul-10127 20.0 200.8128mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Chromium W029105 21-Jul-101.02 1.00 200.71.03mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Copper W029105 21-Jul-101.09 1.00 200.51.09mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Iron W029105 21-Jul-1010.2 10.0 200.210.2mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Lead W029105 21-Jul-101.02 1.00 203.51.06mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Magnesium W029105 21-Jul-1028.5 20.0 200.728.3mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Manganese W029105 21-Jul-101.02 1.00 200.41.03mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Potassium W029105 21-Jul-1021.6 20.0 200.721.5mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Selenium W029105 21-Jul-100.837 1.00 204.20.873mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Silver W029105 21-Jul-100.049 0.0500 201.60.048mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Sodium W029105 21-Jul-1024.1 19.0 201.323.8mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Zinc W029105 21-Jul-100.93 1.00 201.20.94mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A Mercury W029135 14-Jul-100.0011 0.00100 200.90.0011mg/L Extract


Quality Control - POST DIGESTION SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Antimony 98.6 4.6 100 94.0 75 - 125 W029026 23-Jul-10mg/kg
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3031 West Ina Road


23-Jul-10 16:27Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0173


Notes and Definitions 


B7 Target analyte in method blank exceeded method QC limits, but concentrations in samples were at least 10x the blank concentration.


D1 Sample required dilution due to matrix.


D2 Sample required dilution due to high concentration of target analyte.


M2 Matrix spike recovery was low, but the LCS recovery was acceptable.


M3 The spike recovery value is unusable since the analyte concentration in the sample is disproportionate to spike level.  The LCS was 


acceptable.


N3 Sample analyzed at 10x dilution (below reporting limit) due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


N3a Sample analyzed at 10x dilution due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


R1 RPD exceeded the method acceptance limit.


Relative Percent Difference


A result is less than the detection limitUDL


RPD


Laboratory Control Sample (Blank Spike)LCS


% recovery not applicable, sample concentration more than four times greater than spike levelR > 4S


A result is less than the reporting limit<RL


MRL


MDL


N/A


Method Reporting Limit


Method Detection Limit


Not Applicable
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ANALYTICAL REPORT FOR SAMPLES


Sample ID Laboratory ID Matrix Date Sampled Date ReceivedSampled By


HORQUILLA W0G0359-01 JP08-Jul-10 17:00Soil 14-Jul-2010


COLINA W0G0359-02 JP08-Jul-10 17:00Soil 14-Jul-2010


Solid samples are analyzed on an as-received, wet-weight basis, unless otherwise requested.


Sample preparation is defined by the client as per their Data Quality Objectives.


This report supercedes any previous reports for this Work Order.  The complete report includes pages for each sample, a full QC report, 


and a notes section.


The results presented in this report relate only to the samples, and meet all requirements of the NELAC Standards unless otherwise noted.
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 3


HORQUILLA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 7110 1.9 W0300388.0mg/kgAluminum


DG 07/21/10 09:21EPA 6010B < 2.0 0.3 W0300382.0mg/kgAntimony


DG 07/21/10 09:21EPA 6010B 13.5 0.5 W0300382.5mg/kgArsenic


DG 07/21/10 09:21EPA 6010B 5.17 0.02 W0300380.20mg/kgBarium


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 0.24 0.03 W0300380.20mg/kgCadmium


DG10 07/21/10 12:15EPA 6010B 84600 9.6 D2W03003840.0mg/kgCalcium


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 14.3 0.07 W0300380.60mg/kgChromium


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 1030 0.21 W0300381.00mg/kgCopper


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 33800 1.0 W0300386.0mg/kgIron


DG 07/21/10 09:21EPA 6010B 30.4 0.36 W0300380.75mg/kgLead


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 6010 2.6 W0300386.0mg/kgMagnesium


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 1950 0.06 W0300380.40mg/kgManganese


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 53.3 0.13 W0300380.80mg/kgMolybdenum


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 435 8.70 W03003850.0mg/kgPotassium


DG 07/21/10 09:21EPA 6010B 5.5 1.4 W0300384.0mg/kgSelenium


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 0.56 0.04 W0300380.50mg/kgSilver


DG 07/21/10 09:19EPA 6010B 102 5.7 W03003850.0mg/kgSodium


DG 07/21/10 09:20EPA 6010B 184 0.22 W0300381.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/19/10 13:23EPA 7471A 0.130 0.010 W0292480.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/20/10 12:00Modified Sobek 539 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/20/10 12:00Modified Sobek 9.0 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


HJG 07/19/10 17:14Modified Sobek 548 0.01 W0293170.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/20/10 11:16Modified Sobek 0.02 W0293170.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/20/10 12:00Modified Sobek 0.31 W0293170.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/20/10 12:00Modified Sobek 0.29 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/20/10 12:00Modified Sobek 0.49 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/17/10 22:16Modified Sobek 0.80 W0293170.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 11.27 W030053pH UnitsNAG pH


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 0.00 W030053kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 0.00 W030053kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/20/10 15:49EPA 300.0 12.1 0.33 W0281382.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/20/10 15:49EPA 300.0 11.7 0.13 W0281381.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH25 07/20/10 15:11EPA 300.0 6220 18.8 D2W02813875.0mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/20/10 10:01Percent Solids 85.5 W0300420.1%% Solids


Meteoric Water Mobility Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 5.50 W029221pH UnitsExtraction Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 24.0 W029221HrsExtraction Time


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 Rotation W029221Extraction Type


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 14.1 W029221%Feed Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 7.82 W029221pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W029221%Retained Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:18ASTM E2242-02 5000 W029221gSample Weight
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 3


HORQUILLA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 < 0.080 0.019 W0300650.080mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/21/10 11:24EPA 200.7 < 0.020 0.005 W0300650.020mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/21/10 11:24EPA 200.7 < 0.025 0.005 W0300650.025mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/21/10 11:24EPA 200.7 0.0080 0.0007 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/21/10 11:24EPA 200.7 < 0.0020 0.0005 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 29.4 0.012 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/21/10 13:28EPA 200.7 < 0.0060 0.0009 W0300650.0060mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/21/10 13:27EPA 200.7 < 0.010 0.005 W0300650.010mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 < 0.060 0.018 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/21/10 13:28EPA 200.7 < 0.008 0.004 W0300650.008mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 0.535 0.011 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 < 0.0040 0.0019 W0300650.0040mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 4.97 0.06 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/21/10 13:28EPA 200.7 < 0.040 0.013 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/21/10 13:27EPA 200.7 < 0.0050 0.0012 W0300650.0050mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/21/10 11:23EPA 200.7 19.3 0.04 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/21/10 11:24EPA 200.7 < 0.0100 0.0016 W0300650.0100mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/20/10 13:08EPA 245.1 < 0.00020 0.000065 W0300700.00020mg/L ExtractMercury


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)


TJK10 07/19/10 15:37EPA 353.2 < 0.500 0.0440 N3W0293250.500mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/21/10 11:10EPA 300.0 3.56 0.033 W0301310.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/21/10 11:10EPA 300.0 1.05 0.013 W0301310.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH5 07/21/10 11:20EPA 300.0 91.1 0.38 D2W0301311.50mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/19/10 14:21ASTM E2242-02 9.48 W029222pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 0.7 0.02 W0300410.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0300410.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0300410.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B 0.005 0.0007 W0300410.002mg/L ExtractBarium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0300410.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 9.8 0.01 W0300410.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0300410.006mg/L ExtractChromium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B 0.17 0.005 W0300410.01mg/L ExtractCopper


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 1.2 0.02 W0300410.06mg/L ExtractIron


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0300410.0075mg/L ExtractLead


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 1.9 0.01 W0300410.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 0.10 0.002 W0300410.004mg/L ExtractManganese


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 0.84 0.06 W0300410.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0300410.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0300410.005mg/L ExtractSilver


AS 07/20/10 17:28EPA 6010B 2.4 0.04 W0300410.5mg/L ExtractSodium


AS 07/20/10 17:30EPA 6010B 0.05 0.002 W0300410.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/20/10 13:19EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0300710.0002mg/L ExtractMercury
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-01 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 3 of 3


HORQUILLA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/19/10 12:26EPA 300.0 < 0.200 0.033 W0300480.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/19/10 12:26EPA 300.0 0.694 0.013 W0300480.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/19/10 12:26EPA 300.0 < 0.100 0.022 W0300480.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH 07/19/10 12:26EPA 300.0 6.88 0.08 W0300480.30mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


John Kern


Laboratory Director
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 1 of 3


COLINA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods


DG 07/21/10 09:37EPA 6010B 4870 1.9 W0300388.0mg/kgAluminum


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B < 2.0 0.3 W0300382.0mg/kgAntimony


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 27.6 0.5 W0300382.5mg/kgArsenic


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 12.5 0.02 W0300380.20mg/kgBarium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 0.58 0.03 W0300380.20mg/kgCadmium


DG10 07/21/10 11:03EPA 6010B 167000 9.6 D2W03003840.0mg/kgCalcium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 11.8 0.07 W0300380.60mg/kgChromium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 2770 0.21 W0300381.00mg/kgCopper


DG 07/21/10 09:36EPA 6010B 20100 1.0 W0300386.0mg/kgIron


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 2.55 0.36 W0300380.75mg/kgLead


DG 07/21/10 09:36EPA 6010B 57900 2.6 W0300386.0mg/kgMagnesium


DG 07/21/10 09:36EPA 6010B 1460 0.06 W0300380.40mg/kgManganese


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 112 0.13 W0300380.80mg/kgMolybdenum


DG 07/21/10 09:36EPA 6010B 1130 8.70 W03003850.0mg/kgPotassium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 22.1 1.4 W0300384.0mg/kgSelenium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 2.60 0.04 W0300380.50mg/kgSilver


DG 07/21/10 09:37EPA 6010B 76.1 5.7 W03003850.0mg/kgSodium


DG 07/21/10 09:38EPA 6010B 163 0.22 W0300381.00mg/kgZinc


JAA 07/19/10 13:31EPA 7471A 0.057 0.010 W0292480.033mg/kgMercury


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms


07/20/10 12:03Modified Sobek 180 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTABA


07/20/10 12:03Modified Sobek 1.1 N/A0.3TCaCO3/kTAGP


HJG 07/19/10 17:14Modified Sobek 181 0.01 W0293170.3TCaCO3/kTANP


HJG 07/20/10 11:19Modified Sobek < 0.01 W0293170.01%Non-extractable Sulfur


HJG 07/20/10 12:03Modified Sobek 0.03 W0293170.01%Non-Sulfate Sulfur


07/20/10 12:03Modified Sobek 0.03 N/A0.01%Pyritic Sulfur


07/20/10 12:03Modified Sobek 0.04 N/A0.01%Sulfate Sulfur


HJG 07/17/10 22:18Modified Sobek 0.07 W0293170.01%Total Sulfur


Classical Chemistry Parameters


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 11.48 W030053pH UnitsNAG pH


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 0.00 W030053kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 4.5


KC 07/20/10 16:39NAG 0.00 W030053kg H2SO4/TNAG@pH 7


Anions by Ion Chromatography


FEH 07/20/10 15:20EPA 300.0 12.8 0.33 W0281382.00mg/kgChloride


FEH 07/20/10 15:20EPA 300.0 5.78 0.13 W0281381.00mg/kgFluoride


FEH 07/20/10 15:20EPA 300.0 129 0.75 W0281383.00mg/kgSulfate as SO4


Percent Solids


DP 07/20/10 10:01Percent Solids 85.2 W0300420.1%% Solids


Meteoric Water Mobility Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 5.69 W029331pH UnitsExtraction Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 24.0 W029331HrsExtraction Time


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 Rotation W029331Extraction Type


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 15.1 W029331%Feed Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 8.42 W029331pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 0.00 W029331%Retained Moisture


ESB 07/19/10 14:24ASTM E2242-02 5000 W029331gSample Weight
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 2 of 3


COLINA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 < 0.080 0.019 W0300650.080mg/L ExtractAluminum


DG 07/21/10 11:30EPA 200.7 < 0.020 0.005 W0300650.020mg/L ExtractAntimony


DG 07/21/10 11:30EPA 200.7 < 0.025 0.005 W0300650.025mg/L ExtractArsenic


DG 07/21/10 11:30EPA 200.7 0.0346 0.0007 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractBarium


DG 07/21/10 11:30EPA 200.7 < 0.0020 0.0005 W0300650.0020mg/L ExtractCadmium


DG 07/21/10 11:28EPA 200.7 658 0.012 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractCalcium


DG 07/21/10 13:33EPA 200.7 < 0.0060 0.0009 W0300650.0060mg/L ExtractChromium


DG 07/21/10 13:33EPA 200.7 0.011 0.005 W0300650.010mg/L ExtractCopper


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 < 0.060 0.018 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractIron


DG 07/21/10 13:33EPA 200.7 < 0.008 0.004 W0300650.008mg/L ExtractLead


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 15.5 0.011 W0300650.060mg/L ExtractMagnesium


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 < 0.0040 0.0019 W0300650.0040mg/L ExtractManganese


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 5.53 0.06 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


DG 07/21/10 13:33EPA 200.7 0.048 0.013 W0300650.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


DG 07/21/10 13:33EPA 200.7 < 0.0050 0.0012 W0300650.0050mg/L ExtractSilver


DG 07/21/10 11:29EPA 200.7 15.4 0.04 W0300650.50mg/L ExtractSodium


DG 07/21/10 11:30EPA 200.7 < 0.0100 0.0016 W0300650.0100mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/20/10 13:09EPA 245.1 < 0.00020 0.000065 W0300700.00020mg/L ExtractMercury


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)


TJK10 07/19/10 15:38EPA 353.2 < 0.500 0.0440 N3W0293250.500mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)


FEH5 07/21/10 12:06EPA 300.0 4.14 0.165 D1W0301311.00mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH5 07/21/10 12:06EPA 300.0 2.76 0.065 D1W0301310.500mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH50 07/21/10 12:33EPA 300.0 1560 3.75 D2W03013115.0mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


SPLP Extraction Parameters


ESB 07/19/10 14:21ASTM E2242-02 9.48 W029222pH UnitsFinal Fluid pH


SPLP Leachates (Metals)


AS 07/20/10 17:46EPA 6010B < 0.08 0.02 W0300410.08mg/L ExtractAluminum


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0300410.02mg/L ExtractAntimony


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.02 0.005 W0300410.02mg/L ExtractArsenic


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B 0.02 0.0007 W0300410.002mg/L ExtractBarium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.002 0.0005 W0300410.002mg/L ExtractCadmium


AS 07/20/10 17:45EPA 6010B 193 0.01 W0300410.04mg/L ExtractCalcium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.006 0.0009 W0300410.006mg/L ExtractChromium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.005 W0300410.01mg/L ExtractCopper


AS 07/20/10 17:46EPA 6010B < 0.06 0.02 W0300410.06mg/L ExtractIron


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.0075 0.0040 W0300410.0075mg/L ExtractLead


AS 07/20/10 17:46EPA 6010B 3.7 0.01 W0300410.06mg/L ExtractMagnesium


AS 07/20/10 17:46EPA 6010B < 0.004 0.002 W0300410.004mg/L ExtractManganese


AS 07/20/10 17:45EPA 6010B 1.27 0.06 W0300410.50mg/L ExtractPotassium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.040 0.013 W0300410.040mg/L ExtractSelenium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.005 0.001 W0300410.005mg/L ExtractSilver


AS 07/20/10 17:45EPA 6010B 1.4 0.04 W0300410.5mg/L ExtractSodium


AS 07/20/10 17:47EPA 6010B < 0.01 0.002 W0300410.01mg/L ExtractZinc


JAA 07/20/10 13:24EPA 7470A < 0.0002 0.00006 W0300710.0002mg/L ExtractMercury
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


ResultAnalyte RL AnalyzedMethod DilutionUnits


W0G0359-02 (Soil)


AnalystMDL Notes


Sampled:


Received: 14-Jul-10


Sampled By: 


Client Sample ID: 


SVL Sample ID: Sample Report Page 3 of 3


COLINA


Batch


08-Jul-10 17:00


JP


SPLP Leachates (Anions)


FEH 07/19/10 13:11EPA 300.0 0.218 0.033 W0300480.200mg/L ExtractChloride


FEH 07/19/10 13:11EPA 300.0 0.844 0.013 W0300480.100mg/L ExtractFluoride


FEH 07/19/10 13:11EPA 300.0 < 0.100 0.022 W0300480.100mg/L ExtractNitrate/Nitrite as N


FEH10 07/19/10 13:20EPA 300.0 432 0.75 D2W0300483.00mg/L ExtractSulfate as SO4


This data has been reviewed for accuracy and has been authorized for release by the Laboratory Director or designee.


John Kern


Laboratory Director
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741


One Government Gulch - PO Box 929 Kellogg ID 83837-0929 (208) 784-1258 Fax (208) 783-0891One Government Gulch - PO Box 929


Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B <8.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Aluminum 8.01.9mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Antimony 2.00.3mg/kg


EPA 6010B <2.5 W030038 21-Jul-10Arsenic 2.50.5mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W030038 21-Jul-10Barium 0.200.02mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.20 W030038 21-Jul-10Cadmium 0.200.03mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Calcium 4.01.0 B7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.60 W030038 21-Jul-10Chromium 0.600.07mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W030038 21-Jul-10Copper 1.000.21mg/kg


EPA 6010B <6.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Iron 6.01.0 B7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.75 W030038 21-Jul-10Lead 0.750.36mg/kg


EPA 6010B <6.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Magnesium 6.02.6mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.40 W030038 21-Jul-10Manganese 0.400.06mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.80 W030038 21-Jul-10Molybdenum 0.800.13mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Potassium 50.08.70mg/kg


EPA 6010B <4.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Selenium 4.01.4mg/kg


EPA 6010B <0.50 W030038 21-Jul-10Silver 0.500.04mg/kg


EPA 6010B <50.0 W030038 21-Jul-10Sodium 50.05.7mg/kg


EPA 6010B <1.00 W030038 21-Jul-10Zinc 1.000.22mg/kg


EPA 7471A <0.033 W029248 19-Jul-10Mercury 0.0330.010mg/kg


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek <0.3 W029317 19-Jul-10ANP 0.30.01TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 17-Jul-10Total Sulfur 0.01%


Modified Sobek <0.01 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


0.01%


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 <1.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Fluoride 1.000.13mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <2.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Chloride 2.000.33mg/kg


EPA 300.0 <3.00 W028138 20-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 3.000.75mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 <0.080 W030065 21-Jul-10Aluminum 0.0800.019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 W030065 21-Jul-10Antimony 0.0200.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 W030065 21-Jul-10Arsenic 0.0250.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W030065 21-Jul-10Barium 0.00200.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 W030065 21-Jul-10Cadmium 0.00200.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W030065 21-Jul-10Calcium 0.0400.012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 W030065 21-Jul-10Chromium 0.00600.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 W030065 21-Jul-10Copper 0.0100.005mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W030065 21-Jul-10Iron 0.0600.018mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 W030065 21-Jul-10Lead 0.0080.004mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 W030065 21-Jul-10Magnesium 0.0600.011mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0040 W030065 21-Jul-10Manganese 0.00400.0019mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W030065 21-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 W030065 21-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 W030065 21-Jul-10Silver 0.00500.0012mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.50 W030065 21-Jul-10Sodium 0.500.04mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 W030065 21-Jul-10Zinc 0.01000.0016mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 W030070 20-Jul-10Mercury 0.000200.000065mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 <0.0500 W029325 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.05000.0044mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W030131 21-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W030131 21-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract
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3031 West Ina Road


22-Jul-10 15:17Tucson, AZ 85741
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


Method


Quality Control - BLANK Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzedResult MDL MRL


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 <0.30 W030131 21-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


SPLP Extraction Parameters
ASTM E2242-02 5.00 W029222 19-Jul-10Final Fluid pH pH Units


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B <0.08 W030041 20-Jul-10Aluminum 0.080.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W030041 20-Jul-10Antimony 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.02 W030041 20-Jul-10Arsenic 0.020.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W030041 20-Jul-10Barium 0.0020.0007mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.002 W030041 20-Jul-10Cadmium 0.0020.0005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.04 W030041 20-Jul-10Calcium 0.040.01 B7mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.006 W030041 20-Jul-10Chromium 0.0060.0009mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W030041 20-Jul-10Copper 0.010.005mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W030041 20-Jul-10Iron 0.060.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.0075 W030041 20-Jul-10Lead 0.00750.0040mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.06 W030041 20-Jul-10Magnesium 0.060.01mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.004 W030041 20-Jul-10Manganese 0.0040.002mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.50 W030041 20-Jul-10Potassium 0.500.06mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.040 W030041 20-Jul-10Selenium 0.0400.013mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.005 W030041 20-Jul-10Silver 0.0050.001mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.5 W030041 20-Jul-10Sodium 0.50.04mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B <0.01 W030041 20-Jul-10Zinc 0.010.002mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A <0.0002 W030071 20-Jul-10Mercury 0.00020.00006mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 <0.100 W030048 19-Jul-10Fluoride 0.1000.013mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.200 W030048 19-Jul-10Chloride 0.2000.033mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.30 W030048 19-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 0.300.08mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.100 W030048 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N 0.1000.022mg/L Extract


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003898.7 100 98.7 80 - 120Aluminum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003897.1 100 97.1 80 - 120Antimony mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003895.0 100 95.0 80 - 120Arsenic mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038101 100 101 80 - 120Barium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003899.1 100 99.1 80 - 120Cadmium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300382160 2000 108 80 - 120Calcium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038110 100 110 80 - 120Chromium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038109 100 109 80 - 120Copper mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300381030 1000 103 80 - 120Iron mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038104 100 104 80 - 120Lead mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300382060 2000 103 80 - 120Magnesium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038103 100 103 80 - 120Manganese mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038109 100 109 80 - 120Molybdenum mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300382080 2000 104 80 - 120Potassium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003893.0 100 93.0 80 - 120Selenium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300384.99 5.00 99.8 80 - 120Silver mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W0300382100 1900 110 80 - 120Sodium mg/kg


EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W030038101 100 101 80 - 120Zinc mg/kg


EPA 7471A 19-Jul-10W0292480.893 0.833 107 80 - 120Mercury mg/kg
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek 19-Jul-10W02931723.6 24.9 94.8 80 - 120ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 17-Jul-10W0293173.23 3.21 101 80 - 120Total Sulfur %


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W02813895.5 119 80.3 50 - 150Fluoride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W028138589 616 95.6 80 - 120Chloride D2mg/kg


EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W028138492 518 94.9 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.02 1.00 102 85 - 115Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.08 1.00 108 85 - 115Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.983 1.00 98.3 85 - 115Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006520.8 20.0 104 85 - 115Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 1.00 101 85 - 115Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.986 1.00 98.6 85 - 115Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006510.0 10.0 100 85 - 115Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.953 1.00 95.3 85 - 115Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006519.9 20.0 99.7 85 - 115Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.04 1.00 104 85 - 115Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006519.6 20.0 98.0 85 - 115Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.930 1.00 93.0 85 - 115Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.0493 0.0500 98.7 85 - 115Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W03006518.7 19.0 98.6 85 - 115Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300650.972 1.00 97.2 85 - 115Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 20-Jul-10W0300700.00514 0.00500 103 85 - 115Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 19-Jul-10W0293251.97 2.00 98.6 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 21-Jul-10W0301311.98 2.00 99.0 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 21-Jul-10W0301312.95 3.00 98.4 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 21-Jul-10W03013110.1 10.0 101 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.0 1.00 95.2 80 - 120Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.02 1.00 102 80 - 120Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.0 1.00 102 80 - 120Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300410.97 1.00 96.8 80 - 120Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.02 1.00 102 80 - 120Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W03004121.2 20.0 106 80 - 120Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.04 1.00 104 80 - 120Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.07 1.00 107 80 - 120Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W03004110.0 10.0 100 80 - 120Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.01 1.00 101 80 - 120Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W03004119.9 20.0 99.3 80 - 120Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.01 1.00 101 80 - 120Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W03004120.4 20.0 102 80 - 120Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300410.945 1.00 94.5 80 - 120Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300410.050 0.0500 99.0 80 - 120Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W03004118.7 19.0 98.4 80 - 120Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.00 1.00 99.7 80 - 120Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A 20-Jul-10W0300710.0045 0.00500 90.8 80 - 120Mercury mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 19-Jul-10W0300481.95 2.00 97.6 90 - 110Fluoride mg/L Extract
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Reported:


Work Order:


Tetra Tech EM, Inc. (Tucson) Project Name: Rosemont


W0G0359


Method


Quality Control - LABORATORY CONTROL SAMPLE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
LCS
Result


LCS
True


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


SPLP Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 19-Jul-10W0300482.96 3.00 98.5 90 - 110Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 19-Jul-10W0300489.78 10.0 97.8 90 - 110Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 19-Jul-10W0300484.54 4.50 101 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


Acid/Base Accounting & Sulfur Forms
Modified Sobek <0.3 <0.3 UDL 20 W029317 19-Jul-10ANP TCaCO3/kT


Modified Sobek 4.03 4.01 0.5 20 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-Sulfate Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 4.14 4.20 1.4 20 W029317 17-Jul-10Total Sulfur %


Modified Sobek 3.64 3.67 0.8 20 W029317 20-Jul-10Non-extractable 


Sulfur


%


Classical Chemistry Parameters
NAG 4.80 4.94 2.9 20 W030053 20-Jul-10NAG pH pH Units


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W030053 20-Jul-10NAG@pH 4.5 kg H2SO4/T


NAG 0.00 0.00 20 W030053 20-Jul-10NAG@pH 7 kg H2SO4/T


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 5.44 5.78 5.9 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Fluoride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 11.9 12.8 7.4 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Chloride mg/kg


EPA 300.0 128 129 0.9 20 W028138 20-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 <0.080 <0.080 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Aluminum mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.020 <0.020 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Antimony mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.025 <0.025 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Arsenic mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0295 0.0297 0.8 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Barium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0020 <0.0020 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Cadmium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 151 151 0.5 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Calcium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0060 <0.0060 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Chromium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.010 0.010 <RL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Copper mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.060 <0.060 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Iron mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.008 <0.008 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Lead mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 11.5 11.4 0.4 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Magnesium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 0.0371 0.0372 0.2 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Manganese mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 14.9 15.0 0.6 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Potassium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.040 <0.040 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Selenium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0050 <0.0050 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Silver mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 33.6 33.9 0.9 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Sodium mg/L Extract


EPA 200.7 <0.0100 <0.0100 UDL 20 W030065 21-Jul-10Zinc mg/L Extract


EPA 245.1 <0.00020 <0.00020 UDL 20 W030070 20-Jul-10Mercury mg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 1.34 1.41 4.7 20 W029325 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N N3amg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 1.05 1.05 0.5 20 W030131 21-Jul-10Fluoride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 3.46 3.56 2.7 20 W030131 21-Jul-10Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 90.3 91.1 1.0 20 W030131 21-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 0.690 0.694 0.6 20 W030048 19-Jul-10Fluoride mg/L Extract
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Method


Quality Control - DUPLICATE Data (Continued)


Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Duplicate
Result


Sample
Result


RPD
LimitRPD


SPLP Leachates (Anions)     (Continued)
EPA 300.0 <0.200 <0.200 <RL 20 W030048 19-Jul-10Chloride mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 6.90 6.88 0.3 20 W030048 19-Jul-10Sulfate as SO4 mg/L Extract


EPA 300.0 <0.100 <0.100 <RL 20 W030048 19-Jul-10Nitrate/Nitrite as N mg/L Extract


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B 21-Jul-10W03003810100 7110 100 75 - 125Aluminum R > 4S M3mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 29.0 <2.0 100 75 - 125Antimony 29.0 M2mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 105 13.5 100 75 - 125Arsenic 91.9mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 100 5.17 100 75 - 125Barium 95.1mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 87.4 0.24 100 75 - 125Cadmium 87.1mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 108000 84600 2000 75 - 125Calcium R > 4S D2,M3mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 118 14.3 100 75 - 125Chromium 104mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 1330 1030 100 75 - 125Copper R > 4S M3mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 41700 33800 1000 75 - 125Iron R > 4S M3mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 125 30.4 100 75 - 125Lead 95.0mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 10400 6010 2000 75 - 125Magnesium 221 M1mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 2540 1950 100 75 - 125Manganese R > 4S M3mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 143 53.3 100 75 - 125Molybdenum 89.6mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 2600 435 2000 75 - 125Potassium 108mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 99.7 5.5 100 75 - 125Selenium 94.2mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 5.57 0.56 5.00 75 - 125Silver 100mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 2200 102 1900 75 - 125Sodium 110mg/kg


21-Jul-10W030038EPA 6010B 322 184 100 75 - 125Zinc 139 M1mg/kg


19-Jul-10W029248EPA 7471A 0.337 0.130 0.167 75 - 125Mercury 124mg/kg


Anions by Ion Chromatography
EPA 300.0 20-Jul-10W02813824.4 5.78 20.0 75 - 125Fluoride 93.1mg/kg


20-Jul-10W028138EPA 300.0 39.8 12.8 30.0 75 - 125Chloride 90.2mg/kg


20-Jul-10W028138EPA 300.0 222 129 100 75 - 125Sulfate as SO4 93.6mg/kg


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Metals by 200 Series)
EPA 200.7 21-Jul-10W0300651.01 <0.080 1.00 70 - 130Aluminum 101mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.06 <0.020 1.00 70 - 130Antimony 106mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.08 <0.025 1.00 70 - 130Arsenic 108mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.11 0.0297 1.00 70 - 130Barium 108mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.977 <0.0020 1.00 70 - 130Cadmium 97.7mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 165 151 20.0 70 - 130Calcium 72.5 M3mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.03 <0.0060 1.00 70 - 130Chromium 103mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.05 0.010 1.00 70 - 130Copper 104mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 10.1 <0.060 10.0 70 - 130Iron 101mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.01 <0.008 1.00 70 - 130Lead 101mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 31.0 11.4 20.0 70 - 130Magnesium 98.0mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 1.06 0.0372 1.00 70 - 130Manganese 102mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 35.1 15.0 20.0 70 - 130Potassium 100mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.974 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 97.4mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.0506 <0.0050 0.0500 70 - 130Silver 101mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 51.7 33.9 19.0 70 - 130Sodium 93.9mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030065EPA 200.7 0.967 <0.0100 1.00 70 - 130Zinc 96.7mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030070EPA 245.1 0.00091 <0.00020 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 91.0mg/L Extract
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Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE Data (Continued)


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Classical)
EPA 353.2 19-Jul-10W0293252.32 1.41 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N 91.7 N3amg/L Extract


19-Jul-10W029325EPA 353.2 1.32 <0.500 1.00 90 - 110Nitrate/Nitrite as N 100 N3amg/L Extract


Meteoric Water Mobility Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 21-Jul-10W0301313.07 1.05 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 101mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030131EPA 300.0 6.43 3.56 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 95.8mg/L Extract


21-Jul-10W030131EPA 300.0 101 91.1 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 102 D2mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B 20-Jul-10W0300411.7 0.7 1.00 75 - 125Aluminum 99.0mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.03 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Antimony 103mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.0 <0.02 1.00 75 - 125Arsenic 104mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 0.98 0.005 1.00 75 - 125Barium 97.3mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.03 <0.002 1.00 75 - 125Cadmium 103mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 31.2 9.8 20.0 75 - 125Calcium 107mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.04 <0.006 1.00 75 - 125Chromium 104mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.24 0.17 1.00 75 - 125Copper 107mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 11.4 1.2 10.0 75 - 125Iron 102mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.02 <0.0075 1.00 75 - 125Lead 102mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 22.1 1.9 20.0 75 - 125Magnesium 101mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.14 0.10 1.00 75 - 125Manganese 104mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 21.4 0.84 20.0 75 - 125Potassium 103mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 0.937 <0.040 1.00 70 - 130Selenium 93.7mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 0.050 <0.005 0.0500 75 - 125Silver 99.1mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 20.9 2.4 19.0 75 - 125Sodium 97.4mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030041EPA 6010B 1.06 0.05 1.00 75 - 125Zinc 101mg/L Extract


20-Jul-10W030071EPA 7470A 0.0008 <0.0002 0.00100 70 - 130Mercury 76.0mg/L Extract


SPLP Leachates (Anions)
EPA 300.0 19-Jul-10W0300482.68 0.694 2.00 80 - 120Fluoride 99.2mg/L Extract


19-Jul-10W030048EPA 300.0 3.21 <0.200 3.00 80 - 120Chloride 102mg/L Extract


19-Jul-10W030048EPA 300.0 16.9 6.88 10.0 80 - 120Sulfate as SO4 99.8mg/L Extract


19-Jul-10W030048EPA 300.0 4.17 <0.100 4.00 80 - 120Nitrate/Nitrite as N 103mg/L Extract


Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
MSD
Result


Spike
Result


Spike
Level


RPD
LimitRPD


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Aluminum W030038 21-Jul-109370 100 207.610100mg/kg


EPA 6010B Antimony W030038 21-Jul-1028.5 100 201.929.0mg/kg


EPA 6010B Arsenic W030038 21-Jul-10105 100 200.8105mg/kg


EPA 6010B Barium W030038 21-Jul-1099.0 100 201.3100mg/kg


EPA 6010B Cadmium W030038 21-Jul-1087.1 100 200.387.4mg/kg


EPA 6010B Calcium W030038 21-Jul-10105000 2000 202.5 D2108000mg/kg


EPA 6010B Chromium W030038 21-Jul-10117 100 201.3118mg/kg


EPA 6010B Copper W030038 21-Jul-101190 100 2011.11330mg/kg


EPA 6010B Iron W030038 21-Jul-1040400 1000 203.341700mg/kg


EPA 6010B Lead W030038 21-Jul-10121 100 203.9125mg/kg


EPA 6010B Magnesium W030038 21-Jul-108640 2000 2018.710400mg/kg


EPA 6010B Manganese W030038 21-Jul-102350 100 207.82540mg/kg


EPA 6010B Molybdenum W030038 21-Jul-10158 100 2010.0143mg/kg


EPA 6010B Potassium W030038 21-Jul-102550 2000 202.02600mg/kg


EPA 6010B Selenium W030038 21-Jul-1097.8 100 201.999.7mg/kg


EPA 6010B Silver W030038 21-Jul-105.51 5.00 201.05.57mg/kg
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Quality Control - MATRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE Data (Continued)


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
MSD
Result


Spike
Result


Spike
Level


RPD
LimitRPD


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods     (Continued)
EPA 6010B Sodium W030038 21-Jul-102240 1900 202.02200mg/kg


EPA 6010B Zinc W030038 21-Jul-10270 100 2017.5322mg/kg


EPA 7471A Mercury W029248 19-Jul-100.338 0.167 200.50.337mg/kg


SPLP Leachates (Metals)
EPA 6010B Aluminum W030041 20-Jul-101.6 1.00 202.41.7mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Antimony W030041 20-Jul-101.02 1.00 201.61.03mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Arsenic W030041 20-Jul-101.0 1.00 200.81.0mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Barium W030041 20-Jul-100.96 1.00 201.50.98mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Cadmium W030041 20-Jul-101.02 1.00 201.11.03mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Calcium W030041 20-Jul-1030.8 20.0 201.431.2mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Chromium W030041 20-Jul-101.03 1.00 201.31.04mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Copper W030041 20-Jul-101.23 1.00 201.51.24mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Iron W030041 20-Jul-1011.2 10.0 201.811.4mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Lead W030041 20-Jul-101.00 1.00 201.31.02mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Magnesium W030041 20-Jul-1021.6 20.0 202.322.1mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Manganese W030041 20-Jul-101.11 1.00 202.41.14mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Potassium W030041 20-Jul-1021.1 20.0 201.221.4mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Selenium W030041 20-Jul-100.934 1.00 200.30.937mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Silver W030041 20-Jul-100.049 0.0500 200.70.050mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Sodium W030041 20-Jul-1020.8 19.0 200.620.9mg/L Extract


EPA 6010B Zinc W030041 20-Jul-101.05 1.00 201.01.06mg/L Extract


EPA 7470A Mercury W030071 20-Jul-100.0010 0.00100 2026.3 R10.0008mg/L Extract


Quality Control - POST DIGESTION SPIKE Data


Method Analyte Units Batch ID NotesAnalyzed
Spike
Result


Sample
Result (R)


Spike
Level (S)


%
Rec.


Acceptance
Limits


Metals (Total) by EPA 6000/7000 Methods
EPA 6010B Antimony 90.1 <2.0 100 90.1 75 - 125 W030038 21-Jul-10mg/kg


EPA 6010B Magnesium 7800 6010 2000 89.6 75 - 125 W030038 21-Jul-10mg/kg


EPA 6010B Zinc 266 184 100 82.3 75 - 125 W030038 21-Jul-10mg/kg
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Notes and Definitions 


B7 Target analyte in method blank exceeded method QC limits, but concentrations in samples were at least 10x the blank concentration.


D1 Sample required dilution due to matrix.


D2 Sample required dilution due to high concentration of target analyte.


M1 Matrix spike recovery was high, but the LCS recovery was acceptable.


M2 Matrix spike recovery was low, but the LCS recovery was acceptable.


M3 The spike recovery value is unusable since the analyte concentration in the sample is disproportionate to spike level.  The LCS was 


acceptable.


N3 Sample analyzed at 10x dilution (below reporting limit) due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


N3a Sample analyzed at 10x dilution due to history of MWM matrix crashing coil.


R1 RPD exceeded the method acceptance limit.


Relative Percent Difference


A result is less than the detection limitUDL


RPD


Laboratory Control Sample (Blank Spike)LCS


% recovery not applicable, sample concentration more than four times greater than spike levelR > 4S


A result is less than the reporting limit<RL


MRL


MDL


N/A


Method Reporting Limit


Method Detection Limit


Not Applicable
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Chapter 3 Water Resources - Draft Review
Date: 06/30/2010 10:17 AM
Importance: High

Salek,
 
About a month ago SWCA submitted a draft of Chapter 3 Water Resources to the CNF for review
and comment.  The draft followed the outline developed by Rochelle Dresser and approved by
Reta.  To date, we have not received comment on the submitted material.  The intent of the
submission was to receive overall direction on the level of detail the CNF wants to have in
describing the Affected Environment and impact analyses for the benefit of all other discipline
authors as well as specific feedback on the Water Resources section.  Please let us know the
progress of the review of the submitted material and when we may be expecting comments.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
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mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Patterson,

Jennifer'; 'Annandale, George'
Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Golder Conference Call re: Site Water Management Plan
Date: 07/07/2010 07:53 AM

All,
 
Golder is ready to hold the conference call tasked in their SOW to present their initial findings
regarding the Site Water Management Plan.  The call will be at 9:00 AM Arizona/Pacific Time this
Friday (July 10). 
 
Jennifer…….  Do you want a computer link for graphics or is a conference call sufficient?  Please
contact Melissa Reichard at SWCA regarding the call set-up and any need for a computer link.
 
Melissa… Please arrange whatever Jennifer needs for the Friday call.
 
Salek…. Please let Melissa and me know if you want to meet at SWCA for the call.  It should precede
the Barrel-Only Landform meeting.
 
If anyone has questions, please contact me.
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Jeremy J Sautter;
tjchute@msn.com

Subject: Rosemont DEIS Chapter 1
Date: 07/27/2010 11:37 AM
Attachments: July2010Chapter1Draft.docx

Hi Everyone, 

Enclosed is the latest version of Chapter 1.  I'm sharing it with the team primarily as information rather
than as soliciation for editing suggestions (it's already been through several rounds of editing).
 However, if you see any truly fatal flaws in the chapter, please give me your comments. 

One another note, I mistakenly said in my last email, that our next meeting is August 5.  I should have
siad August 4. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Chapter 1

Purpose of and Need for Action

Introduction	

Land managers for the Coronado National Forest (Coronado), an administrative unit of the U.S. Department of Agiculture’s Forest Service (Forest Service), prepared this Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) in response to a Proposed Plan of Operations (PPO) submitted by Augusta Resource Corporation, the parent company of Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont Copper) for development of the Rosemont mineral deposit. The same PPO was also submitted to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for concurrent consideration. The PPO presented in this document accounts for activity proposed on both Forest Service-administered and BLM-administered lands, for which federal decisions are required. The DEIS relies on the work of the Coronado’s Interdisciplinary Team and consultants as well as Rosemont Copper’s technical experts. Several cooperating agencies, including BLM, also contributed to preparation of the DEIS. 

Rosemont Copper’s PPO is for construction, operation/reclamation, and closure of an open-pit mine to extract locatable minerals such as copper, molybdenum, and silver. The PPO also includes associated infrastructure and ancillary facilities. Associated infrastructure consists of haul and access roads, ore transportation systems, ore processing facilities, waste rock and mill tailings areas, leach facilities, and electrical and water transmission lines. Ancillary facilities consist of various buildings integral to the operations (i.e., administration building, employee change house, warehouse, analytical laboratory, vehicle servicing facilities, storage facilities, guard house, and truck scale). 

The proposed mine site is located on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains of the Nogales Ranger District, approximately 30 miles south of Tucson, Arizona (Figure 1.1). Activity is proposed on approximately 995 acres of Rosemont Copper private land, 3,670 acres of National Forest System land, 15 acres of BLM-administered land, and 75 acres of Arizona State Land Department State Trust land. The mine life, including construction, operation/reclamation, and closure, is approximately 25 years and involves significant beneficial and adverse impacts on people and their environment.

Three federal agencies have authority regarding the PPO approval and permitting process: the Forest Service, BLM, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The Forest Service is the lead agency.  There are 17 cooperating federal, state, and local agencies with jurisdiction or special expertise related to aspects of the PPO, including the BLM and USACE 



Figure 1.1.  Project location.

Document Structure	

The Coronado National Forest prepared this document in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant laws, regulations, and policies. This document discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental consequences that would result from the Coronado and BLM approval of the PPO and alternatives to it. This document considers necessary amendments to the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, as amended (Forest Plan) (Forest Service 1986), which guides overall management of the Coronado National Forest. This document also considers necessary amendments to the Phoenix Resource Management Plan and Record of Decision (Phoenix RMP/ROD) (BLM 1989), which directs land uses and other special uses of BLM-administered land.

This document is organized into eight chapters with associated appendices.

Chapter 1. Purpose of and Need for Action: Chapter 1 focuses on the underlying need to which the agency is responding in proposing the action and alternatives, the framework in which decisions will be made by the three responsible federal agencies, and the significant issues associated with the Proposed Action.

Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action: Chapter 2 describes the Proposed Action along with the alternatives considered in detail. Action alternatives were developed based on significant issues raised by the public, Coronado resource specialists, and other agencies. The No Action Alternative is included in the range of alternatives considered in detail. Chapter 2 also provides a comparison summary based on each alternative’s environmental consequences presented in Chapter 3. This chapter identifies the Coronado’s and BLM’s preferred alternative as well as alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed study. 

Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: Chapter 3 describes the affected environment and the environmental impacts associated with the Proposed Action and the alternatives considered in detail. The affected environment information provides the baseline conditions, incorporating past and present actions, for determining potential impacts. Reasonably foreseeable actions are also identified for consideration of potential cumulative effects. The presentation of information is organized by groupings of elements within the physical, biological, and socioeconomic environments. The following additional disclosures are made at the end of the chapter: short-term uses and long-term productivity; unavoidable adverse effects; irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources; and other required disclosures. This chapter provides the analyses for the comparison summary presented in Chapter 2.

Chapter 4. Cooperating Agencies and Consultation: Chapter 4 addresses the cooperating agencies and consulting agencies, including Tribal governments, involved during the development of this document.

Chapter 5. List of Preparers: Chapter 5 identifies the individuals responsible for the development of this document.

Chapter 6. Literature Cited: Chapter 6 provides a list of literature cited in this document.

Chapter 7. Glossary: The Glossary provides acronyms, abbreviations, and definitions of terms used in this document.

Chapter 8. Index: The Index provides page numbers by topic within this document.

Appendices: The appendices provide more detailed information to support the analyses presented in this document, including public involvement. The appendices include the following: {Insert list of Appendices when finalized}

The analyses conducted for this project reflect the best available science. Supporting documentation, including more detailed analyses of baseline conditions and potential effects, may be found in the project planning record, located at the Coronado Supervisor’s Office (Tucson, Arizona) and Nogales Ranger District (Nogales, Arizona). Key materials may also be found on the project website at http://www.RosemontEIS.us. 

The information furnished in this document is intended to provide adequate site-specific information for the responsible officials to make reasoned decisions. Published documents are incorporated by reference. Impacts are discussed in proportion to their significance and items deemed most useful to decision-makers and the public are emphasized. 

Background	

The current PPO is the latest in an extensive history of copper prospecting and development in Southern Arizona. Copper production in the Santa Rita Mountains began in the 1880s and continued until the 1950s. Previous mining activity on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains supported operation of the Rosemont Smelter in the Rosemont Mining District. Previous mining activity on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains supported operation of the Columbia Smelter at Helvetia in the Helvetia Mining District. Although several exploration projects have been undertaken, there has been no recent production of copper. The increased value of copper over the past several years has made mining of certain claims in the area economically viable. 

In July 2007, Rosemont Copper submitted a PPO to the Coronado, requesting approval to construct, operate/reclaim, and close an open-pit mine on and adjacent to National Forest System lands administered by the Coronado for development of the Rosemont mineral deposit. The Forest’s review identified the need for additional information. In February 2008, the PPO was accepted by the Coronado after Rosemont Copper submitted the requested supplemental information.

In July 2007, Rosemont Copper also submitted the PPO to the BLM, requesting approval of the PPO since it includes an electrical transmission line, water pipeline, and access road that would cross BLM-administered lands.  In March 2008, the PPO was accepted by BLM after Rosemont Copper submitted the requested supplemental information.




At the request of the Rosemont Copper, USACE reviewed a Preliminary Jurisdictional Delineation for Waters of the United States[footnoteRef:1] (WUS) submitted in accordance with Regulatory Guidance Letter No. 08-02.  USACE has determined that WUS are present.  [1:   Under 33 CFR 328.3(a), Waters of the United States are defined as: 
All waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; 
All interstate waters including interstate wetlands;
All other waters, such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could affect interstate or foreign commerce including any such waters:
Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or other purposed; or
From which fish or shell fish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign commerce; or
Which are used or could be used for industrial purposed by industries in interstate commerce;
All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under this definition 
Tributaries of waters identified in paragraph(s) (1) through (4) of the section;
The territorial sea;
Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands) identified in paragraph(s) (1) through (6) of this section. 
Waters of the United States do not include prior converted cropland. Notwithstanding the determination of an area's status as prior converted cropland by any other Federal agency, for the purposes of the Clean Water Act, the final authority regarding Clean Water Act jurisdiction remains with EPA.
Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or lagoons designed to meet the requirements of CWA (other than cooling ponds as defined in 40 CFR 423.11(m) which also meet the criteria of this definition) are not waters of the United States.] 


Purpose of and Need for Action	

The purpose of and need for the actions proposed by the Forest Service, BLM, and USACE is for orderly development of the Rosemont mineral deposit claimed by Rosemont Copper in a manner that complies with federal, state, and local laws and regulations so as to minimize adverse environmental impacts on Forest Service-administered lands and without undue or unnecessary degradation[footnoteRef:2] of BLM-administerd lands, in consideration of impacts to Waters of the United States. Rosemont Copper is entitled to conduct operations that are reasonably incidental to exploration and development of mineral deposits on its mining claims pursuant to U.S. mining laws. Under regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture, Rosemont Copper must conduct mining operations in accordance with the regulations at 36 CFR 228A and with a PPO that has been approved by the Forest Service. (Insert parallel Sec. Interior statement here) [2:  Unnecessary or undue degradation of the environment is defined as surface disturbance greater than what would normally result when an activity is being accomplished by a prudent operator in usual, customary, and proficient operations of similar character and taking into consideration the effects of operations on other resources and land uses, including those resources and uses outside the area of operations [43 CFR 3809.5].] 


The Forest Service and BLM are required to respond to a PPO to conduct mining operations pursuant to the mining laws. Under 36 CFR 228.5, the Forest Service must determine whether to approve the PPO submitted by Rosemont Copper or to require changes or additions deemed necessary to meet the requirements of the regulations for environmental protection set forth in 36 CFR 228.8. (Insert parallel Sec. Interior statement here)

The purpose of and need for action is based on statutes and policy that govern mining on National Forest System land and BLM-administered land:

The General Mining Act of 1872 conferred a statutory right for claimants to enter upon public lands open to location, to stake mining claims in pursuit of locatable minerals, and to conduct mining activities, in compliance with federal and state statutes and regulations. 

The 1897 Organic Administration Act grants the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to regulate the occupancy and use of National Forest System lands. It provides the public with continuing rights to conduct mining activities under general mining laws and in compliance with rules and regulations applicable to National Forest System lands. It also recognizes the rights of miners and prospectors to access National Forest System lands for prospecting, locating, and developing mineral resources.

The Multiple-Use Mining Act of 1955 confirms the ability to conduct mining activities on public lands, locate necessary facilities, and conduct reasonable and incidental uses to mining on public lands, including National Forest System lands. Forest Service mining regulations at 36 CFR 228A correspondingly recognize the rights of mining claimants.

The Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of 1960 requires that National Forest System lands be administered in a manner that includes consideration of relative values of various resources as part of management decisions. However, it specifically specifies that nothing in the Act be construed to affect the use of mineral resources on National Forest System lands. 

The 1970 Mining and Minerals Policy Act established the federal government’s policy for mineral development “to foster and encourage private enterprise in the development of economically sound and stable industries and in the orderly development of domestic resources to help assure satisfaction of industrial, security, and environmental needs.”

The proposal is consistent with the Coronado’s Forest Plan goal to:  “Support environmentally sound energy and minerals development and reclamation.” (Forest Plan, p. 11).

The proposed electrical transmission line, water pipeline, and access road on lands administered by the BLM are in an area that provides for mineral exploration and development under the regulations at 43 CFR 3809 (Phoenix RMP/ROD, page?).

Proposed Action in brief	

The Proposed Action is to approve the PPO on record with the Coronado for construction, operation with concurrent reclamation, and closure of an open-pit copper, molybdenum, and silver mine. The following elements integral to the project are also included:  

Ore transportation systems

Ore processing facilities

Waste rock and mill tailings areas

Leach facilities

Road construction

Road maintenance

Electrical and water transmission lines

Various buildings

Mitigation to minimize environmental impacts

Resource monitoring during construction, operation/reclamation and closure

Labor requirements for construction, operation/reclamation, and closure. 

Production estimates include 234 million pounds of copper, 4.5 million pounds of molybdenum, and 2.7 million ounces of silver annually over a period of approximately 25 years.

A detailed summary of the Proposed Action is presented in Chapter 2, commensurate with the other action alternatives considered in detail.

Decision Framework	

The Forest Service is the lead agency in the preparation of this document, in accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality regulations for implementing NEPA at 40 CFR 1501.5. The BLM and USACE are federal cooperating agencies with decisions to be made from this planning effort. 

Forest Service 

The Forest Supervisor of the Coronado, as the lead Responsible Official for this project, determined that preparation of an EIS was required because approving a PPO could have significant impacts on the human environment [40 CFR 1500]. The Forest Supervisor will consider the beneficial and adverse impacts of each alternative in determining reasonable measures to impose on the mining plan for the protection of the Coronado National Forest surface resources. However, the Forest Supervisor’s decision space is limited by the regulations governing locatable mineral activities on National Forest System lands [36 CFR 228A] and other laws and regulations discussed previously.

The Forest Service may reasonably regulate mining activities to protect surface resources, but there are statutory and constitutional limits to its discretion when reviewing and approving a Plan of Operations. The Forest Service may reject an unreasonable or illegal Plan of Operations. However, the Forest Service cannot categorically prohibit mining activity and cannot deny reasonable and legal mineral operations under the mining laws. 

The Forest Supervisor will select an alternative that allows for orderly development of the mineral resource while minimizing environmental impacts. Measures to minimize environmental impacts will be evaluated to ensure they have reasonable monetary costs and are practicable, effective, and necessary. Using the analysis in the final EIS and supporting documentation, the Forest Supervisor will make the following decisions regarding National Forest System Lands: 

1. Whether to approve the PPO as submitted by Rosemont Copper or an alternative considered in detail in the EIS. The final decision may include a blend of components within the range of alternatives considered. 

2. Which design features or mitigation are necessary to minimize or eliminate adverse environmental impacts. The alternatives will be evaluated on how well they minimize impacts while allowing reasonable mining operations to proceed. 

3. Whether to amend the Forest Plan in the area impacted by the mine. The alternatives will be evaluated based on their consistency with current management direction in the Forest Plan. 

4. What monitoring activities are necessary to ensure proper use of public lands and adequate reclamation. An adaptive management approach will be taken to adjust to site conditions found throughout the life of the project.

Prior to approval of a Plan of Operations, the Forest Supervisor would require financial assurance or a reclamation bond to ensure that Forest Service lands involved with the mining operation are reclaimed in accordance with the approved Plan of Operations and reclamation requirements [36 CFR 228.8 and 228.13].

Following issuance of this DEIS, comments will be accepted on it that will be considered in producing a final EIS.  Following or concurrent with issuance of the EIS, the Forest Supervisor will issue a decision in a Record of Decision. The Record of Decision may contain changes or additions to the PPO necessary to minimize or eliminate adverse environmental impacts from the proposed mineral development on National Forest System lands, as well as any required amendments to the Forest Plan.  This decision will be subject  to administrative appeal.  Rosemont Copper may appeal the decision pursuant to 36 CFR 215 or 251. Other parties who commented on th DEIS may appeal the decision pursuant to 36 CFR 215.

Following resolution of any appeal, Rsoemont Copper must change their PPO to that described in the Record of Decision and resubmit it to the Forest Service, along with a reclamation bond or other financial assurance that is required.  Once the Forest Service determines that the PPO has been changed as required, and that the bond or financial assurance instrument is acceptable, it will notify Rosemont Copper that its Plan of Operations is approved.

Bureau of Land Management 

Approximately 15 acres of BLM-administered lands are potentially affected by an electrical transmission line, water pipeline, and access road associated with the PPO. Under 43 CFR 3809, for surface management, and 43 CFR 3715, for surface occupancy, BLM has regulatory oversight responsibilities of federal lands under its jurisdiction. BLM must consider land status, affected resources, resource values, environmental conditions, and the concerns of various interested parties in accordance with BLM Manual and Handbook 1790-1 and Departmental Guidance (516 DM 1-7). Using the analysis in this EIS and supporting documentation, the District Manager, as Responsible Official for the BLM, will make the following decisions: 

1. Whether to approve the PPO as submitted by Rosemont Copper or an alternative considered in detail in the EIS to avoid unnecessary or undue degradation of the environment on BLM-administered lands, under 43 CFR 3809 and 3715.

2. Whether to amend the Resource Management Plan in the area impacted by the mine.   The alternatives will be evaluated based on their consistency with current management direction in the Resource Management Plan.

3. Whether to select the No-Action Alternative if the analysis shows that unnecessary or undue degradation of the environment would occur from all action alternatives.

Following issuance of this DEIS, comments will be accepted on it that will be considered in producing a final EIS.  Following or concurrent with issuance of the final EIS, the BLM will issue a decision in a Record of Decision. The Record of Decision may contain changes or additions to the PPO necessary to to avoid unnecessary or undue degradation of the environment on BLM-administered lands, as well as any required amendments to the Resource Management Plan.  This decision may be subject to administrative review by BLM’s State Director or an Administrative Law Judge, the decisions of which may be appealed to the Interior Board of Land Appeals, pursuant to 43 CFR 4.   

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

The USACE is a cooperating federal agency which regulates the discharge of dredged and/or fill material into WUS, including wetlands, under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). 

An individual Section 404 CWA permit is required for the discharge of dredged and/or fill material into WUS [33 CFR 323], regardless of whether the activity is on public or private lands.  In accordance with CWA, Section 404(b)(1) guidelines [40 CFR 230], USACE may only permit the least environmentally damaging, practicable alternative in light of cost, logistics, and technology.  For purposes of the Section 404(b)(1) alternatives analysis, the basic project purpose is to mine copper using conventional open-pit mining, and sulfide (mill and concentrate) and oxide (leach and SX/EW) ore processing for the purpose of producing copper and/or copper precursors, silver, and molybdenum.

In addition to the alternatives considered in detail in the body of this EIS, an alternative analysis that addresses CWA Section 404(b)(1) guidelines is included in Appendix XX, Section 404(b)(1) Alternatives Analysis.

Using the analysis in the Final Environmental Impact Statement and supporting documentation, the Los Angeles District Commander will make the following decisions:

1. Whether to issue Rosemont Copper an Individual CWA Section 404(b)(1) permit for the discharge of dredged or fill material into WUS for the PPO or an alternative which has been determined to be the least environmentally damaging, practicable alternative by the USACE. 

2. Whether to prohibit the specification of any defined area as a disposal site.

3. Whether to deny or restrict the use of any defined area for specification as a disposal site if discharge of such materials is determined to have an unacceptable adverse effect on the aquatic ecosystem.

Following issuance of this DEIS, comments will be accepted on it that will be considered in producing a final EIS.  The Coronado’s solicitation of comments, including public hearings, will be used to meet USACE’s public interest review.  Following or concurrent with issuance of the final EIS, USACE will issue a permit decision. This decision may be subject to administrative review.

Public Involvement	

Public involvement for preparing an environmental impact statement begins with publication in the Federal Register of a Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement.

On March 13, 2008, the Coronado began soliciting comments on the PPO with publication in the Federal Register of a Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (73[50]13527–13529). Six open house public meetings were held: March 18, 2008 (Tucson, Arizona); March 19, 2008 (Green Valley, Arizona); March 20, 2008 (Patagonia, Arizona); April 5, 2008 (Vail, Arizona); April 22, 2008 (Sahuarita, Arizona); and April 23, 2008 (Elgin, Arizona). About 1,000 people attended the open houses. Oral and written comments were solicited at the meetings and accepted by mail, hand delivery, facsimile, and email throughout the scoping period.

On April 29, 2008, a Revised Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement was published in the Federal Register (73[83]:23181). This notice announced a change in the duration of the scoping comment period and provided information regarding three public hearings. The scoping comment period was extended to July 14, 2008, for a total scoping comment period of 120 days. The public hearings were held: May 12, 2008 (Elgin, Arizona); June 7, 2008 (Sahuarita, Arizona); and June 30, 2008 (Tucson, Arizona). Both oral testimony and written comments were taken at the public hearings. Oral testimony was professionally audio recorded and documented by a court reporter. A total of 860 individuals signed in at the public hearings. A total of 169 individuals presented formal oral comments at the public hearings. 

On June 27, 2008, in response to public concerns about constraints limiting hearing attendance and participation, the Coronado set up a toll-free phone hotline for use by the public to provide comments. A total of 302 people left recorded comments, which were transcribed for the record.

The Coronado’s efforts to solicit comments on the proposal and the corresponding public participation are described further in Scoping Summary Report #1, Extent of Public Participation (SWCA Environmental Consultants [SWCA] 2009).

Comments were received from members of Congress, Tribal governments; federal, state, and local agencies; organized interest groups; businesses; and individuals. The Coronado received 11,082 comment submittals during the scoping comment period, consisting of about 70% postcards, petitions, and duplicate submittals. About 16,000 discrete comments were identified in the scoping submittals. Scoping submittals received from March 13, 2008, through August 1, 2008, were documented and analyzed. A systematic process referred to as content analysis was used to sort the contents of the submittals (over 16,000 comments). Detailed records about this process are on file. 

Content analysis resulted in the identification of 11 significant issues (see below) that drove development of action alternatives and are the focus of this DEIS. Some public concerns were determined to be outside the scope of this DEIS either because they did not reflect a legitimate cause and effect relationship supported by scientific evidence; they were not relevant to the decision to be made; they were outside Forest Service, BLM, or USACE authority; or they were already decided by law, regulation, or policy. 

Public concerns addressed through required plan and permit approval processes and routine disclosures (see Chapter 3) were not considered significant issues. For instance, cumulative effects analysis is required for all resource areas (see Chapter 3), so “cumulative effects analysis” is not in of itself considered a significant issue. Many public comments submitted during the scoping period suggested alternative components that were either considered in detail or dismissed from detailed analysis (see Chapter 2).

Issues	 

Using the comments from the public, the Tribes, and other agencies and organizations, the

Interdisciplinary (ID) Team developed a list of issues to address in the environmental analysis.  Issues are defined as a point of discussion, debate, or dispute about environmental effects. Issues were separated into two groups: significant issues and non-significant issues. Significant issues are issues used to formulate alternatives to the proposed action, prescribe mitigation measures, or analyze environmental effects. The CEQ regulations specify only significant issues be analyzed. Issues determined not to be significant or that have been covered by prior environmental review are discussed only briefly and eliminated from detailed study [40 CFR 1500.1(b), 1500.2(b), 1500.4(c), 1501.7(3), 1502.2(b), 1506.3].  The major issues identified through the public scoping are summarized below.  

Issue 1: Impact on Land Stability and Soil Productivity

Issue 1: Ground disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils may accelerate erosion and reduce soil productivity. The tailings and waste rock piles may be unstable over time, and reclamation may not adequately result in a stable, revegetated landscape. Geochemical composition of tailings and waste rock piles may not support natural vegetation. Soils are non-renewable resources, and loss of the soil resource may result in an irretrievable loss of soil productivity. 

Issue 1 Factors for alternative comparison

Quantitative assessment of long-term stability of tailings and waste piles

Character of risks to stability through time, including expected results of reclamation

Area of disturbance leading to lost soil productivity (acres)

Qualitative assessment of the potential for revegetation, given the geochemical composition of tailings and waste rock piles

Sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, or other streams and washes, compared with background sediment loading (tons)

Issue 2: Impact on Air Quality 

Issue 2: This issue relates to changes in air quality that may occur from the mining operation. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors may increase dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions in the affected area. Air quality standards may be compromised. The Clean Air Act (CAA) and other laws, regulations, policies, and plans set thresholds for air quality, including Class I wilderness airsheds. The emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) has been implicated in global climate change, and the policy of the federal government is to reduce these emissions when possible (Executive Order [EO] 13514). 

Issue 2 Factors for alternative comparison

Particulate emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (PM 2.5, PM 10)

GHG emission estimates, compared with background and threshold (GHG estimates in tons)

Quantitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect air quality and meet CAA standards for Class I airsheds and elsewhere

Quantitative assessment of ability to meet air quality standards

Issue 3: Impact on Water Resources

This group of issues relates to the effects of the mine construction, operation, and closure on quality and quantity of water for beneficial uses, wells, and stock watering. The loss of water availability to riparian and other plant and animal habitat is addressed in Issues 4 and 5. 

Issue 3A: The proposed open-pit mine may reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in the vicinity of the open pit. Household water availability may be reduced. 

Issue 3A Factors for alternative comparison

Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with background and thresholds of concern 

Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic extent)

Issue 3B: Water needed to run the mine facility might reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in the Santa Cruz Valley.  Household water availability may be reduced. 

Issue 3B Factor for alternative comparison 

Water needed for operations from the Santa Cruz Valley, compared with background and threshold of concern

Degree of change in water table level (feet), including annual average and range, compared with background and thresholds of concern 

Locations where water resources may be impacted above threshold of concern (geographic extent)

Issue 3C: Construction and operation of the mine pit, along with tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities, may result in a loss of groundwater quality. The mine pit may fill with water and create a lake that may have an unnatural concentration of chemicals. 

Issue 3C Factors for alternative comparison 

Ability to meet State of Arizona aquifer water quality standards 

Ability to demonstrate “Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology” (qualitative assessment of mitigation effectiveness) 

Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock water tanks may be reduced. 

Issue 3D Factor for alternative comparison 

Quantitative assessment of water released and available for beneficial uses 

Stock watering tanks that will be unavailable (number)

Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards. 

Issue 3E Factor for alternative comparison

Qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and meet CWA standards

Issue 4: Impact on Springs, Seeps, and Riparian Habitats

Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors. 

Issue 4 Factors for alternative comparison

Total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors disturbed (acres)

Total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost (acres)

Seeps and springs lost or degraded (number)

Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements for riparian areas

Issue 5: Impact on Plants and Animals

This group of issues focuses on effects on plant and animal habitats other than riparian and the viability of populations of species of conservation concern. Many aspects of the mine operations have the potential to affect individuals, populations, and habitat for plants and animals. Species of conservation concern (federally listed, Forest Service and BLM Sensitive, Management Indicator Species [MIS], and migratory birds) may be affected. This issue includes the potential for impacts on wildlife from light, noise, vibration, traffic, and other disturbance from the proposed mining operations. 

Issue 5A: The pit, plant, tailings and waste piles, road and utility corridors, and other facilities may result in a permanent change to the vegetation, and reclamation may not restore natural conditions. 

Issue 5A Factors for alternative comparison

Short- and long-term change in vegetation communities (acres)

Area receiving reclamation measures (acres)

Qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current ecological conservation policies and designations

Issue 5B: The mine itself and ancillary facilities may result in the loss of habitat, individuals, or populations of botanical species of conservation concern.

Issue 5B Factors for alternative comparison

Number of individual plants and/or acres of habitat lost, modified, or indirectly impacted, expressed as a proportion of the total range of each botanical species of concern

Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce impacts on botanical species of conservation concern

Potential for alternative to jeopardize the viability of any species

Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for plants (acres)

Issue 5C: The mine operations may create conditions conducive to the introduction, establishment, and/or spread of non-native species that may out-compete native vegetation and degrade plant communities. 

Issue 5C Factor for alternative comparison

Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to reduce the potential for invasive species introduction, establishment, and/or spread

Issue 5D: The mine operations may modify and/or fragment the north-south wildlife migration corridor and/or reduce connectivity between habitats. The transportation system and increased traffic could result in an increase wildlife road kills. 

Issue 5D Factors for alternative comparison

North-south wildlife migration corridors modified and/or lost (acres)

Qualitative assessment of the change in connections between wildlife habitats

Quantitative assessment of how increased volume of traffic could result in road kills of various animal species

Issue 5E: The mine operations may impact habitat for animal species of concern. Species of concern include those afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act, Forest Service and BLM Sensitive species, Forest Service Management Indicator Species (MIS), Migratory Birds, Arizona Game and Fish Department’s (AGFD’s) Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona (WSCA), and Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP) Priority Vulnerable Species (PVS). The Forest Service is required to maintain population viability of animal species and avoid or minimize adverse impacts on species of concern. The alternatives were developed to reduce impacts on habitats for animal species of concern. 

Issue 5E Factors for alternative comparison

Habitat lost expressed as a proportion of the total amount of habitat for each animal species of concern (acres/percent)

Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation in minimizing and/or avoiding impacts on habitat for animal species of concern

Potential for alternative to jeopardize the population viability of any species

Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan management direction for wildlife habitat (acres)

Issue 5F: Mine operations, including drilling and blasting, may result in noise and vibrations that impact animal behavior and result in negative impacts on wildlife. Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely affected by the light glow in night skies. 

Issue 5F Factors for alternative comparison

Character of impact on animals from noise, vibration, and light

Effectiveness of mitigation to reduce noise, vibration and light

Issue 6: Impact on Heritage Resources

This group of issues focuses on the adverse effects of the proposed mining operations on heritage resources.  The Coronado identified four heritage issues of concern: 1) historic properties eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); 2) sacred sites; 3) human remains; and 4) access to traditional resources. The mine footprint may impact historic properties as well as traditional uses and perceptions of the land for the many communities that have used it over the past hundreds of years. Native Americans claim the area as part of their ancestral homelands. Tribes consulted perceive disruption of the physical world as causing spiritual harm to the earth and to the people here. Ancestral human remains and sacred sites are known to exist, as are traditional resource collecting areas.  

Ranching and mining communities have attachments to the area that began in the late nineteenth century up to the present. Historic human burials may yet be found in areas not excavated by previous archaeological investigations of Historic period properties in the alternatives.  

Issue 6A:  Historic Properties.  Mine construction and operation may bury, remove, or damage historic properties, including Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), archaeological sites, historical structures, districts, or landscapes. Vibrations from blasting and drilling may damage fragile historical structures in the immediate and adjacent areas. This may also result in the loss of or reduction in the future research potential and public interpretation of known and yet-to-be-discovered sites, and the permanent alteration of cultural landscapes important to the ongoing cultural practices of Native American tribes and historic communities. 

Issue 6A Factors for alternative comparison

NRHP-eligible historic properties, including TCPs and other landscape-scale properties buried, destroyed, or damaged (number and acreage) 

Potential for vibrations to damage historic structures in adjacent areas (number of structures)

Qualitative assessment of number of sites yet to be discovered (estimated number)  

Issue 6B: Disturbance of Human Remains. Human remains have been discovered in previous archaeological excavations of prehistoric and historical sites in the Rosemont area. Additional burials are present in previously excavated and unexcavated historic properties, and in undetected historic properties.  Native American remains fall under the jurisdiction of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA); non-native remains fall under the Advisory Council’s Policy on Burial Sites, Human Remains and Funerary Objects on federal lands (February 23, 2007).

Issue 6B Factors for alternative comparison

Hohokam sites known/likely to have human remains (number and acreage)

Historic period sites likely to have human remains (number and acreage)

Issue 6C: Access to Sacred Sites.  Several federal laws direct federal land management agencies, to the extent permitted by law and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, to accommodate access to and use of Indian sacred sites, to avoid affecting the physical integrity of such sites wherever possible, and to temporarily close National Forest System land for traditional and cultural purposes. Tribal consultation has identified springs, high vision points, and many natural resources in the project area as having sacred ceremonial functions. Mine construction and operation may preclude access to or destroy or degrade these types of resources.

Issue 6C Factors for alternative comparison

Traditional resource collection areas impacted (acres)

Sacred springs impacted (number) 

Qualitative assessment of the spiritual, cultural, and emotional impact of desecration of land, springs, and burials 

Issue 6D: Traditional Resource Collecting Areas.  Native Americans as well as the ranching, mining, and Mexican American communities use the Rosemont area to collect and process natural resources for food, medicines, firewood, and traditional crafts. Mine construction, operation with concurrent reclamation, and closure may preclude access to or destroy or degrade these types of resources.

Issue 6D Factors for alternative comparison

Traditional resource collection areas impacted (acres)

Issue 7: Impact on Visual Resources

Issue 7: This issue focuses on the visual impacts that result from the mining pit, placement of tailings and waste rock piles, and development and use of other facilities. The proposed tailings and waste rock piles would create significant changes to the landscape within the mine footprint. The piles may block valued mountain views. The processing plant and transportation and utility corridors may also affect visual resources in the area. The character of the Scenic Highway 83 corridor and the views from it may change. The ability for the area to meet assigned visual quality objectives (VQOs) in the Forest Plan may be reduced. Regardless of mitigation measures or reclamation required, the scenic quality of the landscape may be permanently degraded. 

Issue 7 Factors for alternative comparison

Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan VQO designations (acres)

Qualitative assessment/degree of change in landscape character from Key Observation Points (KOPs) over time 

Percentage of State Route (SR) 83 that would no longer meet scenic byway criteria

Issue 8: Impact on Dark Skies and Astronomy

Issue 8: This issue relates to the potential for the mining operation and facilities to reduce night sky visibility. Increased light, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment, vehicles, and processes may diminish dark skies. The increased sky glow could reduce visibility of stars, planets, satellites, and other celestial objects. Area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and stargazers value the current dark skies in the area. KOPs and the Smithsonian’s Fred Lawrence Whipple Astrophysical Observatory may be adversely affected. This issue also relates to the impact of particulate emissions and vibration from blasting and drilling on sensitive astronomy equipment. 

Pima County has a night sky lighting code. The PPO is exempt from this code, and some aspects of the operation may not be able to conform to the code (because of worker safety concerns). 

Issue 8 Factors for alternative comparison

Distribution of fractional increase in sky brightness from mine facility and vehicle lighting

Area that would not meet Pima County lighting code (acres)

Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce dust and impact night sky visibility 

Vibration detectable at telescope sites (inches/second peak particle velocity)

Qualitative assessment of how particulate emissions may damage sensitive astronomy equipment 

Issue 9: Impact on Recreation

Issue 9: This issue focuses on the effects of the mining operation on recreational opportunities on National Forest System lands, including loss of access, loss of or reduction in solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet. The mine operation may lead to permanent changes to recreation settings (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum [ROS]) and/or the type of recreation available and may result in increased pressure on public and private lands in other places to compensate for lost opportunities. 

Issue 9 Factors for alternative comparison

Area that would no longer meet current Forest Plan ROS designations (acres)

Area of national forest land that would no longer be available for recreational use (acres) 

Audio “footprint:” potential for noise to reach recreation areas (acres)

Qualitative assessment of impacts to solitude in designated wilderness and other backcountry areas

Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost (quantity)

Length and number of trails/trailheads that would no longer be available to the public

Qualitative assessment of increased pressure on other areas

Qualitative assessment of effectiveness of mitigation to offset recreation losses

Issue 10: Impact on Public Safety

Issue 10: This issue focuses on the impact of increased traffic from the mine site on construction, operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways and the potential for increased volume of traffic. Oversized vehicles and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the mining operation have the potential to increase traffic and reduce public safety. Hazardous materials would be transported, which may increase the risk of a spill or other public safety impact. Another aspect of this issue is human health risks to national forest visitors if they accidentally come near the mine operations, tailings, or waste rock piles. Air quality impacts as a result of the operation may be harmful to public health. 

Issue 10 Factors for alternative comparison

Change in type and pattern of traffic by road and vehicle type

Trip count per day for all hazardous materials

Qualitative assessment of transportation conflicts 

Qualitative assessment of public health risk from mine operations and facilities

Quantitative assessment of ability to meet air quality standards for human health

Issue 11: Socioeconomic Impacts

This issue relates to the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed mining operations. The mine operations may have negative and positive socioeconomic impacts, which may change over time. The socioeconomic stability of the area may be adversely affected. Residents’, business owners’, and visitors’ expectations of national forests and the historic rural landscape may not be met. 

Issue 11A: The mine facilities and operation may result in changes over time to local employment, property values, tax base, tourism revenue, and demand and cost for road maintenance and emergency services. There may be costs to the alternative design features and mitigation measures that influence the net value of the mine operations and thus its economic profile. 

Issue 11A Factors for alternative comparison

Change in type and quantity of employment over time 

Change in property values over time

Change in tax base per year over time 

Change in demand and cost for road maintenance over time

Change in demand and cost for emergency services over time 

Change in tourism demand and revenue over time

Economic outlook of mine operations (present net value)

Issue 11B: The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life expectations as expressed by the Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances. Concerns have been expressed about modification of rural historic landscapes important to local residents and tourists.

Issue 11B Factor for alternative comparison

Qualitative assessment of the ability of alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as expressed by Forest Plan and federal, state, and local regulations and ordinances
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D
Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
tjchute@msn.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Jeremy J Sautter; tjchute@msn.com

Subject: Rosemont discussion of air model - FYI
Date: 12/17/2010 03:42 PM
Attachments: AECLtrToArnold.pdf

FYI to all, though of most interest to Bob Lefevre.  I'm forwarding to the team since air modeling
resolution is one of the outstanding needs identified in our team meeting Wed. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 12/17/2010 03:34 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

12/17/2010 03:26 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Scanned doc 3

memo from AEC on air model 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

----- Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 12/17/2010 03:25 PM ----- 
carl ostermann <buzznariz@gmail.com>

12/17/2010 12:10 PM

To mroth@fs.fed.us
cc

Subject Scanned doc 3
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December 15,2010


Ms. Kathy Arnold


Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs


Rosemont Copper Company


P.O. Box 35130


Tucson, AZ 85740-5130


Re: Basis for the Minor Source Designation for the Rosemont Copper Company


Dear Ms. Arnold:


Attached please find a brief summary describing the emission inventories that are used to


determine the major/minor source status of a lacility such as the Rosemont Copper Company, the


inventories that are used to conduct air impact analyses, and the fact that the two inventories are


not equivalent.


If additional elaboration is necessary, please lei me know.


Sincerely,


A ■,. ,
; (\ j I-Ui^^&x^


Louis C. Thanukos. Ph.D.


Division Manager


Applied Environmental Consultants,


A.IBR Company


a CIBR compary | ww-jbierrvcwn


creating soluiions for today's environment







BASIS FOR THE MINOR SOURCE DESIGNATION FOR THE ROSEMONT


COPPER COMPANY


Recent comments indicate possible misunderstandings of why the Rosemont Copper


Company is designated as a minor source of air pollutants in its application for an air


quality permit, whereas modeling analyses for the facility (i.e. CALPUFF Mode/ing


Report to Assess Impacts in Class I Areas, Modeling Report to Assess Ambient Air


Quality Impacts) are based upon emissions that clearly exceed the major source


threshold.


With regards to this issue, it should be noted that applications for air quality permits and


air impact analyses are based upon two different types of emission inventories.


Emission inventories that determine the major/minor status of a stationary source (e.g.


Rosemont Copper Company) are based upon the potential to emit (PTE) of the stationary


source as defined by the Clean Air Act (the Act), the conditions of which have been


incorporated into the Pima County Code (PCC), Title 17, Air Quality Control. The air


quality permit for the Rosemont Copper Company facility will be issued in accordance


with the requirements of the PCC.


A major stationary source is defined by PCC 17.04.340, Definition 128 as a stationary


source that has a potential to emit (PTE) that equals or exceeds 100 tons/year for any


conventional air pollutant. 25 tons/year for all hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) combined.


or 10 tons/year for any individual HAP. Additionally, fugitive emissions from a


stationary source are not included in the PTE calculation for sources that, as of August 7,


1980. were not regulated under Section 111 (Standards of Performance for New


Stationary Sources) or Section 112 (National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air


Pollutants) of the Act. Standards of Performance for Metallic Mineral Processing Plants


(Section 111 requirements; 40 CFR 60 Subpart LL) that apply to the Rosemont Copper


Company became effective August 24, 1982. This date is subsequent to the August 7,


1980 date cited by the Act, thereby excluding fugitive emissions from being included in


the PTE.


Additionally, the Act also excludes emissions from mobile sources (i.e. the vehicle fleet


comprised of haul trucks, loaders, scrapers, dozers, trucks, etc.). commonly referred to as


tailpipe emissions, from the PTE. Such emissions are excluded from the PTE of all


stationary sources (mines, power plants, industrial facilities, etc.) independent of whether


or not they are subject to Sections 111 or 112 of the Act.


The PTE that is presented in Rosemonf s application for an air quality permit, and which


is the basis for its designation as a minor stationary source, is based upon emission that


are vented through control devices, or that can be reasonably captured and vented through


such devices. Sources that contribute to this PTE include screens, crushers, conveyor


transfer points, internal combustion engines, etc. The PTE of these sources are less than


the major source thresholds cited above.







Air impact analyses such as those that were conducted using the AERMOD and


CALPUFF Models, however, are conducted for purposes of demonstrating protection of


public health and welfare. As such, the emission inventories used for such analyses must


include all emissions that may be associated with a stationary source, including those that


are excluded from the PTE determination.


For Rosemont Copper Company, tailpipe emissions from mobile sources and fugitive


emissions from vehicular travel on the plant road system represent the overwhelming


bulk of the emissions. Addition of these and other fugitive emissions to the PTE of the


facility produces the emission inventories presented in the modeling reports.







From: Jill  Grams
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: daleortmanpe@live.com; Melissa Reichard; Charles Coyle; Keith Pohs
Subject: Rosemont Draft Chapter 3 Outline for Soils and Reclamation Affected Environment
Date: 03/10/2009 04:08 PM
Attachments: Chp 3 Soils and Reclamation DRAFT outline.doc

Dear Salek,

Please see attached for the DRAFT outline for the Soils and Reclamation section for the Rosemont DEIS.
Dale Ortman, Keith Pohs, and I are assigned to this section and we drafted these preliminary headings
and subheadings for the outline.

We would appreciate any comments/feedback.

Also, please let me know if there are any additional Forest Service team members that should be
involved in this discussion.

Thank You,
Jill

mailto:jgrams@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:kpohs@swca.com

Affected Environment: Soils and REclamation

1. Soil Occurrence and Characteristics




General Soil Chacteristics




Soils Unit Mapping and Description


2. Estimates of Existing Erosion Loss 

Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)


3. Existing Disturbance

Existing soil disturbance 


Existing mineral related disturbance Grazing 

4. Suitability for Reclamation

Soil salvage and placement



From: Brian Lindenlaub
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Roger Congdon; karnold@augustaresource.com
Subject: Rosemont Drilling Plan of Ops
Date: 02/12/2008 08:25 AM
Attachments: Rosemont Drilling POO 020808.pdf

Bev,
 
Per our conversation, please find the attached PDF of the Rosemont drilling plan of operations.  In
addition, 3 hard copies were delivered to your office yesterday.  If you need anything else, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
 
Regards,
Brian Lindenlaub | Senior Project Manager
WestLand Resources, Inc.
4001 E Paradise Falls Drive | Tucson, AZ 85712
Office: (520) 206-9585 | Cell: (520) 909-6249 | Fax: (520) 206-9518
 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this
information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal.

mailto:blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:karnold@augustaresource.com
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Rosemont Project 
Hydrogeologic and Geotechnical Drilling Operations Plan of Operations 
 


1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this Plan of Operations is to identify and describe the drilling and associated activities 
related to proposed hydrogeologic and geotechnical investigations for the Rosemont Project (Project), to 
be implemented by Rosemont Copper Company.  The activities associated with the Project include the 
drilling of 15 geotechnical boreholes, development of less than 900 ft of new access roads, and the 
drilling and completion of 11 hydrogeologic characterization wells on the Coronado National Forest 
(CNF). 
 
The Project area consists of 132 patented lode claims that in total encompass an area of 1,968 acres (ac). 
A contiguous package of 850 unpatented lode mining claims with an aggregate area of approximately 
12,000 ac surrounds the core of patented claims. Associated with the Project area are 14 parcels of fee 
land grouped into six individual areas (ranch parcels) that total 911 ac. Most of the unpatented claims 
were staked on federal land administered by the United States Forest Service (FS; Coronado National 
Forest [CNF]), but a limited number of claims in the northwest portion of the Property are on federal land 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The area covered by the patented claims, 
unpatented claims, and fee lands totals approximately 14,880 ac. 
 
This Plan provides the information required on standard form FS-2800-5. A completed and signed form is 
provided as Appendix A.  
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2 CONTACT AND OPERATOR INFORMATION 
 
 
Rosemont Copper Company 
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040 
Denver, Colorado  80246 
 
Project Contact:  
Mr. Jamie Sturgess, Vice President, Projects and Environment 
(303) 300-0134 
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Rosemont Project 
Geotechnical and Hydrogeological Drilling Operations Plan of Operations 
 
 
 


3 DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATION 
 
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PROJECT PURPOSE 
As indicated above, the Project, in general consists of: 
 


• Drilling 15 geotechnical boreholes 


• Drilling and completion of 11 hydrogeologic characterization wells, in 5 nested locations 


• Development of approximately 900 linear ft of new low-standard access road to two borehole 
locations 


• Maintenance of approximately 200 linear ft of existing low-standard access road to patented 
claims 


 
The locations of these Project features are identified in Figure 2.  Conceptual diagrams of the proposed 
hydrogeologic characterization wells are shown in Figures 5 through 8.  The anticipated length of time 
required to complete this drilling program is 30 to 40 days for the geotechnical boreholes and 
approximately 3 to 4 months for the wells.   
 
The proposed geotechnical boreholes are designed to collect soil and rock samples for geotechnical 
analysis.  Selected soil samples will be sent to a laboratory for index testing including grain size analysis, 
Atterburg limits, and moisture content. The rock samples retrieved will be logged by a geologist and a 
select number of samples will be sent to a laboratory for index testing including point load and uniaxial 
compression strength. 
 
The hydrogeologic characterization wells will be installed outside the anticipated pit area to:  1) 
characterize groundwater conditions, aquifer parameters, and groundwater quality to improve 
understanding of the groundwater flow system in the area surrounding and downgradient from the pit and 
other proposed mine facilities; and 2) monitor changes and trends in groundwater levels and water quality 
over time.  To minimize land disturbance, the wells will be installed where possible:  1) at previously 
leveled drill sites; 2) as closely as possible to existing roads, and 3) in pairs (or multiples) to minimize the 
number of sites needed.  At most of the well sites, paired wells of different depths will be installed 
(Figure 2).  Target depths of the characterization wells will range from about 250 to 1,000 feet.  One 
shallow well (RP-2A) will be drilled in the Holocene alluvial deposits of Barrel Canyon Wash to 
document and monitor presence and chemical quality of groundwater in the shallow wash alluvium.  
Depth of this shallow well may be on the order of 20 to 50 feet, depending on the depth of alluvium.  
Actual depth and design of each well may need to be modified, depending on subsurface conditions 
encountered at each site. 
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3.2 PROJECT LOCATION 
The Project is located approximately 30 miles southeast of Tucson, west of State Highway 83. Access to 
the Property is from Interstate 10 to State Highway 83 south, then west on the project access road, South 
Helvetia Road (Figure 2).  The location of each proposed borehole and hydrogeologic characterization 
well is provided in Table 1, below and shown on Figure 2. 
 


Table 1. Borehole and Well Locations and Claim Information (all coordinates in NAD UTM 83) 
 


UTM Coordinates (m) 
Borehole 
or Well 


Identifier Northing Easting 


Legal Description Claim Name 


Boreholes     
C-1 3522968 523885 T18S, R16E, NW¼ Section 30 Catalina 2 
C-2 3521964 524019 T18S, R16E, SE ¼ Section 30 Rosemont 15 
C-3 3523123 524180 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 30 Catalina 6 
C-4 3522838 524475 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 30 Catalina 8 
C-5 3523003 525965 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 29 Falcon 1a 
C-6 3523183 526672 T18S, R16E, NW ¼ Section 28 Wasp 333 
C-7 3521599 526328 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 32 Wasp 315 
C-8 3520353 523334 T18S, R16E, SW ¼ Section 31 Deering Springs 15a 
C-9 3522429 526201 T18S, R16E,SE ¼ Section 29 Falcon 19a 
C-10 3524020 525534 T18S, R16E, SE ¼ Section 20 Kid 42 
C-11 3520166 525798 T19S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 5 Max 97 
C-12 3523057 526243 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 29 Falcon 15a 
C-13 3523041 525372 T18S, R16E, NW ¼ Section 29 Falcon 4a 
C-14 3519871 523190 T19S, R16E, NW ¼ Section 6 Max 14b 
C-15 3518977 523418 T19S, R16E, SW ¼ Section 6 Deering Springs 23a 


Hydrologic Characterization Wells  
RP-2A 3523481 527394 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 28 Hope 6  
RP-2B 3523459 527404 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 28 Hope 6 
RP-2C 3523462 527378 T18S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 28 Hope 6 
RP-3A 3521581 526368 T18S, R16E, NW ¼ Section 33 Wasp 315 
RP-3B 3521609 526373 T18S, R16E, NW ¼ Section 33 Wasp 315 
RP-5A 3518942 523481 T19S, R16E, SW ¼ Section 6 Deering Springs 23a 
RP-5B 3518951 523459 T19S, R16E, SW ¼ Section 6 Deering Springs 23a 
HC-2A 3519953 524545 T19S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 6 Santa Rita 27 
HC-2B 3519935 524531 T19S, R16E, NE ¼ Section 6 Santa Rita 27 
HC-4A 3524014 525622 T18S, R16E, SE ¼ Section 20 Kid 42 
HC-4B 3524031 525606 T18S, R16E, SE ¼ Section 20 Kid 42 


 
3.3 EQUIPMENT 
The equipment required for the activities described in this plan of operations is identified in Table 2. 
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Table 2.  Equipment List 


Quantity Equipment 
Equipment used for Borehole Drilling Operations 


1 CME-75HT Drill Rig mounted on 1998 Kodiak 4x4 (both diesel) 
3 2007 Chevy 2500 4x4 (diesel) 
2 2000 gallon Ford F8000 Water Truck (diesel) 
1 High Pressure Trash Pump (gasoline) 
2 Portable welder (gasoline) 
2 Generator (gasoline) 
1 CME-55 truck mounted drill rig 
1 Track hoe (diesel) 
1 Hammer hoe (diesel) 
1 Back hoe (diesel) 
1 D10R Bulldozer (diesel) 


Equipment used for Hydrologic Characterization Well Drilling Operations 
2 2005 Speedstar Model 50 K Drill Rig (diesel) 
2 Freightliner Service Truck (diesel) 
2 2006 Ford F-350 Crew Truck (diesel) 
1 2005 Land Pressure Washer 
1 Eagle 6,000 # Forklift (diesel) 
1 Water tanker truck (2,000-gallon) (diesel) 
1 Backhoe (diesel) 
1 2005 Miller 400 Amp Welder (diesel) 


 
3.4 DISTURBANCE FOOTPRINT 
3.4.1 Borehole Site and Associated Access Road Disturbances 
Thirteen of the 15 proposed boreholes will be located on or immediately adjacent to existing roadways.  
In general, these boreholes will not require the development of a drill pad, and the only anticipated 
surface disturbance will be the borehole itself.  Two boreholes (C-4 and C-6) will undergo packer testing 
(see Section 3.5.1, below) and will require the development of a minor drill pad for a sump with an 
estimated maximum disturbance footprint of 15 ft by 40 ft. 
 
In addition, boreholes C-1 and C-2 will be constructed away from existing roadways and will each require 
a drill pad.  The estimated maximum disturbance footprint for borehole C-1 is 150 ft by 55 ft as it is a 
deep borehole (2,500 ft) and may require additional support equipment and supplies to complete the hole.  
This disturbance area includes the drill pad itself, fill slopes, sump (mud pits) or tanks, trailer, driveways 
(if necessary), parking for support and water trucks, and a portable toilet (Figure 3).   
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The estimated disturbance footprint for borehole C-2 is anticipated to be comparable to that of boreholes 
C-4 and C-6 (i.e. approximately 15 ft by 40 ft) primarily to accommodate area to turn the drilling rigs 
around.   
 
The pads for these four well sites (C-1, C-2, C-4, and C6) will be leveled and prepared using a bulldozer.  
The sump (if necessary) will be constructed using a backhoe or track hoe.  Temporary orange 
construction fencing will be placed where required around each disturbance footprint.  This fencing will 
be removed upon completion of the drilling operations. 
 
In order to minimize surface disturbance, boreholes C-7, C-10, and C-15 will be completed within the 
upper 100 to 200 ft of a proposed well (Figure 2).  Following completion of the geotechnical drilling, the 
wells (RP-3A, HC-4A, and RP-5A, respectively) will be completed as described below. 
 
As indicated above, completion of boreholes C-1 and C-2 will require the development of approximately 
900 linear ft of new low-standard roadway (Figure 2).  In order to minimize disturbance, the width of the 
new roadways will be kept to the narrowest configuration possible for safe entry of the drill rigs (an 
estimated 12 ft), and designed to result in the least amount of disturbance to natural ground.  Berms will 
not be constructed unless required for safety or by statute.  It is anticipated that the new access road to C-
2 will be utilized for a maximum of 30 to 40 days, the estimated duration of the borehole drilling 
program. Depending upon subsurface conditions and groundwater depth, the access road to C-1 may 
remain open to record groundwater elevations while pump testing is completed in other hydrologic 
characterization wells. 
 
In addition, existing roadways may be upgraded to accommodate the equipment required for the Project 
(Table 2).  Road upgrades may include light grading and rock crushing with a hammer hoe. 
 
3.4.2 Well Site Disturbances 
As described above, the proposed hydrogeologic characterization well drilling program consists of eleven 
(11) drill pads, in five (5) nested locations, requiring drill pads similar to that described above for 
borehole C-1.  Because of the equipment required for the well drilling and installation program, and the 
fact that most of the wells will be nested with other wells, the area of the proposed drill pads is larger, 
estimated at no more than 150 ft by 55 ft.  This disturbance footprint includes the drill pad itself, sump 
(mud pits) or tanks, cuttings area, pipe trailer, equipment storage, driveways, and parking for support and 
water trucks (Figure 4).   
 
The pads will be leveled and prepared using a bulldozer.  The sump will be constructed using a backhoe.  
All of the proposed wells will be located adjacent to existing roadways, and no new access roads will be 
required to develop these well sites.  Temporary orange construction fencing will be placed where 
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required around each disturbance footprint.  This fencing will be removed upon completion of the drilling 
operations.  However, 6-ft chain-link fence panels may be used to provide security at some well sites on 
an as-needed basis.  Where required, fencing will be placed around the drill pads and removed at well 
completion. 
 
3.4.3 Total Estimated Disturbance Acreage 
The total estimated disturbance acreage for the activities described in this plan of operations is 0.98 acre, 
as outlined in Table 3. 
 


Table 3.  Estimated Disturbance Acres 
ID Description Length 


(ft) 
Width 


(ft) 
Area 
(sq ft) 


Area 
(acres) 


Boreholes     
C-1 Deep hole; well-sized pad 150 55 8,250 0.19 
C-2 Borehole drill pad 40 15 600 0.01 
C-3 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-4 Drill in or just off road 40 15 600 0.01 
C-5 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-6 Drill in or just off road 40 15 600 0.01 
C-7 Geotechnical data from well hole RP-3A 0 0 0 0.00 
C-8 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-9 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-10 Geotechnical data from well hole HC-4A 0 0 0 0.00 
C-11 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-12 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-13 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-14 Drill in or just off road 0 0 0 0.00 
C-15 Geotechnical data from well hole RP-5A 0 0 0 0.00 
    Total: 0.22 
Hydrogeologic Characterization Wells     
RP-2A 0 0 0 0.00 
RP-2B     
RP-2C 


Three nested wells in already disturbed area; 
no new disturbance anticipated 


    
RP-3A 150 55 8,250 0.19 
RP-3B 


Two nested wells in proximity to existing 
roadway; one geotech borehole (C-7)     


RP-5A 150 55 8,250 0.19 
RP-5B 


Two nested wells in proximity to existing 
roadway; one geotech borehole (C-15)     


HC-2A 150 55 8,250 0.19 
HC-2B 


Two nested wells in proximity to existing 
roadway     


HC-4A 150 55 8,250 0.19 
HC-4B 


Two nested wells in proximity to existing 
roadway     


    Total: 0.76 
  Total Disturbance Area Drill Pads: 0.98 
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In addition to the approximately 900 ft of new roadway required for access to C-1 and C-2, approximately 
200 ft of existing roadway, linking an existing road to Rosemont patented claims, will require minor 
maintenance.  The road will give access to a drill site on the patented claims and will be used during 
2008. 
 
3.5 DRILLING PROCEDURES 
All drilling will be staged so that existing roads remain open to the extent practicable, with an effort to 
minimize effects to undisturbed lands. Gaining access to some locations (e.g., boreholes C-8 and C-14) 
will require crossing an existing fence. For these locations, a temporary fence will be constructed if the 
area must remain open during non-working hours.  All fencing will be removed and the drilling sites will 
be restored to their original conditions upon completion of work in these locations. 
 
3.5.1 Borehole Drilling 
It is anticipated that two drilling rigs (CME-75HT Drill Rigs mounted on 1998 Kodiak 4x4) will be used 
concurrently for the borehole drilling effort.  In general, there will be five people present at each borehole 
site during drilling operations – a driller, three helpers, and a geologist.  It is currently anticipated that 
drilling will be conducted on a 10-days-on, 4-days-off schedule during daylight hours only, utilizing one 
10-hour shift per day.  
 
All boreholes will be completed using a rotary method to a depth of 100 to 200 feet.  A select few 
boreholes will undergo in-situ permeability testing. The unconsolidated material (soil) in the uppermost 
portions of the borehole will be drilled using hollow-stem augering methods to facilitate sampling (see 
below).  Soil samples will be collected from the ground by driving a split spoon sampler into the ground 
via a hydraulic hammer. All soil captured in the sampler will be logged by a geologist. Select soil samples 
will be sent to a laboratory for index testing. Index testing will include grain size analysis, Atterburg 
limits and moisture content.  
 
Once bedrock is encountered, the drill rig will be converted to HQ or NQ core drilling methods to obtain 
rock core samples.  Besides water and air, bentonite and/or a drilling polymer may be used in the drilling 
fluid.  Bentonite is a powdered form of non-hazardous, naturally-occurring clay.  Drilling polymer is a 
synthetic, non-hazardous material.  Both substances are used to increase the viscosity of the drilling fluid 
to more effectively remove cuttings from the borehole.  Material Safety Data Sheets for these materials 
are included as Appendix B.  When fluids are used during drilling, a portable tank will be used to collect 
drilling mud.  A commercial grade sump pump and tanker truck will be used to transport drilling fluid and 
cuttings from each borehole off site. 
 
The rock core samples retrieved will be logged by a geologist and a select number of samples will be sent 
to a laboratory for index testing. Index testing will include point load and uniaxial compression strength. 
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The completion depth for each borehole will be determined by the condition of the ground encountered. If 
several rock core samples have a low number of fractures the ground will be considered competent and 
drilling will cease.  If the ground is not found competent, the borehole will be terminated at a maximum 
depth of 200 ft.  
 
Boreholes C-4 and C-6 will undergo packer and/or falling head testing to quantify the permeability of the 
soil and/or rock. Packer tests will be conducted in rock and falling head tests will be completed in soil. 
Packer testing uses two inflatable rubber balloons to seal off a zone of rock within the borehole. 
Permeability is estimated by the rate at which water can be added to that zone.  Falling head tests are 
completed by filling the borehole with water and measuring the time it takes for the water to infiltrate, 
thereby providing an estimate for soil permeability. Only clean water from an onsite well (see Section 3.6, 
below) will be used for boreholes that undergo in-situ permeability testing. 
 
Borehole C-1 will be completed to approximately 2,500 feet (see below) and will be drilled with the 
flooded reverse-circulation method.  This borehole will be drilled with a 2005 Speedstar Model 50 K Drill 
Rig.   
 
Depending upon field and groundwater conditions encountered during drilling, a temporary standpipe 
piezometer may be installed within selected geotechnical boreholes to allow water level measurements to 
be taken.  Piezometer construction includes installation of a slotted PVC pipe in the borehole, clean sand 
in the annulus above and including the screened interval, and a bentonite seal in the upper portion.  These 
piezometers will be completed in a similar manner to the proposed hydrologic characterization wells, i.e. 
flush-mounted concrete pad (see Section 3.5.2, below). 
 
Once borehole drilling and sampling (or monitoring) is complete, each borehole will be backfilled with 
drill cuttings (or other approved material) and cement grout for the top 20 ft as required by Arizona 
Department of Water Resources (ADWR) regulations.  If not finished as piezometers, borehole 
abandonment will be completed as the drilling program progresses, though there may be a minor lag (e.g. 
2 to 3 days) between borehole completion and abandonment to maximize the efficiency of the field crews.  
All disturbed areas will be reclaimed once access to the site is no longer needed (see Section 5 below). 
 
3.5.2 Well Drilling 
Percussion and/or air-assisted reverse-circulation drilling, utilizing a 2005 Speedstar Model 50 K Drill 
Rig, will be used for the hydrogeologic characterization wells.  All wells will be permitted, drilled, and 
constructed in accordance with ADWR standards using percussion and/or rotary methods with air and 
water as the circulating fluids. The hydrologic characterization wells will be constructed in a manner 
consistent with ADEQ well guidelines. 
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Generally, there will be four people present at each well site while drilling – a driller, two helpers, and a 
hydrogeologist.  It is currently anticipated that drilling will be conducted using two drilling crews 
working on a 10-days-on, 4-days-off schedule and that drilling will occur on a 24-hour schedule   
 
The wells will be drilled to varying depths (Table 4), depending on depth to groundwater level at each 
site.  Depths of the characterization wells will range from about 250 to 1,000 feet (Figures 5 through 7).  
However, one shallow well (RP-2A) will be drilled in the Holocene alluvial deposits of Barrel Canyon 
Wash to document and monitor presence and chemical quality of groundwater in the shallow wash 
alluvium.  This well will be completed to an estimated depth of about 50 ft and will be used to monitor the 
presence and quality of groundwater in the shallow alluvium along Barrel Canyon Wash (Figure 8).  
 


Table 4.  Target Hydrologic Characterization  Well 
Depths 


Well Identifier Target Depth (ft) 
RP-2A 50± 
RP-2B 250± 
RP-2C 500± 
RP-3A 250± 
RP-3B 500± 
RP-5A 250± 
RP-5B 500± 
HC-2A 500± 
HC-2B 1,000± 
HC-4A 500± 
HC-4B 1,000± 


 
Except for wells HC-2B and HC-4B, the wells will be drilled using a bit with a maximum diameter of 
nine inches and will be completed using a four-inch diameter Schedule 80 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) well 
casing and screen, with silica sand filter-pack outside the perforated interval of the well and an annular 
seal of bentonite above the filter-pack.  Wells HC-2B and HC-4B will be constructed similarly, but will 
be completed with four-inch diameter steel casing.  Generally, the wells will be constructed with a surface 
seal consisting of 20 ft of steel pipe cemented in place in the upper 20 ft of each well. A 3-ft by 3-ft 
concrete pad will be poured around the wellhead for each well, and the wells will be flush-mounted.  A 
protective subsurface steel vault box will be installed around the well casing, extending approximately 
two ft below ground surface.  Conceptual well diagrams are provided as Figures 5 through 8.  Anticipated 
drilling time for each well is anticipated to range from two to 14 days. 
 
Drill cuttings and fluids will be contained in a 500- to 1,000-gallon cuttings bin that, when full, will be 
dumped via forklift into a 10-ft by 20-ft, 5-ft deep plastic-lined excavated sump.  Both the cuttings bin 
and the sump will be constructed within the drill pad footprint.  The use of drilling mud (with bentonite or 
drilling polymer) is not anticipated but if it becomes necessary, a commercial grade sump pump and 
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tanker truck will be used to transport drilling fluid and cuttings from the wells to a location on Rosemont 
land. 
 
Following well completion, the wells will be developed to remove any drilling muds or excessive 
sediment remaining in the well column.  Fluids pumped from the wells during development will be 
contained in a commercial tanker truck and disposed off site.  Once the well water has cleared, any 
additional groundwater pumped from the wells will be discharged adjacent to the well location, under 
coverage from an AZDPES De Minimus General Permit. 
 
All of the wells will be monitored quarterly for no more than one year and then capped or abandoned, as 
necessary to comply with USFS rules.  All well capping or abandonment will be in accordance with 
ADWR well construction statutes and regulations (see Section 3.9 below).  Upon well abandonment, the 
sites will be reclaimed according to Section 5 below. 
 
Borehole geophysical logging will be conducted at the deepest well at each drilling site to characterize the 
geophysical characteristics of the rock formations penetrated.  Borehole geophysical logs may include 
natural gamma, single-point resistance, spontaneous potential, 16-inch and 64-inch normal resistivity, sonic, 
and caliper. 
 
Following installation of the characterization wells, pumping tests or other hydraulic testing will be 
conducted at each well, during which, the hydraulic head response in the pumped well and at nearby wells 
will be monitored.  Hydraulic head response during drawdown and recovery phases will subsequently be 
analyzed to determine the lateral and vertical distribution of hydraulic conductivity and storage properties.  
The water pumped during the hydraulic testing will be contained in the on-site sumps.  A commercial grade 
sump pump and tanker truck will be used to transport drilling fluid and cuttings from the sumps to a 
location on Rosemont land. 
 
3.6 WATER MANAGEMENT 
Water for drilling is available from the Rosemont water tank (noted on Figure 2 as Water Tank), which is 
filled by a private well located on the Rosemont ranch property fee land. A 2,000-gallon water truck and 
portable water tanks will be used to provide water to each drill site.  If, for some reason, the water truck 
cannot gain access to the drill site because of site conditions, an aboveground, three-inch rubber hose will 
be laid by hand from the water source to the drill site.  An in-line booster pump may be used to ensure 
adequate flow to the drill rigs.  All rubber hose will be removed once drilling operations are completed. 
 
In accordance with standard industry practices, water used in the drilling operations will be routed to a 
portable tank to settle solids.  When necessary, the contents of the tank will be pumped out and the 
contents properly disposed of on Rosemont land.  
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3.7 BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
Rosemont Copper has developed and will continue to implement a stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) in accordance with the Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) 
Construction General Permit for stormwater discharges from construction projects.  Sediment control best 
management practices (BMPs), such as silt fencing, hay bales, straw wattles, or filter fabric, will be used 
at the downgradient toe of fill slopes at drill pads to reduce sediment discharges into downgradient 
receiving waters.  Non-structural BMPs implemented as part of this project include good housekeeping 
and regular equipment maintenance. 
 
3.8 FIRE PREVENTION 
Combustible materials will be fire-rated and stored appropriately to prevent accidental fires. Flammable 
materials will be compartmentalized in one section of the storage space.  Portable fire extinguishers, 
water, and shovels will be made available on each drill site.  Rosemont Copper employees and their 
contractors will take care to always thoroughly extinguish all smoking materials.  Litter will be cleared 
around any ignition sources. 
 
3.9 DRILL HOLE ABANDONMENT PROCEDURES 
Drilling and drill hole abandonment will be conducted in accordance with Arizona Administrative Code 
(AAC) R12-15, and Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) Title 45, Chapter 2, Article 10, as administered by 
ADWR. In general, this procedure includes the following steps: 
 
• Subsurface vault boxes will be removed from each well 


• Holes will be filled with bentonite mud of sufficient density to prevent movement of groundwater 
between any aquifers. 


• The cased trunk holes will be filled from the bottom of the well to approximately 20 feet below grade.   


• A cement grout plug will be placed from the top of the bentonite mud at 20 ft below grade to about 2 
feet below grade. 


• The upper two feet of the well will be backfilled with soil and recontoured to original grade.   
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3.10 PROJECT SUMMARY 
Summarized below are key components of the proposed Project. 
 
Geotechnical boreholes 


• Drilling 15 boreholes for geotechnical analysis 


• Development of approximately 900 linear ft of 12-ft wide low-standard access road to access 2 of 
the 15 borehole locations 


• Construction of a drill pad for four of the boreholes 


• Borehole completion to a depth of approximately 100 to 200 feet 


• Drilling method will be rotary, with hollow stem auger in the upper (soil) portion of the hole and 
HQ or NQ core drilling in the lower (competent rock) portion of the hole 


• Drilling fluid to include air, water, and/or additive (bentonite or drilling polymer) 


• Soil and rock samples to be collected from each borehole for geotechnical analysis, including 
grain size analysis, Atterburg limits, and moisture content for the soil samples and point load and 
uniaxial compression strength for rock samples 


• Boreholes C-4 and C-6 will undergo in-situ permeability testing (either packer or falling head 
testing) 


• Total estimated disturbance area for the drill pads of 0.98 acre 


• Boreholes will be abandoned according to ADWR requirements as the drilling program 
progresses, or if completed as standpipe piezometers, once water elevation measurements are 
completed; regardless, the boreholes will be closed within eleven months of installation 


 


Hydrologic Well Drilling 


• Drilling and installation of 11 hydrogeologic characterization wells, in 5 nested locations 


• Construction of a 55-ft by 150-ft drill pad for each well location; all disturbances associated with 
drilling to be included within this drill pad 


• All well sites are located along existing roadways; no new roadways will be constructed for the 
well construction effort 


• Well completion depths ranging from 50± to 1,000± 


• Drilling method will be percussion (air) and/or air-assisted reverse-rotary methods 


• Drilling fluid to include, in general, air and water only; an additive (bentonite or drilling polymer) 
may be required under certain circumstances 
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• Geologic and hydrologic data to be obtained from the wells includes:  1) depth to groundwater 
level; 2) lithology of drill cuttings; 3) aquifer hydraulic parameters including transmissivity, 
hydraulic conductivity, and storage coefficients; and 4) chemical quality of groundwater. 


• All wells will undergo some period of quarterly groundwater quality monitoring following 
completion of the wells, up to no more than one year 


• Wells will be abandoned or capped in accordance with ADWR requirements following 
completion of groundwater characterization 


• Total estimated disturbance area of 0.76 acre 
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES 
 
4.1 AIR QUALITY 
Minimal impacts to air quality are expected due to light travel along the existing and newly constructed 
dirt roads. The following practices, designed to reduce impacts to air quality, will be implemented as part 
of the Project:  


• Dust suppression will be accomplished along roadways via regular application of water from a 
commercial water truck; frequency of application will be as needed to minimize dust from vehicle 
travel. 


 
• Water will be used in the drilling process for all of the boreholes to reduce dust production from 


drilling activities. 
 


• Service vehicles will drive slowly on the dirt roads and adjust their speed depending on 
conditions to avoid creating a dust tail.  In general, speeds will be restricted to 15 mph, and 
adjusted downward as conditions warrant. 


 
4.2 WATER QUALITY  
As indicated above, water for the project will be obtained from a private groundwater well, located on 
private fee land at the Rosemont Ranch facility (Figure 2). 
 
Water will come into contact with ground rock and, potentially, bentonite or polymer drilling mud.  
During well drilling operations, water will be treated by allowing solids to settle out in excavated mud 
pits at each drill site, and by evaporation.  If excess material cannot be managed in the mud pits, the 
material will be pumped and disposed of at a permitted facility or on Rosemont land. 
 
Rosemont Copper has developed and will continue to implement a SWPPP in accordance with the 
AZPDES Construction General Permit for stormwater discharges from construction projects.  Sediment 
control best management practices (BMPs), such as silt fencing, hay bales, straw wattles, or filter fabric, 
will be used at the downgradient toe of fill slopes at drill pads to reduce sediment discharges into 
downgradient receiving waters.  Non-structural BMPs implemented as part of this project include good 
housekeeping and regular equipment maintenance. 
 
Professional drilling practices, including the strategic installation of bentonite seals, will minimize 
potential impacts of the drilling program to the existing groundwater aquifer system. 
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4.3 SOLID WASTES  
Solids from drilling (e.g. rock and drilling mud) may be pumped and disposed of at a permitted landfill or 
may be allowed to dry out in the excavated pits. When all drilling is completed, the material contained in 
the pits will be removed from the Forest Service (FS) lands and disposed of in accordance with applicable 
laws and regulations. During reclamation activities, these pits will be covered over, graded and 
revegetated.  All other wastes, such as paper and food waste, will be stored in garbage sacks and removed 
from the site each day. A portable toilet will be placed at each active drill site and serviced periodically by 
a contractor (Figures 3 and 4). 
 
4.4 SCENIC VALUES   
Scenic values will be protected by good housekeeping practices, minimizing disturbance, and 
implementation of timely reclamation.  New access roads were sited to minimize visibility from Highway 
83 to the greatest extent practicable. 
 
4.5 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES  
4.5.1 Onsite Habitats 
Observations of vegetation cover types in the Property are consistent with the mapping by Brown and 
Lowe (1980). The two biomes present within the general Project area are Madrean evergreen woodland 
and semidesert grassland, as described in Brown (1982). Riparian vegetation exists along some of the 
ephemeral washes and more reliable springs, but this vegetation is not a dominant part of the landscape.  
 
Madrean evergreen woodland covers the higher elevations in the Project area, generally in the western 
and southern areas. This community is characterized by open woodlands or savanna, with trees 
interspersed with grasses and forbs. Dominant tree species include Emory oak (Quercus emoryi), alligator 
juniper (Juniperus deppeana), one-seed juniper (Juniperus monosperma), and Mexican pinyon (Pinus 
cembroides). Common shrub species in this community include velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina), 
whitethorn acacia (Acacia constricta), and skunkbush (Rhus trilobata). Parry’s agave (Agave parryi), 
beargrass (Nolina microcarpa), banana yucca (Yucca baccata), several species of cactus, and a variety of 
grasses and forbs are also present. Although trees dominate this habitat, the understory grasses are diverse 
and abundant and include the following species: green sprangletop (Leptochloa dubia), Muhlenbergia 
species, dropseed (Sporobolus sp.), wolfgrass (Lycurus phleoides), plains lovegrass (Eragrostis 
intermedia), cane beardgrass (Bothriochloa barbinodes), and slim tridens (Tridens mutica). This 
vegetation is quite variable in its distribution and structure, and on several of the slopes the dominant 
woody species is mountain mahogany.  
 
Within the Madrean evergreen woodland biome, agave, yucca, and cacti characterize the grassland 
habitats. On south facing slopes, grass-covered open areas are interspersed with trees and succulents, 
including one-seed juniper, catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii), Palmer’s agave, beargrass, Arizona yucca, 
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Engelmann’s prickly pear, cane cholla, and ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens). Although this habitat shares 
many of the same grass species with the wooded hillsides, the dominant grasses on the south-facing 
hillsides are green sprangletop, blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), side-oats grama (Bouteloua 
curtipendula), cane beardgrass, Lehmann’s lovegrass (Eragrostis lehmanniana), spider Rothrock grama 
(Bouteloua rothrockii), tanglehead (Heteropogon contortus), and slim tridens. 
 
Semidesert grassland covers the lower elevations of the Project area, primarily in the northern and eastern 
portions. This community is characterized by open grasslands with widely scattered shrubs and cacti. 
Dominant shrubs include velvet mesquite, catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii), burroweed (Isocoma 
tenuisecta), and ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens). Golden-flowered agave (Agave chrysantha), soaptree 
yucca (Yucca elata), several species of cacti, and a variety of grasses and forbs are also present. At middle 
elevations, the semidesert grassland grades into the Madrean evergreen woodland within a wide transition 
zone. 
 
4.5.2 Special Status Species 
Three federally listed threatened or endangered species have the potential to occur in the Project area:  
Huachuca water umbel (Lilaeopsis schaffneriana spp. recurva), Chiricahua leopard frog (Rana 
chiricahuensis), and lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris yerbabeunae).   
 
A few natural springs in the Project area appeared to have some possibility of supporting the Huachuca 
water umbel or Chiricachua leopard frog, although the habitat quality was marginal for both of these 
species. Each of these sites was surveyed for these species, but none were found. No future surveys for 
Chiricachua leopard frogs or Huachuca water umbel are planned. 
 
Numerous abandoned mine adits and shafts and one natural cave are located in or near the Project area. 
During a screening survey, several of these features were considered to be potential roost sites for lesser 
long-nosed bats, a nectar-feeding species. A more detailed survey of these sites was conducted during the 
bats’ late summer dispersal period. The distinctive guano of nectar-feeding bats was found in three adits, 
and bats were seen in two of these adits. These three adits are on the eastern slope of the ridge on the 
western edge of the Project area. The Mexican long-tongued bat (Choeronycteris mexicana), another 
nectar-feeding bat very similar to the lesser long-nosed bat, was identified in one of these adits.  
 
Acoustic surveys for lesser long-nosed bat LLNB were conducted at the Rosemont Property on the 
evenings of August 13 and August 21, 2007.  Ultrasonic sensing, recording, and analyzing systems were 
deployed in a total of six locations on the site where flowering agaves were present or abundant. 
Individual LLNB sonar calls were recorded at two separate locations north of McCleary Canyon on 
August 13. Because of the time gap between calls, it is possible that these recordings represent a single 
individual. Other bats recorded during these periods include at least two species of myotis (Myotis spp.), 
western pipistrelle (Pipistrellus hesperus), and big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), with tentative 
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identifications of Brazilian free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis) and pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus). Our 
preliminary conclusion is that LLNBs are using the Rosemont Property as a post-maternity dispersal 
foraging site, although not in large numbers. A report on this survey is currently in preparation.  It is 
anticipated that the proposed Project will be completed before dispersing individuals begin foraging in the 
Project area in late summer. 
 
Twenty plant species considered sensitive by the FS have some potential to occur in the Project area.  The 
Arizona giant sedge is the only one of these species confirmed to be present.  However, the only location 
for this sedge is at Scholefield Spring, which is about 0.9 mile from the closest proposed activity 
described in this plan. 
 
Six animal species considered sensitive by the FS (three butterfly species, western barking frog, American 
peregrine falcon, and the canyon spotted whiptail) have some potential for occurrence in the Project area.   
 
4.5.3 Invasive Plants 
An invasive plant survey was conducted in the Project area on January 17 through 19, and February 20, 
2007, by a WestLand field biologist.  All of the proposed borehole locations and new access road 
alignments were visited on foot to determine the presence of invasive species.  Existing access roads were 
utilized for travel between sites.  While driving between sites, the roadsides were scanned for the presence 
of any invasive species.  In most cases, the proposed drill sites were marked in the field with a surveyor’s 
lath for ease of identification.   When an invasive species was encountered, a handheld Garmin GPS unit 
was used to mark the location.  UTM coordinates were recorded in NAD 27.  No attempt was made to 
quantify the degree of infestation.   
 
The only invasive plant species encountered during the survey were Lehmann’s lovegrass (Eragrostis 
lehmanniana) and Russian thistle (Salsola iberica).  Although the latter species was not included in the 
FS list of invasive species, as identified in the CNF’s Environmental Assessment for the Invasive Exotic 
Plant Management Program, this species was noted during the survey effort due to its exotic origin and 
its inclination to infest areas of disturbed soils.  It should be noted that given the time of year in which the 
survey was completed, identification of invasive plants was somewhat inhibited.  A table that provides the 
locations of invasive plant observations is included as Appendix C.   
 
4.5.3 General Wildlife 
In general, precautions will be taken to minimize effects to wildlife.  Open sumps at unoccupied drill sites 
will be covered to prevent wildlife from becoming trapped. 
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4.6 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
A full coverage Class III Cultural Resource Survey was conducted within the Project area, on lands 
within the CNF, by SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA).  A copy of the final survey report will 
be provided under separate cover.  
 
The Class III survey was conducted in accordance with the standard protocol for pedestrian surveys 
established by the Arizona State Museum (ASM).  A 100-ft by 100-ft (30-m by 30-m) clearance footprint 
for each of the proposed borehole sites and a 100-ft wide clearance corridor for each proposed access road 
was established as the survey area.  Full survey coverage was obtained by walking 15-m wide transects on 
either side of the center point of each site.  Prior to each survey, the centerline was identified using the 
topographic maps and a Trimble handheld GPS unit loaded with the coordinates for each site.  Once 
identified, each drill site and access road was staked with lath marked with a corresponding map 
identification number and white flagging tape.   
 
Three field technicians conducted the survey by walking transects through each drill site and access road, 
searching for surficial evidence of cultural resources, including artifacts (e.g., ceramics, lithics, historic 
metals, or glass), features (concentrations of fire-cracked rock, charcoal-stained soil, or prehistoric or 
historic structures), or other cultural anomalies (evidence of land alteration or non-native floral species).  
When the steep terrain or physical features prevented access to a proposed site, SWCA established a new 
route/location for that site while in the field.  The GPS coordinates for the centerline of the new position 
were recorded, and the site was staked and marked with white flagging.  If a potential cultural resource 
site was found within or adjacent to an area of proposed activity, SWCA established a new location for 
the activity at least 100 feet away from the boundary of the potential cultural resource site.  The GPS 
coordinates for the potential cultural resource site were recorded, and the centerline was staked and 
flagged with white tape.  Potential cultural resources were recorded according to the guidelines 
established by the ASM for site recordation, and the boundaries were marked with orange flagging. 
 
In addition, the proposed well sites were surveyed in the field by a CNF archaeologist and no potential 
cultural sites were identified. 
 
4.7 HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES / PETROLEUM PRODUCTS / DRILLING MATERIALS 
No extremely hazardous substances (e.g., cyanide), as defined by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), Superfund Amendments Reauthorization Act 
(SARA), and Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA), will be used in the 
drilling program. Storage areas for materials such as drilling mud, fuel, and lubricants will be located at 
the Rosemont Camp site. Only small quantities (container capacity of less than five gallons) of fuels and 
lubricants will be stored in secondary containment structures adjacent to the active rigs. An adequate 
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supply of fire extinguishers will be placed at these containment structures, and each active rig will 
maintain enough spill supplies for any incidental releases. During drilling operations, drill rigs will be 
parked on top of plastic sheeting (6-mil plastic diaper [Visqueen tarp]) overlain by absorbent material to 
contain any discharges that could potentially occur. Plastic and absorbent materials will also be used 
under other gas or diesel motors, or other equipment that may leak oil, as needed. Additionally, a spill-kit 
consisting of refuse containers designated for disposal of the absorbent materials will be present on 
location.  Any impacted soils will be excavated and containerized for proper disposal.  This material will 
be disposed of offsite in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.   
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5 RECLAMATION 
 
5.1 DRILL SITES  
Rosemont Copper will notify the FS prior to the commencement of reclamation activities. Following the 
completion of all well drilling, solids and desiccated drilling muds in the sumps will be excavated and 
removed from the site. These inert materials will be disposed of in accordance with applicable state and 
federal regulations. The drill sites and sumps will then be returned to natural grade with a track hoe or 
bulldozer using rocks and soil set aside during site construction and sump excavation. 
 


The drill sites will be restored to their original grade and revegetated using a native seed mix that will 
include upland species commonly noted in the Rosemont area, such as blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), 
side oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), desert indianwheat (Plantago insularis), six-weeks fescue 
(Festuca ocotoflora), green sprangletop (Leptochloa dubia), sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), 
purple three-awn (Aristida purpurea), and six-weeks three-awn (A. adscensionis). 
 
If, during construction, Agave palmeri and Agave parryi are encountered within areas to be directly 
disturbed by clearing operations, these plants shall be salvaged and relocated to adjacent undisturbed 
areas.  The relocation sites shall offer similar soil type, exposure, slope, aspect, etc., as the original 
locations.  Agaves will be removed with their tap roots intact and will be re-planted at their original depth.  
When re-planted, agaves will be watered in.  In addition, each agave will receive one application of 
supplemental irrigation at the time of re-planting.  This supplemental irrigation will consist of two quart-
sized gel-filled containers which will provide slow-release moisture to each plant over the thirty to ninety 
days subsequent to installation.  If transplant of agaves is not practicable, these individuals will be 
replaced with nursery specimens. 
 


5.2 ROADS 
As determined by CNF, the 900 ft of newly constructed road may be reclaimed by ripping/roughing and 
seeding with an appropriate seed mix and placement of rocks or other protective materials. Areas of 
disturbance may need to be scarified (ripped) prior to seeding to break-up compaction.  Road surfacing 
material, if any, may need to be removed as determined by CNF. 
 
If, during construction, Agave palmeri and Agave parryi are encountered within areas to be directly 
disturbed by clearing operations, these plants shall be salvaged and relocated to adjacent undisturbed 
areas.  The relocation sites shall offer similar soil type, exposure, slope, aspect, etc., as the original 
locations.  Agaves will be removed with their tap roots intact and will be re-planted at their original depth.  
When re-planted, agaves will be watered in.  In addition, each agave will receive one application of 
supplemental irrigation at the time of re-planting.  This supplemental irrigation will consist of two quart-
sized gel-filled containers which will provide slow-release moisture to each plant over the thirty to ninety 
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days subsequent to installation.  If transplant of agaves is not practicable, these individuals will be 
replaced with nursery specimens. 
 
5.3 DRILL HOLES 
In some cases, wells may be finished for use to measure groundwater elevations for an interim period not 
to exceed eleven months.  This completion will involve the insertion of a sounding tube or casing 
throughout the entire depth with completion at the surface to meet ADWR requirements.  Once all 
information has been gathered from the wells, they will be abandoned or capped, in accordance with 
USFS rules. 
 


Drilling and drill hole abandonment will be conducted in accordance with Arizona Administrative Code 
R12-15, and Arizona Revised Statutes Title 45, Chapter 2, Article 10, as administered by the ADWR. In 
general, this procedure includes the following steps: 1) after completion of each deflection, that portion of 
the hole will be filled with bentonite mud of sufficient density to prevent movement of groundwater 
between any aquifers; and 2) after all planned deflections are completed, the cased trunk holes will be 
filled with bentonite mud and a cement grout plug will be placed extending from two ft below grade to a 
minimum of 20 ft below grade. 
 


5.4 APPURTENANCES 
Water lines, pumps, signs, and any other items used during the Project will be removed from CNF lands 
upon completion of the Project. 
 


5.5 COSTS  
The reclamation bond estimate for the Project is $13,500.  A supporting table is provided in Appendix D. 
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USDA, Forest Service PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR MINING ACTIVITIES 
ON NATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM LANDS 


FS-2800-5  
OMB NO. 0596-0022


USE OF THIS FORM IS OPTIONAL!  1st TIME USERS SHOULD DIRECT QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS FORM OR 
REGULATIONS (36 CFR 228A) TO THE FOREST SERVICE DISTRICT OFFICE NEAREST YOUR AREA OF INTEREST. 


Submitted by:     
 Signature  Title  Date 


(mm/dd/yy) 
      


Plan Received by:  
 


 
 


 
 Signature  Title  Date 


(mm/dd/yy) 


I.  GENERAL INFORMATION 


A. Name of Mine/Project:   Rosemont Project  


B. Type of Operation:   Hydrogeologic and Geotechnical Drilling Program 
 (lode, placer, mill, exploration, development, production, other) 


C. Is this a ( new/ continuing) operation?  (check one).  If continuing a previous operation, this plan  
( replaces/ modifies/ supplements) a previous plan of operations.  (check one) 


D. Proposed start-up date (mm/dd/yy) of operation:  Upon approval 


E. Expected total duration of this operation:   4 months 


F. If seasonal, expected date (mm/dd/yy) of annual reclamation/stabilization close out: N/A 


G Expected date (mm/dd/yy) for completion of all required reclamation: 07/31/08 


II.  PRINCIPALS 


A. Name, address and phone number of operator:   Rosemont Copper Company (Attention: Jamie Sturgess)
                                                                                                         4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040 
                                                                                                         Denver, Colorado 80246      Phone: (303) 300-0134 
B. Name, address, and phone number of authorized field representative (if other than the operator).   


Attach authorization to act on behalf of operator.   Ms. Jamie Monte, Tetra Tech 
                                                                                                3031 West Ina Road 
                                                                                                Tucson, Arizona 85741       Phone:  (520) 297-7723
C. Name, address and phone number of owners of the claims (if different than the operator):   
N/A 
 
D. Name, address and phone number of any other lessees, assigns, agents, etc., and briefly describe 


their involvement with the operation, if applicable:  
N/A 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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III.  PROPERTY OR AREA 


Name of claim, if applicable, and the legal land description where the operation will be located. 


MC#  Name  Section  Township  Range 


  See Section 3.2       
         
         
         
         
         
         


IV.  DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATION 


A. Access.  Show on a map (USGS quadrangle map or a National Forest map, for example) the claim 
boundaries, if applicable, and all access needs such as roads and trails, on and off the claim. 
Specify which Forest Service roads will be used, where maintenance or reconstruction is proposed, 
and where new construction is necessary.  For new construction, include construction specifications 
such as widths, grades, etc., location and size of culverts, describe maintenance plans, and the type 
and size of vehicles and equipment that will use the access routes. 


 
See Figure 2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Map, Sketch or Drawing.    Show location and layout of the area of operation.  Identify any


streams, creeks or springs if known.  Show the size and kind of all surface disturbances such as
trenches, pits, settling ponds, stream channels and run-off diversions, waste dumps, drill pads, 
timber disposal or clearance, etc.  Include sizes, capacities, acreage, amounts, locations, materials
involved, etc. 


 
See Figures 1 through 8.  Figures 1 and 2 show the locations of proposed activities.  Figures 3 and 4  
show sketches of a typical layout for borehole and monitoring well sites, respectively.  Figures 5 through 
8 show conceptual well completion diagrams. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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C. Project Description.    Describe all aspects of the operation including mining, milling, and 
exploration methods, materials, equipment, workforce, construction and operation schedule, power 
requirements, how clearing will be accomplished, topsoil stockpile, waste rock placement, tailings 
disposal, proposed number of drillholes and depth, depth of proposed suction dredging, and how 
gravels will be replaced, etc.  Calculate production rates of ore.  Include justification and 
calculations for settling pond capacities, and the size of runoff diversion channels. 
 
See Section 3.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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D. Equipment and Vehicles.   Describe that which is proposed for use in your operation (Examples: 
drill, dozer, wash plant, mill, etc.).  Include: sizes, capacity, frequency of use, etc. 


 
See Section 3.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E. Structures.   Include information about fixed or portable structures or facilities planned for the 


operation.  Show locations on the map.  Include such things as living quarters, storage sheds, mill 
buildings, thickener tanks, fuel storage, powder magazines, pipelines, water diversions, trailers, 
sanitation facilities including sewage disposal, etc.  Include engineering design and geotechnical 
information for project facilities, justification and calculations for sizing of tanks, pipelines and 
water diversions, etc. 


 
See Section 3 and Figures 1 through 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


V.  ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES (SEE 36 CFR 228.8) 


A. Air Quality.   Describe measures proposed to minimize impacts on air quality such as obtaining a 
burning permit for slash disposal or dust abatement on roads. 


 
See Section 4.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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B. Water Quality.   State how applicable state and federal water quality standards will be met.  
Describe measures or management practices to be used to minimize water quality impacts and 
meet applicable standards. 


 
 1. State whether water is to be used in the operation, and describe the quantity, source, methods 


and design of diversions, storage, use, disposal, and treatment facilities.  Include assumptions 
for sizing water conveyance or storage facilities. 


 
 2. Describe methods to control erosion and surface water runoff from all disturbed areas, 


including waste and tailings dumps. 
 
 3. Describe proposed surface water and groundwater quality monitoring, if required, to 


demonstrate compliance with federal or state water quality standards. 
 
 4. Describe the measures to be used to minimize potential water quality impacts during seasonal 


closures, or for a temporary cessation of operations. 
 
 5. If land application is proposed for waste water disposal, the location and operation of the 


land application system must be described.  Also describe how vegetation, soil, and surface and 
groundwater quality will be protected if land application is used. 


 
See Section 4.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Solid Wastes.   Describe the quantity and the physical and chemical characteristics of solid waste


produced by the operation.  Describe how the wastes will be disposed of including location and
design of facilities, or treated so as to minimize adverse impacts. 


 
See Section 4.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. Scenic Values.   Describe protection of scenic values such as screening, slash disposal, or timely 


reclamation. 
 
See Section 4.4 
 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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E. Fish and Wildlife.   Describe measures to maintain and protect fisheries and wildlife, and their 
habitat (includes threatened, endangered, and sensitive species) affected by the operations. 


 
See Section 4.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F. Cultural Resources.   Describe measures for protecting known historic and archeological values, 


or new sites in the project area. 
 
See Section 4.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
G. Hazardous Substances. 
 
 1. Identify the type and volume of all hazardous materials and toxic substances which will be 


used or generated in the operations including cyanide, solvents, petroleum products, mill, 
process and laboratory reagents. 


 
See Section 4.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2. For each material or substance, describe the methods, volume, and frequency of transport


(include type of containers and vehicles), procedures for use of materials or substances, methods,
volume, and containers for disposal of materials and substances, security (fencing), identification 
(signing/labeling), or other special operations requirements necessary to conduct the proposed
operations. 


 
See Section 4.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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 3. Describe the measures to be taken for release of a reportable quantity of a hazardous material 
or the release of a toxic substance.  This includes plans for spill prevention, containment, 
notification, and cleanup. 


Harzadous materials will not be stored or used on Forest Lands.  Lubricants will be placed on plastic and 
any small spills will be immediately cleaned up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H. Reclamation.   Describe the annual and final reclamation standards based on the anticipated 


schedule for construction, operations, and project closure.  Include such items as the removal of
structures and facilities including bridges and culverts, a revegetation plan, permanent containment
of mine tailings, waste, or sludges which pose a threat of a release into the environment, closing
ponds and eliminating standing water, a final surface shaping plan, and post operations monitoring
and maintenance plans. 


 
See Section 5.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


VI.  FOREST SERVICE EVALUATION OF PLAN OF OPERATIONS 


A. Required changes/modifications/special mitigation for plan of operations: 
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B. Bond.  Reclamation of all disturbances connected with this plan of operations is covered by 
Reclamation Performance Bond No.      , dated (mm/dd/yy)      , signed by       (Principal) 
and       (Surety), for the penal sum of      .  This Reclamation Performance Bond is a 
guarantee of faithful performance with the terms and conditions listed below, and with the 
reclamation requirements agreed upon in the plan of operations.  This Reclamation Performance 
Bond also extends to and includes any unauthorized activities conducted in connection with this 
operation. 


 
 The bond amount for this Reclamation Performance Bond was based on a bond calculation 


worksheet.  The bond amount may be adjusted during the term of this proposed plan of 
operations in response to changes in the operations or to changes in the economy.  Both the 
Reclamation Performance Bond and the bond calculation worksheet are attached to and made 
part of this plan of operations. 


 
 Acceptable bond securities (subject to change) include: 
 1. Negotiable Treasury bills and notes which are unconditionally guaranteed as to both principle 


and interest in an amount equal at their par value to the penal sum of the bond; or 
 2. Certified or cashier's check, bank draft, Post Office money order, cash, assigned certificate of 


deposit, assigned savings account, blanket bond, or an irrevocable letter of credit equal to the 
penal sum of the bond. 


 


VII.  TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


 
A. If a bond is required, it must be furnished before approval of the plan of operations. 
 
B. Information provided with this plan marked confidential will be treated in accordance with the 


agency's laws, rules, and regulations. 
 
C. Approval of this plan does not constitute certification of ownership to any person named herein 


and/or recognition of the validity of any mining claim named herein. 
 
D. Approval of this plan does not relieve me of my responsibility to comply with other applicable 


state or federal laws, rules, or regulations. 
 
E. If previously undiscovered cultural resources (historic or prehistoric objects, artifacts, or sites) 


are exposed as a result of operations, those operations will not proceed until notification is 
received from the Authorized Officer that provisions for mitigating unforeseen impacts as 
required by 36 CFR 228.4(e) and 36 CFR 800 have been complied with. 


 
F. This plan of operations has been approved for a period of       or until (mm/dd/yy)      .  A new 


or revised plan must be submitted in accordance with 36 CFR part 228, subpart A, if operations 
are to be continued after that time period. 


 
 


(If more space is needed to fill out a block of information, use additional sheets and attach form) 
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VIII.   OPERATING PLAN ACCEPTANCE 


I/ We have reviewed and agreed to comply with all conditions in this plan of operations 
including the required changes, modifications, special mitigation, and reclamation requirements. 
 


I/ We understand that the bond will not be released until the Authorized Officer in charge gives 
written approval. 
 
 


   
Operator (or Authorized Representative) 


 
(Date) 


(mm/dd/yy) 


IX. OPERATING PLAN APPROVAL 


   
(Name)  (Title) 


   
(Authorized Officer) 


 
(Date) 


(mm/dd/yy) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


“According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, an agency may not conduct 
or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information 
unless it displays a valid OMB number.  The valid OMB number for this 
information collection is 0596-0022.  The time required to complete this 
information collection is estimated to average 8 hours per response, including the 
time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and 
maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of 
information.” 
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Invasive Plant Observations within the Rosemont Drilling Operations Project Area 


UTM Coordinates (NAD 83, 
meters) 


Northing Easting 
OBSERVATION 


3523765 527676 Lehmann’s lovegrass present on north side of FSR 4058. 


   


3522071 526353 Russian thistle present along sides of existing ATV trail. 


   


3522167 526295 Scattered Lehmann’s lovegrass. 


   


3521762 524086 Lehmann’s lovegrass present near C-2. 


   


3522238 523815 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along edges of recently-developed dirt 
road. 


   


3521976 523528 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along dirt road. 


   


3521983 523441 Dense stand of Lehmann’s lovegrass present at end of dirt road. 


   


3521212 523650 Lehmann’s lovegrass present on west side of FR 231. 


   


3520597 523258 Russian thistle present along edges of FR 231. 


   


3519979 523006 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along closed road en route to C-14. 


   


3520231 523246 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along closed road en route to C-8. 


   


3520151 523412 Lehmann’s lovegrass present at C-8. 


   


3518847 523311 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along FR 4058. 


   


3518706 523617 Lehmann’s lovegrass and Russian thistle present at C-15 and along FR 
4058 in this area. 


   


3520387 524923 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along FR 4058. 


   


3520440 525658 Lehmann’s lovegrass present along closed FR 4064, en route to C-11. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale

Barter
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont East Side Groundwater Conference Call - 4/7/09
Date: 04/06/2009 05:55 AM

East Side Groundwater Conference Call Agenda
 
Time: 2:00 PM (Arizona Time)
Date: 4/7/09
 
Conf. Call Number: 866-866-2244
Code: 9550668#
 
Agenda:
 

1.       Attendee Introduction – Each attendee to announce their name so Melissa can get a role
for the Admin Record

2.       SWCA Input – SWCA representative to give any pertinent input and follow-up from last
conference call

3.       Montgomery Update– Montgomery representative to give progress update and any other
pertinent information

4.       SRK Input – SRK representative to give any pertinent input
5.       CNF Input – CNF representative to give any pertinent input
6.       Open Discussion
7.       Action Items

 
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:jdavis@elmontgomery.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale

Barter
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Rosemont East Side Groundwater Conference Call - Suspended
Date: 04/24/2009 08:46 AM

I am suspending the twice-monthly groundwater conference calls.  At this point they are not
returning value commensurate with the required time and effort.  When the final reports become
available we will revisit whether or not it will be useful to have a Technology Transfer meeting to
present the report findings.
 
Thanks for everyone’s efforts over the past couple of months.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:jdavis@elmontgomery.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont East Side Groundwater Technology Transfer Conference Calls
Date: 01/30/2009 04:07 AM

The first of the scheduled East Side Groundwater Technology Transfer Conference Calls is set for

Tuesday, February 3rd at 2:00 PM (Arizona Time).  In order to streamline the process I want to
substitute a simple conference call rather than using the Go to Meeting format.  Also, I want to
limit the participants to only those necessary to inform the various parties as to pertinent aspects
of the ongoing work.  The conference call process will be:
 

Schedule:            1st & 3rd Tuesday of each month
 
Time:                     2:00 PM Arizona Time
 
Invitees:              CNF – Bev Everson, Salek Shafiqullah,  and CNF staff as necessary
                                SRK – Claudia Stone and/or Cori Hoag and SRK staff as necessary
                                Montgomery & Associates – Jim Davis and/or Hale Barter and Montgomery staff as
necessary
                                Rosemont – Kathy Arnold as she determines necessary
                                SWCA – Dale Ortman, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard
 
Process:               Conference Call Center Telephone Number: 866-866-2244
                                Code: 9550668
 
Please confirm receipt of this e-mail.
 
If you have any questions contact me (contact information below) or Melissa Reichard (520-325-
9194).
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:jdavis@elmontgomery.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Rion Bowers'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources
Date: 05/29/2009 01:15 PM
Attachments: 2009_Ortman_Shaffiqualah_Dft Bounds of Analysis_memo.doc

DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE rev 5-19-09.doc
2009_Ortman_Coyle_Impact Timeline_memo.pdf

Attached is a memo presenting draft Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for the Chapter 3
Affected Environment and supporting documents.  The CNF has directed SWCA to develop draft
Bounds of Analysis and work with the appropriate CNF staff to finalize the Bounds of Analysis no

later than June 12th.  Please review the attached memo and return comments to me at your
earliest convenience (but comments later than June 6 will likely be ignored……..)
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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Consulting Engineer
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PO Box 1233
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Salek Shafiqullah (CNF) 



		Copy to:

		Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett, Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason (SWCA)



		From:

		Dale Ortman PE



		Date:

		29 May 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Bounds of Analysis – Chapter 3 Affected Environment

Water Resources





This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Water Resources for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major physical elements of the Water Resources discipline as outlined in the attached Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the attached memorandum on Impact Timeline dated 11 January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this memo describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however when we have determined the final spatial bounds they will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted that Bounds of Analysis will apply to both the group of twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and the suite of additional issues that may be described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of “significance”.  The general divisions of Water Resources for which I have proposed Bounds of Analysis are:

· Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water 

· Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater


· Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply


Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water


The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the surface water environment that may be impacted by the proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to surface water, both within the direct project area and downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The diversion and impounding of surface water runoff coupled with the topographic modification may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the surface water regime. In addition, the potential for spills or other accidental releases to surface water will occur from initial construction through completion of reclamation.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

The spatial Bounds of Analysis include the surface water drainages that may influence or be impacted by the diversion and impoundment of surface water, modification of the mine site topography, and potential spills or other accidental releases.  Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following:

· Drainage basins contributing runoff to the mine site;


· Drainage basins containing mine site disturbance;

· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson and Cienega creeks; and


· Drainages immediately adjacent to SR 83 that may be impacted by spills associated with potential accidents involving delivery of supplies to the mine.


Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater


The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the groundwater environment that may be impacted by the proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to groundwater, both within the direct project area and down-gradient from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The mine pit’s influence on the groundwater flow regime and the potential for seepage impacts from the tailings and waste rock facilities along with the potential for accidental process water leaks and other spills or releases may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the groundwater regime.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.


The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may influence or be impacted by the mine pit or potential seepage, leakage, or spills from the mine operations area. Assuming that the groundwater model under development by Montgomery for Rosemont covers an adequate area of analysis I propose the area within the Montgomery model domain to be the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater.

Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply


The Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the water resources environment that may be impacted by the mine water supply for the proposed project.  Temporally the potential water resource impacts associated with the withdrawal of mine production water will occur only during the approximate 20-year life of active mine operations; therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for the withdrawal of production water is Operations.  However, the recharge of CAP water to the groundwater basin began in 2007 and will continue until the proposed 105% of projected production water withdrawal has been recharged, subject to limitations on Rosemont’s excess CAP water contract.  Therefore, the temporal bounds on the CAP water recharge element of Water Resources spans from 2007 through whenever the recharge commitment is completed; likely sometime during Operations.

The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may be impacted by the mine water supply wells and the CAP water recharge; therefore the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply is the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) with emphasis for mine production water withdrawal in the area encompassed within the groundwater model developed by Montgomery for Rosemont as described in Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009, prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
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ROSEMONT PROJECT EIS


DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE

May 19, 2009


3.1 
AIR QUALITY


3.1.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.1.2 
Climatology


3.1.2.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.2.2 
Project Area Meteorological Conditions


3.1.3 
Air Quality


3.1.3.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.3.2 
Air Quality Standards and Air Basin Attainment Status


3.1.3.3 
Monitoring Stations

3.1.3.4 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Classification


3.1.3.5 
Measured Particulate Concentrations

3.1.3.6 
Other NAAQS Pollutant Concentrations


3.1.3.7 
Air Toxins


3.1.3.8 
Air Quality Related Values


3.1.3.9 
Visibility


3.2 
WATER RESOURCES


3.2.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.2.2 
Regional Hydrologic Setting


3.2.2.1 
Hydrometerology


3.2.2.2 
Surface water 


3.2.2.3 
Groundwater


3.2.3 
State and Local Water Resources Management


3.2.4 
Water Resource-Related Regulations


3.2.5 
Mine Site Water Resources


3.2.5.1 
Surface Water


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)


Waters of the United States


Springs and Seeps Inventory


Surface Water Quality

3.2.5.2 
Groundwater


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Well Inventory


Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity


Groundwater Flow Direction 


3.2.6 
Offsite Water Resources


3.2.6.1 
Mine Water Supply


Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply)


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Groundwater Flow


Groundwater Quantity


Groundwater Quality


3.2.6.2 
Tucson AMA Model


3.2.6.3 
Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)


3.2.6.4 
CAP Recharge


3.2.6.5 
Water Resources Downgradient from the Mine Site


Davidson Canyon


Cienega Creek 


3.3 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALS

3.3.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.3.2 
Regional Geology 


3.3.3 
Mine Site Geology


3.3.3.1 
Geology (basic geology and structure)


3.3.3.2 
Mineral Exploration and Mining History


3.3.3.3 
Rosemont Deposit (Rosemont Deposit geology with emphasis on difference between sulfide and oxide ore which is foundational to potential ARD issues)


3.3.4 
Geologic Hazards


3.3.4.1 
Seismicity


3.3.4.2 
Landslides (this may be just an “Other” category)


3.3.4.3 
Subsidence (limited to the known subsidence issues in the Santa Cruz Valley due to groundwater withdrawal)


3.3.4.4 
Debris Flows


3.3.5 
Other Geologic Resources


3.3.5.1 
Fossils


3.3.5.2 
Caves


3.4 
SOILS AND RECLAMATION

3.4.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.4.2 
Soil Occurrence and Characteristics

3.4.2.1 
General Soil Characteristics

3.4.2.2 
Soils Unit Mapping and Description

3.4.3 
Estimates of Existing Erosion Loss 

3.4.3.1 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)

3.4.4 
Existing Disturbance

3.4.4.1 
Existing Soil Disturbance 

3.4.4.2 
Existing Mineral-Related Disturbance

3.4.4.3 
Grazing


3.4.5 
Suitability for Reclamation


3.4.5.1 
Soil Salvage and Placement

3.5 
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES


3.5.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.5.2 
Biodiversity


3.5.3 
Terrestrial Resources


3.5.4 
Aquatic Resources


3.5.5 
Vegetation Communities


3.5.5.1 
Semidesert Grassland


3.5.5.2 
Madrean Evergreen Woodland


3.5.6 
Special Status Plants


3.5.6.1 
Listed Plant Species

3.5.6.2 
Other Special-Status Plants


3.5.6.3 
Invasive Species

3.5.7 
Special Status Wildlife

3.5.7.1 
Listed Wildlife Species


3.5.7.2 
Migratory Birds and Raptors

3.5.7.3 
Coronado National Forest Management Indicator Species


3.5.7.4 
Other Special-Status Wildlife Species

3.6 
FUELS AND FIRE MANAGEMENT


3.6.1 
Fire Regime


3.6.1.1 
Fire History and Fuel Types


3.6.2 
Fuels Management Actions

3.6.2.1 
Suppression

3.6.2.2 
Mechanical Treatment


3.6.2.3 
Hazardous Fuels Reduction


3.6.2.4 
Prescribed Fire


3.6.2.5 
Pile Burning


3.6.2.6 
Monitoring and Research


3.6.3 
Fire and Fuels Planning


3.6.3.1 
FireScape


3.6.3.2 
Fuel Models


3.6.3.3 
Fire Education


3.6.3.4 
Wildland Urban Interface


3.6.4 
Wildland Fire Amendment to the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan


3.7 
CULTURAL RESOURCES


3.7.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.7.2 
Definition of APE

3.7.3 
Previous Archaeological Research  


3.7.4 
Cultural-Historical Overview and Research Themes 


3.7.5 
Archaeological Investigations 


3.7.5.1 
Methods and Period of Performance


3.7.5.2 
Site Definitions


3.7.5.3 
Criteria for Evaluations of Significance


3.7.5.4 
Results


3.7.6 
Ethnohistoric Investigations


3.7.7 
Consultation with Tribal Governments 


3.7.7.1 
Summary of the Process


3.7.7.2 
Tribes Consulted


3.7.7.3 
Tribal Concerns


3.7.8 
Summary of Results


3.8 
SOCIOECONOMICS/ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

3.8.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.8.2 
Study Area


3.8.3 
Population, Demographics and Housing


3.8.3.1 
Population

3.8.3.2 
Ethnicity/Race


3.8.3.3 
Housing Inventory


3.8.4 
Employment

3.8.4.1 
Jobs by Industry


3.8.4.2 
Median Income


3.8.4.3 
Income Distribution


3.8.5 
Economic Activity

3.8.5.1 
Economic Output by Industry


3.8.5.2 
Taxes and Revenues


3.8.5.3 
Property Values


3.8.6 
Quality of Life

3.8.6.1 
Public Facilities and Services


3.8.6.2 
Community Values


3.8.6.3 
Social Trends


3.8.7 
Environmental Justice

3.8.7.1 
Minority Populations


3.8.7.2 
Low-Income Populations


3.9 
VISUAL RESOURCES

3.9.1 
Introduction


3.9.2 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.9.2.1 
USFS Federal Policy and Guidance 

Visual Resource Management

Scenery Management System

3.9.2.2 
Forest Plan Guidance


Existing Direction and Visual Quality Objectives


Future Trends (i.e., current/upcoming Forest Plan process)

Landscape Character Goals/Desired Conditions


SMS (SA, CLs, SIOs)


3.9.2.3 
Other Plans (Federal, State, Regional: e.g., Scenic Byways)


Scenic Byway Visual Resource Management (??)

Patagonia Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan


3.9.3 
Existing Landscape Character and Visual Resources (narrative)


3.9.3.1 
Landforms 


3.9.3.2 
Vegetation 


3.9.3.3 
Cultural Elements & Land Uses

3.9.3.4 
Variety Class/Scenic Attractiveness


3.9.3.5 
Existing Scenic Integrity

3.9.4 
Viewsheds, and Sensitive Viewers

3.9.4.1 
Concern Levels/Sensitivity Levels


3.9.4.2 
Communities and Rural Development Areas

3.9.4.3 
Viewsheds and Distance Zones

3.9.5 
Scales of Analysis (Project Viewshed, Santa Rita Mountains, and Coronado National Forest)


3.9.6 
Visual Resource Key Observation Points


3.9.6.1 
Description of Key Observation Point Process & Objectives

3.9.6.2 
Selection/Representation of Key Observation Points

3.9.7 
Trends Affecting Visual Resources (??)

3.9.7.1 
Forest Management Activities

3.9.7.2 
Non-Forest (e.g., Rural Development)

3.10 
TRANSPORTATION/ACCESS


3.10.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.10.2 
Highways and Roads Description

3.10.2.1 
U.S. Highways


3.10.2.2 
Interstates


3.10.2.3 
State Highways


3.10.2.4 
County Roads


3.10.2.5 
Forest Service Roads


3.10.2.6 
Rosemont Mine Roads


3.10.2.7 
Private Roads


3.10.3 
Highway and Roads Usage


3.10.3.1 
Traffic Volume/Counts


3.10.3.2 
Roadway Capacity


3.10.3.3 
Level of Service


3.10.3.4 
Traffic Patterns


3.10.4 
Commercial Transportations


3.10.4.1 
Interstate Bus Service


3.10.4.2 
Local Bus Service


3.10.4.3 
Air Service


3.10.4.4 
Railroads


3.11 
RECREATION AND WILDERNESS

3.11.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.11.2 
General Setting

3.11.3 
Designated Wilderness


3.11.3.1 
General Description and Characterization


3.11.3.2 
Visitation


3.11.3.3 
Access


3.11.4 
Supply of Recreation Opportunities


3.11.4.1 
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Settings

3.11.4.2 
Recreation Places


3.11.5 
Existing Use Levels and Trends


3.11.5.1 
Recreation Uses 

3.11.5.2 
Commercial Outfitter and Guide Use


3.12 
LIVESTOCK AND GRAZING


3.12.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.12.2 
Introduction


3.12.3 
General Management Direction for Grazing on the CNF


3.12.4 
Existing Rangeland Management and Conditions


3.13 
LAND USE

3.13.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.13.2 
Land Status/Ownership

3.13.3 
Land Use Plans

3.13.3.1 
Forest Service


3.13.3.2 
Arizona State Trust Lands


3.13.3.3 
Bureau of Land Management


3.13.3.4 
Pima County


3.13.4 
Land Use


3.13.4.1 
Mining


3.13.4.2 
Utilities


3.13.4.3 
Grazing


3.13.4.4 
Recreation


3.13.4.5 
Rural Living


3.14 
NOISE

3.14.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.14.2 
Thresholds of Significance


3.14.3 
Ambient Conditions


3.14.4 
Noise Receptors


3.14.5 
Blasting Noise


3.14.6 
Vehicles and Equipment


3.15 
OUTDOOR LIGHTING


3.15.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.15.2 
Lightscape Management Objectives


3.15.2.1 
Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code


3.15.2.2 
National Park Service Night Sky Objectives


3.15.2.3 
Requirements for Optimal Operations of Astronomical Observatories

3.15.3 
Methods for Measuring Skyglow


3.15.3.1 
Limiting Magnitude


3.15.3.2 
Bortle Dark-Sky Scale


3.15.4 
Existing Skyglow Conditions

3.16 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS


3.16.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.16.2 
Petroleum Products


3.16.2.1 
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, and Kerosene

3.16.2.2 
Lubricants and Solvents


3.16.3 
Mine Processing Fluids and Reagents


3.16.3.1 
Sulfuric Acid


3.16.3.2 
SX/EW Electrolyte and Processing Reagents


3.16.4 
Explosives


3.16.4.1 
Ammonium Nitrate


3.16.4.2 
Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil Mixtures

3.16.5 
Hazardous Waste Management and Disposal


3.16.6 
Miscellaneous Chemicals


3.16.6.1 
Laboratory Reagents


3.16.6.2 
Cleaning Fluids


3.16.7 
Transportation of Hazardous Materials  


3.16.8 
Storage of Hazardous Materials

3.17 
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY


3.17.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.17.2 
Flood Control

3.17.3 
Geologic Hazards

3.17.3.1 
Seismic Faults


3.17.3.2 
Soil Composition


3.17.3.3 
Subsidence


3.17.4 
Hazardous Materials and Public Safety


3.17.5 
Noise


3.17.6 
Recreation Hazards


3.17.7 
Traffic Safety


3.17.8 
Trash Dumping

PAGE  
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason (SWCA), John Macivor (SWCA), Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 11 January 2009   


Subject: Impact Timeline  
 
I want to have us consider a different organization for the Impact Analysis that, I believe, provides a more 
easily understood framework for the EIS and discards the notions of “short-term” and “long-term” that do 
not readily apply to a major mining project.  Rather than organize the Impact Analysis around Issues (with 
their attendant causes and effects) and try to explain how the cause-effect relationships play in time I propose 
organizing the document around the timeline to clearly show exactly what causes and effects occur when, and 
potentially for how long.  A mining project has four distinct phases: Construction, Operations, Reclamation, 
and Post-Closure; each with their separate activities that give rise to differing causes and effects.  Presented 
on the next page is a timeline with limited list examples of the differing activities that occur during each 
phase.   
 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS    RECLAMATION POST-CLOSURE 
__+/- 2 YEAR_____|______________+/- 20 YEAR_____________|______+/- 2 YEAR ?__|_________FOREVER___________________________________à 
 
Construction Traffic Operations Traffic   Minor Traffic  No Traffic 
Truck Construction Truck Supplies, Fuel, Concentrate  Truck Reclamation No Trucking 
     Materials & Equip.      & Copper Cathodes        Materials 
Largest Workforce Smaller Workforce   No Workforce  No Workforce 
Blasting as Needed Scheduled Blasting   No Blasting  No Blasting 
No Tailings  Exposed Tailings    Cover Tailings  Covered Tailings 
Initial Waste Rock Major Waste Rock   Cover Waste Rock Covered Waste Rock 
No Heap Leach  Active Heap Leach   Covered Heap Leach Covered Heap Leach 
High Dust Risk  Lesser Dust Risk    Reduced Dust Risk Low Dust Risk 
No Production Water 5000 af/yr Production Water Need  No Production Water No Production Water 
No Mineral Processing Mill Operation    No Milling  No Milling 
 
 
 
 


 
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; Kent C Ellett; 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard';

'Keith Pohs'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Geology & Minerals
Date: 03/11/2009 08:01 AM
Attachments: Draft Chapter 3 Geo-Min Headings_memo_3 11 2009.doc

Roger,
 
Again, with both Bev and Salek on vacation it looks like it falls to you to review the draft Chapter 3
headings for the Geology and Minerals section.  Your expertise is the best fit for this section of the
IDT available IDT members.
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:kpohs@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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Office: (520) 896-2404


Consulting Engineer
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Roger Congdon (USFS)



		Copy to:

		Bev Everson, Salek Shafiqullah, Kent Ellett (CNF); Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard, Keith Pohs (SWCA)



		From:

		Dale Ortman PE



		Date:

		11 March 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Chapter 3 Headings – Geology and Minerals 





Presented below are our draft headings for the Hydrology section of Chapter 3.  Please review and comment as per CNF direction.


3.2. Geology and Minerals

3.2.1. Regional Geology 

3.2.2. Mine Site Geology


3.2.2.1. Geology (basic geology and structure)


3.2.2.2. Mineral Exploration and Mining History


3.2.2.3. Rosemont Deposit (Rosemont Deposit geology with emphasis on difference between sulfide and oxide ore which is basic to potential ARD issues)


3.2.3. Geologic Hazards


3.2.3.1. Seismicity


3.2.3.2. Landslides (this may be just an “Other” category)

3.2.3.3. Subsidence (limited to the known subsidence issues in the Santa Cruz Valley due to groundwater withdrawal)


3.2.4. Other Geologic Resources


3.2.4.1. Fossils


3.2.4.2. Caves
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; Kent C Ellett; 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Rion

Bowers'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology
Date: 03/11/2009 07:55 AM
Attachments: Draft Chapter 3 Hydrology Headings_memo_3 11 2009.doc

Roger,
 
Both Salek and Bev are on vacation, so I’m forwarding the draft headings for Hydrology in Chapter 3
for your review.  Please review and comment as per CNF direction.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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Consulting Engineer
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Roger Congdon (CNF)



		Copy to:

		Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard, Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett (SWCA); Bev Everson, Salek Shaffiqullah, Kent Ellett (CNF)



		From:

		Dale Ortman PE



		Date:

		11 March 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology 





Presented below are our draft headings for the Hydrology section of Chapter 3.  Please review and comment as per CNF direction.

3.1. WATER RESOURCES

3.1.1. Regional Hydrologic Setting


3.1.1.1. Hydrometerology


3.1.1.2. Surface water 


3.1.1.3. Groundwater

3.1.2. State and Local Water Resources Management

3.1.3. Water Resource-Related Regulations


3.1.4. Mine Site Water Resources

3.1.4.1.  Surface Water


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)


Waters of the United States


Springs and Seeps Inventory


Surface Water Quality


3.1.4.2. Groundwater

Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Well Inventory


Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity

Groundwater Flow Direction 

3.1.5. Offsite Water Resources


3.1.5.1
Mine Water Supply


Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply)

Groundwater Investigation & Modeling

Groundwater Flow

Groundwater Quantity


Groundwater Quality

3.1.5.1. Tucson AMA Model


3.1.5.2. Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)


3.1.5.3. CAP Recharge


3.1.5.4. Water Resources Down-gradient from the Mine Site


Davidson Canyon


Cienega Creek 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; Kent C Ellett; 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Rion Bowers';

'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology
Date: 03/11/2009 07:42 AM
Attachments: Draft Chapter 3 Hydrology Headings_memo_3 11 2009.doc

Salek,
 
Attached is a draft of the Chapter 3 headings for Hydrology I Word format for your review.  Please
review and comment as per the CNF direction.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Salek Shafiqullah (CNF)



		Copy to:

		Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard, Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett (SWCA); Bev Everson, Kent Ellett (CNF)



		From:

		Dale Ortman PE



		Date:

		11 March 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Chapter 3 Headings - Hydrology 





Presented below are our draft headings for the Hydrology section of Chapter 3.  Please review and comment as per CNF direction.

3.1. WATER RESOURCES

3.1.1. Regional Hydrologic Setting


3.1.1.1. Hydrometerology


3.1.1.2. Surface water 


3.1.1.3. Groundwater

3.1.2. State and Local Water Resources Management

3.1.3. Water Resource-Related Regulations


3.1.4. Mine Site Water Resources

3.1.4.1.  Surface Water


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)


Waters of the United States


Springs and Seeps Inventory


Surface Water Quality


3.1.4.2. Groundwater

Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Well Inventory


Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity

Groundwater Flow Direction 

3.1.5. Offsite Water Resources


3.1.5.1
Mine Water Supply


Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply)

Groundwater Investigation & Modeling

Groundwater Flow

Groundwater Quantity


Groundwater Quality

3.1.5.1. Tucson AMA Model


3.1.5.2. Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)


3.1.5.3. CAP Recharge


3.1.5.4. Water Resources Down-gradient from the Mine Site


Davidson Canyon


Cienega Creek 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Alan Belauskas - CNF; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Units of Measure
Date: 09/11/2009 08:58 AM
Attachments: Issues and Units to Measure_DO_9-11-09.doc

Alan & Salek,
 
As per direction from the CNF and SWCA please find attached my version of Units of Measure for
the following issues:
 

·         Noise & Vibration – to be reviewed by Alan
·         Water Resources – to be review by Salek

 
Please review these areas assigned to you by the CNF and return comment.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:abelauskas@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com

		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change





		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. AIR QUALITY 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, coupled with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:


1. Increased risk of health issues for area residents;


2. Reduced visibility for area residents, motorists, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and area amateur astronomers and stargazers; 


3. Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas.




		1. Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS) (EPA health standards).

2. Concentration of air particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5 and others), visibility in miles.

3. Visibility range in miles.



		2. HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors, and tailings and waste rock piles; and by drilling and blasting.  Potential impacts include: 


1. Destruction of or damage to cultural resource sites, including ancestral habitation sites; 


2. Desecration or destruction of human burials;


3. Loss or reduction of future archaeological research potential;


4. Loss or desecration of traditional homelands of Native American groups;


5. Loss or reduction of traditional resource collection areas and other cultural practice opportunities;


6. Potential for physical and spiritual harm to the earth, as seen from the perspectives of the religious and cultural traditions of Native American groups.




		1. Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) removed or damaged.


2. Number of burials removed, damaged or buried. Qualitative discussion of desecration.

3. Number of archaeological sites removed, buried, or damaged.


4. Qualitative description of Traditional Cultural Properties (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts. Numbers of TCPs impacted and acres of cultural landscape lost. Numbers of springs lost.

5. Number of acres of traditional resource collection areas altered.


6. Qualitative discussion regarding physical and spiritual harm to the earth.





		3. NIGHT SKIES 

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions, air particulates, and gases from mine-related facilities, equipment and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


1. Increased sky glow reducing visibility of stars, planets, satellites, and other celestial objects;

2. Increased light directly visible from roadways and other key observation points; and by area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and stargazers. 



		1. Increase in sky brightness (in nanoLamberts (nL))

2. No known quantitative measures for visual impacts from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 






		4. NOISE AND VIBRATION 


Issue – Potential impacts from noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine construction and operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations, presenting the potential for:


1. Vibration damage to historic sites and private property;


2. Decreased qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness for area recreationists, residents, and visitors.




		1. Vibration detected at historical sites and private property as measured in in/sec peak particle velocity (ppv).

2. Incidents (number of events per day), time of day, and amplitude (in decibels), and frequency (in hertz) of audible events related to mining in key recreation areas or residents near the project area.





		5. PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  


1. Loss of population viability of species of conservation concern;


2. Impacts to individuals of species of conservation concern; 


3. Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


4. Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


5. Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


6. Increased establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


7. Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.



		1. Acres of habitat lost (direct and indirect), loss of abiotic features (stock tanks, springs, etc.) relative to total available. If possible, document species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area.

2. Number of individuals impacted.

3. Acres of habitat lost or modified, loss of springs or other water features.


4. Estimated road kills per mile as modeled by AGFD.

5. Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat, acres of altered linkages, length of “edge effect”, in miles.

6. Acres of disturbance

7. Acres of vegetation, by community, lost or converted.



		6. RECLAMATION PLAN


Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:


1. Adequacy of funding and bonding;

2. Post-reclamation land use opportunities;

3. Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions;

4. Adequacy of monitoring programs;

5. Long-term or permanent resource impacts.




		1. Amount of bonding (in dollars) versus estimated environmental liabilities.

2. Qualitative assessment of post-reclamation land use opportunities.


3. Qualitative assessment of recontouring and vegetation mapping through long-term sampling of random vegetation plots by plant community.


4. Review of annual monitoring reports to ensure that metrics are maintained or implement adaptive management techniques.


5. Quantitative and qualitative descriptions of permanent resource impacts (as detailed in other resource areas)





		7. RECREATION


Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, quantity, and opportunities, and include the potential for:


1. Loss of access to recreation lands in the area;


2. Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;


3. Permanent changes to recreation settings;


4. Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;


5. Impacts to other recreational areas due to displaced visitors.




		1. Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or affected.

2. Qualitative assessment of the solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet. 

3. Acres of Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) class changed. 


4. Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost, loss of recreation sites such as ATV loading areas, miles of trails, dispersed camp sites, etc.

5. Qualitative analysis of impacts to other areas.



		8. RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors.  These impacts may result in:


1. Loss of riparian habitat, 


2. Loss of species diversity, 


3. Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.




		1. Acres of riparian habitat lost.

2. Change in species diversity.


3. Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created. (needs input from Debbie and Larry) 



		9. SOILS
 


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Ground disturbance from clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils may result in: 


1. Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into drainages, 


2. Reduced soil productivity. 




		1. Tons per acre lost. Increased turbidity in ___ Units. 

2. Loss of productivity as it pertains to reduced vegetation volume or available forage.





		10. TRANSPORTATION 


Issue – Potential impacts to road safety, traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Construction, operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways; increased traffic, including oversized vehicles; and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the mine project, have the potential for:


1. Reduced roadway safety for school buses and other vehicles;


2. Increased traffic congestion and delays;


3. Increased dust, sedimentation, noise, and light;


4. Increased vehicle emissions; 


5. Increased number of vehicle and wildlife collisions.


6. Reduced access to National Forest lands.




		1. Number of reported accidents. 


2. Level of Service (LOS) for a two-lane State Route.

3. Emission of air particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5) in tons, (sedimentation?), noise related to traffic in decibels, and light in nL. 


4. Tons of NAAQS emissions.

5. Covered under Plants and Animals.

6. Miles of Forest System Roads that are lost.  Acres of recreation opportunities lost.





		11. VISUAL RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape alterations as a result of the open pit, tailings and waste rock piles, facilities, and transportation and utility corridors, may affect visual resources in the area. Impacts may result in:


1. Transformation of natural landscapes to industrial landscapes;


2. Degradation of scenic quality from numerous viewpoints and travelways;


3. Loss of mountain views from numerous viewpoints and travelways;


4. Displacement of visitors to the area; 


5. Loss of scenic road designation for all or part of State Route 83;


6. Reduced visibility due to increased dust.




		TBD between Debby and SWCA

1. Qualitative assessment; Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.

2. Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints.


3. Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.

4. Need team input


5. Miles lost of scenic road designation State Route 83

6. Visibility Range in Miles 





		12. WATER RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater and surface water quantity and quality.  


Construction, mining, reclamation activities and transportation and utility corridors may affect water at wells, springs, seeps, and creeks. Potential impacts include:


1. Reduction of water quality downstream due to failure of process water and stormwater control facilities; 


2. Degradation of groundwater and surface water chemistry from exposure of acid-producing bedrock, waste rock, and tailings to air and water; 


3. Degradation of water quality from erosion or destabilization of operational and/or reclaimed areas;


4. Reduction of water quantity downstream;


5. Lowering of groundwater elevation due to the presence of the mine pit; 


6. Increased risk to both human and ecological receptors due to exposure with contaminated water.

		1. Concentration of water quality constituents as per Arizona Water Quality Standards (AWQS). ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)

2. Concentration of water quality constituents as per Arizona Water Quality Standards (AWQS). ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)

3. Concentration of water quality constituents as per Arizona Water Quality Standards (AWQS). ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)

4. Flow rate and quantity in gallons/minute, cubic feet/second, or appropriate to scale of flow; quantity in and acre feet.

5. Elevation of the phreatic surface water table (in feet).

6. Concentration of water quality constituents as per Arizona Water Quality Standards (AWQS). ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont EIS - Water Resources - Update on Rosemont Submissions
Date: 03/22/2010 09:53 AM

Salek,
 
We have recently received several water resource submissions from Rosemont; the current
disposition of each is outlined below:
 
A Scope-of-Work and a Request for Cost Estimate has been issue to MWH to review the following,
but no response has been received to date:
 

1.       Montgomery (2010), Response to MWH October 23 Review of Groundwater Modeling
Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, February 9,
2010

 
Scopes-of-Work and Requests for Cost Estimate have been issued to SRK to review the following,
but no responses have been received to date:
 

1.       TetraTech (2010), Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report, February
2010

2.       TetraTech (2010), Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, February 2010
3.       AMEC (2010), Rosemont Copper Project Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by

SRK, January 26, 2010
 
No action has been taken to date to have a technical subconsultant review the following:
 

1.       Montgomery (2010), Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to
Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010

2.       TetraTech  (2010), Technical Memorandum Rosemont Hydrology Method Justification,
January 27, 2010

3.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Mine Plan of Operations Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

4.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Barrel Only Alternative Stormwater Assessment,
March 5, 2010

5.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Barrel and McCleary Alternative Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

6.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Partial Pit Backfill Alternative Stormwater
Assessment, March 5, 2010

7.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste
Alternative Stormwater Assessment, March 5, 2010

8.       TetraTech (2010), Technical Memorandum Sycamore Canyon and Barrel Waste Alternative
Stormwater Assessment, March 5, 2010
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SWCA recommended on March 16, 2010 forwarding the following document to Rosemont for their
consideration, but we have received no confirmation of that action:
 

1.       SRK (2010), Technical Memorandum Preliminary Geochemistry Review – Proposed
Rosemont Copper Project, February 10, 2010

 
I suggest we get together to discuss the above; let me know if you agree and, if so, when would be
convenient for you.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Kent C Ellett
To: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; William B Gillespie; Robert Lefevre; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

Kendall Brown; Sarah L Davis; Salek Shafiqullah; Walter Keyes; Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Jennifer Ruyle; Mary
M Farrell

Subject: Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.
Date: 03/18/2009 05:47 PM

If you received this e-mail you probably have an assignment due Friday the 20th &/or next
Tuesday the 24th. 
EPG - 138 kV Transmission Line:  Due Friday
We met with consultants EPG and SWCA today to discuss the proposed 138 kilovolt
transmission line and the Cause & Effect/Issue Statements.  
I've been waiting for EPG's Siting Criteria Worksheet and definition for the ratings (i.e.,
low, moderately low, moderate, etc.) to be emailed to me. It hasn't come yet.  I'll check
on it tomorrow so you have it to do your assignment of reviewing the proposed ratings
and if you think an issue should be rated differently, state the rating it should have with
your rational and email it to me (Kent) by noon Friday so I can consolidate and send to
EPG Friday afternoon.

1.    Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management System) and ROS
(Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with the GIS Shop to provide GIS
layers or shape files to EPG.
2.    Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map with land uses
designations and other special classifications such as T&E species critical habitat
designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with Jennifer Ruyle.  
3.    Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness.
4.    Kent will coordinate with the Heritage Shop RE Cultural Resources.
5.    Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section and provide
their comments.
6.    Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need new service
roads.

SWCA - Cause & Effect/Issue Statements:  Due Next Tuesday.
Assignments:   Send your comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann by Tuesday
afternoon so Bev can forward to SWCA Wednesday morning.  This will give SWCA a couple
days to review in preparation for the meeting with Rosemont on the 30th.
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"Dismissed Themes" #95 & #68 may be combined pending Regional Office input.

I have several hard copies of the documents we reviewed today and will put them on
Rita's table if you need one.  Electronic documents are available on Webex.   Please
contact John Able or Melissa Reichard (SWCA) if you need assistance with Webex. 
Melissa's phone number is 520-325-2033 and email is mreichard@swca.com   

Good meeting today.  Thanks for your focus & participation.  Rita, thanks for the bagels. 

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)



From: Rion Bowers
To: Charles Coyle; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Tom Furgason; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Rosemont EIS Draft Chapter 3 Water Resources
Date: 07/09/2009 04:48 PM
Attachments: Draft_Chapter_3_Affected_Env_Water Resources_070909.pdf

FYI - Chris and I have begun drafting the laws, regs and affected environment surface water sections
for Chapter 3 (attached). We are identifying data gaps and will be developing a list of information
needed to characterize the existing resources.   Dale is working on the groundwater sections.  We are
using the draft bounds maps for our initial stab at describing the resources.

<<Draft_Chapter_3_Affected_Env_Water Resources_070909.pdf>>

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033
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ROSEMONT PROJECT EIS 
DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE 


 
 


3.1  WATER RESOURCES 


3.1.1  Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies   
 


Table X lists the applicable laws, regulations and policies related to the use, protection and 
management of surface and groundwater resources that would apply to the development and 
operation of the Project.  These laws, regulations and policies, which will collectively be referred 
to in the following sections as “regulation(s),” are outlined in more detail in the following 
sections.”       
 
Table X. Summary of the Federal, State, and Local Regulatory Requirements Applicable to 


the Project with Respect to Surface and Groundwater Water Resources 
 


Applies to 


Law/Regulation Regulates 
Mine Site 
– Surface 


Water 


Mine Site - 
Groundwater 


Offsite 
– Mine 
Water 
Supply 


Federal     
Safe Drinking Water Act Primacy given to Pima County 
Clean Water Act – Section 402  Primacy given to State of Arizona 
Clean Water Act – Section 404 Dredge or fill of waters 


of the United States 
�  � 


Executive Order 11988 – 
Floodplain Management 


Occupancy and 
modification of 
floodplains 


�  � 


Executive Order 11990 – 
Wetlands 


Destruction, loss, 
degradation of 
wetlands 


�  � 


     
State     
Clean Water Act – Section 401 
State Water Quality 
Certification 


Surface water quality 
�  � 
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Arizona Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (AZPDES) 


Surface water quality 
from point and non-
point sources, including 
stormwater 


�  � 


Aquifer Protection Permit Discharge of pollutants 
to surface or aquifer 


 � � 


Well Permits and Well 
Construction Standards 


Drilling and 
completion of wells or 
borings 


 � � 


Dam Safety Permit  �   
Groundwater Rights/Water 
Transfer 


Pumping of 
groundwater from 
within an Active 
Management Area; 
transfer of water 
outside of an AMA 


  � 


     
Local     
Public Water System New source approval 


and construction of 
public water system 


  � 


Septic system      
Floodplain permit Construction activities 


in the floodplain. 
   


 
 


3.1.1.1 FEDERAL 
 
Safe Drinking Water Act (Public Law 93-523) 
 
As mandated by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) passed in 1974, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) regulates contaminants of concern to domestic water supply. 
Contaminants of concern relevant to domestic water supply are defined as those that pose a 
public health threat or that alter the aesthetic acceptability of the water. The USEPA regulates 
these types of contaminants through the development of national primary and secondary 
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for finished water.  
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In Arizona, the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) administers the SDWA 
(AAC R18-4), but Pima County Department of Environmental Quality (PDEQ) has the authority 
to review and approve new construction and new source approval for a public water system.   
The public drinking water system at the mine facility requires approval from PDEQ prior to 
construction and operation. 
 
Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251–1376) 
 
The Clean Water Act (CWA), as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, is the major federal 
legislation governing water quality. The objective of the CWA is “to restore and maintain the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters.” Important sections of the 
CWA are as follows: 
 
CWA Section 401 
Section 401 (Water Quality Certification) requires an applicant for any federal permit that 
proposes an activity that may result in a discharge to waters of the United States to obtain 
certification from the state that the discharge will comply with other provisions of the Act.   
Section 401 certification will be required to be obtained from ADEQ for any Section 404 permits 
obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). 
 
CWA Section 402/ Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (ARS §49-255.01) 
Section 402 of the CWA establishes the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES), a permitting system for the discharge of any pollutant (except for dredged or fill 
material) into waters of the United States.  Since 2002, the ADEQ has primacy over Section 402 
through implementation of the Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES). The 
AZPDES program regulates discharge of pollutants into navigable waters of the United States; 
historically, ADEQ has considered virtually all waterways in Arizona, including dry washes, to 
fall under the jurisdiction of the AZPDES program. 
 
The AZPDES program regulates both point and nonpoint sources of discharge.  The most 
common nonpoint source regulated is stormwater runoff from construction activities and 
industrial sites.  Coverage under AZPDES may be obtained either through issuance of an 
Individual Permit, or under a General Permit issued by ADEQ (R18-9-C901).  There are five 
General Permits that historically have been issued:  de minimis discharges, stormwater runoff 
from construction activities (the Construction General Permit [CGP]), stormwater runoff from 
concentrated animal feeding operations, and stormwater runoff from industrial sites (the Multi-
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Sector General Permit [MSGP]), and discharge of stormwater from municipal stormwater 
systems.    
 
The De Minimis permit previously used by ADEQ has expired.  A new draft permit is under 
consideration (as of July 2009); however, ADEQ may still authorize de minimis discharges 
under existing authority.  The CGP is currently active, and authorization may be requested from 
ADEQ at this time.  The MSGP permit previously used by ADEQ has expired.   A new draft 
permit is under consideration (as of July 2009); at this time, discharge of stormwater from 
industrial sites requires issuance of an Individual AZPDES permit. 
 
Multiple AZPDES permits will be required for this project.  Minor temporary discharges, such as 
pipeline hydrostatic testing or well testing, may be covered as de minimis discharge.  Off-site 
construction activities, including road building, utility line construction, and other ground 
disturbance greater than 1 acre in size, may be covered separately under the CGP.   Construction 
and operation of the mine facility itself will require an Individual AZPDES permit. 
 


CWA Section 404 


Section 404 establishes a permit program for the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters 
of the United States. This permit program is jointly administered by the USACE and the USEPA.  
In recent history, implementation of Section 404 has been problematic; the jurisdiction of the 
CWA has been frequently modified through various court decisions, and there has been 
inconsistent implementation among districts of the USACE.   As such, the definitions as to what 
constitutes “dredged or fill material” and what constitutes “waters of the United States” are of 
continual debate.   In any case, the immediate regulatory decision as to what activities fall under 
Section 404 of the CWA lies with the USACE Los Angeles District.   
 
In general, there are three methods of obtaining a permit under Section 404:  authorization under 
a Nationwide Permit, authorization under a Regional General Permit, or issuance of an 
Individual Permit.  Nationwide Permits have been issued for 50 common activities for which, 
under certain conditions, the USACE has determined have minimal impacts to waters of the U.S 
(Federal Register, March 12, 2007).   Nationwide Permits may be either non-notifying (i.e., 
activities are considered to be authorized provided all conditions are met) or notifying (i.e., the 
USACE must approve the use of the Nationwide Permit before the activity may be undertaken).    
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The decision as to what activities are jurisdictional will be made by the USACE.  It is likely that 
Nationwide Permits will be acceptable for most road and utility line crossings of streams or 
washes, but that an Individual Permit will be required for impacts at the mine site itself. 
 


Executive Orders 
 
EO 11988 (May 24, 1977) directs each federal agency to take action to avoid the long- and short-
term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains.  Agencies 
are required to avoid direct or indirect support of floodplain development whenever there is a 
practicable alternative. 
 
EO 11990 (May 24, 1977) directs federal agencies to minimize the destruction, loss, or 
degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial value of wetlands 
in carrying out programs affecting land use. 
 


3.1.1.2 STATE 
 
Aquifer Protection Permits (ARS §49-241) 
 
Any discharge of a pollutant from a facility either directly to an aquifer, or to the land surface or 
the vadose zone in such a manner that there is a reasonable probability that the pollutant will 
reach an aquifer, requires issuance of an Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) by the ADEQ.   Unless 
the discharge is either specifically exempted by statute (§49-250), or if the discharge is 
authorized under one of the General APPs issued by ADEQ (AAC R18-9, Article 3), then the 
discharge requires issuance of an Individual APP by the agency. 
 
Temporary discharges associated with construction (hydrostatic line testing or well testing) will 
likely be covered under existing General APPs.  An Individual APP will be required for potential 
discharges at the mine site associated with retention ponds, leaching, and potential acid mine 
drainage. 
 
Well Permits/Well Construction Standards (R12-15, Article 8) 
 
All wells drilled within the State of Arizona, as well as borings greater than 100 feet in depth, 
must comply with well construction standards, as administered by the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources (ADWR).  Authorization is obtained by filing of Notices of Intent with ADWR.   
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Well construction standards also apply to proper capping and abandonment of wells and borings 
when no longer needed.  
 
The well field located in the Santa Cruz basin will require approval from ADWR prior to 
construction. 
 
Dam Safety Permit (AAC R12-15, Article 12) 
 
ADWR regulates the safety of dams within the State of Arizona.  Dam Safety rules are 
applicable only to certain dams, with exemptions based on purpose, height, and capacity.    The 
compliance dam located in the Barrel Canyon drainage may require approval from ADWR prior 
to construction.   Retention structures within the mine site may also require approval, unless 
exempted under the Dam Safety rules. 
 
Groundwater Rights/Water Transfer 
 
The water supply for the mine will be withdrawn from wells located within the Tucson Active 
Management Area (AMA), an administrative region established by the Arizona Groundwater 
Management Act of 1980.  Within an AMA, almost all pumping of groundwater requires some 
form of groundwater right or groundwater withdrawal permit (ARS §45-451).  In the case of the 
mine water supply, it is expected that ADWR will issue a Mineral Extraction and Metallurgical 
Processing Permit (ARS §45-514); ADWR is required to grant this permit provided all 
conditions under the statute are met, including that no other alternative water supplies are 
available. 
 
The groundwater pumped from the well field within the Tucson AMA will be transferred outside 
of the AMA for use at the mine site.  There are provisions within the Groundwater Management 
Act restricting the transfer of water from within an AMA; however, the code provides for 
transfer of water pumped under a groundwater withdrawal permit, subject to payment of 
damages (ARS §45-543).  
 


3.1.1.3 LOCAL 
 
ACRONYMS 
 
APP – Aquifer Protection Permit 
ADEQ – Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 
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ARS – Arizona Revised Statutes 
AAC – Arizona Administrative Code 
AZPDES – Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
USACE – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
CWA – Clean Water Act 
USEPA – U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
EO – Executive Order 
ADWR – Arizona Department of Water Resources 
NPDES – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
AMA – Active Management Area 
PDEQ – Pima County Department of Environmental Quality 
 
 
3.1.2  Regional Hydrologic Setting (TEAM) 
 
3.1.2.1 Hydrometerology 
 
Precipitation 
Need:  annual precipitation data table, average monthly data table, temperature data, 
evaporation data  
 
The proposed project is located in the Basin and Range physiographic province in southern 
Arizona on the eastern front of the Santa Rita Mountain range that is surrounded by arid desert 
basins.  Due to the physiography of this region; wide basins surrounded by northwest-trending 
mountain ranges, significant variation in the precipitation pattern occurs over short distances.  
Precipitation estimates conducted by Sellers (University of Arizona 1977), using data obtained 
from 1931 through 1970, indicates that the average annual precipitation ranges between 16 and 
18 inches for the Rosemont area.  More recent information from five meteorological stations in 
the vicinity indicates average annual precipitation in the region from a low of 11.13 to a high of 
22.19 inches (Table 1).        
 
More than half of the annual precipitation at Rosemont and the vicinity occurs during the 
summer months of July, August, and September (Table x) while May and June are the driest 
months. Runoff from the drainage areas is thus intermittent, and of short duration. The maximum 
peak flows in major drainages on the project area, such as Barrel and Scholefield Canyons, are 
related to episodic heavy thunderstorm precipitation during the wet months. Peak flows recorded 
annually from 1962 through 1976 at Barrel Canyon range from approximately 150 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) to nearly 2,000 cfs (Table x).   
 
A monitoring station was recently installed at Rosemont near the center of the proposed open pit. 
This station, which has operated since April 2006, collects detailed precipitation information.  
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The average annul precipitation total measured at this station from 2006 to 2008 is 17.12 inches 
(Table x).     
 
Soils maps of the project area indicate a moderate [discuss soil types here] 
 
 
Temperature 
 
No temperature data is available for the Rosemont area; however Sellers (1977) evaluated 
temperature data for eleven locations in southwestern Arizona that occur at elevations between 
4400 and 5400 feet. These elevations represent the majority of the elevation range found at the 
Rosemont area. The average monthly temperatures at the 11 stations range from a low of 58.2 0F 
in January to a high of 90.5 0F in June.  First and last killing frosts noted at Rosemont occur on 
average in mid-November and mid-April, producing a growing season that averages 
approximately 213 days (Sellers 1977).  
 
Evaporation 
 
Projected pan evaporation rates have been determined for the Rosemont area based on the 50-
years of continuous data for both precipitation and evaporation measurements recorded at the 
nearby Nogales weather station (Tetra Tech, April 7, 2009). At the Nogales station the average 
monthly evaporation rates ranges from 3.57 inches in December to l3.31 in June, with the 
average total for all months of approximately 91.20 inches annually. Using these Nogales pan 
evaporation rates, Tetra Tech adjusted to the Rosemont project area based on a linear trend with 
each stations elevation.  The projected Rosemont pan evaporation rates from this exercise range 
from a low of 2.89 in August to a high of 10.75 in June, and an estimated annual precipitation 
rate of 71.52 inches (Table x).         
 
3.1.2.2  Surface water  


 
Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages) 
 
The proposed project is located on the foothills of the Santa Rita Mountains. This area is drained 
by ephemeral watercourses that flow primarily in a northeasterly direction from high elevation 
ridges on the eastern flank of the Santa Rita Mountains through foothills toward larger drainages 
located at lower elevations on the basin floor.  Four major drainages, Scholefield, Wasp, 
McCleary and Barrel Canyons, and smaller unnamed drainages that occur on the proposed 
project area are tributaries to Davidson Canyon Wash located east of the project area.  Davidson 
Canyon Wash flows northwesterly between the Empire and Santa Rita Mountains into Cienega 
Creek that eventually enters Pantano Wash.  Drainage from these systems eventually reaches the 
Santa Cruz River north of Tucson.   
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Scholefield Canyon drains the northern portion of the project area and connects with Barrel 
Canyon near the northeast boundary of the project area.   A small portion in the northeastern 
boundary of the project area is drained by Papago and Mulberry Canyons, which also flow into 
Davidson Canyon.  
 
Ground cover varies from desert brush on the steep rocky terrain on the eastern half of the 
project area to herbaceous and mountain brush on the west side. Trees and shrubs are dense 
along the margins of washes and within floodplain areas, where moisture is stored in the 
alluvium.  Vegetation cover density ranges from xx percent for the desert brush on steep slopes 
to xx percent for herbaceous and mountain brush types of cover near the mountain front.   
 
Stream bed material found within the major drainages consists of unconsolidated sand, gravel, 
silt, and clay.  This recent alluvium is xx feet thick on the bottom of the major drainages 
[drainage report and geological data needed]. Floodplains at the lower elevations of the major 
washes are not more than 100 feet wide and are considerably more restricted in upstream reaches 
at higher elevation.  Barrel Canyon has an area of 10.85 square miles above its confluence with 
Scholefield Canyon.  Scholefield Canyon has a drainage area of 3.22 square miles. Figure X 
depicts the major drainage basins on the Rosemont project area and Table X summarized the size 
and characteristics of the watersheds.   
 
No permanent surface water bodies or perennial or intermittent creeks occur on the project area. 
All of the drainages are ephemeral.  
 
Watershed Yield  
 
Davis and Callahan (1977) conducted an analysis of the watershed yield based on precipitation, 
data, hydrologic characteristics of the basin, and comparison with similar basins for which 
records are available.  The estimated watershed yield for the drainage basin comprising Barrel 
and Scholefield Canyons is based on at total drainage area of about xx acres and an average 
annual precipitation of xx inches.  This estimate results in a total precipitated water of about xx 
acre feet/year. The percentage of total precipitated water that actually leaves the basins at lower 
elevations is difficult to determine.  Studies in other drainage basins at lower elevations have 
indicated that the average runoff is on the order of about 40 acre feet per square mile of drainage 
area.  Taking into consideration the higher elevation, greater annual rainfall, and other watershed 
characteristics, it is estimated that the average runoff from the Barrel and Scholefield Canyons 
would be about 80 acre feet per square mile.  This results in an estimated watershed yield on the 
order of about 1,000 acre-feet per year (Davis 1977).  
 
Sellers (1977), has used the precipitation data from the Rosemont area for the period 1914 to 
1931 in a water budget model in order to estimate the runoff ratio.  The water budget model 
indicates that about 7 to 13 percent of the average annual precipitation is lost from the area as 
runoff.  This represents an average annual runoff of about 900 to 1,500 acre-feet per year.  
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3.1.2.3  Groundwater 
3.1.3  State and Local Water Resources Management (CHRIS) 
3.1.4  Water Resource-Related Regulations (CHIRS) 
3.1.5  Mine Site Water Resources  (DALE) 
 
3.1.5.1  Surface Water (RION) 
 
 
No perennial surface water resources are located on the project area. All of the natural drainages 
are ephemeral.   
 
Waters of the United States 
 


The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USCOE) requires permits for dredge and fill activities in 
federal jurisdictional waters and wetlands under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Activities 
requiring a permit from the USCOE include filling of jurisdictional wetlands or surface waters 
including intermittent and ephemeral streams.  Applications are typically made to the USCOE, 
but may be elevated to the Environmental Protection Agency. The applications may also be 
reviewed by the National Marine Fisheries Service, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and the 
State Historic Preservation Officer, if there are potential impacts to protected species, their 
habitat, or other significant biological or cultural resources by the proposed project.  


The type of permit issued by the USCOE is dependent on the scope of the proposed project and 
the amount and/or type of impacts to WUS. Types of permits include: Letter of Permission, 
Individual Permit, Nationwide Permit and a Regional/General Permit.  


Many of the named and unnamed ephemeral drainage on the project area would likely be 
considered WUS by the USCOE.  WestLand Resources, Inc. has completed a jurisdictional 
delineation to map (Figure x) and determine the total acreage of potentially jurisdictional 
drainages on the project area (WestLand Resources, Inc.).  Although the USCOE has not issued a 
formal jurisdictional delineation, WestLand estimates that there are approximately xx acres of 
WUS on the project area.  The jurisdictional areas include the ephemeral drainages associated 
with Barrel, Scholefield, Wasp, McCleary, Mulberry and Papago canyons as well as numerous 
small, unnamed, ephemeral tributary drainages that flow into these canyons. Table x provides a 
list of drainages and the total acreage of WUS on the project area.  


[Need a copy of the jurisdictional delineation and the preliminary JD maps]    
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Springs and Seeps Inventory 
 
Surface water rights [need documentation of this] associated with the project are include four 
springs and three major water courses on deeded lands, on wash on state trust land, and six 
springs on National Forest land, and five watercourses on National Forest land. In addition, there 
are numerous stock tanks, wells, windmills, and concrete drinkers.  
 
Table x provides a summary of the seeps and springs in the Rosemont area.  Discharge 
measurements obtained in xxx indicate that these springs discharge levels are very low (insert 
discharge rates). All of the springs are used for stock watering. [need information from 
consultants] 
 
Surface Water Quality 
 
Surface water quality requirements in Arizona are defined in Arizona’s surface water quality 
rules (Arizona Administrative Code R18-11-205).  There are no numeric surface water quality 
standards for any of the surface waters on the Project area or receiving waters immediately down 
stream.  
[need surface water quality data] 
  
3.1.5.2  Groundwater (DALE) 
Groundwater Investigation & Modeling 
Well Inventory 
Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity 
Groundwater Flow Direction 
  
3.1.6  Offsite Water Resources (DALE) 
 
3.1.6.1  Mine Water Supply 
Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply) 
Groundwater Investigation & Modeling 
Groundwater Flow 
Groundwater Quantity 
Groundwater Quality 
3.1.6.2  Tucson AMA Model 
3.1.6.3  Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order) 
3.1.6.4  CAP Recharge (CHRIS/DALE) 
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3.1.6.5  Water Resources Down gradient from the Mine Site (RION/DALE) 
  
Surface water (RION) 
 
Most of the surface drainage from the Rosemont area leaves via the Barrel Canyon drainage, 
which connects downstream with the Davidson Canyon drainage east of SR 83. Mulberry 
Canyon, which drains a small portion of the northeastern part of the project area, also conveys 
flows into Davidson Canyon. Further downstream in the watershed, approximately xx miles, 
Davidson Canyon is tributary to Cienega Creek.  Cienega Creek is the main surface water 
drainage in a basin that covers an area of approximately 605 square miles in southern Arizona.  
Cienega Creek is primarily an ephemeral stream that flows northwest into the Tucson Active 
Management Area. Further downstream, Cienega Creek discharges into the Pantano Wash that 
eventually flows into the Santa Cruz River on the northwest side of Tucson.     
 
Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek support riparian habitat and are considered important 
riparian areas (reference).  North of the Rosemont area, Cienega Creek passes through the Las 
Cienegas National Conservation Area and south of the Rosemont area Cienega Creek passes 
through the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve which stretches from just south of Interstate 10 
northwest to Colossal Cave Road.  The southern boundary of the CCNP is approximately xx 
miles from the eastern boundary of the Rosemont project boundary.    
 
Cienega Creek is divided into two sections: the upper section that drains the central valley north 
of the project area, and the lower section that flows through a narrow valley and empties into the 
Pantano Wash south of the project area.  Between the confluence with Davidson Canyon and the 
narrows section, impermeable bedrock forces water to the surface creating short stretches 
perennial flow.   
 
As of 2005 there are 2016 water supply wells in the Cienega Creek Basin supporting a 
population of approximately 4,880.  The population is project to reach 7, 820 by the year 2030.   
 
Need to expand description of Davidson and Cienega drainages; additional description of 
watershed characteristics, size, flows, water quality riparian habitat etc. 
 
Groundwater (DALE) 
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Walter

Keyes; Heidi Schewel; rlaford@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett; Tami Emmett;
gmckay@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us;
awcampbell@fs.fed.us

Cc: mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont EIS preparers info needed
Date: 10/14/2009 01:42 PM

Melissa is asking for some basic information to draft the Chapter that lists who prepared the EIS ,
roles, and education...  Please answer the following questions and email back to me and cc
mreichard@swca.com.  thanks in advance.  (If you supplied this info at the IDT meeting 10/14, no need
to reply again.) 

Name 
IDT/Project responsibility 
Education, Degree, Institution, Yr. 
Years experience 

Example: 
Melinda Roth 
NEPA process oversight 
B.S Agriculture, Range Conservation major, Univ. of Arizona 1982 
27 years federal land management experience 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:jable@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Heidi Schewel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Kent C Ellett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Tami Emmett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:gmckay@fs.fed.us
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stephen Taylor'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'
Subject: Rosemont EIS Project - SOW & Request for Cost Estimate
Date: 03/17/2010 08:41 AM
Attachments: 20100317_ortman_taylor_watersupplyresponserevu_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

Steve,
 
Attached is a memorandum with an SOW and request for cost estimate to review the response to
the 23 October 2009 MWH technical review of the Rosemont mine water supply model.  Also
attached is the guidance document for the preparation of a Technical Review Memorandum
referenced in the SOW memorandum.
 
Should you have any questions please contact me.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:Stephen.Taylor@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Steve Taylor (MWH) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson 
(CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 17 February 2010   


Subject: 


Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling 
Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply 
Pumping 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following document (attached) for environmental resource areas that may be subject 
to impact from the project: 
 
Document: 


1. Montgomery & Associates (2010). Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of 
Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine 
Supply Pumping, February 9, 2010 


 
The referenced document comprises the response to issues raised by the subconsultant in a 
previous review (attached).   
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
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Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Verbally consult with SWCA and CNF as to whether the responses satisfy the 
issues raised in the previous subconsultant review. 
 
Task 3 (Optional at SWCA/CNF Direction): Attend a one-day meeting in Tucson, 
Arizona to resolve any outstanding issues in the previous subconsultant review. 
 
Task 4: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in 
black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
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Task 5: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review Memoranda 
following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost estimate to 
assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  Any 
additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the scope 
of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch 
format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Tasks 1 & 2: One week following Notice to Proceed 
• Task 3: As negotiated 
• Task 4: Two weeks following completion of Task 2 or Task 3, depending on inclusion of 


Task 3 in the SOW.  In the event Task 3 in implemented but does not resolve all 
outstanding issues the subconsultant will complete the draft Technical Review 
Memorandum indicating all remaining issues. 


• Task 5: One week following receipt of final SWCA and CNF comments.  
 
Cost Estimate 
 
Please provide a spreadsheet showing a T&M cost estimate for each task with hourly unit rates 
for all anticipated labor. 







February 9, 2010 


Kathy Arnold 
ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 
3031 West Ina Road 
Tucson, AZ  85741 


SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO MWH OCTOBER 23, 2009 REVIEW OF 
GROUNDWATER MODELING CONDUCTED FOR ROSEMONT 
COPPER COMPANY’S PROPOSED MINE SUPPLY PUMPING 


Kathy:


We have prepared the following responses to comments submitted by MWH resulting 
from their review of the following two documents prepared by Montgomery & Associates 
(M&A) in support of Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS):


Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area; April 27, 
2009.
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona; April 30, 
2009.


 Each of the MWH comments is given below in italics, and is followed by our 
response.  Some MWH comments were not specifically addressed if their subject matter was 
addressed in our responses to other MWH comments. 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings”


MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with 
the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over-
prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be 
included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others). 
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M&A Response No. 1:  The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study 
assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate 
determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR).  Due to the recent economic 
downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we 
agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level 
decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur.  However, for purposes 
of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping 
demand might occur.  The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based 
on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater 
level declines (from residential pumping).  The conservatively larger projection of 
background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 


All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  We did not add new 
future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and 
where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined. 


Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is
confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being 
too high or too low; the concept is better described as:  over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines. 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model”


MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative 
recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed. 


M&A Response No. 2:  Accounting for the facts that most of the available 
observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural 
pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average 
agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the 
study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends 
to observed data.  The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating 
groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it 
may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated 
above.  We believe further calibration is not required for this study. 


MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated 
groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, 
is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration. 
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M&A Response No. 3:  We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the 
differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable. 


MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is 
given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other 
wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the 
large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR 
model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the 
model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not 
discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b). 


M&A Response No. 4:  The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a 
hydraulic barrier or conduit.  In the area north from the proposed RCC wellfield, 
Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical 
displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds 
on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault.  Knowledge of the 
Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides 
of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by U.S. 
Geological Survey and ADWR. 


Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large 
residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area 
of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”.  The large residuals 
are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed.  
It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S.,R.13 and 
14E. location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a 
significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed.  
Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located 
approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield.  The RCC wellfield 
is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 
report are relative good  (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model”


MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the 
model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential 
mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground 
storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area. 


M&A Response No. 5:  At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was 
still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of 
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Environmental Quality.  Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the 
potential mitigation pumping in the model. 


A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been 
approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; 
therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential 
CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC 
pumping.  


MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that 
boundary conditions are static.  This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater 
level declines throughout the study area.  The correctness of the assumption is only a minor 
concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater 
levels within the study area. 


M&A Response No. 6:  As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head 
boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant 
model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on 
projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping. 


RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions”


MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future 
groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural 
inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 


M&A Response No. 7:  We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies 
is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by 
MWH.  Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response 
No. 4.


The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping. 


All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from 
existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on 
past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge.  This may result in a 
model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level 
declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the 
projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not 
include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green 
Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.
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MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to 
predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and 
approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2. 


M&A Response No. 8:  Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at 
wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of 
groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC 
wellfield.  The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty 
about seasonal variations from the model.  Due to the continuous monitoring this 
variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. 


The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is 
acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent 
with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations.  The 25-foot difference is 
not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results. 


MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive 
uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future 
groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


M&A Response No. 9:  The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity 
of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future 
groundwater levels.  There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, 
quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand 
in the area was not conducted as part of this study.  For purposes of the EIS study, we 
have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background 
groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur. 


Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model 
uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) 
obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial 
seasonal variation in groundwater levels.  A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity 
analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses.  Ultimately we 
relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to 
determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level 
change.
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Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally 
varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was 
not conducted.  This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that 
the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more 
certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive 
error.  Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units 
encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively 
investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these 
units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
was not considered to be beneficial.  Note that aquifer parameters and layer 
thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the 
model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially 
different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater 
levels as a result of the modifications were minimal. 


MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease 
away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks 
become less defined. 


M&A Response No. 10:  For purposes of determining groundwater level declines 
due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant 
from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  
The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial 
groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells.  As these 
gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in 
size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 


MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC 
pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to 
estimate steady-state drawdown.  Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and 
transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions.  According 
to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in 
M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


M&A Response No. 11:  As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the 
projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  
The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background 
groundwater level declines.  These projected background declines are likely 
conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected 
groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be 
conservatively lower than may occur. 
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RESPONSES TO “(3) Summary of Concerns”


MWH Concern & Comment 1:  (Concern) Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 
historical model. – (Comment) The potential impact of this concern is unknown because an 
analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to aquifer parameter values is not performed. 


M&A Response No. 12:  The model is reasonably calibrated to the historical data; 
we do not share MWH’s concern on this issue.  As stated in M&A Response 
No. 9, statistical quantification of predictive uncertainty through a rigorous 
sensitivity analysis of aquifer parameters was determined to not be feasible due to the 
substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels and paucity of observed 
groundwater levels from the last 10 years.  The uncertainty analysis would have 
required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative. 


MWH Concern & Comment 2:  (Concern) Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included in 
model. – (Comment) The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on the predicted 
influence of RCC pumping because the fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) may have a good 
reason for not including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


M&A Response No. 13:  As described in M&A Response No. 4, knowledge of 
the Santa Cruz fault and representative characteristics of hydraulic properties on 
either side of the fault have been incorporated into the model by U.S. Geological 
Survey and ADWR.  Further, in the area of the proposed RCC pumping the model 
reasonably matches observed groundwater level response to stresses located on both 
sides of the fault.


MWH Concern & Comment 3:  (Concern) The assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as described in assured water supply documents will likely 
over-predict pumping and groundwater level declines – (Comment) This assumption likely 
results in under-prediction of groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of RCC 
property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to this assumption would aid in 
bounding the uncertainty in model predictions. 


M&A Response No. 14:  As stated in M&A Responses Nos. 1 and 9, we 
agree that the projected groundwater level decline may result in lower projected 
groundwater levels than may actually occur.  The conservatively larger background 
groundwater level decline has limited effect on the model’s ability to project 
groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping.  We did not conduct a 
quantification of uncertainty for rate of residential growth and future water demand in 
the area; therefore, we did not attempt to estimate the uncertainties in model 
projections based uncertainties of future growth and water demand. 
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MWH Concern & Comment 4:  (Concern) Potential future mitigation pumping by 
Sierrita Mine is not included. – (Comment) Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could 
further decrease groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  North of the 
RCC property, the impacts will likely be minor. 


M&A Response No. 15:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, at the time of 
model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not 
finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.  Sufficient 
information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the 
model.


MWH Concern & Comment 5:  (Concern) Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included. – (Comment) Recharge by CAP water could 
significantly increase future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


M&A Response No. 16:  As stated in M&A Response No. 5, a CAP recharge 
site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by 
regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this 
potential recharge source was not included in the model.  Potential CAP recharge in 
this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping. 


MWH Concern & Comment 6:  (Concern) No sensitivity analysis performed. – 
(Comment) The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot be fully evaluated 
without an analysis of the sensitivity of the model predictions to the assumptions future 
pumping and specified aquifer parameters. 


M&A Response No. 17:  As stated in M&A Response Nos. 9 and 12, the 
substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield 
are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels.  There is obvious 
uncertainty in these future stresses simulated in the model; however, we do not 
attempt to estimate the uncertainties as we have no basis for quantifying uncertainty 
in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area.  For purposes of the 
EIS study we have simulated stresses which will likely result in conservatively larger 
background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than now 
expected based on current residential growth.  A rigorous aquifer parameter 
sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty 
would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical 
determinations more qualitative than quantitative.  Further, as described above, 
predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be 
substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. 
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M&A SUMMARY


The RCC mine supply EIS modeling was conducted using the latest available version 
of the ADWR Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) model.  Use of this model is 
typically required for groundwater withdrawal applications to ADWR under the assured 
water supply program.  Hydrogeology of the TAMA, including aquifer parameters and 
hydrogeologic units, has been substantially investigated, including in the area of the proposed 
RCC wellfield.  These data have been incorporated into the model over the almost 40 years 
of its development by the U. S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  A sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate aquifer parameters was not considered to be beneficial for purposes of this study. 


In the area of the proposed RCC wellfield the region’s historic groundwater stresses 
are the dominant factors influencing how well the model is able to simulate observed 
groundwater levels and trends, and future groundwater stresses are the dominant factor 
influencing groundwater level projections.  Work for the EIS modeling included a rigorous 
effort to update all substantial historic and future groundwater stresses in the region.  The 
updated model reasonably matched observed groundwater levels and trends in the area of 
proposed RCC wellfield.  The future background groundwater level projections are 
considered conservative because they may be lower than actual due to simulated residential 
pumping volumes that may be higher than actual. 


Ultimately this model is best suited for projecting groundwater level decline due to 
the proposed RCC pumping.  MWH confirms this conclusion with their analytical model.  In 
the EIS model this projected decline is superimposed on the projected background 
groundwater level declines for the area.  Less future residential pumping would reduce 
background groundwater level declines but the projected groundwater level decline due to 
proposed RCC pumping would be approximately the same. 


If you have questions or require further discussion, please contact us. 


    Sincerely, 


    ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 


    Hale W. Barter 


    Marla E. Odom 


SENT VIA EMAIL


1232/0905/MWH_Response_Final.doc/09Feb2010 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM


4820 South Mill Avenue TEL 480 755 8201 
Suite 104 FAX  480 755 8203 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 www.mwhglobal.com 


TO: Tom Furgason DATE: October 23, 2009  
SWCA Environmental Consultants


   REFERENCE:  1005979 
CC: Dale Ortman, Consultant
 Toby Leeson, MWH


FROM: Nathan W. Haws, Stephen Taylor, MWH       


SUBJECT: Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; 
Rosemont EIS Support


This memorandum presents the findings of MWH’s review of the development and simulation results of 
the numerical groundwater flow model for Rosemont Copper Company’s (RCC) proposed mine supply 
pumping.  The review focuses on the data, assumptions, methods, and results used to predict 
groundwater responses to RCC pumping as presented in two documents: (1) Technical Memorandum, 
Second Update to ADWR Model in Sahuarita/Green Valley Area (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 
[M&A], 2009a) and (2) Report, Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Rosemont 
Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita Arizona (M&A, 2009b).  This review was conducted 
by MWH, under contract to SWCA Environmental Consultants.  The format of this technical memorandum 
is as follows: (1) discussion of major findings of the review, (2) summary and evaluation of conclusions in 
M&A (2009b), (3) summary of reviewer concerns and their potential impacts, (4) statement of limitations, 
and (5) references.  The requested figure of sections through the maximum predicted drawdown cone and 
the statement of qualifications are provided as attachments.   


(1) Major Review Findings


M&A (2009a, 2009b) reports the development and simulation of a numerical groundwater flow model 
for the purpose of predicting the impact of RCC pumping on area groundwater levels.  With a few 
exceptions, the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are reasonable 
and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  The methodology for model 
predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated 
(which would result in under-prediction of  groundwater elevations) and some future source/sink terms 
may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in 
others).  The methods to post-process and interpret the results are also valid; however, prediction 
uncertainty has not been appropriately addressed.  The evaluation of the updates to the historical and 
predictive models and the model predictions is further discussed below.  


Updates to Historical Model
M&A (2009a, 2009b) developed the numerical groundwater flow model from an existing groundwater 
flow model recently constructed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) (Mason and 
Bota, 2006).  The ADWR model is a regional-scale model, covering the Tucson Active Management 
Area (TAMA) and portions of the upper Santa Cruz Active Management Area (SCAMA).  The ADWR 
model incorporates data from hydrogeological investigations, historical pumping records, and other 
information from government and private entities that define the geology and groundwater occurrence 
in the TAMA/SCAMA area.  This model provides an efficient and credible method for placing the 



http://www.mwhglobal.com
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Rosemont numerical model in the proper historical and regional setting.  Because the ADWR model 
has a large regional scale, it, of necessity, coarsens some local features and processes that may be 
important for prediction of groundwater flow on a more local scale.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) refines and 
updates the model in the vicinity of Green Valley/Sahuarita to more accurately simulate the 
hydrogeology and groundwater sources and sinks in the study area (see Figures 1 and 2 of M&A, 
2009b).


The updates to the layering, aquifer parameters, and historical source/sink terms of the ADWR model 
and the grid refinement are all necessary and appropriate.  These updates are founded on reputable 
sources and/or good professional judgment and are reasonable for the hydrogeological context.  The 
major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer 
parameters is performed.  M&A (2009b) demonstrates that the model updates improve the model fit to 
measured data compared to the original ADWR model, but it includes no discussion of an effort to find 
optimal parameter values.  For example, the hydraulic conductivity is adjusted in the cells surrounding 
the RCC property based on published aquifer test data, but a standard iterative calibration to optimize 
the value of the hydraulic conductivity, or to determine the spatial extent to which the hydraulic 
conductivity should be modified, is not conducted.  Likewise, no formal calibration is conducted for 
values of the storage coefficient (which was left unchanged from the ADWR model) or the specific 
yield.  (Note that long-term predictions may become less sensitive to storage coefficient and specific 
yield, thus justifying leaving them unchanged; however, a sensitivity analysis of model predictions is 
not conducted, and thus the impact of these parameters is unknown.)  It is possible that much of the 
error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and 
shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of 
calibration.  Although formal calibration throughout the entire model domain may not be practical or 
necessary, a calibration within the study area could improve the fit between simulated and measured 
groundwater levels and reduce predictive uncertainty.   


Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, 
which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area.  Mason and Bota 
(2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and 
simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model.  M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and 
figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault.  The rationale for not explicitly 
accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).     


Updates to Predictive Model
The updates to the predictive period of the ADWR model (2009 – 2031) are well documented, though 
much less certain than updates to the historical period of the model.  M&A (2009a) provides an 
extensive revision of estimated future groundwater withdrawals in the study area by obtaining assured 
water supply documents from ADWR.  The assured water supply documents give an indication of 
expected groundwater withdrawal rates for residential and municipal suppliers, though not necessarily 
a sure definition of future pumping.  For most of the assured water supply documents, M&A (2009a) 
makes the “conservative” assumption (i.e., in the sense of over-predicting drawdown) that pumping will 
achieve the full build-out demand.  A more likely scenario is that some of the planned residential 
developments will not achieve build-out capacity or will be significantly delayed.  (This may be 
particularly true with the downturn in the residential development market.)  Consequently, the future 
pumping from residential developments in the study area is likely over-allocated.  The results of the 
historical simulation showed a bias to under-estimate groundwater level.  An over-allocation of future 
pumping would add to this bias toward under-prediction of future groundwater levels.   


Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future 
groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Mine and delivery and underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area.   Freeport-McMoRan, Sierrita Operations is currently in the feasibility 
stage of developing a plan to mitigate a sulfate plume originating from the Sierrita tailing 
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impoundment.  The mitigation action will likely involve hydraulic containment that may require in 
excess of 15,000 acre-feet per year in additional groundwater withdrawal (Hydro Geo Chem, Inc., 
2008; see www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).  This would lower groundwater levels southwest of the 
RCC property (west of Green Valley).  Also in the planning stages is the delivery and storage of up to 
7,000 acre-feet per year of CAP water (United State Bureau of Reclamation, 2008).  The CAP water 
would recharge the aquifer at an underground storage facility.  A proposed site for the facility is within 
the study area near the RCC property.  Recharge from this facility could substantially increase 
groundwater levels near the RCC, and possibly throughout the study area if the CAP water is used in 
lieu of groundwater.  The magnitude and exact timetable for these projects are uncertain, but they are 
scheduled during the same time as the predictive simulation period (2009 – 2031). 


An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static.  
This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area.  The 
correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively 
little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area. 


Model Predictions
As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical 
model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty 
and deficiencies in sources/sinks.  These inaccuracies and uncertainties are, to some extent, inherent 
in all numerical models.  Inaccuracy and uncertainty do not necessarily invalidate the model.  On the 
contrary, the model simulates a very complex and dynamic hydrogeological system, and, with the few 
exceptions noted previously, incorporates the level of complexity appropriate for the use of the model.  
Still, the predictive uncertainty and limitations of the model should be appropriately documented, 
managed, and quantified.  M&A (2009a, 2009b) adequately documents, manages, and quantifies 
suspected predictive uncertainty due to intrinsic inaccuracies.  Seasonal variations and “calibration” 
errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal 
variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.  M&A (2009b) does not 
adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to 
uncertainties in future groundwater recharge and withdrawal.  These predictive uncertainties could be 
bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink 
variations.  Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies. 


The prediction uncertainties will be greatest for the prediction of future groundwater levels with and 
without RCC pumping.  Without a sensitivity analysis, bounding the uncertainty is difficult.  Therefore, 
the future groundwater levels reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated more qualitatively than 
quantitatively, demonstrating trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  The confidence in 
the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from RCC property as the grid coarsens 
and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.      


The predictions of groundwater declines (drawdown) due solely to RCC pumping will be affected less 
by predictive uncertainty because much of the uncertainty is subtracted out during post-processing.  
Therefore, the drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more quantitatively.  MWH 
evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b, 
Figures 35, 36) using a simple analytical (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown.  
Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a 
rough check on drawdown predictions.  According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable. 


(2) Summary and Evaluation of Conclusions


The major conclusions relative to the predicted impact of RCC pumping on groundwater levels given in 
M&A (2009b) are presented in the table below along with MWH’s judgment on their reasonableness. 



http://www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm)
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
Conclusions of Historical Simulations


1 “…[T]he match to measured groundwater 
levels [for the 1940 steady-state 
simulation] is not excellent in the 
Rosemont area.” (p. 28) 


Figure 28 shows that some of the largest discrepancies 
between the measured and simulated groundwater 
levels in the steady-state model are in the vicinity of the 
RCC property; however, these discrepancies are of little 
concern because the steady-state model does 
reproduce the general trends of the groundwater level 
contours and because the effects of the initial conditions 
(year 1940) on the model predictions (years 2012 – 
2031) are likely minimal.  Also, as stated in M&A 
(2009b), the 1940 groundwater levels are themselves of 
unknown quality. 


2 “Accounting for seasonal variation …the 
model reasonably simulates average 
groundwater level altitude and 
groundwater level change in the vicinity of 
Rosemont properties.” (p. 29) 


Figures 9 – 11 show that groundwater levels in wells 
near RCC property are generally under-predicted.  The 
bias toward under-prediction typically increases as the 
historical simulation progresses in time.  Under-
predictions can range from between about 10 and 70 
feet in the later years.  M&A (2009b) attributes the 
under-prediction to the seasonal pumping from 
agricultural wells not captured in yearly groundwater 
level measurements.  Seasonal pumping likely is 
responsible for some of the under-prediction, yet the 
increasing trend toward under-prediction and the 
consistent under-prediction at RC-2 suggests a general 
bias toward under-prediction of groundwater levels in 
the central basin near Sahuarita and near the RCC 
property beyond that cause by seasonal variation.  


3 “Match of observed and simulated 
groundwater levels at Rosemont wells E-1 
and RC-2 is reasonably accurate.” (p. 30) 


Figure 15 shows a very reasonable match between 
simulated and the average of measured groundwater 
levels for E-1.  Simulated groundwater levels for RC-2 
has a bias toward under-prediction of about 25 feet. 
(Note that M&A (2009b) adjusts simulated future 
groundwater levels upward at RC-2 to account for this 
bias.)


 Conclusions of Predictive Simulations (2012 through 2031)
4 “The projected groundwater level altitudes 


are considered representative of annual 
average levels.”  (p. 32; also see Figures 
27 - 30) 


The predictions of future groundwater level altitudes are 
subject to considerable uncertainty, including the 
general bias to under-predict historical groundwater 
levels, uncertainty in model parameters, the 
assumptions of future groundwater withdrawals and 
recharge.  Most of the assumptions made in M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) tend toward over-prediction of 
groundwater level declines (see comments on Updates 
to Predictive Model under Major Review Findings). 
Therefore, the model results likely error on the side of 
low groundwater level altitudes, in general; although, 
groundwater level altitudes southwest of the RCC 
property (west of Green Valley) may be over-predicted 
because of the failure to include Sierrita mitigation 
pumping.  Because of the large uncertainty in the 
groundwater level altitudes the future groundwater level 
altitudes reported in M&A (2009b) should be treated 
more qualitatively than quantitatively, demonstrating 
trends rather than absolute groundwater elevations.  An 
analysis of the sensitivity of model predictions to 
sources of uncertainty would aid in bounding the 
possible range of groundwater level altitudes.  
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 M&A Conclusion MWH Comment 
5 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown 


within two miles of the Rosemont 
properties ranges from about 12 feet to 
about 88 feet at the western Rosemont 
property [in year 2012]…[and] from about 
30 feet to about 187 feet at the western 
Rosemont property [in year 2031].” (p. 32-
33; also see Figures 31,33)  


The regional drawdown estimates are less prone to bias 
in historical predictions than the groundwater level 
altitudes, but otherwise, are subject to the same  
uncertainties and tendencies (i.e., to over-predict 
groundwater declines) as the predicted groundwater 
level altitudes.  Again, an analysis of the sensitivity of 
model predictions to sources of uncertainty would aid in 
bounding the possible range of groundwater level 
drawdown.    


6 “…[P]rojected groundwater drawdown [as 
a result of Rosemont pumping] within two 
miles of the Rosemont properties ranges 
from about 5 feet to about 80 feet at the 
western Rosemont property [in year 
2012]…[and] from about 10 feet to about 
107 feet at the western Rosemont property 
[in year 2031].” (p. 33; also see Figures 
35,36)  


The predictions of groundwater drawdown due solely to 
RCC pumping are more certain than the other 
predictions because much of the uncertainty is 
subtracted out during post-processing.  Therefore, the 
drawdown due to RCC pumping can be interpreted more 
quantitatively.  The estimates of groundwater level 
drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A 
(2009b) are reasonable for the sustained pumping rates 
and the aquifer properties. 


7 “Maximum extent of projected 
groundwater level drawdown due to 
Rosemont pumping delineated by the 1-
foot drawdown contour (Figure 36) is 
approximately 10 miles north from the 
western Rosemont property.” (p. 33)  


This estimate is for the drawdown after 20 years of RCC 
pumping.  At sustained pumping rates of 5,400 acre-feet 
per year, then 4,700 feet per year, the 1-foot drawdown 
will be extensive. Based on the aquifer parameters given 
in the report, this is a reasonable estimate.  Figure 36 
shows that the 1-foot drawdown contour also extends 
approximately 5 to 6 miles south of the western RCC 
property and across most of the east-west portion of the 
basin after 20 years of pumping.     


8 “…[I]t is expected that future shallow 
groundwater level estimates can be 
determined by adding approximately 30 
feet to model projected groundwater levels 
in the area of the west Rosemont property, 
decreasing to 0 feet added in the area of 
the east Rosemont property.” (p. 34) 


The adjustment for predicting future shallow 
groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Rosemont 
property is reasonable based on historical evidence.  
How well future groundwater levels will follow the 
historical data, and therefore, the validity of this 
approach for future estimates cannot be determined.  
Nevertheless, without better information, the adjustment 
is a reasonable approximation.   


9 “[Seasonal] variations [in groundwater 
levels] are expected to decrease as FICO 
agricultural pumping begins to convert to 
residential pumping in the next 10 years.” 
(p. 34) 


This is a reasonable expectation based on the 
assumptions of residential development used in M&A 
(2009a).  If the rate of residential development is less 
than assumed and agricultural pumping remains as 
strong influence, seasonal variations will continue.  


10 “Impacts [due to Rosemont pumping] will 
be focused in the immediate area around 
the proposed Rosemont pumping 
locations.  Substantially larger and longer- 
term pumping as the result of planned 
residential development in the area will 
become the dominant groundwater level 
influence in the larger area.” (p. 35) 


As shown in Figure 36 and discussed in Section 7.6.3, 
additional drawdown resulting from RCC pumping will 
range from approximately 10 to 107 feet within 2 miles 
of the western RCC pumping.  Assuming that “the larger 
area” is the area outside of this 2-mile radius, then 
pumping for residential water supply will likely be the 
dominant influence, even with the uncertainty in the 
future pumping estimates.  The relative dominance of 
residential pumping may not be as great as shown in 
Figures 33 – 34, however, because future residential 
pumping rates are likely over-allocated (see comments 
on Updates to Predictive Model under Major Review 
Findings).  
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(3) Summary of Concerns


The concerns with the numerical groundwater model and simulations described in M&A (2009a, 2009b) 
are presented in the table below along with MWH’s comments on their potential impacts. 


 Concern Comment 
1 Aquifer parameters not calibrated to 


historical model.  
The potential impact of this concern is unknown because 
an analysis of the sensitivity of model prediction to 
aquifer parameter values is not performed.  


2 Santa Cruz fault is not explicitly included 
in model.


The Santa Cruz fault could have an important impact on 
the predicted influence of RCC pumping because the 
fault runs between the RCC property and many of the 
municipal, mining, and agricultural water suppliers.  M&A 
(2009a, 2009b) may have a good reason for not 
including the fault, but the rationale is not discussed. 


3 Assumption that future pumping will 
achieve its full build-out demand as 
described in assured water supply 
documents will likely over-predict 
pumping and groundwater level declines. 


This assumption likely results in under-prediction of 
groundwater levels, particularly to the west and north of 
RCC property.  An analysis of the sensitivity of model 
predictions to this assumption would aid in bounding the 
uncertainty in model predictions. 


4 Potential future mitigation pumping by the 
Sierrita Mine not included. 


Sierrita Mine mitigation pumping could further decrease 
groundwater levels southwest of the RCC property.  
North of the RCC property, the impacts will likely be 
minor.


5 Potential future aquifer recharge from 
proposed CAP delivery is not included.  


Recharge by CAP water could significantly increase 
future groundwater levels in the vicinity of RCC property. 


6 Specified boundary heads are assumed 
to be static. 


Groundwater levels near the model boundaries will likely 
decrease in the future; however, the potential impact of 
this concern is minor because boundary heads likely 
have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels 
within the study area. 


7 No sensitivity analysis performed The level of confidence in the model predictions cannot 
be fully evaluated without an analysis of the sensitivity of 
the model predictions to the assumptions future pumping 
and specified aquifer parameters.  


(4) Limitations


The review of the model development and simulations conducted for the RCC proposed mine supply 
pumping is based on information provided in M&A (2009a, 2009b).  The review is limited to the data, 
assumptions, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the text, tables, and figures of these two 
reports.  Verification of the accuracy of the data from sources cited in these reports, or the correctness 
of its representation in M&A (2009a, 2009b), was beyond the scope of the review.  In addition, 
modeling files were not consulted as a part of the review.  Therefore, this review does not cover model 
construction or solution errors beyond what is provided in the M&A (2009a, 2009b).  Also beyond the 
scope of the review is the data, assumptions, methods, and results of the ADWR model and its 
documentation (Mason and Bota, 2006). 
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ATTACHMENT A 


CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH MAXIMUM PREDICTED DRAWDOWN 
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SENIOR ENGINEER


EDUCATION: 


PhD, Environment Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, 2003 
BS/BSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 
MS/MSc, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Brigham Young University, Utah, USA, 1999 


REGISTRATIONS: 


Professional Engineer - Civil, Arizona, 48186, 2008 
Professional Engineer - Civil, Nevada, 20251, 2009 


EXPERIENCE:


Hydrologist, South Yuma County Landfill, Air Quality Screening Evaluation, Yuma, Arizona 
Air dispersion screening evaluation using Screen 3 and EPA AP-42 method 


Hydrogeologist, Freeport McMoRan, Tailing site characterization, Christmas Mine, Arizona 
Collection and characterization of tailing material samples 


Project Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Globe, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Landfill expansion engineering, Yuma, Arizona 
Type IV expansion design, including alternative cover, liner and slope stability, storm water drainage, and 
leachate collection 


Project Scientist, City of Phoenix, Jet-fuel contamination characterization, Phoenix, Arizona 
Interpretation of analysis of aged jet fuel contamination to characterize its soil-air-water partitioning 
properties


Hydrologist, Freeport McMoRan, AZPDES surface water permitting, Arizona 
Consultant for permit renewals for Christmas, Bagdad, and Bisbee mines 


Inspector, Pima County Solid Waste, Environmental audit of solid waste facilities, Pima County, 
Arizona 
Environmental compliance audit of municipal landfills and refuse transfer stations 


Project Engineer, Hexcel Corporation, Remedial design consulting, Kent, Washington 
Evaluation of permeable reactive barrier design and economic evaluation of options for remediation of 
chlorinated solvents 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Sierrita Mine 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives. 
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Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow and sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive 
simulations of mitigation alternatives 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Groundwater, Copper Queen Branch 
Regional groundwater flow sulfate transport model construction, calibration, and predictive simulations of 
mitigation alternatives. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Sierrita Mine 
Prediction of tailing impoundment drain-down. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Russell Gulch Landfill, Flow and Transport in 
Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, Various Sites 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, South Yuma County Landfill, Flow and 
Transport in Variably Saturated Water and Air Phases, South Yuma County 
Alternative landfill cover design and performance evaluation. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Hexcel Facility, Flow and Transport in variably 
Saturated Water and Air Phases, Livermore, California 
Evaluation of recontamination potential via PCE volatilization from groundwater. 


Project Hydrologist and Environmental Engineer, Freeport McMoRan, Surface Water Runoff, 
Storage, and Routing, Christmas Mine 
Long-term water budget of hydrologic loading to tailing impoundments. 
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Model Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) Workshop 
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'
Subject: Rosemont EIS Project - SOW & Request for Cost Estimate - Tailings Seepage Model Response
Date: 03/17/2010 08:59 AM
Attachments: 20100317_ortman_stone_tailseepresponserevu_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

Claudia,
 
Attached is a memorandum with an SOW and request for cost estimate to review the response to
the SRK technical review of the Rosemont tailings seepage model.  Also attached is the guidance
document for the preparation of a Technical Review Memorandum referenced in the SOW
memorandum.
 
Should you have any questions please contact me.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson 
(CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 17 February 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by SRK 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following document (attached) for environmental resource areas that may be subject 
to impact from the project: 
 
Document: 


1. AMEC (2010). Rosemont Copper Project Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments 
Provided by SRK, January 26, 2010 


 
The referenced document comprises the response to issues raised by the subconsultant in a 
previous review.   
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.   
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Verbally consult with SWCA and CNF as to whether the responses satisfy the 
issues raised in the previous subconsultant review. 
 
Task 3 (Optional at SWCA/CNF Direction): Attend a one-day meeting in Tucson, 
Arizona to resolve any outstanding issues in the previous subconsultant review. 
 
Task 4: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in 
black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 5: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review Memoranda 
following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost estimate to 
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assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  Any 
additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the scope 
of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch 
format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Tasks 1 & 2: One week following Notice to Proceed 
• Task 3: As negotiated 
• Task 4: Two weeks following completion of Task 2 or Task 3, depending on inclusion of 


Task 3 in the SOW.  In the event Task 3 in implemented but does not resolve all 
outstanding issues the subconsultant will complete the draft Technical Review 
Memorandum indicating all remaining issues. 


• Task 5: One week following receipt of final SWCA and CNF comments.  
 
Cost Estimate 
 
Please provide a spreadsheet showing a T&M cost estimate for each task with hourly unit rates 
for all anticipated labor. 







AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
304 Inverness Way South, Suite 490 
Englewood, Colorado 80112 
Tel:  (303) 433-0262 
Fax:  (303) 433-0362 www.amec.com 
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January 26, 2010 Project 84201191 


Kathy Arnold, P.E. 
Rosemont Copper 
P.O. Box 35130 
Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 


Re: Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by SRK 


Dear Ms. Arnold: 


AMEC Earth and Environmental has reviewed the comments provided by SRK, which were received via 
email on December 14, 2009.  The comments that require further clarification or discussions are included 
below.  The comments have been numbered and are shown in italics and offers the following responses 
(highlighted in blue). 


Comment and Response 5: SRK has reviewed the response and believes the original question was not 
completely answered.  Tailings at moisture contents exceeding 18 percent will be placed in the core of 
the TSF.  These tailings will likely be quickly buried, and therefore, limited evaporation will occur and 
excess moisture content will drain the field capacity (11 percent).  Please provide an upper bound 
seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content.


Response:  In response to the above comment, a seepage analysis was conducted using the finite 
element seepage code SV-Flux. SV-Flux was used to simulate the draindown of moisture in a typical 50-
foot column of tailings. The tailings properties used for this analysis were the same as those used for the 
dry stack tailings design. The model simulated draindown seepage through the tailings column at varying 
initial gravimetric water contents, ranging from field capacity (11 percent gravimetric) to fully saturated 
(approximately 24 percent gravimetric).  To minimize external effects that can influence the outcome (e.g. 
climate), the draindown models were conducted without the affects of climate. As noted in previous 
submittals, the net evaporation conditions at the site actually reduce the overall seepage from the tailings 
column. Each tailings column was modeled with a uniform initial moisture content (initial condition) and 
was allowed to run for a period of 1 year.  The results of the seepage simulations are presented on Figure 
1, which plots initial gravimetric water content (%) against seepage (gpm/acre). As noted on Figure 1, the 
seepage rate from the tailings column does increase with increasing initial moisture content. However, 
there is an upper bound to seepage from the column, once the saturated tailings moisture content is 
reached. The seepage rates for fully saturated conditions agree with the maximum calculated values 
referenced in the BADCT application found in Appendix A of the Final Design Report.   


While the results from the seepage model show increased seepage with moisture content, the following 
must be noted: 


 As discussed in the dry stack Operations and Maintenance (O&M) manual, tailings with moisture 
contents greater than 18 percent gravimetric will be deposited into the center of the facility. These 
tailings are to be re-worked, using dozers with rippers, to reduce the in-place moisture content to 
within the specified moisture range. These materials will not be quickly buried as implied in the 
SRK question. 


 As noted above, the seepage model was used to evaluate draindown without including climate 
affects. The seepage models completed for the design of the dry stack facility indicate climatic 
conditions at the site and are anticipated to reduce seepage by an order of magnitude (see Figure 
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1). Therefore, the seepage values presented on Figure 1 represent temporal upper limits to 
seepage, not long-term seepage from the facility. 


Comment and Response 8: On Figure 1, the notes state that “the above data represent a typical 50 
foot column of tailings.”  The figure only shows 25 feet.  In general, at what depth does the moisture 
content of the as-placed value (18 percent) to the field capacity (11 percent).


Response:  The figure mentioned in the above comment was developed using a model with a 50-foot 
column of tailings. Only the upper 25 feet of this model is shown on the figure to provide sufficient 
resolution for the model results. At a scale showing the entire 50-foot tailings column, the model results 
for the upper 10 feet were difficult to read.  As a result, It was decided that it was not necessary to show 
the entire 50-foot column of tailings because the moisture content below 25 feet did not change in the 
model.


The depth at which the tailings draindown to the field capacity is a time dependant process, not simply a 
geometric problem.  To illustrate this issue, the SV-Flux model was used to simulate draindown from a 
50-foot column of tailings. The initial moisture content for the tailings column was set at a uniform 18 
percent gravimetric moisture content, which is consistent with the upper specified moisture content limit.  
The model was used to simulate draindown for 10, 25, and 50 years with and without climatic influence so 
that the impact of environmental factors such as evaporation could be assessed.  The results of the 
model are presented on Figure 2. As shown, the column of tailings modeled with climate can reach field 
capacity, but this is limited to the upper 8 to 10 feet for the time durations under consideration, which 
represents the store and release capability of the tailings.  The majority of the tailings will take longer to 
reach field capacity, which may not be a linear relationship with time due to localized variations in 
moisture content.  


Comment and Response 9 Part b: The original question (seepage volume) was not fully addressed in 
the analysis or in Response 9 Part b.  The “seepage analysis” in the original question (below) was in 
regards to seepage flow rather than seepage water chemistry. 


 “The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
 buttress contactingg the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of the tailings facility 
 to commingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?”


Response:  In response to the above, a two-dimensional seepage analysis was conducted using the 
finite element seepage code SV-Flux modeling a 100-yr / 24-hour storm event followed by average yearly 
values of evaporation.  The tailings properties used for this analysis were the same as those used for the 
dry stack tailings design.  The results are shown on Figure 3 and indicate that for the particular storm 
modeled, the amount of precipitation exiting the facility is approximately 5 percent as runoff and 6 percent 
as interflow (shallow subsurface migration of meteoric waters in the upper, more porous zone, which is 
conveyed during or shortly after the precipitation event).  Migration of meteoric waters into the underlying 
tailings mass is very small (<1 percent over a month duration) because the tailings are compacted prior to 
the rock buttress placement and are subjected to high confining pressures due to the overlying material 
weight inducing consolidation over time.  The majority of the precipitation is stored within the rockfill 
buttress and lost to evaporation over time. 


Meteoric waters that flow either over the surface of the rockfill or within the shallow subsurface do not 
commingle with the underlying tailings and therefore are not considered impacted water.  Storage of 
meteoric water within the rockfill mass migrates laterally downward through the buttress until it is 
eventually lost to evaporation. 


Although the original question was not in regards to chemistry, it is pertinent to note the inert nature of the 
tailings.  Since the tailings are inert, and if meteoric waters commingled and were subsequently released, 
there would be a negligible impact to the environment and underlying aquifer systems. 







Kathy Arnold 
Rosemont Copper Project 
Responses to Dry Stack TSF Comments Provided by SRK 
Project 84201191 
January 26, 2010 
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If you have any questions or comments regarding these responses or would like to discuss the design in 
further detail, please contact us. 


Sincerely, 


AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.


                 
John F. Lupo, Ph.D., P.E.       Justin Hall, P.E.  
Principal Engineer        Project Engineer 


JWH:jwh 
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; jrigg@swca.com; Reta Laford; Charles A Blair

Subject: Rosemont extended IDT DEIS review
Date: 01/15/2010 04:11 PM

I'd like to remind the team that we will be receiving the DEIS from SWCA by COB
today.  In order to effectively and efficiently review the DEIS, please focus on
reviewing chapter 2, your resource areas, and making note of omissions in the
DEIS.  Don't spend time word-smithing, as the document still faces a lot of editing.

I would like to have an IDT meeting on Wednesday the 20th (9:00, 6V6) so that we
can all compare notes and see how the review is going for everyone.  This will
probably be a very short meeting, unless some of us see the need to work with
others in completing the review and want to work as a group or in smaller groups.

Since both the core and extended team are involved in the review, I would like for
all team members to attend the meeting.  Nogales folks can join by phone if you
prefer.

Thank you -

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Larry Jones; Mary M
Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett;
Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Arthur S Elek; Kent C Ellett

Subject: Rosemont Extended Team meeting tomorrow in 4B, not at NAFRI
Date: 02/10/2009 10:15 AM

The Webex reminder for the meeting tomorrow is incorrect.  We will be meeting in
4B in the S.O., not at NAFRI.  The meeting starts at 9:00.

See you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Walter

Keyes; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; William B
Gillespie; rlaford@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; mreichard@swca.com;
tfurgason@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; Heidi Schewel

Subject: Rosemont FAQs
Date: 09/08/2009 03:34 PM
Attachments: FAQ list.docx

I'd like to develop and post to our website some basic project information.  Basic information could help
1) educate the public about the project 2) answer general questions 3) limit mis-information 4) limit the
time required to answer basic questions...  I'd like to ask you all to review the list of questions I have
and give me some input on other basic questions that come to mind.  Thanks. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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Frequently Asked Questions

Rosemont Copper Project

Coronado National Forest, Arizona

September 2009





What is this project?  



Where is this project?



What products would the mine produce?



What is the expected life of the proposed mine?



What is the planning and decision-making timeline?



When would this project be implemented?  



Who is involved in this project?



What is “NEPA”?  



How has the public been involved?



How can the public remain involved?



Why is the Forest completing an Environmental Impact Statement?



Why not just “say no”?



Are there other actions connected to the mine proposal?



What assures that post-mine reclamation will be successful?



Where can I go for more information?















From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: Rosemont field trip white papers - try again
Date: 08/22/2008 03:43 PM
Attachments: carlotta.pdf

BHP San Manuel.pdf
Tyrone Information.pdf
Rosemont Tour Information.pdf

I'm not sure why no one could open the papers previously, but let's try again.  This
time I saved them as files (from the email that I rec'd them in, and could open them
from), and am reattaching them for mailing to you.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Carlota Copper Company vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Carlota  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  77.5 million tonnes  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.45% Total Cu  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  80%  65% 


Production Rate   6 to 9 million tonnes ore/annum  18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  65.7 million pounds Cu/yr  38 million pounds Cu/ year 


Operating Life   9 yrs + 2 yrs residual leach  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  167 million tonnes  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2.1:1  2.38:1 


Heap area  158 acres (318 total acres)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions  ½ mile x 1 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  650 feet below Pinto Creek  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  200 gpm approx (operational)  500 gpm approx (feasibility) 


 


The Carlota property is located on a combination of Tonto National Forest land, private land, and BHP 
property (leased and with right of ways).   


The pit spans Pinto Creek which will need to be diverted on a bench through the pit.  Pinto Creek is a 
303d listed water that has ephemeral or intermittent flows at the mine site.  Rosemont’s pit is in the 
uplands and the waste rock facilities are located in the Barrel drainage which is ephemeral. 


The Carlota leach pad is constructed in a valley and has a GCL subgrade, a liner, a drain layer, another 
GCL layer and an 80 mil LLDPE textured upper liner.  The area was cut and filled to new slopes with a 3 
to 1 slope configuration.  Rosemont’s pad consists of a prepared subgrade, a low permeability GCL liner 
and 60 mil LLDPE textured liners, with drain piping and 3’ of overliner drain fill.  Rosemont’s pad is 
sloped at a 3% grade and drains to the ponds that are constructed with a compacted subgrade, GCL, 60 
mil LLDPE bottom liner, a geonet and drain fill, with leak detection, and an 80 mil upper HDPE textured 
liner. 


A summary about Carlota copper is attached. 







 


 
The Carlota mine is located within the Globe-Miami mining district of Arizona, approximately 80 miles 
east of Phoenix Arizona and is a project that is permitted, fully financed and in construction. 
 
 
History: 
 
From the early 1900's to the late 1980's, Carlota saw some minor underground mining and underwent 
exploration and assessment activities by a series of owners.. In 1991 Cambior acquired the property 
and began to development studies towards feasibility and permitting. Cambior spent approximately 
$68 million and almost 14 years moving the Carlota project through permitting and feasibility studies 
in readiness for commencement of construction. 
 
Quadra acquired the Carlota project from Cambior Inc in late 2005. Following a project review that 
included infill drilling, engineering studies, detailed cost estimation and infrastructure development, 
Quadra produced an updated NI 43-101 technical report and received Board of Directors approval to 
proceed with development in November 2006. 
 
In early 2007, the net proceeds of a US$200 million term loan were secured to fund the construction 
and development of the Carlota Project and construction is proceeding on schedule with the first 
production of copper cathode expected in the fourth quarter of 2008. 
 
 
Estimated Operating Parameters: 
 
Mining is by conventional open pit methods, using drilling, blasting, loading and truck haulage of ore 
and waste. LME grade copper cathode will be produced onsite by the heap leach, SX-EW process. 
The electrowinning plant design has a capacity of 34,000 tonnes (75 million pounds) of copper 
cathode per year. The mine life is nine years plus two years of residual leach. 
 
Copper production projections from the Carlota mineable reserves are based on a yearly mining rate 
of 28 million tons of total material moved, which is the maximum material that can be moved annually 
under the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Carlota Air Quality Permit. 
 


QUADRA MINING LTD. : http://www.quadramining.com/ : Carlota Copper Project


Location: Globe Miami, Arizona, USA 


Ownership: 100% 


Type of Mine: Open Pit 


Type of Ore body: Copper oxide, supergene, exotic 


Primary Metal: Copper 


Processing Run of Mine Heap Leach with SX/EW 


End Product Cathode Copper 


Expected mine life 11 years from mid 2008 


Reserves 77 million tonnes at 0.45% copper 


Employees (e) 220 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine 77.5 million tonnes 


Average Grade 0.45% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine 80% 







* As of the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report with cash costs adjusted based on managements view 
of current inputs. 
 
Health and Saftey: 
 
There have been no Lost Time Accidents or Reportable Incidents at the Carlota project since the 
Company commenced construction in 2007. 
 
Carlota Outlook: 
 
Construction is budgeted over 18 months and targeted over 15 months and as the development of 
the project progresses, the company anticipates copper production to commence in the second half 
of 2008. 
 
Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates: 
 
The Carlota resource, which adheres to the 2000 Classification of Mineral Resources and Mineral 
Reserves of the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum, and in accordance with the 
standards set out in NI 43-101, is classified as Measured, Indicated or Inferred based on the distance 
to the nearest copper sample and the number of copper composites. The qualified persons 
responsible for the mineral resource and reserves are Edward Wellman, P.Eng., Call & Nicholas, Inc., 
Enrico Laos, P.Eng, Timothy S. Oliver, P.Eng, Ronald L. Peterson, P.Eng. of M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corp., Guy Le Bel, Ing. Quadra Mining Ltd., Jerry T. Hanks, P.Eng., Michael Geddis, 
P.Geol. of Water Management Consultants, Scott Hardy, P.Eng, Michael M. Gustin, P.Geol. of Mine 
Development Associates, Michael Henderson, P.E., Vector Colorado LLC. 
 


Carlota Resources 


The Carlota-Cactus probable reserves were derived from the resource model estimated by Mine 


Production Rate 6 to 9 million tonnes of ore/annum 


Average Copper Production 65.7 million pounds Cu/year 


Operating Life 9 years + 2 years residual leach 


Total Waste – Life of Mine 167 million tonnes 


Stripping Ratio (Waste to Ore) 2.1 


Capital Costs (excluding working capital) $198 million 


Working Capital Costs $29 million 


Average LOM Cash Costs $1.55/lb Cu produced 


    Measured Indicated Measured plus 
Indicated Inferred 


Deposit Cut-off 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Carlota-
Cactus 0.10% 16,762 0.52 71,232 0.43 87,994 0.45 4,477 0.34 


Eder 
North 0.12% 221 0.36 12,951 0.30 13,172 0.31 5,735 0.31 


Eder 
Junior 0.10% 241 0.17 2,564 0.15 2,805 0.16 318 0.27 


Eder 
South 0.15% 5,567 0.35 21,359 0.24 26,926 0.26 3,275 0.21 


Total  22,791 0.47 108,106 0.37 130,897 0.39 13,805 0.30 







Development Associates of Reno, Nevada. Both Measured and Indicated Resources were classified 
as Probable Reserves due to the amount of and different sources of soluble-copper data available.  


Carlota Probable Mineral Reserves 


 For the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report - Click here (3Mb)  


For more information, send questions and comments to ir2@quadramining.com 
This page was created on Wed Jul 30, 2008 at 7:27:45 PM Pacific Time.


Deposit Ore 
Tons (000) 


Grade 
Total Cu % 


Waste 
Tons (000) 


Total 
Tons (000) Strip Ratio 


Carlota-Cactus oxide 58,966 0.39       


Carlota-Cactus sulfide 20,717 0.64       


Sub Total 79,683 0.45 169,584 249,248 2.13 


Eder North oxide 5,342 0.34       


Eder Junior oxide 519 0.28       


Sub Total 5,861 0.33 13,410 19,271 2.29 


Total Probable Reserve 85,544 0.45 182,994 268,519 2.14 


Copyright © 2008 by Quadra Mining Ltd.   All rights reserved worldwide.








BHP San Manuel Operations Overview  


 


From the BHP website 
(http://hsecreport.bhpbilliton.com/2006/environment/caseStudies/rehabilitationAndClosure/sanManuel.asp ) 


Environment Case Studies 
Environment – Rehabilitation and Closure 
Case Study Contributor: Southwest Copper (San Manuel Mine)  
BHP Billiton Interest: 100%  
Location: Lower Kalamazoo, Tucson, Arizona  
Customer Sector Group: Base Metals  
Commodity: Copper  
Case Study Status: New for 2006  


San Manuel Project Sets Precedents for Mine Site Closures 


 
The preserved headframe of the 1881 mine  


The closure and rehabilitation of the San Manuel mine is the first operator-led, full-scale closure of a 
mining operation of its size and complexity under present-day environmental regulation in the US.  


San Manuel was constructed in 1952 as an underground mine. Open pit mining commenced in 1985 and 
ceased in 1999. Formal closure of the mine site, which covers nearly 1,800 hectares, was announced in 
January 2002. 


Surface reclamation activities were completed in May 2006, eighteen months ahead of the original 
closure project schedule. The final cost was approximately US$59 million, considerably less than the 
original budget of US$72 million. Most importantly, the entire project, which totalled more than one million 
work-hours, was accomplished with just one recordable injury.  


Applying Company principles and values 


Principles from our Company Charter and Sustainable Development Policy were integrated into the 
closure project, including our commitment to:  


• meet or, where less stringent than our standards, exceed applicable legal and other requirements  
• set and achieve targets that include reducing and preventing pollution  







• care for the environment and value cultural heritage  
• advise on the responsible use of our products  
• work with communities to contribute to social infrastructure needs through the development and 


use of appropriate skills and technologies  
• develop partnerships that focus on creating sustainable value for everyone  
• build relationships based on honesty, openness, mutual trust and involvement.  


The project also set goals of reducing long-term risk, minimising maintenance costs and addressing 
community concerns.  


Rehabilitating the site 


Rehabilitation commenced in September 2004 with the demolition and removal of facilities from the site, 
control and management of hazardous materials, and preparations for the reclamation activities, which 
would include recontouring the overburden stockpiles, heap leach, mine slopes and internal drainage 
areas. 


Overburden stockpiles  


The stockpiles were recontoured to an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope to improve both the 
aesthetics of the area and to provide a base to support successful revegetation. 


The ridgeline stockpile was stabilised and potential acid-generating materials were relocated to internal 
areas of the property where contaminated stormwater runoff would not discharge from the site.    


Heap leach 


To promote stability and provide slopes that would be conducive to plant growth, reclamation activities for 
the mine heap included recontouring of the heap to achieve an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope. In 
accomplishing this slope change, the overall footprint of the heap was considerably extended with a high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) liner. This was done in accordance with the mine's Aquifer Protection 
Permit. 


Stormwater drainage channels were engineered and constructed on the surface of the recontoured heap 
to control and limit erosion, and a cap was put in place that was then seeded with a pre-designated seed 
mixture to promote long-term revegetation.   


Mine slopes 


The closure team originated a ‘topographic-based design’ by which the reclaimed areas could be re-
contoured as landforms that blend into the natural landscape. In time, when revegetation is fully 
established, the reclaimed areas will be almost indistinguishable from the existing topography in the area.  


Project scope 


The scope of the reclamation project ranged from engineering studies, environmental surveys and 
sampling to active remediation of the site. World-renowned contractors and experts from a variety of 
disciplines were involved in designing and undertaking the project, which included the following major 
undertakings: 







• Developing engineering controls to manage acid-generating material and control runoff on the 
site.  


• Designing special channelling to protect slopes and manage stormwater.  
• Applying best-practice storm water controls to manage runoff and sediment on the gradient of the 


facility.  
• Engineering a closure design that reduces and manages erosion.  
• Recontouring steep slopes.  
• Developing strategies for the long-term management of more than 13 billion litres of heap leach 


solution.  
• Developing a method to expand the footprint of the heap containment area without compromising 


existing conditions.  
• Removing and managing regulated underground materials prior to the cessation of pumping.  
• Safely managing large numbers of contractors on an extensive site while conducting closure 


activities 24 hours a day.   


The site, like many in Arizona, has a history of mining activities that goes back more than 100 years. The 
closure project paid homage to the historic town site and the heritage of the district by leaving in place the 
headframe from an early mine that had been built in 1881.  


Consulting and engaging the community 


The closure project has been embraced by employees, contractors and stakeholders who have worked 
together with a sense of openness, sharing, trust and teamwork. 


One of the key stakeholders has been the San Manuel community who have been engaged in the project 
through a consultative process that has included: 


• formation of a Community Advisory Group  
• community meetings  
• involvement and support of  local mining historical societies  
• joint regulatory meetings (State Mine Inspector and the Arizona Department of Environmental 


Quality)  
• published news articles  
• tours (external and internal)  
• publications and information regarding the closure  
• extensive photo documentation and record keeping.  


Our commitment to stakeholder consultation and involvement in the closure project was established in 
1999, well before the formal closure announcement. Formation of the Community Advisory Group in 2002 
established a vehicle for transparency and engagement that has been a consistent part of the closure 
process. The group grew from an initial membership of 16 to well over 100. Members have regularly 
toured the site and provided feedback and ideas to help shape the closure and measure our integrity in 
‘doing what we said we would do'.  


By earning the trust of the community, we countered concerns that we would close the site and abandon 
the community without living up to our environmental and closure obligations.  


Sharing the learnings 







Considering the long history of mining in Arizona and the precedents set at San Manuel, the closure 
project is of importance not only to the Company and the community but to mining operations throughout 
the US.  


Our closure team has made every effort to ensure that the challenges, innovative strategies and 
successes of this benchmark project can be analysed by other mining companies as a basis for 
developing their own closure and rehabilitation projects.   


•  
The San Manuel site in 2004 


•  
Reclamation under way in 2005 


•  
Reclamation progress in 2006 


On the tour, the group visited both the mine and heap leach reclamation as well as the plant site and 
tailings reclamation.  As a matter of scale, the tailings were listed as covering 4,000 acres and containing 
700 million tons of tailings whereas Rosemont’s entire facility will cover just over 4,000 and the tailings will 
contain just under 500 million tons of tailings.   


The similarities between Rosemont and BHP include the proposed natural landform of the final 
reclamation structures.  The differences include scale of the project and the fact that BHP started 
reclamation at the end rather than during the process. 








Tyrone Operations Overview  


 


From the Freeport‐McMoRan website (http://www.fcx.com/operations/USA_NewMexico_Tyrone.htm ) 


Description: Tyrone is a porphyry open-pit copper mine and processing facility. 


Did you know? The mine is among the lowest grade ore bodies in the Freeport-McMoRan mining 
portfolio. 


Location: In southwestern New Mexico, 10 miles south of the historic mining community of Silver City. 


Ores: The Tyrone mine is a porphyry copper deposit. 


Production: Annual copper production during the next three years is expected to range from 80 to 115 
million pounds.  


Processes and facilities: Tyrone produces all copper by the SX/EW method.  


Background: Prior to 1860, Indians mined turquoise at the site. Phelps Dodge acquired mining claims in 
the area from 1909 to 1916, and began concentrating ore produced from large- scale underground mining 
in 1916. Operations ended in 1921. The property returned to operation as an open pit in 1967, with 
copper production from a concentrator. The SX/EW plant was commissioned in 1984. Tyrone’s 
concentrator suspended operations in 1992 when the property made the transition to 100% SX/EW 
production. Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold acquired the Tyrone mine in a 2007 merger with Phelps 
Dodge. 


Ownership: 100%. 


The New Mexico Mining and Environment Department permit required that Tyrone meet some 
prescriptive standards for reclamation.  Those standards included a specified slope and specified cover.  
M3 has been working at the site to meet the prescriptive standards using a ridge and valley method of 
water management and cover. We viewed the site from an overlook along the highway as well as from 
the county road running between two tailings facilitites.  


Rosemont is proposing a similar ridge and valley concept for water management although we are 
proposing a much more random pattern than can be seen at Tyrone. 


 








Rosemont Site Tour Overview  


 


The tour at Rosemont started at the core shed with a review of the geology and the current 
interpretations.  The interpretations that have gone through regulatory review are attached to this 
overview. 


After reviewing the core and logging for the site, the tour proceeded to the center of the pit near the 
weather station.  At this location the elevation is approximately 5,200 ft currently and ultimately the pit 
will be at about 3175 ft.  The ridgeline visible above the pit approaches 6200 ft in elevation and the pit 
will stay approximately 200 ft or more (dependent upon area) below the top of the ridge.   


The tour proceeded to the Gunsight Pass area where we reviewed the entire site as well as looked for 
and found evidence of a talus snail.  The overview allowed a review of the facilities on the west side of 
the mountains and gave an overview of the impact area in relation to the mountain range for the mine 
site. 


We were able to stop at an area above the plant site where two hydrologic characterization wells were 
located (HC‐5a and HC‐5b).  We reviewed the plant location in relation to the tailings, waste rock and 
pit. 


On the way out of the property, the tour then stopped at the slag dump located in the Barrel drainage 
near Rosemont Junction. 
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Figure 1-1 
Rosemont Deposit Location Map 
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Figure 1-2 
Rosemont Property Land Tenure 
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Figure 1-3 
Rosemont Property Generalized Geologic Map 
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Figure 1-4 
Rosemont District Stratigraphic Column 
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Figure 1-5 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


4500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-6 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


3500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-7 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Cross Section 


At 11,554,225 N (looking north) 
 
 
 


 
 
 












Carlota Copper Company vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Carlota  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  77.5 million tonnes  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.45% Total Cu  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  80%  65% 


Production Rate   6 to 9 million tonnes ore/annum  18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  65.7 million pounds Cu/yr  38 million pounds Cu/ year 


Operating Life   9 yrs + 2 yrs residual leach  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  167 million tonnes  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2.1:1  2.38:1 


Heap area  158 acres (318 total acres)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions  ½ mile x 1 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  650 feet below Pinto Creek  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  200 gpm approx (operational)  500 gpm approx (feasibility) 


 


The Carlota property is located on a combination of Tonto National Forest land, private land, and BHP 
property (leased and with right of ways).   


The pit spans Pinto Creek which will need to be diverted on a bench through the pit.  Pinto Creek is a 
303d listed water that has ephemeral or intermittent flows at the mine site.  Rosemont’s pit is in the 
uplands and the waste rock facilities are located in the Barrel drainage which is ephemeral. 


The Carlota leach pad is constructed in a valley and has a GCL subgrade, a liner, a drain layer, another 
GCL layer and an 80 mil LLDPE textured upper liner.  The area was cut and filled to new slopes with a 3 
to 1 slope configuration.  Rosemont’s pad consists of a prepared subgrade, a low permeability GCL liner 
and 60 mil LLDPE textured liners, with drain piping and 3’ of overliner drain fill.  Rosemont’s pad is 
sloped at a 3% grade and drains to the ponds that are constructed with a compacted subgrade, GCL, 60 
mil LLDPE bottom liner, a geonet and drain fill, with leak detection, and an 80 mil upper HDPE textured 
liner. 


A summary about Carlota copper is attached. 







 


 
The Carlota mine is located within the Globe-Miami mining district of Arizona, approximately 80 miles 
east of Phoenix Arizona and is a project that is permitted, fully financed and in construction. 
 
 
History: 
 
From the early 1900's to the late 1980's, Carlota saw some minor underground mining and underwent 
exploration and assessment activities by a series of owners.. In 1991 Cambior acquired the property 
and began to development studies towards feasibility and permitting. Cambior spent approximately 
$68 million and almost 14 years moving the Carlota project through permitting and feasibility studies 
in readiness for commencement of construction. 
 
Quadra acquired the Carlota project from Cambior Inc in late 2005. Following a project review that 
included infill drilling, engineering studies, detailed cost estimation and infrastructure development, 
Quadra produced an updated NI 43-101 technical report and received Board of Directors approval to 
proceed with development in November 2006. 
 
In early 2007, the net proceeds of a US$200 million term loan were secured to fund the construction 
and development of the Carlota Project and construction is proceeding on schedule with the first 
production of copper cathode expected in the fourth quarter of 2008. 
 
 
Estimated Operating Parameters: 
 
Mining is by conventional open pit methods, using drilling, blasting, loading and truck haulage of ore 
and waste. LME grade copper cathode will be produced onsite by the heap leach, SX-EW process. 
The electrowinning plant design has a capacity of 34,000 tonnes (75 million pounds) of copper 
cathode per year. The mine life is nine years plus two years of residual leach. 
 
Copper production projections from the Carlota mineable reserves are based on a yearly mining rate 
of 28 million tons of total material moved, which is the maximum material that can be moved annually 
under the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Carlota Air Quality Permit. 
 


QUADRA MINING LTD. : http://www.quadramining.com/ : Carlota Copper Project


Location: Globe Miami, Arizona, USA 


Ownership: 100% 


Type of Mine: Open Pit 


Type of Ore body: Copper oxide, supergene, exotic 


Primary Metal: Copper 


Processing Run of Mine Heap Leach with SX/EW 


End Product Cathode Copper 


Expected mine life 11 years from mid 2008 


Reserves 77 million tonnes at 0.45% copper 


Employees (e) 220 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine 77.5 million tonnes 


Average Grade 0.45% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine 80% 







* As of the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report with cash costs adjusted based on managements view 
of current inputs. 
 
Health and Saftey: 
 
There have been no Lost Time Accidents or Reportable Incidents at the Carlota project since the 
Company commenced construction in 2007. 
 
Carlota Outlook: 
 
Construction is budgeted over 18 months and targeted over 15 months and as the development of 
the project progresses, the company anticipates copper production to commence in the second half 
of 2008. 
 
Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates: 
 
The Carlota resource, which adheres to the 2000 Classification of Mineral Resources and Mineral 
Reserves of the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum, and in accordance with the 
standards set out in NI 43-101, is classified as Measured, Indicated or Inferred based on the distance 
to the nearest copper sample and the number of copper composites. The qualified persons 
responsible for the mineral resource and reserves are Edward Wellman, P.Eng., Call & Nicholas, Inc., 
Enrico Laos, P.Eng, Timothy S. Oliver, P.Eng, Ronald L. Peterson, P.Eng. of M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corp., Guy Le Bel, Ing. Quadra Mining Ltd., Jerry T. Hanks, P.Eng., Michael Geddis, 
P.Geol. of Water Management Consultants, Scott Hardy, P.Eng, Michael M. Gustin, P.Geol. of Mine 
Development Associates, Michael Henderson, P.E., Vector Colorado LLC. 
 


Carlota Resources 


The Carlota-Cactus probable reserves were derived from the resource model estimated by Mine 


Production Rate 6 to 9 million tonnes of ore/annum 


Average Copper Production 65.7 million pounds Cu/year 


Operating Life 9 years + 2 years residual leach 


Total Waste – Life of Mine 167 million tonnes 


Stripping Ratio (Waste to Ore) 2.1 


Capital Costs (excluding working capital) $198 million 


Working Capital Costs $29 million 


Average LOM Cash Costs $1.55/lb Cu produced 


    Measured Indicated Measured plus 
Indicated Inferred 


Deposit Cut-off 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Carlota-
Cactus 0.10% 16,762 0.52 71,232 0.43 87,994 0.45 4,477 0.34 


Eder 
North 0.12% 221 0.36 12,951 0.30 13,172 0.31 5,735 0.31 


Eder 
Junior 0.10% 241 0.17 2,564 0.15 2,805 0.16 318 0.27 


Eder 
South 0.15% 5,567 0.35 21,359 0.24 26,926 0.26 3,275 0.21 


Total  22,791 0.47 108,106 0.37 130,897 0.39 13,805 0.30 







Development Associates of Reno, Nevada. Both Measured and Indicated Resources were classified 
as Probable Reserves due to the amount of and different sources of soluble-copper data available.  


Carlota Probable Mineral Reserves 


 For the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report - Click here (3Mb)  


For more information, send questions and comments to ir2@quadramining.com 
This page was created on Wed Jul 30, 2008 at 7:27:45 PM Pacific Time.


Deposit Ore 
Tons (000) 


Grade 
Total Cu % 


Waste 
Tons (000) 


Total 
Tons (000) Strip Ratio 


Carlota-Cactus oxide 58,966 0.39       


Carlota-Cactus sulfide 20,717 0.64       


Sub Total 79,683 0.45 169,584 249,248 2.13 


Eder North oxide 5,342 0.34       


Eder Junior oxide 519 0.28       


Sub Total 5,861 0.33 13,410 19,271 2.29 


Total Probable Reserve 85,544 0.45 182,994 268,519 2.14 


Copyright © 2008 by Quadra Mining Ltd.   All rights reserved worldwide.








BHP San Manuel Operations Overview  


 


From the BHP website 
(http://hsecreport.bhpbilliton.com/2006/environment/caseStudies/rehabilitationAndClosure/sanManuel.asp ) 


Environment Case Studies 
Environment – Rehabilitation and Closure 
Case Study Contributor: Southwest Copper (San Manuel Mine)  
BHP Billiton Interest: 100%  
Location: Lower Kalamazoo, Tucson, Arizona  
Customer Sector Group: Base Metals  
Commodity: Copper  
Case Study Status: New for 2006  


San Manuel Project Sets Precedents for Mine Site Closures 


 
The preserved headframe of the 1881 mine  


The closure and rehabilitation of the San Manuel mine is the first operator-led, full-scale closure of a 
mining operation of its size and complexity under present-day environmental regulation in the US.  


San Manuel was constructed in 1952 as an underground mine. Open pit mining commenced in 1985 and 
ceased in 1999. Formal closure of the mine site, which covers nearly 1,800 hectares, was announced in 
January 2002. 


Surface reclamation activities were completed in May 2006, eighteen months ahead of the original 
closure project schedule. The final cost was approximately US$59 million, considerably less than the 
original budget of US$72 million. Most importantly, the entire project, which totalled more than one million 
work-hours, was accomplished with just one recordable injury.  


Applying Company principles and values 


Principles from our Company Charter and Sustainable Development Policy were integrated into the 
closure project, including our commitment to:  


• meet or, where less stringent than our standards, exceed applicable legal and other requirements  
• set and achieve targets that include reducing and preventing pollution  







• care for the environment and value cultural heritage  
• advise on the responsible use of our products  
• work with communities to contribute to social infrastructure needs through the development and 


use of appropriate skills and technologies  
• develop partnerships that focus on creating sustainable value for everyone  
• build relationships based on honesty, openness, mutual trust and involvement.  


The project also set goals of reducing long-term risk, minimising maintenance costs and addressing 
community concerns.  


Rehabilitating the site 


Rehabilitation commenced in September 2004 with the demolition and removal of facilities from the site, 
control and management of hazardous materials, and preparations for the reclamation activities, which 
would include recontouring the overburden stockpiles, heap leach, mine slopes and internal drainage 
areas. 


Overburden stockpiles  


The stockpiles were recontoured to an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope to improve both the 
aesthetics of the area and to provide a base to support successful revegetation. 


The ridgeline stockpile was stabilised and potential acid-generating materials were relocated to internal 
areas of the property where contaminated stormwater runoff would not discharge from the site.    


Heap leach 


To promote stability and provide slopes that would be conducive to plant growth, reclamation activities for 
the mine heap included recontouring of the heap to achieve an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope. In 
accomplishing this slope change, the overall footprint of the heap was considerably extended with a high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) liner. This was done in accordance with the mine's Aquifer Protection 
Permit. 


Stormwater drainage channels were engineered and constructed on the surface of the recontoured heap 
to control and limit erosion, and a cap was put in place that was then seeded with a pre-designated seed 
mixture to promote long-term revegetation.   


Mine slopes 


The closure team originated a ‘topographic-based design’ by which the reclaimed areas could be re-
contoured as landforms that blend into the natural landscape. In time, when revegetation is fully 
established, the reclaimed areas will be almost indistinguishable from the existing topography in the area.  


Project scope 


The scope of the reclamation project ranged from engineering studies, environmental surveys and 
sampling to active remediation of the site. World-renowned contractors and experts from a variety of 
disciplines were involved in designing and undertaking the project, which included the following major 
undertakings: 







• Developing engineering controls to manage acid-generating material and control runoff on the 
site.  


• Designing special channelling to protect slopes and manage stormwater.  
• Applying best-practice storm water controls to manage runoff and sediment on the gradient of the 


facility.  
• Engineering a closure design that reduces and manages erosion.  
• Recontouring steep slopes.  
• Developing strategies for the long-term management of more than 13 billion litres of heap leach 


solution.  
• Developing a method to expand the footprint of the heap containment area without compromising 


existing conditions.  
• Removing and managing regulated underground materials prior to the cessation of pumping.  
• Safely managing large numbers of contractors on an extensive site while conducting closure 


activities 24 hours a day.   


The site, like many in Arizona, has a history of mining activities that goes back more than 100 years. The 
closure project paid homage to the historic town site and the heritage of the district by leaving in place the 
headframe from an early mine that had been built in 1881.  


Consulting and engaging the community 


The closure project has been embraced by employees, contractors and stakeholders who have worked 
together with a sense of openness, sharing, trust and teamwork. 


One of the key stakeholders has been the San Manuel community who have been engaged in the project 
through a consultative process that has included: 


• formation of a Community Advisory Group  
• community meetings  
• involvement and support of  local mining historical societies  
• joint regulatory meetings (State Mine Inspector and the Arizona Department of Environmental 


Quality)  
• published news articles  
• tours (external and internal)  
• publications and information regarding the closure  
• extensive photo documentation and record keeping.  


Our commitment to stakeholder consultation and involvement in the closure project was established in 
1999, well before the formal closure announcement. Formation of the Community Advisory Group in 2002 
established a vehicle for transparency and engagement that has been a consistent part of the closure 
process. The group grew from an initial membership of 16 to well over 100. Members have regularly 
toured the site and provided feedback and ideas to help shape the closure and measure our integrity in 
‘doing what we said we would do'.  


By earning the trust of the community, we countered concerns that we would close the site and abandon 
the community without living up to our environmental and closure obligations.  


Sharing the learnings 







Considering the long history of mining in Arizona and the precedents set at San Manuel, the closure 
project is of importance not only to the Company and the community but to mining operations throughout 
the US.  


Our closure team has made every effort to ensure that the challenges, innovative strategies and 
successes of this benchmark project can be analysed by other mining companies as a basis for 
developing their own closure and rehabilitation projects.   


•  
The San Manuel site in 2004 


•  
Reclamation under way in 2005 


•  
Reclamation progress in 2006 


On the tour, the group visited both the mine and heap leach reclamation as well as the plant site and 
tailings reclamation.  As a matter of scale, the tailings were listed as covering 4,000 acres and containing 
700 million tons of tailings whereas Rosemont’s entire facility will cover just over 4,000 and the tailings will 
contain just under 500 million tons of tailings.   


The similarities between Rosemont and BHP include the proposed natural landform of the final 
reclamation structures.  The differences include scale of the project and the fact that BHP started 
reclamation at the end rather than during the process. 








Tyrone Operations Overview  


 


From the Freeport‐McMoRan website (http://www.fcx.com/operations/USA_NewMexico_Tyrone.htm ) 


Description: Tyrone is a porphyry open-pit copper mine and processing facility. 


Did you know? The mine is among the lowest grade ore bodies in the Freeport-McMoRan mining 
portfolio. 


Location: In southwestern New Mexico, 10 miles south of the historic mining community of Silver City. 


Ores: The Tyrone mine is a porphyry copper deposit. 


Production: Annual copper production during the next three years is expected to range from 80 to 115 
million pounds.  


Processes and facilities: Tyrone produces all copper by the SX/EW method.  


Background: Prior to 1860, Indians mined turquoise at the site. Phelps Dodge acquired mining claims in 
the area from 1909 to 1916, and began concentrating ore produced from large- scale underground mining 
in 1916. Operations ended in 1921. The property returned to operation as an open pit in 1967, with 
copper production from a concentrator. The SX/EW plant was commissioned in 1984. Tyrone’s 
concentrator suspended operations in 1992 when the property made the transition to 100% SX/EW 
production. Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold acquired the Tyrone mine in a 2007 merger with Phelps 
Dodge. 


Ownership: 100%. 


The New Mexico Mining and Environment Department permit required that Tyrone meet some 
prescriptive standards for reclamation.  Those standards included a specified slope and specified cover.  
M3 has been working at the site to meet the prescriptive standards using a ridge and valley method of 
water management and cover. We viewed the site from an overlook along the highway as well as from 
the county road running between two tailings facilitites.  


Rosemont is proposing a similar ridge and valley concept for water management although we are 
proposing a much more random pattern than can be seen at Tyrone. 


 








Rosemont Site Tour Overview  


 


The tour at Rosemont started at the core shed with a review of the geology and the current 
interpretations.  The interpretations that have gone through regulatory review are attached to this 
overview. 


After reviewing the core and logging for the site, the tour proceeded to the center of the pit near the 
weather station.  At this location the elevation is approximately 5,200 ft currently and ultimately the pit 
will be at about 3175 ft.  The ridgeline visible above the pit approaches 6200 ft in elevation and the pit 
will stay approximately 200 ft or more (dependent upon area) below the top of the ridge.   


The tour proceeded to the Gunsight Pass area where we reviewed the entire site as well as looked for 
and found evidence of a talus snail.  The overview allowed a review of the facilities on the west side of 
the mountains and gave an overview of the impact area in relation to the mountain range for the mine 
site. 


We were able to stop at an area above the plant site where two hydrologic characterization wells were 
located (HC‐5a and HC‐5b).  We reviewed the plant location in relation to the tailings, waste rock and 
pit. 


On the way out of the property, the tour then stopped at the slag dump located in the Barrel drainage 
near Rosemont Junction. 
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Figure 1-1 
Rosemont Deposit Location Map 
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Figure 1-2 
Rosemont Property Land Tenure 
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Figure 1-3 
Rosemont Property Generalized Geologic Map 
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Figure 1-4 
Rosemont District Stratigraphic Column 
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Figure 1-5 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


4500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-6 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


3500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-7 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Cross Section 


At 11,554,225 N (looking north) 
 
 
 


 
 
 











From: Lara Mitchell
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Subject: Rosemont file
Date: 05/05/2008 03:49 PM
Attachments: rosemont_CNS_map.pdf

Salek,
I left you a voice mail regarding a Rosemont layer/shp file.  Attached is the file Tom Euler sent on to
me.  I am interested in getting the shp file for the Proposed Project Area on this map.  Please let me
know if you can help.
Thanks
Lara

mailto:lmitchell@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us



Soft Copy Map
Rosemont Copper


Nogales Ranger District


The Forest Service makes no expressed or implied warranty with respect
to the character, function, or capabilities of the data or 
their appropriateness for any user's purposes; represented features
may not be in an accurate geographic location. The Forest Service 
reserves the right to correct, update, modify, or replace this geospatial
information without notification. Produced August 2007 by Salek S. 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Jeremy J Sautter; Kendall
Brown; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; tjchute@msn.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Jeremy J Sautter;
tjchute@msn.com

Subject: Rosemont Final Mitigation Table
Date: 07/20/2010 05:34 PM
Attachments: Mitigation Memo_CE.docx

FINAL Mitigation Table_CE.docx

Please see below, final mitigation table for the project.  Note that the changes between the tables (ie.,
mitigation dropped and other changes) were authorized by the decision maker.  We'll discuss changes
in the IDT meeting tomorrow.  Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Reta, 
  
Attached for your review is the Draft Mitigation Process Memorandum and Final Mitigation Table.  The table
reflects the changes agreed upon by the FS and Rosemont at the July 8, 2010, mitigation meeting.  Please review
the memo and let me know if you have any comments or questions.  The referenced Cooperating Agency

response letters are saved in the record and on WebEx.   
  
Many thanks, 
  
Jonathan Rigg 
Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033 
Email: jrigg@swca.com

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:abelauskas@fs.fed.us
mailto:aelek@fs.fed.us
mailto:cablair@fs.fed.us
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mailto:ecuriel@fs.fed.us
mailto:gmckay@fs.fed.us
mailto:hschewel@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Jeremy J Sautter/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Kendall Brown/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Kendall Brown/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
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Rosemont Copper Project

Mitigation Measures Process Memorandum

July 16, 2010

DRAFT

Coronado National Forest (Coronado) received a proposed Plan of Operations (PoO) for construction, operation/reclamation, and closure of an open-pit mine on public land administered by Coronado and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to extract locatable minerals such as copper, molybdenum, and silver. The PoO, titled Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, Inc. 2007), was submitted by Augusta Resource Corporation, the parent company of Rosemont Copper Company (Rosemont Copper). Pursuant to U.S. mining laws, the U.S. Forest Service (Forest Service) and BLM are required to respond to the PoO to conduct mining operations. Under 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 228.5, the Forest Service, serving as the lead federal agency for this project, must determine whether to approve the PoO submitted by Rosemont Copper or to require changes or additions deemed necessary to meet the requirements of the regulations for environmental protection set forth in 36 CFR 228.8. 

As an integral part of Coronado’s decision to approve or modify the PoO, and in accordance with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, Coronado developed alternatives to the proposed action. A comparative analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and four alternatives is currently being conducted, and the findings will be disclosed in the upcoming Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). During the Draft EIS analysis process, applicable mitigation measures are reviewed in order to determine the extent of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives. The purpose of mitigation measures is to minimize or eliminate the adverse environmental impacts of the proposed action and the action alternatives analyzed in the EIS. 

Mitigation measures fall into two groups. The first group consists of mitigation measures that are required by law, regulation, or policy, or as a condition of a required permit. Examples of the sources of these mitigation measures include the following:

· Laws and regulations: Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act (CWA), Mine Safety and Health Act, and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. 

· Policies: Coronado’s Forest Plan’s policy is to “support environmentally sound energy and minerals development and reclamation.” BLM’s policy is to authorize mining with reasonable mitigation to prevent undue and unnecessary environmental degradation, according to the BLM Manual and Handbook 1790-1 and Departmental Guidance (516 Department Manual 1-7).

· Permit Conditions: Pima County Department of Environmental Quality Air Quality Permit, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Individual Section 404 CWA Permit for Impacts to Waters of the United States, and Arizona Department of Environmental Quality Aquifer Protection Permit.

The second group of mitigation measures consists of measures requested by the public, Forest Service Interdisciplinary (ID) Team, cooperating agencies, and project proponent that are not required by law, regulation, policy, or as a condition of a permit but are approved as supplements to required mitigation measures. 

In order to determine supplemental mitigation measures for this project, a list of all proposed mitigation measures was compiled by the Forest Service. Sources of proposed mitigation measures included the public’s responses to public scoping, Cooperating Agencies’ responses to solicitation for proposed measures (letters attached), Forest Service ID Team’s responses to internal solicitation for proposed measures, and voluntary supplemental measures proposed by Rosemont Copper. The resulting compilation of proposed mitigation measures was then evaluated by the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper to ensure they have reasonable monetary costs and are practicable, effective, and necessary. 

During a series of meetings between the Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper, proposed mitigation measures from this compilation were considered and approved as supplemental mitigation or dismissed. The rationale for dismissal of proposed supplemental measures included the following:

· Redundant: proposed measure is already covered by law, regulation, policy, permit condition, proposed action, or previously recorded measure carried forward.

· Impracticable or Infeasible: proposed measure employs speculative or unproven technology or is not cost effective. 

· Considered during Alternatives Development: proposed measure duplicates an alternative or an element of an alternative that was considered but dropped during the Forest Service alternatives development process.

· Impact(s) to Other Resource(s): proposed measure would have greater impact to other resource(s) than previously recorded measure carried forward. 

The Forest Service ID Team and Rosemont Copper met 5 times from November 2009 through July 2010. Revised tables were provided to both parties prior to the meetings in order to solicit comments and questions and propose edits. The final Rosemont Copper Project Mitigation Table (attached) was approved by both parties on July 8, 2010, and includes mitigation measures required by laws, regulations, policies, and permit conditions, as well as supplemental mitigation measures.






Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		Air

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		See 1.1.1



		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop? Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		Move to Monitoring



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		

		Air 

Public Safety



		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		Clean Air Act, PDEQ Air Permit

Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel. Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. 



		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 

Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		See 1.1.1



		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons 



		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		See 1.1.1



		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility. Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles).

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		Ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications. 

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway. 

		

		???



		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.

Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		The Invasive Species Management Plan (regarding noxious weeds, aquatic and terrestrial plants and animals) shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants and Animals – noxious weeds

Move to Monitoring



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.

The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife. 

For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted. 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses

Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape

Unnecessary detail



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Move to monitoring



		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety. Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		Rosemont agrees to accept allotment conditions and modifications to fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 

If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists. Any natural void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave. Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		Federal Cave Resources Act of 1988 (as amended in 1990) on Federal land

		Animals – habitat lost



		Linear features such as utilities and pipe lines will be promptly reclaimed with native vegetation to avoid fragmentation of corridors of native biological communities. 

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		In order to avoid impacts to rocky slopes on the east side of the Santa Ritas, including Talus slopes, Rosemont will locate the west side pit operations power loop within the disturbance perimeter of the ultimate pit. 

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		Rosemont shall work with Coronado and other relevant agency biologists to develop a conservation plan for Hexelextris colemanii. Measures may include area closures, exclosures (fencing), posting, and avoidance.

		

		Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		Dark/Night Skies

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights. The plan shall identify how it will design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.

Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4; MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		Energy

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, and wind to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations. 

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		Hazardous Materials

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 

These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas. 

MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers. As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT 

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		Heritage

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

Prepare a Historic Properties Treatment Plan that address the adverse effects to all historic properties, and specifies how to mitigate adverse effects on historic properties, which may include: 

· Procedures for the respectful treatment and repatriation of human remains. 

· Data recovery excavations

· Plan for monitoring ground disturbing activities

· Public interpretation

· Recovery of information through oral histories and archival research

Mitigate adverse effects to plants of critical traditional importance to tribes with interest in the Area of Potential Effect.

Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		National Historic Preservation NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

Include Arizona Revised Statute Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials



		

		

		Heritage - burials



		

		

		Heritage - # sites



		RCC shall provide an opportunity for Native American participation in the advisory group for recommending grant recipients from the Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust . 

		

		



		RCC shall work with the Coronado staff and consulting tribes for recommendations on the selection of plant species that will be used for reclamation purposes.

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		Hydrology

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Groundwater Protection

Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.

As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.

The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application. 

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.

Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act

GW quality



		Surface Water Protection

Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program. The uses of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) are an integral part of these plans and permits. 

General BMP’s associated with these permits may include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

· Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released. 

· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

· Disturb the smallest area practical.

· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

· Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act

Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results

SW quality



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		 



		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge. These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

		

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

		

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood. The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations. 

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont. 

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County. 

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		ADWR

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· Local CAP recharge as close as possible within the TAMA to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.

		

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		Every 5 years, Rosemont will conduct a review of alternative water sources. For example, should CAP water, gray water, or effluent become available for mine operations, Rosemont will consider its use.

		

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Ground water quantity monitoring plan will be developed. It will be an evaluation of groundwater level data for comparison to groundwater model predictions. Model recalibration will be conducted if threshold values are reached. Annual reporting. This will occur on both groundwater systems affected by the proposal including Santa Cruz Valley and Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek. A network of wells and piezometers will be used including existing wells and new wells.

		

		



		A Rosemont Mine water website will be constructed, updated annually and maintained by Rosemont with concurrence by the forest service. All water related data and reports will be accessible to the general public at this location. This includes all surface and ground water quality and quantity data. Executive summaries will be provided annually and written for the non technical person.

		

		



		Annually fund the USGS to operate and maintain existing surface water flow measurement gage at Barrel Canyon (09484580). 

		

		



		Water conservation measures would be implemented to minimize the need for ground water pumping.

		

		



		Land Use

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 

*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		43 USC 2 (BLM)

		Forest Plan



		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.

At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E); Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.

Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		Forest Plan



		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		

		Forest Plan



		Public Health and Safety

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. 

		

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation - solitude



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		See 163



		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		Range/Grazing

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		

		Water – beneficial uses



		Reclamation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies. This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements. Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation. Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 

		Monitoring?

Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		See 4.13.1



		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include adaptive management practices for:

· Selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area. 

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		 

		See 4.13.1



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		

		Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan. Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom). Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation. Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability. Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. 

		

		Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		Monitoring?



		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed. Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of 1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.

The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site. The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes. 

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established. 

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 

The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success. These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		Recreation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across Rosemont lands within or adjacent to public lands. 

		None

		Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation - access



		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation. This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). 

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		

		Recreation - # trails/THs, ROS



		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		Riparian

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Rosemont will comply with mitigation specifications identified in the individual permit of the Section 404 CWA.

		CWA 404 permit conditions

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.” Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		Transportation

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes) under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road. It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).

		Forest Plan



		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		Recreation - access



		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83 and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible







		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		Visual Quality

		

		



		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		



		Supplemental Mitigation

		

		



		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		Apply adaptive management procedures to determine the applicability of treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock. Areas would be limited to those that are visible at time of closure. If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability. Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.

Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %



		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		



		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate for impacts to public lands including water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, heritage resources, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, BLM, and ACOE with input from other agencies as appropriate.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation. As examples, the ACOE may require:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access





		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		Forest Plan



		Other

		

		



		A community endowment trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area. Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the trust can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice

Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		Upon discovery of significant paleontological resources, Rosemont will suspend work at that site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The designated FS contact will promptly coordinate the investigation with appropriate FS specialists.

		

		Geology and Minerals



		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		



		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		Air



		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 

The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor. This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		Plants and Animals



		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		Animals



		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design. Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

		

		Will be combined with #127

Water – east-side quality

Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.

The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.

Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine. Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities.

		ADEQ APP, MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119

*** RCC to provide examples

Water – east-side quality



		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		

		Water – groundwater quality



		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites. Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		

		Pending effects determination

Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds. If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting. 

		

		Integrated into #178

Numerous resources/issues addressed



		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		Rosemont will provide funding to the FS for USGS streamflow gage monitoring station at Barrell Canyon.

		

		



		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: another Rosemont cumulative effects question
Date: 02/24/2011 11:12 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8346 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
   The best diplomat I know is a fully charged phaser bank.
                                   --Chief Engineer Montgomery Scott 
                                      USS Enterprise
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:11 AM -----

Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS

08/25/2010 04:37 PM

To "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

Thanks Christina.

Bev, if you need info on what the "mill and fill" is please let me know.

Walt.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
▼ "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

08/25/2010 09:37 AM

To "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A
Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

Hi Walt,

 

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/0/B8CFB6FF4413CC9F8525778A005B4C8E


I spoke with ADOT and they told me that the curve and sight-distance improvement work around
that area was done. However, they do have a pavement preservation project coming up in possibly
October from Sonoita to MP 43 – standard mill and fill. Please let me know if you have any further
questions.

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958
www.swca.com
From: Walter Keyes [mailto:wkeyes@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 5:53 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Christina White
Subject: Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

Bev, 

I have not heard of any other work ADOT has planned on SR-83.   

I also assume they're done with both the construction and the Easement
modifications for that construction in that area.  They LOOK done, so I assume
they're done. 

Christina, can you call ADOT and find out if they are indeed done with their curve and
sight-distance improvement work around MP 40 (thereabouts) on SR-83, please? 
Please also ask if they have any additional work planned for the Rosemont project
area (or alternatives).  They of course won't know what that area is, but you do. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 05:34 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc



Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

Thanks.  Are you pretty sure that ADOT has finished their work in the project area,
and don't have other work planned? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 05:04 PM 
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc Debra L Mollet/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

I can. 

There aren't--at least USFS Recovery Act projects, assuming Kentucky Camp is out
of the project area (KY Kamp is getting Recovery Act roofs). 

notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/07CFE393C4BD1008072577860000382B
notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/B3BB8AF94B957C330725778500816E60


I heard that ADOT's SR-83 work was funded with Recovery Act (aka ARRA, aka
Stimulus) funds. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 04:35 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

Can you tell me if there are any AARA projects in the project area and/or alternative
footprints? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: another Rosemont cumulative effects question
Date: 02/24/2011 11:20 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:17 AM -----

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

08/25/2010 09:37 AM

To "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A
Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

Hi Walt,

 
I spoke with ADOT and they told me that the curve and sight-distance improvement work around
that area was done. However, they do have a pavement preservation project coming up in possibly
October from Sonoita to MP 43 – standard mill and fill. Please let me know if you have any further
questions.

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958
www.swca.com
From: Walter Keyes [mailto:wkeyes@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 5:53 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Christina White
Subject: Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

Bev, 

I have not heard of any other work ADOT has planned on SR-83.   

I also assume they're done with both the construction and the Easement
modifications for that construction in that area.  They LOOK done, so I assume
they're done. 

Christina, can you call ADOT and find out if they are indeed done with their curve and

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


sight-distance improvement work around MP 40 (thereabouts) on SR-83, please? 
Please also ask if they have any additional work planned for the Rosemont project
area (or alternatives).  They of course won't know what that area is, but you do. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 05:34 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

Thanks.  Are you pretty sure that ADOT has finished their work in the project area,
and don't have other work planned? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS 

notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/07CFE393C4BD1008072577860000382B


08/20/2010 05:04 PM 
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc Debra L Mollet/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

I can. 

There aren't--at least USFS Recovery Act projects, assuming Kentucky Camp is out
of the project area (KY Kamp is getting Recovery Act roofs). 

I heard that ADOT's SR-83 work was funded with Recovery Act (aka ARRA, aka
Stimulus) funds. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 04:35 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

Can you tell me if there are any AARA projects in the project area and/or alternative

notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/B3BB8AF94B957C330725778500816E60


footprints? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: another Rosemont cumulative effects question
Date: 02/24/2011 11:12 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8346 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
   The best diplomat I know is a fully charged phaser bank.
                                   --Chief Engineer Montgomery Scott 
                                      USS Enterprise
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:10 AM -----

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

08/23/2010 10:20 AM

To "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A
Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

No problem, Walt. I will contact ADOT later today.

 
Please let me know if you need anything else. Also, did you have an opportunity to look at the
revised Chapter 3 that I had sent you? 

 
Thanks!

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958
www.swca.com
From: Walter Keyes [mailto:wkeyes@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 5:53 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Christina White
Subject: Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Bev, 

I have not heard of any other work ADOT has planned on SR-83.   

I also assume they're done with both the construction and the Easement
modifications for that construction in that area.  They LOOK done, so I assume
they're done. 

Christina, can you call ADOT and find out if they are indeed done with their curve and
sight-distance improvement work around MP 40 (thereabouts) on SR-83, please? 
Please also ask if they have any additional work planned for the Rosemont project
area (or alternatives).  They of course won't know what that area is, but you do. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 05:34 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

Thanks.  Are you pretty sure that ADOT has finished their work in the project area,
and don't have other work planned? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/07CFE393C4BD1008072577860000382B


Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 05:04 PM 
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc Debra L Mollet/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject Re: another Rosemont cumulative effects questionLink

 

I can. 

There aren't--at least USFS Recovery Act projects, assuming Kentucky Camp is out
of the project area (KY Kamp is getting Recovery Act roofs). 

I heard that ADOT's SR-83 work was funded with Recovery Act (aka ARRA, aka
Stimulus) funds. 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
.......................................................................... 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/20/2010 04:35 PM 
To Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc

Subject another Rosemont cumulative effects question

 

notes://entr3a/872568590056BE15/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/B3BB8AF94B957C330725778500816E60


Can you tell me if there are any AARA projects in the project area and/or alternative
footprints? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: Directions for Tech Report Tracking
Date: 02/24/2011 11:20 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:16 AM -----

Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis
<notify@weboffice.com>

06/09/2010 04:52 PM

To rgerhart@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
awcampbell@fs.fed.us, jrigg@swca.com,
sgriset@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, mjfitch@fs.fed.us,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, mrobertson@swca.com,
beverson@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
jhesse@swca.com, aelek@fs.fed.us,
treeder@swca.com, jhider@swca.com,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
khouser@swca.com, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
rdesser@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
mthrash@swca.com, drietz@swca.com,
cwhite@swca.com, temmett@fs.fed.us,
gsoroka@swca.com, sleslie@swca.com,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, devinquintana@fs.fed.us,
mbidwell@swca.com, lmitchell@swca.com,
mroth@fs.fed.us, daleortmanpe@live.com,
kellett@fs.fed.us, lcgarrett77@msn.com,
bschneid@email.arizona.edu, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us,
vboyne@swca.com, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, bgaddis@swca.com,
rmraley@fs.fed.us, mandres@swca.com,
jsautter@fs.fed.us, cbellavia@swca.com

cc

Subject Directions for Tech Report Tracking

For those of you that are having issues figuring out the Tech Report tracking, I created a one
page direction sheet to help (link below). I hope it does. Let me know if you need any other
help to get this task done.
Thanks!
Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=170496> 

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=170496


From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: Rosemont - Affected Environment: Access and Transportation
Date: 02/24/2011 11:15 AM
Attachments: Ch 3_3-10 Transportation and Access_Affected Environment_061510.doc

Responsive FOIA document.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8346 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
   The best diplomat I know is a fully charged phaser bank.
                                   --Chief Engineer Montgomery Scott 
                                      USS Enterprise
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:12 AM -----

Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS

06/24/2010 04:25 PM

To "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

cc beverson@fs.fed.us, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont - Affected Environment: Access and

Transportation

Working on it now....
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
▼ "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

06/24/2010 04:15 PM

To <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont - Affected Environment: Access and
Transportation

Hi Walt,

 
When you get an opportunity, please give me a call or email me your comments and I’ll
incorporate those immediately. Attached, please find the latest draft of the Affected Environment

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/0/D2747B586FE3C21B8825774C007FCB1F
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Transportation/Access

Introduction


The Rosemont Copper mining operation would be located on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains, approximately 30 miles southeast of Tucson, Arizona, and west of State Route (SR) 83. SR 83, which passes through rural communities in Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz counties, would serve as the public access route to the proposed facility. Access to the project site will be via two routes: the existing primary access route from the east and a secondary access route from the west. The primary access road to the project site will extend from SR 83 at a point between mileposts 46 and 47. Secondary access will be from the west over the ridge of the Santa Rita Mountains and will connect to the existing Santa Rita Road at Helvetia Road. 


Issues, Cause and Effect Relationships of Concern


During the public scoping process, there were general comments regarding the demand and cost for road maintenance. With the addition of trucks resulting from the proposed project, it is likely that there will be maintenance costs associated with the project that will be analyzed further in this section.


According to the Coronado National Forest Plan, general management direction for roads and trails within Forest Service lands should address rights-of-way for public access; conflicts between users of both the trails and roads in the area; commitment of resources to construction and maintenance of roads, including signage; and degree of public access to special use areas (Forest Service 2007). The 2003 Forest Level Roads Analysis Report by Coronado indicates that about 96.5% of the roads are considered as high value roads for passenger car access to recreation, forest facilities, resources, and safety/protection needs (Forest Service 2003). There is potential for conflict between Forest Service management of the Forest Service roads should changes in the use of the roads (i.e., public use roads become private mine roads) occur as a result of the proposed project. Although no other transportation issues came out of the scoping process, this section will analyze the aforementioned issues. 

Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative 


Pending finalization of Chapter 2.

Analysis Methodology, Assumptions, Uncertain and Unknown Information 


The following traffic inventory organizes and describes the transportation/access conditions of the project area, primarily using data from public sources. Federal, state, and local sources include the following:

· U.S. Forest Service Road System Operations and Maintenance Handbook


· U.S. Forest Service Manual FSM 7700 – Travel Management


· Arizona Department of Transportation


· Federal Highway Administration


· Traffic Analysis Report for Rosemont Copper Project, April 2009


· AZ-83 Roadway Assessment, July 2009


The area of analysis for transportation/access is within a two-mile buffer of the proposed mine footprint and includes SR 83 as well as roads maintained by the Coronado National Forest such as Helvetia, Santa Rita, Forrest, and Box Canyon roads. 


Affected Environment


Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans

The Forest Service Road System Operation and Maintenance Handbook (Forest Service Handbook 7709.59) (Forest Service 2009) provides guidance for conducting planning, traffic management, investment sharing (cost share), highway safety, traffic studies, road maintenance, and other road system operations and maintenance activities. Road system operations and maintenance is the process of managing Forest Service roads and road uses to meet land and resource management objectives. 


ADOT has exclusive control and jurisdiction over state highways, state routes, and state-owned airports, and all state-owned transportation systems or modes. ADOT has the responsibility to contribute the most desirable design parameters consistent with safety, service, environment, and cost effectiveness and to apply these parameters with sound engineering judgment. The ADOT Roadway Design Guidelines Manual (2007) and the ADOT Guidelines for Highways on Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service Lands (May 2008) guide the roadway designer in exercising sound engineering judgment in the application of design parameters. The 2007 manual is complementary to American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (2004), and AASHTO Roadside Design Guide (2006) and is to be used in conjunction with that document. AASHTO’s policies reflect general nationwide practices and are not necessarily applicable to the conditions in Arizona. Where the design values provided in this manual differ from those presented in the AASHTO guidelines, this manual would take precedence.


Existing Conditions

Existing Transportation/Access Management and Conditions


The proposed project area is served by a somewhat sparse network of roadways, typical of much of rural Arizona. Interstate 10 is the primary east-west traffic artery across southeastern Arizona, connecting Phoenix and Tucson with Las Cruces, New Mexico, and El Paso, Texas, to the east and Los Angeles, California, to the west. I-10 passes approximately 10 miles north of the project area at its nearest point. The major north-south route is Interstate 19 south from Tucson to Nogales and the border with Mexico. I-19 passes approximately 20 miles west of the project area at its nearest point.


SR 83, a designated State Scenic Highway, passes only 0.75 mile from the eastern edge of the project area at its nearest point and provides the primary access route connecting the site with Tucson. It connects with SR 82 approximately 2.25 miles southeast of the site. SR 82 runs approximately east-west from Tombstone to Nogales, passing through the communities of Sonoita and Patagonia near the Santa Rita Mountains. County, Forest Service, and BLM roads serve as collector roads for the major state and federal routes. Sahuarita Road, a county route, connects I-19 with SR 83 and passes approximately 8 miles north of the site. Access to the project site is proposed to come from a newly developed road that would pass along the northern boundary of the site and connect with SR 83.


State routes in the project vicinity are typically paved, all weather, two-way rural highways with 11- to 12-foot-wide travel lanes in generally good condition. Forest Service and county roads are more varied in quality and condition than state and federal highways. Forest Service roads in the project area include very rough jeep tracks to occasionally maintained passenger car roads such as Box Canyon Road. Backcountry roads follow terrain rather than survey lines and are virtually all indigenous dirt and rock with no imported surface material. 


Highways and Roads Description


The following is a list of existing transportation systems within 2 miles of the project area. The systems described include interstates, state highways, county roads, and Forest Service roads in the Rosemont study area.


Rosemont Mine Roads


As shown in Figure 3.10.1, access to the project site would be via two routes: the existing primary access route from the east, and a secondary access route from the west. The primary access road to the project site would extend from SR 83 at a point between mile posts 46 and 47 and end at the main guard building at the entrance to the plant. This road would be maintained by Augusta Resource. Secondary access to the project site would be to the west over the ridge of the Santa Rita Mountains, and would connect to existing Santa Rita Road at Helvetia Road.


Interstates


Interstate 19 is located west of the study area, stemming from Interstate 10 in Tucson and running south to its end point at Nogales, just north of the Mexican border. 


State Highways


As shown in Figure 3.10.1, SR 83 is a two-lane scenic state highway in southern Arizona, stretching from its junction with Interstate 10 near Vail south to Parker Canyon Lake. It passes through sparsely populated areas of Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz counties, passing through the towns of Sonoita and Elgin.


The southern terminus of SR 83 is located at Parker Canyon Lake. It heads northwest from the lake and passes through Sonoita before it reaches a junction with SR 82. It continues to the north from this junction to its northern terminus at an interchange with Interstate 10 near Vail, southeast of Tucson. 


County Roads


There are numerous county routes in the study area that have been inventoried and mapped by the county as shown in Figure 3.10.2. These routes vary from gravel roads to sand, or soil surfaces. There are more than 13 miles of county inventoried roads within the study area. There is a fair amount of overlap as a lot of the roads that are county roads, are also considered Forest Service roads as well including Helvetia Road, Greaterville Road, Box Canyon Road, Singing Valley Road, and Hidden Springs Road.


Forest Service Roads


Forest Service roads are roads under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service and necessary for protection, administration, and use of the national forests. These roads, commonly referred to as “system roads’’ or “permanent roads,” are inventoried, maintained, and managed by the Forest Service.


Numerous routes in the study area have been inventoried and mapped by the Forest Service. These routes vary from gravel roads to sand, or soil surfaces. There are more than 24 miles of Forest Service inventoried roads within the study area. As shown in Figure 3.10.2, Santa Rita Road runs north-south providing access to east-west roads such as Box Canyon Road. SR 83 has access points at Greaterville, Singing Valley, Hidden Springs, and Helvetia roads. Box Canyon Road also connects with Greaterville Road in the southern portion of the study area. 


The following section describes the Forest Service road classifications found within the study area in accordance with the Arizona Route Inventory Data Dictionary (Region 3 Forest Service 2003). 


A “Primary Road Paved” is a major/minor highway that provides access between major points and generally serves a large area, with many roads branching from the route. A “Primary Road Unpaved” is a regularly maintained road wide enough for at least two vehicles that also provides access between major points, serves a large area, and has many roads that branch off of it.


A “Secondary Road Unpaved” is generally a regularly maintained one-lane road, with other roads of lesser quality branching from it; this route type connects primary roads and major points. A “Tertiary Road Unpaved” usually consists of a two-track road that may or may not be usable by a two-wheel drive vehicle; formal maintenance is not typically performed on this type of route. 


A “Reclaiming” road is a road that has not been used enough to prevent the growth of intact woody vegetation that would be damaged by the passage of a vehicle. Erosion and vegetation may block such roads, cause vehicles to get stuck, and/or cause damage to vehicles. Forest routes in the study area are used for accessing utility and communication facilities, range and wildlife developments, and, increasingly, are used by the public for accessing recreation areas.


Highway and Roads Usage


Traffic Volume/Counts


Traffic data collection was completed in 2008 to examine the existing traffic conditions along SR 83. The traffic analysis was prepared in accordance with the ADOT Traffic Analysis for Proposed Development (ADOT 1999) and the Institute of Transportation Engineers Manual of Transportation Engineering Studies (6th Edition) (Robertson et. al. 1994).


The study area for the analysis included seven intersections and two roadway segments along SR 83 between Interstate 10 and Greaterville Road. Traffic vehicle counts were manually collected during one weekday and one weekend period. Video recording was also performed simultaneously with manual data collection to address any potential traffic count errors.


In order to capture variations in highway usage, data collection was performed in two different seasons for morning and evening peak hours, as shown in Table 3.10.1. Data collected from the months of August and September were classified as non-peak season and data from the month of October were classified as peak season. During the data collection, vehicles were divided into five categories. These categories included motorcycles, light duty vehicles, buses, medium trucks, and heavy trucks. Results showed that heavy duty vehicles, such as buses and trucks, accounted for 6% to 12% of the total traffic load between I-10 and Greaterville Road.

Table 3.10.1. Existing 2008 Traffic Volumes


		Intersection

		Non-Peak Season Condition

		Peak Season Condition



		

		Weekend

		Weekday

		Weekend

		Weekday



		

		AM Peak Hour VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour


VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour


VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1



		SR 83 and I-10 WB

		32 off ramp


254 on ramp

		42 off ramp


36 on ramp

		16 off ramp


308 on ramp

		32 off ramp


108 on ramp

		10 off ramp


184 on ramp

		40 off ramp


142 on ramp

		24 off ramp


248 on ramp

		46 off ramp


110 on ramp



		SR 83 and I-10 EB

		54 off ramp


18 on ramp

		189 off ramp


23 on ramp

		64 off ramp


26 on ramp

		162 off ramp


14 on ramp

		62 off ramp


22 on ramp

		188 off ramp


24 on ramp

		66 off ramp


16 on ramp

		52 off ramp


18 on ramp



		SR 83 and East Sahuarita Road

		114 NB


52 SB

		106 NB


56 SB

		90 NB


42 SB

		52 NB


94 SB

		106 NB


50 SB

		72 NB


88 SB

		116 NB


38 SB

		82 NB


130 SB



		SR 83 and Hilton Ranch Road

		88 NB


74 SB

		94 NB


58 SB

		56 NB


46 SB

		40 NB


60 SB

		56 NB


68 SB

		74 NB


72 SB

		50 NB


44 SB

		102 NB


76 SB



		SR 83 and Hidden Valley Road

		82 NB


50 SB

		82 NB


36 SB

		96 NB


74 SB

		66 NB


98 SB

		64 NB


40 SB

		76 NB


120 SB

		62 NB


40 SB

		92 NB


56 SB



		SR 83 and Rosemont Junction

		72 NB


34 SB

		90 NB


50 SB

		74 NB


50 SB

		54 NB


72 SB

		78 NB


68 SB

		84 NB


100 SB

		80 NB


56 SB

		88 NB


124 SB



		SR 83 and Greaterville Road

		56 NB


70 SB

		104 NB


88 SB

		50 NB


42 SB

		78 NB


92 SB

		64 NB


46 SB

		88 NB


80 SB

		66 NB


44 SB

		56 NB


104 SB



		Source: Arizona Department of Transportation 2009c


1VPH – Vehicles per hour


I-10 = Interstate 10


SR = State Route


NB = north-bound


SB = south-bound





During 2006 and 2008, ADOT's Transportation Planning Division collected traffic volume counts of vehicles along the section of SR 83 between SR 82 and I-10 (ADOT 2009b) to arrive at an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume estimate for SR 83, as shown in Table 3.10.2 (ADOT 2009a). The AADT estimate was calculated by recording the volume of vehicles during a given year, and dividing that by the number of days in that year. Traffic volume data were collected using an automatic traffic recorder which collected data 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for each lane. The equipment records traffic volumes, speed, and classification of vehicles. Between 2006 and 2008, the percentage of AADT volume generated by trucks or commercial vehicles was 11%. Of that 11%, 7% was light to medium weight trucks and buses and 4% was heavy duty vehicles.


Table 3.10.2. State Route 83 Annual Average Daily Traffic Volume 2006–2008


		Beginning Milepost

		Ending Milepost

		2006


AADT (vpd)1

		2007


AADT (vpd)1

		2008


AADT(vpd)1

		Percent Trucks



		

		

		

		

		

		Light–Medium Duty, Buses

		Heavy Duty



		31.63

		55.36

		2,438

		2,091

		2,116

		7

		4



		55.26

		58.58

		1,992

		2,954

		2,767

		7

		4



		1AADT(vpd) – Annual Average Daily Traffic (vehicles per day)


Source: Arizona Department of Transportation, 2009b





Roadway Capacity/Level of Service


Level of service (LOS) is a measure used by traffic engineers to determine roadway capacity and traffic operating conditions. The Transportation Research Board Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 2000) and the AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO 2004) list the levels of service on a letter scale from A to F with A being the highest level of service and F being the lowest. At LOS A, traffic flows freely, selecting desired travel speeds with ample passing opportunities. At LOS F, traffic flow is forced, the traffic volume has exceeded the capacity of the roadway and there are no passing opportunities. LOS D is generally considered to be the lowest tolerable level of service for roadways. 


In 2008, LOS traffic data were collected along SR 83 between I-10 and Greaterville Road. For the SR 83 highway segment LOS analysis, a two-segment analysis was conducted. Segment 1 runs from the I-10 westbound on- and off-ramps to East Hidden Valley Road. Segment 2 runs from East Hidden Valley Road to Greaterville Road.


The intersections within the study area operate at an acceptable LOS during non-peak season. Both weekday and weekend AM peak hour conditions showed more congestion compared to PM hours.


For the highway segment LOS, there is acceptable LOSs for both segments during AM and PM peak hours. Segment 1 showed slightly higher congestion levels compared to Segment 2 (Tables 3.10-3 and 3.10-4).


Table 3.10-3. Segment LOS – Existing Year, Non-Peak Season Condition


		Segment

		Weekday

		Weekend



		

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS



		Segment 1

		B

		B

		B

		B



		Segment 2

		B

		B

		B

		B



		Source: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 2004





Table 3.10-4. Segment LOS – Existing Year, Peak Season Condition


		Segment

		Weekday

		Weekend



		

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS



		Segment 1

		B

		C

		B

		C



		Segment 2

		B

		B

		B

		C



		Source: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 2004





Commercial Transportation


Commercial transportation typically includes interstate bus, local bus, air, and railroad services. 


Interstate Bus Service


Interstate bus service is not available in the project vicinity.


Local Bus Service


Local bus service is not available in the project vicinity.


Air Service


Tucson International Airport, which is located approximately 25 miles northeast of the project area, provides commercial air service to the greater Tucson metropolitan area. It has a lighted 7,000-foot runway and services both commercial and general aviation aircrafts. The Benson Municipal Airport, located approximately 20 miles northeast of the project area, is used for general aviation. It has a lighted 4,000-foot runway and has limited services and fixed base operators. Continental Airport, owned by the Farmers Investment Company, is located approximately 16 miles west of the project. It is a private airport and has a 3,500-foot runway.


Railroads


The Tucson Rail yard is located approximately 27 miles northwest of the project area. It provides commercial freight rail service to the greater Tucson metropolitan area.


Public Transportation


School Bus Service


School buses for the Vail School District pick up and drop off children along SR 83. School bus stops are at the following eight locations: Hoffmans – MP 52, MP 51.3; Ghost Dance – MP 50.8, MP 49.7; Hilton Ranch Road – MP 49.1; Coronado Rest Area – MP 46.9; Greaterville Road – MP 42.6; and Yucca Ash Farms Road – MP 37.6. The current school bus traffic pattern consists of two separate loops. One loop runs from Sahaurita Road to the Rest Stop at MP 46.9 on SR 83. The rest stop is located just south of the proposed Rosemont Primary Access Road. The second loop runs from SR 82 to Greaterville Road. Currently the school bus pick-up and drop-off locations are located such that students do not have to cross SR 83 to get to the bus stop. The buses do not have a pull-off area along SR 83, and the buses must stop within the travel lanes of the highway. Traffic is delayed because vehicles must stop and cannot pass during student loading and unloading. At the Hilton Ranch Road bus stop, there is a wide, compacted dirt area on the east side of SR 83 that allows the buses to pull off the highway.


2
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section for your review.

 
Thanks!

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958

www.swca.com
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Transportation/Access

Introduction


The Rosemont Copper mining operation would be located on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains, approximately 30 miles southeast of Tucson, Arizona, and west of State Route (SR) 83. SR 83, which passes through rural communities in Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz counties, would serve as the public access route to the proposed facility. Access to the project site will be via two routes: the existing primary access route from the east and a secondary access route from the west. The primary access road to the project site will extend from SR 83 at a point between mileposts 46 and 47. Secondary access will be from the west over the ridge of the Santa Rita Mountains and will connect to the existing Santa Rita Road at Helvetia Road. 


Issues, Cause and Effect Relationships of Concern


During the public scoping process, there were general comments regarding the demand and cost for road maintenance. With the addition of trucks resulting from the proposed project, it is likely that there will be maintenance costs associated with the project that will be analyzed further in this section.


According to the Coronado National Forest Plan, general management direction for roads and trails within Forest Service lands should address rights-of-way for public access; conflicts between users of both the trails and roads in the area; commitment of resources to construction and maintenance of roads, including signage; and degree of public access to special use areas (Forest Service 2007). The 2003 Forest Level Roads Analysis Report by Coronado indicates that about 96.5% of the roads are considered as high value roads for passenger car access to recreation, forest facilities, resources, and safety/protection needs (Forest Service 2003). There is potential for conflict between Forest Service management of the Forest Service roads should changes in the use of the roads (i.e., public use roads become private mine roads) occur as a result of the proposed project. Although no other transportation issues came out of the scoping process, this section will analyze the aforementioned issues. 

Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative 


Pending finalization of Chapter 2.

Analysis Methodology, Assumptions, Uncertain and Unknown Information 


The following traffic inventory organizes and describes the transportation/access conditions of the project area, primarily using data from public sources. Federal, state, and local sources include the following:

· U.S. Forest Service Road System Operations and Maintenance Handbook


· U.S. Forest Service Manual FSM 7700 – Travel Management


· Arizona Department of Transportation


· Federal Highway Administration


· Traffic Analysis Report for Rosemont Copper Project, April 2009


· AZ-83 Roadway Assessment, July 2009


The area of analysis for transportation/access is within a two-mile buffer of the proposed mine footprint and includes SR 83 as well as roads maintained by the Coronado National Forest such as Helvetia, Santa Rita, Forrest, and Box Canyon roads. 


Affected Environment


Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans

The Forest Service Road System Operation and Maintenance Handbook (Forest Service Handbook 7709.59) (Forest Service 2009) provides guidance for conducting planning, traffic management, investment sharing (cost share), highway safety, traffic studies, road maintenance, and other road system operations and maintenance activities. Road system operations and maintenance is the process of managing Forest Service roads and road uses to meet land and resource management objectives. 


ADOT has exclusive control and jurisdiction over state highways, state routes, and state-owned airports, and all state-owned transportation systems or modes. ADOT has the responsibility to contribute the most desirable design parameters consistent with safety, service, environment, and cost effectiveness and to apply these parameters with sound engineering judgment. The ADOT Roadway Design Guidelines Manual (2007) and the ADOT Guidelines for Highways on Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service Lands (May 2008) guide the roadway designer in exercising sound engineering judgment in the application of design parameters. The 2007 manual is complementary to American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (2004), and AASHTO Roadside Design Guide (2006) and is to be used in conjunction with that document. AASHTO’s policies reflect general nationwide practices and are not necessarily applicable to the conditions in Arizona. Where the design values provided in this manual differ from those presented in the AASHTO guidelines, this manual would take precedence.


Existing Conditions

Existing Transportation/Access Management and Conditions


The proposed project area is served by a somewhat sparse network of roadways, typical of much of rural Arizona. Interstate 10 is the primary east-west traffic artery across southeastern Arizona, connecting Phoenix and Tucson with Las Cruces, New Mexico, and El Paso, Texas, to the east and Los Angeles, California, to the west. I-10 passes approximately 10 miles north of the project area at its nearest point. The major north-south route is Interstate 19 south from Tucson to Nogales and the border with Mexico. I-19 passes approximately 20 miles west of the project area at its nearest point.


SR 83, a designated State Scenic Highway, passes only 0.75 mile from the eastern edge of the project area at its nearest point and provides the primary access route connecting the site with Tucson. It connects with SR 82 approximately 2.25 miles southeast of the site. SR 82 runs approximately east-west from Tombstone to Nogales, passing through the communities of Sonoita and Patagonia near the Santa Rita Mountains. County, Forest Service, and BLM roads serve as collector roads for the major state and federal routes. Sahuarita Road, a county route, connects I-19 with SR 83 and passes approximately 8 miles north of the site. Access to the project site is proposed to come from a newly developed road that would pass along the northern boundary of the site and connect with SR 83.


State routes in the project vicinity are typically paved, all weather, two-way rural highways with 11- to 12-foot-wide travel lanes in generally good condition. Forest Service and county roads are more varied in quality and condition than state and federal highways. Forest Service roads in the project area include very rough jeep tracks to occasionally maintained passenger car roads such as Box Canyon Road. Backcountry roads follow terrain rather than survey lines and are virtually all indigenous dirt and rock with no imported surface material. 


Highways and Roads Description


The following is a list of existing transportation systems within 2 miles of the project area. The systems described include interstates, state highways, county roads, and Forest Service roads in the Rosemont study area.


Rosemont Mine Roads


As shown in Figure 3.10.1, access to the project site would be via two routes: the existing primary access route from the east, and a secondary access route from the west. The primary access road to the project site would extend from SR 83 at a point between mile posts 46 and 47 and end at the main guard building at the entrance to the plant. This road would be maintained by Augusta Resource. Secondary access to the project site would be to the west over the ridge of the Santa Rita Mountains, and would connect to existing Santa Rita Road at Helvetia Road.


Interstates


Interstate 19 is located west of the study area, stemming from Interstate 10 in Tucson and running south to its end point at Nogales, just north of the Mexican border. 


State Highways


As shown in Figure 3.10.1, SR 83 is a two-lane scenic state highway in southern Arizona, stretching from its junction with Interstate 10 near Vail south to Parker Canyon Lake. It passes through sparsely populated areas of Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz counties, passing through the towns of Sonoita and Elgin.


The southern terminus of SR 83 is located at Parker Canyon Lake. It heads northwest from the lake and passes through Sonoita before it reaches a junction with SR 82. It continues to the north from this junction to its northern terminus at an interchange with Interstate 10 near Vail, southeast of Tucson. 


County Roads


There are numerous county routes in the study area that have been inventoried and mapped by the county as shown in Figure 3.10.2. These routes vary from gravel roads to sand, or soil surfaces. There are more than 13 miles of county inventoried roads within the study area. There is a fair amount of overlap as a lot of the roads that are county roads, are also considered Forest Service roads as well including Helvetia Road, Greaterville Road, Box Canyon Road, Singing Valley Road, and Hidden Springs Road.


Forest Service Roads


Forest Service roads are roads under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service and necessary for protection, administration, and use of the national forests. These roads, commonly referred to as “system roads’’ or “permanent roads,” are inventoried, maintained, and managed by the Forest Service.


Numerous routes in the study area have been inventoried and mapped by the Forest Service. These routes vary from gravel roads to sand, or soil surfaces. There are more than 24 miles of Forest Service inventoried roads within the study area. As shown in Figure 3.10.2, Santa Rita Road runs north-south providing access to east-west roads such as Box Canyon Road. SR 83 has access points at Greaterville, Singing Valley, Hidden Springs, and Helvetia roads. Box Canyon Road also connects with Greaterville Road in the southern portion of the study area. 


The following section describes the Forest Service road classifications found within the study area in accordance with the Arizona Route Inventory Data Dictionary (Region 3 Forest Service 2003). 


A “Primary Road Paved” is a major/minor highway that provides access between major points and generally serves a large area, with many roads branching from the route. A “Primary Road Unpaved” is a regularly maintained road wide enough for at least two vehicles that also provides access between major points, serves a large area, and has many roads that branch off of it.


A “Secondary Road Unpaved” is generally a regularly maintained one-lane road, with other roads of lesser quality branching from it; this route type connects primary roads and major points. A “Tertiary Road Unpaved” usually consists of a two-track road that may or may not be usable by a two-wheel drive vehicle; formal maintenance is not typically performed on this type of route. 


A “Reclaiming” road is a road that has not been used enough to prevent the growth of intact woody vegetation that would be damaged by the passage of a vehicle. Erosion and vegetation may block such roads, cause vehicles to get stuck, and/or cause damage to vehicles. Forest routes in the study area are used for accessing utility and communication facilities, range and wildlife developments, and, increasingly, are used by the public for accessing recreation areas.


Highway and Roads Usage


Traffic Volume/Counts


Traffic data collection was completed in 2008 to examine the existing traffic conditions along SR 83. The traffic analysis was prepared in accordance with the ADOT Traffic Analysis for Proposed Development (ADOT 1999) and the Institute of Transportation Engineers Manual of Transportation Engineering Studies (6th Edition) (Robertson et. al. 1994).


The study area for the analysis included seven intersections and two roadway segments along SR 83 between Interstate 10 and Greaterville Road. Traffic vehicle counts were manually collected during one weekday and one weekend period. Video recording was also performed simultaneously with manual data collection to address any potential traffic count errors.


In order to capture variations in highway usage, data collection was performed in two different seasons for morning and evening peak hours, as shown in Table 3.10.1. Data collected from the months of August and September were classified as non-peak season and data from the month of October were classified as peak season. During the data collection, vehicles were divided into five categories. These categories included motorcycles, light duty vehicles, buses, medium trucks, and heavy trucks. Results showed that heavy duty vehicles, such as buses and trucks, accounted for 6% to 12% of the total traffic load between I-10 and Greaterville Road.

Table 3.10.1. Existing 2008 Traffic Volumes


		Intersection

		Non-Peak Season Condition

		Peak Season Condition



		

		Weekend

		Weekday

		Weekend

		Weekday



		

		AM Peak Hour VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour


VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1

		AM Peak Hour


VPH1

		PM Peak Hour


VPH1



		SR 83 and I-10 WB

		32 off ramp


254 on ramp

		42 off ramp


36 on ramp

		16 off ramp


308 on ramp

		32 off ramp


108 on ramp

		10 off ramp


184 on ramp

		40 off ramp


142 on ramp

		24 off ramp


248 on ramp

		46 off ramp


110 on ramp



		SR 83 and I-10 EB

		54 off ramp


18 on ramp

		189 off ramp


23 on ramp

		64 off ramp


26 on ramp

		162 off ramp


14 on ramp

		62 off ramp


22 on ramp

		188 off ramp


24 on ramp

		66 off ramp


16 on ramp

		52 off ramp


18 on ramp



		SR 83 and East Sahuarita Road

		114 NB


52 SB

		106 NB


56 SB

		90 NB


42 SB

		52 NB


94 SB

		106 NB


50 SB

		72 NB


88 SB

		116 NB


38 SB

		82 NB


130 SB



		SR 83 and Hilton Ranch Road

		88 NB


74 SB

		94 NB


58 SB

		56 NB


46 SB

		40 NB


60 SB

		56 NB


68 SB

		74 NB


72 SB

		50 NB


44 SB

		102 NB


76 SB



		SR 83 and Hidden Valley Road

		82 NB


50 SB

		82 NB


36 SB

		96 NB


74 SB

		66 NB


98 SB

		64 NB


40 SB

		76 NB


120 SB

		62 NB


40 SB

		92 NB


56 SB



		SR 83 and Rosemont Junction

		72 NB


34 SB

		90 NB


50 SB

		74 NB


50 SB

		54 NB


72 SB

		78 NB


68 SB

		84 NB


100 SB

		80 NB


56 SB

		88 NB


124 SB



		SR 83 and Greaterville Road

		56 NB


70 SB

		104 NB


88 SB

		50 NB


42 SB

		78 NB


92 SB

		64 NB


46 SB

		88 NB


80 SB

		66 NB


44 SB

		56 NB


104 SB



		Source: Arizona Department of Transportation 2009c


1VPH – Vehicles per hour


I-10 = Interstate 10


SR = State Route


NB = north-bound


SB = south-bound





During 2006 and 2008, ADOT's Transportation Planning Division collected traffic volume counts of vehicles along the section of SR 83 between SR 82 and I-10 (ADOT 2009b) to arrive at an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume estimate for SR 83, as shown in Table 3.10.2 (ADOT 2009a). The AADT estimate was calculated by recording the volume of vehicles during a given year, and dividing that by the number of days in that year. Traffic volume data were collected using an automatic traffic recorder which collected data 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for each lane. The equipment records traffic volumes, speed, and classification of vehicles. Between 2006 and 2008, the percentage of AADT volume generated by trucks or commercial vehicles was 11%. Of that 11%, 7% was light to medium weight trucks and buses and 4% was heavy duty vehicles.


Table 3.10.2. State Route 83 Annual Average Daily Traffic Volume 2006–2008


		Beginning Milepost

		Ending Milepost

		2006


AADT (vpd)1

		2007


AADT (vpd)1

		2008


AADT(vpd)1

		Percent Trucks



		

		

		

		

		

		Light–Medium Duty, Buses

		Heavy Duty



		31.63

		55.36

		2,438

		2,091

		2,116

		7

		4



		55.26

		58.58

		1,992

		2,954

		2,767

		7

		4



		1AADT(vpd) – Annual Average Daily Traffic (vehicles per day)


Source: Arizona Department of Transportation, 2009b





Roadway Capacity/Level of Service


Level of service (LOS) is a measure used by traffic engineers to determine roadway capacity and traffic operating conditions. The Transportation Research Board Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 2000) and the AASHTO Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO 2004) list the levels of service on a letter scale from A to F with A being the highest level of service and F being the lowest. At LOS A, traffic flows freely, selecting desired travel speeds with ample passing opportunities. At LOS F, traffic flow is forced, the traffic volume has exceeded the capacity of the roadway and there are no passing opportunities. LOS D is generally considered to be the lowest tolerable level of service for roadways. 


In 2008, LOS traffic data were collected along SR 83 between I-10 and Greaterville Road. For the SR 83 highway segment LOS analysis, a two-segment analysis was conducted. Segment 1 runs from the I-10 westbound on- and off-ramps to East Hidden Valley Road. Segment 2 runs from East Hidden Valley Road to Greaterville Road.


The intersections within the study area operate at an acceptable LOS during non-peak season. Both weekday and weekend AM peak hour conditions showed more congestion compared to PM hours.


For the highway segment LOS, there is acceptable LOSs for both segments during AM and PM peak hours. Segment 1 showed slightly higher congestion levels compared to Segment 2 (Tables 3.10-3 and 3.10-4).


Table 3.10-3. Segment LOS – Existing Year, Non-Peak Season Condition


		Segment

		Weekday

		Weekend



		

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS



		Segment 1

		B

		B

		B

		B



		Segment 2

		B

		B

		B

		B



		Source: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 2004





Table 3.10-4. Segment LOS – Existing Year, Peak Season Condition


		Segment

		Weekday

		Weekend



		

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS

		AM Peak Hour LOS

		PM Peak Hour LOS



		Segment 1

		B

		C

		B

		C



		Segment 2

		B

		B

		B

		C



		Source: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 2004





Commercial Transportation


Commercial transportation typically includes interstate bus, local bus, air, and railroad services. 


Interstate Bus Service


Interstate bus service is not available in the project vicinity.


Local Bus Service


Local bus service is not available in the project vicinity.


Air Service


Tucson International Airport, which is located approximately 25 miles northeast of the project area, provides commercial air service to the greater Tucson metropolitan area. It has a lighted 7,000-foot runway and services both commercial and general aviation aircrafts. The Benson Municipal Airport, located approximately 20 miles northeast of the project area, is used for general aviation. It has a lighted 4,000-foot runway and has limited services and fixed base operators. Continental Airport, owned by the Farmers Investment Company, is located approximately 16 miles west of the project. It is a private airport and has a 3,500-foot runway.


Railroads


The Tucson Rail yard is located approximately 27 miles northwest of the project area. It provides commercial freight rail service to the greater Tucson metropolitan area.


Public Transportation


School Bus Service


School buses for the Vail School District pick up and drop off children along SR 83. School bus stops are at the following eight locations: Hoffmans – MP 52, MP 51.3; Ghost Dance – MP 50.8, MP 49.7; Hilton Ranch Road – MP 49.1; Coronado Rest Area – MP 46.9; Greaterville Road – MP 42.6; and Yucca Ash Farms Road – MP 37.6. The current school bus traffic pattern consists of two separate loops. One loop runs from Sahaurita Road to the Rest Stop at MP 46.9 on SR 83. The rest stop is located just south of the proposed Rosemont Primary Access Road. The second loop runs from SR 82 to Greaterville Road. Currently the school bus pick-up and drop-off locations are located such that students do not have to cross SR 83 to get to the bus stop. The buses do not have a pull-off area along SR 83, and the buses must stop within the travel lanes of the highway. Traffic is delayed because vehicles must stop and cannot pass during student loading and unloading. At the Hilton Ranch Road bus stop, there is a wide, compacted dirt area on the east side of SR 83 that allows the buses to pull off the highway.
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From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont
Date: 02/24/2011 11:12 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8346 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
   The best diplomat I know is a fully charged phaser bank.
                                   --Chief Engineer Montgomery Scott 
                                      USS Enterprise
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:12 AM -----

Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS

06/29/2010 09:17 AM

To "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

cc

Subject RE: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont

10-4; I'm on vacation as I type....

Walt.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
▼ "Christina White" <cwhite@swca.com>

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

06/28/2010 04:10 PM

To "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont

Thank you, Walt. This is extremely helpful! Have a great vacation!

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872572820044BF24/0/EFFEBA9AD9E08DF787257750007F4E00


3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958
www.swca.com
From: Walter Keyes [mailto:wkeyes@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2010 6:39 PM
To: Christina White
Subject: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont

 

Christina, 

Here's my response.  Hope it's helpful.  If you have questions please call my cell--I'll
be on leave starting in about 5 minutes until July 6th. 

Thanks. 

Walt. 

...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................



From: Walter Keyes
To: Marc Kaplan
Subject: ROSEMONT FOIA--Fw: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont
Date: 02/24/2011 11:12 AM

Responsive FOIA document.
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8346 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................
   The best diplomat I know is a fully charged phaser bank.
                                   --Chief Engineer Montgomery Scott 
                                      USS Enterprise
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 02/24/2011 11:10 AM -----

"Christina White"
<cwhite@swca.com> 

06/28/2010 04:10 PM

To "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont

Thank you, Walt. This is extremely helpful! Have a great vacation!

 
Christina White
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Avenue, Suite 145
Phone: (602) 274-3831, ext. 1117
Fax: (602) 274-3958
www.swca.com
From: Walter Keyes [mailto:wkeyes@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2010 6:39 PM
To: Christina White
Subject: Trans/Access--Chap 3--Rosemont

 

Christina, 

Here's my response.  Hope it's helpful.  If you have questions please call my cell--I'll
be on leave starting in about 5 minutes until July 6th. 

Thanks. 

Walt. 

mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Marc Kaplan/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
..........................................................................



From: Hoag, Cori
To: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah (sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us)
Cc: Bowell, Rob; Charles Coyle; Tom Furgason; Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Rosemont geochem conference Tuesday morning 8:30
Date: 10/12/2009 03:31 PM

Hello Bev and Salek,
To confirm, Rob Bowell will call in tomorrow at 8:30 Arizona time to the Number listed below to
answer any questions you have about the SRK review of the Rosemont geochem test work we
were given to review.  Charles Coyle will not be available and Tom Ferguson is tentative.  Dale will
call in.  So it will be a small number of participants.
Regards, Cori
 

Toll-Free Access Number in U.S.: 1-866-321-0159
PIN: 396523#
 
Corolla K Hoag, R.G.
Principal Geologist
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
3275 W. Ina Rd. Suite 240
Tucson, AZ 85741
Work: (520) 544-3688 
Fax: (520) 544-9853
Mobile: (520) 400-4135

 

mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rbowell@srk.co.uk
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hoag, Cori'; Steve Day; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Salek

Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Conference Call - Final Schedule
Date: 06/10/2010 06:44 PM

All,
 
The geochemistry conference call will be this coming Monday at 9:00 – 11:00 AM Pacific/Arizona
Time.
 
Kathy…. Please confirm that your consultants will be available for the conference call.  This is the
only time that Steve Day, SRK’s reviewing geochemist, has available for next week; therefore it is
imperative that your consultants are available.
 
Melissa…. Please send the SWCA conference call information to all participants and initiate the call
on Monday.  Also, please be available to record the meeting notes.
 
All… Please confirm your attendance.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:sday@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda

D Roth'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/09/2010 03:46 PM
Importance: High

All,
 
Rosemont informs me that scheduling the geochemistry teleconference any later than next week is
unacceptable due to the impact on the DEIS schedule.  Please review your schedules and let me
know when on Monday or Tuesday (June 14-15) you are available for no more than a 2-hour
teleconference or conference call.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:sday@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Steve Day; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah';

'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Teleconference
Date: 06/07/2010 05:06 PM

All,
 
Rosemont has requested we approach resolving geochemistry issues in a collaborative manner
similar to that currently ongoing for the mine groundwater model review.  We would like to hold a

teleconference on June 17th among the various parties to discuss the SRK review of the Pit Lake
Geochemistry, Infiltration Fate & Transport, and Davidson Canyon reports.  The review of the
Baseline Geochemistry reports may be included where the information is pertinent to the three
predictive reports.  The intent of the teleconference is to determine the nature of the issues raised
by SRK and discuss various approaches to resolving the issues.  A specific goal for the
teleconference is to determine if a face-to-face follow-up meeting is required or if sufficient
agreement can be reached via teleconference to resolve the issues.
 

Please let me know your availability for the 17th of June.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:sday@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Day, Stephen'; 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Salek

Shafiqullah'
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'
Subject: Rosemont Geochemistry Update
Date: 06/28/2010 08:48 AM

All,
 
As of this morning we have not received any information from Rosemont or TetraTech regarding
their progress on responding to the review of the Pit Lake and Infiltration Fate & Transport
reports.   I will keep you updated as to this matter.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:sday@srk.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Hoag, Cori'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting - January 15
Date: 12/18/2008 11:21 AM

I have confirmed with Jim Davis (Errol L. Montgomery & Associates) that they are prepared to
meet on January 15 to present a detailed description of their work for both the Santa Cruz Valley
and the mine site.  The groundwater modelers with Montgomery will be available for half a day
and we can use the remainder of the time for ongoing discussion with Jim Davis or among
ourselves.  I will be receiving a tentative agenda from Jim and likely will meet with him in the near
future to get a better idea of what they have to present.  In the event it looks like we can make
good use of more than one day, or want to digest the initial presentation and return for a question
and answer session, I would like to know if your specialists might be available to stay for Friday
(heading home Friday afternoon or evening).
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
                  
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:Rebecca.A.Miller@us.mwhglobal.com
mailto:choag@srk.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Bev Everson - USFS
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting
Date: 12/31/2008 09:11 AM
Attachments: Technical Agenda - USFS - East Side - 15Jan2008.doc

Technical Agenda - USFS - West Side - 16Jan2008.doc

Salek & Bev,
 
Jim Davis and I have discussed Montgomery’s request to meet to discuss groundwater issues for
Rosemont.  It is apparent that the scope of the work cannot be well covered in a single meeting so

Jim has proposed that we have meetings on both the 15th and 16 of January, Thursday and Friday,
and only focus on one groundwater basin per day.  I have agreed and have arranged with SRK and

MWH to attend on Thursday and Friday, respectively.  On Thursday the 15th we will focus on the
east side of the Santa Ritas and the groundwater issues surrounding the pit, mine area, and

Davidson and Cienega creeks.  On Friday the 16th we will focus on the west side production wells
and their impact on groundwater in the Santa Cruz Valley, including the FICO drawdown
interaction and the sulfate plume question.  SWCA has assigned the SRK responsibility for the
groundwater associated with the mine area on the east side and MWH the work for the water
supply and the west side groundwater.
 
Attached are the meeting agendas prepared by Jim Davis.
 
Both meetings will be held at Montgomery’s office located at 1550 East Prince Road in Tucson.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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DRAFT AGENDA


HYDROGEOLOGY, WATER SUPPLY, AND


GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING

ROSEMONT AREA

TECHNICAL MEETING


Thursday, January 15, 2009

9:00 AM – 1:00 PM


1. INTRODUCTION – EAST SIDE (Rosemont Area)

2. GEOLOGY


a. Geologic History


b. Hydrogeologic Units


c. Maps and Cross-Sections


3. DRILLING AND TESTING PROGRAM


a. Description of Phases 1 and 2


b. Well Locations


c. Well Construction


d. Multi-Level Piezometers


e. Geophysical Logging


f. Lithologic Logging


g. Description of Short-Term Pumping Tests


h. Description of Long-Term, Multi-Well Pumping Test


i. Summary of Pumping Test Results


4. GROUNDWATER MONITORING

a. Description of Monitoring


b. Water Level Trends – Seasonal & Historical

c. Water Quality Characterization

i. Inorganic Constituents


ii. Organic Constituents


iii. Radiochemistry


iv. Stable Isotopes


5. SPRING AND SEEP MONITORING

a. Description of Monitoring


b. Spring Flow Rates


c. Water Quality


i. Inorganic Constituents


ii. Organic Constituents


iii. Radiochemistry


iv. Stable Isotopes

6. GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING


a. Data Compilation & Evaluation

i. Regional geologic framework – 


ii. Hydrogeologic data from drilling/testing programs


iii. Geologic data from Rosemont resource database (rock type, orientation, thickness, fracture network, RQD…)


iv. Water level and water quality data from monitoring program


v. Meteorological data from Rosemont and other weather stations


vi. Data from existing wells


vii. Historic water levels


b. Conceptual Groundwater Model

i. Modeling objectives


ii. EPM assumptions


iii. Boundaries


iv. Recharge

c. Numerical Flow Model Development

i. Code


ii. Grid structure
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DRAFT AGENDA


HYDROGEOLOGY, WATER SUPPLY, AND


GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING

SAHUARITA AREA

TECHNICAL MEETING


Friday, January 16, 2009

9:00 AM – 1:00 PM


1. INTRODUCTION – WEST SIDE (Sahuarita Area)


2. WATER SUPPLY PLAN


a. Groundwater Withdrawal Permit


b. Groundwater Recharge


c. Water Delivery System Description

3. TEST WELL DRILLING AND TESTING PROGRAM


a. Well Locations


b. Well Construction


c. Lithologic Logging


d. Description of Pumping Test


e. Summary of Pumping Test Results


4. LOCAL RESIDENTIAL WELL PROGRAMS


a. Groundwater Monitoring Program

b. Well Owner Protection Program

5. HYDROGEOLOGY AND GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS

a. Groundwater Level Trends


i. Historic


ii. Rosemont Wells


b. Groundwater Quality

6. GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING


a. ADWR Tucson AMA Regional Groundwater Model


b. MODFLOW Software


c. Updates Provided by ADWR


d. Update of Model Recharge in Study Area

i. Santa Cruz River Recharge


ii. Other recharge in area

e. Update of Groundwater Pumpage

f. Aquifer Parameters from Drilling & Testing

g. Other Model Challenges


h. Model Calibration


i. Preliminary Model Results


j. Description of Additional Modeling Tasks

i. Grid Refinement in Study Area



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Meeting
Date: 12/18/2008 11:37 AM

Bev,
 

We have confirmed January 15th for a groundwater meeting with Jim Davis and the modeling
people at Errol L. Montgomery and Associates.  I have arranged for groundwater specialists from
both MWH and SRK to attend and am getting a preliminary agenda from Jim Davis.  In order for us
to get the most from this meeting I would like permission to meet with Jim Davis in the near future
to preview the scope of what Montgomery will present to both ensure that it is worth bringing in
our sub-consultant specialists from out of state and to determine whether one or two days of their
time is appropriate.
 
Please let me know if I am authorized to meet with Jim Davis for this purpose.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
                  
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D Congdon';

'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien -
TetraTech'

Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Review - Revised Conference Call and Meeting Schedule
Date: 04/06/2010 05:39 AM
Importance: High

All,
 

The meeting scheduled for April 9th has been cancelled and replaced with the following:
 

·         Teleconference Update April 12th @ 2:00 PM Arizona Time ( 866-866-2244  Participant
Code: 9550668 ); if Montgomery wants to present graphics they will issue a GoToMeeting
invitation shortly before the teleconference

·         Meeting April 29 at Montgomery’s office, Tucson
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
                                                                                                                      
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
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mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
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mailto:jwhittier@elmontgomery.com
mailto:Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com
mailto:Grady.OBrien@tetratech.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Hale Barter'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hoag, Cori'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; David Krizek; Salek

Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Sturgess Jamie'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Teleconference - Reschedule
Date: 03/24/2010 07:37 AM

All,
 
Hale Barter (Montgomery) is unable to participate on the original teleconference date of March

31st; therefore I am rescheduling the update teleconference for Tuesday, March 30th at 2:00 PM
Arizona/Pacific Time.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Hale Barter'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hoag, Cori'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; David Krizek; Salek

Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Sturgess Jamie'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Teleconference - Reschedule
Date: 03/24/2010 07:37 AM

All,
 
Hale Barter (Montgomery) is unable to participate on the original teleconference date of March

31st; therefore I am rescheduling the update teleconference for Tuesday, March 30th at 2:00 PM
Arizona/Pacific Time.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:hbarter@elmontgomery.com
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D Congdon';

'Beverley A Everson'; 'David Krizek'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Mark Thomasson'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; Grady O'Brien -
TetraTech

Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update - Possible Reschedule for Monday Conference Call
Date: 04/01/2010 02:25 PM

All,
 
Hale Barter has a schedule conflict with the 2:00 PM Arizona Time for the Monday conference call.
 
Please let me know if you can reschedule the call for 12:00 (noon) Arizona Time on Monday. 
Unless I hear by midday on Friday that all the critical participants can make the rescheduled time
we will stick with the original 2:00 PM and Jonathan Whittier will need to carry the ball without
Hale.
 
I’ll send out an email with the final decision on the timing of the call no later than the end of
business on Friday.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Roger D Congdon';

'Hale Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Groundwater Model Update Teleconference and Draft Meeting Notes
Date: 04/12/2010 06:52 AM
Importance: High
Attachments: 20100405_Hydro mtg.doc

All,
 
Reminding you of the conference call this afternoon at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (Call Number: 866-
866-2244  Participant Code: 9550668).  Should Montgomery want to present graphics they will
issue a GoToMeeting invitation shortly before the call.
 
Also, attached are the draft meeting notes from the 5 April conference call; please review and
comment if needed.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:cstone@srk.com
mailto:vugorets@srk.com
mailto:lcope@srk.com
mailto:msieber@srk.com
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 


Hydrology Team Meeting


April 5, 2010

12:00 pm – 12:30 pm


Attendees:


		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		Jon Wittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		





 


Topics Discussed:


Model update

Meeting scheduled for April 9th

 


Progress  Made:


Transient calibration- 

· Montgomery just getting into it now


Issues Raised:


· Definite lack of information for April 9 meeting


· Vladimir suggests not to concentrate calibration on a change to water levels, but focus response spatially to concentrate results 


· How to address  variable conductivity and degrees of variance

 


Issues Resolved & Agreements:

Possible topics to discuss at next meeting-

·  What type of sensitivity test to use and preliminary discussion

Next Steps/Assignments:


· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 4/12

· Montgomery- Contact RCC and get back to Dale Ortman regarding the meeting scheduled for 4/9









From: Larry Jones
To: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Cc: Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson; Richard A Gerhart; Salek Shafiqullah; Deborah K Sebesta; Robert Lefevre;

Linda Peery
Subject: Rosemont hydro-bio field trip agenda
Date: 11/23/2009 08:32 AM
Attachments: Draft Agenda hydro-bio-ripo field trip dec 10.docx

Teresa Ann (et al.)--

Attached is the agenda of the upcoming Biology-Hydrology-Riparian field trip to the
Rosemont area.  Do I need any further approval to send this out, or is it someting
you need to do?  I have a group emailing list of about 25 biologists from coop
agencies, Fish and Wildlife Service, SWCA, and WestLand.  I would also ask Kathy
Arnold if we need to check in or otherwise get permission to go onto Rosemont
lands (but mostly we will be on FS-administered lands, anyway).  When approved, I
will un-draft it and make it official.  

This field trip is apparently very popular.  I have had about 22 RSVPs of biologists
and hydrologists and related folk saying they will be in attendance.  Because it will
now be someone formal, Linda Peery will be the official note-taker, and Bob, Salek,
and I will be leading the trip.

Thanks!.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Linda Peery/OU=NONFS/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.






Draft Agenda: Biology-Hydrology-Riparian Field Trip, 10 December 2009



Bring lunch and drinkables! We will strictly enforce meeting and leaving times. Presentations and main discussion points bulleted below.



0845 Gather at Fish and Wildlife Service Tucson Office parking lot and figure out carpools (please bring multi-person carpooling cars; people going “separately” are strongly discouraged…too many people on this trip)



0900 (Sharp) Leave FWS office



Stop 1.  0945 Mile Post 44 Hwy 83.  Overview of Rosemont from the highway, and this is WHERE WE WILL MEET PEOPLE that aren’t meeting us in Tucson. 

· Ground rules and tailgate safety (Larry Jones)

· Overview of what we want to accomplish today (Larry) 

· Overview of the Rosemont project area from the highway and alternatives (Salek Shafiqullah)



1045  Leave Stop 1



Stop 2.  Rosemont Ranch Overlook.  Another vantage point looking down on mine area and downstream reaches

· Briefing on water resources and issues (Salek) 10 min or less

· Briefing on riparian resources and issues (Bob Levefre) 10 min or less

· Briefing on plant and animal resources and issues (Larry) 10 min or less

· Framing the hydro-bio bounds of analysis (open discussion)

· Downstream issues and concerns (open discussion)



1200  Leave Stop 2



Stop 3.  McCleary Spring and Canyon.

· Lunch at the spring (open discussion)

· Spring flora and fauna and water levels (open discussion)

· Standing water issues (open discussion)

· Relative eco-values of drainages among alternatives (open discussion)

· Discuss follow-up (Bob)



1430  Leave Stop 3



Leave by way of overlooks and head back to MP 44 (if needed), then back to Tucson.







From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont hydrology meeting with Forest Service and RFCD
Date: 05/19/2010 01:31 PM

FYI.  I responded to Julia that I am planning on attending and that I have invited
SWCA to participate as well. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/19/2010 01:29 PM -----

Calendar Entry

Meeting

Subject

Rosemont hydrology meeting with Forest Service and
RFCD

When

Starts Thu 06/03/2010 09:00 AM

2 hours

Ends Thu 06/03/2010 11:00 AM

Invitees

Invited The following invitees have been invited

Required
(to)

Frank.Postillion@rfcd.pima.gov, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS,
Tammy.Jorde@rfcd.pima.gov,
Evan.Canfield@rfcd.pima.gov

Chair

Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov

Where

Location RFCD 97 E. Congress 3rd
floor

Reserved No rooms or resources
have been reserved

Meeting
Password

Categorize

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com


Description

Your
Notes



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Deborah K Sebesta

Subject: Rosemont IDT homework - core and extended teams
Date: 10/19/2009 06:54 PM

For core and extended, the following homework needs to be completed by the dates indicated. A lot of this work is
not new to the team, however, at this point the work needs to have a wrap-up date. 

1.  Read all public comments on the project that are applicable to your resource area (October 30 deadline; this is
something that I have asked the team to do for several months). 

2.  Review the draft DEIS, located in the “EIS” folder and divided into chapters to make downloading easier
(November 6 deadline).  This a very, very draft DEIS, and your review should be BRIEF...the intention is to
identify holes in the draft DEIS (of which there are lots) and to check the legal framework of the document. 

3.  Complete the past present and future actions table, to be forwarded to you shortly (November 6 deadline;
note that the deadline has been extended from October 30). 

4.  Review the alternatives disposal task list, also to be forwarded shortly (Nov. 6 deadline); note that a few
people have specific tasks to complete. 

Please let me know if you have questions, or if there is something I can do to help everyone make the deadlines). 

Thanks - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 12/15/2009 02:01 PM

We do not have a meeting tomorrow, however, please be prepared to review a comprehensive table of
mitigation that compiles our mitigation, Rosemont's, mitigation from public comments, and cooperating
agency mitigation.  A portion of this table will be submitted by close of business today, and I will
forward the remainder as it comes in. 

Also, I want to remind everyone that there will be a presentation on groundwater models in the morning
session of the cooperating agency meeting on Thursday.  That presentation will be from 9:30 to 11:00.
 The meeting is in 4B. 

Additionally, I want to remind you that there will be a meeting with Rosemont to discuss mitigation next
Monday.  Core and extended, please attend if possible.  The meeting starts at 10:00 and will go
through lunch and possibly until the end of the day.  This meeting is also in 4B. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 04/07/2009 10:48 AM

We will be meeting tomorrow at 9:00 in 4B.  We will be developing alternatives, so it
should be an interesting day.

Please note the meeting time, as I told a couple of people that the meeting would
start at 8:30.  We'll be going to 4:30.

Also, core team, please plan on Wednesday meetings for the rest of the month. 
We'll continue to work on alternatives after tomorrow's meeting.

Thanks, everyone.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Impact Analysis - Dry Stack Tailings Design Report Questions
Date: 06/05/2009 11:08 AM
Attachments: 2009-06-05_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail Questions_memo.pdf

2009-06-05_Ortman_Shaffiqullah et al_Dry Stack Tail Questions_memo.pdf

Salek & Bev,
 
Attached is a memo presenting draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont
regarding the final design report for the dry stack tailings facility.  Please review, edit as you see fit,
and forward a final set of questions to Rosemont.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson (CNF) 


Copy to: 
Charles Coyle, Melissa Reichard, Tom Furgason (SWCA); Claudia Stone, Clara Balasko, 
Mike Sieber (SRK) 


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 5 June 2009   


Subject: 
Questions for Rosemont 
Dry Stack Tailings Final Design Report  


 
Presented below are draft questions I believe should be addressed by Rosemont prior to the CNF, SWCA, 
and SWCA’s subcontractor SRK proceeding with impact analysis for the dry stack tailings facility described 
in the report titled Rosemont Copper Company Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility Final Design Report, 
April 15, 2009 prepared by AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. of Englewood, Colorado.  Please review 
these questions, comment as you feel appropriate, and forward a final set of questions to Rosemont for their 
consideration. 
 


1. The design report sets a 15 day limit for evaporation of accumulated storm water on the top surface 
of the tailings but the BADCT demonstration included as an appendix sets a 5 day limit; please 
confirm which is correct and provide a corrected report. 


2. The tailings design is based on two tailings samples, Colina and MSRD-1 that, based on the submitted 
geotechnical test results, appear to have almost identical physical properties.  The report states that 
although there are several ore-bearing rock types the high degree of similarity between the two 
tailings samples indicates a uniformity of tailings properties throughout the deposit.  However, the 
report does not present any discussion of the origin of the samples, the rock types from which they 
were prepared, or the rationale as to why they are a reliable basis for design; please provide such a 
rationale.   


3. The text of the report indicates the tailings to have a USCS classification of SM when, in fact, the 
presented data indicates both samples to classify as ML; please correct the report. 
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4. The report states that tailings in excess of 18% moisture may be safely placed within the core of the 
facility at a distance of no more than 1100 feet from the inside crest of the rock buttress.  However, 
no analysis is presented to support this statement; please provide such an analysis including an upper 
bound limit on the allowable moisture content.  Additional related questions are: 


a. Is there a contingency plan for upset conditions at the tailings filtration plant other than the 
allowance to place tails at greater than 18% moisture in the core of the disposal facility? 


b. How will the conveyor and radial stacker system be aligned and operated to allow selective 
placement of tailings between the core and the outer portions of the tailings in the event of 
cyclical changes in tailings moisture content? 


5. The seepage prediction is based on a placed tailings moisture content of 18% however the plan allows 
for placement of tails at moisture contents exceeding 18% in the core of the facility.  Please provide 
an upper bound seepage analysis using the maximum allowable moisture content from Question #4 
for tailings placed in the core of the facility. 


6. The report does not contain a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) to ensure long-term conformance of the 
tailings facility construction with the design; please provide a QAP. 


7. The report indicates the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 2, but omits the same for Diversion 
Channel No. 1; please provide the design criteria for Diversion Channel No. 1. 


8.  The seepage analysis states that no ponding of storm water was included in the analytical boundary 
conditions.  However, the design includes a top surface drainage grade of only 0.25% and 
construction using a radial stacker placing 25-foot lifts, and it is doubtful that both the construction 
method will allow grading control to maintain the 0.25% slope or the 0.25% slope will effectively 
drain the tailings top surface except during extreme flooding.  Please provide additional rationale for 
the exclusion of ponding of storm water in the seepage analysis. 


9. Will the surface water control design report due for submission in July 2009 include engineering 
details for the storm water control facilities for the dry stack tailings?  Additional questions are: 


a. The Central Drain (chimney drain) has been removed from the design, however the rock 
buttress on the north side of the Phase I tailings, that will be buried by the Phase II tailings, 
may allow storm water from the surface of the tailings to be routed to the Flow-Through 
Drain and comingle with discharging storm water; what is the plan to prevent this occurrence? 


b. The seepage analysis does not include an analysis of potential infiltration through the rock 
buttress contacting the underlying tailings and subsequently exiting the toe of tailings facility 
to comingle with discharging storm water; what is to prevent this occurrence?   


 








From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Black, Ken'
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Issue Meeting for October 2 or 3?
Date: 09/18/2008 09:39 AM

Cori & Ken,
 
I’d like to set up a meeting among Salek Shafiqullah, Tom Furgason, me and SRK in the late

morning for either October 2nd or 3rd.  The purpose is to discuss specific issues that need sub-
consultant support and to let SRK get face time with a prime USFS player.  I will send you an outline
of several issues and would expect to be able to sit down and discuss specifics regarding who SRK
would bring to the table and what likely approaches might look like.  We won’t be assigning work
quite yet, but this will be SRK’s opportunity to show Salek and Tom more of the support services
you can bring to the project.  I assume the contract will be in place and I suggest you work out with
Tom a Project Management task to let you bill this time.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(520) 896-9703 - Fax
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson; Arthur S Elek
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Larry Jones; Mark E Schwab; Mary M Farrell;
mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Shane Lyman; Tami
Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Kent C Ellett

Subject: Rosemont Issue Statement Review - help needed!!!!!
Date: 01/22/2009 11:43 AM

Hello Team,

Work yesterday and last week by the Rosemont Core and Extended team on Issue
Statement Review went very well and everyone involved accomplished a lot,
especially in making sure they all understood what is needed in order to do a good
review.  However, there is still much work to be done within a short time frame. 
Because of that I am asking for your help, tomorrow and Monday, to complete the
review and to begin describing cause and effect for significant issues.  These
meetings will be held in the SWCA conference room from 8:30 to 4:30 on both days.

Please RSVP to me and to Melissa Reichard (mreichard@swca.com) concering
whether or not you can attend one or both of the meetings.  Melissa needs a head-
count for the meeting space and arrangements.

Thank you!

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Robert Lefevre; William B Gillespie; Sarah L Davis; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Walter Keyes; Salek

Shafiqullah; Eli Curiel; Beverley A Everson; Kent C Ellett; Arthur S Elek
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Larry Jones; Alan Belauskas; Tami Emmett; George McKay; Pete Schwab; Kendall Brown;

Christopher C LeBlanc; Mary M Farrell; John Able; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; ccoyle@swca.com.
tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont Issue Statements and Units of Measure
Date: 07/13/2009 09:33 AM
Attachments: units_of_measure2.doc

07132009_ issue_statements_for IDT_review.doc

Review and comment by Wed., IDT discussion July 22nd meeting...

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.










07132009


DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 



		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.
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DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 
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		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.
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DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 



		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.
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DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 




From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Horst'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Landform Project Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 06:46 AM

All,
 
The conference call to review the Rosemont criteria for the landform project is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 10:00 AM.  The conference call number and pass code are below:
 
Call Number: 866-866-2244
 
Pass Code: 9550668
 
Attached is my memo with a preliminary list of the criteria.  I have not yet received a revised
version of the criteria from Rosemont, but will forward it when it arrives.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Horst Schor
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Debby Kriegel'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Tom Furgason'; Jonathan

Rigg; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Landform Report - Review Comments
Date: 05/04/2010 06:59 AM
Attachments: 20100504_ortman_schor_draft-landform-rpt-review-comments_memo.pdf

Horst,
 
Attached are the review comments for the draft landform report and response to Rosemont
constraints.  Please let me know the timeframe for revising the report in response to the
comments.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Horst Schor 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard, Marcie Bidwell (SWCA); 
Mindee Roth, Bev Everson, Debby Kriegel, Salek Shafiqullah (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 4 May 2010   


Subject: 
Review Comments  
Landform Design Report for the Rosemont Mine Project 


 
This memorandum presents a compilation of the pertinent comments provided for the review of 
the draft report titled Landform Design Report of the Rosemont Mine Project, April 2010.  
Comments were provided by the Coronado National Forest, Rosemont Copper Company, and 
SWCA.  The review is divided among General Comments, Requested Additional Information, and 
Editorial Comments. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
General Comment 1: The report contains reference to and photographs of other mine facilities in 
the area with the implication that they represent the Proposed Action.  The implication that the 
references and photographs explicitly represent the Proposed Action in not correct and both must 
be removed from the report. 
 
General Comment 2: The report contains several instances of personal value judgments and 
prejudicial language that must be removed from the report.  Examples of such are: 


• Page 6, Paragraph 1: ….just create a dump as it is often referred to in the industry but for 
better or worse a LANDFORM, unsightly, and artificial as it may be…. 
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• Page 6, Paragraph 2: … the intrusion of an alien, manufactured rigid structure devoid of 
geomorphic features into an otherwise pristine and highly variable natural landscape. 


 
General Comment 3:  The information presented in Section VII. OTHER CANYON 
ALTERNATIVES does not fulfill the requirements of SOW; Task 3: Review and comment on the 
landform potential of an additional three alternative mine waste disposal plans. Revise Section 
VII to provide comments on the potential to apply landform design to the three specific 
alternatives and what general ramifications such application would have on the design, including 
the viability of such a design approach.   
 
General Comment 4: Please include the response to the constraints presented by Rosemont as an 
appendix to the report.  It is suggested that this appendix may be referenced and perhaps replace 
the last paragraph of the report.  Editorial comments on the response are included as Attachment 
1. 
 
REQUESTED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 


1. Reference examples of similar scale landforming projects. 
2. Include the total acres in the landformed design. 
3. Explain what parts of the landform design that Golder Associate’s parameters do not 


apply (or where Golder’s parameters simply weren’t provided).  An example might be the 
slope of the new Barrel Canyon drainage (which is ~2.5 miles at ~6%). 


4. Add the boundary of the Barrel Canyon drainage basin to appropriate figures to indicate 
that runoff is contained within the basin, or where engineered structures are necessary to 
direct all runoff into the basin. 


 
EDITORIAL COMMENTS 
 


1. Table of contents and list of figures:  Correct the page numbers (many are wrong). 
2. Page 1, first sentence:  delete the word “certain”. 
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3. Page 2: consider adding “sideboards” to this figure or somewhere in text (Cienega 
watershed to south, Hwy 83 to east, pit/plant/ridge to west, and McCleary Canyon to 
north). 


4. Page 4, figure 5:  Tucson is misspelled. 
5. Page 5, figure 6:  Tucson is misspelled. 
6. Page 9:  Text states that “The 500 foot setback from the pit rim was maintained”, but 


figures 22 and 23 do not show this. 
7. Page 13:  Explain what gold lines are (or better yet, remove them). 
8. Page 23:  State contour interval and/or enlarge elevation labels (they are unreadable even 


with a magnifier or zoomed in on the electronic document). 
9. Page 29, first sentence:  Should “tear” be “tier”? 
10. Page 30, first sentence:  Delete the word “project . 
11. Page 10, second to last paragraph, second sentence: change “created” to “create” 
12. Page 27, paragraph 4, reword as “ … would have an outer shell comprised of material 


with a d50 not less than 3-5 inches providing……….” 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 


 
 
 
 
 







From: Debby Kriegel
To: Jeanine Derby; Beverley A Everson; Reta Laford; Salek Shafiqullah; Francisco Valenzuela; Roger D Congdon;

Kent C Ellett
Subject: Rosemont Mine - Landforming Expert
Date: 10/13/2009 07:35 AM
Attachments: Biography-Resume for Rosemont Copper Project in Arizona.doc

Draft proposal for Rosemont Copper Project in Arizona.doc

I learned of Horst Schor after reading his book "Landforming", which describes how
to re-contour man-made landscapes to restore natural hydrology and mimic the
surrounding landscape.

Last week I called him to discuss whether he might be able to help with the
Rosemont project.  He has a consulting business which specializes in geomorphic
restoration and revegetation, and he told me that his personal mission in life is to
"scar up less of the earth's surface."  He has 30 years experience in this work, his
background includes civil engineering, environmental studies, geotech, and urban
planning.  He's worked on hard rock mines, including a molybdenum mine in New
Mexico with 1000' high tailings dumps.  He's worked with numerous government
agencies, the EPA, the public, and others.

He has a truly unique set of skills, and I recommend that we get him involved in
Rosemont immediately.  The land forms associated with Rosemont are an integral
part of the alternatives that will be fleshed out soon, so his input would be timely. 
Landform shaping is not mitigation; it effect the footprints of alternatives, hydrology,
how tailings would be placed, etc. 

It is clear that the Forest Service, SWCA, and Rosemont do not have the skills
necessary to do this type of work.  We need help.

I asked Horst to provide a resume and a proposal for an initial visit to Tucson and
the project site.  See his message and attachments below.

How can we make this happen?

----- Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 10/13/2009 06:57 AM -----

"Horst"
<hjschor@jps.net> 

10/12/2009 08:34 AM

To "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont Copper Project

Dear Debby,

 
I have reviewed some of the essential components of the data concerning the above referenced
project you submitted to me and have the following general observations to make:
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    HORST J. SCHOR
      


      RESUME/BIOGRAPHY

Mr. Schor’s professional career spans more than 30 years and has included civil engineering and land planning for, and the management of the development of large scale hillside mixed use Planned Communities in southern California, i.e. Anaheim Hills  4,300 acres and Talega, 3,000 acres both in the County of Orange.  During this time he developed his Landform Grading and Revegetation Concept to replicate natural slope and landforms as a means to mitigate for natural topography and landscape destroyed by human activities or natural processes.

Since 1991 he has been an independent consultant to private and public entities specializing in Land Development Projects and in Landform/Geomorphic Creation or Restoration Projects for various private clients and public entities, such as The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, The United States Environmental Protection Agency, Syncrude Oil of Alberta, Canada, the State of Kentucky EPA, the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, the State of New Mexico Land Office, Chevron Mining Corporation and the Navajo EPA Water Quality Division.

In 1999 he was appointed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to a six member panel of experts as a landform/geomorphic restoration specialist to develop improvements in the mining reclamation process in the mountain top removal/valley fill of coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains. He also participated in numerous forums conducted by OSM (Office of Surface Mining), EPA, Mining Engineers Panels, and others.

He has provided mine reclamation consulting in diverse locations including the oil sands operations at Fort McMurray in Northern Alberta, Canada, coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains and on the Navajo Reservation, and most recently, in northern New Mexico on a large molybdenum mine.


He holds degrees in Civil Engineering and Land Surveying and in Geography with a specialization in Urban Planning.  He is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Articles on his “Landform Grading and Revegetation” concept have been published by the American Society of Civil Engineers Geotechnical Journal, the Urban Land Institute, Landscape Architect and Specifier News, the Los Angeles Times and others.  He has also received an Award of Merit from the American Planning Association for his concepts.


Mr. Schor has regularly presented his concepts as a guest lecturer at the University of Wisconsin College of Engineering, the University of California at Irvine and also, at the invitation of the University of Dresden’s, (Germany) School of Landscape Architecture.

In 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. published his book entitled “Landforming; an Environmental Approach to Hillside Development, Mine Reclamation and Watershed Restoration.”



       H.J. SCHOR CONSULTING  (  626 N. PIONEER DR. (  ANAHEIM, CA. 92805  ( (714)778-3767  (  FAX: (714) 778-1656  ( E-mail:  hjschor@jps.net




HORST J. SCHOR
DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR INITIAL CONSULTING ASSIGNMENT
ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

October 12, 2009

Three day trip to Tucson and the project site consisting of:

1. First day – am flight in - pm introductory meeting and initial review of plans and documents.


2. Second day – all day office meetings and field trip to site.


3. Third day – am follow up meetings and discussions, pm return flight

While there, I would like to review any full size plans available including maps of the existing topography and hydrology, aerial photos, mine grading and drainage plans and proposals, available geologic and soils maps and any geotechnical reports and findings, EIS documents as well as anything else that would help me formulate a picture of the situation and to arrive at possible alternative approach concepts to it.

I would to also like to be informed of the following:

1. A brief  history of events that led to the current stage 

2. The mine proponent’s position regarding his proposal


3. A summary of the various inputs both pro and con that have been received so far

4. The local, regional, state and federal agency positions and politics of this proposed project

I am estimating the cost to be as follows:

Three days consulting: 3 days x 8 hours x $250/hr = $6,000


Travel expenses …………………………. ……… =$1,500

Total estimated proposal…………………………..=$7,500

The travel expense estimate is based upon a round trip flight from Orange County to Tucson, two nights accommodation in Tucson, three days car rental and gas, three days meals.
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It is obvious that the proposal as outlined will represent a radical and permanent alteration of the
of the entire gemorphology, hydrology and vegetative cover of the area – all of which  will of
course have a direct impact on the visual quality.  Not only will the site that is directly impacted by
the massive, proposed fill structure be effected, but also the surrounding landscape, in particular
the land downstream.

 
Diversions and concentration of flows in large (hardened?) channels will destroy the surrounding
downstream runoff patterns thereby damaging the plant life it once supported.  This is particularly
critical in sparse rainfall regimes such as yours.

 
The proposed monolithic dump structure is clearly devoid of any natural topographic features or
natural analogs characteristic of the local landscape and purely designed for efficient excavation,
hauling and placement.  The design plan developed appears fairly refined and advanced and
probably in the mind of the future operator meets his ultimate business plan.

 
Because of the magnitude of this proposal the challenge will clearly be how to develop a more
environmentally responsible and responsive reclamation and restoration plan that will also meet the
operational needs of the mine proponent.

 
However – if there is the will - there is also a way.  An “engineered” fill structure with all the
characteristics of the conventional, traditional approach to reclamation design is neither the best
nor the only alternative available in today’s world.  Short term efficiency must be weighed against
long term impact and performance.

 
I am of the belief that future generations deserve better from us and that we have a responsibility
to leave a more environmentally concerned legacy behind after we extract the “valuables” from the
earth.

 
Debby, attached you will find my Resume/Biography and the Draft Proposal.

 
Please do call me after you have reviewed this and let me know if there are any questions.

 
Best regards,

 
Horst

 




       



    HORST J. SCHOR
      


      RESUME/BIOGRAPHY
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Rochelle Desser

Subject: Rosemont Mine - List of "other" facilities and features
Date: 03/22/2010 03:00 PM
Attachments: Other_Mine_Elements_032210.xlsx

We all are very familiar with the Rosemont pit, plant, and waste/tailings piles (the "Big 3").  However, I
continue to learn about other project elements beyond these areas.  In recent weeks I re-read both the
MPO and Reclamation Plan, met with Dale Ortman to clarify, and compiled a list.  Although I'm not
sure exactly how we might use this, at a minimum it provides a good tickler list for analysis of impacts
to each resource.  I'll be presenting this at our IDT meeting on Wednesday.  If you have time before
then, please look it over and bring your comments and questions.  Thanks! 
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Sheet1

		DRAFT - DELIBERATIVE - INTERNAL USE ONLY

		Rosemont Mine - Facilities and features within EMA boundary OTHER than pit, waste/tailings piles, and plant

		March 22, 2010



		Note:  "Plant" is defined as all facilities shown on MPO Figure 2-8 "Ancillary Facilities".



		Category		Description		During Mine		Post-Mine		Notes

		Roads		Main access road (3.7 miles, 68+ ft easement and at least 52 ft wide corridor, cuts/fills, ditches, signs, culverts, gunnite embankments, bollard barricades)		Yes		Yes

				Secondary access road over ridge from Santa Rita Rd to plant (11 ft wide road)		Yes		Yes		 

				Highway 83 widening at intersection with access road (~500 ft N & S) 		Yes		Yes

				Numerous mine roads between pit, crusher, and plant (120-130 ft wide haul roads)		yes		No

				Haul roads N, E, and S around pit		Yes		No

				Roads around perimeter of waste rock & tailings piles		yes		yes

				Roads to re-connect public access around mine		yes		yes

				Roads for power lines (to each pole)		Yes		Yes

				Water line roads (probably the same as secondary access road)		Yes		Yes

				Slurry pipeline roads (if used)		Yes		No

				Well access roads		Yes		Yes

				Conveyor roads		Yes		No

		Buildings		Filter plant, if not located within plant area		Yes		No

		Power Lines		Construction power line (138 kV, pole height 90 ft., span 800 ft on level ground (less on steep topo)		Yes		No

				Permanent power line (138 kv, pole height 90 ft, span 800 ft on level ground (less on steep topo)		Yes		Unknown

				Upgraded power line through Box Canyon (alternative)		Yes		Yes

				Power line around perimeter of pit		Yes		No

		Other mine waste		Heap leach, if not located within other waste rock pile (including road, acid system, PLS pond, PLS to SX plant channel/line, tanks/warehouse, pumps, stormwater ponds, etc.)		Yes		Yes

				Landfill (foundations, parking lots, pond liners, and other non-hazardous waste)		Yes		Yes

		Conveyors		MPO and phased tailings alt: behind waste rock buttress		Yes		No

				Upper Barrel alt: partially behind waste rock buttress		Yes		No

				Scholefield alt: conveyor on east side of project between the plant and pile, including over the outer shell of waste pile, or if filter plant is located near tailings, pipes to the plant (with roads) and conveyor over the outer shell of waste pile		Yes		No

				Sycamore alt: across ridge to Sycamore Canyon (potentially could be in a tunnel)		Yes		No

				Second conveyor on upper ridge area (MPO section 2, p. 27)		Yes		No		Location unknown.  Probably connects the filter plant with active tailings deposition area.

		Pipelines		Water supply lines and associated roads, 20" black iron pipe		Yes		No

				Slurry line (if used) and associated roads, black pipe <24"		Yes		No

				Irrigation pipelines (if used)		Yes		Maybe

				Pumps/booster system facilities for pipelines (boosters in MPO figure 2-10). Building, likely metal, about the size of a big garage, with a good sized pump and electrical control gear inside. Each would also include a power line, and perhaps electrical equipment in a small yard next to the building.		Yes		No

		Wells		Point of compliance wells around waste piles.  Each includes a concrete slab, 6" capped pipe 24" high, and a small sign.		Yes		Yes		Water may be pulled with a truck mounted pump.  If this is not available, each well may need a dedicated pump with power supplied from a truck mounted generator brought to the well each time a sample is taken.

				Dewatering wells around pit: concrete slab, machinery, 5-6' high, power pole and line, and electric box		Yes		No		Unknown number and exact locations.

				Groundwater monitoring wells "downgradient of facility (MPO section 2, p. 28 and reclamation plan p. 33)		Yes		Yes		May need information on number and locations.  Typically, there are monitor wells located at the boundary of the PMA (Pollutant Management Area as per the APP) and Alert Well located between the facilities and the PMA.

				Hydrogeologic characterization and pit characterization wells		Maybe		Maybe		Wells installed by Rosemont during groundwater investigations.  Will remain in existence only if used for monitoring, which we don't know at this time.  Unknown quantity and locations.

		Fences		Perimeter security fence: 4-stand barbed wire (range fence), frequent signs		Yes		No

				Pit fence on road side: chain link, 6-8' high with signs, possibly barbed wire on top 		Yes		Yes

				Pit fence on remote side: range fence with frequent signs		Yes		Yes

				Resource protection fences (cultural sites, biologically sensitive sites, etc.): unknown material		Yes		Maybe

		Drainage Structures		Diversion channels around entire mine operation (plant, pit, and waste/tailings piles).  Rip-rap lined channels.  120 ft wide, with concrete weirs 15'w x 4'h typical max as needed for stability.  Some options to concrete may be possible (e.g., rock).		Yes		Yes		 

				Ends of MPO Central drain.  Inlet possibly a large concrete structure associated with retention pond.  Outlet probably rock only.  Inlet and outlets for alternatives would be smaller.		Yes		Yes

				Stormwater (settling) ponds.  Similar to large stock ponds (<10' earthen berms with armored embankments and spillways).  Allow sediment to settle out before moving into creeks.		Yes		No

				Ponds along pipelines in all locations where pipes could break (stock pond sized)		Yes		No

				Lined ponds (such as heap leach if not located under waste rock)		Yes		No

				Compliance dam (MPO figure 2-11), also known as final monitoring dam at outlet of Barrel Canyon.  Porous dam with 6 ft. high earth embankment and large waste rock (Reclamation plan, p. 33).  		Yes		Probably		See section 2.9.5 of the MPO.  Likely the Compliance Point Dam would be removed once ADEQ was satisfied that the APP could be terminated following final reclamation.

				90 ft. dam (MPO section 2, p. 47)		Yes		Maybe		This dam retains the PWTS pond.  It would only remain post-mine if incorporated in the toe of the waste rock buttress.

		Other  		"Growth Media/Topsoil" stockpiles		Yes		No

				Vegetation test plots (two, approx. 4 acres each)		Yes		No

				Mitigation measures: AZ Trail stock water/trail to Sentenal Peak/interp signs, etc. 		Yes		Yes		Should IDT review mitigation list and add other items?

				Other communication lines/towers? (phone lines, cell towers, etc., such as MPO section 2, p. 15)		Yes		No		Location and number are unknown

				Piezometers at base of dry stack tailings (Reclamation Plan p. 30)		Yes		Yes		Sensor is buried.  Above ground there would be an electrical box to protect the plug-in connection port.  

				Sand & gravel quarry (MPO section 2, p. 62)		Yes		No?		Location is unknown, but likely to be within plant site or other area to be disturbed by mine facilities, such as the waste disposal area.

				Berm around pit (MPO p. 78 mentions fence and/or berm)		Yes		Yes		May be a berm, fence, or combination of the two.

				Other sub-surface items: liners (process water ponds, heap leach collection ditches, heap leach pipeline containment ditches, and heap leach pile), foundations, landfilled items, septic system, utility lines (water, sewer, electrical, etc.), geotextile drains under waste pile 		Yes		Yes, but only below ground		No lined ponds will remain post-mine (except heap leach).

				Constructed wetland (Reclamation Plan p. 50)		Yes		Maybe		This appears to be mentioned as an option to be used on an "as needed" basis.  Location not clear.

				Weather stations and/or air quality monitoring facilities.  Likely they will be the standard monitoring station with precipitation, wind, temperature and humidity monitors; there may also be an evaporation pan. Power is often supplied with a solar panel if the station is not near another facility with power.  They may also have particulate monitors or these may be located separately.		Yes		?
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From: Richard A Gerhart
To: Jason_Douglas@fws.org; gsoroka@swca.com; Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; tfurgason@swca.com;

JWindes@azgfd.gov
Cc: Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Jeanine Derby; Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov
Subject: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/02/2009 03:07 PM

This is provided as a follow-up to conversations I have had with most of you over
the past couple of weeks.

In May, the Forest received a biological assessment (BA) prepared by SWCA for the
Rosemont Mine Project. In the BA, the Rosemont Copper Company requested that
the Forest Service initiate Formal Consultation with the USFWS (BA Section 1.0).
Based on the effects analysis in the BA, the Forest Service, as the permitting agency
and lead federal agency, will likely be requesting Formal Consultation for at least two
species. However, the BA appears to be a draft, as there are several placeholders
throughout the document indicating missing text or table/figure numbers. In
addition, species-specific conservation measures have not been developed or
described and the text indicates that these are to be "developed in consultation with
USFWS and Forest Service".  

These conservation measures could play a significant role in the protection,
conservation and recovery of listed species and may be important in mitigating
effects of the project. Therefore, they need to be developed prior to requesting
Formal Consultation so that they can be considered in the effects analysis. I believe
that these measures will be most effective if developed in a collaborative manner by
all of the affected parties (FS, USFWS, AGFD, proponent). 

Therefore, I am willing to host a meeting to begin (and hopefully complete) the
process of developing appropriate conservation measures prior to requesting Formal
Consultation and to highlight any other issues related to the BA provided by SWCA.  
I believe that an effort up front to address the issues and fill in the blanks will result
in a much more efficient process and a biologically sound proposal going forward. 

Please respond to this email or call me with your availability on July 16-17, 20-21, or
August 3-7. I will be out of state next week, but will reply with a confirmed date on
my return. Larry Jones, who has been involved in this project, should also be able to
answer your questions should you have any.

Rick

Richard A. Gerhart
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson AZ  85701
(520) 388-8374
rgerhart@fs.fed.us
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From: Ken Kertell
To: Larry Jones; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Cc: Sherry_Barrett@fws.gov; Jason_Douglas@fws.gov; Tom Furgason
Subject: Rosemont Mine BA and proposed meeting
Date: 07/08/2009 08:53 AM

I am available on August 3, 4, or 5. Also, I am finishing a revised draft BA based on my initial attempt
to define the action area for the project. Included are aquatic and riparian-obligate species along lower
Cienega Creek from the confluence of Davidison Canyon to the Pantano Bridge.
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth';

Terry Chute
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model - Request for Cost Estimates
Date: 07/18/2010 05:23 PM
Attachments: 20100718_ortman_stone_fnldavidsoncynrpt_sow_memo.pdf

20100718_ortman_stone_tetratech-hydroframewk_sow_memo.pdf
20100718_ortman_stone_tetratech-hydpropest_sow_memo.pdf

Claudia,
 
Attached are three memoranda each requesting SRK to review and prepare a Technical Review
Memorandum for documents submitted as part of the mine area groundwater evaluation.  All the
documents were prepared by TetraTech with the first being a final Davidson Canyon Report
revised in response to the previous SRK review.  The latter two are technical memoranda submitted
as part of TetraTech’s  groundwater modeling effort; as such, please feel free to combine efforts
such as the conference call to include both document reviews. 
 
Melissa……… please make the subject documents available to SRK on the FTP site.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, 
Bev Everson, Mindee Roth, Terry Chute (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 18 July 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report (Final Report) 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, July 2010 


 
The subject report was submitted in response to the 11 May 2010 Technical Memorandum 
prepared by SRK.  The intent of the requested review and Technical Memorandum is to 
determine if the subject report resolves the issues presented in SRK’s review. 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
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Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Conference call to discuss the initial findings from the review. 
 
Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
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Task 4: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Task 2: Conference call – One week following Notice to Proceed 
• Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – One week following Task 2: Conference 


Call 
• Task 4: Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA 


and CNF comments.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, 
Bev Everson, Mindee Roth, Terry Chute (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 18 July 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
TetraTech Technical Memorandum 
Hydrogeologic Framework Model 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Technical Memorandum Hydrogeologic Framework Model, July 9, 
2010 


 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Conference call to discuss the initial findings from the review. 
 
Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 4: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Task 2: Conference call – One week following Notice to Proceed 
• Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – One week following Task 2: Conference 


Call 
• Task 4: Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA 


and CNF comments.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, 
Bev Everson, Mindee Roth, Terry Chute (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 18 July 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
TetraTech Technical Memorandum 
Hydraulic Property Estimates 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Technical Memorandum Hydraulic Property Estimates, July 9, 2010 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Conference call to discuss the initial findings from the review. 
 
Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 4: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Task 2: Conference call – One week following Notice to Proceed 
• Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – One week following Task 2: Conference 


Call 
• Task 4: Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA 


and CNF comments.  
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale

Barter'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; 'Kathy Arnold'; Brian Lindenlaub
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting - Final Schedule
Date: 06/09/2010 04:05 PM
Importance: High

All,
 
The mine groundwater model meeting is set for the following:
 
Date:     Tuesday, June 22
 
Time:     1:00 – 5:00 PM
 
Location:              Westland Resources
                                4001 East Paradise Falls Drive
                                Tucson, AZ
                               
Please confirm your attendance.  If needed we can provide conference call capability.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Sieber, Mike'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: Tom Furgason - SWCA; Jonathan Rigg - SWCA; mreichard@swca.com; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Groundwater Model Meeting
Date: 06/07/2010 04:49 PM

All,
 
I’ve just received word that Rosemont and Montgomery are ready to present the findings from the
ongoing groundwater model work, discuss the sensitivity analyses, and determine the schedule to

finalize the remaining work.  Rosemont wants to schedule a meeting the afternoon of June 22nd in
Tucson at an as yet undetermined location.  Please let me know your schedules; there may be the
opportunity to teleconference, but that is not confirmed as of now.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: hjschor@jps.net; tfurgason@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Francisco

Valenzuela
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine Landforming - Horst Schor's Visit Oct 9-11
Date: 12/04/2009 01:00 PM
Attachments: SchorAgendaDec2009.docx

Attached is an agenda for Horst Schor's initial visit to Tucson next week.  We'll meet
at SWCA's office on Wednesday at 2:00.  Beyond that, times and topics are flexible
and can be adjusted as needed.

Horst:  I'm assuming that you will be staying at Hotel Arizona.  The SWCA office is
about 4 blocks north of the hotel.  It might be easiest for you to park at the hotel
and walk, as parking in downtown Tucson can be troublesome.

Tom:  Please forward this message to Dale, let Jamie and Jeff know where to meet
us on Thursday morning (MP 44 at 9:45), and arrange a large vehicle for Thursday. 
There will likely be 6 of us: Horst, Marcie, Dale, Bev, you, and me.  Salek will not be
on the field trip.  Bev has a vehicle that seats 4 if additional people plan to attend.

Francisco:  Please let me know if you can attend any part of this meeting.  It would
be great to have you involved.

Thanks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us
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Rosemont Mine Landforming – Horst Schor Initial Visit – December 9-11, 2009 





Wednesday, December 9 



12:45 	Horst’s flight arrives Tucson



2:00 	Meet at SWCA office, 343 W. Franklin St.

· Introductions, roles, responsibilities (All)

· Goals for the three days (Debby and Marcie)

· Project overview and background: scoping, issues, MPO, alternatives, EIS process (Bev)

· Review maps, aerial photos, and other documents (All)

· Introduction to landforming (Horst)

· Open discussion - blending Horst’s expertise with project needs (All)

· Discuss Wed. field trip agenda, order lunches, etc. (All)



5:00 	Adjourn 





Thursday, December 10 (Site Tour)



8:00 	Depart Hotel Arizona



8:30	Drive Highway 83:  Hilton Rd, past project area, then to MP 44



9:45 	MP 44:  Meet Rosemont representatives and biology/hydrology tour



10:30	Tour mine site, drive to Sonoita and (if time) Box Canyon Rd.



12:00	Lunch (in field)



12:30	Tour other areas and/or workshop at Singing Valley or SWCA office

· Box Canyon Rd, I-19 Duvall Overpass, Sahaurita Rd,  Corona de Tucson, Tucson, etc.

· Site Analysis exercise to summarize findings and opportunities (SWOT)

· Landforms- brainstorm (what are the major signatures, structures, etc.), discussion, etc.



4:30	Arrive back at Hotel Arizona 

 



Friday, December 11



8:00	Meet at SWCA office

· Wrap up exercise and brainstorm from Wed.

· Process definition- what land forming can happen, schedule, roles, needs

· Horst's reactions, sketching exercise (to bring first reactions to the foreground)

· Discuss coordination with George Annandale, next steps, etc.



11:30 	Adjourn (Horst’s flight dep Tucson 1:10, Marcie’s flight dep Phoenix 2:00 pm)


Rosemont Mine Landforming – Horst Schor Initial Visit – December 9-11, 2009 





Wednesday, December 9 



12:45 	Horst’s flight arrives Tucson



2:00 	Meet at SWCA office, 343 W. Franklin St.

· Introductions, roles, responsibilities (All)

· Goals for the three days (Debby and Marcie)

· Project overview and background: scoping, issues, MPO, alternatives, EIS process (Bev)

· Review maps, aerial photos, and other documents (All)

· Introduction to landforming (Horst)

· Open discussion - blending Horst’s expertise with project needs (All)

· Discuss Wed. field trip agenda, order lunches, etc. (All)



5:00 	Adjourn 





Thursday, December 10 (Site Tour)



8:00 	Depart Hotel Arizona



8:30	Drive Highway 83:  Hilton Rd, past project area, then to MP 44



9:45 	MP 44:  Meet Rosemont representatives and biology/hydrology tour



10:30	Tour mine site, drive to Sonoita and (if time) Box Canyon Rd.



12:00	Lunch (in field)



12:30	Tour other areas and/or workshop at Singing Valley or SWCA office

· Box Canyon Rd, I-19 Duvall Overpass, Sahaurita Rd,  Corona de Tucson, Tucson, etc.

· Site Analysis exercise to summarize findings and opportunities (SWOT)

· Landforms- brainstorm (what are the major signatures, structures, etc.), discussion, etc.



4:30	Arrive back at Hotel Arizona 

 



Friday, December 11



8:00	Meet at SWCA office

· Wrap up exercise and brainstorm from Wed.

· Process definition- what land forming can happen, schedule, roles, needs

· Horst's reactions, sketching exercise (to bring first reactions to the foreground)

· Discuss coordination with George Annandale, next steps, etc.



11:30 	Adjourn (Horst’s flight dep Tucson 1:10, Marcie’s flight dep Phoenix 2:00 pm)



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Hale Barter; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D

Congdon; David Krizek
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Conference Calls & Meeting
Date: 03/12/2010 03:40 PM

All,
 
I’ve heard from most of the participants critical to the calls and meeting and I am ready to forward
a schedule:
 

·         Conference Call – March 17 @ 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time)
·         Conference Call – March 31 @ 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time)
·         Meeting – April 9 @ 9:00 AM at Montgomery’s office Tucson

 
SWCA will provide the Conference Call number and code, and a computer link for graphics.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon
Cc: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Hale Barter'; David Krizek; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model - Update Conference Calls & Meeting
Date: 03/12/2010 08:51 AM

Salek & Roger,
 
Rosemont has proposed and the CNF has authorized two conference calls tentatively scheduled for

March 17th and 31st  to review progress on Montgomery’s effort to update the mine site
groundwater model culminating in a one-day meeting scheduled for April 12-15 in Tucson.  The
day and time of the conference calls has not yet been confirmed, however we are in the process of
determining the availability of the SRK staff and will let you know as soon as we have this
information.  SWCA will provide the conference call number and a computer connection for display
of graphics as needed.  For budgeting purposes I have suggested to SRK that they allow two
hours/person for each conference call and one-day plus travel for the meeting.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale

Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Kathy Arnold';

David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - CONFIRMED TIME
Date: 04/20/2010 05:59 AM

All,
 
The groundwater model conference call scheduled for Monday, April 26 is now confirmed for 10:00
AM (Arizona Time).  The number and participant code are the same as the previous conference
calls, but given below for your convenience.
 

·         Number:  866-866-2244
·         Participant Code: 9550668

 
Should Montgomery want to present graphics, Hale will issue a GoToMeeting invitation
immediately prior to the call.  However the SWCA and CNF staff from Tucson will be  on route to
Phoenix and without a computer connection.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Vladimir Ugorets'; 'Larry Cope'; 'Mike Sieber '; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Hale

Barter'; 'Jonathan Whittier'; 'Grady O'Brien - TetraTech'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Kathy Arnold';

David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Conference Call - April 26 - Reschedule Time
Date: 04/19/2010 09:03 AM

All,
 
SWCA and the CNF have a vital meeting scheduled for the afternoon of April 26 that conflicts with
the currently scheduled 2:00 PM (Arizona Time) update conference call.  I propose rescheduling the
call for 10:00 AM (Arizona Time) on the same day.  Please let me know if this works for you.
 
Thanks,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model SRK-Montgomery Meeting
Date: 02/17/2010 03:08 PM

Salek,
 
As discussed, the two-day meeting between SRK and Montgomery is scheduled to begin on
Monday (Feb 22) with a working session starting at 2:00 PM at Montgomery’s office.  The intent is
for SRK and Montgomery to develop a plan to address SRK’s concerns with the current model.  It is
tentatively planned to have SRK and Montgomery present a plan to resolve the issues in the
afternoon on Tuesday (Feb 23).  The time of such a presentation will be determined based on
progress towards the plan.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: Hale Barter; Dale Ortman PE; Stone, Claudia; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah -

USFS; Roger D Congdon; Beverley A Everson; David Krizek; Grady O'Brien - TetraTech; Jonathan Whittier
Cc: Tom Furgason; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update call notes
Date: 03/30/2010 03:12 PM
Attachments: 20100317_Hydro mtg.pdf

All-
Attached are the finalized meeting notes for your records. Dale will be distributing the draft notes
of today’s call shortly.
 
Thanks!

Melissa Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520)325-9194 ofc.  (520)250-6204 cell
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project  
DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION  
Hydrology Team Meeting 
March 17, 2010 
2:00 pm – 3:10 pm 
 
 
 
Attendees: 


Forest Service SWCA Other 


Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc 


Roger Congdon Melissa Reichard Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc 


 Mike Sieber- SRK Jon Wittier- Montgomery & Assoc 


 Claudia Stone- SRK Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc 


 Vladimir Ugorets- SRK Grady O’Brien- TetraTech 


 Larry Cope- SRK  


  
Topics Discussed: 
Boundary conditions 
Transient calibration of the model to 30 day pump test data 
Projection timeframe for model 


  
Progress  Made: 
Montgomery updated boundary conditions-  


• Boundary conditions modified to non-alternating boundary cells around entire 
active model domain boundary 


• General Head Boundary (GHB) cells along western and southwestern boundaries, 
within predicted area of impact, modified to extend simulated distance to ½ 
mile; the boundary was not moved further due to presence of alluvial sediments 
with high hydraulic conductivity which might affect GHB conditions 


• GHB conditions changed to constant head boundary conditions in areas where 
no impact is predicted 


  
Issues Raised: 


• Vladimir- Alluvium contributions to groundwater beyond the ½ mile 
• Vladimir- has doubts on the use of PEST when reviewing transient results and 


wants to see reasonable conductivity in all layers without the use of delineated 
zones 







• Roger- Hydraulic connectivity is unique and he doesn’t want to see “bullseyes”- 
dealing with a variable fractured system- not specific zones 


• Project Timeframe – Transient calibration will not be complete by April 9 
meeting, but adequate progress will have been made to allow review of work 
and to discuss any problems encountered in the calibration. 


  
Issues Resolved & Agreements: 


• Put no-flow boundary condition at the eastern model boundary to simulate  
maximum impact to groundwater levels. 


• Keep constant head boundary conditions in areas where no impact is predicted 
but observe change in flux of boundary conditions during predictive simulation, 
and adjust boundary conditions accordingly, if necessary. 


• Still consider and calibrate to a lack of response on those wells to ensure correct 
vertical distribution to include all the layers. 


  
 
Next Steps/Assignments: 


• Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 3/31/2010 
• Meeting at Montgomery’s office on 4/9/2010 
• Montgomery- Technical memorandum with brief description of transient 


calibration with larger report of sensitivity analysis and model to follow 
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry Cope; Mike Sieber; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon;

'Beverley A Everson'; David Krizek; 'Hale Barter'
Cc: 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Kathy Arnold'; Rochelle Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call
Date: 03/29/2010 06:42 AM
Attachments: 20100317_Hydro mtg_DO.doc

All,
 
This is a reminder that the second groundwater model update conference call is scheduled for

Tuesday, March 30th, at 2:00 PM Arizona/Pacific time.
 

As with the last call on March 17th, the audio will be supplied via SWCA’s conference number
(8656-866-2244, Pass Code 9550668) and Montgomery will provide computer graphics via
GoToMeeting.  Montgomery will issue GoToMeeting invitations shortly before the scheduled time
for the conference call.
 

Draft meeting notes for the March 17th call are attached; please note that there are highlighted
points on the draft notes that have not yet been resolved.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


DRAFT- DELIBERATIVE- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 


Hydrology Team Meeting


March 17, 2010

2:00 pm – 3:10 pm


Attendees:


		Forest Service

		SWCA

		Other



		Salek Shafiqullah

		Dale Ortman

		Hale Barter- Montgomery & Assoc



		Roger Congdon

		Melissa Reichard

		Mark Thomasson- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Mike Sieber- SRK

		John Wittier- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Claudia Stone- SRK

		Derek Blazer- Montgomery & Assoc



		

		Vladimir Ugorets- SRK

		Grady O’Brien- TetraTech



		

		Larry Cope- SRK

		





 


Topics Discussed:


Boundary conditions

30 day pump test


Projection timeframe for model

 


Progress  Made:


Montgomery updated boundary conditions- 

· extended contours ½ mile to GHP boundary to help eliminate skewed conductivity due to presence of Alluvium

· Fixed head location where no projected impacts


· No boundaries where projected impacts


· Eliminating alternating boundary

 


Issues Raised:


· Vladimir- Alluvium contributions to groundwater beyond the ½ mile

· Vladimir- has doubts on the use of PEST when reviewing transient results and wants to see reasonable conductivity in all layers without the use of delineated zones


· Roger- Hydraulic connectivity is unique and he doesn’t want to see “bullseyes”- dealing with a variable fractured system- not specific zones


· Project Timeframe – Transient calibration will not be complete by April 9 meeting, but adequate progress will have been made to allow review of work and to discuss any problems encountered in the calibration.

 


Issues Resolved & Agreements:


· Put no boundary condition to the East to see full impact 

· Change in flux of boundary conditions, observe and adjust boundaries accordingly


· Still consider and calibrate to a lack of response on those wells to ensure correct vertical distribution to include all the layers 

 


Next Steps/Assignments:


· Conference Call at 2pm (Arizona time) on 3/31/2010

· Meeting at Montgomery’s office on 4/9/2010


· Montgomery- Technical memorandum with brief description of transient calibration with larger report of sensitivity analysis and model to follow









From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; Roger D Congdon; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Stone, Claudia'; Vladimir Ugorets; Larry

Cope; Mike Sieber; David Krizek
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Hale Barter'; 'Kathy Arnold'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update Conference Call - March 17, 2010
Date: 03/14/2010 05:51 PM

All,
 
The first of two conference calls regarding the Rosemont mine site groundwater model will be

convened on Wednesday March 17th at 2:00 PM Arizona Time (3:00 PM Mountain Time).  The
audio will be supplied via the following SWCA conference call number and passcode:
 
Number: 866-866-2244
Passcode: 9550668
 
Video for presenting graphics will be supplied by Montgomery via a GoToMeeting connection; each
participant in the To and CC list above will receive instructions from Hale Barter (Montgomery) on
how to connect to the GoToMeeting site.
 
SWCA will take the meeting notes for the EIS administrative record.
 
The conference call is intended to afford Montgomery the opportunity to present their work to

date regarding the resolution items developed at the February 23rd meeting in Tucson, and to
allow comment and interaction among all participants regarding the work.  The agenda for the
meeting is:
 

·         Introduction – Dale Ortman
·         Participant List – SWCA
·         Update on Groundwater Model – Montgomery
·         Discussion – All Participants

 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
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PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Stone, Claudia'; 'Ugorets, Vladimir'; 'Cope, Larry'; 'Sieber, Mike'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Update
Date: 07/28/2010 10:23 AM

All,
 
We have begun to receive information from both Montgomery and TetraTech and it looks like both
may complete their work in early August.  Earlier this week Montgomery made available on their
FTP site a preliminary incomplete draft report on their revised modeling effort that has been
forwarded to all of you.  Montgomery has not provided a target date for completion, but I strongly
suspect Rosemont is pressuring them to get this done ASAP.  In addition, TetraTech is submitting
individual technical memoranda for their modeling work.  To date we have received tech memos
for the model framework and hydrologic properties, both of which have been forwarded to SRK for
review, and yesterday we received a tech memo for Groundwater Flow Model Construction &
Calibration that is being made available to SRK.  Yesterday I spoke with Grady O’Brien (TetraTech)
and was told that they expect to complete their work perhaps as early as the end of next week;
depending on a successful outcome to the transient calibration effort.  TetraTech’s schedule
includes technical memoranda on impact and sensitivity perhaps by the end of this week followed
next week by a memo on the steady-state calibration and a memo on the transient calibration to
complete the work; maybe also the end of next week depending on a successful calibration.
 
TetraTech wants to get feedback from the CNF and SRK as soon as possible in order to move to
completion of their work.  As all the players have met on several occasions I believe we do not
need more face-to-face meetings but can continue the process via teleconference.  It is likely we
will have scheduling difficulties among all the involved parties so I would greatly appreciate being
kept abreast of everyone’s schedule.  At this time and subject to change I would like to look to the

12th or 13th of August for a teleconference with TetraTech, and with perhaps a preliminary

teleconference on the 5th or 6th to discuss the early submissions if that has merit.  In addition, we
have a revised Davidson Canyon report from TetraTech that has been forwarded to SRK for review,
although without completion of the groundwater modeling it remains dependent on confirmation
that the pit drawdown predictions are defensible.  We would want to include discussion of the
revised Davidson Canyon report whenever we hold a teleconference.
 
As for Montgomery, we would want to continue with the participation of both Montgomery &
TetraTech for all teleconferences; however pertinent comment would depend on SRK’s ability to
review the documents.  I do not want to provide premature comment to either Montgomery or
TetraTech that may not be based on an adequate review.
 
Please would everyone let me know their schedules as they develop and their likely availability for
the tentative teleconferences. 
 
Regards,
 
Dale
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_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Mine Water Supply Pumping Model Review Conference Call
Date: 07/18/2010 05:31 PM
Importance: High

Salek & Roger,
 
MWH is proceeding with their review of the Montgomery response to the previous MWH
Technical Review Memorandum on the modeling of the water supply pumping.  As part of that
review, MWH is to present initial findings during a conference call prior to preparing the draft
review memo.  I propose 9:00 AM (Arizona Time) on Wednesday July 21 for the call.  Please let me
know your availability. 
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 
 

From: Nathan W. Haws [mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2010 2:53 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE
Cc: Stephen Taylor; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Project - Mine Water Supply Model - Review of Montomery Response
 
Dale,
If the Response prepared by Montgomery and Associates is the only document that needs to be
reviewed, then I can be prepared for a conference call next week.  I can be available for a call on

Monday the 19th between 9:30 am and 10:30 am or anytime after 2pm.  I am also available most
of the day Tuesday and on Wednesday morning.
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:rcongdon@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


-Nathan
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 1:43 PM
To: Nathan W. Haws
Cc: Stephen Taylor; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Project - Mine Water Supply Model - Review of Montomery Response
 
Nathan,
 
The current work is to review the Montgomery responses to issues you raised during the work
under a 19 July 2009 SOW.  As such, there are no additional “pertinent” documents and you should
already be adequately familiar with the MPO as reviewing that document was included in the 2009
SOW.  Please proceed with the work.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 
 

From: Nathan W. Haws [mailto:Nathan.W.Haws@us.mwhglobal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 1:02 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE; Stephen Taylor
Cc: 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Project - Mine Water Supply Model - Review of Montomery Response
 
Dale,
 
I have requested, but not received, the MPO and other “pertinent” documents that were to be
provided by SWCA.  Therefore, I am unable to complete Task 1.  I will begin my review when I
receive these documents.  A conference call can be scheduled after that.

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


 
Sincerely,
Nathan
 
 
 

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 9:28 AM
To: Stephen Taylor; Nathan W. Haws
Cc: 'Jonathan Rigg'
Subject: Rosemont Project - Mine Water Supply Model - Review of Montomery Response
 
Steve & Nathan,
 
Please let me know when you want to schedule the conference call to complete Task 2 of the
work.  The schedule in the SOW calls for this task to be completed within one week of issuance of

the Notice-to-Proceed.  As of today, Monday the 19th is open for me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Melinda D Roth
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont mitigation table - finalize by June 4
Date: 06/01/2010 02:21 PM

I have an assigned task to " finalize" the mitigation table and share it with Rosemont
and SWCA by this Friday.  There is a meeting next Tues. with Rosemont to reach
agreement on every item so mitigation can be applied to alternatives, alternatives
described, and alternatives analyzed.  There are a number of notes for you to
finalize wording, combine similar measures, etc in the Hydrology section, pages 8-
12. Jonathan (SWCA) sent this on May 7th.  Let me know if I need to send it to
you.  Will you be able to complete your piece this week?  If not, I will do the best I
can.  Please let me know.  Thanks.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


Calendar Entry

Meeting
Notify me
Mark Private Pencil In

Subject Rosemont Mtg- Reclamation

When

Starts Fri 06/04/2010 10:00 AM

Ends Fri 06/04/2010 02:00 PM
4 hours

Specify a different time zone

Invitees

Invited The following invitees have been invited

Required (to)
karnold@rosemontcopper.com, 
fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com, Debby 
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS, daleortmanpe@live.com, 

Chair tucconfroom@swca.com

Where

Location SWCA conference Room

Reserved No rooms or resources 
have been reserved

Categorize

Description

Your Notes



From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Power Transmission
Date: 09/29/2009 04:36 PM

All-

I have posted a report done by KR Saline titled 2009 Plan of Service Study Report
prepared for TEP. According to the Executive Summary, it documents the technical
performance of the transmission plan of service proposed by Rosemont.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=154680>

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Power Transmission
Date: 09/29/2009 04:36 PM

All-

I have posted a report done by KR Saline titled 2009 Plan of Service Study Report
prepared for TEP. According to the Executive Summary, it documents the technical
performance of the transmission plan of service proposed by Rosemont.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=154680>

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'
Subject: Rosemont Project - Bounds of Analysis - Water Resources and Soils & Reclamation
Date: 06/07/2009 05:07 AM
Attachments: 2009-5-29_Ortman_Shaffiqualah_WatRes Bnds of Analysis_memo.pdf

2009-6-07_Ortman_Shaffiqullah_SoilRec Bnds of Analysis_memo.pdf

Salek,
 
The Bounds of Analysis for Chapter 3 Affected Environment are due draft submission to SWCA on
June 12.  Originally, SWCA assigned me primary responsibility for only Water Resources, but now I
have also been requested to take the lead for Soils & Reclamation.  According to the attached list of
IDT resource roles you are the CNF’s IDT member reviewing both of these resources.  On May 29 I
forwarded a memorandum with my preliminary evaluation of the Bounds of Analysis for Water
Resources and today I’m sending along a memorandum doing the same for Soils & Reclamation. 
Please review these memos and get back to me with any comments.
 
Thanks for your help with this.
 
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah (CNF)  


Copy to: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 29 May 2009   


Subject: 
Draft Bounds of Analysis – Chapter 3 Affected Environment 
Water Resources 


 
This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Water 
Resources for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major physical 
elements of the Water Resources discipline as outlined in the attached Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 
Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time 
periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the attached memorandum on Impact Timeline 
dated 11 January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this 
memo describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however when we have determined the final 
spatial bounds they will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted that Bounds of 
Analysis will apply to both the group of twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and the suite of 
additional issues that may be described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of 
“significance”.  The general divisions of Water Resources for which I have proposed Bounds of Analysis are: 
 


• Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water  
• Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater 
• Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 


 
Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the surface water environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to surface water, both within the direct project area and 
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downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
diversion and impounding of surface water runoff coupled with the topographic modification may result in 
both immediate and permanent alterations to the surface water regime. In addition, the potential for spills or 
other accidental releases to surface water will occur from initial construction through completion of 
reclamation.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are 
Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis include the surface water drainages that may influence or be impacted by the 
diversion and impoundment of surface water, modification of the mine site topography, and potential spills or 
other accidental releases.  Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following: 


• Drainage basins contributing runoff to the mine site; 
• Drainage basins containing mine site disturbance; 
• Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson and Cienega creeks; 


and 
• Drainages immediately adjacent to SR 83 that may be impacted by spills associated with potential 


accidents involving delivery of supplies to the mine. 
 
 
Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Groundwater are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the groundwater environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to groundwater, both within the direct project area and 
down-gradient from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
mine pit’s influence on the groundwater flow regime and the potential for seepage impacts from the tailings 
and waste rock facilities along with the potential for accidental process water leaks and other spills or 
releases may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the groundwater regime.  Therefore, the 
temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, 
Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may influence or be impacted by the 
mine pit or potential seepage, leakage, or spills from the mine operations area. Assuming that the 
groundwater model under development by Montgomery for Rosemont covers an adequate area of analysis I 
propose the area within the Montgomery model domain to be the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Mine Site 
Water Resources-Groundwater. 
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Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 
The Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the water resources environment that may be impacted by 
the mine water supply for the proposed project.  Temporally the potential water resource impacts associated 
with the withdrawal of mine production water will occur only during the approximate 20-year life of active 
mine operations; therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for the withdrawal of production water is 
Operations.  However, the recharge of CAP water to the groundwater basin began in 2007 and will continue 
until the proposed 105% of projected production water withdrawal has been recharged, subject to limitations 
on Rosemont’s excess CAP water contract.  Therefore, the temporal bounds on the CAP water recharge 
element of Water Resources spans from 2007 through whenever the recharge commitment is completed; 
likely sometime during Operations. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may be impacted by the mine water 
supply wells and the CAP water recharge; therefore the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water 
Resources-Mine Water Supply is the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) with emphasis for mine 
production water withdrawal in the area encompassed within the groundwater model developed by 
Montgomery for Rosemont as described in Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of 
Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009, prepared by Errol L. 
Montgomery & Associates, Inc.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Salek Shafiqullah (CNF) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 7 June 2009   


Subject: Draft Bounds of Analysis – Soils & Reclamation  
 
This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Soils & 
Reclamation for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major 
physical elements of the Soils and Reclamation discipline as outlined in the attached Rosemont Project EIS 
Draft Chapter 3 Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of 
the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the attached memorandum on 
Impact Timeline dated 11 January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for 
analysis; this memo describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however when we have 
determined the final spatial bounds they will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted 
that Bounds of Analysis will apply to both the group of twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and 
the suite of additional issues that may be described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a 
determination of “significance”.   
 
The Bounds of Analysis for Soils and Reclamation are intended to encompass the temporal and spatial extent 
necessary to describe the Soils and Reclamation Resources that may be impacted by the proposed project.  
The potential impacts to Soils and Reclamation Resources are restricted to the project site and related to the 
disturbance of existing soil and the reclamation activities occurring throughout and following the active mine 
life. As such, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Soils and Reclamation include Construction, Operations, 
Reclamation, and Post-Closure.  The spatial bounds are limited to the active project area. 
 
It should be noted that scoping resulted in a few comments regarding the potential for dust to impact soils 
outside of the project area; however in the absence of smelting or other activities to generate stack gasses 
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and other process related airborne particulate matter this concern does not warrant expanding the spatial 
bounds.   
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Annandale, George'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason - SWCA '; 'Jonathan Rigg - SWCA'; mreichard@swca.com; 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Subject: Rosemont Project - RFP re: Site Water Management Plan
Date: 06/08/2010 01:01 PM
Attachments: 20100608_ortman_annandale_sitewatermgtrpt_sow_memo.pdf

George,
 
Attached is a RFP regarding review of the Site Water Management Plan for the Rosemont Project. 
The plan itself is a rather large document, mostly due to figures and appendices, and will be
available to you via SWCA’s FTP site.  Please contact Melissa Reichard at SWCA (520-325-9194) for
assistance in accessing the site and downloading the document.  This project is time critical and I
would very much appreciate that you get back to me as soon as reasonably possible.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
PS……..  I am currently not in Arizona and without cell coverage, if you wish to call please use 435-

682-2777.  I will be returning to Arizona June 16th.
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: George Annandale (Golder) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah 
(CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 8 June 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Site Water Management Update 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Site Water Management Update, April 2010 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  The subconsultant will prepare a 
Technical Memorandum reporting the findings of the review in general conformance with the 19 
July 2009 memorandum Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for Preparation 
of Review Memoranda (Attachment A).  In addition to the elements in the guidance memorandum 
the subconsultant will directly address the following: 
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1. Compare TetraTech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) 
proposed by Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont 
Project. 


2. Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by TetraTech for each water control 
structure and determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values. 


3. Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short and long-term 
functional viability. 


4. Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, 
including the Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on 
the their short and long-term functional viability. 


5. Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the 
short and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the 
applicability of the sediment yield calculations. 


 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
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Task 2: Preliminary Findings Teleconference – Participate in a teleconference and present 
preliminary findings to SWCA & CNF; for budget purposes assume a 2-hour 
teleconference with subconsultant graphics displayed via computer link.  Teleconference 
arrangements to be provided by SWCA.  
 
Task 3: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 4: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Preliminary Findings Teleconference - Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Preliminary Findings 


Teleconference  
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE      Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer       Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233        E-Mail: 
daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants 
MWH and SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in 
support of the Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to 
provide SWCA with a concise professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, 
and results presented in each document are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted 
practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum prepared by a subconsultant must be 
developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having professional experience meeting 
or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum of Understanding 
between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience 
in the technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the 
subconsultant’s responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant 
will include a statement signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was 
prepared under their direct supervision.  In addition, a current resume confirming that the 
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responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements will be attached to the technical 
review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided 
to the technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections 
of the report and supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether 
or not the data, assumptions, and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted 
industry practice.  In addition, the technical subconsultant will render a professional opinion 
whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear reasonable.  Review of conclusions 
will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of potential environmental 
impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the 
information presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations 
or modeling to confirm results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant 
determines the data, assumptions, and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted 
industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or the results are not reasonable, the technical 
subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical 
report, namely data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review 
memoranda will contain a concise summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental 
impacts to resources presented in the reviewed report. 
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle

Dresser
Subject: Rosemont Project - SOW and Request for Cost Estimate - Davidson Canyon Report
Date: 04/15/2010 09:52 AM
Attachments: 20100415_ortman_stone_davidsoncynrpt_sow_memo.pdf

2009-7-19_Ortman_SRK-MWH_TechRevuMemoPrep_memo.pdf

Claudia,
 
Attached are memoranda requesting a cost estimate for preparation of a Technical Review
Memorandum for the evaluation of pit drawdown on springs, seeps, and the surface flow in
Davidson Canyon.  The referenced report is rather large, so I will hand deliver an electronic copy
later today.  The SOW has not yet been reviewed by the CNF, however in the interest of scheduling
I am forwarding it to you.  Please be aware there is a chance there may be revisions to the SOW
following CNF review and, should that occur, SRK will have the opportunity to modify their 
proposal.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 15 March 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts Report 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate for the technical 
review of the following documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact 
from the project: 
 
Documents (provided under separate cover): 
 


• TetraTech (2010). Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment 
of Spring Impacts, April 2010 
 


• Montgomery & Associates (2010).  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater 
Level to Provisional Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine, March 1, 2010   


 
 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.  In addition, the subconsultant will 
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incorporate the knowledge of the general groundwater regime and geochemistry gained in their 
review of other project documents.   
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject reports including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memorandum as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memorandum – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memorandum following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost 
estimate to assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  
Any additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the 
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scope of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 
inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK); Rebecca Miller (MWH) 


Copy to: Charles Coyle, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 19 July 2009   


Subject: 
Review of Rosemont Technical Documents 
Guidelines for Preparation of Review Memoranda  


 
This memorandum presents guidelines for the preparation by SWCA’s technical subconsultants MWH and 
SRK of technical memoranda reviewing various documents submitted by Rosemont in support of the 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  The purpose of each document review is to provide SWCA with a concise 
professional opinion as to whether the data, assumptions, methods, and results presented in each document 
are reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted practice.  In addition, each technical memorandum 
prepared by a subconsultant must be developed under the direct supervision of a staff member having 
professional experience meeting or exceeding that required in the most current version of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper.  In general, the minimum 
requirements are a bachelor’s degree in the specific technical field and at least 10-years experience in the 
technical field with an emphasis on hardrock mining applications.  SWCA must approve the subconsultant’s 
responsible staff member prior to initiation of work.   The technical subconsultant will include a statement 
signed by the responsible staff member attesting that the review was prepared under their direct supervision.  
In addition, a current resume confirming that the responsible staff member meets the necessary requirements 
will be attached to the technical review memorandum. 
 
Technical review memoranda will be based on the report and any supporting documents provided to the 
technical subconsultant by SWCA.  The review will consist of reading the pertinent sections of the report and 
supporting documents and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, 
and methods used in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  In addition, the technical 
subconsultant will render a professional opinion whether or not the conclusions reached in the report appear 
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reasonable.  Review of conclusions will be limited to those elements of the report that are predictive of 
potential environmental impacts to resources unless specifically directed otherwise by SWCA.   
 
The technical subconsultant will develop the review as a professional opinion based on the information 
presented in the report and its supporting documents without extensive calculations or modeling to confirm 
results presented in the report.  In the event the technical subconsultant determines the data, assumptions, 
and methods do not appear to be in conformance with accepted industry practice or are otherwise suspect, or 
the results are not reasonable, the technical subconsultant will include this opinion in the technical review 
memorandum.  
 
Technical review memoranda will be concise and targeted to the four elements of a technical report, namely 
data, assumptions, methods, and results.  In addition, the technical review memoranda will contain a concise 
summary of the conclusions regarding potential environmental impacts to resources presented in the reviewed 
report. 
 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Shane Lyman;
Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont project job code, CWFS24
Date: 08/06/2008 07:43 AM

Please be sure to charge to the Rosemont project job code for field trips and any
and all other project work.  If you worked on Rosemont during the pay period that
just ended, and did not charge to Rosemont, please do a corrected timesheet to
charge to the project.

Thank you.

Bev
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;

hschewel@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us

Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont project schedule revised
Date: 12/02/2009 03:19 PM
Attachments: RosemontMOU_Mod04.pdf

At today's IDT mtg., several people said they didn't see this msg. so I'm sending it again.  Scroll to 2nd
page for timeline. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: Larry Jones; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Mindee Roth; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Sarah Davis;
temmett@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; DEBBIE SEBESTA; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Richard A Gerhart; Robert
Lefevre; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Cc: Geoff Soroka; Tom Furgason; Reta Laford; Rochelle Desser; sgriset@swca.com; Marcie Bidwell; Dale Ortman
PE

Subject: Rosemont Record need clarification
Date: 03/26/2010 10:56 AM

Larry et al-
First, let me express my appreciation for your considering the record!! Geoff can submit anything
into the record that you want. It is the Forest record, so as long as the Forest wants something
submitted, it really doesn’t matter who gets it to me.
 
As far as email goes, Reta was specific that we should not be including email strings. Instead, she
suggested a quick note to the file with a quick synopsis of the email string and
decisions/conclusions made. So, if the Forest specialists are crunched on time and there are
communications that need to be filed, you could delegate the synopsis to our specialists.
 
We cannot read every document that comes to us in order to complete the many fields of the
record index. A complete cover page is absolutely necessary for any documents other than these
synopses. However, if you guys are getting me a quick communication synopsis, you could just
note on the cover page what resource section it goes in without completing the other parts. In fact,
if there is a collection of communications, you could clip them all together and state that they go
in Bio. Also, note the Agency Consultation section of the record that would include
communications that are part of that particular consultation. I am not the one actually indexing all
of these documents and the rest of our staff is not as familiar with this project as I am. Although
things might seem obvious to you or me, I don’t want to take for granted that it is obvious to
everyone. It is crucial to have the index be accurate in order to be useful during the appeal process.
 
I hope that helps!
Mel
 

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, March 26, 2010 9:41 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: DEBBIE SEBESTA; Geoff Soroka; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: april 6 and 7 to rosemont
 

Tom-- ……

Melissa-- we have been discussing these sorts of electronic transmissions and getting them into the
project record.  This is an example of an email that needs to go into the record (as I have been led to
believe), but I find the process of a cover sheet for each of the hundreds of communiques overly
tedious.  Can I just have Geoff (or other SWCA lead) give you these for inclusion under the heading
"biological resources" and call it good (especially for past emails)?  Alternatively, especially in the
future, I can cc you whenever I think a communication needs to go into the project record, and you can
slap it into the biological resources filing area.  That would sure make life easier for us and hopefully
even you, and probably save Rosemont hundreds of dollars. Bev said if we can work something out
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more streamlined with SWCA for getting our bio communiques into the record, that would be great. 

Thanks! 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 



From: Melinda D Roth
To: Jamie Sturgess; gcheniae; Brian Lindenlaub blindenlaub@westlandresources.com;

karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mary@strongpointpr.com; Jeanine Derby; Beverley A Everson;
tfurgason@swca.com

Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Reta Laford; Rochelle Desser
Subject: Rosemont status meeting, this Thursday, 10:00
Date: 02/03/2010 08:00 AM

"Scope, schedule and budget" are the topics for discussion.  The meeting will be in
room 6V6 at the Forest Service Supervisor's Office.  A meeting to discuss the Public
Participation process will follow.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Jamie Sturgess; gcheniae; Brian Lindenlaub blindenlaub@westlandresources.com;

karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mary@strongpointpr.com; Jeanine Derby; Beverley A Everson;
tfurgason@swca.com

Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Reta Laford; Rochelle Desser
Subject: Rosemont status meeting, this Thursday, 10:00
Date: 02/03/2010 08:00 AM

"Scope, schedule and budget" are the topics for discussion.  The meeting will be in
room 6V6 at the Forest Service Supervisor's Office.  A meeting to discuss the Public
Participation process will follow.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: DeAnne Rietz
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont surface water affected environment section
Date: 07/12/2010 03:43 PM
Attachments: SW Quantity_affect env.doc

SW Quality_affect env.doc
surfacewater_BOA_June-2010.pdf

Hello Mr. Shafiquallah,
 
Attached are the draft surface water affected environment sections for the Rosemont project and
they are ready for your review and comment. 
Note this is the affected environment only and there is one document for surface water quality and
one for surface water quantity.   Also included for your reference is a draft map of the bounds of
analysis. 
 
In the interest of time, perhaps we may be able to set up time for a call to discuss your
comments/concerns - once you have had a chance to review these sections.  I know you are busy,
so let me know what would work best for you.  In the mean time,  I will work on the environmental
consequences sections for both the sw quality and quantity.
 
Thank you for your time – look forward to speaking with you soon.
DeAnne 
 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist
 

SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958
 

mailto:drietz@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:jrigg@swca.com
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Surface Water Quantity


Introduction


In this section we discuss the amount of existing surface water resources in the project area and in the area of potential impact on lands administered by the U. S. Forest Service (USFS), Arizona State Trust Lands, and private lands. Surface water resources include washes, creeks, springs, seeps, and stock tanks located within the area of potential impact.


The bounds of analysis for surface water resources is based on the following two considerations: 1) the direct modification of the topography and alteration of the surface water regime on the project area for the proposed action as well as alternatives, including the off-site water pipeline, due to the impacts of mining and the development of mine infrastructure; and 2) the indirect effects of mining activities on off-site, down-gradient surface water drainages. Off-site surface water drainages include the immediate sub-watersheds and Davidson Wash, which receives discharge from the project site, and is tributary to lower Cienega Creek. The bounds of analysis is depicted in Figure 1.

Issues, Cause and Effect Relationships of Concern


Two significant issues were identified concerning surface water quantity.


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock water tanks may be reduced. 


Impacts to water availability are measured by qualitative assessment of impacts on the beneficial uses of water, and quantitative assessment of the number of available stock watering tanks.


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors. 


Impacts to riparian habitat are measured quantitatively by acres of total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors disturbed, to total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost, the number of seeps and springs lost or degraded, and qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements for riparian areas.


Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative (table that will be used also in chapter 2?)


Analysis Methodology, Assumptions, Uncertain and Unknown Information 


The methodology for assessing changes in surface water quantity consists primarily of hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events that range from the typical to the extreme (specifically the 2-year, 24-hour and 100-year, 24-hour storms). The same modeling is carried out under baseline conditions, and for each phase of the mining operations as surface disturbance changes, with both peak flow and total flow volume being modeled. The watershed area considered in this modeling consists of 5,252 acres that represent the watershed above the proposed compliance point dam. With respect to surface water quantity, the criteria of whether an impact is beneficial or adverse is based on erosion potential, threat to property, threat to human health and safety, effect on downstream riparian zones, and water availability to satisfy downstream users.


All analyses presented are based on expert resource reports generated using these methodologies and apply to the proposed mine site and off-site construction such as power lines, water supply pipelines, and access roads. 

Effects to water resources are considered to be significant if:


· The effect is expected or is likely to occur;


· The magnitude of the effect is large relative to current or anticipated future water resource conditions;


· The magnitude of the effect is large relative to the uncertainty in the method of analysis of impacts;


· Mitigation of the adverse effect is not provided or is not anticipated to be effective.


The methodology for assessing the environmental consequences for the other alternatives differs from that of the Proposed Action and differs for the alternatives themselves. A similar level of hydrologic modeling has not yet been consistently conducted for all alternatives; as such, analysis of the surface water impacts for the alternatives are based on more limited data than analysis of impacts for the Proposed Action. 


Affected Environment


Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans


Table 3.2.4.3-8 lists the applicable laws, regulations, and policies related to the use, protection, and management of surface water resource quantity that would apply to the development and operation of the Project. These laws, regulations, and policies, which will collectively be referred to in the following sections as “regulation(s),” are outlined in more detail in the following sections. 


Table 3.2.4.3-8. Summary of the Federal, State, and Local Regulatory Requirements Applicable to the Project with Respect to Surface Water Resources


		Law/Regulation

		Regulates

		Applies to



		

		

		Mine Site – Surface Water

		Mine Site - Groundwater

		Off-site – Mine Water Supply



		Federal

		

		

		

		



		Forest Service Manuals 2520, 2530, 2880 and FS-881 Technical Guide

		Watershed protection and management, water resource management, geological resources, and groundwater management

		√

		

		



		State

		

		

		

		



		Dam Safety Permit

		

		√

		

		



		Surface Water Rights

		Diversion of springs, surface flow, and certain wells

		√

		√

		



		Local

Pima County Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance

		Regulatory floodplains and riparian habitat as designated by Pima County




		       √             

		

		      √





Federal


Forest Service Guidance

Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2520 provides guidance for watershed protection and management. Specific areas of responsibility include planning, implementing, and monitoring watershed improvements (including abandoned mine lands), management of riparian areas for long-term conservation, productivity, biological diversity, and ecosystem integrity, and management of wetlands and floodplains. 


FSM 2530 provides guidance for water resource management. Specific areas of responsibility include integration of water resource management with land management plans, coordination with other agencies, conduct water resource investigations and collect hydrologic data, and water quality management and monitoring. Water quality management and monitoring have the specific objective of protecting and improving water quality to allow beneficial uses on Forest Service land.


FSM 2880 provides guidance for analysis of geological resources, hazards, and services. With respect to water resources, FSM 2880 provides guidance for the inventory and analysis of groundwater-dependent ecosystems. Hydrologic investigation techniques are further elaborated in FS-881, Technical Guide to Ground Water Resource Management. 


Forest Service Guidance is non-prescriptive in nature. It does not provide absolute requirements for managing water quality or water resources but assigns responsibilities to Forest Service personnel for data collection and decisions and provides general objectives to be considered when making resource decisions.


State


Dam Safety Permit (AAC R12-15, Article 12)


ADWR regulates the safety of dams within the State of Arizona. Dam Safety rules are applicable only to certain dams, with exemptions based on purpose, height, and capacity. The compliance dam located in the Barrel Canyon drainage may require ADWR approval prior to construction. Retention structures within the mine site may also require approval, unless exempted under the Dam Safety rules.


Surface Water Rights


Water rights within the State of Arizona operate within a bifurcated legal framework, in which surface water rights are considered completely separately from groundwater rights. Surface water rights are assigned under the legal doctrine of prior appropriation, or “first in time, first in right.” However, historically, the administrative process of claiming or registering a surface water right has not considered other water rights already claimed on the same water source. Thus, most water sources within the state are over-appropriated, with multiple claims on the same water. The process of sorting through the priority of these conflicting rights is being handled by the Superior Court under the Arizona General Stream Adjudication. In addition to surface water sources, withdrawals from certain groundwater wells will eventually also be prioritized as surface water rights, depending on their effect on surface water sources.


Surface water rights that are located within the project area fall under the General Stream Adjudication of the Gila River. Currently, the Gila River Adjudication is focusing only on the first sub-watershed, that of the San Pedro River. No prioritization has yet occurred for surface water rights within the project area.

Local

Title 16, Pima County Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance (2010-FC5)


Pima County Flood Control District regulates flooding and erosion hazards within unincorporated areas of Pima County through the Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance. The goal of the Ordinance is twofold; first to ensure new development within floodplains is safe from flooding and erosion hazards and does not adversely impact adjacent property.  This is accomplished through implementation of the floodplain use permit process and conformance with the Nation Flood Insurance Program as administered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.  


The second goal of the Ordinance is to protect natural resources within floodprone areas.  These riparian areas are recognized by the County for their importance in mitigating flood hazards, providing natural erosion control, and promoting recharge into underground aquifers. As such, Pima County Board of Supervisors has adopted maps of regulated riparian habitat throughout the County.  . As part of the floodplain use permit process, proposed developments are subject to review for impacts to mapped regulated riparian habitat if more than 1/3 of an acre of the habitat is disturbed.

Existing Conditions


Regional Hydrologic Setting 

The Rosemont project lies within the Basin and Range physiographic province which is characterized by northwest trending mountain ranges separated by broad, thick alluvial basins.  The project area lies at the boarder of the Sonoran Desert and Mexican Highland sub-provinces of southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico (Tetra Tech 2010b). The Sonoran Desert sub-province consists of low mountain ranges and broad valleys while the Mexican Highland sub-province is characterized by greater altitudes and local relief along with dissected basins.

Hydrometerology

Precipitation


The proposed project is located in southern Arizona on the eastern front of the Santa Rita Mountain range, which is surrounded by arid desert basins. Because of the physiography of this region, consisting of wide basins surrounded by mountain ranges, significant variation in the precipitation pattern occurs over short distances. Precipitation data are available for the project area from a variety of sources and time periods, as shown in Table 3.2.4.3-1, including a monitoring station that was recently installed at Rosemont near the center of the proposed open pit.


Table 3.2.4.3-1. Summary of Average Monthly Precipitation (in inches) from Various Sources

		Month

		Source and Date Range



		

		Sellers*


(1931–1970)

		Helvetia†

(1916–1950)

		Canelo 1 NW†

(1971-2000)

		Santa Rita Experimental Range†

(1971–2000)

		Rosemont Mine Site‡

(2006–2008)



		January

		–

		1.58

		1.22

		1.63

		0.59



		February

		–

		1.72

		1.18

		1.46

		0.79



		March

		–

		1.14

		0.93

		1.48

		0.45



		April

		–

		0.52

		0.45

		0.69

		0.45



		May

		–

		0.28

		0.2

		0.24

		0.51



		June

		–

		0.67

		0.72

		0.62

		0.98



		July

		–

		4.05

		4.41

		4.87

		5.51



		August

		–

		4.15

		4.03

		4.32

		3.74



		September

		–

		2.19

		1.68

		2.16

		1.62



		October

		–

		0.68

		1.04

		1.64

		0.24



		November

		–

		1.22

		0.84

		1.15

		1.11



		December

		–

		1.52

		1.38

		1.95

		1.16



		Annual Total Precipitation

		16

		19.7

		18.1

		22.2

		17.12



		Average Annual Snowfall

		–

		7.7

		5.3

		4.0

		–



		* University of Arizona (1977).


† Western Regional Climate Center (www.wrcc.dri.edu).


‡ Tetra Tech (2009b).





In general, average annual precipitation ranges from 16 to 22 inches, with roughly half occurring as a result of convective storms during the summer monsoon season (July–September) and the remaining half occurring as a result of frontal storms during the winter season (November–March). May and June are typically the driest months. Winter precipitation falls partly as snow between November and April, averaging less than 8 inches of snowfall with little lasting accumulated depth.


Temperature


Monthly average temperature data are available from several of the same stations for which precipitation data are available, as summarized in Table 3.2.4.3-2.


Table 3.2.4.3-2. Summary of Average Monthly Temperatures (degrees Fahrenheit) from Various Sources

		Month

		Station*



		

		Helvetia


(1916–1950)

		Canelo 1 NW


(1971–2000)

		Santa Rita Experimental Range


(1971–2000)



		

		Average Max

		Average Min

		Average Max

		Average Min

		Average Max

		Average Min



		January

		57.93

		35.85

		57.90

		26.10

		60.30

		37.70



		February

		61.14

		38.25

		61.50

		28.20

		63.20

		39.20



		March

		66.42

		42.43

		66.10

		31.70

		67.90

		42.80



		April

		74.83

		49.40

		73.70

		36.70

		75.40

		48.40



		May

		82.88

		55.97

		81.80

		43.40

		83.70

		56.00



		June

		92.12

		64.41

		90.40

		52.40

		92.90

		64.90



		July

		91.27

		67.63

		88.30

		59.80

		91.60

		67.30



		August

		87.93

		65.82

		85.50

		58.40

		88.30

		65.70



		September

		86.49

		63.45

		83.80

		52.70

		86.40

		63.00



		October

		78.27

		54.45

		76.50

		41.90

		79.00

		55.30



		November

		67.80

		43.60

		65.90

		31.80

		67.70

		43.80



		December

		60.55

		38.26

		58.20

		26.70

		60.30

		38.30



		* Western Regional Climate Center (www.wrcc.dri.edu).





The average maximum monthly temperature ranges from a low of approximately 59°F in January to a high of approximately 92°F in June. 


Evaporation


Evaporation pan data do not exist for the same stations as used for the precipitation and temperature data; however, evaporation pan data are available from other weather stations in southern Arizona, the closest being in Nogales. Projected pan evaporation rates have been determined for the Rosemont area based on the 50 years of continuous data for both precipitation and evaporation measurements recorded at the nearby Nogales weather station (Tetra Tech 2009b). The projected Rosemont pan evaporation rates from this exercise range from a low of 2.89 inches per month in August to a high of 10.75 in June, with an estimated annual evaporation rate of 71.52 inches (Table 3.2.4.3-3). 


Table 3.2.4.3-3. Estimated Pan Evaporation for Rosemont Project Site


		Month

		Estimated Pan Evaporation (inches)*



		January

		4.13



		February

		4.28



		March

		7.11



		April

		8.50



		May

		10.38



		June

		10.75



		July

		4.93



		August

		2.89



		September

		4.40



		October

		6.15



		November

		4.11



		December

		3.89



		Annual Total Pan Evaporation

		71.52



		* Tetra Tech (2009b).

		





Surface Water 


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages) on Mine Site

The proposed project is located in the foothills on the eastern side of the Santa Rita Mountains. This area is drained by ephemeral watercourses that flow primarily in a northeasterly direction from high-elevation ridges on the eastern flank of the Santa Rita Mountains through foothills toward larger drainages located at lower elevations on the basin floor. Three major drainages occur in the primary area of impact: Wasp, McCleary, and Barrel canyons. Wasp and McCleary canyons drain to Barrel Canyon, which then joins Davidson Canyon approximately 4 miles to the east of the project area. Davidson Canyon wash flows northwesterly between the Empire and Santa Rita Mountains into Cienega Creek, which eventually enters Pantano Wash. Drainage from these systems eventually reaches the Santa Cruz River north of Tucson. 


Several additional drainages are within areas of lesser disturbance, including disturbance from access roads and power lines or within areas considered for various alternatives. These washes include Scholefield Canyon, Oak Tree Canyon, North Canyon, Papago Canyon, Empire Gulch, Sycamore Canyon, and Box Canyon Wash. Scholefield Canyon and Papago Canyon are located north of the proposed mine site and also drain to Davidson Canyon. Oak Tree Canyon and North Canyon are located east of the proposed mine site and drain east to join Cienega Creek. Empire Gulch is located southeast of the proposed mine site and drains east to also join Cienega Creek. Sycamore Canyon and Box Canyon Wash are located west of the crest of the Santa Rita Mountains, and both drain to the Upper Santa Cruz River.

Field reconnaissance was conducted by WestLand Resource Inc. (2009, 2010a, 2010b) for the purpose of collecting data on drainage features within the project site.  Results of their efforts indicate perennial or nearly perennial surface water within the project area is limited to very small pools at spring sites or to stock ponds.  Of the drainage features identified and recorded for the project area, over 90% (265 out of 291) were identified as being ephemeral washes.   

Ground cover varies from desert brush in the steep rocky terrain of the east half of the project area to herbaceous and mountain brush on the west side. Trees and shrubs are dense along the margins of washes and within floodplain areas, where moisture is stored in the alluvium. 


Stream bed material found within the major drainages consists of unconsolidated sand, gravel, silt, and clay. This recent alluvium is 2 to 4 feet thick on the bottom of the major drainages (Tetra Tech 2007h). Floodplains at the lower elevations of the major washes are not more than 100 feet wide and are considerably more restricted in upstream reaches at higher elevation. Figure 3.2.4.3-1 depicts the major drainage basins on the Rosemont project area and Table 3.2.4.3-4 summarizes the size and characteristics of the watersheds. No permanent surface water bodies or perennial or intermittent creeks occur on the immediate mine site. All of the drainages are ephemeral. 


Figure 3.2.4.3-1. Major Drainage Basins.

Table 3.2.4.3-4. Summary of Affected Watersheds within Project Area

		Watershed

		Drainage Size (acres)

		Elevation Range



		Barrel Canyon

		1,731

		5,400 – 4,800



		Lower Barrel Canyon

		577

		4,950 – 4,550



		East Barrel

		2,295

		5,200 – 4,250



		Wasp Canyon

		1,383

		6,100 – 4,800



		McCleary Canyon

		1,561

		5,700 – 4,550



		Scholefield Canyon

		2,048

		5,800 – 4,400



		Papago Canyon

		606

		5,800 – 4,400



		North Canyon

		4,069

		5,000 – 4,300



		Oak Tree Canyon

		4,884

		5,350 – 4,350



		Empire Gulch

		14,269

		6,400 – 4,300



		Box Canyon Wash

		22,958

		6,600 – 2,700



		Sycamore Creek

		47,392

		
6,300 – 2,600





Water Resources Downgradient of the Mine Site 

Most of the surface drainage from the Rosemont area leaves via the Barrel Canyon drainage, which connects approximately 4 miles downstream with the Davidson Canyon drainage east of SR 83. Scholefield and Papago canyons, which drain a small portion of the northeastern part of the project area, also convey flows into Davidson Canyon. Further downstream in the watershed, approximately 14 miles, Davidson Canyon is tributary to Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek is the main surface water drainage in a basin that covers an area of approximately 605 square miles in southern Arizona. Cienega Creek is primarily an ephemeral stream that flows northwest into the Tucson AMA. Further downstream, Cienega Creek discharges into Pantano Wash, which eventually flows into the Santa Cruz River on the northwest side of Tucson. Oak Tree Canyon, North Canyon, and Empire Gulch, which drain a small portion of the southeast of the project area, all flow directly into Cienega Creek upstream of the confluence of Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon.


Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek support riparian habitat and are considered important riparian areas (IRAs). South and east of the Rosemont area, Cienega Creek passes through the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area (NCA), and north of the Rosemont area Cienega Creek passes through the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve, which stretches from just south of I-10 northwest to Colossal Cave Road. The western boundary of the Las Cienegas NCA is approximately 3 miles from the eastern boundary of the Rosemont project area. 


Cienega Creek is divided into two sections: the upper section, which drains the central valley north of the project area, and the lower section, which flows through a narrow valley and empties into the Pantano Wash south of the project area. Between the confluence with Davidson Canyon and the “Narrows” section, impermeable bedrock forces water to the surface, creating short stretches of perennial flow. Limited flow data exist for both Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. With the exception of the small perennial section, based on data from 1968 through 1975, both Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are intermittent streams that flow for limited portions of the year. 

Watershed Yield 


Various calculations have been made in previous literature concerning the amount of water leaving the area watersheds as runoff. These analyses were made solely on the Barrel and Scholefield Canyon watersheds, which form a total watershed area of approximately 9,000 acres. Estimates range from 900 to 1,500 acre-feet per year (af/yr), leaving these watersheds as runoff (Hargis and Harshbarger 1977).  At existing conditions, the average annual runoff from contributing watersheds associated with the Rosemont project area is estimated to be 1,407 acre-feet per year for the 100-year storm event (Tetra Tech 2010c).


Streamflow


Runoff from the drainage areas are typically intermittent and of short duration. Historic peak flow data exist for Barrel Canyon from 1962 through 1976, and there are daily streamflow data after January 23, 2009 (USGS 2010). The maximum peak flows in major drainages on the project area are related to episodic heavy thunderstorm precipitation during the wet months; all peak flows in Barrel Canyon occurred during the months of July through September. Peak flows recorded annually from 1962 through 1976 at Barrel Canyon range from approximately 150 cubic feet per second (cfs) to nearly 2,000 cfs (Table 3.2.4.3-5). Based on the available 2009 flow data, Barrel Canyon is an ephemeral drainage, with only occasional flow.


Table 3.2.4.3-5. Annual Peak Flows in Barrel Canyon, 1962–1976

		Year

		Date Peak Flow Occurred

		Peak Flow 
(cfs)

		Peak Stage Height 
(feet)



		1962

		Unknown

		2.54

		140



		1963

		Unknown

		2.57

		145



		1964

		Sep. 10, 1964

		4.78

		879



		1965

		Sep. 08, 1965

		3.64

		480



		1966

		Unknown

		2.97

		260



		1967

		Sep. 1967

		3.04

		323



		1968

		Jul. 26, 1968

		6.15

		1,600



		1969

		Jul. 23, 1969

		1.7

		<15.0



		1970

		Jul. 20, 1970

		5.6

		1,350



		1971

		Aug. 1971

		6.87

		1,900



		1972

		Jul. 1972

		2.92

		240



		1973

		Unknown

		1.23

		<10.0



		1974

		Sep. 21, 1974

		5.64

		1,350



		1975

		Sep. 13, 1975

		4.6

		980



		1976

		Aug. 1976

		5.24

		1,100





                          Source: USGS gage #09484580

Springs and Seeps Inventory

The springs and seeps that occur within the project area are primarily associated with fractures within Cretaceous sedimentary rocks (Tetra Tach 2010a). A summary of the seeps and springs in the Rosemont area is shown in Table 3.2.4.3-6. Little information has been consistently collected from these springs with respect to flow quantity, frequency, or water quality; data are limited primarily to observations and sampling in 1975 and again in 2006 and 2007. Little can be said about the long-term seasonal variation in these springs; however, based on the discharge measurements collected, all springs exhibit very low rates of discharge. All of the springs are used for stock watering. 


Table 3.2.4.3-6. Inventory of Springs and Seeps in the Project Area

		Name of Spring

		Cadastral Location

		Observed Flow Rate* 

		Data Source



		Barrel Spring

		D-18-16 14cab

		Small seep; <1 gallon per minute (gpm)

		Westland 2007b; M&A 2009



		Scholefield No. 1

		D-18-16 16ccc

		No flow – ground dry 

		Westland 2007b; M&A 2009



		Scholefield No. 2

		D-18-16 17adb


or


D-18-16 17acc

		No flow – ground moist

		Westland 2007b; M&A 2009



		Scholefield No. 3

		D-18-16 17caa

		No flow – ground dry

		Westland 2007b



		McCleary No. 2

		D-18-16 19cdd

		No flow – ground moist; <1 gpm

		Westland 2007b; M&A 2009



		Questa Spring

		D-18-16 27ddd

		Small pond present; <1 gpm

		Westland 2007b; Pearce 2007; M&A 2009



		McCleary No. 1

		D-18-16 30abc

		Varies from dry to small seep; ~1 gpm

		Westland 2007b; Pearce 2007; M&A 2009



		Rosemont Spring

		D-18 16 30bbc


or 


D-18-16 32bbc

		~1 to 2 gpm

		Westland 2007b; Pearce 2007; M&A 2009



		Horse Pasture Spring

		D-18-16 15aa

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 1

		D-18-15 23ba

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 2

		D-18-16 30cd

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 3

		D-18-16 30cd

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 4

		D-18-16 26bc

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 5

		D-18-16 29ab

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Unnamed Spring No. 6 (Possibly same as McCleary No. 2)

		D-18-16 19cd

		Unknown

		Pearce 2007



		Sycamore Spring

		D-18-15 12dba

		Dry, to 1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		SS-2

		D-18-15 13aab

		Dry

		M&A 2009



		Peligro Adit

		D-18-15 24dcc

		Seep

		M&A 2009



		Fig Tree Spring

		D-18-16 19abb

		<0.1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		McCleary Dam

		D-18-16 29bda

		Flow under dam, 2 to 3 gpm

		M&A 2009



		Ruelas Spring

		D-18-15 35bdc

		Dry, occasional damp

		M&A 2009



		Mulberry Spring

		D-18-16 9abc

		Dry, up to <0.1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		Crucero Spring

		D-18-16 9cbd

		Dry, up to <1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		Lower Mulberry Spring

		D-18-16 9dbb

		Moist, up to <0.1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		Papago Spring

		D-18-16 16bba

		Dry, up to 1.7 gpm

		M&A 2009



		SW

		D-19-15 1bbb

		Dry, occasional damp

		M&A 2009



		Locust Spring

		D-19-15 1bdb

		Dry, occasional damp

		M&A 2009



		Deering Spring

		D-19-15 1dbd

		~1 gpm

		M&A 2009



		* Flow rate as observed by Wetland Resources (2006/2007b) or by Montgomery & Associates (2008/2009).


Sources: 
Maguire & Pearce  Memorandum to Coronado National Forest, November 20, 2007.
Westland Resources. Memorandum to Coronado National Forest, December 3, 2007
Errol L. Montgomery & Associates. Results of Phase 2 Hydrogeologic Investigations and Monitoring, February 26, 2009.





Surface Water Rights


Surface water rights associated with the project include those located on deeded land, as well as those located on National Forest land, as summarized on Table 3.24.3-7. Identified surface water rights filed with the ADWR include diversions from 10 springs (including Questa, Horse Pasture, McCleary, and Rosemont Springs), and multiple diversions from six washes (including Wasp, Barrel, and McCleary canyons). Priority of these surface water rights has not yet been determined through the General Stream Adjudication.


Table 3.2.4.3-7. Summary of Surface Water Rights Associated with Project Site

		General Location

		Water Right Number

		Name of Water Source

		Cadastral Location



		Deeded Lands

		33-93235.2

		Questa Spring

		D-18-16 27dd



		

		33-93236.2

		Horse Pasture Spring

		D-18-16 15aa



		

		33-93277.1

		Barrel Canyon

		D-18-16 29ba



		

		33-93278.1

		McCleary Canyon

		D-18-16 19cc



		

		33-93279.1

		Wasp Canyon

		D-18-16 29cd



		

		33-96516.0

		Wasp Canyon

		D-18-15 36ab



		

		36-25948.1

		Rosemont Spring

		D-18-16 32bc



		

		36-25954

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-15 23ba



		National Forest

		38-93308.1

		Unnamed Wash

		D-18-16 33cc



		

		38-93309.1

		Unnamed Wash

		D-18-16 34bc



		

		38-93310.1

		Unnamed Wash

		D-18-15 25dd



		

		36-25911

		Wasp Canyon

		D-18-15


D-18-16



		

		36-25912

		McCleary Canyon

		D-18-16



		

		36-25945

		McCleary Spring

		D-18-16 30ab



		

		36-25946

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-16 30cd



		

		36-25947

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-16 30cd



		

		36-25950

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-16 21bc



		

		36-25951

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-16 29ab



		

		36-25956

		Unnamed Spring

		D-18-16 19cd



		Source: Maguire & Pearce  . Memorandum to Coronado National Forest, November 20, 2007.





Stock Tanks


Stock tanks associated with the project include those located on deeded land and on National Forest land, as summarized on Table 3.24.3-8. Data were obtained from ADWR surface water rights and statement of claimant databases as well as from USGS topographic maps.

Table 3.2.4.3-8. Summary of Stock Tanks Associated with Project Site

		Watershed

		Water Right Number

		Name of Water Source

		Cadastral Location



		Barrel Canyon

		38-57582

		Stock Tank ++

		D-19-16-06ab



		Wasp Canyon

		38-26056

		Upper Barrel Tank +

		D-18-15-25dc



		East Barrel Canyon

		38-49861

		Section 33 Tank ++

		D-18-16-33cc



		Barrel Canyon

		38-70799

		Unnamed Stock Tank ++

		D-19-16-05bc



		Barrel Canyon

		38-24457

		Barrel Tank*

		D-19-16 06dd



		Barrel Canyon

		38-62339

		North Basin Tank 2*

		D-19-16 05bc



		East Barrel Cayon

		38-70879

		Section 33 Tank

		D-18-16-33cc



		Barrel Canyon

		National Forest

		Unnamed Tank*

		D-18-16 32c



		East Barrel Canyon

		38-26061

		Dirt Tank +*

		D-18-16 33cc



		Davidson Wash

		

		Unnamed Tank*

		D-17-17-07b



		Davidson Wash

		

		Unnamed Tank*

		D-17-16-36a



		McCleary Canyon

		Asarco

		Unnamed Stock Pond +

		D-18-16-19cc



		McCleary Canyon

		38-26053

		McCleary Tank +

		D-18-16-30bb



		Barrel Canyon

		38-62329

		South Basin 4 Tank ++

		D-19-16-06dd



		Upper Barrel Canyon

		38-70161

		East Dam Header Tank ++

		D-18-16-29ac



		Barrel Canyon

		38-40329

		North Basin Tank ++

		D-19-16 05bc



		Upper Barrel Canyon

		38-70775

		North Dam Header Tank++

		D-18-16-29ac



		Wasp Canyon

		38-70881

		Section 25 ++

		D-18-15-25dd



		Davidson Wash

		38-63384

		4th of July Tank ++

		D17-17-03ab



		Davidson Wash

		38-66914

		Unnamed Stock Tank ++

		D17-17-03cd



		

		

		

		



		Source:  *USGS Map/Geographic Names Information System 


             +ADWR Statement of Claimant database (ADWR 2005a)


            ++ADWR Surface Water Filings database (ADWR 2005b)









Surface Water Quality


Introduction


In this section we discuss the quality of existing surface water resources in the project area and in the area of potential impact on lands administered by the U. S. Forest Service (USFS), Arizona State Trust Lands, and private lands. Surface water resources include washes, creeks, springs, seeps, and stock tanks located within the area of potential impact.


The bounds of analysis for surface water resources is based on the following two considerations: 1) the direct modification of the topography and alteration of the surface water regime on the project area for the proposed action as well as alternatives, including the off-site water pipeline, due to the impacts of mining and the development of mine infrastructure; and 2) the indirect effects of mining activities on off-site, down-gradient surface water drainages. Off-site surface water drainages include the immediate sub-watersheds and Davidson Wash, which receives discharge from the project site, and is tributary to lower Cienega Creek. The bounds of analysis is depicted in Figure 1.


Issues, Cause and Effect Relationships of Concern


Two significant issues were identified concerning surface water quality.


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality standards. 


Impacts to surface water quality are measured by qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures to protect water quality and meet Clean Water Act standards.


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors. 


Impacts to riparian habitat are measured quantitatively by acres of total riparian habitat disturbed, unique or uncommon riparian habitat disturbed, wildlife corridors disturbed, to total riparian habitat lost, unique or uncommon riparian habitat lost, the number of seeps and springs lost or degraded, and qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet current legal and regulatory requirements for riparian areas.


Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative (table that will be used also in chapter 2?)


Analysis Methodology, Assumptions, Uncertain and Unknown Information 


The methodology for assessing changes in surface water quality consists of four components. First, the potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water are qualitatively assessed. Second, the expected changes in sediment yield (specifically Total Suspended Solids [TSS] concentrations) are modeled using two different methodologies: a software program called SEDCAD that estimates sediment yield from a site during design precipitation events, and an analytical calculation known as the RULSE Equation, which estimates yield on an annual basis. As with storm flows, the same modeling is carried out under baseline conditions and for proposed mining operations. Third, the potential for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways is qualitatively assessed. Fourth, the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits are qualitatively assessed.


Impacts to riparian habitat will be assessed by determining what areas are directly impacted by mine activities, and assessing whether any decreases in water quantity will indirectly effect downstream riparian resources. 


All analyses presented are based on expert resource reports generated using these methodologies and apply solely to the proposed mine site. Changes in surface water quality or quantity resulting from the power lines, water supply pipelines, and access road were not specifically modeled in the expert resource reports. Impacts from these linear surface disturbances are expected to be mitigated by typical construction stormwater best management practices and are considered insignificant.


Affected Environment


Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans


Table 3.2.4.4-2 lists the applicable laws, regulations, and policies related to the use, protection, and management of surface water resource quality that would apply to the development and operation of the Project. These laws, regulations, and policies, which will collectively be referred to in the following sections as “regulation(s),” are outlined in more detail in the following sections. 


Table 3.2.4.4-2. Summary of the Federal, State, and Local Regulatory Requirements Applicable to the Project with Respect to Surface Water Resources


		Law/Regulation

		Regulates

		Applies to



		

		

		Mine Site – Surface Water

		Mine Site - Groundwater

		Off-site – Mine Water Supply



		Federal

		

		

		

		



		Clean Water Act – Section 402 

		Primacy given to State of Arizona

		

		

		



		Clean Water Act – Section 404

		Dredge or fill of waters of the United States

		√

		

		√



		Executive Order 11988 – Floodplain Management

		Occupancy and modification of floodplains

		√

		

		√



		Executive Order 11990 – Wetlands

		Destruction, loss, degradation of wetlands

		√

		

		√



		Forest Service Manuals 2520, 2530, 2880 and FS-881 Technical Guide

		Watershed protection and management, water resource management, geological resources, and groundwater management

		√

		

		



		State

		

		

		

		



		Clean Water Act – Section 401 State Water Quality Certification

		Surface water quality

		√

		

		√



		Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

		Surface water quality from point and non-point sources, including stormwater

		√

		

		√



		Local

		

		

		

		



		Pima County Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance

		Regulatory floodplains and riparian habitat as designated by Pima County




		       √             

		

		      √





Federal


Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251–1376)


The Clean Water Act (CWA), as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, is the major federal legislation governing water quality. The objective of the CWA is “to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters.” 


Important sections of the CWA are as follows:


CWA Section 401


Section 401 (Water Quality Certification) requires an applicant for any federal permit that proposes an activity that may result in a discharge to waters of the United States (WUS) to obtain certification from the state that the discharge will comply with other provisions of the Act. Section 401 certification will be required to be obtained from ADEQ for any Section 404 permits obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).


CWA Section 402 / Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (ARS §49-255.01)


Section 402 of the CWA establishes the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), a permitting system for the discharge of any pollutant (except for dredged or fill material) into waters of the United States. Since 2002, the ADEQ has primacy over Section 402 through implementation of the Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES). The AZPDES program regulates discharge of pollutants into navigable WUS; historically, ADEQ has considered virtually all waterways in Arizona, including dry washes, to fall under the jurisdiction of the AZPDES program and gives special consideration to those that have been designated as outstanding Arizona waters (OAW).


The AZPDES program regulates both point and nonpoint sources of discharge. The most common nonpoint source regulated is stormwater runoff from construction activities and industrial sites. Coverage under AZPDES may be obtained either through issuance of an Individual Permit, or under a General Permit issued by ADEQ (R18-9-C901). There are five General Permits that historically have been issued: de minimis discharges, stormwater runoff from construction activities (the Construction General Permit [CGP]), stormwater runoff from concentrated animal feeding operations, and stormwater runoff from industrial sites (the Multi-Sector General Permit [MSGP]), and discharge of stormwater from municipal stormwater systems. 


A new De Minimis permit was approved by ADEQ on April 27, 2010 and authorization may be requested from ADEQ at this time. The CGP is currently active, and authorization may be requested from ADEQ at this time. The MSGP permit previously used by ADEQ has expired. A new draft permit is under consideration (as of July 2009); at this time, discharge of stormwater from industrial sites requires issuance of an Individual AZPDES permit. However, it is believed that by time of construction, the MSGP will be in place and AZPDES coverage will be obtained under the MSGP. 


Sector G of the MSGP specifically applies to stormwater runoff from industrial activities related to metal mining, including tailings, waste rock, haul roads, milling and ancillary facilities. A key condition for using the MSGP is that stormwater runoff is not mixed with mine drainage or process water. If the MSGP is found to be applicable to the mine site, the stormwater discharge is deemed acceptable provided that the MSGP conditions are followed, including best management practices (BMPs), stabilization measures, good housekeeping measures, sediment controls, inspection requirements, and record-keeping requirements. Additionally, the draft MSGP contains benchmark water quality requirements specifically for copper mining operations.


Multiple AZPDES permits will be required for this project. Minor temporary discharges, such as pipeline hydrostatic testing or well testing, may be covered as de minimis discharge. Off-site construction activities, including road building, utility line construction, and other ground disturbance greater than 1 acre in size, may be covered separately under the CGP. Construction and operation of the mine facility itself will require an Individual AZPDES permit.

CWA Section 404


Section 404 establishes a permit program for the discharge of dredged or fill material into WUS. This permit program is jointly administered by the USACE and the EPA. In recent history, implementation of Section 404 has been problematic; the jurisdiction of the CWA has been frequently modified through various court decisions, and there has been inconsistent implementation among districts of the USACE. As such, the definitions as to what constitutes “dredged or fill material” and what constitutes “waters of the United States” are of continual debate. In any case, the immediate regulatory decision as to what activities fall under Section 404 of the CWA lies with the USACE Los Angeles District. 


In general, there are three methods of obtaining a permit under Section 404: authorization under a Nationwide Permit, authorization under a Regional General Permit, or issuance of an Individual Permit. Nationwide Permits have been issued for 50 common activities which, under certain conditions, the USACE has determined have minimal impacts to WUS (Federal Register, March 12, 2007). Nationwide Permits may be either non-notifying (i.e., activities are considered to be authorized provided all conditions are met) or notifying (i.e., the USACE must approve the use of the Nationwide Permit before the activity may be undertaken). 


The decision as to what activities are jurisdictional will be made by the USACE. It is likely that Nationwide Permits will be acceptable for most road and utility line crossings of streams or washes but that an Individual Permit will be required for impacts at the mine site itself.


CWA Section 303

ADEQ has developed surface water quality standards (SWQS), including narrative limitations, to define water quality goals for Arizona’s streams and lakes and provide the basis for controlling discharge of pollutants to surface waters. Beneficial uses for water bodies are identified in State water quality standards (AAC Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1) and must be achieved and maintained as required under the CWA. Beneficial uses can include support of aquatic life, fish consumption, public water supply, and irrigation. The 303(d) list, as required by Section 303(d) of the CWA, is a list of water bodies that have a designated beneficial use that is impaired by one or more pollutants. Water bodies included on this list are referred to as “impaired waters.” The State must take appropriate action to improve impaired water bodies by establishing total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) and reducing or eliminating pollutant discharges.


Executive Orders


EO 11988 (May 24, 1977) directs each federal agency to take action to avoid the long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains. Agencies are required to avoid direct or indirect support of floodplain development whenever there is a practicable alternative.


EO 11990 (May 24, 1977) directs federal agencies to minimize the destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial value of wetlands in carrying out programs affecting land use.


Forest Service Guidance

Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2520 provides guidance for watershed protection and management. Specific areas of responsibility include planning, implementing, and monitoring watershed improvements (including abandoned mine lands), management of riparian areas for long-term conservation, productivity, biological diversity, and ecosystem integrity, and management of wetlands and floodplains. 


FSM 2530 provides guidance for water resource management. Specific areas of responsibility include integration of water resource management with land management plans, coordination with other agencies, conduct water resource investigations and collect hydrologic data, and water quality management and monitoring. Water quality management and monitoring have the specific objective of protecting and improving water quality to allow beneficial uses on Forest Service land.


FSM 2880 provides guidance for analysis of geological resources, hazards, and services. With respect to water resources, FSM 2880 provides guidance for the inventory and analysis of groundwater-dependent ecosystems. Hydrologic investigation techniques are further elaborated in FS-881, Technical Guide to Ground Water Resource Management. 


Forest Service Guidance is non-prescriptive in nature. It does not provide absolute requirements for managing water quality or water resources but assigns responsibilities to Forest Service personnel for data collection and decisions and provides general objectives to be considered when making resource decisions.

Local

Title 16, Pima County Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance (2010-FC5)


As discussed in previous sections, Pima County Flood Control District regulates flooding and erosion hazards within unincorporated areas of Pima County through the Floodplain and Erosion Hazard Management Ordinance. The goal of the Ordinance is to 1)ensure new development within floodplains is safe from flooding and erosion hazards and does not adversely impact adjacent property, and 2) protect natural resources within floodprone areas.  These natural resources, or riparian areas, are recognized by the County for their importance in mitigating flood hazards, providing natural erosion control, and promoting recharge into underground aquifers. As such, Pima County Board of Supervisors has adopted maps of regulated riparian habitat throughout the County.  . As part of the floodplain use permit process, proposed developments are subject to review for impacts to mapped regulated riparian habitat if more than 1/3 of an acre of the habitat is disturbed.

Existing Conditions


Waters of the United States


The USACE requires permits for dredge and fill activities in federal jurisdictional waters and wetlands under Section 404 of the CWA. Activities requiring a permit from the USACE include filling of jurisdictional wetlands or surface waters, including intermittent and ephemeral streams. Applications are typically made to the USACE but may be elevated to the EPA. The applications may also be reviewed by the National Marine Fisheries Service, the USFWS, and the State Historic Preservation Officer, if there are potential impacts to protected species, their habitat, or other significant biological or cultural resources by the proposed project. 


The type of permit issued by the USACE is dependent on the scope of the proposed project and the amount and/or type of impacts to WUS. Types of permits include Letter of Permission, Individual Permit, Nationwide Permit, and a Regional/General Permit. 


Many of the named and unnamed ephemeral drainage on the project area would likely be considered WUS by the USACE. WestLand Resources, Inc. (WestLand 2009and 2010) has completed a jurisdictional delineation to map (Figure 3.2.4.4-1) and determine the total acreage of potentially jurisdictional drainages on the project area.including the associated waterline.  lthough the USACE has not issued a formal jurisdictional delineation, WestLand estimates that there are approximately 92.3 acres of WUS on the project area. The jurisdictional areas include the ephemeral drainages associated with Barrel, Scholefield, Wasp, McCleary, Mulberry and Papago canyons, as well as numerous small, unnamed, ephemeral tributary drainages that flow into these canyons. Table 3.2.4.4-1 provides a list of drainages and the total acreage of WUS on the project area. 


[Need a copy of the jurisdictional delineation and the preliminary JD maps] 


Figure 3.2.4.4-1. Preliminary Jurisdictional Waters of the United States.

Table 3.2.4.4-3. Summary of Preliminary Jurisdictional Waters Delineation 


		

		Area of Anaylsis 


(ac)

		Potential Waters of the US


(ac.)

		Identified Features



		Mine Site(WestLand 2009) 

		9,136

		78.8

		· 154 Ephemeral Drainages

· 12 Stock tanks/dams


· 7 Springs


· 1 Wetland (Schoefield Spring)



		

		

		

		



		Waterline


(WestLand 2010)

		1,158

		13.5

		· 98Ephemeral Drainages

		

		





Surface Water Quality


Given the ephemeral nature of streamflow within the project area, there are no publically available data characterizing the quality of surface waters within Wasp, McCleary, Barrel, or Davidson canyons. Some surface water quality data exist far downstream on Cienega Creek but are generally too distant to be of use. In general, however, none of the drainages within the project area have been designated by the ADEQ as being impaired or having other water quality concerns. Portions of Davidson Canyon have been designated by ADEQ as an OAW; from approximately 10 miles downstream of its confluence with Barrel Canyon to its confluence with Cienega Creek.  The OAW designation ensures existing SWQS are maintained and protected for the surface water designated use.  Designated use for washes in Barrel Canyon and upper Davidson Canyon include Aquatic and Wildlife (ephemeral) (A&We), Partial Body Contact (PBC), and Agricultural Livestock Watering (AgL).  Designated uses in the OAW section of Davidson Canyon include A&We, AgL, Fish Consumption (FC), Full Body Contact (FBC), PBC, and Aquatic Wildlife (warm water) (A&Ww) (ADEQ 2010). 


Baseline stormwater quality samples have been collected from the project site (Tetra Tech 2010d).  Based on these samples, current stormwater runoff from the project site exceeds Arizona SWQS for dissolved copper, total copper, total arsenic, total cadmium, and total lead. 
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From: Jonathan Rigg
To: Salek Shafiqullah; DeAnne Rietz; Dale Ortman PE; Robert Lefevre; Geoff Soroka
Cc: Tom Furgason; tjchute@msn.com; Beverley A Everson; Kelley Cox
Subject: Rosemont Surface Water Meeting 10:00 at SWCA
Date: 08/09/2010 12:14 PM

All,
 
I have confirmed that everyone is available to meet at SWCA tomorrow morning at 10:00 to go
over the Surface Water sections.  Dale will be calling in from Utah. Terry, did you want to call in as
well?  If so, I will get the ready talk conference call set up and get the call in info to you and Dale. 
 
Dale, if Terry does not need to call in, just call the office and we will patch you in to the conference
room.  I will let you know soon.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Jonathan Rigg
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona
Phone: (520) 325-9194
Fax: (520) 325-2033
Email: jrigg@swca.com

mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:drietz@swca.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:kcox@swca.com


From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Melinda D Roth'; Rochelle Dresser; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont Sycamore Scholefield-McCleary Alternative Cost Review SOW
Date: 04/01/2010 04:06 PM
Attachments: 20100401_ortman_stone_sycamore-scholefield-altcostrevu_sow_memo.pdf

All,
 
The attached SOW and Request for Cost Estimate was forwarded to SRK.  Due to the confusing
applicability of the supporting documents to the various alternatives as presented in Rosemont’s
 memorandum SRK requested I prepare the table included in the SOW and meet with them to go
over the various alternatives prior to them preparing their proposal.  This meeting will occur

tomorrow (Friday, April 2nd)  at 9:30 at SRK’s Tucson office.  Please note that a stretch schedule for

completion by April 9th has been included in the SOW at the request of the CNF; however I truly
doubt this is a realistic target for SRK to complete the work.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard (SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson, 
Mindee Roth, Rochelle Dresser (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 1 April 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Sycamore & Scholefield Alternative Cost Analysis Review 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work and requests a cost estimate review of the 
following document: 
 
Document: 


1. Rosemont Copper (2009).  Response to request for additional analysis dated September 
3, 2009, September 25, 2009 


 
The document is a memorandum containing information pertaining to three potential alternatives 
for mine waste disposal at the proposed Rosemont Copper Project; the alternatives are: 
 


1. Sycamore Canyon Alternative – Conveyor Option 
a. Convey dewatered tailings to Sycamore Canyon 
b. Quarry rock buttress material in Sycamore Canyon 
c. Waste rock disposal in Upper Barrel and McCleary canyons 
d. Heap leach facility in Upper Barrel Canyon (Tailings Alternative #3) 
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2. Sycamore Canyon Alternative – Slurry Pipeline Option 
a. Relocate tailings filter plant to Sycamore Canyon and slurry tailings from Plant Site 
b. Quarry rock buttress material in Sycamore Canyon 
c. Waste rock disposal in Upper Barrel and McCleary canyons 
d. Heap leach facility in Upper Barrel Canyon (Tailings Alternative #3) 


 
3. Scholefield-McCleary Alternative 


a. Tailings disposal in Scholefield Canyon 
i. Conveyor Option – Convey dewatered tailings to Scholefield Canyon 
ii. Slurry Option – Relocate tailings filter plant and slurry tailings from Plant 


Site followed by conveyor to Scholefield Canyon 
b. Waste rock disposal in McCleary Canyon 
c. Heap leach facility in McCleary Canyon (Tailings Alternative 1, Phases 1 & 2) 


 
The subconsultant will review and be familiar with the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) 
submitted to the Coronado National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. 
Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007) and will 
review the subject document in the context of the MPO.   
 
The objective of the review is to address the following questions: 
 


1. Are the cost estimates accurate? 
2. Are the methodologies used in the cost estimates appropriate? 
3. Are the cost estimates based on reasonable and efficient technological designs? 


 
The subject document is a memorandum with numerous supporting documents attached.  Table 1 
provides a cross-reference among the various supporting documents and the alternative to which 
they apply. 
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the subject 
report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in 
black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review Memoranda 
following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  Cost estimate to 
assume one round of SWCA/CNF review only resulting in editorial comments.  Any 
additional technical review requested by the SWCA/CNF review will be out of the scope 
of this work.  Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch 
format, unless approved by SWCA. 
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Schedule of Deliverables 
 
The Schedule of Deliverables has two possible project schedules for consideration by the 
subconsultant, an accelerated schedule and a non-accelerated schedule.  Please determine if the 
stretch schedule is feasible and, if so, provide a plan including any additional cost items to perform 
within the accelerated schedule. 
 
Accelerated Schedule 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – No later than April 9th  
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
 
Non-Accelerated Schedule 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following Notice to Proceed  
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
 


COST ESTIMATE 
 
Please provide a spreadsheet showing a Not-to-Exceed cost with a Time-and-Materials estimate 
for each task and hourly unit rates for all anticipated labor. 
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TABLE 1 – Supporting Document Applicability 


Supporting Document 
Sycamore Canyon 


Alternative Conveyor 
Option 


Sycamore Canyon 
Alternative Slurry 


Pipeline Option 


Scholefield-McCleary 
Alternative 


Updated Summary Table 
Sycamore Canyon (Tails) Upper McCleary/Upper 
Barrel (Waste Rock) Information, As Appropriate 


Scholefield (Tails) and 
McCleary Canyon (Waste) 


Dry Stack Stability 
Review 


Applies as Justification for Same Rock Buttress 
Dimensions as Scholefield-McCleary Alternative 


N/A 


Heap Leach Location 
Review 


Alternative #3 
Alternative #1, Phases 1 & 


2 
Waste Rock Placement 
Alternatives 


Alternative B Alternative A 


General Biological 
Information 


N/A 


Scholefield Canyon 
Information 


   


Mineral Resource 
Location 


N/A – Redacted from Document 


Tailings Facility Layout N/A N/A 
Applicable to Both 


Options 
Filter Plant Relocation 
Information 


N/A N/A 
Apply to Slurry Option 


Only 


Conveyor Information N/A N/A 
Apply to Conveyor Option 


Only 
Sycamore Canyon 


Information 
   


Quarry Material 
Information 


Applicable to Both Alternatives N/A 


Tailings Facility Layout Applicable to Both Alternatives N/A 
Filter Plant Relocation 
Information 


N/A N/A N/A 


Conveyor Information 
Apply to Conveyor Option 


Only 
N/A N/A 


 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Rosemont Tech Report Tracking - priotizing reports for web posting
Date: 12/16/2009 04:09 PM

Hi Salek,

I need your help with deciding which water tech reports are the priorities for posting
to the Forest Rosemont website.  I'm assuming that the order of posting should
depend on which of the reports address the most important issues (per the public). 
For example, I think that the west side groundwater pumping model is probably a
critical report to get posted.  The pit lake report is another one that I think would be
a priority, once we receive it from Rosemont.

Could you please provide a list of priorities in order from most important to least
important, with a few categories in between?  I would really appreciate receiving the
list by Monday.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 12/16/2009 04:00 PM -----

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

10/15/2009 11:45 AM

To dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
abelauskas@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us,
beverson@fs.fed.us

cc mreichard@swca.com

Subject Rosemont Tech Report Tracking

Please review this list  for reports that apply to your resource area. This list and all
reports are filed in WebEx/Documents/Team Working/Resources. Also, please fill in
the" REVIEW" and "COMMENTS" columns for the ones you have reviewed.  For
"review" put your name and approx date of review.  For "comments", please include

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


notes about the report's adequacy, brief summary of comments you provided, who
else was consulted, etc.  This table will be appended as additional reports come in
for your information and review.  Questions...give me a call or email.  Thanks. 

ps  Thanks, Melissa, for getting this list and tracking mechanism started. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;

hschewel@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; seanlockwood@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us

Cc: mreichard@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Tech Report Tracking
Date: 10/15/2009 11:45 AM

Please review this list  for reports that apply to your resource area. This list and all reports are filed in
WebEx/Documents/Team Working/Resources. Also, please fill in the" REVIEW" and "COMMENTS"
columns for the ones you have reviewed.  For "review" put your name and approx date of review.  For
"comments", please include notes about the report's adequacy, brief summary of comments you
provided, who else was consulted, etc.  This table will be appended as additional reports come in for
your information and review.  Questions...give me a call or email.  Thanks. 

ps  Thanks, Melissa, for getting this list and tracking mechanism started. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: lmitchell@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com;

tfurgason@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com; beverson@fs.fed.us; jhider@swca.com;
jhesse@swca.com; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;
khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; sleslie@swca.com;
cwhite@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; rrausch@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mstanwood@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com;
dkeane@swca.com; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; mandres@swca.com; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont Tech Reports Received
Date: 06/09/2010 02:33 PM

All-
I uploaded a list that I provided to the Forest and RCC last month. These are all the
Tech Reports that we have in the record. If you see something on this list that is not
on the tech report tracker or is not uploaded in your resource section, please let me
know. I have tried to keep up to date on uploading documents, but I am far from
perfect :-)

Thanks for taking a minute to be aware of the information that we currently have!
It's important to have this in mind while we move forward to get this EIS done on
time.
Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=170487>
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Rosemont Telecom Memo
Date: 07/16/2009 03:20 PM
Attachments: 2009-7-16_Ortman_Shaffiqullah_Tech Revu_TCmemo.pdf

Salek,
 
For your files attached is the telecom memo reprising today’s discussion.
 
Thanks for your help with this.
 
Dale
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


TELECOM MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
Contact: Salek Shafiqullah (CNF) 
Caller: Dale Ortman PE 


Number: 520-388-8377 
Date: 16 July 2009   


Subject: 
 Mine Water Supply Pumping Model & Tailings Seepage Reports 
MWH & SRK Technical Review 


 
1. Discussed that T. Furgason has directed Dale to proceed with MWH & SRK review of mine water 


supply pumping model and tailings seepage reports; 
2. Discussed that Dale has forwarded Salek a draft copy of a memo presenting guidelines for the 


preparation of the technical review memoranda by MWH & SRK; 
3. Dale queried Salek as to the disposition of the 5 June 2009 memorandum from Dale to Salek re: 


Questions for Rosemont regarding the tailings seepage evaluation in the final tailings design report. 
Salek responded that he did not know the disposition of the questions, but he believed they had been 
forwarded to Rosemont.   


4. Salek also said that he had reviewed the memo and did not have any additional technical questions, 
but wanted to be sure that all work was reviewed for conformance to standard industry practice.  
Dale responded that this was contained in the guidelines memo that would be the basis for 
subconsultant technical review. 


 
Action Items: 


1. Salek agreed to find out the disposition of the tailings seepage question memo and let Dale know no 
later than the end of the day on Friday (July 17) 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com





From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com; aelek@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; jgrams@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us;
gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
dkeane@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Virtual Tour
Date: 05/07/2009 01:12 PM

Hello All-

I just got the Virtual Tour from Rosemont. Basically, it is Jamie Sturgess talking
about Rosemont's plans, the current and future operations. Some explanation of
Core samples and the type of ore deposit is also discussed. Although it is from their
website and is done according to that audience, it does offer some good shots of
the area and the land where the pit is proposed and also some views out to SR83
etc. So, take a look if you are interested.

Thanks!

Mel

P.S. It will probably require your computer to have Quicktime or other movie
viewing software installed.

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go
directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please
note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link
appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=144756>
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Stone, Claudia'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek

Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Beverly Everson'
Subject: Rosemont Water Resource Document Review - Revised SRK SOW & Request for Cost Estimate
Date: 12/02/2010 01:57 PM
Importance: High
Attachments: 20101202_ortman_stone_waterresourcerevu_sow_memo.pdf

Claudia,
 
Please find attached a revised SOW and Request for Cost Estimate for review of various Water
Resource reports and supporting documents.  We have received additional documents from
Rosemont and I have incorporated all into a single SOW, as such this SOW replaces the previous
less complete SOW.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Claudia Stone (SRK) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Chris Garret, Terry Chute, Melissa Reichard 
(SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Roger Congdon, Bev Everson (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 2 December 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work - Request for Cost Estimate & Schedule 
TetraTech Mine Water Resources Reports and Technical Memoranda 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work for the technical review of the following 
documents for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact from the project: 
 
Documents: 
 


1. TetraTech (2010)  Regional Groundwater Flow Model, Rosemont Copper Project,  
November 2010 


a. TetraTech (2010)  Responses to SRK’s Technical Review Comments on 
TetraTech’s Groundwater Flow Model Technical Memoranda, Technical 
Memorandum, November 17, 2010 


2. TetraTech (2010)  Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report – Revision 
1, August 2010 


a. TetraTech (2010)  Rosemont Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Response 
to Comments, Technical Memorandum, November 17, 2010 


3. Tetra Tech (2010) Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model Revision 1, ,  November 2010 
a. TetraTech (2010)  Response to Comments on February 2010 Geochemical Pit 


Lake Predictive Model Report, Technical Memorandum, November 16, 2010 
 



mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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The documents are available on the WebEx site for the project as indicated in Table 1. 
 
TABLE 1 – WebEx DOCUMENT REFERENCES 


REPORT WebEx DOCUMENT REFERENCE 


TetraTech (2010)  Regional Groundwater 
Flow Model, Rosemont Copper Project,  
November 2010 


20101129 TT Regional Groundwater Flow 
Model  (Folder) 


TetraTech (2010)  Responses to SRK’s 
Technical Review Comments on 
TetraTech’s Groundwater Flow Model 
Technical Memoranda, Technical 
Memorandum, November 17, 2010 


20101117 TT Response to SRK on GW 
Modeling.pdf 


TetraTech (2010)  Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and Transport Modeling Report – 
Revision 1, August 2010 


201008 TT Infiltration Seepage Fate 
Transport Modeling Report – Rev 1.pdf 


TetraTech (2010) Rosemont Infiltration, 
Seepage, Fate and Transport Response to 
Comments, Technical Memorandum, 
November 17, 2010 


20101123 TT RCC Infiltration Seepage FT 
response.pdf 


Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model 
Revision 1, Tetra Tech,  November 2010 


201011 Geochemical Pit lake Predictive 
Model Rev 1 16Nov10.pdf 


TetraTech (2010) Response to Comments 
of February 2010 Geochemical Pit lake 
Predictive Model Report, Technical 
Memorandum, November 16, 2010 


20101116 TT Response to Comments on 
Geochem Pit Lake Predictive.pdf 


 
The subconsultant will review the subject document in the context of the issue resolution process 
undertaken for the groundwater modeling review.  The objective of this review is to determine if 
the information is in conformance with the agreements and action items developed during the 
issue resolution process and satisfies the subconsultant’s professional judgment as to the issues 
raised during the issue resolution process.  Please note that the discussion incorporating the 
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revised groundwater model into the assessment provided in Davidson Canyon report (Tetra Tech 
(2010) Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts,  
July 2010) is included in Document 1 TetraTech (2010) Regional Groundwater Flow Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project, November, 2010. 
 
A cost estimate and schedule is requested for each of the three revised reports including the 
associated supporting technical memoranda, both the cost estimate and  schedule must be 
approved by SWCA prior to initiation of the work.  
 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
The Scope of Work and Schedule of Deliverables are to be repeated for each of the three revised 
reports including the associated supporting technical memoranda. 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the 
subject report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
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Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memoranda following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  
Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, 
unless approved by SWCA. For cost estimating purposes the subconsultant should 
assume only one round of SWCA/CNF comment and that the comments will be primarily 
of an editorial nature and not require significant additional work. 


 
Schedule of Deliverables 
The subconsultant is requested to provide a schedule for completion of the deliverables indicated 
below that conforms as closely as possible to the schedule indicated. 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following issuance of SOW 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  
 







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: George Annandale; 'Patterson, Jennifer'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'CHRISTOPHER GARRETT'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Melissa Reichard'; 'Salek

Shafiqullah'; 'Beverly Everson'
Subject: Rosemont Water Resources - SOW & Request for Cost Estimate - Site Water Management Update Responses -

Golder
Date: 12/02/2010 02:33 PM
Importance: High
Attachments: 20101202_ortman_annandale_sitewatermgtrpt_sow_memo.pdf

George & Jennifer,
 
Attached please find a SOW and request for cost estimate and schedule to review the responses
received from TetraTech on behalf of Rosemont Copper for the Site Water Management Update.
 
If you have any questions please contact me.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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DALE ORTMAN PE     Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer      Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233       E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: George Annandale, Jennifer Patterson (Golder) 


Copy to: 
Tom Furgason, Jonathan Rigg, Chris Garrett, Terry Chute, Melissa Reichard 
(SWCA); Salek Shafiqullah, Bev Everson (CNF)  


From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 2 December 2010   


Subject: 
Technical Review Scope of Work & Request for Cost Estimate 
Site Water Management Update Response to Comments 


 
This memorandum presents the scope of work for the technical review of the following 
document for environmental resource areas that may be subject to impact from the project: 
 
Document: 


1. Tetra Tech (2010) Rosemont Site Water Management Update Review Responses 
November 30, 2010 


 
The document will be made available at the SWCA FTP site.  Please contact Melissa Reichard at 
(520) 325-9194 for assistance in obtaining the document. 
 
The subconsultant will review the subject document in the context of the ongoing review 
process.  The objective of this review is to determine if the information provided satisfies the 
subconsultant’s professional judgment as to the issues raised during the review process. 
 
A cost estimate and schedule is requested for this work, both of which must be approved by 
SWCA prior to initiation of the work.  
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POINTS OF CONTACT 
The subconsultant points of contact for the work are: 


• Tom Furgason (SWCA) – Contract, budget, and invoice 
• Dale Ortman PE (Dale Ortman PE Consulting Engineer PLLC) – Technical consultation 


and report review  
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Scope of Work 
The scope of work will conform to the requirements presented in this memorandum and the 
memorandum of July 19, 2009 Review of Rosemont Technical Documents Guidelines for 
Preparation of Review Memoranda and include the specific tasks listed below:  
 


Task 1: Review subject report including pertinent documents provided by SWCA or 
selected by subconsultant and approved by SWCA from the references listed in the 
subject report and the current Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) submitted to the Coronado 
National Forest (CNF) by Rosemont (Westland Resources, 2007. Rosemont Project Mine 
Plan of Operations, Project No. 1049.05 B 700, July 11, 2007). 
 
Task 2: Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare draft Technical Review 
Memoranda as per the schedule of deliverables.  Figures and tables in the reports will be 
in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, unless approved by SWCA. 
 
Task 3: Final Technical Review Memoranda – Prepare final Technical Review 
Memoranda following SWCA and CNF review as per the schedule of deliverables.  
Figures and tables in the reports will be in black & white and 8 ½ x 11 inch format, 
unless approved by SWCA. 
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Schedule of Deliverables 
The subconsultant is requested to provide a schedule for completion of the deliverables indicated 
below that conforms as closely as possible to the schedule indicated. 
 


• Draft Technical Review Memoranda – Two weeks following issuance of SOW 
• Final Technical Review Memoranda – One week following receipt of final SWCA and 


CNF comments.  







From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Toby Leeson'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale

Barter; 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont West Side Conference Call Agenda - 2/17/09
Date: 02/16/2009 08:04 AM

West Side Groundwater Conference Call Agenda
 
Time: 12:30 PM (Arizona Time)
Date: 2/17/09
 
Conf. Call Number: 866-866-2244
Code: 9550668#
 
Agenda:
 

1.       Attendee Introduction – Each attendee to announce their name so Melissa can get a role
for the Admin Record

2.       SWCA Input – SWCA representative to give any pertinent input and follow-up from last
conference call

3.       Montgomery & Associates Update– Montgomery representative to give progress update
and any other pertinent information

4.       MWH Input – MWH representative to give any pertinent input
5.       CNF Input – CNF representative to give any pertinent input
6.       Open Discussion
7.       Action Items

 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Toby Leeson'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale

Barter
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Kathy Arnold
Subject: Rosemont West Side Groundwater Conference Call - Suspended
Date: 04/24/2009 08:42 AM

I am suspending the twice-monthly groundwater conference calls.  At this point they are not
returning value commensurate with the required time and effort.  When the final reports become
available we will revisit whether or not it will be useful to have a Technology Transfer meeting to
present the report findings.
 
Thanks for everyone’s efforts over the past couple of months.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Toby Leeson'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale

Barter
Cc: 'Charles Coyle'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont West Side Groundwater Conference Call Agenda - 4/7/09
Date: 04/06/2009 05:52 AM

West Side Groundwater Conference Call Agenda
 
Time: 12:30 PM (Arizona Time)
Date: 4/7/09
 
Conf. Call Number: 866-866-2244
Code: 9550668#
 
Agenda:
 

1.       Attendee Introduction – Each attendee to announce their name so Melissa can get a role
for the Admin Record

2.       SWCA Input – SWCA representative to give any pertinent input and follow-up from last
conference call

3.       Montgomery & Associates Update– Montgomery representative to give progress update
and any other pertinent information

4.       MWH Input – MWH representative to give any pertinent input
5.       CNF Input – CNF representative to give any pertinent input
6.       Open Discussion
7.       Action Items

 
Note that Montgomery may want to use GoToMeeting to present visual information, but that will
be determined at the beginning of the conference call.
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Rebecca A Miller'; 'Kathy Arnold'; 'Jim Davis'; Hale Barter
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Rosemont West Side Groundwater Technology Transfer Conference Calls
Date: 01/30/2009 03:57 AM

The first of the scheduled West Side Groundwater Technology Transfer Conference Calls is set for

Tuesday, February 3rd at 12:30 PM (Arizona Time).  In order to streamline the process I want to
substitute a simple conference call rather than using the Go to Meeting format.  Also, I want to
limit the participants to only those necessary to inform the various parties as to pertinent aspects
of the ongoing work.  The conference call process will be:
 

Schedule:            1st & 3rd Tuesday of each month
 
Time:                     12:30 PM Arizona Time
 
Invitees:              CNF – Bev Everson, Salek Shafiqullah,  and CNF staff as necessary
                                MWH – Rebecca Miller and MWH staff as necessary
                                Montgomery & Associates – Jim Davis and/or Hale Barter and Montgomery staff as
necessary
                                Rosemont – Kathy Arnold as she determines necessary
                                SWCA – Dale Ortman, Tom Furgason, Melissa Reichard
 
Process:               Conference Call Center Telephone Number: 866-866-2244
                                Code: 9550668
 
Please confirm receipt of this e-mail.
 
If you have any questions contact me (contact information below) or Melissa Reichard (520-325-
9194).
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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Oracle, AZ  85623
 



From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Cc: Roy Jemison; Anna M Jaramillo; Grant J Loomis
Subject: Rosemont..... Recent Newspaper Articles
Date: 01/20/2010 04:16 PM

FYI....
Note, we are prohibited from discussing this project if reporters come knocking since
it has been raised to a level called "national issue".  
Article 2 and 3 are Hydrology/watershed articles.  
Enjoy.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 01/20/2010 04:09 PM -----

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

01/17/2010 08:48 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Charles A
Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jrigg@swca.com, kbrown03@fs.fed.us,
kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont..... Recent Newspaper Articles

Three recent newspaper articles..... in case you have not seen these yet.....

1. McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
2. Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
3. Rosemont expected to become lake when done, But fears

are raised it will be toxic

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
Posted: Saturday, January 16, 2010 2:55 pm 

 
Arizona Sen. John McCain said the Rosemont Copper mine project
proposed
for the eastern slope of the Santa Rita Mountains can be good
for the
economy and unemployed Arizonans.

 
During an appearance in the southern Arizona community of
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Green Valley
Friday, McCain said the state's high unemployment rate
presents a good
argument for going forward with the mine.

 
Those against the project worry about water supplies and the
environmental impact.

 
McCain said environmentalists can't "run and ruin this
economy."

 
He later added that it's important to have the proper studies
to
determine the mine's effect on the environment.

 
The Coronado National Forest is expected to release a draft
environmental impact statement on the open-pit mine by the end
of June.

 
___

 
Information from: Green Valley News, http://www.gvnews.com

 
Posted in State-and-regional </news/state-and-regional> on /
Saturday,
January 16, 2010 2:55 pm Updated: 9:04 am. / | Tags:

 
© Copyright 2010, azdailysun.com </>, 1751 S. Thompson
Flagstaff, AZ |
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Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
The proposed Rosemont mine could reduce the flow of Cienega
Creek, one
of the county's last perennial streams and a birdwatchers
mecca about 10
miles from the mine site, one study predicts.
Or it could leave Cienega Creek untouched and drain only a
little water
from Davidson Canyon, a lesser but still-important stream with



cottonwoods, willows and crystal-clear water about five miles
from the
mine, another study concludes.
Rosemont Copper Co. wants to pull about 225 million pounds of
copper
from the Santa Rita Mountains each year. To do that, it would
dig a
2,000-foot deep, 700-acre pit that would stretch nearly two
miles mile
one way and half a mile in the other.
The only way to empty the pit would be to pump out
groundwater, which is
the source of much controversy — and of the two studies. One
study was
paid for by Pima County, whose government opposes the mine,
and the
other was funded by the mining company.
The county's study, which cost $20,000, warned that Cienega
Creek and
Davidson Canyon could be significantly harmed by the mine's
pumping.
Rosemont's study, part of a package of studies costing $4
million,
predicted a 1-foot decline in the aquifer underneath Davidson
— a drop
it called negligible — and no major impacts at Cienega.
A key reason for the differences is that Pima's study looked
much
farther ahead — 8,000 years, compared with 100 years for
Rosemont's study.
Deciding which — if either — study to believe is up to the
U.S. Forest
Service. In April, it plans to release a draft analysis of the
mine's
environmental effects. The Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality
also will review the Rosemont study for a permit the company
needs.
The Forest Service did not respond to questions about the
studies,
although they were submitted on Dec. 28. The service now
requires that
all comments about Rosemont be approved by the agency's
Washington,
D.C., office, a service spokeswoman in Tucson said.
To get more insight about how the studies differed and which
is more
credible, the Star asked three experts at the University of
Arizona to
review them. All are veteran water scientists and tenured
professors,
including the head of the UA's hydrology and water resources
department.
The scientists said the county's study looked too far ahead
and may have
overestimated Rosemont's effects. One said the Rosemont study
didn't
look far enough ahead.
They said neither study paid enough attention to a series of
springs



near the mine site that could disappear under the force of
pumping — and
whose disappearance could have serious consequences for the
surrounding
ecosystem.
*Treasured water bodies *
The dispute over the mine's pumping impacts is technical and
dense,
riding on the strength of competing computer models and
assumptions. But
the stakes are tangible: the future of two of the county's
most
treasured water bodies, both lined by thousands of acres of
Sonoran
Desert for which the county has paid tens of millions of
dollars in the
name of open space.
Cienega Creek, one of the county's last major perennial
streams and a
popular spot for bird-watching, is a vast cottonwood forest
and home to
the healthiest known population of the endangered Gila
topminnow.
Davidson Canyon, a tributary to Cienega, boasts saguaros
climbing banks,
and cottonwoods and willows lining a stream that has patches
running
year-round and larger sections running intermittently or after
storms.
It is a state-designated Outstanding Water, which protects the
creek
from being polluted — but not from being dried up by water
pumping.
The path from Rosemont to Davidson and Cienega starts with the
open pit.
To create it, Rosemont must dig out the earth well below that
area's
groundwater table, about 150 feet beneath the ground surface.
Then it
must pump out the aquifer for nearly 2,000 more feet to reach
the copper.
While the mine operates for the next 20 to 25 years, pumping
at 300 to
400 gallons per minute will remove not only groundwater
already in the
aquifer, but also rainwater that would seep into the aquifer
from the
surrounding hills and ridges.
By the time the mine closes, the Rosemont study says, the
aquifer will
have dropped up to 10 feet at a point two miles east of the
mine. One
hundred years years later, the aquifer will have dropped 1,200
feet
underneath the mine site, 100 feet nearly two miles away, and
10 feet
4.5 miles away, into Upper Davidson Canyon. The aquifer will
drop a foot
as far as 10 miles from the pit, but the decline won't reach
Cienega



Creek, said Rosemont's study, written by consultant Montgomery
&
Associates.
A 1-foot decline is considered negligible because normal,
seasonal
changes in groundwater levels can exceed 1 foot. After 120
years it is
expected that even minimal climate changes will cause
groundwater level
changes larger than a foot, said Hale Barter, a hydrologist
for Montgomery.
The county's study predicted that over the next few thousand
years, the
water table will keep dropping and the declines will spread
farther from
the mine. A spot in Davidson Canyon downstream of Rosemont,
for
instance, will drop 60 feet in 1,000 years and 100 feet after
6,000
years, the study said. After 8,000 years, the drop in aquifer
levels
will reach well into the Cienega Creek area, said the study,
by Nevada
hydrologist Thomas Myers.
The study does not predict specific declines in Cienega's
streamflow,
but it warns that under the worst case, the mine's pumping
could reduce
groundwater flow from Davidson toward Cienega by 16 percent.
Julia Fonseca, environmental planning manager in the county's
Office of
Conservation Science and Environmental Policy, offers a simple
explanation for why the drops in the aquifer continue for so
long: The
aquifer is not a bathtub.
Draw down the tub, and the water drops everywhere at the same
speed.
Draw down an aquifer, and the water drops at different rates
depending
on the kinds of soils that exist and how far you are from the
pumping,
she said. The mine's pumping creates a huge void — an open pit
— that
would be filled from adjacent sections of the aquifer after
the pumping
stops. The bigger the void, the longer it takes to refill, she
said.
"Because Cienega Creek is distant, effects may take longer
than the time
period that Rosemont examined. Such time-lagged effects are
common in
aquifers, but often overlooked," Fonseca said.
*Both studies faulted *
"To be quite honest, I don't agree with either one" of the
studies, said
Tom Maddock, the hydrology department head. "When you go
through
building one of these computer models ... you oughtn't make
predictions
beyond 40 years. Even at 40 years there is a lot of error in



the system.
It's pretty much like trying to forecast the weather for 100
years.
"With 6,000 or 8,000 years, I would say, 'Come on guys.' ...
We could
have gone through a new ice age in that period."
Peter Troch, a hydrology professor, said how far out studies
go is
largely a political decision. But he agreed that a study
looking ahead
8,000 years is less reliable than one looking 100 years.
The third professor, Thomas Meixner, said looking ahead 100
years is not
enough to assess the mine's effects because the area's
groundwater
elevations will change and affect the system well beyond that.
While
Rosemont's study does a good job of analyzing the mine's
short-term
effects, its time scale prevents a full understanding of the
effects, he
said. Maddock agreed that the mine's effects could last beyond
100
years, although he wouldn't try to predict them.
"You know there will be impacts beyond 100 years, that changes
in
groundwater elevation will continue ... beyond 100 years, but
I don't
blame them," Meixner said of Montgomery's researchers. "One
hundred
years is farther than most models go."
Meixner also said the county's study overestimates Rosemont's
effects,
because it predicts that once the mine shuts down and the
pumping stops,
the water left in the pit will not form a lake because
evaporation will
outstrip the amount of water flowing into the pit. If there is
a lake —
which the Rosemont study predicts — more water will flow into
Davidson
and Cienega than the county predicts, Meixner said.
*Effects on nearby springs *
The mine's biggest threat, Maddock and Troch agreed, may be
not to
Davidson and Cienega immediately, but to a series of springs
north and
east of the mine site — springs the researchers said didn't
get enough
attention in either study.
The Rosemont study identifies 74 springs within the 520-
square-mile area
it studied. It found 20 springs and seeps — spots where
groundwater wets
soil surfaces or rocks — within a five-mile radius of the mine
site.
Most of them are dry most of the time, or wet spots in the
ground, and
only five springs had continuous flow during the study.
Springs in Arizona are valuable beyond their small size and



the amount
of water that flows from them, the county's Fonseca said. A
number of
studies in Northern Arizona show that they nurture a diversity
of
species and that even small quantities of water flowing from a
spring
can help wildlife, she said. They can also be culturally
important to
American Indian tribes, she said.
"It tends to be that the more we look, the more we find," she
said.
The UA's Troch said the groundwater decline near the mine will
almost
undoubtedly affect the springs in that area and that
authorities need to
assess what the loss of such springs will mean to the broader
ecosystem
of the Santa Ritas.
"It is not known how native vegetation in the area will
respond to this
drawdown and subsequent disappearance of springs," Troch said.
"If this
water is a source for vegetation to sustain their function, it
can have
serious effects with possible die-off occurring very soon
after
operation of the mine."
The effect of pulling water from the springs could be as big
as the
effects of taking water from surface or groundwater flows that
feed the
canyon, Maddock said.
"The springs represent the groundwater. The groundwater
discharges into
the springs. If you lower the water table, the springs will
disappear
and that could hurt the canyon in an indirect way," he said.
*Looking beyond 100 years *
In response to the researchers' comments, Rosemont officials
say they
have proposals out seeking contractors to study the mine's
effects
beyond100 years.
"We think going out seven generations — a 150-years range — is
a pretty
good standard for sustainability purposes," said Kathy Arnold,
Rosemont's director of environmental and regulatory affairs.
Looking ahead 100 years past the time when the mine closes
gave
researchers a good understanding of the mine's longer-term
impacts to
the aquifer, and of how big a lake will form, Montgomery's
Barter said.
Pima County is reviewing Rosemont's study, at a cost of
another $15,000,
and will comment on it as part of its role as a cooperating
agency in
the federal review of the Rosemont Mine.
In its own study, the county didn't choose the 8,000-year



timetable,
Fonseca said. That was the number a computer model predicted
after
researchers asked how long it would take for the aquifer to
reach an
equilibrium state. That's the state at which the amount of
water flowing
in equals what's leaving — a sign of sustainability.
One of three reviewers for the study — two of whom work for
the county —
suggested the county look until that point.
Rosemont's study was reviewed by Schlumberger Water Services,
a global
water management consulting firm, and by a team of Rosemont
employees
and employees of other Rosemont consulting firms.
Overall, it's the job of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management to review the various studies and reach
conclusions, because
they are responsible for protecting Davidson Canyon and
Cienega Creek.
The county owns water rights on Davidson Canyon and Cienega
Creek, and
some people living near the mine may also have water rights,
raising
potential legal issues the service needs to investigate.
It's also the service's responsibility to find out more about
the
springs' biological and cultural importance, Fonseca said,
since even
dry springs may be important.
"We're playing for keeps," she said of the Rosemont dispute.
"There will
be impacts over millions of years. We'd better get it right."

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
tdavis@azstarnet.com /
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Rosemont expected to become lake when done
But fears are raised it will be toxic
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
Just call it Lake Rosemont.
Once the proposed Rosemont mine is exhausted of ore and shut



down, look
for a lake to fill part of the 2,000-foot-deep open pit where
the copper
came from, says a new report by a Rosemont Copper Co.
consultant.
But don't think you or your grandkids will be able to enjoy a
swim or
boat ride there once the mine, planned for the Santa Rita
Mountains
southeast of Tucson, is closed after 20 to 25 years.
The lake will be well below the ground surface — 1,200 feet
below, once
100 years have passed. The water will be 800 feet deep after
that
100-year period, says the study by Montgomery & Associates.
Most likely,
the lake will be fenced off to keep people from falling in.
The lake will form because the company will no longer need to
pump
groundwater and rainfall runoff out of the pit, company
consultants say.
Environmentalists warn that the lake may be toxic not just to
people but
to birds and other wildlife because of acidic compounds formed
from
sulfides in the underlying rock that react with air and water
during or
after mining.
Rosemont officials, however, say a soon-to-be-released study
by a
company consultant will quiet that concern.
The lake's presence also may be a positive sign that Davidson
Canyon and
Cienega Creek downstream won't suffer as much from Rosemont's
pumping as
some fear, said an independent hydrologist who reviewed the
company-funded study.
A number of toxic pit lakes have formed elsewhere,
particularly the
Berkeley Pit in Butte, Mont., which is one of the country's
largest
Superfund cleanup sites. The highly acidic lake, an open-pit
copper mine
from the 1950s to the early 1980s, has been linked to hundreds
of bird
deaths since the mid-1990s.
In the late 1990s, a book written by the industry-run Society
of Mining,
Metallurgy and Exploration predicted that open-pit lakes would
become
one of the most significant environmental issues facing the
global
mining industry. With more mining companies employing open
pits instead
of underground mines for technological, efficiency and
economic reasons,
the number of open-pit lakes will grow, it said.
With sufficient advance planning, open-pit lakes could be used
as
recreation spots and wildlife habitat once mining is finished,



the book
said.
"At the opposite end of the spectrum, pit lakes with poor
water quality
pose potential risks to ecosystems and humans," said the book,
titled
"The Nature and Global Distribution of Pit Lakes." Besides the
Montana
example, other acidic pit lakes have formed in Nevada,
California, South
Carolina and Vermont, the book said.
The problem is that almost all ore bodies involving copper
will be
sulfide ore bodies, said Roger Featherstone of the Arizona
Mining Reform
Coalition, who opposes Rosemont, referring to the sulfur-based
compounds
found in many copper deposits.
"When that's mixed in the rocks over the eons, the sulfides
are
stabilized. But when you start mining and mix the sulfides
with air and
water, the sulfides react with them to create acid," said
Featherstone,
who said he's "sat at the knees of the leading experts" on
such issues
during his 30-plus years as an activist.
But Rosemont's study concluded that the underlying rock at the
mine site
contains enough limestone, which is basic, to offset any acids
and
produce a lake that is chemically neutral, a Rosemont official
said last
week.
"It's pretty clean water. It won't have any acid. It's not
basic. It's
neutral, you won't be seeing high metals or salts in the water
like you
see in some places," said Kathy Arnold, Rosemont's
environmental affairs
director.
She's not sure if the lake will be restricted from birds. The
company
evaluate that as it moves through the permitting process. The
U.S.
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service and the Arizona
Game and
Fish Department will have something to say about this as well,
Arnold said.
Still, people shouldn't think of this lake as a future
recreation spot,
a Rosemont consulting hydrologist said.
"Take a look at what the Twin Buttes pit looks like, or the
Sierrita
pit," said Hale Barter, of consulting firm Montgomery &
Associates,
speaking of the now-closed Twin Buttes mine and the still-
active
Sierrita mine south of Tucson near Green Valley. "I don't
think the



walls are going to be stable or safe where people will want
to recreate."
But if a pit lake does form, that will reduce the drain on the
aquifer
feeding Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, downstream from
Rosemont, the
study found.
Thomas Meixner, a University of Arizona hydrologist who
reviewed that
study for the Star, agreed, because the presence of a pit lake
means
there will be less evaporation and more water can flow
downstream.
A Pima County-commissioned study by Nevada hydrologist Tom
Myers,
however, said the pit will get only enough water from the
underlying
aquifer, rainfall and runoff to form a seasonal lake.
Evaporation rates
will exceed the rate of water flowing into the pit, Myers'
study concluded.
Meixner said he doesn't know enough about the mineral content
to say
definitively that the pit lake's quality will be terrible,
"but past
experience indicates it is unlikely to be pleasant."

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
tdavis@azstarnet.com /
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; Charles A Blair; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
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Subject: Rosemont..... Recent Newspaper Articles
Date: 01/17/2010 08:48 PM

Three recent newspaper articles..... in case you have not seen these yet.....

1. McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
2. Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
3. Rosemont expected to become lake when done, But fears

are raised it will be toxic

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
Posted: Saturday, January 16, 2010 2:55 pm 

 
Arizona Sen. John McCain said the Rosemont Copper mine project
proposed
for the eastern slope of the Santa Rita Mountains can be good
for the
economy and unemployed Arizonans.

 
During an appearance in the southern Arizona community of
Green Valley
Friday, McCain said the state's high unemployment rate
presents a good
argument for going forward with the mine.

 
Those against the project worry about water supplies and the
environmental impact.

 
McCain said environmentalists can't "run and ruin this
economy."

 
He later added that it's important to have the proper studies
to
determine the mine's effect on the environment.

 
The Coronado National Forest is expected to release a draft
environmental impact statement on the open-pit mine by the end
of June.

 
___

 
Information from: Green Valley News, http://www.gvnews.com
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Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
The proposed Rosemont mine could reduce the flow of Cienega
Creek, one
of the county's last perennial streams and a birdwatchers
mecca about 10
miles from the mine site, one study predicts.
Or it could leave Cienega Creek untouched and drain only a
little water
from Davidson Canyon, a lesser but still-important stream with
cottonwoods, willows and crystal-clear water about five miles
from the
mine, another study concludes.
Rosemont Copper Co. wants to pull about 225 million pounds of
copper
from the Santa Rita Mountains each year. To do that, it would
dig a
2,000-foot deep, 700-acre pit that would stretch nearly two
miles mile
one way and half a mile in the other.
The only way to empty the pit would be to pump out
groundwater, which is
the source of much controversy — and of the two studies. One
study was
paid for by Pima County, whose government opposes the mine,
and the
other was funded by the mining company.
The county's study, which cost $20,000, warned that Cienega
Creek and
Davidson Canyon could be significantly harmed by the mine's
pumping.
Rosemont's study, part of a package of studies costing $4
million,
predicted a 1-foot decline in the aquifer underneath Davidson
— a drop
it called negligible — and no major impacts at Cienega.
A key reason for the differences is that Pima's study looked
much
farther ahead — 8,000 years, compared with 100 years for
Rosemont's study.
Deciding which — if either — study to believe is up to the



U.S. Forest
Service. In April, it plans to release a draft analysis of the
mine's
environmental effects. The Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality
also will review the Rosemont study for a permit the company
needs.
The Forest Service did not respond to questions about the
studies,
although they were submitted on Dec. 28. The service now
requires that
all comments about Rosemont be approved by the agency's
Washington,
D.C., office, a service spokeswoman in Tucson said.
To get more insight about how the studies differed and which
is more
credible, the Star asked three experts at the University of
Arizona to
review them. All are veteran water scientists and tenured
professors,
including the head of the UA's hydrology and water resources
department.
The scientists said the county's study looked too far ahead
and may have
overestimated Rosemont's effects. One said the Rosemont study
didn't
look far enough ahead.
They said neither study paid enough attention to a series of
springs
near the mine site that could disappear under the force of
pumping — and
whose disappearance could have serious consequences for the
surrounding
ecosystem.
*Treasured water bodies *
The dispute over the mine's pumping impacts is technical and
dense,
riding on the strength of competing computer models and
assumptions. But
the stakes are tangible: the future of two of the county's
most
treasured water bodies, both lined by thousands of acres of
Sonoran
Desert for which the county has paid tens of millions of
dollars in the
name of open space.
Cienega Creek, one of the county's last major perennial
streams and a
popular spot for bird-watching, is a vast cottonwood forest
and home to
the healthiest known population of the endangered Gila
topminnow.
Davidson Canyon, a tributary to Cienega, boasts saguaros
climbing banks,
and cottonwoods and willows lining a stream that has patches
running
year-round and larger sections running intermittently or after
storms.
It is a state-designated Outstanding Water, which protects the
creek



from being polluted — but not from being dried up by water
pumping.
The path from Rosemont to Davidson and Cienega starts with the
open pit.
To create it, Rosemont must dig out the earth well below that
area's
groundwater table, about 150 feet beneath the ground surface.
Then it
must pump out the aquifer for nearly 2,000 more feet to reach
the copper.
While the mine operates for the next 20 to 25 years, pumping
at 300 to
400 gallons per minute will remove not only groundwater
already in the
aquifer, but also rainwater that would seep into the aquifer
from the
surrounding hills and ridges.
By the time the mine closes, the Rosemont study says, the
aquifer will
have dropped up to 10 feet at a point two miles east of the
mine. One
hundred years years later, the aquifer will have dropped 1,200
feet
underneath the mine site, 100 feet nearly two miles away, and
10 feet
4.5 miles away, into Upper Davidson Canyon. The aquifer will
drop a foot
as far as 10 miles from the pit, but the decline won't reach
Cienega
Creek, said Rosemont's study, written by consultant Montgomery
&
Associates.
A 1-foot decline is considered negligible because normal,
seasonal
changes in groundwater levels can exceed 1 foot. After 120
years it is
expected that even minimal climate changes will cause
groundwater level
changes larger than a foot, said Hale Barter, a hydrologist
for Montgomery.
The county's study predicted that over the next few thousand
years, the
water table will keep dropping and the declines will spread
farther from
the mine. A spot in Davidson Canyon downstream of Rosemont,
for
instance, will drop 60 feet in 1,000 years and 100 feet after
6,000
years, the study said. After 8,000 years, the drop in aquifer
levels
will reach well into the Cienega Creek area, said the study,
by Nevada
hydrologist Thomas Myers.
The study does not predict specific declines in Cienega's
streamflow,
but it warns that under the worst case, the mine's pumping
could reduce
groundwater flow from Davidson toward Cienega by 16 percent.
Julia Fonseca, environmental planning manager in the county's
Office of



Conservation Science and Environmental Policy, offers a simple
explanation for why the drops in the aquifer continue for so
long: The
aquifer is not a bathtub.
Draw down the tub, and the water drops everywhere at the same
speed.
Draw down an aquifer, and the water drops at different rates
depending
on the kinds of soils that exist and how far you are from the
pumping,
she said. The mine's pumping creates a huge void — an open pit
— that
would be filled from adjacent sections of the aquifer after
the pumping
stops. The bigger the void, the longer it takes to refill, she
said.
"Because Cienega Creek is distant, effects may take longer
than the time
period that Rosemont examined. Such time-lagged effects are
common in
aquifers, but often overlooked," Fonseca said.
*Both studies faulted *
"To be quite honest, I don't agree with either one" of the
studies, said
Tom Maddock, the hydrology department head. "When you go
through
building one of these computer models ... you oughtn't make
predictions
beyond 40 years. Even at 40 years there is a lot of error in
the system.
It's pretty much like trying to forecast the weather for 100
years.
"With 6,000 or 8,000 years, I would say, 'Come on guys.' ...
We could
have gone through a new ice age in that period."
Peter Troch, a hydrology professor, said how far out studies
go is
largely a political decision. But he agreed that a study
looking ahead
8,000 years is less reliable than one looking 100 years.
The third professor, Thomas Meixner, said looking ahead 100
years is not
enough to assess the mine's effects because the area's
groundwater
elevations will change and affect the system well beyond that.
While
Rosemont's study does a good job of analyzing the mine's
short-term
effects, its time scale prevents a full understanding of the
effects, he
said. Maddock agreed that the mine's effects could last beyond
100
years, although he wouldn't try to predict them.
"You know there will be impacts beyond 100 years, that changes
in
groundwater elevation will continue ... beyond 100 years, but
I don't
blame them," Meixner said of Montgomery's researchers. "One
hundred
years is farther than most models go."



Meixner also said the county's study overestimates Rosemont's
effects,
because it predicts that once the mine shuts down and the
pumping stops,
the water left in the pit will not form a lake because
evaporation will
outstrip the amount of water flowing into the pit. If there is
a lake —
which the Rosemont study predicts — more water will flow into
Davidson
and Cienega than the county predicts, Meixner said.
*Effects on nearby springs *
The mine's biggest threat, Maddock and Troch agreed, may be
not to
Davidson and Cienega immediately, but to a series of springs
north and
east of the mine site — springs the researchers said didn't
get enough
attention in either study.
The Rosemont study identifies 74 springs within the 520-
square-mile area
it studied. It found 20 springs and seeps — spots where
groundwater wets
soil surfaces or rocks — within a five-mile radius of the mine
site.
Most of them are dry most of the time, or wet spots in the
ground, and
only five springs had continuous flow during the study.
Springs in Arizona are valuable beyond their small size and
the amount
of water that flows from them, the county's Fonseca said. A
number of
studies in Northern Arizona show that they nurture a diversity
of
species and that even small quantities of water flowing from a
spring
can help wildlife, she said. They can also be culturally
important to
American Indian tribes, she said.
"It tends to be that the more we look, the more we find," she
said.
The UA's Troch said the groundwater decline near the mine will
almost
undoubtedly affect the springs in that area and that
authorities need to
assess what the loss of such springs will mean to the broader
ecosystem
of the Santa Ritas.
"It is not known how native vegetation in the area will
respond to this
drawdown and subsequent disappearance of springs," Troch said.
"If this
water is a source for vegetation to sustain their function, it
can have
serious effects with possible die-off occurring very soon
after
operation of the mine."
The effect of pulling water from the springs could be as big
as the
effects of taking water from surface or groundwater flows that



feed the
canyon, Maddock said.
"The springs represent the groundwater. The groundwater
discharges into
the springs. If you lower the water table, the springs will
disappear
and that could hurt the canyon in an indirect way," he said.
*Looking beyond 100 years *
In response to the researchers' comments, Rosemont officials
say they
have proposals out seeking contractors to study the mine's
effects
beyond100 years.
"We think going out seven generations — a 150-years range — is
a pretty
good standard for sustainability purposes," said Kathy Arnold,
Rosemont's director of environmental and regulatory affairs.
Looking ahead 100 years past the time when the mine closes
gave
researchers a good understanding of the mine's longer-term
impacts to
the aquifer, and of how big a lake will form, Montgomery's
Barter said.
Pima County is reviewing Rosemont's study, at a cost of
another $15,000,
and will comment on it as part of its role as a cooperating
agency in
the federal review of the Rosemont Mine.
In its own study, the county didn't choose the 8,000-year
timetable,
Fonseca said. That was the number a computer model predicted
after
researchers asked how long it would take for the aquifer to
reach an
equilibrium state. That's the state at which the amount of
water flowing
in equals what's leaving — a sign of sustainability.
One of three reviewers for the study — two of whom work for
the county —
suggested the county look until that point.
Rosemont's study was reviewed by Schlumberger Water Services,
a global
water management consulting firm, and by a team of Rosemont
employees
and employees of other Rosemont consulting firms.
Overall, it's the job of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management to review the various studies and reach
conclusions, because
they are responsible for protecting Davidson Canyon and
Cienega Creek.
The county owns water rights on Davidson Canyon and Cienega
Creek, and
some people living near the mine may also have water rights,
raising
potential legal issues the service needs to investigate.
It's also the service's responsibility to find out more about
the
springs' biological and cultural importance, Fonseca said,
since even
dry springs may be important.



"We're playing for keeps," she said of the Rosemont dispute.
"There will
be impacts over millions of years. We'd better get it right."

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
tdavis@azstarnet.com /
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Rosemont expected to become lake when done
But fears are raised it will be toxic
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
Just call it Lake Rosemont.
Once the proposed Rosemont mine is exhausted of ore and shut
down, look
for a lake to fill part of the 2,000-foot-deep open pit where
the copper
came from, says a new report by a Rosemont Copper Co.
consultant.
But don't think you or your grandkids will be able to enjoy a
swim or
boat ride there once the mine, planned for the Santa Rita
Mountains
southeast of Tucson, is closed after 20 to 25 years.
The lake will be well below the ground surface — 1,200 feet
below, once
100 years have passed. The water will be 800 feet deep after
that
100-year period, says the study by Montgomery & Associates.
Most likely,
the lake will be fenced off to keep people from falling in.
The lake will form because the company will no longer need to
pump
groundwater and rainfall runoff out of the pit, company
consultants say.
Environmentalists warn that the lake may be toxic not just to
people but
to birds and other wildlife because of acidic compounds formed
from
sulfides in the underlying rock that react with air and water
during or
after mining.
Rosemont officials, however, say a soon-to-be-released study
by a
company consultant will quiet that concern.



The lake's presence also may be a positive sign that Davidson
Canyon and
Cienega Creek downstream won't suffer as much from Rosemont's
pumping as
some fear, said an independent hydrologist who reviewed the
company-funded study.
A number of toxic pit lakes have formed elsewhere,
particularly the
Berkeley Pit in Butte, Mont., which is one of the country's
largest
Superfund cleanup sites. The highly acidic lake, an open-pit
copper mine
from the 1950s to the early 1980s, has been linked to hundreds
of bird
deaths since the mid-1990s.
In the late 1990s, a book written by the industry-run Society
of Mining,
Metallurgy and Exploration predicted that open-pit lakes would
become
one of the most significant environmental issues facing the
global
mining industry. With more mining companies employing open
pits instead
of underground mines for technological, efficiency and
economic reasons,
the number of open-pit lakes will grow, it said.
With sufficient advance planning, open-pit lakes could be used
as
recreation spots and wildlife habitat once mining is finished,
the book
said.
"At the opposite end of the spectrum, pit lakes with poor
water quality
pose potential risks to ecosystems and humans," said the book,
titled
"The Nature and Global Distribution of Pit Lakes." Besides the
Montana
example, other acidic pit lakes have formed in Nevada,
California, South
Carolina and Vermont, the book said.
The problem is that almost all ore bodies involving copper
will be
sulfide ore bodies, said Roger Featherstone of the Arizona
Mining Reform
Coalition, who opposes Rosemont, referring to the sulfur-based
compounds
found in many copper deposits.
"When that's mixed in the rocks over the eons, the sulfides
are
stabilized. But when you start mining and mix the sulfides
with air and
water, the sulfides react with them to create acid," said
Featherstone,
who said he's "sat at the knees of the leading experts" on
such issues
during his 30-plus years as an activist.
But Rosemont's study concluded that the underlying rock at the
mine site
contains enough limestone, which is basic, to offset any acids
and



produce a lake that is chemically neutral, a Rosemont official
said last
week.
"It's pretty clean water. It won't have any acid. It's not
basic. It's
neutral, you won't be seeing high metals or salts in the water
like you
see in some places," said Kathy Arnold, Rosemont's
environmental affairs
director.
She's not sure if the lake will be restricted from birds. The
company
evaluate that as it moves through the permitting process. The
U.S.
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service and the Arizona
Game and
Fish Department will have something to say about this as well,
Arnold said.
Still, people shouldn't think of this lake as a future
recreation spot,
a Rosemont consulting hydrologist said.
"Take a look at what the Twin Buttes pit looks like, or the
Sierrita
pit," said Hale Barter, of consulting firm Montgomery &
Associates,
speaking of the now-closed Twin Buttes mine and the still-
active
Sierrita mine south of Tucson near Green Valley. "I don't
think the
walls are going to be stable or safe where people will want
to recreate."
But if a pit lake does form, that will reduce the drain on the
aquifer
feeding Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, downstream from
Rosemont, the
study found.
Thomas Meixner, a University of Arizona hydrologist who
reviewed that
study for the Star, agreed, because the presence of a pit lake
means
there will be less evaporation and more water can flow
downstream.
A Pima County-commissioned study by Nevada hydrologist Tom
Myers,
however, said the pit will get only enough water from the
underlying
aquifer, rainfall and runoff to form a seasonal lake.
Evaporation rates
will exceed the rate of water flowing into the pit, Myers'
study concluded.
Meixner said he doesn't know enough about the mineral content
to say
definitively that the pit lake's quality will be terrible,
"but past
experience indicates it is unlikely to be pleasant."

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
tdavis@azstarnet.com /
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From: Ken Kertell
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us
Subject: Rosemont
Date: 07/07/2009 12:24 PM
Attachments: Biological Resources Bounds of Analysis.doc

Rick:
 
In case you haven't yet seen the Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources at the Rosemont project
area.
 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Charles Coyle (SWCA)



		Copy to:

		Tom Furgason (SWCA)



		From:

		Ken Kertell



		Date:

		8 June 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Bounds of Analysis – Biological Resources 





This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the attached memorandum on Impact Timeline dated 11 January 2009.  These are Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.  Spatial bounds are described in this memorandum in terms of the general geographic area to be used for the analysis; however, once identified, the final spatial bounds will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  

Temporally, the potential impacts to Biological Resources, both within the project area and downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction through post-closure.  The removal of on-site upland and xeroriparian vegetation and the diversion and impounding of surface water runoff that supports off-site riparian vegetation, coupled with the topographic modification, may result in immediate and permanent alterations to the landscape and the local surface water regime, both of which would influence future use by wildlife and special-status species. Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. These four time periods would encompass approximately 24 years.


The spatial Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include 1) the direct modification of the topography and alteration of the surface water regime on the project area due to the impacts of mining, and 2) the indirect effects from these mining activities to the biological resources on adjacent and down-gradient areas. Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following:


· Surface water drainages contributing runoff to the mine site;


· Surface water drainages containing mine site disturbance;


· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Wash; and

· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from Davidson Wash, namely lower Cienega Creek and the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve downstream to the Pantano Dam site. 

According to Pima Association of Governments (PAG 2003a),
 “Davidson Canyon baseflows and subflows contribute significantly (my italics) to flows in lower Cienega Creek.” Consequently, for the purposes of evaluating impacts to offsite Biological Resources, lower Cienega Creek was included in the Bounds of Analysis. The Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek were based on two ecological criteria that influence use by wildlife and special-status species: 1) the downstream limit of surface baseflow; and 2) the downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation (i.e., vegetation dominated by cottonwood and willow). Not coincidentally, the downstream limits of surface baseflow and broadleaf riparian vegetation coincide at the Pantano Dam site, located approximately 2.5 miles downstream from the confluence of Cienega Creek and Davidson Wash.


According to the Pima County Multi-Species Conservation Plan, the Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek also coincide with areas identified as Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs) for specific native flora and fauna, including aquatic and riparian-obligate species such as Gila topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis), Gila chub (Gila intermedia), yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), and Huachuca water umbel (Lilaeopsis schafferneriana var. recurva). PCAs are defined by Pima County as crucial for the conservation of these species. Maps showing the PCAs for these species were viewed at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/.


Information on Cienega Creek surface flow is described in PAG (2003b).
 PAG staff has been observing the extent of surface flow in the Cienega Natural Preserve since June 1999. Flow extent observations are made by walking along lower Cienega Creek, from where it is crossed by Interstate 10, to the Pantano Dam. The lowest flows during the year have consistently been recorded during the June time period. Therefore, baseflows shown in PAG (2003; Figure 3) show the typical low flow extent. The downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation is based on examination of maps at Pima County MapGuide, available at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/, and maps provided in PAG (2003b). 

� Pima Association of Governments (PAG). 2003a. Contribution of Davidson Canyon to Base Flows in Cienega Creek. 


� Pima Association of Governments (PAG). 2003b. Geologic Influences on the Hydrology of Lower Cienega Creek.
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Alan Belauskas; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Reta Laford; Larry Jones; Debby Kriegel; Robert Lefevre; Art Elek;

Jeanine Derby; Kent Ellett; Sarah Davis; Salek Shafiqullah; George     McKay; Charles Coyle; Eli Curiel; Dale
Ortman; Debbie Sebesta; Mary Farrell; Walt Keyes; Beverley Everson; Mindee Roth; Melissa Reichard; William
    Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont's Alternatives comparison
Date: 07/15/2009 04:03 PM

Here is the link to the table that Rosemont handed out today:
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150240>

 

Tom
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
teresa@ciapusci.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Cc: Charles Coyle; mpetersen@swca.com; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont's proposed alternative
Date: 07/02/2009 12:39 PM

Hello All-

Rosemont has submitted their proposed alternative. I have uploaded it here:
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=149379>

It is a fairly large file, so you will need to allow some time to download. If you have
any issues with the file or need any help, please let me know.

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: San Manuel Field Trip, Wednesday, August 20, leaving at 7:00 a.m. from Federal Building
Date: 08/14/2008 01:18 PM

Hi Everyone,

We will be departing from in front of the Federal Building by bus for San Manuel
promptly at 7:00 a.m. next Wednesday.  Please let me know if you live in the Oro
Valley area and prefer to meet the bus there at the Home Depot Store at 10855 N.
Oracle Rd.  We will look for you between Home Depot and Sports Authority at
around 7:30.

Most of Arizona's metal mines were operated in the late 1800s, typically as
underground operations.  San Manuel is no exception, however, large scale
underground mining did not begin until 1952.  Open pit mining began in 1985, and
all operations ceased in 1999 due to low copper prices.  Surface reclamation of the
area began a couple of years later and was completed at a cost of $59 million in
May of 2006 (though some reworking of the reclamation areas has continued).   The
reclamation was a "topographic based" design where reclaimed areas were
recountoured to blend with the surrounding natural topography and then
revegetated.  

The San Manuel operation was a very important part of the economy and history of
the area for multiple generations.  The toppling of the smelter stacks associated with
the operation in January of 2007 was seen as progress to some, and the sad end of
an era for others.  We will learn a little more about the history of the operation with
the site visit along with seeing the interesting reclamation techniques.

I will be forwarding a white paper comparing San Manuel and the proposed
Rosemont Copper Project to you once I receive it from the company.

See you Wednesday.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M
Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Kent C Ellett

Subject: Schedule for various Rosemont meetings
Date: 10/26/2009 04:16 PM

For those of you interested in non-IDT meeting scheduling for Rosemont, here is the schedule: 

Rosemont strategy meetings, 1:30 on Mondays. 

SWCA/FS overview meetings, 9:30 on Tuesdays 

(core IDT every Wednesday, extended every second Wednesday of the month) 

Status meetings with company twice a month, date variable and set at previous meeting. 

EPG powerline stakeholders meetings, no regular date; Kent do you know when the next meeting is?) 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Scoping comment attachments- Rosemont
Date: 10/09/2009 06:58 PM

Hello Everyone!

I have enclosed a link to the resource folders in WebEx. You will find all the resource
studies that have been submitted by Rosemont or the consultants to date within that
applicable resource folder. You will also notice in most folders a subfolder labeled
"Scoping attachments". I have uploaded all the attachments that were submitted
within the scoping comments that could assist you in your analysis. These
attachments are all different things from pictures, maps, specialist reports and
everything in between. If you are working with more than one resource, you may
find duplicate files in the different resources, as some files applied to more than
area. If you have any questions, please contact Bev (for FS) or Tom (for SWCA). If
you have any issues accessing files, please contact me.

 

Some of these files are pretty interesting. Thank you for all of your hard work!

 

Thanks!

Mel
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=24542>
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Scoping comment attachments- Rosemont
Date: 10/09/2009 06:58 PM

Hello Everyone!

I have enclosed a link to the resource folders in WebEx. You will find all the resource
studies that have been submitted by Rosemont or the consultants to date within that
applicable resource folder. You will also notice in most folders a subfolder labeled
"Scoping attachments". I have uploaded all the attachments that were submitted
within the scoping comments that could assist you in your analysis. These
attachments are all different things from pictures, maps, specialist reports and
everything in between. If you are working with more than one resource, you may
find duplicate files in the different resources, as some files applied to more than
area. If you have any questions, please contact Bev (for FS) or Tom (for SWCA). If
you have any issues accessing files, please contact me.

 

Some of these files are pretty interesting. Thank you for all of your hard work!

 

Thanks!

Mel
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=24542>
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Scoping Comment Reports now available!
Date: 10/14/2008 02:25 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10015
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;
khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Scoping Comment Reports now updated!
Date: 11/17/2008 12:04 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10015
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Cc: DeAnne Rietz
Subject: Scoping Comments
Date: 08/12/2010 04:21 PM
Attachments: watershed study SOW.pdf

Water Resources 111408.pdf

Hello Chris,
During our CC a few days ago you mentioned you would write up a one pager
regarding surface water data holes....or something to that effect.  I found a Scoping
Comment attachment which outlines a scope of work to consider.  Some of the fine
details are probably debatable, however, overall it appears to be sound.  Please
review and see if this helps with your task.  Thanks.
PS.  There were many thousands of scoping comments for this project. Of course all
the comments have been reviewed by Rosemont, SWCA and the Forest Service, and
I personally read every one related to water and then some.  There were many good
ideas in that compilation, and I would suggest reviewing them if you have not been
through them yet.  Many of the comments I made, related to CH 3 surface water,
were based on the intent, that I understood, from the scoping comments. I have
also attached the water resources scoping comments for your use. Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:drietz@swca.com



Rosemont Mine Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Geomorphic Study 
 


Scope of Work 
 
Study Purpose 
 
The purpose of the Rosemont Mine Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Geomorphic Study (Study) is to 
provide a comprehensive analysis of the hydrology, surface water hydraulics, sediment transport 
and channel stability found within the Davidson Canyon watershed.  The study will provide a 
solid understanding of existing conditions and probable changes to the watershed if the 
Rosemont mining operations occurred as planned.  Mining has been known to significantly 
disrupt surface and groundwater movement and the habitat dependent on the stability of those 
systems. Analyzing the existing conditions will establish the baseline for comparison of probable 
changes to the watershed, over time, with the mine’s proposed land use alterations.  This study is 
necessary to ensure continued public safety and habitat protection and provide information for 
the Environmental Impact Statement.  The analysis can also help to identify appropriate 
mitigation measures needed to protect the natural resources and public and private infrastructure 
downstream should the proposed mining operations occur. 
 
Study Description 
 
This scope of work is for professional engineering services necessary for the identification of 
existing hydrologic, hydraulic and geomorphic conditions in the area;  identification and 
quantification of changes to the hydrology, hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed 
as a result of the mining operations;  identification and quantification of changes to the 
hydrology, hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed as a result of  proposed action 
undertaken for mine closure; and identification and quantification of changes to the hydrology, 
hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed which would be anticipated  several 
decades after the mine is closed and maintenance ceases on the remaining infrastructure.   
 
Location 
  
The Study area should, at a minimum, include all of the Davidson Canyon Watershed (including 
tributaries) to its confluence with Cienega Creek.  If however, any of the computer models used 
in the analysis reflect continued change between existing and proposed conditions at this 
confluence, then the analysis should extend further downstream to a logical conclusion.  
 
Study Categories and Tasks 
 
The Study has a number of tasks to be performed in several categories, including: 
 
I  Hydrology 


I a.  Existing Conditions Hydrologic Analysis  This task is to identify the various discharge 
values expected at strategic concentration points within the study area given current 
vegetation, soils, topographic relief, and adjusted for various spatial and temporal rainfall 
events. At a minimum, guidelines for establishment of concentration points should be where 
two washes converge and the smaller of the drainage areas equals or exceeds 20 acres. 
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Utilization of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), HEC-HMS computer model with 
precipitation sources from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration XIV upper 
90% confidence interval to establish rainfall distribution patterns would be encouraged.  
Hydrologic modeling from seasonal rainfall events, to establish existing soil moisture 
conditions in the local vadose zone, through to the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) to 
analyze catastrophic flood and erosion hazards would be expected.   This would include, at a 
minimum, assessment of the four individual seasonal rains as well as the 1-year 1-hour 
storm, 2-year 1-hour storm, 5-year 1- and 3-hour storms, 10-year 1- and 3-hour storms, 25-
year 1-, 6-, and 24 hour storms, 50-year 1-, 6-, and 24 hour storms, 100-year 1-, 6-, and 24 
hour storms, 500-year 1-, 6-, 24-, and 72-hour storms, and the PMF.  Durations of six hours 
or less are to assume an SCS Type II distribution, while durations greater than six hours 
should assume an SCS Type 1 distribution storm.  Methods shall otherwise follow Pima 
County Regional Flood Control District Draft Technical Policy 018. 
 
I b. 20-years With Project Hydrology, Hydrologic Change Attributable to Mining Utilizing 
the hydrologic computer model developed in Task Ia (presumably HEC-HMS), the 
consultant will simulate the hydrologic changes in the watershed that would be expected if 
the mine is in full operation, 20 years after opening.  Model runs will include the return 
periods cited above and will require the same deliverables.  Compare the results from this run 
to the base line model established in Task Ia and document the changes.  Potential hydrologic 
changes that will be documented include but are not limited to changes in watershed area, 
changes in soil conditions, changes in vegetative cover, increased amount of impervious 
surfaces, flow path changes, changes to attenuation of flow resulting from retention and 
detention within the mine project site, and changes in flow duration and magnitude of 
perennial and intermittent watercourse reaches in the study area due to alteration of 
subsurface flows.   
 
I c. 10-years post project Hydrology  Utilizing the same hydrologic computer model 
(presumably HEC-HMS) with all of the flow events referenced in Task Ia, simulate the 
hydrologic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still 
maintained; ten years after closing.  Document all changes. 
 
I d. 100-years post project Hydrology  Utilizing the same hydrologic computer model 
(presumably HEC-HMS) with all of the flow events referenced in Task Ia, simulate the 
hydrologic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no 
maintenance occurring; 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. 
 


II  Soil Moisture 
II a.  Existing Conditions Continuous Simulation of Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration 
(ET) Continuous simulation modeling of the changes in soil moisture and ET should be 
undertaken using the HEC-HMS computer model to the existing conditions soil moisture and 
variability. Use daily soil moisture accounting using the 105 years of daily rainfall at 
University of Arizona to determine impact to soil moisture in riparian areas across the range 
of observed rainfall. Because the mine will be at a higher elevation than the University of 
Arizona, daily rainfall should be increased to account for the orographic effects noted in 
NOAA 14. The simulation should document all changes in soil moisture using the 105 years 
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of observed rainfall data to identify periods where soil moisture drops below the Permanent 
Wilting Point of riparian vegetation indicating the risk of loss of riparian vegetation and 
habitat.   
 
II b.  20-years With Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
if the mine is in full operations 20 years after opening. Potential hydrologic changes that will 
be documented include but are not limited to changes in watershed area, changes in soil 
conditions, changes in vegetative cover, increased amount of impervious surfaces, flow path 
changes, retention and detention within the mine, and changes in baseflows of perennial and 
semi perennial watercourses due to alterations of subsurface flows.  The analysis should 
compare results with the existing conditions simulation (Task IIa) to determine if periods of 
soil moisture below the Permanent Wilting Point become more frequent or extended, which 
will indicate an increased risk of loss of riparian vegetation and habitat.  
 
II c.  10-years Post Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
once the proposed mine is closed but is still maintained.  Document all changes and potential 
impacts to riparian vegetation and habitat. 
 
II d.  100-years Post Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
once the proposed mine is closed and there is no maintenance occurring; say 100 years after 
closing.  Document all changes and potential impacts to riparian vegetation and habitat. 
 


III  Hydraulics 
III a.  Existing Conditions Hydraulic Analysis  This task will identify the flow depths, 
velocities and floodplain delineations for various flow regimes expected along the 
downstream watercourse reaches. The various flow regimes discharges would be established 
from existing conditions hydrology as discussed in Task Ia.  Utilization of the USACE HEC-
RAS computer model with locally acceptable parameters on model variables such as 
roughness and expansion contraction for all of the rainfall events from seasonal to the PMF 
would be encouraged.  The hydraulic analysis shall determine the footprint of the inundated 
area for each of the rainfall events described in Task Ia.  Methods shall otherwise follow 
RFCD Draft Tech Policy 019. 
 
III b.  20-years With Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected if the mine is in full operations, 20 years after 
opening.  Compare the results from this run to the base line model established in Task IIIa 
and document the changes. Of particular importance is documenting the change in the 
frequency of overbank flows and velocity of channel flows.   
 
III c.  10-years Post Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still 
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maintained; ten years after closing.  Document all changes. Of particular importance is 
documenting the change in the frequency of overbank flows and velocity of channel flows.   
 
III d.  100-years Post Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no 
maintenance occurring; say 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. Of particular 
importance is documenting the change in the frequency of overbank flows and velocity of 
channel flows.   
 
III e.  Catastrophic Event  Under a “Worst Condition Scenario” (tailing dams at there tallest 
height, watershed under saturated condition and all reservoirs full) simulate dam breaks 
utilizing the USACE Dam Break (or compatible) computer model.  Document the impacts.    


 
IV  Geomorphology: Degradation/Aggradation 


IV a.  Existing Conditions Geomorphic Analysis  Existing Conditions Geomorphic Analysis 
is to establish a base line that simulates long term channel bed elevation changes 
(degradation/ aggradation) and lateral channel bank stability along Davidson Canyon Wash 
and appropriate tributaries under a without mine scenario.  The existing conditions shall 
determine the channel-maintaining sediment flux of bed-load and suspended load.  The 
assessment should be based on existing soils and surficial geologic mapping, interpretation of 
recent and historical aerial photographs and field investigations and modeled utilizing the 
USACE HEC-6 (or compatible) computer program.     
 
IV b.  20-years With Project Geomorphology  Utilizing the same geomorphic computer 
model (presumably HEC-6) developed in Task Three, simulate the geomorphic changes that 
would be expected if the mine is in full operations, 20 years after opening.  Compare the 
results from this run to the base line model established in Task IVa and document the 
changes.  Changes in degradation/aggradation and changes in timing and nature of the 
sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be specifically addressed.  
 
IV c.  10-years Post Project Geomorphology  utilizing the same geomorphic computer model 
(presumably HEC-6) developed in Task Three, simulate the geomorphic changes that would 
be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still maintained; ten years after closing.  
Document all changes. Changes in degradation/aggradation and changes in timing and nature 
of the sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be specifically addressed.  
 
IVd.  100-years Post Project Geomorphology  Utilizing the same geomorphic computer 
model (presumably HEC-6) developed in Task IVa, simulate the geomorphic changes that 
would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no maintenance occurring; 
say 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. Changes in degradation/aggradation and 
changes in timing and nature of the sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be 
specifically addressed.  


 
 
Results and Deliverables 
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Based upon the above hydrologic, hydraulic, geomorphologic, and soil moisture analysis, access 
all adverse impacts anticipated as a result of the proposed mining operation and recommend 
measure to mitigate these impacts.  Note the with-project effects to on-site, adjacent, and 
downstream features or improvements including roads, culverts, habitat conditions, wildlife 
corridors, and/or any other public or private noteworthy features. 
 
Document procedures, justify parameters, explain any discrepancies, and summarize results.  
 
Electronic Data specifications should meet the Forest Service standards and needs for data use 
and possible follow-up modeling. Recommendations could include: 
 


• Final deliverables of the hydrologic data shall include digital line point and polygon 
features in ArcView shape file format.   


• Line files shall be for the stream length segments.  Attributes are to include stream length 
identification number from the HEC model, length, elevation change, slope, routing 
method used (if applicable) and comment field (if applicable). 


• Point files shall be for the discharge concentration points.  Attributes are to include 100-
year and 500-year discharge values, time to peak, location description and comment field if 
necessary.   


• Polygon files are to be for the watershed and sub-basin boundaries.  Attributes are to 
include drainage area, hydrologic basin factors and comment field if necessary. 
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Comments by Resource Category
Rosemont Copper Project EIS
Scoping Comments


Water Resources


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


1983 2 I'm concerned about the water that will be used for the sake of profit w/o consideration for the needs and 
rquirements of local residents.


Individual


1983 3 I'm concerned that the water quality will be destroyed by use and will affect local water tables.Individual


1983 4 I'm concerned that the water quality will be destroyed by use and will affect local water quality.Individual


Aquifer Quality


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


02


1 2 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses the quality (chemical mineralogical, biologcal) of any groundwater resources underlying the 
propose project or aquifers accessible to the project.


Individual


1 3 A large open pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains would cause water quality problems.


46 2 Can Augusta Resource Corporation be held to any water quality standards that can be enforced (by 
Federal, State, or Local) by Government?


Individual


63 3 What about the water quality. Water is a resource that must be protected. This mine will pollute the water. 
It will also waste precious water all in the name of quick profit and short term jobs.


Individual


134 8 There are major questions and problems regarding impacts on water, wells, watershed, groundwater in 
purity and contamination.


160 7 Independent original studies must be undertaken to produce for the Forest Service valid and reliable 
empirical data concerning the Mine’s impact on the quality of regional surface water and groundwater 
sufficient and necessary for developing the Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter “EIS”) and 
demonstrating compliance with the Regional National Forest Service Policy on Groundwater.


160 11 COMMENT 1B: THE EXTENT THAT DEWATERING OF THE MINE’S PIT WILL ALTER THE 
LOCATIONS, LEVELS, AND/OR QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE REGION REMAINS 
UNDETERMINED.


160 32 In a major case-study research report - "Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock 
Mines: The Reliability of Predictions in Environmental Impact Statements" - Kuipers & Associates 
concluded that there are chronic underestimates of water quality problems in Environmental Impact 
Statements on hardrock mines. For example, of the 25 mines sampled      76% polluted groundwater or 
surface water severely enough to exceed water quality standards;  77% of those which exceeded surface 
water quality standards, did so despite predicting that mitigation would result in compliance;     73% of 
those which exceeded groundwater quality standards, did so despite predicting that mitigation would 
result in compliance;    93% of the mines near groundwater with elevated potential for acid drainage or 
contaminant leaching, exceeded water quality standards; of those mines that did develop acid drainages, 
89% predicted that they would not;        Of the mines that exceeded water quality standards, toxic heavy 
metals such as lead, mercury, cadmium, copper, nickel or zinc exceeded standards at 63% of mines.


181 3 If a new source of water is required will its quality and purity be consistent with my current groundwater?


182 4 What will the quality of my water be compared to what it was before Rosemont operations began?


184 6 If the mine closes are there going to be funds put in a trust to cover the expense of having a well dug 
deeper, if the well no longer produces water is Augusta going to pipe or truck water to me, and what 
quality will the water be because right now I have EXCELLENT water.


1523 2 I am concerned about water depletion levels if this mine is allowed. The water table in Green Valley has 
been dropping for years and the cubic feet of water projected for this mine must have a negative affect on 
the quality of water in Green Valley.


Individual


1550 2 and quality.Individual


1553 2 How will it affect water qualityIndividual
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Comments by Resource Category
Rosemont Copper Project EIS
Scoping Comments


Water Resources
Aquifer Quality


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


02


1558 6 and quality of the water thoughout the stateIndividual


1571 4 The quality of water will be bad.Individual


1575 1 I am concerned about the impact of any mining/development in the Green Valley area that affects our 
water. (potable)


Individual


1592 9 "down stream"water qualityIndividual


1595 1 water, what is the impact on our water deficit in our aquiferIndividual


1595 2 water; will this further polute our acquiferIndividual


1599 4 I live in Sahuarita Heights near the Rosemont wells and am greatly concerned about permanent damage to 
the aquifer.


Individual


1611 7 I believe the Rosemont Copper Project would negatively impact: Water quality in the areas downstream 
of the mine and its tailings despite efforts to contain toxic materials.


Individual


1618 7 Water quality loss will cost more than Arizona will gain.Individual


1620 2 My primary concerns are:
polution of ground water


Individual


1622 4 Water- we must not endanger under ground streams!Individual


1627 2 What assurances do you have to prevent ground water contamination like in Green Valley?Individual


1651 3 What about chemicals used by the mine: seeps into the ground water and how does that affect our wells; 
maybe the mine should have to pay to have our well water tested once or twice a year.


Individual


1658 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


1659 1 Concerns: Water quality, scenery, water use.Individual


1660 5 Water quality.Individual


1675 4 I have lived in Vail since I was 4 and it has always been a good place to live. Fresh air, beautiful scenery, 
and clean good water for everyone, but now all this is threatened.


Individual


1698 1 I'm concerned with quality +quantity of our water; Air Quality (I have asthma)Individual


1702 3 I am concerned about air quality, water use and quality, environmental degradation loss of our pristine 
wilderness, and our future quality of life.


Individual


1708 3 Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure, all of District 30, are 
concerned about how the operation could impact the quality of the water supply.


Organization


1709 2 The mine will be 400-1500 feet below the bottom of my well. I see no analysis that assures my  water and 
water quality will be protected.


Individual


1709 9 In general I do not see any commitment to maintain the view, water, and water quality, air quality, might 
sky darkness and the quiet of my property.


Individual


1716 2 Water, quantity + quality How long will it take to use all the water in the aquaifer if this is where the mine 
plans to get water for mening?


Individual


1731 7 I am concerned for our night skies, for our air quality, for our water quality if there is any water remaining 
to measure for purity.


Organization
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Comments by Resource Category
Rosemont Copper Project EIS
Scoping Comments


Water Resources
Aquifer Quality


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


02


1748 10 The Mine's operation will deleteriously affect:
Well water safety and water table


Organization


1754 1 How will the infusion of CAP water (recharge) to the aquifer affect the quality of the drinking water in the 
Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sauharita and Green Valley?


Individual


1758 2 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from infusion of CAP water to the aquifer (recharge) on the quality of the drinking water?


Individual


1808 1 I am fearful of what the mine would do to the qaulity of water in the aquifer. As we all know from past 
experiences all mines of this type eventually pollute and contaminate the surrounding groundwater. No 
matter what safegards are required and taken sooner or later the groundwater is compromised.


Individual


1814 1 My questions concern the quality of our water supplyIndividual


1857 2 Throughout history mines have been notorious for polluting ground water. The mining process unearths 
carcinogens and toxins that inevitably leach in to the ground water creating an unacceptable risk to area 
residents and livestock. Once the water has been polluted it is nearly impossible to reverse the situation. 
There remains a Super Fund site in the Patagonia Mountains even today, the remains from an abandoned 
mining operation. People living in the area of the Rosemont mine and all along that watershed should not 
be afraid to drink water from their well (which currently is pure) nor, if they can afford it, should they be 
forced to install elaborate filtration systems to protect themselves and their families from the effects of 
this open pit copper mine.


Individual


1879 9 The potential impacts of ground water pollution have not been assessed, but the current discovery of 
mercury and lead pollution in nearby Pena Blanca Lake traced to mining activity is a small indication of 
the kind of long range, even permanent, damage from a mining operation which would be much larget 
than the previous operations in the area.


Individual


1892 7 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


1892 10 Secondly, water in this basin is among the cleanest in Southern Arizona. This upper basin currently has 
no major sources of any of the groundwater contaminants that impact humans and wildlife in other areas, 
and the lower basin is nearly as clean. Furthermore, studies estimate that the Cienega basin contributes as 
much as 20% of the total annual recharge of the Tucson Basin aquifer used by over a million people.


Organization


1914 3 We are deeply concerned about the effects the proposed mine will have on water quality.Individual


1917 3 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water qualityIndividual


1943 1 Water issues concern me a great deal -- both quantity + quantity.Individual


1945 3 This project, which is incompatible would cause both water quality.Individual


1946 3 This project, which is incompatible would cause both water quality.Individual


1953 11 Another major concern is the change in the quality of the water.  The EPA reports that 40 +- million 
pounds of toxins were used in Arizona mining in '05.  A fraction of this amount going into our 
groundwater couldn't be safe for people.  Green Valley and Suaharita are rapidly growing areas that need 
good quality water.  Leaching pollutants into groundwater that ends up in our taps is a bad idea.


Individual


1956 2 "Priceless" is the value of the high quality water they will consume, needed for the residents of the area.Individual


1964 9 Over the long term, is it likely that an open pit copper mine will lead to an improvement or deterioration 
in the water local people drink?


Individual


1968 3 the negative impact the proposed mine will have on water quality in the national forestIndividual


1974 3 Water quality & demand on water supplyIndividual


2088 3 Considering loss of water quality it is unfathomable that another copper mine would even be considered.Individual
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2149 4 We are concerned that we are compromising the water quality in the region for an enterprise that cannot 
return to use the quality of life that it will take away with the ore it finds.


Individual


2150 4 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this, who will bear the cost of this continuous testing?


Individual


2150 5 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this, what will be done when this contamination is detected?


Individual


2150 7 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this. Will the mine supply good quality water into our homes for free? for the whole Davidson 
Canyon area? There are at least 50 households within 2 miles of us that will be affected and that is a small 
part of the Davidson Canyon area.


Individual


2187 4 The overpumping of water would be very damaging to the Coronado Forest and to the Santa Rita 
Mountains.


Individual


2214 16 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quality?


Individual


2218 9 Over the long term, is it likely that an open pit copper mine will lead to an improvement or deterioration 
in the water local people drink?


Individual


2235 3 Would the water brought in be equal to the quality of water we hnow have? Our water now is 
EXCELLENT!


Individual


2238 4 Rosemont has stated at separate meetings that it has tested the water from its wells for radiologicals and 
that the CAP water tests are known; and, that it has not tested the water from its wells, as there is no need 
to test, or get a base-liner water characterization.


Individual


2250 4 I currently have water at a depth of 740' with a well total depth of 810'. The cost to drill my well was 
$38,000 and I hope you can assure that my well is protected from contamination or degradtion in any way 
as a result of mining activity.


Individual


2251 4 I currently have water at a depth of 740' with a well total depth of 810'. The cost to drill my well was 
$38,000 and I hope you can assure that my well is protected from contamination or degradtion in any way 
as a result of mining activity.


Individual


2273 3 As environmentalists and appreciators of unspoiled landscapes, we are concerned that the mine will 
impact water quality of small communities like Elgin, Sonoita and Patagonia.


Individual


2279 1 If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley) residents will have enough groundwater of the quality they enjoy today 
(6/22/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative impacts can be 
suitably corrected then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine should be denied 
their request to use Fores Service land. The Forest Service has then satisfied its motto "Caring for the land 
and serving people" and can move on to more productive projects benefiting the majority of people it 
serves.


Individual
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2389 1 I am concerned about the water quality being effected by the Rosemont mine. The main water supply for 
the mine is projected to originate from the west side of the Santa Rita Mts., but the open pit will be at 
such extreme depth that evacuation wells will have to be placed at bottom depths to discharge water from 
springs, seepages and water bearing fissures. The location of the pit means that this would be a substantial 
drain on Cienaga watershed.


Individual


2389 7 Will a complete exhaustive hydrology report be done on BOTH watersheds, so that a base line can be 
developed for water quality?


Individual


2423 6 The project will devastate a water quality in that area which is occupied by a million arizonans- what then?Individual


2449 7 Damage To: would be devastating
d. water table & its quality


Individual


2468 12 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2475 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


2479 3 As the County Supervisor representing the district in Santa Cruz County most likely to be impacted by 
this proposal, I have grave concerns regarding the potentially negative impacts upon water quality and 
quantity.


Government


2489 3 In particular, the Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from contamination from leaks, spills, and runoff 
represents an enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds 
key to supplying Tucson and surrounding areas.


Organization


2512 11 An environmental engineer from Phoenix who manages construction sites throughout Arizona, confirmed 
for me that there are organisms being released into the air now, that heretofore have been 
unrecognized….seeminly in herent solely to this desert. There are studies being done to ascertain how 
much humans, etc are being impacted.
Can Augusta provide assurance that further mining will not be responsible for further compromising the 
health of our citizens and our animals via increased contamination of our water supply….quality


Individual


2522 1 Aside from all of the environmental hazards, particularly the release of chemicals into our water supply in 
an arid land


Individual


2527 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


2529 2 Second.  What pollution may occur, if any, on those domestic water resources from the mining and 
processing operations as proposed by the applicant or any possible changes in those operations over the 
anticipated 20 years of operation of the mine?  What conditions will be imposed on the applicant to cover 
the potential for pollution of our water resources to assure that we and our animals are protected from 
personal injury and potential loss and replacement of safe drinking water


Individual


2553 1 We do not want the same water quality problems that Green Valley is experiencing at this time.Individual
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2592 41 It is stated in the MPO (Section 2.3.2.4) that "seepage water from the waste rock storage areas will not 
exhibit elevated concentration of metals and major ions". It seems unlikely that seepage from the waste 
rock will be the same as current groundwater and rainfall runoff at the site because the large amount of 
unoxidized material that will be exposed to surface conditions will have significant surface area for 
leaching due to its broken condition. The EIS needs to evaluate means for ensuring that seepage from the 
waste rock pile in no way modifies the quality of existing ground and surface water resources.


Individual


2592 47 The MPO does not discuss the water quality of CAP water. Sulfate concentrations in CAP water exceed 
250 milligrams per liter, the secondary standard for drinking water. The EIS needs to evaluate the impact 
of recharging water with sulfate in excess of the secondary drinking water standard and elevated 
concentrations of other mineral constituents. Alternatives such as treatment or direct use should be 
considered.


Individual


2592 49 There is no discussion of the water quality of flows expected to overtop the compliance point dam or 
discussion of the contributing sources to flow at the dam.


Individual


2592 51 The EIS should evaluate alternative to prevent impacts to groundwater from the tailings facility. For 
example, the tailings facility should be lined to prevent impacts to groundwater by sulfate and tract 
metals. The MPO carefully selected the word "minimize" rather than "eliminate" to describe controls on 
storm water runon and infiltration where by water will percolate through the tailings, leach chemicals 
from the tiling, and transport the chemicals into the groundwater table seepage.


Individual


2592 57 The MPO should ensure that prior to any ground disturbance there is a sufficient period of groundwater 
monitoring to provide adequate statistical characterization of water quality parameter during different 
seasons and recharge conditions.  The APP program typically requires a minimum of eight (8) quarters of 
groundwater monitoring on which to establish alert levels.


Individual


2593 80 Other concerns that should be addressed include:
-How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface and groundwater in the area?
-Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
-How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


2593 125 Will the quarterly groundwater quality monitoring results and the annual monitoring report to Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality be available for public review?
How would this information be made available to the public?
How long after mine closure would the groundwater be monitored?
What are the constituents that would be monitored for?
Who would select the lab that does the water quality analysis?


Organization


2599 32 Much previous public comment on this proposed project has focused on the pumping of 5,00-8,000 AF of 
groundwater each year from wells in the Sahuarita area to supply the mine's need for process water, and 
on Augusta's promise of a "sustainable" approach to its water use by facilitating a CAP extension and 
recharge of 105% of the water it will pump out back into the aquifer.  According to Augusta, "at the end 
of the mining project, Rosemont will have added more available water than it will use, leaving a 59% net 
water gain in the community."  This "sustainable" approach, however, fails to account for 3 major factors: 
that the quality of the recharged CAP water is substantially lower than that of the groundwater it will be 
using to process ore.


Individual


2599 35 Both reports point out that further study is needed to fully determine impacts of Rosemeont Mine to water 
resources on both sides of the Santa Ritas, and Pima County has requested that the Forest Service 
commission this work.  As water has replaced copper as the most valuable mineral in the state of Arizona, 
these independent studies must be completed before a credible draft EIS can be developed.


Individual


2604 4 Groundwater pollution from mine operation - the chemical byproducts from mine processing of ore 
should not be released into the ground without treatment that will bring it to potable standards.


Individual


2607 4 Additionally we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the water quality of the 
adjacent Cienega Basin


Business
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2617 2 We own and live on 34 acres just a few miles north of the proposed Rosemont mine and are deeply 
concerned with the devestating effect that this project would have on: our precious water supply - its 
quality


Individual


2617 10 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project, in quality


Individual


2617 16 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepage into groundwaterIndividual


2619 2 When my well becomes toxic on the East side of the Santa Ritas - Who Will be paying for my delivery of 
water? My family - All Law abiding American citizens or the Canadian owned Mining Company.


Individual


2622 5  Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure have raised serious 
concerns about how the the operation could impact the quality of the water supply.


Individual


2629 1 We want to express our opposition to the Rosemont Mine based on the following considerations: 1) There 
is insufficient water available for another mine in our area even with an extended pipeline.


Individual


2633 3 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. limited 
supply of water


Individual


2637 4 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also quality 
of  water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to continue.


Individual


2667 3 We have a small well which gives us 100 gal of clear, clean, delicious water everyday. The water reaches 
us from the south. I have no doubt that these mining activities would soon pollute our well. [Well# 55-
63449 Township 17, Range 16S, Sec 3E Pima Co Book 305, Map 40, Parcel 0170]


Individual


2671 14 Additionally, I am concerned about water quality in these aquifers.  Although chemical processing is 
proposed to be done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metals from 
these areas and associated waste ponds.  Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of 
residual chemical and metal oxides subject to runoff from the dry tailings piles.  I am concerned about the 
long term effect of this runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the groundwater.  
This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 years or 
more.  Tucson has existed longer than this and will be here for long into the future as will the source 
contaminants.  The future value of the quantity and quality of these aquifers should not be underestimated.


Individual


2671 17 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time.  Please estimate for 
long term (>200 years) effects.  Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
containments being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain ersosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers.  Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below).  Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


How will the negative value of these effects be considered in the economic viability analysis.


Individual


2675 25 Their potential for release to the groundwater should be especially closeley monitored, as should the 
hazardous waste removal process.


Individual


2677 54 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government
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2680 3 How will the mine affect the quality and quantity in my well? No one really knows how much water we're 
sitting on, but with my current water table at 380 feet I suspect there may not be enough to accommodate 
the Rosemont Mine and residential properties in the area. How will the mining operation affect the quality 
of my water?


Individual


2686 1 My main concern is water.Individual


2686 4 The mine plans to operate twenty-four hours a day (think also of light and noise pollution here, as there 
are people living close to the mine), and they plan to use approximately 6000 acre feet of water per year, 
for the twenty years (somewhere in the neighborhood of three to four thousand gallons per minute). The 
loss of this much ground water would affect all of us - not just Vail, Cienega Creek and other nearby 
residential areas. The wells of all those living close to the mine would dry up. They are already being 
affected by a test well Rosemont has dug.


Individual


2686 6 The corporation has talked about bringing in CAP water - water which has been allocated already to 
maintain population growth in the area as our ground water becomes depleted - so that probably can't 
happen.


Individual


2688 5 Along with our concerns about water quantity, we are also fearful for the quality of our water.Organization


2698 41 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited groundwater to the Augusta mine?


Business


2711 4 The proposed project would likely affect water qualityIndividual


2726 41 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited groundwater to the Augusta mine?


Business


2728 5 It would create toxic by-products that would damage the environment and potentially poison the water 
table.


Individual


2729 5 Along with our concerns about water quantity, we are also fearful for the quality of our water.Organization


2732 5 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the wells in the area.


Individual


2735 5 There is not enough water for this mine. And it will destroy the aquifer in the whole area.Individual


2736 5 What will be the impact on both quality  of the groundwater  at the mine extraction areas?Government


2736 25 CAP water is not the same quality as groundwater.  What is the effect of replenshing the aquifer with 
CAP water in the aquifer in the short and long term?


Government


2736 28  How will mining activities impact the aquifer?Government


2742 4 My husband and I have read the pros and cons of the project. We came to the conclusion that pollution ( 
water) are serious concerns and we don’t have the answers to these problems. Just because copper is at an 
all-time high should not make us nervous and antsy to jump into un-researched other potential problems 
for the sake of jobs or revenue. These decisions have long-term ramifications in themselves… some of 
which there is no turning back.


Individual


2745 7 The public is VERY concerned about the significant impact on water resources this action will have on 
their  water purity in the Santa Cruz Valley including Green Valley and Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, 
Marana, and in the vicinity of the mine operations.


Individual


2760 11 The EIS should describe the applicable state-adopted, EPA-approved water quality standards, including 
beneficial uses, and discuss each alternative's compliance with these standards. The EIS should describe 
and discuss the permits that would be required by State and Federal agencies for water resources related 
to the project.


Government
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2763 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality,


Individual


4474 2 The truth is there are plenty of wastelands in the Southwest, including in Arizona that have undiscovered 
metals.  These wastelands are appropriate for modern-day mining.  For modern mining has created a 
plethora of environmental problems, and all of them exist here in Pima County.  Water depletion,


Individual


5012 15 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
- Recharging low-quality CAP water in Green Valley would not only degrade high-quality groundwater 
over time, but could also drive the Phelps Dodge pollution plume into Green Valley at a faster rate.


Organization


5280 4 Environmental impacts not adequately addressed:
Effects on water quality


Individual


5285 3 Like most citizens my primary concerns center on quantity and quality of water, regional economy, 
including tourism, and vegetation and wildlife.


Individual


6721 3 Although the mine itself is not situated within our area jurisdiction, we nevertheless share Pima County's 
concerns to the environmental and economic impacts such an operation may have in their county.  In 
particular, we acknowledge Pima County's concern for the adverse impacts that hard rock mining has had 
on surface and groundwater quality in other areas, and feel that the risk of degrading our precious water 
resources are not worth the benefits.


Individual


6726 12 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6752 1 As farmers and stewards of the land we know that the value of land and the value of water are 
inseparable.  We can all relate to the fact that water is the essential item for all of us to survive.  And we're 
very blessed in the Santa Cruz Valley to have high quality ground water.


FICO  has grave concerns about the Rosemont proposal.  To consider using high quality ground water 
displays poor judgement, bad leadership, and would be a bad political decision.


Business


6752 5 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality,


Business


6775 1 We already know that the quality of our water is greatly diminished in Green Valley, to the point that the 
existing mines have had to build or dig new wells for us.  There's no reason to believe that that sulfate 
plume is ever going to stop.


Individual


6775 12 Ultimately if we lose our water we're going to have an economic impact on all of us.  The value of our 
houses will greatly diminish. Our quality of life will diminish. So for 19 years of production what do we 
have to look forward to; reduced quality of life, reduced water availability, reduced quality of water,


Individual


6783 2 I am concerned at this point about the effect of the mine on the Cienega Creek drainage, whether in 
quantity or quality, because it's in the Cienega Creek drainage basin -- Cienega Creek runs north towards 
the Rincons, and it turns west and changes its name to Pantano Wash.


Individual


6783 4 Now some of the main wells of the Spanish Trail Water Company, that provides my water and that of 
pretty much everybody in Rincon Valley, the well is in the underflow of Pantano Wash.  If it doesn't keep 
getting replenished from Cienega Creek, or if the replenishment is the kind of acid water my mother lived 
with in a mining town, where you washed your sheets and they turned yellow from the minerals in the 
water, I think we have a problem.


Individual


6825 2 I am off scenic Highway 83, off of Old Sonoita Highway. I'm told I'm on the plume side. The dry tailings 
are going to be taking up three of the major contributaries for the Davidson Canyon where I get my ater, 
my well. So if any water gets through, I will either be dried up on my side or contaminated.


Individual
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6834 10 What are the basic pros and cons of the Rosemont mine?
There could be a devastating impact on our water quality as well if there are any noxious chemical leaks, 
and we all know that many noxious chemicals are used in the copper mining process.


Individual


6858 1 The upper Santa Cruz aquifer sustains approximately 60,000 people, nearly 5,000 acres of orchards, 
thousands of acres of ranches and other farms, the existing three mines in our area, and a multi-billion 
dollar annual tourism and housing industry.


Rosemont is proposing to take our high-quality groundwater and use it not for drinking water, not for 
growing food, but for tailings waste disposal.


Individual


6882 7 And what assurance will be provided that our water remains safe to drink and use?Individual


6895 4 Assessment of the second issue listed in the NOI, "Effects on the quality and availability of surface water 
and groundwater resources" should account for the possible continuation of current southwestern drought 
conditions over the lifetime of the mine, along with projected growth of demand by other water users in 
the affected area.


Individual


6921 3 Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?Individual


6940 5 Rosemont Tailings Siting Study (Vector)


Figure 11 and text


p. 11, 3.4.4 claims that water quality is a top concern (weighted 9).  Yet there will be no engineered or 
designed permeability barrier installed to prevent downward migration of fluids from the tailings into the 
underlying soils (see photos at end of Tailings Siting Study and section 3.7.2, p. 23) and to underlying 
groundwater systems.


Individual


6952 2 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


1. The water table in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is already declining at the rate of 
4 to 6 feet per year.  I do not believe that there will be sufficient CAP water to recharge the aquifer and 
offset the mine's use of water.  I am skeptical of Rosemont's claims that it will use new techniques that 
reduce the amount of water needed for its operations.  I do not want this area to be the proving grounds 
for these techniques.


Individual


6975 4 The Ground water at all levels must be analyzed for quality and proper precautions when drilling   in 
order to avoid spreading possible contamination from previous mining.


Individual


6987 2 My only suggestion would be to strengthen the soil erosion control and monitoring aspects to be more 
protective of surface water quality and air quality.


Individual


7042 2 I doubt that the groundwater will be left uncontaminated.Individual


7044 3 What purification system are you going to put in place to render the water free from all chemical residue 
before it goes into the aquifer from the tailing store on government land?


Individual


7045 2 We live just SW of the Sierrita mine nin Green Valley, AZ.  Water usage at the Sierrita mine is already 
contributing to a degradation in the quality and quantity of the ground water in Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7045 6 Moreover, it is reported our water table is already dropping 2' - 4' per year from, predominately, the 
current mining and agricultural uses.  Meawhile, commercial and residential development is proceeding 
with no end in sight.  The Rosemont mine proposes to draw additional water from the Santa Cruz river 
basin for mining.  In our view this will adversely affect the water availability to present and future new 
residents and businesses  in the San Cruz river valley, further  degrade the quality of the water that is 
available,


Individual


7046 3 What purification system are you going to put in place to render the water free from all chemical residue 
before it goes into the aquifer from the tailing store on government land?


Individual
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7048 6 How will the surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, 
downstream from the mine site be impacted from the mine?


Individual


7067 12 7. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect surface water samples from the 
Davidson Canyon watershed and adjacent areas, which may be directly impacted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Project. This study is designed to document existing levels of potential contaminants 
that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.
 8. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect water samples from water wells in 
the Davidson Canyon watershed and adjacent areas, which may be directly impacted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Project. This study is designed to document existing levels of potential contaminants 
that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.


Individual


7067 13 9. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect stream sediment samples from 
streams draining the Davidson Canyon watershed.  This study is designed to document existing levels of 
potential contaminants that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.


Individual


7072 8 We do not need 500 outside jobs, and 200 trucks per day, and a permanently spoiled water system.Individual


7088 40 The proposed Rosemont Mine in the northeastern Santa Rita Mountains may have substantial harmful 
effects on the streams that drain the mountains, as well as on the region's most important sources of fresh, 
potable water - the groundwater aquifers of the Santa Cruz River Valley and the Cienega Basin.  Augusta 
wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega 
Creek watershed.


Organization


7101 8 WATER CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT [Page 40]
Most recently, environmental issues have come to the forefront of tailings impoundment design, with 
special concerns over the quality of effluent and seepage from tailings impoundments, both to ground 
water and surface water. This concern has lead to both an increase in treatment of especially toxic tailings 
effluent prior to discharge and more effort toward total containment of the tailings water within the 
impoundment. The latter effort (i.e., containment) is a challenge that has not been overcome: according to 
Vick* (1990), some methods of seepage control are more effective than others; however, "'Zero 
discharge,' even with the use of impoundment liners, remains an elusive goal."
*Vick, S.G. 1990. Planning, Design and Analysis of Tailings Dams. BiTech Publishers Ltd.


Individual


7116 4 THERE SHOULD BE IN PLACE RULES OF PROCEDURE THAT WOULD ESTABLISH A FAIR 
,UNBIASED THIRD PARTY ARBITRATION. THIS WOULD DETERMINED FAIR 
COMPENSATION FOR HOME OWNERS AND THEIR PROPERTY; WHO WOULD BE 
DISPLACED BY MINE OPERATIONS, AIR , NOISE, WATER POLLUTION , WELL GOING DRY 
OR HEALTH REASONS. THESE HEALTH CONSERNS WOULD NOT NECESSARILY PREEXIST 
AND COULD MANIFEST THEMSELVES AFTER OPERATIONS STARTED.


Individual


7117 18 Historically, the government and the mining entities have underestimated the significant and negative 
impacts of mining on water quality (See Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock 
Mines: The Reliability of Predictions in Environmental Impact Statements by Kuipers & Associates, 
2006.) They found that 76% of the groundwater and surface water polluted by mines exceeded surface 
water quality standards and 73% exceeded groundwater quality standards despite the predictions that the 
mitigation measures would result in compliance.


Organization


7117 39 There are significant negative and unmitigable impacts of this proposed copper mine on the resources of 
the Coronado National Forest. They include impacts to water quality and quantity, impacts to wildlife, 
and impacts to recreation, among many others.


Organization


7126 6 Further, I am extremely concerned about impacts to water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek. It is extremely short-sighted and ludicrous to allow the use of our very limited high 
quality ground water for such an operation.


Individual
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7134 22 Another specific issue which is conspicuously absent from the materials submitted by Rosemont Copper 
Company relating to its proposed water use is the potential migration of an underground sulfate plume 
from a nearby Phelps Dodge (now Freeport McMoran) mine. CNF should be aware that in the immediate 
area proposed by Rosemont Copper Company  for the extraction of groundwater, the Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) has a consent decree with Phelps Dodge regarding a sulfate plume that 
is a result of historic mining operations on lands located to the west of the FICO property. See Mitigation 
Order on Consent Decree, In the Matter of Phelps Dodge Sierrita Mine located at 6200 W. Duval Mine 
Road, Green Valley, Arizona, June 2006. The sulfate plume in question is also located west of FICO 
lands, and would be subject to mitigation based upon any changes to groundwater flows.


FICO has been cooperating with Phelps Dodge to monitor this sulfate plume. Based on FICO's 
understanding of what has been submitted by Rosemont Copper company to date, the additional proposed 
pumping to occur along the eastern side of Sahuarita may very well exacerbate the mitigation of the 
sulfate plume from the Phelps Dodge mine, pull that plume further east into that portion of the aquifer 
that FICO and Green Valley rely on for potable water, and cause other potential negative effects to the 
local environment.


Business


7143 3 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources.


Organization


7143 9 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources. 
This affects us as residents and landowners in many ways. Not only is the water quantity and quality for 
us and our migratory and resident wildlife affected, but all our livelihoods and property values that 
depend on water.


Organization


7150 17 Surface Water Protection
Surface water quality standards are based on the state-adopted beneficial uses of the surface water. These 
are defined and classified in the Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1. 
Most of the surface waters directly impacted by the proposed project are ephemeral waters that carry 
aquatic & wildlife ephemeral water and partial body contact designed uses and associated standards. 
However, discharges to surface waters flowing north and east may result in impacts to both Cienega 
Creek and to 
Davidson Canyon Creek. Cienega Creek is protected under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law as an 
outstanding resource water. Additionally, Davidson Canyon Creek is expected to receive an outstanding 
resource water designation under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law by this Fall. As outstanding 
resource waters, these surface waters are protected from any degradation of existing water quality. Both 
Cienega and Davidson Canyon Creeks are perennial surface waters and carry the following designated 
uses and associated standard found in AAC Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1:


Cienega Creek                            aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


Davidson Canyon Creek           aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


In order to facilitate our review of the EIS, it should identify potential impacts caused directly, indirectly 
and cumulatively to Arizona surface waters and what steps will be taken by the project proponent and the 
Forest Service to ensure the applicable and appropriate water quality standards will be met and 
maintained if the project goes forward.


Government


7151 2 Background
Augusta Resource Corporation/Rosemont Copper is proposing to use approximately 3,330 acres of public 
land for the chemical laden wastes from their mine. This will forever alter the landscape and threaten the 
water resources of southern Arizona for the foreseeable future. The company is planning to leave an open 
pit over a mile wide by nearly 3,000 feet deep that will collect water over time, threatening our ground 
water quality.


Organization
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7151 51 How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of existing springs, ephemerals, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?


Organization


7152 4 According to Rosemont's own website, "Rosemont will be one of the largest copper mines in the United 
States." How can this NOT impact the environment, the water supply and its quality, the scenic beauty 
and recreational values, and the wildlife?
Breathing, air quality, light pollution for Mt. Hopkins Observatory must be given high priority.


Individual


7153 2 We request that you research and answer the following questions during your evaluation process. 
WATER
(1) How will the surface water quality and quantity be protected for all of the contiguous and outlying 
areas such as Corona de Tucson, Vail, Sahuarita, Green Valley, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?
(2) How will the Rosemont Copper Mine prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from 
being depleted, and will the landowners be compensated?


Individual


7155 8 The effect on air and water quality of the numerous toxic materials produced by such a mine must be 
analyzed in the context of historical failures to control such substances, the absolute lack of any track 
record for Augusta in managing such a mine, and the inherent risks to the region's human and natural 
environment when the inevitable escape of such materials occurs.


Organization


7161 3 Water supply fo the mine is to be taken from the Sahuarita with recharge from CAP. I have concerns 
about the affects on the upper Cienega aquifer levels There is the potential also for escape of metals and 
chemicals from drainage into the open pit which in turn can affect the run-off into Davidson Canyon, 
which connects to Tanque Verde wash and ultimately the Rillito in Tucson. This would have a serious 
and long reaching negative impact on our ability to use groundwater upon which Tucson and neightboring 
areas are dependant upon.


Individual


7162 8 But just as important as ensuring sufficient water quantity, the mine's potential impacts on water quality 
must also be thoroughly addressed in the EIS. According to the MPO, the proposed Rosemont Copper 
Mine will be larger than the Berkeley pit in Butte Montana, closed copper mine that became one of the 
nation's largest superfund sites. When mining operations creased at the Berkeley Pit, groundwater and 
drainage flowed into the mine, reacted with the surrounding minerals and created an artificial lake with 
highly acidic and heavy metal laden water.


Individual


7163 28 What are the foreseeable impacts to adjacent land owner's well levels, and potential impacts to water 
quantify, quality and the sustainability of communities, agricultural practices, etc?


Organization


7163 31 How will mine waste discharges flowing from the Santa Cruz River tributaries (Davidson Canyon, the 
Pantano Wash, Rillito River) be regulated under the Clean Water Act? Will they be able to comply with 
the strict standards required by the CWA? (see Pollution Section for further discussion).


Organization


7175 11 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7176 4 Similarly, the pertetual impacts of groundwater evaporation from the pit lake likely to result from the 
porposed action must be addressed - both the quantity of groundwater lost through evaporation, and the 
resultant impact on water quality.


Individual


7181 9 8. If the groundwater to the east of the Santa Rita's becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, 
will the water for all of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources 
guarantee they will pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Individual
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7186 5 Safe Drinking Water Act of 1975. 43 U.S.C. SS 300f et seq.
The Act requires that national health standards be established for water quality in public water systems. 
The Act sets drinking water standards and standards applicable to public water systems. A mine would 
have to comply with the Act if it provides water to more that 15 service connections or if the system 
regularly services at least 25 individuals on a daily basis, including miners, 60 days out of the year. The 
Act also provides for the protection of underground drinking water resources.
Question
Again we are discussing water. How is this mine going to comply when they are in the headwaters of the 
Davidson Wash?


Individual


7192 7 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


7192 10 Secondly, water in this basin is among the cleanest in Southern Arizona. This upper basin currently has 
no major sources of any of the groundwater contaminants that impact humans and wildlife in other areas, 
and the lower basin is nearly as clean. Furthermore, studies estimate that the Cienega basin contributes as 
much as 20% of the total annual recharge of the Tucson Basin aquifer used by over a million people.


Organization


7201 3 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity
Water quality


Organization


7202 11 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will contamination be 
controlled and who will be responsible for such control? What is the impact on the water flow and quality 
of water, vegetation, and wildlife in the Cienega Creek area?


Individual


7253 80 Other concerns that should be addressed include:
-How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface and groundwater in the area?
-Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
-How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


7253 125 Will the quarterly groundwater quality monitoring results and the annual monitoring report to Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality be available for public review?
How would this information be made available to the public?
How long after mine closure would the groundwater be monitored?
What are the constituents that would be monitored for?
Who would select the lab that does the water quality analysis?


Organization


7261 3 Her main concern was water quantity and quality, but she was also concerned about scenic values, 
airborne dust, and foreign involvement, especially the investment by Sumitomo.


Individual


7297 18 (d) Groundwater recharge waters. The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the 
groundwater to mitigate the water losses of the aquifer. However, the quality of the recharge requires 
some very careful considerations with respect to the chemical and microbiological parameters. The origins 
of recharge water are not quite clear, but if they are from the Colorado River as one apocryphal comment 
suggests, then there is a question of agricultural return flows causing this recharge water to be high in 
salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Nitrates can pass through soil and sand strata untouched. Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual
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7306 4 2.� GROUND WATER POLLUTION FROM MINING OPERATION – THE CHEMICAL BY 
PRODUCTS FROM MINE PROCESSING OF ORE SHOULD NOT BE RELEASED INTO THE 
GROUND WITHOUT TREATMENT THAT WILL BRING IT TO POTABLE STANDARDS. WE DO 
NOT NEED ANOTHER SULFATE PLUME LIKE THE ON THAT IS CLOSING DOWN WELLS IN 
THE GREEN VALLEY AREA. AN IMPERMEABLE LAYER OF MATERIAL THAT WILL 
DETERIOATE OVER TIME IS NOT THE ANSWER.


Individual


7308 4 Additionally, we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow / water 
quality of the adjacent Cienega  Basin;


Business


7313 2 (Please see my prior email dated 7/14/08 with regard to my concerns about all aspects of water in the 
Area). If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, 
Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley] residents will have enough groundwater of the quality they enjoy 
today (7/14/08)


Individual


7316 4 b.�How will water quality and quantity be affected in surface watersOrganization


7316 28 water quality and quantity degradation on agricultural activities of the area.Organization


7334 4 First, the environmental impact is not negligible. This includes the scenic impact, the impact to wildlife 
and the impact to water and air quality in the Corona de Tucson and Green Valley area.


Individual


7336 17 A toxic plume is already present under the nearby Sahuarita mines. Asarco teeters near bankruptcy. Will 
increased groundwater extractions by the Rosemont wells draw down resident's wells and draw the 
existing groundwater toxins into the community water supply in Sahuarita?


Individual


7411 2 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.   There should 
also be assurances that the quality of the water replaced will equal the quality of the water removed.


Individual


7415 5 On the cost side, local governments and residents have much more to lose because of the mine's presence. 
Who is to pay for degraded watersheds?


Individual


7440 4 The water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is currently declining each year. What 
will be done to ensure that our communities will contine to have a sufficient supply of good clean water 
versus contaminated water from mine tailings?


Individual


7452 3 Not only would the mine create an unsightly  eyesore in this beautiful mountian range, but would 
negatively impact water quality, deplete the water table and would generally degrade the area from an 
environmental standpoint.


Business


7454 2 I am writing to ask that the forest servcie not allow this mine to move forward without receiving the 
completed studies on water quality issues for the US citizens residing in the area. Vail water, Tucson 
water, and private wells all rely on wells/water sources that are potentially impacted by allowing this 
commercial venture. Clean, adequate water seems like a basic right to me. Please do not be hasty in your 
decision.


Individual


7456 54 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7466 6 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?


Individual


7470 3 I am concerned about the proposed copper mines in the Coronado National Forest and would not like the  
water quality to be sacrificed.


Individual
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7485 3 We have attended meetings held by the United Sahuarita Well Owners seeking the protection of our water 
rights. Our property is not located in the "test zone" as per a map we received from your organization, but 
between the zone and the east Santa Rita Mountains. Due to this, we don’t believe we are eligible to be 
included in the intervention measures that group are seeking.


We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happened this 
past winter after the "test wells" for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us. Our water got very 
cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn't drink or bathe in it and had to get a filter for the inlet 
water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. Our shared well 
manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump when this happened.


Individual


7487 14 Additionally, I am concerned about water quality in these aquifers.  Although chemical processing is 
proposed to be done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metals from 
these areas and associated waste ponds.  Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of 
residual chemical and metal oxides subject to runoff from the dry tailings piles.  I am concerned about the 
long term effect of this runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the groundwater.  
This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 years or 
more.  Tucson has existed longer than this and will be here for long into the future as will the source 
contaminants.  The future value of the quantity and quality of these aquifers should not be underestimated.


Individual


7487 17 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time.  Please estimate for 
long term (>200 years) effects.  Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
containments being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain ersosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers.  Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below).  Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


How will the negative value of these effects be considered in the economic viability analysis.


Individual


7493 2 I am also specifically concerned with the affect on the water quality as a result of the mining. We live not 
that far away from the proposed project, and we are concerned about the impact on our wells.


Individual


7498 11 Synergistic effects similarly apply - for example, how might groundwater overdraft in the Upper Santa 
Cruz basin influence the spread of the sulfate plume now moving down-gradient into the valley from the 
Sierrita mine?


Individual


7499 5 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There 
hasnever been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!! The quality!!!


Individual


7500 6 I am a well owner, and the quality of my water is excellent right now, as well as the flow. How does the 
company propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the waste dumps and 
into the groundwater, thus contaminating MY well, as well as my neighbors'? Once open, we know from 
other sites' experiences, that accidental spills happen more often than not. Are you convinced enough 
from their statements in this regard to issue a positive EIS? I am not!!


Individual


7502 4 Questions remain regarding how this mine will affect:
2. the water supply and possible impact on water quality


Individual


7504 28 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 55 The proposed "recycling" of water by Rosemont must be examined and projected along with calculations 
of the potential for higher temperatures and drought projected by the effects of global warming on the 
desert Southwest.


7508
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7504 68 The proposed Rosemont Mine in the northeastern Santa Rita Mountains may have substantial harmful 
effect on th estreams that drain the mountains, as well as on the region's most important sources of fresh, 
potable water - the groundwater aquifers of the Santa Cruz River Valley and the Cienega Basin.  Augusta 
wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega 
Creek watershed.


7508


7504 72 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:


1.  They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.


2. They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and other 
animals, large and small, that inhabit the area.


3. They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses - the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.


4. They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.


5. They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


7508


7504 74 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508


7504 93 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


7508
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7504 96 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508
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7504 100 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508


7504 102 The Forest Service has written a report on the flooding by groundwater of open-pit mines in several 
abandoned mines in Region 6 pit lake.  Water quality in these pit lakes varies from highly acidic to 
alkaline.
Www.fws.gov/pacific/ecoservices/envicon/pim/reports/Reno/PitMines.htm


The Berkeley Pit in Butte, Montana is a 1.5 square mile open pit approximately 1,700 feet in depth.  
Ground water has infiltrated the open pit and created a pit lake about 710 feet in depth containing 30 
billion gallon of water with a pH of 2.5.  Birds landing these acidic pit lakes can ingest this water which 
causes severe trauma to their gastrointestinal tracts and eventual death.  The acidic water also removes 
natural oils from the birds' feathers causing them to die by drowning or hypothermia.  In 1995, the 
Berkeley Pit proved lethal to over 300 snow geese which used the pit lake as a migratory stopping place


7508
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7504 104 Abandoned open pit uranium mines in Wyoming also have formed pit lakes.  This is relevant, uranium 
has been mined in Pima County at the Twin Buttes mine; therefore; uranium could be present in the waste 
rock in the Rosemont area.  Uranium-bearing formations are usually associated with strata containing high 
concentrations of selenium.  Pit lakes formed in open pit uranium mines can contain very high levels of 
selenium in the water.  One pit lake in wyoming contains over 100 parts per million (microgram per Liter 
[ug/L] of selenium.  Waterborne selenium concentrations greater than 2ug/L are known to impair the 
reproduction and survival of aquatic birds due to the high potential for dietary toxicity through food chain 
bioaccumulation.  Www.theminingnews.org/news.cfm?newsID=1405


The heavy metals native to this area include Copper, Manganese, Zinc, Cadmium, Selenium, Uranium and 
other alpha emitters.  Data from the area underneath the milling area at Sierrita is sparse since that area is 
not included in the Aquifer Protection Permit.


7508


7504 133 What are the security measures planned for transport and on-site storage, and the potential risk of 
accident, or criminal or terrorist activity?  What will be done to prevent static discharge or lightning 
strikes from causing an unplanned explosion?  What consideration for shock effects or damage to cities, 
power-lines, wells, pipes, or the underground aquifer from such a large amount of explosive discharging 
accidentally will be provided as protection for the community and the environment?  What planning has 
been done and will be done for this contingency?


7508


7504 167 Historically, water levels have declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O. sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Association of Governments (792-1093).


7508


7524 2 Issue #2 - water is going to become of paramount importance over the next decades and quality of both 
surface and ground water sources need to be zealously guarded.


Business


7571 1 Augusta Resource/Rosemont Copper ("the company") is proposing to use approximately 3,330 acres of 
public land for the chemical laden wastes from their mine, which will forever alter the landscape and 
threaten our water resources for the foreseeable future. They are also planning to leave a open pit over a 
mile wide by nearly 3,000 feet deep that will collect water over time, threatening our ground water quality.


Individual


7590 6 How would the water rights be preserved in both quantity and quality without a probably ineffective and 
unsustainble "recharge" effort?


Individual


7592 28 Yearly estimates are presented for the use of hazardous materials including, but not limited to, 9,000,000 
gallons of diesel fuel, 73,000 tons of sulfuric acid, 105,000 gallons of fuels and oils and 1200 tons of 
ammonium nitrate. These materials have significant potential for explosion, toxic and corrosive spills and 
damage to health and the environment.


Their potential for release to air or groundwater should be especially closely monitored, as should the 
hazaroud waste removal process.  However, the only hazarous wastes projected are mundane items such 
as paint thinner, acetone in small quantities and residue waste from containers and cans. In fact, Rosemont 
seeks to take advantage of an EPA designation of Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 
(CESQG) to facilitate its disposal process (pp. 54, 55 from the Rosemont MPO)


Individual


7598 21 we are concerned about water quality in these aquifers. Although chemical processing is proposed to be 
done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metal from these areas and 
associated waste ponds. Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of residual chemical 
and metal oxides subject to runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the 
groundwater. This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 
years or more.


Individual
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7598 28 Should my well be affected in either quantity or quality, how will we be compensated and what is the 
certain of compensation?


Bottom line: Our well currently provides a potential of 40+ GPM for our household and a wildlife habitat 
improvement project constructed with the funding and cooperation of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service for the local wildlife, specifically the Pronghorn Antelope. 
The mine would be responsible for any change to our current well status and quality.


Individual


7599 4 If a new source of water is required is required will its quality and purity be consistent with my current 
groundwater?


Individual


7810 5 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Organization


8677 2 The economic, or the impacts as far as the environment would be severe and it would also affect the water 
quality


Business


8717 6 You can't guarantee that there won't be any problems with water purity in the future. This just is not the 
area. We don't like the idea that someone from out of the country is doing that, too.


Individual


8722 3 We live in the desert and need our water supply and we need it to be clean and not contaminated by a 
mine operation.


Individual


8773 1 The ground water that Augusta Mine would use would never be returned to this fragile desert area as it is, 
pure.  The Pima County, Santa Cruz County, public is aware that we must protect the pure water that we 
have, because not to do so will impact the already fragile desert environment in our lifetime and beyond.


Individual


8784 5 The biggest concern that I have about this is, though the water quality.Individual


8814 4 In addition to that, after the water is used up there, it goes back into the ground somehow, and we get 
water that's not fit to drink back into our aquifer.


Individual


8822 6 Why should we allow a mine to take our valuable and pure quality groundwater to use for mining with the 
proposal to substitute Colorado River water which is of lesser quality.  I don't  believe that is in the 
environmental interest of any of us here in the Santa Cruz Valley.  And I hope that you give that thought 
some real study and ultimately agree with many of us here that for these environmental reasons this mine 
should not go forward.


Individual


8850 4 My other concern is water quality. Everybody is on a well system out there and I think we're downhill 
from a lot of where the mining is, and also the amount of water that they're going to be using will 
certainly, certainly put a strain on our system as far as I can tell.


Individual


8864 2 The aquifer is delicate and development has been intense up and down the corridor. Um everywhere there 
has been, um, a strip mine the water has been polluted for generations after, as well as home soil and 
(unintelligible).


Individual


8880 5 Contaminated water on the well water in the area.  It will definitely contaminate the well water.Individual


8897 1 My property located in the Corona de Tucson area, approximately five miles north of the propsed 
Rosemont Mine site, has a domestic groundwater well with ADWR Registration Number 55-576685. 
What will be the impact of the mine operations on the water quality and guantity delivered from my well?


Individual


8903 3 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will the contamination 
be controlled and who will be responsible for such a control? What is the impact on the water flow and 
quality of water, vegetation and wildlife in Cienega Creek area?


Individual
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8906 7 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8912 2 We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happens this 
past winter after the "test wells" for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us. Our water got very 
cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn't drink or bathe in it and had to get a filter for the inlet 
water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. Our shared well 
manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump when this happened.


Individual


10359 1 Clean waterOrganization


10443 1 This mine will destroy our water quality.Organization


10597 2 These mines greatly undermine our well water qualityOrganization


10610 2 Please keep our water supply clean.Organization


10704 1 Save the Santa Ritas and our water quality!!Organization


10781 1 I live near the proposed site of this mine and I am concerned that my ground water will be contaminated.Organization


11048 2 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11068 28 Yearly estimates are presented for the use of hazardous materials including, but not limited to, 9,000,000 
gallons of diesel fuel, 73,000 tons of sulfuric acid, 105,000 gallons of fuels and oils and 1200 tons of 
ammonium nitrate. These materials have significant potential for explosion, toxic and corrosive spills and 
damage to health and the environment.


Their potential for release to air or groundwater should be especially closely monitored, as should the 
hazaroud waste removal process.  However, the only hazarous wastes projected are mundane items such 
as paint thinner, acetone in small quantities and residue waste from containers and cans. In fact, Rosemont 
seeks to take advantage of an EPA designation of Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 
(CESQG) to facilitate its disposal process (pp. 54, 55 from the Rosemont MPO)


Individual


11080 2 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11082 25 "It is anticipated that drainage from these waste rock slopes will be suitable for direct discharge into 
ambient receiving water bodies"
I would like a little more assurance than "anticipated" if the water is going to run down into Tucson's 
water. I've also read somewhere else in the MPO (how many different variations floating around?) that is 
the compliance point damn breaks (which is also the testing point for this assumption) that they will just 
rebuild it. This is not good enough. There has to be adequate and accurate assurance that our water and 
Tucson't water is protected.


Individual
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1 1 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses the quantity and quality (chemical mineralogical, biologcal, of any groundwater resources 
underlying the propose project or aquifers accessible to the project.


Individual


1 4 A large open pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains would cause water quantity problems.
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2 1 Our primary concern:
The dewatering of the pit, which will go 2,200-2,700 feet below the current elevation -- will this draw 
down the aquifer(s) in the vicinity, and how far down over how great an area will the water be drawn.


Individual


2 5 Our well, drilled in August of 2006, goes down 460'. If it goes dry, we will not be able to live on our 
property, nor will we be able to sell it. If our well were drawn down substantially by the mine 
development and/or activity, would Rosemont mining co./Augusta be required to compensate for our 
damages ($1,000,000+)> By what mechanism?


Individual


2 15 Many residents in this area are on fixed income. If their wells run dry many cannot afford to have them 
drilled deeper.  Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult.  If this 
becomes a problem will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide 
water?


3 1 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


22 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


24 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


24 18 There is every likelihood that a mine -- a Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed -- would dewater wells 
currently in use (as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation test wells) and imperil future 
drinking water sources for residential use.


43 1 How will surface water quantity in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


43 2 The water drawn from the wells the mine will need, will lower the water table, and cause our well to run 
dry, or not produce enough water. I share a well with my neighbor, and it cost us $25, 000 to put it in. 
This represents a significant investment which could be at risk of supporting our households. We can't 
afford to drill another well. The pump is at 750 feet, and the well is at 840 feet. I doubt very much that we 
could possible go any deeper. The alternative of trucking in water is time consuming and expensive. Some 
of the mines are planned upstream of us and could easily take out enough water to dry up our well. We 
will then have to take them to court and prove they harmed us and that is expensive too!


Individual


43 3 How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being 
depleted, and how will hey compensate the landowners?


52 4 Depletion of the watershed through groundwater pumping is going to have all kinds of effects including 
on riparian areas, endangered species, other people with wells, users of water throughout the cienega 
creek watershed.


Individual


57 3 The arid desert does not have enough water to sustain a mining operation. Augusta should come up with 
hard scientific data to show that their operations will not deplete our groundwater.


Individual


134 7 There are major questions and problems regarding impacts on water, wells, watershed, groundwater in 
volume and depletion.


155 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


160 2 The same studies warn that dewatering of the Mine’s pit could significantly lower the groundwater levels 
south and north of the Mine in the region east of the Santa Rita Mountains. The Mine’s water production 
wells near Sahuarita in the Santa Cruz basin west of the Santa Rita Mountains will affect the basin’s 
ground water levels and nearby existing wells.
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160 6 Independent original studies must be undertaken to produce for the Forest Service valid and reliable 
empirical data concerning the Mine’s impact on the quantity of regional surface water and groundwater 
sufficient and necessary for developing the Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter “EIS”) and 
demonstrating compliance with the Regional National Forest Service Policy on Groundwater.


160 10 COMMENT 1B: THE EXTENT THAT DEWATERING OF THE MINE’S PIT WILL ALTER THE 
LOCATIONS, LEVELS, AND/OR QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE REGION REMAINS 
UNDETERMINED.


160 12 Discussion: The Mine’s open pit, which may be as deep as 2,900 feet, will likely invade the ground water 
resources on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains. Dewatering of the pit through pumping could dry 
up or significantly lower the water levels in the many existing residential and other wells in the region east 
of the Santa Rita Mountains. A hydrological study commissioned by Pima County (see Attachment B 
which is incorporated herein by reference) estimates that dewatering of the Mine’s pit could lower the 
regional ground water table by as much as 2,000 feet. Drilling as a cost of $30 per foot to increase the 
depth of these existing wells to reach a significantly lowered water level will place an unjustifiable 
financial burden on their owners. Futhermore, Augusta's proposed recharging of the Santa Cruz basin (see 
COMMENT 1C) will not benefit the depleted ground water resources east of the Santa Rita Mountains.


160 14 COMMENT 1C: THE ADVERSE IMPACT OF THE MINE'S PRODUCTION WATER WELLS ON 
REGIONAL GROUND WATER RESOURCES ARE UNSUSTAINABLE GIVEN ANTICIPATED 
POPULATION GROWTH IN PIMA AND SANTA CRUZ COUNTIES AND INCREASINGLY 
STRESSED WATER RESOURCES.  Discussion: Augusta plans to develop six high-volume production 
water wells in the Santa Cruz basin to the west of the Mine-also an important contributor to greater 
Tucson's water supply-with a combined pumping rate of up to 9,000 gallons of ground water per year, 
Augusta applied for and the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) issued Augusta a 
withdrawal permit for 6,000 acre-feet of ground water per year or 114,000 acre-feet over the 19-year 
lifetime of the Mine. According to ADWR calcuations, 6,000 acre-feet of water is sufficient to meet the 
residential needs of 30,000 people for one year-equivalent to the population of Maran, Arizona. In total, 
after 19 years, the Mine will have pumped a minimum of 40-billion gallons of ground water from the 
Santa Cruz basin. Depletion of regional ground water on this scale will not be sustainable. According to 
the ADWR, about 40 percent of the state's water use comes from groundwater sources. For over a 
hundred years, Arizona's groundwater has been pumped out more rapidly that it has been replenished. 
This is especially true in Pima County. By continuing to overdraft the state's groundwater supplies, the 
state's ability to ensure a secure water supply for the future is at risk.


162 1 It is a well-known fact that the watertable in the Green Valley region of Southern Arizona is significantly 
diminshing with each passing year. The Greatest contributor to this critical lose of water is the amount of 
water demanded for the current mining operations in the area. Rosemont Copper Mines estimates they 
will initially use between 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per year. It is the accepted standard to calculate 
that 1 acre foot annually provides enough water for two families of four. This means that Rosemont 
Copper Mines would annually require a water supply that could support 10,000 to 16,000 families or 
40,000 to 64,000 individuals for one year.


181 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


182 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home?


182 5 What do you estimate the future ground water table to be?


184 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


184 4 What will Augusta do to guarantee I have water, and how long will the guarantee last.
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777 6 Even is the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not destroy wildlife habitat, pollute 
ground water, and poison air quality, put an intolerable burden upon existing water supplies and destroy 
the natural beauty of that area of the Santa Ritas, it is a foregone conculsion that its steady stream of ore 
trucks will make Scenic Highway 83, a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


1505 1 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property  (about 50 acrers) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6, 000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore. The 
pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhood, at depths of 
only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families.


Individual


1505 3 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community.


Individual


1509 1 Reasons why Rosemont Mine shold NOT be allowed: 1.) water- there's not enough especially if this 
drought continues.


Individual


1510 1 How will our water supply be protected?Individual


1510 3 If the plume moves further because of Rosemont water useage, Green Valley & Sahuarita will be hit hard 
from resulting economics.


Individual


1513 1 The mine should not happen because it will accelerate the fall of our water table. I say this based on Pima 
County and reports in Green Valley and Tucson newspapers, this will certainly increase the cost of 
obtaining water


Individual


1514 1 My biggest concern is our water. We have lived in this property since 1986. During that time the rainfall 
has diminished tremendously. This has caused all the wells in the whole area to draw down considerably 
already.  With Rosemont wells at 1250' & ours at 250', this will make a tremendous problem for all 
resident wells the first time Rosemont turns the pumps on & it will just get worse every day from there.


Individual


1523 1 I am concerned about water depletion levels if this mine is allowed. The water table in Green Valley has 
been dropping for years and the cubic feet of water projected for this mine must have a negative affect on 
available water.


Individual


1527 1 We have a large problem of low water and if you open the mine you will drain our aquaductIndividual


1529 1 We do not have enough groundwater to support this activity. Freeport mine (formerly P.D.) has used 
505,734 AF since 1987! It uses 24 million gls/day.


Individual


1531 1 With our present condition on water in the Green Valley area, it seems that this is NOT a good 
progressive plan to conserve an already a lack of water.


Individual


1532 2 The Tucson water table is dropping 2 feet/year.Individual


1534 2 I am opposed to the proposed mining operation (Rosemont Copper Project) because: Inadequate source(s) 
of water


Individual


1535 1 The aquifer is already depleted and dropping 2-4 feet a year. Due to the test pumping in Sahuarita people 
are already experiencing wells going dry and sand in what water they can access.  Their property will be 
worthless and this is only a test. Wait until they suck out 100,000 acre feet from the groundwater.


Individual


1536 4 The wells in nearby developments have already been effected by the drilling of wells by Rosemont. What 
happens to these people. Will Rosemont compensate them.


Individual


1538 2 The outlook for ground water shortages is bound to occur with the mine pumping from 5000 to 8000 acre 
feet of water per year.


Individual


1542 3 The water table is droppingIndividual
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1542 6 The pit will go down 2.000 feet- what will happen to the water table?Individual


1543 2 Water table is already low and will only get lower. This will impact Green Valley residents directly.Individual


1550 1 I believe water if a critical issue, both quantityIndividual


1553 1 how will it affect water quantity in the regionIndividual


1554 2 the water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and neighboring areas is currently declining by two to 
four feet per year. The Rosemont mine will contribute to accelerating this decline. What wil be done to 
ameliorate this problem?


Individual


1555 1 I don't see how its justified for the Rosemont Mine to use groundwater.Individual


1558 5 Maybe the next generatoin will even worry about Arizona becoming a ghost state when mining and 
population have devastated the quantity


Individual


1559 7 Already is being affected by water loss are the people whose wells are near the mines test wells.Individual


1560 1 This proposed Rosemont copper project goes threw how much water water will be needed? How much 
will be taken from the water table in acre ft per day?


Individual


1562 1 No business can operate without the necissary resources. Rosemonts mine needs water, They have none. 
So they have bought a few acres 28  miles away, in a community where every one is on a private well. 
Average water depth is at 280 ft. Rosemont has drilled 3 wells to date at a depth of 2000 ft. Within 50 ft 
of some residential wells. Their yearly needs approach that of Tuscon.


Individual


1566 3 Our water table is dropping precipitouslyIndividual


1567 1 Water! Water! Water! The proposed Rosemont Mine site is already causing problems for specific 
homeowners near the test wells and is already causing a significant amount of ground water being taken 
out of the G.V. aquifers.


Individual


1567 2 It is not possible to deplete the G.V. aquifers and not face serious water issues if Rosemont is allowed to 
complete their project.


Individual


1571 5 The quantity of water will be bad.Individual


1572 2 Immediate concerns:
Depletion of water supply


Individual


1573 2 I do not watnt o copper mine because we do not have enough water for a mine.Individual


1574 3 We do not have enough water for such an operationIndividual


1577 1 We are concerned about the impact ta our water supply.Individual


1580 3 How will Sauhaurita residents be compesated + provided water when mine pumping drops or degrades 
their wells


Individual


1580 4 If water is pumped for Santa Cruz aquafer will it be returned to Santa Cruz aquafer?Individual


1581 1 I am extremely concerned about water resources in the Santa Cruz Valley.   We are in the midst of a 
drought and the water table is dropping while nobody seems to know how low it can go before we run out 
of water.


Individual


1582 3 There is no accurate estimate of how long the water in our aquifer will last -Individual


1585 5 Our greatest concern relates to the squandering of precious water resources on an already-taxed 
environment in close proximity to densely populated areas.


Individual


1588 2 Don't go forward to allow a foreign country to deplete our water supply.Individual
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1589 1 I am concerned about the depletion of our water table if this mine is approved.  I've been told that the 
mine will use 1/2 the amount of water Pima County uses/year.  Our water table is dropping several 
feet/year and pumping is getting more difficult now.


Individual


1591 1 Our aquafir is down about 65-70%-water usage for the Rosemont mine is one of the problems for this 
entire area.


Individual


1592 8 watershedIndividual


1593 1 water depletion of wells by AugustaIndividual


1597 2 Water shortage!!Individual


1598 3 Water-shortage will forever be affected.Individual


1600 1 I am concerned about depletion of our water supply.  In Green Valley we currently run a 40,000 AF 
deficit of water recharge to our water source.


Individual


1604 5 The Green Valley aquifer does not have a sustainable water supply given current pumping rates in the 
Upper Santa Cruz River Basin.  The deficit between pumping and recharge is approximately 40,000 Acre 
Feet (AF) excluding the Rosemont Mine.  The level of the aquifer is dropping between 2 and 4 feet 
annually.  No comprehensive plan exists to achieve sustainability.  Central Arizona Project (CAP) water 
is our only possible source of renewable and sustainable water.  The Rosemont mine will consume 5000 
AF from our aquifer that otherwise could be available to mitigate our crisis.


Individual


1604 7 Several recent events prompted this letter, which leads me to ask that Rosemont Copper Company be 
requested to conduct a comprehensive study of our Santa Cruise Aquifer and the impact that the pumping 
will have on it and other water users.


Individual


1604 10 FICO's attorney Snell & Wilmer have filed a formal objection with the Arizona Department of Water 
Resources (ADWR) and state that "pumping levels proposed by Rosemont could cause an additional 150 
feet of drawdown over a 20-year period"


Individual


1609 1 See attachment.Government


1611 8 I believe the Rosemont Copper Project would negatively impact: The availability of water in wells and 
streams, affecting both wildlife, ranching, and humans.  With water being perhaps the MOST CRITICAL 
issue facing our region in the future, we cannot afford to allow so much potable water to be used in this 
manner.


Individual


1612 3 Water: The claim that four canyons can be filled with no damage to the watershed is ludicrous at best. 
Studies show the near certainty of dewatering of existing wells


Individual


1614 1 My biggest concern is water depletion.Individual


1615 5 I sent an e-mail already to Bev outlining all of the serious consequences that will resolt if this mine goes 
through.
Safety, health, tourism, property values, shutting down of Hwy 83, water depletion-all negative.


Individual


1618 1 The bottom line (cost/benefit) is a loss to AZ and especially this region. Loss of water would be greater 
than the $ gained by a prurate Mining Company.


Individual


1618 6 Water loss will cost more than Arizona will gain.Individual


1620 1 My primary concerns are:
Depletion of water table


Individual


1621 2 We are in the middle of a 15 yr drought. Even with CAP water I am very concerned that the wells in the 
area will be adversley affected either be a lowering of the water table or pollutants leaching into the 
aquifer.


Individual
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1625 1 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on  aquifers, both from depletion represents an enormous 
threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson 
and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1633 1 The most critical issue here is the depletion of water resources in the area.Individual


1633 5 This mine will ruin the area. Blasting, water depletion are all real scenarios.Individual


1645 1 I am concerned about the following with regard to increased mining in the Rosemont copper project:  
Water-use increase;
Effect on wildlife in Davidson Canyon and surrounding areas;
Increased traffic and construction on wildlife.
All of the above seem to be detrimental if the proposal is allowed to go through.


Individual


1647 5 5 to 8,000 acre feet pumping of ground water in the area will devastate local wells and the water table.Individual


1649 3 Rosemont has focused its water sustainability to the Green Valley/Sahuarita area.  However is does not 
discuss the riparian area down-stream of the mine .. nor do they discuss the water resources on the eastern 
side of the Santa Rita's - where they will be pulling much of their ground water.


Individual


1651 1 We live approx 8 miles north of the proposed mine. Our biggest concern is water.Individual


1652 3 I would like to have a plan in place with legal agreements to reimburse for water loss from property near 
the mine (Hillton Ranch Rd area). This would include whatever it took, new wells, deeper wells, piping 
water in from Vail to replace the loss of quality in water or the water itself.


Individual


1655 3 In my letter of November 12, I requested that Rosemont be requested to make a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our aquifer to determine the exact impact that Rosemont pumping will have on our 
community. Has Rosemont been requested to do this?


Individual


1656 3 The Rosemont mine must not be approved because:
The proposed mine would dewater residential wells in the area of their 6000 acre/ft/yr wells. Will the 
CNF guarantee this won't happen?


Individual


1659 3 Concerns: Water quality, scenery, water use.Individual


1660 6 Well water depletion to residents in area.Individual


1670 1 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to Arizona. When the 
groundwater becomes polluted, where will water resources come from?


Individual


1671 3 How can you support a hard rock open pit mine which will jeopordize our remaining water resources in 
an area with an already depleted supply?


Individual


1672 7 We can not let the mines take our water!  Most of the well on Rt83 are 500 to 1800 feet deep and very fue 
have lots of water.  Some people on Rt83 water for 2 people and these people have put in three well and 
still have very little water.  Some on Rt83 have dug wells and they have No water.


Individual


1674 1 Six families share one well in our neighborhood for our water needs. This well will be directly affected if 
the mine operation goes into service. We need this well to be functional in order for it to support our 
homes. There is only so much water to go around, and a mining operation will have a very negative 
impact on the water availability in this area. WE have three lots in our same neighborhood that are 
uninhabitable because the drilling of four wells to locate a viable water source was unsuccessful. Another 
family had to move because the well could not support a family of four. Two to three gallons a minute 
doesn't make for a large water source. We cannot have this same situation occur with our well and water 
source. I bet you live in a house where you take it for granted that you will get an unlimited amount of 
water if you turn on a faucet. I want that luxury also!


Individual


1675 5 If the proposed mine is put in our water is threatened. I live on Highway 83 and we have a community 
well which 6 families use. If this mine is put in their constant pumping will render us waterless and we 
will have to buy our water. This is simply unacceptable.


Individual
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1676 1 How deep is the mining company planning drill to maintain their operation.


Our well is about 400 presently, and we are a family. If our wells dry out, what is the course of action to 
be taken by the mining company to ensure our wellbeing.


Individual


1676 2 Will the mining be force to seek other sources to get water if and when our wells dry out.Individual


1680 1 I am concerned about water usage in AZ. As that is a limited resource in the desert.Individual


1683 5 Sahuarita, its neighbors, and the entire region have a vested interest in potential water use, the 
environment-especially te control and monitoring of air pollution and land usage by the proposed mine. 
These are not merely academic questions for us; these issues directly impact our lives and our community.


Government


1684 5 Rosemont is projected to be a state-of-the-art mine. It will use water-conserving technology, referred to as 
dry-stacking tailings, to reduce water usage. This is an important consideration in Arizona. It is also 
planned to place the tailings in a manner to curtail the migration of stormwater off-site and minimize the 
flow of interstitial tailings. Water usage is anticipated to be about 5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet. The total 
amount of water used in the Green Valley/Sahuarita area was about 76,000 acre feet in 2006, so this will 
be about 7% of the total. The golf courses in the area consume nearly 6% of the water used. The FICO 
(Farmers Investment Company) pecan groves utilize 5 times as much water as will Rosemont.


Individual


1686 2 Water use - major problem we are in a drought.Individual


1687 3 we don't want the poison in water or the water gone.Individual


1689 2 In the southwest groundwater is a precious resource. How can groundwater be allowed to be use for 
mining and considered an equivalent replacement by re-charged water?  There is no comparison - save the 
groundwater for the people and animals.


Individual


1696 1 We need our water, 5000 gallons a minute is too important to the life of our communities. Why should the 
profit motive be more important than our lives and well-being.


Individual


1698 2 I'm concerned with quality +quantity of our water; Air Quality (I have asthma)Individual


1703 1 Deleterious and dangerous reasults to grownd water, traffic safety, and travel times, wild life habitat, soil 
and water pollution and permanent damage to the tourism-based economy of South Pima and Santa Cruz 
counties.


Individual


1707 5 The MPO states that the open pit mine will "operate 24 hours per day, seven days per week, and 365 days 
per year." This will generate an "ore processing rate of 75,000 tons per day, or 27 million tons per annum."


This amount of ore processing requires a great deal of water. Augusta proposes taking 5,00 acre feet of 
water per year from our aquifer for 20 years, or a total of 100,00 acre feet. An acre foot of water is 
326,000 gallons. Five thousand acre feet of water would support 10,000 families of four for one year.


Organization


1707 7 According to the Arizona Department of Water Resources, the water withdrawal from the Santa Cruz 
River aquifer has increased by 50 percent between 1985 and 1995; by 2 percent between 1995 and 2005, 
and is projected to increase by 20 percent in the next decade. This totals a huge 141 percent increase for 
the 30-year period. As the Santa Cruz aquifer is not supplied by any means


Organization


1708 10 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that the mine will inevitably deplete.  "We believe that 
the operation plan the developer submitted does not contain enough information about the impact of this 
mine on ground and surface water in the surrounding areas," McClure said. "We need more answers."


Organization


1709 1 The mine will be 400-1500 feet below the bottom of my well. I see no analysis that assures my  water and 
water quality will be protected.


Individual


1712 5 Besides all the environmental impact, safety issues of the impact of trucks on 83 and ruining our water 
table, this will be just ugly!


Individual


1713 2 But citizens will be drinking cap water because our precious supply of water will be used to mine?Individual
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1715 1 My concern is water usage and depletion of the aquifer for the region.Individual


1716 1 Water, quantity + quality How long will it take to use all the water in the aquifer if this is where the mine 
plans to get water for mening?


Individual


1716 3 Will the residents that depend on groundwater be required to buy water from another Source due to dry 
wells. The water (Aquifer) will not last forever - Please consider the Animals, + humans dependent on it 
now and in the future.


Individual


1718 1 The issue of water use by the mine is staggering considering we live in a desert and are in drought 
conditions.


Individual


1719 2 I am alsom against Rosemont using Large quantities of water from the Aquifer West of the Santa Ritas.Individual


1731 1 We have been warned repeatedly by the City of Tucson,Pima County, the state of Arizona, and the media 
that we are rapidly running out of water in Southern Arizona and that consumers must conserve this 
precious resource. Now we learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our auquifer.


Organization


1738 2 We have great concerns as follows:
Water consumption


Individual


1741 2 Due to Drilling in the Sahuarita Area it would cause permanent water Table issues as well as increased 
land subsistance to the Sahuarita Area.


Individual


1741 5 Down stream watersheds will be affected in two ways: 1st less water will reach them - either due to re 
configuring of the landscape or through mine usage.


Individual


1746 1 The Board of the Cienega Watershed  Partnership (CWP) is deeply concerned about the potential 
devastating environmental impacts of the open pit mine proposed for Rosemont Ranch. In particular, the 
Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from depletion represents an enormous threat to 
water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson and 
surrounding areas


Organization


1748 9 The Mine's operation will deleteriously affect:
Well water supply


Organization


1750 2 Please don't distroy that valley + use up our water.Individual


1752 2 Too many chances for this mine to dry our aquifers, in spite of their proposed recharge plans.Individual


1754 2 What will be done to ensure that the area residents have safe and plentiful suppy of drinking water?Individual


1755 3 What will be the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
and beyond its current and future availability of groundwater to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de 
Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia and Green Valley) residents as it pertains to sustainablity of human life.


Individual


1757 1 What assurances can Rosemont Mine make regarding groundwater availability in the Area (Tucson, Vail, 
Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley) should there be inadequate supplies 
of CAP water to replace or recharge the groundwater that the mine proposes to use?  Would the mine be 
prepared to shut down operations if CAP recharge water is not available?


Individual


1758 1 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from ground water use (pumping)?


Individual


1760 1 How is this mine going to affect wells in Davidson Canyon, the Fasan Mountains area and Corona de 
Tucson?


Individual


1761 5 There are perennial streams in the area which means a high water table. How will the mine owners 
mitigate the impact on these streams and the underlying aquifer.


Individual


1762 3 The proposed project will adversely impact the watershedIndividual
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1765 1 Our well site will be downstream from the mine site. The water flow runs north. This means that our 
water supply might be depleted.


Individual


1767 1 Around the area of the mine they will pump any water out to de water the pot and our house is only a few 
miles away and if they dig as deep as proposed our well will dry up. We won't have any water.


Individual


1768 2 This mine will push us over the edge. Their profits will be at the expence of our water supply.Individual


1770 4 I am concerned about the impact of heavy truck Traffic widening of Hwy 83, the toxic leaching from the 
tailings into our groundwater supplies, the pumping of Groundwater from the Sahuarita area, the noise 
pollution, effect on the wildlife, the scenic beauty of our Forest.


Individual


1771 4 the negative impact on our limited water resourcesIndividual


1775 14 Cienega Creek (which by the way, Augusta wants to fill Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield 
Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega Creek watershed!), Dadvidson Canyon, a nominated 
Wildlife Habitat, as well as Rosemont Canyon, our decreasing water table, the peace, beauty, solitude and 
scenic attraction for thousands of out-of-state tourists, are all in serious peril of becoming a beautiful 
memory our children will only have "heard" of!


Individual


1776 3 Water- we live in the west. Water would habe to be piped in from Sahuarita and they already have water 
issues


Individual


1780 3 6,000 acre feet is a trillion gallons a year, unbelievable this is even being considered.  Absolutely 
unbelievable.


Individual


1783 1 What happens when the mine makes my well go dry?Individual


1787 2 We don’t need more water use.Individual


1806 2 My water is pumped from well number 55-555565
The legal description for the property is: 
Township_ S-Range_ E-Sec
Pima County_ Book_Map_Parcel
306-21-002K Lot 2


Individual


1807 1 When pit is dug far enough it will flood with water from aquifer. They will have to pump it out to preform 
there operation. This will have a Tremendous nagative impact on all the surrounding wells in area. Who 
will be responsible when our wells run Dry?


Individual


1810 1 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's. They say they are not. Than why have they dug 5 wells at 1500 ft.?


Individual


1810 2 I am on a fixed income. If my well runs dry, I cannot afford to have it drilled deeper. Proving that the 
Rosemont Mine is responsible for loqwe groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem will 
Augusta guarantee in writing that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide my with 
water?


Individual


1814 2 My questions concern the quantity of our water supply.Individual


1814 4 Will Rosemont Copper Company guarantee us water?Individual


1818 1 1. What is the water management plan that will prevent the continued depletion of viable drinking water 
in an arid desert envirionment that has been in drought condition for many years?


Individual


1831 1 The Rosemont mine would be a disaster for the Green Valley - Sahuarita aquifer!Individual


1832 2 What is the risk of wells that support mine having a negative impact on the aquifer of Forest Service landsIndividual


1834 1 I live on Alvernon approx. 3/4 miles from the well.  Have lived there 38 years and never had any water 
problems.  We do not need any problems.  Our water will be going down like a spring - and no amount of 
CAP water will help that.  We are already in a drought - so why let these people bring us more problems?  
The mine is not needed but water supply is-


Individual
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1835 1 We need our water supply to remain as such.  The wells they are planning on putting in will pump 
hundreds of gallons an hour and will not stop pumping.  They will pump 7 days a week 24 hours a day.  
At this rate we will have no water left.


Individual


1838 3 The entire Green Valley - Sahaurita area has a water problem. The water table is going down with our 
present population.


Individual


1843 1 I have lived in Sahuarita at the same place with my own well for 36 years.  I have a small yard with grass 
and trees.  I also have 2 horses.  My well has never been deepened and I have never had any difficulties 
with it.
I certainly hope that I don't begin to have any water problems, if the mine is allowed to operate.  If it 
occurs how will my water problems be taken care of?


Individual


1844 1 As a representative of the well owner in the Sahuarita Heights I am vehemintly opposed to the pumping of 
our ground water to supply the proposed Rosemont mine operation.  The Rosemont mine should get their 
water supply from CAP water, if that is not enough water for their mining operation that is Rosemont's 
problem.


Individual


1845 3 We are greatly concerned about the mine drying up the well.  Not only our drinking water drying upIndividual


1848 1 My opinion of the Rosemont Project is that it will be an excessive draw on the water supply that feeds our 
area.


Individual


1849 3 Our Sahuarita lot is the last property we will ever own.  Our well is 300 ft deep, Rosemonts are 1250 ft.  I 
didn't move out here to drink CAP water


Individual


1850 3 With the amount of water needed for this proposed project the subsoil moisture will be completely 
depleted -  taking water away from the ground plants, the households and the ranchers.


Individual


1852 2 The whole ecosystem relies on water which the mine will reguire. Unless the mine is able to furnish the 
fresh clean water it is removing from Cienega Creek in Davidson Canyon. The area will dry up and 
become desert.


Individual


1852 4 Furnishing water to any other area willl not help this problem any.Individual


1853 2 The whole ecosytem is dependent on the water which the mine will suck up. Without water the ecosystem 
and the native species in it will be exterminated.


Individual


1854 3 The so-called "profits" of this mine would cost loss of the aquafer, destruction of the " sky islands" and 
area desert and grasslands; upset the diversity and habitat of wildlife and birds, create traffic, waste, and 
damage to the forest.


Individual


1856 14 Cienega Creek (which by the way, Augusta wants to fill Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield 
Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega Creek watershed!), Dadvidson Canyon, a nominated 
Wildlife Habitat, as well as Rosemont Canyon, our decreasing water table, the peace, beauty, solitude and 
scenic attraction for thousands of out-of-state tourists, are all in serious peril of becoming a beautiful 
memory our children will only have "heard" of!


Individual


1857 1 The Santa Rita mountains are located in southeastern Santa Cruz County which is in the Sonoran Desert. 
It is doubtful that there is enough water to supply an open pit copper mine. The idea that a mining 
company- any where- would be allowed to use CAP water for any part of their operation is an outrageous 
proposition and should be immediately turned down. Already one of the "test" drillings has drained wells 
from surrounding properties. If Rosemont Mine is allowed to go forward, how can Augusta and/or the US 
Forest Service guarantee residents that it will not have a negative impact on their water supply? What will 
Augusta and the US Forest Service do when there is no longer enough water for local residential, 
agricultural and commerical consumption?


Individual


1861 1 Please remember we are running out of water.Individual


1863 2 That is not sufficient justification for using our very limited water supply which is needed by the citizens 
of Green Valley/Sahuarita area for their very survival.


Individual
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1864 6 And on the subject of water…..this is Arizona. We have been in a drought for more years than I care to 
remember--a lot longer than just the 1990s. Yes, Rosemont Copper claims they have enough water, but 
when they have to boy and transport the water from Green Valley, I tend to disagree. The streams used to 
run in the Santa Ritas and down into the valley almost year-round, but it has been years since that has 
happened. That in itself should be a red flag to you; the water isn't there and what little there is, Rosemont 
Copper will suck out at an alarming rate.


Individual


1866 3 Our other immediate concern is the distinct possibility that our well will go dry as the mining operation 
pulls more and more waterf out of the ground, upstream from us.


Individual


1871 3 The draw down on the aquifer will be considerable with their water requirements and the immediate effect 
would be bad enough but the long term effect would be disastrous. The natural replenishment to this 
aquifer is based on annual precipitation average over thousands of years. The natural environment is 
reliant and adjusted to status quo.


Individual


1872 1 Mining should not be allowed where there is so little water.Individual


1874 1 The water table in the aquifers is critical to this Sonoran Desert area not only for the human residents here 
but also for the abundant but fragile plant life. Singing Valley North, and the valley that surround it are 
full of century oak trees that survive from the same aquifers that will be drained to meet the requirements 
of the Rosemont Copper Mine.


Organization


1874 3 The surrounding communities of Green Valley, Vail, Singing Valley will also suffer the water depletion, 
as Sahuarita is experiencing now after the test well(s) were drilled by Rosemont Copper.


Organization


1876 1 Concerns: Long term water especially wells dug locally.Individual


1881 2 Water is too precious in this area to allow a mine to use our aquafer water.Individual


1885 6 The area, the state, could not tolerate the water necessary for mining.Individual


1888 2 The current drain because of residential, commercial and mine usage in our area will cause the water table 
to continue to fall unless some other source of replenishment is obtained.


Individual


1891 14 The water issue is an enormous on in the dry State of Arizona. I don't know how to say it more 
emphatically: water is critical in the Sonoita/Rosemont area. Loss of water in wells as a result of mining is 
more than a legitimate concern.


Individual


1893 3 The pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhood, at depths 
of only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families.


Individual


1894 1 How will the mine effect the aquifer under Green Valley? What is the plan for recharging it - With clean 
water, please.


Individual


1896 6 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's'?


Organization


1896 7 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep.  Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Organization
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1899 2 There have been numerous environmental regulations put on the hard-rock mining industry since the 
Mining Act of 1872, one of them being the Clean Water Act.  But according to testimony of John Leahy, 
distinguished professor of law at University of California before the Senate Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources last September, the Clean  Water Act does not protect groundwater.  It is generally 
designed to "protect, sort of, industrial waste coming out of pipes.  Mines don't pose those kinds of 
problems.  They need, in some respects, some clean water act permits, but the quantity impacts of hard-
rock mining are not addressed under the existing environmental laws."  He goes on to say that the Mining 
Law itself is utterly silent on environmental regulations and that the newer laws do not comprehensively 
address the myriad of environmental threats posed by hard-rock mining such as the depletion of ground 
water pollution, and disruption of wildlife habitat.  In light of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, this 
is particularly disturbing since according to Supervisor Ray Carrol in his letter to Congress, the federal 
land that Rosemont wants to "develop" is at the headwaters of Tucson's water supply.  Fore example, 
Heavy rains and flooding such as we received as recently as 1993 in the Rosemont Project area would 
have washed out the tailings impoundment and polluted the whole area with toxic chemicals.


Individual


1899 3 Do not allow these mining activities to take place on NFS land that threaten major water supplies.Individual


1900 5 Water aquifers will be drained and depleted, springs will dry up, and wil… be deprived of water 
resources.  The use of 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per… mores is unacceptable to this desert region.  
What will be done to keep Rosemo… over use of water?


Individual


1904 5 I am particularly interested in the effect  of the proposed mine on water supplies in the area.Individual


1904 9 It is likely that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use (as 
has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation test wells) and imperil future drinking water 
sources for residential use.


Individual


1908 1 Water - The mine(s) would require far too much water and would seriously impact existing wells in that 
area.


Individual


1911 5 Water is already in use here.  Why allow a mining company to use up large amounts of our groundwater.Individual


1913 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw  from wells in the 
same general area.  If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than  what is replaced is not a good idea.  Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major water reduction of water usage due 
to the mine using available water.  Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in 
that area.


Individual


1914 6 The chemicals used in open pit mining pose a grave danger to the water table, which is under enough 
stress as it is.


Individual


1917 4 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water quantity and depletion of 
groundwater.


Individual


1919 1 So many ways this mine will impact this entire area.  Water is a huge concern, our water is pumped from 
the local aquifer & this mine will doubtless contaminate the water.  Never mind dropping the water level 
of our well.


Individual


1920 7 I am concerned about the negative aspect the operation of mine will bring to bear on:
Hydrology water tables will decline


Individual


1921 1 Tucson AMA model study shows water levels will drop 150 feet by the year 2025 (i.e. 31,000 acre feet 
per year). Rosemont Mine expects to pump 6,000 acre feet per year. Eric Holler manager on the Southern 
Arizona Bureau of Reclamation admits Green Valley is heading for a water crisis.


Individual


1922 5 The proposed mine would dewater residential wells in the area of their 6000 acre/ft/yr wellsIndividual


1925 1 The mine's proposed use of our groundwater for the next 20 years is MOST troubling! It is our life blood--
every drop!


Individual
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1926 1 The proposed mine is going to take away water that is already needed by people here before the mine. The 
water tables are going down so it's obvious we don't have an adequate supply of water now or for the 
future.


Individual


1927 1 The concerns that fuel my opposition to the proposed Rosemont Copper Project revolve around the 
following issues. 1. The mining operation will pump large quantities of ground water from our common 
aquifer over many years.


Individual


1928 1 The proposed Rosemont Copper Project concerns me greatly because of its impact on the declining water 
supply in our area. Our water level in the aquifer is being depleted 4 ft a year right now due to 
overpopulation and building.


Individual


1929 1 Mining is also a financial incentive by it use good water that can never be recovered. Providing a pipeline 
of cap water does not replace the quantity or quality of the water use.


Individual


1929 2 Drilling wells for mine use will lower the water level endangering many existing private wells.Individual


1932 2 Strong possibility of our wells running dry.Individual


1933 1 Water useage by the mine and the deprivation to the surrounding countryside and communities- clean 
H2O act, safe drinking H2O, etc


Individual


1934 1 I am concerned about the water usage the mine will demand and how it will effect us- the residents of this 
water aquifer.


Individual


1935 1 The Rosemont proposal is to draw high quality drinking water from the aquifers that supply the West side 
of the Santa Rita Mountains and Green Valley, at a rate of over 6,000 acre-feet of ground water to use in 
their mining operation. The propose to replace this with Cap water. This would likely cause as many as 
300 local wells to go dry and lower the water tables of the entire Green Valley area.


Individual


1936 2 The idea of them taking our precious groundwater to use in their mining, while leaving us with the terrible 
& undependable CAP water is unthinkable. CAP may not always be available to us in the future, but they 
would continue to drain the aquifer, thus affecting the amount of drinking water, not only for the Santa 
Cruz Valley, but for everyone downstream, including Tucson. This issue ALONE should be sufficient 
reason to deny this mine.


Individual


1939 1 What are you forest people thinking? To allow a precious and finite resource like that to be gobbled up 
like that for a foreign company that will be gone in a generation?


Individual


1940 2 The most important is water- Lowing the water table will hurt everyone in the Santa Cruz water shed.Individual


1942 2 Water resources are so important to AZ, and their huge use of water will deplete the acquifer + cause 
ground subsidence.


Individual


1943 2 Water issues concern me a great deal -- both quantity + quantity.Individual


1944 1 My main concern is water!  A Pima County commissioned and submitted Hydro Geological study showed 
a major depletion to water tables of Davidson Wash + Santa Cruz River aquifers.


Individual


1945 4 This project, which is incompatible with the current local and quantity problem.Individual


1946 4 This project, which is incompatible with the current local and quantity problem.Individual


1948 8 I am concerned about the use of ground waterIndividual


1949 1 the water table which supplies Green Valley is already dropping each year.  Future generations may not be 
able to live here because of the mine's huge consumption of water.


Individual


1952 2 Southern Arizona has a severe water shortage.Individual


1956 6 Pima County commissioned and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado that raised the 
threat of surrounding groundwater


Individual
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1958 1 We have great concern about the long-term effect of mining on the water table and environmental impact 
on that water as well as the irrefutable negative impact


Individual


1960 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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1960 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


1960 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


1961 2 Althought we appreciate the efforts to reuse water separated from tailings, the mining project will still 
need copious quantities of water presumably dram from the water table that supplies Green Valley, 
Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, and other residential areas in this region. Because we are in a drought that 
has lasted over a decade and water resources for residents are low, we think it is extremely unwise to 
accept a project that will further diminish the existing water resources.


Individual


1963 2 There have been numerous environmental regulations put on the hard-rock mining industry since the 
Mining Act of 1872, one of them being the Clean Water Act.  But according to testimony of John Leahy, 
distinguished professor of law at University of California before the Senate Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources last September, the Clean  Water Act does not protect groundwater.  It is generally 
designed to "protect, sort of, industrial waste coming out of pipes.  Mines don't pose those kinds of 
problems.  They need, in some respects, some clean water act permits, but the quantity impacts of hard-
rock mining are not addressed under the existing environmental laws."  He goes on to say that the Mining 
Law itself is utterly silent on environmental regulations and that the newer laws do not comprehensively 
address the myriad of environmental threats posed by hard-rock mining such as the depletion of ground 
water pollution, and disruption of wildlife habitat.  In light of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, this 
is particularly disturbing since according to Supervisor Ray Carrol in his letter to Congress, the federal 
land that Rosemont wants to "develop" is at the headwaters of Tucson's water supply.  Fore example, 
Heavy rains and flooding such as we received as recently as 1993 in the Rosemont Project area would 
have washed out the tailings impoundment and polluted the whole area with toxic chemicals.


Individual


1963 3 Do not allow these mining activities to take place on NFS land that threaten major water supplies.Individual


1967 6 There is not enough for miningIndividual


1971 1 I have numerous concerns about plans to open the Rosemont Copper Mine in the Santa Rita mountains. 
Of primary concern is the amount of water that would need to be deveited from the surrounding 
communities.


Individual


1972 1 Development will create a massive watershed problem and potential shortages of waterIndividual


1974 4 Water quality & demand on water supplyIndividual


1975 2 Our dwindling water supply in this drought stricken desert is critical to all life. This fact alone should 
prevent squandering (to polluting the run-off) of our precious water supply.


Individual


1976 2 We do not have enough water for the large water use of a mine.Individual
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1980 2 Water situation in area already critical- even if they bring the pipeline it is only designed to give 5000 
acre ft- which is what the mine will use.-the GV basin gets no benefit!!


Individual


1982 1 The water table is gradually being lowered by the existing mining and agricultural operations west of the 
Santa Rita Mountain range in the residential areas of Sahuarita and Green Valley. Rosemont mine plans to 
extract water from this same ground water resource. The mine does not have an adequate not guaranteed 
plan to replenish this water.  Therefore the mine should not be permitted.


Individual


1984 5 However my biggest concern is the water issue. It is a fact that Augusta Mine Plans to use 3719.99 
gallons of water per minute out of the ground for 20 years. What will happen to the wells in the 
immediate area? Since, I live in the Singing Valley North and the mine will be in my back yard. I have the 
right to have a legitimate concern. I hope water issues will be one of your top priorities.


Individual


1988 2 No water.Individual


2041 3 How will you replace our H2O when they dry up our wells?Individual


2067 4 Where is the H2O coming from when these mines dry up our H2O supply?Individual


2068 3 Our H20 supply is questionable.Individual


2073 2 I'm also very worried about the water table!Individual


2076 5 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
There is every likelihood that the mine at Rosemont Ranch that is being proposed would dewater wells 
currently in use.


Individual


2078 2 The geology of the aquifer as it relates to the recharge project is described. Also described is an 
underground defect in the field caused by "pumping from the mines". I would like to know if the water 
pumping the Rosemont Mine Project intends to do could cause diversion or redistribution of the water 
supply.


Individual


2078 4 Does Rosemont have data on how long the well they plan to use will be able to produce the water they 
want?


Individual


2090 3 We feel that there are many valid reasons to not approving this project:
2. The negative impact on underground aquifers and ground water supplies.


Individual


2091 3 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2094 2 We're already in big, big trouble with regard to enough water to support the population. The mine would 
have a huge impact (utterly disregarding the needs of the people) on available water as well as resultant 
pollutants.


Individual


2094 9 Please, please don't allow the Augusta Resource Corporation to ruin our beautiful Santa Rita Mountains 
and rob us of our water!


Individual


2095 2 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property (about 50 acres) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore. The 
pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhoods, at depths of 
only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families. I


Individual


2095 11 Pima County Administrator Chuck Huckleberry stated earlier this month his concerns about the over use 
of the groundwater and that the aquifer in Green Valley is falling at the rate of 4 feet a year.


Individual


2095 15 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


Individual
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2095 16 Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from a groundwater 
depletion and land subsidence may cause a risk to health and safety of residents with undesirable 
consequences to the community. Rosemont's transportation of our groundwater could dramatically affect 
any future growth in our community.


Individual


2096 5 The Rosemone Mine must not go forward. Not only will it destroy our natural resources, it will scar our 
landscape. Not to mention take our water. We have to do all we can to preserve the aquifer.


Individual


2098 1 I am very concerned about the amount of water this project will take away from precious supply. Before 
we moved here to Green Valley in 2006, this project did not exist. At that time, there was already concern 
that the aquifer would sustain the then current growth. We now know that concern was not unfounded! 
Sahuarita is already experiencing problems with it"s future water supply.


Individual


2119 4 I have heard that the Augusta Mine Corp the holding company is drilling wells west of Sauhaurita road 
and Houghton Which will deplete our all ready over used water supply.


Individual


2121 4 The ground-water supply for local residents will be seriously depleted. Yes, I'm familiar with Arizona 
ground-water law but that doesn't make it right!


Individual
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2126 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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2126 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


2126 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


2128 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved. If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the 
same general area. If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur. Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than what is replaced is not a good idea. Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the 
mine using available water. Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that 
area.


Individual


2136 3 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: "fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
'Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual


2143 19 In fact, in this water-poor environment, depletion of water sources themselves is certainly an issue.Individual


2144 13 People need good water--- and there isn't much of that in the Santa Rita Mountains area. Some years the 
stream in madera Canyon and some years they DRIED UP!


Individual


2147 6 Even if the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not put an intolerable burden upon 
existing water supplies, it is a foregone conclusion that its steady stream of ore trucks will make Scenic 
Highway 83 a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


2148 6 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2150 3 The water drawn from the wells the mine will need, will lower the water table, and cause our well to run 
dry, or not produce enough water. I share a well with my neighbor, and it cost us $25,000 to put it in. This 
represents a significant investment which could be at risk of supporting our households. We can't afford 
to drill another well. The pump is at 750 feet, and the well is at 840 feet. I doubt very much that we could 
possible go any deeper. The alternative of trucking in water is time consuming and expensive. Some of 
the mines are planned upsteam of us and could easily take out enough water to dry up our well. We will 
then have to take them to court and prove they harmed us and that is expensive too!


Individual
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2156 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2160 2 Water in southwestern Arizona is far too precious and scarce to allot to a mining project.Individual


2170 3 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2173 3 Also, a mine would consume large amounts of ground water, further depleting an aquifer that is already 
being drawn down. Current citizens of the area are facing the possibility of severe restrictions in the years 
to come.


Individual


2174 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2182 2 My main concern deals with the depletion of our precious, ever disappearing groundwater.Individual


2193 1 I am opposed to the Rosemont copper mine because there will not likely be enough water for such a large 
project over 20 years.


Individual


2196 3 Throughout the region, there are serval watering holes that I presume ranchers built years ago. Just a few 
years ago, some of these watering holes, or small lakes, two of which I believe are called Twin Lakes and 
Fagan Lake, were completely filled, and at times, overflowing. However, since more homes have been 
built in the region and drought-like conditions now exist, these lakes are completely dry or near so. I've 
attached photos to show you Fagan Lake~ 2 years ago and Fagan and Twin Lakes two days ago.


Individual


2196 4 I'm sharing these photos with you to help convey a serious issue that southern Arizona (and many parts of 
the world) is now facing, i.e. potential water shortages. I can elaborate further on this issue, but suffice it 
to say that if the Rosemont copper mine is allowed to proceed, it will require water that we can hardly 
afford to waste. As you know, ground water continues to be depleted throughout Arizona.


Individual


2201 2 Some of the problems that would be created are as follows:


1. Large amounts of water will be required. Considering that the Southwest is in a prolonged drought, this 
doesn't seem to make much sense. Even if precipitation were at normal amounts, being in a desert 
environment isn't conductive to anouther industry that is water intensive.


Individual


2202 1 I live in Corona de Tucson, just south of my home is the proposed Rosemont Mine in the Santa Rita 
Mountains. I am very concerned about our drinking water- Simply put WE DO NOT have the water to 
support such an operation. Minning this area would be environmental disaster to the water shed in 
Davidson Canyon, and the Scenic Santa Rita Range.


Individual


2203 1 The depth of the aquifer under the Santa Cruz valley is declining, and has been for years. Even the 
hydrologists cannot say with certainty that there is a 100-year water supply for residential use, even if 
there are no more draws on the aquifer than currently exist.


Individual


2203 6 The balance of nature in the desert southwest in which we live is too fragile to withstand another large 
draw on the Santa Cruz aquifer, which we know for a fact is already declining, even without the mine.


Individual


2208 3 This mine will deplete the water supply of residents.Individual


2211 1 There isn't enough water available to open another copper mine and sustain the current populations and 
industry in the proposed mine area.


Individual


2211 3 Note intended % usages of recharge water; excluding ASARCO which already gets CAP water in 
competition with the Pima Road recharge facility; as, it gets the water ahead of the Pima Road recharge 
facility, hence completes for CAP water. (Is available CAP water reduced by ASARCO competition for 
water? And, is this justification for a new copper company doing the same thing?)


Individual


2211 7 Will we need extra water to off-set what Rosemont buys?Individual


2214 4 How will surface water quantity  in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?Individual
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2214 5 How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being depleted 
and how will they compensate the landowners?


Individual


2214 17 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quantity?


Individual


2219 3 The dominant issue has to be the sustainability of the groundwater supply in this area. Actually, it is not 
even sustainable at present (the aquifer is dramatically lowering each year, and the dream of resupplying it 
from the Colorado Rive is a clear fiction).


Individual


2221 4 Another aspect is the water needed for the mine. As you know, the long term outlook for CAP water 
coming to Tuson area is grim. If the mine is allowed to begin and the CAP water withdrawn (because AZ 
id the 1st to lose rights), will the mine be allowed to drill wells for the enormous amounts of water 
needed?


Individual


2227 4 We do not want a copper mine dumping their byproducts on our beautiful State land, thereby ruining it 
forever, and making a profit on top of it!  It will gobble up what little is left of our precious ground-water.


Individual


2228 4 Furthermore, I understand that the mine will use a substantial amount of ground water. The whole Tucson 
area is currently trying to conserve the groundwater for future generations through CAP, conservation, 
etc. However, if the mine uses copious amounts of ground water, it seems like all our area water 
conservation efforts would be in vain.


Individual


2229 1 How many GALLONS OF WATER PER MINUTE will Rosemont Copper Mine use? (The Ray Mine in 
Hayden, Arizoan uses 20,000 of water per minute)
How many gallons of water per day will they be using?


Individual


2229 2 ASARCO will be going back to full capacity using WATER from the SAME Aquifer. The Pecan Trees 
also use alot of Water from this same Aquifer. The growing community uses Water from this same 
Aquifer.


Individual


2229 4 If the new technology that they are planning to use, if it doesn't work, Will they need TWICE as much 
water? 8,000 acre feet times 2?  How much Water is in the Aquifer, and How long will it last?


Individual


2233 1 http://www.epa.gov/region09/water/groundwater/ssa-
pdfs/Santa%20Cruz_Avra%20Basin%20SSA%20map.pdf


Please note that website above. This depicts the GIS information used to create a water map of the Santa 
Cruz aquifer. The EPA data needs to be used by Rosemont to produce a computer map or projection of 
that the result of their water pumping will be. Also, the water authorities of AZ need to be consulted as 
reviewers of Rosemont's water use projections.


Individual


2235 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine would have on my well. Can I expect the water 
table to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry who will pay to get water to my home?


Individual


2235 4 What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?Individual


2236 7 In the desert, water is life and not to be trifled with anymore. Enough has been evaporated in the heat of 
public debate.


Individual


2238 2 Rosemont states it will pump water from the Santa Cruz aquifer in large quantities (maybe measured, 
maybe not) and the effect of this pumping is yet to be determined, expect that it can expect to create 
channeling and diversion of the water path in an area which has already experience from the 
ASARCO/P.D. mining operations. (This is documented in the construction documents of the CAP 
recharge geology information).


Individual


2238 5 No one has to date revealed any study of the effect of Rosemont's use of our water on the coming water 
shortages. Specifically, Rosemont is not bringing any new water into Pima County rather is buying CAP 
water which was already coming to Pima County and paying for CAP water recharge that was already 
being done; hence, there is not net gain from the added water usage by Rosemont Mines and in fact by 
pre-paying for CAP water which may be in future years decreased to our area, Rosemont is establsihing a 
fixed water requirement which may reduce water for all other water users.


Individual
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2243 1 The mine will use too much water. Today's Green Valley News and Sun (Wednesday, April 23, 2008) 
carried a front page story about dropping water tables and subsidence ground levels falling and supporting 
water declines. Enough said.


Individual


2244 2 Clean water is rapidly becoming our nations new oil crisis and the mine is not compatible with any 
environmentally compatible earth friendly water use or reuse. We have been in a drought that has been 
argued to be caused by global warming. Natural warming process or human impact does not matter, the 
end result of not enough water for the local inhabitants man, plant, or animal is inescapable. To destroy 
and waster this natural resource (water) in the desert is inconceivable.


Individual


2252 2 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual


2252 3 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas.  Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep.  Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Individual


2253 4 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual


2253 5 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 feet deep pit have on the groundwater 
on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet deep.  Will they 
require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Individual


2256 2 The mine would use enormous amounts of water from the Santa Cruz River aquifers- an estimated 5,000 
to 7,000 acre-feet per year, an amount equal to that used annully by 20,000 to nearly 30,000 household 
members. Augusta claims that the water they use will be replaced by CAP water, though they do not have 
a CAP guarantee for the full life of the mine.


Individual


2265 9 While Augusta obtained water rights, at this time this water may be replenished into the Avra-Valley 
aquifer or Sahuarita. However the wells being drilled are well above these replenishing sites and therefore 
will affect the status of the local ground water level and with this the existing wells in and around these 
new industrial deep wells. What will or has been done to counteract the negative effects?


Individual


2267 2 With the Asarco mine to begin ramping up to 100% capacity in addition to the Rosemont Mine- it 
becomes mind boggling to think about the amount of water that will so rapidly be sucked out of the earth- 
I strongly believe there is no room for another mine and is a horrific accident just wanting to happen.


Individual


2267 4 Even a lay person can clearly conclude in a very short tiem frame that there simply is not enough existing 
water to supply all of these needs.


Individual


2270 1 Everyone else knows (even Canada knows) we are in trouble with water shortages, prolonged droughts 
and a rapidly declining water table.


Individual


2271 3 Water shortages are predicted for the near future in this drought-prone area. It was recently allowed to 
become overdeveloped. The copper mine would greatly exaggerate this problem with its water demands.


Individual


2273 2 As environmentalists and appreciators of unspoiled landscapes, we are concerned that the mine will 
impact water availability of small communities like Elgin, Sonoita and Patagonia.


Individual


2275 4 The project will use an enormous amount of water that we no longer can afford to such a project.Individual


2279 2 If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley) residents will have enough groundwater of the quantity they enjoy today 
(6/22/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative impacts can be 
suitably corrected then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine should be denied 
their request to use Fores Service land. The Forest Service has then satisfied its motto "Caring for the land 
and serving people" and can move on to more productive projects benefiting the majority of people it 
serves.


Individual


2283 1 Southern Arizona is about out of Water, what are you going to do? Are you going to stop the mines usage 
of Water, or are you going to let the mine continue to use Water even when we know there is little 
WATER left?


Individual
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2283 2 THERE IS NO WATER! What are you going to do?Individual


2284 5 Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem 
will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide water?


Individual


2285 2 Rosemont has drilled several "test" wells in our area to date and are already in the process of depleting the 
water table.


Individual


2286 1 While the location is reason enough to be against this ming (I am not against mining in general), the main 
reason is water. If the plaque at Glen Canyon Dam is correct, mines and argriculture use 85% or more of 
all the water used in Arizona. The proposed mine site is a sensitive area and an enormous amounts of 
water will be needed to accommodate the processing of the ore. The water must come from somewhere. 
This is a desert, we are in a long-term drought, and this is just a poor choice for any new mine, much less 
an open-pit mine.


Individual


2287 2 I think it is more important to preserve the groundwater than it is to allow the mine project to proceed.Individual


2291 25 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.


Individual


2292 1 I would like to restate the concerns of my neighbors and friends, such as: water its availability.Individual


2293 1 I am greatly concerned that an enterprise such as the Rosemont Mine will use already scarce water 
resources. Ground water in Tucson and surrounding areas is bening pumped faster than it can be 
replenished.


Individual


2297 1 As a 15-year homeowner in Green Valley, I am extremely concerned about the further depletion of 
groundwater in the aquifer, which would be guaranteed and hastened by the proposed Rosemont Mine. 
The Rosemont proposal to provide Sahuarita and Green Valley with reclaimed Colorado River water 
while the mine uses groundwater is not acceptable.


Individual


2298 4 We do not want the limited water resources of Arizona going a mining operation.Individual


2301 4 There are serious water issues in the Tucson region which must be considered. Although Augusta 
promises to conserve and replenish water, it is still coming from someplace and there is an impact to the 
environment.


Individual


2303 2 The availability of water in the area is uncertain an an open-pit copper mine would only exacerbate the 
problem. Using CAP water seems unrealistic as this source of water from the Colorado River is also 
uncertain, given the demands of the growing populations in the areas that use it.


Individual


2305 9 Warren Nechodom a Green Valley resident is a retired chemical/nuclear engineer/manager and he 
commented: "IF (my emphasis) Augusta mines or dumps waste onto the northern tier of unpatented 
mining claims, this PROBABLY (my emphasis) would alter the hydrology and water quality of the 
Sycamore Canyon drainage system too, thus affecting Corona de Tucson also."


Those living near the Santa Ritas deserve guarantees against those IFS and MAYBES!


Individual


2306 9 It would use too much water. We already are struggling to assure that we have enough water for the 
residents of southern Arizona, why should we provide it for a Canadian company.


Individual


2310 6 Not to mention the affect on the water table in the area.Individual


2318 4 Water table depletion is a great concern.Individual


2326 7 The consumption of precious ground water for this mine is unacceptable.Individual
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2327 1 As I understand it they are putting a pipe line to Green Valley. It is proposed to supply half of the amont 
of water they intend to pull from the mountain. Well what good is that water in the valley going to do for 
the 100 homes they are going to pull the water from at 4000 feet. Make them haul their water just like we 
will have to do after they drain it all out and leave our wells dry.


Individual


2330 1 I am opposed to the construction of an open pit copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountain mainly because 
of the impact it would have on the aquifer. As a resident of Green Valley, I am very concerned about the 
future of the water supply in this area. The mine would use a tremendous amount of water and possibly 
cause a crisis situation for surrounding residents.


Individual


2332 2 I remember as a kid when the Water ran above ground in the Santa Cruz River in Tucson in the 1950's 
with many beautiful cottonwood trees along it's banks. Now to see those same beautiful cottonwood trees, 
you have to go to Tubac. And the river is now GONE DRY above. All my life growing up in Tucson, we 
have heard everyone talking about the need to conserve water IN THE DESERT, AND CONSTANTLY 
BEING REMINDED THAT WE LIVE IN THE DESERT. Now Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, have 
grown TREMENDOUSLY. Just to keep up with all the growth causing increased demands on our water 
supply is substancial!!!!


Individual


2332 3 My question is this? With a mine using 8,000 acre-feet of water per year, which translates to BILLIONS 
OF GALLONS OF WATER PER YEAR FOR 20 YEARS, HOW CAN THEIR BE ENOUGH WATER 
FOR THE GROWING COMMUNITY? Plus what about the fact that ASARCO MINES ARE CLOSE by 
and they intend to open up their mine from 10 percent to full capacity. Where do they get their water? 
And what IMPACT will they have on the COMMUNITIES?


Individual


2332 4 What happens if there is a MISCALCULATION ON THE AMOUNT OF WATER AND THERE IS 
NOT ENOUGH to last for even 10 years? Where will the water come from??????


Individual


2333 1 This proposed project represents a threat to the local and regional water supply and should not proceed. I 
spoke with hydrologist Salek Satiquillah during the meeting, and he told me there is little understanding 
of the watershed in that area. Pumping the amount of water required by the mine will likely affect wells of 
local residents.


Individual


2337 5 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine for lack of water, if for no other reason. Augusta 
should not be allowed to deplete the water supply for residents or the Colorado River System.


Individual


2338 5 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine for lack of water, if for no other reason. Augusta 
should not be allowed to deplete the water supply of residents.


Individual


2344 3 Moreover, it would be criminal to waste that much water - 9,000 gallons per minute! - on such a project. 
That is not sustainable under any definition.


Individual


2346 2 If you remember, the Duval Mine used so much ground water that the Tucson Basin which naturally 
flows out north with the Santa Rita was also draining south to the mines. Copper mines use a horrendous 
amount of water.


Individual


2349 3 I am also concerned about the amount of water used in strip mining.Individual


2351 2 Our family is most concerned with water and the impact of the mine on our water. Our well is only 360 
feet deep and produces 40 GPM, a wonderful well. What happens when the water goes away? What do 
we do? I don't know that anyone has the knowledge to predict the water issues, but obviously we could 
lose a substantial amount of water.


Individual


2354 4 We can't afford to ruin any more of our land with mines or any other venture that sucks up water we don't 
have to spare.


Individual


2356 5 The untainted runoff from the water shed above and below the mine site MUST be preserved for the 
collection of clean non toxic water to be recharged into appropriate aquifers, man made or existing, this 
would minimize the water loss in an ARID LANDSCAPE


Individual
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2364 6 The proposed mine site is very near Tucson, which is already water challenged. Extracting 5000 to 8000 
acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. I don't think it takes a 
hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which means the 
people of Tucson as well as the residents of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also suffer. Santa 
Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering a referendum 
that will require land owners to prove a 100-year supply of water before being issued a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2365 2 This mine would not only defile our environment and scenic beauty BUT would require massive amounts 
of water which would be used to process the copper. This would be tragic both from an environmental 
standpoint and the depletion of my water supply.


Individual


2366 2 The Green Valley aquifer has been dropping 2 feet a year for several years they say. Rosemont plans to 
bring in Colorado River Water, but I haven't seen any measurements comparing what they would bring in 
that way with what they would use. Also, the lakes supplying the river are running low, and there is no 
guarantee that they will refill, and that the combined SanPedro and Colorado River water would continue 
to support Green Valley and Sahuarita and Tubac and Amato, after having passed more upstream users. I 
would hate to see people driven from their homes by lack of water, but this could happen even without the 
mine. With it, it would be much faster.


Individual
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2371 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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2371 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


2371 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


2374 3 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: "fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
'Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual


2375 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved. If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the 
same general area. If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur. Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than what is replaced is not a good idea. Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the 
mine using available water. Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that 
area.


Individual


2379 9 The Upper Santa Cruz River groundwater basin is not in equilibrium and is in serious jeopardy due to the 
groundwater overdraft proposed by Rosemont. This is an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of 
vital water resources.


Government


2380 1 Our water is from a well that supports six families. We have never had a problem with our water, it is soft 
and crystal clear. Our well is 650 feet deep and the underground stream that supplies our well runs from 
south to north. With the proposed mine just three miles south of us, it will have a horrific effect upon our 
well. The proposed wells of the pit mine will be as deep as 1,800 to 2,900 feet. There goes the water 
supply to six families.


Individual


2380 3 Water is very scarce in the desert and the mine will either take our water away from us or pollute it to an 
extent that it would be unusable. Tapping the ground water has been going on for some time in the 
Sonoran Desert. As pumping technology has enabled aquifers to be more effectively exploited, the 
region's water table has dropped an average of 160 feet and as much as 1,000 feet in some areas. Are we 
going to continue to let this happen?


Individual
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2381 23 I myself have a question about the actual amount of water which they say they would be using. The old 
rule of thumb in the Mining Industry was that a thirty thousand ton a day Mill would need plus or minus 
twelve thousand acre feet of water per year.
Augusta' s operating plan states that they would use plus or minus five thousand acre feet per year to mill 
seventy six thousand tons per day. The ADWR has given them a permit for only six thousand acre feet per 
year.
The numbers do not add up. I do not find any new method in the operating plan to explain this remarkable 
savings in water consumption.


Individual


2384 3 Can Rosemont Copper guarantee that neighboring wells will not be pumped dry?Individual


2384 5 Can Rosemont Copper guarantee the residents of Santa Cruz and other neighboring counties that their 
populations will have adequate water supplies and for future generations?


Individual


2385 2 Water- the mine will affect many aquifers. Impact will be felt in wide area. Bringing ground water from 
the Santa Cruz aquifer will draw down affecting hundreds of wells.


Individual


2386 1 As one speaker put it at the May 12th meeting, even with copper at $4/pound, the most valuable "mineral" 
in the West is water.  This mine will require some 90,000 gallons per minute to be pumped from the same 
aquifer that serves the residents of Sonoita and Elgin.  Although the Company has promised to mitigate 
this in several ways, such as extending CAP and using that water to recharge the aquifer with treated 
ischarge water from the mine, that is little solace.


Individual


2386 4 This may be moot if the water table drops and we simply run out of water.  As it is, various hydrology 
reports for the area indicate that this area can support only limited future population growth as it is, 
assuming no mine is built.  The mine would most likely dry up our wells, killing the towns of Sonoita, 
Patagonia, and Elgin and removing hundred of millions of dollars of property asset value from the 
personal wealth of local residents and from the county propety tax roles.  Half my retirement assets are 
tied up in the 20 acres of land and buildings on my property.  If I am unable to sell this property in five 
years or so for what they are worth now (or more) when I retire from my emplyment, then I will have 
suffered a tremendous financial loss that I will never be able to recover.


Individual


2387 6 I believe the most important concern is the huge use of scarce water by the mine. Our water resources are 
already stressed by the fact that the Tucson Active Management Area is using a blend of 45% recharged 
CAP water. The Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin is part of the TAMA groundwater basin. The mine will 
further stress an already tenuous water supply for Southern Arizona and the Colorado River water users.


Individual


2389 2 How much water will be pumped from Cienaga watershed?Individual


2389 8 Will a complete exhaustive hydrology report be done on BOTH watersheds, so that a base line can be 
developed for water quantity?


Individual


2389 10 I am concerned about the water quantity being effected by the Rosemont mine. The main water supply for 
the mine is projected to originate from the west side of the Santa Rita Mts., but the open pit will be at 
such extreme depth that evacuation wells will have to be placed at bottom depths to discharge water from 
springs, seepages and water bearing fissures. The location of the pit means that this would be a substantial 
drain on Cienaga watershed.


Individual


2392 6 The proposed mine site is very near Tucson, which is already water challenged. Extracting 5000 to 8000 
acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. I don't think it takes a 
hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which means the 
people of Tucson as well as the residents of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also suffer. Santa 
Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering a referendum 
that will require land owners to prove a 100-year supply of water before being issued a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2393 3 The mine drawing only 6000AF/ year, is complete nonsense. They claim dry-stacking will accomplish 
that. That is completely un-tested and if it does not work, then what?
We do not need assumptions and guessing. We need facts.


Individual
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2395 6 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis and mitigating plans are proceeding.


Organization


2396 7 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include the reduction of water resources from increased 
groundwater pumping


Individual


2400 2 The remark made by Jamie Sturgess- if the well goes dry, it's because it wasn't drilled deep enough and 
would have gone dry any way showed his arrogance and was insulting at the same time. My well off SR 
83 has been at the same static level for 30 yrs. If it goes dry after the mine goes in it's not because it wasn't 
deep enough, t's because they put a 2900 ft. deep pit in the ground and drained the water from the valley. 
Water flows down to the lowest spot. And it's not only my well it's all my neighbors too.


Individual


2404 10 How much water will the mine actually use?Business


2404 12 How can the USFS justify the use of high quality [Santa Cruz Valley] groundwater? This potential 
damage and these increased costs to current residents and future generations needs to be studied and 
quantified.


Business


2413 1 I am concerned about water, How much the mine would use, the amount and quality of the water left for 
all of us who live here?


Individual


2414 1 As I understand it, this company wants to get its water from the 6V/Sahuarita aquifer, an unbelevable 
number of gallons per day. This must be somebody's bad dream. Already it recedes at 4 feet per year, and 
individuals have to dig individual wells deeper to get any water at all. In a few years, there will be no 
water for homeowners.


Individual


2420 1 When we purchased our home in Green Valley in 2004, we were assured the aquifer was durable for 100 
years or more. With the current growth rate, this is questionable, but there is certainly not sufficient water 
for residents and an additional copper mine. The government's responsibilty is to us, the residents, not a 
company from another country!


Individual


2421 3 And what about the enormous water use? The whole idea is madness!Individual


2426 1 I am a 39 yr. retired copper miner. I own property in Sahuarita Heights about 1/2 mile east of an industrial 
well owned by Augusta Resources Corp. (Rosemont Copper). This is one of 3 wells planned for the 
Sahuarita area. These wells are 1200 ft. deep with a 12 inch diameter casing. So the way that I see this 
project, it will not be long before the private well that supplies my water will go dry. Which means that I 
will have to move, or finance deepening the private well.


Individual


2427 11 It would: use precious groundwater supplyIndividual


2431 2 Do not allow R.C. Mine Project because:
2. water use will cause drop in ground water & lower level of ground


Individual


2440 17 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2440 19 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2449 2 It's most likely that CAP & other water sources will not be adequate to supply all that’s needed for Pima 
County, let alone a open pit mine needing thousands of acre feet per year.
This major strain on our water supply would be a serious risk not worth taking.


Individual
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2450 2 My concern is the water. There is no indication that even if the proposed pipeline is put in place that this 
will reduce the stress on the aquifer. Recently some hydrology experts told us that at least a 36 inch 
pipeline would be required rather than the 20 inch proposed one.


Individual


2450 3 Our potential water source is already past the danger point and we may be in trouble even without the 
mine, but with the mine the danger goes up exponentially. There is some doubt that the Colorado River 
water will be able to keep up with demand and our allotment may have to be reduced sometime in the 
next few decades. This disregard for water by our federal, state and local leaders reminds me a bit of the 
legend of Casey Jones who went on to oblivion with his hand on a wide open throttle, as we are with no 
real regard for our finite water resources.


Individual


2462 3 Will my well go dry?Individual


2462 8 What is the responsibility of Rosemont mine when the water level drops?Individual


2467 2 I do not believe that the number of jobs created will balance the depletion of our ground water.Individual


2468 11 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2468 15 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2470 6 Other mining companies had plans to mine the Santa Ritas, but didn't have the water.Individual


2471 1 I have been a homeowner and hiker in AZ for 26 years. I am very worried about our dwindling water 
supply. We need both federal & state legislatures to limit water use by mines & agriculture in Arizona!


Individual


2471 3 My husband and I are against any near mining (Rosemont) that would further deplete the aquifer.Individual


2471 5 In the area where Rosemount has dug its wells, the water table is lowering so that neighbors must dig 
deeper at big expense that they cannot afford.


Individual


2472 2 In the book Cadillac Desert (The American West and its Disappearing Water) by Marc Reisner, the writer 
claims that the Tucson area has an 80-year supply of water remaining. The book is well researched and 
extensively footnoted and is a text that has been used in university classes. It was published in 1986. One 
might assume that in the 22 years since publication Tucson might have 58 years of water remaining. That 
would be true had the Tucson area's population and water usage remained static. The fact is that the 
Tucson region has gained considerable population and industry since 1986. A logical assumption would 
be that we have far less than 58 years of water left.


Individual


2477 2 I am very much interested in this water. Get the pipes enlarged and have water coming in.Individual


2479 4 As the County Supervisor representing the district in Santa Cruz county most likely to be impacted by this 
proposal, I have grave concerns regarding the potentially negative impacts upon water quality and 
quantity.


Government


2484 2 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process,


Individual
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2489 2 In particular, the Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from depletion represents an enormous threat to 
water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson and 
surrounding areas.


Organization


2491 1 I own a registered well in the Santa Cruz River Basin (AZ Dept. of Water Resources Registration No. 55-
829830; File No. D (21-16) 8 Cdd, filed March 04, 1982). This well is on the Crown C Ranch, Dry 
Canyon Parcel 11, now addressed as 37 Tecopa Lane in the Santa Cruz County rural addressing scheme. 
The Santa Cruz County Tax ID No. is 110-47-011. There is no mail service to this address. [Please use 
the above address on E. Tanque Verde in Tucson for ay and all U.S. Postal Service correspondence.]
My purpose in writing to you is to find out what possible long term adverse inpact the Rosemont Copper 
Project might or could have on my well. This well supplies a residence and horse barn; therefore, a drop 
in the water level would be of great concern to me as deleterious to day to day living on my property and 
on possible future value of the parcel in the real estate market. 
Attached are some documents relating to the history of the well including data from the original owner at 
time of drilling: Adobe Canyon Corporation in 1973; and the header of the document I used to register the 
well in 1982.


Individual


2498 2 This is the sonoran DESERT. We are in a severe drought! How do you propose to protect our crucial 
resource, water?!?


Individual


2503 6 The pumping of water in the pit is mentioned in the newspaper and states that lowering the water table 
2000' is a large unknown as to total effects.


Individual


2503 8 The pumping of water in the pit is mentioned in the newspaper and states that lowering the water table 
2000' is a large unknown as to total effects. The subsidence problem has not been fully analyzed. What 
about the Santa Cruz River flowing underground north to Tucson, and the effect of this added usage of 
water?


Individual


2504 3 The local supplies of water can not sustain an industry like the proposed Rosemont Copper MineIndividual


2512 1 NO THING HAS CHANGED SINCE 2004…. THERE IS INSUFFICIENT WATER FOR AN OPEN 
PIT MINING OPERATION……I SEE NO REASON NO ROOM FOR DISCUSSION!


Individual


2512 12 An environmental engineer from Phoenix who manages construction sites throughout Arizona, confirmed 
for me that there are organisms being released into the air now, that heretofore have been 
unrecognized….seeminly in herent solely to this desert. There are studies being done to ascertain how 
much humans, etc are being impacted.
Can Augusta provide assurance that further mining will not be responsible for further compromising the 
health of our citizens and our animals via increased contamination of our water supply… quantity?


Individual


2512 15 When I moved to AZ in 2004, a news ariticle read………(paraphrased)…."insufficient water for open pit 
mining"……..NO THING has changed!


Individual


2512 16 My well will be impacted as I live just north of the Santa Ritas……..I want to know why all the 
discussion is about what they will do to ensure we have water, when in fact our water table will be sucked 
backwards to their operation in time……..or so it is thought.  Why are we having this discussion?????


Individual


2512 17 There is insufficeint water for an open pit mining operation.Individual


2513 2 Water- Arizona's most precious & vital resource the U.S.F.S. MUST do exhaustive & thoroughly 
comprehensive studies to ASSURE that the water supply will not be diminished for our children & future 
generations. The concern for WATER must be paramount.


Individual


2515 3 If my well goes dry as a result of the mineIndividual


2519 8 What alternatives can be put forth for the following other than denying Augusta's mining plans:  water 
consumption by the mining operation is the most significant impact of all.  Local wells are already drying 
up as a result of the current drought, and Lake Meade and Lake Powell water levels are being reduced 
drastically by the demands of the CAP as well as the drought.


Individual


2522 2 Aside from all of the environmental hazards, particularly the blatent waste of that  same water.Individual
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2529 1 First.  What will be the impact of the proposed Rosemont Mine operation on the level of water from these 
wells?  Can we expect the water table to be lowered?  If so, will my well run dry during any time of the 
year or is it likely to run dry over the proposed 20 years of operation of the mine?  If so, who will pay to 
get water to my home and water tanks for our animals?  What do you estimate the future ground water 
table to be during the 20 year proposed operation of the mine?  Have you calculated the level of the water 
table given the recent history of the increasing drought conditions in our area in determining the impact of 
the proposed mine on the water table?  If so, what have you calculated as the combined impact of these 
two factors?


Individual


2530 8 All these negatives argue against this whole idea.  But the biggest negative of all: WATER.  As a 1992 
political slogan said, paraphrased:  "It's the Water Dummy".  Arizona cannot, should not give away its 
most precious resource and in the process destroy a huge swath of its environment.  Even considering the 
idea is madness in this day of squandering what little REAL resources we have left.


Individual


2531 1 With new mining activity water resources would be depleted adding to our continuing drought problems.Individual


2532 1 I have been on a well in the past, not now.  This would significantly drop the water levels for nearby 
neighbors and perhaps cause land to subside.


Individual


2532 2 We do not have enough H2O in this area - taking from A and giving to B is not an answer.Individual


2532 3 The damage to the area for such a short mining period (app 20+ yrs) leave the community with lower 
water levels.  NO please.


Individual


2538 4 The proposed site of the mine is very near a large metropolitan area that is already water challenged. 
Extracting 5000 to 8000 acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. It 
does not take a hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which 
means the people of Tucson as well as the resident of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also 
suffer. Santa Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering 
a referendum requiring land owners prove a 100-year supply of water before issuing a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2540 1 My main concerns:
Adverse of unreplaceable water


Individual


2546 4 Allowing an open pit mine would endander our water supply.Individual


2547 1 500 gallons per minute NOIndividual


2555 1 I am very concerned about our water supply here in green valley. Our ground water level is already 
sinking about two feet each year. I understand Rosemont Mine already has permission to drill one well 
which will start drawing even more water from the aquifers. Unless this water shortage problem can be 
reversed, I urge you not to grant permission for the mine to begin operations.


Individual


2560 1 Water - My well has gone from 150 gal. per day to 20 gal. per day.  Basicly dry!  There are already strains 
on Arizona's water.  When the 1872 Law was passed water was not an issue.


Individual


2562 3 I am a joint owner of a private well at 16121 South Country Club Rd. in Sahuarita heights. This well 
serves domestic water to two homes and a small business on the 5 acres served by the well. Without water 
these properties would be unusable.


Individual


2562 5 Rosemont has announced the intention to pump water from under my neighborhood.. Their wells are far 
deeper than mine. They also intend to pump vast amounts of water. This would surely take my water. It 
should also be expected to take the water of all of my neighbors.


Individual
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2564 1 Our water is from a well that supports six families. We have never had a problem with our water, it is soft 
and crystal clear. Our well is 650 feet deep and the underground stream that supplies our well runs from 
south to north. With the proposed mine just three miles south of us, it will have a horrific effect upon our 
well. Without that water, it will make life very hard and reduce the value of our land considerably. Water 
is very scarce in the desert and the mine will either take our water away from us or pollute it to and extent 
that it would be unusable. Tapping the ground water has been going on for some time in the Sonoran 
Desert. As pumping technology has enabled aquifers to be more effectively exploited, the region's water 
table has dropped an average of 160 feet and as much as 2,000 feet in some areas. Are we gong to 
continue to let this happen?


Individual


2565 1 I believe that the mine would destroy a valuable natural resource and may directly damage water sources 
in the area through water use and contamination.


Individual


2569 1 How can this mining be allowed to happen when we have such a water issue?  The mining, if allowed, 
would require so much water.


Individual


2572 1 Because of the potential of the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine to alter flow of groundwater to 
Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek outside the National Forest, Pima County has commissioned the 
attached second phase of the hydrogeological study. The purpose of this report is to explore how much, 
how far and how fast the open pit could alter groundwater movements to these two areas


A numerical groundwater model was developed to probe these questions, based on the concepts presented 
in the first phase report, as well as the sparse existing data. The resulting model suggests that impacts to 
springs and groundwater levels near the pit would be profound and relatively quick. 


The model suggests that draw down of the water table at Upper Cienega Creek in the Las Cienegas 
National Conservation Area would be small at first, taking thousands of years to fully expand into these 
areas. After 8000 years, the lowered water table created by open pit mining would extend through much 
of the Davidson Canyon area. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease less than a foot in several 
thousand years;


Government


2577 9 The Upper Santa Cruz River groundwater basin is not in equilibrium and is in serious jeopardy due to the 
groundwater overdraft proposed by Rosemont. This is an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of 
vital water resources.


Government


2578 3 The mine is said to use 100,000 acre feet of water in twenty years. That is 416 acre feet of water per 
month. That is enough water for 13,574 households in Tucson that use an average amount of water per 
month. The mine will also have the permanent affect on the desert that a mine has, scarring the landscape.


Individual


2582 4 This is Arizona; we have been in a drought for more years than I care to remember-- a lot longer than just 
the 1990s. Yes, Rosemont Copper claims they have enough water, but when they have to buy and 
transport the water from Green Valley, I tend to disagree. The streams used to run in the Santa Ritas and 
down into the valley almost year-round, but it has been years since that has happened. That in itself 
should be a red flag to you; the water isn't there and what little there is, Rosemont Copper will suck out at 
an alarming rate. The only people who are in favor of the Rosemont Copper are the members of the Green 
Vally City Council because all they can see are the dollar signs. But Pima County, Santa Cruz County, 
and the rest of the area will go the way of San Manuel and other mining communities once Rosemont 
Copper picks up and leaves because (1) they ran out of copper or (2) they ran out of water. Either way, 
that's how it’s going to end up.


Individual


2589 1 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others: 
Use of groundwater


Individual
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2589 19 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L34-35)'…sits on the headwaters of much of the City of Tucson's water supply and water 
pollution…' We are in the desert and water is precious. The proposed actions will cause a water shortage 
by the shear use of water and by the 'back flow' into the pit. What will be done to protect wells in the 
valley due to this activity?  
(A2, P5, L38-39) 'This would cause a cone of depression that would dry up the area springs and seeps for 
many years beyond the life of a mine.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have 
portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


2589 21 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L49-50) 'Projections show that this 'excess' water from the Colorado River will run out long 
before the mine would close.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the 
media, public at learge, and the POO.


Individual


2590 4 The objections are primarily based on emotion and ignore the fact that Augusta is proposing a facility that 
will provide adequate water during the life of the mine.


Individual


2590 7 Augusta engaged the best engineers, hydrologists and environmentalists available in developing their 
state-of-the-art plan and these experts comprehensively addressed the concerns raised without any 
shortcuts. Specifically Augusta's plan responsibly addresses the issues of pollution and water supply and 
includes reasonable steps to protect neighbors against the voiced concerns.


Individual


2591 1 Is it fully known how much ground water would be used annually, and how much would be used during 
the duration of the 19 to 20 years of this proposed project?


Individual


2591 2 Is it fully known to what extent that amount of water would affect the aquifer?Individual


2591 4 To what extent would the mine's use of ground water affect the aquifer? To what extent would it use the 
natural resources of water in the aquifer faster than would be replenished by nature?


Individual


2591 6 To what extent would the mine's draw-down and depletion of the aquifer affect ground wells of 
individuals, ranches, and other users? Over how wide an area would/could it affect individual ground 
wells? Would that aquifer have any connectedness to other aquifers? Over what total area of possible 
interconnectedness could there be impact?


Individual


2591 7 Over how wide an area could the use of ground water by the mine affect communities?Individual


2591 8 Has every known existing active well on ranches, Forest Service Grazing Allotments, individual 
residences, and group communities been catalogued to determine the current present number of wells that 
could be impacted, directly or indirectly? Who takes responsibility if those wells run dry or are severely 
lowered in water table from impacts of depletion from the mine?


Individual


2591 9 What is the volume of anticipated individual new wells that would be needed in the vicinity of impact for 
anticipated population growth in the next 20 years?


Individual


2592 19 Given the water use projections of the project and the significance of groundwater within the project area 
as a recharge sources to the Tucson groundwater basin and to the sustenance of perennial and intermittent 
surface water flow in the area (e.g., Cienega Creek, Davidson Canyon, and the springs in the immediate 
vicinity of the proposed project area), factors that need to be described to understand the hydrology 
include:


the hydraulic properties of materials in the project area
estimates of annual mountain front recharge,
estimates of groundwater flow volumes in the area,
groundwater flow paths, and 
the interrelationship between groundwater flow from the project area and surface water in Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Individual
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2592 22 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 24 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 40 Section 2.2.2.6 of the MPO should state whether the water removal cited is based on volume or mass.Individual


2592 46 The EIS needs to evaluate the impact of potential future reductions of CAP deliveries in response to long-
term drought and climate change (see recent article on Lake Meade by Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
published in AGU). What would the proposed project do for water supply if its subcontract for excess 
water "as available" could not be met? The EIS needs to evaluate the impact if the proposed project were 
to exercise its Mineral Extraction and Metallurgical Processing groundwater withdrawal permit.


Individual


2593 86 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?


Organization


2593 114 Water is our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality 
or quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping won't be on Forest Service land, the purpose of the groundwater 
would be to support a project that is on Forest Service land, so the impacts must be considered in the EIS. 
The necessary hydrologic studies should be paid for by the company.


Organization


2593 115 A. WATER SUPPLY
The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute.
-Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
-What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


2593 122 The Sahuarita/Green Valley area: Since Augusta proposes to pump ground water from this area the impact 
on the water resources of present and future residents of this region must be carefully evaluated. Both 
damage to current homes and businesses and the effect on planning efforts by local governments for 
future development must be carefully considered. Monetary remuneration for entities that are damaged by 
the pumping should be put in place.


Organization


2593 124 The ground water monitoring plan should include prevention of impacts to ground water:
-What is the ground water monitoring plan before, during and after mining?
-What are the current ground water levels in the vicinity of the project?
-How often have these levels been recorded?


Organization


2593 128 What are the locations of all wells owned by Augusta Resources, Rosemont Copper, or any of its 
associated companies?
What are their pumping rates, and how would they affect neighboring wells?
Which of the neighboring wells could potentially go dry due to pumping by Augusta/Rosemont?


Organization
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2595 3 Currently, the water and energy resources that would be consumed in mining are NOT based on 
renewable sources. Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by 
the extended regional drought. The value of preserving these resources, at least in the short term, 
outweighs the value of exploiting the copper in the ground.


Individual


2597 9 The second water issue is the amount of water that the mine would need to operate. The wells of the 
surrounding communities will be drawn down, and many people and businesses will be forced out. 
Bringing in CAP water is still going to impact the limited water resources of Arizona, and is no solution 
to this problem.


Individual


2599 16 A great deal of attention to date has focused on the proposed mine's impact on the aquifer of the Santa 
Cruz Basin/Tucson AMA in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Very little attention has been given to the 
potential impacts of the mine on the aquifers to the east.  Preliminary studies by hydrologists with the 
Pima County Flood Control District suggest, however, that the impact of the mine pit in diverting 
groundwater from the aquifers in the area might be substantial.  During the first scoping open house, held 
at Pima Community College's Desert View campus, I asked a hydrologist from the Forest Service's 
regional office in Albuquerque what the mine's impact on local aquifers might be.  He responded by 
saying that the pit would have to be dewatered, that water levels in area aquifers could be substantially 
reduced, and that officials of Rosemont Copper Co. seemed to be completely unaware that this might be a 
problem.  The fact that Augusta Resource/Rosemont Copper Co. has purchased additional parcels of land 
to the south and east of the area proposed to be directly impacted by mining activities is particularly 
ominous.


Individual


2599 17 Exactly what will be the impact of mining activities---particularly of the dewatering of the pit that will 
have to occur if the mine is to operate successfully---on the amount of water currently available in the 
aquifers underlying and adjacent to the proposed mine?  How far and how quickly will the water levels in 
these aquifers be reduced?


Individual


2599 19 How far from the mine boundaries will water tables be affected?  What will be the impact to the well on 
our property (AZDWR well #55-212788), situated approximately 4.5 miles SSE of the proposed mine 
pit?  How quickly will it be impacted?


Individual


2599 21 How much water would Rosemont Copper Co. be allowed to pump from such wells?  Over what period 
of time?  Would Rosemont Copper Co. be required to pay any amount of money to any person or 
government entity for pumping any amount of ster from such wells?  If dewtering of the mine pit or any 
other activity counducted by Rosemont Copper Co. in the operation of the mine adversely impacted the 
aquifers in the area and/or reduced the amount of water available to residents of the area, would there be 
(a) remedy(ies) available to the affected parties, i.e., the U.S. Forest Service, the State of Arizona, Pima 
County, or impacted residents?  If so, what would they be?


Individual


2599 26 Apparently it is not legally possible to prevent Rosemont Copper Co. from pumping as much groundwater 
out of the Tucson AMA as it asks for.  I implore the Forest Service to keep in mind that, as proposed, the 
mine will use 6,000 acre feet of drinking quality water to process mineral ores every year for at least 
twenty years.  In this fragile desert environment, which is expected to experience continuing drought that 
will in all likelihood be exacerbated by increasingly adverse global warming and subsequent climate 
change, and to experience substantial increases in human population concomitantly, this use is simply not 
justifiable Augusta Resource's promise to return 105% of the water it pumps out of the Tucson AMA by 
injecting Colorado River water back into the Santa Cruz basin is wishful thinking, as live storage on the 
Colorado River system could well be depleted with the next ten to thirteen years.  Cutbacks in allocations 
to CAP users could begin to occur will before that.


Individual
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2599 33  According to Augusta, "at the end of the mining project, Rosemont will have added more available water 
than it will use, leaving a 59% net water gain in the community."  This "sustainable" approach, however, 
fails to account for 3 major factors: that significant amounts of water are lost during the recharge process, 
and that the live storage in the Colorado River system is currently at historically low levels and the causes 
of this are likely to continue unabated for the foressable future.  In essence, within a few years there will 
be zero excess CAP water to allocate.  The likely scenario is that Rosemont will continue to pump 1.63 
billion gallons of drinking water from the Tucson Active Management Area, none of which will be 
replenished by CAP water.  Should the "dry stack tailings" technique Rosemont is counting on---used in 
only one mine in the world so far and completely unproven in our local environment---fail, this water 
could rise by a factor of two or three.


Individual


2599 34 Augusta's assertion that "…water resources will be protected by avoiding impacts to the Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek watershed" has received less attention.  However, the first hydrological study of the 
mine's impact on the watershed, commissioned by the Pima County Flood Control District and released 
last September, concluded that, depending on depth to pre-mine levels, the mine pit would lower the 
regional water table by as much as 1,500 feet and would intercept approx. 640 AF per year of flow to 
Davidson Canyon.  A followup study, completed this last April, concluded that "impacts to springs and 
groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly and be profound.  The groundwater impacts of the pit 
on lower Davidson and upper Cienega Creek would slowly mount and then persist for thousands of 
years.  In our short lifetimes, however, disruption of surface water flows would… likely have a greater 
impact upon Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek than the diversion of groundwater to the pit."


Individual


2599 48 1.63 billion gallons of drinking water that will be pumped annually from the alluvial aquifer underlying 
the Santa Cruz River near Sahuarita to process ore blasted out of the mine.


Individual


2601 3 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
2. Depletion of the groundwater in the Santa Cruz River Basin


Individual


2605 7 threat to water supply. What effect will mining have on ground water. How will Augusta Resource 
Corporation mitigate the potential threat of harm to local private wells? To the water shed area of Pima 
County included in the mine area?


Individual


2606 1 I don't think we can afford the water for this projectIndividual


2607 3 Additionally we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow of the 
adjacent Cienega Basin;


Business


2610 1 What will be the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
on the current and future availablity of groundwater to the Tucson, Vail, Coronoa de Tucson, Sonoita, 
Patagonia, Sauharita, and Green Valley (the "Area") residents?


Individual


2617 1 We own and live on 34 acres just a few miles north of the proposed Rosemont mine and are deeply 
concerned with the devestating effect that this project would have on: our precious water supply - its 
quantity


Individual


2617 8 Water, water, water. On our homestead, we depend on three sources for all our water needs, and have 
utilized them all for many years and decades. The reason for three sources is that each has taken the 
opportunity to break down and then we need the others to pull us through. We have truly learned to 
survive through water scarcity over these 33 years. We cringe at the thought of Augusta grabbing the 
Tucson valley's most precious resource - the water (Not the copper!!)


Individual


2617 9 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project, in quantity


Individual


2619 1 According to the tucson Metro Area Water companies. The Average family of 4 uses 18,000 gallons of 
water-indoor use only. At today dollars it cost $60.00 per 1000 gallons of water delivered to the vail Area.


Individual
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2620 5 That water is allocated by law. 5,000 acre ft/yr is 3,100gpm 24/7 --- quite enough to deplete all 
surrounding domestic and ranch wells which depend on this aquifer.


Business


2622 4 Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure have raised serious 
concerns about how the the operation could impact the availability of the water supply.


Individual


2626 1 How can anyone believe that taking precious water supplies from residents is at all beneficial?Individual


2633 4 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. It disrupts 
using our water.


Individual


2634 20 Every one who has studied the matter acknowledges we're going to be facing a water crises soonBusiness


2637 2 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also the 
supply and quality of supply of water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to 
continue.


Individual


2638 2 I do want to convey, as strongly as possible my concerns about this project. These include water useIndividual


2639 3 What assurances are there that water table depletion will not occur and neighhboring wells depleted?Individual


2640 7 The issues that are crucial to all the inhabitants of the area include: water availabilityIndividual


2647 11 Especially with the lack of water facing us, we do not need to add more poison to the mix.Individual


2648 5 The proposed dry stacked tailings procedure has never been used in our climate. Assuming it won't work 
and Rosemont will consume roughly as much water as near-by mines (about 30,000af/year) what will 
pumping that much water for at least 20 and more likely 30 years, do to the aquifer and the availability of 
water in surrounding wells


Individual


2648 13 Given all the other active likely potential mining activity in Southern Pima County, what will be the 
cummulative effect on people & the environment. In particular, water availabiltiy?


Individual


2649 1 The company should not be allowed to use groundwater because it lowers the watertable for the whole 
area.


Individual


2667 2 We buy our water from the Helmet Peak Resources Assn. Inc. in Sahuarita, AZ the removal of additional 
large amounts of water from this aquifer would jeopardize our security, the cost of this water will become 
prohibitive and who gets water will be determined by who can afford it, once the mine gets its pipes in the 
aquifer who will deny them all the water they want.


Individual


2671 11 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, I have serious concerns about the effects 
on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual


2671 13 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open pit, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, I question the true impact 
on the Sonoita community and my well.


Individual


2671 16 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on my well.  The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of my well is 55-210956 located on my 
property.  Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results.  As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability  of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data.  Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


2672 5 The area's ground water table has been declining and is not being replenished at its present rate of use.Individual
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2673 30 As property owners who are dependent on a well for the sole source of water the impacts of the propose 
Rosemont Copper Mine Project are dangerous and unacceptable.


Individual


2675 42 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


2675 47 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin.


Individual


2677 24 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result, 
in the Santa Cruz Valley


Government


2677 33 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface and ground water 
on the east side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 
20+ years (or forever?). This will decrease the surface water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek and very important 
habitats for wildlife, and decreases in water flow to these habitats will adversely impact wildlife. This 
effect will be occurring off of Forest lands. The Forest should identify how you will insure that this 
impact does not occur.


Government


2677 56 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


2680 2 How will the mine affect the quality and quantity in my well? No one really knows hwo much water we're 
sitting on, but with my current water table at 380 feet I suspect there may not be enough to accommodate 
the Rosemont Mine and residential properties in the area. What happens if my well runs dry because of 
their operation? Where will I get my water?


Individual


2681 1 We have a wide range of concerns, but foremost among them is our concern about the possible impact of 
the Rosemont Min on the watershed of Pima and Santa Cruz counties, and in particular, upon the four 
wells on our property:
55-631401 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-631402 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-604553 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-604554 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel


Business


2682 4  The aquifer is already being contaminated  and diversion wells will not solve the problem but defer it to a 
later date.


Individual


2683 34 Already the wells of residents near the area of the mine are being adversely affected by the test wells 
Rosemont has drilled.


Individual


2685 2 We are greatly opposed to any activity that has such a high probability of unrepairable damage to 
groundwater


Individual


2688 2 We learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our aquifer. They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 
acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer.


Organization


2698 39 The most critical resource we have, on a par with the air we breathe, is water. In southern Arizona, water 
is in short supply, and that supply cannot support all of the development, current and future.


Business


2700 1 In 2000 a well was drilled less that 200 feet from this old well, the water level was at 1,100 feet. The 
message is very clear we have a diminishing ground water supply.


Individual


2708 1 We need to protect our limited water supply in this desertIndividual
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2711 15 Arizona has been preaching the doctrine of low water use industry for many years. Why is the mining 
industry suddenly an exception?


Individual


2717 2 Hydrologists advise that 20% of the City of Tucson’s groundwater supply comes from the Cienega Creek 
area which is also in the Mine area. Mine water pumping will be responsible for supply depletion


Organization


2720 2 The harmful effects cannot be overcome: the use of our very finite water supplyIndividual


2723 1 Given that this mine would use an enormous amount of water, I am concerned that it would further strain 
water supplies in a region where rapid population growth is already leading to demands that exceed 
sustainable supplies.


Individual


2724 7 Wherever Augusta would get water, an aquifer will be depleted, springs would dry up and people and 
wildlife would be deprived of H2O resources.


Individual


2724 18 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding ground water and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine, as 
well as potentially leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2724 55 I have 14 acres in Vali, 4 1/2 miles South from I-10 and Sonoita Hwy 83. I have a vwell, however there is 
every liklihood that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use 
(as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation tet wells) and imperil important wildlife 
habitat and future drinking water for residential use.


Individual


2726 39 The most critical resource we have, on a par with the air we breathe, is water. In southern Arizona, water 
is in short supply, and that supply cannot support all of the development, current and future.


Business


2727 4 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer 
leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional


Individual


2728 2 It would use an enormous amount of water (an estimated 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet per year), an 
increasingly precious commodity in the desert. As the population in southern Arizona increases, the water 
table drops, and our allotment of CAP water gets stretched thinner, water is only going to become more of 
an issue.


Individual


2729 2 We learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our aquifer. They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 
acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer.


Organization


2730 2 How can the removal of upwards of 95,000 acre feet (nearly 31 billion gallons) of sweet ground water not 
negatively affect the present water table serving the surrounding communities and dispersed outlying 
homes?


Individual


2732 6 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the impacts on water quality downstream in Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek as welll as wells in the area.


Individual


2733 5 There has been concern expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative impact to the 
water table by pumping water from the area for the operation.


Individual


2736 4 What will be the consequences of using  groundwater resources for mining operations?  Will private and 
public wells be impacted?


Government


2736 6 What will be the impact on both quantity  of the groundwater  at the mine extraction areas?Government


2738 5 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer.Individual


2744 22 We also have an excellent on-site cantina with an amaing chef, and we often host community events.  
However, we now have serious concerns.  As part of our research in starting this guest ranch, we visited a 
number of historic operations in southern Arizona.  One, in Dragoon, near a large copper mine, had 
serious water shortages.  They were selling their guest ranch no doubt in part because they got tired of 
trucking in water!  We looked at an undeveloped ranch in that region as well, but hydrology experts told 
us that there was not enough water in the vicinity to sustain a horse operation with a mere 20 guest rooms.


Business
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2744 25 Beyond tourism and historical concerns, however I must emphasize the water that will be used for this 
mine will seriously threaten communities for miles around.  Let me share our experience here a the ranch 
alone: During the drought two years ago, we had a serious drop in the water from our historic on-site 
water source:  Apache Spring.  What had once irrigated acres of pasture and fruit trees dried up to a mere 
trickle for those few tense months.  We lost several ancient trees, and the fire danger was significant.  We 
felt at the time how tenuous the water situation in Sonoita has become through modest development.


Business


2744 27 How in the world can Augusta Resources guarantee that we will have enough water to sustain all of this 
growth and mining?


Business


2745 6 The public is VERY concerned about the significant impact on water resources this action will have on 
their sustainablity in the Santa Cruz Valley including Green Valley and Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, 
Marana, and in the vicinity of the mine operations.


Individual


2750 1 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years


Individual


2752 8 There is not enough water for a mineIndividual


2753 3 The water tables in the Tucson area are already dropping and the tremendous amount of water necessary 
for running this mine will only cause further dropping which will cause some wells to go dry. Yes, 
Rosemont will recycle some of the water. Why is it necessary for them to get their water from GREEN 
VALLEY?


Individual


2758 5 Water used in the mining process will further reduce the short supply as the water table is lowering with 
the increasing population. The aquifer is already dropping about two feet per year. Neighboring wells will 
go dry because the Augusta wells will go much deeper. Recycled water in our household taps is repugnant 
to many of us. Mined copper will not satisfy the thirst of metropolitan Tucson residents.


Individual


2760 28 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect,  impacts on groundwater , 
estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as well as all other water use in the 
vicinity.


Government


2760 32 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to water supply wells, resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2760 49 The EIS should also describe the potential impacts to groundwater from open pits, backfilled pits, and 
partially backfilled pits after closure, as well as the measures that will be taken to prevent these impacts.


Government


2763 2 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


2763 5 We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happened this 
past winter after the “test wells” for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us.


Individual


5012 13 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Wherever Augusta would get the water, and aquifer will depleted, springs would dry up and people and 
wildlife would be deprived of water resources.


Organization


5280 3 Environmental impacts not adequately addressed:
Effects on water supply


Individual


5283 1 As president of Rancho del Conejo Community Water  Co-op in Picture Rocks, I am concerned


1) About the effect of taking so much groundwater for the mine operations,


Organization


5285 2 Like most citizens my primary concerns center on quantity and quality of water, regional economy, 
including tourism, and vegetation and wildlife.


Individual
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6713 2 The mine is -- we're looking at designing it in environmentally sound practices. And that will include 
things like we're planning on using a dry stack tailings, which results in about 50 percent less water use 
than a convential mine.


Individual


6716 2 Lastly, last as to Rosemont, I'm dumbfounded that this project has been allowed to proceed as far as it 
has.  The water requirement alone is enough to deny them any type of permit.


The scant water contained in the east slope aquifer draining off the Santa Ritas is replenished based on 
annual precipitation averaged over thousands of years.  Any sudden major drawdown would have 
disastrous and permanent effect on all that this aquifer sustains forever.


Individual


6717 3 We will submit the letter for the record, but among other things, there are a number of studies, water 
studies, that need to be completed, including the impact of the drawdown on the Phelps Dodge sulfate 
plume.


Individual


6725 1 Augusta plans to develop six production water wells in the Santa Cruz Basin to the west of the mine with 
a combined pumping rate of 9,000 gallons of groundwater per minute.  The mine has an expected demand 
of 5,000 acre-feet of water per year, or 95,000 acre-feet of water over the lifetime of the mine, and that 
might be conservative.


Individual


6726 10 CAP water recharge is being done at the lower aquifer level, but what will effect of the epth of the pit 
have on the water table up here at higher elevations.


Individual


6735 6 The survey should start and stop with the issue of water.  There is not enough for mining and what water 
is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any manmade 
containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


6736 2 One of my concerns is obviously the water.  And the pit will basically, as in the process of dewatering the 
pit, it will lower the groundwater table to where myself and all my neighbors will basically be waterless.


Individual


6738 6 The well drinking -- the well drilling crews are busy on it.  They're making it dry already.Individual


6738 7 It's all about water.  All the other Governments are against this mine, as well.  It's all about water.  Open 
pit mining, especially open-pit copper mining, is incompatible with the Sonoran Desert.


Individual


6743 1 Water has been well-addressed.  There's an aspect of it I'd like to point out.  Let me put into context, an 
acre-foot, that's one acre one-foot deep, times five or 8,000 of those acre-feet.  That's a lot of water.  
Think of that as a lake.  Who will assess the impact of that lake on the other water users in the area?


Individual


6744 2 First, on the grounds that water -- both usage of water and potential contamination was a serious and 
unquantified issue.  And we felt that it had the potential -- the mining had the potential of despoiling key 
aquifers.


Individual


6752 3 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels,


Business


6752 13 How much water will the mine actually use?  That damage--how much damage will it exist (sic) to 
existing water holders?  How can the U.S. Forest Service justify the use of high quality groundwater, the 
potential damage, and these increased costs to current residents and future generations?


Business


6755 2 We believe that our October letter, the 2007 letter--pardon me.  We believe that your October 19th letter 
to Jamie Sturgess needs to be supplemented to request sufficient information to determine the impact of 
water withdrawal on our upper Santa Cruz aquifer.


Organization


6755 4 We request that our previously submitted letters of November and December of 2007 be carefully 
considered.  These letters established the crisis nature of our upper Santa Cruz aquifer, and the efforts of 
the Upper Santa Cruz Providers and Users Group, we call them PUG, that has been formed with the 
mission of creating broad based, long term solutions to achieve sustainability in our aquifer.  Pima County 
supervisors offered to facilitate and support this group in their efforts.


The Green Valley Community Coordinating Council also supports this group, and have notified, by letter, 
both Pima County and the PUG group.


Organization
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6756 1 I don't need really to remind you that we have had a ten year drought here in Arizona.  When Rosemont 
comes into our state and drills deep, deep wells, of course that threatens particularly the water that we 
have, and it also threatens well owners in southeast Sahuarita, particularly.  We ask you, the United States 
Forest Service, to hear our pleas for water conservation.


Individual


6756 4 Rosemont says the right to use  6 or 7,000 acre feet--you know, we simply don't have that here in the 
Green Valley area.  We don't even control our discharge, the city of Tucson has that.


Individual


6759 8 Possible impacts on aquatic inhabitants from mining include the reduction of water resources from 
increased groundwater pumping,


Individual


6762 3 My well off from State Route 83 has been at the same static level for 30 years.  If it goes dry after the 
mine goes in it't not because it wasn't deep enough, it's because they put a 2,900 foot deep pit in the 
ground and drained the water from the valley.  Water flows to the lowest spot.  And it's not only my well, 
it's all my neighbors' wells too.


Individual


6764 1 Our main concern in speaking today is our concern about water, or perhaps I should say the lack of water.Organization


6764 3 As of 2006 more 39,000 acre feet of overdraft were taken out of our aquifer.  Even with projections of the 
pecan lands being converted to housing, a projection I'm not sure is going to happen over the next 25 
years, in 2028 there will still be, there would still be more than 30,000 acre feet of overdraft a year 
coming out of the aquifer.  And that, of course, does not include any water to be used for the Rosemont 
mine.  Without Rosemont mine we still would have -- ans this is just projecting into the future, more than 
30,000.  I know there may be a pipeline, but to me that's just -- and to all of our people, that's just a red 
herring.


Organization


6772 3 And also the Rosemont mine has a non area, or the Rosemont Ranch has a non exempt well.   So we are 
very concerned about water, and we want the Forest Service to address our concerns.


Organization


6773 1 I could go for literally hours about how important it is to protect that beautiful range for the future.  Many 
other folks have already mentioned it, and I know they feel as passionately as I do about it.  But I think I 
want to use what little time I have and focus once more on water, and call attention to a reference that 
perhaps the U.S. Forest Service already knows about.  And several of you in the audience have heard me 
rail about this.


But it's out of the National Geographic, February of this year.  And one of the previous speakers spoke to 
the drought cycle we're in.  If I might just make two short sentances quoting verbatim.  "The wet 20th 
century, the wettest of the past millenium, the century when Americans built an incredible civilization in 
the desert, is over".  The next direct quote.


Individual


6775 2 We already know that the quality of our water is greatly diminished in Green Valley, to the point that the 
existing mines have had to build or dig new wells for us.  There's no reason to believe that that sulfate 
plume is ever going to stop. So I'm not going to talk about quantity of water.  We know that we live in a 
desert.  Quantity is an issue.  No matter what, it's an issue.


Individual


6775 11 Ultimately if we lose our water we're going to have an economic impact on all of us.  The value of our 
houses will greatly diminish. Our quality of life will diminish. So for 19 years of production what do we 
have to look forward to; reduced quality of life, reduced water availability,


Individual


6779 1 I'm really concerned about the water issue.  One billion gallons, that's 6,000 acre feet of water that they 
propose to take every year.  Almost one billion gallons.  And when you think about that, you know, if 
somebody takes 1,000 gallons or something like that, that's a lot of water.  But a billion gallons of water is 
going to go down the tubes every year when they do this mine up here in the Rosemont  area.  I think 
that's unconscionable.


Individual


6781 6 The noise of the heavy mining equipment, daily blasting seven days a week, air pollution from windblown 
dust, and sulfuric acid, and diesel fumes,and unlimited pumping of ground water at Rosemont,


Individual


6783 1 I am concerned at this point about the effect of the mine on the Cienega Creek drainage, whether in 
quantity or quality, because it's in the Cienega Creek drainage basin -- Cienega Creek runs north towards 
the Rincons, and it turns west and changes its name to Pantano Wash.


Individual
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6783 3 Now some of the main wells of the Spanish Trail Water Company, that provides my water and that of 
pretty much everybody in Rincon Valley, the well is in the underflow of Pantano Wash.  If it doesn't keep 
getting replenished from Cienega Creek, or if the replenishment is the kind of acid water my mother lived 
with in a mining town, where you washed your sheets and they turned yellow from the minerals in the 
water, I think we have a problem.


Individual


6786 2 My main focus is water.  Specifically the Santa Cruz River aquifer utilized by all of Green Valley and a 
big proportion of the residents in the Tucson area.


Augusta's planned to recharge this aquifer with CAP waters, and this plan is flawed.  We all know we're 
in a drought.  Lake Mead is down over 100 feet.  The Colorado River, which serves the CAP, southern 
Nevada, parts of California, and Arizona agricultural, Las Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson, which recharges all of 
this drinking water.  The fact is the CAP is not a constant given.  Recharging could stop.  Future water 
supplies would be in peril.  How the Coronado national Forest Service could even consider putting a 
population's drinking water supply in jeopardy just slays me.


Individual


6786 3 Reliability -- recharging -- in reality recharging our aquifer with CAP, which is under heavy demand, so 
Augusta can justify pulling up thousands of acre feet a year is ludicrous.


Will you, our professional guardians of the public lands, allow them to forward their agendas, while 
depleting our limited water supplies?


Individual


6787 1 One of the things I found that I wanted to call you all's attention to is this is an executive order as of April 
8th, 2008 this year.  I found this on Governor Napolitano's web site.  She declared April to be designated 
as water awareness month.  And I just wanted to read a couple of things.


This is what she states in this executive order.  "Whereas water is one of Arizona's most vital and precious 
resources, and whereas Arizona is an arid state, water is scarce, the population growth continues to 
increase our demand for water, and whereas Arizona has few remaining perennial flowing rivers and is 
committed to protecting those that do remain, such as the San Pedro River, the Verde River, Fossil Creek, 
Oak Creek, the Little Colorado River, the Santa Maria River, the Bill Williams River, and lastly our sweet 
Cienega Creek.  And whereas all citizens of Arizona and visitors should use water more efficiently, 
practicing a low water use life-style is the way each individual and business can help insure a long-term 
sufficient water supply.  And whereas creating a culture of conservation will greatly reduce the impact of 
drought on our natural resources, our economy, and quality of life.  And whereas water education is a 
corner stone to any comprehensive water conservation program.  And greater awareness of water issues 
can be gained through community educati9on, action, and celebration.


Again I'm not against mining.  Not here.  Not now.  We just don't have enough water.  There's just not 
enough.  And I don't believe a big company should be able to come in here, even though their water rights 
are exempt.


Individual


6788 2 The other thing that you have heard a lot about, water.  Well it doesn't take rocket science to know that 
the water table has been dropping, and that means that you're going to run out of water.  It's going to be -- 
it's not a sustainable use of water if the water table drops, you know.  What don't we understand, if the 
curve goies like this.


Individual


6788 3 So I think things like the mine, things like any increased use of water, when we're in a table dropping 
situation, should be stopped until there can be proven that we can have sustainable water.  I don't think 
100 years is enough.  I mean, you know, we have got future generations to think about.  I might even be 
here in a hundred years.  Who knows?


Individual


6790 2 Rosemont, since they can't use the water on their side over there, came down into or neighborhood, 
bought several acres of land, and due to the 1875 mining laws, or whatever it is, they are allowed to pump 
as much water as they want.  There are no limits.  So by buying two acres of land they have unlimited 
access to water half a mile from my well.


Individual
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6792 2 We, the citizens of Sahuarita, have become an extension of the Rosemont mine.  We live 15 miles, as the 
crow flies, away from the mine site, but yet they're going to be draining our water resources of our wells 
of 400 families that are going to be affected.  Our wells are 200 to 300 feet deep.  They have put in wells 
1,300 feet deep.


They plan on pumping 6,000 acre feet of water, which they have got a permit from the ADWR, for the 
next twenty years.  And that is 1,955,226,000 gallons of water a year.  Why has this been approved?


Individual


6793 3 These mines are exempt from the amount of water.  They can drain us dry.  


Everyone else has to conserve.  I have been conserving all my life.  Grew up, oh, turn the water off when 
you brush your teeth.  But, folks, this what we have got to preserve.  Everything else is important.


Individual


6799 1 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and


Individual


6799 3 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and in contamination, impurity, and depletion.


Individual


6803 4 Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre-feet per year.


An article in the Arizona Daily Star from May 28th of 2008 titled "Mine Execs Offer Water Assurance" 
says: A mine the size of the one proposed by Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every 
year to supply 40,000 house holds. Officials with the Rosemont Copper say they will only use half that 
much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet a year by using techniques developed for mining in extremely arid climates.


Organization


6811 5 Under the guise of mining, Rosemont Company proposes  to invade a pristine ecologically and sensitive 
area, a portion of the Coronado National Forest, and thereby destroy and displace all of the flora, fauna, 
squander groundwater, cut off all public general recreation use.


Individual


6811 10 Rosemont we don't need. Plans -- plans to use 5,000 acre-feet of water, that's 3,100 gpm 24/7. That's 
reason enough to deny them any permit to proceed.


Individual


6817 7 The exciting thing about Rosemont is it's environmentally sound, state-of-the-art practices. We are 
filtering the tailings, which results in 50 percent less water than similar sized mines that use wet tailing 
systems.


Individual


6818 2 It would be foolish and irresponsible for the Forest Service to allow this mine proposal to go any farther. 
Wasting mor taxpayer money, fuel, and time. We face a hard choice but a choice must be made. There's 
not enuogh water to build and operate this mine, not enough water for the hundreds of people who come 
to Sonoita to live in it or work on it or in it.


Individual


6823 2 We have grave concerns about the effect of groundwater pumping that can't help but irreversibly change 
our lush desert, dry up the rare riparian areas, and affect that watershed that supplies 20 percent of the 
recharge for Tucson Basin.


Organization
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6824 1 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6824 2 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6824 6 We live 15 miles from themine ane we're going to be adversely affect by Rosemont's mining of our water. 
How can this be? We live in a desert. And now they're going to destroy the pristine country that the Forest 
Servcie is supposed to protect?


Individual


6825 1 I am off scenic Highway 83, off of Old Sonoita Highway. I'm told I'm on the plume side. The dry tailings 
are going to be taking up three of the major contributaries for the Davidson Canyon where I get my ater, 
my well. So if any water gets through, I will either be dried up on my side or contaminated.


Individual


6829 1 There's mysterious labyrinth of ocean underneath our soil here, we call it an aquifer, but no one's really 
studied it. No one knows where it goes, no one knows how it's all interconnected. So when we talk about 
pumping water from an area 30 miles south of here, we have no idea how it affects our water here in 
Tucson, we have no idea how it affects water within this whole southwest interconnected ocean that's 
underneath our soil. 


Some of the earliest predictions for water being gone from our aquifers is pretty stunning, and no one 
really wants to talk about it. But some of those early predictions are seven years from now, 2014.


Individual


6834 9 What are the basic pros and cons of the Rosemont mine?
There would be a devastating impact on our water supply. We could discuss the water issue for hours and 
barely scratch the surface.


Individual


6846 3 Pumping scarce drawn water to operate this mine is a travesty. I think it'll create a huge cone of 
groundwater depletion in the area that they're going to pump from.


Individual
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6849 1 As you know, we're part of the active management area that's under the department of water resources, 
and we have a plan we've been working on since 1980, which is to have a sustainable yield by the year or 
safe yield by the year 2025. The latest work that's been going on is showing that we're probably not going 
to make that, even with all of the Central Arizona Project water that we're bringing in and importing.


And so when we begin to get an additional user of groundwater such as this mine, there is the issue of 
replenishment of that groundwater, where it's going to happen, and if they're going to be using Central 
Arizona Project, as has been suggested.


Individual


6852 2 I'm concerned that the water usage issues ignores the fact that the Rosemont mine will consume less than 
half the water of traditional copper mining operations, and the fact that Augusta has been purchasing 
water since 2007 and recharging it into the Tucson Basin on a voluntary basis, something no one else is 
doing, or has done. Certainly not the pecan growers who are consuming nearly six times the projected 
mine usage for that. For what, pecans. Part time? Right. Yeah, put that in your car.


Individual


6856 2 We've heard a lot about the water here and heard a lot of horror stories about the water. 5,000 acre-feet of 
water is a lot of water. I know that very well. But put it in perspective. The average gold course uses about 
400 acre-feet of water, so we're talking about a dozen golf courses. For those of you who haven't noticed, 
we've got a lot more than a dozen golf courses.


Agricultural uses, you could argue agriculture uses anywhere from three to five acre-feet a year. Alfalfa 
can use six to eight acre-feet per acre per year, so a thousand acres of alfalfa is using more water than this 
mine is predicted to use. And for those of you who haven't noticed, we're got more than a thousand acres 
of alfalfa in this state. Nobody's pointing their fingers at those that we're sucking the aquifer dry and 
leaving our children to die in the dry.


We have a lot of water in this state and, of course, there's shortage. We have to manage it wisely. 
Management is the key, and NEPA is one of the better laws that we've passed to manage the resource. So 
we welcome the opportunity to go toe-to-toe on the water issues here, discuss it, and get the facts, and 
those that would demand that the Forest Service hear the facts would do well to mind the facts themselves.


Individual


6858 5 The lifespan of the mine is totally inadequate. 20 years is -- would be the first mine in our area to operate 
for such a short time. The current mines on the west side of Sahuarita are 50 years and counting. So the 
amount of water use per year is projected by this mine is woefully underestimated.


Individual


6866 4 We have a hundred years supply of water here they say. Now, what that means is that we're going to run 
out after 100 years. We're going to keep increasing the aquifer for a hundred years, our use of the water 
for a hundred years, and then all of a sudden we're going to run our on the last day. It doesn't work that 
way. You run out about halfway, you start running out when you're about halfway there, which means 
we've got about another 20 years before that supply runs out.


Now, what most people say we should get rid of agriculture if we use any more water. Well, that violates 
the first commandment of Howard Odom, which is that thou shalt not waste potential energy.


The Tucson aquifer area, well, they say they're putting water in the Tucson aquifer area. I say why don't 
they just put it in the north of the Grand Canyon, then they're putting it in the Arizona aquifer, why not?


Individual


6867 2 The quantity with depletion and lowering of water table and all the existing wells that could be directly or 
indirectly affected should be cataloged. Contamination chain link from Barrel Canyon dumping to 
Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek to Pantano to Rillito. Clearly the Tucson watershed is not a rural 
consideration, it's a metropolitan consideration as well.


Individual


6868 1 The state of Arizona is not equipped to have a federal agency come into the state to establish a copper 
mining operation. We need state hydrology studies from our own water resource department. We should 
also have immediate statistics as to the depth of the aquifer and the amounts of water that is in the aquifer 
right now. The water resources department needs more state funds to help us be better informed. Even the 
Arizona Chamber of Commerce thinks that this is true, and that we should -- and that they should have 
more funds.


Government
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6869 12 Wells are already going dry in Sahuarita, as you've heard, and Rosemont can always get another permit if 
the 6,000 acre-feet isn't enough for them. They can just keep asking for permits and they'll get them. Do 
people whose wells are running dry and their homes becoming absolutely valueless have any legal 
protection when their wells run dry? No, absolutely none. Are they assured compensation if their homes 
cannot be sold and are worthless? No one will buy them. Who will compensate them? Who will pay for 
all the relocations that will be necessary when all these homes become worthless?


Individual


6871 1 When this copper mine came into effect a few years back and it affected me and my husband, we were -- 
we couldn't believe that this was a no-brainer, since we are in the desert and that we have water is the 
most main -- is the most important source in our life.


Individual


6873 3 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization


6873 5 Impacts to adjacent landowners' water wells, long-term habitability of these lands may be negatively 
impacted and needs to be fully analyzed.


Organization


6873 7 And, lastly, as was just highlighted, how will prolonged drought and climate change factor into this water 
equation?


Organization


6874 1 This new mining process as described by Augusta that will require supposedly less water used for their 
stacking tailings, if they find out this is not an effective process here, what's going to guarantee us that 
they're not going to use more water once they've got their foot in the door?


Individual


6876 12 Both Green Valley and Sahuarita are already dangerously low on their water resources. Inputs of CAP 
water will be required to keep these communities within the state required assured water supply.


Organization


6879 7 Per Tucson Water statistics, average family monthly, water usage is 11,250 gallons.  This translates into 
135,000 gallons per year.  Rosemont's 5000 acre-feet of annual water consumption is enough water for 
12,600 families!  If Rosemont uses more than 5000 acre-feet of water, (Pumping 5000gpm continuously 
results in an annual volume of 8064 acre-feet), this would correspond to sufficient water for 20,300 
homes!  Since our aquifer must already be replenished with CAP water, and, talk is already underway to 
reprocess waste water into potable water, using this precious resource to further one foreign company's 
profit motives is not a judicious use of this scarce commodity.


Individual


6879 10 The aquifer from which Rosemont will be pumping water is not a wide open underground lake.  It's water 
located within soil and rock deposits.  Locally,  Rosemont's pumping at a rate of 5000 gpm may, very 
well, cause water wells of existing nearby households to "dry" up.  What will happen to families that do 
not have the resources to drill down several hundred feet further to regain a water supply?


Individual


6880 5 The Canada-based applicant has not be definitive about the amount of water the proposed mine would 
require, but any such open-pit copper mine of this size will require the use of a substantial amount of 
water in a region with a shortage so profound that we are pumping Colorado River water more than 330 
miles to address it.


Government


6880 7 The use of many thousands of acre-feet annually of this pristine water from under the Santa Rita 
Mountains foothills would have a significant detrimental impact on tributaries to the Santa Cruz River 
under which Tucson Water and other purveyors draw water downstream for existing urban and suburban 
uses.


Government


6882 6 For the families in the Sahuarita, Vail and Green Valley area, who are on the Well Water, what safeguards 
will be in place that our wells are not run dry from the Mines proposal to dig deep wells?


Individual


6895 5 Assessment of the second issue listed in the NOI, "Effects on the quality and availability of surface water 
and groundwater resources" should account for the possible continuation of current southwestern drought 
conditions over the lifetime of the mine, along with projected growth of demand by other water users in 
the affected area.


Individual
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6897 3 The mine needs to develop a supply of water not related to the local supply of water for the residents in 
the area of the proposed mine.  It seems very basic that the current supply of water is not adequate for 
current users and it surely will not be adequate if more water is taken from the aquifer.


Individual


6918 2 The use of 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per year is what Rosemont Mining expects to utilize each 
year.  The use of over 1 billion gallons of water per year from this desert area is going to dry up all the 
aquifers in the area, springs will also dry up, and wildlife will be deprived of water resources..


Individual


6933 2 Before any more of the Santa Cruz Aquifer water is given up to some organization, like Rosemont 
Copper, that will have essentially unlimited access to ground water (regardless of what their permit 
request is for) there should be consideration given for a moratorium on granting mining access to this 
water until a proper study and a more complete understanding  of the potential impacts of further 
drawdown is obtained.  This should come from a source which has the least "conflict of interest".  These 
impacts would involve short term and long term affects such as the affect of the decrease the water table 
level on the present users of the aquifer and long term affects such as land subsidence and fissuring and 
decreased water quality.


Individual


6942 1 1.  I have been a resident of Pima County for 30 years and have lived in Green Valley for 11 years.
2.  In all that time the water table has been falling and in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area now the rate of 
declining water is increasing.
3.  ROSEMONT MINE SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO PUMP WATER FROM 
SAHUARITA/GREN VALLEY AND PUMP IT 30 MILES OVER THE MOUNTAIN FOR THEIR 
PURPOSES.  THE RESULT WILL SURELY BE AN ACCELERATION OF THE RATE OF THE 
DECLINING WATER TABLE.
4.  Even without this new mine, the uncontrolled residential building will worsen our severe water 
shortage.  It makes no sense to allow a new mine whose principle water source is an existing residential 
community.


Individual


6951 3 And to top it all off, the huge amounts of water that would be drained from our aquifers is totally 
unacceptable.  The residents of the area who depend upon their own private wells would be out of luck 
since the mine would drain most area water.


Individual


6957 2 How will other Forest Service lands be impacted by this depletion of the aquifer?Individual


6968 2 Non of the reviewing agencies care one bit about the depletion and contamination of the aquifer, the 
environmental scenic as well as tourist impact, scenic route 83 destruction and traffic disruption and the 
noise and air pollution generated by this proposed mine.


Individual


6975 7 If the PROPOSED Rosemont mine does use the intercepted water for their mining operation it will 
Impact all our wells to the point of PUMPING ONLY DUST.


Individual


6992 3 2) Use of the water on the western side of the Santa Ritas will deplete the water for well-owners in that 
region.


Individual


6993 4 The products from the mining are not for Arizona, but we will suffer from the disruption, the pollution, 
and the disappearance of the ground water from our area.


Individual


7000 7 Rosemont would be right on the aquifers that provide water for hundreds of thousands.  The mine would 
consume water at obscene rates, at a time of severe drought, the worst in 500 years, according to ex-
Interior Secretary Gale Norton, who was not the most ardent champion of the environment.


Individual


7008 3 I grew up near Patagonia and still own land that was part of my family's ranch.  I take this issue very 
personally.  The impact that this mine would have in this lovely part of the state are many, and they are 
devastating.  A major concern is the amount of water that the company will suck from the surrounding 
aquifers and eventually leave them dry.


Individual


7020 2 The forest already struggles enough with a low amounts of water that it receives. Not only will the forest 
water supply be affected, as will our personal well supply.


Individual


7022 5 2.  The proposed copper mine will use vast amounts of ground water.  Our livelihood depends on ground 
water. It is unknown how depletion of the aquifer will effect our water source, but the likelihood is that it 
will be an adverse effect,  translating into devistation to our business.


Business
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7033 2 Is there provision for wells in the area having to be deepened or go dry due to the amount of water used in 
the mining process?


Individual


7037 2 Say NO to special interests ho would suck the aquifer dry,Individual


7043 2 2. Our water sources are very limited and a mine would take water from the aquifer.Individual


7045 3  We live just SW of the Sierrita mine nin Green Valley, AZ.  Water usage at the Sierrita mine is already 
contributing to a degradation in the quality and quantity of the ground water in Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7045 5 Moreover, it is reported our water table is already dropping 2' - 4' per year from, predominately, the 
current mining and agricultural uses.  Meawhile, commercial and residential development is proceeding 
with no end in sight.  The Rosemont mine proposes to draw additional water from the Santa Cruz river 
basin for mining.  In our view this will adversely affect the water availability to present and future new 
residents and businesses  in the San Cruz river valley,


Individual


7048 5 How will the surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, 
downstream from the mine site be impacted from the mine?


Individual


7056 1 I have lived within the impact area of the proposed Rosemont Mine for 34 years. I strongly feel that this 
proposed mine will have a serious negative impact on the water tables in the surrounding areas as well as 
on the general environment.


Individual


7070 4 4) I do not see how ANY one can guarantee that their will be no reduction in the availability of 
groundwater on which local residents depend.


Individual


7078 3 Both my wife and I are COMPLETELY AGAINST the Rosemont Copper Mine due to significant 
negative environmental impacts, mine truck traffic on highways, excessive water caonsumption and 
(potential) pollution.


Individual


7088 38 Historically, water levels have been declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Associaltion of Governments (792-1093). www.g-a-I.info/DepletionMaps.htm


In Green Valley, there is an annual drawdown of 2 to 3 feet per year.  Water rights for mining for the local 
mining company were obtained by buying up agricultural land.   The result is that the community is 
sustaining a 31,000 acre feet annual deficit, and signs of subsidence are beginning to appear: cracking in 
walls of homes, sidewalks and roads.  Map of projected water levels in 2025 in Pima County, are at. 
www.g-a-I.info/GreenValley2025.htm


Organization
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7088 43 The Plan of Operations describes how the mine will need 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of fresh water per year 
(enough to supply as many as 32,000 people per year), primarily for the operation of the mill and 
concentrator.  Rosemont Copper plans to import this water via a pipeline from a well field located 15 
miles away from the mine near the town of Sahuarita.  The company has drilled and tested two wells at 
this mine field. 


There are indications from these tests that they may not be able to pump the amount of water they need 
without seriously affecting many nearby domestic and agricultural wells because of their drawdown, or 
lowering, of the water table.  The nearby wells could be left without enough water to supply the owners' 
and may have to be deepened.  Rosemont Copper has not performed a hydrogeological analysis of the 
groundwater system at the well field and vicinity.  


The Santa Cruz River basin provides water for many users- two existing mines, six domestic water 
companies, large pecan groves, and eight golf courses.  To serve these users in 2006, approximately 
76,500 acre-feet of water were pumped out of the basin.  Of this, about 40,000 acre-feet were not replaced 
by natural or artificial recharge.  The result of this continuing overdraught is that the basin's water table is 
declining at the rate of about four feet per year, a rate that will accelerate if additional large users, such as 
the Rosemont Mine, are added.


Organization


7091 2 Depletion of ground water:  Although Augusta says it plans to recharge groundwater in the area, there is 
no guarantee of a water source to use to do this.  CAP water is a finite resource which needs to be 
carefully protected.  Its existance and quantity cannot be assured.


Individual


7116 5 THERE SHOULD BE IN PLACE RULES OF PROCEDURE THAT WOULD ESTABLISH A FAIR 
,UNBIASED THIRD PARTY ARBITRATION. THIS WOULD DETERMINED FAIR 
COMPENSATION FOR HOME OWNERS AND THEIR PROPERTY; WHO WOULD BE 
DISPLACED BY MINE OPERATIONS, AIR , NOISE, WATER POLLUTION , WELL GOING DRY 
OR HEALTH REASONS. THESE HEALTH CONSERNS WOULD NOT NECESSARILY PREEXIST 
AND COULD MANIFEST THEMSELVES AFTER OPERATIONS STARTED.


Individual


7117 15 The same Pima County hydrological study also addresses dewatering of the Rosemont Copper Mine's pit 
and how it could significantly lower the groundwater levels south and north of the proposed mine in the 
region east of the Santa Rita Mountains. The Mine's water production wells near Sahuarita in the Santa 
Cruz basin west of the Santa Rita Mountains will affect the basin's ground water levels and nearby 
existing wells. This should also be evaluated in the draft Environmental Impact Statement.


Organization


7117 40 There are significant negative and unmitigable impacts of this proposed copper mine on the resources of 
the Coronado National Forest. They include impacts to water quality and quantity, impacts to wildlife, 
and impacts to recreation, among many others.


Organization


7125 25 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.


Individual


7126 5 Further, I am extremely concerned about impacts to water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek. It is extremely short-sighted and ludicrous to allow the use of our very limited high 
quality ground water for such an operation.


Individual


7129 15 5. Water impact upon Tucson
Augusta has made estimates of ground water pumping local to the mine. They have not presented or even 
disclosed the impact of water draw by electric power plants due to generation of electricity needed to run 
the mine. Using their projected electrical load, and assuming a typical water use of 0.5 to 0.7 gallon / 
KWh, the mine will result in a draw of 1500-2000 acre-feet per year. The consumption will be mostly 
from the aquifer directly beneath the City of Tucson that supplies the City's drinking water.


Individual


7133 1 1.  What will the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
and beyond on the current and future availability of groundwater to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de 
Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarit, and Green Valley) residents as it pertains to sustainability of 
wildlife, vegetation and human life?


Individual
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7133 4 4.  What assurances can Rosemont Mine make regarding groundwater availability in the Area (Tucson, 
Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley) should there be inadequate 
supplies of CAP water to replace or recharge the groundwater that the mine proposes to use?  Would the 
mine be prepared to shut down operations if CAP recharge water is not available?


Individual


7134 4 The Walden family and FICO will be significantly adversely affected if the proposed Rosemont Mine 
Project proceeds because of the significant drawdowns on groundwater that the Mine Project will demand 
and the devastating effects on the natural and historic environment not only in the area directly impacted 
by the Mine Project's footprint but the penumbra of the surrounding land, air, and visual resources.


Business


7134 19 FICO owns approximately 7,000 acres of land in the Sahuarita and Green Valley areas, which is presently 
devoted primarily to growing, harvesting, and processing pecans. FICO lands have been in agricultural 
use for over 100 years. FICO also owns and operates Farmers Water Co., which pumps and provides 
water to more than 2,000 customers and maintains a service area, which spans approximately 11,000 acres 
in Sahuarita and Green Valley. FICO land is presently located in and draws water from Tucson AMA. 
Both FICO and Farmers Water Co. rely on the aquifer located in the Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin for all 
of its water uses and needs.


In its MPO, Rosemont Copper Company sates that it plans to extract tens of thousands of acre-feet of 
groundwater from the Tucson AMA and transport it to the Rosemont Mine in order to meet the water 
needs of its mining operations. See MPO, ss 2.8.3, at 44. FICO believes that Rosemont Copper Company 
will withdraw this groundwater from wells, one of which is located within 1/2 mile of several FICO wells, 
including a Farmers Water Co. well and three agricultural wells. Rosemont Copper Company's well is 
also located on land that is within Farmers Water Co.'s Certificate of  Convenience and Necessity, and as 
a consequence, the use of this well might jeopardize the ability of Farmers Water Co. to provide water to 
its customers.


Unfortunately, in its proposed MPO, Rosemont Copper Company ultimately offers little in terms of detail 
as it relates to its groundwater use or the impact, which its activities will have on the environment at the 
point of groundwater extraction. See MPO, ss 2.8. Rather, Rosemont Copper Company generally states 
that a groundwater withdrawal permit for mineral extraction purposes is expected to be issued for the 
quantity of water needed for the Rosemont Project on an annual basis, and for a term that will match the 
intended like of the Project. Id, at 42. Elsewhere, Rosemont Copper Company states that it anticipates 
using approximately 5,000 acre feet of water per year and that "the well field will have excess capacity" to 
pump even more. Rosemont Copper Company further asserts that it  need not do any "well spacing" or 
"well interference" analysis under the Arizona well permitting statures. Id., at 43.


Business


7143 4 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources.


Organization


7143 8 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources. 
This affects us as residents and landowners in many ways. Not only is the water quantity and quality for 
us and our migratory and resident wildlife affected, but all our livelihoods and property values that 
depend on water.


Organization


7145 4 The proposed mining would require greatly excessive groundwater pumping, creating an unsustainable 
drain on Arizona's most important resource.


Individual


7146 1 Twenty years ago, my husband and I moved to Sonoita, in a beautiful unspoiled area of southern Arizona. 
We found a terrific piece of land, built a comfortable home and settled into a rural life. One of the aspects 
of a rural existance was coming to terms with getting our water from a well. The well that had been drilled 
on our property before we bought it soon went dry, so we drilled another one. That one went dry also, so 
we drilled a third one. We are EXTREMELY careful of how much water we use and actively conserve 
whenever possible. Imagine our dismay to learn that the Rosemont Copper Project will pump thousands 
of gallons of water from our aquifer per year with seeming disregard for people like us. Without water, we 
have nothing.


Individual
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7147 1 I am against the mine development on Highway 83 because of the possible lack of water. We live in a 
desert with overuse of the water supplies with residential development alone. This will severely tax the 
aquafors of the area.


Individual


7152 3 According to Rosemont's own website, "Rosemont will be one of the largest copper mines in the United 
States." How can this NOT impact the environment, the water supply and its quality, the scenic beauty 
and recreational values, and the wildlife?
Breathing, air quality, light pollution for Mt. Hopkins Observatory must be given high priority.


Individual


7153 3 We request that you research and answer the following questions during your evaluation process. 
WATER
(1) How will the surface water quality and quantity be protected for all of the contiguous and outlying 
areas such as Corona de Tucson, Vail, Sahuarita, Green Valley, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?
(2) How will the Rosemont Copper Mine prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from 
being depleted, and will the landowners be compensated?


Individual


7155 6 Some of our other concerns with the myriad potential impacts of this proposed action are listed below.
A broad, detailed, and in-depth analysis of the impacts on area water supplies will be crucial. Such 
analysis should include considerations of direct impacts to nearby wells and municipal supplies, as well as 
impacts to area springs and surface waters, grounded in a context of diminishing cumulative supplies due 
to ongoing drought and climate change.


Organization


7161 2 Water supply fo the mine is to be taken from the Sahuarita with recharge from CAP. I have concerns 
about the affects on the upper Cienega aquifer levels There is the potential also for escape of metals and 
chemicals from drainage into the open pit which in turn can affect the run-off into Davidson Canyon, 
which connects to Tanque Verde wash and ultimately the Rillito in Tucson. This would have a serious 
and long reaching negative impact on our ability to use groundwater upon which Tucson and neightboring 
areas are dependant upon.


Individual


7161 4 I own land and have built a home located 5 miles as the crow flies from the proposed tailingd dump area.. 
My well because it is not as deep as the mine's (already drilled) wells and will most likely will be pumped 
dry.


Individual


7162 7 Water:
There has been much discussion and press attention to the water-related issues associated with the 
Rosemont Copper mine. In our desert environment, securing  adequate water for future generations is a 
high priority. The decision on whether or not to put into jeopardy this region's long-term water future to 
accommodate a mine with an anticipated life-span of just 20 years must be carefully and thoughtfully 
considered. The Forest Service must go to great lengths to ensure that all aspects of its decision, but 
particularly  those related to water, are based on sound science from reputable experts. The 
representations from mine proponents on this issue are clearly an insufficient basis on which to base 
public policy decisions with the potential consequence of this magnitude. The Forest Service, throughout 
the NEPA process, should assertively seek the input of the Arizona Department of Water Resources as a 
reputable source of information related to the mine water issues.


Individual


7163 25 How will utilizing huge amounts of potable water in arid environment impact water availability for 
surrounding communities into the foreseeable future?


Organization


7163 27 What are the foreseeable impacts to adjacent land owner's well levels, and potential impacts to water 
quantify, quality and the sustainability of communities, agricultural practices, etc?


Organization


7163 29 How might the drawdown of the aquifer impact subsurface water and the ecosystems that rely upon this 
water source?


Organization
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7166 1 I am writing with concerns I have about the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am a child welfare social worker 
in Pima County and my elderly parents live in Green Valley near and open pit copper mine. My 
objections to this mine are based on the following areas of concern. WATER: It's well documented that 
the Rosemont mine's operations will require a large quantity of precious groundwater. This groundwater 
pumping will lower the water table and could affect the viability of wells in the surrounding area, as well 
as creating potential environmental impacts to wildlife corridors and plant life. Will this concern be 
addressed in the environmental impact study? Also, how can Pima County citizens be sure that Rosemont 
mine's use of groundwater is a wise choice if our state encounters a long-term, serious drought and this 
water is needed by people and wildlife?


Individual


7167 2 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7167 4 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7169 2 What guarantees do the citizens of Arizona have for their water. Ground water or CAP? How can anyone 
guarantee the water supply?


Individual


7171 2 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7171 4 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7175 10 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7178 5 3. THE POLLUTING AND OVERUSE OF OUR PRECIOUS GROUND WATER EVEN THOUGH 
ROSEMONT PROMISES THIS WILL NOT BE THE CASE.


Individual


7181 8 7. What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep. Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided? Who will pay for this?


Individual


7181 11 Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem 
will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide water?


Individual


7183 4 The amount of water needed for such a mine simply is not available in this desert region.  We are already 
in the grips of what scientists are calling a "100 year drought" and such a strain on an already fragile 
water table will force people who live in the area to dig much deeper wells.  Then the mine will pollute 
the water table.


Individual


7192 6 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization
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7193 2 Issue #1.  There is a sound indication that water drawn from the aquifer at that north end of the Santa 
Ritas will affect other aquifers.  One main concern is drawing water from this site may affect the aquifers 
servicing the water sources needed for the "wet caves" adjacent to the Colossal Caverns and most 
importantly Karchner Caverns.


Individual


7201 2 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity


Organization


7222 11 Ground water will be pumped by this Canadian company from our Santa Cruz aquifer, depleting this 
aquifer and subjecting Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek to water contamination from toxic runoff and 
leaching of toxic materials into the aquifer.


Individual


7253 86 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?


Organization


7253 114 Water is our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality 
or quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping won't be on Forest Service land, the purpose of the groundwater 
would be to support a project that is on Forest Service land, so the impacts must be considered in the EIS. 
The necessary hydrologic studies should be paid for by the company.


Organization


7253 115 A. WATER SUPPLY
The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute.
-Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
-What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


7253 122 The Sahuarita/Green Valley area: Since Augusta proposes to pump ground water from this area the impact 
on the water resources of present and future residents of this region must be carefully evaluated. Both 
damage to current homes and businesses and the effect on planning efforts by local governments for 
future development must be carefully considered. Monetary remuneration for entities that are damaged by 
the pumping should be put in place.


Organization


7253 124 The ground water monitoring plan should include prevention of impacts to ground water:
-What is the ground water monitoring plan before, during and after mining?
-What are the current ground water levels in the vicinity of the project?
-How often have these levels been recorded?


Organization


7253 128 What are the locations of all wells owned by Augusta Resources, Rosemont Copper, or any of its 
associated companies?
What are their pumping rates, and how would they affect neighboring wells?
Which of the neighboring wells could potentially go dry due to pumping by Augusta/Rosemont?


Organization


7259 4 Decrease in the amounts of Surface Water


Mining activities may tax existing aquifers and divert surface flows in the area.  The perennial reach of 
Davidson canyon and Cienega creek are some of the rarest wetland in Arizona supporting a host of fully 
aquatic species.  Any reduction of water in this system will have detrimental affects on these species.


Individual


7261 2 Her main concern was water quantity and quality, but she was also concerned about scenic values, 
airborne dust, and foreign involvement, especially the investment by Sumitomo.


Individual
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7288 1 As a resident of the area where the mine will be developed if approved I would like to go on record to 
highlight a few items that need to be considered.  First, where is the water going to come from that will be 
used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the area surrounding the mine what impact will that 
have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the same general area.  If a replacement  source of 
water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the mining operation the approval should not 
occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing water shortage in the area and drawing out 
more water than what is replaced  is not a good idea.  Perhaps your home may suffer the consequences of 
either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the mine using available water.  Think about 
that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that area.


Individual


7293 3 In 1998 when Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DWR, Pima County, copper mine, 
pecan grove) if we did not begin some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in trouble.  
The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the Canoa Ranch 
area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater , rather than do 
the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they did not want 
to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up the taxpayers to pay this bill, as the 
copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our grandwater from this basin.  Everyone has gone along 
their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our groundwater.  
They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians are afraid to do 
the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking care of the 
people of Green Valley. 


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what we are facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


Individual


7293 5 Now, let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita table begins to decline.  And, it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.


Individual


7296 1 As a resident of the area where the mine will be developed if approved I would like to go on record to 
highlight a few items that need to be considered.  First, where is the water going to come from that will be 
used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the area surrounding the mine what impact will that 
have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the same general area.  If a replacement  source of 
water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the mining operation the approval should not 
occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing water shortage in the area and drawing out 
more water than what is replaced  is not a good idea.  Perhaps your home may suffer the consequences of 
either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the mine using available water.  Think about 
that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that area.


Individual


7304 3 Depletion of the groundwater in the Santa Cruz River basin - taking from the green Valley areaIndividual


7307 7 threat to water supply. What effect will mining have on ground water.  How will Augusta Resource 
Corporation mitigate the potential threat to harm to local private wells? to the water shed area of Pima  
County included in the mine area?


Individual
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7308 3 Additionally, we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow / water 
quality of the adjacent Cienega  Basin; this water source provides the majority of the flow of the Sonoita 
Creek that runs year – round through Circle Z Ranch.


Business


7309 2 Eventually local pumping for the pit dewatering will equal 500 gallons per minute.  That's 500 gallons per 
minute that they're going to pump out of the Cienega water site.  Cienega doesn't flow 500 gallons per 
minute.


7309 4 Augusta has a 1200 gallon per minute pump installed.  They call it a stock pump.  Must have awful thirsty 
cattle.  If they want to put -- bring water in, build a lake, use it for recharge, use it for recreation.  Don't 
pump more water out of this site.


7312 1 The Rosemont Project lies in the headwaters of the Davidson Canyon drainage in the Cienega Creek basin 
southeast of Tucson, Arizona. 
Question
What is going to keep the water flow to Davidson canyon as the headwaters will be blocked? Won't this 
reduce the water level on wells dependent on the Davidson canyon?


Individual


7312 2 Because of the recognized sensitivity of the Cienega basin, Rosemont determined at the beginning of its 
planning process to acquire a water supply for the Rosemont Project from the Santa Cruz basin to the 
west of the project site.
Question
Will the open pit mine drop the aquifer level to the Cienega basin and are plans in place to monitor the 
water?


Individual


7312 7 The right to extract and use groundwater from the Tucson AMA will be pursuant to a Mineral Extraction 
and Metallurgical Processing groundwater withdrawal permit (ME permit) issued by ADWR pursuant to 
A.R.S Section 45-514. This type of permit is a "shall issue" permit that must be granted unless reliable 
alternative water supplies (uncommitted municipal and industrial CAP water, surface water, or effluent) 
are available at comparable cost at the point where the mine's wellhead or distribution system would 
otherwise exist (A.R.S. Section 45-514[A]{2} and [3].
Question
The issue we have upmost in concern in the water. If the only way to stop the use of the ground water 
aquafier is by a decision of "no=action" then that action must be taken.


Individual


7312 10 Rosemont Copper began recharging CAP water in the Santa Cruz basin in 2007, with contracts in place to 
recharge 15,000 af at three state-permitted underground storage facilities, which include Pima Mine Road 
near the terminus of the CAP aqueduct, and the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites near Marana. 
Rosemont Copper contracted to utilize all of the available capacity at Pima Mine Road (about 600 af in 
2007), with the balance to be stored at the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites.
Question
How does 600af equate to the comment of "Commitment to offset 105% of total project pumping with 
recharge in the Santa Cruz basin". If the mine uses 5000 af per year and only recharges 600 af won't this 
draw down the water level in Sahuarita area?


Individual


7313 3  If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley] residents will have enough groundwater of the quality and quantity they 
enjoy today (7/14/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative 
impacts can be suitably corrected, then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine 
should be denied their request to use Forest Service land.


Individual


7316 3 b.�How will water quality and quantity be affected in surface watersOrganization


7327 13 The depletion of our limited water supplies and potential for ground water pollution.Individual


7336 18 Will Rosemont's wells and mine cause serious changes in the region's already straining water resources? 
How long will it take to determine this?


Individual
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7340 1 The EPA reports that in 2005, metal or hard rock mining in Arizona released over 39.4 million pounds of 
toxins. Pima County commissiones and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado FS that 
raised the threat of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit 
copper mine, as well as potential leaching of pullutants into groundwater.


Individual


7348 4 2) Impacts on water, air; loss of water and pollution of water supplies, air pollutionIndividual


7371 2 Liabilities:
1. Draining potable water supply, which is more precious than copper, to thousands of residents. 
Contaminating water supply with toxins, that will be there forever, that wildlife and plants need to 
survive..


Individual


7379 6 The noise of heavy mining equipment, the added danger on a two lane scenic highway of 88 roundtrips 
daily of mine related vehicles, including 56 twenty four ton ore trucks, daily blasting, (seven days a week) 
air pollution from windblown dust and sulfuric acid and diesel fumes, the unlimited pumping of 
groundwater, destruction of wildlife habitat on the West side, is totally incompatible with the Peace and 
Serenity and… Conservation of the East side of Highway 83!


Individual


7411 1 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.  The EIS should 
require that the Rosemont plan provides a verifiable solution that ENSURES that the water table will not 
be diminished and that local wells will not be adversely impacted.


Individual


7415 6 On the cost side, local governments and residents have much more to lose because of the mine's presence. 
Who is to pay for depleted watersheds?


Individual


7419 1 If the surrounding wells run dry,…you will be responsible.Individual


7427 2 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual


7431 3 We do not have the water to support such mining activities.Individual


7434 2 When the excess CAP water no longer is available due to drought, etc., will Rosemont Copper Company 
stop mining until more CAP water becomes available so that our groundwater is not depleted? Is this 
something that they can promise and then legally be made to comply with by the US Forest Service, Pima 
County, or the State of Arizona?


Individual


7434 6 As the pit goes deeper, water will flow in from surrounding springs and aquifers. When this water is 
pumped out and used for dust control, what impact will this have on surrounding ranches, valleys, and 
springs? Will all nearby land become more arid by creating a pit lower than the surrounding water 
sources?How will this impact the amount of water going to Davidson Canyon and  Las Cienegas?


Individual


7436 8 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual
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7437 1 My water is pumped from Well Number 55-634945
What will happen to my well if Rosemont Mine pumps 6,000 acre feet per year, (or 8,000 acre feet or 
more) of water from the currently expected well field?


Individual


7437 4 If the Aquifer runs totally dry, who will pay for our Properties?Individual


7440 3 The water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is currently declining each year. What 
will be done to ensure that our communities will contine to have a sufficient supply of good clean water 
versus contaminated water from mine tailings?


Individual


7443 11 Water use for the mine would be 5,000-8,000 acre feet per year for approximately 20 years. (One acre 
foot, or 3325,851 gallons, is typically what a family of four uses in a year.) At first, Augusta was 
proposing to pump water from the Santa Cruz sub-basin and recharge downstream in Marana (tough luck 
for Green Valley residents whose groundwater level is falling 2-4 feet annually). But in the mean time, 
Augusta has very generously (read, suspiciously) offered to foot the $9 to $15 million bill to build a seven-
mile extension to the CAP pipeline so that Green Valley can get its alloted 3,000 acre feet of water a 
year - whether or not the mine proposal goes through. Do you also hear the sound of favor being bought? 
But you know numbers, they change, and now they're talking 15 years of water not 20. Even so, pumping 
7,000 acre feet per year into the Santa Cruz sub-basin, minus Green Valley's 3,000, equals 4,000 for 
Augusta. Not 5,000-8,000. Where's the rest of the water coming from? As Pima County Board of 
Supervisor Ray Carroll has warned the pipeline proponets, "There's no such thing as a free lunch."


Individual


7448 7 Will there really be enough water for Rosemont mining operations? They propose using water from wells 
in the local region, which will lower the already dangerously low water tables. Their water usuage 
estimates are suspiciously low when compared to other local mining operations. Their CAP water share 
might not be sufficient for operations and especially to replenish the water tables.


Individual


7449 2 Tucson is in a seemingly perpetual state of drought at a time of global warming which almost certainly 
will lead to more drought. The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that 
would drain the aquifer leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional while 
polluting the water. What right does any user have to put everyone else's water at risk in a growing desert 
area where water can only become more scarce in the future?


Individual


7451 13 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
21. IF the dry stack tailing techniques DOES NOT work then Rosemont Copper can go to ADWR and ask 
for a permit to drill for more water on the Cienega side. There is nothing to legally stop them. (As per 
ADWR). They DO NOT have to get water on the Sahuartia Side. The wells in Sahuarita are very close to 
the west boundary of the VUSD.


Individual


7452 4 Not only would the mine create an unsightly  eyesore in this beautiful mountian range, but would 
negatively impact water quality, deplete the water table and would generally degrade the area from an 
environmental standpoint.


Business


7453 13 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
21. IF the dry stack tailing techniques DOES NOT work then Rosemont Copper can go to ADWR and ask 
for a permit to drill for more water on the Cienega side. There is nothing to legally stop them. (As per 
ADWR). They DO NOT have to get water on the Sahuartia Side. The wells in Sahuarita are very close to 
the west boundary of the VUSD.


Individual


7454 1 I am writing to ask that the forest servcie not allow this mine to move forward without receiving the 
completed studies on water quantity issues for the US citizens residing in the area. Vail water, Tucson 
water, and private wells all rely on wells/water sources that are potentially impacted by allowing this 
commercial venture. Clean, adequate water seems like a basic right to me. Please do not be hasty in your 
decision.


Individual


7456 24 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result, 
both in the Santa Cruz Valley and in the Santa Rita Mountains.


Government
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7456 33 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the ground water on the east 
side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 20+ years 
(or forever?). This will decrease the ground water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and into 
Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Government


7456 56 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7458 1 In spite of the many claims that this mine would have an adverse impact on water availability, I have yet 
to see credible data. The mine plans to use approx 5000 acre-feet annually. Yet, we have agricultural users 
and other mines, who are using much more in comparison. It is my understanding Augusta Resources 
plan to make contracts with area groundwater users to mitigate any water availibility issues caused by this 
operation. To ensure the mine has minimal impact on the local water shed, the mine plan includes design 
elements to contain runoff from waste rock piles and tailings piles to the mine site; and, to divert the 
watershed around the mine site. Also, aggressive recycling measures will be in place.


Individual


7458 2 When developers come to the Tucson-Pima County area for approval of residential development, how 
often do we nix these plans because of the volume of water to be consumed and additional effluent 
created from human activity? How often are their applications met with the same scrutiny by ADEQ and 
ADWR that this mine has generated? It appears to me, Augusta has met the requirements under their 
application to ADEQ/ADWR.


Individual


7461 2 I am very concerned that the Rosemont mining project will destroy the Coronado national forest 
area.Their low estimate use of precious natural resources like groundwater to the tune of 1,955,226,000 
gallons equal to their reported and planed minimum consumption of 6,000 acre feet per year will 
devastate the local rural community's groundwater resources. Their own conservative estimates of 50 to 
80 gallons of water per second are difficult to comprehend when we are experiencing one of the longest 
droughts on record. We are in a desert climate and can't afford to waste water.


Individual


7463 4 Currently, the water and energy resources that would be consumed in mining are NOT based on 
renewable sources.  Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by 
the extended regional drought.


Individual


7473 1 Some areas in SE Arizona have had no rain - to date. One is the area just southwest of Fort Huachuca. I 
live three miles from the crossroads of 82 & 83. What do you estimate the future groundwater depth to 
be? Will any direct or indirect impact on my well be considered during this public dialoge phase with 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS,?


Individual


7481 1 Water is a great issue here in Arizona. I was born in Arizona 76 years ago and all I have heard about is the 
shortage of water in the State. The City of Tucson is in the process of trying to determine what water 
conservation efforts can be made to save water in the Tucson area. Now we have a mine that wants to 
operate in Pima County and use 5,000 acre feet of water a year. It doesn't seem that the goal of the City of 
Tucson and Augusta are working toward the same end.


Individual


7484 3 While there may be compelling "legal" precedents, in this particular case it should be decided upon 
PRACTICAL issues.


2. With the southwest ina growing condition of Climate Change, it is obvious that water will become less 
available in coming years. We are at the tail end of the CAP water delivery system, so it is extremely risky 
for Pima County to gamble on enough water to be available for a growing population, alone.


Individual


7485 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


7487 11 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, I have serious concerns about the effects 
on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual
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7487 13 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open pit, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, I question the true impact 
on the Sonoita community and my well.


Individual


7487 16 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on my well.  The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of my well is 55-210956 located on my 
property.  Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results.  As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability  of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data.  Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7493 1 My main concern regarding the prposed Rosemont mine is the tremendous amount of groundwater the 
mine will use. Area residents are rightly being encouraged to conserve water, with the possibility that 
within the next twenty years Pima County residents will need to drink treated reclaimed water. It seems 
really wrong to permit the mine to take this large amont of drinking water away from humans.


Individual


7494 2 I believe the impacts to the depletion of the aquifer due to water requirements needed for mining will 
collectively weigh against the benefits of the mine, primarily the finite period of new jobs created and the 
County taxes generated.


Individual


7498 2 Augusta Resource Corporation plans to compensate for their withdrawl of groundwater from wells east of 
Sahuarita by purchasing excess CAP water, to be stored in the Pima Mind Road recharge basin. There is 
some uncertainty about the future availability of this excess CAP supply. At the recent Water Resources 
Research Center annual conference (in Phoenix, AZ, 6-24-08), Herb Guenther, director of the Arizona 
Deparmtent of Water Resources, gave a power-point presentation (see slide 9 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf) that 
shoed the Arizona Water Bank adding very little to its storage after 2015 because excess CAP supply will 
have dwindled substantially by that date, more and more of the CAP supply having been allocated or 
contracted for or purchased by the Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District to meet its 
replenishment obligations, which continue to grow with suburban development. In addition, the prospect 
for the Tucson AMA to meet its safe yield goal by 2025 seems in doubt, as stated by Ken Seasholes; then 
of ADWR, now of CAP, at the Tucson Pima Water Study meeting of 4-18-08: "We are still in net 
overdraft in the AMA as a hole, about 110,000 acre-feet."


Moreover, replenishment at the Pima Mine Road facility either does not reach or does not mitigate 
drawdowns in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, where the water table continues to drop by 4 feet per year. 
(See http://az.water.usgs.gov/projects/azgwconditions/index.html Zoom in on the Sahuarita area and 
select Trends in Recent Water Levels.) Add to these factors the ongoing drought and the wild card of 
climate change, with their potential effects on the oversubscribed Colorado River. Arizona, by agreement 
between the seven Colorado Basin states and the Secretary of the Interior in December, 2007, bears the 
brunt of any Colorado River shortage. (See slide 6 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf). Within 
Arizona, the CAP is junior to other Colorado River water users, and within the CAP, TAMA is at the end 
of the line. There is already, and will continue increasingly to be, vigorous competition over the valley's 
potable water supply. Urban growth continues unabated, and there seems to be no political will to restrain 
it. In this shaky water supply context, is the commitment to a long-term mining project that is a major 
water demander not highly risky? It is probably not quantifiable, but a lowered water table cannot help but 
have a negative effect on the economy of the Santa Cruz valley. Will Augusta be able to buy their way out 
of this, as they are proposing to do with the Sahuarita well-owners whose wells are anticipated to be 
drawn down by Augusta's pumping in their vicinity? Drilling deeper wells is not an ideal solution - deeper 
water takes more energy to pump and water quality at depth is inferior.


Individual
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7498 3 If the Sahuarita wells prove insufficient or the excess CAP water become unavailable, will Augusta be 
compelled to try to obtain their required water from their nearby properties (e.g. the Singing Valley 
Ranch) or other parts of the Cienega Creek/Davidson Canyon watershed? How well established is their 
estimated water need of 5000 acre-feet per year? Is the vacuum-filtration dry-stack method of stabilizing 
tailings a tested technology in arid lands on mined sites at the scale of the Rosemont project, or is it a 
product of engineering models and sampling and analytical tests only? Is the estimation of the degree to 
which process water can be recycled realistic?


Individual


7499 4 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There has 
never been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!!  The quantity


Individual


7500 7 In addition to the actual quality of the water, what will be done to protect nearby well owners from the 
deleterious impacts of daily blasting? Every time ground blasting occurs, shifts of the underground layers 
occur, potentially diverting the water from current wells, rendering them dry. According to their work 
plan, they will be working 24 hr shifts, year-round, blasting the area constantly. Who will compensate 
locals from damage to their property from the blasting, particularly potential impacts to their water 
sources?


Individual


7502 3 Questions remain regarding how this mine will affect:
2. the water supply


Individual


7504 50 TEP wants Nogales to pollute its air, use its limited natural gas or backup diesel fuel supplies and its local 
ground water for cooling its turbines as it makes electricity to support this mine.  The impacts on 
consumer prices for natural gas and/or diesel fuel must also be examined.


7508


7504 52 Also, as many forms of electrical energy production use large amounts of water, the impacts on the water 
supply of all the additional water used to generate the additional electricity for the mining operation must 
be examined and quantified.


7508


7504 54 The impacts of water use by the mining operation must be fully examined.  Sahuarita wall owners are 
facing a draw by the mine of 31,870 gpm.  The Rosemont Mine has secured permits for drawing 6000 AF 
of groundwater per year, but the EIS must examine what the total figure would be, the drawdown on 
nearby wells (There are about 400 private wells in the immediate area.) as well as the entire aquifer and 
the entire hydrological effects.


7508


7504 62 Even though the Tucson area is known for subsidence and earth fissures (south of Tucson), this practice is 
continued.  The potential of water depletion resulting in subsidence and earth fissures caused by methods 
of obtaining water for the Rosemont mining project must be fully examined, as well as the areas likely to 
be affected, and the potential for property devaluation and property damage to existing structures.


7508


7504 64 Historically, water levels have declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O. sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Association of Governments (792-1093).


7508


7504 65 In Green Valley, there is an annual drawdown of 2 to 3 feet per year.  Water rights for mining for the local 
mining company were obtained by buying up agricultural land.  The result is that the community is 
sustaining a 31,000 acre feet annual deficit, and signs of subsidence are beginning to appear:  cracking in 
walls of homes, sidewalks and roads.  Map of the projected water levels in 2025 in Pima County, are at.  
Www.g-a-l.info/Green Valley2025.htm


7508
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7504 71 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:


1.  They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.


2. They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and other 
animals, large and small, that inhabit the area.


3. They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses - the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.


4. They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.


5. They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


7508


7504 80 The Plan of Operations describes how the mine will need 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of fresh water per year 
(enough to supply as many as 32,000 people per year), primarily for the operation of the mill and 
concentrator.  Rosemont Copper plans to import this water via a pipeline from a well field located 15 
miles away from the mine near the Town of Sahuarita.  The company has drilled and tested two wells at 
this well field.  There are indications from these tests that they may not be able to pump the amount of 
water they need without seriously affecting many nearby domestic and agricultural wells because of the 
drawdown, or lowering, of the water table. The nearby wells could be left without enough water to supply 
the owners' needs and may have to be deepened.  Rosemont Copper has not perfomed a hydrogeological 
analysis of the groundwater system at the well field and vicinity.


The Santa Cruz River basin provides water for many users - two existing mines, six domestic water 
companies, large pecan groves, and eight golf courses.  To serve these users in 2006, approximately 
76,500 acre-feet of water were pumped out of the basin.  Of this, about 40,000 acre-feet were not replaced 
by natural or artificial recharge.  The result of this continuing overdraught is that the basin's water table is 
declining at the rate of about four feet per year, a rate that will accelerate if additional large users, such as 
the Rosemont Mine, are added


7508


7504 82 If the decline does continue or accelerate, it could result in the curtailment of new housing and other 
economic development in the area, or water shortages and increased potable water costs.  If it becomes 
extreme, it may cause significant sinking of the land surface along the Santa Cruz River, a phenomenon 
already detected by the Arizona Department of Water Resources.


7508
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7504 84 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7507 2 It's sad to think that anyone or group would want to use water that Arizona does not have to build a new 
mine.


Individual


7513 2 First, I do not believe that there is enough water to sustain this area through a prolonged drought and this 
project will use way too much even if they bring CAP water in.


Individual


7514 4 The proposed mine will deplete our fragile water supply.Individual


7516 5 Water is another important consideration. Many new homes and developments are being built in that area 
and we must be certain we will have the water to provide for them. I would rather see our water resources 
be given to people rather than a mine.


Individual


7517 2 However, along with the vast majority of Forest Service Volunteers in Southern Arizona, I want to 
express my deep concern and negative feelings about a mne in that area.  Depletion of water table, 
diminished air quality due to both mining operation and increased traffic, negative implact on home 
values, depletion of flora and therefore fauna in the area are some of the concerns.


Individual


7518 2 Water - AZ is already short of water and this mine will use vast amounts (don't count on the CAP its 
running dry too)


Individual


7519 1 We already have a large draw on water in this area with the current population and the pecan groves. We 
have developers still building all around the Santa Ritas who will also be using that water. We hear on a 
daily basis how important it is to conserve and restrict our usage. Using my most common sense, that 
means anyone coming in that might compromise this water supply is a problem.


Individual


7520 4 Water is currently at a crisis level in the Green Valley and Sahuarita area. It is critical enough that we are 
holding Town Hall meetings on the issue and we are trying to find out how we are going to be able to 
afford to bring in the water that we need to offset and current overdraft of our aquifer of between 30 and 
40,000 acre feet of water each year. And that estimate is with the current ASARCO mine in operation 
only.


Individual


7520 6 Our aquifer is the only water source we have in this area and you are gambling with our future. If the 
water is depleted, or contaminated, this area will be a ghost town and every one of us will have lost our 
life savings by virtue of being unable to live in the homes we have invested our money in.


Individual


7520 8 Water is life itself. Without it our land reverts back to sand blowing across the desert and the Rosemont 
mine severely threatens our only source of it by overuse and contamination.


Individual
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7522 5 Rosemont plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas to the mine at 
Rosemont Ranch. This would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted.


Individual


7525 2 We strongly oppose allowing Augusta Resource Corp to mine the land at Rosemont.  After 20 years they 
will walk away  from Southern Arizona with a tidy profit and Southern Arizona will be left with a 
monumental scar on the land, a lower water table, contaminated water, contaminated public land, and 
abused road infrastructure.


7533 2 Water - Southern Az. Will someday run out of water - the mine will speed up the process thus affecting 
everyone.


Individual


7534 2 1. Water - at some point Southern Az. Will run out of water. This will only spped up the process.Individual


7544 2 It will certainly jeopardize our water supply for one thing.Individual


7546 15 The FS, in cooperation with Arizona Game and Fish, should also study the impact of the mine and its 
operations on the Mearns quail and deer populations in the immediate area and the surrounding areas. 
This should include a study of increased road kill of deer along Highway 83 due to increased traffic, and 
altered migration, mating and other behavior of wildlife due to the noise, dust, and light of the 24 hour 
mining operations proposed. They should also study the impact on wildlife caused by the destruction or 
pollution of natural springs and depletion of groundwater. These studies should be completed prior to 
issuing any EIS.


Individual


7549 1 There is a real question about the amount of water that will have to be utilized and whether or not this is a 
wise use of an increasingly valuable resource.


Individual


7552 1 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7552 3 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7556 5 Rosemont's plan of operations states it intends to use water from an area just west of Corona De Tucson, 
which I have to admit is a little closer to Green Valley than the rest of us, but still part of our Vail 
community


Individual


7558 1 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
* Since the area that the water will be recharged in is quite a distance from where the water is being taken 
and is also "down hill" from the wells, how do we know the mine will not lower the ground water level in 
the well areas? I could not find a detailed hydrologic survey if one does exist


Individual
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7562 5 The ground water recharge and water shed drainage from the Barrel Canyon basin will be lost and/or 
altered. The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Santa Rita Mountains to 
Sonoita Hwy. Our Rosemong guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been 
determined where (Davidson Canyon or Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water 
shed, project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will 
be released.


Individual


7562 12 The huge 5000 acre feet of ground water requirement for actual project use let alone the ground water 
pumping out near the pit to reduce flooding will have major impact on both side of the mountain range. 
This writer is unaware of any complete map of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro Valley or any southern Arizona 
aquifers that can predict protection for neighboring property owners from neighbors over pumping of 
ground water.


As property owners who are dependent on a well for the sole source of water and are required to cross the 
confluence of the Davidson and Barrel Canyon washes for access/egress to our property the impacts of the 
propose Rosemont Copper Mine Project are dangerous and unacceptable.


Individual


7564 1 I am strong opposed to open pit mining for its water use, and permanent scarring of irrplaceable resources 
of beauty and recreation.


Individual


7565 6 This entire concept of mining in the Santa Ritas, by a new and untested company using groundwater that 
is in short supply, with a reclamation plan that is underfunded and poorly planned should be outright 
rejected by the US Forest Service.


Individual


7568 1 During the scoping process of the PROPOSED Rosemont mine, one of the primary issues facing citizens 
of Southern Arizona is water or more important THE LACK OF IT. I would argue it's availability is 
important to all citizens and is more valuable than copper itself, in an arid landscape.This especially true 
of residents in relative close proximity to the PROPOSED rosemont mine, who provide their own water 
using their permitted wells for their very existence, not having option of govt or private water companies 
shouldering the responsibility of providing water. THE IMPACT OF MINE, will vary on different issues, 
but on water it will drop the aquifers on both sides of the SANTA RITAS. One side will be impacted by 
production well pumping from the SANTA CRUZ aquifer. ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE SANTA 
RITAS the OPEN PIT, as they excavate, will drain aquifers for miles as the DE-WATERING, occurs. 
IMPACTING domestic wells for miles around, including my neighbors and myself.


Individual


7569 2 Southern Arizona is a drought striken area. Why is Rosemont Mine allowed to draw 5,000 gallons of 
water a minute from our water table and Tucsonans are being told to get used to the idea of drinking gray 
water in the next decade.


Individual


7571 28 August Resource/Rosemont Copper plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa 
Ritas to the mine at Rosemont Ranch. This project would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer 
and the Davidson/Cienega aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted, and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching. Impacts to both of these basins 
should be included in the EIS, and all surface and ground water impacts from activities related to the mine 
must be analyzed, including the pipeline route from Sahuarita to the mine site.


Individual


7573 2 WATER - was of no concern 100 years ago. None of the people making the laws then were far sighted 
enough to envision so many people living in a semi-arid area. With all of the statistics about the water 
level going down so much yearly, how long will those who follow us have an aquafir to supply their 
needs? It doesn't make sense to let this area run out of water.


Individual


7576 2 Everyone should be concerned about the dwindling water supply in this area. It is well know that our 
water supply is being depleted and an increase in mining will only exacerbate this already critical problem.


Individual


7579 1 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual
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7579 3 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


7583 3 This proposed Rosemont mine will use an unbelievable amount of water daily. After using our ground 
water, they will then replenish the aquifers with CAP. Lovely. Who says there will be CAP available?


Individual


7585 4 Water demands for the mine need to be assessed with respect to initial start up demand versus operating 
demand. Mines need significantly more water during the early phases of operation. This change in 
demand overtime needs to be clearly defined to assess Rosemont's water demands over time.


Individual


7587 1 We are deeply concerned about prodigious water use by the mine in an area of water shortage.Individual


7588 2 People do not want to live next to or near a mine. Excluding the probability that they will deplete our 
exceptional quality ground water, we will have to contend with their light, their dirt/dust, their noise and 
the unbelieveable amount of traffic on Hwy. 83.


Individual


7590 3 In a time of severe drought and extreme fire danger isn't the most important resource for us to invent in 
our ground water?


Individual


7590 4 The mineral copper can be recycled but water quality cannot be restored. We do live in the desert and this 
unwise use of a precious resource is quite simply put foolish.


Individual


7590 5 How would the water rights be preserved in both quantity and quality without a probably ineffective and 
unsustainble "recharge" effort?


Individual


7590 7 I am many others who live in the Rincon Valley need our well to continue to live in our home. What 
proven long term solutions are in place to guarantee our continued use of our mineral right to our water?


Individual


7592 43 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


7592 48 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin. Considering the 
cnosequences of this potential loss, it would represent a grave risk to pursue this proposal any further.


Individual


7594 4 What provisions will be made to assure that local wells will not be drawn down by the voracious need for 
production wells pumping 5,000gpm each?


Individual


7595 3 Just a few of the reasons that generate the most concensus include: The impact on the local roads/traffic, 
the tremendous waste of water and what that will mean for local residents, the destruction of the 
environment including plants, animals, forests, etc, the eyesore it will create, and the fact that this is an 
endeavor owned and operated primarily by foreign concerns.


Individual


7598 17 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, we have serious concerns about the 
effects on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual


7598 20 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open it, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, we question the true impact 
on the riparian habitat of the Las Cienegas Conservation Reserve, the Sonoita community and our well.


Individual
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7598 23 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on our well. The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of our well is 55-210725 located on our 
property. Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results. As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data. Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7598 27 Should my well be affected in either quantity or quality, how will we be compensated and what is the 
certain of compensation?


Bottom line: Our well currently provides a potential of 40+ GPM for our household and a wildlife habitat 
improvement project constructed with the funding and cooperation of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service for the local wildlife, specifically the Pronghorn Antelope. 
The mine would be responsible for any change to our current well status and quality.


Individual


7599 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine would have on my well. Can I expect the water 
table to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry who will pay to get water to my 
home? What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


Individual


7603 3 The mine will violate our rights to enjoy the natural environment and beauty of the National Forest. to 
have a sustainable water supply. The ground water in the Santa Cruz Valley has been dropping which is 
evidence that we already do not have a sustainable water supply. The mine will make it worse. There 
should be a moratorium on allowing new water users until a sustainable supply is proven. SR 83 is a 
treasured scenic highway for both autos and bikes. The mine traffic will take this away. The mine traffic, 
dust, noise, destruction of natural National Forest land  will lower our quality of life, property values, and 
tourist economy.  A total cost/benefit analysis conducted by an independent source must be developed to 
justify any decisions.


Individual


7614 2 First, I am concerned about the effect of that the mine will have on our water tables in the area. I worry 
about the water tables being contamintated by the mine. This has been addressed in the public meetings so 
enough said about that except, I will hold the Department of Agriculture, the Forest Service & the mining 
company responsible if the project is approved and I have water problems on any of my land because of it 
in the future.


Individual


7627 2 What happens when water runs out from California, AZ-Nevada and Rosemont is exsisting on 
underground water and Green Valley will have no water; Colorado will have no more to offer and 
Rosemont will still have underground water and who will suffer.  Green Valley and all surrounding areas .


Individual


7630 5 There will be the total disregard of our limited water supply.Individual


7631 3 Our water resources are too low, cannot support this operation and the influx of people too.Individual


7632 3 Water will go into hole in ground, will change ground water table; remove recharge downstreamIndividual


7638 1 The Rosemont Mine should be defeated by one issue alone-water. We are running out of water!! We 
cannot afford to waste it on a new copper mine.


Individual


7642 2 It will use too much water.Individual


7650 16 The existing Tucson Aquifer is losing its ground water at about 1-inch per week or 4-feet every year.  
Ground water took thousands of years to create.  Underground water resources are rapidly being 
depleted.  Water resource sustainments is not being maintained in the TAMA.


Individual


7651 3 Water- the amount of water needed by this mine would be astronomical, it would effect the underground 
supply also.


Individual
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7652 1 May 6, 2008 a letter from Hugh Holub an Attorney representing the United Sahuarita Well Owners states 
that Rosemont mine (James A Sturgess) has agreed to do a Comprehensive hydrology study to identify 
any impacts to Rosemonts proposed pumping of ground water would have on the neighborhood wells in 
Sahuarita,


Individual


7684 1 What will happen to my well when the water drops below what it is drilled to?  The mine well is at 1200' - 
1300' deep.  They are going to put in 30 wells.  Will this draw more water than is leftover from CAP 
water after everyone in Tucson gets their share?


Individual


7813 3 Further, approval of the use of these resources for mining would contradict the Forest Service mission 
statement. The proposal to remove the copper ore, without paying royalties or fees, while consuming 
tremendous amounts of presious groundwater at no expense, consuming large qualities of electricity, 
polluting the air with dust, exhaust, and toxins, containing surface water, groundwater and the earth, and 
permanently destroying the scenic and recreational resources of the area, is not viable for approval


Individual


8595 1 it will use too much water at a time when conservation is being practiced.Individual


8604 5 I just wanted to oppose the Rosemont Mine for the environmental reasons as far a the animals, the 
pollution, air pollution, and noise pollution and, uh, draining the water table. Also for the health hazards 
it's going to cause for the people in the area.


Individual


8612 3 I'm worried about the use of ground water.Individual


8613 4 I don't think it's a good idea. Not to consider -- not to consider that the water usage is a very important 
thing to the people of this -- of this.


Individual


8614 2 The desert, we're living in a desert, a very fragile ecosystem we're looking at water. We're  looking at 
environmental qualities. The proposed mining would be a degradation to our water, which is depleting 
every year, especially with global warming -- warming, and also I do not believe that we need this copper.


Individual


8629 1 the company should not be allowed to use ground water because that lowers the water table for the whole 
area.


Individual


8633 1 I'm afraid when you build this proposed mine that it's going to suck up all the water out of our water table. 
And we all live in -- and have wells out here. And I think if that happens, your company, the mine, should 
have to supply us all with water tanks and bulk water every week, because we all run evap coolers so we 
don't die during the hot summer months. Also I have animals that need the water. I have horses. I don't 
know what to do about them.


Right now, my well is almost dry, and this never happened before. So I'm very suspicious that it had 
something to do with this mine.


Individual


8633 3 I just think this whole thing is going to suck up our water table on top of making the scenery just look 
terrible. So I am against having this mine up here because of that -- those facts.


Individual


8633 6 It's obviously going to take tons of water from the ground to do it because there is no public water up here.Individual


8635 3 The main issue here is the water that they're going to take from the State of Arizona and all of the people 
surrounding the Tucson and Green Valley area.


Individual


8635 6 I am opposed to this mine, not only to destroy -- it is destroying the beauty of the mountains and the 
environment, but using our water that we do not have.


Individual


8638 2 I believe that the mines are using 85 percent of our water supply and we are in need of our water supply 
for ourselves.


Individual


8641 2 We're both against the Rosemont Copper Mine proposal. We feel that it uses water that we don't have.Individual


8643 2 Our water supply is limited.Individual
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8643 6 The surrounding area would not support a mine. Our water is precious. That mine would suck up the 
water, the Patagonia area, Green Valley, all of that. Our water is precious. What, for a big hole, pollution, 
air, water, you name it.


Individual


8647 1 With the -- with the already low water pressures that we have in our home and access to the water, we feel 
that the water is going to be diminished and the water pressure will even be less.


Individual


8650 1 My major, major concern is this water issue.  From what I understand, the amount of water they're going 
to be pumping out of the ground is going to deal directly with the wells in this area, since we are very, 
very close to the mine.  That is my major issues.


Individual


8657 1 I went on the Rosemont tour last week I reviewed the mine plan of operations that Rosemont provided us 
at that time, and I think they've done several things very well. They have planned ahead in purchasing 
water necessary for the project. The hiring of direct employees and then the satellite employees will 
certainly help the economic conditions in southern Arizona. Thirdly -- which obviously then will help the 
local and state governments will benefit from that immensely. The domestic copper production is certainly 
needed. I'm glad to see us doing that in our own country. And lastly, because I'm a conservationalist, the 
physical area will be put back into a very, very usable condition.


Individual


8659 5 Knowing what I do about mining. And I don't know a great deal, but I do know some things. Certainly 
I've been though a number of different courses in regards to mining activities throughout the state and 
around the world. One thing that I do realize is that it's going to take an inordinate amount of water to 
sustain any operations that could get started down at the Rosemont area. And southern Arizona obviously, 
very obviously, needs to be much more proactive in regards to water conservation issues. I don't believe 
there's any other choice than to be extremely selective in the water usage we're going to be dealing with. 
And for that reason, this mine should also not come into existence.


Individual


8661 3 I'm calling about the article in the paper Sunday about the Rosemont Mine. I think it's a bad situation. It's 
going to pollute the water. They use millions of gallons of water, and I don't know where they're going to 
get it. Pollutes the air. And for them to have ruined that beautiful scenery in the Santa Rita Mountains, I 
think it's bad.


Individual


8663 4 Cienega Creek, which by the way Augusta wants to fill (unintelligible) Canyons, yet claims no impact to 
the Cienega Creek water shed. And Davidson Canyon and not only wildlife habitats as well as Rosemont 
are decreasing water tables, peace, beauty, solitude and scenic (unintelligible) for thousands of out of state 
tourists all in seeious peril of becoming a beautiful memory our children will only have heard of.


Individual


8671 4 And that water is no problem.  Green Valley has an artificial lake, the pecan people have the flood -- the 
type of grouping for their plants, you know, they have lots of water around.  You know, they could use 
the squirter type thing for their trees.  But no, they use the heavy way, the easy way of using a lot of 
water.  So I think everybody could work together and work togther and Rosemont should be able to -- be 
able to operate just like the rest --


Individual


8673 1 I don't think that that mine should go in, because it's going to suck up all the water that's out there.  Look 
at what happened when the FICO, the pecan company came into Green Valley.   It sucked up all the water 
in that area, and now look what's going on north of Sahuarita, the Santa Cruz river and everything around 
is all dried up, and the same thing is going to happen over there.  The water used to run through the Santa 
Cruz River all year long, and now look at, nothing, nothing.  And the same thing is going to happen when 
that mine comes in.


Individual


8674 2 The amount of water that will be wasted on this operation is mind boggling.  Considering the limited 
supply that we have in southeast Arizona and how precious that resource is, I can't thind of that being 
used for mining purposes.


Individual


8680 4 With so many people living in Southern Arizona now, water has become a precious commodity.  Far more 
valuable than copper or other minerals in the earth.  Regardless of how many EIP's are conducted, the 
Rosemont Mine poses a potential threat to our water table, the wells, the wildlife and the scenic beauty of 
the Santa Rita Mountains.


Individual
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8683 1 . . The reason why I'm calling is I have to oppose this mine for one reason and it's a water intensive 
development.  We live in a desert.  Water is very scarce.  Federal government took away our rights to our 
share of Colorado River water and gave it to California.  This strictly and dramatically limited our water 
resources.  Because our water resources have been limited, I oppose the Rosemont Mine on the basis it's a 
water intensive development, and we should not be allowing this kind of development in this area because 
of our water situation.
We are in the stage of climate change due to global warming, if not global warming, the southwest has 
had these long-term droughts that last for decades.  And with the loss of our rights to the Colorado River 
water if there's ever a shortage on the Colorado River, they take our water before they touch anybody 
else's, and that puts us at a great disadvantage.  And because of that we should not allow any kind of water 
intensive development mines that use lots of water like Rosemont mines, big housing developments, 
retirement communities that they've been rezoning here and there and everywhere a lot in recent years.
We're headed for disaster in Arizona unless we curb the growth, but the mine in particular uses a lot of 
water, and the same federal government that is considering allowing this took away our rights to our 
Colorado River water.  We only have conditional use.  And if the Colorado -- if there's ever a shortage, 
and it's very likely even without global warming we're going into a long-term drought that could last for 
many decades and these droughts have been documented in the past in the time of the Hohokam and 
Anasazi civilization died because of these droughts.  And if we have -- if we're going into another one, 
this is very serious because we could lose our tap water entirely because we only have conditional use.  
And this is the reason why I'm opposed to this mine, any kind of water intensive development for this 
reason.


Individual


8687 1 . . .the issue here is water, and the big issue is the federal government took away our rights to our share of 
the Colorado River water.  We only have conditional use if there's a shortage.  They take our water before 
they take anybody else's.  And before they even think about proposing any kind of large scale 
development that's water intensive like this mine, we need to get our rights back, our share of Colorado 
River water.  I say again, we need to have our rights to our fair share of Colorado River water restored 
before they even think about considering proposing any kind of large scale water intensive development 
like Rosemont Mine.


Individual


8688 1 My biggest concern about the proposed copper mine is the use of local water.  Our water is in a desperate 
situation as it is.  Our aquifers are less and less.  I don't know how we're going to sustain that kind of 
water use, because I don't see a real good plan to put it back.  I mean, if there's any excess Colorado, but 
they're saying that that's -- you, that's chancy.


Individual


8691 4 I'm a native Tucsonan.  And we have limited water and resources.  And we do not need a company 
coming in for another country, out of state, using up our resources, causing pollution, using our ground 
water.


Individual


8694 2 I've hiked in the area of the Rosemont, proposed Rosemont Mine for a number of years.  And outside of 
the fact that you'd ruin a beautiful area, the most serious problem, in my estimation, is the affect on the 
water.  With the development in southern Arizona if you have any brains at all you're going to know that 
ultimately water is going to be a serious problem.  And I think the water problem greatly outweighs the 
promise of the 500 jobs or whatever Rosemont is claiming to provide.  It's just no comparison.


Individual


8701 2 they're making promises about being water efficient and this and that. Promises and talk don't get it. It's 
got to be in writing. They need to be held accountable. I mean water in this area is critical. We live in the 
desert. I'm extremely water conservative. I try to educate my friends and family and anybody that I come 
in contact about water conservation.


So that's my concern because if this mine soaks up the aquifer out here, my property is basically my 
retirement and if there's no water out here, then my property is going to be worth nothing.


Individual


8702 1 I'd like to voice my opinion that I am not in favor of the prposed mining mine opening up due to the lack 
of natural resources such aas water in Arizona that is available. And the growth of the population of 
humans in this area.


Individual


8706 2 My main concern is the issue of water. I don't think the issue of them drawing down the groundwater has 
been adequately addressed. And I'm very concerned that the mine, if operational, will deplete the ground 
water in the area and dramatically affect homeowners in the area.


Individual
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8711 3 The Canadian mining company is proposing to use nearby public water aquifers, consuming an enormous 
amout of water. Keep in mind that the climate of this area is considered a desert and the amount of water 
is limited. If this mining operation proposal is appoved, it's highly likely that the water supply will 
decrease drastically to the point of complete depletion.


Individual


8717 4 There's no water issues. Whether you were using CAP water or whether you're using our ground water. 
It's still water that's going to come from one place or another. And since we are in a drought, and who 
knows how long that will last. It seems silly -- silly is not even the right word, is it -- to plan on using 
such vast amounts that -- that you will make -- oh, golly,


Individual


8722 2 We live in the desert and need our water supply and we need it to be clean and not contaminated by a 
mine operation.


Individual


8736 2 I am very concerned about the water issue. The thought of using our precious and very limited ground 
water for the purpose of mining is very wrong. I think the CAP water that they promised is certainly an 
unknown entity and for an unknown period of time. We need to preserve and protect our ground water 
first, last and always. In addition, the Santa Rita mountains are the last of the pristine areas in the Tucson 
valley. And it should be firmly protected.


Individual


8740 1 I'm against the Rosemont Mine being approved by the US Forestry Service, primarily because of the 
excessive use of water, when our water table is going down rapidly.  Also, it has a negative affect on the 
local wells already, the drilling that has been done by the Rosemont Mine.


Individual


8746 3 . . . we have the problems of water withdrawals to make the mine work, . .Individual


8754 2 I want to register opposition to the Rosemont Mine.  I think it would be a bad idea.  And use too much 
water and too much transportation problems.


Individual


8756 2 I feel that public land should be administered for the benefit of the largest good of the public.  And I don't 
feel that this mine would be in that interest.  I think it would benefit the shareholders in the mine, which 
as I understand is largely foreign.  It would benefit those who were employed there, but beyond that, the 
degradation to the environment would affect a far greater number through loss of water in the table and 
possible pollution of the water table and the affect on tourism and the affect of the pollution from the 
mine tailings and the disruption to the area of the traffic.


Individual


8757 2 The lack of water, we would destroy the beauty of the mountains which could never be replaced.  Look at 
the record of the mining companies.


Individual


8759 2 On the issue of water, we all know that water is becoming increasingly an alarming problem, particularly 
in this area of the country.  The amount is low.  The amount used by this mine project will be large.  And 
in the process of using the water, considerable damage will be incurred by the environment, the mine 
which is then hosed down at great velocity.


Individual


8761 3 I'm concerned about the mine people seem to be very cavalier about saying, oh, we'll get water from the 
Colorado River, not to worry, we won't draw down your water shed.  When in fact there's no guarantee 
they can get water from the Colorado River.  Maybe somebody would say today they can, but that can 
change in a heart beat.  That could change next week or next year.  And then they would draw down more 
on the water shed, and in the mean time how are we going to have water to drink and flush the toilets.  I 
think it's very, very optimistic and poor planning on their part.


Individual


8767 1 I think due to the fact that we are in a constant water shortage dilemma here in southern Arizona that this 
type of operation should definitely be discouraged.


Individual


8771 2 It will cause a rapid lowering of an already lowering water table, put toxins in already toxic water, damage 
eco-tourism, make a dump off now beautiful mountain area in a general cause a lower quality of life.


Individual


8772 2 It will use way too much of our limited water resources.Individual


8775 2 Here in Green Valley we have drinking water -- diminishing amount of drinking water, and it's not 
projected to increase over the next few years, and we are way down on the list for any water from the CAP 
program.  And this is my number one objection because these mines use a lot of water.


Individual
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8776 3 Water being the most important resource we have on the plant, we don’t have enough globally as it is now 
and we know what's going on with water.  People -- some people don't have it at all.  And this industry, as 
we know it, my husband used to work with Energy in DC -- I know a little bit about what goes on in 
mining.  And it's not healthy at all for those especially near the site of the mine.


Individual


8777 3 And it will take lots of water and water is something that's at a premium around here in southern Arizona.Individual


8783 3 I am deeply concerned about the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. And I -- on several levels, light 
pollution, air pollution, water removal. We are in a place that's limited with water desperately. We need 
all the recharge that we can get for human purposes.


This has nothing to do with survival. This has to do with part of being used as a colony and having the 
money carted away, and the water left, wasted and gone.


Individual


8784 7 In a time when we are runnnign out of water to bring in a mine which will consume far more water than a 
community of a much larger size, it is short-sighted thinking and it's not appropriate for the territory.


Individual


8787 2 I think government also has to weigh the balance of the advantages, in this case, of creating jobs with 
other concerns, such as the need to supply implements of water in a very dry area that's already lacking 
water. The congestion that will be created on the nearby highways and to increase traffic of very heavy 
equipment. And deterioration of recreation that the Santa Ritas currently offer.


Individual


8788 4 I sounds like they're going to provide for the water.Individual


8789 4 I believe that the mine will cause disastrous destruction of the beautiful, natural legacy, create pollution, 
and deplete the water supply.


Individual


8792 3 Plus you know were going to run out of water anyway, and that will just take more water and we'll run out 
of water even sooner.


Individual


8794 2 there is not enough water in the region where the mine is. That's the main impact.Individual


8795 1 what I've read and what I can find out and what I can look up on line it just does not seem to me to make  
sense at all to work with that much water and all the other health hazards that would be involved with 
such a project, so.


Individual


8796 4 I wanted to have it be known the I am adamantly opposed to this copper mine. Primarily because of the 
possible environmental degradation, the pollution, the humongous water consumption, the waste rocks 
that will be pild on forest land, et cetera.


Individual


8798 8 Will there really be enough water for those mining operations? They propose using water from the wells 
and local region, which will lower the already dangerously low water tables. Their water usage estimates 
are suspiciously low compares to other local mining operations. Their CAP water share might not be 
sufficient for operations and especially not enough to replenish the water tables.


Individual


8802 1 We cannot supply water to an industry that has this large a requirement for water.  We have problems that 
are now serious to critical regarding the water table under ground in the area of the proposed mine.


Individual


8807 4 I do not think that Tucson, Arizona has the ability to support the water that's needed for that site.  We are 
dependent on water from the Colorado.  We are asking the people in the Tucson Valley to use water that 
has already been processed and then is drained into our ground water.  And now we're going to use 
precious water to use the mine.  I think the impact on the well being of the Tucson valley, the Santa Rita 
valley, the Rincon valley, and the Cienega Creek area, the amount of devastation that we can never 
recover from such an invasion into our natural resources is profound.


Individual


8807 8 The amount of light pollutionand air pollution, waste of water for a foreign country to make a profit is 
wrong.  And that's the only way I know how to say it.


Individual
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8808 2 We do not have enough water to mine the copper.


Now if the federal governement wanted to reimburse the over one million people that live in southeastern 
Arizona for the water they're taking away from us or help to move or something, that would be a different 
matter, but we simply do not have enough water to mine this copper right now.


Individual


8809 1 I am very concerned about the Rosemont Augusta open pit copper mine.  Particularly the use of our 
potable ground water from our aquifer.  It makes absolutely no sense to allow a copper mine to wash 
rocks with the precious water that sustains life for thousands of people in this area.


What happens, for example, if they overdraw our drinking water.  Wells will go dry and subsidence of the 
ground would set in.  This could result in a devastating affect on the foundations cracking of homes and 
turning our entire area into a vast wasteland.


Individual


8809 5 If you gave this question to a group of average 12th graders around the country and said does it make any 
sense to take ground water that people need to sustain life, pump it up into a forest to wash rocks which 
are going to be sent to another country and,


Individual


8810 1 I would like to comment on the proposed Rosemont Mine.  First issue I have is the matter of water.  
There's strong evidence to indicate looking at tree ring patterns that we are in a 40 year drought.  If this is 
the case and we go ahead and start using the vast quantities of water that Rosemont Mine will need, we 
put the entire Tucson community in jeopardy, and we could go the way of the Anasazi.  And I believe that 
it's totally irresponsible use of water.


Individual


8813 1 This is bad for our community, we don't have the water.  We're off of a well right now, and this could 
impact our wells, water


Individual


8814 2 Our water supply here is going to be used for that mine.  They're going to draw water from our wells to 
use the mine up there.  And that's going to really dry up our water down here.


Individual


8821 1 My number one concern about the mine, the proposed mine is the use of the ground water out of the Santa 
Cruz aquifer, which is diminishing annually without the mine here.  We just can't afford to deplete this 
aquifer at a faster rate than it already is.  In fact, we need to  find a way to replenish the aquifer, but not 
with that CAP water which is an unreliable source in the future.


Individual


8825 3 The plant life in the Sonoran Desert and the Sky Islands are the only saving grace for combating the rising 
carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere.  Couple that with the fact that we have been in a decade long 
drought with intermittent years of average rainfall and scientific data suggest a very real possibility that 
this trend could continue for decades to come, and the fact the mine could have a detrimental impact on 
the aquifer under the city leads me to believe the negative impacts of the Rosemont Copper Mine far 
outweigh the benefits of producing 500 jobs.


Individual


8832 3 I am also deeply concerned about the use of water in our community, and I think that the use of water by 
Rosemont Mine will be prohibitive and may -- and the discharge from that mine could also be problem.  
So I would like to speak out against this mine and urge -- urge deep consideration by the Forest Service to 
prohibit the mine from these activities.


Individual


8835 2 My main concerns are water usage and the depletion of the area's water resources.  Please make note I am 
also a property owner in Santa Cruz County and myself and I think other members of that whole 
community would be adversely affected by the great water consumption from the mine.


Individual


8836 1 I'm calling in regards to this project that I think is one of the most outrageous things I've ever heard of.  
Water is a premium in the desert.   And we know about the facts of long ago.  Santa Cruz used to be a 
running river that people fished out of, grandparents, they actually fished out of it.  And all because of the 
mines now you know what it is, it's nothing, but just when the floods come.
So I would like to protest that these mines are not -- should not take a precedence over water, it's very 
needed it's more needed to live than food.


Individual


8836 2 Water is especially short supply, if the mines start using it and it will affect my family and well as many, 
many, many, many more.  And I hate to see it go through.  Jobs can be found.  Not over -- it should not 
take precedence over the water supply, and it will be.


Individual
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8838 1 I am calling about the concern of the water level with the Rosemont Mine.  We're currently nine of us 
sharing a well and I've been trying to get the well number, but I'm having trouble, so I couldn't go through 
a different route to give you the well number.  Anyway, I'm concerned that water level may drop our water 
table down below 420 feet, which is where our pump is.  And if that happens, of course, the community 
around here will be out of water.


Individual


8838 2 My concern is pumping water out of the ground and lowering the water table so we don't have any water 
here.


Individual


8841 2 I was calling to say that I am against the Rosemont Mine.  And the reason for this is quite simple.  We 
need the water to drink.  That's it.


Individual


8846 2 I am opposed to the Rosemont Mine for several reasons.  One is water.  I think that we have a limited 
source and the fact that they're going to take ground water is extremely disturbing, if any water at that.  
And the second is economic.  They say they're going to provide jobs, but in reality it's a country that's not 
our country coming in and taking our resources that will probably be shipped out of this country and 
made into something else, so the money doesn't say here.  It will provide a few amount of jobs for people 
who probably won't be taken care of as well as the regulated company.


Individual


8849 1 I'm concerned about the use of a large quantity of ground water in the -- in that particular area of 
Arizona.  We may need that ground water in the future should we have a serious drought.  And is this a 
good long-term use of the ground water to help the operations of the copper mine as opposed to saving 
that water for future needs.
Also, if the CAP water is used.  The CAP is known to be over allocated already, and in years of serious 
drought if the CAP water levels drop, what would -- how would the emerging conflict over CAP water be 
managed, who would get the water, would it be Sahuarita and Green Valley, would the mine get the 
water, how would such a demand on a diminished water supply be managed.


Individual


8853 3 I believe a mine would use way too much water, and I'm very concerned about that, not to mention the 
tourism lost from having to drive past tailings, tailings piles up to the natural landscape. And the road, the 
giant road, highways, freeways that they'll have to put in is not concordant with that area of nature.


Individual


8855 2 I have concerns about the water use for the mines since we are on independent wells for which we paid 
dearly to have (unintelligible). Where to put the well and have the well that's producing at this particular 
time.


Individual


8856 3 I believe it would ruin the area completely by not only one, destroying the beauty of those mountains, but 
also would hurt the city by depleting our ground water situation that we already have problems with now.


Individual


8859 4 And for Rosemont Copper to say that this will not -- their mining operations will not significantly affect 
the aquifer in the Santa Rita mountains is obviously ludicrous.


Individual


8862 4 My third concern with this project has to do with the water table, and as the prime example, look across 
the valley to Pima Mine and see how this has affected the water tables around Green Valley and such. I 
just hope that , you know, some consideration is taken into play here when the decision is made, because I 
strongly feel that this mine will affect our water table, and I don't think Tucson is ready to start drinking 
reclamation type water.


Individual


8864 5 This is a beautiful, natural area which is utilized for tourism and wine growing and farming and , in our 
case, horses. And it will be destroyed if there's blasting, if there is pollution, and if the aquifer is drained 
or polluted.


Individual


8865 2 I am against the mine for five reasons that pertain to the natural environment and its impact, the shortage 
of water in Arizona. The aesthetic value of the Santa Ritas that should be preserved,


Individual


8865 7 I mean golly, guys don't you understand that we have a shortage of water in Arizona. I don't get it. I mean 
take a lesson from Florida. Read you Time magazine. There's a big shortage of water in Florida due to 
poor management and continuing to increase growth within the state. We need to learn by their lessons. 
Read their words, they talk about this. Everybody has to crash and burn, nobody learns.


Individual


8866 4 I'm concerned about the depletion of the aquifer and how it might ultimately affect the San Pedro riparian 
area.


Individual
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8867 3 I'm calling to register my opposition to the Rosemont Mine project for the following reasons.  First reason 
being the importance to the environment of changing the landscaping and altering that and secondly the 
water situation in the Green Valley, Sahuarita area, where we already know that we've had a six inch 
decline in the water table as noted in the Ariz -- as noted in the Green Valley News and some newspaper.


Individual


8870 2 And one of my main concerns along the -- many of the disastrous environmental -- potential disastrous 
environmental impact of the mine is the usage of water, which is a precious resource to my community.  
The amount of -- huge amount of water going to be used to operate the mine, so I feel like this is a huge 
issue of concern, immediate concern, immediate impact to the usage of ground water.


Individual


8874 2 I would like to go on record strongly objecting to the Rosemont Mine project.  The reasons are inadequate 
water, and water contamination, air pollution, destruction of habitat and other safety issues.


Individual


8882 2 we're afraid that too much of the water will be used and there won't be enough for people that live in the 
area.


Individual


8897 2 My property located in the Corona de Tucson area, approximately five miles north of the propsed 
Rosemont Mine site, has a domestic groundwater well with ADWR Registration Number 55-576685. 
What will be the impact of the mine operations on the water quality and guantity delivered from my well?


Individual


8904 1 The proposed Rosemont Mine pit dewatering pump-out from surrounding wells etc. is predicted to reach 
a maximum of 720,000 gallons per day (ref: Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, 10-19-07). By 
compasion, the Vail Water Company average daily sales are 978,000 gallons (ref: VWC 2007 annual 
report). The proposed pit dewatering operation can possibly supply nearly three-quarters of the Vail area 
water needs. The referenced M3 memnorandum depicts the dewatering product going into the mine 
process operation. Rosemont representaives have stated that process water does not need to be of 
groundwater quality; the Colorado River water or effluent is of adequate quality for mining purposes. This 
proposal to use groundwater in the mine process operations would be an extremely serious misallocation 
of precious and limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. The dewaterin groundwater 
must be returned to local aquifers or otherwise distributed to area water providers. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to human consumption and only the very highest 
needs and purposes.


Individual


8906 8 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8909 1 What will be the effect of the Rosemont pit dewatering plan on area groundwater well depths and water 
quality? What is the projected impact of pit dewatering operations on the natural springs in the area? 
What is the size of the groundwater area that will be affected by pit dewatering? What is being done to 
minimize the negative effects of pit dewatering on the area groundwater resources?


Individual


8964 3 When they can mine without destroying the environment, and cut down on the water consumption, then I 
may be in favor.


Organization


9265 2 It would also consume large amounts of water from the Tucson Baasin.Organization


9601 2 Not to mention the amount of water it would take to mine, it's just completely unnecessary.Organization


9744 1 The water acquifer issues will not support a copper mine in this area.Organization


10092 3 Please consider carefully the cost to our  rapidly depleting water supplies.Organization


10101 2  Water is such a precious commodity in this region, it is ridiculous to consider wasting this resouce for a 
private endeavor that will benefit so few. Stop this project now.


Organization


10204 3 Approve this operation and you will be depleting our drinking water. And your name will be attached to it.Organization


10314 2 This mine will deplete water supply of residents.Organization


10441 1 Rosemont will depleat my well if they are allowed to continue.Organization
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10469 1 The mines come here for 20 years or so, -take the money, leave a mess, and more than that disgusting 
scenario-we don't have the water to play the game!


Organization


10500 1 We are already in a severe water crisis in and around the Santa Rita mountain. I can not for the life of me 
beleive that this project would be given any consideration. What will happen when the already in trouble 
underground water supplies dry up ?


Organization


10528 1 Let' save the water we have!Organization


10529 1 Let' save the water we have!Organization


10547 2 I oppose the development of the proposed Rosemont mine. It will use up our precious groundwater.Organization


10597 3 These mines greatly undermine our well water quanOrganization


10623 2  just what are they thinking taking the good water that affect all of Tucson to waist on mining?Organization


10651 1 Water withdrawl alone make it a very bad idea..Organization


10687 1 Water is and will be a problem in Southern Arizona. We must not abuse it!!Organization


10700 1 The mine on the other side of the valley has already dried up/droped my families well water level. The 
mines arent doing anything to help them now.


Organization


10704 2 Save the Santa Ritas and our water quantity!!Organization


10706 2 Keep Our Desert & Keep Our Water. They Won't care about all of us who end up with NO water in the 
end,


Organization


10751 1 Not only am I opposed to the mine. I feel it should be said, the mining company has stated they will only 
draw a certain amount of water from the wells they are drilling. Here is what many people fail to 
recognize. These wells will only be utilized for a short period of time, That is until the mine excavates to a 
depth that is below the water table, which in the case of my home, is around 350 feet. Once the mine is 
below this depth, it will begin to backfill with the water that is within our water table. The mine will 
continually backfill with any available water that is abvove the mine's depth. As time moves along, the 
mining company will state they are minimizing their "draw" from the wells.While all along, using the 
water this is falling into th ehole they have created. If anyone needs an example, please refer to the marble 
quarry that resides on the southern side of sahuarita road at the southern end of Wentworth to see how 
even a hole at this depth has back filled with the water from our existing table.


Organization


10874 6 Davidson Canyon may be dry most of the year, EXCEPT during the rainy season, risking the health of our 
citizens for generations to come.


Organization


10901 2 Water is to precious to waste on a mine.Organization


10930 1 We are running out of water, how much does a mine of this caliber require?????Organization


11042 3 Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre feet per year. An article in the Arizona Daily Star from 
5/28/2008 titled "mine execs offer water assurances" said "a mine the size of the one proposed by 
Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every year to supply 40,000 households. Officials 
with Rosemont Coppper say they will only use half that much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet per year, by using 
techniques developed for mining in extremely arid climates.". Rosemont claims they are purchasing 
105,000 acre feet of cap water and will only use 95,000 acre feet, leaving the public an excess of 10,000 
acre feet. However if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year they would draw 47,000 acre feet more that 
they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60% off, Shouldn't the public be aware of this? 
Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Individual
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11047 28 What guarantee do we have that Rosemont Copper or any future assignees will not use their Exempt wells 
on the east side for mining purposes? I propose that there is a neighborhood group (paid for by Rosemont 
Copper or any future assignees) who visit the site every six months and inspects all of the pumps to be 
asssured they have not been upgraded beyond a certain size, yet to be established. If the corporation is 
caught in violation of said size, then they will have to pay a fine, yet to be determined, to the local 
community, and the well will be closed.


Individual


11048 1 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11068 43 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


11068 48 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin.


Individual


11068 49 Considering the consequences of this potential loss, it would represent a grave risk to pursue this proposal 
any further.


Individual


11072 2 We don't have the water table to support it. Think about the future.Individual


11080 1 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual
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2 13 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project.  One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahurita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


54 2 Newsweek recently reported that scientists at UC San Diego predict that Lake Mead could be dry in 13 
years. Augusta Resources plans to recharge local aquifers using CAP water. Will Augusta Resources 
guarantee our wells? Not just viability, but quality as well?


Individual


55 2 Current issues/ Law suits over CAP & Marana's recent claim to Pima County effluent at the Marana 
WWTP point out the exteme importance of not only our water use but our water concervation.


Individual


160 15 Despite an already stressed ground water supply and significant anticipated population growth in Pima 
and Santa Cruz counties, Augusta will have no legally enforceable obligation to replace, as it proposes, 
the ground water that it uses with water deliveries from the Central Arizona Project (CAP). Also, the 
recharge facility near the current terminus of CAP cannot, as Augusta proposes, replace the ground water 
lost to the Mine's production wells far to the east. And, even if it could, 6,000 acre-feet per year represents 
25 percent of the recharge facility's maximum net recharge capacity. Lastly, the ground water that Augusta 
will remove for use at the Mine is of very high quality, while the CAP water that Augusta proposes as a 
replacement for groundwater lost to the Mine is of very low quality. This is a bad trade for the people who 
will be drinking the replacement water. There is a growing number of increasingly competing municipal, 
tribal, and commercial interests vying for diminishing CAP water resources. Long-range forecasts are 
predicting continuing drought conditions and decreasing rainfall and snowmelt runoff in the upper 
Colorado River watersheds. When mandated Colorado River water allocations to California, Nevada, and 
pre-CAP Arizona cannot be met, Colorado River water diverted to CAP will be reduced under Federal 
law. Augusta, consequently, cannot guarantee that sufficient CAP water will be available to replace the 
ground water that it uses.
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182 8 For how long can a sufficient supply of CAP water be guaranteed?


1505 6 [I]t should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade Central Arizona Project water that 
they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 
miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana groundwater is flowing away from 
Sahuarita . This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of taxpayers' money.


Individual


1514 2 If they are willing to bring CAP water into the area, why will they not use it themselves instead of putting 
the residents on it? If they say it has "stuff" in it that would contaminate their samples & processes- what 
do you think it is going to do to our people & pipes & plumbing? Leave our wells & water alone. CAP 
can give you more than you need- learn to adapt & compensate for pollutants like you are asking us to do.


Individual


1532 3 The cap is lessening, and poor quality.Individual


1535 2 CAP water will not be enough. Without water there will be no commence, no life, no flora or faunaIndividual


1537 3 The Recharge is a iffy thing at best with the recharge being the first to be denied when CAP water 
dwindles so recharge will notbegin until the local water is gone or poluted.


Individual


1544 2 I'm afraid for our collective health if we are forced to drink recharded mine refuse.Individual


1552 5 The plan calls for us to drink cap water and Rosemont to use the quifer?!Individual


1566 5 we cannot allow them to pump out our aquifer and "replace" it with polluted waterIndividual


1582 4 There is no accurate estimate of how long the water in our aquifer will last - yet this mine would extract 
our pure water and put back poluted water.


Individual


1589 2 CAP water is lessening in quantity.Individual


1593 8 how can they (augusta) guarantee Cap water and terminal Cap water will be available -river drying.Individual


1657 3 Rosemont Copper has promised to "be a good neighbor" by doing something that they are not legally 
required to do: purchase CAP water and recharge the aquifers over in the Marana region. First of all, the 
best estimates on CAP water availability indicate that this will not ever happen, because there will not be 
enough water to allocate for their purchase. So essentially, this "good neighbor" promise means nothing. 
Valley aquifers are already dropping 2-4 feet PER YEAR; we cannot afford anything else to compound 
this issue (yes, including developments in Green Valley which should not be built, but we're talking 
specifically about Rosemont Mine). They also do not discuss the impacts associated with building a pipe 
over the tip of the Santa Rita from Sahuarita, which is not a small impact by any means.


Individual


1684 6 Rosemont has purchased water from the renewable supply of the Central Arizona Project (CAP) to protect 
the Cienega basin and has already stored 5% more than its anticipated use for the first 3 years of 
operation. Thus it will not be depleting the local aquifer; rather it will help replenish it. Further, Rosemont 
has signed a letter of intent with the Community Water Supply to pay for a pipeline to the area. They have 
also sent a letter to the United Sahuarita Well Owners that Rosemont will deepen any wells that are 
affected by their water withdrawl by the mine and/or will drill new wells. A comprehensive hydrological 
study of the area will be conducted to ascertain these impacts, if any.


Individual


1707 2 The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance on the following issues of vital importance to the 
citizens of Greater Green Valley.
The funding of a seven to nine-mile pipeline to bring Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Green 
Valley-Sahuarita area.


Organization
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1707 6 The Rosemont mine plan is to replace the ground water it uses with CAP water recharged in Marana or 
possibly just south of Sahuarita Road, depending upon the outcome of negotiations between Augusta and 
the Community Water Company of Green Valley. (We will discuss these negotiations further in the 
second part of this letter concerning CAP pipeline funding.)


The proposed Marana recharging is 40 miles north of the wells that service Green Valley. Since the water 
flow is to the north, this is no real help to our citizens in Green Valley. Furthermore, while we understand 
the concept of recharging the entire aquifer, the drawing of water from the Green Valley area may result 
in a cone of depression that can lower the level of our community wells.


Augusta has purchased CAP water for storage in the aquifer of the Tucson Active Water Management 
District. However, we understand that Augusta has a commitment to use only surplus CAP water; thus. if 
there is no surplus, our local aquifer will be depleted. In addition, we understand that surplus CAP water 
is not always available 12 months of the year, possibly putting further strain on our aquifer.


Organization


1707 11 On July 19, 2007, the Community Water Company of Green Valley informed the community that it had 
negotiated a letter of intent with Augusta Resource Corporation to construct a seven to nine mile 
extension of the existing CAP pipeline from Pima Mine Road into the company's service area. 


The two companies agreed on a 120-day time period to negotiate a final contract agreement, subject to the 
Arizona Corporation Commission'a approval, that would have Augusta pay for the entire cost of the 
pipeline extension and a water charge facility in Sahuarita/Green Valley- estimated to cost $9 to $15 
million. Augusta also agreed to recharge its CAP water locally rather than in Marana.


The Community Water Company would make its unused CAP water allocation available to Augusta for 
recharge at the new facility. Both companies have stated that this agreement is not contingent upon 
Augusta obtaining federal and state approvals for the development of the mine.


On July 25, 2007, Community Water Company presented the proposal to approximately 400 people in a 
public meeting. Of the more than 50 speakers, only one supported the mine. Most speakers agreed upon 
the need for more water to meet Green Valley's projected growth, but many opposed using Augusta's 
money to build the pipeline on the basis that this would enhance Augusta's chances of obtaining the 
necessary federal and state permits to begin mining operations.


The arguments can be summarized in two well-worn phrases: those against Augusta's proposal said, 
"You’re giving aid and comfort to the enemy;" those in favor of the proposal said, "Take the money and 
run."


The GVCCC is a strong supporter of the need to bring CAP water to the Green Valley area. We have 
commended the Community Water Company for its efforts to bring CAP water to our community. 
However, we do not think using Augusta's money is prudent policy.


If the Community Water Company accepts Augusta's offer to fund the pipeline, it greatly improves 
Augusta's ability to promote itself as an environmentally and community friendly corporation during the 
next two years as it seeks federal and state approvals for its operations.


Organization


1723 2 Why not use only CAP water for the mine. If only clean CAP water was discharged there would not be so 
many problems.


Individual


1752 1 The NRDC report relesed last week projects a 30% reduction in Colorado River flow in the next 30 
yeaars due to climate change that is already happening.  Arizona has only junior rights to CAP water.  If 
the water in the Colorado Basin Flow drops to 70%, Tucson's CAP allocation will drop much more, 
possibly to zero.  Rosemont might not be able to accomplish its planned recharge of 105000 acre feet.


Individual


1758 4 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from lack of CAP water availability to replace the groundwater the mine proposes to use?


Individual


1802 4 Provide new water source and ground water recharge benefit from the CAPIndividual
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1805 3 Hydrologists believe the estimates for Colorado River flow were based on a historically high flow period 
and do not reflect the likely flow rate in the next 20 years. Rosemont indicated it plans to replenish 
ground water with CAP water. What will you do when CAP water is not available?


Individual


1818 2 1. What is the water management plan that will prevent the continued depletion of viable drinking water 
in an arid desert envirionment that has been in drought condition for many years? Replacing a small 
percent of the planned usage with non-potable CAP water is not viable or sustainable.


Individual


1879 8 Augusta's proposal to bring CAP water into the area to service the voracious thirst of the mine is nothing 
short of fantasy.


Individual


1892 11 The Rosemont operation threatens water quality in the area via use of CAP water, and via mining 
operations themselves (tailings piles, leach ponds, chemicals used on mining machinery, etc.).  CAP water 
is notorious for compiling the contaminants from agricultural and industrial processes throughout the 
Colorado River Basin, as well as for spreading invasive aquatic species and diseases.


Organization


1918 1 Water - no one knows the quanity of the water available in this area.  The mine plans to use CAP water - 
but this is a limited supply - as other states need this source of water - plus as they use the required water 
they will pump it into pits - which will leach in to the ground and further destroy the existing water - of 
Green Valley.


Individual


1921 3 CAP water replacement for the ground water Rosemont is pumping out is a travesty. CAP water is 
undrinkable and untreatable for human consumption.


Individual


1927 3 A CAP pipeline, though needed and welcome, is an insufficient contribution, by any entity, given 
suggestions about declining CAP water supply for the future.


Individual


1928 2 Rosemont says they will replace this ground water with water from the Colorado River. They can't be 
allowed to do this. My wife & I boated on Lake Powell in 1991 when the lake level was down 60 ft. from 
normal pool. There are so many demands on this Colorado River Water. Today the lake level is 112 ft 
below pool, which is 43% of capacity. There should be no question other than the water issue, but to deny 
Rosemont from mining copper in this project.


Individual


1935 2 They do not want to use CAP water for the mine because ethey know that it is not as pure as the ground 
water, therefore they would have to further filter and process it and because they know that there is no 
annual guarantee of how much CAP water will be available. Talk with the people at the existing mines 
near Green Valley about using CAP water, they have been trying to figure out how to make that 
economical for some time.


Individual


1939 3 Trade off of CAP water? Give us a break.Individual


1942 3 Replacing with CAP (dirtier + more mineral laden) is iffy that could be gone in a few years + Augusta 
will say "oh well, we tried".


Individual


2078 1 I would like to understand how the Rosemont Mine project intends to use CAP water for recharge. Are 
they injecting it into a well or well field? Or, are they paying for water that is being recharged for them 
into the Santa Cruz recharge project? This has potential health consequences depending upon how 
recharge is done and the fact that CAP water is not potable without treatment. (see CAP water analysis 
2006. I note Strontium present; analysis for Uranium is not included)


I've included a web link for the Santa Cruz recharge project
http://www.cap-az.com/static/index.cfm?contentID=69


Individual


2095 13 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies. Also, it should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade 
Central Arizona Project water that they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking 
water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana 
groundwater is flowing away from Sahuarita. This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of 
taxpayer's money.


Individual
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2106 4 Water quantity is already a major concern in this area. The offer by the Rosemont Corp. to bring a 20 inch 
pipeline into the area to provide C.A.P. water is inconsequential as it cannot begin to carry sufficient 
amount of water to offset the amounts that the mine will be drawing from our aquifer.
A minimum pipe size of 72 inches would be required and even that were that to be built, there is 
insufficient C.A.P. water to fill it.


Individual


2184 8 And if they need 5000 gallons of water a minute to run this mine make them use CAP water not our pure 
drinking water from Sahuarita heights. We may be poor people living in trailers but we were here first.


Individual


2196 7 Moreover, CAP water is not a sure thing (the mine proposes replenishing the ground water it uses with 
CAP water, but in an area not even near the mine). In fact, an article published February 13, 2008 in the 
Arizona Republic, said that scientists working at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego, 
have estimated that there is a 50 percent chance Lake Mead will run dry by 2021.


Individual


2211 2 Rosemont's Claim: 
(Quote: Rosemont Plan of Operations.pdf)
"Rosemont Copper has no legal obligations to replace any water it will produce for the operation of the 
mine. No other mining operation in the region has previously done so. However, Rosemont has made a 
commitment to the local community to utilize available CAP water to recharge 105 percent of the total 
water production over the life of the Project. The recharge will be within the Tucson AMA, and as close 
to the water production site as possible. The total life-of-mine usage is currently estimated to be 100,000 
af, resulting in a recharge commitment of 105,000 af.
Rosemont Copper began recharging CAP water in the Santa Cruz basin in 2007, with contracts in place to 
recharge 15,000 af at three state-permitted underground storage facilities, which include Pima Mine Road 
near the terminus of the CAP aqueduct, and the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites near Marana. 
Rosemont Copper contracted to utilize all of the available capacity at Pima Mine Road (about 600 af in 
2007), with the balance to be stored at the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites. Rosemont plans to 
continue this water storage program for the next several years. A volume of water equal to several years of 
mine water supply will likely have been stored by the time Rosemont mining operations begin.
Pima Mine Road is the state-permitted underground storage facility closest to Site 1. Because available 
capacity at this facility may remain limited for the forseeable fuure, Rosemont Copper has also begun 
evaluating construction of a new recharge facility in close proximity. Although construction and operation 
of a nearby recharge facility is not required by law, regulation, or any contractual obligation, Rosemont 
Copper is committed to recharge available CAP water at groundwater storage facilities close to its 
production wells to lessen impacts of mine water production on local water users."


Comments:
The recharge facility exists. Rosemont Copper intends to utilize "all available capacity" for their water 
needs and withdraw water from the well site as recovery water; that is banked water. It further states 
"Rosemont Copper started recharge in 2007." (Is this a fact in evidence?)


Individual


2211 8 Will another CAP recharge facility be needed to off-set the loss of the Pima Road Road recharge facility 
from the public needed water? And, will the public have to subsidize the building of such an extension at 
a surcharge to residential customers; as suggested (Attatchment: Long-Term-Green-Valley-Supply.pdf).


Individual


2244 9 The mines contamination and waste of water is unconscionable when you consider the antispated reduced 
flow of CAP water and the lower and lower water table caused by human inhabitants and environmentally 
induced droughts. Water resources are a concern for everyone but the mine. They only care if the water is 
available for the 15 project timeframe. Make the mine prove the 100 year water supply litmus test. 
Without CAP subsidization. We paid dearly in the form of bonds to get CAP water to our community. 
The mine paid nothing!


Individual


2252 1 Augusta claims that the water they use will come from CAP. Isn't it true that they are only allowed to 
purchase and store EXCESS CAP water and there is no guarantee of it. What if there is no excess CAP 
water available?


Individual


2256 3 CAP water, with its very high content of dissolved solids, is not the same fresh, potable water that 
Augusta would pump from the Santa Cruz River aquifers. The trade-off of CAP water for ground water is 
a bad deal.


Individual
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2265 10 As the proposal includes the construction of a CAP water line from Avra Valley to Sahuarita as well pipe 
lines from the new wells to the Rosemont property why would Augusta not propose to connect these two 
projects and use the CAP water for their operation?


Individual


2284 2 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project. One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahurita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


Individual


2288 2 Despite the recharge effort, clearly there will be net consumption of 100,000 ac. ft. of water over 20 years. 
The fact that it comes from CAP does not make the consumption go away.


Individual


2288 4 I was advised by the consultant that Rosemont Copper would be purchasing "surplus water" from CAP. 
Given the fact that we live in the Sonoran Desert, with too many private interests already pursuing 
projects that will require large amounts of water, I find it hard to believe that there are not many large 
scale projects and developments that feel threatened by the prospect of unavailable water at a later date. 
The concept of purchasing CAP water and the overall impact is not well understood or explained.


Individual


2290 10 Reasons for opposing this mine:
The mine company says it will attempt to use or obtain CAP water to support the 1.5 billion plus gallons 
of water usage per year. If the CAP isn't available it will tap the ground water and recharge the Green 
Valley water supply w/ CAP water. As we all know there were concerns with using CAP water for 
consumption years ago in AZ. The concern was contaminants. These concerns lead to a policy of not 
using it for consumption, only agriculture.


Individual


2293 2 A pipeline to Green Valley to capture CAP water is unrealistic given the fact that CAP water is also 
becoming scarce because of drought and increaded population along the Colorado River. Green Valley 
Water District already provides water to the mines in the area as well as the pecan groes, which are water 
guzzlers.


Individual


2303 7 Using CAP water seems unrealistic as this source of water from the Colorado River is also uncertain, 
given the demands of the growing populations in the areas that use it.


Individual


2379 10 There are numerous news reports of Rosemont extending a distribution pipeline to convey CAP surface 
water to a recharge site yet to be defined without specifics, contracts or financial commitments by 
Rosemont. This pipeline is of little or no benefit without recharge facilities that must be directly 
interrelated to the groundwater that is proposed to be withdrawn by Rosemont.


Government


2379 17 Rosemont has initiated a slight-of hand solution to this program by recharging Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) surface water. However, they are recharging this water in the Avra hydrogeologic basin 36 miles 
away and 800 feet below the proposed well fields. The proposed well fields are located in a different 
hydrogeologic basin where the aquifer is shared by residents of the Town of Sahuarita, City of Tucson, 
San Xavier District of Tohono O'odham Nation, and unincorporated Pime County (Attachment 2). This 
replenishment is of no beneift to the affected area and would not in any way offset the groundwater 
depletion contemplated by Rosemont. It merely displaces CAP water that would otherwise be stored by 
the Arizona Water Bank in Marana.


Government


2381 5 When allocations of Colorado River water were made, (source of the CAP), the West was experiencing an 
anomalous wet period. Thus, these allocations and the CAP, are subject to change as the current drought 
and increased pressure for a diminishing supply of water is experienced. This brings into question a plus 
or minus twenty year sustainable water supply for a mine located outside of the Active Management Area. 
(AMA)


Individual
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2381 20 WATER  This is a subject which most people reviewing the Rosemont project express the greatest 
concern, and rightfully so. We all live in the Sonoran Desert which is currently under going what could be 
a plus or minus thirty year drought period. In conjunction with that, there is a current ground water defecit 
in the upper Santa Cruz basin, the very area where the Rosemont Mine intends to obtain its water supply, 
via the CAP.


In the past, mining companies in the Santa Cruz Valley would buy up large tracts of land such as farms 
and ranches to obtain water rights. The farms would be retired and as such the water balance would be 
maintained within reason. This method seemed acceptable to the regulatory agencies and the public alike. 
In the future when the mines are exhausted, the land will be returned to farming, ranching or housing 
development and no harm has been done. 


Augusta, however, has opted to purchase small parcels of land to construct their well fields and to 
purchase water from the CAP. I would estimate that they are paying in the range of $100 dollars an acre 
foot for water. An expensive option for a mining operation that plans on using six to eight thousand acre 
feet a year, which I question as well.


Individual


2383 2 Second, after speaking with representatives of Rosemont Copper, it is clear that this project will not only 
be mining minerals, but also mining huge quantities of water. The proposals they have made to replace 
the water that they will pump from aquifer with CAP water are not based on science, but are purely a 
public relations ploy. They admit that there is no guarantee they will continue to get CAP water, and if 
they do not get it, they will pump the aquifer regardless. Further there is no guarantee that they will not 
pump more than the 6,000 acres feet per year that they are estimating they will need. Additionally, the 
CAP water that they already have procured and expect to procure is not recharging the aquifer from which 
they will be pumping. Water is an increasingly precious, scarce, and in many cases non-renewable 
resource in the southwest. We must not allow it to be exploited for personal gain.


Individual


2396 12 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that will be inevitably be depleted by virtue of the 
mining operation. Augusta claims they would use groundwater from west of the mine and then buy 
Central Arizona Project water to replace it. With the current drought conditions that our southwestern 
states have been subject to, the ability to "buy" water in the future is certainly not guaranteed


Individual


2401 2 Water--Currently we are in an overdraft situation in the Santa Cruz Valley. The competition for CAP 
water from other states and the continuing drought make the availability of CAP water doubtful for 
replacement.


Individual


2404 13 Rosemont has made promises to deliver CAP water to the Santa Cruz Valley. To say that is a stretch of 
the facts. Rosemont is proposing to build a pipeline for the Community Water Company of Green Valley 
to bring both CWC and GVDWID contracted CAP water allocations to the point of use. Rosemont says to 
you, the Forest Service, and to the public, they are bringing water to cover their use.


Business


2404 19 The CAP contract clearly states that the contractor MUST reduce its pumping equal to the CAP water 
delivery. Ladies and gentleman, the CAP water contracts belong to the Community Water Company and 
the Green Valley Domestic Water Improvement District and their customers. We must understand the 
truth. The Rosemont proposal uses SCV groundwater, NOT your CAP water. We are damaged and we are 
the losers!


Business


2430 3 Will the EIS allow Rosemont to withdraw a drop more water than it can replace by CAP water? (which is 
not always available) If so, the EIS must be rejected by the public the State of AZ, and all other 
governmental bodies.


Individual


2462 7 What assurance do I have on the quality of the ater that is being brought in?Individual


2470 2 1] What are the long term consequences of exchanging potable water for recharged ditch water over the 
life of the mine, or it's needed for Tucson's growing populace?


Individual
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2472 4 Rosemont claims that they have stored much of the water they project using. The replacement was into the 
Tucson basin with no mention of Sahuarita/Green Valley water replacement. They also say they will 
continue to replace the water they use with CAP water. Several weeks ago I questioned Mr. Jamie 
Sturgess, Vice President of Rosemont, about the diminishing flow in the Colorado River pointing out the 
drastically reduced levels in Lakes Meade and Powell. I questioned whether they could expect CAP to 
deliver the needed water. He promised to refer this question to his hydrologists who would bet back to 
me. To this date my question has not been answered.


Individual


2479 5 I am aware of plans to utilize CAP water to supplement the operational needs of this project; however, 
that is CAP water that could be used by both of our counties to support existing residents.


Government


2484 4 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process, but the byproducts of mining will pollute and disturb the watershed.  
Recently I read the most absurd plan - to use CAP water for the mine.  How completely outrageous that 
water would be pumped from the Colorado River so that a foreign corporation can strip the ore from 
mountains of southern Arizona.


Individual


2503 5 The subject of Cap Water brought in by Augusta Resources in a larger pipe says nothing about the 
rightful ownership of this water. The Indian Nations involved are owed water as well as Mexico who have 
not taken their share. What would be the allotment for Sahuarita and Green Valley? Where is this 
additional water coming from to fill the 36" pipeline? The Colorado River has about reached its maximum 
available water for allotments. The larger pipeline is for the benefit of Augusta only, pure and simple.


Individual


2504 2 I understand that a great deal of water is used during the mining process. It seems to me a failure of good 
planning to be relying on water from the Colorado River. There is already a great demand on this one 
water source and "we" would be at the end of their pipeline and therefore, I think, the first to be denied 
water when the demand exceeds the supply. I have enclosed an article from March 17, 2008, in the High 
Country News. It makes a case for the Navajo Tribe to have access to Colorado River Water. It seems to 
me that some accommodation should be made for their Reservation to have and use this water. It could 
make a big difference in the quality of life for all the Navajo. Since they live upstream from most of the 
others who use the Colorado River, It seems only fair that they should share in the water rights.


Individual


2504 4 I do not think we should rely on long term use of the Colorado River water.Individual


2512 2 CONTINUING TO TAP THE COLORADO IS UNACCEPTABLE, SHORT SITED, AND FRANKLY 
DANGEROUS……AUGUSTA'S UNDERHANDED METHODS THUS FAR HAVE SPOKEN 
VOLUMES


Individual


2512 13 Another issue that must be considered. Why is it assumed that the Colorado is an inexhaustible source of 
water by every entity, in every state that wishes to tap it???? We can no longer afford to develop plans that 
do not take all into consideration. There is plenty of information out there now to demonstrate the fragility 
of the Colorado system.


Individual


2524 2 The Colorado River (CAP) water is quite limited and uncertain, also rather poor quality.Individual


2565 6 1) The NEPA needs to make a serious investigation of water use and potential impacts.


The Project Mine Plan states that there are no reliable sources of water available and envisions using CAP 
water to offset environmental and community impacts. It has made an informal non binding commitment 
to do so. It is not clear whether the use of CAP water will be sustained either because the mining company 
elects not to do so or CAP water becomes unavailable. Recent studies of the Colorado river show that it 
may virtually dry up by 2015, resulting in no water for this project in a period of rationing or at a 
minimum water availability at a much higher cost than planned.


An alternative and more likely water use scenario which should be explored in full is the absence of CAP 
water.


Individual
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2570 1 The attached July 12, 2007 Letter of Intent between Community Water Company of Green Valley and 
Augusta Resource (Arizona) Corporation, together with its Appendix A, reflect preliminary concepts and 
alternatives being discussed by the parties at that time. The fact that an alternative is discussed or potential 
third party participant identified is not intended to imply that any determination has been made 
concerning any given alternative or that any understanding has been reached with any identified potential 
participant. 


The documents were designed and intended to identify an array of options and possible participants that 
warranted further inquiry and discussion. Efforts to date have determined that some identified options are 
not feasible and others require further investigation and refinement. An example of the former is that 
instream recharge has been eliminated for technical reasons. Examples of the latter include the possible 
use of State Lands, the method by which CSP water may be used by and among the participants, and the 
form of final agreements to construct and operate the project and the regulatory role of the Arizona 
Corporation Commission concerning those matters. All these issues, among others, remain the subject of 
ongoing discussion, investigation and review.


Accordingly, it must be recognized while reviewing the Letter and the Appendix that they reflect only the 
initial step in an ongoing process. That process continues to narrow available options and to clarify and 
specify relationships and regulatory frameworks that may be incorporated into any final project.


Government


2574 1 1.  Background on Community Water Company proposed CAP pipeline and recharge facilityGovernment


2574 2 4.  Analysis of impacts resulting from recharge of Rosemont-acquired CAP water at proposed Green 
Valley recharge site
-is this part of the proposed mine plan?
-will it be analyzed as part of the FS EIS?
-is it possible the FS will require recharge at the Green Valley location as a condition of approving the 
mine plan?


5.  Scope of analysis of the CWC EA
-construction of a pipeline and construction and operation of a recharge facility
-recharge includes the recharge of Rosemont-acquired water, as well as long term use by CWC; should 
EA assume the approval of the mine, and analyze impacts of recharge accordingly?


Government


2577 10 There are numerous news reports of Rosemont extending a distribution pipeline to convey CAP surface 
water to a recharge site yet to be defined without specifics, contracts or financial commitments by 
Rosemont. This pipeline is of little or no benefit without recharge facilities that must be directly 
interrelated to the groundwater that is proposed to be withdrawn by Rosemont.


Government


2577 17 Rosemont has initiated a slight-of hand solution to this program by recharging Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) surface water. However, they are recharging this water in the Avra hydrogeologic basin 36 miles 
away and 800 feet below the proposed well fields. The proposed well fields are located in a different 
hydrogeologic basin where the aquifer is shared by residents of the Town of Sahuarita, City of Tucson, 
San Xavier District of Tohono O'odham Nation, and unincorporated Pime County (Attachment 2). This 
replenishment is of no beneift to the affected area and would not in any way offset the groundwater 
depletion contemplated by Rosemont. It merely displaces CAP water that would otherwise be stored by 
the Arizona Water Bank in Marana.


Government


2591 3 How much water would the average replenishment be for the aquifer in nature in an average year in our 
southwest semi-arid desert environment?


Individual


2591 16 Why would the mine be allowed to use vast quantities of ground water which is more pristine? If CAP 
water is available, should not CAP water be used for the mine and the better quality ground water be used 
by people?


Individual


2591 18 How can there be guarantee of adequate supply of CAP water? Who bears the responsibility for that 
assurance/insurance?


Individual
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2592 45 The MPO indicated that CAP water will be used to recharge "more than its entire consumption" to result 
in a net positive impact. However, the MPO states that only a portion of their recharge (about 12 percent) 
will be in the upper Santa Cruz basin. The EIS needs to evaluate the potential impacts to water availability 
in the upper Santa Cruz basin if recharge occurs at locations other than near the proposed extraction sites. 
The EIS should consider alternatives such as direct use of CAP water at eh proposed project.


Individual


2593 118 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plant to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?


Organization


2593 134 C. CAP - PIPELINE AND RECHARGE
Augusta Resources has proposed to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley. Although they are not required 
to do this, it would help them gain favor in the community, and possibly avoid damage lawsuits from 
withdrawing groundwater and transporting it out of the Tucson Active Management Area.
-How would the proposal to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley by the company affect the feasibility of 
the mine?
-What is the current status of the availability of CAP water?
-What would happen if the local communities in the Santa Cruz basin need the CAP water that the 
company plans to get?
-Will the mine be able to use the CAP water if it is brought to Green Valley?
-How will they get the water over to the east side of the Santa Ritas to the mine site? What permits are 
required to get the water to the mine site?
-What would the pipeline route be to bring the water to the mine site?
-What are the land ownerships of the pipeline route?


Augusta is currently purchasing excess CAP water and recharging it in various locations, claiming that 
they will replace 105% of the groundwater they extract.
-How long will it take for this recharged water to actually become available to anyone whose wells are 
affected of the extraction wells?


Organization


2601 4 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
2. putting dirty water (CPA) back in Marana does not recharge the Santa Cruz River basin.


Individual


2604 3 Impact on quality and quantity on water - the proposed mine operation will be pumping high quality 
drinking water from the Santa Cruz River near Green Valley, Sahuarita and replacing it with low quality 
CAP water downstream of the current wells of these communites. The C.A.P. water are not guaranteed 
waters and could be none existant during drought cycles similar to the current one we are now 
experiencing.


Individual


2610 2 How will the infusion of CAP water in the aquifer effect the quality of the drinking water in the area? 
What will be done to ensure that the Area residents will have safe drinking water?


Individual


2610 4 What is planned in the event there is not enough CAP water to replace the groundwater the mine proposes 
to use?


Individual


2617 12 How will injecting CAP water into the aquifer affect the quality of the water in these wells?Individual


2620 4 Fact: The water requirement stated as 5,000 acre ft/yr is ridiculous for that location. Bring in CAP from 
Green Valley/ Sahuarita? AZ population is ever expanding and will continue to grow for the next 20 
years --- during which time the volume of water carried by the Colorado River is predicted to diminsh 
considerably.


Business


2623 5 will recharge aquifer with equal amounts of water used during mining processIndividual
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2625 18 Augusta has been allocated a given amount of CAP water in addition to the groundwater that lies beneath 
the proposed mine site. CAP water is known to be of a lower quality than groundwater, due to its higher 
alkalinity and surface contaminants. Augusta promises to recharge the aquifer with CAP water at the rate 
of 105% of what it pumps out. I would like to know the true rationale for this. A more desirable and 
ecologically sensitive approach would be to use CAP water for the mining operation and leave the 
groundwater for human consumption.


Individual


2626 3 It bothers me that it can never be repaid in kind but only with inferior CAP water if even that is available 
when the water is needed.


Individual


2634 21 Every one who has studied the matter acknowledges that CAP water is over committed and will be unable 
to continue delivering the amounts of water that are presently being sent by pipe lines to communites in 
California, Nevada, and Arizona.


Business


2644 16 The project's reliance on C.A.P. water, since there seems to be no other reliable source of water available, 
would appear to be a major challenge to an operation such as the Rosemont Mine


Individual


2650 6 In addition efforts to address water concerns by utilizing CAP water and processes that will use up to 50% 
less water than older mines suggests the project can provide environmental protections.


Individual


2664 3 There has been concern expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative impact to the 
water table by pumping water from the area for the operation. Please take into consideration, during your 
investigation, that the Rosemont Copper Project will be charging Colorado River water via the Central 
AZ Project into the aquifer years before it is pumped for use by the operation. More water is being 
charged into the aquifer than extracted.


Individual


2668 26 3.  Arizona.
Water is necessary to keep this region going.  A change in the snow patterns in the Rockies, a lowering of 
the water table in Lake Mead and CAP water could be drastically reduced.  California's claims have 
priority.  If CAP water is curtailed there will be some serious competition for what water there is - from 
AZ farmers to small towns and large metropolitan areas all across Arizona.  Where else will Rosemont 
look for water if they're limited down the road?  Sonoita, the San Pedro, Sulfur Springs Valley maybe?  
Can they continue to operate?


Individual


2672 4 Bringingin CAP water is the equivalent of "robbing Peter to pay Paul" in that the source of CAP water is 
not unlimited and is required in ever increasing quantity to support growing population over a wide area. 
CAP is not infinite.


Individual


2675 44 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


2675 45 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual


2677 29 There is a concern that CAP water may not be available throughout the entire life of this mine, so 
replacement may not occur at all times.


Government


2682 6 This company will take the best quality drinking water for their industrial process (floatation process) and 
replace it with the low quality CAP water which is high in minerals and heavy metals.


Individual


2683 36 I know that at one point Augusta proposed building a pipeline and bringing in CAP water - an outrageous 
proposal. That water has already been allocated, and we'll be lucky even to get our share in this part of 
Arizona. The CAP project was never intended to serve enormous industrial needs; that water is for the 
public when, inevitably, Arizona runs too low on available ground water. And that day will come very 
quickly if we allow this company to come in and build this mine.


Individual
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2686 5 The corporation has talked about bringing in CAP water - water which has been allocated already to 
maintain population growth in the area as our ground water becomes depleted - so that probably can't 
happen.


Individual


2688 3 They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer. That 
quanitity of water is available from the CAP is dubious, Lake Mead is in serious trouble already. Answers 
to questions directed to consultants on the availablity of CAP water and the amount returned to the 
aquifer were evasive at best.


Organization


2698 42 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited CAP water to the Augusta mine?


Business


2700 3 If CAP water is not available, how will Augusta recharge the aquifer or compensate for our precious 
ground water?


Individual


2711 20 The plan for replenishment of the water extracted from the aquifer is problematic at bestIndividual


2717 8 Approval should be predicated on Augusta using CAP water in lieu of ground water.Organization


2724 10 Recharging low quality CAP water in Green Valley would not only degrade high quality groundwater 
over time but could also drive the Phelps Dodge pollution plume into Green Valley at a faster rate.


Individual


2724 11 It is doubtful that the $9-15 million price Augusta is willing to pay to build the CAP pipeline to Green 
Valley is enough. Even if the pipeline is built, there is no guarantee that Green Valley will have a reliable 
source of water.


Individual


2724 12 CAP H2O is not guaranteed to last forever.Individual


2726 42 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited CAP water to the Augusta mine?


Business


2729 3  That quanitity of water is available from the CAP is dubious, Lake Mead is in serious trouble already. 
Answers to questions directed to consultants on the availablity of CAP water and the amount returned to 
the aquifer were evasive at best.


Organization


2733 6 Please take into consideration, during your investigation, that the Rosemont Copper Project will be 
charging Colorado River water via the Central AZ Project into the aquifer years before it is pumped for 
use by the operation.


Individual


2733 7 More water is being charged into the aquifer than extracted.Individual


2736 23 Where does Rosemont Copper plan to physically locate the CAP water line? Where will the infiltration 
basins be located?


Government


2736 24 What are the physical, chemical and biological criteria for acceptable CAP waters? How are these 
monitored? Do these criteria reflect the best water quality possible given basic environmental problems of 
nutrient enrichment (nitrates and phosphates in waste effluents from treatment plants), toxic chemicals of 
industrial origin (notably organics like TCE, and various pesticides like atrazine, which can pass through 
treatment plants unprocessed in spite of their theoretical biodegradability and amenability to chemical 
treatment)?


Government


2736 37 Is direct use of CAP water being considered?Government


2736 38 What are the configurations for recharge?Government


2754 1 The proposed Rosemont Copper Project would be located 78% on public land. It would draw 5,000 
gallons of water PER MINUTE from the upper Santa Cruz aquifer and proposes replacing that with 
Colorado River water (which will likely not be available due to drought and competition from other areas)


Individual


2763 3 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual
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2764 2 A project that has taken the step to alter the mine plan to minimize the impact to only one drainage system 
rather than three drainage systems demonstrates the value Augusta has placed on providing a mine that 
will have as minimal an impact to the environment as practically possible. This action combined with 
Augusta’s commitment to recharge the water into the aquifer, even when it is not a legal requirement, 
further demonstrates why the Rosemont project should be approved by the Forest Service.


Individual


3931 5 Procedures in the CWC Bylaws provide for ratifying votes by the members at annual meetings, or by 
Special Meetings of the members that can be called by the President of the Board, or any three members 
of the Board, or by petition by 20% of the members.  The most accommodating method would be by the 
Board, with the issues framed fairly and acceptably before the meeting with input from concerned 
members.  No proxy voting should be allowed except by individual vote on specific issues.  If a petition 
becomes necessary, a petition committee will be formed and will work with CWC management to fairly 
frame the issues.  Our community should not be stampedede into actions that are irrelevant or damaging 
to our long range goal of sustainability


The Pima County Memorandum comments that the 20 inch pipeline proposed by CWC is only a partial 
solution and is counterproductive because past studies require at least a 72 inch diameter (Exclusive of 
Rosemont).  Spending money on such a limited solution would be a waste of money.


CWC should participate in this collaborative effort involving the entire community.  CWC should not 
rush into a venture with ARC which is diversionary at best and severely damaging to our community at 
worst if the Rosemont mine is approved.


Organization


5012 16 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-It is doubtful that the $9-15 million price Augusta is willing to pay to build the CAP pipeline to Green 
Valley is enough.


Organization


5012 17 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Even if the pipeline is built, there is no guarantee that Green Valley will have a reliable source of water.  
CAP water is not guaranteed to last forever.


Organization


5283 2 As president of Rancho del Conejo Community Water  Co-op in Picture Rocks, I am concerned


abount 2) Adding 6000 acre feet of CAP water per year to the recharge basing in our Aura Valley Aquifer.


Organization


5283 3 Has the impact of adding that much CAP water (not nearly up to our standards for drinking) into the 
aquifer been studied?


What assumptions are being used?


What model is being used to predict results?


Organization


5284 3 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


Where will our water come from when the ground water runs dry?


Individual


6713 3 Other things we're looking at include recharging the aquifer for the water we take out. Our plan -- we're 
committed to putting 100 percent of the water back into the aquifer that we take out of the aquifer.


Individual
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6725 2 Despite an already stressed groundwater supply, and significant anticipated population growth in Pima 
and Santa Cruz counties, Augusta will have no legally enforceable obligation to replace the groundwater 
that it uses with water deliveries from the Central Arizona Project.  Also, the recharge facility near the 
current terminus of CAP cannot, as Augusta proposes, replace the groundwater lost to the mine's 
production wells far to the east.


And even if it could, 5,000 acre-feet per year represents 20 percent of the recharge facility's maximum net 
recharge capacity.  Moreover, when mandated Colorado River water allocations to California, Nevada, 
and pre-CAP Arizona cannot be met, as in times of drought Colorado River water diverted to CAP will 
reduced under Federal law.  Augusta, therefore, cannot guarantee that sufficient CAP water will be 
available to replace the groundwater that it uses.


Individual


6726 13 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6742 5 Also, I'd like to add, since no one has mentioned it, we hear all about Augusta Resources' promises to 
replace our groundwater with CAP water.  There's a reason that they don't talk about actually using CAP 
water.  CAP water will ruin their equipment.  So they use our good groundwater and replace it with water 
even they won't use.


Individual


6752 7 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality, the effect on the sulphate plume, the effect on the proposed CAP 
recharge on ground water quality.


Business


6752 14 Rosemont has made promises to deliver CAP water.  This is a stretch of the facts.  Rosemont is proposing 
to build a pipeline for community water and bring community and Green Valley Water District water to 
the valley.  The CAP contract clearly states that the contractor must reduce its pumping equal to the CAP 
delivery.  Ladies and gentlemen, the CAP contracts belong to the community not to Rosemont.  We must 
understand the truth.


Business


6759 13 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that will inevitably be depleted by virtue of the mining 
process.  Augusta claims they would use groundwater from west of the mine, and then buy Central 
Arizona Project water to replace it.  With the current drought conditions that our Southwestern states have 
been subject to, the ability to buy water in the future is certainly not guaranteed.


Individual


6772 2 Augusta claims to be recharging CAP water, and claims that they will recharge it in the region if they 
build a pipeline.  The truth is they are using excess credit CAP water.  That water is only available on a 
yearly contract.  And everyone know that excess CAP water will not be available forever, certainly not for 
twenty years.  The prediction is until 2011.  So the water issue is also from the dewatering of the pit.


Organization


6773 2 "Under the pressure of the drought the seven Colorado Basin states have agreed, for the first time, on hwo 
to share prospective shortages".  Nancy mentioned shortages.  "Arizona will bear almost all of the pain at 
first because the Central Arizona Project, which came on line in 1993, Arizona has junior status rights.  
Nevada will only lose a small percentage of its allotment.  Meanwhile California will give up nothing, at 
least until Lake Mead falls below 1,025 feet, nearly 200 feet below the full status".


Individual


6803 5 Rosemont claims they are purchasing 105 acre-feet of CAP water and will only use 9,000 acre-feet, 
leaving the public in excess of 10,000 acre feet. However, if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year, 
they would draw 47,000 acre-feet more than they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60 
percent off, shouldn't the public be aware of this? Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Organization
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6815 4 In a few years the copper will be gone, there will be a big ugly hole with nothing, and no water -- oh, 
speaking of water, where is this magicthing that's going to come from? They use 5,000 acre-feet a year, 
whatever their thing is, and they say they're going to replenish it with CAP water. All the water that comes 
from Avra Valley to Pima Mine Road is used. The pipe is X number -- X size. It's full. Part goes to the 
pecans, part goes to the city of Tucson. There's not left for the mines. They're going to have to build a new 
mine -- a new thing all the way from Avra Valley clear to Green Valley to put it in. You can't put it in 
Phoenix and Marana and say, "Oh, we'll replenish the water to Tucson."  That doesn't get it. That doesn't 
help. 


Modeer used to be the director. Today is his last day as water director, he said. He told me a couple 
ofyears ago when they brought this up, he said there's no way that there's CAP water going to come to 
Pima Mine unless they enlarge it.


CAP, they measured that in Lake Mead, the elevation today is 1,105 feet. A year ago, it was 1,130. If it 
gets to 1,175, we lose part of our water. When it gets to 1,125, we lose all of our water. We can't affort 
this.


Individual


6824 5 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6829 2 Our back-up source of water is the Colorado River. How many states rely on the Colorado River? Seven 
states. Can anyone name them? Yeah, California, Nevada, Wyoming, New Mexico, Idaho, and the very 
bottom of the list is little Arizona. We're kind of right at the very bottom as far as Tucson goes. And Vail 
and Sahuarita, I mean, they're way down on the list.


Individual


6849 2 There is also the whole question of how much Colorado River water is actually going to come into this 
area into the future. So I'm hoping that, in the analysis that's done for the Environmental Impact 
Statement, one is the goals of the active management area are taken into account; and, second of all, that 
there is a risk analysis done of the problems of drought and climate change and what impact that's going 
to have on the amount of CAP water which is going to be available or might be available to the mine.


And also, if you look at the list of the hierarchy of who gets the Central Arizona Project or Colorado 
River water when it arrives in this area, industry is at the bottom of that list. So it willl come to the 
municipal people before industry.


Individual
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6858 2 Rosemont says it will provide a pipeline for CAP water to the Santa Cruz Valley to benefit two local 
water companies. The CAP water already belongs to the citizens of the Santa Cruz Valley, the customers 
of those water companies.


Also, Rosemont is not using CAP water, as Mr. Magruder pointed out, for its mine processes, it is using 
our clean groundwater. And, therefore, we are all the losers.


To correct the record again, our groves in Sahuarita receive no CAP water. Moreover, we think it's 
important that the pipeline deal between Rosemont and the community water companies should be 
reviewed under the NEPA process as an action connected to the mine. Now, we favor bringing CAP water 
eventually to our valley, but we favor it through an independent consortium not tied to a mine that will 
ultimately deplete our groundwater.


Individual


6860 3 So the thing that still bothers me is that I heard that the water they have already recharged is 30,000 acre-
feet down in Marana, which doesn't do any good back up in Green Valley and maybe because of that pipe 
thing you heard about earlier, well, it's a hundred dollars an acre-foot Tucson pays for that water. So that's 
$3 million it would have invested in water down there.


Individual


6873 6 Proposed replacement of this groundwater with CAP water is certainly a questionable practice. What will 
the water quality differences be and why are you putting CAP water into our groundwater? I think this is 
an important question that needs to be looked at.


Organization


6879 8 Should the Northwest have warmer winters and "normal" snowfalls not materialize, the CAP allotment to 
the Tucson area, as well as to Rosemont, could be reduced in those years.


Individual


6880 6 The applicant has obtained access to Central Arizona Project water, but it plans to recharge it far from the 
mine site in, or near, Sahuarita while pumping fresh ground water from under and near the Rosemont 
mine site for use with the mine.


Government


6885 3 I also think Augusta Resources, and the Rosemont mine should not be allowed to pump our groundwater 
out to replace their purchased and stored CAP water.


Individual


6895 6 The Augusta Mine Plan of Operations (MPO), filed July 11, 2007, states that the mine would be legally 
entitled to extract water from the Tucson AMA under a Mineral Extraction and Metallurgical Processing 
(ME) permit.  The MPO proposes to mitigate this extraction, though no required legally to do so, by 
recharging the Tucson AMA with water obtained as available from the CAP under an "excess water 
subcontract".


The Upper Santa Cruz Basin is already experiencing overdraft, so future availability of CAP water is an 
important factor, but it is also a big unknown.


Therefore EIS should consider the amount of excess water that would be available from the CAP under 
scenarios accounting for growth of municipalities or other CAP users having senior rights, along with 
predicted Colorado River flows.  For example, the 
US Bureau of Reclamation web site at http://www.usbr.gov/uc/feature/drought.html reports that although 
flows into Lake Powell for 2008 are expected to be greater than the long term average, the inflows over 
the past several years have been substantially below the long term average.


Individual


6897 2 The effort of the mine to pay for a pipe to bring Colorado River water to the area of mine is not a solution 
as Colorado river water is not adequate for all current needs now if all the entitled to the river water were 
to draw their share of the water.  In addition if the mine were to begin to use river water the supple will 
not be adequate in the future for not only the mine but local area residents who draw water from the 
surrounding aqueduct.


Individual


6918 6 Why can't the mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water?Individual


6923 5 What will the be the quality of CAP water that Augusta is buying to compensate for groundwater usage 
and how will that water be distributed?


Individual
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6933 3 The idea that Augusta Resources could mitigate Santa Cruz Aquifer water drawdown by paying for the 
extension of the Central Arizona Project pipeline to Green Valley is ludicrous on several grounds.  (We 
don't necessarily need more water; we need more knowledge of what we have and how to best to conserve 
it).  This idea is unacceptable.


Individual


6937 3 Not satisfied that the plans to tie into CAP water will make up possible deficits, particularly since 
projected life of mining activity  is now 19 yrs.  Who knows where CAP allotments will be then, esp. if 
California drought continues, or recurs?.


Individual


6949 10 The only benefit, besides the huge potential export of profits for the Canadian corporation that owns the 
Rosemont Ranch property, would seem to me to be for Chinese manufacturing companies making 
products that the United States has to buy back instead of being manufactured here using our own natural 
resources, further enhancing the trade imbalance and furthr reducing the value of the U.S. Dollar.  This all 
seems to be somewhat reminiscent of why we fought the British for independence in the Revolutionary 
War.


Individual


6969 2 A newspaper article recently came to my attention regarding the Water Leadership Forum which took 
place here in tucson in May.  The article outlined a priority system governing CAP water allocations in 
the event of a water shortage. There was however no specific mention of the "pecking order" of mining 
companies in the event of a water shortage which leads me to the purpose of my letter to you today. 
Where exactly do mining companies fit into this priority system governing CAP allocations?


Individual


6993 2 This company plans to work 24 hours a day for 20 years taking our ground water and hopes to replace it 
with CAP water.  They aren't even sure that they will be able to get enough CAP  water.  We are in a 
desert and the water is scarce.


Individual


7000 8 Recharge and the Trojan horse of a proposed pipeline to bring CAP water to Green Valley are mere 
publicity; they would fail to maintain water tables in the area.  Tucson and nearby counties eventually will 
have to drink their own treated sewage, with the Colorado River running at its lowest in decadess, and 
lakes Mead and Powell emptying out.


Individual


7034 2 -The Rosemont mine needs a great deal of water to run it.  Even if the company will pay for an extension 
of CAP to run through Green Valley to supply the mine, that water is not meant to supply businesses.  
CAP was built to supply the people of Southern Arizona with drinking water.


Individual


7038 5 I am glad to see that the use of CAP water will be considered since is is of poorer quality than the 
groundwater in the area.  I hope you will consider the comparitive energy consumption.


Individual


7048 8 Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?  Why can't the 
mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water?  One of the alternatives analyzed in the 
DEIS should require that the mine use CAP water instead of groundwater.  We are entereing a long term 
drought and the quantity of Arizona CAP water may well be reduced.


Individual


7083 5 why can't the mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water? One of the alternatives 
analyzed in the DEIS should require that the mine use CAP water instead of groundwater.


Individual


7088 30 There has been information suggesting the Rosemont mine operation would supply its needs with CAP 
water, ostensibly using water rights belonging to Native American tribes.  As Native American tribes are 
sovereign nations, any water agreenemts are not enforceable, and the realiability of such as water supply 
must be examined as well as what contingency plans and alternate water supplies could be available in the 
event the Native American tribe decided to back out of the agreement.  Also, as the CAP water supply is 
dependent on the Colorado River water, which was over allocated to begin with, the effects of prolonged 
drought and global warming's expected effects on the Colorado River water supply must be examined for 
all of its potential ramifications.


Organization


7088 32 Further, there must be an examination of whether there is any, or enough, water available from the CAP 
allotment anyway.


Organization
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7088 34 The current source of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water available for use by the Rosemont Project is 
approximately 18 miles northwest of the project, near Pima Mine Road and interstate-19.  Cost for 
transport of CAP water to the project would be large, requiring approximately 18 miles of pipeline and 
rights-of-way.  In addition, availability of CAP water is subject to interruption from planned maintenance 
outages and unplanned emergency outages along the CAP aqueduct.  The project proponent has 
contracted to utilize CAP water as an indirect source of water.  By conracting for and purchasing CAP 
water in an amount equivalent to that used at the mine, the project proponent plans to recharge CAP water 
to the regional aquifer at other locations in the upper Santa Cruz basin.  Recharge of CAP water at an 
established groundwater recharge facility in the upper Santa Cruz basin will offset the potential impact of 
groundwater withdraw on a regional scale.  Originally, recharge was to be 10 miles away at the Pima 
Mine Road; however, the site has been changed to Marana, some 30 miles away.


Organization


7124 5 It will help bring new water resources to the area with the construction extension of the CAP pipeline.Business


7133 2 2.  How will the infusion of CAP water (recharge) to the aquifer affect the quality of the drinking water in 
the area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valely)?  What will 
be done to ensure that the area residents have safe and plentiful supply of drinking water?


Individual


7134 20 The only statement provided by Rosemont Copper Company in its proposed  MPO regarding mitigating 
the impacts of its potential water use is the suggestion that it may recharge water at other locations in the 
Tucson AMA. Such general statements, however, are not accompanied by any discussion or scientific 
support of the impact, which such recharge would have on the location at which Rosemont Copper 
Company plans to extract the groundwater it plans to use  for its operations, nor how such recharge would 
affect groundwater water flow or quality. Furthermore, in its proposed MPO, Rosemont Copper 
Company  underscores the tentative nature of such mitigation measures by underscoring the fact "it has no 
legal obligation" to recharge any water whatsoever, and that its proposed recharge plans are subject to 
numerous unknowns. Id., at 45.


Business


7134 25 Rosemont Copper Company offers absolutely no discussion in its proposed MPO regarding alternatives to 
obtaining water for its mining operations from any source other than pumping it out of the Tucson AMA. 
Rosemont Copper Company has proposed that, short-term, it will utilize the allocations of Central 
Arizona Project (CAP) water currently held by two entities, Community Water Company (CWC) and the 
Green Valley Domestic Water Improvements District (GVDWID). These allocations of CAP water are 
held by both CWC and the GVDWID to replace each entity's current use of groundwater. Thus, the use of 
these entities' CAP allocations will not further the goal of reducing additional groundwater overdrafts in 
the Tucson AMA. See Arizona Revised Statute Section 45-562.A.


In exchange, Rosemont Copper Company would build a pipeline to convey CWC's CAP allocation to 
CWC's service area, subject to Rosemont's priority right to use the capacity in the pipeline for a fifteen-
year period. Rosemont Copper Company's parent corporation, Augusta Resources Corporation, has stated 
publicly that the projected life of the Rosemont Copper Mine is twenty years. Obviously, this initial 
projection would be extended if additional reserves of ore are discovered or advances in technology make 
it profitable to mine lower grade ore. Other mines in the vicinity of Green Valley have been operating for 
50-plus years, and there is no reason to think otherwise about the Rosemont Copper Mine. The LOI does 
not address where water for Rosemont Copper Mine will come from after the first fifteen years.


While the terms and conditions of any agreement between CWC, and GVDWID and Rosemont Copper 
Company are unclear, what is clear is that without the ability to withdraw and use groundwater from 
Tucson AMA, there will be no Rosemont Copper Mine. Thus, the terms and conditions of the LOI, the 
location and size of the proposed pipeline and locations at which Rosemont Copper Company might 
recharge the CAP allocations held by CWC and the GVSWID are all connected actions, the cumulative 
impacts of which should be included in the NEPA analysis.


Alternatives to the use of the CAP allocations held by CWC and the GVDWID should also be included. 
For example, Rosemont Copper Company does not identify the possibility of utilizing uncommitted 
Central Arizona Project water, treated effluent, or other sources of water for partial or complete use in its 
proposed operation. Such information is absolutely necessary in order to have a basic understanding of 
the project so that CNF may meet its environmental mandate pursuant to NEPA.


Business
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7146 2 Augusta says that they will replenish the groundwater with CAP water, but that is like comparing apples 
and oranges since CAP water is non-potable. Therefore, residents like us will need expensive filtering and 
treatment systems.


Individual


7150 14 Water Supply and Delivery Pipeline
Rosemont has decided to obtain its water supply from the Santa Cruz basin to the west of project site. 
Rosemont has committed to the local community to use available CAP water to recharge the aquifer to 
offset the production withdrawals. The total life-of-mine usage is estimated at 100,000 AF. Rosemont 
began recharging CAP water in state-permitted facilities the Santa Cruz basin in 2007. As available 
storage capacity may be limited for existing facilities, Rosemont is evaluating construction of a new 
recharge facility in close proximity to its production site.


Government


7151 49 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plan to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for the using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?
What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the required permits?


Organization


7163 26 Augusta/Rosemont proposes to use Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to "replace" water drawn from 
the aquifer water used in it's on-site operations. What are the differences in water quality between aquifer 
and CAP water? An alternative should be analyzed that considers the mine operations running off the 
proposed CAP "replacement" water instead of using clean, precious groundwater.
Are there reasonable guarantees CAP water, and the delivery system required, will be obtainable, in terms 
of water rights, rights of way, permitting, etc.?


Organization


7166 5 If recharged CAP water is allocated to the Rosemont mine, how will this impact the quality of water 
consumed and used by customers in the area? The CAP is known to be over allocated currently and what 
will happen in the years ahead if mountain snowfalls are below average, thus reducing the amount of CAP 
water available? Has this issue been studied with regard to how the mine and Green Valley residents 
would be affected in such a scenario? If a water shortage occurred, who would have first priority to 
receive the water?


Individual


7181 6 5. Augusta claims that the water they will use will come from CAP. Isn't it true that they are only allowed 
to purchase and store EXCESS CAP water and there is no guarantee of it. What if there is no excess CAP 
water available?


Individual


7192 11 The Rosemont operation threatens water quality in the area via use of CAP water, and via mining 
operations themselves (tailings piles, leach ponds, chemicals used on mining machinery, etc.).  CAP water 
is notorious for compiling the contaminants from agricultural and industrial processes throughout the 
Colorado River Basin, as well as for spreading invasive aquatic species and diseases.


Organization


7211 3 Projections involving climate change predict that this region will become even more arid that it already 
is - and historical/prehistorical records show that the region has been already undergoing a very long 
desertification process. Snowpack that feeds the Colorado River is projected to decrease significantly - 
meaning that the CAP will be impacted. Since the CAP is being considered as a major water source for 
the Rosemont project, diminishing reserves need to be taken into consideration in the planning process. 
There should be a "plan B" in place for diminished water supply for the "just in case" scenario BEFORE 
the project starts - global and localized climate changes can sometimes happen faster than predicted.


Individual


7211 4 Another aspect of water use is in the potential gap between the location where ground water is pumped for 
mine use and where CAP recharge is done. While it may be possible to replace pumped water with equal 
qualities of CAP within the watershed - if the recharge lo0cation is not immediately upstream from 
pumping location, localized damage can be cause by severely depressed water tables at the pumping 
locations. An example of something like this happening was when City of Tucson overpumped a section 
of the Tanque Verde drainage some years ago. By the time the damage was noticed, it was not correctable. 
Old growth riparian trees had been killed, and cessation of pumping was not able to bring them back. 
Private landowners in the area had wells go dry on them - and this could happen in the Rosemont area to 
ranchers and others.


Individual
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7212 3 Projections involving climate change predict that this region will become even more arid that it already 
is - and historical/prehistorical records show that the region has been already undergoing a very long 
desertification process. Snowpack that feeds the Colorado River is projected to decrease significantly - 
meaning that the CAP will be impacted. Since the CAP is being considered as a major water source for 
the Rosemont project, diminishing reserves need to be taken into consideration in the planning process. 
There should be a "plan B" in place for diminished water supply for the "just in case" scenario BEFORE 
the project starts - global and localized climate changes can sometimes happen faster than predicted.


Individual


7212 4 Another aspect of water use is in the potential gap between the location where ground water is pumped for 
mine use and where CAP recharge is done. While it may be possible to replace pumped water with equal 
qualities of CAP within the watershed - if the recharge lo0cation is not immediately upstream from 
pumping location, localized damage can be cause by severely depressed water tables at the pumping 
locations. An example of something like this happening was when City of Tucson overpumped a section 
of the Tanque Verde drainage some years ago. By the time the damage was noticed, it was not correctable. 
Old growth riparian trees had been killed, and cessation of pumping was not able to bring them back. 
Private landowners in the area had wells go dry on them - and this could happen in the Rosemont area to 
ranchers and others.


Individual


7219 2 I strongly oppose the development of an open pit copper mine on the Rosemont Ranch and adjoining 
National Forest land.


Regardless of assurances from Augusta the destruction of a substantial portion of the Santa Rita 
Mountains will be irreparable. Promises to import CAP water to make up for depletion of the aquifer are 
equally hollow. When the highly respected Scripps Institute predicts that Lake Mead may go dry as early 
as 2021 the water may not be available at any price.


Individual


7253 118 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plant to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?


Organization


7253 134 C. CAP - PIPELINE AND RECHARGE
Augusta Resources has proposed to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley. Although they are not required 
to do this, it would help them gain favor in the community, and possibly avoid damage lawsuits from 
withdrawing groundwater and transporting it out of the Tucson Active Management Area.
-How would the proposal to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley by the company affect the feasibility of 
the mine?
-What is the current status of the availability of CAP water?
-What would happen if the local communities in the Santa Cruz basin need the CAP water that the 
company plans to get?
-Will the mine be able to use the CAP water if it is brought to Green Valley?
-How will they get the water over to the east side of the Santa Ritas to the mine site? What permits are 
required to get the water to the mine site?
-What would the pipeline route be to bring the water to the mine site?
-What are the land ownerships of the pipeline route?


Augusta is currently purchasing excess CAP water and recharging it in various locations, claiming that 
they will replace 105% of the groundwater they extract.
-How long will it take for this recharged water to actually become available to anyone whose wells are 
affected of the extraction wells?


Organization


7304 4 putting dirty water (CPA) back in Marana does not recharge the Santa Cruz River basin.Individual


7306 3 1.� IMPACT ON QUALITY + QUANTITY ON WATER – THE PROPOSED MINE OPERATION 
WILL BE PUMPING HIGH QUALITY DRINKING WATER FROM THE SANTA CRUZ RIVER 
NEAR GREEN VALLEY/SAHUARITA AND REPLACING IT WITH LOW QUALITY C.A.P. 
WATER DOWNSTREAM OF THE CURRENT WELLS OF THESE COMMUNITIES. THE C.A.P. 
WATER ARE NOT GUARANTEED WATERS AND COULD BE NONE EXISTANT DURING 
DROUGHT CYCLES SIMILAR TO THE CURRENT ONE WE ARE NOW EXPERIENCING.


Individual
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7312 5 Rosemont Copper has begun its recharge program in calendar year 2007, well in advance of actual usage.
Question
The water rights from CAP are "excess water contracts" which mean it is not a guaranteed source. What is 
Rosemont going to do if they lose their CAP allocation? Excess water is a specifically defined category of 
Project Water that can only be made available for delivery one year at a time. It is also the most junior 
priority within the CAP water priority hierarchy and, as such, it will be the first supply to be reduced if a 
shortage is declared. Having a CAP Excess Water contract and an approved delivery schedule does not 
constitute an assured water supply.


Individual


7316 9 g. What are the risks associated with introduction of water from other sources, i.e. CAP?Organization


7348 13 D) The proposal to pay for a pipeline to bring CAP water to the Green Valley/Sahuarita area is pointless 
and will do nothing to solve future water shortages. Colorado River water is already increadibly over-
extended should the current drought continue, highly likely, and other states should start drawing their 
entire allotments. When that happens Arizona automatically falls to the back of the line fro water re the 
agreement the state made with the federal government over financing the CAP project. In addition areas 
that have been using their allotments for the longest periods of time and the Indian Nations have first 
rights to this water source.


Individual


7411 3 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.  CAP water is 
not of equal quality to ground water. All concentrated salts and minerals in the CAP water will be left in 
the recharge basin.  This is NOT the equivalent of recharge by precipitation.  All the potential 
consequences of this recharge plan need to be thoroughly evaluated and potential risks identified.  This 
mine should be required to use CAP water only. If it is not a reliable source of water, then that resource 
should be considered "unavailable".  The EIS needs to show how water usage will affect other future 
development in the area.


Individual


7419 3 If there is no CAP water,…you will be responsible.Individual


7428 1 Augusta Resources MPO calls for replacing aquifer water with CAP water. When Cap water has been 
used at a high concentration in the past the results where less than ideal. Please forward your study and 
analysis of the detrimental effects of CAP water on commercial and residential water systems over the 
long term in Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita and Santa Cruz regions to me.


Individual


7434 1 Numerous studies have shown that water quality and quantity is, and will continue to be, a major concern 
for the desert southwest. Global warming, drought and population increases are depleting our aquifer. Our 
groundwater levels drop every year, our streams and rivers dry up, and huge areas of forest succumb to 
insect infestation and then are destroyed by fire. Desalination plants and CAP water will be our legacy to 
future generations, although CAP water is so over-allocated that it may become just a fleeting pipe dream 
for us at the bottom of the flow.


I am deeply concerned about opening another copper mine in this community. I have heard the placating 
promises being made by Augusta Resources to replace the huge amount of water they will use by buying 
CAP water for the next 20 years. I also know that a mining company has no legal obligation to replace 
any water and that the original permit to pump 6000 acre feet per year can be increased simply by 
submitting the necessary paperwork to Arizona Department of Water Resources.


Individual


7443 12 Water use for the mine would be 5,000-8,000 acre feet per year for approximately 20 years. (One acre 
foot, or 3325,851 gallons, is typically what a family of four uses in a year.) At first, Augusta was 
proposing to pump water from the Santa Cruz sub-basin and recharge downstream in Marana (tough luck 
for Green Valley residents whose groundwater level is falling 2-4 feet annually). But in the mean time, 
Augusta has very generously (read, suspiciously) offered to foot the $9 to $15 million bill to build a seven-
mile extension to the CAP pipeline so that Green Valley can get its alloted 3,000 acre feet of water a 
year - whether or not the mine proposal goes through. Do you also hear the sound of favor being bought? 
But you know numbers, they change, and now they're talking 15 years of water not 20. Even so, pumping 
7,000 acre feet per year into the Santa Cruz sub-basin, minus Green Valley's 3,000, equals 4,000 for 
Augusta. Not 5,000-8,000. Where's the rest of the water coming from? As Pima County Board of 
Supervisor Ray Carroll has warned the pipeline proponets, "There's no such thing as a free lunch."


Individual
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7456 29 There is a concern that CAP water may not be available throughout the entire life of this mine, so 
replacement may not occur at all times.


Government


7463 5 Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by the extended 
regional drought.


Individual


7473 2 How could a new source of water occur within the Mountain Empire of Elgin, Patagonia, Sonoita? There 
would be miles and miles of pipeline that would be an enormous cost to Rosemont Copper, or the 
counties affected.


Individual


7481 4 Augusta promises to extend the CAP water pipeline from Marana, Arizona to Sahurita, Arizona and to 
build a facility to recharge the underground water supply. This is a very expensive promise with no legal 
document to insure the promise is kept.


Individual


7481 5 Before the mine is approved and before the mine can begin operation Augusta should have to fulfill its 
promise to extend the CAP water pipeline. Then the mine can utilize CAP water for the operation of the 
mine.


Individual


7485 2 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


7494 7 Rosemont Mine's proposal of utilizing CAP water may not play out since this water may not be available 
to them in the future. If water is pumped from wells west of the Santa Ritas, won't any reintroduction of 
water (wherever that may be) change the overall integrity of the aquifer?


Individual


7498 1 Augusta Resource Corporation plans to compensate for their withdrawl of groundwater from wells east of 
Sahuarita by purchasing excess CAP water, to be stored in the Pima Mine Road recharge basin. There is 
some uncertainty about the future availability of this excess CAP supply. At the recent Water Resources 
Research Center annual conference (in Phoenix, AZ, 6-24-08), Herb Guenther, director of the Arizona 
Deparmtent of Water Resources, gave a power-point presentation (see slide 9 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf) that 
showed the Arizona Water Bank adding very little to its storage after 2015 because excess CAP supply 
will have dwindled substantially by that date, more and more of the CAP supply having been allocated or 
contracted for or purchased by the Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District to meet its 
replenishment obligations, which continue to grow with suburban development. In addition, the prospect 
for the Tucson AMA to meet its safe yield goal by 2025 seems in doubt, as stated by Ken Seasholes; then 
of ADWR, now of CAP, at the Tucson Pima Water Study meeting of 4-18-08: "We are still in net 
overdraft in the AMA as a hole, about 110,000 acre-feet."


Moreover, replenishment at the Pima Mine Road facility either does not reach or does not mitigate 
drawdowns in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, where the water table continues to drop by 4 feet per year. 
(See http://az.water.usgs.gov/projects/azgwconditions/index.html Zoom in on the Sahuarita area and 
select Trends in Recent Water Levels.) Add to these factors the ongoing drought and the wild card of 
climate change, with their potential effects on the oversubscribed Colorado River. Arizona, by agreement 
between the seven Colorado Basin states and the Secretary of the Interior in December, 2007, bears the 
brunt of any Colorado River shortage. (See slide 6 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf). Within 
Arizona, the CAP is junior to other Colorado River water users, and within the CAP, TAMA is at the end 
of the line. There is already, and will continue increasingly to be, vigorous competition over the valley's 
potable water supply. Urban growth continues unabated, and there seems to be no political will to restrain 
it. In this shaky water supply context, is the commitment to a long-term mining project that is a major 
water demander not highly risky? It is probably not quantifiable, but a lowered water table cannot help but 
have a negative effect on the economy of the Santa Cruz valley. Will Augusta be able to buy their way out 
of this, as they are proposing to do with the Sahuarita well-owners whose wells are anticipated to be 
drawn down by Augusta's pumping in their vicinity? Drilling deeper wells is not an ideal solution - deeper 
water takes more energy to pump and water quality at depth is inferior.


Individual
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7504 57 There has been information suggesting the Rosemont mine operation would supply its needs with CAP 
water, ostensibly using water rights belonging to Native American tribes.  As Native American tribes are 
sovereign nations, any water agreements are not enforceable, and the reliability of such as water supply 
must be examined as well as what contingency plans and alternate water supplies could be available in th 
event the Native American tribe decided to back out of the agreement.  Also, as the CAP water supply is 
dependent on the Colorado River water, which was over allocated to begin with, the effects of prolonged 
drought and global warming's expected effects on the Colorado River water supply must be examined for 
all of its potential ramifications.


7508


7504 60 Further, there must be an examination of whether there is any, or enough, water available from the CAP 
allotment anyway.


Further, the additional of a pipeline or canal for the delivery of this CAP would have impacts in terms of 
its route, and all of those impacts, individual and cumulative, must be examined.


The current source of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water available for use by the Rosemont Project is 
approximately 18 miles northwest of the project, near Pima Mine Road and Interstate-19.  Cost for 
transport of CAP water to the Project would be large, requiring approximately 18 miles of pipeline and 
rights-of-way.  In addition, availability of CAP water is subject to interruption from planned maintenance 
outages and unplanned emergency outages along the CAP aqueduct.  The project proponent has 
contracted to utilize CAP water as an indirect source of water.  By contracting for and purchasing CAP 
water in an amount equivalent to that used at the mine, the project proponent plans to recharge CAP water 
to the regioal aquifer at other locations in the upper Santa Cruz basin.  Recharge of CAP water at an 
established groundwater recharge facility in the upper Santa Cruz basin will offset the potential impact of 
groundwater withdrawl on a regional scale.  Originally, recharge was to be 10 miles away at Pima Mine 
Road; however, the site has been changed to Marana, some 30 miles away.


The official name is "Groundwater Replenishment District."  It was meant to allow building in certain 
cases when water was deficient, but has been expanded and used in a myriad of approaches that was not 
the original intent.  The crux of the matter is that Assured Safe Yield by 2025 for an Active Management 
Area (AMA) is the overall average for region - so one area can be up and another can be down - it's the 
overall water balance.


7508


7506 3 They also secured CAP water and will be piping it in!!Individual


7513 3 First, I do not believe that there is enough water to sustain this area through a prolonged drought and this 
project will use way too much even if they bring CAP water in.


Individual


7518 3 Water - AZ is already short of water and this mine will use vast amounts (don't count on the CAP its 
running dry too)


Individual


7558 3 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
*Since there is currently concern with over allocation of COA water, what are the forecasts for availability 
of the water that Augusta plans to purchase for recharge?


Individual


7579 2 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


7583 4 This proposed Rosemont mine will use an unbelievable amount of water daily. After using our ground 
water, they will then replenish the aquifers with CAP. Lovely. Who says there will be CAP available?


Individual
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7583 9 Our property is adjacent to this proposed mine. I want to keep our ground water. I do NOT want CAP 
unless it is absolutely necessary. The mine does NOT make it absolutely necessary. We had CAP water in 
Tucson for awhile when it was being tested. It ruined our brand new cooler in no time. We want our 
ground water.


Individual


7592 45 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


7592 46 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual


7593 2 I have lived in Tucson for 48 years and have heard many claims that "we have a new method which 
minimizes enviromental impacts" only to have them fail. Augusta offers no alternative to its "dry-stack 
tailings" method and what they will do should it fail. 
They refer to CAP, but Arizona gave up its water rights in order to get CAP so it is the first in line to be 
cut off in time of shortage. Newspapers in CA, NV, and UT have run stories on well-regarded projections 
that due to climate change the Colorado River reservoirs will likely continue to empty, thereby making 
CAP an even less reliable water source. 
In this likely scenario, groundwater would have to be used and the valley is already seeing more and more 
subdivisions which are demanding more and more water.


Individual


7594 1 I request that the Forest Service give a VERY HARD LOOK at the scheme to pump ground water to 
supply production needs and then recharge an equal volume of CAP water as mitigation. In my view this 
smacks of sleight of hand.


Individual


7594 2 Why not use CAP water directly for production? Is the quality inadequate? And, if so, why would it 
benefit the communities affected to have poorer quality CAP water replace good quality ground water?


Individual


7594 3 What assurance is there the the appropriate volume of CAP water will be available now and in the future?Individual


7594 6 Where will CAP water be recharged and how will it be transmitted to the recharge sites? What will be the 
requirements for mitigation of land disturbance along transmission lines and at the recharge sites?


Individual


7617 6 The mine will use and store CAP water that is not presently being used for human consumption to 
recharge the aquifer


Individual


7627 1 Having gone to Lake Powell for years and years I am aware of the many years the drought  conditions and 
we could actually walk on rocks at the bottom of the lake.  Water there is iffy- From year to year it 
changes.  What happens when water runs out from California, AZ-Nevada and Rosemont is exsisting on 
underground water and Green Valley will have no water; Colorado will have no more to offer and 
Rosemont will still have underground water and who will suffer.  Green Valley and all surrounding areas .


Individual


7650 5 The Forest Service must compare the proposed MOP water resource solution with a reasonable 
Alternative where Rosemont Copper procures, manages, and transports only CAP water to meet all its 
needs.


Individual


7650 18 The MOP proposes to "deep mine" groundwater below 1,000 feet in at least 3 sites near Sahuarita, pump 
it over the Santa Rita Mountains to its mine while creating a recharge area with Green Valley Community 
Water and Avra Valley to "recharge" this mined water.  Recharge of depleted ground water is always less 
than 100% (~70%).


Individual


7652 4 The letter also states that Rosemont will mitigate the impacts of its pumping in the neighborhood wells 
and replenish the local aquifers with CAP water.


Individual


7652 6 To Date Does the Forest Service have any documents or contracts that the Rosemont mine will replenish 
the local aquifers with CAP water in Sahuarita or Green Valley?


Individual
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7654 11 ROSEMONT SAYS IT WILL PROVIDE A PIPELINE FOR CAP WATER TO THE SANTA CRUZ 
VALLEY TO BENEFIT TWO LOCAL WATER COMPANIES, COMMUNITY WATER COMPANY 
(CWC) AND THE GREEN VALLEY DOMESTIC WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (GVDWID).


THE CAP WATER ALREADY BELONGS TO THE CITIZENS, THE CUSTOMERS OF CWC AND 
GVDWID.


ROSEMONT IS NOT USING CAP WATER FOR THE MINE PROCESSES, IT IS USING OUR 
CLEAN GROUNDWATER, AND WE ARE ALL THE LOSERS!


ALSO, THE PIPELING DEAL BETWEEN ROSEMONT AND THE CWC SHOULD BE REVIEWED 
UNDER THE NEPA PROCESS AS AN ACTION CONNECTED TO THE MINE.


WE FAVOR BRINGING CAP WATER TO OUR VALLEYS THROUGH AN INDEPENDENT 
CONSORTIUM-NOT TIED TO A MINE THAT WILL DEPLETE OUR GROUNDWATER.


Business


7809 10 ROSEMONT SAYS IT WILL PROVIDE A PIPELINE FOR CAP WATER TO THE SANTA CRUZ 
VALLEY TO BENEFIT TWO LOCAL WATER COMPANIES, COMMUNITY WATER COMPANY 
(CWC) AND THE GREEN VALLEY DOMESTIC WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (GVDWID).


THE CAP WATER ALREADY BELONGS TO THE CITIZENZ, THE CUSTOMERS OF CWC AND 
GVDWID.


ROSEMONT IS NOT USING CAP WATER FOR THE MINE PROCESSES, IT IS USING OUR 
CLEAN GROUNDWATER, AND WE ARE ALL THE LOSERS!


ALSO, THE PIPELINE DEAL BETWEEN ROSEMONT AND THE CWC SHOULD BE REVIEWED 
UNDER THE NEPA PROCESS AS AN ACTION CONNECTED TO THE MINE.


WE FAVOR BRINGING CAP WATER TO OUR VALLEYS THROUGH AN INDEPENDENT 
CONSORTIUM--NOT TIED TO A MINE THAT WILL DEPLETE OUR GROUNDWATER.


Business


8755 4 Green Valley needs the CAP water it will provide.Individual


8809 3 They say they'll provide CAP water, but there's no guarantee that CAP water will be made available.  
There is a shortage of CAP water.


I cite the National Geographic February 2008 journal, for example, the article on the flaming gorge 
Colorado/Arizona River Project.  Arizona is way down the list for any future water.  And the drought 
cycle we're in, it's likely to lead to no water at all in terms of thinking there will be extra water.  So this is 
pie in the sky.


Individual


8908 1 Rosemont Mine must be required to use CAP (Central Arizona Project) water for all mining operations. 
The proposed use of groundwater would be a serious misallocation of these precious and limited 
groundwater resources and therefore must not be allowed. Rosemont representatives have stated that CAP 
water is of adequate quality for mining purposes. A small fraction of the annual CAP allotment coming 
into the Tucson area would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. The mine should be 
required to purchase the CAP water and pipe it directly to the mine site at its own expense. The region's 
limited groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to the highest purposes and needs only.


Individual


11064 3 Rosemont Copper has promised to "be a good neighbor" by doing something that they are not legally 
required to do: purchase CAP water and recharge the aquifers over in the Marana region. First of all, the 
best estimates on CAP water availability indicate that this will not ever happen, because there will not be 
enough water to allocate for their purchase. So essentially, this "good neighbor" promise means nothing. 
Valley aquifers are already dropping 2-4 feet PER YEAR; we cannot afford anything else to compound 
this issue (yes, including developments in Green Valley which should not be built, but we're talking 
specifically about Rosemont Mine). They also do not discuss the impacts associated with building a pipe 
over the tip of the Santa Rita from Sahuarita, which is not a samll impact by any means.


Individual
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11068 45 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


11068 46 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual
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1 4 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses potential groundwater and landscape contamination--especially related to arsenic, lead, thorium, 
and uranium.


Individual


2 14 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


2 17 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water contamination problems being considered in the 
approval of these mines?


24 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


24 15 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposing 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites.  This could result in the release of poentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


33 3 The surrounding ecosystem and water resources will surely be poisoned.Individual


43 3 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisoned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly through rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continously to detect 
this, who will bare the cost of this continous testing? What will be done when this contamination is 
detected?


Individual


43 6 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


46 1 How can the public be assured that the water supply in the region will not be polluted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Mine?


Individual


52 2 Contamination of the cienega creek watershed needs to be considered.Individual


52 6 Outwash of sediment and heavy metals, poisonous compounds into local washes and streams needs to be 
considered.


Individual


159 12 Copper mining elsewhere has historically been associated with water pollution, both surface and sub-
surface.


160 5 There is also a potential for the Cienega Creek to be polluted from the Mine operations during heavy rains.


160 22 SOIL AND WATER POLLUTION BY THE MINE ARE MORE LIKELY THAN NOT DURING THE 
LIFETIME OF THE MINE AND FOR AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF DECADES AFTER CLOSURE 
OF THE MINE.
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160 30 COMMENT 2A: SOIL AND WATER POLLUTION ARE MORE LIKELY THAN NOT AND ARE 
THE MOST PERSISTENT AND EXPENSIVE TO REMEDY.


181 4 Will my groundwater be monitored for any potential contamination from the mine?


777 4 Even is the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not destroy wildlife habitat, pollute 
ground water, and poison air quality, put an intolerable burden upon existing water supplies and destroy 
the natural beauty of that area of the Santa Ritas, it is a foregone conculsion that its steady stream of ore 
trucks will make Scenic Highway 83, a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


1509 4 Reasons why Rosemont Mine shold NOT be allowed: Pollution- the watershed on the eastern side of the 
Santa Ritas will be polluted.


Individual


1510 2 We already have contaminated water from the other mines. Several of our wells have already been shut 
down. It is unclear how our current water will be protected.


Individual


1537 2 Water- a sulfur plume already exists under the waste piles on the west of I-19- as water is extracted on the 
East Side it will draw the plume to the East and contaminate the present supply of water for Green Valley- 
Sahuarita


Individual


1538 1 It is inevitable that the mine will contaminate the  ground water.Individual


1554 3 How will the pool of wawter mixed with sulphuric acid be processed and relaimed without polluting 
groundwater?


Individual


1554 5 and with sulphite plumes contaminating public water supplies. How will Rosemont prevent these 
problems?


Individual


1558 7 We have already been threatened with the sulfate plume that is from Phelp-Dodge that is percolating 
toward the Santa Cruz aquifer and our public water supply. We don't need more threats to our resources!


Individual


1559 3 2. Deprive Forest Lands of good water by using our aquifer for its commercial purpose thereby making it 
poisonous


Individual


1572 8 L.T. Concerns:
Pollution- ground water supply


Individual


1577 2 We are concerned about the impact ta our water supply as well as pollution to the ground water.Individual


1581 2 The current Serrita Mine's sulphate plume is poluting the acquifer and now they want to build another 
mine to make all of these matter much worse.


Individual


1586 2 The waste water (toxic) will percolate into the ground & water supply.Individual


1588 4 Don't go forward to allow a foreign country to contaminate the water.Individual


1589 4 The settling lake well contiminate our future water supply.Individual


1592 4 and water.Individual


1600 2 I am concerned about water pollution.  We are also dealing with a sulfate plume caused by the local mine!Individual


1604 11 and that "this additional drawdown may cause a migration of a sulfate plume from mining operations 
located to the west of FICO"


Individual


1612 4 Water: The claim that four canyons can be filled with no damage to the watershed is ludicrous at best. 
Studies show the near certainty of dewatering of existing wells and contamination of others and the water 
table.


Individual


1614 2 My biggest concern is water contamiment.Individual


1614 8 Then after 20 years when all the stuff they dig up sedal and filters down to the water table and polluted 
the water then what.


Individual
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1621 3 We are in the middle of a 15 yr drought. Even with CAP water I am very concerned that the wells in the 
area will be adversley affected either be a lowering of the water table or pollutants leaching into the 
aquifer.


Individual


1623 3 This is all in addition to H20 contamination.Individual


1625 2 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, both from contamination from leaks represents an 
enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to 
supplying Tucson and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1628 2 I did not move to a rural area to see our water poisonedIndividual


1629 1 People will get very sick from the putrid water you will cause here.Individual


1633 2 The most critical issues here is the contamination of water resources in the area.Individual


1633 6 This mine will ruin the area. Contamination of the ground water supplies are all real scenarios.Individual


1642 4 The Rosemont mine will pollute precious ground water.Individual


1656 1 The Rosemont mine must not be approved because:
Tailing piles would leach toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into the ground waters which drain into 
Tucson area water supplies. How will the CNF guarantee this won't take place?


Individual


1658 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


1684 12 The heap leach pas will be fully lined. After completion of the mining operations, the pad and associated 
ponds will be covered by 50 feet of waste rock.


Individual


1687 2 we don't want the poison in water or the water gone.Individual


1690 1 How will the contamination from mining/leaching process be contained? Will it be monitored by an 
indepenedent entity or do we just trust the mine to monitor their contamination levels.


Individual


1696 3 The ensuing air + water pollution will make the quality of life unbearable.Individual


1703 6 Deleterious and dangerous reasults to grownd water, traffic safety, and travel times, wild life habitat, soil 
and water pollution and permanent damage to the tourism-based economy of South Pima and Santa Cruz 
counties.


Individual


1707 9 Request that the U.S. Forest Service, before making a decision on Augustas MPO, study carefully with 
federal experts the potentials for dust as well as surface and groundwater contamination.


Organization


1708 7 "Our primary objection is the negative impact this operation could have on our residents and local tourist 
economy," Bee said. "Specifically, we are concerned about the water pollution."


Organization


1708 9 Processing ore greatly impacts aquatic resources and it is not uncommon in our state to have leaks. "This 
could result in the release of potentially toxic chemicals into ground and surface waters that drain into 
Tucson area water supplies," Paton said. "This is unacceptable."


Organization


1738 3 We have great concerns as follows:
Ground water contamination


Individual


1741 6 Mines are rarely pollutant-free and often leach toxins into the water table our time.Individual


1746 2 The Board of the Cienega Watershed  Partnership (CWP) is deeply concerned about the potential 
devastating environmental impacts of the open pit mine proposed for Rosemont Ranch. In particular, the 
Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from contamination from leaks, spills, and runoff 
represents an enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds 
key to supplying Tucson and surrounding areas


Organization
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1759 2 I am concerned about toxins released into the air and into the drinking supply of Vail and Tucson.Individual


1765 2 if there is any chemical contamination that gets into soil, this will leach into our water system also.Individual


1766 1 If any chemicals leached through to the aquifer it would run down to our well and contaminate our water.Individual


1770 3 I am concerned about the impact of heavy truck Traffic widening of Hwy 83, the toxic leaching from the 
tailings into our groundwater supplies, the pumping of Groundwater from the Sahuarita area, the noise 
pollution, effect on the wildlife, the scenic beauty of our Forest.


Individual


1776 5 Downstream toxins and heavy metals.Individual


1805 10 8 When the mine plays out and Rosemont Copper leaves how will continued prevention of ground water 
contamination be enforced? Who will pay for it?


Individual


1810 3 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like green valley water where, will the water for us living 
in the Sonoita/patagonia/vail corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing they 
will pay for all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes


Individual


1818 3 What is the plan to prevent water pollution from the mining process that we know will happen based on 
the mines that are already present in the valley?


Individual


1831 4 The water pollution would be extremely disturbing.Individual


1837 2 A non porous lining should be placed under the Rosemont Mine tailings.
Many mines have not done this-- as a result there is a sulfate plume moving towards Green Valley in my 
area. Phelps Dodge is now digging five wells to diffuse the plume.


Individual


1842 3 Furthermore, the mine owners should be required to return that material in a manner that will not result in 
additional water pollution or in any other harm to the land.


Individual


1843 2 I really care about having sufficient non contaminated water.Individual


1845 4 but  our and neighbors having the toxic waste of mining seeping into the water we drink and bathe in.Individual


1864 4 They have poisoned the water, just ask the residents of Bisbee.Individual


1872 2 Mining should not be allowed where there is so little water. It would add chemical waste to an area that 
should be protected.


Individual


1876 2 Concerns: Pollution of ground water- long term environmental impact to watershed area/Davidson CanyonIndividual


1885 8 In addition to that the dumping would be toxic to the ground + perhaps the ground water as well.Individual


1891 9 The plan submitted by Augusta is for an open pit mine in an area of frequent high winds and a watershed 
that will drain into the Tucson water supply. The impact on environment, air quality, water supply, and 
most importantly the health of a large population over the hill in Tucson and its surrounding area must be 
very carefully evaluated.


Individual


1891 19 Allowing this inevitable toxic waste into the drinking water of Tucson and the surrounding area is 
unconscionable.


Individual


1891 25 As taxpayers and residents of the area, we do not want to be stuck with the clean-up bill or suffer the loss 
of groundwater essential to living in this beautiful area. Reassurances and predictions are no longer good 
enough. To quote Kuipers:


"Our present means of predicting acid mine drainage and other anomalies are just so woefully inadequate. 
Just about every time we go to close down a mine, we're finding that the predictions were worthless." And 
the EPA: " I hope we at EPA, and every other federal and state agency that has anything to do with 
permitting mining, learn from the disastrous mistakes we've made" Yellowtail said. "We've screwed up, 
plain and simple, because we've largely rushed to economic development without thinking ahead to what 
the inevitable consequences would be."


Individual
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1892 6 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


1894 3 What happens if the aquifer is polluted with sulfates or other chemicals as has happened with Phelps 
Dodge mines west of us? What are the plans for avoiding this?


Individual


1895 3 The copper company will make money and leave and the rest of us will be stuck with the scars on the 
land, the pollution of the air and water, the ruined water shed, the vanishing wild life and the loss of one 
more wild and beautiful place in Southern Arizona.


Individual


1899 4 Consider impacts of major flooding events.Individual


1900 4 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will f… Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon, mercury, arsenic… other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills, on surface and gro… water and our aquifers will be at risk from contamination.  What 
will be done to pro… water aquifers from contamination?


Individual


1904 6 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposing 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurences at 
mine sites.


Individual


1911 6 Contamination of our water table is possible.Individual


1911 13 They are talking about CAP water, but that is in danger of depletion also.Individual


1915 2 Contaminating water.Individual


1917 5 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water contamination.Individual


1919 2 So many ways this mine will impact this entire area.  Water is a huge concern, our water is pumped from 
the local aquifer & this mine will doubtless contaminate the water.  Never mind dropping the water level 
of our well.


Individual


1922 2 Tailing piles would leach toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into the ground waters which drain into 
Tucson area water supplies


Individual


1924 3 Pollution- water contaminationIndividual


1927 2 There is a risk of contamination of the water supply, (such as the sulphate pume that already exists, 
despite effors to 'divert' it, from another mining operation).


Individual


1930 3 Pollution- water contaminationIndividual


1942 4 Their spills + leaks from the Barrel Canyon [illegible] will take years for the pollution to show up.Individual


1944 2 I own property + dwell about five miles from proposed mine and am concerned about polution to our 
water source from mining.


Individual


1948 9 I am also concerned about possible/probable contamination of ground waterIndividual


1956 8 as well as potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.Individual


1956 18 Noise pollution, air pollution, and water contaminationIndividual


1963 4 Consider impacts of major flooding events.Individual


1967 7 and what water is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any 
man-made containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


1972 2 and poisoning of the water table.Individual


1975 4 Daily we live with many miles of growing tailings just west of G.V. on once valuable land, which pollute 
our drinking water


Individual
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1976 4 The mine would send polluted water into the aquifer.Individual


1978 1 The Rosemont Copper Project should be rejected because: 1. it poses a serious threat to the area's (already 
diminishing) water supply by its source of wastes that could manifest themselves not only now but in 
years to come. (Cf. Rocketdyne's Santa Susana (Chatsworth, California) site, which is still being cleaned 
up after decades of use.)


Individual


2066 2 No toxins - water pollution.Individual


2067 3 Where is the H2O coming from when these mines pollute?Individual


2076 3 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
Possible release of potentially toxic heavy metals and chemicals into ground and surface waters draining 
into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2076 7 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
There is every likelihood that the mine at Rosemont Ranch that is being proposed would imperil future 
drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


2084 7 Water contamination would quite likely be the consequence of this project.Individual


2091 14 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2091 18 Water contamination.Individual


2102 3 For those who live here, that scenic desecration is compounded by polluted water. Arsenic groundwater 
contamination has ruined much of our already scarce aquifers.


Individual


2106 3 Water quality has already been seriously degraded by sulphates and other contaminants entering the 
ground water sources from which this area draws it's drinking water. These contaminants emanate from 
the mine settling ponds to the west of us. Since the Rosemont mine will be drawing water from this same 
source,it stands to reason that contaminants from that mining operation will also leach down into our 
water supply and cause even further degradation.


Individual


2117 2 We are concerned about the problems of water pollution.Individual


2119 3 Clean water should be our highest priority ( some are talking of having to use recycle waste water for 
Drinking UGH!) Mines DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO CLEAN WATER THEY ONLY 
CONTANMINATE IT. LOOK TO THE STATE OF MONTANA FOR THE FACTS.


Individual


2121 5 Toxins will leach out of this mine into Davidson and Cienega Creeks for decades in spite of best 
technology and Augusta's promises. You must resolve the above water issues before approving the 
Rosemont mine.


Individual


2143 4 Augusta Mining plans to fill in at least four canyons, yet states that this will have no effect on the Cienega 
watershed. Leaching of toxic materials from tailings and pumping water from the pit will result in 
contamination of both surface and undergrouns water sources.


Individual


2143 6 Water quality will deteriorate due to dust, exhaust fumes and other toxic contaminants.Individual


2144 11 I oppose the Rosemont Mine because the Rosemont Copper Project would put toxics in the water.Individual


2147 4 Even if the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not pollute ground water, it is a 
foregone conclusion that its steady stream of ore trucks will make Scenic Highway 83 a hellish obstacle 
course.


Individual


2148 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2148 17 Water contaminationIndividual
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2149 9 They should not be allowed to operate a mine that has the potential to leave us all worse off as we suffer 
the consequences of polluted water.


Individual


2156 9 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2156 18 Water contaminationIndividual


2170 4 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2170 14 There will be water contaminationIndividual


2171 2 Not only the substantial likelihood of water pollution DIRECTLY DUE TO THE MINE!Individual


2174 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2174 18 Water contaminationIndividual


2177 3 We are concerned about the toxic discharges leaching into the watershed.Individual


2182 8 My main concern deals with the contamination of our precious, ever disappearing groundwater.Individual


2198 7 Water pollution will come from breaching or leakages of the tailings and leach pads. The leach pads will 
have sulfuric acid as a bi-product of the leaching process and will leak over time even when using liners 
and monitoring wells This is very troubling since the mine site is upstream to my residence and the 
population of Tucson. Even recent history of leaking leach pads and the follwing devastation has 
happened in THIS century.


Individual


2199 2 How will nearby water wells be protected from pollutants in groundwater and drawdown within the 
underground reservoir?


Individual


2199 5 EPA reported for Arizona that water releases increase from 6,300 pounds to 688,000 pounds and off-site 
releases rose by 122% for the same period.


Individual


2199 7 How will toxic leached from waste dumps or treatment facilities be prevented from entering ground and 
surface waters?


Individual


2199 18 How will surface water downstream of the site in Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon be protected in 
quantity of flow?


Individual


2200 4 Besides destroying habitat it poisons the air, and water.Individual


2209 10 The quality of human and other life in the area is threatened by water contamination.Individual


2213 6 Historically, open pit mining causes water (surface and subsurface) pollution.Individual


2214 8 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


Individual


2221 9 Another aspect is the heavy metal contamination of the area on the ground water that will occur  that will 
occur. For many years we lived in Spokane, WA and saw what the mines did and do in norhern Idaho. 
And those were not even open-pit mines!


Individual


2232 2 How will the company prevent the toxic chemicals used in this mine from getting into our groundwater 
and surface water? What will they do if the TOXIC CHEMICALS get into the ground water or surface 
water?


Individual


2234 1 TOXIC CHEMICALS ARE USED IN THE PROCESS OF MINING. These TOXIC CHEMICALS end 
up in OUR AQUIFERS, WATERSHEDS AND GROUND SURFACE WATER. These TOXIC 
CHEMICALS such as MURCURY, LEAD, ARSENIC, IRON, ALUMINUM, CADMIUM, COPPER, 
AND ZINC.


Individual
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2239 2 I am concerned that the Rosemont Mine meetings I have attended so far and the research I have done 
suggest that Rosemont is not concerned with the water shed and has not done adequate planning regards 
protecting its operation from flash-flood runoff. The location of the mine at the base of a mountain and 
the creation of an artificial flood channel which they will have if they place the over-burden rock as they 
plan to do seems to me to pose a hazard for toxic release and acid release into the environment.


Individual


2239 7 Lack of adequate water channels would surely result in releases of toxic acids, and Tenorm, if present.Individual


2239 11 The contamination of aquifer test wells in our area with radiologicals is well known to ADEQ and the 
EPA. (see attachments)


Individual


2255 8 A compounding a toxic spill, when a tanker truck overturns dumping its load it the drainage,Davidson 
Canyon, which is a major Tributiary in the Ceinegia Creek Water Shed TUCSON, VAIL AND OUR 
NEIGHBORS depend on this source. for Portable water!! It should be noted tha Davidson Canyon wash 
runs adjacent to SR83 by only "FEET".


Individual


2256 1 The mine would have an impact on the hydrology and water quality of the Davidson Canyon drainage 
system, important to the City of Tucson. If Augusta mines or dumps waste onto the northern tier of un-
patened mining claims, this probably would alter the hydrology and water quality of the Sycamore 
Canyon drainage system too, thus affecting Corona de Tucson also.


Individual


2262 3 The arguments against it are endless and effective, major ones are particularly air, water, and noise 
pollution. All of which are enormous factors that contribute to the devastation of the amazing South West.


Individual


2265 3 Mining and removal of natural features has started at their property. Signs leading into the site state 
"access prohibited work area 24/7". A retaining pond was dug and a dam erected clearly containing 
mineral oxide polluted water. Already now threatening the Cienega Creek watershed. What was done to 
prevent this toxic water from draining into the groundwater?


Individual


2265 23 Water usage and water pollution are a great concern. So far there has been no mine on record that did not 
pollute the ground water. What will the Forest Service do to ascertain that this will be the first one that 
will not pollute?  Will a report be published that details any and all actions and will this report be subject 
to public comment?


Individual


2272 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies,


Individual


2277 5 I am in fear of the contaminants (tailings) that the Rosemont Mine and other mines planning to locate in 
SE Arizona, will adversely affect my drinking water in the same way that Hughes Aircraft (Raytheon) did 
in the past. This same contaminated water will enter Tucson's water table in the coming years. I am not a 
Geophysist or a Hydrogeologist, but I do recognize that this would be a travesty.


Individual


2283 3 WATER CONTAMINATION: Where are you going to get water from for the people? How will you get 
the water to the people?


Individual


2284 3 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Individual


2291 1 WATER: There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface 
waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as Davidson 
Canyon. This would also imperil important wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential use.  More health issues here also…for us all!


Individual


2291 37 The Davidson Canyon is widely recognized as a major contributor to the continued health of the water 
aquifer in the Tucson Basin. With the proposed mining operations sitting directly on top of water fault 
lines and leaching minerals, many have them toxic going into our water. Wells used by local home owners 
have a high probability of being impacted.


Individual


2292 2 I would like to restate the concerns of my neighbors and friends, such as: water its toxicity.Individual


2296 7 I am an avid hiker, and do not wish to have water contamination that the mine would create.Individual
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2306 6 The mine would pollute.It would cause water pollution.Individual


2331 3 The proposed Rosemont Copper Proejct should be stopped for many reasons that include but are not 
limited to:
water contamination impact.


Individual


2333 2 The mine could also leach pollutants into the water table.Individual


2335 4 Over 100 miles of streams in Arizona are considered impaired by excessive copper, which can be toxic to 
aquatic organisms. Arizona's mines are the largest known sources of impairments for rivers and streams. 
Processing methods for copper can enhance the concentration of naturally occurring radioactive materials 
coming from the mines. EPA has compiled data regarding the concentration of radioactive aubstances in 
the Arizona copper belt. The results show that certain common mining practices can concentrate soluble 
pollutants such as uranium and thorium in groundwater. Elevated levels of uranium have been detected in 
groundwater at Phelp-Dodge's mines near Green Valley. EPA and ADEQ are looking into the issue and 
have requested that Phelps-Dodge respond.


Individual


2337 6 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine, because of potential water pollution. The release of 
toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into local and Tucson 
area water supplies. Rosemont Copper Project should not be allowed to contaminate the water supply of 
local citizens.


Individual


2338 6 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine, because of potential water pollution. The release of 
toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into local and Tucson 
area water supplies.


Individual


2346 1 I am particularly concerned about the effect on the groundwater around Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek. The sulfer dioxide resulting from the process has filed the Queen Mine and, of course leaches into 
the ground water. Water is and will be a shortage in this state. Please don't let them contaminate it.


Individual


2348 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2354 6 We can't afford to ruin any more of our land with mines or any other venture that polluted the water that is 
left.


Individual


2359 1 I have attended quite a few scoping meetings and was advised by Rosemont representatives that 
concentrated efforts would be made on behalf of the project to prevent any toxins from leaching out 
beyond the project area by means of walls erected around the project. I have since however learned that 
Rosemont will not be lining the tailing ponds which I find reprehensible as while the leachings will 
allegedly be prevented from all above ground areas - there will be no preventative measures implemented 
to prevent contamination of the ground water.
Please address this in your EIS statement as a major cause for concern.


Individual


2359 2 IT SHOULD BE A MANDATORY REQUIREMENT THAT THE TAILING PONDS BE LINED AS A 
PREVENTATIVE MEASURE TO ENSURE THAT THE GROUND WATER IS NOT 
CONTAMINATED BY TOXINS.


Individual


2360 10 The contamination of underground water is another source of great concern. Everyone in that 
mountainous community depends on private wells for their water. The mine could drain the aquifer and 
could possibly contaminate the water there. This would not be known for many years just as the wells 
around the Tucson aquifer were poisoned years ago and only when cases of cancer and other illnesses 
became so prevalent that they finally could make the connection back to the wells, did the Federal Govt. 
finally get involved. Are we willing to risk this with our citizens? Do you want future lawsuits?


Individual


2368 7 My research indicates that Augusta is untried in the mining industry. But the record of mining in Arizona 
and elsewhere should guide our expectations:  we can expect water pollution.


Individual
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2383 6 Third, in addition to depleting existing ground water, there is a significant likelihood that mine operations 
will pollute both surface and groundwater downstream from the mine. The record of the mining industry 
in this area is one of repeated episodes of toxic contamination of surface and groundwater. Rosemont 
Copper has no record of adequately protecting the environment at all. What guarantees do we have that 
surface and ground water contamination will not occur?


Individual


2384 1 Can Rosemont Copper absolutely guarantee that toxic metals and materials will not leach out of the waste 
dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual


2386 3 If the CAP and mine discharge water are injected directly into the aquifer, we run the risk of 
contamination from untreated CAP water.  Most of us using well water may use water softeners, but do 
not treat our water beyond that.  There is no plan to compensate us to upgrade our water treatment 
facilities to handle the degraded water supply.


Individual


2387 3 There are many reasons to oppose the proposed Rosemont Copper Project including possible ground 
water pollution issues


Individual


2396 3 My main concern is the negative impact this operation would have on our local residents and tourist 
economy due to water pollution


Individual


2396 11 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposed 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites. This could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into local water supplies.


Individual


2400 9 Responsibilities:
Guarantee non-polluted surface and ground water.


Individual


2404 9 The effect of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulfate plume is of special concern. If that plume 
is not contained, it could pollute the entire Upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply. WHAT A SHAME. 
SHAME ON US FOR ALLOWING IT TO HAPPEN.


Business


2412 5 Full review of possible leaks of toxic heavy metals + other chemicals contaminating key aquifersIndividual


2427 5 It would: contaminate groundwater supplies with heavy metals, sulfuric acid, fuel, etc.Individual


2429 3 My concerns are:
2. ground water pollution in an area where water is precious


Individual


2431 7 Do not allow R.C. Mine Project because:
4. water recycled will pout back pollutant into ground water.


Individual


2434 3 The water pollution alone make it unacceptable for our citizens.Individual


2440 18 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2446 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies,


Individual


2460 6 Comtaminated soil usually occurs hand in hand with contaminated water.Individual


2461 5 It will only lead to further water pollution.Individual
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2468 13 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2469 4 The proposed mine would obliterate much ancient history and contribute more than a billion pounds of 
sulfuric acid, H2SO4 and as much ammonia nitrate (blasting) to the detriment of the area, with willow 
canyon (mudstone etc 2200 to 2500 meters thick across most of the eastern section of Rosemont and Mt 
Fagan Rhyolite 1000 meters thick at the eastern edge of the disturbed area. Hence flows of contamination 
would continue towards the Davidson Canyon, polluting the area for centuries into the future, as tailings 
weather.


Individual


2470 5 What guarantees do we have that Rosemont's leach pads and tailings ponds won't eventually leak? History 
has shown that all mines leak toxins and heavy metals, in this case destroying the upper aquifer on the N. 
E. side of the Santa Rita Mts.


Individual


2471 4 Also, any mine water replaced is full of chemicals & not fit to drink.Individual


2472 7 We know about the pollution of Green Valley's groundwater from existing mining operations. Rosemont 
cannot explain how replacing our potable ground water with highly corrosive CAP water will benefit us. 
Tucson has spent millions to make CAP water acceptable to their customers. Who will pay to clean up our 
groundwater?


Individual


2473 2 Please record my opposition to Rosemont Mining for the following reasons:
Water Pollution- Leach ponds leak & overflow from rain polluting ground water. Rain on crushed rock 
causes water pollution.


Individual


2475 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


2479 6 Mining in Arizona has a legacy of not protecting groundwater. Although there are currently operations in 
our region following federal regulations related to environmental protection, the record of past project 
have made many of us skeptical, at best, of what may lie ahead of us if this operation were to come to 
fruition. Groundwater contamination, once it occurs, takes many years to clean up.


Government


2481 1 How will this affect my well and what contamination will our water table?Individual


2484 3 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process, but the byproducts of mining will pollute and disturb the watershed.


Individual


2484 14 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Water pollution will be increased in the area surrounding the mine as well as for a huge swath of southern 
Arizona.


Individual


2493 3 By going through with this project Business and the scenic Mountain Empire as we know it will be 
destroyed.  Pollution will take over our water, our life


Individual


2510 2 Why I am opposed to mining in the Santa Ritas 1. Water-- lack of & contaminationIndividual


2512 4 FURTHER CONTAMINATION OF OUR WATER  WILL ONLY ADD TO THE CONTINUING 
DEGRADATION OF OUR IMMUNE SYSTEMS….


Individual


2512 18 The CDC conducted testing of my water and urine to determine the impact of the already existing mining 
operations here in the Tucson Area………….High arsenic……beryllium……. to mention two.


Individual


2513 1 Water- Arizona's most precious & vital resource the U.S.F.S. MUST do exhaustive & thoroughly 
comprehensive studies to ASSURE that the water supply will not be contaminated


Individual
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2520 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2523 1 Is this what we have to look forward to? (See Attachment)Individual


2526 2 PhelpsDodge recently had to provide two new water wells--one next door to my home--to escape the 
spreading sulfate plume from their mine which was affecting our drinking water. A serious problem & 
Augusta no doubt would cause the same problem.


Individual


2527 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


2530 6 The plans to contain waste toxins and other debris is no different than other mining operations and we 
will have the same run-off and death of streams and land we always get with mining.


Individual


2531 4 Not to mention the tailings contamination in the area.Individual


2532 5 The damage to the area for such a short mining period (app 20+ yrs) leave the community with tailings.  
NO please.


Individual


2544 2 dranage of drinking water from wellsIndividual


2554 5 Further, the Rosemont operations will be using sulfuric acid for leaching. [Attachment Seven] Again, the 
impact of open leach solution ponds on our animal life is perilous. If a critter or bird were to test the 
waters, the evidence of their demise would be dissolved in the acidic solutions within seconds. How will a 
mining company prevent this danger to our animal friends who have been habituated to living in this 
forest for hundreds of years? Furthermore, these solutions are regularly released to the environment, 
including groundwater, due to breakage of pipes and malfunctioning of equipment. This has been a 
regular occurrence at Sierrita mine [Attachment Eight] Data indicates that these spills reached two public 
supply wells causing spikes in the sulfate levels. [Attachment Nine] Further, in 2002, a pond at Silverbell 
mine near Marana overflowed releasing 242,000 gallons of Sulfuric Acid into the environment. 
[Attachment Ten]


Organization


2565 2 I believe that the mine would destroy a valuable natural resource and may directly damage water sources 
in the area through water use and contamination.


Individual


2565 7 2) It s not clear in the Project Mine Report what the risks are of contaminating the Cinega Basin water and 
this should be examined in detail by experts in this area.


The report talks to "minimizing downstream disturbances" and "minimizing environmental impacts? 
without a clear idea of risk.


Individual


2584 8 We are also concerned with groundwater contamination and spills. We would expect to see an analysis of 
risk to groundwater contamination and spills. What impacts would spills have downstream? We believe 
the risks and high likelihood of impact to water quality to be significantly high (based on numerous other 
water quality violations at patented mine claims throughout southern Arizona) that the proposed 
Rosemont mine plan of operations should not be approved.


Organization


2589 2 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others: 
Potential for groundwater contamination/ containment dam/ etc,


Individual


2591 14 Have the considerations of contamination factors for water been adequately and fully researched 
regarding the full reach and extent of potential negative impacts from every chemical used.


Individual


2591 19 To what extent would contamination of water from the mine waste seepage and drainage affect plant life, 
wildlife health, soil vitality and health, human health and safety? Are these questions being studied?


Individual


2591 39 Could there be contamination of soils, grass, residues on surface water in dirt stock tanks, in drinkers, in 
open water storage tanks? Could these affect livestock, domestic animals, & wildlife that utilize waters 
and forage on the ranch?


Individual
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2592 39 The EIS should consider alternative to eliminate drainage from waste rock and tailings impoundment to 
the maximum degree feasible through use of an impermeable liner systems similar to that used for the 
leach pad. There is currently no plan for a liner beneath the tailing impoundment despite this being a 
BADCT element for new facilities (ADEQ Publication Number TB 04-01). Even though the tailing is 
called dry, there is no data provided in the MPO regarding how much free draining solution will be in the 
tailing, seepage due to rainfall infiltration, the chemistry of tailing water that will be released as drainage, 
of the mass loads to the environment. The same is true for waste rock. The threat to ground and surface 
water of waste rock and tailing seepage is well documented in other Arizona mining districts (Pima and 
Bisbee Mining Districts have giant sulfate plumes. The Globe-Miami Mining District has a plume of acid, 
metals, and sulfate. In these instances the plumes have impacted private and public water supplies and 
degraded significant quantities of groundwater resources).


Individual


2592 50 The EIS should consider alternative that increase the discharge controls for the leach pad. If the solution 
collection ponds servicing the leach pad are double lined with leak detection, the leach pad should also be 
double lined with leak detection. The protection is needed because the aquifer beneath the proposed site is 
a drinking water aquifer in close proximity to a major metropolitan area. The MPO lacks data on the 
solution circulation rate through the leach pad and the water balance for the proposed operation. 
Assuming a PLS circulation rate of 10,000 gpm, leakage of only half of one percent of the total PLS 
circulation would result in 50 gpm of PLS released to the subsurface, and amount that would not be 
noticed by the operation due to the insensitivity of a water balance for the leach pad. Given that metal 
concentrations in PLS are often thousands of ties greater than drinking water standards, a 50 gpm leak 
could impact 50,000 gpm of water based on simple mixing.


Individual


2592 58 The MPO states that in response to releases to groundwater contingency plans and corrective actions will 
be developed with ADEQ.  USFS, as the agency responsible for the public land requested by August, 
should be involved in developing response actions to environmental releases.  The EIS should conduct a 
risk assessment to evaluate potential groundwater release mechanisms, migration pathways, and receptors 
at the proposed project.  The risk information should be used for scoping contingency plans referred to in 
the MPO in advance of a release and to evaluate the type and probably of releases based on existing 
information at Arizona mining districts


Individual


2593 103 How would the company prevent these chemicals from getting into our ground water and surface water in 
the even of a spill?
What would the company do if the toxic chemicals get into the ground water or surface water?


Organization


2593 116 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


2593 120 B. GROUNDWATER - PROTECTION, IMPACTS, MONITORING
Groundwater moves very slowly and it could take years or decades for pollutants from the mine to show 
up in the groundwater outside of the mine boundary. The company should be required to post a large 
enough bond to guarantee long term monitoring and ensure clean up of any contamination into the 
foreseeable future, perhaps for 100 years. Protection of our groundwater from potential contamination 
from the mine is the most serious concern,


Organization


2593 127 What would the company do if groundwater contamination that was the result of the mine is discovered 
years after mine closure?


Organization


2597 8 There is no way the mine can ensure the containment of the toxic materials inherent in the mine tailings. 
This has been shown time and again at all other mines, and there is no reason to believe the promises of 
Augusta on this issue. It is simply impossible to protect the surrounding watershed from being impacted 
by these poisons. The Davidson canyon watershed, for one example, can not help but be affected by these 
tailings.


Individual


2610 3 Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality of the 
remaining groundwater available to the Area now and in the future.


Individual


2610 6 Will the resulting ease of discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contaimination by 
Rosemont by Davidson Canyon?


Individual
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2610 46 What is the impact on the water flow and quality regarding water in the Cienega creek area due to the 
infill of mine waste in the Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield canyons?


Individual


2617 18 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepageIndividual


2619 3  When my well becomes toxic on the East side of the Santa Ritas - Who Will be paying for my delivery of 
water? My family - All Law abiding American citizens or the Canadian owned Mining Company.


Individual


2624 5 If Rosemont was limited to their 995 acres for their entire project, there would be little we could do about 
it. But to let them contamination of our limited water supply.


Individual


2625 20 What about possible leakage of the pond and leach-pad liners? If they do leak, then groundwater 
contaimination could result.


Individual


2629 4 We want to express our opposition to the Rosemont Mine based on the following considerations:  There 
is a high probability of pollution of our water supply systems. (Phelps-Dodge et al)


Individual


2633 6 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. hazardous 
tailings that could seemingly leach poisonous substances into our limited supply of water


Individual


2634 10 There is not a single copper mine in the world that has not polluted the local waters in it's wake.Business


2638 3 I do want to convey, as strongly as possible my concerns about this project. These include pollutionIndividual


2639 2 How will groundwater in the region be absolutely protected from contamination by mining processes?Individual


2641 2 Most important, ground water pollution is guarateed with sulfites. Overflow will always occur. They 
cannot design for monsoons, rainy seasons, the leach pond liners will leak and the ponds will overflow 
and tailing piles will definetly pollute the ground water


Individual


2641 10 Please no water pollution, no raping our beautiful Coronado National ForestIndividual


2660 2 Also, I am concerned for the water quality and the poisons that will enter my drinking water.Individual


2664 4 There have been concerns expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative 
environmental impact on the area due to water pollution


Individual


2670 8 Our concerns are the same for the contamination of the water supply.Individual


2673 17 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2673 19 Our guide went on to statethat the tailings area would not be lined nor would there be any physical 
barriers to prevent excess tailings water or pit waste pumping from leaching into the ground water table.


Individual


2675 22  The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final point to monitor ground and surface 
water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and continue downstream" (Pg 49 - 
from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants carried by these larger flows will 
neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the environment.


Individual


2677 36 There is a great concern about spills from the mine polluting the ground water and surface water down-
canyon from the mine. Although Rosemont Copper Company states that they will use state-of-the-art 
technologies to prevents spills and contamination, virtually all mines have had spills. The Forest should 
identify how you will insure that water is not polluted from the Rosemont Mine. Any pollution of waters 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek will have significant adverse impacts to wildlife, including 
federally listed and sensitive species.


Government


2682 3 Water pollution of the aquifer for long term. The aquifer is already being contaminatedIndividual
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2682 5 There is no question that this operation will result in the same contaminations of our ONLY drinking 
water, it just is a matter of time.


Individual


2688 9 Many of the homes to the South of Corona de Tucson are on wells, these homes could be in more eminent 
danger of contaminated water.


Organization


2698 40  A mine devours vast amounts of water, and pollutes that water more severely than other processes.Business


2708 2 We need to protect our limited water supply in this desert and reduce pollution, not add to itIndividual


2711 14 Arizona has been preaching the doctrine of clean, non-polluting,  water use industry for many years. Why 
is the mining industry suddenly an exception?


Individual


2711 19 its toxic leeching sludge holds the potential to contaminate crtical underground aquifersIndividual


2717 3 Hydrologists advise that 20% of the City of Tucson’s groundwater supply comes from the Cienega Creek 
area which is also in the Mine area. Mine water pumping will be responsible for  pollution as mine waste 
percolates into the ground.


Organization


2720 3 The harmful effects cannot be overcome:  the pollution of our waterIndividual


2724 9 Mines have unexpected leaks and spills. These is no guarantee that the groundwater beneath the mine site 
or surface water downstream would not be impacted during the mine life or at any time in the future. It 
can take decades for groundwater or surface water pollution to show up even after a mine closes.


Individual


2724 29 The ridge to reduce visibility will consist of material from the mine and not required to be lined to protect 
the aquifer.


Individual


2726 40  A mine devours vast amounts of water, and pollutes that water more severely than other processes.Business


2727 5 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer 
while polluting the water.


Individual


2729 9 Many of the homes to the South of Corona de Tucson are on wells, these homes could be in more eminent 
danger of contaminated water.


Organization


2733 8 There have been concerns expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative 
environmental impact on the area due to water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution, light pollution, 
and visual pollution. The Rosemont Copper Project has taken the concerns very seriously and has 
addressed them all in their Plan of Operation. Rosemont is compared to mining operations in the area that 
are 50 years old or older. Please give due consideration to the measures taken by Rosemont Copper to 
mitigate the concerns and evaluate the new technology being implemented for tailings disposal, air 
pollution, water discharges, the dark sky initiative, and reclamation.


Individual


2736 30 Sulfate plumes can originate in several ways.  The sulfate content of minerals in the aquifer can leach or 
dissolve.  The level of sulfate in waters is an important quality parameter.  The mining operation involves 
sulfur-based minerals, which under appropriate conditions of either oxygen or anaerobic microorganism 
activity can generate sulfate.  How will these processes be measured and quantified?


Government


2738 6 Leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional while polluting the water.Individual


2741 2 waterway contamination is always a concern with the excavation and processing of heavy metals, like 
copper.


Individual


2750 3 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years and year saying nothing about the toxic metals and 
other chemicals from the tailings which would eventally pollute our ground and surface water.


Individual


2752 9 There is not enough water  & the pollution would be awfulIndividual


2753 5 I was told, but can’t confirm, that the acid leach process will be used. This is totally unacceptable from an 
environmental standpoint!
Acid or not, pollution of water downstream from the mine (Vail, Tucson, etc) is inevitable.


Individual
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2756 6 Polluted streams from the mining operation will further take its toll on the wildlife.Individual


2760 24 Discuss the potential for contamination of surface flows (perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral) and 
meteoric water that pass through waste rock dumps, ore stockpiles, tailings pit high walls, or other mine 
facilities.


Government


2760 27 Discuss how accidental releases of hazardous materials, including overflow from ponds would be 
handled. Identify the potential impacts resulting from failure of components of the solution containment 
systems, methods for discovering such failures, and the degreee to which impacts would be reversible.


Government


2760 47 The potential for and effects of movement of any contaminated surface water to the subsurface should 
also be discussed, as well as means to prevent it.


Government


2763 6 Our water got very cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn’t drink or bathe in it and had to get 
a filter for the inlet water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. 
Our shared well manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump 
when this happened.


Individual


2766 2 There are drainages from the Sierrita Mountains that do flow into the Tucson  and St. Cruz Valley 
Waterhseds and could contaminate the water supplies of the whole region.


Individual


2768 6 which certainly will cause contamination of the eastern slopes of proposed project area and ground water 
contamination.


Individual


2768 8 The Gila Conglomerate is broken up with pebbly sandstone sandstone etc. and is another candidate for 
ground water contaminate flow; and is of extensive size.


Individual


2768 9 Tucson's groundwater would face contamination especially during Augusta's proposed 6 year blitz vis a 
vis oxide ore and sulphuric acid,


Individual


4474 3 water pollution,Individual


5012 14 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Mines have unexpected leaks and spills.  There is no GUARANTEE that the groundwater beneath the 
mine site or surface water downstream would NOT be impacted during the mine life or at any time in the 
future.  It can take decades for groundwater or surface water pollution to show up even after a mine closes.


Organization


5284 2 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


How will Augusta Resource Corporation assure us of clean drinking water without harmful chemicals 
leaching into the ground water from the mine?


Individual


5286 7 Milllions of tons of sulfuric acid-soaked rock, millions of gallons of heavy-metal-laden water, as much as 
20 tons of blasting caps and ANFO, plus 10,000 gallons each of both diesel fuel and gasoline, not to 
mention the large quantities of other hazardous mateials and reagents which are to be stored on site, per 
the MPO, will all be carried east across Route 83, from where that very hazardous cocktail will later enter 
Davidson Canyon and  the federally-protected Cienega Creek watershed.


Individual


6717 4 We will submit the letter for the record, but among other things, there are a number of studies, water 
studies, that need to be completed, including the impact of the drawdown on the Phelps Dodge sulfate 
plume.


Individual


6734 4 Furthermore, the solutions are regularly released to the environment, including groundwater, due to 
breakage of pipes and malfunctioning of equipment.  This has been a regular occurrence at Sierrita Mine.  
Data indicates that these fields reached two public supplies wells, causing spikes in sulfate levels.  
Further, in 2002 pond at Silverbell Mine overflowed, releasing 242,00 gallons of sulfuric acid into the 
environment.


Individual
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6735 7 The survey should start and stop with the issue of water.  There is not enough for mining and what water 
is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any manmade 
containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


6743 2 The other side of that is what happens to that water after it's been used and full of toxic chemicals? Who 
will assess that?  Why it turns out, a company paid for by Mining Company.  Is that a conflict of interest? 
It is.


Individual


6744 3 First, on the grounds that water -- both usage of water and potential contamination was a serious and 
unquantified issue.  And we felt that it had the potential -- the mining had the potential of despoiling key 
aquifers.


Individual


6749 1 There is no amount of money that can pay me to sell that land to live on polluted, raped land and drink 
polluted water.


Individual


6749 3 I know the mine does bring a few good jobs, in general they pay well.  But what they leave behind is 
pollution, a dead land, and a raped landscape, and I do not want to see that happen to my home.


Individual


6749 5 I don't want to see my grandchildren die from drinking water that has arsenic in it.Individual


6752 6 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality, the effect on the sulphate plume,


Business


6759 4 My main concern is the negative impact that this operation would have on our local residents and tourist 
economy due to noise and water pollution and


Individual


6759 7 It is widely known that the processing of ore impacts aquatic resources.  Currently most of the mining in 
Pima County is performed using open pit mines which process the ore via a flotation process using water.  
The rejected materials from this process are then discarded into tailings ponds where the water evaporates 
leavign a large pile of mineralized materials.


Individual


6759 12 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposed 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites.  This could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into local water supplies.


Individual


6793 4 I'm a health professional, and I cringe when I think about the mercury, and the lead, and the arsinic and 
everything else that is going into the water.  I have seen where they put TCE in the soil and all the people 
that have cancer and are dying.  Families that live in certain areas in Tucson are dying.


Individual


6795 1 I would like to encourage the Forest Service, and I'm sure they are, consider the really big picture when 
we're talking about this.  We're really talking about a few jobs for a few years.  At what price?  History 
has proven the very long lasting effects, devastating effects from tailings, leaching, contaminations into 
our groundwater long after the mining is gone.


Individual


6799 2 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and in contamination, impurity,


Individual


6801 5 We plan on digging in this pristine national forest setting. We plan on leaving debris -- we call it tailings 
now. We plan on leaving debris in piles for some other generation to clean up. We plan on blasting and 
digging day and night, causing noise pollution, light pollution, air pollution, water pollution, creating 
environmental chaos throughout the region that have unknown health consequences. 


And we think this is a good idea because? The price of copper went up. And somebody will make a lot of 
money.


Individual
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6826 3 The only -- actually, the only thing that I really studied to try to, you know, inform myself a little bit, it 
was a -- was a study done on avian consumption and use of contaminated water sources, toxicological and 
susceptibility mostly to birds, wildflower. The study was done at the Institute of Environmental Health at 
Texas Tech University. 


And basically it went -- it was a very comprehensive study that they did with the mallard ducks and 
basically when you read the whole thing, it kills them. And it's a painful death. And it's not just the ducks.


Individual


6840 2 I'm a toxicologist. I have a doctorate in hydrology, but it doesn't take, I think, a rocket scientist to 
understand that water flows downhill and what's downhill? It's our aquifers. And so, as the tailings build 
up, as the chemicals that are used to leach the copper from the minerals accumulate, we have a large rain 
like last week, where's the water going to go? It's going to go down through the tailings and go do into 
aquifers to a city that is dependent upon groundwater.


Individual


6866 1 The Phelps Dodge mine, Twin Buttes, has polluted my water, taken away two wells, encroached on 
Farmers Investment Company, and it violates the permitting law precisely in the following phrase: The 
mine pit should create a passive containment that is sufficient to capture the pollutants discharged and that 
is hydrologically isolated to the extent that it does not allow pollutant migration from the capture zone.


The Phelps Dodge mine is a thousand feet below the water table so naturally whenever it rains, it pollutes 
the waer.


Now, the Rosemont mine is planned also to be under the local water table, which means it will undergo 
the same phenomena. The question is, are we ever going to clean up these mines? There's a lot of jobs that 
could be gotten there. There's no hurry on this mine.


Individual


6867 4 The quantity with depletion and lowering of water table and all the existing wells that could be directly or 
indirectly affected should be cataloged. Contamination chain link from Barrel Canyon dumping to 
Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek to Pantano to Rillito. Clearly the Tucson watershed is not a rural 
consideration, it's a metropolitan consideration as well.


Individual


6869 14 This state-of-the-art plan, they're planning not to line their tailing ponds. Now, the Phelps Dodge didn't 
line their tailing ponds either, but that was many years ago before they were state-of-the-art and, as a 
result, we have this pollution stream coming down to infect all our stuff. And will this mine start a new 
pollution stream coming down he east side of the Santa Ritas? If that's what's happening, then the water 
and the land will be absolutely devastated.


Individual


6873 13 Pollution, air pollution from operations, increased particulate matter into the air we breathe, as well as 
fossil fuel emissions all need to be fully analyzed. Noise pollution; light pollution, impacting astronomical 
observatories; potential for water pollution, both surface and groundwater pollution; recreation and 
aesthetics, impacts to quality recreational opportunities on our public lands, hiking, camping, hang 
gliding, hunting, et cetera; impacts to scenic view shed along the scenic highway; and the economic -- 
we've seen the boom and bust cycle here in Arizona many times before, and any economic benefit will 
inevitably be short-term, not long-term. The EIS should also analyze the loss of jobs upon the closure of 
the mine after 20 years or so.


Organization


6874 3 How are the tailing dams designed and contructed to prevent overflow of metals and chemicals because of 
severe storms that we have here and contaminate our groundwater?


Individual


6879 11 In the Green Valley area, a number of their water wells were shut down because of contamination from 
the mining operations located west of Green Valley.  A contaminating plume had formed and is heading 
toward the aquifer.  Wth another such mine now being proposed to the eash of Green Valley, it appears 
that there will be another assault of contaminated water on the aquifer that the area depends on for potable 
water.


Individual


6879 12 It is known, in the mining industry, that there are real problem of acids and heavy metal contamination 
within the process of wast water.  With the annual monsoons occurring, monsoon run-off waters from the 
tailings will become contaminated and eventually find their way into our aquifer.  Since heavy metal 
contaminants (copper, arsenic, lead, zinc, etc) are harmful to living organisms in higher than trace 
amounts, what assurance can be provided that this will not occur?


Individual
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6879 15 Another problem with this dust is that it possesses contaminates from the mining process and is, by the 
winds, strewn about the desert floor.  Then, when the rains come, these pollutants are carried, by the 
water, to the San Pedro and the Santa Cruz Rivers, where they eventually enter one of the aquifer systems.


Individual


6880 10 Mines use several toxic chemicals and expose heavy metals in their processes.  Under the conditions of 
active mining and natural storm events over several decades it would defy sound science to assume these 
substances would not enter underground and surface waters in the region of the proposed Rosemont mine 
and move down-gradient.


Government


6892 3 Experience with Tenorm in Arizona has been these minerals have contaminated the aquifer; and, have 
been potentially dangerous to man and wildlife.


Individual


6907 2 What would be the effect on the water in Davidson Canyon from Rosemont mine pumping wate for their 
proposed mine and also from their wastes blocking the flow of water here?


Individual


6918 5 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will fill Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon; mercury, aresenic and other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills on surface and ground water and our aquifers will be at risk for contamination.  What will 
be done to protect our aquifers?


Individual


6920 2 With that being said, what is to prevent another pollution plume from polluting the surrounding ground 
water supply, as happened with Phelps Dodge and other mines north of Green Valley?


Individual


6921 1 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will fill Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon, mercury, arsenic and other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills, on surface and ground water and our aquifers will be at risk for contamination.  What will 
be done to protect our aquifers?


Individual


6923 4 What is the possibility of toxic substances leaching into nearby groundwater aquifers?  What 
compensation funds will be set up to address any future health issues created by toxic substances in 
ground water?


Individual


6925 1 Two words: Butte, Montana.  Just take a look at what the copper mines have done to that town.  Ever 
heard of the Berkley Pit?  It's filled with water pumped from the mines.  A flock of Canadian geese landed 
there, and they all died.  Do we want this type of pollution in our neighborhood?


Individual


6930 6 The area they want is near where our favorite mts canyon and hiking area where they are luring people 
with the offer of 500 mining jobs. Kids where I taught thought that was great, but they don't live near one 
mine where the trees don't grow as before and dust is abounded and arsenic and other chemicals from 
mining operation is in the soil and water. They had to get new drinking wells in our area because of the 
polution.


Individual


6933 6 Of course groundwater contamination will occur secondary to run-off and deeper, seep drainage from the 
mine tailings as has occurred from the mines in the Green Valley and Sahuarita areas.  This has caused 
millions of dollars to be spent in local mitigation efforts that has been in part paid for by the mines only 
after considerable time and pressure has been applied by state watchdog organizations.


Individual


6937 4 My objections are as follows:


2. Related to water usage is my concern that the huge amount of toxic chemicals projected for mine use 
and clean-up will eventually contaminate ground water in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area.


Individual


6940 2 My primary concern is that insufficient attention has been paid to controlling and limiting the movement 
of impacted waters off the mine site.  In particular, leachate from the dry-stack tailings is expected to 
move down and mingle with the existing groundwater system,  Monsoon rains will provide seasonal water 
inputs to the tailings impoundments.  Flood routing deals with a hypothetical 15-inch rainfall event.


Individual


6950 4 Arizonan's on the other had have gotten:


2) Contaminated ground and groundwater with who knows what chemicals including cancer causing 
agents;


Individual
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6952 3 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


2. Green Valley has already experienced pollution of its drinking water by sulfate plumes from existing 
mines in the area.  We do not need another mine contributing to this problem.


Individual


6954 3 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


2. Green Valley has already experienced pollution of its drinking water by sulfate plumes from existing 
mines in the area.  We do not need another mine polluting potable water -- and it will.


Individual


6962 10 7.  They say that  they will not pollute the ground water.  Yea sure I am to believe that their mine will not 
pollute the ground or the water!


Individual


6964 3 What will the Rosemont mine hazards contain and how will dispersal through the air and water be 
contained and monitored?


Individual


6968 3 Non of the reviewing agencies care one bit about the depletion and contamination of the aquifer, the 
environmental scenic as well as tourist impact, scenic route 83 destruction and traffic disruption and the 
noise and air pollution generated by this proposed mine.


Individual


6972 2 Will you require the Rosemont Mine to line its ponds?


If not, why not?


In Green Valley, we are living with the dangers of the plumes of pollution in our drinking water from 
mines existing here which did not line their ponds. Some of our wells had to be closed due to this 
pollution.


Individual


6975 8 If the PROPOSED Rosemont mine does use the intercepted water for their mining operation it will 
Impact all our wells to the point of PUMPING ONLY DUST. It is speculated by some mining 
professionals that THE TOXIC PLUME HEADING FOR THE SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER  is derived 
from "THE NEW TECHNOLOGY" tried in the eighties on LEACHING OF OXIDE ORE ,GONE 
AWRY.


Individual


6979 3 This PROPOSAL is to requires the mining operation to relocate the Dry stacking from Drainages The 
Present Location will put and leakages on a head on collision course impacting aquifers. A short distance 
[ approx.five miles] down Stream on the Davidson which is classified as OUTSTANDING WATERS. 
No  matter where the STACKING  is located  it needs to lined with a rubber liner which additionally 
should have thick layer [five feet] of a impermeable clay {Benoite].This area  is subject to possible 
seismic activity.


Individual


6984 3 Why take the chance of exposing us to unknown, possible dangerous, substances leached into our 
underground water sources?


Individual


6990 2 While the proposed Rosemont mine may offer economic benefits, our Southern Arizona region has a long 
history of mining companies detroying the landscape, as well as polluting the environment sowing toxins 
into our water supplies, etc.


Individual


6992 4 3) It would put 4 sq. miles of mine waste at the headwaters of 3 streams.Individual


6997 4 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


3. Increased Water Pollution to all surrounding areas. Southern Arizona's residents' health (including 
young children) will be greatly affected by an increase in mining pollution.


Individual


6997 8 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


7. Contamination of soil and to the underground water table. Look at Leadville, Colorado.  The problems 
with mining have ruined the region's water supply, people's health, and significantly damaged their 
property values - it's horrible.


Individual
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7000 6 The history of mining, in spite of progress in techniques, shows that at the level of proposed operations at 
Rosemont, contamination of water tables with toxic chemicals such as mercury is inevitable.  These are 
well-founded assertations, as echoed by The Economist magazine of June 6th 2008: "Although new 
outfits are supposed to show that they can afford to clean up after themselves, various federal agencies 
have had to spend at  least  $2.6 billion cleaning up abandoned mine sites over the past 11 years…"  and: 
"Metal mining releases more toxic chemicals than any other industry in the US…"


Individual


7008 7 there WILL be contamination of the ground water which will affect the water quality of the wells of 
nearby residents and towns.


Individual


7023 5 2. YOU PLAN ON ALLOWING THEM TO. POLLUTE OUR WELL WATER AND STREAMS, 
CREATE AN ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER THAT WOULD COST MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO 
CLEAN UP..


Individual


7036 2 The toxins released will threaten contamination of the groundwater, and the water needed to operate this 
facility will deplete our already compromised water supply.


Individual


7038 3 I am concerned about Cienega creek since it is so unique and BLM went to great effort to save it.  What 
effect will the mine's pollution have on the surface water there?


Individual


7045 4 The Sierrita mine is contaminating our ground water with, not only  relatively benign sulfate and 
carbonate cations, but also accompanying anions whose presence is largely ignored by the press; e.g., 
arsenic, mercury, chromium, silver, copper, etc.


Individual


7047 3 Increase in water contamination from tailing's is guaranteed from chemical residue.  Dangerous chemical 
contamination from broken hoses on hydraulic lines pours gallons of contaminate fluid onto the earth to 
leach into the water tables.


Individual


7048 7 What is the likelihood that the surface water and ground water in the area will be contaminated from the 
mine?


Individual


7048 11 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the 
waste dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual


7078 4 Both my wife and I are COMPLETELY AGAINST the Rosemont Copper Mine due to significant 
negative environmental impacts, mine truck traffic on highways, excessive water caonsumption and 
(potential) pollution.


Individual


7079 3 Will the water seep over the years, despite the layer of plastic that will be laid down to prevent leeching, 
into the ground and spoil the wells or the aquifers???


Individual


7083 4 what is the likelihood that the surface water and ground water in the area will be contaminated from the 
mine? How will it be mitigated?


Individual


7083 8 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the 
waste dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual
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7088 42 The Rosemont Mine Plan of Operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mill waste dumps at the heawaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfill are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-contaminent berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occurring arsenic in 
the Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, air or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects of 
this?


Organization


7088 48 All liners eventually leak, so the pollution of the groundwater is inevitable.  What is the flow of 
groundwater in the area, and how long before the seepage/leakage ruins the adjacent water wells?


Organization


7091 3 Potential water contamination:  Mines around the world are notorious for contaminating surface and 
ground water, often irretrievably.  The environmental damage resulting from this would certainly cost 
more, just in dollar terms, than any money that Pima County, or a few of its residents, could receive from 
this enterprise.


Individual


7100 3 What are the possibilities and consequences of contamination of surface and groundwater?Individual


7102 3 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others:
1) Use of groundwater,
2) Potential for groundwater contamination / containment dam / etc,


Individual


7110 6 Water pollution: How can Rosemont guarantee that the Cienega/ Davidson Canyon watershed will not be 
polluted, ever? How do they plan to contain the mountain stream runoff from torrential summer monsoon 
rains? Will this containment deny flow to streams and washes downstream impacting  wildlife and plants 
and wells downstream and thereby negatively impacting the Cienega Watershed, which flows to the 
Tucson Aquifer? Will toxic waste in these container basis be released by overflow during summer rains? 
The rain is totally unpredictable, and water will seek its own path. Control is doubtful, in my opinion.


Individual


7115 2 (Remember that water always runs downhill, and sooner or later the toxins will leach into the water 
supplying the Tucson metropolitan area, not to mention the wells of many property owners who are much 
closer and will be impacted much sooner.


Individual


7115 4 The cost of road repairs and water aquifer decontamination must be calculated when deciding whether this 
agreement makes economic sense, as the law requires.


Individual


7117 16 As this mine contains some sulfide ore, there is a substantial concern about acid mine leaching from the 
wasterock and tailings, including from nearly 3,000 acres of wasterock, tailings, and acid leach fields. The 
Forest Service must examine these impacts, including the potentially significant impacts on the Davidson 
Canyon Watershed and Cienega Creek.


Organization


7125 1 WATER: There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface 
waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as Davidson 
Canyon. This would also imperil important wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential use.  More health issues here also…for us all!


Individual
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7125 37 The Davidson Canyon is widely recognized as a major contributor to the continued health of the water 
aquifer in the Tucson Basin. With the proposed mining operations sitting directly on top of water fault 
lines and leaching minerals, many have them toxic going into our water. Wells used by local home owners 
have a high probability of being impacted.


Individual


7129 9 Pollution of water drainig from the mine into Tucson's watershed and air pollution drifting to populated 
areas will have at least a small impact on health.


Individual


7141 1 The EPA announced that mining was the number one source of toxic water pollution in the US for the 9th 
year in a row.


How can the USFS consider allowing an open pit copper mine that could potentially threaten Davidson 
Canyon Wash, one of the largest drainages in the Cienega Corridor and to Cienega Creek, which is an 
Outstanding Water Way and an important contributor to greater Tucson's water supply?


Individual


7142 1 Fact: Referencing and copied from the USFS Coronado National Forest Fact Sheet of March 2008 Flux 
Mine:
The site is one of several abandoned mine sites located in Alum Gulch/Flux Canyon Watershed. The last 
known operator of the mine was ASARCO and thay performed reclamation in the early 1990s due to 
mining activities that left waste rock containing elevated levels of arsenic, lead, copper, and zinc exposed 
on the surface, posing a potential threat to human health and the evironment. This site is stable but there 
are problems to reclamation. Precipitation from heavy storms has created significant rill erosion at four 
locations on the waste rock soil caps. This erosion has exposed the buried waste rock where surface 
runoff leaches arsenic, lead, copper and zinc from the waste rock material into the adjacent drainage, 
possibly contributing to degradation of downstream waters. The drainage at this site is an ephemeral reach 
that extends approximately 3 miles until it joins Alum Gulch. Alum Gulch continues approximately 
another mile to its confluence with perennial reaches of Sonoita Creek, which eventually discharges to 
Patagonia Lake. This site occupies approximately 10 acres on National Forest System Land.


The recommended removal action for the Flux Mine Site is Improved Drainage. As stated, this alternative 
is the most viable alternative that protects human health and the environment.


Fact: Draining of Pena Blanca Lake is considered: Referencing and copied from the Bulletin paper of 
April 30, 2008:  An engineering valuation cost anaysis (EECA) on how to clean up mercury, lead, and 
arsenic in the sediment of Pena Blanca Lake that is the result of mining. The 57-acre lake, a popular 
fishing spot for 50 years, was sampled for mercury in largemouth bass in1994 where levels averaged 1.44 
ppm, nearly five times the EPA and ADEQ standard. A recommendation has been made to completely 
drain the lake, dredge and excavate sediment, euthanizing the fish and later restocking over a 6.5 month 
period. The cost is estimated at more than $11 million.


Question:
How can the USFS consider placing an even greater potential threat to the environment by allowing an 
open pit copper mine that could potentially threaten Davidson Canyon Wash, one of the largest drainages 
in the Cienega Corridor and to Cienega Creek, which is an Outstanding Water Way and an important 
contributor to greater Tucson's water supply?


Individual


7146 3 Also, how will Augusta mitigate the toxic pollutants that will end up in the groundwater as a result of the 
extraction process?


Individual
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7150 15 ADEQ has issued a Mitigation Order on Consent (Mitigation Order) to Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Inc. 
(formerly Phelps Dodge Sierrita Inc.) to address sulfate contamination in groundwater in the vicinity of 
the Sierrita mine in Green Valley, Arizona. The Mitigation Order requires Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita 
Inc., among other things, to characterize the full extent of the sulfate contamination, conduct studies 
regarding the fate, transport, and containment of the sulfate contamination, and ultimately, ensure that 
drinking water in private and public water system wells impacted by sulfate meets the secondary 
Maximum Contaminant Level of 250 mg/L for sulfate. Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Inc. presently is 
studying the feasibility of options to mitigate the sulfate contamination. Any groundwater withdrawal or 
recharge associated with the Rosemont mine project must not adversely impact current and planned 
activities related to the study and mitigation of the sulfate contamination and the provision of drinking 
water from private and public water system wells in compliance with the Mitigation Order. For questions 
regarding the Mitigation Order, please contact Cynthis Campbell at 602-771-2209 or by email at 
csc@azdeq.gov.


Government


7151 11 Water Quality
Most open pit mines have caused contamination of the surface and ground water in the vicinity. For 
example, the report by Kuipers and Maest studied how well the EIS process predicted water quality 
impacts. They determined that 100 percent of mines predicted compliance with water quality standards 
before operations began (assuming pre-operations water quality was in compliance). They also 
determined that after the mines were built, 76 percent of the mines studied in detail exceeded water 
quality standards due to mining activity, and that mitigation measures predicted to prevent water quality 
exceedances failed at 64 percent of the mines studied in detail (Predicting Water Quality Problems at 
Hardrock Mines -- an EARTHWORKS white paper, A Failure of Science, Oversight, and Good Practice, 
Alan Septoff, Earthworks, 12/8/2006). The entire report and the white paper can be found on our website 
at: http://www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?pubID=213


Organization


7151 25 Other concerns that should be addressed include:


How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface or groundwater in the area?
Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


7151 47 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


7153 5 (5) How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxins from leaching out of the waste dumps and into 
groundwater?


Individual


7161 5 I own land and have built a home located 5 miles as the crow flies from the proposed tailingd dump area.. 
My well because it is not as deep as the mine's (already drilled) wells and will most likely will be pumped 
dry. The chemical run off from the leeching area will contaminate my land and the placement of the 
proposed mine will negatively reduce the value of my house and property.


Individual


7162 10 As the table below indicates, given the pit dimensions outlined in the MPO, the Rosemont Mine has the 
potential for a toxic lake that is more than twice as deep as that of the Berkeley pit.


                                                              Berkeley Pit                       The Proposed Rosemont Mine
Pit depth                                                 1,245ft                                              1,800 to 2,900 ft
Rim width (N/S Axis)                            3,589ft                                                       6,500 ft
Rim width (E/W Axis)                           5,638 ft                                                      6,000 ft
Elevation of Pit bottom (msl)              4,263 ft                                                      3,150 ft
Depth of groundwater                          5,265 ft                                                      5,100 ft avg
Depth of toxic lake created in pit.       1,002 ft                                                      1,950 ft avg


Clearly, the potential for a superfund site in the Coronado National Forest that is this much larger than 
what was one of the nation's largest is an issue that the EIS must specifically address.


Individual
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7163 10 If the mines are developed, they have the potential to destroy extensive areas of habitat for imperiled 
wildlife and plants, including the endangered jaguar; degrade air quality; contaminate ground and surface 
water supplies; negatively impact scenic views; and eliminate current recreational use by a broad cross-
section of local residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7163 32 Mines of the type and scale proposed have the potential to generate extensive pollution, in the forms of 
water pollution, light pollution, noise pollution and air pollution. Such pollution can have local, regional 
and even global implications.


Organization


7163 39 Water pollution


Questions to be answered in the EIS:
What are the potential risks of surface and groundwater pollution from mining operations?
What water contamination prevention measures are proposed, and are they sufficient to safeguard sources 
of water vital to the health of human and natural communities?


Organization


7166 8 HEALTH: The environmental hazards of open pit mining are well documented. How will the Augusta 
Corporation protect the public, wildlife and any threatened animal species, and surrounding natural 
ecosystem from potential water and air pollution?


Individual


7167 5 Pollution of water from sediment/spoil runoff and from spills of chemical leachates and construction 
runoff will affect surface and groundwaters, again to include areas well outside the mine's boundaries. The 
environmental economic impacts of all potential pollution on ecosystems, wildlife, and communities must 
be part of the final EIS.


Individual


7171 5 Pollution of water from sediment/spoil runoff and from spills of chemical leachates and construction 
runoff will affect surface and groundwaters, again to include areas well outside the mine's boundaries. The 
environmental economic impacts of all potential pollution on ecosystems, wildlife, and communities must 
be part of the final EIS.


Individual


7175 15 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7178 4 3. THE POLLUTING AND OVERUSE OF OUR PRECIOUS GROUND WATER EVEN THOUGH 
ROSEMONT PROMISES THIS WILL NOT BE THE CASE.


Individual


7183 5 The amount of water needed for such a mine simply is not available in this desert region.  We are already 
in the grips of what scientists are calling a "100 year drought" and such a strain on an already fragile 
water table will force people who live in the area to dig much deeper wells.  Then the mine will pollute 
the water table.


Individual


7184 7 The oxide ore processing requires a lined leach pad for recovery of the sulfuric acid/copper solution that 
is leached from the ore body. This is stated in the MPO submitted by Rosemont. The waste rock from the 
oxide ore processing will be deposited in the waste rock/tailings area along with waste rock from the 
sulfide ore processing. This is where the problems of pollution of our ground water manifests.


Individual


7184 9 Waste rock is a significant source of pollution. Waste rock piles, like the ones planned for Rosemont, 
which are generally unlined, are very often a source of leachate. Tailings dams have a long history of 
leaking and spilling toxic materials into the surrounding watershed.


Individual


7184 13 There is no mention of, or plans for any type of liner for the tailings storage area. The tailings and waste 
rock area is described as "dry" which in fact ends up being a minimum of 15% water content at time of 
placement. The only attempt to stem groundwater pollution is with the "experimental layering of 
limestone within the tailings stack and the "minimizing" of moisture content at the time of processiing and 
placement. This is unacceptable.


Individual


7188 1 I live just north of the site of the proposed Rosemont Mine. My comment on the mine is that it would do 
irreparable environmental damage that would be alter the character of Southern Arizona by polluting the 
water, the land, and the air. Humans and wildlife would suffer illness and death.


Individual
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7193 5 Issue #4. Leaching of minerals and toxins from the tailings of this mine by rain water will eventually 
contaminate the water sources surrounding the Santa Ritas and Tucson. Who will be responsible for 
decontamination of the water sources


Individual


7200 15 Impacts to Water Resources
The EIS must fully evaluate the direct and indirect impacts of this project on the water resources in the 
area. It is well-known that this type of project could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals 
and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies


Organization


7202 10 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will contamination be 
controlled and who will be responsible for such control?


Individual


7202 21 12. What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of 
the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste 
rules increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? 
How will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled 
and who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


7222 10 There is such a high risk of surface water and ground-water contamination that this alone should cause the 
Forest Service to deny this project altogether. It is incredible that such a project could be permitted in our 
region.


Individual


7222 12 Ground water will be pumped by this Canadian company from our Santa Cruz aquifer, depleting this 
aquifer and subjecting Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek to water contamination from toxic runoff and 
leaching of toxic materials into the aquifer.


Individual


7228 7 Another concern for me is the air and water pollution that would be a result of such an operation.Individual


7234 3 Are we again going to be left with a view of an abandoned mine, compromised and polluted water,Individual


7253 103 How would the company prevent these chemicals from getting into our ground water and surface water in 
the even of a spill?
What would the company do if the toxic chemicals get into the ground water or surface water?


Organization


7253 116 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


7253 120 B. GROUNDWATER - PROTECTION, IMPACTS, MONITORING
Groundwater moves very slowly and it could take years or decades for pollutants from the mine to show 
up in the groundwater outside of the mine boundary. The company should be required to post a large 
enough bond to guarantee long term monitoring and ensure clean up of any contamination into the 
foreseeable future, perhaps for 100 years. Protection of our groundwater from potential contamination 
from the mine is the most serious concern,


Organization


7253 127 What would the company do if groundwater contamination that was the result of the mine is discovered 
years after mine closure?


Organization


7258 2 I will be forced against my will to experience this mine every day with views from my home.  I won't need 
to go anywhere to be devastated by the destruction of our lands.  I will hear it, smell it, taste and breathe 
the dust and fumes cause by the mines activity. Not to mention, I worry about contamination of my well 
or if I am going to be told about it in a timely manner.  Will I be left to discover the contamination years 
after it was covered up by the mine supervisors.  Will I find out only  after the health damages are already 
done?  If my well shows new contamination I will be forced to prove that the mine caused the 
contamination and were the source of it in a court of law or I will be SOL won't I?  Can I afford to do this 
as well as find a new source for water?


Individual
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7275 6 Due to downward percolating rainwater, this dump will ultimately produce leachate containing 
undesirable metallic contaminants. Unless the base of the dump is solidly lined with impervious material, 
the leachate will enter the local groundwater system causing contamination. The contamination will flow 
downgradient toward the northwest and eventually impact the Santa Cruz River aquifer at Sahuarita. 
Eventually, it will end up in Tucson't groundwater.


Individual


7310 1 How will Rosemont Mines prevent toxic contamination from flowing into to Tucson aquifer?Individual


7312 19 What happens if the tailings dam fails? What will restrict contamination into the local aquaifer?Individual


7322 1 The Twin Buttes mine, on the western side of the Santa Cruz Valley has been abandoned for more than a 
dozen years. The depth of the pit is roughly 1000 ft. below the static water level of the proximate valley, 
and thus, the pit lake is contiguous with the aquifer. With rain, the funnel effect of the surrounding 
excavation accumulates the pollutions and forces its spread into the aquifer, by virtue of the pit water 
level being momentarily above that of the static water level.
The manifested consequence is the contamination and elimination of drinking water wells, pertaining to 
Community Water Company. Phelps-dodge, the custodian of the mine, has placed interceptor wells to 
withdraw the contaminated water from the aquifer to thereafter be used in its Sierrita mining operation. It 
is naïve to believe that they can with this technique achieve complete cessation of the spreading of 
pollution. Nor is the question answered as to what will become of the remaining drinking water when the 
Sierrita mine no longer functions, for mine pits do not erode themselves back into the natural state 
without the passage of many thousands of years. 
The source point of pollution will only be completely removed by filling in the pit such that the 
evapotranspiration equals the total rainfall over the pit area of accumulation. And Phelps-dodge will only 
do that if it is ordered by the Court to perform closure in accordance with sustainable mining practice.
The relevance to the planned Rosemont mine is twofold.


Individual


7327 14 The depletion of our limited water supplies and potential for ground water pollution.Individual


7329 3 Imagine run-off leaching into the groundwater and poisoning the eco-system for more than a hundered 
years, ruining it for the coming generations!


Individual


7336 20 What will the very long term effects of the release of subterranean toxins into the surface environment, 
soil, water, and air be in the Santa Ritas?


Individual


7340 2 The EPA reports that in 2005, metal or hard rock mining in Arizona released over 39.4 million pounds of 
toxins. Pima County commissiones and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado FS that 
raised the threat of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit 
copper mine, as well as potential leaching of pullutants into groundwater.


Individual


7340 11 Noise pollution, air pollution and water (surface and underground) pollution.Individual
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7343 1 As described in a summary provided by Augusta Resource Corporation, major components of the 
company's proposed mining operation include an open pit mine, ore processing, waste rock storage, 
tailings storage, and ancillary facilities. An open pit will be created covering approximately 700 acres or 
1.2 square miles.


The Rosemont cooper deposit contains both sulfide and oxide ore types, and the Augusta Resources 
Corporation mining plan includes a heap leaching process and solvent extraction electrowinning. Oxide 
ore would be trucked from the mine, placed on a lined leach pad, and irrigated with an acidic solution 
(approximately 0.5 percent). The acid solution would then be collected and sent to a plant where copper 
in the solution would be plated onto high-purity copper sheets.


Not described in the Augusta Resouce Corporation's documents are points I wish to raise that are 
published and acknowleged as accurate b y the Arizona Geological Survey (Open-File Report 95-13, 
1995). The most damaging and persistent environmental problem associated with mines is drainage from 
mines and mine tailings entering surface and groundwater. Water may become contaminated by acid and 
toxic metals which precipitate out when the pH increases, usually as aresults of dilution from other 
streams. The proposed Rosemont Mine will use an acidic solution on an irrigated, lined leach pad. 
Leakage will most likely occur.


The Augusta Resource Corporation plans to contain the open pit, the heap leach facility, and the plant site 
in "closed systems", with all direct rainfall and local run off contained on site. This proposal is simply not 
realistic. Again, leakage will most likely occur.


Individual


7343 5 Sulfide minerals are present in the Rosemont deposit, and will be responsible for the formation of the 
large portion of mine drainage pollution that are typically and commonly associated with ore and mineral 
bodies. 


Acid mine drainage is extremely difficult to mitigate. Treatment of contaminated water at the discharge 
site isa common control strategy, but the high expense of this method generally makes it cost prohibitive.


Mining operations expose vast quantites of previously undisturbed land and material in the process of 
exploration, extraction, processing, and transportation. In the U.S Clean Water Act, States have identified 
mining activities as being the second largest source of non-point pollution to surface waters.


As a recreational user of thisarea, and citizen of Southern Arizona, Ibelieve the proposed Rosemont Mine 
pollution and toxic contamination to surfaceand groundwater risks are unacceptable. I urge the National 
Forest Service to DENY approval for this mining plan.


Individual


7348 5 2) Impacts on water, air; loss of water and pollution of water supplies, air pollutionIndividual


7348 9 A) Impacts on Las Cienegas and Davidson Canyon riparian habitats; even though the mining company is 
going to be taking water from the aquifer west of the mountains the tailings piles will effectively eliminate 
several important drainages the bring water from Santa Rita to  these priceless, endangered habitats. What 
water does seep from the tailings will be polluted with sulfates and heavy metals.


Individual


7348 14 E) The mine will be extracting water from the Santa Cruz aquifer in which the water level is already 
dropping significantly. Their pumping will only worcen the problem and, by creating a cone of depression 
on the northeastern edge of the aquifer they will hasten movement of the existing sulfate plume such  that 
wells across the valley will become polluted.


Individual


7349 3 Please reference the Berkleley Pit of Butte, Montanta. As a long-time Montanan, I would like to share the 
consequences of our open pit mine in Butte, Montana - one of the larg4est Superfund sites on the Earth. 
We are not proud of this unhealthy, poisonous source of drinking water nor the permanent scar it is on the 
local landscape.


Individual


7350 1 Groundwater and surface water are likely to be compromised by the leachate fro the tailing pile.Individual
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7371 3 Liabilities:
1. Draining potable water supply, which is more precious than copper, to thousands of residents. 
Contaminating water supply with toxins, that will be there forever, that wildlife and plants need to 
survive..


Individual


7381 4 The noise of the mine blasts, the dirt and chemicals in the dust, the polution of the water wells, the 
terribly unsafe condition of Scenic Highway, State Route 83 are all going to impact us in a very negative 
way. Along with the wide loads that have to come and go on SR83 from I-10, your ore trucks, your 
transportation of employess vans, your ore reps, our own cattle trucks, horse trailers and private vehicles 
will surely all lead to a tragic scene.


Individual


7419 2 If the groundwater is polluted,…you will be responsible.Individual


7427 3 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual


7434 3 How will Rosemont Copper Company protect our groundwater, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
from contaminated run-off? Will contamination never occur, even years after the mine closes? 
Contamination of the Tucson aquifer has happened before with smaller projects and the resulting cancer 
clusters have taken many lives. With an average rainfall of 22 inches/year in Rosemont Canyon, and snow 
and rain run-off from the Santa Rita peaks, where will the water go that falls on the mine tailins? Will it 
eventually overflow and start new cancer clusters in our community? How will Augusta Resources be 
held responsible for loss of human lives?


Individual


7439 3 Right at the Base of the Santa Rita Mountains on the West Side is the location of the Santa Rita Fault 
Zone which traverses along the complete mountain range. 


Number 934   Santa Rita Fault Zone
USGS  Quarternary Fault and Fold Database for the United States


Please evaluate The Santa Rita Fault Zone.
 What effect will continual blasting with explosives during mining have on this fault?
When getting deeper in the mountain and getting closer to the fault cause an earthquake?
Will an Earthquake cause the AQUIFER to cave in?
Will an Earthquake pollute our Water?
What kind of damage will an Earthquake do to our property?
Who will pay for the damages?


Individual


7443 6 Blasting (daily) an open pit into the east side of the Santa Ritas is objectionable for aesthetic reasons 
alone. But aside from my bias (I love that drive down "Scenic" Highway 83), there are pressing 
environmental concerns. Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, 
the risks of unintended leaks or spills, or surface and groundwater contamination -in our Tucson basin- is 
high.


Individual


7448 3 Can the Augusta mine management really prevent the toxic metals from the mining itself and the heap-
leaching processing of the ore from contaminating our streams and water table? Mine managers are 
notorious for over-optimistic views of their safeguards. Will all the surrounding communities' water be 
safe? There are many old mines in the Western United States that have been polluting watersheds for the 
last hundred plus years.


Individual


7456 36 There is a great concern about spills from the mine polluting the ground water and surface water down-
canyon from the mine. Although Rosemont Copper Company states that they will use state-of-the-art 
technologies to prevents spills and contamination, virtually all mines have had spills. The Forest should 
identify how you will insure that water is not polluted from the Rosemont Mine.


Government


7461 3 I am very concerned that the Rosemont mining project will destroy the Coronado national forest area. The 
mining activity will place the remaining resources of ground water at great risk of contamination since the 
mining industry has effectively never been able to operate without contaminating all that it touches. The 
water under the mine feeds the protected Cienega creek.


Individual
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7466 5 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-How will the mine ensure there is no pollution of the water table?


Individual


7484 2 While there may be compelling "legal" precedents, in this particular case it should be decided upon 
PRACTICAL issues.


By practical I mean WATER.
1. It is IMPRACTICAL to divert the huge amount of water for a use that will result in certain 
contamination of ground water.


Individual


7499 3 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There has 
never been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!!


Individual


7504 86 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7509 5 Those of us who live here and will be directly impacted by the environmental damage to our landscape, 
water, wildlife - and perhaps even our abiltiy to remain in our homes- have no voice in this matter.


Individual


7513 7 Obviously, toxic waste will work its way into our water supply and pollute this area for many years to 
come.


Individual


7514 2 The proposed mine will pollute the waters of Las Cienegas, Cienegas Creek and Davidson Canyon.Individual


7514 3 The propped mine will pollute our ground water.Individual


7519 2 Even if Rosemont brings their own water, they won't be removing that same water, but they will run the 
risk of contaminating our current supply.


Individual


7520 2 There are many reasons that the mine is not the best use of these public lands but I will only address two. 
Water pollution and the cleanup of a toxic mess at the taxpayers expense.


Individual


7520 7 Our aquifer is the only water source we have in this area and you are gambling with our future. If the 
water is depleted, or contaminated, this area will be a ghost town and every one of us will have lost our 
life savings by virtue of being unable to live in the homes we have invested our money in.


Individual


7520 9 Water is life itself. Without it our land reverts back to sand blowing across the desert and the Rosemont 
mine severely threatens our only source of it by overuse and contamination.


Individual


7522 6 Rosemont plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas to the mine at 
Rosemont Ranch. This would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer. The Davidson/Cienega aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching.


Individual
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7525 3 We strongly oppose allowing Augusta Resource Corp to mine the land at Rosemont.  After 20 years they 
will walk away  from Southern Arizona with a tidy profit and Southern Arizona will be left with a 
monumental scar on the land, a lower water table, contaminated water, contaminated public land, and 
abused road infrastructure.


7552 2 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7558 2 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
*What are the forecast of this water redistribution on the sulfur plumes from other mines threatening 
Sahuarita now?


Individual


7558 5 Surface water - pollution
Any mining operation with tailings and sulfur can be a threat for pollution. Has a detailed hydrologic 
survey of the mine area been done to address these issues?


Individual


7562 6 Our guide went on to state that the tailings area would not be lined nor would there be any physical 
barriers to prevent excess tailings water or pit waste pumping from leaching into the ground water table.


Individual


7568 2 The impact the mine will have on the water shed by creating dams and stopping water flow from various 
tributary's and potential POLLUTION/and FLOODING.


Individual


7569 1 My number one concern is for Tucson's water safety and the water safety for all who depend on well 
water that the Rosemont Mine will pollute. The EPA standards do not allow our rivers to be polluted, are 
our wells and water tables allow to be polluted?


Individual


7571 21 One of the major concerns is protection of the water resources from leaks and spills from the mine, due to 
malfunctioning facilities or stormwater runoff. The mine facilities are currently designed for the 100-year 
24-hours flood event, which is the current standard. However, given the very sensitive nature of the 
Cienega watershed, the mine should be designed to a higher level of protection. This would prove to the 
public that the mining company really is committed to protecting this basin. Other advanced countries use 
up to the 1,000 year flood event in their designs, and some use the 10,000 year flood. The floods of July 
21, 2006 in Tucson were the result of five consecutive days of large storms that together represented 
somewhere near a 1,000 year flood event. Global warming is changing our climate regime, and we must 
plan accordingly. The preferred alternative should require that the mine be designed to at least the 1,000 
year flood event.


Individual


7571 23 Most open pit mines have caused contamination of the surface and ground water in the vicinity. For 
example, the report by Kuipers and Maest studied how well the EIS process predicted water quality 
impacts. They determined that 100 percent of mines predicted compliance with water quality standards 
before operations began (assuming pre-operations water quality was in compliance). They also 
determined that after the mines were built, 76 percent of the mines studied in detail exceeded water 
quality standards due to mining activity, and that mitigation measures predicted to prevent water quality 
exceedances failed at 64 percent of the mines studied in deatil (Predicting Water Quality Problems at 
Hardrock Mines -- an EARTHWORKS white paper, A Failure of Science, Oversight, and Good Practice, 
Alan Septoff, Earthworks 12/8/2006). The entire report and the white paper by Earthworks can be found 
online at http://www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?publID=213


Given these results, it is especially critical that the Rosemont Mine not be allowed to proceed since the 
protection of our water resources clearly cannot be guaranteed.


Individual
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7571 29 August Resource/Rosemont Copper plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa 
Ritas to the mine at Rosemont Ranch. This project would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer 
and the Davidson/Cienega aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted, and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching. Impacts to both of these basins 
should be included in the EIS, and all surface and ground water impacts from activities related to the mine 
must be analyzed, including the pipeline route from Sahuarita to the mine site.


Individual


7579 4 It is a great concern of the potentail of toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leaching into and running 
off into other water sources. I would like you to test my well so that we can keep track of any pollutants 
getting into our water source.


Individual


7586 3 In the Augusta Mine Plan of Operations appear some bold assumptions and promises and I urge the 
Forest Service to scrutinize carefully. The most concerning involve a breezy-sounding assurance that state-
of-the-art heap-leaching, handling of tailings including their re-vegeatation, and pit-lake management will 
prevent any contamination of air or water during mining or indefinitely into the future after the mine 
closes. Examination of the record of latter-day hard-rock mining projects proves confusing and 
inconclusive to the layperson. The mining industry calims that due to more stringent regulation and 
improved technology, the bad old days when today's abandoned mine site became tomorrow's superfun 
site are gone forever. Mining watchdog groups, on the other hand, counterclaim that mines commissioned 
and operated since stricter regulating and permitting processes became law in the late 1970s continue to 
contaminate air, water, and soil, and don't leave behind unpolluted mine sites even with best-practice 
methods, and in spite of having been approve through the NEPA process. A case in point of these 
contradictory contentions is the Kuipers and Maest water-quality study of 25 recent mines pre and post-
operation (http://www.swhydro.arizona.edu/archive/V6_N3/dept-ontheground.pdf) which provoked 
predictable reactions from the mining industry (http://www.nwma.org/pdf/07APRBulletin.pdf) see page 
9) and regulators (http://www.petroleumnews.com/pntruncate/910395370.shtml).


Individual


7587 2 We are deeply concerned about water, air, and noise pollution caused by the mine's activities. If the 
Rosemont Copper Project become an actuality, we and our children,as neighbors, will directly bear the 
brunt of this pollution.


Individual


7589 3 throughout the memoranda, even where predictions of the mine's impacts are made, they are couched with 
modifiers such as: "probably," "possibly," "is believed to," and "it is expected." This is hardly reassuring 
given that what they are referring to is the chance that this could become a Superfund site that depletes 
and pollutes the aquifer and watershed on which the surrounding communities are dependent. We are also 
told that the pit lake could discharge into the aquifer, and if that happens, further modeing will be 
required. If there is a possibility that the pit lake will discharge into the aquifer, what protections are in 
place to protect the health and viability of the surrounding communities? What can be done to remediate 
this after that fact?


Individual


7592 22 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


7597 5 STABILIZATION OF AQUIFER    WHAT STEPS WILL THEY TAKE TO PREVENT THE TOXIC 
WATER FROM LEAVING THE PIT AND POLLUTING DEEPER AQUIFERS, FURTHER MAPPING 
AND MODELING WILL BE NECESSARY. THROUGH OUT THE AREA ,INCLUDING THE 
EMPIRE MTNS.


Individual


7599 5 Will my groundwater be monitored for any potential contamination from the mine?Individual
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7614 3 First, I am concerned about the effect of that the mine will have on our water tables in the area. I worry 
about the water tables being contamintated by the mine. This has been addressed in the public meetings so 
enough said about that except, I will hold the Department of Agriculture, the Forest Service & the mining 
company responsible if the project is approved and I have water problems on any of my land because of it 
in the future.


Individual


7619 1 How will Rosemont Mine prevent toxic contaminants from flowing into the tucson aquifer?Individual


7648 4 This is NOT a "not in my backyard" situation. To say this is to be little potential health impact from 
chemical contamination of water supply of Vail and Tucson.


Individual


7651 4 Water- the amount of water needed by this mine would be astronomical, it would effect the underground 
supply also and possibly pollute the water in the whole basin.


Individual


7654 13 SOME OF YOU IN TUCSON MAY NOT KNOW, BUT THERE IS A SULFATE PLUME FROM THE 
EXISTING PHELPS DODGE MINE THAT IS UNDER CLOSE MONITORING AND A CONSENT 
DECREE FROM THE AZ DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.  WE BELIEVE THAT PHELPS 
DODGE IS ACTING RESPONSIBLY TO CONTAIN THE PLUME.


HOWEVER, THE NEW AND ADDITIONAL PUMPING BY ROSEMONT COULD CAUSE THE 
PLUME TO MIGRATE INTO THE VALLEY'S DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES.


Business


7655 4 The excess rock that has no value to the mine is tossed into a pile called "tailings." In these tailings 
harmful minerals, such as asbestos, even radioactive minerals, such as uraninite, thorianite and autunite 
can be found. When rain falls on the tailings the water reacts with the waste material from this copper 
sulfide mineral, chalcopyrite, to produce sulfuric acid, which then runs into the streams, contaminating 
the water and harming the fish, wildlife and Humans. (This information is from the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency).


Individual


7655 8 How will you keep Mercury from getting into our Water?Individual


7790 6 We also worry that the aquifer will be polluted so that life will be destroyed downstream for hundreds of 
years.


Individual


7809 12 SOME OF YOU IN TUCSON MAY NOT KNOW, BUT THERE IS A SULFATE PLUME FROM THE 
EXISTING PHELPS DODGE MINE THAT IS UNDER CLOSE MONITORING AND A CONSENT 
DECREE FROM THE AZ DEPT. OF ENVIRONEMNTAL QUALITY. WE BELIEVE THAT PHELPS 
DODGE IS ACTING RESPONSIBLY TO CONTAIN THE PLUME.


HOWEVER, THE NEW AND ADDITIONAL PUMPING BY ROSEMONT COULD CAUSE THE 
PLUME TO MIGRATE INTO THE VALLEY'S DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES.


Business


7813 7 Further, approval of the use of these resources for mining would contradict the Forest Service mission 
statement. The proposal to remove the copper ore, without paying royalties or fees, while consuming 
tremendous amounts of presious groundwater at no expense, consuming large qualities of electricity, 
polluting the air with dust, exhaust, and toxins, containing surface water, groundwater and the earth, and 
permanently destroying the scenic and recreational resources of the area, is not viable for approval


Individual


8612 1 I am very worried about the pollution from the Rosemont Mining Project. I'm worried about the water 
pollution, I'm worried about the sight pollution, in other words looking at the mine tailings.


Individual


8623 4 the mine will destroy the ecosystem, the distribution and contamination and pollution of water, air and 
earth.


Individual


8661 2 I'm calling about the article in the paper Sunday about the Rosemont Mine. I think it's a bad situation. It's 
going to pollute the water. They use millions of gallons of water, and I don't know where they're going to 
get it. Pollutes the air. And for them to have ruined that beautiful scenery in the Santa Rita Mountains, I 
think it's bad.


Individual


8678 2 Two, there would be a great deal of pollution of the ground water because the leaching ponds would be 
using sulphuric acids.


Individual
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8703 2 We feel that, number one, the water issues in southern Arizona are simply too fragile to take a chance on 
having them polluted by a copper mine.


Individual


8704 2 We feel that, number one, the water issues in southern Arizona are simply too fragile to take a chance on 
having them polluted by a copper mine.


Individual


8711 4 This company is also in nearby national forest land, which will affect the water pollution level.Individual


8724 1 I'm very concerned about this because of all the pollution it's going to cause. The water is already bad. 
Our air is bad. Our earth is bad. There's no reason -- there's just no reason. There's no reason to keep 
doing this. We need to start fixing the earth. We can't keep doing this.


Individual


8771 3 It will cause a rapid lowering of an already lowering water table, put toxins in already toxic water, damage 
eco-tourism, make a dump off now beautiful mountain area in a general cause a lower quality of life.


Individual


8790 5 You would not want some stranger from Canada coming into your back yard and digging up your plants, 
blasting your subsoil, pouring toxic chemicals into your well, dirtying your air with dust and diesel fumes. 
And those millions of Arizonans and Americans who use the national forest as their backyard for enjoying 
nature on weekends and days off don't want to have some company from canada come into their backyard 
in order to destroy it.


Individual


8798 2 Can the Augusta mine management really prevent the toxic metals from mining itself and the heat 
leaching processing of the ore form contamination our streams and water table?


Individual


8798 3 Mine managers are notorious for over optimistic views of their safeguards. Will all the surrounding 
communities waters be safe? There are many old mines in the western United States that have been 
polluting water sheds for the last 100 plus years.


Individual


8813 2 This is bad for our community, we don't have the water.  We're off of a well right now, and this could 
impact our wells, water as well as pollution to the area.


Individual


8826 3 It will pollute the waterIndividual


8849 2 I'm concerned and would ask that the Forest Service study seriously, and I know that you are, the affect of 
the degradation, degradation of the water, not only the drop in the wells, the water levels in the wells of 
surrounding homeowners in the area, but also the impact downstream of pollutants from the mines, from 
this particular mine, as that kind of ground water pollution from open pit mines is well known and well 
documented.


Individual


8864 6 This is a beautiful, natural area which is utilized for tourism and wine growing and farming and , in our 
case, horses. And it will be destroyed if there's blasting, if there is pollution, and if the aquifer is drained 
or polluted.


Individual


8866 3 I'm concerned about heavy metal contamination of the aquifer.Individual


8874 3 I would like to go on record strongly objecting to the Rosemont Mine project.  The reasons are inadequate 
water, and water contamination, air pollution, destruction of habitat and other safety issues.


Individual


8875 4 It would significantly impact negatively the access for recreation and potentially significantly pollute the 
environment, including the water shed, the air quality, the truck traffic, et cetera.


Individual


8879 2 This is against the Rosemont Mine.  One, it will pollute the air; two, it will pollute the water.  It will 
contaminate the well waters in the area.


Individual


8880 7 It's going to pollute the air, pollute the other water.Individual


8882 1 I would just like to state that I am opposed to the mining in the Santa Rita mountains on the eastern slopes 
because we're concerned that it will affect the quality of our water by chemicals and things that will 
eventually seep into the water system, the aquifers.


Individual
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8903 2 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will the contamination 
be controlled and who will be responsible for such a control?


Individual


8910 2 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste rules 
increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? How 
will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled and 
who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


8986 2 Does every mtn. around here have to have a telescope, mine, ORV trails, or some other abomination 
scarring it?? The FS does not have to authorize yet another hole in the ground and a license to 
contaminate water.


Organization


9051 3 The health hazards from a mining operation including water pollution are well known and should be 
recognized by the decsion-makers who should reject the proposed mining operation.


Organization


10204 2 Approve this operation and you will be polluting our drinking water. And your name will be attached to itOrganization


10358 2  I have lived in the Santa Rita foothills for ten years and do not want to have our water source 
contaminated because of other peoples greed. Let them ruin their own country, not ours!


Organization


10508 3 The proposed mine will take our riches and leave us with nothing but  polluted water. No! This is a 
terrible location for a mine.


Organization


10665 2 copper mining in this area and elsewhere has historically been associated with water pollution (both 
surface and sub-surface)


Organization


10874 5 Moreover, mine dischanrge into Davidson Canyon will potentially pollute every waterway that intersects 
the Tucson Basin.


Organization


11048 3 Living adjacent to the Colorado forest, wherein the tailings/overburden will be used for this proposed 
mine, we also have an extreme concern about water pollution. Will someone be monitoring our ground 
water, on a regular basis, for contamination and giving us a report of same on a regular basis?


Individual


11067 1 As detailed in the Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, dated 10-19-07, the pit dewatering pump-
out from surrounding wells, etc. is predicted to reach a maximum of 720, 000 gallons per day. When this 
pumping occurs, the air that is pulled into the evacuated pore spaces will oxidize the sulfide-rich host 
rock, generating reaction products on the exposed surfaces. For every acre-foot of water that is replaced 
with air, sufficient oxygen is introduced to generate concentrations of 514 mg/ L of sulfate, initially as 
sulfuric acid (ref: Dr. G. C. Miller, UN-R, 2002). The low pH (acidic) water increases solubility of 
problematic metals such as cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper, etc. that can render poor, if not toxic, water 
quality as a result. Once mining ceases, it will be necessary to block the oxidation reactions on the pit 
walls and evacuated pore spaces. It is possible to accomplish this by completely filling the pit with water 
from both groundwater inflow, and additional pumping. When the reactive surfaces become covered with 
groundwater, the oxidation rates will be very slow because the oxygen transfer rate is lower through 
water. However, Arizona DEQ requires pit lake water to meet aquifer quality standards, essentially that of 
drinking water, so the water-fill approach will create a long-term (in perpetuity) pit lake toxicity 
management problem. The preferable alternative is to seal the pit by fully backfilling it with inert (non-
reactive), or neutralizing (calcareous), waste rock. This will prevent catastrophic groundwater 
contamination and once again make the area available for recreation, hunting, camping, hiking and 
wildlife habitats after mining operations cease.


Individual
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11068 22 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


11073 3 There is some truth to the reasons given for not opening the mine. First of all, the scenery will be changed 
forever. This is unavoidable, but the disturbed area will be contained and regulated with some of the most 
strict environmental laws around. There is going to be a forced relocation of of the animals that live in the 
area along with water that becomes polluted. However, the animals will be able to adapt as they have for 
millions of years (this time they will have human help to care for any that are sick and wounded before the 
mine opens so some will actually live longer) and the water contaminants must be below the guidelines 
set by our government.


Individual


11080 3 Living adjacent to the Colorado forest, wherein the tailings/overburden will be used for this proposed 
mine, we also have an extreme concern about water pollution. Will someone be monitoring our ground 
water, on a regular basis, for contamination and giving us a report of same on a regular basis?


Individual


11082 17 "Barrel Canyon Comprises 16% of the downstream Davidson Canyon Watershed. In order to limit the 
overall physical exposure of the project, mine facilities are planned to be contained within the Barrel 
Canyon drainage system. The waste Rock Storage System, dry stack tailings storage facility and heap 
leach facility are all located within the Barrel Canyon drainiage system, with associated access roads 
leading into Barrel Canyon". "The Davidson contributes 8% to 24% base flow of the Cienega…"   
My questions- being that this dry stack tailing is new and there will be a heap leach facility and access 
road, how can anyone say that there is 100% certainty that our water is not going to be polluted? That the 
compliance point dam is not going to break and hurt someone? That the blockage won't cause wells to run 
dry? That there won't be increased sedimentation in the Davidson and Cienega Creek from runoff from 
tailings and waste rock? Is the testing point self regulated? Who regulates?


Individual
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2 16 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use being considered in the approval of these mines?


43 14 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quality?


43 15 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quantity?


43 17 Additionally, how does the Forest Service intend to have Rosemont mitigate the impact of these 
reasonably foreseeable events and cumulative impacts on the many residential wells? (We need to get a 
count of how many residential wells there are in our area downstream) As these wells are not in a Santa 
Cruz aquifer, the actions by Rosemont to recharge in the Santa Cruz will not have an impact.


Individual


43 19 Economic Impacts: Cumulative economic property value loss if three mines are in the area. Who will re-
drill the wells if they run dry?


Individual


183 4 What will the cumulative impacts be from this mine and the other proposed mining operations in the 
vicinity on water quality, water quantity


1542 4 and the current mining operations use too much alreadyIndividual
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1560 2 We already have Pecan farm, 45% golf courses 5% and a copper mine 45% we get 5% it does not sound 
like there is any left.


Individual


1610 3 In the West, water is a dominate natural resource and must be cosidered comprehensively for all 
decisions. When performing the NEPA Cumulative Effects analyses, it is critical that the impact on the 
whole water cycle be considered for the project. A natural gas pipeline or transmission line has very little 
direct impact on water resources; however, each may have significant indicted impacts. A 100 MW 
transmission line that will support another 50,000 families needs to consider the water resource impacts 
that the line will for these new families using this energy. At 200 gallons per day per capita, over 
250,000,000 gallons are required. 


Q-201. If the end users do not have that water available, where will it come from?
Q-202. How much water is required to generate that 100 MW, based on the logical generation anticipated 
for this community?


Individual


1681 1 I am deeply concerned with the potential cummulative Impacts that this mine (along with several current 
mines that already exist in the Cienega Creek area) will have on the water levels of such an imporatant 
and critical watershed/ riparian system.


Individual


1715 3 Living in a desert water is key to life here - Will there be water fer future generations?Individual


1731 13 We need to be assured that long-term and cumulative impacts to our area be studied. There are several 
more mines being proposed in our area, in Davidson Canyon, for instance, that will impact the water flow, 
higway traffic, and the environment. Will multiple mining enterprises near our homes compound the 
effects on our lives and well-being and those of future generations?


Organization


1834 2 There is way to much building and using out water supply now-Individual


1839 3 Will the Santa Cruz aquifer and water supply be adequate to serve current and future residents in 20 
years?  Is Rosemont mine potentially a major impact on water supply or a major impact?


Individual


1848 3 Our resources are already stretched thin. Many remarks have been made stating that water will be 
recycled. This statement will not be the final outcome. If Rosemont has its way, we will all suffer in the 
end.


Individual


1863 5 The area continues to grow, and inevitably we must determine if we have sufficient water for these people 
to meet the normal need for drinking water, as well as bathing and water for toilet usage.


Individual


1886 4 As demanded increases due to explosive population growth and the River declines, they will drain the 
vast resavoirs. Already Lake Mead and Lake Panell due down by 50%. It won't take long to drain these 
resorvoirs. When this happens this will create a major water shortage to all water usses. Because Arizona 
only has conditional use at this water share the Federal Government will take away our share. When this 
happens we will probabilly have 20 million people in Arizona, and have wtten disaster.


Individual


2098 2 Water in this area is too precious to waste on mining projects because they have no way to replenish what 
they take, no matter what they say they can do! It seems that all the hydrologists agree on this point.


Individual


2106 5 There are many ranches/residences in the area of the proposed mine which depend of private wells for 
their water supply. Their wells are,in many cases,only one or two hundred feet deep. The Rosemont Corp. 
has already drilled wells well beyond this depth which can only have far reaching negative effects of these 
existing private wells.


Individual


2107 2 Water: As you know, and as has been demonstrated by numerous studies, mines pollute local water 
supploes. Not only is our drinking water at risk, but also the water which serves our wildlife and plant 
life. Please err on the side of caution as you evaluate the impacts of this Mine Project on our limited and 
precious water supply.


Individual


2122 4 Augusta Mining's short term economic boom can not possibly offset the disastrous long term impact on 
ground water resources that this proposed encroachment would have.


Individual


2125 4 The "benefits" of this proposal must be weighed against the long term cost of a depleted aquifer that will 
remain long after the copper is gone.


Individual
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2164 2 We have too many problems with water in this area already.Individual


2197 9 Ever scarcer water resources will be lost.Individual


2203 8 Hydrologists model the water table, inputs to the water table, withdrawals from the water table, and 
proposed additions (CAP to Green Valley), and proposed withdrawals (Rosemont Mine for the projected 
20-year mine life) to determine the '100-year water supply'. All these modeling efforts are 'scientific 
guestimates', since no one knows for sure what the long term impacts of the Rosemont Mine will be (on 
the water table and on other environmental factors).


Individual


2229 3 WHAT WILL BE THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ON THE WATER with TWO MINES operating 
SIMULTANIOUSLY along with the Pecan Grove, and all the Residents using water from the SAME 
AQUIFER? How many Gallons of water per minute will all the above be using?


Individual


2231 3 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep. Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided? Who will pay for this?


Individual


2257 1 Arizona is going to have enough problems with water and this mine would potentially be disastrous to the 
AZ residents


Individual


2277 2 I have lived in and around Tucson since 1951, and in that timeframe I watched Southern Arizona go 
through some frightening water experiences. Things like water shortages, chemical contamination, and 
storm drainage problems. I moved to Vail in 2005 because I felt that Tucson's water problems would only 
get worse. I am now faced with having to move once again because of the prospect of a couple of major 
mining companies coming to SE Tucson to devour the precious water supply that hundreds of thousands 
of Southern Arizona residents depend on for their very livelihood. Is it fair to have an outside company 
come into our community and rob us of millions of gallons of our fresh drinking water for profit without 
consideration of the lives of people who plan to live and retire here?


Individual


2284 6 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use and contamination problems being considered 
in the approval of these mines?


Individual


2311 2 The expected population growth in Arizona is going to have a big impact on all resources, and they will 
demand more water.


Individual


2332 1 Knowing that Water runs South to North in Southern Arizona. I am concerned that TAKING GOOD 
WATER FROM SAHUARITA HEIGHTS, WILL NOT ONLY IMPACT SAHUARITA AND GREEN 
VALLEY,. BUT WILL TUCSON WATER BE AFFECTED IN ANY WAY DYE TO MINING IN THE 
SANTA RITA MOUNTAINS? PLEASE EVALUATE THIS CONCERN in YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT!?...


Individual


2383 3 The Rosemont Copper plans for water use will clearly have adverse impacts on the environment.Individual


2389 3 Will this deplete MY water resources?Individual


2389 4 Will Rosemont finance damage, redrilling, or drilling a new well?Individual


2402 1 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the emvironments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


Individual


2402 6 Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental impact of transporting of 
groundwater away from Sahuarita heights And how this will affect the land subsidence, and How will this 
affect my personal well 55-602901 (well reg. number From ADWR).


Individual


2404 2 A thorough modeling of the impact of groundwater use by the mine should be required. The study area 
should be broad enough to include the impact of such potential use on all area water users, including the 
effect on water levels, energy costs, well equipment costs, water quality, effect on the sulfate plume, and 
the effect of the proposed CAP recharge on water quality.


Business


2404 11 How much damage will that water use do to existing water rights holders?Business
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2412 2 Full analysis of all direct + indirect effects of Rosemont project on surface + subsurface water resources 
and the rights of others there to.


Individual


2419 2 Am very concerned about the groundwater situation- don't want my well compromised. Southwest 
Arizona already has water problems- this mine will just add to that.


Individual


2430 1 Surely the EIS will report FULLY on the impact of the water that will be allowed to be pumped from the 
Rosemont-owned wells. These wells are located in the upper Santa Cruz sub-basin of the Tucson Active 
Manage Area groundwater basin.


Individual


2430 2 These are many "grandfathered" users of water drawing from this same area:
1. the existing mines west of I-19
2. the ________
3. the residents of Green Valley
4. the residents of Sahuarita
5. the existing commercial properties in Green Valley and Sahuarita
Rosemont does NOT HAVE THE RIGHT to exchange the supply of water to the above users.


Individual


2450 4 While we recognize that the mining industry may be good for the economy of the state, it will do no good 
in more than the short term if there is not enough water to go around.


Individual


2462 12 When Rosemont mine is no longer a viable mine, who will be responsible for my water problems.Individual


2467 4 I have been reading the articles in the Arizona Daily Star and feel very strongly that additional drain on or 
water resources cannot be tolerated in a time of drought.


Individual


2554 6 This danger to human, bird and animal health from radioactive chemicals, heavy metals, sulfuric acid, and 
other processing chemicals, such as cyanide and xanathates, must be thoroughly investigated and any and 
all impacts must be avoided The bottom line is that we already have three Superfund sites in Pima County 
that pollute the water with.


Organization


2572 2 The model suggests that draw down of the water table at Upper Cienega Creek in the Las Cienegas 
National Conservation Area would be small at first, taking thousands of years to fully expand into these 
areas. After 8000 years, the lowered water table created by open pit mining would extend through much 
of the Davidson Canyon area. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease less than a foot in several 
thousand years; the net effect would be to make this groundwater -dependent ecosystem slightly more 
susceptible to effects of drought and global warming.


Government


2589 26 I hereby request a 'No Action' decision by the Forest Service for this project due to the cumulative effects 
that this action would have on the Davidson Canyon/ Cienega Creek, and Watershed


Individual


2591 13 To what extent could cumulative, chain-link cumulative contamination/pollution of surface and ground 
water consideration have effect on the Tucson watershed and the Tucson larger metropolitan area? Could 
the possibility and likelihood of chain-link cumulative contamination/pollution of surface and ground 
water from toxins and chemicals be the single most important significant impact which could cause the 
most problems for the largest number of people, and animals?


Individual


2591 17 What would be the cumulative impact of the high volume of water required for all the proposed mines?Individual
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2592 56 3.1.2.3 Monitoring Plan


This section implies that the approved MPO shall have conditions for environmental monitoring and 
discusses determination of ambient groundwater quality through monitoring the RP, HC, and PC wells.  
Inasmuch as groundwater in Arizona is protected as drinking water, the USFS has a duty to ensure that 
activities it permits on land under its jurisdiction are not likely to contaminate groundwater.  USFS should 
evaluate mining activities on its other operations in Arizona and the southwest and ask whether, based on 
the environmental data gathered at those sites, it's more likely than not that groundwater and surface water 
will be impacted by this project.  USFS should be review ADEQ records for mining districts in Arizona 
and determine whether there is even one ADEQ-permitted operation that does not have groundwater 
impacts associated with its operations.  Regardless of the controls implemented, open pit mining is 
inherently susceptible to groundwater contamination due to the large areas of disturbance, the large 
volumes of material processed, and the large volumes of solutions used for processing.


Individual


2599 18 Exactly what will be the impact of mining activities---particularly of the dewatering of the pit that will 
have to occur if the mine is to operate successfully---on the amount of water currently available in the 
aquifers underlying and adjacent to the proposed mine? What will the effects of continued severe drought, 
global warming and climate change have on these adverse impacts?


Individual


2604 5 We do not need another sulfate plume like the one that is closing down wells in the Green Valley area.Individual


2617 11 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project either concurrently with operations or any time in the future after Augusta is long 
gone?


Individual


2624 1 We are all relying on the same water supply. In 1992, I was told that we have over 100 years of water 
supply. After being told that the residential water consumption was less than 20% of the annual use, and 
the pecan orchards and copper mines consume the other 80%. With one more mine I think it would put us 
in deep doo-doo.


Individual


2637 3 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also the 
supply and quality of supply of water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to 
continue.


Individual


2644 17 The project's reliance on C.A.P. water, since there seems to be no other reliable source of water available, 
would appear to be a major challenge to an operation such as the Rosemont Mine if the C.A.P. water were 
to become restriced/unavialable due to use farther North along it's path for the likes of expanding 
residential development, and farming due to increased production of food and energy crops.


Individual


2682 2 Water pollution of the aquifer for long term. The aquifer is already being contaminated on the west side of 
the valley by mining operations and diversion wells will not solve the problem but defer it to a later date.


Individual


2688 6 The water in the nearaby unicorporated town of Green Valley has been seriously degraded by the mines 
that surround it.


Organization


2698 43 Do we want to jeopardize the gentle development in progress in the region with deep wells that 
cannibalize the shallower, lower capacity wells already supporting small communities, ranches, and 
tourist facilities?


Business


2708 3 Green Valley has suffered enough from local mines.Individual


2721 3  The mine will use less water than the proposed Mission Peak development and this is not the only 
proposed development in the area. CAP water will not solve their problems since the area doesn’t have 
sufficient allotments. Why are houses alright and the mine is not?


Individual
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2726 43 Do we want to jeopardize the gentle development in progress in the region with deep wells that 
cannibalize the shallower, lower capacity wells already supporting small communities, ranches, and 
tourist facilities?


Business


2729 6 The water in the nearaby unicorporated town of Green Valley has been seriously degraded by the mines 
that surround it.


Organization


2736 27 Currently, there is a sulfate plume in the aquifer related to other unrelated mining mining operations.Government


2736 33 If Rosemont directly used CAP water, where would the pipeline be located?  What if Rosemont used CAP 
water directly and pumped groundwater when CAP water is not available.  What would the cumulative 
effect be?


Government


2760 14 The EIS should describe the potential effects of all project discharges on surface water quality, such as 
thermal changes, increased suspended solids, toxicity, salinity, and pH, including cumulative impacts over 
time.


Government


2760 30 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on 
groundwater and surface water, estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as 
well as all other water use in the vicinity.


Government


2760 37 Identify direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to surface water flow, water supply wells, wetlands, 
springs and seeps, and other grounwater-dependent resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


6734 6 We already have three Superfund sites in Pima County -- that pollute the water, air, and soil, and we don't 
need another one.


Individual


6752 2 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users,


Business


6752 12 The effects of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulphate plume is of special concern.  If that 
plume is not contained it will pollute the entire upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply.  What a shame.  
Shame on us for allowing it to happen.


Business


6880 21 Finally, all of these and other legitimate concerns that have been raised about this mine proposal should 
be analyzed for their cumulative impacts on surrounding communities, wildlife, water quality, water 
quantity, and air pollution.


Government


6919 4 water quality, water quantity,Individual


6939 9 Please consider carefully all current and future demands and supplies of water when considering the 
impacts of the proposed mine.


Individual


7083 10 Please take into consideration the cumulative impacts from this mine and the other proposed mining 
operations in the vicinity on wildlife, water quality, water quantity, and air quality.


Individual


7088 22 This will cover several springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area 
should there be flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be 
concrete lined of just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for 
cumulative effects.


Organization


7088 31 The loss of water resources from the Colorado River coupled with the Rosemont mine's water demands 
could have other cumulative impacts on all of southern Arizona as the lack of available water would have 
impacts on economic development and population growth and demand.


Organization


7088 33 Further, the additional of a pipeline or canal for the delivery of this CAP would have imacts in terms of its 
route, and all of those impacts, individual and cumulative, must be examined.


Organization
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7102 27 I hereby request a 'No Action' decision by the Forest Service for this Project due to the (1) Points made by 
the document made in the June 23, 2008 handout at the Augusta Shareholders meeting, it seems that they 
have no confidence in the project, (2) the incompatibility of this Project on FS land vs. the FS mission, 
(3) the cumulative effects that this action would have on the Davidson Canyon / Cienega Creek, and 
Watershed, (4) Safety Issues, (5) cumulative effects due to three other mines Proposals in the general area 
(Cal - Portland, Andrada, and Seel on BLM/ AZSLD), (6) Scoping flaws, and (7) the lack of a Public 
Hearing in the Vail / Corona areas.


Individual


7134 24 6. The proposed Community Water Company pipeline is "a connected action" for the Rosemont mining 
operations; the impacts of the CWC pipeline must be fully analyzed from the standpoint of "cumulative 
impacts" of the Rosemont mining operations.


Business


7150 18 Surface Water Protection
Surface water quality standards are based on the state-adopted beneficial uses of the surface water. These 
are defined and classified in the Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1. 
Most of the surface waters directly impacted by the proposed project are ephemeral waters that carry 
aquatic & wildlife ephemeral water and partial body contact designed uses and associated standards. 
However, discharges to surface waters flowing north and east may result in impacts to both Cienega 
Creek and to 
Davidson Canyon Creek. Cienega Creek is protected under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law as an 
outstanding resource water. Additionally, Davidson Canyon Creek is expected to receive an outstanding 
resource water designation under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law by this Fall. As outstanding 
resource waters, these surface waters are protected from any degradation of existing water quality. Both 
Cienega and Davidson Canyon Creeks are perennial surface waters and carry the following designated 
uses and associated standard found in AAC Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1:


Cienega Creek                            aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


Davidson Canyon Creek           aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


In order to facilitate our review of the EIS, it should identify potential impacts caused directly, indirectly 
and cumulatively to Arizona surface waters and what steps will be taken by the project proponent and the 
Forest Service to ensure the applicable and appropriate water quality standards will be met and 
maintained if the project goes forward.


Government


7163 71 In addition to the economic and social concerns discussed above, these proposals raise significant 
environmental concerns. If the mines are developed, they would destroy extensive areas of habitat for 
imperiled wildlife and plants, including the endangered jaguar; degrade air quality; produce significant 
amounts of greenhouse gas emissions; drawdown aquifers, contaminate ground and surface water 
supplies; negatively impact scenic views; increase traffic on scenic and commuter highways; and 
eliminate current recreational use by a broad-cross section of local residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7163 81 We suggest the environmental impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine should not be analyzed in 
isolation. As noted above, numerous proposed hardrock mining proposals are on the table on the 
Colorado National Forest, all of which collectively impact wildlife habitat on a landscape to regional scale 
and potentially connected groundwater resources. Given the Forest Service's inclination to authorize 
numerous mining CEs within the span of only 1-2 years, this constitutes linked actions that have 
cumulative and synergistic environmental effects. As such, these consequences must be considered in an 
EIS.


Organization


7169 1 I think that the US Forest Service needs to look at Augusta's future proposed mines. That is, beyond the 
Rosemont mine. If they obtain permitting for Rosemont, there is no doubt that they will begin the process 
on the additional 3 mines. How would those mines affect the water issue? This would place a huge burden 
on the water supply and could create a disaster for Arizona. The Rosemont mine, in itself, will probably 
do the same.


Individual
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7293 4 First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505, 000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it, 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul are of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Individual


7498 4 Even should the imported water supply prove sufficient and the 5000 af/yr figure be adequate during the 
years of mine operation, will there not be a long-term negative effect on the local and downstream 
watershed after mine closure? Won't the compliance dam and the pit lake featured in the MPO intercept 
the natural groundwater flow? Won't the area occupied by the perimeter berm and the tailings prevent 
infiltration of storm runoff and snowmelt into the watershed? What effect will this have on the local 
springs and on Cienega/Davidson Canyon? Are there not significant potential hydrological effects far 
beyond the Rosemont property itself, even far beyond the portion of Forest Service land included in the 
mine site? Add to this the synergistic and cumulative effects of other existing or proposed water-depleting 
and industries on both sides of the Santa Ritas: two open pit limestone quarries proposed in Davidson 
Canyon, and the Mission and Sierrita mines in the Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7499 8 Water is the most important element we have and due to the population growth it is already rapidly 
dwindling


Individual


7504 30 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 58 The loss of water resources from the Colorado River coupled with the Rosemont mine's water demands 
could have other cumulative impacts on all of southern Arizona as the lack of available water would have 
impacts on economic development and population growth and demand.


7508


7504 79 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508
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7504 101 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508


7593 3 I have lived in Tucson for 48 years and have heard many claims that "we have a new method which 
minimizes enviromental impacts" only to have them fail. Augusta offers no alternative to its "dry-stack 
tailings" method and what they will do should it fail. 
They refer to CAP, but Arizona gave up its water rights in order to get CAP so it is the first in line to be 
cut off in time of shortage. Newspapers in CA, NV, and UT have run stories on well-regarded projections 
that due to climate change the Colorado River reservoirs will likely continue to empty, thereby making 
CAP an even less reliable water source. 
In this likely scenario, groundwater would have to be used and the valley is already seeing more and more 
subdivisions which are demanding more and more water.


Individual


7598 22 we are concerned about water quality in these aquifers. Although chemical processing is proposed to be 
done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metal from these areas and 
associated waste ponds. Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of residual chemical 
and metal oxides subject to runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the 
groundwater. This asssessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 
years or more.


Individual
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7598 24 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on our well. The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of our well is 55-210725 located on our 
property. Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results. As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data. Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7598 25 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time. Please estimate for long 
term (>200 years) effects. Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
contaminants being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain erosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers. Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below). Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


Individual


7655 11 Liberty Star Uranium & Metals Corporation has in Sonora Mexico a project known as El Papago Project 
which is located 45 miles directly South of the Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. 
Will they be using water from the same Santa Cruz Aquifer? 
Please evaluate the Cumulative Effects of all Mines that will be using Water from the Santa Cruz Aquifer 
including all mines in Mexico.


Individual


7810 7 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use and contamination problems being considered 
in the approval of these mines?


Organization


7812 10 Potential cumulative effects of the proposed project include, but are not limited to the following:


Reduction and/or contamination of groundwater resources;


Reduction and/or contamination of surface water resources;


Incremental loss of seasonal and ephemeral streams, seeps, and wetlands (note that the MPO text states 
that several springs occur on the property (p. 7) but the map of water features appears to be limited to one 
spring);


Decrease in and adverse effects on agricultural operations due to overstressed water supplies;


Individual


7812 22 The cumulative impacts on water resources could extend through the entire downstream portion of the 
Cienega Creek watershed, to the Pantano Wash in Tucson and hence to the Santa Cruz River. Cumulative 
groundwater impacts are likely to occur at Green Valley, 
Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, and to the east of the proposed mine site. At a minimum, the cumulative 
impact boundary should encompass all these areas, and extend well into the City of Tucson, a "crow-flies' 
distance of 30 miles.


Individual


8725 2 I just want to say that I'm against the open mining here in sahuarita because you guys have ruined Tucson 
as it is. And when is this going to stop. This just is getting bigger and bigger and the water, 
environment -- and the animals have no place to go. So I'm against open mining for copper in Sahuarita. 
That is ridiculous. So I am against it.


Individual


8775 6 . . .the quality of our life has suffered because of the mines that are already in this area, with leakage into 
the water systems that they have undertaken to correct, but they still occur occasionally.  And then we 
have dust that has blown over the area from time to time even through they're supposed to be controlling 
such problems.


Individual


8806 8 I have great concerns about the change in the water table with the gross usage of water in the mines, 
destroying things like Kartchner Caverns, the Cienega Creek, the entire natural balance of the Santa Rita 
Mountains and all of southeastern Arizona because it will have a cascading effect.


Individual
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2 12 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim?


22 3 Will a surface and ground water study be completed describing the impacts of the Rosemont mine on the 
East Side of the Santa Rita's?


23 2 This mine poses a potential environmental diaster to the ground water in this area of the Sahuarita Heights 
area, and the whole Scenic Santa Rita Range.


32 3 I want to hear people talk to us about water rights.Individual


50 1 Are there going to be any monitoring wells maintained continually even after the mine closes?Individual


55 1 How does this mine's use of water if into Pima County's Regional Optimazation Master PlanIndividual


160 1 COMMENT 1: ADVERSE IMPACTS OF THE MINE ON THE REGION’S FRAGILE WATERSHEDS 
AND INCREASINGLY STRESSED GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ARE CERTAIN, ARE 
UNDERESTIMATED BY AUGUSTA, AND MUST BE FURTHER AND INDEPENDENTLY 
STUDIED TO BE SUFFICIENTLY UNDERSTOOD AND AVOIDED OR FULLY MITIGATED.
Independent hydrological studies estimate that the Mine will intercept substantial surface water that flows 
to the Davidson Canyon Wash.


160 3 There are substantial remaining uncertainties pertaining to water runoff, recharge, evapotranspiration, and 
storage properties in the region east of the Santa Rita Mountains.


160 8 COMMENT 1A: THE EXTENT THAT THE MINE’S WASTE ROCK, TAILINGS, AND ACID 
LEACH FIELDS DEPOSITED BEHIND CONTAINMENT BUTTRESSES IN BARREL AND OTHER 
NEARBY CANYONS WILL DISRUPT SURFACE WATER CHANNELS FLOWING INTO THE 
DAVIDSON CANYON WASH REMAINS UNDETERMINED. 
Discussion: The Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan states the following:
“Much of the water used in Southern Arizona and New Mexico originates on the mountain Watersheds of 
the Coronado. Competition for available water is rapidly increasing, and concern is growing about 
quantity, and quality. The issue can be stated as follows:
Management of forest resources to protect or enhance watershed condition from both a hydrologic 
function and soil productivity standpoint.”
An independent hydrological study commissioned by Pima County (see Attachment A which is 
incorporated herein by reference) estimates that the Mine will intercept approximately 650 acre-feet per 
year of water flow to the Davidson Canyon Wash which in turn flows to the Cienega Creek- and 
important contributor to greater Tucson’s water supply. The amount that will be intercepted is 
approximately the same as the current flow that reaches the lower Cienega Creek from Davidson Canyon. 
The nearly 3,000 acres of waste rock, tailings, and acid leach fields will forever alter the Davidson 
Canyon Watershed and Cienega Creek.


160 9 Mitigation:
Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity 
at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and 
following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity 
can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.
The proposed “Central Drain” does not address the adverse impacts of “upstream” surface runoff 
containing toxic materials entering the Davidson Canyon Watershed, Cienega Creek, and Pantano Creek. 
Mitigation of such adverse impacts must be provided and conclusively demonstrated via stringent 
performance standards and on-going monitoring (see above). A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permit will be required under the federal Clean Water Act (CWA). This will apply to 
liquid waste applied to land or released into waters of the nation, and to runoff from the site. In fact a 
permit would be required to re-inject the waste water into the groundwater basin.
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160 13 Mitigation: As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in 
ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of 
each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest 
Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be 
required to qgree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected 
homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita 
Mountains.


160 16 According to the MPO, Augusta does not plan to develop high-volume production water wells east of the 
Santa Rita Mountains. If such production wells were to be developed, however, they would have an 
adverse impact on existing residential and other wells nearby. Protection of Arizona's diminishing high 
quality water resources must be given priority over protection of hard rock mining interests in Arizona. 
Mitigation: Augusta's proposed mitigation through groundwater recharge is flawed due to the unreliability 
of water sources for such recharge. Chronic drought conditions in the arid Southwest in combination, with 
the projected population growth of the Phoenix/Tucson region severely reduce the long-term unreliability 
of CAP water. This situation is exacerbated by the legal limitations of CAP's Junior Water Rights.  As a 
condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the 
Mine must be required to agree in writing that it will voluntarily replace the ground water that the Mine 
uses or reduce the amount of ground water that the Mine uses to amounts that can be replaced by 
Augusta.        As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors 
in ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with owner(s) of each 
existing welss that could be adversely affected by the Mine's production wells wherever they may be.      
As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of 
the Mine must agree in writing that should CAP allocations be reduced, the Mine's reduction in CAP 
water will not be replaced at the expense of the citizens of greater Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, or 
rural Pima County east of the Santa Rita Mountains, even if that will require slowing or stopping activity 
at the Mine.


160 35 Despite being constructed to standards acceptable in the mining industry, such containment buttresses and 
surface water management facilities can and do fail due to unanticipated events. And, when toxic 
chemical releases do occur, the most persistent and expensive to remedy are those impacting soil and 
water. The Mine's containment and water management facilities must be engineered to a higher 
standard.      Mitigation:    In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, 
Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.       Require that 
mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on 
performance in past predictions and experience at other mines;         Require that mitigation measures be 
designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation 
measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of 
success.      All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the 
adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered. For example, when 
the very safety of the domestic water supply for the City of Tucson could be at risk, it is not unreasonable 
to require the determination of the probably adverse impacts of a 200-year flood event on the proposed 
project.


160 92 In preparing a Mine Plan of Operation, it is in the mine owner's best self-interest to understate the risk the 
mine poses to the region's water resources


160 96 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause water 
pollution.


182 7 Will a surface and ground water study be completed describing impacts of the Rosemont Mine on the East 
side of the Santa Ritas?


183 1 What guarantees can the FS and mining company give us that our water resources won't be degraded from 
this project?


183 7 How can you justify the use of 2 billion gallons of water a year being used by a mine from a desert 
aquifer?


184 3 What guarantees do we have, if My wells go dry or is polluted as an indirect impact of the mine?
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184 8 Where will the water come from if they agree to supply me.


1505 5 With this being said, Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental 
impact of the transporting of groundwater away from Sahuarita heights.


Individual


1529 4 Also, where does Augusta plan to get  water?Individual


1538 5 A mine should not be allowed to destroy thousands of acres of  pure water drainage belonging to the 
public (Coronado Nat. forest, State trust land, BLM land) unless the public surrounding the area is in 
agreement.


Individual


1547 2 will my water costs be reduced?Individual


1551 1 my main concern is water.Individual


1551 3 The proposed mine is located on the other side of the mountains. Why not take wawter from the ??? 
Valley?


Individual


1552 3 very concerned with the water protection of Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon.Individual


1557 1 Water! More prcious than gold etc. Please consider future generations.Individual


1558 2 and its water resources. As a homeowner in Green Valley I want to protect its unique environment from 
further degradation.


Individual


1558 3 I am particularly concerned about the water resourcesIndividual


1564 2 water is critical for both also. The mine seems destined to destroy both!Individual


1576 1 Water is much far valuable + essential to life.Individual


1580 5 Will the mine pay for the water it uses?Individual


1581 3 Isn't drinking water for the people who live here more of a concern than more copper?  Until someone 
does a study to prove we have sustainable water for the current mine, the pecan groves, and the pEople 
living here now, I think its fool hardy to approve another huge draw on our acquifer PROVE THE 
WATER EXISTS FIRST!


Individual


1585 1 The negative impact on water resources are reasons enough to prevent implementation and the invasion of 
a pristine natural environment.


Individual


1596 3 the using of 5000-8000 acre feet of water is undoubtable a potential for disaster too.Individual


1606 2 Apparently it is ok to give the mine all the clean water it wants and get dirty water in return.Individual


1616 5 I live within 1 mile of the proposed mine. As such the following will severely affect me:
Water resources: we rely on well water from an aquifer that the pit will intersect.


Individual


1627 4 Where will water source come from?Individual


1631 6 Water are also high concerns.Individual


1632 4 I am also concerned about potential degradation of the town water supply.Government


1641 3 As a nearby resident, I do not want the water pollution.Individual
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1658 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


1665 2 Please think about these things. We have a right to have water and that it remain good and safe.Individual


1665 8 If the mine goes through what will happen to our water.Individual


1672 2 We need all the water we have in the area of the Rosemont mine.Individual


1677 1 Will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing any reduction in available water will be absorbed by them?Individual


1677 2 Will Augusta Resources pay for well improvements in the area in the event wells run dry?Individual


1700 1 My concerns are centered around Drinking water, Life safety and my love of our Desert we, 
(Citizens of Tucson area) are told not to waste water because our water tables are critically low


Individual


1702 2 I am concerned about air quality, water use and quality, environmental degradation loss of our pristine 
wilderness, and our future quality of life.


Individual


1709 8 In general I do not see any commitment to maintain the view, water, and water quality, air quality, might 
sky darkness and the quiet of my property.


Individual


1723 1 The waste from the mine should not be allowed to affect the habitat and groundwater.Individual


1723 3 Draw water only from area of recharge.Individual


1729 3 Open Pit Mining = Destructioin of mountains and all vegetation and total desregard of our national Water 
Source.


Individual


1739 1 Rosemont will come in, put our water at risk + leave us with all the cleanup.Individual


1832 3 What is the risk of wells that support mine having a negative impact on the aquifer thus impacting wildlife 
in the Coronado National Forsest?


Individual


1836 3 We are land owners, pay our taxes, and this will take away our water.Individual


1839 2 What % of current water supply is used by residents, FICO orchards, existing mines in west Santa Cruz 
Valley, golf courses.


Individual


1840 4 How will this affect our rates?Individual


1841 2 However this is a mammoth proposal which will tap water resources in a state that is already pumping 
water from another state.


Individual


1854 2 Our main concern is the WATER issue; water is becoming the number one concern in this area of Arizona.Individual


1875 1 A mine of that size would be terribly destructive to not only the ground that would be removed but the 
whole eco system of the mountains and the valleys below it. Just the impact on the water along would be 
huge. The grand canyon that the water would flow into from above would not allow the water to enter 
streams below the impacted area.


Individual


1875 2 The grand canyon that the water would flow into from above would not allow the water to enter streams 
below the impacted area. This would be detrimental to habitats downstream of this area. And as the mine 
got deeper the ground water would quite possibly drop deep into the ground robbing the land around it of 
water and causing die out or back of habitat.


Individual


1875 3 Then there is the questions of the ground water pumping and how that would effect the aquifer in that area 
and Green Valley.


Individual
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1879 2 The projected open pit mine will have negative, in some cases disastrous impacts in critical areas of the 
Coronado National Forest, upon water.


Individual


1885 5 The impact on the Canyon watershed would be impacted negatively.Individual


1886 2 There is no way they should ask us in southern Arizona to accommodate a water intensive development 
like this when they took away our water rights to our share of Colorado River Water.


Individual


1890 3 The existance of the mine will do almost nothing to protect the water and air. The construction of the 
proposed pipeline will do nothing to prevent or very little to defer the looming water problem in this area.


Individual


1891 4 It is a tremendous concern to me that a mine is being proposed in the Rosemont area. There are multiple 
reasons form my concern including environmental impact, health concerns, wear on roads, inevitable 
water impact, among others.


Individual


1892 2 Impacts to Water Resources: The project as proposed will impact water resources and riparian areas both 
within and outside the project area.


Organization


1892 8 Firstly, Augusta's own studies show that the proposed mine pit would be so deep that it would capture 
mountain-front recharge from a significant portion of the eastern Santa Rita Mountains. Mountain-front 
recharge of groundwater is the main source for persistent surface water in valley-bottom streams across 
this region, including Cienega Creek. Studies have not yet been able to predict how far south this pit 
would draw water from; at the least it would impact the recharge that serves Davidson Canyon and Pima 
County's Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. By changing water movement along the mountain-from and 
creating a cone of depression in foothills alluvium, it may well also draw water away from creeks and 
springs of the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area farther to the south.


Organization


1892 15 Augusta claims that by not pumping water from the Cienega basin it will not impact waters in this area of 
nationally-recognized natural resources. This claim simply does not hold water, for all of the reasons 
outlined above. This mine cannot be operated without significant impact to these important water and 
riparian resources and the imperiled species that depend in thme. This project should be denied based on 
these impacts alone.


Organization


1893 1 The Rosemont Mine will impact residents of the northern San Cruz river valley.Individual


1893 2 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property (about 50 acres) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore.


Individual


1893 6 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community.


Individual


1893 10 The water of Arizona is the life blood of the communities in this great state and should never be wasted in 
such a foolish manner. I hope that our politicians will be better stewards of the taxpayers' money and stop 
the wasteful use of Arizona's ground water. In so doing, they will be protecting the lives of our 
communities. The water belongs to the citizens of Arizona. It's time to use common sense for the common 
man for the common good of Arizona.


Individual


1894 2 How will residents who depend on their own wells be recompensed when/ if their wells run dry?Individual


1901 3 I am particularly concerned about the impact of mining on water.Individual


1908 3 The activities of previous (and existing) mines have demonstrated a "devil may care" attitude as to waste 
water.


Individual


1917 6 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Wastewater quality & disposalIndividual


1927 4 There is a lack of an existing local/regional authority to plan, coordinate, monitor, regulate the water 
supply; maybe developing slowly.


Individual
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1929 4 Water is vitalIndividual


1950 3 This mining process will waste large amounts of water and should be prohibitedIndividual


1951 2 water,Individual


1951 5 If water is piped over from Green Valley, there's another large area that will be destroyed or damaged,Individual


1956 4 and its water for our future generations.Individual


1957 14 and the Colorado River water flows, to stabilize, if indeed they do, so that all can be more assured of this 
mine's future.


Individual


1960 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


1967 3 water,Individual


1969 7 Some of the issues that need to be considered:
The impact on existing water resources


Individual


1977 8 air,  water,etc.Individual


2062 2 Where is the H20 coming from. You won't be happy until the local wells dry up.Individual


2065 3 Water rights must be considered. Our natural habitat need protecting consider future generations.Individual


2095 5 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community. Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from a 
groundwater depletion and land subsidence, may cause a risk to health and safety of the residents with 
undesirable consequences to the community and Rosemont's transportation of our groundwater could 
dramatically affect future growth in our communities.


Individual


2095 8 When a company applies for a permit which will impact waters of the United States, the agency that is 
being asked to issue the permit must evaluate the environment effects of the permit decision under NEPA. 
The Federal agency can require the private company to pay for the preparation of analyses, but the agency 
remains responsible for the scope and accuracy of the analyses. With this being said, Rosemont should be 
made to pay for a hydrological study for the environmental impact of the transporting of groundwater 
away from Sahuarita Heights and how their activities could affect the land subsidence.


Individual


2095 12 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies.


Individual


2095 14 The water of Arizona is the life blood of the communities in this great state and should never be wasted in 
such a foolish manner. I hope that our politicians will be better stewards of the taxpayers' money and stop 
the wasteful use of Arizona's ground water. In so doing, they will be protecting the lives of our 
communities. The water belongs to the citizens of Arizona. It's time to use common sense for the common 
man for the common good of Arizona.


Individual


2095 22 Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental impact of transporting of 
groundwater away from Sahuarita heights and how this will affect the land subsidence.


Individual


2109 2 The water question has been a concern for all in Green Valley because of declining availability. My 
technical question is the purity of water necessary to carry out effective flotation from concentration of the 
sulfide ore on a continuing basis. Since this process depends on surface activity, and is sensitive to trace 
elements, it would help answer the question of how much "new" water is necessary from the aquifer, and 
how much could be recycled.


Individual


2115 2 It will destroy the water table and the unique eco-system that the Santa Rita Mountains encompass.Individual
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2118 4 The great water use should stop this travesty in OUR National Forest.Individual


2121 3 Water is a huge issue. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are incredibly important riparian areas for the 
Tucson water supply. I know of no way this resource can be protected in perprtuity.


Individual


2121 7 The Tucson Basin is already face with severe air pollution problems. Rosemont would add another 
significant pollution load to Tucson's air. Any efforts to mitigate that would require heavy applications of 
water which impact the Tucson AMA and Cienega and Davidson Creeks. An unsolvable "catch22".  You 
must resolve the air quality issue before approving the Rosemont mine.


Individual


2123 3 Beyond the esthetics the risks to water supply is huge.Individual


2126 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


2131 5 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while Our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis.


Individual


2144 9 I oppose the Rosemont Mine because the Rosemont Copper Project would affect the water tables in the 
entire area.


Individual


2153 5 A mine such as the one planned for Rosemont by Augusta Resources will have a detrimental effect upon 
local watersheds.


Individual


2175 5 Please don't let this mining ruin the ground water of the Tucson Valley. Haven't we given enough land to 
big business?


Individual


2188 3 The water of the area belong to all of us as citizens, not to a foreign company.Individual


2190 2 I live 12 miles from the proposed site and am concerned about several problems with water with the mine.Individual


2195 7 What about water? In case you hadn't heard we live in a desert and do not have an infinite supply of 
water. I guess with the right amount of money you can buy whatever outcome you desire from a water 
resource study.


Individual


2197 4 Once again we are being asked to sell our birthright of precious water for the mess of potage being offered 
by Augusta.


Individual


2198 3 My wife and I (Neal) live approx.2.5 miles from the proposed Rosemont Mine site. We live on Hilton 
Ranch Road, adjacent to the Davidson Canyon drainage, downstream from the proposed mine site. We 
have owned approx. 29 acres since 1979 and have a domestic well located on said property. We have built 
our DREAM home several years ago, after living in a single wide trailer for over 30 years. The approval 
of proposed mine will jeopardize the water we drink.


Individual


2202 3 Please SAVE OUR WATER!!!Individual


2203 2 The watershed from which the Rosemont Mine intends to draw its water is the basin that drains into the 
Santa Cruz aquifer. The other big draws on this aquifer are FICO, Sierrita Mine, and golf courses. 
Residential draws are small in comparison to the aforementioned draws. Add the Rosemont Mine, and 
Rosemont will become one of the four leading aquifer draws, with residential draws being last.


Individual


2203 3  As a new resident of Arizona (March 2007), having moved here from Wisconsin, I can say that there are 
other potential negative effects of the aquifer drawdowns. Believe it or not, Wisconsin has declining 
underground water tables in the Town of Algoma adjacent to the City of Oshkosh, and the aquifer has 
subsequently become contaminated by the chemical arsenic (Please refer to web link 
http://www.wnrmag.com/stories/2000/dec00/arsenic.htm) which is being leached out of the substrate rok 
in that aquifer, making drinking water in the town unsuitable for drinking per federal drinking water 
stanards.


Individual


2211 6 Is there that much extra water that we have it available and will sell it to just anybody with money?Individual


2216 5 The 2000 foor depth and 1000 acre size of the main pit concerned me also. Will they be close to ground 
water?


Individual
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2223 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-568492.Individual


2225 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-560423.Individual


2230 2 The Cienega Creek is designated an Outstanding Waters of the State of Arizona also.Individual


2235 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-460423.Individual


2235 5 Will there be ahydrological study done by impartial specialists to determine irreparable damage that 
would occur should the mine go in?


Individual


2239 3 I have examined the maps and talked to both the mine civil engineer and the Rosemont water experts and 
from those discussions at the Vail and Sahuarita Rosemont Mine Scoping meerings, it appears that neither 
adequate water diversions or water channels are to be provided by the Rosemont Mine plan.


Individual


2239 6 I asked the engineering personnel if channels for water would be provided to protect the mine operation 
and was told they would be provided. I asked if they would be lined with concrete or some impermeable 
material and was told they wouldn't be. This further confused me as it is well known in AZ that flash 
flooding scours banks, destroying bridges and roads, and is a hazard to people and buildings.


Individual


2241 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2248 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2250 1 I am very concerned about the proposed mining projects impact on my well.Individual


2250 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-211822.Individual


2251 1 I am very concerned about the proposed mining projects impact on my well.Individual


2251 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-211822.Individual


2260 3 The Rosemont mine will be bad for water.Individual


2264 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-211142.Individual


2266 6 Don't let our precious Santa Rita Mountains and desert be destroyed: Save our ground water.Individual


2267 1 I have spoken to homeowners, ranchers, farmers, and small business owners, all of whom are concerned 
about the Cumulative Effects negatively impacting the source of water supply to not only said 
homeowners, ranchers, farmers, and small business owners but also to the wildlife that so graciously also 
inhabit the lands in question.


Individual


2268 2 The water should not be destroyed just because a FORIEGN country wants to mine copper.Individual


2272 4  WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as 
Davidson Canyon.  This would also imperil wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential  use.


Individual


2276 5 Most importantly, we do not want to have the water tainted by this mine.Individual


2277 6 Speaking on behalf of my family, I am totally against any kind of mining in Southeast arizona in which 
our water supply is affected. It would be putting a burden on the good citizens of this community.


Individual


2284 7 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim tht in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim


Individual


2286 2 Pima County and other entities have been buying up land in the area to preserve the San Pedro Cienega 
Creek environment, not just so we have a pretty area ser aside for future generations, but to help protect a 
valuable water source. The mine is very close to this fragile area.


Individual
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2291 17 In the past three years, our community has fought for the protection of biologically sensitive Davidson 
Canyon, under threat from mining interests that would deplete water and replace our canyon with a 
700x400x200 foot pit. Protecting Davidson Canyon, which feeds Las Cienegas preserve, has been the 
focus of numerous unanimous resolutions by our Pima County supervisors, led by our own Ray Carroll, 
and most recently championed by Supervisor Sharon Bronson.


Individual


2291 21 [3] Water: Outstanding and Otherwise
Tailings from this ridiculous project would eventually pollute Davidson Canyon and Las Cienegas, both 
of which qualify or are currently registered with ADEQ as "Outstanding Waters" of Arizona. Any activity 
which threatens the quality of these perennial desert streams is categorically illegal. Therefore Rosemont 
is Illegal. We and or the state will sue the EPA and other jurisdictional bodies under these provisions if 
this project goes forward.


Individual


2291 27 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.
--We have performance horses, who will pay four our horses when it go's through the fence, from the 
blasting?
--Even more important, when my daughter get hurt working her horses and they get spook from blasting!!!
--What will this do to our water and the water that runs down the Davidson Canyon to feed the Vail area?


Individual


2302 2 Water in this area of Green Valley is a precious resource and finite.Individual


2305 1 Rosemont Mining mentions the Cienega creek watershed and basin, the Santa Cruz Basin and Central 
Arizona Project water in the mining plan report. Water is a resource in great demand.


Individual


2305 2 Nancy Freeman of the groundwater Awareness League, Inc. has commented as follows:
Impacts on Water:
Maintaining supplies of clean water and protecting watersheds were major reasons why public domain 
forests and rangelands were reserved. As regions have become more populated and States have failed to 
protect the valuable resource of water, the imperative for the Federal Government through the Forest 
Service and other agencies to protect these watersheds for their original intended use. The public can no 
longer dole out large quantities of water to industry, especially heavy water users such as mining and 
electro-power plants.


Individual


2305 3 Nancy Freeman of the groundwater Awareness League, Inc. has commented as follows:
Impacts on Water:
Maintaining supplies of clean water and protecting watersheds were major reasons why public domain 
forests and rangelands were reserved. As regions have become more populated and States have failed to 
protect the valuable resource of water, the imperative for the Federal Government through the Forest 
Service and other agencies to protect these watersheds for their original intended use. The public can no 
longer dole out large quantities of water to industry, especially heavy water users such as mining and 
electro-power plants. If we are going to save our watersheds that Federal Government has to take on this 
project to protect the water in the national forests, wildlife refuges, and designated conservation areas.


Individual


2305 6 There is no doubt that the quantity and quality of our water is diminishing year by year. U.S. Geological 
Survey continues to do extensive measuring and reporting on the water issue.


Individual


2305 8 Important reports compiles by Ann Maest and Jim Kuipers show that the Environment Impact Statements 
of mining corporations consistently underestimate the ultimate impact on water by mining operations. 
Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock Mines


Individual


2323 3 The water situation is another whole set of problems. Drill for water and sucking the Santa Ritas water 
table down to levels never again to return to the already low levels would be a disgrace, and a misuse of 
our environment.


Individual


2331 6 The proposed Rosemont Copper Proejct should be stopped for many reasons that include but are not 
limited to:
Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims to have no impact 
on the Cienega Creek Watershed.


Individual
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2338 8 Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, YET CLAIMS NO IMPACT 
TO CIENEGA CREEK WATERSHED!!  Any heavy rains during the monsoons, which occur yearly in 
that area, are potential disasters here.


Individual


2339 13 Is there a detailed and reliable analysis of the effects on the water availability for the general area once the 
mine is in operation?


Individual


2352 3 I became concerned when I was told that a huge mining project had been proposed for this area. I have 
seen other mining operations in Arizona over the years that I have been out there. I even worked for 
Magma Copper when I lived out there in the 70's. I know that these large operations have large impcts on 
everything in the area where they are placed. Not just impacts on wildlife, but also roads, water tables, air 
quality, increased noise levels from operations, and light pollution. All of these things have direct impacts 
on quality of life for all creatures both human and otherwise.


Individual


2356 2 The negative consequences of this operation are many and the one that I am addressing is the OPEN PIT 
dewatering process. In order to continue, the mining operation water must be removed as it arrives from 
the water table into the pit the once usuable water becomes useless and toxic!. It is NECESSARY that the 
Augusta Corp be REQUIRED to Dewater by using bore holes around the pit into sources of underground 
water, intercepting the clean water, BEFORE its arrial into open pit. The pumping from these site wells 
would require continual monitoring for quality. This intercepted water is used to recharge into suitable 
areas in order to stabilize the static level of our ground water. The technology has been in existence for 
some time in China, Germany, Czech., Russia AND THE U.S.. The recharge has been accomplished in 
ALL TYPES of aquifers,but only after extensive ground water mapping and flow modeling.


Individual


2357 2 We live near the mining area and ask you to please stop this project that will ruin the water of our home.Individual


2362 6 I don't believe that Augusta Resources have complied with information on how mining would affect 
critical ground water reserves.


Individual


2366 3 Is there any way to shut down the mine if this should start to occur?  In California the oldest user of water 
has water rights. Is that so here?


If not, then I am adamantly opposed to the mine.


Individual


2371 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


2379 12 Water impacts to urban and agricultural users are a major adverse environmental impact of the Rosemont 
proposal, consisting of an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources, which would not be 
necessary except for the action of Rosemont. What specific studies will the Forest Service commission to 
evaluate water resource needs, impacts, and alternatives?


Government


2381 4 There is no appreciable water supply for a mine in the immediate area of the project, either East or West 
of the project.The nearest water supply is either Cieniga creek basin to the East, a conservation area 
owned by the BLM, or the Santa Cruz basin to the West, a rapidly developing area that is experiencing 
pressure on water supply already.


Individual


2381 22 Their ability to pump water from out of the AMA (Active Management Area) is being made on an escape 
clause which holds harmless the ADWR (Arizona Department of Water Resources) from any lawsuits for 
damage incurred by Augusta from their action which is a very risky proposition for Augusta. I would 
suspect that FICO and other large water users in the Santa Cruz basin are preparing their lawyers as we 
speak.


Individual


2381 24 The sulphide flow sheet appears to be standard for the industry. Augusta states that it will use 
"innovations" in water conservation. Recycling water, drip systems and lined ponds have been used for 
years by the mining industry. Where is the "innovations?" My suspicion is that they plan on getting the 
mine permitted and ready for operation, and then "discover" that they "underestimated" their water needs!


Individual
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2381 25 As a foot note to water supply, I would like to make a comment about the delivery system which was not 
fully addressed in the operating plan. The pipeline for water delivery for the project will traverse plus or 
minus 15 miles and have a vertical lift of plus or minus twenty eight hundred feat. The amount of power 
needed, and the strength factor of the pipe to accomplish this feat is going to be staggering, in addition to 
the initial cost of the water.
I would suggest that the parties involved talk to the City of Prescott. The City of Prescott is currently 
engaged in a similar project. They are attempting to build a plus or minus thirty mile water pipeline from 
Chino Valley south to the city of Prescott. They are estimating plus or minus ten years to acquire right of 
way, permitting and constructiobn with a cost of nearly two hundred million dollars. It has been three or 
four years since the program was conceived and as of today, not one joint of pipe has been laid in the 
ground. There is nothing in Augustas operating plan addressing this risk.


Individual


2385 4 The drainage and aquifer of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are also threatened. The results of a 
thorough hydrology study of all the affected aquifers must be considered in the permitting.


Individual


2388 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-205652. The legal description of my property is: 21S 
Township 17E S-Range 15 E-Section Santa Cruz County 108 Book 03 Map 003 Parcel.


Individual


2389 9 I have had a base test done on flow rate and a water quality test by a national testing company. I also keep 
a well performance logbook as reference. We will cooperate with any NFS represented consultants on this 
issue.


Individual


2390 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-573276.Individual


2395 2 We believe that your October 19, 2007 letter to Jamie Sturgess needs to be supplemented to request 
sufficient information to determine the impact of water withdrawal on our Upper Santa Cruz Aquifer. We 
believe that the guidelines in 36 CFR 228A Part C are sufficiently clear to require a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our USC aquifer.


Organization


2395 4 We request our previously submitted letters of November 12, 2007 and December 30, 2007 be carefully 
considered. These letters establish the crises nature of USC aquifer and the efforts of the Upper Santa 
Cruz/ Providers and Users Group (USC/PUG) that has been formed with a mission of creating broad-
based, long-term solutions to achieve sustainability in our aquifer. Pima County Supervisors offer to 
facilitate and support this group in their efforts. The Green Valley Community Coordinating Council also 
supports this group and have notified by letter both Pima County and USC/PUG of their support. 
(GVCCC is a de facto governance entity with 60 Homeowners Association members and 20 local 
Institutional members. See http://www.gvccc.org)


Organization


2396 10 Although Augusta claims that the open pit mine would not use water from the water shed, I urge a legal 
and binding written agreement to be made.


Individual


2401 6 Clean water is the most important resources that the National Forest can offer.Individual


2404 1 My name is Dick Walden. I am President of Farmers Investment Co. known as FICO. I have lived in the 
Santa Cruz Valley for almost 60 years. My father moved FICO here in 1948 when he purchased the 
Continental Farm. Today, FICO owns approximately 7,000  acres in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, 
which is irrigated and cultivated by FICO and its wonderful employees. 
The use of irrigation water for agriculture in these lands dates back hundreds of years to the Hohokam era 
of approximately 800-1100 A.D. Irrigation and agriculture continued through the time of Spanish 
occupation and Mexican Territorial days prior to acquisition by the U.S. with the Gadsden Purchase in 
1853.
As farmers and stewards of the land in this region, we know that the value of land and the value of water 
are inseparable . We all can relate to the fact that water is an essential item for all of us to survive. We are 
very blessed in th Santa Cruz Valley with high quality ground water. 
FICO has grave concerns about Rosemont Copper Company proposal to establish a mine. In our opinion, 
to consider using high quality ground water displays poor judgement and bad leadership and would be a 
bad political decision.


Business


2404 3 The Upper Santa Cruz aquifer sustains approximately 5,000 acres of orchards, the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Copper Mine and, until recently, the Asarco Mine.


Business
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2404 8 What will be the impact on our groundwater when this mine operates well beyond its purported 20 years?Business


2408 3 In my letter of November 12, I requested that Rosemont be requested to make a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our aquifer to determine the exact impact that Rosemont pumping will have on our 
community. Has Rosemont been requested to do this?


2417 1 My water is pumped from well 55-460423.Individual


2418 1 How will the mine effect my well #55594443, and if it goes dry or gets contaminated what will Agusta Co 
do about it?


Individual


2424 4 I'm against this mining situation. I'm concerned about the pollution (water). Just say no! They can go mine 
their own land.


Individual


2428 2 Additionally, a detailed groundwater model of the augusta pumping site (near Sahuarita) needs to be 
completed to determine the impact of their water use on local well owners.


Individual


2429 2 My concerns are:
1. interference with natural watersheds in an area with reduced water- a desert


Individual


2433 2 It's bad enough all the development- but we certainly don't need reckless mining- which uses our precious 
water


Individual


2440 12 Many environmentally immune compromised individuals can live nowhere else. They are the members of 
our species that are endangered and we have a responsibility to protect them as well. Development of the 
proposed mine will drive them out of the area not only through the destruction of the scenic view, but 
with the attendant degradation of the air quality, water shed and increase noise and pressure from the 
infrastructure of the operation and employee people traffic that the project will bring. One only has to 
look at the nearby changes that have occurred in Bisbee and Green Valley to have a realistic appreciation 
of what will occur in the Rosemont/Sonoita area from this project. The cost to those of us who are 
compromised and the value to the rest of us who can utilize them as critical indicators of what will happen 
to the rest of our species if we degrade our habitat must be factored in to the costs of the Rosemont 
project.


Individual


2442 1 This project clearly jeopardizes water in the area, water that is essential for humans, wildlife and flora.Individual


2446 4  and future drinking water sources for residential  use.  More health issues here also…for us all!Individual


2449 5 Damage To: would be devastating
b. cienega watersheds


Individual


2462 1 My name is Larry Eaglen; my water is pumped from well number 55-503332. This is a commercial well 
that was dug in 1982 that was geared for growing gourds as a small business for our retirement in one 
year. My concerns are in connection with the Rosemont mine and their massive water needs.


Individual


2462 2 What is the direct impact the mine will have on my well?Individual


2462 5 What measures will be taken to assure me that I will have water?Individual


2462 6 Will water be trucked in, or how will I get water?Individual


2462 9 Will Rosemont mine have my well dug deeper?Individual


2462 10 Can someone tell me what the future ground water table depth will be?Individual


2462 13 Who will pay for all the water problems?Individual


2464 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2465 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-513895. The legal description for the property is: E2 NE4 NE4 
NW4 5.00 AC Township 18S-Range 16E-Sec13 Pima County Book 305 Map 89 Parcel 003C


Individual
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2468 14 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2470 4 What happens if they exceed their water use goals?Individual


2472 3 Rosemont claims that they have stored much of the water they project using. The replacement was into the 
Tucson basin with no mention of Sahuarita/Green Valley water replacement. They also say they will 
continue to replace the water they use with CAP water. Several weeks ago I questioned Mr. Jamie 
Sturgess, Vice President of Rosemont, about the diminishing flow in the Colorado River pointing out the 
drastically reduced levels in Lakes Meade and Powell. I questioned whether they could expect CAP to 
deliver the needed water. He promised to refer this question to his hydrologists who would bet back to 
me. To this date my question has not been answered.


Individual


2472 5 We cannot afford to allow Rosemont to pump our ground water for their benefit.Individual


2473 12 Please record my opposition to Rosemont Mining for the following reasons:
there will be new grand water pipes


Individual


2475 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


2477 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-801882-L. The legal description for the property is: S1/4 
NW1/4 NE1/4 Township 17 S-Range 14 E-Sec 17 Parcel 64F.


Individual


2478 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2481 7 Who will take care of our water problems long after the mine closes???Individual


2482 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-531221. The legal description for the property is: Township 19 
S-Range 17 E-Sec 32 Pima County Book 307 Map 30 Parcel 0670.


Individual


2483 6 There is the major issue of water impact which is still being debated.Individual


2492 6 There is the major issue of water impact which is still being debated.Individual


2497 1 How will the mine impact my water table?Individual


2501 1 At present, FICO understands that the USFS is reviewing certain supplemental information provided by 
RCC in response to the USFS's October 19, 2007 letter.  Specifically, USFS is presently evaluating 
whether sufficient information exists to demonstrate project feasibility and to allow the USFS to 
understand possible alternatives.  As noted in the USFS's October 19, 2007 letter to RCC, however, one 
of the least documented (and certainly least understood) elements of RCC's proposed Mine Plan of 
Operations ("MPO") is the project's potential impact to groundwater and surface water resources.  See 
October19, 2007 Letter from Ms. Jeanine A. Derby Sturgess, at 2-3.
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2501 3 FICO first became aware of the fact that RCC's proposed operations may directly impact FICO and the 
surrounding environment based upon its discovery of a land sale which took place adjacent to FICO's 
property.  Specifically, ARC, using the name of another entity, bought land directly east of FICO's 
orchards and wells to use as a pumping site for the Rosemont Mine.  At present, RCC is operating a test 
well which is within 1/2 mile of several FICO wells, including a Farmers Water Co. well and three 
agricultural wells.  ARC's well land is also within Farmers Water Co.'s Certificate of Convenience and 
Necessity.  It is plain from its proposed MPO that RCC plans to extract tens of thousands of acre feet of 
water from this location and transport it to the Rosemont Mine in order to service the water needs of its 
proposed mining operations.  See MPO, 2.8.3, at 44.
Unfortunately, in its proposed MPO, RCC ultimately offers little in terms of detail as it relates to its 
groundwater use or the impact which its activities will have on the environment at the point of 
groundwater extraction.  See MPO, 2.8.  Rather, RCC generally states that an "ME permit is expected to 
be issued for the quantity of water needed for the Rosemont Project on an annual basis, and for a term that 
will match the intended life of the Project."  Id., at 42.  Elsewhere, RCC states that it anticipates using 
approximately 5,000 acre feet of water per year and that "the well field will have excess capacity" to pump 
even more.  RCC further asserts that it need not do any "well spacing" or "well interference" analysis 
under the Arizona well permitting statutes, and nothing suggests that RCC plans to obtain such 
information or conduct such studies.  Id., at 43.  The only statement provided by RCC in its proposed 
MPO regarding mitigating the impacts of its potential water use is the suggestion that it may recharge 
water at other locations in the Tucson AMA.  Such general statements, however, are not accompanied by 
any discussion or scientific support of the impact which such recharge would have on the location at 
which RCC plans to extract the groundwater it plans to use for its operations, nor how such recharge 
would affect subterranean water flow or quality.  Furthermore, in its proposed MPO, RCC underscores 
the tentative nature of such mitigation measures by underscoring the fact "it has no legal obligation" to 
recharge any water whatsoever, and that its proposed recharge plans are subject to numerous unknowns.  
Id., at 45.
Finally, RCC offers absolutely no discussion in its proposed MPO regarding alternatives to obtaining 
water for its mining operations from any other source other than pumping it out of the Tucson AMA.  For 
example, RCC does not identify the possibility of utilizing uncommitted Central Arizona Project water, 
treated effluent, or other sources of water for partial or complete use in its proposed operation.  Such 
information is absolutely necessary in order to have a basic understanding of the project so that USFS 
may meet its environmental mandate pursuant to NEPA.
In sum, based on the limited facts presented in RCC's MPO, the USFS and FICO know only that RCC 
plans to pump whatever water its needs for its operations, which RCC will do so for as long as its 
operations continue, and that RCC, without any scientific basis to do so, is proposing the nonbinding 
mitigation measure of recharge.  FICO respectfully submits that such "details" do not provide meaningful 
disclosure of RCC's proposed water use, how such potential water use may impact the surrounding 
environment, or the development of potential alternatives for the environmental impacts related thereto.
Another specific issue which is conspicuously absent from the materials submitted by RCC relating to its 
proposed water use is the potential migration of an underground sulfate  plume from the nearby Phelps 
Dodge mine.  The USFS should be aware that in the immediate area proposed by RCC for the extraction 
of groundwater, the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality ("ADEQ") has a consent decree with 
Phelps Dodge regarding a sulfate plume.  See Mitigation Order on Consent Decree, In the Matter of 
Phelps Dodge Sierrita Mine located at 6200 W. Duval Mine Road, Green Valley, Arizona, June 2006, a 
copy of which is attached hereto.  The sulfate plume is question exists in the aquifer as a result of Phelps 
Dodge's nearby mining operations.  Id., at2.  The sulfate plume is located west of FICO lands, and would 
be subject to migration based upon any changes to groundwater flows.
FICO has been cooperating with Phelps Dodge to monitor this sulfate plume.  Based on FICO's 
understanding of what has been submitted by RCC to date, the additional proposed pumping to occur 
along the eastern side of Sahuarita may very well exacerbate the migration of the sulfate plume from the 
Phelps Dodge mine, pull that plume further east into FICO and Green Valley's local water supply, and 
cause other potential negative effects to the local environment.  Accordingly, care should be taken to 
investigate this issue, including specifically determining how various pumping scenarios may impact the 
movement of the sulfate plume.  
RCC's lack of substantive hydrologic data and analysis was first exposed in the Pima County Board of 
Supervisor's 2007 report on hydrogeology at the Rosemont site.  FICO joins in the concern raised by 
Pima County that "[s]o far, the information Augusta has provided to United States Forest Service about 
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groundwater conditions is deficient for developing an EIS."  See September 7, 2007 Letter from C.H. 
Huckleberry to J. Derby, Forest Supervisor to CNF, at 1.  Again, unfortunately, nothing contained in the 
most recent information submitted by RCC under cover of its December 3, 2007 letter to the Bureau of 
Land Management and the USFS changes this conclusion.
At the center of Pima County's concern was the report prepared by hydrologist and mining expert, Dr. 
Tom Meyers.  As concluded by Dr. Meyers in his report, RCC's proposed mining operations would 
intercept most, if not all, water from the Barrel Canyon watershed that is otherwise destined for Davidson 
Canyon.  Moreover, the estimated volume of water potentially intercepted from Barrel Canyon is about 
the same volume estimated to discharge from Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek.  In short, intercepting 
water from the Barrel Canyon watershed effectively entercepts discharge from Davidson Canyon to 
Cienega Creek.
The above analysis exposes key shortcomings in RCC's proposed MPO.  First, RCC has not 
comprehensively modeled, let alone analyzed, the hydrologic impacts of its planned mining operations.  
Second, RCC has not considered the potentially devastating effects its mining operations would have on 
the "Unique Waters" and water balance of Cienega Creek.  These shortcomings should be adequately 
addressed before the CNF initiates NEPA's scoping phase.  
Last but not least, the lack of hydrological data and the nonexistence of any modeling are admitted to by 
RCC itself.  As set forth in the November 30, 2007 Technical Memorandum from James S. Davis of Errol 
L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. ("Montgomery"), to Janine Derby of the USFS, "additional data and 
analysis will be required to more completely define the groundwater system in the Rosemont Project 
area."  See November 30, 2007 Technical Memo, at 1.  In the specifi section describing the status of 
modeling, it is plain that Montgomery has not yet created a model and has not considered any of the 
issues and concerns raised by Dr. Meyers in his report.  Id., at 10-11.  It is also apparent that RCC and its 
consultant, Montgomery, have taken a myopic view of groundwater modeling, and have limited the 
geographic scope of the proposed studies.  Specifically, the information provided to the USFS focuses on 
modeling only at the mine location, not at the area where the water is to be pumped.  Obviously, in order 
to properly understand and evaluate hydrological issues and how RCC's proposed pumping of tens of 
thousands of acre feet of water will have on the environment, it is necessary to develop modeling that 
includes the source of extraction and various alternatives to such extraction.
In shortt, consistent with Dr. Meyers' report, the record reflects that little, if anything, has been done to 
evaluate or meaningfully describe the significant water issues implicated by RCC proposed MPO.  
Accordingly, time should be taken now to develop such information.
In its proposed MPO, RCC notes that it will secure an "ME Permit" pursuant to A.R.S. 45-514.  See 
MPO, 2.8.2, at 42.  RCC's permit, however, expressly states that the "issuance of the permit does not 
waive any federal, state, county, or local government ordinances, regulations, or permits for which the 
facility may have to comply."  As the USFS may be aware, securing a water permit pursuant to A.R.S. 45-
514 does not entail any assessment, evaluation, or consideration of the environmental impacts of such 
water use.  Indeed, as noted by RCC in its MPO, it plans to utilize its permit without doing any well 
spacing or well interference analysis to actually determine how the withdrawl of groundwater for its 
proposed mining project may affect surrounding wells or the underground aquifer.  Id., at 43.  
Notwithstanding such statements, FICO would submit that simply because RCC does not need to do 
certain testing in order to obtain a water permit under Arizona law does not mean that RCC is entitled to a 
free pass on the development of like information or data in order to satisfy federal environmental 
requirements.
In conclusion, to date, RCC has not made a meaningful disclosure of the significant water issues which 
are at the heart of its proposed project.  Given the obvious importance of water to the fragile environment 
in the area of the proposed project, such an omission should not be overlooked.  Accordingly, FICO urges 
the USFS to require additional information and allow the meaningful collection of data before initiating 
an EIS.  If you have any questions or would additional information regarding the issues identified in this 
corrspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at (520) 882-1220 or to contact Carlos Ronstadt of 
our office at (602) 382-6355.


2502 2 I am also very concerned about the wildlife in those mountains as well. I recall specifically one trip we 
were camping in gandner canyon- the moon was bright all four of us were in sleeping bags- In the still of 
the moon lit night I heard then saw a heard of 4 deer run just a few yards in front of our heads- This I 
want my grandchildren to experience as well. Mining will drive wild life away from their natural habitat.


Individual
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2503 2 The Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek watersheds have not had the proper analysis for the effects of 
ground water pumping or the natural effects of drainage throughout the area.


Individual


2506 1 My water is pumped from well number 565705. The legal description of my property is: 19S Township 
16E S-Range 21 E-Section Pima County 307 Book 20 Map 002G Parcel.


Individual


2507 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-638004. Legal description for this property is, Township 18S 
Range 16E Section 12 Pima County Book 305 Map 91 Parcel 0530.


Individual


2510 11 Water is far more important than copper, silver, etc to the people of Arizona-Individual


2511 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-598408. The legal description for the property is: S1/2 of the 
SE1/4 of the NW1/4 of the SW1/4 Township 19 S-Range 18 E-Sec 18 Pima County Book 306 Map 34 
Parcel 0097


Individual


2515 2 I strongly feel that my water supply will be negatively impacted by mining activity nearby.Individual


2527 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


2528 1 Attached is a description and diagram of the well numbering system used by ADWR, BLM, USGS, and 
other agencies. I think this will explain the system better than I could do it over the telephone. Please look 
it over and let me know if you have any questions.


Organization


2533 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2534 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2542 7 (groundwater in this area is precious/not unlimited- must be protected)Individual


2550 2 Although I agree with most that the water is the number one concern,Individual


2563 1 My water is pumped from well number 535724. The legal description of my property is 20 Township 18 
S-Range Santa Cruz County 2Book pg.529Map J-4 J-5 Parcel.


Individual


2566 3 How will my well # 55-535724 be protected?Individual


2572 3 As I requested in my letter to the Forest Service dated September 7, 2007, there are still substantial 
uncertainties about groundwater movements which should be reduced by further investigations. 
Uncertainties in how much and how connected the water is within the bedrock must be reduced through 
data collection, not just modeling.


Government


2572 5 As I requested in my letter to the Forest Service dated September 7, 2007, there are still substantial 
uncertainties about groundwater movements which should be reduced by further investigations. 
Uncertainties in how much and how connected the water is within the bedrock must be reduced through 
data collection, not just modeling.  Other key uncertainties revolve around understanding a fault northeast 
of the pit and being sure that there are no other features missing from the model that might alter 
groundwater movements. It is also essential to determine the extent of the high transmissivity fracture 
zone encountered by Montgomery.


Government


2572 9 In addition, effects of mine-related pumping and recharge in the Tucson basin also need to be explored 
and


Government


2576 5 We second concerns raised by Pima County officials, in their letter to you of May 19, 2008, about the 
need for exhaustive studies on the water demands, impacts and alternatives associated with this project 
due to the lifeblood link of water to the fragile nature of this region of the Sonoran Desert.


Government
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2577 12 Water impacts to urban and agricultural users are a major adverse environmental impact of the Rosemont 
proposal, consisting of an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources, which would not be 
necessary except for the action of Rosemont. What specific studies will the Forest Service commission to 
evaluate water resource needs, impacts, and alternatives?


Government


2589 20 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L42-43) 'Widespread problems with private and commercial wells in the area.' This is in direct 
contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


2590 8 Unlike many permanent allocations, the water required for mining operations will be available for other 
uses after mining is complete.


Individual


2591 5 Over how large an area is the aquifer?Individual


2591 11 Are studies in progress at this time regarding ground water impacts, surface water impacts, chain-link 
impacts, direct and indirect impacts regarding water? These considerations must be thoroughly researched 
and studied by objective, expert scientists, hydrologists, and consultants. All hydrological studies should 
be completed before any decisions are made.


Individual


2591 21 Do considerations regarding water pass the test of FIRST DO NO HARM.  Do considerations regarding 
water pass the test of STEWARDSHIP OF THE LAND FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.


Individual


2591 43 My water is pumped from well number 55-646556. The legal description for the property is Townshop 
19S Range16E Section 15 NW1/4 NE1/4 of section.


Individual


2591 44 My water is pumped from well number 55-646558. The legal description for the property is Township 
19S Range 16E Secion 3 SW1/4 NE1/4 Section 3.


Individual


2592 17 Because the hydrology section is cursory at best, the public should be provided a thorough description of 
the project area hydrology and water resource impacts of the project.


Individual


2592 20 Given the water use projections of the project and the significance of groundwater within the project area 
as a recharge sources to the Tucson groundwater basin and to the sustenance of perennial and intermittent 
surface water flow in the area (e.g., Cienega Creek, Davidson Canyon, and the springs in the immediate 
vicinity of the proposed project area), factors that need to be described to understand the hydrology 
include:


the hydraulic properties of materials in the project area
estimates of annual mountain front recharge,
estimates of groundwater flow volumes in the area,
groundwater flow paths, and 
the interrelationship between groundwater flow from the project area and surface water in Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Individual


2592 30 The pit bottom is 2,000 feet below the current water table. How will the dewatering of the pit impact local 
residents dependent on private wells for drinking water supply?


Individual


2592 31 How will the dewatering of the pit impact groundwater recharge to the eastern Tucson basin?Individual


2592 48 Groundwater should be monitored at the various facilities in the proposed operation, including the toe of 
the tailings impoundments, around the heap leach facility, around and within the plant site. Further, 
solution levels in the heap leach, waste rock, and tailing impoundment should be monitored to determine 
the hydraulic head in those facilities.


Individual


2593 10 The headwaters of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek begin within the area of the proposed mine; 
these drainages provide a substantial contribution to the Tucson water supply. Water is our most precious 
and limited resource in Southern Arizona, and is also the most likely resource to be degraded from this 
proposal. All potential Impacts to surface water and ground water should be thoroughly examined in the 
EIS.


Organization
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2593 59 GEOLOGY/HYDROLOGY
Letters and reports already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County speak eloquently to this 
issue. We strongly support the idea that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before any decision can be made about the mine. As long as there is any doubt about the impact of mining 
operations on both surface and underground flow of water, this project should not be approved.


Organization


2593 78 MINE DESIGN/FEASIBILITY STUDY
The mine plan proposes various new techniques that are claimed to be environmentally sensitive, such as 
a "dry stack tailings" method. This method has been used in Chile. However, the concern is that this 
method had not been thoroughly tested in this climate regime.
-What were the results of the application?
-How much water was actually used?
-What are the climate characteristics of that site and how does it compare with the climate conditions at 
the Rosemont Mine site?
-Where else besides Chile has this dry stack tailings technique been used?
-What were the results at those locations?
-Has this technique been successful on a scale as large as the proposed mine?
-How much additional water would be required if dry stacking does not work?
-Where would the additional water come from?


Organization


2593 83 It is possible that the mine may not operate continuously.
-What would happen to the mine facilities in the event of a temporary shut down in operations?
-How would environment and water resources be protected during this time?


Organization


2593 87 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
-How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
-How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?


Organization


2593 104 How long would it take for the groundwater beneath the mine site to move into 
Davidson and Cienega Canyons?


Organization


2593 113 WATER
The impact of the mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and reports already 
transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular, the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before and decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional field 
investigations and these are also absolutely necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts 
of mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved.


Organization


2593 117 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would impacts be 
experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization


2593 119 What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the requested permits?
How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are the characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of the existing springs, ephemeral, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?
What is the drought preparedness plan?


Organization
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2593 121 At least two areas are of major concern and the effects from the mine must be carefully evaluated for both 
of these areas: the Cienega Basin/Davidson Canyon, and the Upper Santa Cruz Basin (Sahuarita/Green 
Valley). The effect of the mine must be carefully qualified and calculations showing how the ground 
water would be impacted for at least a 20 mile radius around the mine site and the mineral extraction 
wells should be included  in the EIS. This would require completion of the modeling referred to above 
which in turn would require field research and monitoring to validate the model.


Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek: According to the Pima County hydrologists, flow in the Davidson 
Canyon aquifer provides as much as 20 percent of the water to Cienega Creek, a significant source of 
drinking water for the Tucson metropolitan area as well as for plant and animal life in the Cienega Creek 
preserve.


Organization


2593 123 Other concerns that should be addressed in the EIS are:
The groundwater models should clearly define the groundwater regime in the watershed, including the 
depth to groundwater, direction of flow, rate of flow, soil and aquifer characteristics (hydraulic 
conductivity, infiltration capacity, porosity, etc.).
-Has the groundwater model been completed that quantifies potential water production and pit dewatering 
requirements?
-If not, when will it be completed?
-Will this information be available for public review and comment?
-What were the assumptions and input parameters used in the model?
-Was this model calibrated with local data.
-Which data were used to calibrate the model?
-What were the model results?
-Will the model be run annually and would the results be made public?
-Will all model assumptions, inputs and outputs should be made available to the public so an objective 
review can be preformed.
-How will this information be distributed to the public?
-Will review by a competent independent hydrologist be completed as part of the EIS process


Organization


2593 126 How far from the mine or downstream would groundwater information be collected?
Will it be possible to determine impacts to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek from these data?


Organization


2593 129 - What are the locations of any dewatering wells at the mine site?
- How would the local geology affect dewatering?
- Will there be opportunities for an independent hydrologist to monitor the project?
-How can we be certain that the company will do everything they can to protect the groundwater if they 
are not monitored by and independent company or person?
-What would the impacts be to the Santa Cruz River from each of the wells in the Santa Cruz basin?
-How would the sections of the river designated as Navigable Waters of the US, and protected under the 
Clean Waters Act, be impacted? [We realize that there is uncertainty a present regarding the applicability 
of the Clean Water Act to the Santa Cruz River. However, if and when this situation is resolved, the 
requirements of the Clean Water Act will be important considerations.]


Organization


2593 132 An additional water consideration should be the effect on plant and animal life of any pipelines that are 
built to transmit water from well sites to the mine site. The impact from the pipe line construction must 
also be evaluated and a mitigation plan should be in place.


Organization


2601 1 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
1. Destruction of the headwaters into Davidson Canyon which would affect water to Cienega Creek and 
the Patana Wash


Individual


2610 5 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual


2610 37 Employees of the mine and their families: What is the impact of these additional people on water?Individual


2611 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519820. The legal description for the property is Township 19 
S Range 16 E Section 27 County Pima Book 307 Map 13 Parcel 015L5.


Individual
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2613 1 My water is pumped from well number 65-600092. The legal description for the property is NW4 of 
Section 4 T20S R17E, Santa Cruz Book 109 Map 03 Parcel 002B


Individual


2615 6 Your letter failed to respond to our request for studies on water use and impacts on local water supplies.  
Are any provisions being made to conduct such studies


Individual


2617 13 What are the contingency plans for periods of drought when both CAP water as well as ground water will 
be at record low levels.


Individual


2620 13 The Most important mineral in Arizona is water - not copper.Business


2621 3 The implementation of the Rosemont proposal, based on incomplete, if not faulty, geological and 
hydrological studies would do untold damage to the Santa Ritas and that range's watershed.


Individual


2622 6 We do not have enough water to go around. PERIOD!Individual


2623 6 use of latest technologies with the development of dry stack process to minimize water use by 50%Individual


2624 4 If Rosemont was limited to their 995 acres for their entire project, there would be little we could do about 
it. But to let them mess up consumption of our limited water supply.


Individual


2625 13 Other concerns I have are those affecting the waterIndividual


2640 5 My personal concerns encompass land that is dear to my heart, and the numerous  water  gifts that is has 
given to those of us who live here


Individual


2640 12 The issue of water is the wost consequential and concerns all who inhabit the threatened area and its 
surroundings.


Individual


2641 3 Green Valley Water already has sulfates from a "non polluting mine".Individual


2646 8 Bad planning for the health of our waterIndividual


2651 8 We believe that it would adversely impact: 1. downstream water quality,Individual


2655 4 However, I also realize that an open pit mine couses desecration of the landscape by totally destroying the 
natural  watercourses, thus permanently altering the ecology in the vicinity of the mine.


Individual


2655 7 Mines and smelters use enormous amounts of water--very little of which can be successfully recycled.Individual


2655 12 In addition, southern Arizona has limited water resources, which are rapidly diminishing.  The additional 
demands placed on the water supply by this mine would exacerbate that problem.


Individual


2668 27 Boy, they seem to need a lot of water.  7.2 million gallons a day.  Can't they recycle?  Is it too dirty to be 
reused.  What are they going to do with all that used water.  And what will be in it?  Store it?  That IS  a 
lot of water.  Inadvertently or not, flush it down Davidson Canyon with the storm water, over the Tucson 
water works or into the many Tucson washes eventually into the Santa Cruz?  Tucson will again have the 
perenjial streams.  That should change the ecology of the Tucson basin and complicate a few commutes.  
Maybe pipe it towards the San Pedro?  Give it back to Green Valley?  Maybe just a slow leak down the 
canyon, increase the velocity a bit in the monsoon.  Infiltrate a few downstream wells in Vail.


Individual


2670 2 We have many concerns regarding the proposed mine and the obvious one is of course the water.Individual


2672 3 As more than one speaker pointed out, water is a resource even more precious to the residents who live 
there than copper. You can live there if you have water and don't mine copper, but you can't live there at 
all if the water runs out.


Individual


2673 2 The bulk of the concerns are summarized as water and the failure of Rosemont to utilize an alternative 
mining approach that would have a smaller footprint and be less invasive on all concerned.


Individual


2673 14 The ground water recharge and water shed discharge from the Barrel Canyon basin will be lost and/or 
altered.


Individual
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2673 15 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2673 28 The huge 5000 acre feet of ground water requirement for actual project use let alone the ground water 
pumping out near the pit to reduce flooding will have major impact on both side of the mountain range.


Individual


2673 29 This writer is unaware of any complete map of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro Valley or any southern Arizona 
aquifers that can predict protection for neighboring property owners from neighbors over pumping of 
ground water.


Individual


2677 30 The only way to insure that the mine does not impact water resources in the Santa Cruz basin is for the 
mine to use only CAP water and be prohibited from using ground water.


Government


2683 32 Water is too precious in this dry coutry to waste on an uncessary mineIndividual


2684 1 Our water is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


2688 4 We have been told the amount of water required could exceed a billion gallons over the lifetime of the 
mine, projected to be 20 years. Please note, most of the mines in Arizona have had a lifetime far 
exceeding that mine period.


Organization


2689 5 All the major local and regional political entities (including Pima County, Santa Cruz County, City of 
Tucson, Patagoina, Vail, Sahuarita and congress people Grijalwa and Giffords) oppose the mine due to 
negative impacts on water table


Individual


2700 2 Everyone's grand children's future is at stake when we allow mines to draw ground water for their 
operation. Regardless of old mining laws, it is our obligation to protect our grandchildren's ground water, 
our most critical and precious resource.


Individual


2703 3 WATER is the the big issue! In a state where the desert rules and increased construction and popluation 
are Clotting up our water tables that aren't too constant anyway - why can't we be foresighted enough to 
look ahead - a week or two - and know that a pipe line from the Colorado River to this area is a pipe 
dream. The [illegible] colorado river is drying up right now.


Individual


2703 4 No one can live without water! We can live without copper!Individual


2711 17 It generates dust (which must be abated with water)Individual


2713 4 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
* A complete inventory of hydrologic systems of the entire area (including any areas to be used in any 
fashion, i.e. roads, storage, parking areas, etc), and an inventory and map of all edaphic plant assemblages


Organization


2713 19 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the projected 
water use, waste water disposal, chemical use and disposal, evaporation ponds, and the exposure of 
wildlife (including pollinators such as bats, insects) to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization


2713 21 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the projected 
water use to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization
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2713 22 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the waste 
water disposal to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization


2719 4  All water quality and quantity issues should be addressed including why CAP water can’t be used.Individual


2722 1 First of all, there is not enough water to allow such a development.Individual


2724 20 Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary and Scholefield Canyons, yet claim no impact to the 
Cienega Creek Watershed.


Individual


2724 41 The effect of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulfar plume is of special concern.  If that plume 
is not contained, it could pollute the entire upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply.


Individual


2724 57 I have 14 acres in Vali, 4 1/2 miles South from I-10 and Sonoita Hwy 83. I have a vwell, however there is 
every liklihood that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use 
(as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation tet wells) and imperil important wildlife 
habitat and future drinking water for residential use.


Individual


2724 67 Arizona will make very little if any, especially when taxpayers are left with "clean up" bill, no water and 
no tourists


Individual


2725 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-637-237.Individual


2725 2 Our water is pumped from well# 55-517-130.Individual


2727 2 Tucson is in a seemingly perpetual state of droughtIndividual


2729 4 We have been told the amount of water required could exceed a billion gallons over the lifetime of the 
mine, projected to be 20 years. Please note, most of the mines in Arizona have had a lifetime far 
exceeding that mine period.


Organization


2732 4 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the impacts on water quality downstream in Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek


Individual


2735 4 There is not enough water for this mine.Individual


2736 14 How many well heads (now and in the future) are in the scope of the Mining Operations Plan?  Where 
will the well heads be located?


Government


2736 22 In examining the structure of the aquifer, what are the geophysical characteristics like karst formation, 
lens aquifer layers, channeling and underground basin interconnections, which can enhance subsidence? 
Has the aquifer been mapped?


Government


2736 36 What other well field locations are being explored?Government


2737 1 Our water is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


2738 7 What right does any user have to put everyone elses water at risk a growing desert area where water can 
only become more scarce in the future?


Individual


2741 1 Groundwater is always a concern with the excavation and processing of heavy metals, like copper.Individual


2741 4 As much information as possible should be provided to the public. Specifically:
*the hydrologic maps and data should be made available to the public in a timely manner


Individual
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2742 1 My husband and I have read the pros and cons of the project. We came to the conclusion that water 
needsare serious concerns and we don’t have the answers to these problems. Just because copper is at an 
all-time high should not make us nervous and antsy to jump into un-researched other potential problems 
for the sake of jobs or revenue. These decisions have long-term ramifications in themselves… some of 
which there is no turning back.


Individual


2743 2 My water is pumped from well number 544137. The legal description for the property is Township 19S S 
Range 16E E Section 21, Pima County, Book 307 Map 20 Parcel 002F.


Individual


2745 3 Modern mines require significant amounts of water . It is essential. The water resources  requirements can 
be objectively compared using various alternatives.


Individual


2745 9 Water is the lifeline in these communities, and without water, none would exist.Individual


2749 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-532576. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2749 2 My water is pumped from well number 55-538270. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2749 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-804821. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2752 5  lack of water have been hard enough for the canyon.Individual


2753 1 My concern is for the water  usage.Individual


2753 7 What will be the impact on Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?Individual


2760 20 The EIS should completely describe the pre-mining drainage patterns in the project area, as well as the 
drainage patters of the area during project operations and following reclamation. Include hydrologic and 
topographic maps of the areas. This discussion should encompass effects fo the project on erosion 
potential and sedimentation.


Government


2760 21 Identify any components of the proposed project that would fall within 25- or 100-year flood plains.Government


2760 23 Describe the designs of the heap leach facilities, tailings dams, seepage collection systems, and pumpback 
systems under the proposed project.


Government


2760 34 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to surface water flow, water supply wells, wetlands, springs and seeps, 
vegetation, wildlife, and other grounwater-dependent resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2761 3 Damage to water resources each of these injuries is sufficient ground to reject the proposed Rosemont 
Copper Project


Individual


2766 1 Water is very scares in the area proposed as well as the Tucson Basin. Affect on supplies should be 
studied before approval.


Individual
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3931 2 The fact that the Upper Santa Cruz Basin is in a state of crisis, and that citizens, stakeholders, 
governmental and water experts are in the process of planning for a comprehensive solution to mitigate 
the crisis, must and will prevail over over existing  and traditional water management practices that are 
not effective and are blocking necessary changes.  For example - 


Pima County Memorandum dated October 2, 2007 (enclosed)


In the near future, the current water activities must be folder into a comprehensive plan to achieve a 
sustainable water supply.  Our community should not be stampeded by actions that are irrelevant or 
damaging to our future sustainability plans.


Pima County Supervisors are scheduling a Hearing in November 2007 in Green Valley on a 
Memorandum regarding "Long Term Green Valley Water Supply", submitted by County Adminstrator 
C.H. Huckelberry on October 2, 2007.  This is a comprehensive assessment of the water crises in the 
Green Valley/ Sahuarita area and provides conclusions and recommendations that can lead to a 
sustainable water supply in the future.


The Memorandum recommends that Pima County "Facillitate and assist Green Valley municipal water 
providers, as well as existing mine and agricultural water users, to cooperate  in the extension and 
financing of a CAP pipeline to provide both direct use of CAP renewable water supplies, as well as 
recharge of the same."


Re: File Code 2810, your October 19, 2007 letter to Jamie Sturgess, Rosemont Copper 
Subject: Rosemont Plan of Operations
This letter recognizes a need for more groundwater information, and on Page 2 is the statement: "There is 
sufficient information providedfor the west side of of the project area for the CAP water, pipeline routes, 
production wells, etc., but very little groundwater information is included on the mine itself."  However, 
the lack of a sustainable water supply constitutes crises for our community and needs to be addressed in a 
comprehensive manner to avoid knowingly making a decision that will harm our community.  Pumping 
water from our Green Valley Aquifer provides the water supply for the Rosemont Mine.  The ability of 
the mine to replace it with CAP water is not established in view of current efforts to achieve sustainability.


Community Water Company (CWC) of Green Valley Pipeline
In all liklehood, USDA has been made aware of contractual negotiations between Augusta Resource 
Corporation (ARC) and CWC.  This may be profffered as mitigating action to gain community approval 
and to overcome because it is simply irrelevant to the permanent solution of securing the long-term water 
future of the Upper Santa Cruz Valley Basin within Pima County.
A new mine, without question, should be prohibited from using groundwater, particularly when other, 
lower quality water sources are available.  In fact, all mine water consumption, whether new or existing, 
should be from a lower water quality or non-potable water source.  The proposal by Rosemont to pay for a 
20-inch pipeline extension to convey Central Arizona Project water to a recharge facility within the 
Community Water service area does more harm than good, particularly when studies sponsored by the 
Arizona Department of Water Resources indicate that such a pipeline would only serve one small segment 
of the Upper Santa Cruz Valley water users.  Past studies indicate that the size of a pipeline that would 
convey Central Arizona Project water for direct use or recharge for the entire Upper Basin would need to 
be at least 72 inches in diameter.   Hence, discussion of only a partial solution, a 20-inch pipeline, is 
counterproductive, and spending money for such a limited solution would be a waste of resouces."


Organization


5012 5 WHY MINE HERE?  
-These lands have greater value as watershed protection than as an open pit mine,


Organization


5277 1 Rosemont simply thinks it can take our water & to hell with domestic needs.Individual


5277 2 The Colorado River cant support another gov. mess.Individual
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5284 1 We are writing to voice our concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine that is planned by 
Augusta Resouces Corporation for the Santa Rita Mountains.  As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are 
concerned about the following things.


Water:


1.  With Arizona being in a 20 year drought, with less than 10 inches of water a year how can our 
watershed afford to loose 5,000 gallons of water a minute, or 5,000 acre feet of water a year?


Individual


5284 5 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


How will this mine affect my water, well #55-538896?


Individual


5284 6 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


Please see enclosed newspaper article.


Individual


5286 10 The extra time required for underground mining would be very useful:


b.  It would allow time for the record-high price of copper, and the record-low Colorado River 
streamflows, to stabilize, if indeed they do, so that all  can be more asssured of this mine's future.


Individual


6712 8 I have a list of questions that I'm going to leave here ranging from water, air pollution, noise pollution, 
safety, energy needs, roads, economic impacts, restoration. I'm sure you're going to hear a lot about this 
from the public tonight.


Government


6725 7 That a large open-pit copper mine a Rosemont in the scenic Santa Rita Moutains might be good idea, that 
is if society places no value on Arizona's scarce water resources, the beauty, calm, and enjoyment of 
unspoiled natural places, or on the lives and livelihoods of the many people who depend upon them.


Individual


6735 3 This proposed open-pit mine would do irreparable damage in a beautiful mountain, and it would do 
irreparable damage to its clean air, water, and abundant plant and animal life.


Individual


6741 3 I read in the Rosemont Mine Plan of Operation, dated July 11, 2007, prepared by Westland Resources.  
One of their means to mitigate this runoff is to restrict the natural runoff of the water.  So what's the 
mitigation to their mitigation plan?  Because we restrict the natural runoff of the water, that's going to 
impact as well.  Because our society, the wildlife, depends on this runoff.


Individual


6744 12 Obviously our greatest concern is about water, not of the state issues, but also potential catastrophic 
issues, for example, serious side effects.


Individual


6748 3 I am here to address my concerns regarding cultural degradation.  Everyone has spoken about air, water, 
light, noise pollution, all these things contribute to cultural degradation.


Individual


6752 4 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs,


Business


6752 11 What will be the effect on our groundwater when this mine operates well beyond it's purported 20 years?Business


6755 3 We believe that the guidelines in 36-CRF-22-A, part C are sufficiently clear to require a comprehensive 
hydrological study of USC--our Upper Santa Cruz aquifer.  We do not believe sufficient information is 
available to proceed with the preliminary draft of an Environmental Impact Statement.  Since Rosemont is 
all ready to drill wells in the USC aquifer, we believe a comprehensive study is fully justified without any 
further delays.  We also request Rosemont desist from drilling further wells until the Environmental 
Impact Statement is made and the impact on our aquifer is fully understood.


Organization
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6757 4 I signed an agreement yesterday with an attorney representing over 50 well owners in the Sahuarita 
Heights area to promise that we would replace their well, replace their pumps before we would take water 
out and leave any people stranded.  That's going to be secured with third party funding.  We are serious 
about doing this.


Business


6759 11 Although Augusta claims that the open pit mine would not use water from the watershed, I urge a legal 
and binding written agreement be made.


Individual


6762 1 We have water associations and companies making agreements with Augusta Corporation and leaving 
their neighbors to deal with it individually.  Divide and conquer.  We will only succeed if we band 
together.


Individual


6765 3 We're in the wrong place; sticking another mine on this valley. We have got water issues.Individual


6773 3 This is credible scientific information.  The promise, dare I say the slick promise that we'll just take care 
of this water concern with CAP water --I swear, if you took a group of average citizens who didn't know 
about this issue here, and put them in a room and say, what do you think about the idea of a foreign 
national company, with not very much of a track record, coming in and taking drinking potable water to 
wash some rocks to produce some copper, which is going to be shipped to China, and replace it with CAP 
water, which is questionable at best, and not guaranteeable, what would you think about that?  Does that 
make any business sense?  I'm pretty sure the answer is no.


Individual


6790 1 Rosemont mine being proposed in the Santa Ritas, they have no access to water where they are at in their 
watershed on the other side.  Our water on this side over here is a different watershed.  The two are not 
suppose to be transferred from one to the other.


Individual


6790 3 The Rosemont president spoke here a little earlier, and he stated that they had just signed an agreement 
with the Sahuarita well owners that any damage that they do when they start pumping -- when they turn 
on their switch their wells are at 2,000 feet, mine's at 280.  When they turn on the switch and they start 
pumping water, any damage that they do to my well they will take care of.  I have lived here for 35 years, 
maintained my water, protected my well, and done evening that I can possibly do.  My well ain't broken.


Individual


6792 7 They're going to be impacting the future growth of Sahuarita, our infrastructure, our water.Individual


6792 9 Rosemont should be made to pay for an independent hydrological impact study for the environmental 
impact of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita Heights, and how this will affect the land 
subsidence, the infrastructure, our community, and how this will affect my personal well, 55-602901, the 
registration number from the ADWR.


Individual


6811 9 Lastly, water, in its liquid state, is increasingly the most important mineral in Arizona, more so than 
copper. And this fact -- And this fact must be acknowledged by each and every one of us and acted upon 
responsibly at every opportunity.


Individual


6818 1 I've brought a couple items with me today, familiar items up here on the stage. One is a cell phone, 
regular old cell phone that uses quite a bit a copper and so do the systems that make it operate so well. 
And I also brought a bottle of water which I got from my kitchen this morning.


I brought them up here because I think it very well illustrates the stark choices that we face in this matter 
today. Unfortunately, there's simply not enough water left in the west to continue to have both of these 
things; we can't have them both. We'll have to giveup one or the other. That's the reality of the situation, 
it's just that simple. We can't have both.


Now, I can lie without the cell phone, folks, I can live without it; I don't need it. I didn't use it before or 
didn't have it before and I lived without it. I can live without it again. It'll be difficult because I've gotten 
used to it, but I can live without it. I can live without that cell phone, it's not a problem.


But this I can't live without. I have to drink a lot of that every day or I die. That's the reality of the 
situation too. I'm 98 percent water and if I don't have water every day, I'll die. That's it. That's the reality 
of the situation.


Individual
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6823 4  We're also not really convincedthat the large trucks that will be traveling Highway 83 can safely share the 
roadway with our school children. There are too many uncertainties to risk the lives of community 
members on roads not designed for such heavy traffic, and the certain irreversible damage to an important 
and essentail watershed.


Organization


6824 4 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6825 4 You know, we need to stop and think about our water, it's very important.Individual


6829 4 So I'm absolutely against this mine, and I'm absolutely for protecting water.Individual


6832 2 The water problem is a problem, but Rosemont seems to have it under control. You can get 'er done.Individual


6853 5 For the price of 20 years of development, we lost this valley, the wildlife, and the natural springs. There 
will be a huge hole and many square miles of flat, uninhabitable land. You might call it a landscape 
pinata: Once you break it, you can't put it back together.


Individual


6857 2 The proposed Rosemont mine will have dramatic and irreversible impact; impacts on our water, our 
wildlife, culture, and archaeology.


Business


6861 4 The small footprint of the mine is what intrigues me too. I've worked at the Sahuarita Mine for 18 years 
and at other mines and I'm familiar with some of the water that's used there, and it's going to be, with the 
dry tailings, they're actually 16 percent moisture content, I believe, compared to the slurry method that 
was used at the Sierrita. 


The water use in this thing is probably 20 to 25 percent of what FICO uses, probably 20 percent of 
Sahuarita and, you know what gets me is that all the -- you guys are sailing boats around over there in 
Sahuarita on that lake. And you've got all the golf courses out there.


Individual


6869 9 Here are some of the endangered who I think in the future, if this mine comes, will be called the 
disappeared. The archaeological sites in the area, the American Indian graves -- they're supposed to be 
protected by the American Indian Graves and Protection Act -- Indian holy sites, all the birds, animals, 
fish and plants. The tourists, they will be endangered too, you know, they won't come. The observatory, 
which will be endangered by the light and the dust. And the humans, we are all endangered, and the water 
and the land, and the air.


Individual


6873 1 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization
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6873 4 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization


6875 4 Water's going out, it's not going back in the same place.Individual


6876 10 Water will be needed forever to keep the tailings from blowing toxic dust into the air we breathe forever. 
That's never going to go away.


Organization


6876 13 Pima County and the City of Tucson are currently working together to do a regional study in water 
resources. It's become obvious from the preliminary stages of the study that the Tucson Active 
Management Area will not attain the required assured water supply by 2025. The only options that were 
suggested by Larry Dozier of CAP is to have a desalinization plant on the Pacific Coast with an 
accompanying nuclear power plant or maybe some cloud seeding. This doesn't work. We need the water.


Organization


6877 1 I think that the use of groundwater to mine a mineral or metal that is recycled easily from already 
occurring products in the real world is something that is incredibly stupid.


Individual


6879 1 My comments concerning the proposed Rosemont project are concerned with the subjects of potable 
water, the mine's process waste water mine dust, effect on Mt Whipple observatory, property values, and 
future activity after the mine is depleted.


Individual


6880 3 I will focus next on the two most critical aspects of the proposal  - its impact on our precious limited 
water resources, and its impact on our transportation system.


Government


6880 8 The Santa Cruz has been classified since statehood in 1912 as a navigable stream and therefore actions 
that impact it and its tributaries require intense scrutiny to protect this invaluable resource.


Government


6880 9 The mine's water use and consumption would more directly impact Davidson Canyon, which is nominated 
with Pima County support for state "unique waters" designation and Cienega Creek, around which Pima 
County has a designated "natural preserve."  Both of these are tributary to the Santa Cruz River.


Government


6880 15 In addition, it is quite possible a mining operation would want, or need, to carve new roads or rail lines 
through the area to service this mine.  The environmental impacts of such developments on wildlife 
habitat and water courses would be very significant.


Government


6881 14 Attachment 10 to the staff report includes two draft scopes of works for studies we think will be necessary 
to sufficiently determine the environmental impacts of this proposed project.  Specifically, these draft 
scopes of work call for an analysis of hydrological impacts to the Upper Santa Cruz Basin in the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area, and to the Davidson Canyon watershed.


Government


6882 8 Will they provide the funding for our wells to be dug deeper than theirs?  Will they provide funding to 
regularly test the water quality and water table levels?


Individual


6885 2 I also think Augusta Resources, and the Rosemont mine should not be allowed to pump our groundwater 
out to replace their purchased and stored CAP water.


Individual


6893 2 and utilize too much water which is alread a scarce resource in the desert.Individual


6897 1 Development of a mine in the Santa Rita Mountains is not in the best interests of residents in the area of 
the proposed mine as the volume of water needed for the mine cannot be guaranteed unless the mine 
brings sea water or purified sea water to the mine for their use.   In the area of the mine water is being 
depleted faster than nature can restore it which means that we are in a overdraft  situation and it would be 
fool hard to think nature will change.


Individual
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6898 5 For the last 19 years, we haved lived in the Copper Cut sub-division which is located on the north side of 
the Santa Rita Mountains.  During many of those years we were faced with difficulties when there was an 
active mining operations being conducted within 1/4 mile of our home.  The mine was originally owned 
and operated by a local family and then was sold to Georgia Marble who made many promises, but never 
followed through on them.  A few years back, the mine was sold to JP Henderson, who attempted to get 
the necessary permits to mine the area.  In this case, government and people spoke up and were heard and 
this project was abandoned.


When we say difficulties, below are some of the issues that made living here with an operational mine 
very difficult:
-Constant blasting created windows that no longer closed properly
-Blasting contributed to cracks in the surface of our in ground pool
-Dust pollution was extreme, which as you know, is a source of illness in our bodies
-Their drilling of a well had a negative impact on our community shared well.  We believe that their 
blasting was liable for our well collapsing and necessitated us spending a large amount of money to drill a 
second well. In addition, our well did not charge as fast.
-Heavy vehicles going to and from the mine created a hazard both to our children and ourselves.


Individual


6898 9 Needless to say, we are against issuing any permits that would allow the Rosemont mine to become 
operational.  In our opinion, it isnot in the best interests of either the State, the County, or, most important 
the citizens, who have a right to clean air fresh water and a good way of life.


Individual


6901 4 As well, this land contains "Special Elements" that Pima County has committed to conserve: springs,Organization


6901 6 As well, this land contains "Special Elements" that Pima County has committed to conserve: intermittent 
streams,


Organization


6901 11 The Rosemont Copper Project will impact both the water resourcesOrganization


6901 13 The Rosemont Copper Project will impact both the water resources and riparian areas withing the project 
area along with all of the washes, creeks, springs and riparian habitat downstream, including Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.  Both the on-site and downstream water resource impacts cannot be 
overemphasized.


Organization


6901 24 The EIS should consider impacts to all of the water resources and riparian areas in the project area, along 
with the washes, creeks, springs and riparian habitat downstream.  This includes both groundwater and 
surface water resources.  Impacts to all canyons proposed for dams or tailings, including Barrel, 
Scholefield and Davidson Canyons, and downstrem along Cienega Creek, need to be evaluated in 
especially close detail, both during mine operation and after closure.  It cannot be overempasized that the 
EIS needs to consider impacts to water resources and riparian areas both within the project area and in all 
areas downstream of the project area.


Organization


6902 4 Let's not forget our community water conservation efforts and water shed protection laws.Individual


6902 13 This mine is incompatible with the community that it will invade and stands to lower our living standards, 
property values, raises concerns about our personal safety and threatens our water resources while 
endangering our quality of life.


Individual


6906 1 What would be the effect of the proposed Rosemont mine on Cienega Creek and the fish living there?  A 
study is needed to determine this.


Individual


6907 1 What would be the effect on the water in Davidson Canyon from Rosemont mine pumping wate for their 
proposed mine and also from their wastes blocking the flow of water here?


Individual


6914 1 How will the water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected from the 100 year floods 
which we seen to have every ten years if the proposed Rosemont mine is permitted?


Individual


6918 7 How will the company compensate the landowners if their wells go dry or need to be deepened because of 
the lowering of the water table?


Individual
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6919 1 What guarantees can the FS and mining company give us that our water resources won't be degraded from 
this project?


Individual


6919 7 How can you justify the use of 2 billion gallons of water a year being used by a mine from a desert 
aquifer?


Individual


6920 4 This should be studied long and hard by knowledgeable people, or the area water supply is too limited to 
be ignored hoping it won't be infiltrated.


Individual


6921 4 How will the company compensate the landowners if their wells go dry or need to be deepened because of 
the lowering of the water table?


Individual


6923 3 How will Augusta Resources compensate nearby residents if their wells run dry due to groundwater 
pumping by the Rosemont mine?


Individual


6924 3 Another huge concern for all of Arizona is water.  There may not be enough to sustain the human 
population in the area with the growth that is expected to continue.  How can you beging to justify letting 
a mining company - and a foreign one at that - use any of this precious resource while destroying our 
country?


Individual


6928 2 1. Proposed water PLAN? - Pump all the good ground water out. Then maybe, sometime, somewhere 
pump a little bit of sludge in?


Why not bring in the Colorado River water to start with? Minimal impact and expense!


Individual


6929 1 1. Pump all the ground water out; then maybe, sometime, pump in a bit of sludge?


Why not bring in the Colorado River water first….minimize impact and expense!


Individual


6933 4 The idea that Augusta Resources will insure the productivity of all the wells of persons adversely affected 
by their drawdown only if the persons affected sign up now to some kind of contract is also ludicrous.  To 
dig deeper wells to mitigate their drawdown does nothing for the health of our aquifer.


Individual


6933 5 The Davidson Creek drainage area will also be adversely affected not only by the drawdown of local 
water levels but the quality and quantity of water available to other communities "downstream " such as 
Vail.


Individual


6937 2 My objections are as follows:


1. very concerned about impact of mine's water usage on Sahuarita and Green Valley residents, as well as 
FICO operations which I consider an overall environmental "plus" to the community.


Individual


6937 13 For me, the money issues are far less important than the long-range ones of water qualitiy and availability,Individual


6939 7 Although the impacts are many: ranging from wildlife habitat destruction to multi-use recreational area 
destruction to tremendous highway damage to noise and dust generation for local residents, the issue 
concerning us mostly is water.


Individual


6939 8 The state of Arizona, and southern Arizona especially, is projected, by scientists at the University of 
Arizona, to have a water supply shortfall in the next few decades.  This shortfall may well come without 
any increase in the demand for water, just with current population numbers.  We cannot afford to have 
such a dramatic increase in water demand, such as the proposed mine, that it threatens the water supply of 
current residents.  Please consider carefully all current and future demands and supplies of water when 
considering the impacts of the proposed mine.


Individual


6940 1 I wish to submit this concern relating to the lack of hydrologic isolation of tailings in the Rosemont POO 
as documented by the Vector and Tetratech documents in the dvd you released on June7, 2008.


Individual


6940 7 Will the mine manage to dewater this area so that waters enriched in metals and sulfate from the tailings 
are captured in the open pit?  If that is the case, what will happen when mining ceases?  If not, where will 
mining impacted recharge go?


Does this really meet BADCT standards?


Individual
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6944 2 The water issues of wells drying up are quite real because of the amount of water the mine uses.Individual


6946 8 5.  Who will ultimately pay for damage to the ground water flow or disturbance?


6.  Who will suffer if water resources become critical, the mine or the community?


7.  Are their artisan wells that have been found?  If so how those would be affected would seem to be very 
important.


8.  Will disturbance of the area cause damage to the natural flow of under ground water aquifers and 
rivers?


9.  Will the mine be required to provide water if their activities either damage or redirect the flow of water 
causing wells to go dry or become unusable?


Individual


6946 11 12.  Will the affect of mining cause disturbance of any existing waterways?  If so, who is downstream and 
who will be adversely affected?


Individual


6949 15 If the mining operation does come to fruition it would seem to me that the company should build and pay 
for their own paved road from the mine site to the Box Canyon Road, and pay to improve the Box Canyon 
road with a paved surface, and straightened curves, to Continental and the railroad to Mexico at that 
point.  This would seem to have the least amount of impact and be the most direct route to ship the 
concentrated ore out of our country completely avoiding using Route 83,


Individual


6949 17 Water from the extended C.A.P. canal could parallel the new Box Canyon/Continental road and be piped 
along the bottom of the Box Canyon Wash, then up and along the new road leading to the mint site.  This 
entire route is in remote, mostly undeveloped country, until reaching Continental.


Individual


6953 3 Where is the evidence of polluting water and destroying the land?Individual


6954 2 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


1. The water table in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is already declining at the rate of 
4 to 6 feet per year.   I do not believe that there will be sufficient CAP water to recharge the aquifer and 
offset the mine's use of water.  I do not believe Rosemont's claims that it will use new techniques that 
reduce the amount amount of water needed for its operations.  I do not want this area to be a test for these 
"new" techniques.


Individual


6957 1 1.  It has been reported that the aquifer Rosemont would be drawing from is being depleted.  How long 
will it take until the impact upon the aquifer and the rest of us who use the aquifer requires remedial 
action?  Who will pay the costs for such remedial action?  If the price of our water increases due to 
reduced supplies will Rosemont be responsible for the increase?  If our water requires additional 
treatment will Rosemont be responsible for the cost?


Individual


6965 1 We moved to the Patagonia area in 1999 because of its natural scenic beauty.  We have great concerns 
about the Rosemont Copper Project and ask that the following be addressed in great depth by a variety of 
experts:


Effect upon our surface and ground water


Individual


6969 1 I recently and delightedly just relocated to Tucson from Phoenix with the intent of settling here for a long 
while. In keeping abreast of the issues facing my newfound community I am growing increasingly 
concerned at all of the new mines popping up all over the state as it is well known that they are 
tremendous "water guzzlers" and pose a serious threat to any community's water source particularly in 
such an arid state as Arizona.


Individual


6975 1 The EMPIRE MTNS. And it's resident's ground  water are at great PERIL; according to the pima county 
requested hydrology study on the effects of the Proposed open pit mine.


Individual
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6975 3 The open pit when being watered by interceptor wells should be REQUIRED  to RECHARGE the potable 
water in the surrounding area around the pit and NOT BE USED FOR THE MINING OPERATION.  
This could be done after extensive hydrology modeling mapping in the EMPIRE MTNS. And SANTA 
RITAS.


Individual


6975 5 AUGUSTA must be REQURIED to GUARANTEE  QUALITY WATER to the area residents. Passing 
the responsibility to any future mine owners with bonding to cover any and all civil liabilities.


Individual


6975 6 Open pit mines usually use the the water derived from the DEWATERING process to provide WATER 
for the processing of the ore. ACCORDING to JOHN GAY ,RETIRED ANACONDA NINE SUPT. 
THIS WAS DONE AT THE TWIN BUTTES MINE.  I was employed by Anaconda, Twin Buttes and we 
initially had production wells in the SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER ,NEAR GREEN VALLEY. TWIN 
BUTTES SWITCHED OVER   TO USING THE INTERCEPTED WATER THAT WAS DRAINING 
INTO THE PIT.


Individual


6978 1 There are many "common good" reasons for not allowing a mining firm to create a mine in the Tucson 
valley.


These include the waste of water for a mine that provides no real value to the Tucson area.  We already 
have a similar waste of water in the pecan groves in Sahuarita.  At least they put water back inot the 
ground without poisoning it first.  And they offer some beautiful trees.   And why "give" low cost 
underground water to a mine with no real value to the community, while forcing the population to depend 
on more costly and limited Colorado river water in the future?


Individual


6979 4 What does Rosemont plan on doing with water that is  impounded on mine property and will it be allowed 
to seep into the ground ? What steps will be taken for this water to insure only clean water will allowed to 
re-enter the ground..


Individual


6980 1 Given the amount of water the other mines in this area have used, how does Rosemont Mine's estimate 
compare?


Are they minimizing the amount?


Individual


6982 2 The unrecoverable destruction of the scenic Santa Ritas, the draining of our water resources, the 
obliteration of wildlife, the damage to our highways and the myriad of health and safety issues will be the 
effects felt by hundreds of thousands of southeastern Arizona residents.


Individual


6983 4 The hazards on on highway 83 threaten our safety the 3,000 ft deep pit and potential groundwater 
pollution threaten our water supply our our scenic views and peace and quiet will be destroyed if this 
mine is approved It has already had an impact on the value of my home and land.


Individual


6984 2 Why meddle with our already dwindling water access?Individual


6985 1 I am a second-generation Tucsonan and I vote religiously.  Growing up, I can remember running water in 
the Rillito River.  Now we see it only during monsoon season for a just few hours.


I believe that the most important issue for southern Arizonans is to conserve water.  This copper mine 
would consume enormous amounts of water that should be used for the humans in this region.


Individual


6986 2 Our water supply will be endangered.Individual


6988 1 It is your responsibility to do everything under your power to protect our water resources and the 
Coronado National Forest.  Do not allow the Rosemont mine to continue.


Individual


6992 2 1) Water is a precious commodity in AZ and using enormous quantities for mining is harmful to the rest 
of us who depend on it.


Individual


6993 1 I have many reservations about this mining proposal in our neighborhood, but the one concern that is on 
my mind today is the water issue.  This company plans to work 24 hours a day for 20 years taking our 
ground water and hopes to replace it with CAP water.


Individual
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6994 2 The two groups need to work together to compromise on concerns such as water, air pollution and other 
legitimate issues.


Individual


6995 3 We recently drove through that pristine area and lamented the fact that outsiders would come in and 
desecrate that beautiful area, to say nothing of the negative impact it would have on groundwater, and, 
having extracted the ore, they would leave behind the horrificly
ugly mounds of tailings, never to go away.


Individual


6997 7 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


6. We live in a region with a limited water supply.  Mining takes lots of water. We need the water for 
sustainability.


Individual


6998 4 Also, this area cannot afford to lose the tremendous amount of water a copper mine requires.Individual


7000 9 Predicted effects of climate change on the Colorado basin have substantial uncertainty, but all point to a 
rapidly declining availability of water.  Like the proverbial frog that eventually boils to death, we ignore 
the gravity of the current water emergency at our own peril because as with peak oil, we are likely at peak 
water.  Recent history shows that development will proceed after the current downturn.  Water will be the 
limiting factor, eventually, but allowing Rosemont will accelerate the advent of a water catastrophe.  
Clearly, this is no time to risk additionaly heavy loads on water consumption in Southern Arizona.


Individual


7001 2 They have already purchase some of the water for usage and a portion of the water will be reclaimed.Individual


7002 2 The unrecoverable destruction of the scenic Santa Ritas, the draining of our water resources,will be the 
effects felt by hundreds of thousands of southeastern Arizona residents.


Individual


7003 3 I believe that the mining interests will severely damage the water supply for the area and severely damage 
the beauty of the Santa Rita mountains.


Individual


7007 5 4.  There is a problem of water usage and the fear the communities will run out of water.  Comments:  
Obtain the regional water usage records and document all the users from agriculture, mining, and 
residential .usage.  Determine if the use by any of the major categories is excessive and maybe there can 
be some adjustments made


Individual


7008 20 The destroyed aquifers will make this area a giant ghost town.Individual


7009 7 I don't think that the water issue is of such importance because there is plenty of water.Individual


7019 2 Please   do not allow development of the copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountains. It is too close to urban 
Tucson suburbs..


It will hurt waterways.


Individual


7024 3 BESIDES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ON THE AREA WATER AND TRAFFIC CONCERNS 
ARE ALSO AN ISSUE.


Individual


7029 1 Watch this very short video to truly grasp the idea of what could happen if the proposed Rosemint Mine is 
approved.


I am used to it, and was appalled after I watched this.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eCM3cKYSYY


Barrel Canyon, one of the main feeders of Davidson Canyon which feeds the Cienga Creek which turns 
into the Pantano will be blocked according to the current rosemont MPO.


The davidson hasn't run this year, but I am sure there will be more to come soon.


Individual
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7030 7 *Not acceptable to block the surface waters which flow into the Cienega Creeks which turns inot the 
Pantano which feeds Vail Water Company, COT water, Spanish Trail Water, Other well co-ops and 
private wells.


*Not acceptable to drawn water just west of Corona and then recharge in Avra Valley.  The Santa Cruz is 
a river which flows north!


Individual


7031 1 Barrel Canyon which feeds the Davidson which feeds Cienega which turns into the Pantano will be 
blocked,


Individual


7031 3 No legal guarantee that water will not be pumped from the area on the east side of the Santa RitasIndividual


7033 1 I am concerned that there is no mention of using CAP water instead of the existing water table.Individual


7036 3 Water should be the major issue in this discussion, all the rest is just cosmetic.Individual


7037 7 Entire towns need the affected groundwater,Individual


7038 4 What frequency of floods will be used in the design?Individual


7041 2 We here in Green Valley are very much concerned about the water usage since we already have a lack of 
water problem.


Individual


7043 5 4. The only benefit would be employment but this would be negated by the lost water and the assault on 
the environment.


Individual


7052 2 I am opposed to the mine for several reasons:


It would destroy natural habitat


It would be a drain on water supplies


It would adversely affect tourism


The dust caused would be a health hazard throughout the Tucson area


The increase in truck traffic would not only be a health hazard because of emitted pollutants, but also 
because it would cause dangerous traffic conditions on a narrow, scenic route.


Individual


7053 1 My main concern is the water for this project. We have always been very careful with our water here & 
considered it precious ever since we moved here in 1950. I think our water is more imporant than copper 
(for this area).


Individual


7057 3 I am absolutely against this project going forward on the grounds of the environmental destruction that 
will be caused to the area, and also because of the tremendous amount of water that will be used by the 
project.


Individual


7057 5 As to the objection based on the amount of water the mine would use, need it be mentioned that this area 
lies in the middle of a desert? A desert where water is already scarce, becoming scarcer, and a desert 
where the population is growing by leaps and bounds.


Individual


7058 7 The most important reason is WATER. Having live in Az. For almost 40 years, I can attest to the very 
limited amount of water the desert has. We have not had sufficient rains to replenish the supply that did 
not arrive during the last 10 years of drought. We cannot waste what little we have on mining. The best 
water must be used for human consumption, not mining. No matter what new technology may be used, I 
do not believe that Augusta can truly guarantee a safe, pure, plentiful water supply. The Rosemont Mine 
will deplete good groundwater and can only recycle so much. This is not an appropriate business to 
undertake in Arizona. Water is too precious.


Individual
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7062 10 Then  there is the offer to extend the CAP to Green Valley just the mine can use ground water. Ha! What 
idiocy. You want to see the mountains not only destroyed but also suffer from the lack of water.  The 
impact of extracting huge amounts of ground water to support the mine will destroy the plant life 
surrounding the mine as naturally flowing creeks and springs dry up resulting in widespread destruction 
of the plant life and riparian areas.


Individual


7065 6 Purchasing CAP water and providing infiltration wells, while altering the mine plan to minimize the 
impact to the watersheds on the eastern side of the project are just a couple of examples of how mining 
can coexist with the environment.


Business


7069 5 I would like to make a couple comments about the proposed Rosemont mine.
First of all, mining damages the environment.  In a localized area, where there was once vegetation and 
animals, there will be a hole in the ground and piels of broken rock. In the bottom of the hole there will 
probably be some green water that's full of metals. I don't want my house at the bottom of a mine, and I 
don't want my kids drinking that water.


Individual


7070 3 3) I do not see how ANY one can guarantee that there will be no pollution to nighboring watersheds or 
the wells of residents, who have already invested personally in their properties.


Individual


7075 4 knowing what I do about mining ( and while I don't know everything about it, I do know some things) it 
will take an inordinate amount of water to sustain any operation that might get started at Rosemont and 
southern Arizona must be much more proactive in regards to water conservation issues. We should really 
realize that there is no other choise than to be extremely selective in our water usage.


Individual


7077 2 I am deeply disturbed by the consideration being given to allow the Rosemont Copper Mine to demolish 
our land.


This plan would ruin the environment, put the water supply at risk, release toxins into the air, and put 
those who travel this road at risk on a daily basis.


Individual


7079 1 I have some fears on the proposed Rosemont Copper Mining Project in the Santa Rita's in Southern 
Arizona


Water is the biggest concern;  Where is it going to come from??  Why is there a need to run a pipeline 
from Sauharita to the proposed site??  Where is the money coming from????


Individual


7082 3 I believe that the mining would damage ecosystem including flora and fauna in the immediate and 
adjoining areas, impact our water, and destroy a beautiful scenic area.


Individual


7088 29 The impacts of water use by the mining operation must be fully examined.  Sahuarita well owners are 
facing a draw by the mine of 31,870 gpm.  The Rosemont Mine has secured permits for drawing 6000 AF 
of groundwater per year, but the EIS must examine what the total figure would be, the drawdown on 
nearby wells (There are about 400 private wells in the immediate area.) as well as the entire aquifer and 
the entire hydrological effects.  The proposed "recycling" of water by Rosemont must be examined and 
projected along with calculations of the potential for higher temperatures and drought projected for the 
southwest.


Organization


7088 35 The official name is "Groundwater Replenishment District."  It was meant to allow building in certain 
cases when water was deficient, but it has been expanded and used in a myriad of approaches that was not 
the original intent.  The crux of the matter is that Assured Safe Yield by 2025 for an Active Management 
Area (AMA) is the overall average for region-so one area can be up and another can be down-it's the 
overall water balance.


Organization
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7088 41 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:
       -They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.
       -They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and 
other animals, large and small, that inhibit the area.
        -They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses- the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.
        -They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.
        -They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7088 46 Some engineers doupt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field in Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolerable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious a commodity in Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


Organization


7088 47 How will surface water quanity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


What will the impact be on ground and surface water from the heap leach method?


How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being 
depleated, and how will they compensate the landowners?


Organization


7088 55 The Forest Service has written a report on the flooding by groundwater of open-pit mines in several 
abandonded mines in Region 6 pit lake.  Water quality in these pit lakes varies from highly acidic to 
alkaline.  
www.fws.gov/pacific/ecoservices/envicon/pim/reports/Reno/PitMines.htm


Organization


7089 1 Given the present state of drought and limited water resources in the area of the Santa Rita Mountains, in 
the interest of the public wellbeing and sustainability, the Rosemont mine should be required to use 
ONLY Central Arizona Project (CAP) water for all aspects of the mining operation, installed at their own 
expense, so as water use by the mine will not to be a burden on the local aquifers, human and wildlife 
communities in any way.


Individual


7094 1 The Following maps show the mining claims just north of the Rosemont ranch and the dot at 31.83554 
110.73107 is the location of the three pahse water well that is being used for commercial purposes. By 
GPS location it shows to be on National Forest land and not patented mining claim. The well needs to be 
assessed and checked for location and use. I cannot find any well registered with the ADWQ that matches 
the pump capabilities. I believe the pump id number is 55-207382.


Individual


7095 2 Problem - The water flow from a changed Barrel Basin has yet to be determined. Per the MPO Summary 
approximately 75,000 tpd of ore and between 195,000-267,000 tpd of waste rock will be mined each day 
for 24 hours 365 days a year, the waste rock will be dumped and large berms will be made to "hide" the 
operations. Those sheer numbers will inexplicably alter the course of the water flow, animal habitat and 
flora forever.


Individual
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7095 4 While on a tour sponsored by Rosemont Copper, I asked what provisions have been made for the changed 
runoff that will occur, we were told by Jamie Sturgess that that has yet to be determined and that it did not 
have to be figured out fro the MPO. Living downstream from the project, I feel this is something that 
needs to be determined immediately.


Solution - The plan for waste rock needs to be scrutinized to ensure that safe water channels can be 
engineered before there is a problem. Even on July 8th 2008 the wash (bisecting our driveway) that is 
feed by Barrel Basin was filled several feet deep and 50 feet across without the planned 600-1,000 berms 
altering the water flow. We were also told by Jamie Sturgess that the proposed pit area receives 22-24" 
inches of rain a year, a solid 10" more than we receive just across Highway 83, that is a serious amount of 
water that will be entering the floodplains.


Individual


7100 2 How can the relevant jurisdictions guarantee water to the 37,000 people per year that could have been 
served by the water that Rosemont Mine will use?


Individual


7100 4 What are the possibilities and consequences of decreased flow of area springs, seeps, wetlands and 
streams?
What are the possibilities and consequences of increased sediment load in area streams?
What are the possibilities and consequences of changes in the area aquifer recharge?


Individual


7101 2 Questionable amount of water to be used:
Augusta Resource projects that their pumping in the Sahuarita will not affect the Santa Ritas. Their 
pumping is permitted for 6,000 acre feet. According to Arizona law, mining extractions permits are "shall 
issue" permits. Therefore, should the untried methods of dry tailings not work at Rosemont mine, Augusta 
Resource has only to file a permit for another 6,000 acre feet and it is a done deal. This can be verified at 
the Arizona Water Resource Department in Tucson. [Jeff Tannler, 520-770-3800].


Individual


7101 4 The water from dewatering the pit does not appear to be included in the 6,000 acre foot permit and, 
therefore, immediately the assertion that the operations will be using 5,000 acre feet annually is fallacious. 
This operation will not only dewater the pit, but will dewater the entire region, depriving animals, trees 
and plants of their livelihood. Further, Rosemont Ranch has a non-exempt well, which can be transferred 
from agricultural use to mining use with the filing of a simple form.


Individual


7101 11 The report by Dick Kamp, the environmental writer for Wick Communications:
http://www.savethesantacruzaqifer.info/RosemontReport.htm


Individual


7102 2 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others:
1) Use of groundwater,


Individual


7102 20 (8) (A2,P2, L34-35)'…sits on the headwaters of much of the city of Tucson's water supply and water 
pollution…' We are in the desert and water is precious. The proposed actions will cause a water shortage 
by the shear use of water and by the 'backflow' into the pit. What will be done to protect wells in the 
valley due to this activity?
(9) (A2, P5, L38-39)'This would cause a cone of depression that would dry up the area springs and seeps 
for many years beyond the life of a mine.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have 
portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


(10) (A2,P5,L42-43) '..Widespread problems with private and commercial wells in the area.' This is in 
direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.
(11)(A2,P5,L49-50) 'Projections show that this 'excess' water from the Colorado River will run out long 
before the mine would close.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the 
media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


7110 5 Water: Draw down of the Santa Cruz Aquifer supposedly to be replaced by CAP water which my not be 
available for the life of the mine - and Rosemont must buy allotments not used by others - suppose this 
water is unavailable? Arizona loses enough water annually to support the population of 30,000 residents 
(5,000 to 8,000 acre feet used by the mine).


Individual
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7111 5 I have lived in Arizona for 36 years now, and am very conscious that our water supply is very precious 
and limited. It MUST be very cautiously preserved and conserved in order to assure a clean, usable 
drinking water source for present and future residents. It should not be wasted ( or polluted) by allowing 
yet another copper mine to appropriate vast amounts of water and poison it with chemical byproducts of 
such mining. (Copper sulfate is used to kill tree roots in sewers… I can only imagine what it would do in 
a stream bed or our underground aquifer.)


Individual


7114 7 *Can we see a detailed report about why CAP water cannot be used for the mine instead of ground water?Individual


7114 8 * Could Rosemont build a water reclamation facility for the region so that they could utilize reclaimed 
water for the mine? In a region where water is so precious we need to save the best of that resource for its 
highest and best use.


Individual


7115 6 I am also greatly concerned that at a time when we are requiring new development to assure future water 
supplies that we should not be allowing a new user to come in and be given a blank check for huge 
amounts of water drawn from an area (Sahuarita) which is already experiencing subsistance from current 
water use. Local wells will likely be impacted, and our long term water supply may be imperiled. This is 
just irresponsible!


Individual


7117 6 We have a significant interest in the proposed mine and strongly object to its development due to the 
significant negative and unmitigable impacts it will have on the air, land, wildlife, and water of the area.


Organization


7117 11 The Forest Service must examine, evaluate, and analyze the impacts of the mine on the area's watershed, 
on surface water quality and flows, and on groundwater including both quality and quantity. The draft 
Environmental Impact Statement should thoroughly evaluate the impacts of the groundwater pumping and 
wells, ponds, leach pad, tailing fields, waste rock fields, open pit, concentrator, and SX/EW operations on 
the water resources of the area It is clear that those impacts will be negative and significant.


Organization


7117 12 The Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine could have significant adverse impacts on the surface water flows 
into Davidson Canyon and ultimately Cienega Creek. According to a hydrological study commissioned by 
Pima County (Hydrogeology of the Santa Rita Rosemont Project Site Conceptual Flow Model and Water 
Balance," Tom Myers PhD, Hydrologic Consultant, Prepared for Pima County Board of Supervisors, 
2007.) the proposed mine could intercept annually approximately 650 acre-feet of water flow to the 
Davidson Canyon Wash. This flows into the Cienega Creek, which is Outstanding Arizona Water and 
also helps to supply water to the Tucson area. While Cienega Creek is already Outstanding Arizona 
Water, Davidson Canyon has been nominated and is in the process of being designated as an Outstanding 
Arizona Water. The Forest Service must carefully examine and evaluate the impacts of this proposed mine 
on this outstanding and unique resources.
To be designated an Outstanding Arizona Water, a surface water must meet one or both of these 
conditions:
1. The surface water is of exceptional recreational or ecological significance because of its unique 
attributes, such as the geology, flora and fauna, water quality, aesthetic value, or the wilderness 
characteristic of the surface water;
2. An endangered or threatened species is associated with the surface water and the existing water quality 
is essential to its maintenance and propagation or the surface water provides critical habitat for a 
threatened or endangered species.
Davidson Canyon clearly meets those conditions.


Organization


7117 14 Davidson Canyon has excellent water quality, and existing data show that it would meet or exceed surface 
water quality standards required to be classified as an Outstanding Arizona Water. Impacts on these 
resources and possible negative impacts on both of these Outstanding Arizona Waters should be 
considered and evaluated. Mitigation measures should be outlined clearly and if the impacts are 
unmitigable, that should be made clear.


Organization


7117 17 It is unclear exactly how the dewatering of the mine's pit will affect the level, quantity or quality of the 
groundwater. It is likely that it will affect the groundwater to the east of the Santa Ritas, however. The 
Forest Service must give this careful consideration and examination in the draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.


Organization
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7117 19 In light of the already arid nature of these lands, ongoing drought, and the likely impacts of climate 
change - these dry areas are likely to get drier - it is imperative that we be conservative with water 
resources. It is also imperative the Forest Service consider these factors in looking at the impacts of this 
proposed copper mine.


Organization


7117 38 The proposed 100-year 24-hour storm protection (so-called zero-discharge mine) may not be sufficient to 
protect sensitive downstream areas given more intense storm events as predicted with climate change 
occurring. The draft Environmental Impact Statement should analyze if 100 year protection is adequate 
for Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Organization


7125 17 In the past three years, our community has fought for the protection of biologically sensitive Davidson 
Canyon, under threat from mining interests that would deplete water and replace our canyon with a 
700x400x200 foot pit. Protecting Davidson Canyon, which feeds Las Cienegas preserve, has been the 
focus of numerous unanimous resolutions by our Pima County supervisors, led by our own Ray Carroll, 
and most recently championed by Supervisor Sharon Bronson.


Individual


7125 21 [3] Water: Outstanding and Otherwise
Tailings from this ridiculous project would eventually pollute Davidson Canyon and Las Cienegas, both 
of which qualify or are currently registered with ADEQ as "Outstanding Waters" of Arizona. Any activity 
which threatens the quality of these perennial desert streams is categorically illegal. Therefore Rosemont 
is Illegal. We and or the state will sue the EPA and other jurisdictional bodies under these provisions if 
this project goes forward.


Individual


7125 27 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.
--We have performance horses, who will pay four our horses when it go's through the fence, from the 
blasting?
--Even more important, when my daughter get hurt working her horses and they get spook from blasting!!!
--What will this do to our water and the water that runs down the Davidson Canyon to feed the Vail area?


Individual


7129 12 c. Water use
Augusta should operate a CAP water purification plant to use to supply water of sufficient quality for 
their mine. There is not justification or just compensation for pumping of so much ancient groundwater in 
the desert.


Individual


7130 2 -Many of us in the Corona de Tucson area are on our own well, and do not receive or have access to water 
from the city of Tucson.  Drilling and maintenance wells is not inexpensive.


Individual


7134 18 5. Rosemont's operation as set forth in the MPO and as described in the documents so far made available 
will have extraordinary impacts on water resources in the region, all of which must be fully analyzed by 
more detailed and thorough modeling of current and potential uses, as well as modeling impacts on 
existing contamination plumes.


As noted in Coronado National Forest's (CNF) October 19, 2007 letter to Rosemont Copper Company, 
one of the least documented (and certainly least understood) elements of the Rosemont Copper 
Company's proposed Mine Plan of Operations ("MPO") is the project's potential impact to groundwater 
and surface water resources. See October 19, 2007 Letter from Ms. Jeanine A. Derby to Mr. Jaime 
Strugess, at 2-3. To date, FICO is not aware of the submission of any significant information that has 
been submitted by the Rosemont Copper Project to analyze the effects of groundwater pumping from the 
Tucson Active Management Area ("Tucson AMA"). Until such time as adequate hydrologic information 
is submitted, CNF will lack the ability to identify and analyze appropriate alternatives. Accordingly, the 
NEPA process should not begin until more meaningful data and information relating to water issues has 
been obtained.


Business
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7134 21 Based on the limited facts presented in Rosemont Copper Company's MPO, CNF and FICO know only 
that Rosemont Copper Company plans to pump whatever water it needs for its operations, which 
Rosemont Copper Company will do for as long as its operations continue, and that Rosemont Copper 
Company, without any scientific basis to do so, is evaluating the non-binding mitigation measure of 
recharge. The MPO does not provide any meaningful disclosure of Rosemont Copper Company's 
proposed water use, how such potential alternatives for resolving the environmental impacts related 
thereto.


Business


7134 23 Clearly, the NEPA process should address the potential migration of the sulfate plume, but until such time 
as Rosemont Copper company provides adequate analysis of its proposed pumping, CNF cannot 
adequately understand the consequences of any such withdrawals of groundwater nor can reasonable 
alternatives to the use of such groundwater be evaluated.


Business


7138 1 Attached is a map of the Rosemont Area with the washes colored in. The blue color represents water flow 
od 5000-10000 cubic feet second during the rainy season. If the tailings dams block water flow it would 
seem to cause several problems, one of which is water recharge back into the local aquafier. The second 
would be potential hazards if the dam breakes during monsoon season. This information is from the Pima 
County GIS


Individual


7142 4 Question: If ASARCO mining on 10 acres of National Forest Land, could potentially threaten the water 
quality of Sonoita Creek and Lake Patagonia, how can the USFS guarantee the protection of the davidson 
Canyon Wash and the Las Cienegas Waterway if the Rosemont Project, operating on thousands of acres 
of Forest Service Land and private land is approved?


Individual


7143 13 The projected mining time frame of 20 years and amount of water usage proposed by Rosemont is 
unrealistic, since other local mines have been operating over 55 years and have stated plans to continue, 
due to increasing prices for copper. Therefore all the impacts of the mine, beginning with water usage, 
have been vastly underestimated.


Organization


7149 3 Also, this region's water supply is somewhat precarious. Mining is very water-itensive, and I don't believe 
that it's a good use of this precious resource.


Individual


7150 6 Project-related activities to be addressed in the EIS include, but are not be limited to, the following:
 Construction, operation and reclamation of an open-pit copper, silver and molybdenum mine;
 Construction, operation, and reclamation of an ore-processing plant, tailings, waste rock and leach 
facilities;
 Construction and operation of infrastructure, such as utilities, and their corridors;
 Construction of a new access road, leach field, retention structures, wells and water supply pipeline, ore 
transportation systems, and test reclamation plots;


Government


7150 11 Based on a review of the Mine Plan of Operations, the following ADEQ water quality permitting and 
other requirements will be applicable to this project.


Mine Construction & Operation
Groundwater quality in Arizona is protected under ADEQ's Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) Program. 
All aquifers in Arizona are protected as a drinking water source. An area-wide individual APP, meeting 
Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology requirements and Aquifer Water Quality Standards at 
the point of compliance, will be needed for any and all categorical discharging facilities and activities that 
may result in the discharge of pollutants to the aquifer, including but not limited to: construction, 
operation and reclamation of ore-processing; and tailings, waste rock and leaching facilities. For questions 
regarding the APP for mine operations, please contact Michele Robertson at 602-771-4827 or by email at 
mir@azdeq.gov.


Government
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7150 13 Sanity Waste Management
The planned actions include installation of onsite wastewater treatment systems, which will require 
Aquifer Protection Permits. The Aquifer Protection Permit program had general permits for both 
conventional and alternative on-site systems that have design flows of less than 3,000 gallons per day 
(gpd) or for multiple systems on a site under common ownership with flows of less than 24,000 gpd. 
ADEQ has delegated the review and approval of these Type 4 general permits to Pima County 
Department of Environmental Quality. If the flows are in excess of 24,000 gpd, and individual permit will 
be issued by ADEQ from the Phoenix Office. For questions about general permits for onsite wastewater 
treatment systems, please contact Kwame Agyare at 602-771-4664 or email at ka2@azdeq.gov. or the 
Pima County Department of Environmental Quality.


Government


7150 16 The production water dilivery system will consist of 20-inch ductile iron pipe, pump stations and 
associated power lines. Installation of the pipeline and related infrastructure will likely disturb greater 
than one acre of ground and, as noted above, will require coverage under the Arizona Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (AZPDES) program. A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be 
prepared and implemented during the course of construction and can be written to cover all applicable 
discharges.


Activities such as hydrostatic testing of pipeline segments and aquifer testing that discharge to surface 
waters will require coverage under the AZPDES permitting program. Depending on the activity, location 
and volume of the discharge and the known quality of the water, an individual AZPDES permit may be 
required. Alternately, authorization for such activities that will result in de minimus discharges to surface 
waters may be available under the AZPDES De Minimus General Permit. The De Mimimus General 
Permit requires filing of a Notice of Intent to Discharge and preparation and implementation of a best 
management practices (BMP) plan to ensure surface water quality standards are met. Further information 
on these permits can be found at http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/azpdes.html.  In addition, 
the Aquifer Protection Permit program has a General Permit Type 1.02 that allows discharges from the 
hydrostatic testing of new pipelines subject to certain conditions (See A.A.C. R18-9-B301(B)).


Government


7150 19 If project activities will occur inside the ordinary high water mark of any water of the U.S., an U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers-issued Clean Water Act (CWA) section 404 permit (a.k.a. dredge and fill permit) may 
be required. If a 404 permit is required for the project, a state-issued CWA section 401 certification of the 
permit will be required. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will include the conditions of the CWA 401 
certification as requirements of the Section 404 permit to ensure that the permitted activites will not result 
in a violation of the State's surface water quality standards. For questions relating to CWA 401/404 please 
contact Bob Scalamera at 602-771-4502 or by e-mail at RS3@azdeq.gov. The CWA 401 application form 
can be downloaded from the agency website at: 
http://www.azdeq.gov/function/forms/appswater.html#dredge


Government


7151 6 It contains a unique ecosystem (mid-elevation oak grassland) that provides habitat for wildlife, valuable 
watershed features (headwaters of Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek), critical water supply for Tucson, 
and important recreational opportunities (hunting, hiking, off-road vehicle riding, horse back riding, 
bicycle riding, camping, bird watching, etc) for the citizens of Southern Arizona.


Organization


7151 12 Given these results, it is especially critical that the Rosemont Mine not be allowed to proceed since the 
protection of our water resources clearly cannot be guaranteed. The EIS should determine how this mine 
would mine protect and not pollute the water in the Cienega Basin. Cienega Creek is designated as a State 
Unique Water (Outstanding Water) as part of the State Water Quality Standards, and therefore must be 
protected from degradation. In addition, Davidson Canyon has been nominated for the same protection, 
and until the Arizona Water Quality Standards are finalized, Davidson receives the same anti-degradation 
protection as a designated water. The preferred alternative in the DEIS should require that all facilities at 
the mine be lined to the highest standards to protect the surface and ground water, including the tailings, 
waste rock piles, the perimeter berm and all locations that use or store chemicals.


Organization
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7151 14 Aquatic Biology
There are several springs within the project area, and perennial stream reaches downstream that should be 
considered in the EIS. The EIS should determine where the current perennial springs or perennial waters 
are located in this watershed, and determine which ones could be affected by the mine. It should 
determine which spring and streams or steam reaches are perennial, intermitted or ephemeral, and what is 
normal and seasonal flow at each one.


Organization


7151 29 Pit Dewatering
The pit dewatering document describes a variety of general options for dealing with pit water, and is in 
general vary vague about what would likely be happening at the pit. Some of these options required 
flattening the pit walls, presumably increasing the size of the pit. If this would require relocation of the 
other mine facilities, then a revised Mine Plan of Operations should be submitted and analyzed under 
NEPA. Any revisions to this document should require that NEPA be reinitiated, including public 
comment opportunities and hearings. Some questions:


How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?
How would Augusta compensate the public for the loss of wildlife watering locations, impacts to 
vegetation from lowering of the water table, and the general loss of riparian areas from pit dewatering?


Organization


7151 46 Water
The impact an proposed mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and report 
already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be 
completed before any decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional 
field investigations and these are also necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts of 
mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved. Water is 
our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality or 
quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping would not be on Forest Service managed public lands, the impacts 
must be considered in the EIS.


The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute. However, as this company has never mined before, they 
use of this figure is suspect. The US Forest Service must do an independent calculation of water usage 
based on both the current design and any modifications to this design. In particular, the US Forest Service 
should model water needed for a mine design without using a dry stake method of tailings disposal. 
Additional questions:


Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


7151 48 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would the impacts 
be experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization
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7151 50 How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of existing springs, ephemerals, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?


Organization


7151 52 What is the drought preparedness plan?Organization


7152 2 The mine would use unlimited amounts of good quality water, regardless of what is available for all of our 
needs. There is no assured replacement, nor of the quality of same. This is in addition to the crisis nature 
of water in the Upper Santa Cruz Valley.


Individual


7153 4 (3) Are the water sources for the proposed mining area in the Tucson and Santa Cruz Active Management 
areas, which were established as part of the 1980 Groundwater Management Act? If so, have you been in 
contact with the Groundwater Users Advisory Councils for these Active Management Areas in order to 
determine the mine's impact?


(4) Have you communicated with the Arizona Department of Water Resources to find out their position 
on how the water sources for this proposed mine will be handled?


Individual


7155 18 The proposed mine has the potential to seriously degrade other natural resources in the area, including but 
not limited to perennial waters in Davidson Canyon,  which has been recommended for designation as an 
Arizona Outstanding Water, and Madera Canyon, the source of which may be connected to groundwater 
impacted by the mine. Any negative effects on Davidson Canyon also have the potential to negatively 
impact other resources downstream, including Cienega Creek and the Santa Cruz River, portions of which 
were recently determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to be Traditional Native Waters.


Organization


7156 3 I support withdrawal of my federal lands from mining and, as mentioned above, am opposed to new 
mining in southeastern Arizona. I love birding and hiking and camping in the Santa Rita and Patagonia 
Mountains. and believe that the noise, water, and air pollution will detrimentally affect my public lands 
experience, as well as imperil the habitat of endangered species, increased truck traffic on local roads and 
highways, negatively affect the wildlife movement corridors and native plants and ecosystems.


Individual


7157 2 But if you need reasons:
- Water, which is not a luxury in the desert, is needed better for homes in the area.


Individual


7163 14 Among these impacts, water is a key element of concern, in terms of direct impacts to both human and 
natural communities. With the recent Army Corps of Engineers determination of two stretches of the 
downstream Santa Cruz River as "traditional navigable waters", an additional or combined Environmental 
impact Statement will be required in conjunction with the Army corps of Engineers.


Organization


7163 22 Water is life, both for human and natural communities. The proposed mine's impact upon surface and 
ground water must be thoroughly disclosed and ground water modeling conducted to determine projected 
on and off-site impacts to water resources.


Organization


7163 23 What are the foreseeable impacts to watershed health, riparian areas, springs and cienegas, including 
Cienega Creek National Conservation Area, the watershed feeding the Santa Cruz River?


Organization


7163 30 How does the resent Army Corps of Engineers determination of two stretches of the Santa Cruz River as 
traditional navigable waters (subject to Clear Water Act requirements) change the nature of the EIS and 
public process?


Organization


7163 83 Lastly, the Army Corps of Engineers recent determination of two Santa Cruz River reaches as "navigable 
waters" is significant to the proposed Rosemont Mine, as this determination will require a parallel or 
consolidated EIS that includes the mine's nexus to the Santa Cruz River watershed to ensure compliance 
with Clean Water Act regulations.


Organization
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7164 9 Please consider the following remarks concerning the negative ECONOMIC impact of the proposed 
Rosemont Mine (taken from a report by the Sonoran Institute):


ECONOMIC IMPACT


The potential positive local economic benefits from the proposed Rosemont project are small in 
comparison to the magnitude of the local economy. Local economic impacts would derive primarily from 
employment, wages and salaries, business purchases, and taxes paid to local governments -- representing 
between (0.08%) and (0.3%) of total employment in Pima and Santa Cruz counties combined for the year 
2005;
local business economic impact ranging from less than five (0.5%) to (0.6%) of the 2005 GDP of the 
Tucson Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA);
estimated total local tax revenues representing about 1.3% of total property, excise, and sales taxes 
collected in Pima County and the City of Tucson in the 2005/2006 fiscal year and between one-half of 
one percent (0.5%) and 1.2% of total combined revenues for the two governments.


Significant Potential Local Costs from Proposed Mine Project
The proposed Rosemont project would produce significant costs for local individuals, businesses, 
governments, and society in general, including:


estimated increased costs to local school districts of between $2.7 million and $10 million per year;
increased highway maintenance costs on SR 83;
annual societal cost associated with increased driving of at least $418,000;
increased costs to travelers on SR 83 of approximately $949,000 annually;
decreased property values for those residential properties impacted by degraded viewsheds and dust 
pollution;
decreased revenues from outdoor recreation and tourism; and
economic impacts associated with environmental effects of surface and groundwater,
electrical power generation, and increased carbon dioxide emissions.


Individual


7166 4 I am writing with concerns I have about the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am a child welfare social worker 
in Pima County and my elderly parents live in Green Valley near and open pit copper mine. My 
objections to this mine are based on the following areas of concern. WATER: It's well documented that 
the Rosemont mine's operations will require a large quantity of precious groundwater. This groundwater 
pumping will lower the water table and could affect the viability of wells in the surrounding area, as well 
as creating potential environmental impacts to wildlife corridors and plant life. Will this concern be 
addressed in the environmental impact study? Also, how can Pima County citizens be sure that Rosemont 
mine's use of groundwater is a wise choice if our state encounters a long-term, serious drought and this 
water is needed by people and wildlife?


Individual


7167 1 The proposed for an open pit mine in the Rosemont Valley requires serious critical, independent 
evaluation. An enormous impact on a very large number of values must  be anticipated. I particularly 
insist that the EIS look very carefully at the issue of water, its use, diversion, and pollution, both local and 
far downstream.


Individual


7167 12 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause soil, 
water, air, noise, traffic, and light pollution.


Individual


7169 3 I hope that severe studies will be required on the water issue. An 18 year mine isn't worth destroying all 
Southern Arizona or Arizona. Can Augusta, or their successors, guarantee that we all will have a 
sufficient supply of water throughout their 18 years? If not, would think you'd have no option but NOT to 
grant them their permit.


Individual
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7170 1 Question
Who will research the wells at Rosemont? I have found by researching the Arizona sites that there are 
inconsistencies in the well information as to ownership, placement and well completion documents. All 
the wells are documented as being domestic wells, stock wells or mineral exploration. One of the wells is 
a three phase well and I can find no record of the pump ever having been changed. I contend that 
Rosemont has been misleading the state of Arizona on their well requests and it needs a thorough 
exploration during the EIS process.


Individual


7171 1 The proposed for an open pit mine in the Rosemont Valley requires serious critical, independent 
evaluation. An enormous impact on a very large number of values must  be anticipated. I particularly 
insist that the EIS look very carefully at the issue of water, its use, diversion, and pollution, both local and 
far downstream.


Individual


7171 12 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause soil, 
water, air, noise, traffic, and light pollution.


Individual


7174 1 Jamie Sturgess, vice president of rosemont copper, states that some new wells, drilled at hidden valley 
ranch, are already going dry. Why would wells in an area with over a dozen springs suddenly be going 
dry? Perhaps due to the deep intrusive drilling in the area and it does raise the disturbing question of what 
happens to the area water when they dig a 3000 foot hole in the ground and call it an open pit mine, the 
mine dewatering pumps are going to be a problem.


Individual


7176 1 Technica Guide to Managing Ground Water Resources, (FS-881) dated May 2007 serves as the technical 
guidance for the implementation of the USDA Forest Service national groundwater policy. FS-881 
emphasizes the importance of inventory of the quality and quantity of groundwater on NFS land for land 
and resource management. Specifically, one of the objectives identified in FS-881 is:
- To classify aquifer types, establish baseline ground water quality, map flow systems and ground water-
dependent ecosystems, and assess aquifer vulnerability based on a consistent stand throughout the NFS.
Additionally, FS-881 directs Regional Foreseters and Forest Supervisors to perform, among others, the 
following duties:
- When evaluating project alternatives or revising national forest plans, use the best available science, 
technology, models, information, and expertse to determine the location, extent, depths, amounts, flow 
paths, quality, and recharge and discharge areas of ground water resources and their hydrological 
connections with surface water.
- Always assume that hydrogical connections exist between groundwater and surface water in each 
watershed, unless in can be reasonably shown none exist in a local situation.
- Prevent, if possible, or minimize the adverse impacts to streams, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, and other 
surface waters on NFS land from ground water withdrawal. (FS-881, pg 7)


In the context of these directives, it is critical that the CNF conduct a detailed hydrologic inventory of the 
Rosemont basin, including identification of all seeps, springs and riparian areas that may be impacted by 
the proposed Rosemont Mine, and documentation of seasonal variation in flow and water quality from 
these features.


Individual


7176 3 An appropriately conducted inventory would ideally span several years to identify the impacts of climatic 
variability on these resrouces. An appropriately conducted inventory would allow the CNF to identify the 
impacts and appropriate mitigation measures from both the short-term impacts of pit dewatering on these 
and adjacent hydrologic features. Similarly, the pertetual impacts of groundwater evaporation from the pit 
lake likely to result from the porposed action must be addressed - both the quantity of groundwater lost 
through evaporation, and the resultant impact on water quality.


Individual


7180 1 Jamie Sturgess, vice president of rosemont copper, has stated they could have gotten their water from the 
cienega basin. Is this true or a false statement, if ture it is dangerous as to their disregard for a federal 
preserve, if false it is a statement that led us to believe they could have taken water from a preserve. Either 
way the statement is disturbing.


Individual


7181 7 6. Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side fo the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual
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7181 12 10. In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in 
the Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim?


Individual


7184 6 Section 313a of the Clean Water Act prohibits any activity on federal lands that violate state water quality 
standards. Any acid mine drainage that does not meet state quality water standards would therfore be 
illegal under federal law.


Individual


7192 2 Impacts to Water Resources: The project as proposed will impact water resources and riparian areas both 
within and outside the project area.


Organization


7192 8 Firstly, Augusta's own studies show that the proposed mine pit would be so deep that it would capture 
mountain-front recharge from a significant portion of the eastern Santa Rita Mountains. Mountain-front 
recharge of groundwater is the main source for persistent surface water in valley-bottom streams across 
this region, including Cienega Creek. Studies have not yet been able to predict how far south this pit 
would draw water from; at the least it would impact the recharge that serves Davidson Canyon and Pima 
County's Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. By changing water movement along the mountain-from and 
creating a cone of depression in foothills alluvium, it may well also draw water away from creeks and 
springs of the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area farther to the south.


Organization


7192 15 Augusta claims that by not pumping water from the Cienega basin it will not impact waters in this area of 
nationally-recognized natural resources. This claim simply does not hold water, for all of the reasons 
outlined above. This mine cannot be operated without significant impact to these important water and 
riparian resources and the imperiled species that depend in thme. This project should be denied based on 
these impacts alone.


Organization


7194 2 If the Forest Service allows the mining concerns to use the Public's Forest, all the issues (IE water, 
electricity, remediation of the site upon completion) that are being hotly addressed must be backed up 
with cash accounts.


Individual


7197 5 The inadequacy of water resources has been eloquently stated by many others - suffice it to say - I am 
intimately familiar with the fragile balance of water in this watershed from having designed the 
commemorative poster for the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, across the highway and in direct 
path of the impact of the mine


Individual


7198 10 To help current and future generations, the mine will build an expanded utility infrastructure for part of 
rural Arizona, including an expansion of water pipelines and groundwater recharge


Organization


7200 7 The EIS must also contain an accurate description of riparian areas and all other water resources in the 
area, including groundwater


Organization


7200 17 In addition, the corporation's plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas 
to the mine at Rosemont Ranch will have significant impacts on both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the 
Davidson/Cienega aquifer, and these impacts must be fully evaluated.


Organization


7201 4 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity
Water quality
Depletion  of the water table affecting agriculture on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains


Organization


7202 9 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual
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7202 15 7. The proposed Rosemont Mine pit dewatering pump-out from surrounding wells, etc. is predicted to 
reach a maximum of 720,000 gallons per day (ref: Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, 10-19-
07). By comparison, the Vail Water Company average daily sales are 978,000 gallons (ref: VWC 2007 
annual report). The proposed pit dewatering operation can possibly supply nearly three-quarters of the 
Vail area water needs. The  referenced M3 memorandum depicts the dewatering product going into the 
mine process operation. Rosemont representatives have stated  that process water does not need to be of 
groundwater quality; that Colorado River water effluent is of adequate quality for mining purposes. This 
proposal to use groundwater in mine process operations would be an extremely serious misallocation of 
precious and limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. The dewatering groundwater 
must be returned to local aquifers or otherwise distributed to area water providers. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to human consumption and only the very highest 
needs and purposes.


Individual


7202 16 8. Assumptions regarding climate change looking at a 1,000-year flood standard instead of the 100-year 
flood are more appropriate. A good example is the devastation in Sabino Canyon during the 2006 
monsoon season. Are Rosemont mine studies underway to determine the impact to the surrounding areas 
in the event of similar flooding? Given the extreme environmental risks presented by flooding at the 
proposed Rosemont mine, why would not the 1,000-year standard be appropriate? When the 1,000 year 
flood standard study is completed will it be made available for public scrutiny?


Individual


7202 18 10. Rosemont Mine must be required to use effluent (treated wastewater) for all mining operations. The 
present proposal to use groundwater would be an extremely serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must not even be considered. Rosemont representatives have 
started that effluent would be of sufficient quality to use for mining purposes. The two Pima County 
municipal wastewater treatment plants produce 33,757 acre-feet of effluent annually (ref: "Tucson's 
Water's Long Range Water Resources Planning"). Most of this effluent is being dumped into the Santa 
Cruz River bed. A fraction of the annual effluent production would be enough to meet the needs of the 
proposed mine. The Rosemont Mine must be required to purchase the effluent from the City of Tucson 
and pipe it directly to the mine site, at its (Rosemont's) expense. Effluent  is the only water resource that 
increases as the area population grows, so it is ideal for future mining purposes in this region. The 
region's limited groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to only very highest needs and 
purposes.


Individual


7202 19 11. Rosemont Mine must be required to use CAP (Central Arizona Project) water for all mining 
operations. The proposed use of groundwater would be a serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must not be allowed. Rosemont representatives have stated 
that CAP water is of adequate quality for mining purposes. A small fraction of the annual CAP allotment 
coming into the Tucson area would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. The mine should 
be required to purchase the CAP water and pipe it directly to the mine site at its own expense. The 
region's limited groundwater resources  must be conserved for allocation to the highest purposes and 
needs only.


Individual


7202 20 12. What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of 
the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual


7211 1 I have several concerns regarding the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. First of all - water issues are 
extremely important, especially in light of possible climate change.


Individual


7211 5 Another aspect of pumping ground water for mine use is that it could damage caves in the area (and there 
are many) by draining water that keeps the caves environments humid.


Individual


7212 1 I have several concerns regarding the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. First of all - water issues are 
extremely important, especially in light of possible climate change.


Individual


7212 5 Another aspect of pumping ground water for mine use is that it could damage caves in the area (and there 
are many) by draining water that keeps the cave environments humid.


Individual


7213 2 Please say "NO" to Rosemont Mining Company. Mining companies need to find more environmentally 
friendly ways to do their work. Taking all good water from the earth, raping and scraping, and using toxic 
chemicals that adversely affect all of us are just a few reasons to stop this operation in this location.


Individual
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7222 4 The proposed mine site is situated in a critical area for wildlife habitat, recreation, and perhaps most 
importantly, the watershed for Pima County's Davidson Canyon Natural Preserve.


Individual


7224 3 I am also concearned about the water problems that the mine will cause.Individual


7227 4 There are also the major concerns of water usage and pollution to the area caused by the trucks and the 
dust.


Business


7228 5 The water issue is most pressing. Mining will be harmful to people who have wells in the area.Individual


7231 1 I'm writing you in regards to the proposed Rosemont Mine, I continue to research this proposal and still 
make no sense in putting our precious water at risk. You of all people know how precious water is in 
Arizona, without it we perish.


Individual


7231 5 Our community, which consists of 425 square miles in area, A population of 44 thousand people, aprox 
25 Thousand Registered voters, is outraged by the lack of commitment on your part in this matter. We are 
about 80% republican voters in my neighborhood/valley. We put you in office, we count on you to 
represent our voice, WHERE ARE YOU??? You are not representing what the majority of your 
constituents want, are you listening at all, are we writing for nothing. It is time now to listen and speak for 
the majority of your constituents, help us stop this mine, help us protect our water, THIS IS NOT A 
RESPONSIBLE USE OF OUR WATER.


Individual


7249 1 When our family moved from PA to Tucson in October, 1950 I said to myself as soon as I got out of the 
car, "This is just like Heaven, but I would not want to die of thirst here" - those exact words.  We were 
told then there was enough water for 400 years.  Now if the mine comes to the Sonoita hills, we certainly 
will not have much water at all because of the large amount they will be taking for use in the mine.   For 
58 years we have been very careful with our use of it and now it is very scary to think we may have to all 
move somewhere else to live.


Individual


7253 10 The headwaters of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek begin within the area of the proposed mine; 
these drainages provide a substantial contribution to the Tucson water supply. Water is our most precious 
and limited resource in Southern Arizona, and is also the most likely resource to be degraded from this 
proposal. All potential Impacts to surface water and ground water should be thoroughly examined in the 
EIS.


Organization


7253 59 GEOLOGY/HYDROLOGY
Letters and reports already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County speak eloquently to this 
issue. We strongly support the idea that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before any decision can be made about the mine. As long as there is any doubt about the impact of mining 
operations on both surface and underground flow of water, this project should not be approved.


Organization


7253 78 MINE DESIGN/FEASIBILITY STUDY
The mine plan proposes various new techniques that are claimed to be environmentally sensitive, such as 
a "dry stack tailings" method. This method has been used in Chile. However, the concern is that this 
method had not been thoroughly tested in this climate regime.
-What were the results of the application?
-How much water was actually used?
-What are the climate characteristics of that site and how does it compare with the climate conditions at 
the Rosemont Mine site?
-Where else besides Chile has this dry stack tailings technique been used?
-What were the results at those locations?
-Has this technique been successful on a scale as large as the proposed mine?
-How much additional water would be required if dry stacking does not work?
-Where would the additional water come from?


Organization


7253 83 It is possible that the mine may not operate continuously.
-What would happen to the mine facilities in the event of a temporary shut down in operations?
-How would environment and water resources be protected during this time?


Organization
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7253 87 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
-How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
-How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?


Organization


7253 104 How long would it take for the groundwater beneath the mine site to move into 
Davidson and Cienega Canyons?


Organization


7253 113 WATER
The impact of the mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and reports already 
transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular, the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before and decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional field 
investigations and these are also absolutely necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts 
of mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved.


Organization


7253 117 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would impacts be 
experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization


7253 119 What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the requested permits?
How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are the characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of the existing springs, ephemeral, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?
What is the drought preparedness plan?


Organization


7253 121 At least two areas are of major concern and the effects from the mine must be carefully evaluated for both 
of these areas: the Cienega Basin/Davidson Canyon, and the Upper Santa Cruz Basin (Sahuarita/Green 
Valley). The effect of the mine must be carefully qualified and calculations showing how the ground 
water would be impacted for at least a 20 mile radius around the mine site and the mineral extraction 
wells should be included  in the EIS. This would require completion of the modeling referred to above 
which in turn would require field research and monitoring to validate the model.


Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek: According to the Pima County hydrologists, flow in the Davidson 
Canyon aquifer provides as much as 20 percent of the water to Cienega Creek, a significant source of 
drinking water for the Tucson metropolitan area as well as for plant and animal life in the Cienega Creek 
preserve.


Organization
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7253 123 Other concerns that should be addressed in the EIS are:
The groundwater models should clearly define the groundwater regime in the watershed, including the 
depth to groundwater, direction of flow, rate of flow, soil and aquifer characteristics (hydraulic 
conductivity, infiltration capacity, porosity, etc.).
-Has the groundwater model been completed that quantifies potential water production and pit dewatering 
requirements?
-If not, when will it be completed?
-Will this information be available for public review and comment?
-What were the assumptions and input parameters used in the model?
-Was this model calibrated with local data.
-Which data were used to calibrate the model?
-What were the model results?
-Will the model be run annually and would the results be made public?
-Will all model assumptions, inputs and outputs should be made available to the public so an objective 
review can be preformed.
-How will this information be distributed to the public?
-Will review by a competent independent hydrologist be completed as part of the EIS process


Organization


7253 126 How far from the mine or downstream would groundwater information be collected?
Will it be possible to determine impacts to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek from these data?


Organization


7253 129 - What are the locations of any dewatering wells at the mine site?
- How would the local geology affect dewatering?
- Will there be opportunities for an independent hydrologist to monitor the project?
-How can we be certain that the company will do everything they can to protect the groundwater if they 
are not monitored by and independent company or person?
-What would the impacts be to the Santa Cruz River from each of the wells in the Santa Cruz basin?
-How would the sections of the river designated as Navigable Waters of the US, and protected under the 
Clean Waters Act, be impacted? [We realize that there is uncertainty a present regarding the applicability 
of the Clean Water Act to the Santa Cruz River. However, if and when this situation is resolved, the 
requirements of the Clean Water Act will be important considerations.]


Organization


7253 132 An additional water consideration should be the effect on plant and animal life of any pipelines that are 
built to transmit water from well sites to the mine site. The impact from the pipe line construction must 
also be evaluated and a mitigation plan should be in place.


Organization


7267 5 We are not just a few senile crazies spouting dribble in an effort to stop this mine. In fact we are people 
from all walks of life, some have never before been involved in anything like this fight before. For the 
average person to find the courage to get up in front of a crowd and passionately speak their mind, should 
give you some indication how serious this issue is. It is crazy to put the WANTS of a few, over the 
NEEDS of many, WATER is the issue at hand. Rosemont can continue to spin the story all they want, but 
people NEED water to survive, putting our water at risk is not the right thing to do.


Individual


7272 2 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
"Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual
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7277 1 The Arizona Department of Water Resources (Department) has reviewed the "Notice of intent to prepare 
an Environmental Impact Statement" for the Rosemont Copper Project and we submit the following 
comments.


Under Arizona law:
"The director [Department of Water Resources] has general control and supervision of surface water, its 
appropriation and distribution, and of groundwater to the extent provided by this title, except distribution 
of water reserved to special officers appointed by courts under existing judgements or decrees."
Arizona Revised Statutes SS 45-103


The Department of Water Resources is thus the appropriate state authority for the Forest Service to work 
with regarding water resources in development of the Rosemont Copper Project Environmental Impact 
Statement.


Government


7282 2 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
" Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Government


7292 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual


7293 2 We hope you will take the time to read this entire letter and have a better understanding of the facts and 
what Green Valley / Sahuarita may be facing in just a few years as it relates to our water shortage.


As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley area.  
We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 40,000 AF.  
We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the massive 
groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding more 
water due to higher temperatures in the sumemr and less rainfall.  This is not fantasy, but real facts.  
Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic and 
wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually , 
and no one seems to reallly care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day / month / 
year that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.


Individual


7293 6 What do we do when the small water companies in Green Valely close their doors (there are six water 
companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or dig new wells (not knowing how long that 
water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and believe me it is not a pretty picture.  It cost the 
State of California and a County millions and millions to correct a problem that could have been 
prevented.


Individual


7293 9 IF YOU APPROVE FOR THE ROSEMONT MINE TO GO INTO PRODUCTION, THEY SHOULD 
ONLY BE ALLOWED TO USE CAP WATER (NO GROUNDWATER).


Individual


7293 12 With the threat of less CAP water and the drought continuing for maybe 15 years, proper planning must 
begin today, not years from now for a sustainable water supply.


Individual


7294 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual
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7295 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual


7297 14 (g) The proposed post-project monitoring as given in a consultant report from Westland Resources (also 
briefly discussed in a later item) talks about a "flow and solute model." Who produces this? What 
experience does that person have with large computer models of groundwater? Is a standard model to be 
adapted to the Rosemont Copper Mine situation? If so, it will depend on the comprehensiveness and 
appropriateness of the groundwater monitoring plan and the monitoring data, and who comments on the 
design of this plan in the EIS? And even, there are problems in adapting "off the shelf" computer models 
in hydrology.


Individual


7297 19 (e) In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will 
delineate DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POC's. How? Beyond 
the meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component. Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model. There is 
no ground truth componont, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


(f) Groundwater monitoring is very difficult. The Forest Service recognized that it when requested more 
detailed information on the groundwater monitoring proposals from the mining company. I have no idea 
what their response was, but it would be very appropriate to include that response in the public documents 
for the reading room.


Individual


7300 2 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while Our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis and mitigating plans are proceeding.


Organization


7301 2 3. Suspend the EIS scoping process until Rosemont submits a comprehensive hydrological study of the 
USC aquifer to determine the impact of water withdrawal.


Organization


7304 1 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


destruction of the headwaters into Davidson Canyon which would affect water to Cienega creek & the 
Pantano Wash


Individual


7309 5 Rosemont claims three years of water has been recharged.  In actuality, 600 acre-feet has been recharged 
at Pima Mine Road.  The rest of it's been recharged at Avra Valley.  I'm not sure how you pump from 
Avra Valley to Sahuarita.


7312 4 Commitment to offset 105% of total project pumping with recharge in the Santa Cruz basin.
Question
Is this a guarantee that the water will be recharged into the Santa Cruz basin?
I understand the city of Tucson and other users of the recharge site at Pima mine road have priority of use.


Individual


7312 6 Process water for the Rosemont Project will come from the aquifer within the Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin 
of the Tucson AMA groundwater basin. Water from this source will be used mostly at the mine site which 
lies within the adjacent Cienega Creek groundwater basin, as those basins have been delineated by the 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) pursuant to A.R.S. Section 45-403.
Question
Rosemont Copper has stated they have the RIGHT to pump water from the Cienega Preserve. Is this a true 
statement and how is this possible?


Individual
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7312 8 Groundwater extracted pursuant to an ME permit may be transported away from an active management 
area, such as the Tucson AMA, to another basin, such as the Cienega Creek basin, in accordance with 
A.R.S. Section 45-543. However, this transportation is subject to a claim of damages by groundwater 
users in the basin of origin. A.R.S. Section 45-545 provides, however, that such damages shall not be 
presumed from the fact of transportation.
Question
Shouldn't bond money be set aside to cover the expected water problems?


Individual


7312 9 The feasibility study and preliminary design for the Rosemont Project indicate that the water requirements 
are approximately 5,000 af per year with a peak delivery volume of 5,000 gpm. 
Question
The MPO states they will be using approx 5000 acre feet but what will LIMIT the water use?


Individual


7312 11 Pima Mine Road is the state-permitted underground storage facility closest to Site 1. Because available 
capacity at this facility may remain limited for the forseeable future, Rosemont Copper has also begun 
evaluating construction of a new recharge facility in close proximity to it. Rosemont Copper is committed 
to recharge availabe CAP water at groundwater storage facilities close to its production wells to lessen 
impacts of mine water production on local water users.
Question
Is this guaranteed to be built?


Individual


7312 12 The Site Water Management Program (SWMP) for the Rosemont Project (Tetra Tech 2007g) was 
developed to allow for the management of storm flows and sediment yield during the active mine life, as 
well as long-term for closure and reclamation. The Project water management facilities are intended to 
have sufficient capacity to handle runoff generated throughout the life of the Project for the 100-year, 24-
hour storm events.
Quesiton Some of the washes have flows above 5000 cfs, have the plans been evaluated to guarantee the 
control of the heavy flows?
Question If the "management of storm flows" blocks the headwaters of the Davidson Canyon won't this 
reduce the water to residents downstream from the proposed mine and draw down the wells?
Question If the headwaters are restricted by a dam, what will happen if the dam fails?


Individual


7312 13 For the purposes of the SWMP, the open pit, the heap leach facility, and the plant site are considered 
closed systems, with all direct ranfall and local runoff contained on site.
Question 
How will this affect the surrounding water tables, such as the Cieniga and Davidson Canyon?


Individual


7312 14 Stormwater flows from the plant site will be collected in the lined PWTS Pond, located immediately down 
gradient of the plant site. The PWTS Pond is designed to provide lined storage for the equivalent of three 
days of process flows (69 million gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event.
Question
What value in cubic feet, was determined to be the 24 hour 100 year storm event. During the storm of 
1983, as an example, Davidson Canyon was running at an incredible volume for days.


Individual


7312 20 The sediment ponds are designed to store and release up to the 10-year, 24-hour storm event so that 
suspended sediment concentrations of discharged water are no greater than premining conditions.
Question
It seems that a 10 year storm event would not be large enough design, shouldn’t it be designed for the 100 
year cycle? Why does the design only show for a ten year event?


Individual


7312 21 Where feasible, the top of the waste rock facilities will be sloped to facilitate stormwater draining towards 
the open pit.
Questions
I thought the pit had to be pumped to allow operation, what effect will it have running water to the pit? 
This seems to be a very foolishg design and comment.


Individual
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7312 22 The sediment ponds at the toe of the outer slopes are designed to store and release up to the 10-year, 24-
hour storm event so that suspended sediment concentrations of discharged water are no greater than 
background conditions.
Question
Again a 10 year cycle seems to be a limited design, is this correct? I have to say we MUST design for at 
least 100 year.


Individual


7312 23 The dam is designed to be a non-jurisdictional dam six ft in height and with a total storage capacity equal 
to 2 af. Additional capacity may be provided as needed by excavation of sediments downstream. If the 
dam is destroyed by an overtopping event, it will be rebuilt.
Question
It seems rather cavalier to make the commet "it will be rebuilt". What about people and structures 
downstream from the dam. Have you studied how many structures will be affected?
How does this 6 foot dam compare with the earlier comment of a dam of 90 feet? A six foot dam will 
cause nothing except a flood.


Individual


7316 2 Subsequent analyses should include, but not be limited to:
1)� The impacts on native waters, both surface and subsurface, of this mining operation including:
a.� Will the watersheds providing water to the Tucson metropolitan area suffer from this proposed mine?


Organization


7316 6 d. what will the impact of groundwater pumping be on proximate residential and agricultural areas?Organization


7316 8 f. How will compensatory damages be allocated to landowners whose wells have been degraded by 
drawdown or pollution?


Organization


7316 13 d.�Water loss or pollutionOrganization


7322 2 First, the water supply of the valley is seriously and increasingly threatened with persistence of the status 
quo. The allowance of water extraction by another mine can only compound what now appears shall 
become the socialization of costs for the privatization of profits. The Forest Service should have the 
entirety of the watershed ecosystem as the scope for its focus, and not upon a portion at the expense of the 
whole.
Secondly, the Rosemont mine is also projected to extend significantly below the local water table, and 
intends to no doubt be abandoned in  a manner similar to the Twin Buttes mine, as also seems to be the 
trajectory for the Asarco and Pima mines on the west side of the valley. It is unwise to continue to ignore 
the unquantifiable and significant damage to the environment, simply because the cost is not to be born 
today, but tomorrow.


Individual


7328 2 With the growth in Arizona and the critical water issues we have, I dont think the discussion should have 
gone as far as it did so far. That the mine is considering using limited valuable ground water is a crime. 
No one really knows the effect they will have on nearby wells and agriculture, vineyards etc.


Individual


7335 2 However the two most important reasons are WATER number ONE and in addition, SAFETY for all the 
residents living all up and down 83, especially the children and the school buses … your plan will be a 
disaster for life around this populated area. Are you aware of the size of the population new and 
established? The plan to widen the highway alone is a major disruption of life in the area. The staging 
areas, the parking for trucks, the hauling of various large equipment …. On and on goes the list if you 
decide to side with the  powers and the money instead of protecting the land with which you have been 
charged.


Individual


7335 5 There is not enough water for this project without dramatic and drastic effect on the long range water 
supply, you know that, the experts know that yet I see you on the brink making a very short term decision 
based on money for a limited few at the expense of quality of life, nature, survival (re water) for the 
indefinite future.


Individual
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7335 8 What in the world has happened to the Forrest Service that you are engaged in this truly disastrous 
project? Please examine your conscience and re visit the your charge you have sworn to uphold. This is 
not primarily a decision for beauty, though I would  make a decision on that basis in a heartbeat, it IS a 
decision about survival …and the responsible use of water. The whole Anasazi culture went out of 
existence finally because they had no more water. We have methods of finding and transporting water 
unavailable to them, however I know we are on the brink of exhausting water because we continue to use 
it in irresponsible ways. The great Colorado River has nothing left by the time it reaches the ocean and 
you are acting as if it is an option to tap even more for a project that is questionable on so many levels. 
This mine in this fragile water scarce place, is one of ways you are proposing to further endanger life in 
this region. When the water is gone, life is gone. Copper is a choice, water is essential.


Individual


7336 22 The Rosemont  site drains directly into Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, Pantano Wash, and ultimately 
the Santa Cruz River. When will the mine's potential spills, runoff, and chemical toxic plumes reach Vail? 
How much rain and time will this take? How long until it reaches downtown Tucson and beyond?


Individual


7340 6 Agusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Schlefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the 
Cienega Creek watershed. Hello! This is a huge area the will be disrupted as in a state og being so torn.


Individual


7342 1 Even with the public forum meetings, the issue of water still has not been addressed. Where is the water 
to come from?


Augusta has drilled two 12" commercial wells near the project that will drain the Rosemont aquifer.


As I live south of the project, our aquifer is also a target for the mine. Pulling 6000 acre feet of water from 
our aquifer will drain it in short order.


As of no I have no recourse on how or where to obtain water should this occur except to sue the Forest 
Service for failing to address this matter for damages (should this occur).


The question of water must be addressed prior to the consideration of this project.


Individual


7343 2 A planned, lined storage pond is designed for the equivalent of three days of process flows (69 million 
gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event. In an age of unpredictable climate change, this is not a 
reassuring plan.


Individual


7345 2 The proposed open-pit mine is a horrible, out-dated, unsustainable plan. Even if the Rosemont proposal 
was more in tune with well-known,  lower-impact mining practices, it should be denied because of the 
location, which threatens air, water, and life quality for tens of thousands of citizens.


Individual


7348 2 2) Impacts on water, air;Individual


7348 8 A) Impacts on Las Cienegas and Davidson Canyon riparian habitats; even though the mining company is 
going to be taking water from the aquifer west of the mountains the tailings piles will effectively eliminate 
several important drainages the bring water from Santa Rita to  these priceless, endangered habitats. What 
water does seep from the tailings will be polluted with sulfates and heavy metals.


Individual


7348 12 C) As admitted by th SWCA representatives the mining company does not and will not know what 
persantage of water to leave in the "dry" tailings so as to prevent particulate air pollution. I am certainly 
concerned that, in this extremely arid and wingy environment no amount of moisture content will be 
sufficient to prevent the further polluting of our air. Of course, here again the amount of water "saved" 
becomes questionable if the amount that must be left in the tailings is currently unknown.


Individual


7364 4 As a local resident, I'm also very concerned about the water usage implications.Individual


7394 2 For the reasons that we can't allow an open pit mine in the pristine Santa Rita mountainside the most 
compelling are the destruction and permanent defacing of the land and the waste of our precious water, 
whether from the ground or added CAP water.


Individual


7427 4 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual
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7432 7 A recent Sonoran Institute study states:
The proposed Rosemont project would produce significant costs for local individuals, businesses, 
governments, and society in general, including
-economic  impacts associated with environmental effects on surface and groundwater, electrical power 
generation, and increased carbon dioxide emissions.


Organization


7434 5 How will the dams being proposed in Barrel Canyon and other nearby canyons effect the flow of 
Davidson Wash, Cienega Creek, and the Tucson aquifer? These dams will certainy lower the amount of 
water flowing into Tucson. Are these dams being built to federal standards? Would excessive amountsof 
water be contained or will a dam break be something we should expect during periods of heavy rainfall? 
Who will monitor the conidition of these dams after significant rain events? Who will be the responsible 
party if a dam were to give way, resulting in loss of life or property?


Individual


7436 1 The issue is whether an open pit mine is the best use of the Rosemont Canyon Area for the people of the 
area and the state of Arizona. The issue is not whether we need copper. Of course, we need copper and 
copper is essential to our standard of living. However water is esstial to life itself. There can be no life 
without water. We need water in Arizona more than we need copper mining.


Individual


7437 2 When will you do a Hydrologic Study of Sahuarita Heights where the Rosemont Wells will be pumping 
the water from? When will you provide my with a copy of the results? When will I get the Pump Testing 
Data? When will I get the Geologic Logs?


Individual


7438 4 We are not just a few senile crazies spouting dribble in an effort to stop this mine. In fact we are people 
from all walks of life, some have never before been involved in anything like this fight before. For the 
average person to find the courage to get up in front of a crowd and passionately speak their mind, should 
give you some indication how serious this issue is. It is crazy to put the WANTS of a few, over the 
NEEDS of many, WATER is the issue at hand. Rosemont can continue to spin the story all they want, but 
people NEED water to survive, putting our water at risk is not the right thing to do.


Individual


7439 2 Right at the Base of the Santa Rita Mountains on the West Side is the location of the Santa Rita Fault 
Zone which traverses along the complete mountain range. 


Number 934   Santa Rita Fault Zone
USGS  Quarternary Fault and Fold Database for the United States


Please evaluate The Santa Rita Fault Zone.
 What effect will continual blasting with explosives during mining have on this fault?
When getting deeper in the mountain and getting closer to the fault cause an earthquake?
Will an Earthquake cause the AQUIFER to cave in?
Will an Earthquake pollute our Water?
What kind of damage will an Earthquake do to our property?
Who will pay for the damages?


Individual


7442 1 …and WATER is a more necessity than copper when it comes to sustaining life. The times are different; 
communities are expanding to accommodate an increasing population.


Individual


7443 1 I have been recently made aware of a study commissioned by Pima County to look at the effects of a hole 
in an aquifer 2000 feet deep and about a mile wide -- the proposed Rosemont open pit copper mine -- and 
am amazed that we are even considering the mine proposal!! The pit will create a cone of depression into 
which the waters of our aquifer will eventually be drawn into… I see this as I create rainwater harvesting 
earthworks in my backyard… dig a deeper hole and that's where the water will flow. By the time we begin 
to feel the effects of this … maybe twenty years… Augusta will be gone. What are we leaving for our 
future? For our children's future?


Individual
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7444 1 No where in the scoping documents or the Mine Plan of Operations for the Rosemont Project is there a 
description of the surface water drainages, washes, etc. that will be affected by the project and that will be 
subject to Clean Water Act Section 404 permitting with the US Army Corps of Engineers. Please ensure 
that the draft EIS contains the following information: 1) a complete juridictional delineation of all "waters 
of the US" in and around the project area, 2) a description of the "waters of the US" to be impacted by the 
project, 3) the US Army Corps of Engineers' level of participation in this project (e.g. join-lead with 
USFS, cooperating agency, etc.), 4) the proposed project alternatives, and 5) proposed mitigations for loss 
of "waters of the US."


Individual


7446 1 Our well is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


7451 11 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
17. Water. The MPO shows one memorandum with a High Hazard storm containment dam with a 
probability of one death or more if there is a failure. This dam is located in Barrel Canyon a main tributary 
of the Davidson. Many communities in the Vail area cross the Davidson to go home.
18. An updated version shows the same storm runoff contained by a non jurisdictional compliance point 
6' check dam at what appears to be the same location


Individual


7453 2 Images speak louder than words, so I am also including video of the Davidson running last night, not too 
far downstream of where the 6 foot "compliance point" check dam is planned in the MPO. The wash I 
cross with my daughter to go to the bus stop. The wash we all cross to go to our homes and back out to 
work and school.


See the Davidson Running for Yourself 8 July 2008-07-08 (last night)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mgd-zga8Rhs


From the other Direction
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eCM3cKYSYY


Individual


7453 11 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
17. Water. The MPO shows one memorandum with a High Hazard storm containment dam with a 
probability of one death or more if there is a failure. This dam is located in Barrel Canyon a main tributary 
of the Davidson. Many communities in the Vail area cross the Davidson to go home.
18. An updated version shows the same storm runoff contained by a non jurisdictional compliance point 
6' check dam. Our wells and aquifer are downstream of this.


Individual


7456 30 The only way to insure that the mine does not impact water resources (and thus wildlife habitat) in the 
Santa Cruz basin is for the mine to use only CAP water and be prohibited from using ground water.


Government


7466 7 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-Can the mine use grey water for mining operations?


Individual


7466 8 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-It has been proposed that Pima county use recycled/reclaimed sewage water for drinking water? Could 
the mine use recycled/reclaimed sewage water and the people of Pima county drink water from the 
Colorado river?


Individual


7474 4 I would think the mining project would also adversely impact the ground water.Individual


7475 10 The Augusta Mine Project will also have a negative impact on our water supplyBusiness


7478 1 The project as described would misuse water,  in Tucson and southeast Arizona.Individual


7478 5 Water in southeast Arizona should be preferentially allocated to people and to wildlife, not to extractive 
industries.


Individual


7481 3 Augusta plans to drill wells on private land to support the mine which will have and effect on the water 
supply of the entire area.


Individual


7482 1 Water for three households is pumped from well number 55-506279 located at 13427 E. Singing Hills 
Trail, Sonoita, AZ 85637.


Individual
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7491 2 I have concerns about the use of waterIndividual


7495 4 The Santa Rita's represent a priceless and unique land heritage that deserves to be protected for its 
important natural resources of water


Individual


7498 9 These water pollution effects could reach beyond the mine area, beyond the local forest area, into the 
lower protions of the watershed.


Individual


7501 1 Let me see, even the Canadian news papers report about our water crisis and that their Parliament is 
considering legislation to prevent or severely limit the use of the great lakes to provide water to the desert 
southwest. Or what they will be willing to sell us and for how much. 
Http://thespec.com/News/CanadaWorld/article/359108


http://wwwhamiltonspectator.com/pdfs/20080424/A6.pdf


Isn't it ironic that it is a Canadian based company demanding their share of water so they can operate a 
mine.


Individual


7501 2 Even our local paper reports on the water shortage. The U of A went on record stating…


"No plan for dealing with water scarcity in Arizona holds much hope of success without some 
contribution from nuclear desalination. The enormity of the water problem is becoming more obvious, 
and conservation alone is insufficient to meet our needs. The time for political correctness in water 
management is in the past."


http://www.azstarnet.com/allheadlines/246375. php


We will be forced to use nuclear plants to desalinate water we purchase and pipe in from Mexico. You 
heard that correctly a nuclear plant to desalinate water. Not a nuclear power plant designed to primarily 
provide power for the grid!


"Researchers at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego recently warned that in years ahead 
the Southwest is likely to become warmer and more arid as a result of the atmospheric buildup of green 
house gases."


If all of the above is true then how much will the mine really cost the tax payer to undo the damages done 
by the mine?


Individual


7501 4 I believe the issue of WATER alone should stop this mine. Morally and ethically this mine is bad on 
every level.


Individual


7504 29 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 67 As it is a local water company that would have to make the deal with the Rosemont mining operation, the 
Arizona Corporation Commission would also have a role in approving or disapproving such an 
arrangement, as well as approving or disapproving any rates charged by the water company.  Again, the 
Arizona Corporation Commission must approve any and all of this, so the likelihood that the Arizona 
Corporation Commission would approve or disapprove these proposed arrangements and the 
infrastructure needs must be fully examined.


7508
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7504 77 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508


7504 85 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7504 89 All liners eventually leak, so the pollution of the groundwater is inevitable.  What is the flow of 
groundwater in the area, and how long before the seepage/leakage ruins the adjacent water wells?


7508


7504 132 What are the security measures planned for transport and on-site storage, and the potential risk of 
accident, or criminal or terrorist activity?  What will be done to prevent static discharge or lightning 
strikes from causing an unplanned explosion?  What consideration for shock effects or damage to cities, 
power-lines, wells, pipes, or the underground aquifer from such a large amount of explosive discharging 
accidentally will be provided as protection for the community and the environment?  What planning has 
been done and will be done for this contingency?


7508
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7508 1 This fragile ecosystem thrives while its people stand as its stewards. Homes are far apart, subtle in design 
and purpose, always mindful of the land, beloved by its inhabitants. New land owners must follow 
stringent regulations to maintain the land's integrity. Why shouldn't the largest of the land owners follow 
similar policies? Rain water is caught and used to nuture animals, plants and people. No water is wasted, 
not in this high desert terrain. This commodity is more valuable than gold or should I say, copper?


The aquifer, springs and wells, deep and rare, need protection and recognition as economic, societal, 
environmental and recreational resources. These waters are valuable treasured and vital, to the very life of 
this unique and diverse environment.


Individual


7508 5 The water pollution is a given, even with the major gains in perceptive mining procedures. A hole, one 
mile long and wide and 3,000 feet deep, with all the chemical agents used to mine, process and ship the 
copper, will change our beloved Scenic Santa Ritas forever, even with the newest of technologies. After 
twenty years, the company, with its money and copper, will leave our mountains much the richer, while 
we are much the poorer. Please decide, not in our Santa Rita Mountains.


Individual


7509 3 Those of us who live here and will be directly impacted by the environmental damage to our landscape, 
water, wildlife - and perhaps even our abiltiy to remain in our homes- have no voice in this matter.


Individual


7522 1 At the top of the list of concerns from residents was Arizona water, degradation of the infrastructure and 
landscape and concerns about Rosemonts abilities as a "mining" company.


Individual


7524 3 Issue #2 - water is going to become of paramount importance over the next decades and accessibility of 
both surface and ground water sources need to be zealously guarded.


Business


7526 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-595178Individual


7530 5 I have heard so many water stories that I do not know what is accurate.Individual


7562 1 However the access/egress to the property and the huge amount of overburden and waste materials from 
the open pit are intended to be deposited on government owned and/or managed lands.


Individual


7568 3 The impact the mine will have on the water shed by creating dams and stopping water flow from various 
tributary's and potential POLLUTION/and FLOODING.


Individual


7568 5 WHO BE SELECTED TO CONDUCT ALL STUDIES AND THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED 
MINE IN REF. WATER, SURFACE DRAINAGE, RESERVOIRS AND CONSTRUCTED DAMS OR 
OTHERWISE?


Individual


7571 12 This proposal would disturb extensive amounts of Forest Service land. The EIS should analyze the 
amounts and types of land disturbances that would result from this proposal. Many existing land uses 
would never be replaced if this mine were approved, including loss of recreational land, loss of wildlife 
habitat, loss of wildlife corridors and foraging opportunities, loss of watershed functions, loss and damage 
to water resources, loss of soil and plant resources, loss of open space, and loss of viewshed. The EIS 
should determine whether these losses are worth the benefits from this mine, and determine how these 
extensive land disturbances should be mitigated.


Individual
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7571 17 The mine would permanently alter the local topography, eliminating the existing stream network, 
destroying the existing hydrologic regine, and disrupting the proper functioning of the watershed (i.e. 
from the headwaters of Davidson down through Davidson Canyon and the Cienega Creek Natural 
Preserve). Although the streams in this area are ephemeral, they still provide the same ecosystem and 
watershed functions of a perennial stream: they move water, sediment, and nutrients and provide services 
suchas landscape hydrologic connections; stream enevergy dissipation associated with high-water flows 
thereby reducing erosion and improving water quality; surface and subsurface water storage and 
exchange; ground water recharge and discharge; sediment transport, storage and deposition, aiding in 
floodplain development; nutrient cycling; wildlife habitat and movement/migration; support for vegetation 
communities that help stabilize stream banks and provide wildlife services; and water supply and water 
quality filtering. 


The EIS should examine all of these watersheds functions, determine how they would be impacted by this 
proposal, and determine whether these losses and disturbances are worth the benefits from the mine. In 
addition, the EIS should determine the true extent of these disturbances, and the required mitigation from 
the mining company. For example, how far from the disturbed area would the impacts be felt? How much 
additional land outside of the disturbed area would be required to replace these resources?


Individual


7582 7 We request that the Forest Service insist that the mining operations do not effect ground and surface water 
in any way. The mining company needs this water for only the life of the mine. The forest, wildlife, 
nearby residents and ranchers need this water forever.


Individual


7582 10 We believe that the Rosemont mine would negatively impact the air, water, scenic view, recreation, 
wildlife, plantlife and traffic within a far reaching area surrounding the mine and that these negative long 
term impacts for many US citizens should not be overlooked so a few can gain financial reward for the 
short term.


Individual


7583 1 Water is more valuable to the State of Arizona than copper is. Copper can continue to be produced in 
existing pits, throughout the State.


Individual


7583 11 I don't see how water can be mitigated.Individual


7594 5 How will production water be transmitted from well sites to the mine? And what will the applicant be 
required to do to mitigate land disturbance at the well sites and along the transmission lines and access 
roads?


Individual


7599 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-210725.Individual


7607 1 I ask you to consider but two important points: First, there is simply not enough water left in the West for 
us to both open this mine, and also have enough clean water left to drink. All the endless talk about CAP, 
Colorado River Basin snowfalls, aquifer recharge, water purchase contracts, and impact on the Cienega 
watershed comes, in the end, to nothing but hot air; California is bruning up, and many of its once-
thriving municipalities have refused to issue permits to build more homes for the workers who make this 
one state the world's 10th or 11th largest economy, citing the lack of assured water supplies. Please, Just 
Say No! We won't long survive drinking copper, or water forever ruined by the heavy metal poisoning 
which copper mining produces. It really is Just That Simple. No! No! No!


Individual


7617 7 The mine will use and store CAP water that is not presently being used for human consumption to 
recharge the aquifer. The amount of water that will be used by the mine is far less than is presently being 
used for agriculture.


Individual


7625 2 Where is the water to come from? The ever-diminishing Colorado River?Individual


7626 2 I live in Sahuarita, moved there because I raise Arabian horses and have great water. The mine plans to 
take our water. Not only is our water precious, but the area that will be destroyed because of this mine.


Individual


7632 2 Water will go into hole in ground, will change water shed- impact immediate area.Individual


7632 5 Water will go into hole in ground, will impact water recharge to Tucson basin.Individual


7643 2 Water is more precious than copper.Individual
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7645 3 Nothing justifys this useless waste of a precious resource. Copper is not worth the loss of the water or the 
land.


Individual


7648 1 This is NOT a "not in my backyard" situation. To say this is to be little water issues.Individual


7650 2 Water is the most important issue in the proposed Mine Operation Plan (MPO).  The water supply plan 
for Rosemont Copper Mine is complex, ineffecient and significantly impacts natural ground water 
necessary in the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA).


Individual


7650 4 The present MOP using Avra Valley and Green Valley Community Water recharge is inefficient and not 
reasonable.  Distant recharged CAP water never fully replaces local ground water needs especially uphill.  
Compacted soil, after ground water removal, permanently prevents a 100% replacement by recharge.


Individual


7650 12 All mines require significant and continuous amounts of waterIndividual


7652 3 Does the Forest Service have the completed comprehensive hydrology impact study for the Sahuarita 
heights area where Rosemont plans to pump 1, 955, 226, 000 gallons of water each year for the next 20 
years?  What are the results from this study?  Will these results be posted on the Forest Services website 
anytime soon?


Individual


7654 2 THE PROPOSED ROSEMONT MINE WILL HAVE DRAMATIC AND IRREVERSIBLE IMPACTS:


IMPACTS ON OUR WATER,


Business


7654 10 AS FARMERS AND STEWARDS OF THE LAND IN THIS REGION, WE KNOW THAT THE 
VALUE OF LAND AND THE VALUE OF WATER ARE INTERTWINED AND ARE 
INSEPARABLE.  WE ALL CAN RELATE TO THE FACT THAT WATER IS AN ESSENTIAL ITEM 
FOR ALL OF US TO SURVIVE.  WE ARE BLESSED IN THE SANTA CRUZ VALLEY WITH HIGH 
QUALITY GROUND WATER.


THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ AQUIFERS SUSTAINS APPROXIMATELY 60,000 PEOPLE, NEARLY 
5,000 ACRES OF ORCHARDS, THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF RANCHES AND OTHER FARMS, 
AND THE EXISTING 3 MINES IN OUR AREA.


OUR AQUIFER ALSO ENABLES A MULTIBILLION DOLLAR ANNUAL TOURISM AND 
HOUSING INDUSTRY THAT HAS BEEN AMONG THE STRONGEST IN THE NATION.


ROSEMONT IS PROPOSING TO TAKE OUR HIGH QUALITY GROUNDWATER AND USE IT 
NOT FOR DRINKING WATER, NOR FOR GROWING FOOD--BUT FOR THE TAILINGS WASTE 
DISPOSAL!


Business


7654 12 EXTENSIVE HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES ARE NEEDED.


A THOROUGH MODELING OF THE IMPACT OF GROUNDWATER USE BY THE MINE IS 
REQUIRED.  THE STUDY AREA SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE THE IMPACT OF 
SUCH POTENTIAL USE ON ALL AREA WATER USERS, INCLUDING THE EFFECT ON WATER 
LEVELS, ENERGY COSTS, WELL EQUIPMENT COSTS, WATER QUALITY, THE EFFECT ON 
THE LOCAL SULFATE PLUME AND THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CAP RECHARGE ON 
WATER QUALITY.


Business


7684 2 The mine made the statement they were using a new method of mining they called waterless.  If this is 
true why do they need so much water.


Individual


7684 3 Why don't they use the grey water from the two purifations plants in the Sahuarita area.  If it is good 
enough for golf courses it sounds like it will work for mine process of making copper.


Individual


7684 4 Everyone says we are in a drought.  The water table is going down not up.  The last time they tried to 
open Rosemont they lost because of the use of water.  Theres more people in the area around Rosemont 
now than now and then add a drought in and we have a real problem.


Individual
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7687 1 We are concerned about the water usage - we cannot use our potable water for mines as the water tables 
decline yearly.


Organization


7695 2 The Southern Arizona Hang Glider Association strongly opposes mining in the Santa Rita and Patagonia 
Mountains because it will deplete and degrade scarce water resources.


Organization


7698 3 This mine is counterproductive to the conservation goals of this community and would threaten the 
cienega creek watershed.


Organization


7790 4 The water needed for the mine should be used for the greater need of citizens within the state of Arizona.Individual


7803 4 If the process wasn't confusing enough for the public, The numbers provided to them certainly were.


Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre feet per year. An article in the Arizona Daily Star from 
5/28/2008 titled "mine execs offer water assurances" said "a mine the size of the one proposed by 
Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every year to supply 40,000 households. Officials 
with Rosemont Copper say they will only use half as much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet a year, by using 
techniques developed from mining in extremely arid climates.". Rosemont claims they are purchasing 
105,000 acre feet of cap water and will only us 95,000 acre feet, leaving the public an excess of 10,000 
acre feet. However if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year they would draw 47,000 acre feet more 
than they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60% off, Shouldn't the public be aware of this? 
Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Organization


7809 2 THE PROPOSED ROSEMONT MINE WILL HAVE DRAMATIC AND IRREVERSABLE IMPACTS:


IMPACTS ON OUR WATER, OUR WILDLIFE, CULTURE AND ARCHAEOLOGY---


Business


7809 9 AS FARMERS AND STEWARDS OF THE LAND IN THIS REGION, WE KNOW THAT THE 
VALUE OF LAND AND THE VALUE OF WATER ARE INTERTWINED AND ARE 
INSEPARABLE. WE ALL CAN RELATE TO THE FACT THAT WATER IS AN ESSENTIAL ITEM 
FOR ALL OF US TO SURVIVE. WE ARE BLESSED IN THE SANTA CRUZ VALLEY WITH HIGH 
QUALITY GROUND WATER.


THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER SUSTAINS APPROXIMATELY 60,000 PEOPLE, NEARLY 
5,000 ACRES OF ORCHARDS, THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF RANCHES AND OTHER FARMS, 
AND THE EXISTING 3 MINES IN OUR AREA.


OUR AQUIFER ALSO ENABLES A MULTIBILLION DOLLAR ANNUAL TOURISM AND 
HOUSING INDUSTRY THAT HAS BEEN AMONG THE STRONGEST IN THE NATION.


ROSEMONT IS PROPOSING TO TAKE OUR HIGH QUALITY GROUNDWATER AND USE IT 
NOT FOR DRINKING WATER, NOR FOR GROWING FOOD-- BUT FOR TAILINGS WASTE 
DISPOSAL!


Business


7809 11 EXTENSIVE HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES ARE NEEDED.


A THOROUGH MODELING OF THE IMPACT OF GROUNDWATER USE BY THE MINE IS 
REQUIRED. THE STUDY AREA SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE THE IMPACT OF 
SUCH POTENTIAL USE ON ALL AREA WATER USERS, INCLUDING THE EFFECT ON WATER 
LEVELS, ENERGY COSTS, WELL EQUIPMENT COSTS, WATER QUALITY, THE EFFECT ON 
THE LOCAL SULFATE PLUME AND THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CAP RECHARGE ON 
WATER QUALITY.


Business
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7809 14 ROSEMONT HAS SAID THAT IT WILL ONLY OPERATE FOR 20 YEARS. WE HAVE HEARD 
THAT BEFORE! IN THE 1970S WHEN FICO SUED THE MINES OVER THEIR USE OF 
GROUNDWATER AND PREVAILED IN THE COURTS, THE MINES ALSO TESTIFIED THAT 
THEY HAD A 20-YEAR LIFE SPAN. THAT WAS 35 YEARS AGO!


THE THREE MINES ON THE WEST SIDE OF OUR VALLEY ARE NOW GOING ON 55+ YEARS. 
DUE TO IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES AND THE COST OF MINERALS, MANY BELIEVE THAT 
100 YEARS IS A REALISTIC LIFE SPAN FOR A MINE.


THAT MAKES THE ESTIMATES THAT ROSEMONT HAS PROVIDED OF WATER USE 
WOEFULLY INADEAQUATE.


Business


7809 15 AZ GROUNDWATER CODE EXEMPTS MINES!


FURTHERMORE, UNLIKE FARMERS, DEVELOPERS AND OTHER BUSINESSES, MINES ARE 
EXEMPT FROM THE AZ GROUNDWATER CODE OF 1980!


SO PROVING A 100 YEAR WATER SUPPLY, AND ABIDING BY ACTIVE MANAGEMENT AREA 
REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT THINGS THAT MINES HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT. THAT IS A BIG 
LOOPHOLE THAT HAS MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND LIFESTYLE IMPLICATIONS FOR ALL 
OF US.


THIS MAKES IT ALL THE MORE VITAL TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH NEPA PROCESS.


Business


7810 4 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project. One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahuarita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


Organization


7810 6 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will nor pump groundwater from the East side if the Santa 
Rita's?
What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet deep. Will they 
require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?
Who will pay for this?
Many residents in this area are on fixed income. If their wells run dry many cannot afford to have them 
drilled deeper. Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this 
becomes a problem will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide 
water?


Organization


7810 8 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the 
status of this claim?


Organization


7812 6 In addition, the proposed mine site is situated in the headwaters of the primary water source recharging 
the aquifer for the City of Tucson domestic water supply.


Individual


8594 2 I'm very concerned that this mine will affect the water situation, which is very serious there.Individual


8616 4 the Rosemont Mine would tear up beautiful territory, it also could mess up the water system. And I know 
they think they have ways to prevent that, but I don't think that's possible. So I think the mine should not 
be allowed.


Individual


8617 3 And the water, also, is a big object to those living nearest to the Rosemont area.Individual
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8622 4 The land is part of the Coronado National Forest, it's been preserved for the enjoyment of citizens of the 
United States. 


And who will be responsible for this land after all the minerals have been removed. Augusta is linked to 
two foreign institutions and who knows what will happen after that. And also we are all worried about 
water in this area, and I'm afraid this will affect that.


Individual


8642 5 I live in Benson, which is a short ways away from where the Rosemont Mine has been proposed. That is 
absolutely total destruction of a beautiful area. The environment, the animals, the people that live nearby, 
and the biggest issue is the water and the traffic that will be generated by this absolute horrendous idea of 
running trucks, working 24 hours, 7 days a week is absolutely insane.


Individual


8663 2 Cienega Creek, which by the way Augusta wants to fill (unintelligible) Canyons, yet claims no impact to 
the Cienega Creek water shed. And Davidson Canyon and not only wildlife habitats as well as Rosemont 
are decreasing water tables, peace, beauty, solitude and scenic (unintelligible) for thousands of out of state 
tourists all in seeious peril of becoming a beautiful memory our children will only have heard of.


Individual


8680 1 I would like to voice my opposition to the proposed Rosemont Mine and to the potential risks that are 
involved for our water and our ecosystem.


Individual


8684 2 I grew up out in this area and I remember when I was a kid and I could hear the bombs going off out there 
or the explosives going off for the mining.  And it used to just be not very good at all to be listening to 
that when you're just trying to, you know, live your life out in the middle of nowhere.  So I don't think 
that they should redo the mines and reopen them up in that same area and go along with all the same 
things that I had to grow up with in hearing the explosives as a kid growing up or, you know, having 
water issues.


Individual


8692 2 I think it's high time we got a better look at what's really important.  I think water, air quality, and all the 
other things that are going to be disturbed by this mine should be more valued then the few jobs, the little 
bit of money that the local people are actually going to get.  I know it will be lucrative for some people, 
but not for most.


Individual


8701 1 I'm -- my real concern is about the water. I think it's most unfortunate that the Santa Ritas have to be tore 
up to mine stuff, but some things maybe area a necessity. And of course no body wants a mine in their 
backyard. But my concern is the water.


Individual


8701 4 my concern is the water issue. It's going to be on the back side of the Santa Ritas, from what  I 
understand, Rosemont junction, I've ridden my dirt bike and stuff back there, but once again, I think it's 
unfortunate. But the water situation is, I think, first and foremost.


Individual


8712 4 I'm calling because I vehemently oppose the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am against it for many issues, 
many reasons. Scenic beauty of the area, environmental issues, the water issues,


Individual


8730 3 I'm against open pit mining for copper, and it's too close to Tucson, for one. And I don't like it. I'm not 
against it in the state, but I'm against being so close to Tucson, and mostly because of the way it affects 
the animals and the water.


Individual


8750 3 . . The biggest concern is water.  If San Diego and Los Angeles can pump the water out of the desert, use 
it, clean it up and just dump it in the ocean.  Why can't we make them return the water back to the desert, 
then we wouldn't have a water issue, because we could then simply use that water.  So the issue of water 
is kind of bogus.


Individual


8760 2 I think it's a terrible thing that we're even considering it in line of the situation with our water and so forth 
and also with that lovely area, and I'm totally in disagreement with it.


Individual


8761 5 So our concerns are water, water, water.Individual


8766 2 I also feel that the mine will be harmful to the ground water, in addition to being an eye sore.Individual


8785 2 The fact that Cienega Creek would be put in jeopardy and all of the water situation in that area plus 
pollutants in the air and the absolute ruination of the highway down to Sonoita. I can go on and on. It is 
nothing but atrocious for the southwest here.


Individual
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8794 4 The second concerns are health concerns, just water, health, dust, blasting.Individual


8806 3  I think that it is of very, very deep concern to me related to what it will do to our water table,Individual


8822 2 My concern is the same concern expressed by thousands of people here in Santa Cruz Valley, and that is 
water and


Individual


8828 2 I am concerned about the impact on the regional water supplies andIndividual


8844 1 I'm very concerned about the copper mine concerning our water, our air quality and the impact on the 
business of tourism, most definitely, most of all the environment.  This is a pristine, pristine place.


Individual


8871 1 For me taking care of the very vital and few precious resources that we have in southeastern Arizona is a 
critical responsibility of our government and ourselves.  I would like to see greater attention paid to our 
water resource needs.  I think that the mine is a devastating impact to water.


Individual


8871 7 Again, the impacts to us are going to be devastating.  It's about water, it's about not being able to return 
the land to its original state.  And future generations will ask us how we could possibly make a decision 
like this without thinking about them and without thinking about their future.


Individual


8890 2 We need the water for better ah…thingsIndividual


8895 2 Opponents of the project have raised objections concerning important issues, such as water consumption, 
highway usage, dust emissions, blocking of scenic views and others. They have also included “straw man” 
issues, along with unsubstantiated objections to block the project, i.e. “NO MINE – PERIOD!”


Individual


8900 2 Where will employees of the Mine and their families come from? Where will they live on $59,000/year? 
If the workers are new to the area, how will the additional children of these families impact the schools? 
What is the impact of these additional people on water, transportation, healthcare, emergency medical 
services and the economy?


Individual


8903 1 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river?


Individual


8905 1 Assumptions regarding climate change looking at a 1,000-year flood standard instead of the 100-year 
flood are more appropriate. A good exampe is the devistation in Sabino Canyon during the 2006 monsoon 
season. Are Rosemont mine studies underway to determine the impact to the surrounding areas in the 
event of similar flooding? Given the extreme environmental risks presented by flooding at the proposed 
Rosemont mine, why would not the 1,000- year standard be appropriate? When the 1,000- year flood 
standard study is complete, will it be made available for public scrutiny?


Individual


8906 6 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8907 1 Rosemont Mine must be required to use effluent (treated wastewater) for all mining operations. The 
present proposal to use groundwater would be an extremely serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. Rosemont representatives have stated that 
effluent would be of sufficient quality to use for mining purposes. The two Pima County municipal 
wastewater treatment plants produce 33,757 acre-feet of effluent annually (ref: "Tucson Water's Long 
Range Water Resourcing Planning"). Most of this effluent is being dumped into the Santa Cruz River bed. 
A fraction of the annual effluent production would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. 
The Rosemont Mine must be required to purchase the effluent from the City of Tucson and pipe it directly 
to the mine site, at its (Rosemont's) expense. Effluent is the only water resource that increses as the area 
population grows, so it is ideal for future mining purposes in this region. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to only the very highest needs and purposes.


Individual
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8910 1 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste rules 
increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? How 
will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled and 
who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


8912 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure since that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


8914 5 I have heard that the mine company has promosed more water to the Green Valley People but is really 
necessary? Some people may only learn to be more conservative with precios resources when we allow a 
shortage to exist.


Individual


8915 1 As an engineer with experience in treating waste water from metal processing facilities, I recommend that 
the Rosemont mining operation be required to treat and recycle all the water they use for mining purposes. 
It can be done.
Why would Rosemont want to get rid of waste water? If it isn’t good enough for them, it certainly is not 
good enough to put into our rivers and streams.


Individual


9147 3 It is sad day to think that our county and state leadership would approve destroying the water table.Organization


9204 1 Water concerns not adequately addressed.Organization


9338 3 I am a resident of Elgin AZ and strongly oppose the use of  water resources to support this project in any 
way


Organization


9446 1 I know and love this place. A mine there will significantly impact the watershed. That area is one of the 
last watersheds in the region that supports a full complement of biodiversity and it is a national treasure.


Organization


9462 2 Mining will be a travesty for the integrity of this critical watershed - just say NO!Organization


9488 2 I urge the US Forest Service to do the right thing -- protect this watershed by rejecting Augusta's Mining 
Plan of Operations and withdrawing these lands from Mineral Entry to ensure their permanent protection 
from mining.


Organization


9813 1 I'M WORRIED ABOUT THE WATER!!!Organization


9918 2 There is nothing positive which can come from mining the Santa Rita Mountains -- only a detrimental & 
destructive impact to the water. Who benefits? only the mining companies and then they move on. This 
must not happen.


Organization


10220 1 Water belongs to the people..not the mines. I'm sorry but jobs don't justify our losing our good water rtherOrganization


10248 1 To allow any mining activity in the State of Arizona with the existing water challenges currently being 
addressed today let alone into the future would be equivalent to putting a 45 to one's head!


Organization


10360 1 Ground and water concernsOrganization


10361 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10368 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10369 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10417 2 Must NOT happen. The mine would destroy our water supply. STOP THIS MINE!!!!Organization


10464 2 save the waterOrganization


10518 1 Water and natural land is the issue! Stop the mine now!Organization
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10554 2 Stop destroying our precious water resources. More than enough damage has already been done by greedy 
coporations and developers.


Organization


10559 6 The impacts to the groundwater by mining operation is completely unacceptable.Organization


10629 1 WOULD THE US FOREST SERVICE PLEASE LOOK AHEAD TO HUMAN and ANIMAL WATER 
NEEDS IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA!!


Organization


10693 3 The hydrological impact is far reaching.Organization


10798 1 landowner near mine concerned about waterOrganization


10809 1 save our water...PLEASE!!Organization


10810 1 save our ground waterOrganization


10819 4 I strongly oppose any mining activity in the Rosement Ranch area. It would have devastating long term 
negative impact on the water in the area.


Organization


10839 2 Save our water!Organization


10903 1 a short sighted plan that would irreparably damage a critical watershed.Organization


10905 3  It is important to preserve our precious water.Organization


11040 1 The Forest Service should make all the mines treat and reuse all the water they use. It will cost but it can 
be done. If their waste water is not good enough for them, it is not good enough for anybody else. It is 
caled recycling!


Individual


11047 1 Zero Discharge- Can any facility be managed for zero discharge? Are there examples of any current 
mining facility that has zero discharge? If so, please provide these data in a way that a lay person may 
view and undestand it. It seems to be a common practice to "take the fine" rather than cure the problem. I 
propose that bonding or mitigation costs be set to a level that Rosemont Copper or any future assignees 
will be adverse to that sort of practice.


Individual


11047 16 What if Rosemont Copper is unable to acquire the permits that are needed throught the Arizona State 
Land Department for its water line on the west side of the project? Where will it acquire its water then? 
What will happen to the properties it has purchased in the Sahuarita Heights area? If the water is acquired 
on the east side, where would that be? Would it be from the Cienega Basin? If that happened, how would 
it get there?


Individual


11047 17 Rosemont Copper has stated in its MPO that it has to use effluent if it is available. There is reclaimed 
water close by on the west side of the Santa Ritas. (closer and more feasible that the CAP line anyhow). I 
would like a full study and investigation of this alternative.


Individual


11047 26 I would like to see a comprehensive, easy to read list with a map key 
1. All of the wells ownerships records within 10 mile area of the proposed project (from the pollutant 
management area line in figure 05) and the class of well and depth and any other recorded information.
1A. If the information is available, I would like to see if they are fissure or aquifer type well.
2. All of the surface water rights holders records within a 10 mile area of the proposed project (from the 
pollutant management area line in figure 05) 
3. The AMA's as an underlying map zone
4. The exact permits that will be required that are required by any water type organization, whether it be 
County, State or Federal


Individual


11047 27 What affects will blasting have on fissure type wells in the area?Individual
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21 2 Can the disruption of the rain runoff, and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont 
mine further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek? Is there potenital for the creek to be 
polluted from the mine operations during heavy rains?


160 34 The Mine's waste rock, tailings, and acid leach field containment buttresses are being engineered to 
survive, and its surface water management facilities are being engineered to handle, runoff water 
generated by a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. Should, however, a 100-year, 48-hour storm event, or a 
500-year, 24-hour storm event, or a 1,000-year, 24-hour storm event occur, the Mine would suffer 
catastrophic destruction moving the waste rock, the tailing, and the acid leach field materials miles 
downstream, and with them all of the toxic materials being stored at the mine. The resulting soil and water 
pollution would be on an immense scale.


1625 3 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, both from spills, and runoff represents an 
enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to 
supplying Tucson and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1657 5 Rosemont claims that their tailing dams will be sufficient to hold back runoff from a 100 year flood, 24 
hour storm. What they forget (or do not realize, because they are not local) is the region where the mine is 
proposed to be built EXCEEDED this amount of runoff in July 2006-a series of storms considered 1000 
year events.


Individual


1742 1 Due to the absence of Vegetation on tailings there would be increased velocity of groundwater in 
thunderstorms, Adursly Affecting Creeks and washes Downstream. These streams will also carry 
Additional silt increasing effective weight and causing damage to river banks. Down-cutting and road 
damage at crossings.


Individual


1756 1 Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality of the 
groundwater available to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and 
Green Valley) now and in the future.


Individual


1758 3 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from water runoff from tailings and other mining operations on the quality of the remaining groundwater 
available to the Area now and in the future?


Individual


1871 4 In Oct. 83 the proposed mine location was subjected to a 1000yr flood. All run-off from there was to the 
NE across SR83. The wash carried water 12ft deep at 30 mph. When repeated this condition would 
destroy the mine and carry all tailings and unconsolidated material down grade across SR 83 including all 
hazardous chemicals, etc.


Individual


1979 2 water run off.Individual


2201 3 Some of the problems that would be created are as follows:


2. Runoff will certainly pose environmental hazards to ranches and property adjoining the mining 
property.


Individual


2217 20 Cumulative Effects involving Water and Air.


In the West, water is a dominate natural resource and must be considered comprehensively for all 
decisions.  When performing the NEPA Cumulative Effects analyses, it is critical that the impact on the 
whole water cycle be considered for the project.  A natural gas pipeline or transmission line has very little 
direct impact on water resources; however, each may have significant indicated impacts.  A 100 MW 
transmission line that will support another 50,000 families needs to consider the water resource impacts 
that the line will for these families using this energy.  At 200 gallons per day per capita, over 250,000,000 
gallons are required.


Q-201.  If the end users do not have that water available, where will it come from?


Q-202.  How much water is required to generate that 100 MW, based on the logical generation anticipated 
for this community?


Individual
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2244 10 With that in mind are they even today are not a good neighbor at this point. They are erecting earth berm 
road blocks, run off ponds that appear to have man made contamination in the newly created runoff 
collection ponds.


Individual


2337 13  Any heavy rains during the monsoons, which occur yearly in that area, are potential disasters here for 
hazardous materials polluting the water system.


Individual


2356 3 The untainted runoff from the water shed above and below the mine site MUST be preserved for the 
collection of clean non toxic water to be recharged into appropriate aquifers, man made or existing, this 
would minimize the water loss in an ARID LANDSCAPE. The refusal to stablize static water levels will 
cause myself and our neighbors wells to go dry in short order and effect Tuson's ability to Grow and 
prosper for without water nothing can EXIST!


Individual


2393 6 Rainwater run-off from the mine which recharges Santa Cruz Aquifer, Cienega Basin and Davidson 
Canyon, will most likely be blocked and contaminated.
Needs careful study.


Individual


2396 9 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include reduced water quality due to runoff from the 
tailings piles.


Individual


2559 1 I have concern that several of the storage and holding tanks and ponds for chemically treated tailing may 
not have sufficient capacity. For example,
Pg. 21, "Heap leach". Stacked ore, exposed to dripped leach solution containing copper will flow by 
gravity from the leach pad to a collection pad. …"A stormwater pond will be installed to collect any 
excess water that way be generated during a large precipitation event".
No specifications are given to indicate the volume need for this storage, and how the stormwater pond 
will be protected.. In other parts of the proposal, a 24-hour, 100-flood is designated, but not in this part of 
the design.


Individual


2559 2 Pg. 27 bottom to pg. 28 top With respect to tailing in the dry-steack operation, "Stormwater run on to the 
north stack will be limited by diverting the major drainage upstream of the stack area." "An attenuation 
pond immediately upgradient of the central drain is designated to termporarily store flows from the 100-
year 24 hour storm event will drain within 30 days"
Pg. 46. "The Project water management facilities are intended to have sufficient capacity to handle runoff 
generated throughout the life of the Project for the 100-year, 24-hour storm events."
"Storm water flows from the plant site will be collected in the lined PWTS Pond located immediately 
down gradient of the plant site. The PWTS Pond is designed to provide lined storage for the equivalent of 
three days of process flows (69 million gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event"
A 100 year storm even is not adequate to prevent release of toxic treated tailings over the life of the 
tailings. On July 31-Aug. 1,2006, there was a "1,000-year" flood in southern Arizona. For example, 
Rincon creek flow rate exceeded all previous records, and there were millions of dollars of damage 
throughout Tucson, including Sabino Canyon. Toxic waste from the mine tailing pits will drain into 
Cienega wash and ultimately contaminate the major aquifers underlying the Tucson Basin.


Individual


2592 44 The EIS needs to evaluate the design basis and safety factors used to design the "central drain" because a 
failure of the central drain could cause mobilization of mine waste into the stream channel. The entire 
system of drains and sumps related to the removal of surface runoff from the tailings impoundments and 
waste rock piles is susceptible to underdesign if based on a single 100-year, 24-hour storm, especially if a 
function of the system is to attenuate peak flows through short-term storage. Alternative designs should be 
considered based on multiple high-intensity storm events that occur during summer and protracted low 
intensity storms such as occur during the winter. The design basis for the winter storms should consider 
actual rainfall values measured during historical multi-day rainfall periods such as the winter rainfall 
season of 1992-1993.


The EIS should address how the central drain will be designed to prevent compaction and reduced flow 
capacity over time as the height and weight of the tailings facility increases.


Individual


2673 13 All of the flora, fauna, wild life, and recreation associated with the buried Barrel Canyon drainage area 
will be eliminated or changed forever.


Individual
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2673 16 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2675 20 In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing 
the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that empties into Barrel Canyon drainage.


Individual


2675 21 The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final point to monitor ground and surface 
water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and continue downstream" (Pg 49 - 
from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants carried by these larger flows will 
neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the environment.


Individual


2730 3 Parts of the midwest have just experience their 2nd "500 year" flood in 15 years time. Is there any way to 
be sure unexpected runoffs from the mine wuoldn't have disaterous consequences for the ecosystem and 
residents around the proposed mine?


Individual


2736 7 What will be the impact on both quality and quantity of the surface runoff at the mine extraction areas?Government


2754 7 It will disrupt important drainages in the Cienega Creek watershedIndividual


2760 17 The EIS should describe all surface water discharges from the site, including storm water and mine 
drainage and discuss whether a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 
(individual and/or gneral) would be required, including during closure or post-closure.


Government


2760 18 Discuss the applicability of Arizona'sGeneral Permit for Sormwater Discharges Assoicated with Industrial 
Activity from Metal Mining Activities to this project. The EIS should include a storm water pollution 
prevention plan and discuss specific best management practices that may be necessary.


Government


2760 19 Discuss whether any discharges would be classified as "mine drainage" and required to meet technology 
based effluent limitations prior to discharge. See: 40 CFR 122.44(a) (regarding the inclusion of 
technology-based limitations in permits); and 40 CFR 440.102(a) (establishing effluent limitation 
guidelines pertaining to mine drainage). See also, 40 CFR 440.132(h) ("Mine drainage' means any water 
drained, pumped or siphoned from a mine."). The EIS should describe how the project will either achieve 
zero discharge or meet permitting requirements for discharges to surface waters.


Government


6716 3 One more thing, then I'll get out of here.  If Rosemont should be allowed to proceed, the tailings and 
unconsolidated waste will accumulate.  At some point in time there will be a recurrence of the '83, '92 
floods.  The mine will be wiped out, and all the tailings, chemicals, and assorted junk will have been 
carried to the east side of SR-83 and strung out all the way to Vail.


Individual


6726 14 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6759 10 Possible impacts on aquatic inhabitants from mining include the reduction of water resources from 
increased groundwater pumping, viseltation (phonetic) of streams,and reduced water quality due to runoff 
from the tailings pilings.


Individual


6778 2 Some of my questions to the mine pertain to who monitors the water reclamation.  Who monitors the 
runoff from the mine?  Do they?


Individual
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6800 1 Davidson Canyon and Davidson Creek feeds into the Cienega Nature Preserve just north of I-10.  The 
head waters of Davidson Creek start right in front of the proposed tailing piles for this mine.  The mine 
will be an open pit, and it's going to absorb water every time it rains.  We get tremendous rainfall through 
that area in the summer because the area between the two mountain ranges, the Santa Ritas and the 
Empires, channels storms up throut there all the time.


So that means that anything that leaches down through the mine's pit is going to end up in the watershed 
on that side of the mountain.  It's going to go in the Davidson Wash.  Davidson Wash goes to Cienega 
Creek.  Cienega Creek feeds Pantano at Vail.  And it eventually goes through Tucson, and ends up in 
Marana.


So I think that it would behove us to try to get people in Tucson more interested in this, since they are 
going to be the recipient of anything bad that comes out of that mine in the water.


Individual


6833 5 Those of use who live in the Empire Mountains know that the water, when it rains in Rosemont, the wash 
is flooding outside our home. How will they contain the runoff from the mine? Either the toxins are going 
to come down to us or they're going to dam - - In which case, we'll be deprived of pure water either way.


Individual


6863 1 Certainly they have always pitched that the only way to do this mine is by open pit with all the overburden 
and salvage or tailings or whatever waste they want to call it being dumped onall the Forest Service lands 
too, I guess, Jamies Sturgess told us on Saturday or Sunday, when we had a tour of the place, it was going 
to be like 600 feet higher than than land right close to the Sonoita Highway which is, that's like a 60-story 
building, even though it's on some three-to-one slope, and on the northern end it was somewhere else. It 
was going to be like a thousand feet higher, and I could be wrong and I'll stand corrected in the study, I'm 
sure.


But the bottom line is that is totally covering the whole watershed of Barrel Canyon, which toally dumps 
out on the east side of Sonoita Highway joining Davidson Canyon wash just at the entrance to my 
property.


Individual


6870 3 In order to mine, you must extract much more rock than copper. What this means is the there are huge 
areas of ground and wildlife habitat destroyed during the mining for copper.  The excess rock that has no 
value to the mine is tossed into a pile called tailings. In these tailings, harmful minerals such as asbestos, 
even radioactive minerals can be found. When rain fails on the tailings, the water reaches the waste 
material from the copper sulfide mineral, chalcopyrite, to produce sulfuric acid, which then runs into the 
streams, contaminating the water and harming the fish and life and humans, and this information is from 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency.


Individual


6940 6 Monsoon rains are expected to occur during the life of the mine.  This will provide annual "pulses" of 
recharge to the tailings.  I haven't found any discussion about how recharge to the northern dry-stack 
tailings will be dealt with.  Is horizontal runoff in the waste rock base expected because of equipment 
compaction of the rocky native soils?


Individual


6966 6 Through leaching rain Water can concentrate those contaminants and pollute riparian waterways and 
ultimately our groundwater.  How will the mines protect against this?


Individual


7133 3 3.                Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality 
of the groundwater available to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita 
and Green Valley) now and in the future.


Individual
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7150 12 Stormwater discharges associated with construction activities (including clearing, grading, or excavating), 
which disturb one acre or more must obtain a permit for such discharges under the Arizona Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) program. A general permit is available for this activity. A 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be prepared and implemented during the course of 
construction. If general permit coverage is applicable, the SWPPP must comply with the SWPPP 
requirements of the Construction Stormwater General Permit, and must identify such elements as the 
project scope, anticipated acreage of land disturbance, and the best management practices, or BMPs, that 
would be implemented to reduce soil erosion and contain and/or minimize the pollutants that might be 
released to waters of the U.S. In addition to preparing the SWPPP, the project proponent would need to 
file for permit coverage prior to construction. The Construction General Permit, SWPPP checklist, and 
associated forms are available on ADEQ's website at:
http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/stormwater.html#const. For questions regarding the 
Construction Stormwater General Permit, please contact Christopher Henninger at 602-771-4508 or by 
email at cph@azdeq.gov.


In addition, an AZPDES Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP) is a separate stormwater permit that is 
required of any operator that conducts mining activities, including the exploration and construction phase 
as well as the active and reclamation phases. Operators of these facilities must develop and implement 
SWPPPs, which includes BMPs that would be implemented to reduce soil erosion and contain and/or 
minimize the pollutants that might be released to waters of the U.S. The mining operator is required to 
implement the appropriate sector-specific requirements as described in the MSGP, which is Sector G: 
Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing) activates.


The most recent MSGP is the MSGP 2000, which expired October 30, 2005. The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has not issued a new MSGP yet. Facilities with coverage under MSGP 2000 
before it expired are granted an administrative continuance. Those facilities already covered under MSGP 
2000 must continue to implement their SWPPP and comply with the requirements in the MSGP 2000. 
The administrative continuance will remain in effect until a new permit is issued. Facilities that did not 
obtain coverage under MSGP 2000 before its expiration will not have general permit coverage until EPA 
or ADEQ issues a new general permit. In the interim, in general, ADEQ requests that any facilities that 
did not have coverage under MSGP 2000 still use the SWPPP and BMPs recommended for that sector. 
Information on the MSGP can be found at:
http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/msgp.html. For questions on the MSGP coverage for this 
project, please contact Dennis Turner at 602-711-4501 or e-mail at dt1@azdeq.gov. ADEQ may require 
an industrial facility to apply for an individual stormwater permit.


Government


7184 8 The tailings stacks are being located in Barrel Canyon, which has direct flow into Davidson Canyon, 
which subsequently joins Cienega Creek into Pantano Wash. There is every reason to expect that mine 
development on and near Rosemont Ranch will generate significant amounts of toxic waste. Average 
rainfall in the area of the pit and tailings location according to Rosemont's on-site weather station is 22" 
per year. This is more that enough rainfall to leach toxic chemicals into our groundwater.


Individual


7327 17 The loss of hunting, camping and hiking opportunities; wildlife corridors; disruption of runoff waterways; 
and, potential to harm or disrupt freshwater springs.


Individual


7434 4 How will Rosemont Copper Company protect our groundwater, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
from contaminated run-off? Will contamination never occur, even years after the mine closes? 
Contamination of the Tucson aquifer has happened before with smaller projects and the resulting cancer 
clusters have taken many lives. With an average rainfall of 22 inches/year in Rosemont Canyon, and snow 
and rain run-off from the Santa Rita peaks, where will the water go that falls on the mine tailins? Will it 
eventually overflow and start new cancer clusters in our community? How will Augusta Resources be 
held responsible for loss of human lives?


Individual
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7436 6 Those of us who live in the Empire Mts. Know that when it rains in Rosemont the wash by our homes 
will be flowing 5-10 min after it rains in the Rosemont area. With the mine these waters will be carrying 
whatever poisons are being produced by the mine. And the same holds for the Cienega watershed area. 
Look at the map, just a matter of gravity. Either they will try and trap the storm runoff waters or the 
waters will polluate downstream watershed areas. Either way downstream residents like myself will be 
deprived of clean water. Please, ask them to replenish our wells and aquifers with clean water and/or 
compensate downstream landowners for the loss of clean water.


They say in their document "Any surface water management facilities would be designed to handle runoff 
generated from a 100-year, 24-hour storm even." Really, how? Please, make them prove this claim to an 
independent set of scientists.


Individual


7436 7 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual


7436 9 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual


7436 10 Dr. Myers research shows that within 100 years from the end of mining, significant drawdown will have 
expanded several miles down gradient from and to the southeast of proposed pit. Any spring within the 
drawdown could potentially be affected. After 8000 years, when the entire study area has reach close to 
steady state conditions, there is extensive drawdown throughout Davidson Canyon that reaches 
significantly in the Cienega watershed as well.


Either there will be runoff into the downstream watersheds or the water will be trapped, either way there 
is a problem. We cannot move forward with this mine until the problem of storm water runnoff is solved.


Individual
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7451 1 We live one mile East of the Davidson Canyon off Scenic route 83 one quarter mile south of mile marker 
51…3 miles or so from the propsed mine at Rosemont. Last night we had about a 2 hour hard, no 
visibility, rain which, as always, flooded Davidson where we cross to come home. Fortunately we were 
already home when it started but several of our neighbors, including one with a 1 month old baby, could 
not cross and had to wait until after 10:00 pm to get home. This is not unusual in the Monsoon season and 
for Rosemont Copper to claim they can control the water is ludicrous. Who do they think they are?


Individual


7494 3 I believe the impacts to the adverse affect on surrounding areas (both natural and civilian) from water 
runoff will collectively weigh against the benefits of the mine, primarily the finite period of new jobs 
created and the County taxes generated.


Individual


7551 3 Water is critical and there is NO evidence that the "new" techniques that Rosemont intends to use will 
work. We should not be pilot program in such an environmentally sensitive area. Davidson Canyon will 
hopefully be designated as a Outstanding Waterway soon (application being reviewed NOW) and the 
runoff from the mining will NOT keep it so.


Individual


7571 22 One of the major concerns is protection of the water resources from leaks and spills from the mine, due to 
malfunctioning facilities or stormwater runoff. The mine facilities are currently designed for the 100-year 
24-hours flood event, which is the current standard. However, given the very sensitive nature of the 
Cienega watershed, the mine should be designed to a higher level of protection. This would prove to the 
public that the mining company really is committed to protecting this basin. Other advanced countries use 
up to the 1,000 year flood event in their designs, and some use the 10,000 year flood. The floods of July 
21, 2006 in Tucson were the result of five consecutive days of large storms that together represented 
somewhere near a 1,000 year flood event. Global warming is changing our climate regime, and we must 
plan accordingly. The preferred alternative should require that the mine be designed to at least the 1,000 
year flood event.


Individual


7592 21 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


7593 6 Tailings ponds: it is routine for the dams (in Arizona and elsewhere) holding tailings ponds to be 
breached during downpours, releasing heavy metals and other toxic compounds into local streams and 
groundwater supplies. Given the nature of our monsoon rains, it is hard to accept Augusta's assurance of 
safety in the face of experience.


Individual


8802 5 I have not even mentioned the possible problems with runoff and other waste.Individual


8820 3 I'm concerned about the water issue with runoff.Individual


11047 12 As the dry tailings, according to my understanding, have not been tried in a climate with this high of a 
rainfall, what will happen if the suppressant is sprayed, and then it all runs off in the rain? Will it have to 
be reapplied?


Individual


11064 5 Rosemont claims that their tailing dams will be sufficient to hold back runoff from a 100 year flood, 24 
hour storm. What they forget (or do not realize, because they are not local) is the region where the mine is 
proposed to be built EXCEEDED this amount of runoff in July 2006-a series of storms considered 1000 
year events.


Individual
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11068 21 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


11082 3 "The proposed tailings facility is located in a network of small washes which, during storm events, may 
flow into the Barrel Drainage." I would like to know the probability. And, I do not want it modeled. I 
want someone to sit up there in a tent, for the next 3 years, in each small wash to see how much ARD is 
going to potentially flow into the Barrel Drainage. This is too important to be left to chance.


Individual


11082 4 "A stormwater diversion ditch along the planned mine access road will divert water…" 
I would like to know how exactly. Is it going to run off the access road which is used by concentrate 
trucks, delivery trucks and other misc. vehicles which have tires with chemicals and so forth, engines that 
leak oil? What other potential pollutants from other locations will run off the planned main access road? 
The main storm water diversion drainage tunnel is quite large according to the Tetra Tech Dry Tailing 
Facilities Design Book I read this evening. Who will maintain this (The large culvert, not the book) and 
keep it free of debris and Undocumented Immigrants?


Individual


11082 6 "The tailings storage facility will be designed as a dry stack facility however, isolated zones within the 
tailings mass may become wet due to rainfall a therefore potentially susceptible to liquefaction." 
1. Please notice the terminology- "will be designed as", not "will be a".
2. Will the isolated zones become wet due to direct rainfall or wet because of all the water build up at the 
base from puddling when there is extended rainfall or storm water runoff? 
3. Where is the largest potential for these "isolated zones" to occur and what is the expected damage 
should it happen?


Individual


Surface Quality
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21 1 Can the disruption of the rain runoff, and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont 
mine further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek?


43 2 How will surface water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


43 16 Given that the State of Arizona has recently issued a lease to Cal Portand to mine in the Davidson Canyon 
south of the proposed Rosemont location and is currently in negations with the Seel Mine, and given that 
Rosemont intends to block Barrel Canyon with tailings, which feeds the Davidson, how does the Forest 
Service intend to have Rosemont mitigate the impact to the Upper Santa Cruz and Cienega Watersheds 
from the loss of surface water? If Rosemont allows water to run through, who will monitor the quality of 
the water to assure that is safe? Who will monitor the course ways to assure that the contours and 
pathways are not changed?


Individual


50 2 For tails I am also worried about the leach pad about after they close what is to happen to  it because it 
will keep collecting water that wil be contaminated. I see many closed or shut down mines that are 
problems because they pullute water sources after they are closed and this mine will use leaching!


Individual


1536 3 The surface water quantity & quality in Davidson Canyon & Cienega Creek will be effected. How will  
this water be protected?


Individual


1553 3 esp- in Cieniga Creek, etc.Individual


1566 8 and crystal clear streamsIndividual
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1583 4 The mining company has agreed to spend their own money to bring in a pipeline to recharge the aquapher.Individual


1622 5 Water- we must not endanger abov ground streams!Individual


1646 3 The Central Arizona Project water supply is not going to help. Tucson and the surrounding areas need 
their water resources for Tucsonionans and surrounding area residents.


Individual


1646 4 Red Rock development is putting in 260,000 homes on 16,000 acres of land inside Pinal County between 
Phoenix and Tucson. Othe similar developments are underway. These developments will use CAP- Water 
to make their developments habitable. This means Tucson will need to rely on existing water supplies, 
such as proposed for the Rosemont mine even more.


Individual


1651 4 The mine is making a huge pit into the mountain and it is gong to affect our water table.Individual


1696 4 Their statement that they will be replacing the water is bogus!Individual


1701 4 Please do not allow this operation to begin if the wildlife and water use of current residents is impacted 
negatively.


Individual


1763 1 Several years ago I had the opportunity to fly over the Santa Ritas in a helicopter I was impressed with the 
amount of surface water available for wild life.


Individual


1818 4 What will be the impact of less water resources for the plants, animals, and humans in an around the Santa 
Rita Mountain's?


Individual


1891 24 Groundwater will flow into the holes created by the mine, rather than in its natural direction. To quote: 


A 1999 study prepared for Newmont Gold Co. predicted that this reversal of low would cause creeks to 
run dry in an average year, and the Humboldt River's base flow tube reduced by one-quarter. "This is the 
desert," said Tom Myers, a hydrogeologist and activist with Great Basin Minewatch, as her walked along 
the banks of the Humboldt and spoke of the redirection of billions of gallons of water in the nation's driest 
state. "I believe that is a lot in a basin that is more than 200 percent appropriated."
Some of the water pumped from the mines now is sent down the Humbolt River, where ranchers and 
farmers are happy to have some extra. Myers wonders how the agriculturists will fare when the water 
flows the other way.
The Nevada mining Association's Scheidig said miners are " cautious and sensitive to the needs of 
farming and ranching communities. That would be the last thing we want -- to leave them high and dry as 
a legacy."
U.S. Geological Survey scientists, in studies funded by the mines, have found that groundwater levels in 
western Nevada have dropped as much as 1,5000 feet in the last decade. Barrick Gold and Newmont have 
had to pump twice the water that hydrogeologists had predicted, said Mike Turnipseed, director of 
Nevada's Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. The state requires the mines to put water 
back into the ground, but that doesn't always work. If that can't be done, the miners are required to try to 
use it some other way, such as on local ranches. No one really knows how long it will take for the water to 
refill the pits, and when the river will return to normal. "Long-term is still a question," Turnipseed said. 
"Is the Humboldt River going to go dry for a century?
Paper trails often lead to bankrupt companies that can't finance cleanup, or to owners who had nothing to 
do with the damage.


Individual


1893 9 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies. Also, it should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade 
Central Arizona Project water that they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking 
water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana 
groundwater is flowing away from Sahuarita. This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of 
taxpayers' money.


Individual


1894 4 If they plan to use CAP water, what will happen whan the amount allotted to us is diminished in the 
future? Or when the level of the Colorado goes down?


Individual


1956 7 and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine,Individual
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1969 8 Some of the issues that need to be considered:
The ability to really be able to use Central Arizona Project water and to have enough for this operation.


Individual


2199 1 How will surface water downstream of the site in Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon be protected in 
quality of flow?


Individual


2214 20 How will surface water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?Individual


2379 11 In addition, the quality of the surface water being replaced to offset Rosemont groundwater depletion is 
vastly inferior in quality to the groundwater being proposed for withdrawal by Rosemont.


Government


2396 8 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include the siltation of streamsIndividual


2428 1 We cannot afford to allow the degredation of the cienega watershed area. Before any mine approval, a 
determination must first be made on the effects the mine will have on natural recharge of water into the 
cienega watershed. This should be completed by a neutral hydrologic expert or company not on the 
Augusta payroll


Individual


2463 2 Can the disruption of the rain runoff and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont mine 
further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek? The Cienega Creek is approximately 8 to 9 miles 
east of the Mine location. The Fish and Wildlife service under the US department of the interior has 
classified the Cienega Creek (upper and lower) as a critical habitat for the Gila Chub (Gila Intermedia) 
which is designated as endangered with critical habitat under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as 
documented in the Federal Register.


Individual


2577 11 In addition, the quality of the surface water being replaced to offset Rosemont groundwater depletion is 
vastly inferior in quality to the groundwater being proposed for withdrawal by Rosemont.


Government


2591 12 Is adequate consideration being given to surface water impact through seepage from tailings through 
waste dumping drainage areas of Barrel Canyon in chain-link cumulative impact through Davidson 
Canyon to Cienega Creek and potentially to Pantano and Rillito?


Individual


2592 23 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 32 Will pit dewatering impact surface water flow in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?Individual


2592 42 It is stated in the MPO (Section 2.3.2.4) that "seepage water from the waste rock storage areas will not 
exhibit elevated concentration of metals and major ions". It seems unlikely that seepage from the waste 
rock will be the same as current groundwater and rainfall runoff at the site because the large amount of 
unoxidized material that will be exposed to surface conditions will have significant surface area for 
leaching due to its broken condition. The EIS needs to evaluate means for ensuring that seepage from the 
waste rock pile in no way modifies the quality of existing ground and surface water resources.


Individual


2607 5 the adjacent Cienega Basin; this water source provides the majority of the flow of the Sonoita Creek that 
runs year round through Circle Z Ranch.


Business


2610 47 What is the impact on the water flow and quality regarding water in the Cienega creek area due to the 
infill of mine waste in the Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield canyons?


Individual


2617 15 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepage into surface waterIndividual


2648 15 What effect will the use of chemical dust suppressants on the mine roads have on water qualityIndividual


2672 6 The nearby San Pedro river, for which the city of Sierra Vista relies on for water is drying up and 
endangered. Water is a declining resource in this corner of Arizona.


Individual
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2675 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction.


Individual


2677 25 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result,  
in the Santa Rita Mountains.


Government


2677 32 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface and ground water 
on the east side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 
20+ years (or forever?). This will decrease the ground water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek and very important 
habitats for wildlife, and decreases in water flow to these habitats will adversely impact wildlife. This 
effect will be occurring off of Forest lands. The Forest should identify how you will insure that this 
impact does not occur.


Government


2677 55 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


2736 3 What will be the consequences of using surface  resources for mining operations?  Will private and public 
wells be impacted?


Government


2750 2 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years and year saying nothing about the toxic metals and 
other chemicals from the tailings which would eventally pollute our ground and surface water.


Individual


2760 12 The EIS should identify the existing water quality of surface waters in the project area, including any 
waters that are impaired under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. Streams that are already impaired 
are particularly sensitive to addional discharge loadings will require a thorough impacts analysis.


Government


2760 13 The EIS should describe the potential effects of all project discharges on surface water quality, such as 
thermal changes, increased suspended solids, toxicity, salinity, and pH,


Government


2760 15 The project's impacts on designated beneficial uses of affected streams should be thoroughly described 
and considered.


Government


2760 26 Describe flow velocities of all discharges to surface waters and discuss whether these discharges could 
contribute to scouring and sedimentation in these channels.


Government


2760 29 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect,  impacts on  surface water, 
estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as well as all other water use in the 
vicinity.


Government


2760 31 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to surface water flow,resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2760 45 The EIS should include the surface water quality monitoring that will be required to ensure compliance 
with water quality standards. Describe the locations of all monitoring wells and points of compliance on 
the site. The screening intervals, parameters to be monitored, and monitoring frequencies should be 
identified.


Government


2760 46 Provide projected chemical charachterization of water in open ponds located at the site, including 
projected water quality in open pits following closure.


Government


2760 48 The EIS should also describe the potential impacts to surface water from open pits, backfilled pits, and 
partially backfilled pits after closure, as well as the measures that will be taken to prevent these impacts.


Government
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6721 2 Although the mine itself is not situated within our area jurisdiction, we nevertheless share Pima County's 
concerns to the environmental and economic impacts such an operation may have in their county.  In 
particular, we acknowledge Pima County's concern for the adverse impacts that hard rock mining has had 
on surface and groundwater quality in other areas, and feel that the risk of degrading our precious water 
resources are not worth the benefits.


Individual


7451 12 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
19. 20 % of the Tucson Aquifer is recharged by the Cienega. The Cienega turns in the Pantano. The 
Cienega is fed by the Davidson, the Davidson is fed by tributaries, one of which is Barrel Canyon. The 
MPO shows Barrel Canyon filled with Waste Rock and then a 6' compliance point check dam. Our wells 
and aquifer are downstream of this.
20. Sedimentation issues could occur in the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek which are both in the 
Vail/Cienega Corridor - This is an impact.
20A. If there is seepage of any other area, it could poison OUR groundwater. This is an impact.


Individual


7453 12 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
19. 20 % of the Tucson Aquifer is recharged by the Cienega. The Cienega turns in the Pantano. The 
Cienega is fed by the Davidson, the Davidson is fed by tributaries, one of which is Barrel Canyon. The 
MPO shows Barrel Canyon filled with Waste Rock and then a 6' compliance point check dam. Our wells 
and aquifer are downstream of this.
20. Sedimentation issues could occur in the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek which are both in the 
Vail/Cienega Corridor - This is an impact.
20A. If there is seepage of any other area, it could poison OUR groundwater. This is an impact.


Individual


7456 32 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface on the east side of 
the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 20+ years (or 
forever?). This will decrease the surface water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and into Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Government


7456 55 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7500 3 I have not seen a clear and convincing statement from the company about prevention of pollution in the 
area. How is water quality in Davidson Canyon, downstream from the mine site, be impacted from the 
mine?


Individual


7504 87 How will surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


What will be the impact on ground and surface water from the heap leach method?


7508


7546 14 The FS, in cooperation with Arizona Game and Fish, should also study the impact of the mine and its 
operations on the Mearns quail and deer populations in the immediate area and the surrounding areas. 
This should include a study of increased road kill of deer along Highway 83 due to increased traffic, and 
altered migration, mating and other behavior of wildlife due to the noise, dust, and light of the 24 hour 
mining operations proposed. They should also study the impact on wildlife caused by the destruction or 
pollution of natural springs and depletion of groundwater. These studies should be completed prior to 
issuing any EIS.


Individual


7558 4 Surface water - changes
Based on the pumping and lower ground water mentioned above, what is the expected impact (if any) in  
the surface water in the areas of the wells?


Individual
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7585 1 Water quality standard for downstream surface waters could be effected by the proposed mine. To assue 
that water quality standards for surface water are properly assured, an inventoryof the surface water 
features should be make. Because of the ephemeral to intermittent nature of the surface water features in 
the Rosemont area, the surface water features should be inventoried on a quarterly basis to capture 
seasonal variability in the discharge (quantity) and chemistry (quality) of  water features. Based on this 
data, the features need to be classified as ephemeral or intermittent to assue that the proper water quality 
standards are applied (i.e. chronic standards for intermittent and acute standards for ephemeral water 
features). If features are ephemeral, storm water samples need to be collected to assess water quality 
relative to the applicable standards. Any exceedence of the standards as defined by the waters designated 
use (from the Arizona Administrative Code) should cause the mine design to be such that there are no 
discharges to any of the surface water features that could add to the total chemical load of the 
constituents(s) of concern.


Individual


7585 2 Water quality of surface water features typically have significant seasonal variability. In particular, surface 
water flows in intermittent to ephemeral drainages typically have high total dissolved solid (TDS) flushes 
following dry periods. These flushes need to be sampled to be assessed with respect to surface water 
standards to assure compliance to applicable standards. These flushes typically happen after the first 
monsoon rains.


Individual


7592 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


8808 4 and we just do not have the water, so I would be -- please keep in mind that our -- our, we're talking about 
building a water recycling plant for Tucson that would cost 400 million dollars in order to ensure drinking 
water in the future for people in Tucson while the Rosemont Mine would be pumping millions of gallons 
of water a day out of the ground water.  And I do think that the Federal government must keep in mind the 
requirements for water for the people that live down here.


Individual


10559 5 The impacts to the surface water  by mining operation is completely unacceptable.Organization


11068 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction.


Individual
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Rosemont Mine Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Geomorphic Study 
 


Scope of Work 
 
Study Purpose 
 
The purpose of the Rosemont Mine Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Geomorphic Study (Study) is to 
provide a comprehensive analysis of the hydrology, surface water hydraulics, sediment transport 
and channel stability found within the Davidson Canyon watershed.  The study will provide a 
solid understanding of existing conditions and probable changes to the watershed if the 
Rosemont mining operations occurred as planned.  Mining has been known to significantly 
disrupt surface and groundwater movement and the habitat dependent on the stability of those 
systems. Analyzing the existing conditions will establish the baseline for comparison of probable 
changes to the watershed, over time, with the mine’s proposed land use alterations.  This study is 
necessary to ensure continued public safety and habitat protection and provide information for 
the Environmental Impact Statement.  The analysis can also help to identify appropriate 
mitigation measures needed to protect the natural resources and public and private infrastructure 
downstream should the proposed mining operations occur. 
 
Study Description 
 
This scope of work is for professional engineering services necessary for the identification of 
existing hydrologic, hydraulic and geomorphic conditions in the area;  identification and 
quantification of changes to the hydrology, hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed 
as a result of the mining operations;  identification and quantification of changes to the 
hydrology, hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed as a result of  proposed action 
undertaken for mine closure; and identification and quantification of changes to the hydrology, 
hydraulics and geomorphology within the watershed which would be anticipated  several 
decades after the mine is closed and maintenance ceases on the remaining infrastructure.   
 
Location 
  
The Study area should, at a minimum, include all of the Davidson Canyon Watershed (including 
tributaries) to its confluence with Cienega Creek.  If however, any of the computer models used 
in the analysis reflect continued change between existing and proposed conditions at this 
confluence, then the analysis should extend further downstream to a logical conclusion.  
 
Study Categories and Tasks 
 
The Study has a number of tasks to be performed in several categories, including: 
 
I  Hydrology 


I a.  Existing Conditions Hydrologic Analysis  This task is to identify the various discharge 
values expected at strategic concentration points within the study area given current 
vegetation, soils, topographic relief, and adjusted for various spatial and temporal rainfall 
events. At a minimum, guidelines for establishment of concentration points should be where 
two washes converge and the smaller of the drainage areas equals or exceeds 20 acres. 







Rosemont Mine Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Geomorphic Study 
 


Utilization of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), HEC-HMS computer model with 
precipitation sources from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration XIV upper 
90% confidence interval to establish rainfall distribution patterns would be encouraged.  
Hydrologic modeling from seasonal rainfall events, to establish existing soil moisture 
conditions in the local vadose zone, through to the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) to 
analyze catastrophic flood and erosion hazards would be expected.   This would include, at a 
minimum, assessment of the four individual seasonal rains as well as the 1-year 1-hour 
storm, 2-year 1-hour storm, 5-year 1- and 3-hour storms, 10-year 1- and 3-hour storms, 25-
year 1-, 6-, and 24 hour storms, 50-year 1-, 6-, and 24 hour storms, 100-year 1-, 6-, and 24 
hour storms, 500-year 1-, 6-, 24-, and 72-hour storms, and the PMF.  Durations of six hours 
or less are to assume an SCS Type II distribution, while durations greater than six hours 
should assume an SCS Type 1 distribution storm.  Methods shall otherwise follow Pima 
County Regional Flood Control District Draft Technical Policy 018. 
 
I b. 20-years With Project Hydrology, Hydrologic Change Attributable to Mining Utilizing 
the hydrologic computer model developed in Task Ia (presumably HEC-HMS), the 
consultant will simulate the hydrologic changes in the watershed that would be expected if 
the mine is in full operation, 20 years after opening.  Model runs will include the return 
periods cited above and will require the same deliverables.  Compare the results from this run 
to the base line model established in Task Ia and document the changes.  Potential hydrologic 
changes that will be documented include but are not limited to changes in watershed area, 
changes in soil conditions, changes in vegetative cover, increased amount of impervious 
surfaces, flow path changes, changes to attenuation of flow resulting from retention and 
detention within the mine project site, and changes in flow duration and magnitude of 
perennial and intermittent watercourse reaches in the study area due to alteration of 
subsurface flows.   
 
I c. 10-years post project Hydrology  Utilizing the same hydrologic computer model 
(presumably HEC-HMS) with all of the flow events referenced in Task Ia, simulate the 
hydrologic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still 
maintained; ten years after closing.  Document all changes. 
 
I d. 100-years post project Hydrology  Utilizing the same hydrologic computer model 
(presumably HEC-HMS) with all of the flow events referenced in Task Ia, simulate the 
hydrologic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no 
maintenance occurring; 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. 
 


II  Soil Moisture 
II a.  Existing Conditions Continuous Simulation of Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration 
(ET) Continuous simulation modeling of the changes in soil moisture and ET should be 
undertaken using the HEC-HMS computer model to the existing conditions soil moisture and 
variability. Use daily soil moisture accounting using the 105 years of daily rainfall at 
University of Arizona to determine impact to soil moisture in riparian areas across the range 
of observed rainfall. Because the mine will be at a higher elevation than the University of 
Arizona, daily rainfall should be increased to account for the orographic effects noted in 
NOAA 14. The simulation should document all changes in soil moisture using the 105 years 
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of observed rainfall data to identify periods where soil moisture drops below the Permanent 
Wilting Point of riparian vegetation indicating the risk of loss of riparian vegetation and 
habitat.   
 
II b.  20-years With Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
if the mine is in full operations 20 years after opening. Potential hydrologic changes that will 
be documented include but are not limited to changes in watershed area, changes in soil 
conditions, changes in vegetative cover, increased amount of impervious surfaces, flow path 
changes, retention and detention within the mine, and changes in baseflows of perennial and 
semi perennial watercourses due to alterations of subsurface flows.  The analysis should 
compare results with the existing conditions simulation (Task IIa) to determine if periods of 
soil moisture below the Permanent Wilting Point become more frequent or extended, which 
will indicate an increased risk of loss of riparian vegetation and habitat.  
 
II c.  10-years Post Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
once the proposed mine is closed but is still maintained.  Document all changes and potential 
impacts to riparian vegetation and habitat. 
 
II d.  100-years Post Project Soil Moisture and Evapotranspiration   Utilizing the same model 
(HEC-HMS) developed above, simulate the soil moisture conditions that would be expected 
once the proposed mine is closed and there is no maintenance occurring; say 100 years after 
closing.  Document all changes and potential impacts to riparian vegetation and habitat. 
 


III  Hydraulics 
III a.  Existing Conditions Hydraulic Analysis  This task will identify the flow depths, 
velocities and floodplain delineations for various flow regimes expected along the 
downstream watercourse reaches. The various flow regimes discharges would be established 
from existing conditions hydrology as discussed in Task Ia.  Utilization of the USACE HEC-
RAS computer model with locally acceptable parameters on model variables such as 
roughness and expansion contraction for all of the rainfall events from seasonal to the PMF 
would be encouraged.  The hydraulic analysis shall determine the footprint of the inundated 
area for each of the rainfall events described in Task Ia.  Methods shall otherwise follow 
RFCD Draft Tech Policy 019. 
 
III b.  20-years With Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected if the mine is in full operations, 20 years after 
opening.  Compare the results from this run to the base line model established in Task IIIa 
and document the changes. Of particular importance is documenting the change in the 
frequency of overbank flows and velocity of channel flows.   
 
III c.  10-years Post Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still 
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maintained; ten years after closing.  Document all changes. Of particular importance is 
documenting the change in the frequency of overbank flows and velocity of channel flows.   
 
III d.  100-years Post Project Hydraulics Utilizing the same hydraulic computer model 
(presumably HEC-RAS) for all of the flow events referenced in Task IIIa simulate the 
hydraulic changes that would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no 
maintenance occurring; say 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. Of particular 
importance is documenting the change in the frequency of overbank flows and velocity of 
channel flows.   
 
III e.  Catastrophic Event  Under a “Worst Condition Scenario” (tailing dams at there tallest 
height, watershed under saturated condition and all reservoirs full) simulate dam breaks 
utilizing the USACE Dam Break (or compatible) computer model.  Document the impacts.    


 
IV  Geomorphology: Degradation/Aggradation 


IV a.  Existing Conditions Geomorphic Analysis  Existing Conditions Geomorphic Analysis 
is to establish a base line that simulates long term channel bed elevation changes 
(degradation/ aggradation) and lateral channel bank stability along Davidson Canyon Wash 
and appropriate tributaries under a without mine scenario.  The existing conditions shall 
determine the channel-maintaining sediment flux of bed-load and suspended load.  The 
assessment should be based on existing soils and surficial geologic mapping, interpretation of 
recent and historical aerial photographs and field investigations and modeled utilizing the 
USACE HEC-6 (or compatible) computer program.     
 
IV b.  20-years With Project Geomorphology  Utilizing the same geomorphic computer 
model (presumably HEC-6) developed in Task Three, simulate the geomorphic changes that 
would be expected if the mine is in full operations, 20 years after opening.  Compare the 
results from this run to the base line model established in Task IVa and document the 
changes.  Changes in degradation/aggradation and changes in timing and nature of the 
sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be specifically addressed.  
 
IV c.  10-years Post Project Geomorphology  utilizing the same geomorphic computer model 
(presumably HEC-6) developed in Task Three, simulate the geomorphic changes that would 
be expected once the proposed mine is closed but is still maintained; ten years after closing.  
Document all changes. Changes in degradation/aggradation and changes in timing and nature 
of the sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be specifically addressed.  
 
IVd.  100-years Post Project Geomorphology  Utilizing the same geomorphic computer 
model (presumably HEC-6) developed in Task IVa, simulate the geomorphic changes that 
would be expected once the proposed mine is closed and there is no maintenance occurring; 
say 100 years after closing.  Document all changes. Changes in degradation/aggradation and 
changes in timing and nature of the sediment fluxes of bed load and suspended shall be 
specifically addressed.  


 
 
Results and Deliverables 
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Based upon the above hydrologic, hydraulic, geomorphologic, and soil moisture analysis, access 
all adverse impacts anticipated as a result of the proposed mining operation and recommend 
measure to mitigate these impacts.  Note the with-project effects to on-site, adjacent, and 
downstream features or improvements including roads, culverts, habitat conditions, wildlife 
corridors, and/or any other public or private noteworthy features. 
 
Document procedures, justify parameters, explain any discrepancies, and summarize results.  
 
Electronic Data specifications should meet the Forest Service standards and needs for data use 
and possible follow-up modeling. Recommendations could include: 
 


• Final deliverables of the hydrologic data shall include digital line point and polygon 
features in ArcView shape file format.   


• Line files shall be for the stream length segments.  Attributes are to include stream length 
identification number from the HEC model, length, elevation change, slope, routing 
method used (if applicable) and comment field (if applicable). 


• Point files shall be for the discharge concentration points.  Attributes are to include 100-
year and 500-year discharge values, time to peak, location description and comment field if 
necessary.   


• Polygon files are to be for the watershed and sub-basin boundaries.  Attributes are to 
include drainage area, hydrologic basin factors and comment field if necessary. 
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Comments by Resource Category
Rosemont Copper Project EIS
Scoping Comments


Water Resources


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


1983 2 I'm concerned about the water that will be used for the sake of profit w/o consideration for the needs and 
rquirements of local residents.


Individual


1983 3 I'm concerned that the water quality will be destroyed by use and will affect local water tables.Individual


1983 4 I'm concerned that the water quality will be destroyed by use and will affect local water quality.Individual


Aquifer Quality


Record 
ID


Comment 
Number


Comment TextCommenter
Type


02


1 2 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses the quality (chemical mineralogical, biologcal) of any groundwater resources underlying the 
propose project or aquifers accessible to the project.


Individual


1 3 A large open pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains would cause water quality problems.


46 2 Can Augusta Resource Corporation be held to any water quality standards that can be enforced (by 
Federal, State, or Local) by Government?


Individual


63 3 What about the water quality. Water is a resource that must be protected. This mine will pollute the water. 
It will also waste precious water all in the name of quick profit and short term jobs.


Individual


134 8 There are major questions and problems regarding impacts on water, wells, watershed, groundwater in 
purity and contamination.


160 7 Independent original studies must be undertaken to produce for the Forest Service valid and reliable 
empirical data concerning the Mine’s impact on the quality of regional surface water and groundwater 
sufficient and necessary for developing the Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter “EIS”) and 
demonstrating compliance with the Regional National Forest Service Policy on Groundwater.


160 11 COMMENT 1B: THE EXTENT THAT DEWATERING OF THE MINE’S PIT WILL ALTER THE 
LOCATIONS, LEVELS, AND/OR QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE REGION REMAINS 
UNDETERMINED.


160 32 In a major case-study research report - "Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock 
Mines: The Reliability of Predictions in Environmental Impact Statements" - Kuipers & Associates 
concluded that there are chronic underestimates of water quality problems in Environmental Impact 
Statements on hardrock mines. For example, of the 25 mines sampled      76% polluted groundwater or 
surface water severely enough to exceed water quality standards;  77% of those which exceeded surface 
water quality standards, did so despite predicting that mitigation would result in compliance;     73% of 
those which exceeded groundwater quality standards, did so despite predicting that mitigation would 
result in compliance;    93% of the mines near groundwater with elevated potential for acid drainage or 
contaminant leaching, exceeded water quality standards; of those mines that did develop acid drainages, 
89% predicted that they would not;        Of the mines that exceeded water quality standards, toxic heavy 
metals such as lead, mercury, cadmium, copper, nickel or zinc exceeded standards at 63% of mines.


181 3 If a new source of water is required will its quality and purity be consistent with my current groundwater?


182 4 What will the quality of my water be compared to what it was before Rosemont operations began?


184 6 If the mine closes are there going to be funds put in a trust to cover the expense of having a well dug 
deeper, if the well no longer produces water is Augusta going to pipe or truck water to me, and what 
quality will the water be because right now I have EXCELLENT water.


1523 2 I am concerned about water depletion levels if this mine is allowed. The water table in Green Valley has 
been dropping for years and the cubic feet of water projected for this mine must have a negative affect on 
the quality of water in Green Valley.


Individual


1550 2 and quality.Individual


1553 2 How will it affect water qualityIndividual
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1558 6 and quality of the water thoughout the stateIndividual


1571 4 The quality of water will be bad.Individual


1575 1 I am concerned about the impact of any mining/development in the Green Valley area that affects our 
water. (potable)


Individual


1592 9 "down stream"water qualityIndividual


1595 1 water, what is the impact on our water deficit in our aquiferIndividual


1595 2 water; will this further polute our acquiferIndividual


1599 4 I live in Sahuarita Heights near the Rosemont wells and am greatly concerned about permanent damage to 
the aquifer.


Individual


1611 7 I believe the Rosemont Copper Project would negatively impact: Water quality in the areas downstream 
of the mine and its tailings despite efforts to contain toxic materials.


Individual


1618 7 Water quality loss will cost more than Arizona will gain.Individual


1620 2 My primary concerns are:
polution of ground water


Individual


1622 4 Water- we must not endanger under ground streams!Individual


1627 2 What assurances do you have to prevent ground water contamination like in Green Valley?Individual


1651 3 What about chemicals used by the mine: seeps into the ground water and how does that affect our wells; 
maybe the mine should have to pay to have our well water tested once or twice a year.


Individual


1658 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


1659 1 Concerns: Water quality, scenery, water use.Individual


1660 5 Water quality.Individual


1675 4 I have lived in Vail since I was 4 and it has always been a good place to live. Fresh air, beautiful scenery, 
and clean good water for everyone, but now all this is threatened.


Individual


1698 1 I'm concerned with quality +quantity of our water; Air Quality (I have asthma)Individual


1702 3 I am concerned about air quality, water use and quality, environmental degradation loss of our pristine 
wilderness, and our future quality of life.


Individual


1708 3 Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure, all of District 30, are 
concerned about how the operation could impact the quality of the water supply.


Organization


1709 2 The mine will be 400-1500 feet below the bottom of my well. I see no analysis that assures my  water and 
water quality will be protected.


Individual


1709 9 In general I do not see any commitment to maintain the view, water, and water quality, air quality, might 
sky darkness and the quiet of my property.


Individual


1716 2 Water, quantity + quality How long will it take to use all the water in the aquaifer if this is where the mine 
plans to get water for mening?


Individual


1731 7 I am concerned for our night skies, for our air quality, for our water quality if there is any water remaining 
to measure for purity.


Organization
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1748 10 The Mine's operation will deleteriously affect:
Well water safety and water table


Organization


1754 1 How will the infusion of CAP water (recharge) to the aquifer affect the quality of the drinking water in the 
Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sauharita and Green Valley?


Individual


1758 2 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from infusion of CAP water to the aquifer (recharge) on the quality of the drinking water?


Individual


1808 1 I am fearful of what the mine would do to the qaulity of water in the aquifer. As we all know from past 
experiences all mines of this type eventually pollute and contaminate the surrounding groundwater. No 
matter what safegards are required and taken sooner or later the groundwater is compromised.


Individual


1814 1 My questions concern the quality of our water supplyIndividual


1857 2 Throughout history mines have been notorious for polluting ground water. The mining process unearths 
carcinogens and toxins that inevitably leach in to the ground water creating an unacceptable risk to area 
residents and livestock. Once the water has been polluted it is nearly impossible to reverse the situation. 
There remains a Super Fund site in the Patagonia Mountains even today, the remains from an abandoned 
mining operation. People living in the area of the Rosemont mine and all along that watershed should not 
be afraid to drink water from their well (which currently is pure) nor, if they can afford it, should they be 
forced to install elaborate filtration systems to protect themselves and their families from the effects of 
this open pit copper mine.


Individual


1879 9 The potential impacts of ground water pollution have not been assessed, but the current discovery of 
mercury and lead pollution in nearby Pena Blanca Lake traced to mining activity is a small indication of 
the kind of long range, even permanent, damage from a mining operation which would be much larget 
than the previous operations in the area.


Individual


1892 7 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


1892 10 Secondly, water in this basin is among the cleanest in Southern Arizona. This upper basin currently has 
no major sources of any of the groundwater contaminants that impact humans and wildlife in other areas, 
and the lower basin is nearly as clean. Furthermore, studies estimate that the Cienega basin contributes as 
much as 20% of the total annual recharge of the Tucson Basin aquifer used by over a million people.


Organization


1914 3 We are deeply concerned about the effects the proposed mine will have on water quality.Individual


1917 3 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water qualityIndividual


1943 1 Water issues concern me a great deal -- both quantity + quantity.Individual


1945 3 This project, which is incompatible would cause both water quality.Individual


1946 3 This project, which is incompatible would cause both water quality.Individual


1953 11 Another major concern is the change in the quality of the water.  The EPA reports that 40 +- million 
pounds of toxins were used in Arizona mining in '05.  A fraction of this amount going into our 
groundwater couldn't be safe for people.  Green Valley and Suaharita are rapidly growing areas that need 
good quality water.  Leaching pollutants into groundwater that ends up in our taps is a bad idea.


Individual


1956 2 "Priceless" is the value of the high quality water they will consume, needed for the residents of the area.Individual


1964 9 Over the long term, is it likely that an open pit copper mine will lead to an improvement or deterioration 
in the water local people drink?


Individual


1968 3 the negative impact the proposed mine will have on water quality in the national forestIndividual


1974 3 Water quality & demand on water supplyIndividual


2088 3 Considering loss of water quality it is unfathomable that another copper mine would even be considered.Individual
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2149 4 We are concerned that we are compromising the water quality in the region for an enterprise that cannot 
return to use the quality of life that it will take away with the ore it finds.


Individual


2150 4 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this, who will bear the cost of this continuous testing?


Individual


2150 5 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this, what will be done when this contamination is detected?


Individual


2150 7 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisioned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly though rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continuously to 
detect this. Will the mine supply good quality water into our homes for free? for the whole Davidson 
Canyon area? There are at least 50 households within 2 miles of us that will be affected and that is a small 
part of the Davidson Canyon area.


Individual


2187 4 The overpumping of water would be very damaging to the Coronado Forest and to the Santa Rita 
Mountains.


Individual


2214 16 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quality?


Individual


2218 9 Over the long term, is it likely that an open pit copper mine will lead to an improvement or deterioration 
in the water local people drink?


Individual


2235 3 Would the water brought in be equal to the quality of water we hnow have? Our water now is 
EXCELLENT!


Individual


2238 4 Rosemont has stated at separate meetings that it has tested the water from its wells for radiologicals and 
that the CAP water tests are known; and, that it has not tested the water from its wells, as there is no need 
to test, or get a base-liner water characterization.


Individual


2250 4 I currently have water at a depth of 740' with a well total depth of 810'. The cost to drill my well was 
$38,000 and I hope you can assure that my well is protected from contamination or degradtion in any way 
as a result of mining activity.


Individual


2251 4 I currently have water at a depth of 740' with a well total depth of 810'. The cost to drill my well was 
$38,000 and I hope you can assure that my well is protected from contamination or degradtion in any way 
as a result of mining activity.


Individual


2273 3 As environmentalists and appreciators of unspoiled landscapes, we are concerned that the mine will 
impact water quality of small communities like Elgin, Sonoita and Patagonia.


Individual


2279 1 If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley) residents will have enough groundwater of the quality they enjoy today 
(6/22/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative impacts can be 
suitably corrected then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine should be denied 
their request to use Fores Service land. The Forest Service has then satisfied its motto "Caring for the land 
and serving people" and can move on to more productive projects benefiting the majority of people it 
serves.


Individual
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2389 1 I am concerned about the water quality being effected by the Rosemont mine. The main water supply for 
the mine is projected to originate from the west side of the Santa Rita Mts., but the open pit will be at 
such extreme depth that evacuation wells will have to be placed at bottom depths to discharge water from 
springs, seepages and water bearing fissures. The location of the pit means that this would be a substantial 
drain on Cienaga watershed.


Individual


2389 7 Will a complete exhaustive hydrology report be done on BOTH watersheds, so that a base line can be 
developed for water quality?


Individual


2423 6 The project will devastate a water quality in that area which is occupied by a million arizonans- what then?Individual


2449 7 Damage To: would be devastating
d. water table & its quality


Individual


2468 12 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2475 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


2479 3 As the County Supervisor representing the district in Santa Cruz County most likely to be impacted by 
this proposal, I have grave concerns regarding the potentially negative impacts upon water quality and 
quantity.


Government


2489 3 In particular, the Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from contamination from leaks, spills, and runoff 
represents an enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds 
key to supplying Tucson and surrounding areas.


Organization


2512 11 An environmental engineer from Phoenix who manages construction sites throughout Arizona, confirmed 
for me that there are organisms being released into the air now, that heretofore have been 
unrecognized….seeminly in herent solely to this desert. There are studies being done to ascertain how 
much humans, etc are being impacted.
Can Augusta provide assurance that further mining will not be responsible for further compromising the 
health of our citizens and our animals via increased contamination of our water supply….quality


Individual


2522 1 Aside from all of the environmental hazards, particularly the release of chemicals into our water supply in 
an arid land


Individual


2527 13 The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the groundwater to mitigate the water losses of 
the aquifer.  However, the quality of the recharge requires some very careful considerations with respect 
to the chemical and microbiological parameters.  The origins of recharge water are not quite clear, but if 
they are from Colorado River as one apocryphal comment suggests, then there is a question of agricultural 
return flows causing this recharge water to be high in salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Individual


2529 2 Second.  What pollution may occur, if any, on those domestic water resources from the mining and 
processing operations as proposed by the applicant or any possible changes in those operations over the 
anticipated 20 years of operation of the mine?  What conditions will be imposed on the applicant to cover 
the potential for pollution of our water resources to assure that we and our animals are protected from 
personal injury and potential loss and replacement of safe drinking water


Individual


2553 1 We do not want the same water quality problems that Green Valley is experiencing at this time.Individual
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2592 41 It is stated in the MPO (Section 2.3.2.4) that "seepage water from the waste rock storage areas will not 
exhibit elevated concentration of metals and major ions". It seems unlikely that seepage from the waste 
rock will be the same as current groundwater and rainfall runoff at the site because the large amount of 
unoxidized material that will be exposed to surface conditions will have significant surface area for 
leaching due to its broken condition. The EIS needs to evaluate means for ensuring that seepage from the 
waste rock pile in no way modifies the quality of existing ground and surface water resources.


Individual


2592 47 The MPO does not discuss the water quality of CAP water. Sulfate concentrations in CAP water exceed 
250 milligrams per liter, the secondary standard for drinking water. The EIS needs to evaluate the impact 
of recharging water with sulfate in excess of the secondary drinking water standard and elevated 
concentrations of other mineral constituents. Alternatives such as treatment or direct use should be 
considered.


Individual


2592 49 There is no discussion of the water quality of flows expected to overtop the compliance point dam or 
discussion of the contributing sources to flow at the dam.


Individual


2592 51 The EIS should evaluate alternative to prevent impacts to groundwater from the tailings facility. For 
example, the tailings facility should be lined to prevent impacts to groundwater by sulfate and tract 
metals. The MPO carefully selected the word "minimize" rather than "eliminate" to describe controls on 
storm water runon and infiltration where by water will percolate through the tailings, leach chemicals 
from the tiling, and transport the chemicals into the groundwater table seepage.


Individual


2592 57 The MPO should ensure that prior to any ground disturbance there is a sufficient period of groundwater 
monitoring to provide adequate statistical characterization of water quality parameter during different 
seasons and recharge conditions.  The APP program typically requires a minimum of eight (8) quarters of 
groundwater monitoring on which to establish alert levels.


Individual


2593 80 Other concerns that should be addressed include:
-How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface and groundwater in the area?
-Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
-How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


2593 125 Will the quarterly groundwater quality monitoring results and the annual monitoring report to Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality be available for public review?
How would this information be made available to the public?
How long after mine closure would the groundwater be monitored?
What are the constituents that would be monitored for?
Who would select the lab that does the water quality analysis?


Organization


2599 32 Much previous public comment on this proposed project has focused on the pumping of 5,00-8,000 AF of 
groundwater each year from wells in the Sahuarita area to supply the mine's need for process water, and 
on Augusta's promise of a "sustainable" approach to its water use by facilitating a CAP extension and 
recharge of 105% of the water it will pump out back into the aquifer.  According to Augusta, "at the end 
of the mining project, Rosemont will have added more available water than it will use, leaving a 59% net 
water gain in the community."  This "sustainable" approach, however, fails to account for 3 major factors: 
that the quality of the recharged CAP water is substantially lower than that of the groundwater it will be 
using to process ore.


Individual


2599 35 Both reports point out that further study is needed to fully determine impacts of Rosemeont Mine to water 
resources on both sides of the Santa Ritas, and Pima County has requested that the Forest Service 
commission this work.  As water has replaced copper as the most valuable mineral in the state of Arizona, 
these independent studies must be completed before a credible draft EIS can be developed.


Individual


2604 4 Groundwater pollution from mine operation - the chemical byproducts from mine processing of ore 
should not be released into the ground without treatment that will bring it to potable standards.


Individual


2607 4 Additionally we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the water quality of the 
adjacent Cienega Basin


Business
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2617 2 We own and live on 34 acres just a few miles north of the proposed Rosemont mine and are deeply 
concerned with the devestating effect that this project would have on: our precious water supply - its 
quality


Individual


2617 10 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project, in quality


Individual


2617 16 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepage into groundwaterIndividual


2619 2 When my well becomes toxic on the East side of the Santa Ritas - Who Will be paying for my delivery of 
water? My family - All Law abiding American citizens or the Canadian owned Mining Company.


Individual


2622 5  Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure have raised serious 
concerns about how the the operation could impact the quality of the water supply.


Individual


2629 1 We want to express our opposition to the Rosemont Mine based on the following considerations: 1) There 
is insufficient water available for another mine in our area even with an extended pipeline.


Individual


2633 3 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. limited 
supply of water


Individual


2637 4 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also quality 
of  water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to continue.


Individual


2667 3 We have a small well which gives us 100 gal of clear, clean, delicious water everyday. The water reaches 
us from the south. I have no doubt that these mining activities would soon pollute our well. [Well# 55-
63449 Township 17, Range 16S, Sec 3E Pima Co Book 305, Map 40, Parcel 0170]


Individual


2671 14 Additionally, I am concerned about water quality in these aquifers.  Although chemical processing is 
proposed to be done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metals from 
these areas and associated waste ponds.  Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of 
residual chemical and metal oxides subject to runoff from the dry tailings piles.  I am concerned about the 
long term effect of this runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the groundwater.  
This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 years or 
more.  Tucson has existed longer than this and will be here for long into the future as will the source 
contaminants.  The future value of the quantity and quality of these aquifers should not be underestimated.


Individual


2671 17 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time.  Please estimate for 
long term (>200 years) effects.  Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
containments being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain ersosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers.  Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below).  Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


How will the negative value of these effects be considered in the economic viability analysis.


Individual


2675 25 Their potential for release to the groundwater should be especially closeley monitored, as should the 
hazardous waste removal process.


Individual


2677 54 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government
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2680 3 How will the mine affect the quality and quantity in my well? No one really knows how much water we're 
sitting on, but with my current water table at 380 feet I suspect there may not be enough to accommodate 
the Rosemont Mine and residential properties in the area. How will the mining operation affect the quality 
of my water?


Individual


2686 1 My main concern is water.Individual


2686 4 The mine plans to operate twenty-four hours a day (think also of light and noise pollution here, as there 
are people living close to the mine), and they plan to use approximately 6000 acre feet of water per year, 
for the twenty years (somewhere in the neighborhood of three to four thousand gallons per minute). The 
loss of this much ground water would affect all of us - not just Vail, Cienega Creek and other nearby 
residential areas. The wells of all those living close to the mine would dry up. They are already being 
affected by a test well Rosemont has dug.


Individual


2686 6 The corporation has talked about bringing in CAP water - water which has been allocated already to 
maintain population growth in the area as our ground water becomes depleted - so that probably can't 
happen.


Individual


2688 5 Along with our concerns about water quantity, we are also fearful for the quality of our water.Organization


2698 41 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited groundwater to the Augusta mine?


Business


2711 4 The proposed project would likely affect water qualityIndividual


2726 41 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited groundwater to the Augusta mine?


Business


2728 5 It would create toxic by-products that would damage the environment and potentially poison the water 
table.


Individual


2729 5 Along with our concerns about water quantity, we are also fearful for the quality of our water.Organization


2732 5 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the wells in the area.


Individual


2735 5 There is not enough water for this mine. And it will destroy the aquifer in the whole area.Individual


2736 5 What will be the impact on both quality  of the groundwater  at the mine extraction areas?Government


2736 25 CAP water is not the same quality as groundwater.  What is the effect of replenshing the aquifer with 
CAP water in the aquifer in the short and long term?


Government


2736 28  How will mining activities impact the aquifer?Government


2742 4 My husband and I have read the pros and cons of the project. We came to the conclusion that pollution ( 
water) are serious concerns and we don’t have the answers to these problems. Just because copper is at an 
all-time high should not make us nervous and antsy to jump into un-researched other potential problems 
for the sake of jobs or revenue. These decisions have long-term ramifications in themselves… some of 
which there is no turning back.


Individual


2745 7 The public is VERY concerned about the significant impact on water resources this action will have on 
their  water purity in the Santa Cruz Valley including Green Valley and Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, 
Marana, and in the vicinity of the mine operations.


Individual


2760 11 The EIS should describe the applicable state-adopted, EPA-approved water quality standards, including 
beneficial uses, and discuss each alternative's compliance with these standards. The EIS should describe 
and discuss the permits that would be required by State and Federal agencies for water resources related 
to the project.


Government
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2763 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality,


Individual


4474 2 The truth is there are plenty of wastelands in the Southwest, including in Arizona that have undiscovered 
metals.  These wastelands are appropriate for modern-day mining.  For modern mining has created a 
plethora of environmental problems, and all of them exist here in Pima County.  Water depletion,


Individual


5012 15 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
- Recharging low-quality CAP water in Green Valley would not only degrade high-quality groundwater 
over time, but could also drive the Phelps Dodge pollution plume into Green Valley at a faster rate.


Organization


5280 4 Environmental impacts not adequately addressed:
Effects on water quality


Individual


5285 3 Like most citizens my primary concerns center on quantity and quality of water, regional economy, 
including tourism, and vegetation and wildlife.


Individual


6721 3 Although the mine itself is not situated within our area jurisdiction, we nevertheless share Pima County's 
concerns to the environmental and economic impacts such an operation may have in their county.  In 
particular, we acknowledge Pima County's concern for the adverse impacts that hard rock mining has had 
on surface and groundwater quality in other areas, and feel that the risk of degrading our precious water 
resources are not worth the benefits.


Individual


6726 12 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6752 1 As farmers and stewards of the land we know that the value of land and the value of water are 
inseparable.  We can all relate to the fact that water is the essential item for all of us to survive.  And we're 
very blessed in the Santa Cruz Valley to have high quality ground water.


FICO  has grave concerns about the Rosemont proposal.  To consider using high quality ground water 
displays poor judgement, bad leadership, and would be a bad political decision.


Business


6752 5 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality,


Business


6775 1 We already know that the quality of our water is greatly diminished in Green Valley, to the point that the 
existing mines have had to build or dig new wells for us.  There's no reason to believe that that sulfate 
plume is ever going to stop.


Individual


6775 12 Ultimately if we lose our water we're going to have an economic impact on all of us.  The value of our 
houses will greatly diminish. Our quality of life will diminish. So for 19 years of production what do we 
have to look forward to; reduced quality of life, reduced water availability, reduced quality of water,


Individual


6783 2 I am concerned at this point about the effect of the mine on the Cienega Creek drainage, whether in 
quantity or quality, because it's in the Cienega Creek drainage basin -- Cienega Creek runs north towards 
the Rincons, and it turns west and changes its name to Pantano Wash.


Individual


6783 4 Now some of the main wells of the Spanish Trail Water Company, that provides my water and that of 
pretty much everybody in Rincon Valley, the well is in the underflow of Pantano Wash.  If it doesn't keep 
getting replenished from Cienega Creek, or if the replenishment is the kind of acid water my mother lived 
with in a mining town, where you washed your sheets and they turned yellow from the minerals in the 
water, I think we have a problem.


Individual


6825 2 I am off scenic Highway 83, off of Old Sonoita Highway. I'm told I'm on the plume side. The dry tailings 
are going to be taking up three of the major contributaries for the Davidson Canyon where I get my ater, 
my well. So if any water gets through, I will either be dried up on my side or contaminated.


Individual
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6834 10 What are the basic pros and cons of the Rosemont mine?
There could be a devastating impact on our water quality as well if there are any noxious chemical leaks, 
and we all know that many noxious chemicals are used in the copper mining process.


Individual


6858 1 The upper Santa Cruz aquifer sustains approximately 60,000 people, nearly 5,000 acres of orchards, 
thousands of acres of ranches and other farms, the existing three mines in our area, and a multi-billion 
dollar annual tourism and housing industry.


Rosemont is proposing to take our high-quality groundwater and use it not for drinking water, not for 
growing food, but for tailings waste disposal.


Individual


6882 7 And what assurance will be provided that our water remains safe to drink and use?Individual


6895 4 Assessment of the second issue listed in the NOI, "Effects on the quality and availability of surface water 
and groundwater resources" should account for the possible continuation of current southwestern drought 
conditions over the lifetime of the mine, along with projected growth of demand by other water users in 
the affected area.


Individual


6921 3 Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?Individual


6940 5 Rosemont Tailings Siting Study (Vector)


Figure 11 and text


p. 11, 3.4.4 claims that water quality is a top concern (weighted 9).  Yet there will be no engineered or 
designed permeability barrier installed to prevent downward migration of fluids from the tailings into the 
underlying soils (see photos at end of Tailings Siting Study and section 3.7.2, p. 23) and to underlying 
groundwater systems.


Individual


6952 2 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


1. The water table in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is already declining at the rate of 
4 to 6 feet per year.  I do not believe that there will be sufficient CAP water to recharge the aquifer and 
offset the mine's use of water.  I am skeptical of Rosemont's claims that it will use new techniques that 
reduce the amount of water needed for its operations.  I do not want this area to be the proving grounds 
for these techniques.


Individual


6975 4 The Ground water at all levels must be analyzed for quality and proper precautions when drilling   in 
order to avoid spreading possible contamination from previous mining.


Individual


6987 2 My only suggestion would be to strengthen the soil erosion control and monitoring aspects to be more 
protective of surface water quality and air quality.


Individual


7042 2 I doubt that the groundwater will be left uncontaminated.Individual


7044 3 What purification system are you going to put in place to render the water free from all chemical residue 
before it goes into the aquifer from the tailing store on government land?


Individual


7045 2 We live just SW of the Sierrita mine nin Green Valley, AZ.  Water usage at the Sierrita mine is already 
contributing to a degradation in the quality and quantity of the ground water in Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7045 6 Moreover, it is reported our water table is already dropping 2' - 4' per year from, predominately, the 
current mining and agricultural uses.  Meawhile, commercial and residential development is proceeding 
with no end in sight.  The Rosemont mine proposes to draw additional water from the Santa Cruz river 
basin for mining.  In our view this will adversely affect the water availability to present and future new 
residents and businesses  in the San Cruz river valley, further  degrade the quality of the water that is 
available,


Individual


7046 3 What purification system are you going to put in place to render the water free from all chemical residue 
before it goes into the aquifer from the tailing store on government land?


Individual
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7048 6 How will the surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, 
downstream from the mine site be impacted from the mine?


Individual


7067 12 7. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect surface water samples from the 
Davidson Canyon watershed and adjacent areas, which may be directly impacted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Project. This study is designed to document existing levels of potential contaminants 
that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.
 8. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect water samples from water wells in 
the Davidson Canyon watershed and adjacent areas, which may be directly impacted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Project. This study is designed to document existing levels of potential contaminants 
that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.


Individual


7067 13 9. As a part of detailed pre-mine geochemical baseline study, collect stream sediment samples from 
streams draining the Davidson Canyon watershed.  This study is designed to document existing levels of 
potential contaminants that may be present prior to commencement of proposed operations.


Individual


7072 8 We do not need 500 outside jobs, and 200 trucks per day, and a permanently spoiled water system.Individual


7088 40 The proposed Rosemont Mine in the northeastern Santa Rita Mountains may have substantial harmful 
effects on the streams that drain the mountains, as well as on the region's most important sources of fresh, 
potable water - the groundwater aquifers of the Santa Cruz River Valley and the Cienega Basin.  Augusta 
wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega 
Creek watershed.


Organization


7101 8 WATER CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT [Page 40]
Most recently, environmental issues have come to the forefront of tailings impoundment design, with 
special concerns over the quality of effluent and seepage from tailings impoundments, both to ground 
water and surface water. This concern has lead to both an increase in treatment of especially toxic tailings 
effluent prior to discharge and more effort toward total containment of the tailings water within the 
impoundment. The latter effort (i.e., containment) is a challenge that has not been overcome: according to 
Vick* (1990), some methods of seepage control are more effective than others; however, "'Zero 
discharge,' even with the use of impoundment liners, remains an elusive goal."
*Vick, S.G. 1990. Planning, Design and Analysis of Tailings Dams. BiTech Publishers Ltd.


Individual


7116 4 THERE SHOULD BE IN PLACE RULES OF PROCEDURE THAT WOULD ESTABLISH A FAIR 
,UNBIASED THIRD PARTY ARBITRATION. THIS WOULD DETERMINED FAIR 
COMPENSATION FOR HOME OWNERS AND THEIR PROPERTY; WHO WOULD BE 
DISPLACED BY MINE OPERATIONS, AIR , NOISE, WATER POLLUTION , WELL GOING DRY 
OR HEALTH REASONS. THESE HEALTH CONSERNS WOULD NOT NECESSARILY PREEXIST 
AND COULD MANIFEST THEMSELVES AFTER OPERATIONS STARTED.


Individual


7117 18 Historically, the government and the mining entities have underestimated the significant and negative 
impacts of mining on water quality (See Comparison of Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock 
Mines: The Reliability of Predictions in Environmental Impact Statements by Kuipers & Associates, 
2006.) They found that 76% of the groundwater and surface water polluted by mines exceeded surface 
water quality standards and 73% exceeded groundwater quality standards despite the predictions that the 
mitigation measures would result in compliance.


Organization


7117 39 There are significant negative and unmitigable impacts of this proposed copper mine on the resources of 
the Coronado National Forest. They include impacts to water quality and quantity, impacts to wildlife, 
and impacts to recreation, among many others.


Organization


7126 6 Further, I am extremely concerned about impacts to water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek. It is extremely short-sighted and ludicrous to allow the use of our very limited high 
quality ground water for such an operation.


Individual
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7134 22 Another specific issue which is conspicuously absent from the materials submitted by Rosemont Copper 
Company relating to its proposed water use is the potential migration of an underground sulfate plume 
from a nearby Phelps Dodge (now Freeport McMoran) mine. CNF should be aware that in the immediate 
area proposed by Rosemont Copper Company  for the extraction of groundwater, the Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) has a consent decree with Phelps Dodge regarding a sulfate plume that 
is a result of historic mining operations on lands located to the west of the FICO property. See Mitigation 
Order on Consent Decree, In the Matter of Phelps Dodge Sierrita Mine located at 6200 W. Duval Mine 
Road, Green Valley, Arizona, June 2006. The sulfate plume in question is also located west of FICO 
lands, and would be subject to mitigation based upon any changes to groundwater flows.


FICO has been cooperating with Phelps Dodge to monitor this sulfate plume. Based on FICO's 
understanding of what has been submitted by Rosemont Copper company to date, the additional proposed 
pumping to occur along the eastern side of Sahuarita may very well exacerbate the mitigation of the 
sulfate plume from the Phelps Dodge mine, pull that plume further east into that portion of the aquifer 
that FICO and Green Valley rely on for potable water, and cause other potential negative effects to the 
local environment.


Business


7143 3 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources.


Organization


7143 9 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources. 
This affects us as residents and landowners in many ways. Not only is the water quantity and quality for 
us and our migratory and resident wildlife affected, but all our livelihoods and property values that 
depend on water.


Organization


7150 17 Surface Water Protection
Surface water quality standards are based on the state-adopted beneficial uses of the surface water. These 
are defined and classified in the Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1. 
Most of the surface waters directly impacted by the proposed project are ephemeral waters that carry 
aquatic & wildlife ephemeral water and partial body contact designed uses and associated standards. 
However, discharges to surface waters flowing north and east may result in impacts to both Cienega 
Creek and to 
Davidson Canyon Creek. Cienega Creek is protected under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law as an 
outstanding resource water. Additionally, Davidson Canyon Creek is expected to receive an outstanding 
resource water designation under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law by this Fall. As outstanding 
resource waters, these surface waters are protected from any degradation of existing water quality. Both 
Cienega and Davidson Canyon Creeks are perennial surface waters and carry the following designated 
uses and associated standard found in AAC Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1:


Cienega Creek                            aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


Davidson Canyon Creek           aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


In order to facilitate our review of the EIS, it should identify potential impacts caused directly, indirectly 
and cumulatively to Arizona surface waters and what steps will be taken by the project proponent and the 
Forest Service to ensure the applicable and appropriate water quality standards will be met and 
maintained if the project goes forward.


Government


7151 2 Background
Augusta Resource Corporation/Rosemont Copper is proposing to use approximately 3,330 acres of public 
land for the chemical laden wastes from their mine. This will forever alter the landscape and threaten the 
water resources of southern Arizona for the foreseeable future. The company is planning to leave an open 
pit over a mile wide by nearly 3,000 feet deep that will collect water over time, threatening our ground 
water quality.


Organization
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7151 51 How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of existing springs, ephemerals, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?


Organization


7152 4 According to Rosemont's own website, "Rosemont will be one of the largest copper mines in the United 
States." How can this NOT impact the environment, the water supply and its quality, the scenic beauty 
and recreational values, and the wildlife?
Breathing, air quality, light pollution for Mt. Hopkins Observatory must be given high priority.


Individual


7153 2 We request that you research and answer the following questions during your evaluation process. 
WATER
(1) How will the surface water quality and quantity be protected for all of the contiguous and outlying 
areas such as Corona de Tucson, Vail, Sahuarita, Green Valley, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?
(2) How will the Rosemont Copper Mine prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from 
being depleted, and will the landowners be compensated?


Individual


7155 8 The effect on air and water quality of the numerous toxic materials produced by such a mine must be 
analyzed in the context of historical failures to control such substances, the absolute lack of any track 
record for Augusta in managing such a mine, and the inherent risks to the region's human and natural 
environment when the inevitable escape of such materials occurs.


Organization


7161 3 Water supply fo the mine is to be taken from the Sahuarita with recharge from CAP. I have concerns 
about the affects on the upper Cienega aquifer levels There is the potential also for escape of metals and 
chemicals from drainage into the open pit which in turn can affect the run-off into Davidson Canyon, 
which connects to Tanque Verde wash and ultimately the Rillito in Tucson. This would have a serious 
and long reaching negative impact on our ability to use groundwater upon which Tucson and neightboring 
areas are dependant upon.


Individual


7162 8 But just as important as ensuring sufficient water quantity, the mine's potential impacts on water quality 
must also be thoroughly addressed in the EIS. According to the MPO, the proposed Rosemont Copper 
Mine will be larger than the Berkeley pit in Butte Montana, closed copper mine that became one of the 
nation's largest superfund sites. When mining operations creased at the Berkeley Pit, groundwater and 
drainage flowed into the mine, reacted with the surrounding minerals and created an artificial lake with 
highly acidic and heavy metal laden water.


Individual


7163 28 What are the foreseeable impacts to adjacent land owner's well levels, and potential impacts to water 
quantify, quality and the sustainability of communities, agricultural practices, etc?


Organization


7163 31 How will mine waste discharges flowing from the Santa Cruz River tributaries (Davidson Canyon, the 
Pantano Wash, Rillito River) be regulated under the Clean Water Act? Will they be able to comply with 
the strict standards required by the CWA? (see Pollution Section for further discussion).


Organization


7175 11 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7176 4 Similarly, the pertetual impacts of groundwater evaporation from the pit lake likely to result from the 
porposed action must be addressed - both the quantity of groundwater lost through evaporation, and the 
resultant impact on water quality.


Individual


7181 9 8. If the groundwater to the east of the Santa Rita's becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, 
will the water for all of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources 
guarantee they will pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Individual
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7186 5 Safe Drinking Water Act of 1975. 43 U.S.C. SS 300f et seq.
The Act requires that national health standards be established for water quality in public water systems. 
The Act sets drinking water standards and standards applicable to public water systems. A mine would 
have to comply with the Act if it provides water to more that 15 service connections or if the system 
regularly services at least 25 individuals on a daily basis, including miners, 60 days out of the year. The 
Act also provides for the protection of underground drinking water resources.
Question
Again we are discussing water. How is this mine going to comply when they are in the headwaters of the 
Davidson Wash?


Individual


7192 7 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


7192 10 Secondly, water in this basin is among the cleanest in Southern Arizona. This upper basin currently has 
no major sources of any of the groundwater contaminants that impact humans and wildlife in other areas, 
and the lower basin is nearly as clean. Furthermore, studies estimate that the Cienega basin contributes as 
much as 20% of the total annual recharge of the Tucson Basin aquifer used by over a million people.


Organization


7201 3 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity
Water quality


Organization


7202 11 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will contamination be 
controlled and who will be responsible for such control? What is the impact on the water flow and quality 
of water, vegetation, and wildlife in the Cienega Creek area?


Individual


7253 80 Other concerns that should be addressed include:
-How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface and groundwater in the area?
-Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
-How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


7253 125 Will the quarterly groundwater quality monitoring results and the annual monitoring report to Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality be available for public review?
How would this information be made available to the public?
How long after mine closure would the groundwater be monitored?
What are the constituents that would be monitored for?
Who would select the lab that does the water quality analysis?


Organization


7261 3 Her main concern was water quantity and quality, but she was also concerned about scenic values, 
airborne dust, and foreign involvement, especially the investment by Sumitomo.


Individual


7297 18 (d) Groundwater recharge waters. The plan contains a laudable idea of recharging some of the 
groundwater to mitigate the water losses of the aquifer. However, the quality of the recharge requires 
some very careful considerations with respect to the chemical and microbiological parameters. The origins 
of recharge water are not quite clear, but if they are from the Colorado River as one apocryphal comment 
suggests, then there is a question of agricultural return flows causing this recharge water to be high in 
salinity, nitrates, and pesticides.


Nitrates can pass through soil and sand strata untouched. Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual
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7306 4 2.� GROUND WATER POLLUTION FROM MINING OPERATION – THE CHEMICAL BY 
PRODUCTS FROM MINE PROCESSING OF ORE SHOULD NOT BE RELEASED INTO THE 
GROUND WITHOUT TREATMENT THAT WILL BRING IT TO POTABLE STANDARDS. WE DO 
NOT NEED ANOTHER SULFATE PLUME LIKE THE ON THAT IS CLOSING DOWN WELLS IN 
THE GREEN VALLEY AREA. AN IMPERMEABLE LAYER OF MATERIAL THAT WILL 
DETERIOATE OVER TIME IS NOT THE ANSWER.


Individual


7308 4 Additionally, we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow / water 
quality of the adjacent Cienega  Basin;


Business


7313 2 (Please see my prior email dated 7/14/08 with regard to my concerns about all aspects of water in the 
Area). If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, 
Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley] residents will have enough groundwater of the quality they enjoy 
today (7/14/08)


Individual


7316 4 b.�How will water quality and quantity be affected in surface watersOrganization


7316 28 water quality and quantity degradation on agricultural activities of the area.Organization


7334 4 First, the environmental impact is not negligible. This includes the scenic impact, the impact to wildlife 
and the impact to water and air quality in the Corona de Tucson and Green Valley area.


Individual


7336 17 A toxic plume is already present under the nearby Sahuarita mines. Asarco teeters near bankruptcy. Will 
increased groundwater extractions by the Rosemont wells draw down resident's wells and draw the 
existing groundwater toxins into the community water supply in Sahuarita?


Individual


7411 2 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.   There should 
also be assurances that the quality of the water replaced will equal the quality of the water removed.


Individual


7415 5 On the cost side, local governments and residents have much more to lose because of the mine's presence. 
Who is to pay for degraded watersheds?


Individual


7440 4 The water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is currently declining each year. What 
will be done to ensure that our communities will contine to have a sufficient supply of good clean water 
versus contaminated water from mine tailings?


Individual


7452 3 Not only would the mine create an unsightly  eyesore in this beautiful mountian range, but would 
negatively impact water quality, deplete the water table and would generally degrade the area from an 
environmental standpoint.


Business


7454 2 I am writing to ask that the forest servcie not allow this mine to move forward without receiving the 
completed studies on water quality issues for the US citizens residing in the area. Vail water, Tucson 
water, and private wells all rely on wells/water sources that are potentially impacted by allowing this 
commercial venture. Clean, adequate water seems like a basic right to me. Please do not be hasty in your 
decision.


Individual


7456 54 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7466 6 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?


Individual


7470 3 I am concerned about the proposed copper mines in the Coronado National Forest and would not like the  
water quality to be sacrificed.


Individual
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7485 3 We have attended meetings held by the United Sahuarita Well Owners seeking the protection of our water 
rights. Our property is not located in the "test zone" as per a map we received from your organization, but 
between the zone and the east Santa Rita Mountains. Due to this, we don’t believe we are eligible to be 
included in the intervention measures that group are seeking.


We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happened this 
past winter after the "test wells" for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us. Our water got very 
cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn't drink or bathe in it and had to get a filter for the inlet 
water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. Our shared well 
manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump when this happened.


Individual


7487 14 Additionally, I am concerned about water quality in these aquifers.  Although chemical processing is 
proposed to be done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metals from 
these areas and associated waste ponds.  Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of 
residual chemical and metal oxides subject to runoff from the dry tailings piles.  I am concerned about the 
long term effect of this runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the groundwater.  
This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 years or 
more.  Tucson has existed longer than this and will be here for long into the future as will the source 
contaminants.  The future value of the quantity and quality of these aquifers should not be underestimated.


Individual


7487 17 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time.  Please estimate for 
long term (>200 years) effects.  Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
containments being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain ersosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers.  Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below).  Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


How will the negative value of these effects be considered in the economic viability analysis.


Individual


7493 2 I am also specifically concerned with the affect on the water quality as a result of the mining. We live not 
that far away from the proposed project, and we are concerned about the impact on our wells.


Individual


7498 11 Synergistic effects similarly apply - for example, how might groundwater overdraft in the Upper Santa 
Cruz basin influence the spread of the sulfate plume now moving down-gradient into the valley from the 
Sierrita mine?


Individual


7499 5 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There 
hasnever been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!! The quality!!!


Individual


7500 6 I am a well owner, and the quality of my water is excellent right now, as well as the flow. How does the 
company propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the waste dumps and 
into the groundwater, thus contaminating MY well, as well as my neighbors'? Once open, we know from 
other sites' experiences, that accidental spills happen more often than not. Are you convinced enough 
from their statements in this regard to issue a positive EIS? I am not!!


Individual


7502 4 Questions remain regarding how this mine will affect:
2. the water supply and possible impact on water quality


Individual


7504 28 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 55 The proposed "recycling" of water by Rosemont must be examined and projected along with calculations 
of the potential for higher temperatures and drought projected by the effects of global warming on the 
desert Southwest.


7508
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7504 68 The proposed Rosemont Mine in the northeastern Santa Rita Mountains may have substantial harmful 
effect on th estreams that drain the mountains, as well as on the region's most important sources of fresh, 
potable water - the groundwater aquifers of the Santa Cruz River Valley and the Cienega Basin.  Augusta 
wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega 
Creek watershed.


7508


7504 72 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:


1.  They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.


2. They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and other 
animals, large and small, that inhabit the area.


3. They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses - the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.


4. They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.


5. They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


7508


7504 74 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508


7504 93 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


7508
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7504 96 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508
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7504 100 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508


7504 102 The Forest Service has written a report on the flooding by groundwater of open-pit mines in several 
abandoned mines in Region 6 pit lake.  Water quality in these pit lakes varies from highly acidic to 
alkaline.
Www.fws.gov/pacific/ecoservices/envicon/pim/reports/Reno/PitMines.htm


The Berkeley Pit in Butte, Montana is a 1.5 square mile open pit approximately 1,700 feet in depth.  
Ground water has infiltrated the open pit and created a pit lake about 710 feet in depth containing 30 
billion gallon of water with a pH of 2.5.  Birds landing these acidic pit lakes can ingest this water which 
causes severe trauma to their gastrointestinal tracts and eventual death.  The acidic water also removes 
natural oils from the birds' feathers causing them to die by drowning or hypothermia.  In 1995, the 
Berkeley Pit proved lethal to over 300 snow geese which used the pit lake as a migratory stopping place


7508
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7504 104 Abandoned open pit uranium mines in Wyoming also have formed pit lakes.  This is relevant, uranium 
has been mined in Pima County at the Twin Buttes mine; therefore; uranium could be present in the waste 
rock in the Rosemont area.  Uranium-bearing formations are usually associated with strata containing high 
concentrations of selenium.  Pit lakes formed in open pit uranium mines can contain very high levels of 
selenium in the water.  One pit lake in wyoming contains over 100 parts per million (microgram per Liter 
[ug/L] of selenium.  Waterborne selenium concentrations greater than 2ug/L are known to impair the 
reproduction and survival of aquatic birds due to the high potential for dietary toxicity through food chain 
bioaccumulation.  Www.theminingnews.org/news.cfm?newsID=1405


The heavy metals native to this area include Copper, Manganese, Zinc, Cadmium, Selenium, Uranium and 
other alpha emitters.  Data from the area underneath the milling area at Sierrita is sparse since that area is 
not included in the Aquifer Protection Permit.


7508


7504 133 What are the security measures planned for transport and on-site storage, and the potential risk of 
accident, or criminal or terrorist activity?  What will be done to prevent static discharge or lightning 
strikes from causing an unplanned explosion?  What consideration for shock effects or damage to cities, 
power-lines, wells, pipes, or the underground aquifer from such a large amount of explosive discharging 
accidentally will be provided as protection for the community and the environment?  What planning has 
been done and will be done for this contingency?


7508


7504 167 Historically, water levels have declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O. sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Association of Governments (792-1093).


7508


7524 2 Issue #2 - water is going to become of paramount importance over the next decades and quality of both 
surface and ground water sources need to be zealously guarded.


Business


7571 1 Augusta Resource/Rosemont Copper ("the company") is proposing to use approximately 3,330 acres of 
public land for the chemical laden wastes from their mine, which will forever alter the landscape and 
threaten our water resources for the foreseeable future. They are also planning to leave a open pit over a 
mile wide by nearly 3,000 feet deep that will collect water over time, threatening our ground water quality.


Individual


7590 6 How would the water rights be preserved in both quantity and quality without a probably ineffective and 
unsustainble "recharge" effort?


Individual


7592 28 Yearly estimates are presented for the use of hazardous materials including, but not limited to, 9,000,000 
gallons of diesel fuel, 73,000 tons of sulfuric acid, 105,000 gallons of fuels and oils and 1200 tons of 
ammonium nitrate. These materials have significant potential for explosion, toxic and corrosive spills and 
damage to health and the environment.


Their potential for release to air or groundwater should be especially closely monitored, as should the 
hazaroud waste removal process.  However, the only hazarous wastes projected are mundane items such 
as paint thinner, acetone in small quantities and residue waste from containers and cans. In fact, Rosemont 
seeks to take advantage of an EPA designation of Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 
(CESQG) to facilitate its disposal process (pp. 54, 55 from the Rosemont MPO)


Individual


7598 21 we are concerned about water quality in these aquifers. Although chemical processing is proposed to be 
done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metal from these areas and 
associated waste ponds. Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of residual chemical 
and metal oxides subject to runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the 
groundwater. This assessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 
years or more.


Individual
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7598 28 Should my well be affected in either quantity or quality, how will we be compensated and what is the 
certain of compensation?


Bottom line: Our well currently provides a potential of 40+ GPM for our household and a wildlife habitat 
improvement project constructed with the funding and cooperation of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service for the local wildlife, specifically the Pronghorn Antelope. 
The mine would be responsible for any change to our current well status and quality.


Individual


7599 4 If a new source of water is required is required will its quality and purity be consistent with my current 
groundwater?


Individual


7810 5 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Organization


8677 2 The economic, or the impacts as far as the environment would be severe and it would also affect the water 
quality


Business


8717 6 You can't guarantee that there won't be any problems with water purity in the future. This just is not the 
area. We don't like the idea that someone from out of the country is doing that, too.


Individual


8722 3 We live in the desert and need our water supply and we need it to be clean and not contaminated by a 
mine operation.


Individual


8773 1 The ground water that Augusta Mine would use would never be returned to this fragile desert area as it is, 
pure.  The Pima County, Santa Cruz County, public is aware that we must protect the pure water that we 
have, because not to do so will impact the already fragile desert environment in our lifetime and beyond.


Individual


8784 5 The biggest concern that I have about this is, though the water quality.Individual


8814 4 In addition to that, after the water is used up there, it goes back into the ground somehow, and we get 
water that's not fit to drink back into our aquifer.


Individual


8822 6 Why should we allow a mine to take our valuable and pure quality groundwater to use for mining with the 
proposal to substitute Colorado River water which is of lesser quality.  I don't  believe that is in the 
environmental interest of any of us here in the Santa Cruz Valley.  And I hope that you give that thought 
some real study and ultimately agree with many of us here that for these environmental reasons this mine 
should not go forward.


Individual


8850 4 My other concern is water quality. Everybody is on a well system out there and I think we're downhill 
from a lot of where the mining is, and also the amount of water that they're going to be using will 
certainly, certainly put a strain on our system as far as I can tell.


Individual


8864 2 The aquifer is delicate and development has been intense up and down the corridor. Um everywhere there 
has been, um, a strip mine the water has been polluted for generations after, as well as home soil and 
(unintelligible).


Individual


8880 5 Contaminated water on the well water in the area.  It will definitely contaminate the well water.Individual


8897 1 My property located in the Corona de Tucson area, approximately five miles north of the propsed 
Rosemont Mine site, has a domestic groundwater well with ADWR Registration Number 55-576685. 
What will be the impact of the mine operations on the water quality and guantity delivered from my well?


Individual


8903 3 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will the contamination 
be controlled and who will be responsible for such a control? What is the impact on the water flow and 
quality of water, vegetation and wildlife in Cienega Creek area?


Individual
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8906 7 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8912 2 We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happens this 
past winter after the "test wells" for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us. Our water got very 
cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn't drink or bathe in it and had to get a filter for the inlet 
water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. Our shared well 
manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump when this happened.


Individual


10359 1 Clean waterOrganization


10443 1 This mine will destroy our water quality.Organization


10597 2 These mines greatly undermine our well water qualityOrganization


10610 2 Please keep our water supply clean.Organization


10704 1 Save the Santa Ritas and our water quality!!Organization


10781 1 I live near the proposed site of this mine and I am concerned that my ground water will be contaminated.Organization


11048 2 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11068 28 Yearly estimates are presented for the use of hazardous materials including, but not limited to, 9,000,000 
gallons of diesel fuel, 73,000 tons of sulfuric acid, 105,000 gallons of fuels and oils and 1200 tons of 
ammonium nitrate. These materials have significant potential for explosion, toxic and corrosive spills and 
damage to health and the environment.


Their potential for release to air or groundwater should be especially closely monitored, as should the 
hazaroud waste removal process.  However, the only hazarous wastes projected are mundane items such 
as paint thinner, acetone in small quantities and residue waste from containers and cans. In fact, Rosemont 
seeks to take advantage of an EPA designation of Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 
(CESQG) to facilitate its disposal process (pp. 54, 55 from the Rosemont MPO)


Individual


11080 2 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11082 25 "It is anticipated that drainage from these waste rock slopes will be suitable for direct discharge into 
ambient receiving water bodies"
I would like a little more assurance than "anticipated" if the water is going to run down into Tucson's 
water. I've also read somewhere else in the MPO (how many different variations floating around?) that is 
the compliance point damn breaks (which is also the testing point for this assumption) that they will just 
rebuild it. This is not good enough. There has to be adequate and accurate assurance that our water and 
Tucson't water is protected.


Individual
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1 1 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses the quantity and quality (chemical mineralogical, biologcal, of any groundwater resources 
underlying the propose project or aquifers accessible to the project.


Individual


1 4 A large open pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains would cause water quantity problems.
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2 1 Our primary concern:
The dewatering of the pit, which will go 2,200-2,700 feet below the current elevation -- will this draw 
down the aquifer(s) in the vicinity, and how far down over how great an area will the water be drawn.


Individual


2 5 Our well, drilled in August of 2006, goes down 460'. If it goes dry, we will not be able to live on our 
property, nor will we be able to sell it. If our well were drawn down substantially by the mine 
development and/or activity, would Rosemont mining co./Augusta be required to compensate for our 
damages ($1,000,000+)> By what mechanism?


Individual


2 15 Many residents in this area are on fixed income. If their wells run dry many cannot afford to have them 
drilled deeper.  Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult.  If this 
becomes a problem will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide 
water?


3 1 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


22 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


24 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


24 18 There is every likelihood that a mine -- a Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed -- would dewater wells 
currently in use (as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation test wells) and imperil future 
drinking water sources for residential use.


43 1 How will surface water quantity in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


43 2 The water drawn from the wells the mine will need, will lower the water table, and cause our well to run 
dry, or not produce enough water. I share a well with my neighbor, and it cost us $25, 000 to put it in. 
This represents a significant investment which could be at risk of supporting our households. We can't 
afford to drill another well. The pump is at 750 feet, and the well is at 840 feet. I doubt very much that we 
could possible go any deeper. The alternative of trucking in water is time consuming and expensive. Some 
of the mines are planned upstream of us and could easily take out enough water to dry up our well. We 
will then have to take them to court and prove they harmed us and that is expensive too!


Individual


43 3 How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being 
depleted, and how will hey compensate the landowners?


52 4 Depletion of the watershed through groundwater pumping is going to have all kinds of effects including 
on riparian areas, endangered species, other people with wells, users of water throughout the cienega 
creek watershed.


Individual


57 3 The arid desert does not have enough water to sustain a mining operation. Augusta should come up with 
hard scientific data to show that their operations will not deplete our groundwater.


Individual


134 7 There are major questions and problems regarding impacts on water, wells, watershed, groundwater in 
volume and depletion.


155 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


160 2 The same studies warn that dewatering of the Mine’s pit could significantly lower the groundwater levels 
south and north of the Mine in the region east of the Santa Rita Mountains. The Mine’s water production 
wells near Sahuarita in the Santa Cruz basin west of the Santa Rita Mountains will affect the basin’s 
ground water levels and nearby existing wells.
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160 6 Independent original studies must be undertaken to produce for the Forest Service valid and reliable 
empirical data concerning the Mine’s impact on the quantity of regional surface water and groundwater 
sufficient and necessary for developing the Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter “EIS”) and 
demonstrating compliance with the Regional National Forest Service Policy on Groundwater.


160 10 COMMENT 1B: THE EXTENT THAT DEWATERING OF THE MINE’S PIT WILL ALTER THE 
LOCATIONS, LEVELS, AND/OR QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER IN THE REGION REMAINS 
UNDETERMINED.


160 12 Discussion: The Mine’s open pit, which may be as deep as 2,900 feet, will likely invade the ground water 
resources on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains. Dewatering of the pit through pumping could dry 
up or significantly lower the water levels in the many existing residential and other wells in the region east 
of the Santa Rita Mountains. A hydrological study commissioned by Pima County (see Attachment B 
which is incorporated herein by reference) estimates that dewatering of the Mine’s pit could lower the 
regional ground water table by as much as 2,000 feet. Drilling as a cost of $30 per foot to increase the 
depth of these existing wells to reach a significantly lowered water level will place an unjustifiable 
financial burden on their owners. Futhermore, Augusta's proposed recharging of the Santa Cruz basin (see 
COMMENT 1C) will not benefit the depleted ground water resources east of the Santa Rita Mountains.


160 14 COMMENT 1C: THE ADVERSE IMPACT OF THE MINE'S PRODUCTION WATER WELLS ON 
REGIONAL GROUND WATER RESOURCES ARE UNSUSTAINABLE GIVEN ANTICIPATED 
POPULATION GROWTH IN PIMA AND SANTA CRUZ COUNTIES AND INCREASINGLY 
STRESSED WATER RESOURCES.  Discussion: Augusta plans to develop six high-volume production 
water wells in the Santa Cruz basin to the west of the Mine-also an important contributor to greater 
Tucson's water supply-with a combined pumping rate of up to 9,000 gallons of ground water per year, 
Augusta applied for and the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) issued Augusta a 
withdrawal permit for 6,000 acre-feet of ground water per year or 114,000 acre-feet over the 19-year 
lifetime of the Mine. According to ADWR calcuations, 6,000 acre-feet of water is sufficient to meet the 
residential needs of 30,000 people for one year-equivalent to the population of Maran, Arizona. In total, 
after 19 years, the Mine will have pumped a minimum of 40-billion gallons of ground water from the 
Santa Cruz basin. Depletion of regional ground water on this scale will not be sustainable. According to 
the ADWR, about 40 percent of the state's water use comes from groundwater sources. For over a 
hundred years, Arizona's groundwater has been pumped out more rapidly that it has been replenished. 
This is especially true in Pima County. By continuing to overdraft the state's groundwater supplies, the 
state's ability to ensure a secure water supply for the future is at risk.


162 1 It is a well-known fact that the watertable in the Green Valley region of Southern Arizona is significantly 
diminshing with each passing year. The Greatest contributor to this critical lose of water is the amount of 
water demanded for the current mining operations in the area. Rosemont Copper Mines estimates they 
will initially use between 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per year. It is the accepted standard to calculate 
that 1 acre foot annually provides enough water for two families of four. This means that Rosemont 
Copper Mines would annually require a water supply that could support 10,000 to 16,000 families or 
40,000 to 64,000 individuals for one year.


181 1 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


182 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home?


182 5 What do you estimate the future ground water table to be?


184 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine will have on my well. Can I expect the water table 
to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry, who will pay to get water to my home? 
What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


184 4 What will Augusta do to guarantee I have water, and how long will the guarantee last.
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777 6 Even is the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not destroy wildlife habitat, pollute 
ground water, and poison air quality, put an intolerable burden upon existing water supplies and destroy 
the natural beauty of that area of the Santa Ritas, it is a foregone conculsion that its steady stream of ore 
trucks will make Scenic Highway 83, a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


1505 1 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property  (about 50 acrers) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6, 000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore. The 
pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhood, at depths of 
only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families.


Individual


1505 3 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community.


Individual


1509 1 Reasons why Rosemont Mine shold NOT be allowed: 1.) water- there's not enough especially if this 
drought continues.


Individual


1510 1 How will our water supply be protected?Individual


1510 3 If the plume moves further because of Rosemont water useage, Green Valley & Sahuarita will be hit hard 
from resulting economics.


Individual


1513 1 The mine should not happen because it will accelerate the fall of our water table. I say this based on Pima 
County and reports in Green Valley and Tucson newspapers, this will certainly increase the cost of 
obtaining water


Individual


1514 1 My biggest concern is our water. We have lived in this property since 1986. During that time the rainfall 
has diminished tremendously. This has caused all the wells in the whole area to draw down considerably 
already.  With Rosemont wells at 1250' & ours at 250', this will make a tremendous problem for all 
resident wells the first time Rosemont turns the pumps on & it will just get worse every day from there.


Individual


1523 1 I am concerned about water depletion levels if this mine is allowed. The water table in Green Valley has 
been dropping for years and the cubic feet of water projected for this mine must have a negative affect on 
available water.


Individual


1527 1 We have a large problem of low water and if you open the mine you will drain our aquaductIndividual


1529 1 We do not have enough groundwater to support this activity. Freeport mine (formerly P.D.) has used 
505,734 AF since 1987! It uses 24 million gls/day.


Individual


1531 1 With our present condition on water in the Green Valley area, it seems that this is NOT a good 
progressive plan to conserve an already a lack of water.


Individual


1532 2 The Tucson water table is dropping 2 feet/year.Individual


1534 2 I am opposed to the proposed mining operation (Rosemont Copper Project) because: Inadequate source(s) 
of water


Individual


1535 1 The aquifer is already depleted and dropping 2-4 feet a year. Due to the test pumping in Sahuarita people 
are already experiencing wells going dry and sand in what water they can access.  Their property will be 
worthless and this is only a test. Wait until they suck out 100,000 acre feet from the groundwater.


Individual


1536 4 The wells in nearby developments have already been effected by the drilling of wells by Rosemont. What 
happens to these people. Will Rosemont compensate them.


Individual


1538 2 The outlook for ground water shortages is bound to occur with the mine pumping from 5000 to 8000 acre 
feet of water per year.


Individual


1542 3 The water table is droppingIndividual
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1542 6 The pit will go down 2.000 feet- what will happen to the water table?Individual


1543 2 Water table is already low and will only get lower. This will impact Green Valley residents directly.Individual


1550 1 I believe water if a critical issue, both quantityIndividual


1553 1 how will it affect water quantity in the regionIndividual


1554 2 the water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and neighboring areas is currently declining by two to 
four feet per year. The Rosemont mine will contribute to accelerating this decline. What wil be done to 
ameliorate this problem?


Individual


1555 1 I don't see how its justified for the Rosemont Mine to use groundwater.Individual


1558 5 Maybe the next generatoin will even worry about Arizona becoming a ghost state when mining and 
population have devastated the quantity


Individual


1559 7 Already is being affected by water loss are the people whose wells are near the mines test wells.Individual


1560 1 This proposed Rosemont copper project goes threw how much water water will be needed? How much 
will be taken from the water table in acre ft per day?


Individual


1562 1 No business can operate without the necissary resources. Rosemonts mine needs water, They have none. 
So they have bought a few acres 28  miles away, in a community where every one is on a private well. 
Average water depth is at 280 ft. Rosemont has drilled 3 wells to date at a depth of 2000 ft. Within 50 ft 
of some residential wells. Their yearly needs approach that of Tuscon.


Individual


1566 3 Our water table is dropping precipitouslyIndividual


1567 1 Water! Water! Water! The proposed Rosemont Mine site is already causing problems for specific 
homeowners near the test wells and is already causing a significant amount of ground water being taken 
out of the G.V. aquifers.


Individual


1567 2 It is not possible to deplete the G.V. aquifers and not face serious water issues if Rosemont is allowed to 
complete their project.


Individual


1571 5 The quantity of water will be bad.Individual


1572 2 Immediate concerns:
Depletion of water supply


Individual


1573 2 I do not watnt o copper mine because we do not have enough water for a mine.Individual


1574 3 We do not have enough water for such an operationIndividual


1577 1 We are concerned about the impact ta our water supply.Individual


1580 3 How will Sauhaurita residents be compesated + provided water when mine pumping drops or degrades 
their wells


Individual


1580 4 If water is pumped for Santa Cruz aquafer will it be returned to Santa Cruz aquafer?Individual


1581 1 I am extremely concerned about water resources in the Santa Cruz Valley.   We are in the midst of a 
drought and the water table is dropping while nobody seems to know how low it can go before we run out 
of water.


Individual


1582 3 There is no accurate estimate of how long the water in our aquifer will last -Individual


1585 5 Our greatest concern relates to the squandering of precious water resources on an already-taxed 
environment in close proximity to densely populated areas.


Individual


1588 2 Don't go forward to allow a foreign country to deplete our water supply.Individual
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1589 1 I am concerned about the depletion of our water table if this mine is approved.  I've been told that the 
mine will use 1/2 the amount of water Pima County uses/year.  Our water table is dropping several 
feet/year and pumping is getting more difficult now.


Individual


1591 1 Our aquafir is down about 65-70%-water usage for the Rosemont mine is one of the problems for this 
entire area.


Individual


1592 8 watershedIndividual


1593 1 water depletion of wells by AugustaIndividual


1597 2 Water shortage!!Individual


1598 3 Water-shortage will forever be affected.Individual


1600 1 I am concerned about depletion of our water supply.  In Green Valley we currently run a 40,000 AF 
deficit of water recharge to our water source.


Individual


1604 5 The Green Valley aquifer does not have a sustainable water supply given current pumping rates in the 
Upper Santa Cruz River Basin.  The deficit between pumping and recharge is approximately 40,000 Acre 
Feet (AF) excluding the Rosemont Mine.  The level of the aquifer is dropping between 2 and 4 feet 
annually.  No comprehensive plan exists to achieve sustainability.  Central Arizona Project (CAP) water 
is our only possible source of renewable and sustainable water.  The Rosemont mine will consume 5000 
AF from our aquifer that otherwise could be available to mitigate our crisis.


Individual


1604 7 Several recent events prompted this letter, which leads me to ask that Rosemont Copper Company be 
requested to conduct a comprehensive study of our Santa Cruise Aquifer and the impact that the pumping 
will have on it and other water users.


Individual


1604 10 FICO's attorney Snell & Wilmer have filed a formal objection with the Arizona Department of Water 
Resources (ADWR) and state that "pumping levels proposed by Rosemont could cause an additional 150 
feet of drawdown over a 20-year period"


Individual


1609 1 See attachment.Government


1611 8 I believe the Rosemont Copper Project would negatively impact: The availability of water in wells and 
streams, affecting both wildlife, ranching, and humans.  With water being perhaps the MOST CRITICAL 
issue facing our region in the future, we cannot afford to allow so much potable water to be used in this 
manner.


Individual


1612 3 Water: The claim that four canyons can be filled with no damage to the watershed is ludicrous at best. 
Studies show the near certainty of dewatering of existing wells


Individual


1614 1 My biggest concern is water depletion.Individual


1615 5 I sent an e-mail already to Bev outlining all of the serious consequences that will resolt if this mine goes 
through.
Safety, health, tourism, property values, shutting down of Hwy 83, water depletion-all negative.


Individual


1618 1 The bottom line (cost/benefit) is a loss to AZ and especially this region. Loss of water would be greater 
than the $ gained by a prurate Mining Company.


Individual


1618 6 Water loss will cost more than Arizona will gain.Individual


1620 1 My primary concerns are:
Depletion of water table


Individual


1621 2 We are in the middle of a 15 yr drought. Even with CAP water I am very concerned that the wells in the 
area will be adversley affected either be a lowering of the water table or pollutants leaching into the 
aquifer.


Individual
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1625 1 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on  aquifers, both from depletion represents an enormous 
threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson 
and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1633 1 The most critical issue here is the depletion of water resources in the area.Individual


1633 5 This mine will ruin the area. Blasting, water depletion are all real scenarios.Individual


1645 1 I am concerned about the following with regard to increased mining in the Rosemont copper project:  
Water-use increase;
Effect on wildlife in Davidson Canyon and surrounding areas;
Increased traffic and construction on wildlife.
All of the above seem to be detrimental if the proposal is allowed to go through.


Individual


1647 5 5 to 8,000 acre feet pumping of ground water in the area will devastate local wells and the water table.Individual


1649 3 Rosemont has focused its water sustainability to the Green Valley/Sahuarita area.  However is does not 
discuss the riparian area down-stream of the mine .. nor do they discuss the water resources on the eastern 
side of the Santa Rita's - where they will be pulling much of their ground water.


Individual


1651 1 We live approx 8 miles north of the proposed mine. Our biggest concern is water.Individual


1652 3 I would like to have a plan in place with legal agreements to reimburse for water loss from property near 
the mine (Hillton Ranch Rd area). This would include whatever it took, new wells, deeper wells, piping 
water in from Vail to replace the loss of quality in water or the water itself.


Individual


1655 3 In my letter of November 12, I requested that Rosemont be requested to make a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our aquifer to determine the exact impact that Rosemont pumping will have on our 
community. Has Rosemont been requested to do this?


Individual


1656 3 The Rosemont mine must not be approved because:
The proposed mine would dewater residential wells in the area of their 6000 acre/ft/yr wells. Will the 
CNF guarantee this won't happen?


Individual


1659 3 Concerns: Water quality, scenery, water use.Individual


1660 6 Well water depletion to residents in area.Individual


1670 1 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to Arizona. When the 
groundwater becomes polluted, where will water resources come from?


Individual


1671 3 How can you support a hard rock open pit mine which will jeopordize our remaining water resources in 
an area with an already depleted supply?


Individual


1672 7 We can not let the mines take our water!  Most of the well on Rt83 are 500 to 1800 feet deep and very fue 
have lots of water.  Some people on Rt83 water for 2 people and these people have put in three well and 
still have very little water.  Some on Rt83 have dug wells and they have No water.


Individual


1674 1 Six families share one well in our neighborhood for our water needs. This well will be directly affected if 
the mine operation goes into service. We need this well to be functional in order for it to support our 
homes. There is only so much water to go around, and a mining operation will have a very negative 
impact on the water availability in this area. WE have three lots in our same neighborhood that are 
uninhabitable because the drilling of four wells to locate a viable water source was unsuccessful. Another 
family had to move because the well could not support a family of four. Two to three gallons a minute 
doesn't make for a large water source. We cannot have this same situation occur with our well and water 
source. I bet you live in a house where you take it for granted that you will get an unlimited amount of 
water if you turn on a faucet. I want that luxury also!


Individual


1675 5 If the proposed mine is put in our water is threatened. I live on Highway 83 and we have a community 
well which 6 families use. If this mine is put in their constant pumping will render us waterless and we 
will have to buy our water. This is simply unacceptable.


Individual
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1676 1 How deep is the mining company planning drill to maintain their operation.


Our well is about 400 presently, and we are a family. If our wells dry out, what is the course of action to 
be taken by the mining company to ensure our wellbeing.


Individual


1676 2 Will the mining be force to seek other sources to get water if and when our wells dry out.Individual


1680 1 I am concerned about water usage in AZ. As that is a limited resource in the desert.Individual


1683 5 Sahuarita, its neighbors, and the entire region have a vested interest in potential water use, the 
environment-especially te control and monitoring of air pollution and land usage by the proposed mine. 
These are not merely academic questions for us; these issues directly impact our lives and our community.


Government


1684 5 Rosemont is projected to be a state-of-the-art mine. It will use water-conserving technology, referred to as 
dry-stacking tailings, to reduce water usage. This is an important consideration in Arizona. It is also 
planned to place the tailings in a manner to curtail the migration of stormwater off-site and minimize the 
flow of interstitial tailings. Water usage is anticipated to be about 5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet. The total 
amount of water used in the Green Valley/Sahuarita area was about 76,000 acre feet in 2006, so this will 
be about 7% of the total. The golf courses in the area consume nearly 6% of the water used. The FICO 
(Farmers Investment Company) pecan groves utilize 5 times as much water as will Rosemont.


Individual


1686 2 Water use - major problem we are in a drought.Individual


1687 3 we don't want the poison in water or the water gone.Individual


1689 2 In the southwest groundwater is a precious resource. How can groundwater be allowed to be use for 
mining and considered an equivalent replacement by re-charged water?  There is no comparison - save the 
groundwater for the people and animals.


Individual


1696 1 We need our water, 5000 gallons a minute is too important to the life of our communities. Why should the 
profit motive be more important than our lives and well-being.


Individual


1698 2 I'm concerned with quality +quantity of our water; Air Quality (I have asthma)Individual


1703 1 Deleterious and dangerous reasults to grownd water, traffic safety, and travel times, wild life habitat, soil 
and water pollution and permanent damage to the tourism-based economy of South Pima and Santa Cruz 
counties.


Individual


1707 5 The MPO states that the open pit mine will "operate 24 hours per day, seven days per week, and 365 days 
per year." This will generate an "ore processing rate of 75,000 tons per day, or 27 million tons per annum."


This amount of ore processing requires a great deal of water. Augusta proposes taking 5,00 acre feet of 
water per year from our aquifer for 20 years, or a total of 100,00 acre feet. An acre foot of water is 
326,000 gallons. Five thousand acre feet of water would support 10,000 families of four for one year.


Organization


1707 7 According to the Arizona Department of Water Resources, the water withdrawal from the Santa Cruz 
River aquifer has increased by 50 percent between 1985 and 1995; by 2 percent between 1995 and 2005, 
and is projected to increase by 20 percent in the next decade. This totals a huge 141 percent increase for 
the 30-year period. As the Santa Cruz aquifer is not supplied by any means


Organization


1708 10 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that the mine will inevitably deplete.  "We believe that 
the operation plan the developer submitted does not contain enough information about the impact of this 
mine on ground and surface water in the surrounding areas," McClure said. "We need more answers."


Organization


1709 1 The mine will be 400-1500 feet below the bottom of my well. I see no analysis that assures my  water and 
water quality will be protected.


Individual


1712 5 Besides all the environmental impact, safety issues of the impact of trucks on 83 and ruining our water 
table, this will be just ugly!


Individual


1713 2 But citizens will be drinking cap water because our precious supply of water will be used to mine?Individual
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1715 1 My concern is water usage and depletion of the aquifer for the region.Individual


1716 1 Water, quantity + quality How long will it take to use all the water in the aquifer if this is where the mine 
plans to get water for mening?


Individual


1716 3 Will the residents that depend on groundwater be required to buy water from another Source due to dry 
wells. The water (Aquifer) will not last forever - Please consider the Animals, + humans dependent on it 
now and in the future.


Individual


1718 1 The issue of water use by the mine is staggering considering we live in a desert and are in drought 
conditions.


Individual


1719 2 I am alsom against Rosemont using Large quantities of water from the Aquifer West of the Santa Ritas.Individual


1731 1 We have been warned repeatedly by the City of Tucson,Pima County, the state of Arizona, and the media 
that we are rapidly running out of water in Southern Arizona and that consumers must conserve this 
precious resource. Now we learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our auquifer.


Organization


1738 2 We have great concerns as follows:
Water consumption


Individual


1741 2 Due to Drilling in the Sahuarita Area it would cause permanent water Table issues as well as increased 
land subsistance to the Sahuarita Area.


Individual


1741 5 Down stream watersheds will be affected in two ways: 1st less water will reach them - either due to re 
configuring of the landscape or through mine usage.


Individual


1746 1 The Board of the Cienega Watershed  Partnership (CWP) is deeply concerned about the potential 
devastating environmental impacts of the open pit mine proposed for Rosemont Ranch. In particular, the 
Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from depletion represents an enormous threat to 
water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson and 
surrounding areas


Organization


1748 9 The Mine's operation will deleteriously affect:
Well water supply


Organization


1750 2 Please don't distroy that valley + use up our water.Individual


1752 2 Too many chances for this mine to dry our aquifers, in spite of their proposed recharge plans.Individual


1754 2 What will be done to ensure that the area residents have safe and plentiful suppy of drinking water?Individual


1755 3 What will be the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
and beyond its current and future availability of groundwater to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de 
Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia and Green Valley) residents as it pertains to sustainablity of human life.


Individual


1757 1 What assurances can Rosemont Mine make regarding groundwater availability in the Area (Tucson, Vail, 
Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley) should there be inadequate supplies 
of CAP water to replace or recharge the groundwater that the mine proposes to use?  Would the mine be 
prepared to shut down operations if CAP recharge water is not available?


Individual


1758 1 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from ground water use (pumping)?


Individual


1760 1 How is this mine going to affect wells in Davidson Canyon, the Fasan Mountains area and Corona de 
Tucson?


Individual


1761 5 There are perennial streams in the area which means a high water table. How will the mine owners 
mitigate the impact on these streams and the underlying aquifer.


Individual


1762 3 The proposed project will adversely impact the watershedIndividual
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1765 1 Our well site will be downstream from the mine site. The water flow runs north. This means that our 
water supply might be depleted.


Individual


1767 1 Around the area of the mine they will pump any water out to de water the pot and our house is only a few 
miles away and if they dig as deep as proposed our well will dry up. We won't have any water.


Individual


1768 2 This mine will push us over the edge. Their profits will be at the expence of our water supply.Individual


1770 4 I am concerned about the impact of heavy truck Traffic widening of Hwy 83, the toxic leaching from the 
tailings into our groundwater supplies, the pumping of Groundwater from the Sahuarita area, the noise 
pollution, effect on the wildlife, the scenic beauty of our Forest.


Individual


1771 4 the negative impact on our limited water resourcesIndividual


1775 14 Cienega Creek (which by the way, Augusta wants to fill Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield 
Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega Creek watershed!), Dadvidson Canyon, a nominated 
Wildlife Habitat, as well as Rosemont Canyon, our decreasing water table, the peace, beauty, solitude and 
scenic attraction for thousands of out-of-state tourists, are all in serious peril of becoming a beautiful 
memory our children will only have "heard" of!


Individual


1776 3 Water- we live in the west. Water would habe to be piped in from Sahuarita and they already have water 
issues


Individual


1780 3 6,000 acre feet is a trillion gallons a year, unbelievable this is even being considered.  Absolutely 
unbelievable.


Individual


1783 1 What happens when the mine makes my well go dry?Individual


1787 2 We don’t need more water use.Individual


1806 2 My water is pumped from well number 55-555565
The legal description for the property is: 
Township_ S-Range_ E-Sec
Pima County_ Book_Map_Parcel
306-21-002K Lot 2


Individual


1807 1 When pit is dug far enough it will flood with water from aquifer. They will have to pump it out to preform 
there operation. This will have a Tremendous nagative impact on all the surrounding wells in area. Who 
will be responsible when our wells run Dry?


Individual


1810 1 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's. They say they are not. Than why have they dug 5 wells at 1500 ft.?


Individual


1810 2 I am on a fixed income. If my well runs dry, I cannot afford to have it drilled deeper. Proving that the 
Rosemont Mine is responsible for loqwe groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem will 
Augusta guarantee in writing that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide my with 
water?


Individual


1814 2 My questions concern the quantity of our water supply.Individual


1814 4 Will Rosemont Copper Company guarantee us water?Individual


1818 1 1. What is the water management plan that will prevent the continued depletion of viable drinking water 
in an arid desert envirionment that has been in drought condition for many years?


Individual


1831 1 The Rosemont mine would be a disaster for the Green Valley - Sahuarita aquifer!Individual


1832 2 What is the risk of wells that support mine having a negative impact on the aquifer of Forest Service landsIndividual


1834 1 I live on Alvernon approx. 3/4 miles from the well.  Have lived there 38 years and never had any water 
problems.  We do not need any problems.  Our water will be going down like a spring - and no amount of 
CAP water will help that.  We are already in a drought - so why let these people bring us more problems?  
The mine is not needed but water supply is-


Individual
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1835 1 We need our water supply to remain as such.  The wells they are planning on putting in will pump 
hundreds of gallons an hour and will not stop pumping.  They will pump 7 days a week 24 hours a day.  
At this rate we will have no water left.


Individual


1838 3 The entire Green Valley - Sahaurita area has a water problem. The water table is going down with our 
present population.


Individual


1843 1 I have lived in Sahuarita at the same place with my own well for 36 years.  I have a small yard with grass 
and trees.  I also have 2 horses.  My well has never been deepened and I have never had any difficulties 
with it.
I certainly hope that I don't begin to have any water problems, if the mine is allowed to operate.  If it 
occurs how will my water problems be taken care of?


Individual


1844 1 As a representative of the well owner in the Sahuarita Heights I am vehemintly opposed to the pumping of 
our ground water to supply the proposed Rosemont mine operation.  The Rosemont mine should get their 
water supply from CAP water, if that is not enough water for their mining operation that is Rosemont's 
problem.


Individual


1845 3 We are greatly concerned about the mine drying up the well.  Not only our drinking water drying upIndividual


1848 1 My opinion of the Rosemont Project is that it will be an excessive draw on the water supply that feeds our 
area.


Individual


1849 3 Our Sahuarita lot is the last property we will ever own.  Our well is 300 ft deep, Rosemonts are 1250 ft.  I 
didn't move out here to drink CAP water


Individual


1850 3 With the amount of water needed for this proposed project the subsoil moisture will be completely 
depleted -  taking water away from the ground plants, the households and the ranchers.


Individual


1852 2 The whole ecosystem relies on water which the mine will reguire. Unless the mine is able to furnish the 
fresh clean water it is removing from Cienega Creek in Davidson Canyon. The area will dry up and 
become desert.


Individual


1852 4 Furnishing water to any other area willl not help this problem any.Individual


1853 2 The whole ecosytem is dependent on the water which the mine will suck up. Without water the ecosystem 
and the native species in it will be exterminated.


Individual


1854 3 The so-called "profits" of this mine would cost loss of the aquafer, destruction of the " sky islands" and 
area desert and grasslands; upset the diversity and habitat of wildlife and birds, create traffic, waste, and 
damage to the forest.


Individual


1856 14 Cienega Creek (which by the way, Augusta wants to fill Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield 
Canyons, yet claims no impact to the Cienega Creek watershed!), Dadvidson Canyon, a nominated 
Wildlife Habitat, as well as Rosemont Canyon, our decreasing water table, the peace, beauty, solitude and 
scenic attraction for thousands of out-of-state tourists, are all in serious peril of becoming a beautiful 
memory our children will only have "heard" of!


Individual


1857 1 The Santa Rita mountains are located in southeastern Santa Cruz County which is in the Sonoran Desert. 
It is doubtful that there is enough water to supply an open pit copper mine. The idea that a mining 
company- any where- would be allowed to use CAP water for any part of their operation is an outrageous 
proposition and should be immediately turned down. Already one of the "test" drillings has drained wells 
from surrounding properties. If Rosemont Mine is allowed to go forward, how can Augusta and/or the US 
Forest Service guarantee residents that it will not have a negative impact on their water supply? What will 
Augusta and the US Forest Service do when there is no longer enough water for local residential, 
agricultural and commerical consumption?


Individual


1861 1 Please remember we are running out of water.Individual


1863 2 That is not sufficient justification for using our very limited water supply which is needed by the citizens 
of Green Valley/Sahuarita area for their very survival.


Individual
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1864 6 And on the subject of water…..this is Arizona. We have been in a drought for more years than I care to 
remember--a lot longer than just the 1990s. Yes, Rosemont Copper claims they have enough water, but 
when they have to boy and transport the water from Green Valley, I tend to disagree. The streams used to 
run in the Santa Ritas and down into the valley almost year-round, but it has been years since that has 
happened. That in itself should be a red flag to you; the water isn't there and what little there is, Rosemont 
Copper will suck out at an alarming rate.


Individual


1866 3 Our other immediate concern is the distinct possibility that our well will go dry as the mining operation 
pulls more and more waterf out of the ground, upstream from us.


Individual


1871 3 The draw down on the aquifer will be considerable with their water requirements and the immediate effect 
would be bad enough but the long term effect would be disastrous. The natural replenishment to this 
aquifer is based on annual precipitation average over thousands of years. The natural environment is 
reliant and adjusted to status quo.


Individual


1872 1 Mining should not be allowed where there is so little water.Individual


1874 1 The water table in the aquifers is critical to this Sonoran Desert area not only for the human residents here 
but also for the abundant but fragile plant life. Singing Valley North, and the valley that surround it are 
full of century oak trees that survive from the same aquifers that will be drained to meet the requirements 
of the Rosemont Copper Mine.


Organization


1874 3 The surrounding communities of Green Valley, Vail, Singing Valley will also suffer the water depletion, 
as Sahuarita is experiencing now after the test well(s) were drilled by Rosemont Copper.


Organization


1876 1 Concerns: Long term water especially wells dug locally.Individual


1881 2 Water is too precious in this area to allow a mine to use our aquafer water.Individual


1885 6 The area, the state, could not tolerate the water necessary for mining.Individual


1888 2 The current drain because of residential, commercial and mine usage in our area will cause the water table 
to continue to fall unless some other source of replenishment is obtained.


Individual


1891 14 The water issue is an enormous on in the dry State of Arizona. I don't know how to say it more 
emphatically: water is critical in the Sonoita/Rosemont area. Loss of water in wells as a result of mining is 
more than a legitimate concern.


Individual


1893 3 The pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhood, at depths 
of only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families.


Individual


1894 1 How will the mine effect the aquifer under Green Valley? What is the plan for recharging it - With clean 
water, please.


Individual


1896 6 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's'?


Organization


1896 7 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep.  Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Organization
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1899 2 There have been numerous environmental regulations put on the hard-rock mining industry since the 
Mining Act of 1872, one of them being the Clean Water Act.  But according to testimony of John Leahy, 
distinguished professor of law at University of California before the Senate Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources last September, the Clean  Water Act does not protect groundwater.  It is generally 
designed to "protect, sort of, industrial waste coming out of pipes.  Mines don't pose those kinds of 
problems.  They need, in some respects, some clean water act permits, but the quantity impacts of hard-
rock mining are not addressed under the existing environmental laws."  He goes on to say that the Mining 
Law itself is utterly silent on environmental regulations and that the newer laws do not comprehensively 
address the myriad of environmental threats posed by hard-rock mining such as the depletion of ground 
water pollution, and disruption of wildlife habitat.  In light of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, this 
is particularly disturbing since according to Supervisor Ray Carrol in his letter to Congress, the federal 
land that Rosemont wants to "develop" is at the headwaters of Tucson's water supply.  Fore example, 
Heavy rains and flooding such as we received as recently as 1993 in the Rosemont Project area would 
have washed out the tailings impoundment and polluted the whole area with toxic chemicals.


Individual


1899 3 Do not allow these mining activities to take place on NFS land that threaten major water supplies.Individual


1900 5 Water aquifers will be drained and depleted, springs will dry up, and wil… be deprived of water 
resources.  The use of 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per… mores is unacceptable to this desert region.  
What will be done to keep Rosemo… over use of water?


Individual


1904 5 I am particularly interested in the effect  of the proposed mine on water supplies in the area.Individual


1904 9 It is likely that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use (as 
has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation test wells) and imperil future drinking water 
sources for residential use.


Individual


1908 1 Water - The mine(s) would require far too much water and would seriously impact existing wells in that 
area.


Individual


1911 5 Water is already in use here.  Why allow a mining company to use up large amounts of our groundwater.Individual


1913 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw  from wells in the 
same general area.  If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than  what is replaced is not a good idea.  Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major water reduction of water usage due 
to the mine using available water.  Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in 
that area.


Individual


1914 6 The chemicals used in open pit mining pose a grave danger to the water table, which is under enough 
stress as it is.


Individual


1917 4 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water quantity and depletion of 
groundwater.


Individual


1919 1 So many ways this mine will impact this entire area.  Water is a huge concern, our water is pumped from 
the local aquifer & this mine will doubtless contaminate the water.  Never mind dropping the water level 
of our well.


Individual


1920 7 I am concerned about the negative aspect the operation of mine will bring to bear on:
Hydrology water tables will decline


Individual


1921 1 Tucson AMA model study shows water levels will drop 150 feet by the year 2025 (i.e. 31,000 acre feet 
per year). Rosemont Mine expects to pump 6,000 acre feet per year. Eric Holler manager on the Southern 
Arizona Bureau of Reclamation admits Green Valley is heading for a water crisis.


Individual


1922 5 The proposed mine would dewater residential wells in the area of their 6000 acre/ft/yr wellsIndividual


1925 1 The mine's proposed use of our groundwater for the next 20 years is MOST troubling! It is our life blood--
every drop!


Individual
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1926 1 The proposed mine is going to take away water that is already needed by people here before the mine. The 
water tables are going down so it's obvious we don't have an adequate supply of water now or for the 
future.


Individual


1927 1 The concerns that fuel my opposition to the proposed Rosemont Copper Project revolve around the 
following issues. 1. The mining operation will pump large quantities of ground water from our common 
aquifer over many years.


Individual


1928 1 The proposed Rosemont Copper Project concerns me greatly because of its impact on the declining water 
supply in our area. Our water level in the aquifer is being depleted 4 ft a year right now due to 
overpopulation and building.


Individual


1929 1 Mining is also a financial incentive by it use good water that can never be recovered. Providing a pipeline 
of cap water does not replace the quantity or quality of the water use.


Individual


1929 2 Drilling wells for mine use will lower the water level endangering many existing private wells.Individual


1932 2 Strong possibility of our wells running dry.Individual


1933 1 Water useage by the mine and the deprivation to the surrounding countryside and communities- clean 
H2O act, safe drinking H2O, etc


Individual


1934 1 I am concerned about the water usage the mine will demand and how it will effect us- the residents of this 
water aquifer.


Individual


1935 1 The Rosemont proposal is to draw high quality drinking water from the aquifers that supply the West side 
of the Santa Rita Mountains and Green Valley, at a rate of over 6,000 acre-feet of ground water to use in 
their mining operation. The propose to replace this with Cap water. This would likely cause as many as 
300 local wells to go dry and lower the water tables of the entire Green Valley area.


Individual


1936 2 The idea of them taking our precious groundwater to use in their mining, while leaving us with the terrible 
& undependable CAP water is unthinkable. CAP may not always be available to us in the future, but they 
would continue to drain the aquifer, thus affecting the amount of drinking water, not only for the Santa 
Cruz Valley, but for everyone downstream, including Tucson. This issue ALONE should be sufficient 
reason to deny this mine.


Individual


1939 1 What are you forest people thinking? To allow a precious and finite resource like that to be gobbled up 
like that for a foreign company that will be gone in a generation?


Individual


1940 2 The most important is water- Lowing the water table will hurt everyone in the Santa Cruz water shed.Individual


1942 2 Water resources are so important to AZ, and their huge use of water will deplete the acquifer + cause 
ground subsidence.


Individual


1943 2 Water issues concern me a great deal -- both quantity + quantity.Individual


1944 1 My main concern is water!  A Pima County commissioned and submitted Hydro Geological study showed 
a major depletion to water tables of Davidson Wash + Santa Cruz River aquifers.


Individual


1945 4 This project, which is incompatible with the current local and quantity problem.Individual


1946 4 This project, which is incompatible with the current local and quantity problem.Individual


1948 8 I am concerned about the use of ground waterIndividual


1949 1 the water table which supplies Green Valley is already dropping each year.  Future generations may not be 
able to live here because of the mine's huge consumption of water.


Individual


1952 2 Southern Arizona has a severe water shortage.Individual


1956 6 Pima County commissioned and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado that raised the 
threat of surrounding groundwater


Individual
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1958 1 We have great concern about the long-term effect of mining on the water table and environmental impact 
on that water as well as the irrefutable negative impact


Individual


1960 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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1960 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


1960 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


1961 2 Althought we appreciate the efforts to reuse water separated from tailings, the mining project will still 
need copious quantities of water presumably dram from the water table that supplies Green Valley, 
Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, and other residential areas in this region. Because we are in a drought that 
has lasted over a decade and water resources for residents are low, we think it is extremely unwise to 
accept a project that will further diminish the existing water resources.


Individual


1963 2 There have been numerous environmental regulations put on the hard-rock mining industry since the 
Mining Act of 1872, one of them being the Clean Water Act.  But according to testimony of John Leahy, 
distinguished professor of law at University of California before the Senate Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources last September, the Clean  Water Act does not protect groundwater.  It is generally 
designed to "protect, sort of, industrial waste coming out of pipes.  Mines don't pose those kinds of 
problems.  They need, in some respects, some clean water act permits, but the quantity impacts of hard-
rock mining are not addressed under the existing environmental laws."  He goes on to say that the Mining 
Law itself is utterly silent on environmental regulations and that the newer laws do not comprehensively 
address the myriad of environmental threats posed by hard-rock mining such as the depletion of ground 
water pollution, and disruption of wildlife habitat.  In light of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, this 
is particularly disturbing since according to Supervisor Ray Carrol in his letter to Congress, the federal 
land that Rosemont wants to "develop" is at the headwaters of Tucson's water supply.  Fore example, 
Heavy rains and flooding such as we received as recently as 1993 in the Rosemont Project area would 
have washed out the tailings impoundment and polluted the whole area with toxic chemicals.


Individual


1963 3 Do not allow these mining activities to take place on NFS land that threaten major water supplies.Individual


1967 6 There is not enough for miningIndividual


1971 1 I have numerous concerns about plans to open the Rosemont Copper Mine in the Santa Rita mountains. 
Of primary concern is the amount of water that would need to be deveited from the surrounding 
communities.


Individual


1972 1 Development will create a massive watershed problem and potential shortages of waterIndividual


1974 4 Water quality & demand on water supplyIndividual


1975 2 Our dwindling water supply in this drought stricken desert is critical to all life. This fact alone should 
prevent squandering (to polluting the run-off) of our precious water supply.


Individual


1976 2 We do not have enough water for the large water use of a mine.Individual
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1980 2 Water situation in area already critical- even if they bring the pipeline it is only designed to give 5000 
acre ft- which is what the mine will use.-the GV basin gets no benefit!!


Individual


1982 1 The water table is gradually being lowered by the existing mining and agricultural operations west of the 
Santa Rita Mountain range in the residential areas of Sahuarita and Green Valley. Rosemont mine plans to 
extract water from this same ground water resource. The mine does not have an adequate not guaranteed 
plan to replenish this water.  Therefore the mine should not be permitted.


Individual


1984 5 However my biggest concern is the water issue. It is a fact that Augusta Mine Plans to use 3719.99 
gallons of water per minute out of the ground for 20 years. What will happen to the wells in the 
immediate area? Since, I live in the Singing Valley North and the mine will be in my back yard. I have the 
right to have a legitimate concern. I hope water issues will be one of your top priorities.


Individual


1988 2 No water.Individual


2041 3 How will you replace our H2O when they dry up our wells?Individual


2067 4 Where is the H2O coming from when these mines dry up our H2O supply?Individual


2068 3 Our H20 supply is questionable.Individual


2073 2 I'm also very worried about the water table!Individual


2076 5 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
There is every likelihood that the mine at Rosemont Ranch that is being proposed would dewater wells 
currently in use.


Individual


2078 2 The geology of the aquifer as it relates to the recharge project is described. Also described is an 
underground defect in the field caused by "pumping from the mines". I would like to know if the water 
pumping the Rosemont Mine Project intends to do could cause diversion or redistribution of the water 
supply.


Individual


2078 4 Does Rosemont have data on how long the well they plan to use will be able to produce the water they 
want?


Individual


2090 3 We feel that there are many valid reasons to not approving this project:
2. The negative impact on underground aquifers and ground water supplies.


Individual


2091 3 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2094 2 We're already in big, big trouble with regard to enough water to support the population. The mine would 
have a huge impact (utterly disregarding the needs of the people) on available water as well as resultant 
pollutants.


Individual


2094 9 Please, please don't allow the Augusta Resource Corporation to ruin our beautiful Santa Rita Mountains 
and rob us of our water!


Individual


2095 2 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property (about 50 acres) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore. The 
pumping of so much water will dry up as many as 200 domestic wells in my neighborhoods, at depths of 
only 200 to 300 feet, which supply the drinking water for up to 400 families. I


Individual


2095 11 Pima County Administrator Chuck Huckleberry stated earlier this month his concerns about the over use 
of the groundwater and that the aquifer in Green Valley is falling at the rate of 4 feet a year.


Individual


2095 15 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


Individual
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2095 16 Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from a groundwater 
depletion and land subsidence may cause a risk to health and safety of residents with undesirable 
consequences to the community. Rosemont's transportation of our groundwater could dramatically affect 
any future growth in our community.


Individual


2096 5 The Rosemone Mine must not go forward. Not only will it destroy our natural resources, it will scar our 
landscape. Not to mention take our water. We have to do all we can to preserve the aquifer.


Individual


2098 1 I am very concerned about the amount of water this project will take away from precious supply. Before 
we moved here to Green Valley in 2006, this project did not exist. At that time, there was already concern 
that the aquifer would sustain the then current growth. We now know that concern was not unfounded! 
Sahuarita is already experiencing problems with it"s future water supply.


Individual


2119 4 I have heard that the Augusta Mine Corp the holding company is drilling wells west of Sauhaurita road 
and Houghton Which will deplete our all ready over used water supply.


Individual


2121 4 The ground-water supply for local residents will be seriously depleted. Yes, I'm familiar with Arizona 
ground-water law but that doesn't make it right!


Individual
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2126 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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2126 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


2126 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


2128 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved. If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the 
same general area. If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur. Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than what is replaced is not a good idea. Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the 
mine using available water. Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that 
area.


Individual


2136 3 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: "fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
'Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual


2143 19 In fact, in this water-poor environment, depletion of water sources themselves is certainly an issue.Individual


2144 13 People need good water--- and there isn't much of that in the Santa Rita Mountains area. Some years the 
stream in madera Canyon and some years they DRIED UP!


Individual


2147 6 Even if the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not put an intolerable burden upon 
existing water supplies, it is a foregone conclusion that its steady stream of ore trucks will make Scenic 
Highway 83 a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


2148 6 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2150 3 The water drawn from the wells the mine will need, will lower the water table, and cause our well to run 
dry, or not produce enough water. I share a well with my neighbor, and it cost us $25,000 to put it in. This 
represents a significant investment which could be at risk of supporting our households. We can't afford 
to drill another well. The pump is at 750 feet, and the well is at 840 feet. I doubt very much that we could 
possible go any deeper. The alternative of trucking in water is time consuming and expensive. Some of 
the mines are planned upsteam of us and could easily take out enough water to dry up our well. We will 
then have to take them to court and prove they harmed us and that is expensive too!


Individual
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2156 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2160 2 Water in southwestern Arizona is far too precious and scarce to allot to a mining project.Individual


2170 3 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2173 3 Also, a mine would consume large amounts of ground water, further depleting an aquifer that is already 
being drawn down. Current citizens of the area are facing the possibility of severe restrictions in the years 
to come.


Individual


2174 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine.


Individual


2182 2 My main concern deals with the depletion of our precious, ever disappearing groundwater.Individual


2193 1 I am opposed to the Rosemont copper mine because there will not likely be enough water for such a large 
project over 20 years.


Individual


2196 3 Throughout the region, there are serval watering holes that I presume ranchers built years ago. Just a few 
years ago, some of these watering holes, or small lakes, two of which I believe are called Twin Lakes and 
Fagan Lake, were completely filled, and at times, overflowing. However, since more homes have been 
built in the region and drought-like conditions now exist, these lakes are completely dry or near so. I've 
attached photos to show you Fagan Lake~ 2 years ago and Fagan and Twin Lakes two days ago.


Individual


2196 4 I'm sharing these photos with you to help convey a serious issue that southern Arizona (and many parts of 
the world) is now facing, i.e. potential water shortages. I can elaborate further on this issue, but suffice it 
to say that if the Rosemont copper mine is allowed to proceed, it will require water that we can hardly 
afford to waste. As you know, ground water continues to be depleted throughout Arizona.


Individual


2201 2 Some of the problems that would be created are as follows:


1. Large amounts of water will be required. Considering that the Southwest is in a prolonged drought, this 
doesn't seem to make much sense. Even if precipitation were at normal amounts, being in a desert 
environment isn't conductive to anouther industry that is water intensive.


Individual


2202 1 I live in Corona de Tucson, just south of my home is the proposed Rosemont Mine in the Santa Rita 
Mountains. I am very concerned about our drinking water- Simply put WE DO NOT have the water to 
support such an operation. Minning this area would be environmental disaster to the water shed in 
Davidson Canyon, and the Scenic Santa Rita Range.


Individual


2203 1 The depth of the aquifer under the Santa Cruz valley is declining, and has been for years. Even the 
hydrologists cannot say with certainty that there is a 100-year water supply for residential use, even if 
there are no more draws on the aquifer than currently exist.


Individual


2203 6 The balance of nature in the desert southwest in which we live is too fragile to withstand another large 
draw on the Santa Cruz aquifer, which we know for a fact is already declining, even without the mine.


Individual


2208 3 This mine will deplete the water supply of residents.Individual


2211 1 There isn't enough water available to open another copper mine and sustain the current populations and 
industry in the proposed mine area.


Individual


2211 3 Note intended % usages of recharge water; excluding ASARCO which already gets CAP water in 
competition with the Pima Road recharge facility; as, it gets the water ahead of the Pima Road recharge 
facility, hence completes for CAP water. (Is available CAP water reduced by ASARCO competition for 
water? And, is this justification for a new copper company doing the same thing?)


Individual


2211 7 Will we need extra water to off-set what Rosemont buys?Individual


2214 4 How will surface water quantity  in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?Individual
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2214 5 How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being depleted 
and how will they compensate the landowners?


Individual


2214 17 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quantity?


Individual


2219 3 The dominant issue has to be the sustainability of the groundwater supply in this area. Actually, it is not 
even sustainable at present (the aquifer is dramatically lowering each year, and the dream of resupplying it 
from the Colorado Rive is a clear fiction).


Individual


2221 4 Another aspect is the water needed for the mine. As you know, the long term outlook for CAP water 
coming to Tuson area is grim. If the mine is allowed to begin and the CAP water withdrawn (because AZ 
id the 1st to lose rights), will the mine be allowed to drill wells for the enormous amounts of water 
needed?


Individual


2227 4 We do not want a copper mine dumping their byproducts on our beautiful State land, thereby ruining it 
forever, and making a profit on top of it!  It will gobble up what little is left of our precious ground-water.


Individual


2228 4 Furthermore, I understand that the mine will use a substantial amount of ground water. The whole Tucson 
area is currently trying to conserve the groundwater for future generations through CAP, conservation, 
etc. However, if the mine uses copious amounts of ground water, it seems like all our area water 
conservation efforts would be in vain.


Individual


2229 1 How many GALLONS OF WATER PER MINUTE will Rosemont Copper Mine use? (The Ray Mine in 
Hayden, Arizoan uses 20,000 of water per minute)
How many gallons of water per day will they be using?


Individual


2229 2 ASARCO will be going back to full capacity using WATER from the SAME Aquifer. The Pecan Trees 
also use alot of Water from this same Aquifer. The growing community uses Water from this same 
Aquifer.


Individual


2229 4 If the new technology that they are planning to use, if it doesn't work, Will they need TWICE as much 
water? 8,000 acre feet times 2?  How much Water is in the Aquifer, and How long will it last?


Individual


2233 1 http://www.epa.gov/region09/water/groundwater/ssa-
pdfs/Santa%20Cruz_Avra%20Basin%20SSA%20map.pdf


Please note that website above. This depicts the GIS information used to create a water map of the Santa 
Cruz aquifer. The EPA data needs to be used by Rosemont to produce a computer map or projection of 
that the result of their water pumping will be. Also, the water authorities of AZ need to be consulted as 
reviewers of Rosemont's water use projections.


Individual


2235 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine would have on my well. Can I expect the water 
table to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry who will pay to get water to my home?


Individual


2235 4 What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?Individual


2236 7 In the desert, water is life and not to be trifled with anymore. Enough has been evaporated in the heat of 
public debate.


Individual


2238 2 Rosemont states it will pump water from the Santa Cruz aquifer in large quantities (maybe measured, 
maybe not) and the effect of this pumping is yet to be determined, expect that it can expect to create 
channeling and diversion of the water path in an area which has already experience from the 
ASARCO/P.D. mining operations. (This is documented in the construction documents of the CAP 
recharge geology information).


Individual


2238 5 No one has to date revealed any study of the effect of Rosemont's use of our water on the coming water 
shortages. Specifically, Rosemont is not bringing any new water into Pima County rather is buying CAP 
water which was already coming to Pima County and paying for CAP water recharge that was already 
being done; hence, there is not net gain from the added water usage by Rosemont Mines and in fact by 
pre-paying for CAP water which may be in future years decreased to our area, Rosemont is establsihing a 
fixed water requirement which may reduce water for all other water users.


Individual
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2243 1 The mine will use too much water. Today's Green Valley News and Sun (Wednesday, April 23, 2008) 
carried a front page story about dropping water tables and subsidence ground levels falling and supporting 
water declines. Enough said.


Individual


2244 2 Clean water is rapidly becoming our nations new oil crisis and the mine is not compatible with any 
environmentally compatible earth friendly water use or reuse. We have been in a drought that has been 
argued to be caused by global warming. Natural warming process or human impact does not matter, the 
end result of not enough water for the local inhabitants man, plant, or animal is inescapable. To destroy 
and waster this natural resource (water) in the desert is inconceivable.


Individual


2252 2 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual


2252 3 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas.  Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep.  Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Individual


2253 4 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side of the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual


2253 5 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 feet deep pit have on the groundwater 
on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet deep.  Will they 
require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?  Who will pay for this?


Individual


2256 2 The mine would use enormous amounts of water from the Santa Cruz River aquifers- an estimated 5,000 
to 7,000 acre-feet per year, an amount equal to that used annully by 20,000 to nearly 30,000 household 
members. Augusta claims that the water they use will be replaced by CAP water, though they do not have 
a CAP guarantee for the full life of the mine.


Individual


2265 9 While Augusta obtained water rights, at this time this water may be replenished into the Avra-Valley 
aquifer or Sahuarita. However the wells being drilled are well above these replenishing sites and therefore 
will affect the status of the local ground water level and with this the existing wells in and around these 
new industrial deep wells. What will or has been done to counteract the negative effects?


Individual


2267 2 With the Asarco mine to begin ramping up to 100% capacity in addition to the Rosemont Mine- it 
becomes mind boggling to think about the amount of water that will so rapidly be sucked out of the earth- 
I strongly believe there is no room for another mine and is a horrific accident just wanting to happen.


Individual


2267 4 Even a lay person can clearly conclude in a very short tiem frame that there simply is not enough existing 
water to supply all of these needs.


Individual


2270 1 Everyone else knows (even Canada knows) we are in trouble with water shortages, prolonged droughts 
and a rapidly declining water table.


Individual


2271 3 Water shortages are predicted for the near future in this drought-prone area. It was recently allowed to 
become overdeveloped. The copper mine would greatly exaggerate this problem with its water demands.


Individual


2273 2 As environmentalists and appreciators of unspoiled landscapes, we are concerned that the mine will 
impact water availability of small communities like Elgin, Sonoita and Patagonia.


Individual


2275 4 The project will use an enormous amount of water that we no longer can afford to such a project.Individual


2279 2 If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley) residents will have enough groundwater of the quantity they enjoy today 
(6/22/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative impacts can be 
suitably corrected then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine should be denied 
their request to use Fores Service land. The Forest Service has then satisfied its motto "Caring for the land 
and serving people" and can move on to more productive projects benefiting the majority of people it 
serves.


Individual


2283 1 Southern Arizona is about out of Water, what are you going to do? Are you going to stop the mines usage 
of Water, or are you going to let the mine continue to use Water even when we know there is little 
WATER left?


Individual
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2283 2 THERE IS NO WATER! What are you going to do?Individual


2284 5 Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem 
will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide water?


Individual


2285 2 Rosemont has drilled several "test" wells in our area to date and are already in the process of depleting the 
water table.


Individual


2286 1 While the location is reason enough to be against this ming (I am not against mining in general), the main 
reason is water. If the plaque at Glen Canyon Dam is correct, mines and argriculture use 85% or more of 
all the water used in Arizona. The proposed mine site is a sensitive area and an enormous amounts of 
water will be needed to accommodate the processing of the ore. The water must come from somewhere. 
This is a desert, we are in a long-term drought, and this is just a poor choice for any new mine, much less 
an open-pit mine.


Individual


2287 2 I think it is more important to preserve the groundwater than it is to allow the mine project to proceed.Individual


2291 25 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.


Individual


2292 1 I would like to restate the concerns of my neighbors and friends, such as: water its availability.Individual


2293 1 I am greatly concerned that an enterprise such as the Rosemont Mine will use already scarce water 
resources. Ground water in Tucson and surrounding areas is bening pumped faster than it can be 
replenished.


Individual


2297 1 As a 15-year homeowner in Green Valley, I am extremely concerned about the further depletion of 
groundwater in the aquifer, which would be guaranteed and hastened by the proposed Rosemont Mine. 
The Rosemont proposal to provide Sahuarita and Green Valley with reclaimed Colorado River water 
while the mine uses groundwater is not acceptable.


Individual


2298 4 We do not want the limited water resources of Arizona going a mining operation.Individual


2301 4 There are serious water issues in the Tucson region which must be considered. Although Augusta 
promises to conserve and replenish water, it is still coming from someplace and there is an impact to the 
environment.


Individual


2303 2 The availability of water in the area is uncertain an an open-pit copper mine would only exacerbate the 
problem. Using CAP water seems unrealistic as this source of water from the Colorado River is also 
uncertain, given the demands of the growing populations in the areas that use it.


Individual


2305 9 Warren Nechodom a Green Valley resident is a retired chemical/nuclear engineer/manager and he 
commented: "IF (my emphasis) Augusta mines or dumps waste onto the northern tier of unpatented 
mining claims, this PROBABLY (my emphasis) would alter the hydrology and water quality of the 
Sycamore Canyon drainage system too, thus affecting Corona de Tucson also."


Those living near the Santa Ritas deserve guarantees against those IFS and MAYBES!


Individual


2306 9 It would use too much water. We already are struggling to assure that we have enough water for the 
residents of southern Arizona, why should we provide it for a Canadian company.


Individual


2310 6 Not to mention the affect on the water table in the area.Individual


2318 4 Water table depletion is a great concern.Individual


2326 7 The consumption of precious ground water for this mine is unacceptable.Individual
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2327 1 As I understand it they are putting a pipe line to Green Valley. It is proposed to supply half of the amont 
of water they intend to pull from the mountain. Well what good is that water in the valley going to do for 
the 100 homes they are going to pull the water from at 4000 feet. Make them haul their water just like we 
will have to do after they drain it all out and leave our wells dry.


Individual


2330 1 I am opposed to the construction of an open pit copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountain mainly because 
of the impact it would have on the aquifer. As a resident of Green Valley, I am very concerned about the 
future of the water supply in this area. The mine would use a tremendous amount of water and possibly 
cause a crisis situation for surrounding residents.


Individual


2332 2 I remember as a kid when the Water ran above ground in the Santa Cruz River in Tucson in the 1950's 
with many beautiful cottonwood trees along it's banks. Now to see those same beautiful cottonwood trees, 
you have to go to Tubac. And the river is now GONE DRY above. All my life growing up in Tucson, we 
have heard everyone talking about the need to conserve water IN THE DESERT, AND CONSTANTLY 
BEING REMINDED THAT WE LIVE IN THE DESERT. Now Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, have 
grown TREMENDOUSLY. Just to keep up with all the growth causing increased demands on our water 
supply is substancial!!!!


Individual


2332 3 My question is this? With a mine using 8,000 acre-feet of water per year, which translates to BILLIONS 
OF GALLONS OF WATER PER YEAR FOR 20 YEARS, HOW CAN THEIR BE ENOUGH WATER 
FOR THE GROWING COMMUNITY? Plus what about the fact that ASARCO MINES ARE CLOSE by 
and they intend to open up their mine from 10 percent to full capacity. Where do they get their water? 
And what IMPACT will they have on the COMMUNITIES?


Individual


2332 4 What happens if there is a MISCALCULATION ON THE AMOUNT OF WATER AND THERE IS 
NOT ENOUGH to last for even 10 years? Where will the water come from??????


Individual


2333 1 This proposed project represents a threat to the local and regional water supply and should not proceed. I 
spoke with hydrologist Salek Satiquillah during the meeting, and he told me there is little understanding 
of the watershed in that area. Pumping the amount of water required by the mine will likely affect wells of 
local residents.


Individual


2337 5 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine for lack of water, if for no other reason. Augusta 
should not be allowed to deplete the water supply for residents or the Colorado River System.


Individual


2338 5 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine for lack of water, if for no other reason. Augusta 
should not be allowed to deplete the water supply of residents.


Individual


2344 3 Moreover, it would be criminal to waste that much water - 9,000 gallons per minute! - on such a project. 
That is not sustainable under any definition.


Individual


2346 2 If you remember, the Duval Mine used so much ground water that the Tucson Basin which naturally 
flows out north with the Santa Rita was also draining south to the mines. Copper mines use a horrendous 
amount of water.


Individual


2349 3 I am also concerned about the amount of water used in strip mining.Individual


2351 2 Our family is most concerned with water and the impact of the mine on our water. Our well is only 360 
feet deep and produces 40 GPM, a wonderful well. What happens when the water goes away? What do 
we do? I don't know that anyone has the knowledge to predict the water issues, but obviously we could 
lose a substantial amount of water.


Individual


2354 4 We can't afford to ruin any more of our land with mines or any other venture that sucks up water we don't 
have to spare.


Individual


2356 5 The untainted runoff from the water shed above and below the mine site MUST be preserved for the 
collection of clean non toxic water to be recharged into appropriate aquifers, man made or existing, this 
would minimize the water loss in an ARID LANDSCAPE


Individual
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2364 6 The proposed mine site is very near Tucson, which is already water challenged. Extracting 5000 to 8000 
acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. I don't think it takes a 
hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which means the 
people of Tucson as well as the residents of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also suffer. Santa 
Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering a referendum 
that will require land owners to prove a 100-year supply of water before being issued a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2365 2 This mine would not only defile our environment and scenic beauty BUT would require massive amounts 
of water which would be used to process the copper. This would be tragic both from an environmental 
standpoint and the depletion of my water supply.


Individual


2366 2 The Green Valley aquifer has been dropping 2 feet a year for several years they say. Rosemont plans to 
bring in Colorado River Water, but I haven't seen any measurements comparing what they would bring in 
that way with what they would use. Also, the lakes supplying the river are running low, and there is no 
guarantee that they will refill, and that the combined SanPedro and Colorado River water would continue 
to support Green Valley and Sahuarita and Tubac and Amato, after having passed more upstream users. I 
would hate to see people driven from their homes by lack of water, but this could happen even without the 
mine. With it, it would be much faster.


Individual
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2371 2 As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than being replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley 
area.  We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 
40,000 AF.  We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the 
massive groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding 
more water due to higher temperatures in the summer and less rainfall.  This is not a fantasy, but real 
facts.  Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic 
and wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually, 
and no one seems to really care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day/month/year 
that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.  Government agencies and politicians 
perceive that we are all over 65 and maybe have less than 10-12 years, so why bother.  Then a new group 
of retirees will move to town and we can continue to fool them for a while longer.


In 1998 when the Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DRW, Pima County, copper 
mine, pecan grove) if we did not beging some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in 
trouble.  The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the 
Canoa Ranch area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater, 
rather than do the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they 
did not want to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up to the taxpayers to pay 
this bill, as the copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our groundwater from this basin.  Everyone 
has gone along their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our 
groundwater.  They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians 
are afraid to do the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking 
care of the people of Green Valley.


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what are we facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505,000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it , 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul area of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Now let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Individual
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2371 3 Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita  table begins to decline.  And it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.  In possibly less than 10 years, 
how do you tell people 75 years of age and older that they have to go and get bottled water.  Many are 
crippled and some with no means of transportation.  Further, maybe they can only flush their toilets for 
two hours a day when the water is turned on.  What do we do when the small water companies in Green 
Valley close their doors (there are six water companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or 
dig new wells (not knowing how long that water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and 
believe me it it not a pretty picture.  It cost the State of California and a County millions and millions to 
correct a problem that could have been prevented.


Individual


2371 4 The National Environmental Policy Act, Section 101, Paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita that would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the 
community.  Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from 
groundwater depletion


Individual


2374 3 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: "fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
'Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual


2375 1 Where is the water going to come from that will be used by the mine if approved. If it is form wells in the 
area surrounding the mine what impact will that have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the 
same general area. If a replacement source of water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the 
mining operation the approval should not occur. Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing 
water shortage in the area and drawing out more water than what is replaced is not a good idea. Perhaps 
your home may suffer the consequences of either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the 
mine using available water. Think about that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that 
area.


Individual


2379 9 The Upper Santa Cruz River groundwater basin is not in equilibrium and is in serious jeopardy due to the 
groundwater overdraft proposed by Rosemont. This is an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of 
vital water resources.


Government


2380 1 Our water is from a well that supports six families. We have never had a problem with our water, it is soft 
and crystal clear. Our well is 650 feet deep and the underground stream that supplies our well runs from 
south to north. With the proposed mine just three miles south of us, it will have a horrific effect upon our 
well. The proposed wells of the pit mine will be as deep as 1,800 to 2,900 feet. There goes the water 
supply to six families.


Individual


2380 3 Water is very scarce in the desert and the mine will either take our water away from us or pollute it to an 
extent that it would be unusable. Tapping the ground water has been going on for some time in the 
Sonoran Desert. As pumping technology has enabled aquifers to be more effectively exploited, the 
region's water table has dropped an average of 160 feet and as much as 1,000 feet in some areas. Are we 
going to continue to let this happen?


Individual
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2381 23 I myself have a question about the actual amount of water which they say they would be using. The old 
rule of thumb in the Mining Industry was that a thirty thousand ton a day Mill would need plus or minus 
twelve thousand acre feet of water per year.
Augusta' s operating plan states that they would use plus or minus five thousand acre feet per year to mill 
seventy six thousand tons per day. The ADWR has given them a permit for only six thousand acre feet per 
year.
The numbers do not add up. I do not find any new method in the operating plan to explain this remarkable 
savings in water consumption.


Individual


2384 3 Can Rosemont Copper guarantee that neighboring wells will not be pumped dry?Individual


2384 5 Can Rosemont Copper guarantee the residents of Santa Cruz and other neighboring counties that their 
populations will have adequate water supplies and for future generations?


Individual


2385 2 Water- the mine will affect many aquifers. Impact will be felt in wide area. Bringing ground water from 
the Santa Cruz aquifer will draw down affecting hundreds of wells.


Individual


2386 1 As one speaker put it at the May 12th meeting, even with copper at $4/pound, the most valuable "mineral" 
in the West is water.  This mine will require some 90,000 gallons per minute to be pumped from the same 
aquifer that serves the residents of Sonoita and Elgin.  Although the Company has promised to mitigate 
this in several ways, such as extending CAP and using that water to recharge the aquifer with treated 
ischarge water from the mine, that is little solace.


Individual


2386 4 This may be moot if the water table drops and we simply run out of water.  As it is, various hydrology 
reports for the area indicate that this area can support only limited future population growth as it is, 
assuming no mine is built.  The mine would most likely dry up our wells, killing the towns of Sonoita, 
Patagonia, and Elgin and removing hundred of millions of dollars of property asset value from the 
personal wealth of local residents and from the county propety tax roles.  Half my retirement assets are 
tied up in the 20 acres of land and buildings on my property.  If I am unable to sell this property in five 
years or so for what they are worth now (or more) when I retire from my emplyment, then I will have 
suffered a tremendous financial loss that I will never be able to recover.


Individual


2387 6 I believe the most important concern is the huge use of scarce water by the mine. Our water resources are 
already stressed by the fact that the Tucson Active Management Area is using a blend of 45% recharged 
CAP water. The Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin is part of the TAMA groundwater basin. The mine will 
further stress an already tenuous water supply for Southern Arizona and the Colorado River water users.


Individual


2389 2 How much water will be pumped from Cienaga watershed?Individual


2389 8 Will a complete exhaustive hydrology report be done on BOTH watersheds, so that a base line can be 
developed for water quantity?


Individual


2389 10 I am concerned about the water quantity being effected by the Rosemont mine. The main water supply for 
the mine is projected to originate from the west side of the Santa Rita Mts., but the open pit will be at 
such extreme depth that evacuation wells will have to be placed at bottom depths to discharge water from 
springs, seepages and water bearing fissures. The location of the pit means that this would be a substantial 
drain on Cienaga watershed.


Individual


2392 6 The proposed mine site is very near Tucson, which is already water challenged. Extracting 5000 to 8000 
acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. I don't think it takes a 
hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which means the 
people of Tucson as well as the residents of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also suffer. Santa 
Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering a referendum 
that will require land owners to prove a 100-year supply of water before being issued a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2393 3 The mine drawing only 6000AF/ year, is complete nonsense. They claim dry-stacking will accomplish 
that. That is completely un-tested and if it does not work, then what?
We do not need assumptions and guessing. We need facts.


Individual
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2395 6 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis and mitigating plans are proceeding.


Organization


2396 7 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include the reduction of water resources from increased 
groundwater pumping


Individual


2400 2 The remark made by Jamie Sturgess- if the well goes dry, it's because it wasn't drilled deep enough and 
would have gone dry any way showed his arrogance and was insulting at the same time. My well off SR 
83 has been at the same static level for 30 yrs. If it goes dry after the mine goes in it's not because it wasn't 
deep enough, t's because they put a 2900 ft. deep pit in the ground and drained the water from the valley. 
Water flows down to the lowest spot. And it's not only my well it's all my neighbors too.


Individual


2404 10 How much water will the mine actually use?Business


2404 12 How can the USFS justify the use of high quality [Santa Cruz Valley] groundwater? This potential 
damage and these increased costs to current residents and future generations needs to be studied and 
quantified.


Business


2413 1 I am concerned about water, How much the mine would use, the amount and quality of the water left for 
all of us who live here?


Individual


2414 1 As I understand it, this company wants to get its water from the 6V/Sahuarita aquifer, an unbelevable 
number of gallons per day. This must be somebody's bad dream. Already it recedes at 4 feet per year, and 
individuals have to dig individual wells deeper to get any water at all. In a few years, there will be no 
water for homeowners.


Individual


2420 1 When we purchased our home in Green Valley in 2004, we were assured the aquifer was durable for 100 
years or more. With the current growth rate, this is questionable, but there is certainly not sufficient water 
for residents and an additional copper mine. The government's responsibilty is to us, the residents, not a 
company from another country!


Individual


2421 3 And what about the enormous water use? The whole idea is madness!Individual


2426 1 I am a 39 yr. retired copper miner. I own property in Sahuarita Heights about 1/2 mile east of an industrial 
well owned by Augusta Resources Corp. (Rosemont Copper). This is one of 3 wells planned for the 
Sahuarita area. These wells are 1200 ft. deep with a 12 inch diameter casing. So the way that I see this 
project, it will not be long before the private well that supplies my water will go dry. Which means that I 
will have to move, or finance deepening the private well.


Individual


2427 11 It would: use precious groundwater supplyIndividual


2431 2 Do not allow R.C. Mine Project because:
2. water use will cause drop in ground water & lower level of ground


Individual


2440 17 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2440 19 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2449 2 It's most likely that CAP & other water sources will not be adequate to supply all that’s needed for Pima 
County, let alone a open pit mine needing thousands of acre feet per year.
This major strain on our water supply would be a serious risk not worth taking.


Individual
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2450 2 My concern is the water. There is no indication that even if the proposed pipeline is put in place that this 
will reduce the stress on the aquifer. Recently some hydrology experts told us that at least a 36 inch 
pipeline would be required rather than the 20 inch proposed one.


Individual


2450 3 Our potential water source is already past the danger point and we may be in trouble even without the 
mine, but with the mine the danger goes up exponentially. There is some doubt that the Colorado River 
water will be able to keep up with demand and our allotment may have to be reduced sometime in the 
next few decades. This disregard for water by our federal, state and local leaders reminds me a bit of the 
legend of Casey Jones who went on to oblivion with his hand on a wide open throttle, as we are with no 
real regard for our finite water resources.


Individual


2462 3 Will my well go dry?Individual


2462 8 What is the responsibility of Rosemont mine when the water level drops?Individual


2467 2 I do not believe that the number of jobs created will balance the depletion of our ground water.Individual


2468 11 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2468 15 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2470 6 Other mining companies had plans to mine the Santa Ritas, but didn't have the water.Individual


2471 1 I have been a homeowner and hiker in AZ for 26 years. I am very worried about our dwindling water 
supply. We need both federal & state legislatures to limit water use by mines & agriculture in Arizona!


Individual


2471 3 My husband and I are against any near mining (Rosemont) that would further deplete the aquifer.Individual


2471 5 In the area where Rosemount has dug its wells, the water table is lowering so that neighbors must dig 
deeper at big expense that they cannot afford.


Individual


2472 2 In the book Cadillac Desert (The American West and its Disappearing Water) by Marc Reisner, the writer 
claims that the Tucson area has an 80-year supply of water remaining. The book is well researched and 
extensively footnoted and is a text that has been used in university classes. It was published in 1986. One 
might assume that in the 22 years since publication Tucson might have 58 years of water remaining. That 
would be true had the Tucson area's population and water usage remained static. The fact is that the 
Tucson region has gained considerable population and industry since 1986. A logical assumption would 
be that we have far less than 58 years of water left.


Individual


2477 2 I am very much interested in this water. Get the pipes enlarged and have water coming in.Individual


2479 4 As the County Supervisor representing the district in Santa Cruz county most likely to be impacted by this 
proposal, I have grave concerns regarding the potentially negative impacts upon water quality and 
quantity.


Government


2484 2 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process,


Individual
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2489 2 In particular, the Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from depletion represents an enormous threat to 
water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to supplying Tucson and 
surrounding areas.


Organization


2491 1 I own a registered well in the Santa Cruz River Basin (AZ Dept. of Water Resources Registration No. 55-
829830; File No. D (21-16) 8 Cdd, filed March 04, 1982). This well is on the Crown C Ranch, Dry 
Canyon Parcel 11, now addressed as 37 Tecopa Lane in the Santa Cruz County rural addressing scheme. 
The Santa Cruz County Tax ID No. is 110-47-011. There is no mail service to this address. [Please use 
the above address on E. Tanque Verde in Tucson for ay and all U.S. Postal Service correspondence.]
My purpose in writing to you is to find out what possible long term adverse inpact the Rosemont Copper 
Project might or could have on my well. This well supplies a residence and horse barn; therefore, a drop 
in the water level would be of great concern to me as deleterious to day to day living on my property and 
on possible future value of the parcel in the real estate market. 
Attached are some documents relating to the history of the well including data from the original owner at 
time of drilling: Adobe Canyon Corporation in 1973; and the header of the document I used to register the 
well in 1982.


Individual


2498 2 This is the sonoran DESERT. We are in a severe drought! How do you propose to protect our crucial 
resource, water?!?


Individual


2503 6 The pumping of water in the pit is mentioned in the newspaper and states that lowering the water table 
2000' is a large unknown as to total effects.


Individual


2503 8 The pumping of water in the pit is mentioned in the newspaper and states that lowering the water table 
2000' is a large unknown as to total effects. The subsidence problem has not been fully analyzed. What 
about the Santa Cruz River flowing underground north to Tucson, and the effect of this added usage of 
water?


Individual


2504 3 The local supplies of water can not sustain an industry like the proposed Rosemont Copper MineIndividual


2512 1 NO THING HAS CHANGED SINCE 2004…. THERE IS INSUFFICIENT WATER FOR AN OPEN 
PIT MINING OPERATION……I SEE NO REASON NO ROOM FOR DISCUSSION!


Individual


2512 12 An environmental engineer from Phoenix who manages construction sites throughout Arizona, confirmed 
for me that there are organisms being released into the air now, that heretofore have been 
unrecognized….seeminly in herent solely to this desert. There are studies being done to ascertain how 
much humans, etc are being impacted.
Can Augusta provide assurance that further mining will not be responsible for further compromising the 
health of our citizens and our animals via increased contamination of our water supply… quantity?


Individual


2512 15 When I moved to AZ in 2004, a news ariticle read………(paraphrased)…."insufficient water for open pit 
mining"……..NO THING has changed!


Individual


2512 16 My well will be impacted as I live just north of the Santa Ritas……..I want to know why all the 
discussion is about what they will do to ensure we have water, when in fact our water table will be sucked 
backwards to their operation in time……..or so it is thought.  Why are we having this discussion?????


Individual


2512 17 There is insufficeint water for an open pit mining operation.Individual


2513 2 Water- Arizona's most precious & vital resource the U.S.F.S. MUST do exhaustive & thoroughly 
comprehensive studies to ASSURE that the water supply will not be diminished for our children & future 
generations. The concern for WATER must be paramount.


Individual


2515 3 If my well goes dry as a result of the mineIndividual


2519 8 What alternatives can be put forth for the following other than denying Augusta's mining plans:  water 
consumption by the mining operation is the most significant impact of all.  Local wells are already drying 
up as a result of the current drought, and Lake Meade and Lake Powell water levels are being reduced 
drastically by the demands of the CAP as well as the drought.


Individual


2522 2 Aside from all of the environmental hazards, particularly the blatent waste of that  same water.Individual
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2529 1 First.  What will be the impact of the proposed Rosemont Mine operation on the level of water from these 
wells?  Can we expect the water table to be lowered?  If so, will my well run dry during any time of the 
year or is it likely to run dry over the proposed 20 years of operation of the mine?  If so, who will pay to 
get water to my home and water tanks for our animals?  What do you estimate the future ground water 
table to be during the 20 year proposed operation of the mine?  Have you calculated the level of the water 
table given the recent history of the increasing drought conditions in our area in determining the impact of 
the proposed mine on the water table?  If so, what have you calculated as the combined impact of these 
two factors?


Individual


2530 8 All these negatives argue against this whole idea.  But the biggest negative of all: WATER.  As a 1992 
political slogan said, paraphrased:  "It's the Water Dummy".  Arizona cannot, should not give away its 
most precious resource and in the process destroy a huge swath of its environment.  Even considering the 
idea is madness in this day of squandering what little REAL resources we have left.


Individual


2531 1 With new mining activity water resources would be depleted adding to our continuing drought problems.Individual


2532 1 I have been on a well in the past, not now.  This would significantly drop the water levels for nearby 
neighbors and perhaps cause land to subside.


Individual


2532 2 We do not have enough H2O in this area - taking from A and giving to B is not an answer.Individual


2532 3 The damage to the area for such a short mining period (app 20+ yrs) leave the community with lower 
water levels.  NO please.


Individual


2538 4 The proposed site of the mine is very near a large metropolitan area that is already water challenged. 
Extracting 5000 to 8000 acre-feet of water from an already water depressed water table is ludicrous. It 
does not take a hydrological engineer to determine the water table will suffer severe consequences, which 
means the people of Tucson as well as the resident of Sonoita, Elgin, Canelo, and Patagonia will also 
suffer. Santa Cruz County, which shares a common watershed with the proposed mine site, is considering 
a referendum requiring land owners prove a 100-year supply of water before issuing a building permit. It 
doesn't sound like there is enough water available for both the people in the area and the mine and 
apparently the National Forest Service thinks the mine is more important than the people.


Individual


2540 1 My main concerns:
Adverse of unreplaceable water


Individual


2546 4 Allowing an open pit mine would endander our water supply.Individual


2547 1 500 gallons per minute NOIndividual


2555 1 I am very concerned about our water supply here in green valley. Our ground water level is already 
sinking about two feet each year. I understand Rosemont Mine already has permission to drill one well 
which will start drawing even more water from the aquifers. Unless this water shortage problem can be 
reversed, I urge you not to grant permission for the mine to begin operations.


Individual


2560 1 Water - My well has gone from 150 gal. per day to 20 gal. per day.  Basicly dry!  There are already strains 
on Arizona's water.  When the 1872 Law was passed water was not an issue.


Individual


2562 3 I am a joint owner of a private well at 16121 South Country Club Rd. in Sahuarita heights. This well 
serves domestic water to two homes and a small business on the 5 acres served by the well. Without water 
these properties would be unusable.


Individual


2562 5 Rosemont has announced the intention to pump water from under my neighborhood.. Their wells are far 
deeper than mine. They also intend to pump vast amounts of water. This would surely take my water. It 
should also be expected to take the water of all of my neighbors.


Individual
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2564 1 Our water is from a well that supports six families. We have never had a problem with our water, it is soft 
and crystal clear. Our well is 650 feet deep and the underground stream that supplies our well runs from 
south to north. With the proposed mine just three miles south of us, it will have a horrific effect upon our 
well. Without that water, it will make life very hard and reduce the value of our land considerably. Water 
is very scarce in the desert and the mine will either take our water away from us or pollute it to and extent 
that it would be unusable. Tapping the ground water has been going on for some time in the Sonoran 
Desert. As pumping technology has enabled aquifers to be more effectively exploited, the region's water 
table has dropped an average of 160 feet and as much as 2,000 feet in some areas. Are we gong to 
continue to let this happen?


Individual


2565 1 I believe that the mine would destroy a valuable natural resource and may directly damage water sources 
in the area through water use and contamination.


Individual


2569 1 How can this mining be allowed to happen when we have such a water issue?  The mining, if allowed, 
would require so much water.


Individual


2572 1 Because of the potential of the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine to alter flow of groundwater to 
Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek outside the National Forest, Pima County has commissioned the 
attached second phase of the hydrogeological study. The purpose of this report is to explore how much, 
how far and how fast the open pit could alter groundwater movements to these two areas


A numerical groundwater model was developed to probe these questions, based on the concepts presented 
in the first phase report, as well as the sparse existing data. The resulting model suggests that impacts to 
springs and groundwater levels near the pit would be profound and relatively quick. 


The model suggests that draw down of the water table at Upper Cienega Creek in the Las Cienegas 
National Conservation Area would be small at first, taking thousands of years to fully expand into these 
areas. After 8000 years, the lowered water table created by open pit mining would extend through much 
of the Davidson Canyon area. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease less than a foot in several 
thousand years;


Government


2577 9 The Upper Santa Cruz River groundwater basin is not in equilibrium and is in serious jeopardy due to the 
groundwater overdraft proposed by Rosemont. This is an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of 
vital water resources.


Government


2578 3 The mine is said to use 100,000 acre feet of water in twenty years. That is 416 acre feet of water per 
month. That is enough water for 13,574 households in Tucson that use an average amount of water per 
month. The mine will also have the permanent affect on the desert that a mine has, scarring the landscape.


Individual


2582 4 This is Arizona; we have been in a drought for more years than I care to remember-- a lot longer than just 
the 1990s. Yes, Rosemont Copper claims they have enough water, but when they have to buy and 
transport the water from Green Valley, I tend to disagree. The streams used to run in the Santa Ritas and 
down into the valley almost year-round, but it has been years since that has happened. That in itself 
should be a red flag to you; the water isn't there and what little there is, Rosemont Copper will suck out at 
an alarming rate. The only people who are in favor of the Rosemont Copper are the members of the Green 
Vally City Council because all they can see are the dollar signs. But Pima County, Santa Cruz County, 
and the rest of the area will go the way of San Manuel and other mining communities once Rosemont 
Copper picks up and leaves because (1) they ran out of copper or (2) they ran out of water. Either way, 
that's how it’s going to end up.


Individual


2589 1 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others: 
Use of groundwater


Individual
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2589 19 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L34-35)'…sits on the headwaters of much of the City of Tucson's water supply and water 
pollution…' We are in the desert and water is precious. The proposed actions will cause a water shortage 
by the shear use of water and by the 'back flow' into the pit. What will be done to protect wells in the 
valley due to this activity?  
(A2, P5, L38-39) 'This would cause a cone of depression that would dry up the area springs and seeps for 
many years beyond the life of a mine.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have 
portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


2589 21 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L49-50) 'Projections show that this 'excess' water from the Colorado River will run out long 
before the mine would close.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the 
media, public at learge, and the POO.


Individual


2590 4 The objections are primarily based on emotion and ignore the fact that Augusta is proposing a facility that 
will provide adequate water during the life of the mine.


Individual


2590 7 Augusta engaged the best engineers, hydrologists and environmentalists available in developing their 
state-of-the-art plan and these experts comprehensively addressed the concerns raised without any 
shortcuts. Specifically Augusta's plan responsibly addresses the issues of pollution and water supply and 
includes reasonable steps to protect neighbors against the voiced concerns.


Individual


2591 1 Is it fully known how much ground water would be used annually, and how much would be used during 
the duration of the 19 to 20 years of this proposed project?


Individual


2591 2 Is it fully known to what extent that amount of water would affect the aquifer?Individual


2591 4 To what extent would the mine's use of ground water affect the aquifer? To what extent would it use the 
natural resources of water in the aquifer faster than would be replenished by nature?


Individual


2591 6 To what extent would the mine's draw-down and depletion of the aquifer affect ground wells of 
individuals, ranches, and other users? Over how wide an area would/could it affect individual ground 
wells? Would that aquifer have any connectedness to other aquifers? Over what total area of possible 
interconnectedness could there be impact?


Individual


2591 7 Over how wide an area could the use of ground water by the mine affect communities?Individual


2591 8 Has every known existing active well on ranches, Forest Service Grazing Allotments, individual 
residences, and group communities been catalogued to determine the current present number of wells that 
could be impacted, directly or indirectly? Who takes responsibility if those wells run dry or are severely 
lowered in water table from impacts of depletion from the mine?


Individual


2591 9 What is the volume of anticipated individual new wells that would be needed in the vicinity of impact for 
anticipated population growth in the next 20 years?


Individual


2592 19 Given the water use projections of the project and the significance of groundwater within the project area 
as a recharge sources to the Tucson groundwater basin and to the sustenance of perennial and intermittent 
surface water flow in the area (e.g., Cienega Creek, Davidson Canyon, and the springs in the immediate 
vicinity of the proposed project area), factors that need to be described to understand the hydrology 
include:


the hydraulic properties of materials in the project area
estimates of annual mountain front recharge,
estimates of groundwater flow volumes in the area,
groundwater flow paths, and 
the interrelationship between groundwater flow from the project area and surface water in Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Individual
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2592 22 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 24 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 40 Section 2.2.2.6 of the MPO should state whether the water removal cited is based on volume or mass.Individual


2592 46 The EIS needs to evaluate the impact of potential future reductions of CAP deliveries in response to long-
term drought and climate change (see recent article on Lake Meade by Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
published in AGU). What would the proposed project do for water supply if its subcontract for excess 
water "as available" could not be met? The EIS needs to evaluate the impact if the proposed project were 
to exercise its Mineral Extraction and Metallurgical Processing groundwater withdrawal permit.


Individual


2593 86 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?


Organization


2593 114 Water is our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality 
or quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping won't be on Forest Service land, the purpose of the groundwater 
would be to support a project that is on Forest Service land, so the impacts must be considered in the EIS. 
The necessary hydrologic studies should be paid for by the company.


Organization


2593 115 A. WATER SUPPLY
The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute.
-Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
-What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


2593 122 The Sahuarita/Green Valley area: Since Augusta proposes to pump ground water from this area the impact 
on the water resources of present and future residents of this region must be carefully evaluated. Both 
damage to current homes and businesses and the effect on planning efforts by local governments for 
future development must be carefully considered. Monetary remuneration for entities that are damaged by 
the pumping should be put in place.


Organization


2593 124 The ground water monitoring plan should include prevention of impacts to ground water:
-What is the ground water monitoring plan before, during and after mining?
-What are the current ground water levels in the vicinity of the project?
-How often have these levels been recorded?


Organization


2593 128 What are the locations of all wells owned by Augusta Resources, Rosemont Copper, or any of its 
associated companies?
What are their pumping rates, and how would they affect neighboring wells?
Which of the neighboring wells could potentially go dry due to pumping by Augusta/Rosemont?


Organization
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2595 3 Currently, the water and energy resources that would be consumed in mining are NOT based on 
renewable sources. Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by 
the extended regional drought. The value of preserving these resources, at least in the short term, 
outweighs the value of exploiting the copper in the ground.


Individual


2597 9 The second water issue is the amount of water that the mine would need to operate. The wells of the 
surrounding communities will be drawn down, and many people and businesses will be forced out. 
Bringing in CAP water is still going to impact the limited water resources of Arizona, and is no solution 
to this problem.


Individual


2599 16 A great deal of attention to date has focused on the proposed mine's impact on the aquifer of the Santa 
Cruz Basin/Tucson AMA in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Very little attention has been given to the 
potential impacts of the mine on the aquifers to the east.  Preliminary studies by hydrologists with the 
Pima County Flood Control District suggest, however, that the impact of the mine pit in diverting 
groundwater from the aquifers in the area might be substantial.  During the first scoping open house, held 
at Pima Community College's Desert View campus, I asked a hydrologist from the Forest Service's 
regional office in Albuquerque what the mine's impact on local aquifers might be.  He responded by 
saying that the pit would have to be dewatered, that water levels in area aquifers could be substantially 
reduced, and that officials of Rosemont Copper Co. seemed to be completely unaware that this might be a 
problem.  The fact that Augusta Resource/Rosemont Copper Co. has purchased additional parcels of land 
to the south and east of the area proposed to be directly impacted by mining activities is particularly 
ominous.


Individual


2599 17 Exactly what will be the impact of mining activities---particularly of the dewatering of the pit that will 
have to occur if the mine is to operate successfully---on the amount of water currently available in the 
aquifers underlying and adjacent to the proposed mine?  How far and how quickly will the water levels in 
these aquifers be reduced?


Individual


2599 19 How far from the mine boundaries will water tables be affected?  What will be the impact to the well on 
our property (AZDWR well #55-212788), situated approximately 4.5 miles SSE of the proposed mine 
pit?  How quickly will it be impacted?


Individual


2599 21 How much water would Rosemont Copper Co. be allowed to pump from such wells?  Over what period 
of time?  Would Rosemont Copper Co. be required to pay any amount of money to any person or 
government entity for pumping any amount of ster from such wells?  If dewtering of the mine pit or any 
other activity counducted by Rosemont Copper Co. in the operation of the mine adversely impacted the 
aquifers in the area and/or reduced the amount of water available to residents of the area, would there be 
(a) remedy(ies) available to the affected parties, i.e., the U.S. Forest Service, the State of Arizona, Pima 
County, or impacted residents?  If so, what would they be?


Individual


2599 26 Apparently it is not legally possible to prevent Rosemont Copper Co. from pumping as much groundwater 
out of the Tucson AMA as it asks for.  I implore the Forest Service to keep in mind that, as proposed, the 
mine will use 6,000 acre feet of drinking quality water to process mineral ores every year for at least 
twenty years.  In this fragile desert environment, which is expected to experience continuing drought that 
will in all likelihood be exacerbated by increasingly adverse global warming and subsequent climate 
change, and to experience substantial increases in human population concomitantly, this use is simply not 
justifiable Augusta Resource's promise to return 105% of the water it pumps out of the Tucson AMA by 
injecting Colorado River water back into the Santa Cruz basin is wishful thinking, as live storage on the 
Colorado River system could well be depleted with the next ten to thirteen years.  Cutbacks in allocations 
to CAP users could begin to occur will before that.


Individual
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2599 33  According to Augusta, "at the end of the mining project, Rosemont will have added more available water 
than it will use, leaving a 59% net water gain in the community."  This "sustainable" approach, however, 
fails to account for 3 major factors: that significant amounts of water are lost during the recharge process, 
and that the live storage in the Colorado River system is currently at historically low levels and the causes 
of this are likely to continue unabated for the foressable future.  In essence, within a few years there will 
be zero excess CAP water to allocate.  The likely scenario is that Rosemont will continue to pump 1.63 
billion gallons of drinking water from the Tucson Active Management Area, none of which will be 
replenished by CAP water.  Should the "dry stack tailings" technique Rosemont is counting on---used in 
only one mine in the world so far and completely unproven in our local environment---fail, this water 
could rise by a factor of two or three.


Individual


2599 34 Augusta's assertion that "…water resources will be protected by avoiding impacts to the Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek watershed" has received less attention.  However, the first hydrological study of the 
mine's impact on the watershed, commissioned by the Pima County Flood Control District and released 
last September, concluded that, depending on depth to pre-mine levels, the mine pit would lower the 
regional water table by as much as 1,500 feet and would intercept approx. 640 AF per year of flow to 
Davidson Canyon.  A followup study, completed this last April, concluded that "impacts to springs and 
groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly and be profound.  The groundwater impacts of the pit 
on lower Davidson and upper Cienega Creek would slowly mount and then persist for thousands of 
years.  In our short lifetimes, however, disruption of surface water flows would… likely have a greater 
impact upon Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek than the diversion of groundwater to the pit."


Individual


2599 48 1.63 billion gallons of drinking water that will be pumped annually from the alluvial aquifer underlying 
the Santa Cruz River near Sahuarita to process ore blasted out of the mine.


Individual


2601 3 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
2. Depletion of the groundwater in the Santa Cruz River Basin


Individual


2605 7 threat to water supply. What effect will mining have on ground water. How will Augusta Resource 
Corporation mitigate the potential threat of harm to local private wells? To the water shed area of Pima 
County included in the mine area?


Individual


2606 1 I don't think we can afford the water for this projectIndividual


2607 3 Additionally we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow of the 
adjacent Cienega Basin;


Business


2610 1 What will be the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
on the current and future availablity of groundwater to the Tucson, Vail, Coronoa de Tucson, Sonoita, 
Patagonia, Sauharita, and Green Valley (the "Area") residents?


Individual


2617 1 We own and live on 34 acres just a few miles north of the proposed Rosemont mine and are deeply 
concerned with the devestating effect that this project would have on: our precious water supply - its 
quantity


Individual


2617 8 Water, water, water. On our homestead, we depend on three sources for all our water needs, and have 
utilized them all for many years and decades. The reason for three sources is that each has taken the 
opportunity to break down and then we need the others to pull us through. We have truly learned to 
survive through water scarcity over these 33 years. We cringe at the thought of Augusta grabbing the 
Tucson valley's most precious resource - the water (Not the copper!!)


Individual


2617 9 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project, in quantity


Individual


2619 1 According to the tucson Metro Area Water companies. The Average family of 4 uses 18,000 gallons of 
water-indoor use only. At today dollars it cost $60.00 per 1000 gallons of water delivered to the vail Area.


Individual
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2620 5 That water is allocated by law. 5,000 acre ft/yr is 3,100gpm 24/7 --- quite enough to deplete all 
surrounding domestic and ranch wells which depend on this aquifer.


Business


2622 4 Arizona Senate President Tim Bee and Reps. Jonathan Paton and Marian McClure have raised serious 
concerns about how the the operation could impact the availability of the water supply.


Individual


2626 1 How can anyone believe that taking precious water supplies from residents is at all beneficial?Individual


2633 4 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. It disrupts 
using our water.


Individual


2634 20 Every one who has studied the matter acknowledges we're going to be facing a water crises soonBusiness


2637 2 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also the 
supply and quality of supply of water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to 
continue.


Individual


2638 2 I do want to convey, as strongly as possible my concerns about this project. These include water useIndividual


2639 3 What assurances are there that water table depletion will not occur and neighhboring wells depleted?Individual


2640 7 The issues that are crucial to all the inhabitants of the area include: water availabilityIndividual


2647 11 Especially with the lack of water facing us, we do not need to add more poison to the mix.Individual


2648 5 The proposed dry stacked tailings procedure has never been used in our climate. Assuming it won't work 
and Rosemont will consume roughly as much water as near-by mines (about 30,000af/year) what will 
pumping that much water for at least 20 and more likely 30 years, do to the aquifer and the availability of 
water in surrounding wells


Individual


2648 13 Given all the other active likely potential mining activity in Southern Pima County, what will be the 
cummulative effect on people & the environment. In particular, water availabiltiy?


Individual


2649 1 The company should not be allowed to use groundwater because it lowers the watertable for the whole 
area.


Individual


2667 2 We buy our water from the Helmet Peak Resources Assn. Inc. in Sahuarita, AZ the removal of additional 
large amounts of water from this aquifer would jeopardize our security, the cost of this water will become 
prohibitive and who gets water will be determined by who can afford it, once the mine gets its pipes in the 
aquifer who will deny them all the water they want.


Individual


2671 11 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, I have serious concerns about the effects 
on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual


2671 13 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open pit, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, I question the true impact 
on the Sonoita community and my well.


Individual


2671 16 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on my well.  The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of my well is 55-210956 located on my 
property.  Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results.  As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability  of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data.  Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


2672 5 The area's ground water table has been declining and is not being replenished at its present rate of use.Individual
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2673 30 As property owners who are dependent on a well for the sole source of water the impacts of the propose 
Rosemont Copper Mine Project are dangerous and unacceptable.


Individual


2675 42 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


2675 47 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin.


Individual


2677 24 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result, 
in the Santa Cruz Valley


Government


2677 33 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface and ground water 
on the east side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 
20+ years (or forever?). This will decrease the surface water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek and very important 
habitats for wildlife, and decreases in water flow to these habitats will adversely impact wildlife. This 
effect will be occurring off of Forest lands. The Forest should identify how you will insure that this 
impact does not occur.


Government


2677 56 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


2680 2 How will the mine affect the quality and quantity in my well? No one really knows hwo much water we're 
sitting on, but with my current water table at 380 feet I suspect there may not be enough to accommodate 
the Rosemont Mine and residential properties in the area. What happens if my well runs dry because of 
their operation? Where will I get my water?


Individual


2681 1 We have a wide range of concerns, but foremost among them is our concern about the possible impact of 
the Rosemont Min on the watershed of Pima and Santa Cruz counties, and in particular, upon the four 
wells on our property:
55-631401 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-631402 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-604553 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel
55-604554 19T 16SR 34 Section Pima County, 307 book, 13 Map, 017A parcel


Business


2682 4  The aquifer is already being contaminated  and diversion wells will not solve the problem but defer it to a 
later date.


Individual


2683 34 Already the wells of residents near the area of the mine are being adversely affected by the test wells 
Rosemont has drilled.


Individual


2685 2 We are greatly opposed to any activity that has such a high probability of unrepairable damage to 
groundwater


Individual


2688 2 We learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our aquifer. They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 
acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer.


Organization


2698 39 The most critical resource we have, on a par with the air we breathe, is water. In southern Arizona, water 
is in short supply, and that supply cannot support all of the development, current and future.


Business


2700 1 In 2000 a well was drilled less that 200 feet from this old well, the water level was at 1,100 feet. The 
message is very clear we have a diminishing ground water supply.


Individual


2708 1 We need to protect our limited water supply in this desertIndividual
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2711 15 Arizona has been preaching the doctrine of low water use industry for many years. Why is the mining 
industry suddenly an exception?


Individual


2717 2 Hydrologists advise that 20% of the City of Tucson’s groundwater supply comes from the Cienega Creek 
area which is also in the Mine area. Mine water pumping will be responsible for supply depletion


Organization


2720 2 The harmful effects cannot be overcome: the use of our very finite water supplyIndividual


2723 1 Given that this mine would use an enormous amount of water, I am concerned that it would further strain 
water supplies in a region where rapid population growth is already leading to demands that exceed 
sustainable supplies.


Individual


2724 7 Wherever Augusta would get water, an aquifer will be depleted, springs would dry up and people and 
wildlife would be deprived of H2O resources.


Individual


2724 18 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of surrounding ground water and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine, as 
well as potentially leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2724 55 I have 14 acres in Vali, 4 1/2 miles South from I-10 and Sonoita Hwy 83. I have a vwell, however there is 
every liklihood that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use 
(as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation tet wells) and imperil important wildlife 
habitat and future drinking water for residential use.


Individual


2726 39 The most critical resource we have, on a par with the air we breathe, is water. In southern Arizona, water 
is in short supply, and that supply cannot support all of the development, current and future.


Business


2727 4 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer 
leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional


Individual


2728 2 It would use an enormous amount of water (an estimated 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet per year), an 
increasingly precious commodity in the desert. As the population in southern Arizona increases, the water 
table drops, and our allotment of CAP water gets stretched thinner, water is only going to become more of 
an issue.


Individual


2729 2 We learn foreign investors have unlimited access to our aquifer. They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 
acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer.


Organization


2730 2 How can the removal of upwards of 95,000 acre feet (nearly 31 billion gallons) of sweet ground water not 
negatively affect the present water table serving the surrounding communities and dispersed outlying 
homes?


Individual


2732 6 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the impacts on water quality downstream in Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek as welll as wells in the area.


Individual


2733 5 There has been concern expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative impact to the 
water table by pumping water from the area for the operation.


Individual


2736 4 What will be the consequences of using  groundwater resources for mining operations?  Will private and 
public wells be impacted?


Government


2736 6 What will be the impact on both quantity  of the groundwater  at the mine extraction areas?Government


2738 5 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer.Individual


2744 22 We also have an excellent on-site cantina with an amaing chef, and we often host community events.  
However, we now have serious concerns.  As part of our research in starting this guest ranch, we visited a 
number of historic operations in southern Arizona.  One, in Dragoon, near a large copper mine, had 
serious water shortages.  They were selling their guest ranch no doubt in part because they got tired of 
trucking in water!  We looked at an undeveloped ranch in that region as well, but hydrology experts told 
us that there was not enough water in the vicinity to sustain a horse operation with a mere 20 guest rooms.


Business
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2744 25 Beyond tourism and historical concerns, however I must emphasize the water that will be used for this 
mine will seriously threaten communities for miles around.  Let me share our experience here a the ranch 
alone: During the drought two years ago, we had a serious drop in the water from our historic on-site 
water source:  Apache Spring.  What had once irrigated acres of pasture and fruit trees dried up to a mere 
trickle for those few tense months.  We lost several ancient trees, and the fire danger was significant.  We 
felt at the time how tenuous the water situation in Sonoita has become through modest development.


Business


2744 27 How in the world can Augusta Resources guarantee that we will have enough water to sustain all of this 
growth and mining?


Business


2745 6 The public is VERY concerned about the significant impact on water resources this action will have on 
their sustainablity in the Santa Cruz Valley including Green Valley and Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, 
Marana, and in the vicinity of the mine operations.


Individual


2750 1 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years


Individual


2752 8 There is not enough water for a mineIndividual


2753 3 The water tables in the Tucson area are already dropping and the tremendous amount of water necessary 
for running this mine will only cause further dropping which will cause some wells to go dry. Yes, 
Rosemont will recycle some of the water. Why is it necessary for them to get their water from GREEN 
VALLEY?


Individual


2758 5 Water used in the mining process will further reduce the short supply as the water table is lowering with 
the increasing population. The aquifer is already dropping about two feet per year. Neighboring wells will 
go dry because the Augusta wells will go much deeper. Recycled water in our household taps is repugnant 
to many of us. Mined copper will not satisfy the thirst of metropolitan Tucson residents.


Individual


2760 28 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect,  impacts on groundwater , 
estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as well as all other water use in the 
vicinity.


Government


2760 32 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to water supply wells, resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2760 49 The EIS should also describe the potential impacts to groundwater from open pits, backfilled pits, and 
partially backfilled pits after closure, as well as the measures that will be taken to prevent these impacts.


Government


2763 2 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


2763 5 We are still concerned, however, since we already have regular water shortages, especially in the summer. 
As of this year, we have begun to note on the calendar when our water is compromised as it happened this 
past winter after the “test wells” for the Rosemont Project were drilled west of us.


Individual


5012 13 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Wherever Augusta would get the water, and aquifer will depleted, springs would dry up and people and 
wildlife would be deprived of water resources.


Organization


5280 3 Environmental impacts not adequately addressed:
Effects on water supply


Individual


5283 1 As president of Rancho del Conejo Community Water  Co-op in Picture Rocks, I am concerned


1) About the effect of taking so much groundwater for the mine operations,


Organization


5285 2 Like most citizens my primary concerns center on quantity and quality of water, regional economy, 
including tourism, and vegetation and wildlife.


Individual
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6713 2 The mine is -- we're looking at designing it in environmentally sound practices. And that will include 
things like we're planning on using a dry stack tailings, which results in about 50 percent less water use 
than a convential mine.


Individual


6716 2 Lastly, last as to Rosemont, I'm dumbfounded that this project has been allowed to proceed as far as it 
has.  The water requirement alone is enough to deny them any type of permit.


The scant water contained in the east slope aquifer draining off the Santa Ritas is replenished based on 
annual precipitation averaged over thousands of years.  Any sudden major drawdown would have 
disastrous and permanent effect on all that this aquifer sustains forever.


Individual


6717 3 We will submit the letter for the record, but among other things, there are a number of studies, water 
studies, that need to be completed, including the impact of the drawdown on the Phelps Dodge sulfate 
plume.


Individual


6725 1 Augusta plans to develop six production water wells in the Santa Cruz Basin to the west of the mine with 
a combined pumping rate of 9,000 gallons of groundwater per minute.  The mine has an expected demand 
of 5,000 acre-feet of water per year, or 95,000 acre-feet of water over the lifetime of the mine, and that 
might be conservative.


Individual


6726 10 CAP water recharge is being done at the lower aquifer level, but what will effect of the epth of the pit 
have on the water table up here at higher elevations.


Individual


6735 6 The survey should start and stop with the issue of water.  There is not enough for mining and what water 
is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any manmade 
containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


6736 2 One of my concerns is obviously the water.  And the pit will basically, as in the process of dewatering the 
pit, it will lower the groundwater table to where myself and all my neighbors will basically be waterless.


Individual


6738 6 The well drinking -- the well drilling crews are busy on it.  They're making it dry already.Individual


6738 7 It's all about water.  All the other Governments are against this mine, as well.  It's all about water.  Open 
pit mining, especially open-pit copper mining, is incompatible with the Sonoran Desert.


Individual


6743 1 Water has been well-addressed.  There's an aspect of it I'd like to point out.  Let me put into context, an 
acre-foot, that's one acre one-foot deep, times five or 8,000 of those acre-feet.  That's a lot of water.  
Think of that as a lake.  Who will assess the impact of that lake on the other water users in the area?


Individual


6744 2 First, on the grounds that water -- both usage of water and potential contamination was a serious and 
unquantified issue.  And we felt that it had the potential -- the mining had the potential of despoiling key 
aquifers.


Individual


6752 3 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels,


Business


6752 13 How much water will the mine actually use?  That damage--how much damage will it exist (sic) to 
existing water holders?  How can the U.S. Forest Service justify the use of high quality groundwater, the 
potential damage, and these increased costs to current residents and future generations?


Business


6755 2 We believe that our October letter, the 2007 letter--pardon me.  We believe that your October 19th letter 
to Jamie Sturgess needs to be supplemented to request sufficient information to determine the impact of 
water withdrawal on our upper Santa Cruz aquifer.


Organization


6755 4 We request that our previously submitted letters of November and December of 2007 be carefully 
considered.  These letters established the crisis nature of our upper Santa Cruz aquifer, and the efforts of 
the Upper Santa Cruz Providers and Users Group, we call them PUG, that has been formed with the 
mission of creating broad based, long term solutions to achieve sustainability in our aquifer.  Pima County 
supervisors offered to facilitate and support this group in their efforts.


The Green Valley Community Coordinating Council also supports this group, and have notified, by letter, 
both Pima County and the PUG group.


Organization
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6756 1 I don't need really to remind you that we have had a ten year drought here in Arizona.  When Rosemont 
comes into our state and drills deep, deep wells, of course that threatens particularly the water that we 
have, and it also threatens well owners in southeast Sahuarita, particularly.  We ask you, the United States 
Forest Service, to hear our pleas for water conservation.


Individual


6756 4 Rosemont says the right to use  6 or 7,000 acre feet--you know, we simply don't have that here in the 
Green Valley area.  We don't even control our discharge, the city of Tucson has that.


Individual


6759 8 Possible impacts on aquatic inhabitants from mining include the reduction of water resources from 
increased groundwater pumping,


Individual


6762 3 My well off from State Route 83 has been at the same static level for 30 years.  If it goes dry after the 
mine goes in it't not because it wasn't deep enough, it's because they put a 2,900 foot deep pit in the 
ground and drained the water from the valley.  Water flows to the lowest spot.  And it's not only my well, 
it's all my neighbors' wells too.


Individual


6764 1 Our main concern in speaking today is our concern about water, or perhaps I should say the lack of water.Organization


6764 3 As of 2006 more 39,000 acre feet of overdraft were taken out of our aquifer.  Even with projections of the 
pecan lands being converted to housing, a projection I'm not sure is going to happen over the next 25 
years, in 2028 there will still be, there would still be more than 30,000 acre feet of overdraft a year 
coming out of the aquifer.  And that, of course, does not include any water to be used for the Rosemont 
mine.  Without Rosemont mine we still would have -- ans this is just projecting into the future, more than 
30,000.  I know there may be a pipeline, but to me that's just -- and to all of our people, that's just a red 
herring.


Organization


6772 3 And also the Rosemont mine has a non area, or the Rosemont Ranch has a non exempt well.   So we are 
very concerned about water, and we want the Forest Service to address our concerns.


Organization


6773 1 I could go for literally hours about how important it is to protect that beautiful range for the future.  Many 
other folks have already mentioned it, and I know they feel as passionately as I do about it.  But I think I 
want to use what little time I have and focus once more on water, and call attention to a reference that 
perhaps the U.S. Forest Service already knows about.  And several of you in the audience have heard me 
rail about this.


But it's out of the National Geographic, February of this year.  And one of the previous speakers spoke to 
the drought cycle we're in.  If I might just make two short sentances quoting verbatim.  "The wet 20th 
century, the wettest of the past millenium, the century when Americans built an incredible civilization in 
the desert, is over".  The next direct quote.


Individual


6775 2 We already know that the quality of our water is greatly diminished in Green Valley, to the point that the 
existing mines have had to build or dig new wells for us.  There's no reason to believe that that sulfate 
plume is ever going to stop. So I'm not going to talk about quantity of water.  We know that we live in a 
desert.  Quantity is an issue.  No matter what, it's an issue.


Individual


6775 11 Ultimately if we lose our water we're going to have an economic impact on all of us.  The value of our 
houses will greatly diminish. Our quality of life will diminish. So for 19 years of production what do we 
have to look forward to; reduced quality of life, reduced water availability,


Individual


6779 1 I'm really concerned about the water issue.  One billion gallons, that's 6,000 acre feet of water that they 
propose to take every year.  Almost one billion gallons.  And when you think about that, you know, if 
somebody takes 1,000 gallons or something like that, that's a lot of water.  But a billion gallons of water is 
going to go down the tubes every year when they do this mine up here in the Rosemont  area.  I think 
that's unconscionable.


Individual


6781 6 The noise of the heavy mining equipment, daily blasting seven days a week, air pollution from windblown 
dust, and sulfuric acid, and diesel fumes,and unlimited pumping of ground water at Rosemont,


Individual


6783 1 I am concerned at this point about the effect of the mine on the Cienega Creek drainage, whether in 
quantity or quality, because it's in the Cienega Creek drainage basin -- Cienega Creek runs north towards 
the Rincons, and it turns west and changes its name to Pantano Wash.


Individual
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6783 3 Now some of the main wells of the Spanish Trail Water Company, that provides my water and that of 
pretty much everybody in Rincon Valley, the well is in the underflow of Pantano Wash.  If it doesn't keep 
getting replenished from Cienega Creek, or if the replenishment is the kind of acid water my mother lived 
with in a mining town, where you washed your sheets and they turned yellow from the minerals in the 
water, I think we have a problem.


Individual


6786 2 My main focus is water.  Specifically the Santa Cruz River aquifer utilized by all of Green Valley and a 
big proportion of the residents in the Tucson area.


Augusta's planned to recharge this aquifer with CAP waters, and this plan is flawed.  We all know we're 
in a drought.  Lake Mead is down over 100 feet.  The Colorado River, which serves the CAP, southern 
Nevada, parts of California, and Arizona agricultural, Las Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson, which recharges all of 
this drinking water.  The fact is the CAP is not a constant given.  Recharging could stop.  Future water 
supplies would be in peril.  How the Coronado national Forest Service could even consider putting a 
population's drinking water supply in jeopardy just slays me.


Individual


6786 3 Reliability -- recharging -- in reality recharging our aquifer with CAP, which is under heavy demand, so 
Augusta can justify pulling up thousands of acre feet a year is ludicrous.


Will you, our professional guardians of the public lands, allow them to forward their agendas, while 
depleting our limited water supplies?


Individual


6787 1 One of the things I found that I wanted to call you all's attention to is this is an executive order as of April 
8th, 2008 this year.  I found this on Governor Napolitano's web site.  She declared April to be designated 
as water awareness month.  And I just wanted to read a couple of things.


This is what she states in this executive order.  "Whereas water is one of Arizona's most vital and precious 
resources, and whereas Arizona is an arid state, water is scarce, the population growth continues to 
increase our demand for water, and whereas Arizona has few remaining perennial flowing rivers and is 
committed to protecting those that do remain, such as the San Pedro River, the Verde River, Fossil Creek, 
Oak Creek, the Little Colorado River, the Santa Maria River, the Bill Williams River, and lastly our sweet 
Cienega Creek.  And whereas all citizens of Arizona and visitors should use water more efficiently, 
practicing a low water use life-style is the way each individual and business can help insure a long-term 
sufficient water supply.  And whereas creating a culture of conservation will greatly reduce the impact of 
drought on our natural resources, our economy, and quality of life.  And whereas water education is a 
corner stone to any comprehensive water conservation program.  And greater awareness of water issues 
can be gained through community educati9on, action, and celebration.


Again I'm not against mining.  Not here.  Not now.  We just don't have enough water.  There's just not 
enough.  And I don't believe a big company should be able to come in here, even though their water rights 
are exempt.


Individual


6788 2 The other thing that you have heard a lot about, water.  Well it doesn't take rocket science to know that 
the water table has been dropping, and that means that you're going to run out of water.  It's going to be -- 
it's not a sustainable use of water if the water table drops, you know.  What don't we understand, if the 
curve goies like this.


Individual


6788 3 So I think things like the mine, things like any increased use of water, when we're in a table dropping 
situation, should be stopped until there can be proven that we can have sustainable water.  I don't think 
100 years is enough.  I mean, you know, we have got future generations to think about.  I might even be 
here in a hundred years.  Who knows?


Individual


6790 2 Rosemont, since they can't use the water on their side over there, came down into or neighborhood, 
bought several acres of land, and due to the 1875 mining laws, or whatever it is, they are allowed to pump 
as much water as they want.  There are no limits.  So by buying two acres of land they have unlimited 
access to water half a mile from my well.


Individual
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6792 2 We, the citizens of Sahuarita, have become an extension of the Rosemont mine.  We live 15 miles, as the 
crow flies, away from the mine site, but yet they're going to be draining our water resources of our wells 
of 400 families that are going to be affected.  Our wells are 200 to 300 feet deep.  They have put in wells 
1,300 feet deep.


They plan on pumping 6,000 acre feet of water, which they have got a permit from the ADWR, for the 
next twenty years.  And that is 1,955,226,000 gallons of water a year.  Why has this been approved?


Individual


6793 3 These mines are exempt from the amount of water.  They can drain us dry.  


Everyone else has to conserve.  I have been conserving all my life.  Grew up, oh, turn the water off when 
you brush your teeth.  But, folks, this what we have got to preserve.  Everything else is important.


Individual


6799 1 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and


Individual


6799 3 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and in contamination, impurity, and depletion.


Individual


6803 4 Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre-feet per year.


An article in the Arizona Daily Star from May 28th of 2008 titled "Mine Execs Offer Water Assurance" 
says: A mine the size of the one proposed by Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every 
year to supply 40,000 house holds. Officials with the Rosemont Copper say they will only use half that 
much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet a year by using techniques developed for mining in extremely arid climates.


Organization


6811 5 Under the guise of mining, Rosemont Company proposes  to invade a pristine ecologically and sensitive 
area, a portion of the Coronado National Forest, and thereby destroy and displace all of the flora, fauna, 
squander groundwater, cut off all public general recreation use.


Individual


6811 10 Rosemont we don't need. Plans -- plans to use 5,000 acre-feet of water, that's 3,100 gpm 24/7. That's 
reason enough to deny them any permit to proceed.


Individual


6817 7 The exciting thing about Rosemont is it's environmentally sound, state-of-the-art practices. We are 
filtering the tailings, which results in 50 percent less water than similar sized mines that use wet tailing 
systems.


Individual


6818 2 It would be foolish and irresponsible for the Forest Service to allow this mine proposal to go any farther. 
Wasting mor taxpayer money, fuel, and time. We face a hard choice but a choice must be made. There's 
not enuogh water to build and operate this mine, not enough water for the hundreds of people who come 
to Sonoita to live in it or work on it or in it.


Individual


6823 2 We have grave concerns about the effect of groundwater pumping that can't help but irreversibly change 
our lush desert, dry up the rare riparian areas, and affect that watershed that supplies 20 percent of the 
recharge for Tucson Basin.


Organization
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6824 1 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6824 2 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6824 6 We live 15 miles from themine ane we're going to be adversely affect by Rosemont's mining of our water. 
How can this be? We live in a desert. And now they're going to destroy the pristine country that the Forest 
Servcie is supposed to protect?


Individual


6825 1 I am off scenic Highway 83, off of Old Sonoita Highway. I'm told I'm on the plume side. The dry tailings 
are going to be taking up three of the major contributaries for the Davidson Canyon where I get my ater, 
my well. So if any water gets through, I will either be dried up on my side or contaminated.


Individual


6829 1 There's mysterious labyrinth of ocean underneath our soil here, we call it an aquifer, but no one's really 
studied it. No one knows where it goes, no one knows how it's all interconnected. So when we talk about 
pumping water from an area 30 miles south of here, we have no idea how it affects our water here in 
Tucson, we have no idea how it affects water within this whole southwest interconnected ocean that's 
underneath our soil. 


Some of the earliest predictions for water being gone from our aquifers is pretty stunning, and no one 
really wants to talk about it. But some of those early predictions are seven years from now, 2014.


Individual


6834 9 What are the basic pros and cons of the Rosemont mine?
There would be a devastating impact on our water supply. We could discuss the water issue for hours and 
barely scratch the surface.


Individual


6846 3 Pumping scarce drawn water to operate this mine is a travesty. I think it'll create a huge cone of 
groundwater depletion in the area that they're going to pump from.


Individual
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6849 1 As you know, we're part of the active management area that's under the department of water resources, 
and we have a plan we've been working on since 1980, which is to have a sustainable yield by the year or 
safe yield by the year 2025. The latest work that's been going on is showing that we're probably not going 
to make that, even with all of the Central Arizona Project water that we're bringing in and importing.


And so when we begin to get an additional user of groundwater such as this mine, there is the issue of 
replenishment of that groundwater, where it's going to happen, and if they're going to be using Central 
Arizona Project, as has been suggested.


Individual


6852 2 I'm concerned that the water usage issues ignores the fact that the Rosemont mine will consume less than 
half the water of traditional copper mining operations, and the fact that Augusta has been purchasing 
water since 2007 and recharging it into the Tucson Basin on a voluntary basis, something no one else is 
doing, or has done. Certainly not the pecan growers who are consuming nearly six times the projected 
mine usage for that. For what, pecans. Part time? Right. Yeah, put that in your car.


Individual


6856 2 We've heard a lot about the water here and heard a lot of horror stories about the water. 5,000 acre-feet of 
water is a lot of water. I know that very well. But put it in perspective. The average gold course uses about 
400 acre-feet of water, so we're talking about a dozen golf courses. For those of you who haven't noticed, 
we've got a lot more than a dozen golf courses.


Agricultural uses, you could argue agriculture uses anywhere from three to five acre-feet a year. Alfalfa 
can use six to eight acre-feet per acre per year, so a thousand acres of alfalfa is using more water than this 
mine is predicted to use. And for those of you who haven't noticed, we're got more than a thousand acres 
of alfalfa in this state. Nobody's pointing their fingers at those that we're sucking the aquifer dry and 
leaving our children to die in the dry.


We have a lot of water in this state and, of course, there's shortage. We have to manage it wisely. 
Management is the key, and NEPA is one of the better laws that we've passed to manage the resource. So 
we welcome the opportunity to go toe-to-toe on the water issues here, discuss it, and get the facts, and 
those that would demand that the Forest Service hear the facts would do well to mind the facts themselves.


Individual


6858 5 The lifespan of the mine is totally inadequate. 20 years is -- would be the first mine in our area to operate 
for such a short time. The current mines on the west side of Sahuarita are 50 years and counting. So the 
amount of water use per year is projected by this mine is woefully underestimated.


Individual


6866 4 We have a hundred years supply of water here they say. Now, what that means is that we're going to run 
out after 100 years. We're going to keep increasing the aquifer for a hundred years, our use of the water 
for a hundred years, and then all of a sudden we're going to run our on the last day. It doesn't work that 
way. You run out about halfway, you start running out when you're about halfway there, which means 
we've got about another 20 years before that supply runs out.


Now, what most people say we should get rid of agriculture if we use any more water. Well, that violates 
the first commandment of Howard Odom, which is that thou shalt not waste potential energy.


The Tucson aquifer area, well, they say they're putting water in the Tucson aquifer area. I say why don't 
they just put it in the north of the Grand Canyon, then they're putting it in the Arizona aquifer, why not?


Individual


6867 2 The quantity with depletion and lowering of water table and all the existing wells that could be directly or 
indirectly affected should be cataloged. Contamination chain link from Barrel Canyon dumping to 
Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek to Pantano to Rillito. Clearly the Tucson watershed is not a rural 
consideration, it's a metropolitan consideration as well.


Individual


6868 1 The state of Arizona is not equipped to have a federal agency come into the state to establish a copper 
mining operation. We need state hydrology studies from our own water resource department. We should 
also have immediate statistics as to the depth of the aquifer and the amounts of water that is in the aquifer 
right now. The water resources department needs more state funds to help us be better informed. Even the 
Arizona Chamber of Commerce thinks that this is true, and that we should -- and that they should have 
more funds.


Government
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6869 12 Wells are already going dry in Sahuarita, as you've heard, and Rosemont can always get another permit if 
the 6,000 acre-feet isn't enough for them. They can just keep asking for permits and they'll get them. Do 
people whose wells are running dry and their homes becoming absolutely valueless have any legal 
protection when their wells run dry? No, absolutely none. Are they assured compensation if their homes 
cannot be sold and are worthless? No one will buy them. Who will compensate them? Who will pay for 
all the relocations that will be necessary when all these homes become worthless?


Individual


6871 1 When this copper mine came into effect a few years back and it affected me and my husband, we were -- 
we couldn't believe that this was a no-brainer, since we are in the desert and that we have water is the 
most main -- is the most important source in our life.


Individual


6873 3 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization


6873 5 Impacts to adjacent landowners' water wells, long-term habitability of these lands may be negatively 
impacted and needs to be fully analyzed.


Organization


6873 7 And, lastly, as was just highlighted, how will prolonged drought and climate change factor into this water 
equation?


Organization


6874 1 This new mining process as described by Augusta that will require supposedly less water used for their 
stacking tailings, if they find out this is not an effective process here, what's going to guarantee us that 
they're not going to use more water once they've got their foot in the door?


Individual


6876 12 Both Green Valley and Sahuarita are already dangerously low on their water resources. Inputs of CAP 
water will be required to keep these communities within the state required assured water supply.


Organization


6879 7 Per Tucson Water statistics, average family monthly, water usage is 11,250 gallons.  This translates into 
135,000 gallons per year.  Rosemont's 5000 acre-feet of annual water consumption is enough water for 
12,600 families!  If Rosemont uses more than 5000 acre-feet of water, (Pumping 5000gpm continuously 
results in an annual volume of 8064 acre-feet), this would correspond to sufficient water for 20,300 
homes!  Since our aquifer must already be replenished with CAP water, and, talk is already underway to 
reprocess waste water into potable water, using this precious resource to further one foreign company's 
profit motives is not a judicious use of this scarce commodity.


Individual


6879 10 The aquifer from which Rosemont will be pumping water is not a wide open underground lake.  It's water 
located within soil and rock deposits.  Locally,  Rosemont's pumping at a rate of 5000 gpm may, very 
well, cause water wells of existing nearby households to "dry" up.  What will happen to families that do 
not have the resources to drill down several hundred feet further to regain a water supply?


Individual


6880 5 The Canada-based applicant has not be definitive about the amount of water the proposed mine would 
require, but any such open-pit copper mine of this size will require the use of a substantial amount of 
water in a region with a shortage so profound that we are pumping Colorado River water more than 330 
miles to address it.


Government


6880 7 The use of many thousands of acre-feet annually of this pristine water from under the Santa Rita 
Mountains foothills would have a significant detrimental impact on tributaries to the Santa Cruz River 
under which Tucson Water and other purveyors draw water downstream for existing urban and suburban 
uses.


Government


6882 6 For the families in the Sahuarita, Vail and Green Valley area, who are on the Well Water, what safeguards 
will be in place that our wells are not run dry from the Mines proposal to dig deep wells?


Individual


6895 5 Assessment of the second issue listed in the NOI, "Effects on the quality and availability of surface water 
and groundwater resources" should account for the possible continuation of current southwestern drought 
conditions over the lifetime of the mine, along with projected growth of demand by other water users in 
the affected area.


Individual
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6897 3 The mine needs to develop a supply of water not related to the local supply of water for the residents in 
the area of the proposed mine.  It seems very basic that the current supply of water is not adequate for 
current users and it surely will not be adequate if more water is taken from the aquifer.


Individual


6918 2 The use of 5,000 to 8,000 acre feet of water per year is what Rosemont Mining expects to utilize each 
year.  The use of over 1 billion gallons of water per year from this desert area is going to dry up all the 
aquifers in the area, springs will also dry up, and wildlife will be deprived of water resources..


Individual


6933 2 Before any more of the Santa Cruz Aquifer water is given up to some organization, like Rosemont 
Copper, that will have essentially unlimited access to ground water (regardless of what their permit 
request is for) there should be consideration given for a moratorium on granting mining access to this 
water until a proper study and a more complete understanding  of the potential impacts of further 
drawdown is obtained.  This should come from a source which has the least "conflict of interest".  These 
impacts would involve short term and long term affects such as the affect of the decrease the water table 
level on the present users of the aquifer and long term affects such as land subsidence and fissuring and 
decreased water quality.


Individual


6942 1 1.  I have been a resident of Pima County for 30 years and have lived in Green Valley for 11 years.
2.  In all that time the water table has been falling and in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area now the rate of 
declining water is increasing.
3.  ROSEMONT MINE SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO PUMP WATER FROM 
SAHUARITA/GREN VALLEY AND PUMP IT 30 MILES OVER THE MOUNTAIN FOR THEIR 
PURPOSES.  THE RESULT WILL SURELY BE AN ACCELERATION OF THE RATE OF THE 
DECLINING WATER TABLE.
4.  Even without this new mine, the uncontrolled residential building will worsen our severe water 
shortage.  It makes no sense to allow a new mine whose principle water source is an existing residential 
community.


Individual


6951 3 And to top it all off, the huge amounts of water that would be drained from our aquifers is totally 
unacceptable.  The residents of the area who depend upon their own private wells would be out of luck 
since the mine would drain most area water.


Individual


6957 2 How will other Forest Service lands be impacted by this depletion of the aquifer?Individual


6968 2 Non of the reviewing agencies care one bit about the depletion and contamination of the aquifer, the 
environmental scenic as well as tourist impact, scenic route 83 destruction and traffic disruption and the 
noise and air pollution generated by this proposed mine.


Individual


6975 7 If the PROPOSED Rosemont mine does use the intercepted water for their mining operation it will 
Impact all our wells to the point of PUMPING ONLY DUST.


Individual


6992 3 2) Use of the water on the western side of the Santa Ritas will deplete the water for well-owners in that 
region.


Individual


6993 4 The products from the mining are not for Arizona, but we will suffer from the disruption, the pollution, 
and the disappearance of the ground water from our area.


Individual


7000 7 Rosemont would be right on the aquifers that provide water for hundreds of thousands.  The mine would 
consume water at obscene rates, at a time of severe drought, the worst in 500 years, according to ex-
Interior Secretary Gale Norton, who was not the most ardent champion of the environment.


Individual


7008 3 I grew up near Patagonia and still own land that was part of my family's ranch.  I take this issue very 
personally.  The impact that this mine would have in this lovely part of the state are many, and they are 
devastating.  A major concern is the amount of water that the company will suck from the surrounding 
aquifers and eventually leave them dry.


Individual


7020 2 The forest already struggles enough with a low amounts of water that it receives. Not only will the forest 
water supply be affected, as will our personal well supply.


Individual


7022 5 2.  The proposed copper mine will use vast amounts of ground water.  Our livelihood depends on ground 
water. It is unknown how depletion of the aquifer will effect our water source, but the likelihood is that it 
will be an adverse effect,  translating into devistation to our business.


Business
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7033 2 Is there provision for wells in the area having to be deepened or go dry due to the amount of water used in 
the mining process?


Individual


7037 2 Say NO to special interests ho would suck the aquifer dry,Individual


7043 2 2. Our water sources are very limited and a mine would take water from the aquifer.Individual


7045 3  We live just SW of the Sierrita mine nin Green Valley, AZ.  Water usage at the Sierrita mine is already 
contributing to a degradation in the quality and quantity of the ground water in Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7045 5 Moreover, it is reported our water table is already dropping 2' - 4' per year from, predominately, the 
current mining and agricultural uses.  Meawhile, commercial and residential development is proceeding 
with no end in sight.  The Rosemont mine proposes to draw additional water from the Santa Cruz river 
basin for mining.  In our view this will adversely affect the water availability to present and future new 
residents and businesses  in the San Cruz river valley,


Individual


7048 5 How will the surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, 
downstream from the mine site be impacted from the mine?


Individual


7056 1 I have lived within the impact area of the proposed Rosemont Mine for 34 years. I strongly feel that this 
proposed mine will have a serious negative impact on the water tables in the surrounding areas as well as 
on the general environment.


Individual


7070 4 4) I do not see how ANY one can guarantee that their will be no reduction in the availability of 
groundwater on which local residents depend.


Individual


7078 3 Both my wife and I are COMPLETELY AGAINST the Rosemont Copper Mine due to significant 
negative environmental impacts, mine truck traffic on highways, excessive water caonsumption and 
(potential) pollution.


Individual


7088 38 Historically, water levels have been declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Associaltion of Governments (792-1093). www.g-a-I.info/DepletionMaps.htm


In Green Valley, there is an annual drawdown of 2 to 3 feet per year.  Water rights for mining for the local 
mining company were obtained by buying up agricultural land.   The result is that the community is 
sustaining a 31,000 acre feet annual deficit, and signs of subsidence are beginning to appear: cracking in 
walls of homes, sidewalks and roads.  Map of projected water levels in 2025 in Pima County, are at. 
www.g-a-I.info/GreenValley2025.htm


Organization
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7088 43 The Plan of Operations describes how the mine will need 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of fresh water per year 
(enough to supply as many as 32,000 people per year), primarily for the operation of the mill and 
concentrator.  Rosemont Copper plans to import this water via a pipeline from a well field located 15 
miles away from the mine near the town of Sahuarita.  The company has drilled and tested two wells at 
this mine field. 


There are indications from these tests that they may not be able to pump the amount of water they need 
without seriously affecting many nearby domestic and agricultural wells because of their drawdown, or 
lowering, of the water table.  The nearby wells could be left without enough water to supply the owners' 
and may have to be deepened.  Rosemont Copper has not performed a hydrogeological analysis of the 
groundwater system at the well field and vicinity.  


The Santa Cruz River basin provides water for many users- two existing mines, six domestic water 
companies, large pecan groves, and eight golf courses.  To serve these users in 2006, approximately 
76,500 acre-feet of water were pumped out of the basin.  Of this, about 40,000 acre-feet were not replaced 
by natural or artificial recharge.  The result of this continuing overdraught is that the basin's water table is 
declining at the rate of about four feet per year, a rate that will accelerate if additional large users, such as 
the Rosemont Mine, are added.


Organization


7091 2 Depletion of ground water:  Although Augusta says it plans to recharge groundwater in the area, there is 
no guarantee of a water source to use to do this.  CAP water is a finite resource which needs to be 
carefully protected.  Its existance and quantity cannot be assured.


Individual


7116 5 THERE SHOULD BE IN PLACE RULES OF PROCEDURE THAT WOULD ESTABLISH A FAIR 
,UNBIASED THIRD PARTY ARBITRATION. THIS WOULD DETERMINED FAIR 
COMPENSATION FOR HOME OWNERS AND THEIR PROPERTY; WHO WOULD BE 
DISPLACED BY MINE OPERATIONS, AIR , NOISE, WATER POLLUTION , WELL GOING DRY 
OR HEALTH REASONS. THESE HEALTH CONSERNS WOULD NOT NECESSARILY PREEXIST 
AND COULD MANIFEST THEMSELVES AFTER OPERATIONS STARTED.


Individual


7117 15 The same Pima County hydrological study also addresses dewatering of the Rosemont Copper Mine's pit 
and how it could significantly lower the groundwater levels south and north of the proposed mine in the 
region east of the Santa Rita Mountains. The Mine's water production wells near Sahuarita in the Santa 
Cruz basin west of the Santa Rita Mountains will affect the basin's ground water levels and nearby 
existing wells. This should also be evaluated in the draft Environmental Impact Statement.


Organization


7117 40 There are significant negative and unmitigable impacts of this proposed copper mine on the resources of 
the Coronado National Forest. They include impacts to water quality and quantity, impacts to wildlife, 
and impacts to recreation, among many others.


Organization


7125 25 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.


Individual


7126 5 Further, I am extremely concerned about impacts to water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon 
and Cienega Creek. It is extremely short-sighted and ludicrous to allow the use of our very limited high 
quality ground water for such an operation.


Individual


7129 15 5. Water impact upon Tucson
Augusta has made estimates of ground water pumping local to the mine. They have not presented or even 
disclosed the impact of water draw by electric power plants due to generation of electricity needed to run 
the mine. Using their projected electrical load, and assuming a typical water use of 0.5 to 0.7 gallon / 
KWh, the mine will result in a draw of 1500-2000 acre-feet per year. The consumption will be mostly 
from the aquifer directly beneath the City of Tucson that supplies the City's drinking water.


Individual


7133 1 1.  What will the impact of the amount of groundwater used by mining operations over the life of the mine 
and beyond on the current and future availability of groundwater to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de 
Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarit, and Green Valley) residents as it pertains to sustainability of 
wildlife, vegetation and human life?


Individual
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7133 4 4.  What assurances can Rosemont Mine make regarding groundwater availability in the Area (Tucson, 
Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valley) should there be inadequate 
supplies of CAP water to replace or recharge the groundwater that the mine proposes to use?  Would the 
mine be prepared to shut down operations if CAP recharge water is not available?


Individual


7134 4 The Walden family and FICO will be significantly adversely affected if the proposed Rosemont Mine 
Project proceeds because of the significant drawdowns on groundwater that the Mine Project will demand 
and the devastating effects on the natural and historic environment not only in the area directly impacted 
by the Mine Project's footprint but the penumbra of the surrounding land, air, and visual resources.


Business


7134 19 FICO owns approximately 7,000 acres of land in the Sahuarita and Green Valley areas, which is presently 
devoted primarily to growing, harvesting, and processing pecans. FICO lands have been in agricultural 
use for over 100 years. FICO also owns and operates Farmers Water Co., which pumps and provides 
water to more than 2,000 customers and maintains a service area, which spans approximately 11,000 acres 
in Sahuarita and Green Valley. FICO land is presently located in and draws water from Tucson AMA. 
Both FICO and Farmers Water Co. rely on the aquifer located in the Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin for all 
of its water uses and needs.


In its MPO, Rosemont Copper Company sates that it plans to extract tens of thousands of acre-feet of 
groundwater from the Tucson AMA and transport it to the Rosemont Mine in order to meet the water 
needs of its mining operations. See MPO, ss 2.8.3, at 44. FICO believes that Rosemont Copper Company 
will withdraw this groundwater from wells, one of which is located within 1/2 mile of several FICO wells, 
including a Farmers Water Co. well and three agricultural wells. Rosemont Copper Company's well is 
also located on land that is within Farmers Water Co.'s Certificate of  Convenience and Necessity, and as 
a consequence, the use of this well might jeopardize the ability of Farmers Water Co. to provide water to 
its customers.


Unfortunately, in its proposed MPO, Rosemont Copper Company ultimately offers little in terms of detail 
as it relates to its groundwater use or the impact, which its activities will have on the environment at the 
point of groundwater extraction. See MPO, ss 2.8. Rather, Rosemont Copper Company generally states 
that a groundwater withdrawal permit for mineral extraction purposes is expected to be issued for the 
quantity of water needed for the Rosemont Project on an annual basis, and for a term that will match the 
intended like of the Project. Id, at 42. Elsewhere, Rosemont Copper Company states that it anticipates 
using approximately 5,000 acre feet of water per year and that "the well field will have excess capacity" to 
pump even more. Rosemont Copper Company further asserts that it  need not do any "well spacing" or 
"well interference" analysis under the Arizona well permitting statures. Id., at 43.


Business


7143 4 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources.


Organization


7143 8 The proposed Rosemont mine will have significant, detrimental and irreversible impacts on our regional 
water quality and quantity, our wildlife, cultural and historic resources. 
This affects us as residents and landowners in many ways. Not only is the water quantity and quality for 
us and our migratory and resident wildlife affected, but all our livelihoods and property values that 
depend on water.


Organization


7145 4 The proposed mining would require greatly excessive groundwater pumping, creating an unsustainable 
drain on Arizona's most important resource.


Individual


7146 1 Twenty years ago, my husband and I moved to Sonoita, in a beautiful unspoiled area of southern Arizona. 
We found a terrific piece of land, built a comfortable home and settled into a rural life. One of the aspects 
of a rural existance was coming to terms with getting our water from a well. The well that had been drilled 
on our property before we bought it soon went dry, so we drilled another one. That one went dry also, so 
we drilled a third one. We are EXTREMELY careful of how much water we use and actively conserve 
whenever possible. Imagine our dismay to learn that the Rosemont Copper Project will pump thousands 
of gallons of water from our aquifer per year with seeming disregard for people like us. Without water, we 
have nothing.


Individual
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7147 1 I am against the mine development on Highway 83 because of the possible lack of water. We live in a 
desert with overuse of the water supplies with residential development alone. This will severely tax the 
aquafors of the area.


Individual


7152 3 According to Rosemont's own website, "Rosemont will be one of the largest copper mines in the United 
States." How can this NOT impact the environment, the water supply and its quality, the scenic beauty 
and recreational values, and the wildlife?
Breathing, air quality, light pollution for Mt. Hopkins Observatory must be given high priority.


Individual


7153 3 We request that you research and answer the following questions during your evaluation process. 
WATER
(1) How will the surface water quality and quantity be protected for all of the contiguous and outlying 
areas such as Corona de Tucson, Vail, Sahuarita, Green Valley, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?
(2) How will the Rosemont Copper Mine prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from 
being depleted, and will the landowners be compensated?


Individual


7155 6 Some of our other concerns with the myriad potential impacts of this proposed action are listed below.
A broad, detailed, and in-depth analysis of the impacts on area water supplies will be crucial. Such 
analysis should include considerations of direct impacts to nearby wells and municipal supplies, as well as 
impacts to area springs and surface waters, grounded in a context of diminishing cumulative supplies due 
to ongoing drought and climate change.


Organization


7161 2 Water supply fo the mine is to be taken from the Sahuarita with recharge from CAP. I have concerns 
about the affects on the upper Cienega aquifer levels There is the potential also for escape of metals and 
chemicals from drainage into the open pit which in turn can affect the run-off into Davidson Canyon, 
which connects to Tanque Verde wash and ultimately the Rillito in Tucson. This would have a serious 
and long reaching negative impact on our ability to use groundwater upon which Tucson and neightboring 
areas are dependant upon.


Individual


7161 4 I own land and have built a home located 5 miles as the crow flies from the proposed tailingd dump area.. 
My well because it is not as deep as the mine's (already drilled) wells and will most likely will be pumped 
dry.


Individual


7162 7 Water:
There has been much discussion and press attention to the water-related issues associated with the 
Rosemont Copper mine. In our desert environment, securing  adequate water for future generations is a 
high priority. The decision on whether or not to put into jeopardy this region's long-term water future to 
accommodate a mine with an anticipated life-span of just 20 years must be carefully and thoughtfully 
considered. The Forest Service must go to great lengths to ensure that all aspects of its decision, but 
particularly  those related to water, are based on sound science from reputable experts. The 
representations from mine proponents on this issue are clearly an insufficient basis on which to base 
public policy decisions with the potential consequence of this magnitude. The Forest Service, throughout 
the NEPA process, should assertively seek the input of the Arizona Department of Water Resources as a 
reputable source of information related to the mine water issues.


Individual


7163 25 How will utilizing huge amounts of potable water in arid environment impact water availability for 
surrounding communities into the foreseeable future?


Organization


7163 27 What are the foreseeable impacts to adjacent land owner's well levels, and potential impacts to water 
quantify, quality and the sustainability of communities, agricultural practices, etc?


Organization


7163 29 How might the drawdown of the aquifer impact subsurface water and the ecosystems that rely upon this 
water source?


Organization
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7166 1 I am writing with concerns I have about the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am a child welfare social worker 
in Pima County and my elderly parents live in Green Valley near and open pit copper mine. My 
objections to this mine are based on the following areas of concern. WATER: It's well documented that 
the Rosemont mine's operations will require a large quantity of precious groundwater. This groundwater 
pumping will lower the water table and could affect the viability of wells in the surrounding area, as well 
as creating potential environmental impacts to wildlife corridors and plant life. Will this concern be 
addressed in the environmental impact study? Also, how can Pima County citizens be sure that Rosemont 
mine's use of groundwater is a wise choice if our state encounters a long-term, serious drought and this 
water is needed by people and wildlife?


Individual


7167 2 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7167 4 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7169 2 What guarantees do the citizens of Arizona have for their water. Ground water or CAP? How can anyone 
guarantee the water supply?


Individual


7171 2 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7171 4 The billions of gallons of water required for development and operation of the mine, in any configuration, 
will be delivered at the expense of the environment, including water tables near and far, impacting habitat 
far beyond the mine's proposed boundaries, including Cienega Creek and even the Babocomari and San 
Pedro Rivers. The consumption of water and lowering of water tables is certain to greatly impact nearby 
residents and communities, also, and this impact must be examined. A complete study of the effects of 
water consumption must be conducted, and conducted comprehensively, realistically, and independently.


Individual


7175 10 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7178 5 3. THE POLLUTING AND OVERUSE OF OUR PRECIOUS GROUND WATER EVEN THOUGH 
ROSEMONT PROMISES THIS WILL NOT BE THE CASE.


Individual


7181 8 7. What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep. Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided? Who will pay for this?


Individual


7181 11 Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this becomes a problem 
will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide water?


Individual


7183 4 The amount of water needed for such a mine simply is not available in this desert region.  We are already 
in the grips of what scientists are calling a "100 year drought" and such a strain on an already fragile 
water table will force people who live in the area to dig much deeper wells.  Then the mine will pollute 
the water table.


Individual


7192 6 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization
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7193 2 Issue #1.  There is a sound indication that water drawn from the aquifer at that north end of the Santa 
Ritas will affect other aquifers.  One main concern is drawing water from this site may affect the aquifers 
servicing the water sources needed for the "wet caves" adjacent to the Colossal Caverns and most 
importantly Karchner Caverns.


Individual


7201 2 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity


Organization


7222 11 Ground water will be pumped by this Canadian company from our Santa Cruz aquifer, depleting this 
aquifer and subjecting Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek to water contamination from toxic runoff and 
leaching of toxic materials into the aquifer.


Individual


7253 86 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?


Organization


7253 114 Water is our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality 
or quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping won't be on Forest Service land, the purpose of the groundwater 
would be to support a project that is on Forest Service land, so the impacts must be considered in the EIS. 
The necessary hydrologic studies should be paid for by the company.


Organization


7253 115 A. WATER SUPPLY
The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute.
-Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
-What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


7253 122 The Sahuarita/Green Valley area: Since Augusta proposes to pump ground water from this area the impact 
on the water resources of present and future residents of this region must be carefully evaluated. Both 
damage to current homes and businesses and the effect on planning efforts by local governments for 
future development must be carefully considered. Monetary remuneration for entities that are damaged by 
the pumping should be put in place.


Organization


7253 124 The ground water monitoring plan should include prevention of impacts to ground water:
-What is the ground water monitoring plan before, during and after mining?
-What are the current ground water levels in the vicinity of the project?
-How often have these levels been recorded?


Organization


7253 128 What are the locations of all wells owned by Augusta Resources, Rosemont Copper, or any of its 
associated companies?
What are their pumping rates, and how would they affect neighboring wells?
Which of the neighboring wells could potentially go dry due to pumping by Augusta/Rosemont?


Organization


7259 4 Decrease in the amounts of Surface Water


Mining activities may tax existing aquifers and divert surface flows in the area.  The perennial reach of 
Davidson canyon and Cienega creek are some of the rarest wetland in Arizona supporting a host of fully 
aquatic species.  Any reduction of water in this system will have detrimental affects on these species.


Individual


7261 2 Her main concern was water quantity and quality, but she was also concerned about scenic values, 
airborne dust, and foreign involvement, especially the investment by Sumitomo.


Individual
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7288 1 As a resident of the area where the mine will be developed if approved I would like to go on record to 
highlight a few items that need to be considered.  First, where is the water going to come from that will be 
used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the area surrounding the mine what impact will that 
have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the same general area.  If a replacement  source of 
water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the mining operation the approval should not 
occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing water shortage in the area and drawing out 
more water than what is replaced  is not a good idea.  Perhaps your home may suffer the consequences of 
either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the mine using available water.  Think about 
that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that area.


Individual


7293 3 In 1998 when Malcolm Pirnie Report was published, everyone knew (DWR, Pima County, copper mine, 
pecan grove) if we did not begin some type of groundwater recharge, the area was going to be in trouble.  
The proposed CAP pipeline was presented that would extend from Pima Mine Road to the Canoa Ranch 
area.  Phelps Dodge and FICO (pecan grove) decided it was cheaper to pump groundwater , rather than do 
the right thing and they forfeited the offer of 23,000 AF of CAP water annually.  Also, they did not want 
to assist financially with the extension of the pipeline.  It is not up the taxpayers to pay this bill, as the 
copper mine and pecan grove pump 85% of our grandwater from this basin.  Everyone has gone along 
their merry way, hoping no one would find out the truth, just pumping and pumping our groundwater.  
They had the wells and grandfathered rights and no one could touch them.  The politicians are afraid to do 
the right thing, as the lobbyist are very powerful and votes are more important than taking care of the 
people of Green Valley. 


Over the past 25 months, there have been several groups here in Green Valley working together trying to 
determine just what we are facing, as the government agencies and politicians have completely let us 
down.  The statistics on our looming water crisis in this basin are absolutely frightening.


Individual


7293 5 Now, let's look at the area where the Rosemont mine will be pumping.  In that area, well owners are 
already facing declines in the water levels.  We personally met a gentleman that lives off of Sahuarita 
Road where his well has dropped 60 feet in the past five years.  In the next year, he will have to drill 
another well to the tune of over $14,000 to secure a water supply (and for how long).  You people must 
factor in the human consequences of what this new mine will create for all the well owners in that area.


Groundwater in this area flows from the Nogales area towards Marana.  We already have less water 
coming down the Santa Cruz River (helps to recharge the Canoa area).  Now if the new copper mine 
begins to draw down the groundwater in the Sahuarita area, it could possibly deplete the water in the 
Green Valley area even further.  As that water level goes down, the Green Valley water would begin to 
flow towards Sahuarita at a faster rate.  Groundwater knows no boundaries, there are no gates down there 
to tell it to stay here.  So as the Green Valley area is receiving less water from the south, so could we 
further lose our groundwater faster to the north if the Sahuarita table begins to decline.  And, it will.  The 
only thing we do not know is when, but it will be sooner, rather than later.


Individual


7296 1 As a resident of the area where the mine will be developed if approved I would like to go on record to 
highlight a few items that need to be considered.  First, where is the water going to come from that will be 
used by the mine if approved.  If it is form wells in the area surrounding the mine what impact will that 
have on the water residents in the draw from wells in the same general area.  If a replacement  source of 
water is not brought in by the mine for the duration of the mining operation the approval should not 
occur.  Perhaps you are not aware but we do have a growing water shortage in the area and drawing out 
more water than what is replaced  is not a good idea.  Perhaps your home may suffer the consequences of 
either no water or a major reduction of water usage due to the mine using available water.  Think about 
that possibility for perhaps yourself and other residents in that area.


Individual


7304 3 Depletion of the groundwater in the Santa Cruz River basin - taking from the green Valley areaIndividual


7307 7 threat to water supply. What effect will mining have on ground water.  How will Augusta Resource 
Corporation mitigate the potential threat to harm to local private wells? to the water shed area of Pima  
County included in the mine area?


Individual
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7308 3 Additionally, we are extremely fearful that this proposed mine will adversely affect the flow / water 
quality of the adjacent Cienega  Basin; this water source provides the majority of the flow of the Sonoita 
Creek that runs year – round through Circle Z Ranch.


Business


7309 2 Eventually local pumping for the pit dewatering will equal 500 gallons per minute.  That's 500 gallons per 
minute that they're going to pump out of the Cienega water site.  Cienega doesn't flow 500 gallons per 
minute.


7309 4 Augusta has a 1200 gallon per minute pump installed.  They call it a stock pump.  Must have awful thirsty 
cattle.  If they want to put -- bring water in, build a lake, use it for recharge, use it for recreation.  Don't 
pump more water out of this site.


7312 1 The Rosemont Project lies in the headwaters of the Davidson Canyon drainage in the Cienega Creek basin 
southeast of Tucson, Arizona. 
Question
What is going to keep the water flow to Davidson canyon as the headwaters will be blocked? Won't this 
reduce the water level on wells dependent on the Davidson canyon?


Individual


7312 2 Because of the recognized sensitivity of the Cienega basin, Rosemont determined at the beginning of its 
planning process to acquire a water supply for the Rosemont Project from the Santa Cruz basin to the 
west of the project site.
Question
Will the open pit mine drop the aquifer level to the Cienega basin and are plans in place to monitor the 
water?


Individual


7312 7 The right to extract and use groundwater from the Tucson AMA will be pursuant to a Mineral Extraction 
and Metallurgical Processing groundwater withdrawal permit (ME permit) issued by ADWR pursuant to 
A.R.S Section 45-514. This type of permit is a "shall issue" permit that must be granted unless reliable 
alternative water supplies (uncommitted municipal and industrial CAP water, surface water, or effluent) 
are available at comparable cost at the point where the mine's wellhead or distribution system would 
otherwise exist (A.R.S. Section 45-514[A]{2} and [3].
Question
The issue we have upmost in concern in the water. If the only way to stop the use of the ground water 
aquafier is by a decision of "no=action" then that action must be taken.


Individual


7312 10 Rosemont Copper began recharging CAP water in the Santa Cruz basin in 2007, with contracts in place to 
recharge 15,000 af at three state-permitted underground storage facilities, which include Pima Mine Road 
near the terminus of the CAP aqueduct, and the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites near Marana. 
Rosemont Copper contracted to utilize all of the available capacity at Pima Mine Road (about 600 af in 
2007), with the balance to be stored at the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites.
Question
How does 600af equate to the comment of "Commitment to offset 105% of total project pumping with 
recharge in the Santa Cruz basin". If the mine uses 5000 af per year and only recharges 600 af won't this 
draw down the water level in Sahuarita area?


Individual


7313 3  If the Forest Service cannot ensure that the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, 
Sahuarita and Green Valley] residents will have enough groundwater of the quality and quantity they 
enjoy today (7/14/08), and that a mechanism can be implemented to ensure that any unforseen negative 
impacts can be suitably corrected, then they need go no further in this process and the Rosemont Mine 
should be denied their request to use Forest Service land.


Individual


7316 3 b.�How will water quality and quantity be affected in surface watersOrganization


7327 13 The depletion of our limited water supplies and potential for ground water pollution.Individual


7336 18 Will Rosemont's wells and mine cause serious changes in the region's already straining water resources? 
How long will it take to determine this?


Individual
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7340 1 The EPA reports that in 2005, metal or hard rock mining in Arizona released over 39.4 million pounds of 
toxins. Pima County commissiones and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado FS that 
raised the threat of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit 
copper mine, as well as potential leaching of pullutants into groundwater.


Individual


7348 4 2) Impacts on water, air; loss of water and pollution of water supplies, air pollutionIndividual


7371 2 Liabilities:
1. Draining potable water supply, which is more precious than copper, to thousands of residents. 
Contaminating water supply with toxins, that will be there forever, that wildlife and plants need to 
survive..


Individual


7379 6 The noise of heavy mining equipment, the added danger on a two lane scenic highway of 88 roundtrips 
daily of mine related vehicles, including 56 twenty four ton ore trucks, daily blasting, (seven days a week) 
air pollution from windblown dust and sulfuric acid and diesel fumes, the unlimited pumping of 
groundwater, destruction of wildlife habitat on the West side, is totally incompatible with the Peace and 
Serenity and… Conservation of the East side of Highway 83!


Individual


7411 1 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.  The EIS should 
require that the Rosemont plan provides a verifiable solution that ENSURES that the water table will not 
be diminished and that local wells will not be adversely impacted.


Individual


7415 6 On the cost side, local governments and residents have much more to lose because of the mine's presence. 
Who is to pay for depleted watersheds?


Individual


7419 1 If the surrounding wells run dry,…you will be responsible.Individual


7427 2 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual


7431 3 We do not have the water to support such mining activities.Individual


7434 2 When the excess CAP water no longer is available due to drought, etc., will Rosemont Copper Company 
stop mining until more CAP water becomes available so that our groundwater is not depleted? Is this 
something that they can promise and then legally be made to comply with by the US Forest Service, Pima 
County, or the State of Arizona?


Individual


7434 6 As the pit goes deeper, water will flow in from surrounding springs and aquifers. When this water is 
pumped out and used for dust control, what impact will this have on surrounding ranches, valleys, and 
springs? Will all nearby land become more arid by creating a pit lower than the surrounding water 
sources?How will this impact the amount of water going to Davidson Canyon and  Las Cienegas?


Individual


7436 8 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual
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7437 1 My water is pumped from Well Number 55-634945
What will happen to my well if Rosemont Mine pumps 6,000 acre feet per year, (or 8,000 acre feet or 
more) of water from the currently expected well field?


Individual


7437 4 If the Aquifer runs totally dry, who will pay for our Properties?Individual


7440 3 The water in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is currently declining each year. What 
will be done to ensure that our communities will contine to have a sufficient supply of good clean water 
versus contaminated water from mine tailings?


Individual


7443 11 Water use for the mine would be 5,000-8,000 acre feet per year for approximately 20 years. (One acre 
foot, or 3325,851 gallons, is typically what a family of four uses in a year.) At first, Augusta was 
proposing to pump water from the Santa Cruz sub-basin and recharge downstream in Marana (tough luck 
for Green Valley residents whose groundwater level is falling 2-4 feet annually). But in the mean time, 
Augusta has very generously (read, suspiciously) offered to foot the $9 to $15 million bill to build a seven-
mile extension to the CAP pipeline so that Green Valley can get its alloted 3,000 acre feet of water a 
year - whether or not the mine proposal goes through. Do you also hear the sound of favor being bought? 
But you know numbers, they change, and now they're talking 15 years of water not 20. Even so, pumping 
7,000 acre feet per year into the Santa Cruz sub-basin, minus Green Valley's 3,000, equals 4,000 for 
Augusta. Not 5,000-8,000. Where's the rest of the water coming from? As Pima County Board of 
Supervisor Ray Carroll has warned the pipeline proponets, "There's no such thing as a free lunch."


Individual


7448 7 Will there really be enough water for Rosemont mining operations? They propose using water from wells 
in the local region, which will lower the already dangerously low water tables. Their water usuage 
estimates are suspiciously low when compared to other local mining operations. Their CAP water share 
might not be sufficient for operations and especially to replenish the water tables.


Individual


7449 2 Tucson is in a seemingly perpetual state of drought at a time of global warming which almost certainly 
will lead to more drought. The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that 
would drain the aquifer leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional while 
polluting the water. What right does any user have to put everyone else's water at risk in a growing desert 
area where water can only become more scarce in the future?


Individual


7451 13 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
21. IF the dry stack tailing techniques DOES NOT work then Rosemont Copper can go to ADWR and ask 
for a permit to drill for more water on the Cienega side. There is nothing to legally stop them. (As per 
ADWR). They DO NOT have to get water on the Sahuartia Side. The wells in Sahuarita are very close to 
the west boundary of the VUSD.


Individual


7452 4 Not only would the mine create an unsightly  eyesore in this beautiful mountian range, but would 
negatively impact water quality, deplete the water table and would generally degrade the area from an 
environmental standpoint.


Business


7453 13 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
21. IF the dry stack tailing techniques DOES NOT work then Rosemont Copper can go to ADWR and ask 
for a permit to drill for more water on the Cienega side. There is nothing to legally stop them. (As per 
ADWR). They DO NOT have to get water on the Sahuartia Side. The wells in Sahuarita are very close to 
the west boundary of the VUSD.


Individual


7454 1 I am writing to ask that the forest servcie not allow this mine to move forward without receiving the 
completed studies on water quantity issues for the US citizens residing in the area. Vail water, Tucson 
water, and private wells all rely on wells/water sources that are potentially impacted by allowing this 
commercial venture. Clean, adequate water seems like a basic right to me. Please do not be hasty in your 
decision.


Individual


7456 24 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result, 
both in the Santa Cruz Valley and in the Santa Rita Mountains.


Government
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7456 33 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the ground water on the east 
side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 20+ years 
(or forever?). This will decrease the ground water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and into 
Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Government


7456 56 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7458 1 In spite of the many claims that this mine would have an adverse impact on water availability, I have yet 
to see credible data. The mine plans to use approx 5000 acre-feet annually. Yet, we have agricultural users 
and other mines, who are using much more in comparison. It is my understanding Augusta Resources 
plan to make contracts with area groundwater users to mitigate any water availibility issues caused by this 
operation. To ensure the mine has minimal impact on the local water shed, the mine plan includes design 
elements to contain runoff from waste rock piles and tailings piles to the mine site; and, to divert the 
watershed around the mine site. Also, aggressive recycling measures will be in place.


Individual


7458 2 When developers come to the Tucson-Pima County area for approval of residential development, how 
often do we nix these plans because of the volume of water to be consumed and additional effluent 
created from human activity? How often are their applications met with the same scrutiny by ADEQ and 
ADWR that this mine has generated? It appears to me, Augusta has met the requirements under their 
application to ADEQ/ADWR.


Individual


7461 2 I am very concerned that the Rosemont mining project will destroy the Coronado national forest 
area.Their low estimate use of precious natural resources like groundwater to the tune of 1,955,226,000 
gallons equal to their reported and planed minimum consumption of 6,000 acre feet per year will 
devastate the local rural community's groundwater resources. Their own conservative estimates of 50 to 
80 gallons of water per second are difficult to comprehend when we are experiencing one of the longest 
droughts on record. We are in a desert climate and can't afford to waste water.


Individual


7463 4 Currently, the water and energy resources that would be consumed in mining are NOT based on 
renewable sources.  Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by 
the extended regional drought.


Individual


7473 1 Some areas in SE Arizona have had no rain - to date. One is the area just southwest of Fort Huachuca. I 
live three miles from the crossroads of 82 & 83. What do you estimate the future groundwater depth to 
be? Will any direct or indirect impact on my well be considered during this public dialoge phase with 
Rosemont Copper Project EIS,?


Individual


7481 1 Water is a great issue here in Arizona. I was born in Arizona 76 years ago and all I have heard about is the 
shortage of water in the State. The City of Tucson is in the process of trying to determine what water 
conservation efforts can be made to save water in the Tucson area. Now we have a mine that wants to 
operate in Pima County and use 5,000 acre feet of water a year. It doesn't seem that the goal of the City of 
Tucson and Augusta are working toward the same end.


Individual


7484 3 While there may be compelling "legal" precedents, in this particular case it should be decided upon 
PRACTICAL issues.


2. With the southwest ina growing condition of Climate Change, it is obvious that water will become less 
available in coming years. We are at the tail end of the CAP water delivery system, so it is extremely risky 
for Pima County to gamble on enough water to be available for a growing population, alone.


Individual


7485 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


7487 11 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, I have serious concerns about the effects 
on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual
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7487 13 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open pit, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, I question the true impact 
on the Sonoita community and my well.


Individual


7487 16 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on my well.  The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of my well is 55-210956 located on my 
property.  Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results.  As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability  of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data.  Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7493 1 My main concern regarding the prposed Rosemont mine is the tremendous amount of groundwater the 
mine will use. Area residents are rightly being encouraged to conserve water, with the possibility that 
within the next twenty years Pima County residents will need to drink treated reclaimed water. It seems 
really wrong to permit the mine to take this large amont of drinking water away from humans.


Individual


7494 2 I believe the impacts to the depletion of the aquifer due to water requirements needed for mining will 
collectively weigh against the benefits of the mine, primarily the finite period of new jobs created and the 
County taxes generated.


Individual


7498 2 Augusta Resource Corporation plans to compensate for their withdrawl of groundwater from wells east of 
Sahuarita by purchasing excess CAP water, to be stored in the Pima Mind Road recharge basin. There is 
some uncertainty about the future availability of this excess CAP supply. At the recent Water Resources 
Research Center annual conference (in Phoenix, AZ, 6-24-08), Herb Guenther, director of the Arizona 
Deparmtent of Water Resources, gave a power-point presentation (see slide 9 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf) that 
shoed the Arizona Water Bank adding very little to its storage after 2015 because excess CAP supply will 
have dwindled substantially by that date, more and more of the CAP supply having been allocated or 
contracted for or purchased by the Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District to meet its 
replenishment obligations, which continue to grow with suburban development. In addition, the prospect 
for the Tucson AMA to meet its safe yield goal by 2025 seems in doubt, as stated by Ken Seasholes; then 
of ADWR, now of CAP, at the Tucson Pima Water Study meeting of 4-18-08: "We are still in net 
overdraft in the AMA as a hole, about 110,000 acre-feet."


Moreover, replenishment at the Pima Mine Road facility either does not reach or does not mitigate 
drawdowns in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, where the water table continues to drop by 4 feet per year. 
(See http://az.water.usgs.gov/projects/azgwconditions/index.html Zoom in on the Sahuarita area and 
select Trends in Recent Water Levels.) Add to these factors the ongoing drought and the wild card of 
climate change, with their potential effects on the oversubscribed Colorado River. Arizona, by agreement 
between the seven Colorado Basin states and the Secretary of the Interior in December, 2007, bears the 
brunt of any Colorado River shortage. (See slide 6 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf). Within 
Arizona, the CAP is junior to other Colorado River water users, and within the CAP, TAMA is at the end 
of the line. There is already, and will continue increasingly to be, vigorous competition over the valley's 
potable water supply. Urban growth continues unabated, and there seems to be no political will to restrain 
it. In this shaky water supply context, is the commitment to a long-term mining project that is a major 
water demander not highly risky? It is probably not quantifiable, but a lowered water table cannot help but 
have a negative effect on the economy of the Santa Cruz valley. Will Augusta be able to buy their way out 
of this, as they are proposing to do with the Sahuarita well-owners whose wells are anticipated to be 
drawn down by Augusta's pumping in their vicinity? Drilling deeper wells is not an ideal solution - deeper 
water takes more energy to pump and water quality at depth is inferior.


Individual
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7498 3 If the Sahuarita wells prove insufficient or the excess CAP water become unavailable, will Augusta be 
compelled to try to obtain their required water from their nearby properties (e.g. the Singing Valley 
Ranch) or other parts of the Cienega Creek/Davidson Canyon watershed? How well established is their 
estimated water need of 5000 acre-feet per year? Is the vacuum-filtration dry-stack method of stabilizing 
tailings a tested technology in arid lands on mined sites at the scale of the Rosemont project, or is it a 
product of engineering models and sampling and analytical tests only? Is the estimation of the degree to 
which process water can be recycled realistic?


Individual


7499 4 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There has 
never been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!!  The quantity


Individual


7500 7 In addition to the actual quality of the water, what will be done to protect nearby well owners from the 
deleterious impacts of daily blasting? Every time ground blasting occurs, shifts of the underground layers 
occur, potentially diverting the water from current wells, rendering them dry. According to their work 
plan, they will be working 24 hr shifts, year-round, blasting the area constantly. Who will compensate 
locals from damage to their property from the blasting, particularly potential impacts to their water 
sources?


Individual


7502 3 Questions remain regarding how this mine will affect:
2. the water supply


Individual


7504 50 TEP wants Nogales to pollute its air, use its limited natural gas or backup diesel fuel supplies and its local 
ground water for cooling its turbines as it makes electricity to support this mine.  The impacts on 
consumer prices for natural gas and/or diesel fuel must also be examined.


7508


7504 52 Also, as many forms of electrical energy production use large amounts of water, the impacts on the water 
supply of all the additional water used to generate the additional electricity for the mining operation must 
be examined and quantified.


7508


7504 54 The impacts of water use by the mining operation must be fully examined.  Sahuarita wall owners are 
facing a draw by the mine of 31,870 gpm.  The Rosemont Mine has secured permits for drawing 6000 AF 
of groundwater per year, but the EIS must examine what the total figure would be, the drawdown on 
nearby wells (There are about 400 private wells in the immediate area.) as well as the entire aquifer and 
the entire hydrological effects.


7508


7504 62 Even though the Tucson area is known for subsidence and earth fissures (south of Tucson), this practice is 
continued.  The potential of water depletion resulting in subsidence and earth fissures caused by methods 
of obtaining water for the Rosemont mining project must be fully examined, as well as the areas likely to 
be affected, and the potential for property devaluation and property damage to existing structures.


7508


7504 64 Historically, water levels have declined considerably in this general area due to mining.  Documents 
publicly available show lowering of groundwater in the area of mining, both at Twin Buttes and Sierrita.  
The data is dated because this type of work was only done in the early 1980s after F.I.C.O. sued the mines 
because of their heavy use of water and contamination causing high salt/hardness content.  The report is 
"Ground-water Monitoring in the Tucson Copper Mining District," prepared by Pima Association of 
Governments and Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (created only for this study).  The report is 
available from Pima Association of Governments (792-1093).


7508


7504 65 In Green Valley, there is an annual drawdown of 2 to 3 feet per year.  Water rights for mining for the local 
mining company were obtained by buying up agricultural land.  The result is that the community is 
sustaining a 31,000 acre feet annual deficit, and signs of subsidence are beginning to appear:  cracking in 
walls of homes, sidewalks and roads.  Map of the projected water levels in 2025 in Pima County, are at.  
Www.g-a-l.info/Green Valley2025.htm


7508
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7504 71 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:


1.  They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.


2. They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and other 
animals, large and small, that inhabit the area.


3. They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses - the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.


4. They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.


5. They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


7508


7504 80 The Plan of Operations describes how the mine will need 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of fresh water per year 
(enough to supply as many as 32,000 people per year), primarily for the operation of the mill and 
concentrator.  Rosemont Copper plans to import this water via a pipeline from a well field located 15 
miles away from the mine near the Town of Sahuarita.  The company has drilled and tested two wells at 
this well field.  There are indications from these tests that they may not be able to pump the amount of 
water they need without seriously affecting many nearby domestic and agricultural wells because of the 
drawdown, or lowering, of the water table. The nearby wells could be left without enough water to supply 
the owners' needs and may have to be deepened.  Rosemont Copper has not perfomed a hydrogeological 
analysis of the groundwater system at the well field and vicinity.


The Santa Cruz River basin provides water for many users - two existing mines, six domestic water 
companies, large pecan groves, and eight golf courses.  To serve these users in 2006, approximately 
76,500 acre-feet of water were pumped out of the basin.  Of this, about 40,000 acre-feet were not replaced 
by natural or artificial recharge.  The result of this continuing overdraught is that the basin's water table is 
declining at the rate of about four feet per year, a rate that will accelerate if additional large users, such as 
the Rosemont Mine, are added


7508


7504 82 If the decline does continue or accelerate, it could result in the curtailment of new housing and other 
economic development in the area, or water shortages and increased potable water costs.  If it becomes 
extreme, it may cause significant sinking of the land surface along the Santa Cruz River, a phenomenon 
already detected by the Arizona Department of Water Resources.


7508
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7504 84 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7507 2 It's sad to think that anyone or group would want to use water that Arizona does not have to build a new 
mine.


Individual


7513 2 First, I do not believe that there is enough water to sustain this area through a prolonged drought and this 
project will use way too much even if they bring CAP water in.


Individual


7514 4 The proposed mine will deplete our fragile water supply.Individual


7516 5 Water is another important consideration. Many new homes and developments are being built in that area 
and we must be certain we will have the water to provide for them. I would rather see our water resources 
be given to people rather than a mine.


Individual


7517 2 However, along with the vast majority of Forest Service Volunteers in Southern Arizona, I want to 
express my deep concern and negative feelings about a mne in that area.  Depletion of water table, 
diminished air quality due to both mining operation and increased traffic, negative implact on home 
values, depletion of flora and therefore fauna in the area are some of the concerns.


Individual


7518 2 Water - AZ is already short of water and this mine will use vast amounts (don't count on the CAP its 
running dry too)


Individual


7519 1 We already have a large draw on water in this area with the current population and the pecan groves. We 
have developers still building all around the Santa Ritas who will also be using that water. We hear on a 
daily basis how important it is to conserve and restrict our usage. Using my most common sense, that 
means anyone coming in that might compromise this water supply is a problem.


Individual


7520 4 Water is currently at a crisis level in the Green Valley and Sahuarita area. It is critical enough that we are 
holding Town Hall meetings on the issue and we are trying to find out how we are going to be able to 
afford to bring in the water that we need to offset and current overdraft of our aquifer of between 30 and 
40,000 acre feet of water each year. And that estimate is with the current ASARCO mine in operation 
only.


Individual


7520 6 Our aquifer is the only water source we have in this area and you are gambling with our future. If the 
water is depleted, or contaminated, this area will be a ghost town and every one of us will have lost our 
life savings by virtue of being unable to live in the homes we have invested our money in.


Individual


7520 8 Water is life itself. Without it our land reverts back to sand blowing across the desert and the Rosemont 
mine severely threatens our only source of it by overuse and contamination.


Individual
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7522 5 Rosemont plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas to the mine at 
Rosemont Ranch. This would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted.


Individual


7525 2 We strongly oppose allowing Augusta Resource Corp to mine the land at Rosemont.  After 20 years they 
will walk away  from Southern Arizona with a tidy profit and Southern Arizona will be left with a 
monumental scar on the land, a lower water table, contaminated water, contaminated public land, and 
abused road infrastructure.


7533 2 Water - Southern Az. Will someday run out of water - the mine will speed up the process thus affecting 
everyone.


Individual


7534 2 1. Water - at some point Southern Az. Will run out of water. This will only spped up the process.Individual


7544 2 It will certainly jeopardize our water supply for one thing.Individual


7546 15 The FS, in cooperation with Arizona Game and Fish, should also study the impact of the mine and its 
operations on the Mearns quail and deer populations in the immediate area and the surrounding areas. 
This should include a study of increased road kill of deer along Highway 83 due to increased traffic, and 
altered migration, mating and other behavior of wildlife due to the noise, dust, and light of the 24 hour 
mining operations proposed. They should also study the impact on wildlife caused by the destruction or 
pollution of natural springs and depletion of groundwater. These studies should be completed prior to 
issuing any EIS.


Individual


7549 1 There is a real question about the amount of water that will have to be utilized and whether or not this is a 
wise use of an increasingly valuable resource.


Individual


7552 1 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7552 3 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7556 5 Rosemont's plan of operations states it intends to use water from an area just west of Corona De Tucson, 
which I have to admit is a little closer to Green Valley than the rest of us, but still part of our Vail 
community


Individual


7558 1 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
* Since the area that the water will be recharged in is quite a distance from where the water is being taken 
and is also "down hill" from the wells, how do we know the mine will not lower the ground water level in 
the well areas? I could not find a detailed hydrologic survey if one does exist


Individual
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7562 5 The ground water recharge and water shed drainage from the Barrel Canyon basin will be lost and/or 
altered. The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Santa Rita Mountains to 
Sonoita Hwy. Our Rosemong guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been 
determined where (Davidson Canyon or Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water 
shed, project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will 
be released.


Individual


7562 12 The huge 5000 acre feet of ground water requirement for actual project use let alone the ground water 
pumping out near the pit to reduce flooding will have major impact on both side of the mountain range. 
This writer is unaware of any complete map of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro Valley or any southern Arizona 
aquifers that can predict protection for neighboring property owners from neighbors over pumping of 
ground water.


As property owners who are dependent on a well for the sole source of water and are required to cross the 
confluence of the Davidson and Barrel Canyon washes for access/egress to our property the impacts of the 
propose Rosemont Copper Mine Project are dangerous and unacceptable.


Individual


7564 1 I am strong opposed to open pit mining for its water use, and permanent scarring of irrplaceable resources 
of beauty and recreation.


Individual


7565 6 This entire concept of mining in the Santa Ritas, by a new and untested company using groundwater that 
is in short supply, with a reclamation plan that is underfunded and poorly planned should be outright 
rejected by the US Forest Service.


Individual


7568 1 During the scoping process of the PROPOSED Rosemont mine, one of the primary issues facing citizens 
of Southern Arizona is water or more important THE LACK OF IT. I would argue it's availability is 
important to all citizens and is more valuable than copper itself, in an arid landscape.This especially true 
of residents in relative close proximity to the PROPOSED rosemont mine, who provide their own water 
using their permitted wells for their very existence, not having option of govt or private water companies 
shouldering the responsibility of providing water. THE IMPACT OF MINE, will vary on different issues, 
but on water it will drop the aquifers on both sides of the SANTA RITAS. One side will be impacted by 
production well pumping from the SANTA CRUZ aquifer. ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE SANTA 
RITAS the OPEN PIT, as they excavate, will drain aquifers for miles as the DE-WATERING, occurs. 
IMPACTING domestic wells for miles around, including my neighbors and myself.


Individual


7569 2 Southern Arizona is a drought striken area. Why is Rosemont Mine allowed to draw 5,000 gallons of 
water a minute from our water table and Tucsonans are being told to get used to the idea of drinking gray 
water in the next decade.


Individual


7571 28 August Resource/Rosemont Copper plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa 
Ritas to the mine at Rosemont Ranch. This project would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer 
and the Davidson/Cienega aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted, and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching. Impacts to both of these basins 
should be included in the EIS, and all surface and ground water impacts from activities related to the mine 
must be analyzed, including the pipeline route from Sahuarita to the mine site.


Individual


7573 2 WATER - was of no concern 100 years ago. None of the people making the laws then were far sighted 
enough to envision so many people living in a semi-arid area. With all of the statistics about the water 
level going down so much yearly, how long will those who follow us have an aquafir to supply their 
needs? It doesn't make sense to let this area run out of water.


Individual


7576 2 Everyone should be concerned about the dwindling water supply in this area. It is well know that our 
water supply is being depleted and an increase in mining will only exacerbate this already critical problem.


Individual


7579 1 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual
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7579 3 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


7583 3 This proposed Rosemont mine will use an unbelievable amount of water daily. After using our ground 
water, they will then replenish the aquifers with CAP. Lovely. Who says there will be CAP available?


Individual


7585 4 Water demands for the mine need to be assessed with respect to initial start up demand versus operating 
demand. Mines need significantly more water during the early phases of operation. This change in 
demand overtime needs to be clearly defined to assess Rosemont's water demands over time.


Individual


7587 1 We are deeply concerned about prodigious water use by the mine in an area of water shortage.Individual


7588 2 People do not want to live next to or near a mine. Excluding the probability that they will deplete our 
exceptional quality ground water, we will have to contend with their light, their dirt/dust, their noise and 
the unbelieveable amount of traffic on Hwy. 83.


Individual


7590 3 In a time of severe drought and extreme fire danger isn't the most important resource for us to invent in 
our ground water?


Individual


7590 4 The mineral copper can be recycled but water quality cannot be restored. We do live in the desert and this 
unwise use of a precious resource is quite simply put foolish.


Individual


7590 5 How would the water rights be preserved in both quantity and quality without a probably ineffective and 
unsustainble "recharge" effort?


Individual


7590 7 I am many others who live in the Rincon Valley need our well to continue to live in our home. What 
proven long term solutions are in place to guarantee our continued use of our mineral right to our water?


Individual


7592 43 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


7592 48 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin. Considering the 
cnosequences of this potential loss, it would represent a grave risk to pursue this proposal any further.


Individual


7594 4 What provisions will be made to assure that local wells will not be drawn down by the voracious need for 
production wells pumping 5,000gpm each?


Individual


7595 3 Just a few of the reasons that generate the most concensus include: The impact on the local roads/traffic, 
the tremendous waste of water and what that will mean for local residents, the destruction of the 
environment including plants, animals, forests, etc, the eyesore it will create, and the fact that this is an 
endeavor owned and operated primarily by foreign concerns.


Individual


7598 17 Although the water supply for the mine is proposed to be taken from lower elevation aquifers (Sahuarita) 
with recharge and replacement to be performed with CAP water, we have serious concerns about the 
effects on the upper (Las Cienegas) aquifer levels.


Individual


7598 20 Given the uncertainties in CAP availability, combined with wells already drilled at the proposed mining 
site and the effect of the open it, its depth and resultant water drainage into it, we question the true impact 
on the riparian habitat of the Las Cienegas Conservation Reserve, the Sonoita community and our well.


Individual
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7598 23 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on our well. The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of our well is 55-210725 located on our 
property. Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results. As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data. Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7598 27 Should my well be affected in either quantity or quality, how will we be compensated and what is the 
certain of compensation?


Bottom line: Our well currently provides a potential of 40+ GPM for our household and a wildlife habitat 
improvement project constructed with the funding and cooperation of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service for the local wildlife, specifically the Pronghorn Antelope. 
The mine would be responsible for any change to our current well status and quality.


Individual


7599 2 I would like to know what impact the Rosemont mine would have on my well. Can I expect the water 
table to be lowered? If so will my well run dry? If my well runs dry who will pay to get water to my 
home? What do you estimate the future groundwater table depth to be?


Individual


7603 3 The mine will violate our rights to enjoy the natural environment and beauty of the National Forest. to 
have a sustainable water supply. The ground water in the Santa Cruz Valley has been dropping which is 
evidence that we already do not have a sustainable water supply. The mine will make it worse. There 
should be a moratorium on allowing new water users until a sustainable supply is proven. SR 83 is a 
treasured scenic highway for both autos and bikes. The mine traffic will take this away. The mine traffic, 
dust, noise, destruction of natural National Forest land  will lower our quality of life, property values, and 
tourist economy.  A total cost/benefit analysis conducted by an independent source must be developed to 
justify any decisions.


Individual


7614 2 First, I am concerned about the effect of that the mine will have on our water tables in the area. I worry 
about the water tables being contamintated by the mine. This has been addressed in the public meetings so 
enough said about that except, I will hold the Department of Agriculture, the Forest Service & the mining 
company responsible if the project is approved and I have water problems on any of my land because of it 
in the future.


Individual


7627 2 What happens when water runs out from California, AZ-Nevada and Rosemont is exsisting on 
underground water and Green Valley will have no water; Colorado will have no more to offer and 
Rosemont will still have underground water and who will suffer.  Green Valley and all surrounding areas .


Individual


7630 5 There will be the total disregard of our limited water supply.Individual


7631 3 Our water resources are too low, cannot support this operation and the influx of people too.Individual


7632 3 Water will go into hole in ground, will change ground water table; remove recharge downstreamIndividual


7638 1 The Rosemont Mine should be defeated by one issue alone-water. We are running out of water!! We 
cannot afford to waste it on a new copper mine.


Individual


7642 2 It will use too much water.Individual


7650 16 The existing Tucson Aquifer is losing its ground water at about 1-inch per week or 4-feet every year.  
Ground water took thousands of years to create.  Underground water resources are rapidly being 
depleted.  Water resource sustainments is not being maintained in the TAMA.


Individual


7651 3 Water- the amount of water needed by this mine would be astronomical, it would effect the underground 
supply also.


Individual
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7652 1 May 6, 2008 a letter from Hugh Holub an Attorney representing the United Sahuarita Well Owners states 
that Rosemont mine (James A Sturgess) has agreed to do a Comprehensive hydrology study to identify 
any impacts to Rosemonts proposed pumping of ground water would have on the neighborhood wells in 
Sahuarita,


Individual


7684 1 What will happen to my well when the water drops below what it is drilled to?  The mine well is at 1200' - 
1300' deep.  They are going to put in 30 wells.  Will this draw more water than is leftover from CAP 
water after everyone in Tucson gets their share?


Individual


7813 3 Further, approval of the use of these resources for mining would contradict the Forest Service mission 
statement. The proposal to remove the copper ore, without paying royalties or fees, while consuming 
tremendous amounts of presious groundwater at no expense, consuming large qualities of electricity, 
polluting the air with dust, exhaust, and toxins, containing surface water, groundwater and the earth, and 
permanently destroying the scenic and recreational resources of the area, is not viable for approval


Individual


8595 1 it will use too much water at a time when conservation is being practiced.Individual


8604 5 I just wanted to oppose the Rosemont Mine for the environmental reasons as far a the animals, the 
pollution, air pollution, and noise pollution and, uh, draining the water table. Also for the health hazards 
it's going to cause for the people in the area.


Individual


8612 3 I'm worried about the use of ground water.Individual


8613 4 I don't think it's a good idea. Not to consider -- not to consider that the water usage is a very important 
thing to the people of this -- of this.


Individual


8614 2 The desert, we're living in a desert, a very fragile ecosystem we're looking at water. We're  looking at 
environmental qualities. The proposed mining would be a degradation to our water, which is depleting 
every year, especially with global warming -- warming, and also I do not believe that we need this copper.


Individual


8629 1 the company should not be allowed to use ground water because that lowers the water table for the whole 
area.


Individual


8633 1 I'm afraid when you build this proposed mine that it's going to suck up all the water out of our water table. 
And we all live in -- and have wells out here. And I think if that happens, your company, the mine, should 
have to supply us all with water tanks and bulk water every week, because we all run evap coolers so we 
don't die during the hot summer months. Also I have animals that need the water. I have horses. I don't 
know what to do about them.


Right now, my well is almost dry, and this never happened before. So I'm very suspicious that it had 
something to do with this mine.


Individual


8633 3 I just think this whole thing is going to suck up our water table on top of making the scenery just look 
terrible. So I am against having this mine up here because of that -- those facts.


Individual


8633 6 It's obviously going to take tons of water from the ground to do it because there is no public water up here.Individual


8635 3 The main issue here is the water that they're going to take from the State of Arizona and all of the people 
surrounding the Tucson and Green Valley area.


Individual


8635 6 I am opposed to this mine, not only to destroy -- it is destroying the beauty of the mountains and the 
environment, but using our water that we do not have.


Individual


8638 2 I believe that the mines are using 85 percent of our water supply and we are in need of our water supply 
for ourselves.


Individual


8641 2 We're both against the Rosemont Copper Mine proposal. We feel that it uses water that we don't have.Individual


8643 2 Our water supply is limited.Individual
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8643 6 The surrounding area would not support a mine. Our water is precious. That mine would suck up the 
water, the Patagonia area, Green Valley, all of that. Our water is precious. What, for a big hole, pollution, 
air, water, you name it.


Individual


8647 1 With the -- with the already low water pressures that we have in our home and access to the water, we feel 
that the water is going to be diminished and the water pressure will even be less.


Individual


8650 1 My major, major concern is this water issue.  From what I understand, the amount of water they're going 
to be pumping out of the ground is going to deal directly with the wells in this area, since we are very, 
very close to the mine.  That is my major issues.


Individual


8657 1 I went on the Rosemont tour last week I reviewed the mine plan of operations that Rosemont provided us 
at that time, and I think they've done several things very well. They have planned ahead in purchasing 
water necessary for the project. The hiring of direct employees and then the satellite employees will 
certainly help the economic conditions in southern Arizona. Thirdly -- which obviously then will help the 
local and state governments will benefit from that immensely. The domestic copper production is certainly 
needed. I'm glad to see us doing that in our own country. And lastly, because I'm a conservationalist, the 
physical area will be put back into a very, very usable condition.


Individual


8659 5 Knowing what I do about mining. And I don't know a great deal, but I do know some things. Certainly 
I've been though a number of different courses in regards to mining activities throughout the state and 
around the world. One thing that I do realize is that it's going to take an inordinate amount of water to 
sustain any operations that could get started down at the Rosemont area. And southern Arizona obviously, 
very obviously, needs to be much more proactive in regards to water conservation issues. I don't believe 
there's any other choice than to be extremely selective in the water usage we're going to be dealing with. 
And for that reason, this mine should also not come into existence.


Individual


8661 3 I'm calling about the article in the paper Sunday about the Rosemont Mine. I think it's a bad situation. It's 
going to pollute the water. They use millions of gallons of water, and I don't know where they're going to 
get it. Pollutes the air. And for them to have ruined that beautiful scenery in the Santa Rita Mountains, I 
think it's bad.


Individual


8663 4 Cienega Creek, which by the way Augusta wants to fill (unintelligible) Canyons, yet claims no impact to 
the Cienega Creek water shed. And Davidson Canyon and not only wildlife habitats as well as Rosemont 
are decreasing water tables, peace, beauty, solitude and scenic (unintelligible) for thousands of out of state 
tourists all in seeious peril of becoming a beautiful memory our children will only have heard of.


Individual


8671 4 And that water is no problem.  Green Valley has an artificial lake, the pecan people have the flood -- the 
type of grouping for their plants, you know, they have lots of water around.  You know, they could use 
the squirter type thing for their trees.  But no, they use the heavy way, the easy way of using a lot of 
water.  So I think everybody could work together and work togther and Rosemont should be able to -- be 
able to operate just like the rest --


Individual


8673 1 I don't think that that mine should go in, because it's going to suck up all the water that's out there.  Look 
at what happened when the FICO, the pecan company came into Green Valley.   It sucked up all the water 
in that area, and now look what's going on north of Sahuarita, the Santa Cruz river and everything around 
is all dried up, and the same thing is going to happen over there.  The water used to run through the Santa 
Cruz River all year long, and now look at, nothing, nothing.  And the same thing is going to happen when 
that mine comes in.


Individual


8674 2 The amount of water that will be wasted on this operation is mind boggling.  Considering the limited 
supply that we have in southeast Arizona and how precious that resource is, I can't thind of that being 
used for mining purposes.


Individual


8680 4 With so many people living in Southern Arizona now, water has become a precious commodity.  Far more 
valuable than copper or other minerals in the earth.  Regardless of how many EIP's are conducted, the 
Rosemont Mine poses a potential threat to our water table, the wells, the wildlife and the scenic beauty of 
the Santa Rita Mountains.


Individual
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8683 1 . . The reason why I'm calling is I have to oppose this mine for one reason and it's a water intensive 
development.  We live in a desert.  Water is very scarce.  Federal government took away our rights to our 
share of Colorado River water and gave it to California.  This strictly and dramatically limited our water 
resources.  Because our water resources have been limited, I oppose the Rosemont Mine on the basis it's a 
water intensive development, and we should not be allowing this kind of development in this area because 
of our water situation.
We are in the stage of climate change due to global warming, if not global warming, the southwest has 
had these long-term droughts that last for decades.  And with the loss of our rights to the Colorado River 
water if there's ever a shortage on the Colorado River, they take our water before they touch anybody 
else's, and that puts us at a great disadvantage.  And because of that we should not allow any kind of water 
intensive development mines that use lots of water like Rosemont mines, big housing developments, 
retirement communities that they've been rezoning here and there and everywhere a lot in recent years.
We're headed for disaster in Arizona unless we curb the growth, but the mine in particular uses a lot of 
water, and the same federal government that is considering allowing this took away our rights to our 
Colorado River water.  We only have conditional use.  And if the Colorado -- if there's ever a shortage, 
and it's very likely even without global warming we're going into a long-term drought that could last for 
many decades and these droughts have been documented in the past in the time of the Hohokam and 
Anasazi civilization died because of these droughts.  And if we have -- if we're going into another one, 
this is very serious because we could lose our tap water entirely because we only have conditional use.  
And this is the reason why I'm opposed to this mine, any kind of water intensive development for this 
reason.


Individual


8687 1 . . .the issue here is water, and the big issue is the federal government took away our rights to our share of 
the Colorado River water.  We only have conditional use if there's a shortage.  They take our water before 
they take anybody else's.  And before they even think about proposing any kind of large scale 
development that's water intensive like this mine, we need to get our rights back, our share of Colorado 
River water.  I say again, we need to have our rights to our fair share of Colorado River water restored 
before they even think about considering proposing any kind of large scale water intensive development 
like Rosemont Mine.


Individual


8688 1 My biggest concern about the proposed copper mine is the use of local water.  Our water is in a desperate 
situation as it is.  Our aquifers are less and less.  I don't know how we're going to sustain that kind of 
water use, because I don't see a real good plan to put it back.  I mean, if there's any excess Colorado, but 
they're saying that that's -- you, that's chancy.


Individual


8691 4 I'm a native Tucsonan.  And we have limited water and resources.  And we do not need a company 
coming in for another country, out of state, using up our resources, causing pollution, using our ground 
water.


Individual


8694 2 I've hiked in the area of the Rosemont, proposed Rosemont Mine for a number of years.  And outside of 
the fact that you'd ruin a beautiful area, the most serious problem, in my estimation, is the affect on the 
water.  With the development in southern Arizona if you have any brains at all you're going to know that 
ultimately water is going to be a serious problem.  And I think the water problem greatly outweighs the 
promise of the 500 jobs or whatever Rosemont is claiming to provide.  It's just no comparison.


Individual


8701 2 they're making promises about being water efficient and this and that. Promises and talk don't get it. It's 
got to be in writing. They need to be held accountable. I mean water in this area is critical. We live in the 
desert. I'm extremely water conservative. I try to educate my friends and family and anybody that I come 
in contact about water conservation.


So that's my concern because if this mine soaks up the aquifer out here, my property is basically my 
retirement and if there's no water out here, then my property is going to be worth nothing.


Individual


8702 1 I'd like to voice my opinion that I am not in favor of the prposed mining mine opening up due to the lack 
of natural resources such aas water in Arizona that is available. And the growth of the population of 
humans in this area.


Individual


8706 2 My main concern is the issue of water. I don't think the issue of them drawing down the groundwater has 
been adequately addressed. And I'm very concerned that the mine, if operational, will deplete the ground 
water in the area and dramatically affect homeowners in the area.


Individual
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8711 3 The Canadian mining company is proposing to use nearby public water aquifers, consuming an enormous 
amout of water. Keep in mind that the climate of this area is considered a desert and the amount of water 
is limited. If this mining operation proposal is appoved, it's highly likely that the water supply will 
decrease drastically to the point of complete depletion.


Individual


8717 4 There's no water issues. Whether you were using CAP water or whether you're using our ground water. 
It's still water that's going to come from one place or another. And since we are in a drought, and who 
knows how long that will last. It seems silly -- silly is not even the right word, is it -- to plan on using 
such vast amounts that -- that you will make -- oh, golly,


Individual


8722 2 We live in the desert and need our water supply and we need it to be clean and not contaminated by a 
mine operation.


Individual


8736 2 I am very concerned about the water issue. The thought of using our precious and very limited ground 
water for the purpose of mining is very wrong. I think the CAP water that they promised is certainly an 
unknown entity and for an unknown period of time. We need to preserve and protect our ground water 
first, last and always. In addition, the Santa Rita mountains are the last of the pristine areas in the Tucson 
valley. And it should be firmly protected.


Individual


8740 1 I'm against the Rosemont Mine being approved by the US Forestry Service, primarily because of the 
excessive use of water, when our water table is going down rapidly.  Also, it has a negative affect on the 
local wells already, the drilling that has been done by the Rosemont Mine.


Individual


8746 3 . . . we have the problems of water withdrawals to make the mine work, . .Individual


8754 2 I want to register opposition to the Rosemont Mine.  I think it would be a bad idea.  And use too much 
water and too much transportation problems.


Individual


8756 2 I feel that public land should be administered for the benefit of the largest good of the public.  And I don't 
feel that this mine would be in that interest.  I think it would benefit the shareholders in the mine, which 
as I understand is largely foreign.  It would benefit those who were employed there, but beyond that, the 
degradation to the environment would affect a far greater number through loss of water in the table and 
possible pollution of the water table and the affect on tourism and the affect of the pollution from the 
mine tailings and the disruption to the area of the traffic.


Individual


8757 2 The lack of water, we would destroy the beauty of the mountains which could never be replaced.  Look at 
the record of the mining companies.


Individual


8759 2 On the issue of water, we all know that water is becoming increasingly an alarming problem, particularly 
in this area of the country.  The amount is low.  The amount used by this mine project will be large.  And 
in the process of using the water, considerable damage will be incurred by the environment, the mine 
which is then hosed down at great velocity.


Individual


8761 3 I'm concerned about the mine people seem to be very cavalier about saying, oh, we'll get water from the 
Colorado River, not to worry, we won't draw down your water shed.  When in fact there's no guarantee 
they can get water from the Colorado River.  Maybe somebody would say today they can, but that can 
change in a heart beat.  That could change next week or next year.  And then they would draw down more 
on the water shed, and in the mean time how are we going to have water to drink and flush the toilets.  I 
think it's very, very optimistic and poor planning on their part.


Individual


8767 1 I think due to the fact that we are in a constant water shortage dilemma here in southern Arizona that this 
type of operation should definitely be discouraged.


Individual


8771 2 It will cause a rapid lowering of an already lowering water table, put toxins in already toxic water, damage 
eco-tourism, make a dump off now beautiful mountain area in a general cause a lower quality of life.


Individual


8772 2 It will use way too much of our limited water resources.Individual


8775 2 Here in Green Valley we have drinking water -- diminishing amount of drinking water, and it's not 
projected to increase over the next few years, and we are way down on the list for any water from the CAP 
program.  And this is my number one objection because these mines use a lot of water.


Individual
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8776 3 Water being the most important resource we have on the plant, we don’t have enough globally as it is now 
and we know what's going on with water.  People -- some people don't have it at all.  And this industry, as 
we know it, my husband used to work with Energy in DC -- I know a little bit about what goes on in 
mining.  And it's not healthy at all for those especially near the site of the mine.


Individual


8777 3 And it will take lots of water and water is something that's at a premium around here in southern Arizona.Individual


8783 3 I am deeply concerned about the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. And I -- on several levels, light 
pollution, air pollution, water removal. We are in a place that's limited with water desperately. We need 
all the recharge that we can get for human purposes.


This has nothing to do with survival. This has to do with part of being used as a colony and having the 
money carted away, and the water left, wasted and gone.


Individual


8784 7 In a time when we are runnnign out of water to bring in a mine which will consume far more water than a 
community of a much larger size, it is short-sighted thinking and it's not appropriate for the territory.


Individual


8787 2 I think government also has to weigh the balance of the advantages, in this case, of creating jobs with 
other concerns, such as the need to supply implements of water in a very dry area that's already lacking 
water. The congestion that will be created on the nearby highways and to increase traffic of very heavy 
equipment. And deterioration of recreation that the Santa Ritas currently offer.


Individual


8788 4 I sounds like they're going to provide for the water.Individual


8789 4 I believe that the mine will cause disastrous destruction of the beautiful, natural legacy, create pollution, 
and deplete the water supply.


Individual


8792 3 Plus you know were going to run out of water anyway, and that will just take more water and we'll run out 
of water even sooner.


Individual


8794 2 there is not enough water in the region where the mine is. That's the main impact.Individual


8795 1 what I've read and what I can find out and what I can look up on line it just does not seem to me to make  
sense at all to work with that much water and all the other health hazards that would be involved with 
such a project, so.


Individual


8796 4 I wanted to have it be known the I am adamantly opposed to this copper mine. Primarily because of the 
possible environmental degradation, the pollution, the humongous water consumption, the waste rocks 
that will be pild on forest land, et cetera.


Individual


8798 8 Will there really be enough water for those mining operations? They propose using water from the wells 
and local region, which will lower the already dangerously low water tables. Their water usage estimates 
are suspiciously low compares to other local mining operations. Their CAP water share might not be 
sufficient for operations and especially not enough to replenish the water tables.


Individual


8802 1 We cannot supply water to an industry that has this large a requirement for water.  We have problems that 
are now serious to critical regarding the water table under ground in the area of the proposed mine.


Individual


8807 4 I do not think that Tucson, Arizona has the ability to support the water that's needed for that site.  We are 
dependent on water from the Colorado.  We are asking the people in the Tucson Valley to use water that 
has already been processed and then is drained into our ground water.  And now we're going to use 
precious water to use the mine.  I think the impact on the well being of the Tucson valley, the Santa Rita 
valley, the Rincon valley, and the Cienega Creek area, the amount of devastation that we can never 
recover from such an invasion into our natural resources is profound.


Individual


8807 8 The amount of light pollutionand air pollution, waste of water for a foreign country to make a profit is 
wrong.  And that's the only way I know how to say it.


Individual
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8808 2 We do not have enough water to mine the copper.


Now if the federal governement wanted to reimburse the over one million people that live in southeastern 
Arizona for the water they're taking away from us or help to move or something, that would be a different 
matter, but we simply do not have enough water to mine this copper right now.


Individual


8809 1 I am very concerned about the Rosemont Augusta open pit copper mine.  Particularly the use of our 
potable ground water from our aquifer.  It makes absolutely no sense to allow a copper mine to wash 
rocks with the precious water that sustains life for thousands of people in this area.


What happens, for example, if they overdraw our drinking water.  Wells will go dry and subsidence of the 
ground would set in.  This could result in a devastating affect on the foundations cracking of homes and 
turning our entire area into a vast wasteland.


Individual


8809 5 If you gave this question to a group of average 12th graders around the country and said does it make any 
sense to take ground water that people need to sustain life, pump it up into a forest to wash rocks which 
are going to be sent to another country and,


Individual


8810 1 I would like to comment on the proposed Rosemont Mine.  First issue I have is the matter of water.  
There's strong evidence to indicate looking at tree ring patterns that we are in a 40 year drought.  If this is 
the case and we go ahead and start using the vast quantities of water that Rosemont Mine will need, we 
put the entire Tucson community in jeopardy, and we could go the way of the Anasazi.  And I believe that 
it's totally irresponsible use of water.


Individual


8813 1 This is bad for our community, we don't have the water.  We're off of a well right now, and this could 
impact our wells, water


Individual


8814 2 Our water supply here is going to be used for that mine.  They're going to draw water from our wells to 
use the mine up there.  And that's going to really dry up our water down here.


Individual


8821 1 My number one concern about the mine, the proposed mine is the use of the ground water out of the Santa 
Cruz aquifer, which is diminishing annually without the mine here.  We just can't afford to deplete this 
aquifer at a faster rate than it already is.  In fact, we need to  find a way to replenish the aquifer, but not 
with that CAP water which is an unreliable source in the future.


Individual


8825 3 The plant life in the Sonoran Desert and the Sky Islands are the only saving grace for combating the rising 
carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere.  Couple that with the fact that we have been in a decade long 
drought with intermittent years of average rainfall and scientific data suggest a very real possibility that 
this trend could continue for decades to come, and the fact the mine could have a detrimental impact on 
the aquifer under the city leads me to believe the negative impacts of the Rosemont Copper Mine far 
outweigh the benefits of producing 500 jobs.


Individual


8832 3 I am also deeply concerned about the use of water in our community, and I think that the use of water by 
Rosemont Mine will be prohibitive and may -- and the discharge from that mine could also be problem.  
So I would like to speak out against this mine and urge -- urge deep consideration by the Forest Service to 
prohibit the mine from these activities.


Individual


8835 2 My main concerns are water usage and the depletion of the area's water resources.  Please make note I am 
also a property owner in Santa Cruz County and myself and I think other members of that whole 
community would be adversely affected by the great water consumption from the mine.


Individual


8836 1 I'm calling in regards to this project that I think is one of the most outrageous things I've ever heard of.  
Water is a premium in the desert.   And we know about the facts of long ago.  Santa Cruz used to be a 
running river that people fished out of, grandparents, they actually fished out of it.  And all because of the 
mines now you know what it is, it's nothing, but just when the floods come.
So I would like to protest that these mines are not -- should not take a precedence over water, it's very 
needed it's more needed to live than food.


Individual


8836 2 Water is especially short supply, if the mines start using it and it will affect my family and well as many, 
many, many, many more.  And I hate to see it go through.  Jobs can be found.  Not over -- it should not 
take precedence over the water supply, and it will be.


Individual
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8838 1 I am calling about the concern of the water level with the Rosemont Mine.  We're currently nine of us 
sharing a well and I've been trying to get the well number, but I'm having trouble, so I couldn't go through 
a different route to give you the well number.  Anyway, I'm concerned that water level may drop our water 
table down below 420 feet, which is where our pump is.  And if that happens, of course, the community 
around here will be out of water.


Individual


8838 2 My concern is pumping water out of the ground and lowering the water table so we don't have any water 
here.


Individual


8841 2 I was calling to say that I am against the Rosemont Mine.  And the reason for this is quite simple.  We 
need the water to drink.  That's it.


Individual


8846 2 I am opposed to the Rosemont Mine for several reasons.  One is water.  I think that we have a limited 
source and the fact that they're going to take ground water is extremely disturbing, if any water at that.  
And the second is economic.  They say they're going to provide jobs, but in reality it's a country that's not 
our country coming in and taking our resources that will probably be shipped out of this country and 
made into something else, so the money doesn't say here.  It will provide a few amount of jobs for people 
who probably won't be taken care of as well as the regulated company.


Individual


8849 1 I'm concerned about the use of a large quantity of ground water in the -- in that particular area of 
Arizona.  We may need that ground water in the future should we have a serious drought.  And is this a 
good long-term use of the ground water to help the operations of the copper mine as opposed to saving 
that water for future needs.
Also, if the CAP water is used.  The CAP is known to be over allocated already, and in years of serious 
drought if the CAP water levels drop, what would -- how would the emerging conflict over CAP water be 
managed, who would get the water, would it be Sahuarita and Green Valley, would the mine get the 
water, how would such a demand on a diminished water supply be managed.


Individual


8853 3 I believe a mine would use way too much water, and I'm very concerned about that, not to mention the 
tourism lost from having to drive past tailings, tailings piles up to the natural landscape. And the road, the 
giant road, highways, freeways that they'll have to put in is not concordant with that area of nature.


Individual


8855 2 I have concerns about the water use for the mines since we are on independent wells for which we paid 
dearly to have (unintelligible). Where to put the well and have the well that's producing at this particular 
time.


Individual


8856 3 I believe it would ruin the area completely by not only one, destroying the beauty of those mountains, but 
also would hurt the city by depleting our ground water situation that we already have problems with now.


Individual


8859 4 And for Rosemont Copper to say that this will not -- their mining operations will not significantly affect 
the aquifer in the Santa Rita mountains is obviously ludicrous.


Individual


8862 4 My third concern with this project has to do with the water table, and as the prime example, look across 
the valley to Pima Mine and see how this has affected the water tables around Green Valley and such. I 
just hope that , you know, some consideration is taken into play here when the decision is made, because I 
strongly feel that this mine will affect our water table, and I don't think Tucson is ready to start drinking 
reclamation type water.


Individual


8864 5 This is a beautiful, natural area which is utilized for tourism and wine growing and farming and , in our 
case, horses. And it will be destroyed if there's blasting, if there is pollution, and if the aquifer is drained 
or polluted.


Individual


8865 2 I am against the mine for five reasons that pertain to the natural environment and its impact, the shortage 
of water in Arizona. The aesthetic value of the Santa Ritas that should be preserved,


Individual


8865 7 I mean golly, guys don't you understand that we have a shortage of water in Arizona. I don't get it. I mean 
take a lesson from Florida. Read you Time magazine. There's a big shortage of water in Florida due to 
poor management and continuing to increase growth within the state. We need to learn by their lessons. 
Read their words, they talk about this. Everybody has to crash and burn, nobody learns.


Individual


8866 4 I'm concerned about the depletion of the aquifer and how it might ultimately affect the San Pedro riparian 
area.


Individual
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8867 3 I'm calling to register my opposition to the Rosemont Mine project for the following reasons.  First reason 
being the importance to the environment of changing the landscaping and altering that and secondly the 
water situation in the Green Valley, Sahuarita area, where we already know that we've had a six inch 
decline in the water table as noted in the Ariz -- as noted in the Green Valley News and some newspaper.


Individual


8870 2 And one of my main concerns along the -- many of the disastrous environmental -- potential disastrous 
environmental impact of the mine is the usage of water, which is a precious resource to my community.  
The amount of -- huge amount of water going to be used to operate the mine, so I feel like this is a huge 
issue of concern, immediate concern, immediate impact to the usage of ground water.


Individual


8874 2 I would like to go on record strongly objecting to the Rosemont Mine project.  The reasons are inadequate 
water, and water contamination, air pollution, destruction of habitat and other safety issues.


Individual


8882 2 we're afraid that too much of the water will be used and there won't be enough for people that live in the 
area.


Individual


8897 2 My property located in the Corona de Tucson area, approximately five miles north of the propsed 
Rosemont Mine site, has a domestic groundwater well with ADWR Registration Number 55-576685. 
What will be the impact of the mine operations on the water quality and guantity delivered from my well?


Individual


8904 1 The proposed Rosemont Mine pit dewatering pump-out from surrounding wells etc. is predicted to reach 
a maximum of 720,000 gallons per day (ref: Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, 10-19-07). By 
compasion, the Vail Water Company average daily sales are 978,000 gallons (ref: VWC 2007 annual 
report). The proposed pit dewatering operation can possibly supply nearly three-quarters of the Vail area 
water needs. The referenced M3 memnorandum depicts the dewatering product going into the mine 
process operation. Rosemont representaives have stated that process water does not need to be of 
groundwater quality; the Colorado River water or effluent is of adequate quality for mining purposes. This 
proposal to use groundwater in the mine process operations would be an extremely serious misallocation 
of precious and limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. The dewaterin groundwater 
must be returned to local aquifers or otherwise distributed to area water providers. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to human consumption and only the very highest 
needs and purposes.


Individual


8906 8 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8909 1 What will be the effect of the Rosemont pit dewatering plan on area groundwater well depths and water 
quality? What is the projected impact of pit dewatering operations on the natural springs in the area? 
What is the size of the groundwater area that will be affected by pit dewatering? What is being done to 
minimize the negative effects of pit dewatering on the area groundwater resources?


Individual


8964 3 When they can mine without destroying the environment, and cut down on the water consumption, then I 
may be in favor.


Organization


9265 2 It would also consume large amounts of water from the Tucson Baasin.Organization


9601 2 Not to mention the amount of water it would take to mine, it's just completely unnecessary.Organization


9744 1 The water acquifer issues will not support a copper mine in this area.Organization


10092 3 Please consider carefully the cost to our  rapidly depleting water supplies.Organization


10101 2  Water is such a precious commodity in this region, it is ridiculous to consider wasting this resouce for a 
private endeavor that will benefit so few. Stop this project now.


Organization


10204 3 Approve this operation and you will be depleting our drinking water. And your name will be attached to it.Organization


10314 2 This mine will deplete water supply of residents.Organization


10441 1 Rosemont will depleat my well if they are allowed to continue.Organization
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10469 1 The mines come here for 20 years or so, -take the money, leave a mess, and more than that disgusting 
scenario-we don't have the water to play the game!


Organization


10500 1 We are already in a severe water crisis in and around the Santa Rita mountain. I can not for the life of me 
beleive that this project would be given any consideration. What will happen when the already in trouble 
underground water supplies dry up ?


Organization


10528 1 Let' save the water we have!Organization


10529 1 Let' save the water we have!Organization


10547 2 I oppose the development of the proposed Rosemont mine. It will use up our precious groundwater.Organization


10597 3 These mines greatly undermine our well water quanOrganization


10623 2  just what are they thinking taking the good water that affect all of Tucson to waist on mining?Organization


10651 1 Water withdrawl alone make it a very bad idea..Organization


10687 1 Water is and will be a problem in Southern Arizona. We must not abuse it!!Organization


10700 1 The mine on the other side of the valley has already dried up/droped my families well water level. The 
mines arent doing anything to help them now.


Organization


10704 2 Save the Santa Ritas and our water quantity!!Organization


10706 2 Keep Our Desert & Keep Our Water. They Won't care about all of us who end up with NO water in the 
end,


Organization


10751 1 Not only am I opposed to the mine. I feel it should be said, the mining company has stated they will only 
draw a certain amount of water from the wells they are drilling. Here is what many people fail to 
recognize. These wells will only be utilized for a short period of time, That is until the mine excavates to a 
depth that is below the water table, which in the case of my home, is around 350 feet. Once the mine is 
below this depth, it will begin to backfill with the water that is within our water table. The mine will 
continually backfill with any available water that is abvove the mine's depth. As time moves along, the 
mining company will state they are minimizing their "draw" from the wells.While all along, using the 
water this is falling into th ehole they have created. If anyone needs an example, please refer to the marble 
quarry that resides on the southern side of sahuarita road at the southern end of Wentworth to see how 
even a hole at this depth has back filled with the water from our existing table.


Organization


10874 6 Davidson Canyon may be dry most of the year, EXCEPT during the rainy season, risking the health of our 
citizens for generations to come.


Organization


10901 2 Water is to precious to waste on a mine.Organization


10930 1 We are running out of water, how much does a mine of this caliber require?????Organization


11042 3 Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre feet per year. An article in the Arizona Daily Star from 
5/28/2008 titled "mine execs offer water assurances" said "a mine the size of the one proposed by 
Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every year to supply 40,000 households. Officials 
with Rosemont Coppper say they will only use half that much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet per year, by using 
techniques developed for mining in extremely arid climates.". Rosemont claims they are purchasing 
105,000 acre feet of cap water and will only use 95,000 acre feet, leaving the public an excess of 10,000 
acre feet. However if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year they would draw 47,000 acre feet more that 
they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60% off, Shouldn't the public be aware of this? 
Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Individual
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11047 28 What guarantee do we have that Rosemont Copper or any future assignees will not use their Exempt wells 
on the east side for mining purposes? I propose that there is a neighborhood group (paid for by Rosemont 
Copper or any future assignees) who visit the site every six months and inspects all of the pumps to be 
asssured they have not been upgraded beyond a certain size, yet to be established. If the corporation is 
caught in violation of said size, then they will have to pay a fine, yet to be determined, to the local 
community, and the well will be closed.


Individual


11048 1 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


11068 43 Under certain circumstances, the transportation of water out of the Tucson AMA can lead to claims of 
damages from water users in the basin of origin.


Individual


11068 48 Despite agreements that may be difficult to enforce after the fact involving water that may or may not be 
available, the crux of this issue is this: "Rosemont copper has no legal obligation to replace any of the 
water it will produce for the operation of the mine."
In light of this fact, this proposal should be evaluated on the basis that every drop of water Rosemont 
pumps across the Santa Ritas for their operation is lost to the Tucson AMA basin.


Individual


11068 49 Considering the consequences of this potential loss, it would represent a grave risk to pursue this proposal 
any further.


Individual


11072 2 We don't have the water table to support it. Think about the future.Individual


11080 1 Our water is pumped from well #55-517980 and we would like to know the impact that the Rosemont 
mine will have on our water table. Will our water table be lower as a result of this mine? If our well 
happens to run dry, who will pay to get water (of the same quality we currently have) to our home?


Individual


CAP recharge
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2 13 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project.  One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahurita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


54 2 Newsweek recently reported that scientists at UC San Diego predict that Lake Mead could be dry in 13 
years. Augusta Resources plans to recharge local aquifers using CAP water. Will Augusta Resources 
guarantee our wells? Not just viability, but quality as well?


Individual


55 2 Current issues/ Law suits over CAP & Marana's recent claim to Pima County effluent at the Marana 
WWTP point out the exteme importance of not only our water use but our water concervation.


Individual


160 15 Despite an already stressed ground water supply and significant anticipated population growth in Pima 
and Santa Cruz counties, Augusta will have no legally enforceable obligation to replace, as it proposes, 
the ground water that it uses with water deliveries from the Central Arizona Project (CAP). Also, the 
recharge facility near the current terminus of CAP cannot, as Augusta proposes, replace the ground water 
lost to the Mine's production wells far to the east. And, even if it could, 6,000 acre-feet per year represents 
25 percent of the recharge facility's maximum net recharge capacity. Lastly, the ground water that Augusta 
will remove for use at the Mine is of very high quality, while the CAP water that Augusta proposes as a 
replacement for groundwater lost to the Mine is of very low quality. This is a bad trade for the people who 
will be drinking the replacement water. There is a growing number of increasingly competing municipal, 
tribal, and commercial interests vying for diminishing CAP water resources. Long-range forecasts are 
predicting continuing drought conditions and decreasing rainfall and snowmelt runoff in the upper 
Colorado River watersheds. When mandated Colorado River water allocations to California, Nevada, and 
pre-CAP Arizona cannot be met, Colorado River water diverted to CAP will be reduced under Federal 
law. Augusta, consequently, cannot guarantee that sufficient CAP water will be available to replace the 
ground water that it uses.
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182 8 For how long can a sufficient supply of CAP water be guaranteed?


1505 6 [I]t should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade Central Arizona Project water that 
they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 
miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana groundwater is flowing away from 
Sahuarita . This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of taxpayers' money.


Individual


1514 2 If they are willing to bring CAP water into the area, why will they not use it themselves instead of putting 
the residents on it? If they say it has "stuff" in it that would contaminate their samples & processes- what 
do you think it is going to do to our people & pipes & plumbing? Leave our wells & water alone. CAP 
can give you more than you need- learn to adapt & compensate for pollutants like you are asking us to do.


Individual


1532 3 The cap is lessening, and poor quality.Individual


1535 2 CAP water will not be enough. Without water there will be no commence, no life, no flora or faunaIndividual


1537 3 The Recharge is a iffy thing at best with the recharge being the first to be denied when CAP water 
dwindles so recharge will notbegin until the local water is gone or poluted.


Individual


1544 2 I'm afraid for our collective health if we are forced to drink recharded mine refuse.Individual


1552 5 The plan calls for us to drink cap water and Rosemont to use the quifer?!Individual


1566 5 we cannot allow them to pump out our aquifer and "replace" it with polluted waterIndividual


1582 4 There is no accurate estimate of how long the water in our aquifer will last - yet this mine would extract 
our pure water and put back poluted water.


Individual


1589 2 CAP water is lessening in quantity.Individual


1593 8 how can they (augusta) guarantee Cap water and terminal Cap water will be available -river drying.Individual


1657 3 Rosemont Copper has promised to "be a good neighbor" by doing something that they are not legally 
required to do: purchase CAP water and recharge the aquifers over in the Marana region. First of all, the 
best estimates on CAP water availability indicate that this will not ever happen, because there will not be 
enough water to allocate for their purchase. So essentially, this "good neighbor" promise means nothing. 
Valley aquifers are already dropping 2-4 feet PER YEAR; we cannot afford anything else to compound 
this issue (yes, including developments in Green Valley which should not be built, but we're talking 
specifically about Rosemont Mine). They also do not discuss the impacts associated with building a pipe 
over the tip of the Santa Rita from Sahuarita, which is not a small impact by any means.


Individual


1684 6 Rosemont has purchased water from the renewable supply of the Central Arizona Project (CAP) to protect 
the Cienega basin and has already stored 5% more than its anticipated use for the first 3 years of 
operation. Thus it will not be depleting the local aquifer; rather it will help replenish it. Further, Rosemont 
has signed a letter of intent with the Community Water Supply to pay for a pipeline to the area. They have 
also sent a letter to the United Sahuarita Well Owners that Rosemont will deepen any wells that are 
affected by their water withdrawl by the mine and/or will drill new wells. A comprehensive hydrological 
study of the area will be conducted to ascertain these impacts, if any.


Individual


1707 2 The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance on the following issues of vital importance to the 
citizens of Greater Green Valley.
The funding of a seven to nine-mile pipeline to bring Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Green 
Valley-Sahuarita area.


Organization
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1707 6 The Rosemont mine plan is to replace the ground water it uses with CAP water recharged in Marana or 
possibly just south of Sahuarita Road, depending upon the outcome of negotiations between Augusta and 
the Community Water Company of Green Valley. (We will discuss these negotiations further in the 
second part of this letter concerning CAP pipeline funding.)


The proposed Marana recharging is 40 miles north of the wells that service Green Valley. Since the water 
flow is to the north, this is no real help to our citizens in Green Valley. Furthermore, while we understand 
the concept of recharging the entire aquifer, the drawing of water from the Green Valley area may result 
in a cone of depression that can lower the level of our community wells.


Augusta has purchased CAP water for storage in the aquifer of the Tucson Active Water Management 
District. However, we understand that Augusta has a commitment to use only surplus CAP water; thus. if 
there is no surplus, our local aquifer will be depleted. In addition, we understand that surplus CAP water 
is not always available 12 months of the year, possibly putting further strain on our aquifer.


Organization


1707 11 On July 19, 2007, the Community Water Company of Green Valley informed the community that it had 
negotiated a letter of intent with Augusta Resource Corporation to construct a seven to nine mile 
extension of the existing CAP pipeline from Pima Mine Road into the company's service area. 


The two companies agreed on a 120-day time period to negotiate a final contract agreement, subject to the 
Arizona Corporation Commission'a approval, that would have Augusta pay for the entire cost of the 
pipeline extension and a water charge facility in Sahuarita/Green Valley- estimated to cost $9 to $15 
million. Augusta also agreed to recharge its CAP water locally rather than in Marana.


The Community Water Company would make its unused CAP water allocation available to Augusta for 
recharge at the new facility. Both companies have stated that this agreement is not contingent upon 
Augusta obtaining federal and state approvals for the development of the mine.


On July 25, 2007, Community Water Company presented the proposal to approximately 400 people in a 
public meeting. Of the more than 50 speakers, only one supported the mine. Most speakers agreed upon 
the need for more water to meet Green Valley's projected growth, but many opposed using Augusta's 
money to build the pipeline on the basis that this would enhance Augusta's chances of obtaining the 
necessary federal and state permits to begin mining operations.


The arguments can be summarized in two well-worn phrases: those against Augusta's proposal said, 
"You’re giving aid and comfort to the enemy;" those in favor of the proposal said, "Take the money and 
run."


The GVCCC is a strong supporter of the need to bring CAP water to the Green Valley area. We have 
commended the Community Water Company for its efforts to bring CAP water to our community. 
However, we do not think using Augusta's money is prudent policy.


If the Community Water Company accepts Augusta's offer to fund the pipeline, it greatly improves 
Augusta's ability to promote itself as an environmentally and community friendly corporation during the 
next two years as it seeks federal and state approvals for its operations.


Organization


1723 2 Why not use only CAP water for the mine. If only clean CAP water was discharged there would not be so 
many problems.


Individual


1752 1 The NRDC report relesed last week projects a 30% reduction in Colorado River flow in the next 30 
yeaars due to climate change that is already happening.  Arizona has only junior rights to CAP water.  If 
the water in the Colorado Basin Flow drops to 70%, Tucson's CAP allocation will drop much more, 
possibly to zero.  Rosemont might not be able to accomplish its planned recharge of 105000 acre feet.


Individual


1758 4 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from lack of CAP water availability to replace the groundwater the mine proposes to use?


Individual


1802 4 Provide new water source and ground water recharge benefit from the CAPIndividual
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1805 3 Hydrologists believe the estimates for Colorado River flow were based on a historically high flow period 
and do not reflect the likely flow rate in the next 20 years. Rosemont indicated it plans to replenish 
ground water with CAP water. What will you do when CAP water is not available?


Individual


1818 2 1. What is the water management plan that will prevent the continued depletion of viable drinking water 
in an arid desert envirionment that has been in drought condition for many years? Replacing a small 
percent of the planned usage with non-potable CAP water is not viable or sustainable.


Individual


1879 8 Augusta's proposal to bring CAP water into the area to service the voracious thirst of the mine is nothing 
short of fantasy.


Individual


1892 11 The Rosemont operation threatens water quality in the area via use of CAP water, and via mining 
operations themselves (tailings piles, leach ponds, chemicals used on mining machinery, etc.).  CAP water 
is notorious for compiling the contaminants from agricultural and industrial processes throughout the 
Colorado River Basin, as well as for spreading invasive aquatic species and diseases.


Organization


1918 1 Water - no one knows the quanity of the water available in this area.  The mine plans to use CAP water - 
but this is a limited supply - as other states need this source of water - plus as they use the required water 
they will pump it into pits - which will leach in to the ground and further destroy the existing water - of 
Green Valley.


Individual


1921 3 CAP water replacement for the ground water Rosemont is pumping out is a travesty. CAP water is 
undrinkable and untreatable for human consumption.


Individual


1927 3 A CAP pipeline, though needed and welcome, is an insufficient contribution, by any entity, given 
suggestions about declining CAP water supply for the future.


Individual


1928 2 Rosemont says they will replace this ground water with water from the Colorado River. They can't be 
allowed to do this. My wife & I boated on Lake Powell in 1991 when the lake level was down 60 ft. from 
normal pool. There are so many demands on this Colorado River Water. Today the lake level is 112 ft 
below pool, which is 43% of capacity. There should be no question other than the water issue, but to deny 
Rosemont from mining copper in this project.


Individual


1935 2 They do not want to use CAP water for the mine because ethey know that it is not as pure as the ground 
water, therefore they would have to further filter and process it and because they know that there is no 
annual guarantee of how much CAP water will be available. Talk with the people at the existing mines 
near Green Valley about using CAP water, they have been trying to figure out how to make that 
economical for some time.


Individual


1939 3 Trade off of CAP water? Give us a break.Individual


1942 3 Replacing with CAP (dirtier + more mineral laden) is iffy that could be gone in a few years + Augusta 
will say "oh well, we tried".


Individual


2078 1 I would like to understand how the Rosemont Mine project intends to use CAP water for recharge. Are 
they injecting it into a well or well field? Or, are they paying for water that is being recharged for them 
into the Santa Cruz recharge project? This has potential health consequences depending upon how 
recharge is done and the fact that CAP water is not potable without treatment. (see CAP water analysis 
2006. I note Strontium present; analysis for Uranium is not included)


I've included a web link for the Santa Cruz recharge project
http://www.cap-az.com/static/index.cfm?contentID=69


Individual


2095 13 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies. Also, it should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade 
Central Arizona Project water that they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking 
water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana 
groundwater is flowing away from Sahuarita. This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of 
taxpayer's money.


Individual
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2106 4 Water quantity is already a major concern in this area. The offer by the Rosemont Corp. to bring a 20 inch 
pipeline into the area to provide C.A.P. water is inconsequential as it cannot begin to carry sufficient 
amount of water to offset the amounts that the mine will be drawing from our aquifer.
A minimum pipe size of 72 inches would be required and even that were that to be built, there is 
insufficient C.A.P. water to fill it.


Individual


2184 8 And if they need 5000 gallons of water a minute to run this mine make them use CAP water not our pure 
drinking water from Sahuarita heights. We may be poor people living in trailers but we were here first.


Individual


2196 7 Moreover, CAP water is not a sure thing (the mine proposes replenishing the ground water it uses with 
CAP water, but in an area not even near the mine). In fact, an article published February 13, 2008 in the 
Arizona Republic, said that scientists working at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego, 
have estimated that there is a 50 percent chance Lake Mead will run dry by 2021.


Individual


2211 2 Rosemont's Claim: 
(Quote: Rosemont Plan of Operations.pdf)
"Rosemont Copper has no legal obligations to replace any water it will produce for the operation of the 
mine. No other mining operation in the region has previously done so. However, Rosemont has made a 
commitment to the local community to utilize available CAP water to recharge 105 percent of the total 
water production over the life of the Project. The recharge will be within the Tucson AMA, and as close 
to the water production site as possible. The total life-of-mine usage is currently estimated to be 100,000 
af, resulting in a recharge commitment of 105,000 af.
Rosemont Copper began recharging CAP water in the Santa Cruz basin in 2007, with contracts in place to 
recharge 15,000 af at three state-permitted underground storage facilities, which include Pima Mine Road 
near the terminus of the CAP aqueduct, and the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites near Marana. 
Rosemont Copper contracted to utilize all of the available capacity at Pima Mine Road (about 600 af in 
2007), with the balance to be stored at the Lower Santa Cruz and Avra Valley sites. Rosemont plans to 
continue this water storage program for the next several years. A volume of water equal to several years of 
mine water supply will likely have been stored by the time Rosemont mining operations begin.
Pima Mine Road is the state-permitted underground storage facility closest to Site 1. Because available 
capacity at this facility may remain limited for the forseeable fuure, Rosemont Copper has also begun 
evaluating construction of a new recharge facility in close proximity. Although construction and operation 
of a nearby recharge facility is not required by law, regulation, or any contractual obligation, Rosemont 
Copper is committed to recharge available CAP water at groundwater storage facilities close to its 
production wells to lessen impacts of mine water production on local water users."


Comments:
The recharge facility exists. Rosemont Copper intends to utilize "all available capacity" for their water 
needs and withdraw water from the well site as recovery water; that is banked water. It further states 
"Rosemont Copper started recharge in 2007." (Is this a fact in evidence?)


Individual


2211 8 Will another CAP recharge facility be needed to off-set the loss of the Pima Road Road recharge facility 
from the public needed water? And, will the public have to subsidize the building of such an extension at 
a surcharge to residential customers; as suggested (Attatchment: Long-Term-Green-Valley-Supply.pdf).


Individual


2244 9 The mines contamination and waste of water is unconscionable when you consider the antispated reduced 
flow of CAP water and the lower and lower water table caused by human inhabitants and environmentally 
induced droughts. Water resources are a concern for everyone but the mine. They only care if the water is 
available for the 15 project timeframe. Make the mine prove the 100 year water supply litmus test. 
Without CAP subsidization. We paid dearly in the form of bonds to get CAP water to our community. 
The mine paid nothing!


Individual


2252 1 Augusta claims that the water they use will come from CAP. Isn't it true that they are only allowed to 
purchase and store EXCESS CAP water and there is no guarantee of it. What if there is no excess CAP 
water available?


Individual


2256 3 CAP water, with its very high content of dissolved solids, is not the same fresh, potable water that 
Augusta would pump from the Santa Cruz River aquifers. The trade-off of CAP water for ground water is 
a bad deal.


Individual
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2265 10 As the proposal includes the construction of a CAP water line from Avra Valley to Sahuarita as well pipe 
lines from the new wells to the Rosemont property why would Augusta not propose to connect these two 
projects and use the CAP water for their operation?


Individual


2284 2 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project. One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahurita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


Individual


2288 2 Despite the recharge effort, clearly there will be net consumption of 100,000 ac. ft. of water over 20 years. 
The fact that it comes from CAP does not make the consumption go away.


Individual


2288 4 I was advised by the consultant that Rosemont Copper would be purchasing "surplus water" from CAP. 
Given the fact that we live in the Sonoran Desert, with too many private interests already pursuing 
projects that will require large amounts of water, I find it hard to believe that there are not many large 
scale projects and developments that feel threatened by the prospect of unavailable water at a later date. 
The concept of purchasing CAP water and the overall impact is not well understood or explained.


Individual


2290 10 Reasons for opposing this mine:
The mine company says it will attempt to use or obtain CAP water to support the 1.5 billion plus gallons 
of water usage per year. If the CAP isn't available it will tap the ground water and recharge the Green 
Valley water supply w/ CAP water. As we all know there were concerns with using CAP water for 
consumption years ago in AZ. The concern was contaminants. These concerns lead to a policy of not 
using it for consumption, only agriculture.


Individual


2293 2 A pipeline to Green Valley to capture CAP water is unrealistic given the fact that CAP water is also 
becoming scarce because of drought and increaded population along the Colorado River. Green Valley 
Water District already provides water to the mines in the area as well as the pecan groes, which are water 
guzzlers.


Individual


2303 7 Using CAP water seems unrealistic as this source of water from the Colorado River is also uncertain, 
given the demands of the growing populations in the areas that use it.


Individual


2379 10 There are numerous news reports of Rosemont extending a distribution pipeline to convey CAP surface 
water to a recharge site yet to be defined without specifics, contracts or financial commitments by 
Rosemont. This pipeline is of little or no benefit without recharge facilities that must be directly 
interrelated to the groundwater that is proposed to be withdrawn by Rosemont.


Government


2379 17 Rosemont has initiated a slight-of hand solution to this program by recharging Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) surface water. However, they are recharging this water in the Avra hydrogeologic basin 36 miles 
away and 800 feet below the proposed well fields. The proposed well fields are located in a different 
hydrogeologic basin where the aquifer is shared by residents of the Town of Sahuarita, City of Tucson, 
San Xavier District of Tohono O'odham Nation, and unincorporated Pime County (Attachment 2). This 
replenishment is of no beneift to the affected area and would not in any way offset the groundwater 
depletion contemplated by Rosemont. It merely displaces CAP water that would otherwise be stored by 
the Arizona Water Bank in Marana.


Government


2381 5 When allocations of Colorado River water were made, (source of the CAP), the West was experiencing an 
anomalous wet period. Thus, these allocations and the CAP, are subject to change as the current drought 
and increased pressure for a diminishing supply of water is experienced. This brings into question a plus 
or minus twenty year sustainable water supply for a mine located outside of the Active Management Area. 
(AMA)


Individual
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2381 20 WATER  This is a subject which most people reviewing the Rosemont project express the greatest 
concern, and rightfully so. We all live in the Sonoran Desert which is currently under going what could be 
a plus or minus thirty year drought period. In conjunction with that, there is a current ground water defecit 
in the upper Santa Cruz basin, the very area where the Rosemont Mine intends to obtain its water supply, 
via the CAP.


In the past, mining companies in the Santa Cruz Valley would buy up large tracts of land such as farms 
and ranches to obtain water rights. The farms would be retired and as such the water balance would be 
maintained within reason. This method seemed acceptable to the regulatory agencies and the public alike. 
In the future when the mines are exhausted, the land will be returned to farming, ranching or housing 
development and no harm has been done. 


Augusta, however, has opted to purchase small parcels of land to construct their well fields and to 
purchase water from the CAP. I would estimate that they are paying in the range of $100 dollars an acre 
foot for water. An expensive option for a mining operation that plans on using six to eight thousand acre 
feet a year, which I question as well.


Individual


2383 2 Second, after speaking with representatives of Rosemont Copper, it is clear that this project will not only 
be mining minerals, but also mining huge quantities of water. The proposals they have made to replace 
the water that they will pump from aquifer with CAP water are not based on science, but are purely a 
public relations ploy. They admit that there is no guarantee they will continue to get CAP water, and if 
they do not get it, they will pump the aquifer regardless. Further there is no guarantee that they will not 
pump more than the 6,000 acres feet per year that they are estimating they will need. Additionally, the 
CAP water that they already have procured and expect to procure is not recharging the aquifer from which 
they will be pumping. Water is an increasingly precious, scarce, and in many cases non-renewable 
resource in the southwest. We must not allow it to be exploited for personal gain.


Individual


2396 12 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that will be inevitably be depleted by virtue of the 
mining operation. Augusta claims they would use groundwater from west of the mine and then buy 
Central Arizona Project water to replace it. With the current drought conditions that our southwestern 
states have been subject to, the ability to "buy" water in the future is certainly not guaranteed


Individual


2401 2 Water--Currently we are in an overdraft situation in the Santa Cruz Valley. The competition for CAP 
water from other states and the continuing drought make the availability of CAP water doubtful for 
replacement.


Individual


2404 13 Rosemont has made promises to deliver CAP water to the Santa Cruz Valley. To say that is a stretch of 
the facts. Rosemont is proposing to build a pipeline for the Community Water Company of Green Valley 
to bring both CWC and GVDWID contracted CAP water allocations to the point of use. Rosemont says to 
you, the Forest Service, and to the public, they are bringing water to cover their use.


Business


2404 19 The CAP contract clearly states that the contractor MUST reduce its pumping equal to the CAP water 
delivery. Ladies and gentleman, the CAP water contracts belong to the Community Water Company and 
the Green Valley Domestic Water Improvement District and their customers. We must understand the 
truth. The Rosemont proposal uses SCV groundwater, NOT your CAP water. We are damaged and we are 
the losers!


Business


2430 3 Will the EIS allow Rosemont to withdraw a drop more water than it can replace by CAP water? (which is 
not always available) If so, the EIS must be rejected by the public the State of AZ, and all other 
governmental bodies.


Individual


2462 7 What assurance do I have on the quality of the ater that is being brought in?Individual


2470 2 1] What are the long term consequences of exchanging potable water for recharged ditch water over the 
life of the mine, or it's needed for Tucson's growing populace?


Individual
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2472 4 Rosemont claims that they have stored much of the water they project using. The replacement was into the 
Tucson basin with no mention of Sahuarita/Green Valley water replacement. They also say they will 
continue to replace the water they use with CAP water. Several weeks ago I questioned Mr. Jamie 
Sturgess, Vice President of Rosemont, about the diminishing flow in the Colorado River pointing out the 
drastically reduced levels in Lakes Meade and Powell. I questioned whether they could expect CAP to 
deliver the needed water. He promised to refer this question to his hydrologists who would bet back to 
me. To this date my question has not been answered.


Individual


2479 5 I am aware of plans to utilize CAP water to supplement the operational needs of this project; however, 
that is CAP water that could be used by both of our counties to support existing residents.


Government


2484 4 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process, but the byproducts of mining will pollute and disturb the watershed.  
Recently I read the most absurd plan - to use CAP water for the mine.  How completely outrageous that 
water would be pumped from the Colorado River so that a foreign corporation can strip the ore from 
mountains of southern Arizona.


Individual


2503 5 The subject of Cap Water brought in by Augusta Resources in a larger pipe says nothing about the 
rightful ownership of this water. The Indian Nations involved are owed water as well as Mexico who have 
not taken their share. What would be the allotment for Sahuarita and Green Valley? Where is this 
additional water coming from to fill the 36" pipeline? The Colorado River has about reached its maximum 
available water for allotments. The larger pipeline is for the benefit of Augusta only, pure and simple.


Individual


2504 2 I understand that a great deal of water is used during the mining process. It seems to me a failure of good 
planning to be relying on water from the Colorado River. There is already a great demand on this one 
water source and "we" would be at the end of their pipeline and therefore, I think, the first to be denied 
water when the demand exceeds the supply. I have enclosed an article from March 17, 2008, in the High 
Country News. It makes a case for the Navajo Tribe to have access to Colorado River Water. It seems to 
me that some accommodation should be made for their Reservation to have and use this water. It could 
make a big difference in the quality of life for all the Navajo. Since they live upstream from most of the 
others who use the Colorado River, It seems only fair that they should share in the water rights.


Individual


2504 4 I do not think we should rely on long term use of the Colorado River water.Individual


2512 2 CONTINUING TO TAP THE COLORADO IS UNACCEPTABLE, SHORT SITED, AND FRANKLY 
DANGEROUS……AUGUSTA'S UNDERHANDED METHODS THUS FAR HAVE SPOKEN 
VOLUMES


Individual


2512 13 Another issue that must be considered. Why is it assumed that the Colorado is an inexhaustible source of 
water by every entity, in every state that wishes to tap it???? We can no longer afford to develop plans that 
do not take all into consideration. There is plenty of information out there now to demonstrate the fragility 
of the Colorado system.


Individual


2524 2 The Colorado River (CAP) water is quite limited and uncertain, also rather poor quality.Individual


2565 6 1) The NEPA needs to make a serious investigation of water use and potential impacts.


The Project Mine Plan states that there are no reliable sources of water available and envisions using CAP 
water to offset environmental and community impacts. It has made an informal non binding commitment 
to do so. It is not clear whether the use of CAP water will be sustained either because the mining company 
elects not to do so or CAP water becomes unavailable. Recent studies of the Colorado river show that it 
may virtually dry up by 2015, resulting in no water for this project in a period of rationing or at a 
minimum water availability at a much higher cost than planned.


An alternative and more likely water use scenario which should be explored in full is the absence of CAP 
water.


Individual
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2570 1 The attached July 12, 2007 Letter of Intent between Community Water Company of Green Valley and 
Augusta Resource (Arizona) Corporation, together with its Appendix A, reflect preliminary concepts and 
alternatives being discussed by the parties at that time. The fact that an alternative is discussed or potential 
third party participant identified is not intended to imply that any determination has been made 
concerning any given alternative or that any understanding has been reached with any identified potential 
participant. 


The documents were designed and intended to identify an array of options and possible participants that 
warranted further inquiry and discussion. Efforts to date have determined that some identified options are 
not feasible and others require further investigation and refinement. An example of the former is that 
instream recharge has been eliminated for technical reasons. Examples of the latter include the possible 
use of State Lands, the method by which CSP water may be used by and among the participants, and the 
form of final agreements to construct and operate the project and the regulatory role of the Arizona 
Corporation Commission concerning those matters. All these issues, among others, remain the subject of 
ongoing discussion, investigation and review.


Accordingly, it must be recognized while reviewing the Letter and the Appendix that they reflect only the 
initial step in an ongoing process. That process continues to narrow available options and to clarify and 
specify relationships and regulatory frameworks that may be incorporated into any final project.


Government


2574 1 1.  Background on Community Water Company proposed CAP pipeline and recharge facilityGovernment


2574 2 4.  Analysis of impacts resulting from recharge of Rosemont-acquired CAP water at proposed Green 
Valley recharge site
-is this part of the proposed mine plan?
-will it be analyzed as part of the FS EIS?
-is it possible the FS will require recharge at the Green Valley location as a condition of approving the 
mine plan?


5.  Scope of analysis of the CWC EA
-construction of a pipeline and construction and operation of a recharge facility
-recharge includes the recharge of Rosemont-acquired water, as well as long term use by CWC; should 
EA assume the approval of the mine, and analyze impacts of recharge accordingly?


Government


2577 10 There are numerous news reports of Rosemont extending a distribution pipeline to convey CAP surface 
water to a recharge site yet to be defined without specifics, contracts or financial commitments by 
Rosemont. This pipeline is of little or no benefit without recharge facilities that must be directly 
interrelated to the groundwater that is proposed to be withdrawn by Rosemont.


Government


2577 17 Rosemont has initiated a slight-of hand solution to this program by recharging Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) surface water. However, they are recharging this water in the Avra hydrogeologic basin 36 miles 
away and 800 feet below the proposed well fields. The proposed well fields are located in a different 
hydrogeologic basin where the aquifer is shared by residents of the Town of Sahuarita, City of Tucson, 
San Xavier District of Tohono O'odham Nation, and unincorporated Pime County (Attachment 2). This 
replenishment is of no beneift to the affected area and would not in any way offset the groundwater 
depletion contemplated by Rosemont. It merely displaces CAP water that would otherwise be stored by 
the Arizona Water Bank in Marana.


Government


2591 3 How much water would the average replenishment be for the aquifer in nature in an average year in our 
southwest semi-arid desert environment?


Individual


2591 16 Why would the mine be allowed to use vast quantities of ground water which is more pristine? If CAP 
water is available, should not CAP water be used for the mine and the better quality ground water be used 
by people?


Individual


2591 18 How can there be guarantee of adequate supply of CAP water? Who bears the responsibility for that 
assurance/insurance?


Individual
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2592 45 The MPO indicated that CAP water will be used to recharge "more than its entire consumption" to result 
in a net positive impact. However, the MPO states that only a portion of their recharge (about 12 percent) 
will be in the upper Santa Cruz basin. The EIS needs to evaluate the potential impacts to water availability 
in the upper Santa Cruz basin if recharge occurs at locations other than near the proposed extraction sites. 
The EIS should consider alternatives such as direct use of CAP water at eh proposed project.


Individual


2593 118 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plant to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?


Organization


2593 134 C. CAP - PIPELINE AND RECHARGE
Augusta Resources has proposed to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley. Although they are not required 
to do this, it would help them gain favor in the community, and possibly avoid damage lawsuits from 
withdrawing groundwater and transporting it out of the Tucson Active Management Area.
-How would the proposal to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley by the company affect the feasibility of 
the mine?
-What is the current status of the availability of CAP water?
-What would happen if the local communities in the Santa Cruz basin need the CAP water that the 
company plans to get?
-Will the mine be able to use the CAP water if it is brought to Green Valley?
-How will they get the water over to the east side of the Santa Ritas to the mine site? What permits are 
required to get the water to the mine site?
-What would the pipeline route be to bring the water to the mine site?
-What are the land ownerships of the pipeline route?


Augusta is currently purchasing excess CAP water and recharging it in various locations, claiming that 
they will replace 105% of the groundwater they extract.
-How long will it take for this recharged water to actually become available to anyone whose wells are 
affected of the extraction wells?


Organization


2601 4 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
2. putting dirty water (CPA) back in Marana does not recharge the Santa Cruz River basin.


Individual


2604 3 Impact on quality and quantity on water - the proposed mine operation will be pumping high quality 
drinking water from the Santa Cruz River near Green Valley, Sahuarita and replacing it with low quality 
CAP water downstream of the current wells of these communites. The C.A.P. water are not guaranteed 
waters and could be none existant during drought cycles similar to the current one we are now 
experiencing.


Individual


2610 2 How will the infusion of CAP water in the aquifer effect the quality of the drinking water in the area? 
What will be done to ensure that the Area residents will have safe drinking water?


Individual


2610 4 What is planned in the event there is not enough CAP water to replace the groundwater the mine proposes 
to use?


Individual


2617 12 How will injecting CAP water into the aquifer affect the quality of the water in these wells?Individual


2620 4 Fact: The water requirement stated as 5,000 acre ft/yr is ridiculous for that location. Bring in CAP from 
Green Valley/ Sahuarita? AZ population is ever expanding and will continue to grow for the next 20 
years --- during which time the volume of water carried by the Colorado River is predicted to diminsh 
considerably.


Business


2623 5 will recharge aquifer with equal amounts of water used during mining processIndividual
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2625 18 Augusta has been allocated a given amount of CAP water in addition to the groundwater that lies beneath 
the proposed mine site. CAP water is known to be of a lower quality than groundwater, due to its higher 
alkalinity and surface contaminants. Augusta promises to recharge the aquifer with CAP water at the rate 
of 105% of what it pumps out. I would like to know the true rationale for this. A more desirable and 
ecologically sensitive approach would be to use CAP water for the mining operation and leave the 
groundwater for human consumption.


Individual


2626 3 It bothers me that it can never be repaid in kind but only with inferior CAP water if even that is available 
when the water is needed.


Individual


2634 21 Every one who has studied the matter acknowledges that CAP water is over committed and will be unable 
to continue delivering the amounts of water that are presently being sent by pipe lines to communites in 
California, Nevada, and Arizona.


Business


2644 16 The project's reliance on C.A.P. water, since there seems to be no other reliable source of water available, 
would appear to be a major challenge to an operation such as the Rosemont Mine


Individual


2650 6 In addition efforts to address water concerns by utilizing CAP water and processes that will use up to 50% 
less water than older mines suggests the project can provide environmental protections.


Individual


2664 3 There has been concern expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative impact to the 
water table by pumping water from the area for the operation. Please take into consideration, during your 
investigation, that the Rosemont Copper Project will be charging Colorado River water via the Central 
AZ Project into the aquifer years before it is pumped for use by the operation. More water is being 
charged into the aquifer than extracted.


Individual


2668 26 3.  Arizona.
Water is necessary to keep this region going.  A change in the snow patterns in the Rockies, a lowering of 
the water table in Lake Mead and CAP water could be drastically reduced.  California's claims have 
priority.  If CAP water is curtailed there will be some serious competition for what water there is - from 
AZ farmers to small towns and large metropolitan areas all across Arizona.  Where else will Rosemont 
look for water if they're limited down the road?  Sonoita, the San Pedro, Sulfur Springs Valley maybe?  
Can they continue to operate?


Individual


2672 4 Bringingin CAP water is the equivalent of "robbing Peter to pay Paul" in that the source of CAP water is 
not unlimited and is required in ever increasing quantity to support growing population over a wide area. 
CAP is not infinite.


Individual


2675 44 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


2675 45 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual


2677 29 There is a concern that CAP water may not be available throughout the entire life of this mine, so 
replacement may not occur at all times.


Government


2682 6 This company will take the best quality drinking water for their industrial process (floatation process) and 
replace it with the low quality CAP water which is high in minerals and heavy metals.


Individual


2683 36 I know that at one point Augusta proposed building a pipeline and bringing in CAP water - an outrageous 
proposal. That water has already been allocated, and we'll be lucky even to get our share in this part of 
Arizona. The CAP project was never intended to serve enormous industrial needs; that water is for the 
public when, inevitably, Arizona runs too low on available ground water. And that day will come very 
quickly if we allow this company to come in and build this mine.


Individual
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2686 5 The corporation has talked about bringing in CAP water - water which has been allocated already to 
maintain population growth in the area as our ground water becomes depleted - so that probably can't 
happen.


Individual


2688 3 They claim to be able to purchase 5,000 acre feet per year of CAP water to replenish the aquifer. That 
quanitity of water is available from the CAP is dubious, Lake Mead is in serious trouble already. Answers 
to questions directed to consultants on the availablity of CAP water and the amount returned to the 
aquifer were evasive at best.


Organization


2698 42 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited CAP water to the Augusta mine?


Business


2700 3 If CAP water is not available, how will Augusta recharge the aquifer or compensate for our precious 
ground water?


Individual


2711 20 The plan for replenishment of the water extracted from the aquifer is problematic at bestIndividual


2717 8 Approval should be predicated on Augusta using CAP water in lieu of ground water.Organization


2724 10 Recharging low quality CAP water in Green Valley would not only degrade high quality groundwater 
over time but could also drive the Phelps Dodge pollution plume into Green Valley at a faster rate.


Individual


2724 11 It is doubtful that the $9-15 million price Augusta is willing to pay to build the CAP pipeline to Green 
Valley is enough. Even if the pipeline is built, there is no guarantee that Green Valley will have a reliable 
source of water.


Individual


2724 12 CAP H2O is not guaranteed to last forever.Individual


2726 42 As long term drought intensifies and population increases, water allocation becomes a declining sum 
game. Do we really want to direct our limited CAP water to the Augusta mine?


Business


2729 3  That quanitity of water is available from the CAP is dubious, Lake Mead is in serious trouble already. 
Answers to questions directed to consultants on the availablity of CAP water and the amount returned to 
the aquifer were evasive at best.


Organization


2733 6 Please take into consideration, during your investigation, that the Rosemont Copper Project will be 
charging Colorado River water via the Central AZ Project into the aquifer years before it is pumped for 
use by the operation.


Individual


2733 7 More water is being charged into the aquifer than extracted.Individual


2736 23 Where does Rosemont Copper plan to physically locate the CAP water line? Where will the infiltration 
basins be located?


Government


2736 24 What are the physical, chemical and biological criteria for acceptable CAP waters? How are these 
monitored? Do these criteria reflect the best water quality possible given basic environmental problems of 
nutrient enrichment (nitrates and phosphates in waste effluents from treatment plants), toxic chemicals of 
industrial origin (notably organics like TCE, and various pesticides like atrazine, which can pass through 
treatment plants unprocessed in spite of their theoretical biodegradability and amenability to chemical 
treatment)?


Government


2736 37 Is direct use of CAP water being considered?Government


2736 38 What are the configurations for recharge?Government


2754 1 The proposed Rosemont Copper Project would be located 78% on public land. It would draw 5,000 
gallons of water PER MINUTE from the upper Santa Cruz aquifer and proposes replacing that with 
Colorado River water (which will likely not be available due to drought and competition from other areas)


Individual


2763 3 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of “replenishing the aquifer with CAP water” can make us feel 
secure since that water won’t supply our well, it isn’t of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual
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2764 2 A project that has taken the step to alter the mine plan to minimize the impact to only one drainage system 
rather than three drainage systems demonstrates the value Augusta has placed on providing a mine that 
will have as minimal an impact to the environment as practically possible. This action combined with 
Augusta’s commitment to recharge the water into the aquifer, even when it is not a legal requirement, 
further demonstrates why the Rosemont project should be approved by the Forest Service.


Individual


3931 5 Procedures in the CWC Bylaws provide for ratifying votes by the members at annual meetings, or by 
Special Meetings of the members that can be called by the President of the Board, or any three members 
of the Board, or by petition by 20% of the members.  The most accommodating method would be by the 
Board, with the issues framed fairly and acceptably before the meeting with input from concerned 
members.  No proxy voting should be allowed except by individual vote on specific issues.  If a petition 
becomes necessary, a petition committee will be formed and will work with CWC management to fairly 
frame the issues.  Our community should not be stampedede into actions that are irrelevant or damaging 
to our long range goal of sustainability


The Pima County Memorandum comments that the 20 inch pipeline proposed by CWC is only a partial 
solution and is counterproductive because past studies require at least a 72 inch diameter (Exclusive of 
Rosemont).  Spending money on such a limited solution would be a waste of money.


CWC should participate in this collaborative effort involving the entire community.  CWC should not 
rush into a venture with ARC which is diversionary at best and severely damaging to our community at 
worst if the Rosemont mine is approved.


Organization


5012 16 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-It is doubtful that the $9-15 million price Augusta is willing to pay to build the CAP pipeline to Green 
Valley is enough.


Organization


5012 17 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Even if the pipeline is built, there is no guarantee that Green Valley will have a reliable source of water.  
CAP water is not guaranteed to last forever.


Organization


5283 2 As president of Rancho del Conejo Community Water  Co-op in Picture Rocks, I am concerned


abount 2) Adding 6000 acre feet of CAP water per year to the recharge basing in our Aura Valley Aquifer.


Organization


5283 3 Has the impact of adding that much CAP water (not nearly up to our standards for drinking) into the 
aquifer been studied?


What assumptions are being used?


What model is being used to predict results?


Organization


5284 3 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


Where will our water come from when the ground water runs dry?


Individual


6713 3 Other things we're looking at include recharging the aquifer for the water we take out. Our plan -- we're 
committed to putting 100 percent of the water back into the aquifer that we take out of the aquifer.


Individual
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6725 2 Despite an already stressed groundwater supply, and significant anticipated population growth in Pima 
and Santa Cruz counties, Augusta will have no legally enforceable obligation to replace the groundwater 
that it uses with water deliveries from the Central Arizona Project.  Also, the recharge facility near the 
current terminus of CAP cannot, as Augusta proposes, replace the groundwater lost to the mine's 
production wells far to the east.


And even if it could, 5,000 acre-feet per year represents 20 percent of the recharge facility's maximum net 
recharge capacity.  Moreover, when mandated Colorado River water allocations to California, Nevada, 
and pre-CAP Arizona cannot be met, as in times of drought Colorado River water diverted to CAP will 
reduced under Federal law.  Augusta, therefore, cannot guarantee that sufficient CAP water will be 
available to replace the groundwater that it uses.


Individual


6726 13 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6742 5 Also, I'd like to add, since no one has mentioned it, we hear all about Augusta Resources' promises to 
replace our groundwater with CAP water.  There's a reason that they don't talk about actually using CAP 
water.  CAP water will ruin their equipment.  So they use our good groundwater and replace it with water 
even they won't use.


Individual


6752 7 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality, the effect on the sulphate plume, the effect on the proposed CAP 
recharge on ground water quality.


Business


6752 14 Rosemont has made promises to deliver CAP water.  This is a stretch of the facts.  Rosemont is proposing 
to build a pipeline for community water and bring community and Green Valley Water District water to 
the valley.  The CAP contract clearly states that the contractor must reduce its pumping equal to the CAP 
delivery.  Ladies and gentlemen, the CAP contracts belong to the community not to Rosemont.  We must 
understand the truth.


Business


6759 13 Of equal concern is the ability to replace the water that will inevitably be depleted by virtue of the mining 
process.  Augusta claims they would use groundwater from west of the mine, and then buy Central 
Arizona Project water to replace it.  With the current drought conditions that our Southwestern states have 
been subject to, the ability to buy water in the future is certainly not guaranteed.


Individual


6772 2 Augusta claims to be recharging CAP water, and claims that they will recharge it in the region if they 
build a pipeline.  The truth is they are using excess credit CAP water.  That water is only available on a 
yearly contract.  And everyone know that excess CAP water will not be available forever, certainly not for 
twenty years.  The prediction is until 2011.  So the water issue is also from the dewatering of the pit.


Organization


6773 2 "Under the pressure of the drought the seven Colorado Basin states have agreed, for the first time, on hwo 
to share prospective shortages".  Nancy mentioned shortages.  "Arizona will bear almost all of the pain at 
first because the Central Arizona Project, which came on line in 1993, Arizona has junior status rights.  
Nevada will only lose a small percentage of its allotment.  Meanwhile California will give up nothing, at 
least until Lake Mead falls below 1,025 feet, nearly 200 feet below the full status".


Individual


6803 5 Rosemont claims they are purchasing 105 acre-feet of CAP water and will only use 9,000 acre-feet, 
leaving the public in excess of 10,000 acre feet. However, if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year, 
they would draw 47,000 acre-feet more than they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60 
percent off, shouldn't the public be aware of this? Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Organization
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6815 4 In a few years the copper will be gone, there will be a big ugly hole with nothing, and no water -- oh, 
speaking of water, where is this magicthing that's going to come from? They use 5,000 acre-feet a year, 
whatever their thing is, and they say they're going to replenish it with CAP water. All the water that comes 
from Avra Valley to Pima Mine Road is used. The pipe is X number -- X size. It's full. Part goes to the 
pecans, part goes to the city of Tucson. There's not left for the mines. They're going to have to build a new 
mine -- a new thing all the way from Avra Valley clear to Green Valley to put it in. You can't put it in 
Phoenix and Marana and say, "Oh, we'll replenish the water to Tucson."  That doesn't get it. That doesn't 
help. 


Modeer used to be the director. Today is his last day as water director, he said. He told me a couple 
ofyears ago when they brought this up, he said there's no way that there's CAP water going to come to 
Pima Mine unless they enlarge it.


CAP, they measured that in Lake Mead, the elevation today is 1,105 feet. A year ago, it was 1,130. If it 
gets to 1,175, we lose part of our water. When it gets to 1,125, we lose all of our water. We can't affort 
this.


Individual


6824 5 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6829 2 Our back-up source of water is the Colorado River. How many states rely on the Colorado River? Seven 
states. Can anyone name them? Yeah, California, Nevada, Wyoming, New Mexico, Idaho, and the very 
bottom of the list is little Arizona. We're kind of right at the very bottom as far as Tucson goes. And Vail 
and Sahuarita, I mean, they're way down on the list.


Individual


6849 2 There is also the whole question of how much Colorado River water is actually going to come into this 
area into the future. So I'm hoping that, in the analysis that's done for the Environmental Impact 
Statement, one is the goals of the active management area are taken into account; and, second of all, that 
there is a risk analysis done of the problems of drought and climate change and what impact that's going 
to have on the amount of CAP water which is going to be available or might be available to the mine.


And also, if you look at the list of the hierarchy of who gets the Central Arizona Project or Colorado 
River water when it arrives in this area, industry is at the bottom of that list. So it willl come to the 
municipal people before industry.


Individual
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6858 2 Rosemont says it will provide a pipeline for CAP water to the Santa Cruz Valley to benefit two local 
water companies. The CAP water already belongs to the citizens of the Santa Cruz Valley, the customers 
of those water companies.


Also, Rosemont is not using CAP water, as Mr. Magruder pointed out, for its mine processes, it is using 
our clean groundwater. And, therefore, we are all the losers.


To correct the record again, our groves in Sahuarita receive no CAP water. Moreover, we think it's 
important that the pipeline deal between Rosemont and the community water companies should be 
reviewed under the NEPA process as an action connected to the mine. Now, we favor bringing CAP water 
eventually to our valley, but we favor it through an independent consortium not tied to a mine that will 
ultimately deplete our groundwater.


Individual


6860 3 So the thing that still bothers me is that I heard that the water they have already recharged is 30,000 acre-
feet down in Marana, which doesn't do any good back up in Green Valley and maybe because of that pipe 
thing you heard about earlier, well, it's a hundred dollars an acre-foot Tucson pays for that water. So that's 
$3 million it would have invested in water down there.


Individual


6873 6 Proposed replacement of this groundwater with CAP water is certainly a questionable practice. What will 
the water quality differences be and why are you putting CAP water into our groundwater? I think this is 
an important question that needs to be looked at.


Organization


6879 8 Should the Northwest have warmer winters and "normal" snowfalls not materialize, the CAP allotment to 
the Tucson area, as well as to Rosemont, could be reduced in those years.


Individual


6880 6 The applicant has obtained access to Central Arizona Project water, but it plans to recharge it far from the 
mine site in, or near, Sahuarita while pumping fresh ground water from under and near the Rosemont 
mine site for use with the mine.


Government


6885 3 I also think Augusta Resources, and the Rosemont mine should not be allowed to pump our groundwater 
out to replace their purchased and stored CAP water.


Individual


6895 6 The Augusta Mine Plan of Operations (MPO), filed July 11, 2007, states that the mine would be legally 
entitled to extract water from the Tucson AMA under a Mineral Extraction and Metallurgical Processing 
(ME) permit.  The MPO proposes to mitigate this extraction, though no required legally to do so, by 
recharging the Tucson AMA with water obtained as available from the CAP under an "excess water 
subcontract".


The Upper Santa Cruz Basin is already experiencing overdraft, so future availability of CAP water is an 
important factor, but it is also a big unknown.


Therefore EIS should consider the amount of excess water that would be available from the CAP under 
scenarios accounting for growth of municipalities or other CAP users having senior rights, along with 
predicted Colorado River flows.  For example, the 
US Bureau of Reclamation web site at http://www.usbr.gov/uc/feature/drought.html reports that although 
flows into Lake Powell for 2008 are expected to be greater than the long term average, the inflows over 
the past several years have been substantially below the long term average.


Individual


6897 2 The effort of the mine to pay for a pipe to bring Colorado River water to the area of mine is not a solution 
as Colorado river water is not adequate for all current needs now if all the entitled to the river water were 
to draw their share of the water.  In addition if the mine were to begin to use river water the supple will 
not be adequate in the future for not only the mine but local area residents who draw water from the 
surrounding aqueduct.


Individual


6918 6 Why can't the mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water?Individual


6923 5 What will the be the quality of CAP water that Augusta is buying to compensate for groundwater usage 
and how will that water be distributed?


Individual
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6933 3 The idea that Augusta Resources could mitigate Santa Cruz Aquifer water drawdown by paying for the 
extension of the Central Arizona Project pipeline to Green Valley is ludicrous on several grounds.  (We 
don't necessarily need more water; we need more knowledge of what we have and how to best to conserve 
it).  This idea is unacceptable.


Individual


6937 3 Not satisfied that the plans to tie into CAP water will make up possible deficits, particularly since 
projected life of mining activity  is now 19 yrs.  Who knows where CAP allotments will be then, esp. if 
California drought continues, or recurs?.


Individual


6949 10 The only benefit, besides the huge potential export of profits for the Canadian corporation that owns the 
Rosemont Ranch property, would seem to me to be for Chinese manufacturing companies making 
products that the United States has to buy back instead of being manufactured here using our own natural 
resources, further enhancing the trade imbalance and furthr reducing the value of the U.S. Dollar.  This all 
seems to be somewhat reminiscent of why we fought the British for independence in the Revolutionary 
War.


Individual


6969 2 A newspaper article recently came to my attention regarding the Water Leadership Forum which took 
place here in tucson in May.  The article outlined a priority system governing CAP water allocations in 
the event of a water shortage. There was however no specific mention of the "pecking order" of mining 
companies in the event of a water shortage which leads me to the purpose of my letter to you today. 
Where exactly do mining companies fit into this priority system governing CAP allocations?


Individual


6993 2 This company plans to work 24 hours a day for 20 years taking our ground water and hopes to replace it 
with CAP water.  They aren't even sure that they will be able to get enough CAP  water.  We are in a 
desert and the water is scarce.


Individual


7000 8 Recharge and the Trojan horse of a proposed pipeline to bring CAP water to Green Valley are mere 
publicity; they would fail to maintain water tables in the area.  Tucson and nearby counties eventually will 
have to drink their own treated sewage, with the Colorado River running at its lowest in decadess, and 
lakes Mead and Powell emptying out.


Individual


7034 2 -The Rosemont mine needs a great deal of water to run it.  Even if the company will pay for an extension 
of CAP to run through Green Valley to supply the mine, that water is not meant to supply businesses.  
CAP was built to supply the people of Southern Arizona with drinking water.


Individual


7038 5 I am glad to see that the use of CAP water will be considered since is is of poorer quality than the 
groundwater in the area.  I hope you will consider the comparitive energy consumption.


Individual


7048 8 Will the groundwater that the mine wants to take be replaced with the same quality water?  Why can't the 
mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water?  One of the alternatives analyzed in the 
DEIS should require that the mine use CAP water instead of groundwater.  We are entereing a long term 
drought and the quantity of Arizona CAP water may well be reduced.


Individual


7083 5 why can't the mine use CAP water instead of our high quality ground water? One of the alternatives 
analyzed in the DEIS should require that the mine use CAP water instead of groundwater.


Individual


7088 30 There has been information suggesting the Rosemont mine operation would supply its needs with CAP 
water, ostensibly using water rights belonging to Native American tribes.  As Native American tribes are 
sovereign nations, any water agreenemts are not enforceable, and the realiability of such as water supply 
must be examined as well as what contingency plans and alternate water supplies could be available in the 
event the Native American tribe decided to back out of the agreement.  Also, as the CAP water supply is 
dependent on the Colorado River water, which was over allocated to begin with, the effects of prolonged 
drought and global warming's expected effects on the Colorado River water supply must be examined for 
all of its potential ramifications.


Organization


7088 32 Further, there must be an examination of whether there is any, or enough, water available from the CAP 
allotment anyway.


Organization
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7088 34 The current source of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water available for use by the Rosemont Project is 
approximately 18 miles northwest of the project, near Pima Mine Road and interstate-19.  Cost for 
transport of CAP water to the project would be large, requiring approximately 18 miles of pipeline and 
rights-of-way.  In addition, availability of CAP water is subject to interruption from planned maintenance 
outages and unplanned emergency outages along the CAP aqueduct.  The project proponent has 
contracted to utilize CAP water as an indirect source of water.  By conracting for and purchasing CAP 
water in an amount equivalent to that used at the mine, the project proponent plans to recharge CAP water 
to the regional aquifer at other locations in the upper Santa Cruz basin.  Recharge of CAP water at an 
established groundwater recharge facility in the upper Santa Cruz basin will offset the potential impact of 
groundwater withdraw on a regional scale.  Originally, recharge was to be 10 miles away at the Pima 
Mine Road; however, the site has been changed to Marana, some 30 miles away.


Organization


7124 5 It will help bring new water resources to the area with the construction extension of the CAP pipeline.Business


7133 2 2.  How will the infusion of CAP water (recharge) to the aquifer affect the quality of the drinking water in 
the area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green Valely)?  What will 
be done to ensure that the area residents have safe and plentiful supply of drinking water?


Individual


7134 20 The only statement provided by Rosemont Copper Company in its proposed  MPO regarding mitigating 
the impacts of its potential water use is the suggestion that it may recharge water at other locations in the 
Tucson AMA. Such general statements, however, are not accompanied by any discussion or scientific 
support of the impact, which such recharge would have on the location at which Rosemont Copper 
Company plans to extract the groundwater it plans to use  for its operations, nor how such recharge would 
affect groundwater water flow or quality. Furthermore, in its proposed MPO, Rosemont Copper 
Company  underscores the tentative nature of such mitigation measures by underscoring the fact "it has no 
legal obligation" to recharge any water whatsoever, and that its proposed recharge plans are subject to 
numerous unknowns. Id., at 45.


Business


7134 25 Rosemont Copper Company offers absolutely no discussion in its proposed MPO regarding alternatives to 
obtaining water for its mining operations from any source other than pumping it out of the Tucson AMA. 
Rosemont Copper Company has proposed that, short-term, it will utilize the allocations of Central 
Arizona Project (CAP) water currently held by two entities, Community Water Company (CWC) and the 
Green Valley Domestic Water Improvements District (GVDWID). These allocations of CAP water are 
held by both CWC and the GVDWID to replace each entity's current use of groundwater. Thus, the use of 
these entities' CAP allocations will not further the goal of reducing additional groundwater overdrafts in 
the Tucson AMA. See Arizona Revised Statute Section 45-562.A.


In exchange, Rosemont Copper Company would build a pipeline to convey CWC's CAP allocation to 
CWC's service area, subject to Rosemont's priority right to use the capacity in the pipeline for a fifteen-
year period. Rosemont Copper Company's parent corporation, Augusta Resources Corporation, has stated 
publicly that the projected life of the Rosemont Copper Mine is twenty years. Obviously, this initial 
projection would be extended if additional reserves of ore are discovered or advances in technology make 
it profitable to mine lower grade ore. Other mines in the vicinity of Green Valley have been operating for 
50-plus years, and there is no reason to think otherwise about the Rosemont Copper Mine. The LOI does 
not address where water for Rosemont Copper Mine will come from after the first fifteen years.


While the terms and conditions of any agreement between CWC, and GVDWID and Rosemont Copper 
Company are unclear, what is clear is that without the ability to withdraw and use groundwater from 
Tucson AMA, there will be no Rosemont Copper Mine. Thus, the terms and conditions of the LOI, the 
location and size of the proposed pipeline and locations at which Rosemont Copper Company might 
recharge the CAP allocations held by CWC and the GVSWID are all connected actions, the cumulative 
impacts of which should be included in the NEPA analysis.


Alternatives to the use of the CAP allocations held by CWC and the GVDWID should also be included. 
For example, Rosemont Copper Company does not identify the possibility of utilizing uncommitted 
Central Arizona Project water, treated effluent, or other sources of water for partial or complete use in its 
proposed operation. Such information is absolutely necessary in order to have a basic understanding of 
the project so that CNF may meet its environmental mandate pursuant to NEPA.


Business
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7146 2 Augusta says that they will replenish the groundwater with CAP water, but that is like comparing apples 
and oranges since CAP water is non-potable. Therefore, residents like us will need expensive filtering and 
treatment systems.


Individual


7150 14 Water Supply and Delivery Pipeline
Rosemont has decided to obtain its water supply from the Santa Cruz basin to the west of project site. 
Rosemont has committed to the local community to use available CAP water to recharge the aquifer to 
offset the production withdrawals. The total life-of-mine usage is estimated at 100,000 AF. Rosemont 
began recharging CAP water in state-permitted facilities the Santa Cruz basin in 2007. As available 
storage capacity may be limited for existing facilities, Rosemont is evaluating construction of a new 
recharge facility in close proximity to its production site.


Government


7151 49 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plan to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for the using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?
What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the required permits?


Organization


7163 26 Augusta/Rosemont proposes to use Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to "replace" water drawn from 
the aquifer water used in it's on-site operations. What are the differences in water quality between aquifer 
and CAP water? An alternative should be analyzed that considers the mine operations running off the 
proposed CAP "replacement" water instead of using clean, precious groundwater.
Are there reasonable guarantees CAP water, and the delivery system required, will be obtainable, in terms 
of water rights, rights of way, permitting, etc.?


Organization


7166 5 If recharged CAP water is allocated to the Rosemont mine, how will this impact the quality of water 
consumed and used by customers in the area? The CAP is known to be over allocated currently and what 
will happen in the years ahead if mountain snowfalls are below average, thus reducing the amount of CAP 
water available? Has this issue been studied with regard to how the mine and Green Valley residents 
would be affected in such a scenario? If a water shortage occurred, who would have first priority to 
receive the water?


Individual


7181 6 5. Augusta claims that the water they will use will come from CAP. Isn't it true that they are only allowed 
to purchase and store EXCESS CAP water and there is no guarantee of it. What if there is no excess CAP 
water available?


Individual


7192 11 The Rosemont operation threatens water quality in the area via use of CAP water, and via mining 
operations themselves (tailings piles, leach ponds, chemicals used on mining machinery, etc.).  CAP water 
is notorious for compiling the contaminants from agricultural and industrial processes throughout the 
Colorado River Basin, as well as for spreading invasive aquatic species and diseases.


Organization


7211 3 Projections involving climate change predict that this region will become even more arid that it already 
is - and historical/prehistorical records show that the region has been already undergoing a very long 
desertification process. Snowpack that feeds the Colorado River is projected to decrease significantly - 
meaning that the CAP will be impacted. Since the CAP is being considered as a major water source for 
the Rosemont project, diminishing reserves need to be taken into consideration in the planning process. 
There should be a "plan B" in place for diminished water supply for the "just in case" scenario BEFORE 
the project starts - global and localized climate changes can sometimes happen faster than predicted.


Individual


7211 4 Another aspect of water use is in the potential gap between the location where ground water is pumped for 
mine use and where CAP recharge is done. While it may be possible to replace pumped water with equal 
qualities of CAP within the watershed - if the recharge lo0cation is not immediately upstream from 
pumping location, localized damage can be cause by severely depressed water tables at the pumping 
locations. An example of something like this happening was when City of Tucson overpumped a section 
of the Tanque Verde drainage some years ago. By the time the damage was noticed, it was not correctable. 
Old growth riparian trees had been killed, and cessation of pumping was not able to bring them back. 
Private landowners in the area had wells go dry on them - and this could happen in the Rosemont area to 
ranchers and others.


Individual
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7212 3 Projections involving climate change predict that this region will become even more arid that it already 
is - and historical/prehistorical records show that the region has been already undergoing a very long 
desertification process. Snowpack that feeds the Colorado River is projected to decrease significantly - 
meaning that the CAP will be impacted. Since the CAP is being considered as a major water source for 
the Rosemont project, diminishing reserves need to be taken into consideration in the planning process. 
There should be a "plan B" in place for diminished water supply for the "just in case" scenario BEFORE 
the project starts - global and localized climate changes can sometimes happen faster than predicted.


Individual


7212 4 Another aspect of water use is in the potential gap between the location where ground water is pumped for 
mine use and where CAP recharge is done. While it may be possible to replace pumped water with equal 
qualities of CAP within the watershed - if the recharge lo0cation is not immediately upstream from 
pumping location, localized damage can be cause by severely depressed water tables at the pumping 
locations. An example of something like this happening was when City of Tucson overpumped a section 
of the Tanque Verde drainage some years ago. By the time the damage was noticed, it was not correctable. 
Old growth riparian trees had been killed, and cessation of pumping was not able to bring them back. 
Private landowners in the area had wells go dry on them - and this could happen in the Rosemont area to 
ranchers and others.


Individual


7219 2 I strongly oppose the development of an open pit copper mine on the Rosemont Ranch and adjoining 
National Forest land.


Regardless of assurances from Augusta the destruction of a substantial portion of the Santa Rita 
Mountains will be irreparable. Promises to import CAP water to make up for depletion of the aquifer are 
equally hollow. When the highly respected Scripps Institute predicts that Lake Mead may go dry as early 
as 2021 the water may not be available at any price.


Individual


7253 118 If the company decides to use the CAP water they plant to purchase, what are the laws and requirements 
for using that water for mine processing, for transporting it out of the Santa Cruz Basin to the Cienega 
Basin, for transporting it across private, state and federal land, and for building and maintaining a water 
supply pipeline across the Santa Ritas?


Organization


7253 134 C. CAP - PIPELINE AND RECHARGE
Augusta Resources has proposed to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley. Although they are not required 
to do this, it would help them gain favor in the community, and possibly avoid damage lawsuits from 
withdrawing groundwater and transporting it out of the Tucson Active Management Area.
-How would the proposal to build a CAP pipeline to Green Valley by the company affect the feasibility of 
the mine?
-What is the current status of the availability of CAP water?
-What would happen if the local communities in the Santa Cruz basin need the CAP water that the 
company plans to get?
-Will the mine be able to use the CAP water if it is brought to Green Valley?
-How will they get the water over to the east side of the Santa Ritas to the mine site? What permits are 
required to get the water to the mine site?
-What would the pipeline route be to bring the water to the mine site?
-What are the land ownerships of the pipeline route?


Augusta is currently purchasing excess CAP water and recharging it in various locations, claiming that 
they will replace 105% of the groundwater they extract.
-How long will it take for this recharged water to actually become available to anyone whose wells are 
affected of the extraction wells?


Organization


7304 4 putting dirty water (CPA) back in Marana does not recharge the Santa Cruz River basin.Individual


7306 3 1.� IMPACT ON QUALITY + QUANTITY ON WATER – THE PROPOSED MINE OPERATION 
WILL BE PUMPING HIGH QUALITY DRINKING WATER FROM THE SANTA CRUZ RIVER 
NEAR GREEN VALLEY/SAHUARITA AND REPLACING IT WITH LOW QUALITY C.A.P. 
WATER DOWNSTREAM OF THE CURRENT WELLS OF THESE COMMUNITIES. THE C.A.P. 
WATER ARE NOT GUARANTEED WATERS AND COULD BE NONE EXISTANT DURING 
DROUGHT CYCLES SIMILAR TO THE CURRENT ONE WE ARE NOW EXPERIENCING.


Individual
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7312 5 Rosemont Copper has begun its recharge program in calendar year 2007, well in advance of actual usage.
Question
The water rights from CAP are "excess water contracts" which mean it is not a guaranteed source. What is 
Rosemont going to do if they lose their CAP allocation? Excess water is a specifically defined category of 
Project Water that can only be made available for delivery one year at a time. It is also the most junior 
priority within the CAP water priority hierarchy and, as such, it will be the first supply to be reduced if a 
shortage is declared. Having a CAP Excess Water contract and an approved delivery schedule does not 
constitute an assured water supply.


Individual


7316 9 g. What are the risks associated with introduction of water from other sources, i.e. CAP?Organization


7348 13 D) The proposal to pay for a pipeline to bring CAP water to the Green Valley/Sahuarita area is pointless 
and will do nothing to solve future water shortages. Colorado River water is already increadibly over-
extended should the current drought continue, highly likely, and other states should start drawing their 
entire allotments. When that happens Arizona automatically falls to the back of the line fro water re the 
agreement the state made with the federal government over financing the CAP project. In addition areas 
that have been using their allotments for the longest periods of time and the Indian Nations have first 
rights to this water source.


Individual


7411 3 Water Usage- The plan to recharge of the Santa Cruz aquifer has too many uncertainties.  CAP water is 
not of equal quality to ground water. All concentrated salts and minerals in the CAP water will be left in 
the recharge basin.  This is NOT the equivalent of recharge by precipitation.  All the potential 
consequences of this recharge plan need to be thoroughly evaluated and potential risks identified.  This 
mine should be required to use CAP water only. If it is not a reliable source of water, then that resource 
should be considered "unavailable".  The EIS needs to show how water usage will affect other future 
development in the area.


Individual


7419 3 If there is no CAP water,…you will be responsible.Individual


7428 1 Augusta Resources MPO calls for replacing aquifer water with CAP water. When Cap water has been 
used at a high concentration in the past the results where less than ideal. Please forward your study and 
analysis of the detrimental effects of CAP water on commercial and residential water systems over the 
long term in Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita and Santa Cruz regions to me.


Individual


7434 1 Numerous studies have shown that water quality and quantity is, and will continue to be, a major concern 
for the desert southwest. Global warming, drought and population increases are depleting our aquifer. Our 
groundwater levels drop every year, our streams and rivers dry up, and huge areas of forest succumb to 
insect infestation and then are destroyed by fire. Desalination plants and CAP water will be our legacy to 
future generations, although CAP water is so over-allocated that it may become just a fleeting pipe dream 
for us at the bottom of the flow.


I am deeply concerned about opening another copper mine in this community. I have heard the placating 
promises being made by Augusta Resources to replace the huge amount of water they will use by buying 
CAP water for the next 20 years. I also know that a mining company has no legal obligation to replace 
any water and that the original permit to pump 6000 acre feet per year can be increased simply by 
submitting the necessary paperwork to Arizona Department of Water Resources.


Individual


7443 12 Water use for the mine would be 5,000-8,000 acre feet per year for approximately 20 years. (One acre 
foot, or 3325,851 gallons, is typically what a family of four uses in a year.) At first, Augusta was 
proposing to pump water from the Santa Cruz sub-basin and recharge downstream in Marana (tough luck 
for Green Valley residents whose groundwater level is falling 2-4 feet annually). But in the mean time, 
Augusta has very generously (read, suspiciously) offered to foot the $9 to $15 million bill to build a seven-
mile extension to the CAP pipeline so that Green Valley can get its alloted 3,000 acre feet of water a 
year - whether or not the mine proposal goes through. Do you also hear the sound of favor being bought? 
But you know numbers, they change, and now they're talking 15 years of water not 20. Even so, pumping 
7,000 acre feet per year into the Santa Cruz sub-basin, minus Green Valley's 3,000, equals 4,000 for 
Augusta. Not 5,000-8,000. Where's the rest of the water coming from? As Pima County Board of 
Supervisor Ray Carroll has warned the pipeline proponets, "There's no such thing as a free lunch."


Individual
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7456 29 There is a concern that CAP water may not be available throughout the entire life of this mine, so 
replacement may not occur at all times.


Government


7463 5 Water from our shrinking water table and water from the CAP are both threatened by the extended 
regional drought.


Individual


7473 2 How could a new source of water occur within the Mountain Empire of Elgin, Patagonia, Sonoita? There 
would be miles and miles of pipeline that would be an enormous cost to Rosemont Copper, or the 
counties affected.


Individual


7481 4 Augusta promises to extend the CAP water pipeline from Marana, Arizona to Sahurita, Arizona and to 
build a facility to recharge the underground water supply. This is a very expensive promise with no legal 
document to insure the promise is kept.


Individual


7481 5 Before the mine is approved and before the mine can begin operation Augusta should have to fulfill its 
promise to extend the CAP water pipeline. Then the mine can utilize CAP water for the operation of the 
mine.


Individual


7485 2 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


7494 7 Rosemont Mine's proposal of utilizing CAP water may not play out since this water may not be available 
to them in the future. If water is pumped from wells west of the Santa Ritas, won't any reintroduction of 
water (wherever that may be) change the overall integrity of the aquifer?


Individual


7498 1 Augusta Resource Corporation plans to compensate for their withdrawl of groundwater from wells east of 
Sahuarita by purchasing excess CAP water, to be stored in the Pima Mine Road recharge basin. There is 
some uncertainty about the future availability of this excess CAP supply. At the recent Water Resources 
Research Center annual conference (in Phoenix, AZ, 6-24-08), Herb Guenther, director of the Arizona 
Deparmtent of Water Resources, gave a power-point presentation (see slide 9 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf) that 
showed the Arizona Water Bank adding very little to its storage after 2015 because excess CAP supply 
will have dwindled substantially by that date, more and more of the CAP supply having been allocated or 
contracted for or purchased by the Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District to meet its 
replenishment obligations, which continue to grow with suburban development. In addition, the prospect 
for the Tucson AMA to meet its safe yield goal by 2025 seems in doubt, as stated by Ken Seasholes; then 
of ADWR, now of CAP, at the Tucson Pima Water Study meeting of 4-18-08: "We are still in net 
overdraft in the AMA as a hole, about 110,000 acre-feet."


Moreover, replenishment at the Pima Mine Road facility either does not reach or does not mitigate 
drawdowns in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, where the water table continues to drop by 4 feet per year. 
(See http://az.water.usgs.gov/projects/azgwconditions/index.html Zoom in on the Sahuarita area and 
select Trends in Recent Water Levels.) Add to these factors the ongoing drought and the wild card of 
climate change, with their potential effects on the oversubscribed Colorado River. Arizona, by agreement 
between the seven Colorado Basin states and the Secretary of the Interior in December, 2007, bears the 
brunt of any Colorado River shortage. (See slide 6 at 
http://cals.arizona.edu/azwater/programs/conf2008/presentations/Herb_Guenther-June-2008.pdf). Within 
Arizona, the CAP is junior to other Colorado River water users, and within the CAP, TAMA is at the end 
of the line. There is already, and will continue increasingly to be, vigorous competition over the valley's 
potable water supply. Urban growth continues unabated, and there seems to be no political will to restrain 
it. In this shaky water supply context, is the commitment to a long-term mining project that is a major 
water demander not highly risky? It is probably not quantifiable, but a lowered water table cannot help but 
have a negative effect on the economy of the Santa Cruz valley. Will Augusta be able to buy their way out 
of this, as they are proposing to do with the Sahuarita well-owners whose wells are anticipated to be 
drawn down by Augusta's pumping in their vicinity? Drilling deeper wells is not an ideal solution - deeper 
water takes more energy to pump and water quality at depth is inferior.


Individual
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7504 57 There has been information suggesting the Rosemont mine operation would supply its needs with CAP 
water, ostensibly using water rights belonging to Native American tribes.  As Native American tribes are 
sovereign nations, any water agreements are not enforceable, and the reliability of such as water supply 
must be examined as well as what contingency plans and alternate water supplies could be available in th 
event the Native American tribe decided to back out of the agreement.  Also, as the CAP water supply is 
dependent on the Colorado River water, which was over allocated to begin with, the effects of prolonged 
drought and global warming's expected effects on the Colorado River water supply must be examined for 
all of its potential ramifications.


7508


7504 60 Further, there must be an examination of whether there is any, or enough, water available from the CAP 
allotment anyway.


Further, the additional of a pipeline or canal for the delivery of this CAP would have impacts in terms of 
its route, and all of those impacts, individual and cumulative, must be examined.


The current source of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water available for use by the Rosemont Project is 
approximately 18 miles northwest of the project, near Pima Mine Road and Interstate-19.  Cost for 
transport of CAP water to the Project would be large, requiring approximately 18 miles of pipeline and 
rights-of-way.  In addition, availability of CAP water is subject to interruption from planned maintenance 
outages and unplanned emergency outages along the CAP aqueduct.  The project proponent has 
contracted to utilize CAP water as an indirect source of water.  By contracting for and purchasing CAP 
water in an amount equivalent to that used at the mine, the project proponent plans to recharge CAP water 
to the regioal aquifer at other locations in the upper Santa Cruz basin.  Recharge of CAP water at an 
established groundwater recharge facility in the upper Santa Cruz basin will offset the potential impact of 
groundwater withdrawl on a regional scale.  Originally, recharge was to be 10 miles away at Pima Mine 
Road; however, the site has been changed to Marana, some 30 miles away.


The official name is "Groundwater Replenishment District."  It was meant to allow building in certain 
cases when water was deficient, but has been expanded and used in a myriad of approaches that was not 
the original intent.  The crux of the matter is that Assured Safe Yield by 2025 for an Active Management 
Area (AMA) is the overall average for region - so one area can be up and another can be down - it's the 
overall water balance.


7508


7506 3 They also secured CAP water and will be piping it in!!Individual


7513 3 First, I do not believe that there is enough water to sustain this area through a prolonged drought and this 
project will use way too much even if they bring CAP water in.


Individual


7518 3 Water - AZ is already short of water and this mine will use vast amounts (don't count on the CAP its 
running dry too)


Individual


7558 3 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
*Since there is currently concern with over allocation of COA water, what are the forecasts for availability 
of the water that Augusta plans to purchase for recharge?


Individual


7579 2 This is a great concern for me, not only the amount of (good ground water) they will pump out of the 
ground to be used for this project. But also the concern of what happens when it is gone. How will it be 
replaced and the impact on all of the people that are also using this same ground water, I have been told 
that they will be supplied with CAP water. This is not the same quality and should not be considered as an 
alternative. What about our wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


7583 4 This proposed Rosemont mine will use an unbelievable amount of water daily. After using our ground 
water, they will then replenish the aquifers with CAP. Lovely. Who says there will be CAP available?


Individual
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7583 9 Our property is adjacent to this proposed mine. I want to keep our ground water. I do NOT want CAP 
unless it is absolutely necessary. The mine does NOT make it absolutely necessary. We had CAP water in 
Tucson for awhile when it was being tested. It ruined our brand new cooler in no time. We want our 
ground water.


Individual


7592 45 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


7592 46 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual


7593 2 I have lived in Tucson for 48 years and have heard many claims that "we have a new method which 
minimizes enviromental impacts" only to have them fail. Augusta offers no alternative to its "dry-stack 
tailings" method and what they will do should it fail. 
They refer to CAP, but Arizona gave up its water rights in order to get CAP so it is the first in line to be 
cut off in time of shortage. Newspapers in CA, NV, and UT have run stories on well-regarded projections 
that due to climate change the Colorado River reservoirs will likely continue to empty, thereby making 
CAP an even less reliable water source. 
In this likely scenario, groundwater would have to be used and the valley is already seeing more and more 
subdivisions which are demanding more and more water.


Individual


7594 1 I request that the Forest Service give a VERY HARD LOOK at the scheme to pump ground water to 
supply production needs and then recharge an equal volume of CAP water as mitigation. In my view this 
smacks of sleight of hand.


Individual


7594 2 Why not use CAP water directly for production? Is the quality inadequate? And, if so, why would it 
benefit the communities affected to have poorer quality CAP water replace good quality ground water?


Individual


7594 3 What assurance is there the the appropriate volume of CAP water will be available now and in the future?Individual


7594 6 Where will CAP water be recharged and how will it be transmitted to the recharge sites? What will be the 
requirements for mitigation of land disturbance along transmission lines and at the recharge sites?


Individual


7617 6 The mine will use and store CAP water that is not presently being used for human consumption to 
recharge the aquifer


Individual


7627 1 Having gone to Lake Powell for years and years I am aware of the many years the drought  conditions and 
we could actually walk on rocks at the bottom of the lake.  Water there is iffy- From year to year it 
changes.  What happens when water runs out from California, AZ-Nevada and Rosemont is exsisting on 
underground water and Green Valley will have no water; Colorado will have no more to offer and 
Rosemont will still have underground water and who will suffer.  Green Valley and all surrounding areas .


Individual


7650 5 The Forest Service must compare the proposed MOP water resource solution with a reasonable 
Alternative where Rosemont Copper procures, manages, and transports only CAP water to meet all its 
needs.


Individual


7650 18 The MOP proposes to "deep mine" groundwater below 1,000 feet in at least 3 sites near Sahuarita, pump 
it over the Santa Rita Mountains to its mine while creating a recharge area with Green Valley Community 
Water and Avra Valley to "recharge" this mined water.  Recharge of depleted ground water is always less 
than 100% (~70%).


Individual


7652 4 The letter also states that Rosemont will mitigate the impacts of its pumping in the neighborhood wells 
and replenish the local aquifers with CAP water.


Individual


7652 6 To Date Does the Forest Service have any documents or contracts that the Rosemont mine will replenish 
the local aquifers with CAP water in Sahuarita or Green Valley?


Individual
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7654 11 ROSEMONT SAYS IT WILL PROVIDE A PIPELINE FOR CAP WATER TO THE SANTA CRUZ 
VALLEY TO BENEFIT TWO LOCAL WATER COMPANIES, COMMUNITY WATER COMPANY 
(CWC) AND THE GREEN VALLEY DOMESTIC WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (GVDWID).


THE CAP WATER ALREADY BELONGS TO THE CITIZENS, THE CUSTOMERS OF CWC AND 
GVDWID.


ROSEMONT IS NOT USING CAP WATER FOR THE MINE PROCESSES, IT IS USING OUR 
CLEAN GROUNDWATER, AND WE ARE ALL THE LOSERS!


ALSO, THE PIPELING DEAL BETWEEN ROSEMONT AND THE CWC SHOULD BE REVIEWED 
UNDER THE NEPA PROCESS AS AN ACTION CONNECTED TO THE MINE.


WE FAVOR BRINGING CAP WATER TO OUR VALLEYS THROUGH AN INDEPENDENT 
CONSORTIUM-NOT TIED TO A MINE THAT WILL DEPLETE OUR GROUNDWATER.


Business


7809 10 ROSEMONT SAYS IT WILL PROVIDE A PIPELINE FOR CAP WATER TO THE SANTA CRUZ 
VALLEY TO BENEFIT TWO LOCAL WATER COMPANIES, COMMUNITY WATER COMPANY 
(CWC) AND THE GREEN VALLEY DOMESTIC WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (GVDWID).


THE CAP WATER ALREADY BELONGS TO THE CITIZENZ, THE CUSTOMERS OF CWC AND 
GVDWID.


ROSEMONT IS NOT USING CAP WATER FOR THE MINE PROCESSES, IT IS USING OUR 
CLEAN GROUNDWATER, AND WE ARE ALL THE LOSERS!


ALSO, THE PIPELINE DEAL BETWEEN ROSEMONT AND THE CWC SHOULD BE REVIEWED 
UNDER THE NEPA PROCESS AS AN ACTION CONNECTED TO THE MINE.


WE FAVOR BRINGING CAP WATER TO OUR VALLEYS THROUGH AN INDEPENDENT 
CONSORTIUM--NOT TIED TO A MINE THAT WILL DEPLETE OUR GROUNDWATER.


Business


8755 4 Green Valley needs the CAP water it will provide.Individual


8809 3 They say they'll provide CAP water, but there's no guarantee that CAP water will be made available.  
There is a shortage of CAP water.


I cite the National Geographic February 2008 journal, for example, the article on the flaming gorge 
Colorado/Arizona River Project.  Arizona is way down the list for any future water.  And the drought 
cycle we're in, it's likely to lead to no water at all in terms of thinking there will be extra water.  So this is 
pie in the sky.


Individual


8908 1 Rosemont Mine must be required to use CAP (Central Arizona Project) water for all mining operations. 
The proposed use of groundwater would be a serious misallocation of these precious and limited 
groundwater resources and therefore must not be allowed. Rosemont representatives have stated that CAP 
water is of adequate quality for mining purposes. A small fraction of the annual CAP allotment coming 
into the Tucson area would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. The mine should be 
required to purchase the CAP water and pipe it directly to the mine site at its own expense. The region's 
limited groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to the highest purposes and needs only.


Individual


11064 3 Rosemont Copper has promised to "be a good neighbor" by doing something that they are not legally 
required to do: purchase CAP water and recharge the aquifers over in the Marana region. First of all, the 
best estimates on CAP water availability indicate that this will not ever happen, because there will not be 
enough water to allocate for their purchase. So essentially, this "good neighbor" promise means nothing. 
Valley aquifers are already dropping 2-4 feet PER YEAR; we cannot afford anything else to compound 
this issue (yes, including developments in Green Valley which should not be built, but we're talking 
specifically about Rosemont Mine). They also do not discuss the impacts associated with building a pipe 
over the tip of the Santa Rita from Sahuarita, which is not a samll impact by any means.


Individual
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11068 45 Colorado river water was awarded by a court decision to various states, including Arizona. The water was 
allocated in a specific amount, however, if water isn't available in a given year, those rights mean nothing. 
This is almost a certainty as the statutory amounts were decided based on a relatively abundant year.


Individual


11068 46 In a stunning example of regulations gone awry, Rosemont "will have the option of modifying the ME 
permit wells to allow them to operate as recovery wells. This would allow some or all of the water 
pumped from the wells to be legally characterized as recovered CAP water, rather than as groundwater."  
(pg. 43 of MPO) This means Rosemont can pump clean groundwater from the Tucson AMA, degrade it to 
CAP water through this process, and take credit for replacing groundwater as they pump it back into the 
aquifer.


Individual
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1 4 I am primarily concerned about the design and implementation of a suitable monitoring plan which 
addresses potential groundwater and landscape contamination--especially related to arsenic, lead, thorium, 
and uranium.


Individual


2 14 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


2 17 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water contamination problems being considered in the 
approval of these mines?


24 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


24 15 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposing 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites.  This could result in the release of poentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


33 3 The surrounding ecosystem and water resources will surely be poisoned.Individual


43 3 The mine tailing will cause the aquifer to become poisoned with minerals leaching from the tailings. The 
mining process will alter the geography of the land and allow water to leach quickly through rock that it 
would normally go thru slowly or not at all. This will add additional minerals which could significantly 
reduce our water quality or become poisonous. We will have to be testing our water continously to detect 
this, who will bare the cost of this continous testing? What will be done when this contamination is 
detected?


Individual


43 6 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


46 1 How can the public be assured that the water supply in the region will not be polluted by the proposed 
Rosemont Copper Mine?


Individual


52 2 Contamination of the cienega creek watershed needs to be considered.Individual


52 6 Outwash of sediment and heavy metals, poisonous compounds into local washes and streams needs to be 
considered.


Individual


159 12 Copper mining elsewhere has historically been associated with water pollution, both surface and sub-
surface.


160 5 There is also a potential for the Cienega Creek to be polluted from the Mine operations during heavy rains.


160 22 SOIL AND WATER POLLUTION BY THE MINE ARE MORE LIKELY THAN NOT DURING THE 
LIFETIME OF THE MINE AND FOR AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF DECADES AFTER CLOSURE 
OF THE MINE.
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160 30 COMMENT 2A: SOIL AND WATER POLLUTION ARE MORE LIKELY THAN NOT AND ARE 
THE MOST PERSISTENT AND EXPENSIVE TO REMEDY.


181 4 Will my groundwater be monitored for any potential contamination from the mine?


777 4 Even is the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not destroy wildlife habitat, pollute 
ground water, and poison air quality, put an intolerable burden upon existing water supplies and destroy 
the natural beauty of that area of the Santa Ritas, it is a foregone conculsion that its steady stream of ore 
trucks will make Scenic Highway 83, a hellish obstacle course.


Individual


1509 4 Reasons why Rosemont Mine shold NOT be allowed: Pollution- the watershed on the eastern side of the 
Santa Ritas will be polluted.


Individual


1510 2 We already have contaminated water from the other mines. Several of our wells have already been shut 
down. It is unclear how our current water will be protected.


Individual


1537 2 Water- a sulfur plume already exists under the waste piles on the west of I-19- as water is extracted on the 
East Side it will draw the plume to the East and contaminate the present supply of water for Green Valley- 
Sahuarita


Individual


1538 1 It is inevitable that the mine will contaminate the  ground water.Individual


1554 3 How will the pool of wawter mixed with sulphuric acid be processed and relaimed without polluting 
groundwater?


Individual


1554 5 and with sulphite plumes contaminating public water supplies. How will Rosemont prevent these 
problems?


Individual


1558 7 We have already been threatened with the sulfate plume that is from Phelp-Dodge that is percolating 
toward the Santa Cruz aquifer and our public water supply. We don't need more threats to our resources!


Individual


1559 3 2. Deprive Forest Lands of good water by using our aquifer for its commercial purpose thereby making it 
poisonous


Individual


1572 8 L.T. Concerns:
Pollution- ground water supply


Individual


1577 2 We are concerned about the impact ta our water supply as well as pollution to the ground water.Individual


1581 2 The current Serrita Mine's sulphate plume is poluting the acquifer and now they want to build another 
mine to make all of these matter much worse.


Individual


1586 2 The waste water (toxic) will percolate into the ground & water supply.Individual


1588 4 Don't go forward to allow a foreign country to contaminate the water.Individual


1589 4 The settling lake well contiminate our future water supply.Individual


1592 4 and water.Individual


1600 2 I am concerned about water pollution.  We are also dealing with a sulfate plume caused by the local mine!Individual


1604 11 and that "this additional drawdown may cause a migration of a sulfate plume from mining operations 
located to the west of FICO"


Individual


1612 4 Water: The claim that four canyons can be filled with no damage to the watershed is ludicrous at best. 
Studies show the near certainty of dewatering of existing wells and contamination of others and the water 
table.


Individual


1614 2 My biggest concern is water contamiment.Individual


1614 8 Then after 20 years when all the stuff they dig up sedal and filters down to the water table and polluted 
the water then what.


Individual
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1621 3 We are in the middle of a 15 yr drought. Even with CAP water I am very concerned that the wells in the 
area will be adversley affected either be a lowering of the water table or pollutants leaching into the 
aquifer.


Individual


1623 3 This is all in addition to H20 contamination.Individual


1625 2 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, both from contamination from leaks represents an 
enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to 
supplying Tucson and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1628 2 I did not move to a rural area to see our water poisonedIndividual


1629 1 People will get very sick from the putrid water you will cause here.Individual


1633 2 The most critical issues here is the contamination of water resources in the area.Individual


1633 6 This mine will ruin the area. Contamination of the ground water supplies are all real scenarios.Individual


1642 4 The Rosemont mine will pollute precious ground water.Individual


1656 1 The Rosemont mine must not be approved because:
Tailing piles would leach toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into the ground waters which drain into 
Tucson area water supplies. How will the CNF guarantee this won't take place?


Individual


1658 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


1684 12 The heap leach pas will be fully lined. After completion of the mining operations, the pad and associated 
ponds will be covered by 50 feet of waste rock.


Individual


1687 2 we don't want the poison in water or the water gone.Individual


1690 1 How will the contamination from mining/leaching process be contained? Will it be monitored by an 
indepenedent entity or do we just trust the mine to monitor their contamination levels.


Individual


1696 3 The ensuing air + water pollution will make the quality of life unbearable.Individual


1703 6 Deleterious and dangerous reasults to grownd water, traffic safety, and travel times, wild life habitat, soil 
and water pollution and permanent damage to the tourism-based economy of South Pima and Santa Cruz 
counties.


Individual


1707 9 Request that the U.S. Forest Service, before making a decision on Augustas MPO, study carefully with 
federal experts the potentials for dust as well as surface and groundwater contamination.


Organization


1708 7 "Our primary objection is the negative impact this operation could have on our residents and local tourist 
economy," Bee said. "Specifically, we are concerned about the water pollution."


Organization


1708 9 Processing ore greatly impacts aquatic resources and it is not uncommon in our state to have leaks. "This 
could result in the release of potentially toxic chemicals into ground and surface waters that drain into 
Tucson area water supplies," Paton said. "This is unacceptable."


Organization


1738 3 We have great concerns as follows:
Ground water contamination


Individual


1741 6 Mines are rarely pollutant-free and often leach toxins into the water table our time.Individual


1746 2 The Board of the Cienega Watershed  Partnership (CWP) is deeply concerned about the potential 
devastating environmental impacts of the open pit mine proposed for Rosemont Ranch. In particular, the 
Board believes that: 
the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, from contamination from leaks, spills, and runoff 
represents an enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds 
key to supplying Tucson and surrounding areas


Organization
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1759 2 I am concerned about toxins released into the air and into the drinking supply of Vail and Tucson.Individual


1765 2 if there is any chemical contamination that gets into soil, this will leach into our water system also.Individual


1766 1 If any chemicals leached through to the aquifer it would run down to our well and contaminate our water.Individual


1770 3 I am concerned about the impact of heavy truck Traffic widening of Hwy 83, the toxic leaching from the 
tailings into our groundwater supplies, the pumping of Groundwater from the Sahuarita area, the noise 
pollution, effect on the wildlife, the scenic beauty of our Forest.


Individual


1776 5 Downstream toxins and heavy metals.Individual


1805 10 8 When the mine plays out and Rosemont Copper leaves how will continued prevention of ground water 
contamination be enforced? Who will pay for it?


Individual


1810 3 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like green valley water where, will the water for us living 
in the Sonoita/patagonia/vail corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing they 
will pay for all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes


Individual


1818 3 What is the plan to prevent water pollution from the mining process that we know will happen based on 
the mines that are already present in the valley?


Individual


1831 4 The water pollution would be extremely disturbing.Individual


1837 2 A non porous lining should be placed under the Rosemont Mine tailings.
Many mines have not done this-- as a result there is a sulfate plume moving towards Green Valley in my 
area. Phelps Dodge is now digging five wells to diffuse the plume.


Individual


1842 3 Furthermore, the mine owners should be required to return that material in a manner that will not result in 
additional water pollution or in any other harm to the land.


Individual


1843 2 I really care about having sufficient non contaminated water.Individual


1845 4 but  our and neighbors having the toxic waste of mining seeping into the water we drink and bathe in.Individual


1864 4 They have poisoned the water, just ask the residents of Bisbee.Individual


1872 2 Mining should not be allowed where there is so little water. It would add chemical waste to an area that 
should be protected.


Individual


1876 2 Concerns: Pollution of ground water- long term environmental impact to watershed area/Davidson CanyonIndividual


1885 8 In addition to that the dumping would be toxic to the ground + perhaps the ground water as well.Individual


1891 9 The plan submitted by Augusta is for an open pit mine in an area of frequent high winds and a watershed 
that will drain into the Tucson water supply. The impact on environment, air quality, water supply, and 
most importantly the health of a large population over the hill in Tucson and its surrounding area must be 
very carefully evaluated.


Individual


1891 19 Allowing this inevitable toxic waste into the drinking water of Tucson and the surrounding area is 
unconscionable.


Individual


1891 25 As taxpayers and residents of the area, we do not want to be stuck with the clean-up bill or suffer the loss 
of groundwater essential to living in this beautiful area. Reassurances and predictions are no longer good 
enough. To quote Kuipers:


"Our present means of predicting acid mine drainage and other anomalies are just so woefully inadequate. 
Just about every time we go to close down a mine, we're finding that the predictions were worthless." And 
the EPA: " I hope we at EPA, and every other federal and state agency that has anything to do with 
permitting mining, learn from the disastrous mistakes we've made" Yellowtail said. "We've screwed up, 
plain and simple, because we've largely rushed to economic development without thinking ahead to what 
the inevitable consequences would be."


Individual
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1892 6 Impacts to water quantity, movement, and quality and are of grea concern.Organization


1894 3 What happens if the aquifer is polluted with sulfates or other chemicals as has happened with Phelps 
Dodge mines west of us? What are the plans for avoiding this?


Individual


1895 3 The copper company will make money and leave and the rest of us will be stuck with the scars on the 
land, the pollution of the air and water, the ruined water shed, the vanishing wild life and the loss of one 
more wild and beautiful place in Southern Arizona.


Individual


1899 4 Consider impacts of major flooding events.Individual


1900 4 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will f… Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon, mercury, arsenic… other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills, on surface and gro… water and our aquifers will be at risk from contamination.  What 
will be done to pro… water aquifers from contamination?


Individual


1904 6 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposing 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurences at 
mine sites.


Individual


1911 6 Contamination of our water table is possible.Individual


1911 13 They are talking about CAP water, but that is in danger of depletion also.Individual


1915 2 Contaminating water.Individual


1917 5 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Water contamination.Individual


1919 2 So many ways this mine will impact this entire area.  Water is a huge concern, our water is pumped from 
the local aquifer & this mine will doubtless contaminate the water.  Never mind dropping the water level 
of our well.


Individual


1922 2 Tailing piles would leach toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into the ground waters which drain into 
Tucson area water supplies


Individual


1924 3 Pollution- water contaminationIndividual


1927 2 There is a risk of contamination of the water supply, (such as the sulphate pume that already exists, 
despite effors to 'divert' it, from another mining operation).


Individual


1930 3 Pollution- water contaminationIndividual


1942 4 Their spills + leaks from the Barrel Canyon [illegible] will take years for the pollution to show up.Individual


1944 2 I own property + dwell about five miles from proposed mine and am concerned about polution to our 
water source from mining.


Individual


1948 9 I am also concerned about possible/probable contamination of ground waterIndividual


1956 8 as well as potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.Individual


1956 18 Noise pollution, air pollution, and water contaminationIndividual


1963 4 Consider impacts of major flooding events.Individual


1967 7 and what water is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any 
man-made containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


1972 2 and poisoning of the water table.Individual


1975 4 Daily we live with many miles of growing tailings just west of G.V. on once valuable land, which pollute 
our drinking water


Individual
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1976 4 The mine would send polluted water into the aquifer.Individual


1978 1 The Rosemont Copper Project should be rejected because: 1. it poses a serious threat to the area's (already 
diminishing) water supply by its source of wastes that could manifest themselves not only now but in 
years to come. (Cf. Rocketdyne's Santa Susana (Chatsworth, California) site, which is still being cleaned 
up after decades of use.)


Individual


2066 2 No toxins - water pollution.Individual


2067 3 Where is the H2O coming from when these mines pollute?Individual


2076 3 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
Possible release of potentially toxic heavy metals and chemicals into ground and surface waters draining 
into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2076 7 I am very oppose to the existence of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for these reasons:
There is every likelihood that the mine at Rosemont Ranch that is being proposed would imperil future 
drinking water sources for residential use.


Individual


2084 7 Water contamination would quite likely be the consequence of this project.Individual


2091 14 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2091 18 Water contamination.Individual


2102 3 For those who live here, that scenic desecration is compounded by polluted water. Arsenic groundwater 
contamination has ruined much of our already scarce aquifers.


Individual


2106 3 Water quality has already been seriously degraded by sulphates and other contaminants entering the 
ground water sources from which this area draws it's drinking water. These contaminants emanate from 
the mine settling ponds to the west of us. Since the Rosemont mine will be drawing water from this same 
source,it stands to reason that contaminants from that mining operation will also leach down into our 
water supply and cause even further degradation.


Individual


2117 2 We are concerned about the problems of water pollution.Individual


2119 3 Clean water should be our highest priority ( some are talking of having to use recycle waste water for 
Drinking UGH!) Mines DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO CLEAN WATER THEY ONLY 
CONTANMINATE IT. LOOK TO THE STATE OF MONTANA FOR THE FACTS.


Individual


2121 5 Toxins will leach out of this mine into Davidson and Cienega Creeks for decades in spite of best 
technology and Augusta's promises. You must resolve the above water issues before approving the 
Rosemont mine.


Individual


2143 4 Augusta Mining plans to fill in at least four canyons, yet states that this will have no effect on the Cienega 
watershed. Leaching of toxic materials from tailings and pumping water from the pit will result in 
contamination of both surface and undergrouns water sources.


Individual


2143 6 Water quality will deteriorate due to dust, exhaust fumes and other toxic contaminants.Individual


2144 11 I oppose the Rosemont Mine because the Rosemont Copper Project would put toxics in the water.Individual


2147 4 Even if the NEPA process concludes (incredibly) that an open pit mine more than a mile wide, together 
with its thousands of acres of tailings and maintenance facilities, will not pollute ground water, it is a 
foregone conclusion that its steady stream of ore trucks will make Scenic Highway 83 a hellish obstacle 
course.


Individual


2148 7 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2148 17 Water contaminationIndividual
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2149 9 They should not be allowed to operate a mine that has the potential to leave us all worse off as we suffer 
the consequences of polluted water.


Individual


2156 9 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2156 18 Water contaminationIndividual


2170 4 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2170 14 There will be water contaminationIndividual


2171 2 Not only the substantial likelihood of water pollution DIRECTLY DUE TO THE MINE!Individual


2174 8 Pima County commissioned and submitted a hydrogeological study to the Coronado that raised the threat 
of potential leaching of pollutants into groundwater.


Individual


2174 18 Water contaminationIndividual


2177 3 We are concerned about the toxic discharges leaching into the watershed.Individual


2182 8 My main concern deals with the contamination of our precious, ever disappearing groundwater.Individual


2198 7 Water pollution will come from breaching or leakages of the tailings and leach pads. The leach pads will 
have sulfuric acid as a bi-product of the leaching process and will leak over time even when using liners 
and monitoring wells This is very troubling since the mine site is upstream to my residence and the 
population of Tucson. Even recent history of leaking leach pads and the follwing devastation has 
happened in THIS century.


Individual


2199 2 How will nearby water wells be protected from pollutants in groundwater and drawdown within the 
underground reservoir?


Individual


2199 5 EPA reported for Arizona that water releases increase from 6,300 pounds to 688,000 pounds and off-site 
releases rose by 122% for the same period.


Individual


2199 7 How will toxic leached from waste dumps or treatment facilities be prevented from entering ground and 
surface waters?


Individual


2199 18 How will surface water downstream of the site in Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon be protected in 
quantity of flow?


Individual


2200 4 Besides destroying habitat it poisons the air, and water.Individual


2209 10 The quality of human and other life in the area is threatened by water contamination.Individual


2213 6 Historically, open pit mining causes water (surface and subsurface) pollution.Individual


2214 8 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxics from leaching out of the waste dumps and into the 
groundwater?


Individual


2221 9 Another aspect is the heavy metal contamination of the area on the ground water that will occur  that will 
occur. For many years we lived in Spokane, WA and saw what the mines did and do in norhern Idaho. 
And those were not even open-pit mines!


Individual


2232 2 How will the company prevent the toxic chemicals used in this mine from getting into our groundwater 
and surface water? What will they do if the TOXIC CHEMICALS get into the ground water or surface 
water?


Individual


2234 1 TOXIC CHEMICALS ARE USED IN THE PROCESS OF MINING. These TOXIC CHEMICALS end 
up in OUR AQUIFERS, WATERSHEDS AND GROUND SURFACE WATER. These TOXIC 
CHEMICALS such as MURCURY, LEAD, ARSENIC, IRON, ALUMINUM, CADMIUM, COPPER, 
AND ZINC.


Individual
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2239 2 I am concerned that the Rosemont Mine meetings I have attended so far and the research I have done 
suggest that Rosemont is not concerned with the water shed and has not done adequate planning regards 
protecting its operation from flash-flood runoff. The location of the mine at the base of a mountain and 
the creation of an artificial flood channel which they will have if they place the over-burden rock as they 
plan to do seems to me to pose a hazard for toxic release and acid release into the environment.


Individual


2239 7 Lack of adequate water channels would surely result in releases of toxic acids, and Tenorm, if present.Individual


2239 11 The contamination of aquifer test wells in our area with radiologicals is well known to ADEQ and the 
EPA. (see attachments)


Individual


2255 8 A compounding a toxic spill, when a tanker truck overturns dumping its load it the drainage,Davidson 
Canyon, which is a major Tributiary in the Ceinegia Creek Water Shed TUCSON, VAIL AND OUR 
NEIGHBORS depend on this source. for Portable water!! It should be noted tha Davidson Canyon wash 
runs adjacent to SR83 by only "FEET".


Individual


2256 1 The mine would have an impact on the hydrology and water quality of the Davidson Canyon drainage 
system, important to the City of Tucson. If Augusta mines or dumps waste onto the northern tier of un-
patened mining claims, this probably would alter the hydrology and water quality of the Sycamore 
Canyon drainage system too, thus affecting Corona de Tucson also.


Individual


2262 3 The arguments against it are endless and effective, major ones are particularly air, water, and noise 
pollution. All of which are enormous factors that contribute to the devastation of the amazing South West.


Individual


2265 3 Mining and removal of natural features has started at their property. Signs leading into the site state 
"access prohibited work area 24/7". A retaining pond was dug and a dam erected clearly containing 
mineral oxide polluted water. Already now threatening the Cienega Creek watershed. What was done to 
prevent this toxic water from draining into the groundwater?


Individual


2265 23 Water usage and water pollution are a great concern. So far there has been no mine on record that did not 
pollute the ground water. What will the Forest Service do to ascertain that this will be the first one that 
will not pollute?  Will a report be published that details any and all actions and will this report be subject 
to public comment?


Individual


2272 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies,


Individual


2277 5 I am in fear of the contaminants (tailings) that the Rosemont Mine and other mines planning to locate in 
SE Arizona, will adversely affect my drinking water in the same way that Hughes Aircraft (Raytheon) did 
in the past. This same contaminated water will enter Tucson's water table in the coming years. I am not a 
Geophysist or a Hydrogeologist, but I do recognize that this would be a travesty.


Individual


2283 3 WATER CONTAMINATION: Where are you going to get water from for the people? How will you get 
the water to the people?


Individual


2284 3 If the groundwater in our area becomes polluted like the Green Valley water where, will the water for all 
of us living in the Sonoita/Patagonia corridor come from and will Augusta Resources guarantee they will 
pay all related expenses to get it piped directly to our homes?


Individual


2291 1 WATER: There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface 
waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as Davidson 
Canyon. This would also imperil important wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential use.  More health issues here also…for us all!


Individual


2291 37 The Davidson Canyon is widely recognized as a major contributor to the continued health of the water 
aquifer in the Tucson Basin. With the proposed mining operations sitting directly on top of water fault 
lines and leaching minerals, many have them toxic going into our water. Wells used by local home owners 
have a high probability of being impacted.


Individual


2292 2 I would like to restate the concerns of my neighbors and friends, such as: water its toxicity.Individual


2296 7 I am an avid hiker, and do not wish to have water contamination that the mine would create.Individual
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2306 6 The mine would pollute.It would cause water pollution.Individual


2331 3 The proposed Rosemont Copper Proejct should be stopped for many reasons that include but are not 
limited to:
water contamination impact.


Individual


2333 2 The mine could also leach pollutants into the water table.Individual


2335 4 Over 100 miles of streams in Arizona are considered impaired by excessive copper, which can be toxic to 
aquatic organisms. Arizona's mines are the largest known sources of impairments for rivers and streams. 
Processing methods for copper can enhance the concentration of naturally occurring radioactive materials 
coming from the mines. EPA has compiled data regarding the concentration of radioactive aubstances in 
the Arizona copper belt. The results show that certain common mining practices can concentrate soluble 
pollutants such as uranium and thorium in groundwater. Elevated levels of uranium have been detected in 
groundwater at Phelp-Dodge's mines near Green Valley. EPA and ADEQ are looking into the issue and 
have requested that Phelps-Dodge respond.


Individual


2337 6 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine, because of potential water pollution. The release of 
toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into local and Tucson 
area water supplies. Rosemont Copper Project should not be allowed to contaminate the water supply of 
local citizens.


Individual


2338 6 The Forest Service should deny the Rosemont Mine, because of potential water pollution. The release of 
toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into local and Tucson 
area water supplies.


Individual


2346 1 I am particularly concerned about the effect on the groundwater around Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek. The sulfer dioxide resulting from the process has filed the Queen Mine and, of course leaches into 
the ground water. Water is and will be a shortage in this state. Please don't let them contaminate it.


Individual


2348 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2354 6 We can't afford to ruin any more of our land with mines or any other venture that polluted the water that is 
left.


Individual


2359 1 I have attended quite a few scoping meetings and was advised by Rosemont representatives that 
concentrated efforts would be made on behalf of the project to prevent any toxins from leaching out 
beyond the project area by means of walls erected around the project. I have since however learned that 
Rosemont will not be lining the tailing ponds which I find reprehensible as while the leachings will 
allegedly be prevented from all above ground areas - there will be no preventative measures implemented 
to prevent contamination of the ground water.
Please address this in your EIS statement as a major cause for concern.


Individual


2359 2 IT SHOULD BE A MANDATORY REQUIREMENT THAT THE TAILING PONDS BE LINED AS A 
PREVENTATIVE MEASURE TO ENSURE THAT THE GROUND WATER IS NOT 
CONTAMINATED BY TOXINS.


Individual


2360 10 The contamination of underground water is another source of great concern. Everyone in that 
mountainous community depends on private wells for their water. The mine could drain the aquifer and 
could possibly contaminate the water there. This would not be known for many years just as the wells 
around the Tucson aquifer were poisoned years ago and only when cases of cancer and other illnesses 
became so prevalent that they finally could make the connection back to the wells, did the Federal Govt. 
finally get involved. Are we willing to risk this with our citizens? Do you want future lawsuits?


Individual


2368 7 My research indicates that Augusta is untried in the mining industry. But the record of mining in Arizona 
and elsewhere should guide our expectations:  we can expect water pollution.


Individual
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2383 6 Third, in addition to depleting existing ground water, there is a significant likelihood that mine operations 
will pollute both surface and groundwater downstream from the mine. The record of the mining industry 
in this area is one of repeated episodes of toxic contamination of surface and groundwater. Rosemont 
Copper has no record of adequately protecting the environment at all. What guarantees do we have that 
surface and ground water contamination will not occur?


Individual


2384 1 Can Rosemont Copper absolutely guarantee that toxic metals and materials will not leach out of the waste 
dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual


2386 3 If the CAP and mine discharge water are injected directly into the aquifer, we run the risk of 
contamination from untreated CAP water.  Most of us using well water may use water softeners, but do 
not treat our water beyond that.  There is no plan to compensate us to upgrade our water treatment 
facilities to handle the degraded water supply.


Individual


2387 3 There are many reasons to oppose the proposed Rosemont Copper Project including possible ground 
water pollution issues


Individual


2396 3 My main concern is the negative impact this operation would have on our local residents and tourist 
economy due to water pollution


Individual


2396 11 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposed 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps, and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites. This could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into local water supplies.


Individual


2400 9 Responsibilities:
Guarantee non-polluted surface and ground water.


Individual


2404 9 The effect of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulfate plume is of special concern. If that plume 
is not contained, it could pollute the entire Upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply. WHAT A SHAME. 
SHAME ON US FOR ALLOWING IT TO HAPPEN.


Business


2412 5 Full review of possible leaks of toxic heavy metals + other chemicals contaminating key aquifersIndividual


2427 5 It would: contaminate groundwater supplies with heavy metals, sulfuric acid, fuel, etc.Individual


2429 3 My concerns are:
2. ground water pollution in an area where water is precious


Individual


2431 7 Do not allow R.C. Mine Project because:
4. water recycled will pout back pollutant into ground water.


Individual


2434 3 The water pollution alone make it unacceptable for our citizens.Individual


2440 18 5) Other factors, as the impact on the Cienega watershed both from extraction and toxic pollution and the 
proposed water extraction from the northern side of the Santa Ritas on Tucson( Department of Hydrology 
University of Arizona), the further impact of road building though the Santa Ritas, the road safety issues 
and expense for road improvement that will be created on highway 83 from the heavy truck traffic and 
increase traffic in general( Arizona Department of Transportation), and the decrease attractiveness of the 
area to recreational users and these economic losses must be factored into the impact statement.


Individual


2446 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies,


Individual


2460 6 Comtaminated soil usually occurs hand in hand with contaminated water.Individual


2461 5 It will only lead to further water pollution.Individual
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2468 13 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2469 4 The proposed mine would obliterate much ancient history and contribute more than a billion pounds of 
sulfuric acid, H2SO4 and as much ammonia nitrate (blasting) to the detriment of the area, with willow 
canyon (mudstone etc 2200 to 2500 meters thick across most of the eastern section of Rosemont and Mt 
Fagan Rhyolite 1000 meters thick at the eastern edge of the disturbed area. Hence flows of contamination 
would continue towards the Davidson Canyon, polluting the area for centuries into the future, as tailings 
weather.


Individual


2470 5 What guarantees do we have that Rosemont's leach pads and tailings ponds won't eventually leak? History 
has shown that all mines leak toxins and heavy metals, in this case destroying the upper aquifer on the N. 
E. side of the Santa Rita Mts.


Individual


2471 4 Also, any mine water replaced is full of chemicals & not fit to drink.Individual


2472 7 We know about the pollution of Green Valley's groundwater from existing mining operations. Rosemont 
cannot explain how replacing our potable ground water with highly corrosive CAP water will benefit us. 
Tucson has spent millions to make CAP water acceptable to their customers. Who will pay to clean up our 
groundwater?


Individual


2473 2 Please record my opposition to Rosemont Mining for the following reasons:
Water Pollution- Leach ponds leak & overflow from rain polluting ground water. Rain on crushed rock 
causes water pollution.


Individual


2475 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


2479 6 Mining in Arizona has a legacy of not protecting groundwater. Although there are currently operations in 
our region following federal regulations related to environmental protection, the record of past project 
have made many of us skeptical, at best, of what may lie ahead of us if this operation were to come to 
fruition. Groundwater contamination, once it occurs, takes many years to clean up.


Government


2481 1 How will this affect my well and what contamination will our water table?Individual


2484 3 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Depletion and destruction of our most precioius resource - water.  Not only are large volumes of water 
required for the mining process, but the byproducts of mining will pollute and disturb the watershed.


Individual


2484 14 My opposition is based on the following objections:
Water pollution will be increased in the area surrounding the mine as well as for a huge swath of southern 
Arizona.


Individual


2493 3 By going through with this project Business and the scenic Mountain Empire as we know it will be 
destroyed.  Pollution will take over our water, our life


Individual


2510 2 Why I am opposed to mining in the Santa Ritas 1. Water-- lack of & contaminationIndividual


2512 4 FURTHER CONTAMINATION OF OUR WATER  WILL ONLY ADD TO THE CONTINUING 
DEGRADATION OF OUR IMMUNE SYSTEMS….


Individual


2512 18 The CDC conducted testing of my water and urine to determine the impact of the already existing mining 
operations here in the Tucson Area………….High arsenic……beryllium……. to mention two.


Individual


2513 1 Water- Arizona's most precious & vital resource the U.S.F.S. MUST do exhaustive & thoroughly 
comprehensive studies to ASSURE that the water supply will not be contaminated


Individual
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2520 1 WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies.


Individual


2523 1 Is this what we have to look forward to? (See Attachment)Individual


2526 2 PhelpsDodge recently had to provide two new water wells--one next door to my home--to escape the 
spreading sulfate plume from their mine which was affecting our drinking water. A serious problem & 
Augusta no doubt would cause the same problem.


Individual


2527 14 Nitrates can pass through the soil and sand strata untouched.  Salinity will depend on the ability of the soil 
strata to act as a kind of ion-exchange resin to remove its excess levels, and pesticides are their special 
problems for groundwater.


Individual


2530 6 The plans to contain waste toxins and other debris is no different than other mining operations and we 
will have the same run-off and death of streams and land we always get with mining.


Individual


2531 4 Not to mention the tailings contamination in the area.Individual


2532 5 The damage to the area for such a short mining period (app 20+ yrs) leave the community with tailings.  
NO please.


Individual


2544 2 dranage of drinking water from wellsIndividual


2554 5 Further, the Rosemont operations will be using sulfuric acid for leaching. [Attachment Seven] Again, the 
impact of open leach solution ponds on our animal life is perilous. If a critter or bird were to test the 
waters, the evidence of their demise would be dissolved in the acidic solutions within seconds. How will a 
mining company prevent this danger to our animal friends who have been habituated to living in this 
forest for hundreds of years? Furthermore, these solutions are regularly released to the environment, 
including groundwater, due to breakage of pipes and malfunctioning of equipment. This has been a 
regular occurrence at Sierrita mine [Attachment Eight] Data indicates that these spills reached two public 
supply wells causing spikes in the sulfate levels. [Attachment Nine] Further, in 2002, a pond at Silverbell 
mine near Marana overflowed releasing 242,000 gallons of Sulfuric Acid into the environment. 
[Attachment Ten]


Organization


2565 2 I believe that the mine would destroy a valuable natural resource and may directly damage water sources 
in the area through water use and contamination.


Individual


2565 7 2) It s not clear in the Project Mine Report what the risks are of contaminating the Cinega Basin water and 
this should be examined in detail by experts in this area.


The report talks to "minimizing downstream disturbances" and "minimizing environmental impacts? 
without a clear idea of risk.


Individual


2584 8 We are also concerned with groundwater contamination and spills. We would expect to see an analysis of 
risk to groundwater contamination and spills. What impacts would spills have downstream? We believe 
the risks and high likelihood of impact to water quality to be significantly high (based on numerous other 
water quality violations at patented mine claims throughout southern Arizona) that the proposed 
Rosemont mine plan of operations should not be approved.


Organization


2589 2 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others: 
Potential for groundwater contamination/ containment dam/ etc,


Individual


2591 14 Have the considerations of contamination factors for water been adequately and fully researched 
regarding the full reach and extent of potential negative impacts from every chemical used.


Individual


2591 19 To what extent would contamination of water from the mine waste seepage and drainage affect plant life, 
wildlife health, soil vitality and health, human health and safety? Are these questions being studied?


Individual


2591 39 Could there be contamination of soils, grass, residues on surface water in dirt stock tanks, in drinkers, in 
open water storage tanks? Could these affect livestock, domestic animals, & wildlife that utilize waters 
and forage on the ranch?


Individual
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2592 39 The EIS should consider alternative to eliminate drainage from waste rock and tailings impoundment to 
the maximum degree feasible through use of an impermeable liner systems similar to that used for the 
leach pad. There is currently no plan for a liner beneath the tailing impoundment despite this being a 
BADCT element for new facilities (ADEQ Publication Number TB 04-01). Even though the tailing is 
called dry, there is no data provided in the MPO regarding how much free draining solution will be in the 
tailing, seepage due to rainfall infiltration, the chemistry of tailing water that will be released as drainage, 
of the mass loads to the environment. The same is true for waste rock. The threat to ground and surface 
water of waste rock and tailing seepage is well documented in other Arizona mining districts (Pima and 
Bisbee Mining Districts have giant sulfate plumes. The Globe-Miami Mining District has a plume of acid, 
metals, and sulfate. In these instances the plumes have impacted private and public water supplies and 
degraded significant quantities of groundwater resources).


Individual


2592 50 The EIS should consider alternative that increase the discharge controls for the leach pad. If the solution 
collection ponds servicing the leach pad are double lined with leak detection, the leach pad should also be 
double lined with leak detection. The protection is needed because the aquifer beneath the proposed site is 
a drinking water aquifer in close proximity to a major metropolitan area. The MPO lacks data on the 
solution circulation rate through the leach pad and the water balance for the proposed operation. 
Assuming a PLS circulation rate of 10,000 gpm, leakage of only half of one percent of the total PLS 
circulation would result in 50 gpm of PLS released to the subsurface, and amount that would not be 
noticed by the operation due to the insensitivity of a water balance for the leach pad. Given that metal 
concentrations in PLS are often thousands of ties greater than drinking water standards, a 50 gpm leak 
could impact 50,000 gpm of water based on simple mixing.


Individual


2592 58 The MPO states that in response to releases to groundwater contingency plans and corrective actions will 
be developed with ADEQ.  USFS, as the agency responsible for the public land requested by August, 
should be involved in developing response actions to environmental releases.  The EIS should conduct a 
risk assessment to evaluate potential groundwater release mechanisms, migration pathways, and receptors 
at the proposed project.  The risk information should be used for scoping contingency plans referred to in 
the MPO in advance of a release and to evaluate the type and probably of releases based on existing 
information at Arizona mining districts


Individual


2593 103 How would the company prevent these chemicals from getting into our ground water and surface water in 
the even of a spill?
What would the company do if the toxic chemicals get into the ground water or surface water?


Organization


2593 116 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


2593 120 B. GROUNDWATER - PROTECTION, IMPACTS, MONITORING
Groundwater moves very slowly and it could take years or decades for pollutants from the mine to show 
up in the groundwater outside of the mine boundary. The company should be required to post a large 
enough bond to guarantee long term monitoring and ensure clean up of any contamination into the 
foreseeable future, perhaps for 100 years. Protection of our groundwater from potential contamination 
from the mine is the most serious concern,


Organization


2593 127 What would the company do if groundwater contamination that was the result of the mine is discovered 
years after mine closure?


Organization


2597 8 There is no way the mine can ensure the containment of the toxic materials inherent in the mine tailings. 
This has been shown time and again at all other mines, and there is no reason to believe the promises of 
Augusta on this issue. It is simply impossible to protect the surrounding watershed from being impacted 
by these poisons. The Davidson canyon watershed, for one example, can not help but be affected by these 
tailings.


Individual


2610 3 Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality of the 
remaining groundwater available to the Area now and in the future.


Individual


2610 6 Will the resulting ease of discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contaimination by 
Rosemont by Davidson Canyon?


Individual
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2610 46 What is the impact on the water flow and quality regarding water in the Cienega creek area due to the 
infill of mine waste in the Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield canyons?


Individual


2617 18 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepageIndividual


2619 3  When my well becomes toxic on the East side of the Santa Ritas - Who Will be paying for my delivery of 
water? My family - All Law abiding American citizens or the Canadian owned Mining Company.


Individual


2624 5 If Rosemont was limited to their 995 acres for their entire project, there would be little we could do about 
it. But to let them contamination of our limited water supply.


Individual


2625 20 What about possible leakage of the pond and leach-pad liners? If they do leak, then groundwater 
contaimination could result.


Individual


2629 4 We want to express our opposition to the Rosemont Mine based on the following considerations:  There 
is a high probability of pollution of our water supply systems. (Phelps-Dodge et al)


Individual


2633 6 Even when painted at its best, so far as I can see, this project seems like a loser for Arizona. hazardous 
tailings that could seemingly leach poisonous substances into our limited supply of water


Individual


2634 10 There is not a single copper mine in the world that has not polluted the local waters in it's wake.Business


2638 3 I do want to convey, as strongly as possible my concerns about this project. These include pollutionIndividual


2639 2 How will groundwater in the region be absolutely protected from contamination by mining processes?Individual


2641 2 Most important, ground water pollution is guarateed with sulfites. Overflow will always occur. They 
cannot design for monsoons, rainy seasons, the leach pond liners will leak and the ponds will overflow 
and tailing piles will definetly pollute the ground water


Individual


2641 10 Please no water pollution, no raping our beautiful Coronado National ForestIndividual


2660 2 Also, I am concerned for the water quality and the poisons that will enter my drinking water.Individual


2664 4 There have been concerns expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative 
environmental impact on the area due to water pollution


Individual


2670 8 Our concerns are the same for the contamination of the water supply.Individual


2673 17 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2673 19 Our guide went on to statethat the tailings area would not be lined nor would there be any physical 
barriers to prevent excess tailings water or pit waste pumping from leaching into the ground water table.


Individual


2675 22  The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final point to monitor ground and surface 
water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and continue downstream" (Pg 49 - 
from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants carried by these larger flows will 
neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the environment.


Individual


2677 36 There is a great concern about spills from the mine polluting the ground water and surface water down-
canyon from the mine. Although Rosemont Copper Company states that they will use state-of-the-art 
technologies to prevents spills and contamination, virtually all mines have had spills. The Forest should 
identify how you will insure that water is not polluted from the Rosemont Mine. Any pollution of waters 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek will have significant adverse impacts to wildlife, including 
federally listed and sensitive species.


Government


2682 3 Water pollution of the aquifer for long term. The aquifer is already being contaminatedIndividual
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2682 5 There is no question that this operation will result in the same contaminations of our ONLY drinking 
water, it just is a matter of time.


Individual


2688 9 Many of the homes to the South of Corona de Tucson are on wells, these homes could be in more eminent 
danger of contaminated water.


Organization


2698 40  A mine devours vast amounts of water, and pollutes that water more severely than other processes.Business


2708 2 We need to protect our limited water supply in this desert and reduce pollution, not add to itIndividual


2711 14 Arizona has been preaching the doctrine of clean, non-polluting,  water use industry for many years. Why 
is the mining industry suddenly an exception?


Individual


2711 19 its toxic leeching sludge holds the potential to contaminate crtical underground aquifersIndividual


2717 3 Hydrologists advise that 20% of the City of Tucson’s groundwater supply comes from the Cienega Creek 
area which is also in the Mine area. Mine water pumping will be responsible for  pollution as mine waste 
percolates into the ground.


Organization


2720 3 The harmful effects cannot be overcome:  the pollution of our waterIndividual


2724 9 Mines have unexpected leaks and spills. These is no guarantee that the groundwater beneath the mine site 
or surface water downstream would not be impacted during the mine life or at any time in the future. It 
can take decades for groundwater or surface water pollution to show up even after a mine closes.


Individual


2724 29 The ridge to reduce visibility will consist of material from the mine and not required to be lined to protect 
the aquifer.


Individual


2726 40  A mine devours vast amounts of water, and pollutes that water more severely than other processes.Business


2727 5 The proponents of the project are proposing an open mine at great depth that would drain the aquifer 
while polluting the water.


Individual


2729 9 Many of the homes to the South of Corona de Tucson are on wells, these homes could be in more eminent 
danger of contaminated water.


Organization


2733 8 There have been concerns expressed that the Rosemont Copper Project will have a negative 
environmental impact on the area due to water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution, light pollution, 
and visual pollution. The Rosemont Copper Project has taken the concerns very seriously and has 
addressed them all in their Plan of Operation. Rosemont is compared to mining operations in the area that 
are 50 years old or older. Please give due consideration to the measures taken by Rosemont Copper to 
mitigate the concerns and evaluate the new technology being implemented for tailings disposal, air 
pollution, water discharges, the dark sky initiative, and reclamation.


Individual


2736 30 Sulfate plumes can originate in several ways.  The sulfate content of minerals in the aquifer can leach or 
dissolve.  The level of sulfate in waters is an important quality parameter.  The mining operation involves 
sulfur-based minerals, which under appropriate conditions of either oxygen or anaerobic microorganism 
activity can generate sulfate.  How will these processes be measured and quantified?


Government


2738 6 Leaving untold wells in the surrounding area almost certainly nonfunctional while polluting the water.Individual


2741 2 waterway contamination is always a concern with the excavation and processing of heavy metals, like 
copper.


Individual


2750 3 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years and year saying nothing about the toxic metals and 
other chemicals from the tailings which would eventally pollute our ground and surface water.


Individual


2752 9 There is not enough water  & the pollution would be awfulIndividual


2753 5 I was told, but can’t confirm, that the acid leach process will be used. This is totally unacceptable from an 
environmental standpoint!
Acid or not, pollution of water downstream from the mine (Vail, Tucson, etc) is inevitable.


Individual
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2756 6 Polluted streams from the mining operation will further take its toll on the wildlife.Individual


2760 24 Discuss the potential for contamination of surface flows (perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral) and 
meteoric water that pass through waste rock dumps, ore stockpiles, tailings pit high walls, or other mine 
facilities.


Government


2760 27 Discuss how accidental releases of hazardous materials, including overflow from ponds would be 
handled. Identify the potential impacts resulting from failure of components of the solution containment 
systems, methods for discovering such failures, and the degreee to which impacts would be reversible.


Government


2760 47 The potential for and effects of movement of any contaminated surface water to the subsurface should 
also be discussed, as well as means to prevent it.


Government


2763 6 Our water got very cloudy and full of silt. It was so bad that we couldn’t drink or bathe in it and had to get 
a filter for the inlet water to our house in order to save all our faucets and fixtures from getting clogged. 
Our shared well manager also informed us that we had to have extensive work done on our well pump 
when this happened.


Individual


2766 2 There are drainages from the Sierrita Mountains that do flow into the Tucson  and St. Cruz Valley 
Waterhseds and could contaminate the water supplies of the whole region.


Individual


2768 6 which certainly will cause contamination of the eastern slopes of proposed project area and ground water 
contamination.


Individual


2768 8 The Gila Conglomerate is broken up with pebbly sandstone sandstone etc. and is another candidate for 
ground water contaminate flow; and is of extensive size.


Individual


2768 9 Tucson's groundwater would face contamination especially during Augusta's proposed 6 year blitz vis a 
vis oxide ore and sulphuric acid,


Individual


4474 3 water pollution,Individual


5012 14 WHAT WILL THE IMPACTS TO OUR WATER BE?
-Mines have unexpected leaks and spills.  There is no GUARANTEE that the groundwater beneath the 
mine site or surface water downstream would NOT be impacted during the mine life or at any time in the 
future.  It can take decades for groundwater or surface water pollution to show up even after a mine closes.


Organization


5284 2 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


How will Augusta Resource Corporation assure us of clean drinking water without harmful chemicals 
leaching into the ground water from the mine?


Individual


5286 7 Milllions of tons of sulfuric acid-soaked rock, millions of gallons of heavy-metal-laden water, as much as 
20 tons of blasting caps and ANFO, plus 10,000 gallons each of both diesel fuel and gasoline, not to 
mention the large quantities of other hazardous mateials and reagents which are to be stored on site, per 
the MPO, will all be carried east across Route 83, from where that very hazardous cocktail will later enter 
Davidson Canyon and  the federally-protected Cienega Creek watershed.


Individual


6717 4 We will submit the letter for the record, but among other things, there are a number of studies, water 
studies, that need to be completed, including the impact of the drawdown on the Phelps Dodge sulfate 
plume.


Individual


6734 4 Furthermore, the solutions are regularly released to the environment, including groundwater, due to 
breakage of pipes and malfunctioning of equipment.  This has been a regular occurrence at Sierrita Mine.  
Data indicates that these fields reached two public supplies wells, causing spikes in sulfate levels.  
Further, in 2002 pond at Silverbell Mine overflowed, releasing 242,00 gallons of sulfuric acid into the 
environment.


Individual
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6735 7 The survey should start and stop with the issue of water.  There is not enough for mining and what water 
is used will never be anything but a polluted toxic brew that will travel well beyond any manmade 
containment in the centuries ahead.


Individual


6743 2 The other side of that is what happens to that water after it's been used and full of toxic chemicals? Who 
will assess that?  Why it turns out, a company paid for by Mining Company.  Is that a conflict of interest? 
It is.


Individual


6744 3 First, on the grounds that water -- both usage of water and potential contamination was a serious and 
unquantified issue.  And we felt that it had the potential -- the mining had the potential of despoiling key 
aquifers.


Individual


6749 1 There is no amount of money that can pay me to sell that land to live on polluted, raped land and drink 
polluted water.


Individual


6749 3 I know the mine does bring a few good jobs, in general they pay well.  But what they leave behind is 
pollution, a dead land, and a raped landscape, and I do not want to see that happen to my home.


Individual


6749 5 I don't want to see my grandchildren die from drinking water that has arsenic in it.Individual


6752 6 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs, well water quality, the effect on the sulphate plume,


Business


6759 4 My main concern is the negative impact that this operation would have on our local residents and tourist 
economy due to noise and water pollution and


Individual


6759 7 It is widely known that the processing of ore impacts aquatic resources.  Currently most of the mining in 
Pima County is performed using open pit mines which process the ore via a flotation process using water.  
The rejected materials from this process are then discarded into tailings ponds where the water evaporates 
leavign a large pile of mineralized materials.


Individual


6759 12 Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, leaching of exposed 
tailings surfaces or waste dumps and unintended leaks from other facilities are common occurrences at 
mine sites.  This could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into 
ground and surface waters draining into local water supplies.


Individual


6793 4 I'm a health professional, and I cringe when I think about the mercury, and the lead, and the arsinic and 
everything else that is going into the water.  I have seen where they put TCE in the soil and all the people 
that have cancer and are dying.  Families that live in certain areas in Tucson are dying.


Individual


6795 1 I would like to encourage the Forest Service, and I'm sure they are, consider the really big picture when 
we're talking about this.  We're really talking about a few jobs for a few years.  At what price?  History 
has proven the very long lasting effects, devastating effects from tailings, leaching, contaminations into 
our groundwater long after the mining is gone.


Individual


6799 2 All of us in our family have major concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.  Concerns 
about water, which is the most important natural resource in Arizona, on wells, on watershed, on surface 
water, on groundwater, in volume and in contamination, impurity,


Individual


6801 5 We plan on digging in this pristine national forest setting. We plan on leaving debris -- we call it tailings 
now. We plan on leaving debris in piles for some other generation to clean up. We plan on blasting and 
digging day and night, causing noise pollution, light pollution, air pollution, water pollution, creating 
environmental chaos throughout the region that have unknown health consequences. 


And we think this is a good idea because? The price of copper went up. And somebody will make a lot of 
money.


Individual
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6826 3 The only -- actually, the only thing that I really studied to try to, you know, inform myself a little bit, it 
was a -- was a study done on avian consumption and use of contaminated water sources, toxicological and 
susceptibility mostly to birds, wildflower. The study was done at the Institute of Environmental Health at 
Texas Tech University. 


And basically it went -- it was a very comprehensive study that they did with the mallard ducks and 
basically when you read the whole thing, it kills them. And it's a painful death. And it's not just the ducks.


Individual


6840 2 I'm a toxicologist. I have a doctorate in hydrology, but it doesn't take, I think, a rocket scientist to 
understand that water flows downhill and what's downhill? It's our aquifers. And so, as the tailings build 
up, as the chemicals that are used to leach the copper from the minerals accumulate, we have a large rain 
like last week, where's the water going to go? It's going to go down through the tailings and go do into 
aquifers to a city that is dependent upon groundwater.


Individual


6866 1 The Phelps Dodge mine, Twin Buttes, has polluted my water, taken away two wells, encroached on 
Farmers Investment Company, and it violates the permitting law precisely in the following phrase: The 
mine pit should create a passive containment that is sufficient to capture the pollutants discharged and that 
is hydrologically isolated to the extent that it does not allow pollutant migration from the capture zone.


The Phelps Dodge mine is a thousand feet below the water table so naturally whenever it rains, it pollutes 
the waer.


Now, the Rosemont mine is planned also to be under the local water table, which means it will undergo 
the same phenomena. The question is, are we ever going to clean up these mines? There's a lot of jobs that 
could be gotten there. There's no hurry on this mine.


Individual


6867 4 The quantity with depletion and lowering of water table and all the existing wells that could be directly or 
indirectly affected should be cataloged. Contamination chain link from Barrel Canyon dumping to 
Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek to Pantano to Rillito. Clearly the Tucson watershed is not a rural 
consideration, it's a metropolitan consideration as well.


Individual


6869 14 This state-of-the-art plan, they're planning not to line their tailing ponds. Now, the Phelps Dodge didn't 
line their tailing ponds either, but that was many years ago before they were state-of-the-art and, as a 
result, we have this pollution stream coming down to infect all our stuff. And will this mine start a new 
pollution stream coming down he east side of the Santa Ritas? If that's what's happening, then the water 
and the land will be absolutely devastated.


Individual


6873 13 Pollution, air pollution from operations, increased particulate matter into the air we breathe, as well as 
fossil fuel emissions all need to be fully analyzed. Noise pollution; light pollution, impacting astronomical 
observatories; potential for water pollution, both surface and groundwater pollution; recreation and 
aesthetics, impacts to quality recreational opportunities on our public lands, hiking, camping, hang 
gliding, hunting, et cetera; impacts to scenic view shed along the scenic highway; and the economic -- 
we've seen the boom and bust cycle here in Arizona many times before, and any economic benefit will 
inevitably be short-term, not long-term. The EIS should also analyze the loss of jobs upon the closure of 
the mine after 20 years or so.


Organization


6874 3 How are the tailing dams designed and contructed to prevent overflow of metals and chemicals because of 
severe storms that we have here and contaminate our groundwater?


Individual


6879 11 In the Green Valley area, a number of their water wells were shut down because of contamination from 
the mining operations located west of Green Valley.  A contaminating plume had formed and is heading 
toward the aquifer.  Wth another such mine now being proposed to the eash of Green Valley, it appears 
that there will be another assault of contaminated water on the aquifer that the area depends on for potable 
water.


Individual


6879 12 It is known, in the mining industry, that there are real problem of acids and heavy metal contamination 
within the process of wast water.  With the annual monsoons occurring, monsoon run-off waters from the 
tailings will become contaminated and eventually find their way into our aquifer.  Since heavy metal 
contaminants (copper, arsenic, lead, zinc, etc) are harmful to living organisms in higher than trace 
amounts, what assurance can be provided that this will not occur?


Individual
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6879 15 Another problem with this dust is that it possesses contaminates from the mining process and is, by the 
winds, strewn about the desert floor.  Then, when the rains come, these pollutants are carried, by the 
water, to the San Pedro and the Santa Cruz Rivers, where they eventually enter one of the aquifer systems.


Individual


6880 10 Mines use several toxic chemicals and expose heavy metals in their processes.  Under the conditions of 
active mining and natural storm events over several decades it would defy sound science to assume these 
substances would not enter underground and surface waters in the region of the proposed Rosemont mine 
and move down-gradient.


Government


6892 3 Experience with Tenorm in Arizona has been these minerals have contaminated the aquifer; and, have 
been potentially dangerous to man and wildlife.


Individual


6907 2 What would be the effect on the water in Davidson Canyon from Rosemont mine pumping wate for their 
proposed mine and also from their wastes blocking the flow of water here?


Individual


6918 5 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will fill Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon; mercury, aresenic and other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills on surface and ground water and our aquifers will be at risk for contamination.  What will 
be done to protect our aquifers?


Individual


6920 2 With that being said, what is to prevent another pollution plume from polluting the surrounding ground 
water supply, as happened with Phelps Dodge and other mines north of Green Valley?


Individual


6921 1 Millions of tons of waste rock and tailings from the Rosemont Mine will fill Barrel Canyon, one of the 
main tributaries to Davidson Canyon, mercury, arsenic and other solvents will be the risk for unintended 
leaks and spills, on surface and ground water and our aquifers will be at risk for contamination.  What will 
be done to protect our aquifers?


Individual


6923 4 What is the possibility of toxic substances leaching into nearby groundwater aquifers?  What 
compensation funds will be set up to address any future health issues created by toxic substances in 
ground water?


Individual


6925 1 Two words: Butte, Montana.  Just take a look at what the copper mines have done to that town.  Ever 
heard of the Berkley Pit?  It's filled with water pumped from the mines.  A flock of Canadian geese landed 
there, and they all died.  Do we want this type of pollution in our neighborhood?


Individual


6930 6 The area they want is near where our favorite mts canyon and hiking area where they are luring people 
with the offer of 500 mining jobs. Kids where I taught thought that was great, but they don't live near one 
mine where the trees don't grow as before and dust is abounded and arsenic and other chemicals from 
mining operation is in the soil and water. They had to get new drinking wells in our area because of the 
polution.


Individual


6933 6 Of course groundwater contamination will occur secondary to run-off and deeper, seep drainage from the 
mine tailings as has occurred from the mines in the Green Valley and Sahuarita areas.  This has caused 
millions of dollars to be spent in local mitigation efforts that has been in part paid for by the mines only 
after considerable time and pressure has been applied by state watchdog organizations.


Individual


6937 4 My objections are as follows:


2. Related to water usage is my concern that the huge amount of toxic chemicals projected for mine use 
and clean-up will eventually contaminate ground water in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area.


Individual


6940 2 My primary concern is that insufficient attention has been paid to controlling and limiting the movement 
of impacted waters off the mine site.  In particular, leachate from the dry-stack tailings is expected to 
move down and mingle with the existing groundwater system,  Monsoon rains will provide seasonal water 
inputs to the tailings impoundments.  Flood routing deals with a hypothetical 15-inch rainfall event.


Individual


6950 4 Arizonan's on the other had have gotten:


2) Contaminated ground and groundwater with who knows what chemicals including cancer causing 
agents;


Individual
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6952 3 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


2. Green Valley has already experienced pollution of its drinking water by sulfate plumes from existing 
mines in the area.  We do not need another mine contributing to this problem.


Individual


6954 3 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


2. Green Valley has already experienced pollution of its drinking water by sulfate plumes from existing 
mines in the area.  We do not need another mine polluting potable water -- and it will.


Individual


6962 10 7.  They say that  they will not pollute the ground water.  Yea sure I am to believe that their mine will not 
pollute the ground or the water!


Individual


6964 3 What will the Rosemont mine hazards contain and how will dispersal through the air and water be 
contained and monitored?


Individual


6968 3 Non of the reviewing agencies care one bit about the depletion and contamination of the aquifer, the 
environmental scenic as well as tourist impact, scenic route 83 destruction and traffic disruption and the 
noise and air pollution generated by this proposed mine.


Individual


6972 2 Will you require the Rosemont Mine to line its ponds?


If not, why not?


In Green Valley, we are living with the dangers of the plumes of pollution in our drinking water from 
mines existing here which did not line their ponds. Some of our wells had to be closed due to this 
pollution.


Individual


6975 8 If the PROPOSED Rosemont mine does use the intercepted water for their mining operation it will 
Impact all our wells to the point of PUMPING ONLY DUST. It is speculated by some mining 
professionals that THE TOXIC PLUME HEADING FOR THE SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER  is derived 
from "THE NEW TECHNOLOGY" tried in the eighties on LEACHING OF OXIDE ORE ,GONE 
AWRY.


Individual


6979 3 This PROPOSAL is to requires the mining operation to relocate the Dry stacking from Drainages The 
Present Location will put and leakages on a head on collision course impacting aquifers. A short distance 
[ approx.five miles] down Stream on the Davidson which is classified as OUTSTANDING WATERS. 
No  matter where the STACKING  is located  it needs to lined with a rubber liner which additionally 
should have thick layer [five feet] of a impermeable clay {Benoite].This area  is subject to possible 
seismic activity.


Individual


6984 3 Why take the chance of exposing us to unknown, possible dangerous, substances leached into our 
underground water sources?


Individual


6990 2 While the proposed Rosemont mine may offer economic benefits, our Southern Arizona region has a long 
history of mining companies detroying the landscape, as well as polluting the environment sowing toxins 
into our water supplies, etc.


Individual


6992 4 3) It would put 4 sq. miles of mine waste at the headwaters of 3 streams.Individual


6997 4 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


3. Increased Water Pollution to all surrounding areas. Southern Arizona's residents' health (including 
young children) will be greatly affected by an increase in mining pollution.


Individual


6997 8 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


7. Contamination of soil and to the underground water table. Look at Leadville, Colorado.  The problems 
with mining have ruined the region's water supply, people's health, and significantly damaged their 
property values - it's horrible.


Individual
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7000 6 The history of mining, in spite of progress in techniques, shows that at the level of proposed operations at 
Rosemont, contamination of water tables with toxic chemicals such as mercury is inevitable.  These are 
well-founded assertations, as echoed by The Economist magazine of June 6th 2008: "Although new 
outfits are supposed to show that they can afford to clean up after themselves, various federal agencies 
have had to spend at  least  $2.6 billion cleaning up abandoned mine sites over the past 11 years…"  and: 
"Metal mining releases more toxic chemicals than any other industry in the US…"


Individual


7008 7 there WILL be contamination of the ground water which will affect the water quality of the wells of 
nearby residents and towns.


Individual


7023 5 2. YOU PLAN ON ALLOWING THEM TO. POLLUTE OUR WELL WATER AND STREAMS, 
CREATE AN ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER THAT WOULD COST MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO 
CLEAN UP..


Individual


7036 2 The toxins released will threaten contamination of the groundwater, and the water needed to operate this 
facility will deplete our already compromised water supply.


Individual


7038 3 I am concerned about Cienega creek since it is so unique and BLM went to great effort to save it.  What 
effect will the mine's pollution have on the surface water there?


Individual


7045 4 The Sierrita mine is contaminating our ground water with, not only  relatively benign sulfate and 
carbonate cations, but also accompanying anions whose presence is largely ignored by the press; e.g., 
arsenic, mercury, chromium, silver, copper, etc.


Individual


7047 3 Increase in water contamination from tailing's is guaranteed from chemical residue.  Dangerous chemical 
contamination from broken hoses on hydraulic lines pours gallons of contaminate fluid onto the earth to 
leach into the water tables.


Individual


7048 7 What is the likelihood that the surface water and ground water in the area will be contaminated from the 
mine?


Individual


7048 11 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the 
waste dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual


7078 4 Both my wife and I are COMPLETELY AGAINST the Rosemont Copper Mine due to significant 
negative environmental impacts, mine truck traffic on highways, excessive water caonsumption and 
(potential) pollution.


Individual


7079 3 Will the water seep over the years, despite the layer of plastic that will be laid down to prevent leeching, 
into the ground and spoil the wells or the aquifers???


Individual


7083 4 what is the likelihood that the surface water and ground water in the area will be contaminated from the 
mine? How will it be mitigated?


Individual


7083 8 How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxic materials and heavy metals from leaching out of the 
waste dumps and into the groundwater?


Individual
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7088 42 The Rosemont Mine Plan of Operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mill waste dumps at the heawaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfill are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-contaminent berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occurring arsenic in 
the Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, air or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects of 
this?


Organization


7088 48 All liners eventually leak, so the pollution of the groundwater is inevitable.  What is the flow of 
groundwater in the area, and how long before the seepage/leakage ruins the adjacent water wells?


Organization


7091 3 Potential water contamination:  Mines around the world are notorious for contaminating surface and 
ground water, often irretrievably.  The environmental damage resulting from this would certainly cost 
more, just in dollar terms, than any money that Pima County, or a few of its residents, could receive from 
this enterprise.


Individual


7100 3 What are the possibilities and consequences of contamination of surface and groundwater?Individual


7102 3 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others:
1) Use of groundwater,
2) Potential for groundwater contamination / containment dam / etc,


Individual


7110 6 Water pollution: How can Rosemont guarantee that the Cienega/ Davidson Canyon watershed will not be 
polluted, ever? How do they plan to contain the mountain stream runoff from torrential summer monsoon 
rains? Will this containment deny flow to streams and washes downstream impacting  wildlife and plants 
and wells downstream and thereby negatively impacting the Cienega Watershed, which flows to the 
Tucson Aquifer? Will toxic waste in these container basis be released by overflow during summer rains? 
The rain is totally unpredictable, and water will seek its own path. Control is doubtful, in my opinion.


Individual


7115 2 (Remember that water always runs downhill, and sooner or later the toxins will leach into the water 
supplying the Tucson metropolitan area, not to mention the wells of many property owners who are much 
closer and will be impacted much sooner.


Individual


7115 4 The cost of road repairs and water aquifer decontamination must be calculated when deciding whether this 
agreement makes economic sense, as the law requires.


Individual


7117 16 As this mine contains some sulfide ore, there is a substantial concern about acid mine leaching from the 
wasterock and tailings, including from nearly 3,000 acres of wasterock, tailings, and acid leach fields. The 
Forest Service must examine these impacts, including the potentially significant impacts on the Davidson 
Canyon Watershed and Cienega Creek.


Organization


7125 1 WATER: There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals into ground and surface 
waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as Davidson 
Canyon. This would also imperil important wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential use.  More health issues here also…for us all!


Individual
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7125 37 The Davidson Canyon is widely recognized as a major contributor to the continued health of the water 
aquifer in the Tucson Basin. With the proposed mining operations sitting directly on top of water fault 
lines and leaching minerals, many have them toxic going into our water. Wells used by local home owners 
have a high probability of being impacted.


Individual


7129 9 Pollution of water drainig from the mine into Tucson's watershed and air pollution drifting to populated 
areas will have at least a small impact on health.


Individual


7141 1 The EPA announced that mining was the number one source of toxic water pollution in the US for the 9th 
year in a row.


How can the USFS consider allowing an open pit copper mine that could potentially threaten Davidson 
Canyon Wash, one of the largest drainages in the Cienega Corridor and to Cienega Creek, which is an 
Outstanding Water Way and an important contributor to greater Tucson's water supply?


Individual


7142 1 Fact: Referencing and copied from the USFS Coronado National Forest Fact Sheet of March 2008 Flux 
Mine:
The site is one of several abandoned mine sites located in Alum Gulch/Flux Canyon Watershed. The last 
known operator of the mine was ASARCO and thay performed reclamation in the early 1990s due to 
mining activities that left waste rock containing elevated levels of arsenic, lead, copper, and zinc exposed 
on the surface, posing a potential threat to human health and the evironment. This site is stable but there 
are problems to reclamation. Precipitation from heavy storms has created significant rill erosion at four 
locations on the waste rock soil caps. This erosion has exposed the buried waste rock where surface 
runoff leaches arsenic, lead, copper and zinc from the waste rock material into the adjacent drainage, 
possibly contributing to degradation of downstream waters. The drainage at this site is an ephemeral reach 
that extends approximately 3 miles until it joins Alum Gulch. Alum Gulch continues approximately 
another mile to its confluence with perennial reaches of Sonoita Creek, which eventually discharges to 
Patagonia Lake. This site occupies approximately 10 acres on National Forest System Land.


The recommended removal action for the Flux Mine Site is Improved Drainage. As stated, this alternative 
is the most viable alternative that protects human health and the environment.


Fact: Draining of Pena Blanca Lake is considered: Referencing and copied from the Bulletin paper of 
April 30, 2008:  An engineering valuation cost anaysis (EECA) on how to clean up mercury, lead, and 
arsenic in the sediment of Pena Blanca Lake that is the result of mining. The 57-acre lake, a popular 
fishing spot for 50 years, was sampled for mercury in largemouth bass in1994 where levels averaged 1.44 
ppm, nearly five times the EPA and ADEQ standard. A recommendation has been made to completely 
drain the lake, dredge and excavate sediment, euthanizing the fish and later restocking over a 6.5 month 
period. The cost is estimated at more than $11 million.


Question:
How can the USFS consider placing an even greater potential threat to the environment by allowing an 
open pit copper mine that could potentially threaten Davidson Canyon Wash, one of the largest drainages 
in the Cienega Corridor and to Cienega Creek, which is an Outstanding Water Way and an important 
contributor to greater Tucson's water supply?


Individual


7146 3 Also, how will Augusta mitigate the toxic pollutants that will end up in the groundwater as a result of the 
extraction process?


Individual
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7150 15 ADEQ has issued a Mitigation Order on Consent (Mitigation Order) to Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Inc. 
(formerly Phelps Dodge Sierrita Inc.) to address sulfate contamination in groundwater in the vicinity of 
the Sierrita mine in Green Valley, Arizona. The Mitigation Order requires Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita 
Inc., among other things, to characterize the full extent of the sulfate contamination, conduct studies 
regarding the fate, transport, and containment of the sulfate contamination, and ultimately, ensure that 
drinking water in private and public water system wells impacted by sulfate meets the secondary 
Maximum Contaminant Level of 250 mg/L for sulfate. Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Inc. presently is 
studying the feasibility of options to mitigate the sulfate contamination. Any groundwater withdrawal or 
recharge associated with the Rosemont mine project must not adversely impact current and planned 
activities related to the study and mitigation of the sulfate contamination and the provision of drinking 
water from private and public water system wells in compliance with the Mitigation Order. For questions 
regarding the Mitigation Order, please contact Cynthis Campbell at 602-771-2209 or by email at 
csc@azdeq.gov.


Government


7151 11 Water Quality
Most open pit mines have caused contamination of the surface and ground water in the vicinity. For 
example, the report by Kuipers and Maest studied how well the EIS process predicted water quality 
impacts. They determined that 100 percent of mines predicted compliance with water quality standards 
before operations began (assuming pre-operations water quality was in compliance). They also 
determined that after the mines were built, 76 percent of the mines studied in detail exceeded water 
quality standards due to mining activity, and that mitigation measures predicted to prevent water quality 
exceedances failed at 64 percent of the mines studied in detail (Predicting Water Quality Problems at 
Hardrock Mines -- an EARTHWORKS white paper, A Failure of Science, Oversight, and Good Practice, 
Alan Septoff, Earthworks, 12/8/2006). The entire report and the white paper can be found on our website 
at: http://www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?pubID=213


Organization


7151 25 Other concerns that should be addressed include:


How would the design of the retention ponds at waste rock piles prevent any leakage or drainage into 
surface or groundwater in the area?
Would the waste rock facility be lined like the leach pads?
How would the groundwater and surface water be protected from the inevitable leaching of metals and 
other chemicals if this facility is not lined?


Organization


7151 47 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


7153 5 (5) How does Rosemont Copper propose to prevent toxins from leaching out of the waste dumps and into 
groundwater?


Individual


7161 5 I own land and have built a home located 5 miles as the crow flies from the proposed tailingd dump area.. 
My well because it is not as deep as the mine's (already drilled) wells and will most likely will be pumped 
dry. The chemical run off from the leeching area will contaminate my land and the placement of the 
proposed mine will negatively reduce the value of my house and property.


Individual


7162 10 As the table below indicates, given the pit dimensions outlined in the MPO, the Rosemont Mine has the 
potential for a toxic lake that is more than twice as deep as that of the Berkeley pit.


                                                              Berkeley Pit                       The Proposed Rosemont Mine
Pit depth                                                 1,245ft                                              1,800 to 2,900 ft
Rim width (N/S Axis)                            3,589ft                                                       6,500 ft
Rim width (E/W Axis)                           5,638 ft                                                      6,000 ft
Elevation of Pit bottom (msl)              4,263 ft                                                      3,150 ft
Depth of groundwater                          5,265 ft                                                      5,100 ft avg
Depth of toxic lake created in pit.       1,002 ft                                                      1,950 ft avg


Clearly, the potential for a superfund site in the Coronado National Forest that is this much larger than 
what was one of the nation's largest is an issue that the EIS must specifically address.


Individual
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7163 10 If the mines are developed, they have the potential to destroy extensive areas of habitat for imperiled 
wildlife and plants, including the endangered jaguar; degrade air quality; contaminate ground and surface 
water supplies; negatively impact scenic views; and eliminate current recreational use by a broad cross-
section of local residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7163 32 Mines of the type and scale proposed have the potential to generate extensive pollution, in the forms of 
water pollution, light pollution, noise pollution and air pollution. Such pollution can have local, regional 
and even global implications.


Organization


7163 39 Water pollution


Questions to be answered in the EIS:
What are the potential risks of surface and groundwater pollution from mining operations?
What water contamination prevention measures are proposed, and are they sufficient to safeguard sources 
of water vital to the health of human and natural communities?


Organization


7166 8 HEALTH: The environmental hazards of open pit mining are well documented. How will the Augusta 
Corporation protect the public, wildlife and any threatened animal species, and surrounding natural 
ecosystem from potential water and air pollution?


Individual


7167 5 Pollution of water from sediment/spoil runoff and from spills of chemical leachates and construction 
runoff will affect surface and groundwaters, again to include areas well outside the mine's boundaries. The 
environmental economic impacts of all potential pollution on ecosystems, wildlife, and communities must 
be part of the final EIS.


Individual


7171 5 Pollution of water from sediment/spoil runoff and from spills of chemical leachates and construction 
runoff will affect surface and groundwaters, again to include areas well outside the mine's boundaries. The 
environmental economic impacts of all potential pollution on ecosystems, wildlife, and communities must 
be part of the final EIS.


Individual


7175 15 The effects on bats of changes in water quantity and quality, light and noise, and heavy metals in the soil, 
water, and air caused by the proposed action should be investigated.


Individual


7178 4 3. THE POLLUTING AND OVERUSE OF OUR PRECIOUS GROUND WATER EVEN THOUGH 
ROSEMONT PROMISES THIS WILL NOT BE THE CASE.


Individual


7183 5 The amount of water needed for such a mine simply is not available in this desert region.  We are already 
in the grips of what scientists are calling a "100 year drought" and such a strain on an already fragile 
water table will force people who live in the area to dig much deeper wells.  Then the mine will pollute 
the water table.


Individual


7184 7 The oxide ore processing requires a lined leach pad for recovery of the sulfuric acid/copper solution that 
is leached from the ore body. This is stated in the MPO submitted by Rosemont. The waste rock from the 
oxide ore processing will be deposited in the waste rock/tailings area along with waste rock from the 
sulfide ore processing. This is where the problems of pollution of our ground water manifests.


Individual


7184 9 Waste rock is a significant source of pollution. Waste rock piles, like the ones planned for Rosemont, 
which are generally unlined, are very often a source of leachate. Tailings dams have a long history of 
leaking and spilling toxic materials into the surrounding watershed.


Individual


7184 13 There is no mention of, or plans for any type of liner for the tailings storage area. The tailings and waste 
rock area is described as "dry" which in fact ends up being a minimum of 15% water content at time of 
placement. The only attempt to stem groundwater pollution is with the "experimental layering of 
limestone within the tailings stack and the "minimizing" of moisture content at the time of processiing and 
placement. This is unacceptable.


Individual


7188 1 I live just north of the site of the proposed Rosemont Mine. My comment on the mine is that it would do 
irreparable environmental damage that would be alter the character of Southern Arizona by polluting the 
water, the land, and the air. Humans and wildlife would suffer illness and death.


Individual
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7193 5 Issue #4. Leaching of minerals and toxins from the tailings of this mine by rain water will eventually 
contaminate the water sources surrounding the Santa Ritas and Tucson. Who will be responsible for 
decontamination of the water sources


Individual


7200 15 Impacts to Water Resources
The EIS must fully evaluate the direct and indirect impacts of this project on the water resources in the 
area. It is well-known that this type of project could result in the release of potentially toxic heavy metals 
and other chemicals into ground and surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies


Organization


7202 10 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will contamination be 
controlled and who will be responsible for such control?


Individual


7202 21 12. What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of 
the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste 
rules increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? 
How will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled 
and who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


7222 10 There is such a high risk of surface water and ground-water contamination that this alone should cause the 
Forest Service to deny this project altogether. It is incredible that such a project could be permitted in our 
region.


Individual


7222 12 Ground water will be pumped by this Canadian company from our Santa Cruz aquifer, depleting this 
aquifer and subjecting Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek to water contamination from toxic runoff and 
leaching of toxic materials into the aquifer.


Individual


7228 7 Another concern for me is the air and water pollution that would be a result of such an operation.Individual


7234 3 Are we again going to be left with a view of an abandoned mine, compromised and polluted water,Individual


7253 103 How would the company prevent these chemicals from getting into our ground water and surface water in 
the even of a spill?
What would the company do if the toxic chemicals get into the ground water or surface water?


Organization


7253 116 What is the legal responsibility of the mining company if they contaminate or degrade neighboring private 
wells and water resources?


Organization


7253 120 B. GROUNDWATER - PROTECTION, IMPACTS, MONITORING
Groundwater moves very slowly and it could take years or decades for pollutants from the mine to show 
up in the groundwater outside of the mine boundary. The company should be required to post a large 
enough bond to guarantee long term monitoring and ensure clean up of any contamination into the 
foreseeable future, perhaps for 100 years. Protection of our groundwater from potential contamination 
from the mine is the most serious concern,


Organization


7253 127 What would the company do if groundwater contamination that was the result of the mine is discovered 
years after mine closure?


Organization


7258 2 I will be forced against my will to experience this mine every day with views from my home.  I won't need 
to go anywhere to be devastated by the destruction of our lands.  I will hear it, smell it, taste and breathe 
the dust and fumes cause by the mines activity. Not to mention, I worry about contamination of my well 
or if I am going to be told about it in a timely manner.  Will I be left to discover the contamination years 
after it was covered up by the mine supervisors.  Will I find out only  after the health damages are already 
done?  If my well shows new contamination I will be forced to prove that the mine caused the 
contamination and were the source of it in a court of law or I will be SOL won't I?  Can I afford to do this 
as well as find a new source for water?


Individual
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7275 6 Due to downward percolating rainwater, this dump will ultimately produce leachate containing 
undesirable metallic contaminants. Unless the base of the dump is solidly lined with impervious material, 
the leachate will enter the local groundwater system causing contamination. The contamination will flow 
downgradient toward the northwest and eventually impact the Santa Cruz River aquifer at Sahuarita. 
Eventually, it will end up in Tucson't groundwater.


Individual


7310 1 How will Rosemont Mines prevent toxic contamination from flowing into to Tucson aquifer?Individual


7312 19 What happens if the tailings dam fails? What will restrict contamination into the local aquaifer?Individual


7322 1 The Twin Buttes mine, on the western side of the Santa Cruz Valley has been abandoned for more than a 
dozen years. The depth of the pit is roughly 1000 ft. below the static water level of the proximate valley, 
and thus, the pit lake is contiguous with the aquifer. With rain, the funnel effect of the surrounding 
excavation accumulates the pollutions and forces its spread into the aquifer, by virtue of the pit water 
level being momentarily above that of the static water level.
The manifested consequence is the contamination and elimination of drinking water wells, pertaining to 
Community Water Company. Phelps-dodge, the custodian of the mine, has placed interceptor wells to 
withdraw the contaminated water from the aquifer to thereafter be used in its Sierrita mining operation. It 
is naïve to believe that they can with this technique achieve complete cessation of the spreading of 
pollution. Nor is the question answered as to what will become of the remaining drinking water when the 
Sierrita mine no longer functions, for mine pits do not erode themselves back into the natural state 
without the passage of many thousands of years. 
The source point of pollution will only be completely removed by filling in the pit such that the 
evapotranspiration equals the total rainfall over the pit area of accumulation. And Phelps-dodge will only 
do that if it is ordered by the Court to perform closure in accordance with sustainable mining practice.
The relevance to the planned Rosemont mine is twofold.


Individual


7327 14 The depletion of our limited water supplies and potential for ground water pollution.Individual


7329 3 Imagine run-off leaching into the groundwater and poisoning the eco-system for more than a hundered 
years, ruining it for the coming generations!


Individual


7336 20 What will the very long term effects of the release of subterranean toxins into the surface environment, 
soil, water, and air be in the Santa Ritas?


Individual


7340 2 The EPA reports that in 2005, metal or hard rock mining in Arizona released over 39.4 million pounds of 
toxins. Pima County commissiones and submitted a Hydro Geological Study to the Coronado FS that 
raised the threat of surrounding groundwater and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit 
copper mine, as well as potential leaching of pullutants into groundwater.


Individual


7340 11 Noise pollution, air pollution and water (surface and underground) pollution.Individual
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7343 1 As described in a summary provided by Augusta Resource Corporation, major components of the 
company's proposed mining operation include an open pit mine, ore processing, waste rock storage, 
tailings storage, and ancillary facilities. An open pit will be created covering approximately 700 acres or 
1.2 square miles.


The Rosemont cooper deposit contains both sulfide and oxide ore types, and the Augusta Resources 
Corporation mining plan includes a heap leaching process and solvent extraction electrowinning. Oxide 
ore would be trucked from the mine, placed on a lined leach pad, and irrigated with an acidic solution 
(approximately 0.5 percent). The acid solution would then be collected and sent to a plant where copper 
in the solution would be plated onto high-purity copper sheets.


Not described in the Augusta Resouce Corporation's documents are points I wish to raise that are 
published and acknowleged as accurate b y the Arizona Geological Survey (Open-File Report 95-13, 
1995). The most damaging and persistent environmental problem associated with mines is drainage from 
mines and mine tailings entering surface and groundwater. Water may become contaminated by acid and 
toxic metals which precipitate out when the pH increases, usually as aresults of dilution from other 
streams. The proposed Rosemont Mine will use an acidic solution on an irrigated, lined leach pad. 
Leakage will most likely occur.


The Augusta Resource Corporation plans to contain the open pit, the heap leach facility, and the plant site 
in "closed systems", with all direct rainfall and local run off contained on site. This proposal is simply not 
realistic. Again, leakage will most likely occur.


Individual


7343 5 Sulfide minerals are present in the Rosemont deposit, and will be responsible for the formation of the 
large portion of mine drainage pollution that are typically and commonly associated with ore and mineral 
bodies. 


Acid mine drainage is extremely difficult to mitigate. Treatment of contaminated water at the discharge 
site isa common control strategy, but the high expense of this method generally makes it cost prohibitive.


Mining operations expose vast quantites of previously undisturbed land and material in the process of 
exploration, extraction, processing, and transportation. In the U.S Clean Water Act, States have identified 
mining activities as being the second largest source of non-point pollution to surface waters.


As a recreational user of thisarea, and citizen of Southern Arizona, Ibelieve the proposed Rosemont Mine 
pollution and toxic contamination to surfaceand groundwater risks are unacceptable. I urge the National 
Forest Service to DENY approval for this mining plan.


Individual


7348 5 2) Impacts on water, air; loss of water and pollution of water supplies, air pollutionIndividual


7348 9 A) Impacts on Las Cienegas and Davidson Canyon riparian habitats; even though the mining company is 
going to be taking water from the aquifer west of the mountains the tailings piles will effectively eliminate 
several important drainages the bring water from Santa Rita to  these priceless, endangered habitats. What 
water does seep from the tailings will be polluted with sulfates and heavy metals.


Individual


7348 14 E) The mine will be extracting water from the Santa Cruz aquifer in which the water level is already 
dropping significantly. Their pumping will only worcen the problem and, by creating a cone of depression 
on the northeastern edge of the aquifer they will hasten movement of the existing sulfate plume such  that 
wells across the valley will become polluted.


Individual


7349 3 Please reference the Berkleley Pit of Butte, Montanta. As a long-time Montanan, I would like to share the 
consequences of our open pit mine in Butte, Montana - one of the larg4est Superfund sites on the Earth. 
We are not proud of this unhealthy, poisonous source of drinking water nor the permanent scar it is on the 
local landscape.


Individual


7350 1 Groundwater and surface water are likely to be compromised by the leachate fro the tailing pile.Individual
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7371 3 Liabilities:
1. Draining potable water supply, which is more precious than copper, to thousands of residents. 
Contaminating water supply with toxins, that will be there forever, that wildlife and plants need to 
survive..


Individual


7381 4 The noise of the mine blasts, the dirt and chemicals in the dust, the polution of the water wells, the 
terribly unsafe condition of Scenic Highway, State Route 83 are all going to impact us in a very negative 
way. Along with the wide loads that have to come and go on SR83 from I-10, your ore trucks, your 
transportation of employess vans, your ore reps, our own cattle trucks, horse trailers and private vehicles 
will surely all lead to a tragic scene.


Individual


7419 2 If the groundwater is polluted,…you will be responsible.Individual


7427 3 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual


7434 3 How will Rosemont Copper Company protect our groundwater, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
from contaminated run-off? Will contamination never occur, even years after the mine closes? 
Contamination of the Tucson aquifer has happened before with smaller projects and the resulting cancer 
clusters have taken many lives. With an average rainfall of 22 inches/year in Rosemont Canyon, and snow 
and rain run-off from the Santa Rita peaks, where will the water go that falls on the mine tailins? Will it 
eventually overflow and start new cancer clusters in our community? How will Augusta Resources be 
held responsible for loss of human lives?


Individual


7439 3 Right at the Base of the Santa Rita Mountains on the West Side is the location of the Santa Rita Fault 
Zone which traverses along the complete mountain range. 


Number 934   Santa Rita Fault Zone
USGS  Quarternary Fault and Fold Database for the United States


Please evaluate The Santa Rita Fault Zone.
 What effect will continual blasting with explosives during mining have on this fault?
When getting deeper in the mountain and getting closer to the fault cause an earthquake?
Will an Earthquake cause the AQUIFER to cave in?
Will an Earthquake pollute our Water?
What kind of damage will an Earthquake do to our property?
Who will pay for the damages?


Individual


7443 6 Blasting (daily) an open pit into the east side of the Santa Ritas is objectionable for aesthetic reasons 
alone. But aside from my bias (I love that drive down "Scenic" Highway 83), there are pressing 
environmental concerns. Although efforts are made to contain tailings piles and other sources of runoff, 
the risks of unintended leaks or spills, or surface and groundwater contamination -in our Tucson basin- is 
high.


Individual


7448 3 Can the Augusta mine management really prevent the toxic metals from the mining itself and the heap-
leaching processing of the ore from contaminating our streams and water table? Mine managers are 
notorious for over-optimistic views of their safeguards. Will all the surrounding communities' water be 
safe? There are many old mines in the Western United States that have been polluting watersheds for the 
last hundred plus years.


Individual


7456 36 There is a great concern about spills from the mine polluting the ground water and surface water down-
canyon from the mine. Although Rosemont Copper Company states that they will use state-of-the-art 
technologies to prevents spills and contamination, virtually all mines have had spills. The Forest should 
identify how you will insure that water is not polluted from the Rosemont Mine.


Government


7461 3 I am very concerned that the Rosemont mining project will destroy the Coronado national forest area. The 
mining activity will place the remaining resources of ground water at great risk of contamination since the 
mining industry has effectively never been able to operate without contaminating all that it touches. The 
water under the mine feeds the protected Cienega creek.


Individual
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7466 5 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-How will the mine ensure there is no pollution of the water table?


Individual


7484 2 While there may be compelling "legal" precedents, in this particular case it should be decided upon 
PRACTICAL issues.


By practical I mean WATER.
1. It is IMPRACTICAL to divert the huge amount of water for a use that will result in certain 
contamination of ground water.


Individual


7499 3 The water supply to this area and all of Southern Arizona would be jeopardized by this project. There has 
never been a mine in the world that avoided ground water contamination!!!


Individual


7504 86 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7509 5 Those of us who live here and will be directly impacted by the environmental damage to our landscape, 
water, wildlife - and perhaps even our abiltiy to remain in our homes- have no voice in this matter.


Individual


7513 7 Obviously, toxic waste will work its way into our water supply and pollute this area for many years to 
come.


Individual


7514 2 The proposed mine will pollute the waters of Las Cienegas, Cienegas Creek and Davidson Canyon.Individual


7514 3 The propped mine will pollute our ground water.Individual


7519 2 Even if Rosemont brings their own water, they won't be removing that same water, but they will run the 
risk of contaminating our current supply.


Individual


7520 2 There are many reasons that the mine is not the best use of these public lands but I will only address two. 
Water pollution and the cleanup of a toxic mess at the taxpayers expense.


Individual


7520 7 Our aquifer is the only water source we have in this area and you are gambling with our future. If the 
water is depleted, or contaminated, this area will be a ghost town and every one of us will have lost our 
life savings by virtue of being unable to live in the homes we have invested our money in.


Individual


7520 9 Water is life itself. Without it our land reverts back to sand blowing across the desert and the Rosemont 
mine severely threatens our only source of it by overuse and contamination.


Individual


7522 6 Rosemont plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas to the mine at 
Rosemont Ranch. This would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer. The Davidson/Cienega aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching.


Individual
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7525 3 We strongly oppose allowing Augusta Resource Corp to mine the land at Rosemont.  After 20 years they 
will walk away  from Southern Arizona with a tidy profit and Southern Arizona will be left with a 
monumental scar on the land, a lower water table, contaminated water, contaminated public land, and 
abused road infrastructure.


7552 2 The number one concern I have is water. Not whether the mine would have enough water for its 
operations, but rather the impact on the greater Tucson community. So far I have not seen anything from a 
truly independent source which would assure me that Tucson, Sahuarita and Green Valley would not see 
their source of water diminished and also be protected from contamination.Pima County is growing 
steadily and it is so far downstream from the Colorado River that the only other potential sources for its 
water supply are from the ground and the Santa Cruz watershed. The mine's use of this valuable and 
necessary resource would impact the residents, existing industry and the long term economic viability of 
the area. The mine is here for 20 years while the rest of the community is here for centuries. There is no 
justification to compromise the future for a single business that will only be around for a short time.


Individual


7558 2 Drinking Water
The plan seems to be to pump potable ater from wells for use by the mine. The water will be pumped both 
from the area of the mine and from wells in the Sahuarita highlands area. Water purchased from COA 
would be recharged in the Pima Mine area. Specific concerns
*What are the forecast of this water redistribution on the sulfur plumes from other mines threatening 
Sahuarita now?


Individual


7558 5 Surface water - pollution
Any mining operation with tailings and sulfur can be a threat for pollution. Has a detailed hydrologic 
survey of the mine area been done to address these issues?


Individual


7562 6 Our guide went on to state that the tailings area would not be lined nor would there be any physical 
barriers to prevent excess tailings water or pit waste pumping from leaching into the ground water table.


Individual


7568 2 The impact the mine will have on the water shed by creating dams and stopping water flow from various 
tributary's and potential POLLUTION/and FLOODING.


Individual


7569 1 My number one concern is for Tucson's water safety and the water safety for all who depend on well 
water that the Rosemont Mine will pollute. The EPA standards do not allow our rivers to be polluted, are 
our wells and water tables allow to be polluted?


Individual


7571 21 One of the major concerns is protection of the water resources from leaks and spills from the mine, due to 
malfunctioning facilities or stormwater runoff. The mine facilities are currently designed for the 100-year 
24-hours flood event, which is the current standard. However, given the very sensitive nature of the 
Cienega watershed, the mine should be designed to a higher level of protection. This would prove to the 
public that the mining company really is committed to protecting this basin. Other advanced countries use 
up to the 1,000 year flood event in their designs, and some use the 10,000 year flood. The floods of July 
21, 2006 in Tucson were the result of five consecutive days of large storms that together represented 
somewhere near a 1,000 year flood event. Global warming is changing our climate regime, and we must 
plan accordingly. The preferred alternative should require that the mine be designed to at least the 1,000 
year flood event.


Individual


7571 23 Most open pit mines have caused contamination of the surface and ground water in the vicinity. For 
example, the report by Kuipers and Maest studied how well the EIS process predicted water quality 
impacts. They determined that 100 percent of mines predicted compliance with water quality standards 
before operations began (assuming pre-operations water quality was in compliance). They also 
determined that after the mines were built, 76 percent of the mines studied in detail exceeded water 
quality standards due to mining activity, and that mitigation measures predicted to prevent water quality 
exceedances failed at 64 percent of the mines studied in deatil (Predicting Water Quality Problems at 
Hardrock Mines -- an EARTHWORKS white paper, A Failure of Science, Oversight, and Good Practice, 
Alan Septoff, Earthworks 12/8/2006). The entire report and the white paper by Earthworks can be found 
online at http://www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?publID=213


Given these results, it is especially critical that the Rosemont Mine not be allowed to proceed since the 
protection of our water resources clearly cannot be guaranteed.


Individual
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7571 29 August Resource/Rosemont Copper plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa 
Ritas to the mine at Rosemont Ranch. This project would therefore impact both the Santa Cruz aquifer 
and the Davidson/Cienega aquifer. The Santa Cruz aquifer would be depleted, and the Davidson/Cienega 
aquifer would be subject to pollution from mine runoff and leaching. Impacts to both of these basins 
should be included in the EIS, and all surface and ground water impacts from activities related to the mine 
must be analyzed, including the pipeline route from Sahuarita to the mine site.


Individual


7579 4 It is a great concern of the potentail of toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leaching into and running 
off into other water sources. I would like you to test my well so that we can keep track of any pollutants 
getting into our water source.


Individual


7586 3 In the Augusta Mine Plan of Operations appear some bold assumptions and promises and I urge the 
Forest Service to scrutinize carefully. The most concerning involve a breezy-sounding assurance that state-
of-the-art heap-leaching, handling of tailings including their re-vegeatation, and pit-lake management will 
prevent any contamination of air or water during mining or indefinitely into the future after the mine 
closes. Examination of the record of latter-day hard-rock mining projects proves confusing and 
inconclusive to the layperson. The mining industry calims that due to more stringent regulation and 
improved technology, the bad old days when today's abandoned mine site became tomorrow's superfun 
site are gone forever. Mining watchdog groups, on the other hand, counterclaim that mines commissioned 
and operated since stricter regulating and permitting processes became law in the late 1970s continue to 
contaminate air, water, and soil, and don't leave behind unpolluted mine sites even with best-practice 
methods, and in spite of having been approve through the NEPA process. A case in point of these 
contradictory contentions is the Kuipers and Maest water-quality study of 25 recent mines pre and post-
operation (http://www.swhydro.arizona.edu/archive/V6_N3/dept-ontheground.pdf) which provoked 
predictable reactions from the mining industry (http://www.nwma.org/pdf/07APRBulletin.pdf) see page 
9) and regulators (http://www.petroleumnews.com/pntruncate/910395370.shtml).


Individual


7587 2 We are deeply concerned about water, air, and noise pollution caused by the mine's activities. If the 
Rosemont Copper Project become an actuality, we and our children,as neighbors, will directly bear the 
brunt of this pollution.


Individual


7589 3 throughout the memoranda, even where predictions of the mine's impacts are made, they are couched with 
modifiers such as: "probably," "possibly," "is believed to," and "it is expected." This is hardly reassuring 
given that what they are referring to is the chance that this could become a Superfund site that depletes 
and pollutes the aquifer and watershed on which the surrounding communities are dependent. We are also 
told that the pit lake could discharge into the aquifer, and if that happens, further modeing will be 
required. If there is a possibility that the pit lake will discharge into the aquifer, what protections are in 
place to protect the health and viability of the surrounding communities? What can be done to remediate 
this after that fact?


Individual


7592 22 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


7597 5 STABILIZATION OF AQUIFER    WHAT STEPS WILL THEY TAKE TO PREVENT THE TOXIC 
WATER FROM LEAVING THE PIT AND POLLUTING DEEPER AQUIFERS, FURTHER MAPPING 
AND MODELING WILL BE NECESSARY. THROUGH OUT THE AREA ,INCLUDING THE 
EMPIRE MTNS.


Individual


7599 5 Will my groundwater be monitored for any potential contamination from the mine?Individual
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7614 3 First, I am concerned about the effect of that the mine will have on our water tables in the area. I worry 
about the water tables being contamintated by the mine. This has been addressed in the public meetings so 
enough said about that except, I will hold the Department of Agriculture, the Forest Service & the mining 
company responsible if the project is approved and I have water problems on any of my land because of it 
in the future.


Individual


7619 1 How will Rosemont Mine prevent toxic contaminants from flowing into the tucson aquifer?Individual


7648 4 This is NOT a "not in my backyard" situation. To say this is to be little potential health impact from 
chemical contamination of water supply of Vail and Tucson.


Individual


7651 4 Water- the amount of water needed by this mine would be astronomical, it would effect the underground 
supply also and possibly pollute the water in the whole basin.


Individual


7654 13 SOME OF YOU IN TUCSON MAY NOT KNOW, BUT THERE IS A SULFATE PLUME FROM THE 
EXISTING PHELPS DODGE MINE THAT IS UNDER CLOSE MONITORING AND A CONSENT 
DECREE FROM THE AZ DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.  WE BELIEVE THAT PHELPS 
DODGE IS ACTING RESPONSIBLY TO CONTAIN THE PLUME.


HOWEVER, THE NEW AND ADDITIONAL PUMPING BY ROSEMONT COULD CAUSE THE 
PLUME TO MIGRATE INTO THE VALLEY'S DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES.


Business


7655 4 The excess rock that has no value to the mine is tossed into a pile called "tailings." In these tailings 
harmful minerals, such as asbestos, even radioactive minerals, such as uraninite, thorianite and autunite 
can be found. When rain falls on the tailings the water reacts with the waste material from this copper 
sulfide mineral, chalcopyrite, to produce sulfuric acid, which then runs into the streams, contaminating 
the water and harming the fish, wildlife and Humans. (This information is from the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency).


Individual


7655 8 How will you keep Mercury from getting into our Water?Individual


7790 6 We also worry that the aquifer will be polluted so that life will be destroyed downstream for hundreds of 
years.


Individual


7809 12 SOME OF YOU IN TUCSON MAY NOT KNOW, BUT THERE IS A SULFATE PLUME FROM THE 
EXISTING PHELPS DODGE MINE THAT IS UNDER CLOSE MONITORING AND A CONSENT 
DECREE FROM THE AZ DEPT. OF ENVIRONEMNTAL QUALITY. WE BELIEVE THAT PHELPS 
DODGE IS ACTING RESPONSIBLY TO CONTAIN THE PLUME.


HOWEVER, THE NEW AND ADDITIONAL PUMPING BY ROSEMONT COULD CAUSE THE 
PLUME TO MIGRATE INTO THE VALLEY'S DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES.


Business


7813 7 Further, approval of the use of these resources for mining would contradict the Forest Service mission 
statement. The proposal to remove the copper ore, without paying royalties or fees, while consuming 
tremendous amounts of presious groundwater at no expense, consuming large qualities of electricity, 
polluting the air with dust, exhaust, and toxins, containing surface water, groundwater and the earth, and 
permanently destroying the scenic and recreational resources of the area, is not viable for approval


Individual


8612 1 I am very worried about the pollution from the Rosemont Mining Project. I'm worried about the water 
pollution, I'm worried about the sight pollution, in other words looking at the mine tailings.


Individual


8623 4 the mine will destroy the ecosystem, the distribution and contamination and pollution of water, air and 
earth.


Individual


8661 2 I'm calling about the article in the paper Sunday about the Rosemont Mine. I think it's a bad situation. It's 
going to pollute the water. They use millions of gallons of water, and I don't know where they're going to 
get it. Pollutes the air. And for them to have ruined that beautiful scenery in the Santa Rita Mountains, I 
think it's bad.


Individual


8678 2 Two, there would be a great deal of pollution of the ground water because the leaching ponds would be 
using sulphuric acids.


Individual
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8703 2 We feel that, number one, the water issues in southern Arizona are simply too fragile to take a chance on 
having them polluted by a copper mine.


Individual


8704 2 We feel that, number one, the water issues in southern Arizona are simply too fragile to take a chance on 
having them polluted by a copper mine.


Individual


8711 4 This company is also in nearby national forest land, which will affect the water pollution level.Individual


8724 1 I'm very concerned about this because of all the pollution it's going to cause. The water is already bad. 
Our air is bad. Our earth is bad. There's no reason -- there's just no reason. There's no reason to keep 
doing this. We need to start fixing the earth. We can't keep doing this.


Individual


8771 3 It will cause a rapid lowering of an already lowering water table, put toxins in already toxic water, damage 
eco-tourism, make a dump off now beautiful mountain area in a general cause a lower quality of life.


Individual


8790 5 You would not want some stranger from Canada coming into your back yard and digging up your plants, 
blasting your subsoil, pouring toxic chemicals into your well, dirtying your air with dust and diesel fumes. 
And those millions of Arizonans and Americans who use the national forest as their backyard for enjoying 
nature on weekends and days off don't want to have some company from canada come into their backyard 
in order to destroy it.


Individual


8798 2 Can the Augusta mine management really prevent the toxic metals from mining itself and the heat 
leaching processing of the ore form contamination our streams and water table?


Individual


8798 3 Mine managers are notorious for over optimistic views of their safeguards. Will all the surrounding 
communities waters be safe? There are many old mines in the western United States that have been 
polluting water sheds for the last 100 plus years.


Individual


8813 2 This is bad for our community, we don't have the water.  We're off of a well right now, and this could 
impact our wells, water as well as pollution to the area.


Individual


8826 3 It will pollute the waterIndividual


8849 2 I'm concerned and would ask that the Forest Service study seriously, and I know that you are, the affect of 
the degradation, degradation of the water, not only the drop in the wells, the water levels in the wells of 
surrounding homeowners in the area, but also the impact downstream of pollutants from the mines, from 
this particular mine, as that kind of ground water pollution from open pit mines is well known and well 
documented.


Individual


8864 6 This is a beautiful, natural area which is utilized for tourism and wine growing and farming and , in our 
case, horses. And it will be destroyed if there's blasting, if there is pollution, and if the aquifer is drained 
or polluted.


Individual


8866 3 I'm concerned about heavy metal contamination of the aquifer.Individual


8874 3 I would like to go on record strongly objecting to the Rosemont Mine project.  The reasons are inadequate 
water, and water contamination, air pollution, destruction of habitat and other safety issues.


Individual


8875 4 It would significantly impact negatively the access for recreation and potentially significantly pollute the 
environment, including the water shed, the air quality, the truck traffic, et cetera.


Individual


8879 2 This is against the Rosemont Mine.  One, it will pollute the air; two, it will pollute the water.  It will 
contaminate the well waters in the area.


Individual


8880 7 It's going to pollute the air, pollute the other water.Individual


8882 1 I would just like to state that I am opposed to the mining in the Santa Rita mountains on the eastern slopes 
because we're concerned that it will affect the quality of our water by chemicals and things that will 
eventually seep into the water system, the aquifers.


Individual
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8903 2 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river? Will the 
resulting ease of the discharge of waste increase the amount of groundwater contamination by Rosemont 
via Davidson Canyon? How will this decision impact the Davidson Canyon? How will the contamination 
be controlled and who will be responsible for such a control?


Individual


8910 2 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste rules 
increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? How 
will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled and 
who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


8986 2 Does every mtn. around here have to have a telescope, mine, ORV trails, or some other abomination 
scarring it?? The FS does not have to authorize yet another hole in the ground and a license to 
contaminate water.


Organization


9051 3 The health hazards from a mining operation including water pollution are well known and should be 
recognized by the decsion-makers who should reject the proposed mining operation.


Organization


10204 2 Approve this operation and you will be polluting our drinking water. And your name will be attached to itOrganization


10358 2  I have lived in the Santa Rita foothills for ten years and do not want to have our water source 
contaminated because of other peoples greed. Let them ruin their own country, not ours!


Organization


10508 3 The proposed mine will take our riches and leave us with nothing but  polluted water. No! This is a 
terrible location for a mine.


Organization


10665 2 copper mining in this area and elsewhere has historically been associated with water pollution (both 
surface and sub-surface)


Organization


10874 5 Moreover, mine dischanrge into Davidson Canyon will potentially pollute every waterway that intersects 
the Tucson Basin.


Organization


11048 3 Living adjacent to the Colorado forest, wherein the tailings/overburden will be used for this proposed 
mine, we also have an extreme concern about water pollution. Will someone be monitoring our ground 
water, on a regular basis, for contamination and giving us a report of same on a regular basis?


Individual


11067 1 As detailed in the Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, dated 10-19-07, the pit dewatering pump-
out from surrounding wells, etc. is predicted to reach a maximum of 720, 000 gallons per day. When this 
pumping occurs, the air that is pulled into the evacuated pore spaces will oxidize the sulfide-rich host 
rock, generating reaction products on the exposed surfaces. For every acre-foot of water that is replaced 
with air, sufficient oxygen is introduced to generate concentrations of 514 mg/ L of sulfate, initially as 
sulfuric acid (ref: Dr. G. C. Miller, UN-R, 2002). The low pH (acidic) water increases solubility of 
problematic metals such as cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper, etc. that can render poor, if not toxic, water 
quality as a result. Once mining ceases, it will be necessary to block the oxidation reactions on the pit 
walls and evacuated pore spaces. It is possible to accomplish this by completely filling the pit with water 
from both groundwater inflow, and additional pumping. When the reactive surfaces become covered with 
groundwater, the oxidation rates will be very slow because the oxygen transfer rate is lower through 
water. However, Arizona DEQ requires pit lake water to meet aquifer quality standards, essentially that of 
drinking water, so the water-fill approach will create a long-term (in perpetuity) pit lake toxicity 
management problem. The preferable alternative is to seal the pit by fully backfilling it with inert (non-
reactive), or neutralizing (calcareous), waste rock. This will prevent catastrophic groundwater 
contamination and once again make the area available for recreation, hunting, camping, hiking and 
wildlife habitats after mining operations cease.


Individual
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11068 22 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


11073 3 There is some truth to the reasons given for not opening the mine. First of all, the scenery will be changed 
forever. This is unavoidable, but the disturbed area will be contained and regulated with some of the most 
strict environmental laws around. There is going to be a forced relocation of of the animals that live in the 
area along with water that becomes polluted. However, the animals will be able to adapt as they have for 
millions of years (this time they will have human help to care for any that are sick and wounded before the 
mine opens so some will actually live longer) and the water contaminants must be below the guidelines 
set by our government.


Individual


11080 3 Living adjacent to the Colorado forest, wherein the tailings/overburden will be used for this proposed 
mine, we also have an extreme concern about water pollution. Will someone be monitoring our ground 
water, on a regular basis, for contamination and giving us a report of same on a regular basis?


Individual


11082 17 "Barrel Canyon Comprises 16% of the downstream Davidson Canyon Watershed. In order to limit the 
overall physical exposure of the project, mine facilities are planned to be contained within the Barrel 
Canyon drainage system. The waste Rock Storage System, dry stack tailings storage facility and heap 
leach facility are all located within the Barrel Canyon drainiage system, with associated access roads 
leading into Barrel Canyon". "The Davidson contributes 8% to 24% base flow of the Cienega…"   
My questions- being that this dry stack tailing is new and there will be a heap leach facility and access 
road, how can anyone say that there is 100% certainty that our water is not going to be polluted? That the 
compliance point dam is not going to break and hurt someone? That the blockage won't cause wells to run 
dry? That there won't be increased sedimentation in the Davidson and Cienega Creek from runoff from 
tailings and waste rock? Is the testing point self regulated? Who regulates?


Individual
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2 16 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use being considered in the approval of these mines?


43 14 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quality?


43 15 What will the cumulative impacts be of this mine and other proposed mining operations in the vicinity on 
water quantity?


43 17 Additionally, how does the Forest Service intend to have Rosemont mitigate the impact of these 
reasonably foreseeable events and cumulative impacts on the many residential wells? (We need to get a 
count of how many residential wells there are in our area downstream) As these wells are not in a Santa 
Cruz aquifer, the actions by Rosemont to recharge in the Santa Cruz will not have an impact.


Individual


43 19 Economic Impacts: Cumulative economic property value loss if three mines are in the area. Who will re-
drill the wells if they run dry?


Individual


183 4 What will the cumulative impacts be from this mine and the other proposed mining operations in the 
vicinity on water quality, water quantity


1542 4 and the current mining operations use too much alreadyIndividual
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1560 2 We already have Pecan farm, 45% golf courses 5% and a copper mine 45% we get 5% it does not sound 
like there is any left.


Individual


1610 3 In the West, water is a dominate natural resource and must be cosidered comprehensively for all 
decisions. When performing the NEPA Cumulative Effects analyses, it is critical that the impact on the 
whole water cycle be considered for the project. A natural gas pipeline or transmission line has very little 
direct impact on water resources; however, each may have significant indicted impacts. A 100 MW 
transmission line that will support another 50,000 families needs to consider the water resource impacts 
that the line will for these new families using this energy. At 200 gallons per day per capita, over 
250,000,000 gallons are required. 


Q-201. If the end users do not have that water available, where will it come from?
Q-202. How much water is required to generate that 100 MW, based on the logical generation anticipated 
for this community?


Individual


1681 1 I am deeply concerned with the potential cummulative Impacts that this mine (along with several current 
mines that already exist in the Cienega Creek area) will have on the water levels of such an imporatant 
and critical watershed/ riparian system.


Individual


1715 3 Living in a desert water is key to life here - Will there be water fer future generations?Individual


1731 13 We need to be assured that long-term and cumulative impacts to our area be studied. There are several 
more mines being proposed in our area, in Davidson Canyon, for instance, that will impact the water flow, 
higway traffic, and the environment. Will multiple mining enterprises near our homes compound the 
effects on our lives and well-being and those of future generations?


Organization


1834 2 There is way to much building and using out water supply now-Individual


1839 3 Will the Santa Cruz aquifer and water supply be adequate to serve current and future residents in 20 
years?  Is Rosemont mine potentially a major impact on water supply or a major impact?


Individual


1848 3 Our resources are already stretched thin. Many remarks have been made stating that water will be 
recycled. This statement will not be the final outcome. If Rosemont has its way, we will all suffer in the 
end.


Individual


1863 5 The area continues to grow, and inevitably we must determine if we have sufficient water for these people 
to meet the normal need for drinking water, as well as bathing and water for toilet usage.


Individual


1886 4 As demanded increases due to explosive population growth and the River declines, they will drain the 
vast resavoirs. Already Lake Mead and Lake Panell due down by 50%. It won't take long to drain these 
resorvoirs. When this happens this will create a major water shortage to all water usses. Because Arizona 
only has conditional use at this water share the Federal Government will take away our share. When this 
happens we will probabilly have 20 million people in Arizona, and have wtten disaster.


Individual


2098 2 Water in this area is too precious to waste on mining projects because they have no way to replenish what 
they take, no matter what they say they can do! It seems that all the hydrologists agree on this point.


Individual


2106 5 There are many ranches/residences in the area of the proposed mine which depend of private wells for 
their water supply. Their wells are,in many cases,only one or two hundred feet deep. The Rosemont Corp. 
has already drilled wells well beyond this depth which can only have far reaching negative effects of these 
existing private wells.


Individual


2107 2 Water: As you know, and as has been demonstrated by numerous studies, mines pollute local water 
supploes. Not only is our drinking water at risk, but also the water which serves our wildlife and plant 
life. Please err on the side of caution as you evaluate the impacts of this Mine Project on our limited and 
precious water supply.


Individual


2122 4 Augusta Mining's short term economic boom can not possibly offset the disastrous long term impact on 
ground water resources that this proposed encroachment would have.


Individual


2125 4 The "benefits" of this proposal must be weighed against the long term cost of a depleted aquifer that will 
remain long after the copper is gone.


Individual
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2164 2 We have too many problems with water in this area already.Individual


2197 9 Ever scarcer water resources will be lost.Individual


2203 8 Hydrologists model the water table, inputs to the water table, withdrawals from the water table, and 
proposed additions (CAP to Green Valley), and proposed withdrawals (Rosemont Mine for the projected 
20-year mine life) to determine the '100-year water supply'. All these modeling efforts are 'scientific 
guestimates', since no one knows for sure what the long term impacts of the Rosemont Mine will be (on 
the water table and on other environmental factors).


Individual


2229 3 WHAT WILL BE THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ON THE WATER with TWO MINES operating 
SIMULTANIOUSLY along with the Pecan Grove, and all the Residents using water from the SAME 
AQUIFER? How many Gallons of water per minute will all the above be using?


Individual


2231 3 What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the East side of the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet 
deep. Will they require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided? Who will pay for this?


Individual


2257 1 Arizona is going to have enough problems with water and this mine would potentially be disastrous to the 
AZ residents


Individual


2277 2 I have lived in and around Tucson since 1951, and in that timeframe I watched Southern Arizona go 
through some frightening water experiences. Things like water shortages, chemical contamination, and 
storm drainage problems. I moved to Vail in 2005 because I felt that Tucson's water problems would only 
get worse. I am now faced with having to move once again because of the prospect of a couple of major 
mining companies coming to SE Tucson to devour the precious water supply that hundreds of thousands 
of Southern Arizona residents depend on for their very livelihood. Is it fair to have an outside company 
come into our community and rob us of millions of gallons of our fresh drinking water for profit without 
consideration of the lives of people who plan to live and retire here?


Individual


2284 6 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use and contamination problems being considered 
in the approval of these mines?


Individual


2311 2 The expected population growth in Arizona is going to have a big impact on all resources, and they will 
demand more water.


Individual


2332 1 Knowing that Water runs South to North in Southern Arizona. I am concerned that TAKING GOOD 
WATER FROM SAHUARITA HEIGHTS, WILL NOT ONLY IMPACT SAHUARITA AND GREEN 
VALLEY,. BUT WILL TUCSON WATER BE AFFECTED IN ANY WAY DYE TO MINING IN THE 
SANTA RITA MOUNTAINS? PLEASE EVALUATE THIS CONCERN in YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT!?...


Individual


2383 3 The Rosemont Copper plans for water use will clearly have adverse impacts on the environment.Individual


2389 3 Will this deplete MY water resources?Individual


2389 4 Will Rosemont finance damage, redrilling, or drilling a new well?Individual


2402 1 Rosemont's activities of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural 
balance of the emvironments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and 
welfare of the community.


Individual


2402 6 Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental impact of transporting of 
groundwater away from Sahuarita heights And how this will affect the land subsidence, and How will this 
affect my personal well 55-602901 (well reg. number From ADWR).


Individual


2404 2 A thorough modeling of the impact of groundwater use by the mine should be required. The study area 
should be broad enough to include the impact of such potential use on all area water users, including the 
effect on water levels, energy costs, well equipment costs, water quality, effect on the sulfate plume, and 
the effect of the proposed CAP recharge on water quality.


Business


2404 11 How much damage will that water use do to existing water rights holders?Business
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2412 2 Full analysis of all direct + indirect effects of Rosemont project on surface + subsurface water resources 
and the rights of others there to.


Individual


2419 2 Am very concerned about the groundwater situation- don't want my well compromised. Southwest 
Arizona already has water problems- this mine will just add to that.


Individual


2430 1 Surely the EIS will report FULLY on the impact of the water that will be allowed to be pumped from the 
Rosemont-owned wells. These wells are located in the upper Santa Cruz sub-basin of the Tucson Active 
Manage Area groundwater basin.


Individual


2430 2 These are many "grandfathered" users of water drawing from this same area:
1. the existing mines west of I-19
2. the ________
3. the residents of Green Valley
4. the residents of Sahuarita
5. the existing commercial properties in Green Valley and Sahuarita
Rosemont does NOT HAVE THE RIGHT to exchange the supply of water to the above users.


Individual


2450 4 While we recognize that the mining industry may be good for the economy of the state, it will do no good 
in more than the short term if there is not enough water to go around.


Individual


2462 12 When Rosemont mine is no longer a viable mine, who will be responsible for my water problems.Individual


2467 4 I have been reading the articles in the Arizona Daily Star and feel very strongly that additional drain on or 
water resources cannot be tolerated in a time of drought.


Individual


2554 6 This danger to human, bird and animal health from radioactive chemicals, heavy metals, sulfuric acid, and 
other processing chemicals, such as cyanide and xanathates, must be thoroughly investigated and any and 
all impacts must be avoided The bottom line is that we already have three Superfund sites in Pima County 
that pollute the water with.


Organization


2572 2 The model suggests that draw down of the water table at Upper Cienega Creek in the Las Cienegas 
National Conservation Area would be small at first, taking thousands of years to fully expand into these 
areas. After 8000 years, the lowered water table created by open pit mining would extend through much 
of the Davidson Canyon area. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease less than a foot in several 
thousand years; the net effect would be to make this groundwater -dependent ecosystem slightly more 
susceptible to effects of drought and global warming.


Government


2589 26 I hereby request a 'No Action' decision by the Forest Service for this project due to the cumulative effects 
that this action would have on the Davidson Canyon/ Cienega Creek, and Watershed


Individual


2591 13 To what extent could cumulative, chain-link cumulative contamination/pollution of surface and ground 
water consideration have effect on the Tucson watershed and the Tucson larger metropolitan area? Could 
the possibility and likelihood of chain-link cumulative contamination/pollution of surface and ground 
water from toxins and chemicals be the single most important significant impact which could cause the 
most problems for the largest number of people, and animals?


Individual


2591 17 What would be the cumulative impact of the high volume of water required for all the proposed mines?Individual
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2592 56 3.1.2.3 Monitoring Plan


This section implies that the approved MPO shall have conditions for environmental monitoring and 
discusses determination of ambient groundwater quality through monitoring the RP, HC, and PC wells.  
Inasmuch as groundwater in Arizona is protected as drinking water, the USFS has a duty to ensure that 
activities it permits on land under its jurisdiction are not likely to contaminate groundwater.  USFS should 
evaluate mining activities on its other operations in Arizona and the southwest and ask whether, based on 
the environmental data gathered at those sites, it's more likely than not that groundwater and surface water 
will be impacted by this project.  USFS should be review ADEQ records for mining districts in Arizona 
and determine whether there is even one ADEQ-permitted operation that does not have groundwater 
impacts associated with its operations.  Regardless of the controls implemented, open pit mining is 
inherently susceptible to groundwater contamination due to the large areas of disturbance, the large 
volumes of material processed, and the large volumes of solutions used for processing.


Individual


2599 18 Exactly what will be the impact of mining activities---particularly of the dewatering of the pit that will 
have to occur if the mine is to operate successfully---on the amount of water currently available in the 
aquifers underlying and adjacent to the proposed mine? What will the effects of continued severe drought, 
global warming and climate change have on these adverse impacts?


Individual


2604 5 We do not need another sulfate plume like the one that is closing down wells in the Green Valley area.Individual


2617 11 Our three sources of survival water are:
Our own well water (Well # 55-634449), Helmet Peak Deliveries, Hauling water from Del Lago's water 
tank on Rinconado and Andrada roads.


 How do you plan to guarantee that the well water from all three of these water sources will not be 
affected by this project either concurrently with operations or any time in the future after Augusta is long 
gone?


Individual


2624 1 We are all relying on the same water supply. In 1992, I was told that we have over 100 years of water 
supply. After being told that the residential water consumption was less than 20% of the annual use, and 
the pecan orchards and copper mines consume the other 80%. With one more mine I think it would put us 
in deep doo-doo.


Individual


2637 3 Now the aspect of another mining project in the area will not only disturb the landscape but also the 
supply and quality of supply of water will be probably be the greatest for not allowing the project to 
continue.


Individual


2644 17 The project's reliance on C.A.P. water, since there seems to be no other reliable source of water available, 
would appear to be a major challenge to an operation such as the Rosemont Mine if the C.A.P. water were 
to become restriced/unavialable due to use farther North along it's path for the likes of expanding 
residential development, and farming due to increased production of food and energy crops.


Individual


2682 2 Water pollution of the aquifer for long term. The aquifer is already being contaminated on the west side of 
the valley by mining operations and diversion wells will not solve the problem but defer it to a later date.


Individual


2688 6 The water in the nearaby unicorporated town of Green Valley has been seriously degraded by the mines 
that surround it.


Organization


2698 43 Do we want to jeopardize the gentle development in progress in the region with deep wells that 
cannibalize the shallower, lower capacity wells already supporting small communities, ranches, and 
tourist facilities?


Business


2708 3 Green Valley has suffered enough from local mines.Individual


2721 3  The mine will use less water than the proposed Mission Peak development and this is not the only 
proposed development in the area. CAP water will not solve their problems since the area doesn’t have 
sufficient allotments. Why are houses alright and the mine is not?


Individual
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2726 43 Do we want to jeopardize the gentle development in progress in the region with deep wells that 
cannibalize the shallower, lower capacity wells already supporting small communities, ranches, and 
tourist facilities?


Business


2729 6 The water in the nearaby unicorporated town of Green Valley has been seriously degraded by the mines 
that surround it.


Organization


2736 27 Currently, there is a sulfate plume in the aquifer related to other unrelated mining mining operations.Government


2736 33 If Rosemont directly used CAP water, where would the pipeline be located?  What if Rosemont used CAP 
water directly and pumped groundwater when CAP water is not available.  What would the cumulative 
effect be?


Government


2760 14 The EIS should describe the potential effects of all project discharges on surface water quality, such as 
thermal changes, increased suspended solids, toxicity, salinity, and pH, including cumulative impacts over 
time.


Government


2760 30 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on 
groundwater and surface water, estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as 
well as all other water use in the vicinity.


Government


2760 37 Identify direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to surface water flow, water supply wells, wetlands, 
springs and seeps, and other grounwater-dependent resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


6734 6 We already have three Superfund sites in Pima County -- that pollute the water, air, and soil, and we don't 
need another one.


Individual


6752 2 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users,


Business


6752 12 The effects of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulphate plume is of special concern.  If that 
plume is not contained it will pollute the entire upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply.  What a shame.  
Shame on us for allowing it to happen.


Business


6880 21 Finally, all of these and other legitimate concerns that have been raised about this mine proposal should 
be analyzed for their cumulative impacts on surrounding communities, wildlife, water quality, water 
quantity, and air pollution.


Government


6919 4 water quality, water quantity,Individual


6939 9 Please consider carefully all current and future demands and supplies of water when considering the 
impacts of the proposed mine.


Individual


7083 10 Please take into consideration the cumulative impacts from this mine and the other proposed mining 
operations in the vicinity on wildlife, water quality, water quantity, and air quality.


Individual


7088 22 This will cover several springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area 
should there be flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be 
concrete lined of just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for 
cumulative effects.


Organization


7088 31 The loss of water resources from the Colorado River coupled with the Rosemont mine's water demands 
could have other cumulative impacts on all of southern Arizona as the lack of available water would have 
impacts on economic development and population growth and demand.


Organization


7088 33 Further, the additional of a pipeline or canal for the delivery of this CAP would have imacts in terms of its 
route, and all of those impacts, individual and cumulative, must be examined.


Organization
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7102 27 I hereby request a 'No Action' decision by the Forest Service for this Project due to the (1) Points made by 
the document made in the June 23, 2008 handout at the Augusta Shareholders meeting, it seems that they 
have no confidence in the project, (2) the incompatibility of this Project on FS land vs. the FS mission, 
(3) the cumulative effects that this action would have on the Davidson Canyon / Cienega Creek, and 
Watershed, (4) Safety Issues, (5) cumulative effects due to three other mines Proposals in the general area 
(Cal - Portland, Andrada, and Seel on BLM/ AZSLD), (6) Scoping flaws, and (7) the lack of a Public 
Hearing in the Vail / Corona areas.


Individual


7134 24 6. The proposed Community Water Company pipeline is "a connected action" for the Rosemont mining 
operations; the impacts of the CWC pipeline must be fully analyzed from the standpoint of "cumulative 
impacts" of the Rosemont mining operations.


Business


7150 18 Surface Water Protection
Surface water quality standards are based on the state-adopted beneficial uses of the surface water. These 
are defined and classified in the Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1. 
Most of the surface waters directly impacted by the proposed project are ephemeral waters that carry 
aquatic & wildlife ephemeral water and partial body contact designed uses and associated standards. 
However, discharges to surface waters flowing north and east may result in impacts to both Cienega 
Creek and to 
Davidson Canyon Creek. Cienega Creek is protected under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law as an 
outstanding resource water. Additionally, Davidson Canyon Creek is expected to receive an outstanding 
resource water designation under the Clean Water Act and Arizona law by this Fall. As outstanding 
resource waters, these surface waters are protected from any degradation of existing water quality. Both 
Cienega and Davidson Canyon Creeks are perennial surface waters and carry the following designated 
uses and associated standard found in AAC Title 18, Chapter 11, Article 1:


Cienega Creek                            aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


Davidson Canyon Creek           aquatic & wildlife, warm water; full body contact; fish
                                                       consumption; agricultural livestock watering


In order to facilitate our review of the EIS, it should identify potential impacts caused directly, indirectly 
and cumulatively to Arizona surface waters and what steps will be taken by the project proponent and the 
Forest Service to ensure the applicable and appropriate water quality standards will be met and 
maintained if the project goes forward.


Government


7163 71 In addition to the economic and social concerns discussed above, these proposals raise significant 
environmental concerns. If the mines are developed, they would destroy extensive areas of habitat for 
imperiled wildlife and plants, including the endangered jaguar; degrade air quality; produce significant 
amounts of greenhouse gas emissions; drawdown aquifers, contaminate ground and surface water 
supplies; negatively impact scenic views; increase traffic on scenic and commuter highways; and 
eliminate current recreational use by a broad-cross section of local residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7163 81 We suggest the environmental impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine should not be analyzed in 
isolation. As noted above, numerous proposed hardrock mining proposals are on the table on the 
Colorado National Forest, all of which collectively impact wildlife habitat on a landscape to regional scale 
and potentially connected groundwater resources. Given the Forest Service's inclination to authorize 
numerous mining CEs within the span of only 1-2 years, this constitutes linked actions that have 
cumulative and synergistic environmental effects. As such, these consequences must be considered in an 
EIS.


Organization


7169 1 I think that the US Forest Service needs to look at Augusta's future proposed mines. That is, beyond the 
Rosemont mine. If they obtain permitting for Rosemont, there is no doubt that they will begin the process 
on the additional 3 mines. How would those mines affect the water issue? This would place a huge burden 
on the water supply and could create a disaster for Arizona. The Rosemont mine, in itself, will probably 
do the same.


Individual
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7293 4 First, we will address the Sierrita Mine (Phelps Dodge).  From 1987 to 2006, this mine has pumped over 
505, 000 AF of groundwater from the old Canoa Ranch area.  That equates to 23 million gallons per day.  
As we all know, there has been no means of recharge in the area except what small amount flows down 
the Santa Cruz River and rainfall.  You just cannot pump that much groundwater, and not replenish it, 
without there being serious subsidence.  Well guess what, that has started to happen.  In the Canoa Verde 
and Canoa Azul are of Canoa Ranch, there are approximately eight homes, plus one swimming pool, that 
has faced serious foundation problems.  It is only a matter of time before that whole area sinks maybe 4 to 
9 feet.  Further, that area has many golf courses, and they pump 600,000 gallons per day / per golf course.


Individual


7498 4 Even should the imported water supply prove sufficient and the 5000 af/yr figure be adequate during the 
years of mine operation, will there not be a long-term negative effect on the local and downstream 
watershed after mine closure? Won't the compliance dam and the pit lake featured in the MPO intercept 
the natural groundwater flow? Won't the area occupied by the perimeter berm and the tailings prevent 
infiltration of storm runoff and snowmelt into the watershed? What effect will this have on the local 
springs and on Cienega/Davidson Canyon? Are there not significant potential hydrological effects far 
beyond the Rosemont property itself, even far beyond the portion of Forest Service land included in the 
mine site? Add to this the synergistic and cumulative effects of other existing or proposed water-depleting 
and industries on both sides of the Santa Ritas: two open pit limestone quarries proposed in Davidson 
Canyon, and the Mission and Sierrita mines in the Santa Cruz valley.


Individual


7499 8 Water is the most important element we have and due to the population growth it is already rapidly 
dwindling


Individual


7504 30 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 58 The loss of water resources from the Colorado River coupled with the Rosemont mine's water demands 
could have other cumulative impacts on all of southern Arizona as the lack of available water would have 
impacts on economic development and population growth and demand.


7508


7504 79 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508
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7504 101 Toxic chemicals are used in the Flotation Process to separate the copper and out of the milled powder.  
Link to a complete explanation of processing copper:  http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/art-m02-
metals.htm


This Flotation Process is the major extraction method where there is poor quality of the ore.  Xanthate 
chemicals produce bubbles that the copper adheres to and the "bad stuff" falls to the bottom. These 
chemicals used for flotation are hydrocarbons with complex configurations, but some are as simple as 
kerosene.  It is claimed that the volatile organics used in the Flotation Process do not go into the slurry 
that goes into the tailings impoundment because they are filtered out before the slurry goes to the 
impoundment.  This is not a sound analysis.


1) Filtration is not a treament technology for volatile organics.  Treatment is pushing air through the 
solution, which releases the volatile chemicals into the air, the equivalent of landfilling the waste 
chemicals in the air.


2) Some are amine compounds that break down into nitrates, so the presence of nitrates in the 
groundwater is an indicator of travel of these compounds, which can be very mobile in an oxygen solution 
(H2O).  


Some of the Chemicals Used in Flotatino Process and in the Thickening Process that takes the water out 
of the used slurry:


Alky Aryl Oxime
Petroleum Distillate
Sulfosuccinate surfactant
Alkyl Xanthate salt
Nalco 7873 - no chemical formula given
Alcohol/hydrocarbon blend


Pits become toxic lakes that are harmful to wild life and not consistent with a recreational area:  The 
operation plans to remediate the tailings and waste rock as it goes along, which means there will be no 
back-filling of the pit because there will be nothing to fill it with. When the operations cease, the pit will 
no longer be dewatered.  Therefore, the pit will fill with water from the ground and storms.  A natural lake 
has mud and clay lining, whereas the pit will be exposed minerals which will create a significant potential 
for acid water in the pits once the mining has stopped.  What will be the long term and cumulative 
impacts?  How will this be prevented and mitigated?


7508


7593 3 I have lived in Tucson for 48 years and have heard many claims that "we have a new method which 
minimizes enviromental impacts" only to have them fail. Augusta offers no alternative to its "dry-stack 
tailings" method and what they will do should it fail. 
They refer to CAP, but Arizona gave up its water rights in order to get CAP so it is the first in line to be 
cut off in time of shortage. Newspapers in CA, NV, and UT have run stories on well-regarded projections 
that due to climate change the Colorado River reservoirs will likely continue to empty, thereby making 
CAP an even less reliable water source. 
In this likely scenario, groundwater would have to be used and the valley is already seeing more and more 
subdivisions which are demanding more and more water.


Individual


7598 22 we are concerned about water quality in these aquifers. Although chemical processing is proposed to be 
done in lined leach areas, there is always potential for escape of chemicals and metal from these areas and 
associated waste ponds. Furthermore, waste rock will always contain some amount of residual chemical 
and metal oxides subject to runoff down Davidson Canyon and subsequent migration into the 
groundwater. This asssessment should be analyzed for long term impacts, not 25, 50 or 100 years, but 200 
years or more.


Individual
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7598 24 Please provide the statistical estimate of effects for a minimum of 25 years on our well. The Arizona 
Department of Water Resources well registration number of our well is 55-210725 located on our 
property. Provide the groundrules and assumptions for these calculations and the estimates of error on 
these inputs and the effect on the statistical results. As a minimum, please include the effects of weather 
(recharge), CAP availability (and potential non-availability), growth projections for the surrounding 
communities which will create additional water demand, permeability of all relevant geology between the 
water recharge sources and the extraction or drainage locations, uncertainties in this geology and 
permeability, effects of seismic disturbances due to blasting on this permeability and all relevant data on 
the aquifer depth and flow rate data. Please provide an uncertainty assessment in the analysis.


Individual


7598 25 Please estimate the effect on quality of water in the aquifers as a function of time. Please estimate for long 
term (>200 years) effects. Analysis variables should include as a minimum all natural and un-natural 
contaminants being processed and placed at or near the surface, the probabilities of weather and rain rates, 
reliability of leach field containment, variability of the tailings soil capping depth and permeability, wind 
and rain erosion of the soil capping, Davidson Canyon geology and substrate permeability between the 
surface and the local water table, and migration of these local watershed contaminants to the surrounding 
aquifers. Consideration should also be given the effect of dust contaminants and eventual migration from 
the operations site (item 5 below). Please provide an uncertainty analysis on these predicted effects.


Individual


7655 11 Liberty Star Uranium & Metals Corporation has in Sonora Mexico a project known as El Papago Project 
which is located 45 miles directly South of the Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. 
Will they be using water from the same Santa Cruz Aquifer? 
Please evaluate the Cumulative Effects of all Mines that will be using Water from the Santa Cruz Aquifer 
including all mines in Mexico.


Individual


7810 7 Is the Cumulative effect of all of the area mines water use and contamination problems being considered 
in the approval of these mines?


Organization


7812 10 Potential cumulative effects of the proposed project include, but are not limited to the following:


Reduction and/or contamination of groundwater resources;


Reduction and/or contamination of surface water resources;


Incremental loss of seasonal and ephemeral streams, seeps, and wetlands (note that the MPO text states 
that several springs occur on the property (p. 7) but the map of water features appears to be limited to one 
spring);


Decrease in and adverse effects on agricultural operations due to overstressed water supplies;


Individual


7812 22 The cumulative impacts on water resources could extend through the entire downstream portion of the 
Cienega Creek watershed, to the Pantano Wash in Tucson and hence to the Santa Cruz River. Cumulative 
groundwater impacts are likely to occur at Green Valley, 
Sahuarita, Corona de Tucson, and to the east of the proposed mine site. At a minimum, the cumulative 
impact boundary should encompass all these areas, and extend well into the City of Tucson, a "crow-flies' 
distance of 30 miles.


Individual


8725 2 I just want to say that I'm against the open mining here in sahuarita because you guys have ruined Tucson 
as it is. And when is this going to stop. This just is getting bigger and bigger and the water, 
environment -- and the animals have no place to go. So I'm against open mining for copper in Sahuarita. 
That is ridiculous. So I am against it.


Individual


8775 6 . . .the quality of our life has suffered because of the mines that are already in this area, with leakage into 
the water systems that they have undertaken to correct, but they still occur occasionally.  And then we 
have dust that has blown over the area from time to time even through they're supposed to be controlling 
such problems.


Individual


8806 8 I have great concerns about the change in the water table with the gross usage of water in the mines, 
destroying things like Kartchner Caverns, the Cienega Creek, the entire natural balance of the Santa Rita 
Mountains and all of southeastern Arizona because it will have a cascading effect.


Individual
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2 12 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim?


22 3 Will a surface and ground water study be completed describing the impacts of the Rosemont mine on the 
East Side of the Santa Rita's?


23 2 This mine poses a potential environmental diaster to the ground water in this area of the Sahuarita Heights 
area, and the whole Scenic Santa Rita Range.


32 3 I want to hear people talk to us about water rights.Individual


50 1 Are there going to be any monitoring wells maintained continually even after the mine closes?Individual


55 1 How does this mine's use of water if into Pima County's Regional Optimazation Master PlanIndividual


160 1 COMMENT 1: ADVERSE IMPACTS OF THE MINE ON THE REGION’S FRAGILE WATERSHEDS 
AND INCREASINGLY STRESSED GROUNDWATER RESOURCES ARE CERTAIN, ARE 
UNDERESTIMATED BY AUGUSTA, AND MUST BE FURTHER AND INDEPENDENTLY 
STUDIED TO BE SUFFICIENTLY UNDERSTOOD AND AVOIDED OR FULLY MITIGATED.
Independent hydrological studies estimate that the Mine will intercept substantial surface water that flows 
to the Davidson Canyon Wash.


160 3 There are substantial remaining uncertainties pertaining to water runoff, recharge, evapotranspiration, and 
storage properties in the region east of the Santa Rita Mountains.


160 8 COMMENT 1A: THE EXTENT THAT THE MINE’S WASTE ROCK, TAILINGS, AND ACID 
LEACH FIELDS DEPOSITED BEHIND CONTAINMENT BUTTRESSES IN BARREL AND OTHER 
NEARBY CANYONS WILL DISRUPT SURFACE WATER CHANNELS FLOWING INTO THE 
DAVIDSON CANYON WASH REMAINS UNDETERMINED. 
Discussion: The Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan states the following:
“Much of the water used in Southern Arizona and New Mexico originates on the mountain Watersheds of 
the Coronado. Competition for available water is rapidly increasing, and concern is growing about 
quantity, and quality. The issue can be stated as follows:
Management of forest resources to protect or enhance watershed condition from both a hydrologic 
function and soil productivity standpoint.”
An independent hydrological study commissioned by Pima County (see Attachment A which is 
incorporated herein by reference) estimates that the Mine will intercept approximately 650 acre-feet per 
year of water flow to the Davidson Canyon Wash which in turn flows to the Cienega Creek- and 
important contributor to greater Tucson’s water supply. The amount that will be intercepted is 
approximately the same as the current flow that reaches the lower Cienega Creek from Davidson Canyon. 
The nearly 3,000 acres of waste rock, tailings, and acid leach fields will forever alter the Davidson 
Canyon Watershed and Cienega Creek.


160 9 Mitigation:
Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity 
at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and 
following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity 
can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.
The proposed “Central Drain” does not address the adverse impacts of “upstream” surface runoff 
containing toxic materials entering the Davidson Canyon Watershed, Cienega Creek, and Pantano Creek. 
Mitigation of such adverse impacts must be provided and conclusively demonstrated via stringent 
performance standards and on-going monitoring (see above). A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permit will be required under the federal Clean Water Act (CWA). This will apply to 
liquid waste applied to land or released into waters of the nation, and to runoff from the site. In fact a 
permit would be required to re-inject the waste water into the groundwater basin.
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160 13 Mitigation: As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in 
ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of 
each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest 
Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be 
required to qgree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected 
homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita 
Mountains.


160 16 According to the MPO, Augusta does not plan to develop high-volume production water wells east of the 
Santa Rita Mountains. If such production wells were to be developed, however, they would have an 
adverse impact on existing residential and other wells nearby. Protection of Arizona's diminishing high 
quality water resources must be given priority over protection of hard rock mining interests in Arizona. 
Mitigation: Augusta's proposed mitigation through groundwater recharge is flawed due to the unreliability 
of water sources for such recharge. Chronic drought conditions in the arid Southwest in combination, with 
the projected population growth of the Phoenix/Tucson region severely reduce the long-term unreliability 
of CAP water. This situation is exacerbated by the legal limitations of CAP's Junior Water Rights.  As a 
condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the 
Mine must be required to agree in writing that it will voluntarily replace the ground water that the Mine 
uses or reduce the amount of ground water that the Mine uses to amounts that can be replaced by 
Augusta.        As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors 
in ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with owner(s) of each 
existing welss that could be adversely affected by the Mine's production wells wherever they may be.      
As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of 
the Mine must agree in writing that should CAP allocations be reduced, the Mine's reduction in CAP 
water will not be replaced at the expense of the citizens of greater Tucson, Green Valley, Sahuarita, or 
rural Pima County east of the Santa Rita Mountains, even if that will require slowing or stopping activity 
at the Mine.


160 35 Despite being constructed to standards acceptable in the mining industry, such containment buttresses and 
surface water management facilities can and do fail due to unanticipated events. And, when toxic 
chemical releases do occur, the most persistent and expensive to remedy are those impacting soil and 
water. The Mine's containment and water management facilities must be engineered to a higher 
standard.      Mitigation:    In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, 
Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.       Require that 
mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on 
performance in past predictions and experience at other mines;         Require that mitigation measures be 
designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation 
measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of 
success.      All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the 
adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered. For example, when 
the very safety of the domestic water supply for the City of Tucson could be at risk, it is not unreasonable 
to require the determination of the probably adverse impacts of a 200-year flood event on the proposed 
project.


160 92 In preparing a Mine Plan of Operation, it is in the mine owner's best self-interest to understate the risk the 
mine poses to the region's water resources


160 96 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause water 
pollution.


182 7 Will a surface and ground water study be completed describing impacts of the Rosemont Mine on the East 
side of the Santa Ritas?


183 1 What guarantees can the FS and mining company give us that our water resources won't be degraded from 
this project?


183 7 How can you justify the use of 2 billion gallons of water a year being used by a mine from a desert 
aquifer?


184 3 What guarantees do we have, if My wells go dry or is polluted as an indirect impact of the mine?
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184 8 Where will the water come from if they agree to supply me.


1505 5 With this being said, Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental 
impact of the transporting of groundwater away from Sahuarita heights.


Individual


1529 4 Also, where does Augusta plan to get  water?Individual


1538 5 A mine should not be allowed to destroy thousands of acres of  pure water drainage belonging to the 
public (Coronado Nat. forest, State trust land, BLM land) unless the public surrounding the area is in 
agreement.


Individual


1547 2 will my water costs be reduced?Individual


1551 1 my main concern is water.Individual


1551 3 The proposed mine is located on the other side of the mountains. Why not take wawter from the ??? 
Valley?


Individual


1552 3 very concerned with the water protection of Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon.Individual


1557 1 Water! More prcious than gold etc. Please consider future generations.Individual


1558 2 and its water resources. As a homeowner in Green Valley I want to protect its unique environment from 
further degradation.


Individual


1558 3 I am particularly concerned about the water resourcesIndividual


1564 2 water is critical for both also. The mine seems destined to destroy both!Individual


1576 1 Water is much far valuable + essential to life.Individual


1580 5 Will the mine pay for the water it uses?Individual


1581 3 Isn't drinking water for the people who live here more of a concern than more copper?  Until someone 
does a study to prove we have sustainable water for the current mine, the pecan groves, and the pEople 
living here now, I think its fool hardy to approve another huge draw on our acquifer PROVE THE 
WATER EXISTS FIRST!


Individual


1585 1 The negative impact on water resources are reasons enough to prevent implementation and the invasion of 
a pristine natural environment.


Individual


1596 3 the using of 5000-8000 acre feet of water is undoubtable a potential for disaster too.Individual


1606 2 Apparently it is ok to give the mine all the clean water it wants and get dirty water in return.Individual


1616 5 I live within 1 mile of the proposed mine. As such the following will severely affect me:
Water resources: we rely on well water from an aquifer that the pit will intersect.


Individual


1627 4 Where will water source come from?Individual


1631 6 Water are also high concerns.Individual


1632 4 I am also concerned about potential degradation of the town water supply.Government


1641 3 As a nearby resident, I do not want the water pollution.Individual
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1658 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


1665 2 Please think about these things. We have a right to have water and that it remain good and safe.Individual


1665 8 If the mine goes through what will happen to our water.Individual


1672 2 We need all the water we have in the area of the Rosemont mine.Individual


1677 1 Will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing any reduction in available water will be absorbed by them?Individual


1677 2 Will Augusta Resources pay for well improvements in the area in the event wells run dry?Individual


1700 1 My concerns are centered around Drinking water, Life safety and my love of our Desert we, 
(Citizens of Tucson area) are told not to waste water because our water tables are critically low


Individual


1702 2 I am concerned about air quality, water use and quality, environmental degradation loss of our pristine 
wilderness, and our future quality of life.


Individual


1709 8 In general I do not see any commitment to maintain the view, water, and water quality, air quality, might 
sky darkness and the quiet of my property.


Individual


1723 1 The waste from the mine should not be allowed to affect the habitat and groundwater.Individual


1723 3 Draw water only from area of recharge.Individual


1729 3 Open Pit Mining = Destructioin of mountains and all vegetation and total desregard of our national Water 
Source.


Individual


1739 1 Rosemont will come in, put our water at risk + leave us with all the cleanup.Individual


1832 3 What is the risk of wells that support mine having a negative impact on the aquifer thus impacting wildlife 
in the Coronado National Forsest?


Individual


1836 3 We are land owners, pay our taxes, and this will take away our water.Individual


1839 2 What % of current water supply is used by residents, FICO orchards, existing mines in west Santa Cruz 
Valley, golf courses.


Individual


1840 4 How will this affect our rates?Individual


1841 2 However this is a mammoth proposal which will tap water resources in a state that is already pumping 
water from another state.


Individual


1854 2 Our main concern is the WATER issue; water is becoming the number one concern in this area of Arizona.Individual


1875 1 A mine of that size would be terribly destructive to not only the ground that would be removed but the 
whole eco system of the mountains and the valleys below it. Just the impact on the water along would be 
huge. The grand canyon that the water would flow into from above would not allow the water to enter 
streams below the impacted area.


Individual


1875 2 The grand canyon that the water would flow into from above would not allow the water to enter streams 
below the impacted area. This would be detrimental to habitats downstream of this area. And as the mine 
got deeper the ground water would quite possibly drop deep into the ground robbing the land around it of 
water and causing die out or back of habitat.


Individual


1875 3 Then there is the questions of the ground water pumping and how that would effect the aquifer in that area 
and Green Valley.


Individual
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1879 2 The projected open pit mine will have negative, in some cases disastrous impacts in critical areas of the 
Coronado National Forest, upon water.


Individual


1885 5 The impact on the Canyon watershed would be impacted negatively.Individual


1886 2 There is no way they should ask us in southern Arizona to accommodate a water intensive development 
like this when they took away our water rights to our share of Colorado River Water.


Individual


1890 3 The existance of the mine will do almost nothing to protect the water and air. The construction of the 
proposed pipeline will do nothing to prevent or very little to defer the looming water problem in this area.


Individual


1891 4 It is a tremendous concern to me that a mine is being proposed in the Rosemont area. There are multiple 
reasons form my concern including environmental impact, health concerns, wear on roads, inevitable 
water impact, among others.


Individual


1892 2 Impacts to Water Resources: The project as proposed will impact water resources and riparian areas both 
within and outside the project area.


Organization


1892 8 Firstly, Augusta's own studies show that the proposed mine pit would be so deep that it would capture 
mountain-front recharge from a significant portion of the eastern Santa Rita Mountains. Mountain-front 
recharge of groundwater is the main source for persistent surface water in valley-bottom streams across 
this region, including Cienega Creek. Studies have not yet been able to predict how far south this pit 
would draw water from; at the least it would impact the recharge that serves Davidson Canyon and Pima 
County's Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. By changing water movement along the mountain-from and 
creating a cone of depression in foothills alluvium, it may well also draw water away from creeks and 
springs of the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area farther to the south.


Organization


1892 15 Augusta claims that by not pumping water from the Cienega basin it will not impact waters in this area of 
nationally-recognized natural resources. This claim simply does not hold water, for all of the reasons 
outlined above. This mine cannot be operated without significant impact to these important water and 
riparian resources and the imperiled species that depend in thme. This project should be denied based on 
these impacts alone.


Organization


1893 1 The Rosemont Mine will impact residents of the northern San Cruz river valley.Individual


1893 2 Rosemont Copper Company has acquired a parcel of residential property (about 50 acres) near my home 
and plans to put in several wells, at depths of 1,300 feet, to continuously pump 6,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater (our drinking water) each year for the next 20 years. They will transport this water 15 miles 
up to and over the crest of the beautiful Santa Rita Mountains to it's mine for processing copper ore.


Individual


1893 6 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community.


Individual


1893 10 The water of Arizona is the life blood of the communities in this great state and should never be wasted in 
such a foolish manner. I hope that our politicians will be better stewards of the taxpayers' money and stop 
the wasteful use of Arizona's ground water. In so doing, they will be protecting the lives of our 
communities. The water belongs to the citizens of Arizona. It's time to use common sense for the common 
man for the common good of Arizona.


Individual


1894 2 How will residents who depend on their own wells be recompensed when/ if their wells run dry?Individual


1901 3 I am particularly concerned about the impact of mining on water.Individual


1908 3 The activities of previous (and existing) mines have demonstrated a "devil may care" attitude as to waste 
water.


Individual


1917 6 I am concerned about the following environmental & health issues:  Wastewater quality & disposalIndividual


1927 4 There is a lack of an existing local/regional authority to plan, coordinate, monitor, regulate the water 
supply; maybe developing slowly.


Individual
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1929 4 Water is vitalIndividual


1950 3 This mining process will waste large amounts of water and should be prohibitedIndividual


1951 2 water,Individual


1951 5 If water is piped over from Green Valley, there's another large area that will be destroyed or damaged,Individual


1956 4 and its water for our future generations.Individual


1957 14 and the Colorado River water flows, to stabilize, if indeed they do, so that all can be more assured of this 
mine's future.


Individual


1960 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


1967 3 water,Individual


1969 7 Some of the issues that need to be considered:
The impact on existing water resources


Individual


1977 8 air,  water,etc.Individual


2062 2 Where is the H20 coming from. You won't be happy until the local wells dry up.Individual


2065 3 Water rights must be considered. Our natural habitat need protecting consider future generations.Individual


2095 5 National Environmental Policy Act Section 101 paragraph B pertains to Rosemont's activities of 
transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita would interfere with the natural balance of the 
environments ability to maintain critical water levels for the overall development and welfare of the our 
community. Rosemont's transportation of groundwater from Sahuarita, which is already suffering from a 
groundwater depletion and land subsidence, may cause a risk to health and safety of the residents with 
undesirable consequences to the community and Rosemont's transportation of our groundwater could 
dramatically affect future growth in our communities.


Individual


2095 8 When a company applies for a permit which will impact waters of the United States, the agency that is 
being asked to issue the permit must evaluate the environment effects of the permit decision under NEPA. 
The Federal agency can require the private company to pay for the preparation of analyses, but the agency 
remains responsible for the scope and accuracy of the analyses. With this being said, Rosemont should be 
made to pay for a hydrological study for the environmental impact of the transporting of groundwater 
away from Sahuarita Heights and how their activities could affect the land subsidence.


Individual


2095 12 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies.


Individual


2095 14 The water of Arizona is the life blood of the communities in this great state and should never be wasted in 
such a foolish manner. I hope that our politicians will be better stewards of the taxpayers' money and stop 
the wasteful use of Arizona's ground water. In so doing, they will be protecting the lives of our 
communities. The water belongs to the citizens of Arizona. It's time to use common sense for the common 
man for the common good of Arizona.


Individual


2095 22 Rosemont should be made to pay for a hydrologic study for the environmental impact of transporting of 
groundwater away from Sahuarita heights and how this will affect the land subsidence.


Individual


2109 2 The water question has been a concern for all in Green Valley because of declining availability. My 
technical question is the purity of water necessary to carry out effective flotation from concentration of the 
sulfide ore on a continuing basis. Since this process depends on surface activity, and is sensitive to trace 
elements, it would help answer the question of how much "new" water is necessary from the aquifer, and 
how much could be recycled.


Individual


2115 2 It will destroy the water table and the unique eco-system that the Santa Rita Mountains encompass.Individual
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2118 4 The great water use should stop this travesty in OUR National Forest.Individual


2121 3 Water is a huge issue. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are incredibly important riparian areas for the 
Tucson water supply. I know of no way this resource can be protected in perprtuity.


Individual


2121 7 The Tucson Basin is already face with severe air pollution problems. Rosemont would add another 
significant pollution load to Tucson's air. Any efforts to mitigate that would require heavy applications of 
water which impact the Tucson AMA and Cienega and Davidson Creeks. An unsolvable "catch22".  You 
must resolve the air quality issue before approving the Rosemont mine.


Individual


2123 3 Beyond the esthetics the risks to water supply is huge.Individual


2126 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


2131 5 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while Our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis.


Individual


2144 9 I oppose the Rosemont Mine because the Rosemont Copper Project would affect the water tables in the 
entire area.


Individual


2153 5 A mine such as the one planned for Rosemont by Augusta Resources will have a detrimental effect upon 
local watersheds.


Individual


2175 5 Please don't let this mining ruin the ground water of the Tucson Valley. Haven't we given enough land to 
big business?


Individual


2188 3 The water of the area belong to all of us as citizens, not to a foreign company.Individual


2190 2 I live 12 miles from the proposed site and am concerned about several problems with water with the mine.Individual


2195 7 What about water? In case you hadn't heard we live in a desert and do not have an infinite supply of 
water. I guess with the right amount of money you can buy whatever outcome you desire from a water 
resource study.


Individual


2197 4 Once again we are being asked to sell our birthright of precious water for the mess of potage being offered 
by Augusta.


Individual


2198 3 My wife and I (Neal) live approx.2.5 miles from the proposed Rosemont Mine site. We live on Hilton 
Ranch Road, adjacent to the Davidson Canyon drainage, downstream from the proposed mine site. We 
have owned approx. 29 acres since 1979 and have a domestic well located on said property. We have built 
our DREAM home several years ago, after living in a single wide trailer for over 30 years. The approval 
of proposed mine will jeopardize the water we drink.


Individual


2202 3 Please SAVE OUR WATER!!!Individual


2203 2 The watershed from which the Rosemont Mine intends to draw its water is the basin that drains into the 
Santa Cruz aquifer. The other big draws on this aquifer are FICO, Sierrita Mine, and golf courses. 
Residential draws are small in comparison to the aforementioned draws. Add the Rosemont Mine, and 
Rosemont will become one of the four leading aquifer draws, with residential draws being last.


Individual


2203 3  As a new resident of Arizona (March 2007), having moved here from Wisconsin, I can say that there are 
other potential negative effects of the aquifer drawdowns. Believe it or not, Wisconsin has declining 
underground water tables in the Town of Algoma adjacent to the City of Oshkosh, and the aquifer has 
subsequently become contaminated by the chemical arsenic (Please refer to web link 
http://www.wnrmag.com/stories/2000/dec00/arsenic.htm) which is being leached out of the substrate rok 
in that aquifer, making drinking water in the town unsuitable for drinking per federal drinking water 
stanards.


Individual


2211 6 Is there that much extra water that we have it available and will sell it to just anybody with money?Individual


2216 5 The 2000 foor depth and 1000 acre size of the main pit concerned me also. Will they be close to ground 
water?


Individual
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2223 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-568492.Individual


2225 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-560423.Individual


2230 2 The Cienega Creek is designated an Outstanding Waters of the State of Arizona also.Individual


2235 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-460423.Individual


2235 5 Will there be ahydrological study done by impartial specialists to determine irreparable damage that 
would occur should the mine go in?


Individual


2239 3 I have examined the maps and talked to both the mine civil engineer and the Rosemont water experts and 
from those discussions at the Vail and Sahuarita Rosemont Mine Scoping meerings, it appears that neither 
adequate water diversions or water channels are to be provided by the Rosemont Mine plan.


Individual


2239 6 I asked the engineering personnel if channels for water would be provided to protect the mine operation 
and was told they would be provided. I asked if they would be lined with concrete or some impermeable 
material and was told they wouldn't be. This further confused me as it is well known in AZ that flash 
flooding scours banks, destroying bridges and roads, and is a hazard to people and buildings.


Individual


2241 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2248 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2250 1 I am very concerned about the proposed mining projects impact on my well.Individual


2250 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-211822.Individual


2251 1 I am very concerned about the proposed mining projects impact on my well.Individual


2251 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-211822.Individual


2260 3 The Rosemont mine will be bad for water.Individual


2264 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-211142.Individual


2266 6 Don't let our precious Santa Rita Mountains and desert be destroyed: Save our ground water.Individual


2267 1 I have spoken to homeowners, ranchers, farmers, and small business owners, all of whom are concerned 
about the Cumulative Effects negatively impacting the source of water supply to not only said 
homeowners, ranchers, farmers, and small business owners but also to the wildlife that so graciously also 
inhabit the lands in question.


Individual


2268 2 The water should not be destroyed just because a FORIEGN country wants to mine copper.Individual


2272 4  WATER:  There is a great potentiality that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals leach into ground and 
surface waters draining into Tucson area water supplies, and impacting nearby riparian areas such as 
Davidson Canyon.  This would also imperil wildlife habitat and future drinking water sources for 
residential  use.


Individual


2276 5 Most importantly, we do not want to have the water tainted by this mine.Individual


2277 6 Speaking on behalf of my family, I am totally against any kind of mining in Southeast arizona in which 
our water supply is affected. It would be putting a burden on the good citizens of this community.


Individual


2284 7 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim tht in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim


Individual


2286 2 Pima County and other entities have been buying up land in the area to preserve the San Pedro Cienega 
Creek environment, not just so we have a pretty area ser aside for future generations, but to help protect a 
valuable water source. The mine is very close to this fragile area.


Individual
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2291 17 In the past three years, our community has fought for the protection of biologically sensitive Davidson 
Canyon, under threat from mining interests that would deplete water and replace our canyon with a 
700x400x200 foot pit. Protecting Davidson Canyon, which feeds Las Cienegas preserve, has been the 
focus of numerous unanimous resolutions by our Pima County supervisors, led by our own Ray Carroll, 
and most recently championed by Supervisor Sharon Bronson.


Individual


2291 21 [3] Water: Outstanding and Otherwise
Tailings from this ridiculous project would eventually pollute Davidson Canyon and Las Cienegas, both 
of which qualify or are currently registered with ADEQ as "Outstanding Waters" of Arizona. Any activity 
which threatens the quality of these perennial desert streams is categorically illegal. Therefore Rosemont 
is Illegal. We and or the state will sue the EPA and other jurisdictional bodies under these provisions if 
this project goes forward.


Individual


2291 27 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.
--We have performance horses, who will pay four our horses when it go's through the fence, from the 
blasting?
--Even more important, when my daughter get hurt working her horses and they get spook from blasting!!!
--What will this do to our water and the water that runs down the Davidson Canyon to feed the Vail area?


Individual


2302 2 Water in this area of Green Valley is a precious resource and finite.Individual


2305 1 Rosemont Mining mentions the Cienega creek watershed and basin, the Santa Cruz Basin and Central 
Arizona Project water in the mining plan report. Water is a resource in great demand.


Individual


2305 2 Nancy Freeman of the groundwater Awareness League, Inc. has commented as follows:
Impacts on Water:
Maintaining supplies of clean water and protecting watersheds were major reasons why public domain 
forests and rangelands were reserved. As regions have become more populated and States have failed to 
protect the valuable resource of water, the imperative for the Federal Government through the Forest 
Service and other agencies to protect these watersheds for their original intended use. The public can no 
longer dole out large quantities of water to industry, especially heavy water users such as mining and 
electro-power plants.


Individual


2305 3 Nancy Freeman of the groundwater Awareness League, Inc. has commented as follows:
Impacts on Water:
Maintaining supplies of clean water and protecting watersheds were major reasons why public domain 
forests and rangelands were reserved. As regions have become more populated and States have failed to 
protect the valuable resource of water, the imperative for the Federal Government through the Forest 
Service and other agencies to protect these watersheds for their original intended use. The public can no 
longer dole out large quantities of water to industry, especially heavy water users such as mining and 
electro-power plants. If we are going to save our watersheds that Federal Government has to take on this 
project to protect the water in the national forests, wildlife refuges, and designated conservation areas.


Individual


2305 6 There is no doubt that the quantity and quality of our water is diminishing year by year. U.S. Geological 
Survey continues to do extensive measuring and reporting on the water issue.


Individual


2305 8 Important reports compiles by Ann Maest and Jim Kuipers show that the Environment Impact Statements 
of mining corporations consistently underestimate the ultimate impact on water by mining operations. 
Predicted and Actual Water Quality at Hardrock Mines


Individual


2323 3 The water situation is another whole set of problems. Drill for water and sucking the Santa Ritas water 
table down to levels never again to return to the already low levels would be a disgrace, and a misuse of 
our environment.


Individual


2331 6 The proposed Rosemont Copper Proejct should be stopped for many reasons that include but are not 
limited to:
Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary and Scholefield Canyons, yet claims to have no impact 
on the Cienega Creek Watershed.


Individual
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2338 8 Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield Canyons, YET CLAIMS NO IMPACT 
TO CIENEGA CREEK WATERSHED!!  Any heavy rains during the monsoons, which occur yearly in 
that area, are potential disasters here.


Individual


2339 13 Is there a detailed and reliable analysis of the effects on the water availability for the general area once the 
mine is in operation?


Individual


2352 3 I became concerned when I was told that a huge mining project had been proposed for this area. I have 
seen other mining operations in Arizona over the years that I have been out there. I even worked for 
Magma Copper when I lived out there in the 70's. I know that these large operations have large impcts on 
everything in the area where they are placed. Not just impacts on wildlife, but also roads, water tables, air 
quality, increased noise levels from operations, and light pollution. All of these things have direct impacts 
on quality of life for all creatures both human and otherwise.


Individual


2356 2 The negative consequences of this operation are many and the one that I am addressing is the OPEN PIT 
dewatering process. In order to continue, the mining operation water must be removed as it arrives from 
the water table into the pit the once usuable water becomes useless and toxic!. It is NECESSARY that the 
Augusta Corp be REQUIRED to Dewater by using bore holes around the pit into sources of underground 
water, intercepting the clean water, BEFORE its arrial into open pit. The pumping from these site wells 
would require continual monitoring for quality. This intercepted water is used to recharge into suitable 
areas in order to stabilize the static level of our ground water. The technology has been in existence for 
some time in China, Germany, Czech., Russia AND THE U.S.. The recharge has been accomplished in 
ALL TYPES of aquifers,but only after extensive ground water mapping and flow modeling.


Individual


2357 2 We live near the mining area and ask you to please stop this project that will ruin the water of our home.Individual


2362 6 I don't believe that Augusta Resources have complied with information on how mining would affect 
critical ground water reserves.


Individual


2366 3 Is there any way to shut down the mine if this should start to occur?  In California the oldest user of water 
has water rights. Is that so here?


If not, then I am adamantly opposed to the mine.


Individual


2371 10 If you want proof of our groundwater overdraft in this basin, contact the Department of Water Resources, 
Pima County Flood Control and the Pima County Board of Supervisors.


Individual


2379 12 Water impacts to urban and agricultural users are a major adverse environmental impact of the Rosemont 
proposal, consisting of an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources, which would not be 
necessary except for the action of Rosemont. What specific studies will the Forest Service commission to 
evaluate water resource needs, impacts, and alternatives?


Government


2381 4 There is no appreciable water supply for a mine in the immediate area of the project, either East or West 
of the project.The nearest water supply is either Cieniga creek basin to the East, a conservation area 
owned by the BLM, or the Santa Cruz basin to the West, a rapidly developing area that is experiencing 
pressure on water supply already.


Individual


2381 22 Their ability to pump water from out of the AMA (Active Management Area) is being made on an escape 
clause which holds harmless the ADWR (Arizona Department of Water Resources) from any lawsuits for 
damage incurred by Augusta from their action which is a very risky proposition for Augusta. I would 
suspect that FICO and other large water users in the Santa Cruz basin are preparing their lawyers as we 
speak.


Individual


2381 24 The sulphide flow sheet appears to be standard for the industry. Augusta states that it will use 
"innovations" in water conservation. Recycling water, drip systems and lined ponds have been used for 
years by the mining industry. Where is the "innovations?" My suspicion is that they plan on getting the 
mine permitted and ready for operation, and then "discover" that they "underestimated" their water needs!


Individual
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2381 25 As a foot note to water supply, I would like to make a comment about the delivery system which was not 
fully addressed in the operating plan. The pipeline for water delivery for the project will traverse plus or 
minus 15 miles and have a vertical lift of plus or minus twenty eight hundred feat. The amount of power 
needed, and the strength factor of the pipe to accomplish this feat is going to be staggering, in addition to 
the initial cost of the water.
I would suggest that the parties involved talk to the City of Prescott. The City of Prescott is currently 
engaged in a similar project. They are attempting to build a plus or minus thirty mile water pipeline from 
Chino Valley south to the city of Prescott. They are estimating plus or minus ten years to acquire right of 
way, permitting and constructiobn with a cost of nearly two hundred million dollars. It has been three or 
four years since the program was conceived and as of today, not one joint of pipe has been laid in the 
ground. There is nothing in Augustas operating plan addressing this risk.


Individual


2385 4 The drainage and aquifer of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are also threatened. The results of a 
thorough hydrology study of all the affected aquifers must be considered in the permitting.


Individual


2388 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-205652. The legal description of my property is: 21S 
Township 17E S-Range 15 E-Section Santa Cruz County 108 Book 03 Map 003 Parcel.


Individual


2389 9 I have had a base test done on flow rate and a water quality test by a national testing company. I also keep 
a well performance logbook as reference. We will cooperate with any NFS represented consultants on this 
issue.


Individual


2390 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-573276.Individual


2395 2 We believe that your October 19, 2007 letter to Jamie Sturgess needs to be supplemented to request 
sufficient information to determine the impact of water withdrawal on our Upper Santa Cruz Aquifer. We 
believe that the guidelines in 36 CFR 228A Part C are sufficiently clear to require a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our USC aquifer.


Organization


2395 4 We request our previously submitted letters of November 12, 2007 and December 30, 2007 be carefully 
considered. These letters establish the crises nature of USC aquifer and the efforts of the Upper Santa 
Cruz/ Providers and Users Group (USC/PUG) that has been formed with a mission of creating broad-
based, long-term solutions to achieve sustainability in our aquifer. Pima County Supervisors offer to 
facilitate and support this group in their efforts. The Green Valley Community Coordinating Council also 
supports this group and have notified by letter both Pima County and USC/PUG of their support. 
(GVCCC is a de facto governance entity with 60 Homeowners Association members and 20 local 
Institutional members. See http://www.gvccc.org)


Organization


2396 10 Although Augusta claims that the open pit mine would not use water from the water shed, I urge a legal 
and binding written agreement to be made.


Individual


2401 6 Clean water is the most important resources that the National Forest can offer.Individual


2404 1 My name is Dick Walden. I am President of Farmers Investment Co. known as FICO. I have lived in the 
Santa Cruz Valley for almost 60 years. My father moved FICO here in 1948 when he purchased the 
Continental Farm. Today, FICO owns approximately 7,000  acres in the Sahuarita-Green Valley area, 
which is irrigated and cultivated by FICO and its wonderful employees. 
The use of irrigation water for agriculture in these lands dates back hundreds of years to the Hohokam era 
of approximately 800-1100 A.D. Irrigation and agriculture continued through the time of Spanish 
occupation and Mexican Territorial days prior to acquisition by the U.S. with the Gadsden Purchase in 
1853.
As farmers and stewards of the land in this region, we know that the value of land and the value of water 
are inseparable . We all can relate to the fact that water is an essential item for all of us to survive. We are 
very blessed in th Santa Cruz Valley with high quality ground water. 
FICO has grave concerns about Rosemont Copper Company proposal to establish a mine. In our opinion, 
to consider using high quality ground water displays poor judgement and bad leadership and would be a 
bad political decision.


Business


2404 3 The Upper Santa Cruz aquifer sustains approximately 5,000 acres of orchards, the Freeport-McMoRan 
Sierrita Copper Mine and, until recently, the Asarco Mine.


Business
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2404 8 What will be the impact on our groundwater when this mine operates well beyond its purported 20 years?Business


2408 3 In my letter of November 12, I requested that Rosemont be requested to make a comprehensive 
hydrological study of our aquifer to determine the exact impact that Rosemont pumping will have on our 
community. Has Rosemont been requested to do this?


2417 1 My water is pumped from well 55-460423.Individual


2418 1 How will the mine effect my well #55594443, and if it goes dry or gets contaminated what will Agusta Co 
do about it?


Individual


2424 4 I'm against this mining situation. I'm concerned about the pollution (water). Just say no! They can go mine 
their own land.


Individual


2428 2 Additionally, a detailed groundwater model of the augusta pumping site (near Sahuarita) needs to be 
completed to determine the impact of their water use on local well owners.


Individual


2429 2 My concerns are:
1. interference with natural watersheds in an area with reduced water- a desert


Individual


2433 2 It's bad enough all the development- but we certainly don't need reckless mining- which uses our precious 
water


Individual


2440 12 Many environmentally immune compromised individuals can live nowhere else. They are the members of 
our species that are endangered and we have a responsibility to protect them as well. Development of the 
proposed mine will drive them out of the area not only through the destruction of the scenic view, but 
with the attendant degradation of the air quality, water shed and increase noise and pressure from the 
infrastructure of the operation and employee people traffic that the project will bring. One only has to 
look at the nearby changes that have occurred in Bisbee and Green Valley to have a realistic appreciation 
of what will occur in the Rosemont/Sonoita area from this project. The cost to those of us who are 
compromised and the value to the rest of us who can utilize them as critical indicators of what will happen 
to the rest of our species if we degrade our habitat must be factored in to the costs of the Rosemont 
project.


Individual


2442 1 This project clearly jeopardizes water in the area, water that is essential for humans, wildlife and flora.Individual


2446 4  and future drinking water sources for residential  use.  More health issues here also…for us all!Individual


2449 5 Damage To: would be devastating
b. cienega watersheds


Individual


2462 1 My name is Larry Eaglen; my water is pumped from well number 55-503332. This is a commercial well 
that was dug in 1982 that was geared for growing gourds as a small business for our retirement in one 
year. My concerns are in connection with the Rosemont mine and their massive water needs.


Individual


2462 2 What is the direct impact the mine will have on my well?Individual


2462 5 What measures will be taken to assure me that I will have water?Individual


2462 6 Will water be trucked in, or how will I get water?Individual


2462 9 Will Rosemont mine have my well dug deeper?Individual


2462 10 Can someone tell me what the future ground water table depth will be?Individual


2462 13 Who will pay for all the water problems?Individual


2464 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2465 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-513895. The legal description for the property is: E2 NE4 NE4 
NW4 5.00 AC Township 18S-Range 16E-Sec13 Pima County Book 305 Map 89 Parcel 003C


Individual
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2468 14 With water conservation on everyone's mind, I cannot even imagine the effect of these mining proposals 
on our future water availability and quality! Here is Green Valley, one water company in particular has 
had polluted supply from the local copper mine ... these proposals almost ASSURE that toxic chemicals 
and heavy metals would leach into the ground and impact our water supplies. When canyons are filled in 
and land surfaces changed, watershed is dramatically impacted - this is a serious consideration! AND the 
fact that the mine's entire supply will come from the aquifers here is the Sahuarita area almost assures 
deprivation in the future!


Individual


2470 4 What happens if they exceed their water use goals?Individual


2472 3 Rosemont claims that they have stored much of the water they project using. The replacement was into the 
Tucson basin with no mention of Sahuarita/Green Valley water replacement. They also say they will 
continue to replace the water they use with CAP water. Several weeks ago I questioned Mr. Jamie 
Sturgess, Vice President of Rosemont, about the diminishing flow in the Colorado River pointing out the 
drastically reduced levels in Lakes Meade and Powell. I questioned whether they could expect CAP to 
deliver the needed water. He promised to refer this question to his hydrologists who would bet back to 
me. To this date my question has not been answered.


Individual


2472 5 We cannot afford to allow Rosemont to pump our ground water for their benefit.Individual


2473 12 Please record my opposition to Rosemont Mining for the following reasons:
there will be new grand water pipes


Individual


2475 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


2477 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-801882-L. The legal description for the property is: S1/4 
NW1/4 NE1/4 Township 17 S-Range 14 E-Sec 17 Parcel 64F.


Individual


2478 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2481 7 Who will take care of our water problems long after the mine closes???Individual


2482 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-531221. The legal description for the property is: Township 19 
S-Range 17 E-Sec 32 Pima County Book 307 Map 30 Parcel 0670.


Individual


2483 6 There is the major issue of water impact which is still being debated.Individual


2492 6 There is the major issue of water impact which is still being debated.Individual


2497 1 How will the mine impact my water table?Individual


2501 1 At present, FICO understands that the USFS is reviewing certain supplemental information provided by 
RCC in response to the USFS's October 19, 2007 letter.  Specifically, USFS is presently evaluating 
whether sufficient information exists to demonstrate project feasibility and to allow the USFS to 
understand possible alternatives.  As noted in the USFS's October 19, 2007 letter to RCC, however, one 
of the least documented (and certainly least understood) elements of RCC's proposed Mine Plan of 
Operations ("MPO") is the project's potential impact to groundwater and surface water resources.  See 
October19, 2007 Letter from Ms. Jeanine A. Derby Sturgess, at 2-3.


Business
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2501 3 FICO first became aware of the fact that RCC's proposed operations may directly impact FICO and the 
surrounding environment based upon its discovery of a land sale which took place adjacent to FICO's 
property.  Specifically, ARC, using the name of another entity, bought land directly east of FICO's 
orchards and wells to use as a pumping site for the Rosemont Mine.  At present, RCC is operating a test 
well which is within 1/2 mile of several FICO wells, including a Farmers Water Co. well and three 
agricultural wells.  ARC's well land is also within Farmers Water Co.'s Certificate of Convenience and 
Necessity.  It is plain from its proposed MPO that RCC plans to extract tens of thousands of acre feet of 
water from this location and transport it to the Rosemont Mine in order to service the water needs of its 
proposed mining operations.  See MPO, 2.8.3, at 44.
Unfortunately, in its proposed MPO, RCC ultimately offers little in terms of detail as it relates to its 
groundwater use or the impact which its activities will have on the environment at the point of 
groundwater extraction.  See MPO, 2.8.  Rather, RCC generally states that an "ME permit is expected to 
be issued for the quantity of water needed for the Rosemont Project on an annual basis, and for a term that 
will match the intended life of the Project."  Id., at 42.  Elsewhere, RCC states that it anticipates using 
approximately 5,000 acre feet of water per year and that "the well field will have excess capacity" to pump 
even more.  RCC further asserts that it need not do any "well spacing" or "well interference" analysis 
under the Arizona well permitting statutes, and nothing suggests that RCC plans to obtain such 
information or conduct such studies.  Id., at 43.  The only statement provided by RCC in its proposed 
MPO regarding mitigating the impacts of its potential water use is the suggestion that it may recharge 
water at other locations in the Tucson AMA.  Such general statements, however, are not accompanied by 
any discussion or scientific support of the impact which such recharge would have on the location at 
which RCC plans to extract the groundwater it plans to use for its operations, nor how such recharge 
would affect subterranean water flow or quality.  Furthermore, in its proposed MPO, RCC underscores 
the tentative nature of such mitigation measures by underscoring the fact "it has no legal obligation" to 
recharge any water whatsoever, and that its proposed recharge plans are subject to numerous unknowns.  
Id., at 45.
Finally, RCC offers absolutely no discussion in its proposed MPO regarding alternatives to obtaining 
water for its mining operations from any other source other than pumping it out of the Tucson AMA.  For 
example, RCC does not identify the possibility of utilizing uncommitted Central Arizona Project water, 
treated effluent, or other sources of water for partial or complete use in its proposed operation.  Such 
information is absolutely necessary in order to have a basic understanding of the project so that USFS 
may meet its environmental mandate pursuant to NEPA.
In sum, based on the limited facts presented in RCC's MPO, the USFS and FICO know only that RCC 
plans to pump whatever water its needs for its operations, which RCC will do so for as long as its 
operations continue, and that RCC, without any scientific basis to do so, is proposing the nonbinding 
mitigation measure of recharge.  FICO respectfully submits that such "details" do not provide meaningful 
disclosure of RCC's proposed water use, how such potential water use may impact the surrounding 
environment, or the development of potential alternatives for the environmental impacts related thereto.
Another specific issue which is conspicuously absent from the materials submitted by RCC relating to its 
proposed water use is the potential migration of an underground sulfate  plume from the nearby Phelps 
Dodge mine.  The USFS should be aware that in the immediate area proposed by RCC for the extraction 
of groundwater, the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality ("ADEQ") has a consent decree with 
Phelps Dodge regarding a sulfate plume.  See Mitigation Order on Consent Decree, In the Matter of 
Phelps Dodge Sierrita Mine located at 6200 W. Duval Mine Road, Green Valley, Arizona, June 2006, a 
copy of which is attached hereto.  The sulfate plume is question exists in the aquifer as a result of Phelps 
Dodge's nearby mining operations.  Id., at2.  The sulfate plume is located west of FICO lands, and would 
be subject to migration based upon any changes to groundwater flows.
FICO has been cooperating with Phelps Dodge to monitor this sulfate plume.  Based on FICO's 
understanding of what has been submitted by RCC to date, the additional proposed pumping to occur 
along the eastern side of Sahuarita may very well exacerbate the migration of the sulfate plume from the 
Phelps Dodge mine, pull that plume further east into FICO and Green Valley's local water supply, and 
cause other potential negative effects to the local environment.  Accordingly, care should be taken to 
investigate this issue, including specifically determining how various pumping scenarios may impact the 
movement of the sulfate plume.  
RCC's lack of substantive hydrologic data and analysis was first exposed in the Pima County Board of 
Supervisor's 2007 report on hydrogeology at the Rosemont site.  FICO joins in the concern raised by 
Pima County that "[s]o far, the information Augusta has provided to United States Forest Service about 
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groundwater conditions is deficient for developing an EIS."  See September 7, 2007 Letter from C.H. 
Huckleberry to J. Derby, Forest Supervisor to CNF, at 1.  Again, unfortunately, nothing contained in the 
most recent information submitted by RCC under cover of its December 3, 2007 letter to the Bureau of 
Land Management and the USFS changes this conclusion.
At the center of Pima County's concern was the report prepared by hydrologist and mining expert, Dr. 
Tom Meyers.  As concluded by Dr. Meyers in his report, RCC's proposed mining operations would 
intercept most, if not all, water from the Barrel Canyon watershed that is otherwise destined for Davidson 
Canyon.  Moreover, the estimated volume of water potentially intercepted from Barrel Canyon is about 
the same volume estimated to discharge from Davidson Canyon to Cienega Creek.  In short, intercepting 
water from the Barrel Canyon watershed effectively entercepts discharge from Davidson Canyon to 
Cienega Creek.
The above analysis exposes key shortcomings in RCC's proposed MPO.  First, RCC has not 
comprehensively modeled, let alone analyzed, the hydrologic impacts of its planned mining operations.  
Second, RCC has not considered the potentially devastating effects its mining operations would have on 
the "Unique Waters" and water balance of Cienega Creek.  These shortcomings should be adequately 
addressed before the CNF initiates NEPA's scoping phase.  
Last but not least, the lack of hydrological data and the nonexistence of any modeling are admitted to by 
RCC itself.  As set forth in the November 30, 2007 Technical Memorandum from James S. Davis of Errol 
L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. ("Montgomery"), to Janine Derby of the USFS, "additional data and 
analysis will be required to more completely define the groundwater system in the Rosemont Project 
area."  See November 30, 2007 Technical Memo, at 1.  In the specifi section describing the status of 
modeling, it is plain that Montgomery has not yet created a model and has not considered any of the 
issues and concerns raised by Dr. Meyers in his report.  Id., at 10-11.  It is also apparent that RCC and its 
consultant, Montgomery, have taken a myopic view of groundwater modeling, and have limited the 
geographic scope of the proposed studies.  Specifically, the information provided to the USFS focuses on 
modeling only at the mine location, not at the area where the water is to be pumped.  Obviously, in order 
to properly understand and evaluate hydrological issues and how RCC's proposed pumping of tens of 
thousands of acre feet of water will have on the environment, it is necessary to develop modeling that 
includes the source of extraction and various alternatives to such extraction.
In shortt, consistent with Dr. Meyers' report, the record reflects that little, if anything, has been done to 
evaluate or meaningfully describe the significant water issues implicated by RCC proposed MPO.  
Accordingly, time should be taken now to develop such information.
In its proposed MPO, RCC notes that it will secure an "ME Permit" pursuant to A.R.S. 45-514.  See 
MPO, 2.8.2, at 42.  RCC's permit, however, expressly states that the "issuance of the permit does not 
waive any federal, state, county, or local government ordinances, regulations, or permits for which the 
facility may have to comply."  As the USFS may be aware, securing a water permit pursuant to A.R.S. 45-
514 does not entail any assessment, evaluation, or consideration of the environmental impacts of such 
water use.  Indeed, as noted by RCC in its MPO, it plans to utilize its permit without doing any well 
spacing or well interference analysis to actually determine how the withdrawl of groundwater for its 
proposed mining project may affect surrounding wells or the underground aquifer.  Id., at 43.  
Notwithstanding such statements, FICO would submit that simply because RCC does not need to do 
certain testing in order to obtain a water permit under Arizona law does not mean that RCC is entitled to a 
free pass on the development of like information or data in order to satisfy federal environmental 
requirements.
In conclusion, to date, RCC has not made a meaningful disclosure of the significant water issues which 
are at the heart of its proposed project.  Given the obvious importance of water to the fragile environment 
in the area of the proposed project, such an omission should not be overlooked.  Accordingly, FICO urges 
the USFS to require additional information and allow the meaningful collection of data before initiating 
an EIS.  If you have any questions or would additional information regarding the issues identified in this 
corrspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at (520) 882-1220 or to contact Carlos Ronstadt of 
our office at (602) 382-6355.


2502 2 I am also very concerned about the wildlife in those mountains as well. I recall specifically one trip we 
were camping in gandner canyon- the moon was bright all four of us were in sleeping bags- In the still of 
the moon lit night I heard then saw a heard of 4 deer run just a few yards in front of our heads- This I 
want my grandchildren to experience as well. Mining will drive wild life away from their natural habitat.


Individual
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2503 2 The Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek watersheds have not had the proper analysis for the effects of 
ground water pumping or the natural effects of drainage throughout the area.


Individual


2506 1 My water is pumped from well number 565705. The legal description of my property is: 19S Township 
16E S-Range 21 E-Section Pima County 307 Book 20 Map 002G Parcel.


Individual


2507 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-638004. Legal description for this property is, Township 18S 
Range 16E Section 12 Pima County Book 305 Map 91 Parcel 0530.


Individual


2510 11 Water is far more important than copper, silver, etc to the people of Arizona-Individual


2511 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-598408. The legal description for the property is: S1/2 of the 
SE1/4 of the NW1/4 of the SW1/4 Township 19 S-Range 18 E-Sec 18 Pima County Book 306 Map 34 
Parcel 0097


Individual


2515 2 I strongly feel that my water supply will be negatively impacted by mining activity nearby.Individual


2527 15 In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will delineate 
DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POCs.  How?  Beyond the 
meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component.  Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model.  There is 
no ground truth component, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


Individual


2528 1 Attached is a description and diagram of the well numbering system used by ADWR, BLM, USGS, and 
other agencies. I think this will explain the system better than I could do it over the telephone. Please look 
it over and let me know if you have any questions.


Organization


2533 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879.Individual


2534 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519879Individual


2542 7 (groundwater in this area is precious/not unlimited- must be protected)Individual


2550 2 Although I agree with most that the water is the number one concern,Individual


2563 1 My water is pumped from well number 535724. The legal description of my property is 20 Township 18 
S-Range Santa Cruz County 2Book pg.529Map J-4 J-5 Parcel.


Individual


2566 3 How will my well # 55-535724 be protected?Individual


2572 3 As I requested in my letter to the Forest Service dated September 7, 2007, there are still substantial 
uncertainties about groundwater movements which should be reduced by further investigations. 
Uncertainties in how much and how connected the water is within the bedrock must be reduced through 
data collection, not just modeling.


Government


2572 5 As I requested in my letter to the Forest Service dated September 7, 2007, there are still substantial 
uncertainties about groundwater movements which should be reduced by further investigations. 
Uncertainties in how much and how connected the water is within the bedrock must be reduced through 
data collection, not just modeling.  Other key uncertainties revolve around understanding a fault northeast 
of the pit and being sure that there are no other features missing from the model that might alter 
groundwater movements. It is also essential to determine the extent of the high transmissivity fracture 
zone encountered by Montgomery.


Government


2572 9 In addition, effects of mine-related pumping and recharge in the Tucson basin also need to be explored 
and


Government


2576 5 We second concerns raised by Pima County officials, in their letter to you of May 19, 2008, about the 
need for exhaustive studies on the water demands, impacts and alternatives associated with this project 
due to the lifeblood link of water to the fragile nature of this region of the Sonoran Desert.


Government
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2577 12 Water impacts to urban and agricultural users are a major adverse environmental impact of the Rosemont 
proposal, consisting of an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources, which would not be 
necessary except for the action of Rosemont. What specific studies will the Forest Service commission to 
evaluate water resource needs, impacts, and alternatives?


Government


2589 20 Reasons for a 'No Action' Based on Attachment #2.
(A2, P5, L42-43) 'Widespread problems with private and commercial wells in the area.' This is in direct 
contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


2590 8 Unlike many permanent allocations, the water required for mining operations will be available for other 
uses after mining is complete.


Individual


2591 5 Over how large an area is the aquifer?Individual


2591 11 Are studies in progress at this time regarding ground water impacts, surface water impacts, chain-link 
impacts, direct and indirect impacts regarding water? These considerations must be thoroughly researched 
and studied by objective, expert scientists, hydrologists, and consultants. All hydrological studies should 
be completed before any decisions are made.


Individual


2591 21 Do considerations regarding water pass the test of FIRST DO NO HARM.  Do considerations regarding 
water pass the test of STEWARDSHIP OF THE LAND FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.


Individual


2591 43 My water is pumped from well number 55-646556. The legal description for the property is Townshop 
19S Range16E Section 15 NW1/4 NE1/4 of section.


Individual


2591 44 My water is pumped from well number 55-646558. The legal description for the property is Township 
19S Range 16E Secion 3 SW1/4 NE1/4 Section 3.


Individual


2592 17 Because the hydrology section is cursory at best, the public should be provided a thorough description of 
the project area hydrology and water resource impacts of the project.


Individual


2592 20 Given the water use projections of the project and the significance of groundwater within the project area 
as a recharge sources to the Tucson groundwater basin and to the sustenance of perennial and intermittent 
surface water flow in the area (e.g., Cienega Creek, Davidson Canyon, and the springs in the immediate 
vicinity of the proposed project area), factors that need to be described to understand the hydrology 
include:


the hydraulic properties of materials in the project area
estimates of annual mountain front recharge,
estimates of groundwater flow volumes in the area,
groundwater flow paths, and 
the interrelationship between groundwater flow from the project area and surface water in Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Individual


2592 30 The pit bottom is 2,000 feet below the current water table. How will the dewatering of the pit impact local 
residents dependent on private wells for drinking water supply?


Individual


2592 31 How will the dewatering of the pit impact groundwater recharge to the eastern Tucson basin?Individual


2592 48 Groundwater should be monitored at the various facilities in the proposed operation, including the toe of 
the tailings impoundments, around the heap leach facility, around and within the plant site. Further, 
solution levels in the heap leach, waste rock, and tailing impoundment should be monitored to determine 
the hydraulic head in those facilities.


Individual


2593 10 The headwaters of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek begin within the area of the proposed mine; 
these drainages provide a substantial contribution to the Tucson water supply. Water is our most precious 
and limited resource in Southern Arizona, and is also the most likely resource to be degraded from this 
proposal. All potential Impacts to surface water and ground water should be thoroughly examined in the 
EIS.


Organization
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2593 59 GEOLOGY/HYDROLOGY
Letters and reports already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County speak eloquently to this 
issue. We strongly support the idea that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before any decision can be made about the mine. As long as there is any doubt about the impact of mining 
operations on both surface and underground flow of water, this project should not be approved.


Organization


2593 78 MINE DESIGN/FEASIBILITY STUDY
The mine plan proposes various new techniques that are claimed to be environmentally sensitive, such as 
a "dry stack tailings" method. This method has been used in Chile. However, the concern is that this 
method had not been thoroughly tested in this climate regime.
-What were the results of the application?
-How much water was actually used?
-What are the climate characteristics of that site and how does it compare with the climate conditions at 
the Rosemont Mine site?
-Where else besides Chile has this dry stack tailings technique been used?
-What were the results at those locations?
-Has this technique been successful on a scale as large as the proposed mine?
-How much additional water would be required if dry stacking does not work?
-Where would the additional water come from?


Organization


2593 83 It is possible that the mine may not operate continuously.
-What would happen to the mine facilities in the event of a temporary shut down in operations?
-How would environment and water resources be protected during this time?


Organization


2593 87 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
-How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
-How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?


Organization


2593 104 How long would it take for the groundwater beneath the mine site to move into 
Davidson and Cienega Canyons?


Organization


2593 113 WATER
The impact of the mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and reports already 
transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular, the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before and decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional field 
investigations and these are also absolutely necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts 
of mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved.


Organization


2593 117 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would impacts be 
experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization


2593 119 What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the requested permits?
How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are the characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of the existing springs, ephemeral, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?
What is the drought preparedness plan?


Organization
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2593 121 At least two areas are of major concern and the effects from the mine must be carefully evaluated for both 
of these areas: the Cienega Basin/Davidson Canyon, and the Upper Santa Cruz Basin (Sahuarita/Green 
Valley). The effect of the mine must be carefully qualified and calculations showing how the ground 
water would be impacted for at least a 20 mile radius around the mine site and the mineral extraction 
wells should be included  in the EIS. This would require completion of the modeling referred to above 
which in turn would require field research and monitoring to validate the model.


Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek: According to the Pima County hydrologists, flow in the Davidson 
Canyon aquifer provides as much as 20 percent of the water to Cienega Creek, a significant source of 
drinking water for the Tucson metropolitan area as well as for plant and animal life in the Cienega Creek 
preserve.


Organization


2593 123 Other concerns that should be addressed in the EIS are:
The groundwater models should clearly define the groundwater regime in the watershed, including the 
depth to groundwater, direction of flow, rate of flow, soil and aquifer characteristics (hydraulic 
conductivity, infiltration capacity, porosity, etc.).
-Has the groundwater model been completed that quantifies potential water production and pit dewatering 
requirements?
-If not, when will it be completed?
-Will this information be available for public review and comment?
-What were the assumptions and input parameters used in the model?
-Was this model calibrated with local data.
-Which data were used to calibrate the model?
-What were the model results?
-Will the model be run annually and would the results be made public?
-Will all model assumptions, inputs and outputs should be made available to the public so an objective 
review can be preformed.
-How will this information be distributed to the public?
-Will review by a competent independent hydrologist be completed as part of the EIS process


Organization


2593 126 How far from the mine or downstream would groundwater information be collected?
Will it be possible to determine impacts to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek from these data?


Organization


2593 129 - What are the locations of any dewatering wells at the mine site?
- How would the local geology affect dewatering?
- Will there be opportunities for an independent hydrologist to monitor the project?
-How can we be certain that the company will do everything they can to protect the groundwater if they 
are not monitored by and independent company or person?
-What would the impacts be to the Santa Cruz River from each of the wells in the Santa Cruz basin?
-How would the sections of the river designated as Navigable Waters of the US, and protected under the 
Clean Waters Act, be impacted? [We realize that there is uncertainty a present regarding the applicability 
of the Clean Water Act to the Santa Cruz River. However, if and when this situation is resolved, the 
requirements of the Clean Water Act will be important considerations.]


Organization


2593 132 An additional water consideration should be the effect on plant and animal life of any pipelines that are 
built to transmit water from well sites to the mine site. The impact from the pipe line construction must 
also be evaluated and a mitigation plan should be in place.


Organization


2601 1 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont mine for the following reasons:
1. Destruction of the headwaters into Davidson Canyon which would affect water to Cienega Creek and 
the Patana Wash


Individual


2610 5 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual


2610 37 Employees of the mine and their families: What is the impact of these additional people on water?Individual


2611 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-519820. The legal description for the property is Township 19 
S Range 16 E Section 27 County Pima Book 307 Map 13 Parcel 015L5.


Individual
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2613 1 My water is pumped from well number 65-600092. The legal description for the property is NW4 of 
Section 4 T20S R17E, Santa Cruz Book 109 Map 03 Parcel 002B


Individual


2615 6 Your letter failed to respond to our request for studies on water use and impacts on local water supplies.  
Are any provisions being made to conduct such studies


Individual


2617 13 What are the contingency plans for periods of drought when both CAP water as well as ground water will 
be at record low levels.


Individual


2620 13 The Most important mineral in Arizona is water - not copper.Business


2621 3 The implementation of the Rosemont proposal, based on incomplete, if not faulty, geological and 
hydrological studies would do untold damage to the Santa Ritas and that range's watershed.


Individual


2622 6 We do not have enough water to go around. PERIOD!Individual


2623 6 use of latest technologies with the development of dry stack process to minimize water use by 50%Individual


2624 4 If Rosemont was limited to their 995 acres for their entire project, there would be little we could do about 
it. But to let them mess up consumption of our limited water supply.


Individual


2625 13 Other concerns I have are those affecting the waterIndividual


2640 5 My personal concerns encompass land that is dear to my heart, and the numerous  water  gifts that is has 
given to those of us who live here


Individual


2640 12 The issue of water is the wost consequential and concerns all who inhabit the threatened area and its 
surroundings.


Individual


2641 3 Green Valley Water already has sulfates from a "non polluting mine".Individual


2646 8 Bad planning for the health of our waterIndividual


2651 8 We believe that it would adversely impact: 1. downstream water quality,Individual


2655 4 However, I also realize that an open pit mine couses desecration of the landscape by totally destroying the 
natural  watercourses, thus permanently altering the ecology in the vicinity of the mine.


Individual


2655 7 Mines and smelters use enormous amounts of water--very little of which can be successfully recycled.Individual


2655 12 In addition, southern Arizona has limited water resources, which are rapidly diminishing.  The additional 
demands placed on the water supply by this mine would exacerbate that problem.


Individual


2668 27 Boy, they seem to need a lot of water.  7.2 million gallons a day.  Can't they recycle?  Is it too dirty to be 
reused.  What are they going to do with all that used water.  And what will be in it?  Store it?  That IS  a 
lot of water.  Inadvertently or not, flush it down Davidson Canyon with the storm water, over the Tucson 
water works or into the many Tucson washes eventually into the Santa Cruz?  Tucson will again have the 
perenjial streams.  That should change the ecology of the Tucson basin and complicate a few commutes.  
Maybe pipe it towards the San Pedro?  Give it back to Green Valley?  Maybe just a slow leak down the 
canyon, increase the velocity a bit in the monsoon.  Infiltrate a few downstream wells in Vail.


Individual


2670 2 We have many concerns regarding the proposed mine and the obvious one is of course the water.Individual


2672 3 As more than one speaker pointed out, water is a resource even more precious to the residents who live 
there than copper. You can live there if you have water and don't mine copper, but you can't live there at 
all if the water runs out.


Individual


2673 2 The bulk of the concerns are summarized as water and the failure of Rosemont to utilize an alternative 
mining approach that would have a smaller footprint and be less invasive on all concerned.


Individual


2673 14 The ground water recharge and water shed discharge from the Barrel Canyon basin will be lost and/or 
altered.


Individual
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2673 15 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2673 28 The huge 5000 acre feet of ground water requirement for actual project use let alone the ground water 
pumping out near the pit to reduce flooding will have major impact on both side of the mountain range.


Individual


2673 29 This writer is unaware of any complete map of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro Valley or any southern Arizona 
aquifers that can predict protection for neighboring property owners from neighbors over pumping of 
ground water.


Individual


2677 30 The only way to insure that the mine does not impact water resources in the Santa Cruz basin is for the 
mine to use only CAP water and be prohibited from using ground water.


Government


2683 32 Water is too precious in this dry coutry to waste on an uncessary mineIndividual


2684 1 Our water is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


2688 4 We have been told the amount of water required could exceed a billion gallons over the lifetime of the 
mine, projected to be 20 years. Please note, most of the mines in Arizona have had a lifetime far 
exceeding that mine period.


Organization


2689 5 All the major local and regional political entities (including Pima County, Santa Cruz County, City of 
Tucson, Patagoina, Vail, Sahuarita and congress people Grijalwa and Giffords) oppose the mine due to 
negative impacts on water table


Individual


2700 2 Everyone's grand children's future is at stake when we allow mines to draw ground water for their 
operation. Regardless of old mining laws, it is our obligation to protect our grandchildren's ground water, 
our most critical and precious resource.


Individual


2703 3 WATER is the the big issue! In a state where the desert rules and increased construction and popluation 
are Clotting up our water tables that aren't too constant anyway - why can't we be foresighted enough to 
look ahead - a week or two - and know that a pipe line from the Colorado River to this area is a pipe 
dream. The [illegible] colorado river is drying up right now.


Individual


2703 4 No one can live without water! We can live without copper!Individual


2711 17 It generates dust (which must be abated with water)Individual


2713 4 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
* A complete inventory of hydrologic systems of the entire area (including any areas to be used in any 
fashion, i.e. roads, storage, parking areas, etc), and an inventory and map of all edaphic plant assemblages


Organization


2713 19 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the projected 
water use, waste water disposal, chemical use and disposal, evaporation ponds, and the exposure of 
wildlife (including pollinators such as bats, insects) to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization


2713 21 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the projected 
water use to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization
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2713 22 The EIS for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine must consider both the immediate and cumulative 
impacts fo the proposed action, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act. Specifically, the 
following types of resouces analyses must be included:
An analysis of all of the hydrologic and geological formations in the area, entailing a thorough evaluation 
of how the proposed project/s will impact the entire region, including a detailed analysis of the waste 
water disposal to these impacts and potential hazards.


Organization


2719 4  All water quality and quantity issues should be addressed including why CAP water can’t be used.Individual


2722 1 First of all, there is not enough water to allow such a development.Individual


2724 20 Augusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary and Scholefield Canyons, yet claim no impact to the 
Cienega Creek Watershed.


Individual


2724 41 The effect of Rosemont's water use on the Phelps Dodge sulfar plume is of special concern.  If that plume 
is not contained, it could pollute the entire upper Santa Cruz Valley water supply.


Individual


2724 57 I have 14 acres in Vali, 4 1/2 miles South from I-10 and Sonoita Hwy 83. I have a vwell, however there is 
every liklihood that a mine at Rosemont Ranch as is being proposed would dewater wells currently in use 
(as has already been done by Augusta Resource Corporation tet wells) and imperil important wildlife 
habitat and future drinking water for residential use.


Individual


2724 67 Arizona will make very little if any, especially when taxpayers are left with "clean up" bill, no water and 
no tourists


Individual


2725 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-637-237.Individual


2725 2 Our water is pumped from well# 55-517-130.Individual


2727 2 Tucson is in a seemingly perpetual state of droughtIndividual


2729 4 We have been told the amount of water required could exceed a billion gallons over the lifetime of the 
mine, projected to be 20 years. Please note, most of the mines in Arizona have had a lifetime far 
exceeding that mine period.


Organization


2732 4 I am also extremely concerned about water use by the proposed mine. Their planned use of groundwater 
raises serious questions about the impacts on water quality downstream in Davidson Canyon and Cienega 
Creek


Individual


2735 4 There is not enough water for this mine.Individual


2736 14 How many well heads (now and in the future) are in the scope of the Mining Operations Plan?  Where 
will the well heads be located?


Government


2736 22 In examining the structure of the aquifer, what are the geophysical characteristics like karst formation, 
lens aquifer layers, channeling and underground basin interconnections, which can enhance subsidence? 
Has the aquifer been mapped?


Government


2736 36 What other well field locations are being explored?Government


2737 1 Our water is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


2738 7 What right does any user have to put everyone elses water at risk a growing desert area where water can 
only become more scarce in the future?


Individual


2741 1 Groundwater is always a concern with the excavation and processing of heavy metals, like copper.Individual


2741 4 As much information as possible should be provided to the public. Specifically:
*the hydrologic maps and data should be made available to the public in a timely manner


Individual
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2742 1 My husband and I have read the pros and cons of the project. We came to the conclusion that water 
needsare serious concerns and we don’t have the answers to these problems. Just because copper is at an 
all-time high should not make us nervous and antsy to jump into un-researched other potential problems 
for the sake of jobs or revenue. These decisions have long-term ramifications in themselves… some of 
which there is no turning back.


Individual


2743 2 My water is pumped from well number 544137. The legal description for the property is Township 19S S 
Range 16E E Section 21, Pima County, Book 307 Map 20 Parcel 002F.


Individual


2745 3 Modern mines require significant amounts of water . It is essential. The water resources  requirements can 
be objectively compared using various alternatives.


Individual


2745 9 Water is the lifeline in these communities, and without water, none would exist.Individual


2749 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-532576. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2749 2 My water is pumped from well number 55-538270. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2749 3 My water is pumped from well number 55-804821. The legal description of my property is: 020 
Township 016 S Range 0036 E Section; Santa Cruz County 110 Book, 04 Map, 027 Parcel.


Individual


2752 5  lack of water have been hard enough for the canyon.Individual


2753 1 My concern is for the water  usage.Individual


2753 7 What will be the impact on Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?Individual


2760 20 The EIS should completely describe the pre-mining drainage patterns in the project area, as well as the 
drainage patters of the area during project operations and following reclamation. Include hydrologic and 
topographic maps of the areas. This discussion should encompass effects fo the project on erosion 
potential and sedimentation.


Government


2760 21 Identify any components of the proposed project that would fall within 25- or 100-year flood plains.Government


2760 23 Describe the designs of the heap leach facilities, tailings dams, seepage collection systems, and pumpback 
systems under the proposed project.


Government


2760 34 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to surface water flow, water supply wells, wetlands, springs and seeps, 
vegetation, wildlife, and other grounwater-dependent resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2761 3 Damage to water resources each of these injuries is sufficient ground to reject the proposed Rosemont 
Copper Project


Individual


2766 1 Water is very scares in the area proposed as well as the Tucson Basin. Affect on supplies should be 
studied before approval.


Individual
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3931 2 The fact that the Upper Santa Cruz Basin is in a state of crisis, and that citizens, stakeholders, 
governmental and water experts are in the process of planning for a comprehensive solution to mitigate 
the crisis, must and will prevail over over existing  and traditional water management practices that are 
not effective and are blocking necessary changes.  For example - 


Pima County Memorandum dated October 2, 2007 (enclosed)


In the near future, the current water activities must be folder into a comprehensive plan to achieve a 
sustainable water supply.  Our community should not be stampeded by actions that are irrelevant or 
damaging to our future sustainability plans.


Pima County Supervisors are scheduling a Hearing in November 2007 in Green Valley on a 
Memorandum regarding "Long Term Green Valley Water Supply", submitted by County Adminstrator 
C.H. Huckelberry on October 2, 2007.  This is a comprehensive assessment of the water crises in the 
Green Valley/ Sahuarita area and provides conclusions and recommendations that can lead to a 
sustainable water supply in the future.


The Memorandum recommends that Pima County "Facillitate and assist Green Valley municipal water 
providers, as well as existing mine and agricultural water users, to cooperate  in the extension and 
financing of a CAP pipeline to provide both direct use of CAP renewable water supplies, as well as 
recharge of the same."


Re: File Code 2810, your October 19, 2007 letter to Jamie Sturgess, Rosemont Copper 
Subject: Rosemont Plan of Operations
This letter recognizes a need for more groundwater information, and on Page 2 is the statement: "There is 
sufficient information providedfor the west side of of the project area for the CAP water, pipeline routes, 
production wells, etc., but very little groundwater information is included on the mine itself."  However, 
the lack of a sustainable water supply constitutes crises for our community and needs to be addressed in a 
comprehensive manner to avoid knowingly making a decision that will harm our community.  Pumping 
water from our Green Valley Aquifer provides the water supply for the Rosemont Mine.  The ability of 
the mine to replace it with CAP water is not established in view of current efforts to achieve sustainability.


Community Water Company (CWC) of Green Valley Pipeline
In all liklehood, USDA has been made aware of contractual negotiations between Augusta Resource 
Corporation (ARC) and CWC.  This may be profffered as mitigating action to gain community approval 
and to overcome because it is simply irrelevant to the permanent solution of securing the long-term water 
future of the Upper Santa Cruz Valley Basin within Pima County.
A new mine, without question, should be prohibited from using groundwater, particularly when other, 
lower quality water sources are available.  In fact, all mine water consumption, whether new or existing, 
should be from a lower water quality or non-potable water source.  The proposal by Rosemont to pay for a 
20-inch pipeline extension to convey Central Arizona Project water to a recharge facility within the 
Community Water service area does more harm than good, particularly when studies sponsored by the 
Arizona Department of Water Resources indicate that such a pipeline would only serve one small segment 
of the Upper Santa Cruz Valley water users.  Past studies indicate that the size of a pipeline that would 
convey Central Arizona Project water for direct use or recharge for the entire Upper Basin would need to 
be at least 72 inches in diameter.   Hence, discussion of only a partial solution, a 20-inch pipeline, is 
counterproductive, and spending money for such a limited solution would be a waste of resouces."


Organization


5012 5 WHY MINE HERE?  
-These lands have greater value as watershed protection than as an open pit mine,


Organization


5277 1 Rosemont simply thinks it can take our water & to hell with domestic needs.Individual


5277 2 The Colorado River cant support another gov. mess.Individual
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5284 1 We are writing to voice our concerns about the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine that is planned by 
Augusta Resouces Corporation for the Santa Rita Mountains.  As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are 
concerned about the following things.


Water:


1.  With Arizona being in a 20 year drought, with less than 10 inches of water a year how can our 
watershed afford to loose 5,000 gallons of water a minute, or 5,000 acre feet of water a year?


Individual


5284 5 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


How will this mine affect my water, well #55-538896?


Individual


5284 6 As a resident of Elgin, Arizona we are concerned about the following things.


Water:


Please see enclosed newspaper article.


Individual


5286 10 The extra time required for underground mining would be very useful:


b.  It would allow time for the record-high price of copper, and the record-low Colorado River 
streamflows, to stabilize, if indeed they do, so that all  can be more asssured of this mine's future.


Individual


6712 8 I have a list of questions that I'm going to leave here ranging from water, air pollution, noise pollution, 
safety, energy needs, roads, economic impacts, restoration. I'm sure you're going to hear a lot about this 
from the public tonight.


Government


6725 7 That a large open-pit copper mine a Rosemont in the scenic Santa Rita Moutains might be good idea, that 
is if society places no value on Arizona's scarce water resources, the beauty, calm, and enjoyment of 
unspoiled natural places, or on the lives and livelihoods of the many people who depend upon them.


Individual


6735 3 This proposed open-pit mine would do irreparable damage in a beautiful mountain, and it would do 
irreparable damage to its clean air, water, and abundant plant and animal life.


Individual


6741 3 I read in the Rosemont Mine Plan of Operation, dated July 11, 2007, prepared by Westland Resources.  
One of their means to mitigate this runoff is to restrict the natural runoff of the water.  So what's the 
mitigation to their mitigation plan?  Because we restrict the natural runoff of the water, that's going to 
impact as well.  Because our society, the wildlife, depends on this runoff.


Individual


6744 12 Obviously our greatest concern is about water, not of the state issues, but also potential catastrophic 
issues, for example, serious side effects.


Individual


6748 3 I am here to address my concerns regarding cultural degradation.  Everyone has spoken about air, water, 
light, noise pollution, all these things contribute to cultural degradation.


Individual


6752 4 Thorough modeling of the impact of ground water use should be required.  The studies should include the 
impact on potential use of all area water users, including the effects on water levels, energy costs, well 
equipment costs,


Business


6752 11 What will be the effect on our groundwater when this mine operates well beyond it's purported 20 years?Business


6755 3 We believe that the guidelines in 36-CRF-22-A, part C are sufficiently clear to require a comprehensive 
hydrological study of USC--our Upper Santa Cruz aquifer.  We do not believe sufficient information is 
available to proceed with the preliminary draft of an Environmental Impact Statement.  Since Rosemont is 
all ready to drill wells in the USC aquifer, we believe a comprehensive study is fully justified without any 
further delays.  We also request Rosemont desist from drilling further wells until the Environmental 
Impact Statement is made and the impact on our aquifer is fully understood.


Organization
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6757 4 I signed an agreement yesterday with an attorney representing over 50 well owners in the Sahuarita 
Heights area to promise that we would replace their well, replace their pumps before we would take water 
out and leave any people stranded.  That's going to be secured with third party funding.  We are serious 
about doing this.


Business


6759 11 Although Augusta claims that the open pit mine would not use water from the watershed, I urge a legal 
and binding written agreement be made.


Individual


6762 1 We have water associations and companies making agreements with Augusta Corporation and leaving 
their neighbors to deal with it individually.  Divide and conquer.  We will only succeed if we band 
together.


Individual


6765 3 We're in the wrong place; sticking another mine on this valley. We have got water issues.Individual


6773 3 This is credible scientific information.  The promise, dare I say the slick promise that we'll just take care 
of this water concern with CAP water --I swear, if you took a group of average citizens who didn't know 
about this issue here, and put them in a room and say, what do you think about the idea of a foreign 
national company, with not very much of a track record, coming in and taking drinking potable water to 
wash some rocks to produce some copper, which is going to be shipped to China, and replace it with CAP 
water, which is questionable at best, and not guaranteeable, what would you think about that?  Does that 
make any business sense?  I'm pretty sure the answer is no.


Individual


6790 1 Rosemont mine being proposed in the Santa Ritas, they have no access to water where they are at in their 
watershed on the other side.  Our water on this side over here is a different watershed.  The two are not 
suppose to be transferred from one to the other.


Individual


6790 3 The Rosemont president spoke here a little earlier, and he stated that they had just signed an agreement 
with the Sahuarita well owners that any damage that they do when they start pumping -- when they turn 
on their switch their wells are at 2,000 feet, mine's at 280.  When they turn on the switch and they start 
pumping water, any damage that they do to my well they will take care of.  I have lived here for 35 years, 
maintained my water, protected my well, and done evening that I can possibly do.  My well ain't broken.


Individual


6792 7 They're going to be impacting the future growth of Sahuarita, our infrastructure, our water.Individual


6792 9 Rosemont should be made to pay for an independent hydrological impact study for the environmental 
impact of transporting groundwater away from Sahuarita Heights, and how this will affect the land 
subsidence, the infrastructure, our community, and how this will affect my personal well, 55-602901, the 
registration number from the ADWR.


Individual


6811 9 Lastly, water, in its liquid state, is increasingly the most important mineral in Arizona, more so than 
copper. And this fact -- And this fact must be acknowledged by each and every one of us and acted upon 
responsibly at every opportunity.


Individual


6818 1 I've brought a couple items with me today, familiar items up here on the stage. One is a cell phone, 
regular old cell phone that uses quite a bit a copper and so do the systems that make it operate so well. 
And I also brought a bottle of water which I got from my kitchen this morning.


I brought them up here because I think it very well illustrates the stark choices that we face in this matter 
today. Unfortunately, there's simply not enough water left in the west to continue to have both of these 
things; we can't have them both. We'll have to giveup one or the other. That's the reality of the situation, 
it's just that simple. We can't have both.


Now, I can lie without the cell phone, folks, I can live without it; I don't need it. I didn't use it before or 
didn't have it before and I lived without it. I can live without it again. It'll be difficult because I've gotten 
used to it, but I can live without it. I can live without that cell phone, it's not a problem.


But this I can't live without. I have to drink a lot of that every day or I die. That's the reality of the 
situation too. I'm 98 percent water and if I don't have water every day, I'll die. That's it. That's the reality 
of the situation.


Individual
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6823 4  We're also not really convincedthat the large trucks that will be traveling Highway 83 can safely share the 
roadway with our school children. There are too many uncertainties to risk the lives of community 
members on roads not designed for such heavy traffic, and the certain irreversible damage to an important 
and essentail watershed.


Organization


6824 4 The amount of water Rosemont plans on using is three -- 31,870 gallons a minute. They claim they can 
recycle 89 percent of that, and they only need the 6,000 acre-feet a year. 6,000 acre-feet is 1,955,226,000 
gallons of water a year for the next 20 years. We cannot afford to waste that much water. 


Now, Jamie Sturgess stood up and spoke last time about a contract that they've negotiated with the 
Sahuarita well owners and that he was getting 50 people to sign that. Today I'm carrying a letter from a 
lawyer, Huge Hollup (phonetic), the attorney that represents the United Sahuarita Well Owners that states 
the Rosemont Mine, Jamie A. Sturgess, who it negotiated with, has agreed to do a comprehensive 
hydrological study to identify any impacts Rosemont's proposed puming of groundwater would have on 
the neighborhood wells in Sahuarita. Proposed impact? There will be an impact.


When they did their well testing, several wells went dry, and they were only testing. They weren't 
pumping this 5,000 gallons a minute of water they plan on pumping.It's ridiculous. Jamie A. Sturgess 
stated on that date at the Sahuarita High School Forest Service hearing about these 50 people who signed: 
I'd like to know if the Forest Service has those 50 signatures? Do you have a contract that states that 
they're going to take care of the Sahuarita well owners? Do you have a contract that they're going to bring 
CAP water and replenish the water that they're mining out of Sahuarita?


Individual


6825 4 You know, we need to stop and think about our water, it's very important.Individual


6829 4 So I'm absolutely against this mine, and I'm absolutely for protecting water.Individual


6832 2 The water problem is a problem, but Rosemont seems to have it under control. You can get 'er done.Individual


6853 5 For the price of 20 years of development, we lost this valley, the wildlife, and the natural springs. There 
will be a huge hole and many square miles of flat, uninhabitable land. You might call it a landscape 
pinata: Once you break it, you can't put it back together.


Individual


6857 2 The proposed Rosemont mine will have dramatic and irreversible impact; impacts on our water, our 
wildlife, culture, and archaeology.


Business


6861 4 The small footprint of the mine is what intrigues me too. I've worked at the Sahuarita Mine for 18 years 
and at other mines and I'm familiar with some of the water that's used there, and it's going to be, with the 
dry tailings, they're actually 16 percent moisture content, I believe, compared to the slurry method that 
was used at the Sierrita. 


The water use in this thing is probably 20 to 25 percent of what FICO uses, probably 20 percent of 
Sahuarita and, you know what gets me is that all the -- you guys are sailing boats around over there in 
Sahuarita on that lake. And you've got all the golf courses out there.


Individual


6869 9 Here are some of the endangered who I think in the future, if this mine comes, will be called the 
disappeared. The archaeological sites in the area, the American Indian graves -- they're supposed to be 
protected by the American Indian Graves and Protection Act -- Indian holy sites, all the birds, animals, 
fish and plants. The tourists, they will be endangered too, you know, they won't come. The observatory, 
which will be endangered by the light and the dust. And the humans, we are all endangered, and the water 
and the land, and the air.


Individual


6873 1 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization
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6873 4 The draft EIS for this project should fully analyze the following impacts: water, hydrology. This is not 
just a copper mining project, it is a massive water mining project and I think that's been clearly talked 
about tonight. So the impacts to the nearby watershed, riparian areas, including Cienega Creek National 
Conservation Area and Davidson Canyon as well as the impacts to our aquifer, springs et cetera, needs to 
be fully analyzed.


Organization


6875 4 Water's going out, it's not going back in the same place.Individual


6876 10 Water will be needed forever to keep the tailings from blowing toxic dust into the air we breathe forever. 
That's never going to go away.


Organization


6876 13 Pima County and the City of Tucson are currently working together to do a regional study in water 
resources. It's become obvious from the preliminary stages of the study that the Tucson Active 
Management Area will not attain the required assured water supply by 2025. The only options that were 
suggested by Larry Dozier of CAP is to have a desalinization plant on the Pacific Coast with an 
accompanying nuclear power plant or maybe some cloud seeding. This doesn't work. We need the water.


Organization


6877 1 I think that the use of groundwater to mine a mineral or metal that is recycled easily from already 
occurring products in the real world is something that is incredibly stupid.


Individual


6879 1 My comments concerning the proposed Rosemont project are concerned with the subjects of potable 
water, the mine's process waste water mine dust, effect on Mt Whipple observatory, property values, and 
future activity after the mine is depleted.


Individual


6880 3 I will focus next on the two most critical aspects of the proposal  - its impact on our precious limited 
water resources, and its impact on our transportation system.


Government


6880 8 The Santa Cruz has been classified since statehood in 1912 as a navigable stream and therefore actions 
that impact it and its tributaries require intense scrutiny to protect this invaluable resource.


Government


6880 9 The mine's water use and consumption would more directly impact Davidson Canyon, which is nominated 
with Pima County support for state "unique waters" designation and Cienega Creek, around which Pima 
County has a designated "natural preserve."  Both of these are tributary to the Santa Cruz River.


Government


6880 15 In addition, it is quite possible a mining operation would want, or need, to carve new roads or rail lines 
through the area to service this mine.  The environmental impacts of such developments on wildlife 
habitat and water courses would be very significant.


Government


6881 14 Attachment 10 to the staff report includes two draft scopes of works for studies we think will be necessary 
to sufficiently determine the environmental impacts of this proposed project.  Specifically, these draft 
scopes of work call for an analysis of hydrological impacts to the Upper Santa Cruz Basin in the 
Sahuarita/Green Valley area, and to the Davidson Canyon watershed.


Government


6882 8 Will they provide the funding for our wells to be dug deeper than theirs?  Will they provide funding to 
regularly test the water quality and water table levels?


Individual


6885 2 I also think Augusta Resources, and the Rosemont mine should not be allowed to pump our groundwater 
out to replace their purchased and stored CAP water.


Individual


6893 2 and utilize too much water which is alread a scarce resource in the desert.Individual


6897 1 Development of a mine in the Santa Rita Mountains is not in the best interests of residents in the area of 
the proposed mine as the volume of water needed for the mine cannot be guaranteed unless the mine 
brings sea water or purified sea water to the mine for their use.   In the area of the mine water is being 
depleted faster than nature can restore it which means that we are in a overdraft  situation and it would be 
fool hard to think nature will change.


Individual
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6898 5 For the last 19 years, we haved lived in the Copper Cut sub-division which is located on the north side of 
the Santa Rita Mountains.  During many of those years we were faced with difficulties when there was an 
active mining operations being conducted within 1/4 mile of our home.  The mine was originally owned 
and operated by a local family and then was sold to Georgia Marble who made many promises, but never 
followed through on them.  A few years back, the mine was sold to JP Henderson, who attempted to get 
the necessary permits to mine the area.  In this case, government and people spoke up and were heard and 
this project was abandoned.


When we say difficulties, below are some of the issues that made living here with an operational mine 
very difficult:
-Constant blasting created windows that no longer closed properly
-Blasting contributed to cracks in the surface of our in ground pool
-Dust pollution was extreme, which as you know, is a source of illness in our bodies
-Their drilling of a well had a negative impact on our community shared well.  We believe that their 
blasting was liable for our well collapsing and necessitated us spending a large amount of money to drill a 
second well. In addition, our well did not charge as fast.
-Heavy vehicles going to and from the mine created a hazard both to our children and ourselves.


Individual


6898 9 Needless to say, we are against issuing any permits that would allow the Rosemont mine to become 
operational.  In our opinion, it isnot in the best interests of either the State, the County, or, most important 
the citizens, who have a right to clean air fresh water and a good way of life.


Individual


6901 4 As well, this land contains "Special Elements" that Pima County has committed to conserve: springs,Organization


6901 6 As well, this land contains "Special Elements" that Pima County has committed to conserve: intermittent 
streams,


Organization


6901 11 The Rosemont Copper Project will impact both the water resourcesOrganization


6901 13 The Rosemont Copper Project will impact both the water resources and riparian areas withing the project 
area along with all of the washes, creeks, springs and riparian habitat downstream, including Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.  Both the on-site and downstream water resource impacts cannot be 
overemphasized.


Organization


6901 24 The EIS should consider impacts to all of the water resources and riparian areas in the project area, along 
with the washes, creeks, springs and riparian habitat downstream.  This includes both groundwater and 
surface water resources.  Impacts to all canyons proposed for dams or tailings, including Barrel, 
Scholefield and Davidson Canyons, and downstrem along Cienega Creek, need to be evaluated in 
especially close detail, both during mine operation and after closure.  It cannot be overempasized that the 
EIS needs to consider impacts to water resources and riparian areas both within the project area and in all 
areas downstream of the project area.


Organization


6902 4 Let's not forget our community water conservation efforts and water shed protection laws.Individual


6902 13 This mine is incompatible with the community that it will invade and stands to lower our living standards, 
property values, raises concerns about our personal safety and threatens our water resources while 
endangering our quality of life.


Individual


6906 1 What would be the effect of the proposed Rosemont mine on Cienega Creek and the fish living there?  A 
study is needed to determine this.


Individual


6907 1 What would be the effect on the water in Davidson Canyon from Rosemont mine pumping wate for their 
proposed mine and also from their wastes blocking the flow of water here?


Individual


6914 1 How will the water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected from the 100 year floods 
which we seen to have every ten years if the proposed Rosemont mine is permitted?


Individual


6918 7 How will the company compensate the landowners if their wells go dry or need to be deepened because of 
the lowering of the water table?


Individual
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6919 1 What guarantees can the FS and mining company give us that our water resources won't be degraded from 
this project?


Individual


6919 7 How can you justify the use of 2 billion gallons of water a year being used by a mine from a desert 
aquifer?


Individual


6920 4 This should be studied long and hard by knowledgeable people, or the area water supply is too limited to 
be ignored hoping it won't be infiltrated.


Individual


6921 4 How will the company compensate the landowners if their wells go dry or need to be deepened because of 
the lowering of the water table?


Individual


6923 3 How will Augusta Resources compensate nearby residents if their wells run dry due to groundwater 
pumping by the Rosemont mine?


Individual


6924 3 Another huge concern for all of Arizona is water.  There may not be enough to sustain the human 
population in the area with the growth that is expected to continue.  How can you beging to justify letting 
a mining company - and a foreign one at that - use any of this precious resource while destroying our 
country?


Individual


6928 2 1. Proposed water PLAN? - Pump all the good ground water out. Then maybe, sometime, somewhere 
pump a little bit of sludge in?


Why not bring in the Colorado River water to start with? Minimal impact and expense!


Individual


6929 1 1. Pump all the ground water out; then maybe, sometime, pump in a bit of sludge?


Why not bring in the Colorado River water first….minimize impact and expense!


Individual


6933 4 The idea that Augusta Resources will insure the productivity of all the wells of persons adversely affected 
by their drawdown only if the persons affected sign up now to some kind of contract is also ludicrous.  To 
dig deeper wells to mitigate their drawdown does nothing for the health of our aquifer.


Individual


6933 5 The Davidson Creek drainage area will also be adversely affected not only by the drawdown of local 
water levels but the quality and quantity of water available to other communities "downstream " such as 
Vail.


Individual


6937 2 My objections are as follows:


1. very concerned about impact of mine's water usage on Sahuarita and Green Valley residents, as well as 
FICO operations which I consider an overall environmental "plus" to the community.


Individual


6937 13 For me, the money issues are far less important than the long-range ones of water qualitiy and availability,Individual


6939 7 Although the impacts are many: ranging from wildlife habitat destruction to multi-use recreational area 
destruction to tremendous highway damage to noise and dust generation for local residents, the issue 
concerning us mostly is water.


Individual


6939 8 The state of Arizona, and southern Arizona especially, is projected, by scientists at the University of 
Arizona, to have a water supply shortfall in the next few decades.  This shortfall may well come without 
any increase in the demand for water, just with current population numbers.  We cannot afford to have 
such a dramatic increase in water demand, such as the proposed mine, that it threatens the water supply of 
current residents.  Please consider carefully all current and future demands and supplies of water when 
considering the impacts of the proposed mine.


Individual


6940 1 I wish to submit this concern relating to the lack of hydrologic isolation of tailings in the Rosemont POO 
as documented by the Vector and Tetratech documents in the dvd you released on June7, 2008.


Individual


6940 7 Will the mine manage to dewater this area so that waters enriched in metals and sulfate from the tailings 
are captured in the open pit?  If that is the case, what will happen when mining ceases?  If not, where will 
mining impacted recharge go?


Does this really meet BADCT standards?


Individual
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6944 2 The water issues of wells drying up are quite real because of the amount of water the mine uses.Individual


6946 8 5.  Who will ultimately pay for damage to the ground water flow or disturbance?


6.  Who will suffer if water resources become critical, the mine or the community?


7.  Are their artisan wells that have been found?  If so how those would be affected would seem to be very 
important.


8.  Will disturbance of the area cause damage to the natural flow of under ground water aquifers and 
rivers?


9.  Will the mine be required to provide water if their activities either damage or redirect the flow of water 
causing wells to go dry or become unusable?


Individual


6946 11 12.  Will the affect of mining cause disturbance of any existing waterways?  If so, who is downstream and 
who will be adversely affected?


Individual


6949 15 If the mining operation does come to fruition it would seem to me that the company should build and pay 
for their own paved road from the mine site to the Box Canyon Road, and pay to improve the Box Canyon 
road with a paved surface, and straightened curves, to Continental and the railroad to Mexico at that 
point.  This would seem to have the least amount of impact and be the most direct route to ship the 
concentrated ore out of our country completely avoiding using Route 83,


Individual


6949 17 Water from the extended C.A.P. canal could parallel the new Box Canyon/Continental road and be piped 
along the bottom of the Box Canyon Wash, then up and along the new road leading to the mint site.  This 
entire route is in remote, mostly undeveloped country, until reaching Continental.


Individual


6953 3 Where is the evidence of polluting water and destroying the land?Individual


6954 2 I am opposed to allowing Rosemont to mine in the Santa Rita Mountains for the following reasons:


1. The water table in the aquifer that serves Green Valley and Sahuarita is already declining at the rate of 
4 to 6 feet per year.   I do not believe that there will be sufficient CAP water to recharge the aquifer and 
offset the mine's use of water.  I do not believe Rosemont's claims that it will use new techniques that 
reduce the amount amount of water needed for its operations.  I do not want this area to be a test for these 
"new" techniques.


Individual


6957 1 1.  It has been reported that the aquifer Rosemont would be drawing from is being depleted.  How long 
will it take until the impact upon the aquifer and the rest of us who use the aquifer requires remedial 
action?  Who will pay the costs for such remedial action?  If the price of our water increases due to 
reduced supplies will Rosemont be responsible for the increase?  If our water requires additional 
treatment will Rosemont be responsible for the cost?


Individual


6965 1 We moved to the Patagonia area in 1999 because of its natural scenic beauty.  We have great concerns 
about the Rosemont Copper Project and ask that the following be addressed in great depth by a variety of 
experts:


Effect upon our surface and ground water


Individual


6969 1 I recently and delightedly just relocated to Tucson from Phoenix with the intent of settling here for a long 
while. In keeping abreast of the issues facing my newfound community I am growing increasingly 
concerned at all of the new mines popping up all over the state as it is well known that they are 
tremendous "water guzzlers" and pose a serious threat to any community's water source particularly in 
such an arid state as Arizona.


Individual


6975 1 The EMPIRE MTNS. And it's resident's ground  water are at great PERIL; according to the pima county 
requested hydrology study on the effects of the Proposed open pit mine.


Individual
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6975 3 The open pit when being watered by interceptor wells should be REQUIRED  to RECHARGE the potable 
water in the surrounding area around the pit and NOT BE USED FOR THE MINING OPERATION.  
This could be done after extensive hydrology modeling mapping in the EMPIRE MTNS. And SANTA 
RITAS.


Individual


6975 5 AUGUSTA must be REQURIED to GUARANTEE  QUALITY WATER to the area residents. Passing 
the responsibility to any future mine owners with bonding to cover any and all civil liabilities.


Individual


6975 6 Open pit mines usually use the the water derived from the DEWATERING process to provide WATER 
for the processing of the ore. ACCORDING to JOHN GAY ,RETIRED ANACONDA NINE SUPT. 
THIS WAS DONE AT THE TWIN BUTTES MINE.  I was employed by Anaconda, Twin Buttes and we 
initially had production wells in the SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER ,NEAR GREEN VALLEY. TWIN 
BUTTES SWITCHED OVER   TO USING THE INTERCEPTED WATER THAT WAS DRAINING 
INTO THE PIT.


Individual


6978 1 There are many "common good" reasons for not allowing a mining firm to create a mine in the Tucson 
valley.


These include the waste of water for a mine that provides no real value to the Tucson area.  We already 
have a similar waste of water in the pecan groves in Sahuarita.  At least they put water back inot the 
ground without poisoning it first.  And they offer some beautiful trees.   And why "give" low cost 
underground water to a mine with no real value to the community, while forcing the population to depend 
on more costly and limited Colorado river water in the future?


Individual


6979 4 What does Rosemont plan on doing with water that is  impounded on mine property and will it be allowed 
to seep into the ground ? What steps will be taken for this water to insure only clean water will allowed to 
re-enter the ground..


Individual


6980 1 Given the amount of water the other mines in this area have used, how does Rosemont Mine's estimate 
compare?


Are they minimizing the amount?


Individual


6982 2 The unrecoverable destruction of the scenic Santa Ritas, the draining of our water resources, the 
obliteration of wildlife, the damage to our highways and the myriad of health and safety issues will be the 
effects felt by hundreds of thousands of southeastern Arizona residents.


Individual


6983 4 The hazards on on highway 83 threaten our safety the 3,000 ft deep pit and potential groundwater 
pollution threaten our water supply our our scenic views and peace and quiet will be destroyed if this 
mine is approved It has already had an impact on the value of my home and land.


Individual


6984 2 Why meddle with our already dwindling water access?Individual


6985 1 I am a second-generation Tucsonan and I vote religiously.  Growing up, I can remember running water in 
the Rillito River.  Now we see it only during monsoon season for a just few hours.


I believe that the most important issue for southern Arizonans is to conserve water.  This copper mine 
would consume enormous amounts of water that should be used for the humans in this region.


Individual


6986 2 Our water supply will be endangered.Individual


6988 1 It is your responsibility to do everything under your power to protect our water resources and the 
Coronado National Forest.  Do not allow the Rosemont mine to continue.


Individual


6992 2 1) Water is a precious commodity in AZ and using enormous quantities for mining is harmful to the rest 
of us who depend on it.


Individual


6993 1 I have many reservations about this mining proposal in our neighborhood, but the one concern that is on 
my mind today is the water issue.  This company plans to work 24 hours a day for 20 years taking our 
ground water and hopes to replace it with CAP water.


Individual
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6994 2 The two groups need to work together to compromise on concerns such as water, air pollution and other 
legitimate issues.


Individual


6995 3 We recently drove through that pristine area and lamented the fact that outsiders would come in and 
desecrate that beautiful area, to say nothing of the negative impact it would have on groundwater, and, 
having extracted the ore, they would leave behind the horrificly
ugly mounds of tailings, never to go away.


Individual


6997 7 Our family is strongly opposed to the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


6. We live in a region with a limited water supply.  Mining takes lots of water. We need the water for 
sustainability.


Individual


6998 4 Also, this area cannot afford to lose the tremendous amount of water a copper mine requires.Individual


7000 9 Predicted effects of climate change on the Colorado basin have substantial uncertainty, but all point to a 
rapidly declining availability of water.  Like the proverbial frog that eventually boils to death, we ignore 
the gravity of the current water emergency at our own peril because as with peak oil, we are likely at peak 
water.  Recent history shows that development will proceed after the current downturn.  Water will be the 
limiting factor, eventually, but allowing Rosemont will accelerate the advent of a water catastrophe.  
Clearly, this is no time to risk additionaly heavy loads on water consumption in Southern Arizona.


Individual


7001 2 They have already purchase some of the water for usage and a portion of the water will be reclaimed.Individual


7002 2 The unrecoverable destruction of the scenic Santa Ritas, the draining of our water resources,will be the 
effects felt by hundreds of thousands of southeastern Arizona residents.


Individual


7003 3 I believe that the mining interests will severely damage the water supply for the area and severely damage 
the beauty of the Santa Rita mountains.


Individual


7007 5 4.  There is a problem of water usage and the fear the communities will run out of water.  Comments:  
Obtain the regional water usage records and document all the users from agriculture, mining, and 
residential .usage.  Determine if the use by any of the major categories is excessive and maybe there can 
be some adjustments made


Individual


7008 20 The destroyed aquifers will make this area a giant ghost town.Individual


7009 7 I don't think that the water issue is of such importance because there is plenty of water.Individual


7019 2 Please   do not allow development of the copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountains. It is too close to urban 
Tucson suburbs..


It will hurt waterways.


Individual


7024 3 BESIDES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ON THE AREA WATER AND TRAFFIC CONCERNS 
ARE ALSO AN ISSUE.


Individual


7029 1 Watch this very short video to truly grasp the idea of what could happen if the proposed Rosemint Mine is 
approved.


I am used to it, and was appalled after I watched this.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eCM3cKYSYY


Barrel Canyon, one of the main feeders of Davidson Canyon which feeds the Cienga Creek which turns 
into the Pantano will be blocked according to the current rosemont MPO.


The davidson hasn't run this year, but I am sure there will be more to come soon.


Individual
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7030 7 *Not acceptable to block the surface waters which flow into the Cienega Creeks which turns inot the 
Pantano which feeds Vail Water Company, COT water, Spanish Trail Water, Other well co-ops and 
private wells.


*Not acceptable to drawn water just west of Corona and then recharge in Avra Valley.  The Santa Cruz is 
a river which flows north!


Individual


7031 1 Barrel Canyon which feeds the Davidson which feeds Cienega which turns into the Pantano will be 
blocked,


Individual


7031 3 No legal guarantee that water will not be pumped from the area on the east side of the Santa RitasIndividual


7033 1 I am concerned that there is no mention of using CAP water instead of the existing water table.Individual


7036 3 Water should be the major issue in this discussion, all the rest is just cosmetic.Individual


7037 7 Entire towns need the affected groundwater,Individual


7038 4 What frequency of floods will be used in the design?Individual


7041 2 We here in Green Valley are very much concerned about the water usage since we already have a lack of 
water problem.


Individual


7043 5 4. The only benefit would be employment but this would be negated by the lost water and the assault on 
the environment.


Individual


7052 2 I am opposed to the mine for several reasons:


It would destroy natural habitat


It would be a drain on water supplies


It would adversely affect tourism


The dust caused would be a health hazard throughout the Tucson area


The increase in truck traffic would not only be a health hazard because of emitted pollutants, but also 
because it would cause dangerous traffic conditions on a narrow, scenic route.


Individual


7053 1 My main concern is the water for this project. We have always been very careful with our water here & 
considered it precious ever since we moved here in 1950. I think our water is more imporant than copper 
(for this area).


Individual


7057 3 I am absolutely against this project going forward on the grounds of the environmental destruction that 
will be caused to the area, and also because of the tremendous amount of water that will be used by the 
project.


Individual


7057 5 As to the objection based on the amount of water the mine would use, need it be mentioned that this area 
lies in the middle of a desert? A desert where water is already scarce, becoming scarcer, and a desert 
where the population is growing by leaps and bounds.


Individual


7058 7 The most important reason is WATER. Having live in Az. For almost 40 years, I can attest to the very 
limited amount of water the desert has. We have not had sufficient rains to replenish the supply that did 
not arrive during the last 10 years of drought. We cannot waste what little we have on mining. The best 
water must be used for human consumption, not mining. No matter what new technology may be used, I 
do not believe that Augusta can truly guarantee a safe, pure, plentiful water supply. The Rosemont Mine 
will deplete good groundwater and can only recycle so much. This is not an appropriate business to 
undertake in Arizona. Water is too precious.


Individual
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7062 10 Then  there is the offer to extend the CAP to Green Valley just the mine can use ground water. Ha! What 
idiocy. You want to see the mountains not only destroyed but also suffer from the lack of water.  The 
impact of extracting huge amounts of ground water to support the mine will destroy the plant life 
surrounding the mine as naturally flowing creeks and springs dry up resulting in widespread destruction 
of the plant life and riparian areas.


Individual


7065 6 Purchasing CAP water and providing infiltration wells, while altering the mine plan to minimize the 
impact to the watersheds on the eastern side of the project are just a couple of examples of how mining 
can coexist with the environment.


Business


7069 5 I would like to make a couple comments about the proposed Rosemont mine.
First of all, mining damages the environment.  In a localized area, where there was once vegetation and 
animals, there will be a hole in the ground and piels of broken rock. In the bottom of the hole there will 
probably be some green water that's full of metals. I don't want my house at the bottom of a mine, and I 
don't want my kids drinking that water.


Individual


7070 3 3) I do not see how ANY one can guarantee that there will be no pollution to nighboring watersheds or 
the wells of residents, who have already invested personally in their properties.


Individual


7075 4 knowing what I do about mining ( and while I don't know everything about it, I do know some things) it 
will take an inordinate amount of water to sustain any operation that might get started at Rosemont and 
southern Arizona must be much more proactive in regards to water conservation issues. We should really 
realize that there is no other choise than to be extremely selective in our water usage.


Individual


7077 2 I am deeply disturbed by the consideration being given to allow the Rosemont Copper Mine to demolish 
our land.


This plan would ruin the environment, put the water supply at risk, release toxins into the air, and put 
those who travel this road at risk on a daily basis.


Individual


7079 1 I have some fears on the proposed Rosemont Copper Mining Project in the Santa Rita's in Southern 
Arizona


Water is the biggest concern;  Where is it going to come from??  Why is there a need to run a pipeline 
from Sauharita to the proposed site??  Where is the money coming from????


Individual


7082 3 I believe that the mining would damage ecosystem including flora and fauna in the immediate and 
adjoining areas, impact our water, and destroy a beautiful scenic area.


Individual


7088 29 The impacts of water use by the mining operation must be fully examined.  Sahuarita well owners are 
facing a draw by the mine of 31,870 gpm.  The Rosemont Mine has secured permits for drawing 6000 AF 
of groundwater per year, but the EIS must examine what the total figure would be, the drawdown on 
nearby wells (There are about 400 private wells in the immediate area.) as well as the entire aquifer and 
the entire hydrological effects.  The proposed "recycling" of water by Rosemont must be examined and 
projected along with calculations of the potential for higher temperatures and drought projected for the 
southwest.


Organization


7088 35 The official name is "Groundwater Replenishment District."  It was meant to allow building in certain 
cases when water was deficient, but it has been expanded and used in a myriad of approaches that was not 
the original intent.  The crux of the matter is that Assured Safe Yield by 2025 for an Active Management 
Area (AMA) is the overall average for region-so one area can be up and another can be down-it's the 
overall water balance.


Organization
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7088 41 The northeastern Santa Rita Mountains receive approximately 18 to 22 inches of rainfall each year, almost 
twice that received by the adjacent valleys.  This rain, fresh and uncontaminated, flows from the mine area 
via two streams northeastward into Davidson Canyon and then into Cienega Creek and, finally, Pantano 
Wash, which drains westward toward Tucson.  The streams serve the following purposes:
       -They create riparian zones that support healthy vegetation necessary for a diverse ecology and for 
control of erosion of stream banks.
       -They supply a number of springs and tinajas that are the source of water for countless birds and 
other animals, large and small, that inhibit the area.
        -They recharge small groundwater basins along their courses- the sources of water for a number of 
domestic wells.
        -They are a significant source of fresh, uncontaminated water for the Tucson groundwater basin, the 
source of most of Tucson's potable water.
        -They serve as treasured recreation sites for residents and visitors alike.


Organization


7088 46 Some engineers doupt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field in Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolerable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious a commodity in Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


Organization


7088 47 How will surface water quanity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


What will the impact be on ground and surface water from the heap leach method?


How will Rosemont Copper prevent wells in nearby residential and agricultural areas from being 
depleated, and how will they compensate the landowners?


Organization


7088 55 The Forest Service has written a report on the flooding by groundwater of open-pit mines in several 
abandonded mines in Region 6 pit lake.  Water quality in these pit lakes varies from highly acidic to 
alkaline.  
www.fws.gov/pacific/ecoservices/envicon/pim/reports/Reno/PitMines.htm


Organization


7089 1 Given the present state of drought and limited water resources in the area of the Santa Rita Mountains, in 
the interest of the public wellbeing and sustainability, the Rosemont mine should be required to use 
ONLY Central Arizona Project (CAP) water for all aspects of the mining operation, installed at their own 
expense, so as water use by the mine will not to be a burden on the local aquifers, human and wildlife 
communities in any way.


Individual


7094 1 The Following maps show the mining claims just north of the Rosemont ranch and the dot at 31.83554 
110.73107 is the location of the three pahse water well that is being used for commercial purposes. By 
GPS location it shows to be on National Forest land and not patented mining claim. The well needs to be 
assessed and checked for location and use. I cannot find any well registered with the ADWQ that matches 
the pump capabilities. I believe the pump id number is 55-207382.


Individual


7095 2 Problem - The water flow from a changed Barrel Basin has yet to be determined. Per the MPO Summary 
approximately 75,000 tpd of ore and between 195,000-267,000 tpd of waste rock will be mined each day 
for 24 hours 365 days a year, the waste rock will be dumped and large berms will be made to "hide" the 
operations. Those sheer numbers will inexplicably alter the course of the water flow, animal habitat and 
flora forever.


Individual
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7095 4 While on a tour sponsored by Rosemont Copper, I asked what provisions have been made for the changed 
runoff that will occur, we were told by Jamie Sturgess that that has yet to be determined and that it did not 
have to be figured out fro the MPO. Living downstream from the project, I feel this is something that 
needs to be determined immediately.


Solution - The plan for waste rock needs to be scrutinized to ensure that safe water channels can be 
engineered before there is a problem. Even on July 8th 2008 the wash (bisecting our driveway) that is 
feed by Barrel Basin was filled several feet deep and 50 feet across without the planned 600-1,000 berms 
altering the water flow. We were also told by Jamie Sturgess that the proposed pit area receives 22-24" 
inches of rain a year, a solid 10" more than we receive just across Highway 83, that is a serious amount of 
water that will be entering the floodplains.


Individual


7100 2 How can the relevant jurisdictions guarantee water to the 37,000 people per year that could have been 
served by the water that Rosemont Mine will use?


Individual


7100 4 What are the possibilities and consequences of decreased flow of area springs, seeps, wetlands and 
streams?
What are the possibilities and consequences of increased sediment load in area streams?
What are the possibilities and consequences of changes in the area aquifer recharge?


Individual


7101 2 Questionable amount of water to be used:
Augusta Resource projects that their pumping in the Sahuarita will not affect the Santa Ritas. Their 
pumping is permitted for 6,000 acre feet. According to Arizona law, mining extractions permits are "shall 
issue" permits. Therefore, should the untried methods of dry tailings not work at Rosemont mine, Augusta 
Resource has only to file a permit for another 6,000 acre feet and it is a done deal. This can be verified at 
the Arizona Water Resource Department in Tucson. [Jeff Tannler, 520-770-3800].


Individual


7101 4 The water from dewatering the pit does not appear to be included in the 6,000 acre foot permit and, 
therefore, immediately the assertion that the operations will be using 5,000 acre feet annually is fallacious. 
This operation will not only dewater the pit, but will dewater the entire region, depriving animals, trees 
and plants of their livelihood. Further, Rosemont Ranch has a non-exempt well, which can be transferred 
from agricultural use to mining use with the filing of a simple form.


Individual


7101 11 The report by Dick Kamp, the environmental writer for Wick Communications:
http://www.savethesantacruzaqifer.info/RosemontReport.htm


Individual


7102 2 Prior to reading the Shareholders document, I had the same concerns as others:
1) Use of groundwater,


Individual


7102 20 (8) (A2,P2, L34-35)'…sits on the headwaters of much of the city of Tucson's water supply and water 
pollution…' We are in the desert and water is precious. The proposed actions will cause a water shortage 
by the shear use of water and by the 'backflow' into the pit. What will be done to protect wells in the 
valley due to this activity?
(9) (A2, P5, L38-39)'This would cause a cone of depression that would dry up the area springs and seeps 
for many years beyond the life of a mine.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have 
portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.


(10) (A2,P5,L42-43) '..Widespread problems with private and commercial wells in the area.' This is in 
direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the media, public at large, and the POO.
(11)(A2,P5,L49-50) 'Projections show that this 'excess' water from the Colorado River will run out long 
before the mine would close.' This is in direct contradiction that Rosemont officials have portrayed to the 
media, public at large, and the POO.


Individual


7110 5 Water: Draw down of the Santa Cruz Aquifer supposedly to be replaced by CAP water which my not be 
available for the life of the mine - and Rosemont must buy allotments not used by others - suppose this 
water is unavailable? Arizona loses enough water annually to support the population of 30,000 residents 
(5,000 to 8,000 acre feet used by the mine).


Individual
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7111 5 I have lived in Arizona for 36 years now, and am very conscious that our water supply is very precious 
and limited. It MUST be very cautiously preserved and conserved in order to assure a clean, usable 
drinking water source for present and future residents. It should not be wasted ( or polluted) by allowing 
yet another copper mine to appropriate vast amounts of water and poison it with chemical byproducts of 
such mining. (Copper sulfate is used to kill tree roots in sewers… I can only imagine what it would do in 
a stream bed or our underground aquifer.)


Individual


7114 7 *Can we see a detailed report about why CAP water cannot be used for the mine instead of ground water?Individual


7114 8 * Could Rosemont build a water reclamation facility for the region so that they could utilize reclaimed 
water for the mine? In a region where water is so precious we need to save the best of that resource for its 
highest and best use.


Individual


7115 6 I am also greatly concerned that at a time when we are requiring new development to assure future water 
supplies that we should not be allowing a new user to come in and be given a blank check for huge 
amounts of water drawn from an area (Sahuarita) which is already experiencing subsistance from current 
water use. Local wells will likely be impacted, and our long term water supply may be imperiled. This is 
just irresponsible!


Individual


7117 6 We have a significant interest in the proposed mine and strongly object to its development due to the 
significant negative and unmitigable impacts it will have on the air, land, wildlife, and water of the area.


Organization


7117 11 The Forest Service must examine, evaluate, and analyze the impacts of the mine on the area's watershed, 
on surface water quality and flows, and on groundwater including both quality and quantity. The draft 
Environmental Impact Statement should thoroughly evaluate the impacts of the groundwater pumping and 
wells, ponds, leach pad, tailing fields, waste rock fields, open pit, concentrator, and SX/EW operations on 
the water resources of the area It is clear that those impacts will be negative and significant.


Organization


7117 12 The Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine could have significant adverse impacts on the surface water flows 
into Davidson Canyon and ultimately Cienega Creek. According to a hydrological study commissioned by 
Pima County (Hydrogeology of the Santa Rita Rosemont Project Site Conceptual Flow Model and Water 
Balance," Tom Myers PhD, Hydrologic Consultant, Prepared for Pima County Board of Supervisors, 
2007.) the proposed mine could intercept annually approximately 650 acre-feet of water flow to the 
Davidson Canyon Wash. This flows into the Cienega Creek, which is Outstanding Arizona Water and 
also helps to supply water to the Tucson area. While Cienega Creek is already Outstanding Arizona 
Water, Davidson Canyon has been nominated and is in the process of being designated as an Outstanding 
Arizona Water. The Forest Service must carefully examine and evaluate the impacts of this proposed mine 
on this outstanding and unique resources.
To be designated an Outstanding Arizona Water, a surface water must meet one or both of these 
conditions:
1. The surface water is of exceptional recreational or ecological significance because of its unique 
attributes, such as the geology, flora and fauna, water quality, aesthetic value, or the wilderness 
characteristic of the surface water;
2. An endangered or threatened species is associated with the surface water and the existing water quality 
is essential to its maintenance and propagation or the surface water provides critical habitat for a 
threatened or endangered species.
Davidson Canyon clearly meets those conditions.


Organization


7117 14 Davidson Canyon has excellent water quality, and existing data show that it would meet or exceed surface 
water quality standards required to be classified as an Outstanding Arizona Water. Impacts on these 
resources and possible negative impacts on both of these Outstanding Arizona Waters should be 
considered and evaluated. Mitigation measures should be outlined clearly and if the impacts are 
unmitigable, that should be made clear.


Organization


7117 17 It is unclear exactly how the dewatering of the mine's pit will affect the level, quantity or quality of the 
groundwater. It is likely that it will affect the groundwater to the east of the Santa Ritas, however. The 
Forest Service must give this careful consideration and examination in the draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.


Organization
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7117 19 In light of the already arid nature of these lands, ongoing drought, and the likely impacts of climate 
change - these dry areas are likely to get drier - it is imperative that we be conservative with water 
resources. It is also imperative the Forest Service consider these factors in looking at the impacts of this 
proposed copper mine.


Organization


7117 38 The proposed 100-year 24-hour storm protection (so-called zero-discharge mine) may not be sufficient to 
protect sensitive downstream areas given more intense storm events as predicted with climate change 
occurring. The draft Environmental Impact Statement should analyze if 100 year protection is adequate 
for Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Organization


7125 17 In the past three years, our community has fought for the protection of biologically sensitive Davidson 
Canyon, under threat from mining interests that would deplete water and replace our canyon with a 
700x400x200 foot pit. Protecting Davidson Canyon, which feeds Las Cienegas preserve, has been the 
focus of numerous unanimous resolutions by our Pima County supervisors, led by our own Ray Carroll, 
and most recently championed by Supervisor Sharon Bronson.


Individual


7125 21 [3] Water: Outstanding and Otherwise
Tailings from this ridiculous project would eventually pollute Davidson Canyon and Las Cienegas, both 
of which qualify or are currently registered with ADEQ as "Outstanding Waters" of Arizona. Any activity 
which threatens the quality of these perennial desert streams is categorically illegal. Therefore Rosemont 
is Illegal. We and or the state will sue the EPA and other jurisdictional bodies under these provisions if 
this project goes forward.


Individual


7125 27 We moved back to Arizona to retire here. Took our hard earned money and paid cash to buy land and 
build a home.
--What happens to my home values when I have NO WATER?
--Our permit fees alone were about $9,000. to build here.
--We have performance horses, who will pay four our horses when it go's through the fence, from the 
blasting?
--Even more important, when my daughter get hurt working her horses and they get spook from blasting!!!
--What will this do to our water and the water that runs down the Davidson Canyon to feed the Vail area?


Individual


7129 12 c. Water use
Augusta should operate a CAP water purification plant to use to supply water of sufficient quality for 
their mine. There is not justification or just compensation for pumping of so much ancient groundwater in 
the desert.


Individual


7130 2 -Many of us in the Corona de Tucson area are on our own well, and do not receive or have access to water 
from the city of Tucson.  Drilling and maintenance wells is not inexpensive.


Individual


7134 18 5. Rosemont's operation as set forth in the MPO and as described in the documents so far made available 
will have extraordinary impacts on water resources in the region, all of which must be fully analyzed by 
more detailed and thorough modeling of current and potential uses, as well as modeling impacts on 
existing contamination plumes.


As noted in Coronado National Forest's (CNF) October 19, 2007 letter to Rosemont Copper Company, 
one of the least documented (and certainly least understood) elements of the Rosemont Copper 
Company's proposed Mine Plan of Operations ("MPO") is the project's potential impact to groundwater 
and surface water resources. See October 19, 2007 Letter from Ms. Jeanine A. Derby to Mr. Jaime 
Strugess, at 2-3. To date, FICO is not aware of the submission of any significant information that has 
been submitted by the Rosemont Copper Project to analyze the effects of groundwater pumping from the 
Tucson Active Management Area ("Tucson AMA"). Until such time as adequate hydrologic information 
is submitted, CNF will lack the ability to identify and analyze appropriate alternatives. Accordingly, the 
NEPA process should not begin until more meaningful data and information relating to water issues has 
been obtained.


Business
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7134 21 Based on the limited facts presented in Rosemont Copper Company's MPO, CNF and FICO know only 
that Rosemont Copper Company plans to pump whatever water it needs for its operations, which 
Rosemont Copper Company will do for as long as its operations continue, and that Rosemont Copper 
Company, without any scientific basis to do so, is evaluating the non-binding mitigation measure of 
recharge. The MPO does not provide any meaningful disclosure of Rosemont Copper Company's 
proposed water use, how such potential alternatives for resolving the environmental impacts related 
thereto.


Business


7134 23 Clearly, the NEPA process should address the potential migration of the sulfate plume, but until such time 
as Rosemont Copper company provides adequate analysis of its proposed pumping, CNF cannot 
adequately understand the consequences of any such withdrawals of groundwater nor can reasonable 
alternatives to the use of such groundwater be evaluated.


Business


7138 1 Attached is a map of the Rosemont Area with the washes colored in. The blue color represents water flow 
od 5000-10000 cubic feet second during the rainy season. If the tailings dams block water flow it would 
seem to cause several problems, one of which is water recharge back into the local aquafier. The second 
would be potential hazards if the dam breakes during monsoon season. This information is from the Pima 
County GIS


Individual


7142 4 Question: If ASARCO mining on 10 acres of National Forest Land, could potentially threaten the water 
quality of Sonoita Creek and Lake Patagonia, how can the USFS guarantee the protection of the davidson 
Canyon Wash and the Las Cienegas Waterway if the Rosemont Project, operating on thousands of acres 
of Forest Service Land and private land is approved?


Individual


7143 13 The projected mining time frame of 20 years and amount of water usage proposed by Rosemont is 
unrealistic, since other local mines have been operating over 55 years and have stated plans to continue, 
due to increasing prices for copper. Therefore all the impacts of the mine, beginning with water usage, 
have been vastly underestimated.


Organization


7149 3 Also, this region's water supply is somewhat precarious. Mining is very water-itensive, and I don't believe 
that it's a good use of this precious resource.


Individual


7150 6 Project-related activities to be addressed in the EIS include, but are not be limited to, the following:
 Construction, operation and reclamation of an open-pit copper, silver and molybdenum mine;
 Construction, operation, and reclamation of an ore-processing plant, tailings, waste rock and leach 
facilities;
 Construction and operation of infrastructure, such as utilities, and their corridors;
 Construction of a new access road, leach field, retention structures, wells and water supply pipeline, ore 
transportation systems, and test reclamation plots;


Government


7150 11 Based on a review of the Mine Plan of Operations, the following ADEQ water quality permitting and 
other requirements will be applicable to this project.


Mine Construction & Operation
Groundwater quality in Arizona is protected under ADEQ's Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) Program. 
All aquifers in Arizona are protected as a drinking water source. An area-wide individual APP, meeting 
Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology requirements and Aquifer Water Quality Standards at 
the point of compliance, will be needed for any and all categorical discharging facilities and activities that 
may result in the discharge of pollutants to the aquifer, including but not limited to: construction, 
operation and reclamation of ore-processing; and tailings, waste rock and leaching facilities. For questions 
regarding the APP for mine operations, please contact Michele Robertson at 602-771-4827 or by email at 
mir@azdeq.gov.


Government
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7150 13 Sanity Waste Management
The planned actions include installation of onsite wastewater treatment systems, which will require 
Aquifer Protection Permits. The Aquifer Protection Permit program had general permits for both 
conventional and alternative on-site systems that have design flows of less than 3,000 gallons per day 
(gpd) or for multiple systems on a site under common ownership with flows of less than 24,000 gpd. 
ADEQ has delegated the review and approval of these Type 4 general permits to Pima County 
Department of Environmental Quality. If the flows are in excess of 24,000 gpd, and individual permit will 
be issued by ADEQ from the Phoenix Office. For questions about general permits for onsite wastewater 
treatment systems, please contact Kwame Agyare at 602-771-4664 or email at ka2@azdeq.gov. or the 
Pima County Department of Environmental Quality.


Government


7150 16 The production water dilivery system will consist of 20-inch ductile iron pipe, pump stations and 
associated power lines. Installation of the pipeline and related infrastructure will likely disturb greater 
than one acre of ground and, as noted above, will require coverage under the Arizona Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (AZPDES) program. A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be 
prepared and implemented during the course of construction and can be written to cover all applicable 
discharges.


Activities such as hydrostatic testing of pipeline segments and aquifer testing that discharge to surface 
waters will require coverage under the AZPDES permitting program. Depending on the activity, location 
and volume of the discharge and the known quality of the water, an individual AZPDES permit may be 
required. Alternately, authorization for such activities that will result in de minimus discharges to surface 
waters may be available under the AZPDES De Minimus General Permit. The De Mimimus General 
Permit requires filing of a Notice of Intent to Discharge and preparation and implementation of a best 
management practices (BMP) plan to ensure surface water quality standards are met. Further information 
on these permits can be found at http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/azpdes.html.  In addition, 
the Aquifer Protection Permit program has a General Permit Type 1.02 that allows discharges from the 
hydrostatic testing of new pipelines subject to certain conditions (See A.A.C. R18-9-B301(B)).


Government


7150 19 If project activities will occur inside the ordinary high water mark of any water of the U.S., an U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers-issued Clean Water Act (CWA) section 404 permit (a.k.a. dredge and fill permit) may 
be required. If a 404 permit is required for the project, a state-issued CWA section 401 certification of the 
permit will be required. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will include the conditions of the CWA 401 
certification as requirements of the Section 404 permit to ensure that the permitted activites will not result 
in a violation of the State's surface water quality standards. For questions relating to CWA 401/404 please 
contact Bob Scalamera at 602-771-4502 or by e-mail at RS3@azdeq.gov. The CWA 401 application form 
can be downloaded from the agency website at: 
http://www.azdeq.gov/function/forms/appswater.html#dredge


Government


7151 6 It contains a unique ecosystem (mid-elevation oak grassland) that provides habitat for wildlife, valuable 
watershed features (headwaters of Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek), critical water supply for Tucson, 
and important recreational opportunities (hunting, hiking, off-road vehicle riding, horse back riding, 
bicycle riding, camping, bird watching, etc) for the citizens of Southern Arizona.


Organization


7151 12 Given these results, it is especially critical that the Rosemont Mine not be allowed to proceed since the 
protection of our water resources clearly cannot be guaranteed. The EIS should determine how this mine 
would mine protect and not pollute the water in the Cienega Basin. Cienega Creek is designated as a State 
Unique Water (Outstanding Water) as part of the State Water Quality Standards, and therefore must be 
protected from degradation. In addition, Davidson Canyon has been nominated for the same protection, 
and until the Arizona Water Quality Standards are finalized, Davidson receives the same anti-degradation 
protection as a designated water. The preferred alternative in the DEIS should require that all facilities at 
the mine be lined to the highest standards to protect the surface and ground water, including the tailings, 
waste rock piles, the perimeter berm and all locations that use or store chemicals.


Organization
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7151 14 Aquatic Biology
There are several springs within the project area, and perennial stream reaches downstream that should be 
considered in the EIS. The EIS should determine where the current perennial springs or perennial waters 
are located in this watershed, and determine which ones could be affected by the mine. It should 
determine which spring and streams or steam reaches are perennial, intermitted or ephemeral, and what is 
normal and seasonal flow at each one.


Organization


7151 29 Pit Dewatering
The pit dewatering document describes a variety of general options for dealing with pit water, and is in 
general vary vague about what would likely be happening at the pit. Some of these options required 
flattening the pit walls, presumably increasing the size of the pit. If this would require relocation of the 
other mine facilities, then a revised Mine Plan of Operations should be submitted and analyzed under 
NEPA. Any revisions to this document should require that NEPA be reinitiated, including public 
comment opportunities and hearings. Some questions:


How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?
How would Augusta compensate the public for the loss of wildlife watering locations, impacts to 
vegetation from lowering of the water table, and the general loss of riparian areas from pit dewatering?


Organization


7151 46 Water
The impact an proposed mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and report 
already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be 
completed before any decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional 
field investigations and these are also necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts of 
mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved. Water is 
our most precious and valuable resource, and we cannot afford to risk degradation to its quality or 
quantity.


Hydrologic studies must be conducted for all watersheds and basins that would be affected by this mine 
plan, including the Cienega Basin, the Upper Santa Cruz Valley, Sahuarita and Green Valley. Currently 
the mine plan does not contain enough information on the impacts from planned or potential groundwater 
withdrawals. Although the pumping would not be on Forest Service managed public lands, the impacts 
must be considered in the EIS.


The company is currently proposing to pump about 6,000 to 8,000 acre-feet of ground water per year for 
20 years, at a rate of 9,000 gallons per minute. However, as this company has never mined before, they 
use of this figure is suspect. The US Forest Service must do an independent calculation of water usage 
based on both the current design and any modifications to this design. In particular, the US Forest Service 
should model water needed for a mine design without using a dry stake method of tailings disposal. 
Additional questions:


Does the company have enough wells to supply this amount on a sustained, year around basis without 
causing serious problems to neighboring wells?
What are the limits, if any, on how much water the company can withdraw or pump to the mine site?


Organization


7151 48 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would the impacts 
be experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization
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7151 50 How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of existing springs, ephemerals, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?


Organization


7151 52 What is the drought preparedness plan?Organization


7152 2 The mine would use unlimited amounts of good quality water, regardless of what is available for all of our 
needs. There is no assured replacement, nor of the quality of same. This is in addition to the crisis nature 
of water in the Upper Santa Cruz Valley.


Individual


7153 4 (3) Are the water sources for the proposed mining area in the Tucson and Santa Cruz Active Management 
areas, which were established as part of the 1980 Groundwater Management Act? If so, have you been in 
contact with the Groundwater Users Advisory Councils for these Active Management Areas in order to 
determine the mine's impact?


(4) Have you communicated with the Arizona Department of Water Resources to find out their position 
on how the water sources for this proposed mine will be handled?


Individual


7155 18 The proposed mine has the potential to seriously degrade other natural resources in the area, including but 
not limited to perennial waters in Davidson Canyon,  which has been recommended for designation as an 
Arizona Outstanding Water, and Madera Canyon, the source of which may be connected to groundwater 
impacted by the mine. Any negative effects on Davidson Canyon also have the potential to negatively 
impact other resources downstream, including Cienega Creek and the Santa Cruz River, portions of which 
were recently determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to be Traditional Native Waters.


Organization


7156 3 I support withdrawal of my federal lands from mining and, as mentioned above, am opposed to new 
mining in southeastern Arizona. I love birding and hiking and camping in the Santa Rita and Patagonia 
Mountains. and believe that the noise, water, and air pollution will detrimentally affect my public lands 
experience, as well as imperil the habitat of endangered species, increased truck traffic on local roads and 
highways, negatively affect the wildlife movement corridors and native plants and ecosystems.


Individual


7157 2 But if you need reasons:
- Water, which is not a luxury in the desert, is needed better for homes in the area.


Individual


7163 14 Among these impacts, water is a key element of concern, in terms of direct impacts to both human and 
natural communities. With the recent Army Corps of Engineers determination of two stretches of the 
downstream Santa Cruz River as "traditional navigable waters", an additional or combined Environmental 
impact Statement will be required in conjunction with the Army corps of Engineers.


Organization


7163 22 Water is life, both for human and natural communities. The proposed mine's impact upon surface and 
ground water must be thoroughly disclosed and ground water modeling conducted to determine projected 
on and off-site impacts to water resources.


Organization


7163 23 What are the foreseeable impacts to watershed health, riparian areas, springs and cienegas, including 
Cienega Creek National Conservation Area, the watershed feeding the Santa Cruz River?


Organization


7163 30 How does the resent Army Corps of Engineers determination of two stretches of the Santa Cruz River as 
traditional navigable waters (subject to Clear Water Act requirements) change the nature of the EIS and 
public process?


Organization


7163 83 Lastly, the Army Corps of Engineers recent determination of two Santa Cruz River reaches as "navigable 
waters" is significant to the proposed Rosemont Mine, as this determination will require a parallel or 
consolidated EIS that includes the mine's nexus to the Santa Cruz River watershed to ensure compliance 
with Clean Water Act regulations.


Organization
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7164 9 Please consider the following remarks concerning the negative ECONOMIC impact of the proposed 
Rosemont Mine (taken from a report by the Sonoran Institute):


ECONOMIC IMPACT


The potential positive local economic benefits from the proposed Rosemont project are small in 
comparison to the magnitude of the local economy. Local economic impacts would derive primarily from 
employment, wages and salaries, business purchases, and taxes paid to local governments -- representing 
between (0.08%) and (0.3%) of total employment in Pima and Santa Cruz counties combined for the year 
2005;
local business economic impact ranging from less than five (0.5%) to (0.6%) of the 2005 GDP of the 
Tucson Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA);
estimated total local tax revenues representing about 1.3% of total property, excise, and sales taxes 
collected in Pima County and the City of Tucson in the 2005/2006 fiscal year and between one-half of 
one percent (0.5%) and 1.2% of total combined revenues for the two governments.


Significant Potential Local Costs from Proposed Mine Project
The proposed Rosemont project would produce significant costs for local individuals, businesses, 
governments, and society in general, including:


estimated increased costs to local school districts of between $2.7 million and $10 million per year;
increased highway maintenance costs on SR 83;
annual societal cost associated with increased driving of at least $418,000;
increased costs to travelers on SR 83 of approximately $949,000 annually;
decreased property values for those residential properties impacted by degraded viewsheds and dust 
pollution;
decreased revenues from outdoor recreation and tourism; and
economic impacts associated with environmental effects of surface and groundwater,
electrical power generation, and increased carbon dioxide emissions.


Individual


7166 4 I am writing with concerns I have about the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am a child welfare social worker 
in Pima County and my elderly parents live in Green Valley near and open pit copper mine. My 
objections to this mine are based on the following areas of concern. WATER: It's well documented that 
the Rosemont mine's operations will require a large quantity of precious groundwater. This groundwater 
pumping will lower the water table and could affect the viability of wells in the surrounding area, as well 
as creating potential environmental impacts to wildlife corridors and plant life. Will this concern be 
addressed in the environmental impact study? Also, how can Pima County citizens be sure that Rosemont 
mine's use of groundwater is a wise choice if our state encounters a long-term, serious drought and this 
water is needed by people and wildlife?


Individual


7167 1 The proposed for an open pit mine in the Rosemont Valley requires serious critical, independent 
evaluation. An enormous impact on a very large number of values must  be anticipated. I particularly 
insist that the EIS look very carefully at the issue of water, its use, diversion, and pollution, both local and 
far downstream.


Individual


7167 12 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause soil, 
water, air, noise, traffic, and light pollution.


Individual


7169 3 I hope that severe studies will be required on the water issue. An 18 year mine isn't worth destroying all 
Southern Arizona or Arizona. Can Augusta, or their successors, guarantee that we all will have a 
sufficient supply of water throughout their 18 years? If not, would think you'd have no option but NOT to 
grant them their permit.


Individual
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7170 1 Question
Who will research the wells at Rosemont? I have found by researching the Arizona sites that there are 
inconsistencies in the well information as to ownership, placement and well completion documents. All 
the wells are documented as being domestic wells, stock wells or mineral exploration. One of the wells is 
a three phase well and I can find no record of the pump ever having been changed. I contend that 
Rosemont has been misleading the state of Arizona on their well requests and it needs a thorough 
exploration during the EIS process.


Individual


7171 1 The proposed for an open pit mine in the Rosemont Valley requires serious critical, independent 
evaluation. An enormous impact on a very large number of values must  be anticipated. I particularly 
insist that the EIS look very carefully at the issue of water, its use, diversion, and pollution, both local and 
far downstream.


Individual


7171 12 Despite the best intentions and newest technologies, large open pit copper mines can and do cause soil, 
water, air, noise, traffic, and light pollution.


Individual


7174 1 Jamie Sturgess, vice president of rosemont copper, states that some new wells, drilled at hidden valley 
ranch, are already going dry. Why would wells in an area with over a dozen springs suddenly be going 
dry? Perhaps due to the deep intrusive drilling in the area and it does raise the disturbing question of what 
happens to the area water when they dig a 3000 foot hole in the ground and call it an open pit mine, the 
mine dewatering pumps are going to be a problem.


Individual


7176 1 Technica Guide to Managing Ground Water Resources, (FS-881) dated May 2007 serves as the technical 
guidance for the implementation of the USDA Forest Service national groundwater policy. FS-881 
emphasizes the importance of inventory of the quality and quantity of groundwater on NFS land for land 
and resource management. Specifically, one of the objectives identified in FS-881 is:
- To classify aquifer types, establish baseline ground water quality, map flow systems and ground water-
dependent ecosystems, and assess aquifer vulnerability based on a consistent stand throughout the NFS.
Additionally, FS-881 directs Regional Foreseters and Forest Supervisors to perform, among others, the 
following duties:
- When evaluating project alternatives or revising national forest plans, use the best available science, 
technology, models, information, and expertse to determine the location, extent, depths, amounts, flow 
paths, quality, and recharge and discharge areas of ground water resources and their hydrological 
connections with surface water.
- Always assume that hydrogical connections exist between groundwater and surface water in each 
watershed, unless in can be reasonably shown none exist in a local situation.
- Prevent, if possible, or minimize the adverse impacts to streams, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, and other 
surface waters on NFS land from ground water withdrawal. (FS-881, pg 7)


In the context of these directives, it is critical that the CNF conduct a detailed hydrologic inventory of the 
Rosemont basin, including identification of all seeps, springs and riparian areas that may be impacted by 
the proposed Rosemont Mine, and documentation of seasonal variation in flow and water quality from 
these features.


Individual


7176 3 An appropriately conducted inventory would ideally span several years to identify the impacts of climatic 
variability on these resrouces. An appropriately conducted inventory would allow the CNF to identify the 
impacts and appropriate mitigation measures from both the short-term impacts of pit dewatering on these 
and adjacent hydrologic features. Similarly, the pertetual impacts of groundwater evaporation from the pit 
lake likely to result from the porposed action must be addressed - both the quantity of groundwater lost 
through evaporation, and the resultant impact on water quality.


Individual


7180 1 Jamie Sturgess, vice president of rosemont copper, has stated they could have gotten their water from the 
cienega basin. Is this true or a false statement, if ture it is dangerous as to their disregard for a federal 
preserve, if false it is a statement that led us to believe they could have taken water from a preserve. Either 
way the statement is disturbing.


Individual


7181 7 6. Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will not pump groundwater from the East side fo the Santa 
Rita's?


Individual
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7181 12 10. In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in 
the Santa Cruz Basin. What is the status of this claim?


Individual


7184 6 Section 313a of the Clean Water Act prohibits any activity on federal lands that violate state water quality 
standards. Any acid mine drainage that does not meet state quality water standards would therfore be 
illegal under federal law.


Individual


7192 2 Impacts to Water Resources: The project as proposed will impact water resources and riparian areas both 
within and outside the project area.


Organization


7192 8 Firstly, Augusta's own studies show that the proposed mine pit would be so deep that it would capture 
mountain-front recharge from a significant portion of the eastern Santa Rita Mountains. Mountain-front 
recharge of groundwater is the main source for persistent surface water in valley-bottom streams across 
this region, including Cienega Creek. Studies have not yet been able to predict how far south this pit 
would draw water from; at the least it would impact the recharge that serves Davidson Canyon and Pima 
County's Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. By changing water movement along the mountain-from and 
creating a cone of depression in foothills alluvium, it may well also draw water away from creeks and 
springs of the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area farther to the south.


Organization


7192 15 Augusta claims that by not pumping water from the Cienega basin it will not impact waters in this area of 
nationally-recognized natural resources. This claim simply does not hold water, for all of the reasons 
outlined above. This mine cannot be operated without significant impact to these important water and 
riparian resources and the imperiled species that depend in thme. This project should be denied based on 
these impacts alone.


Organization


7194 2 If the Forest Service allows the mining concerns to use the Public's Forest, all the issues (IE water, 
electricity, remediation of the site upon completion) that are being hotly addressed must be backed up 
with cash accounts.


Individual


7197 5 The inadequacy of water resources has been eloquently stated by many others - suffice it to say - I am 
intimately familiar with the fragile balance of water in this watershed from having designed the 
commemorative poster for the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, across the highway and in direct 
path of the impact of the mine


Individual


7198 10 To help current and future generations, the mine will build an expanded utility infrastructure for part of 
rural Arizona, including an expansion of water pipelines and groundwater recharge


Organization


7200 7 The EIS must also contain an accurate description of riparian areas and all other water resources in the 
area, including groundwater


Organization


7200 17 In addition, the corporation's plans to pump groundwater from Sahuarita and pipe it over the Santa Ritas 
to the mine at Rosemont Ranch will have significant impacts on both the Santa Cruz aquifer and the 
Davidson/Cienega aquifer, and these impacts must be fully evaluated.


Organization


7201 4 It is our position that the United States Forest Service should insist on and participate in an extensive 
study to reveal the entire spectrum of negative impacts of open-pit mining on the following areas:
Water quantity
Water quality
Depletion  of the water table affecting agriculture on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains


Organization


7202 9 6. Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual
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7202 15 7. The proposed Rosemont Mine pit dewatering pump-out from surrounding wells, etc. is predicted to 
reach a maximum of 720,000 gallons per day (ref: Response to Item 3, CNF letter to Rosemont, 10-19-
07). By comparison, the Vail Water Company average daily sales are 978,000 gallons (ref: VWC 2007 
annual report). The proposed pit dewatering operation can possibly supply nearly three-quarters of the 
Vail area water needs. The  referenced M3 memorandum depicts the dewatering product going into the 
mine process operation. Rosemont representatives have stated  that process water does not need to be of 
groundwater quality; that Colorado River water effluent is of adequate quality for mining purposes. This 
proposal to use groundwater in mine process operations would be an extremely serious misallocation of 
precious and limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. The dewatering groundwater 
must be returned to local aquifers or otherwise distributed to area water providers. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to human consumption and only the very highest 
needs and purposes.


Individual


7202 16 8. Assumptions regarding climate change looking at a 1,000-year flood standard instead of the 100-year 
flood are more appropriate. A good example is the devastation in Sabino Canyon during the 2006 
monsoon season. Are Rosemont mine studies underway to determine the impact to the surrounding areas 
in the event of similar flooding? Given the extreme environmental risks presented by flooding at the 
proposed Rosemont mine, why would not the 1,000-year standard be appropriate? When the 1,000 year 
flood standard study is completed will it be made available for public scrutiny?


Individual


7202 18 10. Rosemont Mine must be required to use effluent (treated wastewater) for all mining operations. The 
present proposal to use groundwater would be an extremely serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must not even be considered. Rosemont representatives have 
started that effluent would be of sufficient quality to use for mining purposes. The two Pima County 
municipal wastewater treatment plants produce 33,757 acre-feet of effluent annually (ref: "Tucson's 
Water's Long Range Water Resources Planning"). Most of this effluent is being dumped into the Santa 
Cruz River bed. A fraction of the annual effluent production would be enough to meet the needs of the 
proposed mine. The Rosemont Mine must be required to purchase the effluent from the City of Tucson 
and pipe it directly to the mine site, at its (Rosemont's) expense. Effluent  is the only water resource that 
increases as the area population grows, so it is ideal for future mining purposes in this region. The 
region's limited groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to only very highest needs and 
purposes.


Individual


7202 19 11. Rosemont Mine must be required to use CAP (Central Arizona Project) water for all mining 
operations. The proposed use of groundwater would be a serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must not be allowed. Rosemont representatives have stated 
that CAP water is of adequate quality for mining purposes. A small fraction of the annual CAP allotment 
coming into the Tucson area would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. The mine should 
be required to purchase the CAP water and pipe it directly to the mine site at its own expense. The 
region's limited groundwater resources  must be conserved for allocation to the highest purposes and 
needs only.


Individual


7202 20 12. What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of 
the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river?


Individual


7211 1 I have several concerns regarding the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. First of all - water issues are 
extremely important, especially in light of possible climate change.


Individual


7211 5 Another aspect of pumping ground water for mine use is that it could damage caves in the area (and there 
are many) by draining water that keeps the caves environments humid.


Individual


7212 1 I have several concerns regarding the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. First of all - water issues are 
extremely important, especially in light of possible climate change.


Individual


7212 5 Another aspect of pumping ground water for mine use is that it could damage caves in the area (and there 
are many) by draining water that keeps the cave environments humid.


Individual


7213 2 Please say "NO" to Rosemont Mining Company. Mining companies need to find more environmentally 
friendly ways to do their work. Taking all good water from the earth, raping and scraping, and using toxic 
chemicals that adversely affect all of us are just a few reasons to stop this operation in this location.


Individual
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7222 4 The proposed mine site is situated in a critical area for wildlife habitat, recreation, and perhaps most 
importantly, the watershed for Pima County's Davidson Canyon Natural Preserve.


Individual


7224 3 I am also concearned about the water problems that the mine will cause.Individual


7227 4 There are also the major concerns of water usage and pollution to the area caused by the trucks and the 
dust.


Business


7228 5 The water issue is most pressing. Mining will be harmful to people who have wells in the area.Individual


7231 1 I'm writing you in regards to the proposed Rosemont Mine, I continue to research this proposal and still 
make no sense in putting our precious water at risk. You of all people know how precious water is in 
Arizona, without it we perish.


Individual


7231 5 Our community, which consists of 425 square miles in area, A population of 44 thousand people, aprox 
25 Thousand Registered voters, is outraged by the lack of commitment on your part in this matter. We are 
about 80% republican voters in my neighborhood/valley. We put you in office, we count on you to 
represent our voice, WHERE ARE YOU??? You are not representing what the majority of your 
constituents want, are you listening at all, are we writing for nothing. It is time now to listen and speak for 
the majority of your constituents, help us stop this mine, help us protect our water, THIS IS NOT A 
RESPONSIBLE USE OF OUR WATER.


Individual


7249 1 When our family moved from PA to Tucson in October, 1950 I said to myself as soon as I got out of the 
car, "This is just like Heaven, but I would not want to die of thirst here" - those exact words.  We were 
told then there was enough water for 400 years.  Now if the mine comes to the Sonoita hills, we certainly 
will not have much water at all because of the large amount they will be taking for use in the mine.   For 
58 years we have been very careful with our use of it and now it is very scary to think we may have to all 
move somewhere else to live.


Individual


7253 10 The headwaters of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek begin within the area of the proposed mine; 
these drainages provide a substantial contribution to the Tucson water supply. Water is our most precious 
and limited resource in Southern Arizona, and is also the most likely resource to be degraded from this 
proposal. All potential Impacts to surface water and ground water should be thoroughly examined in the 
EIS.


Organization


7253 59 GEOLOGY/HYDROLOGY
Letters and reports already transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County speak eloquently to this 
issue. We strongly support the idea that a complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before any decision can be made about the mine. As long as there is any doubt about the impact of mining 
operations on both surface and underground flow of water, this project should not be approved.


Organization


7253 78 MINE DESIGN/FEASIBILITY STUDY
The mine plan proposes various new techniques that are claimed to be environmentally sensitive, such as 
a "dry stack tailings" method. This method has been used in Chile. However, the concern is that this 
method had not been thoroughly tested in this climate regime.
-What were the results of the application?
-How much water was actually used?
-What are the climate characteristics of that site and how does it compare with the climate conditions at 
the Rosemont Mine site?
-Where else besides Chile has this dry stack tailings technique been used?
-What were the results at those locations?
-Has this technique been successful on a scale as large as the proposed mine?
-How much additional water would be required if dry stacking does not work?
-Where would the additional water come from?


Organization


7253 83 It is possible that the mine may not operate continuously.
-What would happen to the mine facilities in the event of a temporary shut down in operations?
-How would environment and water resources be protected during this time?


Organization
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7253 87 -How much would the aquifer be drawn down as a result of pit dewatering?
-How far from the pit would the effects of dewatering occur?
-How would this impact Davidson Canyon and the springs in the area?
-How would the dewatering of these local resources be mitigated by Augusta?


Organization


7253 104 How long would it take for the groundwater beneath the mine site to move into 
Davidson and Cienega Canyons?


Organization


7253 113 WATER
The impact of the mine on ground and surface water is our greatest concern. Letters and reports already 
transmitted to the Forest Service by Pima County, in particular, the work of Dr. Tom Myers speaks 
eloquently to this issue. We strongly agree that complete hydrologic model of the area must be completed 
before and decision can be made about the mine. An improved model may require additional field 
investigations and these are also absolutely necessary. As long as there are any doubts about the impacts 
of mining operations on both surface and ground water flow, this project should not be approved.


Organization


7253 117 How would the mine impact nearby wells? How far from the mineral extraction wells would impacts be 
experienced?
How would the existing water rights of current well owners in the affected areas be protected?
If the proposed mine techniques are unworkable in this climate and more water is required, where would 
this water come from?


Organization


7253 119 What other laws apply to this use of water, and does the company have the requested permits?
How would the mine impact surface water resources in the Cienega Basin?
What are the characteristics of the existing stream channels and banks in the area?
What are the general characteristics of the watershed of the project area?
What are the characteristics of the existing springs, ephemeral, intermittent and perennial streams?
How would these surface water resources be impacted from the project, including flow volumes and water 
quality?
What is the potential for springs upwelling under project features such as the leach pad liner?
How would this affect the integrity of the leach pad and liner? Would this increase the potential for 
leaching into the aquifer?
What is the drought preparedness plan?


Organization


7253 121 At least two areas are of major concern and the effects from the mine must be carefully evaluated for both 
of these areas: the Cienega Basin/Davidson Canyon, and the Upper Santa Cruz Basin (Sahuarita/Green 
Valley). The effect of the mine must be carefully qualified and calculations showing how the ground 
water would be impacted for at least a 20 mile radius around the mine site and the mineral extraction 
wells should be included  in the EIS. This would require completion of the modeling referred to above 
which in turn would require field research and monitoring to validate the model.


Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek: According to the Pima County hydrologists, flow in the Davidson 
Canyon aquifer provides as much as 20 percent of the water to Cienega Creek, a significant source of 
drinking water for the Tucson metropolitan area as well as for plant and animal life in the Cienega Creek 
preserve.


Organization
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7253 123 Other concerns that should be addressed in the EIS are:
The groundwater models should clearly define the groundwater regime in the watershed, including the 
depth to groundwater, direction of flow, rate of flow, soil and aquifer characteristics (hydraulic 
conductivity, infiltration capacity, porosity, etc.).
-Has the groundwater model been completed that quantifies potential water production and pit dewatering 
requirements?
-If not, when will it be completed?
-Will this information be available for public review and comment?
-What were the assumptions and input parameters used in the model?
-Was this model calibrated with local data.
-Which data were used to calibrate the model?
-What were the model results?
-Will the model be run annually and would the results be made public?
-Will all model assumptions, inputs and outputs should be made available to the public so an objective 
review can be preformed.
-How will this information be distributed to the public?
-Will review by a competent independent hydrologist be completed as part of the EIS process


Organization


7253 126 How far from the mine or downstream would groundwater information be collected?
Will it be possible to determine impacts to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek from these data?


Organization


7253 129 - What are the locations of any dewatering wells at the mine site?
- How would the local geology affect dewatering?
- Will there be opportunities for an independent hydrologist to monitor the project?
-How can we be certain that the company will do everything they can to protect the groundwater if they 
are not monitored by and independent company or person?
-What would the impacts be to the Santa Cruz River from each of the wells in the Santa Cruz basin?
-How would the sections of the river designated as Navigable Waters of the US, and protected under the 
Clean Waters Act, be impacted? [We realize that there is uncertainty a present regarding the applicability 
of the Clean Water Act to the Santa Cruz River. However, if and when this situation is resolved, the 
requirements of the Clean Water Act will be important considerations.]


Organization


7253 132 An additional water consideration should be the effect on plant and animal life of any pipelines that are 
built to transmit water from well sites to the mine site. The impact from the pipe line construction must 
also be evaluated and a mitigation plan should be in place.


Organization


7267 5 We are not just a few senile crazies spouting dribble in an effort to stop this mine. In fact we are people 
from all walks of life, some have never before been involved in anything like this fight before. For the 
average person to find the courage to get up in front of a crowd and passionately speak their mind, should 
give you some indication how serious this issue is. It is crazy to put the WANTS of a few, over the 
NEEDS of many, WATER is the issue at hand. Rosemont can continue to spin the story all they want, but 
people NEED water to survive, putting our water at risk is not the right thing to do.


Individual


7272 2 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
"Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Individual
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7277 1 The Arizona Department of Water Resources (Department) has reviewed the "Notice of intent to prepare 
an Environmental Impact Statement" for the Rosemont Copper Project and we submit the following 
comments.


Under Arizona law:
"The director [Department of Water Resources] has general control and supervision of surface water, its 
appropriation and distribution, and of groundwater to the extent provided by this title, except distribution 
of water reserved to special officers appointed by courts under existing judgements or decrees."
Arizona Revised Statutes SS 45-103


The Department of Water Resources is thus the appropriate state authority for the Forest Service to work 
with regarding water resources in development of the Rosemont Copper Project Environmental Impact 
Statement.


Government


7282 2 I continue to hear, as I did throughout my entire childhood, how precious our water supply is; so precious 
that we had peak hours that we shouldn't water during. I now read, in Augusta's Rosemont Mine 
feasibility study that "Water quantities are limited and environmentally sensitive in the region of the 
Rosemont mine". Further, the study says: fresh water makeup is 4.8 million gallons per day". Wow! It 
seems to me that the wells in the surrounding areas/towns will quickly run dry. Their study goes on to say 
" Property for other well locations are currently being acquired for the other 2,000 gpm requirement".


Government


7292 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual


7293 2 We hope you will take the time to read this entire letter and have a better understanding of the facts and 
what Green Valley / Sahuarita may be facing in just a few years as it relates to our water shortage.


As you well know, we have been in a drought situation for the past 10 years in Arizona.  In many areas, 
more groundwater is being pumped than replaced.  This holds especially true in the Green Valley area.  
We have been in an overdraft situation for many years.  For FY 2006, we had an overdraft of 40,000 AF.  
We have not received the figures for 2007, but it will be more than that because of the massive 
groundwater pumping by the copper mine, the pecan grove and golf courses.  All are demanding more 
water due to higher temperatures in the sumemr and less rainfall.  This is not fantasy, but real facts.  
Note:  When Sierra Vista had an annual overdraft of just over 4,000 AF, everyone got into a panic and 
wanted to address the issue, and did.  Green Valley area has an overdraft of over 40,000 AF annually , 
and no one seems to reallly care.  There has been a lot of talk, but no sound action.  Every day / month / 
year that goes by, only compounds the severity of the groundwater crisis.


Individual


7293 6 What do we do when the small water companies in Green Valely close their doors (there are six water 
companies here) because they cannot afford to drill deeper or dig new wells (not knowing how long that 
water will last).  I have personally seen this happen, and believe me it is not a pretty picture.  It cost the 
State of California and a County millions and millions to correct a problem that could have been 
prevented.


Individual


7293 9 IF YOU APPROVE FOR THE ROSEMONT MINE TO GO INTO PRODUCTION, THEY SHOULD 
ONLY BE ALLOWED TO USE CAP WATER (NO GROUNDWATER).


Individual


7293 12 With the threat of less CAP water and the drought continuing for maybe 15 years, proper planning must 
begin today, not years from now for a sustainable water supply.


Individual


7294 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual
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7295 2 I am deeply concerned about this proposed mine along with several other mining lease renewals in the 
Empire Mountains.  I have been working closely with Empire Fagan Coalition and Pima County opposing 
these renewals.  I am not apposed to mining but the area that these mines, specifically Rosemont, will be 
detrimental to our eco system, water way in Davidson Canyon


Individual


7297 14 (g) The proposed post-project monitoring as given in a consultant report from Westland Resources (also 
briefly discussed in a later item) talks about a "flow and solute model." Who produces this? What 
experience does that person have with large computer models of groundwater? Is a standard model to be 
adapted to the Rosemont Copper Mine situation? If so, it will depend on the comprehensiveness and 
appropriateness of the groundwater monitoring plan and the monitoring data, and who comments on the 
design of this plan in the EIS? And even, there are problems in adapting "off the shelf" computer models 
in hydrology.


Individual


7297 19 (e) In the discussion of groundwater, there is a comment about a "flow and solute model" that will 
delineate DIA for the mine and demonstrate environmental compliance at selected POC's. How? Beyond 
the meaningless alphabet soup of acronyms, I never trust a computer model without a ground truth 
component. Computer models can generate artifacts and go unstable if the computer codes do not 
consider the effects of certain ranges and sensitivities of certain critical parameters in the model. There is 
no ground truth componont, and by the time one realizes that non-compliance has occurred, it may be too 
late.


(f) Groundwater monitoring is very difficult. The Forest Service recognized that it when requested more 
detailed information on the groundwater monitoring proposals from the mining company. I have no idea 
what their response was, but it would be very appropriate to include that response in the public documents 
for the reading room.


Individual


7300 2 Under no circumstances should a large water consumer such as Rosemont Mine be approved while Our 
Green Valley Aquifer is in a state of crisis and mitigating plans are proceeding.


Organization


7301 2 3. Suspend the EIS scoping process until Rosemont submits a comprehensive hydrological study of the 
USC aquifer to determine the impact of water withdrawal.


Organization


7304 1 We are deeply concerned about putting in the Rosemont Mine for the following reasons:


destruction of the headwaters into Davidson Canyon which would affect water to Cienega creek & the 
Pantano Wash


Individual


7309 5 Rosemont claims three years of water has been recharged.  In actuality, 600 acre-feet has been recharged 
at Pima Mine Road.  The rest of it's been recharged at Avra Valley.  I'm not sure how you pump from 
Avra Valley to Sahuarita.


7312 4 Commitment to offset 105% of total project pumping with recharge in the Santa Cruz basin.
Question
Is this a guarantee that the water will be recharged into the Santa Cruz basin?
I understand the city of Tucson and other users of the recharge site at Pima mine road have priority of use.


Individual


7312 6 Process water for the Rosemont Project will come from the aquifer within the Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin 
of the Tucson AMA groundwater basin. Water from this source will be used mostly at the mine site which 
lies within the adjacent Cienega Creek groundwater basin, as those basins have been delineated by the 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) pursuant to A.R.S. Section 45-403.
Question
Rosemont Copper has stated they have the RIGHT to pump water from the Cienega Preserve. Is this a true 
statement and how is this possible?


Individual
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7312 8 Groundwater extracted pursuant to an ME permit may be transported away from an active management 
area, such as the Tucson AMA, to another basin, such as the Cienega Creek basin, in accordance with 
A.R.S. Section 45-543. However, this transportation is subject to a claim of damages by groundwater 
users in the basin of origin. A.R.S. Section 45-545 provides, however, that such damages shall not be 
presumed from the fact of transportation.
Question
Shouldn't bond money be set aside to cover the expected water problems?


Individual


7312 9 The feasibility study and preliminary design for the Rosemont Project indicate that the water requirements 
are approximately 5,000 af per year with a peak delivery volume of 5,000 gpm. 
Question
The MPO states they will be using approx 5000 acre feet but what will LIMIT the water use?


Individual


7312 11 Pima Mine Road is the state-permitted underground storage facility closest to Site 1. Because available 
capacity at this facility may remain limited for the forseeable future, Rosemont Copper has also begun 
evaluating construction of a new recharge facility in close proximity to it. Rosemont Copper is committed 
to recharge availabe CAP water at groundwater storage facilities close to its production wells to lessen 
impacts of mine water production on local water users.
Question
Is this guaranteed to be built?


Individual


7312 12 The Site Water Management Program (SWMP) for the Rosemont Project (Tetra Tech 2007g) was 
developed to allow for the management of storm flows and sediment yield during the active mine life, as 
well as long-term for closure and reclamation. The Project water management facilities are intended to 
have sufficient capacity to handle runoff generated throughout the life of the Project for the 100-year, 24-
hour storm events.
Quesiton Some of the washes have flows above 5000 cfs, have the plans been evaluated to guarantee the 
control of the heavy flows?
Question If the "management of storm flows" blocks the headwaters of the Davidson Canyon won't this 
reduce the water to residents downstream from the proposed mine and draw down the wells?
Question If the headwaters are restricted by a dam, what will happen if the dam fails?


Individual


7312 13 For the purposes of the SWMP, the open pit, the heap leach facility, and the plant site are considered 
closed systems, with all direct ranfall and local runoff contained on site.
Question 
How will this affect the surrounding water tables, such as the Cieniga and Davidson Canyon?


Individual


7312 14 Stormwater flows from the plant site will be collected in the lined PWTS Pond, located immediately down 
gradient of the plant site. The PWTS Pond is designed to provide lined storage for the equivalent of three 
days of process flows (69 million gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event.
Question
What value in cubic feet, was determined to be the 24 hour 100 year storm event. During the storm of 
1983, as an example, Davidson Canyon was running at an incredible volume for days.


Individual


7312 20 The sediment ponds are designed to store and release up to the 10-year, 24-hour storm event so that 
suspended sediment concentrations of discharged water are no greater than premining conditions.
Question
It seems that a 10 year storm event would not be large enough design, shouldn’t it be designed for the 100 
year cycle? Why does the design only show for a ten year event?


Individual


7312 21 Where feasible, the top of the waste rock facilities will be sloped to facilitate stormwater draining towards 
the open pit.
Questions
I thought the pit had to be pumped to allow operation, what effect will it have running water to the pit? 
This seems to be a very foolishg design and comment.


Individual
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7312 22 The sediment ponds at the toe of the outer slopes are designed to store and release up to the 10-year, 24-
hour storm event so that suspended sediment concentrations of discharged water are no greater than 
background conditions.
Question
Again a 10 year cycle seems to be a limited design, is this correct? I have to say we MUST design for at 
least 100 year.


Individual


7312 23 The dam is designed to be a non-jurisdictional dam six ft in height and with a total storage capacity equal 
to 2 af. Additional capacity may be provided as needed by excavation of sediments downstream. If the 
dam is destroyed by an overtopping event, it will be rebuilt.
Question
It seems rather cavalier to make the commet "it will be rebuilt". What about people and structures 
downstream from the dam. Have you studied how many structures will be affected?
How does this 6 foot dam compare with the earlier comment of a dam of 90 feet? A six foot dam will 
cause nothing except a flood.


Individual


7316 2 Subsequent analyses should include, but not be limited to:
1)� The impacts on native waters, both surface and subsurface, of this mining operation including:
a.� Will the watersheds providing water to the Tucson metropolitan area suffer from this proposed mine?


Organization


7316 6 d. what will the impact of groundwater pumping be on proximate residential and agricultural areas?Organization


7316 8 f. How will compensatory damages be allocated to landowners whose wells have been degraded by 
drawdown or pollution?


Organization


7316 13 d.�Water loss or pollutionOrganization


7322 2 First, the water supply of the valley is seriously and increasingly threatened with persistence of the status 
quo. The allowance of water extraction by another mine can only compound what now appears shall 
become the socialization of costs for the privatization of profits. The Forest Service should have the 
entirety of the watershed ecosystem as the scope for its focus, and not upon a portion at the expense of the 
whole.
Secondly, the Rosemont mine is also projected to extend significantly below the local water table, and 
intends to no doubt be abandoned in  a manner similar to the Twin Buttes mine, as also seems to be the 
trajectory for the Asarco and Pima mines on the west side of the valley. It is unwise to continue to ignore 
the unquantifiable and significant damage to the environment, simply because the cost is not to be born 
today, but tomorrow.


Individual


7328 2 With the growth in Arizona and the critical water issues we have, I dont think the discussion should have 
gone as far as it did so far. That the mine is considering using limited valuable ground water is a crime. 
No one really knows the effect they will have on nearby wells and agriculture, vineyards etc.


Individual


7335 2 However the two most important reasons are WATER number ONE and in addition, SAFETY for all the 
residents living all up and down 83, especially the children and the school buses … your plan will be a 
disaster for life around this populated area. Are you aware of the size of the population new and 
established? The plan to widen the highway alone is a major disruption of life in the area. The staging 
areas, the parking for trucks, the hauling of various large equipment …. On and on goes the list if you 
decide to side with the  powers and the money instead of protecting the land with which you have been 
charged.


Individual


7335 5 There is not enough water for this project without dramatic and drastic effect on the long range water 
supply, you know that, the experts know that yet I see you on the brink making a very short term decision 
based on money for a limited few at the expense of quality of life, nature, survival (re water) for the 
indefinite future.


Individual
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7335 8 What in the world has happened to the Forrest Service that you are engaged in this truly disastrous 
project? Please examine your conscience and re visit the your charge you have sworn to uphold. This is 
not primarily a decision for beauty, though I would  make a decision on that basis in a heartbeat, it IS a 
decision about survival …and the responsible use of water. The whole Anasazi culture went out of 
existence finally because they had no more water. We have methods of finding and transporting water 
unavailable to them, however I know we are on the brink of exhausting water because we continue to use 
it in irresponsible ways. The great Colorado River has nothing left by the time it reaches the ocean and 
you are acting as if it is an option to tap even more for a project that is questionable on so many levels. 
This mine in this fragile water scarce place, is one of ways you are proposing to further endanger life in 
this region. When the water is gone, life is gone. Copper is a choice, water is essential.


Individual


7336 22 The Rosemont  site drains directly into Davidson Canyon, Cienega Creek, Pantano Wash, and ultimately 
the Santa Cruz River. When will the mine's potential spills, runoff, and chemical toxic plumes reach Vail? 
How much rain and time will this take? How long until it reaches downtown Tucson and beyond?


Individual


7340 6 Agusta wants to fill in Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Schlefield Canyons, yet claims no impact to the 
Cienega Creek watershed. Hello! This is a huge area the will be disrupted as in a state og being so torn.


Individual


7342 1 Even with the public forum meetings, the issue of water still has not been addressed. Where is the water 
to come from?


Augusta has drilled two 12" commercial wells near the project that will drain the Rosemont aquifer.


As I live south of the project, our aquifer is also a target for the mine. Pulling 6000 acre feet of water from 
our aquifer will drain it in short order.


As of no I have no recourse on how or where to obtain water should this occur except to sue the Forest 
Service for failing to address this matter for damages (should this occur).


The question of water must be addressed prior to the consideration of this project.


Individual


7343 2 A planned, lined storage pond is designed for the equivalent of three days of process flows (69 million 
gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event. In an age of unpredictable climate change, this is not a 
reassuring plan.


Individual


7345 2 The proposed open-pit mine is a horrible, out-dated, unsustainable plan. Even if the Rosemont proposal 
was more in tune with well-known,  lower-impact mining practices, it should be denied because of the 
location, which threatens air, water, and life quality for tens of thousands of citizens.


Individual


7348 2 2) Impacts on water, air;Individual


7348 8 A) Impacts on Las Cienegas and Davidson Canyon riparian habitats; even though the mining company is 
going to be taking water from the aquifer west of the mountains the tailings piles will effectively eliminate 
several important drainages the bring water from Santa Rita to  these priceless, endangered habitats. What 
water does seep from the tailings will be polluted with sulfates and heavy metals.


Individual


7348 12 C) As admitted by th SWCA representatives the mining company does not and will not know what 
persantage of water to leave in the "dry" tailings so as to prevent particulate air pollution. I am certainly 
concerned that, in this extremely arid and wingy environment no amount of moisture content will be 
sufficient to prevent the further polluting of our air. Of course, here again the amount of water "saved" 
becomes questionable if the amount that must be left in the tailings is currently unknown.


Individual


7364 4 As a local resident, I'm also very concerned about the water usage implications.Individual


7394 2 For the reasons that we can't allow an open pit mine in the pristine Santa Rita mountainside the most 
compelling are the destruction and permanent defacing of the land and the waste of our precious water, 
whether from the ground or added CAP water.


Individual


7427 4 Water – Huge amounts of water will be used and the water will likely be polluted and tainted in the 
process. Sufficient studies have not been done to show that there will not be a negative impact to all other 
water users in the area. If (when) negative impacts do occur, how will other water usera be compensated?


Individual
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7432 7 A recent Sonoran Institute study states:
The proposed Rosemont project would produce significant costs for local individuals, businesses, 
governments, and society in general, including
-economic  impacts associated with environmental effects on surface and groundwater, electrical power 
generation, and increased carbon dioxide emissions.


Organization


7434 5 How will the dams being proposed in Barrel Canyon and other nearby canyons effect the flow of 
Davidson Wash, Cienega Creek, and the Tucson aquifer? These dams will certainy lower the amount of 
water flowing into Tucson. Are these dams being built to federal standards? Would excessive amountsof 
water be contained or will a dam break be something we should expect during periods of heavy rainfall? 
Who will monitor the conidition of these dams after significant rain events? Who will be the responsible 
party if a dam were to give way, resulting in loss of life or property?


Individual


7436 1 The issue is whether an open pit mine is the best use of the Rosemont Canyon Area for the people of the 
area and the state of Arizona. The issue is not whether we need copper. Of course, we need copper and 
copper is essential to our standard of living. However water is esstial to life itself. There can be no life 
without water. We need water in Arizona more than we need copper mining.


Individual


7437 2 When will you do a Hydrologic Study of Sahuarita Heights where the Rosemont Wells will be pumping 
the water from? When will you provide my with a copy of the results? When will I get the Pump Testing 
Data? When will I get the Geologic Logs?


Individual


7438 4 We are not just a few senile crazies spouting dribble in an effort to stop this mine. In fact we are people 
from all walks of life, some have never before been involved in anything like this fight before. For the 
average person to find the courage to get up in front of a crowd and passionately speak their mind, should 
give you some indication how serious this issue is. It is crazy to put the WANTS of a few, over the 
NEEDS of many, WATER is the issue at hand. Rosemont can continue to spin the story all they want, but 
people NEED water to survive, putting our water at risk is not the right thing to do.


Individual


7439 2 Right at the Base of the Santa Rita Mountains on the West Side is the location of the Santa Rita Fault 
Zone which traverses along the complete mountain range. 


Number 934   Santa Rita Fault Zone
USGS  Quarternary Fault and Fold Database for the United States


Please evaluate The Santa Rita Fault Zone.
 What effect will continual blasting with explosives during mining have on this fault?
When getting deeper in the mountain and getting closer to the fault cause an earthquake?
Will an Earthquake cause the AQUIFER to cave in?
Will an Earthquake pollute our Water?
What kind of damage will an Earthquake do to our property?
Who will pay for the damages?


Individual


7442 1 …and WATER is a more necessity than copper when it comes to sustaining life. The times are different; 
communities are expanding to accommodate an increasing population.


Individual


7443 1 I have been recently made aware of a study commissioned by Pima County to look at the effects of a hole 
in an aquifer 2000 feet deep and about a mile wide -- the proposed Rosemont open pit copper mine -- and 
am amazed that we are even considering the mine proposal!! The pit will create a cone of depression into 
which the waters of our aquifer will eventually be drawn into… I see this as I create rainwater harvesting 
earthworks in my backyard… dig a deeper hole and that's where the water will flow. By the time we begin 
to feel the effects of this … maybe twenty years… Augusta will be gone. What are we leaving for our 
future? For our children's future?


Individual
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7444 1 No where in the scoping documents or the Mine Plan of Operations for the Rosemont Project is there a 
description of the surface water drainages, washes, etc. that will be affected by the project and that will be 
subject to Clean Water Act Section 404 permitting with the US Army Corps of Engineers. Please ensure 
that the draft EIS contains the following information: 1) a complete juridictional delineation of all "waters 
of the US" in and around the project area, 2) a description of the "waters of the US" to be impacted by the 
project, 3) the US Army Corps of Engineers' level of participation in this project (e.g. join-lead with 
USFS, cooperating agency, etc.), 4) the proposed project alternatives, and 5) proposed mitigations for loss 
of "waters of the US."


Individual


7446 1 Our well is pumped from well number 55-213314.Individual


7451 11 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
17. Water. The MPO shows one memorandum with a High Hazard storm containment dam with a 
probability of one death or more if there is a failure. This dam is located in Barrel Canyon a main tributary 
of the Davidson. Many communities in the Vail area cross the Davidson to go home.
18. An updated version shows the same storm runoff contained by a non jurisdictional compliance point 
6' check dam at what appears to be the same location


Individual


7453 2 Images speak louder than words, so I am also including video of the Davidson running last night, not too 
far downstream of where the 6 foot "compliance point" check dam is planned in the MPO. The wash I 
cross with my daughter to go to the bus stop. The wash we all cross to go to our homes and back out to 
work and school.


See the Davidson Running for Yourself 8 July 2008-07-08 (last night)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mgd-zga8Rhs


From the other Direction
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eCM3cKYSYY


Individual


7453 11 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
17. Water. The MPO shows one memorandum with a High Hazard storm containment dam with a 
probability of one death or more if there is a failure. This dam is located in Barrel Canyon a main tributary 
of the Davidson. Many communities in the Vail area cross the Davidson to go home.
18. An updated version shows the same storm runoff contained by a non jurisdictional compliance point 
6' check dam. Our wells and aquifer are downstream of this.


Individual


7456 30 The only way to insure that the mine does not impact water resources (and thus wildlife habitat) in the 
Santa Cruz basin is for the mine to use only CAP water and be prohibited from using ground water.


Government


7466 7 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-Can the mine use grey water for mining operations?


Individual


7466 8 I would like you to address the following issues in the EIS.
-It has been proposed that Pima county use recycled/reclaimed sewage water for drinking water? Could 
the mine use recycled/reclaimed sewage water and the people of Pima county drink water from the 
Colorado river?


Individual


7474 4 I would think the mining project would also adversely impact the ground water.Individual


7475 10 The Augusta Mine Project will also have a negative impact on our water supplyBusiness


7478 1 The project as described would misuse water,  in Tucson and southeast Arizona.Individual


7478 5 Water in southeast Arizona should be preferentially allocated to people and to wildlife, not to extractive 
industries.


Individual


7481 3 Augusta plans to drill wells on private land to support the mine which will have and effect on the water 
supply of the entire area.


Individual


7482 1 Water for three households is pumped from well number 55-506279 located at 13427 E. Singing Hills 
Trail, Sonoita, AZ 85637.


Individual
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7491 2 I have concerns about the use of waterIndividual


7495 4 The Santa Rita's represent a priceless and unique land heritage that deserves to be protected for its 
important natural resources of water


Individual


7498 9 These water pollution effects could reach beyond the mine area, beyond the local forest area, into the 
lower protions of the watershed.


Individual


7501 1 Let me see, even the Canadian news papers report about our water crisis and that their Parliament is 
considering legislation to prevent or severely limit the use of the great lakes to provide water to the desert 
southwest. Or what they will be willing to sell us and for how much. 
Http://thespec.com/News/CanadaWorld/article/359108


http://wwwhamiltonspectator.com/pdfs/20080424/A6.pdf


Isn't it ironic that it is a Canadian based company demanding their share of water so they can operate a 
mine.


Individual


7501 2 Even our local paper reports on the water shortage. The U of A went on record stating…


"No plan for dealing with water scarcity in Arizona holds much hope of success without some 
contribution from nuclear desalination. The enormity of the water problem is becoming more obvious, 
and conservation alone is insufficient to meet our needs. The time for political correctness in water 
management is in the past."


http://www.azstarnet.com/allheadlines/246375. php


We will be forced to use nuclear plants to desalinate water we purchase and pipe in from Mexico. You 
heard that correctly a nuclear plant to desalinate water. Not a nuclear power plant designed to primarily 
provide power for the grid!


"Researchers at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego recently warned that in years ahead 
the Southwest is likely to become warmer and more arid as a result of the atmospheric buildup of green 
house gases."


If all of the above is true then how much will the mine really cost the tax payer to undo the damages done 
by the mine?


Individual


7501 4 I believe the issue of WATER alone should stop this mine. Morally and ethically this mine is bad on 
every level.


Individual


7504 29 The Rosemont mining operation proposes for the rock to be dispersed, or built up on Forest Service land, 
in some places 600 ft high, in and oblong circle 3.5 miles long and 1 mile wide.  This will cover several 
springs and streams, causing water diversion right through the ore processing area should there be 
flooding.  Drains will be engineered for this somehow but it is unclear if they were to be concrete lined of 
just earthen graded paths.  The impacts of all of this must be considered, especially for cumulative effects.


7508


7504 67 As it is a local water company that would have to make the deal with the Rosemont mining operation, the 
Arizona Corporation Commission would also have a role in approving or disapproving such an 
arrangement, as well as approving or disapproving any rates charged by the water company.  Again, the 
Arizona Corporation Commission must approve any and all of this, so the likelihood that the Arizona 
Corporation Commission would approve or disapprove these proposed arrangements and the 
infrastructure needs must be fully examined.


7508
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7504 77 The Rosemont Mine Plan of operations shows that the mine, during its 20-year life, will create 
approximately 4 square miles of mine and mill waste dumps at the headwaters of these mountain streams.


As rain falls throughout the year onto the surfaces of these dumps, it will infiltrate the uncovered surfaces, 
then percolate downward, slowly becoming acidic as it does so and probably dissolving one or more 
different types of possibly toxic metals and other substances.  Because the bases of the dumps will not be 
lined with impervious materials (as the leach pads at the mine and municipal solid waste landfills are 
required to be), this now-contaminated water will find its way into the bedrock and bedrock fractures 
underlying the dumps and ultimately emerge in the springs and stream beds below the mine.


The nature and amount of this contamination cannot be predicted precisely, but its effect will be to 
degrade, possibly very seriously, the ecology and water quality of the streams.  In addition, major storm 
events could rupture surface-containment berms and other protective structures, possibly allowing large 
amounts of very fine-grained mill waste from the leach pads or the waste dumps to enter the streams' 
drainage systems, thus causing additional contamination.  The readings in the mill area of Sierrita mine 
show other heavy metals that are toxic, including cadmium, selenium and arsenic.  All the public wells in 
Green Valley are in the process of installing arsenic treatment because of naturally occuring arsenic in the 
Santa Cruz aquifer.  These heavy metals are more or less inert and harmless in conglomerates buried 
under the ground.  However, in the same way as uranium, when the metals are ground to face powder 
consistency and added into water with other chemicals, they become liable to enter the environment 
through the soil, aire or water.  How will these impacts be mitigated, and what are the cumulative effects 
of this?


7508


7504 85 The Rosemont Mine could be an even larger contributor to the groundwater deficit in the Santa Cruz 
River basin if one crucial part of its plan does not work, as follows:


To minimize the amount of water the mine needs, the Plan of Operations calls for the concentrator to be 
equipped with a "state-of-the-art" waste filtering and water recovery system, called "dry stacking".  
Presumably, this will enable the mine to recover 89 percent of the water it uses.


But dry stacking is so new that it has never been tested in the U.S. at mines of this nature and size or in 
the variable climatic conditions existing in the Santa Rita Mountains.  And Augusta, the operator of the 
proposed Rosemont mining operation, has never actually conducted any mining operations and has no 
experience.  The potential effect of the inexperience of Augusta, and the additional probability of error 
and/or non compliance caused by or aggravated by inexperience, must be analyzed and mitigation must be 
proposed for all potential and cumulative impacts.


Some engineers doubt that it will work to the degree hoped for by Rosemont.  If it does not work, the 
mine may require considerably more water from its well field at Sahuarita.  The Mission and Sierrita 
mines, for example, together use approximately 34,500 acre-feet annually.  This seems like an intolterable 
amount to impose on the well owners of Sahuarita and the already stressed groundwater system of the 
Santa Cruz River Valley.  Furthermore, drinking water is becoming too precious commodity in  Arizona 
to allow its use for additional and unnecessary mining purposes.


7508


7504 89 All liners eventually leak, so the pollution of the groundwater is inevitable.  What is the flow of 
groundwater in the area, and how long before the seepage/leakage ruins the adjacent water wells?


7508


7504 132 What are the security measures planned for transport and on-site storage, and the potential risk of 
accident, or criminal or terrorist activity?  What will be done to prevent static discharge or lightning 
strikes from causing an unplanned explosion?  What consideration for shock effects or damage to cities, 
power-lines, wells, pipes, or the underground aquifer from such a large amount of explosive discharging 
accidentally will be provided as protection for the community and the environment?  What planning has 
been done and will be done for this contingency?


7508
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7508 1 This fragile ecosystem thrives while its people stand as its stewards. Homes are far apart, subtle in design 
and purpose, always mindful of the land, beloved by its inhabitants. New land owners must follow 
stringent regulations to maintain the land's integrity. Why shouldn't the largest of the land owners follow 
similar policies? Rain water is caught and used to nuture animals, plants and people. No water is wasted, 
not in this high desert terrain. This commodity is more valuable than gold or should I say, copper?


The aquifer, springs and wells, deep and rare, need protection and recognition as economic, societal, 
environmental and recreational resources. These waters are valuable treasured and vital, to the very life of 
this unique and diverse environment.


Individual


7508 5 The water pollution is a given, even with the major gains in perceptive mining procedures. A hole, one 
mile long and wide and 3,000 feet deep, with all the chemical agents used to mine, process and ship the 
copper, will change our beloved Scenic Santa Ritas forever, even with the newest of technologies. After 
twenty years, the company, with its money and copper, will leave our mountains much the richer, while 
we are much the poorer. Please decide, not in our Santa Rita Mountains.


Individual


7509 3 Those of us who live here and will be directly impacted by the environmental damage to our landscape, 
water, wildlife - and perhaps even our abiltiy to remain in our homes- have no voice in this matter.


Individual


7522 1 At the top of the list of concerns from residents was Arizona water, degradation of the infrastructure and 
landscape and concerns about Rosemonts abilities as a "mining" company.


Individual


7524 3 Issue #2 - water is going to become of paramount importance over the next decades and accessibility of 
both surface and ground water sources need to be zealously guarded.


Business


7526 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-595178Individual


7530 5 I have heard so many water stories that I do not know what is accurate.Individual


7562 1 However the access/egress to the property and the huge amount of overburden and waste materials from 
the open pit are intended to be deposited on government owned and/or managed lands.


Individual


7568 3 The impact the mine will have on the water shed by creating dams and stopping water flow from various 
tributary's and potential POLLUTION/and FLOODING.


Individual


7568 5 WHO BE SELECTED TO CONDUCT ALL STUDIES AND THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED 
MINE IN REF. WATER, SURFACE DRAINAGE, RESERVOIRS AND CONSTRUCTED DAMS OR 
OTHERWISE?


Individual


7571 12 This proposal would disturb extensive amounts of Forest Service land. The EIS should analyze the 
amounts and types of land disturbances that would result from this proposal. Many existing land uses 
would never be replaced if this mine were approved, including loss of recreational land, loss of wildlife 
habitat, loss of wildlife corridors and foraging opportunities, loss of watershed functions, loss and damage 
to water resources, loss of soil and plant resources, loss of open space, and loss of viewshed. The EIS 
should determine whether these losses are worth the benefits from this mine, and determine how these 
extensive land disturbances should be mitigated.


Individual
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7571 17 The mine would permanently alter the local topography, eliminating the existing stream network, 
destroying the existing hydrologic regine, and disrupting the proper functioning of the watershed (i.e. 
from the headwaters of Davidson down through Davidson Canyon and the Cienega Creek Natural 
Preserve). Although the streams in this area are ephemeral, they still provide the same ecosystem and 
watershed functions of a perennial stream: they move water, sediment, and nutrients and provide services 
suchas landscape hydrologic connections; stream enevergy dissipation associated with high-water flows 
thereby reducing erosion and improving water quality; surface and subsurface water storage and 
exchange; ground water recharge and discharge; sediment transport, storage and deposition, aiding in 
floodplain development; nutrient cycling; wildlife habitat and movement/migration; support for vegetation 
communities that help stabilize stream banks and provide wildlife services; and water supply and water 
quality filtering. 


The EIS should examine all of these watersheds functions, determine how they would be impacted by this 
proposal, and determine whether these losses and disturbances are worth the benefits from the mine. In 
addition, the EIS should determine the true extent of these disturbances, and the required mitigation from 
the mining company. For example, how far from the disturbed area would the impacts be felt? How much 
additional land outside of the disturbed area would be required to replace these resources?


Individual


7582 7 We request that the Forest Service insist that the mining operations do not effect ground and surface water 
in any way. The mining company needs this water for only the life of the mine. The forest, wildlife, 
nearby residents and ranchers need this water forever.


Individual


7582 10 We believe that the Rosemont mine would negatively impact the air, water, scenic view, recreation, 
wildlife, plantlife and traffic within a far reaching area surrounding the mine and that these negative long 
term impacts for many US citizens should not be overlooked so a few can gain financial reward for the 
short term.


Individual


7583 1 Water is more valuable to the State of Arizona than copper is. Copper can continue to be produced in 
existing pits, throughout the State.


Individual


7583 11 I don't see how water can be mitigated.Individual


7594 5 How will production water be transmitted from well sites to the mine? And what will the applicant be 
required to do to mitigate land disturbance at the well sites and along the transmission lines and access 
roads?


Individual


7599 1 My water is pumped from well number 55-210725.Individual


7607 1 I ask you to consider but two important points: First, there is simply not enough water left in the West for 
us to both open this mine, and also have enough clean water left to drink. All the endless talk about CAP, 
Colorado River Basin snowfalls, aquifer recharge, water purchase contracts, and impact on the Cienega 
watershed comes, in the end, to nothing but hot air; California is bruning up, and many of its once-
thriving municipalities have refused to issue permits to build more homes for the workers who make this 
one state the world's 10th or 11th largest economy, citing the lack of assured water supplies. Please, Just 
Say No! We won't long survive drinking copper, or water forever ruined by the heavy metal poisoning 
which copper mining produces. It really is Just That Simple. No! No! No!


Individual


7617 7 The mine will use and store CAP water that is not presently being used for human consumption to 
recharge the aquifer. The amount of water that will be used by the mine is far less than is presently being 
used for agriculture.


Individual


7625 2 Where is the water to come from? The ever-diminishing Colorado River?Individual


7626 2 I live in Sahuarita, moved there because I raise Arabian horses and have great water. The mine plans to 
take our water. Not only is our water precious, but the area that will be destroyed because of this mine.


Individual


7632 2 Water will go into hole in ground, will change water shed- impact immediate area.Individual


7632 5 Water will go into hole in ground, will impact water recharge to Tucson basin.Individual


7643 2 Water is more precious than copper.Individual
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7645 3 Nothing justifys this useless waste of a precious resource. Copper is not worth the loss of the water or the 
land.


Individual


7648 1 This is NOT a "not in my backyard" situation. To say this is to be little water issues.Individual


7650 2 Water is the most important issue in the proposed Mine Operation Plan (MPO).  The water supply plan 
for Rosemont Copper Mine is complex, ineffecient and significantly impacts natural ground water 
necessary in the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA).


Individual


7650 4 The present MOP using Avra Valley and Green Valley Community Water recharge is inefficient and not 
reasonable.  Distant recharged CAP water never fully replaces local ground water needs especially uphill.  
Compacted soil, after ground water removal, permanently prevents a 100% replacement by recharge.


Individual


7650 12 All mines require significant and continuous amounts of waterIndividual


7652 3 Does the Forest Service have the completed comprehensive hydrology impact study for the Sahuarita 
heights area where Rosemont plans to pump 1, 955, 226, 000 gallons of water each year for the next 20 
years?  What are the results from this study?  Will these results be posted on the Forest Services website 
anytime soon?


Individual


7654 2 THE PROPOSED ROSEMONT MINE WILL HAVE DRAMATIC AND IRREVERSIBLE IMPACTS:


IMPACTS ON OUR WATER,


Business


7654 10 AS FARMERS AND STEWARDS OF THE LAND IN THIS REGION, WE KNOW THAT THE 
VALUE OF LAND AND THE VALUE OF WATER ARE INTERTWINED AND ARE 
INSEPARABLE.  WE ALL CAN RELATE TO THE FACT THAT WATER IS AN ESSENTIAL ITEM 
FOR ALL OF US TO SURVIVE.  WE ARE BLESSED IN THE SANTA CRUZ VALLEY WITH HIGH 
QUALITY GROUND WATER.


THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ AQUIFERS SUSTAINS APPROXIMATELY 60,000 PEOPLE, NEARLY 
5,000 ACRES OF ORCHARDS, THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF RANCHES AND OTHER FARMS, 
AND THE EXISTING 3 MINES IN OUR AREA.


OUR AQUIFER ALSO ENABLES A MULTIBILLION DOLLAR ANNUAL TOURISM AND 
HOUSING INDUSTRY THAT HAS BEEN AMONG THE STRONGEST IN THE NATION.


ROSEMONT IS PROPOSING TO TAKE OUR HIGH QUALITY GROUNDWATER AND USE IT 
NOT FOR DRINKING WATER, NOR FOR GROWING FOOD--BUT FOR THE TAILINGS WASTE 
DISPOSAL!


Business


7654 12 EXTENSIVE HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES ARE NEEDED.


A THOROUGH MODELING OF THE IMPACT OF GROUNDWATER USE BY THE MINE IS 
REQUIRED.  THE STUDY AREA SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE THE IMPACT OF 
SUCH POTENTIAL USE ON ALL AREA WATER USERS, INCLUDING THE EFFECT ON WATER 
LEVELS, ENERGY COSTS, WELL EQUIPMENT COSTS, WATER QUALITY, THE EFFECT ON 
THE LOCAL SULFATE PLUME AND THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CAP RECHARGE ON 
WATER QUALITY.


Business


7684 2 The mine made the statement they were using a new method of mining they called waterless.  If this is 
true why do they need so much water.


Individual


7684 3 Why don't they use the grey water from the two purifations plants in the Sahuarita area.  If it is good 
enough for golf courses it sounds like it will work for mine process of making copper.


Individual


7684 4 Everyone says we are in a drought.  The water table is going down not up.  The last time they tried to 
open Rosemont they lost because of the use of water.  Theres more people in the area around Rosemont 
now than now and then add a drought in and we have a real problem.


Individual
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7687 1 We are concerned about the water usage - we cannot use our potable water for mines as the water tables 
decline yearly.


Organization


7695 2 The Southern Arizona Hang Glider Association strongly opposes mining in the Santa Rita and Patagonia 
Mountains because it will deplete and degrade scarce water resources.


Organization


7698 3 This mine is counterproductive to the conservation goals of this community and would threaten the 
cienega creek watershed.


Organization


7790 4 The water needed for the mine should be used for the greater need of citizens within the state of Arizona.Individual


7803 4 If the process wasn't confusing enough for the public, The numbers provided to them certainly were.


Rosemont's MPO indicates that the water requirements are approximately 5,000 acre-feet per year. This 
number is used repeatedly in the media. However, Rosemont has permits with the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources to withdraw up to 6,000 acre feet per year. An article in the Arizona Daily Star from 
5/28/2008 titled "mine execs offer water assurances" said "a mine the size of the one proposed by 
Rosemont Copper normally would use enough water every year to supply 40,000 households. Officials 
with Rosemont Copper say they will only use half as much, 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet a year, by using 
techniques developed from mining in extremely arid climates.". Rosemont claims they are purchasing 
105,000 acre feet of cap water and will only us 95,000 acre feet, leaving the public an excess of 10,000 
acre feet. However if they were to use 8,000 acre-feet per year they would draw 47,000 acre feet more 
than they intend to purchase. If their estimates could be 60% off, Shouldn't the public be aware of this? 
Shouldn't it be stated in the MPO?


Organization


7809 2 THE PROPOSED ROSEMONT MINE WILL HAVE DRAMATIC AND IRREVERSABLE IMPACTS:


IMPACTS ON OUR WATER, OUR WILDLIFE, CULTURE AND ARCHAEOLOGY---


Business


7809 9 AS FARMERS AND STEWARDS OF THE LAND IN THIS REGION, WE KNOW THAT THE 
VALUE OF LAND AND THE VALUE OF WATER ARE INTERTWINED AND ARE 
INSEPARABLE. WE ALL CAN RELATE TO THE FACT THAT WATER IS AN ESSENTIAL ITEM 
FOR ALL OF US TO SURVIVE. WE ARE BLESSED IN THE SANTA CRUZ VALLEY WITH HIGH 
QUALITY GROUND WATER.


THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ AQUIFER SUSTAINS APPROXIMATELY 60,000 PEOPLE, NEARLY 
5,000 ACRES OF ORCHARDS, THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF RANCHES AND OTHER FARMS, 
AND THE EXISTING 3 MINES IN OUR AREA.


OUR AQUIFER ALSO ENABLES A MULTIBILLION DOLLAR ANNUAL TOURISM AND 
HOUSING INDUSTRY THAT HAS BEEN AMONG THE STRONGEST IN THE NATION.


ROSEMONT IS PROPOSING TO TAKE OUR HIGH QUALITY GROUNDWATER AND USE IT 
NOT FOR DRINKING WATER, NOR FOR GROWING FOOD-- BUT FOR TAILINGS WASTE 
DISPOSAL!


Business


7809 11 EXTENSIVE HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES ARE NEEDED.


A THOROUGH MODELING OF THE IMPACT OF GROUNDWATER USE BY THE MINE IS 
REQUIRED. THE STUDY AREA SHOULD BE BROAD ENOUGH TO INCLUDE THE IMPACT OF 
SUCH POTENTIAL USE ON ALL AREA WATER USERS, INCLUDING THE EFFECT ON WATER 
LEVELS, ENERGY COSTS, WELL EQUIPMENT COSTS, WATER QUALITY, THE EFFECT ON 
THE LOCAL SULFATE PLUME AND THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CAP RECHARGE ON 
WATER QUALITY.


Business
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7809 14 ROSEMONT HAS SAID THAT IT WILL ONLY OPERATE FOR 20 YEARS. WE HAVE HEARD 
THAT BEFORE! IN THE 1970S WHEN FICO SUED THE MINES OVER THEIR USE OF 
GROUNDWATER AND PREVAILED IN THE COURTS, THE MINES ALSO TESTIFIED THAT 
THEY HAD A 20-YEAR LIFE SPAN. THAT WAS 35 YEARS AGO!


THE THREE MINES ON THE WEST SIDE OF OUR VALLEY ARE NOW GOING ON 55+ YEARS. 
DUE TO IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES AND THE COST OF MINERALS, MANY BELIEVE THAT 
100 YEARS IS A REALISTIC LIFE SPAN FOR A MINE.


THAT MAKES THE ESTIMATES THAT ROSEMONT HAS PROVIDED OF WATER USE 
WOEFULLY INADEAQUATE.


Business


7809 15 AZ GROUNDWATER CODE EXEMPTS MINES!


FURTHERMORE, UNLIKE FARMERS, DEVELOPERS AND OTHER BUSINESSES, MINES ARE 
EXEMPT FROM THE AZ GROUNDWATER CODE OF 1980!


SO PROVING A 100 YEAR WATER SUPPLY, AND ABIDING BY ACTIVE MANAGEMENT AREA 
REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT THINGS THAT MINES HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT. THAT IS A BIG 
LOOPHOLE THAT HAS MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND LIFESTYLE IMPLICATIONS FOR ALL 
OF US.


THIS MAKES IT ALL THE MORE VITAL TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH NEPA PROCESS.


Business


7810 4 There are already strains on the water supply coming from the Colorado River to the Central Arizona 
Project. One look at lake levels along the damn system will verify this. If water allocations are reduced 
due to lack of water will Augusta Resources guarantee in writing that the reduction in water will be 
absorbed by them in their allocation and not the public of Green Valley and Sahuarita even if that leads to 
the requirement of shutting down or slowing activity at the mine?


Organization


7810 6 Is there any guarantee that Rosemont mine will nor pump groundwater from the East side if the Santa 
Rita's?
What effect on the groundwater table will digging a mile wide 2500 foot deep pit have on the 
groundwater on the Santa Ritas. Many residents have wells that are 3 to 4 hundred feet deep. Will they 
require deeper wells, or will city water have to be provided?
Who will pay for this?
Many residents in this area are on fixed income. If their wells run dry many cannot afford to have them 
drilled deeper. Proving that the mines are responsible for lower groundwater tables is difficult. If this 
becomes a problem will Augusta guarantee that they will pay for well improvements necessary to provide 
water?


Organization


7810 8 In Augusta's water plan dated 5/2007 they claim that in 2007 they would recharge 15,000 acre feet in the 
Santa Cruz Basin. What is the 
status of this claim?


Organization


7812 6 In addition, the proposed mine site is situated in the headwaters of the primary water source recharging 
the aquifer for the City of Tucson domestic water supply.


Individual


8594 2 I'm very concerned that this mine will affect the water situation, which is very serious there.Individual


8616 4 the Rosemont Mine would tear up beautiful territory, it also could mess up the water system. And I know 
they think they have ways to prevent that, but I don't think that's possible. So I think the mine should not 
be allowed.


Individual


8617 3 And the water, also, is a big object to those living nearest to the Rosemont area.Individual
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8622 4 The land is part of the Coronado National Forest, it's been preserved for the enjoyment of citizens of the 
United States. 


And who will be responsible for this land after all the minerals have been removed. Augusta is linked to 
two foreign institutions and who knows what will happen after that. And also we are all worried about 
water in this area, and I'm afraid this will affect that.


Individual


8642 5 I live in Benson, which is a short ways away from where the Rosemont Mine has been proposed. That is 
absolutely total destruction of a beautiful area. The environment, the animals, the people that live nearby, 
and the biggest issue is the water and the traffic that will be generated by this absolute horrendous idea of 
running trucks, working 24 hours, 7 days a week is absolutely insane.


Individual


8663 2 Cienega Creek, which by the way Augusta wants to fill (unintelligible) Canyons, yet claims no impact to 
the Cienega Creek water shed. And Davidson Canyon and not only wildlife habitats as well as Rosemont 
are decreasing water tables, peace, beauty, solitude and scenic (unintelligible) for thousands of out of state 
tourists all in seeious peril of becoming a beautiful memory our children will only have heard of.


Individual


8680 1 I would like to voice my opposition to the proposed Rosemont Mine and to the potential risks that are 
involved for our water and our ecosystem.


Individual


8684 2 I grew up out in this area and I remember when I was a kid and I could hear the bombs going off out there 
or the explosives going off for the mining.  And it used to just be not very good at all to be listening to 
that when you're just trying to, you know, live your life out in the middle of nowhere.  So I don't think 
that they should redo the mines and reopen them up in that same area and go along with all the same 
things that I had to grow up with in hearing the explosives as a kid growing up or, you know, having 
water issues.


Individual


8692 2 I think it's high time we got a better look at what's really important.  I think water, air quality, and all the 
other things that are going to be disturbed by this mine should be more valued then the few jobs, the little 
bit of money that the local people are actually going to get.  I know it will be lucrative for some people, 
but not for most.


Individual


8701 1 I'm -- my real concern is about the water. I think it's most unfortunate that the Santa Ritas have to be tore 
up to mine stuff, but some things maybe area a necessity. And of course no body wants a mine in their 
backyard. But my concern is the water.


Individual


8701 4 my concern is the water issue. It's going to be on the back side of the Santa Ritas, from what  I 
understand, Rosemont junction, I've ridden my dirt bike and stuff back there, but once again, I think it's 
unfortunate. But the water situation is, I think, first and foremost.


Individual


8712 4 I'm calling because I vehemently oppose the proposed Rosemont Mine. I am against it for many issues, 
many reasons. Scenic beauty of the area, environmental issues, the water issues,


Individual


8730 3 I'm against open pit mining for copper, and it's too close to Tucson, for one. And I don't like it. I'm not 
against it in the state, but I'm against being so close to Tucson, and mostly because of the way it affects 
the animals and the water.


Individual


8750 3 . . The biggest concern is water.  If San Diego and Los Angeles can pump the water out of the desert, use 
it, clean it up and just dump it in the ocean.  Why can't we make them return the water back to the desert, 
then we wouldn't have a water issue, because we could then simply use that water.  So the issue of water 
is kind of bogus.


Individual


8760 2 I think it's a terrible thing that we're even considering it in line of the situation with our water and so forth 
and also with that lovely area, and I'm totally in disagreement with it.


Individual


8761 5 So our concerns are water, water, water.Individual


8766 2 I also feel that the mine will be harmful to the ground water, in addition to being an eye sore.Individual


8785 2 The fact that Cienega Creek would be put in jeopardy and all of the water situation in that area plus 
pollutants in the air and the absolute ruination of the highway down to Sonoita. I can go on and on. It is 
nothing but atrocious for the southwest here.


Individual
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8794 4 The second concerns are health concerns, just water, health, dust, blasting.Individual


8806 3  I think that it is of very, very deep concern to me related to what it will do to our water table,Individual


8822 2 My concern is the same concern expressed by thousands of people here in Santa Cruz Valley, and that is 
water and


Individual


8828 2 I am concerned about the impact on the regional water supplies andIndividual


8844 1 I'm very concerned about the copper mine concerning our water, our air quality and the impact on the 
business of tourism, most definitely, most of all the environment.  This is a pristine, pristine place.


Individual


8871 1 For me taking care of the very vital and few precious resources that we have in southeastern Arizona is a 
critical responsibility of our government and ourselves.  I would like to see greater attention paid to our 
water resource needs.  I think that the mine is a devastating impact to water.


Individual


8871 7 Again, the impacts to us are going to be devastating.  It's about water, it's about not being able to return 
the land to its original state.  And future generations will ask us how we could possibly make a decision 
like this without thinking about them and without thinking about their future.


Individual


8890 2 We need the water for better ah…thingsIndividual


8895 2 Opponents of the project have raised objections concerning important issues, such as water consumption, 
highway usage, dust emissions, blocking of scenic views and others. They have also included “straw man” 
issues, along with unsubstantiated objections to block the project, i.e. “NO MINE – PERIOD!”


Individual


8900 2 Where will employees of the Mine and their families come from? Where will they live on $59,000/year? 
If the workers are new to the area, how will the additional children of these families impact the schools? 
What is the impact of these additional people on water, transportation, healthcare, emergency medical 
services and the economy?


Individual


8903 1 Regarding Davidson Canyon; what is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 
suspend the designation of the Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigatable river?


Individual


8905 1 Assumptions regarding climate change looking at a 1,000-year flood standard instead of the 100-year 
flood are more appropriate. A good exampe is the devistation in Sabino Canyon during the 2006 monsoon 
season. Are Rosemont mine studies underway to determine the impact to the surrounding areas in the 
event of similar flooding? Given the extreme environmental risks presented by flooding at the proposed 
Rosemont mine, why would not the 1,000- year standard be appropriate? When the 1,000- year flood 
standard study is complete, will it be made available for public scrutiny?


Individual


8906 6 Have studies been done to compare "mine" vs. "no mine" and the impacts on the economy, tourism, 
recreation, the ecosystems, vegitation, wildlife, groundwater, surface water, water quality and availability, 
roadways and emergency services? If so, are the studies available for public scrutiny? If studies have not 
been done, what is the reason for this inaction?


Individual


8907 1 Rosemont Mine must be required to use effluent (treated wastewater) for all mining operations. The 
present proposal to use groundwater would be an extremely serious misallocation of these precious and 
limited groundwater resources and therefore must be denied. Rosemont representatives have stated that 
effluent would be of sufficient quality to use for mining purposes. The two Pima County municipal 
wastewater treatment plants produce 33,757 acre-feet of effluent annually (ref: "Tucson Water's Long 
Range Water Resourcing Planning"). Most of this effluent is being dumped into the Santa Cruz River bed. 
A fraction of the annual effluent production would be enough to meet the needs of the proposed mine. 
The Rosemont Mine must be required to purchase the effluent from the City of Tucson and pipe it directly 
to the mine site, at its (Rosemont's) expense. Effluent is the only water resource that increses as the area 
population grows, so it is ideal for future mining purposes in this region. The region's limited 
groundwater resources must be conserved for allocation to only the very highest needs and purposes.


Individual
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8910 1 What is the impact of the decision by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to suspend the designation of the 
Santa Cruz River and its tributaries as a navigable river? Will the resulting easing of discharge waste rules 
increase the amount of groundwater contamination by the Rosemont Mine via Davidson Canyon? How 
will this decision impact Davidson Canyon? How will the groundwater contamination be controlled and 
who will be responsible for such control? To whom will this person or entity be accountable?


Individual


8912 1 We are of the point of view that our water is scarce and needs to be protected from wasteful use in yet 
another mining operation. No promise of "replenishing the aquifer with CAP water" can make us feel 
secure since that water won't supply our well, it isn't of good quality, or from a limitless source.


Individual


8914 5 I have heard that the mine company has promosed more water to the Green Valley People but is really 
necessary? Some people may only learn to be more conservative with precios resources when we allow a 
shortage to exist.


Individual


8915 1 As an engineer with experience in treating waste water from metal processing facilities, I recommend that 
the Rosemont mining operation be required to treat and recycle all the water they use for mining purposes. 
It can be done.
Why would Rosemont want to get rid of waste water? If it isn’t good enough for them, it certainly is not 
good enough to put into our rivers and streams.


Individual


9147 3 It is sad day to think that our county and state leadership would approve destroying the water table.Organization


9204 1 Water concerns not adequately addressed.Organization


9338 3 I am a resident of Elgin AZ and strongly oppose the use of  water resources to support this project in any 
way


Organization


9446 1 I know and love this place. A mine there will significantly impact the watershed. That area is one of the 
last watersheds in the region that supports a full complement of biodiversity and it is a national treasure.


Organization


9462 2 Mining will be a travesty for the integrity of this critical watershed - just say NO!Organization


9488 2 I urge the US Forest Service to do the right thing -- protect this watershed by rejecting Augusta's Mining 
Plan of Operations and withdrawing these lands from Mineral Entry to ensure their permanent protection 
from mining.


Organization


9813 1 I'M WORRIED ABOUT THE WATER!!!Organization


9918 2 There is nothing positive which can come from mining the Santa Rita Mountains -- only a detrimental & 
destructive impact to the water. Who benefits? only the mining companies and then they move on. This 
must not happen.


Organization


10220 1 Water belongs to the people..not the mines. I'm sorry but jobs don't justify our losing our good water rtherOrganization


10248 1 To allow any mining activity in the State of Arizona with the existing water challenges currently being 
addressed today let alone into the future would be equivalent to putting a 45 to one's head!


Organization


10360 1 Ground and water concernsOrganization


10361 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10368 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10369 1 Ground water concernsOrganization


10417 2 Must NOT happen. The mine would destroy our water supply. STOP THIS MINE!!!!Organization


10464 2 save the waterOrganization


10518 1 Water and natural land is the issue! Stop the mine now!Organization
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10554 2 Stop destroying our precious water resources. More than enough damage has already been done by greedy 
coporations and developers.


Organization


10559 6 The impacts to the groundwater by mining operation is completely unacceptable.Organization


10629 1 WOULD THE US FOREST SERVICE PLEASE LOOK AHEAD TO HUMAN and ANIMAL WATER 
NEEDS IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA!!


Organization


10693 3 The hydrological impact is far reaching.Organization


10798 1 landowner near mine concerned about waterOrganization


10809 1 save our water...PLEASE!!Organization


10810 1 save our ground waterOrganization


10819 4 I strongly oppose any mining activity in the Rosement Ranch area. It would have devastating long term 
negative impact on the water in the area.


Organization


10839 2 Save our water!Organization


10903 1 a short sighted plan that would irreparably damage a critical watershed.Organization


10905 3  It is important to preserve our precious water.Organization


11040 1 The Forest Service should make all the mines treat and reuse all the water they use. It will cost but it can 
be done. If their waste water is not good enough for them, it is not good enough for anybody else. It is 
caled recycling!


Individual


11047 1 Zero Discharge- Can any facility be managed for zero discharge? Are there examples of any current 
mining facility that has zero discharge? If so, please provide these data in a way that a lay person may 
view and undestand it. It seems to be a common practice to "take the fine" rather than cure the problem. I 
propose that bonding or mitigation costs be set to a level that Rosemont Copper or any future assignees 
will be adverse to that sort of practice.


Individual


11047 16 What if Rosemont Copper is unable to acquire the permits that are needed throught the Arizona State 
Land Department for its water line on the west side of the project? Where will it acquire its water then? 
What will happen to the properties it has purchased in the Sahuarita Heights area? If the water is acquired 
on the east side, where would that be? Would it be from the Cienega Basin? If that happened, how would 
it get there?


Individual


11047 17 Rosemont Copper has stated in its MPO that it has to use effluent if it is available. There is reclaimed 
water close by on the west side of the Santa Ritas. (closer and more feasible that the CAP line anyhow). I 
would like a full study and investigation of this alternative.


Individual


11047 26 I would like to see a comprehensive, easy to read list with a map key 
1. All of the wells ownerships records within 10 mile area of the proposed project (from the pollutant 
management area line in figure 05) and the class of well and depth and any other recorded information.
1A. If the information is available, I would like to see if they are fissure or aquifer type well.
2. All of the surface water rights holders records within a 10 mile area of the proposed project (from the 
pollutant management area line in figure 05) 
3. The AMA's as an underlying map zone
4. The exact permits that will be required that are required by any water type organization, whether it be 
County, State or Federal


Individual


11047 27 What affects will blasting have on fissure type wells in the area?Individual
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21 2 Can the disruption of the rain runoff, and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont 
mine further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek? Is there potenital for the creek to be 
polluted from the mine operations during heavy rains?


160 34 The Mine's waste rock, tailings, and acid leach field containment buttresses are being engineered to 
survive, and its surface water management facilities are being engineered to handle, runoff water 
generated by a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. Should, however, a 100-year, 48-hour storm event, or a 
500-year, 24-hour storm event, or a 1,000-year, 24-hour storm event occur, the Mine would suffer 
catastrophic destruction moving the waste rock, the tailing, and the acid leach field materials miles 
downstream, and with them all of the toxic materials being stored at the mine. The resulting soil and water 
pollution would be on an immense scale.


1625 3 (1) the potential impact of an open pit mine on aquifers, both from spills, and runoff represents an 
enormous threat to water supplies in the immediate vicinity of the mine and to watersheds key to 
supplying Tucson and its surrounding areas;


Organization


1657 5 Rosemont claims that their tailing dams will be sufficient to hold back runoff from a 100 year flood, 24 
hour storm. What they forget (or do not realize, because they are not local) is the region where the mine is 
proposed to be built EXCEEDED this amount of runoff in July 2006-a series of storms considered 1000 
year events.


Individual


1742 1 Due to the absence of Vegetation on tailings there would be increased velocity of groundwater in 
thunderstorms, Adursly Affecting Creeks and washes Downstream. These streams will also carry 
Additional silt increasing effective weight and causing damage to river banks. Down-cutting and road 
damage at crossings.


Individual


1756 1 Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality of the 
groundwater available to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and 
Green Valley) now and in the future.


Individual


1758 3 What recourse will the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita and Green 
Valley) residents have in the event of any negative impacts caused by the Rosemont mining operations 
from water runoff from tailings and other mining operations on the quality of the remaining groundwater 
available to the Area now and in the future?


Individual


1871 4 In Oct. 83 the proposed mine location was subjected to a 1000yr flood. All run-off from there was to the 
NE across SR83. The wash carried water 12ft deep at 30 mph. When repeated this condition would 
destroy the mine and carry all tailings and unconsolidated material down grade across SR 83 including all 
hazardous chemicals, etc.


Individual


1979 2 water run off.Individual


2201 3 Some of the problems that would be created are as follows:


2. Runoff will certainly pose environmental hazards to ranches and property adjoining the mining 
property.


Individual


2217 20 Cumulative Effects involving Water and Air.


In the West, water is a dominate natural resource and must be considered comprehensively for all 
decisions.  When performing the NEPA Cumulative Effects analyses, it is critical that the impact on the 
whole water cycle be considered for the project.  A natural gas pipeline or transmission line has very little 
direct impact on water resources; however, each may have significant indicated impacts.  A 100 MW 
transmission line that will support another 50,000 families needs to consider the water resource impacts 
that the line will for these families using this energy.  At 200 gallons per day per capita, over 250,000,000 
gallons are required.


Q-201.  If the end users do not have that water available, where will it come from?


Q-202.  How much water is required to generate that 100 MW, based on the logical generation anticipated 
for this community?


Individual
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2244 10 With that in mind are they even today are not a good neighbor at this point. They are erecting earth berm 
road blocks, run off ponds that appear to have man made contamination in the newly created runoff 
collection ponds.


Individual


2337 13  Any heavy rains during the monsoons, which occur yearly in that area, are potential disasters here for 
hazardous materials polluting the water system.


Individual


2356 3 The untainted runoff from the water shed above and below the mine site MUST be preserved for the 
collection of clean non toxic water to be recharged into appropriate aquifers, man made or existing, this 
would minimize the water loss in an ARID LANDSCAPE. The refusal to stablize static water levels will 
cause myself and our neighbors wells to go dry in short order and effect Tuson's ability to Grow and 
prosper for without water nothing can EXIST!


Individual


2393 6 Rainwater run-off from the mine which recharges Santa Cruz Aquifer, Cienega Basin and Davidson 
Canyon, will most likely be blocked and contaminated.
Needs careful study.


Individual


2396 9 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include reduced water quality due to runoff from the 
tailings piles.


Individual


2559 1 I have concern that several of the storage and holding tanks and ponds for chemically treated tailing may 
not have sufficient capacity. For example,
Pg. 21, "Heap leach". Stacked ore, exposed to dripped leach solution containing copper will flow by 
gravity from the leach pad to a collection pad. …"A stormwater pond will be installed to collect any 
excess water that way be generated during a large precipitation event".
No specifications are given to indicate the volume need for this storage, and how the stormwater pond 
will be protected.. In other parts of the proposal, a 24-hour, 100-flood is designated, but not in this part of 
the design.


Individual


2559 2 Pg. 27 bottom to pg. 28 top With respect to tailing in the dry-steack operation, "Stormwater run on to the 
north stack will be limited by diverting the major drainage upstream of the stack area." "An attenuation 
pond immediately upgradient of the central drain is designated to termporarily store flows from the 100-
year 24 hour storm event will drain within 30 days"
Pg. 46. "The Project water management facilities are intended to have sufficient capacity to handle runoff 
generated throughout the life of the Project for the 100-year, 24-hour storm events."
"Storm water flows from the plant site will be collected in the lined PWTS Pond located immediately 
down gradient of the plant site. The PWTS Pond is designed to provide lined storage for the equivalent of 
three days of process flows (69 million gallons) plus the 100-year, 24-hour storm event"
A 100 year storm even is not adequate to prevent release of toxic treated tailings over the life of the 
tailings. On July 31-Aug. 1,2006, there was a "1,000-year" flood in southern Arizona. For example, 
Rincon creek flow rate exceeded all previous records, and there were millions of dollars of damage 
throughout Tucson, including Sabino Canyon. Toxic waste from the mine tailing pits will drain into 
Cienega wash and ultimately contaminate the major aquifers underlying the Tucson Basin.


Individual


2592 44 The EIS needs to evaluate the design basis and safety factors used to design the "central drain" because a 
failure of the central drain could cause mobilization of mine waste into the stream channel. The entire 
system of drains and sumps related to the removal of surface runoff from the tailings impoundments and 
waste rock piles is susceptible to underdesign if based on a single 100-year, 24-hour storm, especially if a 
function of the system is to attenuate peak flows through short-term storage. Alternative designs should be 
considered based on multiple high-intensity storm events that occur during summer and protracted low 
intensity storms such as occur during the winter. The design basis for the winter storms should consider 
actual rainfall values measured during historical multi-day rainfall periods such as the winter rainfall 
season of 1992-1993.


The EIS should address how the central drain will be designed to prevent compaction and reduced flow 
capacity over time as the height and weight of the tailings facility increases.


Individual


2673 13 All of the flora, fauna, wild life, and recreation associated with the buried Barrel Canyon drainage area 
will be eliminated or changed forever.


Individual
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2673 16 The tailings pile covers the lower basin essentially from the lower Sanita Rita Mountains to the Sonoita 
Hwy. Our Rosemont guide during a 27 June 2008 project tour said that it had not yet been determined 
where (Davidson Canyon or lower Barrel Canyon) or at what rate the upper Barrel Canyon water shed, 
project storm flow, excess ground water pumping to keep the pit dry and other waste discharges will be 
released.


Individual


2675 20 In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing 
the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that empties into Barrel Canyon drainage.


Individual


2675 21 The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final point to monitor ground and surface 
water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and continue downstream" (Pg 49 - 
from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants carried by these larger flows will 
neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the environment.


Individual


2730 3 Parts of the midwest have just experience their 2nd "500 year" flood in 15 years time. Is there any way to 
be sure unexpected runoffs from the mine wuoldn't have disaterous consequences for the ecosystem and 
residents around the proposed mine?


Individual


2736 7 What will be the impact on both quality and quantity of the surface runoff at the mine extraction areas?Government


2754 7 It will disrupt important drainages in the Cienega Creek watershedIndividual


2760 17 The EIS should describe all surface water discharges from the site, including storm water and mine 
drainage and discuss whether a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 
(individual and/or gneral) would be required, including during closure or post-closure.


Government


2760 18 Discuss the applicability of Arizona'sGeneral Permit for Sormwater Discharges Assoicated with Industrial 
Activity from Metal Mining Activities to this project. The EIS should include a storm water pollution 
prevention plan and discuss specific best management practices that may be necessary.


Government


2760 19 Discuss whether any discharges would be classified as "mine drainage" and required to meet technology 
based effluent limitations prior to discharge. See: 40 CFR 122.44(a) (regarding the inclusion of 
technology-based limitations in permits); and 40 CFR 440.102(a) (establishing effluent limitation 
guidelines pertaining to mine drainage). See also, 40 CFR 440.132(h) ("Mine drainage' means any water 
drained, pumped or siphoned from a mine."). The EIS should describe how the project will either achieve 
zero discharge or meet permitting requirements for discharges to surface waters.


Government


6716 3 One more thing, then I'll get out of here.  If Rosemont should be allowed to proceed, the tailings and 
unconsolidated waste will accumulate.  At some point in time there will be a recurrence of the '83, '92 
floods.  The mine will be wiped out, and all the tailings, chemicals, and assorted junk will have been 
carried to the east side of SR-83 and strung out all the way to Vail.


Individual


6726 14 How will water quality be affected at the lower levels, not only by the CAP water quality being pumped 
into the ground, but the effect of runoff and residual processing chemicals down the Davidson Canyon?


Individual


6759 10 Possible impacts on aquatic inhabitants from mining include the reduction of water resources from 
increased groundwater pumping, viseltation (phonetic) of streams,and reduced water quality due to runoff 
from the tailings pilings.


Individual


6778 2 Some of my questions to the mine pertain to who monitors the water reclamation.  Who monitors the 
runoff from the mine?  Do they?


Individual
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6800 1 Davidson Canyon and Davidson Creek feeds into the Cienega Nature Preserve just north of I-10.  The 
head waters of Davidson Creek start right in front of the proposed tailing piles for this mine.  The mine 
will be an open pit, and it's going to absorb water every time it rains.  We get tremendous rainfall through 
that area in the summer because the area between the two mountain ranges, the Santa Ritas and the 
Empires, channels storms up throut there all the time.


So that means that anything that leaches down through the mine's pit is going to end up in the watershed 
on that side of the mountain.  It's going to go in the Davidson Wash.  Davidson Wash goes to Cienega 
Creek.  Cienega Creek feeds Pantano at Vail.  And it eventually goes through Tucson, and ends up in 
Marana.


So I think that it would behove us to try to get people in Tucson more interested in this, since they are 
going to be the recipient of anything bad that comes out of that mine in the water.


Individual


6833 5 Those of use who live in the Empire Mountains know that the water, when it rains in Rosemont, the wash 
is flooding outside our home. How will they contain the runoff from the mine? Either the toxins are going 
to come down to us or they're going to dam - - In which case, we'll be deprived of pure water either way.


Individual


6863 1 Certainly they have always pitched that the only way to do this mine is by open pit with all the overburden 
and salvage or tailings or whatever waste they want to call it being dumped onall the Forest Service lands 
too, I guess, Jamies Sturgess told us on Saturday or Sunday, when we had a tour of the place, it was going 
to be like 600 feet higher than than land right close to the Sonoita Highway which is, that's like a 60-story 
building, even though it's on some three-to-one slope, and on the northern end it was somewhere else. It 
was going to be like a thousand feet higher, and I could be wrong and I'll stand corrected in the study, I'm 
sure.


But the bottom line is that is totally covering the whole watershed of Barrel Canyon, which toally dumps 
out on the east side of Sonoita Highway joining Davidson Canyon wash just at the entrance to my 
property.


Individual


6870 3 In order to mine, you must extract much more rock than copper. What this means is the there are huge 
areas of ground and wildlife habitat destroyed during the mining for copper.  The excess rock that has no 
value to the mine is tossed into a pile called tailings. In these tailings, harmful minerals such as asbestos, 
even radioactive minerals can be found. When rain fails on the tailings, the water reaches the waste 
material from the copper sulfide mineral, chalcopyrite, to produce sulfuric acid, which then runs into the 
streams, contaminating the water and harming the fish and life and humans, and this information is from 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency.


Individual


6940 6 Monsoon rains are expected to occur during the life of the mine.  This will provide annual "pulses" of 
recharge to the tailings.  I haven't found any discussion about how recharge to the northern dry-stack 
tailings will be dealt with.  Is horizontal runoff in the waste rock base expected because of equipment 
compaction of the rocky native soils?


Individual


6966 6 Through leaching rain Water can concentrate those contaminants and pollute riparian waterways and 
ultimately our groundwater.  How will the mines protect against this?


Individual


7133 3 3.                Please address the impact of water runoff from tailings and mining operations on the quality 
of the groundwater available to the Area (Tucson, Vail, Corona de Tucson, Sonoita, Patagonia, Sahuarita 
and Green Valley) now and in the future.


Individual
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7150 12 Stormwater discharges associated with construction activities (including clearing, grading, or excavating), 
which disturb one acre or more must obtain a permit for such discharges under the Arizona Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (AZPDES) program. A general permit is available for this activity. A 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be prepared and implemented during the course of 
construction. If general permit coverage is applicable, the SWPPP must comply with the SWPPP 
requirements of the Construction Stormwater General Permit, and must identify such elements as the 
project scope, anticipated acreage of land disturbance, and the best management practices, or BMPs, that 
would be implemented to reduce soil erosion and contain and/or minimize the pollutants that might be 
released to waters of the U.S. In addition to preparing the SWPPP, the project proponent would need to 
file for permit coverage prior to construction. The Construction General Permit, SWPPP checklist, and 
associated forms are available on ADEQ's website at:
http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/stormwater.html#const. For questions regarding the 
Construction Stormwater General Permit, please contact Christopher Henninger at 602-771-4508 or by 
email at cph@azdeq.gov.


In addition, an AZPDES Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP) is a separate stormwater permit that is 
required of any operator that conducts mining activities, including the exploration and construction phase 
as well as the active and reclamation phases. Operators of these facilities must develop and implement 
SWPPPs, which includes BMPs that would be implemented to reduce soil erosion and contain and/or 
minimize the pollutants that might be released to waters of the U.S. The mining operator is required to 
implement the appropriate sector-specific requirements as described in the MSGP, which is Sector G: 
Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing) activates.


The most recent MSGP is the MSGP 2000, which expired October 30, 2005. The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has not issued a new MSGP yet. Facilities with coverage under MSGP 2000 
before it expired are granted an administrative continuance. Those facilities already covered under MSGP 
2000 must continue to implement their SWPPP and comply with the requirements in the MSGP 2000. 
The administrative continuance will remain in effect until a new permit is issued. Facilities that did not 
obtain coverage under MSGP 2000 before its expiration will not have general permit coverage until EPA 
or ADEQ issues a new general permit. In the interim, in general, ADEQ requests that any facilities that 
did not have coverage under MSGP 2000 still use the SWPPP and BMPs recommended for that sector. 
Information on the MSGP can be found at:
http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/water/permits/msgp.html. For questions on the MSGP coverage for this 
project, please contact Dennis Turner at 602-711-4501 or e-mail at dt1@azdeq.gov. ADEQ may require 
an industrial facility to apply for an individual stormwater permit.


Government


7184 8 The tailings stacks are being located in Barrel Canyon, which has direct flow into Davidson Canyon, 
which subsequently joins Cienega Creek into Pantano Wash. There is every reason to expect that mine 
development on and near Rosemont Ranch will generate significant amounts of toxic waste. Average 
rainfall in the area of the pit and tailings location according to Rosemont's on-site weather station is 22" 
per year. This is more that enough rainfall to leach toxic chemicals into our groundwater.


Individual


7327 17 The loss of hunting, camping and hiking opportunities; wildlife corridors; disruption of runoff waterways; 
and, potential to harm or disrupt freshwater springs.


Individual


7434 4 How will Rosemont Copper Company protect our groundwater, Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
from contaminated run-off? Will contamination never occur, even years after the mine closes? 
Contamination of the Tucson aquifer has happened before with smaller projects and the resulting cancer 
clusters have taken many lives. With an average rainfall of 22 inches/year in Rosemont Canyon, and snow 
and rain run-off from the Santa Rita peaks, where will the water go that falls on the mine tailins? Will it 
eventually overflow and start new cancer clusters in our community? How will Augusta Resources be 
held responsible for loss of human lives?


Individual
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7436 6 Those of us who live in the Empire Mts. Know that when it rains in Rosemont the wash by our homes 
will be flowing 5-10 min after it rains in the Rosemont area. With the mine these waters will be carrying 
whatever poisons are being produced by the mine. And the same holds for the Cienega watershed area. 
Look at the map, just a matter of gravity. Either they will try and trap the storm runoff waters or the 
waters will polluate downstream watershed areas. Either way downstream residents like myself will be 
deprived of clean water. Please, ask them to replenish our wells and aquifers with clean water and/or 
compensate downstream landowners for the loss of clean water.


They say in their document "Any surface water management facilities would be designed to handle runoff 
generated from a 100-year, 24-hour storm even." Really, how? Please, make them prove this claim to an 
independent set of scientists.


Individual


7436 7 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual


7436 9 A study of Dr. Tom Myers assumed that the pit would capture all runoff from within and above the pit 
area. He says that most of this runoff would otherwise leave the study area without infiltrating and 
become mountain front recharge into alluvial basin north of the Davidson Spring area. Dr. Myers' analysis 
did not estimate the runoff to be captured, but he says it could be substantial considering the recharge 
estimate is 1.5 in/y in an area with approximately 20 in/y of precipitation. The mountain front recharge 
captured by the pit could be several times the diffuse recharge in mountain block. Dr. Myers says this 
could have a significant impact on downstream baseflow because Davidson Canyon provides 
approximately 20% of the baseflow in Cienega Creek. The study of Dr. Tom Myers makes it clear that 
there will profound long term and short term consequences on water table and water runoff from the mine. 
In short, Dr. Myers finds that impacts to springs and groundwater levels near the pit would occur quickly 
and would be profound. Water levels near Cienega Creek would decrease and the net effect would be to 
make this groundwater dependent ecosystem more susceptible to effects of drought and global warming. 
From the study of Dr. Tom Myers, disruption of surface water flows would have greater impact upon 
Davidson Canyon than the diversion of groundwater to the pit. Up to 4,415 acres of land would be filled, 
excavated or built upon. Understanding how these altertions would affect downstream runoff and recharge 
is critical. There needs to be a study by an independent group of scientists of this issue.


Individual


7436 10 Dr. Myers research shows that within 100 years from the end of mining, significant drawdown will have 
expanded several miles down gradient from and to the southeast of proposed pit. Any spring within the 
drawdown could potentially be affected. After 8000 years, when the entire study area has reach close to 
steady state conditions, there is extensive drawdown throughout Davidson Canyon that reaches 
significantly in the Cienega watershed as well.


Either there will be runoff into the downstream watersheds or the water will be trapped, either way there 
is a problem. We cannot move forward with this mine until the problem of storm water runnoff is solved.


Individual
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7451 1 We live one mile East of the Davidson Canyon off Scenic route 83 one quarter mile south of mile marker 
51…3 miles or so from the propsed mine at Rosemont. Last night we had about a 2 hour hard, no 
visibility, rain which, as always, flooded Davidson where we cross to come home. Fortunately we were 
already home when it started but several of our neighbors, including one with a 1 month old baby, could 
not cross and had to wait until after 10:00 pm to get home. This is not unusual in the Monsoon season and 
for Rosemont Copper to claim they can control the water is ludicrous. Who do they think they are?


Individual


7494 3 I believe the impacts to the adverse affect on surrounding areas (both natural and civilian) from water 
runoff will collectively weigh against the benefits of the mine, primarily the finite period of new jobs 
created and the County taxes generated.


Individual


7551 3 Water is critical and there is NO evidence that the "new" techniques that Rosemont intends to use will 
work. We should not be pilot program in such an environmentally sensitive area. Davidson Canyon will 
hopefully be designated as a Outstanding Waterway soon (application being reviewed NOW) and the 
runoff from the mining will NOT keep it so.


Individual


7571 22 One of the major concerns is protection of the water resources from leaks and spills from the mine, due to 
malfunctioning facilities or stormwater runoff. The mine facilities are currently designed for the 100-year 
24-hours flood event, which is the current standard. However, given the very sensitive nature of the 
Cienega watershed, the mine should be designed to a higher level of protection. This would prove to the 
public that the mining company really is committed to protecting this basin. Other advanced countries use 
up to the 1,000 year flood event in their designs, and some use the 10,000 year flood. The floods of July 
21, 2006 in Tucson were the result of five consecutive days of large storms that together represented 
somewhere near a 1,000 year flood event. Global warming is changing our climate regime, and we must 
plan accordingly. The preferred alternative should require that the mine be designed to at least the 1,000 
year flood event.


Individual


7592 21 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


7593 6 Tailings ponds: it is routine for the dams (in Arizona and elsewhere) holding tailings ponds to be 
breached during downpours, releasing heavy metals and other toxic compounds into local streams and 
groundwater supplies. Given the nature of our monsoon rains, it is hard to accept Augusta's assurance of 
safety in the face of experience.


Individual


8802 5 I have not even mentioned the possible problems with runoff and other waste.Individual


8820 3 I'm concerned about the water issue with runoff.Individual


11047 12 As the dry tailings, according to my understanding, have not been tried in a climate with this high of a 
rainfall, what will happen if the suppressant is sprayed, and then it all runs off in the rain? Will it have to 
be reapplied?


Individual


11064 5 Rosemont claims that their tailing dams will be sufficient to hold back runoff from a 100 year flood, 24 
hour storm. What they forget (or do not realize, because they are not local) is the region where the mine is 
proposed to be built EXCEEDED this amount of runoff in July 2006-a series of storms considered 1000 
year events.


Individual
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11068 21 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


11082 3 "The proposed tailings facility is located in a network of small washes which, during storm events, may 
flow into the Barrel Drainage." I would like to know the probability. And, I do not want it modeled. I 
want someone to sit up there in a tent, for the next 3 years, in each small wash to see how much ARD is 
going to potentially flow into the Barrel Drainage. This is too important to be left to chance.


Individual


11082 4 "A stormwater diversion ditch along the planned mine access road will divert water…" 
I would like to know how exactly. Is it going to run off the access road which is used by concentrate 
trucks, delivery trucks and other misc. vehicles which have tires with chemicals and so forth, engines that 
leak oil? What other potential pollutants from other locations will run off the planned main access road? 
The main storm water diversion drainage tunnel is quite large according to the Tetra Tech Dry Tailing 
Facilities Design Book I read this evening. Who will maintain this (The large culvert, not the book) and 
keep it free of debris and Undocumented Immigrants?


Individual


11082 6 "The tailings storage facility will be designed as a dry stack facility however, isolated zones within the 
tailings mass may become wet due to rainfall a therefore potentially susceptible to liquefaction." 
1. Please notice the terminology- "will be designed as", not "will be a".
2. Will the isolated zones become wet due to direct rainfall or wet because of all the water build up at the 
base from puddling when there is extended rainfall or storm water runoff? 
3. Where is the largest potential for these "isolated zones" to occur and what is the expected damage 
should it happen?


Individual
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21 1 Can the disruption of the rain runoff, and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont 
mine further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek?


43 2 How will surface water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


43 16 Given that the State of Arizona has recently issued a lease to Cal Portand to mine in the Davidson Canyon 
south of the proposed Rosemont location and is currently in negations with the Seel Mine, and given that 
Rosemont intends to block Barrel Canyon with tailings, which feeds the Davidson, how does the Forest 
Service intend to have Rosemont mitigate the impact to the Upper Santa Cruz and Cienega Watersheds 
from the loss of surface water? If Rosemont allows water to run through, who will monitor the quality of 
the water to assure that is safe? Who will monitor the course ways to assure that the contours and 
pathways are not changed?


Individual


50 2 For tails I am also worried about the leach pad about after they close what is to happen to  it because it 
will keep collecting water that wil be contaminated. I see many closed or shut down mines that are 
problems because they pullute water sources after they are closed and this mine will use leaching!


Individual


1536 3 The surface water quantity & quality in Davidson Canyon & Cienega Creek will be effected. How will  
this water be protected?


Individual


1553 3 esp- in Cieniga Creek, etc.Individual


1566 8 and crystal clear streamsIndividual
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1583 4 The mining company has agreed to spend their own money to bring in a pipeline to recharge the aquapher.Individual


1622 5 Water- we must not endanger abov ground streams!Individual


1646 3 The Central Arizona Project water supply is not going to help. Tucson and the surrounding areas need 
their water resources for Tucsonionans and surrounding area residents.


Individual


1646 4 Red Rock development is putting in 260,000 homes on 16,000 acres of land inside Pinal County between 
Phoenix and Tucson. Othe similar developments are underway. These developments will use CAP- Water 
to make their developments habitable. This means Tucson will need to rely on existing water supplies, 
such as proposed for the Rosemont mine even more.


Individual


1651 4 The mine is making a huge pit into the mountain and it is gong to affect our water table.Individual


1696 4 Their statement that they will be replacing the water is bogus!Individual


1701 4 Please do not allow this operation to begin if the wildlife and water use of current residents is impacted 
negatively.


Individual


1763 1 Several years ago I had the opportunity to fly over the Santa Ritas in a helicopter I was impressed with the 
amount of surface water available for wild life.


Individual


1818 4 What will be the impact of less water resources for the plants, animals, and humans in an around the Santa 
Rita Mountain's?


Individual


1891 24 Groundwater will flow into the holes created by the mine, rather than in its natural direction. To quote: 


A 1999 study prepared for Newmont Gold Co. predicted that this reversal of low would cause creeks to 
run dry in an average year, and the Humboldt River's base flow tube reduced by one-quarter. "This is the 
desert," said Tom Myers, a hydrogeologist and activist with Great Basin Minewatch, as her walked along 
the banks of the Humboldt and spoke of the redirection of billions of gallons of water in the nation's driest 
state. "I believe that is a lot in a basin that is more than 200 percent appropriated."
Some of the water pumped from the mines now is sent down the Humbolt River, where ranchers and 
farmers are happy to have some extra. Myers wonders how the agriculturists will fare when the water 
flows the other way.
The Nevada mining Association's Scheidig said miners are " cautious and sensitive to the needs of 
farming and ranching communities. That would be the last thing we want -- to leave them high and dry as 
a legacy."
U.S. Geological Survey scientists, in studies funded by the mines, have found that groundwater levels in 
western Nevada have dropped as much as 1,5000 feet in the last decade. Barrick Gold and Newmont have 
had to pump twice the water that hydrogeologists had predicted, said Mike Turnipseed, director of 
Nevada's Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. The state requires the mines to put water 
back into the ground, but that doesn't always work. If that can't be done, the miners are required to try to 
use it some other way, such as on local ranches. No one really knows how long it will take for the water to 
refill the pits, and when the river will return to normal. "Long-term is still a question," Turnipseed said. 
"Is the Humboldt River going to go dry for a century?
Paper trails often lead to bankrupt companies that can't finance cleanup, or to owners who had nothing to 
do with the damage.


Individual


1893 9 Water is the most precious resource Arizona has and should not be wasted for the profits of others, 
especially foreign companies. Also, it should not be allowed for the Rosemont Copper Company to trade 
Central Arizona Project water that they have been recharging into the ground in Marana for drinking 
water (groundwater) in Sahuarita, 30 miles or more to the south of Marana, especially since Marana 
groundwater is flowing away from Sahuarita. This defies logic, boggles the mind and is a great misuse of 
taxpayers' money.


Individual


1894 4 If they plan to use CAP water, what will happen whan the amount allotted to us is diminished in the 
future? Or when the level of the Colorado goes down?


Individual


1956 7 and surface water depletion from pumping out an open pit copper mine,Individual
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1969 8 Some of the issues that need to be considered:
The ability to really be able to use Central Arizona Project water and to have enough for this operation.


Individual


2199 1 How will surface water downstream of the site in Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon be protected in 
quality of flow?


Individual


2214 20 How will surface water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?Individual


2379 11 In addition, the quality of the surface water being replaced to offset Rosemont groundwater depletion is 
vastly inferior in quality to the groundwater being proposed for withdrawal by Rosemont.


Government


2396 8 Possible impacts on aquatic habitats from mining include the siltation of streamsIndividual


2428 1 We cannot afford to allow the degredation of the cienega watershed area. Before any mine approval, a 
determination must first be made on the effects the mine will have on natural recharge of water into the 
cienega watershed. This should be completed by a neutral hydrologic expert or company not on the 
Augusta payroll


Individual


2463 2 Can the disruption of the rain runoff and lowering of the local groundwater table from the Rosemont mine 
further threaten the surface water of the Cienega Creek? The Cienega Creek is approximately 8 to 9 miles 
east of the Mine location. The Fish and Wildlife service under the US department of the interior has 
classified the Cienega Creek (upper and lower) as a critical habitat for the Gila Chub (Gila Intermedia) 
which is designated as endangered with critical habitat under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as 
documented in the Federal Register.


Individual


2577 11 In addition, the quality of the surface water being replaced to offset Rosemont groundwater depletion is 
vastly inferior in quality to the groundwater being proposed for withdrawal by Rosemont.


Government


2591 12 Is adequate consideration being given to surface water impact through seepage from tailings through 
waste dumping drainage areas of Barrel Canyon in chain-link cumulative impact through Davidson 
Canyon to Cienega Creek and potentially to Pantano and Rillito?


Individual


2592 23 The impact of dewatering from the proposed open pit needs to be understood from the perspective of the 
following phenomena:


reduction of recharge to the eastern portion of the Tucson groundwater basin,
the impact on local surface waters,
the reduction of water levels in the Cienega Creek groundwater basin, and
the impact to private wells within the area of influence of the dewatering operation.


Individual


2592 32 Will pit dewatering impact surface water flow in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek?Individual


2592 42 It is stated in the MPO (Section 2.3.2.4) that "seepage water from the waste rock storage areas will not 
exhibit elevated concentration of metals and major ions". It seems unlikely that seepage from the waste 
rock will be the same as current groundwater and rainfall runoff at the site because the large amount of 
unoxidized material that will be exposed to surface conditions will have significant surface area for 
leaching due to its broken condition. The EIS needs to evaluate means for ensuring that seepage from the 
waste rock pile in no way modifies the quality of existing ground and surface water resources.


Individual


2607 5 the adjacent Cienega Basin; this water source provides the majority of the flow of the Sonoita Creek that 
runs year round through Circle Z Ranch.


Business


2610 47 What is the impact on the water flow and quality regarding water in the Cienega creek area due to the 
infill of mine waste in the Barrel, Wasp, McCleary, and Scholefield canyons?


Individual


2617 15 We are very concerned about toxic cheimical run-off or seepage into surface waterIndividual


2648 15 What effect will the use of chemical dust suppressants on the mine roads have on water qualityIndividual


2672 6 The nearby San Pedro river, for which the city of Sierra Vista relies on for water is drying up and 
endangered. Water is a declining resource in this corner of Arizona.


Individual
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2675 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction.


Individual


2677 25 We understand that Rosemont Copper Company plans to drill for water in Sahuarita, near the junction of 
the Santa Rita Road and Sahuarita Road. We are concerned about the cone of depression that will result,  
in the Santa Rita Mountains.


Government


2677 32 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface and ground water 
on the east side of the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 
20+ years (or forever?). This will decrease the ground water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and 
into Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek and very important 
habitats for wildlife, and decreases in water flow to these habitats will adversely impact wildlife. This 
effect will be occurring off of Forest lands. The Forest should identify how you will insure that this 
impact does not occur.


Government


2677 55 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


2736 3 What will be the consequences of using surface  resources for mining operations?  Will private and public 
wells be impacted?


Government


2750 2 I am extremely concerned about the unlimited amount of our precious groundwater that Rosemont Mining 
Corporation would be guaranteed to use for years and year saying nothing about the toxic metals and 
other chemicals from the tailings which would eventally pollute our ground and surface water.


Individual


2760 12 The EIS should identify the existing water quality of surface waters in the project area, including any 
waters that are impaired under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. Streams that are already impaired 
are particularly sensitive to addional discharge loadings will require a thorough impacts analysis.


Government


2760 13 The EIS should describe the potential effects of all project discharges on surface water quality, such as 
thermal changes, increased suspended solids, toxicity, salinity, and pH,


Government


2760 15 The project's impacts on designated beneficial uses of affected streams should be thoroughly described 
and considered.


Government


2760 26 Describe flow velocities of all discharges to surface waters and discuss whether these discharges could 
contribute to scouring and sedimentation in these channels.


Government


2760 29 The EIS should identify all sources of water needed for the project, and describe the potential 
environmental impacts associated with using these sources. If dewatering will be necessary, the EIS 
should describe the dewatering system and the potential direct, indirect,  impacts on  surface water, 
estimated rates of dewatering and water use by the proposed project, as well as all other water use in the 
vicinity.


Government


2760 31 Identify direct, indirect  impacts to surface water flow,resources as a result of groundwater pumping 
assoicated with the proposed project.


Government


2760 45 The EIS should include the surface water quality monitoring that will be required to ensure compliance 
with water quality standards. Describe the locations of all monitoring wells and points of compliance on 
the site. The screening intervals, parameters to be monitored, and monitoring frequencies should be 
identified.


Government


2760 46 Provide projected chemical charachterization of water in open ponds located at the site, including 
projected water quality in open pits following closure.


Government


2760 48 The EIS should also describe the potential impacts to surface water from open pits, backfilled pits, and 
partially backfilled pits after closure, as well as the measures that will be taken to prevent these impacts.


Government
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04


6721 2 Although the mine itself is not situated within our area jurisdiction, we nevertheless share Pima County's 
concerns to the environmental and economic impacts such an operation may have in their county.  In 
particular, we acknowledge Pima County's concern for the adverse impacts that hard rock mining has had 
on surface and groundwater quality in other areas, and feel that the risk of degrading our precious water 
resources are not worth the benefits.


Individual


7451 12 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
19. 20 % of the Tucson Aquifer is recharged by the Cienega. The Cienega turns in the Pantano. The 
Cienega is fed by the Davidson, the Davidson is fed by tributaries, one of which is Barrel Canyon. The 
MPO shows Barrel Canyon filled with Waste Rock and then a 6' compliance point check dam. Our wells 
and aquifer are downstream of this.
20. Sedimentation issues could occur in the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek which are both in the 
Vail/Cienega Corridor - This is an impact.
20A. If there is seepage of any other area, it could poison OUR groundwater. This is an impact.


Individual


7453 12 There are SO many issues and following is just a few to consider:
19. 20 % of the Tucson Aquifer is recharged by the Cienega. The Cienega turns in the Pantano. The 
Cienega is fed by the Davidson, the Davidson is fed by tributaries, one of which is Barrel Canyon. The 
MPO shows Barrel Canyon filled with Waste Rock and then a 6' compliance point check dam. Our wells 
and aquifer are downstream of this.
20. Sedimentation issues could occur in the Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek which are both in the 
Vail/Cienega Corridor - This is an impact.
20A. If there is seepage of any other area, it could poison OUR groundwater. This is an impact.


Individual


7456 32 We also are concerned about the impacts that will occur and could occur to the surface on the east side of 
the proposed mine. Normal rainfall that will fall in Barrel Canyon will be diverted for 20+ years (or 
forever?). This will decrease the surface water that should flow down Barrel Canyon and into Davidson 
Canyon and Cienega Creek.


Government


7456 55 As stated above, we are providing only preliminary comments in this letter. Other issues that we expect to 
be analyzed in the EIS include the following.
- Monitoring of impacts to ground and surface water (quality and quantity), and actions that will be taken 
if adverse impacts are shown


Government


7500 3 I have not seen a clear and convincing statement from the company about prevention of pollution in the 
area. How is water quality in Davidson Canyon, downstream from the mine site, be impacted from the 
mine?


Individual


7504 87 How will surface water quantity and water quality in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek be protected?


What will be the impact on ground and surface water from the heap leach method?


7508


7546 14 The FS, in cooperation with Arizona Game and Fish, should also study the impact of the mine and its 
operations on the Mearns quail and deer populations in the immediate area and the surrounding areas. 
This should include a study of increased road kill of deer along Highway 83 due to increased traffic, and 
altered migration, mating and other behavior of wildlife due to the noise, dust, and light of the 24 hour 
mining operations proposed. They should also study the impact on wildlife caused by the destruction or 
pollution of natural springs and depletion of groundwater. These studies should be completed prior to 
issuing any EIS.


Individual


7558 4 Surface water - changes
Based on the pumping and lower ground water mentioned above, what is the expected impact (if any) in  
the surface water in the areas of the wells?


Individual
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7585 1 Water quality standard for downstream surface waters could be effected by the proposed mine. To assue 
that water quality standards for surface water are properly assured, an inventoryof the surface water 
features should be make. Because of the ephemeral to intermittent nature of the surface water features in 
the Rosemont area, the surface water features should be inventoried on a quarterly basis to capture 
seasonal variability in the discharge (quantity) and chemistry (quality) of  water features. Based on this 
data, the features need to be classified as ephemeral or intermittent to assue that the proper water quality 
standards are applied (i.e. chronic standards for intermittent and acute standards for ephemeral water 
features). If features are ephemeral, storm water samples need to be collected to assess water quality 
relative to the applicable standards. Any exceedence of the standards as defined by the waters designated 
use (from the Arizona Administrative Code) should cause the mine design to be such that there are no 
discharges to any of the surface water features that could add to the total chemical load of the 
constituents(s) of concern.


Individual


7585 2 Water quality of surface water features typically have significant seasonal variability. In particular, surface 
water flows in intermittent to ephemeral drainages typically have high total dissolved solid (TDS) flushes 
following dry periods. These flushes need to be sampled to be assessed with respect to surface water 
standards to assure compliance to applicable standards. These flushes typically happen after the first 
monsoon rains.


Individual


7592 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction. In fact, the dam containing the Process Water Temporary 
Storage pond has a spillway capable of passing the half probable maximum flood into a diversion that 
empties into Barrel Canyon drainage. The compliance point dam at the end of this drainage is the final 
point to monitor ground and surface water before release, however, "larger flows will overtop the dam and 
continue downstream" (Pg 49 - from the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Contaminants 
carried by these larger flows will neither be contained nor monitored and will be released into the 
environment.


Individual


8808 4 and we just do not have the water, so I would be -- please keep in mind that our -- our, we're talking about 
building a water recycling plant for Tucson that would cost 400 million dollars in order to ensure drinking 
water in the future for people in Tucson while the Rosemont Mine would be pumping millions of gallons 
of water a day out of the ground water.  And I do think that the Federal government must keep in mind the 
requirements for water for the people that live down here.


Individual


10559 5 The impacts to the surface water  by mining operation is completely unacceptable.Organization


11068 19 For the purposes of surface water management "…the open pit, the heap leach facility and the plant site 
are considered closed systems, with all direct rainfall and local runoff contained on site." (pg. 46 - from 
the Rosemont Project Mine Plan of Operations). Considering the complexity of the terrain, the extremes 
of weather occurring in this area, the level of proposed mining activity and feasible unforseen 
circumstances, this assumption is a fiction.


Individual
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From: Tom Furgason
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard
Subject: SDCP Riparian Data
Date: 07/02/2009 12:52 PM

Salek,
 
Per our conversation earlier, you can review Pima County's riparian data (and spring locations) in the
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan database: (http:www.dot.pima.gov/cmo/sdcpmaps/).  Just click on
the SDCP MapGuide Map link and you should be able to access their GIS layers.  The map does
include Important Riparian Area (IRA) Underlying Classifications.
 
Teresa Ann should be able to obtain the shape files from Pima County without any problem.  I can
provide you with information regarding the classification system if you need.  SWCA can also assist in
preparing some maps of riparian resources based on the SDCP maps if needed. 
 
Hopefully, we won't need to do field work to narrow down alternatives.  Usually, once you need to do
field work it is time to retain an alternative.  Please call me if you have any questions.
 
 
 
Tom

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
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From: Larry Jones
To: jason_douglas@fws.gov; Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart;

gsoroka@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: section 10 and such for Rosemont
Date: 03/26/2010 08:36 AM

Hi Jason and Julia--

On the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine project, I am getting into new, unfamiliar
terrain.  Basically, I am overseeing the suite of "biological documents" for the Forest
Service and BLM, but I am unsure how to proceed with affected state, county, and
private lands with regards to their requirements.  Case in point, and why I am
contacting you two, is how to deal with Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act. 
All I really know about it is that I read that an Incidental Take Permit (like the
Golden Eagle Take Permit) is required by non-federal agencies.  And I read that
often involves an HCP.  Then I got to wondering if the Interagency/NGO Multiple-
Species Conservation Plan (and/or Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan) applies to
Rosemont private lands.  For example, Chiricahua Leopard Frogs and Lesser Long-
nosed Bats have been reported from the private lands, so what is needed to comply
with ESA regulations on take?  Maybe this is common knowledge among many
biologists, but I am a little naive in this department, since I've pretty much only
dealt with Section 7 of the ESA.  

Right now, SWCA and I are working on a Biologists Specialist Report (a white paper
on the affected environment), wherein we will incorporate Priority Vulnerable Species
and other non-federal species of conservation concern, with regards to the affected
environment, so perhaps if we need some more documentation to be compliant with
non-federal jurisdictions, this white paper is the venue.

[note, this message sent with approval of the Interdisciplinary Team Lead (provided
I send a copy to Bev and Teresa), and needs to be included into the project record. 
It is a deliberative note, so let's keep correspondence within our emailing group, and
if we need to go outside this group, we have to do it through guidance of Teresa as
cooperating agency coordinator)].

Thanks!  I would call, but I need to have things in black and white for the project
record.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Sensitivity Analysis / calibration of Westside pumping model
Date: 12/07/2010 08:18 AM

Salek,
 
Thanks for taking the time to talk to me yesterday about the groundwater modeling.  I
know the course of events has been frustrating for you.  Hang in there – I think we’ll get to
where we need to go.  So – here is what I heard you tell me yesterday, together with
information I gleaned from Chris’s emails.
 
First – I am confused about the terms “calibration” and “sensitivity analysis”.  Chris uses
calibration in his emails on this topic; we discussed sensitivity analysis yesterday.  Could
you please clarify these for me – in a simplistic way?  I’m using the two terms
interchangeably in the following – which I’m sure is not technically correct. 
 
The regional groundwater model that Montgomery used to model mine supply pumping on
the westside was an accepted, existing model that included a sensitivity analysis (or had
been previously calibrated).  This model was developed to predict effects on a larger scale
than the area surrounding the Rosemont supply wells.  I think Chris called the calibration of
the existing model a “graphical” analysis.  Montgomery  believes the model is acceptably
calibrated.  MWH – in their peer review of Montgomery’s modeling work stated that the
model is “lacking in quantitative calibration and a formal calibration.” It is my
understanding that you, Chris and Roger believe that running an additional quantitative,
statistical sensitivity analysis is necessary.  Such an analysis would provide critical
information regarding the usefulness or accuracy of the regional groundwater model to
predict drawdown impacts at a scale that is meaningful for the Rosemont project.  This
information is important for determining whether the regional model that is being used is
the appropriate tool for determining effects on the west side.  I also understand that we
are waiting on the “final” report of the Montgomery-prepared addendum from MWH. 
Chris says he has reviewed the addendum and that it does not address quantitative
calibration. 
 
I have been told that this sensitivity analysis is not a huge amount of work – more on the
order of a few thousand dollars and a day or two’s worth of modeling time – as opposed to
tens of thousands of dollars and week of work – is that your perception also?  I understand
that you have been asking Rosemont for this analysis for some time with either no or a
negative response.
 
Also – as I mentioned yesterday, Roger was discussing the need to address “seasonality” in
the analysis.  You mentioned that this is related byt not the same thing as the issue

mailto:tjchute@msn.com
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described above.  Can you give me a few sentence description of this issues and potentially
what it would take to resolve it? 
 
As I stated yesterday – my intent it to state in the current (interim) version of the DEIS
what we collectively are planning to do to address the “holes” in analysis that we identify. 
In line with that – I’d like to get a decision about what analysis (like an additional sensitivity
analysis or quantitative calibration) we are going to have done  before the DEIS goes out to
the public.  This is all part of that effort – trying to boil this down and increase my
understanding so we can get a decision about what we are going to do – and these
decisions need to be made sooner rather than later.
 
Thanks for your time on this.  Call if we need to discuss.
 
Terry Chute
406-250-2008



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; tfurgason@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Sept. 16, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda
Date: 09/15/2009 04:49 PM
Attachments: Sept. 16, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda.doc

FYI.  A hard copy will be passed out in the meeting tomorrow.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 16, 2009


Rosemont Copper Project IDT


Meeting Agenda


Location:  Coronado National Forest Supervisor’s Office, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.  85701, Rm. 6V6. 


Time:  9:00 – 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Extended Interdisciplinary Team

Agenda:


Overview of meeting

Cooperating Agency comments on alternatives

Update on project status and meetings



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Sept. 2 Core IDT Meeting, change in agenda
Date: 09/01/2009 04:41 PM

Tomorrow's meeting will be focusing on alternative refinement, rather than the items I mentioned in my
last email to you.  The reasons for the change are as follows: 

SWCA had stated that they would have a list of Units of Measure prepared for the meeting, but the list
has not been completed. 

After spending two days in and around the project area recently (August 21 and 22, on a field trip with
Mountain Empire Action Alliance), Debby Kriegel has new concerns with visual impacts with the
Sycamore Canyon Alternative, and would like to look at revising that alternative to address her
concerns. 

Rosemont Copper Company is objecting to placement of waste rock on mineralized ground on their
private land north of the proposed pit area with the Sycamore Alterative and the Schofield Mcleary
Alternative.  The company's concerns are valid, as these mineralized areas could at some point
(depending on future metals prices and technology) become viable ore deposits.  We need to look at
revising the alternatives so that there is no diposal on the patented claims. 

I had intended to talk about the project schedule and work obligations for 2010, but we are behind in
the schedule, and are going to be formally revising it.  This won't change the number of days you'll be
working on the project in the coming year, but when, in the course of the year, you'll be working on the
different parts of the analysis.  I had intended to share a Gantt chart with you tomorrow, but it won't be
completed until the project schedule is changed. 

See you at 9:00 in 6V6. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Kent C Ellett;
mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; ccolyle@swca.com

Subject: Sept. 2 Rosemont Core team meeting and request for extended team input
Date: 08/27/2009 06:03 PM
Attachments: Issue_Resource Matrix.docx

Please see the attachment with Mindee's email, below.  We will be using this matrix in the IDT team
meeting next Wednesday, to see what issues and corresponding units of measure overlap with one
another.  Core and extended team please look at the matrix and note where there is overlap in the X
and Y axes, and describe the unit(s) of measure that would apply (refer to the issue statement table
the team developed for a reference - in WebEx).  Please provide your input on the matrix by
September 2.  We will compare what the team has for units of measure with a list that SWCA is
compiling during the IDT meeting. 

Meeting scheduling - the core team will be meeting in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:30, with a half hour for
lunch.  Extended team, in particular heritage, is encourage to attend the meeting also if possible. 

Agenda items for the meeting include:  units of measure, 2010 Program of Work, project Gantt Chart,
and a review of recent meetings and updates on the project. 

Please let me know if you have questions about the meeting or the prework for the meeting. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 05:44 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/25/2009 03:37 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Overlap Table

Use this one.  It's formatted to fit 8 1/2 X 11 paper... 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
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Issues Resource Matrix Demonstrating the Interrelation of Impacts Upon Each Resource





		Issue to drive alternatives

		Air Quality

		Heritage Resources

		Night Skies

		Noise & Vibration

		Recreation

		Riparian

		Plants & Animals

		Trans-portation

		Water

		Visual

		Reclamation Plan

		Soils
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		6. Riparian Habitat

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		7. Plants & Animals

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		8. Transportation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		9. Water

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10. Visual

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11. Reclam.  Plan

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		12. Soils

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		









(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami Emmett;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Sept. 23 IDT meeting cancelled; homework to follow shortly
Date: 09/22/2009 12:18 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Beverley A Everson

Subject: Sept. 9, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda
Date: 09/08/2009 03:13 PM
Attachments: Sept. 9, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda.doc

See you in the morning.  Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 9, 2009


Rosemont Copper Project IDT


Meeting Agenda


Location:  Coronado National Forest Supervisor’s Office, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.  85701, Rm. 4B. 


Time:  9:00 – 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Extended Interdisciplinary Team

Agenda:


Overview of meeting

WebEx refresher


Issue matrix and units of measure

Cooperating Agency comments on alternatives

Update on project status and meetings



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Shane Lyman;
Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie;
Mark E Schwab; Michael A Linden; Roger D Congdon; tfurgason@swca; mreichard@swca

Subject: September 10 Rosemont IDT Kick-off meeting agenda
Date: 09/05/2008 03:25 PM
Attachments: Sept. 10 Agenda.doc

Hi Team,

Please see the enclosed September 10 meeting agenda.  See you there!

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 10, 2008

Proposed Rosemont Copper Company Project
IDT Meeting Agenda


Location:  National Advanced Fire and Resource Institute, 3265 East Universal Way, Tucson, Arizona, 520.799.8787, Link to Web site with map: http://www.nafri.gov/Assets/NAFRI_areamap.pdf

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Members

Agenda: 

8:30 – 9:00 - Refreshments and sign-in


9:00 – 9:30 - Welcome and opening statement from Jeanine Derby


9:30 – 10:00 – NEPA timeline (Teresa Ann Ciapusci and Tom Furgason)


10:00 – 10:15 – Break

            10:15 – 11:15 - Team & Other Operations (Reta Laford):

Project Initiation Letter

Ethics and conduct for Federal employees

Roles of Forest Service and SWCA team members. Roles of proponent & their consultants

Communication strategy


         Memorandum of Understanding between Forest Service and Rosemont Copper Company

            11:15 – 11:30 – Discussion


            11:30 – 12:30 – Lunch (participants can bring a lunch or eat at local restaurants)

            12:30 – 1:00 - Rosemont Junction area history (Bill Gillespie)


            1:00 - 1:30 - Overview of project, and ore deposit geology (Bev Everson)

            1:30 – 1:45 - Discussion

1:45 – 2:00 – Break


            2:15 – 3:00 - Legal framework, locatable minerals direction and policy, and patenting    


            (Mike Linden)

3:00 – 3:30 - Webex (John Able)


3:30 – 4:00 - Team meeting scheduling, close-out (Everson)
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 03:29 PM

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting
Date: 09/18/2009 01:49 PM

Please plan on a full day in 4B (bring your parkas) to wrap up discussion of cooperating agency input
on alternatives, and to begin discussion of effects analysis.  We will start at 9:00 and have a half hour
lunch. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: September 9 EXTENDED TEAM meeting
Date: 09/04/2009 03:47 PM

We will be meeting in 4B, from 9:00 to 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30.  We will be reviewing units of measure
and alternatives, and the matrix that I sent out to everyone.  Please submit your matrices to me by
COB on Tuesday, if you haven't already done so. 

We'll also have a WebEx overview, and may have a short R.O. presentation on professional
interactions. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: September 9 IDT meeting
Date: 09/04/2009 04:25 PM

For those of you not in the meeting this week, please review the cooperating agency letters that I sent
out links to, before next week's meeting.  Thank you. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Septmber 30 Core IDT meeting. - please plan on half day in 6V6 (9:00 to 12:00)
Date: 09/28/2009 11:44 AM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Charles A Blair; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

jrigg@swca.com; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; Reta Laford; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: shortcut to new filing area; the one I previously directed you to won't take anyone's documents
Date: 01/22/2010 01:13 PM
Importance: High
Attachments: DEIS Review Jan. 2010.lnk

Shortcut below (the path is J:\fsfiles\office\so\eng\geology\Minerals\Rosemont Copper Project\DEIS
Review Jan. 2010).  The file is currently empty.  Please fill it up! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: SKIP DEBBY KRIEGEL
To: ccoyle@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us
Subject: Sierrita Mine Tour - Monday, Aug 24
Date: 08/19/2009 03:43 PM

Richard Ducote of Freeport McMoRan has graciously arranged for us to tour the Sierrita Mine on
Monday morning.  We will meet Richard at 8:00 am on Monday.  To get to the mine, take 1-19 south
for approx. 25 miles to Duvall Mine Road, then head west 7 miles to the end of the road.  I have a
Gov't vehicle reserved and will be leaving the SO at 7:15, so anyone who wants to carpool with me
please be in the upper parking lot by 7:15.  Richard estimates that the tour will end around 11:30.
 
Please wear closed shoes (boots preferred), long pants, and long sleeved shirts.  Richard will provide us
with hardhats and goggles.
 
Confirmed attendees:
Charles Coyle, SWCA
Marcie Bidwell, SWCA
Debby Kriegel, Coronado National Forest
Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest
 
Mindee and Bev:  If you know of others who wish to attend, please let us know.
 
Thanks!
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel
Cc: Roger D Congdon; Melinda D Roth; Dale Ortman PE; Melissa Reichard; Charles Coyle
Subject: Site visit with George Annandale
Date: 11/17/2009 05:31 PM

Debby and Salek,
 
We have confirmed a site visit with George Annandale and possibly one other associate (surface water
hydrologist) from Golder Associates for next Tuesday, November 24.  I won’t have a departure time
until George makes his travel arrangements, but I suspect that we’ll have an early start (around 7:30). 
We intend to spend most of the day in the field and if possible, have a brainstorming session at Hidden
Valley Ranch.  Rosemont Staff will NOT be included at this meeting.  Hidden Valley is merely a
convenient location that would allow for a quick return to the site if questions arise in the meeting.
 
Both of you expressed interest in participating in this site visit.  Please let me know if you want to
attend any portion of this meeting.  We’ll depart from the Hotel Arizona at a prescribed time, but
beyond that, the schedule will be based on what George would like to see.
 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Katherine Arnold'
Cc: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Beverley A Everson'; Terry Chute; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: Site Water Management & Mine Water Supply Technical Review Memoranda
Date: 08/09/2010 08:51 AM
Attachments: 09381962 TM Rosemont 05AUG10.pdf

Comments on RCC Model 20100730.docx

Kathy,
 
Attached are technical review memoranda for the following:
 

1.       Site Water Management Plan Update – Final Technical Memorandum prepared by Golder
Associates

2.       Mine Water Pumping Supply Model – Review of Montgomery response to previous MWH
review comments on the mine water supply pumping model.  The attached memo is a
draft; however it has been reviewed by the CNF and authorized for release without
revision.  The draft version is being forwarded to expedite the process.  The final version
will be forwarded when available.

 
Please let us know if you want to initiate an issue resolution process similar to that being used for
the mine site groundwater model, or how you want to proceed with the review process.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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 TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
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Golder Associates Inc. 
44 Union Blvd., Suite 300 


Lakewood, CO 80228 USA  
Tel:  (303) 980-0540  Fax:  (303) 985-2080  www.golder.com 


Golder Associates: Operations in Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America and South America 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 


Golder Associates (Golder) conducted a review of the Site Water Management Update for the Rosemont 


Copper Project (April 2010, Tetra Tech).  The Site Water Management Update is presented in five 


volumes.  The review consisted of reading the pertinent sections of the report and supporting documents 


and rendering a professional opinion regarding whether or not the data, assumptions, and methods used 


in the report conform to currently accepted industry practice.  Review was limited to the goals specified by 


SWCA as listed in each section below as they relate only to water and erosion management.  No review 


of geotechnical stability or other disciplines were addressed. 


This memorandum summarizes the findings Golder’s review of the Site Water Management Update.  The 


goal of the review is to identify any red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the concepts used or 


the design of site stormwater management structures. 


2.0 RUNOFF CALCULATIONS 


Goal: Compare Tetra Tech’s selected method(s) of runoff calculation and the method(s) proposed by 


Pima County; comment on the applicability of all methods to the Rosemont Project. 


Tetra Tech analyzed both the NRCS method and the Pima County method (PC-HYDRO) to determine the 


most suitable storm criteria for the Rosemont site.  Table 1 ranks the design storms obtained by applying 


these methods in terms of severity. 


TetraTech selected the NRCS method to determine peak flows and runoff volumes for the design of 


structures at the Rosemont site.  Golder agrees this method is more appropriate because the Pima 


County method is more suitable for small urban watersheds and is not as conservative as the selected 


method. 


Date: August 5, 2010 Project No.: 093-81962 


To: Dale Ortman   


From: George Annandale, Jennifer Patterson, Craig Baxter 


RE: ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT, TECHNICAL REVIEW OF SITE WATER MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE 
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TABLE 1 


SUMMARY OF DESIGN STORM COMPARISON BY TETRATECH 


Peak Flow 
Rate Ranking


Runoff 
Volume 
Ranking  


N
R


C
S


 M
et


h
o


d
 


1000-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 2 3 


500-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 3 4 


100-yr, 24-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 5 5 


100-yr, 1-hr thunderstorm 6 7 


100-yr, 1-hr compressed 6-hr event 7 7 


100-yr, 1-hr NRCS Type II Dist. 8 7 


6-hr Local PMP 1 2 


72-hr General PMP 9 1 


P
im


a 
C


o
u


n
ty


 
M


et
h


o
d


 


Pima County Method (PC-HYDRO) 100-yr, 6-hr 4 6 


Published reports give the average-annual precipitation as ±24 inches; however, Tetra Tech concludes 


that the average-annual precipitation is 18 inches.  This was obtained by using both site-measured 


precipitation as well as back-calculating precipitation depth using average-annual runoff from the Arizona 


Water Atlas (106.7 ac-ft/sq-mi).  This raises a few questions: 


 How was the selected average rainfall of 18 inches used, and what was the sensitivity of 
that application compared to using the 24 inches average rainfall? 


 Is the use of the Arizona Water Atlas appropriate?  Golder understands that the water 
atlas back calculation was likely only used as a check of the site-calculated average 
rainfall.  However, if one knows what the answer to a problem is, it is easy to select 
parameters for the back calculation to get to that answer.  The question is whether those 
selected parameters are reasonable.  


 How many years of site collected data were used to determine that the average-annual 
precipitation of 18 inches?  Was the record long enough to justify not using the 24 inches 
average rainfall?  


Also lacking in the runoff analyses is an assessment of the effects of the maximum saturation event.  


Arizona’s worst-case runoff volume conditions typically occur during consecutive precipitation days, as for 


example illustrated in Figure 1. 


Experience in Arizona is that long duration, relatively low intensity rains often results in larger flow 


volumes than the 24-hr or shorter duration design storms.  It is recommended that the maximum 


saturation event runoff be identified for the site and used to evaluate the capacity of the structures 


impounding water.  
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FIGURE 1 


EXAMPLE OF A LONG-DURATION STORM NEAR SUPERIOR, ARIZONA 


3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES 


Goal: Concisely tabulate the design criteria selected by Tetra Tech for each water control structure and 


determine if the design calculations used the selected design criteria values.  This information is 


summarized in Table 2. 


As shown in Table 2, it is unknown if the Pit Stormwater Pond and Crusher Stormwater Pond meet the 


specified design criteria, because no detailed sizing calculations were included in the Site Water 


Management Update.   


The client requested Golder to indicate concurrence with the application of the design criteria.  


Concurrence or not by Golder is indicated in the last column of Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 


STORMWATER STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA 


 Water Control Structure 
Design Criteria 


Established in Volume 1 
Criteria 


Followed? 
Golder 


Concurrence? 


O
p


e
n


 P
it


 a
n


d
 


S
o


u
th


er
n


 P
la


n
t 


S
it


e 
A


re
a


 Pit Diversion Channel Local PMP Event conveyance YES YES 


Pit Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
NO* + requires 


further clarification 


Crusher Stormwater Pond General PMP Volume Unknown 
NO* + requires 


further clarification 


M
ai


n
 P


la
n


t 
S


it
e 


A
re


a 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 1 


Local PMP Event 
conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour 
erosion protection 


YES 
Why use different 
criteria?  Clarify. 


PWTS Pond and Settling 
Basin 


100-yr, 24-hr event YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 1 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Permanent Diversion 
Channel No. 2 


Local PMP Event 
conveyance, 200-yr, 24-hour 
erosion protection 


YES 
Why use different 
criteria?  Clarify. 


Detention Basin No. 2A 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 2B 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


Detention Basin No. 3 
Manage General and Local 
PMP Volume, contain 200-yr, 
24-hr 


YES NO* 


R
o


se
m


o
n


t 
R


id
g


e 
L


an
d


fo
rm


 


Waste Rock Storage Area 


Detention Pools on benches 
contain 500-yr, 24-hr event.  
PCAs capacity for General 
PMP event 


YES NO* 


North Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop 
structures  500-yr, 24-hr. 


YES YES 


Depression areas on top of 
dry stack contain 1000-yr, 24-
hr event, berms also on top 
control larger than general 
PMP event 


YES NO* 


South Dry Stack Tailings 
Facility 


Drainage channels and drop 
structures 500-yr, 24-hr. 


YES YES 


Depression areas on top of 
reclaimed surface.  Storms up 
to 1,000-yr, 24-hr event 
controlled behind rock weir on 
top of dry stack. 


YES 
NO* 


Is rock weir 
watertight? 


Larger flows discharged over 
weir to rock slope leading to 
flow-through drain 


Unknown 


Unclear what it 
meant by larger 
flows.  How is 


stability ensured? 


Note:  NO* indicates that the storage volumes should be checked to also contain the maximum saturation event  
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4.0 FLOW-THROUGH DRAINS 


Goal: Review the design of the Flow-Through Drains and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


The purpose of Flow-Through Drains is to convey up-gradient water into the natural drainage downstream 


of the tailings and waste rock facilities.  The Flow-Through Drains are constructed in addition to the typical 


under drains.  The long-term viability of these structures is uncertain due to the potential effects of 


clogging by sediment.  We recommend every effort be made to route water around the structures instead 


of using the flow-through drains.  If this is not possible, then the Flow-Through Drains need to be 


constructed in a manner by which sediment can be trapped at the inlet and maintenance can be 


performed.  Without an agreement to this maintenance, this structure poses, in our opinion, a fatal flaw. 


Golder was requested to specifically comment on the entrance arrangement to the flow-through drains, 


shown in Figure 2.  It is our opinion that sediment from upstream will likely clog the berm over the medium 


to long term.  This is due to the fact that no upstream provision is made to prevent sediment from entering 


the berm.   


 


FIGURE 2 


DETAIL OF THE FLOW-THROUGH INLET 


Both the long-term and short-term functionality of the Flow-Through drains are dependent upon the 


capacity of the upstream ponds.  The capacity is based on the incoming runoff, which should be 


calculated using both PMP and maximum saturation event conditions to crosscheck results.  The capacity 


is also based on the outflow rate, which is calculated using the following equation:  
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1


3
 


 
Where: 


  


 0.7  


  


 d50 is the particle diameter size where 50% of the total particles’ weight is smaller 


 a and b are empirical coefficients of the equation related to the flow and particles 


 u is the kinematic viscosity 


 σ is the standard deviation of rock size distribution 


 Q is the outflow rate through the rockfill dam structure 


 H is the water depth inside the structure 


 w is the width of the flow cross section 


 β is the angle of the upstream and downstream dam face with horizontal 


 L is the length of the dam 


The reference for this equation is: Samani, J. M. V. and Heydari, M. Reservoir Routing through 


Successive Rockfill Detention Dams.  Journal of Agricultural Science and Technology.  Vol. 9.  (2007). 


Pgs. 317-326. 


It appears this equation was developed to calculate flow though relatively short lengths of rockfill dams.  It 


does not include allowances for losses due to long reaches or bends within the Flow-Through Drain.  It is 


anticipated that the ponded water on the up-gradient portion of the tailings impoundment may not drain as 


quickly as calculated in the Management Plan.   


5.0 REVIEW SITE STORMWATER CONTROLS 


Goal: Review the design of the stormwater controls for the Rosemont Ridge Landform, including the 


Waste Rock Storage Area and Dry Stack Tailings Facility and comment on their short- and long-term 


functional viability. 


5.1 Dry Stack Tailings Facility 


The Dry Stack Tailings Facility is broken into North and South facilities with very similar stormwater 


management designs for each facility.  Depressions on top of the North tailings facility contain the 1,000-


year, 24-hour storm event before allowing runoff to enter decanting structures and discharge off the 


tailings facility.  Containment berms located on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility have capacity 


to contain a volume from larger than the General PMP event.  Similarly, the South Dry Stack Tailings 
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Facility has depressed areas to contain runoff from the 10-year, 24-hour event.  Larger flows but smaller 


than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be retained behind a rock weir on the west side of the landform.  


Larger flows than the 1,000-year, 24-hour event will be discharged over the rock weir and will eventually 


be conveyed to a flow-through drain.   


One concern with this type of design is the need for accuracy during construction.  If one berm containing 


the water has a low-lying spot, the entire area of ponded water may escape causing massive erosion 


should water flow through that low-level spot.  Another concern with this design is the estimated 


magnitude of the required capacity.  Golder recommends that the volumes be checked using the 


maximum saturation event. 


The riprap protection on downchutes on the slopes of the tailings facility is designed to convey flow from 


bench channels to natural ground using the Robinson method.  This method was originally developed 


using, to the best of Golder’s knowledge, a maximum d50 of 9 inches.  The downchutes for the Rosemont 


project use rocks with median diameters (d50) between 20-24 inches, which is outside the range of the 


Robinson method.  Additionally, the ratio of normal flow depth to riprap thickness is much lower than 1.  


This leads to a situation where part of the water will likely flow through the rocks and not on top of them, 


as per the design intent.  This can lead to unexpected failure.  


Finally, the design specifies an 8 oz. min. geotextile fabric under the riprap.  In Golder’s experience, 


geotextile fabric does not perform well as bedding for riprap on steep slopes.  Although, in some cases, 


riprap-lined chutes are still used on steep slopes, we recommend that its application for closure be 


reconsidered as such steep channels can be relatively unstable.  This is not compatible with the closure 


demands of long-term stability.  


Drainage exiting the Dry Stack Tailings enter existing natural drainages at several points including the 


permanent diversion channel to the north side of the tailings facility, riprap lined downchutes, and 


channels flowing along benches.  No erosion protection has been identified at these locations.  These 


areas should be analyzed to ensure flow transitions from the engineered channels to the natural 


drainages without causing erosion to the natural channels. 


5.2 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, the Waste Rock Storage Area has designed depression areas 


to contain a certain storm event.  The Waste Rock Storage Area’s depression areas contain up to the 


500-year, 24-hour storm event.  Flows up to the General PMP event will be conveyed to the toe of the 


storage area and will be retained by perimeter containment areas (PCAs).  Conveyance to the PCAs will 


be by rocked slopes on the 3:1 slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area.  No specifications for the 


gradation of the rock to be used on the 3:1 slopes were provided.  
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Concerns with this storage are similar to the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.  The design will require tight 


controls on construction methods to ensure consistent elevations if the berms around all the benches.  


Additionally, the storage volumes should be checked using the maximum saturation event.   


Golder was unable to locate designs for the downchutes on the waste rock storage area.  The document 


indicated a need for riprap, but no structures were designed.   


5.3 Perimeter Containment Areas 


There is no identified fatal flaw with the perimeter containment areas; however, there is a long-term 


concern with the lack of outlet from these locations.  These may also potentially fill with sediment.   


5.4 Water Storage on Waste Rock and Tailings Facilities and Benches 


This issue, in our view, is such an unusual application that we wish to emphasize it here.  It appears as if 


the consultant went to a lot of effort to size these facilities to minimize risk.  Golder wishes to point out that 


it is unusual to store large amounts of water on top of waste rock and tailings facilities, and on benches, 


particularly after closure.  It is recommended that appropriate stability calculations be executed to ensure 


that geotechnical slope failures would not occur and that internal erosion might not lead to failure.  


Additionally, it is recommended that maintenance measures that will ensure that such containment 


volumes can be retained in the long term be outlined.  Our concern is that a low spot that might develop 


on a perimeter berm could initiate a release, which can result in significant erosion.  Such a low spot can 


be fairly small, but can lead to a massive release of all the water in the containment area once erosion 


commences.  This may lead to massive failure along the slopes of the waste rock and tailings facilities.  


As for storage on the benches, we recommend careful review of potential failure mechanisms.  For 


example:  Would it be possible for water to seep into the slope, eventually resulting in internal erosion and 


eventual failure of the slope?  Such an erosion event can act in the same way as outlined in the previous 


paragraph, leading to a massive release of the water stored on the bench.  


6.0 SEDIMENT CONTROLS AND YIELD 


Goal:  Review the sediment control design and sediment yield calculations and comment on the short- 


and long-term functional viability of the sediment control system and the applicability of the sediment yield 


calculations. 


6.1 Sediment Yield Calculation Methodology 


The method used for the calculation of sediment yield for the site is the Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 


Committee (PSIAC) method.  This method was developed in 1968 in Southern California and is 


recommended for basins that are larger than 10 mi2 in size.  The baseline and post-mining scenarios 


analyzed have basin areas of 8.20 mi2 and 1.93 mi2 respectively.  Therefore, Golder recommends that the 


sediment yield calculations be evaluated using a method that is more appropriate for this site. 
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Additionally, Golder has concerns with the results of the sediment yield calculations.  Both baseline and 


post-mining conditions give the average-annual specific sediment yield as 1.15 acre-feet/mi2/year.  It is 


reasonable to expect that the baseline scenario will differ from the post-mining scenario because the 


addition of the landform will change the surface conditions.  Currently no difference is indicated by the 


analysis results provided by TetraTech.  


Golder produced a report Rosemont Mine Landforming – Evaluation of Mine Waste Slope Geometry 


dated February 17, 2010 wherein it was estimated that the expected erosion from the Rosemont landform 


surface prior to stabilization will be 14.4 inches.  It is anticipated that large amounts of this sediment will 


report to all areas where water will be ponded.  This will therefore reduce the storage capacity of the 


bench storage areas and perimeter containment areas.  Allowance for such storage loss should be made.  


6.2 Sediment Control during Operations 


The report states that BMPs will be used during operations to manage sediment on the site; however, no 


specific definitions are described as to the locations and phasing of these sediment controls during 


operations.  The report also calls for concurrent reclamation, which is very difficult in an arid climate.  It is 


recommended that BMPs be defined and that reliance on concurrent reclamation be minimized. 


7.0 LANDFORMING  


Golder was not requested to comment on the landforming arrangement, but feels compelled to do so as 


we have developed and estimated the hydraulic and erosion performance of the elements that were used 


to develop the landforming shape.  We recommend that TetraTech develop a table showing adherence to 


the recommendations previously made by Golder in this regard.  


8.0 CONCLUSION 


Golder has classified concerns into two categories: red flags and potential fatal flaws associated with the 


Site Water Management Update.  Those findings are summarized in 3.   







  August 5, 2010 
Dale Ortman 10 093-81962 
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TABLE 3  


RED FLAGS AND POTENTIAL FATAL FLAWS 


R
ed


 F
la


g
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Using smaller precipitation depth (18in) to calculate average annual runoff instead of NRCS 
recommended depth (24in) 


No volume check calculations using maximum saturation event conditions  


No calculations presented for pit diversion channel and pit stormwater pond 


Methodology used for sediment yield calculations should be reviewed as it is believed to be 
inappropriate  


Lack of drainage from perimeter containment areas 


Demonstrate adherence to geometric recommendations on landform element suggestions 
previously proposed by Golder  


Lack of detail for sediment control designs during operations 


Specific sediment yield is the same for pre- and post-mining conditions, which appears to be 
incorrect 


P
o


te
n
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Storage on top of benches is unusual for long-term closure and could lead to massive failure  


Down chutes on both tailings facility and waste rock can lead to failure as riprap lining may be 
inappropriate protection type  


Flow-through drains: potential long-term difficulties with maintenance and retaining discharge 
capacity  


Water storage on top of tailings facility and waste rock dump is unusual for long-term closure and 
could lead to massive failure  


No allowance has been made for anticipated erosion from landforms into storage locations on 
benches and perimeter containment areas.  14 to 15 inches of erosion is anticipated from the 
landform areas.   
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TO: 		Tom Furgason					DATE:	July 30, 2010

SWCA Environmental Consultants	



FROM: 		Nathan W. Haws				REFERENCE: 1005979

MWH Americas, Inc.



CC:		Dale Ortman, Consultant

		Toby Leeson, MWH Americas, Inc.

		Stephen Taylor, MWH Americas, Inc.



SUBJECT:	Technical Review of Response to Comments on Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company Mine Supply Pumping  





At your request, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) has prepared this technical memorandum in support of the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC).  This memorandum was prepared to address the responses prepared by Montgomery & Associates (M&A, 2010)[footnoteRef:1] to our comments (MWH, 2009)[footnoteRef:2] on the report of groundwater flow modeling conducted for Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) mine supply pumping (M&A, 2009)[footnoteRef:3].  The MWH (2009) memorandum reviewed the model development and simulation results as reported in M&A (2009).  As stated in the MWH (2009) memorandum, MWH is of the professional opinion that the data, assumptions, and methods used to develop the numerical model are generally reasonable and in conformance with standard accepted industry practices.  Some of the concerns noted in our 2009 memorandum have been satisfactorily resolved through M&A’s response.  The remaining concerns focus on properly demonstrating model calibration and appropriately communicating the model’s capabilities and limitations.  The resolution of these concerns may require only minor modifications to the model and may not result in significant changes to the conclusions drawn from the model simulations.  Nevertheless, the resolution of these concerns will help validate the model construction and the simulation results and better define the appropriate uses and limitations of the model. [1:  Montgomery & Associates.  2010.  Response to MWH October 23, 2009 Review of Groundwater Modeling Conducted for Rosemont Copper Company’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping.  Technical memorandum submitted to Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company.  February 9, 2010.]  [2:  MWH Americas, Inc.  2009.  Review Comments of Rosemont Numerical Groundwater Model Update and Simulations; Rosemont EIS Support.  Technical memorandum submitted to Tom Furgason, SWCA Environmental Consultants.  October 23, 2009.]  [3:  Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A).  2009.  Report: Groundwater Flow Modeling Conduction for Simulation of Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Mine Supply Pumping, Sahuarita, Arizona.  April 30, 2009.] 




This memorandum first highlights unresolved topics of concern regarding the groundwater flow modeling conducted to evaluate the impacts of RCC mine supply pumping.   Following this are our replies to the responses prepared by M&A.



Unresolved Topics  



Unresolved topics of concern with the groundwater flow modeling as presented in the M&A (2009) modeling report are explained below.  Included with each explanation are recommendations to address the concerns. 



1. The model is lacking quantitative calibration objectives and a formal calibration.  

M&A states that the model “reasonably simulates average groundwater levels” and that the model is “acceptably” calibrated.  While M&A may have accepted the match between simulated and measured groundwater levels, the terms “reasonably” and “acceptably” are subjective. No quantitative calibration objectives have been established with which to judge the adequacy of the calibration.   Further, no standard iterative calibration has been conducted to demonstrate whether an optimal set of parameter values has been selected.  



· MWH recommends that a quantifiable set of calibration objectives be determined with which to judge whether the model simulations are reasonable.  Model reviewers could then decide whether the objectives and the calibration are acceptable.  The relationship between calibration objectives and simulation results will also aid in demonstrating the capabilities and limitations of the model predictions.  The modeling report does discuss limits to the models capabilities.  For example, the report explains that the model can only predict average groundwater levels and cannot simulate the large seasonal variations in groundwater levels.  These limitations should be considered along with the intended use of the model’s predictions to formalize quantifiable calibration objectives.  



· MWH recommends that an iterative calibration be conducted to determine optimal parameter values.  The modeling report documents that the updated model improves the match between measured and observed groundwater levels; however, the large residuals between simulated and measured values, and an apparent spatial bias in the distribution of residuals, suggests that further improvement may be possible.  Because the RCC model was constructed from a larger regional model, calibrating every parameter may not be practical or necessary.  MWH recommends that the calibration focus on the parameters that most affect groundwater levels within the RCC pumping influence.  These parameters may include storage coefficients and specific yield (which were left unchanged from the original model despite changes to hydraulic conductivity and layer elevations) and hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity values (which were modified from the original model based on assumptions about how the results of recent aquifer pumping tests should be distributed across model layers). 



· MWH recommends that the differences in simulation results between the original ADWR regional model and the updated model be illustrated with the differences and improvements to the original ADWR model clearly noted.  Figure 26 of the modeling report compares “actual” groundwater levels with the results of the original and revised model for the 1940 steady-state simulation.  A similar figure should to be created for the transient simulation for 1999 (last year of the original ADWR historical simulation).  These figures (or separate figures) should zoom into the area surrounding the RCC property and show a higher resolution of groundwater contours.

  

2. The capabilities and limitations of the model are not clearly delineated.

The modeling report provides illustrations of groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping, but the practical uses and limitations of these predictions are not clearly defined.  For one example, the model is designed to predict groundwater levels that are spatial and temporal averages.  The predicted groundwater levels are annual averages and cannot predict seasonal variations, which were shown to be between 10 and 100 feet.  The model predictions are also spatial averages across a grid cell, which range from 100 feet by 100 feet (nearest the RCC pumping) to 0.5 miles by 0.5 miles.  Given this construction, the model is capable of grossly predicting annual average groundwater levels, including impacts from RCC pumping.  The model would not be suitable, however, for predicting maximum declines and impacts at an individual well.  This could be an important distinction for owners of shallow wells. 

 

· MWH recommends that the appropriate uses and limitations of the groundwater model be clearly defined.  Such a statement of limitations is often included in modeling reports.  The statement of limitations does not necessarily change the validity of the model conclusions, but it will aid in the understanding of the appropriate uses of these conclusions.

        

3. The uncertainties in the model are not clearly defined.

Uncertainty is inherent in all model predictions.  An important source of uncertainty in the RCC model predictions arises from unknowns in future aquifer stresses.  The aquifer in the vicinity of RCC is highly stressed from agricultural, industrial, and private water users.   The actual locations and magnitude of the future aquifer stresses is uncertain.  M&A’s method of allocating future stresses based on committed pumping demands on file with the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) is reasonable, but the model report does not clearly document the uncertainties or potential deficiencies associated with these estimates or how these uncertainties affect model predictions.



· MWH recommends that the potential effects of the uncertainties should be considered, quantitatively if possible, but at least qualitatively.  They could be considered quantitatively by conducting predictive simulations to test the sensitivity of the model predictions to a reasonable range of future groundwater stresses.  This would help bound the range of model predictions due to uncertain future stresses.  Two potential future aquifer stresses that should be included in such an analysis are the potential mitigation pumping for the Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and recharge of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water.  Although these stresses may be difficult to characterize, they will, if implemented, have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Green Valley/Sahuarita area.  Estimated timing and magnitudes of potential Sierrita mitigation pumping and CAP recharge are available.  For example, Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita has posted the feasibility study and conceptual wellfield design for the sulfate mitigation on their website (www.fcx.com/sierrita/home.htm).



· MWH recommends that a figure be included in the modeling report that shows the additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping alone (neglecting other aquifer stresses).  Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between the groundwater level declines with and without RCC pumping.  This figure will better illustrate the groundwater level declines attributable exclusively to RCC and will nullify the effects of uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.



4. The plan view figures may be difficult to interpret.



· MWH recommends that the modeling report include figures that show a profile view of groundwater levels and stratigraphy through sections that cross the maximum drawdown.  These figures may be more readily interpreted than the plan view of groundwater levels to those unfamiliar with hydrogeology and groundwater modeling. 





Reply to Responses



For convenience in referencing, the original comments and responses, as presented in the M&A response letter, are repeated here in italics and numbered.  Our replies follow each response.   Replies are made to only responses 1 through 11 because the remaining responses (12 though 17) were made to summary comments, which are addressed in the first 11 responses.  



(1) MWH Comment: The methodology for model predictions also follows good practice, with the exception that future pumping may be over-allocated (which would result in over prediction of groundwater level elevations) and some future source/sink terms may not be included (which would result in over-prediction in some locations and under-prediction in others).



M&A Response No. 1: The RCC mine supply groundwater modeling study assumed future residential groundwater pumping in the area would increase at a rate determined from committed and existing groundwater withdrawals, as provided by Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). Due to the recent economic downturn and the resulting substantial decrease in the area’s residential growth, we agree that this approach will likely project more background groundwater level decline due to residential pumping than may actually occur. However, for purposes of the EIS study we did not speculate on how a reduced future residential pumping demand might occur. The future residential pumping simulated in the model is based on ADWR data and may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines (from residential pumping). The conservatively larger projection of background groundwater level declines will have limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. 



All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. We did not add new future sinks or sources to the model which were not at the permit submittal stage and where quantities and/or schedules were not well defined.  



Finally, the use of the term “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” is confusing, since the term over-prediction implies neither groundwater levels being too high or too low; the concept is better described as: over-prediction of groundwater level declines.



MWH Reply:  MWH agrees that M&A’s approach to estimating future groundwater recharge and withdrawals is reasonable.  The purpose of the comment was to note that, although the approach is reasonable, the estimates may over-allocate the future withdrawals.  While the amount that future withdrawals have been over-allocated is difficult to quantify, the potential over-allocation should be noted.  The other future sinks and sources noted in our original comment had reference to the possibility of CAP water recharge and Sierrita mitigation pumping.  We also acknowledge that these future stresses are not well defined, though they may nonetheless have significant impacts on future groundwater levels in the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.  Because the future aquifer stresses are highly uncertain, the sensitivity of the predictive simulations to this uncertainty should be evaluated and documented. 



MWH also agrees that over- or under-prediction of future groundwater withdrawals or recharge will have limited impact on the projected groundwater level decline (drawdown) due to Rosemont Copper Company (RCC) pumping.  An additional figure that shows the drawdown that is solely attributable to RCC pumping (i.e., additional drawdown caused by RCC pumping above the background groundwater level declines) could better illustrate RCC impacts while excluding most of the uncertainty associated with other groundwater stresses.  Such a figure could easily be created as the difference between groundwater drawdown with Rosemont pumping and without Rosemont pumping (e.g., difference of Figure 31 and Figure 32). 

 

The confusing phrase “over-prediction of groundwater level elevations” was misquoted.  The actual phrase read, “under-prediction of groundwater elevations.”  By under-predict, we mean to predict groundwater levels that are lower than the actual groundwater levels.  This is equivalent to “over-prediction of groundwater level declines” as suggested by M&A.   



RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Historical Model”

(2) MWH Comment: The major concern with the model updates is that no standard iterative recalibration of the aquifer parameters is performed.



M&A Response No. 2: Accounting for the facts that most of the available observed groundwater level data are obtained during winter when agricultural pumping is not occurring, and simulated groundwater levels reflect annual average agricultural pumping simulated in the model, the updates to historical stresses in the study area resulted in a reasonable match of simulated groundwater levels and trends to observed data. The model is acceptably calibrated for purposes of simulating groundwater level decline due to proposed Rosemont pumping, although we agree it may over-predict future background groundwater level declines for reasons stated above. We believe further calibration is not required for this study.



MWH Reply: MWH understands the difficulty in determining calibration targets.  The fact remains, however, that a recalibration of model parameters was not conducted, although layer elevations and hydraulic conductivities were revised in some portions of the model.  At a minimum M&A should demonstrate that the model results meet quantifiable calibration objectives.  Terms such as “reasonable match” and “acceptability calibrated” are subjective.



(3) MWH Comment: It is possible that much of the error between measured and simulated groundwater levels, which can be several tens of feet and shows spatial bias in some areas, is partly a reflection of the model parameters being out of calibration.



M&A Response No. 3: We believe the model is reasonably calibrated and the differences between simulated and observed groundwater levels are acceptable.



MWH Reply: See response to item (2)





(4) MWH Comment: Another concern with the model updates is that no consideration is given for the Santa Cruz fault, which runs between the RCC wells and many of the other wells in the study area. Mason and Bota (2006) suspect the fault as a source of some of the large residuals (error between measured and simulated groundwater levels) in the ADWR model. M&A (2009b) documents the fault in the text and figures, but does not modify the model to account for the fault. The rationale for not explicitly accounting for the fault is not discussed in M&A (2009a, 2009b).



M&A Response No. 4: The regional Santa Cruz fault is not considered to be a hydraulic barrier or conduit. In the area north from the proposed RCC well field Anderson (1987) (shown on Figure 6 of the EIS report) indicates vertical displacement along the fault resulted in a thicker deposition of the upper Tinaja beds on the east side of the fault relative to the west side of the fault. Knowledge of the Santa Cruz fault, including hydraulic conductivity data for the aquifer on both sides of the fault, has been previously incorporated into the ADWR model by the U.S. Geological Survey and ADWR.  Mason and Bota do not indicate they suspect the Santa Cruz fault is the cause of large residuals in T.15S.,R.13 and 14.E., they simply point out that “residuals are in an area

of suspected perched groundwater and near the Santa Cruz fault”. The large residuals are predominantly indicating simulated groundwater levels are lower than observed. It has been M&A’s experience simulating groundwater levels at the T.15S., R.13 and 14E location (for other groundwater investigations) that perched groundwater is a significant cause of simulated groundwater levels being lower than observed. Further, the area Mason and Bota describe as having high residuals is located approximately 12 miles north from the proposed RCC wellfield. The RCC wellfield is located in T.17S.,R.14E., where the residuals shown in Mason and Bota’s 2006 report are relatively good (see page 72 and Figure 27 of the Mason and Bota report).



MWH Reply: Because the Santa Cruz Fault separates the RCC wells and most of the other public and private well, M&A should clearly document what effects the fault has on water levels and how this is accounted for in the model.  Otherwise, MWH finds M&A’s response acceptable to resolve this concern.





RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Updates to Predictive Model”

(5) MWH Comment: Other potential future groundwater sinks/sources not included in the model that may impact future groundwater levels within the study area are potential mitigation pumping near Freeport-McMoRan Sierrita Mine and delivery of underground storage of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water to the Sahuarita/Green Valley area.



M&A Response No. 5: At the time of model construction the mitigation plan was still being developed and was not finalized or approved by Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Sufficient information did not exist to justify including the potential mitigation pumping in the model. A CAP recharge site in the Green Valley area is under consideration, but has not been approved by regulatory agencies nor has a location for the site been selected; therefore, this potential recharge source was not included in the model. Potential CAP recharge in this area may mitigate drawdown impacts from the proposed RCC pumping.



MWH Reply: See response to item (1)



(6) MWH Comment: An assumption of the predictive model, which may be incorrect, is that boundary conditions are static. This assumption is refuted by the continual groundwater level declines throughout the study area. The correctness of the assumption is only a minor concern as the boundary heads likely have relatively little influence on the groundwater levels within the study area.



M&A Response No. 6: As concluded by MWH, the southern constant head boundary located 14.5 miles south from the RCC wellfield and the much more distant model boundaries in Marana and Avra Valley are too distant to have impacts on projected groundwater level change due to RCC pumping.



MWH Reply: The conclusion that the model boundaries are too distant to have impacts on projected groundwater level changes due to RCC pumping should be tested and the results documented in the model report.





RESPONSES TO “(1) Major Review Findings – Model Predictions”



(7) MWH Comment: As documented above, the confidence in the predictions of future groundwater levels in the numerical model is weakened by intrinsic model structural inaccuracies, calibration inaccuracies, and uncertainty and deficiencies in sinks/sources. 



M&A Response No. 7: We assume MWH’s decription of structural inaccuracies is a reference to the Santa Cruz fault since no other structural issues are presented by MWH. Representation of the Santa Cruz fault is addressed in M&A Response No. 4.  The model calibration is sufficiently accurate to project groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping. All future sinks and sources updated in the model by M&A are determined from existing permits or pending permits (supplied by ADWR), or are estimated based on

past documented quantities of historic pumping or recharge. This may result in a model which will project conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the RCC wellfield area; however, it should have limited effect on the projected groundwater level decline due to proposed RCC pumping. We did not include potential Sierrita mitigation pumping or potential CAP recharge in the Green Valley area due to a lack of information regarding these potential sinks/sources.



MWH Reply:  The Santa Cruz Fault is addressed in item (4) and model calibration is addressed in item (1)



 

(8) MWH Comment: Seasonal variations and “calibration” errors are translated to predictive uncertainties that ranges from 10 to 100 feet due to seasonal variations and approximately a 25-foot under-prediction bias at RC-2.



M&A Response No. 8: Recent continuous monitoring of groundwater levels at wells E-1 and RC-2 has resulted in documentation of seasonal variation of groundwater levels (ranging from 10 to 100 feet annually) at the proposed RCC wellfield. The purpose of the continuous monitoring was to remove uncertainty about seasonal variations from the model. Due to the continuous monitoring this variation is known and is not translated into predictive uncertainty. The match between simulated and observed groundwater level trends at well RC-2 is

acceptable and correction of model projections for the 25-foot difference is consistent with standard modeling practice for predictive simulations. The 25-foot difference is not an uncertainty that is “translated” through to the predictive results.



MWH Reply:  MWH acknowledges that a simulation with an annual stress period cannot resolve the large seasonal variations.  The way that M&A accounts for the seasonal variations is reasonable without refining the stress periods.  The question of whether the 25-foot bias at RC-2 is acceptable should be answered through the establishment of calibration objectives.  If the bias at RC-2 meets these objectives, then the correction applied at RC-2 is a reasonable way to handle the model bias at this location. 





(9) MWH Comment: M&A (2009b) does not adequately document or quantify predictive uncertainties due to parameter uncertainties and due to uncertainties in the future groundwater recharge and withdrawal. These predictive uncertainties could be bounded by conducting a sensitivity analysis of model predictions to parameter and future source/sink variations. Sensitivity analyses are often a component of modeling studies.



M&A Response No. 9: The substantial regional sinks and sources in the vicinity of the proposed RCC wellfield are the dominant factor in prediction of future groundwater levels. There is obvious uncertainty in these future stresses; however, quantification of uncertainties in rate of residential growth and future water demand in the area was not conducted as part of this study. For purposes of the EIS study, we have simulated stresses which may result in conservatively larger background groundwater level declines in the proposed RCC wellfield area than may occur.



Although not typically conducted, statistical quantification of predictive model uncertainty can be determined through a rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis; however, many of the observation wells had only 1 data point (2005) obtained during the last 10 years and much of the data was affected by the substantial seasonal variation in groundwater levels. A rigorous aquifer parameter sensitivity analysis for purposes of statistically determining predictive uncertainty would have required substantial assumptions that would have rendered the statistical determinations more qualitative than quantitative. Further, as described above, predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses. Ultimately we relied on the satisfactory match of simulated to observed groundwater level trends to determine confidence in the model’s ability to predict future groundwater level

change. 



Finally, a sensitivity analysis where specific aquifer parameters are incrementally varied to determine sensitivity of the calibration to changes to those parameters was not conducted. This sensitivity analysis is used to determine aquifer parameters that the calibration is most sensitive to, which are the parameters requiring relatively more certainty in the accuracy of their simulated value in order to minimize predictive error. Aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrogeologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated and substantial aquifer parameter data have been collected for these units, including in the vicinity of the RCC wellfield; therefore, a sensitivity analysis was not considered to be beneficial. Note that aquifer parameters and layer thicknesses in the vicinity of the E-1 and RC-2 pumping tests were changed in the model to reflect results of test data; these modified parameters were not substantially

different than original values in the model and the changes to simulated groundwater levels as a result of the modifications were minimal.



MWH Reply:  The type of sensitivity analysis that is suggested by MWH is to determine the sensitivity of model predictions to parameter changes.  M&A states that predictive uncertainty determined from aquifer parameter sensitivity would be substantially less than uncertainty associated with future stresses; however, no documentation exists that this statement has been tested.  Further, if only the drawdown due to RCC pumping is considered (as suggested in the reply to item (1)), the aquifer parameters may have a large effect.  M&A states that the aquifer parameters for the upper Santa Cruz basin hydrologic units encountered at the proposed RCC wellfield location have been extensively investigated.  If so, a realistic range of these parameter values with which to test predictive sensitivity should be known.  Whether or not a predictive sensitivity analysis is conducted, MWH recommends that the confidence in model predictions in relation to aquifer parameters be bounded, if possible.  





(10)  MWH Comment: The confidence in the predicted groundwater levels will further decrease away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens and aquifer parameters and source/sinks become less defined.



M&A Response No. 10: For purposes of determining groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping, the confidence/accuracy of projected declines distant from the RCC property decrease negligibly due to the model grid becoming coarser.  The grid is refined in the immediate area of pumping due to the substantial

groundwater level gradients in the immediate vicinity of the pumping wells. As these gradients decrease with distance from the pumping wells, grid cells can increase in size without decreasing confidence in the projected declines due to RCC pumping. 



MWH Reply:  This comment was made for completeness in discussing the model results.  The way that M&A refined the model grid is appropriate and is consistent with standard practice.  The decrease in model confidence/accuracy far away from the RCC property is not an important concern since the effects of RCC pumping will be minor in these outlying areas.  Still, the model report needs to clearly document that the appropriate use of the model is to predict large-scale and annual average groundwater levels.  For example, the model is not appropriate for prediction of instantaneous groundwater levels at individual wells and has less precision away from the RCC property as the grid coarsens.  





(11)  MWH Comment: MWH evaluated the estimates of the drawdown levels due to RCC pumping reported in the M&A (2009b, Figures 35, 36) using a simple (Dupruit) solution to estimate steady-state drawdown. Although this solution cannot capture the complexity and transience of the model, it does provide a rough check on drawdown predictions. According to this check, the estimates of groundwater level drawdown due to RCC pumping reported in M&A (2009b) are reasonable.



M&A Response No. 11: As MWH has determined using their Dupuit analysis, the projected groundwater level declines due to proposed RCC pumping are reasonable.  The model superimposes these simulated drawdowns on model projected background groundwater level declines. These projected background declines are likely conservatively larger than may occur (discussed previously); therefore, final projected groundwater level elevations at the end of the 20-year RCC pumping period may be conservatively lower than may occur.



MWH Reply:  The Dupuit analysis roughly confirms that the model results are reasonable given the model input; it does not provide a check on the model input parameters. 
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From: Larry Jones
To: blindenlaub@westlandresources.com
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth; Beverley A Everson;

tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: snail and orchid meeting
Date: 04/20/2010 06:39 AM

Hey Brian--

I won't have time to arrange any kind of cooperator meeting for our snail and orchid
tech transfer meeting (I'm essentially gone from now until Monday, May 3), so let's
keep it simple--Forest Service and WestLand (and if you can stir up some orchid
folks, that would be dandy).  If SWCA would like to come, I'll leave that in Tom
Furgason's hands.    So, if May 4 works for you, drop me an email (actually, reply to
all is probably in order) and I'll check it when I get back.  Otherwise, May 10 or 13
will work.  Your place sounds fine.  Send directions...never been there.  Thanx!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;

hschewel@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
seanlockwood@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us

Cc: Beverley A Everson; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Specialist Report Guidance and Template from Rochelle
Date: 03/29/2010 12:47 PM
Attachments: Specialist_rreport_template.doc

  It has been suggested that for a complex project like Rosemont Copper, each resource area prepares
a specialist report.  Consider this guidance document as you work with your SWCA counterpart.  There
is likely common information that would only need to be created once and shared.  Stay tuned. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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Introduction


TEAMS Specialists are expected to provide a resources report to document their NEPA input, unless otherwise indicated by work order or IDT Leader.  The following white paper describes information that nearly always needs to be included.  This guidance is intended to improve the quality of our analysis documentation, and the efficiency of document production.  Specialist reports are important to all NEPA processes, especially for TEAMS.  Clients generally expect a comprehensive report from each specialist.  These guidelines are not intended to replace established documents such as Biological Assessments, SHPO submittals, or other reports using content and format required by agency policy or national direction.
  

Specialists are often referred to as “agency experts” in court proceedings because their education and relevant experience gives their analysis and written evaluations more deference in the eyes of courts as well as higher-level reviewers.  Specialist reports are a powerful tool in court proceedings. Specialist reports can be written for your peers in the language of your specialty.  You may also be required to summarize your evidence, findings and conclusions for the integrated NEPA document – this section is generally written using vocabulary appropriate for the non-technical reader. .   

Resource reports are important to all NEPA processes, and especially for TEAMS, because clients appreciate having technical information in a comprehensive format.  The strongest and best-documented resource reports have the most impact if they are based on:


1. Evidence from the place where the project is proposed (i.e. site specific information);


2. Evidence that is recent, pertinent, backed up by literature citations and local scientific research (best science!);

3. History of local knowledge from the observer’s point of view of what has happened and is happening on the ground.


Tests of a good resource report include:


· Is the report following regional protocol, standards, analysis, methodology or modeling?  Would it pass an in-house peer review? Is it following the latest scientific knowledge about analysis methodology or findings?

· Does it adequately describe the existing conditions and recognize the special or unique qualities of the resource(s) in the specific area?


· Are there recent monitoring surveys or other tests that apply and are cited?


· Are the expected or predicted impacts of alternatives, and differences between alternatives clear to the reader?


· Does it tie to Forest Plan requirements? 


· Is the report well written and understandable?

· Is the report based on professional judgment rather than personal bias?


Expectations for a TEAMS Resource Report

 The major headings in this list describe resource report content supporting EA or EIS type documents.  You are expected to review this list and address the information suggested in the bullets as appropriate. You are NOT expected to address each bullet point by point in your report.   


Introduction


· What is your analysis going to focus on? It’s a short introductory paragraph briefly describing the intent of the resource report and stating what attachments, if any, follow the report.

· TEAMS specialists are expected to use a template provided by the IDT Leader or Writer-Editor, unless otherwise negotiated with the IDT Leader.  The use of a template reduces the time needed to integrate the NEPA document.  This is critical to reducing labor costs.

Issues and Purpose and Need Statements Specific to Your Resource

· List all issues that pertain to your resource along with the measures.  When you get down into the effects analysis – make sure you address those measures there. 

· List all aspects of the Purpose and Need that pertain to your resource along with any actions proposed that influence your resource. 


Existing Condition

· What is the affected resource area?


· Surveys (who, what, why when, where, how);

· What is the size of the area (geographically) that is pertinent for resource effects? 


· What is the resource condition, and what past activities or natural disturbance events have determined the existing condition?  List out all past activities that may influence your analysis. 

· A map, graphics or pictures are helpful to describe the current state of the resource.


· What factors are important to monitor over time for the health of the resource?


· Be sure to describe any resource limitations, which would have defining factors on the action being proposed, and mitigation measures required.


· Photo interpretation (year of photos,, where are they located, who did the interpretation),


· Timber stand database (what data was used, date of query, how was information used),


· Personal/Professional knowledge of the area by who and when,


· Monitoring performed (who, what, why, when, where, how, where can the results be found) that couches why the existing condition is the way it is,


· Public input (what, who, when) –did you talk to your counterparts w/ the state, private organizations or other federal agencies?

· Field Trips (when, where, who-can reference in the IDT meeting notes);


· Include copies of photos, maps, etc. as appropriate; and


· What historical conditions and ecological process were considered for your resource(s) to determine consistency with the Forest Plan and the resulting desired conditions for the project area (what drove the proposed action for your resources; what is the need for change?). This is the NFMA portion of your document.

Alternatives 


·  Describe the alternatives enough to emphasize the actions pertinent to the resource being analyzed. 


· Reports do not need to duplicate descriptions found in Chapter 2 of the EA or EIS, but should give enough information so that the reader understands the alternatives in relation to the displayed effects. 


Design Features/Criteria and Mitigation Measures


· In describing alternatives, describe or list the design features or mitigation measures for the resource.   Keep in mind that mitigation measures are recommended until they have been fully discussed by the team and line officer. Disclose specific Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines that drive measures. 


· When describing mitigation measures, include what they are designed to accomplish.  (Refer to court decisions earlier, these can be very important.) 


· The effectiveness of the mitigation measures need to be described. 


· Use observation, field tests, or monitoring results to back up discussions on the effectiveness of mitigation. 


· When mitigation is included as part of an alternative’s design, the alternative’s effects must include the required mitigation. 


· Include any technical assumptions on which the mitigation measures may be based.


· Be sure to coordinate the mitigation list with other interdisciplinary team members so they are looking at effects based on the same mitigation. 


Forest Plan and Other Legal Consistency


· Do the predicted effects approach, fall within, or exceed thresholds set forth in law, regulation or policy?


· Do the effects of the alternatives fall within Forest Plan standards and guidelines? 


· If additional standards and guidelines were required that went beyond the forest plan requirements, why was that necessary?   


· Will a Forest Plan amendment be needed to implement a given alternative because it is not consistent with the Plan?  If an amendment is needed, the rationale on why the amendment is needed and what standard will not be met must be clearly displayed in the analysis. 


· Consistency with regulatory framework (Clean Water Act, ESA, Clean Air Act, NFMA, FS manuals, State Laws, County Planning area objectives, etc.). 

· Be specific about the Federal, state and county laws, regulation and policy affecting the resource (Clean Water Act, ESA, Clean Air Act, NFMA, NEPA, FS manuals, State Laws, County Planning area objectives, etc.). 


· Briefly describe what the management areas, and standards and guidelines are from the Forest Plan that apply; and what Congressional designations are in the affected area. Don’t forget to cite the page numbers from the Forest Plan! 

· There may be District policies such as administrative road closures in place, or fire pre-suppression plans that would dictate policy in day-to-day activities that may need to be explained.


Methodology 

Introduce the method of analysis or basis of your effects analysis, and what factors are being analyzed. 


· If a model was used, give a reference in the record to a description of how the model works and what it is supposed to show. 


· If other agency work is relied on, such as Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soils inventory, give a complete citation in the report and put it in the record. 


· Factors used for analysis should match the current condition description.  


· There should be a basis for comparison between the current condition of the resource and the effects from alternatives.  


· Breaking the resource effects into analysis factors that are important helps the reader follow the train of thought (scientific methodology). 


· Analysis factors are preferably measurable, and an interpretation of the numbers is important to the reader and responsible official.


Effects Analysis


· What are the issue indicators (how will the issue be addressed/impact measured for your resource(s), and why you chose them. These need to be discussed with the IDT Leader and Line Officer.  Alert the IDT Leader if additional indicators become evident during the analysis process. 

· The effects of all alternatives should be described equally. 


· Make sure the effects of all components of all alternatives are addressed.


· Direct, indirect and cumulative effects must be displayed.


· Effects are expressed in cause and effect relationships and are site-specific (where in the project area the effect will take place) where possible.  


· Bound important cause and effect relationships in time, space and magnitude.  Give reasons why each “boundary” was chosen.


· Effects resulting from actions proposed can be positive, negative or neutral.


· Use appropriate measures (indicators) to describe and display the environmental impacts of the alternatives.  Where possible use quantitative measures, as opposed to qualitative or relative measures.


· A discussion of the magnitude of effects covers: speed of change, duration of the change, direction (upward/downward), and extent.  Sometimes we can't speak to all four factors, but as many as we can should be covered.


· The effects of no action are often given less attention, but since it will serve as the baseline against which the other alternatives will be compared, it is especially important to analyze it in detail.


· Remember that the purpose and need for the project reflects a need for changing the existing condition, so if we do not take action, there should be an effect (either positive or negative). 


· Adequately describe the differences between alternative effects. 


· Identify short term harms and long term benefits.


· Other factors to evaluate under NEPA include irreversible or irretrievable effects, short term versus long-term effects, any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided, (40 CFR 1502.16).  One aid in doing this is to look at what the Forest Plan identified in these effect categories.


· Put the conclusion first in your effects analysis discussion, followed by the evidence to back it up.  Do not make the resource report a mystery novel. Do not allow people to go off track following data, analysis, evidence and conclusions.  It is better to give the reader the conclusion at the beginning of the discussion, and then support the conclusion.


· If the effects of alternatives are similar, then lump the alternatives together.  Do not needlessly duplicate one paragraph to the next.  Copying text over and over is harder to read, easier to make mistakes, and it does not help explain effects.  If there are differences in effects between alternatives, explain them.  If there are not any differences among alternatives, maybe the resource, or the measure used to display the effects to the resource, is a minor issue among the alternative actions. 


· Use charts, tables, and graphs for effective presentation, readably, and brevity.  


· Identify any assumptions made during analysis (for example: assessment of cavity habitat assumes snags within 150 feet of open roads will be cut for firewood, therefore 0% population capacity is used for these areas inc calculations).

Cumulative Effects Analysis


· At the beginning of the cumulative effects section, you must identify:


· The spatial boundaries for analyzing the cumulative effects to (resource) are (what), because (why).  If possible, draw an effects analysis boundary on a map that will be used for direct, indirect and cumulative effects.  This cumulative effects boundary will likely not match the project analysis boundary for the project file.  


· The temporal boundaries are (what), because (why).

· To initiate the cumulative effects analysis, make a list of all past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions that will contribute to cumulative effects of the resource. Use the SOPA!  Include the title of the project, date of implementation, and some measure (such as acres, miles, etc.).  Narrative descriptions are not necessary.  The list should cover the important past or ongoing projects.  Use judgment as to how far back in time the list should go.  Between the extreme of doing too little (i.e. using a few sentences to sum up the general description of current condition), or doing too much (i.e. listing every activity including road maintenance, over the past 100 years), there should be enough of a list that shows the public that the agency has knowledge of what activities happened and what actions are currently going on. 


· Cumulative effects analysis is merely an additive process.  Adding the effects from past, present or foreseeable projects. 


· In more detail, a cumulative effects analysis discusses the incremental change of past direct and indirect, present direct and indirect effects, and reasonably foreseeable future direct and indirect effects.  To be cumulative there must be an overlap of both space and time.  Don't forget to consider recovery of past effects; even compacted soil will recover over time because of frost heave, root development, and other natural processes. 


· Direct and indirect effects should be kept together in their own section.  The cumulative effects analysis should follow the direct and indirect effects analysis almost immediately in the effects section of the text.  It is helpful to clearly display the cumulative effects analysis with a new heading or section.  This will keep your thoughts and logic for these two tasks separate. Remember if there were no direct or indirect effects, then there would be no cumulative effects.

· Remember to talk about natural disturbance events and patterns.  If wildland fire or periodic flooding is the overriding cause of effects in the area, then list it as part of the baseline conditions that will then be used in the cumulative effects analysis.  The actions proposed may be minor in comparison to natural events, but the total effects of the past events and the proposed activity are additive (i.e. cumulative) effects on the resource.  


· In addition, natural disturbance events and patterns are important for establishing the baseline of the existing condition, as well as displaying cumulative effects.


· Cumulative effects analysis does not differentiate between private and public land ownership. If there are projects going on other land ownership, they should be listed. The cumulative effects analysis looks at private lands, other Federal lands, and State lands. Important past and present activities should be described in the current conditions section.


· Finally, the cumulative effects analysis should be specific enough that it can be read to describe the project area.  As in a direct or indirect effect analysis, if the cumulative effect analysis is so generic or meaningless that it can describe any project anywhere on the forest, then it doesn’t disclose to the public the hard look under NEPA (site specific effect) that is required.


Writing with Clear Logic  

· Explanations of your analysis should be clear enough so that the reader can follow your logic.


· Keep analysis objective.  State the facts, and let the decision maker make the value judgment in the decision document.   See bias and judgment in NEPA documents (attached). 

· Explain the logical step for moving from step A to step D.  Put in steps B and C, not just conclusory statements.  


· If a model was used, then put the results in a table of figures, and be sure to explain what the figure show, (e.g. what is the meaning of a high or low measure and what it is based on).  


· Stay away from using relative measures (indicators) if at all possible.  Use measures that have actual meaning to that site-specific area or landscape.


· If using GIS analysis or model, explain the steps from what is on the ground, through the calculations, to the mapping output and what it means.  This process or methodology should be in the record.  It cannot be modified or fixed in court later if it was not disclosed.


· Explanation of your methodology should not be a dissertation.  Simply a brief but clear statement of the logic used.  This could be a supplemental document to the resource report found in the project record.


· Write clearly, don’t be encyclopedic. Avoid using acronyms. Spell things out when possible.


Providing Input to the Line Officer Decision Maker Via the Report


· As the final step, look at your description of effects. Is the report clear enough that the public and the decision maker know what the tradeoffs are among alternatives? 


· Know the facts and reasons and spell out the effects on the resource. Facts will speak louder than speculations or opinions.


Using Public Comments To Revise Your Report


· A resource report is written prior to the release of the NEPA document to the public.  It is summarized in the EA released for public comment or in the DEIS.  Usually the interdisciplinary team leader will pass out questions from the public and ask specialists to answer them by topic in a separate paper or email.  After public comments are responded to, specialists may want to revise, clarify, or add information to their report (adding a new date and new signature).


· This review of public comment is an opportunity to analyze criticisms of the report prior to the project being final, and to fix any problems or vague discussions in the report. 


· One technique is to include a question and answer format in the report so there is no confusion about issues being addressed or questions being addressed. 


· Coordinate with interdisciplinary team members so no conflict arises with other responses.


References and Citations

· Use references that help describe the existing condition and the processes at work.


· Use background information, larger broad scale assessments, watershed assessments, surveys, non-Agency surveys, or other reports. 


· Look at resource processes such as erosion, in-migration, etc. 


· Do not forget to tier to existing Environmental Impact Statements, such as the Forest Plan EIS, that have useful information. 


· What does the Forest Plan say about the desired condition for your resource?  Cite these references! 


· Use older analyses (past actions or similar projects) in the same area to describe past condition or actions.  Private, local, county, or State analyses should be reviewed for applicable information, value, validity or usefulness. 


· Consider other analyses such as Forestwide or watershed scale roads analyses, or Forestwide Management Indicator Species report habitat reports.


· Include a list of all citations (references) from the report, including journal articles, books, government documents, published papers, and personal communications (researchers, other specialists in the field, etc.). 


· All references used in the report should be in the project record.  Where references are lengthy, as in a complete hardcover book, include a photocopy of the key pages referenced in the report. Yet be sure to have the reference readily available upon appeal or litigation.


Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources

· This is only necessary for an EIS.


· Irreversible are those that cannot be reversed, except perhaps in the long-term. Mining is an example, once it’s removed, it won’t be replaced. 


· Irretrievable are those that are lost for a period of time. Roads are an example –timber production is lost while the road remains.  

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 


· Under NEPA, an agency does not have to avoid adverse (or even significant) effects. The key is that an agency identifies such effects and then discloses them.  Being silent about them is a deadly omission in any NEPA document. 

Relationship of Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity


· The decision maker and the public need to have a clear sense of what they are gaining or losing in the short term and long term.  What’s the trade-off?  Each resource has its own definition as to what short or long term is – it will vary by region of the country also. 

Significance Factors


· This is needed only in an EA – which of the ten tests of significance does your resource need to address?  


· Give a short paragraph or sentence describing how the effects of your resource do no exceed the significance test.  This will be pulled out and used in the FONSI. 


Incomplete and Unavailable Information


· We need to disclose what information is lacking.   

· As a team, with the decision maker, this needs to be discussed to determine if steps should be made to gain the missing information.


Monitoring Requirements


· Will there be any site-specific monitoring requirements necessary to implement this project?   If so, why is it necessary to go beyond the forest plan? 


· Monitoring recommendations to be vetted by team and approved by line officer.  


Summary 

· Write a concise, plain spoken report summary of key points for use in the NEPA document. 

·  Write Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences sections of Chapters 3/4 of the NEPA document.  This section may be done by a writer editor or IDT Leader as negotiated on a case by case basis. 

For The Record, Sign And Date Your Report. 


· Sign and date the original report and put it in the project record. 


· Keep a copy in the resource files. 


· Supply a signed and electronic copy to the writer/editor and/or team leader along with a copy of the data, field notes, correspondence, any modeling calculations, email, maps, and other information used in the report. All information should go into the record for the project. 

· Find out what format the backup information needs to be in for the project file from whoever is building the project file.  It will save time and money in the long run. 


Suggested Template

A suggested template to provide consistency between TEAMS Interdisciplinary Teams is attached. IDT Leaders and others may adjust the order or emphasis of these items.  TEAMS IDT Leaders are expected to work with specialists ahead of the report writing process to clarify expectations. 


Please note the outline does not include descriptions of the purpose and need, proposed action, decision framework, issues, alternatives, etc., found in the NEPA document itself.  This is intentional to avoid unintended inconsistencies in the way these items are discussed.  There should be enough information included so that the reader adequately understands the effects analysis; however, descriptions of issues, alternatives, etc should be referenced back to the NEPA document. 


Name of Project


Resource Report


Prepared by:


Name


Title


for:


XX Ranger District


XX National Forest


Date

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or part of an individual's income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, or call (800) 795-3272 (voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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The table and figure lists above will not show up unless you have your captions styled properly. Tables should be styled with “Caption Table” and figures should be “Caption Figure”


Introduction (Heading 2) 


What is your analysis going to focus on? This is a short introductory paragraph briefly describing the intent of the resource report and stating what attachments, if any, follow the report.


Overview of Issues Addressed (Heading 3)


Describe issues relevant to your resource and discuss the analysis indicators to be measured and any background info supporting why those are the indicators chosen. If your analysis is evaluating purpose and need indicators, or specific decision factors, discuss them here also. 


Issue Indicators (Heading 4)


Affected Environment (Heading 2)

Existing Condition (Heading 3)


Describe the existing condition of your resource. Provide historical or background info that supports how the resource has developed into the condition it is in. Use existing documentation/language, incorporation by reference where possible. 


Desired Condition (Heading 3)


Describe the State and Federal laws, Forest Service direction, and any other regulatory direction that is relevant to the desired condition, management and protection of your resource. Address immediate foreseeable and long-term desired conditions.


Environmental Consequences (Heading 2)


Methodology (Heading 3)


Introduce the method of analysis or basis of your effects analysis, and what factors are being analyzed. If applicable, discuss models and briefly describe assumptions used and any limitations.

Incomplete and Unavailable Information


 If there is any incomplete and unavailable information, be sure to include it here.

Spatial and Temporal Context for Effects Analysis (Heading 3)


Discuss effects timeframes (short term vs. long term) for direct, indirect and cumulative effects and provide rationale for analysis areas that are relevant to your discussion. Describe sources of information used to support your analysis.  


Connected Actions, Past, Present, and Foreseeable Activities Relevant to Cumulative Effects Analysis


Alternative 1 – No Action (Heading 3)


Direct Effects (Heading 4)


Indirect Effects (Heading 4)


Cumulative Effects (Heading 4)


Compliance with Forest Plan and Other Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans 


Other Relevant Mandatory Disclosures


(Such as Relationship of Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity in an EIS, Significance Factors in an EA) 


Summary of Effects 


(in Terms of Issue/Decision Factor/Purpose and Need Indicators) 


Heading 5 (If needed)


Body Text


Heading 6 (If needed)

Body Text


Alternative 2 – Proposed Action (Heading 3)


If you feel it necessary, provide a brief (one paragraph) overview of the proposed action, only providing the details that may later be necessary to support your analysis. 


Design Features and Mitigation Measures


Provide BMPs/Mitigation Measures/Decision Features associated with compliance. Discuss reliability, cost and effectiveness of these measures. Use research or monitoring to back up effectiveness and reliability.


Direct Effects (Heading 4)


Indirect Effects (Heading 4)


Cumulative Effects (Heading 4)


Compliance with Forest Plan and Other Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and Plans 


Other Relevant Mandatory Disclosures


(such as Relationship of Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity in an EIS, Significance Factors in an EA) 


Summary of Effects 


(in Terms of Issue/Decision Factor/Purpose and Need Indicators) 


Monitoring Recommendations


References (Literature Cited) 

This heading has a command built in to always put it on the next page—no page break needed. Be sure that everything you reference in your previous text has a corresponding citation here and that you have an electronic copy for your files. Do this as soon you cite it in your text so you (or the team leader) aren’t scrambling later to find the reference.


Misc. Notes


· If copying from another document into your template, do not do a direct paste. After placing your cursor in the template where you want the copied text to go, paste it by going to Edit(Paste special on the menu. When the paste special dialogue box opens, select “unformatted text” from the list then OK. The text will be stripped of its original formatting and pasted in with the style that is established where you are pasting the text (take note—if the style where you are pasting is Heading 1, your text will turn into that style). Do not use edit, paste special with pages of text unless it is all the same style, or you are willing to reformat all the text once it is pasted in. This is to be used on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis. It also does not work with tables.


· Go into Tools(options(edit and uncheck the box that says “Keep track of formatting”. This adds unnecessary file size to your document.


· If you want to add space between paragraphs and headings, or a table and the following text, do not use the enter key. Highlight the entire paragraph where you want to add space before or after, and go to Format( paragraph and select the lines and spacing tab. In the area called “spacing” you can add points of space before or after your paragraph. Usually 12, 18 or 24 pts. are adequate.


Misc Style Formats


Here is a list of the styles you will mostly be using. This style is Body Text.


Heading 2


Note: Heading 1 is not used because it will likely be a higher heading level in the NEPA document (like the resource section title).

Heading 3


Heading 4


Heading 5


Heading 6


· List Bullet

· List Bullet 2


· List Bullet 3 

Tables


The captions for these tables are designed to be used with Word’s automatic table numbering. To insert an automated caption, place your cursor above the table and select Insert(Reference(Caption. Then in the label drop down choose Table. No matter where you insert your new caption, the document will keep them numbered sequentially. After inserting the caption, apply the style called Caption Table. It is designed to provide 24 pts of space between the caption and the preceding text. The “Table Heading” and “Table Cell” styles are shown below in the table. The grid lines are also created by using a style. Highlight the entire table and click on the style called “Table Grid” or “Table Style”. (Your choice--Table Grid gives you basic grid lines, Table Style gives you the style of grid lines shown below)

Table 1. Format for tables (style=Caption Table)


		Style =Table Heading

		Table Heading

		Table Heading



		Style =Table cell

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





Style = table note


Figures


The captions for these figures are designed to be used with Word’s automatic caption numbering. To insert an automated caption, place your cursor below the figure and select Insert(Reference(Caption. Then in the label drop down choose Figure. No matter where you insert your new caption, the document will keep them numbered sequentially. After inserting the caption, apply the style called Caption Figure. It is designed to provide 24 pts of space between the caption and the following text.

Figure 1. Format for figure captions - place at bottom of map or graphic (style=Caption Figure)


Be sure to downsize your graphics and photos before bringing them into the document. Reduce both the file size (down to about 100-200 KB) and the dimensional size (to fit within the margins). If you are unsure how to do this, talk to your editor first.


� You may also be required to prepare a specialist report using the TEAMS template if the mandatory items are not covered in the stand-alone report. 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth; tjchute@msn.com; Sarah L Davis; jrigg@swca.com;

mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; William B Gillespie
Subject: specialists meeting to discuss schedule and goals for completion of Chapter 3 for visual resources, groundwater,

dark skies and heritage
Date: 07/15/2010 01:29 PM

We'll be meeting in 6V6 from 8:30 to 9:30.  See you then.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: DeAnne Rietz
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: springs GIS layers
Date: 08/16/2010 10:06 AM

Hi Selek,
I am working on the springs data as we discussed in last week’s meeting.  I was wondering if you
could send me the GIS layers for springs that the Coronado has so I could incorporate them.  I know
Bob was saying that they may not be accurate, but perhaps with the other information I am
gathering I will be able to confirm.
Thanks!
DeAnne
 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist
 

SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Cc: Ralph Ellis
Subject: SR 83 as a Scenic Hwy Eval
Date: 07/20/2009 12:40 PM

Kathy from Rosemont sent this document with the following note:

A number statements in the draft issues statements on the scenic roadway designation for State
Route 83 made me realize there was quite a bit of confusion regarding what it takes to be named a
scenic roadway, what could effect that status, and what the implications of seeing our mine
intermittently over a four mile stretch (out of a 52.5 mile roadway) might be.  I asked Seri Parks to
provide an evaluation of SR83 for your convenience.  That analysis is attached.

If you would like to review the report, follow this link.

Thanks!

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150543>
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS; 'Beverley A Everson'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Baseline Geochemistry Information
Date: 03/16/2010 02:54 PM
Attachments: Rosemont_Geochem_Review_183101_ckh-rb_20100210_Draft_Issued.pdf

Salek & Bev,
 
Attached is the draft baseline geochemistry Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK.  It
has numerous questions regarding the geochemical sampling and testing program in regard to
clarity of description, testing methods, and representative sampling .   The memo text is rather
dense but rather than spend time editing the text I recommend the draft memo be forwarded to
Rosemont with a proposal to hold an issue resolution meeting similar to that done for the mine
site groundwater model.  If you would like, I’ll gladly take the lead with Rosemont of proposing this
and forward them a copy of the draft Technical Review Memorandum.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
 

mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
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SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
3275 West Ina Road, Suite 240 
Tucson, Arizona 
USA 85741 
 
choag@srk.com 
www.srk.com 
 


Tel:   520.544.3688 
Fax:  520.544.9853 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 10, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. From: Rob Bowell, Eur.Geol, C.Chem MR
S, C.Geol. FGS 


Corolla Hoag, R.G. 


Subject: Preliminary Geochemistry Review – 
Proposed Rosemont Copper Project 


Project #: 183101 


 
The following comments are related to three documents provided by SWCA concerning geochemical test 
work performed on rock and tailings materials at the Augusta Resource Rosemont Copper Project. These 
documents include the:  


 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan (Vector, 2006) 
 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Rosemont Copper (main text, Appendix A, and Appendix 


B) (Tetra Tech, 2007a), and 
 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Rosemont Copper, (Tetra Tech, 2007b). 


 
SWCA requested that SRK review these documents and provide a professional opinion as to whether the test 
assumptions, test procedures, analytical methods used, types of data collected, and results presented in each 
document are reasonable and in conformance with standard industry accepted practice. The review was 
limited to reading the documents provided although references to other documents, such as the APP 
application (Tetra Tech, 2009a) are made. A review of the laboratory analytical reports included in Tetra 
Tech (2007) was not performed. SRK has not undertaken an extensive literature search outside of documents 
provided so cannot comment on the full adequacy of information available in the public domain to 
supplement those documents submitted through SWCA. It was necessary, however, to refer to selected 
public technical reports as discussed and cited below to find information defining Rosemont waste and ore. 
Additionally, it is difficult for the senior author (Bowell) to confirm complete applicability of the test work 
as he has not been to the site and is not being personally familiar with the site conditions.  
 
SRK was not provided with a formal Sampling and Analysis Plan with sampling and test work protocols; 
industry test protocols are referred to in the documents. General comments on the test program (methods 
used) and specific comments about the suitability of the methods are provided below.  


1 Assessment of Investigation Methods and Protocols 


A brief assessment is provided below of the methods used in the geochemical characterization 
investigation. Documentation was not provided to answer all questions; for example the source of the 
tailings test materials and what stage of tailings deposition the samples represent is not adequately 
provided. The assumptions, sampling collection methods, tests, and analytical methods where 
referenced in these reports are in general conformance with industry standard practice. The results 
presented are reasonable given the background data available based on these reports. The scopes of 
the geochemical programs detailed in these documents, however, do have some deficiencies related 
to the characterization the materials present at the mine site and their long-term geochemical 
behavior. 
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A work plan for geochemical characterization should identify test work appropriate to characterize 
the potential discharging facility under the proposed operational method and address the physical and 
chemical characterization per regulatory guidelines. Rosemont Copper Company submitted an 
application for an Aquifer Protection Permit in February 2009 to the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ). The process recommended by ADEQ to characterize ore and waste 
materials is described in Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT (ADEQ, 2005). ADEQ recommends a tiered approach to 
characterize solid materials and potential leachates derived from the solids.  Static test work and 
studies performed under the Tier #1 stage include: 


 Description of mineralogy and lithology (rock, color, angularity, induration, grain-size 
distribution, mineral types and proportions to assess acid rock drainage and metal 
leachability, sulfide percentages, etc.); 


 Leaching Tests 
o Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP by EPA Method 1212), 
o Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP), and 
o Leachable Sulfates and Soluble Solids tests, 
o Bottle Roll Tests. 


 Acid-Base Accounting (ABA) Analysis 
o Acid generation potential (AGP), 
o Net neutralization potential (NNP), and 
o Net acid generating (NAG) pH. 


 Physical Characteristics 
o Grain size, density, shear strength, moisture content, permeability.       


 
Kinetic test work may be required under a Tier #2 stage to assess the rates of acid-generation, acid-
neutralization, sulfide oxidation, and metal release. Typical tests performed under Tier #2 include: 


 Humidity cells, column tests, barrel leach tests, and test plots; 
 Total metals analysis; 
 Radiochemical analysis; 
 Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP); and  
 Waste Extraction Test (WET). 


 
The approximate number of static tests by rock type planned to characterize waste rock materials and 
the remaining pit wall materials are listed in Table 1 of Vector (2006). To date, only very brief 
lithology descriptions of the tested samples have been prepared and submitted to ADEQ; no 
information is provided on the mineralogy of the samples tested. ABA and NAG pH  have been 
performed on all or nearly all of the tailings and waste rock samples. SPLP, MWMP, and total 
metals analyses have been performed on more than half the waste rock and tailings samples. 
Humidity cell tests have been performed on two of the four tailings samples and on four waste rock 
types (14 samples) that indicated a potential to generate acid. On-site columns were performed on 
three samples of andesite (potentially acid generating) and three mixed composites of uncertain 
potential. Physical testing of tailings materials include sieve and hydrometer testing, specific gravity, 
Atterberg Limits, Standard Proctor, Consolidation testing, Shear strength, Triaxial permeability, 
Capillary moisture retention, and Laboratory torque vane shear testing.   


1.1 Sample Collection Methods and Representativeness 


Summary – The methods used to collect representative geologic materials for geochemical testing 
follow standard industry practices. Waste rock samples collected for the geochemical investigation 
do appear to represent the rock types to be encountered during the mine life in appropriate 
percentages. Representative life-of-mine or early life-of-mine tailings has not yet been completed. 
Documentation was not provided to assess whether the sample materials actually tested are 
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representative of potential sulfide mill ore (subsequent tailings), oxide ore, or waste rock dump 
(WRD) material based on total copper cutoff grades and contained ore and gangue mineralogy. 
 
The goal of the geochemical investigation program was to perform test work that would characterize 
the geochemistry of potential leachates related to mine waste rock materials, heap leach materials, 
tailings, cover and construction materials, and the rock remaining in the pit walls and then assess 
risks related to the leachates. The geochemical sampling program was intended to represent the range 
of geologic materials including lateral and vertical variation that would influence the types and 
percentages of rocks and minerals to be encountered during the life-of-mine. In order to assess 
whether the sampling program sufficiently represents the materials expected in the waste rock and 
tailings storage facilities, it is necessary to understand the site-specific definition of waste rock, how 
the rock materials were classified in the geology model, what percentages of rocks (including 
mineralization, oxidization) are generally expected life-of-mine, and if the proportion of samples 
selected for analysis match the expected proportions of rock materials.  As mentioned above, 
geochemical programs generally follow a two-tiered approach where a selection of Tier I static tests 
are performed on a large number of samples to classify materials as potentially acid generating, of 
uncertain potential, and/or not acid generating.  Tier II test work such as humidity cells are 
performed on selected Tier 1 materials that were identified to be potentially acid generating or of 
uncertain acid generating potential.     
 
How is “Waste Rock” Defined at Rosemont?  – Waste rock is typically defined as rock material 
overlying an ore deposit or within a mine plan that is below the cutoff grade required for economic 
extraction and processing. The waste rock is removed to access the ore materials and requires 
subsequent disposal in an overburden pile or WRD. Cutoff grades may decrease or increase 
throughout the mine life owing to fluctuations in capital and operating costs, processing recovery 
effectiveness and efficiencies, or other reasons. No definition of the cutoff grade or mineralogical 
description of Rosemont waste rock is provided in the reviewed reports. Based on the description of 
measured and indicated resources reported in the 2007 NI 43-101 Technical Report for the Rosemont 
Copper Project, Updated Feasibility Study (M3 Engineering & Technology Corporation), sulfide 
waste at Rosemont was classified as material that falls below a grade of 0.20 percent total copper 
(%TCu). The current technical reports continue to use this sulfide cutoff grade (M3, 2009). Oxide 
waste is reported to be material with a grade below a 0.10 %TCu (M3, 2009, p. 5).      
 
Percentages of Reported Rock Types Representing Waste, Ore, Tailings  – The percentages of rock 
types comprising potential waste materials at Rosemont are tabulated in all of the reports (i.e. Tetra 
Tech, 2007b, Table 3.1; Tetra Tech, 2009 v. 1, Table 7.28). The percentage of tabulated waste 
relative to ore has decreased over time as additional mineralized material has been delineated. 
Greater than half of the waste materials consist of oxidized and unoxidized arkose and other oxidized 
basin-fill overburden formations; andesite and a variety of Paleozoic formations comprise the 
remaining waste rock materials. Much less documentation is available on the rock types expected to 
be present in sulfide ore (and by extension in tailings) and oxide ore. A tabulation is found in Table 2 
of Vector (2006). The copper sulfide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations 
consist primarily of Horquilla Limestone (50%), Colina Limestone (40%), quartz monzonite 
porphyry (QMP) (5%), and the Earp Formation (5%). Chalcopyrite, chalcocite, bornite,  and 
molybdenite are the dominant sulfide minerals. The sulfide ore will be processed through milling, 
flotation, and concentration processes and the residual material will be subsequently disposed of as 
dry-stack tailings. The copper oxide-bearing materials in potentially economic concentrations consist 
primarily of arkose (50%), QMP (15%), quartz latite porphyry, and andesite (35%). Copper oxide 
mineralization primarily includes copper-bearing limonite, chrysocolla, tenorite, malachite, and 
azurite; oxide ore will be processed by leaching with dilute sulfuric acid on a heap leach facility.  
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Method to Classify Material Types and Select Samples – Although the approximate percentages of 
waste rock and ore materials are tabulated in the reviewed reports1, the process of classifying the 
tested material as “ore” or “waste” was not described in detail in the reports reviewed. The general 
procedures for classifying ore and waste rock are described in more detail in the technical reports 
publically available to potential investors (i.e. WLR Consulting, 2006; M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corporation, 2009). Industry standard mine evaluation and design software was used by 
Rosemont personnel to interpolate the compiled drillhole data within boundaries established by the 
limits of topography, surface geology, and estimated subsurface geologic contacts. Rosemont’s 
three-dimensional geologic and resource block model assigned a rock type, mineralization type (i.e. 
oxide, sulfide), grade, and material type (i.e., waste, leach ore, sulfide mill ore) to each model block 
(50’ x 50’ x 50’) based on the geologic model including the laboratory analyses from surface 
samples, test pits, and diamond drill core. The block model was then used to estimate the percentages 
of various rock types that are potential ore and waste materials within the potential pit area.  The 
model and pit shell was used to identify specific drill core intervals that contain the rock types 
necessary to ensure representative geochemical analyses. Composite samples representing 50-foot 
mine benches at various depths were collected for geochemical analysis from coarse rejects using 
appropriate drilling intervals selected by Rosemont geologists familiar with the site-specific geology 
and mineralogy. 
 
The plan maps shown in Tetra Tech reports2 document the rock types sampled and the depth of the 
bench composite samples; sample depths range between 0 and 1,820 feet below ground surface. The 
sample data are clustered primarily in the center portion of the pit area but do appear to represent the 
major and minor rock types to be encountered within the pit area. The samples also appear to 
represent various bench elevations based the available figures and table. A plan map with labeled 
elevation contours for the proposed pit and the sample depths listed in feet above sea level or a 
profile section with the drillhole sample locations would have been helpful to verify the vertical 
distribution of the samples collected. No copper grades, however, are listed with the sample intervals 
to verify whether the samples are waste, leach ore, or sulfide ore (future tailings).   
 
The Tetra Tech sample location maps appear to provide sufficient lateral and vertical 
representativeness to provide a reasonable indication of the geochemical characteristics of the 
various waste rock types at this stage in the process. Tetra Tech (2007a) summarizes the rock types 
sampled and provides the borehole identification, depth of the sample, and the static test work 
performed. Detailed sample descriptions, however, were not provided that document what specific 
minerals were present in the samples, the proportions of potentially acid generating or acid 
neutralizing minerals that were present, and the oxidation type present.  
 
Only a brief description was found to describe the nature of the ore materials processed to simulate 
the four samples of tailings materials (Tetra Tech, 2009b).  Three tailings samples were evidently 
generated from Horquilla Limestone (May 2006, February 2007, and June 2007) although the rock 
type of the two earliest samples is not confirmed (see Table 1 in Tetra Tech, 2009b).  The last sample 
from July 2008 was generated from mixed rock types (72.9% Horquilla, 21.3% Earp, and 5.8% 
Escabrosa Limestone) that represent sulfide mill tailings in Year 0 to 3. The tailings samples were 
likely generated from coarse rejects from drillhole sample intervals or composites with total copper 
grades that matched the grades and mineralization types expected in the first few years of operation. 
This is an assumption as no sample documentation is provided with the drillhole name and depth 
interval, rock type, oxidation type, and approximate grade. SRK is therefore unable to verify whether 


                                                      
1 The percentage of waste rock types is listed in the all reports including the February 2009 APP application and has 
been updated through time.  The only tabulation listing the relative proportions of various rock types in sulfide mill ore 
(and by extension tailings) appears to be in Vector (2006). 
2Table A.1, Figures 2 and 3 and Table A.1 in Tetra Tech 2007a; Figures 2 and 3 in Tetra Tech 2007b 
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the generated tailings materials are representative of the future processed ore material based on the 
information compiled in the reports.   
 
Presumably, descriptions of the geology, mineralogy, and oxidation type are available in the surface 
sample data and drill logs for the waste, tailings, and other geochemical samples; this information 
was compiled from the drillhole logs in order to select the sample intervals to be tested. The rock 
type, type of copper sulfide/oxide minerals and associated rock-forming, gangue minerals present in 
each sample (and in what proportions), total copper grade, and other relevant characterization 
information should be recorded for each sample analyzed. The three reviewed reports as well as the 
geochemical data compiled in the APP (Tetra Tech 2009a), however, lack this basic information. 
Verification of representativeness is possible based only on the spatial location of the sampled 
intervals within the pit area. No verification was possible during this review for the materials that 
generated the four tailings samples. 
 
Was the Geochemical Sampling Program Representative Given the Stated Proportions of Rock 
Types in the Waste and Tailings? – The documentation for the waste rock sampling program is more 
comprehensive than that for the tailings or other sampling programs. The waste rock samples are 
considerably more numerous than other materials tested. SRK is satisfied that the geochemical 
program did sample and analyze samples representative of the waste rock that will be generated 
during the life-of-mine.  
 
Ore samples are initially drilled and analyzed to define the extent of the ore body; a portion of the 
drill core is kept as a physical record, which reduces the material available for metallurgical, 
geotechnical, or geochemical testing. Material representing mineralized sulfide drill core rejects/core 
of various rock types (or composite mixes) at various grade ranges is limited at this stage of the 
project. The Horquilla Limestone represents 50% of the potential sulfide mill tailings during the life 
of mine, but more than 90% of the tailings material generated and tested to date is this material. This 
may be appropriate based on the dominant sulfide mill tailings expected during the first years of 
operations. Tailings materials generated from rock types in proportions expected during the life-of-
mine (or in the dominant mixes by 5-year increments) have not yet been produced.   
 


1.2 Laboratories, Analytical Methods, and QA/QC Protocols 


The primary and sub-contracted laboratories used during this investigation are certified by the 
Arizona Department of Health Services to perform these types of environmental geochemical 
analyses in Arizona. The methods used for chemical analyses were standard test methods developed 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), ASTM, or by recognized academic experts. In 
addition, the static and kinetic (humidity cell) test work performed is approved by ADEQ for the 
classification of discharges related to mined materials as described in Arizona Mining Guidance 
Manual – BADCT, Appendix B Solution, Ore and Waste Characterization by ADEQ (2005). 
 
The analytical method detection limits reported by the laboratories were appropriate with two 
exceptions – the Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (EPA Method 1312) test work 
performed in May 2006 by Turner Labs (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table 6.1) and the thallium results 
reported for the 2007 humidity cells test analyses by SVL Analytical (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A-6). 
The method detection limits for all 7 of the leachate parameters analyzed for the May 2006 event 
were above the Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards (AWQS). Generally, a method detection 
limit that is below the AWQS (or other water quality relevant standard) is preferred. The method 
detection limit for the 2007 thallium analyses was equal to the 0.002 mg/L AWQS for thallium; the 
majority of the results are reported as <0.002 mg/L. The Turner Labs results for May 2006 and the 
2007 SVL humidity cell thallium results should therefore not be used to assess compliance with 
AWQS.  
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The consulting reports reviewed did not list any duplicate samples that may have been sent for 
analysis to the primary laboratory or to a secondary laboratory. Although not required for test work, 
duplicates are typically a standard protocol with a minimum of at least one duplicate per every 20 
samples. SRK was not provided with companion documents that address protocols for QA/QC or 
field instrument calibration but assume they exist. 


1.3 Leaching Tests – Laboratory and Field Procedures 


Two types of kinetic tests were performed on waste materials – 35-week humidity cells under 
laboratory conditions and 21-week on-site column tests under field conditions. The humidity cells 
tests were conducted on 14 samples using an industry standard method published by American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). The laboratory tests were performed by a qualified 
laboratory - SVL Analytical, Inc. of Kellogg, Idaho. Humidity cell tests are standard kinetic tests 
applicable to mine and waste materials found in a wide variety of climatic conditions including 
southern Arizona. Humidity cell tests are applicable to test work performed on conventional and dry 
stack tailings.  The purpose of humidity cells is to provide a determination of rates of accelerated 
leaching under controlled laboratory conditions. They are not intended as a demonstration of 
weathering rates but as calibration data for further predictive calculations to determine weathering 
rates. As such they are applicable to any form of tailings disposal as baseline or calibration data for 
numerical predictions. 
 
Tetra Tech (2007) provides only a limited description of the construction of the 6 on-site column 
tests and operational protocols, but SRK accepts the general test approach. Details on the column 
dimensions, the size fractions and volumes of materials loaded into the columns, and protocols for 
manual irrigation and leachate sample collection were not provided. Three tests were performed on 
splits of andesitic waste and on leach ore material tested by the humidity cell tests. The materials 
were selected for additional study from those samples that showed the potential (or uncertain 
potential) to generate acid using standard static tests. The field columns were to be subjected to 
ambient rainfall, sun, and temperature conditions. Owing to abnormally low rainfall conditions 
encountered during the test period, the columns were manually irrigated weekly using one liter of 
distilled water over a period of several hours; no details were provided on this field procedure. SRK 
assumes that field personnel performing the work received training to ensure consistency in 
irrigation methods, application rates, and that field instrument calibration was performed and 
documented.  


2 Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan, Vector 
Arizona, June 2006 


The 2006 Vector memorandum is essentially a trip report and general work plan for Phase I of 
geochemical characterization. A general work approach and outline of the sampling and analysis 
plan is presented; a formal sampling and analysis plan is not attached. A detailed work plan for the 
later phases, if prepared, was not provided for review. Specific comments and concerns are provided 
below. The geochemical investigation, however, has already been executed. 
 


1. No mineralogical study is proposed during the program to assess which acid-generating and acid-
consuming minerals are present (and in what proportion) and how sulfide minerals occur in physical 
contact with the gangue minerals. This is an oversight because without it the results can only be 
interpreted as generalities, and will not be site-specific.   
 


2. SPLP and Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (ASTM E2242-02) analyses are proposed for 
approximately 20 percent of the waste rock samples. These methods are industry standard tests. 
Application of the SPLP test, however, will likely give a dilute result that is not really representative 
given the fresh nature and low pyrite content of the waste rock material described. A more 
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aggressive static leach test is recommended, such as analysis of Net Acid Generation (NAG) metals 
and/or MWMP-type extraction. 
 


3. The high buffering nature of the material described will also likely give a positive (alkaline) bias to 
the results, especially with the low predicted sulfur. SRK recommends that NAG tests should be run 
to confirm the predicted acid generation behavior. Given the likely alkaline nature of the material, 
the generation of alkaline rock drainage (potentially still with water quality exceedances) may occur, 
and that salinity in the final pit lake may also be an issue. These questions need to be addressed.  
 


4. Sobek and NAG pH, total metals, and SPLP analysis are proposed for tailings samples created 
during the metallurgical test program. As noted above, application of the SPLP method to tailings is 
unsuitable, and SRK advocates using a more appropriate method for prediction of tailings leachate 
chemistry such as NAG metals and MWMP extraction. 
 


5. A review of the heap leach characterization program was not within SRK scope, but comments are 
provided based on the very brief description provided in the memorandum. The method for selecting 
the test materials based on copper grade and the expected leach ore rock types within the pit is a 
reasonable approach. The proposed program based on this work plan consists of analyzing the 
residues from three column leach tests performed by Mountain States R & D International for Sobek 
and NAG pH, whole rock analysis, and SPLP and MWMP extraction. One humidity cell test is also 
proposed. The proposed program will likely present a better impression of the resulting leachate 
chemistry than will actually occur. The high ore alkalinity will have a high acid consumption factor, 
which will cause the precipitation of gypsum – thus the heap may be a source of high sulfate 
concentrations. 


3 Baseline Geochemical Characterization, Tetra Tech, June 2007 


This report is a compilation of geochemical test work completed on 94 waste rock, leach ore, and 
mill ore samples and 2 tailings samples through April 27, 2007.  
 
The report includes a number of compilation tables, illustrations, figures, and two appendices. 
Appendix A contains a compilation of test results. Appendix B provides copies of the analytical 
reports prepared by SVL Analytical, Inc. and Transwest Geochem in 2006 and 2007; no laboratory 
reports were noted for analyses by Turner Lab in 2006. Specific comments are provided below.  
 


1. The number of samples and geologic representativeness appears reasonable for the size and stage of 
the project. 
 


2. The section on mineralogy is poor and is based solely on published works, and thus is not site-
specific and is not directly applicable to the tested samples. 
 


3. The presentation of data is confusing. For example, the bar-chart approach shown in Illustration 5.3 
to represent sulfur speciation is not a standard method. The compiled analytical found in the main 
text and in Appendix A lack basic information such as the laboratory name, lab identifiers to match 
the compiled data to specific laboratory reports, and consistent reporting of analytical units.  
 


4. The data show a strong bias toward neutralizing conditions, but sample-specific mineralogy would 
have helped to confirm if the neutralizing conditions are directly related to carbonate-neutralizing 
potential (NP) or if some of the NP is an artifact of the test itself, as is common. The NAG pH data 
helps and reveals two samples that are clearly acid-generating (not potentially acid-generating, as 
stated in the report). The majority of the waste rock samples are neutralizing, although less strongly 
than predicted by the ABA results. 
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5. Whole rock chemistry indicates that elements mobile in alkaline environments (such as oxyanions, 
e.g. arsenic, antimony, molybdenum, and selenium) are strongly enriched in the deposit (see 
Illustration 5.6, p. 20). As expected, SPLP extraction tests at such high dilution on unweathered 
rocks show low solute leaching. Seven samples were analyzed after both SPLP and MWMP 
extractions were performed. The inclusion of MWMP tests is useful, and the results for selected 
constituents are compared in Illustration 5.8. The MWMP results reveal higher arsenic, selenium, 
and fluoride leaching than do the SPLP tests, although results for many other constituents are quite 
similar. 
 


6. On page 28, Tetra Tech states:  
 


“In general, approximately 73% of the material tested to date can be defined as inert based on the 
ADEQ draft policy titled “Policy for the Evaluation of Mining Rock Materials for the 
Determination of Inertness” (ADEQ, 1998). This policy defines inert materials as having a total 
sulfur concentration of less than 0.3% and an NNP greater than 0 or an NPR greater than 3. 
Those materials that are defined as inert by this definition do not require additional testing. 
However, it should be noted that materials defined as inert can have metals concentrations. 
Based on the data available, zinc and arsenic are present in the rocks and may be of concern 
when placed in the waste rock dump. Metals such as zinc, arsenic, and selenium can be mobile at 
alkaline pH values.” 
 


The reference in the unpublished ADEQ draft policy to what constitutes “inert” material should be 
replaced by the terminology used in guidance published by ADEQ in Appendix B of the Arizona 
Mining Guidance Manual BADCT on the characterization of solution, ore, and waste (ADEQ, 2005). 
Appendix B classifies material as “non-acid generating with a low risk for acid drainage to develop” 
if the ratio of neutralization potential and acid production potential is greater than 3. Approximately 
30 percent of the samples (25 of 94) submitted for acid-base accounting (ABA) and sulfur speciation 
analyses (Tetra Tech, 2007, Table A.2) have one or more components that exceed the criteria 
developed by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) (2005) to classify the 
material as non-acid generating mine rock material. Note that the ADEQ guidance only briefly 
addresses the potential to carry metals in solution under alkaline rock drainage conditions such as is 
discussed in Tetra Tech statement from page 28. 
 


7. Humidity cell tests are reported to 20 weeks, which are not be a sufficient duration to determine a 
trend or to develop meaningful estimates of leaching rates for some constituents. Copper, 
manganese, arsenic, antimony, selenium, and possibly zinc were above detection and/or elevated in 
humidity cells, indicating potential for solute leaching and probable sulfide oxidation. In comparison 
with Arizona AWQS, the leachates measured antimony and selenium in concentrations exceeding 
their respective limits. Selenium initially exceeded the AWQS of 0.05 mg/L but was below detection 
for the remaining weeks; antimony showed elevated concentrations that exceeded the AWQS of 0.06 
mg/L throughout the duration of the humidity cell tests. The on-site column tests show a possible 
early decrease in sulfate concentrations for some columns, which may indicate that flushing of the 
reactive alkalinity has taken place. It would be useful to see data obtained since the date of the June 
2007 report. 
 


8. The use of SPLP on tailings and only 10 weeks of humidity cell testing is insufficient to draw 
conclusions concerning the leaching behavior of the tailings. Additional data and the summary 
reports on test work and analyses completed after June 2007 are essential to complete a meaningful 
review. 
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4 Geochemical Characterization, Addendum 1, Tetra Tech, November 2007 


This report is an addendum to the June 2007 Tetra Tech Report. It summarizes the previous and new 
geochemical characterization data through September 2007. The report focuses primarily on the 
Phase I and Phase II test work performed on waste rock with lesser focus on geochemical 
characterization of tailings, heap leach grade ore, and soil samples. The samples were collected from 
drill core with specific rock types and copper grade, drill core rejects, soil samples, and test pits. The 
coarse rejects from drill core samples were taken to METCON Laboratory of Tucson to be split and 
prepared for analysis by SVL Analytical, Inc. (SVL) of Kellogg, Idaho. SVL is a laboratory certified 
by the Arizona Department of Health Services. Documentation to verify grade (ore/waste 
classification) and mineralogy is absent. 
 


4.1 Waste Rock Characterization 


Two phases of sampling and geochemical analysis have been performed.  Phase I sampling (42 of 
potential waste rock material, 1 composite sample, 4 historic waste rock dump (WRD), and 1 leach-
grade) provided a preliminary indication of rock).  Phase II included 121 samples of potential waste 
rock, 2 leach-grade samples, 4 test pits samples from existing WRDs, and 5 soil samples to 
characterize potential cover and construction borrow materials. Thirty-nine samples were tested by 
SPLP methods; 33 samples were tested using MWMP methods. The leachates from these tests were 
analyzed for a number of constituents – some of which have reference Arizona aquifer water quality 
standards. Humidity cell test were performed on 14 samples of Earp Formation, andesite, arkose, and 
arkose conglomerate based on the conclusions from the ABA tests. 
 


1. On a spatial basis, the waste rock geochem samples appear to be representative of life-of-mine 
materials. No documentation was provided to verify the materials are below the oxide/sulfide cutoff 
grades and are waste materials and what minerals are present such as percentage of silicate minerals, 
pyrite, and carbonate. 
 


2. Illustration 3.1 does not use standard graphing methodology to represent sulfur speciation in the 
ABA results. ABA results, however, do indicate that some waste rock types such as andesite and 
arkose have potential to generate acid in the absence of discharge management. 
 


3. It is very difficult to cross reference the individual samples in the summary tables owing to lack of 
consistent  presentation of sample identification, depth, laboratory identification numbers, and rock 
type. It is not possible without considerable effort to go from tabulated data to graphed data to verify 
conclusions. Verification of trends seen in the humidity cell results, for example, is difficult owing to 
the organizational format presented in data tables and graphs. Table 3.7 provides the rock type 
sampled and a Sample ID (drillhole name with sample number), but no sample footage interval; the 
Sample ID, sample depths, rock type sampled, and test work performed are shown in Appendix A 
Table A.1. The analytical results are tabulated by Sample ID in Appendix A Table A.7 with no 
cross-reference to laboratory job number or to rock type; the analytical results are graphed in 
Appendix A Illustration A.1 (Figures 1a through 15 b) but the Sample ID or rock type is not 
provided. A data compilation and statistical analysis by rock type would have assisted with the 
interpretation of the results based on waste type to be mined.  
 


4. SPLP and MWMP leachate results for waste show that more than half of the results are below 
analytical detection for metals.  There are number of samples, however, that exceeded the reference 
arsenic standard of 0.01 mg/L and isolated AWQS exceedances of other metals.  In some cases the 
method detection limit is at or above the numeric standard so the water quality result with respect to 
the reference standards cannot be assessed.   
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5. There are noticeable differences in results between the humidity cells and the field column tests, 
which is not discussed in the report. Humidity cells tests showed the effluent pH oscillated between 
approximately 7.2 to 8.2 pH; sulfate concentrations decreased from week 0 to week 2 and remained 
below 200 mg/L with minor oscillations throughout the duration of the tests. With increasing time, 
the pH in the field tests decreased approximately 2 pH standard units to between pH 7 and pH 6, and 
sulfate was cyclic with sulfate concentrations ranging from 0 to approximately 500 mg/L (Illustration 
3.7 and 3.8). The field columns appear to have been terminated too early and should have been 
continued until some stabilization of pH and sulfate was observed. The use of a 35-week humidity 
test with only 8 analytical samples over the 35 weeks is probably insufficient to draw any 
conclusions about the tests, especially with respect to metals. Generally, the most significant changes 
would be expected in weeks 0 to 5, and this period is not captured adequately in the metals data 
presented. Although it is true that the majority of reported results are below detection, there are 
several exceedances with respect to AWQSs for various constituents – noticeably antimony, 
selenium (Se), and arsenic (As).  Metal concentrations in leachates are shown in Illustration 3-10, but 
are not shown relative to time so it is not possible to determine changes in metal concentration over 
time. Se and As  show some exceedances with respect to their respective AWQSs in this illustration, 
and copper and manganese are elevated. No compilation or interpretation is provided by rock type or 
by constituent so it is difficult to derive meaningful relationships from the data for this review 
without significant effort.  


 
6. The humidity cell and field test data are not conclusive as to the weathering nature of the rock 


materials, and they cannot be conclusively verified as being non-reactive. The information needs to 
be presented in a clearer fashion in order to support the proposed trends. 


 


4.2 Tailings Characterization 


Four tailings samples were tested using standard industry methods for ABA, SPLP, and whole rock 
analysis; one humidity cell was completed at the time of this report (Tailings-022807). As stated 
previously, no details other basic rock type were provided on the source of the sample material used 
to make the simulated tailings so SRK is not able to verify how representative the samples are.   
 
SPLP results for February and June 2007 tailings samples of Horquilla Limestone indicate the 
leachate is near-neutral and metals are predominantly below detection. The results from May 2006 
are incomplete and not usable owing to the fact that the method detection level was above the 
relevant reference standards. MWMP results were reported for the June 2007 sample and show near-
neutral pH, and metals that are below detection with the exception of molybdenum. Molybdenum 
sulfide is a sulfide ore constituent.  The limited number of MWMP and SPLP tests completed at the 
time of this report is not sufficient to represent all ore types expected during the life of mine. 
 
The combination of sample leachates to represent a five-week period of sampling is not useful. The 
results confirm that the material has low reactivity.  Molybdenum and selenium are potentially 
elevated in the humidity samples. 


5 Summary of Comments and Questions  


SRK comments based on a review of three geochemical test reports prepared to characterize the 
Rosemont waste materials are summarized below.  
 


1. The materials tested are representative of the waste rocks to be encountered during the life of mine. 
A description of the oxidation type, grade, and minerals present in each sample was not provided to 
verify waste classification. 
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2. Mineralogy studies are recommended to assess the physical characteristics of the gangue metals and 
metalloids (for example, what percentage of pyrite is encapsulated in quartz or other silicate minerals 
and is therefore not accessible to be oxidized?).  


3. Insufficient, representative tailings tests have been completed by November 2007 to provide an 
accurate assessment of the tailings leachate. 


4. NAG metals are still recommended to assess the chemical character of tailings leachate to confirm 
potential behavior. 


5. Alkaline or neutral rock drainage with elevated metalloids and sulfate may occur based on the results 
of the 35-week humidity cell tests; this is not adequately addressed in these reports.  The tests need 
to be operated until some stabilization is observed in the field columns. 
 
SRK is aware that two other geochemical reports or summaries exist including Tetra Tech (2009a 
and 2009b), so additional information may be provided in these reports. SRK questions based on a 
review of the three reports are listed below: 


1. Is a description available for the oxidation type, mineralization observed, and total copper grade in 
the tested samples? 


2. Have NAG metals and/or MWMP-type extractions been performed on waste rock and tailings 
materials subsequent to the November 2007 report? 


3. Additional tailings test work was discussed in the Technology Transfer Meeting conducted on 
November 12, 2008 (Williamson, 2008, slide 9). Test work listed as “In Progress” as of November 
2008 included July 2008 samples for ABA, whole rock, SPLP, MWMP, and kinetic tests. Have the 
additional tests been performed on tailings materials and are the results available for review? 
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Profession: 
 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 
 
 
 


 
Geochemist 
 
Doctor of Philosophy, University of Southampton, 1988-1991 
Bachelor of Science, Geochemistry/Geology, Class 1 Honours 
Degree, University of Manchester, 1985-1987 
 
Past President, International Association of Applied 
Geochemists (2008 to 2009); President (2005-07); VP (2003-
2004) 
Member, Int. Mine Water Association  
Fellow, Geological Society of London 
Member of the Society of Economic Geology 
Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry  
Visiting Research Associate, Division of Materials and 
Minerals, Cardiff University 1998-present; Aberystwyth 
University 2000-2006 
Chartered Chemist, RSC (1997) 
Chartered Geologist, GSL (2001) 
Chartered Professional European Geologist (2002) 
Accreditation auditor, Cyanide code (2005) 
 


 
Specialization: Application of chemistry and mineralogy in mining projects. This includes metal 


ore, uranium and coal processing; geochemical exploration; evaluation and 
treatment of mine waste and water chemistry. 


 


Expertise: 
 


Eur. Geol. R. J. Bowell Ph.D., C. Chem MRSC,  C. Geol FGS 
Geochemist with 20 years experience. Background in applied geology in tropical 
and deeply weathered terrain’s  and mining consulting in the fields of due 
diligence, financial and technical audits,  process chemistry, environmental 
geochemistry, environmental engineering and mineralogy.  Specializes in the 
application of chemistry and mineralogy to solve engineering problems. 
Experience in gold, copper and uranium mining in North America, Chile, Southern 
and West Africa and in Eastern Europe.   
 


 
Employment Record: 
1995-Present Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (UK), Geochemist, Senior Geochemist (1997); 


Principal Geochemist (1999) 
1994-1995 Freelance Consulting -BHP; Contract lab staff consultancy; Aberystwyth, Open 


University and Southampton Universities. 
1991-1994 Natural History Museum, Senior Research Fellow in Applied Geochemistry. (50% 


of time contracted to BHP Minerals, Africa & Middle East Group). 
1988-1991 PhD Student, University of Southampton; Geologist, Ashanti Goldfields 
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Publications: One hundred & forty two publications in the field of mineralogy, process 
chemistry, and applied geochemistry, ARD, contaminated land and water treatment 
available on request.  Co-author of technical publications on gold mineralogy and 
processing (CRC); water management in the mining industry (UK-EA); and arsenic 
stabilization (MIRO). 
 


 
Languages: English, Spanish (Business) 
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Key Experience:  Due Diligence/Audits 
 
Africa 
 Cluff resources, Ghana, Tazania & Zimbabwe (09/05-01/06) 
 Anglovaal/Avgold/Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, South Africa (gold) (9/98-12/98) 
 African Eagle AIM listing (2004) 
 Involved in 43-101 documents for projects in Namibia, Tanzania, South Africa & Zambia 
 
Europe 
 Minmet/Connary Minerals, UK, Portugal & Brazil (gold) (6/99-9/99) 
 OCK Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (9/00-12/00) 
 KCM Base Metal Smelter, Bulgaria (10/00-11/00) 
 Base metal results (tin), UK (3/03-1/04) 
 Uranium projects, Ukraine (2/06-5/06) 
 Uranium project, Czech Republic (3/06-6/06) 
 Uranium projects, Russia, Kazakhstan and overseas ARMZ (11/07-ongoing) 
 Uranium projects, Slovakia (2/08-ongoing) 
 
North America 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (6/01-8/01) 
 Confidential Carlin Gold Mine, USA (8/02-9/02) 
 
Other 
 Confidential, global mining group (base metals) (7/04-4/05) 
 Confidential junior mining company (base and precious metals) (5/05-1/06) 
 Confidential, global closure costs (8/06) 
 Confidential assessment of RTB Bor, Serbia (9/06-11/06) 
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Key Experience: Involvement in Feasibility Studies 
 
Provided technical involvement in geochemistry, ore mineralogy, process chemistry and environmental 
assessment to feasibility studies for; 
 


 Lisheen SEDEX lead-zinc deposit, Ireland   (1995-1996) 
 TVX low sulfidation epithermal gold projects, Kamchatka (1996) 
 TVX mesothermal gold-base metal deposit, Olympias, Greece  (1996-1997) 
 TVX porphyry copper deposit, Skouries, Greece  (1997) 
 Al Amar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia  (1995) 
 Al Hajar gold deposit, Saudi Arabia (1995-1996) 
 Copper Flat porphyry copper deposit (1996-1998) 
 Varvarinskoye, massive sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan  (1996-1997)  
 Las Cruces massive sulfide deposit, Spain  (1997-1999) 
 Geita Au-hosted banded iron formation, Tanzania (SRK project manager) (1997-2000) 
 Kukuluma Gold Project, Tanzania (1998) 
 Skorpion non sulfide zinc deposit, Namibia  (1999) 
 Kabanga magmatic associated nickel-cobalt-copper deposit, Tanzania (1999-2001) 
 Ngezi nickel-platinum-palladium deposit, Zimbabwe (1998) 
 Dunrobin  Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (1997-1998) 
 Carlin-type disseminated gold deposit, Turquoise Ridge, Getchell, Nevada (SRK project manager) 


(1996-2004) 
 Los Pelambres porphyry copper deposit, Chile  (1998-2003) 
 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings re-treatment, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Tengke Fungamure copper-cobalt deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (1999) 
 Pascua-Lama epithermal high sulfidation, Chile (1999-2000) 
 Goro lateritic nickel deposit, French Caledonia (2000) 
 Equatorial Tonopah porphyry copper, Tonopah, Nevada (2000-2001) 
 Cerrejon coal deposit, Colombia (2002-2003) 
 Sappes epithermal high sulfidation gold deposit, Greece (2002) 
 Kevitsa project, Finland,  Scandinavian Gold (2003) 
 Sasare Iron Oxide Copper-Gold deposit, Zambia (2003-2006) 
 Nkomati nickel deposit, Barberton, South Africa (2004) 
 Atlanta mesothermal gold deposit, Atlanta, Idaho (2004-2005) 
 Mkushi copper-gold deposit, Zambia (2004-2006) SRK project manager 
 European Goldfields, Olympias project, Greece (2005) 
 Miyabi Banded Iron Formation-gold deposit, Tanzania (2005-2006) 
 European Goldfields, Skouries project, Greece (2005-2006) 
 Voskhod chromite deposit, Kazakhstan (2005-2006) 
 Malmbjerg molybdenum deposit, Greenland (2005- 2008)  SRK project manager 
 Mount Hope molybdenum deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Chita porphyry copper deposit, Russia  (2005-2008)  
 Trekkopje Uranium deposit (2006-2008)   
 Elkon uranium-gold-molybdenum  Russia (2006-ongoing)   
 Rystkuil uranium, South Africa (2007-2008) 
 Reko Diq copper-gold, Pakistan (2006-ongoing)   
 Fedorova PGM, Russia (2007-2008)  
 Goldfields epithermal gold deposit, Nevada, USA (2008-ongoing) 
 Khiagda U-ISR, Russia (6/08-ongoing, project manager) 
 Zarechnoye U-ISR, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing, project manager) 
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Key Experience:  Arsenic projects 
 
Africa 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Eastern Transvaal Consolidated, Avgold, South Africa (9-11/98, 


with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Design and evaluation of arsenic treatment options, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (8/01-10/01) Project 


manager 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Ghanian operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing). Project 


manager 
 
Europe 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Salsigne gold mine, France 


(7/96 – 3/97) Project manager 
 Arsenic treatment, Sappes project, Greece (1999) 
 Assessment of arsenic removal from metallurgical process streams, Olympias gold project, Greece 


(2005) 
 
North America 
 Chemistry for arsenic removal for groundwater and pit lake water at the Getchell mine, Nevada (8/95 – 


3/99 with SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 Stabilization of arsenic from metallurgical waste, Getchell mine, Nevada (1999-2002 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review of arsenic treatment options, Cameco Uranium Mines, Saskatchewan, Canada (4/99-12/99 with 


SRK Vancouver office) 
 Arsenic specialist, Giant Mine closure workshop, funded by DIAND, Northwest Territories, Canada 


(3/2000 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Arsenic treatment plant evaluation, City of Elko, Nevada (with SRK Elko, 5/02-6/02) 
 Review of arsenic control and treatment, Glamis Gold, Nevada (6/02-11/03 with SRK Elko) 
 Arsenic treatment plant, Atlanta gold project, Idaho (11/03-4/05) 
 Water treatment assessment for arsenic, California (6/07) 
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Key Experience: Hydrogeology, Hydrogeochemistry, Other Acid Mine Drainage and Mine 
Dewatering. 


Africa 
 Environmental geochemistry review, Tsumeb Corporation (8/95-6/96 with SRK Johannesburg) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 Environmental geochemistry, ARD, baseline & ongoing monitoring hydrogeochemistry. Geita Gold 


Mine, Tanzania (5/97 to 03/04) 
 Review of geochemistry for closure study, Bulyanhulu gold mine Tanzania (3/98-5/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment-evaluation, Kriel open cast and power station, South Africa 


(4/97-2/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-12/98 with 


Johannesburg office) 
 ARDML assessment, Rystkuil, South Africa (4/07-8/08) 
 
Asia 
 Hydrogeochemistry of saline groundwaters in the vicinity of the potential gold mine at Mahd ad Dhab, 


Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry for three potential gold mines in Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 ARDML study, Reko Diq Pakistan (12/06-ongoing) 
  
Europe 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemistry of mine water as part of a closure plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and dewatering studies of a potential zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland 


(8/95 –4/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation of ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines 


in South Wales (8/95 –6/97) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97) 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98) 
 ARD scoping study and water treatment study for Las Cruces project, Spain (11/96-3/97) Project 


Manager) 
 Geochemical characterization, Boulby Potash, UK (8/01-10/01) 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and ecotoxicity of mine waste, Cambourne-Redruth mining district, Cornwall 


(7/04-10/04) 
 ARDML study on tailings disposal, Nalunaq, Greenland (3/06-12/06) 
 ARD assessment, Aguas Teindas base metal mine, Spain (9/06-5/07)  
 ARDML study, Malmbjerg, Greenland (8/05-ongoing) 
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 ARDML study, Fedorovo PGM deposit, Russia (9/07-12/08) 
 


 
Pacific 
 
 Hydrogeochemistry, storage and discharge of hot saline groundwaters at the operating Emperor Mine, 


Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
 
North America 
 ARDML study, Creston Molybdenum deposit, Sonora, Mexico (2008) 
 ARDML study, Goldfields, Nevada (2007-ongoing) 
 ARDML assessment, Mount Hope Mo-porphyry deposit, Nevada (2005-2008) 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel Tailings and Process Plant, Arizona (11/03-8/06) 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03 – 8/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00 ongoing with SRK Tucson) 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver 
 Hydrogeochemistry of lateritic nickel project, Wind Pass, Oregon (1997 with SRK Reno) 
 Pit Lake Assessment, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Review and geochemistry for Ridgeway Mine, South Carolina (with SRK Denver office, 2/97-6/97) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, main underground mine, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/96 – 9/99, project with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99, project with 


SRK Reno office), Project manager 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99, project with 


SRK Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and 
management of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles 
and tailings material.  Additionally the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public 
enquiries into the mine development. 


 Hydrogeochemistry and water management of flooded pits at the operating Getchell Mine, Nevada (8/95 
– 8/04), Project manager 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-ongoing with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and remediation study, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-2/01 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 Pit lake study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Other 
 Organise and participate in ARD workshops in the UK (7/95); Czech Republic (9/96); South Africa 


(11/97 & 9/01); Romania (12/00); UK (11/02); Ireland (8/03) 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining Operations 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of ARDML at Four mouth balled base metal sulfide operations in Namibia (6/09-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Review of ARDML processes at Obuasi gold mine, Ghana (5/09-ongoing) Project manager 
 Review of water management system, Geita Gold mine, Tanzania (11/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 ARD-metal leaching geochemistry and testwork for Siguri gold mine, Guinea (4/08-ongoing) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for Nkomati nickel project, South Africa (3/02-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for South Deeps Mine, South Africa (1/02-6/02 with SRK 


Johannesburg)  
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD open pit and groundwater geochemistry and waste rock 


geochemistry Geita Mine, Tanzania (2/97-12/04), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Ngezi project, Zimbabwe (2/98-11/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Kabanga project, Tanzania (6/98-9/98 with Johannesburg office), 


Project manager 
 ARD assessment-evaluation, Nkomati Nickel Mine, South Africa (3/97-11/01) 
 Environmental Assessment of ARD, ZCCM properties, Copperbelt (11/97-1/99, with SRK 


Johannesburg), Project manager 
 Evaluation of ferruginous mine water chemistry and ARD at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96-


12/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 
Asia 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork, base and precious metal deposits, Angouran, Iran (11/02-3/03) 
 ARD geochemistry and testwork for the Sukhaybarat gold mine, Saudi Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
 Waste rock characterization for Mahd ad Dhab, Saudi Arabia (3/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and evaluation of ARD remediation options for three potential gold mines in 


Kamchatka (1/96 – 11/96) 
 
Europe 
 Hydrogeochemistry of Sappes project, Greece, and assessment of chemical stability of paste backfill 


material (10/00-5/02) 
 Testwork for ARD study at the Las Cruces deposit, Spain (3/97 – 2/99), Project manager 
 Hydrogeochemistry and static ARD study for three gold-base metal mines in Greece as part of a new 


mine development (11/96-3/97) 
 ARD Geochemistry, Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 -8/96 with SRK Vancouver office) 
 
North America 
 ARD geochemical modelling and prediction, Hecla Hollister project, Nevada (3/03), Project manager 
 Waste rock management plan and ARD assessment, Turquoise Ridge mine, Getchell, Nevada (10/02-


11/03 with SRK (NA) Inc., Project manager 
 ARD mineralogy Sa Dena Hes project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 ARD mineralogy, Highmont Mo project, British Columbia, Canada (8/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 ARD mineralogy of waste rock and tailings, Pogo project, Alaska (4/99-7/00 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Waste rock geochemistry, Turquoise Ridge development, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 9/99 with SRK 


Reno office), Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Active Mining  
    Operations (cont.) 
 
North America (cont.) 
 ARD scoping study for a potential copper mine at Copper Flats, New Mexico (7/96 – 4/99 with SRK 


Reno office).  This work has also involved a comprehensive review of previous studies and management 
of long term field scale geochemical kinetic testwork into the stability of waste rock piles and tailings 
material.  Additionally, the project has involved being present as an expert witness at public enquiries 
into the mine development. 


 
South America 
 Update project for mine expansion on pit lake, tailings and waste rock geochemistry, Pelambres Mine, 


Chile (3/03-5/04 with SRK Santiago), Project manager 
 ARD Geochemistry, Pierina project, Peru (7/03-8/03) 
 ARD geochemistry, pit lake and waste rock management plans and control and prediction of pyrite 


oxidization associated fires, Cerrejón Coal Operations, Colombia (11/02-10/03), Project manager 
 ARD geochemistry, El Abra, Chile (4-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry Chiliquimbie, Chile (6-8/01 with SRK Santiago) 
 ARD geochemistry and mine waste stabilization, Cerro de Pasco and Lago Junin mining areas, Central 


Highlands, Peru (4/00-7/00 with SRK Peru) 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, Chile-


Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
 Pit lake and waste rock geochemistry study, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile (2/99-4/00 with SRK Chile 


office), Project manager 
 Assessment and Evaluation of ARD, Los Pelambres, Chile (9/97-11/98 with SRK Chile office), Project 


manager 
 
Pacific 
 Waste rock geochemistry at the operating Emperor Mine, Fiji (9/95 – 12/97) 
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Key Experience: Waste Rock Geochemistry Characterization, Closed or Abandoned Mining 
Operations 


 
Europe 
 Assessment of ARD and water treatment for the abandoned Parys Mountain complex (07/05-05/06) 
 Evaluation of geochemical risk associated with the WHO site in North Cornwall (07/05-09/05) 
 Risk assessment for Cornish metal mines, UK (06/05-10/05) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Survey of mine wastes in central Wales to determine ranked risk assessment approach to evaluating 


environmental impacts (9/95-4/97) 
 Geochemistry of acid rock drainage, rock pile stability and mine water chemistry as part of a closure 


plan for the St. Salvy Mine, France (9/95-5/96) 
 Hydrochemistry of groundwater and ARD in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/96) 
 Hydrogeochemistry, monitoring and contaminated land remediation of the abandoned Avoca Mine, 


Ireland (8/96 – 6/97)   
 ARD scoping study and water treatment assessment for Rio Tinto Mines, Spain (9/96-9/98)  
 
North America 
 Geochemistry and closure evaluation, San Manuel tailings and process plant, Arizona (11/03-08/05), 


Project manager for geochemistry work 
 ARD geochemistry, San Manuel copper mine complex, Arizona, USA (5/00-08/06 with SRK Tucson) 
 Hydrogeochemistry and ARD assessment, Tonopah Copper project (4/01-4/02 with SRK Reno) 
 Term contract to provide Geochemistry services and review, mine closure group, Eastern Operations, 


Newmont mining company (7/03-01/06 with SRK Elko office) 
 Reviewer, Pit Lake and waste rock studies, Tomkin Springs Closure Plan and EIS with SRK (NA) Inc. 
 Arsenic and Waste Rock Geochemistry, Giant Mine closure project, Canada (12/99-6/01 with SRK 


offices in Vancouver) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 Mine waste and site geochemistry, Robinson Copper Mining District, Ely, Nevada (11/98-6/02 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Reviewer, ARD assessment, Leviathan Mine, California (6/98-1/99 with SRK offices in Denver, Reno 


and Vancouver) 
 
South America 
 ARD mineralogy and geochemistry review for open pit and waste rock studies, Pascua-Lama project, 


Chile-Argentina (8/99-11/99 with SRK Chile & Vancouver) 
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Key Experience:  Water Treatment 
 
Africa 
 Evaluation of water treatment options and ARD mitigation at the Grootelvei Mine, South Africa (2/96; 


9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Panorama Resources Kakanda Mine, Democratic Congo Republic 


(3/97-4/98 with SRK Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry of salt removal for water treatment and plant design, Rustenburg Base Metal Refinery, 


South Africa (4/97-5/98 with SRK Johannesburg office), Project manager 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment at tailings facility, Hartley Platinum Mine, Selous, Zimbabwe (9/98-


6/99 with SRK Johannesburg & Harare offices), Project manger 
 Geochemistry and effluent treatment, Fairview mine, Barberton, South Africa (2/99-5/99 with SRK 


Johannesburg office) 
 Assessment and design of passive and active treatment options, Kukuluma pit, Geita Mine, Tanzania 


(12/00-2/01), Project manager 
 Options to treat water in the Kafue and Zambezi water shed: Industrial effluents and mining related 


impacts (9/99-6/01). 
 Process water chemistry and treatment, Trekkopje heap leach project, Namibia (6/07-2/08) 
 Review of desalination project, Ghana (08/08) 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Pongkor Mine, Indonesia (8/96-2/98) 
 Scoping for effluent treatment at the Goro nickel facility, New Caledonia (6/00-7/00 with SRK Brisbane, 


Denver and Johannesburg offices) 
 
Europe 
 Remediation of 10 ferruginous discharge from abandoned and operating coal mines in South Wales 


using active (HDS, ion exchange and EDR) and passive techniques (8/95 –6/97) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme design and evaluation of performance at abandoned coal mine sites in the 


Pelenna district, South Wales (8/95-6/96) 
 Passive treatment evaluation and design, Garth Tonmawr colliery, Wales (11/95-6/96) 
 ARD mitigation in the Polkemmet coalfield, Scotland (5/96-10/97) 
 Mine water treatment, St Salvy mine, France (4/94-5/00) 
 Reviewer for tailings geochemistry, Tara Mines, Ireland (5/97-9/98, appointed by Department. of 


Energy, Ireland) 
 Water treatment scheme for dewatering of the zinc mine at Lisheen, Ireland (8/95 –4/97) 
 Mine water and process water treatment, kaolin and paper operations, Cornwall, UK (8/02-10/02) 
 Evaluation of sludge stabilization and stability, Wheal Jane Mine water project, Cornwall, UK (11/02) 
 Cwm Rheidol tailings and mine waste closure assessment. Wales (7/03- 2/04) 
 Closure, reclamation and water treatment assessment for ARD at Mynddyd Parys, Wales (4/04-10/04) 
 Evaluation of water treatment options, Aguas Tenidas mine, Spain (9/03-7/05) 
 Ceyelli mine water treatment, Turkey (9/04-9/04 with SRK Ankara) 
 Water treatment assessment at the Avoca mine, Ireland (4/04-6/04) 
 Mine water treatment, Kaolinite operation, Ukraine (9/06-5/07) 


 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for old tailings facility, Getchell, Nevada (8/95-2/98 with SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme scoping study at the Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/96 – 8/98, project with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Passive treatment pilot scheme and hydrochemistry at Big Springs Mine, Nevada (6/96-11/96, project 


with SRK Reno office) 
 Evaluation and design of ARD-HDS treatment plant, Chino mining complex, New Mexico, USA (2/01-


8/02 with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
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 Evaluation of mine water treatment requirements, Holden project, USA (3/03 with SRK Vancouver 
office) 


 Review of BioteQ operating system, Bisbee, Arizona (April 2003) 
 Assessment and design for HDS water treatment plant at San Manuel, Arizona (6/05-2/06) and domestic 


water treatment (2/07) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry for tailings design, Forteleza, Brazil (7/96-12/97 with SRK Reno office 
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Key Experience:  Environmental Impact, Mine Closure and Contaminated Land 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical consulting to AECI for inorganic and organic contaminants at several sites in South Africa 


(8/95-2/99, with SRK South African offices) 
 Geochemistry of contaminated land at a smelter, Tsumeb mining complex, Namibia (8/95-6/96) 
 Geochemical consulting for operating and closed cyanide plants, South Africa (4/97-2/98 with SRK 


Johannesburg office)  
 Assessment of mining impact on the environment for a large infrastructure project on the Zambezi River 


Basin (11/97-9/98 with Johannesburg office) 
 Geochemistry for Environmental assessment of Power Station, Gokwe, Zimbabwe (9/98-2/99)  
 Geochemistry of Agrochemicals and Pesticide contamination of groundwater around factory, Zimbabwe 


(11/98-3/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Geochemistry of cyanide contamination of groundwater around cyanide producing factory, Zimbabwe 


(5/99-10/99 with SRK Harare office) 
 Closure cost, preliminary design and assessment, Bulyanhulu mine, Tanzania (7/03-4/04 with SRK 


Johannesburg and SRK Reno) 
 Development of closure plans, Ghanian mining operations, Ashanti Anglogold (9/08-ongoing) 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Copper Flats, New Mexico (6/96-12/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry of nitrogen contamination, Commercial Potato Farms, Nevada (9/98-6/99 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for closure of mine complexes at Robinson copper mine, Nevada, USA (5/00-10/04 with 


SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry and project management for closure of mine and process plant complexes at the San 


Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona, USA (5/00-ongoing with SRK Reno & Tucson offices) 
 Management of pit lakes, open pit closure and waste rock scheduling, Getchell Gold Mine, Nevada 


(9/01-9/04 with SRK Reno) 
 Closure review of Newmont tailings impoundments, Nevada, USA (5/02-4/04 with SRK Elko and Reno 


offices) 
 Supplemental EIS, Marigold Mine, Nevada USA (7/02-4/03 with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Atlanta Gold Mine, Idaho (10/03-ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver 


and Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for EIS preparation, Coeur Rochester mine, Nevada (11/04-ongoing with SRK Elko, 


Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 


Brazil. (11/05-6/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins) 
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Key Experience:  Heap Leach-Cyanide Closure Projects 
 
North America 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Big Springs Heap Leach, Nevada (6/96-8/96, project with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Geochemistry for scoping of heap leach closure plan, Getchell Mine, Nevada (10/97-2/98, with SRK 


Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Toiyabe, Nevada (8/99-8/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for Aurora pit and heap leach facility closure projects (9/99-6/00 with SRK Reno office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Griffon Peak, Nevada (2/00-9/00 with SRK Reno 


office) 
 Assessment and preliminary design of cyanide treatment options, Colmac Mine, Northwest Territories, 


Canada (8/00-2/01 with SRK Vancouver) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach closure projects, Robinson mining complex, Nevada (9/00-3/01 with SRK 


Elko & Reno offices) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Yankee Heaps, Bald Mountain, Nevada (9/00-4/01 


with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Gold Acre Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (4/01-9/04, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for heap leach facility closure project, Robertson Heaps, Cortez, Nevada (10/01-3/03, with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plans for LBM pad, pit 1/5 pad, pad 2 & 3 heap leach facilities. Bald 


Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for Closure plan for Casino Winrock heap leach, Bald Mountain, Nevada (6/04-9/04 with 


SRK Elko office) 
 Geochemistry for closure plans, Santa Fe, Bullfrog and Wood gulch heap leach facilities, Nevada 


(06/06-04/08 with SRK Reno) 
 Geochemistry of process solutions and fate-transport model, Round mountain Gold mine, Nevada (5/07-


11/08 with SRK Reno) 
 
 
Europe 
 Closure plan for Perama Hills heap leach facility, Greece (January-April 1999) 
 
Africa 
 Closure planning on gold heap leach facilities at Obuasi (Sansu) and  Iduipriem, Ghana (05/08-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 
 Closure plans and geochemistry for the Sukhaybarat gold mine (including heap leach facility), Saudi 


Arabia (1/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience: Cyanide audits 
 
Europe 
 Review of cyanide characterization, treatment, and prediction methods as a workshop for the Association 


of Mining Analysts, UK (5/00) 
 Technical report, cyanide audit and review of cyanide treatment with reference to the Brae Mara tailings 


facility failure on behalf of Dresdner (5/00-9/00) 
 Cyanide audit as a precursor to accreditation, Cyanide plant, Czech Republic (10/07) 
 
Africa 
 Cyanide audit, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (11/00-3/01) 
 Cyanide spill assessment, Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (2/02-6/02) 
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Key Experience:  Baseline Assessment 
 
Soil, ARD and water geochemistry as part of EIA’s for mining projects for: 
 
Europe 


 Aguas Tenidas base metal deposit, Spain (9/04-ongoing) 
 
 
Asia 


 Erdenet copper porphyry, Mongolia, Erdenet (1-3/96) 
 Varvarinskoye, polymetallic sulfide deposit, Kazakhstan, KazMinCo (4/96 – 2/98) 
 Mahd d’ Dhab projects (gold, zinc, polymetallic sulfides, phosphates, magnesite) Saudi Arabia         


(2/00-9/00) 
 Asacha gold-silver deposit, Kamchatka, TVX (1/96 – 11/97) 


 
Africa 


 Panorama copper-cobalt tailings retreatment, Democratic Congo Republic, (3/97-1/98, with SRK 
Johannesburg) 


 Tengke Fungamure copper deposit, Democratic Congo Republic (3/97) 
 Kabanga Nickel project, Tanzania (6/96-10/98) 
 Geita Gold Mine, Tanzania (4/98-9/01 with management of environmental monitoring program 


through to 2004) 
 
North America 


 San Flippe nickel laterite, Cuba (2/01-4/01) 
 Atlanta project, Idaho (10/04- ongoing with SRK Elko, Vancouver and Reno offices) 
 Mount Hope, Nevada (10/05- ongoing with SRK Elko and Reno offices) 
  


 
South America 


 La Cruz silver-copper deposit, Bolivia, Billiton (9-11/95) 
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Key Experience:  Uranium projects 
 
Africa 
 Geochemistry for tailings water treatment, Rössing uranium mine, Namibia (11/97-5/98) 
 Process chemistry, metallurgy, heap leach design,  geology, exploration geochemistry, mineralogy, 


assessment of ISL potential and environmental chemistry,  Trekkopje operation, Namibia (10/06-10/08) 
 Process chemistry, mineralogy, geology, exploration geochemistry and environmental chemistry, 


Rystkuil and Beaufort West projects, South Africa (2/07-7/08) 
 Geochemistry assessment, Bakouma project, Central Africa Republic (7/07-12/07) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Uranium-calcrete & sedimentary uranium deposits, southern 


Botswana (3/08-ongoing) 
 Review of oxide-uranium project, Zambia (8/08) 
 Review and exploration for a complex uranium-phosphate deposit, Bakouma region, Central African 


Republic (08/08-ongoing) 
 Geological assessment of uranium projects in Argentina for Xenon (8/08-ongoing) 
 Review process chemistry, U-mineralogy and geology, Projects in Niger for Niger Uranium (8/08) 
 Review process chemistry, Uranium calcrete project, Namibia (9/08) 
 Review U- Projects in Niger for Xenon (10/08) 
 Scoping study, Marenica project, Namibia (05/09-ongoing), Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Geochemistry, Well design and process recovery assessment of Uranium- ISL project, Kazakhstan 


(11/06-1/07) 
 Geochemistry for ISL-U project, Inkai, Kazakhstan (3/07-5/07) 
 Evaluation of the Zarechnoye and Akbastau ISR projects, Kazakhstan (11/08-ongoing)  
 
Europe 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy, Stratz and Hem ISL projects, Czech Republic (4/96-10/97) Project 


manager 
 Review of geochemistry for Wismut Mine, Germany (with SRK Vancouver office, 5/96 to 4/98) 
 Evaluation of uranium project, Poland (8/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of ISL-U & autoclave-U projects, Ukraine (8/07-12/07) Project manager 
 Evaluation of two autoclave-U facilities, underground and open pit mines (8/07-12/07) 
 Metallurgical assessment of Uranium-Gold-Molybdenum project, Elkon, Russia (6/07-ongoing) 
 Evaluation of Uranium properties, Slovakia (3/08-3/09) Project manager 
 Evaluation of ISR projects at Khiagda in Russia (4/08-ongoing) Project manager 
 Evaluation of a rubble bio-leach, heap leach and VAT leach projects, Transbaikal, Russia (6/08-ongoing) 


Project manager 
 Evaluation of Dalur ISR, Russia (3/09-6/09) 
 
North America 
 Mineralogy, environmental and process chemistry of uranium-nickel-arsenic rich ore & tailings, Cigar 


Lake Mine, Canada (4/99-11/99) 
 Evaluation of process chemistry, Canon City, Colorado (2/06-6/06) 
 Evaluation of vanadium and uranium recovery in tank leach and pressure leach circuits, Confidential 


client, Colorado & Texas (1/06-7/07) 
 Scoping study for hydrogeochemical and hydrogeological studies on a potential ISL operation in 


Wyoming for a Confidential client (5/06-6/06) 
 Scoping study for U-REE project, Mountain Pass, Nevada (8/06) 
 Project evaluation, potential ISR operation, Colorado (2/07) 
 Assessment of Bio-leach and underground mining project, Elliot Lake, Canada (8/08-ongoing) 
 
South America 
 Geochemistry and closure design for the Poços Caldas Uranium mine and mill complex, Minas Gerias, 
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Brazil. (11/04-7/06 with Geotech, Brazil and SRK Fort Collins)  
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Key Experience:  Metallurgy & Mineral Processing 
 
Africa 
 Assessment of assay and gold recovery problems from heap leach, Zimbabwe (12/95)  
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for nickel-cobalt-copper-PGE’s Rustenburg, South Africa (4/97-5/98) 
 Mineralogy for base metal extraction from an oxide ore, Skorpion zinc mine, Namibia (6/98-11/98) 
 Metal recovery from base and precious metal slags, residues and flue dust, Tsumeb smelting and 


processing operations, Namibia (5/05-ongoing) Project manager 
 
Asia 
 Metallurgical and mineralogical assessment of copper and gold project as part of pre-feasibility and 


feasibility studies, Kazakhstan (12/95-7/96) Project manager 
 Geochemistry for Kazan solution mining project, Turkey (with SRK Turkey 10/02). 
 
Europe 
 Metallurgical problems, geology and mineralogy of lead-zinc ore body, Mazzron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for base metal (zinc-lead), Mazzaron, Spain (4/96) 
 Process chemistry and testwork for metal recovery from base metal waste in Bulgaria (9/00-12/00), 


Project manager 
 
North America 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Process chemistry and mineralogy for gold recovery by autoclave and cyanidation processes, Getchell, 


Nevada (2/97-4/99 & 8-10/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry of gold recovery and cyanidation of sulfide ore, Getchell, Nevada (2-7/01), Project 


manager 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


and assessment of bio-oxidation pre-treatment, Tonopah project, Nevada (4/01-9/01), Project manager 
 Process chemistry, In Situ copper leach project, Arizona (4/01-11/01 with SRK Tucson) 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, complex oxide and sulfide heap leach project, Florida Canyon (5/02-


3/03), Project manager 
 Process chemistry and optimization evaluation, As-rich Au ores, Newmont technical services, Gold 


Quarry, Nevada (4/99-2/01) Project manager 
 Process chemistry and evaluation, Standard mine heap leach facility and control of cyanide solutions. 


Apollo Gold, Nevada (7/02-4/03).  Project manager 
 Process chemistry and heap leach optimisation studies including issues related to ore grind, 


encapsulation, cyanide and lime consumption, alternative reagent and leaching conditions, bio-oxidation 
pre-treatment for Placer Dome PLS on heaps and ores from Bald Mountain, Cortez and Getchell mines 
in Nevada (6/02-2/04 with SRK Elko office), Project manager 


 Process optimization, Penoles operations, Mexico (10/08-ongoing) 
 Assessment of gold recovery, El Chanate, Mexico (1/09-ongoing) 
 
 
South America 
 Process chemistry and leaching optimisation studies including aeration assessment for Copper-SX-EW 


project, Chile (5/01-6/02) Project manager 
 Process chemistry, copper heap leach, Radimiro, Chile (04/05-06/08). Project manager 
 Gold geometallurgy study, Verte Norte, Colombia (12/08-ongoing). Project manager 
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Key Experience:  Exploration 
 
Africa 
 Geochemical exploration for Trio Gold in Ghana (5/96-8/98), Mali (9/97), Benin and Burkina Faso (3/97 


–9/98), Project manager 
 Geochemical exploration for Nevsun in Ghana (1/97 –5/97) and Mali (3/97), Project manager 
 African Resources-Kilembe (copper-cobalt) and regional gold and diamonds, Uganda (9/96-12/96) 
 Gold-shear zone deposit, Wassa, Ghana (1/97) 
 Gold-shear zone/BIF, Geita Mine, Tanzania (4-6/99) 
 Mineralogy of heavy mineral concentrates for diamond exploration in Angola (8/00-11/00) 
 Exploration mineralogy and geochemistry of iron oxide copper gold deposits, uranium, porphyry copper, 


gold, diamonds and nickel. African Eagle in Mozambique, Tanzania & Zambia (6/03-ongoing) 
 Uranium exploration, Namibia (9/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 Copper exploration, Namibia (8/07-ongoing) Confidential client 
 
Asia 
 Mineralogical and geochemical work as part of mineral exploration programs for gold shear zone, Mahd 


a Dhab, Saudi Arabia (2/96-4/96) 
 Polymetallic sulfide deposit, Varvarinskoye, Kazakhstan (2/96-6/96) 
 Iron oxide-copper-gold project, Afghanistan (2/97) 
 Mineralogy and geochemical mapping of the Sonjiapo copper porphyry, China (3/97) 
 Mineralogy of Murantau gold deposit, Uzbekistan (4/97) 
 Pongkor low sulfidation precious metal deposit-mineralogy and exploration geochemistry, Indonesia 


(4/97) 
 Tin, gold, alluvial heavy mineral sands, diamonds and gemstones, India (2/98) 
 
North America 
 Carlin gold deposit, Getchell Mine, Nevada (6/98) 
 Carlin gold deposit, Rodeo Creek, Nevada (9/98) 
 Assessment of wollastonite resource, Osgood Mountains, Nevada (6/97-11/97) 
 Exploration Hydrogeochemistry study for Getchell mine development, Nevada (3/99-9/99), Project 


manager 
 Epithermal low and high sulfidation gold, Florida Canyon and Standard Mines, Nevada (8/02-ongoing), 


Project manager 
 Carlin and epithermal low sulfidation gold, Bald Mountain Mine, Nevada (2/03-ongoing), Project 


manager 
 
South America 
 Mineralogy for diamond and gold prospects in the Cuiaba Basin, Brazil (7/00-4/01) 
 Mineralogy for gold prospects in the Sierra Pelada area, Brazil (7/00-9/00) 
 Mineralogy and geochemistry for copper-gold projects, Chile (5/01-12/01)  
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Key Experience:  Current Research 
 
Europe 
 Metal recovery from mine waste and tailings in collaboration with, Geochemistry Research Group, 


Aberystwyth and the Materials the School of Engineering, Cardiff University, 11/96-ongoing). Funding 
from Welsh universities core funding; Xstrata; Noranda; Equatorial; Orlake Minerals; Fundy Minerals; 
TCL; Minex; Greenwich Resources; National Research Council. 


 Use of LAICPMS for analysis of trace constituents in solid materials, particularly precious metals in 
refractory ores and impurities in metallurgical products ongoing collaboration since 3/96 with, 
Geochemistry Research Group, Aberystwyth and the the School of Engineering, Cardiff University 


 Protocols for Acid Base Accounting and Kinetic testwork (6/98 – 12/04 with Materials Science 
Department, the School of Engineering, Cardiff University) 


 Kinetics of copper and uranium leaching in ISR environments (3/07-ongoing with the School of 
Engineering, Cardiff University and Mintek, SA) 


 
North America 
 Process optimisation and closure of Heap Leach facilities (10/2000-9/04 with Placer Dome (NA) Inc. 


and SRK Elko office) 
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Key Experience:  Research Post-Doctorate Studies 
 
Africa 
 Mineral exploration in deeply weathered tropical terrains, with BHP Minerals (50% of time between: 


10/91-9/95)- West Africa, Zaire, Uganda & Tanzania 
 Geochemistry of sulfide oxidation and gossans, Tsumeb mine, Namibia  
 Metal distribution in mine waste from Tsumeb type deposits (4/92-4/94) 
 LAICPMS chemistry, with University of Cape Town, Department of Geological Sciences (9/91-9/94) 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Zimbabwe, with British Geological Survey and Institute of Mining Research, 


Zimbabwe, funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
 Water quality issues in rural water supply management, with Wateraid, UNDP, and University of 


Westminster (9/91-10/93) 
 


 
Europe 
 Geochemistry and mineralogy of the St. Just mining district, Cornwall (9/91-6/94) 
 Stability of arsenic in mine waste, with Imperial College funded through MIRO (2/92-3/94) 
 
Asia 
 Acid Mine Drainage in Malaysia, with British Geological Survey and Geological Survey of Malaysia, 


funded by ODA (9/93-9/94) 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Davidson Canyon & Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Reports
Date: 05/13/2010 08:58 AM
Attachments: Davidson Canyon_Memo_183101_VU_20100511_FINAL.pdf

Salek,
 
Attached is the SRK Technical Memorandum reviewing TetraTech’s Davidson Canyon report and
Montgomery’s report on natural fluctuations in groundwater levels in the Cienega Basin.  The
memo finds TetraTech’s conclusions regarding the potential effects on springs, seeps, and
perennial flow sections of Davidson Canyon and lower Cienega Creek to be reasonable and
recommends only that the conclusions be revisited when the mine site groundwater model and pit
drawdown cone is finalized.  In addition, SRK includes several editorial comments that may
improve understanding of the memo but do not alter the fundamental conclusions.
 
The review of the summary of natural fluctuations in the groundwater level and comparing it to the
predicted pit drawdown also finds the conclusions reasonable; only recommending that the
findings be revisited once the mine site groundwater model is finalized.   As with the Davidson
Canyon report, SRK includes some editorial comments but these do not alter the fundamental
conclusions.
 
I recommend that the Technical Memorandum be forwarded to Rosemont with a request to
respond to the editorial comments but hold the final revisions until the mine site groundwater
model is finalized.
 
Please review the attached Technical Memorandum and advise us of how you want us to proceed.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 11, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Michael Sieber, P.E., SRK 
Stephen J. Day, P.Geo., SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Davidson Canyon 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and  


Project #: 183101/1700 


 Assessment of Spring Impacts, Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and 
Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine  (Montgomery & Associates, 2010) 


 


A technical review was undertaken and this Technical Memorandum was prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a statement of work from Mr. D. Ortman 
dated March 15, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the following two reports: 


(a)  Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring Impacts, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010a), and 


(b)  Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional Drawdown 
Projections, Rosemont Mine (Montgomery &Associates, 2010) 


These comments were prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Michael Sieber, and Stephen Day of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Review was performed by Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


This memorandum is organized into two sections, per the two reviewed documents listed above.  


1 Davidson Canyon Hydrogeological Conceptual Model and Assessment of 
Spring Impacts 


The report is relatively comprehensive, well presented, and well written. The report describes the most 
likely hydrologic dynamics and key physical processes that are governing groundwater-surface water 
interactions in Davidson Canyon. It includes a discussion of creeks and springs and their interface with 
the groundwater system (Tetra Tech, 2010a). 
 
This document is a good compilation of available groundwater, surface water, local geology, and water 
chemistry data indicating that: 
 


(a) The Rosemont Project will have some effect on Davidson Canyon due to the changes in the 
surface and groundwater flow patterns at the Project site. 
 


(b) The estimated area affected by the Rosemont Project comprises about 16 percent of the 
Davidson Canyon watershed. 
 


(c) In average annual conditions, Tetra Tech (2010a) estimated that most of the stormwater entering 
the flow-through drains will result in infiltration and likely will reduce flows to downstream 
receptors. 
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(d) The areas with the most for potential groundwater-surface water interactions are in 


topographically lower areas of Davidson Canyon (Reach 4), which are the furthest from the 
proposed Rosemont Project. 
 


(e)  Changes to baseline conditions in Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek as a result of open pit 
dewatering operations will not occur unless the cone of depression extends to an aquifer that is 
hydraulically connected to surface water. 


(f) Three springs (Questa, Rosemont, and Davidson) are potentially hydraulically connected with 
the regional bedrock groundwater system and might be impacted by in-pit dewatering, if 
drawdown propagates to their location. Other local (or perched-water) springs would be less 
likely to be affected by mine activities, unless they are proximate to the pit where the pit may 
alter the local flow system that is yielding water to the springs. 


(g) The long term impacts to the water resources in Davidson Canyon and the larger Cienaga Creek 
basin will not exceed the predicted rate of pit inflow (300 to 400 gallons per minute (gpm) 
during mining, and will continuously decrease to 120 gpm after 100 years of pit lake infilling 
(M&A, 2009). This model is currently being revised and the impact on Davidson Canyon 
should be re-examined when the revisions are complete. 


Mine Impacts 


The mining operations that could potentially impact the Davidson Canyon and Cienaga Creek 
watersheds are the open pit dewatering (M&A, 2009 and Tetra Tech, 2010b) and seepage from the Dry 
Stack Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) (AMEC, 2009, Tetra Tech, 2010b), the Waste Rock storage area 
(waste rock), and Heap Leach facility (heap) (Tetra Tech, 2010b). The M&A numerical groundwater 
flow model is currently being revised and the impacts to Davidson Canyon from pit dewatering should 
be re-evaluated once the revisions are complete. Should the Infiltration and Seepage Model (Tetra Tech, 
2010b) that was reviewed by SRK (2010) be revised, the impacts of seepage from the TSF, waste rock, 
and the heap also should be re-evaluated.  


SRK found Tetra Tech’s conceptual model of Davidson Canyon and their conclusions regarding 
possible impacts from the mining operations to be reasonable. The isotopic interpretations they 
presented seem reasonable based on the information provided in the report. However, we feel that it 
should be considered preliminary due to limited available data and uncertainties in the groundwater 
modeling predictions (discussed in SRK (2010)). Our specific comments are: 


(a) Figure 9: Local spring isolated from regional groundwater—groundwater flow lines are 
shown above the water table. 


(b) Figure 15: Schematic cross section of Reach 2 spring development—what data are used for 
the unsaturated zone as shown between the alluvial and bedrock groundwater systems? 


(c) The water quality data described in Section 7.6 need to be added in the spring comparison 
table, shown in Figure 8. 


(d) There is reference to Stiff diagrams prepared by others. It would be helpful to include these 
in this report. 


(e) A number of descriptors used in the report are relative but not quantified. Waters are 
described as “different,” “very similar,” and “dissimilar,” Inclusion of charts showing the 
data or more statistics would illustrate these differences. 


(f) There are references to MC1 and MC2 differences being explained by the degree of rock 
alteration. Trace element characteristics could be included here as indicators. This would be 
a useful overall aspect to be added that could provide more in the geological context. A 
conclusions section should be included in the report. 
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Potential impacts to Davidson Canyon should be re-evaluated on the basis of the predictive simulations 
and sensitivity analyses of the 3-D numerical groundwater model currently being revised by M&A. 


 


2 Comparison of Natural Fluctuation in Groundwater Level to Provisional 
Drawdown Projections, Rosemont Mine   


This section presents the results of our review of the report on short-term and long-term groundwater 
fluctuations as compared to projected drawdown 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont mine 
(M&A, 2009). The document provides a thorough compilation of available groundwater level data that 
indicate that: 
 


(a) Calculated short-term (2 to 3 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 52 wells range 
from 0.7 to 33 feet, with an averaged value of 7 feet. 
 


(b) Calculated long-term (37 to 55 years) groundwater level fluctuations measured in 14 wells range 
from 0.7 to 69 feet, with an averaged value of about 20 feet. 
 


(c) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells east of the mine area, 100 years after 
closure of the proposed Rosemont mine, is generally of similar magnitude to the natural short-
term fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during a 2- to 3-year period and is generally 
less than the long-term natural fluctuation in groundwater levels observed during the long-term 
37- to 55-year period. 
 


(d) The projected drawdown at existing non-Rosemont wells west of the Santa Rita ridge and at 
livestock wells in the immediate mine area, 100 years after closure of the proposed Rosemont 
mine, appears to exceed the natural short-term groundwater fluctuation (2-year period). No data 
are available concerning long-term groundwater fluctuation west of the Santa Rita ridge. 


 
SRK has the following specific comments: 
 


(1) It is not clear why the simulated drawdown of 100 years after closure was chosen for 
comparison with measured natural groundwater fluctuations. In SRK’s opinion, the comparison 
should be made with the time of maximum drawdown (during the early or intermediate stage of 
pit-lake infilling) and at steady state, post-mining conditions, which will be significant after 100 
years of pit lake infilling. The existing groundwater model (M&A, 2009) did not simulate full 
pit lake recovery and did not clearly indicate when maximum drawdown occurs at particular 
locations. 
 


(2) Surface water bodies (such as creeks and springs) that show the propagation of drawdown need 
to be added to Figures 1 and 2. 
 


(3) This comparison analysis should be repeated after existing numerical groundwater model is 
revised based on the transient calibration (recommendation by SRK (2010)) and to incorporate 
the revised model simulations. 
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4 QUALIFICATIONS OF KEY TECHNICAL REVIEWER 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist 
with SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and 
solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’s areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection 
well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport 
models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Profession Hydrogeologist 


 
Education M.S. in Agricultural Engineering (Groundwater), Colorado State 


University, 1993 
B.S. in Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1983 
 


Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


P.E.: Arizona # 44868 , Colorado # 35703 
Member, National Groundwater Association 


  
Certifications 


 
8-Hour MSHA Surface Metal 


 
Specialization Groundwater hydrology, field investigations, and data analyses. 
 
Expertise Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer in Arizona and Colorado.  He has broad 


experience in environmental hydrogeology.  His emphasis has been groundwater 
and surface water characterization where he has been involved in planning and 
conducting fieldwork, data analysis, and report preparation for clients and for 
regulatory review and approval.  He has extensive field experience including 
hydraulic characterization, installation of wells, instrument installation, and surface 
water characterization.  He has designed pumping tests and has analyzed aquifer test 
data.  He also has international work experience in South America and Canada. 


 
Employment Record 
 
1995– Present SRK Consulting, Fort Collins and Denver, CO; Tucson, AZ Hydrogeologist 
1994 - 1995 Advanced Sciences, Inc., Hydrogeologist/Engineer 
1993 - 1994 Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, 


Intern 
June – Nov. 1992 Water, Waste & Land, Inc., Engineering Technician (part-time) 
May – Nov. 1990 Goldstake Exploration, Geologist 
June – Dec. 1989 ACZ Laboratories, Inc., Lab Technician 
April – Nov. 1986 Summitville Consolidated Mining Company, Inc., Lead Pit Technician 


 
Languages  English 
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Key Experience:  Field Projects 
• Installation of monitoring and recharge wells at Jerritt Canyon Mine in Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift tests, and vibrating pressure transducers in core hole at Mt. Hope in 


Nevada 
• Conducted packer and airlift test, and installed and grouted vibrating transducers into a core hole for 


Vale Inco near Thompson Manitoba, Canada 
• Conducted airlift test and performed geothech core logging 
• Prefeasibility hydrogeologic study in a permafrost region, including packer tests and installation of 


thermistors into core holes at Newmont’s Hope Bay project in Nunavut, Canada 
• Supervised surface water sampling required for operational permit  at Alaska Gold Corporation 
• Site investigation and construction QA/QC for wick installation for dewatering uranium mill tailings for 


Moab Reclamation Trust in Moab, Utah  
• Site investigation of historic radium and uranium tailings for DIAND at Port Radium, Northwest 


Territories, Canada 
 
Key Experience:  Groundwater Hydrology Characterization 
 
Asarco, Leadville, Colorado Groundwater Flow Characterization 
• Conducted an investigation of the operation of two drainage tunnels of historic underground mine 


workings and the interaction of ground and surface water flow in the Leadville area. 
•  Prepared report describing the operation of the drainage tunnels and the affect on the historical and 


recent trends of groundwater levels and surface water flow. 
• Designed remedial actions for residential soils and prepared closure reports for completed properties.  


Provided QA/QC for the remediation construction. 
 
Goldfields Gold Mine, Bolivar State, Venezuela 
• The site drill core was reviewed to identify zones for packer tests in core holes. 
• Developed a MODFLOW model of the proposed mine site to design the mine pit dewatering system. 
•  Prepared the hydrology section of the pre-feasibility report for the mine. 
•  Prepared standard procedures for single well and long-term pumping test. 


 
DeBeers Victor Project, Ontario, Canada 
• Contributed to the hydrogeological pre-feasibility and feasibility study for a diamond mine. 
• Completed drilling and installation of a large diameter well and piezometers for long-term pumping 


tests. 
• Completed airlift tests while drilling and conducted two long-term pumping tests. 
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Key Experience:  Groundwater Remediation Projects 


 
Hewlett Packard Industrial Facility, Loveland, Colorado 
• Routine monitoring of pump and treat system, including system inspection and surface and groundwater 


sampling. 
•  Prepared monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 


 
Key Experience:  Mining Hydrology 


 
BHP San Manuel Plant Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Developed infiltration models to estimate infiltration through the tailings storage facility to evaluate the 


reclamation covers. 
• Developed 2-D saturated unsaturated flow model with SEEP/W software to estimate the long-term 


drainage time and rates from the tailing impoundments. 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
 


BHP San Manuel Mine Site, San Manuel, Arizona BHP Copper, Inc. 
• Assisted with developing a numerical groundwater flow model to predict formation of open pit lake loss 


of containment pit lake and underground workings 
• Lead hydrogeologist on the routine monitoring, sampling, and reporting required by the Arizona 


Aquifer Permit (APP). 
• Lead hydrologist for APP for closed landfill, completed infiltration modeling of the cover, and installed 


three methane monitoring wells. 
• Re-calibrated the numerical groundwater flow model using an additional five years groundwater 


recovery data of the underground workings. 
 
Tailings Impoundment Seepage Study, Argentina 


Simulated seepage through the tailings impoundment dam with SEEP/W, a two-dimensional finite 
element code.  The seepage through the bottom of the tailings impoundment was simulated with 
FEFLOW, a three-dimensional finite element code. 


 
Aggregate Industries Gravel Pits, Longmont, Colorado:  Permit and Reclamation 
• Developed a numerical groundwater flow model using FEFLOW to simulate two existing gravel pits. 
• The model was calibrated to existing conditions and then used to predict the impact of the proposed 


gravel pits to the groundwater system. 
• The model was also used to estimate groundwater inflows to the reclaimed gravel pits. 


 
Rio Grand Resources Uranium Tailings Seepage Study, Hobson, Texas 
• A numerical groundwater flow and mass transport model was developed with MODFLOW and MT3D96 


code to simulate the preferred remediation plan. 
• An Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) petition was prepared for the facility using the long-term 


results of the numerical simulations. 
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Conoco Conquista Uranium Mine and Mill Site, Falls City, Texas 
• Designed installation of compliance monitoring wells, developed a statement of work, and obtained bids 


for drilling and analytical work.  
•  Maintained database and prepared data transmittal report. 


 
 
Key Experience:  Environmental 
 
Loring Air Force Base, Caribou, Maine RI/FS investigation 
• Conducted over-sight of field activities that included various types of drilling and sampling. 
• Work also included data analysis, report preparation, and document review. 
• Prepared and assisted with quarterly water level measurements of approximately 300 monitoring wells. 


 
Robins Air Force Base, Warner Robins, Georgia: Site Investigation of landfill,  
• Assisted with preparation of work plan and standard operating procedures forthe site investigation of an 


old landfill. 
• Utilized Geoprobe™ push technology for collecting soil and groundwater samples. 
• Sample analysis was completed with an on-site portable gas chromatograph-mass spectrophotometer. 


 
Massachusetts Military Reservation Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
• Managed fieldwork work on two sites to characterize soils and groundwater, data review and analysis, 


and document preparation for regulatory agencies. 
• The site investigation consisted of Geoprobe™ borings and screened auger borings to collect 


groundwater field screening samples, installing monitoring wells, and collecting groundwater samples. 
• Collected soil samples with split spoons using hollow stem augers and Geoprobe™ equipment. 
• Served as the construction over-sight engineer during the installation an air sparging/soil vapor 


extraction system consisting of 21 air sparge wells and 20 soil vapor extraction wells. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Senior Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. Hydrogeology, Colorado State University, 
1989 
B.A. Earth Sciences, University of Colorado, 1978 
 


Certifications OSHA Hazardous Waste Site Investigation Health 
and Safety Training Course 
 
MSHA Certification – Open Pit and Underground 


 
Specialization Mr. Cope is a senior hydrogeologist with 25 years experience consulting to the 


mining industry in the areas of mine water management, hydrogeologic 
characterization, contaminant evaluation, baseline studies, groundwater and soils 
restoration, and environmental data management.  Mr. Cope’s technical experience 
has involved: 
• Groundwater resource impacts analysis, open pit and underground mine inflow 


and water management evaluations, investigations of groundwater/surface water 
interactions, and basin hydrologic budgets. 


• Design, installation, and performance testing of high capacity water supply 
wells. 


• Aquifer hydraulic testing and analysis: variable and constant head, constant 
discharge, specific discharge tracer, and various packer techniques. 


• Groundwater monitoring systems design, monitoring systems performance 
assessment, and evaluation of hydrogeologic data. Innovative groundwater 
sampling methods using specific discharge and micropurging techniques. 


• Database development and management, data capture, validation, and quality 
control analyses. 


• Statistical data analysis, probabilistic analysis (Monte Carlo simulation, 
distribution fitting), RCRA statistical evaluations. 


• Numerical and analytical modeling of groundwater flow and contaminant fate 
and transport. 


• Preparation of CERCLA, RCRA, and NEPA deliverables. 
 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present SRK Consulting Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1997 – 1998 CGRS Inc., Senior Hydrogeologist 
1988 – 1997 Golder Associates Inc., Project Hydrogeologist to Hydrogeology Group Leader  
1986 – 1988 Colorado State University, Graduate Research Assistant 
1984 – 1985 Dames & Moore, Staff through Project Hydrogeologist 
1983 – 1984 U.S.G.S., Water Resource Division, Assistant Hydrologist 
1980 – 1983 Wahler Associates, Staff Hydrogeologist 
 
Languages Fluent Spanish / Working French 
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Key Experience:  
 
Mine Water Management and Characterization 
 
• Molycorp Questa Mine, New Mexico:  Project Manager and Technical Lead for the Characterization of 


underground mine inflows and significant surface water flow related to block cave subsidence.  The 
work differentiated surface recharge through the subsidence zone from other groundwater sources.   A 
water control monitoring system was designed and installed, and is currently operational.  Continuous 
flow measurements combined with quarterly water quality sampling provide data for source 
identification and water and chemical mass balance analyses.   Current efforts are focused on the 
evaluation and optimization of the mine water management system with the objective of maximizing 
temporary storage of inflow through the active block from large precipitation events.  The work includes 
modifications to underground storage and conveyance facilities and a tracer study to quantify travel time 
and pathways of infiltration to the mine from the overlying open pit. 


 
• Stillwater Mining Co, Montana:  Manager and lead hydrogeologist for a pressure injection testing to 


program to locate structure-controlled zones of high groundwater pressure above the underground 
Stillwater Mine in Montana. Designed the test program to enable monitoring formation pressures and 
transient drainage conditions at the drill collar without using complex down hole straddle packer 
equipment. 


 
• Echo Bay Lamefoot Projects, Washington:  Evaluation of groundwater inflow quantity and quality in 


underground workings. Developed a conceptual hydrogeologic model based on the characteristics related 
to rock structure and lithology. A significant component of the model was a detailed understanding of the 
interaction between the alluvial and deep bedrock groundwater flow systems.  Applied a water balance 
approach to estimate inflow and acid generating potential during future mine development.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team leader to evaluate impacts from a mine and mill facility 


and on the local groundwater system and the adjacent Eagle River.  Supervised drilling and installation 
of multiple nested piezometers, and conducted long-term pumping tests.  Installed digital data acquisition 
system to remotely monitor water level in the rapidly flooding closed mine.   


 
• Cuajone Mine, Southern Peru Copper, Peru:   Team leader and technical lead for a hydrogeologic 


evaluation for suitability of a proposed large valley-fill leach operation.  The work entailed 
hydrogeologic and surface water characterizations, impacts assessments, and design of mitigation 
measures in a fractured volcanic rock setting.   The work focused on defining zones of fracture-enhanced 
groundwater flow, the relationship of a regionally significant river to the groundwater flow system, and 
the ability to contain and recover leach solutions from the fractured system.  A phased approach was 
used to first conduct a fatal flaw evaluation, the results of which served to focus a detailed 
characterization.  The characterization field program involved 10,000 feet of well installation, oriented 
angled core drilling, packer testing, long-term aquifer testing, seismic geophysical survey, spring and 
seep evaluation, and river flow gauging.   The results were applied to a basin-scale three dimensional 
multi-layer groundwater flow and transport model.  The defensibility of the model is critical to the client 
obtaining permit approval for the operation.  


 
• San Manuel Mine Site, Pinal County, Arizona:  Hydrogeology team lead and principal investigator for 


the assessment of the impacts of an existing open pit on the surrounding groundwater flow system.  
Directed deep monitoring well installation (600 to 1500 feet) and performed in-situ hydraulic testing 
(e.g., packer testing, aquifer test). Specified, procured and successfully installed a 1,500 foot deep 
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grouted transducer column including 12 vibrating wire transducers and data logging equipment. The 
aquifer test program included low flow (less than 2 gpm) drawdown tests in undisturbed bedrock 
formations over extended periods of time. Performed data interpretation and analysis in support of the 
predictive groundwater flow model and Aquifer Protection Permit Application. 


 
• Franklin/Zeus Joint Venture, Colorado:  Project manager and technical lead for the permitting of 


proposed gold mining and milling operations at the Franklin and Mogul mines in Clear Creek and 
Boulder counties. Conducted an underground evaluation to predict future mine water discharge volume 
and quality.  Co-authored Environmental Protection Plan, Plan of Operation, and Stormwater 
Management Plan as part of mining permit application. 


 
• Pueblo Viejo Mine, Dominican Republic:  Evaluation of the groundwater flow system in a complex 


terrain of a tight silicified volcanics sturctually juxtaposed to highly karstic limestone.  Formulated a 
regional conceptual model that addressed impacts from the open pit mine and extensive tailings facilities 
that overly this complex system. 


 
• Phelps Dodge Ambatovy-Analamay Project, Madagascar:  Baseline environmental assessments of 


surface and groundwater hydrology in remote tropical terrain for a large proposed nickel-cobalt mine and 
mill.  Scope included baseline data collection, assessment of environmental risks within the framework 
of World Bank Environmental Standards, analysis of potential groundwater and surface water impacts, 
and mitigation of the impacts.  Also collected data to support site selection and feasibility studies for 
tailings facility.  Though the work was severely challenged by complicated logistics and rugged jungle 
conditions, the project produced rigorous high quality data that met permitting and design needs. 


 
• Hecla Grouse Creek Operations, Idaho:  Developed a water balance that incorporated tailings and 


waste rock facilities, mill makeup water requirements, water expressed during consolidation of newly 
deposited tails, and runoff contributions from disturbed and undisturbed small watersheds surrounding 
the site.  Site climate data were calculated using statistical adjustments from a number of stations in 
central Idaho and west-central Montana.  Statistical distributions for precipitation, evaporation, runoff, 
spring melt-out duration and timing, mill tonnage, and makeup water volumes were incorporated into the 
analysis to simulate natural and operational variability.  The calibrated spreadsheet was subsequently 
used by mill operators as a solution management tool.   


 
• San Juan Ridge Mine, California:  Developed multi-layer finite element groundwater models to predict 


mine water inflow to a proposed underground gold mine. Models simulated both local mine inflow and 
regional impacts to private water supply wells. Subsequent operation of the mine showed that the inflow 
predicted by the model was within 10 percent of actual inflow. 


 
• Various Mines, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona:  Conducted water balance analyses for 


mining heap leach projects located in arid and humid environments.  Performed both deterministic and 
probabilistic water balance analyses that included components of the natural hydrologic cycle and 
various operational solution application, storage, and extraction processes.  The water balance models 
were calibrated on a monthly basis to actual measured climatic precipitation and process flow data and 
were used by clients as an ongoing operational decision tool. 


 
Mine Contamination, Reclamation 
 
• General Atomics,  Rio Grande Resources,  Panna Maria, Texas:  Project manager to review and 


amend an Alternate Concentration Limit Application submitted as part of the groundwater compliance 
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strategy at the site.  Work included development of a multilayer three-dimensional, variably saturated 
flow and transport model to support an update to the site human health risk assessment.  Also developed 
the environmental monitoring data management system currently being used at the site.  


 
• Confidential Client, Copper Operation, USA:  Project manager for a remedial investigation under an 


AOC to characterize impacts from historic smelter and tailings operations on the soils and surface water 
surrounding the site.   


 
• Conoco, Conquista Uranium Mill, Texas:  Lead hydrogeologist to characterize the groundwater flow 


system in the vicinity of a closed uranium mill tailings facility.  Investigations were conducted to 
quantify site impacts and to establish background water chemistry potentially influenced by an adjacent 
upgradient uranium mine and mill operation.   


 
• Tailings Characterization, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Atlas Minerals Uranium Mill Site, Utah:  


Technical groundwater lead for investigation to support the dewatering program at the Atlas Mill 
uranium tailings impoundment. The project consisted of hydrogeologic, geotechnical and geochemical 
characterization of the tailings to enable the selection of a dewater method, and assess the changes that 
might occur in the tailings porewaters as a result of dewatering.  


 
• Leadville Superfund Site, Colorado:  Principal investigator for supplemental Feasibility Study 


groundwater investigations to refine impacts analyses for the Apache Tailings Impoundment.  
Responsible for performance assessment of groundwater and surface water monitoring network, 
refinement of the conceptual groundwater/surface water model, installation of nested monitoring wells, 
aquifer hydraulic testing and groundwater sampling.  


 
• Eagle Mine, Colorado:  Hydrogeology team lead for an environmental assessment and evaluation of 


extent of heavy metals contamination associated with a low pH tailings facility and mine workings.   
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Gallegos Dimensional Stone Quarry, Colorado:  Environmental Impacts Assessment of acid rock 


drainage from quarry operation near Telluride.  Assessed conditions through soil and surface water 
sampling.  Proposed cost-effective modifications of operational practices to minimize impacts to 
environmentally sensitive surface waters in area.  Also recommended permitting strategies for 
incorporation into storm water permit and technical revisions to an existing mining permit. 


 
• Blackhawk Mill Site, Colorado:  Performed environmental site assessment of a historic mining 


property adjacent to a CERCLA superfund site.  Defined areas of hazardous and non-hazardous mine and 
mill wastes as a pre-remedial design activity.  Evaluated remedial alternatives, recommended the 
preferred alternative, and developed cost estimate to complete the cleanup. 


 
• Cotter Corporation, Wyoming:  Detailed investigation to determine feasibility of in-situ leaching of a 


uranium property near Pumpkin Buttes.  Responsible for installation of wells and long-term pumping 
tests. 
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Groundwater Resource Evaluation and Development 
 
• Montana Explorada, Guatemala:  Developed water supply for a new gold mine/mill operation through 


an assessment of the resource potential, identification of candidate well locations, and the installation, 
and testing of a successful large bore 1,000 foot deep production well. 


 
• Nevada Power Company, Nevada:  Design, installation and performance testing of a 1,000-foot deep, 


1,500 gpm water supply well.   
 
• Pinnacle West Capital, Nevada:  Groundwater resource evaluation and the design, installation, and 


production testing of 2,000-foot deep high-capacity water supply well. 
 
• Colorado Springs Landfill, Colorado:  Evaluation of an alluvial groundwater resource with respect to 


potential impacts from a proposed expansion of a solid waste landfill.  Development of basin and sub-
basin water budgets, verification of the water budgets using numerical methods, and semi-analytical 
computer modeling of potential contaminant release scenarios.  Also conducted a study of the 
hydrogeologic suitability of existing and proposed solid waste landfill sites across El Paso County, 
Colorado.  Developed a ranking procedure to compare the sites across diverse hydrogeologic regimes. 


 
 
Mine Permitting 
 
• Wishbone Hill Open Pit Mine, Alaska:  Groundwater baseline and impact studies for proposed 


Idemitsu Wishbone Hill open pit coal mine in Alaska.  Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
field test data for characterization of the site hydrogeology.  The characterization culminated in 
predictive pit inflow analyses using various numerical and analytical solutions. 


 
• Confidential Client, Central America:  Baseline line measurement of flow and sampling for water 


quality at a precious metal mining prospect.   
 
• Echo Bay K2 and Key Projects, Washington:  Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater and 


surface water from Key Project open pit gold mine. Designed groundwater monitoring well network.  
Also planned and directed field investigations at the proposed K2 Project to evaluate baseline 
potentiometric and water quality conditions. 


 
 
Solid and Hazardous Waste 
 
• Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, Colorado:  Program Manager and technical lead for 


multidisciplinary projects at the DOE facility related to groundwater sampling, aquifer testing and 
analysis, and evaluation of innovative technologies and field methods.  Multiple simultaneous 
investigations involved up to twenty professional technical staff. 


 
The evaluations focused on determining the feasibility and applicability of the Rocky Flats site to 
alternative groundwater sampling methods, state-of-the-art field water quality measurement 
instrumentation, aeseptic methods for drilling and well installation, and improving well design. Principal 
author and lead investigator for 1994 Site Wide Well Evaluation Report, Summary of Historic Water 
Quality Field Parameter Data, and Evaluation of Geochemical Analytical Suites. 
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Evaluation of water quality data and database management of more than 250,000 environmental records 
for the 1997 Rocky Flats Cleanup Agreement (RFCA) Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report.  
Responsibilities included extraction and conditioning of the data for analysis, quality control analyses 
based on P.A.R.C.C. parameters, analyses to document exceedences of site-specific action levels, trend 
analysis, and preparation of data analysis sections of the report.  Developed data management procedures 
to automate the input, analysis, and reporting of the data.  


 
 
Unsaturated Zone Studies 
 
• Nevada Nuclear Waste, Isolation Program (USGS), Yucca Mountain, Nevada:  Responsible for 


construction, calibration, and emplacement of down-hole instrumentation to measure moisture content of 
tuffaceous rocks at the proposed high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.    
Supervised the set-up and operation of a vadose zone instrument calibration laboratory for the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Isolation Program. Developed moisture-characteristic curves, unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and matric potentials in tuffaceous rocks.   


 
 











From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: SRK Review of Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Report
Date: 02/10/2010 08:53 AM
Attachments: GW_ModelReview_Memo_183101_ vu_lc_ms_20100209_FNL_2.pdf

FYI...

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 02/10/2010 08:53 AM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

02/09/2010 02:37 PM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "'Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SRK Review of Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater
Model Report

Salek,

 
Attached is the Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK for the Rosemont mine site
groundwater model report prepared by Montgomery.  The gist of the review is that Montgomery’s
report does not present adequate information to allow SRK to determine if the model is suitable or
defensible; therefore until adequate information is provided SRK is unable to fully evaluate the
model and its findings.  The SRK memo is relatively specific as to the information that SRK believes
is either not included or not clearly explained.  In addition, SRK makes definitive statements that
the model must include the following:

 
1.       Transient calibration (the model is calibrated to only pre-mining steady-state
conditions)
2.       Parametric sensitivity analysis, to evaluate the range of likely results

 
Given the time pressures on the DEIS, I propose that SRK meet with Montgomery the week of
February 22 (the earliest date that the SRK hydrologists are available) to resolve the issues
presented in the SRK memorandum. 

 
Cheers,

 
Dale

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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7 Reviewer Qualifications 


Senior Reviewer, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in Denver, 
Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 
developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
recovery mines. 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 
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Moscow, Russia 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Rosemont Mine Site Groundwater Model Report
Date: 02/09/2010 02:37 PM
Attachments: GW_ModelReview_Memo_183101_ vu_lc_ms_20100209_FNL_2.pdf

Salek,
 
Attached is the Technical Review Memorandum prepared by SRK for the Rosemont mine site
groundwater model report prepared by Montgomery.  The gist of the review is that Montgomery’s
report does not present adequate information to allow SRK to determine if the model is suitable or
defensible; therefore until adequate information is provided SRK is unable to fully evaluate the
model and its findings.  The SRK memo is relatively specific as to the information that SRK believes
is either not included or not clearly explained.  In addition, SRK makes definitive statements that
the model must include the following:
 

1.       Transient calibration (the model is calibrated to only pre-mining steady-state conditions)
2.       Parametric sensitivity analysis, to evaluate the range of likely results

 
Given the time pressures on the DEIS, I propose that SRK meet with Montgomery the week of
February 22 (the earliest date that the SRK hydrologists are available) to resolve the issues
presented in the SRK memorandum.
 
Cheers,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Tom Furgason, SWCA Date: February 9, 2010 


cc: Dale Ortman, P.E. 
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 
Larry Cope, M.S. 
Michael Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Technical Review of M & A (2009c) 
Groundwater Flow Model Report 
Prepared for Rosemont Copper  


Project #: 183101 


This review has been undertaken and the Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of SWCA and the 
Coronado National Forest. The memorandum provides comments related to a review of the report, 
Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-
Closure, (M & A, 2009c) prepared by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M & A) for Rosemont 
Copper Company. These comments were prepared by Dr. Vladimir Ugorets, Mr. Larry Cope, and Mr. 
Michael Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK). The groundwater modeling report and supporting 
documents from M & A regarding the 2008 field program (M & A, 2009a and M & A, 2009b) were 
reviewed as reference materials for preparing this memorandum.  


The technical comments are grouped into four topics:  (1) analysis and interpretation of field data, (2) model 
setup, (3) model calibration, and (4) predictive simulations. In general the comments are requests for:  
information that will clarify the use of measured data in the model, additional model calibration, and 
additional predictive simulations as part of the sensitivity analysis. Without the requested information and 
model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data 


This section summarizes our review of the analysis and interpretation of field data. The field methods used in 
well construction and aquifer testing are considered acceptable and to standard industry practices.  


Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity 


It is understood that most wells partially penetrated the geologic units that were pump tested. It appears that 
hydraulic conductivity was calculated from the aquifer test data using the saturated thicknesses of the unit 
being tested. It is unclear how those calculated values were incorporated into the model given that partial 
penetration effects could be significant at the pumped wells over 30 days of pumping. However, the effect of 
partial penetration diminishes with distance from a pumping well. Thus, the data that were used in creating 
the input data set to the model is unclear. A modification of the results tables in 2009b or in Table 4 of the 
reviewed report would help in assessing how the data were used. 


Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity 


The gaped, screened intervals of the pumping test wells and the multiple level standpipe and grouted-in 
piezometers as observation wells likely provide an opportunity for analysis of vertical hydraulic conductivity 
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(Kv). No values for Kv were provided, and as such there is no opportunity to verify the Kv assumptions used 
in the model. It is recommended that values for Kv be estimated, where possible, from the test data. 


Hydraulic Influence of Faults 


Analysis of the long-term pumping test data does not include an evaluation of the influence of faults on the 
values of hydraulic conductivity. The influence of faults on horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity 
appears to be implicit in the values applied to the model. Without the influence of the faults estimated from 
the test data, the representativeness of the modeled values for hydraulic conductivity cannot be verified. 


2 Model Setup 


The Rosemont model was constructed using the MODFLOW-SURFACT code (including the LAK2 Package 
for simulation of the pit lake infilling and the graphical modeling interface, Groundwater Vistas). All of the 
programs are industry-accepted codes for groundwater modeling. 


Grid Discretization  


Grid discretization (203 rows, 168 columns, and 10 layers with a minimal lateral cell size of 200 ft by 200 ft) 
is generally adequate to simulate the proposed pit dewatering and post-mining conditions. However, the 
elevation of the layers (especially in the pit area), made flat for the convenience of the pit lake simulation, 
does not match the geological/hydrogeological units or zones. The bottom of the model is about 2,000 ft 
below the ultimate floor of the proposed open pit. The extent of the model and the model thickness are very 
reasonable to estimate both the horizontal and vertical components of groundwater inflow to the pit/pit lake 
and the possible impact of the mining operation on the groundwater system during mining and post-mining 
conditions. 


Geological Representation 


Ten hydrogeological units in the model area (page 12) are represented in the model by only three geological 
units (Section 8.3): 


1. Quaternary and recent alluvium 
2. Late Tertiary to Early Quaternary basin-fill deposits, and 
3. Bedrock. 


Each geological unit was subdivided by different numerical zones where hydraulic conductivity values were 
assigned using the PEST optimization subroutine (to be discussed below) during steady-state calibration of 
the model. In the reviewers’ opinion, the simulated west-east modeled cross section shown on Figure 37 of 
the modeling report poorly matches the geological cross section A-A shown on Figure 4.  


Simulation of Fault Zones 


The groundwater flow model (M & A, 2009c) also does not include structural features that exist in the model 
domain. Page 18 of the report indicates that a fault zone through the Davidson Canyon area is a significant 
hydrogeological feature consisting of at least two major faults; the report states that the “potential hydraulic 
influence of this fault zone is evaluated as part of this investigation.” It is not clear why this very important 
feature was not incorporated into the model. Even in the case of a lack of data, a sensitivity analysis could be 
applied for this zone.  
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Hydraulic Parameters Used in Model 


It is not clear how hydraulic conductivity values (K) were assigned in the model. The Parameter ESTimation 
(PEST) code was used for a model calibration to match water levels in individual monitoring points. 
However, without consideration of geological and structural features and without histograms or tabulations 
of the distribution of K by rock type and layer, the validity and accuracy of the results cannot be verified. As 
an example, it is not clear why the bedrock unit in layer 2 on Figure 37 (K=0.1 to 1 m/day, right part of cross 
section) is more permeable than it is in layers 1 and 3; or why bedrock in layer 3 on Figure 38 (with 
K=0.0001 - 0.001 m/day, right part of cross section also) is less permeable than it is in layers 2 and 4, above 
and below, respectively.  


The report does not clearly indicate: 


1. Modeled distribution of parameters within different hydrogeological zones, 
2. The limits of K used for the PEST iterations, nor the criteria for selecting the limits, and 
3. Measured values of K from hydrogeological tests conducted in the field (min, max, and average). 


Table 4 does not provide information as to which hydrogeological units are screened, nor is it clear how the 
aquifer thickness was defined, i.e., is it a real aquifer thickness or the partial-penetrated screen interval? 
Figures 29 through 36 show simulated horizontal hydraulic conductivity values (zones where K values vary 
within one order of magnitude). Measured values interpreted from the field test data, are not shown on these 
figures, and it is difficult to judge how reasonable these distributions are of K values. 


The following requests of information are to clarify how the geology and measured hydraulic conductivity/ 
transmissivity values correspond with the model parameters: 


1. A table or tables that correlate model layers to rock type, and rock type to measured permeability 
values. 


2. Addition of measured permeability values at the appropriate locations on the model layer cross 
sections of Figures 37 and 38. 


3. Histograms of measured permeability values by rock type. 


There is no assessment of vertical anisotropy in the report. M & A (2009c) used Kh:Kv = 10:1 for Qal and 
QTg units and Kh:Kv = 1:1 for bedrock. However, it is not clear how these ratios were confirmed by 
hydraulic test data. 


Vertical hydraulic conductivities used in the model were assumed but not measured. Kv is a particularly 
important parameter in models where significant drawdown occurs next to an open pit. It is requested that 
values of Kv be calculated from available field test data to verify the adequacy of the assumptions of vertical 
anisotropy. The manner in which the individual screened zones of some pumping wells were isolated by 
packers and the completion geometry of a number of wells suggest that such an analysis is possible. A 
sensitivity analysis would show the relative importance of Kv (as well as the other input variables) in 
predictive simulations. 


Storage parameters, generally, look reasonable. However, the values used do not cover the possible range of 
values. It is entirely possible that the simulated drawdown could be larger in extent than the prediction 
presented in the report.  


Boundary Conditions 


General head boundary (GHB) conditions, applied at the lateral model boundaries, are not clearly described. 
Section 8.1 of the report (M & A, 2009c) indicates that GHB conditions “were derived from estimates of 
equilibrium groundwater levels and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer at model boundaries.”  However, it 
is not clear what parameters of the GHBs were used (specified head, distance, and transmissivity) nor how 
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they were chosen. The choice of layers, where they were applied on Figure 26 (layers 1 and 2 in most areas, 
layers 2 and 3, 3 and 4 at the northwestern corner of the model), is not described in the text of the report. 
Description and assessment of the boundary conditions for the other layers are absent (by definition the 
MODFLOW code authors assumed them to be no-flow). 


Recharge and Evapotranspiration 


M & A (2009c) conducted thorough research for precipitation and evaporation data in the region of the 
Rosemont project. A conservative estimate of precipitation was used: 405,000 acre feet /year (ac-ft/yr). M & 
A’s use of such units (ac-ft/yr) for precipitation, recharge, and evapotranspiration, however, makes it difficult 
for the reviewers to compare the model to precipitation, since precipitation typically is reported in inches per 
year (in/yr). The estimated precipitation of 405,000 ac-ft/yr converts to 16.62 in/yr, using the model area of 
457 square miles (292,480 acres). The regional data indicate this is a reasonable estimate of annual 
precipitation. The applied recharge from precipitation is 7,016 ac-ft/yr, or about 1.73 percent of annual 
precipitation. This is a reasonable infiltration for southern Arizona.  


It is stated in Section 8.4 of the report (last section of the first paragraph) that “A net inflow of 1,670 ac-ft/yr 
to upper Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries is considered analogous to basin recharge…” This is 
not obvious and needs more explanation because the assignment of GHB conditions is not clearly described 
(see above). The inclusion of inflow from the GHB increases the recharge rate to 9,779 ac-ft/yr, 2.41 percent 
of the annual precipitation, which is considerably higher. The recharge is summarized at the bottom of page 
52, Section 8.4, including the contribution from the upper and lower GHB boundaries. However, the steady-
state water balance in Section 8.7.2 does not include the contribution to recharge from the upper and lower 
portions of the Cienega Creek basin via the GHB boundaries.   


The applied evapotranspiration is reported as 4,240 ac-ft/yr. This appears to be reasonable, given the 
vegetation reported in Table 1 and for conditions in southern Arizona. But again, it is not clear whether this 
value was adjusted during model calibration. 


Groundwater Interaction with Streams 


Two perennial reaches along Cienega Creek were simulated. Extraction wells were used to simulate the two 
perennial, gaining reaches of the creek and injection wells were used to simulate the losing reaches at the 
downstream end of the creek. Simulating the stream reaches with flux-dependent boundaries does not allow 
for impacts from groundwater withdrawals during pit dewatering or for any potential production wells to 
affect the surface water flows in Cienega Creek. Cienega Creek should be simulated with either the 
MODFLOW River Package or Stream Routing Package. Both of these packages are head-dependent methods 
for simulating groundwater/surface water interactions, and will allow for the flow in Cienega Creek to be 
affected by the groundwater stresses due to the Rosemont project. Using extraction/injection wells with fixed 
rates to simulate interaction between groundwater and surface water systems during mining and post-mining 
conditions is a significant model limitation and needs to be corrected by using the appropriate MODFLOW 
package. It also is not clear why Davidson Creek was not incorporated into the model using the MODFLOW 
Stream Routing Package. 


Springs 


Five springs with sustained base flows, described on page 7 of the report, were not incorporated into the 
model, and spring discharge rates were not used for model calibration. If they had been incorporated in the 
model, this would have provided an additional calibration tool and would allow prediction of the long-term 
effect of the future pit dewatering on the springs.  
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3 Model Calibration 


The model was calibrated only to water levels under steady state, pre-mining conditions. Although the 
quality line on Figure 41 looks reasonable, it is not clear how good the model reproduces the measured 
values of hydraulic conductivity (transmissivity) in the field and the measured discharges in the five springs 
having sustained base flow. 


No transient calibration was completed. It is not clear why such a calibration was not completed using data 
from the long-term multi-well pumping test (30-day pumping test from five wells) in the Rosemont project 
area. In the reviewers’ opinion, the predictive capability of this model is significantly limited by (1) the lack 
of a description of the results of the steady-state calibration (described above) and (2) the absence of a 
transient calibration of the model.  


4 Predictive Simulations 


Predictive simulations were completed to predict groundwater inflow to the proposed open pit, pit-lake 
infilling after mining ceases, and possible impacts to groundwater and surface water systems during both 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


Simulation of Open Pit 


The open pit excavation is a major stress to the groundwater system, and requires a detailed description of 
how it was incorporated into the model. The following data were not found in the M & A (2009c) report: 


1. A drawing showing the ultimate pit plan. 
2. A graph showing the ultimate pit bottom vs. time (this information also can be added to the existing 


Table 5). 
3. The number of drain cells used for simulation of the pit excavation. 
4. The number of pit plans incorporated into the model (32?). 
5. The location of simulated drain cells in plan view. 


It should be noted that the drain cells shown on the cross section on Figure 42 depict an ultimate pit-bottom 
elevation of 3,050 ft above mean sea level (amsl) after 22 years of mining. However, it is not clear whether 
the model cells above the drain cells shown on this figure also are specified as drain cells within the same 
column of cells. Figure 42 also does not show the simulated water table within the open pit on the cross 
section. Figure 45 shows a simulated water table in plan view at the end of mining; however, the water table 
elevation of 3,300 ft amsl is 250 feet above the ultimate pit-bottom elevation. This fact most likely indicates 
that all cells within the simulated pit were not completely drained and pit inflow was underestimated (either 
the conductivity of the drain cells was not large enough, or the entire column of cells above the pit bottom 
elevation were not specified as drain cells). 


Results of Predictive Simulations 


M & A’s (2009c) model gives one set of solutions without a range of possible predictive values. A 
comprehensive sensitivity/uncertainty analysis (which has not been done) is required to define the possible 
ranges of pit inflows, pit-lake stages, and the extent of drawdown.  


A steady-state post-mining prediction also is required to understand the permanent impacts of the proposed 
mining on the groundwater system.  


A groundwater budget simulated by the model was presented only for pre-mining conditions. No budgets 
were presented for end-of-mining and post-mining conditions, so changes in flow from individual 
components due to mining could not be evaluated. 
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5 Conclusions 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the reliability 
of the predictions of possible impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed open pit excavation.  


In the opinion of the SRK reviewers: 


1. It is unclear whether the model sufficiently represents known geology and structures. 
2. The assignment of parameters is unclear with respect to how representative the assigned values are 


of the field-determined test values and the geologic units/rock types. 
3. Simulation of groundwater interaction with Cienega Creek by extraction/injection wells with fixed 


rates does not allow for the groundwater impacts from the Rosemont project to affect the flow 
system in Cienega Creek. 


4. Full calibration of the model has not been completed due to the lack of a transient calibration to the 
long-term, multi-well pumping test. The model has a limited predictive capability due to the absence 
of a transient calibration. 


5. Drain cells, representing the open pit excavation, most likely were not assigned properly and as 
result, the model under predicts inflow/drawdown propagation. 


6. The model provides one set of solutions without a discussion of a range of possible predictive values. 
Due to existing uncertainties in hydrogeological parameters and boundary conditions, a sensitivity/ 
uncertainty analysis should be added to the predictive simulation to illustrate a range of possible 
impacts to the groundwater system from the proposed pit operation. 
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developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models related to mine dewatering, 
groundwater contamination, and water resource development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design 
and optimization of extraction-injection well fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater 
flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ 
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development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'
Cc: 'Beverley Everson'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg'; 'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Tetra Tech Mine Site Groundwater Model Construction & Calibration Memos
Date: 08/17/2010 08:15 AM
Attachments: TechReview_GW_Model_Constr&Calibration_memo_183101_vu_20100817_draft_FINAL.pdf

Salek & Roger,
 
Attached is the SRK technical review memorandum regarding their review of both the Flow Model
Construction and Calibration & Steady-State Sensitivity Analysis memoranda submitted by Tetra
Tech.  Please review and provide any comments; however to expedite issue resolution I am
providing this document to Rosemont with the cautionary note that it is to be considered
preliminary pending formal comment by the CNF.
 
Please forward review comments at your earliest possible convenience.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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PO Box 1233
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: August 17, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA 


Cori Hoag, SRK 


File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 


Larry Cope, M.S. 


Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Review of Tetra Tech Documents 
Groundwater Flow Model 
Construction and Calibration and 
Steady-State Sensitivity Analyses 


Project #: 183101/2000 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the two Technical Memoranda, Groundwater Flow Model 
Construction and Calibration dated July 26, 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and Calibration and Steady-State 
Sensitivity Analyses dated July 30, 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010b). This review was undertaken, and our 
Memorandum prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
(SRK), at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, as transmitted to SRK by Mr. Dale 
Ortman in email requests dated August 5 and August 9, 2010. 


1 Description of Groundwater Flow Model Setup 


Tetra Tech has a developed 3-D numerical regional groundwater flow model based on a framework model 
that was reviewed by SRK previously (SRK, 2010a). The geologic formations were grouped by Montgomery 
& Associates (2009a) into ten (10) hydrogeologic units on the basis of their age and material properties. The 
following four additional units were incorporated into the model by Tetra Tech (2010a): 
 


1. Paleozoic units in the western side of the pit area (Zone 11 – Pz_Pit) that cover the Backbone  
  Fault along the ridge of the Santa Maria Mountains, 


2. Quaternary-Tertiary gravel in the Tucson Basin (Zone 15 – QTg_TB), 
3. Quartz-Porphyry Dike (simulated as the HFB package in MODFLOW), and 
4. Streambed material (simulated by the SFR package of MODFLOW). 


 
The model domain and the external lateral model boundaries are the same as those applied by M&A (2009b). 
 
The description of the model development in the reviewed document is detailed, comprehensive, and easy to 
follow. However, it should be noted that SRK did not find an explanation of modification of the western 
model boundary (assumed to be C-HEAD for the steady-state conditions) for transient mining and post-
mining simulations. 


2 Simulation of Recharge 


Tetra Tech (2010a) methodology for building recharge into the model used a combination of Geographic 
Information System (GIS) analysis, empirical surface-runoff modeling, and water balance calculations. The 
model domain was divided into 21 sub-watersheds based on topography. The sub-watersheds were further 
divided into bedrock, alluvial fan, and valley floor. Precipitation distribution data obtained from the PRISM 
Group at Oregon State University were applied to each sub-basin using GIS methods. Precipitation data from 
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the Santa Rita Experimental Range were used to simulate precipitation events and to develop runoff 
estimates for each sub-basin. Water balance calculations were performed to normalize the recharge rates for 
each sub-basin; the total recharge for all of the sub-basin was 10,100 acre-feet per year (ac-ft/yr), which is 
approximately 5.4 percent of annual precipitation. Six recharge zones were incorporated into the model with 
rates that varied from 0.33 inch per year (in/yr) to 1.31 in/yr. The total recharge calculated by the steady-state 
model was 9,909 ac-ft/yr.   
 
The simulation of mining impacts and post-closure changed the recharge that was used in the steady-state 
calibration. SRK provides the following observations about these changes:  
 Recharge from precipitation was not applied into the pit area during transient mining simulations 


assuming that all water will be captured by drain cells and removed from the model. SRK agrees that this 
is a valid approach to simulate water levels in the vicinity of the proposed pit; however, it is our opinion 
that this method would underestimate dewatering requirements. 


 Post-closure recharge from the waste rock storage area and the heap leach facility is assumed to be zero, 
based on the Tetra Tech (2010c) report, Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport Modeling Report. 
It should be noted that the review of that report by SRK (2010b) indicated that zero recharge is likely 
unrealistic. However, the zero value was also applied by Tetra Tech. SRK is of the opinion that recharge 
through the facilities should be revised or otherwise explained.  


 It is not clear from the reviewed Technical Memorandum why the recharge from the tailings is assumed 
to be a constant value for the entire duration of the post-closure simulation, given initial dewatering of 
the tailings following cessation of mining, followed by an asymptotic equilibration to average climatic 
conditions. 


3 Simulation of Evapotranspiration 


Tetra Tech simulated groundwater losses to evapotranspiration (ET) along the reaches of Cienega Creek and 
Davidson Canyon where riparian vegetation is present. ET was simulated with MODFLOW’s evapo-
transpiration (EVT) package. Maximum ET rates were assigned to each model cell, and simulated ET varied 
with groundwater level. The extinction depth was set to a constant depth of 16.4 ft (5 meters) below land 
surface. Simulated maximum evapotranspiration rates are shown in Figure 7 of the reviewed Technical 
Memorandum and vary from 10.9 in/yr to 39 in/yr. The bases for the following two model decisions are not 
clear to SRK: 
 
 Assumption for extinction depth that was uniformly applied throughout the model domain  (The Tetra 


Tech memorandum states that extinction depth varies with the types of the soil and vegetative cover, 
ranging from about 1.5 feet under bare conditions in sandy soil to about 27 feet under forest cover 
conditions in clayey soil). SRK requests an explanation of why a uniform extinction depth was applied. 


 Distribution of maximum evapotranspiration rates along the reaches of Cienega Creek and Davidson 
Canyon. SRK suggests a better explanation for the basis in the data for the distribution. 


4 Simulation of Groundwater—Stream Flow Interaction 


Cienega Creek has two U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) stream gauges and there is one USGS gauge in 
Davidson Canyon with historical stream flow data between 1968 and 1981. Tetra Tech simulated the    
interaction between surface water and groundwater along Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon with 
MODFLOW’s Stream Flow Routing Package. Stream boundaries were assigned to model layers 
corresponding to the stream elevation. Stream flows were used as calibration targets in a qualitative manner 
due to the regional model scale that limits the accuracy of stream-channel aquifers. 


5 Model Calibration and Simulated Groundwater Budget 


Tetra Tech calibrated the groundwater model to measured steady-state pre-mining water levels by using a 
weighting approach. All water-level targets (377 wells, 12 piezometers, and 67 springs) were assigned 
calibration weights (ranging from 0 to 1) based on: 
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 Availability and completeness of well construction information; 
 Well completion interval depth and screen length; 
 Water level trends; and 
 Period of water-level data. 


 
Simulated groundwater budgets for the pre-mining steady-state conditions are shown in Table 1. The process 
of steady-state model calibration to the measured water levels is well described. 
 


Table 1: Comparison of Component of Groundwater Budget Simulated by Tetra Tech 
(2010a) and M&A (2009b) Models. 


Components of 
Groundwater 
Budget 


M&A, 2009b Tetra Tech, 2010a Difference 


Rate [ac-ft/yr] Rate [ac-ft/yr] Rate [ac-ft/yr] 


Recharge 7,010 9,909 2,899 


Groundwater 
recharge from 
streams 2,172 8,344 6,172 


Evapotranspiration 4,240 5,638 1,398 


Groundwater 
discharge to streams 2,172 10,962 8,790 


Net of boundary 
outflow 2,770 1,653 -1,117 


 
SRK comments regarding the model calibration are: 


 
1. It is not clear how the results of the interpretation of a 30-day pumping test by 2-D radial flow 


models (Tetra Tech, 2010d) were used for the model calibration. The comparison shown in Table 2 
indicates that the hydraulic conductivity values calibrated and used in the model are less than those 
estimated from the 30-day pumping test data. 


 


          Table 2: Comparison of Hydraulic Conductivity Values for Lower Cretaceous 
Sedimentary Unit Used in Model and Derived from 30-Day Pumping Test. 


Hydraulic Conductivity of Lower Cretaceous 
Sedimentary Unit 


Kh 


(ft/d)  Kv (ft/d) 


Used in Model  0.066  0.005 


Estimated from PC‐5 pumping test (piezometer PZ‐
5)  0.16  2.8 


Estimated from PC‐5 pumping test (piezometer 
PC‐2)  0.1  0.006 


 
2. Table 1 shows that the components of the groundwater budget simulated by the Tetra Tech (2010a) 


and M&A (2009b) numerical models both were calibrated to measured pre-mining water levels. Yet 
the components of the budget are substantially different. The differences in the components of the 
groundwater budget are as much as 2,900 ac-ft/yr for recharge and 8,800 ac-ft/yr in groundwater 
discharge into streams. Such differences indicate a non-unique calibration of the model to pre-
mining only water levels.  
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3. The Tetra Tech Technical Memorandum indicates that the streambed hydraulic conductivity of 3.28 
ft/day was increased by a factor of 2 during the steady-state calibration to better match data from 
stream flow gauges. However, SRK was not able to find a comparison of simulated stream flows 
(shown in Figure 40) to measured values. 
 


4. Different pairs of values for recharge/vertical hydraulic conductivity can simulate the same 
distribution of the water levels, resulting in the same calibration to steady-state water levels. 
Calibrations of the model to steady-state fluxes (results have not been found) and transient 
conditions (not completed) are additionally required in SRK’s opinion to decrease the non-
uniqueness of the parameters used for the predictive simulations. 
 


6 Models to Predict Mining and Post-Mining Conditions 


Both models used for prediction of mining and post-mining conditions are very clearly described in the 
reviewed documents with the exceptions described below. SRK has the following observations and 
questions:  
 
a) The specific storage parameter for bedrock units was assumed to be Ss=9.86 x 10-6 ft-1 based on  the 


geometric mean of the values estimated from the radial flow modeling analysis of the 30-day pumping 
test. SRK is of the opinion that this number represents the high range of specific storage values and is not 
conservative enough to estimate the possible maximum extent of the cone of depression during mining 
and post-mining conditions. Storage parameters derived from the short stress tests tend to overestimate 
values. Based on SRK experience for low permeability bedrock units, a more realistic and conservative 
value could be Ss=1.0 x 10-6 ft-1,, which is recommended for use in a Best Case, or, as the value for the 
transient sensitivity analysis. 


b) It is not clear how the values for conductance of the lake cells were assigned and how groundwater 
inflow to the pit was simulated by drain cells at the end of mining, as compared to the inflow by the lake 
cells at the beginning of pit lake infilling 


c) It is not clear what boundary conditions are along the western model boundary for mining and pre-
mining simulation. SRK requests an explanation of how the boundary conditions were constructed for 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


d) It was assumed that the pit lake will reach a steady-state elevation 1,000 years after mining has ceased. 
This was estimated by extending the predicted post-mining conditions estimated in the 100-year 
prediction in M&A (2009b).  It is not clear whether the assumption is appropriate and representative. 
SRK recommends completing an assessment of timing to reach steady-state post-mining conditions by 
using the Tetra Tech model, not M&A model. 


7 Results of Model Calibration and Steady-State Sensitivity Analyses 


Tetra Tech has completed a sensitivity analyses of model parameters to the steady-state pre-mining water 
levels by varying 13 parameters (recharge values in 6 model zones and horizontal/vertical hydraulic 
conductivity values in 6 hydrogeologic units), plus the horizontal flow barrier and streambed hydraulic 
conductivities values. Based on the completed analyses, Tetra Tech concluded that the steady-state 
calibration has a “nearly optimal parameter value for matching water level in the model.” SRK agrees that 
mathematically this statement is correct. However, as mentioned above, the model should be calibrated to 
both water level and flow data. It should be noted that SRK did not find the results of the sensitivity analyses 
of model parameters to the data for groundwater/stream flow interaction. 
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Katherine Arnold'
Cc: 'Salek Shafiqullah'; 'Roger D Congdon'; 'Terry Chute'; 'Beverley Everson'; 'Tom Furgason'; 'Jonathan Rigg';

'Melissa Reichard'
Subject: SRK Review of Tetra Tech Model Construction & Calibration and Steady-State Calibration Memos
Date: 08/17/2010 08:30 AM
Importance: High
Attachments: TechReview_GW_Model_Constr&Calibration_memo_183101_vu_20100817_draft_FINAL.pdf

Kathy,
 
Attached is a preliminary copy of SRK’s review of Tetra Tech’s Groundwater Model Construction &
Calibration and Steady-State Calibration memoranda.  Please consider this copy as preliminary until
the CNF has had the opportunity to offer review comment; however I am forwarding this version to
expedite the response.  It is pertinent to note that SRK still has an issue regarding the calibration
and questions the defensibility of a unique solution without a transient calibration.  The Predictive
Modeling Results memorandum is in SRK’s hands for review and I expect their comments in the
near future; however I believe there are remaining issues that are clearly summarized in the
submitted Technical Review memoranda that should be resolved before the CNF can accept the
predictive results.  FYI, both Vladimir Ugorets and Larry Cope, SRK’s primary reviewers, are out of
the country until the first of September; this should give Tetra Tech a bit of time to review the SRK
comments and respond or determine that we need a teleconference or face-to-face meeting to
expedite issue resolution.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Memorandum - DRAFT 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. 


 


Date: August 17, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA 


Cori Hoag, SRK 


File 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D. 


Larry Cope, M.S. 


Mike Sieber, P.E. 


Subject: Review of Tetra Tech Documents 
Groundwater Flow Model 
Construction and Calibration and 
Steady-State Sensitivity Analyses 


Project #: 183101/2000 


 
This memorandum provides a technical review of the two Technical Memoranda, Groundwater Flow Model 
Construction and Calibration dated July 26, 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010a) and Calibration and Steady-State 
Sensitivity Analyses dated July 30, 2010 (Tetra Tech, 2010b). This review was undertaken, and our 
Memorandum prepared by Vladimir Ugorets, Larry Cope, and Mike Sieber of SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
(SRK), at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, as transmitted to SRK by Mr. Dale 
Ortman in email requests dated August 5 and August 9, 2010. 


1 Description of Groundwater Flow Model Setup 


Tetra Tech has a developed 3-D numerical regional groundwater flow model based on a framework model 
that was reviewed by SRK previously (SRK, 2010a). The geologic formations were grouped by Montgomery 
& Associates (2009a) into ten (10) hydrogeologic units on the basis of their age and material properties. The 
following four additional units were incorporated into the model by Tetra Tech (2010a): 
 


1. Paleozoic units in the western side of the pit area (Zone 11 – Pz_Pit) that cover the Backbone  
  Fault along the ridge of the Santa Maria Mountains, 


2. Quaternary-Tertiary gravel in the Tucson Basin (Zone 15 – QTg_TB), 
3. Quartz-Porphyry Dike (simulated as the HFB package in MODFLOW), and 
4. Streambed material (simulated by the SFR package of MODFLOW). 


 
The model domain and the external lateral model boundaries are the same as those applied by M&A (2009b). 
 
The description of the model development in the reviewed document is detailed, comprehensive, and easy to 
follow. However, it should be noted that SRK did not find an explanation of modification of the western 
model boundary (assumed to be C-HEAD for the steady-state conditions) for transient mining and post-
mining simulations. 


2 Simulation of Recharge 


Tetra Tech (2010a) methodology for building recharge into the model used a combination of Geographic 
Information System (GIS) analysis, empirical surface-runoff modeling, and water balance calculations. The 
model domain was divided into 21 sub-watersheds based on topography. The sub-watersheds were further 
divided into bedrock, alluvial fan, and valley floor. Precipitation distribution data obtained from the PRISM 
Group at Oregon State University were applied to each sub-basin using GIS methods. Precipitation data from 
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the Santa Rita Experimental Range were used to simulate precipitation events and to develop runoff 
estimates for each sub-basin. Water balance calculations were performed to normalize the recharge rates for 
each sub-basin; the total recharge for all of the sub-basin was 10,100 acre-feet per year (ac-ft/yr), which is 
approximately 5.4 percent of annual precipitation. Six recharge zones were incorporated into the model with 
rates that varied from 0.33 inch per year (in/yr) to 1.31 in/yr. The total recharge calculated by the steady-state 
model was 9,909 ac-ft/yr.   
 
The simulation of mining impacts and post-closure changed the recharge that was used in the steady-state 
calibration. SRK provides the following observations about these changes:  
 Recharge from precipitation was not applied into the pit area during transient mining simulations 


assuming that all water will be captured by drain cells and removed from the model. SRK agrees that this 
is a valid approach to simulate water levels in the vicinity of the proposed pit; however, it is our opinion 
that this method would underestimate dewatering requirements. 


 Post-closure recharge from the waste rock storage area and the heap leach facility is assumed to be zero, 
based on the Tetra Tech (2010c) report, Infiltration, Seepage, and Fate and Transport Modeling Report. 
It should be noted that the review of that report by SRK (2010b) indicated that zero recharge is likely 
unrealistic. However, the zero value was also applied by Tetra Tech. SRK is of the opinion that recharge 
through the facilities should be revised or otherwise explained.  


 It is not clear from the reviewed Technical Memorandum why the recharge from the tailings is assumed 
to be a constant value for the entire duration of the post-closure simulation, given initial dewatering of 
the tailings following cessation of mining, followed by an asymptotic equilibration to average climatic 
conditions. 


3 Simulation of Evapotranspiration 


Tetra Tech simulated groundwater losses to evapotranspiration (ET) along the reaches of Cienega Creek and 
Davidson Canyon where riparian vegetation is present. ET was simulated with MODFLOW’s evapo-
transpiration (EVT) package. Maximum ET rates were assigned to each model cell, and simulated ET varied 
with groundwater level. The extinction depth was set to a constant depth of 16.4 ft (5 meters) below land 
surface. Simulated maximum evapotranspiration rates are shown in Figure 7 of the reviewed Technical 
Memorandum and vary from 10.9 in/yr to 39 in/yr. The bases for the following two model decisions are not 
clear to SRK: 
 
 Assumption for extinction depth that was uniformly applied throughout the model domain  (The Tetra 


Tech memorandum states that extinction depth varies with the types of the soil and vegetative cover, 
ranging from about 1.5 feet under bare conditions in sandy soil to about 27 feet under forest cover 
conditions in clayey soil). SRK requests an explanation of why a uniform extinction depth was applied. 


 Distribution of maximum evapotranspiration rates along the reaches of Cienega Creek and Davidson 
Canyon. SRK suggests a better explanation for the basis in the data for the distribution. 


4 Simulation of Groundwater—Stream Flow Interaction 


Cienega Creek has two U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) stream gauges and there is one USGS gauge in 
Davidson Canyon with historical stream flow data between 1968 and 1981. Tetra Tech simulated the    
interaction between surface water and groundwater along Cienega Creek and Davidson Canyon with 
MODFLOW’s Stream Flow Routing Package. Stream boundaries were assigned to model layers 
corresponding to the stream elevation. Stream flows were used as calibration targets in a qualitative manner 
due to the regional model scale that limits the accuracy of stream-channel aquifers. 


5 Model Calibration and Simulated Groundwater Budget 


Tetra Tech calibrated the groundwater model to measured steady-state pre-mining water levels by using a 
weighting approach. All water-level targets (377 wells, 12 piezometers, and 67 springs) were assigned 
calibration weights (ranging from 0 to 1) based on: 
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 Availability and completeness of well construction information; 
 Well completion interval depth and screen length; 
 Water level trends; and 
 Period of water-level data. 


 
Simulated groundwater budgets for the pre-mining steady-state conditions are shown in Table 1. The process 
of steady-state model calibration to the measured water levels is well described. 
 


Table 1: Comparison of Component of Groundwater Budget Simulated by Tetra Tech 
(2010a) and M&A (2009b) Models. 


Components of 
Groundwater 
Budget 


M&A, 2009b Tetra Tech, 2010a Difference 


Rate [ac-ft/yr] Rate [ac-ft/yr] Rate [ac-ft/yr] 


Recharge 7,010 9,909 2,899 


Groundwater 
recharge from 
streams 2,172 8,344 6,172 


Evapotranspiration 4,240 5,638 1,398 


Groundwater 
discharge to streams 2,172 10,962 8,790 


Net of boundary 
outflow 2,770 1,653 -1,117 


 
SRK comments regarding the model calibration are: 


 
1. It is not clear how the results of the interpretation of a 30-day pumping test by 2-D radial flow 


models (Tetra Tech, 2010d) were used for the model calibration. The comparison shown in Table 2 
indicates that the hydraulic conductivity values calibrated and used in the model are less than those 
estimated from the 30-day pumping test data. 


 


          Table 2: Comparison of Hydraulic Conductivity Values for Lower Cretaceous 
Sedimentary Unit Used in Model and Derived from 30-Day Pumping Test. 


Hydraulic Conductivity of Lower Cretaceous 
Sedimentary Unit 


Kh 


(ft/d)  Kv (ft/d) 


Used in Model  0.066  0.005 


Estimated from PC‐5 pumping test (piezometer PZ‐
5)  0.16  2.8 


Estimated from PC‐5 pumping test (piezometer 
PC‐2)  0.1  0.006 


 
2. Table 1 shows that the components of the groundwater budget simulated by the Tetra Tech (2010a) 


and M&A (2009b) numerical models both were calibrated to measured pre-mining water levels. Yet 
the components of the budget are substantially different. The differences in the components of the 
groundwater budget are as much as 2,900 ac-ft/yr for recharge and 8,800 ac-ft/yr in groundwater 
discharge into streams. Such differences indicate a non-unique calibration of the model to pre-
mining only water levels.  
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3. The Tetra Tech Technical Memorandum indicates that the streambed hydraulic conductivity of 3.28 
ft/day was increased by a factor of 2 during the steady-state calibration to better match data from 
stream flow gauges. However, SRK was not able to find a comparison of simulated stream flows 
(shown in Figure 40) to measured values. 
 


4. Different pairs of values for recharge/vertical hydraulic conductivity can simulate the same 
distribution of the water levels, resulting in the same calibration to steady-state water levels. 
Calibrations of the model to steady-state fluxes (results have not been found) and transient 
conditions (not completed) are additionally required in SRK’s opinion to decrease the non-
uniqueness of the parameters used for the predictive simulations. 
 


6 Models to Predict Mining and Post-Mining Conditions 


Both models used for prediction of mining and post-mining conditions are very clearly described in the 
reviewed documents with the exceptions described below. SRK has the following observations and 
questions:  
 
a) The specific storage parameter for bedrock units was assumed to be Ss=9.86 x 10-6 ft-1 based on  the 


geometric mean of the values estimated from the radial flow modeling analysis of the 30-day pumping 
test. SRK is of the opinion that this number represents the high range of specific storage values and is not 
conservative enough to estimate the possible maximum extent of the cone of depression during mining 
and post-mining conditions. Storage parameters derived from the short stress tests tend to overestimate 
values. Based on SRK experience for low permeability bedrock units, a more realistic and conservative 
value could be Ss=1.0 x 10-6 ft-1,, which is recommended for use in a Best Case, or, as the value for the 
transient sensitivity analysis. 


b) It is not clear how the values for conductance of the lake cells were assigned and how groundwater 
inflow to the pit was simulated by drain cells at the end of mining, as compared to the inflow by the lake 
cells at the beginning of pit lake infilling 


c) It is not clear what boundary conditions are along the western model boundary for mining and pre-
mining simulation. SRK requests an explanation of how the boundary conditions were constructed for 
mining and post-mining conditions. 


d) It was assumed that the pit lake will reach a steady-state elevation 1,000 years after mining has ceased. 
This was estimated by extending the predicted post-mining conditions estimated in the 100-year 
prediction in M&A (2009b).  It is not clear whether the assumption is appropriate and representative. 
SRK recommends completing an assessment of timing to reach steady-state post-mining conditions by 
using the Tetra Tech model, not M&A model. 


7 Results of Model Calibration and Steady-State Sensitivity Analyses 


Tetra Tech has completed a sensitivity analyses of model parameters to the steady-state pre-mining water 
levels by varying 13 parameters (recharge values in 6 model zones and horizontal/vertical hydraulic 
conductivity values in 6 hydrogeologic units), plus the horizontal flow barrier and streambed hydraulic 
conductivities values. Based on the completed analyses, Tetra Tech concluded that the steady-state 
calibration has a “nearly optimal parameter value for matching water level in the model.” SRK agrees that 
mathematically this statement is correct. However, as mentioned above, the model should be calibrated to 
both water level and flow data. It should be noted that SRK did not find the results of the sensitivity analyses 
of model parameters to the data for groundwater/stream flow interaction. 
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: SRK Tech Memos - Pit Lake Geochem & Waste/Heap/Tails Infiltration Fate & Transport
Date: 05/05/2010 02:39 PM
Attachments: Pit_Lake_Predict_Model_TechMemo_183101_VIU& SJD_20100503_FNL_2.pdf

InfiltSeepage+GeochemModelRvw_TechMemo_183101_ms_20100430_FNL.pdf

FYI....geochem reviews by SRK....

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 05/05/2010 02:38 PM -----

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com> 

05/05/2010 09:31 AM

To "'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"
<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
"'Melinda D Roth'" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Jonathan
Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Tom Furgason'"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject SRK Tech Memos - Pit Lake Geochem &
Waste/Heap/Tails Infiltration Fate & Transport

Salek,

 
Attached are the SRK Technical Memos reviewing the TetraTech pit lake geochemistry and waste
rock/heap/tailings infiltration fate & transport reports.  Both review memoranda raise issues that
need to be addressed before SRK can defensibly agree with the findings.  I recommend that both
memos be forwarded to Rosemont with the suggestion that we pursue the same collaborative
approach to resolution that we are using for the mine site groundwater model review.  As the same
SRK personnel are involved in both the pit lake geochem and infiltration reviews I also recommend
that we deal with both reports at the same time.

 
Please let me know how you want to handle these SRK review and, assuming you agree they should
be submitted to Rosemont, when that occurs.  I will gladly deal with Rosemont to resolve the issues
raised by SRK, but I will need your approval to take on that task.

 
Cheers,

 
Dale
_______________________
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of (Tetra Tech, 2010) 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project   


Project #: 183101 


 


This memorandum provides a technical review of the report, Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010). This review was undertaken, and the Technical 
Memorandum prepared, at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with 
a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated February 17, 2010. 
This memorandum was prepared by Vladimir Ugorets and Stephen Day of SRK Consulting, Inc. (SRK).  


Additional supporting documents from Tetra Tech on geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a, 
and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, 2007) also were 
reviewed as background for preparing this memorandum. The report, Groundwater Flow Modeling 
Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-Closure (M&A, 2009), 
prepared for Rosemont Copper, was reviewed by SRK in February 2010 (SRK, 2010).  


Tetra Tech used the results from the Montgomery & Associates M&A) (2009) groundwater model, 
which is being revised. The M&A revisions may affect the conclusions from the Tetra Tech pit lake 
predictive model and, therefore, SRK may modify their conclusions in this memorandum when the 
revised model results are made available.  


The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) pit lake water balance, (2) 
dynamic system model (DSM) integration, and, (3) geochemical modeling. In general, the comments are 
requests for information and recommendations that will clarify the use of output from the groundwater 
model to predict pit-lake hydrogeochemistry, set up the DSM, and more accurately represent pit wall 
chemistry. Without the requested information and model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the 
model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Pit Lake Water Balance 


Components of the post-mining pit lake water balance include groundwater inflow and outflow, direct 
precipitation, pit wall runoff, and evaporation—as described below.  


General Comments 


SRK found three different sets of simulated lake stage and components of the water balance 
(groundwater inflow, precipitation, evaporation, and runoff) during our review process, as follows: 


1. Source 1—Figure 46 of Montgomery and Associates (M&A) (2009): All components of the pit 
lake water balance simulated by the groundwater model during 100 years of pit lake infilling are 
shown in gallons per minute (gpm). See Figure 1 below.  
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2. Source 2—Illustration 5.04 of Tetra Tech (2010): All components of the pit lake water balance 
for the 200-year period of simulation of pit lake infilling are shown in acres-feet/year. See 
Figure 2 below. 


Figure 1. Figure 46 from M&A, 2009, in gallons per minute 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2. Figure 5.04 from Tetra Tech, 2010, in acre‐feet/year 
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3. Source 3—Electronic Excel DSM input file, Appendix D - DSM Input.xls (Tetra Tech, 2010): 
All components of the pit lake water balance for the 100-year period of simulation of pit lake 
infilling are listed in cubic feet per day. These data were plotted by SRK in units of gpm and 
acre-feet/year for comparison with the M&A (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) graphs. See Figure 
3, below. 
 


 


 


Figure 3. Tetra Tech (2010) data plotted in gpm (upper) and acre‐feet/year (lower) (SRK, this 
review) 
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SRK found significant differences in the components of the pit lake water balance in these graphs, 
which were used as input data for the hydrogeochemical analysis. To better illustrate these differences 
SRK changed all data to the same unit and summarized them at Year 100 (for example) of pit lake 
infilling. See Table 1, below. 


     Table 1. Year 100 of pit lake infilling, data from three sources, in gallons per minute 


Component of Balance 
M&A (2009)(1)


(Source 1) 


Tetra Tech (2010)(2)


(Source 2)


Tetra Tech (2010)(3)


(Source 3) 


Precipitation to Pit Lake (gpm)  37  121  60 


Evaporation from Pit Lake (gpm)  182  273  540 


Runoff to Pit Walls (gpm)  150  142  117 


Groundwater Inflow (gpm)  120  120  452 


Net of Inflow (gpm)  125  110  89 


Pit Lake Stage (ft msl)  3,869  3,869  4,142 (?) 


Notes:   1 – Estimated from the graph (M&A, 2009, Figure 46) by SRK Consulting. 
              2 – Estimated from the graph (Tetra Tech, 2010, Figure 5.04) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 
              3 – Appendix D (Tetra Tech, 2010) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 


It should be noted that SRK found a fourth source of data in the Tetra Tech (2010) electronic Excel 
DSM output file, Appendix E - DSM Output.xls. This file shows simulated groundwater inflow to the pit 
lake in gpm units for a period of 200 years. Data for the first 100 years are consistent with Figure 46 of 
M&A (2009), but are very different from input data in the Tetra Tech (2010) DSM input file, Appendix 
D - DSM Input.xls. 


The following points are unclear to SRK: 


a. The nature of these inconsistencies, 
b. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by 


the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, 
completed by Tetra Tech (2010), and 


c. Exactly what data were used in the Tetra Tech simulation (reported in Appendix D or the input 
data reported in Appendix E)? 


The inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance make it impossible to evaluate 
the correct use of these components in the analysis performed by Tetra Tech. 


Groundwater Inflow  


Tetra Tech (2010) used groundwater inflow to the pit lake from results of the 3-D numerical modeling 
completed by M&A (2009). Tetra Tech states on page 19 of their report that, “The lake stage versus 
groundwater inflow relationship was taken exactly from the M&A model and was not critically 
evaluated for consistency with expected or standard pit inflow curves (M&A, 2009). This data is 
presented in electronic format in Appendix D.” 


Groundwater inflow is a significant component of the pit lake water balance and depends on hydraulic 
heads adjacent to and below the pit, the lake stage, and the hydraulic properties of the surrounding 
country rock. The pit lake stage depends on the depth, size, and geometry of the final pit configuration, 
and on the other components of the pit lake water balance. Finally, groundwater inflows into the pit lake 
and lake stage depend on pre-mining hydrogeological conditions and the rate and duration of pit 
dewatering. The water-balance components can be evaluated precisely only by using a numerical 
groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage iteratively for each time step, and by considering and 
varying all components of the water balance listed above. 
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Groundwater Outflow 


Tetra Tech assumed groundwater outflow from the pit lake equals zero based on M&A (2009) modeling 
results that predicted the pit lake to be a permanent hydrologic sink. SRK agrees with this assumption.  


Direct Precipitation 


Average monthly precipitation data of 22.2 inches per year (in/yr) were taken from the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range 8 miles to the southwest of the project area, due to the limited duration of the data 
record at the Rosemont site. The data from both stations closely correspond (where data from the 
Rosemont site are available). SRK considers the amount of a direct precipitation of 22.2 in/year as 
reasonable for this study. 


Pit Wall Runoff 


Pit wall runoff was simulated using a fraction of the precipitation that ultimately reaches the pit lake. 
This fraction was varied from 15 to 35 percent and was applied to the area of exposed pit walls above 
the pit lake elevation. (A runoff value of 30 percent from precipitation was used by M&A (2009) to 
simulate groundwater inflow to the pit lake.)  


SRK did not find a value for the area of the ultimate pit in the text of the report (information 
shown in Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.01, does not look complete), and was not able to verify 
the volume of pit wall runoff into the pit lake geochemistry model. 


Tetra Tech did not incorporate upgradient drainage runoff into the model, assuming that the upgradient 
areas will be bermed and the existing drainages will be diverted around the pit. 


Evaporation 


Tetra Tech estimated a pan evaporation rate of 71.52 in/year. The value was derived from data from the 
Nogales station adjusted to the Rosemont site, based on a linear trend with each station elevation. The 
monthly average projected pan evaporation data were converted to a lake evaporation rate using a 
coefficient 0.7. SRK considers a lake evaporation of 50 in/year as very reasonable for this study. 


Components of Water Balance Simulated by M&A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model 


SRK reviewed the M&A (2009) groundwater flow model (SRK, 2010) and concluded that this model: 


a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures, 
b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions, 
c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from 


multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and 
d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to 


illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters. 


SRK is of the opinion that direct precipitation, pit lake evaporation, and runoff data used in the M&A 
(2009) groundwater model may have been used incorrectly. The model uses an evaporation rate from 
the pit lake of about 34 in/year and precipitation to the pit lake of about 6.8 in/year, instead of 50 in/year 
and 22 in/year, respectively. 


SRK disagrees with the Tetra Tech (2010, pages 1, 2, and 31) statement that “about 95 percent of the 
contribution to the pit lake will be from groundwater.” Figure 46 of M&A (2009) and Illustration 5.04 of 
Tetra Tech (2010) do not support this statement. If the authors meant the chemical load instead of the pit 
lake inflow, it is not clear from the text of the report. 
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2 Dynamic System Model (DSM) Integration 


SRK’s evaluation of the DSM computer model, which is discussed in this section, is preliminary 
because the input data to the model are based on outputs from the M&A (2009) groundwater flow 
model, which is being revised.  


The DSM computer model for the proposed Rosemont mine pit lake was developed in GoldSimTM to 
simulate the hydrologic water balance and the mixing of chemical loads from the different components 
of the water balance (e.g. groundwater inflow, pit wall runoff, precipitation). The DSM outputs from the 
predictive simulations were used as inputs to a final simulation model using PHEEQC. 


The DSM includes both stochastic (variable) and deterministic (fixed) parameters. The stochastic 
parameters were used to assess the uncertainty in the predictions due to the data and analytical 
constraints and the natural variability in the input parameters (such as precipitation, pit wall runoff, and 
lake evaporation). Groundwater inflow to the pit was assumed to be a deterministic parameter and was 
incorporated into the model by a simplified relationship between groundwater inflow and lake stage. 
This relationship was developed on the basis of outputs from the post-mining predictions made by the 
numerical groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009). 


SRK is of the opinion that this approach of using precipitation, evaporation, and pit wall runoff as 
stochastic parameters and combining them with a deterministic relationship between groundwater inflow 
and pit lake stage (QGW = f(HPL)) is very approximate because both groundwater inflow and lake stage 
depend on these stochastic parameters. It is not clear from the Tetra Tech report how groundwater 
inflow to the pit lake was simulated (from previous time step based on used relationship QGW = 
f(HPL), or not?) As mentioned above, it is SRK’s opinion that the water-balance components can be 
evaluated precisely only by using a numerical groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage 
iteratively, and by considering and varying all components of the water balance for the same time 
period. 


SRK also has noticed that the groundwater inflow flow data presented in the file Appendix D - 
DSM Input.xls do not match output data in the file Appendix E - DSM Output.xls, as described 
above. 


3 Geochemical Modeling 


Components of the geochemical model include characterization of the pit walls as the source of loadings 
to the pit lake, conceptualization of the pit lake (“Conceptual Geochemical Model”), calculation of 
loadings from the pit walls, and calculation of concentrations in the pit lake. 


General Comment 


The overall approach used for the modeling is conventional and reasonable. The characterization data 
that form the basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose. The model combined geometrical 
characterization of the pit with geological and geochemical description of the pit walls with other 
geochemical inputs (groundwater, precipitation) to calculate the chemistry of water in the pit lake. 
Geochemical modeling was used to calculate final water quality by considering the solubility of 
secondary minerals and water-solid interactions. 


Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that suggest the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated. SRK’s overall impression is 
that re-calculation could result in increases in concentrations but due to the abundance of acid 
neutralizing minerals in the host rocks it is unlikely that the modeled pH of the pit water will change. 
The water is expected to be basic. 
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In the following sections, a pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for 
follow-up. 


Review of Modeling Steps 


Characterization of Pit Walls 
The geological setting of the project is described as a “wall rock porphyry system” (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 
3). This contradicts Vector Arizona (2006), which describes the deposit as skarn. The mineralization is 
hosted by sedimentary and volcanic rocks intruded by porphyry stocks. The mineralization is described 
as disseminated and vein-controlled copper, zinc, molybdenum, and iron sulfides. 


 The deposit type needs to be more fully described because the skarn and porphyry 
mineralization types have important different implications for geochemical performance. 


 It was not clear in the description whether classic porphyry hydrothermal alteration (e.g. 
potassic, argillic, propylitic) is present at Rosemont, which in some porphyry deposits can exert 
a control on the geochemical characteristics of the pit walls. Vector (2006, p. 2) indicated “most 
of the porphyry system including the pyrite shell is absent due to structural controls.”  


 
About 10 percent of the ore is described as oxide (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 3), which presumably occurs as a 
supergene cap on the hypogene mineralization.  


 The Tetra Tech (2010) report lacks a mineralogical description of the supergene zone, which 
could have different geochemical characteristics from the hypogene zone.  


 
The pit walls were characterized using samples collected from drill core samples. Tetra Tech (2010) 
determined that sufficient samples had been collected to determine statistically the average 
characteristics of each rock type in the pit walls. The following limitations to the assessment of sample 
coverage were noted by SRK: 


 Samples were dominantly collected from drilling focused on the core of the deposit. Depending 
on the type, intensity, and distribution of alteration, the assumption that the samples can be used 
to characterize the pit walls needs to be investigated. Should a “pyrite halo” be present, it is 
possible the pit walls have a different style of mineralization from the core of the deposit used to 
characterize the rock types. Conversely, mineralization intensity may decrease near the pit 
walls.  


 Since lead and zinc vein mineralization can be associated with distal propylitic porphyry 
alteration and skarn mineralization, the statistical characterization of metal distribution in the pit 
walls should be considered in addition to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential. 


 The statistical evaluation should be extended to consider hydrothermal alteration as a variable. 
 The characteristics of wall rock oxide materials should be provided. 


 
Geochemical analysis of the pit walls used various methods that included acid-base accounting (ABA), 
short-term extraction tests, and kinetic tests. ABA was used to characterize the potential for acidic 
conditions to develop in the pit walls but the effect of site mineralogy on the method was not presented: 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  
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 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


Conceptual Geochemical Model 
The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake is presented on page 5 of Tetra Tech (2010). The 
model should be expanded to include the following considerations: 


 The assumed configuration of broken rock in the pit walls; 
 The processes leading to leaching of potential contaminants from the pit walls considering the 


roles of oxidation, dissolution, and water rock interactions; 
 Mechanisms for attenuation of acidity and metal loadings from pit walls; 
 The effect of submergence of pit walls by the rising pit lake; 
 Geochemical reactions between pit lake and walls;  
 The potential role of limnological processes in pit lake development (e.g. meromixis); and 
 In the event that chemically reducing conditions develop in the pit lake, the effect on attenuation 


and mobilization of potential contaminants (e.g. arsenic). 


Pit Walls Source Term 
SRK understands the pit wall source term was developed by assigning runoff water chemistry to each 
rock type component of the walls and then allowing this loading to enter the pit lake in proportion to the 
exposure of these rock types in the pit walls (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 4.01).  


SRK understands from Tetra Tech (2010, page 13) that loading calculations for the pit walls were based 
on concentrations taken directly from short-term leach tests (STLTs) because the sulfide content of the 
rock is low and the tests represent short term contact between water and rock. Assuming our 
understanding is correct, SRK disagrees with this approach and suggests it may significantly under-
predict concentrations in the wall runoff. STLTs use a much higher liquid to solid ratio than will occur 
under field conditions, contact time in the test may not be sufficient to represent the contact of slow 
moving water in pit walls, and single pass leachate contact does not demonstrate equilibration of the 
solids with contact water. Further, testing of core samples may not represent the accumulation of 
secondary minerals that occurs in pit walls between flushing caused by intermittent storm events.  


These concerns are illustrated by the sulfate source term. For the majority of rock types, sulfate source 
terms are well below 20 mg/L (exceptions are the Epitaph and Horquilla Limestones at 254 and 110 
mg/L, respectively). These concentrations are well below the theoretical solubility of gypsum (1600 
mg/L), which appears to be present to varying degrees in the pit walls. The effect of solution ratio is 
shown by comparing field and laboratory kinetic tests (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.7). The field 
kinetic tests commonly produced sulfate concentrations exceeding 200 mg/L compared to 
concentrations well below 100 mg/L for the parallel laboratory tests. The kinetic tests also produced 
concentrations above 100 mg/L for the initial flush, which would appear to represent initial contact 
water. 


 To address this concern, the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated using an approach that 
considers scale-up from laboratory to site conditions. The approach could consider differences 
in solution ratios for extraction tests, or scale-up of kinetic test results. Both approaches should 
ensure that secondary mineral dissolution controls are incorporated. 
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 The revised source terms should include the potential effect of acidification. It is understood that 
one of the model runs considered acidification of the Bolsa Quartzite (Tetra Tech, 2010, page 
26), but the use of humidity cell data may not be appropriate with scaling of the results to site 
conditions. 


 The use of sub-detection limit values should be explained. For example, the detection limits for 
selenium in the SPLPs is 0.04 mg/L, which is well above the water quality standard. The 
modeling inputs (Tetra Tech, 2010, Appendix D) show a large number of parameters as “0” 
mg/L.  


 
The source terms presented are for pit wall runoff. Should that not already be included, additional source 
terms are needed for: 


 Leaching of oxidized walls that occurs as the pit lake water-level rises; and 
 Possible reactions of pit lake water with wall rock due to chemically reducing conditions, should 


these develop. 


Pit Lake Water Chemistry 
SRK understands the pit lake water chemistry model was based on mass balance, then the final output 
from the DSM model at Year 200 was evaluated for thermodynamic controls using PHREEQC (Tetra 
Tech, 2010, page 25). The modeling used a selection of mainly plausible secondary minerals to control 
water chemistry (Tetra Tech, 2010, Table 6.01). Minerals like barium arsenate, huntite, and magnesite 
may form theoretically but they rarely form from natural surface waters. Other components may co-
precipitate rather than form discrete minerals (e.g. radium sulfate). The modeling also incorporated the 
effect of adsorption by iron oxides. This latter effect may be limited because most of the walls are 
predicted to be non-acidic and iron solubility will be limited. Additional clarification is suggested to 
improve understanding of the model: 


 Provide sample calculation of mass balance. 
 Update Table 6.02 (Tetra Tech, 2010) to compare mass balance chemistry and chemistry 


calculated by PHREEQC, to allow the effect of modeling assumptions to be evaluated. 
 Provide graphs to illustrate the progress of concentrations as the pit lake fills. 
 Provide a culpability analysis to illustrate sources of loading for each parameter in addition to 


TDS (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.05).  
 


For review purposes, it is useful to consider whether the modeled calculations can be reproduced using a 
simple scoping level calculation. SRK used the various graphical (Illustration 5.03) and tabulated (Table 
4.01, 4.02, 4.03) input models in Tetra Tech (2010) and was able to calculate within 5 percent the 
predicted concentrations of sulfate and chloride in the pit lake at year 200. The calculation confirmed the 
significance of groundwater in terms of loading contribution. Using the scoping level calculation, it was 
determined that re-evaluation of source terms to reflect scale-up could lead to pit walls having a greater 
influence on pit lake chemistry including elements mobile under non-acidic conditions and with limited 
sorption capacity. For example, sulfate concentrations could be four times those predicted, and based on 
experience, selenium concentrations will likely be greater than predicted.  


 As a further check on the model, the report might consider adding regional comparisons of 
actual pit lake chemistry, such as that of the ASARCO Mission mine, which has similar pit wall 
formations and deposit chemistry. 


4 Conclusions and Recommendations 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the 
reliability of the predictions of pit lake water chemistry during post-mining conditions.  
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In our opinion: 


a. Existing inconsistencies in the description of components of the water balance should be 
resolved; components of the water balance should be consistent with parameters used in the 
groundwater flow model. 


b. Groundwater inflow to the pit lake should be re-evaluated. The re-evaluation should be based on 
the groundwater model presently being updated by M&A using the recommendations described 
in SRK (2010) and the correct application of precipitation, evaporation, and run-off data for pit 
lake simulations. 


c. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined 
with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very 
preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and 
pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model 
deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and 
evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the 
groundwater model under an assumption of constant values of these parameters. 


d. The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake does not appear to consider additional 
factors, as described above, that may influence pit water chemistry 


e. The current model may understate pit lake concentrations due to the method used to predict the 
chemistry of pit wall runoff. Revision of the wall source terms is recommended. 
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6 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer for Geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geo., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience in 
geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related to 
hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the development 
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of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day was directly 
responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with 
SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-
transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well 
fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly 
responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake predictive model. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: April 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Mike Sieber, P.E, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 
Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and  Transport Modeling Report,  
Tetra Tech, 2010, Prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company   


Project #: 183101 


 


A technical review has been undertaken, and this Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a request for a Statement of Work dated 
February 17, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the, Infiltration Seepage, Fate 
and Transport Modeling Report, prepared for the Rosemont Copper Company by Tetra Tech (2010b). 
These comments were prepared by Mike Sieber, Stephen Day, and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Editorial review was completed by Cori Hoag and Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The seepage, fate and transport modeling report and supporting documents from Tetra Tech regarding 
the 2007 geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Dry Stack 
Tailings Storage Facility Design Report (AMEC, 2009, Appendix D) and the Mine Plan of Operations 
(WestLand Resources, 2007) were reviewed as part of this effort.  


This memorandum is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two topics under review:  


Section 1 - Infiltration and seepage modeling; and, 


Section 2 - Fate and transport (geochemical) modeling. 


The 2010 Tetra Tech report is well presented and well written, and as supported by the appendices, is in 
general comprehensive in scope. The GEO-SLOPE VADOSE/W code is industry standard infiltration-
seepage modeling software. However, SRK requests clarifications and additional supporting data, as 
well as an explanation for several methodologies not clearly understood by the reviewers. The requests 
are indicated below in relevant sections. The models cannot be adequately judged as suitable and 
defensible without the requested information. 


1 INFILTRATION AND SEEPAGE MODELING 


1.1 Input Data  


This section summarizes the review of the climatic data and the saturated and unsaturated material 
properties used for the infiltration models. 
 


1.1.1 Site Climatic Data 
The Nogales 6 N weather station was selected for the Waste Rock Storage Area and Heap Leach Facility 
infiltration models. The precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data appear reasonable. 
However, the Santa Rita weather station is closer to the Rosemont Project area and is at an elevation 
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closer to that of the project elevation than is the Nogales 6 N weather station. It is stated in Appendix B 
of the report that the Nogales 6 N pan evaporation data were adjusted to the Rosemont project site based 
on a linear extrapolation with each station’s elevation. However, illustration 3.2 in the text does not 
appear to be a simple linear extrapolation. Section 4.1.4 states that a correlation was performed to 
translate the Nogales pan evaporation data to the Rosemont Project, please explain the method used. 
Three climate conditions were used for the transient model, average climate conditions, 24-hour, 100 
year storm event, and multi-storm (approximately six inches of rain in seven days). What statistical 
method used to determine the 7-day storm event, it is not clear and cannot be understood form the 
description provided. 
 
The report states that precipitation was applied in a “sinusoidal function that peaks at noon. The 
distribution pattern in the model allows for peak rainfall over a short period around noon.” The transient 
log header in Appendix C states that average annual conditions are sinusoidal; however, the 
precipitation appears to be applied from 0 to 24 hours and nearly every day of the year. This does not 
appear to be average conditions in southern Arizona. A hydrograph of the simulated precipitation would 
aid in understanding the temporal distribution of precipitation. 
 


1.1.2 Site Material-Soil Data 
Section 5.3 of the report provides an explanation of unsaturated flow theory. Illustration 5.5 shows a 
generic soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) for two soils, however, an illustration of hydraulic 
conductivity as a function of capillary function or moisture content is not presented or discussed. 
Section 5.5.5 presents saturated hydraulic conductivity values for three waste rock materials, alluvium, 
and bedrock without providing either a range of values, or a source for the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity data. 
 
The conceptual model for the Waste Rock Storage Area shows three layers of waste rock, benches-
buttress, alluvial deposit, and bedrock, each with different properties. The model logs in Appendix C 
give a brief description of the material—Andesite—for unconsolidated waste rock and list the 
unsaturated properties. Section 5.5 state that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated 
flow parameters. The laboratory work that was completed should include the data, laboratory name, and 
the ASTM methods that were used. The GEO-SLOPE library data should also be presented. SWCC and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity charts for the materials modeled should be presented in either the 
report or appendices. The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below are examples of what is necessary to 
present a defensible infiltration-seepage model. In Appendix A, AMEC presented the SWCCs and a 
hydraulic conductivity function for the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility infiltration and seepage 
model. 
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Figure 1  Example of soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
 


 
 
Figure 2 Example of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function 
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1.2 Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model 


Infiltration-seepage modeling was completed to estimate the time required for draindown of the Heap 
Leach Facility (Heap) to drop to about 10 gpm. Appendix E describes the draindown modeling. Page 4 
paragraph 4 of the report states, “The primary difference between the spent ore and the waste rock is the 
moisture content of the materials.” Oxide ore placed on the heap is not the same material as waste rock 
in terms of mineral concentrations of copper-bearing minerals (oxide/carbonate/silicate/sulfide), 
associated gangue minerals like iron oxides/silicates/sulfides, clay, and calcite, and secondary minerals 
that will form in response to leaching. Although both the oxide ore and waste rock (bedrock) have been 
hydrothermally altered, the materials on the Heap will likely break into smaller size fractions owing to 
the intensity of alteration, and disaggregation that will occur during placement, exposure to raffinate, 
and ripping in the upper layer of each lift; the lifts within the Heap will also compact with burial depth. 
Raffinate leaching will cause the Heap material to break down to smaller particles and the leaching of 
the calcitic material will cause the formation of secondary sulfate minerals and gypsum. These reactions 
will likely significantly decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. In addition, simulating the Heap 
Leach Facility materials as run-of-mine material may significantly under-estimate the duration for 
draindown.  SRK experience with draindown of an 89 MT heap in Arizona (larger than the estimated 60 
MT Rosemont heap) indicates a decrease in draindown to 20 gpm in 8 years. An estimate for the 
Rosemont Heap is that a decrease in draindown to about 10 gpm probably will take 8 to 10 years. 
During and after reclamation, the continued drainage from the Heap will have to be managed. 


1.3 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Based on the conceptual model text and the low-resolution figures SRK cannot ascertain the depth of the 
three simulated stages.   


1.4 Steady-State and Transient Solutions 


Section 5.7 states that the sequence of steady-state simulations were to “offer non-zero stating values for 
the subsequent transient modeling scenarios.” We assume the non-zero refers to the moisture content of 
the material. The water balance illustrations presented in the report begin with the water content at zero. 
Can this be explained. 


It is stated on Section 5.8, page 26 that, “Transient modeling provides a reasonable simulation of flow 
conditions within the Waste Rock Storage area, Heap Leach area, and the Dry Stack tailings facility.” 
The transient simulations reported in this report are one in year duration using average climatic 
conditions. However, movement of moisture through such materials often takes many years, a 
reasonable approach would be to conduct the 50-year transient simulations utilizing the entire 50-year 
climatic data set from the Nogales 6 N weather station.  


In addition, the averaging of daily climatic conditions into a single year likely miss-represents measured 
daily climate conditions. The apparent miss-representation may be evidenced in the simulated daily 
climate input data presented in Appendix C. Those data indicate that precipitation fell virtually every 
day of the year, the ranges in values for relative humidity are shown as broad and relatively invariable, 
and precipitation is shown to occur at all hours of the day for all days. Because of the muting of the data 
by the process of averaging, small amounts of precipitation (0.001 inch to 0.248 inches with a mean of 
0.048) falls on 255 days of the year. With evaporation exceeding precipitation on most days, such small 
precipitation values might be evaporated before infiltrating to depth, resulting in an under-estimate of 
the flux of water through the material. In reality, a few heavy rains can fall on humid days producing a 
significant source of water for infiltration. 


1.5 Illustrations and Tables 


Illustrations 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.13 of the waste rock and heap leach conceptual models and 
numerical model results are too small to read annotations and the horizontal and vertical scales. The 
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values for moisture content and flux are often not legible. Illustration 5.22, presents the simulated 
volumetric moisture content distribution within the closed Heap, indicates upward flux from the base of 
the Heap. It is not clear to us how such a condition can exist, and we request that it be explained in text. 
 


2 FATE AND TRANSPORT (GEOCHEMICAL) MODELING 


2.1 General Comment 


The overall approach to modeling the water chemistry for each facility (waste rock, heap leach, dry 
stack) is similar. The models combine understanding about the composition of the waste facilities with 
data on leaching behavior and water flow to predict pore water chemistry. Geochemical modeling was 
used in some cases to predict final water chemistry. The overall approach is consistent with general 
practice and the data used as a basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that are similar to those with the pit lake predictions (SRK, 2010b). The main factor that 
does not appear to have been addressed, however, is the degree to which the onset of acidic conditions 
in some components of the waste rock could affect overall water quality. In the following sections, a 
pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for follow-up. 


 


2.2 Review of Modeling Steps 


2.2.1 Waste Characteristics 


Waste Rock 


SRK (2010a) previously reviewed the overall geochemical database. Additional comments were 
provided by SRK (2010b). Acid-base accounting is used to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential while 
leachability was characterized using SPLP and MWMP. SRK (2010b) provided the following 
recommendations for the use of acid-base accounting data at the site: 
 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water-soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  


 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


The bulk waste rock geochemical characteristics did not appear to be presented in the report. Table 6.2 
provided the lithological composition of the waste rock while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 of Tetra Tech (2007) 
indicate the distribution of the ARD potential in waste rock. ARD potential is very low on the whole, 
but SRK notes that arkose is a major unit (44%) and 15% of samples from this unit were classified as 
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potentially ARD generating (PAG) by ABA. This indicates that at least 7% of the rock could be 
composed of PAG rock.   
 
To complement this work and support the subsequent development of source terms, the following 
additional information should be presented: 
 


 Explanation of how the waste rock proportions were calculated. 
 Presentation of the overall acid-base account of the waste rock (sulfur content, neutralization 


potential) based on the rock type characteristics and proportion of rock types. 
 An evaluation of the timing of release of PAG materials because if the PAG materials are 


released at certain stages of the mine rather than being continuously mixed in with the non-PAG 
materials local acidification could occur. 


Heap Leach Facility  


No geochemical description of the heap leach materials could be located. 
 


 Geochemical data for the heap leach materials should be presented. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


Tetra Tech (2007) provided geochemical data for the tailings. These data indicate that tailings have very 
low potential for ARD due to mostly low sulfide content. SRK noted that like waste rock, sulfate content 
was variable. It is assumed that sulfate occurs as gypsum rather than acidic salts.  
 


 Discussion of how the tailings characteristics might change as mining progresses because some 
tailings have ARD potential. 


 


2.2.2 Conceptual Geochemical Models 
Section 6.1 of the report provided the “Conceptual Fate and Transport Model”; however, the description 
did not include geochemical processes.  
 


 This section should be updated to include geochemical processes, for example, the role of 
sulfide mineral oxidation, gas partial pressures, temperature variations, and the precipitation and 
dissolution of secondary minerals. 
 


2.2.3 Source Terms 


Waste Rock 


It is understood the waste rock source term was developed by developing source terms for individual 
waste rock types, combining the source terms according to the rock type proportions, and then 
equilibrating the resulting chemistry using PHREEQC. The details of the method were not provided and 
should include: 
 


 Further discussion of the role of local acidification and the need for a source term to reflect 
acidic conditions. This may be unnecessary if it can be demonstrated that PAG rock becomes 
intimately mixed with non-PAG rock during mining. 


 Explanation and discussion of justification for use of zero concentration in the source term for 
rocks with undetectable solid phase concentration (NA in Table 6.1). The description “not part 
of the rock’s composition” should be re-worded to indicate undetected. It is noted that arkose is 
shown as NA but in Illustration 3.4 in Tetra Tech (2007) arkose is shown as having an 
enrichment ratio of 10, which seems to indicate detection (as shown in Illustration 3.5). 


 The methodology used to mix the waters. 
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 Which minerals were used to model the waste rock source term resulting in the concentrations 
in Table 6.6. This table indicates very high sulfur concentrations and extreme ion imbalance. It 
is assumed that this sulfate not sulfur. 


 How the nitrate concentration was calculated. The concentrations seem very low given that 
explosives residuals will be present. 
 


To perform a reality check on the concentrations, SRK compared them to compiled seepage chemistry 
data for calc-alkalic and alkalic porphyry deposits in British Columbia, Canada (Day and Rees 2006; 
Red Chris Development Company 2004) (Table 1). While it is acknowledged that Rosemont has some 
skarn characteristics, predictions for cadmium, copper, selenium and zinc seemed atypical. These 
elements are associated with sulphides which can occur in skarn deposits. 
 


 Further discussion is needed about how the very dilute concentrations obtained from SPLP and 
MWMPs are scaled up to the much drier conditions at the site. A similar concern was raised for 
the pit wall source term during review of the geochemical pit lake model report (SRK 2010b). 


 
Table 1. Statistics for Waste Rock Seepage from Porphyry Deposits 


 
Annotations refer to footnotes about data sources for each of five sites in the compilation. 


Heap Leach 


The methodology used to develop the heap leach source term was unclear.  
 Description of the input data and methodology is requested following the same format as the 


waste rock. 
 


Comparison of the sources terms in Table 6.7 of the report with Table 1 (above) leads to similar 
observations as for waste rock. Concentrations of many parameters seem very low. For example, an iron 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L is predicted at pH 3.23. As iron is highly soluble at this pH, much higher iron 
concentrations would be expected from dissolution of silicates. In addition, the biological system is 


Parameter Unit n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50


Acidity mgCaCO3/L 58 25400 6412 1822 24 560 544 151 63 214 36 15


Alkalinity1
mgCaCO3/L 4 0 0.15 1 32 1.2 2 5 262 1 7.525 43.6


SO4
2 mg/L 93 30910 7969 3220 46 2930 2440 1260 299 1896 1531 464


Al mg/L 42 766 436 239 25 47 40 5 66 0.6 0.2 0
Sb mg/L 8 0.13 0.09 0.020 0 - - - 40 0.09 0.08 0.010
As mg/L 0 - - - 2 0.0006 0.0006 0.00 26 0.04 0.03 0.01


Cd3 mg/L 19 0.02 0.02 0.007 1 0.04 0.04 0.040 27 0.03 0.007 0.000
Ca mg/L 54 804 748 532 39 832 793 361 147 964 727 247


Cu4 mg/L 42 655 512 249 25 370 340 66 107 1 0.14 0.02


Fe5 mg/L 42 1310 480 14 24 5 3 0.2 81 0.3 0.2 0


Hg6 mg/L 3 0.00110 0.0011 0.00070 1 0.0006 0.0006 0.00060 24 0.002 0.00043 0.00005


Pb7 mg/L 12 0.04 0.04 0.0155 7 0.02 0.02 0.012 27 0.01 0.0036 0.00007
Mg mg/L 54 213 163 61 39 201 180 39 147 115 101 24
Mn mg/L 37 56 41 4 26 31 26 9 113 6 4 1


Mo8 mg/L 3 0.009 0.009 0.006 15 0.03 0.03 0.0068 114 0.4 0.3 0.03
Ni mg/L 31 2 2 0.8 12 1 1 0.4 48 0.4 0.21 0.006
K mg/L 47 148 134 67 16 112 87 3 77 58 39 4
Se mg/L 29 0.2 0.2 0.09 7 0.09 0.08 0.07 34 0.3 0.3 0.06


Ag9 mg/L 0 - - - 1 0.01 0.010 0.01 19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
Na mg/L 54 204 91 20 35 64 49 14 127 126 54 11


Zn3 mg/L 35 6 5 2 18 4 4 2 84 1 0.8 0.03


pH1 s.u. 99 2.1 2.5 3.1 46 4.0 4.1 5.3 311 6.0 6.4 7.5


pH<4 4<pH<6 pH>6
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predicted to produce water with low Eh but this is not reflected in elevated iron concentrations in ferrous 
form. 


 
 SRK recommends the source terms be re-visited and then used to re-assess the water treatment 


systems. The iron source term in particular will affect the performance of the water treatment 
systems. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


As with the other source terms: 
 


 Further explanation of the modeling method and inputs is needed to address the scale-up of 
dilute leach tests to the full scale facility. 


 The possible effect of timing of production of PAG tailings should be considered in the source 
term. 


 
Concentrations reported in Table 6.8 do not appear to be consistent with equilibration with major 
minerals in the tailings, which would presumably include gypsum and calcite. Both minerals are 
probably present according to the acid-base accounting data. Concentrations of sulfate, alkalinity, and 
calcium would be expected to be comparable to the waste rock source term (Table 6.6). 


3 Conclusions 
For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following 
recommendations: 


 Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been 
reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year 
climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an 
asymptotic stabilization of results. 


 Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily 
climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations 
should be applied as input.   


 Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste 
material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock. 


 The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. 
Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could 
be considered. 


 Several figures are difficult to read 
 For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation 


and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and 
tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of (Tetra Tech, 2010) 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project   


Project #: 183101 


 


This memorandum provides a technical review of the report, Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010). This review was undertaken, and the Technical 
Memorandum prepared, at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with 
a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated February 17, 2010. 
This memorandum was prepared by Vladimir Ugorets and Stephen Day of SRK Consulting, Inc. (SRK).  


Additional supporting documents from Tetra Tech on geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a, 
and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, 2007) also were 
reviewed as background for preparing this memorandum. The report, Groundwater Flow Modeling 
Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-Closure (M&A, 2009), 
prepared for Rosemont Copper, was reviewed by SRK in February 2010 (SRK, 2010).  


Tetra Tech used the results from the Montgomery & Associates M&A) (2009) groundwater model, 
which is being revised. The M&A revisions may affect the conclusions from the Tetra Tech pit lake 
predictive model and, therefore, SRK may modify their conclusions in this memorandum when the 
revised model results are made available.  


The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) pit lake water balance, (2) 
dynamic system model (DSM) integration, and, (3) geochemical modeling. In general, the comments are 
requests for information and recommendations that will clarify the use of output from the groundwater 
model to predict pit-lake hydrogeochemistry, set up the DSM, and more accurately represent pit wall 
chemistry. Without the requested information and model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the 
model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Pit Lake Water Balance 


Components of the post-mining pit lake water balance include groundwater inflow and outflow, direct 
precipitation, pit wall runoff, and evaporation—as described below.  


General Comments 


SRK found three different sets of simulated lake stage and components of the water balance 
(groundwater inflow, precipitation, evaporation, and runoff) during our review process, as follows: 


1. Source 1—Figure 46 of Montgomery and Associates (M&A) (2009): All components of the pit 
lake water balance simulated by the groundwater model during 100 years of pit lake infilling are 
shown in gallons per minute (gpm). See Figure 1 below.  
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2. Source 2—Illustration 5.04 of Tetra Tech (2010): All components of the pit lake water balance 
for the 200-year period of simulation of pit lake infilling are shown in acres-feet/year. See 
Figure 2 below. 


Figure 1. Figure 46 from M&A, 2009, in gallons per minute 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2. Figure 5.04 from Tetra Tech, 2010, in acre‐feet/year 
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3. Source 3—Electronic Excel DSM input file, Appendix D - DSM Input.xls (Tetra Tech, 2010): 
All components of the pit lake water balance for the 100-year period of simulation of pit lake 
infilling are listed in cubic feet per day. These data were plotted by SRK in units of gpm and 
acre-feet/year for comparison with the M&A (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) graphs. See Figure 
3, below. 
 


 


 


Figure 3. Tetra Tech (2010) data plotted in gpm (upper) and acre‐feet/year (lower) (SRK, this 
review) 
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SRK found significant differences in the components of the pit lake water balance in these graphs, 
which were used as input data for the hydrogeochemical analysis. To better illustrate these differences 
SRK changed all data to the same unit and summarized them at Year 100 (for example) of pit lake 
infilling. See Table 1, below. 


     Table 1. Year 100 of pit lake infilling, data from three sources, in gallons per minute 


Component of Balance 
M&A (2009)(1)


(Source 1) 


Tetra Tech (2010)(2)


(Source 2)


Tetra Tech (2010)(3)


(Source 3) 


Precipitation to Pit Lake (gpm)  37  121  60 


Evaporation from Pit Lake (gpm)  182  273  540 


Runoff to Pit Walls (gpm)  150  142  117 


Groundwater Inflow (gpm)  120  120  452 


Net of Inflow (gpm)  125  110  89 


Pit Lake Stage (ft msl)  3,869  3,869  4,142 (?) 


Notes:   1 – Estimated from the graph (M&A, 2009, Figure 46) by SRK Consulting. 
              2 – Estimated from the graph (Tetra Tech, 2010, Figure 5.04) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 
              3 – Appendix D (Tetra Tech, 2010) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 


It should be noted that SRK found a fourth source of data in the Tetra Tech (2010) electronic Excel 
DSM output file, Appendix E - DSM Output.xls. This file shows simulated groundwater inflow to the pit 
lake in gpm units for a period of 200 years. Data for the first 100 years are consistent with Figure 46 of 
M&A (2009), but are very different from input data in the Tetra Tech (2010) DSM input file, Appendix 
D - DSM Input.xls. 


The following points are unclear to SRK: 


a. The nature of these inconsistencies, 
b. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by 


the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, 
completed by Tetra Tech (2010), and 


c. Exactly what data were used in the Tetra Tech simulation (reported in Appendix D or the input 
data reported in Appendix E)? 


The inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance make it impossible to evaluate 
the correct use of these components in the analysis performed by Tetra Tech. 


Groundwater Inflow  


Tetra Tech (2010) used groundwater inflow to the pit lake from results of the 3-D numerical modeling 
completed by M&A (2009). Tetra Tech states on page 19 of their report that, “The lake stage versus 
groundwater inflow relationship was taken exactly from the M&A model and was not critically 
evaluated for consistency with expected or standard pit inflow curves (M&A, 2009). This data is 
presented in electronic format in Appendix D.” 


Groundwater inflow is a significant component of the pit lake water balance and depends on hydraulic 
heads adjacent to and below the pit, the lake stage, and the hydraulic properties of the surrounding 
country rock. The pit lake stage depends on the depth, size, and geometry of the final pit configuration, 
and on the other components of the pit lake water balance. Finally, groundwater inflows into the pit lake 
and lake stage depend on pre-mining hydrogeological conditions and the rate and duration of pit 
dewatering. The water-balance components can be evaluated precisely only by using a numerical 
groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage iteratively for each time step, and by considering and 
varying all components of the water balance listed above. 
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Groundwater Outflow 


Tetra Tech assumed groundwater outflow from the pit lake equals zero based on M&A (2009) modeling 
results that predicted the pit lake to be a permanent hydrologic sink. SRK agrees with this assumption.  


Direct Precipitation 


Average monthly precipitation data of 22.2 inches per year (in/yr) were taken from the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range 8 miles to the southwest of the project area, due to the limited duration of the data 
record at the Rosemont site. The data from both stations closely correspond (where data from the 
Rosemont site are available). SRK considers the amount of a direct precipitation of 22.2 in/year as 
reasonable for this study. 


Pit Wall Runoff 


Pit wall runoff was simulated using a fraction of the precipitation that ultimately reaches the pit lake. 
This fraction was varied from 15 to 35 percent and was applied to the area of exposed pit walls above 
the pit lake elevation. (A runoff value of 30 percent from precipitation was used by M&A (2009) to 
simulate groundwater inflow to the pit lake.)  


SRK did not find a value for the area of the ultimate pit in the text of the report (information 
shown in Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.01, does not look complete), and was not able to verify 
the volume of pit wall runoff into the pit lake geochemistry model. 


Tetra Tech did not incorporate upgradient drainage runoff into the model, assuming that the upgradient 
areas will be bermed and the existing drainages will be diverted around the pit. 


Evaporation 


Tetra Tech estimated a pan evaporation rate of 71.52 in/year. The value was derived from data from the 
Nogales station adjusted to the Rosemont site, based on a linear trend with each station elevation. The 
monthly average projected pan evaporation data were converted to a lake evaporation rate using a 
coefficient 0.7. SRK considers a lake evaporation of 50 in/year as very reasonable for this study. 


Components of Water Balance Simulated by M&A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model 


SRK reviewed the M&A (2009) groundwater flow model (SRK, 2010) and concluded that this model: 


a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures, 
b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions, 
c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from 


multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and 
d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to 


illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters. 


SRK is of the opinion that direct precipitation, pit lake evaporation, and runoff data used in the M&A 
(2009) groundwater model may have been used incorrectly. The model uses an evaporation rate from 
the pit lake of about 34 in/year and precipitation to the pit lake of about 6.8 in/year, instead of 50 in/year 
and 22 in/year, respectively. 


SRK disagrees with the Tetra Tech (2010, pages 1, 2, and 31) statement that “about 95 percent of the 
contribution to the pit lake will be from groundwater.” Figure 46 of M&A (2009) and Illustration 5.04 of 
Tetra Tech (2010) do not support this statement. If the authors meant the chemical load instead of the pit 
lake inflow, it is not clear from the text of the report. 
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2 Dynamic System Model (DSM) Integration 


SRK’s evaluation of the DSM computer model, which is discussed in this section, is preliminary 
because the input data to the model are based on outputs from the M&A (2009) groundwater flow 
model, which is being revised.  


The DSM computer model for the proposed Rosemont mine pit lake was developed in GoldSimTM to 
simulate the hydrologic water balance and the mixing of chemical loads from the different components 
of the water balance (e.g. groundwater inflow, pit wall runoff, precipitation). The DSM outputs from the 
predictive simulations were used as inputs to a final simulation model using PHEEQC. 


The DSM includes both stochastic (variable) and deterministic (fixed) parameters. The stochastic 
parameters were used to assess the uncertainty in the predictions due to the data and analytical 
constraints and the natural variability in the input parameters (such as precipitation, pit wall runoff, and 
lake evaporation). Groundwater inflow to the pit was assumed to be a deterministic parameter and was 
incorporated into the model by a simplified relationship between groundwater inflow and lake stage. 
This relationship was developed on the basis of outputs from the post-mining predictions made by the 
numerical groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009). 


SRK is of the opinion that this approach of using precipitation, evaporation, and pit wall runoff as 
stochastic parameters and combining them with a deterministic relationship between groundwater inflow 
and pit lake stage (QGW = f(HPL)) is very approximate because both groundwater inflow and lake stage 
depend on these stochastic parameters. It is not clear from the Tetra Tech report how groundwater 
inflow to the pit lake was simulated (from previous time step based on used relationship QGW = 
f(HPL), or not?) As mentioned above, it is SRK’s opinion that the water-balance components can be 
evaluated precisely only by using a numerical groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage 
iteratively, and by considering and varying all components of the water balance for the same time 
period. 


SRK also has noticed that the groundwater inflow flow data presented in the file Appendix D - 
DSM Input.xls do not match output data in the file Appendix E - DSM Output.xls, as described 
above. 


3 Geochemical Modeling 


Components of the geochemical model include characterization of the pit walls as the source of loadings 
to the pit lake, conceptualization of the pit lake (“Conceptual Geochemical Model”), calculation of 
loadings from the pit walls, and calculation of concentrations in the pit lake. 


General Comment 


The overall approach used for the modeling is conventional and reasonable. The characterization data 
that form the basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose. The model combined geometrical 
characterization of the pit with geological and geochemical description of the pit walls with other 
geochemical inputs (groundwater, precipitation) to calculate the chemistry of water in the pit lake. 
Geochemical modeling was used to calculate final water quality by considering the solubility of 
secondary minerals and water-solid interactions. 


Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that suggest the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated. SRK’s overall impression is 
that re-calculation could result in increases in concentrations but due to the abundance of acid 
neutralizing minerals in the host rocks it is unlikely that the modeled pH of the pit water will change. 
The water is expected to be basic. 
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In the following sections, a pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for 
follow-up. 


Review of Modeling Steps 


Characterization of Pit Walls 
The geological setting of the project is described as a “wall rock porphyry system” (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 
3). This contradicts Vector Arizona (2006), which describes the deposit as skarn. The mineralization is 
hosted by sedimentary and volcanic rocks intruded by porphyry stocks. The mineralization is described 
as disseminated and vein-controlled copper, zinc, molybdenum, and iron sulfides. 


 The deposit type needs to be more fully described because the skarn and porphyry 
mineralization types have important different implications for geochemical performance. 


 It was not clear in the description whether classic porphyry hydrothermal alteration (e.g. 
potassic, argillic, propylitic) is present at Rosemont, which in some porphyry deposits can exert 
a control on the geochemical characteristics of the pit walls. Vector (2006, p. 2) indicated “most 
of the porphyry system including the pyrite shell is absent due to structural controls.”  


 
About 10 percent of the ore is described as oxide (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 3), which presumably occurs as a 
supergene cap on the hypogene mineralization.  


 The Tetra Tech (2010) report lacks a mineralogical description of the supergene zone, which 
could have different geochemical characteristics from the hypogene zone.  


 
The pit walls were characterized using samples collected from drill core samples. Tetra Tech (2010) 
determined that sufficient samples had been collected to determine statistically the average 
characteristics of each rock type in the pit walls. The following limitations to the assessment of sample 
coverage were noted by SRK: 


 Samples were dominantly collected from drilling focused on the core of the deposit. Depending 
on the type, intensity, and distribution of alteration, the assumption that the samples can be used 
to characterize the pit walls needs to be investigated. Should a “pyrite halo” be present, it is 
possible the pit walls have a different style of mineralization from the core of the deposit used to 
characterize the rock types. Conversely, mineralization intensity may decrease near the pit 
walls.  


 Since lead and zinc vein mineralization can be associated with distal propylitic porphyry 
alteration and skarn mineralization, the statistical characterization of metal distribution in the pit 
walls should be considered in addition to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential. 


 The statistical evaluation should be extended to consider hydrothermal alteration as a variable. 
 The characteristics of wall rock oxide materials should be provided. 


 
Geochemical analysis of the pit walls used various methods that included acid-base accounting (ABA), 
short-term extraction tests, and kinetic tests. ABA was used to characterize the potential for acidic 
conditions to develop in the pit walls but the effect of site mineralogy on the method was not presented: 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  
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 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


Conceptual Geochemical Model 
The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake is presented on page 5 of Tetra Tech (2010). The 
model should be expanded to include the following considerations: 


 The assumed configuration of broken rock in the pit walls; 
 The processes leading to leaching of potential contaminants from the pit walls considering the 


roles of oxidation, dissolution, and water rock interactions; 
 Mechanisms for attenuation of acidity and metal loadings from pit walls; 
 The effect of submergence of pit walls by the rising pit lake; 
 Geochemical reactions between pit lake and walls;  
 The potential role of limnological processes in pit lake development (e.g. meromixis); and 
 In the event that chemically reducing conditions develop in the pit lake, the effect on attenuation 


and mobilization of potential contaminants (e.g. arsenic). 


Pit Walls Source Term 
SRK understands the pit wall source term was developed by assigning runoff water chemistry to each 
rock type component of the walls and then allowing this loading to enter the pit lake in proportion to the 
exposure of these rock types in the pit walls (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 4.01).  


SRK understands from Tetra Tech (2010, page 13) that loading calculations for the pit walls were based 
on concentrations taken directly from short-term leach tests (STLTs) because the sulfide content of the 
rock is low and the tests represent short term contact between water and rock. Assuming our 
understanding is correct, SRK disagrees with this approach and suggests it may significantly under-
predict concentrations in the wall runoff. STLTs use a much higher liquid to solid ratio than will occur 
under field conditions, contact time in the test may not be sufficient to represent the contact of slow 
moving water in pit walls, and single pass leachate contact does not demonstrate equilibration of the 
solids with contact water. Further, testing of core samples may not represent the accumulation of 
secondary minerals that occurs in pit walls between flushing caused by intermittent storm events.  


These concerns are illustrated by the sulfate source term. For the majority of rock types, sulfate source 
terms are well below 20 mg/L (exceptions are the Epitaph and Horquilla Limestones at 254 and 110 
mg/L, respectively). These concentrations are well below the theoretical solubility of gypsum (1600 
mg/L), which appears to be present to varying degrees in the pit walls. The effect of solution ratio is 
shown by comparing field and laboratory kinetic tests (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.7). The field 
kinetic tests commonly produced sulfate concentrations exceeding 200 mg/L compared to 
concentrations well below 100 mg/L for the parallel laboratory tests. The kinetic tests also produced 
concentrations above 100 mg/L for the initial flush, which would appear to represent initial contact 
water. 


 To address this concern, the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated using an approach that 
considers scale-up from laboratory to site conditions. The approach could consider differences 
in solution ratios for extraction tests, or scale-up of kinetic test results. Both approaches should 
ensure that secondary mineral dissolution controls are incorporated. 
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 The revised source terms should include the potential effect of acidification. It is understood that 
one of the model runs considered acidification of the Bolsa Quartzite (Tetra Tech, 2010, page 
26), but the use of humidity cell data may not be appropriate with scaling of the results to site 
conditions. 


 The use of sub-detection limit values should be explained. For example, the detection limits for 
selenium in the SPLPs is 0.04 mg/L, which is well above the water quality standard. The 
modeling inputs (Tetra Tech, 2010, Appendix D) show a large number of parameters as “0” 
mg/L.  


 
The source terms presented are for pit wall runoff. Should that not already be included, additional source 
terms are needed for: 


 Leaching of oxidized walls that occurs as the pit lake water-level rises; and 
 Possible reactions of pit lake water with wall rock due to chemically reducing conditions, should 


these develop. 


Pit Lake Water Chemistry 
SRK understands the pit lake water chemistry model was based on mass balance, then the final output 
from the DSM model at Year 200 was evaluated for thermodynamic controls using PHREEQC (Tetra 
Tech, 2010, page 25). The modeling used a selection of mainly plausible secondary minerals to control 
water chemistry (Tetra Tech, 2010, Table 6.01). Minerals like barium arsenate, huntite, and magnesite 
may form theoretically but they rarely form from natural surface waters. Other components may co-
precipitate rather than form discrete minerals (e.g. radium sulfate). The modeling also incorporated the 
effect of adsorption by iron oxides. This latter effect may be limited because most of the walls are 
predicted to be non-acidic and iron solubility will be limited. Additional clarification is suggested to 
improve understanding of the model: 


 Provide sample calculation of mass balance. 
 Update Table 6.02 (Tetra Tech, 2010) to compare mass balance chemistry and chemistry 


calculated by PHREEQC, to allow the effect of modeling assumptions to be evaluated. 
 Provide graphs to illustrate the progress of concentrations as the pit lake fills. 
 Provide a culpability analysis to illustrate sources of loading for each parameter in addition to 


TDS (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.05).  
 


For review purposes, it is useful to consider whether the modeled calculations can be reproduced using a 
simple scoping level calculation. SRK used the various graphical (Illustration 5.03) and tabulated (Table 
4.01, 4.02, 4.03) input models in Tetra Tech (2010) and was able to calculate within 5 percent the 
predicted concentrations of sulfate and chloride in the pit lake at year 200. The calculation confirmed the 
significance of groundwater in terms of loading contribution. Using the scoping level calculation, it was 
determined that re-evaluation of source terms to reflect scale-up could lead to pit walls having a greater 
influence on pit lake chemistry including elements mobile under non-acidic conditions and with limited 
sorption capacity. For example, sulfate concentrations could be four times those predicted, and based on 
experience, selenium concentrations will likely be greater than predicted.  


 As a further check on the model, the report might consider adding regional comparisons of 
actual pit lake chemistry, such as that of the ASARCO Mission mine, which has similar pit wall 
formations and deposit chemistry. 


4 Conclusions and Recommendations 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the 
reliability of the predictions of pit lake water chemistry during post-mining conditions.  
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In our opinion: 


a. Existing inconsistencies in the description of components of the water balance should be 
resolved; components of the water balance should be consistent with parameters used in the 
groundwater flow model. 


b. Groundwater inflow to the pit lake should be re-evaluated. The re-evaluation should be based on 
the groundwater model presently being updated by M&A using the recommendations described 
in SRK (2010) and the correct application of precipitation, evaporation, and run-off data for pit 
lake simulations. 


c. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined 
with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very 
preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and 
pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model 
deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and 
evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the 
groundwater model under an assumption of constant values of these parameters. 


d. The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake does not appear to consider additional 
factors, as described above, that may influence pit water chemistry 


e. The current model may understate pit lake concentrations due to the method used to predict the 
chemistry of pit wall runoff. Revision of the wall source terms is recommended. 
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6 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer for Geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geo., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience in 
geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related to 
hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the development 
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of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day was directly 
responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with 
SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-
transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well 
fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly 
responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake predictive model. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: April 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Mike Sieber, P.E, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 
Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and  Transport Modeling Report,  
Tetra Tech, 2010, Prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company   


Project #: 183101 


 


A technical review has been undertaken, and this Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a request for a Statement of Work dated 
February 17, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the, Infiltration Seepage, Fate 
and Transport Modeling Report, prepared for the Rosemont Copper Company by Tetra Tech (2010b). 
These comments were prepared by Mike Sieber, Stephen Day, and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Editorial review was completed by Cori Hoag and Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The seepage, fate and transport modeling report and supporting documents from Tetra Tech regarding 
the 2007 geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Dry Stack 
Tailings Storage Facility Design Report (AMEC, 2009, Appendix D) and the Mine Plan of Operations 
(WestLand Resources, 2007) were reviewed as part of this effort.  


This memorandum is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two topics under review:  


Section 1 - Infiltration and seepage modeling; and, 


Section 2 - Fate and transport (geochemical) modeling. 


The 2010 Tetra Tech report is well presented and well written, and as supported by the appendices, is in 
general comprehensive in scope. The GEO-SLOPE VADOSE/W code is industry standard infiltration-
seepage modeling software. However, SRK requests clarifications and additional supporting data, as 
well as an explanation for several methodologies not clearly understood by the reviewers. The requests 
are indicated below in relevant sections. The models cannot be adequately judged as suitable and 
defensible without the requested information. 


1 INFILTRATION AND SEEPAGE MODELING 


1.1 Input Data  


This section summarizes the review of the climatic data and the saturated and unsaturated material 
properties used for the infiltration models. 
 


1.1.1 Site Climatic Data 
The Nogales 6 N weather station was selected for the Waste Rock Storage Area and Heap Leach Facility 
infiltration models. The precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data appear reasonable. 
However, the Santa Rita weather station is closer to the Rosemont Project area and is at an elevation 
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closer to that of the project elevation than is the Nogales 6 N weather station. It is stated in Appendix B 
of the report that the Nogales 6 N pan evaporation data were adjusted to the Rosemont project site based 
on a linear extrapolation with each station’s elevation. However, illustration 3.2 in the text does not 
appear to be a simple linear extrapolation. Section 4.1.4 states that a correlation was performed to 
translate the Nogales pan evaporation data to the Rosemont Project, please explain the method used. 
Three climate conditions were used for the transient model, average climate conditions, 24-hour, 100 
year storm event, and multi-storm (approximately six inches of rain in seven days). What statistical 
method used to determine the 7-day storm event, it is not clear and cannot be understood form the 
description provided. 
 
The report states that precipitation was applied in a “sinusoidal function that peaks at noon. The 
distribution pattern in the model allows for peak rainfall over a short period around noon.” The transient 
log header in Appendix C states that average annual conditions are sinusoidal; however, the 
precipitation appears to be applied from 0 to 24 hours and nearly every day of the year. This does not 
appear to be average conditions in southern Arizona. A hydrograph of the simulated precipitation would 
aid in understanding the temporal distribution of precipitation. 
 


1.1.2 Site Material-Soil Data 
Section 5.3 of the report provides an explanation of unsaturated flow theory. Illustration 5.5 shows a 
generic soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) for two soils, however, an illustration of hydraulic 
conductivity as a function of capillary function or moisture content is not presented or discussed. 
Section 5.5.5 presents saturated hydraulic conductivity values for three waste rock materials, alluvium, 
and bedrock without providing either a range of values, or a source for the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity data. 
 
The conceptual model for the Waste Rock Storage Area shows three layers of waste rock, benches-
buttress, alluvial deposit, and bedrock, each with different properties. The model logs in Appendix C 
give a brief description of the material—Andesite—for unconsolidated waste rock and list the 
unsaturated properties. Section 5.5 state that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated 
flow parameters. The laboratory work that was completed should include the data, laboratory name, and 
the ASTM methods that were used. The GEO-SLOPE library data should also be presented. SWCC and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity charts for the materials modeled should be presented in either the 
report or appendices. The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below are examples of what is necessary to 
present a defensible infiltration-seepage model. In Appendix A, AMEC presented the SWCCs and a 
hydraulic conductivity function for the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility infiltration and seepage 
model. 
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Figure 1  Example of soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
 


 
 
Figure 2 Example of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function 
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1.2 Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model 


Infiltration-seepage modeling was completed to estimate the time required for draindown of the Heap 
Leach Facility (Heap) to drop to about 10 gpm. Appendix E describes the draindown modeling. Page 4 
paragraph 4 of the report states, “The primary difference between the spent ore and the waste rock is the 
moisture content of the materials.” Oxide ore placed on the heap is not the same material as waste rock 
in terms of mineral concentrations of copper-bearing minerals (oxide/carbonate/silicate/sulfide), 
associated gangue minerals like iron oxides/silicates/sulfides, clay, and calcite, and secondary minerals 
that will form in response to leaching. Although both the oxide ore and waste rock (bedrock) have been 
hydrothermally altered, the materials on the Heap will likely break into smaller size fractions owing to 
the intensity of alteration, and disaggregation that will occur during placement, exposure to raffinate, 
and ripping in the upper layer of each lift; the lifts within the Heap will also compact with burial depth. 
Raffinate leaching will cause the Heap material to break down to smaller particles and the leaching of 
the calcitic material will cause the formation of secondary sulfate minerals and gypsum. These reactions 
will likely significantly decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. In addition, simulating the Heap 
Leach Facility materials as run-of-mine material may significantly under-estimate the duration for 
draindown.  SRK experience with draindown of an 89 MT heap in Arizona (larger than the estimated 60 
MT Rosemont heap) indicates a decrease in draindown to 20 gpm in 8 years. An estimate for the 
Rosemont Heap is that a decrease in draindown to about 10 gpm probably will take 8 to 10 years. 
During and after reclamation, the continued drainage from the Heap will have to be managed. 


1.3 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Based on the conceptual model text and the low-resolution figures SRK cannot ascertain the depth of the 
three simulated stages.   


1.4 Steady-State and Transient Solutions 


Section 5.7 states that the sequence of steady-state simulations were to “offer non-zero stating values for 
the subsequent transient modeling scenarios.” We assume the non-zero refers to the moisture content of 
the material. The water balance illustrations presented in the report begin with the water content at zero. 
Can this be explained. 


It is stated on Section 5.8, page 26 that, “Transient modeling provides a reasonable simulation of flow 
conditions within the Waste Rock Storage area, Heap Leach area, and the Dry Stack tailings facility.” 
The transient simulations reported in this report are one in year duration using average climatic 
conditions. However, movement of moisture through such materials often takes many years, a 
reasonable approach would be to conduct the 50-year transient simulations utilizing the entire 50-year 
climatic data set from the Nogales 6 N weather station.  


In addition, the averaging of daily climatic conditions into a single year likely miss-represents measured 
daily climate conditions. The apparent miss-representation may be evidenced in the simulated daily 
climate input data presented in Appendix C. Those data indicate that precipitation fell virtually every 
day of the year, the ranges in values for relative humidity are shown as broad and relatively invariable, 
and precipitation is shown to occur at all hours of the day for all days. Because of the muting of the data 
by the process of averaging, small amounts of precipitation (0.001 inch to 0.248 inches with a mean of 
0.048) falls on 255 days of the year. With evaporation exceeding precipitation on most days, such small 
precipitation values might be evaporated before infiltrating to depth, resulting in an under-estimate of 
the flux of water through the material. In reality, a few heavy rains can fall on humid days producing a 
significant source of water for infiltration. 


1.5 Illustrations and Tables 


Illustrations 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.13 of the waste rock and heap leach conceptual models and 
numerical model results are too small to read annotations and the horizontal and vertical scales. The 
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values for moisture content and flux are often not legible. Illustration 5.22, presents the simulated 
volumetric moisture content distribution within the closed Heap, indicates upward flux from the base of 
the Heap. It is not clear to us how such a condition can exist, and we request that it be explained in text. 
 


2 FATE AND TRANSPORT (GEOCHEMICAL) MODELING 


2.1 General Comment 


The overall approach to modeling the water chemistry for each facility (waste rock, heap leach, dry 
stack) is similar. The models combine understanding about the composition of the waste facilities with 
data on leaching behavior and water flow to predict pore water chemistry. Geochemical modeling was 
used in some cases to predict final water chemistry. The overall approach is consistent with general 
practice and the data used as a basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that are similar to those with the pit lake predictions (SRK, 2010b). The main factor that 
does not appear to have been addressed, however, is the degree to which the onset of acidic conditions 
in some components of the waste rock could affect overall water quality. In the following sections, a 
pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for follow-up. 


 


2.2 Review of Modeling Steps 


2.2.1 Waste Characteristics 


Waste Rock 


SRK (2010a) previously reviewed the overall geochemical database. Additional comments were 
provided by SRK (2010b). Acid-base accounting is used to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential while 
leachability was characterized using SPLP and MWMP. SRK (2010b) provided the following 
recommendations for the use of acid-base accounting data at the site: 
 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water-soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  


 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


The bulk waste rock geochemical characteristics did not appear to be presented in the report. Table 6.2 
provided the lithological composition of the waste rock while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 of Tetra Tech (2007) 
indicate the distribution of the ARD potential in waste rock. ARD potential is very low on the whole, 
but SRK notes that arkose is a major unit (44%) and 15% of samples from this unit were classified as 
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potentially ARD generating (PAG) by ABA. This indicates that at least 7% of the rock could be 
composed of PAG rock.   
 
To complement this work and support the subsequent development of source terms, the following 
additional information should be presented: 
 


 Explanation of how the waste rock proportions were calculated. 
 Presentation of the overall acid-base account of the waste rock (sulfur content, neutralization 


potential) based on the rock type characteristics and proportion of rock types. 
 An evaluation of the timing of release of PAG materials because if the PAG materials are 


released at certain stages of the mine rather than being continuously mixed in with the non-PAG 
materials local acidification could occur. 


Heap Leach Facility  


No geochemical description of the heap leach materials could be located. 
 


 Geochemical data for the heap leach materials should be presented. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


Tetra Tech (2007) provided geochemical data for the tailings. These data indicate that tailings have very 
low potential for ARD due to mostly low sulfide content. SRK noted that like waste rock, sulfate content 
was variable. It is assumed that sulfate occurs as gypsum rather than acidic salts.  
 


 Discussion of how the tailings characteristics might change as mining progresses because some 
tailings have ARD potential. 


 


2.2.2 Conceptual Geochemical Models 
Section 6.1 of the report provided the “Conceptual Fate and Transport Model”; however, the description 
did not include geochemical processes.  
 


 This section should be updated to include geochemical processes, for example, the role of 
sulfide mineral oxidation, gas partial pressures, temperature variations, and the precipitation and 
dissolution of secondary minerals. 
 


2.2.3 Source Terms 


Waste Rock 


It is understood the waste rock source term was developed by developing source terms for individual 
waste rock types, combining the source terms according to the rock type proportions, and then 
equilibrating the resulting chemistry using PHREEQC. The details of the method were not provided and 
should include: 
 


 Further discussion of the role of local acidification and the need for a source term to reflect 
acidic conditions. This may be unnecessary if it can be demonstrated that PAG rock becomes 
intimately mixed with non-PAG rock during mining. 


 Explanation and discussion of justification for use of zero concentration in the source term for 
rocks with undetectable solid phase concentration (NA in Table 6.1). The description “not part 
of the rock’s composition” should be re-worded to indicate undetected. It is noted that arkose is 
shown as NA but in Illustration 3.4 in Tetra Tech (2007) arkose is shown as having an 
enrichment ratio of 10, which seems to indicate detection (as shown in Illustration 3.5). 


 The methodology used to mix the waters. 
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 Which minerals were used to model the waste rock source term resulting in the concentrations 
in Table 6.6. This table indicates very high sulfur concentrations and extreme ion imbalance. It 
is assumed that this sulfate not sulfur. 


 How the nitrate concentration was calculated. The concentrations seem very low given that 
explosives residuals will be present. 
 


To perform a reality check on the concentrations, SRK compared them to compiled seepage chemistry 
data for calc-alkalic and alkalic porphyry deposits in British Columbia, Canada (Day and Rees 2006; 
Red Chris Development Company 2004) (Table 1). While it is acknowledged that Rosemont has some 
skarn characteristics, predictions for cadmium, copper, selenium and zinc seemed atypical. These 
elements are associated with sulphides which can occur in skarn deposits. 
 


 Further discussion is needed about how the very dilute concentrations obtained from SPLP and 
MWMPs are scaled up to the much drier conditions at the site. A similar concern was raised for 
the pit wall source term during review of the geochemical pit lake model report (SRK 2010b). 


 
Table 1. Statistics for Waste Rock Seepage from Porphyry Deposits 


 
Annotations refer to footnotes about data sources for each of five sites in the compilation. 


Heap Leach 


The methodology used to develop the heap leach source term was unclear.  
 Description of the input data and methodology is requested following the same format as the 


waste rock. 
 


Comparison of the sources terms in Table 6.7 of the report with Table 1 (above) leads to similar 
observations as for waste rock. Concentrations of many parameters seem very low. For example, an iron 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L is predicted at pH 3.23. As iron is highly soluble at this pH, much higher iron 
concentrations would be expected from dissolution of silicates. In addition, the biological system is 


Parameter Unit n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50


Acidity mgCaCO3/L 58 25400 6412 1822 24 560 544 151 63 214 36 15


Alkalinity1
mgCaCO3/L 4 0 0.15 1 32 1.2 2 5 262 1 7.525 43.6


SO4
2 mg/L 93 30910 7969 3220 46 2930 2440 1260 299 1896 1531 464


Al mg/L 42 766 436 239 25 47 40 5 66 0.6 0.2 0
Sb mg/L 8 0.13 0.09 0.020 0 - - - 40 0.09 0.08 0.010
As mg/L 0 - - - 2 0.0006 0.0006 0.00 26 0.04 0.03 0.01


Cd3 mg/L 19 0.02 0.02 0.007 1 0.04 0.04 0.040 27 0.03 0.007 0.000
Ca mg/L 54 804 748 532 39 832 793 361 147 964 727 247


Cu4 mg/L 42 655 512 249 25 370 340 66 107 1 0.14 0.02


Fe5 mg/L 42 1310 480 14 24 5 3 0.2 81 0.3 0.2 0


Hg6 mg/L 3 0.00110 0.0011 0.00070 1 0.0006 0.0006 0.00060 24 0.002 0.00043 0.00005


Pb7 mg/L 12 0.04 0.04 0.0155 7 0.02 0.02 0.012 27 0.01 0.0036 0.00007
Mg mg/L 54 213 163 61 39 201 180 39 147 115 101 24
Mn mg/L 37 56 41 4 26 31 26 9 113 6 4 1


Mo8 mg/L 3 0.009 0.009 0.006 15 0.03 0.03 0.0068 114 0.4 0.3 0.03
Ni mg/L 31 2 2 0.8 12 1 1 0.4 48 0.4 0.21 0.006
K mg/L 47 148 134 67 16 112 87 3 77 58 39 4
Se mg/L 29 0.2 0.2 0.09 7 0.09 0.08 0.07 34 0.3 0.3 0.06


Ag9 mg/L 0 - - - 1 0.01 0.010 0.01 19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
Na mg/L 54 204 91 20 35 64 49 14 127 126 54 11


Zn3 mg/L 35 6 5 2 18 4 4 2 84 1 0.8 0.03


pH1 s.u. 99 2.1 2.5 3.1 46 4.0 4.1 5.3 311 6.0 6.4 7.5


pH<4 4<pH<6 pH>6
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predicted to produce water with low Eh but this is not reflected in elevated iron concentrations in ferrous 
form. 


 
 SRK recommends the source terms be re-visited and then used to re-assess the water treatment 


systems. The iron source term in particular will affect the performance of the water treatment 
systems. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


As with the other source terms: 
 


 Further explanation of the modeling method and inputs is needed to address the scale-up of 
dilute leach tests to the full scale facility. 


 The possible effect of timing of production of PAG tailings should be considered in the source 
term. 


 
Concentrations reported in Table 6.8 do not appear to be consistent with equilibration with major 
minerals in the tailings, which would presumably include gypsum and calcite. Both minerals are 
probably present according to the acid-base accounting data. Concentrations of sulfate, alkalinity, and 
calcium would be expected to be comparable to the waste rock source term (Table 6.6). 


3 Conclusions 
For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following 
recommendations: 


 Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been 
reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year 
climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an 
asymptotic stabilization of results. 


 Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily 
climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations 
should be applied as input.   


 Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste 
material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock. 


 The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. 
Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could 
be considered. 


 Several figures are difficult to read 
 For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation 


and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and 
tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale. 
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Salek,
 
Attached are the SRK Technical Memos reviewing the TetraTech pit lake geochemistry and waste
rock/heap/tailings infiltration fate & transport reports.  Both review memoranda raise issues that
need to be addressed before SRK can defensibly agree with the findings.  I recommend that both
memos be forwarded to Rosemont with the suggestion that we pursue the same collaborative
approach to resolution that we are using for the mine site groundwater model review.  As the same
SRK personnel are involved in both the pit lake geochem and infiltration reviews I also recommend
that we deal with both reports at the same time.
 
Please let me know how you want to handle these SRK review and, assuming you agree they should
be submitted to Rosemont, when that occurs.  I will gladly deal with Rosemont to resolve the issues
raised by SRK, but I will need your approval to take on that task.
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Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
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Oracle, AZ  85623
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: May 3, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  
Cori Hoag, SRK 
File, SRK 


From: Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of (Tetra Tech, 2010) 
Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project   


Project #: 183101 


 


This memorandum provides a technical review of the report, Geochemical Pit Lake Predictive Model, 
Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, 2010). This review was undertaken, and the Technical 
Memorandum prepared, at the request of SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with 
a Statement of Work and Request for Cost Estimated from Mr. Dale Ortman dated February 17, 2010. 
This memorandum was prepared by Vladimir Ugorets and Stephen Day of SRK Consulting, Inc. (SRK).  


Additional supporting documents from Tetra Tech on geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a, 
and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Mine Plan of Operations (WestLand Resources, 2007) also were 
reviewed as background for preparing this memorandum. The report, Groundwater Flow Modeling 
Conducted for Simulation of Proposed Rosemont Pit Dewatering and Post-Closure (M&A, 2009), 
prepared for Rosemont Copper, was reviewed by SRK in February 2010 (SRK, 2010).  


Tetra Tech used the results from the Montgomery & Associates M&A) (2009) groundwater model, 
which is being revised. The M&A revisions may affect the conclusions from the Tetra Tech pit lake 
predictive model and, therefore, SRK may modify their conclusions in this memorandum when the 
revised model results are made available.  


The comments in the present review are grouped into three topics: (1) pit lake water balance, (2) 
dynamic system model (DSM) integration, and, (3) geochemical modeling. In general, the comments are 
requests for information and recommendations that will clarify the use of output from the groundwater 
model to predict pit-lake hydrogeochemistry, set up the DSM, and more accurately represent pit wall 
chemistry. Without the requested information and model outputs, SRK cannot adequately judge the 
model as suitable and defensible.  


1 Pit Lake Water Balance 


Components of the post-mining pit lake water balance include groundwater inflow and outflow, direct 
precipitation, pit wall runoff, and evaporation—as described below.  


General Comments 


SRK found three different sets of simulated lake stage and components of the water balance 
(groundwater inflow, precipitation, evaporation, and runoff) during our review process, as follows: 


1. Source 1—Figure 46 of Montgomery and Associates (M&A) (2009): All components of the pit 
lake water balance simulated by the groundwater model during 100 years of pit lake infilling are 
shown in gallons per minute (gpm). See Figure 1 below.  
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2. Source 2—Illustration 5.04 of Tetra Tech (2010): All components of the pit lake water balance 
for the 200-year period of simulation of pit lake infilling are shown in acres-feet/year. See 
Figure 2 below. 


Figure 1. Figure 46 from M&A, 2009, in gallons per minute 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2. Figure 5.04 from Tetra Tech, 2010, in acre‐feet/year 
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3. Source 3—Electronic Excel DSM input file, Appendix D - DSM Input.xls (Tetra Tech, 2010): 
All components of the pit lake water balance for the 100-year period of simulation of pit lake 
infilling are listed in cubic feet per day. These data were plotted by SRK in units of gpm and 
acre-feet/year for comparison with the M&A (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) graphs. See Figure 
3, below. 
 


 


 


Figure 3. Tetra Tech (2010) data plotted in gpm (upper) and acre‐feet/year (lower) (SRK, this 
review) 
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SRK found significant differences in the components of the pit lake water balance in these graphs, 
which were used as input data for the hydrogeochemical analysis. To better illustrate these differences 
SRK changed all data to the same unit and summarized them at Year 100 (for example) of pit lake 
infilling. See Table 1, below. 


     Table 1. Year 100 of pit lake infilling, data from three sources, in gallons per minute 


Component of Balance 
M&A (2009)(1)


(Source 1) 


Tetra Tech (2010)(2)


(Source 2)


Tetra Tech (2010)(3)


(Source 3) 


Precipitation to Pit Lake (gpm)  37  121  60 


Evaporation from Pit Lake (gpm)  182  273  540 


Runoff to Pit Walls (gpm)  150  142  117 


Groundwater Inflow (gpm)  120  120  452 


Net of Inflow (gpm)  125  110  89 


Pit Lake Stage (ft msl)  3,869  3,869  4,142 (?) 


Notes:   1 – Estimated from the graph (M&A, 2009, Figure 46) by SRK Consulting. 
              2 – Estimated from the graph (Tetra Tech, 2010, Figure 5.04) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 
              3 – Appendix D (Tetra Tech, 2010) and unit conversions by SRK Consulting. 


It should be noted that SRK found a fourth source of data in the Tetra Tech (2010) electronic Excel 
DSM output file, Appendix E - DSM Output.xls. This file shows simulated groundwater inflow to the pit 
lake in gpm units for a period of 200 years. Data for the first 100 years are consistent with Figure 46 of 
M&A (2009), but are very different from input data in the Tetra Tech (2010) DSM input file, Appendix 
D - DSM Input.xls. 


The following points are unclear to SRK: 


a. The nature of these inconsistencies, 
b. How results of the predictions of pit lake infilling during the period of 100 years simulated by 


the groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009) were incorporated into the 200-year predictions, 
completed by Tetra Tech (2010), and 


c. Exactly what data were used in the Tetra Tech simulation (reported in Appendix D or the input 
data reported in Appendix E)? 


The inconsistencies in the components of the pit lake water balance make it impossible to evaluate 
the correct use of these components in the analysis performed by Tetra Tech. 


Groundwater Inflow  


Tetra Tech (2010) used groundwater inflow to the pit lake from results of the 3-D numerical modeling 
completed by M&A (2009). Tetra Tech states on page 19 of their report that, “The lake stage versus 
groundwater inflow relationship was taken exactly from the M&A model and was not critically 
evaluated for consistency with expected or standard pit inflow curves (M&A, 2009). This data is 
presented in electronic format in Appendix D.” 


Groundwater inflow is a significant component of the pit lake water balance and depends on hydraulic 
heads adjacent to and below the pit, the lake stage, and the hydraulic properties of the surrounding 
country rock. The pit lake stage depends on the depth, size, and geometry of the final pit configuration, 
and on the other components of the pit lake water balance. Finally, groundwater inflows into the pit lake 
and lake stage depend on pre-mining hydrogeological conditions and the rate and duration of pit 
dewatering. The water-balance components can be evaluated precisely only by using a numerical 
groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage iteratively for each time step, and by considering and 
varying all components of the water balance listed above. 
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Groundwater Outflow 


Tetra Tech assumed groundwater outflow from the pit lake equals zero based on M&A (2009) modeling 
results that predicted the pit lake to be a permanent hydrologic sink. SRK agrees with this assumption.  


Direct Precipitation 


Average monthly precipitation data of 22.2 inches per year (in/yr) were taken from the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range 8 miles to the southwest of the project area, due to the limited duration of the data 
record at the Rosemont site. The data from both stations closely correspond (where data from the 
Rosemont site are available). SRK considers the amount of a direct precipitation of 22.2 in/year as 
reasonable for this study. 


Pit Wall Runoff 


Pit wall runoff was simulated using a fraction of the precipitation that ultimately reaches the pit lake. 
This fraction was varied from 15 to 35 percent and was applied to the area of exposed pit walls above 
the pit lake elevation. (A runoff value of 30 percent from precipitation was used by M&A (2009) to 
simulate groundwater inflow to the pit lake.)  


SRK did not find a value for the area of the ultimate pit in the text of the report (information 
shown in Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.01, does not look complete), and was not able to verify 
the volume of pit wall runoff into the pit lake geochemistry model. 


Tetra Tech did not incorporate upgradient drainage runoff into the model, assuming that the upgradient 
areas will be bermed and the existing drainages will be diverted around the pit. 


Evaporation 


Tetra Tech estimated a pan evaporation rate of 71.52 in/year. The value was derived from data from the 
Nogales station adjusted to the Rosemont site, based on a linear trend with each station elevation. The 
monthly average projected pan evaporation data were converted to a lake evaporation rate using a 
coefficient 0.7. SRK considers a lake evaporation of 50 in/year as very reasonable for this study. 


Components of Water Balance Simulated by M&A (2009) Groundwater Flow Model 


SRK reviewed the M&A (2009) groundwater flow model (SRK, 2010) and concluded that this model: 


a. Has uncertainties in representing known geology and structures, 
b. Does not have the proper external and internal boundary conditions, 
c. Needs to be calibrated to transient conditions measured during a 30-day pumping test from 


multiple pumping wells to increase the limited predictive capability, and 
d. Needs to be re-developed and re-run with elements of a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis to 


illustrate the possible range of predicted parameters. 


SRK is of the opinion that direct precipitation, pit lake evaporation, and runoff data used in the M&A 
(2009) groundwater model may have been used incorrectly. The model uses an evaporation rate from 
the pit lake of about 34 in/year and precipitation to the pit lake of about 6.8 in/year, instead of 50 in/year 
and 22 in/year, respectively. 


SRK disagrees with the Tetra Tech (2010, pages 1, 2, and 31) statement that “about 95 percent of the 
contribution to the pit lake will be from groundwater.” Figure 46 of M&A (2009) and Illustration 5.04 of 
Tetra Tech (2010) do not support this statement. If the authors meant the chemical load instead of the pit 
lake inflow, it is not clear from the text of the report. 
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2 Dynamic System Model (DSM) Integration 


SRK’s evaluation of the DSM computer model, which is discussed in this section, is preliminary 
because the input data to the model are based on outputs from the M&A (2009) groundwater flow 
model, which is being revised.  


The DSM computer model for the proposed Rosemont mine pit lake was developed in GoldSimTM to 
simulate the hydrologic water balance and the mixing of chemical loads from the different components 
of the water balance (e.g. groundwater inflow, pit wall runoff, precipitation). The DSM outputs from the 
predictive simulations were used as inputs to a final simulation model using PHEEQC. 


The DSM includes both stochastic (variable) and deterministic (fixed) parameters. The stochastic 
parameters were used to assess the uncertainty in the predictions due to the data and analytical 
constraints and the natural variability in the input parameters (such as precipitation, pit wall runoff, and 
lake evaporation). Groundwater inflow to the pit was assumed to be a deterministic parameter and was 
incorporated into the model by a simplified relationship between groundwater inflow and lake stage. 
This relationship was developed on the basis of outputs from the post-mining predictions made by the 
numerical groundwater flow model (M&A, 2009). 


SRK is of the opinion that this approach of using precipitation, evaporation, and pit wall runoff as 
stochastic parameters and combining them with a deterministic relationship between groundwater inflow 
and pit lake stage (QGW = f(HPL)) is very approximate because both groundwater inflow and lake stage 
depend on these stochastic parameters. It is not clear from the Tetra Tech report how groundwater 
inflow to the pit lake was simulated (from previous time step based on used relationship QGW = 
f(HPL), or not?) As mentioned above, it is SRK’s opinion that the water-balance components can be 
evaluated precisely only by using a numerical groundwater model, by simulating pit-lake stage 
iteratively, and by considering and varying all components of the water balance for the same time 
period. 


SRK also has noticed that the groundwater inflow flow data presented in the file Appendix D - 
DSM Input.xls do not match output data in the file Appendix E - DSM Output.xls, as described 
above. 


3 Geochemical Modeling 


Components of the geochemical model include characterization of the pit walls as the source of loadings 
to the pit lake, conceptualization of the pit lake (“Conceptual Geochemical Model”), calculation of 
loadings from the pit walls, and calculation of concentrations in the pit lake. 


General Comment 


The overall approach used for the modeling is conventional and reasonable. The characterization data 
that form the basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose. The model combined geometrical 
characterization of the pit with geological and geochemical description of the pit walls with other 
geochemical inputs (groundwater, precipitation) to calculate the chemistry of water in the pit lake. 
Geochemical modeling was used to calculate final water quality by considering the solubility of 
secondary minerals and water-solid interactions. 


Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that suggest the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated. SRK’s overall impression is 
that re-calculation could result in increases in concentrations but due to the abundance of acid 
neutralizing minerals in the host rocks it is unlikely that the modeled pH of the pit water will change. 
The water is expected to be basic. 
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In the following sections, a pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for 
follow-up. 


Review of Modeling Steps 


Characterization of Pit Walls 
The geological setting of the project is described as a “wall rock porphyry system” (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 
3). This contradicts Vector Arizona (2006), which describes the deposit as skarn. The mineralization is 
hosted by sedimentary and volcanic rocks intruded by porphyry stocks. The mineralization is described 
as disseminated and vein-controlled copper, zinc, molybdenum, and iron sulfides. 


 The deposit type needs to be more fully described because the skarn and porphyry 
mineralization types have important different implications for geochemical performance. 


 It was not clear in the description whether classic porphyry hydrothermal alteration (e.g. 
potassic, argillic, propylitic) is present at Rosemont, which in some porphyry deposits can exert 
a control on the geochemical characteristics of the pit walls. Vector (2006, p. 2) indicated “most 
of the porphyry system including the pyrite shell is absent due to structural controls.”  


 
About 10 percent of the ore is described as oxide (Tetra Tech, 2010, p. 3), which presumably occurs as a 
supergene cap on the hypogene mineralization.  


 The Tetra Tech (2010) report lacks a mineralogical description of the supergene zone, which 
could have different geochemical characteristics from the hypogene zone.  


 
The pit walls were characterized using samples collected from drill core samples. Tetra Tech (2010) 
determined that sufficient samples had been collected to determine statistically the average 
characteristics of each rock type in the pit walls. The following limitations to the assessment of sample 
coverage were noted by SRK: 


 Samples were dominantly collected from drilling focused on the core of the deposit. Depending 
on the type, intensity, and distribution of alteration, the assumption that the samples can be used 
to characterize the pit walls needs to be investigated. Should a “pyrite halo” be present, it is 
possible the pit walls have a different style of mineralization from the core of the deposit used to 
characterize the rock types. Conversely, mineralization intensity may decrease near the pit 
walls.  


 Since lead and zinc vein mineralization can be associated with distal propylitic porphyry 
alteration and skarn mineralization, the statistical characterization of metal distribution in the pit 
walls should be considered in addition to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential. 


 The statistical evaluation should be extended to consider hydrothermal alteration as a variable. 
 The characteristics of wall rock oxide materials should be provided. 


 
Geochemical analysis of the pit walls used various methods that included acid-base accounting (ABA), 
short-term extraction tests, and kinetic tests. ABA was used to characterize the potential for acidic 
conditions to develop in the pit walls but the effect of site mineralogy on the method was not presented: 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  
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 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


Conceptual Geochemical Model 
The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake is presented on page 5 of Tetra Tech (2010). The 
model should be expanded to include the following considerations: 


 The assumed configuration of broken rock in the pit walls; 
 The processes leading to leaching of potential contaminants from the pit walls considering the 


roles of oxidation, dissolution, and water rock interactions; 
 Mechanisms for attenuation of acidity and metal loadings from pit walls; 
 The effect of submergence of pit walls by the rising pit lake; 
 Geochemical reactions between pit lake and walls;  
 The potential role of limnological processes in pit lake development (e.g. meromixis); and 
 In the event that chemically reducing conditions develop in the pit lake, the effect on attenuation 


and mobilization of potential contaminants (e.g. arsenic). 


Pit Walls Source Term 
SRK understands the pit wall source term was developed by assigning runoff water chemistry to each 
rock type component of the walls and then allowing this loading to enter the pit lake in proportion to the 
exposure of these rock types in the pit walls (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 4.01).  


SRK understands from Tetra Tech (2010, page 13) that loading calculations for the pit walls were based 
on concentrations taken directly from short-term leach tests (STLTs) because the sulfide content of the 
rock is low and the tests represent short term contact between water and rock. Assuming our 
understanding is correct, SRK disagrees with this approach and suggests it may significantly under-
predict concentrations in the wall runoff. STLTs use a much higher liquid to solid ratio than will occur 
under field conditions, contact time in the test may not be sufficient to represent the contact of slow 
moving water in pit walls, and single pass leachate contact does not demonstrate equilibration of the 
solids with contact water. Further, testing of core samples may not represent the accumulation of 
secondary minerals that occurs in pit walls between flushing caused by intermittent storm events.  


These concerns are illustrated by the sulfate source term. For the majority of rock types, sulfate source 
terms are well below 20 mg/L (exceptions are the Epitaph and Horquilla Limestones at 254 and 110 
mg/L, respectively). These concentrations are well below the theoretical solubility of gypsum (1600 
mg/L), which appears to be present to varying degrees in the pit walls. The effect of solution ratio is 
shown by comparing field and laboratory kinetic tests (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.7). The field 
kinetic tests commonly produced sulfate concentrations exceeding 200 mg/L compared to 
concentrations well below 100 mg/L for the parallel laboratory tests. The kinetic tests also produced 
concentrations above 100 mg/L for the initial flush, which would appear to represent initial contact 
water. 


 To address this concern, the pit wall source terms should be re-calculated using an approach that 
considers scale-up from laboratory to site conditions. The approach could consider differences 
in solution ratios for extraction tests, or scale-up of kinetic test results. Both approaches should 
ensure that secondary mineral dissolution controls are incorporated. 
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 The revised source terms should include the potential effect of acidification. It is understood that 
one of the model runs considered acidification of the Bolsa Quartzite (Tetra Tech, 2010, page 
26), but the use of humidity cell data may not be appropriate with scaling of the results to site 
conditions. 


 The use of sub-detection limit values should be explained. For example, the detection limits for 
selenium in the SPLPs is 0.04 mg/L, which is well above the water quality standard. The 
modeling inputs (Tetra Tech, 2010, Appendix D) show a large number of parameters as “0” 
mg/L.  


 
The source terms presented are for pit wall runoff. Should that not already be included, additional source 
terms are needed for: 


 Leaching of oxidized walls that occurs as the pit lake water-level rises; and 
 Possible reactions of pit lake water with wall rock due to chemically reducing conditions, should 


these develop. 


Pit Lake Water Chemistry 
SRK understands the pit lake water chemistry model was based on mass balance, then the final output 
from the DSM model at Year 200 was evaluated for thermodynamic controls using PHREEQC (Tetra 
Tech, 2010, page 25). The modeling used a selection of mainly plausible secondary minerals to control 
water chemistry (Tetra Tech, 2010, Table 6.01). Minerals like barium arsenate, huntite, and magnesite 
may form theoretically but they rarely form from natural surface waters. Other components may co-
precipitate rather than form discrete minerals (e.g. radium sulfate). The modeling also incorporated the 
effect of adsorption by iron oxides. This latter effect may be limited because most of the walls are 
predicted to be non-acidic and iron solubility will be limited. Additional clarification is suggested to 
improve understanding of the model: 


 Provide sample calculation of mass balance. 
 Update Table 6.02 (Tetra Tech, 2010) to compare mass balance chemistry and chemistry 


calculated by PHREEQC, to allow the effect of modeling assumptions to be evaluated. 
 Provide graphs to illustrate the progress of concentrations as the pit lake fills. 
 Provide a culpability analysis to illustrate sources of loading for each parameter in addition to 


TDS (Tetra Tech, 2010, Illustration 5.05).  
 


For review purposes, it is useful to consider whether the modeled calculations can be reproduced using a 
simple scoping level calculation. SRK used the various graphical (Illustration 5.03) and tabulated (Table 
4.01, 4.02, 4.03) input models in Tetra Tech (2010) and was able to calculate within 5 percent the 
predicted concentrations of sulfate and chloride in the pit lake at year 200. The calculation confirmed the 
significance of groundwater in terms of loading contribution. Using the scoping level calculation, it was 
determined that re-evaluation of source terms to reflect scale-up could lead to pit walls having a greater 
influence on pit lake chemistry including elements mobile under non-acidic conditions and with limited 
sorption capacity. For example, sulfate concentrations could be four times those predicted, and based on 
experience, selenium concentrations will likely be greater than predicted.  


 As a further check on the model, the report might consider adding regional comparisons of 
actual pit lake chemistry, such as that of the ASARCO Mission mine, which has similar pit wall 
formations and deposit chemistry. 


4 Conclusions and Recommendations 


The descriptions of the model provided in the reviewed report do not allow SRK to determine the 
reliability of the predictions of pit lake water chemistry during post-mining conditions.  
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In our opinion: 


a. Existing inconsistencies in the description of components of the water balance should be 
resolved; components of the water balance should be consistent with parameters used in the 
groundwater flow model. 


b. Groundwater inflow to the pit lake should be re-evaluated. The re-evaluation should be based on 
the groundwater model presently being updated by M&A using the recommendations described 
in SRK (2010) and the correct application of precipitation, evaporation, and run-off data for pit 
lake simulations. 


c. Use of the DSM with stochastic parameters of precipitation, runoff, and evaporation combined 
with deterministic groundwater output from the numerical groundwater model is a very 
preliminary and inaccurate approach. This is due to the fact that both groundwater inflow and 
pit lake elevation depend on the meteorological parameters simulated in the groundwater model 
deterministically. By stochastically varying these parameters (precipitation, runoff, and 
evaporation), groundwater inflow will be different in time from that simulated in the 
groundwater model under an assumption of constant values of these parameters. 


d. The conceptual geochemical model for the pit lake does not appear to consider additional 
factors, as described above, that may influence pit water chemistry 


e. The current model may understate pit lake concentrations due to the method used to predict the 
chemistry of pit wall runoff. Revision of the wall source terms is recommended. 
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6 Reviewer Qualifications 


The Senior Reviewer for Geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geo., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience in 
geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related to 
hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the development 
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of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day was directly 
responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 


The Senior Reviewer for Hydrogeology, Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., is a Principal Hydrogeologist with 
SRK Consulting in Denver, Colorado (résumé attached). Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of 
professional experience in hydrogeology, developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-
transport models related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development. Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of extraction-injection well 
fields, development of conceptual and numerical groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and 
dewatering optimization for open-pit, underground and in-situ recovery mines. Dr. Ugorets was directly 
responsible for reviewing the hydrogeology of the pit lake predictive model. 
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Profession Professional Geoscientist 


Education M.Sc, Geochemistry, University of British Columbia 1988. 
B.Sc., Geology, University of British Columbia 1985. 


Registrations/
Affiliations 


Professional Geoscientist (BC) No. 18,467. 
Professional Geologist (Northwest Territories and Nunavut) No 
L1283. 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C. 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 
Fellow, The Association of Applied Geochemists. 


 
Specialisation Stephen Day is Principal Geochemist at SRK's Vancouver office. He is an 


experienced specialist in the development of waste management plans to address 
acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general. He has particular 
expertise in the development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling 
of leachate chemistry. His project experience includes development of innovative 
approaches to management of potentially acid generating wastes at new mines, 
assessment of existing waste disposal facilities at operating and abandoned mines to 
determine options for reduction or elimination of contaminated drainage, and 
environmental audits of mines. 


 
Certification Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 


Hazardous Wastes Operations and Emergency Response (OSHA 29 CFR 1910)  
40-hour course. 


 
Employment Record 
1998 – Present  SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., Principal Geochemist 


 
1992 – 1998 Dames & Moore, Senior Geochemist/Manager, Geosciences 


 
1989 – 1992 Norecol Environmental Consultants Ltd., Geochemist 


 
1987 – 1989 British Columbia Geological Survey, Geochemist 
 
Publications Fifteen technical papers on metal leaching and acid rock drainage studies, stream 


sediment sampling, formation of placer deposits, mineral exploration in glacial 
terrains. 
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Key Experience: New Mine Approvals and Permitting 
 
PolyMet Mining Corp., Northmet Project, Minnesota (1999-2001, 2004-current) 
• Development and implementation of geochemical test program, and water quality predictions for 


proposed open pit PGM, nickel and copper mine at the facilities of an existing iron mine. 
 
Taseko Mines, Properity Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper-gold mine. 
 
Niblack Mining, Niblack Project (2006) 
• Review of geochemical aspects for permitting of underground exploration development. 
 
Teck Cominco, Morelos Project (2006-2008) 
• Geochemical assessment of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 
 
Miramar, Doris North Project (2006-current). 
• Geochemical characterization of quarry rock 
 
AES Wapiti Coal Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal for proposed drag line coal mine. 
 
Horizon Project, Hillsborough Resources (2006) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and coal processing products for proposed underground and 


open pit coal project. 
 
Barrick Gold, Donlin Creek Project (2006-current) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for proposed open pit gold mine. 


 
Westhawk Development Corp., Coal Creek Project (2006). 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and proposed small coal mine. 
 
Crowflight Minerals, Bucko Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed underground nickel mine. 


 
Doublestar Resources, Catface Project 
• Geochemical characterization of rock and tailings for proposed open pit copper mine. 
 
Novagold Corporation, Galore Creek Project (2004-current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Pebble Partnership, Pebble Project (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization. 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold-molybdenum mine 
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bcMetals Corporation, Red Chris Project (2003-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed open pit 


copper-gold mine 
 


Brule Project, Western Canadian Coal (2004-2006) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


a coal mine 
 
Dillon Mine, Western Canadian Coal (2004) 
• Geochemical characterization, water chemistry predictions and input to waste management planning for 


small coal mine 
 
Doublestar Resources Limited, Sustut Copper Project (2001-2003) 
• Assessment of geochemical issues for proposed copper mine 
• General permitting assistance under the BC Environmental Assessment Process 
 


 
Barrick Gold Corp, Pascua Project, Chile/Argentina (1999-2001) 
• Assessment of waste rock and tailings geochemistry and prediction of drainage quality 
 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, True North Project (2000-2002) 
• Review of expansion proposals for the Fort Knox Mine 
 


BHP Billiton Diamonds, Ekati Diamond MineTM, Northwest Territories (2001-Current) 
• Characterization of waste rock and prediction of water quality for the Sable, Pigeon and Beartooth Pipes 
• Compilation of Waste Rock Management Plans 
 


Crystal Graphite Corporation, Black Crystal Graphite Project, British Columbia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed graphite mine 
 


Teck Corp, Pogo Project, Alaska (1996-2004) 
• Geochemical characterization 
• Prediction of water quality impacts and recommendations for waste handling at a proposed underground 


gold mine 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Northwest Territories (1999-2001) 
• Review of geochemical aspects of Diavik Diamond Mines 
 


Coeur d’Alene Mines, San Bartolome Project, Bolivia (2001-2002) 
• Geochemical characterization of waste rock and tailings for a proposed silver mine 
 


Manalta Coal, Telkwa Coal Project, B.C. (1991-2000) 
• Development of waste management plan to address acid drainage potential 
 


Sutton Resources, Bulyanhulu Project, Tanzania (1997-1998) 
• Waste management planning and prediction of impacts for proposed underground gold mine 
 


Teck Corp, Marte Lobo Project, Chile (1997) 
• Assessment of potential impacts to groundwater due to waste rock leaching at proposed open pit gold 


mine 
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Pine Valley Coal, Willow Creek Coal Project, B.C. (1996-1997) 
• Baseline evaluation of acid generation potential and water quality for proposed coal mine 
 


Teck Corp, Petaquilla Project, Panama (1996-1997) 
• Prediction of potential impacts due to leaching of waste rock at proposed open pit copper mine 
 


Cominco, Kudz-Ze-Kaya project, YT (1996) 
• Retained to address acid generation issues in waste management plan for proposed zinc-copper-lead 


mine 
 


Termopacifico, Colombia (1994) 
• Assessment of existing waste management for small coal mines as part of proposed thermal power plant 
 
Manhattan Minerals, Moris Mine, Mexico (1993) 
• Developed closure plan for proposed heap leach gold mine.  Also addressed acid generation issues 
 
TVI, Canatuan Project, Philippines (1993) 
• Development of waste management plan for proposed gold mine 
 


El Condor, Kemess South Project, B.C. (1992) 
• Evaluated natural weathering of rock and soil in support of waste management plan for proposed copper 


mine 
 


Brewery Creek (1991) 
• Soil and vegetation geochemistry study 
 


Galore Creek Project (1991) 
• Conducted initial assessment of acid generation at proposed large porphyry copper mine 
 


Snip Mine (1991) 
• Developed cyanide degradation model for tailings pond 
 


Berg Project (1990) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock and proposed waste handling approach for porphyry copper 


mine 
 


Taiwan Limestone Project (1990) 
• Conducted environmental assessment of proposed limestone quarry 
 


Geddes Resources, Windy Craggy Project, B.C. (1989-1991) 
• Investigated acid generation in waste rock, tailings, and underground workings and developed waste 


management plan for proposed massive sulphide copper mine 
 


Cinola Project (1989-1990) 
• Development of waste rock and tailings management plan for proposed epithermal gold mine 
 


Cheni Gold Mines (1989) 
• Developed waste rock handling plan for potentially acid generating rock at gold vein mine 
 


Silver Butte Mine (1989) 
• Interpreted acid generation data for waste rock and underground development for proposed massive 


sulphide base metal mine 
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Confidential Client 
• Due diligence audit for a proposed porphyry copper mine  
• Prediction of impacts due to rock and tailings leaching and recommendation of waste management 


strategies 
 


Key Experience:  Operating Mines  
 
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and Hecla Greens Creek Mining Company, 
Greens Creek Mine 
• Team leader for environmental audit of an underground silver mine. 


 
Elk Valley Coal Corporation (2007-current) 
• Development of a geochemical model for leaching of selenium to the Elk River  and Cardinal River from 


six large open pit coal mines. 
 
Imperial Metals, Mount Polley Mine (2004-Current) 
• Geochemical characterization and water quality predictions for mine expansion. 
• Water quality predictions for closure of copper heap leach. 
 
Inmet, Troilus Mine (2005) 
• Development of an approach for waste rock segregation at open pit copper gold mine. 
 
BHP Billiton, Mina Tintaya (2005-2006) 
• Evaluation of selenium sources in waste rock and downstream attenuation and transport. 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning. 
 
TeckCominco, Elkview Coal Mine (2003) 
• Detailed assessment of occurrence and release of selenium from mine facilities, and recommendations 


for management approaches 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine, Alaska (1997-Current) 
• Development of innovative methods for characterization of the geochemical behaviour of waste rock 
• Ongoing geochemical advice and interpretation 
 


Thompson Creek Mining, Endako Mine (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of waste rock geochemistry 
 


Huckleberry Mines Limited (1996-current) 
• Ongoing advice to operating open pit copper and molybdenum on waste management and prediction of 


long term water quality impacts 
 


TeckCominco, Luscar Ltd., Fording Coal, Elk Valley Coal Mines, British Columbia (1999-2002) 
• Technical review of university research on the occurrence and release of selenium from waste rock 
 


Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting (1998) 
• Environmental audit of more than ten massive sulphide copper and zinc mines, mills and associated 


smelter 
 


Confidential, Colombia (1997) 
• Assessment of existing environmental liabilities and scoping of environmental impact assessment for an 


operating coal mine as part of due diligence review 
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Cominco Trail Operations, B.C. (1993) 
• Developed slag pile leachate model for proposed slag disposal site 
 


Gold Mine Yellowknife, NWT (1993) 
• Environmental assessment of operating gold mine as part of due diligence 
 


Macrae Mining, New Zealand (1993) 
• Presented arguments on acid generation thresholds in tailings.  Evaluated reports on arsenic leaching 


from waste rock and tailings 
 


Equity Silver Mines (1991) 
• Developed water quality model for an acid generating open pit to address disposal of water treatment 


sludge in pit 
 
Tanco Mining company (1991) 
• Environmental audit of tantalum mine and mill 
 
Endako Mines (1990) 
• Evaluated acid generation potential of waste rock and tailings at molybdenum mine 
 
Key Experience:  Mine Closure Planning 
 
Barrick Gold, Nickel Plate Mine (2005) 
• Geochemical characterization for closure planning of waste rock, mine workings and tailings from open 


pit gold mine. 
 
Teck Cominco, Pine Point Mine (2006) 
• Evaluation of monitoring requirements for tailings discharge. 
 
Teck Cominco Alaska, Red Dog Mine (2003-Current) 
• Water quality predictions for mine closure planning 
 
Deloitte & Touche, Faro Mine (2002-Current) 
• Design and implementation of geochemical studies for closure planning 
 


BHP Billiton, Island Copper Mine (2001-2005) 
• Geochemical studies for closure planning 
• Chemical load modelling 
 
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, Flin Flon Operations (2005) 
• Input to estimation of closure costs. 
 
Teck Cominco, HB Mine (2005) 
• Review of geochemical issues for tailings. 
 
Viceroy Resources, Brewery Creek Mine (2002-2004) 
• Evaluation of water quality aspects related to closure. 
• Assessment of selenium leaching. 
 
Inmet, Samatosum Mine (2003) 
• Environmental audit of former open pit copper-silver mine. 
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BHP Billiton, Confidential Internal Reviews (2002) 
• Reviewed geochemical aspects of closure plans for two mines 
 


BHP Billiton, Robinson Mine, Nevada (2001-2002) 
• Geological and geochemical characterization of waste rock as part of closure planning for a large open 


pit copper mine 
• Operation of a field laboratory for determination of leachable metal concentrations 
 


British Columbia Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection, Britannia Mine, British Columbia 
(2001-Current) 
• Evaluation of the effects of the use of mine workings for storage of contaminated mine water prior to 


treatment 
 


Highland Valley Copper, Highmont Mine, BC (2000-2001) 
• Geochemical assessment of tailings for closure planning 
 


Dupont Canada, Baker Mine, B.C. (1999-Current) 
• Evaluation of long term drainage quality for an inactive underground gold and silver mine 
• Closure Planning 
 


TeckCominco Ltd., Sa Dena Hes Mine, Yukon Territory (1999-Current) 
• Assessment of geochemical characteristics of underground lead-zinc mines, waste rock and tailings, and 


downstream loading and impact assessment 
 


Environment Canada, Mount Washington Mine, B.C. (1999-2000) 
• Assessment of geochemistry as part of closure planning for a inactive open-pit copper mine 
 


Holden Mine, Washington State (1998-Current) 
• Support for Feasibility Study for closure of underground mine, waste rock and tailings 
• Development of a site geochemical model to support selection of closure measures for a disused 


underground copper and zinc mine 
 


Westmin Resources, Premier Gold Mine, B.C. (1998-2002) 
• Prediction of long term geochemical behaviour of waste rock and tailings at an open pit gold mine 
 


Homestake, Snip Mine, B.C. (1998) 
• Prediction of post-closure impacts due to leaching of mine wastes at underground gold mine 
 


Confidential Client (1996) 
• Evaluated leaching of mercury from a former mercury mine as part of decommissioning 
 
COMIBOL, Bolivia (1996-1997) 
• Assessment of environmental issues for operating and closed mines as part of due diligence review 
 
Weldwood Canada, Various Properties, B.C. (1996) 
• Environmental evaluation of large area of former coal mining to assess remediation measures and 


potential costs 
 


Stronsay, B.C. and Sa Dena Hes, Y.T. projects (1993) 
• Initial assessment of potential environment liabilities 
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Kinross Gold, QR Gold Mine, B.C (1993, 1998-2000) 
• Predictions of post-closure impacts due to long term leaching of waste rock and pit walls at open pit gold 


mine 
 


Cominco, Sullivan Mine, B.C. (1992-1998) 
• Evaluation of metal leaching from oxidized waste rock and tailings as part of closure planning. 


Geochemical interpretation of regional groundwater chemistry downgradient of tailings facility.  
Modelling of dry cover materials for acid generating tailings 


 


Cominco, Pinchi Lake Mine (1994-1995) 
• Evaluation of mercury distribution and leaching from mine wastes as part of closure planning 
 
Survey of Abandoned Mines (1991) 
• Compiled data relating to acid generation potential at more than 1000 abandoned mines in British 


Columbia.  Assessed five coal and metal mine sites 
 
Key Experience:  Government Projects 
 
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (2006-2007) 
• Delivered a short course acid rock drainage assessment (five venues 
 
MEND Program (2005-2006) 
• Lead author for a report on the effect of low temperatures on geochemical processes. 
 
U.S. Trade and Development Agency, Dominican Republic (2002) 
• Delivered part of a short course to federal government personnel on acid rock drainage assessment and 


remediation 
 
State of Alaska (2001) 
• Workshop on mine site geochemical assessment 
 
Canadian International Development Agency, Peru (2000-2001) 
• Preparation of guidelines for inspection of mines 
 
MEND Program (2000-2001) 
• Managed and co-authored preparation of report titled Acidic Rock Drainage and Technology Gap 


Analysis 
 


MEND Program (1996-2000) 
• Co-author of technology manual on acid rock drainage prediction, control and treatment 
 


MEND Program (1998) 
• Reviewed and assisted with selection section of Procedures for Assessing the Subaqueous Stability of 


Oxidized Waste Rock 
 


MEND Program (1997) 
• Co-authored Blending and Layering Waste Rock to Delay, Mitigate or Prevent Acid Generation 
 


MEND Program (1996) 
• Co-authored Guide for predicting water geochemistry from waste rock piles 
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Japan International Cooperation Agency, Brazil (1995-1996) 
• Part of a multi-disciplinary team led by Mitsubishi that evaluated remediation of coal mines in the State 


of Santa Catarina 
 


Indian and Northern Affairs (1994) 
• Prepared a long range research plan for acid rock drainage 
 


Mine Environment Neutral Drainage Program, Cinola Project, B.C. (1994) 
• Assessed long term potential for acid generation in waste rock and evaluated limestone addition to 


prevent acid release from waste rock 
 
QA/QC for Acid Generation Studies (1990) 
• Prepared manual for BC Acid Mine Drainage Task Force 
 


Review of Acid Generation Determination Methods (1990) 
• Assessed methods and recommended new approaches to testing for Energy, Mines and Resources 


Canada 
 


Acid Rock Drainage Technical Guide (1989) 
• Co-authored state-of-the-art manual covering prediction and monitoring of acid mine drainage 
 
Key Experience:  Contaminated Sites and Other Projects  
 
Ministry of Health 
• Directed sampling of 240 wells to assess potential pesticide contamination 
 


Fullerton Lumber 
• Assessed soil contamination and potential approaches to on-site processing and soil remediation 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed soil, sediment and water contamination at a marine repair station.  Developed and costed 


remediation options 
 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
• Assessed contaminated woodfill on Crown lands.  Developed and costed remediation options 
 


Western Steel 
• Interpretation of arsenic sludge chemistry. 
 


Grand Metropolitan 
• Assessment and management of several hydrocarbon underground storage tanks 
 


Transport Canada 
• Senior review of project to assess liabilities associated with underground fuel storage tanks at 28 remote 


beacon sites 
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Profession Principal Hydrogeologist 
 


Education M.S. (Mining Engineering/Hydrogeology) Geology-
Prospecting Institute, Moscow Russia 


Ph.D. (Hydrogeology) Geology-Prospecting 
Institute, Moscow Russia 


 
Registrations/ 
Affiliations 


Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology, USSR/Russia 
National Ground Water Association 
MSHA 
 


 
 
Specialization Mining Hydrogeology, Groundwater Modeling, and Wellfield Optimization. 


 
Expertise Dr. Ugorets has more than 31 years of professional experience in hydrogeology, 


developing and implementing groundwater flow and solute-transport models 
related to mine dewatering, groundwater contamination, and water resource 
development.  Dr. Ugorets’ areas of expertise are in design and optimization of 
extraction-injection wellfields, development of conceptual and numerical 
groundwater flow and solute-transport models, and dewatering optimization for 
open-pit, underground and ISR mines. 


 
Employment Record 
 
2007 – Present  SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc., Principal Hydrogeologist 


Denver, CO 
 


1996 – 2007  Hydrologic Consultants Inc. (HCI), Senior Hydrogeologist 
Lakewood, CO 
 


1991 – 1995  Hydrogeoecological Research and Design Co (HYDEC), Lead Hydrogeologist  
Moscow, Russia 
 


1978 – 1990  Geology-Prospecting Institute (MGRI), Senior Scientist in Hydrogeology 
Moscow, Russia 
 


 
Languages Russian, English 
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Publications  
English  
 Ugorets V.I. and Howell, R.L. 2008 “3-D Characterization of Groundwater Flow in 


Hard-Rock Uranium Deposits”, presented at 2nd International Symposium – 
Uranium: Resources and Production, VIMS, Moscow, p. 120-121. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Howell, R.L., and Mahoney, J.J. 2006 “Challenges to Hydrogeologic 


Investigations in the Canadian North”, presented at 59th Canadian Geotechnical 
Conference and 7th Joint CGS/IAH-CNC Groundwater Specialty Conference 
(seatoskygeo.ca), October 2006, Vancouver. Sea to Sky Geotechnique,  p. 1608-1612 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and MacDonald, A. K. 2003 “Design and Optimization of Mine 


Dewatering Based on Ground-Water Flow Modeling,” in Computer Applications in 
the Minerals Industries (Proceedings of Forth International Conference, CAMI, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Rusdinar, Y., Parseryo, G.  and Liu, H. 2002  “Identification of 


Dewatering Targets for Graberg Pit Using Hydrogeochemical Fingerprint 
Approach,” presented at 2002 Denver Annual Meeting of The Geological Society of 
America. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Hanna, T. M., Howell, R. L., Ternes, T. and McCarter, J. 1999 “Use of 


Frozen Earth Wall to Reduce Effects of Dewatering on Alluvial Aquifer in Vicinity 
of the Proposed Aquarius Open Pit Mine,” in Sudbury — Mining and the 
Environment II (Sudbury, Ontario, Canada).  D. Goldsack et al., Eds.  Sudbury:  
Laurentian University, Centre in Mining and Mineral Exploration Research. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Azrag, E. A. and Atkinson, L. C. 1999 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” Annual Meeting of American Institute of 
Hydrology and Fourth USA/CIS Joint Conference on Environmental Hydrology and 
Hydrogeology (San Francisco), pp. 163-164.  San Francisco: American Institute of 
Hydrology.  


 
 Ugorets, V.I., Azrag, E. A., and Atkinson, L. C. 1998 “Use of a Finite Element Code to 


Model Complex Mine Water Problems,” in Mine Water and Environmental Impacts 
(Proceedings of the International Mine Water Association Symposia, Johannesburg, 
South Africa), Vol. 1, pp. 31-41. Johannesburg:  International Mine Water 
Association. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I.,  Borevsky, B.V., and Borevsky, L. V.  1994 “Regulation of the Movement 


of Different-Density Fluids During Injection of Waste: An Optimization Model with 
Special Reference to the Injection System in the Krasnodar Region,” in Scientific and 
Engineering Aspects of Deep Injection Disposal of Hazardous and Industrial Wastes 
(Proceedings of the International Conference, Berkeley, California), pp.21.  
Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 


 
 Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1992 “Optimization of Extraction-Injection Wells 


Sitting in Groundwater Management Problems / Flow Through Porous Media: 
Fundamentals and Reservoir Engineering Applications, (Proceedings of the 
International Conference, Moscow, September, 1992), pp. 52-55. 
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Russian Ugorets, V.I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1991 “Optimization Models for Ground-Water 


Withdrawal and Protection from Contamination Problems” (review). Moscow: 
Geoinformark.  


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1991“Optimization Model of 2nd Donetsk Ground-


Water Intake Site as Applied to the Problem of Ground-Water Safe Yield Re-
Evaluation with Ecological Restrictions,” in Proceedings of 6th Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 2520-B91. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A., 1990 “Optimization of Water Abstraction from 


Multi-Layered System with Simultaneous Pumping and Injection of Industrial 
Ground Water,” in Proceedings of 5th Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow 
Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3011-B90. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1989 “Evaluation of Safe Yield of Malkinskoe 


Ground-Water Basin by Using of Optimization Model,” in Proceedings of 4th 
Conference of Young Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript 
deposited in VINITI, No. 4919-B89. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Gavich, I. K. 1988 “Hydrodynamic Calculations of Ground-Water 


Intakes,” in Hydrogeodynamics, pp. 271-279. Moscow: Nedra. 
 


 Ugorets, V. I., Greisukh, L. V., and Filippova et al, G. A. 1988 “Ground-Water Flow 
Model of Ala-Archinskoe Ground-Water Basin,” in Chu Depression and 
Optimization Model of its Development. Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 9. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. 1988 “3D Ground-Water Flow Model of Multi-Layered System Using 


Economic Finite-Difference Schemes,” in Proceedings of 3rd Conference of Young 
Scientists of Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, 
No. 7857-B88. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., and Tserkovsky, Y. A. 1987 “Axisymmetric Ground-Water Flow Model 


in Multi-Layered System,” in Proceedings of 2nd Conference of Young Scientists of 
Moscow Geological Survey Institute, manuscript deposited in VINITI, No. 3036-
B87. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich, I. K. and  Mikhailova, A. V. 1985 “Optimization of Ground-


Water Development by Using Automated System of Management: Water Abstraction 
Under Complex Hydrogeologic Conditions,” in Methods of Ground-Water Protection 
Against Contamination and Depletion. Moscow: Nedra. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I. and Lenchenko, N. N. 1985. “Hydrodynamic Calculation of Ground-Water 


Intakes with Variable Pumping Rates,” Izv. Vys. Ucheb. Zav., Geologiya I 
Razvedka, No. 11. 


 
 Ugorets, V. I., Gavich I. K, and Mikhailova, A. V. 1984. “Optimization Models in 


Hydrogeology,” in Mathematical Modeling of Hydrogeological Processes. 
Novosibirsk: Institute of Hydrology.   
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Key Experience:  Mining Hydrogeology 


• Grasberg Copper/Gold Mine, West Papua (Indonesia): Conducted site characterization, design of 
hydrogeologic testing, and review of Grasberg open pit and EESS underground mine dewatering on 
semi-annual and annual basis.  Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic models and groundwater 
flow models of the Ertsberg Mining District.  Modeling has included development of regional and 
"window" models, the latter for detailed analysis of pore pressures related to slope stability in open pit 
and dewatering of underground block caves.  Predicted inflow and pore pressures in Grasberg open pit as 
input to slope stability analysis Predicted inflow to underground mines (the existing IOZ and DOZ block 
cave mines and the proposed Kucing Liar, and Grasberg Deep block caves, and Big Gossan mine) from 
karstic limestones under very high (but variable) precipitation.  Estimated the persistence of mill water 
supply during periods of El Niño-induced drought.  Evaluated major groundwater sources in vicinity of 
Grasberg pit and EESS underground mine based on water chemistry fingerprints.  Conducted ARD study 
and predicted quantity and quality of groundwater captured by existing developments and proposed ARD 
capture drifts and missed water in Wanagon basin. Conducted regional hydrogeology study and 
developed regional groundwater flow model of Ertsberg mining district to predict potential migration of 
ARD during post-mining conditions as part of Integrated Control and Capture Plan (ICCP).  Conducted 
training in hydrogeologic data analysis and groundwater flow modeling for PTFI personnel. Developed a 
special numerical algorithm to simulate non-Darcian flow into underground openings from highly 
transmissive geologic structures.   


• Snap Lake Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Developed a conceptual 
hydrogeological, numerical groundwater flow, and hydrogeochemical mixing modes.  Work has included 
a) planning and evaluating the results of hydrogeologic drilling, testing, and groundwater sampling from 
existing underground workings, b) developing a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the kimberlite dyke 
partially beneath a lake within open talik and partially below a permafrost, c) predicting inflow to the 
proposed underground mine, d)simulating hydrologic effect of paste backfilling on mine water discharge, 
and e) predicting the water quality of the mine discharge under lake and lake draining scenarios by using 
mixing simulations based on TDS vs. depth profile.  Participated in numerous Technical Group meetings 
to provide hydrogeological input in design and instrumentation of mine test panels for geotechnical 
analysis. All work was completed for pre-production studies of existing mine and business case 
improvement studies for expanded mine. 


• Gahcho Kué  Diamond Project, Northwest Territories (Canada): Conducted hydrogeological 
investigation for desktop and pre-feasibility studies including: a) planning and analyzing results from 
hydrogeologic testing program (packer and airlift recovery tests and from Westbay monitoring wells, b) 
developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic model including kimberlite pipes, permafrost, 
and open/closed taliks, c) developing a series of numerical groundwater flow and solute transport 
models, d) predicting inflow to multiple open pits, e) estimating impacts to surface-water bodies in the 
vicinity of the pits, f) predicting the water quality of the mine water discharge, g) estimating leakage 
around/under man-made dykes for lake drainage scenario, and f) simulating pit lake infilling and post-
mining hydrogeologic conditions taking into consideration a density effect.  Represented client at 
numerous meetings with permitting agencies. 


• Fort à la Corne and Star Diamond Projects, Saskatchewan (Canada): Conducted hydrogeologic 
investigations for three diamond  projects, including: a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic 
drilling and testing (including 4 pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual 
hydrogeologic model, c) developing numerical axisymmetric and 3D groundwater flow models, d) 
predicting inflow to the open pits and designing dewatering systems,  e) predicting pore pressures in pit 
walls as input for the slope-stability analysis, and f) estimating potential environmental impacts to water 
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levels and streamflows during  mining/dewatering and pit lake infilling.  Represented client at meeting 
with permitting agencies. 


• Victor Diamond Project in Ontario (Canada): Developed a series of conceptual hydrogeologic and 
numerical groundwater flow models for desktop, pre-feasibility, feasibility, and pre-production studies.  
Work has included a) planning and analyzing results of hydrogeologic investigations (drilling and 
testing, including 3 long-term pumping tests), b) developing a comprehensive conceptual hydrogeologic 
model of a karstified limestone groundwater system recharged by surface water through overburden, c) 
predicting inflow to the proposed open pit, d) designing an dewatering system with an optimal pumping 
rates and schedule of installation, and e) estimating potential environmental impacts to streamflows, 
ponds, and muskeg during mining/dewatering and pit- lake infilling. Represented client at numerous 
meetings with regulators and at public hearings, and prepared detailed discussions of potential 
environmental impacts. 


• Aquarius Gold Project, Ontario (Canada): Developed conceptual hydrogeologic model of area of the 
proposed Aquarius open pit mine.  Conducted groundwater flow modeling of inflow to proposed open pit 
and designed an optimal dewatering system by using traditional pumping wells. Predicted potential 
effects of dewatering on trout-bearing streams and lake levels within a nearby provincial park and 
designed potential groundwater mitigation measures.  Completed groundwater flow modeling of freeze 
wall system around the proposed pit and developed hydrogeological input for freeze wall design.  


• Skyline Coal Mine, Utah: Conducted groundwater flow modeling to evaluate various alternative 
sources and pathways of groundwater inflow to the underground mine and estimated the effect of mine 
inflow and pumping on surface-water resources.  Predicted long-term dewatering requirements for mine 
expansion, and assessed Probable Hydrologic Consequences to surface resources using numerical 
groundwater flow model.  Represented client at numerous meetings with permitting agencies, water 
boards, and plaintiff groups. 


• Premier Diamond Project, South Africa: Developed axisymmetric groundwater model to predict 
passive inflow to the open pit and pore pressures in pit walls during future mining development. 


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project, Russia: Analysis of all available hydrogeological data and 
developing recommendations regarding dewatering requirements for different alternative mining 
methods. Developed groundwater flow model to predict a) inflows to open pit and underground mine 
(under different mining methods) and b) associated environmental impacts to the surface-water bodies 
and shallow groundwater system. 


• Confidential Coal Project, Virginia: Developed groundwater flow model to a) predict inflow to 
underground coal mine and b) evaluate possible hydrogeologic effect of underground mining on water 
levels within shallow groundwater systems.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering of Silver and Gold Deposits in Mexico (states of Durango and 
Nayarit): Conducted a technical audit of existing hydrogeological data and developed plan for an 
effective dewatering system of underground mine workings for the first deposit. Conducted 
hydrogeological investigations to evaluate possible groundwater inflows to proposed underground mine 
at the Scoping Study level for the second deposit.  


• Uranium Deposits in the Athabasca Basin (Central Canada) – two confidential projects: Developed 
a program of field hydrogeological work and performed an analysis for the collected hydrogeological 
data to make assessment of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mine for the first project. 
Comprehensive data analysis and predictions of possible inflows were made based on developed 
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numerical groundwater model. Peer review of the dewatering requirements for an underground mine was 
completed for the second project at the Feasibility Study level, based on additional groundwater flow 
modeling conducted. 


• Uranium ISR Projects in Russia and Kazakhstan – three confidential projects: Completed a 
technical audit of possible uranium recovery by ISR mining. Conducted a comprehensive ISR numerical 
modeling of one of the projects, including simulation of streamlines and reactive mass transport along 
them, to evaluate maximum uranium recovery from four paleochannels. 


• Hard Rock Uranium Deposits in Russia – five confidential projects: Implemented a technical audit 
and hydrogeological study of groundwater inflow to proposed underground mines, quality of mine water 
discharge, possible impact to the surface-water bodies. Two 3-D numerical groundwater flow models 
were developed for two projects at the Pre-Feasibility Study level. 


• Uranium deposit in Niger – a confidential project: Completed an analysis of available 
hydrogeological data and made an expert opinion on the possibilities of using ISR method to mine the 
uranium deposit.  


• Coal deposit in Russia – a confidential project:  Completed hydrogeological study of possible water 
inflow into underground longwall mine workings and impact to a river flow. Predictions and sensitivity 
analysis were conducted based on developed 3-D numerical groundwater flow model, calibrated to all 
available hydrogeological data collected for both pre-mining steady state and trial dewatering transient 
conditions. Recommendations were developed to reduce uncertainties in hydrogeological 
characterization, to bring project to the required Feasibility Study level.  


• Confidential Mine Dewatering Project in Columbia: Technical audit of available hydrogeological 
data, development and implementation of field hydrogeological program, and assessment by 
groundwater modeling of possible groundwater inflow to expanded open pit operation mined in vicinity 
of the river. 


• Polimetallic Ore Deposit in Russia (Kola Peninsula): Analysis of the available hydrogeological data 
and the previously performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering to 
a shallow groundwater system and surface water bodies as part of the ESIA.  


• Gold Deposit Project in Pakistan: Analysis of the available hydrogeological data and the previously 
performed studies to substantiate the possible impact of proposed in-pit dewatering and mine water 
supply wellfield to a shallow groundwater system as part of the ESIA. 


Key Experience:  Russia and Former USSR (1978-1995) 


Hydrogeological investigation and numerical modeling of groundwater development for potable, thermal, 
and industrial water supplies and mine dewatering in complex hydrogeologic settings.  Developed and 
implemented numerical algorithms for optimizing groundwater management under hydrogeologic, 
environmental, and economic constraints.  


 Specific project experience includes: 


• Groundwater flow modeling to estimate inflow and design dewatering system for Vorontsovskoy open 
pit gold mine in Ural region of Russia. 
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• Wellfield optimizing based on the groundwater flow models to quantify safe yield at the Priokskii 
(Moscow region), Lesnoe (Tataria), Pozhneyal-Sediuskii (Komi), Avatchinskii (Kamchatka), and Minsk 
(Belarus) water-supply projects. 


• Optimizing pumping from the extraction wells at low salinity groundwater system in Mangyshlak Basin 
(West Kazakhstan) based on numerical 3-D groundwater flow model. Developing an analytical solution 
of a complex aquifer-well-pump-pipeline system and selecting appropriate pumping equipment to 
provide optimal withdrawal. Applying basic principles and methods of automated groundwater 
monitoring systems for water resource management.  


• Developing conceptual, analytical, and numerical methods of wellfield optimization to design cost-
effective water supply systems in complex hydrogeologic settings for Sredne-Kliazminsky site in 
Moscow region. 


• Determining safe yield and optimal pumping rates of water-supply wells in multi-aquifer systems, within 
Malkin groundwater basin in North Caucasus area, and plan protection against contamination and 
depletion. 


• Developing integrated numerical modeling system including groundwater flow, mass transport, and heat 
transport for Slaviansko-Troitsky iodine-bearing groundwater basin in Kuban to maximize safe yield, 
optimize wellfield of extraction and injection wells, and develop most rational method of water 
management. 


• Using groundwater flow models to optimize locations and pumping rates of wells to minimize 
operational and environmental costs at Donetsk (Ukraine) and Ala-Artchinsky (Kirgizstan) water-supply 
projects. 


• Designing and conducting laboratory column tests, experimenting with physical models, and evaluating 
field infiltration ponds to assess feasibility of purifying waste water through sandy deposits for the 
uranium mine in Western Kazakhstan. 


• Developing numerical code (OPTLIB) for simulation of groundwater flow and wellfield optimization 
under multi-disciplinary constraints. This code was used during hydrogeological studies for all projects 
in Russia and Former USSR listed above. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 


To: Dale Ortman, P.E. Date: April 30, 2010 


cc: Tom Furgason, SWCA  


File, SRK 


From: Mike Sieber, P.E, SRK 
Stephen Day, P.Geo. SRK 
Vladimir Ugorets, PhD, SRK 


Subject: Technical Review of Infiltration, Seepage, 
Fate and  Transport Modeling Report,  
Tetra Tech, 2010, Prepared for Rosemont 
Copper Company   


Project #: 183101 


 


A technical review has been undertaken, and this Technical Memorandum prepared at the request of 
SWCA and the Coronado National Forest, in accordance with a request for a Statement of Work dated 
February 17, 2010. Provided here are comments related to the review of the, Infiltration Seepage, Fate 
and Transport Modeling Report, prepared for the Rosemont Copper Company by Tetra Tech (2010b). 
These comments were prepared by Mike Sieber, Stephen Day, and Vladimir Ugorets of SRK 
Consulting, Inc. (SRK). Editorial review was completed by Cori Hoag and Larry Cope, also of SRK. 


The seepage, fate and transport modeling report and supporting documents from Tetra Tech regarding 
the 2007 geochemical characterization (Tetra Tech, 2007a and Tetra Tech, 2007b) and the Dry Stack 
Tailings Storage Facility Design Report (AMEC, 2009, Appendix D) and the Mine Plan of Operations 
(WestLand Resources, 2007) were reviewed as part of this effort.  


This memorandum is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two topics under review:  


Section 1 - Infiltration and seepage modeling; and, 


Section 2 - Fate and transport (geochemical) modeling. 


The 2010 Tetra Tech report is well presented and well written, and as supported by the appendices, is in 
general comprehensive in scope. The GEO-SLOPE VADOSE/W code is industry standard infiltration-
seepage modeling software. However, SRK requests clarifications and additional supporting data, as 
well as an explanation for several methodologies not clearly understood by the reviewers. The requests 
are indicated below in relevant sections. The models cannot be adequately judged as suitable and 
defensible without the requested information. 


1 INFILTRATION AND SEEPAGE MODELING 


1.1 Input Data  


This section summarizes the review of the climatic data and the saturated and unsaturated material 
properties used for the infiltration models. 
 


1.1.1 Site Climatic Data 
The Nogales 6 N weather station was selected for the Waste Rock Storage Area and Heap Leach Facility 
infiltration models. The precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data appear reasonable. 
However, the Santa Rita weather station is closer to the Rosemont Project area and is at an elevation 
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closer to that of the project elevation than is the Nogales 6 N weather station. It is stated in Appendix B 
of the report that the Nogales 6 N pan evaporation data were adjusted to the Rosemont project site based 
on a linear extrapolation with each station’s elevation. However, illustration 3.2 in the text does not 
appear to be a simple linear extrapolation. Section 4.1.4 states that a correlation was performed to 
translate the Nogales pan evaporation data to the Rosemont Project, please explain the method used. 
Three climate conditions were used for the transient model, average climate conditions, 24-hour, 100 
year storm event, and multi-storm (approximately six inches of rain in seven days). What statistical 
method used to determine the 7-day storm event, it is not clear and cannot be understood form the 
description provided. 
 
The report states that precipitation was applied in a “sinusoidal function that peaks at noon. The 
distribution pattern in the model allows for peak rainfall over a short period around noon.” The transient 
log header in Appendix C states that average annual conditions are sinusoidal; however, the 
precipitation appears to be applied from 0 to 24 hours and nearly every day of the year. This does not 
appear to be average conditions in southern Arizona. A hydrograph of the simulated precipitation would 
aid in understanding the temporal distribution of precipitation. 
 


1.1.2 Site Material-Soil Data 
Section 5.3 of the report provides an explanation of unsaturated flow theory. Illustration 5.5 shows a 
generic soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) for two soils, however, an illustration of hydraulic 
conductivity as a function of capillary function or moisture content is not presented or discussed. 
Section 5.5.5 presents saturated hydraulic conductivity values for three waste rock materials, alluvium, 
and bedrock without providing either a range of values, or a source for the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity data. 
 
The conceptual model for the Waste Rock Storage Area shows three layers of waste rock, benches-
buttress, alluvial deposit, and bedrock, each with different properties. The model logs in Appendix C 
give a brief description of the material—Andesite—for unconsolidated waste rock and list the 
unsaturated properties. Section 5.5 state that laboratory and library parameters were used for unsaturated 
flow parameters. The laboratory work that was completed should include the data, laboratory name, and 
the ASTM methods that were used. The GEO-SLOPE library data should also be presented. SWCC and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity charts for the materials modeled should be presented in either the 
report or appendices. The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below are examples of what is necessary to 
present a defensible infiltration-seepage model. In Appendix A, AMEC presented the SWCCs and a 
hydraulic conductivity function for the Dry Stack Tailings Storage Facility infiltration and seepage 
model. 
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Figure 1  Example of soil water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
 


 
 
Figure 2 Example of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function 
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1.2 Heap Leach Facility Conceptual Model 


Infiltration-seepage modeling was completed to estimate the time required for draindown of the Heap 
Leach Facility (Heap) to drop to about 10 gpm. Appendix E describes the draindown modeling. Page 4 
paragraph 4 of the report states, “The primary difference between the spent ore and the waste rock is the 
moisture content of the materials.” Oxide ore placed on the heap is not the same material as waste rock 
in terms of mineral concentrations of copper-bearing minerals (oxide/carbonate/silicate/sulfide), 
associated gangue minerals like iron oxides/silicates/sulfides, clay, and calcite, and secondary minerals 
that will form in response to leaching. Although both the oxide ore and waste rock (bedrock) have been 
hydrothermally altered, the materials on the Heap will likely break into smaller size fractions owing to 
the intensity of alteration, and disaggregation that will occur during placement, exposure to raffinate, 
and ripping in the upper layer of each lift; the lifts within the Heap will also compact with burial depth. 
Raffinate leaching will cause the Heap material to break down to smaller particles and the leaching of 
the calcitic material will cause the formation of secondary sulfate minerals and gypsum. These reactions 
will likely significantly decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. In addition, simulating the Heap 
Leach Facility materials as run-of-mine material may significantly under-estimate the duration for 
draindown.  SRK experience with draindown of an 89 MT heap in Arizona (larger than the estimated 60 
MT Rosemont heap) indicates a decrease in draindown to 20 gpm in 8 years. An estimate for the 
Rosemont Heap is that a decrease in draindown to about 10 gpm probably will take 8 to 10 years. 
During and after reclamation, the continued drainage from the Heap will have to be managed. 


1.3 Waste Rock Storage Area 


Based on the conceptual model text and the low-resolution figures SRK cannot ascertain the depth of the 
three simulated stages.   


1.4 Steady-State and Transient Solutions 


Section 5.7 states that the sequence of steady-state simulations were to “offer non-zero stating values for 
the subsequent transient modeling scenarios.” We assume the non-zero refers to the moisture content of 
the material. The water balance illustrations presented in the report begin with the water content at zero. 
Can this be explained. 


It is stated on Section 5.8, page 26 that, “Transient modeling provides a reasonable simulation of flow 
conditions within the Waste Rock Storage area, Heap Leach area, and the Dry Stack tailings facility.” 
The transient simulations reported in this report are one in year duration using average climatic 
conditions. However, movement of moisture through such materials often takes many years, a 
reasonable approach would be to conduct the 50-year transient simulations utilizing the entire 50-year 
climatic data set from the Nogales 6 N weather station.  


In addition, the averaging of daily climatic conditions into a single year likely miss-represents measured 
daily climate conditions. The apparent miss-representation may be evidenced in the simulated daily 
climate input data presented in Appendix C. Those data indicate that precipitation fell virtually every 
day of the year, the ranges in values for relative humidity are shown as broad and relatively invariable, 
and precipitation is shown to occur at all hours of the day for all days. Because of the muting of the data 
by the process of averaging, small amounts of precipitation (0.001 inch to 0.248 inches with a mean of 
0.048) falls on 255 days of the year. With evaporation exceeding precipitation on most days, such small 
precipitation values might be evaporated before infiltrating to depth, resulting in an under-estimate of 
the flux of water through the material. In reality, a few heavy rains can fall on humid days producing a 
significant source of water for infiltration. 


1.5 Illustrations and Tables 


Illustrations 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.13 of the waste rock and heap leach conceptual models and 
numerical model results are too small to read annotations and the horizontal and vertical scales. The 
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values for moisture content and flux are often not legible. Illustration 5.22, presents the simulated 
volumetric moisture content distribution within the closed Heap, indicates upward flux from the base of 
the Heap. It is not clear to us how such a condition can exist, and we request that it be explained in text. 
 


2 FATE AND TRANSPORT (GEOCHEMICAL) MODELING 


2.1 General Comment 


The overall approach to modeling the water chemistry for each facility (waste rock, heap leach, dry 
stack) is similar. The models combine understanding about the composition of the waste facilities with 
data on leaching behavior and water flow to predict pore water chemistry. Geochemical modeling was 
used in some cases to predict final water chemistry. The overall approach is consistent with general 
practice and the data used as a basis for the model are suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
Details of each step in the geochemical method are reviewed below. SRK has identified concerns with 
the approach that are similar to those with the pit lake predictions (SRK, 2010b). The main factor that 
does not appear to have been addressed, however, is the degree to which the onset of acidic conditions 
in some components of the waste rock could affect overall water quality. In the following sections, a 
pre-amble review is provided, followed by specific bulleted items for follow-up. 


 


2.2 Review of Modeling Steps 


2.2.1 Waste Characteristics 


Waste Rock 


SRK (2010a) previously reviewed the overall geochemical database. Additional comments were 
provided by SRK (2010b). Acid-base accounting is used to acid rock drainage (ARD) potential while 
leachability was characterized using SPLP and MWMP. SRK (2010b) provided the following 
recommendations for the use of acid-base accounting data at the site: 
 


 Calibration of the conventional ABA method to site mineralogy needs to be considered. A more 
detailed description of the relevant mineralogy including acid generating, acid neutralizing, and 
water-soluble minerals should be provided.  


 The calculation of acid potential (AP) appears to have been based on sulfide sulfur though 
description of the method used to calculate this could not be located. It appears that soluble 
sulfur is an important component of the rock (Tetra Tech, 2007b, Illustration 3.1). The 
mineralogical form of soluble sulfur is important as it may be acid generating (e.g. jarosite) or 
non-acid generating (e.g. gypsum) and should be evaluated for its contribution to AP.  


 The Sobek Neutralization Potential (NP) method can lead to over-statement of site-available NP 
if silicate minerals react in the test. To address this concern, the carbonate mineralogy of the site 
should be described (e.g. presence of iron carbonates), carbonate analytical data should be 
presented and compared with NP, and the effect of silicates on NP should be investigated by 
comparing carbonate and NP determinations. 


 The possible effect of blasting on the release of mineral components to blast fines in the pit 
walls should be considered because the mineralization is described as “vein controlled.” 


 Based on these considerations, the application of conventional ARD criteria may need to be re-
considered for the site.  


The bulk waste rock geochemical characteristics did not appear to be presented in the report. Table 6.2 
provided the lithological composition of the waste rock while Tables 3.3 and 3.4 of Tetra Tech (2007) 
indicate the distribution of the ARD potential in waste rock. ARD potential is very low on the whole, 
but SRK notes that arkose is a major unit (44%) and 15% of samples from this unit were classified as 
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potentially ARD generating (PAG) by ABA. This indicates that at least 7% of the rock could be 
composed of PAG rock.   
 
To complement this work and support the subsequent development of source terms, the following 
additional information should be presented: 
 


 Explanation of how the waste rock proportions were calculated. 
 Presentation of the overall acid-base account of the waste rock (sulfur content, neutralization 


potential) based on the rock type characteristics and proportion of rock types. 
 An evaluation of the timing of release of PAG materials because if the PAG materials are 


released at certain stages of the mine rather than being continuously mixed in with the non-PAG 
materials local acidification could occur. 


Heap Leach Facility  


No geochemical description of the heap leach materials could be located. 
 


 Geochemical data for the heap leach materials should be presented. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


Tetra Tech (2007) provided geochemical data for the tailings. These data indicate that tailings have very 
low potential for ARD due to mostly low sulfide content. SRK noted that like waste rock, sulfate content 
was variable. It is assumed that sulfate occurs as gypsum rather than acidic salts.  
 


 Discussion of how the tailings characteristics might change as mining progresses because some 
tailings have ARD potential. 


 


2.2.2 Conceptual Geochemical Models 
Section 6.1 of the report provided the “Conceptual Fate and Transport Model”; however, the description 
did not include geochemical processes.  
 


 This section should be updated to include geochemical processes, for example, the role of 
sulfide mineral oxidation, gas partial pressures, temperature variations, and the precipitation and 
dissolution of secondary minerals. 
 


2.2.3 Source Terms 


Waste Rock 


It is understood the waste rock source term was developed by developing source terms for individual 
waste rock types, combining the source terms according to the rock type proportions, and then 
equilibrating the resulting chemistry using PHREEQC. The details of the method were not provided and 
should include: 
 


 Further discussion of the role of local acidification and the need for a source term to reflect 
acidic conditions. This may be unnecessary if it can be demonstrated that PAG rock becomes 
intimately mixed with non-PAG rock during mining. 


 Explanation and discussion of justification for use of zero concentration in the source term for 
rocks with undetectable solid phase concentration (NA in Table 6.1). The description “not part 
of the rock’s composition” should be re-worded to indicate undetected. It is noted that arkose is 
shown as NA but in Illustration 3.4 in Tetra Tech (2007) arkose is shown as having an 
enrichment ratio of 10, which seems to indicate detection (as shown in Illustration 3.5). 


 The methodology used to mix the waters. 
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 Which minerals were used to model the waste rock source term resulting in the concentrations 
in Table 6.6. This table indicates very high sulfur concentrations and extreme ion imbalance. It 
is assumed that this sulfate not sulfur. 


 How the nitrate concentration was calculated. The concentrations seem very low given that 
explosives residuals will be present. 
 


To perform a reality check on the concentrations, SRK compared them to compiled seepage chemistry 
data for calc-alkalic and alkalic porphyry deposits in British Columbia, Canada (Day and Rees 2006; 
Red Chris Development Company 2004) (Table 1). While it is acknowledged that Rosemont has some 
skarn characteristics, predictions for cadmium, copper, selenium and zinc seemed atypical. These 
elements are associated with sulphides which can occur in skarn deposits. 
 


 Further discussion is needed about how the very dilute concentrations obtained from SPLP and 
MWMPs are scaled up to the much drier conditions at the site. A similar concern was raised for 
the pit wall source term during review of the geochemical pit lake model report (SRK 2010b). 


 
Table 1. Statistics for Waste Rock Seepage from Porphyry Deposits 


 
Annotations refer to footnotes about data sources for each of five sites in the compilation. 


Heap Leach 


The methodology used to develop the heap leach source term was unclear.  
 Description of the input data and methodology is requested following the same format as the 


waste rock. 
 


Comparison of the sources terms in Table 6.7 of the report with Table 1 (above) leads to similar 
observations as for waste rock. Concentrations of many parameters seem very low. For example, an iron 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L is predicted at pH 3.23. As iron is highly soluble at this pH, much higher iron 
concentrations would be expected from dissolution of silicates. In addition, the biological system is 


Parameter Unit n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50 n Max1
P95


1 P50


Acidity mgCaCO3/L 58 25400 6412 1822 24 560 544 151 63 214 36 15


Alkalinity1
mgCaCO3/L 4 0 0.15 1 32 1.2 2 5 262 1 7.525 43.6


SO4
2 mg/L 93 30910 7969 3220 46 2930 2440 1260 299 1896 1531 464


Al mg/L 42 766 436 239 25 47 40 5 66 0.6 0.2 0
Sb mg/L 8 0.13 0.09 0.020 0 - - - 40 0.09 0.08 0.010
As mg/L 0 - - - 2 0.0006 0.0006 0.00 26 0.04 0.03 0.01


Cd3 mg/L 19 0.02 0.02 0.007 1 0.04 0.04 0.040 27 0.03 0.007 0.000
Ca mg/L 54 804 748 532 39 832 793 361 147 964 727 247


Cu4 mg/L 42 655 512 249 25 370 340 66 107 1 0.14 0.02


Fe5 mg/L 42 1310 480 14 24 5 3 0.2 81 0.3 0.2 0


Hg6 mg/L 3 0.00110 0.0011 0.00070 1 0.0006 0.0006 0.00060 24 0.002 0.00043 0.00005


Pb7 mg/L 12 0.04 0.04 0.0155 7 0.02 0.02 0.012 27 0.01 0.0036 0.00007
Mg mg/L 54 213 163 61 39 201 180 39 147 115 101 24
Mn mg/L 37 56 41 4 26 31 26 9 113 6 4 1


Mo8 mg/L 3 0.009 0.009 0.006 15 0.03 0.03 0.0068 114 0.4 0.3 0.03
Ni mg/L 31 2 2 0.8 12 1 1 0.4 48 0.4 0.21 0.006
K mg/L 47 148 134 67 16 112 87 3 77 58 39 4
Se mg/L 29 0.2 0.2 0.09 7 0.09 0.08 0.07 34 0.3 0.3 0.06


Ag9 mg/L 0 - - - 1 0.01 0.010 0.01 19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
Na mg/L 54 204 91 20 35 64 49 14 127 126 54 11


Zn3 mg/L 35 6 5 2 18 4 4 2 84 1 0.8 0.03


pH1 s.u. 99 2.1 2.5 3.1 46 4.0 4.1 5.3 311 6.0 6.4 7.5


pH<4 4<pH<6 pH>6
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predicted to produce water with low Eh but this is not reflected in elevated iron concentrations in ferrous 
form. 


 
 SRK recommends the source terms be re-visited and then used to re-assess the water treatment 


systems. The iron source term in particular will affect the performance of the water treatment 
systems. 


Dry Stack Tailings 


As with the other source terms: 
 


 Further explanation of the modeling method and inputs is needed to address the scale-up of 
dilute leach tests to the full scale facility. 


 The possible effect of timing of production of PAG tailings should be considered in the source 
term. 


 
Concentrations reported in Table 6.8 do not appear to be consistent with equilibration with major 
minerals in the tailings, which would presumably include gypsum and calcite. Both minerals are 
probably present according to the acid-base accounting data. Concentrations of sulfate, alkalinity, and 
calcium would be expected to be comparable to the waste rock source term (Table 6.6). 


3 Conclusions 
For the infiltration and seepage component of the model report, SRK has the following 
recommendations: 


 Results from the transient simulations do not indicate that a long-term solution has been 
reached at the end on one year. The transient simulations should be performed over the 50-year 
climatic data period of record, or at a minimum until the transient analysis demonstrates an 
asymptotic stabilization of results. 


 Given the apparent need to extend the length of transient runs, the one year of averaged daily 
climate data may become mute. Actual climate data over the length of transient simulations 
should be applied as input.   


 Present SWCC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions on charts for all of the waste 
material and the alluvial deposit and bedrock. 


 The Heap Leach Facility draindown model should use material typical of leached oxide ore. 
Alternatively, a review of actual draindown data from similar closed heap leach facilities could 
be considered. 


 Several figures are difficult to read 
 For the geochemical component of the model, SRK has recommended further explanation 


and/or re-visiting of source terms to address potential for local acidification in waste rock and 
tailings, and scale-up of laboratory leach tests to full scale. 
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unpublished report prepared for Augusta Resource Corporation, Tetra Tech Project No. 
114-320794, February 2010, 68 p., 6 appendices. 


 


5 REVIEWER QUALIFICATIONS 


The Reviewer for hydrogeology, Mike Sieber, P.E. is a Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in 
Tucson, Arizona (resume attached). Mr. Sieber is a professional engineer with more than 20 years of 
experience in the preparing infiltration models to estimate infiltration through tailings impound-
ments and landfill covers, and numerical groundwater flow models to predict the formation of open 
pit lake loss of containment pit lake and underground workings. Mr. Sieber’s review was under the 
supervision of Vladimir Ugorets, Ph.D., Principal Hydrogeologist with SRK Consulting in Denver, 
Colorado. 
 
The Senior Reviewer for geochemistry, Stephen Day, P. Geol., is a Principal Geochemist with SRK 
Consulting in Vancouver, Canada (résumé attached). Mr. Day has more than 30 years of experience 
in geochemistry; in particular, he has more than 10 years of experience  in the development of waste 
management plans to address acid rock drainage and leaching of mine wastes in general, as related 
to hard rock mining. One area of Mr. Day’s expertise relevant to the present review is in the 
development of prediction methods for mine planning and modeling of leachate chemistry. Mr. Day 
was directly responsible for reviewing the geochemistry of the pit lake predictive model. 
 


 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: State - AZ Geologic Survey comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:44 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153352>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Roger D Congdon; Michael A Linden; Maria A McGaha; Salek Shafiqullah; Jeanine Derby
Subject: Statement of Qualifications for third party NEPA consultants
Date: 03/04/2008 12:01 PM

I am going to be receiving electronic statements of qualifications (SOQs) for
specialists in engineering, hydrology, geohydrology and geochemistry, to work with
SWCA on the third party NEPA analysis for the Rosemont Mine.  I would like some
help in reviewing the qualifications of these folks, and was wondering if each of you
would be willing to help with this review...if so I will forward the SOQs to you when
I receive them.  

I'm open to suggestions if you feel there are others who could be helpful with this
review.  We currently have no one on the Forest for engineering review.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Roger D Congdon
Subject: Status of Rosemont surface water sections
Date: 08/17/2010 12:57 PM
Attachments: Rosemont SW-Status.pdf

FYI...Lets discuss. Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
----- Forwarded by Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS on 08/17/2010 12:56 PM -----

"DeAnne Rietz"
<drietz@swca.com> 

08/16/2010 03:39 PM

To "Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>

cc <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tjchute@msn.com>,
<mroth@fs.fed.gov>, "Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "CHRISTOPHER GARRETT"
<lcgarrett77@msn.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Status of Rosemont surface water sections

Hello Selek,

 
As discussed and requested in last Tuesday’s meeting, attached is our memo outlining the status of
the surface water section.  For this memo we looked at (1) what significant  surface water issues
were identified during scoping, (2) what resource indicators we are using to assess those issues, (3)
what technical documents were provided and any associated third-party reviews, and (4) what
deficiencies exist that are critical to the impacts assessment.  

 
I am still working on the springs GIS layers and will be in touch with you on that shortly.
Thank you for your time,
DeAnne

 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist

 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145 
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES



 


MEMORANDUM 
 


To: Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest 


From: DeAnne Rietz and Chris Garrett, SWCA Environmental Consultants 


Date: August 16, 2010 


Re: Status of Rosemont DEIS Surface Water Sections 


The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief status update of progress on the Rosemont surface water 
sections (quantity and quality), specifically with respect to available and missing information. 


WHAT ISSUES WERE BROUGHT UP IN SCOPING? 


Three significant issues were identified in the issue statements concerning surface water quality and 
quantity (emphasis added). 


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial 
uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality 
standards.  


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


WHAT RESOURCE INDICATORS WERE SELECTED TO ASSESS THESE ISSUES? 


Issue 3D 


• Hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events (peak flow and 
total flow volume) 


• Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• Stock tanks indirectly impacted due to reduction of ephemeral flows 
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Issue 3E 


• Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water 


• Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield from watershed (average annual sediment 
delivery and peak sediment concentration) 


• Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways  


• Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits 
(Section 402/AZPDES) 


Issue 4 


• Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resource 


WHAT TECHNICAL REPORTS RELATED TO SURFACE WATER ARE AVAILABLE 
AND WHAT IS THEIR REVIEW STATUS?  


Site Water Management Plan – April 1, 2007 – Tetra Tech 


• Contains overall water management plan, including details of planned diversions. 


• Contains modeling of design flows using HEC-1, and sediment yield using RUSLE and 
SEDCAD. Sediment yield is analyzed under baseline and proposed action conditions, but no 
other alternatives. 


• Two additional Technical Memoranda were produced to support the approach: 
o Design Storm and Precipitation Data/Design Criteria (Technical Memorandum) – April 


7, 2009 – Tetra Tech 
o Hydrology Method Justification (Technical Memorandum) – January 27, 2010 – Tetra 


Tech 


• Pima County later reviewed these last two technical memoranda and provided detailed criticism 
in March 2010. 


• Apparently in response, several additional documents were produced: 
o Site Water Management Plan Update Volumes 1-5 Rosemont Copper Project – April 


2010 – Tetra Tech 
o A series of five March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised stormwater flow 


analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak discharge and average 
annual runoff. 


o A series of two April 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised sediment yield 
analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak sediment concentration and 
average annual sediment delivery at a single compliance point in Barrel Canyon. 
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Maguire & Pierce Letter to the Coronado November 20, 2007 


• Contains water rights data associated with Rosemont Copper Company purchase and from an 
Arizona Department of Water Resources database search 


Rosemont Project Preliminary Springs Assessment – December 3, 2007 
WestLand Resources 


• This is a summary of work performed by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates 


• Contains water quality analysis of springs in Rosemont project area 


• Contains spring flow measurements 


• Contains cadastral locations of the springs and a map 


Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts – April 2010 – Tetra Tech 


• Presents a hydrogeologic model for the groundwater/surface water connection with Davidson 
Canyon riparian areas, and draws on the Montgomery & Associates groundwater flow modeling 
to help assess changes. 


• Independent peer-review was conducted by SRK in May 2010. 


• A revised, final Davidson Canyon report was produced in July 2010 apparently in response to 
these criticisms. 


Technical Memorandum Rosemont Surface Water QUALITY Baseline Analysis – 
April 13, 2010 – TetraTech 


• Contains water quality data collected during 2 on-site storm events 


• Compares water quality results to surface water quality standards 


Clean Water Act Section 404(b) Alternatives Analysis – April 2010 – Westland 
Resources 


• This report summarizes the impacts to potentially jurisdictional waters and important riparian 
areas by each alternative, as part of the 404 permitting process. 


• A series of jurisdictional delineations (not listed here) were also produced to support this 
document. 


WHICH DATA SOURCES WERE USED FOR THE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Peak discharge and average annual runoff under baseline and each alternative were taken directly 
from the March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• A stock tank inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on USGS and ADWR data 
sets 
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• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each tank was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 


• GIS was also used to identify which stock tanks were downstream of surface disturbance, and 
would likely experience less ephemeral flow 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of ARD was taken from the July 2007 Mine Plan of 
Operations by Westland Resources; where only a narrative explanation was given in the Plan, and 
from the TetraTech April 2010 baseline water quality analysis. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Baseline conditions and alternative sediment yield were obtained from the two April 2010 
Technical Memoranda from Tetra Tech.  


• These memos depart from the original RUSLE and SEDCAD methodology, and instead use the 
PSIAC method for calculating sediment yield. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of other contaminants to enter natural drainage ways 
was based on the various diversions and flow patterns described in the June 2007 Site Water 
Management Plan by Tetra Tech. 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• The qualitative assessment as to whether requirements for discharge control would be met were 
taken solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by Westland Resources. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of Water of the U.S. directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the April 
2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the 
April 2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• A spring inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on ADWR data sets, the 
November 2007 Maguire/Pearce water rights memo, USGS data, and the December 2007 Spring 
Assessment. 


• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each spring was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 
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Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• The qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resources was taken solely from conclusions presented in the July 2010 Davidson 
Canyon report by Tetra Tech. 


WHAT DEFICIENCIES EXIST AND ARE THESE CRITICAL TO THE IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech March 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of storm flows were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan, with 
subsequent descriptions provided in the April 2009 and January 2010 Technical Memoranda. 
These estimates were peer-reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech March 
2010 memoranda presumably were updated in response to those Pima County criticisms—
although timing is questionable. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the March 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities  


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 
• No deficiencies. Stock tank inventory is believed to be reasonably complete and GIS 


analysis is unambiguous. 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions that ARD is not 
an issue due to natural buffering come solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by 
Westland Resources. It seems unlikely that additional questions haven’t been raised or additional 
research conducted on this issue over the last three years. 


• Need to research all available reports and identify any peer-review of this topic and any follow-up 
work. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from two Tetra Tech April 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of sediment yield were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan. 
The underlying streamflow assumptions leading to the sediment yield analysis were peer-
reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech April 2010 memoranda presumably 
were updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the April 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


• In addition, the modeling only assesses sediment yield at one compliance point in the watershed 
(Barrel Canyon gage), and does not assess at all potential changes in geomorphology or sediment 
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concentrations elsewhere (upstream) in the system. However, based on the issue statements, this 
lack of further modeling does not appear to be critical to the impacts assessment, since the stated 
concern was sediment yield to downstream waters, presumably those beyond Barrel Canyon.  


• While the modeling appears to be responsive to the issue statement, suggest that the decision lies 
with Coronado resource specialist as to whether the existing modeling is sufficient to respond to 
more detailed concerns raised in scoping. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• No deficiencies. Stormwater contacting all mine processes is segregated and recycled, with little 
to no potential for entering natural drainage ways.  
 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• No deficiencies. Qualitative assessment relies on fact that discharge control is mandated by law, 
with limits and actions specifically defined by AZPDES permitting conditions. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: Waters of the U.S. delineation has not been approved by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Underlying assumption is that the submitted delineation will stand as is. 


• This deficiency is not critical to impact analysis, as relative impacts between alternatives are 
likely to stand even if delineation is revised by the Corps. In addition, approval of delineation by 
Corps is not expected in any timely fashion. 


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• No deficiencies. Important riparian areas are designated by Pima County, and GIS analysis is 
unambiguous.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: spring inventory is incomplete, and needs to be revised with additional Forest Service 
GIS data.  


• SWCA to obtain necessary data and revise. 


Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs additional research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech July 2010 Davidson Canyon report. The 
first incarnation of this report was peer-reviewed by SRK (May 2010), and the July 2010 version 
presumably was updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The SRK criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the updated Tetra Tech report to 
determine if revised approach is responsive. 


 







 




 


MEMORANDUM 
 


To: Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest 


From: DeAnne Rietz and Chris Garrett, SWCA Environmental Consultants 


Date: August 16, 2010 


Re: Status of Rosemont DEIS Surface Water Sections 


The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief status update of progress on the Rosemont surface water 
sections (quantity and quality), specifically with respect to available and missing information. 


WHAT ISSUES WERE BROUGHT UP IN SCOPING? 


Three significant issues were identified in the issue statements concerning surface water quality and 
quantity (emphasis added). 


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial 
uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality 
standards.  


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


WHAT RESOURCE INDICATORS WERE SELECTED TO ASSESS THESE ISSUES? 


Issue 3D 


• Hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events (peak flow and 
total flow volume) 


• Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• Stock tanks indirectly impacted due to reduction of ephemeral flows 
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Issue 3E 


• Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water 


• Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield from watershed (average annual sediment 
delivery and peak sediment concentration) 


• Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways  


• Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits 
(Section 402/AZPDES) 


Issue 4 


• Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resource 


WHAT TECHNICAL REPORTS RELATED TO SURFACE WATER ARE AVAILABLE 
AND WHAT IS THEIR REVIEW STATUS?  


Site Water Management Plan – April 1, 2007 – Tetra Tech 


• Contains overall water management plan, including details of planned diversions. 


• Contains modeling of design flows using HEC-1, and sediment yield using RUSLE and 
SEDCAD. Sediment yield is analyzed under baseline and proposed action conditions, but no 
other alternatives. 


• Two additional Technical Memoranda were produced to support the approach: 
o Design Storm and Precipitation Data/Design Criteria (Technical Memorandum) – April 


7, 2009 – Tetra Tech 
o Hydrology Method Justification (Technical Memorandum) – January 27, 2010 – Tetra 


Tech 


• Pima County later reviewed these last two technical memoranda and provided detailed criticism 
in March 2010. 


• Apparently in response, several additional documents were produced: 
o Site Water Management Plan Update Volumes 1-5 Rosemont Copper Project – April 


2010 – Tetra Tech 
o A series of five March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised stormwater flow 


analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak discharge and average 
annual runoff. 


o A series of two April 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised sediment yield 
analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak sediment concentration and 
average annual sediment delivery at a single compliance point in Barrel Canyon. 
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Maguire & Pierce Letter to the Coronado November 20, 2007 


• Contains water rights data associated with Rosemont Copper Company purchase and from an 
Arizona Department of Water Resources database search 


Rosemont Project Preliminary Springs Assessment – December 3, 2007 
WestLand Resources 


• This is a summary of work performed by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates 


• Contains water quality analysis of springs in Rosemont project area 


• Contains spring flow measurements 


• Contains cadastral locations of the springs and a map 


Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts – April 2010 – Tetra Tech 


• Presents a hydrogeologic model for the groundwater/surface water connection with Davidson 
Canyon riparian areas, and draws on the Montgomery & Associates groundwater flow modeling 
to help assess changes. 


• Independent peer-review was conducted by SRK in May 2010. 


• A revised, final Davidson Canyon report was produced in July 2010 apparently in response to 
these criticisms. 


Technical Memorandum Rosemont Surface Water QUALITY Baseline Analysis – 
April 13, 2010 – TetraTech 


• Contains water quality data collected during 2 on-site storm events 


• Compares water quality results to surface water quality standards 


Clean Water Act Section 404(b) Alternatives Analysis – April 2010 – Westland 
Resources 


• This report summarizes the impacts to potentially jurisdictional waters and important riparian 
areas by each alternative, as part of the 404 permitting process. 


• A series of jurisdictional delineations (not listed here) were also produced to support this 
document. 


WHICH DATA SOURCES WERE USED FOR THE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Peak discharge and average annual runoff under baseline and each alternative were taken directly 
from the March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• A stock tank inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on USGS and ADWR data 
sets 
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• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each tank was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 


• GIS was also used to identify which stock tanks were downstream of surface disturbance, and 
would likely experience less ephemeral flow 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of ARD was taken from the July 2007 Mine Plan of 
Operations by Westland Resources; where only a narrative explanation was given in the Plan, and 
from the TetraTech April 2010 baseline water quality analysis. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Baseline conditions and alternative sediment yield were obtained from the two April 2010 
Technical Memoranda from Tetra Tech.  


• These memos depart from the original RUSLE and SEDCAD methodology, and instead use the 
PSIAC method for calculating sediment yield. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of other contaminants to enter natural drainage ways 
was based on the various diversions and flow patterns described in the June 2007 Site Water 
Management Plan by Tetra Tech. 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• The qualitative assessment as to whether requirements for discharge control would be met were 
taken solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by Westland Resources. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of Water of the U.S. directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the April 
2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the 
April 2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• A spring inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on ADWR data sets, the 
November 2007 Maguire/Pearce water rights memo, USGS data, and the December 2007 Spring 
Assessment. 


• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each spring was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 
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Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• The qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resources was taken solely from conclusions presented in the July 2010 Davidson 
Canyon report by Tetra Tech. 


WHAT DEFICIENCIES EXIST AND ARE THESE CRITICAL TO THE IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech March 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of storm flows were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan, with 
subsequent descriptions provided in the April 2009 and January 2010 Technical Memoranda. 
These estimates were peer-reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech March 
2010 memoranda presumably were updated in response to those Pima County criticisms—
although timing is questionable. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the March 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities  


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 
• No deficiencies. Stock tank inventory is believed to be reasonably complete and GIS 


analysis is unambiguous. 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions that ARD is not 
an issue due to natural buffering come solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by 
Westland Resources. It seems unlikely that additional questions haven’t been raised or additional 
research conducted on this issue over the last three years. 


• Need to research all available reports and identify any peer-review of this topic and any follow-up 
work. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from two Tetra Tech April 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of sediment yield were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan. 
The underlying streamflow assumptions leading to the sediment yield analysis were peer-
reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech April 2010 memoranda presumably 
were updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the April 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


• In addition, the modeling only assesses sediment yield at one compliance point in the watershed 
(Barrel Canyon gage), and does not assess at all potential changes in geomorphology or sediment 
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concentrations elsewhere (upstream) in the system. However, based on the issue statements, this 
lack of further modeling does not appear to be critical to the impacts assessment, since the stated 
concern was sediment yield to downstream waters, presumably those beyond Barrel Canyon.  


• While the modeling appears to be responsive to the issue statement, suggest that the decision lies 
with Coronado resource specialist as to whether the existing modeling is sufficient to respond to 
more detailed concerns raised in scoping. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• No deficiencies. Stormwater contacting all mine processes is segregated and recycled, with little 
to no potential for entering natural drainage ways.  
 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• No deficiencies. Qualitative assessment relies on fact that discharge control is mandated by law, 
with limits and actions specifically defined by AZPDES permitting conditions. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: Waters of the U.S. delineation has not been approved by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Underlying assumption is that the submitted delineation will stand as is. 


• This deficiency is not critical to impact analysis, as relative impacts between alternatives are 
likely to stand even if delineation is revised by the Corps. In addition, approval of delineation by 
Corps is not expected in any timely fashion. 


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• No deficiencies. Important riparian areas are designated by Pima County, and GIS analysis is 
unambiguous.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: spring inventory is incomplete, and needs to be revised with additional Forest Service 
GIS data.  


• SWCA to obtain necessary data and revise. 


Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs additional research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech July 2010 Davidson Canyon report. The 
first incarnation of this report was peer-reviewed by SRK (May 2010), and the July 2010 version 
presumably was updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The SRK criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the updated Tetra Tech report to 
determine if revised approach is responsive. 


 







From: DeAnne Rietz
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; tjchute@msn.com; mroth@fs.fed.gov; Dale Ortman PE; Tom Furgason; CHRISTOPHER

GARRETT; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Status of Rosemont surface water sections
Date: 08/16/2010 03:39 PM
Attachments: Rosemont SW-Status.pdf

Hello Selek,
 
As discussed and requested in last Tuesday’s meeting, attached is our memo outlining the status of
the surface water section.  For this memo we looked at (1) what significant  surface water issues
were identified during scoping, (2) what resource indicators we are using to assess those issues, (3)
what technical documents were provided and any associated third-party reviews, and (4) what
deficiencies exist that are critical to the impacts assessment. 
 
I am still working on the springs GIS layers and will be in touch with you on that shortly.
Thank you for your time,
DeAnne
 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist
 

SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958
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MEMORANDUM 
 


To: Salek Shafiqullah, Coronado National Forest 


From: DeAnne Rietz and Chris Garrett, SWCA Environmental Consultants 


Date: August 16, 2010 


Re: Status of Rosemont DEIS Surface Water Sections 


The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief status update of progress on the Rosemont surface water 
sections (quantity and quality), specifically with respect to available and missing information. 


WHAT ISSUES WERE BROUGHT UP IN SCOPING? 


Three significant issues were identified in the issue statements concerning surface water quality and 
quantity (emphasis added). 


Issue 3D: Construction and operation of the pit, waste rock, and tailings facilities may result in changes 
in surface water discharge to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek. The availability of water for stock 
water tanks may be reduced.  


Issue 3E: Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment 
or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial 
uses. Sediment (see soil issue above) may enter streams, increase turbidity, and violate water quality 
standards.  


Issue 4: This issue relates to the potential impacts on riparian habitat resulting from the alteration of 
surface and subsurface hydrology from the pit and other operations. Potential impacts may include loss of 
riparian habitat and fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.  


WHAT RESOURCE INDICATORS WERE SELECTED TO ASSESS THESE ISSUES? 


Issue 3D 


• Hydrologic modeling of storm flows resulting from design precipitation events (peak flow and 
total flow volume) 


• Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• Stock tanks indirectly impacted due to reduction of ephemeral flows 
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Issue 3E 


• Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to surface water 


• Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield from watershed (average annual sediment 
delivery and peak sediment concentration) 


• Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural drainage ways  


• Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean Water Act permits 
(Section 402/AZPDES) 


Issue 4 


• Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resource 


WHAT TECHNICAL REPORTS RELATED TO SURFACE WATER ARE AVAILABLE 
AND WHAT IS THEIR REVIEW STATUS?  


Site Water Management Plan – April 1, 2007 – Tetra Tech 


• Contains overall water management plan, including details of planned diversions. 


• Contains modeling of design flows using HEC-1, and sediment yield using RUSLE and 
SEDCAD. Sediment yield is analyzed under baseline and proposed action conditions, but no 
other alternatives. 


• Two additional Technical Memoranda were produced to support the approach: 
o Design Storm and Precipitation Data/Design Criteria (Technical Memorandum) – April 


7, 2009 – Tetra Tech 
o Hydrology Method Justification (Technical Memorandum) – January 27, 2010 – Tetra 


Tech 


• Pima County later reviewed these last two technical memoranda and provided detailed criticism 
in March 2010. 


• Apparently in response, several additional documents were produced: 
o Site Water Management Plan Update Volumes 1-5 Rosemont Copper Project – April 


2010 – Tetra Tech 
o A series of five March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised stormwater flow 


analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak discharge and average 
annual runoff. 


o A series of two April 2010 Technical Memoranda detailing revised sediment yield 
analyses for each alternative. These memoranda assess peak sediment concentration and 
average annual sediment delivery at a single compliance point in Barrel Canyon. 
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Maguire & Pierce Letter to the Coronado November 20, 2007 


• Contains water rights data associated with Rosemont Copper Company purchase and from an 
Arizona Department of Water Resources database search 


Rosemont Project Preliminary Springs Assessment – December 3, 2007 
WestLand Resources 


• This is a summary of work performed by Errol L. Montgomery & Associates 


• Contains water quality analysis of springs in Rosemont project area 


• Contains spring flow measurements 


• Contains cadastral locations of the springs and a map 


Davidson Canyon Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Assessment of Spring 
Impacts – April 2010 – Tetra Tech 


• Presents a hydrogeologic model for the groundwater/surface water connection with Davidson 
Canyon riparian areas, and draws on the Montgomery & Associates groundwater flow modeling 
to help assess changes. 


• Independent peer-review was conducted by SRK in May 2010. 


• A revised, final Davidson Canyon report was produced in July 2010 apparently in response to 
these criticisms. 


Technical Memorandum Rosemont Surface Water QUALITY Baseline Analysis – 
April 13, 2010 – TetraTech 


• Contains water quality data collected during 2 on-site storm events 


• Compares water quality results to surface water quality standards 


Clean Water Act Section 404(b) Alternatives Analysis – April 2010 – Westland 
Resources 


• This report summarizes the impacts to potentially jurisdictional waters and important riparian 
areas by each alternative, as part of the 404 permitting process. 


• A series of jurisdictional delineations (not listed here) were also produced to support this 
document. 


WHICH DATA SOURCES WERE USED FOR THE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Peak discharge and average annual runoff under baseline and each alternative were taken directly 
from the March 5, 2010 Technical Memoranda 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities 


• A stock tank inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on USGS and ADWR data 
sets 
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• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each tank was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 


• GIS was also used to identify which stock tanks were downstream of surface disturbance, and 
would likely experience less ephemeral flow 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of ARD was taken from the July 2007 Mine Plan of 
Operations by Westland Resources; where only a narrative explanation was given in the Plan, and 
from the TetraTech April 2010 baseline water quality analysis. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Baseline conditions and alternative sediment yield were obtained from the two April 2010 
Technical Memoranda from Tetra Tech.  


• These memos depart from the original RUSLE and SEDCAD methodology, and instead use the 
PSIAC method for calculating sediment yield. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• The qualitative assessment for the potential of other contaminants to enter natural drainage ways 
was based on the various diversions and flow patterns described in the June 2007 Site Water 
Management Plan by Tetra Tech. 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• The qualitative assessment as to whether requirements for discharge control would be met were 
taken solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by Westland Resources. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of Water of the U.S. directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the April 
2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted under each alternative was taken from the 
April 2010 404(b) Alternatives Analysis by Westland Resources.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• A spring inventory was created from scratch by SWCA, drawing on ADWR data sets, the 
November 2007 Maguire/Pearce water rights memo, USGS data, and the December 2007 Spring 
Assessment. 


• GIS was used to overlay alternative boundaries and determine whether each spring was directly 
impacted by alternative footprints 
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Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• The qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect downstream 
riparian resources was taken solely from conclusions presented in the July 2010 Davidson 
Canyon report by Tetra Tech. 


WHAT DEFICIENCIES EXIST AND ARE THESE CRITICAL TO THE IMPACTS 
ASSESSMENT? 


Hydrologic modeling of storm flows 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech March 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of storm flows were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan, with 
subsequent descriptions provided in the April 2009 and January 2010 Technical Memoranda. 
These estimates were peer-reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech March 
2010 memoranda presumably were updated in response to those Pima County criticisms—
although timing is questionable. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the March 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


Stock tanks directly impacted by mine activities  


Stock tanks indirectly impacted by reductions in ephemeral flows 
• No deficiencies. Stock tank inventory is believed to be reasonably complete and GIS 


analysis is unambiguous. 


Qualitative assessment of potential for Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) impacts to 
surface water 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions that ARD is not 
an issue due to natural buffering come solely from the July 2007 Mine Plan of Operations by 
Westland Resources. It seems unlikely that additional questions haven’t been raised or additional 
research conducted on this issue over the last three years. 


• Need to research all available reports and identify any peer-review of this topic and any follow-up 
work. 


Modeling of expected changes in sediment yield  


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs further research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from two Tetra Tech April 2010 Technical Memoranda. The 
first estimates of sediment yield were presented in the June 2007 Site Water Management Plan. 
The underlying streamflow assumptions leading to the sediment yield analysis were peer-
reviewed by Pima County (March 2010) and the Tetra Tech April 2010 memoranda presumably 
were updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The Pima County criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the April 2010 Tetra Tech 
Technical Memoranda to determine if revised approach is responsive. 


• In addition, the modeling only assesses sediment yield at one compliance point in the watershed 
(Barrel Canyon gage), and does not assess at all potential changes in geomorphology or sediment 
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concentrations elsewhere (upstream) in the system. However, based on the issue statements, this 
lack of further modeling does not appear to be critical to the impacts assessment, since the stated 
concern was sediment yield to downstream waters, presumably those beyond Barrel Canyon.  


• While the modeling appears to be responsive to the issue statement, suggest that the decision lies 
with Coronado resource specialist as to whether the existing modeling is sufficient to respond to 
more detailed concerns raised in scoping. 


Qualitative assessment for contaminants other than sediment to enter natural 
drainage ways  


• No deficiencies. Stormwater contacting all mine processes is segregated and recycled, with little 
to no potential for entering natural drainage ways.  
 


Qualitative assessment of the requirements for discharge control under Clean 
Water Act permits (Section 402/AZPDES) 


• No deficiencies. Qualitative assessment relies on fact that discharge control is mandated by law, 
with limits and actions specifically defined by AZPDES permitting conditions. 


Acreage of Waters of the U.S. directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: Waters of the U.S. delineation has not been approved by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Underlying assumption is that the submitted delineation will stand as is. 


• This deficiency is not critical to impact analysis, as relative impacts between alternatives are 
likely to stand even if delineation is revised by the Corps. In addition, approval of delineation by 
Corps is not expected in any timely fashion. 


Acreage of important riparian areas directly impacted by mine activities 


• No deficiencies. Important riparian areas are designated by Pima County, and GIS analysis is 
unambiguous.  


Springs directly impacted by mine activities 


• Deficiency: spring inventory is incomplete, and needs to be revised with additional Forest Service 
GIS data.  


• SWCA to obtain necessary data and revise. 


Qualitative assessment whether decreases in water quantity will indirectly affect 
downstream riparian resources 


• Possibly no deficiencies, but needs additional research by SWCA. The conclusions about this 
resource indicator are drawn solely from the Tetra Tech July 2010 Davidson Canyon report. The 
first incarnation of this report was peer-reviewed by SRK (May 2010), and the July 2010 version 
presumably was updated in response to those criticisms. 


• The SRK criticisms should be reviewed and compared to the updated Tetra Tech report to 
determine if revised approach is responsive. 


 







From: Terry Chute
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason
Subject: Status of Surface Water Chapter 3 Review
Date: 08/03/2010 12:20 PM

Salek,
 
I just wrapped up a check-in meeting with SWCA, Bev and Mindee.  We need to know
the status of the Surface Water Chapter 3 review.  According to the info I have in front
of me, the Affected Environment was submitted to you on July 12th; and the
Environmental Consequences  on 7/23 and 24.  SWCA needs your comments on these
sections.  If we do not hear from you with comments or other arrangements to get your
feedback in the next couple days - let's say by Thursday 8/5 at noon - we'll assume that
you are OK with the sections as written and move forward.
 
It is my understanding that the missing information and major holes in Chapter 2 Water
Resources section was in the Groundwater section.  If there are major problems with
data or modeling results that are missing or not yet completed for Surface Water, please
let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
Terry Chute

mailto:tjchute@msn.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: subcontractor charts
Date: 01/06/2009 08:23 AM

Good morning Sal,

I was wondering if you could send me the charts that accompanied your letters of
recommendation for the SWCA subcontractors?  I need to edit them to add a
column to address whether or not each specialist has the experience to meet the
grade qualifications (mostly GS-12).  If you would like to go over the grade quals
yourself to see if you agree with my assessments, that's okay by me.  Let me know.

I'm working from home this morning and will be in the office this afternoon.  I'm
also in tomorrow and Thursday, though I'll be in a meeting in the morning tomorrow
and in another one Thursday from about 11:00 to 1:00.  I'll probably work from
home on Friday.  I'm always available by cell, 444.4605.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Suggested Scope-of-Work Language for Groundwater Model Input Review
Date: 12/21/2010 03:47 PM

Salek,
 
I’ve consulted with Vladimir and Mike and here is some suggested language for your requested
scope-of-work for SRK.  It can be easily modified to apply to the MWH review of the mine water
supply pumping model if you want.
 
Review the groundwater model input files for consistency with the final model report with specific
emphasis directed to the following:

·         Steady-state and transient mining and pit lake infilling conditions;
·         Areas of large drawdown, e.g. adjacent to the pit;
·         Hydraulic Parameters;
·         Boundary Conditions; and
·         Other fundamental assumptions

 
Have a great holiday.
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: DeAnne Rietz
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Subject: surface water section for Rosemont EIS
Date: 06/28/2010 09:57 AM

Mr. Shafiquallah,
I am working on the surface water sections of the Rosemont EIS and have been asked to contact
you regarding general management direction for water resources on the Coronado.    Some generic
information on water resources has been gleaned from the Forest Service guidance manual 
however we do not have specifics as they apply to the Coronado.  Can you please advise on where
we may find more specific information, or what you would like to be included in the EIS.
Thank you for your time.
DeAnne Rietz
 
DeAnne Rietz, MS
Hydrologist
 

SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave, Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
drietz@swca.com
Tel 602.274.3831, ext. 1141
Fax 602.274.3958
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From: Jonathan Rigg
To: tjchute@msn.com; Dale Ortman PE; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT
Cc: Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Subject: Surface Water Section Meeting Call In Info
Date: 08/09/2010 03:24 PM

Terry, Dale, and Chris:
 
The call in number for tomorrow’s 10:00 a.m. AZ time meeting is:  1-866-740-1260
 
The password is:  5410791
 
If you have any trouble, give me a call.  Thanks!
 
Jonathan Rigg
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona
Phone: (520) 325-9194
Fax: (520) 325-2033
Email: jrigg@swca.com
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From: Larry Jones
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: SWCA contracting letter of 12 February 2010
Date: 07/07/2010 08:51 AM

Bev and Mindee--

Thanks for sending the ID Team the document about the SWCA scope of work
(letter of 12 February 2010).  Of course, I had not seen it before, and just now got
to reading it.  It references my November 2009 recommendations for SWCA scope of
work.  Those recommendations were supposed to be reviewed by you two and Reta,
and incorporated into the Scope of Work as the Forest Service deemed necessary
(per IDT direction).  However, I was a bit surprised at what this 12 Febrary letter
said about the revised Scope of Work for 2010.

"On November 6, 2009, a document entitled 'Recommendations for Scope of Work
for SWCA on Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project from the Wildlife, Fish, and
Rare Plant Program'  was prepared and distributed by the USFS.  The purpose of this
memorandum was to 1) identify which of the 11 tasks proposed in the FS document
are, in the opinion of SWCA, necessary for the successful completion of the DEIS...'"
[italics added by me]

So that part of the letter says SWCA, rather than FS, determines what was needed
for a DEIS, and the request for Rosemont support was based on an SWCA agenda,
rather than FS. And nowhere does in my recommendations for SWCA SOW does it
say the purpose is for SWCA to decide what is needed for the DEIS. 

Also, the 12 February letter stated there were the following assumptions:  

1.  No further additions by CNF, BLM, or COE to the species requiring
consideration.  This was a bad assumption because SWCA did not have the
species lists figured out yet--they were in an information gathering phase--in the
first draft of the DEIS they were using the wrong species lists.

2. One review of the documents by the CNF, BLM, and COE to be
completed concurrently.  This is part of our basal problem with biological
documents.  In all cases, the first drafts were far from being sufficient for our NFMA
requirements and standards of quality.  It is taking numerous reviews to get the
documents up to par, and we still need to have reviews from the RO, cooperating
agencies, BLM and COE.  I don't understand this assumption--it is like saying all
agencies have one chance to review the DEIS concurrently, then SWCA will have
fulfilled their contract requirements.  The review process is never that simplistic, so
the proper review process needs to be incorporated with all documents we sign off
on.

3.  No species-specific surveys will be completed by SWCA.  This should be
a Forest Service decision, not an SWCA decision (I recommended surveys for
sensitive species and remaining Threatened and Endangered species be completed
by SWCA). 

Also, nowhere do I see a commitment to do any of the request biology reports. 
They are actually being done, anyway, but I am concerned about the "one review of
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all documents concurrently" assumption.

So, in a nutshell, I think it is good to run these SOW letters by the IDT before the
letters go out to Jamie Sturgess, so that any issues are identified in advance, and to
ensure the Forest Service is in the driver's seat.  I'm not going to beat any dead
horses here, but felt the need to comment...except that I would expect we do not
just accept a single concomitant review of an incomplete document as good enough
to meet the SOW requirements, and I would like to see where the bio documents
are actually listed as SOW items. Having said all this, SWCA does seem to be
working with me pretty well (thanks, Geoff Soroka!) on reviews and updates, and I
hope someone in the FS will ultimately decide if the documents are good enough for
satisfying the terms of the SOW.

Thanks for listening to me (or not)!  Maybe this will help with the next round of SOW
iterations. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Larry Jones
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre; Salek

Shafiqullah
Subject: SWCA recommendations
Date: 11/10/2009 01:15 PM
Attachments: Microsoft Word - Recommendations for Scope of Work for SWCA on Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project

Nov 2009.pdf

Bev/Mindee (et al.)--

Attached is one of my extended to-do's for Rosemont, from the last ID Team
meeting....my recommendations of future products and tasks from SWCA. The
inventory and monitoring tasks can be done with a seasonal crew and the needed
input from species experts.   As promised at the meeting, I included the presumptive
"risk" associated with not doing the product/task.  I know I am not the decision
maker, so this is not direction, just recommendations for you to consider when
working with SWCA on contract elements.  I didn't get much of a coop agency (or
internal) review, but I know you needed this in a hurry, and I'm gone tomorrow
through the weekend, then on to other Rosemont tasks most of next week, so
wanted to make sure I got this to you in time.  Again, after reading the WestLand
2007 deliberative report on biological resources, I'm sure we need FS (hence SWCA)
and BLM to take the lead on FS and BLM agency needs, rather than relying on
Rosemont-commissioned reports.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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Recommendations for Scope of Work for SWCA on Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project 


from the Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plant Program 


Larry Jones, 10 November 2009 


 


Reviewed by: Jeff Simms (I submitted to the cooperating agency biologists, but there wasn’t 


much time to review, because we need to get this to Bev/Mindee soon) 


 


This document is in response to a task identified at the Interdisciplinary Team meeting on 4 


November 2009.  The task is to make recommendations for the Scope of Work for our 


consultants on this project (SWCA).  I also said I would list my perceived risk of not doing the 


task (e.g., risk from litigation, public outcry…). 


 


1.  Management Indicator Species report.  Earlier I had thought it would be prudent to 


survey for MIS and monitor during the project.  Ernie Taylor (RO) does not think we 


should be surveying for MIS (required document; high risk) 


2. Biological Assessment for effects determinations across the bounds of analysis for 


federally listed threatened and endangered species. A working draft exists; ultimately 


can only address the preferred alternative when it goes to Fish and Wildlife Service 


(required document; risk high)  


3. Migratory Bird Report.  A draft exists and is in-review internally. (required document; 


high risk) 


4. Biological Evaluation.  Lists effects determinations for Forest Service and BLM sensitive 


species across the entire bounds of analysis (required document; high risk). 


5. Biologists’ Report on the Affected Environment and Identification of Potential Issues 


with Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants from the Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine Project 


(A white paper). This is what I was referring to as a Specialists’ Report at the meeting. 


Ernie Taylor at RO says it is OK to do this, but told me not to call it a Specialists’ Report; 


rather, just do it as a white paper.  Because it identifies and addresses the issues 


statements, but at a finer scale, it could be used to satisfy the needs of addressing 


scoping comments, as well as disclosure of potential effects [and a place to address 


issues like the talussnail, habitat type modification, and important migration corridor].  I 


will follow up with more info.  Basically, I will write a detailed outline for SWCA, under 


separate cover, and will let them do much of the task work, but I will work closely on 


this.  Legally, I would rank this as low risk, but because of the 250 pages of comments 


about the effects to plants and animals, I think it prudent to address the issues in 


greater detail and disclose how such a project would affect the environment.  I also 


think this paper, which should be done before all of the other documents, will contain 


key information for consideration in the EIS, and it will identify species to be assessed in 


the other documents. 


6. Chiricahua Leopard Frog Report.  This would be a report to consolidate data from 


WestLand, FWS, AGFD, and FS.  (low risk) 


7. Inventories for Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive plants and animals (USFS, BLM, 


Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan) on the FS and BLM portions of the Rosemont Mine 







footprint (and if we don’t have alternatives and exact boundaries figured out, it should 


matter—just hit all the likely areas, the surrounding area, and other areas in the 


affected environment.  This could be done by a cadre of biologists and technicians from 


about April 2010 to October 2010.  We would fill in the gaps left by WestLand or other 


reports (e.g., there were not adequate surveys for Pima Pineapple Cactus).  We would 


need to sit down and identify the species than can be inventoried feasibly; when this is 


done, we can determine inventory methods and costs.  In a nutshell, I would think two 


teams of two could do a lot of surveys toward this end.  There may be need for 


involvement from taxa experts or people that have special skills (bird monitoring by call 


and song, bat mist-net and acoustic sampling).  On small projects, this is not normally 


done, but on this large-scale, high-profile project, and with all of the public commenting 


on this, I think it is prudent, so probably a medium risk. 


8.  Long-term Monitoring: Chiricahua Leopard Frog and Lesser Long-nosed Bat.  This 


needs doing, and I expect it will be a conservation measure or term and condition of 


Fish and Wildlife Service, but not sure if SWCA is the entity to do this…but it does make 


me nervous having WestLand conducting the work if they are being paid directly by 


Rosemont Copper Company.  This monitoring is pre-, during, and post-mining 


monitoring.  The two roost sites on either side of the proposed action, especially the 


larger roost, are pretty critical.  If 5,000 bats vacate the roost (e.g., from light pollution 


and loss of threshold of agaves), there will probably be a “take” of 5,000 bats (medium-


high risk).   


9. Inventory of Talussnails.  I’m not sure what the final WestLand Report will say, but I 


expect it will be like the inadequate interim report, so there will be need for a more 


thorough search for talussnails, with the assistance of taxa experts (not SWCA or 


WestLand or me, for example).  I have done a request to survey in 2008, and will re-do it 


for 2010 field season.  Legally, it may be low risk, as snail has no status, although the 


language for maintaining viable populations for all species, well-distributed across the 


planning area (in this case, Rosemont area) could prove to be an Achilles’ heel (hence, 


manifested as high risk). 


10. Develop a Water-Wildlife Monitoring Plan.  We need to have a plan for monitoring the 


impacts to water as it could affect wildlife, fish, and rare plants within the bounds of 


analysis (anywhere that impacts to/from water could occur).  For example: downstream 


flows going subsurface, sediment transport filling pools, poison ponds killing migratory 


birds and bats, drying of seeps, trees dying from de-watering, etc).  This is not really my 


forté, but maybe I will know more after our field trip.  I don’t know what legal 


requirements are or what is needed from the hydrology and riparian ends, but 


biologically speaking, I don’t know any legal requirements not answered above.  


However, the issue of the wildlife, fish, and rare plant interface with hydrology and 


streamside vegetation is a big concern to the public (and us biologists). This could be 


offered up to FWS as a conservation measure to follow.  This is, of course, not just a bio 


thing, so a wetland monitoring plan should cover all bases, and select wildlife 


components should be a part of what is being tracked. (medium risk) 


11. Develop a Karst Monitoring and Mitigation Plan.   Something simple that states that 


workers or monitors will be versed in how to look for karst features and that work will 







stop and the Forest Service will be notified (to gather appropriate persons to do an 


assessment). (low risk)  
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survey for MIS and monitor during the project.  Ernie Taylor (RO) does not think we 


should be surveying for MIS (required document; high risk) 


2. Biological Assessment for effects determinations across the bounds of analysis for 


federally listed threatened and endangered species. A working draft exists; ultimately 


can only address the preferred alternative when it goes to Fish and Wildlife Service 
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3. Migratory Bird Report.  A draft exists and is in-review internally. (required document; 
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4. Biological Evaluation.  Lists effects determinations for Forest Service and BLM sensitive 
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will follow up with more info.  Basically, I will write a detailed outline for SWCA, under 


separate cover, and will let them do much of the task work, but I will work closely on 


this.  Legally, I would rank this as low risk, but because of the 250 pages of comments 


about the effects to plants and animals, I think it prudent to address the issues in 


greater detail and disclose how such a project would affect the environment.  I also 


think this paper, which should be done before all of the other documents, will contain 


key information for consideration in the EIS, and it will identify species to be assessed in 


the other documents. 


6. Chiricahua Leopard Frog Report.  This would be a report to consolidate data from 
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footprint (and if we don’t have alternatives and exact boundaries figured out, it should 


matter—just hit all the likely areas, the surrounding area, and other areas in the 


affected environment.  This could be done by a cadre of biologists and technicians from 


about April 2010 to October 2010.  We would fill in the gaps left by WestLand or other 


reports (e.g., there were not adequate surveys for Pima Pineapple Cactus).  We would 


need to sit down and identify the species than can be inventoried feasibly; when this is 


done, we can determine inventory methods and costs.  In a nutshell, I would think two 


teams of two could do a lot of surveys toward this end.  There may be need for 


involvement from taxa experts or people that have special skills (bird monitoring by call 


and song, bat mist-net and acoustic sampling).  On small projects, this is not normally 


done, but on this large-scale, high-profile project, and with all of the public commenting 


on this, I think it is prudent, so probably a medium risk. 


8.  Long-term Monitoring: Chiricahua Leopard Frog and Lesser Long-nosed Bat.  This 


needs doing, and I expect it will be a conservation measure or term and condition of 


Fish and Wildlife Service, but not sure if SWCA is the entity to do this…but it does make 


me nervous having WestLand conducting the work if they are being paid directly by 


Rosemont Copper Company.  This monitoring is pre-, during, and post-mining 


monitoring.  The two roost sites on either side of the proposed action, especially the 


larger roost, are pretty critical.  If 5,000 bats vacate the roost (e.g., from light pollution 


and loss of threshold of agaves), there will probably be a “take” of 5,000 bats (medium-


high risk).   


9. Inventory of Talussnails.  I’m not sure what the final WestLand Report will say, but I 


expect it will be like the inadequate interim report, so there will be need for a more 


thorough search for talussnails, with the assistance of taxa experts (not SWCA or 


WestLand or me, for example).  I have done a request to survey in 2008, and will re-do it 


for 2010 field season.  Legally, it may be low risk, as snail has no status, although the 


language for maintaining viable populations for all species, well-distributed across the 


planning area (in this case, Rosemont area) could prove to be an Achilles’ heel (hence, 


manifested as high risk). 


10. Develop a Water-Wildlife Monitoring Plan.  We need to have a plan for monitoring the 


impacts to water as it could affect wildlife, fish, and rare plants within the bounds of 


analysis (anywhere that impacts to/from water could occur).  For example: downstream 


flows going subsurface, sediment transport filling pools, poison ponds killing migratory 


birds and bats, drying of seeps, trees dying from de-watering, etc).  This is not really my 


forté, but maybe I will know more after our field trip.  I don’t know what legal 


requirements are or what is needed from the hydrology and riparian ends, but 


biologically speaking, I don’t know any legal requirements not answered above.  


However, the issue of the wildlife, fish, and rare plant interface with hydrology and 


streamside vegetation is a big concern to the public (and us biologists). This could be 


offered up to FWS as a conservation measure to follow.  This is, of course, not just a bio 


thing, so a wetland monitoring plan should cover all bases, and select wildlife 


components should be a part of what is being tracked. (medium risk) 


11. Develop a Karst Monitoring and Mitigation Plan.   Something simple that states that 


workers or monitors will be versed in how to look for karst features and that work will 







stop and the Forest Service will be notified (to gather appropriate persons to do an 
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scoping comments, as well as disclosure of potential effects [and a place to address 


issues like the talussnail, habitat type modification, and important migration corridor].  I 


will follow up with more info.  Basically, I will write a detailed outline for SWCA, under 
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footprint (and if we don’t have alternatives and exact boundaries figured out, it should 


matter—just hit all the likely areas, the surrounding area, and other areas in the 


affected environment.  This could be done by a cadre of biologists and technicians from 


about April 2010 to October 2010.  We would fill in the gaps left by WestLand or other 


reports (e.g., there were not adequate surveys for Pima Pineapple Cactus).  We would 


need to sit down and identify the species than can be inventoried feasibly; when this is 


done, we can determine inventory methods and costs.  In a nutshell, I would think two 


teams of two could do a lot of surveys toward this end.  There may be need for 


involvement from taxa experts or people that have special skills (bird monitoring by call 


and song, bat mist-net and acoustic sampling).  On small projects, this is not normally 


done, but on this large-scale, high-profile project, and with all of the public commenting 


on this, I think it is prudent, so probably a medium risk. 
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needs doing, and I expect it will be a conservation measure or term and condition of 


Fish and Wildlife Service, but not sure if SWCA is the entity to do this…but it does make 


me nervous having WestLand conducting the work if they are being paid directly by 


Rosemont Copper Company.  This monitoring is pre-, during, and post-mining 


monitoring.  The two roost sites on either side of the proposed action, especially the 


larger roost, are pretty critical.  If 5,000 bats vacate the roost (e.g., from light pollution 


and loss of threshold of agaves), there will probably be a “take” of 5,000 bats (medium-


high risk).   


9. Inventory of Talussnails.  I’m not sure what the final WestLand Report will say, but I 


expect it will be like the inadequate interim report, so there will be need for a more 


thorough search for talussnails, with the assistance of taxa experts (not SWCA or 


WestLand or me, for example).  I have done a request to survey in 2008, and will re-do it 


for 2010 field season.  Legally, it may be low risk, as snail has no status, although the 


language for maintaining viable populations for all species, well-distributed across the 


planning area (in this case, Rosemont area) could prove to be an Achilles’ heel (hence, 


manifested as high risk). 


10. Develop a Water-Wildlife Monitoring Plan.  We need to have a plan for monitoring the 


impacts to water as it could affect wildlife, fish, and rare plants within the bounds of 


analysis (anywhere that impacts to/from water could occur).  For example: downstream 


flows going subsurface, sediment transport filling pools, poison ponds killing migratory 


birds and bats, drying of seeps, trees dying from de-watering, etc).  This is not really my 


forté, but maybe I will know more after our field trip.  I don’t know what legal 


requirements are or what is needed from the hydrology and riparian ends, but 


biologically speaking, I don’t know any legal requirements not answered above.  


However, the issue of the wildlife, fish, and rare plant interface with hydrology and 


streamside vegetation is a big concern to the public (and us biologists). This could be 


offered up to FWS as a conservation measure to follow.  This is, of course, not just a bio 


thing, so a wetland monitoring plan should cover all bases, and select wildlife 


components should be a part of what is being tracked. (medium risk) 


11. Develop a Karst Monitoring and Mitigation Plan.   Something simple that states that 


workers or monitors will be versed in how to look for karst features and that work will 







stop and the Forest Service will be notified (to gather appropriate persons to do an 


assessment). (low risk)  







From: Debby Kriegel
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones; Tami Emmett; Salek

Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie
Subject: SWCA Scope of Work - FS Comments
Date: 06/25/2010 09:50 AM

I have reviewed SWCA's February 12, 2010 scope of work, and edited the document
Bev started.  For Visual Resources, Revegetation, Landforming, and Recreation, I
simply made comments on what needs to be changed in the new scope of work.

The document is located in J:\fsfiles\fstmp\Rosemont_SOW_for_SWCA_June_2010.  

Others (Heritage, Air, Reclamation, Plants and Animals, Lands, Water, Night skies,
Roads, etc.) may still need to add or revise their comments.
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Hoag, Cori'; 'Garcia, Dawn'
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Subject: SWCA/CNF/SRK Proposed Meeting
Date: 09/22/2008 08:30 AM
Attachments: 2008-9-22_Ortman_Hoag_Preliminary Draft Issue Statements_memo.pdf

How about 11:00 AM Friday October 3rd at the SRK office; please confirm.
 
The purpose is to discuss the preliminary technical issues, the specific resources available from
SRK, and initial ideas on how to approach the issues.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
 
_______________________
 

Dale Ortman PE
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(520) 896-9703 - Fax
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


To: Cori Hoag (SRK), Dawn Garcia (SRK) 
Copy to: Tom Furgason (SWCA), Salek Shafiqullah (CNF) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date:  22 September 2008   


Subject:  Preliminary Draft Issue Statements for Rosemont 
 
 
Issue – Groundwater depletion due to development of the mine pit and associated facilities may result in 
reduction in water availability for wildlife, vegetation, and local residential and commercial water users in 
the groundwater basin associated with the mine pit. 


• Permanent lowering of the water table 
• Loss or reduction of spring flows 
• Loss or reduction of seasonal stream flows 
• Loss or reduction in the functionality of existing wells 
• Loss or reduction of water availability for vegetation (drying of root zone) 
• Loss or reduction in infiltration recharge 


 
Issue – Groundwater withdrawal from the proposed production water wells in the Santa Cruz Valley may 
result in reduction in water availability for wildlife, vegetation, and local residential and commercial water 
users in the area.  The proposed 105% replacement of the withdrawn groundwater with CAP water may not 
mitigate the withdrawal in the immediate vicinity of the production wells, may alter the chemistry of the 
groundwater, and may not be available due to other demands or constraints on the availability of CAP 
water.  The groundwater withdrawal may influence the migration of the sulfate plume emanating from the 
copper mines along the west side of the Santa Cruz Valley.   


• Temporary/Permanent lowering of the water table 
• Loss or reduction of seasonal stream flows 
• Loss or reduction in the functionality of existing wells 
• Loss or reduction of water availability for vegetation (drying of root zone) 
• Subsidence and loss of storage capacity 
• Sulfate plume migration 
• CAP water 
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Issue – Seepage from the tailings, waste rock, heap leach, process ponds, and other mine facilities may 
result in groundwater pollution (this can be expanded with a list of possible results of groundwater pollution 
such as violation of water quality standards, etc). 


• Tailings seepage and potential for lining the tailings disposal area 
• Waste rock seepage 
• Heap leach seepage 
• Process pond leakage and seepage 
• Process piping and tank leaks and spills 
• Hydrocarbon leaks and spills 


 
Issue – Potential generation of Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) and/or other elevated trace metal chemistry in 
the tailings and waste rock may result in groundwater and/or surface water pollution (this is related to the 
seepage issue, but is of a significance to warrant a separate Issue Statement). 


• ARD potential in waste rock 
• Feasibility of a Waste Rock Management Plan to control potential ARD 
• ARD potential in tailings 


 
Issue – Potential for formation of a pit lake following mine closure or long-term temporary shutdown may 
result in a water body with chemistry that is detrimental to wildlife. 


• Potential for formation of a pit lake 
• Likely pit lake water quality 


 
Issue – Potential failure of surface water control facilities may result in excessive erosion and possible 
release of tailings, waste rock, or other mine waste materials to the environment. 


• Applicability of design criteria 
• Performance of surface water conveyance structures 
• Performance of surface water impoundment structures 
• Performance of soil covers 


 
Issue – The “dry stack” method of tailings disposal has not been used at the scale proposed by Rosemont, 
therefore there is a potential that the method may not be operationally successful which may result in failure 
of the project or a change in the tailings disposal method. 


• Operational feasibility of the “dry stack” method 
• Alternative tailings disposal method 







From: Bob Schmalzel
To: Amanda Best; Larry Jones; 'Mike_Martinez@fws.gov'; Deborah K Sebesta; 'Jason_Douglas@fws.gov'; Jeff

Sorensen; 'Jeff_Simms@blm.gov'; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; Geoff Soroka; kkertell@swca.com; Tom Jones;
'tfergason@swca.com'; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Jim_Rorabaugh@fws.gov; John Windes; daniel_d_moore@blm.gov;
Cat_Crawford@fws.gov; Tim Snow

Cc: Jim Tress; Brian Lindenlaub
Subject: Talussnail site visit to Rosemont-- updated report
Date: 09/17/2009 04:53 PM
Attachments: Talussnail study revised 091709.pdf

Hello all,
 
Please see the attached revised status report for the talussnail.  We took the opportunity today to
revise and clarify some of the text in yesterday’s document.  I will have copies of this revised status
report with me tomorrow.
 
I look forward to seeing you tomorrow.   
 
Bob Schmalzel | Senior Scientist
WestLand Resources, Inc.
4001 E Paradise Falls Drive | Tucson, AZ 85712
Office: (520) 206-9585 | Fax: (520) 206-9518
 

 
From: Amanda Best 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 6:26 PM
To: Larry Jones; 'Mike_Martinez@fws.gov'; 'Deborah K Sebesta'; 'Jason_Douglas@fws.gov'; 'Jeff
Sorensen'; 'Jeff_Simms@blm.gov'; Marcia_Radke@blm.gov; 'Geoff Soroka'; kkertell@swca.com; Tom
Jones; 'tfergason@swca.com'; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; Jim_Rorabaugh@fws.gov; John Windes;
daniel_d_moore@blm.gov; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov; Tim Snow
Cc: Bob Schmalzel; Jim Tress; Brian Lindenlaub
Subject: Talussnail site visit to Rosemont
 
Hi all,
 
I am sending this email to you because you have expressed interest in attending a site visit to the
Rosemont area to discuss WestLand’s 2008-2009 talussnail studies.   Please find attached a status
report of WestLand’s talussnail survey and literature review.
 
The group plans to meet at US Fish and Wildlife Service’s office parking lot at 8:30 am Friday
(September 18). From that point the group will car-pool to the Rosemont property.  If you prefer to
meet on the Rosemont site, please meet between 9:15 and 9:30 at the ATV loading area along FR
231 (Forest Road to Rosemont Junction) off of Highway 83.
 
Directions to Rosemont are as follows: From east-bound I-10 take exit 281 to South Highway 83.
Travel south on Highway 83 for approximately 12 miles.  Look for a sign to Rosemont (the turn-off
is right after the roadside table to the west).  Turn west on to FR 231 to Rosemont.  Travel west on
this dirt road for about a mile and there will be an ATV loading area to the right. This is a good
place to park and/or gather to commence the site visit.
 
If you have questions about the site visit or cannot retrieve the attachment for any reason, please
let me know.
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1. INTRODUCTION 


WestLand Resources, Inc. (WestLand), has been retained by Rosemont Copper Company to conduct a variety 


of baseline biological surveys in the vicinity of their proposed open-pit copper mine and associated 


processing facilities at the north end of the Santa Rita Mountains in Pima County. A species referable to the 


Rosemont talussnail (Sonorella rosemontensis) was identified by resource agencies as a species of interest 


that may be present in the mine vicinity. Species within the  genus Sonorella (Helmithoglyptidae) are 


commonly referred to as talussnails. As part of ongoing baseline biological studies, WestLand is conducting 


studies of Sonorella, including surveys to determine the distribution of Sonorella within and in proximity to 


the proposed copper mine. WestLand is also conducting morphological analyses to identify which species of 


Sonorella occur in the vicinity of the proposed mine (Figure 1; Appendix A). The purpose of this report is to 


provide a summary of the work that has been conducted between July 2008 and the present and to provide the 


status of work that is ongoing. 


The report is organized in four sections and includes the following: this introduction in Section 1; a 


description of the field surveys and the literature review, and the results of those efforts, in Section 2; the 


status of ongoing taxonomic studies in Section 3; and a list of references in Section 4. 


As part of the review of previous unpublished and published documents pertaining to Sonorella species in the 


Santa Rita Mountains, and particularly near the proposed mine site itself, we use the names of the snail 


species as they appear in the documents. We use the binomial S. rosemontensis in this document as it is used 


in these previous documents. We do not use the taxon S. rosemontensis beyond its use in previous documents. 


Pending completion of our analyses of the Sonorella specimens collected in the vicinity of the proposed mine, 


adjacent areas of the Santa Rita Mountains, and adjacent mountains, we remain neutral with respect to the 


validity of this taxon. 


2. FIELD SURVEYS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 FIELD SURVEYS 


In 2008, WestLand conducted field surveys for Sonorella from July 14 to October 1. The surveys coincided 


with the monsoon season. Some searches occurred during a daytime local storm, others the morning after an 


intense nighttime storm. 


We adopted two approaches to searching for Sonorella. Within the proposed mine area, we walked along 


canyon bottoms while visually searching adjacent slopes for rocky outcrops and particularly rock 


accumulations (talus). The routes searched within the proposed mine area are provided in Figure 2. The other 


approach was to visit talus slopes visible on Google Earth® or visible in the field. During both approaches, 


when rock accumulations were found that had interstitial spaces between rocks, scattered locations on the 


talus were searched for snails or snail shells (Figure 2). Within the talus, rocks were removed at selected 


locations to a depth of 2 feet to search for snails or shells not visible from the surface. A site was determined 
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to be occupied by Sonorella if live snails were found or evidence of snails was found (i.e., a Sonorella shell). 


Notes were made describing the general conditions of the talus slopes, with special attention to collection 


locations.  


We found Sonorella generally  near the edges of talus slopes, where shrubs and small trees occurred and 


where there was a correspondingly greater accumulation of leaf litter. Near the edges of the talus, Sonorella 


probably would do not have to move as deep into the talus to find areas of higher humidity. The central parts 


of the slopes were searched for Sonorella, but very few were found in these areas. We observed Sonorella 


snails  feeding on lichens, plants, and leaf litter, particularly lichens. They may also feed on fungus growing 


in leaf litter below the surface. In Agua Caliente Canyon during one summer rain, two Sonorella were 


observed mating and another was found beside a cluster of snail eggs. General survey routes and specimen 


collection locations within the Rosemont holdings are shown on Figure 3. 


Shells of dead Sonorella were collected from 26 localities in the Santa Rita Mountains. Approximately 25 live 


Sonorella were collected (under Arizona Game and Fish Collecting Permit #SP637280), including Sonorella 


from the west slope near Gunsight Pass, from McCleary Canyon, in Gardner Canyon, in Agua Caliente 


Canyon, and on the slopes of Mt. Hopkins. Most of these Sonorella are still alive in captivity; examination, 


documentation, and preservation of their genitalia for species identification are planned in the near future. 


Live aestivating Sonorella, shells, and shell fragments were collected and their locations recorded with a 


handheld GPS unit. Photographs were taken of the Sonorella in situ and on the slopes and microsites where 


they occurred.  


Key findings of our 2009 field surveys include the following: 


 Distribution considerations 


o Most talus slopes that support Sonorella are deep, with loose clasts several decimeters to 


almost a meter in diameter. 


o Review of available geologic literature and historic photographs indicate that talus features 


are persistent elements in the landscape. 


o Space between the rocks is an important feature of talus for Sonorella because it allows for 


vertical migration of the snails in response to climatic variation. 


o Larger talus slopes west of the ridge are lined or nearly lined with shrubs and small trees. 


This increase in vegetation along the edge of talus slopes contributes directly to leaf litter 


that accumulates along the sides of the talus slope. 


o The soil beneath the talus slope is likely much wetter due to reduced evapo-transpiration 


(because of the lack of vegetation growing directly on the talus and because the talus rocks 


act as a deep mulch). 
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o Sonorella are not limited to deep talus slopes and can be found in canyon systems with 


extensive rock rubble. 


 There are only limited areas of talus or other suitable locations for Sonorella within the proposed 


impact footprint. 


 Within the northern portion of the Santa Rita Mountains the best developed and most extensive sites 


for potential Sonorella habitation are west of the ridge and outside of the proposed mine site. 


2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.2.1 Site Characteristics 


Land snails from the arid southwest have numerous microhabitat requirements, but very little detailed 


information is available for individual species of talussnails (Kroll et al. 2003, Wiesenborn 2003). Pilsbry 


(1939) noted that species within the genus Sonorella are primarily rock snails and that talus slopes (or rock 


slides) and rocky outcrops (i.e., outcrops that are sufficiently broken or fractured to provide refuge sites) are 


the sites where these snails are most commonly collected. Hoffman (1990) described site characteristics of 


Sonorella species in the Pinaleño Mountains as consisting of rock slides, canyons, and/or talus slopes that 


tend to face northwest. Based on his experience searching for snails in the Pinaleño Mountains, Hoffman 


reported  that the most favorable talus slopes are those consisting of a layer of rock at least 4-feet deep, or at 


drier locations, a rock layer up to 8-feet deep. Pilsbry (1939, p. 268) indicated that Sonorella snails in the 


drier mountains of Arizona can be found 1 to 2 feet below the surface, usually in talus slopes composed of 


igneous rocks, quartzite, or rarely limestone. Hoffman (1990) found that talus slopes occupied by Sonorella 


were free from choking debris or litter. It is unclear whether the entire talus slope was free from choking 


debris. In contrast, Pilsbry (1939) believed that some of the best locations to search for Sonorella were at the 


edges of talus slopes where trees and scattered bushes were present and provided fallen leaves which produce 


“cryptogamic food.” In our 2008 and 2009 surveys, we observed Sonorella during and after rains foraging on 


Xanthoparmelia, a foliose lichen abundant on the rocks of talus slopes in the Santa Rita Mountains.  


2.2.2 Taxonomic Considerations 


The genus Sonorella was first described by Pilsbry (1900) and several species had been discovered by Pilsbry 


by 1909. As a result of geological conditions (isolated mountain ranges) and an overall drying trend occurring 


throughout the Pleistocene period, the formerly widespread land snails in the genus Sonorella have split into 


numerous geographically isolated populations distributed across the southwest (Pilsbry 1939). Sonorella 


rosemontensis was described as a new species by Pilsbry in 1939 (p. 348-349). As described, it was a narrow 


endemic, known only in the “northern end of the Santa Rita Mountains near Rosemont (J. H. Ferriss), Type 


166642 A.N.S.P.; Helvetia; Greaterville” (Pilsbry 1939).  


In his treatment of 52 species of Sonorella in 1939, Pilsbry considered the morphology of a number of 


features of the genitalia, including the verge and penis morphology and size and the size of the vagina. Pilsbry 
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also considered shell size, shape, and coloring, and microscopic sculptural elements (rugae) on the embryonic 


shell. Pilsbry and Ferriss (1923) had originally ascribed to S. hesterna the type specimen Pilsbry recognized in 


1939 as S. rosemontensis. For S. rosemontensis, Pilsbry regarded the descending threads1 of the embryonic 


shell to set it apart from S. hesterna. Pilsbry also noted that the shell of S. rosemontensis is similar to 


S. walkeri aguacalientensis; but for the strongly spirally plicate verge, S. rosemontensis “would hardly be 


separated from S. walkeri” (p. 349). 


Pilsbry assigned S. rosemontensis to the subgenus Sonorella s. str. which was one of four subgenera 


recognized by Pilsbry. He notes that the species of Sonorella s. str. “are the most numerous and difficult 


group, differential characters are often feebly developed and specific limits uncertain” (Pilsbry 1939, p. 273). 


Pilsbry explicitly recognized that his taxonomy of this group was provisional and dependent on the extent of 


the collections available. 


Nearly 30 years later, in his revision of the genus, Miller (1967) recognized 68 valid species of Sonorella, 


57 of which were present in Arizona. Sonorella species occupy over two-thirds of the state of Arizona, 


excluding the extreme southwest and parts of the north and northeast (Bequaert and Miller 1973). The 


localized distribution pattern of Sonorella species contributes to concern over the conservation of species 


within this genus. In his review of the genus, Miller (1967) considered S. rosemontensis to be a valid species, 


although he pointed out that his dissection of genitalia of an adult specimen was very different from the 


drawing by Pilsbry. Miller (1967) believed that Pilsbry had inadvertently dissected a specimen of 


S. tumamocensis linearis and labeled the figure as S. rosemontensis (Miller 1967).  


As part of Miller’s re-evaluation of Sonorella species, he applied Ernst Mayr’s concept of species to 


Sonorella. For Mayr (1942), a species was not just a collection of individuals that were morphologically 


similar, but a population of interbreeding or potentially interbreeding individuals whose off-spring were fully 


fertile. “Potentially interbreeding” extended the definition of species to those populations that might now be 


isolated geographically, but if reunited, these populations could still interbreed with full fertility in the 


offspring. Miller applied Mayr’s species concept and collected immature snails from the type localities of 


magdalenensis, arida, tumamocensis, and linearis. He found that these snails, once they reached maturity in 


captivity, “interbred freely, producing viable F1 offspring, which in turn produced many F2 snails; further, his 


dissections of snails of magdalenensis, tumacacori, tumamocensis, arida, and linearis from their type 


localities showed no significant difference in their genitalia” (Bequaert and Miller 1973). Based on Pilsbry’s 


later revisions, Miller’s examination of the genitalia, and Miller’s experimental crosses between snails from 


the different type localities, Pilsbry and Miller subsumed at least eight of Pilsbry’s earlier species of Sonorella 


into the species S. magdalenensis. 


In the mid-1970s, Miller (1978) conducted a broad invertebrate resource survey (excluding insects) in the 


“Rosemont Area.” A central goal of this survey was aimed at re-locating and documenting the presence and 


distribution of S. rosemontensis. Miller (1978) referred to his previous field searches in 1965 and 1966 that 


found S. rosemontensis on the west side of the ridge near Helvetia Pass (Gunsight Pass), but searches by him 


                                                 
1 Some species, provided the shells are relatively unweathered, show sculpturing in the outer-half whorl of the embryonic shell. 
These sculptural elements can be parallel, thread-like, and curve inward as growth proceeds. For some other species, the sculpturing 
can even be pleated or braided in its appearance. 
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at the same time failed to find any specimens east of the ridge. Miller (1978) looked for S. rosemontensis in 


the Rosemont area as well as on the west slopes of the ridge that includes Hart’s Butte. Near Gunsight Pass, 


he found “several specimens referable to S. rosemontensis. Careful examination of shells and reproductive 


anatomies revealed no significant differences from S. walkeri Pilsbry and Ferriss, which is common farther 


south and at higher elevations in the Santa Rita Mountains, particularly in Florida, Madera, Josephine, and 


Gardner Canyons. It is the opinion of the author [Walter Miller] that S. rosemontensis is at least conspecific 


with S. walkeri and may possibly be a synonym” (Miller 1978). Miller doubted that S. rosemontensis was a 


distinct species, used both shell and genitalia in his evaluation, and was (likely) as familiar with the anatomy 


of genitalia of Sonorella as Pilsbry.  


Miller goes on to report that “every effort was made to look for populations of this species in the Rosemont 


area; none was found” (Miller 1978). He visited about 15 or more locations on the east side of the ridge, and a 


total of 23 locations. Miller found S. rosemontensis on the west side of the ridge, but not the east side. This is 


an issue because Pilsbry (1939) identifies the type locality as simply “near Rosemont,” and he recognizes this 


species extending to Greaterville and Helvetia.  


Until the present, the specific locations of Stations 48 through 51 where S. rosemontensis was originally 


collected remained unclear. WestLand has uncovered the text that documents the location of these stations. 


The text was written by Ferriss who drove an automobile through the American Southwest while collecting 


snails. His trips spanned almost two decades; our understanding of these trips comes from the resulting 


publications by Pilsbry and Ferriss. Ferriss sent the majority of his specimens to Pilsbry at the Academy of 


Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (ANSP). In 1923, Pilsbry and Ferriss briefly described the stations where 


Ferriss had collected snails during his 1917 road trip through the Southwest. The stations were numbered 


sequentially during a particular trip, but the numbering sequence of stations would start at number one again 


for a subsequent trip to the Southwest. By their convention, both Pilsbry and Ferriss identified a particular 


station by number and at least in their publications, parenthetically or with a hyphen, by year. The locality of 


S. hesterna (which later was described by Pilsbry as S. rosemontensis) was described as “Station 49 – 52 


(1917)” on page 60 by Pilsbry and Ferriss (1923) and “northern end of the Santa Rita Mountains, Station 49 


(1917) near Rosemont” on page 90 of the same publication. The year 1917 does not refer to the year of a 


publication; it refers to the year the specimen was collected.  


Pilsbry (1939) recognized the type locality of the type specimen (ANSP 166642) of S. rosemontensis 


(formerly included as S. hesterna) as Station 49. Confusion has arisen because Stations 48 to 52 were not 


described on page 51 in Pilsbry and Ferriss (1923). Although, using their usual format, they had included 


descriptions for each station up to and including Station 47 (in the Sierrita Mountains) and continued with 


Station 53 (Pictured [sic] Rocks in the Tucson Mountains). We recently located the missing station 


descriptions in the original typed correspondence from Ferriss to Pilsbry that is in the archives of the ANSP. 


We have included a photocopy of the page (Appendix B) that includes the Rosemont Stations 48 to 51. 


With the brief descriptions of the four stations and knowledge of the roads and camps of 1917, we are able to 


narrow down where Ferriss was when he made his collections in the northern end of the Santa Rita 


Mountains. 
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 Rosemont, the town, was essentially nonexistent by 1917. However, during the latter part of 1916 


and through 1917, the Narragansett Bay Mine was very active and produced most of its ore during 


this brief 1½-year phase. The “camp” referred to in the description of Station 48 is most likely the 


Narragansett Bay and Daylight Mines, and adjacent workings. It was a mining camp (not town), that 


included not only the workings but informal arrays of tents in the vicinity to accommodate as many 


as 200 to 300 miners in 1917. Station 49, “in saddle above 48,” becomes Gunsight Pass. Stations 50 


and 51 are the larger talus slopes within 150 meters southwest of Gunsight Pass and in view of 


Helvetia.  


 Because Ferriss traveled by automobile (which he referred to as the “machine”), he was restricted to 


collecting along roadways. The earlier geology map by Frank Schrader during his visit in 1909 to the 


Helvetia-Rosemont mining districts of the Santa Rita Mountains shows roads but is drawn at a scale 


too large and unrectified to identify with precision Ferriss’ route. It is a geology map by Thomas 


(1931) of the Narragansett Mine and adjacent mines surveyed and drawn between 1930 and 1931 (13 


or 14 years after Ferriss was in the area) that provide the best detail of the route of the road. Once 


again, Station 48 would be small quartzite “slides” south of the Narragansett-Daylight mining camp 


and the road, near the ridgeline. Stations 49 to 51 would be at the point where the road passes through 


Gunsight Pass (Station 49) and to the south of the road as it begins its descent towards Helvetia 


(Stations 50 and 51).  


The key findings for the taxonomic status of Sonorella are as follows: 


 There are only two Sonorella species recognized as occurring in the Rosemont/upper Helvetia area of 


the Santa Rita Mountains: S. rosemontensis (S. walkeri) and S. magdalenensis. It is Miller’s opinion 


that, “S. rosemontensis is at least conspecific with S. walkeri and may possibly be a synonym” (Miller 


1978). 


 The taxonomic status of the genus has been in a state of flux, with Pilsbry lumping many of his 


original species into fewer taxonomic groups as he continued his data collection and Miller (1967) 


continuing this trend by subsuming a handful of Pilsbry’s species (Pilsbry 1939) into 


S. magdalenensis. 


 In 1978, Miller (1978) reported no S. rosemontensis east of the ridgeline, within what is currently the 


proposed mine footprint. 


 The type locality of S. rosemontensis is at Gunsight Pass. 


3. ONGOING TAXONOMIC STUDIES 


Each live snail encountered during WestLand’s field surveys was collected and kept in captivity for further 


examination. To obtain positive identifications of some of the collected snails, a limited number of dissections 


were performed under a microscope. The genitalia of each animal, particularly the verge, were sketched. 
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Most of the specimens collected in our surveys were empty shells (or “bones,” using the terminology of 


Pilsbry and Ferriss). However, the literature on the genus Sonorella provides no morphometric analyses of the 


shells of species, nor a statistical evaluation of the reliability of ascribing a particular individual to a species 


using only shell morphology. 


A literature review of the mathematical description of logarithmically coiled shells was made. Sources 


consulted include D’Arcy Thompson (Canto Edition 1992), and numerous papers including Raup (1961, 


1966, 1972), Madec et. al. (2003), Lleonart et. al. (2000), Kohn and Riggs (1975), and Van Osselaer and 


Grosjean (2000). Other papers were consulted, but these cited papers are the basis for the methods developed 


for this project. Raup’s papers on the coiling geometry in gastropods (1961, 1966) were extremely useful, and 


his papers are referenced in almost all subsequent papers on the subject.  


To be consistent with other studies of shell morphology, our method of measurement is based on Raup’s four 


factors defining a logarithmically coiled shell. However, Raup’s method required that the shell be opened 


along the coiling axis to get clear measurements of the axis and the generating curve. In our case, all 


measurements had to be non-destructive. Photographic data were collected on shells from the ANSPs in 


Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Photographs of each shell were taken; the four views of the shells are: 


perpendicular to the coiling axis towards the protoconch (dorsal); the coiling axis from the umbilicus (basal); 


parallel to the coiling axis on the side of the last whorl (abapertural); and in the same plane as the face of the 


aperture (aperture). The same metrics will be made on photographs of the shells in WestLand’s collection.  


Raup’s four basic parameters are: 


1. The whorl expansion rate (W) 


2. The rate of whorl transition (T) 


3. The shape of the generating curve (S)  


4. The position of the generating curve relative to the coiling axis (D). 


These four unitless parameters define the shape of a shell but not the size. One more measurement, such as the 


maximum diameter is needed to define the size and shape. Also, Raup’s parameters are only valid from the 


end of the protoconch to the point at which the rate of whorl transition (T) increases as the shell approaches 


maturity. Measurements from the protoconch suture and the maturing section of the suture are also collected, 


but are not used to calculate any of Raup’s parameters.  


Figure 4 shows the abapertural view and the measurements used to calculate the whorl transition rate (T) and 


the generating Curve (S). Figure 4a shows the calculation of the location and direction of the coiling axis, and 


the enveloping angle (β) which is directly related to the whorl transition rate (T). 


Figure 4b shows the points used to calculate the generating curve (S). It appears that an ellipse closely fits the 


generating curve. The green ellipse is used as a starting point in the numerical program that finds a best-fit 
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ellipse by maximizing the coefficient of determination of a least-squares fit. The red ellipse is the result of the 


calculation. Figure 4c shows the record copy of the abapertural view with all measurements.   


Figure 5 shows the dorsal view and the measurements used to calculate the whorl expansion rate (W) and the 


maximum diameter. Figure 5a shows the points along the suture used to calculate W. The points start after the 


protoconch and are taken every 30 degrees along the suture until the whorl transition rate noticeably 


increases. The whorl expansion rate (W) is found by maximizing the coefficient of determination of a least-


squares fit of the points along the suture. The algorithm also finds the coiling axis and corrects for any angle 


in the coiling axis relative to the focal plane. Figure 5b shows the record copy of the dorsal view with all 


measurements including the maximum diameter. 


Figure 6 shows the record copy of the basal view with all measurements. The position of the generating curve 


relative to the coiling axis (D) is the ratio of the radius of the umbilicus to the distance to the outside edge 


opposite the aperture. 


Remaining work includes completion of measurements of the ANSP photographs, photographs and 


measurements of WestLand’s 2008 and 2009 specimens, an analysis of the distribution of values of each of 


the parameters measured, and a statistical analysis of the multi-dimensional data. 


The genitalia of the live snails at WestLand, once sacrificed, will be photographed and described. The 


information on the morphology of the genitalia will not be shared with the staff analyzing the shells until the 


statistical analyses of the shells are complete. 
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PHOTO 1.  Large-shelled talussnail. 


 
PHOTO 2.Talus slopes inside the Rosemont project area. 
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PHOTO 3.  Sonorella habitat with view along edge of talus. Talus edge is relatively 
stable with lichens covering rocks and shrubs along the talus edge. Center of talus 
slope is unstable with areas of rocks without lichens. 
 


 
PHOTO 4. Fungus growing on rocks buried within a humid talus slope. 
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Thank you,
Amanda
 
 
Amanda Best | Environmental Specialist
WestLand Resources, Inc.
4001 E Paradise Falls Drive | Tucson, AZ 85712
Office: (520) 206-9585 | Fax: (520) 206-9518
 
 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this
information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal.



From: Larry Jones
To: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Cc: blindenlaub@westlandresources.com; Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Deborah K Sebesta; Richard A

Gerhart; Kent C Ellett; tfurgason@swca.com; gsoroka@swca.com
Subject: talussnails and orchids
Date: 04/19/2010 10:53 AM

Teresa--

WestLand and the Forest Service are going to have a tech transfer day.  First would
be a presentation WestLand would give us on talussnails, following the report they
just came out with.  Then we will discuss the orchid surveys.   For the talussnail
report, we would probably want to invite our cooperating agencies (especially
biologists)--can you extend an invitation to them?  The orchid surveys will likely be
all important parties such as taxa experts and us...do you think coop agencies
should be invited to that, too?  I think SWCA should be present for both (at least
those involved with writing our bio documents) and Debbie Sebesta, also (approval
needed from Kent).

We are penciling in May 4 for said event, but Brian is checking on availability with
his folk that day.  I'll let you know when we clinch the date.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Task: Summary and classification of "Alternatives not considered for detailed analysis"
Date: 10/01/2009 04:23 PM

Hello Tom,
Thanks for meeting with me earlier today to discuss a work product I am needing. 
Per our conversation, I am interested in obtaining a summary and classification of
"Alternatives not considered for detailed analysis".  It appears that this request is
within your present scope of work with Rosemont and therefore, scheduling this
work should not be a concern. 
Deliverables: 
Task 1:  review all existing documents created from the scoping comments and IDT
deliberations and categorize the "alternatives not considered for detailed analysis" by
rational for dismissal.  Rationals for dismissal would include but not be limited to: 
not consistent with purpose and need, illegal, economically infeasible, technologically
infeasible, etc.
Task 2:  Review all information presented to cooperating agencies and subsequent
comment letters forwarded by cooperating agencies regarding alternatives and
compare them to the Task 1 data.  Include any new alternatives to the Task 1
product.     
Schedule: 
Phase 1:  Due Friday Oct 2, 2009 before 10:00am.
Phase 2:  Due Tuesday Oct 6, 2009 

Questions or concerns?  Lets discuss at your leisure.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George

McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell;
mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Marc Kaplan; Andrea W Campbell

Subject: team preparation for the May 13 Rosemont Copper Project extended IDT meeting, 4B
Date: 05/08/2009 01:56 PM

Our discussion of alternatives and mitigation in this meeting is going to be a little
more "hands on" than in the previous meetings we've had on these topics.  We'll
have multiple copies of aerial photographs and maps of the project area that we'll
use to demonstrate potential alternatives and mitigation, for example, an alternative
tailings disposal site.  Bring your markers! and be prepared to role up your sleeves. 

More importantly, in particular for the core team and for heritage, bring resource
maps and/or whatever other tools and information you need to be able to discuss
specific aspects of and impacts to, your resource.  This will involve the use of GIS
layers and maps, and because of this, I've asked Marc Kaplan to be available to help
you get the data that you need.

Come see me, or give me a call if you have any questions about how you will need
to prepare for this meeting.  

Thank you.

Bev
   
Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Subject: tech report tracking answer
Date: 11/18/2009 09:11 AM

Salek-
 
Take a look below- If you look at the red circle, you will see an option to show All. This will show all of the documents and
resources on one screen. You will be able to access your water resource by doing that or selecting next and going through
the different pages.
 

 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -Oliver Wendell Holmes
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Beverley A Everson'; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Technical Subconsultant SOW for Water Resource Review
Date: 01/27/2010 03:23 PM

Bev & Salek,
 
As we have a teleconference with Golder regarding the landform work scheduled for Monday
(2/1/2010) 9:00 AM MST, I propose you, Tom, and myself meet immediately following the
teleconference to discuss the scopes-of-work for the various technical subconsultants.  To that end
you are welcome to attend the Golder teleconference at SWCA’s office and we meet there
following the teleconference; however, feel free to propose and alternate location and time.
 
Regards,
 
Dale
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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From: Victoria Boyne
To: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
Subject: Tetra Tech references
Date: 06/14/2010 10:11 AM
Attachments: Tetra Tech references.pdf

Here you are.
 
Victoria Boyne
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Rochelle Desser
Cc: Melissa Reichard; Melinda D Roth; Salek Shafiqullah; Tom Furgason
Subject: Thursday coordination meeting
Date: 03/30/2010 03:05 PM

After we left this morning's meeting, Mindee and I both realized that we have conflicts in the morning
on Thursday.  Can we have our meeting at 1:00? 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Rochelle Desser/OU=WO/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: aelek@fs.fed.us; Deborah K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;

kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Thursday IDT
Date: 11/10/2009 03:33 PM

The meeting will start at 9:00 and will end by noon.  See you there (once again, we'll be in 6V6). 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Reta Laford
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Thx -Re: Rosemont..... Recent Newspaper Articles
Date: 01/17/2010 08:59 PM

Thx. 
▼ Salek Shafiqullah

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Salek Shafiqullah
    Sent: 01/17/2010 08:48 PM MST
    To: Beverley Everson
    Cc: Arthur Elek; Beverley Everson; Charles Blair; Deborah Sebesta; Debby Kriegel;
Eli Curiel; George McKay; jrigg@swca.com; Kendall Brown; Kent Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary
Farrell; Melinda Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Sarah Davis; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William Gillespie
    Subject: Rosemont..... Recent Newspaper Articles

Three recent newspaper articles..... in case you have not seen these yet.....

1. McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
2. Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
3. Rosemont expected to become lake when done, But fears

are raised it will be toxic

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
McCain voices support for so. Ariz. mine
Posted: Saturday, January 16, 2010 2:55 pm 

 
Arizona Sen. John McCain said the Rosemont Copper mine project
proposed
for the eastern slope of the Santa Rita Mountains can be good
for the
economy and unemployed Arizonans.

 
During an appearance in the southern Arizona community of
Green Valley
Friday, McCain said the state's high unemployment rate
presents a good
argument for going forward with the mine.

 
Those against the project worry about water supplies and the
environmental impact.

 
McCain said environmentalists can't "run and ruin this
economy."

 
He later added that it's important to have the proper studies
to
determine the mine's effect on the environment.

 
The Coronado National Forest is expected to release a draft
environmental impact statement on the open-pit mine by the end
of June.

 
___

 
Information from: Green Valley News, http://www.gvnews.com
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Studies vary on Rosemont's impact
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
The proposed Rosemont mine could reduce the flow of Cienega
Creek, one
of the county's last perennial streams and a birdwatchers
mecca about 10
miles from the mine site, one study predicts.
Or it could leave Cienega Creek untouched and drain only a
little water
from Davidson Canyon, a lesser but still-important stream with
cottonwoods, willows and crystal-clear water about five miles
from the
mine, another study concludes.
Rosemont Copper Co. wants to pull about 225 million pounds of
copper
from the Santa Rita Mountains each year. To do that, it would
dig a
2,000-foot deep, 700-acre pit that would stretch nearly two
miles mile
one way and half a mile in the other.
The only way to empty the pit would be to pump out
groundwater, which is
the source of much controversy — and of the two studies. One
study was
paid for by Pima County, whose government opposes the mine,
and the
other was funded by the mining company.
The county's study, which cost $20,000, warned that Cienega
Creek and
Davidson Canyon could be significantly harmed by the mine's
pumping.
Rosemont's study, part of a package of studies costing $4
million,
predicted a 1-foot decline in the aquifer underneath Davidson
— a drop
it called negligible — and no major impacts at Cienega.
A key reason for the differences is that Pima's study looked
much
farther ahead — 8,000 years, compared with 100 years for
Rosemont's study.
Deciding which — if either — study to believe is up to the
U.S. Forest
Service. In April, it plans to release a draft analysis of the
mine's
environmental effects. The Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality
also will review the Rosemont study for a permit the company
needs.
The Forest Service did not respond to questions about the
studies,
although they were submitted on Dec. 28. The service now
requires that



all comments about Rosemont be approved by the agency's
Washington,
D.C., office, a service spokeswoman in Tucson said.
To get more insight about how the studies differed and which
is more
credible, the Star asked three experts at the University of
Arizona to
review them. All are veteran water scientists and tenured
professors,
including the head of the UA's hydrology and water resources
department.
The scientists said the county's study looked too far ahead
and may have
overestimated Rosemont's effects. One said the Rosemont study
didn't
look far enough ahead.
They said neither study paid enough attention to a series of
springs
near the mine site that could disappear under the force of
pumping — and
whose disappearance could have serious consequences for the
surrounding
ecosystem.
*Treasured water bodies *
The dispute over the mine's pumping impacts is technical and
dense,
riding on the strength of competing computer models and
assumptions. But
the stakes are tangible: the future of two of the county's
most
treasured water bodies, both lined by thousands of acres of
Sonoran
Desert for which the county has paid tens of millions of
dollars in the
name of open space.
Cienega Creek, one of the county's last major perennial
streams and a
popular spot for bird-watching, is a vast cottonwood forest
and home to
the healthiest known population of the endangered Gila
topminnow.
Davidson Canyon, a tributary to Cienega, boasts saguaros
climbing banks,
and cottonwoods and willows lining a stream that has patches
running
year-round and larger sections running intermittently or after
storms.
It is a state-designated Outstanding Water, which protects the
creek
from being polluted — but not from being dried up by water
pumping.
The path from Rosemont to Davidson and Cienega starts with the
open pit.
To create it, Rosemont must dig out the earth well below that
area's
groundwater table, about 150 feet beneath the ground surface.
Then it
must pump out the aquifer for nearly 2,000 more feet to reach
the copper.
While the mine operates for the next 20 to 25 years, pumping
at 300 to
400 gallons per minute will remove not only groundwater
already in the
aquifer, but also rainwater that would seep into the aquifer
from the
surrounding hills and ridges.
By the time the mine closes, the Rosemont study says, the
aquifer will
have dropped up to 10 feet at a point two miles east of the
mine. One



hundred years years later, the aquifer will have dropped 1,200
feet
underneath the mine site, 100 feet nearly two miles away, and
10 feet
4.5 miles away, into Upper Davidson Canyon. The aquifer will
drop a foot
as far as 10 miles from the pit, but the decline won't reach
Cienega
Creek, said Rosemont's study, written by consultant Montgomery
&
Associates.
A 1-foot decline is considered negligible because normal,
seasonal
changes in groundwater levels can exceed 1 foot. After 120
years it is
expected that even minimal climate changes will cause
groundwater level
changes larger than a foot, said Hale Barter, a hydrologist
for Montgomery.
The county's study predicted that over the next few thousand
years, the
water table will keep dropping and the declines will spread
farther from
the mine. A spot in Davidson Canyon downstream of Rosemont,
for
instance, will drop 60 feet in 1,000 years and 100 feet after
6,000
years, the study said. After 8,000 years, the drop in aquifer
levels
will reach well into the Cienega Creek area, said the study,
by Nevada
hydrologist Thomas Myers.
The study does not predict specific declines in Cienega's
streamflow,
but it warns that under the worst case, the mine's pumping
could reduce
groundwater flow from Davidson toward Cienega by 16 percent.
Julia Fonseca, environmental planning manager in the county's
Office of
Conservation Science and Environmental Policy, offers a simple
explanation for why the drops in the aquifer continue for so
long: The
aquifer is not a bathtub.
Draw down the tub, and the water drops everywhere at the same
speed.
Draw down an aquifer, and the water drops at different rates
depending
on the kinds of soils that exist and how far you are from the
pumping,
she said. The mine's pumping creates a huge void — an open pit
— that
would be filled from adjacent sections of the aquifer after
the pumping
stops. The bigger the void, the longer it takes to refill, she
said.
"Because Cienega Creek is distant, effects may take longer
than the time
period that Rosemont examined. Such time-lagged effects are
common in
aquifers, but often overlooked," Fonseca said.
*Both studies faulted *
"To be quite honest, I don't agree with either one" of the
studies, said
Tom Maddock, the hydrology department head. "When you go
through
building one of these computer models ... you oughtn't make
predictions
beyond 40 years. Even at 40 years there is a lot of error in
the system.
It's pretty much like trying to forecast the weather for 100



years.
"With 6,000 or 8,000 years, I would say, 'Come on guys.' ...
We could
have gone through a new ice age in that period."
Peter Troch, a hydrology professor, said how far out studies
go is
largely a political decision. But he agreed that a study
looking ahead
8,000 years is less reliable than one looking 100 years.
The third professor, Thomas Meixner, said looking ahead 100
years is not
enough to assess the mine's effects because the area's
groundwater
elevations will change and affect the system well beyond that.
While
Rosemont's study does a good job of analyzing the mine's
short-term
effects, its time scale prevents a full understanding of the
effects, he
said. Maddock agreed that the mine's effects could last beyond
100
years, although he wouldn't try to predict them.
"You know there will be impacts beyond 100 years, that changes
in
groundwater elevation will continue ... beyond 100 years, but
I don't
blame them," Meixner said of Montgomery's researchers. "One
hundred
years is farther than most models go."
Meixner also said the county's study overestimates Rosemont's
effects,
because it predicts that once the mine shuts down and the
pumping stops,
the water left in the pit will not form a lake because
evaporation will
outstrip the amount of water flowing into the pit. If there is
a lake —
which the Rosemont study predicts — more water will flow into
Davidson
and Cienega than the county predicts, Meixner said.
*Effects on nearby springs *
The mine's biggest threat, Maddock and Troch agreed, may be
not to
Davidson and Cienega immediately, but to a series of springs
north and
east of the mine site — springs the researchers said didn't
get enough
attention in either study.
The Rosemont study identifies 74 springs within the 520-
square-mile area
it studied. It found 20 springs and seeps — spots where
groundwater wets
soil surfaces or rocks — within a five-mile radius of the mine
site.
Most of them are dry most of the time, or wet spots in the
ground, and
only five springs had continuous flow during the study.
Springs in Arizona are valuable beyond their small size and
the amount
of water that flows from them, the county's Fonseca said. A
number of
studies in Northern Arizona show that they nurture a diversity
of
species and that even small quantities of water flowing from a
spring
can help wildlife, she said. They can also be culturally
important to
American Indian tribes, she said.
"It tends to be that the more we look, the more we find," she
said.



The UA's Troch said the groundwater decline near the mine will
almost
undoubtedly affect the springs in that area and that
authorities need to
assess what the loss of such springs will mean to the broader
ecosystem
of the Santa Ritas.
"It is not known how native vegetation in the area will
respond to this
drawdown and subsequent disappearance of springs," Troch said.
"If this
water is a source for vegetation to sustain their function, it
can have
serious effects with possible die-off occurring very soon
after
operation of the mine."
The effect of pulling water from the springs could be as big
as the
effects of taking water from surface or groundwater flows that
feed the
canyon, Maddock said.
"The springs represent the groundwater. The groundwater
discharges into
the springs. If you lower the water table, the springs will
disappear
and that could hurt the canyon in an indirect way," he said.
*Looking beyond 100 years *
In response to the researchers' comments, Rosemont officials
say they
have proposals out seeking contractors to study the mine's
effects
beyond100 years.
"We think going out seven generations — a 150-years range —
is a pretty
good standard for sustainability purposes," said Kathy Arnold,
Rosemont's director of environmental and regulatory affairs.
Looking ahead 100 years past the time when the mine closes
gave
researchers a good understanding of the mine's longer-term
impacts to
the aquifer, and of how big a lake will form, Montgomery's
Barter said.
Pima County is reviewing Rosemont's study, at a cost of
another $15,000,
and will comment on it as part of its role as a cooperating
agency in
the federal review of the Rosemont Mine.
In its own study, the county didn't choose the 8,000-year
timetable,
Fonseca said. That was the number a computer model predicted
after
researchers asked how long it would take for the aquifer to
reach an
equilibrium state. That's the state at which the amount of
water flowing
in equals what's leaving — a sign of sustainability.
One of three reviewers for the study — two of whom work for
the county —
suggested the county look until that point.
Rosemont's study was reviewed by Schlumberger Water Services,
a global
water management consulting firm, and by a team of Rosemont
employees
and employees of other Rosemont consulting firms.
Overall, it's the job of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management to review the various studies and reach
conclusions, because
they are responsible for protecting Davidson Canyon and
Cienega Creek.
The county owns water rights on Davidson Canyon and Cienega



Creek, and
some people living near the mine may also have water rights,
raising
potential legal issues the service needs to investigate.
It's also the service's responsibility to find out more about
the
springs' biological and cultural importance, Fonseca said,
since even
dry springs may be important.
"We're playing for keeps," she said of the Rosemont dispute.
"There will
be impacts over millions of years. We'd better get it right."

 
/Contact reporter Tony Davis at 806-7746 or
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Rosemont expected to become lake when done
But fears are raised it will be toxic
By Tony Davis
/Arizona Daily Star /
Tucson, Arizona | Published: 01.17.2010

 
Just call it Lake Rosemont.
Once the proposed Rosemont mine is exhausted of ore and shut
down, look
for a lake to fill part of the 2,000-foot-deep open pit where
the copper
came from, says a new report by a Rosemont Copper Co.
consultant.
But don't think you or your grandkids will be able to enjoy a
swim or
boat ride there once the mine, planned for the Santa Rita
Mountains
southeast of Tucson, is closed after 20 to 25 years.
The lake will be well below the ground surface — 1,200 feet
below, once
100 years have passed. The water will be 800 feet deep after
that
100-year period, says the study by Montgomery & Associates.
Most likely,
the lake will be fenced off to keep people from falling in.
The lake will form because the company will no longer need to
pump
groundwater and rainfall runoff out of the pit, company
consultants say.
Environmentalists warn that the lake may be toxic not just to
people but
to birds and other wildlife because of acidic compounds formed
from
sulfides in the underlying rock that react with air and water
during or
after mining.
Rosemont officials, however, say a soon-to-be-released study
by a
company consultant will quiet that concern.



The lake's presence also may be a positive sign that Davidson
Canyon and
Cienega Creek downstream won't suffer as much from Rosemont's
pumping as
some fear, said an independent hydrologist who reviewed the
company-funded study.
A number of toxic pit lakes have formed elsewhere,
particularly the
Berkeley Pit in Butte, Mont., which is one of the country's
largest
Superfund cleanup sites. The highly acidic lake, an open-pit
copper mine
from the 1950s to the early 1980s, has been linked to hundreds
of bird
deaths since the mid-1990s.
In the late 1990s, a book written by the industry-run Society
of Mining,
Metallurgy and Exploration predicted that open-pit lakes would
become
one of the most significant environmental issues facing the
global
mining industry. With more mining companies employing open
pits instead
of underground mines for technological, efficiency and
economic reasons,
the number of open-pit lakes will grow, it said.
With sufficient advance planning, open-pit lakes could be used
as
recreation spots and wildlife habitat once mining is finished,
the book
said.
"At the opposite end of the spectrum, pit lakes with poor
water quality
pose potential risks to ecosystems and humans," said the book,
titled
"The Nature and Global Distribution of Pit Lakes." Besides the
Montana
example, other acidic pit lakes have formed in Nevada,
California, South
Carolina and Vermont, the book said.
The problem is that almost all ore bodies involving copper
will be
sulfide ore bodies, said Roger Featherstone of the Arizona
Mining Reform
Coalition, who opposes Rosemont, referring to the sulfur-based
compounds
found in many copper deposits.
"When that's mixed in the rocks over the eons, the sulfides
are
stabilized. But when you start mining and mix the sulfides
with air and
water, the sulfides react with them to create acid," said
Featherstone,
who said he's "sat at the knees of the leading experts" on
such issues
during his 30-plus years as an activist.
But Rosemont's study concluded that the underlying rock at the
mine site
contains enough limestone, which is basic, to offset any acids
and
produce a lake that is chemically neutral, a Rosemont official
said last
week.
"It's pretty clean water. It won't have any acid. It's not
basic. It's
neutral, you won't be seeing high metals or salts in the water
like you
see in some places," said Kathy Arnold, Rosemont's
environmental affairs



director.
She's not sure if the lake will be restricted from birds. The
company
evaluate that as it moves through the permitting process. The
U.S.
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service and the Arizona
Game and
Fish Department will have something to say about this as well,
Arnold said.
Still, people shouldn't think of this lake as a future
recreation spot,
a Rosemont consulting hydrologist said.
"Take a look at what the Twin Buttes pit looks like, or the
Sierrita
pit," said Hale Barter, of consulting firm Montgomery &
Associates,
speaking of the now-closed Twin Buttes mine and the still-
active
Sierrita mine south of Tucson near Green Valley. "I don't
think the
walls are going to be stable or safe where people will want
to recreate."
But if a pit lake does form, that will reduce the drain on
the aquifer
feeding Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek, downstream from
Rosemont, the
study found.
Thomas Meixner, a University of Arizona hydrologist who
reviewed that
study for the Star, agreed, because the presence of a pit lake
means
there will be less evaporation and more water can flow
downstream.
A Pima County-commissioned study by Nevada hydrologist Tom
Myers,
however, said the pit will get only enough water from the
underlying
aquifer, rainfall and runoff to form a seasonal lake.
Evaporation rates
will exceed the rate of water flowing into the pit, Myers'
study concluded.
Meixner said he doesn't know enough about the mineral content
to say
definitively that the pit lake's quality will be terrible,
"but past
experience indicates it is unlikely to be pleasant."
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Tohono Oodham Nation comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:44 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Dale Ortman PE
To: 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'
Subject: Tom Myers Slide Presentation
Date: 11/25/2009 06:58 AM
Attachments: Tom Myers Presentation.pdf

FYI…….
 
Note the very simple Myers modeling effort fits with, and therefore confirms, the much more
detailed work by Montgomery; hence it validates Montgomery’s work, regardless of the
conclusions Myers presented to Pima County.
 
 
_______________________
 
Dale Ortman PE PLLC
Consulting Engineer
 
(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office
 
daleortmanpe@live.com
 
PO Box 1233
Oracle, AZ  85623
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Climate Change and Recharge in Climate Change and Recharge in 
the Great Basinthe Great Basin


§§ Increasing or decreasing precipitation Increasing or decreasing precipitation 
depending on study.depending on study.


§§ Increased evapotranspiration.Increased evapotranspiration.


§§ Leads to decreased rechargeLeads to decreased recharge


§§ How does decreased recharge affect How does decreased recharge affect 
groundwater systems?groundwater systems?


§§ How does this affect groundwater How does this affect groundwater 
management?management?
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Purpose, Scope and MethodsPurpose, Scope and Methods


§§ PurposePurpose
–– Determine the lag time between the recharge change Determine the lag time between the recharge change 


and measurable changes to the system.and measurable changes to the system.


–– Changing heads and changing GW ET, spring and river Changing heads and changing GW ET, spring and river 
discharge.discharge.


§§ Consider: effect of basin sizeConsider: effect of basin size


§§ Method:Method:
–– Groundwater models to estimate lag times.Groundwater models to estimate lag times.


–– Use three vastly different model domainsUse three vastly different model domains
§§ Basin size varies by an order of magnitude.Basin size varies by an order of magnitude.


–– Reduce calibrated recharge by 20% and run until steady Reduce calibrated recharge by 20% and run until steady 
state conditions state conditions –– determine lag times.determine lag times.
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Groundwater ModelsGroundwater Models
§§ Spring ValleySpring Valley


–– 1,100,000 acres1,100,000 acres


§§ Carbonate System RASA ModelCarbonate System RASA Model


–– 87,000,000 acres87,000,000 acres


§§ Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek watershed Davidson Canyon/Cienega Creek watershed 
in southern AZin southern AZ


–– 184,000 acres184,000 acres


–– Very low transmissivityVery low transmissivity
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Spring ValleySpring Valley


§§ Almost closed basinAlmost closed basin
§§ Recharge in mountains.Recharge in mountains.
§§ Evapotranspiration in Evapotranspiration in 


center of valleycenter of valley
§§ Conceptual model of Conceptual model of 


mountain block/front mountain block/front 
recharge to discharge in recharge to discharge in 
center of valleycenter of valley
–– Playa, sparse to moderate Playa, sparse to moderate 


phreatophytesphreatophytes
–– Specific springs modeled Specific springs modeled 


as drains.as drains.


§§ River boundaries to River boundaries to 
allow for pumping to allow for pumping to 
induce recharge.induce recharge.
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Head in the Head in the 
mountainsmountains


§§ Lag time: 100 years to a Lag time: 100 years to a 
new steady state.new steady state.


§§ Lag time less for high Lag time less for high 
conductivity: lower graph.conductivity: lower graph.


§§ Vertical gradients reflect Vertical gradients reflect 
recharge.  recharge.  


–– Vertical gradient decreases Vertical gradient decreases 
due to less recharge (flux) due to less recharge (flux) 
through vertical section.  through vertical section.  


–– Less head drop in lower Less head drop in lower 
layers.layers.
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Discharge areasDischarge areas


§§ Upward gradient.Upward gradient.


§§ Levels change more at Levels change more at 
depth.depth.


§§ NearNear--surface water level will surface water level will 
not change much until the not change much until the 
ET discharge disappears.ET discharge disappears.


§§ Lag time depends on depthLag time depends on depth


–– Shallow layers: 400 years.Shallow layers: 400 years.


–– Deeper layers: up to 1000 Deeper layers: up to 1000 
years.years.
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Spring Valley Spring Valley 
FluxesFluxes


§§ Spring FlowSpring Flow
–– Lag time depends on distance Lag time depends on distance 


from recharge zonefrom recharge zone
–– Decreases for 500 years.Decreases for 500 years.
–– Total decrease about 10%.Total decrease about 10%.


§§ ET ET 
–– Lag time about 400 years.Lag time about 400 years.
–– Decreases of about 10% Decreases of about 10% 


through period reflecting longthrough period reflecting long--
term slow drawdown at depth.term slow drawdown at depth.


§§ River rechargeRiver recharge
–– Increases almost five times Increases almost five times 


within 500 years.within 500 years.
–– Decreased head near mountain Decreased head near mountain 


front induces recharge.front induces recharge.
–– Same as for pumpingSame as for pumping
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Carbonate System: Carbonate System: 
RASA ModelRASA Model


§§ Two layer modelTwo layer model


–– Surface layer is basin fill and Surface layer is basin fill and 
bedrock outcrops  bedrock outcrops  


–– Lower layer bedrock (carbonate Lower layer bedrock (carbonate 
rock)rock)


§§ Total recharge about 1.5 mil af.Total recharge about 1.5 mil af.


§§ Recharge in Recharge in mtnmtn. zones.. zones.


§§ 2000 years: 80% recharge, 2000 years: 80% recharge, 
20,000 years: 64% recharge.20,000 years: 64% recharge.


§§ Monitor points:Monitor points:


–– Snake RangeSnake Range


–– N Egan RangeN Egan Range


–– Discharge zone of Great Salt Discharge zone of Great Salt 
Lake Desert Lake Desert 


–– Discharge zone of Death Valley.Discharge zone of Death Valley.
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RASA Model RASA Model 
Recharge Zone HeadsRecharge Zone Heads


§§ Head changes in Head changes in 
mountainsmountains
–– Lag time: about 500 Lag time: about 500 


years.years.


–– Steady state for 1500 Steady state for 1500 
years.years.


§§ Gradient reflects Gradient reflects 
recharge.recharge.
–– 100 foot change 100 foot change 


between layers between between layers between 
11stst and 2and 2ndnd step in Snake step in Snake 
Range.Range.
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RASA Model Low RASA Model Low 
Elevation HeadsElevation Heads


§§ Death Valley zone Death Valley zone 


–– Not a discharge zone Not a discharge zone –– no no 
upward gradient at steady state.upward gradient at steady state.


–– Head drops continue longer Head drops continue longer 
than 2000 years.than 2000 years.


–– Lag time about 10,000 yrsLag time about 10,000 yrs


–– 15 feet, 20 feet change in layers 15 feet, 20 feet change in layers 
1 and 2, respectively.1 and 2, respectively.


§§ Little change in discharge from Little change in discharge from 
GSL.GSL.


–– Layer 2 takes almost 2000 Layer 2 takes almost 2000 
years for adjustment.years for adjustment.


–– Time reflects distance from Time reflects distance from 
significant recharge.significant recharge.


§§ Long distance from source leads Long distance from source leads 
to long lag timeto long lag time


Near Death Valley
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Evolving Water Evolving Water 
Balance FluxesBalance Fluxes


§§ After 260 yearsAfter 260 years
–– ET decreased 17.7%ET decreased 17.7%
–– Springflow Springflow decrdecr 11.5%11.5%
–– River flow River flow decrdecr 7.97.9


§§ After 2000 yearsAfter 2000 years
–– ET decreased 20.8%ET decreased 20.8%
–– Springflow Springflow decrdecr 15.4%15.4%
–– River flow River flow decrdecr 10.6%10.6%


§§ Lag time depends on dischargeLag time depends on discharge
–– ET adjusts quickest because ET adjusts quickest because 


discharge points are dispersed.discharge points are dispersed.
–– Rivers and some springs are distant Rivers and some springs are distant 


from recharge points.from recharge points.


§§ 22000 year: 40% recharge decrease22000 year: 40% recharge decrease
–– 37.5, 31.9, 21.6 reduction in ET, 37.5, 31.9, 21.6 reduction in ET, 


spring flow and river discharge.spring flow and river discharge.
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Select Spring FlowSelect Spring Flow


§§ Variable lag times depend on Variable lag times depend on 
distance from sourcedistance from source


§§ Moon R/Hot Creek SpgsMoon R/Hot Creek Spgs
–– 20% in 260 yrs20% in 260 yrs
–– 34.4% in 2000 yrs.34.4% in 2000 yrs.
–– Close to recharge zonesClose to recharge zones


§§ Pahranagat V Spgs Pahranagat V Spgs 
–– 1.5% in 260 yrs 1.5% in 260 yrs 
–– 5.9% in 2000 yrs5.9% in 2000 yrs
–– Springs depend on interbasin Springs depend on interbasin 


flow.flow.


§§ Muddy Spgs Muddy Spgs 
–– 2.7% in 200 yrs2.7% in 200 yrs
–– 6% in 2000 yrs6% in 2000 yrs
–– Springs distant from rechargeSprings distant from recharge


§§ Ash Meadows Ash Meadows 
–– 4.2% in 200 yrs 4.2% in 200 yrs 
–– 12.9% in 2000 yrs12.9% in 2000 yrs
–– Some local recharge.Some local recharge.


Select Spring Flows
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Cienega and Davidson Gulch Basin Cienega and Davidson Gulch Basin 
ModelModel


§§ Recharge areas average Recharge areas average 
1.5 in/y mountain block 1.5 in/y mountain block 
recharge.recharge.


§§ Red area is ET dischargeRed area is ET discharge


§§ Interbasin flow NE to Interbasin flow NE to 
mountain front.mountain front.


§§ Grid:Grid:


–– Cells from 1320 to 5280 feetCells from 1320 to 5280 feet


–– GHB interbasin flow to NEGHB interbasin flow to NE


–– GHB flow for springs at GHB flow for springs at 
mouth of Davidson Canyonmouth of Davidson Canyon


–– Kh low: 0.02 to 0.0001 ft/d Kh low: 0.02 to 0.0001 ft/d 
for bedrock.for bedrock.
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LongLong--term water level term water level 
and discharge changesand discharge changes


§§ Vertical gradient reflects Vertical gradient reflects 
mountain block mountain block 
rechargerecharge


§§ GW level changes more GW level changes more 
in shallow layers due to in shallow layers due to 
horizontal flow in each horizontal flow in each 
layer.layer.


§§ Decreased vertical Decreased vertical 
gradient reflects gradient reflects 
decreased recharge.decreased recharge.


§§ ET discharge ET discharge 
decreases about 10%.decreases about 10%.


Near Crest Santa Rita Mountains
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Summary for Head ChangeSummary for Head Change


§§ Carbonate SystemCarbonate System
–– Head change in mountains Head change in mountains –– up to 200 yearsup to 200 years
–– Head change in discharge zone Head change in discharge zone –– to 10,000 yrs.to 10,000 yrs.


§§ Spring ValleySpring Valley
–– Mountains Mountains –– 100100--200 years200 years
–– Discharge zone Discharge zone –– 400 years400 years


§§ Davidson Canyon/Cienega CreekDavidson Canyon/Cienega Creek
–– Head levels continue to adjust for 2000 yearsHead levels continue to adjust for 2000 years
–– This is probably due to low transmissivity. This is probably due to low transmissivity. 


qq RASA model lags depend on distance from source to monitor point RASA model lags depend on distance from source to monitor point 
for either discharge or headfor either discharge or head


qq Multiple scales well represented in the modelMultiple scales well represented in the model
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Compare RASA and Compare RASA and 
Spring V modelSpring V model


§§ Head ChangeHead Change


§§ Layer 1Layer 1


–– Models agree almost Models agree almost 
perfectlyperfectly


§§ Lower LayersLower Layers
–– Head levels lower in SV Head levels lower in SV 


modelmodel


–– Reflects recharge rateReflects recharge rate


§§ Lag TimeLag Time


–– Close agreement Close agreement –– 100 100 
to 200 yrsto 200 yrs


RASA and Spring Valley Model
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Summary for Flux ChangeSummary for Flux Change


§§ Carbonate SystemCarbonate System
–– Discharge changes significant in 200 yearsDischarge changes significant in 200 years


–– Changes in spring flow from 20 to 2000 years depending on distanChanges in spring flow from 20 to 2000 years depending on distance ce 
from recharge.from recharge.


§§ Spring ValleySpring Valley
–– Discharge changes become significant in 200 years and increase Discharge changes become significant in 200 years and increase 


until 500 years.until 500 years.


§§ Davidson Canyon/Cienega CreekDavidson Canyon/Cienega Creek
–– No observed change due to distance and low transmissivity.No observed change due to distance and low transmissivity.


§§ Lag time and total effects depend on transmissivity, distance Lag time and total effects depend on transmissivity, distance 
from recharge source, type of discharge (spring, ET), and from recharge source, type of discharge (spring, ET), and 
presence of alternative recharge.presence of alternative recharge.
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ConclusionConclusion
§§ Lag time for change in discharge depends on Lag time for change in discharge depends on 


basin size and transmissivity.basin size and transmissivity.


§§ Perennial yield depends on discharge from valley.Perennial yield depends on discharge from valley.


§§ Discharge changes depend on size and type of Discharge changes depend on size and type of 
valley.valley.
–– Lowering water tables may induce recharge.Lowering water tables may induce recharge.


–– Regional systems will respond slowerRegional systems will respond slower


–– Local basins begin to be affected immediately.Local basins begin to be affected immediately.


§§ Perennial yield may change with time and that Perennial yield may change with time and that 
time may be within the planning horizon of a time may be within the planning horizon of a 
project.project.
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca

Subject: tour date mix-up!  SILVER BELL OPERATION THIS WEEK, San Manuel next week - meet at 8:30 this
Wednesday

Date: 08/11/2008 01:46 PM

Hi Everyone,

I mistakenly told some of you on the bus last week that this week's tour was to San
Manuel to see reclamation there.  I was off by a week; this week's tour is to the
Silver Bell Mine operation, and next week is San Manuel.  We will be
departing by bus for the mine from the front of the Federal Building this
Wednesday morning at 8:30.

Silver Bell is a copper operation (in spite of its name), and is an example of a
leaching operation similar to what will be occurring at the Carlotta operation once
they are up and running (for those of you that attended that field trip).  At Silver
Bell, they use a weak solution of hydrochloric acid to dissolve copper ions from the
ore and electricity to extract the copper from solution and on to inert anodes (plates
of unrefined impure metal).  The then copper-coated plates are called cathodes.

FYI, the copper-laden solution is called pregnant leach solution or PLS.  The plating
occurs in an SXEW (solution extraction/electowinning) plant.  For those of you that
were on the Rosemont field trip the electrowinning process is analogous to the nail
that was dipped into the drop of hydrochloric acid the company geologist had put on
a piece of ore, causing the nail to be coated with copper.

Can anyone tell me what type of ore lends itself to this type of processing??  What is
the other type of ore, and how is it processed?

Here's a tougher question; how do each of the ore types form?  Also, would the
proposed Rosemont operation be doing both types of ore processing throughout the
life of the operation?  Why or why not?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Town of Sahuarita Enclosure
Date: 09/03/2009 05:41 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153378>
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; cbellavia@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;

tfurgason@swca.com; rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
jgrams@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; kpohs@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; tklarson@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com;
dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us

Subject: Transmittal 071709 w/list of updated figures
Date: 07/17/2009 04:23 PM

Rosemont Copper Company delivered a draft package of 14 revised figures based on
some engineering updates that they have been working on.  The list of figures is
contained in the a transmittal on WebEx (https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?
a=5&id=150426). These figures were submitted in hard copy format only.  Bev and
SWCA each have two complete packets for review by the specialists.

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Beverley A Everson; Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: Dale Ortman; Charles Coyle; Jeff Connell; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Tuesday Hydrology calls
Date: 04/22/2009 04:25 PM

Bev and Salek,
 
I have asked Dale to suspend the regular Tuesday hydrology calls with Erol Montgomery, SRK, and
MWH.  I made this decision because they no longer meet the intent for conducting them.  As you
recall, we began these back in January following the tech transfer meeting between these parties in
order to keep SWCA’s team apprised of Erol Montgomery’s progress and response to comments we
made in response to these the tech transfer meeting.  At that time we understood that the hydrology
reports would be coming out in a matter of weeks.  Now it is my understanding that we could be
waiting until June.  Furthermore, Dale has reported that no new information has come out of the past
few calls.
 
I would like to put SRK and MWH’s work on this task on hold pending delivery of these reports for our
review.  We can resume discussions with Erol Montgomery on an as-needed basis after we report
review. 
 
Tom
 
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520) 325-9194 Office
(520) 820-5178 Cell
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Faye Fentiman; Andrea W Campbell; Salek Shafiqullah; Keith L Graves; Roger D Congdon;

tfurgason@SWCA.com; jsturgess@augustaresource.com; Jeanine Derby; karnold@augustaresource.com
Subject: Tuesday meeting to discuss public meeting strategies
Date: 03/05/2008 09:19 PM

Hi All,

There will be a meeting on Tuesday, March 11 to strategize and plan for the
Rosemont public meetings the following week.  The meeting will be on the 6th floor
of the CNF Supervisor's Office (in 6V6).  Please let me know of your availability to
attend (Roger, I don't think you'll need to attend, but will let you know if we'd would
like to have you try to call in).

Thanks, everyone.

Bev  

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Faye Fentiman; Jeanine Derby; jsturgess@augustaresource.com;

karnold@augustaresource.com; Keith L Graves; Roger D Congdon; Salek Shafiqullah; tfurgason@SWCA.com
Subject: Tuesday Rosemont strategy meeting will be at 9:30 instead of 9:00
Date: 03/07/2008 11:08 AM

Still in 6V6.  See you then.  Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

03/06/2008 10:40 AM

To Faye Fentiman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@SWCA.com,
jsturgess@augustaresource.com, Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS, karnold@augustaresource.com

cc

Subject Fw: Tuesday meeting to discuss public meeting
strategies

The meeting is scheduled for 9:00.  Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 03/06/2008 10:38 AM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

03/05/2008 09:19 PM

To Faye Fentiman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@SWCA.com,
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mailto:CN=Roger D Congdon/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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jsturgess@augustaresource.com, Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS, karnold@augustaresource.com

cc

Subject Tuesday meeting to discuss public meeting strategies

Hi All,

There will be a meeting on Tuesday, March 11 to strategize and plan for the
Rosemont public meetings the following week.  The meeting will be on the 6th floor
of the CNF Supervisor's Office (in 6V6).  Please let me know of your availability to
attend (Roger, I don't think you'll need to attend, but will let you know if we'd would
like to have you try to call in).

Thanks, everyone.

Bev  

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Jonathan Rigg
To: Salek Shafiqullah; DeAnne Rietz; CHRISTOPHER GARRETT; Dale Ortman PE; Robert Lefevre
Cc: Geoff Soroka
Subject: Tuesday Surface Water Meeting
Date: 08/09/2010 07:49 AM

All,
 
What time would work tomorrow for a meeting to go over the Surface Water sections?  I confirmed
with DeAnne that she can come down from Phoenix tomorrow, so I will suggest 10:00 a.m. at
SWCA to give her enough time to get into town.  Please let me know if this will work.  Salek, if you
would prefer to meet at the FS building, please let me know. 
 
Many thanks,
 
Jonathan Rigg
Environmental Planner
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona
Phone: (520) 325-9194
Fax: (520) 325-2033
Email: jrigg@swca.com

mailto:jrigg@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:drietz@swca.com
mailto:lcgarrett77@msn.com
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com


Meeting Update Request:
Calendar Entry
Subject: Rosemont Mtg- Reclamation
When  
Date: Friday  06/04/2010
Time: 10:00 AM - 02:00 PM   (4 hours)
Chair: tucconfroom@swca.com
Sent By: Melissa Reichard
Invitees  
Required (to): karnold@rosemontcopper.com; fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com; Debby Kriegel; daleortmanpe@live.com;

Salek Shafiqullah; David.Krizek@tetratech.com
Optional (cc):
Where  
Location: SWCA conference Room

mailto:tucconfroom@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;

ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; Arthur S
Elek; Beverley A Everson

Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation
Date: 01/06/2010 01:53 PM
Attachments: 12-17 Total Compilation Version with Disposition and Comments.doc

Please see the enclosed table from SWCA.  Note that key team members will be compiling comments
from all of you on this mitigation, including Salek, Debby K., Larry, Walt and me.  Please provide
your comments by noon tomorrow*, unless your resource area contact asks for them earlier.
 Most of the mitigation has been reviewed by the team previously, which is part of the reasoning for
the quick turn-around for you input.  Also, the core team and SWCA will be meeting on Friday to do
the final clean-up of the mitigation list. 

Extended team, please let me know if you want to participate in the Friday meeting. 

Please direct your comments on the reclamation mitigation to me. 

Bev 

*Many of you have recently provided comments on mitigation, put please look this list over as it
incorporates some mitigation that may be new to you. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

From: Jonathan Rigg 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 2:09 PM
To: Tom Furgason; 'beverson@fs.fed.us'; 'mroth@fs.fed.us'; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
'jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com'; 'karnold@rosemontcopper.com';
'blindenlaub@westlandresources.com'; 'Dale Ortman PE'
Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation 
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation


1=Covered under law, regulation, and policy; 2=Covered/addressed in MPO; 3=RCC to consider and/or reword as necessary; 4=CNF to edit and/or clarify; 5=Considered but not carried forward 



		#

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alternative(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Comment

		Disposition



		1 

		Air



		2 

		Mix tails with a dust suppressant instead of polymers

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		3 

		Use permeable concrete as a dust suppressant instead of polymers.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		4 

		Cover dry stack tailings conveyor at transfer points

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		5 

		Pave roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		6 

		Implement dust management for Santa Rita road and Forest Service roads on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		7 

		Reorient haul road system to facilitate dust control

		

		FS

		

		Alternative dependent

		3



		8 

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		9 

		Use water sprays on gravel access road

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		10 

		Use surface binders on all mine roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		11 

		Cover crushing and conveyor facilities

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		12 

		Use water sprays on crushing and conveyor facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on permit requirement

		3



		13 

		Compact the tails as they are placed in the tailings facilities

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on location

		3



		14 

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		15 

		Mix approved stabilizing polymers with tailings as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		16 

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		17 

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		18 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		19 

		Use secondary acid mist controls in electro-winning tank house

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		20 

		Use contemporary equipment

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		21 

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		22 

		Stipulate usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site

		

		FS

		

		1 for stationary, 2 for mobile

		3



		23 

		Select equipment that will reduce the number of road miles

		

		FS

		

		Infeasible as stated

		3



		24 

		Establish a Park and ride Program for workers to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the Project

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		25 

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		26 

		Use alternative methods for generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		27 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		28 

		Mix tailings with biodegradable material that maintains retention, instead of polymers.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		29 

		Pave roads.

		All

		Public

		

		

		5 (duplicate)



		30 

		Use particle traps and other appropriate controls to reduce emissions of DPM and other air pollutants.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		31 

		Use diesel fuel with the lowest sulfur content available, or other suitable alternative diesel fuel, which substantially reduces DPM emissions.

		All

		Public

		

		*that is commercially available 

		4



		32 

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		33 

		Lease or buy newer, cleaner equipment (1996 or newer model)

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		34 

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is turned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications.

		All

		Public

		

		Needs rewording 

		1*



		35 

		If air quality standards are not met by the mine, operations must stop and RCC pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		36 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		37 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		38 

		Biology: Wildlife and Vegetation



		39 

		Require compensatory land exchange, preferably with select criteria to negotiate

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		40 

		Reclamation plan that include replanting of native, local grasses, Palmer Agave, shrubs, and trees

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		41 

		Reclamation Plan that includes eradication of non-native plants and frequent monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		42 

		For each water source lost, three will be created by building similar (with regards to physical features and temporal water storage characteristics) in the vicinity; these artificial structures will not encourage establishment of non-native species (e.g., American Bullfrog)

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		43 

		All waters potentially affected by contamination must be monitored for quality, and if quality is sub-standard, measures will be taken to exclude wildlife from using these waters

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		44 

		Areas of the northern Santa Ritas that are not within the proposed project footprint will have non-essential roads, trails, and structures decommissioned or obliterated (and no new features will be developed)

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		45 

		Build standing water catchments along surface water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design (not close to the facilities).

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		46 

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		47 

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		48 

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		49 

		All mitigations that reduce the amount of light outside the footprint (as per the mitigation table).

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		50 

		Mitigation that will reduce the threat of catastrophic deposition of sediments and resource damage  during “100-year” flood events.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		51 

		If Karst features are discovered, work will halt, and the biological monitor and other specialists will investigate before work can be re-initiated.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		52 

		All sulfuric acid solution collection ponds and process water and wastewater ponds must be covered.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		53 

		Compensate the USFS and surrounding communites for the loss of habitat, species, and tourism that will attend the proposed project.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		54 

		Prevent exposure of migratory waterfowl and other


wildlife to all toxic waters used in or resulting from processing the ore.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		55 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		56 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		57 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		58 

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		59 

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values 

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to #39

		4 (moved from land use section)



		60 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		61 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		62 

		Dark/Night Skies



		63 

		Utilize the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code

		All

		FS

		

		

		3



		64 

		Limit mine activities to daytime only.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4



		65 

		Use fully shielded or full cutoff lighting fixtures

		All

		Public

		

		*as practical 

		3



		66 

		Use 55 watt induction lamps with motion sensor controls on all roads and parking lots to reduce energy consumption and light pollution

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible due to safety regulations

		5



		67 

		Exterior lighting on buildings or trailers should be fully shielded and limited to egress lighting using the lowest level of light sufficient for the purpose.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		68 

		Augusta should voluntarily comply with the Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code even though it is exempt.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		69 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		70 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		71 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		72 

		Energy



		73 

		Use alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		74 

		Place solar panels on tailings and pit after mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		75 

		Use natural gas to power mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Unavailable energy source

		5



		76 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		77 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		78 

		Hazardous Materials



		79 

		Describe and commit to measures to ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste and pit walls, and any additional


mitigation measures that may be necessry should prevention measures fail.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		80 

		Clay lining and drainage system to prevent contamination

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		81 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		82 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		83 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		84 

		Heritage



		85 

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		86 

		Conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

		

		FS

		

		FS to reword and clarify scheduling of testing and data recovery 

		4



		87 

		Conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible  sites within the project footprint

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		88 

		Design waste dump and tailings piles to iminimize impacts on properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and traditional collection areas.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		89 

		Minimize impacts to human burials from disturbance or dumping.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		90 

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		91 

		Protect the Ballcourt Site (AZ EE:2:105) by selecting an alternative where waste rock or tailings deposition does not affect the site, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS

		

		Reword and separate

		4



		92 

		Facilitate harvest of traditional plants and traditional mineral resources before project disturbance.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		93 

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		

		FS

		

		Reword “compensatory” to mitigation

		4



		94 

		Ensure protection of springs, riparian areas, and ground water to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		95 

		Ensure restoration of the natural landscape to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		“restoration” to reclamation

		3



		96 

		Plant trees and shrubs, including mesquite, juniper, and oak, as well as grasses during reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		97 

		Provide educational and economic  opportunities for tribal members (e.g., sponsor the education of tribal students in fields like wildlife biology and hydrology, and hire them to help monitor the effects of mine operations) and consider dedicating a portion of earnings to tribes for education and resource protection.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		98 

		Consider Partial or complete backfilling of the pit or transportation of materials of other, previously opened pits.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being considered

		5



		99 

		Transplant important plants.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify and specify

		3 & 4



		100 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		101 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		102 

		Hydrology



		103 

		Store storm water on-site to contribute to groundwater

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		104 

		Route storm water efficiently through the project to help recharge the groundwater outside of the project footprint

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		105 

		Recharge groundwater with supply water from the Santa Cruz Valley

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		106 

		Where springs or seeps are documented as lost, create three new water sources of similar characteristics.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match #42

		3



		107 

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation .

		

		FS

		

		ACOE requirement, Brian to reword

		1



		108 

		Implement a residential well protection plan

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		109 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		110 

		Line tailings, waste and/or all facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Reword, required by APP

		3



		111 

		Construct large retention structure downstream of the disturbance footprint.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		112 

		Partial or complete backfill of the pit.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		113 

		Install storm water diversions surrounding the pit.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		114 

		Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		115 

		Implement prudent design criteria and methods.  This includes high safety factors to create robust designs.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		116 

		Provide a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP).

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		117 

		Install permanent water control structures that would exist beyond the life of the mine.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, Alternative dependent

		2 & 3



		118 

		Install erosion control measures to prevent erosion and retain sediment on site if erosion does occur.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		119 

		Change design and increase capacity of process water tailings storage.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		120 

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		121 

		Grade the top surface of the facility to minimize surface water ponding.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		122 

		Use waste rock buttress design to prevent tailings facility failures

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		123 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		124 

		Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 


· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.


· Disturb the smallest area practical.


· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.


· Intercept and treat runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.


· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.


· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.


· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.


· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.


· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.


· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.


· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures annually and modify where appropriate.

		1


1


2


1


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


1


2


2


1* reword


1




		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		125 

		Implement Regional Mitigation, including:


· CAP recharge in Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).


· CAP recharge credits extinguished and not recoverable.


· CAP recharge credits recovered in mine supply well field

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		126 

		Implement Local Mitigation, including:


· Residential well protection plan.


· CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near supply well field area of withdrawal.


· CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).


· Waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility (500-2000 AF)

		

		FS

		

		FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO

		3



		127 

		Obtain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit aquisition requires the preparation of studies and technical reports completed or planned by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permits

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		128 

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by the EPA’s MSGP 2008.

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		129 

		Use gray water, waste water, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		130 

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		131 

		Place a lining under the waste rock and tailings piles.

		All

		Public

		

		See #105

		1



		132 

		Use desalinated ocean water for mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		133 

		Store CAP water in a new reservoir close to mine that can serve mine’s water needs and be used for Public recreation.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		134 

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		

		

		1



		135 

		Guarantee water for my home.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		136 

		Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity


at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and


following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity


can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		137 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in


ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of


each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest


Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be


required to agree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected


homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita


Mountains.

		All

		Public

		

		JS to reword based on differences between each side

		3



		138 

		In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword to match APP 

		3



		139 

		Require that mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on performance in past predictions and experience at other mines

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to APP

		5



		140 

		Require that mitigation measures be designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of success.

		All

		Public

		

		Required by NEPA

		5



		141 

		All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered.

		All

		Public

		

		SWCA to reword

		5



		142 

		Purchase surface water rights for Cienega Creek from Del Lago

		

		

		

		RCC to reword and expand

		3



		143 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		144 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		145 

		Land Use



		146 

		Acquire easements from private land owners to the Coronado National Forest which will provide Public access to private lands within Forest boundaries.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		147 

		Sell irregular-shaped mineral fractions adjoining patented lode mining claims using Small Tracts Act authority.  (This is only a draft idea at this point).

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		148 

		Preserve and protect land ownership boundaries between National Forest System and private land.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		149 

		Provide dependent resurvey and establishment of a control network by Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cadastral Surveyors prior to any ground-disturbing activities.

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		150 

		Protect Arizona State Statute corners and monuments according to Federal Code (U.S.C.)

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		151 

		Re-establish all land ownership boundaries after operation.

		

		FS

		

		Brass caps at corners between FS and RCC, needs rewording

		4



		152 

		Protect and preserve all corner monumentation, or fund BLM to provide survey and new monumentation prior to the ground-disturbing activity.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		153 

		Post record of Dependent Resurvey on file in the Public record.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		154 

		Transport waste rock and tailings offsite (i.e. other mines, Canada) to retain current land uses on FS lands.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		155 

		Compensatory land purchase placed under the jurisdiction of a federal agency for the purpose of conservation and mitigation of losses of wildlife habitat, watershed values, and recreational opportunities

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		156 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		157 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		158 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		159 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		160 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		161 

		Public Health and Safety



		162 

		The Sonoita/Elgin Fire District shall be fully reimbursed by the Applicant for all costs


(equipment, maintenance, and staffing) resulting from the construction, operation, remediation, and reclamation of the proposed project. In no event shall such cost increase be borne by local property taxpayers in Sonoita and Elgin. This mitigation measure should also be applied to other impacted emergency service providers, including, but not limited to those in Patagonia, Vail, Sahuarita, and Corona de Tucson.

		All

		Public

		

		Community endowment and on-site safety

		5



		163 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to pay for all repairs to residential, historical, or other structures in the event damage due to blasting at the Mine should


occur.

		All

		Public

		

		Pending effects determination

		3 & 4 



		164 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		165 

		Range/Grazing



		166 

		Develop ranch livestock water system to include one additional, sustainable source per individual pasture on Rosemont Copper’s allotment.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		167 

		Fence highest-value riparian habitat to better control livestock access.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3 & 4



		168 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		169 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		170 

		Reclamation



		171 

		Provide concurrent reclamation throughout mining operations to establish landforms and native vegetation and maintain water quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		172 

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		173 

		Blend edges of all topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		174 

		Treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas immediately and as they occur.  Provide a plan that defines what conditions would require action and how problems will be addressed.

		

		FS

		

		contingency

		3 & 4



		175 

		Provide sediment and erosion control measures to prevent erosion to the extent possible on reclaimed surfaces, and to retain sediment onsite if erosion does occur.  All sediment control measures shall be maintained by Rosemont Copper Company until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		176 

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		177 

		Utilize native species or short-lived non-native species such as annual grasses or forbs for short-term reclamation such as seeding topsoil stockpiles.  Avoid the use of any persistent non-native species shall in reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		Seeding is supplied by the CNF

		5



		178 

		Provide a weed control plan for Coronado NF review and approval.  This plan would include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control in the project area.  Rosemont Copper Company would provide ongoing noxious weed control at the site to prevent the establishment of noxious weed populations.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative and noxious weeds plan

		3



		179 

		Record species composition and canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species”.  If seeded/planted species have not established following the first year, provide supplemental seedings and plantings.  If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, remove by mechanical or other approved methods in the weed control plan.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		180 

		Monitor revegetation annually for a minimum of 3 years and until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		181 

		Salvage growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas with 1 foot of cover.  Place soil stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface and subsurface water, gently sloping, and well drained.  Stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no more than three to one slopes.  Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species immediately to minimize erosion.  No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation.  Install sediment control structures as needed to ensure that no soil material is lost.  Use soil stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the loss of topsoil quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		182 

		Transfer the ownership of Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that reclamation the waste rock and tailings pile would not be impacted by future development or the need for access to this property.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		3 & 4



		183 

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		184 

		Backfill the pit after mining operations are finished.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		185 

		Use waste rock and tailings piles as a location for solar arrays after mining operations are complete.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		186 

		Create a lake out of the pit after mining operations for fish habitat and recreation

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed; safety issue

		5



		187 

		The Forest Service must not authorize a phased bond release until the underlying reclamation activity is successfully completed. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion for each reclamation activity must be developed by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		188 

		Upon finalizing a mitigation plan for the Mine, the


costs of implementing the plan must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


Mitigation should also be in concurrence with the guidelines of Pima County's Sonoran Desert


Conservation Plan and Conservation Land System. 

In addition, the estimated costs of remediation of any


environmental contamination by the Mine that may be discovered either before or afater mine closure


must also be included in the bond cost estimate. 

These costs must be included in the reclamation bond


cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely upon the reclamation bond to accomplish the mitigation


plan and remediation of any environmental contamination by the Mine in the event that Augusta does not. 

The burden of financial liabilities arising from Augusta's failure to successfully implement the mitigation plan or from environmental contamination by the Mine must not be borne by the public.

		1

5 (see biology section #’s 56 - 59 regarding CLS)

1


1


1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		189 

		The costs of mine closure must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


These costs must be included in the reclamation bond cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely


upon the reclamation bond to accomplish mine closure in the event that Augusta does not. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion of mine closure must be developed by the Forest


Service.

		1

1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd column



		190 

		Require that mitigation funding be provided upfront in a separate, autonomous account/bond.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		191 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		192 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		193 

		Recreation



		194 

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		195 

		Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		196 

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		197 

		If desired by the Arizona Trail Association (ATA) and permanently maintained by ATA or Rosemont Copper Company, provide a water station for horses along the Arizona Trail.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		198 

		Install interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.  If desired by ATA, construct a spur segment of new trail to “Sentinel Peak” and install an interpretive sign at this location.  Sign topics, text, graphics, design, and locations shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.  Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.  Sign materials and installation requirements shall be specified by the Coronado NF.  During mine operations, maintenance of signs shall be provided by Rosemont Copper Company.

		

		FS

		

		Match language to MPO and split into two measures

		3



		199 

		Ensure Public access to private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) or easements.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		200 

		Maintain Public road access across the Santa Rita Mountains at Gunsight Pass.

		

		FS

		

		FS and RCC to follow up regarding Lopez Pass

		3 & 4 



		201 

		At the end of mine operations, consider one or more roads or trails on top of the tailings and waste rock pile (Note: recommendations shall be incorporated into reclamation plan and lanforming work).  Restore at least one OHV loop road through the mine area.  Consult with the Travel Management map and process to determine location(s).  This will require construction of a road around or over the waste rock and tailings piles.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		202 

		Provide an underpass large enough to accommodate equestrians under the access road where the Arizona Trail crosses this road.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		204 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		205 

		Riparian



		206 

		Remove all access roads from drainages

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		207 

		Plant native riparian tree species along artificial diversions, commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		208 

		Mitigation should be implemented in advance of the impacts to avoid habitat losses due to the lag time between the occurrence of the impact and successful mitigation. The discussion should include the following information:


* acreage and habitat type of waters of the the U.S. that would be created or restored;


* water sources to maintain the mitigation area;


*the revegetation plans including the numbers and age of each species to be planted;


*maintenance and monitoring plans, including performance standards to determine mitigation success;


*the size and location of mitigation zones;


*the parties that would be ultimately responsible for the plan's success; and


*contingency plans that would be enacted if the original plan fails


		All

		Public

		

		Brian to reword according to ACOE requirements and include info regarding #107 off-site mitigation

		1, 3, 4



		209 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		210 

		Transportation



		211 

		For roads on USFS land, apply dust palliative other than water, water, or shall pave the road.

		

		FS

		

		Addressed in AQ section

		5



		212 

		For roads on USFS land, maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems and replace surfacing lost to drainage and use of the road by the proponent.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3



		213 

		For roads on USFS land, Install and maintain wildlife crossing structures under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3 & 4



		214 

		For USFS lands previously more difficult to access, block off more access than existed prior to project work.


Accept or dedicate a Public road easement over the primary and/or secondary access roads, and/or any other segment of roadway identified by the USFS as desirable for Public access over which the proponent has control.

		4


3 & 4

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd column



		215 

		Alter trucking schedule around school busses to the extent determined reasonable by ADOT.

		

		FS

		

		Needs clarification

		2 & 4



		216 

		Cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1, 2 & 3



		217 

		Include construction labor in the travel reduction program envisioned for employees.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		218 

		Transport ore via railroad instead of truck.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		219 

		Hold off on construction until ADOT improves SR83 in order to better accommodate truck traffic.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible, ADOT responsibility 

		5



		220 

		Construct rail spur along I-19 and reduce truck traffic on SR83 by having trucks travel over the mountain to I-19 to a 

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		221 

		Construct a system of private roads on FS land to be used for mining operations and to keep trucks off of SR83 and other Public roads.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		222 

		Transport ore via conveyor to rail spur.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		223 

		Use existing Rosemont Junction Road as primary road instead of creating new access road.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		224 

		Improve the interchange at Highway 83 and U.S. Interstate 10 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		225 

		Improve the intersections at all roads serving residential properties along SR83 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		226 

		Provide additional driving lanes on Highway 83 between mile marker 44 and U.S. Interstate 10

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		227 

		Require carpooling by employees

		All

		Public

		

		Carpooling option will be provided, per the MPO

		2 & 3



		228 

		Establish split-shifts to reduce peak-hour traffic

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		229 

		Suspend travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods and during travel times for all school buses

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		230 

		Minimize truck traffic on SR 83 by constructing a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant.

		

		

		

		

		3 & 4



		231 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		232 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		233 

		Visual Quality



		234 

		Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and revegetates the entire mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes to mimic those in the surrounding landscape.  New landforms shall avoid monolithic forms, flat tops, and even side slopes.  Landforms shall incorporate natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.  Channels shall be armored as necessary with riprap rock, and riprap shall be weathered rock with dark colors from the landscape (not light-colored quarry rock).  Grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles shall vary, with random flatter areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.  Surface treatments on side slopes shall include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.  Boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape should be included.  The reclamation plan and lanforming work shall also support post-mine land uses such as restoration of a road linkage across the final waste rock or tailings pile.  The reclamation plan shall be approved by the Coronado NF’s Landscape Architect prior to starting operations.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		235 

		Revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as quickly as possible and minimize the spread of non-native species.  

Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes and in drainageways.  

Use species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.  

Provide irrigation for the first season if necessary.

		2


3


2


3

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		236 

		If required by Coronado NF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite.  This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		237 

		Apply Permeon to exposed rock faces on tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, and other mine impacts when exposed rock is lighter in color than adjacent weathered rock.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		238 

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by removing lines of horizontal benches and applying Permeon to darken rock to match weathered rock on ridge. 

If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		3 & 4


2

		FS

		

		According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		See 3rd column



		239 

		Paint or stain buildings and other major facilities non-reflective earth tones.  All paint and stain colors shall be approved by the Coronado NF landscape architect.

		

		FS

		

		As admissible per MSHA requirements

		3 & 4



		240 

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil on the areas, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		241 

		As soon as mine roads are no longer needed for mine operations or access, naturalize roadways by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		242 

		Apply mitigation required for night skies to minimize visual impacts at night.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, “After min operations have ceased, unneeded mine roads…”

		2 & 3



		243 

		Employ a landscape architect throughout mine operations to monitor landforming, revegetation, and visual quality throughout the project, regularly consult with Forest Landscape Architect, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		244 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		245 

		

		

		

		

		

		





Draft, Deliberative, Not for Public Distribution
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;

ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes

Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation
Date: 01/06/2010 01:49 PM
Attachments: 12-17 Total Compilation Version with Disposition and Comments.doc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/06/2010 01:18 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

01/04/2010 11:38 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

----- Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 01/04/2010 11:38 AM ----- 
"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

12/22/2009 02:33 PM

To <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject FW: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation

From: Jonathan Rigg 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 2:09 PM
To: Tom Furgason; 'beverson@fs.fed.us'; 'mroth@fs.fed.us'; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
'jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com'; 'karnold@rosemontcopper.com';
'blindenlaub@westlandresources.com'; 'Dale Ortman PE'
Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation 
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation


1=Covered under law, regulation, and policy; 2=Covered/addressed in MPO; 3=RCC to consider and/or reword as necessary; 4=CNF to edit and/or clarify; 5=Considered but not carried forward 



		#

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alternative(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Comment

		Disposition



		1 

		Air



		2 

		Mix tails with a dust suppressant instead of polymers

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		3 

		Use permeable concrete as a dust suppressant instead of polymers.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		4 

		Cover dry stack tailings conveyor at transfer points

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		5 

		Pave roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		6 

		Implement dust management for Santa Rita road and Forest Service roads on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		7 

		Reorient haul road system to facilitate dust control

		

		FS

		

		Alternative dependent

		3



		8 

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		9 

		Use water sprays on gravel access road

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		10 

		Use surface binders on all mine roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		11 

		Cover crushing and conveyor facilities

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		12 

		Use water sprays on crushing and conveyor facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on permit requirement

		3



		13 

		Compact the tails as they are placed in the tailings facilities

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on location

		3



		14 

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		15 

		Mix approved stabilizing polymers with tailings as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		16 

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		17 

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		18 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		19 

		Use secondary acid mist controls in electro-winning tank house

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		20 

		Use contemporary equipment

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		21 

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		22 

		Stipulate usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site

		

		FS

		

		1 for stationary, 2 for mobile

		3



		23 

		Select equipment that will reduce the number of road miles

		

		FS

		

		Infeasible as stated

		3



		24 

		Establish a Park and ride Program for workers to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the Project

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		25 

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		26 

		Use alternative methods for generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		27 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		28 

		Mix tailings with biodegradable material that maintains retention, instead of polymers.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		29 

		Pave roads.

		All

		Public

		

		

		5 (duplicate)



		30 

		Use particle traps and other appropriate controls to reduce emissions of DPM and other air pollutants.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		31 

		Use diesel fuel with the lowest sulfur content available, or other suitable alternative diesel fuel, which substantially reduces DPM emissions.

		All

		Public

		

		*that is commercially available 

		4



		32 

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		33 

		Lease or buy newer, cleaner equipment (1996 or newer model)

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		34 

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is turned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications.

		All

		Public

		

		Needs rewording 

		1*



		35 

		If air quality standards are not met by the mine, operations must stop and RCC pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		36 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		37 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		38 

		Biology: Wildlife and Vegetation



		39 

		Require compensatory land exchange, preferably with select criteria to negotiate

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		40 

		Reclamation plan that include replanting of native, local grasses, Palmer Agave, shrubs, and trees

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		41 

		Reclamation Plan that includes eradication of non-native plants and frequent monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		42 

		For each water source lost, three will be created by building similar (with regards to physical features and temporal water storage characteristics) in the vicinity; these artificial structures will not encourage establishment of non-native species (e.g., American Bullfrog)

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		43 

		All waters potentially affected by contamination must be monitored for quality, and if quality is sub-standard, measures will be taken to exclude wildlife from using these waters

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		44 

		Areas of the northern Santa Ritas that are not within the proposed project footprint will have non-essential roads, trails, and structures decommissioned or obliterated (and no new features will be developed)

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		45 

		Build standing water catchments along surface water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design (not close to the facilities).

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		46 

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		47 

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		48 

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		49 

		All mitigations that reduce the amount of light outside the footprint (as per the mitigation table).

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		50 

		Mitigation that will reduce the threat of catastrophic deposition of sediments and resource damage  during “100-year” flood events.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		51 

		If Karst features are discovered, work will halt, and the biological monitor and other specialists will investigate before work can be re-initiated.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		52 

		All sulfuric acid solution collection ponds and process water and wastewater ponds must be covered.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		53 

		Compensate the USFS and surrounding communites for the loss of habitat, species, and tourism that will attend the proposed project.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		54 

		Prevent exposure of migratory waterfowl and other


wildlife to all toxic waters used in or resulting from processing the ore.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		55 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		56 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		57 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		58 

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		59 

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values 

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to #39

		4 (moved from land use section)



		60 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		61 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		62 

		Dark/Night Skies



		63 

		Utilize the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code

		All

		FS

		

		

		3



		64 

		Limit mine activities to daytime only.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4



		65 

		Use fully shielded or full cutoff lighting fixtures

		All

		Public

		

		*as practical 

		3



		66 

		Use 55 watt induction lamps with motion sensor controls on all roads and parking lots to reduce energy consumption and light pollution

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible due to safety regulations

		5



		67 

		Exterior lighting on buildings or trailers should be fully shielded and limited to egress lighting using the lowest level of light sufficient for the purpose.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		68 

		Augusta should voluntarily comply with the Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code even though it is exempt.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		69 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		70 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		71 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		72 

		Energy



		73 

		Use alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		74 

		Place solar panels on tailings and pit after mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		75 

		Use natural gas to power mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Unavailable energy source

		5



		76 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		77 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		78 

		Hazardous Materials



		79 

		Describe and commit to measures to ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste and pit walls, and any additional


mitigation measures that may be necessry should prevention measures fail.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		80 

		Clay lining and drainage system to prevent contamination

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		81 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		82 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		83 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		84 

		Heritage



		85 

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		86 

		Conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

		

		FS

		

		FS to reword and clarify scheduling of testing and data recovery 

		4



		87 

		Conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible  sites within the project footprint

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		88 

		Design waste dump and tailings piles to iminimize impacts on properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and traditional collection areas.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		89 

		Minimize impacts to human burials from disturbance or dumping.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		90 

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		91 

		Protect the Ballcourt Site (AZ EE:2:105) by selecting an alternative where waste rock or tailings deposition does not affect the site, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS

		

		Reword and separate

		4



		92 

		Facilitate harvest of traditional plants and traditional mineral resources before project disturbance.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		93 

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		

		FS

		

		Reword “compensatory” to mitigation

		4



		94 

		Ensure protection of springs, riparian areas, and ground water to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		95 

		Ensure restoration of the natural landscape to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		“restoration” to reclamation

		3



		96 

		Plant trees and shrubs, including mesquite, juniper, and oak, as well as grasses during reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		97 

		Provide educational and economic  opportunities for tribal members (e.g., sponsor the education of tribal students in fields like wildlife biology and hydrology, and hire them to help monitor the effects of mine operations) and consider dedicating a portion of earnings to tribes for education and resource protection.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		98 

		Consider Partial or complete backfilling of the pit or transportation of materials of other, previously opened pits.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being considered

		5



		99 

		Transplant important plants.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify and specify

		3 & 4



		100 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		101 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		102 

		Hydrology



		103 

		Store storm water on-site to contribute to groundwater

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		104 

		Route storm water efficiently through the project to help recharge the groundwater outside of the project footprint

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		105 

		Recharge groundwater with supply water from the Santa Cruz Valley

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		106 

		Where springs or seeps are documented as lost, create three new water sources of similar characteristics.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match #42

		3



		107 

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation .

		

		FS

		

		ACOE requirement, Brian to reword

		1



		108 

		Implement a residential well protection plan

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		109 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		110 

		Line tailings, waste and/or all facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Reword, required by APP

		3



		111 

		Construct large retention structure downstream of the disturbance footprint.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		112 

		Partial or complete backfill of the pit.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		113 

		Install storm water diversions surrounding the pit.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		114 

		Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		115 

		Implement prudent design criteria and methods.  This includes high safety factors to create robust designs.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		116 

		Provide a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP).

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		117 

		Install permanent water control structures that would exist beyond the life of the mine.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, Alternative dependent

		2 & 3



		118 

		Install erosion control measures to prevent erosion and retain sediment on site if erosion does occur.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		119 

		Change design and increase capacity of process water tailings storage.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		120 

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		121 

		Grade the top surface of the facility to minimize surface water ponding.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		122 

		Use waste rock buttress design to prevent tailings facility failures

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		123 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		124 

		Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 


· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.


· Disturb the smallest area practical.


· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.


· Intercept and treat runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.


· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.


· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.


· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.


· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.


· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.


· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.


· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures annually and modify where appropriate.

		1


1


2


1


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


1


2


2


1* reword


1




		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		125 

		Implement Regional Mitigation, including:


· CAP recharge in Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).


· CAP recharge credits extinguished and not recoverable.


· CAP recharge credits recovered in mine supply well field

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		126 

		Implement Local Mitigation, including:


· Residential well protection plan.


· CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near supply well field area of withdrawal.


· CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).


· Waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility (500-2000 AF)

		

		FS

		

		FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO

		3



		127 

		Obtain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit aquisition requires the preparation of studies and technical reports completed or planned by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permits

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		128 

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by the EPA’s MSGP 2008.

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		129 

		Use gray water, waste water, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		130 

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		131 

		Place a lining under the waste rock and tailings piles.

		All

		Public

		

		See #105

		1



		132 

		Use desalinated ocean water for mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		133 

		Store CAP water in a new reservoir close to mine that can serve mine’s water needs and be used for Public recreation.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		134 

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		

		

		1



		135 

		Guarantee water for my home.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		136 

		Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity


at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and


following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity


can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		137 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in


ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of


each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest


Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be


required to agree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected


homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita


Mountains.

		All

		Public

		

		JS to reword based on differences between each side

		3



		138 

		In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword to match APP 

		3



		139 

		Require that mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on performance in past predictions and experience at other mines

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to APP

		5



		140 

		Require that mitigation measures be designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of success.

		All

		Public

		

		Required by NEPA

		5



		141 

		All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered.

		All

		Public

		

		SWCA to reword

		5



		142 

		Purchase surface water rights for Cienega Creek from Del Lago

		

		

		

		RCC to reword and expand

		3



		143 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		144 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		145 

		Land Use



		146 

		Acquire easements from private land owners to the Coronado National Forest which will provide Public access to private lands within Forest boundaries.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		147 

		Sell irregular-shaped mineral fractions adjoining patented lode mining claims using Small Tracts Act authority.  (This is only a draft idea at this point).

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		148 

		Preserve and protect land ownership boundaries between National Forest System and private land.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		149 

		Provide dependent resurvey and establishment of a control network by Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cadastral Surveyors prior to any ground-disturbing activities.

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		150 

		Protect Arizona State Statute corners and monuments according to Federal Code (U.S.C.)

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		151 

		Re-establish all land ownership boundaries after operation.

		

		FS

		

		Brass caps at corners between FS and RCC, needs rewording

		4



		152 

		Protect and preserve all corner monumentation, or fund BLM to provide survey and new monumentation prior to the ground-disturbing activity.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		153 

		Post record of Dependent Resurvey on file in the Public record.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		154 

		Transport waste rock and tailings offsite (i.e. other mines, Canada) to retain current land uses on FS lands.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		155 

		Compensatory land purchase placed under the jurisdiction of a federal agency for the purpose of conservation and mitigation of losses of wildlife habitat, watershed values, and recreational opportunities

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		156 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		157 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		158 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		159 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		160 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		161 

		Public Health and Safety



		162 

		The Sonoita/Elgin Fire District shall be fully reimbursed by the Applicant for all costs


(equipment, maintenance, and staffing) resulting from the construction, operation, remediation, and reclamation of the proposed project. In no event shall such cost increase be borne by local property taxpayers in Sonoita and Elgin. This mitigation measure should also be applied to other impacted emergency service providers, including, but not limited to those in Patagonia, Vail, Sahuarita, and Corona de Tucson.

		All

		Public

		

		Community endowment and on-site safety

		5



		163 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to pay for all repairs to residential, historical, or other structures in the event damage due to blasting at the Mine should


occur.

		All

		Public

		

		Pending effects determination

		3 & 4 



		164 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		165 

		Range/Grazing



		166 

		Develop ranch livestock water system to include one additional, sustainable source per individual pasture on Rosemont Copper’s allotment.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		167 

		Fence highest-value riparian habitat to better control livestock access.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3 & 4



		168 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		169 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		170 

		Reclamation



		171 

		Provide concurrent reclamation throughout mining operations to establish landforms and native vegetation and maintain water quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		172 

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		173 

		Blend edges of all topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		174 

		Treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas immediately and as they occur.  Provide a plan that defines what conditions would require action and how problems will be addressed.

		

		FS

		

		contingency

		3 & 4



		175 

		Provide sediment and erosion control measures to prevent erosion to the extent possible on reclaimed surfaces, and to retain sediment onsite if erosion does occur.  All sediment control measures shall be maintained by Rosemont Copper Company until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		176 

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		177 

		Utilize native species or short-lived non-native species such as annual grasses or forbs for short-term reclamation such as seeding topsoil stockpiles.  Avoid the use of any persistent non-native species shall in reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		Seeding is supplied by the CNF

		5



		178 

		Provide a weed control plan for Coronado NF review and approval.  This plan would include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control in the project area.  Rosemont Copper Company would provide ongoing noxious weed control at the site to prevent the establishment of noxious weed populations.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative and noxious weeds plan

		3



		179 

		Record species composition and canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species”.  If seeded/planted species have not established following the first year, provide supplemental seedings and plantings.  If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, remove by mechanical or other approved methods in the weed control plan.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		180 

		Monitor revegetation annually for a minimum of 3 years and until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		181 

		Salvage growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas with 1 foot of cover.  Place soil stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface and subsurface water, gently sloping, and well drained.  Stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no more than three to one slopes.  Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species immediately to minimize erosion.  No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation.  Install sediment control structures as needed to ensure that no soil material is lost.  Use soil stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the loss of topsoil quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		182 

		Transfer the ownership of Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that reclamation the waste rock and tailings pile would not be impacted by future development or the need for access to this property.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		3 & 4



		183 

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		184 

		Backfill the pit after mining operations are finished.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		185 

		Use waste rock and tailings piles as a location for solar arrays after mining operations are complete.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		186 

		Create a lake out of the pit after mining operations for fish habitat and recreation

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed; safety issue

		5



		187 

		The Forest Service must not authorize a phased bond release until the underlying reclamation activity is successfully completed. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion for each reclamation activity must be developed by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		188 

		Upon finalizing a mitigation plan for the Mine, the


costs of implementing the plan must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


Mitigation should also be in concurrence with the guidelines of Pima County's Sonoran Desert


Conservation Plan and Conservation Land System. 

In addition, the estimated costs of remediation of any


environmental contamination by the Mine that may be discovered either before or afater mine closure


must also be included in the bond cost estimate. 

These costs must be included in the reclamation bond


cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely upon the reclamation bond to accomplish the mitigation


plan and remediation of any environmental contamination by the Mine in the event that Augusta does not. 

The burden of financial liabilities arising from Augusta's failure to successfully implement the mitigation plan or from environmental contamination by the Mine must not be borne by the public.

		1

5 (see biology section #’s 56 - 59 regarding CLS)

1


1


1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		189 

		The costs of mine closure must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


These costs must be included in the reclamation bond cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely


upon the reclamation bond to accomplish mine closure in the event that Augusta does not. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion of mine closure must be developed by the Forest


Service.

		1

1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd column



		190 

		Require that mitigation funding be provided upfront in a separate, autonomous account/bond.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		191 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		192 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		193 

		Recreation



		194 

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		195 

		Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		196 

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		197 

		If desired by the Arizona Trail Association (ATA) and permanently maintained by ATA or Rosemont Copper Company, provide a water station for horses along the Arizona Trail.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		198 

		Install interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.  If desired by ATA, construct a spur segment of new trail to “Sentinel Peak” and install an interpretive sign at this location.  Sign topics, text, graphics, design, and locations shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.  Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.  Sign materials and installation requirements shall be specified by the Coronado NF.  During mine operations, maintenance of signs shall be provided by Rosemont Copper Company.

		

		FS

		

		Match language to MPO and split into two measures

		3



		199 

		Ensure Public access to private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) or easements.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		200 

		Maintain Public road access across the Santa Rita Mountains at Gunsight Pass.

		

		FS

		

		FS and RCC to follow up regarding Lopez Pass

		3 & 4 



		201 

		At the end of mine operations, consider one or more roads or trails on top of the tailings and waste rock pile (Note: recommendations shall be incorporated into reclamation plan and lanforming work).  Restore at least one OHV loop road through the mine area.  Consult with the Travel Management map and process to determine location(s).  This will require construction of a road around or over the waste rock and tailings piles.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		202 

		Provide an underpass large enough to accommodate equestrians under the access road where the Arizona Trail crosses this road.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		204 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		205 

		Riparian



		206 

		Remove all access roads from drainages

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		207 

		Plant native riparian tree species along artificial diversions, commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		208 

		Mitigation should be implemented in advance of the impacts to avoid habitat losses due to the lag time between the occurrence of the impact and successful mitigation. The discussion should include the following information:


* acreage and habitat type of waters of the the U.S. that would be created or restored;


* water sources to maintain the mitigation area;


*the revegetation plans including the numbers and age of each species to be planted;


*maintenance and monitoring plans, including performance standards to determine mitigation success;


*the size and location of mitigation zones;


*the parties that would be ultimately responsible for the plan's success; and


*contingency plans that would be enacted if the original plan fails


		All

		Public

		

		Brian to reword according to ACOE requirements and include info regarding #107 off-site mitigation

		1, 3, 4



		209 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		210 

		Transportation



		211 

		For roads on USFS land, apply dust palliative other than water, water, or shall pave the road.

		

		FS

		

		Addressed in AQ section

		5



		212 

		For roads on USFS land, maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems and replace surfacing lost to drainage and use of the road by the proponent.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3



		213 

		For roads on USFS land, Install and maintain wildlife crossing structures under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3 & 4



		214 

		For USFS lands previously more difficult to access, block off more access than existed prior to project work.


Accept or dedicate a Public road easement over the primary and/or secondary access roads, and/or any other segment of roadway identified by the USFS as desirable for Public access over which the proponent has control.

		4


3 & 4

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd column



		215 

		Alter trucking schedule around school busses to the extent determined reasonable by ADOT.

		

		FS

		

		Needs clarification

		2 & 4



		216 

		Cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1, 2 & 3



		217 

		Include construction labor in the travel reduction program envisioned for employees.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		218 

		Transport ore via railroad instead of truck.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		219 

		Hold off on construction until ADOT improves SR83 in order to better accommodate truck traffic.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible, ADOT responsibility 

		5



		220 

		Construct rail spur along I-19 and reduce truck traffic on SR83 by having trucks travel over the mountain to I-19 to a 

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		221 

		Construct a system of private roads on FS land to be used for mining operations and to keep trucks off of SR83 and other Public roads.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		222 

		Transport ore via conveyor to rail spur.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		223 

		Use existing Rosemont Junction Road as primary road instead of creating new access road.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		224 

		Improve the interchange at Highway 83 and U.S. Interstate 10 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		225 

		Improve the intersections at all roads serving residential properties along SR83 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		226 

		Provide additional driving lanes on Highway 83 between mile marker 44 and U.S. Interstate 10

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		227 

		Require carpooling by employees

		All

		Public

		

		Carpooling option will be provided, per the MPO

		2 & 3



		228 

		Establish split-shifts to reduce peak-hour traffic

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		229 

		Suspend travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods and during travel times for all school buses

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		230 

		Minimize truck traffic on SR 83 by constructing a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant.

		

		

		

		

		3 & 4



		231 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		232 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		233 

		Visual Quality



		234 

		Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and revegetates the entire mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes to mimic those in the surrounding landscape.  New landforms shall avoid monolithic forms, flat tops, and even side slopes.  Landforms shall incorporate natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.  Channels shall be armored as necessary with riprap rock, and riprap shall be weathered rock with dark colors from the landscape (not light-colored quarry rock).  Grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles shall vary, with random flatter areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.  Surface treatments on side slopes shall include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.  Boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape should be included.  The reclamation plan and lanforming work shall also support post-mine land uses such as restoration of a road linkage across the final waste rock or tailings pile.  The reclamation plan shall be approved by the Coronado NF’s Landscape Architect prior to starting operations.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		235 

		Revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as quickly as possible and minimize the spread of non-native species.  

Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes and in drainageways.  

Use species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.  

Provide irrigation for the first season if necessary.

		2


3


2


3

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		236 

		If required by Coronado NF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite.  This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		237 

		Apply Permeon to exposed rock faces on tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, and other mine impacts when exposed rock is lighter in color than adjacent weathered rock.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		238 

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by removing lines of horizontal benches and applying Permeon to darken rock to match weathered rock on ridge. 

If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		3 & 4


2

		FS

		

		According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		See 3rd column



		239 

		Paint or stain buildings and other major facilities non-reflective earth tones.  All paint and stain colors shall be approved by the Coronado NF landscape architect.

		

		FS

		

		As admissible per MSHA requirements

		3 & 4



		240 

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil on the areas, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		241 

		As soon as mine roads are no longer needed for mine operations or access, naturalize roadways by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		242 

		Apply mitigation required for night skies to minimize visual impacts at night.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, “After min operations have ceased, unneeded mine roads…”

		2 & 3



		243 

		Employ a landscape architect throughout mine operations to monitor landforming, revegetation, and visual quality throughout the project, regularly consult with Forest Landscape Architect, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		244 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		245 

		

		

		

		

		

		





Draft, Deliberative, Not for Public Distribution
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All, 
  
My apologies on getting this out a bit late due to server issues this morning.  The Mitigation Comment
Compilation table updated with dispositions and comments based on our meeting yesterday is attached
for your review. Please distribute to other team members and anyone else not on the list.  The
numbering system is referenced in the header and Dale’s last minute addition is added at #230 in the
transportation section with a disposition category of 3 & 4.  You will notice I added a category #5 for
mitigation measures considered but no longer carried forward. This helps clarify the role of category #4.

  
Next up, I will get the supplemental lists for comments that have come in from the cooperating
agencies the past few days as well as make independent Category #3 and Category #4 lists. Feel free
to email me with and questions you have and cc Tom. 
  
Jonathan Rigg 
Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033 
Email: jrigg@swca.com 
 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;

ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes

Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation
Date: 01/06/2010 01:48 PM
Attachments: 12-17 Total Compilation Version with Disposition and Comments.doc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/06/2010 01:18 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

01/04/2010 11:38 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

----- Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 01/04/2010 11:38 AM ----- 
"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

12/22/2009 02:33 PM

To <mroth@fs.fed.us>, <rlaford@fs.fed.us>
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject FW: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation

From: Jonathan Rigg 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 2:09 PM
To: Tom Furgason; 'beverson@fs.fed.us'; 'mroth@fs.fed.us'; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
'jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com'; 'karnold@rosemontcopper.com';
'blindenlaub@westlandresources.com'; 'Dale Ortman PE'
Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation 
  

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation


1=Covered under law, regulation, and policy; 2=Covered/addressed in MPO; 3=RCC to consider and/or reword as necessary; 4=CNF to edit and/or clarify; 5=Considered but not carried forward 



		#

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alternative(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Comment

		Disposition



		1 

		Air



		2 

		Mix tails with a dust suppressant instead of polymers

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		3 

		Use permeable concrete as a dust suppressant instead of polymers.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		4 

		Cover dry stack tailings conveyor at transfer points

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		5 

		Pave roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		6 

		Implement dust management for Santa Rita road and Forest Service roads on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		7 

		Reorient haul road system to facilitate dust control

		

		FS

		

		Alternative dependent

		3



		8 

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		9 

		Use water sprays on gravel access road

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		10 

		Use surface binders on all mine roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		11 

		Cover crushing and conveyor facilities

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		12 

		Use water sprays on crushing and conveyor facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on permit requirement

		3



		13 

		Compact the tails as they are placed in the tailings facilities

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on location

		3



		14 

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		15 

		Mix approved stabilizing polymers with tailings as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		16 

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		17 

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		18 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		19 

		Use secondary acid mist controls in electro-winning tank house

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		20 

		Use contemporary equipment

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		21 

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		22 

		Stipulate usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site

		

		FS

		

		1 for stationary, 2 for mobile

		3



		23 

		Select equipment that will reduce the number of road miles

		

		FS

		

		Infeasible as stated

		3



		24 

		Establish a Park and ride Program for workers to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the Project

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		25 

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		26 

		Use alternative methods for generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		27 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		28 

		Mix tailings with biodegradable material that maintains retention, instead of polymers.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		29 

		Pave roads.

		All

		Public

		

		

		5 (duplicate)



		30 

		Use particle traps and other appropriate controls to reduce emissions of DPM and other air pollutants.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		31 

		Use diesel fuel with the lowest sulfur content available, or other suitable alternative diesel fuel, which substantially reduces DPM emissions.

		All

		Public

		

		*that is commercially available 

		4



		32 

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		33 

		Lease or buy newer, cleaner equipment (1996 or newer model)

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		34 

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is turned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications.

		All

		Public

		

		Needs rewording 

		1*



		35 

		If air quality standards are not met by the mine, operations must stop and RCC pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		36 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		37 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		38 

		Biology: Wildlife and Vegetation



		39 

		Require compensatory land exchange, preferably with select criteria to negotiate

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		40 

		Reclamation plan that include replanting of native, local grasses, Palmer Agave, shrubs, and trees

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		41 

		Reclamation Plan that includes eradication of non-native plants and frequent monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		42 

		For each water source lost, three will be created by building similar (with regards to physical features and temporal water storage characteristics) in the vicinity; these artificial structures will not encourage establishment of non-native species (e.g., American Bullfrog)

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		43 

		All waters potentially affected by contamination must be monitored for quality, and if quality is sub-standard, measures will be taken to exclude wildlife from using these waters

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		44 

		Areas of the northern Santa Ritas that are not within the proposed project footprint will have non-essential roads, trails, and structures decommissioned or obliterated (and no new features will be developed)

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		45 

		Build standing water catchments along surface water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design (not close to the facilities).

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		46 

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		47 

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		48 

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		49 

		All mitigations that reduce the amount of light outside the footprint (as per the mitigation table).

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		50 

		Mitigation that will reduce the threat of catastrophic deposition of sediments and resource damage  during “100-year” flood events.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		51 

		If Karst features are discovered, work will halt, and the biological monitor and other specialists will investigate before work can be re-initiated.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		52 

		All sulfuric acid solution collection ponds and process water and wastewater ponds must be covered.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		53 

		Compensate the USFS and surrounding communites for the loss of habitat, species, and tourism that will attend the proposed project.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		54 

		Prevent exposure of migratory waterfowl and other


wildlife to all toxic waters used in or resulting from processing the ore.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		55 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		56 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		57 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		58 

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		59 

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values 

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to #39

		4 (moved from land use section)



		60 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		61 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		62 

		Dark/Night Skies



		63 

		Utilize the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code

		All

		FS

		

		

		3



		64 

		Limit mine activities to daytime only.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4



		65 

		Use fully shielded or full cutoff lighting fixtures

		All

		Public

		

		*as practical 

		3



		66 

		Use 55 watt induction lamps with motion sensor controls on all roads and parking lots to reduce energy consumption and light pollution

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible due to safety regulations

		5



		67 

		Exterior lighting on buildings or trailers should be fully shielded and limited to egress lighting using the lowest level of light sufficient for the purpose.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		68 

		Augusta should voluntarily comply with the Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code even though it is exempt.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		69 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		70 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		71 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		72 

		Energy



		73 

		Use alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		74 

		Place solar panels on tailings and pit after mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		75 

		Use natural gas to power mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Unavailable energy source

		5



		76 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		77 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		78 

		Hazardous Materials



		79 

		Describe and commit to measures to ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste and pit walls, and any additional


mitigation measures that may be necessry should prevention measures fail.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		80 

		Clay lining and drainage system to prevent contamination

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		81 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		82 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		83 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		84 

		Heritage



		85 

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		86 

		Conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

		

		FS

		

		FS to reword and clarify scheduling of testing and data recovery 

		4



		87 

		Conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible  sites within the project footprint

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		88 

		Design waste dump and tailings piles to iminimize impacts on properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and traditional collection areas.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		89 

		Minimize impacts to human burials from disturbance or dumping.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		90 

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		91 

		Protect the Ballcourt Site (AZ EE:2:105) by selecting an alternative where waste rock or tailings deposition does not affect the site, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS

		

		Reword and separate

		4



		92 

		Facilitate harvest of traditional plants and traditional mineral resources before project disturbance.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		93 

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		

		FS

		

		Reword “compensatory” to mitigation

		4



		94 

		Ensure protection of springs, riparian areas, and ground water to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		95 

		Ensure restoration of the natural landscape to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		“restoration” to reclamation

		3



		96 

		Plant trees and shrubs, including mesquite, juniper, and oak, as well as grasses during reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		97 

		Provide educational and economic  opportunities for tribal members (e.g., sponsor the education of tribal students in fields like wildlife biology and hydrology, and hire them to help monitor the effects of mine operations) and consider dedicating a portion of earnings to tribes for education and resource protection.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		98 

		Consider Partial or complete backfilling of the pit or transportation of materials of other, previously opened pits.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being considered

		5



		99 

		Transplant important plants.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify and specify

		3 & 4



		100 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		101 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		102 

		Hydrology



		103 

		Store storm water on-site to contribute to groundwater

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		104 

		Route storm water efficiently through the project to help recharge the groundwater outside of the project footprint

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		105 

		Recharge groundwater with supply water from the Santa Cruz Valley

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		106 

		Where springs or seeps are documented as lost, create three new water sources of similar characteristics.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match #42

		3



		107 

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation .

		

		FS

		

		ACOE requirement, Brian to reword

		1



		108 

		Implement a residential well protection plan

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		109 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		110 

		Line tailings, waste and/or all facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Reword, required by APP

		3



		111 

		Construct large retention structure downstream of the disturbance footprint.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		112 

		Partial or complete backfill of the pit.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		113 

		Install storm water diversions surrounding the pit.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		114 

		Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		115 

		Implement prudent design criteria and methods.  This includes high safety factors to create robust designs.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		116 

		Provide a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP).

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		117 

		Install permanent water control structures that would exist beyond the life of the mine.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, Alternative dependent

		2 & 3



		118 

		Install erosion control measures to prevent erosion and retain sediment on site if erosion does occur.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		119 

		Change design and increase capacity of process water tailings storage.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		120 

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		121 

		Grade the top surface of the facility to minimize surface water ponding.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		122 

		Use waste rock buttress design to prevent tailings facility failures

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		123 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		124 

		Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 


· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.


· Disturb the smallest area practical.


· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.


· Intercept and treat runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.


· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.


· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.


· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.


· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.


· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.


· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.


· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures annually and modify where appropriate.

		1


1


2


1


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


1


2


2


1* reword


1




		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		125 

		Implement Regional Mitigation, including:


· CAP recharge in Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).


· CAP recharge credits extinguished and not recoverable.


· CAP recharge credits recovered in mine supply well field

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		126 

		Implement Local Mitigation, including:


· Residential well protection plan.


· CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near supply well field area of withdrawal.


· CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).


· Waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility (500-2000 AF)

		

		FS

		

		FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO

		3



		127 

		Obtain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit aquisition requires the preparation of studies and technical reports completed or planned by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permits

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		128 

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by the EPA’s MSGP 2008.

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		129 

		Use gray water, waste water, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		130 

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		131 

		Place a lining under the waste rock and tailings piles.

		All

		Public

		

		See #105

		1



		132 

		Use desalinated ocean water for mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		133 

		Store CAP water in a new reservoir close to mine that can serve mine’s water needs and be used for Public recreation.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		134 

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		

		

		1



		135 

		Guarantee water for my home.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		136 

		Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity


at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and


following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity


can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		137 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in


ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of


each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest


Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be


required to agree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected


homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita


Mountains.

		All

		Public

		

		JS to reword based on differences between each side

		3



		138 

		In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword to match APP 

		3



		139 

		Require that mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on performance in past predictions and experience at other mines

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to APP

		5



		140 

		Require that mitigation measures be designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of success.

		All

		Public

		

		Required by NEPA

		5



		141 

		All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered.

		All

		Public

		

		SWCA to reword

		5



		142 

		Purchase surface water rights for Cienega Creek from Del Lago

		

		

		

		RCC to reword and expand

		3



		143 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		144 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		145 

		Land Use



		146 

		Acquire easements from private land owners to the Coronado National Forest which will provide Public access to private lands within Forest boundaries.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		147 

		Sell irregular-shaped mineral fractions adjoining patented lode mining claims using Small Tracts Act authority.  (This is only a draft idea at this point).

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		148 

		Preserve and protect land ownership boundaries between National Forest System and private land.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		149 

		Provide dependent resurvey and establishment of a control network by Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cadastral Surveyors prior to any ground-disturbing activities.

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		150 

		Protect Arizona State Statute corners and monuments according to Federal Code (U.S.C.)

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		151 

		Re-establish all land ownership boundaries after operation.

		

		FS

		

		Brass caps at corners between FS and RCC, needs rewording

		4



		152 

		Protect and preserve all corner monumentation, or fund BLM to provide survey and new monumentation prior to the ground-disturbing activity.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		153 

		Post record of Dependent Resurvey on file in the Public record.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		154 

		Transport waste rock and tailings offsite (i.e. other mines, Canada) to retain current land uses on FS lands.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		155 

		Compensatory land purchase placed under the jurisdiction of a federal agency for the purpose of conservation and mitigation of losses of wildlife habitat, watershed values, and recreational opportunities

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		156 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		157 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		158 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		159 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		160 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		161 

		Public Health and Safety



		162 

		The Sonoita/Elgin Fire District shall be fully reimbursed by the Applicant for all costs


(equipment, maintenance, and staffing) resulting from the construction, operation, remediation, and reclamation of the proposed project. In no event shall such cost increase be borne by local property taxpayers in Sonoita and Elgin. This mitigation measure should also be applied to other impacted emergency service providers, including, but not limited to those in Patagonia, Vail, Sahuarita, and Corona de Tucson.

		All

		Public

		

		Community endowment and on-site safety

		5



		163 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to pay for all repairs to residential, historical, or other structures in the event damage due to blasting at the Mine should


occur.

		All

		Public

		

		Pending effects determination

		3 & 4 



		164 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		165 

		Range/Grazing



		166 

		Develop ranch livestock water system to include one additional, sustainable source per individual pasture on Rosemont Copper’s allotment.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		167 

		Fence highest-value riparian habitat to better control livestock access.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3 & 4



		168 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		169 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		170 

		Reclamation



		171 

		Provide concurrent reclamation throughout mining operations to establish landforms and native vegetation and maintain water quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		172 

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		173 

		Blend edges of all topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		174 

		Treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas immediately and as they occur.  Provide a plan that defines what conditions would require action and how problems will be addressed.

		

		FS

		

		contingency

		3 & 4



		175 

		Provide sediment and erosion control measures to prevent erosion to the extent possible on reclaimed surfaces, and to retain sediment onsite if erosion does occur.  All sediment control measures shall be maintained by Rosemont Copper Company until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		176 

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		177 

		Utilize native species or short-lived non-native species such as annual grasses or forbs for short-term reclamation such as seeding topsoil stockpiles.  Avoid the use of any persistent non-native species shall in reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		Seeding is supplied by the CNF

		5



		178 

		Provide a weed control plan for Coronado NF review and approval.  This plan would include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control in the project area.  Rosemont Copper Company would provide ongoing noxious weed control at the site to prevent the establishment of noxious weed populations.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative and noxious weeds plan

		3



		179 

		Record species composition and canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species”.  If seeded/planted species have not established following the first year, provide supplemental seedings and plantings.  If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, remove by mechanical or other approved methods in the weed control plan.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		180 

		Monitor revegetation annually for a minimum of 3 years and until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		181 

		Salvage growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas with 1 foot of cover.  Place soil stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface and subsurface water, gently sloping, and well drained.  Stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no more than three to one slopes.  Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species immediately to minimize erosion.  No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation.  Install sediment control structures as needed to ensure that no soil material is lost.  Use soil stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the loss of topsoil quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		182 

		Transfer the ownership of Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that reclamation the waste rock and tailings pile would not be impacted by future development or the need for access to this property.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		3 & 4



		183 

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		184 

		Backfill the pit after mining operations are finished.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		185 

		Use waste rock and tailings piles as a location for solar arrays after mining operations are complete.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		186 

		Create a lake out of the pit after mining operations for fish habitat and recreation

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed; safety issue

		5



		187 

		The Forest Service must not authorize a phased bond release until the underlying reclamation activity is successfully completed. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion for each reclamation activity must be developed by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		188 

		Upon finalizing a mitigation plan for the Mine, the


costs of implementing the plan must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


Mitigation should also be in concurrence with the guidelines of Pima County's Sonoran Desert


Conservation Plan and Conservation Land System. 

In addition, the estimated costs of remediation of any


environmental contamination by the Mine that may be discovered either before or afater mine closure


must also be included in the bond cost estimate. 

These costs must be included in the reclamation bond


cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely upon the reclamation bond to accomplish the mitigation


plan and remediation of any environmental contamination by the Mine in the event that Augusta does not. 

The burden of financial liabilities arising from Augusta's failure to successfully implement the mitigation plan or from environmental contamination by the Mine must not be borne by the public.

		1

5 (see biology section #’s 56 - 59 regarding CLS)

1


1


1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		189 

		The costs of mine closure must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


These costs must be included in the reclamation bond cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely


upon the reclamation bond to accomplish mine closure in the event that Augusta does not. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion of mine closure must be developed by the Forest


Service.

		1

1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd column



		190 

		Require that mitigation funding be provided upfront in a separate, autonomous account/bond.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		191 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		192 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		193 

		Recreation



		194 

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		195 

		Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		196 

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		197 

		If desired by the Arizona Trail Association (ATA) and permanently maintained by ATA or Rosemont Copper Company, provide a water station for horses along the Arizona Trail.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		198 

		Install interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.  If desired by ATA, construct a spur segment of new trail to “Sentinel Peak” and install an interpretive sign at this location.  Sign topics, text, graphics, design, and locations shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.  Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.  Sign materials and installation requirements shall be specified by the Coronado NF.  During mine operations, maintenance of signs shall be provided by Rosemont Copper Company.

		

		FS

		

		Match language to MPO and split into two measures

		3



		199 

		Ensure Public access to private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) or easements.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		200 

		Maintain Public road access across the Santa Rita Mountains at Gunsight Pass.

		

		FS

		

		FS and RCC to follow up regarding Lopez Pass

		3 & 4 



		201 

		At the end of mine operations, consider one or more roads or trails on top of the tailings and waste rock pile (Note: recommendations shall be incorporated into reclamation plan and lanforming work).  Restore at least one OHV loop road through the mine area.  Consult with the Travel Management map and process to determine location(s).  This will require construction of a road around or over the waste rock and tailings piles.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		202 

		Provide an underpass large enough to accommodate equestrians under the access road where the Arizona Trail crosses this road.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		204 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		205 

		Riparian



		206 

		Remove all access roads from drainages

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		207 

		Plant native riparian tree species along artificial diversions, commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		208 

		Mitigation should be implemented in advance of the impacts to avoid habitat losses due to the lag time between the occurrence of the impact and successful mitigation. The discussion should include the following information:


* acreage and habitat type of waters of the the U.S. that would be created or restored;


* water sources to maintain the mitigation area;


*the revegetation plans including the numbers and age of each species to be planted;


*maintenance and monitoring plans, including performance standards to determine mitigation success;


*the size and location of mitigation zones;


*the parties that would be ultimately responsible for the plan's success; and


*contingency plans that would be enacted if the original plan fails


		All

		Public

		

		Brian to reword according to ACOE requirements and include info regarding #107 off-site mitigation

		1, 3, 4



		209 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		210 

		Transportation



		211 

		For roads on USFS land, apply dust palliative other than water, water, or shall pave the road.

		

		FS

		

		Addressed in AQ section

		5



		212 

		For roads on USFS land, maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems and replace surfacing lost to drainage and use of the road by the proponent.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3



		213 

		For roads on USFS land, Install and maintain wildlife crossing structures under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3 & 4



		214 

		For USFS lands previously more difficult to access, block off more access than existed prior to project work.


Accept or dedicate a Public road easement over the primary and/or secondary access roads, and/or any other segment of roadway identified by the USFS as desirable for Public access over which the proponent has control.

		4


3 & 4

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd column



		215 

		Alter trucking schedule around school busses to the extent determined reasonable by ADOT.

		

		FS

		

		Needs clarification

		2 & 4



		216 

		Cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1, 2 & 3



		217 

		Include construction labor in the travel reduction program envisioned for employees.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		218 

		Transport ore via railroad instead of truck.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		219 

		Hold off on construction until ADOT improves SR83 in order to better accommodate truck traffic.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible, ADOT responsibility 

		5



		220 

		Construct rail spur along I-19 and reduce truck traffic on SR83 by having trucks travel over the mountain to I-19 to a 

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		221 

		Construct a system of private roads on FS land to be used for mining operations and to keep trucks off of SR83 and other Public roads.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		222 

		Transport ore via conveyor to rail spur.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		223 

		Use existing Rosemont Junction Road as primary road instead of creating new access road.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		224 

		Improve the interchange at Highway 83 and U.S. Interstate 10 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		225 

		Improve the intersections at all roads serving residential properties along SR83 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		226 

		Provide additional driving lanes on Highway 83 between mile marker 44 and U.S. Interstate 10

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		227 

		Require carpooling by employees

		All

		Public

		

		Carpooling option will be provided, per the MPO

		2 & 3



		228 

		Establish split-shifts to reduce peak-hour traffic

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		229 

		Suspend travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods and during travel times for all school buses

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		230 

		Minimize truck traffic on SR 83 by constructing a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant.

		

		

		

		

		3 & 4



		231 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		232 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		233 

		Visual Quality



		234 

		Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and revegetates the entire mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes to mimic those in the surrounding landscape.  New landforms shall avoid monolithic forms, flat tops, and even side slopes.  Landforms shall incorporate natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.  Channels shall be armored as necessary with riprap rock, and riprap shall be weathered rock with dark colors from the landscape (not light-colored quarry rock).  Grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles shall vary, with random flatter areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.  Surface treatments on side slopes shall include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.  Boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape should be included.  The reclamation plan and lanforming work shall also support post-mine land uses such as restoration of a road linkage across the final waste rock or tailings pile.  The reclamation plan shall be approved by the Coronado NF’s Landscape Architect prior to starting operations.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		235 

		Revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as quickly as possible and minimize the spread of non-native species.  

Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes and in drainageways.  

Use species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.  

Provide irrigation for the first season if necessary.

		2


3


2


3

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		236 

		If required by Coronado NF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite.  This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		237 

		Apply Permeon to exposed rock faces on tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, and other mine impacts when exposed rock is lighter in color than adjacent weathered rock.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		238 

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by removing lines of horizontal benches and applying Permeon to darken rock to match weathered rock on ridge. 

If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		3 & 4


2

		FS

		

		According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		See 3rd column



		239 

		Paint or stain buildings and other major facilities non-reflective earth tones.  All paint and stain colors shall be approved by the Coronado NF landscape architect.

		

		FS

		

		As admissible per MSHA requirements

		3 & 4



		240 

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil on the areas, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		241 

		As soon as mine roads are no longer needed for mine operations or access, naturalize roadways by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		242 

		Apply mitigation required for night skies to minimize visual impacts at night.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, “After min operations have ceased, unneeded mine roads…”

		2 & 3



		243 

		Employ a landscape architect throughout mine operations to monitor landforming, revegetation, and visual quality throughout the project, regularly consult with Forest Landscape Architect, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		244 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		245 

		

		

		

		

		

		





Draft, Deliberative, Not for Public Distribution
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All, 
  
My apologies on getting this out a bit late due to server issues this morning.  The Mitigation Comment
Compilation table updated with dispositions and comments based on our meeting yesterday is attached
for your review. Please distribute to other team members and anyone else not on the list.  The
numbering system is referenced in the header and Dale’s last minute addition is added at #230 in the
transportation section with a disposition category of 3 & 4.  You will notice I added a category #5 for
mitigation measures considered but no longer carried forward. This helps clarify the role of category #4.

  
Next up, I will get the supplemental lists for comments that have come in from the cooperating
agencies the past few days as well as make independent Category #3 and Category #4 lists. Feel free
to email me with and questions you have and cc Tom. 
  
Jonathan Rigg 
Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033 
Email: jrigg@swca.com 
 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: K Sebesta; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;

ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes

Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation
Date: 01/06/2010 01:45 PM
Attachments: 12-17 Total Compilation Version with Disposition and Comments.doc

Please see the enclosed table from SWCA.  Note that key team members will be compiling comments
from all of you on this mitigation, including Salek, Debby K., Larry, Walt and me.  Please provide
your comments by noon tomorrow*, unless your resource area contact asks for them earlier.
 Most of the mitigation has been reviewed by the team previously, which is part of the reasoning for
the quick turn-around for you input.  Also, the core team and SWCA will be meeting on Friday to do
the final clean-up of the mitigation list. 

Extended team, please let me know if you want to participate in the Friday meeting. 

Please direct your comments on the reclamation mitigation to me. 

Bev 

*Many of you have recently provided comments on mitigation, put please look this list over as it
incorporates some mitigation that may be new to you. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

From: Jonathan Rigg 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 2:09 PM
To: Tom Furgason; 'beverson@fs.fed.us'; 'mroth@fs.fed.us'; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
'jsturgess@rosemontcopper.com'; 'karnold@rosemontcopper.com';
'blindenlaub@westlandresources.com'; 'Dale Ortman PE'
Subject: Updated Mitigation Measure Compilation 
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation


1=Covered under law, regulation, and policy; 2=Covered/addressed in MPO; 3=RCC to consider and/or reword as necessary; 4=CNF to edit and/or clarify; 5=Considered but not carried forward 



		#

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alternative(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Comment

		Disposition



		1 

		Air



		2 

		Mix tails with a dust suppressant instead of polymers

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		3 

		Use permeable concrete as a dust suppressant instead of polymers.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		4 

		Cover dry stack tailings conveyor at transfer points

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		5 

		Pave roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		6 

		Implement dust management for Santa Rita road and Forest Service roads on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		7 

		Reorient haul road system to facilitate dust control

		

		FS

		

		Alternative dependent

		3



		8 

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		9 

		Use water sprays on gravel access road

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		10 

		Use surface binders on all mine roads

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		11 

		Cover crushing and conveyor facilities

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		12 

		Use water sprays on crushing and conveyor facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on permit requirement

		3



		13 

		Compact the tails as they are placed in the tailings facilities

		

		FS

		

		Dependent on location

		3



		14 

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		15 

		Mix approved stabilizing polymers with tailings as needed

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		16 

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		17 

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		18 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		19 

		Use secondary acid mist controls in electro-winning tank house

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		20 

		Use contemporary equipment

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		21 

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		22 

		Stipulate usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site

		

		FS

		

		1 for stationary, 2 for mobile

		3



		23 

		Select equipment that will reduce the number of road miles

		

		FS

		

		Infeasible as stated

		3



		24 

		Establish a Park and ride Program for workers to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the Project

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		25 

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		26 

		Use alternative methods for generation such as solar for administration buildings

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		27 

		Modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address concerns

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		28 

		Mix tailings with biodegradable material that maintains retention, instead of polymers.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		29 

		Pave roads.

		All

		Public

		

		

		5 (duplicate)



		30 

		Use particle traps and other appropriate controls to reduce emissions of DPM and other air pollutants.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		31 

		Use diesel fuel with the lowest sulfur content available, or other suitable alternative diesel fuel, which substantially reduces DPM emissions.

		All

		Public

		

		*that is commercially available 

		4



		32 

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		33 

		Lease or buy newer, cleaner equipment (1996 or newer model)

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		34 

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is turned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications.

		All

		Public

		

		Needs rewording 

		1*



		35 

		If air quality standards are not met by the mine, operations must stop and RCC pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		36 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		37 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		38 

		Biology: Wildlife and Vegetation



		39 

		Require compensatory land exchange, preferably with select criteria to negotiate

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		40 

		Reclamation plan that include replanting of native, local grasses, Palmer Agave, shrubs, and trees

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		41 

		Reclamation Plan that includes eradication of non-native plants and frequent monitoring

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		42 

		For each water source lost, three will be created by building similar (with regards to physical features and temporal water storage characteristics) in the vicinity; these artificial structures will not encourage establishment of non-native species (e.g., American Bullfrog)

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		43 

		All waters potentially affected by contamination must be monitored for quality, and if quality is sub-standard, measures will be taken to exclude wildlife from using these waters

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		44 

		Areas of the northern Santa Ritas that are not within the proposed project footprint will have non-essential roads, trails, and structures decommissioned or obliterated (and no new features will be developed)

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		45 

		Build standing water catchments along surface water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design (not close to the facilities).

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		46 

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		47 

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		48 

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		49 

		All mitigations that reduce the amount of light outside the footprint (as per the mitigation table).

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		50 

		Mitigation that will reduce the threat of catastrophic deposition of sediments and resource damage  during “100-year” flood events.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		51 

		If Karst features are discovered, work will halt, and the biological monitor and other specialists will investigate before work can be re-initiated.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		52 

		All sulfuric acid solution collection ponds and process water and wastewater ponds must be covered.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		53 

		Compensate the USFS and surrounding communites for the loss of habitat, species, and tourism that will attend the proposed project.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		54 

		Prevent exposure of migratory waterfowl and other


wildlife to all toxic waters used in or resulting from processing the ore.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		55 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		56 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		57 

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		58 

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		59 

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values 

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to #39

		4 (moved from land use section)



		60 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		61 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		62 

		Dark/Night Skies



		63 

		Utilize the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code

		All

		FS

		

		

		3



		64 

		Limit mine activities to daytime only.

		All

		Public

		

		

		4



		65 

		Use fully shielded or full cutoff lighting fixtures

		All

		Public

		

		*as practical 

		3



		66 

		Use 55 watt induction lamps with motion sensor controls on all roads and parking lots to reduce energy consumption and light pollution

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible due to safety regulations

		5



		67 

		Exterior lighting on buildings or trailers should be fully shielded and limited to egress lighting using the lowest level of light sufficient for the purpose.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		68 

		Augusta should voluntarily comply with the Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code even though it is exempt.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		69 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		70 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		71 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		72 

		Energy



		73 

		Use alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		74 

		Place solar panels on tailings and pit after mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		75 

		Use natural gas to power mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Unavailable energy source

		5



		76 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		77 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		78 

		Hazardous Materials



		79 

		Describe and commit to measures to ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste and pit walls, and any additional


mitigation measures that may be necessry should prevention measures fail.

		All

		Public

		

		

		2



		80 

		Clay lining and drainage system to prevent contamination

		All

		Public

		

		Reword based on MPO language

		3



		81 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		82 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		83 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		84 

		Heritage



		85 

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		86 

		Conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.

		

		FS

		

		FS to reword and clarify scheduling of testing and data recovery 

		4



		87 

		Conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible  sites within the project footprint

		

		FS & Public

		

		

		1



		88 

		Design waste dump and tailings piles to iminimize impacts on properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places and traditional collection areas.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		89 

		Minimize impacts to human burials from disturbance or dumping.

		

		FS

		

		Considered and dismissed during alternative development

		5



		90 

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		91 

		Protect the Ballcourt Site (AZ EE:2:105) by selecting an alternative where waste rock or tailings deposition does not affect the site, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS

		

		Reword and separate

		4



		92 

		Facilitate harvest of traditional plants and traditional mineral resources before project disturbance.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		93 

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		

		FS

		

		Reword “compensatory” to mitigation

		4



		94 

		Ensure protection of springs, riparian areas, and ground water to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		95 

		Ensure restoration of the natural landscape to the extent possible.

		

		FS

		

		“restoration” to reclamation

		3



		96 

		Plant trees and shrubs, including mesquite, juniper, and oak, as well as grasses during reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		97 

		Provide educational and economic  opportunities for tribal members (e.g., sponsor the education of tribal students in fields like wildlife biology and hydrology, and hire them to help monitor the effects of mine operations) and consider dedicating a portion of earnings to tribes for education and resource protection.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		98 

		Consider Partial or complete backfilling of the pit or transportation of materials of other, previously opened pits.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being considered

		5



		99 

		Transplant important plants.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify and specify

		3 & 4



		100 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		101 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		102 

		Hydrology



		103 

		Store storm water on-site to contribute to groundwater

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		104 

		Route storm water efficiently through the project to help recharge the groundwater outside of the project footprint

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		105 

		Recharge groundwater with supply water from the Santa Cruz Valley

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		106 

		Where springs or seeps are documented as lost, create three new water sources of similar characteristics.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match #42

		3



		107 

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation .

		

		FS

		

		ACOE requirement, Brian to reword

		1



		108 

		Implement a residential well protection plan

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		109 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		110 

		Line tailings, waste and/or all facilities.

		

		FS

		

		Reword, required by APP

		3



		111 

		Construct large retention structure downstream of the disturbance footprint.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		112 

		Partial or complete backfill of the pit.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		113 

		Install storm water diversions surrounding the pit.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		114 

		Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		4



		115 

		Implement prudent design criteria and methods.  This includes high safety factors to create robust designs.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		116 

		Provide a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP).

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		117 

		Install permanent water control structures that would exist beyond the life of the mine.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, Alternative dependent

		2 & 3



		118 

		Install erosion control measures to prevent erosion and retain sediment on site if erosion does occur.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		119 

		Change design and increase capacity of process water tailings storage.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		120 

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		121 

		Grade the top surface of the facility to minimize surface water ponding.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to state alternative dependent

		3



		122 

		Use waste rock buttress design to prevent tailings facility failures

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		123 

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		124 

		Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 


· Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.


· Disturb the smallest area practical.


· Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.


· Intercept and treat runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.


· Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.


· Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.


· Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.


· Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.


· Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.


· Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.


· Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures annually and modify where appropriate.

		1


1


2


1


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


Brian to reword per ACOE reqs


1


2


2


1* reword


1




		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		125 

		Implement Regional Mitigation, including:


· CAP recharge in Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).


· CAP recharge credits extinguished and not recoverable.


· CAP recharge credits recovered in mine supply well field

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		126 

		Implement Local Mitigation, including:


· Residential well protection plan.


· CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near supply well field area of withdrawal.


· CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).


· Waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility (500-2000 AF)

		

		FS

		

		FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO

		3



		127 

		Obtain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit aquisition requires the preparation of studies and technical reports completed or planned by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permits

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		128 

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by the EPA’s MSGP 2008.

		All

		CA

		

		

		1



		129 

		Use gray water, waste water, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		130 

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		

		See #121

		1



		131 

		Place a lining under the waste rock and tailings piles.

		All

		Public

		

		See #105

		1



		132 

		Use desalinated ocean water for mining operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		133 

		Store CAP water in a new reservoir close to mine that can serve mine’s water needs and be used for Public recreation.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		134 

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		

		

		1



		135 

		Guarantee water for my home.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3



		136 

		Explicit Performance Standards must be established and continuously monitored by an independent entity


at the ongoing expense of Augusta to ensure that the existing water quantity and quality is met during and


following reclamation and closure. Such monitoring shall continue indefinitely until an independent entity


can scientifically confirm that no long-term adverse effects exist.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		137 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in


ownership of the Mine must be required to enter into a well protection agreement with the owner(s) of


each existing well that could be adversely affected by the Mine. Moreover, as a condition of Forest


Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be


required to agree in writing to pay all expenses necessary to restore fresh water service to all affected


homes and businesses in the even the Mine pollutes the groundwater in the region east of the Santa Rita


Mountains.

		All

		Public

		

		JS to reword based on differences between each side

		3



		138 

		In the event of failure to comply with all applicable water quality standards, Augusta must be compelled to cease operations and pay all expenses for remediation.

		All

		Public

		

		Reword to match APP 

		3



		139 

		Require that mitigation measures be subjected to greater scientific rigor; that predictions of impacts be based in part on performance in past predictions and experience at other mines

		All

		Public

		

		Refer to APP

		5



		140 

		Require that mitigation measures be designed by persons with the requisite technical expertise and experience, and that all proposed mitigation measures be subjected to independent review and determination of the risk of failure and the likelihood of success.

		All

		Public

		

		Required by NEPA

		5



		141 

		All mitigation measures should be subjected to a "worst-plausible case scenario" so that the adverse effects of plausible worst-case scenarios are explicitly studied and considered.

		All

		Public

		

		SWCA to reword

		5



		142 

		Purchase surface water rights for Cienega Creek from Del Lago

		

		

		

		RCC to reword and expand

		3



		143 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		144 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		145 

		Land Use



		146 

		Acquire easements from private land owners to the Coronado National Forest which will provide Public access to private lands within Forest boundaries.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		147 

		Sell irregular-shaped mineral fractions adjoining patented lode mining claims using Small Tracts Act authority.  (This is only a draft idea at this point).

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		148 

		Preserve and protect land ownership boundaries between National Forest System and private land.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		149 

		Provide dependent resurvey and establishment of a control network by Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cadastral Surveyors prior to any ground-disturbing activities.

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		150 

		Protect Arizona State Statute corners and monuments according to Federal Code (U.S.C.)

		

		FS

		

		Needs rewording

		1*



		151 

		Re-establish all land ownership boundaries after operation.

		

		FS

		

		Brass caps at corners between FS and RCC, needs rewording

		4



		152 

		Protect and preserve all corner monumentation, or fund BLM to provide survey and new monumentation prior to the ground-disturbing activity.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		153 

		Post record of Dependent Resurvey on file in the Public record.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		154 

		Transport waste rock and tailings offsite (i.e. other mines, Canada) to retain current land uses on FS lands.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		155 

		Compensatory land purchase placed under the jurisdiction of a federal agency for the purpose of conservation and mitigation of losses of wildlife habitat, watershed values, and recreational opportunities

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		156 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		157 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		158 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		159 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		160 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		161 

		Public Health and Safety



		162 

		The Sonoita/Elgin Fire District shall be fully reimbursed by the Applicant for all costs


(equipment, maintenance, and staffing) resulting from the construction, operation, remediation, and reclamation of the proposed project. In no event shall such cost increase be borne by local property taxpayers in Sonoita and Elgin. This mitigation measure should also be applied to other impacted emergency service providers, including, but not limited to those in Patagonia, Vail, Sahuarita, and Corona de Tucson.

		All

		Public

		

		Community endowment and on-site safety

		5



		163 

		As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to pay for all repairs to residential, historical, or other structures in the event damage due to blasting at the Mine should


occur.

		All

		Public

		

		Pending effects determination

		3 & 4 



		164 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		165 

		Range/Grazing



		166 

		Develop ranch livestock water system to include one additional, sustainable source per individual pasture on Rosemont Copper’s allotment.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		167 

		Fence highest-value riparian habitat to better control livestock access.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3 & 4



		168 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		169 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		170 

		Reclamation



		171 

		Provide concurrent reclamation throughout mining operations to establish landforms and native vegetation and maintain water quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		172 

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		173 

		Blend edges of all topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		174 

		Treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas immediately and as they occur.  Provide a plan that defines what conditions would require action and how problems will be addressed.

		

		FS

		

		contingency

		3 & 4



		175 

		Provide sediment and erosion control measures to prevent erosion to the extent possible on reclaimed surfaces, and to retain sediment onsite if erosion does occur.  All sediment control measures shall be maintained by Rosemont Copper Company until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		176 

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		177 

		Utilize native species or short-lived non-native species such as annual grasses or forbs for short-term reclamation such as seeding topsoil stockpiles.  Avoid the use of any persistent non-native species shall in reclamation.

		

		FS

		

		Seeding is supplied by the CNF

		5



		178 

		Provide a weed control plan for Coronado NF review and approval.  This plan would include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control in the project area.  Rosemont Copper Company would provide ongoing noxious weed control at the site to prevent the establishment of noxious weed populations.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative and noxious weeds plan

		3



		179 

		Record species composition and canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species”.  If seeded/planted species have not established following the first year, provide supplemental seedings and plantings.  If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, remove by mechanical or other approved methods in the weed control plan.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		180 

		Monitor revegetation annually for a minimum of 3 years and until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		3 & 4



		181 

		Salvage growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas with 1 foot of cover.  Place soil stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface and subsurface water, gently sloping, and well drained.  Stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no more than three to one slopes.  Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species immediately to minimize erosion.  No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation.  Install sediment control structures as needed to ensure that no soil material is lost.  Use soil stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the loss of topsoil quality.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		182 

		Transfer the ownership of Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that reclamation the waste rock and tailings pile would not be impacted by future development or the need for access to this property.

		

		FS

		

		Alternative being developed

		3 & 4



		183 

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1



		184 

		Backfill the pit after mining operations are finished.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative being developed

		5



		185 

		Use waste rock and tailings piles as a location for solar arrays after mining operations are complete.

		All

		Public

		

		Does not mitigate an impact. Would require future study.

		5



		186 

		Create a lake out of the pit after mining operations for fish habitat and recreation

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed; safety issue

		5



		187 

		The Forest Service must not authorize a phased bond release until the underlying reclamation activity is successfully completed. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion for each reclamation activity must be developed by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		

		

		3 & 4



		188 

		Upon finalizing a mitigation plan for the Mine, the


costs of implementing the plan must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


Mitigation should also be in concurrence with the guidelines of Pima County's Sonoran Desert


Conservation Plan and Conservation Land System. 

In addition, the estimated costs of remediation of any


environmental contamination by the Mine that may be discovered either before or afater mine closure


must also be included in the bond cost estimate. 

These costs must be included in the reclamation bond


cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely upon the reclamation bond to accomplish the mitigation


plan and remediation of any environmental contamination by the Mine in the event that Augusta does not. 

The burden of financial liabilities arising from Augusta's failure to successfully implement the mitigation plan or from environmental contamination by the Mine must not be borne by the public.

		1

5 (see biology section #’s 56 - 59 regarding CLS)

1


1


1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		189 

		The costs of mine closure must be estimated and included in the reclamation bond estimate.


These costs must be included in the reclamation bond cost estimate since the Forest Service must rely


upon the reclamation bond to accomplish mine closure in the event that Augusta does not. Well defined criteria for determining successful completion of mine closure must be developed by the Forest


Service.

		1

1

		Public

		

		

		See 3rd column



		190 

		Require that mitigation funding be provided upfront in a separate, autonomous account/bond.

		All

		Public

		

		

		1



		191 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		192 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		193 

		Recreation



		194 

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		195 

		Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		196 

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		197 

		If desired by the Arizona Trail Association (ATA) and permanently maintained by ATA or Rosemont Copper Company, provide a water station for horses along the Arizona Trail.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		198 

		Install interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.  If desired by ATA, construct a spur segment of new trail to “Sentinel Peak” and install an interpretive sign at this location.  Sign topics, text, graphics, design, and locations shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.  Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.  Sign materials and installation requirements shall be specified by the Coronado NF.  During mine operations, maintenance of signs shall be provided by Rosemont Copper Company.

		

		FS

		

		Match language to MPO and split into two measures

		3



		199 

		Ensure Public access to private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) or easements.

		

		FS

		

		Phased tailings alternative

		3



		200 

		Maintain Public road access across the Santa Rita Mountains at Gunsight Pass.

		

		FS

		

		FS and RCC to follow up regarding Lopez Pass

		3 & 4 



		201 

		At the end of mine operations, consider one or more roads or trails on top of the tailings and waste rock pile (Note: recommendations shall be incorporated into reclamation plan and lanforming work).  Restore at least one OHV loop road through the mine area.  Consult with the Travel Management map and process to determine location(s).  This will require construction of a road around or over the waste rock and tailings piles.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		202 

		Provide an underpass large enough to accommodate equestrians under the access road where the Arizona Trail crosses this road.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		

		

		4 (moved from land use section)



		204 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		205 

		Riparian



		206 

		Remove all access roads from drainages

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		207 

		Plant native riparian tree species along artificial diversions, commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		208 

		Mitigation should be implemented in advance of the impacts to avoid habitat losses due to the lag time between the occurrence of the impact and successful mitigation. The discussion should include the following information:


* acreage and habitat type of waters of the the U.S. that would be created or restored;


* water sources to maintain the mitigation area;


*the revegetation plans including the numbers and age of each species to be planted;


*maintenance and monitoring plans, including performance standards to determine mitigation success;


*the size and location of mitigation zones;


*the parties that would be ultimately responsible for the plan's success; and


*contingency plans that would be enacted if the original plan fails


		All

		Public

		

		Brian to reword according to ACOE requirements and include info regarding #107 off-site mitigation

		1, 3, 4



		209 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		210 

		Transportation



		211 

		For roads on USFS land, apply dust palliative other than water, water, or shall pave the road.

		

		FS

		

		Addressed in AQ section

		5



		212 

		For roads on USFS land, maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems and replace surfacing lost to drainage and use of the road by the proponent.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3



		213 

		For roads on USFS land, Install and maintain wildlife crossing structures under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration.

		

		FS

		

		Clarify

		3 & 4



		214 

		For USFS lands previously more difficult to access, block off more access than existed prior to project work.


Accept or dedicate a Public road easement over the primary and/or secondary access roads, and/or any other segment of roadway identified by the USFS as desirable for Public access over which the proponent has control.

		4


3 & 4

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd column



		215 

		Alter trucking schedule around school busses to the extent determined reasonable by ADOT.

		

		FS

		

		Needs clarification

		2 & 4



		216 

		Cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues.

		

		FS

		

		

		1, 2 & 3



		217 

		Include construction labor in the travel reduction program envisioned for employees.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		218 

		Transport ore via railroad instead of truck.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		219 

		Hold off on construction until ADOT improves SR83 in order to better accommodate truck traffic.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible, ADOT responsibility 

		5



		220 

		Construct rail spur along I-19 and reduce truck traffic on SR83 by having trucks travel over the mountain to I-19 to a 

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		221 

		Construct a system of private roads on FS land to be used for mining operations and to keep trucks off of SR83 and other Public roads.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		222 

		Transport ore via conveyor to rail spur.

		All

		Public

		

		Alternative considered and dismissed

		5



		223 

		Use existing Rosemont Junction Road as primary road instead of creating new access road.

		All

		Public

		

		Infeasible

		5



		224 

		Improve the interchange at Highway 83 and U.S. Interstate 10 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		225 

		Improve the intersections at all roads serving residential properties along SR83 to accommodate the levels and types of equipment necessary to sustain the proposed project over its anticipated lifetime

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		226 

		Provide additional driving lanes on Highway 83 between mile marker 44 and U.S. Interstate 10

		All

		Public

		

		ADOT responsibility; LOS change undetermined

		5



		227 

		Require carpooling by employees

		All

		Public

		

		Carpooling option will be provided, per the MPO

		2 & 3



		228 

		Establish split-shifts to reduce peak-hour traffic

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		229 

		Suspend travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods and during travel times for all school buses

		All

		Public

		

		Clarify per MPO language

		2 & 3



		230 

		Minimize truck traffic on SR 83 by constructing a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant.

		

		

		

		

		3 & 4



		231 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		232 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		233 

		Visual Quality



		234 

		Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and revegetates the entire mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes to mimic those in the surrounding landscape.  New landforms shall avoid monolithic forms, flat tops, and even side slopes.  Landforms shall incorporate natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.  Channels shall be armored as necessary with riprap rock, and riprap shall be weathered rock with dark colors from the landscape (not light-colored quarry rock).  Grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles shall vary, with random flatter areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.  Surface treatments on side slopes shall include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.  Boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape should be included.  The reclamation plan and lanforming work shall also support post-mine land uses such as restoration of a road linkage across the final waste rock or tailings pile.  The reclamation plan shall be approved by the Coronado NF’s Landscape Architect prior to starting operations.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		235 

		Revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as quickly as possible and minimize the spread of non-native species.  

Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes and in drainageways.  

Use species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.  

Provide irrigation for the first season if necessary.

		2


3


2


3

		FS

		

		

		See 3rd Column



		236 

		If required by Coronado NF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite.  This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		237 

		Apply Permeon to exposed rock faces on tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, and other mine impacts when exposed rock is lighter in color than adjacent weathered rock.

		

		FS

		

		

		3



		238 

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by removing lines of horizontal benches and applying Permeon to darken rock to match weathered rock on ridge. 

If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

		3 & 4


2

		FS

		

		According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		See 3rd column



		239 

		Paint or stain buildings and other major facilities non-reflective earth tones.  All paint and stain colors shall be approved by the Coronado NF landscape architect.

		

		FS

		

		As admissible per MSHA requirements

		3 & 4



		240 

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil on the areas, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		3 & 4



		241 

		As soon as mine roads are no longer needed for mine operations or access, naturalize roadways by restoring natural contours, placing topsoil, and revegetating with native plants.

		

		FS

		

		

		2



		242 

		Apply mitigation required for night skies to minimize visual impacts at night.

		

		FS

		

		Reword to match MPO, “After min operations have ceased, unneeded mine roads…”

		2 & 3



		243 

		Employ a landscape architect throughout mine operations to monitor landforming, revegetation, and visual quality throughout the project, regularly consult with Forest Landscape Architect, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns.

		

		FS

		

		Should go into Monitoring Report

		4



		244 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		245 
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Jamie Sturgess; karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; jrigg@swca.com;

beverson@fs.fed.us
Cc: Melinda D Roth; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Bcc: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Updated mitigation table for June 8th meeting
Date: 06/04/2010 03:44 PM
Attachments: 20100604MitigationMeasures.docx

The meeting to review and "finalize" this table is June 8, 2010 at SWCA beginning at
9:00.  There may be a few last-minute changes on Tuesday, as I have not yet
received the information from all assigned forest specialists.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		5

		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





Green highlights reflect changes from 5/10/2010 version



		

		8

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		 

		FS

		 

		See 1.1.1



		

		12

		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		

		14

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		15

		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		 

		FS

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Move to Monitoring



		

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		19

		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		Air 

Public Safety



		

		22

		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act,

PDEQ Air Permit



Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel.  Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. To be researched.

		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		

		13

		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 



Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		16

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		21

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		24

		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons 





		

		25

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		26

		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		32

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		 See 1.1.1



		

		 

		RCC considered and accepted 

		

		

		

		



		

		6

		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used f to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		20

		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		 

		FS

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		23

		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility.  Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles)  HUH?

		 

		FS

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		34             

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications. Needs rewording  See Bob’s Note

		All

		Public

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		38     

		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.  Use wording from MPO

		

		CA

		

		???



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		40

		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.



Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		41

		Rosemont Copper Company shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes initial eradication, as practicable, and periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants and invasive animals (e.g., warmwater fishes) on Forest Lands. Prior to ground disturbance, non-native aquatic species must be eradicated from within the boundaries of the Rosemont Copper Company patented and unpatented mining claims, to ensure there is no downstream transport of invasive aquatic organisms during any phase of mining operations.  The Plan must ensure there will not be concomitant deleterious effects to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species of plants and animals coexisting with undesirable non-natives during control operations, except as authorized under the federal regulatory framework (e.g., Endangered Species Act consultation). Changed per L. Jones 5/24/10 input



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



























Move to Monitoring



		

		42

		Rosemont shall develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.



The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife.  













For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, sufficient mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted.  



The sustainable sources shall be created by a combination of methods, to include:

· well drilling,

· solar pumps, 

· windmills, 

· earth fill dams, 

· sumps, 

· impoundments, 

· guzzlers, 

· storage tanks

· rain-harvesting, 

· or other means as practicable.



Piping and other appropriate conveyance shall be used to transport sustainable sources of water to storage or distribution sites.



Where access allows, the Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan shall incorporate the concept of standing water catchments along surface water and storm water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design.  



These structures shall allow for seeps, springs, and extended seasons of surface water available to wildlife from release of base-flow storage.  (Such structures shall not be located close to the mineral processing facilities).  Needs rewording

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses









Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

S Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape



Unnecessary detail



		

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		52

		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety.   Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		

		60 (new)

		Rosemont shall provide funds to relocate AZ trail away from existing bat roost.

		

		

		

		Animals – avoid impacts



		

		167  

		Fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		FS, FWS, ACOE

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		

		178    

		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 



If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		

		 

		Needs Clarification

		

		

		

		



		

		51

		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, all ground disturbing work will halt, and a Forest Service geologist and biologist will investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated.  Investigation by other specialists may also be required upon discovery of any of these features.  Any void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave.  Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		

		FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		

		58

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.  RCC to reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		

		New





New

		Protect rocky hillsides, such as talus features, from sloughing downhill.  RCC to reword



All populations and subpopulations of Hexalectris revoluta var. colemanii within the proposed project area that can be avoided during mining activities will be protected by a perimeter fence and at least one lockable access gate (exclosure).  The perimeter of a population/subpopulation is identified by connecting the outermost localities (minimum convex polygon) and adding a 100 ft  buffer, wherever possible.  It is important to design the perimeter fence such that it will not be compromised by seasonally high water flows or mining activity.







		All

		FS





FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost





Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		

		62  

		Dark/Night Skies

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		63

		Design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.



Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		All

		FS

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4;  MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		

		69 (new)

		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights, shall identify MSHA lighting requirements, and shall identify Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code applicable measures.

		

		

		

		Dark Skies – meet code



		

		72

		Energy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		76 

		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		73             

		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations.  

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		All

		Public

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		

		78     

		Hazardous Materials

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		80             

		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 



These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas.  



MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers.  As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		All

		Public

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT (site specific)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		79             

		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		All

		Public

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		84     

		Heritage

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		85

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.



Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.



Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		Selected Alt.

		FS,  Public,  

		 National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		 Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials





		

		90

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		Selected Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

		 Heritage - burials



		

		91

		Protect the Ball court Site (AZ EE:2:105). Although waste rock or tailings deposition would not affect the site in the MPO, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		Barrel Canyon

Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA Not req by law… Move?

		Heritage - # sites



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		97

		The proposed Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area.  Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the SRMCET can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		All

		FS

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice























Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		92

		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		FS, Tribes

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		

		99

		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		

		100 (new)

		Complete an archival record of traditional uses shall be developed through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS,  Tribes

		

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

Salek to combine with #127

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act





		

		116

		Obtain coverage under the AZPDES Construction General Permit and/or Multi-Sector General Permit, as applicable, to control the discharge of pollutants, including sediment, in stormwater discharges from the project. Best management practices associated with these permits include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide examples

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act







		

		120

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.   Salek to combine with #116,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





		

		124

		  Salek to combine with #120,  #120 and #128 Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 

		 

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		

		o   Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Disturb the smallest area practical.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

		1* reword

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		1

		

		

		



		

		126

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement a Local Groundwater Mitigation Plan.  The target of the Local Plan is the area south of the CAP terminus, north of Green Valley, and east of the Santa Cruz River.  The Local Plan goal is to mitigate impacts to the local aquifer including steps to implement:

· Residential Well Protection Agreement for protection of residential wells in the unincorporated Sahuarita Heights Area.

· Local CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near as practicable to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

 Salek to reword (FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO)



		 

		FS Tribes

		

		Water – groundwater availability Santa Cruz











Not a connected action





Would become an alternative element if feasible





Would become an alternative element if feasible



		

		127

		Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

Salek to combine with #110

		All

		CA,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality

















		

		128

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #116

		All

		CA

		 

		Water – surface water quality, beneficial uses



		

		129

		Use gray water, wastewater, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water - quantity



		

		130

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge.  These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		 

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		114

		Monitor pit water quality and minimize impacts of pit dewatering during operations. Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		 

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		123

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		 

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		145  

		Land Use

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		149          

		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 



*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		

		150          

		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		

		153          

		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM)

		  Forest Plan



		

		New

		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.



At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		

		

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E);  Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		147          

		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.



Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		 All

		FS

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		  Forest Plan













		

		New

		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		

		

		Forest Plan



		

		182          

		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		 

		FS

		 

		Forest Plan



		

		161   

		Public Health and Safety

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		S42

		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		

		FS

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. (Pending effects determination)

		All

		Public

		 

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation  - solitude



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		See 163



		

		162  

		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		All

		Public

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		

		165   

		Range/Grazing

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		166    

		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		 All

		FS

		 

		Water – beneficial uses



		

		170

		Reclamation

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		



		

		183    

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations





		

		190   

		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		All

		Public,  Tribes

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 See 4.13.1



		

		188   

		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		187  

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project.  The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		11.1.1

		172

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		All

		FS

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		96

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specifications for:

· selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs, 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area, including mesquite, juniper, and oak.  

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		See 4.13.1





		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		All

		CA

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		

		173          

		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		All

		FS

		 

		 Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		

		174          

		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur.  The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect.  RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		All

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		176          

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. (Kriegel: This is not yet addressed in the MPO)

		All

		FS

Tribes

		 

		  Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species





		

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

( Jones: Combine with #178)

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?





		

		180          

		RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



		

		181          

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed.  Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of  1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site.  The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes.  

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established.  

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 All

		FS

		 

		  Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses





		

		187          

		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 



The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success.  These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		  FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		193   

		Recreation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		194          

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		196          

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, a restroom, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.



( Jones: These should not be relocated in the same area because it conflicts with the P/A needs of having some contiguous habitat left that hasn’t been altered by the mine.  This same comment applies to the next several.  If carried out, these would be anti-P/A mitigations.)

		 

		FS

		 

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails



Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		

		197          

		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		

		198          

		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation  - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		

		201    

		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south  post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). Inconsistent with RCC access needs?

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		

		

		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		All

		FS

		

		Recreation  - # trails/THs, ROS



		

		241          

		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		FS

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		

		205      

		Riparian

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		208          

		As a fundamental effort to protect and allow recovery of riparian areas and sensitive habitat, Rosemont shall design, construct, and operate its transportation system (excluding haul roads) and ancillary systems (pump stations, access roads, etc.) to minimize or remove all project access roads from drainages within waters of the U.S., seasonal tributaries to these jurisdictional waters, and sensitive high value riparian areas.



Mitigation of existing and potential future impacts to riparian areas within the project area may include but not be limited to:

· Fencing to exclude livestock

· Minimize impacts from project activity

· Barriers to public recreational vehicle use

· Notification signage

· Establishment of riparian vegetation where appropriate

		All

		Public

		 

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		

		207        

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.”  Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		FS

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		

		210      

		Transportation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		216          

		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		 

		FS

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		

		227          

		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes)  under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation  - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		199          

		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road.  It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		

		214 A       

		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.



		

		FS

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).



		Forest Plan



		

		214 B

		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		FS

		

		Recreation - access



		

		228          

		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83  and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible

Clarify per MPO language

Larry to Reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		230          

		To minimize truck traffic on SR 83, Rosemont shall evaluate a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant. This evaluation to be completed prior to initiation of plant construction. The evaluation to compare alternatives for:

· Optimum routing

· Cost,

· Truck miles

· Truck numbers

· Truck routes.

· Employment

· Dust control issues

· Spill control issues

· Other issues related to a concentrate dewatering plant on the west side of the divide

Keyes:  This potential mitigation requires a western terminal for the slurry pipeline and either a rail spur, location along an existing rail line, or trucking from the western terminal to the final destination (possibly not be rail).  The impacts are likely to be significant in areas with no or little infrastructure, whereas additional truck use of SR 83 is an incremental change easily accommodated by the managing agency (ADOT).



Kathy to review previous records and studies.

		 

		 

		 

		Add to one alternative ?



		

		233   

		Visual Quality

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		235 A

		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		234      

		 Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and encourages revegetation of the mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes similar to the surrounding landscape. This will include:



· Avoiding landforms that create monolithic forms, extensive flat tops, long horizontal benches, and monotonous, even side slopes

· Incorporating natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.

· Armoring channels as necessary with rock, but avoiding evenly spaced or linear channels, and utilizing rock that is weathered or treated with desert varnish to achieve darkness similar to weathered rock adjacent to the project area. ***

· Blending edges of the landform with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

· Varying the grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles, with random flagger areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.

· Create topography on side slopes that include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.

· Installing boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape.

*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR part 228 subpart A, Title 36 CFR Part 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management, Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective #3 (p 52-53)

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		235 B     

		 Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability.  Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.



Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		All





		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		239          

		 Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		 All

		Tribes FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %







		

		240          

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		 

		FS, 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		236

		If required by CNF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite. This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		All

		FS

		

		Plants and Animals 

· wildlife habitat acres

· Acres reclaimed

· Change in veg. communities

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		237

		Apply desert varnish or other treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock.



*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		238          

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by applying desert varnish to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of operations.



If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.



Debbie to reword; According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		

		FS



		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Move to monitoring?



		1. 

		233   

		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		S9

		Mitigate at a 100% level, where feasible, for actual or potential habitat losses through the development of a Habitat Compensation Plan per the AGFD Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3).



The habitat impacted by the project includes Resource Categories I (highest habitat value), II (high habitat value), and III (high to medium habitat value). Mitigation goals (again, where feasible) for impacts to these Resource Categories are as follows:

· Resource Category I (Cienega Creek area, springs, and riparian habitat): all potential losses of existing habitat be prevented

· Resource Categories II and III (facility footprint): all potential losses be avoided or minimized. If significant losses are likely to occur, AGFD recommends that alternatives to immediately rectify, reduce, or eliminate these losses over time be developed. Such alternatives might include mitigation lands of equal or higher value be purchased or made accessible for public benefit.

SWCA to combine with S10

		

		CA

		AGFD’s Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3)

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.2. 

		S10

		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate loss of public trust lands, water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, ACOE,  AZ Game Fish, US Fish Wildlife, with input from other cooperating agencies.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

SWCA to combine with S9

		

		CA

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		1.1.3. 

		39

		Federal, state, or local land or habitat management agencies may require or recommend compensatory land provisions, acre-for-acre habitat offsets, or other programs for mitigating habitat loss.



Rosemont shall work with relevant agencies to develop an integrated regional habitat mitigation solution as near to the impacted areas as possible. 



Agencies shall provide Rosemont with recommended selection criteria to allow Rosemont to negotiate for applicable lands that meet the agency criteria.  Reword – No authority to decide this.



Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		ACOE, AZ Game Fish, USFWS

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.4. 

		53

		The goals of the onsite and offsite mitigation plans are to provide replacement quantity and quality habitat to users of the USFS, BLM, State, and private lands in the area.  The mitigated uses of these lands include recreational opportunities enjoyed by surrounding communities for the displaced habitat, species, and tourist activities that will attend the proposed project.

Duplicative of #142

		All

		Public

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.5. 

		55

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors, population viability





		1.1.6. 

		56

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers





		1.1.7. 

		57

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.8. 

		59

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors





		1.1.9. 

		93

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Heritage – Acres, numbers



		1.1.10. 

		107

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation to comply with ACOE and/or ESA requirements.

Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Water – Quantity, surface water





		1.1.11. 

		142 and S29

		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation.  As examples of this requirement, Rosemont shall:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests  and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access



Duplicative – combine w/ others?



		1.1.12. 

		155 

		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		All

		Public

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		1.1.13. 

		194  

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		  Recreation - access



		1.1.14. 

		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		2. 

		233   

		Other

		

		

		

		



		2.1.1. 

		146

		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across private lands within or adjacent to public lands.

		 All

		FS

		 None

		 Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation  - access



		3. 

		233   

		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		

		

		



		3.1.1. 

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air



		3.1.2. 

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		3.1.3. 

		41

		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan  that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.4. 

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants and Animals



		3.1.5. 

		47

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.6. 

		48

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Animals



		3.1.7. 

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.



Throughout the life of the mine, monitor ground disturbance at known heritage sites for human remains and sites not previously detected.  Monitor revegetation  for factors important to Tribes.

		 

		FS















FS

		 

		Will be combined with #127



Water – east-side quality











Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		3.1.8. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. ***

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119



*** RCC to provide examples



Water – east-side quality



		3.1.9. 

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		All

		Public

		 

		Pending effects determination



Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		3.1.10. 

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

		 All

		FS

		 

		Integrated into #178



Numerous resources/issues addressed



		3.1.11. 

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		3.1.12. 

		134

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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Air


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Covered under law, regulation, and policy


 


 


 


 


 


1.1.1.


 


 


5


 


Onsite dust control on


 


Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, 


haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, 


operation, and closure periods through uses of:


 


·


 


gravel, 


 


·


 


water spray, 


 


·


 


treatment with dust control agents, 


 


·


 


otherwise as specified in the 


Air Quality Permit


 


Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality 


Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance 


with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act regulat


ions as 


delegated to Pima County 


Department Environmental 


Quality (Dust Control Plan to be 


updated as needed to comply 


with PDEQ permit)


 


Air Quality 


–


 


PM10


 


Plant and Animals 


–


 


Dust Impacts to plants


 


Visual 


–


 


Change in landscape character


 


Public Safety 


–


 


CA


A standards, PM and GHG


 


Socioeconomics 


–


 


Quality of Life


 


Dark Skies 


–


 


PM


 


 


 


Green highlights reflect changes from 


5/10/2010 version


 


1.1.2.


 


 


8


 


Set and enforce speed limits within project area


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.3.


 


 


12


 


Rosemont shall use dust control technology at mate


rial transfer points 


and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling 


facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:


 


·


 


water sprays, 


 


·


 


cover, 


 


·


 


wind barriers, 


 


·


 


mechanical controls, or other appropriate m


easures.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit 


(Shall be specified and monitored 


as per the PDEQ permit 


requirement)


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.4.


 


 


14


 


Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.5.


 


 


15


 


Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheet


s on site as appropriate for 


chemical materials used onsite, such as:


 


·


 


chemical or physical dust control agents, 


 


·


 


organics, 


 


·


 


inorganic binders, or 


 


·


 


stabilizing polymers.


 


Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as 


part of the Mat


erials Management Plan/Procedures


 


 


 


FS


 


Mine Safety and Health Act 


 


Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate 


anything


 


1.1.6.


 


 


17


 


Monitor and report on air quality monitoring


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


Move to Monitoring


 


1.1.7.


 


 


18


 


Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in


 


the air quality 


permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation 


measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or 


closure


 


 


 


FS


 


 


See 1.1.1


 


1.1.8.


 


 


19


 


Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air 


Q


uality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


Air


 


 


Public Safety


 



Rosemont Copper Project PDEIS: Chapter 2 Mitigation Comment Compilation

June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		5

		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





Green highlights reflect changes from 5/10/2010 version



		

		8

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		 

		FS

		 

		See 1.1.1



		

		12

		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		

		14

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		15

		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		 

		FS

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Move to Monitoring



		

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		19

		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		Air 

Public Safety



		

		22

		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act,

PDEQ Air Permit



Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel.  Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. To be researched.

		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		

		13

		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 



Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		16

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		21

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		24

		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons 





		

		25

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		26

		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		32

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		 See 1.1.1



		

		 

		RCC considered and accepted 

		

		

		

		



		

		6

		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used f to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		20

		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		 

		FS

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		23

		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility.  Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles)  HUH?

		 

		FS

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		34             

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications. Needs rewording  See Bob’s Note

		All

		Public

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		38     

		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.  Use wording from MPO

		

		CA

		

		???



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		40

		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.



Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		41

		Rosemont Copper Company shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes initial eradication, as practicable, and periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants and invasive animals (e.g., warmwater fishes) on Forest Lands. Prior to ground disturbance, non-native aquatic species must be eradicated from within the boundaries of the Rosemont Copper Company patented and unpatented mining claims, to ensure there is no downstream transport of invasive aquatic organisms during any phase of mining operations.  The Plan must ensure there will not be concomitant deleterious effects to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species of plants and animals coexisting with undesirable non-natives during control operations, except as authorized under the federal regulatory framework (e.g., Endangered Species Act consultation). Changed per L. Jones 5/24/10 input



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



























Move to Monitoring



		

		42

		Rosemont shall develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.



The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife.  













For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, sufficient mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted.  



The sustainable sources shall be created by a combination of methods, to include:

· well drilling,

· solar pumps, 

· windmills, 

· earth fill dams, 

· sumps, 

· impoundments, 

· guzzlers, 

· storage tanks

· rain-harvesting, 

· or other means as practicable.



Piping and other appropriate conveyance shall be used to transport sustainable sources of water to storage or distribution sites.



Where access allows, the Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan shall incorporate the concept of standing water catchments along surface water and storm water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design.  



These structures shall allow for seeps, springs, and extended seasons of surface water available to wildlife from release of base-flow storage.  (Such structures shall not be located close to the mineral processing facilities).  Needs rewording

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses









Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

S Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape



Unnecessary detail



		

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		52

		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety.   Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		

		60 (new)

		Rosemont shall provide funds to relocate AZ trail away from existing bat roost.

		

		

		

		Animals – avoid impacts



		

		167  

		Fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		FS, FWS, ACOE

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		

		178    

		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 



If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		

		 

		Needs Clarification

		

		

		

		



		

		51

		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, all ground disturbing work will halt, and a Forest Service geologist and biologist will investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated.  Investigation by other specialists may also be required upon discovery of any of these features.  Any void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave.  Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		

		FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		

		58

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.  RCC to reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		

		New





New

		Protect rocky hillsides, such as talus features, from sloughing downhill.  RCC to reword



All populations and subpopulations of Hexalectris revoluta var. colemanii within the proposed project area that can be avoided during mining activities will be protected by a perimeter fence and at least one lockable access gate (exclosure).  The perimeter of a population/subpopulation is identified by connecting the outermost localities (minimum convex polygon) and adding a 100 ft  buffer, wherever possible.  It is important to design the perimeter fence such that it will not be compromised by seasonally high water flows or mining activity.







		All

		FS





FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost





Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		

		62  

		Dark/Night Skies

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		63

		Design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.



Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		All

		FS

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4;  MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		

		69 (new)

		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights, shall identify MSHA lighting requirements, and shall identify Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code applicable measures.

		

		

		

		Dark Skies – meet code



		

		72

		Energy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		76 

		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		73             

		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations.  

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		All

		Public

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		

		78     

		Hazardous Materials

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		80             

		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 



These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas.  



MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers.  As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		All

		Public

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT (site specific)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		79             

		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		All

		Public

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		84     

		Heritage

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		85

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.



Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.



Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		Selected Alt.

		FS,  Public,  

		 National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		 Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials





		

		90

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		Selected Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

		 Heritage - burials



		

		91

		Protect the Ball court Site (AZ EE:2:105). Although waste rock or tailings deposition would not affect the site in the MPO, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		Barrel Canyon

Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA Not req by law… Move?

		Heritage - # sites



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		97

		The proposed Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area.  Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the SRMCET can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		All

		FS

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice























Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		92

		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		FS, Tribes

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		

		99

		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		

		100 (new)

		Complete an archival record of traditional uses shall be developed through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS,  Tribes

		

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

Salek to combine with #127

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act





		

		116

		Obtain coverage under the AZPDES Construction General Permit and/or Multi-Sector General Permit, as applicable, to control the discharge of pollutants, including sediment, in stormwater discharges from the project. Best management practices associated with these permits include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide examples

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act







		

		120

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.   Salek to combine with #116,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





		

		124

		  Salek to combine with #120,  #120 and #128 Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 

		 

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		

		o   Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Disturb the smallest area practical.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

		1* reword

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		1

		

		

		



		

		126

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement a Local Groundwater Mitigation Plan.  The target of the Local Plan is the area south of the CAP terminus, north of Green Valley, and east of the Santa Cruz River.  The Local Plan goal is to mitigate impacts to the local aquifer including steps to implement:

· Residential Well Protection Agreement for protection of residential wells in the unincorporated Sahuarita Heights Area.

· Local CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near as practicable to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

 Salek to reword (FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO)



		 

		FS Tribes

		

		Water – groundwater availability Santa Cruz











Not a connected action





Would become an alternative element if feasible





Would become an alternative element if feasible



		

		127

		Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

Salek to combine with #110

		All

		CA,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality

















		

		128

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #116

		All

		CA

		 

		Water – surface water quality, beneficial uses



		

		129

		Use gray water, wastewater, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water - quantity



		

		130

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge.  These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		 

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		114

		Monitor pit water quality and minimize impacts of pit dewatering during operations. Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		 

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		123

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		 

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		145  

		Land Use

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		149          

		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 



*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		

		150          

		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		

		153          

		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM)

		  Forest Plan



		

		New

		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.



At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		

		

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E);  Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		147          

		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.



Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		 All

		FS

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		  Forest Plan













		

		New

		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		

		

		Forest Plan



		

		182          

		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		 

		FS

		 

		Forest Plan



		

		161   

		Public Health and Safety

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		S42

		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		

		FS

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. (Pending effects determination)

		All

		Public

		 

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation  - solitude



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		See 163



		

		162  

		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		All

		Public

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		

		165   

		Range/Grazing

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		166    

		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		 All

		FS

		 

		Water – beneficial uses



		

		170

		Reclamation

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		



		

		183    

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations





		

		190   

		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		All

		Public,  Tribes

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 See 4.13.1



		

		188   

		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		187  

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project.  The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		11.1.1

		172

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		All

		FS

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		96

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specifications for:

· selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs, 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area, including mesquite, juniper, and oak.  

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		See 4.13.1





		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		All

		CA

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		

		173          

		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		All

		FS

		 

		 Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		

		174          

		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur.  The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect.  RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		All

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		176          

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. (Kriegel: This is not yet addressed in the MPO)

		All

		FS

Tribes

		 

		  Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species





		

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

( Jones: Combine with #178)

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?





		

		180          

		RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



		

		181          

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed.  Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of  1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site.  The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes.  

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established.  

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 All

		FS

		 

		  Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses





		

		187          

		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 



The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success.  These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		  FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		193   

		Recreation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		194          

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		196          

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, a restroom, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.



( Jones: These should not be relocated in the same area because it conflicts with the P/A needs of having some contiguous habitat left that hasn’t been altered by the mine.  This same comment applies to the next several.  If carried out, these would be anti-P/A mitigations.)

		 

		FS

		 

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails



Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		

		197          

		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		

		198          

		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation  - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		

		201    

		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south  post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). Inconsistent with RCC access needs?

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		

		

		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		All

		FS

		

		Recreation  - # trails/THs, ROS



		

		241          

		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		FS

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		

		205      

		Riparian

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		208          

		As a fundamental effort to protect and allow recovery of riparian areas and sensitive habitat, Rosemont shall design, construct, and operate its transportation system (excluding haul roads) and ancillary systems (pump stations, access roads, etc.) to minimize or remove all project access roads from drainages within waters of the U.S., seasonal tributaries to these jurisdictional waters, and sensitive high value riparian areas.



Mitigation of existing and potential future impacts to riparian areas within the project area may include but not be limited to:

· Fencing to exclude livestock

· Minimize impacts from project activity

· Barriers to public recreational vehicle use

· Notification signage

· Establishment of riparian vegetation where appropriate

		All

		Public

		 

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		

		207        

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.”  Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		FS

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		

		210      

		Transportation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		216          

		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		 

		FS

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		

		227          

		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes)  under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation  - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		199          

		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road.  It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		

		214 A       

		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.



		

		FS

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).



		Forest Plan



		

		214 B

		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		FS

		

		Recreation - access



		

		228          

		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83  and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible

Clarify per MPO language

Larry to Reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		230          

		To minimize truck traffic on SR 83, Rosemont shall evaluate a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant. This evaluation to be completed prior to initiation of plant construction. The evaluation to compare alternatives for:

· Optimum routing

· Cost,

· Truck miles

· Truck numbers

· Truck routes.

· Employment

· Dust control issues

· Spill control issues

· Other issues related to a concentrate dewatering plant on the west side of the divide

Keyes:  This potential mitigation requires a western terminal for the slurry pipeline and either a rail spur, location along an existing rail line, or trucking from the western terminal to the final destination (possibly not be rail).  The impacts are likely to be significant in areas with no or little infrastructure, whereas additional truck use of SR 83 is an incremental change easily accommodated by the managing agency (ADOT).



Kathy to review previous records and studies.

		 

		 

		 

		Add to one alternative ?



		

		233   

		Visual Quality

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		235 A

		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		234      

		 Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and encourages revegetation of the mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes similar to the surrounding landscape. This will include:



· Avoiding landforms that create monolithic forms, extensive flat tops, long horizontal benches, and monotonous, even side slopes

· Incorporating natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.

· Armoring channels as necessary with rock, but avoiding evenly spaced or linear channels, and utilizing rock that is weathered or treated with desert varnish to achieve darkness similar to weathered rock adjacent to the project area. ***

· Blending edges of the landform with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

· Varying the grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles, with random flagger areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.

· Create topography on side slopes that include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.

· Installing boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape.

*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR part 228 subpart A, Title 36 CFR Part 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management, Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective #3 (p 52-53)

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		235 B     

		 Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability.  Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.



Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		All





		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		239          

		 Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		 All

		Tribes FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %







		

		240          

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		 

		FS, 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		236

		If required by CNF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite. This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		All

		FS

		

		Plants and Animals 

· wildlife habitat acres

· Acres reclaimed

· Change in veg. communities

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		237

		Apply desert varnish or other treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock.



*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		238          

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by applying desert varnish to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of operations.



If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.



Debbie to reword; According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		

		FS



		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Move to monitoring?



		1. 

		233   

		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		S9

		Mitigate at a 100% level, where feasible, for actual or potential habitat losses through the development of a Habitat Compensation Plan per the AGFD Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3).



The habitat impacted by the project includes Resource Categories I (highest habitat value), II (high habitat value), and III (high to medium habitat value). Mitigation goals (again, where feasible) for impacts to these Resource Categories are as follows:

· Resource Category I (Cienega Creek area, springs, and riparian habitat): all potential losses of existing habitat be prevented

· Resource Categories II and III (facility footprint): all potential losses be avoided or minimized. If significant losses are likely to occur, AGFD recommends that alternatives to immediately rectify, reduce, or eliminate these losses over time be developed. Such alternatives might include mitigation lands of equal or higher value be purchased or made accessible for public benefit.

SWCA to combine with S10

		

		CA

		AGFD’s Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3)

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.2. 

		S10

		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate loss of public trust lands, water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, ACOE,  AZ Game Fish, US Fish Wildlife, with input from other cooperating agencies.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

SWCA to combine with S9

		

		CA

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		1.1.3. 

		39

		Federal, state, or local land or habitat management agencies may require or recommend compensatory land provisions, acre-for-acre habitat offsets, or other programs for mitigating habitat loss.



Rosemont shall work with relevant agencies to develop an integrated regional habitat mitigation solution as near to the impacted areas as possible. 



Agencies shall provide Rosemont with recommended selection criteria to allow Rosemont to negotiate for applicable lands that meet the agency criteria.  Reword – No authority to decide this.



Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		ACOE, AZ Game Fish, USFWS

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.4. 

		53

		The goals of the onsite and offsite mitigation plans are to provide replacement quantity and quality habitat to users of the USFS, BLM, State, and private lands in the area.  The mitigated uses of these lands include recreational opportunities enjoyed by surrounding communities for the displaced habitat, species, and tourist activities that will attend the proposed project.

Duplicative of #142

		All

		Public

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.5. 

		55

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors, population viability





		1.1.6. 

		56

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers





		1.1.7. 

		57

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.8. 

		59

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors





		1.1.9. 

		93

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Heritage – Acres, numbers



		1.1.10. 

		107

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation to comply with ACOE and/or ESA requirements.

Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Water – Quantity, surface water





		1.1.11. 

		142 and S29

		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation.  As examples of this requirement, Rosemont shall:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests  and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access



Duplicative – combine w/ others?



		1.1.12. 

		155 

		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		All

		Public

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		1.1.13. 

		194  

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		  Recreation - access



		1.1.14. 

		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		2. 

		233   

		Other

		

		

		

		



		2.1.1. 

		146

		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across private lands within or adjacent to public lands.

		 All

		FS

		 None

		 Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation  - access



		3. 

		233   

		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		

		

		



		3.1.1. 

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air



		3.1.2. 

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		3.1.3. 

		41

		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan  that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.4. 

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants and Animals



		3.1.5. 

		47

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.6. 

		48

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Animals



		3.1.7. 

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.



Throughout the life of the mine, monitor ground disturbance at known heritage sites for human remains and sites not previously detected.  Monitor revegetation  for factors important to Tribes.

		 

		FS















FS

		 

		Will be combined with #127



Water – east-side quality











Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		3.1.8. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. ***

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119



*** RCC to provide examples



Water – east-side quality



		3.1.9. 

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		All

		Public

		 

		Pending effects determination



Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		3.1.10. 

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

		 All

		FS

		 

		Integrated into #178



Numerous resources/issues addressed



		3.1.11. 

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		3.1.12. 

		134

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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Air


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Covered under law, regulation, and policy


 


 


 


 


 


1.1.1.


 


 


5


 


Onsite dust control on


 


Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, 


haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, 


operation, and closure periods through uses of:


 


·


 


gravel, 


 


·


 


water spray, 


 


·


 


treatment with dust control agents, 


 


·


 


otherwise as specified in the 


Air Quality Permit


 


Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality 


Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance 


with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act regulat


ions as 


delegated to Pima County 


Department Environmental 


Quality (Dust Control Plan to be 


updated as needed to comply 


with PDEQ permit)


 


Air Quality 


–


 


PM10


 


Plant and Animals 


–


 


Dust Impacts to plants


 


Visual 


–


 


Change in landscape character


 


Public Safety 


–


 


CA


A standards, PM and GHG


 


Socioeconomics 


–


 


Quality of Life


 


Dark Skies 


–


 


PM


 


 


 


Green highlights reflect changes from 


5/10/2010 version


 


1.1.2.


 


 


8


 


Set and enforce speed limits within project area


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.3.


 


 


12


 


Rosemont shall use dust control technology at mate


rial transfer points 


and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling 


facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:


 


·


 


water sprays, 


 


·


 


cover, 


 


·


 


wind barriers, 


 


·


 


mechanical controls, or other appropriate m


easures.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit 


(Shall be specified and monitored 


as per the PDEQ permit 


requirement)


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.4.


 


 


14


 


Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.5.


 


 


15


 


Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheet


s on site as appropriate for 


chemical materials used onsite, such as:


 


·


 


chemical or physical dust control agents, 


 


·


 


organics, 


 


·


 


inorganic binders, or 


 


·


 


stabilizing polymers.


 


Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as 


part of the Mat


erials Management Plan/Procedures


 


 


 


FS


 


Mine Safety and Health Act 


 


Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate 


anything


 


1.1.6.


 


 


17


 


Monitor and report on air quality monitoring


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


Move to Monitoring


 


1.1.7.


 


 


18


 


Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in


 


the air quality 


permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation 


measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or 


closure


 


 


 


FS


 


 


See 1.1.1


 


1.1.8.


 


 


19


 


Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air 


Q


uality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


Air


 


 


Public Safety


 




From: Melinda D Roth
To: Jamie Sturgess; karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; jrigg@swca.com;

beverson@fs.fed.us
Cc: Melinda D Roth; rlaford@fs.fed.us
Bcc: Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Updated mitigation table for June 8th meeting
Date: 06/04/2010 03:44 PM
Attachments: 20100604MitigationMeasures.docx

The meeting to review and "finalize" this table is June 8, 2010 at SWCA beginning at
9:00.  There may be a few last-minute changes on Tuesday, as I have not yet
received the information from all assigned forest specialists.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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June 4, 2010



		Updated Item #

		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		5

		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





Green highlights reflect changes from 5/10/2010 version



		

		8

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		 

		FS

		 

		See 1.1.1



		

		12

		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		

		14

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		15

		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		 

		FS

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Move to Monitoring



		

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		19

		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		Air 

Public Safety



		

		22

		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act,

PDEQ Air Permit



Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel.  Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. To be researched.

		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		

		13

		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 



Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		16

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		21

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		24

		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons 





		

		25

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		26

		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		32

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		 See 1.1.1



		

		 

		RCC considered and accepted 

		

		

		

		



		

		6

		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used f to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		20

		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		 

		FS

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		23

		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility.  Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles)  HUH?

		 

		FS

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		34             

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications. Needs rewording  See Bob’s Note

		All

		Public

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		38     

		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.  Use wording from MPO

		

		CA

		

		???



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		40

		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.



Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		41

		Rosemont Copper Company shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes initial eradication, as practicable, and periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants and invasive animals (e.g., warmwater fishes) on Forest Lands. Prior to ground disturbance, non-native aquatic species must be eradicated from within the boundaries of the Rosemont Copper Company patented and unpatented mining claims, to ensure there is no downstream transport of invasive aquatic organisms during any phase of mining operations.  The Plan must ensure there will not be concomitant deleterious effects to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species of plants and animals coexisting with undesirable non-natives during control operations, except as authorized under the federal regulatory framework (e.g., Endangered Species Act consultation). Changed per L. Jones 5/24/10 input



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



























Move to Monitoring



		

		42

		Rosemont shall develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.



The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife.  













For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, sufficient mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted.  



The sustainable sources shall be created by a combination of methods, to include:

· well drilling,

· solar pumps, 

· windmills, 

· earth fill dams, 

· sumps, 

· impoundments, 

· guzzlers, 

· storage tanks

· rain-harvesting, 

· or other means as practicable.



Piping and other appropriate conveyance shall be used to transport sustainable sources of water to storage or distribution sites.



Where access allows, the Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan shall incorporate the concept of standing water catchments along surface water and storm water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design.  



These structures shall allow for seeps, springs, and extended seasons of surface water available to wildlife from release of base-flow storage.  (Such structures shall not be located close to the mineral processing facilities).  Needs rewording

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses









Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

S Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape



Unnecessary detail



		

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		52

		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety.   Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		

		60 (new)

		Rosemont shall provide funds to relocate AZ trail away from existing bat roost.

		

		

		

		Animals – avoid impacts



		

		167  

		Fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		FS, FWS, ACOE

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		

		178    

		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 



If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		

		 

		Needs Clarification

		

		

		

		



		

		51

		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, all ground disturbing work will halt, and a Forest Service geologist and biologist will investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated.  Investigation by other specialists may also be required upon discovery of any of these features.  Any void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave.  Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		

		FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		

		58

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.  RCC to reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		

		New





New

		Protect rocky hillsides, such as talus features, from sloughing downhill.  RCC to reword



All populations and subpopulations of Hexalectris revoluta var. colemanii within the proposed project area that can be avoided during mining activities will be protected by a perimeter fence and at least one lockable access gate (exclosure).  The perimeter of a population/subpopulation is identified by connecting the outermost localities (minimum convex polygon) and adding a 100 ft  buffer, wherever possible.  It is important to design the perimeter fence such that it will not be compromised by seasonally high water flows or mining activity.







		All

		FS





FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost





Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		

		62  

		Dark/Night Skies

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		63

		Design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.



Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		All

		FS

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4;  MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		

		69 (new)

		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights, shall identify MSHA lighting requirements, and shall identify Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code applicable measures.

		

		

		

		Dark Skies – meet code



		

		72

		Energy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		76 

		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		73             

		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations.  

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		All

		Public

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		

		78     

		Hazardous Materials

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		80             

		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 



These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas.  



MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers.  As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		All

		Public

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT (site specific)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		79             

		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		All

		Public

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		84     

		Heritage

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		85

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.



Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.



Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		Selected Alt.

		FS,  Public,  

		 National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		 Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials





		

		90

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		Selected Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

		 Heritage - burials



		

		91

		Protect the Ball court Site (AZ EE:2:105). Although waste rock or tailings deposition would not affect the site in the MPO, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		Barrel Canyon

Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA Not req by law… Move?

		Heritage - # sites



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		97

		The proposed Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area.  Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the SRMCET can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		All

		FS

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice























Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		92

		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		FS, Tribes

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		

		99

		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		

		100 (new)

		Complete an archival record of traditional uses shall be developed through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS,  Tribes

		

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

Salek to combine with #127

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act





		

		116

		Obtain coverage under the AZPDES Construction General Permit and/or Multi-Sector General Permit, as applicable, to control the discharge of pollutants, including sediment, in stormwater discharges from the project. Best management practices associated with these permits include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide examples

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act







		

		120

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.   Salek to combine with #116,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





		

		124

		  Salek to combine with #120,  #120 and #128 Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 

		 

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		

		o   Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Disturb the smallest area practical.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

		1* reword

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		1

		

		

		



		

		126

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement a Local Groundwater Mitigation Plan.  The target of the Local Plan is the area south of the CAP terminus, north of Green Valley, and east of the Santa Cruz River.  The Local Plan goal is to mitigate impacts to the local aquifer including steps to implement:

· Residential Well Protection Agreement for protection of residential wells in the unincorporated Sahuarita Heights Area.

· Local CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near as practicable to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

 Salek to reword (FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO)



		 

		FS Tribes

		

		Water – groundwater availability Santa Cruz











Not a connected action





Would become an alternative element if feasible





Would become an alternative element if feasible



		

		127

		Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

Salek to combine with #110

		All

		CA,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality

















		

		128

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #116

		All

		CA

		 

		Water – surface water quality, beneficial uses



		

		129

		Use gray water, wastewater, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water - quantity



		

		130

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge.  These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		 

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		114

		Monitor pit water quality and minimize impacts of pit dewatering during operations. Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		 

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		123

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		 

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		145  

		Land Use

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		149          

		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 



*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		

		150          

		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		

		153          

		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM)

		  Forest Plan



		

		New

		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.



At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		

		

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E);  Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		147          

		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.



Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		 All

		FS

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		  Forest Plan













		

		New

		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		

		

		Forest Plan



		

		182          

		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		 

		FS

		 

		Forest Plan



		

		161   

		Public Health and Safety

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		S42

		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		

		FS

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. (Pending effects determination)

		All

		Public

		 

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation  - solitude



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		See 163



		

		162  

		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		All

		Public

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		

		165   

		Range/Grazing

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		166    

		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		 All

		FS

		 

		Water – beneficial uses



		

		170

		Reclamation

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		



		

		183    

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations





		

		190   

		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		All

		Public,  Tribes

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 See 4.13.1



		

		188   

		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		187  

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project.  The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		11.1.1

		172

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		All

		FS

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		96

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specifications for:

· selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs, 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area, including mesquite, juniper, and oak.  

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		See 4.13.1





		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		All

		CA

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		

		173          

		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		All

		FS

		 

		 Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		

		174          

		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur.  The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect.  RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		All

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		176          

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. (Kriegel: This is not yet addressed in the MPO)

		All

		FS

Tribes

		 

		  Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species





		

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

( Jones: Combine with #178)

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?





		

		180          

		RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



		

		181          

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed.  Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of  1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site.  The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes.  

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established.  

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 All

		FS

		 

		  Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses





		

		187          

		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 



The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success.  These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		  FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		193   

		Recreation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		194          

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		196          

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, a restroom, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.



( Jones: These should not be relocated in the same area because it conflicts with the P/A needs of having some contiguous habitat left that hasn’t been altered by the mine.  This same comment applies to the next several.  If carried out, these would be anti-P/A mitigations.)

		 

		FS

		 

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails



Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		

		197          

		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		

		198          

		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation  - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		

		201    

		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south  post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). Inconsistent with RCC access needs?

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		

		

		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		All

		FS

		

		Recreation  - # trails/THs, ROS



		

		241          

		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		FS

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		

		205      

		Riparian

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		208          

		As a fundamental effort to protect and allow recovery of riparian areas and sensitive habitat, Rosemont shall design, construct, and operate its transportation system (excluding haul roads) and ancillary systems (pump stations, access roads, etc.) to minimize or remove all project access roads from drainages within waters of the U.S., seasonal tributaries to these jurisdictional waters, and sensitive high value riparian areas.



Mitigation of existing and potential future impacts to riparian areas within the project area may include but not be limited to:

· Fencing to exclude livestock

· Minimize impacts from project activity

· Barriers to public recreational vehicle use

· Notification signage

· Establishment of riparian vegetation where appropriate

		All

		Public

		 

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		

		207        

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.”  Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		FS

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		

		210      

		Transportation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		216          

		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		 

		FS

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		

		227          

		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes)  under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation  - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		199          

		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road.  It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		

		214 A       

		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.



		

		FS

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).



		Forest Plan



		

		214 B

		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		FS

		

		Recreation - access



		

		228          

		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83  and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible

Clarify per MPO language

Larry to Reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		230          

		To minimize truck traffic on SR 83, Rosemont shall evaluate a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant. This evaluation to be completed prior to initiation of plant construction. The evaluation to compare alternatives for:

· Optimum routing

· Cost,

· Truck miles

· Truck numbers

· Truck routes.

· Employment

· Dust control issues

· Spill control issues

· Other issues related to a concentrate dewatering plant on the west side of the divide

Keyes:  This potential mitigation requires a western terminal for the slurry pipeline and either a rail spur, location along an existing rail line, or trucking from the western terminal to the final destination (possibly not be rail).  The impacts are likely to be significant in areas with no or little infrastructure, whereas additional truck use of SR 83 is an incremental change easily accommodated by the managing agency (ADOT).



Kathy to review previous records and studies.

		 

		 

		 

		Add to one alternative ?



		

		233   

		Visual Quality

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		235 A

		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		234      

		 Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and encourages revegetation of the mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes similar to the surrounding landscape. This will include:



· Avoiding landforms that create monolithic forms, extensive flat tops, long horizontal benches, and monotonous, even side slopes

· Incorporating natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.

· Armoring channels as necessary with rock, but avoiding evenly spaced or linear channels, and utilizing rock that is weathered or treated with desert varnish to achieve darkness similar to weathered rock adjacent to the project area. ***

· Blending edges of the landform with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

· Varying the grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles, with random flagger areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.

· Create topography on side slopes that include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.

· Installing boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape.

*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR part 228 subpart A, Title 36 CFR Part 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management, Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective #3 (p 52-53)

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		235 B     

		 Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability.  Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.



Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		All





		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		239          

		 Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		 All

		Tribes FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %







		

		240          

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		 

		FS, 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		236

		If required by CNF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite. This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		All

		FS

		

		Plants and Animals 

· wildlife habitat acres

· Acres reclaimed

· Change in veg. communities

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		237

		Apply desert varnish or other treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock.



*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		238          

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by applying desert varnish to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of operations.



If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.



Debbie to reword; According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		

		FS



		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Move to monitoring?



		1. 

		233   

		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		S9

		Mitigate at a 100% level, where feasible, for actual or potential habitat losses through the development of a Habitat Compensation Plan per the AGFD Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3).



The habitat impacted by the project includes Resource Categories I (highest habitat value), II (high habitat value), and III (high to medium habitat value). Mitigation goals (again, where feasible) for impacts to these Resource Categories are as follows:

· Resource Category I (Cienega Creek area, springs, and riparian habitat): all potential losses of existing habitat be prevented

· Resource Categories II and III (facility footprint): all potential losses be avoided or minimized. If significant losses are likely to occur, AGFD recommends that alternatives to immediately rectify, reduce, or eliminate these losses over time be developed. Such alternatives might include mitigation lands of equal or higher value be purchased or made accessible for public benefit.

SWCA to combine with S10

		

		CA

		AGFD’s Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3)

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.2. 

		S10

		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate loss of public trust lands, water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, ACOE,  AZ Game Fish, US Fish Wildlife, with input from other cooperating agencies.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

SWCA to combine with S9

		

		CA

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		1.1.3. 

		39

		Federal, state, or local land or habitat management agencies may require or recommend compensatory land provisions, acre-for-acre habitat offsets, or other programs for mitigating habitat loss.



Rosemont shall work with relevant agencies to develop an integrated regional habitat mitigation solution as near to the impacted areas as possible. 



Agencies shall provide Rosemont with recommended selection criteria to allow Rosemont to negotiate for applicable lands that meet the agency criteria.  Reword – No authority to decide this.



Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		ACOE, AZ Game Fish, USFWS

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.4. 

		53

		The goals of the onsite and offsite mitigation plans are to provide replacement quantity and quality habitat to users of the USFS, BLM, State, and private lands in the area.  The mitigated uses of these lands include recreational opportunities enjoyed by surrounding communities for the displaced habitat, species, and tourist activities that will attend the proposed project.

Duplicative of #142

		All

		Public

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.5. 

		55

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors, population viability





		1.1.6. 

		56

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers





		1.1.7. 

		57

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.8. 

		59

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors





		1.1.9. 

		93

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Heritage – Acres, numbers



		1.1.10. 

		107

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation to comply with ACOE and/or ESA requirements.

Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Water – Quantity, surface water





		1.1.11. 

		142 and S29

		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation.  As examples of this requirement, Rosemont shall:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests  and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access



Duplicative – combine w/ others?



		1.1.12. 

		155 

		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		All

		Public

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		1.1.13. 

		194  

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		  Recreation - access



		1.1.14. 

		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		2. 

		233   

		Other

		

		

		

		



		2.1.1. 

		146

		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across private lands within or adjacent to public lands.

		 All

		FS

		 None

		 Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation  - access



		3. 

		233   

		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		

		

		



		3.1.1. 

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air



		3.1.2. 

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		3.1.3. 

		41

		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan  that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.4. 

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants and Animals



		3.1.5. 

		47

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.6. 

		48

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Animals



		3.1.7. 

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.



Throughout the life of the mine, monitor ground disturbance at known heritage sites for human remains and sites not previously detected.  Monitor revegetation  for factors important to Tribes.

		 

		FS















FS

		 

		Will be combined with #127



Water – east-side quality











Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		3.1.8. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. ***

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119



*** RCC to provide examples



Water – east-side quality



		3.1.9. 

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		All

		Public

		 

		Pending effects determination



Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		3.1.10. 

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

		 All

		FS

		 

		Integrated into #178



Numerous resources/issues addressed



		3.1.11. 

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		3.1.12. 

		134

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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Alt(s)? 
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Driver and/or Law, Regulation, 
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Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of 


Measure


 


 


 


Air


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Covered under law, regulation, and policy


 


 


 


 


 


1.1.1.


 


 


5


 


Onsite dust control on


 


Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, 


haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, 


operation, and closure periods through uses of:


 


·


 


gravel, 


 


·


 


water spray, 


 


·


 


treatment with dust control agents, 


 


·


 


otherwise as specified in the 


Air Quality Permit


 


Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality 


Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance 


with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act regulat


ions as 


delegated to Pima County 


Department Environmental 


Quality (Dust Control Plan to be 


updated as needed to comply 


with PDEQ permit)


 


Air Quality 


–


 


PM10


 


Plant and Animals 


–


 


Dust Impacts to plants


 


Visual 


–


 


Change in landscape character


 


Public Safety 


–


 


CA


A standards, PM and GHG


 


Socioeconomics 


–


 


Quality of Life


 


Dark Skies 


–


 


PM


 


 


 


Green highlights reflect changes from 


5/10/2010 version


 


1.1.2.


 


 


8


 


Set and enforce speed limits within project area


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.3.


 


 


12


 


Rosemont shall use dust control technology at mate


rial transfer points 


and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling 


facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:


 


·


 


water sprays, 


 


·


 


cover, 


 


·


 


wind barriers, 


 


·


 


mechanical controls, or other appropriate m


easures.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit 


(Shall be specified and monitored 


as per the PDEQ permit 


requirement)


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.4.


 


 


14


 


Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.5.


 


 


15


 


Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheet


s on site as appropriate for 


chemical materials used onsite, such as:


 


·


 


chemical or physical dust control agents, 


 


·


 


organics, 


 


·


 


inorganic binders, or 


 


·


 


stabilizing polymers.


 


Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as 


part of the Mat


erials Management Plan/Procedures


 


 


 


FS


 


Mine Safety and Health Act 


 


Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate 


anything


 


1.1.6.


 


 


17


 


Monitor and report on air quality monitoring


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


Move to Monitoring


 


1.1.7.


 


 


18


 


Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in


 


the air quality 


permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation 


measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or 


closure


 


 


 


FS


 


 


See 1.1.1


 


1.1.8.


 


 


19


 


Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air 


Q


uality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


Air


 


 


Public Safety
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		Initial #

		Proposed Mitigation Measure

		To which Alt(s)? 

		Source

		Driver and/or Law, Regulation, and Policy

		Target Issue(s) and Quantitative Units of Measure



		

		

		Air

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		5

		Onsite dust control on Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, operation, and closure periods through uses of:

· gravel, 

· water spray, 

· treatment with dust control agents, 

· otherwise as specified in the Air Quality Permit

Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act regulations as delegated to Pima County Department Environmental Quality (Dust Control Plan to be updated as needed to comply with PDEQ permit)

		Air Quality – PM10

Plant and Animals – Dust Impacts to plants

Visual – Change in landscape character

Public Safety – CAA standards, PM and GHG

Socioeconomics – Quality of Life

Dark Skies – PM





Green highlights reflect changes from 5/10/2010 version



		

		8

		Set and enforce speed limits within project area

		 

		FS

		 

		See 1.1.1



		

		12

		Rosemont shall use dust control technology at material transfer points and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:

· water sprays, 

· cover, 

· wind barriers, 

· mechanical controls, or other appropriate measures.

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit (Shall be specified and monitored as per the PDEQ permit requirement)

		See 1.1.1



		

		14

		Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		15

		Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheets on site as appropriate for chemical materials used onsite, such as:

· chemical or physical dust control agents, 

· organics, 

· inorganic binders, or 

· stabilizing polymers.

Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as part of the Materials Management Plan/Procedures

		 

		FS

		Mine Safety and Health Act 

		Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate anything



		

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Move to Monitoring



		

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		19

		Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air Quality Permit

		 

		FS

		 

		Air 

Public Safety



		

		22

		Rosemont shall stipulate to usage of low-sulfur diesel fuel on-site for all stationary equipment as per Clean Air Act, and as per the Mine Plan of Operations for mobile equipment

		 

		FS

		Clean Air Act,

PDEQ Air Permit



Arizona Revised Statutes Articles 2, 3, 5, and 7 contain a lot of requirements for combustion engines and fuel.  Some engines may be required by law to use low-sulfur diesel fuel, others may not. To be researched.

		See 1.1.1

Also Air – GHG emission in tons



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		Use exact MPO wording



		

		13

		Compact the tails as specified in the Tailings Operations and Maintenance Plan as they are placed in selected locations within the tailings facilities 



Compaction specifications shall be dependent on location within the tailings area, as specified in the Tailings Operations and Management Plan, to meet both geotechnical stability 

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		16

		Use emitters, similar to drip irrigation, to apply the acid leaching solution to the heap

		 

		FS

		 

		 See 1.1.1



		

		21

		Establish truck specifications to reduce emissions

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		24

		RCC shall develop a Transportation Reduction Plan to include a Park and Ride Program and van pooling for workers during all phases of the project to reduce the number of personal vehicle miles driven to and from the project.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air – GHG emissions in tons 





		

		25

		Construct electric lines as a first step in developing the time to eliminate the need for on-site electrical generation

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		26

		Use alternative methods for power generation such as solar for administration buildings

		 

		FS

		 

		  Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		32

		Minimize construction-related trips of workers and equipment, including trucks and heavy equipment.

		All

		Public

		

		 See 1.1.1



		

		 

		RCC considered and accepted 

		

		

		

		



		

		6

		Offsite dust management on access road includes development and implementation of a Dust Control Plan for:

· the unpaved section of Santa Rita Road

· dedicated BLM roads used for access

· Forest Service access roads used f to access other areas used for Rosemont project activities on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains.

		 

		FS

		

		See 1.1.1



		

		20

		Use modern design, progressive operation methods and air quality control strategies as appropriate to the contemporary equipment specified for use at site

		 

		FS

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		23

		Operational considerations such as energy, water, and fuel conservation shall be considered as well as dust management at the facility.  Therefore, Rosemont shall select and operate mobile equipment in a manner that takes into consideration the number of road miles driven, and balance the dust control efforts to the activities and miles driven (more haul truck miles = more water truck miles)  HUH?

		 

		FS

		

		Air – PM and GHG



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		34             

		Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained at all times and does not unnecessarily idle, is tuned to manufacturer's specifications, and is not modified to increase horsepower except in accordance with established specifications. Needs rewording  See Bob’s Note

		All

		Public

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		38     

		Plants and Animals (Formerly Biology)

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.  Use wording from MPO

		

		CA

		

		???



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		40

		Rosemont shall finalize and implement a Rosemont Reclamation Plan that includes planting of native grasses, Palmer agave, shrubs, and trees. Non-native species may be used with FS approval. 



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan will integrate the requirements of State Mine Inspector, BLM, and USFS, as well as the reclamation-related requirements of cooperating agencies.



Whereas specific plans may apply differently to private, state and federal lands, Rosemont has committed to reclaim all lands to the highest standards identified in the respective plans.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		BLM, USFS, SMI, USFWS, AZG&F permit requirements

		Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Long-term stability and risks

· Reveg. Success

· Sediment delivery 

Air - PM

Water – sediment

Plants and Animals

· Change in veg community

· Area reclaimed

· Ecological concerv. Plans

· Noxious weeds

Visual – change in landscape character

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		41

		Rosemont Copper Company shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan that includes initial eradication, as practicable, and periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants and invasive animals (e.g., warmwater fishes) on Forest Lands. Prior to ground disturbance, non-native aquatic species must be eradicated from within the boundaries of the Rosemont Copper Company patented and unpatented mining claims, to ensure there is no downstream transport of invasive aquatic organisms during any phase of mining operations.  The Plan must ensure there will not be concomitant deleterious effects to threatened, endangered, and sensitive species of plants and animals coexisting with undesirable non-natives during control operations, except as authorized under the federal regulatory framework (e.g., Endangered Species Act consultation). Changed per L. Jones 5/24/10 input



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



























Move to Monitoring



		

		42

		Rosemont shall develop a Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan (RWSEMP) within the expanse of the Rosemont Ranch lands that surround the Helvetia and Rosemont Mining District.



The RWSEMP shall demonstrate no net loss in numbers of surface water sources for livestock and wildlife.  













For each individual source of seasonal or permanent surface water lost to wildlife or grazing use, whether through direct or indirect project-related impact, sufficient mitigation sources shall be created to provide a replacement water source in the area impacted.  



The sustainable sources shall be created by a combination of methods, to include:

· well drilling,

· solar pumps, 

· windmills, 

· earth fill dams, 

· sumps, 

· impoundments, 

· guzzlers, 

· storage tanks

· rain-harvesting, 

· or other means as practicable.



Piping and other appropriate conveyance shall be used to transport sustainable sources of water to storage or distribution sites.



Where access allows, the Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan shall incorporate the concept of standing water catchments along surface water and storm water diversions, preferably with slow flow-through design.  



These structures shall allow for seeps, springs, and extended seasons of surface water available to wildlife from release of base-flow storage.  (Such structures shall not be located close to the mineral processing facilities).  Needs rewording

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Plants and Animals – 

· botanical species

· animal habitat

· corridors

Heritage – sacred springs

Water – beneficial uses









Water – beneficial uses, stock tanks

S Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number seeps, springs

Socioeconomic – rural landscape



Unnecessary detail



		

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Move to monitoring



		

		52

		Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage areas, shall be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety.   Location and construction criteria for project facilities shall prevent deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or resulting from processing operations.

		All

		Public

		

		Plants and Animals – habitat?

Public Safety – public health risk



		

		60 (new)

		Rosemont shall provide funds to relocate AZ trail away from existing bat roost.

		

		

		

		Animals – avoid impacts



		

		167  

		Fence off selected exclusion areas of highest-value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within the Rosemont Ranch land system,

		 

		FS, FWS, ACOE

		 

		Animals – avoid impacts, habitat lost



		

		178    

		The Noxious Weed Control Program shall include specifics on reducing noxious weed introduction and weed control throughout the project area. The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that noxious weed prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect. 



If noxious weeds invade revegetated areas, Rosemont shall be responsible to remove by hand, spray, mechanical, or other approved methods as included in the noxious weed control plan. The effectiveness of the noxious weed control plan shall be reported as specified in the approved MPO/Reclamation Plan.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants – prevent invasions



		

		 

		Needs Clarification

		

		

		

		



		

		51

		Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar karst features, all ground disturbing work will halt, and a Forest Service geologist and biologist will investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated.  Investigation by other specialists may also be required upon discovery of any of these features.  Any void in rock that is large enough for a human to enter constitutes a cave.  Any collapse feature in or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.

		

		FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost



		

		58

		Restoration of fragmented corridors of native biological communities.  RCC to reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Animals - Corridors



		

		New





New

		Protect rocky hillsides, such as talus features, from sloughing downhill.  RCC to reword



All populations and subpopulations of Hexalectris revoluta var. colemanii within the proposed project area that can be avoided during mining activities will be protected by a perimeter fence and at least one lockable access gate (exclosure).  The perimeter of a population/subpopulation is identified by connecting the outermost localities (minimum convex polygon) and adding a 100 ft  buffer, wherever possible.  It is important to design the perimeter fence such that it will not be compromised by seasonally high water flows or mining activity.







		All

		FS





FS

		

		Animals – habitat lost





Plants – Number or acres lost, modified, etc, species viability



		

		62  

		Dark/Night Skies

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		63

		Design and operate exterior and access route lighting to recognize and achieve the goals of the 2006 City of Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code, while also protecting the safety of the workers and visitors to the project facilities.



Where safety requirements allow outdoor lighting shall use:

· appropriate shields, 

· dimmers and/or full cutoff lighting fixtures

· directional lighting

· limited spectrum technologies

· minimum lumens practicable

MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		All

		FS

		Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective 3, page 53 bullet 4;  MSHA requires a certain level of safety lighting.

		Dark Skies – sky brightness, meet code

Animals – light effects

Visual – scenic byway 



		

		69 (new)

		RCC shall develop a lighting plan for operational lights, shall identify MSHA lighting requirements, and shall identify Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code applicable measures.

		

		

		

		Dark Skies – meet code



		

		72

		Energy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		76 

		Solar panels shall be used for energy needs of administrative building.

		

		

		

		Air – GHG emissions in tons



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		73             

		Initial construction of the project facilities to include an Energy Conservation and Sustainable Source Demonstration Plan. The ECSSD Plan shall consider:

· the use of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal to power or supplement energy needs of administrative activities of the mining operations.  

· The project administration building shall be designed to showcase use of LEED and sustainable energy concepts.

		All

		Public

		LEED certification guidelines

		Air – GHG emissions in tons

Water – Quantity?



		

		78     

		Hazardous Materials

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		80             

		Hazardous materials and substances to be managed and contained within appropriately designed, constructed, and maintained facilities. 



These facilities to include as appropriate secondary containment concrete, asphalt, synthetic, clay lining, and adequate stormwater management and drainage systems to prevent contamination outside of containment areas.  



MSHA regulations require Rosemont to maintain MSDS sheets available to workers.  As required under EPCRA and/or CERCLA MSDS information shall be provided to appropriate emergency response departments, hospitals, and available for visitors entering the site

		All

		Public

		MSHA, RCRA, EPCRA, DOT (site specific)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		79             

		RCC shall describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of potentially acid generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. This will include the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geo-chemical analysis and acid-base accounting methods. Areas of potential acid generation on the interim and ultimate pit wall shall be identified and appropriate management strategies developed.

		All

		Public

		(Partially described in MPO but no details RE: where in waste rock or tails acid generating materials will be placed, and at what stage of the operation.)

		Water –quality

Seeps, Springs, Riparian – number degraded

Plants and Animals – avoid impacts

Public Safety – transportation, public health risk



		

		84     

		Heritage

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		85

		Complete Archaeological Inventory survey for all parts of the Area of Potential Effect not surveyed in the SWCA survey of the initial MPO area and evaluate National Register eligibility for additional sites that are recorded.



Prior to ground disturbing activities for the selected alternative, the FS shall conduct archaeological testing at those sites within the Area of Potential Effect where National Register eligibility is undetermined.



Under the programmatic agreement, the FS shall conduct archaeological data recovery at National Register-eligible sites within the project footprint

		Selected Alt.

		FS,  Public,  

		 National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)

		 Heritage 

· # sites

· Future finds

· Burials





		

		90

		Where human burials can’t be excluded from the project disturbance areas, recover and repatriate remains to appropriate Native American tribe or nation following the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and according to a project-specific burial treatment plan.

		Selected Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)

		 Heritage - burials



		

		91

		Protect the Ball court Site (AZ EE:2:105). Although waste rock or tailings deposition would not affect the site in the MPO, backfill previously excavated pithouses, and prevent incursions into the site by fencing the perimeter and closing the road across the site.  Complete an archival record of traditional uses, through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		Barrel Canyon

Alt.

		FS, Tribes

		 NHPA Not req by law… Move?

		Heritage - # sites



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		97

		The proposed Santa Rita Mountains Community Endowment Trust is structured to be accessible to heritage and traditional uses and users in the area.  Grants to be made from the annual funds available from the SRMCET can be utilized to:

· provide educational and economic opportunities for public and tribal members 

· Sponsor education or training for tribal students 

· place interns in fields like wildlife biology, hydrology, cultural resource management, impact analysis and mitigation, business, mining technology, and other natural resource-related fields) 

· Develop cultural programs related to the heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Develop classroom curricula or study units related to Native American history, in collaboration with the tribes whose traditional territories include the mine and Arizona school districts

· Develop displays and educational materials related to heritage resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.

· Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.

		All

		FS

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – qualitative-spiritual, emotional

Socioeconomic – environmental justice























Consideration of heritage resources- visual, wildlife, range management, livestock, etc., for the post-mining land use.



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		92

		RCC shall provide notification of access to tribal interests to facilitate harvesting of traditional food, medicinal, and basketry plants (e.g. agave, beargrass) and traditionally used clays and pigments (generally found in natural cutbanks at springs) before project disturbance.

		 

		FS, Tribes

		 

		Heritage – traditional resource collect areas, sacred springs



		

		99

		Through consultations with tribal experts, identify whether any plants in the project area could be feasibly/practicably transplanted to tribal lands. Plants may include Palmer agave, yucca, beargrass, oak, mesquite and juniper.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		FS American Indian Relations Policy

		Heritage – TCPs, collection areas



		

		100 (new)

		Complete an archival record of traditional uses shall be developed through on-site oral interviews with tribal members.

		

		FS,  Tribes

		

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		102   

		Hydrology

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.

Salek to combine with #127

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, Clean Water Act





		

		116

		Obtain coverage under the AZPDES Construction General Permit and/or Multi-Sector General Permit, as applicable, to control the discharge of pollutants, including sediment, in stormwater discharges from the project. Best management practices associated with these permits include, among others:

· erosion and sediment control,

· good housekeeping,

· routine inspections and maintenance,

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 AZPDES

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act



Land Stability and Soil Productivity - 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. *** RCC to provide examples

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act







		

		120

		Maintain stormwater and erosion control measures until the reclamation effort has met established standards and bonds have been released.   Salek to combine with #116,  #124 and #128

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses, Clean Water Act





		

		124

		  Salek to combine with #120,  #120 and #128 Use non-point source sediment control measures including: 

		 

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Area of disturbance

· Sediment to Davidson Cyn.

· Reclamation results





		

		

		o   Prepare and implement erosion control actions before starting surface disturbing activities.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Disturb the smallest area practical.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Implement concurrent reclamation when feasible.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Manage runoff from disturbed areas to reduce sediment from leaving the site.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use berms and ditches to control runoff from road surfaces.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Install settling basins, hay bales, and/or silt fences to control sediment in ditches.

		Brian to reword per ACOE reqs

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use stormwater dispersion terraces, silt fences, gabion sediment traps, and/or straw bale barriers as needed to minimize road runoff on the undisturbed areas between and downhill of the roads.

		1

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Seed road cuts with an approved seed mix.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Use hydroseeding on steep or more erodible cuts and fills as appropriate.

		2

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Maintain sediment control measures after storm events.

		1* reword

		

		

		



		

		

		o   Monitor effectiveness of ongoing erosion and sediment control measures and modify where appropriate.

		1

		

		

		



		

		126

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement a Local Groundwater Mitigation Plan.  The target of the Local Plan is the area south of the CAP terminus, north of Green Valley, and east of the Santa Cruz River.  The Local Plan goal is to mitigate impacts to the local aquifer including steps to implement:

· Residential Well Protection Agreement for protection of residential wells in the unincorporated Sahuarita Heights Area.

· Local CAP recharge in Sahuarita/Green Valley near as practicable to the Rosemont supply well field in the area of the cone of depression caused by Rosemont water withdrawal.

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of CAP direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from CAP terminus (Pima Mine Road Recharge Project).

· If feasible and practicable, a manner allowing for use of waste water effluent direct delivery to mine site via supply pipeline from Green Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

 Salek to reword (FICO facility and Secretary of Interior effluent from TO)



		 

		FS Tribes

		

		Water – groundwater availability Santa Cruz











Not a connected action





Would become an alternative element if feasible





Would become an alternative element if feasible



		

		127

		Obtain and maintain an Aquifer Protection Program permit from the ADEQ that determines the requirements to reduce or eliminate the potential for discharge of pollutants to the aquifer through the employment of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology and monitoring at the Points of Compliance. Permit acquisition requires the preparation of necessary studies and technical reports as prescribed by ADEQ that will be relied upon by the ADEQ to issue the authorizing or regulatory permit.



As a condition of Forest Service approval of Augusta's MPO, Augusta and any successors in ownership of the Mine must be required to agree in writing to comply with enforceable groundwater protection permit conditions of the ADEQ APP.



The APP permit conditions are issued by the State of Arizona and include to:

· Thorough geotechnical and geological site evaluation as part of engineering design review,

· Review by ADEQ that includes designs that include a demonstration of Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology suitable to the site and to the application.  

· Prefunding or guarantee of independent sources of funding for all costs for decommissioning plant facilities with potential to discharge pollutants to groundwater

· Monitor plant operations for compliance with permit standards 

· Build and operate monitor wells for groundwater quality at compliance points required by the APP permit throughout facility operations and after closure.

· Pay all expenses related to groundwater protection, monitoring, and as may be necessary to maintain compliance with permit standards

· Prepare a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan that includes requirements in the permit.



Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

Salek to combine with #110

		All

		CA,  Tribes

		 

		Water – groundwater quality

















		

		128

		Obtain a Multi-sector General Permit from ADEQ’s Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program that regulates stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity. Obtaining this permit includes the preparation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan and implementation of control measures as outlined by ADEQ’s AZPDES MSGP program.

Salek to integrate with #120,  #124 and #116

		All

		CA

		 

		Water – surface water quality, beneficial uses



		

		129

		Use gray water, wastewater, and/or effluent in place of or to supplement the use of groundwater.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water - quantity



		

		130

		Use CAP water for mine operations.

		All

		Public

		 

		Under feasibility study, drop or include in an alternative.



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		103

		As applicable to waste rock and tailings disposal siting alternatives, small retention structures shall facilitate infiltration of storm water on-site to contribute to local groundwater recharge.  These retention, infiltration basins shall be managed to optimize maintenance of surface and ground water quality.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality, surface water beneficial uses



		

		104

		Where stormwater rules and management plans allow, diversions consistent with topography shall be designed and operated to route storm water efficiently through or around project facilities and to transport runoff water to downstream watersheds.

Reword to state alternative dependent

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		108

		In the vicinity of the Rosemont water supply wells, Rosemont has agreed to a program to mitigate the potential effects of Rosemont pumping on residential water supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.  The USWO Rosemont USWO agreement includes:

· A legally binding instrument negotiated and implemented by the United Sahuarita Well Owners group and Rosemont. 

· Rosemont has agreed to implement and maintain this residential well protection plan throughout the life of its mineral production operations.  

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement has detailed terms related to pump inspection, pump maintenance, pump replacement, well inspection, well maintenance, and well replacement.

· Costs for the USWO/Rosemont agreement are born by Rosemont for the benefit of the USWO members and Rosemont.  

· The agreement has been signed and recorded in Pima County.  

· A third-party insurance company administers the obligations of Rosemont to protect pumps, wells, and water supply to residential wells under the USWO agreement. 

· The benefits of the USWO/Rosemont agreement are transferable to successors of interest to USWO participants.

· The USWO/Rosemont agreement is binding on successors in interest to Rosemont. 

· The right to pump water from the Rosemont Wells is subject to the requirement of the Mineral Extraction Water Right from ADWR.

· The ADWR permitted water right has been pledged as security for the implementation and continued compliance with the USWO/Rosemont agreement.

		 

		FS

		 ADWR

		 Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		114

		Monitor pit water quality and minimize impacts of pit dewatering during operations. Monitor pit water quality and make adjustments to mine management based on results.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		121

		To minimize infiltration, Rosemont shall either grade the top surface of the tailings storage facility to minimize surface water ponding and infiltration, or grade the surface of the tailings to maximize retention for evaporation without infiltration.

		 

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		123

		Monitor groundwater levels and make adjustments to mine management based on results. Monitor groundwater levels and minimize impacts to water levels and quality during reclamation.

		 

		FS

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		125

		Rosemont shall include as a condition in the Final MPO, a detailed description of methods to implement Regional Groundwater Mitigation within the TAMA, including plans implemented or to be implemented for:

· Utilize available CAP water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active Management Area (Lower Santa Cruz).

· To the extent practicable, balance CAP storage credits with water to be pumped from mine supply well field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping groundwater for mineral extraction use.

· Maintain water storage and use inventory records to show that CAP recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed from the TAMA, and that the offset-credits are extinguished and not recoverable.



		 

		FS

		 





Not connected actions

		Water – groundwater quantity Santa Cruz



		

		138

		Should monitoring indicate a failure to comply with water quality standards set by permit, Rosemont shall comply with all surface and groundwater permit monitoring, reporting and contingency conditions.

		All

		Public

		 

		Water – groundwater quality



		

		145  

		Land Use

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		149          

		The status and locations of corners and monuments shall be determined during the course of a dependent resurvey performed by the BLM to protect and perpetuate the original corner positions that control property boundaries between NFS and private lands as well as corners for current and future administrative or management purposes. The BLM dependent resurvey shall be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activities occurring on NFS lands. All survey costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E) 



*may have been repealed

		Forest Plan



		

		150          

		A well-monumented control network set outside of the disturbance area using survey grade Global Positioning System (GPS) referenced to the property corner monuments or postions (mineral survey, section, and quarter corners) shall be established by the BLM during the dependent resurvey and completed prior to any ground-disturbing management activities occurring on NFS lands. Costs shall be borne by the RCC.

		 

		FS

		 Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789)

		Forest Plan



		

		153          

		The approved field notes and plats for the dependent resurvey and control network are filed in the BLM public room and become official records in the public land system.

		 

		FS

		 43 USC 2 (BLM)

		  Forest Plan



		

		New

		During reclamation of the Rosemont Copper operations, or as needed during operation, and to a standard satisfactory to the Forest Supervisor, re-establish, monument and re-monument all corners that control the property boundaries between NFS and private lands and other surveyed lines needed for administrative or management purposes and post the property line to Forest Service standard.



At minimum, the relocation or reestablishment of corner monuments and posting of the property line between the NFS and the private land shall comply with the following: applicable land surveying principles, procedures and standards as set forth in the appropriate GLO and BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions, publications, and circulars; current USDI BLM Standards and Guidelines for Cadastral Surveys using GPS Methods; current Arizona Boundary Survey Minimum Standards; appropriate local and state laws and regulations; and monument and posting specifications provided by the FS.

		

		

		Title 18, USC Sec 1858 (62 Stat. 789); 43 USC 2 (BLM), 43 USC 722, 43 USC 1364*; Forest Service Manual 7152.03 3(a)(b); ARS 33-103 (D & (E);  Forest Service Manual 7152.3- Land Line Location Program Priorities; ARS 33-103(D); ARS 33-103(E)

		Forest Plan



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		147          

		Facilitate future management associated with irregularly shaped mineral survey fractions that will more or less become an integral part of the adjoining private land and improve administration and management efficiency of NFS lands via the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983.



Rosemont shall make a fair market offer for the mineral survey fractions as allowed by the Small Tracts Act (>40 acres and price not to exceed $150,000).

		 All

		FS

		Forest Service Manual 5571.12; 36 CFR 254 Subpart C; Small Tracts Act of 1/12/1983 P.L. 97-465.

		  Forest Plan













		

		New

		Rosemont shall agree to work with the FS regarding administrative control on the Rosemont Ranch parcels under the facility footprint.

		

		

		

		Forest Plan



		

		182          

		Following completion of NEPA process, and as may be applicable at that time, Rosemont and the CNF shall work together to effect transfer of surface ownership and/or surface development rights of the fee land parcels within the waste rock and tailings area footprint that belong to Rosemont Ranch to the Coronado NF to ensure that final or interim reclamation of the waste rock and tailings pile would not be compromised by future non-mineral development or the need for public or private access to these property parcels following completion of approved Rosemont operations.

		 

		FS

		 

		Forest Plan



		

		161   

		Public Health and Safety

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		S42

		Rosemont will maintain a Site Safety and Health Plan and complete the required site-specific training during operations.

		

		FS

		MSHA

		Public Safety – Traffic, Haz. Mat., public exposure

Air – GHG, PM2.5



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents. (Pending effects determination)

		All

		Public

		 

		Public Safety – public health risk

Heritage – vibration

Plants and Animals – noise

Socioeconomic – noise, vibration

Recreation  - solitude



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		See 163



		

		162  

		RCC shall work with local emergency service providers to maintain or increase appropriate level of service.

		All

		Public

		

		Public Safety – public health risk



		

		165   

		Range/Grazing

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		166    

		At least one sustainable surface water source shall be identified in the plan for each of the permanent pastures within the Rosemont Ranch. 

		 All

		FS

		 

		Water – beneficial uses



		

		170

		Reclamation

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		 

		 

		 

		



		

		183    

		Annually, Rosemont Copper Company shall submit a summary of reclamation activities and monitoring to the Coronado NF and other appropriate agencies.  This report would include the use of maps and photos to allow accurate accounting of disturbed and reclaimed acreage, plans that project the following year’s disturbance and reclamation work, details on vegetation removal, treatment, soil salvage, storage, and revegetation, and annual reclamation requirements.  Rosemont Copper Company and the Coronado NF would meet to review the MPO and annual report, and the Forest Service administrator would conduct an annual inspection of site reclamation.  Modify or supplement the MPO as necessary to address reclamation issues.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses

Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species

Visual Quality – degree of change

Recreation

· Acres unavailable

· Hunting opportunities

Heritage – spiritual/emotional impact

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations





		

		190   

		Require that reclamation performance guarantees be provided upfront.

		All

		Public,  Tribes

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 See 4.13.1



		

		188   

		Upon finalizing a reclamation plan for the operations, the costs of implementing the plan must be established as per FS funding requirements and other applicable agencies.

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		187  

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include a mutually acceptable method for phasing in reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project.  The Final Reclamation Plan shall also include a mutually acceptable method for phased adjustment of reclamation performance guarantees and requirements over the life of the approved project. 

		All

		Public

		FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		11.1.1

		172

		Design slopes on waste rock and tailings piles that are flat enough to support successful revegetation where applicable

		All

		FS

		

		Is 3:1 acceptable?



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		96

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specifications for:

· selection of plants and planting methods for trees and shrubs, 

· Selection of native plant species as well as important existing grasses during reclamation. 

· Species of trees and shrubs to be considered include those important to traditional native American cultural uses in the area, including mesquite, juniper, and oak.  

· Traditional and heritage livestock and wildlife uses of local plant species shall be considered in selection of plant species to be used in site revegetation.

· Plant species selection will, as necessary, balance heritage use species with natural environment and stabilization criteria.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		See 4.13.1





		

		S8

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan to include specific provisions to prepare seedbed, reseed any project-related disturbances along Pima County ROW or roadway.

		All

		CA

		

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other



		

		173          

		Rosemont shall contour and blend edges of topographic disturbances with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks wherever practicable

		All

		FS

		 

		 Visual Quality – change in landscape character



		

		174          

		The updated Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions to treat major erosion and slope failures on reclaimed areas promptly and as they occur.  The Reclamation Plan shall acknowledge that erosion prevention is preferable to remedial action, and include provisions to this effect.  RCC shall provide details in the Reclamation Plan that defines what erosion conditions would require action and how problems shall be addressed.

		All

		FS

		 

		Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

· Sediment delivery to Davidson, Cienega, other

Air – PM 2.5, PM 10

Water – surface water beneficial uses



		

		176          

		Identify reference sites in the Rosemont mine vicinity to determine native species occurrence, density, and cover to develop a long-term reclamation plan.  Consider aspect, elevation, and location (ridge vs. canyon bottom).  Based on reference site data, provide appropriate native seed mixes and plant lists for Coronado NF approval prior to any site revegetation.  Select species capable of being self-sustaining on the selected site and include species with the ability to provide erosion control and stability.  Establish vegetation re-establishment criteria for reclaimed areas and ensure that all areas meet criteria prior to bond release. (Kriegel: This is not yet addressed in the MPO)

		All

		FS

Tribes

		 

		  Plants and Animals 

· Change in veg communities

· Acres reclaimed

· Migration corridors

· Invasive species





		

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

( Jones: Combine with #178)

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?





		

		180          

		RCC shall monitor revegetation annually for the life of the mine operations until successful revegetation is confirmed by the Coronado NF.

		All

		FS

		 

		Monitoring?



		

		181          

		The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include specifications and goals for the salvage, storage, and reuse of growth media (topsoil) from disturbed areas to provide sufficient cover on all disturbed areas to be reclaimed.  Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont shall:

· provide for a minimum of  1 foot of growth media cover over

· final waste rock slopes,

· waste rock surfaces,

· waste rock benches,

· completed tailings buttress,

· water diversion fill slopes,

· plant site fill slopes,

· construction laydown areas,

· facility plant-site following final removal of equipment.

· Temporary roads

· The areas to be revegetated shall be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded in accordance with the specifications in the approved Reclamation Plans.



The Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall provide for conservation of growth media on site.  The details for storage of growth media shall require: 

· Placement of growth media stockpiles in locations that are stable, isolated from surface water, gently sloping, and well drained. 

· Growth media stockpiles shall be convex in shape and have no steeper than three to one slopes.  

· Stockpiles shall be revegetated with native species no later than the first growth season following construction to minimize erosion.

· No persistent non-native species shall be used in reclamation except as allowed in the approved Reclamation Plan, where some locally important non-native species may already be established.  

· Install sediment control structures or other Best Management Practices (BMPs) as needed to protect growth media from loss.

· Use growth media stockpiles quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.

		 All

		FS

		 

		  Land Stability and Soil Productivity 

· Stability

· Stability risk

· Lost soil productivity – acres

· Reveg potential

Visual Quality – change in landscape character

Plants and Animals - Invasive species

Water – surface water beneficial uses





		

		187          

		The Forest Service may authorize a phased bond adjustment as needed according to reclamation plan stipulations. 



The Final Reclamation Plan shall include well-defined criteria for determining successful completion for each stage and type of reclamation activity and a reasonable amount of holdback for phased bond release to provide assurance of reclamation success.  These criteria to be as developed or approved by the Forest Service.

		All

		Public

		  FSM 2800, 6500, 36CFR 228A, ARS 27-901-997, AAC R11-2-201

		 Socioeconomic – social costs



		

		193   

		Recreation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		194          

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		Recreation – acres available



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		196          

		Relocate or restore access to Arizona Trail and OHV trailheads impacted by the mine. This could include parking, a restroom, OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.



( Jones: These should not be relocated in the same area because it conflicts with the P/A needs of having some contiguous habitat left that hasn’t been altered by the mine.  This same comment applies to the next several.  If carried out, these would be anti-P/A mitigations.)

		 

		FS

		 

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails



Apply to one alternative and display the differences



		

		197          

		A Rosemont Recreation Improvement Management Plan (RRIMP) shall be prepared as part of the Final MPO.

· The RRIMP shall include provisions for the Los Colinas Segment of the Arizona Trail. 

· The RRIMP shall provide for a sustainable water station for use by pack stock and horses along the Los Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail.

· Relocate portions of the Arizona Trail as needed to provide a trail for users throughout the mine life and post-mine.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25, FSM 2354.43c, National Trails System Act (16 USC 1241)

		Recreation  - acres available, length and # trails

Water – beneficial uses



		

		198          

		The RRIMP shall include and schedule details for installation and maintenance of interpretive signs along the Arizona Trail and at the viewpoint on State Route (SR) 83 where mining activity is visible.

· Sign topics, text, graphics, design, materials locations, and installation requirements shall be reviewed and approved by the Coronado NF.

· Installation of signs on SR 83 shall be coordinated with Arizona Department of Transportation.

· During the time period of mine operations under the MPO, maintenance of signs shall be funded by Rosemont Copper Company.

		 

		FS

		FSM 2353.32

FSM 2333.58

		Recreation  - offset rec losses

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, tourism revenue changes

Visual – scenic byway



		

		201    

		RCC shall provide:

· A perimeter road reconstructed per FS specifications on the west side of waste rock and tailings pile (east of the pit) that provides both north-south  post-mine legal public access through the site and access for RCC closure monitoring.

· A perimeter road on the east side of the waste rock and tailings pile that provides only administrative access for RCC closure monitoring and is not open to the public (in order to protect the non-motorized setting for the Arizona Trail). Inconsistent with RCC access needs?

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2350.2, FSM 2350.3, FSM 2353.02, FSM 2353.03, FSM 2353.04g, FSM 2353.04i, FSM 2353.11, FSM 2353.25

		Recreation 

· Area available

· Hunting opportunities

· Trails available

· Offset recreation losses



		

		

		Create a multi-use trailhead facility that would:

· Relocate the Rosemont OHV trailhead to a location that better serves OHV users, Arizona Trail users, and Highway 83 travelers.

· Include parking, a restroom OHV loading ramps, and other appropriate facilities.

		All

		FS

		

		Recreation  - # trails/THs, ROS



		

		241          

		When consistent with CNF travel management goals, mine roads that are no longer needed for mine operations or access shall be naturalized by restoring natural contours, placing growth media, and revegetating with native plants.

		 

		FS

		 

		Air, Rec, Visual, Heritage, Plants and Animals, Water, Dark Skies, Socioeconomic



		

		205      

		Riparian

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		208          

		As a fundamental effort to protect and allow recovery of riparian areas and sensitive habitat, Rosemont shall design, construct, and operate its transportation system (excluding haul roads) and ancillary systems (pump stations, access roads, etc.) to minimize or remove all project access roads from drainages within waters of the U.S., seasonal tributaries to these jurisdictional waters, and sensitive high value riparian areas.



Mitigation of existing and potential future impacts to riparian areas within the project area may include but not be limited to:

· Fencing to exclude livestock

· Minimize impacts from project activity

· Barriers to public recreational vehicle use

· Notification signage

· Establishment of riparian vegetation where appropriate

		All

		Public

		 

		Riparian – habitat disturbed

Plants and Animals – habitat disturbed

Water – beneficial uses



		

		207        

		The Final Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall identify specific areas to be developed for the post mining land use of “Riparian Habitat and Surface Water Drainage.”  Specify density and sizes of native riparian species to plant along artificial diversions commensurate with the types of vegetation that would naturally occur with that type of flow regime. Specify reclamation goals and methods for that post mining conditions.

		 

		FS

		 

		Riparian – habitat lost/disturbed



		

		210      

		Transportation

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		 

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		216          

		Rosemont shall cooperate with ADOT to address SR 83 improvement issues related to mine traffic.

		 

		FS

		P.L. 109-59; AASHTO “Geometric Design of Highways and Streets”, current edition.



		Public Safety – traffic, public risk



		

		227          

		Rosemont shall develop a comprehensive Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan consistent with applicable law and USFS regulations and, to the extent possible, policy for all project-related roads on USFS land:

· Maintenance standards

· Levels of appropriate use, 

· Methods to maintain the roadways sufficiently to prevent washboard, rutting and drainage problems

· Commitment to replace surfacing lost to drainage

· Commitment to repair roads damaged by use 

· Install and maintain wildlife-crossing structures (e.g. Corrugated Metal Pipes)  under primary access road at locations of known wildlife concentration. 

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – Visual, Dark Skies

Soils – sediment

Recreation  - access

Public Safety

Water – quality

Socioeconomic – costs

Plants and Animals – traffic conflicts



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		199          

		Wherever practicable and subject to public and employee safety concerns, the RCC shall provide for: 

· Public access to RCC private lands not affected by mine-related operations via Arizona Game and Fish Cooperative Land Owner Program (CLOP) 

· Costs for providing and maintaining public access provisions and/or easements to be the responsibility of Rosemont during the period of mine operations under the approved Final MPO.

· Provide a multiplate (or equivalent) underpass to accommodate bicyclists, livestock, wildlife, hikers, and pack stock under the Primary Rosemont Access Road where the Arizona Trail crosses the access road.  It is understood that equestrians and bicyclists may be required to dismount for passage.

		 All

		FS

		 

		Recreation – access, hunting opps

Socioeconomic – costs

Animals – movement corridors



		

		214 A       

		RCC shall cooperate with CNF travel management goals where feasible on roads under USFS control/jurisdiction within the project area. Travel management details are subject to yearly modification by the USFS.



		

		FS

		36 CFR 212 (Travel Management Rule).



		Forest Plan



		

		214 B

		RCC shall dedicate a perpetual public road easement across RCC private lands for the primary and secondary access roads (Gunsight, Lopez, or other) or equivalent feasible routing, to ensure post-mine legal access to USFS lands.

		

		FS

		

		Recreation - access



		

		228          

		Rosemont shall include in the Rosemont Copper Project Transportation Plan details that:

· Identify carpooling opportunities for employees 

· Establish shifts that reduce peak-hour traffic 

· Distribute peak travel operations during the morning and evening commute periods to minimize congestion

· Manage trucking to minimize loss of level of service to SR83  and minimize overlap with school traffic to the extent possible

Clarify per MPO language

Larry to Reword

		All

		Public

		 

		Air – GHG in tons

Public Safety - traffic



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		230          

		To minimize truck traffic on SR 83, Rosemont shall evaluate a slurry pipeline carrying concentrate from the mine to the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains to a newly constructed dewatering plant. This evaluation to be completed prior to initiation of plant construction. The evaluation to compare alternatives for:

· Optimum routing

· Cost,

· Truck miles

· Truck numbers

· Truck routes.

· Employment

· Dust control issues

· Spill control issues

· Other issues related to a concentrate dewatering plant on the west side of the divide

Keyes:  This potential mitigation requires a western terminal for the slurry pipeline and either a rail spur, location along an existing rail line, or trucking from the western terminal to the final destination (possibly not be rail).  The impacts are likely to be significant in areas with no or little infrastructure, whereas additional truck use of SR 83 is an incremental change easily accommodated by the managing agency (ADOT).



Kathy to review previous records and studies.

		 

		 

		 

		Add to one alternative ?



		

		233   

		Visual Quality

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered under law, regulation, and policy

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Covered/addressed in MPO

		

		

		

		



		

		235 A

		RCC shall revegetate tailings and waste rock piles to return to near natural conditions as described in the Reclamation Plan to minimize the spread of noxious weeds. Revegetation will include the use of species and plant distributions from the surrounding landscape.

		All

		FS,  Tribes

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Plants and Animals – noxious weeds



		

		

		RCC considered and accepted

		

		

		

		



		

		234      

		 Provide a reclamation plan that shapes the tailings and waste rock piles to mimic natural landforms from the surrounding landscape and encourages revegetation of the mine site with native plant species in densities, distributions, and sizes similar to the surrounding landscape. This will include:



· Avoiding landforms that create monolithic forms, extensive flat tops, long horizontal benches, and monotonous, even side slopes

· Incorporating natural, dendritic drainage patterns on all sides of the new piles that release stormwater off the site and allow it to flow downstream.

· Armoring channels as necessary with rock, but avoiding evenly spaced or linear channels, and utilizing rock that is weathered or treated with desert varnish to achieve darkness similar to weathered rock adjacent to the project area. ***

· Blending edges of the landform with adjacent undisturbed land to avoid sharp topographic breaks.

· Varying the grades along the new drainageways on tailings and waste rock piles, with random flagger areas to slow and/or hold water, which will help support vegetation growth.

· Create topography on side slopes that include warping, random ledges, and varying slope lengths and angles.

· Installing boulders and rocky patches on side slopes that mimic rockform in the surrounding landscape.

*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR part 228 subpart A, Title 36 CFR Part 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management, Corridor Management Plan for the Patagonia-Sonoita Scenic Road objective #3 (p 52-53)

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		235 B     

		 Replant with a seed mix that includes grasses, forbs, shrubs, and tree species, and plant larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants) in key areas such as highly visible slopes, and where needed for stability.  Container plants will generally be no larger than 5 gallon size.



Provide irrigation to plants in specific areas for the first dry season as needed for successful revegetation. This applies to larger plants (seedlings, transplants, and container plants), not seeding. Irrigation may be via drip irrigation, Dry Water, or other.

		All





		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 R LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3ec 7,  LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		239          

		 Paint or stain buildings or use of other materials for major facilities non-reflective flat shean earth tones (except facilities where this is prohibited by MSHA or other specific requirements, i.e. water tanks) approved by the CNF.

		 All

		Tribes FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

As admissible per MSHA requirements

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %







		

		240          

		At the end of mine operations, remove all unneeded ore processing, ancillary facilities (including foundations), and utility lines, and naturalize these sites by restoring natural contours, placing growth media on the areas, and revegetating with native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

		 

		FS, 

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP Goals p 9 Rec 7, LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed

		  Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		 

		Clarification/more information needed

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		236

		If required by CNF biologists, grow seedlings and container plants from seeds collected onsite. This may require propagation one or more years prior to planting.

		All

		FS

		

		Plants and Animals 

· wildlife habitat acres

· Acres reclaimed

· Change in veg. communities

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		

		237

		Apply desert varnish or other treatments to exposed rock faces (tailings and waste rock piles, road cuts, etc.) when exposed rock is lighter than adjacent weathered rock.



*** Use of desert varnish needs to be clarified/researched

		All

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		238          

		Treat all portions of the pit wall that are visible from Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways and residential areas by applying desert varnish to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of operations.



If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.



Debbie to reword; According to MSHA regulations, cannot enter the pit after closure

		

		FS



		 Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management

		Visual Quality 

· VQO acres

· Degree of change in landscape character

· Scenic byway %





		

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Move to monitoring?



		1. 

		233   

		Off-site Mitigation Land

		

		

		

		



		1.1.1. 

		S9

		Mitigate at a 100% level, where feasible, for actual or potential habitat losses through the development of a Habitat Compensation Plan per the AGFD Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3).



The habitat impacted by the project includes Resource Categories I (highest habitat value), II (high habitat value), and III (high to medium habitat value). Mitigation goals (again, where feasible) for impacts to these Resource Categories are as follows:

· Resource Category I (Cienega Creek area, springs, and riparian habitat): all potential losses of existing habitat be prevented

· Resource Categories II and III (facility footprint): all potential losses be avoided or minimized. If significant losses are likely to occur, AGFD recommends that alternatives to immediately rectify, reduce, or eliminate these losses over time be developed. Such alternatives might include mitigation lands of equal or higher value be purchased or made accessible for public benefit.

SWCA to combine with S10

		

		CA

		AGFD’s Wildlife Habitat Compensation Procedures (Department Policy I2.3)

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.2. 

		S10

		Develop and provide for implementation of a Rosemont Mitigation Land Plan to show details of efforts to:

· Mitigate loss of public trust lands, water resources, riparian lands, wildlife habitat, and recreational access, in cooperation with the CNF, ACOE,  AZ Game Fish, US Fish Wildlife, with input from other cooperating agencies.

· Include specific parcels, areas, or types of lands for non-development agreements, conservation easements, acquisition or exclusion of public access, and Cooperative Land Owner Programs.

· Include specific criteria from agencies with applicable regulations to identify lands that may be suitable for direct or cooperative acquisition efforts where high-value lands may be available for purchase.

SWCA to combine with S9

		

		CA

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access

Heritage



		1.1.3. 

		39

		Federal, state, or local land or habitat management agencies may require or recommend compensatory land provisions, acre-for-acre habitat offsets, or other programs for mitigating habitat loss.



Rosemont shall work with relevant agencies to develop an integrated regional habitat mitigation solution as near to the impacted areas as possible. 



Agencies shall provide Rosemont with recommended selection criteria to allow Rosemont to negotiate for applicable lands that meet the agency criteria.  Reword – No authority to decide this.



Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		ACOE, AZ Game Fish, USFWS

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation - access



		1.1.4. 

		53

		The goals of the onsite and offsite mitigation plans are to provide replacement quantity and quality habitat to users of the USFS, BLM, State, and private lands in the area.  The mitigated uses of these lands include recreational opportunities enjoyed by surrounding communities for the displaced habitat, species, and tourist activities that will attend the proposed project.

Duplicative of #142

		All

		Public

		

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.5. 

		55

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Biological Core Management Areas. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 80 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 4:1 ratio.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors, population viability





		1.1.6. 

		56

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Important Riparian Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 95 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved in a natural and undisturbed condition.

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers





		1.1.7. 

		57

		According to the County’s Conservation Lands System, portions of the project area are determined to be Multiple Use Management Area. The CLS requires as mitigation that least 66 2/3 percent of the total acreage of lands within this designation shall be conserved as undisturbed natural open space, with mitigation required at a 2:1 ratio

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations, change in tourism revenue

Recreation - access



		1.1.8. 

		59

		Mitigation land purchase adjacent to the CNF of equal size and wildlife values

		All

		Public

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors





		1.1.9. 

		93

		Provide in-lieu-of compensatory conservation easements on endangered land with similar historical and tribal significance.

		 

		FS,  Tribes

		 

		Heritage – Acres, numbers



		1.1.10. 

		107

		Purchase and set aside areas of off-site mitigation to comply with ACOE and/or ESA requirements.

Duplicative of #142

		 

		FS

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Water – Quantity, surface water





		1.1.11. 

		142 and S29

		Mitigate for loss of waters of the U.S. in accordance with the April 10, 2008 Final Rule for Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources (73 FR 19594), including, potentially, the purchase and set-aside of offsite mitigation areas, payment in-lieu to an established restoration program, and/or permittee-responsible onsite mitigation.  As examples of this requirement, Rosemont shall:

· Work with Department of Game and Fish, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and cooperating agencies as appropriate, to evaluate the potential for inclusion of purchase or assignment of surface water rights for Cienega Creek

· Work with private interests  and/or other interested parties in the Rosemont Mitigation Program as described elsewhere in this mitigation summary table.

· Work with regional Land Trusts, The Nature Conservancy, The Audubon Society, and other non-profits and Non-Governmental Organizations as may be interested in land set-asides, water conservation, habitat restoration, and habitat protection.

		 

		 

		 

		Seeps, Springs, and Riparian – acres, numbers

Plants and Animals – habitat acres, migration corridors

Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations

Water – Quantity, surface water

Recreation – access



Duplicative – combine w/ others?



		1.1.12. 

		155 

		Land administration controls (fee, lease, etc) and land mitigation commitments shall be recorded and/or enforceable as specified in the land mitigation plan.

		All

		Public

		 

		Socioeconomic – rural landscape expectations



		1.1.13. 

		194  

		Provide alternative lands and facilities to compensate for displaced recreation.  This may include obtaining off-forest lands for Public recreational use, development of new roads and other facilities elsewhere on the Coronado NF (such as OHV routes and facilities on the east side of Hwy 83), or a combination.

		 All

		FS

		FSM 2330.2, FSM 2310.2, FSM 2311, LMP Goals p 9 Rec 1

		  Recreation - access



		1.1.14. 

		203 

		Mitigate for loss of hunting on Unit 34A

		All

		Public

		 

		Recreation - hunting



		2. 

		233   

		Other

		

		

		

		



		2.1.1. 

		146

		Rosemont shall consider providing public access across private lands within or adjacent to public lands.

		 All

		FS

		 None

		 Duplicative of 4.15.5?

Recreation  - access



		3. 

		233   

		Monitoring Required by Mitigation Measures Compilation

		

		

		

		



		3.1.1. 

		17

		Monitor and report on air quality monitoring

		 

		FS

		 

		 Air



		3.1.2. 

		18

		Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in the air quality permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or closure

		 

		FS

		

		Air

Dark Skies



		3.1.3. 

		41

		Rosemont shall develop a Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan  that includes periodic monitoring and eradication of designated noxious plants on Forest Lands. 



The Noxious Weed and Invasive Species Management Plan shall be reviewed periodically and adjusted as needed to apply to all project-related land disturbances on Forest Lands.

		 

		FS

		 

		 Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.4. 

		46

		Provide funding to Forest Service for a biological monitor.  This person will be a journey-level biologist, partially funded by the proponent, to oversee various aspects of compliance with mitigation measures, terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion, monitor and report take, survey for invasive species, etc.

		 

		FS

		 

		Plants and Animals



		3.1.5. 

		47

		Provide endowment for managing invasive species.

		

		FS

		

		Plants – noxious weeds



		3.1.6. 

		48

		Monitor the nearby Lesser Long-nosed Bat roosts before, during, and after the mine project using accurate exit counts (e.g., infrared video counts).

		

		FS

		

		Animals



		3.1.7. 

		110

		As required by ADEQ under Aquifer Protection Permit rules and individual facility permit, Rosemont has accepted the design criteria and permit limits as needed to protect groundwater resources. A thorough engineering evaluation was completed for facilities to determine the appropriate Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT) required for design.  Rosemont will develop a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan as per the terms of the APP permit.



Throughout the life of the mine, monitor ground disturbance at known heritage sites for human remains and sites not previously detected.  Monitor revegetation  for factors important to Tribes.

		 

		FS















FS

		 

		Will be combined with #127



Water – east-side quality











Heritage – sites, burials, collection areas



		3.1.8. 

		117

		As needed for each of the alternatives under comparative analysis and design review, Rosemont shall provide for appropriate capacity of process water and tailings storage to protect against flooding or overtopping.



The long-term nature of mine facilities such as diversion channels requires projects to implement prudent design criteria and methods. Rosemont shall utilize design criteria that meets or exceeds safety factors.



Where long term nature of mine facilities remains, specific Dam Safety Permit limits require Rosemont to install permanent water control structures that may exist beyond the life of the mine.  Specific permit conditions provide for periodic monitoring and maintenance of spillways, diversions, and other permanent facilities. ***

		

		FS

		ADEQ APP,

MSHA, AZ State Dam Safety Permits

		Combined with #115 and #119



*** RCC to provide examples



Water – east-side quality



		3.1.9. 

		163          

		Rosemont shall prepare a Production and Operation Blasting Plan as part of the Final MPO. The Blasting Plan shall include acknowledgement that approval of the Rosemont Final MPO includes a condition that Rosemont and any successors in interest or ownership of the Mine shall be required to repair or otherwise pay for all damages to area residential, historical, or other structures due to blasting at the Mine. A blast monitoring program shall be included in the blasting plan with monitoring points located between the areas to be blasted, and sensitive receptor sites.  Results of blast monitoring shall be available on request to agencies and local residents.

		All

		Public

		 

		Pending effects determination



Noise and Vibration 

Public Safety



		3.1.10. 

		179          

		Rosemont Reclamation Plan shall include provisions for field surveys as needed to record species composition, seed mixes used, canopy cover of seeded/planted and “volunteer species” in selected representative areas as reclamation proceeds.  If seeded/planted species have failed to establish following the first two years, the plan shall provide for supplemental seeding and/or replanting.  

		 All

		FS

		 

		Integrated into #178



Numerous resources/issues addressed



		3.1.11. 

		243          

		Provide funding to the FS for a landscape architect to monitor landforming, revegetation, and other visual quality mitigation throughout the project, and modify or supplement visual quality mitigation measures to address concerns. 

		 

		FS

		Title 36 CFR Part 219 Subpart A, Title 36 CFR 228 Subpart A, FSM 2380.13, FSM 2380.3 (4), FSM 2380.31, FSM 2380.43, FSM 2382 (3), FSM 2382.4 (1, 3, & 8), FSH Landscape Management (p 28-41), FSH 701 Scenery Management,  LMP S&G p28 visual resource mgmt 1-3, LMP p 62 Management Emphasis and Dispersed Recreation Intensity and Visual Resource Management, LMP p 67 Dispersed Recreation 3 and Visual Resource Management.

		Visual Quality

Socioeconomic



		

		S43

		Coronado to hire, at RCC expense, an outside company to conduct spot check noise monitoring.

		All

		FS

		

		Noise

Public Safety

Socioeconomic – quality of life



		3.1.12. 

		134

		Monitor water quality and collect/dispose of pollutants in the runoff from waste rock and tailings piles.

		Public

		Public

		 

		Duplicative of #124/#128

Water – east-side quality
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1.1.1.


 


 


5


 


Onsite dust control on


 


Rosemont facilities shall be maintained on access, 


haul, service, and maintenance roads on site during construction, 


operation, and closure periods through uses of:


 


·


 


gravel, 


 


·


 


water spray, 


 


·


 


treatment with dust control agents, 


 


·


 


otherwise as specified in the 


Air Quality Permit


 


Specifications for each class of facility to be according to the Air Quality 


Permit and documented in a Dust Control Plan to maintain compliance 


with PDEQ air quality regulations or other applicable regulation.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act regulat


ions as 


delegated to Pima County 


Department Environmental 


Quality (Dust Control Plan to be 


updated as needed to comply 


with PDEQ permit)


 


Air Quality 


–


 


PM10


 


Plant and Animals 


–


 


Dust Impacts to plants


 


Visual 


–


 


Change in landscape character


 


Public Safety 


–


 


CA


A standards, PM and GHG


 


Socioeconomics 


–


 


Quality of Life


 


Dark Skies 


–


 


PM


 


 


 


Green highlights reflect changes from 


5/10/2010 version


 


1.1.2.
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Set and enforce speed limits within project area


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.3.
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Rosemont shall use dust control technology at mate


rial transfer points 


and other point sources at crushing, conveyor, and bulk material handling 


facilities, as required in the air quality permit, these technologies include:


 


·


 


water sprays, 


 


·


 


cover, 


 


·


 


wind barriers, 


 


·


 


mechanical controls, or other appropriate m


easures.


 


 


 


FS


 


Clean Air Act and PDEQ permit 


(Shall be specified and monitored 


as per the PDEQ permit 


requirement)


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.4.
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Apply soil stabilizers to tails as required by the Air Quality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


 


See 


1.1.1


 


1.1.5.
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Rosemont shall maintain MSDS sheet


s on site as appropriate for 


chemical materials used onsite, such as:


 


·


 


chemical or physical dust control agents, 


 


·


 


organics, 


 


·


 


inorganic binders, or 


 


·


 


stabilizing polymers.


 


Materials to be used on site shall be subject to review and approval as 


part of the Mat


erials Management Plan/Procedures


 


 


 


FS


 


Mine Safety and Health Act 


 


Drop?  Having MSDS sheets doesn’t mitigate 


anything


 


1.1.6.
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Monitor and report on air quality monitoring
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Move to Monitoring


 


1.1.7.
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Develop and update the Dust Control Plan as required in


 


the air quality 


permit or as needed, to modify or supplement air quality mitigation 


measures to address compliance during construction, operation, or 


closure


 


 


 


FS


 


 


See 1.1.1


 


1.1.8.
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Use acid mist controls in electrowinning tank house as required by the Air 


Q


uality Permit


 


 


 


FS


 


 


 


Air


 


 


Public Safety


 




From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Victoria Boyne
Subject: Updates
Date: 07/28/2010 04:16 PM

Hello M and V,
How goez it. 
I was poking around in webex and noticed a cool new folder called 
20100715_Kimberlite_Response to ADEQ Request

Very interesting folder.   I would like to request that you let me know when you post
really really  cool stuff like this...especially if its in the water section.  I usually get
notices but didn't get one for this one.  I know I can find some stuff on my own, but
given a heads up helps me.  Do you know if the CNF got a copy of this?  Maybe we
did and its sitting on someone's desk.....but not mine. Heehee....mine, no pun
intended.  Cheers.  

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:vboyne@swca.com


From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Terry
Subject: Wanted to call you to discuss some items
Date: 08/11/2010 11:31 AM

Hello Terry,
I couldn't find your phone number in any of the emails with your name on it.  Are
you taking calls or do you just communicate with email. 
Cheers.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377

mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tjchute@msn.com


From: John Able
To: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mary@strongpointpr.com
Cc: Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Debby Kriegel; Kent C Ellett; Salek

Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Deborah K Sebesta; Keith L
Graves; Cheri Bowen

Subject: Warning -- Possible Computer Security Risk in Email From "Elizabeth Webb"
Date: 04/14/2009 04:56 PM
Signed by: CN=John Able/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

FYI:  At least two Forest Service employees recently received an odd email from
Elizabeth Webb's email address.  The email has no subject line and points toward a
web address that appears to be a known security risk.  IF YOU RECEIVE THIS
SUSPECT EMAIL FROM ELIZABETH'S EMAIL ADDRESS, DO NOT OPEN THAT LINK.

The suspect email begins:  "Hello.  How are you doing recently?  Some days ago, I
came across a wonderful electronics company on the web. . . ."  At the end of the 
message is a .net link.  Again, do not open that link. 

Obviously, we are assuming that Elizabeth's computer is infected, and her email
client is being hijacked to send this message.  Bev is calling Elizabeth to let her
know.  If you receive this suspect email from Elizabeth's email address, you will
want to follow your organization's email security protocols.  (Forest Service
employees, please delete the email.  Do not open it.)  

Please distribute this to anyone in your organization whose name may be contained
in Elizabeth's email contacts.

I am reporting this email to Forest Service network security.  If I receive any
additional relevant instructions from them, I will pass those along to you.

John A. Able, Information Officer
Office of Communications
Coronado National Forest
Mobile:  520.405.4256

mailto:CN=John Able/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com
mailto:mary@strongpointpr.com
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Salek Shafiqullah - USFS
Cc: beverson@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth; Rochelle Desser; Dale Ortman PE
Subject: Water Supply Alternatives
Date: 03/25/2010 02:40 PM
Importance: High

Salek,
 
It is my understanding that you have been researching alternatives to Rosemont’s proposed water
supply.  I’m currently finalizing a document on alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed
study.  Can you please provide a list of alternative water supply options that you have considered
but should be eliminated from detailed study?
 
Of equal importance, can you please provide alternative water supply options, if any, that you will
recommend to the IDT Lead to be considered in the EIS?  We also need to know any options that
you are considering that you still do not have enough information on to make either
determination.  I think that this information is essential for the briefing to Region on April 5 to
demonstrate that we have taken a thorough look at that portion of the water resource issue. 
Thanks.
 

Tom Furgason
Office Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax

 

mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:rdesser@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Eli Curiel; Kendall Brown; Mary M Farrell; Larry Jones; William B

Gillespie; Debby Kriegel; Charles A Blair; John Able; Thomas Skinner; tfurgason@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; gsoroka@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com

Subject: Wednesday field trip
Date: 07/21/2008 02:38 PM

Hi Everyone,

It looks like we will be in 4x4's on Wednesday for the field trip to the project area,
rather than a bus or van,  however we will still be meeting on the east side of the
Federal building, at 8:30.  We'll be taking two Forest Servcie rigs, one of Rosemont's
vehicles, and one of SWCA's.

Wear field gear, including boots.  We will be stopping at several places in the project
area.  Bring plenty of water, though lunch will be provided (we'll be at Singing Valley
Ranch for lunch, and will spend some time there hearing a little about the project
from company specialists).

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;

wgillespie@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us
Cc: dsebesta@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;

aelek@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; cablair@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; Beverley A
Everson; jrigg@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; jdmacivor@frontiernet.net

Subject: Will you be attending the 5/19 Rosemont ID Team Meeting?
Date: 05/13/2010 10:13 AM

SWCA intends to have its ID Team attend this meeting, especially if Forest Service counterparts are
attending.  The meeting will focus on pinning down the "design" of alternatives and clarifying any
questions we may still have about each alternative. We are hoping to set aside some time for Forest
Service and SWCA resource counterparts to compare notes and discuss plans to complete quality EIS
products in the timeframes currently established.  We will get out an agenda ASAP.  The meeting is at
the Fire Center beginning at 10:00 and is planned for all day. 
Please let me know today, if possible, whether or not you will be attending
so SWCA can get the right people there as well. Many of their specialists are out of
town and will need to make travel plans ASAP.  Thanks. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rmraley@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

awcampbell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Word Track Changes Cheat Sheet
Date: 03/19/2009 11:14 AM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go
directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please
note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link
appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=140504>

 

Let me know if you have any questions or is there is anything else I can help you
with!

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Larry Jones
To: Deborah K Sebesta; Debby Kriegel; Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre
Cc: Richard A Gerhart
Subject: work on Rosemont together Wednesday?
Date: 11/17/2009 08:05 AM

Hey y'all...

Maybe we can work on Rosemont mitigation assignment tomorrow (Wednesday)
together?  Like in the morn (when Debbie arrives)?  Then we can discuss where our
specialties overlap and identify possible synergism or conflicts (hydro-riparian-bio-
rec).  I don't actually want to bring cooperators or SWCA in at this point.

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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